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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),
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1.263 utils-kafkaclient v0.0.0-00010101000000-000000000000 

     1.263.1 Available under license 

1.264 jackson-coreutils 1.6 
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     1.266.1 Available under license 
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1.268 httpcomponents-core 4.4.9 

     1.268.1 Available under license 

1.269 openapi-spec-validator 0.2.9 

     1.269.1 Available under license 

1.270 openjdk 1.8.0u292 

     1.270.1 Available under license 

1.271 dgraph-io-ristretto v0.0.4-0.20210122082011-bb5d392ed82d 

     1.271.1 Available under license 

1.272 fmt  8.0.1 

     1.272.1 Available under license 
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     1.273.1 Available under license 
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     1.274.1 Available under license 
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     1.279.1 Available under license 
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     1.280.1 Available under license 

1.281 geo v0.0.0-20190916061304-5b978397cfec 

     1.281.1 Available under license 
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     1.282.1 Available under license 

1.283 visual-studio-runtime 14.00.24210.0 

     1.283.1 Available under license 

1.284 soheilhy-cmux v0.1.4 

     1.284.1 Available under license 

1.285 jopt-simple 5.0.3 

1.286 servlet-api 2.5-20081211 

     1.286.1 Available under license 

1.287 libdb 5.3.21 25.el7

     1.287.1 Available under license 

1.288 swagger-parser-v3 2.0.17 

     1.288.1 Available under license 
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     1.289.1 Available under license 
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     1.291.1 Available under license 

1.292 yum 3.4.3-168.el7.centos 

     1.292.1 Available under license 

1.293 bdblib 0.1 

     1.293.1 Available under license 

1.294 zlib 1.2.7-19.el7_9 

     1.294.1 Available under license 

1.295 google-codesearch v1.0.0 

     1.295.1 Available under license 
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     1.296.1 Available under license 
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     1.297.1 Available under license 
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     1.298.1 Available under license 

1.299 glibc 2.17-322.el7_9 

     1.299.1 Available under license 

1.300 perl-threads-shared 1.43 6.el7

1.301 servlet-api 3.1.0 

     1.301.1 Available under license 

1.302 spring-beans 5.0.8.RELEASE 

     1.302.1 Available under license 

1.303 spring-cloud-starter-netflix-hystrix 2.0.1.RELEASE 
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     1.303.1 Available under license 

1.304 mongodb-aggregate-query-support-reactive 0.8.2 

1.305 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.6.3 

     1.305.1 Available under license 

1.306 guava 28.2-jre 

     1.306.1 Available under license 

1.307 spring-plugin-core 1.2.0.RELEASE 

     1.307.1 Available under license 

1.308 commons-lang3 3.8.1 

     1.308.1 Available under license 

1.309 concurrent-ruby 1.0.5 

     1.309.1 Available under license 

1.310 which 2.20 7.el7

     1.310.1 Available under license 

1.311 libtiff 4.0.10-8.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.311.1 Available under license 

1.312 debug-utils 0.1 

     1.312.1 Available under license 

1.313 spring-plugin-metadata 1.2.0.RELEASE 

     1.313.1 Available under license 

1.314 jetty-util 6.1.26 

1.315 nailgun-server 0.9.1 

     1.315.1 Available under license 

1.316 cryptography 3.4.7 

     1.316.1 Available under license 

1.317 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.9.6 

1.318 xalan 2.7.0 

     1.318.1 Available under license 

1.319 commons-http-client 3.1 

     1.319.1 Available under license 

1.320 joda-time 2.10.1 

     1.320.1 Available under license 

1.321 shared-asn1-codec 0.9.15 

     1.321.1 Available under license 

1.322 gson 2.8.0 

     1.322.1 Available under license 

1.323 spring-data-commons 2.0.6.RELEASE 

     1.323.1 Available under license 

1.324 libtiff 4.1.0 
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     1.324.1 Available under license 

1.325 parent-join-client 6.8.12 

     1.325.1 Available under license 

1.326 go-toml v1.2.0 

     1.326.1 Available under license 

1.327 loremipsum 1.0.5 

     1.327.1 Available under license 

1.328 rank-eval-client 6.8.12 

     1.328.1 Available under license 

1.329 jsonpatch 1.6 

     1.329.1 Available under license 

1.330 pygpgme 0.3 9.el7

     1.330.1 Available under license 

1.331 plexus-utils 3.2.1 

     1.331.1 Available under license 

1.332 latencyutils 2.0.3 

     1.332.1 Available under license 

1.333 perl-file-path 2.09 2.el7

     1.333.1 Available under license 

1.334 embedded-elasticsearch 2.5.0 

1.335 zlib 1.2.3 

     1.335.1 Available under license 

1.336 afero v1.1.2 

     1.336.1 Available under license 

1.337 grep 2.20-3.el7 

     1.337.1 Available under license 

1.338 lucene-spatial3d 7.5.0 

     1.338.1 Available under license 

1.339 rdoc 4.2.0 

     1.339.1 Available under license 

1.340 bouncy-castle 1.56 

     1.340.1 Available under license 

1.341 jnr-x86asm 1.0.2 

     1.341.1 Available under license 

1.342 flasgger 0.9.5 

     1.342.1 Available under license 

1.343 commons-jxpath 1.3 

     1.343.1 Available under license 

1.344 android-json 0.0.20131108.vaadin1 
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     1.344.1 Available under license 

1.345 libxdmcp 1.1.3 

     1.345.1 Available under license 

1.346 spring-cloud-commons 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.346.1 Available under license 

1.347 libxml 2.9.1-7.el7_9.0atomix2 

     1.347.1 Available under license 

1.348 x-time-rate v0.0.0-20190308202827-9d24e82272b4 

     1.348.1 Available under license 

1.349 netty-codec-http 4.1.23.Final 

     1.349.1 Available under license 

1.350 pymongo 3.11.4 

     1.350.1 Available under license 

1.351 socket.io-client 0.7.2 

     1.351.1 Available under license 

1.352 docutils 0.17.1 

     1.352.1 Available under license 

1.353 flask-cors 3.0.7 

     1.353.1 Available under license 

1.354 joda-time 2.10.4 

     1.354.1 Available under license 

1.355 libxext 1.3.3-3.el7 

     1.355.1 Available under license 

1.356 libarchive-c 2.9 

     1.356.1 Available under license 

1.357 spring-kafka 2.1.6.RELEASE 

     1.357.1 Available under license 

1.358 maven-plugin-api 3.3.1 

     1.358.1 Available under license 

1.359 spring-security-config 5.4.6 

     1.359.1 Available under license 

1.360 elasticsearch-cli 6.8.12 

     1.360.1 Available under license 

1.361 prometheus-common v0.9.1 

     1.361.1 Available under license 

1.362 protobuf 3.17.3 

     1.362.1 Available under license 

1.363 sqlalchemy 1.3.8 

     1.363.1 Available under license 
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1.364 maven-repository-metadata 3.3.1 

     1.364.1 Available under license 

1.365 maven-resolver-provider 3.5.0 

     1.365.1 Available under license 

1.366 jopt-simple 5.0.2 

1.367 byte-buddy 1.7.11 

1.368 borg3 3.6.4 

     1.368.1 Available under license 

1.369 esapi 2.1.0.1 

     1.369.1 Available under license 

1.370 zuul-core 1.3.1 

1.371 mongodb-driver 3.6.3 

     1.371.1 Available under license 

1.372 websocket-client 0.57.0 

     1.372.1 Available under license 

1.373 perl-getopt-long 2.40 3.el7

1.374 json-c 0.11 4.el7_0

     1.374.1 Available under license 

1.375 apipkg 1.4 

     1.375.1 Available under license 

1.376 libxrandr 1.5.1 2.el7

     1.376.1 Available under license 

1.377 setup 2.8.71-11.el7 

     1.377.1 Available under license 

1.378 zstd 1.4.1 

     1.378.1 Available under license 

1.379 swagger-models 2.1.1 

     1.379.1 Available under license 

1.380 logback-core 1.2.3 

     1.380.1 Available under license 

1.381 power-assert 0.2.3 

     1.381.1 Available under license 

1.382 ribbon-transport 2.2.5 

1.383 x-crypto v0.0.0-20200820211705-5c72a883971a 

     1.383.1 Available under license 

1.384 hystrix-metrics-event-stream 1.5.12 

1.385 woodstox-core 5.0.3 

     1.385.1 Available under license 

1.386 python-dateutil 2.7.3-1.ph3 
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     1.386.1 Available under license 

1.387 pyxattr 0.5.1 

     1.387.1 Available under license 

1.388 requests-aws4auth 1.1.1 

     1.388.1 Available under license 

1.389 libcap 2.51 

     1.389.1 Available under license 

1.390 jsr305 1.3.7 

     1.390.1 Available under license 

1.391 jackson 2.9.5 

     1.391.1 Available under license 

1.392 zmq 0.0.0 

     1.392.1 Available under license 

1.393 rfc3986  1.4.0 

     1.393.1 Available under license 

1.394 mapstruct 1.2.0.Final 

     1.394.1 Available under license 

1.395 py 1.9.0 

     1.395.1 Available under license 

1.396 bouncy-castle 140 

     1.396.1 Available under license 

1.397 perl-pod-perldoc 3.20 4.el7

1.398 css-parser 1.5.0 

     1.398.1 Available under license 

1.399 jsr305 3.0.2 

     1.399.1 Available under license 

1.400 antlr 3.4 

     1.400.1 Available under license 

1.401 scipy 1.4.1 

     1.401.1 Available under license 

1.402 exporter-prometheus v0.1.0 

     1.402.1 Available under license 

1.403 jmustache 1.14 

1.404 jackson-annotations 2.11.0 

     1.404.1 Available under license 

1.405 netty 4.1.27.Final 

     1.405.1 Available under license 

1.406 jersey-apache-client 1.19.1 

1.407 dejavu-fonts 2.33 6.el7
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     1.407.1 Available under license 

1.408 hibernate-validator 6.0.11.Final 

     1.408.1 Available under license 

1.409 msgpack-python  0.5.6 

     1.409.1 Available under license 

1.410 p11-kit 0.23.5 3.el7

     1.410.1 Available under license 

1.411 hcl v1.0.0 

     1.411.1 Available under license 

1.412 avro 1.8.2 

     1.412.1 Available under license 

1.413 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.8.11 

1.414 datadog-zstd v1.4.5 

     1.414.1 Available under license 

1.415 elfutils 0.179-2.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.415.1 Available under license 

1.416 python-setuptools 47.1.0 

     1.416.1 Available under license 

1.417 mock 4.0.3 

     1.417.1 Available under license 

1.418 lucene-queryparser 7.7.3 

     1.418.1 Available under license 

1.419 poi-ooxml-schemas 4.1.2 

     1.419.1 Available under license 

1.420 haml 4.0.5 

     1.420.1 Available under license 

1.421 netty-resolver 4.1.27.Final 

     1.421.1 Available under license 

1.422 graypy 2.1.0 

     1.422.1 Available under license 

1.423 ttfunk 1.5.1 

     1.423.1 Available under license 

1.424 json-java 20090211 

     1.424.1 Available under license 

1.425 jaxen 1.1.2 

     1.425.1 Available under license 

1.426 protobuf-java-util 3.5.1 

1.427 boost 1.66.0-5.el7.centos 

     1.427.1 Available under license 
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1.428 spring-boot-starter-actuator 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.428.1 Available under license 

1.429 log4j-slf4j-impl 2.10.0 

     1.429.1 Available under license 

1.430 luqum 0.8.1 

     1.430.1 Available under license 

1.431 jsonmerge 1.5.1 

     1.431.1 Available under license 

1.432 libglvnd 1.0.1 0.8.git5baa1e5.el7

     1.432.1 Available under license 

1.433 tar 1.32-1.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.433.1 Available under license 

1.434 fwd v1.0.0 

     1.434.1 Available under license 

1.435 aop-alliance 1.0 

     1.435.1 Available under license 

1.436 centos-release-virt-common 1-1.el7.centos 

1.437 jackson 2.1.9 

     1.437.1 Available under license 

1.438 setuptools-scm 3.2.0 

     1.438.1 Available under license 

1.439 compiler 0.9.3 

1.440 shared-ldap 0.9.15 

     1.440.1 Available under license 

1.441 zookeeper 3.4.10-39d3a4f269333c922ed3db283be479f9deacaa0 

     1.441.1 Available under license 

1.442 pillow 7.2.0 

     1.442.1 Available under license 

1.443 jackson-datatype-joda 2.6.3 

     1.443.1 Available under license 

1.444 ncurses 6.1-15.20191109.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.444.1 Available under license 

1.445 apacheds-xdbm-search 1.5.5 

     1.445.1 Available under license 

1.446 jersey-container-servlet 2.22.1 

     1.446.1 Available under license 

1.447 libgpg-error 1.36-2.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.447.1 Available under license 

1.448 args4j 2.0.28 
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     1.448.1 Available under license 

1.449 hikaricp-java7 2.4.13 

1.450 joni 2.1.15 

     1.450.1 Available under license 

1.451 gjson v1.6.0 

     1.451.1 Available under license 

1.452 segment v0.9.0 

     1.452.1 Available under license 

1.453 lucene 7.5.0 

     1.453.1 Available under license 

1.454 openssl 1.0.2v 

     1.454.1 Available under license 

1.455 cmux v0.1.4 

     1.455.1 Available under license 

1.456 libxdamage 1.1.4 4.1.el7

     1.456.1 Available under license 

1.457 metrics-jersey2 3.1.2 

1.458 alsa 1.1.8 1.el7

     1.458.1 Available under license 

1.459 simplejson 3.17.2 

     1.459.1 Available under license 

1.460 public-suffix 1.4.6 

     1.460.1 Available under license 

1.461 gopkg.in-yaml v2.2.8 

     1.461.1 Available under license 

1.462 jtextfsm 0.3.1 

     1.462.1 Available under license 

1.463 accessors-smart 1.2 

     1.463.1 Available under license 

1.464 rake 10.4.2 

     1.464.1 Available under license 

1.465 netty-handler 4.1.23.Final 

     1.465.1 Available under license 

1.466 jersey-bean-validation 2.22.1 

     1.466.1 Available under license 

1.467 kafka-go v0.4.8 

     1.467.1 Available under license 

1.468 asciidoctorj 1.5.8.1 

     1.468.1 Available under license 
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1.469 curvesapi 1.06 

1.470 numpy 1.18.4 

     1.470.1 Available under license 

1.471 aggs-matrix-stats-client 6.5.4 

     1.471.1 Available under license 

1.472 groff 1.22.2 8.el7

     1.472.1 Available under license 

1.473 netty-buffer 4.1.23.Final 

     1.473.1 Available under license 

1.474 jersey-metainf-services 2.22.1 

     1.474.1 Available under license 

1.475 spring-boot-test 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.475.1 Available under license 

1.476 graph-tool 2.29-1.el7.centos 

     1.476.1 Available under license 

1.477 aggs-matrix-stats-client 6.8.12 

     1.477.1 Available under license 

1.478 jackson-jaxrs 1.8.3 

     1.478.1 Available under license 

1.479 go-rootcerts v1.0.1 

     1.479.1 Available under license 

1.480 swagger-parser 1.0.49 

     1.480.1 Available under license 

1.481 ant 1.6.5 

1.482 libdrm 2.4.97-2.el7 

     1.482.1 Available under license 

1.483 plexus-io 2.0.4 

     1.483.1 Available under license 

1.484 kotlin 1.2.31 

     1.484.1 Available under license 

1.485 wmctrl 0.4 

     1.485.1 Available under license 

1.486 libpciaccess 0.14 1.el7

     1.486.1 Available under license 

1.487 jersey 1.19.1 

     1.487.1 Available under license 

1.488 zstd 1.4.3 

     1.488.1 Available under license 

1.489 apacheds-core-avl 1.5.5 
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     1.489.1 Available under license 

1.490 jersey-media-jaxb 2.22.1 

     1.490.1 Available under license 

1.491 importlib-metadata 4.6.4 

     1.491.1 Available under license 

1.492 klauspost-compress v1.11.3 

     1.492.1 Available under license 

1.493 dgraph-io-badger v3.2011.1 

     1.493.1 Available under license 

1.494 nialogarchiver 1.0 

     1.494.1 Available under license 

1.495 apacheds-core-jndi 1.5.5 

     1.495.1 Available under license 

1.496 netty-transport 4.1.27.Final 

     1.496.1 Available under license 

1.497 x-text v0.3.3 

     1.497.1 Available under license 

1.498 dropwizard-configuration 0.9.2 

1.499 libdevmapper 1.0 

     1.499.1 Available under license 

1.500 temple 0.7.7 

     1.500.1 Available under license 

1.501 de-flapdoodle-embed-process 2.0.5 

     1.501.1 Available under license 

1.502 netty-buffer 4.1.27.Final 

     1.502.1 Available under license 

1.503 cryptography 2.2.2 

     1.503.1 Available under license 

1.504 json-cpp 1.9.4 

     1.504.1 Available under license 

1.505 elasticsearch-x-content 6.5.4 

     1.505.1 Available under license 

1.506 openorb v1.2.0 

     1.506.1 Available under license 

1.507 swagger-core 2.1.2 

     1.507.1 Available under license 

1.508 vaughan0-go-ini v1.62.0 

     1.508.1 Available under license 

1.509 nspr 4.25.0-2.el7_9 
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     1.509.1 Available under license 

1.510 lz4 1.9.3 

     1.510.1 Available under license 

1.511 logging-interceptor 3.0.0-RC1 

     1.511.1 Available under license 

1.512 bzip2 1.0.8 

1.513 x-net v0.0.0-20200904194848-62affa334b73 

     1.513.1 Available under license 

1.514 minitest 5.4.1 

     1.514.1 Available under license 

1.515 compress 1.19 

     1.515.1 Available under license 

1.516 pynacl 1.3.0 

     1.516.1 Available under license 

1.517 python-iniparse 0.4-9.el7 

     1.517.1 Available under license 

1.518 more-itertools 8.5.0 

     1.518.1 Available under license 

1.519 visitorj-runtime 0.1.0 

     1.519.1 Available under license 

1.520 plexus-container-default 1.0-alpha-9-stable-1 

1.521 python-urlgrabber 3.10 10.el7

     1.521.1 Available under license 

1.522 mailapi 1.4.3 

1.523 netty-transport 4.1.23.Final 

     1.523.1 Available under license 

1.524 openssl 1.1.1k 

     1.524.1 Notifications 

     1.524.2 Available under license 

1.525 httpcore-nio 4.4.10 

     1.525.1 Available under license 

1.526 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.9.5 

1.527 zstd 1.4.4 

     1.527.1 Available under license 

1.528 lucene-sandbox 7.7.3 

     1.528.1 Available under license 

1.529 httpcomponents-client 4.5.13 

     1.529.1 Available under license 

1.530 dictdiffer 0.8.0 
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     1.530.1 Available under license 

1.531 httpcomponents-core 4.4.10 

     1.531.1 Available under license 

1.532 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.5 

     1.532.1 Available under license 

1.533 jackson-module-afterburner 2.9.5 

1.534 prawn-templates 0.1.1 

     1.534.1 Available under license 

1.535 sphinxcontrib-websupport 1.2.4 

     1.535.1 Available under license 

1.536 bc 1.06.95 13.el7

     1.536.1 Available under license 

1.537 commons-beanutils 1.8.3 

     1.537.1 Available under license 

1.538 tomcat-embed-websocket 8.5.32 

     1.538.1 Available under license 

1.539 perl-scalar-list-utils 1.27 248.el7

     1.539.1 Available under license 

1.540 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.9.6 

     1.540.1 Available under license 

1.541 libxcb 1.13 

     1.541.1 Available under license 

1.542 lang-mustache-client 6.5.4 

     1.542.1 Available under license 

1.543 naoina-go-stringutil v0.1.0 

     1.543.1 Available under license 

1.544 metrics-health-checks 3.1.2 

1.545 systemd 219-78.el7_9.3 

     1.545.1 Available under license 

1.546 commons-collections 4.3 

     1.546.1 Available under license 

1.547 spring-restdocs-asciidoctor 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.547.1 Available under license 

1.548 lz4-java 1.7.1 

     1.548.1 Available under license 

1.549 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.8.11 

1.550 libsodium 1.0.18 

     1.550.1 Available under license 

1.551 jinja2 2.10 
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     1.551.1 Available under license 

1.552 cosmos-sdk v0.43.0-rc3 

     1.552.1 Available under license 

1.553 zipp 3.5.0 

     1.553.1 Available under license 

1.554 objenesis 2.6 

     1.554.1 Available under license 

1.555 cgal 4.11.1-1.el7 

     1.555.1 Available under license 

1.556 libxau 1.0.8-2.1.el7 

     1.556.1 Available under license 

1.557 objx v0.1.1 

     1.557.1 Available under license 

1.558 golang-genproto v0.0.0-20190425155659-357c62f0e4bb 

     1.558.1 Available under license 

1.559 error_prone_annotations 2.3.4 

     1.559.1 Available under license 

1.560 cobra v0.0.5 

     1.560.1 Available under license 

1.561 simpleclient 0.6.0 

1.562 spring-expression 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.562.1 Available under license 

1.563 fancycompleter 0.9.1 

     1.563.1 Available under license 

1.564 invokebinder 1.10 

     1.564.1 Available under license 

1.565 pango 1.42.4 4.el7_7

     1.565.1 Available under license 

1.566 utils-dgraphclient v0.0.0-00010101000000-000000000000 

     1.566.1 Available under license 

1.567 json-path 2.4.0 

     1.567.1 Available under license 

1.568 elasticsearch-dsl 6.4.0 

     1.568.1 Available under license 

1.569 json-simple 1.1.1 

1.570 qrencode 3.4.1 3.el7

     1.570.1 Available under license 

1.571 jnr-ffi 2.1.7 

     1.571.1 Available under license 
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1.572 plexus-classworlds 2.5.2 

     1.572.1 Available under license 

1.573 perl-time-hires 1.9725 3.el7

1.574 agnivade-levenshtein v1.0.3 

     1.574.1 Available under license 

1.575 boto3 1.18.26 

     1.575.1 Available under license 

1.576 spring-test 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.576.1 Available under license 

1.577 acitoolkit 0.3.1 

     1.577.1 Available under license 

1.578 swagger 1.5.20 

     1.578.1 Available under license 

1.579 swagger 1.6.1 

     1.579.1 Available under license 

1.580 activation 1.1.1 

     1.580.1 Available under license 

1.581 guice 3.0 

     1.581.1 Available under license 

1.582 wagon-provider-api 2.12 

     1.582.1 Available under license 

1.583 eclipse-sisu-inject 0.3.0 

     1.583.1 Available under license 

1.584 netty-codec 4.1.27.Final 

     1.584.1 Available under license 

1.585 tomcat-annotations-api 8.5.29 

     1.585.1 Available under license 

1.586 elasticsearch-dsl 6.3.1 

     1.586.1 Available under license 

1.587 javax-interceptor-api 1.2.2 

     1.587.1 Available under license 

1.588 httpasyncclient 4.1.4 

     1.588.1 Available under license 

1.589 jacoco-cli 0.8.5 

     1.589.1 Available under license 

1.590 metrics-core 2.2.0 

     1.590.1 Available under license 

1.591 spring-web 5.3.7 

     1.591.1 Available under license 
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1.592 jbig-kit 2.0 11.el7

     1.592.1 Available under license 

1.593 govmomi v0.19.0 

     1.593.1 Available under license 

1.594 spring-hateoas 0.24.0.RELEASE 

     1.594.1 Available under license 

1.595 libpwquality 1.2.3 5.el7

     1.595.1 Available under license 

1.596 log4j-slf4j18-impl 2.13.2 

     1.596.1 Available under license 

1.597 threetenbp 1.4.0 

     1.597.1 Available under license 

1.598 javax-el 3.0.0 

     1.598.1 Available under license 

1.599 hashicorp-uuid v1.0.2 

     1.599.1 Available under license 

1.600 rouge 2.0.7 

     1.600.1 Available under license 

1.601 pinentry 0.8.1 17.el7

     1.601.1 Available under license 

1.602 apex-api 3.4.0 

     1.602.1 Available under license 

1.603 asciidoctor-pdf 1.5.0.alpha.16 

     1.603.1 Available under license 

1.604 spring-retry 1.2.2.RELEASE 

     1.604.1 Available under license 

1.605 jackson-module-parameter-names 2.9.5 

1.606 jnr-posix 3.0.44 

     1.606.1 Available under license 

1.607 opencensus-api 0.12.3 

     1.607.1 Available under license 

1.608 go-yaml v2.2.4 

     1.608.1 Available under license 

1.609 spring-tx 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.609.1 Available under license 

1.610 libtasn 4.10 1.el7

     1.610.1 Available under license 

1.611 utils 1.1.0 

     1.611.1 Available under license 
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1.612 metrics 3.1.2 

     1.612.1 Available under license 

1.613 zeromq 4.1.4-6 

     1.613.1 Available under license 

1.614 tomcat 8.5.29 

     1.614.1 Available under license 

1.615 jaxb-core 2.2.3-1 

     1.615.1 Available under license 

1.616 free-type 2.9.1-8.el7_9.0atomix2 

     1.616.1 Available under license 

1.617 json-delta 2.0 

     1.617.1 Available under license 

1.618 glob v0.2.3 

     1.618.1 Available under license 

1.619 jetty-servlet 9.2.13.v20150730 

1.620 libidn 1.28-4.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.620.1 Available under license 

1.621 nss 3.53.1-1.el7_9 

     1.621.1 Available under license 

1.622 sphinxcontrib-serializinghtml 1.1.5 

     1.622.1 Available under license 

1.623 spring-boot-starter-test 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.623.1 Available under license 

1.624 hashery 2.1.2 

     1.624.1 Available under license 

1.625 spring-cloud-starter 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.625.1 Available under license 

1.626 swagger 2.1.1 

     1.626.1 Available under license 

1.627 rhino 1.7R4 

     1.627.1 Available under license 

1.628 generex 1.0.2 

     1.628.1 Available under license 

1.629 mockito-core 2.15.0 

     1.629.1 Available under license 

1.630 bdbclient 0.3.0 

     1.630.1 Available under license 

1.631 zlib 1.2.11 

     1.631.1 Available under license 
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1.632 commons-lang3 3.7 

     1.632.1 Available under license 

1.633 rsa 4.7.2 

     1.633.1 Available under license 

1.634 spring-boot-test-autoconfigure 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.634.1 Available under license 

1.635 swagger-compat-spec-parser 1.0.49 

     1.635.1 Available under license 

1.636 sed 4.2.2-7.el7 

     1.636.1 Available under license 

1.637 babel 2.9.1 

     1.637.1 Available under license 

1.638 sisu-guice 3.2.5 

     1.638.1 Available under license 

1.639 diffutils 3.3 5.el7

     1.639.1 Available under license 

1.640 commons-lang3 3.0 

     1.640.1 Available under license 

1.641 apacheschemabootstrap 1.5.5 

     1.641.1 Available under license 

1.642 pyvmomi 7.0.2 

     1.642.1 Available under license 

1.643 jna 4.5.1 

     1.643.1 Available under license 

1.644 jetty-servlets 9.2.13.v20150730 

1.645 mina 2.0.0-M6 

     1.645.1 Available under license 

1.646 jetty-continuation 9.2.13.v20150730 

     1.646.1 Available under license 

1.647 perl-text-parsewords 3.29 4.el7

     1.647.1 Available under license 

1.648 libx11 1.6.7-3.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.648.1 Available under license 

1.649 dracut 033-572.el7 

     1.649.1 Available under license 

1.650 commons-cli 1.4 

     1.650.1 Available under license 

1.651 gson-fire 1.8.3 

     1.651.1 Available under license 
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1.652 compiler 0.9.4 

     1.652.1 Available under license 

1.653 bcrypt 3.2.0 

     1.653.1 Available under license 

1.654 gnupg 2.0.22 5.el7_5

     1.654.1 Available under license 

1.655 curl 7.69.1-1.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.655.1 Available under license 

1.656 spring-aop 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.656.1 Available under license 

1.657 netty-transport 4.1.30.Final 

     1.657.1 Available under license 

1.658 icu 50.2 4.el7_7

     1.658.1 Available under license 

1.659 prometheus-client v0.9.3 

     1.659.1 Available under license 

1.660 plexus-interpolation 1.21 

1.661 mongodb-driver-core 3.6.3 

     1.661.1 Available under license 

1.662 boost 1.70.0 

     1.662.1 Available under license 

1.663 python-magic 0.4.18 

     1.663.1 Available under license 

1.664 libxi 1.7.9-1.el7 

     1.664.1 Available under license 

1.665 ribbon 2.2.5 

1.666 spring-security-config 5.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.666.1 Available under license 

1.667 openapi-generator-maven-plugin 4.3.0 

     1.667.1 Available under license 

1.668 avro-python3 1.10.2 

     1.668.1 Available under license 

1.669 keyutils 1.5.8 3.el7

     1.669.1 Available under license 

1.670 opencensus-go-exporter-datadog v0.0.0-20190503082300-0f32ad59ab08 

     1.670.1 Available under license 

1.671 jwalterweatherman v1.0.0 

     1.671.1 Available under license 

1.672 audit 2.8.5 4.el7
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     1.672.1 Available under license 

1.673 apacheds-core 1.5.5 

     1.673.1 Available under license 

1.674 apacheds-schema-registries 1.5.5 

     1.674.1 Available under license 

1.675 mockserver-client-java 5.11.1 

     1.675.1 Available under license 

1.676 grpc-context 1.16.1 

     1.676.1 Available under license 

1.677 commons-logging 1.2 

     1.677.1 Available under license 

1.678 typing-extensions 3.10.0.0 

     1.678.1 Available under license 

1.679 f5-icontrol-rest 1.3.13 

     1.679.1 Available under license 

1.680 perl-file-temp 0.23.01 3.el7

     1.680.1 Available under license 

1.681 hystrix-serialization 1.5.12 

1.682 grpc-protobuf-lite 1.16.1 

     1.682.1 Available under license 

1.683 date-time 4.3 

     1.683.1 Available under license 

1.684 binutils 2.27-44.base.el7 

     1.684.1 Available under license 

1.685 paulmach-go.geojson v0.0.0-20170327170536-40612a87147b 

     1.685.1 Available under license 

1.686 libsm 1.2.2-2.el7 

     1.686.1 Available under license 

1.687 commons-digester 1.8.1 

     1.687.1 Available under license 

1.688 mongodb-driver-reactivestreams 1.7.1 

     1.688.1 Available under license 

1.689 aniso8601 9.0.1 

     1.689.1 Available under license 

1.690 jackson 1.8.8 

     1.690.1 Available under license 

1.691 compactmap 1.2.1 

     1.691.1 Available under license 

1.692 springfox-schema 2.8.0 
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1.693 apache-log4j 2.13.3 

     1.693.1 Available under license 

1.694 elasticsearch-core 6.8.12 

     1.694.1 Available under license 

1.695 unsafe-fences 1.0 

     1.695.1 Available under license 

1.696 extract 1.0 

     1.696.1 Available under license 

1.697 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.9.6 

1.698 json-schema-validator 2.2.8 

     1.698.1 Available under license 

1.699 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.12.1 

     1.699.1 Available under license 

1.700 css-select 1.1.0 

     1.700.1 Available under license 

1.701 avro 1.7.4 

     1.701.1 Available under license 

1.702 saaj 2.0.1 

     1.702.1 Available under license 

1.703 gofuzz v1.2.0 

     1.703.1 Available under license 

1.704 dgraph v21.03.1 

     1.704.1 Available under license 

1.705 dexx-collections 0.2 

1.706 pycparser 2.18-1.ph3 

     1.706.1 Available under license 

1.707 flask 1.0.2 

     1.707.1 Available under license 

1.708 libxfont 7.5-21.el7 

     1.708.1 Available under license 

1.709 spring-boot-starter-data-mongodb 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.709.1 Available under license 

1.710 treetop 1.5.3 

     1.710.1 Available under license 

1.711 annotations 2.0.0 

     1.711.1 Available under license 

1.712 pyzmq 22.2.1 

     1.712.1 Available under license 

1.713 leveldb 1.23 
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     1.713.1 Available under license 

1.714 jcmturner-dnsutils v1.0.1 

     1.714.1 Available under license 

1.715 jetty-util 9.2.13.v20150730 

1.716 pierrec-lz4 v2.5.2+incompatible 

     1.716.1 Available under license 

1.717 click 8.0.1 

     1.717.1 Available under license 

1.718 wheel 0.32.3 

     1.718.1 Available under license 

1.719 cdi-api 1.2 

     1.719.1 Available under license 

1.720 asm 5.0.3 

     1.720.1 Available under license 

1.721 queue v1.1.0 

     1.721.1 Available under license 

1.722 swagger-annotations 2.1.2 

     1.722.1 Available under license 

1.723 netty-codec-http 4.1.30.Final 

     1.723.1 Available under license 

1.724 maven-settings 3.3.1 

     1.724.1 Available under license 

1.725 netty-resolver 4.1.23.Final 

     1.725.1 Available under license 

1.726 httpclient 4.5.6 

     1.726.1 Available under license 

1.727 asciidoctor 1.5.8 

     1.727.1 Available under license 

1.728 gosnmp v1.25.0 

     1.728.1 Available under license 

1.729 jackson-datatype-joda 2.9.5 

     1.729.1 Available under license 

1.730 netty 3.10.5.Final 

     1.730.1 Available under license 

1.731 nanopb 0.4.5 

     1.731.1 Available under license 

1.732 cups 1.6.3-51.el7 

     1.732.1 Available under license 

1.733 json 1.8.3 
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     1.733.1 Available under license 

1.734 libthai 0.1.14 9.el7

     1.734.1 Available under license 

1.735 cpio 2.13-4.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.735.1 Available under license 

1.736 asciidoctorj-pdf 1.5.0-alpha.16 

     1.736.1 Available under license 

1.737 pdbpp 0.10.2 

     1.737.1 Available under license 

1.738 mailapi 1.6.2 

     1.738.1 Available under license 

1.739 springfox-spi 2.9.2 

     1.739.1 Available under license 

1.740 freemarker-freemarker 2.3.28 

     1.740.1 Available under license 

1.741 dropwizard-jackson 0.9.2 

1.742 pyliblzma 0.5.3 11.el7

     1.742.1 Available under license 

1.743 pytest 6.0.1 

     1.743.1 Available under license 

1.744 pyxattr 0.5.1 5.el7

     1.744.1 Available under license 

1.745 zstd-jni 1.4.5-6 

     1.745.1 Available under license 

1.746 cssutils 1.0.2 

     1.746.1 Available under license 

1.747 btf 1.3 

     1.747.1 Available under license 

1.748 snappy-java 1.1.4 

1.749 sysstat 11.7.3-3.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.749.1 Available under license 

1.750 handlebars 4.1.2 

1.751 lucene-suggest 7.5.0 

     1.751.1 Available under license 

1.752 lucene-spatial3d 7.7.3 

     1.752.1 Available under license 

1.753 eclipse-jgit 4.11.0.201803080745-r 

     1.753.1 Available under license 

1.754 snake-yaml 1.18 
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     1.754.1 Available under license 

1.755 perks v1.0.0 

     1.755.1 Available under license 

1.756 jetty-xml 9.2.13.v20150730 

1.757 gson 2.8.6 

     1.757.1 Available under license 

1.758 safe-yaml 1.0.4 

     1.758.1 Available under license 

1.759 springfox-swagger-common 2.9.2 

     1.759.1 Available under license 

1.760 apacheds-schema-extras 1.5.5 

     1.760.1 Available under license 

1.761 guava 11.0.2 

     1.761.1 Available under license 

1.762 log4j-slf4j-impl 2.13.3 

     1.762.1 Available under license 

1.763 goprotobuf v1.4.3 

     1.763.1 Available under license 

1.764 bind 9.11.4-26.P2.el7_9.5.0atomix1 

     1.764.1 Available under license 

1.765 jcmturner-gokrb v7.5.0 

     1.765.1 Available under license 

1.766 beautiful-soup 4.9.3 

     1.766.1 Available under license 

1.767 jackson-mapper-asl 1.8.8 

     1.767.1 Available under license 

1.768 jsonassert 1.5.0 

1.769 javacpp 1.2 

     1.769.1 Available under license 

1.770 commons-codec 1.13 

     1.770.1 Available under license 

1.771 confluent-kafka 1.7.0 

     1.771.1 Available under license 

1.772 prawn 2.2.2 

     1.772.1 Available under license 

1.773 numpy 1.0.1 

     1.773.1 Available under license 

1.774 redhat-rpm-config 9.1.0 88.el7.centos

1.775 open-ldap 2.4.44-23.el7_9.0atomix2 
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     1.775.1 Available under license 

1.776 exporter-jaeger v0.1.0 

     1.776.1 Available under license 

1.777 nss 3.53.1-7.el7_9 

     1.777.1 Available under license 

1.778 vcversioner 2.16.0.0 

     1.778.1 Available under license 

1.779 spring-beans 5.3.7 

     1.779.1 Available under license 

1.780 jackson-databind 2.9.6 

     1.780.1 Available under license 

1.781 paramiko 2.7.1 

     1.781.1 Available under license 

1.782 futures 3.3.0 

     1.782.1 Available under license 

1.783 spring-context 5.3.7 

     1.783.1 Available under license 

1.784 golang-genproto v0.0.0-20200526211855-cb27e3aa2013 

     1.784.1 Available under license 

1.785 golang-snappy v0.0.1 

     1.785.1 Available under license 

1.786 werkzeug 2.0.1 

     1.786.1 Available under license 

1.787 commons-vfs 2.1 

     1.787.1 Available under license 

1.788 lockfile 0.12.2 

     1.788.1 Available under license 

1.789 pierrec-lz4 v2.0.5+incompatible 

     1.789.1 Available under license 

1.790 go-uuid v1.2.0 

     1.790.1 Available under license 

1.791 elasticsearch-rest-client 6.8.12 

     1.791.1 Available under license 

1.792 mail 1.4.3 

     1.792.1 Available under license 

1.793 slf4j-log4j 1.7.32 

     1.793.1 Available under license 

1.794 commons-codec 1.11 

     1.794.1 Available under license 
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1.795 jasper-compiler 5.5.23 

     1.795.1 Available under license 

1.796 pymysql  1.0.2 

     1.796.1 Available under license 

1.797 open-csv 3.9 

     1.797.1 Available under license 

1.798 antlr-runtime 4.7 

1.799 lucene-spatial-extras 7.7.3 

     1.799.1 Available under license 

1.800 jacoco-core 0.8.5 

     1.800.1 Available under license 

1.801 commons-el 5.5.23 

     1.801.1 Available under license 

1.802 modules 6.0.0 

     1.802.1 Available under license 

1.803 hibernate-validator 5.2.2.Final 

     1.803.1 Available under license 

1.804 cairo 1.15.12 4.el7

     1.804.1 Available under license 

1.805 argcomplete 1.12.3 

     1.805.1 Available under license 

1.806 libxrender 0.9.10-1.el7 

     1.806.1 Available under license 

1.807 commons-beanutils-core 1.8.3 

     1.807.1 Available under license 

1.808 sphinx-rtd-theme 0.2.4 

     1.808.1 Available under license 

1.809 simpleclient-common 0.6.0 

1.810 argparse 0.6.0 

1.811 caffeine 2.6.2 

1.812 click 6.7 

     1.812.1 Available under license 

1.813 eureka-core 1.9.3 

     1.813.1 Available under license 

1.814 springfox-schema 2.9.2 

     1.814.1 Available under license 

1.815 json-iterator-go v1.1.9 

     1.815.1 Available under license 

1.816 spring-data-ldap 2.0.6.RELEASE 
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     1.816.1 Available under license 

1.817 tcp-dump 4.9.2-4.el7_9.1.0atomix2 

     1.817.1 Available under license 

1.818 pyopenssl 17.5.0 

     1.818.1 Available under license 

1.819 httpasyncclient 4.1.3 

     1.819.1 Available under license 

1.820 spring-jcl 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.820.1 Available under license 

1.821 libiconv 1.16 

     1.821.1 Available under license 

1.822 uritemplate 0.10 

     1.822.1 Available under license 

1.823 hppc 0.8.1 

     1.823.1 Available under license 

1.824 idna 2.6 

     1.824.1 Available under license 

1.825 x-sys v0.0.0-20210105210732-16f7687f5001 

     1.825.1 Available under license 

1.826 bouncy-castle 1.46 

     1.826.1 Available under license 

1.827 pdf-reader 2.0.0 

     1.827.1 Available under license 

1.828 libxshmfence 1.2 1.el7

     1.828.1 Available under license 

1.829 voluptuous 0.12.1 

     1.829.1 Available under license 

1.830 guava 20.0 

1.831 netty-resolver 4.1.30.Final 

     1.831.1 Available under license 

1.832 asn1crypto 0.24.0 

     1.832.1 Available under license 

1.833 commons-beanutils 1.9.3 

     1.833.1 Available under license 

1.834 iotop 0.6-4.el7 

     1.834.1 Available under license 

1.835 hamcrest-library 1.3 

     1.835.1 Available under license 

1.836 zstd 1.3.8 
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     1.836.1 Available under license 

1.837 ply 3.11 

     1.837.1 Available under license 

1.838 yq 2.11.1 

     1.838.1 Available under license 

1.839 reactive-streams 1.0.2 

     1.839.1 Available under license 

1.840 httpcomponents-client 4.5.10 

     1.840.1 Available under license 

1.841 jakarta-annotation-api 1.3.5 

     1.841.1 Available under license 

1.842 libjpeg 9d 

     1.842.1 Available under license 

1.843 spring-web-mvc 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.843.1 Available under license 

1.844 apr 1.6.3 

1.845 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.6 

     1.845.1 Available under license 

1.846 jackson-annotations 2.6.0 

     1.846.1 Available under license 

1.847 quartz 2.3.0 

     1.847.1 Available under license 

1.848 plexus-sec-dispatcher 1.3 

     1.848.1 Available under license 

1.849 gzip 1.5-10.el7 

1.850 lm-sensors 3.4.0 8.20160601gitf9185e5.el7

     1.850.1 Available under license 

1.851 geo-ip 1.5.0 14.el7

     1.851.1 Available under license 

1.852 jackson-module-parameter-names 2.9.6 

1.853 pip 19.1.1 

     1.853.1 Available under license 

1.854 jruby-stdlib 9.1.17.0 

     1.854.1 Available under license 

1.855 gradle 2.12 

     1.855.1 Available under license 

1.856 x-xerrors v0.0.0-20200804184101-5ec99f83aff1 

     1.856.1 Available under license 

1.857 commons-math 2.2 
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     1.857.1 Available under license 

1.858 spring-tx 5.3.7 

     1.858.1 Available under license 

1.859 fastavro 0.21.14 

     1.859.1 Available under license 

1.860 libgcrypt 1.5.3-14.el7 

     1.860.1 Available under license 

1.861 commons-collections 4.4 

     1.861.1 Available under license 

1.862 cast v1.3.0 

     1.862.1 Available under license 

1.863 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.9.5 

1.864 perl 5.16.3-299.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.864.1 Available under license 

1.865 copy-jdk-configs 3.3 10.el7_5

     1.865.1 Available under license 

1.866 graphite 1.3.10 1.el7_3

     1.866.1 Available under license 

1.867 jcommander 1.72 

     1.867.1 Available under license 

1.868 xerces-j 2.8.0 

     1.868.1 Available under license 

1.869 python-requests 2.21.0 

     1.869.1 Available under license 

1.870 sqlite 3.32.3-1.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.870.1 Available under license 

1.871 kafka-clients 2.7.0 

     1.871.1 Available under license 

1.872 go-sql-driver-mysql v0.0.0-20190330032241-c0f6b444ad8f 

     1.872.1 Available under license 

1.873 vault v0.1.13 

     1.873.1 Available under license 

1.874 simpleclient-hotspot 0.6.0 

1.875 quartz 2.3.2 

     1.875.1 Available under license 

1.876 libice 1.0.9-9.el7 

     1.876.1 Available under license 

1.877 xml-beans 3.1.0 

     1.877.1 Available under license 
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1.878 maven-model 3.6.3 

     1.878.1 Available under license 

1.879 options 1.4 

1.880 pyasn1 0.4.8 

     1.880.1 Available under license 

1.881 apache-log4j 2.13.2 

     1.881.1 Available under license 

1.882 perl-carp 1.26 244.el7

1.883 javax-el 2.2.4 

     1.883.1 Available under license 

1.884 openssl 1.0.2u 

     1.884.1 Available under license 

1.885 getsentry-sentry-go v0.6.0 

     1.885.1 Available under license 

1.886 activation 2.0.1 

     1.886.1 Available under license 

1.887 dgraph-io-gqlgen v0.13.2 

     1.887.1 Available under license 

1.888 jakarta-validation-api 2.0.2 

     1.888.1 Available under license 

1.889 webob 1.8.7 

     1.889.1 Available under license 

1.890 tomcat-embed-el 8.5.29 

     1.890.1 Available under license 

1.891 go-difflib v1.0.0 

     1.891.1 Available under license 

1.892 junit 4.12 

     1.892.1 Available under license 

1.893 niaservicediscovery 0.0.1-SNAPSHOT 

     1.893.1 Available under license 

1.894 libevdev 1.11.0 

     1.894.1 Available under license 

1.895 spring-web-mvc 5.3.7 

     1.895.1 Available under license 

1.896 commons-io 2.8.0 

     1.896.1 Available under license 

1.897 j2objc-annotations 1.3 

1.898 jar-dependencies 0.3.12 

     1.898.1 Available under license 
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1.899 velocity 2.2 

     1.899.1 Available under license 

1.900 golang-genproto v0.0.0-20191108220845-16a3f7862a1a 

     1.900.1 Available under license 

1.901 handlebars-jackson2 4.1.2 

1.902 compiler 0.9.6 

     1.902.1 Available under license 

1.903 jsp 2.0.public_draft 

     1.903.1 Available under license 

1.904 logrus v1.6.0 

     1.904.1 Available under license 

1.905 msg-simple 1.2 

     1.905.1 Available under license 

1.906 jsondiff 1.1.2 

     1.906.1 Available under license 

1.907 netty-codec 4.1.30.Final 

     1.907.1 Available under license 

1.908 tzdata 2021a-1.el7 

     1.908.1 Available under license 

1.909 asm 5.0.4 

     1.909.1 Available under license 

1.910 jffi 1.2.16 

     1.910.1 Available under license 

1.911 pycurl 7.19.0 19.el7

     1.911.1 Available under license 

1.912 beanshell 2.0b4 

     1.912.1 Available under license 

1.913 blas  2.5-1.el8 

     1.913.1 Available under license 

1.914 perl-constant 1.27 2.el7

1.915 apacheds-server-jndi 1.5.5 

     1.915.1 Available under license 

1.916 apacheds-bootstrap-partition 1.5.5 

     1.916.1 Available under license 

1.917 lucene-suggest 7.7.3 

     1.917.1 Available under license 

1.918 java-object-diff 0.94 

     1.918.1 Available under license 

1.919 python-setuptools 41.0.1 
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     1.919.1 Available under license 

1.920 c-ares 1.14.0 

     1.920.1 Available under license 

1.921 utils-zlogger v0.0.0-00010101000000-000000000000 

     1.921.1 Available under license 

1.922 opencensus v0.22.5 

     1.922.1 Available under license 

1.923 gpgme 1.3.2-5.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.923.1 Available under license 

1.924 packaging 20.9 

     1.924.1 Available under license 

1.925 inf v0.9.1 

     1.925.1 Available under license 

1.926 pdf-core 0.7.0 

     1.926.1 Available under license 

1.927 viper v1.7.1 

     1.927.1 Available under license 

1.928 jackson 2.12.1 

     1.928.1 Available under license 

1.929 errwrap v1.0.0 

     1.929.1 Available under license 

1.930 kmod 20 28.el7

     1.930.1 Available under license 

1.931 lucene 7.7.3 1a0d2a901dfec93676b0fe8be425101ceb754b85 

     1.931.1 Available under license 

1.932 addressable 2.4.0 

     1.932.1 Available under license 

1.933 jersey 2.22.1 

     1.933.1 Available under license 

1.934 lucene-highlighter 7.5.0 

     1.934.1 Available under license 

1.935 netty-codec-http 4.1.27.Final 

     1.935.1 Available under license 

1.936 itsdangerous 2.0.1 

     1.936.1 Available under license 

1.937 xpp3-min 1.1.4c 

1.938 elasticsearch 6.8.12 

     1.938.1 Available under license 

1.939 swagger-parser-core 2.0.17 
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     1.939.1 Available under license 

1.940 dgraph-io-dgo v200.0.0-20200805103119-a3544c464dd6 

     1.940.1 Available under license 

1.941 lksctp-tools 1.0.17-2.el7 

     1.941.1 Available under license 

1.942 jacoco-agent 0.8.5 

     1.942.1 Available under license 

1.943 kubernetes-api v0.22.1 

     1.943.1 Available under license 

1.944 xml-pull 1.1.3.1 

     1.944.1 Available under license 

1.945 spring-boot-autoconfigure 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.945.1 Available under license 

1.946 apacheds-protocol-shared 1.5.5 

     1.946.1 Available under license 

1.947 failureaccess 1.0.1 

     1.947.1 Available under license 

1.948 pcre 8.32 17.el7

     1.948.1 Available under license 

1.949 xml-apis 1.4.01 

     1.949.1 Available under license 

1.950 modulator 1.0 

1.951 commons-lang3 3.10 

     1.951.1 Available under license 

1.952 springfox-swagger-ui 2.9.2 

     1.952.1 Available under license 

1.953 jctools-core 2.1.1 

     1.953.1 Available under license 

1.954 perl-encode 2.51 7.el7

1.955 reflectasm 1.09 

1.956 spring-boot-starter-tomcat 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.956.1 Available under license 

1.957 classmate 1.3.4 

     1.957.1 Available under license 

1.958 readline 6.2-11.el7 

     1.958.1 Available under license 

1.959 commons-fileupload 1.3.3 

     1.959.1 Available under license 

1.960 kubernetes 17.14.0a1 
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     1.960.1 Available under license 

1.961 squarewheels4 4.6.0 

     1.961.1 Available under license 

1.962 match v1.0.1 

     1.962.1 Available under license 

1.963 x-sync v0.0.0-20190423024810-112230192c58 

     1.963.1 Available under license 

1.964 parent-join-client 6.5.4 

     1.964.1 Available under license 

1.965 logfmt v0.4.0 

     1.965.1 Available under license 

1.966 modern-go-concurrent v0.0.0-20180306012644-bacd9c7ef1dd 

     1.966.1 Available under license 

1.967 log4j-api 2.13.3 

     1.967.1 Available under license 

1.968 xinclude 4.6.1.ayg 

     1.968.1 Available under license 

1.969 thread-safe 0.3.6 

     1.969.1 Available under license 

1.970 go-resiliency v1.2.0 

     1.970.1 Available under license 

1.971 texinfo 5.1 5.el7

     1.971.1 Available under license 

1.972 lucene-queryparser 7.5.0 

     1.972.1 Available under license 

1.973 asyncio 3.4.3 

     1.973.1 Available under license 

1.974 centos-release-qemu-ev 1.0-4.el7.centos 

     1.974.1 Available under license 

1.975 lcms 1.17 

     1.975.1 Available under license 

1.976 spring-boot-starter-json 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.976.1 Available under license 

1.977 openssl 1.0.2y.6.2.403-20210225185352.el7 

     1.977.1 Available under license 

1.978 commons-compress 1.19 

     1.978.1 Available under license 

1.979 jcmturner-gofork v1.0.0 

     1.979.1 Available under license 
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1.980 libffi 3.2.1 

     1.980.1 Available under license 

1.981 lucene-queries 7.5.0 

     1.981.1 Available under license 

1.982 envoy 1.3.7 

     1.982.1 Available under license 

1.983 tomcat-embed-el 8.5.32 

     1.983.1 Available under license 

1.984 json-schema-core 1.2.14 

     1.984.1 Available under license 

1.985 jregistrykey 1.4 

     1.985.1 Available under license 

1.986 grpc 1.4.1 

     1.986.1 Available under license 

1.987 t-digest 3.2 

1.988 lucene-join 7.7.3 

     1.988.1 Available under license 

1.989 poi-ooxml 4.1.2 

     1.989.1 Available under license 

1.990 go-geom v1.0.5 

     1.990.1 Available under license 

1.991 cyrus-sasl 2.1.26 23.el7

     1.991.1 Available under license 

1.992 acl 2.2.51-15.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.992.1 Available under license 

1.993 httpclient 4.5.13 

     1.993.1 Available under license 

1.994 goprotobuf v1.3.5 

     1.994.1 Available under license 

1.995 jackson-jaxrs 2.6.3 

     1.995.1 Available under license 

1.996 librdkafka  1.7.0 

     1.996.1 Available under license 

1.997 dropwizard-jersey 0.9.2 

1.998 commons-io 2.6 

     1.998.1 Available under license 

1.999 html5lib 1.0b10 

     1.999.1 Available under license 

1.1000 libuser 0.60 9.el7
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     1.1000.1 Available under license 

1.1001 libffi 3.0.13 19.el7

     1.1001.1 Available under license 

1.1002 newt 2.0.10.20728 

     1.1002.1 Available under license 

1.1003 jsr305 3.0.1 

1.1004 netflix-commons-util 0.3.0 

1.1005 gogoprotobuf v1.3.2 

     1.1005.1 Available under license 

1.1006 mongo-java-driver 3.6.3 

     1.1006.1 Available under license 

1.1007 orgjson 0.0.20131108.vaadin1 

1.1008 yum-metadata-parser 1.1.4 10.el7

     1.1008.1 Available under license 

1.1009 ribbon-core 2.2.5 

1.1010 libphonenumber 8.11.1 

     1.1010.1 Available under license 

1.1011 rank-eval-client 6.5.4 

     1.1011.1 Available under license 

1.1012 javaip 0.17 

     1.1012.1 Available under license 

1.1013 dgraph-io-gqlparser v2.1.4 

     1.1013.1 Available under license 

1.1014 pixman 0.34.0 1.el7

     1.1014.1 Available under license 

1.1015 spring-boot-starter-logging 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1015.1 Available under license 

1.1016 fsnotify v1.4.7 

     1.1016.1 Available under license 

1.1017 safec 4.1.3-20200831195656.el7 

     1.1017.1 Available under license 

1.1018 httpcore-nio 4.4.5 

     1.1018.1 Available under license 

1.1019 net-tools 2.0 0.25.20131004git.el7

     1.1019.1 Available under license 

1.1020 netflix-eventbus 0.3.0 

1.1021 lucene-spatial 7.7.3 

     1.1021.1 Available under license 

1.1022 sparsebitset 1.2 
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     1.1022.1 Available under license 

1.1023 zip 3.0 11.el7

     1.1023.1 Available under license 

1.1024 jersey-client 1.19.1 

1.1025 swagger-compat-spec-parser 1.0.51 

     1.1025.1 Available under license 

1.1026 jackson-dataformat-csv 2.9.5 

     1.1026.1 Available under license 

1.1027 swagger-core 1.6.1 

     1.1027.1 Available under license 

1.1028 httpcomponents-client 4.5.6 

     1.1028.1 Available under license 

1.1029 xml-commons-resolver 1.2 

     1.1029.1 Available under license 

1.1030 wtforms 3.0.0a1 

     1.1030.1 Available under license 

1.1031 packaging 16.8 

     1.1031.1 Available under license 

1.1032 benbjohnson-clock v1.0.3 

     1.1032.1 Available under license 

1.1033 procps 3.3.10-28.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1033.1 Available under license 

1.1034 woodstox-core-asl 4.4.1 

     1.1034.1 Available under license 

1.1035 byte-buddy-agent 1.7.11 

1.1036 spring-framework 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.1036.1 Available under license 

1.1037 jsr311-api 1.1.1 

     1.1037.1 Available under license 

1.1038 bytelist 1.0.15 

     1.1038.1 Available under license 

1.1039 cachetools 4.2.2 

     1.1039.1 Available under license 

1.1040 commons-math 3.6.1 

     1.1040.1 Available under license 

1.1041 openapi-generator 4.3.0 

     1.1041.1 Available under license 

1.1042 plexus-utils 3.0.7 

     1.1042.1 Available under license 
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1.1043 netty-codec 4.1.23.Final 

     1.1043.1 Available under license 

1.1044 minlog 1.2 

     1.1044.1 Available under license 

1.1045 asm 5.0.4 

     1.1045.1 Available under license 

1.1046 go-flags v1.5.0 

     1.1046.1 Available under license 

1.1047 libphonenumber 8.0.0 

1.1048 libpng 1.6.37 

     1.1048.1 Available under license 

1.1049 log4j-mongodb3 2.11.1 

     1.1049.1 Available under license 

1.1050 lua 5.1.4 15.el7

     1.1050.1 Available under license 

1.1051 python27-botocore 1.21.26 

     1.1051.1 Available under license 

1.1052 swagger-parser 2.0.20 

     1.1052.1 Available under license 

1.1053 jackson-mapper-asl 1.9.13 

     1.1053.1 Available under license 

1.1054 test 3.1.1 

     1.1054.1 Available under license 

1.1055 jboss-logging 3.2.1.Final 

     1.1055.1 Available under license 

1.1056 pip 20.1.1 

     1.1056.1 Available under license 

1.1057 perl-parent 0.225 244.el7

1.1058 bdbclientv2 1.3.10 

     1.1058.1 Available under license 

1.1059 httpclient 4.5.5 

     1.1059.1 Available under license 

1.1060 jetty 9.2.13.v20150730 

     1.1060.1 Available under license 

1.1061 spring-ldap 2.3.2.RELEASE 

     1.1061.1 Available under license 

1.1062 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.12.1 

     1.1062.1 Available under license 

1.1063 spring-aop 5.3.7 
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     1.1063.1 Available under license 

1.1064 libjpeg-turbo 1.2.90 8.el7

     1.1064.1 Notifications 

     1.1064.2 Available under license 

1.1065 oauthlib 3.1.0 

     1.1065.1 Available under license 

1.1066 commons-lang3 2.6 

     1.1066.1 Available under license 

1.1067 metrics-annotation 3.1.2 

     1.1067.1 Available under license 

1.1068 python-requests 2.22.0 

     1.1068.1 Available under license 

1.1069 jline 2.14.6 

     1.1069.1 Available under license 

1.1070 pykafka 2.8.0 

     1.1070.1 Available under license 

1.1071 zstd 1.4.5 

     1.1071.1 Available under license 

1.1072 log4j-over-slf4j 1.7.12 

     1.1072.1 Available under license 

1.1073 spring-boot-autoconfigure 2.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.1073.1 Available under license 

1.1074 buger-jsonparser v1.0.0 

     1.1074.1 Available under license 

1.1075 jackson-xc 1.8.3 

     1.1075.1 Available under license 

1.1076 springfox-swagger-common 2.8.0 

1.1077 freemarker 2.3.28 

     1.1077.1 Available under license 

1.1078 jets3t 0.6.1 

     1.1078.1 Available under license 

1.1079 grpc-stub 1.16.1 

     1.1079.1 Available under license 

1.1080 prawn-svg 0.27.1 

     1.1080.1 Available under license 

1.1081 atomicwrites 1.4.0 

     1.1081.1 Available under license 

1.1082 spring-cloud-netflix-core 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1082.1 Available under license 
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1.1083 jboss-logging 3.3.2.Final 

     1.1083.1 Available under license 

1.1084 olivere-elastic v6.2.35+incompatible 

     1.1084.1 Available under license 

1.1085 httpcore-nio 4.4.9 

     1.1085.1 Available under license 

1.1086 springfox-core 2.9.2 

     1.1086.1 Available under license 

1.1087 commons-text 1.6 

     1.1087.1 Available under license 

1.1088 spring-cloud-starter-config 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1088.1 Available under license 

1.1089 borg3 3.2.8 

     1.1089.1 Available under license 

1.1090 josharian-intern v1.0.0 

     1.1090.1 Available under license 

1.1091 commons-net 3.6 

     1.1091.1 Available under license 

1.1092 hdrhistogram 2.1.9 

     1.1092.1 Available under license 

1.1093 elasticsearch-secure-sm 6.5.4 

     1.1093.1 Available under license 

1.1094 tabulate 0.8.9 

     1.1094.1 Available under license 

1.1095 libasyncns 0.8 

     1.1095.1 Available under license 

1.1096 rxjava-reactive-streams 1.2.1 

     1.1096.1 Available under license 

1.1097 spring-boot-actuator-autoconfigure 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1097.1 Available under license 

1.1098 sha256-simd v0.1.1 

     1.1098.1 Available under license 

1.1099 hadoop-auth 2.2.0 

     1.1099.1 Available under license 

1.1100 micrometer-core 1.0.3 

1.1101 pth 2.0.7 23.el7

     1.1101.1 Available under license 

1.1102 lvm2 v2_03_13 

     1.1102.1 Available under license 
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1.1103 go-yaml v2.2.8 

     1.1103.1 Available under license 

1.1104 gson 2.8.2 

1.1105 spring-security-web 5.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.1105.1 Available under license 

1.1106 jackson 1.9.13 

     1.1106.1 Available under license 

1.1107 grpcio-tools 1.33.2 

     1.1107.1 Available under license 

1.1108 disruptor 3.4.2 

1.1109 guice 3.2.5 

1.1110 prometheus-client v0.2.0 

     1.1110.1 Available under license 

1.1111 stax 3.1.4 

     1.1111.1 Available under license 

1.1112 jacoco-ant 0.8.5 

     1.1112.1 Available under license 

1.1113 attr 2.4.46-13.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1113.1 Available under license 

1.1114 xmlenc 0.52 

     1.1114.1 Available under license 

1.1115 maven-resolver-util 1.0.3 

     1.1115.1 Available under license 

1.1116 maven-artifact 3.3.1 

     1.1116.1 Available under license 

1.1117 spring-context 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.1117.1 Available under license 

1.1118 iputils 20160308-10.el7 

     1.1118.1 Available under license 

1.1119 zip4j 1.3.2 

     1.1119.1 Available under license 

1.1120 servo-core 0.12.21 

1.1121 jetty-webapp 9.2.13.v20150730 

1.1122 go-humanize v1.0.0 

     1.1122.1 Available under license 

1.1123 jolokia-core 1.5.0 

     1.1123.1 Available under license 

1.1124 automation 1.11-8 

     1.1124.1 Available under license 
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1.1125 poi 4.1.2 

     1.1125.1 Available under license 

1.1126 python 2.7.17-1.el7_9.0atomix2 

     1.1126.1 Available under license 

1.1127 perl-socket 2.010 5.el7

     1.1127.1 Available under license 

1.1128 activation-api 1.2.1 

     1.1128.1 Available under license 

1.1129 jackson-databind 2.6.3 

     1.1129.1 Available under license 

1.1130 python-dateutil 2.7.5 

     1.1130.1 Available under license 

1.1131 mockserver-netty 5.11.1 

     1.1131.1 Available under license 

1.1132 msgpack 0.6.2 

     1.1132.1 Available under license 

1.1133 libwebp 1.2.0 

     1.1133.1 Available under license 

1.1134 python-setuptools 41.2.0 

     1.1134.1 Available under license 

1.1135 snake-yaml 1.27 

     1.1135.1 Available under license 

1.1136 jcmturner-aescts v1.0.1 

     1.1136.1 Available under license 

1.1137 openjdk 1.8.0.292.b10-1.el7_9 

     1.1137.1 Available under license 

1.1138 gir1.2-gdkpixbuf-2.0 2.36.12-3.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1138.1 Available under license 

1.1139 qt 5.15.0 

     1.1139.1 Available under license 

1.1140 hibernate-validator 6.0.9.Final 

     1.1140.1 Available under license 

1.1141 rcrowley-go-metrics v0.0.0-20200313005456-10cdbea86bc0 

     1.1141.1 Available under license 

1.1142 slf4j 1.8.0-beta4 

     1.1142.1 Available under license 

1.1143 procps 3.3.10 

     1.1143.1 Available under license 

1.1144 nginx 1.18.0-2.el7.ngx.0atomix1 
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     1.1144.1 Available under license 

1.1145 reactor-core 3.1.6.RELEASE 

     1.1145.1 Available under license 

1.1146 spring-cloud-starter-netflix-archaius 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1146.1 Available under license 

1.1147 javassist 3.21.0-GA 

     1.1147.1 Available under license 

1.1148 javax-annotation-api 1.2 

     1.1148.1 Available under license 

1.1149 ini v1.62.0 

     1.1149.1 Available under license 

1.1150 spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-server 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1150.1 Available under license 

1.1151 grpc-go v1.20.1 

     1.1151.1 Available under license 

1.1152 dns 3.1.5 

     1.1152.1 Available under license 

1.1153 httpcomponents-core 4.4.5 

     1.1153.1 Available under license 

1.1154 jax-rs-provider 1.8.3 

     1.1154.1 Available under license 

1.1155 jetty-setuid-java 1.0.3 

1.1156 websocket-client 1.2.1 

     1.1156.1 Available under license 

1.1157 xorg-x11-fonts 7.5 9.el7

     1.1157.1 Available under license 

1.1158 gmp 6.0.0 15.el7

     1.1158.1 Available under license 

1.1159 gdbm 1.10 8.el7

     1.1159.1 Available under license 

1.1160 go-farm v0.0.0-20200201041132-a6ae2369ad13 

     1.1160.1 Available under license 

1.1161 hadoop 2.2.0 

     1.1161.1 Available under license 

1.1162 beanshell 2.0b6 

     1.1162.1 Available under license 

1.1163 s2-geometry-library-java 1.0.0 

     1.1163.1 Available under license 

1.1164 coards 1.0.5 
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     1.1164.1 Available under license 

1.1165 snake-yaml 1.17 

     1.1165.1 Available under license 

1.1166 hk2-locator 2.4.0-b31 

     1.1166.1 Available under license 

1.1167 hppc 0.7.1 

     1.1167.1 Available under license 

1.1168 perl-storable 2.45 3.el7

1.1169 lucene-memory 7.5.0 

     1.1169.1 Available under license 

1.1170 jemalloc 5.2.1 

     1.1170.1 Available under license 

1.1171 jaxb-runtime 2.3.0 

     1.1171.1 Available under license 

1.1172 dropwizard-jetty 0.9.2 

1.1173 bean-validation-api 1.1.0.Final 

1.1174 libxcursor 1.1.15-1.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1174.1 Available under license 

1.1175 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.12.1 

     1.1175.1 Available under license 

1.1176 httpcomponents-client 4.5.5 

     1.1176.1 Available under license 

1.1177 iniconfig 1.0.0 

     1.1177.1 Available under license 

1.1178 modern-go-reflect2 v1.0.1 

     1.1178.1 Available under license 

1.1179 strace 4.24-6.el7 

     1.1179.1 Available under license 

1.1180 kafka-python 2.0.2 

     1.1180.1 Available under license 

1.1181 elasticsearch-secure-sm 6.8.12 

     1.1181.1 Available under license 

1.1182 httpcomponents-client 4.5.2 

     1.1182.1 Available under license 

1.1183 html2text 2016.9.19 

     1.1183.1 Available under license 

1.1184 spring-security-web 5.4.6 

     1.1184.1 Available under license 

1.1185 unzip 6.0-21.el7_9.0atomix1 
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     1.1185.1 Available under license 

1.1186 lucene-memory 7.7.3 

     1.1186.1 Available under license 

1.1187 jackson-datatype-threetenbp 2.10.0 

     1.1187.1 Available under license 

1.1188 openapi-generator-core 4.3.0 

     1.1188.1 Available under license 

1.1189 spring-boot-starter-freemarker 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1189.1 Available under license 

1.1190 openjdk-jre 1.8.0.292.b10-1.el7_9 

     1.1190.1 Available under license 

1.1191 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.8.11 

     1.1191.1 Available under license 

1.1192 requests-oauthlib 1.3.0 

     1.1192.1 Available under license 

1.1193 mesa 18.3.4-12.el7_9 

     1.1193.1 Available under license 

1.1194 premailer 3.0.1 

     1.1194.1 Available under license 

1.1195 springfox-spring-web 2.9.2 

     1.1195.1 Available under license 

1.1196 json-smart 2.3 

     1.1196.1 Available under license 

1.1197 jnr-enxio 0.16 

     1.1197.1 Available under license 

1.1198 grpc-protobuf 1.16.1 

     1.1198.1 Available under license 

1.1199 boltons 20.2.1 

     1.1199.1 Available under license 

1.1200 tomcat 9.0.46 

     1.1200.1 Available under license 

1.1201 spring-restdocs-core 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1201.1 Available under license 

1.1202 protobuf-java 3.0.1 

     1.1202.1 Available under license 

1.1203 extract-all 0.1 

     1.1203.1 Available under license 

1.1204 spring-jcl 5.0.8.RELEASE 

     1.1204.1 Available under license 
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1.1205 tools-ant 1.6.5 

     1.1205.1 Available under license 

1.1206 shared-ldap-constants 0.9.15 

     1.1206.1 Available under license 

1.1207 fluent-logger 0.9.6 

     1.1207.1 Available under license 

1.1208 docopt 0.6.2 

     1.1208.1 Available under license 

1.1209 jackson-xc 2.9.5 

     1.1209.1 Available under license 

1.1210 aether-util 1.0.2.v20150114 

     1.1210.1 Available under license 

1.1211 rx-netty-servo 0.4.9 

1.1212 google-go-cmp v0.5.2 

     1.1212.1 Available under license 

1.1213 libcap-ng 0.8.2-4.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1213.1 Available under license 

1.1214 jackson-data 1.8.3 

     1.1214.1 Available under license 

1.1215 yum-utils 1.1.31-54.el7_8 

     1.1215.1 Available under license 

1.1216 listenablefuture 9999.0-empty-to-avoid-conflict-with-guava 

     1.1216.1 Available under license 

1.1217 spring-boot-starter-web 2.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.1217.1 Available under license 

1.1218 spring-expression 5.0.8.RELEASE 

     1.1218.1 Available under license 

1.1219 mongo-java-driver 3.12.10 

     1.1219.1 Available under license 

1.1220 httpcore-nio 4.4.12 

     1.1220.1 Available under license 

1.1221 spring-boot-actuator 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1221.1 Available under license 

1.1222 geo v0.0.0-20170810003146-31fb0106dc4a 

     1.1222.1 Available under license 

1.1223 nss-pem 1.0.3-7.el7 

     1.1223.1 Available under license 

1.1224 centos-release-scl-rh 2-3.el7.centos 

     1.1224.1 Available under license 
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1.1225 descriptor 4.0.FR 

     1.1225.1 Available under license 

1.1226 polyglot 0.3.5 

     1.1226.1 Available under license 

1.1227 hk2-utils 2.4.0-b31 

     1.1227.1 Available under license 

1.1228 libxcomposite 0.4.4-4.1.el7 

     1.1228.1 Available under license 

1.1229 gtk 3.22.30-6.el7 

     1.1229.1 Available under license 

1.1230 checker-qual 3.8.0 

     1.1230.1 Available under license 

1.1231 bouncy-castle 1.59 

     1.1231.1 Available under license 

1.1232 string-template 3.2.1 

     1.1232.1 Available under license 

1.1233 jackson 2.9.6 

     1.1233.1 Available under license 

1.1234 urllib3 1.25.6 

     1.1234.1 Available under license 

1.1235 jsp 2.1 

     1.1235.1 Available under license 

1.1236 mitchellh-mapstructure v1.1.2 

     1.1236.1 Available under license 

1.1237 python-rpm-macros 3-34.el7 

     1.1237.1 Available under license 

1.1238 ipaddr 2.2.0 

     1.1238.1 Available under license 

1.1239 stax-api 1.0.1 

     1.1239.1 Available under license 

1.1240 cracklib 2.9.0 11.el7

     1.1240.1 Available under license 

1.1241 jruby 9.1.17.0 

     1.1241.1 Available under license 

1.1242 go-sockaddr v1.0.2 

     1.1242.1 Available under license 

1.1243 bzip2 1.0.6-13.el7_9.0atomix2 

     1.1243.1 Available under license 

1.1244 udev v249 
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     1.1244.1 Available under license 

1.1245 webencodings 0.5.1 

     1.1245.1 Available under license 

1.1246 ribbon-httpclient 2.2.5 

1.1247 bcel 6.5.0 

     1.1247.1 Available under license 

1.1248 paramiko 2.4.3 

     1.1248.1 Available under license 

1.1249 rx-netty-contexts 0.4.9 

1.1250 apacheds-jdbm 1.5.5 

     1.1250.1 Available under license 

1.1251 pyyaml 5.1.2 

     1.1251.1 Available under license 

1.1252 rpm 4.11.3-45.el7 

     1.1252.1 Available under license 

1.1253 colorama 0.4.1 

     1.1253.1 Available under license 

1.1254 urllib3 1.24.1 

     1.1254.1 Available under license 

1.1255 shareasn1 0.9.15 

     1.1255.1 Available under license 

1.1256 hadoop-annotations 2.2.0 

     1.1256.1 Available under license 

1.1257 gpm 1.20.7 6.el7

     1.1257.1 Available under license 

1.1258 gorilla v1.4.2 

     1.1258.1 Available under license 

1.1259 commons-modeler 1.1.0 

     1.1259.1 Available under license 

1.1260 scipy 1.13.3 

     1.1260.1 Available under license 

1.1261 spring-cloud-context 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1261.1 Available under license 

1.1262 e2fsprogs 1.42.9-19.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1262.1 Available under license 

1.1263 maven-core 3.3.1 

     1.1263.1 Available under license 

1.1264 grpc-go v1.27.0 

     1.1264.1 Available under license 
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1.1265 openssl 1.0.2t 

     1.1265.1 Available under license 

1.1266 mongodb-aggregate-query-support-core 0.8.2 

1.1267 maven-plugin-annotations 3.6.0 

     1.1267.1 Available under license 

1.1268 prawn-table 0.2.2 

     1.1268.1 Available under license 

1.1269 jackson-jaxrs-base 2.6.3 

     1.1269.1 Available under license 

1.1270 file 5.11-37.el7 

     1.1270.1 Available under license 

1.1271 aether-spi 0.9.0.M2 

     1.1271.1 Available under license 

1.1272 patch 2.7.6-11.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1272.1 Available under license 

1.1273 swagger-annotations 2.1.1 

     1.1273.1 Available under license 

1.1274 mistune 0.8.4 

     1.1274.1 Available under license 

1.1275 jruby-openssl 0.9.21 

     1.1275.1 Available under license 

1.1276 spring-retry 1.3.1 

     1.1276.1 Available under license 

1.1277 less 458 9.el7

     1.1277.1 Available under license 

1.1278 elasticsearch 6.3.1 

     1.1278.1 Available under license 

1.1279 libsepol 2.5 10.el7

     1.1279.1 Available under license 

1.1280 elasticsearch-rest-client 6.5.4 

     1.1280.1 Available under license 

1.1281 zlib 1.2.8 

     1.1281.1 Available under license 

1.1282 netty-tcnative-boringssl-static 2.0.17.Final 

     1.1282.1 Available under license 

1.1283 centos-release 7-9.2009.1.el7.centos 

     1.1283.1 Available under license 

1.1284 libutempter 1.1.6 4.el7

     1.1284.1 Available under license 
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1.1285 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.30.Final 

     1.1285.1 Available under license 

1.1286 snappy-java 1.1.7.7 

     1.1286.1 Available under license 

1.1287 spring-security-core 5.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.1287.1 Available under license 

1.1288 joda-time 2.8.2 

     1.1288.1 Available under license 

1.1289 json-schema-validator 2.2.14 

     1.1289.1 Available under license 

1.1290 rx-netty 0.4.9 

1.1291 spring-web 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.1291.1 Available under license 

1.1292 lucene-sandbox 7.5.0 

     1.1292.1 Available under license 

1.1293 nashorn 1.8.0_292-b10 

     1.1293.1 Available under license 

1.1294 pandas 1.3.0 

     1.1294.1 Available under license 

1.1295 commons-compress 1.18 

     1.1295.1 Available under license 

1.1296 jackson-annotations 2.12.1 

     1.1296.1 Available under license 

1.1297 bitset v1.1.10 

     1.1297.1 Available under license 

1.1298 blevesearch-snowballstem v0.9.0 

     1.1298.1 Available under license 

1.1299 pyliblzma 0.5.3 

     1.1299.1 Available under license 

1.1300 avro-guava-dependencies 1.8.2 

     1.1300.1 Available under license 

1.1301 systemd-shim 9 

     1.1301.1 Available under license 

1.1302 mongodb 4.2.0 

     1.1302.1 Available under license 

1.1303 telegraf v1.19.3 

     1.1303.1 Available under license 

1.1304 commons-validator 1.6 

     1.1304.1 Available under license 
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1.1305 go-xerial-snappy v0.0.0-20180814174437-776d5712da21 

     1.1305.1 Available under license 

1.1306 alsa-lib 1.1.8 1.el7

     1.1306.1 Available under license 

1.1307 maven-resolver-impl 1.0.3 

     1.1307.1 Available under license 

1.1308 libidn 2.3.0-1.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1308.1 Available under license 

1.1309 log4j-api 2.13.2 

     1.1309.1 Available under license 

1.1310 jaeger-client-go v2.29.1 

     1.1310.1 Available under license 

1.1311 tilt 2.0.8 

     1.1311.1 Available under license 

1.1312 swagger-core 1.6.0 

     1.1312.1 Available under license 

1.1313 shared-mime-info 1.8 5.el7

     1.1313.1 Available under license 

1.1314 zerolog v1.18.0 

     1.1314.1 Available under license 

1.1315 jackson-datatype-guava 2.6.3 

     1.1315.1 Available under license 

1.1316 slf4j-simple 1.7.25 

     1.1316.1 Available under license 

1.1317 psych 2.2.4 

     1.1317.1 Available under license 

1.1318 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.9.5 

     1.1318.1 Available under license 

1.1319 apacheds-xdbm-tools 1.5.5 

     1.1319.1 Available under license 

1.1320 wavefront-sdk-go v0.9.2 

     1.1320.1 Available under license 

1.1321 spring-cloud-starter-netflix-ribbon 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1321.1 Available under license 

1.1322 plexus-cipher 1.4 

     1.1322.1 Available under license 

1.1323 rxjava 1.2.0 

1.1324 asgiref 3.1.4 

     1.1324.1 Available under license 
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1.1325 datadog-go v0.0.0-20190425163447-40bafcb5f6c1 

     1.1325.1 Available under license 

1.1326 rocksdb  6.22.1 

     1.1326.1 Available under license 

1.1327 neko-html 1.9.22 

1.1328 securesm 1.2 

1.1329 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.12.1 

     1.1329.1 Available under license 

1.1330 swagger-parser-v2-converter 2.0.20 

     1.1330.1 Available under license 

1.1331 chardet 3.0.4 

     1.1331.1 Available under license 

1.1332 elasticsearch-rest-high-level-client 6.8.12 

     1.1332.1 Available under license 

1.1333 spring-kafka 2.7.0 

     1.1333.1 Available under license 

1.1334 go-homedir v1.1.0 

     1.1334.1 Available under license 

1.1335 zope-interface 4.6.0 

     1.1335.1 Available under license 

1.1336 commons-codec 1.10 

     1.1336.1 Available under license 

1.1337 flask-wtf 0.14.3 

     1.1337.1 Available under license 

1.1338 perl-pod-usage 1.63 3.el7

1.1339 velocity-engine-core 2.2 

     1.1339.1 Available under license 

1.1340 xom 1.2.5 

     1.1340.1 Available under license 

1.1341 psutil 5.4.6 

     1.1341.1 Available under license 

1.1342 google-uuid v1.0.0 

     1.1342.1 Available under license 

1.1343 aether-impl 1.0.2.v20150114 

     1.1343.1 Available under license 

1.1344 openssh 7.9p1 

     1.1344.1 Available under license 

1.1345 spicy 0.16.0 

     1.1345.1 Available under license 
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1.1346 wayland 1.15.0 1.el7

     1.1346.1 Available under license 

1.1347 protobuf-lite 3.0.1 

     1.1347.1 Available under license 

1.1348 selinux 2.5-15.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1348.1 Available under license 

1.1349 coreutils 8.31-9.el7_9.0atomix2 

     1.1349.1 Available under license 

1.1350 cryptsetup 2.0.3 6.el7

     1.1350.1 Available under license 

1.1351 gogoprotobuf v1.3.1 

     1.1351.1 Available under license 

1.1352 spring-security-jwt 2.1.1 

     1.1352.1 Available under license 

1.1353 java-uuid-generator 4.0 

     1.1353.1 Available under license 

1.1354 javax-ws-rs-api 2.0.1 

     1.1354.1 Available under license 

1.1355 ribbon-loadbalancer 2.2.5 

     1.1355.1 Available under license 

1.1356 apache-log4j 2.10.0 

     1.1356.1 Available under license 

1.1357 json-schema-core 1.2.8 

     1.1357.1 Available under license 

1.1358 pytest-runner 5.2 

     1.1358.1 Available under license 

1.1359 lshw B.02.18-17.el7 

     1.1359.1 Available under license 

1.1360 xstream 1.4.10 

1.1361 netty-codec-socks 4.1.30.Final 

     1.1361.1 Available under license 

1.1362 apacheds-jdbm-store 1.5.5 

     1.1362.1 Available under license 

1.1363 swagger-parser-v3 2.0.20 

     1.1363.1 Available under license 

1.1364 xz 5.2.2-1.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1364.1 Available under license 

1.1365 kerberos 1.15.1-50.el7 

     1.1365.1 Available under license 
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1.1366 panicwrap v1.0.0 

     1.1366.1 Available under license 

1.1367 gtk 2.24.31 1.el7

     1.1367.1 Available under license 

1.1368 spring-framework 5.0.8.RELEASE 

     1.1368.1 Available under license 

1.1369 caio-go-tdigest v2.3.0+incompatible 

     1.1369.1 Available under license 

1.1370 nss-softokn 3.53.1-6.el7_9 

     1.1370.1 Available under license 

1.1371 apacheds-core-constants 1.5.5 

     1.1371.1 Available under license 

1.1372 afm 0.2.2 

     1.1372.1 Available under license 

1.1373 iconv 2.17 

     1.1373.1 Available under license 

1.1374 glew 1.7.0 

     1.1374.1 Available under license 

1.1375 golang-snappy v0.0.2 

     1.1375.1 Available under license 

1.1376 maven-builder-support 3.3.1 

     1.1376.1 Available under license 

1.1377 golang-protobuf-extensions v1.0.1 

     1.1377.1 Available under license 

1.1378 hdrhistogram v0.0.0-20161010025455-3a0bb77429bd 

     1.1378.1 Available under license 

1.1379 image-size 1.2.0 

     1.1379.1 Available under license 

1.1380 bash 4.2.46 34.el7

     1.1380.1 Available under license 

1.1381 annotations 13.0 

     1.1381.1 Available under license 

1.1382 spring-boot 2.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.1382.1 Available under license 

1.1383 datatype 1.4.01 

1.1384 callback 1.1.FR 

     1.1384.1 Available under license 

1.1385 java-compression 1.7.1 

     1.1385.1 Available under license 
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1.1386 spring-framework 5.3.7 

     1.1386.1 Available under license 

1.1387 netty-handler 4.1.27.Final 

     1.1387.1 Available under license 

1.1388 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.23.Final 

     1.1388.1 Available under license 

1.1389 istack-commons 3.0.5 

     1.1389.1 Available under license 

1.1390 stack 2.6.4-20200908 

     1.1390.1 Available under license 

1.1391 msg-simple 1.1 

     1.1391.1 Available under license 

1.1392 go-jose v2.3.1 

     1.1392.1 Available under license 

1.1393 x-net v0.0.0-20201021035429-f5854403a974 

     1.1393.1 Available under license 

1.1394 datadog-zstd v1.4.1 

     1.1394.1 Available under license 

1.1395 testify v1.6.1 

     1.1395.1 Available under license 

1.1396 libxcb 1.13 1.el7

     1.1396.1 Available under license 

1.1397 dwz 0.11 3.el7

1.1398 jsoup 1.11.1 

     1.1398.1 Available under license 

1.1399 ip-address 5.0.2 

     1.1399.1 Available under license 

1.1400 bouncy-castle 1.60 

     1.1400.1 Available under license 

1.1401 jnr-netdb 1.1.6 

1.1402 slim 3.0.6 

     1.1402.1 Available under license 

1.1403 future 0.18.2 

     1.1403.1 Available under license 

1.1404 jasper-runtime 5.5.23 

     1.1404.1 Available under license 

1.1405 libxslt 1.1.28-5.el7.0atomix1 

     1.1405.1 Available under license 

1.1406 jetty-security 9.2.13.v20150730 
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1.1407 lshw-b B.02.18-17.el7 

     1.1407.1 Available under license 

1.1408 kryo 2.24.0 

1.1409 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.30 

     1.1409.1 Available under license 

1.1410 bson 3.6.3 

     1.1410.1 Available under license 

1.1411 grpc-go v1.23.0 

     1.1411.1 Available under license 

1.1412 shared-cursor 0.9.15 

     1.1412.1 Available under license 

1.1413 libxxf86vm 1.1.4 1.el7

     1.1413.1 Available under license 

1.1414 hdrhistogram 2.1.10 

     1.1414.1 Available under license 

1.1415 jackson-databind 2.12.1 

     1.1415.1 Available under license 

1.1416 dc 1.3 

     1.1416.1 Available under license 

1.1417 json-unit-core 2.14.0 

     1.1417.1 Available under license 

1.1418 hibernate-validator 5.4.2.Final 

     1.1418.1 Available under license 

1.1419 stax-api 1.0 2

     1.1419.1 Available under license 

1.1420 swagger 2.1.2 

     1.1420.1 Available under license 

1.1421 spring-cloud-starter-netflix-eureka-client 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1421.1 Available under license 

1.1422 javax-el-api 3.0.1-b04 

     1.1422.1 Available under license 

1.1423 libarchive 3.3.3-7.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1423.1 Available under license 

1.1424 mail 1.4 

     1.1424.1 Available under license 

1.1425 libxslt 1.1.28-6.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1425.1 Available under license 

1.1426 spring-context-support 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.1426.1 Available under license 
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1.1427 scala-reflect 2.11.12 

     1.1427.1 Available under license 

1.1428 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.12 

1.1429 dirgra 0.3 

1.1430 jinja2 3.0.1 

     1.1430.1 Available under license 

1.1431 libpng 1.5.13-8.el7 

     1.1431.1 Available under license 

1.1432 python-setuptools 1.11.2 

     1.1432.1 Available under license 

1.1433 golang-glog v0.0.0-20160126235308-23def4e6c14b 

     1.1433.1 Available under license 

1.1434 javaewah 1.1.6 

1.1435 lucene-join 7.5.0 

     1.1435.1 Available under license 

1.1436 python37 3.7.9-3.el7_9.0atomix2 

     1.1436.1 Available under license 

1.1437 jersey-json 1.9 

1.1438 elasticsearch 6.5.4 

     1.1438.1 Available under license 

1.1439 pytz 2018.5 

     1.1439.1 Available under license 

1.1440 coderay 1.1.0 

     1.1440.1 Available under license 

1.1441 geoipupdate 2.5.0 1.el7

     1.1441.1 Available under license 

1.1442 influxdata-wlog v0.0.0-20160411224016-7c63b0a71ef8 

     1.1442.1 Available under license 

1.1443 datatype 1.3.03 

     1.1443.1 Available under license 

1.1444 testng 6.14.2 

     1.1444.1 Available under license 

1.1445 pycurl  7.43.0.6 

     1.1445.1 Available under license 

1.1446 pretty v1.0.0 

     1.1446.1 Available under license 

1.1447 httpasyncclient 4.1.2 

     1.1447.1 Available under license 

1.1448 lucene-grouping 7.5.0 
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     1.1448.1 Available under license 

1.1449 libpcap 1.5.3 12.el7

     1.1449.1 Available under license 

1.1450 scala-logging_2.12 3.7.2 

     1.1450.1 Available under license 

1.1451 jsonpickle 2.0.0 

     1.1451.1 Available under license 

1.1452 jcodings 1.0.27 

     1.1452.1 Available under license 

1.1453 jersey-guava 2.22.1 

1.1454 okio 1.13.0 

1.1455 swagger-annotations 1.5.14 

     1.1455.1 Available under license 

1.1456 expat 2.1.0-12.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1456.1 Available under license 

1.1457 plexus-build-api 0.0.7 

1.1458 kardianos-service v1.0.0 

     1.1458.1 Available under license 

1.1459 proto-google-common-protos 1.0.0 

1.1460 javax-inject 2.4.0-b31 

     1.1460.1 Available under license 

1.1461 x-sys v0.0.0-20200930185726-fdedc70b468f 

     1.1461.1 Available under license 

1.1462 okhttp 3.8.1 

1.1463 go-retryablehttp v0.5.4 

     1.1463.1 Available under license 

1.1464 lucene-grouping 7.7.3 

     1.1464.1 Available under license 

1.1465 jasper 1.900.1 33.el7

     1.1465.1 Available under license 

1.1466 apacheds-protocol-ldap 1.5.5 

     1.1466.1 Available under license 

1.1467 jline 2.11 

1.1468 c3p0 0.9.5.5 

     1.1468.1 Available under license 

1.1469 glibc 2.17 

     1.1469.1 Available under license 

1.1470 ribbon-eureka 2.2.5 

1.1471 rhino 1.7.7.2 
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     1.1471.1 Available under license 

1.1472 plexus-component-annotations 1.5.5 

1.1473 libassuan 2.1.0-3.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1473.1 Available under license 

1.1474 easyjson v0.7.6 

     1.1474.1 Available under license 

1.1475 oauthlib 3.1.1 

     1.1475.1 Available under license 

1.1476 jackson-databind 2.9.9.3 

     1.1476.1 Available under license 

1.1477 netty-handler 4.1.30.Final 

     1.1477.1 Available under license 

1.1478 zstd 1.3.7 

     1.1478.1 Available under license 

1.1479 lucene-highlighter 7.7.3 

     1.1479.1 Available under license 

1.1480 spring-boot 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1480.1 Available under license 

1.1481 gawk 4.0.2 4.el7_3.1

     1.1481.1 Available under license 

1.1482 minio-go v6.0.55 

     1.1482.1 Available under license 

1.1483 spring-aop 5.0.8.RELEASE 

     1.1483.1 Available under license 

1.1484 animal-sniffer-annotation 1.17 

1.1485 perl-exporter 5.68 3.el7

1.1486 commons-pool 2.5.0 

     1.1486.1 Available under license 

1.1487 hamcrest 1.3 

     1.1487.1 Available under license 

1.1488 confluentinc-confluent-kafka-go v1.5.2 

     1.1488.1 Available under license 

1.1489 spidermonkey 1.8.5 

     1.1489.1 Available under license 

1.1490 jna 5.5.0 

     1.1490.1 Available under license 

1.1491 antlr 2.7.7 

     1.1491.1 Available under license 

1.1492 maven-resolver-api 1.0.3 
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     1.1492.1 Available under license 

1.1493 jaxb-api 2.3.0 

     1.1493.1 Available under license 

1.1494 eclipse-jgit-http-apache 4.11.0.201803080745-r 

     1.1494.1 Available under license 

1.1495 spring-boot-starter-log4j2 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1495.1 Available under license 

1.1496 spring-boot-starter-json 2.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.1496.1 Available under license 

1.1497 javax-servlet-jsp-api 2.0 

     1.1497.1 Available under license 

1.1498 guava 18.0 

     1.1498.1 Available under license 

1.1499 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.25 

1.1500 log4j-to-slf4j 2.10.0 

     1.1500.1 Available under license 

1.1501 lucene-analyzers-common 7.7.3 

     1.1501.1 Available under license 

1.1502 device-mapper-multipath 0.4.9-134.el7_9 

     1.1502.1 Available under license 

1.1503 jwt-go v4.0.0-preview1 

     1.1503.1 Available under license 

1.1504 ryanuber-go-glob v1.0.0 

     1.1504.1 Available under license 

1.1505 apachebootstrapextract 1.5.5 

     1.1505.1 Available under license 

1.1506 coverage 5.5 

     1.1506.1 Available under license 

1.1507 jersey-container-servlet-core 2.22.1 

     1.1507.1 Available under license 

1.1508 jcmturner-rpc v1.1.0 

     1.1508.1 Available under license 

1.1509 velocity-engine-scripting 2.2 

     1.1509.1 Available under license 

1.1510 antlr-runtime 4.7.1 

1.1511 logger 6.0.0 

     1.1511.1 Available under license 

1.1512 lucene 7.5.0 b5bf70b7e32d7ddd9742cc821d471c5fabd4e3df 

     1.1512.1 Available under license 
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1.1513 jaxb-core 2.3.0 

1.1514 kafka-clients 1.0.1 

     1.1514.1 Available under license 

1.1515 apex-common 3.4.0 

     1.1515.1 Available under license 

1.1516 paranamer 2.3 

     1.1516.1 Available under license 

1.1517 perl-podlators 2.5.1 3.el7

1.1518 maven-compat 3.5.0 

     1.1518.1 Available under license 

1.1519 swagger-parser 1.0.51 

     1.1519.1 Available under license 

1.1520 goprotobuf v1.3.1 

     1.1520.1 Available under license 

1.1521 xz-java 1.0 

     1.1521.1 Available under license 

1.1522 elasticsearch-curator 5.6.0 

     1.1522.1 Available under license 

1.1523 swagger-annotations 1.5.20 

     1.1523.1 Available under license 

1.1524 libxtst 1.2.3-1.el7 

     1.1524.1 Available under license 

1.1525 apacheds-core-shared 1.5.5 

     1.1525.1 Available under license 

1.1526 perl 1.04-299.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1526.1 Available under license 

1.1527 javapackages-tools 5.3.0-9.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1527.1 Available under license 

1.1528 xorg-randr 1.5.1-2 

     1.1528.1 Available under license 

1.1529 dropwizard-validation 0.9.2 

1.1530 msgp v1.1.0 

     1.1530.1 Available under license 

1.1531 boringssl 1.1.0 

     1.1531.1 Available under license 

1.1532 bean-validation-api 2.0.1.Final 

     1.1532.1 Available under license 

1.1533 goprotobuf v1.3.2 

     1.1533.1 Available under license 
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1.1534 etcd-raft v0.0.0-20190228193606-a943ad0ee4c9 

     1.1534.1 Available under license 

1.1535 log4j-jul 2.13.3 

     1.1535.1 Available under license 

1.1536 orchestra 1.0 

     1.1536.1 Available under license 

1.1537 jersey-server 2.22.1 

1.1538 swagger-parser 2.0.17 

     1.1538.1 Available under license 

1.1539 spring-data-mongodb 2.0.6.RELEASE 

     1.1539.1 Available under license 

1.1540 spring-security-core 5.4.6 

     1.1540.1 Available under license 

1.1541 eclipse-sisu-plexus 0.3.0 

     1.1541.1 Available under license 

1.1542 xmlunit-core 2.5.1 

     1.1542.1 Available under license 

1.1543 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.12.1 

     1.1543.1 Available under license 

1.1544 jackson-coreutils-equivalence 1.0 

     1.1544.1 Available under license 

1.1545 boost 1.66.0-5.el7 

     1.1545.1 Available under license 

1.1546 javassist 3.18.1-GA 

     1.1546.1 Available under license 

1.1547 high-scale-lib 1.1.4 

     1.1547.1 Available under license 

1.1548 go-jmespath v0.4.0 

     1.1548.1 Available under license 

1.1549 jersey-server 1.19.1 

1.1550 elasticsearch-cli 6.5.4 

     1.1550.1 Available under license 

1.1551 maven-model-builder 3.3.1 

     1.1551.1 Available under license 

1.1552 activation-api 1.1.1 

     1.1552.1 Available under license 

1.1553 s3transfer 0.5.0 

     1.1553.1 Available under license 

1.1554 xmlunit-placeholders 2.7.0 
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     1.1554.1 Available under license 

1.1555 datadog-dd-trace-go v1.13.1 

     1.1555.1 Available under license 

1.1556 blevesearch-bleve v1.0.13 

     1.1556.1 Available under license 

1.1557 fdisk v2.20 

     1.1557.1 Available under license 

1.1558 libxfixes 5.0.3 1.el7

     1.1558.1 Available under license 

1.1559 pymongo 3.4.0 

     1.1559.1 Available under license 

1.1560 commons-text 1.8 

     1.1560.1 Available under license 

1.1561 tomcat 8.5.32 

     1.1561.1 Available under license 

1.1562 lucene-misc 7.7.3 

     1.1562.1 Available under license 

1.1563 requests-toolbelt 0.9.1 

     1.1563.1 Available under license 

1.1564 make 3.82 24.el7

     1.1564.1 Available under license 

1.1565 pcsc-lite 1.8.8 8.el7

     1.1565.1 Available under license 

1.1566 jruby-complete 9.1.17.0 

     1.1566.1 Available under license 

1.1567 zookeeper 3.4.10-39d3a4f269333c922ed3db283be479f9deacaa0 

     1.1567.1 Available under license 

1.1568 archaius-core 0.7.6 

     1.1568.1 Available under license 

1.1569 kafka-clients 1.0.2 

     1.1569.1 Available under license 

1.1570 bleach 2.0.0 

     1.1570.1 Available under license 

1.1571 commons-csv 1.4 

     1.1571.1 Available under license 

1.1572 cpp 4.8.5-44.el7 

     1.1572.1 Available under license 

1.1573 perl-srpm-macros 1 8.el7

1.1574 netty-buffer 4.1.30.Final 
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     1.1574.1 Available under license 

1.1575 pluggy 0.13.1 

     1.1575.1 Available under license 

1.1576 pydap 3.2.2 

     1.1576.1 Available under license 

1.1577 sarama v1.27.1 

     1.1577.1 Available under license 

1.1578 logback-core 1.1.3 

     1.1578.1 Available under license 

1.1579 ttmkfdir 3.0.9-42.el7 

1.1580 metrics-logback 3.1.2 

1.1581 jna-platform 4.5.1 

     1.1581.1 Available under license 

1.1582 zkclient 0.10 

1.1583 html5lib 1.0.1 

     1.1583.1 Available under license 

1.1584 units v0.0.0-20190717042225-c3de453c63f4 

     1.1584.1 Available under license 

1.1585 dgraph-io-dgo v2.2.0 

     1.1585.1 Available under license 

1.1586 springfox-spring-web 2.8.0 

1.1587 python-json-logger 2.0.2 

     1.1587.1 Available under license 

1.1588 tiger-types 1.4 

1.1589 flask-restful 0.3.8 

     1.1589.1 Available under license 

1.1590 jettison 1.2 

     1.1590.1 Available under license 

1.1591 jackson-xc 2.6.3 

     1.1591.1 Available under license 

1.1592 apacheds-core-entry 1.5.5 

     1.1592.1 Available under license 

1.1593 bouncy-castle 1.64 

     1.1593.1 Available under license 

1.1594 dropwizard-logging 0.9.2 

1.1595 pcre 8.42 

     1.1595.1 Available under license 

1.1596 confluentinc-confluent-kafka-go v1.7.0 

     1.1596.1 Available under license 
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1.1597 jruby-readline 1.2.2 

     1.1597.1 Available under license 

1.1598 commonmark 0.11.0 

1.1599 spring-cloud-config-client 2.0.1.RELEASE 

     1.1599.1 Available under license 

1.1600 hk2-api 2.4.0-b31 

     1.1600.1 Available under license 

1.1601 miekg-dns v1.0.14 

     1.1601.1 Available under license 

1.1602 hardlink 1.0 19.el7

     1.1602.1 Available under license 

1.1603 d-bus 1.10.24-15.el7_9.0atomix1 

     1.1603.1 Available under license 

1.1604 spring-messaging 5.0.5.RELEASE 

     1.1604.1 Available under license 

1.1605 openjpeg 2.3.1 

     1.1605.1 Available under license 

1.1606 spring-boot-starter 2.0.4.RELEASE 

     1.1606.1 Available under license 

1.1607 pyrsistent 0.18.0 

     1.1607.1 Available under license 

1.1608 dateparser 0.7.0 

     1.1608.1 Available under license 

1.1609 jackson-dataformat-xml 2.9.5 

     1.1609.1 Available under license 

1.1610 jopt-simple 5.0.4 

     1.1610.1 Available under license 

1.1611 harfbuzz 1.7.5 2.el7

     1.1611.1 Available under license 

1.1612 perl-filter 1.49 3.el7

1.1613 perl-threads 1.87 4.el7

1.1614 perl-time-local 1.2300 2.el7

     1.1614.1 Available under license 

1.1615 icu 50.2 3.el7

     1.1615.1 Available under license 

1.1616 libxi 1.1.3 2.1.el7

     1.1616.1 Available under license 

1.1617 jersey-client 2.22.1 

1.1618 jctools-core 2.1.2 
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     1.1618.1 Available under license 

1.1619 lumberjack v2.0.0 

     1.1619.1 Available under license 

1.1620 aether-api 1.0.2.v20150114 

     1.1620.1 Available under license 

1.1621 jmespath 0.10.0 

     1.1621.1 Available under license 

1.1622 kazoo 2.5.0 

     1.1622.1 Available under license 

1.1623 c-ares 1.12.1-DEV 

     1.1623.1 Available under license 

1.1624 simpleclient-dropwizard 0.6.0 

     1.1624.1 Available under license 

1.1625 gofrs-uuid v2.1.0+incompatible 

     1.1625.1 Available under license 

1.1626 drop-wizard-metrics 0.9.2 

1.1627 google-auth 2.0.1 

     1.1627.1 Available under license 

1.1628 niaeventaggregator 1.0 

     1.1628.1 Available under license 

1.1629 spring-context 5.0.8.RELEASE 

     1.1629.1 Available under license 

1.1630 lucene-misc 7.5.0 

     1.1630.1 Available under license 

 

1.1 avahi 0.6.31 20.el7
1.1.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
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LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.2 libfontenc 1.1.3-3.el7 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2001 by Juliusz Chroboczek

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.3 metrics 2.2.0 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HBase - Metrics Implementation

Copyright 2007-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.4 apacheds-utils 1.5.5 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.5 aop-alliance 2.4.0-b31 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

 

 1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

 contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

 1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

 Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and

 the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

 1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)
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 Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing Original

 Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including

 portions thereof.

 

 1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than

 Source Code.

 

 1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

 makes Original Software available under this License.

 

 1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

 portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

 1.7. "License" means this document.

 

 1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

 extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

 subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

 1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

 any of the following:

 

 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

 modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

 or previous Modifications;

 

 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

 previous Modification; or

 

 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available

 under the terms of this License.

 

 1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form

 of computer software code that is originally released under this

 License.

 

 1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

 hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,

 and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

 1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

 code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

 documentation included in or with such code.

 

 1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

 exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of,

 this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which

 controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For
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 purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

 or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

 whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

 fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

 ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

 2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer

 hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce,

 modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

 Software (or portions thereof), with or without Modifications,

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

 Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

 offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

 (or portions thereof).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on

 the date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

 License.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or

 (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the

 Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software

 with other software or devices.

 

 2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

 Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject

 to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby

 grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

 trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify,

 display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

 created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an

 unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software

 and/or as part of a Larger Work; and
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 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling

 of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

 combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

 otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

 portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

 that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

 combination).

 

 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective

 on the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

 Modifications available to a third party.

 

 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

 granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

 Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third

 party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination

 of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software

 (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)

 under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

 Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

 3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

 Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available

 in Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form

 and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms

 of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every

 copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute

 or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such

 Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can obtain such

 Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or

 through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

 3.2. Modifications.

 

 The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

 governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

 believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You

 have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

 3.3. Required Notices.

 

 You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

 identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not
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 remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained

 within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any

 descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the

 Initial Developer.

 

 3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

 You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

 Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of

 this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to

 offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

 However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of

 the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it

 absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or

 liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You hereby agree

 to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any

 liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a

 result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

 3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

 You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under

 the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your

 choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

 provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

 and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

 limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

 the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered

 Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make

 it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License

 are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or

 Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

 every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial

 Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

 3.6. Larger Works.

 

 You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

 other code not governed by the terms of this License and distribute

 the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make

 sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered

 Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

 4.1. New Versions.
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 Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or

 new versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be

 given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section

 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify

 this License.

 

 4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

 You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

 Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

 License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If

 the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software

 prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available

 under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and

 make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version

 of the License under which You originally received the Covered

 Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or

 otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any

 subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.

 

 4.3. Modified Versions.

 

 When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

 license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

 modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and

 remove any references to the name of the license steward (except to

 note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise

 make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from this

 License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

 COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

 INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE

 IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR

 NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF

 THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE

 DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY

 OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,

 REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

 ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS

 AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

 6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

 automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to
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 cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

 Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

 termination of this License shall survive.

 

 6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

 declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

 Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

 assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that the

 Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the

 Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the

 Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

 indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the

 Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under

 Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

 from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the

 expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60

 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant

 Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to

 a written agreement with Participant.

 

 6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

 alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

 infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

 license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

 infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

 granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

 into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

 license.

 

 6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

 all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

 distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

 granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

 INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

 COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE

 TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

 LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

 FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

 LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

 APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH
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 PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

 LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

 LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION

 AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

 The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined

 in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

 software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §

 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software documentation"

 as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent

 with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4

 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software

 with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

 clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other

 clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

 software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

 This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

 matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

 unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

 necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

 the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within

 the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any,

 provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law

 provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject

 to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and

 venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software,

 with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

 limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.

 The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for

 the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

 regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be

 construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You

 agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

 States export administration regulations (and the export control

 laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute

 or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

 As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

 responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

 out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

 work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such
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 responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

 shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

1.6 elasticsearch-x-content 6.8.12 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.7 firebase-performance  5.12.0  
1.7.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Mads Hartmann Jensen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2020 Niels Lohmann

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Travis CI GmbH <contact+travis-build@travis-ci.org>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Created by Adam Preble on 1/23/12.

Copyright (c) 2012 Adam Preble. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Portions of APLevelDB are based on LevelDB-ObjC:

	https:github.com/hoisie/LevelDB-ObjC

Specifically the SliceFromString/StringFromSlice macros, and the structure of

the enumeration methods.  License for those potions follows:

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Pave Labs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2012 Square Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

$OpenBSD: base64.c,v 1.5 2006/10/21 09:55:03 otto Exp $

 

Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1995 by International Business Machines, Inc.

 

International Business Machines, Inc. (hereinafter called IBM) grants

permission under its copyrights to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

Software with or without fee, provided that the above copyright notice and

all paragraphs of this notice appear in all copies, and that the name of IBM

not be used in connection with the marketing of any product incorporating

the Software or modifications thereof, without specific, written prior
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permission.

 

To the extent it has a right to do so, IBM grants an immunity from suit

under its patents, if any, for the use, sale or manufacture of products to

the extent that such products are used for performing Domain Name System

dynamic updates in TCP/IP networks by means of the Software.  No immunity is

granted for any product per se or for any other function of any product.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", AND IBM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL IBM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF IBM IS APPRISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

 

## Runtime Library Exception to the Apache 2.0 License: ##

 

 

   As an exception, if you use this Software to compile your source code and

   portions of this Software are embedded into the binary product as a result,

   you may redistribute such product without providing attribution as would

   otherwise be required by Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

================================================================================

 

The following copyright from Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.

applies to the dwarf.h file in third_party/libunwind
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  libunwind - a platform-independent unwind library

  Copyright (c) 2003-2005 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.

       Contributed by David Mosberger-Tang <davidm@hpl.hp.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.8 classmate 1.1.0 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Java ClassMate library is licensed under Apache (Software) License,

version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.9 vim 8.2.1687-1.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# SPEC file overview:

# https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/quick-docs/creating-rpm-packages/#con_rpm-spec-file-overview

# Fedora packaging guidelines:

# https://docs.fedoraproject.org/en-US/packaging-guidelines/

 

 

Name:

Version:

Release: 0%{?dist}

Summary:

 

License:

URL:

Source0:

 

BuildRequires:

Requires:

 

%description

 

 

%prep

%setup -q

 

 

%build

%configure

make %{?_smp_mflags}

 

 

%install

%make_install

 

 

%files

%doc

%license
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%changelog

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342134_1620877316.1/0/vim-vim-8-2-1687-1-el7-9-0atomix1-zip/vim-vim-8.2.1687-

1.el7_9.0atomix1/spec-template.new

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Vim and MIT

cp runtime/doc/uganda.txt LICENSE

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342134_1620877316.1/0/vim-vim-8-2-1687-1-el7-9-0atomix1-zip/vim-vim-8.2.1687-

1.el7_9.0atomix1/vim.spec

 

1.10 markupsafe 2.0.1 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2010 Pallets

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166365833_1621397079.41/0/sailfishos-mirror-markupsafe-2-0-1-0-g7666dff-tar-gz/sailfishos-

mirror-markupsafe-dfb5bc1/LICENSE.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166365833_1621397079.41/0/sailfishos-mirror-markupsafe-2-0-1-0-g7666dff-tar-gz/sailfishos-

mirror-markupsafe-dfb5bc1/setup.cfg

 

1.11 swagger 1.5.14 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2016 SmartBear Software

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at [apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.12 elasticsearch-rest-high-level-client 6.5.4 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
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* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.common.ParseField;

import org.elasticsearch.common.collect.Tuple;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.XContentParseException;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.XContentParser;

import org.elasticsearch.rest.RestStatus;

 

import java.io.IOException;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Objects;

 

import static org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser.constructorArg;

import static org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser.optionalConstructorArg;

import static org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.XContentParserUtils.ensureExpectedToken;

 

public class StartBasicResponse {

 

   private static final ConstructingObjectParser<StartBasicResponse, Void> PARSER = new

ConstructingObjectParser<>(

       "start_basic_response", true, (a, v) -> {

       boolean basicWasStarted = (Boolean) a[0];

       String errorMessage = (String) a[1];

 

       if (basicWasStarted) {

           return new StartBasicResponse(StartBasicResponse.Status.GENERATED_BASIC);

       }

       StartBasicResponse.Status status = StartBasicResponse.Status.fromErrorMessage(errorMessage);

       @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") Tuple<String, Map<String, String[]>> acknowledgements = (Tuple<String,

Map<String, String[]>>) a[2];

       return new StartBasicResponse(status, acknowledgements.v2(), acknowledgements.v1());

   });

 

   static {

       PARSER.declareBoolean(constructorArg(), new ParseField("basic_was_started"));

       PARSER.declareString(optionalConstructorArg(), new ParseField("error_message"));

       PARSER.declareObject(optionalConstructorArg(), (parser, v) -> {

               Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages = new HashMap<>();

               String message = null;
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               XContentParser.Token token;

               String currentFieldName = null;

               while ((token = parser.nextToken()) != XContentParser.Token.END_OBJECT) {

                   if (token == XContentParser.Token.FIELD_NAME) {

                       currentFieldName = parser.currentName();

                   } else {

                       if (currentFieldName == null) {

                           throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "expected message header or

acknowledgement");

                       }

                       if (new ParseField("message").getPreferredName().equals(currentFieldName)) {

                           ensureExpectedToken(XContentParser.Token.VALUE_STRING, token,

parser::getTokenLocation);

                           message = parser.text();

                       } else {

                           if (token != XContentParser.Token.START_ARRAY) {

                               throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "unexpected acknowledgement

type");

                           }

                           List<String> acknowledgeMessagesList = new ArrayList<>();

                           while ((token = parser.nextToken()) != XContentParser.Token.END_ARRAY) {

                               ensureExpectedToken(XContentParser.Token.VALUE_STRING, token,

parser::getTokenLocation);

                               acknowledgeMessagesList.add(parser.text());

                           }

                           acknowledgeMessages.put(currentFieldName, acknowledgeMessagesList.toArray(new String[0]));

                       }

                   }

               }

               return new Tuple<>(message, acknowledgeMessages);

           },

           new ParseField("acknowledge"));

   }

 

   private Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages;

   private String acknowledgeMessage;

 

   enum Status {

       GENERATED_BASIC(true, null, RestStatus.OK),

       ALREADY_USING_BASIC(false, "Operation failed: Current license is basic.", RestStatus.FORBIDDEN),

       NEED_ACKNOWLEDGEMENT(false, "Operation failed: Needs acknowledgement.", RestStatus.OK);

 

       private final boolean isBasicStarted;

       private final String errorMessage;

       private final RestStatus restStatus;

 

       Status(boolean isBasicStarted, String errorMessage, RestStatus restStatus) {

           this.isBasicStarted = isBasicStarted;
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           this.errorMessage = errorMessage;

           this.restStatus = restStatus;

       }

 

       String getErrorMessage() {

           return errorMessage;

       }

 

       boolean isBasicStarted() {

           return isBasicStarted;

       }

 

       static StartBasicResponse.Status fromErrorMessage(final String errorMessage) {

           final StartBasicResponse.Status[] values = StartBasicResponse.Status.values();

           for (StartBasicResponse.Status status : values) {

               if (Objects.equals(status.errorMessage, errorMessage)) {

                   return status;

               }

           }

           throw new IllegalArgumentException("No status for error message ['" + errorMessage + "']");

       }

   }

 

   private StartBasicResponse.Status status;

 

   public StartBasicResponse() {

   }

 

   StartBasicResponse(StartBasicResponse.Status status) {

       this(status, Collections.emptyMap(), null);

   }

 

   StartBasicResponse(StartBasicResponse.Status status,

                             Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages, String acknowledgeMessage) {

       this.status = status;

       this.acknowledgeMessages = acknowledgeMessages;

       this.acknowledgeMessage = acknowledgeMessage;

   }

 

   public boolean isAcknowledged() {

       return status != StartBasicResponse.Status.NEED_ACKNOWLEDGEMENT;

   }

 

   public boolean isBasicStarted() {

       return status.isBasicStarted;

   }

 

   public String getErrorMessage() {
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       return status.errorMessage;

   }

 

   public String getAcknowledgeMessage() {

       return acknowledgeMessage;

   }

 

   public Map<String, String[]> getAcknowledgeMessages() {

       return acknowledgeMessages;

   }

 

   public static StartBasicResponse fromXContent(XContentParser parser) throws IOException {

       return PARSER.parse(parser, null);

   }

 

}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.common.ParseField;

import org.elasticsearch.common.collect.Tuple;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.XContentParseException;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.XContentParser;

 

import java.io.IOException;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;
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import static org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser.constructorArg;

import static org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser.optionalConstructorArg;

 

public class StartTrialResponse {

 

   private static final ConstructingObjectParser<StartTrialResponse, Void> PARSER = new

ConstructingObjectParser<>(

       "start_trial_response",

       true,

       (Object[] arguments, Void aVoid) -> {

           final boolean acknowledged = (boolean) arguments[0];

           final boolean trialWasStarted = (boolean) arguments[1];

           final String licenseType = (String) arguments[2];

           final String errorMessage = (String) arguments[3];

 

           @SuppressWarnings("unchecked")

           final Tuple<String, Map<String, String[]>> acknowledgeDetails = (Tuple<String, Map<String, String[]>>)

arguments[4];

           final String acknowledgeHeader;

           final Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages;

 

           if (acknowledgeDetails != null) {

               acknowledgeHeader = acknowledgeDetails.v1();

               acknowledgeMessages = acknowledgeDetails.v2();

           } else {

               acknowledgeHeader = null;

               acknowledgeMessages = null;

           }

 

           return new StartTrialResponse(acknowledged, trialWasStarted, licenseType, errorMessage,

acknowledgeHeader,

               acknowledgeMessages);

       }

   );

 

   static {

       PARSER.declareBoolean(constructorArg(), new ParseField("acknowledged"));

       PARSER.declareBoolean(constructorArg(), new ParseField("trial_was_started"));

       PARSER.declareString(optionalConstructorArg(), new ParseField("type"));

       PARSER.declareString(optionalConstructorArg(), new ParseField("error_message"));

       // todo consolidate this parsing with the parsing in PutLicenseResponse

       PARSER.declareObject(optionalConstructorArg(), (parser, aVoid) -> {

           final Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages = new HashMap<>();

           String message = null;

 

           final Map<String, Object> parsedMap = parser.map();

           for (Map.Entry<String, Object> entry : parsedMap.entrySet()) {
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               if (entry.getKey().equals("message")) {

                   if (entry.getValue() instanceof String) {

                       message = (String) entry.getValue();

                   } else {

                       throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "unexpected acknowledgement

header type");

                   }

               } else {

                   if (entry.getValue() instanceof List) {

                       final List<String> messageStrings = new ArrayList<>();

                       @SuppressWarnings("unchecked")

                       final List<Object> messageObjects = (List<Object>) entry.getValue();

                       for (Object messageObject : messageObjects) {

                           if (messageObject instanceof String) {

                               messageStrings.add((String) messageObject);

                           } else {

                               throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "expected text in

acknowledgement message");

                           }

                       }

 

                       acknowledgeMessages.put(entry.getKey(), messageStrings.toArray(new

String[messageStrings.size()]));

                   } else {

                       throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "unexpected acknowledgement

message type");

                   }

               }

           }

 

           if (message == null) {

               throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "expected acknowledgement header");

           }

 

           return new Tuple<>(message, acknowledgeMessages);

 

       }, new ParseField("acknowledge"));

   }

 

   public static StartTrialResponse fromXContent(XContentParser parser) throws IOException {

       return PARSER.apply(parser, null);

   }

 

   private final boolean acknowledged;

   private final boolean trialWasStarted;

   private final String licenseType;

   private final String errorMessage;

   private final String acknowledgeHeader;
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   private final Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages;

 

   public StartTrialResponse(boolean acknowledged,

                             boolean trialWasStarted,

                             String licenseType,

                             String errorMessage,

                             String acknowledgeHeader,

                             Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages) {

 

       this.acknowledged = acknowledged;

       this.trialWasStarted = trialWasStarted;

       this.licenseType = licenseType;

       this.errorMessage = errorMessage;

       this.acknowledgeHeader = acknowledgeHeader;

       this.acknowledgeMessages = acknowledgeMessages;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if the request that corresponds to this response acknowledged license changes that would occur as a

result of starting

    * a trial license

    */

   public boolean isAcknowledged() {

       return acknowledged;

   }

 

   /**

    * Returns true if a trial license was started as a result of the request corresponding to this response. Returns false

if the cluster

    * did not start a trial, or a trial had already been started before the corresponding request was made

    */

   public boolean isTrialWasStarted() {

       return trialWasStarted;

   }

 

   /**

    * If a trial license was started as a result of the request corresponding to this response (see {@link

#isTrialWasStarted()}) then

    * returns the type of license that was started on the cluster. Returns null otherwise

    */

   public String getLicenseType() {

       return licenseType;

   }

 

   /**

    * If a trial license was not started as a result of the request corresponding to this response (see {@link

#isTrialWasStarted()} then

    * returns a brief message explaining why the trial could not be started. Returns false otherwise
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    */

   public String getErrorMessage() {

       return errorMessage;

   }

 

   /**

    * If the request corresponding to this response did not acknowledge licensing changes that would result from

starting a trial license

    * (see {@link #isAcknowledged()}), returns a message describing how the user must acknowledge licensing

changes as a result of

    * such a request. Returns null otherwise

    */

   public String getAcknowledgeHeader() {

       return acknowledgeHeader;

   }

 

   /**

    * If the request corresponding to this response did not acknowledge licensing changes that would result from

starting a trial license

    * (see {@link #isAcknowledged()}, returns a map. The map's keys are names of commercial Elasticsearch

features, and their values are

    * messages about how those features will be affected by licensing changes as a result of starting a trial license

    */

   public Map<String, String[]> getAcknowledgeMessages() {

       return acknowledgeMessages;

   }

}

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.common.ParseField;

import org.elasticsearch.common.collect.Tuple;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.XContentParseException;

import org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.XContentParser;

import org.elasticsearch.client.common.ProtocolUtils;

 

import java.io.IOException;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.HashMap;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.Objects;

 

import static org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser.constructorArg;

import static org.elasticsearch.common.xcontent.ConstructingObjectParser.optionalConstructorArg;

 

public final class PutLicenseResponse {

 

   private static final ConstructingObjectParser<PutLicenseResponse, Void> PARSER = new

ConstructingObjectParser<>(

       "put_license_response", true, (a, v) -> {

       boolean acknowledged = (Boolean) a[0];

       LicensesStatus licensesStatus = LicensesStatus.fromString((String) a[1]);

       @SuppressWarnings("unchecked") Tuple<String, Map<String, String[]>> acknowledgements = (Tuple<String,

Map<String, String[]>>) a[2];

       if (acknowledgements == null) {

           return new PutLicenseResponse(acknowledged, licensesStatus);

       } else {

           return new PutLicenseResponse(acknowledged, licensesStatus, acknowledgements.v1(),

acknowledgements.v2());

       }

 

   });

 

   static {

       PARSER.declareBoolean(constructorArg(), new ParseField("acknowledged"));

       PARSER.declareString(constructorArg(), new ParseField("license_status"));

       PARSER.declareObject(optionalConstructorArg(), (parser, v) -> {

               Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages = new HashMap<>();

               String message = null;

               XContentParser.Token token;
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               String currentFieldName = null;

               while ((token = parser.nextToken()) != XContentParser.Token.END_OBJECT) {

                   if (token == XContentParser.Token.FIELD_NAME) {

                       currentFieldName = parser.currentName();

                   } else {

                       if (currentFieldName == null) {

                           throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "expected message header or

acknowledgement");

                       }

                       if ("message".equals(currentFieldName)) {

                           if (token != XContentParser.Token.VALUE_STRING) {

                               throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "unexpected message header

type");

                           }

                           message = parser.text();

                       } else {

                           if (token != XContentParser.Token.START_ARRAY) {

                               throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "unexpected acknowledgement

type");

                           }

                           List<String> acknowledgeMessagesList = new ArrayList<>();

                           while ((token = parser.nextToken()) != XContentParser.Token.END_ARRAY) {

                               if (token != XContentParser.Token.VALUE_STRING) {

                                   throw new XContentParseException(parser.getTokenLocation(), "unexpected

acknowledgement text");

                               }

                               acknowledgeMessagesList.add(parser.text());

                           }

                           acknowledgeMessages.put(currentFieldName, acknowledgeMessagesList.toArray(new String[0]));

                       }

                   }

               }

               return new Tuple<>(message, acknowledgeMessages);

           },

           new ParseField("acknowledge"));

   }

 

   private boolean acknowledged;

   private LicensesStatus status;

   private Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages;

   private String acknowledgeHeader;

 

   public PutLicenseResponse() {

   }

 

   public PutLicenseResponse(boolean acknowledged, LicensesStatus status) {

       this(acknowledged, status, null, Collections.<String, String[]>emptyMap());

   }
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   public PutLicenseResponse(boolean acknowledged, LicensesStatus status, String acknowledgeHeader,

                             Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages) {

       this.acknowledged = acknowledged;

       this.status = status;

       this.acknowledgeHeader = acknowledgeHeader;

       this.acknowledgeMessages = acknowledgeMessages;

   }

 

   public boolean isAcknowledged() {

       return acknowledged;

   }

 

   public LicensesStatus status() {

       return status;

   }

 

   public Map<String, String[]> acknowledgeMessages() {

       return acknowledgeMessages;

   }

 

   public String acknowledgeHeader() {

       return acknowledgeHeader;

   }

 

   public static PutLicenseResponse fromXContent(XContentParser parser) throws IOException {

       return PARSER.parse(parser, null);

   }

 

   @Override

   public boolean equals(Object o) {

       if (this == o) return true;

       if (o == null || getClass() != o.getClass()) return false;

       if (!super.equals(o)) return false;

       PutLicenseResponse that = (PutLicenseResponse) o;

 

       return status == that.status &&

           ProtocolUtils.equals(acknowledgeMessages, that.acknowledgeMessages) &&

           Objects.equals(acknowledgeHeader, that.acknowledgeHeader);

   }

 

   @Override

   public int hashCode() {

       return Objects.hash(super.hashCode(), status, ProtocolUtils.hashCode(acknowledgeMessages),

acknowledgeHeader);

   }

 

}
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/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.client.TimedRequest;

 

public class StartBasicRequest extends TimedRequest {

   private final boolean acknowledge;

 

   public StartBasicRequest() {

       this(false);

   }

 

   public StartBasicRequest(boolean acknowledge) {

       this.acknowledge = acknowledge;

   }

 

   public boolean isAcknowledge() {

       return acknowledge;

   }

}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

public class GetLicenseResponse {

 

   private String license;

 

   GetLicenseResponse() {

   }

 

   public GetLicenseResponse(String license) {

       this.license = license;

   }

 

   public String getLicenseDefinition() {

       return license;

   }

 

}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.client.TimedRequest;

 

public class DeleteLicenseRequest extends TimedRequest {
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}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.client.TimedRequest;

 

public class PutLicenseRequest extends TimedRequest {

 

   private String licenseDefinition;

   private boolean acknowledge = false;

 

   public PutLicenseRequest() {

   }

 

   public void setLicenseDefinition(String licenseDefinition) {

       this.licenseDefinition = licenseDefinition;

   }

 

   public String getLicenseDefinition() {

       return licenseDefinition;

   }

 

   public void setAcknowledge(boolean acknowledge) {

       this.acknowledge = acknowledge;

   }

 

   public boolean isAcknowledge() {

       return acknowledge;

   }
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}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.client.Validatable;

 

 

public class GetLicenseRequest implements Validatable {

 

   protected boolean local = false;

 

   public GetLicenseRequest() {

   }

 

   public boolean isLocal() {

       return local;

   }

 

   public void setLocal(boolean local) {

       this.local = local;

   }

}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import java.util.Locale;

 

public enum LicensesStatus {

   VALID((byte) 0),

   INVALID((byte) 1),

   EXPIRED((byte) 2);

 

   private final byte id;

 

   LicensesStatus(byte id) {

       this.id = id;

   }

 

   public int id() {

       return id;

   }

 

   public static LicensesStatus fromId(int id) {

       if (id == 0) {

           return VALID;

       } else if (id == 1) {

           return INVALID;

       } else if (id == 2) {

           return EXPIRED;

       } else {

           throw new IllegalStateException("no valid LicensesStatus for id=" + id);

       }

   }

 

 

   @Override

   public String toString() {

       return this.name().toLowerCase(Locale.ROOT);

   }

 

   public static LicensesStatus fromString(String value) {

       switch (value) {
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           case "valid":

               return VALID;

           case "invalid":

               return INVALID;

           case "expired":

               return EXPIRED;

           default:

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("unknown licenses status [" + value + "]");

       }

   }

}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

/**

* Request and Response objects for the default distribution's License

* APIs.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an
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* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

/**

* Status of an X-Pack license.

*/

public enum LicenseStatus {

 

   ACTIVE("active"),

   INVALID("invalid"),

   EXPIRED("expired");

 

   private final String label;

 

   LicenseStatus(String label) {

       this.label = label;

   }

 

   public String label() {

       return label;

   }

 

   public static LicenseStatus fromString(String value) {

       switch (value) {

           case "active":

               return ACTIVE;

           case "invalid":

               return INVALID;

           case "expired":

               return EXPIRED;

           default:

               throw new IllegalArgumentException("unknown license status [" + value + "]");

       }

   }

}

/*

* Licensed to Elasticsearch under one or more contributor

* license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright

* ownership. Elasticsearch licenses this file to you under

* the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

* not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

package org.elasticsearch.client.license;

 

import org.elasticsearch.client.Validatable;

import org.elasticsearch.common.Nullable;

 

public class StartTrialRequest implements Validatable {

 

   private final boolean acknowledge;

   private final String licenseType;

 

   public StartTrialRequest() {

       this(false);

   }

 

   public StartTrialRequest(boolean acknowledge) {

       this(acknowledge, null);

   }

 

   public StartTrialRequest(boolean acknowledge, @Nullable String licenseType) {

       this.acknowledge = acknowledge;

       this.licenseType = licenseType;

   }

 

   public boolean isAcknowledge() {

       return acknowledge;

   }

 

   public String getLicenseType() {

       return licenseType;

   }

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.13 xxhash v1.1.0 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2016 Caleb Spare

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.14 lz4 1.9.2 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,

and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011+ Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4/blob/master/lib/LICENSE

 

1.15 mergo v0.3.12 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Dario Casta. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

import: ../../../../fossene/db/schema/thing.yml

fields:

   site: string

   author: root
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1.16 shadow-utils 4.6-8.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990 - 1994, Julianne Frances Haugh

* Copyright (c) 1996 - 2000, Marek Michakiewicz

* Copyright (c) 2000 - 2006, Tomasz Koczko

* Copyright (c) 2007 - 2011, Nicolas Franois

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the copyright holders or contributors may not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

* PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

* HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.
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	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:

 

 

A "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.

 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.

 

"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.

 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.
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2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:

 

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.

 

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution
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provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their
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rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
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PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.17 libverto 0.2.5 4.el7
1.17.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.18 javax-inject 1 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The JSR-330 Expert Group

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.19 joda-time 2.9.9 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (http://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.20 blevesearch-go-porterstemmer v1.0.3 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Charles Iliya Krempeaux <charles@reptile.ca> :: http://changelog.ca/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.21 scala 2.11.12 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

Scala includes the Sizzle library:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 The Dojo Foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

Scala is licensed under the [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause).

 

## Scala License

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2017 EPFL

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2017 Lightbend, Inc.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

# Other Licenses

 

This software includes projects with the following licenses,

which are also included in the `licenses/` directory:

 

### [Apache License](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jansi

 

### [BSD License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jline

 

### [BSD 3-Clause License](http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * asm

 

### [MIT License](http://www.opensource.org/licenses/MIT)

This license is used by the following third-party libraries:

 

 * jquery

 * jquery-ui

 * jquery-layout

 * sizzle

 * tools tooltip

 

### Public Domain

The following libraries are freely available in the public domain:

 

 * forkjoin

Scala includes the JLine library:

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Paul Bakaus, http://jqueryui.com/

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals (AUTHORS.txt, http://jqueryui.com/about) For exact

contribution history, see the revision history and logs, available

at http://jquery-ui.googlecode.com/svn/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2010 Fabrizio Balliano, Kevin Dalman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Scala includes the ASM library.

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:2: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (a, b) => ... }

 val x: ((Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, b)) => a)

                                ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:3: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple2,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, param2) => ... }

 val y: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, !!)) => a)

                                     ^

not-a-legal-formal-parameter-tuple.scala:4: error: not a legal formal parameter.

Note: Tuples cannot be directly destructured in method or function parameters.

     Either create a single parameter accepting the Tuple3,

     or consider a pattern matching anonymous function: `{ case (param1, ..., param3) => ... }

 val z: ((Int, Int, Int) => Int) = (((a, NotAPatternVariableName, c)) => a)

                                     ^

three errors found

Scala includes the Tools Tooltip library:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Tero Piirainen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

(c) 2012-2014 GitHub

 

When using the GitHub logos, be sure to follow the GitHub logo guidelines (https://github.com/logos)

 

Font License: SIL OFL 1.1 (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL)
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Applies to all font files

 

Code License: MIT (http://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/)

Applies to all other files

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Scala includes the JLine library, which includes the Jansi library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Scala includes the jQuery library:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 John Resig

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

(The MIT License)

Copyright (c) 2013 Greg Allen

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.22 mime-pull  1.9.15 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2021 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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 - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2021 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

# Notices for Eclipse Metro

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Metro project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.metro

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Metro is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code
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The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-xmlstreambuffer

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-policy

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-wsit

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-mimepull

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-ws-test-harness

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-package-rename-task

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-jax-ws

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-saaj

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/metro-jwsdp-samples

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

addressing.xml Version: 2004/10 (n/a)

 

* License: W3C

* Project: https://www.w3.org/Submission/ws-addressing/

* Source: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/08/addressing/

 

ant-launcher (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND SAX-PD AND W3C

* Project: https://ant.apache.org/

* Source:

  http://central.maven.org/maven2/org/apache/ant/ant-launcher/1.10.2/ant-launcher-1.10.2-sources.jar

 

Apache Ant (1.6)

 

* License: Apache-1.1

* Project: https://ant.apache.org/

* Source: https://repo1.maven.org/maven2/ant/ant/1.6/ant-1.6-sources.jar

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

commons-logging (1.1.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-logging/

* Source:

  http://central.maven.org/maven2/commons-logging/commons-logging/1.1.2/commons-logging-1.1.2-sources.jar
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JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project:

  https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/project-info.html

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/maven-plugin-tools-3.5.1/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/

* Source: https://github.com/apache/maven/tree/master/maven-plugin-api

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

mex.xsd Version: 2004/09 (n/a)

 

* License: Oasis Style

* Project: https://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-MetadataExchange/#appendix-II

* Source: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/09/mex/MetadataExchange.xsd

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license
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stax2-api (4.1)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/stax2-api

* Source:

  http://central.maven.org/maven2/org/codehaus/woodstox/stax2-api/4.1/stax2-api-4.1-sources.jar

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND MIT

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

woodstox-core-asl (4.4.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

woodstox-core-asl (5.1.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://github.com/FasterXML/woodstox

* Source: https://github.com/FasterXML/woodstox

 

ws-addr.wsd (1.0)

 

* License: W3C

* Project: https://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing/

* Source: https://www.w3.org/2006/03/addressing/ws-addr.xsd

 

wsat.xsd Version: 2004/10 (n/a)

 

* License: Oasis Style

* Project: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/10/wsat/

* Source: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2004/10/wsat/wsat.xsd

 

wscoor.xsd (1.0)

 

* License: OASIS Style

 

wscoor.xsd (1.1)

 

* License: Oasis (Custom)

* Project: http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-tx/wscoor/2006/06

* Source:

  http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-tx/wscoor/2006/06/wstx-wscoor-1.1-schema-200701.xsd

 

wsrm Version: 2005/02 (n/a)
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* License: Oasis (Custom)

* Project: http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/

* Source:

  http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrm.xsd;%20http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/02/rm/wsrm-

policy.xsd

 

wsrm.xsd (1.2)

 

* License: Oasis

 

wstx-wsat.xsd (1.1)

 

* License: Oasis (Custom)

 

xmlsec (1.5.8)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: http://santuario.apache.org/

* Source:

  https://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/apache/santuario/xmlsec/1.5.8/xmlsec-1.5.8-sources.jar

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.23 mockito 2.15.0 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

====

   Copyright (c) 2016 Mockito contributors

   This program is made available under the terms of the MIT License.

====
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) ${year} Mockito contributors

This program is made available under the terms of the MIT License.

Copyright (c) 2000-2007, jMock.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of jMock nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2001-2008 OFFIS, Tammo Freese.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. 

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
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DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.24 netaddr 0.8.0 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

Here are the copyright notices applicable to the netaddr library.

 

-------

netaddr

-------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 by David P. D. Moss. All rights reserved.

 

Released under the BSD license. See the LICENSE file for details.

 

------------------------------------------

IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority)

------------------------------------------

 

netaddr is not sponsored nor endorsed by IANA.

 

Use of data from IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) is subject to

copyright and is provided with prior written permission.

 

IANA data files included with netaddr are not modified in any way but are

parsed and made available to end users through an API.

 

See README file and source code for URLs to latest copies of the relevant

files.

 

------------------------------------------
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IEEE (Institution of Electrical Engineers)

------------------------------------------

 

netaddr is not sponsored nor endorsed by the IEEE.

 

Use of data from the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers) is subject to copyright. See the following URL for

details :-

 

http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/rights/legal.html

 

IEEE data files included with netaddr are not modified in any way but are

parsed and made available to end users through an API. There is no

guarantee that referenced files are not out of date.

 

See README file and source code for URLs to latest copies of the relevant

files.

Here are the licenses applicable to the use of the netaddr library.

 

-------

netaddr

-------

 

COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2008 by David P. D. Moss. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of David P. D. Moss nor the names of contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.25 conscrypt 1.0.0 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2016 The Android Open Source Project

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains a modified portion of `Netty`, a configurable network

stack in Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * licenses/LICENSE.netty.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://netty.io/

 

This product contains a modified portion of `Apache Harmony`, modular Java runtime,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * licenses/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://harmony.apache.org/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.26 deep-diff 4.0.6 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

"License :: OSI Approved :: MIT License"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302273_1625604088.09/0/deepdiff-4-0-6-tar-gz/deepdiff-4.0.6/setup.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 2.1

Name: deepdiff

Version: 4.0.6

Summary: Deep Difference and Search of any Python object/data.

Home-page: https://github.com/seperman/deepdiff

Author: Seperman

Author-email: sep@zepworks.com

License: MIT

Download-URL: https://github.com/seperman/deepdiff/tarball/master

Description: # DeepDiff v 4.0.6

      

       <!-- ![Downloads](https://img.shields.io/pypi/dm/deepdiff.svg?style=flat) -->

       ![Python Versions](https://img.shields.io/pypi/pyversions/deepdiff.svg?style=flat)

       ![Doc](https://readthedocs.org/projects/deepdiff/badge/?version=latest)

       ![License](https://img.shields.io/pypi/l/deepdiff.svg?version=latest)

       [![Build Status](https://travis-ci.org/seperman/deepdiff.svg?branch=master)](https://travis-

ci.org/seperman/deepdiff)

       [![Coverage

Status](https://coveralls.io/repos/github/seperman/deepdiff/badge.svg?branch=master)](https://coveralls.io/github/se

perman/deepdiff?branch=master)

      

       - DeepDiff: Deep Difference of dictionaries, iterables, strings and other objects. It will recursively look for all

the changes.

       - DeepSearch: Search for objects within other objects.

       - DeepHash: Hash any object based on their content.

      

       Tested on Python 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, Pypy3

      

       **NOTE: Python 2 is not supported any more. DeepDiff v3.3.0 was the last version to support Python 2**

      

      

       - [Documentation](http://deepdiff.readthedocs.io/en/latest/)
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       ## Installation

      

       ### Install from PyPi:

      

       `pip install deepdiff`

      

       DeepDiff prefers to use Murmur3 for hashing. However you have to manually install Murmur3 by running:

      

       `pip install 'deepdiff[murmur]'`

      

       Otherwise DeepDiff will be using SHA256 for hashing which is a cryptographic hash and is considerably

slower.

      

       If you are running into trouble installing Murmur3, please take a look at the [Troubleshoot](#troubleshoot)

section.

      

       ### Importing

      

       ```python

       >>> from deepdiff import DeepDiff  # For Deep Difference of 2 objects

       >>> from deepdiff import grep, DeepSearch  # For finding if item exists in an object

       >>> from deepdiff import DeepHash  # For hashing objects based on their contents

       ```

      

       # Deep Diff

      

       DeepDiff gets the difference of 2 objects.

      

       > - Please take a look at the [DeepDiff docs](deepdiff/diff_doc.rst)

       > - The full documentation can be found on <https://deepdiff.readthedocs.io>

      

       ## A few Examples

      

       > Note: This is just a brief overview of what DeepDiff can do. Please visit <https://deepdiff.readthedocs.io> for

full documentation.

      

       ### List difference ignoring order or duplicates

      

       ```python

       >>> t1 = {1:1, 2:2, 3:3, 4:{"a":"hello", "b":[1, 2, 3]}}

       >>> t2 = {1:1, 2:2, 3:3, 4:{"a":"hello", "b":[1, 3, 2, 3]}}

       >>> ddiff = DeepDiff(t1, t2, ignore_order=True)

       >>> print (ddiff)

       {}

       ```

      

       ### Report repetitions
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       This flag ONLY works when ignoring order is enabled.

       Note that this feature is experimental.

      

       ```python

       t1 = [1, 3, 1, 4]

       t2 = [4, 4, 1]

       ddiff = DeepDiff(t1, t2, ignore_order=True, report_repetition=True)

       print(ddiff)

       ```

      

       which will print you:

      

       ```python

       {'iterable_item_removed': {'root[1]': 3},

         'repetition_change': {'root[0]': {'old_repeat': 2,

                                           'old_indexes': [0, 2],

                                           'new_indexes': [2],

                                           'value': 1,

                                           'new_repeat': 1},

                               'root[3]': {'old_repeat': 1,

                                           'old_indexes': [3],

                                           'new_indexes': [0, 1],

                                           'value': 4,

                                           'new_repeat': 2}}}

       ```

      

       ### Exclude certain types from comparison:

      

       ```python

       >>> l1 = logging.getLogger("test")

       >>> l2 = logging.getLogger("test2")

       >>> t1 = {"log": l1, 2: 1337}

       >>> t2 = {"log": l2, 2: 1337}

       >>> print(DeepDiff(t1, t2, exclude_types={logging.Logger}))

       {}

       ```

      

       ### Exclude part of your object tree from comparison

      

       ```python

       >>> t1 = {"for life": "vegan", "ingredients": ["no meat", "no eggs", "no dairy"]}

       >>> t2 = {"for life": "vegan", "ingredients": ["veggies", "tofu", "soy sauce"]}

       >>> print (DeepDiff(t1, t2, exclude_paths={"root['ingredients']"}))

       {}

       ```

      

       ### Exclude Regex Paths
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       You can also exclude using regular expressions by using `exclude_regex_paths` and pass a set or list of path

regexes to exclude. The items in the list could be raw regex strings or compiled regex objects.

      

       ```python

       >>> t1 = [{'a': 1, 'b': 2}, {'c': 4, 'b': 5}]

       >>> t2 = [{'a': 1, 'b': 3}, {'c': 4, 'b': 5}]

       >>> print(DeepDiff(t1, t2, exclude_regex_paths={r"root\[\d+\]\['b'\]"}))

       {}

       >>> exclude_path = re.compile(r"root\[\d+\]\['b'\]")

       >>> print(DeepDiff(t1, t2, exclude_regex_paths=[exclude_path]))

       {}

       ```

      

       ### Significant Digits

      

       Digits **after** the decimal point. Internally it uses "{:.Xf}".format(Your Number) to compare numbers where

X=significant_digits

      

       ```python

       >>> t1 = Decimal('1.52')

       >>> t2 = Decimal('1.57')

       >>> DeepDiff(t1, t2, significant_digits=0)

       {}

       >>> DeepDiff(t1, t2, significant_digits=1)

       {'values_changed': {'root': {'old_value': Decimal('1.52'), 'new_value': Decimal('1.57')}}}

       ```

      

       ### Ignore Type Number - List that contains float and integer:

      

       ```py

       >>> from deepdiff import DeepDiff

       >>> from pprint import pprint

       >>> t1 = [1, 2, 3]

       >>> t2 = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0]

       >>> ddiff = DeepDiff(t1, t2)

       >>> pprint(ddiff, indent=2)

       { 'type_changes': { 'root[0]': { 'new_type': <class 'float'>,

                                'new_value': 1.0,

                                'old_type': <class 'int'>,

                                'old_value': 1},

                   'root[1]': { 'new_type': <class 'float'>,

                                'new_value': 2.0,

                                'old_type': <class 'int'>,

                                'old_value': 2},

                   'root[2]': { 'new_type': <class 'float'>,

                                'new_value': 3.0,
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                                'old_type': <class 'int'>,

                                'old_value': 3}}}

       >>> ddiff = DeepDiff(t1, t2, ignore_type_in_groups=[(int, float)])

       {}

       ```

      

       ## Views

      

       Starting with DeepDiff v 3, there are two different views into your diffed data: text view (original) and tree view

(new).

      

       ### Text View

      

       Text view is the original and currently the default view of DeepDiff.

      

       It is called text view because the results contain texts that represent the path to the data:

      

       Example of using the text view.

      

       ```python

       >>> from deepdiff import DeepDiff

       >>> t1 = {1:1, 3:3, 4:4}

       >>> t2 = {1:1, 3:3, 5:5, 6:6}

       >>> ddiff = DeepDiff(t1, t2)

       >>> print(ddiff)

       {'dictionary_item_added': {'root[5]', 'root[6]'}, 'dictionary_item_removed': {'root[4]'}}

       ```

      

       So for example `ddiff['dictionary_item_removed']` is a set if strings thus this is called the text view.

      

           The following examples are using the *default text view.*

           The Tree View is introduced in DeepDiff v3

           and provides traversing capabilities through your diffed data and more!

           Read more about the Tree View at the [tree view section](#tree-view) of this page.

      

      

       ### Tree View

      

       Starting the version v3 You can choose the view into the deepdiff results.

       The tree view provides you with tree objects that you can traverse through to find the parents of the objects that

are diffed and the actual objects that are being diffed.

      

      

       #### Value of an item has changed (Tree View)

      

       ```python

       >>> from deepdiff import DeepDiff

       >>> from pprint import pprint
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       >>> t1 = {1:1, 2:2, 3:3}

       >>> t2 = {1:1, 2:4, 3:3}

       >>> ddiff_verbose0 = DeepDiff(t1, t2, verbose_level=0, view='tree')

       >>> ddiff_verbose0

       {'values_changed': {<root[2]>}}

       >>>

       >>> ddiff_verbose1 = DeepDiff(t1, t2, verbose_level=1, view='tree')

       >>> ddiff_verbose1

       {'values_changed': {<root[2] t1:2, t2:4>}}

       >>> set_of_values_changed = ddiff_verbose1['values_changed']

       >>> # since set_of_values_changed includes only one item in a set

       >>> # in order to get that one item we can:

       >>> (changed,) = set_of_values_changed

       >>> changed  # Another way to get this is to do: changed=list(set_of_values_changed)[0]

       <root[2] t1:2, t2:4>

       >>> changed.t1

       2

       >>> changed.t2

       4

       >>> # You can traverse through the tree, get to the parents!

       >>> changed.up

       <root t1:{1: 1, 2: 2,...}, t2:{1: 1, 2: 4,...}>

       ```

      

       ### Serialization

      

       In order to convert the DeepDiff object into a normal Python dictionary, use the to_dict() method.

       Note that to_dict will use the text view even if you did the diff in tree view.

      

       Example:

      

       ```python

       >>> t1 = {1: 1, 2: 2, 3: 3, 4: {"a": "hello", "b": [1, 2, 3]}}

       >>> t2 = {1: 1, 2: 2, 3: 3, 4: {"a": "hello", "b": "world\n\n\nEnd"}}

       >>> ddiff = DeepDiff(t1, t2, view='tree')

       >>> ddiff.to_dict()

       {'type_changes': {"root[4]['b']": {'old_type': <class 'list'>, 'new_type': <class 'str'>, 'old_value': [1, 2, 3],

'new_value': 'world\n\n\nEnd'}}}

       ```

      

       In order to do safe json serialization, use the to_json() method.

      

       Example:

      

       ```python

       >>> t1 = {1: 1, 2: 2, 3: 3, 4: {"a": "hello", "b": [1, 2, 3]}}

       >>> t2 = {1: 1, 2: 2, 3: 3, 4: {"a": "hello", "b": "world\n\n\nEnd"}}

       >>> ddiff = DeepDiff(t1, t2, view='tree')
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       >>> ddiff.to_json()

       '{"type_changes": {"root[4][\'b\']": {"old_type": "list", "new_type": "str", "old_value": [1, 2, 3], "new_value":

"world\\n\\n\\nEnd"}}}'

       ```

      

      

       > - Please take a look at the [DeepDiff docs](deepdiff/diff_doc.rst)

       > - The full documentation can be found on <https://deepdiff.readthedocs.io>

      

      

       # Deep Search

      

       DeepDiff comes with a utility to find the path to the item you are looking for.

       It is called DeepSearch and it has a similar interface to DeepDiff.

      

       Let's say you have a huge nested object and want to see if any item with the word `somewhere` exists in it.

       Just grep through your objects as you would in shell!

      

       ```py

       from deepdiff import grep

       obj = {"long": "somewhere", "string": 2, 0: 0, "somewhere": "around"}

       ds = obj | grep("somewhere")

       print(ds)

       ```

      

       Which will print:

      

       ```py

       {'matched_paths': {"root['somewhere']"},

        'matched_values': {"root['long']"}}

       ```

      

       And you can pass all the same kwargs as DeepSearch to grep too:

      

       ```py

       >>> obj | grep(item, verbose_level=2)

       {'matched_paths': {"root['somewhere']": 'around'}, 'matched_values': {"root['long']": 'somewhere'}}

       ```

      

       > - Please take a look at the [DeepSearch docs](deepdiff/search_doc.rst)

       > - The full documentation can be found on <https://deepdiff.readthedocs.io>

      

       # Deep Hash

       (New in v4-0-0)

      

       DeepHash is designed to give you hash of ANY python object based on its contents even if the object is not

considered hashable!

       DeepHash is supposed to be deterministic in order to make sure 2 objects that contain the same data, produce
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the same hash.

      

       > - Please take a look at the [DeepHash docs](deepdiff/deephash_doc.rst)

       > - The full documentation can be found on <https://deepdiff.readthedocs.io>

      

       Let's say you have a dictionary object.

      

       ```py

       >>> from deepdiff import DeepHash

       >>>

       >>> obj = {1: 2, 'a': 'b'}

       ```

      

       If you try to hash it:

      

       ```py

       >>> hash(obj)

       Traceback (most recent call last):

         File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

       TypeError: unhashable type: 'dict'

       ```

      

       But with DeepHash:

      

       ```py

       >>> from deepdiff import DeepHash

       >>> obj = {1: 2, 'a': 'b'}

       >>> DeepHash(obj)

       {4355639248: 2468916477072481777512283587789292749, 4355639280: -

35787773492556653776377555218122431491, 4358636128: -88390647972316138151822486391929534118,

4358009664: 8833996863197925870419376694314494743, 4357467952:

34150898645750099477987229399128149852}

       ```

      

       So what is exactly the hash of obj in this case?

       DeepHash is calculating the hash of the obj and any other object that obj contains.

       The output of DeepHash is a dictionary of object IDs to their hashes.

       In order to get the hash of obj itself, you need to use the object (or the id of object) to get its hash:

      

       ```py

       >>> hashes = DeepHash(obj)

       >>> hashes[obj]

       34150898645750099477987229399128149852

       ```

      

       Which you can write as:

      

       ```py
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       >>> hashes = DeepHash(obj)[obj]

       ```

      

       At first it might seem weird why DeepHash(obj)[obj] but remember that DeepHash(obj) is a dictionary of

hashes of all other objects that obj contains too.

      

      

       > - Please take a look at the [DeepHash docs](deepdiff/deephash_doc.rst)

       > - The full documentation can be found on <https://deepdiff.readthedocs.io>

      

      

       # Using DeepDiff in unit tests

      

       `result` is the output of the function that is being tests.

       `expected` is the expected output of the function.

      

       ```python

       self.assertEqual(DeepDiff(expected, result), {})

       ```

      

       or if you are using Pytest:

      

      

       ```python

       assert not DeepDiff(expected, result)

       ```

      

       In other words, assert that there is no diff between the expected and the result.

      

       # Difference with Json Patch

      

       Unlike [Json Patch](https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6902) which is designed only for Json objects, DeepDiff is

designed specifically for almost all Python types. In addition to that, DeepDiff checks for type changes and attribute

value changes that Json Patch does not cover since there are no such things in Json. Last but not least, DeepDiff

gives you the exact path of the item(s) that were changed in Python syntax.

      

       Example in Json Patch for replacing:

      

       `{ "op": "replace", "path": "/a/b/c", "value": 42 }`

      

       Example in DeepDiff for the same operation:

      

       ```python

       >>> item1 = {'a':{'b':{'c':'foo'}}}

       >>> item2 = {'a':{'b':{'c':42}}}

       >>> DeepDiff(item1, item2)

       {'type_changes': {"root['a']['b']['c']": {'old_type': <type 'str'>, 'new_value': 42, 'old_value': 'foo', 'new_type':

<type 'int'>}}}
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       ```

      

       # Pycon 2016

      

       I was honored to give a talk about how DeepDiff does what it does at Pycon 2016. Please check out the video

and let me know what you think:

      

       [Diff It To Dig It Video](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5r99eJIxF4)

       And here is more info: <http://zepworks.com/blog/diff-it-to-digg-it/>

      

      

       # Documentation

      

       <http://deepdiff.readthedocs.io/en/latest/>

      

       # Troubleshoot

      

       ## Murmur3

      

       `Failed to build mmh3 when installing DeepDiff`

      

       DeepDiff prefers to use Murmur3 for hashing. However you have to manually install murmur3 by running: `pip

install mmh3`

      

       On MacOS Mojave some user experience difficulty when installing Murmur3.

      

       The problem can be solved by running:

      

       `xcode-select --install`

      

       And then running

      

       `pip install mmh3`

      

       # ChangeLog

      

       - v4-0-6: found a tiny bug in Python formatting of numbers in scientific notation. Added a workaround.

       - v4-0-5: Fixing number diffing. Adding number_format_notation and number_to_string_func.

       - v4-0-4: Adding ignore_string_case and ignore_type_subclasses

       - v4-0-3: Adding versionbump tool for release

       - v4-0-2: Fixing installation issue where rst files are missing.

       - v4-0-1: Fixing installation Tarball missing requirements.txt . DeepDiff v4+ should not show up as pip

installable for Py2. Making Murmur3 installation optional.

       - v4-0-0: Ending Python 2 support, Adding more functionalities and documentation for DeepHash. Switching to

Pytest for testing. Switching to Murmur3 128bit for hashing. Fixing classes which inherit from classes with slots

didn't have all of their slots compared. Renaming ContentHash to DeepHash. Adding exclude by path and regex

path to DeepHash. Adding ignore_type_in_groups. Adding match_string to DeepSearch. Adding Timedelta object

diffing.
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       - v3-5-0: Exclude regex path

       - v3-3-0: Searching for objects and class attributes

       - v3-2-2: Adding help(deepdiff)

       - v3-2-1: Fixing hash of None

       - v3-2-0: Adding grep for search: object | grep(item)

       - v3-1-3: Unicode vs. Bytes default fix

       - v3-1-2: NotPresent Fix when item is added or removed.

       - v3-1-1: Bug fix when item value is None (#58)

       - v3-1-0: Serialization to/from json

       - v3-0-0: Introducing Tree View

       - v2-5-3: Bug fix on logging for content hash.

       - v2-5-2: Bug fixes on content hash.

       - v2-5-0: Adding ContentHash module to fix ignore_order once and for all.

       - v2-1-0: Adding Deep Search. Now you can search for item in an object.

       - v2-0-0: Exclusion patterns better coverage. Updating docs.

       - v1-8-0: Exclusion patterns.

       - v1-7-0: Deep Set comparison.

       - v1-6-0: Unifying key names. i.e newvalue is new_value now. For backward compatibility, newvalue still

works.

       - v1-5-0: Fixing ignore order containers with unordered items. Adding significant digits when comparing

decimals. Changes property is deprecated.

       - v1-1-0: Changing Set, Dictionary and Object Attribute Add/Removal to be reported as Set instead of List.

Adding Pypy compatibility.

       - v1-0-2: Checking for ImmutableMapping type instead of dict

       - v1-0-1: Better ignore order support

       - v1-0-0: Restructuring output to make it more useful. This is NOT backward compatible.

       - v0-6-1: Fixiing iterables with unhashable when order is ignored

       - v0-6-0: Adding unicode support

       - v0-5-9: Adding decimal support

       - v0-5-8: Adding ignore order of unhashables support

       - v0-5-7: Adding ignore order support

       - v0-5-6: Adding slots support

       - v0-5-5: Adding loop detection

      

       # Releases

      

       We use bump2version to bump and tag releases.

      

       ```bash

       git checkout master && git pull

       bumpversion {patch|minor|major}

       git push && git push --tags

       ```

      

       # Contribute

      

       1. Please make your PR against the dev branch

       2. Please make sure that your PR has tests. Since DeepDiff is used in many sensitive data driven projects, we
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maintain 100% test coverage on the code. There are occasiannly exceptions to that rule but that is rare.

      

       Thank you!

      

       # Authors

      

       - Seperman (Sep Dehpour)

           - [Github](https://github.com/seperman)

           - [Linkedin](http://www.linkedin.com/in/sepehr)

           - [ZepWorks](http://www.zepworks.com)

      

       - Victor Hahn Castell for major contributions

           - [hahncastell.de](http://hahncastell.de)

           - [flexoptix.net](http://www.flexoptix.net)

      

       - nfvs for Travis-CI setup script.

       - brbsix for initial Py3 porting.

       - WangFenjin for unicode support.

       - timoilya for comparing list of sets when ignoring order.

       - Bernhard10 for significant digits comparison.

       - b-jazz for PEP257 cleanup, Standardize on full names, fixing line endings.

       - finnhughes for fixing __slots__

       - moloney for Unicode vs. Bytes default

       - serv-inc for adding help(deepdiff)

       - movermeyer for updating docs

       - maxrothman for search in inherited class attributes

       - maxrothman for search for types/objects

       - MartyHub for exclude regex paths

       - sreecodeslayer for DeepSearch match_string

       - Brian Maissy (brianmaissy) for weakref fix, enum tests

       - Bartosz Borowik (boba-2) for Exclude types fix when ignoring order

       - Brian Maissy (brianmaissy) for fixing classes which inherit from classes with slots didn't have all of their slots

compared

       - Juan Soler (Soleronline) for adding ignore_type_number

       - mthaddon for adding timedelta diffing support

      

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: PyPy

Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: MIT License

Requires-Python: >=3.4
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Description-Content-Type: text/markdown

Provides-Extra: murmur

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302273_1625604088.09/0/deepdiff-4-0-6-tar-gz/deepdiff-4.0.6/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302273_1625604088.09/0/deepdiff-4-0-6-tar-gz/deepdiff-4.0.6/deepdiff.egg-info/PKG-

INFO

 

1.27 spring-boot-starter-tomcat

2.0.4.RELEASE 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1068965820_1594436881.24/0/spring-boot-starter-tomcat-2-0-4-release-sources-1-

jar/META-INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter-tomcat/pom.xml

 

1.28 tomcat-embed-websocket 8.5.29 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.29 jacoco-report 0.8.5 
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1.29.1 Available under license : 
Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version

2.0'

 

1.30 shadow 4.8.1 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

NOTE:

 This license has been obsoleted by the change to the BSD-style copyright.

 You may continue to use this license if you wish, but you are under no

 obligation to do so.

 

(*

This document is freely plagiarised from the 'Artistic Licence',

distributed as part of the Perl v4.0 kit by Larry Wall, which is

available from most major archive sites.  I stole it from CrackLib.

 

	$Id$

*)

 

This documents purpose is to state the conditions under which this

Package (See definition below) viz: "Shadow", the Shadow Password Suite

which is held by Julianne Frances Haugh, may be copied, such that the

copyright holder maintains some semblance of artistic control over the

development of the package, while giving the users of the package the

right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less customary

fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

So there.

 

***************************************************************************

 

Definitions:

 

 

A "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created

through textual modification, or segments thereof.

 

"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

Holder.

 

"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights

for the package.
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"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this

Package.

 

"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of

media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on.

(You will not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but

only to the computing community at large as a market that must bear the

fee.)

 

"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself,

though there may be fees involved in handling the item.  It also means

that recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same

conditions they received it.

 

 

1.  You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated

disclaimers.

 

2.  You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3.  You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way,

provided that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating

how and when AND WHY you changed that file, and provided that you do at

least ONE of the following:

 

a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide separate

documentation for each non-standard executable that clearly documents

how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4.  You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:
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a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

to get the Standard Version.

 

b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the

Package with your modifications.

 

c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding

Standard Version executables, giving the non-standard executables

non-standard names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual

pages (or equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the

Standard Version.

 

d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5.  You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package.

YOU MAY NOT CHARGE A FEE FOR THIS PACKAGE ITSELF.  However, you may

distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial)

programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software distribution

provided that YOU DO NOT ADVERTISE this package as a product of your

own.

 

6.  The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

7.  THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to
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using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,
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refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include
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anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.31 log4j-web 2.10.0 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j Web

Copyright 1999-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.32 spring-cloud-starter-netflix-zuul

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
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You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.33 lucene-spatial 7.5.0 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information
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* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin
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g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides
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in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages
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whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the
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production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.34 bdblib 1.0.4 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
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standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
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of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
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   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
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   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
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procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
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for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.
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 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
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organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
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then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
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 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.35 spring-boot-starter 2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883921_1619654822.3/0/spring-boot-starter-2-0-1-release-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter/pom.xml

 

1.36 reflections 0.9.11 
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1.37 spring-boot-starter-web 2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883963_1619654621.87/0/spring-boot-starter-web-2-0-1-release-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter-web/pom.xml

 

1.38 google-flatbuffers v1.12.0 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

The code in lib/flat_buffers.dart is based on code that was releases under the

following license:

 

Copyright 2012, the Dart project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

To the extent permissible, the changes to that code and the other assets in
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this package are licensed under the Apache2 license:

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2014 Google Inc.
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.39 batik-css 1.8 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

Apache Batik

Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the

Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

 

This software contains code from the International Organisation for

Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's

documentation.

 

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project

(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

 

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme

(http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

                                  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.40 jsonschema 3.0.1 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Julian Berman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Berman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.41 swagger-models 2.1.2 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Schema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/headers/Header.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MapSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/Link.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/PathItem.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Content.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ByteArraySchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/PathParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Encoding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/examples/Example.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ObjectSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Operation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BinarySchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EncodingProperty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/OpenAPI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/License.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/PasswordSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/ExternalDocumentation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ArraySchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/NumberSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateTimeSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/Parameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EmailSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Paths.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BooleanSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/CookieParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityRequirement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/Scopes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/IntegerSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ComposedSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/FileSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/Server.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/StringSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/UUIDSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Components.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlow.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/HeaderParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/XML.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MediaType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435250_1594665087.01/0/swagger-models-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Contact.java

 

1.42 regex 2018.7.11 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2019 Daniel Hartmeier

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

*    - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*    - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*      with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

* ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex-2.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-spTobCnu/milter-regex-2.4/eval.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2006 Daniel Hartmeier

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*    - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*    - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*      with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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* COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

* ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex-2.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-spTobCnu/milter-regex-2.4/parse.y

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex-2.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-spTobCnu/milter-regex-2.4/eval.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2003-2018 Daniel Hartmeier

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*    - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*    - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*      with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

* ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex-2.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-spTobCnu/milter-regex-2.4/milter-regex.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.\" $Id: milter-regex.8,v 1.12 2019/04/02 15:47:26 dhartmei Exp $ */

.\"

.\" Copyright (c) 2003-2018 Daniel Hartmeier

.\" All rights reserved.

.\"

.\" Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

.\" modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

.\" are met:

.\"

.\"    - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

.\"      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.\"    - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

.\"      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

.\"      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

.\"      with the distribution.

.\"

.\" THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

.\" "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

.\" LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

.\" FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

.\" COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

.\" INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

.\" BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

.\" LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

.\" CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

.\" LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

.\" ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

.\" POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

.\"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex-2.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-spTobCnu/milter-regex-2.4/milter-regex.8

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License:	BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex-2.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-spTobCnu/milter-regex-2.4/strlcat.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1157342317_1620869536.53/0/milter-regex-2.4-1.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

PAcoMGBF/milter-regex-2.4.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-spTobCnu/milter-regex-2.4/strlcpy.c

 

1.43 gperftools 2.7 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2005, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This package was debianized by gperftools Contributors <google-perftools@googlegroups.com>

on Sat, 20 Jul 2013 14:21:10 -0700.

 

It was downloaded from http://code.google.com/p/gperftools/downloads/list

 

Upstream Author: google-perftools@googlegroups.com

 

Copyright (c) 2005, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2013, gperftools Contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.44 jackson-annotations 2.9.0 
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1.44.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.45 rapidxml v1.0 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

Use of this software is granted under one of the following two licenses,

to be chosen freely by the user.

 

1. Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 Marcin Kalicinski

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

2. The MIT License

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006, 2007 Marcin Kalicinski
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.46 xpp 6.5.0 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

ThoughtWorks (http://www.thoughtworks.com).

 

This product includes software developed by

javolution (http://javolution.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

Rome (https://rome.dev.java.net/).

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana Univeristy" and "Indiana Univeristy Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana Univeristy"

name nor may "Indiana Univeristy" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.47 go-cleanhttp v0.5.1 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of
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       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.
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1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or
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    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:
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    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation
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  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential
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  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions
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     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.48 messaging-kafka 2020.4.222 
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1.48.1 Available under license : 
Kafka Streams Scala

Copyright (C) 2018 Lightbend Inc. <https://www.lightbend.com>

Copyright (C) 2017-2018 Alexis Seigneurin.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License as described below.

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL - Version 1.1)

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

 

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

1.7. License means this document.

 

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or
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C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either
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alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

 

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

3.2. Modifications.

 

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

3.3. Required Notices.

 

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
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You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipients rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

3.6. Larger Works.

 

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

 

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

4.3. Modified Versions.

 

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE
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OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTYS

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial computer

software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212

and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under

this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdictions conflict-of-law

provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on zstd, which is available under the BSD 3-Clause License as described

below.

 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This distribution has a binary dependency on zstd-jni, which is available under the BSD 2-Clause License

as described below.

 

Zstd-jni: JNI bindings to Zstd Library

 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Luben Karavelov/ All rights reserved.

 

BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2020 The Apache Software Foundation.
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

 

1.49 lz4-java 1.4 

 

1.50 netflix-infix 0.3.0 

 

1.51 jetty-servlet-api 2.5 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)  

Version 1.0  

 

   *  

 

     1. Definitions.  

         o  

 

           1.1. ?Contributor? means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

         o  

 

           1.2. ?Contributor Version? means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.  

         o  

 

           1.3. ?Covered Software? means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.  

         o  

 

           1.4. ?Executable? means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.  

         o  

 

           1.5. ?Initial Developer? means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.  

         o  

 

           1.6. ?Larger Work? means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not
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governed by the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.7. ?License? means this document.  

         o  

 

           1.8. ?Licensable? means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.  

         o  

 

           1.9. ?Modifications? means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:  

               +  

 

                 A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file

containing Original Software or previous Modifications;  

               +  

 

                 B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or  

               +  

 

                 C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.  

         o  

 

           1.10. ?Original Software? means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.  

         o  

 

           1.11. ?Patent Claims? means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.  

         o  

 

           1.12. ?Source Code? means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are

made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.  

         o  

 

           1.13. ?You? (or ?Your?) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all

of the terms of, this License. For legal entities, ?You? includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, ?control? means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to

cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.  

   *  

 

     2. License Grants.  

         o  

 

           2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property
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claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to

use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with

or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have

made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first

distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from

the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.  

         o  

 

           2.2. Contributor Grant.  

 

           Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:  

               +  

 

                 (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and  

               +  

 

                 (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that

Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor

(or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

Version (or portions of such combination).  

               +  

 

                 (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes

or otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.  

               +  

 

                 (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor

has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of

Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the
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absence of Modifications made by that Contributor.  

   *  

 

     3. Distribution Obligations.  

         o  

 

           3.1. Availability of Source Code.  

 

           Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.  

         o  

 

           3.2. Modifications.  

 

           The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.  

         o  

 

           3.3. Required Notices.  

 

           You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.  

         o  

 

           3.4. Application of Additional Terms.  

 

           You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts

the applicable version of this License or the recipients? rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a

fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software.

However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

         o  

 

           3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.  

 

           You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or
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alter the recipient?s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.  

         o  

 

           3.6. Larger Works.  

 

           You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     4. Versions of the License.  

         o  

 

           4.1. New Versions.  

 

           Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this

License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in

Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.  

         o  

 

           4.2. Effect of New Versions.  

 

           You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

available under any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

available under the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the

terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the license steward.  

         o  

 

           4.3. Modified Versions.  

 

           When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You

may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to

the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.  

   *  

 

     5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.  

 

     COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN ?AS IS? BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.  

   *  

 

     6. TERMINATION.  

         o  

 

           6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with

terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.  

         o  

 

           6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial

Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to

as ?Participant?) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.  

         o  

 

           6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.  

   *  

 

     7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  

 

     UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY?S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.  

   *  
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     8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.  

 

     The Covered Software is a ?commercial item,? as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of ?commercial computer software? (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and ?commercial

computer software documentation? as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.  

   *  

 

     9. MISCELLANEOUS.  

 

     This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this

License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the

Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction?s

conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts

located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys? fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States

export administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.  

   *  

 

     10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.  

 

     As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

 

1.52 jitescript 0.4.1 

 

1.53 scp 0.13.2 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

# This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

# modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

# version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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#

# This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

# License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

# Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

1.54 gorilla v1.8.0 
1.54.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 The Gorilla Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

	 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

	 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.55 alabaster 0.7.12 
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1.55.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2018 Jeff Forcier.

 

Based on original work copyright (c) 2011 Kenneth Reitz and copyright (c) 2010

Armin Ronacher.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of the theme, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 

* The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from this software without specific

 prior written permission.

 

THIS THEME IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS THEME, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.56 commons-logging 1.1.3 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.57 spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/support/AbstractLoadBalancingClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/support/RibbonRequestCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/support/ContextAwareRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/okhttp/RetryableOkHttpLoadBalancingClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonLoadBalancedRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/support/ResettableServletInputStreamWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/ServerIntrospectorProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonLoadBalancedRetryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/SpringClientFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/ZonePreferenceServerListFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonClient.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonClientSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonClientConfigurationRegistrar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/support/RibbonCommandContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RestClientRibbonConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/okhttp/OkHttpRibbonConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/apache/HttpClientRibbonConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/apache/HttpClientUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/okhttp/OkHttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/apache/RetryableRibbonLoadBalancingHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/apache/HttpClientStatusCodeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/apache/RibbonApacheHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/okhttp/OkHttpLoadBalancingClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/StaticServerList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonLoadBalancerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/okhttp/OkHttpRibbonResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/okhttp/OkHttpRibbonRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/apache/RibbonApacheHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/ServerIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/apache/RibbonLoadBalancingHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonLoadBalancerClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/DefaultServerIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonClientHttpRequestFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302345_1621381324.58/0/spring-cloud-netflix-ribbon-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/RibbonEagerLoadProperties.java

 

1.58 klauspost-compress v1.11.0 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2019 Klaus Post. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Klaus Post

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 The Snappy-Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2019 Klaus Post. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016 Caleb Spare

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
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"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Snappy-Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# The submission process automatically checks to make sure

# that people submitting code are listed in this file (by email address).

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Name <email address>

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Damian Gryski <dgryski@gmail.com>

Jan Mercl <0xjnml@gmail.com>

Kai Backman <kaib@golang.org>

Marc-Antoine Ruel <maruel@chromium.org>
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Nigel Tao <nigeltao@golang.org>

Rob Pike <r@golang.org>

Rodolfo Carvalho <rhcarvalho@gmail.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@golang.org>

Sebastien Binet <seb.binet@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2011 The Snappy-Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.59 spring-boot-starter-hateoas

2.0.2.RELEASE 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883083_1619654708.96/0/spring-boot-starter-hateoas-2-0-2-release-sources-4-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter-hateoas/pom.xml
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1.60 jxpath 1.3 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons JXPath

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.61 javax-annotation-api 1.3.2 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial
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grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.
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   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee
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for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48
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C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU
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General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,
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provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software
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interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of
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that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If
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this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.62 mchange-commons-java 0.2.11 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify *

 1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as *        published by the Free Software

Foundation *     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 * This software is distributed in the hope that it

will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. * LGPL v2.1:

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify *     1) The GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), version 2.1, as *        published by the Free

Software Foundation *     2) The Eclipse Public License (EPL), version 1.0 * This software is distributed in the hope

that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. * LGPL v2.1:

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

 

1.63 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.27.Final 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~
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 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler-proxy/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks5ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks4ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/HttpProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072607575_1595017294.94/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-27-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectionEvent.java

 

1.64 prometheus-common v0.4.1 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.65 spring-boot-starter-aop 2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883608_1619654741.1/0/spring-boot-starter-aop-2-0-1-release-sources-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter-aop/pom.xml

 

1.66 metrics-jetty 3.1.2 

 

1.67 spring-security-crypto 5.0.4.RELEASE 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Hex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Utf8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/AbstractPasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

// purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

// copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCrypt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCryptPasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/MessageDigestPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/DelegatingPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Pbkdf2PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/LdapShaPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/scrypt/SCryptPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/factory/PasswordEncoderFactories.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/Base64StringKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Base64 encoder which is a reduced version of Robert Harder's public domain

* implementation (version 2.3.7). See <a

* href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a> for more information.

* <p>

* For internal use only.

*

* @author Luke Taylor

* @since 3.0

* @deprecated Use java.util.Base64

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/StringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-
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jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesGcmBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/BytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesCbcBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/Encryptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/util/EncodingUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/NoOpPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/CipherUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/TextEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Digester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/AesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SharedKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/KeyGenerators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/StandardPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/HexEncodingStringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/HexEncodingTextEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883972_1619654396.95/0/spring-security-crypto-5-0-4-release-sources-2-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SecureRandomBytesKeyGenerator.java

 

1.68 libjpeg 1.2.90-8.el7 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdinput.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:
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* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains input control logic for the JPEG decompressor.

* These routines are concerned with controlling the decompressor's input

* processing (marker reading and coefficient decoding).  The actual input

* reading is done in jdmarker.c, jdhuff.c, and jdphuff.c.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdinput.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

; more details.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jfmmxint.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2int-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jiss2int.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2int-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jimmxint.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jfss2int.asm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmarker.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2012, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*

* This file contains routines to decode JPEG datastream markers.

* Most of the complexity arises from our desire to support input

* suspension: if not all of the data for a marker is available,

* we must exit back to the application.  On resumption, we reprocess

* the marker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmarker.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* All rights reserved.

* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

* 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

* 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

* 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jsimd_arm_neon.S

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jchuff.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains Huffman entropy encoding routines.

*

* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting output suspension.

* If the data destination module demands suspension, we want to be able to

* back up to the start of the current MCU.  To do this, we copy state

* variables into local working storage, and update them back to the

* permanent JPEG objects only upon successful completion of an MCU.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jchuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* jdapistd.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the decompression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "standard" API routines that are

* used in the normal full-decompression case.  They are not used by a

* transcoding-only application.  Note that if an application links in

* jpeg_start_decompress, it will end up linking in the entire decompressor.

* We thus must separate this file from jdapimin.c to avoid linking the

* whole decompression library into a transcoder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdapistd.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jidctfst.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a fast, not so accurate integer implementation of the

* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).  In the IJG code, this routine

* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.

*

* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT

* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at

* a time).  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more

* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in

* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization
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* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds

* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,

* accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled

* quantization values.  The smaller the quantization table entry, the less

* precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-

* quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctfst.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdct.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This include file contains common declarations for the forward and

* inverse DCT modules.  These declarations are private to the DCT managers

* (jcdctmgr.c, jddctmgr.c) and the individual DCT algorithms.

* The individual DCT algorithms are kept in separate files to ease

* machine-dependent tuning (e.g., assembly coding).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdct.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C)2011-2012 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

*   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

*   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*   software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJCompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJDecompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/TJExample.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJ.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/TJUnitTest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/turbojpeg-jni.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jidctred.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains inverse-DCT routines that produce reduced-size output:

* either 4x4, 2x2, or 1x1 pixels from an 8x8 DCT block.

*

* The implementation is based on the Loeffler, Ligtenberg and Moschytz (LL&M)

* algorithm used in jidctint.c.  We simply replace each 8-to-8 1-D IDCT step
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* with an 8-to-4 step that produces the four averages of two adjacent outputs

* (or an 8-to-2 step producing two averages of four outputs, for 2x2 output).

* These steps were derived by computing the corresponding values at the end

* of the normal LL&M code, then simplifying as much as possible.

*

* 1x1 is trivial: just take the DC coefficient divided by 8.

*

* See jidctint.c for additional comments.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctred.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdsample.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains upsampling routines.

*

* Upsampling input data is counted in "row groups".  A row group

* is defined to be (v_samp_factor * DCT_scaled_size / min_DCT_scaled_size)

* sample rows of each component.  Upsampling will normally produce

* max_v_samp_factor pixel rows from each row group (but this could vary

* if the upsampler is applying a scale factor of its own).

*

* An excellent reference for image resampling is

*   Digital Image Warping, George Wolberg, 1990.

*   Pub. by IEEE Computer Society Press, Los Alamitos, CA. ISBN 0-8186-8944-7.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdsample.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmerge.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.
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* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains code for merged upsampling/color conversion.

*

* This file combines functions from jdsample.c and jdcolor.c;

* read those files first to understand what's going on.

*

* When the chroma components are to be upsampled by simple replication

* (ie, box filtering), we can save some work in color conversion by

* calculating all the output pixels corresponding to a pair of chroma

* samples at one time.  In the conversion equations

*	R = Y           + K1 * Cr

*	G = Y + K2 * Cb + K3 * Cr

*	B = Y + K4 * Cb

* only the Y term varies among the group of pixels corresponding to a pair

* of chroma samples, so the rest of the terms can be calculated just once.

* At typical sampling ratios, this eliminates half or three-quarters of the

* multiplications needed for color conversion.

*

* This file currently provides implementations for the following cases:

*	YCbCr => RGB color conversion only.

*	Sampling ratios of 2h1v or 2h2v.

*	No scaling needed at upsample time.

*	Corner-aligned (non-CCIR601) sampling alignment.

* Other special cases could be added, but in most applications these are

* the only common cases.  (For uncommon cases we fall back on the more

* general code in jdsample.c and jdcolor.c.)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmerge.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jctrans.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2000-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains library routines for transcoding compression,

* that is, writing raw DCT coefficient arrays to an output JPEG file.

* The routines in jcapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jctrans.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcprepct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the compression preprocessing controller.

* This controller manages the color conversion, downsampling,

* and edge expansion steps.

*

* Most of the complexity here is associated with buffering input rows

* as required by the downsampler.  See the comments at the head of

* jcsample.c for the downsampler's needs.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcprepct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcapimin.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the compression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "minimum" API routines that may be

* needed in either the normal full-compression case or the transcoding-only

* case.

*

* Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application

* are in this file or in jcapistd.c.  But also see jcparam.c for

* parameter-setup helper routines, jcomapi.c for routines shared by

* compression and decompression, and jctrans.c for the transcoding case.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcapimin.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdpostct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the decompression postprocessing controller.

* This controller manages the upsampling, color conversion, and color

* quantization/reduction steps; specifically, it controls the buffering

* between upsample/color conversion and color quantization/reduction.

*

* If no color quantization/reduction is required, then this module has no

* work to do, and it just hands off to the upsample/color conversion code.

* An integrated upsample/convert/quantize process would replace this module

* entirely.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdpostct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jpegint.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file provides common declarations for the various JPEG modules.

* These declarations are considered internal to the JPEG library; most

* applications using the library shouldn't need to include this file.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpegint.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmrgext.c

*
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* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains code for merged upsampling/color conversion.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmrgext.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdtarga.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in Targa format.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed Targa format).

*

* Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdtarga.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* transupp.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1997-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains image transformation routines and other utility code
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* used by the jpegtran sample application.  These are NOT part of the core

* JPEG library.  But we keep these routines separate from jpegtran.c to

* ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs that have other user

* interfaces.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/transupp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jddctmgr.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the inverse-DCT management logic.

* This code selects a particular IDCT implementation to be used,

* and it performs related housekeeping chores.  No code in this file

* is executed per IDCT step, only during output pass setup.

*

* Note that the IDCT routines are responsible for performing coefficient

* dequantization as well as the IDCT proper.  This module sets up the

* dequantization multiplier table needed by the IDCT routine.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jddctmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jQuery JavaScript Library v1.3.2

* http://jquery.com/

*

* Copyright (c) 2009 John Resig

* Dual licensed under the MIT and GPL licenses.

* http://docs.jquery.com/License

*

* Date: 2009-02-19 17:34:21 -0500 (Thu, 19 Feb 2009)

* Revision: 6246

*/
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/*

* Sizzle CSS Selector Engine - v0.9.3

*  Copyright 2009, The Dojo Foundation

*  Released under the MIT, BSD, and GPL Licenses.

*  More information: http://sizzlejs.com/

*/

/*

* jQuery UI 1.7.2

*

* Copyright (c) 2009 AUTHORS.txt (http://jqueryui.com/about)

* Dual licensed under the MIT (MIT-LICENSE.txt)

* and GPL (GPL-LICENSE.txt) licenses.

*

* http://docs.jquery.com/UI

*/

/**

* jQuery.ScrollTo - Easy element scrolling using jQuery.

* Copyright (c) 2008 Ariel Flesler - aflesler(at)gmail(dot)com

* Licensed under GPL license (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-license.php).

* Date: 2/8/2008

* @author Ariel Flesler

* @version 1.3.2

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/doc/html/jquery.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jccoefct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for compression.

* This controller is the top level of the JPEG compressor proper.

* The coefficient buffer lies between forward-DCT and entropy encoding steps.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccoefct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* jerror.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file defines the error and message codes for the JPEG library.

* Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to

* some other language.

* A set of error-reporting macros are defined too.  Some applications using

* the JPEG library may wish to include this file to get the error codes

* and/or the macros.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jerror.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdcolmap.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file implements djpeg's "-map file" switch.  It reads a source image

* and constructs a colormap to be supplied to the JPEG decompressor.

*

* Currently, these file formats are supported for the map file:

*   GIF: the contents of the GIF's global colormap are used.

*   PPM (either text or raw flavor): the entire file is read and

*      each unique pixel value is entered in the map.

* Note that reading a large PPM file will be horrendously slow.

* Typically, a PPM-format map file should contain just one pixel

* of each desired color.  Such a file can be extracted from an

* ordinary image PPM file with ppmtomap(1).

*

* Rescaling a PPM that has a maxval unequal to MAXJSAMPLE is not

* currently implemented.

*/

/* Portions of this code are based on the PBMPLUS library, which is:

**

** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.

**

** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided
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** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

** documentation.  This software is provided "as is" without express or

** implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdcolmap.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdcoefct.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the coefficient buffer controller for decompression.

* This controller is the top level of the JPEG decompressor proper.

* The coefficient buffer lies between entropy decoding and inverse-DCT steps.

*

* In buffered-image mode, this controller is the interface between

* input-oriented processing and output-oriented processing.

* Also, the input side (only) is used when reading a file for transcoding.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdcoefct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcomapi.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface routines that are used for both

* compression and decompression.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcomapi.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* djpeg.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010-2011, 2013, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG decompressor.

* It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.

*

* Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the

* compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:

*	djpeg [options]  inputfile outputfile

*	djpeg [options]  [inputfile]

* In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd

* normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program.  Input is

* either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).

* The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that

* don't support pipes.  Also, you MUST use the first style if your system

* doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.

* To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided.  The syntax

*	djpeg [options]  -outfile outputfile  inputfile

* works regardless of which command line style is used.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/djpeg.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmorecfg.h

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains additional configuration options that customize the

* JPEG software for special applications or support machine-dependent

* optimizations.  Most users will not need to touch this file.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmorecfg.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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\f0\fs24 \cf0 libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2, NEON) to accelerate

baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64, and ARM systems.  On such systems, libjpeg-turbo

is generally 2-4x as fast as libjpeg, all else being equal.  On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can still outperform

libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines.  In many cases, the

performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.\

\

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less powerful but more straightforward

TurboJPEG API.  libjpeg-turbo also features colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-

bit and\

big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java interface.\

\

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by

Miyasaka Masaru.  The TigerVNC and VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and

in early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal of making high-speed JPEG

compression/decompression technology available to a broader range of users and developers.\

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/release/ReadMe.rtf

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcmainct.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the main buffer controller for compression.

* The main buffer lies between the pre-processor and the JPEG

* compressor proper; it holds downsampled data in the JPEG colorspace.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcmainct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcarith.c

*

* Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains portable arithmetic entropy encoding routines for JPEG

* (implementing the ISO/IEC IS 10918-1 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81).

*

* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.

*

* Suspension is not currently supported in this module.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcarith.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdppm.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in PPM/PGM format.

* The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.

* The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software

* (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed PPM format).

*/

/* Portions of this code are based on the PBMPLUS library, which is:

**

** Copyright (C) 1988 by Jef Poskanzer.

**
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** Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

** documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

** that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

** copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

** documentation.  This software is provided "as is" without express or

** implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdppm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcphuff.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains Huffman entropy encoding routines for progressive JPEG.

*

* We do not support output suspension in this module, since the library

* currently does not allow multiple-scan files to be written with output

* suspension.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcphuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemsys.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This include file defines the interface between the system-independent

* and system-dependent portions of the JPEG memory manager.  No other

* modules need include it.  (The system-independent portion is jmemmgr.c;

* there are several different versions of the system-dependent portion.)

*

* This file works as-is for the system-dependent memory managers supplied

* in the IJG distribution.  You may need to modify it if you write a

* custom memory manager.  If system-dependent changes are needed in

* this file, the best method is to #ifdef them based on a configuration
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* symbol supplied in jconfig.h, as we have done with USE_MSDOS_MEMMGR

* and USE_MAC_MEMMGR.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmemsys.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jidctint.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modification developed 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the

* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).  In the IJG code, this routine

* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.

*

* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT

* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at

* a time).  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more

* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on an algorithm described in

*   C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT

*   Algorithms with 11 Multiplications", Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,

*   Speech, and Signal Processing 1989 (ICASSP '89), pp. 988-991.

* The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies and 29 adds.

* We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.

* The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one

* multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in

* scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.

*

* We also provide IDCT routines with various output sample block sizes for

* direct resolution reduction or enlargement without additional resampling:

* NxN (N=1...16) pixels for one 8x8 input DCT block.

*

* For N<8 we simply take the corresponding low-frequency coefficients of

* the 8x8 input DCT block and apply an NxN point IDCT on the sub-block

* to yield the downscaled outputs.

* This can be seen as direct low-pass downsampling from the DCT domain

* point of view rather than the usual spatial domain point of view,

* yielding significant computational savings and results at least

* as good as common bilinear (averaging) spatial downsampling.

*
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* For N>8 we apply a partial NxN IDCT on the 8 input coefficients as

* lower frequencies and higher frequencies assumed to be zero.

* It turns out that the computational effort is similar to the 8x8 IDCT

* regarding the output size.

* Furthermore, the scaling and descaling is the same for all IDCT sizes.

*

* CAUTION: We rely on the FIX() macro except for the N=1,2,4,8 cases

* since there would be too many additional constants to pre-calculate.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctint.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemnobs.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1992-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file provides a really simple implementation of the system-

* dependent portion of the JPEG memory manager.  This implementation

* assumes that no backing-store files are needed: all required space

* can be obtained from malloc().

* This is very portable in the sense that it'll compile on almost anything,

* but you'd better have lots of main memory (or virtual memory) if you want

* to process big images.

* Note that the max_memory_to_use option is ignored by this implementation.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmemnobs.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cjpeg.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2011 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, 2013, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a command-line user interface for the JPEG compressor.
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* It should work on any system with Unix- or MS-DOS-style command lines.

*

* Two different command line styles are permitted, depending on the

* compile-time switch TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE:

*	cjpeg [options]  inputfile outputfile

*	cjpeg [options]  [inputfile]

* In the second style, output is always to standard output, which you'd

* normally redirect to a file or pipe to some other program.  Input is

* either from a named file or from standard input (typically redirected).

* The second style is convenient on Unix but is unhelpful on systems that

* don't support pipes.  Also, you MUST use the first style if your system

* doesn't do binary I/O to stdin/stdout.

* To simplify script writing, the "-outfile" switch is provided.  The syntax

*	cjpeg [options]  -outfile outputfile  inputfile

* works regardless of which command line style is used.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cjpeg.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

reasons for developing this free software was to help force convergence on

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jsimd.h

*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright 2011 D. R. Commander

*

* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
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archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimd.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdatasrc.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2011 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2013, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains decompression data source routines for the case of

* reading JPEG data from memory or from a file (or any stdio stream).

* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,

* some will want to use a different source manager.

* IMPORTANT: we assume that fread() will correctly transcribe an array of

* JOCTETs from 8-bit-wide elements on external storage.  If char is wider

* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatasrc.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jfdctint.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a slow-but-accurate integer implementation of the

* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).

*

* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT

* on each column.  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are

* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on an algorithm described in

*   C. Loeffler, A. Ligtenberg and G. Moschytz, "Practical Fast 1-D DCT

*   Algorithms with 11 Multiplications", Proc. Int'l. Conf. on Acoustics,

*   Speech, and Signal Processing 1989 (ICASSP '89), pp. 988-991.

* The primary algorithm described there uses 11 multiplies and 29 adds.

* We use their alternate method with 12 multiplies and 32 adds.

* The advantage of this method is that no data path contains more than one
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* multiplication; this allows a very simple and accurate implementation in

* scaled fixed-point arithmetic, with a minimal number of shifts.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jfdctint.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jutils.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains tables and miscellaneous utility routines needed

* for both compression and decompression.

* Note we prefix all global names with "j" to minimize conflicts with

* a surrounding application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jutils.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdhuff.h

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010-2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains declarations for Huffman entropy decoding routines

* that are shared between the sequential decoder (jdhuff.c) and the

* progressive decoder (jdphuff.c).  No other modules need to see these.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdhuff.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdcolor.c
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*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2011 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011-2012, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains output colorspace conversion routines.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdcolor.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

IJG JPEG LIBRARY:  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

 

Copyright (C) 1991-2012, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

It was modified by The libjpeg-turbo Project to include only information

relevant to libjpeg-turbo.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

This file provides an overview of the architecture of the IJG JPEG software;

that is, the functions of the various modules in the system and the interfaces

between modules.  For more precise details about any data structure or calling

convention, see the include files and comments in the source code.

 

We assume that the reader is already somewhat familiar with the JPEG standard.

The README file includes references for learning about JPEG.  The file

libjpeg.txt describes the library from the viewpoint of an application

programmer using the library; it's best to read that file before this one.

Also, the file coderules.txt describes the coding style conventions we use.

 

In this document, JPEG-specific terminology follows the JPEG standard:

 A "component" means a color channel, e.g., Red or Luminance.

 A "sample" is a single component value (i.e., one number in the image data).

 A "coefficient" is a frequency coefficient (a DCT transform output number).

 A "block" is an 8x8 group of samples or coefficients.

 An "MCU" (minimum coded unit) is an interleaved set of blocks of size

	determined by the sampling factors, or a single block in a

	noninterleaved scan.

We do not use the terms "pixel" and "sample" interchangeably.  When we say

pixel, we mean an element of the full-size image, while a sample is an element

of the downsampled image.  Thus the number of samples may vary across
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components while the number of pixels does not.  (This terminology is not used

rigorously throughout the code, but it is used in places where confusion would

otherwise result.)

 

 

*** System features ***

 

The IJG distribution contains two parts:

 * A subroutine library for JPEG compression and decompression.

 * cjpeg/djpeg, two sample applications that use the library to transform

   JFIF JPEG files to and from several other image formats.

cjpeg/djpeg are of no great intellectual complexity: they merely add a simple

command-line user interface and I/O routines for several uncompressed image

formats.  This document concentrates on the library itself.

 

We desire the library to be capable of supporting all JPEG baseline, extended

sequential, and progressive DCT processes.  Hierarchical processes are not

supported.

 

The library does not support the lossless (spatial) JPEG process.  Lossless

JPEG shares little or no code with lossy JPEG, and would normally be used

without the extensive pre- and post-processing provided by this library.

We feel that lossless JPEG is better handled by a separate library.

 

Within these limits, any set of compression parameters allowed by the JPEG

spec should be readable for decompression.  (We can be more restrictive about

what formats we can generate.)  Although the system design allows for all

parameter values, some uncommon settings are not yet implemented and may

never be; nonintegral sampling ratios are the prime example.  Furthermore,

we treat 8-bit vs. 12-bit data precision as a compile-time switch, not a

run-time option, because most machines can store 8-bit pixels much more

compactly than 12-bit.

 

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in

particular the widely used JFIF file format.  The library can be used by

surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that

are embedded in more complex file formats.  (For example, libtiff uses this

library to implement JPEG compression within the TIFF file format.)

 

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the

JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG.  These

functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after

decompression.  They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling,

and color quantization.  This code can be omitted if not needed.

 

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing,

and even more so in decompression postprocessing.  The decompression library

provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs,
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ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation.  On the

compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since

compression is normally less time-critical.  It should be understood that the

low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements;

nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

 

 

*** Portability issues ***

 

Portability is an essential requirement for the library.  The key portability

issues that show up at the level of system architecture are:

 

1.  Memory usage.  We want the code to be able to run on PC-class machines

with limited memory.  Images should therefore be processed sequentially (in

strips), to avoid holding the whole image in memory at once.  Where a

full-image buffer is necessary, we should be able to use either virtual memory

or temporary files.

 

2.  Near/far pointer distinction.  To run efficiently on 80x86 machines, the

code should distinguish "small" objects (kept in near data space) from

"large" ones (kept in far data space).  This is an annoying restriction, but

fortunately it does not impact code quality for less brain-damaged machines,

and the source code clutter turns out to be minimal with sufficient use of

pointer typedefs.

 

3. Data precision.  We assume that "char" is at least 8 bits, "short" and

"int" at least 16, "long" at least 32.  The code will work fine with larger

data sizes, although memory may be used inefficiently in some cases.  However,

the JPEG compressed datastream must ultimately appear on external storage as a

sequence of 8-bit bytes if it is to conform to the standard.  This may pose a

problem on machines where char is wider than 8 bits.  The library represents

compressed data as an array of values of typedef JOCTET.  If no data type

exactly 8 bits wide is available, custom data source and data destination

modules must be written to unpack and pack the chosen JOCTET datatype into

8-bit external representation.

 

 

*** System overview ***

 

The compressor and decompressor are each divided into two main sections:

the JPEG compressor or decompressor proper, and the preprocessing or

postprocessing functions.  The interface between these two sections is the

image data that the official JPEG spec regards as its input or output: this

data is in the colorspace to be used for compression, and it is downsampled

to the sampling factors to be used.  The preprocessing and postprocessing

steps are responsible for converting a normal image representation to or from

this form.  (Those few applications that want to deal with YCbCr downsampled

data can skip the preprocessing or postprocessing step.)
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Looking more closely, the compressor library contains the following main

elements:

 

 Preprocessing:

   * Color space conversion (e.g., RGB to YCbCr).

   * Edge expansion and downsampling.  Optionally, this step can do simple

     smoothing --- this is often helpful for low-quality source data.

 JPEG proper:

   * MCU assembly, DCT, quantization.

   * Entropy coding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).

 

In addition to these modules we need overall control, marker generation,

and support code (memory management & error handling).  There is also a

module responsible for physically writing the output data --- typically

this is just an interface to fwrite(), but some applications may need to

do something else with the data.

 

The decompressor library contains the following main elements:

 

 JPEG proper:

   * Entropy decoding (sequential or progressive, Huffman or arithmetic).

   * Dequantization, inverse DCT, MCU disassembly.

 Postprocessing:

   * Upsampling.  Optionally, this step may be able to do more general

     rescaling of the image.

   * Color space conversion (e.g., YCbCr to RGB).  This step may also

     provide gamma adjustment [ currently it does not ].

   * Optional color quantization (e.g., reduction to 256 colors).

   * Optional color precision reduction (e.g., 24-bit to 15-bit color).

     [This feature is not currently implemented.]

 

We also need overall control, marker parsing, and a data source module.

The support code (memory management & error handling) can be shared with

the compression half of the library.

 

There may be several implementations of each of these elements, particularly

in the decompressor, where a wide range of speed/quality tradeoffs is very

useful.  It must be understood that some of the best speedups involve

merging adjacent steps in the pipeline.  For example, upsampling, color space

conversion, and color quantization might all be done at once when using a

low-quality ordered-dither technique.  The system architecture is designed to

allow such merging where appropriate.

 

 

Note: it is convenient to regard edge expansion (padding to block boundaries)

as a preprocessing/postprocessing function, even though the JPEG spec includes

it in compression/decompression.  We do this because downsampling/upsampling
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can be simplified a little if they work on padded data: it's not necessary to

have special cases at the right and bottom edges.  Therefore the interface

buffer is always an integral number of blocks wide and high, and we expect

compression preprocessing to pad the source data properly.  Padding will occur

only to the next block (8-sample) boundary.  In an interleaved-scan situation,

additional dummy blocks may be used to fill out MCUs, but the MCU assembly and

disassembly logic will create or discard these blocks internally.  (This is

advantageous for speed reasons, since we avoid DCTing the dummy blocks.

It also permits a small reduction in file size, because the compressor can

choose dummy block contents so as to minimize their size in compressed form.

Finally, it makes the interface buffer specification independent of whether

the file is actually interleaved or not.)  Applications that wish to deal

directly with the downsampled data must provide similar buffering and padding

for odd-sized images.

 

 

*** Poor man's object-oriented programming ***

 

It should be clear by now that we have a lot of quasi-independent processing

steps, many of which have several possible behaviors.  To avoid cluttering the

code with lots of switch statements, we use a simple form of object-style

programming to separate out the different possibilities.

 

For example, two different color quantization algorithms could be implemented

as two separate modules that present the same external interface; at runtime,

the calling code will access the proper module indirectly through an "object".

 

We can get the limited features we need while staying within portable C.

The basic tool is a function pointer.  An "object" is just a struct

containing one or more function pointer fields, each of which corresponds to

a method name in real object-oriented languages.  During initialization we

fill in the function pointers with references to whichever module we have

determined we need to use in this run.  Then invocation of the module is done

by indirecting through a function pointer; on most machines this is no more

expensive than a switch statement, which would be the only other way of

making the required run-time choice.  The really significant benefit, of

course, is keeping the source code clean and well structured.

 

We can also arrange to have private storage that varies between different

implementations of the same kind of object.  We do this by making all the

module-specific object structs be separately allocated entities, which will

be accessed via pointers in the master compression or decompression struct.

The "public" fields or methods for a given kind of object are specified by

a commonly known struct.  But a module's initialization code can allocate

a larger struct that contains the common struct as its first member, plus

additional private fields.  With appropriate pointer casting, the module's

internal functions can access these private fields.  (For a simple example,

see jdatadst.c, which implements the external interface specified by struct
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jpeg_destination_mgr, but adds extra fields.)

 

(Of course this would all be a lot easier if we were using C++, but we are

not yet prepared to assume that everyone has a C++ compiler.)

 

An important benefit of this scheme is that it is easy to provide multiple

versions of any method, each tuned to a particular case.  While a lot of

precalculation might be done to select an optimal implementation of a method,

the cost per invocation is constant.  For example, the upsampling step might

have a "generic" method, plus one or more "hardwired" methods for the most

popular sampling factors; the hardwired methods would be faster because they'd

use straight-line code instead of for-loops.  The cost to determine which

method to use is paid only once, at startup, and the selection criteria are

hidden from the callers of the method.

 

This plan differs a little bit from usual object-oriented structures, in that

only one instance of each object class will exist during execution.  The

reason for having the class structure is that on different runs we may create

different instances (choose to execute different modules).  You can think of

the term "method" as denoting the common interface presented by a particular

set of interchangeable functions, and "object" as denoting a group of related

methods, or the total shared interface behavior of a group of modules.

 

 

*** Overall control structure ***

 

We previously mentioned the need for overall control logic in the compression

and decompression libraries.  In IJG implementations prior to v5, overall

control was mostly provided by "pipeline control" modules, which proved to be

large, unwieldy, and hard to understand.  To improve the situation, the

control logic has been subdivided into multiple modules.  The control modules

consist of:

 

1. Master control for module selection and initialization.  This has two

responsibilities:

 

  1A.  Startup initialization at the beginning of image processing.

       The individual processing modules to be used in this run are selected

       and given initialization calls.

 

  1B.  Per-pass control.  This determines how many passes will be performed

       and calls each active processing module to configure itself

       appropriately at the beginning of each pass.  End-of-pass processing,

	where necessary, is also invoked from the master control module.

 

  Method selection is partially distributed, in that a particular processing

  module may contain several possible implementations of a particular method,

  which it will select among when given its initialization call.  The master
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  control code need only be concerned with decisions that affect more than

  one module.

 

2. Data buffering control.  A separate control module exists for each

  inter-processing-step data buffer.  This module is responsible for

  invoking the processing steps that write or read that data buffer.

 

Each buffer controller sees the world as follows:

 

input data => processing step A => buffer => processing step B => output data

                     |              |               |

             ------------------ controller ------------------

 

The controller knows the dataflow requirements of steps A and B: how much data

they want to accept in one chunk and how much they output in one chunk.  Its

function is to manage its buffer and call A and B at the proper times.

 

A data buffer control module may itself be viewed as a processing step by a

higher-level control module; thus the control modules form a binary tree with

elementary processing steps at the leaves of the tree.

 

The control modules are objects.  A considerable amount of flexibility can

be had by replacing implementations of a control module.  For example:

* Merging of adjacent steps in the pipeline is done by replacing a control

 module and its pair of processing-step modules with a single processing-

 step module.  (Hence the possible merges are determined by the tree of

 control modules.)

* In some processing modes, a given interstep buffer need only be a "strip"

 buffer large enough to accommodate the desired data chunk sizes.  In other

 modes, a full-image buffer is needed and several passes are required.

 The control module determines which kind of buffer is used and manipulates

 virtual array buffers as needed.  One or both processing steps may be

 unaware of the multi-pass behavior.

 

In theory, we might be able to make all of the data buffer controllers

interchangeable and provide just one set of implementations for all.  In

practice, each one contains considerable special-case processing for its

particular job.  The buffer controller concept should be regarded as an

overall system structuring principle, not as a complete description of the

task performed by any one controller.

 

 

*** Compression object structure ***

 

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG compression library:

 

                                                |-- Colorspace conversion

                 |-- Preprocessing controller --|
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                 |                              |-- Downsampling

Main controller --|

                 |                            |-- Forward DCT, quantize

                 |-- Coefficient controller --|

                                              |-- Entropy encoding

 

This sketch also describes the flow of control (subroutine calls) during

typical image data processing.  Each of the components shown in the diagram is

an "object" which may have several different implementations available.  One

or more source code files contain the actual implementation(s) of each object.

 

The objects shown above are:

 

* Main controller: buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which

 holds the preprocessed input data.  This controller invokes preprocessing to

 fill the subsampled-data buffer, and JPEG compression to empty it.  There is

 usually no need for a full-image buffer here; a strip buffer is adequate.

 

* Preprocessing controller: buffer controller for the downsampling input data

 buffer, which lies between colorspace conversion and downsampling.  Note

 that a unified conversion/downsampling module would probably replace this

 controller entirely.

 

* Colorspace conversion: converts application image data into the desired

 JPEG color space; also changes the data from pixel-interleaved layout to

 separate component planes.  Processes one pixel row at a time.

 

* Downsampling: performs reduction of chroma components as required.

 Optionally may perform pixel-level smoothing as well.  Processes a "row

 group" at a time, where a row group is defined as Vmax pixel rows of each

 component before downsampling, and Vk sample rows afterwards (remember Vk

 differs across components).  Some downsampling or smoothing algorithms may

 require context rows above and below the current row group; the

 preprocessing controller is responsible for supplying these rows via proper

 buffering.  The downsampler is responsible for edge expansion at the right

 edge (i.e., extending each sample row to a multiple of 8 samples); but the

 preprocessing controller is responsible for vertical edge expansion (i.e.,

 duplicating the bottom sample row as needed to make a multiple of 8 rows).

 

* Coefficient controller: buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data.

 This controller handles MCU assembly, including insertion of dummy DCT

 blocks when needed at the right or bottom edge.  When performing

 Huffman-code optimization or emitting a multiscan JPEG file, this

 controller is responsible for buffering the full image.  The equivalent of

 one fully interleaved MCU row of subsampled data is processed per call,

 even when the JPEG file is noninterleaved.

 

* Forward DCT and quantization: Perform DCT, quantize, and emit coefficients.
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 Works on one or more DCT blocks at a time.  (Note: the coefficients are now

 emitted in normal array order, which the entropy encoder is expected to

 convert to zigzag order as necessary.  Prior versions of the IJG code did

 the conversion to zigzag order within the quantization step.)

 

* Entropy encoding: Perform Huffman or arithmetic entropy coding and emit the

 coded data to the data destination module.  Works on one MCU per call.

 For progressive JPEG, the same DCT blocks are fed to the entropy coder

 during each pass, and the coder must emit the appropriate subset of

 coefficients.

 

In addition to the above objects, the compression library includes these

objects:

 

* Master control: determines the number of passes required, controls overall

 and per-pass initialization of the other modules.

 

* Marker writing: generates JPEG markers (except for RSTn, which is emitted

 by the entropy encoder when needed).

 

* Data destination manager: writes the output JPEG datastream to its final

 destination (e.g., a file).  The destination manager supplied with the

 library knows how to write to a stdio stream or to a memory buffer;

 for other behaviors, the surrounding application may provide its own

 destination manager.

 

* Memory manager: allocates and releases memory, controls virtual arrays

 (with backing store management, where required).

 

* Error handler: performs formatting and output of error and trace messages;

 determines handling of nonfatal errors.  The surrounding application may

 override some or all of this object's methods to change error handling.

 

* Progress monitor: supports output of "percent-done" progress reports.

 This object represents an optional callback to the surrounding application:

 if wanted, it must be supplied by the application.

 

The error handler, destination manager, and progress monitor objects are

defined as separate objects in order to simplify application-specific

customization of the JPEG library.  A surrounding application may override

individual methods or supply its own all-new implementation of one of these

objects.  The object interfaces for these objects are therefore treated as

part of the application interface of the library, whereas the other objects

are internal to the library.

 

The error handler and memory manager are shared by JPEG compression and

decompression; the progress monitor, if used, may be shared as well.
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*** Decompression object structure ***

 

Here is a sketch of the logical structure of the JPEG decompression library:

 

                                              |-- Entropy decoding

                 |-- Coefficient controller --|

                 |                            |-- Dequantize, Inverse DCT

Main controller --|

                 |                               |-- Upsampling

                 |-- Postprocessing controller --|   |-- Colorspace conversion

                                                 |-- Color quantization

                                                 |-- Color precision reduction

 

As before, this diagram also represents typical control flow.  The objects

shown are:

 

* Main controller: buffer controller for the subsampled-data buffer, which

 holds the output of JPEG decompression proper.  This controller's primary

 task is to feed the postprocessing procedure.  Some upsampling algorithms

 may require context rows above and below the current row group; when this

 is true, the main controller is responsible for managing its buffer so as

 to make context rows available.  In the current design, the main buffer is

 always a strip buffer; a full-image buffer is never required.

 

* Coefficient controller: buffer controller for the DCT-coefficient data.

 This controller handles MCU disassembly, including deletion of any dummy

 DCT blocks at the right or bottom edge.  When reading a multiscan JPEG

 file, this controller is responsible for buffering the full image.

 (Buffering DCT coefficients, rather than samples, is necessary to support

 progressive JPEG.)  The equivalent of one fully interleaved MCU row of

 subsampled data is processed per call, even when the source JPEG file is

 noninterleaved.

 

* Entropy decoding: Read coded data from the data source module and perform

 Huffman or arithmetic entropy decoding.  Works on one MCU per call.

 For progressive JPEG decoding, the coefficient controller supplies the prior

 coefficients of each MCU (initially all zeroes), which the entropy decoder

 modifies in each scan.

 

* Dequantization and inverse DCT: like it says.  Note that the coefficients

 buffered by the coefficient controller have NOT been dequantized; we

 merge dequantization and inverse DCT into a single step for speed reasons.

 When scaled-down output is asked for, simplified DCT algorithms may be used

 that emit fewer samples per DCT block, not the full 8x8.  Works on one DCT

 block at a time.

 

* Postprocessing controller: buffer controller for the color quantization
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 input buffer, when quantization is in use.  (Without quantization, this

 controller just calls the upsampler.)  For two-pass quantization, this

 controller is responsible for buffering the full-image data.

 

* Upsampling: restores chroma components to full size.  (May support more

 general output rescaling, too.  Note that if undersized DCT outputs have

 been emitted by the DCT module, this module must adjust so that properly

 sized outputs are created.)  Works on one row group at a time.  This module

 also calls the color conversion module, so its top level is effectively a

 buffer controller for the upsampling->color conversion buffer.  However, in

 all but the highest-quality operating modes, upsampling and color

 conversion are likely to be merged into a single step.

 

* Colorspace conversion: convert from JPEG color space to output color space,

 and change data layout from separate component planes to pixel-interleaved.

 Works on one pixel row at a time.

 

* Color quantization: reduce the data to colormapped form, using either an

 externally specified colormap or an internally generated one.  This module

 is not used for full-color output.  Works on one pixel row at a time; may

 require two passes to generate a color map.  Note that the output will

 always be a single component representing colormap indexes.  In the current

 design, the output values are JSAMPLEs, so an 8-bit compilation cannot

 quantize to more than 256 colors.  This is unlikely to be a problem in

 practice.

 

* Color reduction: this module handles color precision reduction, e.g.,

 generating 15-bit color (5 bits/primary) from JPEG's 24-bit output.

 Not quite clear yet how this should be handled... should we merge it with

 colorspace conversion???

 

Note that some high-speed operating modes might condense the entire

postprocessing sequence to a single module (upsample, color convert, and

quantize in one step).

 

In addition to the above objects, the decompression library includes these

objects:

 

* Master control: determines the number of passes required, controls overall

 and per-pass initialization of the other modules.  This is subdivided into

 input and output control: jdinput.c controls only input-side processing,

 while jdmaster.c handles overall initialization and output-side control.

 

* Marker reading: decodes JPEG markers (except for RSTn).

 

* Data source manager: supplies the input JPEG datastream.  The source

 manager supplied with the library knows how to read from a stdio stream

 or from a memory buffer;  for other behaviors, the surrounding application
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 may provide its own source manager.

 

* Memory manager: same as for compression library.

 

* Error handler: same as for compression library.

 

* Progress monitor: same as for compression library.

 

As with compression, the data source manager, error handler, and progress

monitor are candidates for replacement by a surrounding application.

 

 

*** Decompression input and output separation ***

 

To support efficient incremental display of progressive JPEG files, the

decompressor is divided into two sections that can run independently:

 

1. Data input includes marker parsing, entropy decoding, and input into the

  coefficient controller's DCT coefficient buffer.  Note that this

  processing is relatively cheap and fast.

 

2. Data output reads from the DCT coefficient buffer and performs the IDCT

  and all postprocessing steps.

 

For a progressive JPEG file, the data input processing is allowed to get

arbitrarily far ahead of the data output processing.  (This occurs only

if the application calls jpeg_consume_input(); otherwise input and output

run in lockstep, since the input section is called only when the output

section needs more data.)  In this way the application can avoid making

extra display passes when data is arriving faster than the display pass

can run.  Furthermore, it is possible to abort an output pass without

losing anything, since the coefficient buffer is read-only as far as the

output section is concerned.  See libjpeg.txt for more detail.

 

A full-image coefficient array is only created if the JPEG file has multiple

scans (or if the application specifies buffered-image mode anyway).  When

reading a single-scan file, the coefficient controller normally creates only

a one-MCU buffer, so input and output processing must run in lockstep in this

case.  jpeg_consume_input() is effectively a no-op in this situation.

 

The main impact of dividing the decompressor in this fashion is that we must

be very careful with shared variables in the cinfo data structure.  Each

variable that can change during the course of decompression must be

classified as belonging to data input or data output, and each section must

look only at its own variables.  For example, the data output section may not

depend on any of the variables that describe the current scan in the JPEG

file, because these may change as the data input section advances into a new

scan.
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The progress monitor is (somewhat arbitrarily) defined to treat input of the

file as one pass when buffered-image mode is not used, and to ignore data

input work completely when buffered-image mode is used.  Note that the

library has no reliable way to predict the number of passes when dealing

with a progressive JPEG file, nor can it predict the number of output passes

in buffered-image mode.  So the work estimate is inherently bogus anyway.

 

No comparable division is currently made in the compression library, because

there isn't any real need for it.

 

 

*** Data formats ***

 

Arrays of pixel sample values use the following data structure:

 

   typedef something JSAMPLE;		a pixel component value, 0..MAXJSAMPLE

   typedef JSAMPLE *JSAMPROW;		ptr to a row of samples

   typedef JSAMPROW *JSAMPARRAY;	ptr to a list of rows

   typedef JSAMPARRAY *JSAMPIMAGE;	ptr to a list of color-component arrays

 

The basic element type JSAMPLE will typically be one of unsigned char,

(signed) char, or short.  Short will be used if samples wider than 8 bits are

to be supported (this is a compile-time option).  Otherwise, unsigned char is

used if possible.  If the compiler only supports signed chars, then it is

necessary to mask off the value when reading.  Thus, all reads of JSAMPLE

values must be coded as "GETJSAMPLE(value)", where the macro will be defined

as "((value) & 0xFF)" on signed-char machines and "((int) (value))" elsewhere.

 

With these conventions, JSAMPLE values can be assumed to be >= 0.  This helps

simplify correct rounding during downsampling, etc.  The JPEG standard's

specification that sample values run from -128..127 is accommodated by

subtracting 128 from the sample value in the DCT step.  Similarly, during

decompression the output of the IDCT step will be immediately shifted back to

0..255.  (NB: different values are required when 12-bit samples are in use.

The code is written in terms of MAXJSAMPLE and CENTERJSAMPLE, which will be

defined as 255 and 128 respectively in an 8-bit implementation, and as 4095

and 2048 in a 12-bit implementation.)

 

We use a pointer per row, rather than a two-dimensional JSAMPLE array.  This

choice costs only a small amount of memory and has several benefits:

* Code using the data structure doesn't need to know the allocated width of

 the rows.  This simplifies edge expansion/compression, since we can work

 in an array that's wider than the logical picture width.

* Indexing doesn't require multiplication; this is a performance win on many

 machines.

* Arrays with more than 64K total elements can be supported even on machines

 where malloc() cannot allocate chunks larger than 64K.
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* The rows forming a component array may be allocated at different times

 without extra copying.  This trick allows some speedups in smoothing steps

 that need access to the previous and next rows.

 

Note that each color component is stored in a separate array; we don't use the

traditional layout in which the components of a pixel are stored together.

This simplifies coding of modules that work on each component independently,

because they don't need to know how many components there are.  Furthermore,

we can read or write each component to a temporary file independently, which

is helpful when dealing with noninterleaved JPEG files.

 

In general, a specific sample value is accessed by code such as

	GETJSAMPLE(image[colorcomponent][row][col])

where col is measured from the image left edge, but row is measured from the

first sample row currently in memory.  Either of the first two indexings can

be precomputed by copying the relevant pointer.

 

 

Since most image-processing applications prefer to work on images in which

the components of a pixel are stored together, the data passed to or from the

surrounding application uses the traditional convention: a single pixel is

represented by N consecutive JSAMPLE values, and an image row is an array of

(# of color components)*(image width) JSAMPLEs.  One or more rows of data can

be represented by a pointer of type JSAMPARRAY in this scheme.  This scheme is

converted to component-wise storage inside the JPEG library.  (Applications

that want to skip JPEG preprocessing or postprocessing will have to contend

with component-wise storage.)

 

 

Arrays of DCT-coefficient values use the following data structure:

 

   typedef short JCOEF;		a 16-bit signed integer

   typedef JCOEF JBLOCK[DCTSIZE2];	an 8x8 block of coefficients

   typedef JBLOCK *JBLOCKROW;		ptr to one horizontal row of 8x8 blocks

   typedef JBLOCKROW *JBLOCKARRAY;	ptr to a list of such rows

   typedef JBLOCKARRAY *JBLOCKIMAGE;	ptr to a list of color component arrays

 

The underlying type is at least a 16-bit signed integer; while "short" is big

enough on all machines of interest, on some machines it is preferable to use

"int" for speed reasons, despite the storage cost.  Coefficients are grouped

into 8x8 blocks (but we always use #defines DCTSIZE and DCTSIZE2 rather than

"8" and "64").

 

The contents of a coefficient block may be in either "natural" or zigzagged

order, and may be true values or divided by the quantization coefficients,

depending on where the block is in the processing pipeline.  In the current

library, coefficient blocks are kept in natural order everywhere; the entropy

codecs zigzag or dezigzag the data as it is written or read.  The blocks
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contain quantized coefficients everywhere outside the DCT/IDCT subsystems.

(This latter decision may need to be revisited to support variable

quantization a la JPEG Part 3.)

 

Notice that the allocation unit is now a row of 8x8 blocks, corresponding to

eight rows of samples.  Otherwise the structure is much the same as for

samples, and for the same reasons.

 

On machines where malloc() can't handle a request bigger than 64Kb, this data

structure limits us to rows of less than 512 JBLOCKs, or a picture width of

4000+ pixels.  This seems an acceptable restriction.

 

 

On 80x86 machines, the bottom-level pointer types (JSAMPROW and JBLOCKROW)

must be declared as "far" pointers, but the upper levels can be "near"

(implying that the pointer lists are allocated in the DS segment).

We use a #define symbol FAR, which expands to the "far" keyword when

compiling on 80x86 machines and to nothing elsewhere.

 

 

*** Suspendable processing ***

 

In some applications it is desirable to use the JPEG library as an

incremental, memory-to-memory filter.  In this situation the data source or

destination may be a limited-size buffer, and we can't rely on being able to

empty or refill the buffer at arbitrary times.  Instead the application would

like to have control return from the library at buffer overflow/underrun, and

then resume compression or decompression at a later time.

 

This scenario is supported for simple cases.  (For anything more complex, we

recommend that the application "bite the bullet" and develop real multitasking

capability.)  The libjpeg.txt file goes into more detail about the usage and

limitations of this capability; here we address the implications for library

structure.

 

The essence of the problem is that the entropy codec (coder or decoder) must

be prepared to stop at arbitrary times.  In turn, the controllers that call

the entropy codec must be able to stop before having produced or consumed all

the data that they normally would handle in one call.  That part is reasonably

straightforward: we make the controller call interfaces include "progress

counters" which indicate the number of data chunks successfully processed, and

we require callers to test the counter rather than just assume all of the data

was processed.

 

Rather than trying to restart at an arbitrary point, the current Huffman

codecs are designed to restart at the beginning of the current MCU after a

suspension due to buffer overflow/underrun.  At the start of each call, the

codec's internal state is loaded from permanent storage (in the JPEG object
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structures) into local variables.  On successful completion of the MCU, the

permanent state is updated.  (This copying is not very expensive, and may even

lead to *improved* performance if the local variables can be registerized.)

If a suspension occurs, the codec simply returns without updating the state,

thus effectively reverting to the start of the MCU.  Note that this implies

leaving some data unprocessed in the source/destination buffer (ie, the

compressed partial MCU).  The data source/destination module interfaces are

specified so as to make this possible.  This also implies that the data buffer

must be large enough to hold a worst-case compressed MCU; a couple thousand

bytes should be enough.

 

In a successive-approximation AC refinement scan, the progressive Huffman

decoder has to be able to undo assignments of newly nonzero coefficients if it

suspends before the MCU is complete, since decoding requires distinguishing

previously-zero and previously-nonzero coefficients.  This is a bit tedious

but probably won't have much effect on performance.  Other variants of Huffman

decoding need not worry about this, since they will just store the same values

again if forced to repeat the MCU.

 

This approach would probably not work for an arithmetic codec, since its

modifiable state is quite large and couldn't be copied cheaply.  Instead it

would have to suspend and resume exactly at the point of the buffer end.

 

The JPEG marker reader is designed to cope with suspension at an arbitrary

point.  It does so by backing up to the start of the marker parameter segment,

so the data buffer must be big enough to hold the largest marker of interest.

Again, a couple KB should be adequate.  (A special "skip" convention is used

to bypass COM and APPn markers, so these can be larger than the buffer size

without causing problems; otherwise a 64K buffer would be needed in the worst

case.)

 

The JPEG marker writer currently does *not* cope with suspension.

We feel that this is not necessary; it is much easier simply to require

the application to ensure there is enough buffer space before starting.  (An

empty 2K buffer is more than sufficient for the header markers; and ensuring

there are a dozen or two bytes available before calling jpeg_finish_compress()

will suffice for the trailer.)  This would not work for writing multi-scan

JPEG files, but we simply do not intend to support that capability with

suspension.

 

 

*** Memory manager services ***

 

The JPEG library's memory manager controls allocation and deallocation of

memory, and it manages large "virtual" data arrays on machines where the

operating system does not provide virtual memory.  Note that the same

memory manager serves both compression and decompression operations.
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In all cases, allocated objects are tied to a particular compression or

decompression master record, and they will be released when that master

record is destroyed.

 

The memory manager does not provide explicit deallocation of objects.

Instead, objects are created in "pools" of free storage, and a whole pool

can be freed at once.  This approach helps prevent storage-leak bugs, and

it speeds up operations whenever malloc/free are slow (as they often are).

The pools can be regarded as lifetime identifiers for objects.  Two

pools/lifetimes are defined:

 * JPOOL_PERMANENT	lasts until master record is destroyed

 * JPOOL_IMAGE		lasts until done with image (JPEG datastream)

Permanent lifetime is used for parameters and tables that should be carried

across from one datastream to another; this includes all application-visible

parameters.  Image lifetime is used for everything else.  (A third lifetime,

JPOOL_PASS = one processing pass, was originally planned.  However it was

dropped as not being worthwhile.  The actual usage patterns are such that the

peak memory usage would be about the same anyway; and having per-pass storage

substantially complicates the virtual memory allocation rules --- see below.)

 

The memory manager deals with three kinds of object:

1. "Small" objects.  Typically these require no more than 10K-20K total.

2. "Large" objects.  These may require tens to hundreds of K depending on

  image size.  Semantically they behave the same as small objects, but we

  distinguish them for two reasons:

    * On MS-DOS machines, large objects are referenced by FAR pointers,

      small objects by NEAR pointers.

    * Pool allocation heuristics may differ for large and small objects.

  Note that individual "large" objects cannot exceed the size allowed by

  type size_t, which may be 64K or less on some machines.

3. "Virtual" objects.  These are large 2-D arrays of JSAMPLEs or JBLOCKs

  (typically large enough for the entire image being processed).  The

  memory manager provides stripwise access to these arrays.  On machines

  without virtual memory, the rest of the array may be swapped out to a

  temporary file.

 

(Note: JSAMPARRAY and JBLOCKARRAY data structures are a combination of large

objects for the data proper and small objects for the row pointers.  For

convenience and speed, the memory manager provides single routines to create

these structures.  Similarly, virtual arrays include a small control block

and a JSAMPARRAY or JBLOCKARRAY working buffer, all created with one call.)

 

In the present implementation, virtual arrays are only permitted to have image

lifespan.  (Permanent lifespan would not be reasonable, and pass lifespan is

not very useful since a virtual array's raison d'etre is to store data for

multiple passes through the image.)  We also expect that only "small" objects

will be given permanent lifespan, though this restriction is not required by

the memory manager.
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In a non-virtual-memory machine, some performance benefit can be gained by

making the in-memory buffers for virtual arrays be as large as possible.

(For small images, the buffers might fit entirely in memory, so blind

swapping would be very wasteful.)  The memory manager will adjust the height

of the buffers to fit within a prespecified maximum memory usage.  In order

to do this in a reasonably optimal fashion, the manager needs to allocate all

of the virtual arrays at once.  Therefore, there isn't a one-step allocation

routine for virtual arrays; instead, there is a "request" routine that simply

allocates the control block, and a "realize" routine (called just once) that

determines space allocation and creates all of the actual buffers.  The

realize routine must allow for space occupied by non-virtual large objects.

(We don't bother to factor in the space needed for small objects, on the

grounds that it isn't worth the trouble.)

 

To support all this, we establish the following protocol for doing business

with the memory manager:

 1. Modules must request virtual arrays (which may have only image lifespan)

    during the initial setup phase, i.e., in their jinit_xxx routines.

 2. All "large" objects (including JSAMPARRAYs and JBLOCKARRAYs) must also be

    allocated during initial setup.

 3. realize_virt_arrays will be called at the completion of initial setup.

    The above conventions ensure that sufficient information is available

    for it to choose a good size for virtual array buffers.

Small objects of any lifespan may be allocated at any time.  We expect that

the total space used for small objects will be small enough to be negligible

in the realize_virt_arrays computation.

 

In a virtual-memory machine, we simply pretend that the available space is

infinite, thus causing realize_virt_arrays to decide that it can allocate all

the virtual arrays as full-size in-memory buffers.  The overhead of the

virtual-array access protocol is very small when no swapping occurs.

 

A virtual array can be specified to be "pre-zeroed"; when this flag is set,

never-yet-written sections of the array are set to zero before being made

available to the caller.  If this flag is not set, never-written sections

of the array contain garbage.  (This feature exists primarily because the

equivalent logic would otherwise be needed in jdcoefct.c for progressive

JPEG mode; we may as well make it available for possible other uses.)

 

The first write pass on a virtual array is required to occur in top-to-bottom

order; read passes, as well as any write passes after the first one, may

access the array in any order.  This restriction exists partly to simplify

the virtual array control logic, and partly because some file systems may not

support seeking beyond the current end-of-file in a temporary file.  The main

implication of this restriction is that rearrangement of rows (such as

converting top-to-bottom data order to bottom-to-top) must be handled while

reading data out of the virtual array, not while putting it in.
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*** Memory manager internal structure ***

 

To isolate system dependencies as much as possible, we have broken the

memory manager into two parts.  There is a reasonably system-independent

"front end" (jmemmgr.c) and a "back end" that contains only the code

likely to change across systems.  All of the memory management methods

outlined above are implemented by the front end.  The back end provides

the following routines for use by the front end (none of these routines

are known to the rest of the JPEG code):

 

jpeg_mem_init, jpeg_mem_term	system-dependent initialization/shutdown

 

jpeg_get_small, jpeg_free_small	interface to malloc and free library routines

				(or their equivalents)

 

jpeg_get_large, jpeg_free_large	interface to FAR malloc/free in MSDOS machines;

				else usually the same as

				jpeg_get_small/jpeg_free_small

 

jpeg_mem_available		estimate available memory

 

jpeg_open_backing_store		create a backing-store object

 

read_backing_store,		manipulate a backing-store object

write_backing_store,

close_backing_store

 

On some systems there will be more than one type of backing-store object

(specifically, in MS-DOS a backing store file might be an area of extended

memory as well as a disk file).  jpeg_open_backing_store is responsible for

choosing how to implement a given object.  The read/write/close routines

are method pointers in the structure that describes a given object; this

lets them be different for different object types.

 

It may be necessary to ensure that backing store objects are explicitly

released upon abnormal program termination.  For example, MS-DOS won't free

extended memory by itself.  To support this, we will expect the main program

or surrounding application to arrange to call self_destruct (typically via

jpeg_destroy) upon abnormal termination.  This may require a SIGINT signal

handler or equivalent.  We don't want to have the back end module install its

own signal handler, because that would pre-empt the surrounding application's

ability to control signal handling.

 

The IJG distribution includes several memory manager back end implementations.

Usually the same back end should be suitable for all applications on a given

system, but it is possible for an application to supply its own back end at
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need.

 

 

*** Implications of DNL marker ***

 

Some JPEG files may use a DNL marker to postpone definition of the image

height (this would be useful for a fax-like scanner's output, for instance).

In these files the SOF marker claims the image height is 0, and you only

find out the true image height at the end of the first scan.

 

We could read these files as follows:

1. Upon seeing zero image height, replace it by 65535 (the maximum allowed).

2. When the DNL is found, update the image height in the global image

  descriptor.

This implies that control modules must avoid making copies of the image

height, and must re-test for termination after each MCU row.  This would

be easy enough to do.

 

In cases where image-size data structures are allocated, this approach will

result in very inefficient use of virtual memory or much-larger-than-necessary

temporary files.  This seems acceptable for something that probably won't be a

mainstream usage.  People might have to forgo use of memory-hogging options

(such as two-pass color quantization or noninterleaved JPEG files) if they

want efficient conversion of such files.  (One could improve efficiency by

demanding a user-supplied upper bound for the height, less than 65536; in most

cases it could be much less.)

 

The standard also permits the SOF marker to overestimate the image height,

with a DNL to give the true, smaller height at the end of the first scan.

This would solve the space problems if the overestimate wasn't too great.

However, it implies that you don't even know whether DNL will be used.

 

This leads to a couple of very serious objections:

1. Testing for a DNL marker must occur in the inner loop of the decompressor's

  Huffman decoder; this implies a speed penalty whether the feature is used

  or not.

2. There is no way to hide the last-minute change in image height from an

  application using the decoder.  Thus *every* application using the IJG

  library would suffer a complexity penalty whether it cared about DNL or

  not.

We currently do not support DNL because of these problems.

 

A different approach is to insist that DNL-using files be preprocessed by a

separate program that reads ahead to the DNL, then goes back and fixes the SOF

marker.  This is a much simpler solution and is probably far more efficient.

Even if one wants piped input, buffering the first scan of the JPEG file needs

a lot smaller temp file than is implied by the maximum-height method.  For

this approach we'd simply treat DNL as a no-op in the decompressor (at most,
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check that it matches the SOF image height).

 

We will not worry about making the compressor capable of outputting DNL.

Something similar to the first scheme above could be applied if anyone ever

wants to make that work.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/structure.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcparam.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2008 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains optional default-setting code for the JPEG compressor.

* Applications do not have to use this file, but those that don't use it

* must know a lot more about the innards of the JPEG code.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcparam.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jquant1.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009, D. R. Commander

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains 1-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.

* These routines provide mapping to a fixed color map using equally spaced

* color values.  Optional Floyd-Steinberg or ordered dithering is available.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jquant1.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrjpgcom.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that inserts

* user-supplied text as a COM (comment) marker in a JFIF file.

* This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse

* JPEG markers.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrjpgcom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcinit.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains initialization logic for the JPEG compressor.

* This routine is in charge of selecting the modules to be executed and

* making an initialization call to each one.

*

* Logically, this code belongs in jcmaster.c.  It's split out because

* linking this routine implies linking the entire compression library.

* For a transcoding-only application, we want to be able to use jcmaster.c

* without linking in the whole library.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcinit.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cdjpeg.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*

* This file contains common support routines used by the IJG application

* programs (cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cdjpeg.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jfdctflt.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a floating-point implementation of the

* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).

*

* This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer

* DCT implementations.  However, it may not give the same results on all

* machines because of differences in roundoff behavior.  Speed will depend

* on the hardware's floating point capacity.

*

* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT

* on each column.  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are

* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in

* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization

* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds

* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point

* implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the

* scaled quantization values.  However, that problem does not arise if

* we use floating point arithmetic.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
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archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jfdctflt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmaster.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains master control logic for the JPEG decompressor.

* These routines are concerned with selecting the modules to be executed

* and with determining the number of passes and the work to be done in each

* pass.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmaster.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jquant2.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains 2-pass color quantization (color mapping) routines.

* These routines provide selection of a custom color map for an image,

* followed by mapping of the image to that color map, with optional

* Floyd-Steinberg dithering.

* It is also possible to use just the second pass to map to an arbitrary

* externally-given color map.

*

* Note: ordered dithering is not supported, since there isn't any fast

* way to compute intercolor distances; it's unclear that ordered dither's

* fundamental assumptions even hold with an irregularly spaced color map.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jquant2.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdhuff.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains Huffman entropy decoding routines.

*

* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting input suspension.

* If the data source module demands suspension, we want to be able to back

* up to the start of the current MCU.  To do this, we copy state variables

* into local working storage, and update them back to the permanent

* storage only upon successful completion of an MCU.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdhuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1252\cocoartf1038\cocoasubrtf350

{\fonttbl\f0\fswiss\fcharset0 Helvetica;}

{\colortbl;\red255\green255\blue255;}

{\*\listtable{\list\listtemplateid1\listhybrid{\listlevel\levelnfc23\levelnfcn23\leveljc0\leveljcn0\levelfollow0\levelsta

rtat1\levelspace360\levelindent0{\*\levelmarker \{disc\}}{\leveltext\leveltemplateid1\'01\uc0\u8226

;}{\levelnumbers;}\fi-360\li720\lin720 }{\listname ;}\listid1}}

{\*\listoverridetable{\listoverride\listid1\listoverridecount0\ls1}}

\margl1440\margr1440\vieww9820\viewh8480\viewkind0

\deftab720

\pard\pardeftab720

 

\f0\fs24 \cf0 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:\

\

\pard\tx220\tx720\pardeftab720\li720\fi-720

\ls1\ilvl0\cf0 {\listtext	\'95	}Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer.\

{\listtext	\'95	}Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.\

{\listtext	\'95	}Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.\

\pard\pardeftab720\qc

\cf0 \
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\pard\pardeftab720

\cf0 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;  LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;  OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.\

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/release/License.rtf

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

;

; jsimdext.inc - common declarations

;

; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

; Copyright 2010 D. R. Commander

;

; Based on

; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library - version 1.02

;

; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

;

; This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

; warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

; arising from the use of this software.

;

; Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

; including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

; freely, subject to the following restrictions:

;

; 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

;    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

;    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

;    appreciated but is not required.

; 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

;    misrepresented as being the original software.

; 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

;

; [TAB8]
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; ==========================================================================

;  System-dependent configurations

 

%ifdef WIN32	; ----(nasm -fwin32 -DWIN32 ...)--------

; * Microsoft Visual C++

; * MinGW (Minimalist GNU for Windows)

; * CygWin

; * LCC-Win32

 

; -- segment definition --

;

%ifdef __YASM_VER__

%define SEG_TEXT    .text  align=16

%define SEG_CONST   .rdata align=16

%else

%define SEG_TEXT    .text  align=16 public use32 class=CODE

%define SEG_CONST   .rdata align=16 public use32 class=CONST

%endif

 

%elifdef WIN64	; ----(nasm -fwin64 -DWIN64 ...)--------

; * Microsoft Visual C++

 

; -- segment definition --

;

%ifdef __YASM_VER__

%define SEG_TEXT    .text  align=16

%define SEG_CONST   .rdata align=16

%else

%define SEG_TEXT    .text  align=16 public use64 class=CODE

%define SEG_CONST   .rdata align=16 public use64 class=CONST

%endif

%define EXTN(name)  name			; foo() -> foo

 

%elifdef OBJ32	; ----(nasm -fobj -DOBJ32 ...)----------

; * Borland C++ (Win32)

 

; -- segment definition --

;

%define SEG_TEXT    .text  align=16 public use32 class=CODE

%define SEG_CONST   .data  align=16 public use32 class=DATA

 

%elifdef ELF	; ----(nasm -felf[64] -DELF ...)------------

; * Linux

; * *BSD family Unix using elf format

; * Unix System V, including Solaris x86, UnixWare and SCO Unix

 

; mark stack as non-executable

section .note.GNU-stack noalloc noexec nowrite progbits
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; -- segment definition --

;

%ifdef __x86_64__

%define SEG_TEXT    .text   progbits align=16

%define SEG_CONST   .rodata progbits align=16

%else

%define SEG_TEXT    .text   progbits alloc exec   nowrite align=16

%define SEG_CONST   .rodata progbits alloc noexec nowrite align=16

%endif

 

; To make the code position-independent, append -DPIC to the commandline

;

%define GOT_SYMBOL  _GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_	; ELF supports PIC

%define EXTN(name)  name			; foo() -> foo

 

%elifdef AOUT	; ----(nasm -faoutb/aout -DAOUT ...)----

; * Older Linux using a.out format  (nasm -f aout -DAOUT ...)

; * *BSD family Unix using a.out format  (nasm -f aoutb -DAOUT ...)

 

; -- segment definition --

;

%define SEG_TEXT    .text

%define SEG_CONST   .data

 

; To make the code position-independent, append -DPIC to the commandline

;

%define GOT_SYMBOL  __GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_	; BSD-style a.out supports PIC

 

%elifdef MACHO	; ----(nasm -fmacho -DMACHO ...)--------

; * NeXTstep/OpenStep/Rhapsody/Darwin/MacOS X (Mach-O format)

 

; -- segment definition --

;

%define SEG_TEXT    .text  ;align=16	; nasm doesn't accept align=16. why?

%define SEG_CONST   .rodata align=16

 

; The generation of position-independent code (PIC) is the default on Darwin.

;

%define PIC

%define GOT_SYMBOL  _MACHO_PIC_		; Mach-O style code-relative addressing

 

%else		; ----(Other case)----------------------

 

; -- segment definition --

;

%define SEG_TEXT    .text

%define SEG_CONST   .data
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%endif	; ----------------------------------------------

 

; ==========================================================================

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

;  Common types

;

%ifdef __x86_64__

%define POINTER                 qword           ; general pointer type

%define SIZEOF_POINTER          SIZEOF_QWORD    ; sizeof(POINTER)

%define POINTER_BIT             QWORD_BIT       ; sizeof(POINTER)*BYTE_BIT

%else

%define POINTER                 dword           ; general pointer type

%define SIZEOF_POINTER          SIZEOF_DWORD    ; sizeof(POINTER)

%define POINTER_BIT             DWORD_BIT       ; sizeof(POINTER)*BYTE_BIT

%endif

 

%define INT                     dword           ; signed integer type

%define SIZEOF_INT              SIZEOF_DWORD    ; sizeof(INT)

%define INT_BIT                 DWORD_BIT       ; sizeof(INT)*BYTE_BIT

 

%define FP32                    dword           ; IEEE754 single

%define SIZEOF_FP32             SIZEOF_DWORD    ; sizeof(FP32)

%define FP32_BIT                DWORD_BIT       ; sizeof(FP32)*BYTE_BIT

 

%define MMWORD                  qword           ; int64  (MMX register)

%define SIZEOF_MMWORD           SIZEOF_QWORD    ; sizeof(MMWORD)

%define MMWORD_BIT              QWORD_BIT       ; sizeof(MMWORD)*BYTE_BIT

 

; NASM is buggy and doesn't properly handle operand sizes for SSE

; instructions, so for now we have to define XMMWORD as blank.

%define XMMWORD                                 ; int128 (SSE register)

%define SIZEOF_XMMWORD          SIZEOF_OWORD    ; sizeof(XMMWORD)

%define XMMWORD_BIT             OWORD_BIT       ; sizeof(XMMWORD)*BYTE_BIT

 

; Similar hacks for when we load a dword or MMWORD into an xmm# register

%define XMM_DWORD

%define XMM_MMWORD

 

%define SIZEOF_BYTE             1               ; sizeof(BYTE)

%define SIZEOF_WORD             2               ; sizeof(WORD)

%define SIZEOF_DWORD            4               ; sizeof(DWORD)

%define SIZEOF_QWORD            8               ; sizeof(QWORD)

%define SIZEOF_OWORD            16              ; sizeof(OWORD)

 

%define BYTE_BIT                8               ; CHAR_BIT in C

%define WORD_BIT                16              ; sizeof(WORD)*BYTE_BIT
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%define DWORD_BIT               32              ; sizeof(DWORD)*BYTE_BIT

%define QWORD_BIT               64              ; sizeof(QWORD)*BYTE_BIT

%define OWORD_BIT               128             ; sizeof(OWORD)*BYTE_BIT

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

;  External Symbol Name

;

%ifndef EXTN

%define EXTN(name)   _ %+ name		; foo() -> _foo

%endif

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

;  Macros for position-independent code (PIC) support

;

%ifndef GOT_SYMBOL

%undef PIC

%endif

 

%ifdef PIC ; -------------------------------------------

 

%ifidn GOT_SYMBOL,_MACHO_PIC_ ; --------------------

 

; At present, nasm doesn't seem to support PIC generation for Mach-O.

; The PIC support code below is a little tricky.

 

	SECTION	SEG_CONST

const_base:

 

%define GOTOFF(got,sym) (got) + (sym) - const_base

 

%imacro get_GOT	1

	; NOTE: this macro destroys ecx resister.

	call	%%geteip

	add	ecx, byte (%%ref - $)

	jmp	short %%adjust

%%geteip:

	mov	ecx, POINTER [esp]

	ret

%%adjust:

	push	ebp

	xor	ebp,ebp		; ebp = 0

%ifidni %1,ebx	; (%1 == ebx)

	; db 0x8D,0x9C + jmp near const_base =

	;   lea ebx, [ecx+ebp*8+(const_base-%%ref)] ; 8D,9C,E9,(offset32)

	db	0x8D,0x9C		; 8D,9C

	jmp	near const_base		; E9,(const_base-%%ref)

%%ref:

%else  ; (%1 != ebx)
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	; db 0x8D,0x8C + jmp near const_base =

	;   lea ecx, [ecx+ebp*8+(const_base-%%ref)] ; 8D,8C,E9,(offset32)

	db	0x8D,0x8C		; 8D,8C

	jmp	near const_base		; E9,(const_base-%%ref)

%%ref:	mov	%1, ecx

%endif ; (%1 == ebx)

	pop	ebp

%endmacro

 

%else	; GOT_SYMBOL != _MACHO_PIC_ ----------------

 

%define GOTOFF(got,sym) (got) + (sym) wrt ..gotoff

 

%imacro get_GOT	1

	extern	GOT_SYMBOL

	call	%%geteip

	add	%1, GOT_SYMBOL + $$ - $ wrt ..gotpc

	jmp	short %%done

%%geteip:

	mov	%1, POINTER [esp]

	ret

%%done:

%endmacro

 

%endif	; GOT_SYMBOL == _MACHO_PIC_ ----------------

 

%imacro pushpic	1.nolist

	push	%1

%endmacro

%imacro poppic	1.nolist

	pop	%1

%endmacro

%imacro movpic	2.nolist

	mov	%1,%2

%endmacro

 

%else	; !PIC -----------------------------------------

 

%define GOTOFF(got,sym) (sym)

 

%imacro get_GOT	1.nolist

%endmacro

%imacro pushpic	1.nolist

%endmacro

%imacro poppic	1.nolist

%endmacro

%imacro movpic	2.nolist

%endmacro
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%endif	;  PIC -----------------------------------------

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

;  Align the next instruction on {2,4,8,16,..}-byte boundary.

;  ".balign n,,m" in GNU as

;

%define MSKLE(x,y)  (~(((y) & 0xFFFF) - ((x) & 0xFFFF)) >> 16)

%define FILLB(b,n)  (($$-(b)) & ((n)-1))

 

%imacro alignx 1-2.nolist 0xFFFF

%%bs:	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & MSKLE(16,FILLB($,%1)) & FILLB($,%1) \

	       db 0x90                               ; nop

	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/9 \

	       db 0x8D,0x9C,0x23,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00 ; lea ebx,[ebx+0x00000000]

	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/7 \

	       db 0x8D,0xAC,0x25,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00 ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00000000]

	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/6 \

	       db 0x8D,0xAD,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00      ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00000000]

	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/4 \

	       db 0x8D,0x6C,0x25,0x00                ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00]

	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/3 \

	       db 0x8D,0x6D,0x00                     ; lea ebp,[ebp+0x00]

	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/2 \

	       db 0x8B,0xED                          ; mov ebp,ebp

	times MSKLE(FILLB(%%bs,%1),%2) & FILLB($,%1)/1 \

	       db 0x90                               ; nop

%endmacro

 

; Align the next data on {2,4,8,16,..}-byte boundary.

;

%imacro alignz 1.nolist

	align %1, db 0		; filling zeros

%endmacro

 

%ifdef __x86_64__

 

%ifdef WIN64

 

%imacro collect_args 0

	push r12

	push r13

	push r14

	push r15

	mov r10, rcx

	mov r11, rdx

	mov r12, r8

	mov r13, r9
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	mov r14, [rax+48]

	mov r15, [rax+56]

	push rsi

	push rdi

	sub     rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD

	movaps  XMMWORD [rsp], xmm6

	sub     rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD

	movaps  XMMWORD [rsp], xmm7

%endmacro

 

%imacro uncollect_args 0

	movaps  xmm7, XMMWORD [rsp]

	add     rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD

	movaps  xmm6, XMMWORD [rsp]

	add     rsp, SIZEOF_XMMWORD

	pop rdi

	pop rsi

	pop r15

	pop r14

	pop r13

	pop r12

%endmacro

 

%else

 

%imacro collect_args 0

	push r10

	push r11

	push r12

	push r13

	push r14

	push r15

	mov r10, rdi

	mov r11, rsi

	mov r12, rdx

	mov r13, rcx

	mov r14, r8

	mov r15, r9

%endmacro

 

%imacro uncollect_args 0

	pop r15

	pop r14

	pop r13

	pop r12

	pop r11

	pop r10

%endmacro
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%endif

 

%endif

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

;  Defines picked up from the C headers

;

%include "jsimdcfg.inc"

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jsimdext.inc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jchuff.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains declarations for Huffman entropy encoding routines

* that are shared between the sequential encoder (jchuff.c) and the

* progressive encoder (jcphuff.c).  No other modules need to see these.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jchuff.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdapimin.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the decompression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "minimum" API routines that may be

* needed in either the normal full-decompression case or the

* transcoding-only case.

*

* Most of the routines intended to be called directly by an application
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* are in this file or in jdapistd.c.  But also see jcomapi.c for routines

* shared by compression and decompression, and jdtrans.c for the transcoding

* case.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdapimin.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jpegtran.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1995-2010, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a command-line user interface for JPEG transcoding.

* It is very similar to cjpeg.c, and partly to djpeg.c, but provides

* lossless transcoding between different JPEG file formats.  It also

* provides some lossless and sort-of-lossless transformations of JPEG data.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpegtran.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Natural Docs is licensed under the GPL.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/doc/html/search/search.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdatadst-tj.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2012 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*
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* This file contains compression data destination routines for the case of

* emitting JPEG data to memory or to a file (or any stdio stream).

* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,

* some will want to use a different destination manager.

* IMPORTANT: we assume that fwrite() will correctly transcribe an array of

* JOCTETs into 8-bit-wide elements on external storage.  If char is wider

* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatadst-tj.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdrle.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in Utah RLE format.

* The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed RLE format).

*

* Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,

* with updates from Robert Hutchinson.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdrle.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdbmp.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Modified 2011 by Siarhei Siamashka.
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* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in Microsoft "BMP"

* format (MS Windows 3.x, OS/2 1.x, and OS/2 2.x flavors).

* Currently, only 8-bit and 24-bit images are supported, not 1-bit or

* 4-bit (feeding such low-depth images into JPEG would be silly anyway).

* Also, we don't support RLE-compressed files.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume input from

* an ordinary stdio stream.  They further assume that reading begins

* at the start of the file; start_input may need work if the

* user interface has already read some data (e.g., to determine that

* the file is indeed BMP format).

*

* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdbmp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jccolor.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright (C) 2009-2012, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccolor.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdjpgcom.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009 by Bill Allombert, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*

* This file contains a very simple stand-alone application that displays

* the text in COM (comment) markers in a JFIF file.

* This may be useful as an example of the minimum logic needed to parse

* JPEG markers.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdjpgcom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License:	IJG

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo.spec

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jconfig.txt

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1994, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file documents the configuration options that are required to

* customize the JPEG software for a particular system.

*

* The actual configuration options for a particular installation are stored

* in jconfig.h.  On many machines, jconfig.h can be generated automatically

* or copied from one of the "canned" jconfig files that we supply.  But if

* you need to generate a jconfig.h file by hand, this file tells you how.

*

* DO NOT EDIT THIS FILE --- IT WON'T ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING.

* EDIT A COPY NAMED JCONFIG.H.

*/

 

 

/*

* These symbols indicate the properties of your machine or compiler.

* #define the symbol if yes, #undef it if no.

*/

 

/* Does your compiler support function prototypes?

* (If not, you also need to use ansi2knr, see install.txt)

*/

#define HAVE_PROTOTYPES
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/* Does your compiler support the declaration "unsigned char" ?

* How about "unsigned short" ?

*/

#define HAVE_UNSIGNED_CHAR

#define HAVE_UNSIGNED_SHORT

 

/* Define "void" as "char" if your compiler doesn't know about type void.

* NOTE: be sure to define void such that "void *" represents the most general

* pointer type, e.g., that returned by malloc().

*/

/* #define void char */

 

/* Define "const" as empty if your compiler doesn't know the "const" keyword.

*/

/* #define const */

 

/* Define this if an ordinary "char" type is unsigned.

* If you're not sure, leaving it undefined will work at some cost in speed.

* If you defined HAVE_UNSIGNED_CHAR then the speed difference is minimal.

*/

#undef CHAR_IS_UNSIGNED

 

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stddef.h> file.

*/

#define HAVE_STDDEF_H

 

/* Define this if your system has an ANSI-conforming <stdlib.h> file.

*/

#define HAVE_STDLIB_H

 

/* Define this if your system does not have an ANSI/SysV <string.h>,

* but does have a BSD-style <strings.h>.

*/

#undef NEED_BSD_STRINGS

 

/* Define this if your system does not provide typedef size_t in any of the

* ANSI-standard places (stddef.h, stdlib.h, or stdio.h), but places it in

* <sys/types.h> instead.

*/

#undef NEED_SYS_TYPES_H

 

/* For 80x86 machines, you need to define NEED_FAR_POINTERS,

* unless you are using a large-data memory model or 80386 flat-memory mode.

* On less brain-damaged CPUs this symbol must not be defined.

* (Defining this symbol causes large data structures to be referenced through

* "far" pointers and to be allocated with a special version of malloc.)

*/
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#undef NEED_FAR_POINTERS

 

/* Define this if your linker needs global names to be unique in less

* than the first 15 characters.

*/

#undef NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES

 

/* Although a real ANSI C compiler can deal perfectly well with pointers to

* unspecified structures (see "incomplete types" in the spec), a few pre-ANSI

* and pseudo-ANSI compilers get confused.  To keep one of these bozos happy,

* define INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN.  This is not recommended unless you

* actually get "missing structure definition" warnings or errors while

* compiling the JPEG code.

*/

#undef INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN

 

/* Define "boolean" as unsigned char, not int, on Windows systems.

*/

#ifdef _WIN32

#ifndef __RPCNDR_H__		/* don't conflict if rpcndr.h already read */

typedef unsigned char boolean;

#endif

#define HAVE_BOOLEAN		/* prevent jmorecfg.h from redefining it */

#endif

 

 

/*

* The following options affect code selection within the JPEG library,

* but they don't need to be visible to applications using the library.

* To minimize application namespace pollution, the symbols won't be

* defined unless JPEG_INTERNALS has been defined.

*/

 

#ifdef JPEG_INTERNALS

 

/* Define this if your compiler implements ">>" on signed values as a logical

* (unsigned) shift; leave it undefined if ">>" is a signed (arithmetic) shift,

* which is the normal and rational definition.

*/

#undef RIGHT_SHIFT_IS_UNSIGNED

 

 

#endif /* JPEG_INTERNALS */

 

 

/*

* The remaining options do not affect the JPEG library proper,

* but only the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg (see cjpeg.c, djpeg.c).
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* Other applications can ignore these.

*/

 

#ifdef JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG

 

/* These defines indicate which image (non-JPEG) file formats are allowed. */

 

#define BMP_SUPPORTED		/* BMP image file format */

#define GIF_SUPPORTED		/* GIF image file format */

#define PPM_SUPPORTED		/* PBMPLUS PPM/PGM image file format */

#undef RLE_SUPPORTED		/* Utah RLE image file format */

#define TARGA_SUPPORTED		/* Targa image file format */

 

/* Define this if you want to name both input and output files on the command

* line, rather than using stdout and optionally stdin.  You MUST do this if

* your system can't cope with binary I/O to stdin/stdout.  See comments at

* head of cjpeg.c or djpeg.c.

*/

#undef TWO_FILE_COMMANDLINE

 

/* Define this if your system needs explicit cleanup of temporary files.

* This is crucial under MS-DOS, where the temporary "files" may be areas

* of extended memory; on most other systems it's not as important.

*/

#undef NEED_SIGNAL_CATCHER

 

/* By default, we open image files with fopen(...,"rb") or fopen(...,"wb").

* This is necessary on systems that distinguish text files from binary files,

* and is harmless on most systems that don't.  If you have one of the rare

* systems that complains about the "b" spec, define this symbol.

*/

#undef DONT_USE_B_MODE

 

/* Define this if you want percent-done progress reports from cjpeg/djpeg.

*/

#undef PROGRESS_REPORT

 

 

#endif /* JPEG_CJPEG_DJPEG */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jconfig.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jpeglib.h

*
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* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2002-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009-2011, 2013, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file defines the application interface for the JPEG library.

* Most applications using the library need only include this file,

* and perhaps jerror.h if they want to know the exact error codes.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpeglib.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jversion.h

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-2012, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, 2012-2013, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains software version identification.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jversion.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (C)2009-2011 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

# - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

# - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

# - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

#   software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/release/uninstall.in
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

IJG JPEG LIBRARY:  CODING RULES

 

Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

Since numerous people will be contributing code and bug fixes, it's important

to establish a common coding style.  The goal of using similar coding styles

is much more important than the details of just what that style is.

 

In general we follow the recommendations of "Recommended C Style and Coding

Standards" revision 6.1 (Cannon et al. as modified by Spencer, Keppel and

Brader).  This document is available in the IJG FTP archive (see

jpeg/doc/cstyle.ms.tbl.Z, or cstyle.txt.Z for those without nroff/tbl).

 

Block comments should be laid out thusly:

 

/*

*  Block comments in this style.

*/

 

We indent statements in K&R style, e.g.,

	if (test) {

	  then-part;

	} else {

	  else-part;

	}

with two spaces per indentation level.  (This indentation convention is

handled automatically by GNU Emacs and many other text editors.)

 

Multi-word names should be written in lower case with underscores, e.g.,

multi_word_name (not multiWordName).  Preprocessor symbols and enum constants

are similar but upper case (MULTI_WORD_NAME).  Names should be unique within

the first fifteen characters.  (On some older systems, global names must be

unique within six characters.  We accommodate this without cluttering the

source code by using macros to substitute shorter names.)

 

We use function prototypes everywhere; we rely on automatic source code

transformation to feed prototype-less C compilers.  Transformation is done

by the simple and portable tool 'ansi2knr.c' (courtesy of Ghostscript).

ansi2knr is not very bright, so it imposes a format requirement on function

declarations: the function name MUST BEGIN IN COLUMN 1.  Thus all functions

should be written in the following style:

 

LOCAL(int *)
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function_name (int a, char *b)

{

   code...

}

 

Note that each function definition must begin with GLOBAL(type), LOCAL(type),

or METHODDEF(type).  These macros expand to "static type" or just "type" as

appropriate.  They provide a readable indication of the routine's usage and

can readily be changed for special needs.  (For instance, special linkage

keywords can be inserted for use in Windows DLLs.)

 

ansi2knr does not transform method declarations (function pointers in

structs).  We handle these with a macro JMETHOD, defined as

	#ifdef HAVE_PROTOTYPES

	#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) arglist

	#else

	#define JMETHOD(type,methodname,arglist)  type (*methodname) ()

	#endif

which is used like this:

	struct function_pointers {

	  JMETHOD(void, init_entropy_encoder, (int somearg, jparms *jp));

	  JMETHOD(void, term_entropy_encoder, (void));

	};

Note the set of parentheses surrounding the parameter list.

 

A similar solution is used for forward and external function declarations

(see the EXTERN and JPP macros).

 

If the code is to work on non-ANSI compilers, we cannot rely on a prototype

declaration to coerce actual parameters into the right types.  Therefore, use

explicit casts on actual parameters whenever the actual parameter type is not

identical to the formal parameter.  Beware of implicit conversions to "int".

 

It seems there are some non-ANSI compilers in which the sizeof() operator

is defined to return int, yet size_t is defined as long.  Needless to say,

this is brain-damaged.  Always use the SIZEOF() macro in place of sizeof(),

so that the result is guaranteed to be of type size_t.

 

 

The JPEG library is intended to be used within larger programs.  Furthermore,

we want it to be reentrant so that it can be used by applications that process

multiple images concurrently.  The following rules support these requirements:

 

1. Avoid direct use of file I/O, "malloc", error report printouts, etc;

pass these through the common routines provided.

 

2. Minimize global namespace pollution.  Functions should be declared static

wherever possible.  (Note that our method-based calling conventions help this
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a lot: in many modules only the initialization function will ever need to be

called directly, so only that function need be externally visible.)  All

global function names should begin with "jpeg_", and should have an

abbreviated name (unique in the first six characters) substituted by macro

when NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES is set.

 

3. Don't use global variables; anything that must be used in another module

should be in the common data structures.

 

4. Don't use static variables except for read-only constant tables.  Variables

that should be private to a module can be placed into private structures (see

the system architecture document, structure.txt).

 

5. Source file names should begin with "j" for files that are part of the

library proper; source files that are not part of the library, such as cjpeg.c

and djpeg.c, do not begin with "j".  Keep source file names to eight

characters (plus ".c" or ".h", etc) to make life easy for MS-DOSers.  Keep

compression and decompression code in separate source files --- some

applications may want only one half of the library.

 

Note: these rules (particularly #4) are not followed religiously in the

modules that are used in cjpeg/djpeg but are not part of the JPEG library

proper.  Those modules are not really intended to be used in other

applications.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/coderules.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdarith.c

*

* Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains portable arithmetic entropy decoding routines for JPEG

* (implementing the ISO/IEC IS 10918-1 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81).

*

* Both sequential and progressive modes are supported in this single module.

*

* Suspension is not currently supported in this module.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdarith.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcdctmgr.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright (C) 2011 D. R. Commander

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the forward-DCT management logic.

* This code selects a particular DCT implementation to be used,

* and it performs related housekeeping chores including coefficient

* quantization.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcdctmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jerror.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains simple error-reporting and trace-message routines.

* These are suitable for Unix-like systems and others where writing to

* stderr is the right thing to do.  Many applications will want to replace

* some or all of these routines.

*

* If you define USE_WINDOWS_MESSAGEBOX in jconfig.h or in the makefile,

* you get a Windows-specific hack to display error messages in a dialog box.

* It ain't much, but it beats dropping error messages into the bit bucket,

* which is what happens to output to stderr under most Windows C compilers.

*

* These routines are used by both the compression and decompression code.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jerror.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C)2011 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

*   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

*   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*   software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJTransformer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJTransform.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjutil.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJScalingFactor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjutil.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJLoader.java.in

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
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archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcstest.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/bmp.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg/TJCustomFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/bmp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

From c51b66ebcace2adec0cfbe42d25cb418ed0c02a2 Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001

From: DRC <information@libjpeg-turbo.org>

Date: Fri, 20 Jul 2018 17:21:36 -0500

Subject: [PATCH] cjpeg: Fix OOB read caused by malformed 8-bit BMP

 

... in which one or more of the color indices is out of range for the

number of palette entries.

 

Fix partly borrowed from jpeg-9c.  This commit also adopts Guido's

JERR_PPM_OUTOFRANGE enum value in lieu of our project-specific

JERR_PPM_TOOLARGE enum value.

 

Fixes #258

---

cderror.h | 5 +++--

rdbmp.c   | 7 ++++++-

rdppm.c   | 4 ++--

3 files changed, 11 insertions(+), 5 deletions(-)

 

diff --git a/cderror.h b/cderror.h

index d69b501..46b0f49 100644

--- a/cderror.h

+++ b/cderror.h

@@ -2,7 +2,7 @@

 * cderror.h

 *

 * Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

- * Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

+ * Modified 2009-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

 * This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 *

@@ -48,6 +48,7 @@ JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_COLORSPACE, "BMP output must be grayscale or RGB")

JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_COMPRESSED, "Sorry, compressed BMPs not yet supported")

JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_EMPTY, "Empty BMP image")

JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_NOT, "Not a BMP file - does not start with BM")

+JMESSAGE(JERR_BMP_OUTOFRANGE, "Numeric value out of range in BMP file")

JMESSAGE(JTRC_BMP, "%ux%u 24-bit BMP image")
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JMESSAGE(JTRC_BMP_MAPPED, "%ux%u 8-bit colormapped BMP image")

JMESSAGE(JTRC_BMP_OS2, "%ux%u 24-bit OS2 BMP image")

@@ -74,8 +75,8 @@ JMESSAGE(JWRN_GIF_NOMOREDATA, "Ran out of GIF bits")

#ifdef PPM_SUPPORTED

JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_COLORSPACE, "PPM output must be grayscale or RGB")

JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_NONNUMERIC, "Nonnumeric data in PPM file")

-JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_TOOLARGE, "Integer value too large in PPM file")

JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_NOT, "Not a PPM/PGM file")

+JMESSAGE(JERR_PPM_OUTOFRANGE, "Numeric value out of range in PPM file")

JMESSAGE(JTRC_PGM, "%ux%u PGM image")

JMESSAGE(JTRC_PGM_TEXT, "%ux%u text PGM image")

JMESSAGE(JTRC_PPM, "%ux%u PPM image")

diff --git a/rdbmp.c b/rdbmp.c

index c053074..7a27cab 100644

--- a/rdbmp.c

+++ b/rdbmp.c

@@ -3,7 +3,7 @@

 *

 * This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

 * Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

- * Modified 2009-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.

+ * Modified 2009-2017 by Guido Vollbeding.

 * Modifications:

 * Modified 2011 by Siarhei Siamashka.

 * For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

@@ -64,6 +64,7 @@ typedef struct _bmp_source_struct {

  JDIMENSION row_width;		/* Physical width of scanlines in file */

 

  int bits_per_pixel;		/* remembers 8- or 24-bit format */

+  int cmap_length;          /* colormap length */

} bmp_source_struct;

 

 

@@ -124,6 +125,7 @@ get_8bit_row (j_compress_ptr cinfo, cjpeg_source_ptr sinfo)

{

  bmp_source_ptr source = (bmp_source_ptr) sinfo;

  register JSAMPARRAY colormap = source->colormap;

+  int cmaplen = source->cmap_length;

  JSAMPARRAY image_ptr;

  register int t;

  register JSAMPROW inptr, outptr;

@@ -140,6 +142,8 @@ get_8bit_row (j_compress_ptr cinfo, cjpeg_source_ptr sinfo)

  outptr = source->pub.buffer[0];

  for (col = cinfo->image_width; col > 0; col--) {

    t = GETJSAMPLE(*inptr++);

+    if (t >= cmaplen)

+        ERREXIT(cinfo, JERR_BMP_OUTOFRANGE);

    *outptr++ = colormap[0][t];	/* can omit GETJSAMPLE() safely */
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    *outptr++ = colormap[1][t];

    *outptr++ = colormap[2][t];

@@ -399,6 +403,7 @@ start_input_bmp (j_compress_ptr cinfo, cjpeg_source_ptr sinfo)

    source->colormap = (*cinfo->mem->alloc_sarray)

      ((j_common_ptr) cinfo, JPOOL_IMAGE,

       (JDIMENSION) biClrUsed, (JDIMENSION) 3);

+    source->cmap_length = (int)biClrUsed;

    /* and read it from the file */

    read_colormap(source, (int) biClrUsed, mapentrysize);

    /* account for size of colormap */

diff --git a/rdppm.c b/rdppm.c

index 5da1646..59da2bb 100644

--- a/rdppm.c

+++ b/rdppm.c

@@ -76,7 +76,7 @@ typedef struct {

  JSAMPROW pixrow;		/* FAR pointer to same */

  size_t buffer_width;		/* width of I/O buffer */

  JSAMPLE *rescale;		/* => maxval-remapping array, or NULL */

-  int maxval;

+  unsigned int maxval;

} ppm_source_struct;

 

typedef ppm_source_struct * ppm_source_ptr;

@@ -126,7 +126,7 @@ read_pbm_integer (j_compress_ptr cinfo, FILE * infile, int maxval)

  }

 

  if (val > maxval)

-    ERREXIT(cinfo, JERR_PPM_TOOLARGE);

+    ERREXIT(cinfo, JERR_PPM_OUTOFRANGE);

 

  return val;

}

--

2.17.2

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo12-CVE-2018-14498.patch

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcsample.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*
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* This file contains downsampling routines.

*

* Downsampling input data is counted in "row groups".  A row group

* is defined to be max_v_samp_factor pixel rows of each component,

* from which the downsampler produces v_samp_factor sample rows.

* A single row group is processed in each call to the downsampler module.

*

* The downsampler is responsible for edge-expansion of its output data

* to fill an integral number of DCT blocks horizontally.  The source buffer

* may be modified if it is helpful for this purpose (the source buffer is

* allocated wide enough to correspond to the desired output width).

* The caller (the prep controller) is responsible for vertical padding.

*

* The downsampler may request "context rows" by setting need_context_rows

* during startup.  In this case, the input arrays will contain at least

* one row group's worth of pixels above and below the passed-in data;

* the caller will create dummy rows at image top and bottom by replicating

* the first or last real pixel row.

*

* An excellent reference for image resampling is

*   Digital Image Warping, George Wolberg, 1990.

*   Pub. by IEEE Computer Society Press, Los Alamitos, CA. ISBN 0-8186-8944-7.

*

* The downsampling algorithm used here is a simple average of the source

* pixels covered by the output pixel.  The hi-falutin sampling literature

* refers to this as a "box filter".  In general the characteristics of a box

* filter are not very good, but for the specific cases we normally use (1:1

* and 2:1 ratios) the box is equivalent to a "triangle filter" which is not

* nearly so bad.  If you intend to use other sampling ratios, you'd be well

* advised to improve this code.

*

* A simple input-smoothing capability is provided.  This is mainly intended

* for cleaning up color-dithered GIF input files (if you find it inadequate,

* we suggest using an external filtering program such as pnmconvol).  When

* enabled, each input pixel P is replaced by a weighted sum of itself and its

* eight neighbors.  P's weight is 1-8*SF and each neighbor's weight is SF,

* where SF = (smoothing_factor / 1024).

* Currently, smoothing is only supported for 2h2v sampling factors.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcsample.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Package: {__PKGNAME}

Version: {__VERSION}-{__BUILD}

Section: misc
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Priority: optional

Architecture: {__ARCH}

Essential: no

Maintainer: The libjpeg-turbo Project [http://www.libjpeg-turbo.org]

Description: A SIMD-accelerated JPEG codec that provides both the libjpeg and TurboJPEG APIs

libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2,

NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86,

x86-64, and ARM systems.  On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as

fast as libjpeg, all else being equal.  On other types of systems,

libjpeg-turbo can still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue

of its highly-optimized Huffman coding routines.  In many cases, the

performance of libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG

codecs.

.

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less

powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API.  libjpeg-turbo also features

colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and

big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java

interface.

.

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated

derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru.  The TigerVNC and

VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in

early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal

of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a

broader range of users and developers.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/release/deb-

control.tmpl

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jsimd_x86_64.c

*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander

*

* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

*

* This file contains the interface between the "normal" portions

* of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on a

* x86_64 architecture.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jsimd_x86_64.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

;

; jdct.inc - private declarations for forward & reverse DCT subsystems

;

; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

;

; Based on

; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library

; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

;

; [TAB8]

 

; Each IDCT routine is responsible for range-limiting its results and

; converting them to unsigned form (0..MAXJSAMPLE).  The raw outputs could

; be quite far out of range if the input data is corrupt, so a bulletproof

; range-limiting step is required.  We use a mask-and-table-lookup method

; to do the combined operations quickly.

;

%define RANGE_MASK  (MAXJSAMPLE * 4 + 3)  ; 2 bits wider than legal samples

 

%define ROW(n,b,s)		((b)+(n)*(s))

%define COL(n,b,s)		((b)+(n)*(s)*DCTSIZE)

 

%define DWBLOCK(m,n,b,s)	((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_DWORD)

%define MMBLOCK(m,n,b,s)	((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_MMWORD)

%define XMMBLOCK(m,n,b,s)	((b)+(m)*DCTSIZE*(s)+(n)*SIZEOF_XMMWORD)

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdct.inc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

*******************************************************************************

**     Background

*******************************************************************************

 

libjpeg-turbo is a JPEG image codec that uses SIMD instructions (MMX, SSE2,

NEON) to accelerate baseline JPEG compression and decompression on x86, x86-64,

and ARM systems.  On such systems, libjpeg-turbo is generally 2-4x as fast as

libjpeg, all else being equal.  On other types of systems, libjpeg-turbo can
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still outperform libjpeg by a significant amount, by virtue of its

highly-optimized Huffman coding routines.  In many cases, the performance of

libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.

 

libjpeg-turbo implements both the traditional libjpeg API as well as the less

powerful but more straightforward TurboJPEG API.  libjpeg-turbo also features

colorspace extensions that allow it to compress from/decompress to 32-bit and

big-endian pixel buffers (RGBX, XBGR, etc.), as well as a full-featured Java

interface.

 

libjpeg-turbo was originally based on libjpeg/SIMD, an MMX-accelerated

derivative of libjpeg v6b developed by Miyasaka Masaru.  The TigerVNC and

VirtualGL projects made numerous enhancements to the codec in 2009, and in

early 2010, libjpeg-turbo spun off into an independent project, with the goal

of making high-speed JPEG compression/decompression technology available to a

broader range of users and developers.

 

 

*******************************************************************************

**     License

*******************************************************************************

 

Most of libjpeg-turbo inherits the non-restrictive, BSD-style license used by

libjpeg (see README.)  The TurboJPEG wrapper (both C and Java versions) and

associated test programs bear a similar license, which is reproduced below:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

*******************************************************************************

**     Using libjpeg-turbo

*******************************************************************************

 

libjpeg-turbo includes two APIs that can be used to compress and decompress

JPEG images:

 

 TurboJPEG API:  This API provides an easy-to-use interface for compressing

 and decompressing JPEG images in memory.  It also provides some functionality

 that would not be straightforward to achieve using the underlying libjpeg

 API, such as generating planar YUV images and performing multiple

 simultaneous lossless transforms on an image.  The Java interface for

 libjpeg-turbo is written on top of the TurboJPEG API.

 

 libjpeg API:  This is the de facto industry-standard API for compressing and

 decompressing JPEG images.  It is more difficult to use than the TurboJPEG

 API but also more powerful.  The libjpeg API implementation in libjpeg-turbo

 is both API/ABI-compatible and mathematically compatible with libjpeg v6b.

 It can also optionally be configured to be API/ABI-compatible with libjpeg v7

 and v8 (see below.)

 

There is no significant performance advantage to either API when both are used

to perform similar operations.

 

======================

Installation Directory

======================

 

This document assumes that libjpeg-turbo will be installed in the default

directory (/opt/libjpeg-turbo on Un*x and Mac systems and

c:\libjpeg-turbo[-gcc][64] on Windows systems.  If your installation of

libjpeg-turbo resides in a different directory, then adjust the instructions

accordingly.

 

=============================

Replacing libjpeg at Run Time

=============================

 

Un*x

----

 

If a Un*x application is dynamically linked with libjpeg, then you can replace

libjpeg with libjpeg-turbo at run time by manipulating LD_LIBRARY_PATH.

For instance:
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 [Using libjpeg]

 > time cjpeg <vgl_5674_0098.ppm >vgl_5674_0098.jpg

 real  0m0.392s

 user  0m0.074s

 sys   0m0.020s

 

 [Using libjpeg-turbo]

 > export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH

 > time cjpeg <vgl_5674_0098.ppm >vgl_5674_0098.jpg

 real  0m0.109s

 user  0m0.029s

 sys   0m0.010s

 

({lib} = lib32 or lib64, depending on whether you wish to use the 32-bit or the

64-bit version of libjpeg-turbo.)

 

System administrators can also replace the libjpeg symlinks in /usr/lib* with

links to the libjpeg-turbo dynamic library located in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}.

This will effectively accelerate every application that uses the libjpeg

dynamic library on the system.

 

Windows

-------

 

If a Windows application is dynamically linked with libjpeg, then you can

replace libjpeg with libjpeg-turbo at run time by backing up the application's

copy of jpeg62.dll, jpeg7.dll, or jpeg8.dll (assuming the application has its

own local copy of this library) and copying the corresponding DLL from

libjpeg-turbo into the application's install directory.  The official

libjpeg-turbo binary packages only provide jpeg62.dll.  If the application uses

jpeg7.dll or jpeg8.dll instead, then it will be necessary to build

libjpeg-turbo from source (see "libjpeg v7 and v8 API/ABI Emulation" below.)

 

The following information is specific to the official libjpeg-turbo binary

packages for Visual C++:

 

-- jpeg62.dll requires the Visual C++ 2008 C run-time DLL (msvcr90.dll).

msvcr90.dll ships with more recent versions of Windows, but users of older

Windows releases can obtain it from the Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable

Package, which is available as a free download from Microsoft's web site.

 

-- Features of the libjpeg API that require passing a C run-time structure,

such as a file handle, from an application to the library will probably not

work with jpeg62.dll, unless the application is also built to use the Visual

C++ 2008 C run-time DLL.  In particular, this affects jpeg_stdio_dest() and

jpeg_stdio_src().

 

Mac
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---

 

Mac applications typically embed their own copies of the libjpeg dylib inside

the (hidden) application bundle, so it is not possible to globally replace

libjpeg on OS X systems.  Replacing the application's version of the libjpeg

dylib would generally involve copying libjpeg.*.dylib from libjpeg-turbo into

the appropriate place in the application bundle and using install_name_tool to

repoint the libjpeg-turbo dylib to its new directory.  This requires an

advanced knowledge of OS X and would not survive an upgrade or a re-install of

the application.  Thus, it is not recommended for most users.

 

========================================

Using libjpeg-turbo in Your Own Programs

========================================

 

For the most part, libjpeg-turbo should work identically to libjpeg, so in

most cases, an application can be built against libjpeg and then run against

libjpeg-turbo.  On Un*x systems and Cygwin, you can build against libjpeg-turbo

instead of libjpeg by setting

 

 CPATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/include

 and

 LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib}

 

({lib} = lib32 or lib64, depending on whether you are building a 32-bit or a

64-bit application.)

 

If using MinGW, then set

 

 CPATH=/c/libjpeg-turbo-gcc[64]/include

 and

 LIBRARY_PATH=/c/libjpeg-turbo-gcc[64]/lib

 

Building against libjpeg-turbo is useful, for instance, if you want to build an

application that leverages the libjpeg-turbo colorspace extensions (see below.)

On Un*x systems, you would still need to manipulate LD_LIBRARY_PATH or create

appropriate symlinks to use libjpeg-turbo at run time.  On such systems, you

can pass -R /opt/libjpeg-turbo/{lib} to the linker to force the use of

libjpeg-turbo at run time rather than libjpeg (also useful if you want to

leverage the colorspace extensions), or you can link against the libjpeg-turbo

static library.

 

To force a Un*x or MinGW application to link against the static version of

libjpeg-turbo, you can use the following linker options:

 

 -Wl,-Bstatic -ljpeg -Wl,-Bdynamic

 

On OS X, simply add /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib/libjpeg.a to the linker command
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line.

 

To build Visual C++ applications using libjpeg-turbo, add

c:\libjpeg-turbo[64]\include to the system or user INCLUDE environment

variable and c:\libjpeg-turbo[64]\lib to the system or user LIB environment

variable, and then link against either jpeg.lib (to use the DLL version of

libjpeg-turbo) or jpeg-static.lib (to use the static version of libjpeg-turbo.)

 

=====================

Colorspace Extensions

=====================

 

libjpeg-turbo includes extensions that allow JPEG images to be compressed

directly from (and decompressed directly to) buffers that use BGR, BGRX,

RGBX, XBGR, and XRGB pixel ordering.  This is implemented with ten new

colorspace constants:

 

 JCS_EXT_RGB   /* red/green/blue */

 JCS_EXT_RGBX  /* red/green/blue/x */

 JCS_EXT_BGR   /* blue/green/red */

 JCS_EXT_BGRX  /* blue/green/red/x */

 JCS_EXT_XBGR  /* x/blue/green/red */

 JCS_EXT_XRGB  /* x/red/green/blue */

 JCS_EXT_RGBA  /* red/green/blue/alpha */

 JCS_EXT_BGRA  /* blue/green/red/alpha */

 JCS_EXT_ABGR  /* alpha/blue/green/red */

 JCS_EXT_ARGB  /* alpha/red/green/blue */

 

Setting cinfo.in_color_space (compression) or cinfo.out_color_space

(decompression) to one of these values will cause libjpeg-turbo to read the

red, green, and blue values from (or write them to) the appropriate position in

the pixel when compressing from/decompressing to an RGB buffer.

 

Your application can check for the existence of these extensions at compile

time with:

 

 #ifdef JCS_EXTENSIONS

 

At run time, attempting to use these extensions with a libjpeg implementation

that does not support them will result in a "Bogus input colorspace" error.

Applications can trap this error in order to test whether run-time support is

available for the colorspace extensions.

 

When using the RGBX, BGRX, XBGR, and XRGB colorspaces during decompression, the

X byte is undefined, and in order to ensure the best performance, libjpeg-turbo

can set that byte to whatever value it wishes.  If an application expects the X

byte to be used as an alpha channel, then it should specify JCS_EXT_RGBA,

JCS_EXT_BGRA, JCS_EXT_ABGR, or JCS_EXT_ARGB.  When these colorspace constants
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are used, the X byte is guaranteed to be 0xFF, which is interpreted as opaque.

 

Your application can check for the existence of the alpha channel colorspace

extensions at compile time with:

 

 #ifdef JCS_ALPHA_EXTENSIONS

 

jcstest.c, located in the libjpeg-turbo source tree, demonstrates how to check

for the existence of the colorspace extensions at compile time and run time.

 

===================================

libjpeg v7 and v8 API/ABI Emulation

===================================

 

With libjpeg v7 and v8, new features were added that necessitated extending the

compression and decompression structures.  Unfortunately, due to the exposed

nature of those structures, extending them also necessitated breaking backward

ABI compatibility with previous libjpeg releases.  Thus, programs that were

built to use libjpeg v7 or v8 did not work with libjpeg-turbo, since it is

based on the libjpeg v6b code base.  Although libjpeg v7 and v8 are still not

as widely used as v6b, enough programs (including a few Linux distros) made

the switch that there was a demand to emulate the libjpeg v7 and v8 ABIs

in libjpeg-turbo.  It should be noted, however, that this feature was added

primarily so that applications that had already been compiled to use libjpeg

v7+ could take advantage of accelerated baseline JPEG encoding/decoding

without recompiling.  libjpeg-turbo does not claim to support all of the

libjpeg v7+ features, nor to produce identical output to libjpeg v7+ in all

cases (see below.)

 

By passing an argument of --with-jpeg7 or --with-jpeg8 to configure, or an

argument of -DWITH_JPEG7=1 or -DWITH_JPEG8=1 to cmake, you can build a version

of libjpeg-turbo that emulates the libjpeg v7 or v8 ABI, so that programs

that are built against libjpeg v7 or v8 can be run with libjpeg-turbo.  The

following section describes which libjpeg v7+ features are supported and which

aren't.

 

Support for libjpeg v7 and v8 Features:

---------------------------------------

 

Fully supported:

 

-- libjpeg: IDCT scaling extensions in decompressor

  libjpeg-turbo supports IDCT scaling with scaling factors of 1/8, 1/4, 3/8,

  1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 9/8, 5/4, 11/8, 3/2, 13/8, 7/4, 15/8, and 2/1 (only 1/4

  and 1/2 are SIMD-accelerated.)

 

-- libjpeg: arithmetic coding
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-- libjpeg: In-memory source and destination managers

  See notes below.

 

-- cjpeg: Separate quality settings for luminance and chrominance

  Note that the libpjeg v7+ API was extended to accommodate this feature only

  for convenience purposes.  It has always been possible to implement this

  feature with libjpeg v6b (see rdswitch.c for an example.)

 

-- cjpeg: 32-bit BMP support

 

-- cjpeg: -rgb option

 

-- jpegtran: lossless cropping

 

-- jpegtran: -perfect option

 

-- jpegtran: forcing width/height when performing lossless crop

 

-- rdjpgcom: -raw option

 

-- rdjpgcom: locale awareness

 

 

Not supported:

 

NOTE:  As of this writing, extensive research has been conducted into the

usefulness of DCT scaling as a means of data reduction and SmartScale as a

means of quality improvement.  The reader is invited to peruse the research at

http://www.libjpeg-turbo.org/About/SmartScale and draw his/her own conclusions,

but it is the general belief of our project that these features have not

demonstrated sufficient usefulness to justify inclusion in libjpeg-turbo.

 

-- libjpeg: DCT scaling in compressor

  cinfo.scale_num and cinfo.scale_denom are silently ignored.

  There is no technical reason why DCT scaling could not be supported when

  emulating the libjpeg v7+ API/ABI, but without the SmartScale extension (see

  below), only scaling factors of 1/2, 8/15, 4/7, 8/13, 2/3, 8/11, 4/5, and

  8/9 would be available, which is of limited usefulness.

 

-- libjpeg: SmartScale

  cinfo.block_size is silently ignored.

  SmartScale is an extension to the JPEG format that allows for DCT block

  sizes other than 8x8.  Providing support for this new format would be

  feasible (particularly without full acceleration.)  However, until/unless

  the format becomes either an official industry standard or, at minimum, an

  accepted solution in the community, we are hesitant to implement it, as

  there is no sense of whether or how it might change in the future.  It is

  our belief that SmartScale has not demonstrated sufficient usefulness as a
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  lossless format nor as a means of quality enhancement, and thus, our primary

  interest in providing this feature would be as a means of supporting

  additional DCT scaling factors.

 

-- libjpeg: Fancy downsampling in compressor

  cinfo.do_fancy_downsampling is silently ignored.

  This requires the DCT scaling feature, which is not supported.

 

-- jpegtran: Scaling

  This requires both the DCT scaling and SmartScale features, which are not

  supported.

 

-- Lossless RGB JPEG files

  This requires the SmartScale feature, which is not supported.

 

What About libjpeg v9?

----------------------

 

libjpeg v9 introduced yet another field to the JPEG compression structure

(color_transform), thus making the ABI backward incompatible with that of

libjpeg v8.  This new field was introduced solely for the purpose of supporting

lossless SmartScale encoding.  Further, there was actually no reason to extend

the API in this manner, as the color transform could have just as easily been

activated by way of a new JPEG colorspace constant, thus preserving backward

ABI compatibility.

 

Our research (see link above) has shown that lossless SmartScale does not

generally accomplish anything that can't already be accomplished better with

existing, standard lossless formats.  Thus, at this time, it is our belief that

there is not sufficient technical justification for software to upgrade from

libjpeg v8 to libjpeg v9, and therefore, not sufficient technical justification

for us to emulate the libjpeg v9 ABI.

 

=====================================

In-Memory Source/Destination Managers

=====================================

 

By default, libjpeg-turbo 1.3 and later includes the jpeg_mem_src() and

jpeg_mem_dest() functions, even when not emulating the libjpeg v8 API/ABI.

Previously, it was necessary to build libjpeg-turbo from source with libjpeg v8

API/ABI emulation in order to use the in-memory source/destination managers,

but several projects requested that those functions be included when emulating

the libjpeg v6b API/ABI as well.  This allows the use of those functions by

programs that need them without breaking ABI compatibility for programs that

don't, and it allows those functions to be provided in the "official"

libjpeg-turbo binaries.

 

Those who are concerned about maintaining strict conformance with the libjpeg
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v6b or v7 API can pass an argument of --without-mem-srcdst to configure or

an argument of -DWITH_MEM_SRCDST=0 to CMake prior to building libjpeg-turbo.

This will restore the pre-1.3 behavior, in which jpeg_mem_src() and

jpeg_mem_dest() are only included when emulating the libjpeg v8 API/ABI.

 

On Un*x systems, including the in-memory source/destination managers changes

the dynamic library version from 62.0.0 to 62.1.0 if using libjpeg v6b API/ABI

emulation and from 7.0.0 to 7.1.0 if using libjpeg v7 API/ABI emulation.

 

Note that, on most Un*x systems, the dynamic linker will not look for a

function in a library until that function is actually used.  Thus, if a program

is built against libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ and uses jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(),

that program will not fail if run against an older version of libjpeg-turbo or

against libjpeg v7- until the program actually tries to call jpeg_mem_src() or

jpeg_mem_dest().  Such is not the case on Windows.  If a program is built

against the libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ DLL and uses jpeg_mem_src() or jpeg_mem_dest(),

then it must use the libjpeg-turbo 1.3+ DLL at run time.

 

Both cjpeg and djpeg have been extended to allow testing the in-memory

source/destination manager functions.  See their respective man pages for more

details.

 

 

*******************************************************************************

**     Mathematical Compatibility

*******************************************************************************

 

For the most part, libjpeg-turbo should produce identical output to libjpeg

v6b.  The one exception to this is when using the floating point DCT/IDCT, in

which case the outputs of libjpeg v6b and libjpeg-turbo are not guaranteed to

be identical (the accuracy of the floating point DCT/IDCT is constant when

using libjpeg-turbo's SIMD extensions, but otherwise, it can depend heavily on

the compiler and compiler settings.)

 

While libjpeg-turbo does emulate the libjpeg v8 API/ABI, under the hood, it is

still using the same algorithms as libjpeg v6b, so there are several specific

cases in which libjpeg-turbo cannot be expected to produce the same output as

libjpeg v8:

 

-- When decompressing using scaling factors of 1/2 and 1/4, because libjpeg v8

  implements those scaling algorithms a bit differently than libjpeg v6b does,

  and libjpeg-turbo's SIMD extensions are based on the libjpeg v6b behavior.

 

-- When using chrominance subsampling, because libjpeg v8 implements this

  with its DCT/IDCT scaling algorithms rather than with a separate

  downsampling/upsampling algorithm.

 

-- When using the floating point IDCT, for the reasons stated above and also
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  because the floating point IDCT algorithm was modified in libjpeg v8a to

  improve accuracy.

 

-- When decompressing using a scaling factor > 1 and merged (AKA "non-fancy" or

  "non-smooth") chrominance upsampling, because libjpeg v8 does not support

  merged upsampling with scaling factors > 1.

 

 

*******************************************************************************

**     Performance Pitfalls

*******************************************************************************

 

===============

Restart Markers

===============

 

The optimized Huffman decoder in libjpeg-turbo does not handle restart markers

in a way that makes the rest of the libjpeg infrastructure happy, so it is

necessary to use the slow Huffman decoder when decompressing a JPEG image that

has restart markers.  This can cause the decompression performance to drop by

as much as 20%, but the performance will still be much greater than that of

libjpeg.  Many consumer packages, such as PhotoShop, use restart markers when

generating JPEG images, so images generated by those programs will experience

this issue.

 

===============================================

Fast Integer Forward DCT at High Quality Levels

===============================================

 

The algorithm used by the SIMD-accelerated quantization function cannot produce

correct results whenever the fast integer forward DCT is used along with a JPEG

quality of 98-100.  Thus, libjpeg-turbo must use the non-SIMD quantization

function in those cases.  This causes performance to drop by as much as 40%.

It is therefore strongly advised that you use the slow integer forward DCT

whenever encoding images with a JPEG quality of 98 or higher.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/README-

turbo.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdtrans.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.
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*

* This file contains library routines for transcoding decompression,

* that is, reading raw DCT coefficient arrays from an input JPEG file.

* The routines in jdapimin.c will also be needed by a transcoder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdtrans.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdphuff.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains Huffman entropy decoding routines for progressive JPEG.

*

* Much of the complexity here has to do with supporting input suspension.

* If the data source module demands suspension, we want to be able to back

* up to the start of the current MCU.  To do this, we copy state variables

* into local working storage, and update them back to the permanent

* storage only upon successful completion of an MCU.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdphuff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcmaster.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2003-2010 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains master control logic for the JPEG compressor.

* These routines are concerned with parameter validation, initial setup,

* and inter-pass control (determining the number of passes and the work

* to be done in each pass).

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcmaster.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrbmp.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in Microsoft "BMP"

* format (MS Windows 3.x and OS/2 1.x flavors).

* Either 8-bit colormapped or 24-bit full-color format can be written.

* No compression is supported.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*

* This code contributed by James Arthur Boucher.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrbmp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcapistd.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains application interface code for the compression half

* of the JPEG library.  These are the "standard" API routines that are

* used in the normal full-compression case.  They are not used by a

* transcoding-only application.  Note that if an application links in

* jpeg_start_compress, it will end up linking in the entire compressor.

* We thus must separate this file from jcapimin.c to avoid linking the

* whole compression library into a transcoder.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcapistd.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* transupp.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1997-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains declarations for image transformation routines and

* other utility code used by the jpegtran sample application.  These are

* NOT part of the core JPEG library.  But we keep these routines separate

* from jpegtran.c to ease the task of maintaining jpegtran-like programs

* that have other user interfaces.

*

* NOTE: all the routines declared here have very specific requirements

* about when they are to be executed during the reading and writing of the

* source and destination files.  See the comments in transupp.c, or see

* jpegtran.c for an example of correct usage.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/transupp.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jaricom.c

*

* Developed 1997-2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains probability estimation tables for common use in

* arithmetic entropy encoding and decoding routines.

*

* This data represents Table D.2 in the JPEG spec (ISO/IEC IS 10918-1

* and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.81) and Table 24 in the JBIG spec

* (ISO/IEC IS 11544 and CCITT Recommendation ITU-T T.82).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jaricom.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jpegcomp.h
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*

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* JPEG compatibility macros

* These declarations are considered internal to the JPEG library; most

* applications using the library shouldn't need to include this file.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jpegcomp.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdatasrc-tj.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2011 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains decompression data source routines for the case of

* reading JPEG data from memory or from a file (or any stdio stream).

* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,

* some will want to use a different source manager.

* IMPORTANT: we assume that fread() will correctly transcribe an array of

* JOCTETs from 8-bit-wide elements on external storage.  If char is wider

* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatasrc-tj.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jccolext.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009-2012, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains input colorspace conversion routines.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jccolext.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdatadst.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009-2012 by Guido Vollbeding.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2013, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains compression data destination routines for the case of

* emitting JPEG data to memory or to a file (or any stdio stream).

* While these routines are sufficient for most applications,

* some will want to use a different destination manager.

* IMPORTANT: we assume that fwrite() will correctly transcribe an array of

* JOCTETs into 8-bit-wide elements on external storage.  If char is wider

* than 8 bits on your machine, you may need to do some tweaking.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdatadst.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cderror.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file defines the error and message codes for the cjpeg/djpeg

* applications.  These strings are not needed as part of the JPEG library

* proper.

* Edit this file to add new codes, or to translate the message strings to

* some other language.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
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archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cderror.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

1.2.90 (1.3 beta1)

==================

 

[1] Added support for additional scaling factors (3/8, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, 9/8, 5/4,

11/8, 3/2, 13/8, 7/4, 15/8, and 2) when decompressing.  Note that the IDCT will

not be SIMD-accelerated when using any of these new scaling factors.

 

[2] The TurboJPEG dynamic library is now versioned.  It was not strictly

necessary to do so, because TurboJPEG uses versioned symbols, and if a function

changes in an ABI-incompatible way, that function is renamed and a legacy

function is provided to maintain backward compatibility.  However, certain

Linux distro maintainers will blindly reject any library that is not versioned,

so this was an attempt to make them happy.

 

[3] Extended the TurboJPEG Java API so that it can be used to compress a JPEG

image from and decompress a JPEG image to an arbitrary position in a large

image buffer.

 

[4] The tjDecompressToYUV() function now supports the TJFLAG_FASTDCT flag.

 

[5] The 32-bit supplementary package for amd64 Debian systems now provides

symlinks in /usr/lib/i386-linux-gnu for the TurboJPEG libraries in /usr/lib32.

This allows those libraries to be used on MultiArch-compatible systems (such as

Ubuntu 11 and later) without setting the linker path.

 

[6] The TurboJPEG Java wrapper should now find the JNI library on Mac systems

without having to pass -Djava.library.path=/usr/lib to java.

 

[7] TJBench has been ported to Java to provide a convenient way of validating

the performance of the TurboJPEG Java API.  It can be run with

'java -cp turbojpeg.jar TJBench'.

 

[8] cjpeg can now be used to generate JPEG files with the RGB colorspace

(feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

 

[9] The width and height in the -crop argument passed to jpegtran can now be

suffixed with "f" to indicate that, when the upper left corner of the cropping

region is automatically moved to the nearest iMCU boundary, the bottom right

corner should be moved by the same amount.  In other words, this feature causes

jpegtran to strictly honor the specified width/height rather than the specified

bottom right corner (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)

 

[10] JPEG files using the RGB colorspace can now be decompressed into grayscale

images (feature ported from jpeg-8d.)
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[11] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.1[7] whereby the build would fail with

multiple "Mismatch in operand sizes" errors when attempting to build the x86

SIMD code with NASM 0.98.

 

[12] The in-memory source/destination managers (jpeg_mem_src() and

jpeg_mem_dest()) are now included by default when building libjpeg-turbo with

libjpeg v6b or v7 emulation, so that programs can take advantage of these

functions without requiring the use of the backward-incompatible libjpeg v8

ABI.  The "age number" of the libjpeg-turbo library on Un*x systems has been

incremented by 1 to reflect this.  You can disable this feature with a

configure/CMake switch in order to retain strict API/ABI compatibility with the

libjpeg v6b or v7 API/ABI (or with previous versions of libjpeg-turbo.)  See

README-turbo.txt for more details.

 

[13] Added ARM v7s architecture to libjpeg.a and libturbojpeg.a in the official

libjpeg-turbo binary package for OS X, so that those libraries can be used to

build applications that leverage the faster CPUs in the iPhone 5 and iPad 4.

 

 

1.2.1

=====

 

[1] Creating or decoding a JPEG file that uses the RGB colorspace should now

properly work when the input or output colorspace is one of the libjpeg-turbo

colorspace extensions.

 

[2] When libjpeg-turbo was built without SIMD support and merged (non-fancy)

upsampling was used along with an alpha-enabled colorspace during

decompression, the unused byte of the decompressed pixels was not being set to

0xFF.  This has been fixed.  TJUnitTest has also been extended to test for the

correct behavior of the colorspace extensions when merged upsampling is used.

 

[3] Fixed a bug whereby the libjpeg-turbo SSE2 SIMD code would not preserve the

upper 64 bits of xmm6 and xmm7 on Win64 platforms, which violated the Win64

calling conventions.

 

[4] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.0[6] whereby decompressing corrupt JPEG

images (specifically, images in which the component count was erroneously set

to a large value) would cause libjpeg-turbo to segfault.

 

[5] Worked around a severe performance issue with "Bobcat" (AMD Embedded APU)

processors.  The MASKMOVDQU instruction, which was used by the libjpeg-turbo

SSE2 SIMD code, is apparently implemented in microcode on AMD processors, and

it is painfully slow on Bobcat processors in particular.  Eliminating the use

of this instruction improved performance by an order of magnitude on Bobcat

processors and by a small amount (typically 5%) on AMD desktop processors.

 

[6] Added SIMD acceleration for performing 4:2:2 upsampling on NEON-capable ARM
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platforms.  This speeds up the decompression of 4:2:2 JPEGs by 20-25% on such

platforms.

 

[7] Fixed a regression caused by 1.2.0[2] whereby, on Linux/x86 platforms

running the 32-bit SSE2 SIMD code in libjpeg-turbo, decompressing a 4:2:0 or

4:2:2 JPEG image into a 32-bit (RGBX, BGRX, etc.) buffer without using fancy

upsampling would produce several incorrect columns of pixels at the right-hand

side of the output image if each row in the output image was not evenly

divisible by 16 bytes.

 

[8] Fixed an issue whereby attempting to build the SIMD extensions with Xcode

4.3 on OS X platforms would cause NASM to return numerous errors of the form

"'%define' expects a macro identifier".

 

[9] Added flags to the TurboJPEG API that allow the caller to force the use of

either the fast or the accurate DCT/IDCT algorithms in the underlying codec.

 

 

1.2.0

=====

 

[1] Fixed build issue with YASM on Unix systems (the libjpeg-turbo build system

was not adding the current directory to the assembler include path, so YASM

was not able to find jsimdcfg.inc.)

 

[2] Fixed out-of-bounds read in SSE2 SIMD code that occurred when decompressing

a JPEG image to a bitmap buffer whose size was not a multiple of 16 bytes.

This was more of an annoyance than an actual bug, since it did not cause any

actual run-time problems, but the issue showed up when running libjpeg-turbo in

valgrind.  See http://crbug.com/72399 for more information.

 

[3] Added a compile-time macro (LIBJPEG_TURBO_VERSION) that can be used to

check the version of libjpeg-turbo against which an application was compiled.

 

[4] Added new RGBA/BGRA/ABGR/ARGB colorspace extension constants (libjpeg API)

and pixel formats (TurboJPEG API), which allow applications to specify that,

when decompressing to a 4-component RGB buffer, the unused byte should be set

to 0xFF so that it can be interpreted as an opaque alpha channel.

 

[5] Fixed regression issue whereby DevIL failed to build against libjpeg-turbo

because libjpeg-turbo's distributed version of jconfig.h contained an INLINE

macro, which conflicted with a similar macro in DevIL.  This macro is used only

internally when building libjpeg-turbo, so it was moved into config.h.

 

[6] libjpeg-turbo will now correctly decompress erroneous CMYK/YCCK JPEGs whose

K component is assigned a component ID of 1 instead of 4.  Although these files

are in violation of the spec, other JPEG implementations handle them

correctly.
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[7] Added ARM v6 and ARM v7 architectures to libjpeg.a and libturbojpeg.a in

the official libjpeg-turbo binary package for OS X, so that those libraries can

be used to build both OS X and iOS applications.

 

 

1.1.90 (1.2 beta1)

==================

 

[1] Added a Java wrapper for the TurboJPEG API.  See java/README for more

details.

 

[2] The TurboJPEG API can now be used to scale down images during

decompression.

 

[3] Added SIMD routines for RGB-to-grayscale color conversion, which

significantly improves the performance of grayscale JPEG compression from an

RGB source image.

 

[4] Improved the performance of the C color conversion routines, which are used

on platforms for which SIMD acceleration is not available.

 

[5] Added a function to the TurboJPEG API that performs lossless transforms.

This function is implemented using the same back end as jpegtran, but it

performs transcoding entirely in memory and allows multiple transforms and/or

crop operations to be batched together, so the source coefficients only need to

be read once.  This is useful when generating image tiles from a single source

JPEG.

 

[6] Added tests for the new TurboJPEG scaled decompression and lossless

transform features to tjbench (the TurboJPEG benchmark, formerly called

"jpgtest".)

 

[7] Added support for 4:4:0 (transposed 4:2:2) subsampling in TurboJPEG, which

was necessary in order for it to read 4:2:2 JPEG files that had been losslessly

transposed or rotated 90 degrees.

 

[8] All legacy VirtualGL code has been re-factored, and this has allowed

libjpeg-turbo, in its entirety, to be re-licensed under a BSD-style license.

 

[9] libjpeg-turbo can now be built with YASM.

 

[10] Added SIMD acceleration for ARM Linux and iOS platforms that support

NEON instructions.

 

[11] Refactored the TurboJPEG C API and documented it using Doxygen.  The

TurboJPEG 1.2 API uses pixel formats to define the size and component order of

the uncompressed source/destination images, and it includes a more efficient
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version of TJBUFSIZE() that computes a worst-case JPEG size based on the level

of chrominance subsampling.  The refactored implementation of the TurboJPEG API

now uses the libjpeg memory source and destination managers, which allows the

TurboJPEG compressor to grow the JPEG buffer as necessary.

 

[12] Eliminated errors in the output of jpegtran on Windows that occurred when

the application was invoked using I/O redirection

(jpegtran <input.jpg >output.jpg).

 

[13] The inclusion of libjpeg v7 and v8 emulation as well as arithmetic coding

support in libjpeg-turbo v1.1.0 introduced several new error constants in

jerror.h, and these were mistakenly enabled for all emulation modes, causing

the error enum in libjpeg-turbo to sometimes have different values than the

same enum in libjpeg.  This represents an ABI incompatibility, and it caused

problems with rare applications that took specific action based on a particular

error value.  The fix was to include the new error constants conditionally

based on whether libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation was enabled.

 

[14] Fixed an issue whereby Windows applications that used libjpeg-turbo would

fail to compile if the Windows system headers were included before jpeglib.h.

This issue was caused by a conflict in the definition of the INT32 type.

 

[15] Fixed 32-bit supplementary package for amd64 Debian systems, which was

broken by enhancements to the packaging system in 1.1.

 

[16] When decompressing a JPEG image using an output colorspace of

JCS_EXT_RGBX, JCS_EXT_BGRX, JCS_EXT_XBGR, or JCS_EXT_XRGB, libjpeg-turbo will

now set the unused byte to 0xFF, which allows applications to interpret that

byte as an alpha channel (0xFF = opaque).

 

 

1.1.1

=====

 

[1] Fixed a 1-pixel error in row 0, column 21 of the luminance plane generated

by tjEncodeYUV().

 

[2] libjpeg-turbo's accelerated Huffman decoder previously ignored unexpected

markers found in the middle of the JPEG data stream during decompression.  It

will now hand off decoding of a particular block to the unaccelerated Huffman

decoder if an unexpected marker is found, so that the unaccelerated Huffman

decoder can generate an appropriate warning.

 

[3] Older versions of MinGW64 prefixed symbol names with underscores by

default, which differed from the behavior of 64-bit Visual C++.  MinGW64 1.0

has adopted the behavior of 64-bit Visual C++ as the default, so to accommodate

this, the libjpeg-turbo SIMD function names are no longer prefixed with an

underscore when building with MinGW64.  This means that, when building
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libjpeg-turbo with older versions of MinGW64, you will now have to add

-fno-leading-underscore to the CFLAGS.

 

[4] Fixed a regression bug in the NSIS script that caused the Windows installer

build to fail when using the Visual Studio IDE.

 

[5] Fixed a bug in jpeg_read_coefficients() whereby it would not initialize

cinfo->image_width and cinfo->image_height if libjpeg v7 or v8 emulation was

enabled.  This specifically caused the jpegoptim program to fail if it was

linked against a version of libjpeg-turbo that was built with libjpeg v7 or v8

emulation.

 

[6] Eliminated excessive I/O overhead that occurred when reading BMP files in

cjpeg.

 

[7] Eliminated errors in the output of cjpeg on Windows that occurred when the

application was invoked using I/O redirection (cjpeg <inputfile >output.jpg).

 

 

1.1.0

=====

 

[1] The algorithm used by the SIMD quantization function cannot produce correct

results when the JPEG quality is >= 98 and the fast integer forward DCT is

used.  Thus, the non-SIMD quantization function is now used for those cases,

and libjpeg-turbo should now produce identical output to libjpeg v6b in all

cases.

 

[2] Despite the above, the fast integer forward DCT still degrades somewhat for

JPEG qualities greater than 95, so the TurboJPEG wrapper will now automatically

use the slow integer forward DCT when generating JPEG images of quality 96 or

greater.  This reduces compression performance by as much as 15% for these

high-quality images but is necessary to ensure that the images are perceptually

lossless.  It also ensures that the library can avoid the performance pitfall

created by [1].

 

[3] Ported jpgtest.cxx to pure C to avoid the need for a C++ compiler.

 

[4] Fixed visual artifacts in grayscale JPEG compression caused by a typo in

the RGB-to-luminance lookup tables.

 

[5] The Windows distribution packages now include the libjpeg run-time programs

(cjpeg, etc.)

 

[6] All packages now include jpgtest.

 

[7] The TurboJPEG dynamic library now uses versioned symbols.
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[8] Added two new TurboJPEG API functions, tjEncodeYUV() and

tjDecompressToYUV(), to replace the somewhat hackish TJ_YUV flag.

 

 

1.0.90 (1.1 beta1)

==================

 

[1] Added emulation of the libjpeg v7 and v8 APIs and ABIs.  See

README-turbo.txt for more details.  This feature was sponsored by CamTrace SAS.

 

[2] Created a new CMake-based build system for the Visual C++ and MinGW builds.

 

[3] Grayscale bitmaps can now be compressed from/decompressed to using the

TurboJPEG API.

 

[4] jpgtest can now be used to test decompression performance with existing

JPEG images.

 

[5] If the default install prefix (/opt/libjpeg-turbo) is used, then

'make install' now creates /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib32 and

/opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib64 sym links to duplicate the behavior of the binary

packages.

 

[6] All symbols in the libjpeg-turbo dynamic library are now versioned, even

when the library is built with libjpeg v6b emulation.

 

[7] Added arithmetic encoding and decoding support (can be disabled with

configure or CMake options)

 

[8] Added a TJ_YUV flag to the TurboJPEG API, which causes both the compressor

and decompressor to output planar YUV images.

 

[9] Added an extended version of tjDecompressHeader() to the TurboJPEG API,

which allows the caller to determine the type of subsampling used in a JPEG

image.

 

[10] Added further protections against invalid Huffman codes.

 

 

1.0.1

=====

 

[1] The Huffman decoder will now handle erroneous Huffman codes (for instance,

from a corrupt JPEG image.)  Previously, these would cause libjpeg-turbo to

crash under certain circumstances.

 

[2] Fixed typo in SIMD dispatch routines that was causing 4:2:2 upsampling to

be used instead of 4:2:0 when decompressing JPEG images using SSE2 code.
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[3] configure script will now automatically determine whether the

INCOMPLETE_TYPES_BROKEN macro should be defined.

 

 

1.0.0

=====

 

[1] 2983700: Further FreeBSD build tweaks (no longer necessary to specify

--host when configuring on a 64-bit system)

 

[2] Created symlinks in the Unix/Linux packages so that the TurboJPEG

include file can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/include, the 32-bit

static libraries can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib32, and the

64-bit static libraries can always be found in /opt/libjpeg-turbo/lib64.

 

[3] The Unix/Linux distribution packages now include the libjpeg run-time

programs (cjpeg, etc.) and man pages.

 

[4] Created a 32-bit supplementary package for amd64 Debian systems, which

contains just the 32-bit libjpeg-turbo libraries.

 

[5] Moved the libraries from */lib32 to */lib in the i386 Debian package.

 

[6] Include distribution package for Cygwin

 

[7] No longer necessary to specify --without-simd on non-x86 architectures, and

unit tests now work on those architectures.

 

 

0.0.93

======

 

[1] 2982659, Fixed x86-64 build on FreeBSD systems

 

[2] 2988188: Added support for Windows 64-bit systems

 

 

0.0.91

======

 

[1] Added documentation to .deb packages

 

[2] 2968313: Fixed data corruption issues when decompressing large JPEG images

and/or using buffered I/O with the libjpeg-turbo decompressor

 

 

0.0.90
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======

 

Initial release

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/ChangeLog.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jsimd_i386.c

*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander

*

* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

*

* This file contains the interface between the "normal" portions

* of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on a

* 32-bit x86 architecture.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jsimd_i386.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdmainct.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the main buffer controller for decompression.

* The main buffer lies between the JPEG decompressor proper and the

* post-processor; it holds downsampled data in the JPEG colorspace.

*

* Note that this code is bypassed in raw-data mode, since the application

* supplies the equivalent of the main buffer in that case.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdmainct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jinclude.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1994, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file exists to provide a single place to fix any problems with

* including the wrong system include files.  (Common problems are taken

* care of by the standard jconfig symbols, but on really weird systems

* you may have to edit this file.)

*

* NOTE: this file is NOT intended to be included by applications using the

* JPEG library.  Most applications need only include jpeglib.h.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jinclude.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdgif.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to read input images in GIF format.

*

*****************************************************************************

* NOTE: to avoid entanglements with Unisys' patent on LZW compression,      *

* the ability to read GIF files has been removed from the IJG distribution. *

* Sorry about that.                                                         *

*****************************************************************************

*

* We are required to state that

*    "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

*    CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

*    CompuServe Incorporated."

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-
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archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdgif.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* simd/jsimd.h

*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright 2011 D. R. Commander

*

* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jsimd.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* rdswitch.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to process some of cjpeg's more complicated

* command-line switches.  Switches processed here are:

*	-qtables file		Read quantization tables from text file

*	-scans file		Read scan script from text file

*	-quality N[,N,...]	Set quality ratings

*	-qslots N[,N,...]	Set component quantization table selectors

*	-sample HxV[,HxV,...]	Set component sampling factors

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/rdswitch.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

;

; jcolsamp.inc - private declarations for color conversion & up/downsampling

;

; Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

;
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; Based on

; x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library

; Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

;

; [TAB8]

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

; pseudo-resisters to make ordering of RGB configurable

;

%if RGB_RED == 0

%define  mmA  mm0

%define  mmB  mm1

%define xmmA xmm0

%define xmmB xmm1

%elif RGB_GREEN == 0

%define  mmA  mm2

%define  mmB  mm3

%define xmmA xmm2

%define xmmB xmm3

%elif RGB_BLUE == 0

%define  mmA  mm4

%define  mmB  mm5

%define xmmA xmm4

%define xmmB xmm5

%else

%define  mmA  mm6

%define  mmB  mm7

%define xmmA xmm6

%define xmmB xmm7

%endif

 

%if RGB_RED == 1

%define  mmC  mm0

%define  mmD  mm1

%define xmmC xmm0

%define xmmD xmm1

%elif RGB_GREEN == 1

%define  mmC  mm2

%define  mmD  mm3

%define xmmC xmm2

%define xmmD xmm3

%elif RGB_BLUE == 1

%define  mmC  mm4

%define  mmD  mm5

%define xmmC xmm4

%define xmmD xmm5
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%else

%define  mmC  mm6

%define  mmD  mm7

%define xmmC xmm6

%define xmmD xmm7

%endif

 

%if RGB_RED == 2

%define  mmE  mm0

%define  mmF  mm1

%define xmmE xmm0

%define xmmF xmm1

%elif RGB_GREEN == 2

%define  mmE  mm2

%define  mmF  mm3

%define xmmE xmm2

%define xmmF xmm3

%elif RGB_BLUE == 2

%define  mmE  mm4

%define  mmF  mm5

%define xmmE xmm4

%define xmmF xmm5

%else

%define  mmE  mm6

%define  mmF  mm7

%define xmmE xmm6

%define xmmF xmm7

%endif

 

%if RGB_RED == 3

%define  mmG  mm0

%define  mmH  mm1

%define xmmG xmm0

%define xmmH xmm1

%elif RGB_GREEN == 3

%define  mmG  mm2

%define  mmH  mm3

%define xmmG xmm2

%define xmmH xmm3

%elif RGB_BLUE == 3

%define  mmG  mm4

%define  mmH  mm5

%define xmmG xmm4

%define xmmH xmm5

%else

%define  mmG  mm6

%define  mmH  mm7

%define xmmG xmm6
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%define xmmH xmm7

%endif

 

; --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcolsamp.inc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrtarga.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in Targa format.

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*

* Based on code contributed by Lee Daniel Crocker.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrtarga.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrgif.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in GIF format.

*

**************************************************************************

* NOTE: to avoid entanglements with Unisys' patent on LZW compression,   *

* this code has been modified to output "uncompressed GIF" files.        *

* There is no trace of the LZW algorithm in this file.                   *

**************************************************************************

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or
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* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*/

/*

* This code is loosely based on ppmtogif from the PBMPLUS distribution

* of Feb. 1991.  That file contains the following copyright notice:

*    Based on GIFENCODE by David Rowley <mgardi@watdscu.waterloo.edu>.

*    Lempel-Ziv compression based on "compress" by Spencer W. Thomas et al.

*    Copyright (C) 1989 by Jef Poskanzer.

*    Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

*    documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

*    that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

*    copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

*    documentation.  This software is provided "as is" without express or

*    implied warranty.

*

* We are also required to state that

*    "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

*    CompuServe Incorporated. GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

*    CompuServe Incorporated."

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrgif.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

USING THE IJG JPEG LIBRARY

 

This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

Copyright (C) 1994-2011, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

Modifications:

Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

 

 

This file describes how to use the IJG JPEG library within an application

program.  Read it if you want to write a program that uses the library.

 

The file example.c provides heavily commented skeleton code for calling the

JPEG library.  Also see jpeglib.h (the include file to be used by application

programs) for full details about data structures and function parameter lists.

The library source code, of course, is the ultimate reference.

 

Note that there have been *major* changes from the application interface

presented by IJG version 4 and earlier versions.  The old design had several

inherent limitations, and it had accumulated a lot of cruft as we added

features while trying to minimize application-interface changes.  We have
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sacrificed backward compatibility in the version 5 rewrite, but we think the

improvements justify this.

 

 

TABLE OF CONTENTS

-----------------

 

Overview:

	Functions provided by the library

	Outline of typical usage

Basic library usage:

	Data formats

	Compression details

	Decompression details

	Mechanics of usage: include files, linking, etc

Advanced features:

	Compression parameter selection

	Decompression parameter selection

	Special color spaces

	Error handling

	Compressed data handling (source and destination managers)

	I/O suspension

	Progressive JPEG support

	Buffered-image mode

	Abbreviated datastreams and multiple images

	Special markers

	Raw (downsampled) image data

	Really raw data: DCT coefficients

	Progress monitoring

	Memory management

	Memory usage

	Library compile-time options

	Portability considerations

	Notes for MS-DOS implementors

 

You should read at least the overview and basic usage sections before trying

to program with the library.  The sections on advanced features can be read

if and when you need them.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

Functions provided by the library

---------------------------------

 

The IJG JPEG library provides C code to read and write JPEG-compressed image

files.  The surrounding application program receives or supplies image data a
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scanline at a time, using a straightforward uncompressed image format.  All

details of color conversion and other preprocessing/postprocessing can be

handled by the library.

 

The library includes a substantial amount of code that is not covered by the

JPEG standard but is necessary for typical applications of JPEG.  These

functions preprocess the image before JPEG compression or postprocess it after

decompression.  They include colorspace conversion, downsampling/upsampling,

and color quantization.  The application indirectly selects use of this code

by specifying the format in which it wishes to supply or receive image data.

For example, if colormapped output is requested, then the decompression

library automatically invokes color quantization.

 

A wide range of quality vs. speed tradeoffs are possible in JPEG processing,

and even more so in decompression postprocessing.  The decompression library

provides multiple implementations that cover most of the useful tradeoffs,

ranging from very-high-quality down to fast-preview operation.  On the

compression side we have generally not provided low-quality choices, since

compression is normally less time-critical.  It should be understood that the

low-quality modes may not meet the JPEG standard's accuracy requirements;

nonetheless, they are useful for viewers.

 

A word about functions *not* provided by the library.  We handle a subset of

the ISO JPEG standard; most baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

JPEG processes are supported.  (Our subset includes all features now in common

use.)  Unsupported ISO options include:

	* Hierarchical storage

	* Lossless JPEG

	* DNL marker

	* Nonintegral subsampling ratios

We support both 8- and 12-bit data precision, but this is a compile-time

choice rather than a run-time choice; hence it is difficult to use both

precisions in a single application.

 

By itself, the library handles only interchange JPEG datastreams --- in

particular the widely used JFIF file format.  The library can be used by

surrounding code to process interchange or abbreviated JPEG datastreams that

are embedded in more complex file formats.  (For example, this library is

used by the free LIBTIFF library to support JPEG compression in TIFF.)

 

 

Outline of typical usage

------------------------

 

The rough outline of a JPEG compression operation is:

 

	Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object

	Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file)
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	Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace

	jpeg_start_compress(...);

	while (scan lines remain to be written)

		jpeg_write_scanlines(...);

	jpeg_finish_compress(...);

	Release the JPEG compression object

 

A JPEG compression object holds parameters and working state for the JPEG

library.  We make creation/destruction of the object separate from starting

or finishing compression of an image; the same object can be re-used for a

series of image compression operations.  This makes it easy to re-use the

same parameter settings for a sequence of images.  Re-use of a JPEG object

also has important implications for processing abbreviated JPEG datastreams,

as discussed later.

 

The image data to be compressed is supplied to jpeg_write_scanlines() from

in-memory buffers.  If the application is doing file-to-file compression,

reading image data from the source file is the application's responsibility.

The library emits compressed data by calling a "data destination manager",

which typically will write the data into a file; but the application can

provide its own destination manager to do something else.

 

Similarly, the rough outline of a JPEG decompression operation is:

 

	Allocate and initialize a JPEG decompression object

	Specify the source of the compressed data (eg, a file)

	Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info

	Set parameters for decompression

	jpeg_start_decompress(...);

	while (scan lines remain to be read)

		jpeg_read_scanlines(...);

	jpeg_finish_decompress(...);

	Release the JPEG decompression object

 

This is comparable to the compression outline except that reading the

datastream header is a separate step.  This is helpful because information

about the image's size, colorspace, etc is available when the application

selects decompression parameters.  For example, the application can choose an

output scaling ratio that will fit the image into the available screen size.

 

The decompression library obtains compressed data by calling a data source

manager, which typically will read the data from a file; but other behaviors

can be obtained with a custom source manager.  Decompressed data is delivered

into in-memory buffers passed to jpeg_read_scanlines().

 

It is possible to abort an incomplete compression or decompression operation

by calling jpeg_abort(); or, if you do not need to retain the JPEG object,

simply release it by calling jpeg_destroy().
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JPEG compression and decompression objects are two separate struct types.

However, they share some common fields, and certain routines such as

jpeg_destroy() can work on either type of object.

 

The JPEG library has no static variables: all state is in the compression

or decompression object.  Therefore it is possible to process multiple

compression and decompression operations concurrently, using multiple JPEG

objects.

 

Both compression and decompression can be done in an incremental memory-to-

memory fashion, if suitable source/destination managers are used.  See the

section on "I/O suspension" for more details.

 

 

BASIC LIBRARY USAGE

===================

 

Data formats

------------

 

Before diving into procedural details, it is helpful to understand the

image data format that the JPEG library expects or returns.

 

The standard input image format is a rectangular array of pixels, with each

pixel having the same number of "component" or "sample" values (color

channels).  You must specify how many components there are and the colorspace

interpretation of the components.  Most applications will use RGB data

(three components per pixel) or grayscale data (one component per pixel).

PLEASE NOTE THAT RGB DATA IS THREE SAMPLES PER PIXEL, GRAYSCALE ONLY ONE.

A remarkable number of people manage to miss this, only to find that their

programs don't work with grayscale JPEG files.

 

There is no provision for colormapped input.  JPEG files are always full-color

or full grayscale (or sometimes another colorspace such as CMYK).  You can

feed in a colormapped image by expanding it to full-color format.  However

JPEG often doesn't work very well with source data that has been colormapped,

because of dithering noise.  This is discussed in more detail in the JPEG FAQ

and the other references mentioned in the README file.

 

Pixels are stored by scanlines, with each scanline running from left to

right.  The component values for each pixel are adjacent in the row; for

example, R,G,B,R,G,B,R,G,B,... for 24-bit RGB color.  Each scanline is an

array of data type JSAMPLE --- which is typically "unsigned char", unless

you've changed jmorecfg.h.  (You can also change the RGB pixel layout, say

to B,G,R order, by modifying jmorecfg.h.  But see the restrictions listed in

that file before doing so.)
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A 2-D array of pixels is formed by making a list of pointers to the starts of

scanlines; so the scanlines need not be physically adjacent in memory.  Even

if you process just one scanline at a time, you must make a one-element

pointer array to conform to this structure.  Pointers to JSAMPLE rows are of

type JSAMPROW, and the pointer to the pointer array is of type JSAMPARRAY.

 

The library accepts or supplies one or more complete scanlines per call.

It is not possible to process part of a row at a time.  Scanlines are always

processed top-to-bottom.  You can process an entire image in one call if you

have it all in memory, but usually it's simplest to process one scanline at

a time.

 

For best results, source data values should have the precision specified by

BITS_IN_JSAMPLE (normally 8 bits).  For instance, if you choose to compress

data that's only 6 bits/channel, you should left-justify each value in a

byte before passing it to the compressor.  If you need to compress data

that has more than 8 bits/channel, compile with BITS_IN_JSAMPLE = 12.

(See "Library compile-time options", later.)

 

 

The data format returned by the decompressor is the same in all details,

except that colormapped output is supported.  (Again, a JPEG file is never

colormapped.  But you can ask the decompressor to perform on-the-fly color

quantization to deliver colormapped output.)  If you request colormapped

output then the returned data array contains a single JSAMPLE per pixel;

its value is an index into a color map.  The color map is represented as

a 2-D JSAMPARRAY in which each row holds the values of one color component,

that is, colormap[i][j] is the value of the i'th color component for pixel

value (map index) j.  Note that since the colormap indexes are stored in

JSAMPLEs, the maximum number of colors is limited by the size of JSAMPLE

(ie, at most 256 colors for an 8-bit JPEG library).

 

 

Compression details

-------------------

 

Here we revisit the JPEG compression outline given in the overview.

 

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG compression object.

 

A JPEG compression object is a "struct jpeg_compress_struct".  (It also has

a bunch of subsidiary structures which are allocated via malloc(), but the

application doesn't control those directly.)  This struct can be just a local

variable in the calling routine, if a single routine is going to execute the

whole JPEG compression sequence.  Otherwise it can be static or allocated

from malloc().

 

You will also need a structure representing a JPEG error handler.  The part
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of this that the library cares about is a "struct jpeg_error_mgr".  If you

are providing your own error handler, you'll typically want to embed the

jpeg_error_mgr struct in a larger structure; this is discussed later under

"Error handling".  For now we'll assume you are just using the default error

handler.  The default error handler will print JPEG error/warning messages

on stderr, and it will call exit() if a fatal error occurs.

 

You must initialize the error handler structure, store a pointer to it into

the JPEG object's "err" field, and then call jpeg_create_compress() to

initialize the rest of the JPEG object.

 

Typical code for this step, if you are using the default error handler, is

 

	struct jpeg_compress_struct cinfo;

	struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;

	...

	cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);

	jpeg_create_compress(&cinfo);

 

jpeg_create_compress allocates a small amount of memory, so it could fail

if you are out of memory.  In that case it will exit via the error handler;

that's why the error handler must be initialized first.

 

 

2. Specify the destination for the compressed data (eg, a file).

 

As previously mentioned, the JPEG library delivers compressed data to a

"data destination" module.  The library includes one data destination

module which knows how to write to a stdio stream.  You can use your own

destination module if you want to do something else, as discussed later.

 

If you use the standard destination module, you must open the target stdio

stream beforehand.  Typical code for this step looks like:

 

	FILE * outfile;

	...

	if ((outfile = fopen(filename, "wb")) == NULL) {

	    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);

	    exit(1);

	}

	jpeg_stdio_dest(&cinfo, outfile);

 

where the last line invokes the standard destination module.

 

WARNING: it is critical that the binary compressed data be delivered to the

output file unchanged.  On non-Unix systems the stdio library may perform

newline translation or otherwise corrupt binary data.  To suppress this

behavior, you may need to use a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use
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setmode() or another routine to put the stdio stream in binary mode.  See

cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that has been found to work on many systems.

 

You can select the data destination after setting other parameters (step 3),

if that's more convenient.  You may not change the destination between

calling jpeg_start_compress() and jpeg_finish_compress().

 

 

3. Set parameters for compression, including image size & colorspace.

 

You must supply information about the source image by setting the following

fields in the JPEG object (cinfo structure):

 

	image_width		Width of image, in pixels

	image_height		Height of image, in pixels

	input_components	Number of color channels (samples per pixel)

	in_color_space		Color space of source image

 

The image dimensions are, hopefully, obvious.  JPEG supports image dimensions

of 1 to 64K pixels in either direction.  The input color space is typically

RGB or grayscale, and input_components is 3 or 1 accordingly.  (See "Special

color spaces", later, for more info.)  The in_color_space field must be

assigned one of the J_COLOR_SPACE enum constants, typically JCS_RGB or

JCS_GRAYSCALE.

 

JPEG has a large number of compression parameters that determine how the

image is encoded.  Most applications don't need or want to know about all

these parameters.  You can set all the parameters to reasonable defaults by

calling jpeg_set_defaults(); then, if there are particular values you want

to change, you can do so after that.  The "Compression parameter selection"

section tells about all the parameters.

 

You must set in_color_space correctly before calling jpeg_set_defaults(),

because the defaults depend on the source image colorspace.  However the

other three source image parameters need not be valid until you call

jpeg_start_compress().  There's no harm in calling jpeg_set_defaults() more

than once, if that happens to be convenient.

 

Typical code for a 24-bit RGB source image is

 

	cinfo.image_width = Width; 	/* image width and height, in pixels */

	cinfo.image_height = Height;

	cinfo.input_components = 3;	/* # of color components per pixel */

	cinfo.in_color_space = JCS_RGB; /* colorspace of input image */

 

	jpeg_set_defaults(&cinfo);

	/* Make optional parameter settings here */
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4. jpeg_start_compress(...);

 

After you have established the data destination and set all the necessary

source image info and other parameters, call jpeg_start_compress() to begin

a compression cycle.  This will initialize internal state, allocate working

storage, and emit the first few bytes of the JPEG datastream header.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, TRUE);

 

The "TRUE" parameter ensures that a complete JPEG interchange datastream

will be written.  This is appropriate in most cases.  If you think you might

want to use an abbreviated datastream, read the section on abbreviated

datastreams, below.

 

Once you have called jpeg_start_compress(), you may not alter any JPEG

parameters or other fields of the JPEG object until you have completed

the compression cycle.

 

 

5. while (scan lines remain to be written)

	jpeg_write_scanlines(...);

 

Now write all the required image data by calling jpeg_write_scanlines()

one or more times.  You can pass one or more scanlines in each call, up

to the total image height.  In most applications it is convenient to pass

just one or a few scanlines at a time.  The expected format for the passed

data is discussed under "Data formats", above.

 

Image data should be written in top-to-bottom scanline order.  The JPEG spec

contains some weasel wording about how top and bottom are application-defined

terms (a curious interpretation of the English language...) but if you want

your files to be compatible with everyone else's, you WILL use top-to-bottom

order.  If the source data must be read in bottom-to-top order, you can use

the JPEG library's virtual array mechanism to invert the data efficiently.

Examples of this can be found in the sample application cjpeg.

 

The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines written so far

in the next_scanline field of the JPEG object.  Usually you can just use

this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like

"while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height)".

 

Code for this step depends heavily on the way that you store the source data.

example.c shows the following code for the case of a full-size 2-D source

array containing 3-byte RGB pixels:
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	JSAMPROW row_pointer[1];	/* pointer to a single row */

	int row_stride;			/* physical row width in buffer */

 

	row_stride = image_width * 3;	/* JSAMPLEs per row in image_buffer */

 

	while (cinfo.next_scanline < cinfo.image_height) {

	    row_pointer[0] = & image_buffer[cinfo.next_scanline * row_stride];

	    jpeg_write_scanlines(&cinfo, row_pointer, 1);

	}

 

jpeg_write_scanlines() returns the number of scanlines actually written.

This will normally be equal to the number passed in, so you can usually

ignore the return value.  It is different in just two cases:

 * If you try to write more scanlines than the declared image height,

   the additional scanlines are ignored.

 * If you use a suspending data destination manager, output buffer overrun

   will cause the compressor to return before accepting all the passed lines.

   This feature is discussed under "I/O suspension", below.  The normal

   stdio destination manager will NOT cause this to happen.

In any case, the return value is the same as the change in the value of

next_scanline.

 

 

6. jpeg_finish_compress(...);

 

After all the image data has been written, call jpeg_finish_compress() to

complete the compression cycle.  This step is ESSENTIAL to ensure that the

last bufferload of data is written to the data destination.

jpeg_finish_compress() also releases working memory associated with the JPEG

object.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);

 

If using the stdio destination manager, don't forget to close the output

stdio stream (if necessary) afterwards.

 

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as Huffman code

optimization, jpeg_finish_compress() will perform the additional passes using

data buffered by the first pass.  In this case jpeg_finish_compress() may take

quite a while to complete.  With the default compression parameters, this will

not happen.

 

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_compress() before writing the necessary

total number of scanlines.  If you wish to abort compression, call

jpeg_abort() as discussed below.
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After completing a compression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object

as discussed next, or you may use it to compress another image.  In that case

return to step 2, 3, or 4 as appropriate.  If you do not change the

destination manager, the new datastream will be written to the same target.

If you do not change any JPEG parameters, the new datastream will be written

with the same parameters as before.  Note that you can change the input image

dimensions freely between cycles, but if you change the input colorspace, you

should call jpeg_set_defaults() to adjust for the new colorspace; and then

you'll need to repeat all of step 3.

 

 

7. Release the JPEG compression object.

 

When you are done with a JPEG compression object, destroy it by calling

jpeg_destroy_compress().  This will free all subsidiary memory (regardless of

the previous state of the object).  Or you can call jpeg_destroy(), which

works for either compression or decompression objects --- this may be more

convenient if you are sharing code between compression and decompression

cases.  (Actually, these routines are equivalent except for the declared type

of the passed pointer.  To avoid gripes from ANSI C compilers, jpeg_destroy()

should be passed a j_common_ptr.)

 

If you allocated the jpeg_compress_struct structure from malloc(), freeing

it is your responsibility --- jpeg_destroy() won't.  Ditto for the error

handler structure.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_destroy_compress(&cinfo);

 

 

8. Aborting.

 

If you decide to abort a compression cycle before finishing, you can clean up

in either of two ways:

 

* If you don't need the JPEG object any more, just call

 jpeg_destroy_compress() or jpeg_destroy() to release memory.  This is

 legitimate at any point after calling jpeg_create_compress() --- in fact,

 it's safe even if jpeg_create_compress() fails.

 

* If you want to re-use the JPEG object, call jpeg_abort_compress(), or call

 jpeg_abort() which works on both compression and decompression objects.

 This will return the object to an idle state, releasing any working memory.

 jpeg_abort() is allowed at any time after successful object creation.

 

Note that cleaning up the data destination, if required, is your

responsibility; neither of these routines will call term_destination().
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(See "Compressed data handling", below, for more about that.)

 

jpeg_destroy() and jpeg_abort() are the only safe calls to make on a JPEG

object that has reported an error by calling error_exit (see "Error handling"

for more info).  The internal state of such an object is likely to be out of

whack.  Either of these two routines will return the object to a known state.

 

 

Decompression details

---------------------

 

Here we revisit the JPEG decompression outline given in the overview.

 

1. Allocate and initialize a JPEG decompression object.

 

This is just like initialization for compression, as discussed above,

except that the object is a "struct jpeg_decompress_struct" and you

call jpeg_create_decompress().  Error handling is exactly the same.

 

Typical code:

 

	struct jpeg_decompress_struct cinfo;

	struct jpeg_error_mgr jerr;

	...

	cinfo.err = jpeg_std_error(&jerr);

	jpeg_create_decompress(&cinfo);

 

(Both here and in the IJG code, we usually use variable name "cinfo" for

both compression and decompression objects.)

 

 

2. Specify the source of the compressed data (eg, a file).

 

As previously mentioned, the JPEG library reads compressed data from a "data

source" module.  The library includes one data source module which knows how

to read from a stdio stream.  You can use your own source module if you want

to do something else, as discussed later.

 

If you use the standard source module, you must open the source stdio stream

beforehand.  Typical code for this step looks like:

 

	FILE * infile;

	...

	if ((infile = fopen(filename, "rb")) == NULL) {

	    fprintf(stderr, "can't open %s\n", filename);

	    exit(1);

	}

	jpeg_stdio_src(&cinfo, infile);
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where the last line invokes the standard source module.

 

WARNING: it is critical that the binary compressed data be read unchanged.

On non-Unix systems the stdio library may perform newline translation or

otherwise corrupt binary data.  To suppress this behavior, you may need to use

a "b" option to fopen (as shown above), or use setmode() or another routine to

put the stdio stream in binary mode.  See cjpeg.c and djpeg.c for code that

has been found to work on many systems.

 

You may not change the data source between calling jpeg_read_header() and

jpeg_finish_decompress().  If you wish to read a series of JPEG images from

a single source file, you should repeat the jpeg_read_header() to

jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence without reinitializing either the JPEG

object or the data source module; this prevents buffered input data from

being discarded.

 

 

3. Call jpeg_read_header() to obtain image info.

 

Typical code for this step is just

 

	jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);

 

This will read the source datastream header markers, up to the beginning

of the compressed data proper.  On return, the image dimensions and other

info have been stored in the JPEG object.  The application may wish to

consult this information before selecting decompression parameters.

 

More complex code is necessary if

 * A suspending data source is used --- in that case jpeg_read_header()

   may return before it has read all the header data.  See "I/O suspension",

   below.  The normal stdio source manager will NOT cause this to happen.

 * Abbreviated JPEG files are to be processed --- see the section on

   abbreviated datastreams.  Standard applications that deal only in

   interchange JPEG files need not be concerned with this case either.

 

It is permissible to stop at this point if you just wanted to find out the

image dimensions and other header info for a JPEG file.  In that case,

call jpeg_destroy() when you are done with the JPEG object, or call

jpeg_abort() to return it to an idle state before selecting a new data

source and reading another header.

 

 

4. Set parameters for decompression.

 

jpeg_read_header() sets appropriate default decompression parameters based on

the properties of the image (in particular, its colorspace).  However, you
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may well want to alter these defaults before beginning the decompression.

For example, the default is to produce full color output from a color file.

If you want colormapped output you must ask for it.  Other options allow the

returned image to be scaled and allow various speed/quality tradeoffs to be

selected.  "Decompression parameter selection", below, gives details.

 

If the defaults are appropriate, nothing need be done at this step.

 

Note that all default values are set by each call to jpeg_read_header().

If you reuse a decompression object, you cannot expect your parameter

settings to be preserved across cycles, as you can for compression.

You must set desired parameter values each time.

 

 

5. jpeg_start_decompress(...);

 

Once the parameter values are satisfactory, call jpeg_start_decompress() to

begin decompression.  This will initialize internal state, allocate working

memory, and prepare for returning data.

 

Typical code is just

 

	jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);

 

If you have requested a multi-pass operating mode, such as 2-pass color

quantization, jpeg_start_decompress() will do everything needed before data

output can begin.  In this case jpeg_start_decompress() may take quite a while

to complete.  With a single-scan (non progressive) JPEG file and default

decompression parameters, this will not happen; jpeg_start_decompress() will

return quickly.

 

After this call, the final output image dimensions, including any requested

scaling, are available in the JPEG object; so is the selected colormap, if

colormapped output has been requested.  Useful fields include

 

	output_width		image width and height, as scaled

	output_height

	out_color_components	# of color components in out_color_space

	output_components	# of color components returned per pixel

	colormap		the selected colormap, if any

	actual_number_of_colors		number of entries in colormap

 

output_components is 1 (a colormap index) when quantizing colors; otherwise it

equals out_color_components.  It is the number of JSAMPLE values that will be

emitted per pixel in the output arrays.

 

Typically you will need to allocate data buffers to hold the incoming image.

You will need output_width * output_components JSAMPLEs per scanline in your
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output buffer, and a total of output_height scanlines will be returned.

 

Note: if you are using the JPEG library's internal memory manager to allocate

data buffers (as djpeg does), then the manager's protocol requires that you

request large buffers *before* calling jpeg_start_decompress().  This is a

little tricky since the output_XXX fields are not normally valid then.  You

can make them valid by calling jpeg_calc_output_dimensions() after setting the

relevant parameters (scaling, output color space, and quantization flag).

 

 

6. while (scan lines remain to be read)

	jpeg_read_scanlines(...);

 

Now you can read the decompressed image data by calling jpeg_read_scanlines()

one or more times.  At each call, you pass in the maximum number of scanlines

to be read (ie, the height of your working buffer); jpeg_read_scanlines()

will return up to that many lines.  The return value is the number of lines

actually read.  The format of the returned data is discussed under "Data

formats", above.  Don't forget that grayscale and color JPEGs will return

different data formats!

 

Image data is returned in top-to-bottom scanline order.  If you must write

out the image in bottom-to-top order, you can use the JPEG library's virtual

array mechanism to invert the data efficiently.  Examples of this can be

found in the sample application djpeg.

 

The library maintains a count of the number of scanlines returned so far

in the output_scanline field of the JPEG object.  Usually you can just use

this variable as the loop counter, so that the loop test looks like

"while (cinfo.output_scanline < cinfo.output_height)".  (Note that the test

should NOT be against image_height, unless you never use scaling.  The

image_height field is the height of the original unscaled image.)

The return value always equals the change in the value of output_scanline.

 

If you don't use a suspending data source, it is safe to assume that

jpeg_read_scanlines() reads at least one scanline per call, until the

bottom of the image has been reached.

 

If you use a buffer larger than one scanline, it is NOT safe to assume that

jpeg_read_scanlines() fills it.  (The current implementation returns only a

few scanlines per call, no matter how large a buffer you pass.)  So you must

always provide a loop that calls jpeg_read_scanlines() repeatedly until the

whole image has been read.

 

 

7. jpeg_finish_decompress(...);

 

After all the image data has been read, call jpeg_finish_decompress() to
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complete the decompression cycle.  This causes working memory associated

with the JPEG object to be released.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);

 

If using the stdio source manager, don't forget to close the source stdio

stream if necessary.

 

It is an error to call jpeg_finish_decompress() before reading the correct

total number of scanlines.  If you wish to abort decompression, call

jpeg_abort() as discussed below.

 

After completing a decompression cycle, you may dispose of the JPEG object as

discussed next, or you may use it to decompress another image.  In that case

return to step 2 or 3 as appropriate.  If you do not change the source

manager, the next image will be read from the same source.

 

 

8. Release the JPEG decompression object.

 

When you are done with a JPEG decompression object, destroy it by calling

jpeg_destroy_decompress() or jpeg_destroy().  The previous discussion of

destroying compression objects applies here too.

 

Typical code:

 

	jpeg_destroy_decompress(&cinfo);

 

 

9. Aborting.

 

You can abort a decompression cycle by calling jpeg_destroy_decompress() or

jpeg_destroy() if you don't need the JPEG object any more, or

jpeg_abort_decompress() or jpeg_abort() if you want to reuse the object.

The previous discussion of aborting compression cycles applies here too.

 

 

Mechanics of usage: include files, linking, etc

-----------------------------------------------

 

Applications using the JPEG library should include the header file jpeglib.h

to obtain declarations of data types and routines.  Before including

jpeglib.h, include system headers that define at least the typedefs FILE and

size_t.  On ANSI-conforming systems, including <stdio.h> is sufficient; on

older Unix systems, you may need <sys/types.h> to define size_t.
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If the application needs to refer to individual JPEG library error codes, also

include jerror.h to define those symbols.

 

jpeglib.h indirectly includes the files jconfig.h and jmorecfg.h.  If you are

installing the JPEG header files in a system directory, you will want to

install all four files: jpeglib.h, jerror.h, jconfig.h, jmorecfg.h.

 

The most convenient way to include the JPEG code into your executable program

is to prepare a library file ("libjpeg.a", or a corresponding name on non-Unix

machines) and reference it at your link step.  If you use only half of the

library (only compression or only decompression), only that much code will be

included from the library, unless your linker is hopelessly brain-damaged.

The supplied makefiles build libjpeg.a automatically (see install.txt).

 

While you can build the JPEG library as a shared library if the whim strikes

you, we don't really recommend it.  The trouble with shared libraries is that

at some point you'll probably try to substitute a new version of the library

without recompiling the calling applications.  That generally doesn't work

because the parameter struct declarations usually change with each new

version.  In other words, the library's API is *not* guaranteed binary

compatible across versions; we only try to ensure source-code compatibility.

(In hindsight, it might have been smarter to hide the parameter structs from

applications and introduce a ton of access functions instead.  Too late now,

however.)

 

On some systems your application may need to set up a signal handler to ensure

that temporary files are deleted if the program is interrupted.  This is most

critical if you are on MS-DOS and use the jmemdos.c memory manager back end;

it will try to grab extended memory for temp files, and that space will NOT be

freed automatically.  See cjpeg.c or djpeg.c for an example signal handler.

 

It may be worth pointing out that the core JPEG library does not actually

require the stdio library: only the default source/destination managers and

error handler need it.  You can use the library in a stdio-less environment

if you replace those modules and use jmemnobs.c (or another memory manager of

your own devising).  More info about the minimum system library requirements

may be found in jinclude.h.

 

 

ADVANCED FEATURES

=================

 

Compression parameter selection

-------------------------------

 

This section describes all the optional parameters you can set for JPEG

compression, as well as the "helper" routines provided to assist in this

task.  Proper setting of some parameters requires detailed understanding
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of the JPEG standard; if you don't know what a parameter is for, it's best

not to mess with it!  See REFERENCES in the README file for pointers to

more info about JPEG.

 

It's a good idea to call jpeg_set_defaults() first, even if you plan to set

all the parameters; that way your code is more likely to work with future JPEG

libraries that have additional parameters.  For the same reason, we recommend

you use a helper routine where one is provided, in preference to twiddling

cinfo fields directly.

 

The helper routines are:

 

jpeg_set_defaults (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	This routine sets all JPEG parameters to reasonable defaults, using

	only the input image's color space (field in_color_space, which must

	already be set in cinfo).  Many applications will only need to use

	this routine and perhaps jpeg_set_quality().

 

jpeg_set_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo, J_COLOR_SPACE colorspace)

	Sets the JPEG file's colorspace (field jpeg_color_space) as specified,

	and sets other color-space-dependent parameters appropriately.  See

	"Special color spaces", below, before using this.  A large number of

	parameters, including all per-component parameters, are set by this

	routine; if you want to twiddle individual parameters you should call

	jpeg_set_colorspace() before rather than after.

 

jpeg_default_colorspace (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	Selects an appropriate JPEG colorspace based on cinfo->in_color_space,

	and calls jpeg_set_colorspace().  This is actually a subroutine of

	jpeg_set_defaults().  It's broken out in case you want to change

	just the colorspace-dependent JPEG parameters.

 

jpeg_set_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int quality, boolean force_baseline)

	Constructs JPEG quantization tables appropriate for the indicated

	quality setting.  The quality value is expressed on the 0..100 scale

	recommended by IJG (cjpeg's "-quality" switch uses this routine).

	Note that the exact mapping from quality values to tables may change

	in future IJG releases as more is learned about DCT quantization.

	If the force_baseline parameter is TRUE, then the quantization table

	entries are constrained to the range 1..255 for full JPEG baseline

	compatibility.  In the current implementation, this only makes a

	difference for quality settings below 25, and it effectively prevents

	very small/low quality files from being generated.  The IJG decoder

	is capable of reading the non-baseline files generated at low quality

	settings when force_baseline is FALSE, but other decoders may not be.

 

jpeg_set_linear_quality (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int scale_factor,

			 boolean force_baseline)
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	Same as jpeg_set_quality() except that the generated tables are the

	sample tables given in the JPEC spec section K.1, multiplied by the

	specified scale factor (which is expressed as a percentage; thus

	scale_factor = 100 reproduces the spec's tables).  Note that larger

	scale factors give lower quality.  This entry point is useful for

	conforming to the Adobe PostScript DCT conventions, but we do not

	recommend linear scaling as a user-visible quality scale otherwise.

	force_baseline again constrains the computed table entries to 1..255.

 

int jpeg_quality_scaling (int quality)

	Converts a value on the IJG-recommended quality scale to a linear

	scaling percentage.  Note that this routine may change or go away

	in future releases --- IJG may choose to adopt a scaling method that

	can't be expressed as a simple scalar multiplier, in which case the

	premise of this routine collapses.  Caveat user.

 

jpeg_default_qtables (j_compress_ptr cinfo, boolean force_baseline)

	[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]

	Set default quantization tables with linear q_scale_factor[] values

	(see below).

 

jpeg_add_quant_table (j_compress_ptr cinfo, int which_tbl,

		      const unsigned int *basic_table,

		      int scale_factor, boolean force_baseline)

	Allows an arbitrary quantization table to be created.  which_tbl

	indicates which table slot to fill.  basic_table points to an array

	of 64 unsigned ints given in normal array order.  These values are

	multiplied by scale_factor/100 and then clamped to the range 1..65535

	(or to 1..255 if force_baseline is TRUE).

	CAUTION: prior to library version 6a, jpeg_add_quant_table expected

	the basic table to be given in JPEG zigzag order.  If you need to

	write code that works with either older or newer versions of this

	routine, you must check the library version number.  Something like

	"#if JPEG_LIB_VERSION >= 61" is the right test.

 

jpeg_simple_progression (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	Generates a default scan script for writing a progressive-JPEG file.

	This is the recommended method of creating a progressive file,

	unless you want to make a custom scan sequence.  You must ensure that

	the JPEG color space is set correctly before calling this routine.

 

 

Compression parameters (cinfo fields) include:

 

J_DCT_METHOD dct_method

	Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step.  Choices are:

		JDCT_ISLOW: slow but accurate integer algorithm

		JDCT_IFAST: faster, less accurate integer method
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		JDCT_FLOAT: floating-point method

		JDCT_DEFAULT: default method (normally JDCT_ISLOW)

		JDCT_FASTEST: fastest method (normally JDCT_IFAST)

	The FLOAT method is very slightly more accurate than the ISLOW method,

	but may give different results on different machines due to varying

	roundoff behavior.  The integer methods should give the same results

	on all machines.  On machines with sufficiently fast FP hardware, the

	floating-point method may also be the fastest.  The IFAST method is

	considerably less accurate than the other two; its use is not

	recommended if high quality is a concern.  JDCT_DEFAULT and

	JDCT_FASTEST are macros configurable by each installation.

 

J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space

int num_components

	The JPEG color space and corresponding number of components; see

	"Special color spaces", below, for more info.  We recommend using

	jpeg_set_color_space() if you want to change these.

 

boolean optimize_coding

	TRUE causes the compressor to compute optimal Huffman coding tables

	for the image.  This requires an extra pass over the data and

	therefore costs a good deal of space and time.  The default is

	FALSE, which tells the compressor to use the supplied or default

	Huffman tables.  In most cases optimal tables save only a few percent

	of file size compared to the default tables.  Note that when this is

	TRUE, you need not supply Huffman tables at all, and any you do

	supply will be overwritten.

 

unsigned int restart_interval

int restart_in_rows

	To emit restart markers in the JPEG file, set one of these nonzero.

	Set restart_interval to specify the exact interval in MCU blocks.

	Set restart_in_rows to specify the interval in MCU rows.  (If

	restart_in_rows is not 0, then restart_interval is set after the

	image width in MCUs is computed.)  Defaults are zero (no restarts).

	One restart marker per MCU row is often a good choice.

	NOTE: the overhead of restart markers is higher in grayscale JPEG

	files than in color files, and MUCH higher in progressive JPEGs.

	If you use restarts, you may want to use larger intervals in those

	cases.

 

const jpeg_scan_info * scan_info

int num_scans

	By default, scan_info is NULL; this causes the compressor to write a

	single-scan sequential JPEG file.  If not NULL, scan_info points to

	an array of scan definition records of length num_scans.  The

	compressor will then write a JPEG file having one scan for each scan

	definition record.  This is used to generate noninterleaved or
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	progressive JPEG files.  The library checks that the scan array

	defines a valid JPEG scan sequence.  (jpeg_simple_progression creates

	a suitable scan definition array for progressive JPEG.)  This is

	discussed further under "Progressive JPEG support".

 

int smoothing_factor

	If non-zero, the input image is smoothed; the value should be 1 for

	minimal smoothing to 100 for maximum smoothing.  Consult jcsample.c

	for details of the smoothing algorithm.  The default is zero.

 

boolean write_JFIF_header

	If TRUE, a JFIF APP0 marker is emitted.  jpeg_set_defaults() and

	jpeg_set_colorspace() set this TRUE if a JFIF-legal JPEG color space

	(ie, YCbCr or grayscale) is selected, otherwise FALSE.

 

UINT8 JFIF_major_version

UINT8 JFIF_minor_version

	The version number to be written into the JFIF marker.

	jpeg_set_defaults() initializes the version to 1.01 (major=minor=1).

	You should set it to 1.02 (major=1, minor=2) if you plan to write

	any JFIF 1.02 extension markers.

 

UINT8 density_unit

UINT16 X_density

UINT16 Y_density

	The resolution information to be written into the JFIF marker;

	not used otherwise.  density_unit may be 0 for unknown,

	1 for dots/inch, or 2 for dots/cm.  The default values are 0,1,1

	indicating square pixels of unknown size.

 

boolean write_Adobe_marker

	If TRUE, an Adobe APP14 marker is emitted.  jpeg_set_defaults() and

	jpeg_set_colorspace() set this TRUE if JPEG color space RGB, CMYK,

	or YCCK is selected, otherwise FALSE.  It is generally a bad idea

	to set both write_JFIF_header and write_Adobe_marker.  In fact,

	you probably shouldn't change the default settings at all --- the

	default behavior ensures that the JPEG file's color space can be

	recognized by the decoder.

 

JQUANT_TBL * quant_tbl_ptrs[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]

	Pointers to coefficient quantization tables, one per table slot,

	or NULL if no table is defined for a slot.  Usually these should

	be set via one of the above helper routines; jpeg_add_quant_table()

	is general enough to define any quantization table.  The other

	routines will set up table slot 0 for luminance quality and table

	slot 1 for chrominance.

 

int q_scale_factor[NUM_QUANT_TBLS]
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	[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]

	Linear quantization scaling factors (0-100, default 100)

	for use with jpeg_default_qtables().

	See rdswitch.c and cjpeg.c for an example of usage.

	Note that the q_scale_factor[] values use "linear" scales, so JPEG

	quality levels chosen by the user must be converted to these scales

	using jpeg_quality_scaling().  Here is an example that corresponds to

	cjpeg -quality 90,70:

 

		jpeg_set_defaults(cinfo);

 

		/* Set luminance quality 90. */

		cinfo->q_scale_factor[0] = jpeg_quality_scaling(90);

		/* Set chrominance quality 70. */

		cinfo->q_scale_factor[1] = jpeg_quality_scaling(70);

 

		jpeg_default_qtables(cinfo, force_baseline);

 

	CAUTION: Setting separate quality levels for chrominance and luminance

	is mainly only useful if chrominance subsampling is disabled.  2x2

	chrominance subsampling (AKA "4:2:0") is the default, but you can

	explicitly disable subsampling as follows:

 

		cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor = 1;

		cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor = 1;

 

JHUFF_TBL * dc_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]

JHUFF_TBL * ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[NUM_HUFF_TBLS]

	Pointers to Huffman coding tables, one per table slot, or NULL if

	no table is defined for a slot.  Slots 0 and 1 are filled with the

	JPEG sample tables by jpeg_set_defaults().  If you need to allocate

	more table structures, jpeg_alloc_huff_table() may be used.

	Note that optimal Huffman tables can be computed for an image

	by setting optimize_coding, as discussed above; there's seldom

	any need to mess with providing your own Huffman tables.

 

 

[libjpeg v7+ API/ABI emulation only]

The actual dimensions of the JPEG image that will be written to the file are

given by the following fields.  These are computed from the input image

dimensions and the compression parameters by jpeg_start_compress().  You can

also call jpeg_calc_jpeg_dimensions() to obtain the values that will result

from the current parameter settings.  This can be useful if you are trying

to pick a scaling ratio that will get close to a desired target size.

 

JDIMENSION jpeg_width		Actual dimensions of output image.

JDIMENSION jpeg_height
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Per-component parameters are stored in the struct cinfo.comp_info[i] for

component number i.  Note that components here refer to components of the

JPEG color space, *not* the source image color space.  A suitably large

comp_info[] array is allocated by jpeg_set_defaults(); if you choose not

to use that routine, it's up to you to allocate the array.

 

int component_id

	The one-byte identifier code to be recorded in the JPEG file for

	this component.  For the standard color spaces, we recommend you

	leave the default values alone.

 

int h_samp_factor

int v_samp_factor

	Horizontal and vertical sampling factors for the component; must

	be 1..4 according to the JPEG standard.  Note that larger sampling

	factors indicate a higher-resolution component; many people find

	this behavior quite unintuitive.  The default values are 2,2 for

	luminance components and 1,1 for chrominance components, except

	for grayscale where 1,1 is used.

 

int quant_tbl_no

	Quantization table number for component.  The default value is

	0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

 

int dc_tbl_no

int ac_tbl_no

	DC and AC entropy coding table numbers.  The default values are

	0 for luminance components and 1 for chrominance components.

 

int component_index

	Must equal the component's index in comp_info[].  (Beginning in

	release v6, the compressor library will fill this in automatically;

	you don't have to.)

 

 

Decompression parameter selection

---------------------------------

 

Decompression parameter selection is somewhat simpler than compression

parameter selection, since all of the JPEG internal parameters are

recorded in the source file and need not be supplied by the application.

(Unless you are working with abbreviated files, in which case see

"Abbreviated datastreams", below.)  Decompression parameters control

the postprocessing done on the image to deliver it in a format suitable

for the application's use.  Many of the parameters control speed/quality

tradeoffs, in which faster decompression may be obtained at the price of

a poorer-quality image.  The defaults select the highest quality (slowest)
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processing.

 

The following fields in the JPEG object are set by jpeg_read_header() and

may be useful to the application in choosing decompression parameters:

 

JDIMENSION image_width			Width and height of image

JDIMENSION image_height

int num_components			Number of color components

J_COLOR_SPACE jpeg_color_space		Colorspace of image

boolean saw_JFIF_marker			TRUE if a JFIF APP0 marker was seen

 UINT8 JFIF_major_version		Version information from JFIF marker

 UINT8 JFIF_minor_version

 UINT8 density_unit			Resolution data from JFIF marker

 UINT16 X_density

 UINT16 Y_density

boolean saw_Adobe_marker		TRUE if an Adobe APP14 marker was seen

 UINT8 Adobe_transform			Color transform code from Adobe marker

 

The JPEG color space, unfortunately, is something of a guess since the JPEG

standard proper does not provide a way to record it.  In practice most files

adhere to the JFIF or Adobe conventions, and the decoder will recognize these

correctly.  See "Special color spaces", below, for more info.

 

 

The decompression parameters that determine the basic properties of the

returned image are:

 

J_COLOR_SPACE out_color_space

	Output color space.  jpeg_read_header() sets an appropriate default

	based on jpeg_color_space; typically it will be RGB or grayscale.

	The application can change this field to request output in a different

	colorspace.  For example, set it to JCS_GRAYSCALE to get grayscale

	output from a color file.  (This is useful for previewing: grayscale

	output is faster than full color since the color components need not

	be processed.)  Note that not all possible color space transforms are

	currently implemented; you may need to extend jdcolor.c if you want an

	unusual conversion.

 

unsigned int scale_num, scale_denom

	Scale the image by the fraction scale_num/scale_denom.  Default is

	1/1, or no scaling.  Currently, the only supported scaling ratios

	are M/8 with all M from 1 to 16, or any reduced fraction thereof (such

	as 1/2, 3/4, etc.)  (The library design allows for arbitrary

	scaling ratios but this is not likely to be implemented any time soon.)

	Smaller scaling ratios permit significantly faster decoding since

	fewer pixels need be processed and a simpler IDCT method can be used.

 

boolean quantize_colors
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	If set TRUE, colormapped output will be delivered.  Default is FALSE,

	meaning that full-color output will be delivered.

 

The next three parameters are relevant only if quantize_colors is TRUE.

 

int desired_number_of_colors

	Maximum number of colors to use in generating a library-supplied color

	map (the actual number of colors is returned in a different field).

	Default 256.  Ignored when the application supplies its own color map.

 

boolean two_pass_quantize

	If TRUE, an extra pass over the image is made to select a custom color

	map for the image.  This usually looks a lot better than the one-size-

	fits-all colormap that is used otherwise.  Default is TRUE.  Ignored

	when the application supplies its own color map.

 

J_DITHER_MODE dither_mode

	Selects color dithering method.  Supported values are:

		JDITHER_NONE	no dithering: fast, very low quality

		JDITHER_ORDERED	ordered dither: moderate speed and quality

		JDITHER_FS	Floyd-Steinberg dither: slow, high quality

	Default is JDITHER_FS.  (At present, ordered dither is implemented

	only in the single-pass, standard-colormap case.  If you ask for

	ordered dither when two_pass_quantize is TRUE or when you supply

	an external color map, you'll get F-S dithering.)

 

When quantize_colors is TRUE, the target color map is described by the next

two fields.  colormap is set to NULL by jpeg_read_header().  The application

can supply a color map by setting colormap non-NULL and setting

actual_number_of_colors to the map size.  Otherwise, jpeg_start_decompress()

selects a suitable color map and sets these two fields itself.

[Implementation restriction: at present, an externally supplied colormap is

only accepted for 3-component output color spaces.]

 

JSAMPARRAY colormap

	The color map, represented as a 2-D pixel array of out_color_components

	rows and actual_number_of_colors columns.  Ignored if not quantizing.

	CAUTION: if the JPEG library creates its own colormap, the storage

	pointed to by this field is released by jpeg_finish_decompress().

	Copy the colormap somewhere else first, if you want to save it.

 

int actual_number_of_colors

	The number of colors in the color map.

 

Additional decompression parameters that the application may set include:

 

J_DCT_METHOD dct_method

	Selects the algorithm used for the DCT step.  Choices are the same
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	as described above for compression.

 

boolean do_fancy_upsampling

	If TRUE, do careful upsampling of chroma components.  If FALSE,

	a faster but sloppier method is used.  Default is TRUE.  The visual

	impact of the sloppier method is often very small.

 

boolean do_block_smoothing

	If TRUE, interblock smoothing is applied in early stages of decoding

	progressive JPEG files; if FALSE, not.  Default is TRUE.  Early

	progression stages look "fuzzy" with smoothing, "blocky" without.

	In any case, block smoothing ceases to be applied after the first few

	AC coefficients are known to full accuracy, so it is relevant only

	when using buffered-image mode for progressive images.

 

boolean enable_1pass_quant

boolean enable_external_quant

boolean enable_2pass_quant

	These are significant only in buffered-image mode, which is

	described in its own section below.

 

 

The output image dimensions are given by the following fields.  These are

computed from the source image dimensions and the decompression parameters

by jpeg_start_decompress().  You can also call jpeg_calc_output_dimensions()

to obtain the values that will result from the current parameter settings.

This can be useful if you are trying to pick a scaling ratio that will get

close to a desired target size.  It's also important if you are using the

JPEG library's memory manager to allocate output buffer space, because you

are supposed to request such buffers *before* jpeg_start_decompress().

 

JDIMENSION output_width		Actual dimensions of output image.

JDIMENSION output_height

int out_color_components	Number of color components in out_color_space.

int output_components		Number of color components returned.

int rec_outbuf_height		Recommended height of scanline buffer.

 

When quantizing colors, output_components is 1, indicating a single color map

index per pixel.  Otherwise it equals out_color_components.  The output arrays

are required to be output_width * output_components JSAMPLEs wide.

 

rec_outbuf_height is the recommended minimum height (in scanlines) of the

buffer passed to jpeg_read_scanlines().  If the buffer is smaller, the

library will still work, but time will be wasted due to unnecessary data

copying.  In high-quality modes, rec_outbuf_height is always 1, but some

faster, lower-quality modes set it to larger values (typically 2 to 4).

If you are going to ask for a high-speed processing mode, you may as well

go to the trouble of honoring rec_outbuf_height so as to avoid data copying.
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(An output buffer larger than rec_outbuf_height lines is OK, but won't

provide any material speed improvement over that height.)

 

 

Special color spaces

--------------------

 

The JPEG standard itself is "color blind" and doesn't specify any particular

color space.  It is customary to convert color data to a luminance/chrominance

color space before compressing, since this permits greater compression.  The

existing de-facto JPEG file format standards specify YCbCr or grayscale data

(JFIF), or grayscale, RGB, YCbCr, CMYK, or YCCK (Adobe).  For special

applications such as multispectral images, other color spaces can be used,

but it must be understood that such files will be unportable.

 

The JPEG library can handle the most common colorspace conversions (namely

RGB <=> YCbCr and CMYK <=> YCCK).  It can also deal with data of an unknown

color space, passing it through without conversion.  If you deal extensively

with an unusual color space, you can easily extend the library to understand

additional color spaces and perform appropriate conversions.

 

For compression, the source data's color space is specified by field

in_color_space.  This is transformed to the JPEG file's color space given

by jpeg_color_space.  jpeg_set_defaults() chooses a reasonable JPEG color

space depending on in_color_space, but you can override this by calling

jpeg_set_colorspace().  Of course you must select a supported transformation.

jccolor.c currently supports the following transformations:

	RGB => YCbCr

	RGB => GRAYSCALE

	YCbCr => GRAYSCALE

	CMYK => YCCK

plus the null transforms: GRAYSCALE => GRAYSCALE, RGB => RGB,

YCbCr => YCbCr, CMYK => CMYK, YCCK => YCCK, and UNKNOWN => UNKNOWN.

 

The de-facto file format standards (JFIF and Adobe) specify APPn markers that

indicate the color space of the JPEG file.  It is important to ensure that

these are written correctly, or omitted if the JPEG file's color space is not

one of the ones supported by the de-facto standards.  jpeg_set_colorspace()

will set the compression parameters to include or omit the APPn markers

properly, so long as it is told the truth about the JPEG color space.

For example, if you are writing some random 3-component color space without

conversion, don't try to fake out the library by setting in_color_space and

jpeg_color_space to JCS_YCbCr; use JCS_UNKNOWN.  You may want to write an

APPn marker of your own devising to identify the colorspace --- see "Special

markers", below.

 

When told that the color space is UNKNOWN, the library will default to using

luminance-quality compression parameters for all color components.  You may
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well want to change these parameters.  See the source code for

jpeg_set_colorspace(), in jcparam.c, for details.

 

For decompression, the JPEG file's color space is given in jpeg_color_space,

and this is transformed to the output color space out_color_space.

jpeg_read_header's setting of jpeg_color_space can be relied on if the file

conforms to JFIF or Adobe conventions, but otherwise it is no better than a

guess.  If you know the JPEG file's color space for certain, you can override

jpeg_read_header's guess by setting jpeg_color_space.  jpeg_read_header also

selects a default output color space based on (its guess of) jpeg_color_space;

set out_color_space to override this.  Again, you must select a supported

transformation.  jdcolor.c currently supports

	YCbCr => RGB

	YCbCr => GRAYSCALE

	RGB => GRAYSCALE

	GRAYSCALE => RGB

	YCCK => CMYK

as well as the null transforms.  (Since GRAYSCALE=>RGB is provided, an

application can force grayscale JPEGs to look like color JPEGs if it only

wants to handle one case.)

 

The two-pass color quantizer, jquant2.c, is specialized to handle RGB data

(it weights distances appropriately for RGB colors).  You'll need to modify

the code if you want to use it for non-RGB output color spaces.  Note that

jquant2.c is used to map to an application-supplied colormap as well as for

the normal two-pass colormap selection process.

 

CAUTION: it appears that Adobe Photoshop writes inverted data in CMYK JPEG

files: 0 represents 100% ink coverage, rather than 0% ink as you'd expect.

This is arguably a bug in Photoshop, but if you need to work with Photoshop

CMYK files, you will have to deal with it in your application.  We cannot

"fix" this in the library by inverting the data during the CMYK<=>YCCK

transform, because that would break other applications, notably Ghostscript.

Photoshop versions prior to 3.0 write EPS files containing JPEG-encoded CMYK

data in the same inverted-YCCK representation used in bare JPEG files, but

the surrounding PostScript code performs an inversion using the PS image

operator.  I am told that Photoshop 3.0 will write uninverted YCCK in

EPS/JPEG files, and will omit the PS-level inversion.  (But the data

polarity used in bare JPEG files will not change in 3.0.)  In either case,

the JPEG library must not invert the data itself, or else Ghostscript would

read these EPS files incorrectly.

 

 

Error handling

--------------

 

When the default error handler is used, any error detected inside the JPEG

routines will cause a message to be printed on stderr, followed by exit().
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You can supply your own error handling routines to override this behavior

and to control the treatment of nonfatal warnings and trace/debug messages.

The file example.c illustrates the most common case, which is to have the

application regain control after an error rather than exiting.

 

The JPEG library never writes any message directly; it always goes through

the error handling routines.  Three classes of messages are recognized:

 * Fatal errors: the library cannot continue.

 * Warnings: the library can continue, but the data is corrupt, and a

   damaged output image is likely to result.

 * Trace/informational messages.  These come with a trace level indicating

   the importance of the message; you can control the verbosity of the

   program by adjusting the maximum trace level that will be displayed.

 

You may, if you wish, simply replace the entire JPEG error handling module

(jerror.c) with your own code.  However, you can avoid code duplication by

only replacing some of the routines depending on the behavior you need.

This is accomplished by calling jpeg_std_error() as usual, but then overriding

some of the method pointers in the jpeg_error_mgr struct, as illustrated by

example.c.

 

All of the error handling routines will receive a pointer to the JPEG object

(a j_common_ptr which points to either a jpeg_compress_struct or a

jpeg_decompress_struct; if you need to tell which, test the is_decompressor

field).  This struct includes a pointer to the error manager struct in its

"err" field.  Frequently, custom error handler routines will need to access

additional data which is not known to the JPEG library or the standard error

handler.  The most convenient way to do this is to embed either the JPEG

object or the jpeg_error_mgr struct in a larger structure that contains

additional fields; then casting the passed pointer provides access to the

additional fields.  Again, see example.c for one way to do it.  (Beginning

with IJG version 6b, there is also a void pointer "client_data" in each

JPEG object, which the application can also use to find related data.

The library does not touch client_data at all.)

 

The individual methods that you might wish to override are:

 

error_exit (j_common_ptr cinfo)

	Receives control for a fatal error.  Information sufficient to

	generate the error message has been stored in cinfo->err; call

	output_message to display it.  Control must NOT return to the caller;

	generally this routine will exit() or longjmp() somewhere.

	Typically you would override this routine to get rid of the exit()

	default behavior.  Note that if you continue processing, you should

	clean up the JPEG object with jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().

 

output_message (j_common_ptr cinfo)

	Actual output of any JPEG message.  Override this to send messages
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	somewhere other than stderr.  Note that this method does not know

	how to generate a message, only where to send it.

 

format_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, char * buffer)

	Constructs a readable error message string based on the error info

	stored in cinfo->err.  This method is called by output_message.  Few

	applications should need to override this method.  One possible

	reason for doing so is to implement dynamic switching of error message

	language.

 

emit_message (j_common_ptr cinfo, int msg_level)

	Decide whether or not to emit a warning or trace message; if so,

	calls output_message.  The main reason for overriding this method

	would be to abort on warnings.  msg_level is -1 for warnings,

	0 and up for trace messages.

 

Only error_exit() and emit_message() are called from the rest of the JPEG

library; the other two are internal to the error handler.

 

The actual message texts are stored in an array of strings which is pointed to

by the field err->jpeg_message_table.  The messages are numbered from 0 to

err->last_jpeg_message, and it is these code numbers that are used in the

JPEG library code.  You could replace the message texts (for instance, with

messages in French or German) by changing the message table pointer.  See

jerror.h for the default texts.  CAUTION: this table will almost certainly

change or grow from one library version to the next.

 

It may be useful for an application to add its own message texts that are

handled by the same mechanism.  The error handler supports a second "add-on"

message table for this purpose.  To define an addon table, set the pointer

err->addon_message_table and the message numbers err->first_addon_message and

err->last_addon_message.  If you number the addon messages beginning at 1000

or so, you won't have to worry about conflicts with the library's built-in

messages.  See the sample applications cjpeg/djpeg for an example of using

addon messages (the addon messages are defined in cderror.h).

 

Actual invocation of the error handler is done via macros defined in jerror.h:

	ERREXITn(...)	for fatal errors

	WARNMSn(...)	for corrupt-data warnings

	TRACEMSn(...)	for trace and informational messages.

These macros store the message code and any additional parameters into the

error handler struct, then invoke the error_exit() or emit_message() method.

The variants of each macro are for varying numbers of additional parameters.

The additional parameters are inserted into the generated message using

standard printf() format codes.

 

See jerror.h and jerror.c for further details.
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Compressed data handling (source and destination managers)

----------------------------------------------------------

 

The JPEG compression library sends its compressed data to a "destination

manager" module.  The default destination manager just writes the data to a

memory buffer or to a stdio stream, but you can provide your own manager to

do something else.  Similarly, the decompression library calls a "source

manager" to obtain the compressed data; you can provide your own source

manager if you want the data to come from somewhere other than a memory

buffer or a stdio stream.

 

In both cases, compressed data is processed a bufferload at a time: the

destination or source manager provides a work buffer, and the library invokes

the manager only when the buffer is filled or emptied.  (You could define a

one-character buffer to force the manager to be invoked for each byte, but

that would be rather inefficient.)  The buffer's size and location are

controlled by the manager, not by the library.  For example, the memory

source manager just makes the buffer pointer and length point to the original

data in memory.  In this case the buffer-reload procedure will be invoked

only if the decompressor ran off the end of the datastream, which would

indicate an erroneous datastream.

 

The work buffer is defined as an array of datatype JOCTET, which is generally

"char" or "unsigned char".  On a machine where char is not exactly 8 bits

wide, you must define JOCTET as a wider data type and then modify the data

source and destination modules to transcribe the work arrays into 8-bit units

on external storage.

 

A data destination manager struct contains a pointer and count defining the

next byte to write in the work buffer and the remaining free space:

 

	JOCTET * next_output_byte;  /* => next byte to write in buffer */

	size_t free_in_buffer;      /* # of byte spaces remaining in buffer */

 

The library increments the pointer and decrements the count until the buffer

is filled.  The manager's empty_output_buffer method must reset the pointer

and count.  The manager is expected to remember the buffer's starting address

and total size in private fields not visible to the library.

 

A data destination manager provides three methods:

 

init_destination (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	Initialize destination.  This is called by jpeg_start_compress()

	before any data is actually written.  It must initialize

	next_output_byte and free_in_buffer.  free_in_buffer must be

	initialized to a positive value.
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empty_output_buffer (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	This is called whenever the buffer has filled (free_in_buffer

	reaches zero).  In typical applications, it should write out the

	*entire* buffer (use the saved start address and buffer length;

	ignore the current state of next_output_byte and free_in_buffer).

	Then reset the pointer & count to the start of the buffer, and

	return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been dumped.

	free_in_buffer must be set to a positive value when TRUE is

	returned.  A FALSE return should only be used when I/O suspension is

	desired (this operating mode is discussed in the next section).

 

term_destination (j_compress_ptr cinfo)

	Terminate destination --- called by jpeg_finish_compress() after all

	data has been written.  In most applications, this must flush any

	data remaining in the buffer.  Use either next_output_byte or

	free_in_buffer to determine how much data is in the buffer.

 

term_destination() is NOT called by jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().  If you

want the destination manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it

yourself.

 

You will also need code to create a jpeg_destination_mgr struct, fill in its

method pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "dest" field of

the JPEG compression object.  This can be done in-line in your setup code if

you like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to

the jpeg_stdio_dest() or jpeg_mem_dest() routines of the supplied destination

managers.

 

Decompression source managers follow a parallel design, but with some

additional frammishes.  The source manager struct contains a pointer and count

defining the next byte to read from the work buffer and the number of bytes

remaining:

 

	const JOCTET * next_input_byte; /* => next byte to read from buffer */

	size_t bytes_in_buffer;         /* # of bytes remaining in buffer */

 

The library increments the pointer and decrements the count until the buffer

is emptied.  The manager's fill_input_buffer method must reset the pointer and

count.  In most applications, the manager must remember the buffer's starting

address and total size in private fields not visible to the library.

 

A data source manager provides five methods:

 

init_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

	Initialize source.  This is called by jpeg_read_header() before any

	data is actually read.  Unlike init_destination(), it may leave

	bytes_in_buffer set to 0 (in which case a fill_input_buffer() call

	will occur immediately).
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fill_input_buffer (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

	This is called whenever bytes_in_buffer has reached zero and more

	data is wanted.  In typical applications, it should read fresh data

	into the buffer (ignoring the current state of next_input_byte and

	bytes_in_buffer), reset the pointer & count to the start of the

	buffer, and return TRUE indicating that the buffer has been reloaded.

	It is not necessary to fill the buffer entirely, only to obtain at

	least one more byte.  bytes_in_buffer MUST be set to a positive value

	if TRUE is returned.  A FALSE return should only be used when I/O

	suspension is desired (this mode is discussed in the next section).

 

skip_input_data (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, long num_bytes)

	Skip num_bytes worth of data.  The buffer pointer and count should

	be advanced over num_bytes input bytes, refilling the buffer as

	needed.  This is used to skip over a potentially large amount of

	uninteresting data (such as an APPn marker).  In some applications

	it may be possible to optimize away the reading of the skipped data,

	but it's not clear that being smart is worth much trouble; large

	skips are uncommon.  bytes_in_buffer may be zero on return.

	A zero or negative skip count should be treated as a no-op.

 

resync_to_restart (j_decompress_ptr cinfo, int desired)

	This routine is called only when the decompressor has failed to find

	a restart (RSTn) marker where one is expected.  Its mission is to

	find a suitable point for resuming decompression.  For most

	applications, we recommend that you just use the default resync

	procedure, jpeg_resync_to_restart().  However, if you are able to back

	up in the input data stream, or if you have a-priori knowledge about

	the likely location of restart markers, you may be able to do better.

	Read the read_restart_marker() and jpeg_resync_to_restart() routines

	in jdmarker.c if you think you'd like to implement your own resync

	procedure.

 

term_source (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

	Terminate source --- called by jpeg_finish_decompress() after all

	data has been read.  Often a no-op.

 

For both fill_input_buffer() and skip_input_data(), there is no such thing

as an EOF return.  If the end of the file has been reached, the routine has

a choice of exiting via ERREXIT() or inserting fake data into the buffer.

In most cases, generating a warning message and inserting a fake EOI marker

is the best course of action --- this will allow the decompressor to output

however much of the image is there.  In pathological cases, the decompressor

may swallow the EOI and again demand data ... just keep feeding it fake EOIs.

jdatasrc.c illustrates the recommended error recovery behavior.

 

term_source() is NOT called by jpeg_abort() or jpeg_destroy().  If you want
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the source manager to be cleaned up during an abort, you must do it yourself.

 

You will also need code to create a jpeg_source_mgr struct, fill in its method

pointers, and insert a pointer to the struct into the "src" field of the JPEG

decompression object.  This can be done in-line in your setup code if you

like, but it's probably cleaner to provide a separate routine similar to the

jpeg_stdio_src() or jpeg_mem_src() routines of the supplied source managers.

 

For more information, consult the memory and stdio source and destination

managers in jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c.

 

 

I/O suspension

--------------

 

Some applications need to use the JPEG library as an incremental memory-to-

memory filter: when the compressed data buffer is filled or emptied, they want

control to return to the outer loop, rather than expecting that the buffer can

be emptied or reloaded within the data source/destination manager subroutine.

The library supports this need by providing an "I/O suspension" mode, which we

describe in this section.

 

The I/O suspension mode is not a panacea: nothing is guaranteed about the

maximum amount of time spent in any one call to the library, so it will not

eliminate response-time problems in single-threaded applications.  If you

need guaranteed response time, we suggest you "bite the bullet" and implement

a real multi-tasking capability.

 

To use I/O suspension, cooperation is needed between the calling application

and the data source or destination manager; you will always need a custom

source/destination manager.  (Please read the previous section if you haven't

already.)  The basic idea is that the empty_output_buffer() or

fill_input_buffer() routine is a no-op, merely returning FALSE to indicate

that it has done nothing.  Upon seeing this, the JPEG library suspends

operation and returns to its caller.  The surrounding application is

responsible for emptying or refilling the work buffer before calling the

JPEG library again.

 

Compression suspension:

 

For compression suspension, use an empty_output_buffer() routine that returns

FALSE; typically it will not do anything else.  This will cause the

compressor to return to the caller of jpeg_write_scanlines(), with the return

value indicating that not all the supplied scanlines have been accepted.

The application must make more room in the output buffer, adjust the output

buffer pointer/count appropriately, and then call jpeg_write_scanlines()

again, pointing to the first unconsumed scanline.
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When forced to suspend, the compressor will backtrack to a convenient stopping

point (usually the start of the current MCU); it will regenerate some output

data when restarted.  Therefore, although empty_output_buffer() is only

called when the buffer is filled, you should NOT write out the entire buffer

after a suspension.  Write only the data up to the current position of

next_output_byte/free_in_buffer.  The data beyond that point will be

regenerated after resumption.

 

Because of the backtracking behavior, a good-size output buffer is essential

for efficiency; you don't want the compressor to suspend often.  (In fact, an

overly small buffer could lead to infinite looping, if a single MCU required

more data than would fit in the buffer.)  We recommend a buffer of at least

several Kbytes.  You may want to insert explicit code to ensure that you don't

call jpeg_write_scanlines() unless there is a reasonable amount of space in

the output buffer; in other words, flush the buffer before trying to compress

more data.

 

The compressor does not allow suspension while it is trying to write JPEG

markers at the beginning and end of the file.  This means that:

 * At the beginning of a compression operation, there must be enough free

   space in the output buffer to hold the header markers (typically 600 or

   so bytes).  The recommended buffer size is bigger than this anyway, so

   this is not a problem as long as you start with an empty buffer.  However,

   this restriction might catch you if you insert large special markers, such

   as a JFIF thumbnail image, without flushing the buffer afterwards.

 * When you call jpeg_finish_compress(), there must be enough space in the

   output buffer to emit any buffered data and the final EOI marker.  In the

   current implementation, half a dozen bytes should suffice for this, but

   for safety's sake we recommend ensuring that at least 100 bytes are free

   before calling jpeg_finish_compress().

 

A more significant restriction is that jpeg_finish_compress() cannot suspend.

This means you cannot use suspension with multi-pass operating modes, namely

Huffman code optimization and multiple-scan output.  Those modes write the

whole file during jpeg_finish_compress(), which will certainly result in

buffer overrun.  (Note that this restriction applies only to compression,

not decompression.  The decompressor supports input suspension in all of its

operating modes.)

 

Decompression suspension:

 

For decompression suspension, use a fill_input_buffer() routine that simply

returns FALSE (except perhaps during error recovery, as discussed below).

This will cause the decompressor to return to its caller with an indication

that suspension has occurred.  This can happen at four places:

 * jpeg_read_header(): will return JPEG_SUSPENDED.

 * jpeg_start_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.

 * jpeg_read_scanlines(): will return the number of scanlines already
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	completed (possibly 0).

 * jpeg_finish_decompress(): will return FALSE, rather than its usual TRUE.

The surrounding application must recognize these cases, load more data into

the input buffer, and repeat the call.  In the case of jpeg_read_scanlines(),

increment the passed pointers past any scanlines successfully read.

 

Just as with compression, the decompressor will typically backtrack to a

convenient restart point before suspending.  When fill_input_buffer() is

called, next_input_byte/bytes_in_buffer point to the current restart point,

which is where the decompressor will backtrack to if FALSE is returned.

The data beyond that position must NOT be discarded if you suspend; it needs

to be re-read upon resumption.  In most implementations, you'll need to shift

this data down to the start of your work buffer and then load more data after

it.  Again, this behavior means that a several-Kbyte work buffer is essential

for decent performance; furthermore, you should load a reasonable amount of

new data before resuming decompression.  (If you loaded, say, only one new

byte each time around, you could waste a LOT of cycles.)

 

The skip_input_data() source manager routine requires special care in a

suspension scenario.  This routine is NOT granted the ability to suspend the

decompressor; it can decrement bytes_in_buffer to zero, but no more.  If the

requested skip distance exceeds the amount of data currently in the input

buffer, then skip_input_data() must set bytes_in_buffer to zero and record the

additional skip distance somewhere else.  The decompressor will immediately

call fill_input_buffer(), which should return FALSE, which will cause a

suspension return.  The surrounding application must then arrange to discard

the recorded number of bytes before it resumes loading the input buffer.

(Yes, this design is rather baroque, but it avoids complexity in the far more

common case where a non-suspending source manager is used.)

 

If the input data has been exhausted, we recommend that you emit a warning

and insert dummy EOI markers just as a non-suspending data source manager

would do.  This can be handled either in the surrounding application logic or

within fill_input_buffer(); the latter is probably more efficient.  If

fill_input_buffer() knows that no more data is available, it can set the

pointer/count to point to a dummy EOI marker and then return TRUE just as

though it had read more data in a non-suspending situation.

 

The decompressor does not attempt to suspend within standard JPEG markers;

instead it will backtrack to the start of the marker and reprocess the whole

marker next time.  Hence the input buffer must be large enough to hold the

longest standard marker in the file.  Standard JPEG markers should normally

not exceed a few hundred bytes each (DHT tables are typically the longest).

We recommend at least a 2K buffer for performance reasons, which is much

larger than any correct marker is likely to be.  For robustness against

damaged marker length counts, you may wish to insert a test in your

application for the case that the input buffer is completely full and yet

the decoder has suspended without consuming any data --- otherwise, if this
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situation did occur, it would lead to an endless loop.  (The library can't

provide this test since it has no idea whether "the buffer is full", or

even whether there is a fixed-size input buffer.)

 

The input buffer would need to be 64K to allow for arbitrary COM or APPn

markers, but these are handled specially: they are either saved into allocated

memory, or skipped over by calling skip_input_data().  In the former case,

suspension is handled correctly, and in the latter case, the problem of

buffer overrun is placed on skip_input_data's shoulders, as explained above.

Note that if you provide your own marker handling routine for large markers,

you should consider how to deal with buffer overflow.

 

Multiple-buffer management:

 

In some applications it is desirable to store the compressed data in a linked

list of buffer areas, so as to avoid data copying.  This can be handled by

having empty_output_buffer() or fill_input_buffer() set the pointer and count

to reference the next available buffer; FALSE is returned only if no more

buffers are available.  Although seemingly straightforward, there is a

pitfall in this approach: the backtrack that occurs when FALSE is returned

could back up into an earlier buffer.  For example, when fill_input_buffer()

is called, the current pointer & count indicate the backtrack restart point.

Since fill_input_buffer() will set the pointer and count to refer to a new

buffer, the restart position must be saved somewhere else.  Suppose a second

call to fill_input_buffer() occurs in the same library call, and no

additional input data is available, so fill_input_buffer must return FALSE.

If the JPEG library has not moved the pointer/count forward in the current

buffer, then *the correct restart point is the saved position in the prior

buffer*.  Prior buffers may be discarded only after the library establishes

a restart point within a later buffer.  Similar remarks apply for output into

a chain of buffers.

 

The library will never attempt to backtrack over a skip_input_data() call,

so any skipped data can be permanently discarded.  You still have to deal

with the case of skipping not-yet-received data, however.

 

It's much simpler to use only a single buffer; when fill_input_buffer() is

called, move any unconsumed data (beyond the current pointer/count) down to

the beginning of this buffer and then load new data into the remaining buffer

space.  This approach requires a little more data copying but is far easier

to get right.

 

 

Progressive JPEG support

------------------------

 

Progressive JPEG rearranges the stored data into a series of scans of

increasing quality.  In situations where a JPEG file is transmitted across a
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slow communications link, a decoder can generate a low-quality image very

quickly from the first scan, then gradually improve the displayed quality as

more scans are received.  The final image after all scans are complete is

identical to that of a regular (sequential) JPEG file of the same quality

setting.  Progressive JPEG files are often slightly smaller than equivalent

sequential JPEG files, but the possibility of incremental display is the main

reason for using progressive JPEG.

 

The IJG encoder library generates progressive JPEG files when given a

suitable "scan script" defining how to divide the data into scans.

Creation of progressive JPEG files is otherwise transparent to the encoder.

Progressive JPEG files can also be read transparently by the decoder library.

If the decoding application simply uses the library as defined above, it

will receive a final decoded image without any indication that the file was

progressive.  Of course, this approach does not allow incremental display.

To perform incremental display, an application needs to use the decoder

library's "buffered-image" mode, in which it receives a decoded image

multiple times.

 

Each displayed scan requires about as much work to decode as a full JPEG

image of the same size, so the decoder must be fairly fast in relation to the

data transmission rate in order to make incremental display useful.  However,

it is possible to skip displaying the image and simply add the incoming bits

to the decoder's coefficient buffer.  This is fast because only Huffman

decoding need be done, not IDCT, upsampling, colorspace conversion, etc.

The IJG decoder library allows the application to switch dynamically between

displaying the image and simply absorbing the incoming bits.  A properly

coded application can automatically adapt the number of display passes to

suit the time available as the image is received.  Also, a final

higher-quality display cycle can be performed from the buffered data after

the end of the file is reached.

 

Progressive compression:

 

To create a progressive JPEG file (or a multiple-scan sequential JPEG file),

set the scan_info cinfo field to point to an array of scan descriptors, and

perform compression as usual.  Instead of constructing your own scan list,

you can call the jpeg_simple_progression() helper routine to create a

recommended progression sequence; this method should be used by all

applications that don't want to get involved in the nitty-gritty of

progressive scan sequence design.  (If you want to provide user control of

scan sequences, you may wish to borrow the scan script reading code found

in rdswitch.c, so that you can read scan script files just like cjpeg's.)

When scan_info is not NULL, the compression library will store DCT'd data

into a buffer array as jpeg_write_scanlines() is called, and will emit all

the requested scans during jpeg_finish_compress().  This implies that

multiple-scan output cannot be created with a suspending data destination

manager, since jpeg_finish_compress() does not support suspension.  We
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should also note that the compressor currently forces Huffman optimization

mode when creating a progressive JPEG file, because the default Huffman

tables are unsuitable for progressive files.

 

Progressive decompression:

 

When buffered-image mode is not used, the decoder library will read all of

a multi-scan file during jpeg_start_decompress(), so that it can provide a

final decoded image.  (Here "multi-scan" means either progressive or

multi-scan sequential.)  This makes multi-scan files transparent to the

decoding application.  However, existing applications that used suspending

input with version 5 of the IJG library will need to be modified to check

for a suspension return from jpeg_start_decompress().

 

To perform incremental display, an application must use the library's

buffered-image mode.  This is described in the next section.

 

 

Buffered-image mode

-------------------

 

In buffered-image mode, the library stores the partially decoded image in a

coefficient buffer, from which it can be read out as many times as desired.

This mode is typically used for incremental display of progressive JPEG files,

but it can be used with any JPEG file.  Each scan of a progressive JPEG file

adds more data (more detail) to the buffered image.  The application can

display in lockstep with the source file (one display pass per input scan),

or it can allow input processing to outrun display processing.  By making

input and display processing run independently, it is possible for the

application to adapt progressive display to a wide range of data transmission

rates.

 

The basic control flow for buffered-image decoding is

 

	jpeg_create_decompress()

	set data source

	jpeg_read_header()

	set overall decompression parameters

	cinfo.buffered_image = TRUE;	/* select buffered-image mode */

	jpeg_start_decompress()

	for (each output pass) {

	    adjust output decompression parameters if required

	    jpeg_start_output()		/* start a new output pass */

	    for (all scanlines in image) {

	        jpeg_read_scanlines()

	        display scanlines

	    }

	    jpeg_finish_output()	/* terminate output pass */
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	}

	jpeg_finish_decompress()

	jpeg_destroy_decompress()

 

This differs from ordinary unbuffered decoding in that there is an additional

level of looping.  The application can choose how many output passes to make

and how to display each pass.

 

The simplest approach to displaying progressive images is to do one display

pass for each scan appearing in the input file.  In this case the outer loop

condition is typically

	while (! jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo))

and the start-output call should read

	jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);

The second parameter to jpeg_start_output() indicates which scan of the input

file is to be displayed; the scans are numbered starting at 1 for this

purpose.  (You can use a loop counter starting at 1 if you like, but using

the library's input scan counter is easier.)  The library automatically reads

data as necessary to complete each requested scan, and jpeg_finish_output()

advances to the next scan or end-of-image marker (hence input_scan_number

will be incremented by the time control arrives back at jpeg_start_output()).

With this technique, data is read from the input file only as needed, and

input and output processing run in lockstep.

 

After reading the final scan and reaching the end of the input file, the

buffered image remains available; it can be read additional times by

repeating the jpeg_start_output()/jpeg_read_scanlines()/jpeg_finish_output()

sequence.  For example, a useful technique is to use fast one-pass color

quantization for display passes made while the image is arriving, followed by

a final display pass using two-pass quantization for highest quality.  This

is done by changing the library parameters before the final output pass.

Changing parameters between passes is discussed in detail below.

 

In general the last scan of a progressive file cannot be recognized as such

until after it is read, so a post-input display pass is the best approach if

you want special processing in the final pass.

 

When done with the image, be sure to call jpeg_finish_decompress() to release

the buffered image (or just use jpeg_destroy_decompress()).

 

If input data arrives faster than it can be displayed, the application can

cause the library to decode input data in advance of what's needed to produce

output.  This is done by calling the routine jpeg_consume_input().

The return value is one of the following:

	JPEG_REACHED_SOS:    reached an SOS marker (the start of a new scan)

	JPEG_REACHED_EOI:    reached the EOI marker (end of image)

	JPEG_ROW_COMPLETED:  completed reading one MCU row of compressed data

	JPEG_SCAN_COMPLETED: completed reading last MCU row of current scan
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	JPEG_SUSPENDED:      suspended before completing any of the above

(JPEG_SUSPENDED can occur only if a suspending data source is used.)  This

routine can be called at any time after initializing the JPEG object.  It

reads some additional data and returns when one of the indicated significant

events occurs.  (If called after the EOI marker is reached, it will

immediately return JPEG_REACHED_EOI without attempting to read more data.)

 

The library's output processing will automatically call jpeg_consume_input()

whenever the output processing overtakes the input; thus, simple lockstep

display requires no direct calls to jpeg_consume_input().  But by adding

calls to jpeg_consume_input(), you can absorb data in advance of what is

being displayed.  This has two benefits:

 * You can limit buildup of unprocessed data in your input buffer.

 * You can eliminate extra display passes by paying attention to the

   state of the library's input processing.

 

The first of these benefits only requires interspersing calls to

jpeg_consume_input() with your display operations and any other processing

you may be doing.  To avoid wasting cycles due to backtracking, it's best to

call jpeg_consume_input() only after a hundred or so new bytes have arrived.

This is discussed further under "I/O suspension", above.  (Note: the JPEG

library currently is not thread-safe.  You must not call jpeg_consume_input()

from one thread of control if a different library routine is working on the

same JPEG object in another thread.)

 

When input arrives fast enough that more than one new scan is available

before you start a new output pass, you may as well skip the output pass

corresponding to the completed scan.  This occurs for free if you pass

cinfo.input_scan_number as the target scan number to jpeg_start_output().

The input_scan_number field is simply the index of the scan currently being

consumed by the input processor.  You can ensure that this is up-to-date by

emptying the input buffer just before calling jpeg_start_output(): call

jpeg_consume_input() repeatedly until it returns JPEG_SUSPENDED or

JPEG_REACHED_EOI.

 

The target scan number passed to jpeg_start_output() is saved in the

cinfo.output_scan_number field.  The library's output processing calls

jpeg_consume_input() whenever the current input scan number and row within

that scan is less than or equal to the current output scan number and row.

Thus, input processing can "get ahead" of the output processing but is not

allowed to "fall behind".  You can achieve several different effects by

manipulating this interlock rule.  For example, if you pass a target scan

number greater than the current input scan number, the output processor will

wait until that scan starts to arrive before producing any output.  (To avoid

an infinite loop, the target scan number is automatically reset to the last

scan number when the end of image is reached.  Thus, if you specify a large

target scan number, the library will just absorb the entire input file and

then perform an output pass.  This is effectively the same as what
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jpeg_start_decompress() does when you don't select buffered-image mode.)

When you pass a target scan number equal to the current input scan number,

the image is displayed no faster than the current input scan arrives.  The

final possibility is to pass a target scan number less than the current input

scan number; this disables the input/output interlock and causes the output

processor to simply display whatever it finds in the image buffer, without

waiting for input.  (However, the library will not accept a target scan

number less than one, so you can't avoid waiting for the first scan.)

 

When data is arriving faster than the output display processing can advance

through the image, jpeg_consume_input() will store data into the buffered

image beyond the point at which the output processing is reading data out

again.  If the input arrives fast enough, it may "wrap around" the buffer to

the point where the input is more than one whole scan ahead of the output.

If the output processing simply proceeds through its display pass without

paying attention to the input, the effect seen on-screen is that the lower

part of the image is one or more scans better in quality than the upper part.

Then, when the next output scan is started, you have a choice of what target

scan number to use.  The recommended choice is to use the current input scan

number at that time, which implies that you've skipped the output scans

corresponding to the input scans that were completed while you processed the

previous output scan.  In this way, the decoder automatically adapts its

speed to the arriving data, by skipping output scans as necessary to keep up

with the arriving data.

 

When using this strategy, you'll want to be sure that you perform a final

output pass after receiving all the data; otherwise your last display may not

be full quality across the whole screen.  So the right outer loop logic is

something like this:

	do {

	    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()

	    final_pass = jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo);

	    adjust output decompression parameters if required

	    jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);

	    ...

	    jpeg_finish_output()

	} while (! final_pass);

rather than quitting as soon as jpeg_input_complete() returns TRUE.  This

arrangement makes it simple to use higher-quality decoding parameters

for the final pass.  But if you don't want to use special parameters for

the final pass, the right loop logic is like this:

	for (;;) {

	    absorb any waiting input by calling jpeg_consume_input()

	    jpeg_start_output(&cinfo, cinfo.input_scan_number);

	    ...

	    jpeg_finish_output()

	    if (jpeg_input_complete(&cinfo) &&

	        cinfo.input_scan_number == cinfo.output_scan_number)
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	      break;

	}

In this case you don't need to know in advance whether an output pass is to

be the last one, so it's not necessary to have reached EOF before starting

the final output pass; rather, what you want to test is whether the output

pass was performed in sync with the final input scan.  This form of the loop

will avoid an extra output pass whenever the decoder is able (or nearly able)

to keep up with the incoming data.

 

When the data transmission speed is high, you might begin a display pass,

then find that much or all of the file has arrived before you can complete

the pass.  (You can detect this by noting the JPEG_REACHED_EOI return code

from jpeg_consume_input(), or equivalently by testing jpeg_input_complete().)

In this situation you may wish to abort the current display pass and start a

new one using the newly arrived information.  To do so, just call

jpeg_finish_output() and then start a new pass with jpeg_start_output().

 

A variant strategy is to abort and restart display if more than one complete

scan arrives during an output pass; this can be detected by noting

JPEG_REACHED_SOS returns and/or examining cinfo.input_scan_number.  This

idea should be employed with caution, however, since the display process

might never get to the bottom of the image before being aborted, resulting

in the lower part of the screen being several passes worse than the upper.

In most cases it's probably best to abort an output pass only if the whole

file has arrived and you want to begin the final output pass immediately.

 

When receiving data across a communication link, we recommend always using

the current input scan number for the output target scan number; if a

higher-quality final pass is to be done, it should be started (aborting any

incomplete output pass) as soon as the end of file is received.  However,

many other strategies are possible.  For example, the application can examine

the parameters of the current input scan and decide whether to display it or

not.  If the scan contains only chroma data, one might choose not to use it

as the target scan, expecting that the scan will be small and will arrive

quickly.  To skip to the next scan, call jpeg_consume_input() until it

returns JPEG_REACHED_SOS or JPEG_REACHED_EOI.  Or just use the next higher

number as the target scan for jpeg_start_output(); but that method doesn't

let you inspect the next scan's parameters before deciding to display it.

 

 

In buffered-image mode, jpeg_start_decompress() never performs input and

thus never suspends.  An application that uses input suspension with

buffered-image mode must be prepared for suspension returns from these

routines:

* jpeg_start_output() performs input only if you request 2-pass quantization

 and the target scan isn't fully read yet.  (This is discussed below.)

* jpeg_read_scanlines(), as always, returns the number of scanlines that it

 was able to produce before suspending.
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* jpeg_finish_output() will read any markers following the target scan,

 up to the end of the file or the SOS marker that begins another scan.

 (But it reads no input if jpeg_consume_input() has already reached the

 end of the file or a SOS marker beyond the target output scan.)

* jpeg_finish_decompress() will read until the end of file, and thus can

 suspend if the end hasn't already been reached (as can be tested by

 calling jpeg_input_complete()).

jpeg_start_output(), jpeg_finish_output(), and jpeg_finish_decompress()

all return TRUE if they completed their tasks, FALSE if they had to suspend.

In the event of a FALSE return, the application must load more input data

and repeat the call.  Applications that use non-suspending data sources need

not check the return values of these three routines.

 

 

It is possible to change decoding parameters between output passes in the

buffered-image mode.  The decoder library currently supports only very

limited changes of parameters.  ONLY THE FOLLOWING parameter changes are

allowed after jpeg_start_decompress() is called:

* dct_method can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output().

 For example, one could use a fast DCT method for early scans, changing

 to a higher quality method for the final scan.

* dither_mode can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output();

 of course this has no impact if not using color quantization.  Typically

 one would use ordered dither for initial passes, then switch to

 Floyd-Steinberg dither for the final pass.  Caution: changing dither mode

 can cause more memory to be allocated by the library.  Although the amount

 of memory involved is not large (a scanline or so), it may cause the

 initial max_memory_to_use specification to be exceeded, which in the worst

 case would result in an out-of-memory failure.

* do_block_smoothing can be changed before each call to jpeg_start_output().

 This setting is relevant only when decoding a progressive JPEG image.

 During the first DC-only scan, block smoothing provides a very "fuzzy" look

 instead of the very "blocky" look seen without it; which is better seems a

 matter of personal taste.  But block smoothing is nearly always a win

 during later stages, especially when decoding a successive-approximation

 image: smoothing helps to hide the slight blockiness that otherwise shows

 up on smooth gradients until the lowest coefficient bits are sent.

* Color quantization mode can be changed under the rules described below.

 You *cannot* change between full-color and quantized output (because that

 would alter the required I/O buffer sizes), but you can change which

 quantization method is used.

 

When generating color-quantized output, changing quantization method is a

very useful way of switching between high-speed and high-quality display.

The library allows you to change among its three quantization methods:

1. Single-pass quantization to a fixed color cube.

  Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = FALSE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.

2. Single-pass quantization to an application-supplied colormap.
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  Selected by setting cinfo.colormap to point to the colormap (the value of

  two_pass_quantize is ignored); also set cinfo.actual_number_of_colors.

3. Two-pass quantization to a colormap chosen specifically for the image.

  Selected by cinfo.two_pass_quantize = TRUE and cinfo.colormap = NULL.

  (This is the default setting selected by jpeg_read_header, but it is

  probably NOT what you want for the first pass of progressive display!)

These methods offer successively better quality and lesser speed.  However,

only the first method is available for quantizing in non-RGB color spaces.

 

IMPORTANT: because the different quantizer methods have very different

working-storage requirements, the library requires you to indicate which

one(s) you intend to use before you call jpeg_start_decompress().  (If we did

not require this, the max_memory_to_use setting would be a complete fiction.)

You do this by setting one or more of these three cinfo fields to TRUE:

	enable_1pass_quant		Fixed color cube colormap

	enable_external_quant		Externally-supplied colormap

	enable_2pass_quant		Two-pass custom colormap

All three are initialized FALSE by jpeg_read_header().  But

jpeg_start_decompress() automatically sets TRUE the one selected by the

current two_pass_quantize and colormap settings, so you only need to set the

enable flags for any other quantization methods you plan to change to later.

 

After setting the enable flags correctly at jpeg_start_decompress() time, you

can change to any enabled quantization method by setting two_pass_quantize

and colormap properly just before calling jpeg_start_output().  The following

special rules apply:

1. You must explicitly set cinfo.colormap to NULL when switching to 1-pass

  or 2-pass mode from a different mode, or when you want the 2-pass

  quantizer to be re-run to generate a new colormap.

2. To switch to an external colormap, or to change to a different external

  colormap than was used on the prior pass, you must call

  jpeg_new_colormap() after setting cinfo.colormap.

NOTE: if you want to use the same colormap as was used in the prior pass,

you should not do either of these things.  This will save some nontrivial

switchover costs.

(These requirements exist because cinfo.colormap will always be non-NULL

after completing a prior output pass, since both the 1-pass and 2-pass

quantizers set it to point to their output colormaps.  Thus you have to

do one of these two things to notify the library that something has changed.

Yup, it's a bit klugy, but it's necessary to do it this way for backwards

compatibility.)

 

Note that in buffered-image mode, the library generates any requested colormap

during jpeg_start_output(), not during jpeg_start_decompress().

 

When using two-pass quantization, jpeg_start_output() makes a pass over the

buffered image to determine the optimum color map; it therefore may take a

significant amount of time, whereas ordinarily it does little work.  The
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progress monitor hook is called during this pass, if defined.  It is also

important to realize that if the specified target scan number is greater than

or equal to the current input scan number, jpeg_start_output() will attempt

to consume input as it makes this pass.  If you use a suspending data source,

you need to check for a FALSE return from jpeg_start_output() under these

conditions.  The combination of 2-pass quantization and a not-yet-fully-read

target scan is the only case in which jpeg_start_output() will consume input.

 

 

Application authors who support buffered-image mode may be tempted to use it

for all JPEG images, even single-scan ones.  This will work, but it is

inefficient: there is no need to create an image-sized coefficient buffer for

single-scan images.  Requesting buffered-image mode for such an image wastes

memory.  Worse, it can cost time on large images, since the buffered data has

to be swapped out or written to a temporary file.  If you are concerned about

maximum performance on baseline JPEG files, you should use buffered-image

mode only when the incoming file actually has multiple scans.  This can be

tested by calling jpeg_has_multiple_scans(), which will return a correct

result at any time after jpeg_read_header() completes.

 

It is also worth noting that when you use jpeg_consume_input() to let input

processing get ahead of output processing, the resulting pattern of access to

the coefficient buffer is quite nonsequential.  It's best to use the memory

manager jmemnobs.c if you can (ie, if you have enough real or virtual main

memory).  If not, at least make sure that max_memory_to_use is set as high as

possible.  If the JPEG memory manager has to use a temporary file, you will

probably see a lot of disk traffic and poor performance.  (This could be

improved with additional work on the memory manager, but we haven't gotten

around to it yet.)

 

In some applications it may be convenient to use jpeg_consume_input() for all

input processing, including reading the initial markers; that is, you may

wish to call jpeg_consume_input() instead of jpeg_read_header() during

startup.  This works, but note that you must check for JPEG_REACHED_SOS and

JPEG_REACHED_EOI return codes as the equivalent of jpeg_read_header's codes.

Once the first SOS marker has been reached, you must call

jpeg_start_decompress() before jpeg_consume_input() will consume more input;

it'll just keep returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS until you do.  If you read a

tables-only file this way, jpeg_consume_input() will return JPEG_REACHED_EOI

without ever returning JPEG_REACHED_SOS; be sure to check for this case.

If this happens, the decompressor will not read any more input until you call

jpeg_abort() to reset it.  It is OK to call jpeg_consume_input() even when not

using buffered-image mode, but in that case it's basically a no-op after the

initial markers have been read: it will just return JPEG_SUSPENDED.

 

 

Abbreviated datastreams and multiple images

-------------------------------------------
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A JPEG compression or decompression object can be reused to process multiple

images.  This saves a small amount of time per image by eliminating the

"create" and "destroy" operations, but that isn't the real purpose of the

feature.  Rather, reuse of an object provides support for abbreviated JPEG

datastreams.  Object reuse can also simplify processing a series of images in

a single input or output file.  This section explains these features.

 

A JPEG file normally contains several hundred bytes worth of quantization

and Huffman tables.  In a situation where many images will be stored or

transmitted with identical tables, this may represent an annoying overhead.

The JPEG standard therefore permits tables to be omitted.  The standard

defines three classes of JPEG datastreams:

 * "Interchange" datastreams contain an image and all tables needed to decode

    the image.  These are the usual kind of JPEG file.

 * "Abbreviated image" datastreams contain an image, but are missing some or

   all of the tables needed to decode that image.

 * "Abbreviated table specification" (henceforth "tables-only") datastreams

   contain only table specifications.

To decode an abbreviated image, it is necessary to load the missing table(s)

into the decoder beforehand.  This can be accomplished by reading a separate

tables-only file.  A variant scheme uses a series of images in which the first

image is an interchange (complete) datastream, while subsequent ones are

abbreviated and rely on the tables loaded by the first image.  It is assumed

that once the decoder has read a table, it will remember that table until a

new definition for the same table number is encountered.

 

It is the application designer's responsibility to figure out how to associate

the correct tables with an abbreviated image.  While abbreviated datastreams

can be useful in a closed environment, their use is strongly discouraged in

any situation where data exchange with other applications might be needed.

Caveat designer.

 

The JPEG library provides support for reading and writing any combination of

tables-only datastreams and abbreviated images.  In both compression and

decompression objects, a quantization or Huffman table will be retained for

the lifetime of the object, unless it is overwritten by a new table definition.

 

 

To create abbreviated image datastreams, it is only necessary to tell the

compressor not to emit some or all of the tables it is using.  Each

quantization and Huffman table struct contains a boolean field "sent_table",

which normally is initialized to FALSE.  For each table used by the image, the

header-writing process emits the table and sets sent_table = TRUE unless it is

already TRUE.  (In normal usage, this prevents outputting the same table

definition multiple times, as would otherwise occur because the chroma

components typically share tables.)  Thus, setting this field to TRUE before

calling jpeg_start_compress() will prevent the table from being written at
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all.

 

If you want to create a "pure" abbreviated image file containing no tables,

just call "jpeg_suppress_tables(&cinfo, TRUE)" after constructing all the

tables.  If you want to emit some but not all tables, you'll need to set the

individual sent_table fields directly.

 

To create an abbreviated image, you must also call jpeg_start_compress()

with a second parameter of FALSE, not TRUE.  Otherwise jpeg_start_compress()

will force all the sent_table fields to FALSE.  (This is a safety feature to

prevent abbreviated images from being created accidentally.)

 

To create a tables-only file, perform the same parameter setup that you

normally would, but instead of calling jpeg_start_compress() and so on, call

jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo).  This will write an abbreviated datastream

containing only SOI, DQT and/or DHT markers, and EOI.  All the quantization

and Huffman tables that are currently defined in the compression object will

be emitted unless their sent_tables flag is already TRUE, and then all the

sent_tables flags will be set TRUE.

 

A sure-fire way to create matching tables-only and abbreviated image files

is to proceed as follows:

 

	create JPEG compression object

	set JPEG parameters

	set destination to tables-only file

	jpeg_write_tables(&cinfo);

	set destination to image file

	jpeg_start_compress(&cinfo, FALSE);

	write data...

	jpeg_finish_compress(&cinfo);

 

Since the JPEG parameters are not altered between writing the table file and

the abbreviated image file, the same tables are sure to be used.  Of course,

you can repeat the jpeg_start_compress() ... jpeg_finish_compress() sequence

many times to produce many abbreviated image files matching the table file.

 

You cannot suppress output of the computed Huffman tables when Huffman

optimization is selected.  (If you could, there'd be no way to decode the

image...)  Generally, you don't want to set optimize_coding = TRUE when

you are trying to produce abbreviated files.

 

In some cases you might want to compress an image using tables which are

not stored in the application, but are defined in an interchange or

tables-only file readable by the application.  This can be done by setting up

a JPEG decompression object to read the specification file, then copying the

tables into your compression object.  See jpeg_copy_critical_parameters()

for an example of copying quantization tables.
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To read abbreviated image files, you simply need to load the proper tables

into the decompression object before trying to read the abbreviated image.

If the proper tables are stored in the application program, you can just

allocate the table structs and fill in their contents directly.  For example,

to load a fixed quantization table into table slot "n":

 

   if (cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)

     cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_quant_table((j_common_ptr) &cinfo);

   quant_ptr = cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n];	/* quant_ptr is JQUANT_TBL* */

   for (i = 0; i < 64; i++) {

     /* Qtable[] is desired quantization table, in natural array order */

     quant_ptr->quantval[i] = Qtable[i];

   }

 

Code to load a fixed Huffman table is typically (for AC table "n"):

 

   if (cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] == NULL)

     cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n] = jpeg_alloc_huff_table((j_common_ptr) &cinfo);

   huff_ptr = cinfo.ac_huff_tbl_ptrs[n];	/* huff_ptr is JHUFF_TBL* */

   for (i = 1; i <= 16; i++) {

     /* counts[i] is number of Huffman codes of length i bits, i=1..16 */

     huff_ptr->bits[i] = counts[i];

   }

   for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {

     /* symbols[] is the list of Huffman symbols, in code-length order */

     huff_ptr->huffval[i] = symbols[i];

   }

 

(Note that trying to set cinfo.quant_tbl_ptrs[n] to point directly at a

constant JQUANT_TBL object is not safe.  If the incoming file happened to

contain a quantization table definition, your master table would get

overwritten!  Instead allocate a working table copy and copy the master table

into it, as illustrated above.  Ditto for Huffman tables, of course.)

 

You might want to read the tables from a tables-only file, rather than

hard-wiring them into your application.  The jpeg_read_header() call is

sufficient to read a tables-only file.  You must pass a second parameter of

FALSE to indicate that you do not require an image to be present.  Thus, the

typical scenario is

 

	create JPEG decompression object

	set source to tables-only file

	jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, FALSE);

	set source to abbreviated image file

	jpeg_read_header(&cinfo, TRUE);

	set decompression parameters
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	jpeg_start_decompress(&cinfo);

	read data...

	jpeg_finish_decompress(&cinfo);

 

In some cases, you may want to read a file without knowing whether it contains

an image or just tables.  In that case, pass FALSE and check the return value

from jpeg_read_header(): it will be JPEG_HEADER_OK if an image was found,

JPEG_HEADER_TABLES_ONLY if only tables were found.  (A third return value,

JPEG_SUSPENDED, is possible when using a suspending data source manager.)

Note that jpeg_read_header() will not complain if you read an abbreviated

image for which you haven't loaded the missing tables; the missing-table check

occurs later, in jpeg_start_decompress().

 

 

It is possible to read a series of images from a single source file by

repeating the jpeg_read_header() ... jpeg_finish_decompress() sequence,

without releasing/recreating the JPEG object or the data source module.

(If you did reinitialize, any partial bufferload left in the data source

buffer at the end of one image would be discarded, causing you to lose the

start of the next image.)  When you use this method, stored tables are

automatically carried forward, so some of the images can be abbreviated images

that depend on tables from earlier images.

 

If you intend to write a series of images into a single destination file,

you might want to make a specialized data destination module that doesn't

flush the output buffer at term_destination() time.  This would speed things

up by some trifling amount.  Of course, you'd need to remember to flush the

buffer after the last image.  You can make the later images be abbreviated

ones by passing FALSE to jpeg_start_compress().

 

 

Special markers

---------------

 

Some applications may need to insert or extract special data in the JPEG

datastream.  The JPEG standard provides marker types "COM" (comment) and

"APP0" through "APP15" (application) to hold application-specific data.

Unfortunately, the use of these markers is not specified by the standard.

COM markers are fairly widely used to hold user-supplied text.  The JFIF file

format spec uses APP0 markers with specified initial strings to hold certain

data.  Adobe applications use APP14 markers beginning with the string "Adobe"

for miscellaneous data.  Other APPn markers are rarely seen, but might

contain almost anything.

 

If you wish to store user-supplied text, we recommend you use COM markers

and place readable 7-bit ASCII text in them.  Newline conventions are not

standardized --- expect to find LF (Unix style), CR/LF (DOS style), or CR

(Mac style).  A robust COM reader should be able to cope with random binary
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garbage, including nulls, since some applications generate COM markers

containing non-ASCII junk.  (But yours should not be one of them.)

 

For program-supplied data, use an APPn marker, and be sure to begin it with an

identifying string so that you can tell whether the marker is actually yours.

It's probably best to avoid using APP0 or APP14 for any private markers.

(NOTE: the upcoming SPIFF standard will use APP8 markers; we recommend you

not use APP8 markers for any private purposes, either.)

 

Keep in mind that at most 65533 bytes can be put into one marker, but you

can have as many markers as you like.

 

By default, the IJG compression library will write a JFIF APP0 marker if the

selected JPEG colorspace is grayscale or YCbCr, or an Adobe APP14 marker if

the selected colorspace is RGB, CMYK, or YCCK.  You can disable this, but

we don't recommend it.  The decompression library will recognize JFIF and

Adobe markers and will set the JPEG colorspace properly when one is found.

 

 

You can write special markers immediately following the datastream header by

calling jpeg_write_marker() after jpeg_start_compress() and before the first

call to jpeg_write_scanlines().  When you do this, the markers appear after

the SOI and the JFIF APP0 and Adobe APP14 markers (if written), but before

all else.  Specify the marker type parameter as "JPEG_COM" for COM or

"JPEG_APP0 + n" for APPn.  (Actually, jpeg_write_marker will let you write

any marker type, but we don't recommend writing any other kinds of marker.)

For example, to write a user comment string pointed to by comment_text:

	jpeg_write_marker(cinfo, JPEG_COM, comment_text, strlen(comment_text));

 

If it's not convenient to store all the marker data in memory at once,

you can instead call jpeg_write_m_header() followed by multiple calls to

jpeg_write_m_byte().  If you do it this way, it's your responsibility to

call jpeg_write_m_byte() exactly the number of times given in the length

parameter to jpeg_write_m_header().  (This method lets you empty the

output buffer partway through a marker, which might be important when

using a suspending data destination module.  In any case, if you are using

a suspending destination, you should flush its buffer after inserting

any special markers.  See "I/O suspension".)

 

Or, if you prefer to synthesize the marker byte sequence yourself,

you can just cram it straight into the data destination module.

 

If you are writing JFIF 1.02 extension markers (thumbnail images), don't

forget to set cinfo.JFIF_minor_version = 2 so that the encoder will write the

correct JFIF version number in the JFIF header marker.  The library's default

is to write version 1.01, but that's wrong if you insert any 1.02 extension

markers.  (We could probably get away with just defaulting to 1.02, but there

used to be broken decoders that would complain about unknown minor version
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numbers.  To reduce compatibility risks it's safest not to write 1.02 unless

you are actually using 1.02 extensions.)

 

 

When reading, two methods of handling special markers are available:

1. You can ask the library to save the contents of COM and/or APPn markers

into memory, and then examine them at your leisure afterwards.

2. You can supply your own routine to process COM and/or APPn markers

on-the-fly as they are read.

The first method is simpler to use, especially if you are using a suspending

data source; writing a marker processor that copes with input suspension is

not easy (consider what happens if the marker is longer than your available

input buffer).  However, the second method conserves memory since the marker

data need not be kept around after it's been processed.

 

For either method, you'd normally set up marker handling after creating a

decompression object and before calling jpeg_read_header(), because the

markers of interest will typically be near the head of the file and so will

be scanned by jpeg_read_header.  Once you've established a marker handling

method, it will be used for the life of that decompression object

(potentially many datastreams), unless you change it.  Marker handling is

determined separately for COM markers and for each APPn marker code.

 

 

To save the contents of special markers in memory, call

	jpeg_save_markers(cinfo, marker_code, length_limit)

where marker_code is the marker type to save, JPEG_COM or JPEG_APP0+n.

(To arrange to save all the special marker types, you need to call this

routine 17 times, for COM and APP0-APP15.)  If the incoming marker is longer

than length_limit data bytes, only length_limit bytes will be saved; this

parameter allows you to avoid chewing up memory when you only need to see the

first few bytes of a potentially large marker.  If you want to save all the

data, set length_limit to 0xFFFF; that is enough since marker lengths are only

16 bits.  As a special case, setting length_limit to 0 prevents that marker

type from being saved at all.  (That is the default behavior, in fact.)

 

After jpeg_read_header() completes, you can examine the special markers by

following the cinfo->marker_list pointer chain.  All the special markers in

the file appear in this list, in order of their occurrence in the file (but

omitting any markers of types you didn't ask for).  Both the original data

length and the saved data length are recorded for each list entry; the latter

will not exceed length_limit for the particular marker type.  Note that these

lengths exclude the marker length word, whereas the stored representation

within the JPEG file includes it.  (Hence the maximum data length is really

only 65533.)

 

It is possible that additional special markers appear in the file beyond the

SOS marker at which jpeg_read_header stops; if so, the marker list will be
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extended during reading of the rest of the file.  This is not expected to be

common, however.  If you are short on memory you may want to reset the length

limit to zero for all marker types after finishing jpeg_read_header, to

ensure that the max_memory_to_use setting cannot be exceeded due to addition

of later markers.

 

The marker list remains stored until you call jpeg_finish_decompress or

jpeg_abort, at which point the memory is freed and the list is set to empty.

(jpeg_destroy also releases the storage, of course.)

 

Note that the library is internally interested in APP0 and APP14 markers;

if you try to set a small nonzero length limit on these types, the library

will silently force the length up to the minimum it wants.  (But you can set

a zero length limit to prevent them from being saved at all.)  Also, in a

16-bit environment, the maximum length limit may be constrained to less than

65533 by malloc() limitations.  It is therefore best not to assume that the

effective length limit is exactly what you set it to be.

 

 

If you want to supply your own marker-reading routine, you do it by calling

jpeg_set_marker_processor().  A marker processor routine must have the

signature

	boolean jpeg_marker_parser_method (j_decompress_ptr cinfo)

Although the marker code is not explicitly passed, the routine can find it

in cinfo->unread_marker.  At the time of call, the marker proper has been

read from the data source module.  The processor routine is responsible for

reading the marker length word and the remaining parameter bytes, if any.

Return TRUE to indicate success.  (FALSE should be returned only if you are

using a suspending data source and it tells you to suspend.  See the standard

marker processors in jdmarker.c for appropriate coding methods if you need to

use a suspending data source.)

 

If you override the default APP0 or APP14 processors, it is up to you to

recognize JFIF and Adobe markers if you want colorspace recognition to occur

properly.  We recommend copying and extending the default processors if you

want to do that.  (A better idea is to save these marker types for later

examination by calling jpeg_save_markers(); that method doesn't interfere

with the library's own processing of these markers.)

 

jpeg_set_marker_processor() and jpeg_save_markers() are mutually exclusive

--- if you call one it overrides any previous call to the other, for the

particular marker type specified.

 

A simple example of an external COM processor can be found in djpeg.c.

Also, see jpegtran.c for an example of using jpeg_save_markers.

 

 

Raw (downsampled) image data
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----------------------------

 

Some applications need to supply already-downsampled image data to the JPEG

compressor, or to receive raw downsampled data from the decompressor.  The

library supports this requirement by allowing the application to write or

read raw data, bypassing the normal preprocessing or postprocessing steps.

The interface is different from the standard one and is somewhat harder to

use.  If your interest is merely in bypassing color conversion, we recommend

that you use the standard interface and simply set jpeg_color_space =

in_color_space (or jpeg_color_space = out_color_space for decompression).

The mechanism described in this section is necessary only to supply or

receive downsampled image data, in which not all components have the same

dimensions.

 

 

To compress raw data, you must supply the data in the colorspace to be used

in the JPEG file (please read the earlier section on Special color spaces)

and downsampled to the sampling factors specified in the JPEG parameters.

You must supply the data in the format used internally by the JPEG library,

namely a JSAMPIMAGE array.  This is an array of pointers to two-dimensional

arrays, each of type JSAMPARRAY.  Each 2-D array holds the values for one

color component.  This structure is necessary since the components are of

different sizes.  If the image dimensions are not a multiple of the MCU size,

you must also pad the data correctly (usually, this is done by replicating

the last column and/or row).  The data must be padded to a multiple of a DCT

block in each component: that is, each downsampled row must contain a

multiple of 8 valid samples, and there must be a multiple of 8 sample rows

for each component.  (For applications such as conversion of digital TV

images, the standard image size is usually a multiple of the DCT block size,

so that no padding need actually be done.)

 

The procedure for compression of raw data is basically the same as normal

compression, except that you call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of

jpeg_write_scanlines().  Before calling jpeg_start_compress(), you must do

the following:

 * Set cinfo->raw_data_in to TRUE.  (It is set FALSE by jpeg_set_defaults().)

   This notifies the library that you will be supplying raw data.

 * Ensure jpeg_color_space is correct --- an explicit jpeg_set_colorspace()

   call is a good idea.  Note that since color conversion is bypassed,

   in_color_space is ignored, except that jpeg_set_defaults() uses it to

   choose the default jpeg_color_space setting.

 * Ensure the sampling factors, cinfo->comp_info[i].h_samp_factor and

   cinfo->comp_info[i].v_samp_factor, are correct.  Since these indicate the

   dimensions of the data you are supplying, it's wise to set them

   explicitly, rather than assuming the library's defaults are what you want.

 

To pass raw data to the library, call jpeg_write_raw_data() in place of

jpeg_write_scanlines().  The two routines work similarly except that
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jpeg_write_raw_data takes a JSAMPIMAGE data array rather than JSAMPARRAY.

The scanlines count passed to and returned from jpeg_write_raw_data is

measured in terms of the component with the largest v_samp_factor.

 

jpeg_write_raw_data() processes one MCU row per call, which is to say

v_samp_factor*DCTSIZE sample rows of each component.  The passed num_lines

value must be at least max_v_samp_factor*DCTSIZE, and the return value will

be exactly that amount (or possibly some multiple of that amount, in future

library versions).  This is true even on the last call at the bottom of the

image; don't forget to pad your data as necessary.

 

The required dimensions of the supplied data can be computed for each

component as

	cinfo->comp_info[i].width_in_blocks*DCTSIZE  samples per row

	cinfo->comp_info[i].height_in_blocks*DCTSIZE rows in image

after jpeg_start_compress() has initialized those fields.  If the valid data

is smaller than this, it must be padded appropriately.  For some sampling

factors and image sizes, additional dummy DCT blocks are inserted to make

the image a multiple of the MCU dimensions.  The library creates such dummy

blocks itself; it does not read them from your supplied data.  Therefore you

need never pad by more than DCTSIZE samples.  An example may help here.

Assume 2h2v downsampling of YCbCr data, that is

	cinfo->comp_info[0].h_samp_factor = 2		for Y

	cinfo->comp_info[0].v_samp_factor = 2

	cinfo->comp_info[1].h_samp_factor = 1		for Cb

	cinfo->comp_info[1].v_samp_factor = 1

	cinfo->comp_info[2].h_samp_factor = 1		for Cr

	cinfo->comp_info[2].v_samp_factor = 1

and suppose that the nominal image dimensions (cinfo->image_width and

cinfo->image_height) are 101x101 pixels.  Then jpeg_start_compress() will

compute downsampled_width = 101 and width_in_blocks = 13 for Y,

downsampled_width = 51 and width_in_blocks = 7 for Cb and Cr (and the same

for the height fields).  You must pad the Y data to at least 13*8 = 104

columns and rows, the Cb/Cr data to at least 7*8 = 56 columns and rows.  The

MCU height is max_v_samp_factor = 2 DCT rows so you must pass at least 16

scanlines on each call to jpeg_write_raw_data(), which is to say 16 actual

sample rows of Y and 8 each of Cb and Cr.  A total of 7 MCU rows are needed,

so you must pass a total of 7*16 = 112 "scanlines".  The last DCT block row

of Y data is dummy, so it doesn't matter what you pass for it in the data

arrays, but the scanlines count must total up to 112 so that all of the Cb

and Cr data gets passed.

 

Output suspension is supported with raw-data compression: if the data

destination module suspends, jpeg_write_raw_data() will return 0.

In this case the same data rows must be passed again on the next call.

 

 

Decompression with raw data output implies bypassing all postprocessing:
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you cannot ask for rescaling or color quantization, for instance.  More

seriously, you must deal with the color space and sampling factors present in

the incoming file.  If your application only handles, say, 2h1v YCbCr data,

you must check for and fail on other color spaces or other sampling factors.

The library will not convert to a different color space for you.

 

To obtain raw data output, set cinfo->raw_data_out = TRUE before

jpeg_start_decompress() (it is set FALSE by jpeg_read_header()).  Be sure to

verify that the color space and sampling factors are ones you can handle.

Then call jpeg_read_raw_data() in place of jpeg_read_scanlines().  The

decompression process is otherwise the same as usual.

 

jpeg_read_raw_data() returns one MCU row per call, and thus you must pass a

buffer of at least max_v_samp_factor*DCTSIZE scanlines (scanline counting is

the same as for raw-data compression).  The buffer you pass must be large

enough to hold the actual data plus padding to DCT-block boundaries.  As with

compression, any entirely dummy DCT blocks are not processed so you need not

allocate space for them, but the total scanline count includes them.  The

above example of computing buffer dimensions for raw-data compression is

equally valid for decompression.

 

Input suspension is supported with raw-data decompression: if the data source

module suspends, jpeg_read_raw_data() will return 0.  You can also use

buffered-image mode to read raw data in multiple passes.

 

 

Really raw data: DCT coefficients

---------------------------------

 

It is possible to read or write the contents of a JPEG file as raw DCT

coefficients.  This facility is mainly intended for use in lossless

transcoding between different JPEG file formats.  Other possible applications

include lossless cropping of a JPEG image, lossless reassembly of a

multi-strip or multi-tile TIFF/JPEG file into a single JPEG datastream, etc.

 

To read the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, open the file and do

jpeg_read_header() as usual.  But instead of calling jpeg_start_decompress()

and jpeg_read_scanlines(), call jpeg_read_coefficients().  This will read the

entire image into a set of virtual coefficient-block arrays, one array per

component.  The return value is a pointer to an array of virtual-array

descriptors.  Each virtual array can be accessed directly using the JPEG

memory manager's access_virt_barray method (see Memory management, below,

and also read structure.txt's discussion of virtual array handling).  Or,

for simple transcoding to a different JPEG file format, the array list can

just be handed directly to jpeg_write_coefficients().

 

Each block in the block arrays contains quantized coefficient values in

normal array order (not JPEG zigzag order).  The block arrays contain only
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DCT blocks containing real data; any entirely-dummy blocks added to fill out

interleaved MCUs at the right or bottom edges of the image are discarded

during reading and are not stored in the block arrays.  (The size of each

block array can be determined from the width_in_blocks and height_in_blocks

fields of the component's comp_info entry.)  This is also the data format

expected by jpeg_write_coefficients().

 

When you are done using the virtual arrays, call jpeg_finish_decompress()

to release the array storage and return the decompression object to an idle

state; or just call jpeg_destroy() if you don't need to reuse the object.

 

If you use a suspending data source, jpeg_read_coefficients() will return

NULL if it is forced to suspend; a non-NULL return value indicates successful

completion.  You need not test for a NULL return value when using a

non-suspending data source.

 

It is also possible to call jpeg_read_coefficients() to obtain access to the

decoder's coefficient arrays during a normal decode cycle in buffered-image

mode.  This frammish might be useful for progressively displaying an incoming

image and then re-encoding it without loss.  To do this, decode in buffered-

image mode as discussed previously, then call jpeg_read_coefficients() after

the last jpeg_finish_output() call.  The arrays will be available for your use

until you call jpeg_finish_decompress().

 

 

To write the contents of a JPEG file as DCT coefficients, you must provide

the DCT coefficients stored in virtual block arrays.  You can either pass

block arrays read from an input JPEG file by jpeg_read_coefficients(), or

allocate virtual arrays from the JPEG compression object and fill them

yourself.  In either case, jpeg_write_coefficients() is substituted for

jpeg_start_compress() and jpeg_write_scanlines().  Thus the sequence is

 * Create compression object

 * Set all compression parameters as necessary

 * Request virtual arrays if needed

 * jpeg_write_coefficients()

 * jpeg_finish_compress()

 * Destroy or re-use compression object

jpeg_write_coefficients() is passed a pointer to an array of virtual block

array descriptors; the number of arrays is equal to cinfo.num_components.

 

The virtual arrays need only have been requested, not realized, before

jpeg_write_coefficients() is called.  A side-effect of

jpeg_write_coefficients() is to realize any virtual arrays that have been

requested from the compression object's memory manager.  Thus, when obtaining

the virtual arrays from the compression object, you should fill the arrays

after calling jpeg_write_coefficients().  The data is actually written out

when you call jpeg_finish_compress(); jpeg_write_coefficients() only writes

the file header.
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When writing raw DCT coefficients, it is crucial that the JPEG quantization

tables and sampling factors match the way the data was encoded, or the

resulting file will be invalid.  For transcoding from an existing JPEG file,

we recommend using jpeg_copy_critical_parameters().  This routine initializes

all the compression parameters to default values (like jpeg_set_defaults()),

then copies the critical information from a source decompression object.

The decompression object should have just been used to read the entire

JPEG input file --- that is, it should be awaiting jpeg_finish_decompress().

 

jpeg_write_coefficients() marks all tables stored in the compression object

as needing to be written to the output file (thus, it acts like

jpeg_start_compress(cinfo, TRUE)).  This is for safety's sake, to avoid

emitting abbreviated JPEG files by accident.  If you really want to emit an

abbreviated JPEG file, call jpeg_suppress_tables(), or set the tables'

individual sent_table flags, between calling jpeg_write_coefficients() and

jpeg_finish_compress().

 

 

Progress monitoring

-------------------

 

Some applications may need to regain control from the JPEG library every so

often.  The typical use of this feature is to produce a percent-done bar or

other progress display.  (For a simple example, see cjpeg.c or djpeg.c.)

Although you do get control back frequently during the data-transferring pass

(the jpeg_read_scanlines or jpeg_write_scanlines loop), any additional passes

will occur inside jpeg_finish_compress or jpeg_start_decompress; those

routines may take a long time to execute, and you don't get control back

until they are done.

 

You can define a progress-monitor routine which will be called periodically

by the library.  No guarantees are made about how often this call will occur,

so we don't recommend you use it for mouse tracking or anything like that.

At present, a call will occur once per MCU row, scanline, or sample row

group, whichever unit is convenient for the current processing mode; so the

wider the image, the longer the time between calls.  During the data

transferring pass, only one call occurs per call of jpeg_read_scanlines or

jpeg_write_scanlines, so don't pass a large number of scanlines at once if

you want fine resolution in the progress count.  (If you really need to use

the callback mechanism for time-critical tasks like mouse tracking, you could

insert additional calls inside some of the library's inner loops.)

 

To establish a progress-monitor callback, create a struct jpeg_progress_mgr,

fill in its progress_monitor field with a pointer to your callback routine,

and set cinfo->progress to point to the struct.  The callback will be called

whenever cinfo->progress is non-NULL.  (This pointer is set to NULL by

jpeg_create_compress or jpeg_create_decompress; the library will not change
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it thereafter.  So if you allocate dynamic storage for the progress struct,

make sure it will live as long as the JPEG object does.  Allocating from the

JPEG memory manager with lifetime JPOOL_PERMANENT will work nicely.)  You

can use the same callback routine for both compression and decompression.

 

The jpeg_progress_mgr struct contains four fields which are set by the library:

	long pass_counter;	/* work units completed in this pass */

	long pass_limit;	/* total number of work units in this pass */

	int completed_passes;	/* passes completed so far */

	int total_passes;	/* total number of passes expected */

During any one pass, pass_counter increases from 0 up to (not including)

pass_limit; the step size is usually but not necessarily 1.  The pass_limit

value may change from one pass to another.  The expected total number of

passes is in total_passes, and the number of passes already completed is in

completed_passes.  Thus the fraction of work completed may be estimated as

		completed_passes + (pass_counter/pass_limit)

		--------------------------------------------

				total_passes

ignoring the fact that the passes may not be equal amounts of work.

 

When decompressing, pass_limit can even change within a pass, because it

depends on the number of scans in the JPEG file, which isn't always known in

advance.  The computed fraction-of-work-done may jump suddenly (if the library

discovers it has overestimated the number of scans) or even decrease (in the

opposite case).  It is not wise to put great faith in the work estimate.

 

When using the decompressor's buffered-image mode, the progress monitor work

estimate is likely to be completely unhelpful, because the library has no way

to know how many output passes will be demanded of it.  Currently, the library

sets total_passes based on the assumption that there will be one more output

pass if the input file end hasn't yet been read (jpeg_input_complete() isn't

TRUE), but no more output passes if the file end has been reached when the

output pass is started.  This means that total_passes will rise as additional

output passes are requested.  If you have a way of determining the input file

size, estimating progress based on the fraction of the file that's been read

will probably be more useful than using the library's value.

 

 

Memory management

-----------------

 

This section covers some key facts about the JPEG library's built-in memory

manager.  For more info, please read structure.txt's section about the memory

manager, and consult the source code if necessary.

 

All memory and temporary file allocation within the library is done via the

memory manager.  If necessary, you can replace the "back end" of the memory

manager to control allocation yourself (for example, if you don't want the
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library to use malloc() and free() for some reason).

 

Some data is allocated "permanently" and will not be freed until the JPEG

object is destroyed.  Most data is allocated "per image" and is freed by

jpeg_finish_compress, jpeg_finish_decompress, or jpeg_abort.  You can call the

memory manager yourself to allocate structures that will automatically be

freed at these times.  Typical code for this is

 ptr = (*cinfo->mem->alloc_small) ((j_common_ptr) cinfo, JPOOL_IMAGE, size);

Use JPOOL_PERMANENT to get storage that lasts as long as the JPEG object.

Use alloc_large instead of alloc_small for anything bigger than a few Kbytes.

There are also alloc_sarray and alloc_barray routines that automatically

build 2-D sample or block arrays.

 

The library's minimum space requirements to process an image depend on the

image's width, but not on its height, because the library ordinarily works

with "strip" buffers that are as wide as the image but just a few rows high.

Some operating modes (eg, two-pass color quantization) require full-image

buffers.  Such buffers are treated as "virtual arrays": only the current strip

need be in memory, and the rest can be swapped out to a temporary file.

 

If you use the simplest memory manager back end (jmemnobs.c), then no

temporary files are used; virtual arrays are simply malloc()'d.  Images bigger

than memory can be processed only if your system supports virtual memory.

The other memory manager back ends support temporary files of various flavors

and thus work in machines without virtual memory.  They may also be useful on

Unix machines if you need to process images that exceed available swap space.

 

When using temporary files, the library will make the in-memory buffers for

its virtual arrays just big enough to stay within a "maximum memory" setting.

Your application can set this limit by setting cinfo->mem->max_memory_to_use

after creating the JPEG object.  (Of course, there is still a minimum size for

the buffers, so the max-memory setting is effective only if it is bigger than

the minimum space needed.)  If you allocate any large structures yourself, you

must allocate them before jpeg_start_compress() or jpeg_start_decompress() in

order to have them counted against the max memory limit.  Also keep in mind

that space allocated with alloc_small() is ignored, on the assumption that

it's too small to be worth worrying about; so a reasonable safety margin

should be left when setting max_memory_to_use.

 

If you use the jmemname.c or jmemdos.c memory manager back end, it is

important to clean up the JPEG object properly to ensure that the temporary

files get deleted.  (This is especially crucial with jmemdos.c, where the

"temporary files" may be extended-memory segments; if they are not freed,

DOS will require a reboot to recover the memory.)  Thus, with these memory

managers, it's a good idea to provide a signal handler that will trap any

early exit from your program.  The handler should call either jpeg_abort()

or jpeg_destroy() for any active JPEG objects.  A handler is not needed with

jmemnobs.c, and shouldn't be necessary with jmemansi.c or jmemmac.c either,
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since the C library is supposed to take care of deleting files made with

tmpfile().

 

 

Memory usage

------------

 

Working memory requirements while performing compression or decompression

depend on image dimensions, image characteristics (such as colorspace and

JPEG process), and operating mode (application-selected options).

 

As of v6b, the decompressor requires:

1. About 24K in more-or-less-fixed-size data.  This varies a bit depending

   on operating mode and image characteristics (particularly color vs.

   grayscale), but it doesn't depend on image dimensions.

2. Strip buffers (of size proportional to the image width) for IDCT and

   upsampling results.  The worst case for commonly used sampling factors

   is about 34 bytes * width in pixels for a color image.  A grayscale image

   only needs about 8 bytes per pixel column.

3. A full-image DCT coefficient buffer is needed to decode a multi-scan JPEG

   file (including progressive JPEGs), or whenever you select buffered-image

   mode.  This takes 2 bytes/coefficient.  At typical 2x2 sampling, that's

   3 bytes per pixel for a color image.  Worst case (1x1 sampling) requires

   6 bytes/pixel.  For grayscale, figure 2 bytes/pixel.

4. To perform 2-pass color quantization, the decompressor also needs a

   128K color lookup table and a full-image pixel buffer (3 bytes/pixel).

This does not count any memory allocated by the application, such as a

buffer to hold the final output image.

 

The above figures are valid for 8-bit JPEG data precision and a machine with

32-bit ints.  For 12-bit JPEG data, double the size of the strip buffers and

quantization pixel buffer.  The "fixed-size" data will be somewhat smaller

with 16-bit ints, larger with 64-bit ints.  Also, CMYK or other unusual

color spaces will require different amounts of space.

 

The full-image coefficient and pixel buffers, if needed at all, do not

have to be fully RAM resident; you can have the library use temporary

files instead when the total memory usage would exceed a limit you set.

(But if your OS supports virtual memory, it's probably better to just use

jmemnobs and let the OS do the swapping.)

 

The compressor's memory requirements are similar, except that it has no need

for color quantization.  Also, it needs a full-image DCT coefficient buffer

if Huffman-table optimization is asked for, even if progressive mode is not

requested.

 

If you need more detailed information about memory usage in a particular

situation, you can enable the MEM_STATS code in jmemmgr.c.
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Library compile-time options

----------------------------

 

A number of compile-time options are available by modifying jmorecfg.h.

 

The JPEG standard provides for both the baseline 8-bit DCT process and

a 12-bit DCT process.  The IJG code supports 12-bit lossy JPEG if you define

BITS_IN_JSAMPLE as 12 rather than 8.  Note that this causes JSAMPLE to be

larger than a char, so it affects the surrounding application's image data.

The sample applications cjpeg and djpeg can support 12-bit mode only for PPM

and GIF file formats; you must disable the other file formats to compile a

12-bit cjpeg or djpeg.  (install.txt has more information about that.)

At present, a 12-bit library can handle *only* 12-bit images, not both

precisions.  (If you need to include both 8- and 12-bit libraries in a single

application, you could probably do it by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES

for just one of the copies.  You'd have to access the 8-bit and 12-bit copies

from separate application source files.  This is untested ... if you try it,

we'd like to hear whether it works!)

 

Note that a 12-bit library always compresses in Huffman optimization mode,

in order to generate valid Huffman tables.  This is necessary because our

default Huffman tables only cover 8-bit data.  If you need to output 12-bit

files in one pass, you'll have to supply suitable default Huffman tables.

You may also want to supply your own DCT quantization tables; the existing

quality-scaling code has been developed for 8-bit use, and probably doesn't

generate especially good tables for 12-bit.

 

The maximum number of components (color channels) in the image is determined

by MAX_COMPONENTS.  The JPEG standard allows up to 255 components, but we

expect that few applications will need more than four or so.

 

On machines with unusual data type sizes, you may be able to improve

performance or reduce memory space by tweaking the various typedefs in

jmorecfg.h.  In particular, on some RISC CPUs, access to arrays of "short"s

is quite slow; consider trading memory for speed by making JCOEF, INT16, and

UINT16 be "int" or "unsigned int".  UINT8 is also a candidate to become int.

You probably don't want to make JSAMPLE be int unless you have lots of memory

to burn.

 

You can reduce the size of the library by compiling out various optional

functions.  To do this, undefine xxx_SUPPORTED symbols as necessary.

 

You can also save a few K by not having text error messages in the library;

the standard error message table occupies about 5Kb.  This is particularly

reasonable for embedded applications where there's no good way to display

a message anyway.  To do this, remove the creation of the message table
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(jpeg_std_message_table[]) from jerror.c, and alter format_message to do

something reasonable without it.  You could output the numeric value of the

message code number, for example.  If you do this, you can also save a couple

more K by modifying the TRACEMSn() macros in jerror.h to expand to nothing;

you don't need trace capability anyway, right?

 

 

Portability considerations

--------------------------

 

The JPEG library has been written to be extremely portable; the sample

applications cjpeg and djpeg are slightly less so.  This section summarizes

the design goals in this area.  (If you encounter any bugs that cause the

library to be less portable than is claimed here, we'd appreciate hearing

about them.)

 

The code works fine on ANSI C, C++, and pre-ANSI C compilers, using any of

the popular system include file setups, and some not-so-popular ones too.

See install.txt for configuration procedures.

 

The code is not dependent on the exact sizes of the C data types.  As

distributed, we make the assumptions that

	char	is at least 8 bits wide

	short	is at least 16 bits wide

	int	is at least 16 bits wide

	long	is at least 32 bits wide

(These are the minimum requirements of the ANSI C standard.)  Wider types will

work fine, although memory may be used inefficiently if char is much larger

than 8 bits or short is much bigger than 16 bits.  The code should work

equally well with 16- or 32-bit ints.

 

In a system where these assumptions are not met, you may be able to make the

code work by modifying the typedefs in jmorecfg.h.  However, you will probably

have difficulty if int is less than 16 bits wide, since references to plain

int abound in the code.

 

char can be either signed or unsigned, although the code runs faster if an

unsigned char type is available.  If char is wider than 8 bits, you will need

to redefine JOCTET and/or provide custom data source/destination managers so

that JOCTET represents exactly 8 bits of data on external storage.

 

The JPEG library proper does not assume ASCII representation of characters.

But some of the image file I/O modules in cjpeg/djpeg do have ASCII

dependencies in file-header manipulation; so does cjpeg's select_file_type()

routine.

 

The JPEG library does not rely heavily on the C library.  In particular, C

stdio is used only by the data source/destination modules and the error
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handler, all of which are application-replaceable.  (cjpeg/djpeg are more

heavily dependent on stdio.)  malloc and free are called only from the memory

manager "back end" module, so you can use a different memory allocator by

replacing that one file.

 

The code generally assumes that C names must be unique in the first 15

characters.  However, global function names can be made unique in the

first 6 characters by defining NEED_SHORT_EXTERNAL_NAMES.

 

More info about porting the code may be gleaned by reading jconfig.txt,

jmorecfg.h, and jinclude.h.

 

 

Notes for MS-DOS implementors

-----------------------------

 

The IJG code is designed to work efficiently in 80x86 "small" or "medium"

memory models (i.e., data pointers are 16 bits unless explicitly declared

"far"; code pointers can be either size).  You may be able to use small

model to compile cjpeg or djpeg by itself, but you will probably have to use

medium model for any larger application.  This won't make much difference in

performance.  You *will* take a noticeable performance hit if you use a

large-data memory model (perhaps 10%-25%), and you should avoid "huge" model

if at all possible.

 

The JPEG library typically needs 2Kb-3Kb of stack space.  It will also

malloc about 20K-30K of near heap space while executing (and lots of far

heap, but that doesn't count in this calculation).  This figure will vary

depending on selected operating mode, and to a lesser extent on image size.

There is also about 5Kb-6Kb of constant data which will be allocated in the

near data segment (about 4Kb of this is the error message table).

Thus you have perhaps 20K available for other modules' static data and near

heap space before you need to go to a larger memory model.  The C library's

static data will account for several K of this, but that still leaves a good

deal for your needs.  (If you are tight on space, you could reduce the sizes

of the I/O buffers allocated by jdatasrc.c and jdatadst.c, say from 4K to

1K.  Another possibility is to move the error message table to far memory;

this should be doable with only localized hacking on jerror.c.)

 

About 2K of the near heap space is "permanent" memory that will not be

released until you destroy the JPEG object.  This is only an issue if you

save a JPEG object between compression or decompression operations.

 

Far data space may also be a tight resource when you are dealing with large

images.  The most memory-intensive case is decompression with two-pass color

quantization, or single-pass quantization to an externally supplied color

map.  This requires a 128Kb color lookup table plus strip buffers amounting

to about 40 bytes per column for typical sampling ratios (eg, about 25600
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bytes for a 640-pixel-wide image).  You may not be able to process wide

images if you have large data structures of your own.

 

Of course, all of these concerns vanish if you use a 32-bit flat-memory-model

compiler, such as DJGPP or Watcom C.  We highly recommend flat model if you

can use it; the JPEG library is significantly faster in flat model.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/libjpeg.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

TurboJPEG Java Wrapper

======================

 

The TurboJPEG shared library can optionally be built with a Java Native

Interface wrapper, which allows the library to be loaded and used directly from

Java applications.  The Java front end for this is defined in several classes

located under org/libjpegturbo/turbojpeg.  The source code for these Java

classes is licensed under a BSD-style license, so the files can be incorporated

directly into both open source and proprietary projects without restriction.  A

Java archive (JAR) file containing these classes is also shipped with the

"official" distribution packages of libjpeg-turbo.

 

TJExample.java, which should also be located in the same directory as this

README file, demonstrates how to use the TurboJPEG Java API to compress and

decompress JPEG images in memory.

 

 

Performance Pitfalls

--------------------

 

The TurboJPEG Java API defines several convenience methods that can allocate

image buffers or instantiate classes to hold the result of compress,

decompress, or transform operations.  However, if you use these methods, then

be mindful of the amount of new data you are creating on the heap.  It may be

necessary to manually invoke the garbage collector to prevent heap exhaustion

or to prevent performance degradation.  Background garbage collection can kill

performance, particularly in a multi-threaded environment (Java pauses all

threads when the GC runs.)

 

The TurboJPEG Java API always gives you the option of pre-allocating your own

source and destination buffers, which allows you to re-use those buffers for

compressing/decompressing multiple images.  If the image sequence you are

compressing or decompressing consists of images of the same size, then

pre-allocating the buffers is recommended.
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Installation Directory

----------------------

 

If the TurboJPEG JNI library (libturbojpeg.so, libturbojpeg.jnilib, or

turbojpeg.dll) is not installed under a system library directory or under a

directory specified in LD_LIBRARY_PATH (Unix) or PATH (Windows), then you will

need to pass an argument of -Djava.library.path={path_to_JNI_library} to java.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/java/README

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jdcolext.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2009, 2011, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains output colorspace conversion routines.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jdcolext.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* cdjpeg.h

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains common declarations for the sample applications

* cjpeg and djpeg.  It is NOT used by the core JPEG library.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/cdjpeg.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

; for more details.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jfmmxfst.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jfss2fst.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2fst-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jimmxfst.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jiss2fst.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfss2fst-

64.asm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jsimddct.h

*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

*

* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimddct.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jcmarker.c

*

* This file was part of the Independent JPEG Group's software:

* Copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modifications:

* Copyright (C) 2010, D. R. Commander.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write JPEG datastream markers.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jcmarker.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jmemmgr.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1997, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains the JPEG system-independent memory management

* routines.  This code is usable across a wide variety of machines; most

* of the system dependencies have been isolated in a separate file.

* The major functions provided here are:

*   * pool-based allocation and freeing of memory;

*   * policy decisions about how to divide available memory among the

*     virtual arrays;

*   * control logic for swapping virtual arrays between main memory and

*     backing storage.

* The separate system-dependent file provides the actual backing-storage

* access code, and it contains the policy decision about how much total

* main memory to use.

* This file is system-dependent in the sense that some of its functions

* are unnecessary in some systems.  For example, if there is enough virtual

* memory so that backing storage will never be used, much of the virtual

* array control logic could be removed.  (Of course, if you have that much

* memory then you shouldn't care about a little bit of unused code...)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jmemmgr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jidctflt.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a floating-point implementation of the

* inverse DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).  In the IJG code, this routine

* must also perform dequantization of the input coefficients.
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*

* This implementation should be more accurate than either of the integer

* IDCT implementations.  However, it may not give the same results on all

* machines because of differences in roundoff behavior.  Speed will depend

* on the hardware's floating point capacity.

*

* A 2-D IDCT can be done by 1-D IDCT on each column followed by 1-D IDCT

* on each row (or vice versa, but it's more convenient to emit a row at

* a time).  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are much more

* complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in

* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization

* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds

* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with a fixed-point

* implementation, accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the

* scaled quantization values.  However, that problem does not arise if

* we use floating point arithmetic.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jidctflt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C)2009-2012 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

*   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* - Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

*   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*   software without specific prior written permission.

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjbench.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/tjunittest.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/turbojpeg.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/turbojpeg.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/java/TJBench.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jsimd_none.c

*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander

*

* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

*

* This file contains stubs for when there is no SIMD support available.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jsimd_none.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: BSD-style

libjpeg-turbo rivals that of proprietary high-speed JPEG codecs.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/release/libjpeg-

turbo.spec.in

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jsimd_arm.c

*

* Copyright 2009 Pierre Ossman <ossman@cendio.se> for Cendio AB

* Copyright 2009-2011 D. R. Commander

*

* Based on the x86 SIMD extension for IJG JPEG library,

* Copyright (C) 1999-2006, MIYASAKA Masaru.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

*

* This file contains the interface between the "normal" portions

* of the library and the SIMD implementations when running on

* ARM architecture.

*

* Based on the stubs from 'jsimd_none.c'

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jsimd_arm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

libjpeg-turbo note:  This image was extracted from the 8-bit nightshot_iso_100

image.  The original can be downloaded at the link below.

 

The New Image Compression Test Set - Jan 2008

http://www.imagecompression.info/test_images

 

The images historically used for compression research (lena, barbra, pepper etc...) have outlived their useful life and

its about time they become a part of history only. They are too small, come from data sources too old and are

available in only 8-bit precision.

 

These images have been carefully selected to aid in image compression algorithm research and evaluation. These are

photographic images chosen to come from a wide variety of sources and each one picked to stress different aspects

of algorithms. Images are available in 8-bit, 16-bit and 16-bit linear variations, RGB and gray.

 

Images are available without any prohibitive copyright restrictions.

 

These images are (c) there respective owners. You are granted full redistribution and publication rights on these

images provided:
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1. The origin of the pictures must not be misrepresented; you must not claim that you took the original pictures. If

you use, publish or redistribute them, an acknowledgment would be appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be misinterpreted as being the originals.

3. No payment is required for distribution this material, it must be available freely under the conditions stated here.

That is, it is prohibited to sell the material.

4. This notice may not be removed or altered from any distribution.

 

Acknowledgments: A lot of people contributed a lot of time and effort in making this test set possible. Thanks to

everyone who voiced their opinion in any of the discussions online. Thanks to Axel Becker, Thomas Richter and

Niels Frhling for their extensive help in picking images, running all the various tests etc... Thanks to Pete Fraser,

Tony Story, Wayne J. Cosshall, David Coffin, Bruce Lindbloom and raw.fotosite.pl for the images which make up

this set.

 

Sachin Garg [India]

sachingarg@c10n.info

 

www.sachingarg.com | www.c10n.info | www.imagecompression.info

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/testimages/nightshot_iso_100.txt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* jfdctfst.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1994-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains a fast, not so accurate integer implementation of the

* forward DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform).

*

* A 2-D DCT can be done by 1-D DCT on each row followed by 1-D DCT

* on each column.  Direct algorithms are also available, but they are

* much more complex and seem not to be any faster when reduced to code.

*

* This implementation is based on Arai, Agui, and Nakajima's algorithm for

* scaled DCT.  Their original paper (Trans. IEICE E-71(11):1095) is in

* Japanese, but the algorithm is described in the Pennebaker & Mitchell

* JPEG textbook (see REFERENCES section in file README).  The following code

* is based directly on figure 4-8 in P&M.

* While an 8-point DCT cannot be done in less than 11 multiplies, it is

* possible to arrange the computation so that many of the multiplies are

* simple scalings of the final outputs.  These multiplies can then be

* folded into the multiplications or divisions by the JPEG quantization

* table entries.  The AA&N method leaves only 5 multiplies and 29 adds
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* to be done in the DCT itself.

* The primary disadvantage of this method is that with fixed-point math,

* accuracy is lost due to imprecise representation of the scaled

* quantization values.  The smaller the quantization table entry, the less

* precise the scaled value, so this implementation does worse with high-

* quality-setting files than with low-quality ones.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/jfdctfst.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrrle.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in RLE format.

* The Utah Raster Toolkit library is required (version 3.1 or later).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*

* Based on code contributed by Mike Lijewski,

* with updates from Robert Hutchinson.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrrle.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

; For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in jsimdext.inc

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jsimdcpu.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jimmxred.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jccolss2.asm
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcclrss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcgryss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdmerss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfsseflt.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcsammmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jfsseflt-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdmermmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcsamss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcclrss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcqnts2i.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdcolss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcqnts2f.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/ji3dnflt.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jccolss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2flt.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jccolmmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-
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1.2.90/simd/jdclrmmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdmrgmmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcqnts2i-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcgryss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jf3dnflt.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdmerss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdmrgss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdsamss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcqntsse.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcgrass2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdmrgss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcqnts2f-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jisseflt.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jiss2red.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcclrmmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcqntmmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcqnt3dn.asm
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdclrss2.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcgrass2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdclrss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdcolmmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcgrymmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2red-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jcgrammx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jcsamss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdcolss2-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-

1.2.90/simd/jdsammmx.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jiss2flt-

64.asm

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/simd/jdsamss2-

64.asm

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* wrppm.c

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-1996, Thomas G. Lane.

* Modified 2009 by Guido Vollbeding.

* This file is part of the Independent JPEG Group's software.

* For conditions of distribution and use, see the accompanying README file.

*

* This file contains routines to write output images in PPM/PGM format.

* The extended 2-byte-per-sample raw PPM/PGM formats are supported.
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* The PBMPLUS library is NOT required to compile this software

* (but it is highly useful as a set of PPM image manipulation programs).

*

* These routines may need modification for non-Unix environments or

* specialized applications.  As they stand, they assume output to

* an ordinary stdio stream.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1007828089_1591902017.54/0/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90-8.el7.src.rpm-cosi-expand-

archive-izMLZnt8/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90.tar.gz-cosi-expand-archive-Cd49Tbdd/libjpeg-turbo-1.2.90/wrppm.c

 

1.69 packaging 19.0 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.70 soupsieve 2.2.1 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 - 2021 Isaac Muse <isaacmuse@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# License

 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 - 2021 Isaac Muse <isaacmuse@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.71 perl-pod-simple 3.28 4.el7

 

1.72 xml-apis-ext 1.3.04 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

xml-commons/java/external/README.dom.txt $Id: README.dom.txt 477038 2006-11-20 04:40:36Z mrglavas $

 

 

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

 

 

All of the .java software and associated documentation about

the DOM in this repository are distributed under the license

from the W3C, which is provided herein.
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LICENSE.dom-software.txt covers all software from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/src/org/w3c

     and all subdirectories

    

(Note: SAC (The Simple API for CSS) has been published under an older

version of the W3C license. The original license file is LICENSE.sac.html.)

 

LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt covers all documentation from the W3C

including the following items in the xml-commons project:

 

   xml-commons/java/external/xdocs/dom

     and all subdirectories

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes in xml-commons came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/java-binding.html

  

The specification of DOM Level 3's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-Core-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-DOM-Level-3-LS-20040407/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/NOTE-DOM-Level-3-XPath-20040226/

 

The specification of DOM Level 2's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Events-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Style-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Traversal-Range-20001113/

   http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/REC-DOM-Level-2-Views-20001113/

  

The specification of DOM Level 1's various parts is at:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/REC-DOM-Level-1-19981001/level-one-html.html

 

Links to all available W3C DOM Java Bindings can be found at:

   http://www.w3.org/DOM/DOMTR

 

The actual classes of The Simple API for CSS (SAC) came from:

   http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/SAC/

   http://www.w3.org/2002/06/sacjava-1.3.zip

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SMIL came from:

   http://dev.w3.org/cvsweb/java/classes/org/w3c/dom/smil/

   (both ElementTimeControl.java and TimeEvent.java were taken at revision 1.1)

 

The actual DOM Java Language Binding classes for SVG 1.1 came from:

   http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/java.html

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache xml-commons xml-apis      ==
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  ==  distribution.                                                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache XML Commons XML APIs

  Copyright 2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - software copyright (c) 2000 World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-software.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-software.txt 226215 2005-06-03

22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-software-20021231

 

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be
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    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

xml-commons/java/external/LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt $Id: LICENSE.dom-documentation.txt 226215

2005-06-03 22:49:13Z mrglavas $

 

 

This license came from: http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/copyright-documents-20021231

 

 

W3C DOCUMENT LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231

 

Public documents on the W3C site are provided by the copyright holders under
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the following license. By using and/or copying this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree that

you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or the W3C

document from which this statement is linked, in any medium for any purpose

and without fee or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the

following on ALL copies of the document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

 1. A link or URL to the original W3C document.

 2. The pre-existing copyright notice of the original author, or if it

    doesn't exist, a notice (hypertext is preferred, but a textual

    representation is permitted) of the form: "Copyright  [$date-of-document]

    World Wide Web Consortium, (Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

    European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio

    University). All Rights Reserved.

    http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-documents-20021231"

 3. If it exists, the STATUS of the W3C document.

 

When space permits, inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE should be

provided. We request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of W3C documents is granted

pursuant to this license. However, if additional requirements (documented in

the Copyright FAQ) are satisfied, the right to create modifications or

derivatives is sometimes granted by the W3C to individuals complying with

those requirements.

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE

FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE

PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to this document or its contents without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all

times remain with copyright holders.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, moves information on

style sheets, DTDs, and schemas to the Copyright FAQ, reflects that ERCIM is

now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". See the older

formulation for the policy prior to this date. Please see our Copyright FAQ for

common questions about using materials from our site, such as the translating

or annotating specifications. Other questions about this notice can be directed

to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

Last revised by Reagle $Date: 2005-06-03 18:49:13 -0400 (Fri, 03 Jun 2005) $

 

1.73 protobuf-java-format 1.4 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

 

	Copyright (c) 2009, Orbitz World Wide

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

	are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

		* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

		  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

		* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

		  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

		  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

		* Neither the name of the Orbitz World Wide nor the names of its contributors

		  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

		  without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

	"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

	A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.74 resourcelocator 1.0.1 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

1.1. Contributor means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor

(if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. Initial Developer means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

1.7. License means this document.

1.8. Licensable means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and (b)

associated documentation included in or with such code.

1.13. You (or Your) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, You includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

 

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or
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otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer

for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions thereof);

and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.

You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or

any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
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3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the terms

of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

 

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time.

Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the

license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of the

version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes a

notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under any

subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also

choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN AS IS BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their
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nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or

a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as Participant)

alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a Contributor or the

Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any

and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer

is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days notice

from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if

within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly granted

by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor) shall

survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

The Covered Software is a commercial item, as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

commercial computer software (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

computer software documentation as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is

held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable. This

License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original Software

(except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-law
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provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to
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surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any
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change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than

your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.
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Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
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number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the
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Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

 

 

1.75 pyrepl 0.9.0 
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1.75.1 Available under license : 
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both

that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

THE AUTHOR MICHAEL HUDSON DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.76 f5-sdk 3.0.21 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: f5-sdk

Version: 3.0.21

Summary: F5 Networks Python SDK

Home-page: https://github.com/F5Networks/f5-common-python

Author: F5 Networks

Author-email: f5_common_python@f5.com

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

Description: UNKNOWN

Keywords: F5,sdk,api,icontrol,bigip,api,ltm

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: Apache Software License

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Intended Audience :: System Administrators

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5_sdk.egg-info/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/README.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/system/easy_setup.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/dns.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/password_policy.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/ntp.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/resource.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/sys/software/update.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/sshd.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/software/update.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/system/setup.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/management_ip.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/resource.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/identified_devices/config/discovery.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/license.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/clock.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/management_route.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/trust.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/resource.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/sys/sshd.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/sys/httpd.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/utils/responses/handlers.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/cluster.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/identified_devices/config/device_info.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/sys/dns.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/syslog.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/httpd.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/version.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/protocol_inspection.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/provider/templates/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/log_config.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/shared/licensing.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/listener.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/resolver/device_groups/cm_cloud_managed_devices.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/global_settings.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-dist/add_pkg_name.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/dos.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/conftest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/traffic_class.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-

dist/scripts/construct_setups.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/shared/licensing/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/unix_mv.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/devtools/source_engine.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/templates/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/identified_devices/config/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/fdb.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/bash.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/vlan.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/global_settings.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/arp.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-

dist/scripts/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-
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3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/json_profiles.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/conftest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/shared/authz.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/shared/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/shared/resolver/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/daemon_log_settings.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/shared/licensing/pools.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/shared/file_transfer.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/setup.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/signature_statuses.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/cm/system.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/host_names.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/tunnels.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/extractions.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/file_transfer.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/tm/shared/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/sys/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/websocket_urls.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/software/volume.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/config.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/history_revisions.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/serverssl_ciphers.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/host_info.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/multi_device/exceptions.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/monitor.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/cookies.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-
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3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/sys/software/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/failover.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/session_tracking_status.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/cm/autodeploy/software_images.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/ucs.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/ldap.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/general.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/shared/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/shared/resolver/device_groups/cm_bigip_allbigipdevices.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/signature_systems.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/user.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/node.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/signatures.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/contexts.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/device_group.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/login_enforcement.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/firewall.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/rule.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/vcmp/virtual_disk.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-dist/build_pkgs.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/persistence.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/sensitive_parameters.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/pool.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/lsn_pools.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/smtp_server.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policy_templates.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/software/image.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/navigation_parameters.py
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/protected_servers.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/asm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/vulnerability_assessment.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/remote_user.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/dns_resolver.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/file.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/server.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/xml_validation.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/rule.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/disk.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/csrf_protection.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/login_pages.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/remote_role.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/analytics/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/dig.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/policy_builder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/unix_ls.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/snat_translation.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/devtools/code_generator.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/route.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/virtual_address.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/device/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/virtual.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/utils/testutils/registrytools.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/policy.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/qkview.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/tenants.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/flowspec_route_injector.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/log.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/software/hotfix.py
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/data_guard.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/brute_force.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/vulnerabilities.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/ifile.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/sdk_exception.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/pool.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/ip_intelligence.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/tm/shared/licensing.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/tm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/traffic_group.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/crypto.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/shared/iapp.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/dns.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/shared/licensing/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/cm/autodeploy/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/analytics.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/connection.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/identified_devices/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/authz/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/route_domain.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/tacacs.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/shared/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/folder.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/web_scraping.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/device/licensing/pool/initial_activation.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/multi_device/utils.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/signature_sets.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/shared/licensing/pools.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/auth.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/provider/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/icall.py
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/filetypes.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/memory.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/sflow.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/authz/role.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/snatpool.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/shared/bigip_failover_state.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/urls.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/multi_device/device_group.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/scrubber.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/failover_status.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/tasks.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/get_dossier.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/vcmp/guest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/connectors/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/character_sets.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/device/licensing/pool/utility.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/session_tracking.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/whitelist_ips.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/radius.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/mixins.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-

dist/scripts/configure.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/radius_server.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/nat.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/unix_rm.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/datacenter.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/suggestions.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/clientssl_ciphers.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/provision.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/cert_ldap.py
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/default_node_monitor.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/data_group.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/resolver/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/service_policy.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/partition.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/device/licensing/pool/regkey.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/snat.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/device/licensing/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/device.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/cm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/selfip.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/plain_text_profiles.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/shared/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/devtools/template_engine.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/topology.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/redirection_protection.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/device/licensing/pool/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/transaction/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/db.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/gwt_profiles.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/attack_types.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/cm/asm/tasks.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/snmp.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/headers.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/tasks.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/templates/iapp.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/performance.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/authz/user.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/__init__.py
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/profile.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/utils/iapp_parser.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-

dist/scripts/terminal.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/shared/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/blocking_settings.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/utils/decorators.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/signature_sets.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/wideip.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/audit_logs.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/nat.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/shared/resolver/device_groups/cm_autodeploy_group_manager_autodeployment.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-dist/scripts/get-

version-release.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/tm/sys/global_settings.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigiq/shared/resolver/device_groups/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/analytics/dos_vis_common.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/signatures.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-

dist/scripts/build_expectations.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/gtm/region.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/parameters.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/multi_device/trust_domain.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/trunk.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/trust_domain.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5sdk_plugins/fixtures.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/feature_module.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/service.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/multi_device/cluster/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigiq/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/analytics/protocol_inspection.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-
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dist/scripts/build_exceptions.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5-sdk-

dist/scripts/install_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/geolocation_enforcement.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/blacklist_publisher.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/shared/authn.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/system/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/utils/util_exceptions.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/response_pages.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/software/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/vcmp/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/devtools/crawler.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/signature_update.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/shared/resolver/device_groups/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/security/shared_objects.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/ltm/monitor.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/connectors/local.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/cm/sync_status.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/ip_intelligence.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/methods.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/hardware.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/iworkflow/cm/cloud/provider/templates/iapp.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/auth/source.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/interface.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/net/timer_policy.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/sys/application.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-

3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/asm/policies/xml_profiles.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303289_1621381633.85/0/f5-sdk-3-0-21-tar-gz/f5-sdk-3.0.21/f5/bigip/tm/util/__init__.py
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1.77 errors v0.9.1 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.78 pygments 2.10.0 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006-2021 by the respective authors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

'# New ports collection makefile for:    python25\n' Comment

 

'# Date created:         3 July 2003\n' Comment

 

'# Whom:                 Hye-Shik Chang <perky@FreeBSD.org>\n' Comment

 

'#\n'         Comment

 

'# $FreeBSD: ports/lang/python25/Makefile,v 1.145 2007/10/03 23:22:04 edwin Exp $\n' Comment

 

'\n'          Text

 

'PORTNAME'    Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'python25'    Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PORTVERSION' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'2'           Literal.Number

'.5.1'        Text

'\n'          Text

 

'CATEGORIES'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'lang'        Text

' '           Text

'python'      Text

' '           Text

'ipv6'        Text

'\n'          Text

 

'MASTER_SITES' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol
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'PYTHON_MASTER_SITES' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'MASTER_SITE_SUBDIR' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_MASTER_SITE_SUBDIR' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'DISTFILES'   Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_DISTFILE' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'\n'          Text

 

'MAINTAINER'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'python@FreeBSD.org' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'COMMENT'     Name.Variable

'?='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'An'          Text

' '           Text

'interpreted' Text

' '           Text

'object-oriented' Text

' '           Text

'programming' Text

' '           Text

'language'    Text

'\n'          Text

 

'\n'          Text

 

'DIST_SUBDIR' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'python'      Text
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'\n'          Text

 

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/portbld.static' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'GNU_CONFIGURE' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'yes'         Text

'\n'          Text

 

'CONFIGURE_TARGET' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'--build'     Text

'='           Operator

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MACHINE_ARCH' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'-portbld-freebsd' Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'OSREL'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'CONFIGURE_SCRIPT' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'../configure' Text

' '           Text

'# must be relative\n' Comment.Single

 

'CONFIGURE_ENV' Name.Variable

'='           Operator
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'\t'          Text

'OPT'         Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"'           Literal.String.Double

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'CFLAGS'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'"'           Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'SVNVERSION'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"echo freebsd"' Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'MAKE_ENV'    Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'VPATH'       Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"'           Literal.String.Double

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'"'           Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'INSTALLS_SHLIB' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'yes'         Text

'\n'          Text

 

'INSTALL_TARGET' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'altinstall'  Text

'\n'          Text

 

'MAN1'        Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.1'          Text

'\n'          Text

 

'\n'          Text
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'USE_PYTHON'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'yes'         Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'python2.5'   Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PYTHON_NO_DEPENDS' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'yes'         Text

'\n'          Text

 

'\n'          Text

 

'SHARED_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/portbld.shared' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PLIST'       Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/PLIST'      Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PLIST_TEMPLATE' Name.Variable

'?='          Operator

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PKGDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/pkg-plist'  Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable
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'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'PYVER'       Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

':'           Punctuation

'S'           Name.Variable

'/python//'   Punctuation

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'PYVER_WITHPAT' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PORTVERSION' Name.Variable

':'           Punctuation

'S'           Name.Variable

'/.c/c/'      Punctuation

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'DEMODIR'     Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/share/examples/' Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'TOOLSDIR'    Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/share/'     Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text
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'\n'          Text

 

'BIN_SCRIPTS' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'idle'        Text

' '           Text

'pydoc'       Text

' '           Text

'python'      Text

' '           Text

'python-shared' Text

' '           Text

'smtpd.py'    Text

' '           Text

'python-config' Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'python-shared-config' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'BINLINKS_SUB' Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s,smtpd,smtpd${PYTHON_VER},'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s,(idle|pydoc|python-shared|python),\\1${PYTHON_VER},'" Literal.String.Single

'\n\n'        Text

 

'OPTIONS'     Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t'          Text

'THREADS'     Text

' '           Text

'"Enable thread support"' Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'on'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape
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'\t\t'        Text

'HUGE_STACK_SIZE' Text

' '           Text

'"Use a larger thread stack"' Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'off'         Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'UCS4'        Text

' '           Text

'"Use UCS4 for unicode support"' Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'on'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'PYMALLOC'    Text

' '           Text

'"Use python\'s internal malloc"' Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'on'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'IPV6'        Text

' '           Text

'"Enable IPv6 support"' Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'on'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'FPECTL'      Text

' '           Text

'"Enable floating point exception handling"' Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'off'         Text

'\n\n'        Text

 

'.include <bsd.port.pre.mk>\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text
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'.if ${PYTHON_VERSION} == ${PYTHON_DEFAULT_VERSION}\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'MLINKS'      Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.1'          Text

' '           Text

'python.1'    Text

'\n'          Text

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'IF_DEFAULT'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'""'          Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'IF_DEFAULT'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"@comment "' Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'# workaround for a bug in base curses.h.\n' Comment

 

'CFLAGS'      Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'-D__wchar_t' Text

'='           Operator

'wchar_t'     Text

'\n'          Text

 

'\n'          Text
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'.if !defined(WITHOUT_THREADS)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ARGS' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'--with-threads' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'CFLAGS'      Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PTHREAD_CFLAGS' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'.if defined(WITHOUT_HUGE_STACK_SIZE)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CFLAGS'      Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'-DTHREAD_STACK_SIZE' Text

'='           Operator

'0x20000'     Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'CFLAGS'      Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'-DTHREAD_STACK_SIZE' Text

'='           Operator

'0x100000'    Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif # defined(WITHOUT_HUGE_STACK_SIZE)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ENV' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'LDFLAGS'     Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"'           Literal.String.Double

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PTHREAD_LIBS' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Literal.String.Double
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'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LDFLAGS'     Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'"'           Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ARGS' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'--without-threads' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.if defined(LDFLAGS)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ENV' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t\t'        Text

'LDFLAGS'     Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"'           Literal.String.Double

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LDFLAGS'     Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'"'           Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif # defined(LDFLAGS)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'.endif # !defined(WITHOUT_THREADS)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'.if !defined(WITHOUT_UCS4) && !defined(WITH_UCS2)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ARGS' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'--enable-unicode' Text

'='           Operator

'ucs4'        Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text
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'.if defined(WITHOUT_PYMALLOC)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ARGS' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'        '    Text

'--without-pymalloc' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'.if ${ARCH} == i386\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'X86_ONLY'    Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'""'          Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'X86_ONLY'    Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"@comment "' Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'.if ${ARCH} == amd64 || ${ARCH} == ia64 || ${ARCH} == sparc64 || ${ARCH} == alpha\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'     '       Text

'32BIT_ONLY'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"@comment "' Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator
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'     '       Text

'32BIT_ONLY'  Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'""'          Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'.if ${ARCH} == sparc64\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CFLAGS'      Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'        '    Text

'-DPYTHON_DEFAULT_RECURSION_LIMIT' Text

'='           Operator

'900'         Literal.Number

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'.if !exists(/usr/bin/ypcat) # the world with NO_NIS\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'NO_NIS'      Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'"@comment "' Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'PLIST_SUB'   Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

'\t'          Text

'NO_NIS'      Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'""'          Literal.String.Double

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'.if !defined(WITHOUT_IPV6)\n' Comment.Preproc
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'CONFIGURE_ARGS' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

' '           Text

'--enable-ipv6' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ARGS' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

' '           Text

'--disable-ipv6' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'.if defined(WITH_FPECTL)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'CONFIGURE_ARGS' Name.Variable

'+='          Operator

' '           Text

'--with-fpectl' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'.if ${OSVERSION} >= 700000\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'PLATFORMS'   Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'plat-freebsd4' Text

' '           Text

'plat-freebsd5' Text

' '           Text

'plat-freebsd6' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.elif ${OSVERSION} >= 600000\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'PLATFORMS'   Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'plat-freebsd4' Text

' '           Text

'plat-freebsd5' Text
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' '           Text

'plat-freebsd7' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.else\n'     Comment.Preproc

 

'PLATFORMS'   Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'plat-freebsd4' Text

' '           Text

'plat-freebsd6' Text

' '           Text

'plat-freebsd7' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'pre-patch'   Name.Function

':'           Operator

'\n'          Text

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MKDIR'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SHARED_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Modules'    Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SED'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'1s,^.*$$,#!${PREFIX}/bin/${PYTHON_VERSION},'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text
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'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Tools/scripts/pydoc' Text

' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/pydoc2.5'   Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SED'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'1s,^.*$$,#!${PREFIX}/bin/${PYTHON_VERSION},'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Tools/scripts/idle' Text

' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/idle2.5'    Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SED'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'1s,^.*$$,#!${PREFIX}/bin/${PYTHON_VERSION},'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable
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'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Lib/smtpd.py' Text

' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/smtpd2.5.py' Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'REINPLACE_CMD' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

"'s,/usr/doc/python-docs-,${PREFIX}/share/doc/python,g'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Lib/pydoc.py' Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'REINPLACE_CMD' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'\'s|^\\( *prefixes = .*\\)\\]$$|\\1, "${X11BASE}"]|g\'' Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Lib/site.py' Text

'\n\t'        Text
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'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'REINPLACE_CMD' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

"'s|^\t\\(..ASDLGEN.*\\)$$|\t${TRUE}|g'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Makefile.pre.in' Text

'\n\n\t'      Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'REINPLACE_CMD' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

"'s|*\\(..INSTALL_SCRIPT.*\\)python-config$$|#port \\1|'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Makefile.pre.in' Text

'\n\n\t'      Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SED'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s|^#!.*|#!${PREFIX}/bin/${PYTHON_VERSION}|'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape
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'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Misc/python-config.in' Text

' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'-config'     Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SED'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s|^#!.*|#!${PREFIX}/bin/${PYTHON_VERSION:S/thon/thon-shared/}|'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PATCH_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Misc/python-config.in' Text

' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

':'           Punctuation

'S'           Name.Variable

'/thon/thon-shared/' Punctuation

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'-config'     Text

'\n\n'        Text
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'.if defined(WITH_FPECTL) && ${ARCH} == i386\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MKDIR'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Modules'    Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'ECHO'        Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'"fpectl fpectlmodule.c"' Literal.String.Double

' '           Text

'>>'          Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Modules/Setup.dist' Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'post-configure' Name.Function

':'           Operator

'\n'          Text

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TAR'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-C'          Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-cf'         Text

' '           Text

'-'           Text
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' '           Text

'.'           Text

' '           Text

'|'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TAR'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-C'          Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SHARED_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-xf'         Text

' '           Text

'-'           Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LN'          Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-sf'         Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Lib'        Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Lib'        Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SED'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s,^\\(LDLIBRARY=\\).*$$,\\1libpython$$(VERSION).so,'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text
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"'s,^\\(BLDLIBRARY=\\).*$$,\\1-L. -lpython$$(VERSION),'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s,^\\(CFLAGSFORSHARED=\\).*$$,\\1$$(CCSHARED),'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s,^\\(Makefile Modules/config.c:.*\\)Makefile.pre,\\1,'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s,^\\(.(BUILDPYTHON)\\: .*\\).(LIBRARY),\\1,'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'-e'          Text

' '           Text

"'s,^\\(.(BUILDPYTHON):.*\\).(LIBRARY),\\1,'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Makefile'   Text

' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SHARED_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Makefile'   Text

'\n\n'        Text

 

'pre-build'   Name.Function

':'           Operator
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'\n'          Text

 

'\t'          Text

'cd'          Name.Builtin

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SHARED_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SETENV'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MAKE_ENV'    Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MAKE'        Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'lib'         Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.so'         Text

' '           Text

'python'      Text

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LN'          Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-f'          Text

' '           Text

'lib'         Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.so'         Text
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' '           Text

'lib'         Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.so.1'       Text

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LN'          Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-f'          Text

' '           Text

'python'      Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

':'           Punctuation

'S'           Name.Variable

'/thon/thon-shared/' Punctuation

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n\n'        Text

 

'pre-su-install' Name.Function

':'           Operator

'\n'          Text

 

'.for platform in ${PLATFORMS}\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MKDIR'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHONPREFIX_LIBDIR' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'platform'    Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n'          Text

 

'.for file in IN.py regen\n' Comment.Preproc
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'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'INSTALL_DATA' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Lib/'       Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'platform'    Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'file'        Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHONPREFIX_LIBDIR' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'platform'    Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'\n'          Text

 

'.endfor\n'   Comment.Preproc

 

'.endfor\n'   Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'pre-install' Name.Function

':'           Operator

'\n'          Text

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'CAT'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PLIST_TEMPLATE' Name.Variable
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'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'|'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'AWK'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'\'{ print $$0; } \\\n\t/LIBDIR.*\\.py$$/ && !/\\/bad/ { print $$0 "o"; print $$0 "c"; }\'' Literal.String.Single

'\t'          Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PLIST'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n\n'        Text

 

"\t@# if openssl 0.9.8 is detected, _sha{256,512} module won't be installed\n" Comment

 

'\t'          Text

'('           Operator

'['           Operator

' '           Text

'-f'          Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKSRC'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/.without_own_sha' Text

' '           Text

']'           Operator

' '           Text

'&&'          Operator

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'GREP'        Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-v'          Text

' '           Text

"'lib-dynload/_sha'" Literal.String.Single

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PLIST'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol
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' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PLIST'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.tmp'        Text

' '           Text

'&&'          Operator

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'CAT'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PLIST'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.tmp'        Text

' '           Text

'>'           Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PLIST'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

')'           Operator

' '           Text

'||'          Operator

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TRUE'        Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n\n'        Text

 

'post-install' Name.Function

':'           Operator

'\n'          Text

 

'\t@# install config providers\n' Comment

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'INSTALL_SCRIPT' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol
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'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'-config'     Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/bin'        Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'INSTALL_SCRIPT' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

':'           Punctuation

'S'           Name.Variable

'/thon/thon-shared/' Punctuation

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'-config'     Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/bin'        Text

'\n\n'        Text

 

'\t@# shared version of executable and library\n' Comment

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'INSTALL_PROGRAM' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SHARED_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/lib'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable
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'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.so.1'       Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/lib'        Text

'\n\t'        Text

'cd'          Name.Builtin

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/lib'        Text

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LN'          Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-sf'         Text

' '           Text

'lib'         Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.so.1'       Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'lib'         Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.so'         Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LN'          Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-sf'         Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable
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'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/lib/lib'    Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.so'         Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHONPREFIX_LIBDIR' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/config'     Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'INSTALL_PROGRAM' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SHARED_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

':'           Punctuation

'S'           Name.Variable

'/thon/thon-shared/' Punctuation

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/bin'        Text

'\n\n'        Text

 

'\t@# additional files installing by ports\n' Comment

 

'\t'          Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'INSTALL_SCRIPT' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable
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'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/pydoc2.5'   Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/idle2.5'    Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'WRKDIR'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/smtpd2.5.py' Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/bin'        Text

'\n\t'        Text

'@'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MKDIR'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MANPREFIX'   Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/man/man1'   Text

'\n\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'INSTALL_MAN' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Misc/python.man' Text

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MANPREFIX'   Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/man/man1/'  Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol
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'PYTHON_VERSION' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'.1'          Text

'\n\n'        Text

 

'.if ${PYTHON_VERSION} == ${PYTHON_DEFAULT_VERSION}\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'\t'          Text

'for'         Keyword

' '           Text

'f'           Text

' '           Text

'in'          Keyword

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'BIN_SCRIPTS' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'do'          Keyword

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'TARGET'      Name.Variable

'='           Operator

'`'           Literal.String.Backtick

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'ECHO_CMD'    Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'$$'          Name.Variable

'f'           Text

' '           Text

'|'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'SED'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-E'          Text

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'BINLINKS_SUB' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'`'           Literal.String.Backtick

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text
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'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'cd'          Name.Builtin

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PREFIX'      Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/bin'        Text

' '           Text

'&&'          Operator

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'LN'          Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-f'          Text

' '           Text

'$$'          Name.Variable

'TARGET'      Text

' '           Text

'$$'          Name.Variable

'f'           Text

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t'          Text

'done'        Keyword

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n'          Text

 

'.if !defined(NOPORTDOCS)\n' Comment.Preproc

 

'\t'          Text

'@'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MKDIR'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TOOLSDIR'    Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n\t'        Text

'@cd'         Text
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' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TAR'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-cf'         Text

' '           Text

'-'           Text

' '           Text

'Tools'       Text

' '           Text

'|'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'('           Operator

'cd'          Name.Builtin

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TOOLSDIR'    Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TAR'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-xf'         Text

' '           Text

'-'           Text

')'           Operator

'\n\t'        Text

'@'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'MKDIR'       Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'DEMODIR'     Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n\t'        Text

'@cd'         Text
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' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PYTHON_WRKSRC' Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'/Demo'       Text

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TAR'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-cf'         Text

' '           Text

'-'           Text

' '           Text

'*'           Text

' '           Text

'|'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'\\\n'        Literal.String.Escape

 

'\t\t'        Text

'('           Operator

'cd'          Name.Builtin

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'DEMODIR'     Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

';'           Punctuation

' '           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'TAR'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text

'-xf'         Text

' '           Text

'-'           Text

')'           Operator

'\n'          Text

 

'.endif\n'    Comment.Preproc

 

'\n\t'        Text

'@'           Text

'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'CAT'         Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

' '           Text
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'${'          Literal.String.Interpol

'PKGMESSAGE'  Name.Variable

'}'           Literal.String.Interpol

'\n\n'        Text

 

'.include <bsd.port.post.mk>\n' Comment.Preproc

 

1.79 jsch 0.1.54 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

JSch 0.0.* was released under the GNU LGPL license.  Later, we have switched

over to a BSD-style license.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2002-2015 Atsuhiko Yamanaka, JCraft,Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.80 spring-expression 5.3.7 
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1.80.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 5.3.7 SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 5.3.7 includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 9.1 (org.ow2.asm:asm:9.1, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:9.1):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.1 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.1):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.1 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from
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the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 5.3.7

Copyright (c) 2002-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.81 swagger-parser-v2-converter 2.0.17 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text
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file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and
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description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.82 kubernetes-apimachinery  v0.23.0-

alpha.0 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.83 fribidi 1.0.2-1.el7_9.1.0atomix1 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
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it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
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the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.84 jackson-databind 2.11.0 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the
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specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.85 jcl-over-slf4j 1.7.12 

 

1.86 antisamy 1.5.3 

 

1.87 gir1.2-gdkpixbuf-2.0 2.10.0 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
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as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.88 libssh 0.7.1-7.el7 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
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it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
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the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

       Linking with OpenSSL

17. In addition, as a special exception, we give permission to link the code of its release of libssh with the OpenSSL

project's "OpenSSL" library (or with modified versions of it that use the same license as the "OpenSSL" library),

and distribute the linked executables. You must obey the GNU Lesser General Public License in all respects for all

of the code used other than "OpenSSL". If you modify this file, you may extend this exception to your version of the
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file, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your

version.

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Some parts are under the BSDv2 License :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2000 Markus Friedl.  All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.89 sphinx 1.8.5 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

License for Sphinx

==================

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2019 by the Sphinx team (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Licenses for incorporated software

==================================

 

The included smartypants module, included as sphinx.util.smartypants,

is available under the following license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

SmartyPants_ license::

 

   Copyright (c) 2003 John Gruber

   (https://daringfireball.net/projects/smartypants/)

   All rights reserved.
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   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

   *   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   *   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

       provided with the distribution.

 

   *   Neither the name "SmartyPants" nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

       derived from this software without specific prior written

       permission.

 

   This software is provided by the copyright holders and

   contributors "as is" and any express or implied warranties,

   including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of

   merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are

   disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors

   be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,

   exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited

   to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use,

   data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on

   any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or

   tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of

   the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of

   such damage.

 

 

smartypants.py license::

 

   smartypants.py is a derivative work of SmartyPants.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

   *   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   *   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

       provided with the distribution.
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   This software is provided by the copyright holders and

   contributors "as is" and any express or implied warranties,

   including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of

   merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are

   disclaimed. In no event shall the copyright owner or contributors

   be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,

   exemplary, or consequential damages (including, but not limited

   to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use,

   data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused and on

   any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or

   tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of

   the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of

   such damage.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The included JQuery JavaScript library is available under the MIT

license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2008 John Resig, https://jquery.com/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The included Underscore JavaScript library is available under the MIT

license:

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2009 Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
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obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The included implementation of NumpyDocstring._parse_numpydoc_see_also_section

was derived from code under the following license:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2008 Stefan van der Walt <stefan@mentat.za.net>, Pauli Virtanen <pav@iki.fi>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.90 iniconfig 1.1.1 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

   

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

 copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

1.91 jnr-unixsocket 0.17 

 

1.92 google-api-go-client v0.13.0 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Joshua Tacoma

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# The submission process automatically checks to make sure

# that people submitting code are listed in this file (by email address).

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     https://cla.developers.google.com/about/google-individual
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#     https://cla.developers.google.com/about/google-corporate

#

# The CLA can be filled out on the web:

#

#     https://cla.developers.google.com/

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Name <email address>

#

# An entry with two email addresses specifies that the

# first address should be used in the submit logs and

# that the second address should be recognized as the

# same person when interacting with Rietveld.

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Alain Vongsouvanhalainv <alainv@google.com>

Andrew Gerrand <adg@golang.org>

Brad Fitzpatrick <bradfitz@golang.org>

Eric Koleda <ekoleda+devrel@googlers.com>

Francesc Campoy <campoy@golang.org>

Garrick Evans <garrick@google.com>

Glenn Lewis <gmlewis@google.com>

Ivan Krasin <krasin@golang.org>

Jason Hall <jasonhall@google.com>

Johan Euphrosine <proppy@google.com>

Kostik Shtoyk <kostik@google.com>

Kunpei Sakai <namusyaka@gmail.com>

Matthew Whisenhunt <matt.whisenhunt@gmail.com>

Michael McGreevy <mcgreevy@golang.org>

Nick Craig-Wood <nickcw@gmail.com>

Robbie Trencheny <me@robbiet.us>

Ross Light <light@google.com>

Sarah Adams <shadams@google.com>

Scott Van Woudenberg <scottvw@google.com>

Takashi Matsuo <tmatsuo@google.com>

// Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

// Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style

// license that can be found in the LICENSE file.

 

package api

 

import (
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	"bytes"

	"io/ioutil"

	"os"

	"path/filepath"

	"regexp"

	"testing"

)

 

// Files in this package use a BSD-style license.

var sentinel = regexp.MustCompile(`(//|#) Copyright \d\d\d\d (Google LLC|The Go Authors)(\.)*( All rights

reserved\.)*

(//|#) Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style

(//|#) license that can be found in the LICENSE file.

`)

 

const prefix = "// Copyright"

 

// A few files have to be skipped.

var skip = map[string]bool{

	"tools.go": true, // This file requires another comment above the license.

	"googleapi/internal/uritemplates/uritemplates.go": true, // This file is licensed to an individual.

}

 

// This test validates that all go files in the repo start with an appropriate license.

func TestLicense(t *testing.T) {

	err := filepath.Walk(".", func(path string, fi os.FileInfo, err error) error {

		if skip[path] {

			return nil

		}

 

		if err != nil {

			return err

		}

 

		if filepath.Ext(path) != ".go" && filepath.Ext(path) != ".sh" {

			return nil

		}

 

		src, err := ioutil.ReadFile(path)

		if err != nil {

			return nil

		}

 

		// Verify that the license is matched.

		if !sentinel.Match(src) {

			t.Errorf("%v: license header not present", path)

			return nil

		}
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		// Also check it is at the top of .go files (but not .sh files, because they must have a shebang first).

		if filepath.Ext(path) == ".go" && !bytes.HasPrefix(src, []byte(prefix)) {

			t.Errorf("%v: license header not at the top", path)

		}

		return nil

	})

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

}

 

1.93 ca-certificates 2020.2.41-70.0.el7_8 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no
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warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any

change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,
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and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than

your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.
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You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE
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STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.94 swagger-core 2.1.1 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2018 SmartBear Software

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at [apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.95 slf4j-ext 1.7.25 

 

1.96 ini v1.51.0 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication
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that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the
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following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,
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or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2014 Unknwon

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.97 olivere-elastic v6.2.16+incompatible 
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1.97.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2013 Joshua Tacoma

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright  2012-2015 Oliver Eilhard

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the Software), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

# This is a list of people who have contributed code

# to the Elastic repository.

#

# It is just my small "thank you" to all those that helped

# making Elastic what it is.

#

# Please keep this list sorted.

 

0x6875790d0a [@huydx](https://github.com/huydx)
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Adam Alix [@adamalix](https://github.com/adamalix)

Adam Weiner [@adamweiner](https://github.com/adamweiner)

Adrian Lungu [@AdrianLungu](https://github.com/AdrianLungu)

alehano [@alehano](https://github.com/alehano)

Alex [@akotlar](https://github.com/akotlar)

Alexander Sack [@asac](https://github.com/asac)

Alexandre Olivier [@aliphen](https://github.com/aliphen)

Alexey Sharov [@nizsheanez](https://github.com/nizsheanez)

AndreKR [@AndreKR](https://github.com/AndreKR)

Andr Bierlein [@ligustah](https://github.com/ligustah)

Andrew Dunham [@andrew-d](https://github.com/andrew-d)

Andrew Gaul [@andrewgaul](https://github.com/andrewgaul)

Andy Walker [@alaska](https://github.com/alaska)

Arquivei [@arquivei](https://github.com/arquivei)

arthurgustin [@arthurgustin](https://github.com/arthurgustin)

Benjamin Fernandes [@LotharSee](https://github.com/LotharSee)

Benjamin Zarzycki [@kf6nux](https://github.com/kf6nux)

Boris Popovschi [@Zyqsempai](https://github.com/Zyqsempai)

Braden Bassingthwaite [@bbassingthwaite-va](https://github.com/bbassingthwaite-va)

Brady Love [@bradylove](https://github.com/bradylove)

Bryan Conklin [@bmconklin](https://github.com/bmconklin)

Bruce Zhou [@brucez-isell](https://github.com/brucez-isell)

Carl Dunham [@carldunham](https://github.com/carldunham)

Cat [@cat-turner](https://github.com/cat-turner)

Csar Jimnez [@cesarjimenez](https://github.com/cesarjimenez)

cforbes [@cforbes](https://github.com/cforbes)

(Chang Tai Wei) [@david30907d](https://github.com/david30907d)

Chris M [@tebriel](https://github.com/tebriel)

Chris Rice [@donutmonger](https://github.com/donutmonger)

Claudiu Olteanu [@claudiuolteanu](https://github.com/claudiuolteanu)

Chris Duncan [@veqryn](https://github.com/veqryn)

Chris Ludden [@cludden](https://github.com/cludden)

Christophe Courtaut [@kri5](https://github.com/kri5)

cmitchell [@cmitchell](https://github.com/cmitchell)

Connor Peet [@connor4312](https://github.com/connor4312)

Conrad Pankoff [@deoxxa](https://github.com/deoxxa)

Corey Scott [@corsc](https://github.com/corsc)

Daniel Barrett [@shendaras](https://github.com/shendaras)

Daniel Heckrath [@DanielHeckrath](https://github.com/DanielHeckrath)

Daniel Imfeld [@dimfeld](https://github.com/dimfeld)

Daniel Santos [@danlsgiga](https://github.com/danlsgiga)

David Emanuel Buchmann [@wuurrd](https://github.com/wuurrd)

Dwayne Schultz [@myshkin5](https://github.com/myshkin5)

Ellison Leo [@ellisonleao](https://github.com/ellisonleao)

Erik Grinaker [@erikgrinaker](https://github.com/erikgrinaker)

Erwin [@eticzon](https://github.com/eticzon)

Etienne Lafarge [@elafarge](https://github.com/elafarge)

Eugene Egorov [@EugeneEgorov](https://github.com/EugeneEgorov)
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Evan Shaw [@edsrzf](https://github.com/edsrzf)

Fanfan [@wenpos](https://github.com/wenpos)

Faolan C-P [@fcheslack](https://github.com/fcheslack)

Filip Tepper [@filiptepper](https://github.com/filiptepper)

Garrett Kelley [@GarrettKelley](https://github.com/GarrettKelley)

Gaspard Douady [@plopik](https://github.com/plopik)

Gaylord Aulke [@blafasel42](https://github.com/blafasel42)

Gerhard Hring [@ghaering](https://github.com/ghaering)

Guilherme Silveira [@guilherme-santos](https://github.com/guilherme-santos)

Guillaume J. Charmes [@creack](https://github.com/creack)

Guiseppe [@gm42](https://github.com/gm42)

Han Yu [@MoonighT](https://github.com/MoonighT)

Harmen [@alicebob](https://github.com/alicebob)

Harrison Wright [@wright8191](https://github.com/wright8191)

Henry Clifford [@hcliff](https://github.com/hcliff)

Igor Dubinskiy [@idubinskiy](https://github.com/idubinskiy)

initialcontext [@initialcontext](https://github.com/initialcontext)

Isaac Saldana [@isaldana](https://github.com/isaldana)

J Barkey Wolf [@jjhbw](https://github.com/jjhbw)

Jack Lindamood [@cep21](https://github.com/cep21)

Jacob [@jdelgad](https://github.com/jdelgad)

Jayme Rotsaert [@jrots](https://github.com/jrots)

Jean-Alexandre Beaumont [@Enteris](https://github.com/Enteris)

Jeff Rand [@jeffrand](https://github.com/jeffrand)

Jeremy Canady [@jrmycanady](https://github.com/jrmycanady)

Jrmie Vexiau [@texvex](https://github.com/texvex)

Jim Berlage [@jimberlage](https://github.com/jimberlage)

Joe Buck [@four2five](https://github.com/four2five)

John Barker [@j16r](https://github.com/j16r)

John Goodall [@jgoodall](https://github.com/jgoodall)

John Stanford [@jxstanford](https://github.com/jxstanford)

Jonas Groenaas Drange [@semafor](https://github.com/semafor)

Josef Frhle [@Dexus](https://github.com/Dexus)

Jos Martnez [@xose](https://github.com/xose)

Josh Chorlton [@jchorl](https://github.com/jchorl)

Jpnock [@Jpnock](https://github.com/Jpnock)

jun [@coseyo](https://github.com/coseyo)

Junpei Tsuji [@jun06t](https://github.com/jun06t)

kartlee [@kartlee](https://github.com/kartlee)

Keith Hatton [@khatton-ft](https://github.com/khatton-ft)

kel [@liketic](https://github.com/liketic)

Kenta SUZUKI [@suzuken](https://github.com/suzuken)

Kevin Mulvey [@kmulvey](https://github.com/kmulvey)

Kyle Brandt [@kylebrandt](https://github.com/kylebrandt)

Larry Cinnabar [@larrycinnabar](https://github.com/larrycinnabar)

Leandro Piccilli [@lpic10](https://github.com/lpic10)

Lee [@leezhm](https://github.com/leezhm)

lechnertech [@lechnertech](https://github.com/lechnertech)
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M. Zulfa Achsani [@misterciput](https://github.com/misterciput)

Maciej Lisiewski [@c2h5oh](https://github.com/c2h5oh)

Mara Kim [@autochthe](https://github.com/autochthe)

Marcy Buccellato [@marcybuccellato](https://github.com/marcybuccellato)

Mark Costello [@mcos](https://github.com/mcos)

Martin Hger [@protomouse](https://github.com/protomouse)

Medhi Bechina [@mdzor](https://github.com/mdzor)

Mike Beshai [@mbesh](https://github.com/mbesh)

mmfrb [@mmfrb](https://github.com/mmfrb)

mnpritula [@mnpritula](https://github.com/mnpritula)

mosa [@mosasiru](https://github.com/mosasiru)

Muhammet akr [@cakirmuha](https://github.com/cakirmuha)

naimulhaider [@naimulhaider](https://github.com/naimulhaider)

Naoya Yoshizawa [@azihsoyn](https://github.com/azihsoyn)

navins [@ishare](https://github.com/ishare)

Naoya Tsutsumi [@tutuming](https://github.com/tutuming)

NeoCN [@NeoCN](https://github.com/NeoCN)

Nicholas Wolff [@nwolff](https://github.com/nwolff)

Nick K [@utrack](https://github.com/utrack)

Nick Whyte [@nickw444](https://github.com/nickw444)

Nicolae Vartolomei [@nvartolomei](https://github.com/nvartolomei)

Orne Brocaar [@brocaar](https://github.com/brocaar)

Paul [@eyeamera](https://github.com/eyeamera)

Paul Oldenburg [@lr-paul](https://github.com/lr-paul)

Pete C [@peteclark-ft](https://github.com/peteclark-ft)

Peter Nagy [@nagypeterjob](https://github.com/nagypeterjob)

Paolo [@ppiccolo](https://github.com/ppiccolo)

Radoslaw Wesolowski [r--w](https://github.com/r--w)

rchicoli [@rchicoli](https://github.com/rchicoli)

Roman Colohanin [@zuzmic](https://github.com/zuzmic)

Ryan Schmukler [@rschmukler](https://github.com/rschmukler)

Ryan Wynn [@rwynn](https://github.com/rwynn)

Sacheendra talluri [@sacheendra](https://github.com/sacheendra)

Sean DuBois [@Sean-Der](https://github.com/Sean-Der)

Sagan Yaroslav [@sgnrslv](https://github.com/sgnrslv)

Shalin LK [@shalinlk](https://github.com/shalinlk)

singham [@zhaochenxiao90](https://github.com/zhaochenxiao90)

Slawomir CALUCH [@slawo](https://github.com/slawo)

Stephan Krynauw [@skrynauw](https://github.com/skrynauw)

Stephen Kubovic [@stephenkubovic](https://github.com/stephenkubovic)

Stuart Warren [@Woz](https://github.com/stuart-warren)

Sulaiman [@salajlan](https://github.com/salajlan)

Sundar [@sundarv85](https://github.com/sundarv85)

Swarlston [@Swarlston](https://github.com/Swarlston)

Take [ww24](https://github.com/ww24)

Tetsuya Morimoto [@t2y](https://github.com/t2y)

TheZeroSlave [@TheZeroSlave](https://github.com/TheZeroSlave)

TimeEmit [@TimeEmit](https://github.com/timeemit)
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TusharM [@tusharm](https://github.com/tusharm)

wangtuo [@wangtuo](https://github.com/wangtuo)

Wdney Yuri [@wedneyyuri](https://github.com/wedneyyuri)

Wesley Kim [@wesleyk](https://github.com/wesleyk)

wolfkdy [@wolfkdy](https://github.com/wolfkdy)

Wyndham Blanton [@wyndhblb](https://github.com/wyndhblb)

Yarden Bar [@ayashjorden](https://github.com/ayashjorden)

zakthomas [@zakthomas](https://github.com/zakthomas)

Yuya Kusakabe [@higebu](https://github.com/higebu)

Zach [@snowzach](https://github.com/snowzach)

zhangxin [@visaxin](https://github.com/visaxin)

@ [@zplzpl](https://github.com/zplzpl)

 

1.98 mongodb-driver-reactivestreams 1.13.1 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MongoClientImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MongoCollectionImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ClientSessionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ClientSession.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/vault/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/Success.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/AggregatePublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/FindPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ListCollectionsPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ListDatabasesPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MapReducePublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/vault/ClientEncryption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ListIndexesPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/PublisherHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ChangeStreamPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/vault/ClientEncryptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/DistinctPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/vault/ClientEncryptionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/DistinctPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MapReducePublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/AggregatePublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MongoDatabaseImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoDatabase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ListDatabasesPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ListCollectionsPublisherImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/FindPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ListIndexesPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ObservableToPublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSUploadPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/AsyncInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSFindPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSFindPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/helpers/AsyncStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSDownloadPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-
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jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/AsyncOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSAsyncStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/helpers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195437479_1629763218.69/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-13-1-sources-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ChangeStreamPublisher.java

 

1.99 pkg-config 0.27.1 4.el7
1.99.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
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structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

   Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.100 dnsjava 2.1.8 

 

1.101 commons-configuration 1.8 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.102 lucene-analyzers-common 7.5.0 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*
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* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html
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/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were
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automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java
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analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from
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 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.
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Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.103 netty 4.1.23.Final 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * https://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * NOTICE:

   * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:
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   * http://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression

and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

 

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)
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 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

 

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:
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   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jboss-remoting/jboss-marshalling

 

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance

non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

  

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Cory Benfield. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:
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   * license/LICENSE.hyper-hpack.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/python-hyper/hpack/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.nghttp2-hpack.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/nghttp2/nghttp2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

 

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user

has everything necessary to run the Maven build.

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

 

This product contains the dnsinfo.h header file, that provides a way to retrieve the system DNS configuration on

MacOS.

This private header is also used by Apple's open source

mDNSResponder (https://opensource.apple.com/tarballs/mDNSResponder/).

 

* LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.dnsinfo.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.opensource.apple.com/source/configd/configd-453.19/dnsinfo/dnsinfo.h

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Cory Benfield

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Harmony

 

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.
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Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

Copyright (c) 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 nghttp2 contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products
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    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2006, 2008, 2009, 2011 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_START@

*

* This file contains Original Code and/or Modifications of Original Code

* as defined in and that are subject to the Apple Public Source License

* Version 2.0 (the 'License'). You may not use this file except in

* compliance with the License. Please obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.opensource.apple.com/apsl/ and read it before using this

* file.

*

* The Original Code and all software distributed under the License are

* distributed on an 'AS IS' basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND APPLE HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, QUIET ENJOYMENT OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

* Please see the License for the specific language governing rights and

* limitations under the License.

*

* @APPLE_LICENSE_HEADER_END@

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.104 hystrix-javanica 1.5.12 

 

1.105 jackson-module-afterburner 2.6.3 
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1.105.1 Available under license : 
This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.106 xmlsec-java 2.2.2 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

Apache Santuario - XML Security for Java

Copyright 1999-2021 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

It was originally based on software copyright (c) 2001, Institute for

Data Communications Systems, <http://www.nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de/>.

 

The development of this software was partly funded by the European

Commission in the <WebSig> project in the ISIS Programme.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.107 de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo 2.0.3 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2011

*   Can Yaman <can@yaman.me>

*   Michael Mosmann <michael@mosmann.de>

*   Martin Jöhren <m.joehren@googlemail.com>

*
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* with contributions from

* 	konstantin-ba@github,Archimedes Trajano	(trajano@github)

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoRestoreProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/runtime/MongoImport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoImportProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoDumpProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongoImportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongoImportConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoDumpStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoImportStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoRestoreExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoDumpExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoImportExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoRestoreStarter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/de.flapdoodle.embed/de.flapdoodle.embed.mongo/pom.xml
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2011

*   Michael Mosmann <michael@mosmann.de>

*   Martin Jöhren <m.joehren@googlemail.com>

*

* with contributions from

* 	konstantin-ba@github,Archimedes Trajano	(trajano@github)

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongodConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/AbstractMongoProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/processlistener/ProcessListenerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/processlistener/CopyDbFilesIntoDirBeforeProcessStart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongoCmdOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/Command.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/ExtractedArtifactStoreBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/distribution/Versions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/processlistener/ProcessListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/distribution/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongoRestoreConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/Timeout.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/AbstractMongoConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/tests/MongosForTestsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/ArtifactStores.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/runtime/Mongod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/processlistener/CopyDbFilesFromDirBeforeProcessStop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoShellStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/distribution/IFeatureAwareVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/AbstractSupportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/Net.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongoShellConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongodConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoShellProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/processlistener/IMongoProcessListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/ArtifactStoreBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/RuntimeConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongodProcessOutputConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/runtime/MongoDump.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongodStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/runtime/AbstractMongo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/processlistener/NoopProcessListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongoRestoreConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/Paths.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongosExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/Storage.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongoConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongoDumpConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongosConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongodExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/runtime/Mongos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/distribution/Feature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/DownloadConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongoCmdOptionsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongodProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/tests/MongodForTestsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/MongosSupportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongoShellExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/SupportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongoDumpConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongosConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/runtime/MongoRestore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/config/IMongoShellConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongosStarter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/MongosProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/runtime/MongoShell.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303148_1621381513.8/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-mongo-2-0-3-sources-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/mongo/tests/MongosSystemForTestFactory.java

 

1.108 lucene-backward-codecs 7.7.3 
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1.108.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/
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The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and
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"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---
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The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in
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 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).
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Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended
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distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================
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This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.109 libunistring 0.9.3 9.el7
1.109.1 Available under license : 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.
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 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse
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engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library
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facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
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the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
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software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
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permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
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 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
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   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
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typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
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under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
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must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
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sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU General Public License.

@center Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @url{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display
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@heading Preamble

 

The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom

to share and change all versions of a program---to make sure it remains

free software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation,

use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it

applies also to any other work released this way by its authors.  You

can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you

have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom

of others.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too,

receive or can get the source code.  And you must show them these

terms so they know their rights.

 

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the

manufacturer can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the

aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The
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systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for

individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.

Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the

practice for those products.  If such problems arise substantially in

other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those

domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the

freedom of users.

 

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish

to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program

could make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL

assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@enumerate 0

@item Definitions.

 

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds

of works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.  ``Licensees'' and

``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

 

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of

an exact copy.  The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of

the earlier work or a work ``based on'' the earlier work.

 

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

To ``propagate'' a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

To ``convey'' a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
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parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user

through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not

conveying.

 

An interactive user interface displays ``Appropriate Legal Notices'' to

the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

@item Source Code.

 

The ``source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  ``Object code'' means any non-source form

of a work.

 

A ``Standard Interface'' means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

The ``System Libraries'' of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

``Major Component'', in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

The ``Corresponding Source'' for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.
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The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

 

The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same

work.

 

@item Basic Permissions.

 

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey,

without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force.

You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having

them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with

facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the

terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not

control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works for

you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and

control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your

copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the

conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such

circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with

respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit

operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against

the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid

circumvention of technological measures.

 

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these

conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it,

and giving a relevant date.

 

@item

The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released

under this License and any conditions added under section 7.  This

requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to ``keep intact all

notices''.

 

@item

You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to

anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This License will

therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms,

to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they

are packaged.  This License gives no permission to license the work in

any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have

separately received it.

 

@item

If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work

need not make them do so.

@end enumerate

 

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
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and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

``aggregate'' if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

@item  Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of

sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable

Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these

ways:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily

used for software interchange.

 

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written

offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you

offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give

anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the

Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is

covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used

for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable

cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access

to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

@item

Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written

offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This alternative is

allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you

received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection

6b.

 

@item

Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place

(gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to copy

the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be
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on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports

equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions

next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain

obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to

satisfy these requirements.

 

@item

Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you

inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of

the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under

subsection 6d.

 

@end enumerate

 

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

A ``User Product'' is either (1) a ``consumer product'', which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal,

family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for

incorporation into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a

consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of

coverage.  For a particular product received by a particular user,

``normally used'' refers to a typical or common use of that class of

product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way

in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected

to use, the product.  A product is a consumer product regardless of

whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or

non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant

mode of use of the product.

 

``Installation Information'' for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to

install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User

Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The

information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of

the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with

solely because modification has been made.

 

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply
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if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or

updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the

recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or

installed.  Access to a network may be denied when the modification

itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network

or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the

network.

 

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

@item Additional Terms.

 

``Additional permissions'' are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders

of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms

of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

@item

Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author
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attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices

displayed by works containing it; or

 

@item

Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

@item

Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

authors of the material; or

 

@item

Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade

names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

@item

Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by

anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with

contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any

liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those

licensors and authors.

@end enumerate

 

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered ``further

restrictions'' within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the

above requirements apply either way.

 

@item Termination.

 

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
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this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run

a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

An ``entity transaction'' is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
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Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

@item Patents.

 

A ``contributor'' is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's ``contributor version''.

 

A contributor's ``essential patent claims'' are all patent claims owned

or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, ``control'' includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

In the following three paragraphs, a ``patent license'' is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To ``grant'' such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  ``Knowingly relying'' means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

A patent license is ``discriminatory'' if it does not include within the

scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on

the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically

granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered work if you

are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the

business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the

third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the

work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties

who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent

license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by

you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in

connection with specific products or compilations that contain the

covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent

license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey

a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under

this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree

to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying

from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could

satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely

from conveying the Program.

 

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have
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permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

@item Revised Versions of this License.

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or

of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If

the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General

Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.

 

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions

of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public

statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to

choose that version for the Program.

 

Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.

 

@item Limitation of Liability.
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IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR

CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR

LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM

TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

@end enumerate

 

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

 

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

@smallexample

@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}.

This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.

@end smallexample

 

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show

the appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your

program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an ``about box''.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

@url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

 

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.  But

first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0
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@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical
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connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,
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preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.
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Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
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Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
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dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS
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You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.
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If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
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received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.
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``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the
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situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

1.110 jackson-module-parameter-names

2.12.1 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written
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communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.111 dgraph-io-graphql-transport-ws v0.0.0-

20200916064635-48589439591b 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2016 Richard Musiol. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.112 grpc-core 1.16.1 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written
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communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.113 giflib 4.1.6-9.el7 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.114 dropwizard-util 0.9.2 

 

1.115 jq 1.6-2.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

Oniguruma LICENSE

-----------------

 

/*-

* Copyright (c) 2002-2015  K.Kosako  <kkosako0@gmail.com>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

jq is copyright (C) 2012 Stephen Dolan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
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included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

jq's documentation (everything found under the docs/ subdirectory in

the source tree) is licensed under the Creative Commons CC BY 3.0

license, which can be found at:

 

        https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

 

The documentation website includes a copy of Twitter's Boostrap and

relies on Bonsai, Liquid templates and various other projects, look

them up for detailed licensing conditions.

 

 

 

jq incorporates David M. Gay's dtoa.c and g_fmt.c, which bear the

following notices:

 

dtoa.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 2000, 2001 by Lucent Technologies.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

g_fmt.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 1996 by Lucent Technologies.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.116 swagger-parser-core 2.0.20 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Automatic-Module-Name: io.swagger.v3.core

Bnd-LastModified: 1585747900398

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_151

Built-By: frantuma

Bundle-Description: Sonatype helps open source projects to set up Mave

n repositories on https://oss.sonatype.org/

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: swagger-core

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.swagger.core.v3.swagger-core

Bundle-Version: 2.1.2

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: io.swagger.v3.core.model;version="2.1.2",io.swagger.v3

.core.filter;version="2.1.2";uses:="io.swagger.v3.core.model,io.swagg

er.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.media,io.swagger.v3.oas.mod

els.parameters,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.responses",io.swagger.v3.core

.jackson;version="2.1.2";uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.core,com.faster

xml.jackson.databind,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.introspect,com.fa

sterxml.jackson.databind.jsontype,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.modu

le,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ser,io.swagger.v3.core.converter,io

.swagger.v3.oas.annotations,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.media,io.sw

agger.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.callbacks,io.swagger.v3.

oas.models.media,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.responses,javax.xml.bind.an

notation",io.swagger.v3.core.jackson.mixin;version="2.1.2";uses:="com

.fasterxml.jackson.annotation,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.annotati

on,io.swagger.v3.core.jackson,io.swagger.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.

oas.models.callbacks,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.responses",io.swagger.v

3.core.converter;version="2.1.2";uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.annotat

ion,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.media",io.swagger.v3.core.util;version="

2.1.2";uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation,com.fasterxml.jackson.
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core,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.in

trospect,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.module,io.swagger.v3.oas.anno

tations,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.extensions,io.swagger.v3.oas.an

notations.headers,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.info,io.swagger.v3.oa

s.annotations.links,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.media,io.swagger.v3

.oas.annotations.servers,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.tags,io.swagge

r.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.callbacks,io.swagger.v3.oas.

models.examples,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.headers,io.swagger.v3.oas.mo

dels.info,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.links,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.med

ia,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.parameters,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.respo

nses,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.security,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.serve

rs,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.tags,org.apache.commons.lang3.tuple"

implementation-version: 2.1.2

Import-Package: javax.validation.constraints;version="[1.1,3)",com.fas

terxml.jackson.annotation;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.co

re;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core.type;version="[2.10,

3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core.util;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.

jackson.databind;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.an

notation;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.introspect

;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.jsontype;version="

[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.module;version="[2.10,3)",co

m.fasterxml.jackson.databind.node;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.ja

ckson.databind.ser;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.

type;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.util;version="

[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.yaml;version="[2.10,3)",co

m.fasterxml.jackson.datatype.jsr310;version="[2.10,3)",io.swagger.v3.

core.converter;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.core.jackson;version="

[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.core.jackson.mixin;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagge

r.v3.core.model;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.core.util;version="[2

.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.

oas.annotations.enums;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations

.extensions;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.headers;v

ersion="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.info;version="[2.1,3)"

,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.links;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.

oas.annotations.media;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations

.servers;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.tags;version

="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.o

as.models.callbacks;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.exampl

es;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.headers;version="[2.1,3

)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.info;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.

models.links;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.media;version

="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.parameters;version="[2.1,3)",io.s

wagger.v3.oas.models.responses;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.mo

dels.security;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.servers;vers

ion="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.tags;version="[2.1,3)",javax.x

ml.bind.annotation;version="[2.3,3)",org.apache.commons.lang3;version

="[3.7,4)",org.apache.commons.lang3.math;version="[3.7,4)",org.apache

.commons.lang3.text;version="[3.7,4)",org.apache.commons.lang3.tuple;
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version="[3.7,4)",org.slf4j;version="[1.7,2)"

mode: development

package: io.swagger

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.8))"

Tool: Bnd-4.2.0.201903051501

url: https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-core/modules/swagger-core

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1109159622_1608181352.11/0/swagger-core-2-1-2-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.117 httpcomponents-core 4.4.14 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.118 jackson-coreutils 2.0 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

This software is dual-licensed under:

 

- the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3.0 or, at your option, any

 later version;

- the Apache Software License (ASL) version 2.0.

 

The text of both licenses is included (under the names LGPL-3.0.txt and

ASL-2.0.txt respectively).

 

Direct link to the sources:

 

- LGPL 3.0: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt

- ASL 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
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License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or
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  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying
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      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.119 nss-util 3.53.1-1.el7_9 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------
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The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.
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1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------
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2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this
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License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.
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3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination
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--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************
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*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section
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10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>
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Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.120 ordered-set 4.0.2 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 Luminoso Technologies, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.121 batik-util 1.8 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

Apache Batik

Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the

Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

 

This software contains code from the International Organisation for

Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's

documentation.

 

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project

(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

 

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme

(http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

                                  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.122 lucene-queries 7.7.3 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.
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BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such
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as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.
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The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================
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This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of
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the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.123 checker-qual 2.10.0 
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1.123.1 Available under license : 
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.124 snowball-stemmer 1.3.0.581.1 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.125 org.jacoco.agent.rt 0.8.5 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '<title>JaCoCo - Eclipse Public License - Version 2.0</title> <span

class="el_source">Eclipse Public License - Version 2.0</span> <h1>Eclipse Public License - v 2.0</h1> PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION Distributed under this

Agreement, and "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License, a) Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby different
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than this Agreement, provided that such license: trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

limitations'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version

2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 2.0' in '<title>JaCoCo - Eclipse Public License - Version 2.0</title> <span

class="el_source">Eclipse Public License - Version 2.0</span> <h1>Eclipse Public License - v 2.0</h1> PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION Distributed under this

Agreement, and "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License, a) Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby different

than this Agreement, provided that such license: trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

limitations'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'JaCoCo is a free Java code coverage library distributed under the <a

href="doc/license.html">Eclipse Public License</a>. Check'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '<li>JaCoCo now distributed under the terms and conditions of the

Eclipse Public License Version 2.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version

2.0 terms and conditions of the following license: Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in use, copy, modify,

merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright

notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. <a

href="http://asm.objectweb.org/">ASM 7.2</a> is subject to the terms and conditions of the following license: All

rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

materials provided with the distribution. 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its this

software without specific prior written permission. is subject to the terms and conditions of the following license:

Apache License http://www.apache.org/licenses/ 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions

of 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of attribution notices from the Source form of the

Work, include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained do not modify the License. You may add Your

own attribution that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed 6. Trademarks. This License does not

grant permission to use the trade'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version

2.0 <a href="http://asm.objectweb.org/">ASM 7.2</a> is subject to the terms and conditions of the following

license: All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must

reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of

its this software without specific prior written permission.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under * the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version

2.0 is subject to the terms and conditions of the following license: Apache License http://www.apache.org/licenses/

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the

terms and conditions of attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution that such additional

attribution notices cannot be construed 6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade'
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Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version

2.0 <a href="http://asm.objectweb.org/">ASM 7.2</a> is subject to the terms and conditions of the following

license: All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must

reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of

its this software without specific prior written permission. is subject to the terms and conditions of the following

license: Apache License http://www.apache.org/licenses/ 2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and

conditions of 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of attribution notices from the Source

form of the Work, include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained do not modify the License. You may

add Your own attribution that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed 6. Trademarks. This License

does not grant permission to use the trade'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '<title>JaCoCo - Eclipse Public License - Version 2.0</title> <span

class="el_source">Eclipse Public License - Version 2.0</span> <h1>Eclipse Public License - v 2.0</h1> PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION Distributed under this

Agreement, and "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License, a) Subject to the terms of this

Agreement, each Contributor hereby b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby different

than this Agreement, provided that such license: trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

limitations'

 

1.126 influxdata-toml v0.0.0-20190415235208-

270119a8ce65 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 InfluxData

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.127 yamlbeans 1.06 

 

1.128 mockserver-core 5.11.1 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

license:

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302446_1621381138.61/0/mockserver-core-5-11-1-jar/org/mockserver/openapi/mock-

server-openapi-embedded-model.yaml

 

1.129 libcap 2.22-11.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of

the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This

clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL

and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release

may be used and distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
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OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.130 slf4j 1.7.30 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.131 scapy 2.4.3 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

{

 "testfiles": [

   "test/*.uts",

   "test/contrib/*.uts"
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 ],

 "remove_testfiles": [

   "test/linux.uts",

   "test/windows.uts",

   "test/contrib/cansocket_native.uts",

   "test/contrib/cansocket_python_can.uts"

 ],

 "onlyfailed": true,

 "preexec": {

   "test/contrib/*.uts": "load_contrib(\"%name%\")",

   "test/cert.uts": "load_layer(\"tls\")",

   "test/sslv2.uts": "load_layer(\"tls\")",

   "test/tls*.uts": "load_layer(\"tls\")"

 },

 "format": "text",

 "kw_ko": [

   "linux",

   "windows",

   "crypto_advanced",

   "ipv6",

   "vcan_socket"

 ]

}

 

1.132 apache-log4j 1.2.17 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

Apache log4j

Copyright 2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
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* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

1.133 jetty-io 9.2.13.v20150730 

 

1.134 cglib 3.2.9 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.135 jakarta-el 3.0.3 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

# Notices for Jakarta Expression Language

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta Expression Language project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.el

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta Expression Language is a trademark of the Eclipse

Foundation.

 

## Copyright
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All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0. This Source Code may also be made

available under the following Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such

availability set forth in the Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the GNU Classpath Exception which is

available at https://www.gnu.org/software/classpath/license.html.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/el-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;
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     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby
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     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program
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     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential
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   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
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   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,
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   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this
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   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.

   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running
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   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.
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   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous
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   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type
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       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---

 

## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.
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1.136 glib 2.56.1-9.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

This work may be reproduced and distributed in whole or in part, in

any medium, physical or electronic, so as long as this copyright

notice remains intact and unchanged on all copies.  Commercial

redistribution is permitted and encouraged, but you may not

redistribute, in whole or in part, under terms more restrictive than

those under which you received it. If you redistribute a modified or

translated version of this work, you must also make the source code to

the modified or translated version available in electronic form

without charge.  However, mere aggregation as part of a larger work

shall not count as a modification for this purpose.

 

All code examples in this work are placed into the public domain,

and may be used, modified and redistributed without restriction.

 

BECAUSE THIS WORK IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE WORK, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE WORK "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  SHOULD THE WORK PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE WORK AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

WORK, EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
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as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.137 berkeley-db 5.3.21 25.el7
1.137.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de> and others.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software

unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.
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The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the

license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
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freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

This package was debianized by Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> on

Tue, 25 Jul 2006 11:43:45 +0100.

 

It was downloaded from <http://www.ch-werner.de/sqliteodbc/>

 

Upstream Author: Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

 

Copyright: Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

          OS/2 Port Copyright (c) 2004 Lorne R. Sunley <lsunley@mb.sympatico.ca>

 

License:

 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE
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NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006, Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> and

is licensed under the GPL-3, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

/*-

* $Id$

*/

 

The following is the license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB

software.  For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions

other than those described here, or to purchase support for this software,

please contact Oracle at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on

*    how to obtain complete source code for the DB software and any

*    accompanying software that uses the DB software.  The source code

*    must either be included in the distribution or be available for no

*    more than the cost of distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be

*    freely redistributable under reasonable conditions.  For an

*    executable file, complete source code means the source code for all

*    modules it contains.  It does not include source code for modules or

*    files that typically accompany the major components of the operating

*    system on which the executable file runs.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

* NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

* IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

*	The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.

 

1.138 python 3.7.9-3.el7_9.0atomix2 
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1.138.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: Python

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1171240906_1627324864.62/0/python37-python37-3-7-9-3-el7-9-0atomix2-zip/python37-

python37-3.7.9-3.el7_9.0atomix2/python37.spec

 

1.139 netty-codec-socks 4.1.27.Final 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequestDecoder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCommonUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandResponse.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksProtocolVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequestType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AuthMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksSubnegotiationVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAddressType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponseType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksPortUnificationServerHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressEncoder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-socks/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/AbstractSocks4Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/AbstractSocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/AbstractSocks5Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072609247_1595016085.89/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-27-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4Message.java

 

1.140 xorg-x11-font-utils 7.5 21.el7
1.140.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Juliusz Chroboczek

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1993, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2005 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Red Hat not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

without specific, written prior permission.  Red Hat makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any

purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

RED HAT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN

NO EVENT SHALL RED HAT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Juliusz Chroboczek
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1991, 1993, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

Copyright (c) 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Ben Collver <collver1@attbi.com>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Martin Husemann.

Copyright (c) 2007 Joerg Sonnenberger.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2005 Red Hat, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that
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the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the copyright holders shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from the copyright holders.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc.  All Rights reserved.

 

This file is provided as-is by Unicode, Inc. (The Unicode Consortium).

No claims are made as to fitness for any particular purpose.  No

warranties of any kind are expressed or implied.  The recipient

agrees to determine applicability of information provided.  If this

file has been provided on optical media by Unicode, Inc., the sole

remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media within 90

days of receipt.

 

Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form for

internal or external distribution as long as this notice remains

attached.

 

1.141 popt 1.13 16.el7
1.141.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998  Red Hat Software

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.

 

1.142 springfoxswagger 2.8.0 

 

1.143 spring-restdocs-mockmvc

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/IterableEnumeration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/UriConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/MockMvcOperationPreprocessorsConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/MockMvcRequestConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/RestDocumentationResultHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/MockMvcRestDocumentationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/RestDocumentationRequestBuilders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/MockMvcRestDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/MockMvcResponseConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303105_1621381346.51/0/spring-restdocs-mockmvc-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/mockmvc/MockMvcSnippetConfigurer.java

 

1.144 commons-configuration 1.10 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Configuration

Copyright 2001-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.145 util-linux 2.23.2-65.el7_9.1 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
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share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
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avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a
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covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
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 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
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of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
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this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
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additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a
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party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
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as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI

A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	
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!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.146 snake-yaml 1.19 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,
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BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.147 lucene 7.7.3 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>
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#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE
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OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in
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 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)
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is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.
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Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted
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from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.148 porter v0.4.3 
1.148.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020 Porter Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# Porter Contributors

 

These are the wonderful people who have donated their time and effort to help

make Porter better for all of us to use. We wouldn't be where we are today

without your contributions. Thank you!

 

New contributors should add their name to the bottom of this list on their first

pull request. If you are a contributor in other ways other than code, please

either submit a pull request adding your name, or mention it to another maintainer

and we will add you. **All** contributors belong here.

 

* [Carolyn Van Slyck](https://github.com/carolynvs) (Co-Creator of Porter)

* [Jeremy Rickard](https://github.com/jeremyrickard) (Co-Creator of Porter)

* [Vaughn Dice](https://github.com/vdice)

* [Reddy Prasad](https://github.com/dev-drprasad)

* [Thorsten Hans](https://github.com/ThorstenHans)

* [Ronan Flynn-Curran](https://github.com/flynnduism)

* [Allan Guwatudde](https://github.com/AGMETEOR)

* [Josh Dolitsky](https://github.com/jdolitsky)
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* [Urvashi Reddy](https://github.com/youreddy)

* [Jennifer Davis](https://github.com/iennae)

* [Adam Reese](https://github.com/adamreese)

* [Simon Davies](https://github.com/simongdavies)

* [Phillip Ahereza](https://github.com/phillipahereza)

* [Ivan Towlson](https://github.com/itowlson)

* [Scott Coulton](https://github.com/scotty-c)

* [Radu Matei](https://github.com/radu-matei)

* [Raymond Kao](https://github.com/raykao)

* [Ryan Moran](https://github.com/ryanmoran)

* [Sean Harvey](https://github.com/halkyon)

* [SpiLLeR](https://github.com/SpiLLeR)

* [Weidong Feng](https://github.com/fenngwd)

* [Y.Horie](https://github.com/u5surf)

* [Zhaoyang Jiang](https://github.com/JiangZhaoYang)

* [Gauri Madhok](https://github.com/gaurimadhok)

* [Abhishek Gupta](https://github.com/abhirockzz)

* [Anubhav Mishra](https://github.com/anubhavmishra)

* [Aravind](https://github.com/scriptonist)

* [Artem](https://github.com/SuddenGunter)

* [Ben Wilkinson](https://github.com/brwilkinson)

* [Brad](https://github.com/bradcypert)

* [Clarence Bakirtzidis](https://github.com/clarenceb)

* [Cory O'Daniel](https://github.com/coryodaniel)

* [Hongchao Deng](https://github.com/hongchaodeng)

* [John Reese](https://github.com/jpreese)

* [Lanre Adelowo](https://github.com/adelowo)

* [Matt Butcher](https://github.com/technosophos)

* [Michael William Boldt](https://github.com/mboldt)

* [Mohamed Chorfa](https://github.com/MChorfa)

* [Don Stewart](https://github.com/donmstewart)

* [Nicholas Carrigan](https://github.com/nhcarrigan)

* [Stphane Este-Gracias](https://github.com/sestegra)

* [Jeetu Kumar](https://github.com/i-am-jeetu)

* [Divyam Bhasin](https://github.com/divbhasin)

* [Ritesh Yadav](https://github.com/DARK-art108)

# See https://probot.github.io/apps/invite-contributors/

 

team: porters

 

1.149 xmltodict 0.12.0 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2012 Martin Blech and individual contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.150 cffi 1.11.5 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

 

Except when otherwise stated (look for LICENSE files in directories or

information at the beginning of each file) all software and

documentation is licensed as follows:

 

   The MIT License

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

   obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

   restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

   Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

   THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

   DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.151 protobuf-java-util 3.13.0 
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1.151.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Automatic-Module-Name: com.google.protobuf.util

Bnd-LastModified: 1597451582365

Build-Jdk: 11.0.7

Built-By: acozzette

Bundle-Description: Utilities for Protocol Buffers

Bundle-DocURL: https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

Bundle-License: https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Protocol Buffers [Util]

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.google.protobuf.util

Bundle-Version: 3.13.0

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: com.google.protobuf.util;version="3.13.0";uses:="com.goo

gle.protobuf"

Import-Package: com.google.common.base;version="[29.0,30)",com.google.co

mmon.io;version="[29.0,30)",com.google.common.math;version="[29.0,30)",

com.google.common.primitives;version="[29.0,30)",com.google.gson;versio

n="[2.8,3)",com.google.gson.stream;version="[2.8,3)",com.google.protobu

f;version="[3.13,4)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.7))"

Tool: Bnd-3.0.0.201509101326

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092309968_1600708800.32/0/protobuf-java-util-3-13-0-jar/META-

INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.152 txw2 2.3.0 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only

("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to

the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle

and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General

Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL")

(collectively, the "License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle
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designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2

section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // This

class is in the Public Domain.  NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with <strong>NO

WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005-2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO

WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

 

1.153 apacheds-kerberos-shared 1.5.5 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.154 perl-http-tiny 0.033 3.el7
1.154.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Christian Hansen.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself
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a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"

 

--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Christian Hansen.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Suite 500, Boston, MA  02110-1335  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer
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the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Christian Hansen.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through

   textual modification.
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 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for

   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.
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 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.

 

 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

1.155 bdbclient 0.2.2 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free
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software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
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versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was debianized by Frederic Lepied <Lepied@debian.org> on

Mon, 17 Oct 1997 23:09:25 +0200.

 

Actual Maintainer: Joerg Jaspert <joerg@debian.org>

 

It was downloaded from http://bbdb.sourceforge.net/
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Authors:  Jamie Zawinski, Ronan Waide (Waider), Todd Kaufmann,

	  Boris Goldowsky, Christopher Kline, John Heidemann,

	  Roland McGrath

 

Current Upstream: Ronan Waide

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright subsets of 1991-2001, subsets of Jamie Zawinski, Ronan Waide (Waider),

	  Todd Kaufmann, Boris Goldowsky, Christopher Kline, John Heidemann,

	  Roland McGrath

 lisp/*

 texinfo/*

 tex/*

 utils/*

 

Copyright (c) 1997-1999 Matt Simmons <simmonmt@@acm.org>

 texinfo/bbdb.texinfo

 

Copyright (c) 2000 Alex Schroeder

 misc/bbdb-unmigrate-stuff.el

 

Copyright 1995 Neda Communications, Inc.

 bits/bbdb-filters/doc/main.texinfo

 bits/bbdb-filters/bbdb-filters-0.2.sh

 

Copyright (C) 1998 Ivar Rummelhoff

 bits/bbdb-anniv.el

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001 Shenghuo ZHU

 bits/bbdb-edit.el

 

Copyright (C) 1998,2000 by Niels Elgaard Larsen <elgaard@diku.dk>

 bits/bbdb-ldif.el

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Colin Rafferty

 bits/bbdb-obsolete.el

 

Copyright (C) 1997,1999 Kevin Davidson

 bits/bbdb-pgp.el

 bits/bbdb-signature.el

 

Copyright (C) 1997 Kevin Davidson

Copyright (C) 1985, 1986, 1992 Free Software Foundation, Inc

 bits/bbdb-signature.el

 

;;; The Insidious Big Brother Database is free software; you can redistribute

;;; it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as
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;;; published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your

;;; option) any later version.

;;;

;;; BBDB is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

;;; WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

;;; FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more

;;; details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GNU Emacs; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to

;;; the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

;;; MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 file.

 

1.156 bleach 3.1.5 
1.156.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Mozilla Foundation

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Bleach was originally written and maintained by James Socol and various

contributors within and without the Mozilla Corporation and Foundation.

 

It is currently maintained by Will Kahn-Greene, Greg Guthe, and Jon Dufresne.

 

Maintainers:

 

- Will Kahn-Greene <willkg@mozilla.com>

- Greg Guthe <gguthe@mozilla.com>

- Jon Dufresne <jon.dufresne@gmail.com>

 

Maintainer emeritus:

 

- Jannis Leidel <jleidel@mozilla.com>

- James Socol <me@jamessocol.com>

 

Contributors:

 

- Adam Lofts

- Adrian "ThiefMaster"

- Alek

- Alex Defsen

- Alex Ehlke

- Alexandre Macabies

- Alexandr N. Zamaraev

- Alireza Savand

- Andreas Malecki

- Andy Freeland

- Antoine Leclair

- Anton Backer

- Anton Kovalyov

- Benjamin Peterson

- Chad Birch

- Chris Beaven

- Dan Gayle

- dave-shawley

- dbxnr

- Erik Rose

- Gaurav Dadhania

- Geoffrey Sneddon

- Greg Guthe

- hugovk

- Istvan Albert
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- Jaime Irurzun

- James Socol

- Jannis Leidel

- Janusz Kamieski

- Jeff Balogh

- Jonathan Vanasco

- Jon Dufresne

- Lee, Cheon-il

- Les Orchard

- Lorenz Schori

- Luis Nell

- Marc Abramowitz

- Marc DM

- Mark Lee

- Mark Paschal

- mdxs

- Nikita Sobolev

- nikolas

- Oh Jinkyun

- Paul Craciunoiu

- Ricky Rosario

- Ryan Niemeyer

- Sbastien Fievet

- sedrubal

- Stephane Blondon

- Stu Cox

- Tim Dumol

- Timothy Fitz

- Tim Gates

- Vadim Kotov

- Vitaly Volkov

- Will Kahn-Greene

- Zoltn

- zyegfryed

 

1.157 spring-boot-starter-data-ldap

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.157.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883736_1619654699.99/0/spring-boot-starter-data-ldap-2-0-1-release-sources-4-jar/META-
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INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter-data-ldap/pom.xml

 

1.158 uritemplate 0.9 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

This software is dual-licensed under:

 

- the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3.0 or, at your option, any

 later version;

- the Apache Software License (ASL) version 2.0.

 

The text of both licenses is included (under the names LGPL-3.0.txt and

ASL-2.0.txt respectively).

 

Direct link to the sources:

 

- LGPL 3.0: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt

- ASL 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked
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Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL
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  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.159 plexus-classworlds 1.1-alpha-2 
1.159.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright
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owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for
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inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.160 metrics-jvm 3.1.2 
1.160.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.161 mpfr 3.1.1 4.el7
1.161.1 Available under license : 

@c MPFR tweak: Have this in mpfr.texi to help texinfo-mode

@c @node GNU Free Documentation License

@c @appendixsec GNU Free Documentation License

 

@cindex GNU Free Documentation License

@center Version 1.2, November 2002

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount
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of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough
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number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release
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the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one
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stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.
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You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.
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You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item
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TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except

as expressly provided for under this License.  Any other attempt to

copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will

automatically terminate your rights under this License.  However,

parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.

@end enumerate

 

@page

@c MPFR tweak: Use @appendixsec

@c @appendixsubsec ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

@appendixsec ADDENDUM: How to Use This License For Your Documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group
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@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with...Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
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interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you
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with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical
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   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install
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and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered
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work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so
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available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
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 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.
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 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates
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(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the
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  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.
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1.162 assertj-core 3.9.1 

 

1.163 maven-settings-builder 3.2.1 
1.163.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Settings Builder

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.164 commons-collections 3.2.2 
1.164.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.165 grpc-netty-shaded 1.16.1 
1.165.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.166 wget 3.2 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: wget

Version: 3.2

Summary: pure python download utility

Home-page: http://bitbucket.org/techtonik/python-wget/

Author: anatoly techtonik <techtonik@gmail.com>

Author-email: UNKNOWN

License: Public Domain

Description: Usage

       =====

      

         python -m wget [options] <URL>

      

         options:

           -o --output FILE|DIR   output filename or directory

      

      

       API Usage

       =========

      

         >>> import wget

         >>> url = 'http://www.futurecrew.com/skaven/song_files/mp3/razorback.mp3'

         >>> filename = wget.download(url)

         100% [................................................] 3841532 / 3841532>

         >> filename

         'razorback.mp3'

      

       The skew that you see above is a documented side effect.

       Alternative progress bar:

      

         >>> wget.download(url, bar=bar_thermometer)

      

      

       ChangeLog

       =========

       3.2 (2015-10-22)

        * download(url) can again be unicode on Python 2.7

          https://bitbucket.org/techtonik/python-wget/issues/8
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       3.1 (2015-10-18)

        * it saves unknown files under download.wget filename

          https://bitbucket.org/techtonik/python-wget/issues/6

        * it prints unicode chars to Windows console

        * it downloads unicode urls with Python 3

      

       3.0 (2015-10-17)

        * it can download and save unicode filenames

          https://bitbucket.org/techtonik/python-wget/issues/7

      

       2.2 (2014-07-19)

        * it again can download without -o option

      

       2.1 (2014-07-10)

        * it shows command line help

        * -o option allows to select output file/directory

      

          * download(url, out, bar) contains out parameter

      

       2.0 (2013-04-26)

        * it shows percentage

        * it has usage examples

        * it changes if being used as a library

      

          * download shows progress bar by default

          * bar_adaptive gets improved algorithm

          * download(url, bar) contains bar parameter

            * bar(current, total)

          * progress_callback is named callback_progress

      

       1.0 (2012-11-13)

        * it runs with Python 3

      

       0.9 (2012-11-13)

        * it renames file if it already exists

        * it can be used as a library

      

          * download(url) returns filename

          * bar_adaptive() draws progress bar

          * bar_thermometer() simplified bar

      

       0.8 (2011-05-03)

        * it detects filename from HTTP headers

      

       0.7 (2011-03-01)

        * compatibility fix for Python 2.5

        * limit width of progress bar to 100 chars
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       0.6 (2010-04-24)

        * it detects console width on POSIX

      

       0.5 (2010-04-23)

        * it detects console width on Windows

      

       0.4 (2010-04-15)

        * it shows cute progress bar

      

       0.3 (2010-04-05)

        * it creates temp file in current dir

      

       0.2 (2010-02-16)

        * it tries to detect filename from URL

      

       0.1 (2010-02-04)

        * it can download file

      

      

       Release Checklist

       =================

      

       | [ ] update version in wget.py

       | [x] update description in setup.py

       | [ ] python setup.py check -mrs

       | [ ] python setup.py sdist upload

       | [ ] tag hg version

      

       --

       anatoly techtonik <techtonik@gmail.com>

      

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Environment :: Console

Classifier: License :: Public Domain

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules

Classifier: Topic :: System :: Networking

Classifier: Topic :: Utilities

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1159252381_1620104563.84/0/wget-3-2-1-zip/wget-3.2/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

license="Public Domain",

'License :: Public Domain',
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1159252381_1620104563.84/0/wget-3-2-1-zip/wget-3.2/setup.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Public domain by anatoly techtonik <techtonik@gmail.com>

Also available under the terms of MIT license

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1159252381_1620104563.84/0/wget-3-2-1-zip/wget-3.2/wget.py

 

1.167 pflag v1.0.3 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Ogier. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.168 lz4 1.8.3-1.el7 
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1.168.1 Available under license : 
This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,

and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011+ Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4/blob/master/lib/LICENSE

 

1.169 toml 0.10.2 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright 2013-2019 William Pearson

Copyright 2015-2016 Julien Enselme

Copyright 2016 Google Inc.

Copyright 2017 Samuel Vasko

Copyright 2017 Nate Prewitt

Copyright 2017 Jack Evans

Copyright 2019 Filippo Broggini

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.170 x-sync v0.0.0-20201020160332-

67f06af15bc9 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.171 protobuf-java 3.13.0 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/type.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DynamicMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/PrimitiveNonBoxingCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemas.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStreamReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseLocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Service.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NioByteString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ArrayDecoders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingRpcChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemas.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BufferAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BooleanArrayList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyFieldLite.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AllocatedBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/source_context.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/OneofInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SmallSortedMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IntArrayList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DoubleArrayList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Schema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MutabilityOracle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/compiler/plugin.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteOutput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaFull.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteToString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/duration.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtoSyntax.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/IterableByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolStringList.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufLists.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LongArrayList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/any.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyField.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/InvalidProtocolBufferException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapField.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/wrappers.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TypeRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExperimentalApi.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSetSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BinaryReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageV3.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/WireFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/field_mask.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaFull.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/StructuralMessageInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtobufArrayList.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLiteSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnmodifiableLazyStringList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/empty.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/struct.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Utf8.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DiscardUnknownFieldsParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageOrBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatEscaper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractProtobufList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Descriptors.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/JavaType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Writer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/api.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeUtil.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ManifestSchemaFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RepeatedFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/BlockingService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RopeByteString.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FieldSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageReflection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ListFieldSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SchemaFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Protobuf.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Android.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/AbstractMessageLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/timestamp.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ProtocolMessageEnum.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/GeneratedMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/DescriptorMessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/TextFormatParseInfoTree.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcController.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLiteOrBuilder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnknownFieldSetLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageInfoFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/CodedOutputStreamWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemas.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/google/protobuf/descriptor.proto

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RpcChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/RawMessageInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/NewInstanceSchemaLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Reader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/LazyStringArrayList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Internal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/FloatArrayList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ByteBufferWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MessageLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UninitializedMessageException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapEntryLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/SingleFieldBuilderV3.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/Extension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/UnsafeByteOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/MapFieldSchemaLite.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1092310281_1600708753.46/0/protobuf-java-3-13-0-sources-

jar/com/google/protobuf/ExtensionSchemaFull.java
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1.172 libxft 2.3.2 2.el7
1.172.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.173 log4j-slf4j18-impl 2.13.3 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j SLF4J 1.8+ Binding

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.174 netty 4.1.30.Final 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Harmony

 

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes
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the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:
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   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * NOTICE:

   * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression

and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

 

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,
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which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

 

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data
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interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jboss.org/jbossmarshalling

 

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/
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This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance

non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

 

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user

has everything necessary to run the Maven build.

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to
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* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.175 eureka-client 1.9.3 
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1.175.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

*f

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*    You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*    See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*    limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/ApplicationInfoManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/aws/ZoneAffinityClusterResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/ClusterResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/mixin/ApplicationsXmlMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-
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jar/com/netflix/discovery/EurekaClientNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/DefaultEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/decorator/MetricsCollectingEurekaHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/jersey/JerseyEurekaHttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/TransportUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/decorator/ServerStatusEvaluators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/jersey/JerseyApplicationClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/EurekaHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/EurekaEntityFunctions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/EurekaJsonJacksonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/EurekaHttpClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/StringUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/ClusterResolverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/DnsClusterResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/ReloadingClusterResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/StaticClusterResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/ResolverUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/EurekaJacksonXmlModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/dns/DnsServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/mixin/ApplicationXmlMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/decorator/SessionedEurekaHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/TransportException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/decorator/ServerStatusEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/ThresholdLevelsMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-
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jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/ServoUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/dns/DnsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/EurekaEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/aws/DnsTxtRecordClusterResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/jersey/ApacheHttpClientConnectionCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/EurekaHttpClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/ClusterResolverFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/decorator/RetryableEurekaHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/mixin/InstanceInfoJsonMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/resolver/LegacyClusterResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/decorator/EurekaHttpClientDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/EurekaXmlJacksonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/ExceptionsMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/EurekaEntityTransformers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/SystemUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/transport/decorator/RedirectingEurekaHttpClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/util/RateLimiter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 Netflix, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/serializer/InstanceInfoJsonBeanSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/builder/ApplicationsJacksonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/serializer/ApplicationsXmlBeanSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/builder/StringInterningAmazonInfoBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/mixin/PortWrapperXmlMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/serializer/PortWrapperXmlDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/serializer/ApplicationsJsonBeanSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/serializer/ApplicationXmlDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/builder/ApplicationsXmlJacksonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/mixin/ApplicationsJsonMixIn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/jackson/serializer/InstanceInfoXmlBeanSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2012 Netflix, Inc.

*

*    Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*    you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*    You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*        http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*    Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*    distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*    WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*    See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*    limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/provider/DiscoveryJerseyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/EurekaClientConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/Auto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/LookupService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/InstanceInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/AbstractInstanceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/Applications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/HealthCheckResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/MyDataCenterInstanceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/DiscoveryClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/provider/ISerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/provider/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/EntityBodyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/XmlXStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/LeaseInfo.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/EurekaInstanceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/HealthCheckCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/BackupRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/AmazonInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/DiscoveryManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/shared/Application.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/PropertiesInstanceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/Converters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/DataCenterInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/appinfo/CloudInstanceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/converters/JsonXStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1163339042_1620929817.53/0/eureka-client-1-9-3-sources-

jar/com/netflix/discovery/DefaultEurekaClientConfig.java

 

1.176 metrics-json 3.1.2 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.177 perl-pathtools 3.40 5.el7
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1.178 spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.178.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaDiscoveryClientConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/serviceregistry/EurekaServiceRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaClientConfigBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/http/RestTemplateTransportClientFactories.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/http/RestTemplateEurekaHttpClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/http/RestTemplateTransportClientFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/config/DiscoveryClientOptionalArgsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/http/RestTemplateDiscoveryClientOptionalArgs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/http/EurekaApplications.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/eureka/RibbonEurekaAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaHealthCheckHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaClientAutoConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/serviceregistry/EurekaAutoServiceRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/serviceregistry/EurekaRegistration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaHealthIndicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaInstanceConfigBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/config/EurekaDiscoveryClientConfigServiceAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/eureka/DomainExtractingServerList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/config/EurekaDiscoveryClientConfigServiceBootstrapConfiguration.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/config/EurekaClientConfigServerAutoConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/CloudEurekaInstanceConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaDiscoveryClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/eureka/EurekaServerIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/CloudEurekaTransportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/eureka/EurekaRibbonClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EurekaConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/EnableEurekaClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/InstanceInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/MutableDiscoveryClientOptionalArgs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/eureka/CloudEurekaClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2013-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302586_1627675562.14/0/spring-cloud-netflix-eureka-client-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/ribbon/eureka/ZoneUtils.java

 

1.179 lucene-backward-codecs 7.5.0 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer
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*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
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*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines
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* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
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are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and
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http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java
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analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or
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 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the
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development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.180 jzlib 1.1.1 

 

1.181 spring-beans 5.0.5.RELEASE 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/BeanFactoryAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ZoneIdEditor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ImplicitlyAppearedSingletonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ReaderEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/Aware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PathEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Required.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Lookup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleSecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/NamedBeanHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/EmbeddedValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/RequiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractNestablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InjectionPoint.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlPropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/NullBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimpleConstructorNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PlaceholderConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/annotation/AnnotationBeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartInitializingSingleton.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883466_1619654709.58/0/spring-beans-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java
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1.182 dgryski-go-groupvarint v0.0.0-

20190318181831-5ce5df8ca4e1 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017 Ryan Armstrong. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.183 hwdata 0.252-9.7.el7 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

This data is licenced under 2 different licenses

 

1) GNU General Public License, version 2 or later

2) XFree86 1.0 license

 

This data can be used freely under either license.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.184 pip 19.2.3 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007 Ian Bicking and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2009 Ian Bicking, The Open Planning Project

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 The virtualenv developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

# Copyright (c) 2012 Giorgos Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This is the MIT license: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Skip Montanaro.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
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sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors
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 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Pylons Project Contributor Agreement

====================================

 

The submitter agrees by adding his or her name within the section below named

"Contributors" and submitting the resulting modified document to the

canonical shared repository location for this software project (whether

directly, as a user with "direct commit access", or via a "pull request"), he

or she is signing a contract electronically.  The submitter becomes a

Contributor after a) he or she signs this document by adding their name

beneath the "Contributors" section below, and b) the resulting document is

accepted into the canonical version control repository.

 

Treatment of Account

---------------------

 

Contributor will not allow anyone other than the Contributor to use his or

her username or source repository login to submit code to a Pylons Project

source repository. Should Contributor become aware of any such use,

Contributor will immediately by notifying Agendaless Consulting.

Notification must be performed by sending an email to

webmaster@agendaless.com.  Until such notice is received, Contributor will be

presumed to have taken all actions made through Contributor's account. If the

Contributor has direct commit access, Agendaless Consulting will have

complete control and discretion over capabilities assigned to Contributor's

account, and may disable Contributor's account for any reason at any time.

 

Legal Effect of Contribution

----------------------------

 

Upon submitting a change or new work to a Pylons Project source Repository (a

"Contribution"), you agree to assign, and hereby do assign, a one-half

interest of all right, title and interest in and to copyright and other
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intellectual property rights with respect to your new and original portions

of the Contribution to Agendaless Consulting. You and Agendaless Consulting

each agree that the other shall be free to exercise any and all exclusive

rights in and to the Contribution, without accounting to one another,

including without limitation, the right to license the Contribution to others

under the Repoze Public License. This agreement shall run with title to the

Contribution. Agendaless Consulting does not convey to you any right, title

or interest in or to the Program or such portions of the Contribution that

were taken from the Program. Your transmission of a submission to the Pylons

Project source Repository and marks of identification concerning the

Contribution itself constitute your intent to contribute and your assignment

of the work in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.

 

License Terms

-------------

 

Code committed to the Pylons Project source repository (Committed Code) must

be governed by the Repoze Public License (http://repoze.org/LICENSE.txt, aka

"the RPL") or another license acceptable to Agendaless Consulting.  Until

Agendaless Consulting declares in writing an acceptable license other than

the RPL, only the RPL shall be used.  A list of exceptions is detailed within

the "Licensing Exceptions" section of this document, if one exists.

 

Representations, Warranty, and Indemnification

----------------------------------------------

 

Contributor represents and warrants that the Committed Code does not violate

the rights of any person or entity, and that the Contributor has legal

authority to enter into this Agreement and legal authority over Contributed

Code. Further, Contributor indemnifies Agendaless Consulting against

violations.

 

Cryptography

------------

 

Contributor understands that cryptographic code may be subject to government

regulations with which Agendaless Consulting and/or entities using Committed

Code must comply. Any code which contains any of the items listed below must

not be checked-in until Agendaless Consulting staff has been notified and has

approved such contribution in writing.

 

- Cryptographic capabilities or features

 

- Calls to cryptographic features

 

- User interface elements which provide context relating to cryptography

 

- Code which may, under casual inspection, appear to be cryptographic.
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Notices

-------

 

Contributor confirms that any notices required will be included in any

Committed Code.

 

Licensing Exceptions

====================

 

None.

 

List of Contributors

====================

 

The below-signed are contributors to a code repository that is part of the

project named "Translationstring".  Each below-signed contributor has read,

understands and agrees to the terms above in the section within this document

entitled "Pylons Project Contributor Agreement" as of the date beside his or

her name.

 

Contributors

------------

 

- Chris McDonough, 2011/02/16

- Wichert Akkerman, 2012/02/02

No-notice MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for
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the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   2.7             2.6         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute
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   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS
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A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then
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Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2018 Kenneth Reitz

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes
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   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2
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--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.
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BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.
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CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.
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7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2019 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Hanno Schlichting

* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange

* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim

* Pete Hollobon

* Philip Jenvey

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi
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If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

This packge contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Copyright (c) 2010-2018 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

License

 

 A copyright notice accompanies this license document that identifies

 the copyright holders.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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 met:

 

 1.  Redistributions in source code must retain the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer.

 

 2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

 3.  Names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without prior

     written permission from the copyright holders.

 

 4.  If any files are modified, you must cause the modified files to

     carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

     the date of any change.

 

 Disclaimer

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

   ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

   TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

   THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

argparse is (c) 2006-2009 Steven J. Bethard <steven.bethard@gmail.com>.

 

The argparse module was contributed to Python as of Python 2.7 and thus

was licensed under the Python license. Same license applies to all files in

the argparse package project.

 

For details about the Python License, please see doc/Python-License.txt.

 

History

-------

 

Before (and including) argparse 1.1, the argparse package was licensed under

Apache License v2.0.

 

After argparse 1.1, all project files from the argparse project were deleted
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due to license compatibility issues between Apache License 2.0 and GNU GPL v2.

 

The project repository then had a clean start with some files taken from

Python 2.7.1, so definitely all files are under Python License now.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Dirley Rodrigues

* Donald Stufft

* Grigory Petrov

* Hanno Schlichting

* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange

* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim

* Pete Hollobon
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* Phillip J. Eby

* Philip Jenvey

* Philip Thiem

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi

 

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

Copyright 2015 Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.

 

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Agendaless Consulting and Contributors.

(http://www.agendaless.com), All Rights Reserved

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This package is a modified version of cpython's ipaddress module.

It is therefore distributed under the PSF license, as follows:

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.
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8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2008-2013 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

License for Bundle of CA Root Certificates (pip/cacert.pem)

===========================================================

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301

Copyright (c) 2008-2019 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.185 certifi 2020.6.20 
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1.185.1 Available under license : 
This packge contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

 

1.186 mdc 1.2.1 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License:  MPL/GPL/LGPL

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1159252345_1620867596.4/0/mdc-0.5-1_32bitonly_pclos2013.src.rpm-cosi-expand-archive-

JVVxXsdY/pclos-mdc.spec

 

1.187 hystrix-core 1.5.12 

 

1.188 simpleclient-httpserver 0.6.0 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.189 jzlib 1.1.3 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

BSD

http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/LICENSE.txt

 

1.190 ustr 1.0.4 16.el7
1.190.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2007 James Antill

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE FREEBSD PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE FREEBSD PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the authors and should not be

interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of the FreeBSD Project.
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Copyright (c) 2007 James Antill

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 This code is multi Licensed under all/any one of:

 

LGPLv2+                  - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_LGPL

New Style BSD (2 clause) - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_BSD

MIT                      - http://www.and.org/ustr/LICENSE_MIT

 

...if that isn't enough for you, please send an email to me. The point

is for the license to not matter.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The
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former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
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and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
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with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
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Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
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   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any
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attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper
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mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.191 springfox-spi 2.8.0 

 

1.192 spring-aspects 5.0.5.RELEASE 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AspectJAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AspectJJCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/JCacheCacheAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AbstractInterfaceDrivenDependencyInjectionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AbstractDependencyInjectionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AspectJTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AbstractCacheAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AnnotationCacheAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AspectJCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AbstractAsyncExecutionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/aspectj/AnnotationAsyncExecutionAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/cache/aspectj/AnyThrow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AnnotationTransactionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/aspectj/SpringConfiguredConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/JtaAnnotationTransactionAspect.aj

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/aspectj/EnableSpringConfigured.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/ConfigurableObject.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/AnnotationBeanConfigurerAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/aspectj/AbstractTransactionAspect.aj

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883074_1619654546.09/0/spring-aspects-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/aspectj/GenericInterfaceDrivenDependencyInjectionAspect.aj

 

1.193 protobuf-java-format 1.2 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

 

	Copyright (c) 2009, Orbitz World Wide

	All rights reserved.

 

	Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

	are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

		* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

		  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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		* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

		  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

		  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

		* Neither the name of the Orbitz World Wide nor the names of its contributors

		  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

		  without specific prior written permission.

 

	THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

	"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

	A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

	OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

	SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

	LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

	OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.194 fontconfig 2.13.0 4.3.el7
1.194.1 Available under license : 

fontconfig/COPYING

 

Copyright  2000,2001,2002,2003,2004,2006,2007 Keith Packard

Copyright  2005 Patrick Lam

Copyright  2009 Roozbeh Pournader

Copyright  2008,2009 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2008 Danilo egan

Copyright  2012 Google, Inc.

 

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of the author(s) not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  The authors make no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE AUTHOR(S) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
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TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.195 prometheus-procfs v0.0.0-

20190517135640-51af30a78b0e 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

procfs provides functions to retrieve system, kernel and process

metrics from the pseudo-filesystem proc.

 

Copyright 2014-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

1.196 spew  v1.1.1 
1.196.1 Available under license : 

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Dave Collins <dave@davec.name>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.197 maven-resolver-spi 1.0.3 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact Resolver SPI

Copyright 2010-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.198 opencensus-contrib-grpc-metrics 0.12.3
1.198.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.199 springfoxswagger 2.9.2 
1.199.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

*  Copyright 2017-2019 the original author or authors.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/InheritanceDeterminer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

*  Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/ModelMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/OAuth2AuthFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/ParameterMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/configuration/Swagger2JacksonModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/ApiKeyAuthFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/BasicAuthFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/VendorExtensionsMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/SecurityMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/SerializableParameterFactories.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

*  Copyright 2015 the original author or authors.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/LicenseMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/SecuritySchemeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/annotations/EnableSwagger2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/ServiceModelToSwagger2Mapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/configuration/Swagger2DocumentationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/SerializableParameterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

*  Copyright 2015-2017 the original author or authors.

*
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*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/EnumMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/mappers/Properties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

*  Copyright 2017-2018 the original author or authors.

*

*  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939619_1625570713.75/0/springfox-swagger2-2-9-2-sources-3-

jar/springfox/documentation/swagger2/web/Swagger2Controller.java
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1.200 jetty 6.1.26 

 

1.201 aspect-j 1.8.13 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

/* *******************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors.

* All rights reserved.

* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

* under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

* which accompanies this distribution and is available at

* http://eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

* 

* Contributors:

*   Adrian Colyer			Initial implementation

* ******************************************************************/

package org.aspectj.internal.lang.annotation;

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or sale

of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.
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"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and
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iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.
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6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes

such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

(including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the

Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement,

whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this

Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

 

1.202 libsemanage 2.5-14.el7_9.0atomix1 
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1.202.1 Available under license : 
		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.203 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.23.Final 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket. See <a

href="http://linux.die.net/man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401766_1611627360.06/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

 

1.204 maven-aether-provider 3.2.1 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Aether Provider

Copyright 2001-2014 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.205 commons-lang3 3.4 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software from the Spring Framework,

under the Apache License 2.0 (see: StringUtils.containsWhitespace())
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.206 spatial4j 0.7 
1.206.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015 MITRE and VoyagerSearch

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/distance/AbstractDistanceCalculator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/context/SpatialContextFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

 ~ Copyright (c) 2015 Voyager Search and MITRE

 ~ All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

 ~ are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

 ~ accompanies this distribution and is available at

 ~    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-jar/overview.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015 ElasticSearch and MITRE, and others

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at
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*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/WktShapeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/WKTReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/distance/DistanceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/ParseUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jts/JtsPolyshapeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/PolyshapeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/PolyshapeWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015 David Smiley

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/BBoxCalculator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015 MITRE

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jts/JtsBinaryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/BufferedLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/InfBufLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/context/jts/ValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/BufferedLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/context/jts/DatelineRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/BinaryCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015 VoyagerSearch and others

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/ShapeAsGeoJSONSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/GeometryAsWKTSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/ShapesAsWKTModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-
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jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/PackageVersion.java.in

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/ShapesAsGeoJSONModule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/GeometryAsGeoJSONSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/PackageVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/GeometryDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/GeoJSONReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/ShapeDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jackson/ShapeAsWKTSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/SpatialPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/exception/UnsupportedSpatialPredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/GeohashUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015 Voyager Search and MITRE

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials
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* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jts/JtsWKTReaderShapeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/context/jts/JtsSpatialContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/Circle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/jts/JtsGeometry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/LegacyShapeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/context/SpatialContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/GeoCircle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/ShapeFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/CircleImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/jts/JtsPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/distance/DistanceCalculator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/distance/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/context/jts/JtsSpatialContextFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/ShapeCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/Rectangle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/Point.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/LegacyShapeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/PointImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/Shape.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/exception/InvalidShapeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/distance/GeodesicSphereDistCalc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/SpatialRelation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/impl/RectangleImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/distance/CartesianDistCalc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/jts/JtsShapeFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 2015 VoyagerSearch

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/ShapeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/ShapeIO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/BaseShape.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jts/JtsGeoJSONWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/WKTWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/SupportedFormats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/jts/JtsWKTWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/GeoJSONWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/ShapeReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*******************************************************************************
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* Copyright (c) 2016 David Smiley

* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

* are made available under the terms of the Apache License, Version 2.0 which

* accompanies this distribution and is available at

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

******************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/shape/ShapeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136404733_1613763670.46/0/spatial4j-0-7-sources-4-

jar/org/locationtech/spatial4j/io/OnePointsBuilder.java

 

1.207 spring-boot 2.4.6 
1.207.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012-2013 the original author or authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Spring Boot ${version}

Copyright (c) 2012-2021 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

open_source_licenses.txt
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Spring Boot CLI

==================================================================

 

Pivotal makes available all content in this download ("Content").

Unless otherwise indicated below, the Content is provided to you under

the terms and conditions of the Apache License 2.0 (the "License"). A

copy of the license is available in the file called LICENSE.txt or you

may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to various open

source software packages (or portions thereof) that are distributed with

this content.

 

 

=================================================================

TABLE OF CONTENTS

=================================================================

 

 

The following is a listing of the open source components detailed in this

document.  This list is provided for your convenience; please read further if

you wish to review the copyright notice(s) and the full text of the license

associated with each component.

 

 

SECTION 1: BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES

 

  >>> JLine (jline:jline)

  >>> JOpt Simple (net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple)

  >>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm)

 

 

SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0

 

  >>> JSON library from Android SDK (com.vaadin.external.google:android-json)

  >>> Apache Commons Codec (commons-codec:commons-codec)

  >>> Apache HttpClient (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient)

  >>> Apache HttpCore (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore)

  >>> Plexus Cipher: encryption/decryption Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher)

  >>> Plexus Security Dispatcher Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher)

  >>> Apache Commons Logging (commons-logging:commons-logging)

  >>> Apache Groovy (org.codehaus.groovy:groovy)

  >>> Maven Aether Provider (org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider)

  >>> Maven Model (org.apache.maven:maven-model)

  >>> Maven Model Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder)

  >>> Maven Repository Metadata Model (org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata)
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  >>> Maven Settings (org.apache.maven:maven-settings)

  >>> Maven Settings Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder)

  >>> Plexus :: Component Annotations (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations)

  >>> Plexus Common Utilities (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils)

  >>> Plexus Component API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api)

  >>> Plexus Interpolation API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation)

 

 

SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0

 

  >>> Aether API (org.eclipse.aether:aether-api)

  >>> Aether Connector Basic (org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic)

  >>> Aether Implementation (org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl)

  >>> Aether SPI (org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi)

  >>> Aether Transport File (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file)

  >>> Aether Transport HTTP (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http)

  >>> Aether Utilities (org.eclipse.aether:aether-util)

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 1:  BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES ----------

 

BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES are applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> JLine (jline:jline)

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,
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BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

>>> net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple:4.5

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

>>> org.ow2.asm:asm

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0 ----------

 

Apache License, V2.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient

>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore

>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher

>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher

>>> commons-logging:commons-logging

>>> org.codehaus.groovy:groovy

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License

 

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download,

CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

--------------- SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 ----------

 

Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-api

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-util

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in ("Content").

Unless otherwise  indicated below, the Content is provided to you under the terms

and conditions  of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL").  A copy of the

EPL is available  at https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html.

 

For purposes of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the

Content is  being redistributed by another party ("Redistributor") and different

terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the Content.

Check the Redistributor's license that was provided with the Content.  If no such

license exists, contact the Redistributor.  Unless otherwise indicated below, the

terms and conditions of the EPL still apply to any source code in the Content and

such source code may be obtained at https://www.eclipse.org/

 

 

 

===========================================================================
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To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to:

 

   Pivotal, Inc., 875 Howard St,

   San Francisco, CA 94103

   United States of America

 

or email info@pivotal.io.  All such requests should clearly specify:

 

   OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST

   Attention General Counsel

[[legal]]

= Legal

 

Copyright &#169; 2012-2021

 

Copies of this document may be made for your own use and for distribution to

others, provided that you do not charge any fee for such copies and further

provided that each copy contains this Copyright Notice, whether distributed in

print or electronically.

 

1.208 go-multierror v1.0.0 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.
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1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor
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     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes
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    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities
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3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,
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    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.
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6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License
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10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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1.209 gotenv v1.2.0 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Alif Rachmawadi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.210 spring-web-mvc 5.0.8.RELEASE 
1.210.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractAnnotationConfigDispatcherServletInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/WebContentInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/JsonViewRequestBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/TilesConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AppCacheManifestTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ViewNameMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/RequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/UriComponentsBuilderMethodArgumentResolver.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletWrappingController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ServletForwardingController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RedirectAttributesMethodArgumentResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AbstractLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestResponseBodyAdviceChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/RedirectAttributesModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/PathVariableMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/MvcNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/AsyncHandlerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/SessionAttributeMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JstlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/NameValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletCookieValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EvalTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ParamsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerExceptionResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/LocaleChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractFlashMapManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceResolverChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestPartMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/UrlFilenameViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/SessionLocaleResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestAttributeMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestMethodsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ArgumentTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CachingResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletResponseMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/CallableMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/FixedThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/DeferredResultMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/MessageTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SpringWildcardServletTilesApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/InterceptorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MatrixVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/WebRequestHandlerInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractUrlBasedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AsyncTaskMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/SseEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/NestedPathTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ContentNegotiationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CachingResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateViewResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceHandlerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/CookieThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/HeadersRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractDataBoundFormElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewControllerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ButtonTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SimpleSpringPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HttpServletBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/FixedLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xml/MarshallingView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletRequestDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/JspAwareRequestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractRssFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/ScriptTemplateConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/CssLinkResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletRequestMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/AbstractJackson2View.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/SessionThemeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/EnableWebMvc.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletModelAttributeMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/RedirectViewControllerRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FlashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xml/MappingJackson2XmlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/TilesView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/RequestContextAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/PathMatchConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectedValueComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EscapeBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/InternalResourceViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/CookieLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/LocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ViewResolversBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/JsonViewResponseBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultResourceResolverChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestConditionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ModelAndViewResolverMethodReturnValueHandler.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/LocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/TransformedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/PathVariableMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/DefaultServletHandlerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/WebJarsResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/ParameterizableViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractNameValueExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultServletHttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/HttpResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ViewControllerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/TransformTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ModelAndViewMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/TilesViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/JstlView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AbstractResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/UrlTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/HttpHeadersReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/CorsRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMethodExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ExtendedServletRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/DefaultResourceTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/DefaultRequestToViewNameTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMessageConverterMethodArgumentResolver.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceChainRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/RedirectView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/UserRoleAuthorizationInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/NoHandlerFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapingAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ArgumentAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsxView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionPathStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestBodyAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformerChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractXlsxStreamingView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlProviderExposingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ModelAndViewResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ContentVersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/FixedVersionStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* XSLT-driven View that allows for response context to be rendered as the

* result of an XSLT transformation.

*

* <p>The XSLT Source object is supplied as a parameter in the model and then

* {@link #locateSource detected} during response rendering. Users can either specify

* a specific entry in the model via the {@link #setSourceKey sourceKey} property or

* have Spring locate the Source object. This class also provides basic conversion

* of objects into Source implementations. See {@link #getSourceTypes() here}

* for more details.

*

* <p>All model parameters are passed to the XSLT Transformer as parameters.

* In addition the user can configure {@link #setOutputProperties output properties}

* to be passed to the Transformer.

*

* @author Rob Harrop

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @since 2.0

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/xslt/XsltView.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/ConversionServiceExposingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/MediaTypeExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractMultiCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractSingleCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SpringBeanPreparerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/SmartView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ParamAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/SimpleControllerHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleServletHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractCheckedElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxesTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/RadioButtonTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractDetectingUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ModelAndViewDefiningException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagIdGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/RedirectAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/LastModified.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/HttpRequestHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/ViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/EditorAwareTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ValueFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/CheckboxTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractUrlViewController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/AbstractSpringPreparerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMappingJacksonResponseBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/UrlBasedViewResolverRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/SessionFlashMapManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/GroovyMarkupConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/PasswordInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/SelectTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfoHandlerMethodMappingNamingStrategy.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/feed/AbstractAtomFeedView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FlashMapManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/AbstractThemeResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/freemarker/FreeMarkerViewResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/BeanNameUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractCachingViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/RequestMatchResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/AbstractController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/RequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/DelegatingWebMvcConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/ErrorsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/MatchableHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerMethodMappingNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementBodyTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ViewResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TextareaTag.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/InterceptorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/DefaultServletHandlerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/AbstractTemplateViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/tiles3/SpringLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/MvcNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/StreamingResponseBody.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/DispatcherServletWebRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/AbstractVersionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/RequestMappingInfoHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MatrixVariableMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/FreeMarkerConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/UrlBasedViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AcceptHeaderLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/groovy/GroovyMarkupConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ServletInvocableHandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMethodMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractJsonpResponseBodyAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfStamperView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestMappingHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ViewMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ProducesRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/script/RenderingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/ServletUriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewResolverRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/GzipResourceResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/InputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/ConsumesRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/WebContentGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyEmitterReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseBodyEmitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/PathResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/FormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/AbstractMessageConverterMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ResourcesBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/SimpleMappingExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ResourceHandlerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/AbstractHandlerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractUrlHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/StreamingResponseBodyReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/CompositeRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/WebMvcConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceHttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/VersionResourceResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/TagWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/ViewControllerRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/View.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/AbstractDispatcherServletInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/AbstractMediaTypeExpression.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/support/DefaultHandlerExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/AsyncSupportConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/MvcUriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ResourceBundleViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/annotation/ResponseStatusExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestMappingHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ResponseEntityExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ReactiveTypeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/document/AbstractPdfView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/MappedInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/LabelTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/ContentNegotiatingViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/HttpEntityMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/DispatcherServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/TilesConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/HandlerMappingIntrospector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/ScriptTemplateConfigurerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/FrameworkServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/RequestResponseBodyMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerExecutionChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/resource/ResourceUrlProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/CorsRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/annotation/InterceptorRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/XmlViewResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/condition/PatternsRequestCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/handler/AbstractHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/BindStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/json/MappingJackson2JsonView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/view/BeanNameViewResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/mvc/method/annotation/ExceptionHandlerExceptionResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/HandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/HiddenInputTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/BindErrorsTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/HtmlEscapeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/OptionTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/i18n/AbstractLocaleResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/theme/ThemeChangeInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractHtmlInputElementTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/form/AbstractFormTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/tags/ThemeTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A contract for inspecting and potentially modifying request data values such

* as URL query parameters or form field values before they are rendered by a

* view or before a redirect.

*

* <p>Implementations may use this contract for example as part of a solution

* to provide data integrity, confidentiality, protection against cross-site

* request forgery (CSRF), and others or for other tasks such as automatically

* adding a hidden field to all forms and URLs.

*

* <p>View technologies that support this contract can obtain an instance to

* delegate to via {@link RequestContext#getRequestDataValueProcessor()}.

*

* @author Rossen Stoyanchev

* @since 3.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676891_1606843558.9/0/spring-webmvc-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/servlet/support/RequestDataValueProcessor.java

 

1.211 graypy 0.3 
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1.211.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2011, Sever Bneiu

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the author nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.212 profile v1.2.1 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Dave Cheney. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.213 patsy 0.5.1 
1.213.1 Available under license : 

The bulk of Patsy is distributed under a simple 2-clause BSD license:

 

   Copyright (C) 2011-2012, Patsy Developers. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

   met:

 

      1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

         notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

      2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

         copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

         disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

         with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

   ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

   A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

   LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

   OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The module patsy.compat contains code derived from the Python

standard library, and is covered by the following license:

 

   PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

   --------------------------------------------

 

   1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

   ("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

   otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and
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   its associated documentation.

 

   2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

   grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

   analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

   distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

   provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

   i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

   2011, 2012 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python

   alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

   3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

   or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

   the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

   Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

   the changes made to Python.

 

   4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

   basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

   DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

   FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

   INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

   5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

   FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

   A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

   OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

   6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

   breach of its terms and conditions.

 

   7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

   relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

   Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

   trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

   products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

   8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

   agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

   Agreement.

 

As per item (3), we are required to provide a brief summary of

changes. For this, see comments in patsy/compat.py.
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1.214 elasticsearch-core 6.5.4 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.215 lxml 4.4.1 
1.215.1 Available under license : 

Zope Public License (ZPL) Version 2.0

-----------------------------------------------

 

This software is Copyright (c) Zope Corporation (tm) and

Contributors. All rights reserved.

 

This license has been certified as open source. It has also

been designated as GPL compatible by the Free Software

Foundation (FSF).

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source code must retain the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

  provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name Zope Corporation (tm) must not be used to
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  endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without prior written permission from Zope Corporation.

 

4. The right to distribute this software or to use it for

  any purpose does not give you the right to use Servicemarks

  (sm) or Trademarks (tm) of Zope Corporation. Use of them is

  covered in a separate agreement (see

  http://www.zope.com/Marks).

 

5. If any files are modified, you must cause the modified

  files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed

  the files and the date of any change.

 

Disclaimer

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ZOPE CORPORATION ``AS IS''

 AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

 NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL ZOPE CORPORATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

 OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

 DAMAGE.

 

 

This software consists of contributions made by Zope

Corporation and many individuals on behalf of Zope

Corporation.  Specific attributions are listed in the

accompanying credits file.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

The ElementTree / XML Toys Library is

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 by Secret Labs AB

Copyright (c) 1999-2003 by Fredrik Lundh

 

By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its

associated documentation, you agree that you have read, understood,

and will comply with the following terms and conditions:
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Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

associated documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all

copies, and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Secret Labs

AB or the author not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

SECRET LABS AB AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

lxml is copyright Infrae and distributed under the BSD license (see

doc/licenses/BSD.txt), with the following exceptions:

 

Some code, such a selftest.py, selftest2.py and

src/lxml/_elementpath.py are derived from ElementTree and

cElementTree. See doc/licenses/elementtree.txt for the license text.

 

lxml.cssselect and lxml.html are copyright Ian Bicking and distributed

under the BSD license (see doc/licenses/BSD.txt).

 

test.py, the test-runner script, is GPL and copyright Shuttleworth

Foundation. See doc/licenses/GPL.txt. It is believed the unchanged

inclusion of test.py to run the unit test suite falls under the

"aggregation" clause of the GPL and thus does not affect the license

of the rest of the package.

 

The isoschematron implementation uses several XSL and RelaxNG resources:

* The (XML syntax) RelaxNG schema for schematron, copyright International

  Organization for Standardization (see

  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/rng/iso-schematron.rng for the license

  text)

* The skeleton iso-schematron-xlt1 pure-xslt schematron implementation

  xsl stylesheets, copyright Rick Jelliffe and Academia Sinica Computing

  Center, Taiwan (see the xsl files here for the license text:

  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/xsl/iso-schematron-xslt1/)

* The xsd/rng schema schematron extraction xsl transformations are unlicensed

  and copyright the respective authors as noted (see

  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/xsl/RNG2Schtrn.xsl and

  src/lxml/isoschematron/resources/xsl/XSD2Schtrn.xsl)

Copyright (c) 2004 Infrae. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

 3. Neither the name of Infrae nor the names of its contributors may

    be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INFRAE OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.216 properties v1.8.1 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

goproperties - properties file decoder for Go

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2018 - Frank Schroeder

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.217 kotlin 1.4.32 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"kotlin.js","sources":["wrapper.js","arrayUtils.js","callableReferenceUtils.js","conversions.js","c

ore.js","long.js","markerFunctions.js","misc.js","polyfills.js","rtti.js","runtime/arrayUtils.kt","runtime/Enum.kt","pri

mitiveCompanionObjects.kt","generated/_Arrays.kt","generated/_Ranges.kt","kotlin/UByte.kt","kotlin/UInt.kt","kot

lin/UShort.kt","Ranges.kt","collections/Collections.kt","collections/Maps.kt","collections/Sets.kt","text/StringNumb

erConversions.kt","kotlin/UnsignedUtils.kt","collections/Iterables.kt","collections/Sequences.kt","util/Preconditions.

kt","generated/_ArraysJs.kt","comparisons/Comparisons.kt","util/Standard.kt","generated/_ComparisonsJs.kt","kotli

n/ULong.kt","generated/_Collections.kt","kotlin/collections.kt","collections/Iterators.kt","generated/_Comparisons.k

t","generated/_Maps.kt","generated/_Sequences.kt","generated/_Sets.kt","generated/_Strings.kt","text/Strings.kt","k

otlin/text/string.kt","kotlin/UByteArray.kt","kotlin/UIntArray.kt","kotlin/ULongArray.kt","kotlin/UShortArray.kt","

generated/_UArrays.kt","generated/_UCollections.kt","generated/_UComparisons.kt","generated/_URanges.kt","ge

nerated/_USequences.kt","kotlin/ExceptionsH.kt","kotlin/JsAnnotationsH.kt","Collections.kt","Iterators.kt","Progre

ssionIterators.kt","Progressions.kt","Range.kt","Unit.kt","annotation/Annotations.kt","internal/InternalAnnotations.k

t","internal/progressionUtil.kt","kotlin/builtins.kt","kotlin/jsTypeOf.kt","kotlin/kotlin.kt","kotlin/charCode_js-

v1.kt","kotlin/coroutines/CoroutineImpl.kt","util/Result.kt","coroutines/Continuation.kt","kotlin/coroutines/intrinsic

s/IntrinsicsJs.kt","kotlin/currentBeMisc.kt","kotlin/exceptions.kt","kotlin/jsOperators.kt","kotlin/math_js-

v1.kt","kotlin/numbers_js-v1.kt","kotlin/reflection_js-v1.kt","kotlin/text/numberConversions_js-

v1.kt","generated/_CollectionsJs.kt","generated/_StringsJs.kt","generated/_UArraysJs.kt","jquery/ui.kt","kotlin/Com

parator.kt","kotlin/annotations.kt","kotlin/annotationsJVM.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableCollection.kt","ko

tlin/collections/AbstractMutableList.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMutableMap.kt","kotlin/collections/AbstractMut

ableSet.kt","kotlin/collections/ArrayList.kt","kotlin/collections/ArraySorting.kt","kotlin/collections/ArraysJs.kt","ko

tlin/collections/EqualityComparator.kt","kotlin/collections/HashMap.kt","kotlin/collections/HashSet.kt","kotlin/coll

ections/InternalHashCodeMap.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalMap.kt","kotlin/collections/InternalStringMap.kt","kot

lin/collections/LinkedHashMap.kt","kotlin/collections/LinkedHashSet.kt","kotlin/concurrent.kt","kotlin/console.kt",

"kotlin/coroutines/SafeContinuationJs.kt","kotlin/coroutines/cancellation/CancellationException.kt","kotlin/coroutin

es/js/internal/EmptyContinuation.kt","kotlin/date.kt","kotlin/dom/Builders.kt","kotlin/dom/Classes.kt","kotlin/dom/

Dom.kt","kotlin/dom/EventListener.kt","kotlin/dom/ItemArrayLike.kt","kotlin/dom/Mutations.kt","kotlin/dynamic.

kt","kotlin/exceptionUtils.kt","kotlin/grouping.kt","collections/Grouping.kt","kotlin/js.math.kt","kotlin/json.kt","kotl

in/math.kt","kotlin/numbers.kt","kotlin/promise.kt","kotlin/random/PlatformRandom.kt","kotlin/reflect/AssociatedO

bjects.kt","kotlin/reflect/JsClass.kt","kotlin/reflect/KClassImpl.kt","kotlin/reflect/KClassesImpl.kt","kotlin/reflect/K

TypeHelpers.kt","kotlin/reflect/KTypeImpl.kt","kotlin/reflect/KTypeParameterImpl.kt","kotlin/reflect/primitives.kt"

,"kotlin/reflect/reflection.kt","kotlin/regexp.kt","kotlin/sequence.kt","kotlin/text/CharacterCodingExceptionJs.kt","k

otlin/text/StringBuilderJs.kt","kotlin/text/char.kt","kotlin/text/numberConversions.kt","kotlin/text/regex.kt","kotlin/t

ext/stringsCode.kt","kotlin/text/utf8Encoding.kt","kotlin/throwableExtensions.kt","kotlin/time/DurationUnit.kt","kot
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lin/time/MonoTimeSource.kt","kotlin/time/formatToDecimals.kt","kotlinx/dom/Builders.kt","kotlinx/dom/Classes.k

t","text/regex/RegexExtensions.kt","text/StringBuilder.kt","kotlinx/dom/Dom.kt","kotlinx/dom/Mutations.kt","org.

w3c/deprecated.kt","org.w3c/org.khronos.webgl.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.clipboard.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.css

.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.events.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.kt","org.w

3c/org.w3c.fetch.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.mediasource.kt","org.w3c/org.

w3c.dom.pointerevents.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.dom.svg.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.files.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.notification

s.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.workers.kt","org.w3c/org.w3c.xhr.kt","CharCode.kt","annotations/Experimental.kt","annotat

ions/ExperimentalStdlibApi.kt","annotations/Inference.kt","annotations/Multiplatform.kt","annotations/OptIn.kt","c

ollections/AbstractCollection.kt","collections/AbstractIterator.kt","collections/AbstractList.kt","collections/Abstract

Map.kt","collections/AbstractSet.kt","collections/ArrayDeque.kt","collections/Arrays.kt","collections/IndexedValue

.kt","collections/MapAccessors.kt","collections/MapWithDefault.kt","collections/MutableCollections.kt","collection

s/ReversedViews.kt","collections/SequenceBuilder.kt","collections/SlidingWindow.kt","collections/UArraySorting.

kt","contracts/ContractBuilder.kt","coroutines/ContinuationInterceptor.kt","coroutines/CoroutineContext.kt","corout

ines/CoroutineContextImpl.kt","coroutines/intrinsics/Intrinsics.kt","experimental/bitwiseOperations.kt","experiment

al/inferenceMarker.kt","internal/Annotations.kt","properties/Delegates.kt","properties/Interfaces.kt","properties/Obs

ervableProperty.kt","properties/PropertyReferenceDelegates.kt","random/Random.kt","random/URandom.kt","rand

om/XorWowRandom.kt","ranges/Ranges.kt","reflect/KClasses.kt","reflect/KTypeProjection.kt","reflect/KVariance.

kt","reflect/typeOf.kt","text/Appendable.kt","text/Char.kt","text/Indent.kt","text/Typography.kt","text/regex/MatchR

esult.kt","time/Duration.kt","time/DurationUnit.kt","time/ExperimentalTime.kt","time/TimeSource.kt","time/TimeS

ources.kt","time/measureTime.kt","util/DeepRecursive.kt","util/HashCode.kt","util/KotlinVersion.kt","util/Lateinit.

kt","util/Lazy.kt","util/Numbers.kt","util/Suspend.kt","util/Tuples.kt","kotlin/UIntRange.kt","kotlin/UIterators.kt","k

otlin/ULongRange.kt","kotlin/UMath.kt","kotlin/UNumbers.kt","kotlin/UProgressionUtil.kt","kotlin/UStrings.kt","k

otlin/annotations/Unsigned.kt","kotlin/MathH.kt"],"sourcesContent":["(function (root, factory) {\n    if (typeof

define === 'function' && define.amd) {\n        define('kotlin', ['exports'], factory);\n    }\n    else if (typeof exports

=== 'object') {\n        factory(module.exports);\n    }\n    else {\n        root.kotlin = {};\n        factory(root.kotlin);\n

}\n}(this, function (Kotlin) {\n    var _ = Kotlin;\n\n    insertContent();\n}));\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\nKotlin.isBooleanArray = function (a)

{\n    return (Array.isArray(a) || a instanceof Int8Array) && a.$type$ ===

\"BooleanArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isByteArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof Int8Array && a.$type$ !==

\"BooleanArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isShortArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Int16Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isCharArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof Uint16Array && a.$type$ ===

\"CharArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isIntArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Int32Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isFloatArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Float32Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isDoubleArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Float64Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isLongArray = function (a) {\n    return Array.isArray(a) && a.$type$ ===

\"LongArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isArray = function (a) {\n    return Array.isArray(a) &&

!a.$type$;\n};\n\nKotlin.isArrayish = function (a) {\n    return Array.isArray(a) ||

ArrayBuffer.isView(a)\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayToString = function (a) {\n    if (a === null) return \"null\"\n    var

toString = Kotlin.isCharArray(a) ? String.fromCharCode : Kotlin.toString;\n    return \"[\" +

Array.prototype.map.call(a, function(e) { return toString(e); }).join(\", \") + \"]\";\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayDeepToString

= function (arr) {\n    return Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepToStringImpl(arr);\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayEquals =

function (a, b) {\n    if (a === b) {\n        return true;\n    }\n    if (a === null || b === null || !Kotlin.isArrayish(b) ||

a.length !== b.length) {\n        return false;\n    }\n\n    for (var i = 0, n = a.length; i < n; i++) {\n        if

(!Kotlin.equals(a[i], b[i])) {\n            return false;\n        }\n    }\n    return true;\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayDeepEquals =

function (a, b) {\n    return Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepEqualsImpl(a, b);\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayHashCode =

function (arr) {\n    if (arr === null) return 0\n    var result = 1;\n    for (var i = 0, n = arr.length; i < n; i++) {\n

result = ((31 * result | 0) + Kotlin.hashCode(arr[i])) | 0;\n    }\n    return result;\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayDeepHashCode =
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function (arr) {\n    return

Kotlin.kotlin.collections.contentDeepHashCodeImpl(arr);\n};\n\nKotlin.primitiveArraySort = function (array) {\n

array.sort(Kotlin.doubleCompareTo)\n};\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors. \n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\nKotlin.getCallableRef = function(name, f) {\n    f.callableName = name;\n    return

f;\n};\n\nKotlin.getPropertyCallableRef = function(name, paramCount, getter, setter) {\n    getter.get = getter;\n

getter.set = setter;\n    getter.callableName = name;\n    return getPropertyRefClass(getter, setter,

propertyRefClassMetadataCache[paramCount]);\n};\n\nfunction getPropertyRefClass(obj, setter, cache) {\n

obj.$metadata$ = getPropertyRefMetadata(typeof setter === \"function\" ? cache.mutable : cache.immutable);\n

obj.constructor = obj;\n    return obj;\n}\n\nvar propertyRefClassMetadataCache = [\n    {\n        mutable: { value:

null, implementedInterface: function () {\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty0 }\n        },\n

immutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty0 }\n

 }\n    },\n    {\n        mutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\n            return

Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty1 }\n        },\n        immutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function

() {\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty1 }\n        }\n    }\n];\n\nfunction getPropertyRefMetadata(cache)

{\n    if (cache.value === null) {\n        cache.value = {\n            interfaces: [cache.implementedInterface()],\n

baseClass: null,\n            functions: {},\n            properties: {},\n            types: {},\n            staticMembers: {}\n

};\n    }\n    return cache.value;\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors. \n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\nKotlin.toShort = function (a) {\n    return (a & 0xFFFF) << 16 >>

16;\n};\n\nKotlin.toByte = function (a) {\n    return (a & 0xFF) << 24 >> 24;\n};\n\nKotlin.toChar = function (a) {\n

  return a & 0xFFFF;\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToLong = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof Kotlin.Long ? a :

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(a);\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToInt = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof Kotlin.Long ?

a.toInt() : Kotlin.doubleToInt(a);\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToShort = function (a) {\n    return

Kotlin.toShort(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToByte = function (a) {\n    return

Kotlin.toByte(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToDouble = function (a) {\n    return

+a;\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToChar = function (a) {\n    return

Kotlin.toChar(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\n};\n\nKotlin.doubleToInt = function(a) {\n    if (a > 2147483647) return

2147483647;\n    if (a < -2147483648) return -2147483648;\n    return a | 0;\n};\n\nKotlin.toBoxedChar = function

(a) {\n    if (a == null) return a;\n    if (a instanceof Kotlin.BoxedChar) return a;\n    return new

Kotlin.BoxedChar(a);\n};\n\nKotlin.unboxChar = function(a) {\n    if (a == null) return a;\n    return

Kotlin.toChar(a);\n};\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors. \n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\nKotlin.equals = function (obj1, obj2) {\n    if (obj1 == null) {\n        return obj2 ==

null;\n    }\n\n    if (obj2 == null) {\n        return false;\n    }\n\n    if (obj1 !== obj1) {\n        return obj2 !== obj2;\n

}\n\n    if (typeof obj1 === \"object\" && typeof obj1.equals === \"function\") {\n        return obj1.equals(obj2);\n

}\n\n    if (typeof obj1 === \"number\" && typeof obj2 === \"number\") {\n        return obj1 === obj2 && (obj1 !==

0 || 1 / obj1 === 1 / obj2)\n    }\n\n    return obj1 === obj2;\n};\n\nKotlin.hashCode = function (obj) {\n    if (obj ==

null) {\n        return 0;\n    }\n    var objType = typeof obj;\n    if (\"object\" === objType) {\n        return \"function\"

=== typeof obj.hashCode ? obj.hashCode() : getObjectHashCode(obj);\n    }\n    if (\"function\" === objType) {\n

  return getObjectHashCode(obj);\n    }\n    if (\"number\" === objType) {\n        return

Kotlin.numberHashCode(obj);\n    }\n    if (\"boolean\" === objType) {\n        return Number(obj)\n    }\n\n    var str

= String(obj);\n    return getStringHashCode(str);\n};\n\n\nKotlin.toString = function (o) {\n    if (o == null) {\n

return \"null\";\n    }\n    else if (Kotlin.isArrayish(o)) {\n        return \"[...]\";\n    }\n    else {\n        return

o.toString();\n    }\n};\n\n/** @const */\nvar POW_2_32 = 4294967296;\n// TODO: consider switching to Symbol

type once we are on ES6.\n/** @const */\nvar OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME =

\"kotlinHashCodeValue$\";\n\nfunction getObjectHashCode(obj) {\n    if

(!(OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME in obj)) {\n        var hash = (Math.random() * POW_2_32) | 0; //
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Make 32-bit singed integer.\n        Object.defineProperty(obj, OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME, {

value:  hash, enumerable: false });\n    }\n    return

obj[OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME];\n}\n\nfunction getStringHashCode(str) {\n    var hash = 0;\n

for (var i = 0; i < str.length; i++) {\n        var code  = str.charCodeAt(i);\n        hash  = (hash * 31 + code) | 0; // Keep

it 32-bit.\n    }\n    return hash;\n}\n\nKotlin.identityHashCode = getObjectHashCode;\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \n * Use of this source code is governed by

the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Copyright 2009 The Closure

Library Authors. All Rights Reserved.\n//\n// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n//

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n// You may obtain a copy of the License at\n//\n//

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n//\n// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n// distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS-IS\" BASIS,\n// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n\n/**\n * Constructs a 64-bit two's-complement integer,

given its low and high 32-bit\n * values as *signed* integers.  See the from* functions below for more\n *

convenient ways of constructing Longs.\n *\n * The internal representation of a long is the two given signed, 32-bit

values.\n * We use 32-bit pieces because these are the size of integers on which\n * Javascript performs bit-

operations.  For operations like addition and\n * multiplication, we split each number into 16-bit pieces, which can

easily be\n * multiplied within Javascript's floating-point representation without overflow\n * or change in sign.\n

*\n * In the algorithms below, we frequently reduce the negative case to the\n * positive case by negating the

input(s) and then post-processing the result.\n * Note that we must ALWAYS check specially whether those values

are MIN_VALUE\n * (-2^63) because -MIN_VALUE == MIN_VALUE (since 2^63 cannot be represented as\n * a

positive number, it overflows back into a negative).  Not handling this\n * case would often result in infinite

recursion.\n *\n * @param {number} low  The low (signed) 32 bits of the long.\n * @param {number} high  The

high (signed) 32 bits of the long.\n * @constructor\n * @final\n */\nKotlin.Long = function(low, high) {\n  /**\n   *

@type {number}\n   * @private\n   */\n  this.low_ = low | 0;  // force into 32 signed bits.\n\n  /**\n   * @type

{number}\n   * @private\n   */\n  this.high_ = high | 0;  // force into 32 signed bits.\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.$metadata$ =

{\n    kind: \"class\",\n    simpleName: \"Long\",\n    interfaces:[]\n};\n\n\n// NOTE: Common constant values

ZERO, ONE, NEG_ONE, etc. are defined below the\n// from* methods on which they depend.\n\n\n/**\n * A cache

of the Long representations of small integer values.\n * @type {!Object}\n * @private\n */\nKotlin.Long.IntCache_

= {};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a Long representing the given (32-bit) integer value.\n * @param {number} value The

32-bit integer in question.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\n */\nKotlin.Long.fromInt =

function(value) {\n  if (-128 <= value && value < 128) {\n    var cachedObj = Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value];\n    if

(cachedObj) {\n      return cachedObj;\n    }\n  }\n\n  var obj = new Kotlin.Long(value | 0, value < 0 ? -1 : 0);\n  if (-

128 <= value && value < 128) {\n    Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value] = obj;\n  }\n  return obj;\n};\n\n\n/**\n *

Converts this number value to `Long`.\n * The fractional part, if any, is rounded down towards zero.\n * Returns

zero if this `Double` value is `NaN`, `Long.MIN_VALUE` if it's less than `Long.MIN_VALUE`,\n *

`Long.MAX_VALUE` if it's bigger than `Long.MAX_VALUE`.\n * @param {number} value The number in

question.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\n */\nKotlin.Long.fromNumber =

function(value) {\n  if (isNaN(value)) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  } else if (value <= -

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\n  } else if (value + 1 >=

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE;\n  } else if (value < 0) {\n    return

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(-value).negate();\n  } else {\n    return new Kotlin.Long(\n        (value %

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0,\n        (value / Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0);\n

}\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a Long representing the 64-bit integer that comes by concatenating\n * the given high and

low bits.  Each is assumed to use 32 bits.\n * @param {number} lowBits The low 32-bits.\n * @param {number}

highBits The high 32-bits.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\n */\nKotlin.Long.fromBits

= function(lowBits, highBits) {\n  return new Kotlin.Long(lowBits, highBits);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a Long

representation of the given string, written using the given\n * radix.\n * @param {string} str The textual

representation of the Long.\n * @param {number=} opt_radix The radix in which the text is written.\n * @return
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{!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\n */\nKotlin.Long.fromString = function(str, opt_radix) {\n  if

(str.length == 0) {\n    throw Error('number format error: empty string');\n  }\n\n  var radix = opt_radix || 10;\n  if

(radix < 2 || 36 < radix) {\n    throw Error('radix out of range: ' + radix);\n  }\n\n  if (str.charAt(0) == '-') {\n    return

Kotlin.Long.fromString(str.substring(1), radix).negate();\n  } else if (str.indexOf('-') >= 0) {\n    throw Error('number

format error: interior \"-\" character: ' + str);\n  }\n\n  // Do several (8) digits each time through the loop, so as to\n  //

minimize the calls to the very expensive emulated div.\n  var radixToPower =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 8));\n\n  var result = Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  for (var i = 0; i < str.length;

i += 8) {\n    var size = Math.min(8, str.length - i);\n    var value = parseInt(str.substring(i, i + size), radix);\n    if

(size < 8) {\n      var power = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, size));\n      result =

result.multiply(power).add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\n    } else {\n      result =

result.multiply(radixToPower);\n      result = result.add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\n    }\n  }\n  return

result;\n};\n\n\n// NOTE: the compiler should inline these constant values below and then remove\n// these

variables, so there should be no runtime penalty for these.\n\n\n/**\n * Number used repeated below in calculations.

This must appear before the\n * first call to any from* function below.\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ = 1 << 16;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_DBL_ = 1 << 24;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_31_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ / 2;\n\n\n/**\n * @type

{number}\n * @private\n */\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_48_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ / 2;\n\n\n/** @type

{!Kotlin.Long} */\nKotlin.Long.ZERO = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(0);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\nKotlin.Long.ONE = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long} */\nKotlin.Long.NEG_ONE =

Kotlin.Long.fromInt(-1);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long} */\nKotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE =\n

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0xFFFFFFFF | 0, 0x7FFFFFFF | 0);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\nKotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE = Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, 0x80000000 | 0);\n\n\n/**\n * @type {!Kotlin.Long}\n *

@private\n */\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_ = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1 << 24);\n\n\n/** @return {number} The

value, assuming it is a 32-bit integer. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toInt = function() {\n  return this.low_;\n};\n\n\n/**

@return {number} The closest floating-point representation to this value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toNumber =

function() {\n  return this.high_ * Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ +\n

this.getLowBitsUnsigned();\n};\n\n/** @return {number} The 32-bit hashCode of this value.

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.hashCode = function() {\n  return this.high_ ^ this.low_;\n};\n\n/**\n * @param

{number=} opt_radix The radix in which the text should be written.\n * @return {string} The textual representation

of this value.\n * @override\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toString = function(opt_radix) {\n  var radix = opt_radix ||

10;\n  if (radix < 2 || 36 < radix) {\n    throw Error('radix out of range: ' + radix);\n  }\n\n  if (this.isZero()) {\n

return '0';\n  }\n\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n    if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n      // We need to

change the Long value before it can be negated, so we remove\n      // the bottom-most digit in this base and then

recurse to do the rest.\n      var radixLong = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(radix);\n      var div = this.div(radixLong);\n

 var rem = div.multiply(radixLong).subtract(this);\n      return div.toString(radix) + rem.toInt().toString(radix);\n    }

else {\n      return '-' + this.negate().toString(radix);\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Do several (6) digits each time through the loop,

so as to\n  // minimize the calls to the very expensive emulated div.\n  var radixToPower =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 6));\n\n  var rem = this;\n  var result = '';\n  while (true) {\n    var

remDiv = rem.div(radixToPower);\n    var intval = rem.subtract(remDiv.multiply(radixToPower)).toInt();\n    var

digits = intval.toString(radix);\n\n    rem = remDiv;\n    if (rem.isZero()) {\n      return digits + result;\n    } else {\n

 while (digits.length < 6) {\n        digits = '0' + digits;\n      }\n      result = '' + digits + result;\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**
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@return {number} The high 32-bits as a signed value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getHighBits = function() {\n

return this.high_;\n};\n\n\n/** @return {number} The low 32-bits as a signed value.

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBits = function() {\n  return this.low_;\n};\n\n\n/** @return {number} The low

32-bits as an unsigned value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBitsUnsigned = function() {\n  return (this.low_ >=

0) ?\n      this.low_ : Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ + this.low_;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @return {number} Returns

the number of bits needed to represent the absolute\n *     value of this Long.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getNumBitsAbs = function() {\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n    if

(this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n      return 64;\n    } else {\n      return

this.negate().getNumBitsAbs();\n    }\n  } else {\n    var val = this.high_ != 0 ? this.high_ : this.low_;\n    for (var bit

= 31; bit > 0; bit--) {\n      if ((val & (1 << bit)) != 0) {\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n    return this.high_ != 0 ? bit + 33

: bit + 1;\n  }\n};\n\n\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is zero. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isZero =

function() {\n  return this.high_ == 0 && this.low_ == 0;\n};\n\n\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is

negative. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isNegative = function() {\n  return this.high_ < 0;\n};\n\n\n/** @return

{boolean} Whether this value is odd. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isOdd = function() {\n  return (this.low_ & 1) ==

1;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this

Long equals the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equalsLong = function(other) {\n  return (this.high_ ==

other.high_) && (this.low_ == other.low_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare

against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long does not equal the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.notEqualsLong = function(other) {\n  return (this.high_ != other.high_) || (this.low_ !=

other.low_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return {boolean}

Whether this Long is less than the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThan = function(other) {\n  return

this.compare(other) < 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return

{boolean} Whether this Long is less than or equal to the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThanOrEqual =

function(other) {\n  return this.compare(other) <= 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThan = function(other) {\n  return this.compare(other) > 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than or

equal to the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThanOrEqual = function(other) {\n  return

this.compare(other) >= 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Compares this Long with the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long}

other Long to compare against.\n * @return {number} 0 if they are the same, 1 if the this is greater, and -1\n *     if

the given one is greater.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compare = function(other) {\n  if (this.equalsLong(other)) {\n

return 0;\n  }\n\n  var thisNeg = this.isNegative();\n  var otherNeg = other.isNegative();\n  if (thisNeg &&

!otherNeg) {\n    return -1;\n  }\n  if (!thisNeg && otherNeg) {\n    return 1;\n  }\n\n  // at this point, the signs are the

same, so subtraction will not overflow\n  if (this.subtract(other).isNegative()) {\n    return -1;\n  } else {\n    return

1;\n  }\n};\n\n\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The negation of this value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.negate =

function() {\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\n  } else

{\n    return this.not().add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of this and the given Long.\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to add to this one.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The sum of this and the given

Long.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.add = function(other) {\n  // Divide each number into 4 chunks of 16 bits, and

then sum the chunks.\n\n  var a48 = this.high_ >>> 16;\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\n  var a16 = this.low_

>>> 16;\n  var a00 = this.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\n  var b32 = other.high_ & 0xFFFF;\n

var b16 = other.low_ >>> 16;\n  var b00 = other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00 = 0;\n  c00

+= a00 + b00;\n  c16 += c00 >>> 16;\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c16 += a16 + b16;\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\n  c16 &=

0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a32 + b32;\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c48 += a48 + b48;\n  c48 &=

0xFFFF;\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the

difference of this and the given Long.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to subtract from this.\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} The difference of this and the given Long.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.subtract = function(other)

{\n  return this.add(other.negate());\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the product of this and the given long.\n * @param
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{Kotlin.Long} other Long to multiply with this.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The product of this and the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.multiply = function(other) {\n  if (this.isZero()) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  } else

if (other.isZero()) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  }\n\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n

return other.isOdd() ? Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE : Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  } else if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    return this.isOdd() ? Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE :

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  }\n\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n    if (other.isNegative()) {\n      return

this.negate().multiply(other.negate());\n    } else {\n      return this.negate().multiply(other).negate();\n    }\n  } else if

(other.isNegative()) {\n    return this.multiply(other.negate()).negate();\n  }\n\n  // If both longs are small, use float

multiplication\n  if (this.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_) &&\n

other.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_)) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(this.toNumber() *

other.toNumber());\n  }\n\n  // Divide each long into 4 chunks of 16 bits, and then add up 4x4 products.\n  // We can

skip products that would overflow.\n\n  var a48 = this.high_ >>> 16;\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\n  var a16 =

this.low_ >>> 16;\n  var a00 = this.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\n  var b32 = other.high_ &

0xFFFF;\n  var b16 = other.low_ >>> 16;\n  var b00 = other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00

= 0;\n  c00 += a00 * b00;\n  c16 += c00 >>> 16;\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c16 += a16 * b00;\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\n

c16 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c16 += a00 * b16;\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a32 * b00;\n  c48 +=

c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a16 * b16;\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a00 *

b32;\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c48 += a48 * b00 + a32 * b16 + a16 * b32 + a00 * b48;\n  c48

&= 0xFFFF;\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this

Long divided by the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to divide.\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} This Long divided by the given one.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.div = function(other) {\n  if

(other.isZero()) {\n    throw Error('division by zero');\n  } else if (this.isZero()) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n

}\n\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ONE) ||\n

other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE)) {\n      return Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;  // recall that -MIN_VALUE

== MIN_VALUE\n    } else if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n      return Kotlin.Long.ONE;\n

} else {\n      // At this point, we have |other| >= 2, so |this/other| < |MIN_VALUE|.\n      var halfThis =

this.shiftRight(1);\n      var approx = halfThis.div(other).shiftLeft(1);\n      if

(approx.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ZERO)) {\n        return other.isNegative() ? Kotlin.Long.ONE :

Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE;\n      } else {\n        var rem = this.subtract(other.multiply(approx));\n        var result =

approx.add(rem.div(other));\n        return result;\n      }\n    }\n  } else if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  }\n\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n

if (other.isNegative()) {\n      return this.negate().div(other.negate());\n    } else {\n      return

this.negate().div(other).negate();\n    }\n  } else if (other.isNegative()) {\n    return

this.div(other.negate()).negate();\n  }\n\n  // Repeat the following until the remainder is less than other:  find a\n  //

floating-point that approximates remainder / other *from below*, add this\n  // into the result, and subtract it from

the remainder.  It is critical that\n  // the approximate value is less than or equal to the real value so that the\n  //

remainder never becomes negative.\n  var res = Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  var rem = this;\n  while

(rem.greaterThanOrEqual(other)) {\n    // Approximate the result of division. This may be a little greater or\n    //

smaller than the actual value.\n    var approx = Math.max(1, Math.floor(rem.toNumber() / other.toNumber()));\n\n

// We will tweak the approximate result by changing it in the 48-th digit or\n    // the smallest non-fractional digit,

whichever is larger.\n    var log2 = Math.ceil(Math.log(approx) / Math.LN2);\n    var delta = (log2 <= 48) ? 1 :

Math.pow(2, log2 - 48);\n\n    // Decrease the approximation until it is smaller than the remainder.  Note\n    // that if

it is too large, the product overflows and is negative.\n    var approxRes = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\n

var approxRem = approxRes.multiply(other);\n    while (approxRem.isNegative() || approxRem.greaterThan(rem))

{\n      approx -= delta;\n      approxRes = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\n      approxRem =

approxRes.multiply(other);\n    }\n\n    // We know the answer can't be zero... and actually, zero would cause\n    //

infinite recursion since we would make no progress.\n    if (approxRes.isZero()) {\n      approxRes =

Kotlin.Long.ONE;\n    }\n\n    res = res.add(approxRes);\n    rem = rem.subtract(approxRem);\n  }\n  return
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res;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this Long modulo the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to

mod.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} This Long modulo the given one.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.modulo =

function(other) {\n  return this.subtract(this.div(other).multiply(other));\n};\n\n\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The

bitwise-NOT of this value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.not = function() {\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(~this.low_,

~this.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the bitwise-AND of this Long and the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long}

other The Long with which to AND.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-AND of this and the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.and = function(other) {\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ & other.low_,\n

                  this.high_ & other.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the bitwise-OR of this Long and the given one.\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to OR.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-OR of this and

the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.or = function(other) {\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ |

other.low_,\n                                 this.high_ | other.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the bitwise-XOR of this Long

and the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to XOR.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long}

The bitwise-XOR of this and the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.xor = function(other) {\n  return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ ^ other.low_,\n                                 this.high_ ^ other.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n *

Returns this Long with bits shifted to the left by the given amount.\n * @param {number} numBits The number of

bits by which to shift.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the left by the given amount.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftLeft = function(numBits) {\n  numBits &= 63;\n  if (numBits == 0) {\n    return

this;\n  } else {\n    var low = this.low_;\n    if (numBits < 32) {\n      var high = this.high_;\n      return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          low << numBits,\n          (high << numBits) | (low >>> (32 - numBits)));\n    } else

{\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, low << (numBits - 32));\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this Long with

bits shifted to the right by the given amount.\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\n

* @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRight =

function(numBits) {\n  numBits &= 63;\n  if (numBits == 0) {\n    return this;\n  } else {\n    var high = this.high_;\n

  if (numBits < 32) {\n      var low = this.low_;\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          (low >>> numBits) | (high

<< (32 - numBits)),\n          high >> numBits);\n    } else {\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          high >>

(numBits - 32),\n          high >= 0 ? 0 : -1);\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this Long with bits shifted to the right

by the given amount, with\n * zeros placed into the new leading bits.\n * @param {number} numBits The number

of bits by which to shift.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount, with\n *     zeros

placed into the new leading bits.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRightUnsigned = function(numBits) {\n  numBits

&= 63;\n  if (numBits == 0) {\n    return this;\n  } else {\n    var high = this.high_;\n    if (numBits < 32) {\n      var

low = this.low_;\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          (low >>> numBits) | (high << (32 - numBits)),\n

high >>> numBits);\n    } else if (numBits == 32) {\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high, 0);\n    } else {\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high >>> (numBits - 32), 0);\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n// Support for

Kotlin\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equals = function (other) {\n    return other instanceof Kotlin.Long &&

this.equalsLong(other);\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compareTo_11rb$ =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.compare;\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inc = function() {\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.dec = function() {\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE);\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.valueOf = function() {\n    return

this.toNumber();\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryPlus = function() {\n    return

this;\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryMinus = Kotlin.Long.prototype.negate;\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inv =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.not;\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.rangeTo = function (other) {\n    return new

Kotlin.kotlin.ranges.LongRange(this, other);\n};","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors. \n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n/**\n * @param {string} id\n * @param {Object} declaration\n

*/\nKotlin.defineModule = function (id, declaration) {\n};\n\nKotlin.defineInlineFunction = function(tag, fun) {\n

return fun;\n};\n\nKotlin.wrapFunction = function(fun) {\n    var f = function() {\n        f = fun();\n        return

f.apply(this, arguments);\n    };\n    return function() {\n        return f.apply(this, arguments);\n

};\n};\n\nKotlin.isTypeOf = function(type) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return typeof object === type;\n
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}\n};\n\nKotlin.isInstanceOf = function (klass) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return Kotlin.isType(object,

klass);\n    }\n};\n\nKotlin.orNull = function (fn) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return object == null ||

fn(object);\n    }\n};\n\nKotlin.andPredicate = function (a, b) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return a(object)

&& b(object);\n    }\n};\n\nKotlin.kotlinModuleMetadata = function (abiVersion, moduleName, data)

{\n};\n\nKotlin.suspendCall = function(value) {\n    return value;\n};\n\nKotlin.coroutineResult = function(qualifier)

{\n    throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nKotlin.coroutineController = function(qualifier) {\n

throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nKotlin.coroutineReceiver = function(qualifier) {\n

throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nKotlin.setCoroutineResult = function(value, qualifier) {\n

throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nKotlin.getReifiedTypeParameterKType = function(typeParameter) {\n

throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nfunction throwMarkerError() {\n    throw new Error(\n        \"This marker function

should never been called. \" +\n        \"Looks like compiler did not eliminate it properly. \" +\n        \"Please, report

an issue if you caught this exception.\");\n}\n\nKotlin.getFunctionById = function(id, defaultValue) {\n    return

function() {\n        return defaultValue;\n    }\n};","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors. \n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\nKotlin.compareTo = function (a, b) {\n    var typeA = typeof a;\n    if

(typeA === \"number\") {\n        if (typeof b === \"number\") {\n            return Kotlin.doubleCompareTo(a, b);\n

 }\n        return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a, b);\n    }\n    if (typeA === \"string\" || typeA === \"boolean\") {\n

return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a, b);\n    }\n    return

a.compareTo_11rb$(b);\n};\n\nKotlin.primitiveCompareTo = function (a, b) {\n    return a < b ? -1 : a > b ? 1 :

0;\n};\n\nKotlin.doubleCompareTo = function (a, b) {\n    if (a < b) return -1;\n    if (a > b) return 1;\n\n    if (a ===

b) {\n        if (a !== 0) return 0;\n\n        var ia = 1 / a;\n        return ia === 1 / b ? 0 : (ia < 0 ? -1 : 1);\n    }\n\n

return a !== a ? (b !== b ? 0 : 1) : -1\n};\n\nKotlin.charInc = function (value) {\n    return

Kotlin.toChar(value+1);\n};\n\nKotlin.charDec = function (value) {\n    return Kotlin.toChar(value-

1);\n};\n\nKotlin.imul = Math.imul || imul;\n\nKotlin.imulEmulated = imul;\n\nfunction imul(a, b) {\n    return ((a &

0xffff0000) * (b & 0xffff) + (a & 0xffff) * (b | 0)) | 0;\n}\n\n(function() {\n    var buf = new ArrayBuffer(8);\n    var

bufFloat64 = new Float64Array(buf);\n    var bufFloat32 = new Float32Array(buf);\n    var bufInt32 = new

Int32Array(buf);\n    var lowIndex = 0;\n    var highIndex = 1;\n\n    bufFloat64[0] = -1; // bff00000_00000000\n    if

(bufInt32[lowIndex] !== 0) {\n        lowIndex = 1;\n        highIndex = 0;\n    }\n\n    Kotlin.doubleToBits =

function(value) {\n        return Kotlin.doubleToRawBits(isNaN(value) ? NaN : value);\n    };\n\n

Kotlin.doubleToRawBits = function(value) {\n        bufFloat64[0] = value;\n        return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(bufInt32[lowIndex], bufInt32[highIndex]);\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.doubleFromBits =

function(value) {\n        bufInt32[lowIndex] = value.low_;\n        bufInt32[highIndex] = value.high_;\n        return

bufFloat64[0];\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.floatToBits = function(value) {\n        return Kotlin.floatToRawBits(isNaN(value)

? NaN : value);\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.floatToRawBits = function(value) {\n        bufFloat32[0] = value;\n        return

bufInt32[0];\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.floatFromBits = function(value) {\n        bufInt32[0] = value;\n        return

bufFloat32[0];\n    };\n\n    // returns zero value for number with positive sign bit and non-zero value for number

with negative sign bit.\n    Kotlin.doubleSignBit = function(value) {\n        bufFloat64[0] = value;\n        return

bufInt32[highIndex] & 0x80000000;\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.numberHashCode = function(obj) {\n        if ((obj | 0) ===

obj) {\n            return obj | 0;\n        }\n        else {\n            bufFloat64[0] = obj;\n            return (bufInt32[highIndex]

* 31 | 0) + bufInt32[lowIndex] | 0;\n        }\n    }\n})();\n\nKotlin.ensureNotNull = function(x) {\n    return x != null

? x : Kotlin.throwNPE();\n};\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\nif (typeof String.prototype.startsWith === \"undefined\") {\n

Object.defineProperty(String.prototype, \"startsWith\", {\n        value: function (searchString, position) {\n

position = position || 0;\n            return this.lastIndexOf(searchString, position) === position;\n        }\n    });\n}\nif

(typeof String.prototype.endsWith === \"undefined\") {\n    Object.defineProperty(String.prototype, \"endsWith\",

{\n        value: function (searchString, position) {\n            var subjectString = this.toString();\n            if (position

=== undefined || position > subjectString.length) {\n                position = subjectString.length;\n            }\n
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position -= searchString.length;\n            var lastIndex = subjectString.indexOf(searchString, position);\n

return lastIndex !== -1 && lastIndex === position;\n        }\n    });\n}\n// ES6 Math polyfills\nif (typeof Math.sign

=== \"undefined\") {\n    Math.sign = function(x) {\n        x = +x; // convert to a number\n        if (x === 0 ||

isNaN(x)) {\n            return Number(x);\n        }\n        return x > 0 ? 1 : -1;\n    };\n}\nif (typeof Math.trunc ===

\"undefined\") {\n    Math.trunc = function(x) {\n        if (isNaN(x)) {\n            return NaN;\n        }\n        if (x > 0)

{\n            return Math.floor(x);\n        }\n        return Math.ceil(x);\n    };\n}\n\n(function() {\n    var epsilon =

2.220446049250313E-16;\n    var taylor_2_bound = Math.sqrt(epsilon);\n    var taylor_n_bound =

Math.sqrt(taylor_2_bound);\n    var upper_taylor_2_bound = 1/taylor_2_bound;\n    var upper_taylor_n_bound =

1/taylor_n_bound;\n\n    if (typeof Math.sinh === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.sinh = function(x) {\n            if

(Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var result = x;\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\n

        result += (x * x * x) / 6;\n                }\n                return result;\n            } else {\n                var y =

Math.exp(x);\n                var y1 = 1 / y;\n                if (!isFinite(y)) return Math.exp(x - Math.LN2);\n                if

(!isFinite(y1)) return -Math.exp(-x - Math.LN2);\n                return (y - y1) / 2;\n            }\n        };\n    }\n    if

(typeof Math.cosh === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.cosh = function(x) {\n            var y = Math.exp(x);\n            var

y1 = 1 / y;\n            if (!isFinite(y) || !isFinite(y1)) return Math.exp(Math.abs(x) - Math.LN2);\n            return (y +

y1) / 2;\n        };\n    }\n\n    if (typeof Math.tanh === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.tanh = function(x){\n            if

(Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var result = x;\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\n

        result -= (x * x * x) / 3;\n                }\n                return result;\n            }\n            else {\n                var a =

Math.exp(+x), b = Math.exp(-x);\n                return a === Infinity ? 1 : b === Infinity ? -1 : (a - b) / (a + b);\n

}\n        };\n    }\n\n    // Inverse hyperbolic function implementations derived from boost special math functions,\n

// Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.\n\n    if (typeof Math.asinh === \"undefined\") {\n        var asinh =

function(x) {\n            if (x >= +taylor_n_bound)\n            {\n                if (x > upper_taylor_n_bound)\n

{\n                    if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\n                    {\n                        // approximation by laurent series in

1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\n                        return Math.log(x) + Math.LN2;\n                    }\n                    else\n

            {\n                        // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 1\n                        return

Math.log(x * 2 + (1 / (x * 2)));\n                    }\n                }\n                else\n                {\n                    return

Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x + 1));\n                }\n            }\n            else if (x <= -taylor_n_bound)\n            {\n

      return -asinh(-x);\n            }\n            else\n            {\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to

order 2\n                var result = x;\n                if (Math.abs(x) >= taylor_2_bound)\n                {\n                    var x3 =

x * x * x;\n                    // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\n                    result -= x3 / 6;\n

    }\n                return result;\n            }\n        };\n        Math.asinh = asinh;\n    }\n    if (typeof Math.acosh ===

\"undefined\") {\n        Math.acosh = function(x) {\n            if (x < 1)\n            {\n                return NaN;\n            }\n

         else if (x - 1 >= taylor_n_bound)\n            {\n                if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\n                {\n

  // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\n                    return Math.log(x) + Math.LN2;\n

          }\n                else\n                {\n                    return Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x - 1));\n                }\n

}\n            else\n            {\n                var y = Math.sqrt(x - 1);\n                // approximation by taylor series in y at 0

up to order 2\n                var result = y;\n                if (y >= taylor_2_bound)\n                {\n                    var y3 = y *

y * y;\n                    // approximation by taylor series in y at 0 up to order 4\n                    result -= y3 / 12;\n

}\n\n                return Math.sqrt(2) * result;\n            }\n        };\n    }\n    if (typeof Math.atanh === \"undefined\")

{\n        Math.atanh = function(x) {\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var result = x;\n

 if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\n                    result += (x * x * x) / 3;\n                }\n                return result;\n

        }\n            return Math.log((1 + x) / (1 - x)) / 2;\n        };\n    }\n    if (typeof Math.log1p === \"undefined\") {\n

     Math.log1p = function(x) {\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var x2 = x * x;\n

var x3 = x2 * x;\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\n

       return (-x4 / 4 + x3 / 3 - x2 / 2 + x);\n            }\n            return Math.log(x + 1);\n        };\n    }\n    if (typeof

Math.expm1 === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.expm1 = function(x) {\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound)

{\n                var x2 = x * x;\n                var x3 = x2 * x;\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\n                // approximation by

taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\n                return (x4 / 24 + x3 / 6 + x2 / 2 + x);\n            }\n            return
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Math.exp(x) - 1;\n        };\n    }\n})();\nif (typeof Math.hypot === \"undefined\") {\n    Math.hypot = function() {\n

   var y = 0;\n        var length = arguments.length;\n\n        for (var i = 0; i < length; i++) {\n            if (arguments[i]

=== Infinity || arguments[i] === -Infinity) {\n                return Infinity;\n            }\n            y += arguments[i] *

arguments[i];\n        }\n        return Math.sqrt(y);\n    };\n}\nif (typeof Math.log10 === \"undefined\") {\n

Math.log10 = function(x) {\n        return Math.log(x) * Math.LOG10E;\n    };\n}\nif (typeof Math.log2 ===

\"undefined\") {\n    Math.log2 = function(x) {\n        return Math.log(x) * Math.LOG2E;\n    };\n}\nif (typeof

Math.clz32 === \"undefined\") {\n    Math.clz32 = (function(log, LN2) {\n        return function(x) {\n            var

asUint = x >>> 0;\n            if (asUint === 0) {\n                return 32;\n            }\n            return 31 - (log(asUint) /

LN2 | 0) | 0; // the \"| 0\" acts like math.floor\n        };\n    })(Math.log, Math.LN2);\n}\n\n// For HtmlUnit and

PhantomJs\nif (typeof ArrayBuffer.isView === \"undefined\") {\n    ArrayBuffer.isView = function(a) {\n

return a != null && a.__proto__ != null && a.__proto__.__proto__ === Int8Array.prototype.__proto__;\n

};\n}\n\nif (typeof Array.prototype.fill === \"undefined\") {\n    // Polyfill from https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Array/fill#Polyfill\n    Object.defineProperty(Array.prototype,

'fill', {\n        value: function (value) {\n\n            // Steps 1-2.\n            if (this == null) {\n                throw new

TypeError('this is null or not defined');\n            }\n\n            var O = Object(this);\n\n            // Steps 3-5.\n

var len = O.length >>> 0;\n\n            // Steps 6-7.\n            var start = arguments[1];\n            var relativeStart = start

>> 0;\n\n            // Step 8.\n            var k = relativeStart < 0 ?\n                    Math.max(len + relativeStart, 0) :\n

         Math.min(relativeStart, len);\n\n            // Steps 9-10.\n            var end = arguments[2];\n            var

relativeEnd = end === undefined ?\n                              len : end >> 0;\n\n            // Step 11.\n            var finalValue

= relativeEnd < 0 ?\n                             Math.max(len + relativeEnd, 0) :\n                             Math.min(relativeEnd,

len);\n\n            // Step 12.\n            while (k < finalValue) {\n                O[k] = value;\n                k++;\n            }\n\n

          // Step 13.\n            return O;\n        }\n    });\n}\n\n(function() {\n    function normalizeOffset(offset, length)

{\n        if (offset < 0) return Math.max(0, offset + length);\n        return Math.min(offset, length);\n    }\n    function

typedArraySlice(begin, end) {\n        if (typeof end === \"undefined\") {\n            end = this.length;\n        }\n

begin = normalizeOffset(begin || 0, this.length);\n        end = Math.max(begin, normalizeOffset(end, this.length));\n

    return new this.constructor(this.subarray(begin, end));\n    }\n\n    var arrays = [Int8Array, Int16Array,

Uint16Array, Int32Array, Float32Array, Float64Array];\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\n        var

TypedArray = arrays[i];\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.fill === \"undefined\") {\n

Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'fill', {\n                value: Array.prototype.fill\n            });\n        }\n

 if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.slice === \"undefined\") {\n            Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype,

'slice', {\n                value: typedArraySlice\n            });\n        }\n    }\n\n    // Patch apply to work with TypedArrays

if needed.\n    try {\n        (function() {}).apply(null, new Int32Array(0))\n    } catch (e) {\n        var apply =

Function.prototype.apply;\n        Object.defineProperty(Function.prototype, 'apply', {\n            value: function(self,

array) {\n                return apply.call(this, self, [].slice.call(array));\n            }\n        });\n    }\n\n\n    // Patch map to

work with TypedArrays if needed.\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\n        var TypedArray = arrays[i];\n

 if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.map === \"undefined\") {\n            Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype,

'map', {\n                value: function(callback, self) {\n                    return [].slice.call(this).map(callback, self);\n

     }\n            });\n        }\n    }\n\n    // Patch sort to work with TypedArrays if needed.\n    // TODO: consider to

remove following function and replace it with `Kotlin.doubleCompareTo` (see misc.js)\n    var

totalOrderComparator = function (a, b) {\n        if (a < b) return -1;\n        if (a > b) return 1;\n\n        if (a === b) {\n

         if (a !== 0) return 0;\n\n            var ia = 1 / a;\n            return ia === 1 / b ? 0 : (ia < 0 ? -1 : 1);\n        }\n\n

return a !== a ? (b !== b ? 0 : 1) : -1\n    };\n\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\n        var TypedArray =

arrays[i];\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.sort === \"undefined\") {\n

Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'sort', {\n                value: function(compareFunction) {\n

return Array.prototype.sort.call(this, compareFunction || totalOrderComparator);\n                }\n            });\n        }\n

 }\n})();\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors. \n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\nKotlin.Kind = {\n    CLASS: \"class\",\n    INTERFACE: \"interface\",\n    OBJECT:
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\"object\"\n};\n\nKotlin.callGetter = function (thisObject, klass, propertyName) {\n    var propertyDescriptor =

Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass, propertyName);\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null &&

propertyDescriptor.get != null) {\n        return propertyDescriptor.get.call(thisObject);\n    }\n\n    propertyDescriptor

= Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject, propertyName);\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in

propertyDescriptor) {\n        return thisObject[propertyName];\n    }\n\n    return Kotlin.callGetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName);\n};\n\nKotlin.callSetter = function (thisObject, klass, propertyName,

value) {\n    var propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass, propertyName);\n    if

(propertyDescriptor != null && propertyDescriptor.set != null) {\n        propertyDescriptor.set.call(thisObject,

value);\n        return;\n    }\n\n    propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject,

propertyName);\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in propertyDescriptor) {\n

thisObject[propertyName] = value;\n        return\n    }\n\n    Kotlin.callSetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName, value);\n};\n\nfunction isInheritanceFromInterface(ctor, iface) {\n    if

(ctor === iface) return true;\n\n    var metadata = ctor.$metadata$;\n    if (metadata != null) {\n        var interfaces =

metadata.interfaces;\n        for (var i = 0; i < interfaces.length; i++) {\n            if

(isInheritanceFromInterface(interfaces[i], iface)) {\n                return true;\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    var

superPrototype = ctor.prototype != null ? Object.getPrototypeOf(ctor.prototype) : null;\n    var superConstructor =

superPrototype != null ? superPrototype.constructor : null;\n    return superConstructor != null &&

isInheritanceFromInterface(superConstructor, iface);\n}\n\n/**\n *\n * @param {*} object\n * @param

{Function|Object} klass\n * @returns {Boolean}\n */\nKotlin.isType = function (object, klass) {\n    if (klass ===

Object) {\n        switch (typeof object) {\n            case \"string\":\n            case \"number\":\n            case

\"boolean\":\n            case \"function\":\n                return true;\n            default:\n                return object instanceof

Object;\n        }\n    }\n\n    if (object == null || klass == null || (typeof object !== 'object' && typeof object !==

'function')) {\n        return false;\n    }\n\n    if (typeof klass === \"function\" && object instanceof klass) {\n

return true;\n    }\n\n    var proto = Object.getPrototypeOf(klass);\n    var constructor = proto != null ?

proto.constructor : null;\n    if (constructor != null && \"$metadata$\" in constructor) {\n        var metadata =

constructor.$metadata$;\n        if (metadata.kind === Kotlin.Kind.OBJECT) {\n            return object === klass;\n

 }\n    }\n\n    var klassMetadata = klass.$metadata$;\n\n    // In WebKit (JavaScriptCore) for some interfaces from

DOM typeof returns \"object\", nevertheless they can be used in RHS of instanceof\n    if (klassMetadata == null)

{\n        return object instanceof klass;\n    }\n\n    if (klassMetadata.kind === Kotlin.Kind.INTERFACE &&

object.constructor != null) {\n        return isInheritanceFromInterface(object.constructor, klass);\n    }\n\n    return

false;\n};\n\nKotlin.isNumber = function (a) {\n    return typeof a == \"number\" || a instanceof

Kotlin.Long;\n};\n\nKotlin.isChar = function (value) {\n    return value instanceof

Kotlin.BoxedChar\n};\n\nKotlin.isComparable = function (value) {\n    var type = typeof value;\n\n    return type

=== \"string\" ||\n           type === \"boolean\" ||\n           Kotlin.isNumber(value) ||\n           Kotlin.isType(value,

Kotlin.kotlin.Comparable);\n};\n\nKotlin.isCharSequence = function (value) {\n    return typeof value === \"string\"

|| Kotlin.isType(value, Kotlin.kotlin.CharSequence);\n};","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under the

module\n\n@PublishedApi\nexternal internal fun <T> Array(size: Int): Array<T>\n\n@JsName(\"newArray\")\nfun

<T> newArray(size: Int, initValue: T) = fillArrayVal(Array<T>(size),

initValue)\n\n@JsName(\"newArrayF\")\ninline fun <T> arrayWithFun(size: Int, init: (Int) -> T) =

fillArrayFun(Array<T>(size), init)\n\n@JsName(\"fillArray\")\ninline fun <T> fillArrayFun(array: Array<T>, init:

(Int) -> T): Array<T> {\n    for (i in 0..array.size - 1) {\n        array[i] = init(i)\n    }\n    return

array\n}\n\n@JsName(\"booleanArray\")\nfun booleanArray(size: Int, init: dynamic): Array<Boolean> {\n    val

result: dynamic = Array<Boolean>(size)\n    result.`$type$` = \"BooleanArray\"\n    return when (init) {\n        null,

true -> fillArrayVal(result, false)\n        false -> result\n        else -> fillArrayFun<Boolean>(result, init)\n

}\n}\n\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayF\")\ninline fun booleanArrayWithFun(size: Int, init: (Int) -> Boolean):

Array<Boolean> = fillArrayFun(booleanArray(size, false),
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init)\n\n@JsName(\"charArray\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\nfun charArray(size: Int, init:

dynamic): Array<Char> {\n    val result = js(\"new Uint16Array(size)\")\n    result.`$type$` = \"CharArray\"\n

return when (init) {\n        null, true, false -> result // For consistency\n        else -> fillArrayFun<Char>(result,

init)\n    }\n}\n\n@JsName(\"charArrayF\")\ninline fun charArrayWithFun(size: Int, init: (Int) -> Char):

Array<Char> {\n    val array = charArray(size, null)\n    for (i in 0..array.size - 1) {\n

@Suppress(\"UNUSED_VARIABLE\") // used in js block\n        val value = init(i)\n        js(\"array[i] = value;\")\n

}\n    return array\n}\n\n@JsName(\"untypedCharArrayF\")\ninline fun untypedCharArrayWithFun(size: Int, init:

(Int) -> Char): Array<Char> {\n    val array = Array<Char>(size)\n    for (i in 0..array.size - 1) {\n

@Suppress(\"UNUSED_VARIABLE\") // used in js block\n        val value = init(i)\n        js(\"array[i] = value;\")\n

}\n    return array\n}\n\n@JsName(\"longArray\")\nfun longArray(size: Int, init: dynamic): Array<Long> {\n    val

result: dynamic = Array<Long>(size)\n    result.`$type$` = \"LongArray\"\n    return when (init) {\n        null, true ->

fillArrayVal(result, 0L)\n        false -> result\n        else -> fillArrayFun<Long>(result, init)\n

}\n}\n\n@JsName(\"longArrayF\")\ninline fun longArrayWithFun(size: Int, init: (Int) -> Long): Array<Long> =

fillArrayFun(longArray(size, false), init)\n\nprivate fun <T> fillArrayVal(array: Array<T>, initValue: T): Array<T>

{\n    for (i in 0..array.size - 1) {\n        array[i] = initValue\n    }\n    return array\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\npublic class

Enum<T : Enum<T>> : Comparable<Enum<T>> {\n    @JsName(\"name$\") private var _name: String = \"\"\n

@JsName(\"ordinal$\") private var _ordinal: Int = 0\n\n    val name: String\n        get() = _name\n\n    val ordinal:

Int\n        get() = _ordinal\n\n    override fun compareTo(other: Enum<T>) = ordinal.compareTo(other.ordinal)\n\n

override fun equals(other: Any?) = this === other\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

js(\"Kotlin.identityHashCode\")(this)\n\n    override fun toString() = name\n\n    companion object\n}",null,"/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the

size of this array is less than 1, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior

is unspecified.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component1(): T

{\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1,

throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ByteArray.component1(): Byte {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component1(): Short {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntArray.component1(): Int {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component1(): Long {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun FloatArray.component1(): Float {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component1(): Double {\n    return
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get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun BooleanArray.component1(): Boolean {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component1(): Char {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component2(): T {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ByteArray.component2(): Byte {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component2(): Short {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntArray.component2(): Int {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component2(): Long {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun FloatArray.component2(): Float {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component2(): Double {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun BooleanArray.component2(): Boolean {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component2(): Char {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component3(): T {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ByteArray.component3(): Byte {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component3(): Short {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntArray.component3(): Int {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component3(): Long {\n    return
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get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun FloatArray.component3(): Float {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component3(): Double {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun BooleanArray.component3(): Boolean {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component3(): Char {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component4(): T {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ByteArray.component4(): Byte {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component4(): Short {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntArray.component4(): Int {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component4(): Long {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun FloatArray.component4(): Float {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component4(): Double {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun BooleanArray.component4(): Boolean {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component4(): Char {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component5(): T {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ByteArray.component5(): Byte {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component5(): Short {\n    return
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get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntArray.component5(): Int {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component5(): Long {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun FloatArray.component5(): Float {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component5(): Double {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun BooleanArray.component5(): Boolean {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component5(): Char {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element)

>= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

ByteArray.contains(element: Byte): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun ShortArray.contains(element: Short): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

IntArray.contains(element: Int): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun LongArray.contains(element: Long): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"The

function has unclear behavior when searching for NaN or zero values and will be removed soon. Use 'any { it ==

element }' instead to continue using this behavior, or '.asList().contains(element: T)' to get the same search behavior

as in a list.\", ReplaceWith(\"any { it == element }\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\npublic operator fun FloatArray.contains(element: Float): Boolean {\n

return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"The function has unclear behavior when searching for NaN or zero values and will be removed

soon. Use 'any { it == element }' instead to continue using this behavior, or '.asList().contains(element: T)' to get the

same search behavior as in a list.\", ReplaceWith(\"any { it == element

}\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\npublic operator fun

DoubleArray.contains(element: Double): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun BooleanArray.contains(element: Boolean): Boolean {\n

return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator

fun CharArray.contains(element: Char): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun <T>

Array<out T>.elementAt(index: Int): T\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.elementAt(index: Int): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an
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[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun LongArray.elementAt(index: Int): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Float\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

expect fun DoubleArray.elementAt(index: Int): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws

an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\npublic expect fun CharArray.elementAt(index: Int): Char\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Short): Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Byte? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Short? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Int? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Long? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Double? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Boolean? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.find(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.find(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.find(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.find(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.find(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the
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first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.find(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.find(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.findLast(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.findLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.findLast(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.findLast(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.findLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.findLast(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.findLast(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.findLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.first(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.first(): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.first(): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.first(): Long {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.first(): Float
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{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.first(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n

return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.first(): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.first(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.first(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte {\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.first(predicate: (Short) -

> Boolean): Short {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun IntArray.first(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.first(predicate: (Long) -

> Boolean): Long {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.first(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.first(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.first(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.first(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if

(isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.firstOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or

`null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.firstOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.firstOrNull():

Int? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.firstOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.firstOrNull(): Float? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n
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*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.firstOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.firstOrNull(): Boolean? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n

return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (element in this)

if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double?

{\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Short):

Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->
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Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex)

get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Byte? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

Short? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun IntArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Int? {\n

return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun LongArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Long? {\n

return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n

return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Double?

{\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the

given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Boolean?

{\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the

given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun CharArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n

return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -

1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out

T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if (element == null) {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (this[index] ==

null) {\n                return index\n            }\n        }\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (element ==

this[index]) {\n                return index\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.indexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n

for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.indexOf(element: Short): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.indexOf(element: Int): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element

== this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -

1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.indexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in

indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"The function has unclear
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behavior when searching for NaN or zero values and will be removed soon. Use 'indexOfFirst { it == element }'

instead to continue using this behavior, or '.asList().indexOf(element: T)' to get the same search behavior as in a

list.\", ReplaceWith(\"indexOfFirst { it == element }\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun FloatArray.indexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"The function has unclear behavior when searching for NaN or zero values

and will be removed soon. Use 'indexOfFirst { it == element }' instead to continue using this behavior, or

'.asList().indexOf(element: T)' to get the same search behavior as in a list.\", ReplaceWith(\"indexOfFirst { it ==

element }\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.indexOf(element:

Double): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n

return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.indexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

    return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.indexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index]))

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the

given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last
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element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

\n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.last(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.last(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.last(): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun IntArray.last(): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

\n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun LongArray.last(): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.last(): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.last(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.last(): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

  throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun CharArray.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last
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element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n

    if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.last(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean):

Byte {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.last(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean):

Short {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element))

return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.last(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int

{\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.last(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean):

Long {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element))

return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.last(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean):

Float {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element))

return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.last(predicate: (Double) ->

Boolean): Double {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.last(predicate: (Boolean) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.last(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element))

return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic

fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if (element == null) {\n

    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (this[index] == null) {\n                return index\n            }\n        }\n

} else {\n        for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (element == this[index]) {\n                return index\n
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   }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.lastIndexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.lastIndexOf(element: Short): Int

{\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n

return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.lastIndexOf(element: Int): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

         return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.lastIndexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed())

{\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last

index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"The function has unclear

behavior when searching for NaN or zero values and will be removed soon. Use 'indexOfLast { it == element }'

instead to continue using this behavior, or '.asList().lastIndexOf(element: T)' to get the same search behavior as in a

list.\", ReplaceWith(\"indexOfLast { it == element }\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun FloatArray.lastIndexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"The function has unclear behavior when searching for NaN

or zero values and will be removed soon. Use 'indexOfLast { it == element }' instead to continue using this

behavior, or '.asList().lastIndexOf(element: T)' to get the same search behavior as in a list.\",

ReplaceWith(\"indexOfLast { it == element }\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

DoubleArray.lastIndexOf(element: Double): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastIndexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for

(index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index])

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null`

if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.lastOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic

fun ShortArray.lastOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.lastOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.lastOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.lastOrNull(): Float? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.lastOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastOrNull(): Boolean? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun CharArray.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if

(isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val
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element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): Float? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Double) ->

Boolean): Double? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Boolean)

-> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n

* \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.random(): T {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.random(): Byte {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from

this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.random(): Short {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.random(): Int {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.random(): Long {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun FloatArray.random(): Float {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from
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this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.random(): Double {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.random(): Boolean {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element

from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.random(): Char {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun <T> Array<out T>.random(random: Random): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun ByteArray.random(random: Random): Byte {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun ShortArray.random(random: Random): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun IntArray.random(random: Random): Int {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun LongArray.random(random: Random): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun FloatArray.random(random: Random): Float {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun DoubleArray.random(random: Random): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.random(random: Random): Boolean {\n

 if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

fun CharArray.random(random: Random): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array

is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array, or `null` if

this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <T> Array<out T>.randomOrNull(): T? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun ByteArray.randomOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun ShortArray.randomOrNull(): Short? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a
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random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun IntArray.randomOrNull(): Int? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun LongArray.randomOrNull(): Long? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun FloatArray.randomOrNull(): Float? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun DoubleArray.randomOrNull(): Double? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun BooleanArray.randomOrNull(): Boolean? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun CharArray.randomOrNull(): Char? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array using the specified source of randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.randomOrNull(random: Random): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

ByteArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

ShortArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

IntArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

LongArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

FloatArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

DoubleArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun
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BooleanArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

CharArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or

has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.single(): T {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 ->

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.single(): Byte

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.single(): Short {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.single(): Int {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.single(): Long

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.single(): Float {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.single(): Double {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.single():

Boolean {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 ->

this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.single(): Char {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or

more than one matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n

 var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one

matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.single(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte {\n    var single:

Byte? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Byte\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching
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element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.single(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short {\n    var single: Short? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Short\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.single(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var single: Int? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun LongArray.single(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long {\n    var single: Long? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Long\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.single(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float {\n    var single: Float? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.single(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    var single:

Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

       found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Double\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one

matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.single(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

single: Boolean? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no

or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char

{\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Char\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<out T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or

`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.singleOrNull(): Byte? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.singleOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or
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`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.singleOrNull(): Long? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(): Float? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single

element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.singleOrNull():

Boolean? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is

empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (size == 1)

this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n

 if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    var single: Byte? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

 found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    var single: Short? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    var single: Int? = null\n

var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n

single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one

element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    var

single: Long? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or

more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean):

Float? {\n    var single: Float? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return

null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    var single: Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n

 if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n

}\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    var single: Boolean? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    var single: Char?

= null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return

null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.drop(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.drop(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.drop(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun IntArray.drop(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun LongArray.drop(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.drop(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.drop(n: Int): List<Double> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.drop(n: Int): List<Boolean>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun CharArray.drop(n: Int): List<Char> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.dropLast(n: Int): List<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun IntArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun LongArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Double>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun CharArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Char> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

   return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

  return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.dropLastWhile(predicate:
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(Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

         return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

 if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for

(item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n

    yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item in this)\n

    if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

       list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item in this)\n

   if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in

this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n

yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    var yielding = false\n

val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if

(!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.dropWhile(predicate:
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(Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this)\n

 if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filter(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean):

List<Byte> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements

matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline

fun ShortArray.filter(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Short>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.filter(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean):

List<Int> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements

matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline

fun LongArray.filter(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Long>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filter(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filter(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.filter(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filter(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element

and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n
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* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Double>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching

the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C

{\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate:

(index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>>

ShortArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index:

Int, Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>>

LongArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n
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*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate:

(index: Int, Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Double>> DoubleArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): C {\n

forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate:

(index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter R.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIsInstance\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R>

Array<*>.filterIsInstance(): List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return

filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are instances of specified type

parameter R to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIsInstanceTo\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Array<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is

R) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching

the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filterNot(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterNot(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.filterNot(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Int>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterNot(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filterNot(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filterNot(predicate: (Double) ->

Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.filterNot(predicate: (Boolean) -
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> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filterNot(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements that are not `null`.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterNotNull\n */\npublic

fun <T : Any> Array<out T?>.filterNotNull(): List<T> {\n    return filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterNotNullTo\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any>

Array<out T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element != null)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Byte>> ByteArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>>

ShortArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>>

IntArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>>

LongArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Float>>

FloatArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>>

DoubleArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return
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destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Byte>> ByteArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>>

IntArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun

<C : MutableCollection<in Long>> LongArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Float>>

FloatArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double)

-> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun <T> Array<out T>.slice(indices: IntRange): List<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Byte> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun ShortArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Short> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Int> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Long> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Float> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Double> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Boolean> {\n

if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +
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1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Char> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for

(index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Byte> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for

(index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Short> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun IntArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Int> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for

(index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun LongArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Long> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Float> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Double> {\n    val

size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Boolean> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list

= ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Char> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): Array<T> {\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this, indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(indices.size)\n    var targetIndex

= 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): LongArray {\n    val result = LongArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): FloatArray {\n    val result = FloatArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return
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result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): BooleanArray {\n    val result = BooleanArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): CharArray {\n    val result = CharArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): Array<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return copyOfRange(0, 0)\n

return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ByteArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return ByteArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ShortArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return ShortArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices

in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): IntArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return IntArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): LongArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return LongArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices

in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): FloatArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return FloatArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): DoubleArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return DoubleArray(0)\n

return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): BooleanArray

{\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return BooleanArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): CharArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return CharArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n

* @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.take(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.take(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.take(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun IntArray.take(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun LongArray.take(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.take(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.take(n: Int): List<Double> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>(n)\n

for (item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.take(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.take(n: Int): List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if

(n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n

val list = ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.takeLast(n: Int): List<T>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun IntArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =
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size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun LongArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Long> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Double>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.takeLast(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun CharArray.takeLast(n: Int):

List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Int)

-> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

   if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n
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  return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun DoubleArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

 return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Byte)

-> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

 break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): List<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.takeWhile(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.takeWhile(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n

val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in
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0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex =

lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n

this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var

reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the

array in-place.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0)

return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index]

= this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of

the array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T>

Array<T>.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var reverseIndex =

toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the

array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

ByteArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var reverseIndex =

toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the

array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

ShortArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var reverseIndex =

toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the

array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *
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@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

IntArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var reverseIndex =

toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the

array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

LongArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var reverseIndex =

toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the

array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

FloatArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var reverseIndex =

toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the

array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var reverseIndex =

toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the

array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

BooleanArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var

reverseIndex = toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n

this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses

elements of the array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to

reverse.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic

fun CharArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, size)\n    val midPoint = (fromIndex + toIndex) / 2\n    if (fromIndex == midPoint) return\n    var

reverseIndex = toIndex - 1\n    for (index in fromIndex until midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n

this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty())
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return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with

elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reversed(): List<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements

in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reversed(): List<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.reversed(): List<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversed(): List<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.reversed(): List<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reversed(): List<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.reversed(): List<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversed(): List<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun <T> Array<T>.reversedArray(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this,

size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.reversedArray(): ByteArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reversedArray():

ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reversedArray(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val

result = IntArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversedArray(): LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = LongArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reversedArray():

FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = FloatArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.reversedArray(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

this\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex -

i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.reversedArray(): BooleanArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result =

BooleanArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversedArray(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = CharArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T>

Array<T>.shuffle(): Unit {\n    shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ByteArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n    shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly

shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ShortArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n

shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n    shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly

shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun LongArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n
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shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun FloatArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n    shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly

shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n

shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n    shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly

shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n

shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random]

instance as the source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> Array<T>.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex

downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ByteArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo

1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ShortArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo

1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo 1)

{\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun LongArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo

1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun FloatArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo

1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex

downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex

downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random] instance as the

source of randomness.\n * \n * See:
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo

1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified

[selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each

other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -

> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place

descending according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according

to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortDescending():

Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place

descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size >

1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n

reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<out T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    return sortedArray().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sorted(): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sorted(): List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sorted(): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sorted(): List<Long> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sorted(): List<Float> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sorted(): List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sorted(): List<Char> {\n

return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<T>.sortedArray(): Array<T> {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArray(): ByteArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedArray(): ShortArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of
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this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArray(): IntArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArray(): LongArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedArray(): FloatArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArray(): DoubleArray {\n

 if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sortedArray(): CharArray {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<T>.sortedArrayDescending(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortWith(reverseOrder()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ByteArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArrayDescending(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this

array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArrayDescending():

LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedArrayDescending(): FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArrayDescending(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty())

return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedArrayDescending(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted according the specified

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.sortedArrayWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Array<out T>

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n *

The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Array<out T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Array<out T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ByteArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ShortArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> IntArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> LongArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> FloatArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending
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according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> CharArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortedDescending():

List<T> {\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedDescending(): List<Byte> {\n    return

copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their

natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedDescending(): List<Short> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort()

}.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.sortedDescending(): List<Int> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedDescending(): List<Long> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedDescending(): List<Float> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sortedDescending(): List<Double> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedDescending(): List<Char> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n    return

sortedArrayWith(comparator).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>):

List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Int>): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): List<Long> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): List<Float> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>):

List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Boolean>): List<Boolean> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator)

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): List<Char> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

<T> Array<out T>.asList(): List<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect

fun ByteArray.asList(): List<Byte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.asList(): List<Short>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

IntArray.asList(): List<Int>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

LongArray.asList(): List<Long>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.asList(): List<Float>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.asList(): List<Double>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic expect
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fun BooleanArray.asList(): List<Boolean>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic

expect fun CharArray.asList(): List<Char>\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *deeply* equal

to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * If two

corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared deeply.\n * If any of arrays contains itself on any

nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The elements of other types are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic expect

infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *deeply* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n * \n * The specified arrays are also considered deeply equal if both are `null`.\n * \n * If two

corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared deeply.\n * If any of arrays contains itself on any

nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The elements of other types are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentDeepEquals(other:

Array<out T>?): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n *

Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is

undefined.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic expect fun

<T> Array<out T>.contentDeepHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array

as if it is [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level

the behavior is undefined.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out

T>?.contentDeepHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of this array as if it is a

[List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level that

reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent recursion.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of this array as if it is a

[List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level that

reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent recursion.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

<T> Array<out T>?.contentDeepToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

expect infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the

two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For

floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun

ByteArray.contentEquals(other: ByteArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

expect infix fun ShortArray.contentEquals(other: ShortArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified

arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same

order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point
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numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin

compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun IntArray.contentEquals(other: IntArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the

two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For

floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun

LongArray.contentEquals(other: LongArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

expect infix fun FloatArray.contentEquals(other: FloatArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified

arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same

order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point

numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin

compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun DoubleArray.contentEquals(other: DoubleArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun

BooleanArray.contentEquals(other: BooleanArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

expect infix fun CharArray.contentEquals(other: CharArray): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified

arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same

order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point

numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic

expect infix fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>?): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the

two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For

floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun ByteArray?.contentEquals(other: ByteArray?): Boolean\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number

of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun ShortArray?.contentEquals(other: ShortArray?):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun IntArray?.contentEquals(other: IntArray?):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the
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[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun LongArray?.contentEquals(other: LongArray?):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun FloatArray?.contentEquals(other: FloatArray?):

Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain

the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the

[equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not

equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun DoubleArray?.contentEquals(other:

DoubleArray?): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one

another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are

compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is

equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect infix fun

BooleanArray?.contentEquals(other: BooleanArray?): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays

are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n *

\n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers

it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect

infix fun CharArray?.contentEquals(other: CharArray?): Boolean\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun <T>

Array<out T>.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

ByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

IntArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

LongArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n *

Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect
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fun ByteArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun ShortArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a

hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

IntArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun LongArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a

hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

FloatArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun DoubleArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a

hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is

[List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun CharArray?.contentHashCode(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<out T>.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of

the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the

specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

IntArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

LongArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

ByteArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun ShortArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

IntArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array

as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun LongArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

FloatArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun DoubleArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified

array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun CharArray?.contentToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or

its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the

[destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param

destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by

default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<out T>.copyInto(destination: Array<T>, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0,

endIndex: Int = size): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns

that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it

overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset

the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of

the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this

array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex]

or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified

[destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the

[destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyInto(destination: ByteArray,

destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its

subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the

[destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param

destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by

default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this
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array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun ShortArray.copyInto(destination: ShortArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int

= size): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n *

\n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyInto(destination: IntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

LongArray.copyInto(destination: LongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

LongArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's

allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyInto(destination: FloatArray, destinationOffset: Int =

0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the

[destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even

specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy

to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.copyInto(destination: DoubleArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

size): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n *

\n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the
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destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.copyInto(destination: BooleanArray, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the

[destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even

specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy

to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.copyInto(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOf():

Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyOf():

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.copyOf():

ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyOf(): IntArray\n\n/**\n

* Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.copyOf():

LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOf():

FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOf():

DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.copyOf():

BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic expect fun CharArray.copyOf():

CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n *

The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the

size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of

the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

ByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n

* \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If

[newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero

values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic
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expect fun ShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the

original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values

if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun IntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the

original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values

if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun LongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of

the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun FloatArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of

the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with

`false` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `false` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with null char (`\\u0000`)

values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with null char (`\\u0000`) values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic expect fun

CharArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with `null` values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with `null` values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizingCopyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOf(newSize: Int):

Array<T?>\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to

copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the

size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T> Array<T>.copyOfRange(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original

array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the

range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or

[toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ByteArray\n\n/**\n *
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Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start

of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy

of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun

IntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun

LongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy

of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy

of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to

copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to

copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun

CharArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the

specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

expect fun <T> Array<T>.fill(element: T, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or

its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill,

0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun ByteArray.fill(element: Byte, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size):

Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the

start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of

this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is
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greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun ShortArray.fill(element: Short, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int =

size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex

the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size

of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex]

is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun IntArray.fill(element: Int, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int

= size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun LongArray.fill(element: Long, fromIndex: Int = 0,

toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less

than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is

greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun FloatArray.fill(element: Float, fromIndex: Int

= 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less

than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is

greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.fill(element: Double,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element]

value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end

of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

BooleanArray.fill(element: Boolean, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its

subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0

by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun CharArray.fill(element: Char, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size):

Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val <T> Array<out T>.indices:

IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic

val ByteArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for

the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the

range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val IntArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.indices:

IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic

val FloatArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for

the array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the

range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val BooleanArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.indices: IntRange\n

  get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size ==

0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n
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*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size ==

0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ShortArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun LongArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun DoubleArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun CharArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val <T> Array<out T>.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index

for the array.\n */\npublic val ByteArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for

the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val IntArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val FloatArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val BooleanArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the

array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T> Array<T>.plus(element: T):

Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun ByteArray.plus(element: Byte): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ShortArray.plus(element: Short): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun IntArray.plus(element: Int): IntArray\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect

operator fun LongArray.plus(element: Long): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun FloatArray.plus(element: Float):

FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun DoubleArray.plus(element: Double): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(element: Boolean): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\npublic expect operator fun CharArray.plus(element: Char):
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CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] collection.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T>

Array<T>.plus(elements: Collection<T>): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<Byte>): ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

ShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<Short>): ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

IntArray.plus(elements: Collection<Int>): IntArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

LongArray.plus(elements: Collection<Long>): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

FloatArray.plus(elements: Collection<Float>): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

DoubleArray.plus(elements: Collection<Double>): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(elements: Collection<Boolean>): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic expect operator

fun CharArray.plus(elements: Collection<Char>): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect operator fun <T> Array<T>.plus(elements:

Array<out T>): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements: ByteArray):

ByteArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: ShortArray):

ShortArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: IntArray): IntArray\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\npublic expect operator fun LongArray.plus(elements: LongArray): LongArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect

operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: FloatArray): FloatArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

DoubleArray.plus(elements: DoubleArray): DoubleArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

BooleanArray.plus(elements: BooleanArray): BooleanArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic expect operator fun

CharArray.plus(elements: CharArray): CharArray\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun <T>

Array<T>.plusElement(element: T): Array<T>\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array

in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun LongArray.sort():

Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic

expect fun ByteArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun ShortArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the

array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the

array in-place.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic expect fun
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CharArray.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the natural order of its elements.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArrayOfComparable\n */\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is

less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArrayOfComparable\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect

fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range

in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param

toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

ByteArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is

less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun ShortArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n

* Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

IntArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is

less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun LongArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n

* Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by

default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

FloatArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is

less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun DoubleArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size):

Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to

sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

CharArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n *

\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of

this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int,

toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    sortWith(reverseOrder(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in

the specified range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to

sort.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the

size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ByteArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n

sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n *

\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of

this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ShortArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n

sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n *

\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of

this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n

sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n *

\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of

this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun LongArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n

sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n *

\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of

this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun FloatArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n

sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n *

\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of

this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n

sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n *

\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of
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this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n

sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the

order specified by the given [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their

order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): Unit\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place with the given [comparator].\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is

less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic expect fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator:

Comparator<in T>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Boolean containing

all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n

return BooleanArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the

elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return

ByteArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Char containing all of the elements of this

generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    return CharArray(size) { index ->

this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Double containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\npublic fun Array<out Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    return DoubleArray(size) { index ->

this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Float containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic

fun Array<out Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    return FloatArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of Int containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Int>.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    return IntArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of

Long containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Long>.toLongArray():

LongArray {\n    return LongArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing

all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return

ShortArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements

of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun ByteArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Byte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a

*typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

ShortArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Short>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements

of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun IntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Int>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

LongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Long>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements

of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun FloatArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Float>\n\n/**\n * Returns a

*typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

DoubleArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Double>\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun BooleanArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Boolean>\n\n/**\n *

Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic expect fun

CharArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Char>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by

[transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key

the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, V> Array<out T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>
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ByteArray.associate(transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ShortArray.associate(transform: (Short) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

IntArray.associate(transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

LongArray.associate(transform: (Long) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

FloatArray.associate(transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.associate(transform: (Double) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

BooleanArray.associate(transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharArray.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Array<out T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, T>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, Byte> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Byte>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K, Short> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Short>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K): Map<K, Int> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Int>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, Long> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Long>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K, Float> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Float>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K): Map<K, Double> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Double>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration
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order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, Boolean> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Boolean>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, Char> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Char>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, V> Array<out T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n

val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would
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have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, V> CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value

pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and

value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last

one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in T>> Array<out T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

M : MutableMap<in K, in Byte>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

M : MutableMap<in K, in Short>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Short) -> K): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *
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@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

M : MutableMap<in K, in Int>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

M : MutableMap<in K, in Long>> LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

M : MutableMap<in K, in Float>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

M : MutableMap<in K, in Double>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Double) -> K): M

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element

itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Boolean>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Boolean) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where

key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element

itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByTo\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last

one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -

> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) ->

K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable
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map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Short) ->

K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Int) -> K,

valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) ->

K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) ->

K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]

function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]

function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesByToWithValueTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n
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destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by

[transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key

the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ShortArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Short) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by

[transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key

the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Long) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by

[transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key

the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> FloatArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Double) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by

[transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key

the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> BooleanArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.associateArrayOfPrimitivesTo\n */\npublic
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inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced

by the [valueSelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets

added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <K, V> Array<out K>.associateWith(valueSelector: (K) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n *

produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one

gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

ByteArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Byte) -> V): Map<Byte, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Byte,

V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function

applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

ShortArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Short) -> V): Map<Short, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Short,

V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function

applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

IntArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Int) -> V): Map<Int, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Int,

V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function

applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

LongArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Long) -> V): Map<Long, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Long,

V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function

applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

FloatArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Float) -> V): Map<Float, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Float,

V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function

applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>
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DoubleArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Double) -> V): Map<Double, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<Double, V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n *

produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one

gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

BooleanArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Boolean) -> V): Map<Boolean, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<Boolean, V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n *

produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one

gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

CharArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (Char) -> V): Map<Char, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Char,

V>(mapCapacity(size.coerceAtMost(128)).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each

element of the given array,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function

applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out K>.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (K)

-> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element

of the given array,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied

to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Byte, in V>>

ByteArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Short, in V>>

ShortArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Int, in V>>

IntArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Long, in V>>
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LongArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Float, in V>>

FloatArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Double, in V>>

DoubleArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n * where key is the element

itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are

equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Boolean, in

V>> BooleanArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n * where key is the

element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements

are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Char, in V>>

CharArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to

the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out

T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for

(item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.toCollection(destination:

C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>>

LongArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n

for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return
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destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun ByteArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Byte> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Short> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Int> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Long> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun FloatArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Float> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Double> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Boolean> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Char> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size.coerceAtMost(128))))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n

    1 -> listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all

elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.toList(): List<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1

-> listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toList(): List<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toList(): List<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun LongArray.toList(): List<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun FloatArray.toList(): List<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.toList(): List<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all

elements of this array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    return

ArrayList(this.asCollection())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for (item

in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Short> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n

for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of

this array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for

(item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n
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for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of

this array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Float> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Float>(size)\n    for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList]

filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Double> {\n    val

list = ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new

[MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableList():

MutableList<Boolean> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n    for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Char> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    return when

(size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.toSet():

Set<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toSet():

Set<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.toSet():

Set<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toSet():

Set<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.toSet():

Set<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.toSet():

Set<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.toSet(): Set<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n

 else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all

elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.toSet(): Set<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else -

> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size.coerceAtMost(128))))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single

list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun

<R> ByteArray.flatMap(transform: (Byte) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.flatMap(transform:

(Short) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single

list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n *
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\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.flatMap(transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.flatMap(transform:

(Long) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single

list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.flatMap(transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.flatMap(transform: (Double) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.flatMap(transform: (Boolean) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.flatMap(transform:

(Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single

list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapSequence\")\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> ByteArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> ShortArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Short) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> IntArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Int) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> LongArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Long) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> FloatArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Float) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> DoubleArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Double) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> BooleanArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n

return flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded

from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> CharArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedSequence\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> Sequence<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> ByteArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int,

Byte) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> ShortArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int,

Short) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int,

Int) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++, element)\n

     destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> LongArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int,

Long) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int,

Float) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index:

Int, Double) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index:

Int, Boolean) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given
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[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int,

Char) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedSequenceTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npu

blic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list =

transform(index++, element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> ByteArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Byte) -> Iterable<R>): C

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ShortArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Short) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> LongArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> Iterable<R>): C

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

FloatArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Double) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapSequenceTo\")\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, K> Array<out T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original

array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where

each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, List<Byte>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Byte>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K, List<Short>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Short>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K): Map<K, List<Int>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Int>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, List<Long>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Long>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K, List<Float>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Float>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K): Map<K, List<Double>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Double>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, List<Boolean>> {\n    return
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groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Boolean>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied

to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Array<out T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values
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returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n

return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n

return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to

the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Byte>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<Byte>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Short>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Short)

-> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Short>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Int>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Int>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n
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*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Long>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Long>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Float>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Float>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Double>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Double) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Double>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Boolean>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Boolean>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

MutableList<Char>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function

applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to

the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n *

\n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n
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     val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key =

keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n

list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K,

valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from an array to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Array<out T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T,
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K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun

keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.map(transform:

(T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.map(transform: (Byte)

-> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.map(transform:

(Short) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.map(transform: (Int) ->

R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results

of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.map(transform:

(Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.map(transform: (Float)

-> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.map(transform:

(Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.map(transform:

(Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.map(transform: (Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied

to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Int) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied
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to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Long) -> R): List<R> {\n

  return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Float) -

> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int,

Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the

result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.mapIndexed(transform:

(index: Int, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original array\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the

given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Array<out T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ShortArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

IntArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Int) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in
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this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

LongArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Long) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

FloatArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Float) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

DoubleArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Double) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

BooleanArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Boolean) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

CharArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.mapNotNull\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Array<out T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original array\n * and

appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach {

element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) ->

R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the

given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> ByteArray.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Byte) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ShortArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Short) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Int) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> LongArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n
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  destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R,

C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Float) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic

inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Double) -> R): C {\n

 for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean)

-> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies

the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharArray.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that

element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Byte>> {\n    return

IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n

* into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Short>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the

index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Int>>

{\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the

original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Long>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the

index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<Float>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Double>> {\n    return

IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n

* into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Boolean>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue]

containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * Among equal elements of the given array, only the first one will

be present in the resulting list.\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.distinct(): List<T> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.distinct():

List<Byte> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements

from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.distinct(): List<Short> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing
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only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun IntArray.distinct():

List<Int> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.distinct(): List<Long> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.distinct():

List<Float> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements

from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.distinct(): List<Double> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.distinct():

List<Boolean> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct

elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the

source array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.distinct(): List<Char> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n *

Among elements of the given array with equal keys, only the first one will be present in the resulting list.\n * The

elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out

T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K): List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (e in

this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector]

function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ByteArray.distinctBy(selector: (Byte) -> K): List<Byte> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ShortArray.distinctBy(selector: (Short) -> K): List<Short> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

  return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

IntArray.distinctBy(selector: (Int) -> K): List<Int> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n

for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given

[selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K> LongArray.distinctBy(selector: (Long) -> K): List<Long> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =
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ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

  return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

FloatArray.distinctBy(selector: (Float) -> K): List<Float> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

DoubleArray.distinctBy(selector: (Double) -> K): List<Double> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

BooleanArray.distinctBy(selector: (Boolean) -> K): List<Boolean> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.distinctBy(selector: (Char) -> K): List<Char> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this array and the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * To get a set

containing all elements that are contained at least in one of these collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun <T>

Array<out T>.intersect(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this array and the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * To get a set

containing all elements that are contained at least in one of these collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun

ByteArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this array and the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * To get a set

containing all elements that are contained at least in one of these collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun

ShortArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

array and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original

array.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained at least in one of these collections use

[union].\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

  set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

array and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original

array.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained at least in one of these collections use

[union].\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are

contained by both this array and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained at least in one of these
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collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set

= this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by both this array and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration

order of the original array.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained at least in one of these

collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n

val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by both this array and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained at least in

one of these collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Boolean>):

Set<Boolean> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by both this array and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are

contained at least in one of these collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun CharArray.intersect(other:

Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n

* \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun <T>

Array<out T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by

the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ByteArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun ShortArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int>

{\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.subtract(other:

Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

FloatArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set

= this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Boolean>):

Set<Boolean> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

  return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    return toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a new [MutableSet] containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.toMutableSet():
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MutableSet<Byte> {\n    return toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

new [MutableSet] containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Short> {\n

return toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet]

containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Int> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] containing all

distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original

array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Long> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] containing all

distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original

array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Float> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] containing all

distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original

array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Double> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] containing

all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Boolean> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] containing

all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Char> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size.coerceAtMost(128))))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing

all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of

the [other] collection.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained in both collections use

[intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Array<out T>.union(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n *

\n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained in both collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun

ByteArray.union(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are

unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements

that are contained in both collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun ShortArray.union(other:

Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the

end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained in both

collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.union(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n *

\n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained in both collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun

LongArray.union(other: Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are

unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements
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that are contained in both collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.union(other: Iterable<Float>):

Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the

order of the [other] collection.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained in both collections use

[intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.union(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n *

\n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained in both collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun

BooleanArray.union(other: Iterable<Boolean>): Set<Boolean> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other]

collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n * \n * To get a set

containing all elements that are contained in both collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.union(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.all(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.all(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\npublic inline fun ShortArray.all(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.all(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n

return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.all(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.all(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.all(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.all(predicate: (Boolean) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.all(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.any():

Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun IntArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return
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!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun LongArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun CharArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.any(predicate:

(Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.any(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.any(predicate: (Int) -

> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.any(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.any(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.any(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.any(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.any(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Array<out T>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun DoubleArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns
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the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.count(): Int {\n

  return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.count(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.count(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var

count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.count(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.count(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.count(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.count(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n

var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.count(predicate: (Boolean)

-> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.count(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator

value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n *

\n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n *

\n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Short) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n *

\n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Int) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n *

\n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n *
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\n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Float) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n *

\n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Double) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

<R> BooleanArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and

each element.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator

value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and

the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var

index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator,

element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n

* \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Short) -> R): R

{\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++,

accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the

original array.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

Int) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation:
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(index: Int, acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Float) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and

each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n

* \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the

element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Double) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n

 var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator,

element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n

* \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): R

{\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++,

accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current

accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Byte, acc: R) -> R):

R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Int, acc: R) -> R): R

{\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =
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operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Float, acc: R) -> R):

R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Boolean, acc: R)

-> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, T, acc: R) -> R): R

{\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the

original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Byte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with
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[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation:

(index: Int, Int, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

    accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array

is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current

accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n

* \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: R) ->

R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the

original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.foldRightIndexed(initial:

R, operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: R) -> R):

R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the

original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.forEach(action: (Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element

in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.forEach(action: (Short) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.forEach(action: (Int) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for

(element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.forEach(action: (Long) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.forEach(action: (Float) -> Unit): Unit {\n

for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline
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fun DoubleArray.forEach(action: (Double) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.forEach(action: (Boolean) ->

Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharArray.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the

element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the

action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Short) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Int) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Long) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Float) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Double) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): Unit

{\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.max(): Double? {\n    return

maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.max(): Float? {\n    return

maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.max(): T? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

ByteArray.max(): Byte? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

ShortArray.max(): Short? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",
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ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

IntArray.max(): Int? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

LongArray.max(): Long? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

FloatArray.max(): Float? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

DoubleArray.max(): Double? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharArray.max(): Char? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> ByteArray.maxBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> ShortArray.maxBy(selector: (Short) -> R): Short? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> IntArray.maxBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> LongArray.maxBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> FloatArray.maxBy(selector: (Float) -> R): Float? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.maxBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.maxBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharArray.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.maxByOrNull(selector: (T) ->

R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex

== 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are

no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ByteArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (Byte) ->

R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n
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}\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ShortArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (Short) ->

R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> IntArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (Int) -> R):

Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex ==

0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val

v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are

no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> LongArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (Long) ->

R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> FloatArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (Float) ->

R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (Double)

-> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.maxByOrNull(selector:

(Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex =

this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

 maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> CharArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest

value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.maxOf(selector: (T) ->
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Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.maxOf(selector: (Byte) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.maxOf(selector: (Short) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.maxOf(selector: (Int) -> Double):

Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.maxOf(selector: (Long) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.maxOf(selector: (Float) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.maxOf(selector: (Double) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.maxOf(selector: (Boolean) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.maxOf(selector: (Char) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.maxOf(selector: (T) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.maxOf(selector: (Byte) -> Float):

Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.maxOf(selector: (Short) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.maxOf(selector: (Int) -> Float):

Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.maxOf(selector: (Long) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.maxOf(selector: (Float) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.maxOf(selector: (Double) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.maxOf(selector: (Boolean) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.maxOf(selector: (Char) -> Float):

Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out

T>.maxOf(selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.maxOf(selector: (Byte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.maxOf(selector: (Short) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.maxOf(selector: (Int) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.maxOf(selector: (Long) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.maxOf(selector: (Float) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.maxOf(selector: (Double) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.maxOf(selector: (Boolean) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.maxOf(selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If

any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function
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is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Byte) ->

Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

    val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Short) -

> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array

or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Int) ->

Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

    val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Long) -

> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array

or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Float) -

> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array

or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(Double) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(Boolean) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to
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each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Char) ->

Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

    val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array

or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Byte) ->

Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Short) -

> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Int) ->

Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Long) -

> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Float) -

> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns
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the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(Double) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(Boolean) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Char) ->

Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out

T>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n

return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Byte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Short) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Int) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Long) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Float) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Double) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Boolean) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n *

@throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Byte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Short) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var
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maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Int) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Long) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Float) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Double) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Boolean) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out
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T>.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Byte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Short) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Int) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Long) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Float) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Double) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Boolean) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.maxOrNull(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN`

returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.maxOrNull(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n    }\n

  return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.maxOrNull(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ByteArray.maxOrNull(): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

ShortArray.maxOrNull(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

   val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if

there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.maxOrNull(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun LongArray.maxOrNull(): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max

= this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun FloatArray.maxOrNull(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max

= this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN`

returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.maxOrNull(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n    }\n

  return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharArray.maxOrNull(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun <T> Array<out T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun ByteArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic
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fun ShortArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun IntArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun LongArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun FloatArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun DoubleArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun BooleanArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>): Boolean? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun CharArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n

for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null`

if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ByteArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ShortArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n

 if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun LongArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun FloatArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Double>):

Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):

Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.min(): Double? {\n    return

minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.min(): Float? {\n    return

minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.min(): T? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

ByteArray.min(): Byte? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

ShortArray.min(): Short? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.min():

Int? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

LongArray.min(): Long? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

FloatArray.min(): Float? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

DoubleArray.min(): Double? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharArray.min(): Char? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> ByteArray.minBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> ShortArray.minBy(selector: (Short) -> R): Short? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> IntArray.minBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> LongArray.minBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> FloatArray.minBy(selector: (Float) -> R): Float? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline
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fun <R : Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.minBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.minBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharArray.minBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.minByOrNull(selector: (T) ->

R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex

== 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ByteArray.minByOrNull(selector: (Byte) ->

R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ShortArray.minByOrNull(selector: (Short) ->

R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> IntArray.minByOrNull(selector: (Int) -> R):

Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex ==

0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val

v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> LongArray.minByOrNull(selector: (Long) ->

R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> FloatArray.minByOrNull(selector: (Float) ->

R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.minByOrNull(selector: (Double)

-> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =
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this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.minByOrNull(selector:

(Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex =

this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> CharArray.minByOrNull(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest

value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.minOf(selector: (T) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.minOf(selector: (Byte) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.minOf(selector: (Short) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.minOf(selector: (Int) -> Double):

Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.minOf(selector: (Long) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for
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(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.minOf(selector: (Float) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.minOf(selector: (Double) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.minOf(selector: (Boolean) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.minOf(selector: (Char) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.minOf(selector: (T) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.minOf(selector: (Byte) -> Float):

Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.minOf(selector: (Short) ->
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Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.minOf(selector: (Int) -> Float):

Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.minOf(selector: (Long) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.minOf(selector: (Float) -> Float):

Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.minOf(selector: (Double) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.minOf(selector: (Boolean) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.minOf(selector: (Char) -> Float):

Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out
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T>.minOf(selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.minOf(selector: (Byte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.minOf(selector: (Short) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.minOf(selector: (Int) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.minOf(selector: (Long) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.minOf(selector: (Float) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.minOf(selector: (Double) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.minOf(selector: (Boolean) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.minOf(selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.minOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Byte) ->

Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

   val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Short) -

> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Int) ->

Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

   val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Long) -

> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Float) ->

Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

   val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.minOfOrNull(selector:

(Double) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.minOfOrNull(selector:

(Boolean) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Char) ->

Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

   val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null`

if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.minOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array

or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Byte) ->

Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if

there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Short) -

> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if

there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is
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`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Int) ->

Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if

there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Long) -

> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if

there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Float) ->

Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if

there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is

`NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.minOfOrNull(selector:

(Double) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.minOfOrNull(selector:

(Boolean) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function

is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Char) ->

Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if

there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out

T>.minOfOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n

return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Byte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Short) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Int) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Long) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Float) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Double) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Boolean) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n *
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@throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.minOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Byte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Short) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Int) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue,

v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value

according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each

element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Long) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Float) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Double) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if
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(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Boolean) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Byte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Short) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Int) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Long) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return
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null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Float) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Double) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Boolean) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.minOrNull(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        min = minOf(min, e)\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is

`NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.minOrNull(): Float? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        min = minOf(min,

e)\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.minOrNull(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ByteArray.minOrNull(): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

ShortArray.minOrNull(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

 val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if

there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.minOrNull(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun LongArray.minOrNull(): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun FloatArray.minOrNull(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        min = minOf(min, e)\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.minOrNull(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        min = minOf(min, e)\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharArray.minOrNull(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

ByteArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

ShortArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

IntArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

LongArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

FloatArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

DoubleArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

BooleanArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>): Boolean? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ByteArray.minWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun ShortArray.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n
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if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun IntArray.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun LongArray.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun FloatArray.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Double>):

Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):

Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharArray.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n

if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no

elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun IntArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun LongArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun CharArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.none(predicate:
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(Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.none(predicate:

(Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.none(predicate: (Int)

-> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.none(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.none(predicate:

(Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.none(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.none(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.none(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.onEach(action: (T) ->

Unit): Array<out T> {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.onEach(action: (Byte) ->

Unit): ByteArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.onEach(action: (Short) ->

Unit): ShortArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.onEach(action: (Int) -> Unit):

IntArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.onEach(action: (Long) ->

Unit): LongArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.onEach(action: (Float) ->

Unit): FloatArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.onEach(action: (Double) ->

Unit): DoubleArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.onEach(action: (Boolean)

-> Unit): BooleanArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element and returns the array itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.onEach(action: (Char) ->
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Unit): CharArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n *

@param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on

the element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Array<out T> {\n    return apply { forEachIndexed(action)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element,\n * and

returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Byte) -> Unit): ByteArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.onEachIndexed(action:

(index: Int, Short) -> Unit): ShortArray {\n    return apply { forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element,\n * and returns the array itself

afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Int) -> Unit): IntArray {\n    return apply { forEachIndexed(action)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element,\n * and

returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun LongArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Long) -> Unit): LongArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.onEachIndexed(action:

(index: Int, Float) -> Unit): FloatArray {\n    return apply { forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element,\n * and returns the array itself

afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Double) -> Unit): DoubleArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.onEachIndexed(action:

(index: Int, Boolean) -> Unit): BooleanArray {\n    return apply { forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element,\n * and returns the array itself

afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): CharArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is

empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n
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* Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Int, Int) -> Int): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Float, Float) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is

empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null`

when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out

T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *
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@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Int, Int) -> Int): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Float, Float) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

    throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from

left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws

an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use

[reduceIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in
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1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return

null\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Byte,

Byte) -> Byte): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

  return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Int, Int) ->

Int): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and

each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun LongArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Long,

Long) -> Long): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Float, Float) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the
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index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc:

Double, Double) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun CharArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char,

Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var

accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

}\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

}\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n

var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

IntArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Int, Int) -> Int): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n
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}\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n

var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Float, Float) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

}\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Double, Double) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return

null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator,

this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and

an element,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

}\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation]

from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is

empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null`

when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out

T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an
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expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.reduceRight(operation: (Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the

array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.reduceRight(operation:

(Short, acc: Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline

fun IntArray.reduceRight(operation: (Int, acc: Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline

fun LongArray.reduceRight(operation: (Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index <

0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the

array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduceRight(operation:

(Float, acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline

fun DoubleArray.reduceRight(operation: (Double, acc: Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return
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accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the

array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRight(operation: (Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the

array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.reduceRight(operation:

(Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If

the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null`

when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element

itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Array<out

T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use

[reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Short, acc: Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and
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current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

 while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use

[reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last
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element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

 if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation]

from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the

element itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S,

T : S> Array<out T>.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Short, acc: Short) -> Short): Short? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

IntArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: Int) -> Int): Int? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in

the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n * and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n
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accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: Float) -> Float): Float? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: Double) -> Double): Double? {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n

 var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

return null\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--

), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and

applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =
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operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current

accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Short, acc: Short) -> Short): Short? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current

accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

IntArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Int, acc: Int) -> Int): Int? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and

applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current

accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Float, acc: Float) -> Float): Float? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current

accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Double, acc: Double) -> Double): Double? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator

value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and

current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n
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accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator

value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and

current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive

accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

<T, R> Array<out T>.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n

* Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an

element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.runningFold(initial: R,

operation: (acc: R, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size

+ 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation]

function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.runningFold(initial: R,

operation: (acc: R, Short) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size

+ 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation]

function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.runningFold(initial: R,

operation: (acc: R, Int) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size +

1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation]

function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param
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[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.runningFold(initial: R,

operation: (acc: R, Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size

+ 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation]

function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.runningFold(initial: R,

operation: (acc: R, Float) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size

+ 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation]

function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.runningFold(initial: R,

operation: (acc: R, Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result =

ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to

[operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.runningFold(initial:

R, operation: (acc: R, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result =

ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to

[operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.runningFold(initial: R,

operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size

+ 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element,

its index in the original array and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc`

value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in

resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n *

and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R>
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Array<out T>.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n

for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n

for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Short) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n

for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Int) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n

 }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n

for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the
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next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Float) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n

for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n

for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be

mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes current accumulator value and the element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.runningReduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var

accumulator: S = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<S>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until

size) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from

left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next
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accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.runningReduce(operation:

(acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): List<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val

result = ArrayList<Byte>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.runningReduce(operation:

(acc: Short, Short) -> Short): List<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n

val result = ArrayList<Short>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.runningReduce(operation: (acc:

Int, Int) -> Int): List<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result =

ArrayList<Int>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.runningReduce(operation:

(acc: Long, Long) -> Long): List<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n

val result = ArrayList<Long>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.runningReduce(operation:

(acc: Float, Float) -> Float): List<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val

result = ArrayList<Float>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.runningReduce(operation:

(acc: Double, Double) -> Double): List<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator =

this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Double>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

each element and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator
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value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.runningReduce(operation:

(acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator =

this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Boolean>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

each element and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.runningReduce(operation:

(acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val

result = ArrayList<Char>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element,

its index in the original array and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n *

Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S, T :

S> Array<out T>.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<S>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for

(index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): List<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Byte>(size).apply { add(accumulator)

}\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Short, Short) -> Short): List<Short> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Short>(size).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

      result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Int, Int) -> Int): List<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Int>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for
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(index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Long, Long) -> Long): List<Long> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Long>(size).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

      result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Float, Float) -> Float): List<Float> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Float>(size).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

      result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Double, Double) -> Double): List<Double> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Double>(size).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

      result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean>

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result =

ArrayList<Boolean>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

each element, its index in the original array and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this

array.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and

the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Char>(size).apply { add(accumulator)

}\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation
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values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Array<out T>.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial,

operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that

`acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in

resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> ByteArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial,

operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that

`acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in

resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> ShortArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Short) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial]

value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> IntArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Int) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial,

operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that

`acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in

resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> LongArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial]

value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> FloatArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Float) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial]

value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value
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and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> DoubleArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial]

value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> BooleanArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial]

value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> CharArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial,

operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current accumulator value that starts with

[initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it

would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Array<out T>.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> ByteArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> ShortArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Short) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]
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function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> IntArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Int) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> LongArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> FloatArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Float) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> DoubleArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Double) -> R): List<R> {\n

return runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> BooleanArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n

return runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values

generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R> CharArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.scanReduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    return
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runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun ByteArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): List<Byte> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun ShortArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Short, Short) -> Short): List<Short> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun IntArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Int, Int) -> Int): List<Int> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun LongArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Long, Long) -> Long): List<Long> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun FloatArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Float, Float) -> Float): List<Float> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun DoubleArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Double, Double) -> Double): List<Double> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun BooleanArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun CharArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Array<out T>.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    return

runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun ByteArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): List<Byte> {\n    return

runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun ShortArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Short, Short) -> Short): List<Short> {\n

return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun IntArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Int, Int) -> Int): List<Int> {\n    return
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runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun LongArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Long, Long) -> Long): List<Long> {\n

return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun FloatArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Float, Float) -> Float): List<Float> {\n

return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun DoubleArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Double, Double) -> Double):

List<Double> {\n    return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun BooleanArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean):

List<Boolean> {\n    return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun CharArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n

return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n

var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.sumBy(selector: (Byte) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumBy(selector: (Short) -> Int): Int

{\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun IntArray.sumBy(selector: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.sumBy(selector: (Long) -> Int): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumBy(selector: (Float) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumBy(selector: (Double) -> Int): Int {\n

var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.sumBy(selector: (Boolean) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int

{\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumByDouble(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Byte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)
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{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Short) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

  }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each

element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Long) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Float) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Boolean) ->

Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element

in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced

by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumOf(selector: (Byte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.sumOf(selector: (Short) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.sumOf(selector: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.sumOf(selector: (Long) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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FloatArray.sumOf(selector: (Float) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.sumOf(selector: (Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element

in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced

by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.sumOf(selector: (Boolean) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumOf(selector: (Byte) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.sumOf(selector: (Short) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.sumOf(selector: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.sumOf(selector: (Long) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumOf(selector: (Float) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.sumOf(selector: (Double) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.sumOf(selector: (Boolean) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumOf(selector: (Byte) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.sumOf(selector: (Short) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

  sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.sumOf(selector: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.sumOf(selector: (Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

  sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumOf(selector: (Float) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.sumOf(selector: (Double) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this)
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{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.sumOf(selector: (Boolean) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt =

0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.sumOf(selector: (Byte) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumOf(selector: (Short) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n

 for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.sumOf(selector: (Int) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.sumOf(selector: (Long) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.sumOf(selector: (Float) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumOf(selector: (Double) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt =

0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.sumOf(selector: (Boolean) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt =

0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong

= 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.sumOf(selector: (Byte) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumOf(selector: (Short) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.sumOf(selector: (Int) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.sumOf(selector: (Long) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.sumOf(selector: (Float) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumOf(selector: (Double) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong

= 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.sumOf(selector: (Boolean) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum:

ULong = 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are

any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Array<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Array<T> {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n

}\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Array<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

          second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair

of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.partition(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Byte>, List<Byte>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

       first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which

[predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.partition(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Short>, List<Short>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Short>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

          first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which

[predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.partition(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Int>, List<Int>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Int>()\n    val

second = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n

 } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original

array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while

*second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.partition(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Long>, List<Long>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Long>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

         first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which

[predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.partition(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Float>, List<Float>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

         first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which

[predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun
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DoubleArray.partition(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Double>, List<Double>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which

[predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.partition(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Boolean>, List<Boolean>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n

return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate]

yielded `false`.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.partitionArrayOfPrimitives\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharArray.partition(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Char>, List<Char>> {\n    val

first = ArrayList<Char>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n

return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other]

array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

<R> ByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> CharArray.zip(other: Array<out R>):

List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function
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applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out

T>.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n

 val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n

val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Boolean, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>
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CharArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with

the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

ByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

<R> BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <R> CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function

applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out

T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n

 val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in

other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the
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shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n

for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize =

size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element

in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, V> DoubleArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize =

size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element

in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Boolean, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, V> CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n

for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun ByteArray.zip(other: ByteArray):

List<Pair<Byte, Byte>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest
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collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray): List<Pair<Short, Short>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.zip(other: IntArray):

List<Pair<Int, Int>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the

elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

LongArray.zip(other: LongArray): List<Pair<Long, Long>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray):

List<Pair<Float, Float>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray): List<Pair<Double, Double>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.zip(other: BooleanArray):

List<Pair<Boolean, Boolean>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.zip(other: CharArray): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun

<V> ByteArray.zip(other: ByteArray, transform: (a: Byte, b: Byte) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray, transform: (a: Short, b: Short) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V> IntArray.zip(other:

IntArray, transform: (a: Int, b: Int) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length

of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\npublic inline fun <V> LongArray.zip(other: LongArray, transform: (a: Long, b: Long) -> V): List<V> {\n    val

size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements

of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each

pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray, transform: (a: Float, b: Float) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray, transform: (a: Double, b: Double) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: BooleanArray, transform: (a: Boolean, b: Boolean) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size =

minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i],

other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the

[other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n *

The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

CharArray.zip(other: CharArray, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the

given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value

of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string

(which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun

<T, A : Appendable> Array<out T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\",

postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n

      } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n

return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> ByteArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> ShortArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n
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buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> IntArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null):

A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> LongArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> FloatArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> DoubleArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> BooleanArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\",

postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Boolean) ->
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CharSequence)? = null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count

> 1) buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <A :

Appendable> CharArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if

(limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if

supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only

the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit:

Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun IntArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun LongArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),
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separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements

separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be

huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be

appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Boolean) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun CharArray.joinToString(separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(),

separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.asIterable():

Iterable<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being

iterated.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return

Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its

elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original

array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Long> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.asIterable():

Iterable<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable {

this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when

being iterated.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original

array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Char> {\n    if
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(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence

{ this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements

when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence {

this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count

== 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return

if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in
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this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.average():

Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int =

0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else

sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.average():

Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int

= 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN

else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n        ++count\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out

Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum:

Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of

all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.sum(): Float

{\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out

Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sum(): Int {\n

var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sum(): Long {\n

var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntRange.random(): Int {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun LongRange.random(): Long {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from
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this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharRange.random(): Char {\n    return

random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun IntRange.random(random: Random): Int {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextInt(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the

specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun LongRange.random(random: Random): Long {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextLong(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the

specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun CharRange.random(random: Random): Char {\n    try {\n        return

random.nextInt(first.toInt(), last.toInt() + 1).toChar()\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range, or `null` if this

range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun IntRange.randomOrNull(): Int? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random

element from this range, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun LongRange.randomOrNull(): Long? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun CharRange.randomOrNull(): Char? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range using the specified source of randomness, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

IntRange.randomOrNull(random: Random): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

random.nextInt(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

LongRange.randomOrNull(random: Random): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

random.nextLong(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

CharRange.randomOrNull(random: Random): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

random.nextInt(first.toInt(), last.toInt() + 1).toChar()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains the specified

[element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun IntRange.contains(element:

Int?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains

the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongRange.contains(element:

Long?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range

contains the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharRange.contains(element:

Char?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value]

belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun
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ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value:

Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous

semantics and is going to be removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous

semantics and is going to be removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value:

Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value:

Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value:
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Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value:

Float): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Int):

Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks

if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and

floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value:

Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value:

Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it

!= null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value:

Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value:

Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value:

Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator
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fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics

and is going to be removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"This `contains` operation mixing integer

and floating point arguments has ambiguous semantics and is going to be

removed.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.3\", errorSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value:

Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to

the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the

[to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Byte):

IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal

to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix

fun Long.downTo(to: Byte): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The

[to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned

progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Char.downTo(to: Char): CharProgression {\n    return

CharProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to]

value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Int):

IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from

this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to

`this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Long.downTo(to: Int): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to]

value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Int):

IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal

to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix

fun Int.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the

returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the
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specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to]

value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Long):

LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to:

Short): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Short): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this,

to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -

1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value

the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal to `this` value.\n

* If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\npublic fun IntProgression.reversed(): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -

step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same

step.\n */\npublic fun LongProgression.reversed(): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same

range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n */\npublic fun CharProgression.reversed(): CharProgression {\n

  return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the

same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun IntProgression.step(step: Int): IntProgression {\n

checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -

step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun

LongProgression.step(step: Long): LongProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun CharProgression.step(step: Int):

CharProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if

(this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\ninternal fun Int.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toInt()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Short.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toShort()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toShort()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toInt().toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toInt().toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toLong())

this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in

Int.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toFloat())
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this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Int.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in Short.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toInt())

this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Long.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toInt().toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toInt().toShort() else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to

`this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this ..

(to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n *

\n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Long.until(to: Byte): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() ..

(to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n *

\n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Char.until(to: Char): CharRange {\n    if (to <= '\\u0000')

return CharRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1).toChar()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return

IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding

the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is

empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Int): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to:

Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to:

Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the
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[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to:

Short): IntRange {\n    return this .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Short): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to:

Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to

but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to: Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater

than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n

*/\npublic fun Short.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Short): Short {\n    return if (this < minimumValue)

minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n

* @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

Int): Int {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Long.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Long):

Long {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n

*/\npublic fun Float.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Float): Float {\n    return if (this < minimumValue)

minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n

* @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun

Double.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Double): Double {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less

than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Short):

Short {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the
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[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Int): Int

{\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater

than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or

the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n

*/\npublic fun Long.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    return if (this > maximumValue)

maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n *

\n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n *

@sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun

Float.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Float): Float {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

Double): Double {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range,

or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun

<T : Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(minimumValue: T?, maximumValue: T?): T {\n    if (minimumValue !== null

&& maximumValue !== null) {\n        if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n        if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (this >

maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    }\n    else {\n        if (minimumValue !== null && this <

minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (maximumValue !== null && this > maximumValue) return

maximumValue\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceIn(minimumValue: Byte,

maximumValue: Byte): Byte {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceIn(minimumValue: Short,

maximumValue: Short): Short {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(minimumValue: Int, maximumValue:

Int): Int {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue)

return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures

that this value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in

the range, or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater

than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun

Long.coerceIn(minimumValue: Long, maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue)
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throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Float.coerceIn(minimumValue: Float,

maximumValue: Float): Float {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceIn(minimumValue: Double,

maximumValue: Double): Double {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInFloatingPointRange\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(range: ClosedFloatingPointRange<T>): T {\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        // this <

start equiv to this <= start && !(this >= start)\n        range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.start) &&

!range.lessThanOrEquals(range.start, this) -> range.start\n        // this > end equiv to this >= end && !(this <= end)\n

      range.lessThanOrEquals(range.endInclusive, this) && !range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.endInclusive) ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

T.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<T>): T {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return

this.coerceIn<T>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n

*/\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Int>): Int {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n

return this.coerceIn<Int>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce

value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this >

range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the

specified [range].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than

`range.start`, or `range.endInclusive` if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Long.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Long>): Long

{\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return this.coerceIn<Long>(range)\n    }\n    if

(range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return

when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else ->

this\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport
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kotlin.experimental.*\n\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@

SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class UByte @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Byte) : Comparable<UByte> {\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n

    * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UByte can have.\n         */\n        public const val

MIN_VALUE: UByte = UByte(0)\n\n        /**\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance of

UByte can have.\n         */\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UByte = UByte(-1)\n\n        /**\n         * The

number of bytes used to represent an instance of UByte in a binary form.\n         */\n        public const val

SIZE_BYTES: Int = 1\n\n        /**\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of UByte in a binary

form.\n         */\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 8\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

@Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\n    public override inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int =

this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\n     *

Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UShort): Int = this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int = this.toUInt().compareTo(other)\n\n    /**\n     * Compares

this value with the specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a

negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\n\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Adds the other value

to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other)\n    /** Adds the other value to this

value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().plus(other)\n\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Subtracts the

other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort):

UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other)\n

/** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

minus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\n\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().times(other)\n

/** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

times(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().times(other)\n\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): UInt = this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\n    /** Divides this value by

the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other)\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun div(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\n\n    /** Calculates the remainder of
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dividing this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other:

UByte): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other

value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other)\n    /**

Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\n\n    /** Increments this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UByte = UByte(data.inc())\n    /** Decrements this

value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UByte = UByte(data.dec())\n\n    /**

Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline

operator fun rangeTo(other: UByte): UIntRange = UIntRange(this.toUInt(), other.toUInt())\n\n    /** Performs a

bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun

and(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data and other.data)\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the

two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun or(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data

or other.data)\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: UByte): UByte = UByte(this.data xor other.data)\n

 /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun inv(): UByte =

UByte(data.inv())\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [Byte].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or

equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this

`UByte`. Otherwise the result is negative.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Byte` value has the same binary representation

as this `UByte` value.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data\n    /**\n

* Converts this [UByte] value to [Short].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Short` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UByte`.\n     *\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Short` value are the same as the bits

of this `UByte` value,\n     * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data.toShort() and 0xFF\n    /**\n     * Converts

this [UByte] value to [Int].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Int` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UByte`.\n     *\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `Int` value are the same as the bits of this `UByte`

value,\n     * whereas the most significant 24 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt() and 0xFF\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [Long].\n     *\n

* The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this `UByte`.\n     *\n     * The least significant

8 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this `UByte` value,\n     * whereas the most significant

56 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toLong(): Long =

data.toLong() and 0xFF\n\n    /** Returns this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun

toUByte(): UByte = this\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [UShort].\n     *\n     * The resulting `UShort`

value represents the same numerical value as this `UByte`.\n     *\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting

`UShort` value are the same as the bits of this `UByte` value,\n     * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled

with zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = UShort(data.toShort()

and 0xFF)\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [UInt].\n     *\n     * The resulting `UInt` value represents

the same numerical value as this `UByte`.\n     *\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are

the same as the bits of this `UByte` value,\n     * whereas the most significant 24 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = UInt(data.toInt() and 0xFF)\n    /**\n     *

Converts this [UByte] value to [ULong].\n     *\n     * The resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UByte`.\n     *\n     * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits

of this `UByte` value,\n     * whereas the most significant 56 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong = ULong(data.toLong() and 0xFF)\n\n    /**\n

 * Converts this [UByte] value to [Float].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Float` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UByte`.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float =

this.toInt().toFloat()\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UByte] value to [Double].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Double`
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value represents the same numerical value as this `UByte`.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline

fun toDouble(): Double = this.toInt().toDouble()\n\n    public override fun toString(): String =

toInt().toString()\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this [Byte] value to [UByte].\n *\n * If this value is positive, the resulting

`UByte` value represents the same numerical value as this `Byte`.\n *\n * The resulting `UByte` value has the same

binary representation as this `Byte` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Byte.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this)\n/**\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UByte].\n *\n * If this value is

positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\n * the same

numerical value as this `Short`.\n *\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of

this `Short` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Short.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\n/**\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UByte].\n *\n * If this value is

positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\n * the same

numerical value as this `Int`.\n *\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this

`Int` value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun Int.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\n/**\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UByte].\n *\n * If

this value is positive and less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\n *

the same numerical value as this `Long`.\n *\n * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8

bits of this `Long` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Long.toUByte(): UByte = UByte(this.toByte())\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\n\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@

SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class UInt @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Int) : Comparable<UInt> {\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n

* A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UInt can have.\n         */\n        public const val

MIN_VALUE: UInt = UInt(0)\n\n        /**\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance of UInt can

have.\n         */\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UInt = UInt(-1)\n\n        /**\n         * The number of bytes

used to represent an instance of UInt in a binary form.\n         */\n        public const val SIZE_BYTES: Int = 4\n\n

 /**\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of UInt in a binary form.\n         */\n        public const

val SIZE_BITS: Int = 32\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\n     * Returns

zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a positive

number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UByte): Int = this.compareTo(other.toUInt())\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UShort): Int = this.compareTo(other.toUInt())\n\n    /**\n     *

Compares this value with the specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other

value, a negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    @Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\n    public override inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UInt): Int = uintCompare(this.data, other.data)\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int = this.toULong().compareTo(other)\n\n    /** Adds the

other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.plus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): UInt = this.plus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Adds the other value to this value.
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*/\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data.plus(other.data))\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().plus(other)\n\n    /** Subtracts the other

value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt =

this.minus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): UInt = this.minus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Subtracts the other value

from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt =

UInt(this.data.minus(other.data))\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().minus(other)\n\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt = this.times(other.toUInt())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the

other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt =

this.times(other.toUInt())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data.times(other.data))\n    /** Multiplies this value

by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().times(other)\n\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt = this.div(other.toUInt())\n    /** Divides this value by the other

value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): UInt =

this.div(other.toUInt())\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt = uintDivide(this, other)\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n

 @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().div(other)\n\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): UInt = this.rem(other.toUInt())\n    /**

Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt = this.rem(other.toUInt())\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing

this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt

= uintRemainder(this, other)\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().rem(other)\n\n    /** Increments this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline

operator fun inc(): UInt = UInt(data.inc())\n    /** Decrements this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun dec(): UInt = UInt(data.dec())\n\n    /** Creates a range from this value to the specified

[other] value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rangeTo(other: UInt): UIntRange =

UIntRange(this, other)\n\n    /**\n     * Shifts this value left by the [bitCount] number of bits.\n     *\n     * Note that

only the five lowest-order bits of the [bitCount] are used as the shift distance.\n     * The shift distance actually used

is therefore always in the range `0..31`.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun

shl(bitCount: Int): UInt = UInt(data shl bitCount)\n\n    /**\n     * Shifts this value right by the [bitCount] number of

bits, filling the leftmost bits with zeros.\n     *\n     * Note that only the five lowest-order bits of the [bitCount] are

used as the shift distance.\n     * The shift distance actually used is therefore always in the range `0..31`.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun shr(bitCount: Int): UInt = UInt(data ushr bitCount)\n\n    /**

Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix

fun and(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data and other.data)\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two

values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun or(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data or

other.data)\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline infix fun xor(other: UInt): UInt = UInt(this.data xor other.data)\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun inv(): UInt = UInt(data.inv())\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this

[UInt] value to [Byte].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte`

value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is

represented by the least significant 8 bits of this `UInt` value.\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be
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negative.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\n    /**\n     *

Converts this [UInt] value to [Short].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the

resulting `Short` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Short`

value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `UInt` value.\n     * Note that the resulting `Short` value

may be negative.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data.toShort()\n

/**\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [Int].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Int.MAX_VALUE],

the resulting `Int` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`. Otherwise the result is negative.\n

  *\n     * The resulting `Int` value has the same binary representation as this `UInt` value.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toInt(): Int = data\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to

[Long].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\n     *\n     * The

least significant 32 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits of this `UInt` value,\n     * whereas the

most significant 32 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toLong():

Long = data.toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [UByte].\n     *\n     * If this

value is less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UByte` value represents\n     * the same

numerical value as this `UInt`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits

of this `UInt` value.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte =

data.toUByte()\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to [UShort].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals

to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\n

   *\n     * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `UInt` value.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = data.toUShort()\n    /** Returns this value.

*/\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt = this\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UInt] value

to [ULong].\n     *\n     * The resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `UInt`.\n     *\n

* The least significant 32 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `UInt` value,\n     *

whereas the most significant 32 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline

fun toULong(): ULong = ULong(data.toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF)\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UInt] value to

[Float].\n     *\n     * The resulting value is the closest `Float` to this `UInt` value.\n     * In case when this `UInt`

value is exactly between two `Float`s,\n     * the one with zero at least significant bit of mantissa is selected.\n     */\n

  @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float = this.toDouble().toFloat()\n    /**\n     * Converts

this [UInt] value to [Double].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Double` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UInt`.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double = uintToDouble(data)\n\n

public override fun toString(): String = toLong().toString()\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this [Byte] value to [UInt].\n

*\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Byte`.\n *\n *

The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `Byte` value,\n * whereas the

most significant 24 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Byte.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\n/**\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UInt].\n *\n * If this value is

positive, the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\n *\n * The least significant

16 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `Short` value,\n * whereas the most significant 16

bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Short.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\n/**\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UInt].\n *\n * If this value is positive,

the resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `Int`.\n *\n * The resulting `UInt` value has the

same binary representation as this `Int` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Int.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this)\n/**\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UInt].\n *\n * If this value is positive and less

than or equals to [UInt.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UInt` value represents\n * the same numerical value as this

`Long`.\n *\n * The resulting `UInt` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this `Long` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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Long.toUInt(): UInt = UInt(this.toInt())\n\n/**\n * Converts this [Float] value to [UInt].\n *\n * The fractional part,

if any, is rounded down towards zero.\n * Returns zero if this `Float` value is negative or `NaN`,

[UInt.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `UInt.MAX_VALUE`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Float.toUInt(): UInt = doubleToUInt(this.toDouble())\n/**\n * Converts this [Double] value to [UInt].\n *\n * The

fractional part, if any, is rounded down towards zero.\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is negative or `NaN`,

[UInt.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `UInt.MAX_VALUE`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Double.toUInt(): UInt = doubleToUInt(this)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\n\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@

SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class UShort @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Short) : Comparable<UShort> {\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n

       * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of UShort can have.\n         */\n        public const val

MIN_VALUE: UShort = UShort(0)\n\n        /**\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance of

UShort can have.\n         */\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: UShort = UShort(-1)\n\n        /**\n         * The

number of bytes used to represent an instance of UShort in a binary form.\n         */\n        public const val

SIZE_BYTES: Int = 2\n\n        /**\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of UShort in a binary

form.\n         */\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 16\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int = this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\n\n    /**\n     *

Compares this value with the specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other

value, a negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    @Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\n    public override inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UShort): Int = this.toInt().compareTo(other.toInt())\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UInt): Int = this.toUInt().compareTo(other)\n\n    /**\n     * Compares

this value with the specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a

negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

this.toULong().compareTo(other)\n\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Adds the other value

to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().plus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().plus(other)\n    /** Adds the other value to this

value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: ULong): ULong =

this.toULong().plus(other)\n\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Subtracts the

other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort):

UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other.toUInt())\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().minus(other)\n

/** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

minus(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().minus(other)\n\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n
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@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().times(other.toUInt())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().times(other)\n

/** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

times(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().times(other)\n\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun div(other: UShort): UInt = this.toUInt().div(other.toUInt())\n    /** Divides this value by

the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): UInt =

this.toUInt().div(other)\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun div(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().div(other)\n\n    /** Calculates the remainder of

dividing this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other:

UByte): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other

value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): UInt =

this.toUInt().rem(other.toUInt())\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): UInt = this.toUInt().rem(other)\n    /**

Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun rem(other: ULong): ULong = this.toULong().rem(other)\n\n    /** Increments this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun inc(): UShort = UShort(data.inc())\n    /** Decrements

this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun dec(): UShort = UShort(data.dec())\n\n

/** Creates a range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline

operator fun rangeTo(other: UShort): UIntRange = UIntRange(this.toUInt(), other.toUInt())\n\n    /** Performs a

bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun

and(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data and other.data)\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the

two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun or(other: UShort): UShort =

UShort(this.data or other.data)\n    /** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun xor(other: UShort): UShort = UShort(this.data xor

other.data)\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun inv():

UShort = UShort(data.inv())\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Byte].\n     *\n     * If this value is less

than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Byte` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this

`UShort`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this `UShort`

value.\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be negative.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Short].\n     *\n     * If this

value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Short` value represents\n     * the same

numerical value as this `UShort`. Otherwise the result is negative.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Short` value has the

same binary representation as this `UShort` value.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun

toShort(): Short = data\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Int].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Int` value

represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\n     *\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the resulting `Int`

value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\n     * whereas the most significant 16 bits are filled with

zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toInt(): Int = data.toInt() and 0xFFFF\n    /**\n

* Converts this [UShort] value to [Long].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Long` value represents the same numerical

value as this `UShort`.\n     *\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the resulting `Long` value are the same as the bits

of this `UShort` value,\n     * whereas the most significant 48 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toLong(): Long = data.toLong() and 0xFFFF\n\n    /**\n     *

Converts this [UShort] value to [UByte].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE],

the resulting `UByte` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\n     *\n     * The resulting

`UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this `UShort` value.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte = data.toUByte()\n    /** Returns this value. */\n
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  @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = this\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UShort]

value to [UInt].\n     *\n     * The resulting `UInt` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\n

*\n     * The least significant 16 bits of the resulting `UInt` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\n

* whereas the most significant 16 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline

fun toUInt(): UInt = UInt(data.toInt() and 0xFFFF)\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [ULong].\n     *\n

 * The resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\n     *\n     * The least

significant 16 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `UShort` value,\n     * whereas the

most significant 48 bits are filled with zeros.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toULong():

ULong = ULong(data.toLong() and 0xFFFF)\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this [UShort] value to [Float].\n     *\n     *

The resulting `Float` value represents the same numerical value as this `UShort`.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toFloat(): Float = this.toInt().toFloat()\n    /**\n     * Converts this

[UShort] value to [Double].\n     *\n     * The resulting `Double` value represents the same numerical value as this

`UShort`.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double =

this.toInt().toDouble()\n\n    public override fun toString(): String = toInt().toString()\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this

[Byte] value to [UShort].\n *\n * If this value is positive, the resulting `UShort` value represents the same numerical

value as this `Byte`.\n *\n * The least significant 8 bits of the resulting `UShort` value are the same as the bits of this

`Byte` value,\n * whereas the most significant 8 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Byte.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\n/**\n * Converts this [Short] value to [UShort].\n *\n * If this

value is positive, the resulting `UShort` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\n *\n * The

resulting `UShort` value has the same binary representation as this `Short` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Short.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this)\n/**\n * Converts this [Int] value to [UShort].\n *\n * If this value is

positive and less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\n * the same

numerical value as this `Int`.\n *\n * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of

this `Int` value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun Int.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\n/**\n * Converts this [Long] value to [UShort].\n *\n * If

this value is positive and less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UShort` value represents\n *

the same numerical value as this `Long`.\n *\n * The resulting `UShort` value is represented by the least significant

16 bits of this `Long` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Long.toUShort(): UShort = UShort(this.toShort())\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n * A range of values of type `Char`.\n */\npublic class CharRange(start: Char, endInclusive:

Char) : CharProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Char> {\n    override val start: Char get() = first\n

override val endInclusive: Char get() = last\n\n    override fun contains(value: Char): Boolean = first <= value &&

value <= last\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean

=\n        other is CharRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last ==

other.last)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first.toInt() + last.toInt())\n\n

override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /** An empty range of values of

type Char. */\n        public val EMPTY: CharRange = CharRange(1.toChar(), 0.toChar())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A

range of values of type `Int`.\n */\npublic class IntRange(start: Int, endInclusive: Int) : IntProgression(start,

endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Int> {\n    override val start: Int get() = first\n    override val endInclusive: Int get() =

last\n\n    override fun contains(value: Int): Boolean = first <= value && value <= last\n\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n        other is IntRange && (isEmpty() &&

other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if

(isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first + last)\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object
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{\n        /** An empty range of values of type Int. */\n        public val EMPTY: IntRange = IntRange(1, 0)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * A range of values of type `Long`.\n */\npublic class LongRange(start: Long, endInclusive: Long) :

LongProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Long> {\n    override val start: Long get() = first\n    override

val endInclusive: Long get() = last\n\n    override fun contains(value: Long): Boolean = first <= value && value <=

last\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is LongRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last)\n\n

override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (first xor (first ushr 32)) + (last xor (last ushr

32))).toInt()\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /** An empty

range of values of type Long. */\n        public val EMPTY: LongRange = LongRange(1, 0)\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n@file:OptIn(kotlin.exper

imental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\nimport

kotlin.random.Random\n\ninternal object EmptyIterator : ListIterator<Nothing> {\n    override fun hasNext():

Boolean = false\n    override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = false\n    override fun nextIndex(): Int = 0\n    override

fun previousIndex(): Int = -1\n    override fun next(): Nothing = throw NoSuchElementException()\n    override fun

previous(): Nothing = throw NoSuchElementException()\n}\n\ninternal object EmptyList : List<Nothing>,

Serializable, RandomAccess {\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long = -7390468764508069838L\n\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is List<*> && other.isEmpty()\n    override fun hashCode(): Int

= 1\n    override fun toString(): String = \"[]\"\n\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = true\n    override fun contains(element: Nothing): Boolean = false\n    override fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<Nothing>): Boolean = elements.isEmpty()\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): Nothing = throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Empty list doesn't contain element at index $index.\")\n    override fun

indexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\n\n    override fun

iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n    override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n

  override fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<Nothing> {\n        if (index != 0) throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Index: $index\")\n        return EmptyIterator\n    }\n\n    override fun

subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<Nothing> {\n        if (fromIndex == 0 && toIndex == 0) return this\n

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex: $toIndex\")\n    }\n\n    private fun

readResolve(): Any = EmptyList\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>.asCollection(): Collection<T> =

ArrayAsCollection(this, isVarargs = false)\n\nprivate class ArrayAsCollection<T>(val values: Array<out T>, val

isVarargs: Boolean) : Collection<T> {\n    override val size: Int get() = values.size\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = values.isEmpty()\n    override fun contains(element: T): Boolean = values.contains(element)\n    override

fun containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean = elements.all { contains(it) }\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = values.iterator()\n    // override hidden toArray implementation to prevent copying of values array\n

public fun toArray(): Array<out Any?> = values.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty

read-only list.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\n */\npublic fun <T> emptyList(): List<T> =

EmptyList\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only list of given elements.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyList\n */\npublic fun <T> listOf(vararg elements: T):

List<T> = if (elements.size > 0) elements.asList() else emptyList()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only list.  The

returned list is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> listOf(): List<T> = emptyList()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty

new [MutableList].\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyMutableList\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> mutableListOf(): MutableList<T> =

ArrayList()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new [ArrayList].\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyArrayList\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> arrayListOf(): ArrayList<T> =
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ArrayList()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] with the given elements.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableList\n */\npublic fun <T> mutableListOf(vararg elements: T):

MutableList<T> =\n    if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs =

true))\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [ArrayList] with the given elements.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.arrayList\n */\npublic fun <T> arrayListOf(vararg elements: T): ArrayList<T>

=\n    if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs = true))\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new read-only list either of single given element, if it is not null, or empty list if the element is null. The

returned list is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\n */\npublic fun

<T : Any> listOfNotNull(element: T?): List<T> = if (element != null) listOf(element) else emptyList()\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new read-only list only of those given elements, that are not null.  The returned list is serializable

(JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

listOfNotNull(vararg elements: T?): List<T> = elements.filterNotNull()\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only list with

the specified [size], where each element is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function.\n *\n * The

function [init] is called for each list element sequentially starting from the first one.\n * It should return the value for

a list element given its index.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyListFromInitializer\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> List(size: Int, init: (index: Int) -> T):

List<T> = MutableList(size, init)\n\n/**\n * Creates a new mutable list with the specified [size], where each element

is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function.\n *\n * The function [init] is called for each list element

sequentially starting from the first one.\n * It should return the value for a list element given its index.\n *\n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableListFromInitializer\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> MutableList(size: Int, init: (index:

Int) -> T): MutableList<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    repeat(size) { index -> list.add(init(index)) }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Builds a new read-only [List] by populating a [MutableList] using the given

[builderAction]\n * and returning a read-only list with the same elements.\n *\n * The list passed as a receiver to the

[builderAction] is valid only inside that function.\n * Using it outside of the function produces an unspecified

behavior.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Builders.Lists.buildListSample\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <E>

buildList(@BuilderInference builderAction: MutableList<E>.() -> Unit): List<E> {\n    contract {

callsInPlace(builderAction, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return

buildListInternal(builderAction)\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotli

n.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal expect inline fun <E> buildListInternal(builderAction: MutableList<E>.() -> Unit):

List<E>\n\n/**\n * Builds a new read-only [List] by populating a [MutableList] using the given [builderAction]\n *

and returning a read-only list with the same elements.\n *\n * The list passed as a receiver to the [builderAction] is

valid only inside that function.\n * Using it outside of the function produces an unspecified behavior.\n *\n *

[capacity] is used to hint the expected number of elements added in the [builderAction].\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if the given [capacity] is negative.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Builders.Lists.buildListSampleWithCapacity\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <E>

buildList(capacity: Int, @BuilderInference builderAction: MutableList<E>.() -> Unit): List<E> {\n    contract {

callsInPlace(builderAction, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return buildListInternal(capacity,

builderAction)\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineO

nly\ninternal expect inline fun <E> buildListInternal(capacity: Int, builderAction: MutableList<E>.() -> Unit):

List<E>\n\n/**\n * Returns an [IntRange] of the valid indices for this collection.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.indicesOfCollection\n */\npublic val Collection<*>.indices: IntRange\n

 get() = 0..size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the index of the last item in the list or -1 if the list is empty.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.lastIndexOfList\n */\npublic val <T> List<T>.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

this.size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the collection is not empty.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIsNotEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline
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fun <T> Collection<T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean = !isEmpty()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this nullable collection is

either null or empty.\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIsNullOrEmpty\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>?.isNullOrEmpty():

Boolean {\n    contract {\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\n    }\n\n    return this == null ||

this.isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this Collection if it's not `null` and the empty list otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionOrEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Collection<T>?.orEmpty(): Collection<T> = this ?: emptyList()\n\n/**\n * Returns this List if it's not `null` and

the empty list otherwise.\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOrEmpty\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>?.orEmpty(): List<T> = this ?: emptyList()\n\n/**\n

* Returns this collection if it's not empty\n * or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if the collection is

empty.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIfEmpty\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () ->

R): R where C : Collection<*>, C : R =\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\n\n\n/**\n * Checks if all

elements in the specified collection are contained in this collection.\n *\n * Allows to overcome type-safety

restriction of `containsAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionContainsAll\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

Collection<T>.containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean = this.containsAll(elements)\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a

new list with the elements of this list randomly shuffled\n * using the specified [random] instance as the source of

randomness.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.shuffled(random: Random): List<T> =

toMutableList().apply { shuffle(random) }\n\n\ninternal fun <T> List<T>.optimizeReadOnlyList() = when (size) {\n

  0 -> emptyList()\n    1 -> listOf(this[0])\n    else -> this\n}\n\n/**\n * Searches this list or its range for the provided

[element] using the binary search algorithm.\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to

the Comparable natural ordering of its elements,\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\n *\n * If the list contains

multiple elements equal to the specified [element], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n * `null`

value is considered to be less than any non-null value.\n *\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in

the list within the specified range;\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\n * The

insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\n * so that the list (or the specified

subrange of list) still remains sorted.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchOnComparable\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithBoundaries\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

List<T?>.binarySearch(element: T?, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\n    rangeCheck(size, fromIndex,

toIndex)\n\n    var low = fromIndex\n    var high = toIndex - 1\n\n    while (low <= high) {\n        val mid = (low +

high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\n        val midVal = get(mid)\n        val cmp = compareValues(midVal,

element)\n\n        if (cmp < 0)\n            low = mid + 1\n        else if (cmp > 0)\n            high = mid - 1\n        else\n

     return mid // key found\n    }\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\n}\n\n/**\n * Searches this list or its range

for the provided [element] using the binary search algorithm.\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending

order according to the specified [comparator],\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\n *\n * If the list contains

multiple elements equal to the specified [element], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n * `null`

value is considered to be less than any non-null value.\n *\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in

the list within the specified range;\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\n * The

insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\n * so that the list (or the specified

subrange of list) still remains sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(element: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\n

rangeCheck(size, fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    var low = fromIndex\n    var high = toIndex - 1\n\n    while (low <=

high) {\n        val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\n        val midVal = get(mid)\n        val cmp =
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comparator.compare(midVal, element)\n\n        if (cmp < 0)\n            low = mid + 1\n        else if (cmp > 0)\n

high = mid - 1\n        else\n            return mid // key found\n    }\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\n}\n\n/**\n *

Searches this list or its range for an element having the key returned by the specified [selector] function\n * equal to

the provided [key] value using the binary search algorithm.\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order

according to the Comparable natural ordering of keys of its elements.\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\n *\n * If

the list contains multiple elements with the specified [key], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n *

`null` value is considered to be less than any non-null value.\n *\n * @return the index of the element with the

specified [key], if it is contained in the list within the specified range;\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-

insertion point - 1)`.\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\n * so

that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains sorted.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchByKey\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K : Comparable<K>>

List<T>.binarySearchBy(\n    key: K?,\n    fromIndex: Int = 0,\n    toIndex: Int = size,\n    crossinline selector: (T) ->

K?\n): Int =\n    binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) { compareValues(selector(it), key) }\n\n// do not introduce this

overload --- too rare\n//public fun <T, K> List<T>.binarySearchBy(key: K, comparator: Comparator<K>,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size(), selector: (T) -> K): Int =\n//        binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) {

comparator.compare(selector(it), key) }\n\n\n/**\n * Searches this list or its range for an element for which the

given [comparison] function returns zero using the binary search algorithm.\n *\n * The list is expected to be sorted

so that the signs of the [comparison] function's return values ascend on the list elements,\n * i.e. negative values

come before zero and zeroes come before positive values.\n * Otherwise, the result is undefined.\n *\n * If the list

contains multiple elements for which [comparison] returns zero, there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n

* @param comparison function that returns zero when called on the list element being searched.\n * On the

elements coming before the target element, the function must return negative values;\n * on the elements coming

after the target element, the function must return positive values.\n *\n * @return the index of the found element, if

it is contained in the list within the specified range;\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point -

1)`.\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\n * so that the list (or the

specified subrange of list) still remains sorted.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparisonFunction\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size, comparison: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    rangeCheck(size,

fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    var low = fromIndex\n    var high = toIndex - 1\n\n    while (low <= high) {\n        val mid

= (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\n        val midVal = get(mid)\n        val cmp = comparison(midVal)\n\n

      if (cmp < 0)\n            low = mid + 1\n        else if (cmp > 0)\n            high = mid - 1\n        else\n            return

mid // key found\n    }\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks that `from` and `to` are in\n * the

range of [0..size] and throws an appropriate exception, if they aren't.\n */\nprivate fun rangeCheck(size: Int,

fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n    when {\n        fromIndex > toIndex -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is greater than toIndex ($toIndex).\")\n        fromIndex < 0 ->

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is less than zero.\")\n        toIndex > size -> throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"toIndex ($toIndex) is greater than size ($size).\")\n

}\n}\n\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal expect fun checkIndexOverflow(index: Int):

Int\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal expect fun checkCountOverflow(count: Int):

Int\n\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal fun throwIndexOverflow() { throw

ArithmeticException(\"Index overflow has happened.\") }\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal fun

throwCountOverflow() { throw ArithmeticException(\"Count overflow has happened.\") }\n\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n@file:OptIn(kotlin.experiment

al.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\n\nprivate object

EmptyMap : Map<Any?, Nothing>, Serializable {\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long =

8246714829545688274\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is Map<*, *> &&
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other.isEmpty()\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\n    override fun toString(): String = \"{}\"\n\n    override val

size: Int get() = 0\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\n\n    override fun containsKey(key: Any?): Boolean =

false\n    override fun containsValue(value: Nothing): Boolean = false\n    override fun get(key: Any?): Nothing? =

null\n    override val entries: Set<Map.Entry<Any?, Nothing>> get() = EmptySet\n    override val keys: Set<Any?>

get() = EmptySet\n    override val values: Collection<Nothing> get() = EmptyList\n\n    private fun readResolve():

Any = EmptyMap\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only map of specified type.\n *\n * The returned map is

serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\n */\npublic fun <K,

V> emptyMap(): Map<K, V> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (EmptyMap as Map<K, V>)\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new read-only map with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\n * where the first value is the key

and the second is the value.\n *\n * If multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map will contain the value

from the last of those pairs.\n *\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were specified.\n *\n * The

returned map is serializable (JVM).\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\n

*/\npublic fun <K, V> mapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> =\n    if (pairs.size > 0)

pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size))) else emptyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only

map.\n *\n * The returned map is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<K, V> mapOf(): Map<K, V> = emptyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new [MutableMap].\n *\n * The returned

map preserves the entry iteration order.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> mutableMapOf():

MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableMap] with the specified contents, given

as a list of pairs\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\n *\n * If multiple pairs have

the same key, the resulting map will contain the value from the last of those pairs.\n *\n * Entries of the map are

iterated in the order they were specified.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mutableMapFromPairs\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\n */\npublic fun <K, V> mutableMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): MutableMap<K, V> =\n    LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new [HashMap].\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyHashMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> hashMapOf(): HashMap<K, V>

= HashMap<K, V>()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashMap] with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\n *

where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.hashMapFromPairs\n */\npublic fun <K, V> hashMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): HashMap<K, V> = HashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n\n/**\n *

Returns an empty new [LinkedHashMap].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <K, V> linkedMapOf(): LinkedHashMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new

[LinkedHashMap] with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\n * where the first component is the key and

the second is the value.\n *\n * If multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map will contain the value from the

last of those pairs.\n *\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were specified.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.linkedMapFromPairs\n */\npublic fun <K, V> linkedMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): LinkedHashMap<K, V> = pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size)))\n\n/**\n * Builds

a new read-only [Map] by populating a [MutableMap] using the given [builderAction]\n * and returning a read-only

map with the same key-value pairs.\n *\n * The map passed as a receiver to the [builderAction] is valid only inside

that function.\n * Using it outside of the function produces an unspecified behavior.\n *\n * Entries of the map are

iterated in the order they were added by the [builderAction].\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Builders.Maps.buildMapSample\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

buildMap(@BuilderInference builderAction: MutableMap<K, V>.() -> Unit): Map<K, V> {\n    contract {

callsInPlace(builderAction, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return
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buildMapInternal(builderAction)\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotli

n.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal expect inline fun <K, V> buildMapInternal(builderAction: MutableMap<K, V>.() ->

Unit): Map<K, V>\n\n/**\n * Builds a new read-only [Map] by populating a [MutableMap] using the given

[builderAction]\n * and returning a read-only map with the same key-value pairs.\n *\n * The map passed as a

receiver to the [builderAction] is valid only inside that function.\n * Using it outside of the function produces an

unspecified behavior.\n *\n * [capacity] is used to hint the expected number of pairs added in the [builderAction].\n

*\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were added by the [builderAction].\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if the given [capacity] is negative.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Builders.Maps.buildMapSample\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

buildMap(capacity: Int, @BuilderInference builderAction: MutableMap<K, V>.() -> Unit): Map<K, V> {\n

contract { callsInPlace(builderAction, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return buildMapInternal(capacity,

builderAction)\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineO

nly\ninternal expect inline fun <K, V> buildMapInternal(capacity: Int, builderAction: MutableMap<K, V>.() ->

Unit): Map<K, V>\n\n/**\n * Calculate the initial capacity of a map.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal expect fun

mapCapacity(expectedSize: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this map is not empty.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapIsNotEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean = !isEmpty()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this nullable map is either null or

empty.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapIsNullOrEmpty\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\n    contract {\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\n    }\n\n

  return this == null || isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Map] if its not `null`, or the empty [Map] otherwise.\n

*\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapOrEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<K, V> Map<K, V>?.orEmpty(): Map<K, V> = this ?: emptyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns this map if it's not empty\n *

or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if the map is empty.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.mapIfEmpty\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <M, R> M.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -> R): R where M : Map<*, *>, M : R =\n    if (isEmpty())

defaultValue() else this\n\n/**\n * Checks if the map contains the given key.\n *\n * This method allows to use the

`x in map` syntax for checking whether an object is contained in the map.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.containsKey\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> Map<out K, V>.contains(key: K): Boolean = containsKey(key)\n\n/**\n *

Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or `null` if such a key is not present in the map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> Map<out K,

V>.get(key: K): V? =\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K, V>).get(key)\n\n/**\n * Allows

to use the index operator for storing values in a mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K, V>.set(key: K, value: V): Unit {\n    put(key, value)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the map contains the specified [key].\n *\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `containsKey`

that requires to pass a key of type `K`.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K> Map<out K, *>.containsKey(key: K): Boolean =\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K, *>).containsKey(key)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the map

maps one or more keys to the specified [value].\n *\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of

`containsValue` that requires to pass a value of type `V`.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.containsValue\n */\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\")

// false warning, extension takes precedence in some cases\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K,

@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes V> Map<K, V>.containsValue(value: V): Boolean =

this.containsValue(value)\n\n\n/**\n * Removes the specified key and its corresponding value from this map.\n *\n

* @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the key was not present in the map.\n\n * Allows to

overcome type-safety restriction of `remove` that requires to pass a key of type `K`.\n
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*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> MutableMap<out K,

V>.remove(key: K): V? =\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as MutableMap<K,

V>).remove(key)\n\n/**\n * Returns the key component of the map entry.\n *\n * This method allows to use

destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\n * ```\n * for ((key, value) in map) {\n *     // do

something with the key and the value\n * }\n * ```\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K,

V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component1(): K = key\n\n/**\n * Returns the value component of the map entry.\n *\n *

This method allows to use destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\n * ```\n * for ((key,

value) in map) {\n *     // do something with the key and the value\n * }\n * ```\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component2(): V =

value\n\n/**\n * Converts entry to [Pair] with key being first component and value being second.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.toPair(): Pair<K, V> = Pair(key,

value)\n\n/**\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the result of the [defaultValue] function if there was no

entry for the given key.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrElse\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.getOrElse(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V

= get(key) ?: defaultValue()\n\n\ninternal inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.getOrElseNullable(key: K, defaultValue: ()

-> V): V {\n    val value = get(key)\n    if (value == null && !containsKey(key)) {\n        return defaultValue()\n    }

else {\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return value as V\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the value

for the given [key] or throws an exception if there is no such key in the map.\n *\n * If the map was created by

[withDefault], resorts to its `defaultValue` provider function\n * instead of throwing an exception.\n *\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain a value for the specified key and\n * no implicit default

value was provided for that map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.getValue(key: K): V

= getOrImplicitDefault(key)\n\n/**\n * Returns the value for the given key. If the key is not found in the map, calls

the [defaultValue] function,\n * puts its result into the map under the given key and returns it.\n *\n * Note that the

operation is not guaranteed to be atomic if the map is being modified concurrently.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrPut\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> MutableMap<K, V>.getOrPut(key: K,

defaultValue: () -> V): V {\n    val value = get(key)\n    return if (value == null) {\n        val answer =

defaultValue()\n        put(key, answer)\n        answer\n    } else {\n        value\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

[Iterator] over the entries in the [Map].\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.forOverEntries\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.iterator():

Iterator<Map.Entry<K, V>> = entries.iterator()\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableIterator] over the mutable entries in

the [MutableMap].\n *\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"mutableIterator\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K, V>.iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> =

entries.iterator()\n\n/**\n * Populates the given [destination] map with entries having the keys of this map and the

values obtained\n * by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this [Map].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

R, M : MutableMap<in K, in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapValuesTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) ->

R): M {\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, { it.key }, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates the given

[destination] map with entries having the keys obtained\n * by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this

[Map] and the values of this map.\n *\n * In case if any two entries are mapped to the equal keys, the value of the

latter one will overwrite\n * the value associated with the former one.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, M :

MutableMap<in R, in V>> Map<out K, V>.mapKeysTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): M

{\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, transform, { it.value })\n}\n\n/**\n * Puts all the given [pairs] into

this [MutableMap] with the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\n */\npublic fun <K,

V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\n

put(key, value)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Puts all the elements of the given collection into this [MutableMap] with the first

component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in

V>.putAll(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\n        put(key, value)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Puts all the elements of the given sequence into this [MutableMap] with the first component in the

pair being the key and the second the value.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs:
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Sequence<Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\n        put(key, value)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

new map with entries having the keys of this map and the values obtained by applying the [transform]\n * function

to each entry in this [Map].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n *\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.mapValues(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<K, R> {\n    return mapValuesTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

R>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) // .optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new Map with entries

having the keys obtained by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this\n * [Map] and the values of this

map.\n *\n * In case if any two entries are mapped to the equal keys, the value of the latter one will overwrite\n * the

value associated with the former one.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original

map.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapKeys\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R>

Map<out K, V>.mapKeys(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<R, V> {\n    return

mapKeysTo(LinkedHashMap<R, V>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) // .optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a map containing all key-value pairs with keys matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterKeys\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterKeys(predicate: (K) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n    for (entry in this) {\n        if (predicate(entry.key)) {\n            result.put(entry.key,

entry.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a map containing all key-value pairs with values

matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.filterValues(predicate: (V) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n    for (entry

in this) {\n        if (predicate(entry.value)) {\n            result.put(entry.key, entry.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Appends all entries matching the given [predicate] into the mutable map given as [destination]

parameter.\n *\n * @return the destination map.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.filterTo(destination: M, predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

destination.put(element.key, element.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map

containing all key-value pairs matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.filter(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    return

filterTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all entries not matching the given [predicate]

into the given [destination].\n *\n * @return the destination map.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNotTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Map<out K, V>.filterNotTo(destination: M, predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        if (!predicate(element)) {\n            destination.put(element.key, element.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs not matching the given [predicate].\n *\n

* The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNot\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterNot(predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    return filterNotTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs from the given collection of pairs.\n *\n *

The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n * If any of two pairs would have the

same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Iterable<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V>

{\n    if (this is Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptyMap()\n            1 -> mapOf(if (this is

List) this[0] else iterator().next())\n            else -> toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(size)))\n        }\n

}\n    return toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs from the given collection of pairs.\n */\npublic fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\n    destination.apply {

putAll(this@toMap) }\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs from the given array of pairs.\n

*\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * If any of two pairs would have
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the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Array<out Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K,

V> = when (size) {\n    0 -> emptyMap()\n    1 -> mapOf(this[0])\n    else -> toMap(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n *  Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs

from the given array of pairs.\n */\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out Pair<K,

V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\n    destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap) }\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map

containing all key-value pairs from the given sequence of pairs.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original sequence.\n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to

the map.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Sequence<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> = toMap(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs

from the given sequence of pairs.\n */\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<Pair<K,

V>>.toMap(destination: M): M =\n    destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap) }\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only

map containing all key-value pairs from the original map.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toMap(): Map<K, V> =

when (size) {\n    0 -> emptyMap()\n    1 -> toSingletonMap()\n    else -> toMutableMap()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

new mutable map containing all key-value pairs from the original map.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.toMutableMap(): MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap(this)\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs from the given map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.toMap(destination: M): M =\n    destination.apply {

putAll(this@toMap) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding an entry to this map from a

given key-value [pair].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * The

[pair] is iterated in the end if it has a unique key.\n */\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pair:

Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> =\n    if (this.isEmpty()) mapOf(pair) else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { put(pair.first,

pair.second) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from a given

collection of key-value [pairs].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n *

Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun <K,

V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\n    if (this.isEmpty()) pairs.toMap() else

LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries

to this map from a given array of key-value [pairs].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of

the original map.\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs] array.\n */\npublic

operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V> =\n    if (this.isEmpty())

pairs.toMap() else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only map by

replacing or adding entries to this map from a given sequence of key-value [pairs].\n *\n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in

the order of [pairs] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Sequence<Pair<K,

V>>): Map<K, V> =\n    LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Creates

a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from another [map].\n *\n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * Those entries of another [map] that are missing in this

map are iterated in the end in the order of that [map].\n */\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(map:

Map<out K, V>): Map<K, V> =\n    LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(map) }\n\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces

the given [pair] in this mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V>

MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pair: Pair<K, V>) {\n    put(pair.first, pair.second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or

replaces all pairs from the given collection of [pairs] in this mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>) {\n

putAll(pairs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given array of [pairs] in this mutable map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs:

Array<out Pair<K, V>>) {\n    putAll(pairs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given sequence of

[pairs] in this mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in
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K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Sequence<Pair<K, V>>) {\n    putAll(pairs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces all

entries from the given [map] in this mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K,

V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(map: Map<K, V>) {\n    putAll(map)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except the entry with the given [key].\n *\n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minus(key: K): Map<K, V> =\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(key)

}.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a map containing all entries of the original map except those entries\n

* the keys of which are contained in the given [keys] collection.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minus(keys: Iterable<K>): Map<K, V> =\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys)

}.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a map containing all entries of the original map except those entries\n

* the keys of which are contained in the given [keys] array.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys:

Array<out K>): Map<K, V> =\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys)

}.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a map containing all entries of the original map except those entries\n

* the keys of which are contained in the given [keys] sequence.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minus(keys: Sequence<K>): Map<K, V> =\n    this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys)

}.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Removes the entry with the given [key] from this mutable map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(key: K) {\n    remove(key)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all entries the keys of which are contained in

the given [keys] collection from this mutable map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Iterable<K>) {\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all entries the keys of

which are contained in the given [keys] array from this mutable map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Array<out K>) {\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all entries from the

keys of which are contained in the given [keys] sequence from this mutable map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Sequence<K>) {\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\n}\n\n\n// do not expose for now

@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.optimizeReadOnlyMap() = when (size) {\n    0 -> emptyMap()\n

 1 -> toSingletonMapOrSelf()\n    else -> this\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\n@file:OptIn(kotlin.experimenta

l.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\n\ninternal object

EmptySet : Set<Nothing>, Serializable {\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long =

3406603774387020532\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is Set<*> && other.isEmpty()\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\n    override fun toString(): String = \"[]\"\n\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\n    override fun contains(element: Nothing): Boolean = false\n    override

fun containsAll(elements: Collection<Nothing>): Boolean = elements.isEmpty()\n\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n\n    private fun readResolve(): Any = EmptySet\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns an

empty read-only set.  The returned set is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\n */\npublic fun <T> emptySet(): Set<T> =

EmptySet\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only set with the given elements.\n * Elements of the set are iterated in the

order they were specified.\n * The returned set is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.readOnlySet\n */\npublic fun <T> setOf(vararg elements: T): Set<T> = if

(elements.size > 0) elements.toSet() else emptySet()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only set.  The returned set is
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serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> setOf(): Set<T> = emptySet()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty

new [MutableSet].\n *\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyMutableSet\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> mutableSetOf(): MutableSet<T> =

LinkedHashSet()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] with the given elements.\n * Elements of the set are

iterated in the order they were specified.\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.mutableSet\n */\npublic

fun <T> mutableSetOf(vararg elements: T): MutableSet<T> =

elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\n\n/** Returns an empty new [HashSet].

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> hashSetOf(): HashSet<T> =

HashSet()\n\n/** Returns a new [HashSet] with the given elements. */\npublic fun <T> hashSetOf(vararg elements:

T): HashSet<T> = elements.toCollection(HashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new

[LinkedHashSet].\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyLinkedHashSet\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> linkedSetOf(): LinkedHashSet<T>

= LinkedHashSet()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [LinkedHashSet] with the given elements.\n * Elements of the set are

iterated in the order they were specified.\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.linkedHashSet\n

*/\npublic fun <T> linkedSetOf(vararg elements: T): LinkedHashSet<T> =

elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only set either

with single given element, if it is not null, or empty set if the element is null.\n * The returned set is serializable

(JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.setOfNotNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T

: Any> setOfNotNull(element: T?): Set<T> = if (element != null) setOf(element) else emptySet()\n\n/**\n * Returns

a new read-only set only with those given elements, that are not null.\n * Elements of the set are iterated in the order

they were specified.\n * The returned set is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Sets.setOfNotNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T : Any>

setOfNotNull(vararg elements: T?): Set<T> {\n    return elements.filterNotNullTo(LinkedHashSet())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Builds a new read-only [Set] by populating a [MutableSet] using the given [builderAction]\n * and returning a read-

only set with the same elements.\n *\n * The set passed as a receiver to the [builderAction] is valid only inside that

function.\n * Using it outside of the function produces an unspecified behavior.\n *\n * Elements of the set are

iterated in the order they were added by the [builderAction].\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Builders.Sets.buildSetSample\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <E>

buildSet(@BuilderInference builderAction: MutableSet<E>.() -> Unit): Set<E> {\n    contract {

callsInPlace(builderAction, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return

buildSetInternal(builderAction)\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin

.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal expect inline fun <E> buildSetInternal(builderAction: MutableSet<E>.() -> Unit):

Set<E>\n\n/**\n * Builds a new read-only [Set] by populating a [MutableSet] using the given [builderAction]\n *

and returning a read-only set with the same elements.\n *\n * The set passed as a receiver to the [builderAction] is

valid only inside that function.\n * Using it outside of the function produces an unspecified behavior.\n *\n *

[capacity] is used to hint the expected number of elements added in the [builderAction].\n *\n * Elements of the set

are iterated in the order they were added by the [builderAction].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the

given [capacity] is negative.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Builders.Sets.buildSetSample\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <E>

buildSet(capacity: Int, @BuilderInference builderAction: MutableSet<E>.() -> Unit): Set<E> {\n    contract {

callsInPlace(builderAction, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return buildSetInternal(capacity,

builderAction)\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineO

nly\ninternal expect inline fun <E> buildSetInternal(capacity: Int, builderAction: MutableSet<E>.() -> Unit):

Set<E>\n\n\n/** Returns this Set if it's not `null` and the empty set otherwise.

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Set<T>?.orEmpty(): Set<T> = this ?: emptySet()\n\ninternal
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fun <T> Set<T>.optimizeReadOnlySet() = when (size) {\n    0 -> emptySet()\n    1 -> setOf(iterator().next())\n

else -> this\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n@file:Suppress(\"PLATFOR

M_CLASS_MAPPED_TO_KOTLIN\")\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a signed [Byte]

number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toByteOrNull(): Byte? = toByteOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses

the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number

conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toByteOrNull(radix: Int): Byte? {\n    val int =

this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\n    if (int < Byte.MIN_VALUE || int > Byte.MAX_VALUE) return null\n

return int.toByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string

is not a valid representation of a number.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toShortOrNull(): Short? =

toShortOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the

string is not a valid representation of a number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a

valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toShortOrNull(radix:

Int): Short? {\n    val int = this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\n    if (int < Short.MIN_VALUE || int >

Short.MAX_VALUE) return null\n    return int.toShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and

returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toIntOrNull(): Int? = toIntOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the

string as an [Int] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toIntOrNull(radix: Int): Int? {\n    checkRadix(radix)\n\n    val length

= this.length\n    if (length == 0) return null\n\n    val start: Int\n    val isNegative: Boolean\n    val limit: Int\n\n    val

firstChar = this[0]\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  // Possible leading sign\n        if (length == 1) return null  // non-digit

(possible sign) only, no digits after\n\n        start = 1\n\n        if (firstChar == '-') {\n            isNegative = true\n

limit = Int.MIN_VALUE\n        } else if (firstChar == '+') {\n            isNegative = false\n            limit = -

Int.MAX_VALUE\n        } else\n            return null\n    } else {\n        start = 0\n        isNegative = false\n        limit

= -Int.MAX_VALUE\n    }\n\n\n    val limitForMaxRadix = (-Int.MAX_VALUE) / 36\n\n    var limitBeforeMul =

limitForMaxRadix\n    var result = 0\n    for (i in start until length) {\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\n\n

if (digit < 0) return null\n        if (result < limitBeforeMul) {\n            if (limitBeforeMul == limitForMaxRadix) {\n

            limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\n\n                if (result < limitBeforeMul) {\n                    return null\n

}\n            } else {\n                return null\n            }\n        }\n\n        result *= radix\n\n        if (result < limit + digit)

return null\n\n        result -= digit\n    }\n\n    return if (isNegative) result else -result\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string

as a [Long] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(): Long? = toLongOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses

the string as a [Long] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number

conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(radix: Int): Long? {\n

checkRadix(radix)\n\n    val length = this.length\n    if (length == 0) return null\n\n    val start: Int\n    val isNegative:

Boolean\n    val limit: Long\n\n    val firstChar = this[0]\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  // Possible leading sign\n        if

(length == 1) return null  // non-digit (possible sign) only, no digits after\n\n        start = 1\n\n        if (firstChar == '-')

{\n            isNegative = true\n            limit = Long.MIN_VALUE\n        } else if (firstChar == '+') {\n

isNegative = false\n            limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\n        } else\n            return null\n    } else {\n        start =

0\n        isNegative = false\n        limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\n    }\n\n\n    val limitForMaxRadix = (-

Long.MAX_VALUE) / 36\n\n    var limitBeforeMul = limitForMaxRadix\n    var result = 0L\n    for (i in start until

length) {\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\n\n        if (digit < 0) return null\n        if (result < limitBeforeMul)

{\n            if (limitBeforeMul == limitForMaxRadix) {\n                limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\n\n                if
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(result < limitBeforeMul) {\n                    return null\n                }\n            } else {\n                return null\n

}\n        }\n\n        result *= radix\n\n        if (result < limit + digit) return null\n\n        result -= digit\n    }\n\n

return if (isNegative) result else -result\n}\n\n\ninternal fun numberFormatError(input: String): Nothing = throw

NumberFormatException(\"Invalid number format: '$input'\")\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UnsignedKt\")\n@file:OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\npackage

kotlin\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun uintCompare(v1: Int, v2: Int): Int = (v1 xor

Int.MIN_VALUE).compareTo(v2 xor Int.MIN_VALUE)\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun ulongCompare(v1: Long,

v2: Long): Int = (v1 xor Long.MIN_VALUE).compareTo(v2 xor Long.MIN_VALUE)\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal

fun uintDivide(v1: UInt, v2: UInt): UInt = (v1.toLong() / v2.toLong()).toUInt()\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun

uintRemainder(v1: UInt, v2: UInt): UInt = (v1.toLong() % v2.toLong()).toUInt()\n\n// Division and remainder are

based on Guava's UnsignedLongs implementation\n// Copyright 2011 The Guava

Authors\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun ulongDivide(v1: ULong, v2: ULong): ULong {\n    val dividend =

v1.toLong()\n    val divisor = v2.toLong()\n    if (divisor < 0) { // i.e., divisor >= 2^63:\n        return if (v1 < v2)

ULong(0) else ULong(1)\n    }\n\n    // Optimization - use signed division if both dividend and divisor < 2^63\n    if

(dividend >= 0) {\n        return ULong(dividend / divisor)\n    }\n\n    // Otherwise, approximate the quotient, check,

and correct if necessary.\n    val quotient = ((dividend ushr 1) / divisor) shl 1\n    val rem = dividend - quotient *

divisor\n    return ULong(quotient + if (ULong(rem) >= ULong(divisor)) 1 else 0)\n\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal

fun ulongRemainder(v1: ULong, v2: ULong): ULong {\n    val dividend = v1.toLong()\n    val divisor =

v2.toLong()\n    if (divisor < 0) { // i.e., divisor >= 2^63:\n        return if (v1 < v2) {\n            v1 // dividend <

divisor\n        } else {\n            v1 - v2 // dividend >= divisor\n        }\n    }\n\n    // Optimization - use signed

modulus if both dividend and divisor < 2^63\n    if (dividend >= 0) {\n        return ULong(dividend % divisor)\n

}\n\n    // Otherwise, approximate the quotient, check, and correct if necessary.\n    val quotient = ((dividend ushr 1)

/ divisor) shl 1\n    val rem = dividend - quotient * divisor\n    return ULong(rem - if (ULong(rem) >=

ULong(divisor)) divisor else 0)\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun doubleToUInt(v: Double): UInt = when {\n

v.isNaN() -> 0u\n    v <= UInt.MIN_VALUE.toDouble() -> UInt.MIN_VALUE\n    v >=

UInt.MAX_VALUE.toDouble() -> UInt.MAX_VALUE\n    v <= Int.MAX_VALUE -> v.toInt().toUInt()\n    else -

> (v - Int.MAX_VALUE).toInt().toUInt() + Int.MAX_VALUE.toUInt()      // Int.MAX_VALUE < v <

UInt.MAX_VALUE\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun doubleToULong(v: Double): ULong = when {\n

v.isNaN() -> 0u\n    v <= ULong.MIN_VALUE.toDouble() -> ULong.MIN_VALUE\n    v >=

ULong.MAX_VALUE.toDouble() -> ULong.MAX_VALUE\n    v < Long.MAX_VALUE ->

v.toLong().toULong()\n\n    // Real values from Long.MAX_VALUE to (Long.MAX_VALUE + 1) are not

representable in Double, so don't handle them.\n    else -> (v - 9223372036854775808.0).toLong().toULong() +

9223372036854775808uL      // Long.MAX_VALUE + 1 < v <

ULong.MAX_VALUE\n}\n\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun uintToDouble(v: Int): Double = (v and

Int.MAX_VALUE).toDouble() + (v ushr 31 shl 30).toDouble() * 2\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun

ulongToDouble(v: Long): Double = (v ushr 11).toDouble() * 2048 + (v and 2047)\n\n\ninternal fun

ulongToString(v: Long): String = ulongToString(v, 10)\n\ninternal fun ulongToString(v: Long, base: Int): String {\n

  if (v >= 0) return v.toString(base)\n\n    var quotient = ((v ushr 1) / base) shl 1\n    var rem = v - quotient * base\n

if (rem >= base) {\n        rem -= base\n        quotient += 1\n    }\n    return quotient.toString(base) +

rem.toString(base)\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs an [Iterable] instance that returns values through

the [Iterator]\n * provided by that function.\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>): Iterable<T>
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= object : Iterable<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = iterator()\n}\n\n/**\n * A wrapper over another

[Iterable] (or any other object that can produce an [Iterator]) that returns\n * an indexing iterator.\n */\ninternal class

IndexingIterable<out T>(private val iteratorFactory: () -> Iterator<T>) : Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    override

fun iterator(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(iteratorFactory())\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the size of

this iterable if it is known, or `null` otherwise.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrNull(): Int? = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else null\n\n/**\n * Returns the size of

this iterable if it is known, or the specified [default] value otherwise.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrDefault(default: Int): Int = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else default\n\n/**

Returns true when it's safe to convert this collection to a set without changing contains method behavior. */\nprivate

fun <T> Collection<T>.safeToConvertToSet() = size > 2 && this is ArrayList\n\n/** Converts this collection to a

set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains method behavior. */\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(source: Iterable<T>): Collection<T> =\n    when (this) {\n        is

Set -> this\n        is Collection ->\n            when {\n                source is Collection && source.size < 2 -> this\n

    else -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\n            }\n        else -> toHashSet()\n    }\n\n/**

Converts this collection to a set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains method behavior. */\ninternal fun

<T> Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperation(): Collection<T> =\n    when (this) {\n        is Set -> this\n        is

Collection -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\n        else -> toHashSet()\n    }\n\n\n/**\n *

Returns a single list of all elements from all collections in the given collection.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.flattenIterable\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<Iterable<T>>.flatten():

List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        result.addAll(element)\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\n * *first* list is built from the first values of each pair from this

collection,\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each pair from this collection.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.unzipIterable\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Iterable<Pair<T, R>>.unzip():

Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\n    val expectedSize = collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    val listT =

ArrayList<T>(expectedSize)\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>(expectedSize)\n    for (pair in this) {\n

listT.add(pair.first)\n        listR.add(pair.second)\n    }\n    return listT to listR\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\nimport kotlin.random.Random\n\n/**\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs a [Sequence]

that returns values through the [Iterator]\n * provided by that function.\n * The values are evaluated lazily, and the

sequence is potentially infinite.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>):

Sequence<T> = object : Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = iterator()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

sequence that returns all elements from this iterator. The sequence is constrained to be iterated only once.\n *\n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterator<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T> = Sequence { this }.constrainOnce()\n\n/**\n * Creates a sequence that

returns the specified values.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceOfValues\n

*/\npublic fun <T> sequenceOf(vararg elements: T): Sequence<T> = if (elements.isEmpty()) emptySequence() else

elements.asSequence()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty sequence.\n */\npublic fun <T> emptySequence():

Sequence<T> = EmptySequence\n\nprivate object EmptySequence : Sequence<Nothing>,

DropTakeSequence<Nothing> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n    override fun

drop(n: Int) = EmptySequence\n    override fun take(n: Int) = EmptySequence\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this sequence if

it's not `null` and the empty sequence otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Usage.sequenceOrEmpty\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>?.orEmpty():

Sequence<T> = this ?: emptySequence()\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that iterates through the elements either of

this sequence\n * or, if this sequence turns out to be empty, of the sequence returned by [defaultValue] function.\n
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*\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Usage.sequenceIfEmpty\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun

<T> Sequence<T>.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -> Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> = sequence {\n    val iterator =

this@ifEmpty.iterator()\n    if (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        yieldAll(iterator)\n    } else {\n

yieldAll(defaultValue())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of all elements from all sequences in this

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.flattenSequenceOfSequences\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<Sequence<T>>.flatten(): Sequence<T> = flatten { it.iterator() }\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of all

elements from all iterables in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n *\n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.flattenSequenceOfLists\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flattenSequenceOfIterable\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<Iterable<T>>.flatten():

Sequence<T> = flatten { it.iterator() }\n\nprivate fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.flatten(iterator: (T) -> Iterator<R>):

Sequence<R> {\n    if (this is TransformingSequence<*, *>) {\n        return (this as TransformingSequence<*,

T>).flatten(iterator)\n    }\n    return FlatteningSequence(this, { it }, iterator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a pair of lists,

where\n * *first* list is built from the first values of each pair from this sequence,\n * *second* list is built from the

second values of each pair from this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.unzip\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<Pair<T, R>>.unzip():

Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>()\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>()\n    for (pair in this) {\n

listT.add(pair.first)\n        listR.add(pair.second)\n    }\n    return listT to listR\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that

yields elements of this sequence randomly shuffled.\n *\n * Note that every iteration of the sequence returns

elements in a different order.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.shuffled(): Sequence<T> = shuffled(Random)\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence randomly shuffled\n * using the specified [random]

instance as the source of randomness.\n *\n * Note that every iteration of the sequence returns elements in a

different order.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.shuffled(random: Random): Sequence<T> = sequence<T> {\n    val buffer = toMutableList()\n

while (buffer.isNotEmpty()) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(buffer.size)\n        val last =

@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class) buffer.removeLast()\n        val value = if (j < buffer.size) buffer.set(j, last)

else last\n        yield(value)\n    }\n}\n\n\n/**\n * A sequence that returns the values from the underlying [sequence]

that either match or do not match\n * the specified [predicate].\n *\n * @param sendWhen If `true`, values for which

the predicate returns `true` are returned. Otherwise,\n * values for which the predicate returns `false` are returned\n

*/\ninternal class FilteringSequence<T>(\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n    private val sendWhen:

Boolean = true,\n    private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\n) : Sequence<T> {\n\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for

unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\n        var nextItem: T? = null\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n            while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n                val item = iterator.next()\n                if (predicate(item) == sendWhen) {\n

   nextItem = item\n                    nextState = 1\n                    return\n                }\n            }\n            nextState = 0\n

  }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (nextState == -1)\n                calcNext()\n            if (nextState == 0)\n

             throw NoSuchElementException()\n            val result = nextItem\n            nextItem = null\n            nextState

= -1\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            return result as T\n        }\n\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (nextState == -1)\n                calcNext()\n            return nextState == 1\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which returns the results of applying the given [transformer] function to the values\n *

in the underlying [sequence].\n */\n\ninternal class TransformingSequence<T, R>\nconstructor(private val

sequence: Sequence<T>, private val transformer: (T) -> R) : Sequence<R> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<R>

= object : Iterator<R> {\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        override fun next(): R {\n            return

transformer(iterator.next())\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return iterator.hasNext()\n

  }\n    }\n\n    internal fun <E> flatten(iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>): Sequence<E> {\n        return

FlatteningSequence<T, R, E>(sequence, transformer, iterator)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which returns the

results of applying the given [transformer] function to the values\n * in the underlying [sequence], where the
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transformer function takes the index of the value in the underlying\n * sequence along with the value itself.\n

*/\ninternal class TransformingIndexedSequence<T, R>\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>, private

val transformer: (Int, T) -> R) : Sequence<R> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<R> = object : Iterator<R> {\n

 val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var index = 0\n        override fun next(): R {\n            return

transformer(checkIndexOverflow(index++), iterator.next())\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n

    return iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which combines values from the underlying

[sequence] with their indices and returns them as\n * [IndexedValue] objects.\n */\ninternal class

IndexingSequence<T>\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>) : Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = object : Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\n        val iterator =

sequence.iterator()\n        var index = 0\n        override fun next(): IndexedValue<T> {\n            return

IndexedValue(checkIndexOverflow(index++), iterator.next())\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n

       return iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which takes the values from two parallel

underlying sequences, passes them to the given\n * [transform] function and returns the values returned by that

function. The sequence stops returning\n * values as soon as one of the underlying sequences stops returning

values.\n */\ninternal class MergingSequence<T1, T2, V>\nconstructor(\n    private val sequence1:

Sequence<T1>,\n    private val sequence2: Sequence<T2>,\n    private val transform: (T1, T2) -> V\n) :

Sequence<V> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<V> = object : Iterator<V> {\n        val iterator1 =

sequence1.iterator()\n        val iterator2 = sequence2.iterator()\n        override fun next(): V {\n            return

transform(iterator1.next(), iterator2.next())\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return

iterator1.hasNext() && iterator2.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class FlatteningSequence<T, R,

E>\nconstructor(\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n    private val transformer: (T) -> R,\n    private val

iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>\n) : Sequence<E> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = object : Iterator<E> {\n

val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var itemIterator: Iterator<E>? = null\n\n        override fun next(): E {\n

if (!ensureItemIterator())\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\n            return itemIterator!!.next()\n

}\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return ensureItemIterator()\n        }\n\n        private fun

ensureItemIterator(): Boolean {\n            if (itemIterator?.hasNext() == false)\n                itemIterator = null\n\n

 while (itemIterator == null) {\n                if (!iterator.hasNext()) {\n                    return false\n                } else {\n

             val element = iterator.next()\n                    val nextItemIterator = iterator(transformer(element))\n

if (nextItemIterator.hasNext()) {\n                        itemIterator = nextItemIterator\n                        return true\n

      }\n                }\n            }\n            return true\n        }\n    }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T, C, R> flatMapIndexed(source:

Sequence<T>, transform: (Int, T) -> C, iterator: (C) -> Iterator<R>): Sequence<R> =\n    sequence {\n        var

index = 0\n        for (element in source) {\n            val result = transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), element)\n

         yieldAll(iterator(result))\n        }\n    }\n\n/**\n * A sequence that supports drop(n) and take(n) operations\n

*/\ninternal interface DropTakeSequence<T> : Sequence<T> {\n    fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T>\n    fun take(n:

Int): Sequence<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that skips [startIndex] values from the underlying [sequence]\n * and

stops returning values right before [endIndex], i.e. stops at `endIndex - 1`\n */\ninternal class SubSequence<T>(\n

private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n    private val startIndex: Int,\n    private val endIndex: Int\n) : Sequence<T>,

DropTakeSequence<T> {\n\n    init {\n        require(startIndex >= 0) { \"startIndex should be non-negative, but is

$startIndex\" }\n        require(endIndex >= 0) { \"endIndex should be non-negative, but is $endIndex\" }\n

require(endIndex >= startIndex) { \"endIndex should be not less than startIndex, but was $endIndex < $startIndex\"

}\n    }\n\n    private val count: Int get() = endIndex - startIndex\n\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n

>= count) emptySequence() else SubSequence(sequence, startIndex + n, endIndex)\n    override fun take(n: Int):

Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) this else SubSequence(sequence, startIndex, startIndex + n)\n\n    override fun

iterator() = object : Iterator<T> {\n\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var position = 0\n\n        //

Shouldn't be called from constructor to avoid premature iteration\n        private fun drop() {\n            while (position

< startIndex && iterator.hasNext()) {\n                iterator.next()\n                position++\n            }\n        }\n\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            drop()\n            return (position < endIndex) && iterator.hasNext()\n

}\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            drop()\n            if (position >= endIndex)\n                throw
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NoSuchElementException()\n            position++\n            return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A

sequence that returns at most [count] values from the underlying [sequence], and stops returning values\n * as soon

as that count is reached.\n */\ninternal class TakeSequence<T>(\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n    private

val count: Int\n) : Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\n\n    init {\n        require(count >= 0) { \"count must be

non-negative, but was $count.\" }\n    }\n\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count)

emptySequence() else SubSequence(sequence, n, count)\n    override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >=

count) this else TakeSequence(sequence, n)\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n

var left = count\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (left == 0)\n

     throw NoSuchElementException()\n            left--\n            return iterator.next()\n        }\n\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return left > 0 && iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that

returns values from the underlying [sequence] while the [predicate] function returns\n * `true`, and stops returning

values once the function returns `false` for the next element.\n */\ninternal class

TakeWhileSequence<T>\nconstructor(\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n    private val predicate: (T) ->

Boolean\n) : Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        val iterator =

sequence.iterator()\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\n        var nextItem: T?

= null\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n            if (iterator.hasNext()) {\n                val item = iterator.next()\n

   if (predicate(item)) {\n                    nextState = 1\n                    nextItem = item\n                    return\n                }\n

          }\n            nextState = 0\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (nextState == -1)\n

calcNext() // will change nextState\n            if (nextState == 0)\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\n

 @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            val result = nextItem as T\n\n            // Clean next to avoid keeping

reference on yielded instance\n            nextItem = null\n            nextState = -1\n            return result\n        }\n\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (nextState == -1)\n                calcNext() // will change nextState\n

  return nextState == 1\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that skips the specified number of values from the

underlying [sequence] and returns\n * all values after that.\n */\ninternal class DropSequence<T>(\n    private val

sequence: Sequence<T>,\n    private val count: Int\n) : Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\n    init {\n

require(count >= 0) { \"count must be non-negative, but was $count.\" }\n    }\n\n    override fun drop(n: Int):

Sequence<T> = (count + n).let { n1 -> if (n1 < 0) DropSequence(this, n) else DropSequence(sequence, n1) }\n

override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = (count + n).let { n1 -> if (n1 < 0) TakeSequence(this, n) else

SubSequence(sequence, count, n1) }\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        val

iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var left = count\n\n        // Shouldn't be called from constructor to avoid

premature iteration\n        private fun drop() {\n            while (left > 0 && iterator.hasNext()) {\n

iterator.next()\n                left--\n            }\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            drop()\n            return

iterator.next()\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            drop()\n            return iterator.hasNext()\n

      }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that skips the values from the underlying [sequence] while the given

[predicate] returns `true` and returns\n * all values after that.\n */\ninternal class

DropWhileSequence<T>\nconstructor(\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n    private val predicate: (T) ->

Boolean\n) : Sequence<T> {\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        val iterator =

sequence.iterator()\n        var dropState: Int = -1 // -1 for not dropping, 1 for nextItem, 0 for normal iteration\n

var nextItem: T? = null\n\n        private fun drop() {\n            while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n                val item =

iterator.next()\n                if (!predicate(item)) {\n                    nextItem = item\n                    dropState = 1\n

    return\n                }\n            }\n            dropState = 0\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if

(dropState == -1)\n                drop()\n\n            if (dropState == 1) {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                val result = nextItem as T\n                nextItem = null\n

dropState = 0\n                return result\n            }\n            return iterator.next()\n        }\n\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (dropState == -1)\n                drop()\n            return dropState == 1 ||

iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class DistinctSequence<T, K>(private val source: Sequence<T>,

private val keySelector: (T) -> K) : Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> =

DistinctIterator(source.iterator(), keySelector)\n}\n\nprivate class DistinctIterator<T, K>(private val source:
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Iterator<T>, private val keySelector: (T) -> K) : AbstractIterator<T>() {\n    private val observed =

HashSet<K>()\n\n    override fun computeNext() {\n        while (source.hasNext()) {\n            val next =

source.next()\n            val key = keySelector(next)\n\n            if (observed.add(key)) {\n                setNext(next)\n

         return\n            }\n        }\n\n        done()\n    }\n}\n\n\nprivate class GeneratorSequence<T : Any>(private val

getInitialValue: () -> T?, private val getNextValue: (T) -> T?) : Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        var nextItem: T? = null\n        var nextState: Int = -2 // -2 for initial

unknown, -1 for next unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n            nextItem = if

(nextState == -2) getInitialValue() else getNextValue(nextItem!!)\n            nextState = if (nextItem == null) 0 else

1\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (nextState < 0)\n                calcNext()\n\n            if (nextState

== 0)\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\n            val result = nextItem as T\n            // Do not clean

nextItem (to avoid keeping reference on yielded instance) -- need to keep state for getNextValue\n            nextState

= -1\n            return result\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (nextState < 0)\n

calcNext()\n            return nextState == 1\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a wrapper sequence that provides

values of this sequence, but ensures it can be iterated only one time.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n *\n * [IllegalStateException] is thrown on iterating the returned sequence from the second time.\n *\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.constrainOnce(): Sequence<T> {\n    // as? does not work in js\n    //return this as?

ConstrainedOnceSequence<T> ?: ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\n    return if (this is

ConstrainedOnceSequence<T>) this else ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence which

invokes the function to calculate the next value on each iteration until the function returns `null`.\n *\n * The

returned sequence is constrained to be iterated only once.\n *\n * @see constrainOnce\n * @see

kotlin.sequences.sequence\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequence\n */\npublic

fun <T : Any> generateSequence(nextFunction: () -> T?): Sequence<T> {\n    return

GeneratorSequence(nextFunction, { nextFunction() }).constrainOnce()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence defined by

the starting value [seed] and the function [nextFunction],\n * which is invoked to calculate the next value based on

the previous one on each iteration.\n *\n * The sequence produces values until it encounters first `null` value.\n * If

[seed] is `null`, an empty sequence is produced.\n *\n * The sequence can be iterated multiple times, each time

starting with [seed].\n *\n * @see kotlin.sequences.sequence\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithSeed\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic fun <T : Any> generateSequence(seed: T?,

nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\n    if (seed == null)\n        EmptySequence\n    else\n

GeneratorSequence({ seed }, nextFunction)\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence defined by the function [seedFunction],

which is invoked to produce the starting value,\n * and the [nextFunction], which is invoked to calculate the next

value based on the previous one on each iteration.\n *\n * The sequence produces values until it encounters first

`null` value.\n * If [seedFunction] returns `null`, an empty sequence is produced.\n *\n * The sequence can be

iterated multiple times.\n *\n * @see kotlin.sequences.sequence\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithLazySeed\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

generateSequence(seedFunction: () -> T?, nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\n

GeneratorSequence(seedFunction, nextFunction)\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"PreconditionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.contract\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the [value] is false.\n

*\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun require(value: Boolean): Unit {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies value\n    }\n    require(value) {

\"Failed requirement.\" }\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] with the result of calling

[lazyMessage] if the [value] is false.\n *\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun require(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\n

contract {\n        returns() implies value\n    }\n    if (!value) {\n        val message = lazyMessage()\n        throw
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IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the

[value] is null. Otherwise returns the not null value.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T : Any>

requireNotNull(value: T?): T {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies (value != null)\n    }\n    return

requireNotNull(value) { \"Required value was null.\" }\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] with

the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the [value] is null. Otherwise\n * returns the not null value.\n *\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireNotNullWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T : Any> requireNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies (value

!= null)\n    }\n\n    if (value == null) {\n        val message = lazyMessage()\n        throw

IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\n    } else {\n        return value\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an

[IllegalStateException] if the [value] is false.\n *\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

check(value: Boolean): Unit {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies value\n    }\n    check(value) { \"Check failed.\"

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the [value] is false.\n

*\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun check(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies value\n    }\n

  if (!value) {\n        val message = lazyMessage()\n        throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] if the [value] is null. Otherwise\n * returns the not null value.\n

*\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T : Any> checkNotNull(value: T?): T {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies (value != null)\n    }\n

return checkNotNull(value) { \"Required value was null.\" }\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with

the result of calling [lazyMessage]  if the [value] is null. Otherwise\n * returns the not null value.\n *\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T :

Any> checkNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies (value != null)\n

 }\n\n    if (value == null) {\n        val message = lazyMessage()\n        throw

IllegalStateException(message.toString())\n    } else {\n        return value\n    }\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Throws an

[IllegalStateException] with the given [message].\n *\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failWithError\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun error(message: Any): Nothing = throw

IllegalStateException(message.toString())\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED

by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See: https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport primitiveArrayConcat\nimport withType\nimport kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport

kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.elementAt(index:

Int): T {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun ByteArray.elementAt(index: Int): Byte {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun ShortArray.elementAt(index: Int): Short

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun IntArray.elementAt(index: Int): Int {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun LongArray.elementAt(index: Int): Long

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun FloatArray.elementAt(index: Int): Float {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.elementAt(index: Int):

Double {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic

actual fun BooleanArray.elementAt(index: Int): Boolean {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun CharArray.elementAt(index: Int): Char

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.asList():

List<T> {\n    return ArrayList<T>(this.unsafeCast<Array<Any?>>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the

original array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ByteArray.asList(): List<Byte> {\n

return this.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ShortArray.asList(): List<Short> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun IntArray.asList(): List<Int> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun LongArray.asList(): List<Long> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun FloatArray.asList(): List<Float> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun DoubleArray.asList(): List<Double> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun BooleanArray.asList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\npublic actual fun CharArray.asList(): List<Char> {\n    return object : AbstractList<Char>(), RandomAccess {\n

     override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

   override fun contains(element: Char): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int):

Char {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n

override fun indexOf(element: Char): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as

Any?) !is Char) return -1\n            return this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun

lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is

Char) return -1\n            return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the

two specified arrays are *deeply* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n * \n * If two corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared deeply.\n * If any of

arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The elements of other types are

compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is

equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic actual infix fun <T>

Array<out T>.contentDeepEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    return

this.contentDeepEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *deeply* equal to one
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another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The specified arrays are

also considered deeply equal if both are `null`.\n * \n * If two corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are

also compared deeply.\n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n * \n * The

elements of other types are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point

numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun <T> Array<out

T>?.contentDeepEquals(other: Array<out T>?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code

based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays

contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentDeepHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based

on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays

contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepHashCode\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>?.contentDeepHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the

contents of this array as if it is a [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains

itself on any nesting level that reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent recursion.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToString(): String {\n    return this.contentDeepToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of this array as if it is a [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any

of arrays contains itself on any nesting level that reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent recursion.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepToString\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>?.contentDeepToString(): String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays

are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n *

\n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers

it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    return

this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one

another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are

compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is

equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

ByteArray.contentEquals(other: ByteArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

ShortArray.contentEquals(other: ShortArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

IntArray.contentEquals(other: IntArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true`
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if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same

elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

LongArray.contentEquals(other: LongArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

FloatArray.contentEquals(other: FloatArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

DoubleArray.contentEquals(other: DoubleArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of

the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

BooleanArray.contentEquals(other: BooleanArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of

the same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual infix fun

CharArray.contentEquals(other: CharArray): Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals]

function.\n * For floating point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun <T> Array<out

T>?.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n * \n * The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating

point numbers it means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun ByteArray?.contentEquals(other:

ByteArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun ShortArray?.contentEquals(other:

ShortArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun IntArray?.contentEquals(other:

IntArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun LongArray?.contentEquals(other:

LongArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun FloatArray?.contentEquals(other:

FloatArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun DoubleArray?.contentEquals(other:

DoubleArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun BooleanArray?.contentEquals(other:

BooleanArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n * \n

* The elements are compared for equality with the [equals][Any.equals] function.\n * For floating point numbers it

means that `NaN` is equal to itself and `-0.0` is not equal to `0.0`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\npublic actual infix fun CharArray?.contentEquals(other:

CharArray?): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array

as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun <T>

Array<out T>.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based

on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on

the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

ShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on

the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

IntArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on

the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

LongArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on

the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on

the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based
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on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based

on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

CharArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on

the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual

fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on

the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual

fun ByteArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

ShortArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

IntArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents

of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

LongArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

FloatArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the

contents of this array as if it is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic actual fun

CharArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the

contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun <T> Array<out T>.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun ByteArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun IntArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun LongArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun FloatArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string
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representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun DoubleArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun BooleanArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun CharArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentToString():

String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun ByteArray?.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun ShortArray?.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun IntArray?.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun LongArray?.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun FloatArray?.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun DoubleArray?.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun BooleanArray?.contentToString():

String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as

if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic actual fun CharArray?.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that

array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it

overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset

the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of

the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this

array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex]

or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified

[destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the
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[destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun <T> Array<out T>.copyInto(destination: Array<T>, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): Array<T> {\n    arrayCopy(this, destination, destinationOffset,

startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun ByteArray.copyInto(destination: ByteArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ByteArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun ShortArray.copyInto(destination: ShortArray, destinationOffset: Int =

0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): ShortArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun IntArray.copyInto(destination: IntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): IntArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *
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@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun LongArray.copyInto(destination: LongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): LongArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun FloatArray.copyInto(destination: FloatArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): FloatArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the

same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to

copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange

doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the

[destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun DoubleArray.copyInto(destination: DoubleArray, destinationOffset: Int

= 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): DoubleArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun BooleanArray.copyInto(destination: BooleanArray, destinationOffset:

Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): BooleanArray {\n

arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>(), destination.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>(), destinationOffset,
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startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination]

array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the

subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n *

@param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the

beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT

_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun CharArray.copyInto(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0,

startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size): CharArray {\n    arrayCopy(this.unsafeCast<Array<Char>>(),

destination.unsafeCast<Array<Char>>(), destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun <T> Array<out T>.copyOf(): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun ByteArray.copyOf(): ByteArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun ShortArray.copyOf(): ShortArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun IntArray.copyOf(): IntArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun LongArray.copyOf(): LongArray {\n    return withType(\"LongArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun FloatArray.copyOf(): FloatArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline fun DoubleArray.copyOf(): DoubleArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n */\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.copyOf():

BooleanArray {\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\", this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun CharArray.copyOf(): CharArray {\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize]

is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater

than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ByteArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return fillFrom(this, ByteArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the
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[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun ShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ShortArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new

array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return fillFrom(this, ShortArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with

zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated

to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array

are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

IntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): IntArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\" }\n

return fillFrom(this, IntArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array,

resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n

* \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If

[newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero

values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual

fun LongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): LongArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size:

$newSize.\" }\n    return withType(\"LongArray\", arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, 0L))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded

at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy

array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements

in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): FloatArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return fillFrom(this, FloatArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original

array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end with zero values if

necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is truncated to the

[newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the copy array are

filled with zero values.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n

*/\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): DoubleArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new

array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return fillFrom(this, DoubleArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end

with `false` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `false` values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

BooleanArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): BooleanArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size:

$newSize.\" }\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\", arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, false))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or

padded at the end with null char (`\\u0000`) values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with null char (`\\u0000`) values.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizedPrimitiveCopyOf\n */\npublic actual fun

CharArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): CharArray {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\"

}\n    return withType(\"CharArray\", fillFrom(this, CharArray(newSize)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at the end

with `null` values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array is

truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with `null` values.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.resizingCopyOf\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.copyOf(newSize: Int):

Array<T?> {\n    require(newSize >= 0) { \"Invalid new array size: $newSize.\" }\n    return arrayCopyResize(this,

newSize, null)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n

* @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than

the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out

T>.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Array<T> {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex,

toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a

copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to

copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ByteArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to

copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the

size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ShortArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to

copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the

size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic

actual fun IntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): IntArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to

copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the

size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic

actual fun LongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): LongArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"LongArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified

range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param

toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is

less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic actual fun FloatArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

FloatArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range

of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the

end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n */\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): DoubleArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n *

@param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to
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copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the

size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic

actual fun BooleanArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): BooleanArray {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified

range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param

toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is

less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n */\npublic actual fun CharArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

CharArray {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified

[element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param

toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun <T> Array<T>.fill(element: T, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ByteArray.fill(element: Byte, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.fill(element: Short, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun IntArray.fill(element: Int, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic
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actual fun LongArray.fill(element: Long, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun FloatArray.fill(element: Float, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun DoubleArray.fill(element: Double, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun BooleanArray.fill(element: Boolean, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param

fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive)

to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun CharArray.fill(element: Char, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    this.asDynamic().fill(element, fromIndex,

toIndex);\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator

fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original

array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator

fun ByteArray.plus(element: Byte): ByteArray {\n    return plus(byteArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ShortArray.plus(element: Short):

ShortArray {\n    return plus(shortArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline

operator fun IntArray.plus(element: Int): IntArray {\n    return plus(intArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun LongArray.plus(element: Long):

LongArray {\n    return plus(longArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the
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original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline

operator fun FloatArray.plus(element: Float): FloatArray {\n    return plus(floatArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun DoubleArray.plus(element:

Double): DoubleArray {\n    return plus(doubleArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all

elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

actual inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(element: Boolean): BooleanArray {\n    return

plus(booleanArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then

the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun

CharArray.plus(element: Char): CharArray {\n    return plus(charArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\")\npublic actual operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements:

Collection<T>): Array<T> {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

actual operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<Byte>): ByteArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<Short>): ShortArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size +

elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual operator fun LongArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Long>): LongArray {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

actual operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: Collection<Float>): FloatArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun DoubleArray.plus(elements: Collection<Double>): DoubleArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual

operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements: Collection<Boolean>): BooleanArray {\n    return

arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic actual operator fun CharArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Char>): CharArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size,

elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>):

Array<T> {\n    return this.asDynamic().concat(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements:

ByteArray): ByteArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements:

ShortArray): ShortArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: IntArray):

IntArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of
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the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun LongArray.plus(elements:

LongArray): LongArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements:

FloatArray): FloatArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun DoubleArray.plus(elements:

DoubleArray): DoubleArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements:

BooleanArray): BooleanArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun CharArray.plus(elements:

CharArray): CharArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_WITHOUT_EXPECT\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.plusElement(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

IntArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\npublic actual fun LongArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sort {

a: Long, b: Long -> a.compareTo(b) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

ShortArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

DoubleArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

FloatArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic actual fun

CharArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the natural order

of its elements.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArrayOfComparable\n */\npublic actual fun

<T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-

place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that

equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.sort(comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArrayWith(this, comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative

to each other after sorting.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArrayOfComparable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    sortArrayWith(this, fromIndex, toIndex,
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naturalOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by

default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than

the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ByteArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    val subarray =

this.asDynamic().subarray(fromIndex, toIndex).unsafeCast<ByteArray>()\n    subarray.sort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a

range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun ShortArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    val subarray =

this.asDynamic().subarray(fromIndex, toIndex).unsafeCast<ShortArray>()\n    subarray.sort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a

range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun IntArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    val subarray =

this.asDynamic().subarray(fromIndex, toIndex).unsafeCast<IntArray>()\n    subarray.sort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a

range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun LongArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    sortArrayWith(this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>(),

fromIndex, toIndex, naturalOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex

the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort,

size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or

[toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than

[toIndex].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun FloatArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    val subarray =

this.asDynamic().subarray(fromIndex, toIndex).unsafeCast<FloatArray>()\n    subarray.sort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a

range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun DoubleArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    val subarray =

this.asDynamic().subarray(fromIndex, toIndex).unsafeCast<DoubleArray>()\n    subarray.sort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun CharArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    val subarray =

this.asDynamic().subarray(fromIndex, toIndex).unsafeCast<CharArray>()\n    subarray.sort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the

array in-place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Byte, b: Byte) -> Int):

Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by

the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sort(noinline

comparison: (a: Short, b: Short) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-

place according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun IntArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Int, b: Int) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.sort(noinline comparison:

(a: Long, b: Long) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according

to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Float, b: Float) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sort(noinline comparison:

(a: Double, b: Double) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place

according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun CharArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Char, b: Char) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) sortArrayWith(this, comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place with the given

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex

the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size):

Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    sortArrayWith(this, fromIndex, toIndex,

comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\npublic actual fun ByteArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Byte> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun

ShortArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Short> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun IntArray.toTypedArray():
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Array<Int> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic actual fun LongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Long> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun FloatArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Float> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun DoubleArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Double> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun BooleanArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Boolean> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic actual fun CharArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Char> {\n    return Array(size) { index ->

this[index] }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n/**\n * Compares two values using the specified functions [selectors] to calculate the result

of the comparison.\n * The functions are called sequentially, receive the given values [a] and [b] and return

[Comparable]\n * objects. As soon as the [Comparable] instances returned by a function for [a] and [b] values do

not\n * compare as equal, the result of that comparison is returned.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSelectors\n */\npublic fun <T> compareValuesBy(a: T,

b: T, vararg selectors: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Int {\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\n    return

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors)\n}\n\nprivate fun <T> compareValuesByImpl(a: T, b: T, selectors:

Array<out (T) -> Comparable<*>?>): Int {\n    for (fn in selectors) {\n        val v1 = fn(a)\n        val v2 = fn(b)\n

val diff = compareValues(v1, v2)\n        if (diff != 0) return diff\n    }\n    return 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Compares two

values using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the comparison.\n * The function is applied to

the given values [a] and [b] and return [Comparable] objects.\n * The result of comparison of these [Comparable]

instances is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSingleSelector\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Int {\n    return compareValues(selector(a), selector(b))\n}\n\n/**\n * Compares two values

using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the comparison.\n * The function is applied to the

given values [a] and [b] and return objects of type K which are then being\n * compared with the given

[comparator].\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in

K>, selector: (T) -> K): Int {\n    return comparator.compare(selector(a), selector(b))\n}\n\n//// Not so useful without

type inference for receiver of expression\n//// compareValuesWith(v1, v2, compareBy { it.prop1 }

thenByDescending { it.prop2 })\n///**\n// * Compares two values using the specified [comparator].\n//

*/\n//@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\n//public inline fun <T> compareValuesWith(a: T, b: T, comparator:

Comparator<T>): Int = comparator.compare(a, b)\n//\n\n\n/**\n * Compares two nullable [Comparable] values. Null

is considered less than any value.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValues\n */\npublic

fun <T : Comparable<*>> compareValues(a: T?, b: T?): Int {\n    if (a === b) return 0\n    if (a == null) return -1\n

if (b == null) return 1\n\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return (a as

Comparable<Any>).compareTo(b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the sequence of functions to calculate a

result of comparison.\n * The functions are called sequentially, receive the given values `a` and `b` and return

[Comparable]\n * objects. As soon as the [Comparable] instances returned by a function for `a` and `b` values do

not\n * compare as equal, the result of that comparison is returned from the [Comparator].\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSelectors\n */\npublic fun <T> compareBy(vararg selectors: (T)

-> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> {\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\n    return Comparator { a, b ->

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors) }\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the function to transform value

to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample
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samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSingleSelector\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> compareBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n    Comparator { a, b ->

compareValuesBy(a, b, selector) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the [selector] function to transform values

being compared and then applying\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithComparator\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T, K> compareBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\n

Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(a, b, comparator, selector) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a descending comparator

using the function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithSingleSelector\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> compareByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a, selector) }\n\n/**\n *

Creates a descending comparator using the [selector] function to transform values being compared and then

applying\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\n *\n * Note that an order of [comparator] is

reversed by this wrapper.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareByDescending(comparator: Comparator<in K>,

crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\n    Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a, comparator,

selector) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined them equal. It

uses\n * the function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenBy\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n    Comparator { a, b -

>\n        val previousCompare = this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else

compareValuesBy(a, b, selector)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the primary

comparator defined them equal. It uses\n * the [selector] function to transform values and then compares them with

the given [comparator].\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByWithComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>,

crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\n    Comparator { a, b ->\n        val previousCompare =

this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(a, b,

comparator, selector)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Creates a descending comparator using the primary comparator and\n * the

function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescending\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n

Comparator { a, b ->\n        val previousCompare = this@thenByDescending.compare(a, b)\n        if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(b, a, selector)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Creates a

descending comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined them equal. It uses\n * the [selector]

function to transform values and then compares them with the given [comparator].\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescendingWithComparator\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(comparator: Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) ->

K): Comparator<T> =\n    Comparator { a, b ->\n        val previousCompare = this@thenByDescending.compare(a,

b)\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(b, a, comparator, selector)\n

}\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the primary comparator and function to calculate a result of comparison.\n

*\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenComparator\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Comparator<T>.thenComparator(crossinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Comparator<T> =\n

Comparator { a, b ->\n        val previousCompare = this@thenComparator.compare(a, b)\n        if (previousCompare

!= 0) previousCompare else comparison(a, b)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Combines this comparator and the given [comparator]

such that the latter is applied only\n * when the former considered values equal.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.then\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Comparator<T>.then(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\n    Comparator { a, b ->\n        val previousCompare =
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this@then.compare(a, b)\n        if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else comparator.compare(a, b)\n

}\n\n/**\n * Combines this comparator and the given [comparator] such that the latter is applied only\n * when the

former considered values equal.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenDescending\n */\npublic

infix fun <T> Comparator<T>.thenDescending(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\n

Comparator<T> { a, b ->\n        val previousCompare = this@thenDescending.compare(a, b)\n        if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else comparator.compare(b, a)\n    }\n\n// Not so useful without type

inference for receiver of expression\n/**\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator

of nullable values\n * considering `null` value less than any other value.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

nullsFirst(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\n    Comparator { a, b ->\n        when {\n            a

=== b -> 0\n            a == null -> -1\n            b == null -> 1\n            else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\n        }\n

}\n\n/**\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\n * considering `null` value less than any other

value.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T : Comparable<T>> nullsFirst(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsFirst(naturalOrder())\n\n/**\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator of

nullable values\n * considering `null` value greater than any other value.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

nullsLast(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\n    Comparator { a, b ->\n        when {\n            a

=== b -> 0\n            a == null -> 1\n            b == null -> -1\n            else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\n        }\n

}\n\n/**\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\n * considering `null` value greater than any

other value.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T : Comparable<T>> nullsLast(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsLast(naturalOrder())\n\n/**\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable] objects in natural order.\n

*\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.naturalOrderComparator\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

naturalOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (NaturalOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\n\n/**\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable] objects in reversed natural order.\n

*\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> reverseOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(ReverseOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\n\n/**\n *  Returns a comparator that imposes the reverse ordering

of this comparator.\n *\n *  @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.reversed\n */\npublic fun <T>

Comparator<T>.reversed(): Comparator<T> = when (this) {\n    is ReversedComparator -> this.comparator\n

NaturalOrderComparator -> @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (ReverseOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\n    ReverseOrderComparator -> @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(NaturalOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\n    else -> ReversedComparator(this)\n}\n\n\nprivate class

ReversedComparator<T>(public val comparator: Comparator<T>) : Comparator<T> {\n    override fun compare(a:

T, b: T): Int = comparator.compare(b, a)\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\n    fun reversed():

Comparator<T> = comparator\n}\n\nprivate object NaturalOrderComparator : Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\n

  override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int = a.compareTo(b)\n

@Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\n    fun reversed(): Comparator<Comparable<Any>> =

ReverseOrderComparator\n}\n\nprivate object ReverseOrderComparator : Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\n

override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int = b.compareTo(a)\n

@Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\n    fun reversed(): Comparator<Comparable<Any>> =

NaturalOrderComparator\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StandardKt\")\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.contracts.*\n\n/**\n * An exception is thrown to indicate that a method body remains to be implemented.\n

*/\npublic class NotImplementedError(message: String = \"An operation is not implemented.\") :
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Error(message)\n\n/**\n * Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is not implemented.\n

*/\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun TODO(): Nothing = throw NotImplementedError()\n\n/**\n *

Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is not implemented.\n *\n * @param reason a string

explaining why the implementation is missing.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun TODO(reason:

String): Nothing = throw NotImplementedError(\"An operation is not implemented: $reason\")\n\n\n\n/**\n * Calls

the specified function [block] and returns its result.\n *\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for

[scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#run).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> run(block: () -> R): R {\n    contract {\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return block()\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified

function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns its result.\n *\n * For detailed usage information see the

documentation for [scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#run).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.run(block: T.() -> R): R {\n    contract {\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return block()\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified

function [block] with the given [receiver] as its receiver and returns its result.\n *\n * For detailed usage information

see the documentation for [scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#with).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> with(receiver: T, block: T.() -> R): R {\n    contract {\n

  callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return receiver.block()\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the

specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns `this` value.\n *\n * For detailed usage

information see the documentation for [scope functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-

functions.html#apply).\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> T.apply(block: T.() -> Unit): T {\n

 contract {\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    block()\n    return

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its argument and returns `this` value.\n *\n

* For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#also).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T> T.also(block: (T) -> Unit): T {\n

contract {\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    block(this)\n    return

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its argument and returns its result.\n *\n *

For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#let).\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T, R> T.let(block: (T) -> R): R {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return block(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `this` value if it satisfies the

given [predicate] or `null`, if it doesn't.\n *\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#takeif-and-takeunless).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T> T.takeIf(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

T? {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(predicate, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return if

(predicate(this)) this else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `this` value if it _does not_ satisfy the given [predicate] or

`null`, if it does.\n *\n * For detailed usage information see the documentation for [scope

functions](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/scope-functions.html#takeif-and-takeunless).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T> T.takeUnless(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(predicate, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return if

(!predicate(this)) this else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Executes the given function [action] specified number of [times].\n *\n

* A zero-based index of current iteration is passed as a parameter to [action].\n *\n * @sample

samples.misc.ControlFlow.repeat\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun repeat(times: Int, action: (Int)

-> Unit) {\n    contract { callsInPlace(action) }\n\n    for (index in 0 until times) {\n        action(index)\n

}\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the

GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See: https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport
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kotlin.js.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n * \n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return if (a >= b) a

else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(),

b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double {\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of

three values.\n * \n * If there are multiple equal maximal values, returns the first of them.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n    return

maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long,

c: Long): Long {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n * \n * If any

value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of three values.\n * \n * If any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of the given values.\n * \n * If there are multiple equal maximal values, returns the first of them.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, vararg other: T): T {\n    var max

= a\n    for (e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun maxOf(a: Byte, vararg other: Byte): Byte {\n    var max = a\n    for (e

in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun maxOf(a: Short, vararg other: Short): Short {\n    var max = a\n    for

(e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun maxOf(a: Int, vararg other: Int): Int {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in

other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun maxOf(a: Long, vararg other: Long): Long {\n    var max = a\n    for (e
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in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n * \n * If any

value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun maxOf(a: Float, vararg other: Float):

Float {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of the given values.\n * \n * If any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

maxOf(a: Double, vararg other: Double): Double {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n * \n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return if (a <= b) a

else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(),

b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two

values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double {\n    return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of

three values.\n * \n * If there are multiple equal minimal values, returns the first of them.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n    return minOf(a,

minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long,

c: Long): Long {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n * \n * If any

value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller

of three values.\n * \n * If any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npublic actual

inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of the given values.\n * \n * If there are multiple equal minimal values, returns the first of them.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, vararg other: T): T {\n    var min =

a\n    for (e in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun minOf(a: Byte, vararg other: Byte): Byte {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in

other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun minOf(a: Short, vararg other: Short): Short {\n    var min = a\n    for (e

in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun minOf(a: Int, vararg other: Int): Int {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in

other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun minOf(a: Long, vararg other: Long): Long {\n    var min = a\n    for (e

in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n * \n * If any

value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun minOf(a: Float, vararg other: Float):

Float {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of

the given values.\n * \n * If any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

minOf(a: Double, vararg other: Double): Double {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n

return min\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.experimental.*\n\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@

SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class ULong @PublishedApi internal

constructor(@PublishedApi internal val data: Long) : Comparable<ULong> {\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n

      * A constant holding the minimum value an instance of ULong can have.\n         */\n        public const val

MIN_VALUE: ULong = ULong(0)\n\n        /**\n         * A constant holding the maximum value an instance of

ULong can have.\n         */\n        public const val MAX_VALUE: ULong = ULong(-1)\n\n        /**\n         * The

number of bytes used to represent an instance of ULong in a binary form.\n         */\n        public const val

SIZE_BYTES: Int = 8\n\n        /**\n         * The number of bits used to represent an instance of ULong in a binary

form.\n         */\n        public const val SIZE_BITS: Int = 64\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UByte): Int = this.compareTo(other.toULong())\n\n    /**\n     *

Compares this value with the specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other

value, a negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun compareTo(other: UShort): Int =

this.compareTo(other.toULong())\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the specified value for order.\n     *

Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if it's less than other,\n     * or a

positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

compareTo(other: UInt): Int = this.compareTo(other.toULong())\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this value with the

specified value for order.\n     * Returns zero if this value is equal to the specified other value, a negative number if

it's less than other,\n     * or a positive number if it's greater than other.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

@Suppress(\"OVERRIDE_BY_INLINE\")\n    public override inline operator fun compareTo(other: ULong): Int =

ulongCompare(this.data, other.data)\n\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UByte): ULong = this.plus(other.toULong())\n

  /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other:

UShort): ULong = this.plus(other.toULong())\n    /** Adds the other value to this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other: UInt): ULong = this.plus(other.toULong())\n

/** Adds the other value to this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun plus(other:

ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data.plus(other.data))\n\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UByte): ULong =

this.minus(other.toULong())\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun minus(other: UShort): ULong = this.minus(other.toULong())\n    /** Subtracts the other

value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun minus(other: UInt): ULong =

this.minus(other.toULong())\n    /** Subtracts the other value from this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun minus(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data.minus(other.data))\n\n    /** Multiplies
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this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UByte):

ULong = this.times(other.toULong())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: UShort): ULong =

this.times(other.toULong())\n    /** Multiplies this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline operator fun times(other: UInt): ULong = this.times(other.toULong())\n    /** Multiplies this value by

the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun times(other: ULong): ULong =

ULong(this.data.times(other.data))\n\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UByte): ULong = this.div(other.toULong())\n

/** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

UShort): ULong = this.div(other.toULong())\n    /** Divides this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other: UInt): ULong = this.div(other.toULong())\n

/** Divides this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun div(other:

ULong): ULong = ulongDivide(this, other)\n\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other

value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UByte): ULong =

this.rem(other.toULong())\n    /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other: UShort): ULong = this.rem(other.toULong())\n

  /** Calculates the remainder of dividing this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public

inline operator fun rem(other: UInt): ULong = this.rem(other.toULong())\n    /** Calculates the remainder of

dividing this value by the other value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun rem(other:

ULong): ULong = ulongRemainder(this, other)\n\n    /** Increments this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

 public inline operator fun inc(): ULong = ULong(data.inc())\n    /** Decrements this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun dec(): ULong = ULong(data.dec())\n\n    /** Creates a

range from this value to the specified [other] value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline operator fun

rangeTo(other: ULong): ULongRange = ULongRange(this, other)\n\n    /**\n     * Shifts this value left by the

[bitCount] number of bits.\n     *\n     * Note that only the six lowest-order bits of the [bitCount] are used as the shift

distance.\n     * The shift distance actually used is therefore always in the range `0..63`.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun shl(bitCount: Int): ULong = ULong(data shl bitCount)\n\n

/**\n     * Shifts this value right by the [bitCount] number of bits, filling the leftmost bits with zeros.\n     *\n     *

Note that only the six lowest-order bits of the [bitCount] are used as the shift distance.\n     * The shift distance

actually used is therefore always in the range `0..63`.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix

fun shr(bitCount: Int): ULong = ULong(data ushr bitCount)\n\n    /** Performs a bitwise AND operation between

the two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun and(other: ULong): ULong =

ULong(this.data and other.data)\n    /** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline infix fun or(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data or other.data)\n

/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline

infix fun xor(other: ULong): ULong = ULong(this.data xor other.data)\n    /** Inverts the bits in this value. */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun inv(): ULong = ULong(data.inv())\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this

[ULong] value to [Byte].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Byte.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`Byte` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Byte` value is

represented by the least significant 8 bits of this `ULong` value.\n     * Note that the resulting `Byte` value may be

negative.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toByte(): Byte = data.toByte()\n    /**\n     *

Converts this [ULong] value to [Short].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [Short.MAX_VALUE], the

resulting `Short` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Short`

value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `ULong` value.\n     * Note that the resulting `Short` value

may be negative.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toShort(): Short = data.toShort()\n

/**\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Int].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[Int.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Int` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\n     *\n

* The resulting `Int` value is represented by the least significant 32 bits of this `ULong` value.\n     * Note that the
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resulting `Int` value may be negative.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toInt(): Int =

data.toInt()\n    /**\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Long].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to

[Long.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `Long` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.

Otherwise the result is negative.\n     *\n     * The resulting `Long` value has the same binary representation as this

`ULong` value.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toLong(): Long = data\n\n    /**\n     *

Converts this [ULong] value to [UByte].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [UByte.MAX_VALUE],

the resulting `UByte` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\n     *\n     * The resulting

`UByte` value is represented by the least significant 8 bits of this `ULong` value.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUByte(): UByte = data.toUByte()\n    /**\n     * Converts this

[ULong] value to [UShort].\n     *\n     * If this value is less than or equals to [UShort.MAX_VALUE], the resulting

`UShort` value represents\n     * the same numerical value as this `ULong`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `UShort`

value is represented by the least significant 16 bits of this `ULong` value.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n

public inline fun toUShort(): UShort = data.toUShort()\n    /**\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [UInt].\n     *\n

   * If this value is less than or equals to [UInt.MAX_VALUE], the resulting `UInt` value represents\n     * the same

numerical value as this `ULong`.\n     *\n     * The resulting `UInt` value is represented by the least significant 32

bits of this `ULong` value.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toUInt(): UInt =

data.toUInt()\n    /** Returns this value. */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toULong(): ULong

= this\n\n    /**\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Float].\n     *\n     * The resulting value is the closest `Float`

to this `ULong` value.\n     * In case when this `ULong` value is exactly between two `Float`s,\n     * the one with

zero at least significant bit of mantissa is selected.\n     */\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun

toFloat(): Float = this.toDouble().toFloat()\n    /**\n     * Converts this [ULong] value to [Double].\n     *\n     * The

resulting value is the closest `Double` to this `ULong` value.\n     * In case when this `ULong` value is exactly

between two `Double`s,\n     * the one with zero at least significant bit of mantissa is selected.\n     */\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    public inline fun toDouble(): Double = ulongToDouble(data)\n\n    public override

fun toString(): String = ulongToString(data)\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this [Byte] value to [ULong].\n *\n * If this

value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Byte`.\n *\n * The least

significant 8 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Byte` value,\n * whereas the most

significant 56 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Byte.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\n/**\n * Converts this [Short] value to [ULong].\n *\n * If this

value is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Short`.\n *\n * The least

significant 16 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Short` value,\n * whereas the most

significant 48 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Short.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\n/**\n * Converts this [Int] value to [ULong].\n *\n * If this value

is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Int`.\n *\n * The least

significant 32 bits of the resulting `ULong` value are the same as the bits of this `Int` value,\n * whereas the most

significant 32 bits are filled with the sign bit of this value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Int.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this.toLong())\n/**\n * Converts this [Long] value to [ULong].\n *\n * If this value

is positive, the resulting `ULong` value represents the same numerical value as this `Long`.\n *\n * The resulting

`ULong` value has the same binary representation as this `Long` value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Long.toULong(): ULong = ULong(this)\n\n/**\n * Converts this [Float] value to [ULong].\n *\n * The fractional

part, if any, is rounded down towards zero.\n * Returns zero if this `Float` value is negative or `NaN`,

[ULong.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `ULong.MAX_VALUE`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Float.toULong(): ULong = doubleToULong(this.toDouble())\n/**\n * Converts this [Double] value to [ULong].\n
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*\n * The fractional part, if any, is rounded down towards zero.\n * Returns zero if this `Double` value is negative or

`NaN`, [ULong.MAX_VALUE] if it's bigger than `ULong.MAX_VALUE`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Double.toULong(): ULong = doubleToULong(this)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the list.\n * \n *

Throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the size of this list is less than 1.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component1(): T {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the list.\n * \n * Throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

size of this list is less than 2.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T>

List<T>.component2(): T {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the list.\n * \n * Throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the size of this list is less than 3.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <T> List<T>.component3(): T {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the list.\n

* \n * Throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the size of this list is less than 4.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component4(): T {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the list.\n * \n * Throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

size of this list is less than 5.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T>

List<T>.component5(): T {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the collection.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    if

(this is Collection)\n        return contains(element)\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    if (this is List)\n        return get(index)\n    return

elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Collection doesn't contain element at index

$index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if

the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return

get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function

if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (this is List)\n        return

this.getOrElse(index, defaultValue)\n    if (index < 0)\n        return defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

 var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n

  return element\n    }\n    return defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> List<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    if (this is List)\n        return this.getOrNull(index)\n    if (index <

0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element =

iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> List<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.first(): T {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.first()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator =

iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n

    return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException]

if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the

given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    when

(this) {\n        is List -> {\n            if (isEmpty())\n                return null\n            else\n                return this[0]\n

}\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n

return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the list is empty.\n */\npublic

fun <T> List<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> List<T>.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this list.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n

*/\npublic fun <T> List<T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index)

else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the collection does not contain element.\n */\npublic

fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if (this is List) return

this.indexOf(element)\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element

== item)\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1

if the list does not contain element.\n */\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false

warning, extension takes precedence in some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

List<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return indexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element

matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the collection does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the list does not contain

such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n

  for (item in this) {\n        if (predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the collection does not contain such

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -
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1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n

lastIndex = index\n        index++\n    }\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching

the given [predicate], or -1 if the list does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while

(iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if (predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n            return iterator.nextIndex()\n        }\n

}\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the collection

is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.last(): T

{\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.last()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n            var last =

iterator.next()\n            while (iterator.hasNext())\n                last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the list is empty.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.last(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

      throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this)

{\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T

{\n    val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n

      if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"List contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the collection does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if

(this is List) return this.lastIndexOf(element)\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n    }\n    return

lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the list does not contain element.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> List<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return

lastIndexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this)

{\n        is List -> return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n

if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            var last = iterator.next()\n            while (iterator.hasNext())\n

           last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the

list is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last =

element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline

fun <T> List<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while

(iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n

  return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this collection.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.random(): T {\n

return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this collection using the specified source of
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randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun <T> Collection<T>.random(random: Random): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n    return elementAt(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a random element from this collection, or `null` if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <T> Collection<T>.randomOrNull(): T? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this collection using the specified source of randomness, or `null` if this collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T>

Collection<T>.randomOrNull(random: Random): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

elementAt(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the collection is

empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(): T {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -

> return this.single()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n            val single = iterator.next()\n            if

(iterator.hasNext())\n                throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection has more than one element.\")\n

return single\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the list is empty or

has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.single(): T {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"List has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

    found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

single element, or `null` if the collection is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n        else ->

{\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            val single =

iterator.next()\n            if (iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            return single\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the list is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found =

false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.drop(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return toList()\n

val list: ArrayList<T>\n    if (this is Collection<*>) {\n        val resultSize = size - n\n        if (resultSize <= 0)\n

  return emptyList()\n        if (resultSize == 1)\n            return listOf(last())\n        list = ArrayList<T>(resultSize)\n

  if (this is List<T>) {\n            if (this is RandomAccess) {\n                for (index in n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n            } else {\n                for (item in listIterator(n))\n                    list.add(item)\n            }\n

        return list\n        }\n    }\n    else {\n        list = ArrayList<T>()\n    }\n    var count = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

   if (count >= n) list.add(item) else ++count\n    }\n    return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.dropLast(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T>
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List<T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator =

listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            if (!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n                return

take(iterator.nextIndex() + 1)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.dropWhile(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if

(yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n

   }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filter(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter R.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIsInstance\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R>

Iterable<*>.filterIsInstance(): List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return

filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are instances of specified type

parameter R to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIsInstanceTo\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is

R) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching

the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are not `null`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterNotNull\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNull():

List<T> {\n    return filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the

given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterNotNullTo\n */\npublic fun <C

: MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Iterable<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Iterable<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements

at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices: IntRange): List<T> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return this.subList(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).toList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices:

Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n

val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.take(n: Int):

List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (this is Collection<T>) {\n        if (n >= size) return toList()\n        if (n == 1) return

listOf(first())\n    }\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n

if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.takeLast(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(last())\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    if (this is

RandomAccess) {\n        for (index in size - n until size)\n            list.add(this[index])\n    } else {\n        for (item in

listIterator(size - n))\n            list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> List<T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return

emptyList()\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if

(!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n            iterator.next()\n            val expectedSize = size - iterator.nextIndex()\n

    if (expectedSize == 0) return emptyList()\n            return ArrayList<T>(expectedSize).apply {\n                while

(iterator.hasNext())\n                    add(iterator.next())\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.takeWhile(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the list in-place.\n */\npublic

expect fun <T> MutableList<T>.reverse(): Unit\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection && size <= 1) return toList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this list in-place

using the specified [random] instance as the source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.shuffle(random: Random): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex

downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        this[j] = this.set(i, this[j])\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

in the list in-place according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> MutableList<T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to natural sort

order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

MutableList<T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n *

\n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) {\n        if (size <= 1)

return this.toList()\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return (toTypedArray<Comparable<T>>()

as Array<T>).apply { sort() }.asList()\n    }\n    return toMutableList().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return
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sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal

elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sortedDescending(): List<T>

{\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other

after sorting.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n       if (size <= 1) return this.toList()\n       @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n       return

(toTypedArray<Any?>() as Array<T>).apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n    }\n    return

toMutableList().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Boolean containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n    val result

= BooleanArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in

this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Char containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    val result =

CharArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Double containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Float containing

all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    val result

= FloatArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Int containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Int>.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n

    result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Long containing all of the elements

of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Long>.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    val result =

LongArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element

in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs

provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would

have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order

of the original collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associate\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, K, V> Iterable<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given collection indexed

by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

T>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and

indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves
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the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with

key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given

collection\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by

[keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in

K, in T>> Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given collection.\n *

\n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in

K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

    destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are

elements from the given collection and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K,

V> Iterable<K>.associateWith(valueSelector: (K) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each

element of the given collection,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector]

function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Iterable<K>.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (K) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to

the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toHashSet():

HashSet<T> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(12))))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptyList()\n            1 -> listOf(if (this is List) get(0) else

iterator().next())\n            else -> this.toMutableList()\n        }\n    }\n    return

this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of

this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    if (this is Collection<T>)\n

      return this.toMutableList()\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList]

filled with all elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Collection<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n

 return ArrayList(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element
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iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptySet()\n            1 -> setOf(if (this is List) this[0] else

iterator().next())\n            else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n        }\n    }\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapSequence\")\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original collection.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedSequence\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> Sequence<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original collection, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index:

Int, T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list =

transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element\n * and its index in the original collection, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedSequenceTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npu

blic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list =

transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original collection, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Iterable<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original collection, to the

given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapSequenceTo\")\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :
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MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original collection by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K> Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K,

List<V>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original collection by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K,

MutableList<T>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

      val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<T>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function

applied to each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied

to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n

* \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a collection to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T, K>

{\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun keyOf(element:

T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each element in the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.map(transform:

(T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in

the original collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns

the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n
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* @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends the

results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each element in the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.mapNotNull\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Iterable<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original collection\n * and

appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach {

element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original collection\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each element of the original collection\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * Among equal elements of the

given collection, only the first one will be present in the resulting list.\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the

same order as they were in the source collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.distinct():

List<T> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the

given collection\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * Among elements of the

given collection with equal keys, only the first one will be present in the resulting list.\n * The elements in the

resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K): List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n

for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this collection and the specified collection.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original collection.\n * \n * To get a set containing all

elements that are contained at least in one of these collections use [union].\n */\npublic infix fun <T>

Iterable<T>.intersect(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this collection and not contained

by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original

collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] containing all

distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    return when (this) {\n

  is Collection<T> -> LinkedHashSet(this)\n        else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original collection.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in

the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n * \n * To get a set containing all elements that are contained in
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both collections use [intersect].\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.union(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val

set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return true\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if collection has at

least one element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.any(): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection) return !isEmpty()\n    return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return false\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in

this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.count(): Int {\n    if (this is Collection) return size\n    var count =

0\n    for (element in this) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of

elements in this collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.count(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count =

0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator

value and each element.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the collection is empty.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the collection is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var

index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current

accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the list is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R> List<T>.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n

accumulator = operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original list and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the list is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current

accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

List<T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    if

(!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            val index =

iterator.previousIndex()\n            accumulator = operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for

(element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential

index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and performs the action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int,

T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(checkIndexOverflow(index++),
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item)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    return

maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    return

maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.max(): T? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.maxByOrNull(selector: (T) ->

R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n

     val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    } while

(iterator.hasNext())\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by

[selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the collection is

empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxOf(selector: (T) ->

Double): Double {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all

values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * If any of values

produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException

if the collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxOf(selector: (T) ->

Float): Float {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all

values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.maxOf(selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v

= selector(iterator.next())\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the collection or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (T)

-> Double): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        maxValue =
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maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any

of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (T)

-> Float): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v =

selector(iterator.next())\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n

   maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection or `null`

if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n

   maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Double>.maxOrNull(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var

max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n

}\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.maxOrNull(): Float? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.maxOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n

  var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max = e\n

}\n    return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =
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iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

minOrNull instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.min(): Double? {\n    return

minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    return

minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.min(): T? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.minByOrNull(selector: (T) ->

R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minElem = iterator.next()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n

   val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    } while

(iterator.hasNext())\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by

[selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the collection is

empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.minOf(selector: (T) ->

Double): Double {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all

values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * If any of values

produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException

if the collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.minOf(selector: (T) ->

Float): Float {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all

values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.minOf(selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v

= selector(iterator.next())\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the collection or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.minOfOrNull(selector: (T)

-> Double): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        minValue =
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minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any

of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.minOfOrNull(selector: (T)

-> Float): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the collection or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.minOfOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v =

selector(iterator.next())\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the collection is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v

= selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n

return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all

values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n

   minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are

no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Double>.minOrNull(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var

min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        min = minOf(min, e)\n    }\n

 return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements

is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.minOrNull(): Float? {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        min = minOf(min, e)\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest

element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Iterable<T>.minOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =

iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if
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the collection has no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.none(): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection) return isEmpty()\n    return

!iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return true\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

element and returns the collection itself afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, C :

Iterable<T>> C.onEach(action: (T) -> Unit): C {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element,\n * and

returns the collection itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, C :

Iterable<T>> C.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): C {\n    return apply { forEachIndexed(action)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this collection is empty. If the

collection can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver

is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Iterable<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n

  if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator,

iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the

original collection.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this collection is empty. If the collection can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Iterable<T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val

iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't

be reduced.\")\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * \n * Returns

`null` if the collection is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Iterable<T>.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S? {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, iterator.next())\n

 }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the collection is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates

the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Iterable<T>.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S? {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator

value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this list is empty. If the list can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use
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[reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

List<T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        accumulator =

operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original list

and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this list is empty. If the list can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

List<T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val index = iterator.previousIndex()\n

     accumulator = operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original list and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the list is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S,

T : S> List<T>.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S? {\n    val iterator =

listIterator(size)\n    if (!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        return null\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n

while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val index = iterator.previousIndex()\n        accumulator = operation(index,

iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the list is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current

accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

List<T>.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S? {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        return null\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while

(iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        accumulator = operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n

* Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an

element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    val estimatedSize =

collectionSizeOrDefault(9)\n    if (estimatedSize == 0) return listOf(initial)\n    val result =

ArrayList<R>(estimatedSize + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

each element, its index in the original collection and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n

* Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current
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accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    val estimatedSize

= collectionSizeOrDefault(9)\n    if (estimatedSize == 0) return listOf(initial)\n    val result =

ArrayList<R>(estimatedSize + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) {\n        accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n

}\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of

this collection.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it

would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator

value and the element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Iterable<T>.runningReduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    val result =

ArrayList<S>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from

left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original collection and current accumulator value that starts with the

first element of this collection.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n

* otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S, T : S> Iterable<T>.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int,

acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return emptyList()\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    val result = ArrayList<S>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    var index = 1\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(index++,

accumulator, iterator.next())\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation]

function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial,

operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original collection and current accumulator value that starts

with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Iterable<T>.scanReduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",
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ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Iterable<T>.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): List<S> {\n    return

runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int

{\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumByDouble(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Iterable<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Iterable<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

     sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt =

0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are

any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Iterable<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Iterable<T> {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n

}\n    }\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Iterable<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original

collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null`

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> List<T?>.requireNoNulls(): List<T> {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(element == null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n    }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as List<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this collection into a list of

lists each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting list may have fewer elements than the

given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater

than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int): List<List<T>> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Splits this collection into several lists each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform]
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function to an each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the [transform] applied to an each list.\n * \n * Note that the

list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it

or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last list may have fewer elements than

the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be

greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R): List<R>

{\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result =

ArrayList<T>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10))\n    var removed = false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed

&& it == element) { removed = true; false } else true }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the

original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * The [elements] array may be

converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable

implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return this.toList()\n    val other

= elements.toHashSet()\n    return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of

the original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * The [elements]

collection may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a

correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n    return

this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection except the

elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a

[HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation

of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val other = elements.toHashSet()\n    if

(other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n    return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.minusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n

return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original collection into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate]

yielded `false`.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.partition\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val

second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n

} else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(element)\n    val result =

ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(size + 1)\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection

and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.plus(elements:

Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(elements)\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + elements.size)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>
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Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(elements)\n    val

result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if (elements is Collection)

{\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + elements.size)\n        result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    } else {\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + 10)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Collection<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this collection with the given [step], where each\n *

snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have fewer elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and

[step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the

number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward

by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the

end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): List<List<T>> {\n

checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize = this.size\n

val resultCapacity = thisSize / step + if (thisSize % step == 0) 0 else 1\n        val result =

ArrayList<List<T>>(resultCapacity)\n        var index = 0\n        while (index in 0 until thisSize) {\n            val

windowSize = size.coerceAtMost(thisSize - index)\n            if (windowSize < size && !partialWindows) break\n

    result.add(List(windowSize) { this[it + index] })\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n    }\n    val

result = ArrayList<List<T>>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false).forEach {\n        result.add(it)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of results of applying the

given [transform] function to\n * an each list representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this collection with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral

and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made

a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may have fewer elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step]

must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an

each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if

any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize =

this.size\n        val resultCapacity = thisSize / step + if (thisSize % step == 0) 0 else 1\n        val result =

ArrayList<R>(resultCapacity)\n        val window = MovingSubList(this)\n        var index = 0\n        while (index in 0

until thisSize) {\n            val windowSize = size.coerceAtMost(thisSize - index)\n            if (!partialWindows &&

windowSize < size) break\n            window.move(index, index + windowSize)\n

result.add(transform(window))\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n    }\n    val result =
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ArrayList<R>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer = true).forEach {\n

result.add(transform(it))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this`

collection and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values

built from the elements of `this` collection and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V>

Iterable<T>.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = other.size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(element, other[i++]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] collection with the same index.\n * The returned list

has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\npublic infix fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 ->

t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` collection and the [other] collection

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V>

Iterable<T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val first = iterator()\n    val second

= other.iterator()\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10),

other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)))\n    while (first.hasNext() && second.hasNext()) {\n

list.add(transform(first.next(), second.next()))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two

adjacent elements in this collection.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this collection contains less than two

elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<T, T>> {\n    return zipWithNext

{ a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to

an each pair of two adjacent elements in this collection.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this collection contains

less than two elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T) -> R): List<R> {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return emptyList()\n    val result = mutableListOf<R>()\n    var current = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val next = iterator.next()\n        result.add(transform(current, next))\n        current

= next\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and

using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-

negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the

[truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable>

Iterable<T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence

= \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if

(limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if

supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only

the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return
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joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this

collection as an [Iterable].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.asIterable():

Iterable<T> {\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original collection returning

its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromCollection\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Iterable<Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double =

0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Iterable<Long>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Iterable<Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n

 for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun Iterable<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var

sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.naturalOrder\nimport kotlin.random.Random\n\n/** Returns the array if it's not `null`, or an

empty array otherwise. */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun <T> Array<out T>?.orEmpty():

Array<out T> = this ?: emptyArray<T>()\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun <T>

Collection<T>.toTypedArray(): Array<T> =

copyToArray(this)\n\n@JsName(\"copyToArray\")\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <T> copyToArray(collection:

Collection<T>): Array<T> {\n    return if (collection.asDynamic().toArray !== undefined)\n
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collection.asDynamic().toArray().unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n    else\n

copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n}\n\n@JsName(\"copyToArrayImpl\")\ninternal actual fun

copyToArrayImpl(collection: Collection<*>): Array<Any?> {\n    val array = emptyArray<Any?>()\n    val iterator

= collection.iterator()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        array.asDynamic().push(iterator.next())\n    return

array\n}\n\n@JsName(\"copyToExistingArrayImpl\")\ninternal actual fun <T> copyToArrayImpl(collection:

Collection<*>, array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\n    if (array.size < collection.size)\n        return

copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n\n    val iterator = collection.iterator()\n    var index = 0\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        array[index++] = iterator.next().unsafeCast<T>()\n    }\n    if (index < array.size)

{\n        array[index] = null.unsafeCast<T>()\n    }\n    return array\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns an immutable list

containing only the specified object [element].\n */\npublic fun <T> listOf(element: T): List<T> =

arrayListOf(element)\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.Inlin

eOnly\ninternal actual inline fun <E> buildListInternal(builderAction: MutableList<E>.() -> Unit): List<E> {\n

return

ArrayList<E>().apply(builderAction).build()\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlib

Api\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun <E> buildListInternal(capacity: Int, builderAction:

MutableList<E>.() -> Unit): List<E> {\n    checkBuilderCapacity(capacity)\n    return

ArrayList<E>(capacity).apply(builderAction).build()\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns an immutable set containing only the

specified object [element].\n */\npublic fun <T> setOf(element: T): Set<T> =

hashSetOf(element)\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.Inline

Only\ninternal actual inline fun <E> buildSetInternal(builderAction: MutableSet<E>.() -> Unit): Set<E> {\n

return

LinkedHashSet<E>().apply(builderAction).build()\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Experimental

StdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun <E> buildSetInternal(capacity: Int, builderAction:

MutableSet<E>.() -> Unit): Set<E> {\n    return

LinkedHashSet<E>(capacity).apply(builderAction).build()\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns an immutable map, mapping

only the specified key to the\n * specified value.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> mapOf(pair: Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> =

hashMapOf(pair)\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOn

ly\ninternal actual inline fun <K, V> buildMapInternal(builderAction: MutableMap<K, V>.() -> Unit): Map<K, V>

{\n    return LinkedHashMap<K,

V>().apply(builderAction).build()\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotl

in.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun <K, V> buildMapInternal(capacity: Int, builderAction:

MutableMap<K, V>.() -> Unit): Map<K, V> {\n    return LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity).apply(builderAction).build()\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Fills the list with the provided [value].\n *\n * Each

element in the list gets replaced with the [value].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun <T>

MutableList<T>.fill(value: T): Unit {\n    for (index in 0..lastIndex) {\n        this[index] = value\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Randomly shuffles elements in this list.\n *\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.shuffle(): Unit = shuffle(Random)\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new list with the elements of this list randomly shuffled.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun

<T> Iterable<T>.shuffled(): List<T> = toMutableList().apply { shuffle() }\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-

place according to their natural sort order.\n *\n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their

order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\npublic actual fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sort(): Unit

{\n    collectionsSort(this, naturalOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to the order

specified with [comparator].\n *\n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to

each other after sorting.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>):

Unit {\n    collectionsSort(this, comparator)\n}\n\nprivate fun <T> collectionsSort(list: MutableList<T>,

comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\n    if (list.size <= 1) return\n\n    val array = copyToArray(list)\n

sortArrayWith(array, comparator)\n\n    for (i in 0 until array.size) {\n        list[i] = array[i]\n    }\n}\n\ninternal
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actual fun <T> arrayOfNulls(reference: Array<T>, size: Int): Array<T> {\n    return

arrayOfNulls<Any>(size).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@PublishedApi\n@JsName(\"arr

ayCopy\")\ninternal fun <T> arrayCopy(source: Array<out T>, destination: Array<in T>, destinationOffset: Int,

startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int) {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, source.size)\n    val

rangeSize = endIndex - startIndex\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(destinationOffset, destinationOffset +

rangeSize, destination.size)\n\n    if (js(\"ArrayBuffer\").isView(destination) &&

js(\"ArrayBuffer\").isView(source)) {\n        val subrange = source.asDynamic().subarray(startIndex, endIndex)\n

 destination.asDynamic().set(subrange, destinationOffset)\n    } else {\n        if (source !== destination ||

destinationOffset <= startIndex) {\n            for (index in 0 until rangeSize) {\n

destination[destinationOffset + index] = source[startIndex + index]\n            }\n        } else {\n            for (index in

rangeSize - 1 downTo 0) {\n                destination[destinationOffset + index] = source[startIndex + index]\n

}\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n// no singleton map implementation in js, return map as

is\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\ninternal actual inline fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.toSingletonMapOrSelf(): Map<K, V> = this\n\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\ninternal actual inline

fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toSingletonMap(): Map<K, V> =

this.toMutableMap()\n\n\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\ninternal actual inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs: Boolean): Array<out Any?> =\n    if (isVarargs)\n    // no need to copy vararg

array in JS\n        this\n    else\n        this.copyOf()\n\n\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal actual fun

checkIndexOverflow(index: Int): Int {\n    if (index < 0) {\n        throwIndexOverflow()\n    }\n    return

index\n}\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal actual fun checkCountOverflow(count: Int): Int {\n    if (count < 0) {\n

throwCountOverflow()\n    }\n    return count\n}\n\n\n/**\n * JS map and set implementations do not make use of

capacities or load factors.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal actual fun mapCapacity(expectedSize: Int) =

expectedSize\n\n/**\n * Checks a collection builder function capacity argument.\n * In JS no validation is made in

Map/Set constructor yet.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun

checkBuilderCapacity(capacity: Int) {\n    require(capacity >= 0) { \"capacity must be non-negative.\" }\n}","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the given iterator itself. This allows to use an instance of iterator in a `for`

loop.\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.iterator\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun <T> Iterator<T>.iterator(): Iterator<T> = this\n\n/**\n * Returns an [Iterator] that wraps each element produced

by the original iterator\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n *\n

* @sample samples.collections.Iterators.withIndexIterator\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterator<T>.withIndex():

Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(this)\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [operation] on each element of

this [Iterator].\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.forEachIterator\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterator<T>.forEach(operation: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) operation(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Iterator transforming original `iterator` into iterator of [IndexedValue], counting index from zero.\n */\ninternal class

IndexingIterator<out T>(private val iterator: Iterator<T>) : Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    private var index =

0\n    final override fun hasNext(): Boolean = iterator.hasNext()\n    final override fun next(): IndexedValue<T> =

IndexedValue(checkIndexOverflow(index++), iterator.next())\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\n * \n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect

fun <T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte):
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Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n

* Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`,

returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Float,

b: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n * \n * If there are multiple equal maximal values, returns the

first of them.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T : Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T):

T\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short, c:

Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int):

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n * \n * If

any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n * \n * If any value is

`NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun maxOf(a:

Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values according to the order

specified by the given [comparator].\n * \n * If there are multiple equal maximal values, returns the first of them.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return

maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values according to the

order specified by the given [comparator].\n * \n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return if

(comparator.compare(a, b) >= 0) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n * \n * If there are

multiple equal maximal values, returns the first of them.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, vararg other: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun maxOf(a: Byte, vararg other: Byte): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun maxOf(a: Short, vararg other: Short):

Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun maxOf(a:

Int, vararg other: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic

expect fun maxOf(a: Long, vararg other: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n * \n * If

any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun maxOf(a: Float, vararg other:

Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n * \n * If any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun maxOf(a: Double, vararg other: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns

the greater of the given values according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * \n * If there are

multiple equal maximal values, returns the first of them.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T,

vararg other: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in other) if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n * \n *

If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T : Comparable<T>>

minOf(a: T, b: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte):

Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short):

Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n
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* Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`,

returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Float,

b: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n * \n * If either value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n * \n * If there are multiple equal minimal values, returns the

first of them.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic expect fun <T : Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T):

T\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short, c:

Short): Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int):

Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

expect inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n * \n * If

any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline

fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n * \n * If any value is

`NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic expect inline fun minOf(a:

Double, b: Double, c: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values according to the order

specified by the given [comparator].\n * \n * If there are multiple equal minimal values, returns the first of them.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return

minOf(a, minOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values according to the

order specified by the given [comparator].\n * \n * If values are equal, returns the first one.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return if

(comparator.compare(a, b) <= 0) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n * \n * If there are

multiple equal minimal values, returns the first of them.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun <T :

Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, vararg other: T): T\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun minOf(a: Byte, vararg other: Byte): Byte\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun minOf(a: Short, vararg other: Short):

Short\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun minOf(a:

Int, vararg other: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic

expect fun minOf(a: Long, vararg other: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n * \n * If

any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun minOf(a: Float, vararg other:

Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n * \n * If any value is `NaN`, returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun minOf(a: Double, vararg other: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smaller of the given values according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * \n * If there are

multiple equal minimal values, returns the first of them.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T,

vararg other: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in other) if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    return min\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all key-value pairs.\n

*/\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toList(): List<Pair<K, V>> {\n    if (size == 0)\n        return emptyList()\n

val iterator = entries.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return emptyList()\n    val first = iterator.next()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return listOf(first.toPair())\n    val result = ArrayList<Pair<K, V>>(size)\n

result.add(first.toPair())\n    do {\n        result.add(iterator.next().toPair())\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return
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result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked

on each entry of original map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K, V>.flatMap(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each entry of original map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapSequence\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.flatMap(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Sequence<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

entry of original map, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Map<out K, V>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each entry of original map, to

the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapSequenceTo\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K, V>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) ->

Sequence<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each entry in the original map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapToList\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.map(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each entry in the original map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapNotNull\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any> Map<out K,

V>.mapNotNull(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each entry in the original map\n * and appends

only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Map<out K, V>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?): C {\n    forEach {

element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each entry of the original map\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapTo(destination: C, transform:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all entries match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.all(predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if map has at least one entry.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.any(): Boolean

{\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one entry matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.any(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return false\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of entries in this map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the number of entries matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.count(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if (isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

entry.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.forEach(action:
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(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

maxByOrNull instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K,

V>.maxBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the first entry yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out

K, V>.maxByOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector]

function\n * applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the

returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.maxOf(selector:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Double): Double {\n    return entries.maxOf(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value

among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * If any of values

produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException

if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.maxOf(selector:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Float): Float {\n    return entries.maxOf(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value

among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K,

V>.maxOf(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R {\n    return entries.maxOf(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each entry in the map or `null` if there

are no entries.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Double): Double? {\n    return

entries.maxOfOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector]

function\n * applied to each entry in the map or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n * If any of values produced by

[selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Float): Float? {\n    return

entries.maxOfOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector]

function\n * applied to each entry in the map or `null` if there are no entries.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K,

V>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R? {\n    return entries.maxOfOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R {\n    return

entries.maxOfWith(comparator, selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each entry in the map or `null` if there
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are no entries.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R? {\n    return

entries.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator, selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first entry having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no

entries.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K, V>.minBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K, V>?

{\n    return minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry yielding the smallest value of the given

function or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out

K, V>.minByOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector]

function\n * applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the

returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minOf(selector:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Double): Double {\n    return entries.minOf(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest

value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * If any of values

produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException

if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minOf(selector:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Float): Float {\n    return entries.minOf(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value

among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K,

V>.minOf(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R {\n    return entries.minOf(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each entry in the map or `null` if

there are no entries.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minOfOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Double): Double? {\n    return

entries.minOfOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector]

function\n * applied to each entry in the map or `null` if there are no entries.\n * \n * If any of values produced by

[selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minOfOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Float): Float? {\n    return

entries.minOfOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector]
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function\n * applied to each entry in the map or `null` if there are no entries.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K,

V>.minOfOrNull(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R? {\n    return entries.minOfOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each entry in the map.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the map is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.minOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R {\n    return

entries.minOfWith(comparator, selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each entry in the map or `null` if there

are no entries.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): R? {\n    return

entries.minOfWithOrNull(comparator, selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

<K, V> Map<out K, V>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n

return minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry having the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no entries.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the map has no entries.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.none(): Boolean {\n

return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no entries match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.none(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each entry and

returns the map itself afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : Map<out K, V>>

M.onEach(action: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): M {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each entry, providing sequential index with the entry,\n * and returns

the map itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an entry and the entry itself\n * and

performs the action on the entry.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : Map<out K, V>>

M.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): M {\n    return apply {

entries.forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original map returning

its entries when being iterated.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.asIterable(): Iterable<Map.Entry<K, V>> {\n    return entries\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that

wraps the original map returning its entries when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.asSequence(): Sequence<Map.Entry<K, V>> {\n    return entries.asSequence()\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if [element] is found in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element)

>= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T

{\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Sequence doesn't contain element at

index $index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return

defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element

= iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n

 return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.first(): T {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n

return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the first element, or `null` if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n

return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was

not found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the sequence does not contain element.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            return

index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given

[predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not contain such element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

{\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not

contain such element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (predicate(item))\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n

}\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the sequence is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(): T {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    var last =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        last = iterator.next()\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last
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element matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            last = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the

sequence does not contain element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        checkIndexOverflow(index)\n        if (element == item)\n            lastIndex =

index\n        index++\n    }\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the sequence is

empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n

return null\n    var last = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        last = iterator.next()\n    return

last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in

this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The operation

is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(): T {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    val single =

iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence has more than one

element.\")\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws

exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the

sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    val

single = iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return

null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.drop(n: Int):

Sequence<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return when {\n        n

== 0 -> this\n        this is DropTakeSequence -> this.drop(n)\n        else -> DropSequence(this, n)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return DropWhileSequence(this, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filter(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return FilteringSequence(this, true, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence
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containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    // TODO: Rewrite with generalized MapFilterIndexingSequence\n

return TransformingSequence(FilteringSequence(IndexingSequence(this), true, { predicate(it.index, it.value) }), {

it.value })\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Sequence<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter

R.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIsInstance\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R>

Sequence<*>.filterIsInstance(): Sequence<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filter { it is R } as Sequence<R>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are instances of specified type parameter R to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIsInstanceTo\n */\npublic inline fun

<reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in

this) if (element is R) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return FilteringSequence(this, false, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing all elements that are not `null`.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterNotNull\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNull():

Sequence<T> {\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filterNot { it == null } as

Sequence<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation

is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterNotNullTo\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Sequence<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Sequence<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing first [n] elements.\n *\n

* The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.take(n: Int):

Sequence<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return when {\n        n

== 0 -> emptySequence()\n        this is DropTakeSequence -> this.take(n)\n        else -> TakeSequence(this, n)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return

TakeWhileSequence(this, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order
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relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.sorted(): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n        override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val sortedList = this@sorted.toMutableList()\n            sortedList.sort()\n

return sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The sort is

_stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sorting.sortedBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n

return sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted descending according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n * \n * The

sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements

preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.sortedDescending(): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order relative

to each other after sorting.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val sortedList = this@sortedWith.toMutableList()\n

sortedList.sortWith(comparator)\n            return sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n *

If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associate\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Sequence<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given sequence indexed by the

key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

T>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed

by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to

each element of the given sequence\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in T>> Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the
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[keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the

given sequence.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given sequence.\n * \n

* If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateTo\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [Map] where keys are elements from the given sequence and values are\n * produced by the

[valueSelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <K, V> Sequence<K>.associateWith(valueSelector: (K) -> V):

Map<K, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each

element of the given sequence,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector]

function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the

map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun

<K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<K>.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (K) -> V): M

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n

for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of

all elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n

 return toCollection(HashSet<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all elements of

this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toMutableList():

MutableList<T> {\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single sequence of all elements

from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIterable\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): Sequence<R> {\n    return FlatteningSequence(this,

transform, Iterable<R>::iterator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single sequence of all elements from results of [transform]

function being invoked on each element of original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): Sequence<R> {\n    return FlatteningSequence(this,

transform, Sequence<R>::iterator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single sequence of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation
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is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> Iterable<R>): Sequence<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexed(this, transform, Iterable<R>::iterator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single sequence of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedSequence\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> Sequence<R>): Sequence<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexed(this, transform, Sequence<R>::iterator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original sequence, to the given

[destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list =

transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element\n * and its index in the original sequence, to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedSequenceTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npu

blic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list =

transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original sequence, to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIterableTo\")\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original sequence, to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): C

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to

each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original sequence.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K,

MutableList<T>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<T>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function

applied to each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied

to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n

* \n * @return The [destination] map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a sequence to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K):

Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> =

this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the

original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.map(transform: (T) ->

R): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T,

R> Sequence<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return

TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only the non-null

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R

: Any> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): Sequence<R> {\n    return

TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function

to each element and its index in the original sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index:

Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n

 return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original

sequence\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the

index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns a sequence containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.mapNotNull\n */\npublic fun <T, R : Any>

Sequence<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this,

transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original

sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C,

transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original sequence\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

 destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that wraps each element of

the original sequence\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element itself.\n *\n *

The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.withIndex():

Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingSequence(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

only distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * Among equal elements of the given sequence, only the first

one will be present in the resulting sequence.\n * The elements in the resulting sequence are in the same order as

they were in the source sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.distinct(): Sequence<T> {\n    return this.distinctBy { it }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing only elements from the given sequence\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector]

function.\n * \n * Among elements of the given sequence with equal keys, only the first one will be present in the

resulting sequence.\n * The elements in the resulting sequence are in the same order as they were in the source

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.distinctAndDistinctBy\n */\npublic fun <T, K>

Sequence<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K): Sequence<T> {\n    return DistinctSequence(this, selector)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a new [MutableSet] containing all distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Sequence<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<T>()\n    for (item in this)

set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if sequence has at least one element.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.any(): Boolean {\n    return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element

matches the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this)

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the sequence

is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates

the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)
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accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original sequence.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the sequence is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator,

element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the

element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the

action on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(checkIndexOverflow(index++), item)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    return

maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    return

maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.max(): T? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.maxByOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return maxElem\n    var

maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue <

v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the sequence.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result

is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxOf(selector: (T) ->

Double): Double {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all

values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence.\n * \n * If any of values

produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException

if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxOf(selector: (T) ->

Float): Float {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all
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values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.maxOf(selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v

= selector(iterator.next())\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the sequence or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Float): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.maxOfOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v =

selector(iterator.next())\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the sequence.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n

   maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the sequence or `null`

if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n

   maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.maxOrNull(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n
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if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =

iterator.next()\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if

there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.maxOrNull(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =

iterator.next()\n        max = maxOf(max, e)\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if

there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.maxOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic

fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n

 val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.min(): Double? {\n    return

minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    return

minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.min(): T? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.minByOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minElem = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return minElem\n    var

minValue = selector(minElem)\n    do {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue >

v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return

minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the sequence.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result

is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.minOf(selector: (T) ->

Double): Double {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all

values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence.\n * \n * If any of values

produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException

if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.minOf(selector: (T) ->

Float): Float {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n

minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all

values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.minOf(selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v

= selector(iterator.next())\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each element in the sequence or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.minOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.minOfOrNull(selector:

(T) -> Float): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the sequence or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.minOfOrNull(selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v =

selector(iterator.next())\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the sequence.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.minOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n

   minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the sequence

or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (T) -> R): R? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(iterator.next())\n    while
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(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val v = selector(iterator.next())\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n

   minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are

no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.minOrNull(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =

iterator.next()\n        min = minOf(min, e)\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if

there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.minOrNull(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =

iterator.next()\n        min = minOf(min, e)\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if

there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.minOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min

= e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

<T> Sequence<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the sequence has no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.none(): Boolean {\n

 return !iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence which performs the given [action]

on each element of the original sequence as they pass through it.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.onEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Sequence<T>

{\n    return map {\n        action(it)\n        it\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence which performs the given

[action] on each element of the original sequence as they pass through it.\n * @param [action] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.onEachIndexed(action:

(index: Int, T) -> Unit): Sequence<T> {\n    return mapIndexed { index, element ->\n        action(index, element)\n

   element\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this sequence is empty. If

the sequence can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Sequence<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from

left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original sequence.\n * \n *

Throws an exception if this sequence is empty. If the sequence can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use

[reduceIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next
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accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Sequence<T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var index =

1\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator =

operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element with its index in the original sequence.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the sequence is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the

element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Sequence<T>.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S? {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n

if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, iterator.next())\n

 }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the sequence is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates

the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <S, T : S>

Sequence<T>.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S? {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element

and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation]

function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting sequence.\n * The

[initial] value should also be immutable (or should not be mutated)\n * as it may be passed to [operation] function

later because of sequence's lazy nature.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return sequence {\n        yield(initial)\n        var accumulator = initial\n        for (element in

this@runningFold) {\n            accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n            yield(accumulator)\n        }\n

  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original sequence and current accumulator value that starts

with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting sequence.\n * The [initial] value should also be immutable

(or should not be mutated)\n * as it may be passed to [operation] function later because of sequence's lazy nature.\n

* \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the

element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

<T, R> Sequence<T>.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n

return sequence {\n        yield(initial)\n        var index = 0\n        var accumulator = initial\n        for (element in

this@runningFoldIndexed) {\n            accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator,

element)\n            yield(accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing successive

accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current

accumulator value that starts with the first element of this sequence.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to

[operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting sequence.\n
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* \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and the element, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <S, T : S>

Sequence<T>.runningReduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): Sequence<S> {\n    return sequence {\n        val iterator =

iterator()\n        if (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n            yield(accumulator)\n

      while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n                accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n

yield(accumulator)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original sequence and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this sequence.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to

[operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting sequence.\n

* \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the

element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

<S, T : S> Sequence<T>.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): Sequence<S> {\n    return

sequence {\n        val iterator = iterator()\n        if (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            var accumulator: S =

iterator.next()\n            yield(accumulator)\n            var index = 1\n            while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

accumulator = operation(checkIndexOverflow(index++), accumulator, iterator.next())\n

yield(accumulator)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting sequence.\n * The [initial] value should also be immutable

(or should not be mutated)\n * as it may be passed to [operation] function later because of sequence's lazy nature.\n

* \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial,

operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original sequence and current accumulator value

that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n

* otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting sequence.\n * The [initial] value should also be immutable

(or should not be mutated)\n * as it may be passed to [operation] function later because of sequence's lazy nature.\n

* \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the

element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun <S, T : S>

Sequence<T>.scanReduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): Sequence<S> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun <S, T : S>

Sequence<T>.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): Sequence<S> {\n    return

runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>
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Sequence<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sumByDouble(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element

in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced

by [selector] function applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt =

0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.sumOf(selector: (T) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong

= 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are

any `null` elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

Sequence<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Sequence<T> {\n    return map { it ?: throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null

element found in $this.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this sequence into a sequence of lists each not exceeding the given

[size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting sequence may have fewer elements than the given [size].\n * \n *

@param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater than the number of

elements in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows =

true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this sequence into several lists each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and applies the

given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of results of the [transform] applied to an each

list.\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n

* You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last list may

have fewer elements than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be

positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_

and _stateful_.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

<T, R> Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return windowed(size,
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size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the

original sequence without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return object:

Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            var removed = false\n            return

this@minus.filter { if (!removed && it == element) { removed = true; false } else true }.iterator()\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence except the elements contained in the

given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the array being subtracted are iterated only when

an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to

`iterator` may affect the result.\n * \n * The [elements] array may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that

doesn't change between successive invocations.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Array<out T>): Sequence<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return

this\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other =

elements.toHashSet()\n            return this@minus.filterNot { it in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence except the elements contained in the given

[elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection being subtracted are iterated only

when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to

`iterator` may affect the result.\n * \n * The [elements] collection may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that

doesn't change between successive invocations.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n

    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other = elements.convertToSetForSetOperation()\n            if

(other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n            else\n                return this@minus.filterNot { it

in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence

except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the

sequence being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence.

Changing any of them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n * \n * The operation is

_intermediate_ for this sequence and _terminal_ and _stateful_ for the [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The [elements]

sequence may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a

correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return object: Sequence<T>

{\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other = elements.toHashSet()\n            if

(other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n            else\n                return this@minus.filterNot { it

in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original sequence

without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.minusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n

 return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original sequence into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate]

yielded `false`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.partition\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val

second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n

} else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing all elements of the original sequence and then the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n

return sequenceOf(this, sequenceOf(element)).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of

original sequence and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the

array being added are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of
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them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

this.plus(elements.asList())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and then

all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection being added

are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between

successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return sequenceOf(this,

elements.asSequence()).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and

then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the sequence being

added are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them

between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sequenceOf(this, elements).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original

sequence and then the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.plusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n

return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have fewer

elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of

elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the

number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows

controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial

windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each list

representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this sequence with the given [step].\n * \n

* Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You

should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may

have fewer elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than

the number of elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n *

@param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param

partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which

means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

true).map(transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of values built from the elements of `this` sequence and the

[other] sequence with the same index.\n * The resulting sequence ends as soon as the shortest input sequence ends.\n

*\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.zip\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zip(other:

Sequence<R>): Sequence<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return MergingSequence(this, other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence of values built from the elements of `this` sequence and the [other] sequence with the same

index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The resulting sequence ends

as soon as the shortest input sequence ends.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.zipWithTransform\n */\npublic fun <T, R, V>

Sequence<T>.zip(other: Sequence<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): Sequence<V> {\n    return

MergingSequence(this, other, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of pairs of each two adjacent elements in

this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is empty if this sequence contains less than two elements.\n *\n * The
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operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(): Sequence<Pair<T, T>> {\n    return zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to an each pair of two

adjacent elements in this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is empty if this sequence contains less than two

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return sequence result@

{\n        val iterator = iterator()\n        if (!iterator.hasNext()) return@result\n        var current = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            val next = iterator.next()\n            yield(transform(current, next))\n

current = next\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and

using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-

negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the

[truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinTo\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable>

Sequence<T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A

{\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n

      } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n

return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.joinToString\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original sequence returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.asIterable(): Iterable<T> {\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this sequence as

a [Sequence].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T>

{\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Sequence<Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n

  }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

   sum += element\n        checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:
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Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

checkCountOverflow(++count)\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n

  for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original

set except the given [element].\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size))\n    var removed = false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed && it

== element) { removed = true; false } else true }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original

set except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements] array may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that

doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Array<out

T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the elements contained in the given [elements]

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements]

collection may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a

correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toSet()\n    if (other is

Set)\n        return this.filterNotTo(LinkedHashSet<T>()) { it in other }\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n

result.removeAll(other)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set

except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n * \n * The [elements] sequence may be converted to a [HashSet] to speed up the

operation, thus the elements are required to have\n * a correct and stable implementation of `hashCode()` that
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doesn't change between successive invocations.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements:

Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(elements)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the given [element].\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Set<T>.minusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements of the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Set<T>.plus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size + 1))\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the

original set and the given [elements] array,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves

the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>):

Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size + elements.size))\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set and

the given [elements] collection,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n

val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(elements.collectionSizeOrNull()?.let { this.size + it } ?: this.size *

2))\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements of the original set and the given [elements] sequence,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Set<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size * 2))\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of

the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Set<T>.plusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic expect fun

CharSequence.elementAt(index: Int): Char\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or the result of calling

the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or `null` if

the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.findLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first character.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.first(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws
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[NoSuchElementException] if no such character is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.first(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first character, or `null` if the char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if character was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of

this char sequence.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

  for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

 for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is

empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.last\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last character matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if no such character is

found.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.last\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.last(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence contains no

character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character, or `null` if the char sequence is

empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.last\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if

(isEmpty()) null else this[length - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such character was found.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.last\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random character from this char sequence.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this char sequence is

empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.random(): Char

{\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random character from this char sequence using the specified

source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun CharSequence.random(random: Random): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n    return get(random.nextInt(length))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a random character from this char sequence, or `null` if this char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun CharSequence.randomOrNull(): Char? {\n    return randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random character from this char sequence using the specified source of randomness, or `null` if this char sequence is

empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

CharSequence.randomOrNull(random: Random): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single character, or throws an exception if the char sequence

is empty or has more than one character.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.single(): Char {\n    return when (length)

{\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single
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character matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence

contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Char\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single character, or `null` if the char sequence is empty or has more than one character.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (length == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if character was not found or more than one

character was found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n

var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence with the first [n] characters removed.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.drop(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return subSequence(n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the first [n] characters

removed.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun String.drop(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of

this char sequence with the last [n] characters removed.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is

negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.dropLast(n: Int):

CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((length -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the last [n] characters removed.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic fun

String.dropLast(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return

take((length - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing all

characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in

lastIndex downTo 0)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(0, index + 1)\n    return

\"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing all characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n

* \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic inline fun String.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return

substring(0, index + 1)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing all

characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in

this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(index, length)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string containing all characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.drop\n */\npublic inline fun String.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String

{\n    for (index in this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return substring(index)\n    return

\"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only those characters from the original char sequence that

match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.filter\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterTo(StringBuilder(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those characters from the original string that match the

given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.filter\n */\npublic inline fun String.filter(predicate: (Char) -

> Boolean): String {\n    return filterTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence

containing only those characters from the original char sequence that match the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the character.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic
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inline fun CharSequence.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those characters from the

original string that match the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of a character

and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n */\npublic inline fun String.filterIndexed(predicate: (index:

Int, Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all characters matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function

that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the

character.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

Appendable> CharSequence.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): C {\n

forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.append(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only those characters from the original char

sequence that do not match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.filterNot\n */\npublic inline

fun CharSequence.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterNotTo(StringBuilder(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those characters from the original string that do not match

the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.filterNot\n */\npublic inline fun

String.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return filterNotTo(StringBuilder(),

predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters not matching the given [predicate] to the given

[destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

Appendable> CharSequence.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) destination.append(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n */\npublic inline fun <C : Appendable>

CharSequence.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (index in 0 until length) {\n        val

element = get(index)\n        if (predicate(element)) destination.append(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing characters of the original char sequence at the

specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices: IntRange): CharSequence {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return subSequence(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing characters

of the original string at the specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun String.slice(indices: IntRange): String {\n

if (indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return substring(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing

characters of the original char sequence at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices:

Iterable<Int>): CharSequence {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return \"\"\n

val result = StringBuilder(size)\n    for (i in indices) {\n        result.append(get(i))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a string containing characters of the original string at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): String {\n    return (this as

CharSequence).slice(indices).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing the

first [n] characters from this char sequence, or the entire char sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.take(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return subSequence(0, n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first [n]

characters from this string, or the entire string if this string is shorter.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun String.take(n: Int): String {\n    require(n

>= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(0,

n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing the last [n]

characters from this char sequence, or the entire char sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.takeLast(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than

zero.\" }\n    val length = length\n    return subSequence(length - n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns a string containing the last [n] characters from this string, or the entire string if this string is shorter.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic fun

String.takeLast(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    val

length = length\n    return substring(length - n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this

char sequence containing last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

subSequence(index + 1, length)\n        }\n    }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

containing last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic

inline fun String.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

 if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return substring(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a subsequence of this char sequence containing the first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    for (index in 0 until length)\n        if (!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return subSequence(0,

index)\n        }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first characters that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.take\n */\npublic inline fun

String.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in 0 until length)\n        if

(!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return substring(0, index)\n        }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char

sequence with characters in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.reversed(): CharSequence {\n    return

StringBuilder(this).reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with characters in reversed order.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.reversed(): String {\n    return (this as

CharSequence).reversed().toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by

[transform] function\n * applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the

same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.associate\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the characters from the given char sequence indexed by the

key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each character.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.associateBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K> CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, Char> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Char>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any two characters would have

the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.associateByWithValueTransform\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity

= mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value

pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each character of the given char sequence\n

* and value is the character itself.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector]

the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.associateByTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>> CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to characters of the
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given char sequence.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one

gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.associateByToWithValueTransform\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char)

-> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each character of the given char

sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.associateTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

CharSequence.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are

characters from the given char sequence and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each

character.\n * \n * If any two characters are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.associateWith\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <V>

CharSequence.associateWith(valueSelector: (Char) -> V): Map<Char, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<Char,

V>(mapCapacity(length.coerceAtMost(128)).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each

character of the given char sequence,\n * where key is the character itself and value is provided by the

[valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two characters are equal, the last one overwrites the

former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <V, M : MutableMap<in Char, in V>>

CharSequence.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters to

the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharSequence.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashSet] of all characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toHashSet():

HashSet<Char> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length.coerceAtMost(128))))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [List] containing all characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when

(length) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 -> listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new [MutableList] filled with all characters of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.toMutableList(): MutableList<Char> {\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<Char>(length))\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a [Set] of all characters.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original char

sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toSet(): Set<Char> {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n

   1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length.coerceAtMost(128))))\n

  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on

each character of original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.flatMap(transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each character\n * and its index in the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterable\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R> CharSequence.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each character\n * and its index in the original char sequence, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flatMapIndexedIterableTo\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index:

Int, Char) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++,

element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each character of original char sequence, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups characters of the original char sequence by

the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each character and returns a map where each

group key is associated with a list of corresponding characters.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the keys produced from the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n * by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

characters of the original char sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

character and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding characters.\n * \n

* @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Char>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n *

by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and puts to the [destination] map

each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K,

valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a char sequence to be used later with one of group-and-

fold operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <K>

CharSequence.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (Char) -> K): Grouping<Char, K> {\n    return object :

Grouping<Char, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<Char> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n

override fun keyOf(element: Char): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.map\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.map(transform: (Char) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(length), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character and its index in the original char sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.mapIndexed(transform: (index:

Int, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(length), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character and its index in
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the original char sequence.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character

itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

character and its index in the original char sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) ->

R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character and its index in the original char

sequence\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the

index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++,

item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.mapNotNull\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapNotNull(transform: (Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character in the original char sequence\n *

and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> R?): C {\n    forEach

{ element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each character of the original char sequence\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps each character of the original char sequence\n * into an

[IndexedValue] containing the index of that character and the character itself.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if all characters match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.all(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if char sequence has at least one character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one character matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.any(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the length of this char sequence.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.count(): Int {\n    return length\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of characters matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.count(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each character.\n * \n

* Returns the specified [initial] value if the char sequence is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and a character, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the char

sequence is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of a character, current accumulator
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value\n * and the character itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each character and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the char

sequence is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes a character and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.foldRight(initial: R, operation:

(Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each character with its index in the

original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the char

sequence is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of a character, the character itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character, providing sequential index with the

character.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and performs

the action on the character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.max(): Char? {\n    return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharSequence.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no characters.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharSequence.maxByOrNull(selector: (Char) -

> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each character in the char sequence.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the

returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.maxOf(selector: (Char) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each character in the char sequence.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.maxOf(selector: (Char) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each character in the char sequence.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharSequence.maxOf(selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each character in the char sequence or `null` if there are no

characters.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(Char) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each character in the char sequence or `null` if there are no characters.\n * \n * If any of values produced by

[selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.maxOfOrNull(selector:

(Char) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each character in the char sequence or `null` if there are no characters.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharSequence.maxOfOrNull(selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n

* \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.maxOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each character in the char sequence or `null` if there are no characters.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest character or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.maxOrNull(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharSequence.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    return

maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character having the largest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.maxWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n

}\n    return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",
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ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.min(): Char? {\n    return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline

fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharSequence.minBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no characters.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharSequence.minByOrNull(selector: (Char) -

> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if

(lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each character in the char sequence.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the

returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.minOf(selector: (Char) ->

Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each character in the char sequence.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.minOf(selector: (Char) ->

Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each character in the char sequence.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharSequence.minOf(selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each character in the char sequence or `null` if there are no

characters.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.minOfOrNull(selector:

(Char) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to

each character in the char sequence or `null` if there are no characters.\n * \n * If any of values produced by

[selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.minOfOrNull(selector:

(Char) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each character in the char

sequence or `null` if there are no characters.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>
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CharSequence.minOfOrNull(selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided

[comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n

* \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.minOfWith(comparator:

Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each character in the char sequence or `null` if there are no characters.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (Char) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest character or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.minOrNull(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\npublic fun CharSequence.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    return

minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character having the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.minWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n

}\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the char sequence has no characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no characters match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.none(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character and returns the char sequence itself

afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S : CharSequence> S.onEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): S

{\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

character, providing sequential index with the character,\n * and returns the char sequence itself afterwards.\n *

@param [action] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and performs the action on

the character.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <S : CharSequence> S.onEachIndexed(action: (index:

Int, Char) -> Unit): S {\n    return apply { forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

the first character and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each character.\n *

\n * Throws an exception if this char sequence is empty. If the char sequence can be empty in an expected way,\n *

please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function

that takes current accumulator value and a character,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first character and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * \n *
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Throws an exception if this char sequence is empty. If the char sequence can be empty in an expected way,\n *

please use [reduceIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of a character, current accumulator value and the character itself,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n

for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first character and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the char sequence is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of a

character, current accumulator value and the character itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

    return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

character and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each character.\n * \n *

Returns `null` if the char sequence is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator

value and a character,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n

var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last character and applying [operation]

from right to left\n * to each character and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this char

sequence is empty. If the char sequence can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes a character and

current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduceRight(operation: (Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index-

-)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last character and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws

an exception if this char sequence is empty. If the char sequence can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use

[reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of a character, the character itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n */\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index

= lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

character and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence

and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the char sequence is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of a character, the character itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, Char,

acc: Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index-

-)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n
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return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last character and applying [operation] from

right to left\n * to each character and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the char sequence is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes a character and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates

the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive

accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each character and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should

not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes current accumulator value and a character, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

<R> CharSequence.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(length + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each character, its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator

value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be

mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of a character, current accumulator value\n * and the character itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index:

Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(length +

1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to

each character and current accumulator value that starts with the first character of this char sequence.\n * \n * Note

that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous

value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and a character,

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.runningReduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Char>(length).apply { add(accumulator) }\n

for (index in 1 until length) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each character, its index in the original char

sequence and current accumulator value that starts with the first character of this char sequence.\n * \n * Note that

`acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in

resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of a character, current accumulator value\n *

and the character itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<Char>(length).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until length) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator,

this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive

accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each character and current

accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should
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not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes current accumulator value and a character, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial,

operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to each character, its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of a character, current accumulator value\n * and the character itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.scanReduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n    return

runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): List<Char> {\n    return

runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each character in the char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int):

Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.sumByDouble(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double =

0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of

all values produced by [selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n

      sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal

.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt =

0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.sumOf(selector: (Char) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong =

0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this

char sequence into a list of strings each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last string in the resulting list

may have fewer characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each string,

must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.chunked(size: Int):

List<String> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into

several char sequences each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform] function to an

each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the [transform] applied to an each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char

sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not

store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last char sequence may have

fewer characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each char sequence,

must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.chunked(size:

Int, transform: (CharSequence) -> R): List<R> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform =

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into a sequence of strings each not exceeding the given [size].\n *

\n * The last string in the resulting sequence may have fewer characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size

the number of elements to take in each string, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in

this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int): Sequence<String> {\n    return

chunkedSequence(size) { it.toString() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into several char sequences each not

exceeding the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of

results of the [transform] applied to an each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the

[transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to

escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last char sequence may have fewer characters than

the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each char sequence, must be positive and

can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransformToSequence\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R>

CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int, transform: (CharSequence) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return

windowedSequence(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original char

sequence into pair of char sequences,\n * where *first* char sequence contains characters for which [predicate]

yielded `true`,\n * while *second* char sequence contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.partition\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.partition(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Pair<CharSequence, CharSequence> {\n    val first = StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.append(element)\n        } else {\n

second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original string into pair

of strings,\n * where *first* string contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* string

contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.partition\n

*/\npublic inline fun String.partition(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Pair<String, String> {\n    val first =

StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

first.append(element)\n        } else {\n            second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first.toString(),

second.toString())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this

char sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several last strings may have fewer

characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number

of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step

the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows
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controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial

windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean =

false): List<String> {\n    return windowed(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each char sequence representing a view over the

window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the char

sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not

store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last char sequences may

have fewer characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than

the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n *

@param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param

partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which

means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R>

CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (CharSequence) -> R):

List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val thisSize = this.length\n    val resultCapacity = thisSize / step

+ if (thisSize % step == 0) 0 else 1\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(resultCapacity)\n    var index = 0\n    while (index

in 0 until thisSize) {\n        val end = index + size\n        val coercedEnd = if (end < 0 || end > thisSize) { if

(partialWindows) thisSize else break } else end\n        result.add(transform(subSequence(index, coercedEnd)))\n

index += step\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given

[size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several

last strings may have fewer characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can

be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in

each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default

1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default

`false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): Sequence<String> {\n

 return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results

of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each char sequence representing a view over the window of the

given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to

the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to

escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last char sequences may have fewer characters

than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements

in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number

of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls

whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't

be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1,

partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (CharSequence) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n

checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val windows = (if (partialWindows) indices else 0 until length - size + 1) step

step\n    return windows.asSequence().map { index ->\n        val end = index + size\n        val coercedEnd = if (end <

0 || end > length) length else end\n        transform(subSequence(index, coercedEnd))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of pairs built from the characters of `this` and the [other] char sequences with the same index\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.zip\n */\npublic infix fun

CharSequence.zip(other: CharSequence): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { c1, c2 -> c1 to c2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the characters of `this` and the [other] char sequences with the

same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of characters.\n * The returned list has
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length of the shortest char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.zipWithTransform\n */\npublic inline

fun <V> CharSequence.zip(other: CharSequence, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val length =

minOf(this.length, other.length)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(length)\n    for (i in 0 until length) {\n

list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two adjacent

characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this char sequence contains less than two

characters.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return

zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to an each pair of two adjacent characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if

this char sequence contains less than two characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

inline fun <R> CharSequence.zipWithNext(transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    val size = length - 1\n

  if (size < 1) return emptyList()\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size)\n    for (index in 0 until size) {\n

result.add(transform(this[index], this[index + 1]))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance

that wraps the original char sequence returning its characters when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.asIterable(): Iterable<Char> {\n    if (this is String && isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return

Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original char sequence

returning its characters when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if

(this is String && isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.contract\nimport kotlin.jvm.JvmName\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string

converted to upper case using the rules of the default locale.\n */\npublic expect fun String.toUpperCase():

String\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to upper case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant

locale.\n *\n * This function supports one-to-many and many-to-one character mapping,\n * thus the length of the

returned string can be different from the length of the original string.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.uppercase\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun

String.uppercase(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to lower case using the rules of the

default locale.\n */\npublic expect fun String.toLowerCase(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string

converted to lower case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function supports one-to-

many and many-to-one character mapping,\n * thus the length of the returned string can be different from the length

of the original string.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.lowercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun String.lowercase(): String\n\n/**\n *

Returns a copy of this string having its first letter titlecased using the rules of the default locale,\n * or the original

string if it's empty or already starts with a title case letter.\n *\n * The title case of a character is usually the same as

its upper case with several exceptions.\n * The particular list of characters with the special title case form depends

on the underlying platform.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.capitalize\n */\npublic expect fun

String.capitalize(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string having its first letter lowercased using the rules of

the default locale,\n * or the original string if it's empty or already starts with a lower case letter.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.decapitalize\n */\npublic expect fun String.decapitalize(): String\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub

sequence of this char sequence having leading and trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    var startIndex = 0\n    var

endIndex = length - 1\n    var startFound = false\n\n    while (startIndex <= endIndex) {\n        val index = if

(!startFound) startIndex else endIndex\n        val match = predicate(this[index])\n\n        if (!startFound) {\n            if

(!match)\n                startFound = true\n            else\n                startIndex += 1\n        } else {\n            if (!match)\n

           break\n            else\n                endIndex -= 1\n        }\n    }\n\n    return subSequence(startIndex, endIndex +

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n
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*/\npublic inline fun String.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\n    (this as

CharSequence).trim(predicate).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading

characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.trimStart(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return

subSequence(index, length)\n\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading characters matching the

[predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun String.trimStart(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\n    (this as

CharSequence).trimStart(predicate).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having

trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.trimEnd(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed())\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n

   return subSequence(0, index + 1)\n\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having trailing characters

matching the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun String.trimEnd(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String =\n

(this as CharSequence).trimEnd(predicate).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence

having leading and trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trim(vararg

chars: Char): CharSequence = trim { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters

from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun String.trim(vararg chars: Char): String = trim { it in chars

}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading characters from the [chars] array

removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trimStart(vararg chars: Char): CharSequence = trimStart { it in chars

}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading characters from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun

String.trimStart(vararg chars: Char): String = trimStart { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char

sequence having trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trimEnd(vararg

chars: Char): CharSequence = trimEnd { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having trailing characters from the

[chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun String.trimEnd(vararg chars: Char): String = trimEnd { it in chars }\n\n/**\n

* Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading and trailing whitespace removed.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.trim(): CharSequence = trim(Char::isWhitespace)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading and

trailing whitespace removed.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.trim(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trim().toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading whitespace

removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trimStart(): CharSequence = trimStart(Char::isWhitespace)\n\n/**\n *

Returns a string having leading whitespace removed.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

String.trimStart(): String = (this as CharSequence).trimStart().toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this

char sequence having trailing whitespace removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trimEnd(): CharSequence =

trimEnd(Char::isWhitespace)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having trailing whitespace removed.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.trimEnd(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trimEnd().toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence padded at

the beginning\n * to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\n *\n * @param length the desired

string length.\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified.

Space is used by default.\n * @return Returns a char sequence of length at least [length] consisting of `this` char

sequence prepended with [padChar] as many times\n * as are necessary to reach that length.\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.padStart\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.padStart(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '):

CharSequence {\n    if (length < 0)\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length $length is less than

zero.\")\n    if (length <= this.length)\n        return this.subSequence(0, this.length)\n\n    val sb =

StringBuilder(length)\n    for (i in 1..(length - this.length))\n        sb.append(padChar)\n    sb.append(this)\n    return

sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the beginning with the specified character or space.\n *\n

* @param length the desired string length.\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less

than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\n * @return Returns a string of length at least [length]

consisting of `this` string prepended with [padChar] as many times\n * as are necessary to reach that length.\n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.padStart\n */\npublic fun String.padStart(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): String =\n

(this as CharSequence).padStart(length, padChar).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this

char sequence padded at the end\n * to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\n *\n * @param
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length the desired string length.\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the

[length] specified. Space is used by default.\n * @return Returns a char sequence of length at least [length]

consisting of `this` char sequence appended with [padChar] as many times\n * as are necessary to reach that

length.\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.padEnd\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char

= ' '): CharSequence {\n    if (length < 0)\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length $length is less

than zero.\")\n    if (length <= this.length)\n        return this.subSequence(0, this.length)\n\n    val sb =

StringBuilder(length)\n    sb.append(this)\n    for (i in 1..(length - this.length))\n        sb.append(padChar)\n    return

sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the end with the specified character or space.\n *\n *

@param length the desired string length.\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less

than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\n * @return Returns a string of length at least [length]

consisting of `this` string appended with [padChar] as many times\n * as are necessary to reach that length.\n *

@sample samples.text.Strings.padEnd\n */\npublic fun String.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): String =\n

(this as CharSequence).padEnd(length, padChar).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this nullable char sequence is

either `null` or empty.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIsNullOrEmpty\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean {\n    contract {\n

returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\n    }\n\n    return this == null || this.length == 0\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this char sequence is empty (contains no characters).\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.isEmpty():

Boolean = length == 0\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence is not empty.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsNotEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.isNotEmpty(): Boolean = length > 0\n\n// implemented differently in JVM and JS\n//public fun

String.isBlank(): Boolean = length() == 0 || all { it.isWhitespace() }\n\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence

is not empty and contains some characters except of whitespace characters.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsNotBlank\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.isNotBlank(): Boolean = !isBlank()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this nullable char sequence is either

`null` or empty or consists solely of whitespace characters.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.stringIsNullOrBlank\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence?.isNullOrBlank(): Boolean {\n    contract {\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrBlank !=

null)\n    }\n\n    return this == null || this.isBlank()\n}\n\n/**\n * Iterator for characters of the given char sequence.\n

*/\npublic operator fun CharSequence.iterator(): CharIterator = object : CharIterator() {\n    private var index = 0\n\n

  public override fun nextChar(): Char = get(index++)\n\n    public override fun hasNext(): Boolean = index <

length\n}\n\n/** Returns the string if it is not `null`, or the empty string otherwise.

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String?.orEmpty(): String = this ?: \"\"\n\n/**\n * Returns this

char sequence if it's not empty\n * or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if the char sequence is empty.\n

*\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIfEmpty\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () ->

R): R where C : CharSequence, C : R =\n    if (isEmpty()) defaultValue() else this\n\n/**\n * Returns this char

sequence if it is not empty and doesn't consist solely of whitespace characters,\n * or the result of calling

[defaultValue] function otherwise.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.stringIfBlank\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifBlank(defaultValue: () -> R):

R where C : CharSequence, C : R =\n    if (isBlank()) defaultValue() else this\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid

character indices for this char sequence.\n */\npublic val CharSequence.indices: IntRange\n    get() = 0..length -

1\n\n/**\n * Returns the index of the last character in the char sequence or -1 if it is empty.\n */\npublic val

CharSequence.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = this.length - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this CharSequence has Unicode

surrogate pair at the specified [index].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.hasSurrogatePairAt(index: Int): Boolean {\n

return index in 0..length - 2\n            && this[index].isHighSurrogate()\n            && this[index +

1].isLowSurrogate()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring specified by the given [range] of indices.\n */\npublic fun

String.substring(range: IntRange): String = substring(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\n\n/**\n * Returns a
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subsequence of this char sequence specified by the given [range] of indices.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.subSequence(range: IntRange): CharSequence = subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive +

1)\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence.\n *\n * This extension is chosen only for invocation with

old-named parameters.\n * Replace parameter names with the same as those of [CharSequence.subSequence].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false

warning\n@Deprecated(\"Use parameters named startIndex and endIndex.\", ReplaceWith(\"subSequence(startIndex

= start, endIndex = end)\"))\npublic inline fun String.subSequence(start: Int, end: Int): CharSequence =

subSequence(start, end)\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring of chars from a range of this char sequence starting at the

[startIndex] and ending right before the [endIndex].\n *\n * @param startIndex the start index (inclusive).\n *

@param endIndex the end index (exclusive). If not specified, the length of the char sequence is used.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.substring(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int = length):

String = subSequence(startIndex, endIndex).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring of chars at indices from the

specified [range] of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.substring(range: IntRange): String =

subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring before the first

occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringBefore(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue:

String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring before the first occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does

not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun

String.substringBefore(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index =

indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a substring after the first occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringAfter(delimiter:

Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + 1, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring after the first occurrence

of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the

original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringAfter(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this):

String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index +

delimiter.length, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string

does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic

fun String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter:

String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index ==

-1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring after the last occurrence of

[delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the

original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this):

String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

substring(index + 1, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring after the last occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the

string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n

*/\npublic fun String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val

index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index +

delimiter.length, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at

the given range\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char sequence.\n * @param startIndex the index of the first

character to be replaced.\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the replacement to keep in the

string.\n */\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun CharSequence.replaceRange(startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int, replacement: CharSequence): CharSequence {\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\n        throw
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IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index ($endIndex) is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\n    val sb =

StringBuilder()\n    sb.appendRange(this, 0, startIndex)\n    sb.append(replacement)\n    sb.appendRange(this,

endIndex, length)\n    return sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Replaces the part of the string at the given range with the

[replacement] char sequence.\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character to be replaced.\n * @param

endIndex the index of the first character after the replacement to keep in the string.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.replaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, replacement:

CharSequence): String =\n    (this as CharSequence).replaceRange(startIndex, endIndex,

replacement).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the

given [range]\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char sequence.\n *\n * The end index of the [range] is included

in the part to be replaced.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.replaceRange(range: IntRange, replacement:

CharSequence): CharSequence =\n    replaceRange(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1, replacement)\n\n/**\n *

Replace the part of string at the given [range] with the [replacement] string.\n *\n * The end index of the [range] is

included in the part to be replaced.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.replaceRange(range:

IntRange, replacement: CharSequence): String =\n    (this as CharSequence).replaceRange(range,

replacement).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the

given range is removed.\n *\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character to be removed.\n * @param

endIndex the index of the first character after the removed part to keep in the string.\n *\n * [endIndex] is not

included in the removed part.\n */\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

CharSequence.removeRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence {\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\n

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index ($endIndex) is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\n\n    if

(endIndex == startIndex)\n        return this.subSequence(0, length)\n\n    val sb = StringBuilder(length - (endIndex -

startIndex))\n    sb.appendRange(this, 0, startIndex)\n    sb.appendRange(this, endIndex, length)\n    return

sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes the part of a string at a given range.\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character

to be removed.\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the removed part to keep in the string.\n

*\n *  [endIndex] is not included in the removed part.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

String.removeRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): String =\n    (this as CharSequence).removeRange(startIndex,

endIndex).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the

given [range] is removed.\n *\n * The end index of the [range] is included in the removed part.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.removeRange(range: IntRange): CharSequence = removeRange(range.start, range.endInclusive +

1)\n\n/**\n * Removes the part of a string at the given [range].\n *\n * The end index of the [range] is included in

the removed part.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.removeRange(range: IntRange): String

=\n    (this as CharSequence).removeRange(range).toString()\n\n/**\n * If this char sequence starts with the given

[prefix], returns a new char sequence\n * with the prefix removed. Otherwise, returns a new char sequence with the

same characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removePrefix(prefix: CharSequence): CharSequence {\n    if

(startsWith(prefix)) {\n        return subSequence(prefix.length, length)\n    }\n    return subSequence(0,

length)\n}\n\n/**\n * If this string starts with the given [prefix], returns a copy of this string\n * with the prefix

removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\n */\npublic fun String.removePrefix(prefix: CharSequence): String {\n    if

(startsWith(prefix)) {\n        return substring(prefix.length)\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * If this char sequence

ends with the given [suffix], returns a new char sequence\n * with the suffix removed. Otherwise, returns a new char

sequence with the same characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence):

CharSequence {\n    if (endsWith(suffix)) {\n        return subSequence(0, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n    return

subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * If this string ends with the given [suffix], returns a copy of this string\n * with

the suffix removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\n */\npublic fun String.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence):

String {\n    if (endsWith(suffix)) {\n        return substring(0, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n

* When this char sequence starts with the given [prefix] and ends with the given [suffix],\n * returns a new char

sequence having both the given [prefix] and [suffix] removed.\n * Otherwise returns a new char sequence with the

same characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(prefix: CharSequence, suffix: CharSequence):

CharSequence {\n    if ((length >= prefix.length + suffix.length) && startsWith(prefix) && endsWith(suffix)) {\n
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 return subSequence(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Removes from a string both the given [prefix] and [suffix] if and only if\n * it starts with the [prefix] and ends with

the [suffix].\n * Otherwise returns this string unchanged.\n */\npublic fun String.removeSurrounding(prefix:

CharSequence, suffix: CharSequence): String {\n    if ((length >= prefix.length + suffix.length) &&

startsWith(prefix) && endsWith(suffix)) {\n        return substring(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n

return this\n}\n\n/**\n * When this char sequence starts with and ends with the given [delimiter],\n * returns a new

char sequence having this [delimiter] removed both from the start and end.\n * Otherwise returns a new char

sequence with the same characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence):

CharSequence = removeSurrounding(delimiter, delimiter)\n\n/**\n * Removes the given [delimiter] string from both

the start and the end of this string\n * if and only if it starts with and ends with the [delimiter].\n * Otherwise returns

this string unchanged.\n */\npublic fun String.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence): String =

removeSurrounding(delimiter, delimiter)\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string before the first occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceBefore(delimiter: Char,

replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if

(index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string

before the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the

delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun

String.replaceBefore(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val

index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string after the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement]

string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original

string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceAfter(delimiter: Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String =

this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

replaceRange(index + 1, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string after the first occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceAfter(delimiter: String,

replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if

(index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + delimiter.length, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does

not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun

String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n

val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index +

delimiter.length, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter:

Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n

return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + 1, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Replace part of string before the last occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string

does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic

fun String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n

 val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string before the last occurrence of given delimiter with the

[replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults

to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: String, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\n}\n\n\n// public fun String.replace(oldChar: Char,

newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean): String // JVM- and JS-specific\n// public fun String.replace(oldValue: String,
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newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean): String // JVM- and JS-specific\n\n/**\n * Returns a new string obtained by

replacing each substring of this char sequence that matches the given regular expression\n * with the given

[replacement].\n *\n * The [replacement] can consist of any combination of literal text and $-substitutions. To treat

the replacement string\n * literally escape it with the [kotlin.text.Regex.Companion.escapeReplacement] method.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, replacement: String): String

= regex.replace(this, replacement)\n\n/**\n * Returns a new string obtained by replacing each substring of this char

sequence that matches the given regular expression\n * with the result of the given function [transform] that takes

[MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as a\n * replacement for that match.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, noinline transform:

(MatchResult) -> CharSequence): String =\n    regex.replace(this, transform)\n\n/**\n * Replaces the first

occurrence of the given regular expression [regex] in this char sequence with specified [replacement] expression.\n

*\n * @param replacement A replacement expression that can include substitutions. See [Regex.replaceFirst] for

details.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replaceFirst(regex: Regex, replacement:

String): String = regex.replaceFirst(this, replacement)\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string having its first

character replaced with the result of the specified [transform],\n * or the original string if it's empty.\n *\n * @param

transform function that takes the first character and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n *\n

* @sample samples.text.Strings.replaceFirstChar\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::cl

ass)\n@OverloadResolutionByLambdaReturnType\n@JvmName(\"replaceFirstCharWithChar\")\n@kotlin.internal.

InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.replaceFirstChar(transform: (Char) -> Char): String {\n    return if

(isNotEmpty()) transform(this[0]) + substring(1) else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string having its first

character replaced with the result of the specified [transform],\n * or the original string if it's empty.\n *\n * @param

transform function that takes the first character and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n *\n

* @sample samples.text.Strings.replaceFirstChar\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::cl

ass)\n@OverloadResolutionByLambdaReturnType\n@JvmName(\"replaceFirstCharWithCharSequence\")\n@kotlin

.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.replaceFirstChar(transform: (Char) -> CharSequence): String {\n

return if (isNotEmpty()) transform(this[0]).toString() + substring(1) else this\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this

char sequence matches the given regular expression.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun

CharSequence.matches(regex: Regex): Boolean = regex.matches(this)\n\n/**\n * Implementation of

[regionMatches] for CharSequences.\n * Invoked when it's already known that arguments are not Strings, so that no

additional type checks are performed.\n */\ninternal fun CharSequence.regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset: Int, other:

CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean): Boolean {\n    if ((otherOffset < 0) || (thisOffset <

0) || (thisOffset > this.length - length) || (otherOffset > other.length - length)) {\n        return false\n    }\n\n    for

(index in 0 until length) {\n        if (!this[thisOffset + index].equals(other[otherOffset + index], ignoreCase))\n

return false\n    }\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence starts with the specified

character.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.startsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n

this.length > 0 && this[0].equals(char, ignoreCase)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence ends with the

specified character.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n

  this.length > 0 && this[lastIndex].equals(char, ignoreCase)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence starts

with the specified prefix.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase && this is String && prefix is String)\n        return this.startsWith(prefix)\n

else\n        return regionMatchesImpl(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if a

substring of this char sequence starting at the specified offset [startIndex] starts with the specified prefix.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false):

Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase && this is String && prefix is String)\n        return this.startsWith(prefix,

startIndex)\n    else\n        return regionMatchesImpl(startIndex, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this char sequence ends with the specified suffix.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(suffix:
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CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase && this is String && suffix is String)\n

     return this.endsWith(suffix)\n    else\n        return regionMatchesImpl(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0,

suffix.length, ignoreCase)\n}\n\n\n// common prefix and suffix\n\n/**\n * Returns the longest string `prefix` such

that this char sequence and [other] char sequence both start with this prefix,\n * taking care not to split surrogate

pairs.\n * If this and [other] have no common prefix, returns the empty string.\n\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to

ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.commonPrefixWith\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.commonPrefixWith(other: CharSequence,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String {\n    val shortestLength = minOf(this.length, other.length)\n\n    var i = 0\n

while (i < shortestLength && this[i].equals(other[i], ignoreCase = ignoreCase)) {\n        i++\n    }\n    if

(this.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1) || other.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1)) {\n        i--\n    }\n    return subSequence(0,

i).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the longest string `suffix` such that this char sequence and [other] char sequence

both end with this suffix,\n * taking care not to split surrogate pairs.\n * If this and [other] have no common suffix,

returns the empty string.\n\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By

default `false`.\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.commonSuffixWith\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.commonSuffixWith(other: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String {\n    val thisLength

= this.length\n    val otherLength = other.length\n    val shortestLength = minOf(thisLength, otherLength)\n\n    var i

= 0\n    while (i < shortestLength && this[thisLength - i - 1].equals(other[otherLength - i - 1], ignoreCase =

ignoreCase)) {\n        i++\n    }\n    if (this.hasSurrogatePairAt(thisLength - i - 1) ||

other.hasSurrogatePairAt(otherLength - i - 1)) {\n        i--\n    }\n    return subSequence(thisLength - i,

thisLength).toString()\n}\n\n\n// indexOfAny()\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the first occurrence of any of the

specified [chars] in this char sequence,\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the

case.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\n *

@return An index of the first occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of [chars] are found.\n *\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int

{\n    if (!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\n        val char = chars.single()\n        return

nativeIndexOf(char, startIndex)\n    }\n\n    for (index in startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..lastIndex) {\n        val

charAtIndex = get(index)\n        if (chars.any { it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\n            return index\n    }\n

return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the last occurrence of any of the specified [chars] in this char sequence,\n

* starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of

character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\n * @return An index of

the last occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of [chars] are found.\n *\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n

if (!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\n        val char = chars.single()\n        return

nativeLastIndexOf(char, startIndex)\n    }\n\n\n    for (index in startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0) {\n

  val charAtIndex = get(index)\n        if (chars.any { it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\n            return index\n

}\n\n    return -1\n}\n\n\nprivate fun CharSequence.indexOf(other: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int,

ignoreCase: Boolean, last: Boolean = false): Int {\n    val indices = if (!last)\n

startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..endIndex.coerceAtMost(length)\n    else\n        startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex)

downTo endIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)\n\n    if (this is String && other is String) { // smart cast\n        for (index in

indices) {\n            if (other.regionMatches(0, this, index, other.length, ignoreCase))\n                return index\n

}\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (other.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index, other.length,

ignoreCase))\n                return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\nprivate fun CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings:

Collection<String>, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean, last: Boolean): Pair<Int, String>? {\n    if (!ignoreCase

&& strings.size == 1) {\n        val string = strings.single()\n        val index = if (!last) indexOf(string, startIndex) else

lastIndexOf(string, startIndex)\n        return if (index < 0) null else index to string\n    }\n\n    val indices = if (!last)

startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..length else startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0\n\n    if (this is String) {\n

 for (index in indices) {\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull { it.regionMatches(0, this, index, it.length,
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ignoreCase) }\n            if (matchingString != null)\n                return index to matchingString\n        }\n    } else {\n

   for (index in indices) {\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull { it.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index,

it.length, ignoreCase) }\n            if (matchingString != null)\n                return index to matchingString\n        }\n

}\n\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Finds the first occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n *

starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @return A pair of an index of the first occurrence of

matched string from [strings] and the string matched\n * or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To avoid

ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the

beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [strings]\n * that matches this string

at that position.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Pair<Int, String>? =\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last =

false)\n\n/**\n * Finds the last occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n * starting from

the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start

searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to

ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @return A pair of an index of the last

occurrence of matched string from [strings] and the string matched or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To

avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the end

toward the beginning of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [strings]\n * that matches this

string at that position.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.findLastAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int =

lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Pair<Int, String>? =\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last =

true)\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the first occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n *

starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of matched

string from [strings] or -1 if none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings]

have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\n * that matches this string at that position.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int =\n

findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = false)?.first ?: -1\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the last occurrence

of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally

ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds

backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching

a string. By default `false`.\n * @return An index of the last occurrence of matched string from [strings] or -1 if

none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have characters in common,

this method proceeds from\n * the end toward the beginning of this string, and finds at each position the first

element in [strings]\n * that matches this string at that position.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Int =\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = true)?.first ?: -1\n\n\n// indexOf\n\n/**\n * Returns

the index within this string of the first occurrence of the specified character, starting from the specified

[startIndex].\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default

`false`.\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is found.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOf(char: Char, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n    return if (ignoreCase

|| this !is String)\n        indexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex, ignoreCase)\n    else\n        nativeIndexOf(char,

startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the index within this char sequence of the first occurrence of the specified

[string],\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @return An index of the first occurrence of [string] or `-1` if none is

found.\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.indexOf\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOf(string: String, startIndex:

Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\n        indexOf(string,

startIndex, length, ignoreCase)\n    else\n        nativeIndexOf(string, startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the index
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within this char sequence of the last occurrence of the specified character,\n * starting from the specified

[startIndex].\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward

toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a

character. By default `false`.\n * @return An index of the last occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is found.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOf(char: Char, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int

{\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\n        lastIndexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex, ignoreCase)\n

else\n        nativeLastIndexOf(char, startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the index within this char sequence of the last

occurrence of the specified [string],\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\n *\n * @param startIndex The

index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\n *

@param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @return An index

of the last occurrence of [string] or -1 if none is found.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOf(string: String,

startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\n

indexOf(string, startIndex, 0, ignoreCase, last = true)\n    else\n        nativeLastIndexOf(string,

startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains the specified [other] sequence of characters as

a substring.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing strings. By default `false`.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\npublic operator fun

CharSequence.contains(other: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n    if (other is String)\n

indexOf(other, ignoreCase = ignoreCase) >= 0\n    else\n        indexOf(other, 0, length, ignoreCase) >=

0\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains the specified character [char].\n *\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing characters. By default `false`.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\npublic operator fun CharSequence.contains(char:

Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n    indexOf(char, ignoreCase = ignoreCase) >= 0\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if this char sequence contains at least one match of the specified regular expression [regex].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharSequence.contains(regex: Regex): Boolean =

regex.containsMatchIn(this)\n\n\n// rangesDelimitedBy\n\n\nprivate class DelimitedRangesSequence(\n    private

val input: CharSequence,\n    private val startIndex: Int,\n    private val limit: Int,\n    private val getNextMatch:

CharSequence.(currentIndex: Int) -> Pair<Int, Int>?\n) : Sequence<IntRange> {\n\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<IntRange> = object : Iterator<IntRange> {\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for

continue\n        var currentStartIndex: Int = startIndex.coerceIn(0, input.length)\n        var nextSearchIndex: Int =

currentStartIndex\n        var nextItem: IntRange? = null\n        var counter: Int = 0\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n

         if (nextSearchIndex < 0) {\n                nextState = 0\n                nextItem = null\n            } else {\n                if

(limit > 0 && ++counter >= limit || nextSearchIndex > input.length) {\n                    nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\n                    nextSearchIndex = -1\n                } else {\n                    val match =

input.getNextMatch(nextSearchIndex)\n                    if (match == null) {\n                        nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\n                        nextSearchIndex = -1\n                    } else {\n                        val

(index, length) = match\n                        nextItem = currentStartIndex until index\n                        currentStartIndex

= index + length\n                        nextSearchIndex = currentStartIndex + if (length == 0) 1 else 0\n                    }\n

          }\n                nextState = 1\n            }\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): IntRange {\n            if (nextState ==

-1)\n                calcNext()\n            if (nextState == 0)\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\n            val

result = nextItem as IntRange\n            // Clean next to avoid keeping reference on yielded instance\n

nextItem = null\n            nextState = -1\n            return result\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n

     if (nextState == -1)\n                calcNext()\n            return nextState == 1\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

sequence of index ranges of substrings in this char sequence around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n *

@param delimiters One or more characters to be used as delimiters.\n * @param startIndex The index to start

searching delimiters from.\n *  No range having its start value less than [startIndex] is returned.\n *  [startIndex] is

coerced to be non-negative and not greater than length of this string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings

to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\n */\nprivate fun CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters:
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CharArray, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\n    require(limit

>= 0, { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\n\n    return DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex,

limit, { currentIndex ->\n        indexOfAny(delimiters, currentIndex, ignoreCase = ignoreCase).let { if (it < 0) null

else it to 1 }\n    })\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of index ranges of substrings in this char sequence around

occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\n

* @param startIndex The index to start searching delimiters from.\n *  No range having its start value less than

[startIndex] is returned.\n *  [startIndex] is coerced to be non-negative and not greater than length of this string.\n *

@param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit

The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous

results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the beginning to the

end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [delimiters]\n * that matches this string at that

position.\n */\nprivate fun CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters: Array<out String>, startIndex: Int = 0,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\n    require(limit >= 0, { \"Limit must be non-

negative, but was $limit.\" } )\n    val delimitersList = delimiters.asList()\n\n    return

DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex, limit, { currentIndex -> findAnyOf(delimitersList, currentIndex,

ignoreCase = ignoreCase, last = false)?.let { it.first to it.second.length } })\n\n}\n\n\n// split\n\n/**\n * Splits this

char sequence to a sequence of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters

One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching

a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default

means no limit is set.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common,

this method proceeds from\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in

[delimiters]\n * that matches this string at that position.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg

delimiters: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<String> =\n

rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).map { substring(it) }\n\n/**\n * Splits this

char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or

more strings to be used as delimiters.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a

delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means

no limit is set.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common, this

method proceeds from\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and matches at each position the first element in

[delimiters]\n * that is equal to a delimiter in this instance at that position.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\n    if

(delimiters.size == 1) {\n        val delimiter = delimiters[0]\n        if (!delimiter.isEmpty()) {\n            return

split(delimiter, ignoreCase, limit)\n        }\n    }\n\n    return rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase =

ignoreCase, limit = limit).asIterable().map { substring(it) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a sequence of

strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or more characters to be

used as delimiters.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default

`false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg delimiters: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0):

Sequence<String> =\n    rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).map { substring(it)

}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n *

@param delimiters One or more characters to be used as delimiters.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings

to return.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0):

List<String> {\n    if (delimiters.size == 1) {\n        return split(delimiters[0].toString(), ignoreCase, limit)\n    }\n\n

return rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).asIterable().map { substring(it)

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiter].\n * This

is specialized version of split which receives single non-empty delimiter and offers better performance\n *\n *

@param delimiter String used as delimiter\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a
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delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return.\n */\nprivate fun

CharSequence.split(delimiter: String, ignoreCase: Boolean, limit: Int): List<String> {\n    require(limit >= 0, {

\"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\n\n    var currentOffset = 0\n    var nextIndex =

indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset, ignoreCase)\n    if (nextIndex == -1 || limit == 1) {\n        return

listOf(this.toString())\n    }\n\n    val isLimited = limit > 0\n    val result = ArrayList<String>(if (isLimited)

limit.coerceAtMost(10) else 10)\n    do {\n        result.add(substring(currentOffset, nextIndex))\n        currentOffset

= nextIndex + delimiter.length\n        // Do not search for next occurrence if we're reaching limit\n        if (isLimited

&& result.size == limit - 1) break\n        nextIndex = indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset, ignoreCase)\n    } while

(nextIndex != -1)\n\n    result.add(substring(currentOffset, length))\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char

sequence around matches of the given regular expression.\n *\n * @param limit Non-negative value specifying the

maximum number of substrings to return.\n * Zero by default means no limit is set.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.split(regex: Regex, limit: Int = 0): List<String> =

regex.split(this, limit)\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a sequence of lines delimited by any of the following

character sequences: CRLF, LF or CR.\n *\n * The lines returned do not include terminating line separators.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.lineSequence(): Sequence<String> = splitToSequence(\"\\r\\n\", \"\\n\",

\"\\r\")\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of lines delimited by any of the following character sequences:

CRLF, LF or CR.\n *\n * The lines returned do not include terminating line separators.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.lines(): List<String> = lineSequence().toList()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\n\n/**\n *

Converts the characters in the specified array to a string.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use

CharArray.concatToString() instead\", ReplaceWith(\"chars.concatToString()\"))\npublic actual fun String(chars:

CharArray): String {\n    var result = \"\"\n    for (char in chars) {\n        result += char\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts the characters from a portion of the specified array to a string.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if either [offset] or [length] are less than zero\n * or `offset + length` is out of [chars]

array bounds.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use CharArray.concatToString(startIndex, endIndex)

instead\", ReplaceWith(\"chars.concatToString(offset, offset + length)\"))\npublic actual fun String(chars:

CharArray, offset: Int, length: Int): String {\n    if (offset < 0 || length < 0 || chars.size - offset < length)\n        throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"size: ${chars.size}; offset: $offset; length: $length\")\n    var result = \"\"\n    for

(index in offset until offset + length) {\n        result += chars[index]\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Concatenates characters in this [CharArray] into a String.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

CharArray.concatToString(): String {\n    var result = \"\"\n    for (char in this) {\n        result += char\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Concatenates characters in this [CharArray] or its subrange into a String.\n *\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange of characters, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end

(exclusive) of the subrange of characters, size of this array by default.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than [endIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTI

ON_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun CharArray.concatToString(startIndex: Int = 0,

endIndex: Int = this.size): String {\n    AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, this.size)\n    var

result = \"\"\n    for (index in startIndex until endIndex) {\n        result += this[index]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [CharArray] containing characters of this string.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

String.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    return CharArray(length) { get(it) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [CharArray]

containing characters of this string or its substring.\n *\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the

substring, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the substring, length of this string by default.\n

*\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex] is greater than the length
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of this string.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than [endIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTI

ON_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun String.toCharArray(startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int

= this.length): CharArray {\n    AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\n    return

CharArray(endIndex - startIndex) { get(startIndex + it) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Decodes a string from the bytes in UTF-8

encoding in this array.\n *\n * Malformed byte sequences are replaced by the replacement char `\\uFFFD`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

ByteArray.decodeToString(): String {\n    return decodeUtf8(this, 0, size, false)\n}\n\n/**\n * Decodes a string from

the bytes in UTF-8 encoding in this array or its subrange.\n *\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the

subrange to decode, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to decode, size of this

array by default.\n * @param throwOnInvalidSequence specifies whether to throw an exception on malformed byte

sequence or replace it by the replacement char `\\uFFFD`.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[startIndex] is less than zero or [endIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is greater than [endIndex].\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the

byte array contains malformed UTF-8 byte sequence and [throwOnInvalidSequence] is true.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTI

ON_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun ByteArray.decodeToString(\n    startIndex: Int = 0,\n

endIndex: Int = this.size,\n    throwOnInvalidSequence: Boolean = false\n): String {\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, this.size)\n    return decodeUtf8(this, startIndex, endIndex,

throwOnInvalidSequence)\n}\n\n/**\n * Encodes this string to an array of bytes in UTF-8 encoding.\n *\n * Any

malformed char sequence is replaced by the replacement byte sequence.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

String.encodeToByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return encodeUtf8(this, 0, length, false)\n}\n\n/**\n * Encodes this

string or its substring to an array of bytes in UTF-8 encoding.\n *\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive)

of the substring to encode, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the substring to encode, length

of this string by default.\n * @param throwOnInvalidSequence specifies whether to throw an exception on

malformed char sequence or replace.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero

or [endIndex] is greater than the length of this string.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [startIndex] is

greater than [endIndex].\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if this string contains malformed char sequence

and [throwOnInvalidSequence] is true.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTI

ON_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun String.encodeToByteArray(\n    startIndex: Int = 0,\n

endIndex: Int = this.length,\n    throwOnInvalidSequence: Boolean = false\n): ByteArray {\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\n    return encodeUtf8(this, startIndex, endIndex,

throwOnInvalidSequence)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to upper case using the rules of the

default locale.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun String.toUpperCase(): String =

asDynamic().toUpperCase()\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to upper case using Unicode mapping

rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function supports one-to-many and many-to-one character mapping,\n *

thus the length of the returned string can be different from the length of the original string.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.uppercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

String.uppercase(): String = asDynamic().toUpperCase()\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to lower

case using the rules of the default locale.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

String.toLowerCase(): String = asDynamic().toLowerCase()\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string converted to

lower case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function supports one-to-many and

many-to-one character mapping,\n * thus the length of the returned string can be different from the length of the

original string.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.lowercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun
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String.lowercase(): String = asDynamic().toLowerCase()\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun

String.nativeIndexOf(str: String, fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().indexOf(str,

fromIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun String.nativeLastIndexOf(str: String,

fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().lastIndexOf(str, fromIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun

String.nativeStartsWith(s: String, position: Int): Boolean = asDynamic().startsWith(s,

position)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun String.nativeEndsWith(s: String): Boolean =

asDynamic().endsWith(s)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun String.substring(startIndex: Int):

String = asDynamic().substring(startIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

String.substring(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): String = asDynamic().substring(startIndex,

endIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.concat(str: String): String =

asDynamic().concat(str)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.match(regex: String):

Array<String>? = asDynamic().match(regex)\n\n//native public fun String.trim(): String\n//TODO: String.replace to

implement effective trimLeading and trimTrailing\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun

String.nativeReplace(pattern: RegExp, replacement: String): String = asDynamic().replace(pattern,

replacement)\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTI

ON_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun String.compareTo(other: String, ignoreCase: Boolean

= false): Int {\n    if (ignoreCase) {\n        val n1 = this.length\n        val n2 = other.length\n        val min = minOf(n1,

n2)\n        if (min == 0) return n1 - n2\n        var start = 0\n        while (true) {\n            val end = minOf(start + 16,

min)\n            var s1 = this.substring(start, end)\n            var s2 = other.substring(start, end)\n            if (s1 != s2) {\n

             s1 = s1.uppercase()\n                s2 = s2.uppercase()\n                if (s1 != s2) {\n                    s1 =

s1.lowercase()\n                    s2 = s2.lowercase()\n                    if (s1 != s2) {\n                        return

s1.compareTo(s2)\n                    }\n                }\n            }\n            if (end == min) break\n            start = end\n

}\n        return n1 - n2\n    } else {\n        return compareTo(other)\n    }\n}\n\n\nprivate val

STRING_CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER = Comparator<String> { a, b -> a.compareTo(b, ignoreCase = true)

}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual val String.Companion.CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER:

Comparator<String>\n    get() = STRING_CASE_INSENSITIVE_ORDER\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class

UByteArray\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@Published

Api\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: ByteArray) : Collection<UByte> {\n\n    /** Creates

a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(ByteArray(size))\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\n     */\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UByte = storage[index].toUByte()\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the element at the given [index]

to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds

of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\n     */\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UByte) {\n        storage[index] = value.toByte()\n

}\n\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\n    public override val size: Int get() = storage.size\n\n

/** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\n    public override operator fun iterator(): UByteIterator =

Iterator(storage)\n\n    private class Iterator(private val array: ByteArray) : UByteIterator() {\n        private var index

= 0\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n        override fun nextUByte() = if (index < array.size)

array[index++].toUByte() else throw NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\n    }\n\n    override fun

contains(element: UByte): Boolean {\n        // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\n        //

Currently JS BE does not generate special bridge method for this method.\n

@Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n        if ((element as Any?) !is UByte) return false\n\n        return

storage.contains(element.toByte())\n    }\n\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<UByte>): Boolean {\n
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     return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UByte && storage.contains(it.toByte()) }\n    }\n\n    override fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new array of the specified [size], where each

element is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function.\n *\n * The function [init] is called for each array

element sequentially starting from the first one.\n * It should return the value for an array element given its index.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UByte): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(ByteArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toByte()

})\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ubyteArrayOf(vararg elements: UByte): UByteArray = elements\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage

kotlin\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class

UIntArray\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@PublishedAp

i\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: IntArray) : Collection<UInt> {\n\n    /** Creates a new

array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(IntArray(size))\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called using

the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\n     */\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UInt = storage[index].toUInt()\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the element at the given [index] to

the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of

this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

 */\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UInt) {\n        storage[index] = value.toInt()\n    }\n\n    /** Returns

the number of elements in the array. */\n    public override val size: Int get() = storage.size\n\n    /** Creates an

iterator over the elements of the array. */\n    public override operator fun iterator(): UIntIterator =

Iterator(storage)\n\n    private class Iterator(private val array: IntArray) : UIntIterator() {\n        private var index =

0\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n        override fun nextUInt() = if (index < array.size)

array[index++].toUInt() else throw NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\n    }\n\n    override fun

contains(element: UInt): Boolean {\n        // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\n        //

Currently JS BE does not generate special bridge method for this method.\n

@Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n        if ((element as Any?) !is UInt) return false\n\n        return

storage.contains(element.toInt())\n    }\n\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<UInt>): Boolean {\n

return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UInt && storage.contains(it.toInt()) }\n    }\n\n    override fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new array of the specified [size], where each

element is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function.\n *\n * The function [init] is called for each array

element sequentially starting from the first one.\n * It should return the value for an array element given its index.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UInt): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(IntArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toInt()

})\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

uintArrayOf(vararg elements: UInt): UIntArray = elements\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage

kotlin\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class

ULongArray\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@Published

Api\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: LongArray) : Collection<ULong> {\n\n    /** Creates

a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(LongArray(size))\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an
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[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\n     */\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): ULong = storage[index].toULong()\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of

bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\n     */\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: ULong) {\n        storage[index] = value.toLong()\n

}\n\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\n    public override val size: Int get() = storage.size\n\n

/** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\n    public override operator fun iterator(): ULongIterator =

Iterator(storage)\n\n    private class Iterator(private val array: LongArray) : ULongIterator() {\n        private var

index = 0\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n        override fun nextULong() = if (index < array.size)

array[index++].toULong() else throw NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\n    }\n\n    override fun

contains(element: ULong): Boolean {\n        // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\n        //

Currently JS BE does not generate special bridge method for this method.\n

@Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n        if ((element as Any?) !is ULong) return false\n\n        return

storage.contains(element.toLong())\n    }\n\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<ULong>): Boolean

{\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is ULong && storage.contains(it.toLong()) }\n    }\n\n    override

fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new array of the specified [size], where each

element is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function.\n *\n * The function [init] is called for each array

element sequentially starting from the first one.\n * It should return the value for an array element given its index.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> ULong): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(LongArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toLong()

})\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ulongArrayOf(vararg elements: ULong): ULongArray = elements\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage

kotlin\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline class

UShortArray\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@Published

Api\ninternal constructor(@PublishedApi internal val storage: ShortArray) : Collection<UShort> {\n\n    /**

Creates a new array of the specified [size], with all elements initialized to zero. */\n    public constructor(size: Int) :

this(ShortArray(size))\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the array element at the given [index]. This method can be called

using the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of bounds of this array, throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is unspecified.\n     */\n    public

operator fun get(index: Int): UShort = storage[index].toUShort()\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the element at the given

[index] to the given [value]. This method can be called using the index operator.\n     *\n     * If the [index] is out of

bounds of this array, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n     * where the behavior is

unspecified.\n     */\n    public operator fun set(index: Int, value: UShort) {\n        storage[index] = value.toShort()\n

}\n\n    /** Returns the number of elements in the array. */\n    public override val size: Int get() = storage.size\n\n

/** Creates an iterator over the elements of the array. */\n    public override operator fun iterator(): UShortIterator =

Iterator(storage)\n\n    private class Iterator(private val array: ShortArray) : UShortIterator() {\n        private var

index = 0\n        override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n        override fun nextUShort() = if (index <

array.size) array[index++].toUShort() else throw NoSuchElementException(index.toString())\n    }\n\n    override

fun contains(element: UShort): Boolean {\n        // TODO: Eliminate this check after KT-30016 gets fixed.\n        //

Currently JS BE does not generate special bridge method for this method.\n

@Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n        if ((element as Any?) !is UShort) return false\n\n        return

storage.contains(element.toShort())\n    }\n\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<UShort>): Boolean

{\n        return (elements as Collection<*>).all { it is UShort && storage.contains(it.toShort()) }\n    }\n\n    override

fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this.storage.size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new array of the specified [size], where each

element is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function.\n *\n * The function [init] is called for each array
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element sequentially starting from the first one.\n * It should return the value for an array element given its index.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray(size: Int, init: (Int) -> UShort): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(ShortArray(size) { index ->

init(index).toShort()

})\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ushortArrayOf(vararg elements: UShort): UShortArray = elements\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UArraysKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmPacka

geName(\"kotlin.collections.unsigned\")\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the

size of this array is less than 1, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior

is unspecified.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun UIntArray.component1(): UInt {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n

* where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component1(): ULong {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 1, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component1(): UByte {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the array.\n * \n * If

the size of this array is less than 1, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component1(): UShort {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component2(): UInt {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If

the size of this array is less than 2, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component2(): ULong {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component2(): UByte {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 2, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component2(): UShort {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component3(): UInt {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n * If
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the size of this array is less than 3, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.component3(): ULong {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component3(): UByte {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 3, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component3(): UShort {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component4(): UInt {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the

size of this array is less than 4, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior

is unspecified.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun ULongArray.component4(): ULong {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from

the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in

Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component4(): UByte {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 4, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component4(): UShort {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.component5(): UInt {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n * If the

size of this array is less than 5, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior

is unspecified.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun ULongArray.component5(): ULong {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from

the array.\n * \n * If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in

Kotlin/JS\n * where the behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.component5(): UByte {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the array.\n * \n *

If the size of this array is less than 5, throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] except in Kotlin/JS\n * where the

behavior is unspecified.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.component5(): UShort {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UIntArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UInt\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun ULongArray.elementAt(index: Int):
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ULong\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UByteArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UByte\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index]

is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UShort\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UInt): UInt {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> ULong): ULong {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UByte): UByte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result

of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrElse\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UShort): UShort {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

`null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UInt? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): ULong? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UByte? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAtOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): UShort? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.find(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.find(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.find(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.find(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.findLast(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.findLast(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.findLast(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.find\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.findLast(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.first(): UInt {\n    return storage.first().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.first(): ULong {\n    return storage.first().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.first(): UByte {\n    return storage.first().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.first(): UShort {\n    return storage.first().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching

the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.first(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.first(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.first(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.first(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.firstOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return

if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.firstOrNull(): ULong? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.firstOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.firstOrNull(): UShort? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

element was not found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UInt): UInt {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> ULong): ULong {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UByte): UByte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UShortArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> UShort): UShort {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.getOrNull(index: Int): UInt? {\n

 return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

ULong? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.getOrNull(index: Int): UByte?

{\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the

given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.getOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

UShort? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.indexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n    return storage.indexOf(element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst { predicate(it.toUInt())

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain

such element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toULong()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toUByte()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfFirst {

predicate(it.toUShort()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast { predicate(it.toUInt())

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain
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such element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toULong()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toUByte()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the

array does not contain such element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    return storage.indexOfLast {

predicate(it.toUShort()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.last(): UInt {\n    return storage.last().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.last(): ULong {\n    return storage.last().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * \n *

@throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.last(): UByte {\n    return storage.last().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * \n *

@throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.last(): UShort {\n    return storage.last().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching

the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.last(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element =

this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains

no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@throws NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.last(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.last(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if no such element is found.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.last(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw
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NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index

of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.lastIndexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.lastIndexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.lastIndexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.lastIndexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n    return storage.lastIndexOf(element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UIntArray.lastOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.lastOrNull(): ULong? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.lastOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.lastOrNull(): UShort? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Elements.last\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.random(): UInt {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array.\n

* \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.random(): ULong {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.random(): UByte {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.random(): UShort {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

array using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.random(random: Random): UInt

{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.random(random: Random):

ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.random(random: Random):

UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.random(random: Random):

UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.randomOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return

randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.randomOrNull(): ULong? {\n    return

randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.randomOrNull(): UByte? {\n    return

randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.randomOrNull(): UShort? {\n    return

randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\np

ublic fun UIntArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\np

ublic fun ULongArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\np

ublic fun UByteArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this array using the specified source of
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randomness, or `null` if this array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\np

ublic fun UShortArray.randomOrNull(random: Random): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

get(random.nextInt(size))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or

has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.single(): UInt {\n    return storage.single().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an

exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.single(): ULong {\n    return storage.single().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.single(): UByte {\n    return storage.single().toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.single(): UShort {\n    return storage.single().toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.single(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt {\n    var single: UInt? = null\n    var found = false\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UInt\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching

the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.single(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong {\n    var single: ULong? = null\n    var found = false\n

 for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as ULong\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.single(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte {\n    var single: UByte? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UByte\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.single(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort {\n    var single: UShort? = null\n    var found = false\n

  for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array

contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if

(!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as UShort\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if

the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.singleOrNull(): UInt? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun
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ULongArray.singleOrNull(): ULong? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single

element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.singleOrNull(): UByte? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.singleOrNull(): UShort? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): UInt? {\n    var single: UInt? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

 found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): ULong? {\n    var single: ULong? = null\n    var found

= false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UByteArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): UByte? {\n    var single: UByte? = null\n    var found

= false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UShortArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): UShort? {\n    var single: UShort? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.drop(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.drop(n: Int): List<ULong> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.drop(n: Int): List<UByte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.drop(n: Int): List<UShort> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<ULong> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<UByte>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<UShort> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo

0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UInt>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.dropWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))
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{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.drop\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.dropWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filter(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UInt>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filter(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<ULong>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filter(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UByte>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filter(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<UShort>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UInt>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<ULong>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UByte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<UShort>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate]

to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UInt) -> Boolean): C

{\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, ULong) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UByte) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterIndexedTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, UShort) ->

Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element))

destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.filterNot(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<UInt>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.filterNot(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<ULong>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.filterNot(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<UByte>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filter\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.filterNot(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<UShort>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching the given [predicate]

to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UInt>> UIntArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in ULong>> ULongArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UByte>> UByteArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in UShort>> UShortArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UInt> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<ULong> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UByte> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<UShort> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive

+ 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UInt> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UInt>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<ULong> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UByte> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<UShort> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sliceArray(indices:

Collection<Int>): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange):

UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ULongArray {\n    return

ULongArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UByteArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): UByteArray {\n    return

UByteArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): UShortArray {\n    return

UShortArray(storage.sliceArray(indices))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.take(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns
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a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.take(n: Int): List<ULong> {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<ULong>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.take(n: Int): List<UByte> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UByte>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.take(n: Int): List<UShort> {\n

  require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >=

size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<UShort>(n)\n    for

(item in this) {\n        list.add(item)\n        if (++count == n)\n            break\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UInt> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size =

size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>(n)\n

for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last

[n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<ULong>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<ULong>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UByte>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<UByte>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [n] is negative.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<UShort>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val

size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list =

ArrayList<UShort>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)

{\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): List<UInt> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UInt>()\n    for (item in

this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.takeWhile(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): List<ULong> {\n    val list = ArrayList<ULong>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): List<UByte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UByte>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.take\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.takeWhile(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): List<UShort> {\n    val list = ArrayList<UShort>()\n    for

(item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    storage.reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the array in the specified

range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n * @param toIndex the end

of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero

or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater

than [toIndex].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UIntArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    storage.reverse(fromIndex,
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toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements of the array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex

the start of the range (inclusive) to reverse.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    storage.reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Reverses elements of the array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive) to reverse.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    storage.reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Reverses elements of the array in the specified range in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive) to reverse.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to reverse.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reverse(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    storage.reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UIntArray.reversed(): List<UInt> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.reversed(): List<ULong> {\n

if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UByteArray.reversed(): List<UByte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.reversed(): List<UShort> {\n

if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reversedArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reversedArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reversedArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reversedArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.reversedArray())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n

shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n

shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n

shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.shuffle(): Unit {\n
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shuffle(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified [random]

instance as the source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.shuffle(random: Random): Unit

{\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] =

this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified

[random] instance as the source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.shuffle(random: Random):

Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] =

this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified

[random] instance as the source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.shuffle(random: Random):

Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] =

this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this array in-place using the specified

[random] instance as the source of randomness.\n * \n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.shuffle(random: Random):

Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo 1) {\n        val j = random.nextInt(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] =

this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their

natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UIntArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if

(size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UByteArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their

natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sorted():

List<UInt> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sorted(): List<ULong> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sorted(): List<UByte> {\n

return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sorted():

List<UShort> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this

array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortedArray(): UIntArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortedArray(): ULongArray

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedArray(): UByteArray {\n
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  if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortedArray(): UShortArray

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UIntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortedArrayDescending():

ULongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UByteArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortedArrayDescending():

UShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortedDescending(): List<UInt>

{\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve their order

relative to each other after sorting.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.sortedDescending(): List<ULong> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It

means that equal elements preserve their order relative to each other after sorting.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortedDescending():

List<UByte> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * The sort is _stable_. It means that equal elements preserve

their order relative to each other after sorting.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UShortArray.sortedDescending(): List<UShort> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array of type [ByteArray], which is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n

* of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.asByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [IntArray], which

is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.asIntArray(): IntArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UIntArray.asList():

List<UInt>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun ULongArray.asList():

List<ULong>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UByteArray.asList():

List<UByte>\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic expect fun UShortArray.asList():

List<UShort>\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [LongArray], which is a view of this array where each element is

a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.asLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [ShortArray],
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which is a view of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.asShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [UByteArray],

which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of

this array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.asUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UIntArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.asUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ULongArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.asULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UShortArray], which is a view of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.asUShortArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntArray.contentEquals(other: UIntArray): Boolean {\n

 return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to

one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULongArray.contentEquals(other: ULongArray):

Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByteArray.contentEquals(other: UByteArray): Boolean

{\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal

to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShortArray.contentEquals(other: UShortArray):

Boolean {\n    return this.contentEquals(other)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are

*structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntArray?.contentEquals(other:

UIntArray?): Boolean {\n    return this?.storage.contentEquals(other?.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

ULongArray?.contentEquals(other: ULongArray?): Boolean {\n    return

this?.storage.contentEquals(other?.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally*

equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByteArray?.contentEquals(other:

UByteArray?): Boolean {\n    return this?.storage.contentEquals(other?.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the
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two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UShortArray?.contentEquals(other: UShortArray?): Boolean {\n    return

this?.storage.contentEquals(other?.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as

if it is [List].\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return

this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return

this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return

this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return

this.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

return this?.storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it

is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this?.storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash

code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

return this?.storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it

is [List].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

UShortArray?.contentHashCode(): Int {\n    return this?.storage.contentHashCode()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use Kotlin compiler 1.4 to

avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return

this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return

this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return

this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation

warning.\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.contentToString(): String {\n    return
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this.contentToString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray?.contentToString(): String {\n

return this?.joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") ?: \"null\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of

the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray?.contentToString(): String {\n

 return this?.joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") ?: \"null\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of

the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray?.contentToString(): String {\n

 return this?.joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") ?: \"null\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of

the specified array as if it is [List].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray?.contentToString(): String {\n

  return this?.joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") ?: \"null\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the

[destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n * It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even

specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy

to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the [destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this array indices or when `startIndex

> endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array

starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n *

\n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyInto(destination: UIntArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

UIntArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyInto(destination: ULongArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

ULongArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is
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out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyInto(destination: UByteArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = size):

UByteArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Copies this array or its subrange into the [destination] array and returns that array.\n * \n *

It's allowed to pass the same array in the [destination] and even specify the subrange so that it overlaps with the

destination range.\n * \n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the

[destination] array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subrange to copy,

0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subrange to copy, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of this array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n * or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n * \n * @return the [destination] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyInto(destination: UShortArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

size): UShortArray {\n    storage.copyInto(destination.storage, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOf(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOf(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOf(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.CopyOfOperations.copyOf\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOf(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either truncated or padded at

the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the original array, the copy array

is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original array, the extra elements in the

copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either

truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n * The copy is either
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truncated or padded at the end with zero values if necessary.\n * \n * - If [newSize] is less than the size of the

original array, the copy array is truncated to the [newSize].\n * - If [newSize] is greater than the size of the original

array, the extra elements in the copy array are filled with zero values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage.copyOf(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a new array which is a copy of the specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start

of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UIntArray {\n    return

UIntArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ULongArray {\n    return

ULongArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UByteArray {\n    return

UByteArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new array which is a copy of the

specified range of the original array.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to copy.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to copy.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): UShortArray {\n    return

UShortArray(storage.copyOfRange(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array or its subrange with the

specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n *

@param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.fill(element: UInt, fromIndex:

Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toInt(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills this array

or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to

fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by default.\n * \n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this

array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.fill(element: ULong,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toLong(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by

default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than
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the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.fill(element: UByte,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toByte(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Fills this array or its subrange with the specified [element] value.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive) to fill, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to fill, size of this array by

default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than

the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.fill(element: UShort,

fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    storage.fill(element.toShort(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UIntArray.indices: IntRange\n    get()

= storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val ULongArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UByteArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UShortArray.indices: IntRange\n

get() = storage.indices\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UIntArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val ULongArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UByteArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic inline val UShortArray.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

storage.lastIndex\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UIntArray.plus(element: UInt): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage +

element.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ULongArray.plus(element: ULong): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage +

element.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UByteArray.plus(element: UByte): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage +

element.toByte())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun UShortArray.plus(element: UShort): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage +

element.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun UIntArray.plus(elements: Collection<UInt>): UIntArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toInt()\n    return

UIntArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun ULongArray.plus(elements: Collection<ULong>): ULongArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toLong()\n    return

ULongArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

operator fun UByteArray.plus(elements: Collection<UByte>): UByteArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =
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storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toByte()\n    return

UByteArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator

fun UShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<UShort>): UShortArray {\n    var index = size\n    val result =

storage.copyOf(size + elements.size)\n    for (element in elements) result[index++] = element.toShort()\n    return

UShortArray(result)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all

elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntArray.plus(elements: UIntArray): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(storage + elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

ULongArray.plus(elements: ULongArray): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UByteArray.plus(elements: UByteArray): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements

of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UShortArray.plus(elements: UShortArray): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(storage +

elements.storage)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UIntArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this, 0, size)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortArray(this, 0, size)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun UByteArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortArray(this, 0, size)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortArray(this, 0, size)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the

range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array

by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater

than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex:

Int = size): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    sortArray(this, fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range

(inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array by

default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than

the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0,

toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    sortArray(this,

fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the

range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array

by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater

than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n *
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@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0,

toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    sortArray(this,

fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts a range in the array in-place.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the

range (inclusive) to sort, 0 by default.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort, size of this array

by default.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater

than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Arrays.Sorting.sortRangeOfArray\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sort(fromIndex: Int = 0,

toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n    AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, size)\n    sortArray(this,

fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of the array in the specified range in-place.\n * The elements are

sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive)

to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range (exclusive) to sort.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.sortDescending(fromIndex: Int,

toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements of

the array in the specified range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort

order.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is

greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.sortDescending(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

of the array in the specified range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort

order.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is

greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.sortDescending(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

of the array in the specified range in-place.\n * The elements are sorted descending according to their natural sort

order.\n * \n * @param fromIndex the start of the range (inclusive) to sort.\n * @param toIndex the end of the range

(exclusive) to sort.\n * \n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [fromIndex] is less than zero or [toIndex] is

greater than the size of this array.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [fromIndex] is greater than [toIndex].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.sortDescending(fromIndex:

Int, toIndex: Int): Unit {\n    sort(fromIndex, toIndex)\n    reverse(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array of type [ByteArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[IntArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding

element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [LongArray],

which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ShortArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is a signed reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding

element of this array.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    return storage.copyOf()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<UInt>

{\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<ULong> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.toTypedArray():

Array<UByte> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array

containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.toTypedArray():

Array<UShort> {\n    return Array(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UByte containing

all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UByte>.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array of type [UByteArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned

reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    return UByteArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of

UInt containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out UInt>.toUIntArray(): UIntArray

{\n    return UIntArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type [UIntArray], which is a

copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the corresponding element of this

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.toUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    return UIntArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of ULong

containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out ULong>.toULongArray():

ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[ULongArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.toULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    return ULongArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

of UShort containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Array<out UShort>.toUShortArray():

UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(size) { index -> this[index] }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of type

[UShortArray], which is a copy of this array where each element is an unsigned reinterpretation\n * of the

corresponding element of this array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.toUShortArray(): UShortArray {\n    return UShortArray(this.copyOf())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to

each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UIntArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (UInt) -> V): Map<UInt, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<UInt,

V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result, valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

[Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n * produced by the [valueSelector] function

applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The
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returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

ULongArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (ULong) -> V): Map<ULong, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<ULong, V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n *

produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one

gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UByteArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (UByte) -> V): Map<UByte, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<UByte, V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] where keys are elements from the given array and values are\n *

produced by the [valueSelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one

gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWith\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UShortArray.associateWith(valueSelector: (UShort) -> V): Map<UShort, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<UShort, V>(mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16))\n    return associateWithTo(result,

valueSelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each

element of the given array,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function

applied to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M :

MutableMap<in UInt, in V>> UIntArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (UInt) -> V): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element of the given array,\n *

where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied to that key.\n * \n * If

any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M :

MutableMap<in ULong, in V>> ULongArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (ULong) -> V): M

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element

of the given array,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied

to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M :

MutableMap<in UByte, in V>> UByteArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (UByte) -> V): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs for each element

of the given array,\n * where key is the element itself and value is provided by the [valueSelector] function applied

to that key.\n * \n * If any two elements are equal, the last one overwrites the former value in the map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.associateWithTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V, M :

MutableMap<in UShort, in V>> UShortArray.associateWithTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (UShort) -> V): M

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(element, valueSelector(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being
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invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.flatMap(transform: (UInt) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.flatMap(transform: (ULong) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.flatMap(transform: (UByte) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.flatMap(transform: (UShort) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UInt) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, ULong) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UByte) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from

results of [transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.flatMapIndexed\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.flatMapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UShort) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :
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MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UInt) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++, element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, ULong) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++, element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UByte) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++, element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element\n * and its index in the original array, to the given

[destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.flatMapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UShort) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(index++, element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UInt) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (ULong) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UByte) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (UShort) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>
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UIntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UInt) -> K): Map<K, List<UInt>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<UInt>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

ULongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (ULong) -> K): Map<K, List<ULong>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<ULong>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UByte) -> K): Map<K, List<UByte>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<UByte>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K>

UShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UShort) -> K): Map<K, List<UShort>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<UShort>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by

the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UIntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UInt) -> K, valueTransform: (UInt) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ULongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (ULong) -> K, valueTransform: (ULong) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UByte) -> K, valueTransform: (UByte) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys
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produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V>

UShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (UShort) -> K, valueTransform: (UShort) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to

the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UInt>>> UIntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UInt) -> K): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UInt>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<ULong>>> ULongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (ULong) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<ULong>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UByte>>> UByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UByte) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UByte>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<UShort>>> UShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UShort) -> K):

M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<UShort>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by

the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UIntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UInt) -> K,

valueTransform: (UInt) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ULongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (ULong) -> K,

valueTransform: (ULong) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list
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= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UByte) -> K,

valueTransform: (UByte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> UShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (UShort) -> K,

valueTransform: (UShort) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.map(transform: (UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original

array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.map(transform: (ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.map(transform: (UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.map\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.map(transform: (UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> ULongArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UByteArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return
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mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <R> UShortArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UInt) -> R): C {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results

to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, ULong) -> R): C {\n

 var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n

* and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UByte) -> R): C {\n

var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n

* and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, UShort) -> R): C {\n

 var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UIntArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UInt) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ULongArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (ULong) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UByteArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UByte) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

      destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> UShortArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (UShort) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] that wraps

each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the element
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itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UInt>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<ULong>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UByte>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable]

that wraps each element of the original array\n * into an [IndexedValue] containing the index of that element and the

element itself.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<UShort>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all

elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.all(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.all(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.all(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.all\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.all(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n

* \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.any\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return storage.any()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches

the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.any(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n

  return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.any(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.any(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.anyWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.any(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.count(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.count(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UByteArray.count(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UShortArray.count(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) ++count\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator

value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UInt) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n *

\n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes

current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, ULong) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UByte) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UShort) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>
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UIntArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UInt) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, ULong) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UByte) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UShort) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UInt, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (ULong, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UByte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is

empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (UShort, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the

specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UInt, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n

* \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R> ULongArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, ULong, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UByte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns the specified [initial] value if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, UShort, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each

element.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UIntArray.forEach(action: (UInt) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.forEach(action: (ULong) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.forEach(action: (UByte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.forEach(action: (UShort) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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UIntArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UInt) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, ULong) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UByte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UShort) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.max(): UInt? {\n    return

maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.max(): ULong? {\n

return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.max(): UByte? {\n

return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.max(): UShort? {\n

return maxOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> UIntArray.maxBy(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> ULongArray.maxBy(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> UByteArray.maxBy(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> UShortArray.maxBy(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    return

maxByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var
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maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.maxByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.maxByOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var maxElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return maxElem\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v)

{\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest

value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.maxOf(selector: (UInt) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.maxOf(selector: (ULong) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

  var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.maxOf(selector: (UByte) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.maxOf(selector: (UShort) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If

any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.maxOf(selector: (UInt) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.maxOf(selector: (ULong) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.maxOf(selector: (UByte) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.maxOf(selector: (UShort) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.maxOf(selector: (UInt) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.maxOf(selector: (ULong) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.maxOf(selector: (UByte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.maxOf(selector: (UShort) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array

or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n

 }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue,

v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector]

function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced

by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue =

maxOf(maxValue, v)\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =
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selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n

 }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n

 }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n

 }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        maxValue = maxOf(maxValue, v)\n

 }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.maxOfOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n

       maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the

provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n *
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\n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UInt) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (ULong) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UByte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.maxOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UShort) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UInt) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (ULong) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>
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UByteArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UByte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.maxOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UShort) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(maxValue, v) < 0) {\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.maxOrNull(): UInt? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.maxOrNull(): ULong? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.maxOrNull(): UByte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.maxOrNull(): UShort? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max

= e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    return maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxWithOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    return maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    return maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

maxWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.maxWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    return maxWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n
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    val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.maxWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.min(): UInt? {\n    return

minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.min(): ULong? {\n

return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.min(): UByte? {\n

return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minOrNull()\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.min(): UShort? {\n

return minOrNull()\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> UIntArray.minBy(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> ULongArray.minBy(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> UByteArray.minBy(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minByOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minByOrNull(selector)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<R : Comparable<R>> UShortArray.minBy(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    return

minByOrNull(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.minByOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> R): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.minByOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> R): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.minByOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> R): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.minByOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.minByOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> R): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var minElem = this[0]\n    val lastIndex = this.lastIndex\n    if (lastIndex == 0) return minElem\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest

value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of

values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws

NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.minOf(selector: (UInt) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.minOf(selector: (ULong) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

  var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.minOf(selector: (UByte) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.minOf(selector: (UShort) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

  var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.minOf(selector: (UInt) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =
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minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.minOf(selector: (ULong) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.minOf(selector: (UByte) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.minOf(selector: (UShort) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue =

minOf(minValue, v)\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced

by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the

array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.minOf(selector: (UInt) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.minOf(selector: (ULong) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.minOf(selector: (UByte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the

array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.minOf(selector: (UShort) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw
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NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array

or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector] function is `NaN`, the returned

result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

}\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

  }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n

* applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by

[selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

  }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n

* applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by

[selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> Double): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue

= selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

  }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n

* applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by

[selector] function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

}\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

}\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution
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ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

}\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of values produced by [selector]

function is `NaN`, the returned result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> Float): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minValue =

selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        minValue = minOf(minValue, v)\n

}\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values produced by [selector] function\n *

applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UIntArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UInt) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ULongArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (ULong) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UByteArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UByte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value among all values

produced by [selector] function\n * applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> UShortArray.minOfOrNull(selector: (UShort) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var

minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if (minValue > v) {\n

     minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n *

\n * @throws NoSuchElementException if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.minOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UInt) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.minOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (ULong) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw
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NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.minOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UByte) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n * \n * @throws NoSuchElementException if

the array is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.minOfWith(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UShort) -> R): R {\n    if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v =

selector(this[i])\n        if (comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return

minValue\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UInt) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (ULong) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UByte) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]\n * among all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.minOfWithOrNull(comparator: Comparator<in R>, selector: (UShort) -> R): R? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minValue = selector(this[0])\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val v = selector(this[i])\n        if

(comparator.compare(minValue, v) > 0) {\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minValue\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.minOrNull(): UInt? {\n    if
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(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.minOrNull(): ULong? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.minOrNull(): UByte? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.minOrNull(): UShort? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    return minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use minWithOrNull

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    return minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    return minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

minWithOrNull instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"this.minWithOrNull(comparator)\"))\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince =

\"1.4\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.minWith(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    return minWithOrNull(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntArray.minWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in UInt>): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongArray.minWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in ULong>): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

     val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByteArray.minWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in UByte>): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

    val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShortArray.minWithOrNull(comparator:

Comparator<in UShort>): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

      val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n * \n

* @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.none\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given

[predicate].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.none(predicate: (UInt) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.none(predicate: (ULong) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.none(predicate: (UByte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.noneWithPredicate\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.none(predicate: (UShort) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element and returns the array itself

afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UIntArray.onEach(action: (UInt) -> Unit): UIntArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this)

action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element and returns the array itself

afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ULongArray.onEach(action: (ULong) -> Unit): ULongArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this)

action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element and returns the array itself

afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UByteArray.onEach(action: (UByte) -> Unit): UByteArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this)

action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element and returns the array itself

afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun UShortArray.onEach(action: (UShort) -> Unit): UShortArray {\n    return apply { for (element in this)

action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the

element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element

and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UInt) -> Unit): UIntArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, ULong) -> Unit): ULongArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UByte) -> Unit): UByteArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index
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with the element,\n * and returns the array itself afterwards.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the action on the element.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.onEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, UShort) -> Unit): UShortArray {\n    return apply {

forEachIndexed(action) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is

empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduce(operation: (acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty

in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduce(operation: (acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is

empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null`

when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw
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UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

  throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceIndexedOrNull]

instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an

element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

   throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if

the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): ULong? {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =
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operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): UByte? {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original array.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value and the element itself,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): UShort? {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): UInt?

{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: ULong, ULong) ->

ULong): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and

each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: UByte, UByte) ->

UByte): UByte? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and

each element.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.reduceOrNull(operation: (acc: UShort, UShort) ->

UShort): UShort? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex)
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{\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and current

accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected

way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceRight(operation: (UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the

array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceRight(operation: (ULong, acc: ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the

array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceRight(operation: (UByte, acc: UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

 while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the

array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its

receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n *

and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceRight(operation: (UShort, acc: UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an

exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use

[reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var index = lastIndex\n
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if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation]

from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n *

Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an expected way,\n * please use

[reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, ULong, acc: ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UByte, acc: UByte) -> UByte): UByte {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Throws an exception if this array is empty. If the array can be empty in an

expected way,\n * please use [reduceRightIndexedOrNull] instead. It returns `null` when its receiver is empty.\n * \n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator

value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRight\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, UShort, acc: UShort) -> UShort): UShort {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt): UInt? {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, ULong, acc: ULong) -> ULong): ULong? {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, UByte, acc: UByte) -> UByte): UByte? {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself and current accumulator value,\n

* and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.reduceRightIndexedOrNull(operation: (index: Int, UShort, acc: UShort) -> UShort): UShort? {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (UInt, acc: UInt) -> UInt):

UInt? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index

>= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element and

current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (ULong, acc: ULong) ->

ULong): ULong? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param

[operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (UByte, acc: UByte) ->

UByte): UByte? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the last element and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element and current accumulator value.\n * \n * Returns `null` if the array is empty.\n * \n * @param
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[operation] function that takes an element and current accumulator value,\n * and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.reduceRightOrNull\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.reduceRightOrNull(operation: (UShort, acc: UShort) ->

UShort): UShort? {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) return null\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n

* Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an

element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n

* Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an

element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n

* Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an

element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n

* Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the

previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value and an

element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.runningFold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n        result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current accumulator value that
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starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UIntArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator = initial\n

for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

ULongArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UByteArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningFold\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

UShortArray.runningFoldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return listOf(initial)\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size + 1).apply { add(initial) }\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (index in indices) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be

mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes current accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.runningReduce(operation: (acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): List<UInt> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<UInt>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n    for

(index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n
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}\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of

this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.runningReduce(operation: (acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): List<ULong> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<ULong>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n

for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n

  }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of

this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.runningReduce(operation: (acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): List<UByte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<UByte>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n

for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n

  }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that starts with the first element of

this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would

affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current accumulator value

and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.runningReduce(operation: (acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): List<UShort> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<UShort>(size).apply { add(accumulator) }\n

for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n        result.add(accumulator)\n

  }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation values generated by applying

[operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and current accumulator value that

starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be

mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that

takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next

accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt): List<UInt> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<UInt>(size).apply { add(accumulator)

}\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to

[operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ULongArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: ULong, ULong) -> ULong): List<ULong> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<ULong>(size).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

      result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to

[operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte): List<UByte> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<UByte>(size).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

      result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with the first element of this array.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to

[operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n *

@param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.runningReduce\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.runningReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UShort, UShort) -> UShort): List<UShort> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    val result = ArrayList<UShort>(size).apply {

add(accumulator) }\n    for (index in 1 until size) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n

      result.add(accumulator)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> UIntArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UInt) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ULongArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, ULong) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n
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@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> UByteArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UByte) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element and current accumulator value that

starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n *

otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes current

accumulator value and an element, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> UShortArray.scan(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, UShort) -> R):

List<R> {\n    return runningFold(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing successive accumulation

values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in the original array and

current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed to [operation] function

should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> UIntArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

UInt) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in

the original array and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed

to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> ULongArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc:

R, ULong) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element,

its index in the original array and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc`

value passed to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in

resulting list.\n * \n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n *

and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> UByteArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc:

R, UByte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

successive accumulation values generated by applying [operation] from left to right\n * to each element, its index in

the original array and current accumulator value that starts with [initial] value.\n * \n * Note that `acc` value passed

to [operation] function should not be mutated;\n * otherwise it would affect the previous value in resulting list.\n *

\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element

itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Aggregates.scan\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> UShortArray.scanIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc:

R, UShort) -> R): List<R> {\n    return runningFoldIndexed(initial, operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

runningReduce instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: UInt, UInt) -> UInt):
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List<UInt> {\n    return runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: ULong, ULong) ->

ULong): List<ULong> {\n    return runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: UByte, UByte) -> UByte):

List<UByte> {\n    return runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduce instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"runningReduce(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.scanReduce(operation: (acc: UShort, UShort) ->

UShort): List<UShort> {\n    return runningReduce(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use runningReduceIndexed

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UInt,

UInt) -> UInt): List<UInt> {\n    return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

runningReduceIndexed instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: ULong,

ULong) -> ULong): List<ULong> {\n    return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

runningReduceIndexed instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UByte,

UByte) -> UByte): List<UByte> {\n    return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

runningReduceIndexed instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"runningReduceIndexed(operation)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.scanReduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: UShort,

UShort) -> UShort): List<UShort> {\n    return runningReduceIndexed(operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of

all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sumBy(selector: (UInt) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sumBy(selector: (ULong) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.sumBy(selector: (UByte) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum

+= selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sumBy(selector: (UShort) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UInt) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)
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{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sumByDouble(selector: (ULong) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UByteArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UByte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sumByDouble(selector: (UShort) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.sumOf(selector:

(UInt) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.sumOf(selector:

(ULong) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.sumOf(selector:

(UByte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.sumOf(selector:

(UShort) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.toDouble()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n

@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.sumOf(selector: (UInt) -

> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the

array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n

@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.sumOf(selector:

(ULong) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n
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return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n

@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.sumOf(selector:

(UByte) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\n

@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.sumOf(selector:

(UShort) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0.toInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")

\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.sumOf(selector: (UInt)

-> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

 return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")

\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.sumOf(selector:

(ULong) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")

\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.sumOf(selector:

(UByte) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")

\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.sumOf(selector:

(UShort) -> Long): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0.toLong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\

n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.sumOf(selector: (UInt)

-> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\

n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.sumOf(selector:

(ULong) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=
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selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\

n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.sumOf(selector:

(UByte) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

  }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each

element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\

n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.sumOf(selector:

(UShort) -> UInt): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0.toUInt()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntArray.sumOf(selector:

(UInt) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongArray.sumOf(selector:

(ULong) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByteArray.sumOf(selector:

(UByte) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptIn(kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference::class)\n@OverloadResolution

ByLambdaReturnType\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\

")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShortArray.sumOf(selector:

(UShort) -> ULong): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0.toULong()\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and

the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UIntArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>): List<Pair<UInt, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> ULongArray.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<ULong, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has

length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UByteArray.zip(other: Array<out
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R>): List<Pair<UByte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UShortArray.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<UShort, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UIntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UInt, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ULongArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: ULong, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UByte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: UShort, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with

the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UIntArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UInt, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> ULongArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<ULong, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UByteArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UByte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from the elements of `this` collection and [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of

the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun <R> UShortArray.zip(other:
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Iterable<R>): List<Pair<UShort, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the provided

[transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n *

\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UIntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UInt, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

ULongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: ULong, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n *

using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UByte, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list

= ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

 if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] collection with the same index\n * using the

provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R, V>

UShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: UShort, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other)

{\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The

returned list has length of the shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntArray.zip(other: UIntArray):

List<Pair<UInt, UInt>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest

collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULongArray.zip(other: ULongArray):

List<Pair<ULong, ULong>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByteArray.zip(other: UByteArray):

List<Pair<UByte, UByte>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index.\n * The returned list has length of the

shortest collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShortArray.zip(other: UShortArray):

List<Pair<UShort, UShort>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built

from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array with the same index\n * using the provided [transform]

function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UIntArray.zip(other: UIntArray, transform: (a: UInt, b: UInt) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

ULongArray.zip(other: ULongArray, transform: (a: ULong, b: ULong) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UByteArray.zip(other: UByteArray, transform: (a: UByte, b: UByte) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from the elements of `this` array and the [other] array

with the same index\n * using the provided [transform] function applied to each pair of elements.\n * The returned

list has length of the shortest array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.zipIterableWithTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V>

UShortArray.zip(other: UShortArray, transform: (a: UShort, b: UShort) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Array<out UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return storage.sum().toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ULongArray.sum(): ULong {\n    return storage.sum().toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun UByteArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return sumBy { it.toUInt() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UShortArray.sum(): UInt {\n    return sumBy { it.toUInt() }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n
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*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UCollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UByte containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<UByte>.toUByteArray(): UByteArray {\n    val result = UByteArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UInt containing

all of the elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<UInt>.toUIntArray(): UIntArray {\n    val result = UIntArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in

this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of ULong containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Collection<ULong>.toULongArray(): ULongArray {\n    val result = ULongArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of UShort

containing all of the elements of this collection.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Collection<UShort>.toUShortArray():

UShortArray {\n    val result = UShortArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] =

element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Iterable<UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UComparisonsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UInt, b:

UInt): UInt {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UByte, b: UByte): UByte {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UShort, b: UShort): UShort {\n

return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

maxOf(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun maxOf(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong): ULong {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

maxOf(a: UByte, b: UByte, c: UByte): UByte {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater
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of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun maxOf(a: UShort, b: UShort, c: UShort): UShort {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the greater of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

maxOf(a: UInt, vararg other: UInt): UInt {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: ULong, vararg other: ULong):

ULong {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater

of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun maxOf(a: UByte,

vararg other: UByte): UByte {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the greater of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

maxOf(a: UShort, vararg other: UShort): UShort {\n    var max = a\n    for (e in other) max = maxOf(max, e)\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\n    return if

(a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UByte, b: UByte): UByte {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UShort, b: UShort): UShort {\n

return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

minOf(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three

values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun minOf(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong): ULong {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

minOf(a: UByte, b: UByte, c: UByte): UByte {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller

of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun minOf(a: UShort, b: UShort, c: UShort): UShort {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the smaller of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a:

UInt, vararg other: UInt): UInt {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the smaller of the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

minOf(a: ULong, vararg other: ULong): ULong {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of the given values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UByte, vararg other: UByte):

UByte {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of

the given values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun minOf(a: UShort, vararg

other: UShort): UShort {\n    var min = a\n    for (e in other) min = minOf(min, e)\n    return min\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"URangesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

random element from this range.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIntRange.random(): UInt {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range.\n

* \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ULongRange.random(): ULong {\n    return random(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this

range using the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is

empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntRange.random(random:

Random): UInt {\n    try {\n        return random.nextUInt(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n

throw NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using

the specified source of randomness.\n * \n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongRange.random(random: Random):

ULong {\n    try {\n        return random.nextULong(this)\n    } catch(e: IllegalArgumentException) {\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(e.message)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range, or `null` if this

range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIntRange.randomOrNull(): UInt? {\n    return

randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongRange.randomOrNull(): ULong? {\n    return

randomOrNull(Random)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\np

ublic fun UIntRange.randomOrNull(random: Random): UInt? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

random.nextUInt(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a random element from this range using the specified source of

randomness, or `null` if this range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\np

ublic fun ULongRange.randomOrNull(random: Random): ULong? {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return null\n    return

random.nextULong(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this range contains the specified [element].\n * \n * Always

returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

UIntRange.contains(element: UInt?): Boolean {\n    return element != null && contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this range contains the specified [element].\n * \n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is

`null`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ULongRange.contains(element: ULong?): Boolean {\n    return element != null &&

contains(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

UByte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun

ULongRange.contains(value: UByte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

operator fun ULongRange.contains(value: UInt): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

ULong): Boolean {\n    return (value shr UInt.SIZE_BITS) == 0uL && contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun UIntRange.contains(value:

UShort): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toUInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic operator fun

ULongRange.contains(value: UShort): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toULong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UByte.downTo(to: UByte):
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UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toUInt(), to.toUInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UInt.downTo(to: UInt):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression

from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less than or equal

to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULong.downTo(to: ULong):

ULongProgression {\n    return ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value should be less

than or equal to `this` value.\n * If the [to] value is greater than `this` value the returned progression is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShort.downTo(to: UShort):

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toUInt(), to.toUInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UIntProgression.reversed():

UIntProgression {\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULongProgression.reversed():

ULongProgression {\n    return ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UIntProgression.step(step: Int):

UIntProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return UIntProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if

(this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range with the given

step.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun ULongProgression.step(step:

Long): ULongProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return

ULongProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from

this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value,

then the returned range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun

UByte.until(to: UByte): UIntRange {\n    if (to <= UByte.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return

this.toUInt() .. (to - 1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to]

value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UInt.until(to: UInt): UIntRange {\n

if (to <= UInt.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to

`this` value, then the returned range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

infix fun ULong.until(to: ULong): ULongRange {\n    if (to <= ULong.MIN_VALUE) return

ULongRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1u).toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but

excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `this` value, then the returned

range is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic infix fun UShort.until(to:

UShort): UIntRange {\n    if (to <= UShort.MIN_VALUE) return UIntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toUInt() .. (to -

1u).toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return

this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: UInt):

UInt {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

ULong): ULong {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

UByte): UByte {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value

is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the

[minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue:

UShort): UShort {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: UInt):

UInt {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

ULong): ULong {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

UByte): UByte {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

UShort): UShort {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range,

or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceIn(minimumValue: UInt,

maximumValue: UInt): UInt {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot

coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this <

minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    return

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or

[maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceIn(minimumValue: ULong,

maximumValue: ULong): ULong {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range
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[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UByte.coerceIn(minimumValue: UByte,

maximumValue: UByte): UByte {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UShort.coerceIn(minimumValue: UShort,

maximumValue: UShort): UShort {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun UInt.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<UInt>):

UInt {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return this.coerceIn<UInt>(range)\n    }\n    if

(range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return

when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else ->

this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the

[range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive` if this value is greater than

`range.endInclusive`.\n * \n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInUnsigned\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun ULong.coerceIn(range:

ClosedRange<ULong>): ULong {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return

this.coerceIn<ULong>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value

to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this >

range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"USequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.random.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUInt\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<UInt>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfULong\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<ULong>.sum(): ULong {\n    var sum: ULong = 0uL\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUByte\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Sequence<UByte>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfUShort\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun
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Sequence<UShort>.sum(): UInt {\n    var sum: UInt = 0u\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin\n\n\npublic expect open class Error : Throwable {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message:

String?)\n    constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\npublic

expect open class Exception : Throwable {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\npublic expect open

class RuntimeException : Exception {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n    constructor(message:

String?, cause: Throwable?)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\npublic expect open class

IllegalArgumentException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\npublic expect open

class IllegalStateException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\npublic expect open

class IndexOutOfBoundsException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message:

String?)\n}\n\npublic expect open class ConcurrentModificationException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n

 constructor(message: String?)\n    @Deprecated(\"The constructor is not supported on all platforms and will be

removed from kotlin-stdlib-common soon.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    constructor(message: String?,

cause: Throwable?)\n    @Deprecated(\"The constructor is not supported on all platforms and will be removed from

kotlin-stdlib-common soon.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\npublic

expect open class UnsupportedOperationException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message:

String?)\n    constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\npublic

expect open class NumberFormatException : IllegalArgumentException {\n    constructor()\n

constructor(message: String?)\n}\n\npublic expect open class NullPointerException : RuntimeException {\n

constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n}\n\npublic expect open class ClassCastException :

RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n}\n\npublic expect open class

AssertionError : Error {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message: Any?)\n}\n\npublic expect open class

NoSuchElementException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n    constructor(message:

String?)\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect open class ArithmeticException : RuntimeException {\n

constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"This exception type is not supposed to be

thrown or caught in common code and will be removed from kotlin-stdlib-common soon.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic expect open class NoWhenBranchMatchedException : RuntimeException {\n

constructor()\n    constructor(message: String?)\n    constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)\n

constructor(cause: Throwable?)\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"This exception type is not supposed to be thrown or caught in

common code and will be removed from kotlin-stdlib-common soon.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic

expect class UninitializedPropertyAccessException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor()\n

constructor(message: String?)\n    constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)\n    constructor(cause:

Throwable?)\n}\n\n/**\n * Thrown after invocation of a function or property that was expected to return `Nothing`,

but returned something instead.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@PublishedApi\ninternal class

KotlinNothingValueException : RuntimeException {\n    constructor() : super()\n    constructor(message: String?) :

super(message)\n    constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : super(message, cause)\n

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : super(cause)\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the detailed description of this throwable

with its stack trace.\n *\n * The detailed description includes:\n * - the short description (see [Throwable.toString])

of this throwable;\n * - the complete stack trace;\n * - detailed descriptions of the exceptions that were

[suppressed][suppressedExceptions] in order to deliver this exception;\n * - the detailed description of each

throwable in the [Throwable.cause] chain.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect fun

Throwable.stackTraceToString(): String\n\n/**\n * Prints the [detailed description][Throwable.stackTraceToString]

of this throwable to the standard output or standard error output.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\")\npublic expect fun
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Throwable.printStackTrace(): Unit\n\n/**\n * When supported by the platform, adds the specified exception to the

list of exceptions that were\n * suppressed in order to deliver this exception.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic

expect fun Throwable.addSuppressed(exception: Throwable)\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all exceptions that were

suppressed in order to deliver this exception.\n *\n * The list can be empty:\n * - if no exceptions were suppressed;\n

* - if the platform doesn't support suppressed exceptions;\n * - if this [Throwable] instance has disabled the

suppression.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic expect val Throwable.suppressedExceptions:

List<Throwable>","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\n\n/**\n * Gives a declaration (a function, a

property or a class) specific name in JavaScript.\n */\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY,

CONSTRUCTOR, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER)\n@OptionalExpectation\npublic expect

annotation class JsName(val name: String)\n\n/**\n * Marks experimental JS export annotations.\n *\n * Note that

behavior of these annotations will likely be changed in the future.\n *\n * Usages of such annotations will be

reported as warnings unless an explicit opt-in with\n * the [OptIn] annotation, e.g.

`@OptIn(ExperimentalJsExport::class)`,\n * or with the `-Xopt-in=kotlin.js.ExperimentalJsExport` compiler option

is given.\n */\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.WARNING)\n@RequiresOptIn(level =

RequiresOptIn.Level.WARNING)\n@MustBeDocumented\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Since

Kotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic annotation class ExperimentalJsExport\n\n/**\n * Exports top-level declaration on JS

platform.\n *\n * Compiled module exposes declarations that are marked with this annotation without name

mangling.\n *\n * This annotation can be applied to either files or top-level declarations.\n *\n * It is currently

prohibited to export the following kinds of declarations:\n *\n *   * `expect` declarations\n *   * inline functions with

reified type parameters\n *   * suspend functions\n *   * secondary constructors without `@JsName`\n *   *

extension properties\n *   * enum classes\n *   * annotation classes\n *\n * Signatures of exported declarations must

only contain \"exportable\" types:\n *\n *   * `dynamic`, `Any`, `String`, `Boolean`, `Byte`, `Short`, `Int`, `Float`,

`Double`\n *   * `BooleanArray`, `ByteArray`, `ShortArray`, `IntArray`, `FloatArray`, `DoubleArray`\n *   *

`Array<exportable-type>`\n *   * Function types with exportable parameters and return types\n *   * `external` or

`@JsExport` classes and interfaces\n *   * Nullable counterparts of types above\n *   * Unit return type. Must not be

nullable\n *\n * This annotation is experimental, meaning that restrictions mentioned above are subject to change.\n

*/\n@ExperimentalJsExport\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY,

FUNCTION, FILE)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@OptionalExpectation\npublic expect annotation class

JsExport()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.internal.PlatformDependent\n\n/**\n * Classes that inherit from

this interface can be represented as a sequence of elements that can\n * be iterated over.\n * @param T the type of

element being iterated over. The iterator is covariant in its element type.\n */\npublic interface Iterable<out T> {\n

/**\n     * Returns an iterator over the elements of this object.\n     */\n    public operator fun iterator():

Iterator<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Classes that inherit from this interface can be represented as a sequence of elements that

can\n * be iterated over and that supports removing elements during iteration.\n * @param T the type of element

being iterated over. The mutable iterator is invariant in its element type.\n */\npublic interface MutableIterable<out

T> : Iterable<T> {\n    /**\n     * Returns an iterator over the elements of this sequence that supports removing

elements during iteration.\n     */\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic collection

of elements. Methods in this interface support only read-only access to the collection;\n * read/write access is

supported through the [MutableCollection] interface.\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the collection.

The collection is covariant in its element type.\n */\npublic interface Collection<out E> : Iterable<E> {\n    // Query

Operations\n    /**\n     * Returns the size of the collection.\n     */\n    public val size: Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns

`true` if the collection is empty (contains no elements), `false` otherwise.\n     */\n    public fun isEmpty():

Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Checks if the specified element is contained in this collection.\n     */\n    public operator
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fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    // Bulk

Operations\n    /**\n     * Checks if all elements in the specified collection are contained in this collection.\n     */\n

public fun containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic collection of

elements that supports adding and removing elements.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the

collection. The mutable collection is invariant in its element type.\n */\npublic interface MutableCollection<E> :

Collection<E>, MutableIterable<E> {\n    // Query Operations\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E>\n\n

// Modification Operations\n    /**\n     * Adds the specified element to the collection.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if

the element has been added, `false` if the collection does not support duplicates\n     * and the element is already

contained in the collection.\n     */\n    public fun add(element: E): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Removes a single

instance of the specified element from this\n     * collection, if it is present.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if the element

has been successfully removed; `false` if it was not present in the collection.\n     */\n    public fun remove(element:

E): Boolean\n\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\n    /**\n     * Adds all of the elements of the specified collection

to this collection.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if any of the specified elements was added to the collection, `false` if

the collection was not modified.\n     */\n    public fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     *

Removes all of this collection's elements that are also contained in the specified collection.\n     *\n     * @return

`true` if any of the specified elements was removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n

 */\n    public fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Retains only the elements in this

collection that are contained in the specified collection.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if any element was removed

from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n     */\n    public fun retainAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Removes all elements from this collection.\n     */\n    public fun clear():

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic ordered collection of elements. Methods in this interface support only read-only access

to the list;\n * read/write access is supported through the [MutableList] interface.\n * @param E the type of elements

contained in the list. The list is covariant in its element type.\n */\npublic interface List<out E> : Collection<E> {\n

// Query Operations\n\n    override val size: Int\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\n    override fun

contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    // Bulk Operations\n

override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\n\n    // Positional Access

Operations\n    /**\n     * Returns the element at the specified index in the list.\n     */\n    public operator fun

get(index: Int): E\n\n    // Search Operations\n    /**\n     * Returns the index of the first occurrence of the specified

element in the list, or -1 if the specified\n     * element is not contained in the list.\n     */\n    public fun

indexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the index of the last occurrence of the specified

element in the list, or -1 if the specified\n     * element is not contained in the list.\n     */\n    public fun

lastIndexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\n\n    // List Iterators\n    /**\n     * Returns a list iterator over the

elements in this list (in proper sequence).\n     */\n    public fun listIterator(): ListIterator<E>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns

a list iterator over the elements in this list (in proper sequence), starting at the specified [index].\n     */\n    public

fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E>\n\n    // View\n    /**\n     * Returns a view of the portion of this list

between the specified [fromIndex] (inclusive) and [toIndex] (exclusive).\n     * The returned list is backed by this

list, so non-structural changes in the returned list are reflected in this list, and vice-versa.\n     *\n     * Structural

changes in the base list make the behavior of the view undefined.\n     */\n    public fun subList(fromIndex: Int,

toIndex: Int): List<E>\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic ordered collection of elements that supports adding and removing

elements.\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the list. The mutable list is invariant in its element type.\n

*/\npublic interface MutableList<E> : List<E>, MutableCollection<E> {\n    // Modification Operations\n    /**\n

* Adds the specified element to the end of this list.\n     *\n     * @return `true` because the list is always modified as

the result of this operation.\n     */\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean\n\n    override fun remove(element: E):

Boolean\n\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\n    /**\n     * Adds all of the elements of the specified collection to

the end of this list.\n     *\n     * The elements are appended in the order they appear in the [elements] collection.\n

*\n     * @return `true` if the list was changed as the result of the operation.\n     */\n    override fun addAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts all of the elements of the specified collection [elements] into this

list at the specified [index].\n     *\n     * @return `true` if the list was changed as the result of the operation.\n     */\n
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  public fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    override fun removeAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean\n    override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n    override fun clear():

Unit\n\n    // Positional Access Operations\n    /**\n     * Replaces the element at the specified position in this list

with the specified element.\n     *\n     * @return the element previously at the specified position.\n     */\n    public

operator fun set(index: Int, element: E): E\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts an element into the list at the specified [index].\n

*/\n    public fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit\n\n    /**\n     * Removes an element at the specified [index] from

the list.\n     *\n     * @return the element that has been removed.\n     */\n    public fun removeAt(index: Int): E\n\n

// List Iterators\n    override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E>\n\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int):

MutableListIterator<E>\n\n    // View\n    override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

MutableList<E>\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic unordered collection of elements that does not support duplicate

elements.\n * Methods in this interface support only read-only access to the set;\n * read/write access is supported

through the [MutableSet] interface.\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is covariant in

its element type.\n */\npublic interface Set<out E> : Collection<E> {\n    // Query Operations\n\n    override val size:

Int\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\n    override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    // Bulk Operations\n    override fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic unordered collection of elements that does not

support duplicate elements, and supports\n * adding and removing elements.\n * @param E the type of elements

contained in the set. The mutable set is invariant in its element type.\n */\npublic interface MutableSet<E> : Set<E>,

MutableCollection<E> {\n    // Query Operations\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E>\n\n    //

Modification Operations\n\n    /**\n     * Adds the specified element to the set.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if the

element has been added, `false` if the element is already contained in the set.\n     */\n    override fun add(element:

E): Boolean\n\n    override fun remove(element: E): Boolean\n\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\n\n    override

fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n    override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n

override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n    override fun clear(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * A collection

that holds pairs of objects (keys and values) and supports efficiently retrieving\n * the value corresponding to each

key. Map keys are unique; the map holds only one value for each key.\n * Methods in this interface support only

read-only access to the map; read-write access is supported through\n * the [MutableMap] interface.\n * @param K

the type of map keys. The map is invariant in its key type, as it\n *          can accept key as a parameter (of

[containsKey] for example) and return it in [keys] set.\n * @param V the type of map values. The map is covariant

in its value type.\n */\npublic interface Map<K, out V> {\n    // Query Operations\n    /**\n     * Returns the number

of key/value pairs in the map.\n     */\n    public val size: Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if the map is empty

(contains no elements), `false` otherwise.\n     */\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if

the map contains the specified [key].\n     */\n    public fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Returns

`true` if the map maps one or more keys to the specified [value].\n     */\n    public fun containsValue(value:

@UnsafeVariance V): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or `null` if such

a key is not present in the map.\n     */\n    public operator fun get(key: K): V?\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the value

corresponding to the given [key], or [defaultValue] if such a key is not present in the map.\n     *\n     * @since JDK

1.8\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n    @PlatformDependent\n    public fun getOrDefault(key: K, defaultValue:

@UnsafeVariance V): V {\n        // See default implementation in JDK sources\n        throw

NotImplementedError()\n    }\n\n    // Views\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all keys in this map.\n     */\n

  public val keys: Set<K>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only [Collection] of all values in this map. Note that this

collection may contain duplicate values.\n     */\n    public val values: Collection<V>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-

only [Set] of all key/value pairs in this map.\n     */\n    public val entries: Set<Map.Entry<K, V>>\n\n    /**\n     *

Represents a key/value pair held by a [Map].\n     */\n    public interface Entry<out K, out V> {\n        /**\n         *

Returns the key of this key/value pair.\n         */\n        public val key: K\n\n        /**\n         * Returns the value of

this key/value pair.\n         */\n        public val value: V\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A modifiable collection that holds pairs

of objects (keys and values) and supports efficiently retrieving\n * the value corresponding to each key. Map keys

are unique; the map holds only one value for each key.\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant in
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its key type.\n * @param V the type of map values. The mutable map is invariant in its value type.\n */\npublic

interface MutableMap<K, V> : Map<K, V> {\n    // Modification Operations\n    /**\n     * Associates the specified

[value] with the specified [key] in the map.\n     *\n     * @return the previous value associated with the key, or

`null` if the key was not present in the map.\n     */\n    public fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\n\n    /**\n     *

Removes the specified key and its corresponding value from this map.\n     *\n     * @return the previous value

associated with the key, or `null` if the key was not present in the map.\n     */\n    public fun remove(key: K):

V?\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the entry for the specified key only if it is mapped to the specified value.\n     *\n     *

@return true if entry was removed\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n    @PlatformDependent\n    public fun

remove(key: K, value: V): Boolean {\n        // See default implementation in JDK sources\n        return true\n    }\n\n

  // Bulk Modification Operations\n    /**\n     * Updates this map with key/value pairs from the specified map

[from].\n     */\n    public fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>): Unit\n\n    /**\n     * Removes all elements from this

map.\n     */\n    public fun clear(): Unit\n\n    // Views\n    /**\n     * Returns a [MutableSet] of all keys in this

map.\n     */\n    override val keys: MutableSet<K>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a [MutableCollection] of all values in

this map. Note that this collection may contain duplicate values.\n     */\n    override val values:

MutableCollection<V>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a [MutableSet] of all key/value pairs in this map.\n     */\n

override val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>\n\n    /**\n     * Represents a key/value pair

held by a [MutableMap].\n     */\n    public interface MutableEntry<K, V> : Map.Entry<K, V> {\n        /**\n         *

Changes the value associated with the key of this entry.\n         *\n         * @return the previous value corresponding

to the key.\n         */\n        public fun setValue(newValue: V): V\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Byte`. */\npublic abstract

class ByteIterator : Iterator<Byte> {\n    override final fun next() = nextByte()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in

the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextByte(): Byte\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Char`. */\npublic abstract class CharIterator : Iterator<Char> {\n    override final fun next() =

nextChar()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextChar():

Char\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Short`. */\npublic abstract class ShortIterator :

Iterator<Short> {\n    override final fun next() = nextShort()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without

boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextShort(): Short\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Int`.

*/\npublic abstract class IntIterator : Iterator<Int> {\n    override final fun next() = nextInt()\n\n    /** Returns the

next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextInt(): Int\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a

sequence of values of type `Long`. */\npublic abstract class LongIterator : Iterator<Long> {\n    override final fun

next() = nextLong()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun

nextLong(): Long\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Float`. */\npublic abstract class

FloatIterator : Iterator<Float> {\n    override final fun next() = nextFloat()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the

sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextFloat(): Float\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Double`. */\npublic abstract class DoubleIterator : Iterator<Double> {\n    override final fun next() =

nextDouble()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun

nextDouble(): Double\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Boolean`. */\npublic abstract class

BooleanIterator : Iterator<Boolean> {\n    override final fun next() = nextBoolean()\n\n    /** Returns the next value

in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextBoolean(): Boolean\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Char`.\n * @property

step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\n */\ninternal class CharProgressionIterator(first:

Char, last: Char, val step: Int) : CharIterator() {\n    private val finalElement = last.toInt()\n    private var hasNext:

Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first.toInt() else

finalElement\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n    override fun nextChar(): Char {\n        val value
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= next\n        if (value == finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n

hasNext = false\n        }\n        else {\n            next += step\n        }\n        return value.toChar()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

An iterator over a progression of values of type `Int`.\n * @property step the number by which the value is

incremented on each step.\n */\ninternal class IntProgressionIterator(first: Int, last: Int, val step: Int) : IntIterator()

{\n    private val finalElement = last\n    private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n

private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n

override fun nextInt(): Int {\n        val value = next\n        if (value == finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n            hasNext = false\n        }\n        else {\n            next += step\n        }\n

return value\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Long`.\n * @property step the

number by which the value is incremented on each step.\n */\ninternal class LongProgressionIterator(first: Long,

last: Long, val step: Long) : LongIterator() {\n    private val finalElement = last\n    private var hasNext: Boolean =

if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\n\n    override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n    override fun nextLong(): Long {\n        val value = next\n        if (value ==

finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n            hasNext = false\n        }\n

   else {\n            next += step\n        }\n        return value\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\nimport kotlin.internal.getProgressionLastElement\n\n/**\n * A progression of values of type

`Char`.\n */\npublic open class CharProgression\n    internal constructor\n    (\n            start: Char,\n

endInclusive: Char,\n            step: Int\n    ) : Iterable<Char> {\n    init {\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\n        if (step == Int.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on negation.\")\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val first: Char = start\n\n    /**\n     * The

last element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val last: Char = getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(),

endInclusive.toInt(), step).toChar()\n\n    /**\n     * The step of the progression.\n     */\n    public val step: Int =

step\n\n    override fun iterator(): CharIterator = CharProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /** Checks if the

progression is empty. */\n    public open fun isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\n\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n        other is CharProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n

      first == other.first && last == other.last && step == other.step)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if

(isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * first.toInt() + last.toInt()) + step)\n\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0)

\"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         *

Creates CharProgression within the specified bounds of a closed range.\n\n         * The progression starts with the

[rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\n         * In order

to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\n         *\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and

not equal to zero.\n         */\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Char, rangeEnd: Char, step: Int):

CharProgression = CharProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A progression of values of type

`Int`.\n */\npublic open class IntProgression\n    internal constructor\n    (\n            start: Int,\n            endInclusive:

Int,\n            step: Int\n    ) : Iterable<Int> {\n    init {\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\n        if (step == Int.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on negation.\")\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val first: Int = start\n\n    /**\n     * The last

element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val last: Int = getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(),

endInclusive.toInt(), step).toInt()\n\n    /**\n     * The step of the progression.\n     */\n    public val step: Int =

step\n\n    override fun iterator(): IntIterator = IntProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /** Checks if the

progression is empty. */\n    public open fun isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\n\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n        other is IntProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n

   first == other.first && last == other.last && step == other.step)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if

(isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * first + last) + step)\n\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last
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step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         * Creates

IntProgression within the specified bounds of a closed range.\n\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart]

value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\n         * In order to go

backwards the [step] must be negative.\n         *\n         * [step] must be greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not

equal to zero.\n         */\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Int, rangeEnd: Int, step: Int): IntProgression

= IntProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A progression of values of type `Long`.\n

*/\npublic open class LongProgression\n    internal constructor\n    (\n            start: Long,\n            endInclusive:

Long,\n            step: Long\n    ) : Iterable<Long> {\n    init {\n        if (step == 0L) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\n        if (step == Long.MIN_VALUE) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Long.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on

negation.\")\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val first: Long = start\n\n

/**\n     * The last element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val last: Long =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toLong(), endInclusive.toLong(), step).toLong()\n\n    /**\n     * The step of the

progression.\n     */\n    public val step: Long = step\n\n    override fun iterator(): LongIterator =

LongProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is LongProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last &&

step == other.step)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * (first xor (first ushr

32)) + (last xor (last ushr 32))) + (step xor (step ushr 32))).toInt()\n\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0)

\"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         *

Creates LongProgression within the specified bounds of a closed range.\n\n         * The progression starts with the

[rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\n         * In order

to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\n         *\n         * [step] must be greater than `Long.MIN_VALUE` and

not equal to zero.\n         */\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Long, rangeEnd: Long, step: Long):

LongProgression = LongProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n *

Represents a range of values (for example, numbers or characters).\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/ranges.html) for more information.\n */\npublic interface

ClosedRange<T: Comparable<T>> {\n    /**\n     * The minimum value in the range.\n     */\n    public val start:

T\n\n    /**\n     * The maximum value in the range (inclusive).\n     */\n    public val endInclusive: T\n\n    /**\n     *

Checks whether the specified [value] belongs to the range.\n     */\n    public operator fun contains(value: T):

Boolean = value >= start && value <= endInclusive\n\n    /**\n     * Checks whether the range is empty.\n     */\n

public fun isEmpty(): Boolean = start > endInclusive\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * The type with only

one value: the `Unit` object. This type corresponds to the `void` type in Java.\n */\npublic object Unit {\n    override

fun toString() = \"kotlin.Unit\"\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.annotation\n\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\n\n/**\n * Contains the
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list of code elements which are the possible annotation targets\n */\npublic enum class AnnotationTarget {\n    /**

Class, interface or object, annotation class is also included */\n    CLASS,\n    /** Annotation class only */\n

ANNOTATION_CLASS,\n    /** Generic type parameter (unsupported yet) */\n    TYPE_PARAMETER,\n    /**

Property */\n    PROPERTY,\n    /** Field, including property's backing field */\n    FIELD,\n    /** Local variable

*/\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\n    /** Value parameter of a function or a constructor */\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\n    /** Constructor only (primary or secondary) */\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\n    /**

Function (constructors are not included) */\n    FUNCTION,\n    /** Property getter only */\n

PROPERTY_GETTER,\n    /** Property setter only */\n    PROPERTY_SETTER,\n    /** Type usage */\n

TYPE,\n    /** Any expression */\n    EXPRESSION,\n    /** File */\n    FILE,\n    /** Type alias */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n    TYPEALIAS\n}\n\n/**\n * Contains the list of possible annotation's retentions.\n *\n *

Determines how an annotation is stored in binary output.\n */\npublic enum class AnnotationRetention {\n    /**

Annotation isn't stored in binary output */\n    SOURCE,\n    /** Annotation is stored in binary output, but invisible

for reflection */\n    BINARY,\n    /** Annotation is stored in binary output and visible for reflection (default

retention) */\n    RUNTIME\n}\n\n/**\n * This meta-annotation indicates the kinds of code elements which are

possible targets of an annotation.\n *\n * If the target meta-annotation is not present on an annotation declaration,

the annotation is applicable to the following elements:\n * [CLASS], [PROPERTY], [FIELD],

[LOCAL_VARIABLE], [VALUE_PARAMETER], [CONSTRUCTOR], [FUNCTION], [PROPERTY_GETTER],

[PROPERTY_SETTER].\n *\n * @property allowedTargets list of allowed annotation targets\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\n@MustBeDocumented\npublic annotation class

Target(vararg val allowedTargets: AnnotationTarget)\n\n/**\n * This meta-annotation determines whether an

annotation is stored in binary output and visible for reflection. By default, both are true.\n *\n * @property value

necessary annotation retention (RUNTIME, BINARY or SOURCE)\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\npublic annotation class Retention(val value:

AnnotationRetention = AnnotationRetention.RUNTIME)\n\n/**\n * This meta-annotation determines that an

annotation is applicable twice or more on a single code element\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\npublic annotation class Repeatable\n\n/**\n * This

meta-annotation determines that an annotation is a part of public API and therefore should be included in the

generated\n * documentation for the element to which the annotation is applied.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\npublic annotation class MustBeDocumented\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.internal\n\n/**\n * Specifies

that the corresponding type parameter is not used for unsafe operations such as casts or 'is' checks\n * That means

it's completely safe to use generic types as argument for such parameter.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal

annotation class PureReifiable\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the corresponding built-in method exists depending on

platform.\n * Current implementation for JVM looks whether method with same JVM descriptor exists in the

module JDK.\n * For example MutableMap.remove(K, V) available only if corresponding\n * method

'java/util/Map.remove(Ljava/lang/Object;Ljava/lang/Object;)Z' is defined in JDK (i.e. for major versions >= 8)\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation

class PlatformDependent\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.internal\n\n// a mod b (in arithmetical sense)\nprivate fun mod(a:

Int, b: Int): Int {\n    val mod = a % b\n    return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\n}\n\nprivate fun mod(a: Long, b:

Long): Long {\n    val mod = a % b\n    return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\n}\n\n// (a - b) mod c\nprivate fun
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differenceModulo(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n    return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b, c), c)\n}\n\nprivate fun

differenceModulo(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long {\n    return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b, c), c)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is in

the range\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\n *

[step].\n *\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the

condition:\n *\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\n *\n * @param start

first element of the progression\n * @param end ending bound for the progression\n * @param step increment, or

difference of successive elements in the progression\n * @return the final element of the progression\n *

@suppress\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun getProgressionLastElement(start: Int, end: Int, step: Int): Int = when

{\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step)\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end)

end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, -step)\n    else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is

zero.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the

progression which is in the range\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case

of a negative\n * [step].\n *\n * No validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters should

satisfy the condition:\n *\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <= end`,\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\n *\n *

@param start first element of the progression\n * @param end ending bound for the progression\n * @param step

increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\n * @return the final element of the progression\n

* @suppress\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun getProgressionLastElement(start: Long, end: Long, step: Long):

Long = when {\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step)\n    step < 0 -> if

(start <= end) end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, -step)\n    else -> throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is zero.\")\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@JsName(\"arrayIterator\")\ninternal fun arrayIterator(array:

dynamic, type: String?) = when (type) {\n    null -> {\n        val arr: Array<dynamic> = array\n        object :

Iterator<dynamic> {\n            var index = 0\n            override fun hasNext() = index < arr.size\n            override fun

next() = if (index < arr.size) arr[index++] else throw NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n        }\n    }\n

\"BooleanArray\" -> booleanArrayIterator(array)\n    \"ByteArray\" -> byteArrayIterator(array)\n    \"ShortArray\" -

> shortArrayIterator(array)\n    \"CharArray\" -> charArrayIterator(array)\n    \"IntArray\" ->

intArrayIterator(array)\n    \"LongArray\" -> longArrayIterator(array)\n    \"FloatArray\" ->

floatArrayIterator(array)\n    \"DoubleArray\" -> doubleArrayIterator(array)\n    else -> throw

IllegalStateException(\"Unsupported type argument for arrayIterator:

$type\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun booleanArrayIterator(array: BooleanArray) =

object : BooleanIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override fun

nextBoolean() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"byteArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun byteArrayIterator(array:

ByteArray) = object : ByteIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override

fun nextByte() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"shortArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun

shortArrayIterator(array: ShortArray) = object : ShortIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\n    override fun nextShort() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"charArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun charArrayIterator(array:

CharArray) = object : CharIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override

fun nextChar() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"intArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun intArrayIterator(array:

IntArray) = object : IntIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override fun

nextInt() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"floatArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun

floatArrayIterator(array: FloatArray) = object : FloatIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index
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< array.size\n    override fun nextFloat() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"doubleArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun

doubleArrayIterator(array: DoubleArray) = object : DoubleIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext()

= index < array.size\n    override fun nextDouble() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"longArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun longArrayIterator(array:

LongArray) = object : LongIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n

override fun nextLong() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"PropertyMetadata\")\ninternal class

PropertyMetadata(@JsName(\"callableName\") val name:

String)\n\n@JsName(\"noWhenBranchMatched\")\ninternal fun noWhenBranchMatched(): Nothing = throw

NoWhenBranchMatchedException()\n\n@JsName(\"subSequence\")\ninternal fun subSequence(c: CharSequence,

startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence {\n    if (c is String) {\n        return c.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\n

 } else {\n        return c.asDynamic().`subSequence_vux9f0$`(startIndex, endIndex)\n

}\n}\n\n@JsName(\"captureStack\")\ninternal fun captureStack(@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")

baseClass: JsClass<in Throwable>, instance: Throwable) {\n    if (js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace) {\n        // Using

uncropped stack traces due to KT-37563.\n        // Precise stack traces are implemented in JS IR compiler and

stdlib\n        js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace(instance);\n    } else {\n        instance.asDynamic().stack = js(\"new

Error()\").stack;\n    }\n}\n\n@JsName(\"newThrowable\")\ninternal fun newThrowable(message: String?, cause:

Throwable?): Throwable {\n    val throwable = js(\"new Error()\")\n    throwable.message = if (jsTypeOf(message)

== \"undefined\") {\n        if (cause != null) cause.toString() else null\n    } else {\n        message\n    }\n

throwable.cause = cause\n    throwable.name = \"Throwable\"\n    return

throwable\n}\n\n@JsName(\"BoxedChar\")\ninternal class BoxedChar(val c: Int) : Comparable<Int> {\n    override

fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is BoxedChar && c == other.c\n    }\n\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int {\n        return c\n    }\n\n    override fun toString(): String {\n        return

js(\"this.c\").unsafeCast<Char>().toString()\n    }\n\n    override fun compareTo(other: Int): Int {\n        return

js(\"this.c - other\").unsafeCast<Int>()\n    }\n\n    @JsName(\"valueOf\")\n    public fun valueOf(): Int {\n

return c\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun <T> concat(args: Array<T>): T {\n    val typed

= js(\"Array\")(args.size)\n    for (i in args.indices) {\n        val arr = args[i]\n        if (arr !is Array<*>) {\n

typed[i] = js(\"[]\").slice.call(arr)\n        } else {\n            typed[i] = arr\n        }\n    }\n    return

js(\"[]\").concat.apply(js(\"[]\"), typed);\n}\n\n/** Concat regular Array's and TypedArray's into an Array.\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\n@JsName(\"arrayConcat\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\ninternal fun <T>

arrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return concat(js(\"arguments\"))\n}\n\n/** Concat primitive arrays. Main use:

prepare vararg arguments.\n *  For compatibility with 1.1.0 the arguments may be a mixture of Array's and

TypedArray's.\n *\n *  If the first argument is TypedArray (Byte-, Short-, Char-, Int-, Float-, and DoubleArray)

returns a TypedArray, otherwise an Array.\n *  If the first argument has the $type$ property (Boolean-, Char-, and

LongArray) copy its value to result.$type$.\n *  If the first argument is a regular Array without the $type$ property

default to arrayConcat.\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\n@JsName(\"primitiveArrayConcat\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\ninternal

fun <T> primitiveArrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\n    val args: Array<T> = js(\"arguments\")\n    if (a is Array<*> &&

a.asDynamic().`$type$` === undefined) {\n        return concat(args)\n    } else {\n        var size = 0\n        for (i in

args.indices) {\n            size += args[i].asDynamic().length as Int\n        }\n        val result = js(\"new

a.constructor(size)\")\n        kotlin.copyArrayType(a, result)\n        size = 0\n        for (i in args.indices) {\n            val

arr = args[i].asDynamic()\n            for (j in 0 until arr.length) {\n                result[size++] = arr[j]\n            }\n        }\n

      return result\n    }\n}\n\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayOf\")\ninternal fun booleanArrayOf() =

withType(\"BooleanArray\", js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\n\n@JsName(\"charArrayOf\") // The arguments have

to be slice'd here because of Rhino (see KT-16974)\ninternal fun charArrayOf() = withType(\"CharArray\", js(\"new

Uint16Array([].slice.call(arguments))\"))\n\n@JsName(\"longArrayOf\")\ninternal fun longArrayOf() =

withType(\"LongArray\",
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js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\n\n@JsName(\"withType\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun

withType(type: String, array: dynamic): dynamic {\n    array.`$type$` = type\n    return array\n}","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n/**\n *

Function corresponding to JavaScript's `typeof` operator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic inline fun jsTypeOf(a: Any?):

String = js(\"typeof a\")\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@file:Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty array of the specified type [T].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> emptyArray(): Array<T> = js(\"[]\")\n\n@library\npublic fun <T> arrayOf(vararg

elements: T): Array<T> = definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun doubleArrayOf(vararg elements: Double):

DoubleArray = definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun floatArrayOf(vararg elements: Float): FloatArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun longArrayOf(vararg elements: Long): LongArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun intArrayOf(vararg elements: Int): IntArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun charArrayOf(vararg elements: Char): CharArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun shortArrayOf(vararg elements: Short): ShortArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun byteArrayOf(vararg elements: Byte): ByteArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun booleanArrayOf(vararg elements: Boolean): BooleanArray =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function

[initializer].\n */\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> = UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\n\n/**\n *

Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function [initializer].\n *\n * The [mode]

parameter is ignored. */\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(mode: LazyThreadSafetyMode, initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> =

UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization

function [initializer].\n *\n * The [lock] parameter is ignored.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> lazy(lock: Any?,

initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> = UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\n\n\ninternal fun fillFrom(src: dynamic, dst: dynamic):

dynamic {\n    val srcLen: Int = src.length\n    val dstLen: Int = dst.length\n    var index: Int = 0\n    while (index <

srcLen && index < dstLen) dst[index] = src[index++]\n    return dst\n}\n\n\ninternal fun arrayCopyResize(source:

dynamic, newSize: Int, defaultValue: Any?): dynamic {\n    val result = source.slice(0, newSize)\n

copyArrayType(source, result)\n    var index: Int = source.length\n    if (newSize > index) {\n        result.length =

newSize\n        while (index < newSize) result[index++] = defaultValue\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\ninternal fun

<T> arrayPlusCollection(array: dynamic, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\n    val result = array.slice()\n

result.length += collection.size\n    copyArrayType(array, result)\n    var index: Int = array.length\n    for (element in

collection) result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> fillFromCollection(dst: dynamic,

startIndex: Int, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\n    var index = startIndex\n    for (element in collection)

dst[index++] = element\n    return dst\n}\n\ninternal inline fun copyArrayType(from: dynamic, to: dynamic) {\n    if

(from.`$type$` !== undefined) {\n        to.`$type$` = from.`$type$`\n    }\n}\n\ninternal inline fun jsIsType(obj:

dynamic, jsClass: dynamic) = js(\"Kotlin\").isType(obj, jsClass)","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * Creates a Char with the specified

[code].\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.charFromCode\n

*/\n@OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Char(code: UShort): Char {\n    return code.toInt().toChar()\n}\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.coroutines\n\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@JsName(\"CoroutineImpl\")\

ninternal abstract class CoroutineImpl(private val resultContinuation: Continuation<Any?>) : Continuation<Any?>
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{\n    protected var state = 0\n    protected var exceptionState = 0\n    protected var result: Any? = null\n    protected

var exception: Throwable? = null\n    protected var finallyPath: Array<Int>? = null\n\n    public override val context:

CoroutineContext = resultContinuation.context\n\n    private var intercepted_: Continuation<Any?>? = null\n\n

public fun intercepted(): Continuation<Any?> =\n        intercepted_\n            ?:

(context[ContinuationInterceptor]?.interceptContinuation(this) ?: this)\n                .also { intercepted_ = it }\n\n

override fun resumeWith(result: Result<Any?>) {\n        var current = this\n        var currentResult: Any? =

result.getOrNull()\n        var currentException: Throwable? = result.exceptionOrNull()\n\n        // This loop unrolls

recursion in current.resumeWith(param) to make saner and shorter stack traces on resume\n        while (true) {\n

   with(current) {\n                val completion = resultContinuation\n\n                // Set result and exception fields in

the current continuation\n                if (currentException == null) {\n                    this.result = currentResult\n

  } else {\n                    state = exceptionState\n                    exception = currentException\n                }\n\n

try {\n                    val outcome = doResume()\n                    if (outcome === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)

return\n                    currentResult = outcome\n                    currentException = null\n                } catch (exception:

dynamic) { // Catch all exceptions\n                    currentResult = null\n                    currentException =

exception.unsafeCast<Throwable>()\n                }\n\n                releaseIntercepted() // this state machine instance is

terminating\n\n                if (completion is CoroutineImpl) {\n                    // unrolling recursion via loop\n

 current = completion\n                } else {\n                    // top-level completion reached -- invoke and return\n

      currentException?.let {\n                        completion.resumeWithException(it)\n                    } ?:

completion.resume(currentResult)\n                    return\n                }\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun

releaseIntercepted() {\n        val intercepted = intercepted_\n        if (intercepted != null && intercepted !== this) {\n

         context[ContinuationInterceptor]!!.releaseInterceptedContinuation(intercepted)\n        }\n        this.intercepted_

= CompletedContinuation // just in case\n    }\n\n    protected abstract fun doResume(): Any?\n}\n\ninternal object

CompletedContinuation : Continuation<Any?> {\n    override val context: CoroutineContext\n        get() =

error(\"This continuation is already complete\")\n\n    override fun resumeWith(result: Result<Any?>) {\n

error(\"This continuation is already complete\")\n    }\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"This continuation is

already complete\"\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@file:Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\",

\"RedundantVisibilityModifier\")\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\nimport kotlin.jvm.JvmField\nimport kotlin.jvm.JvmName\n\n/**\n * A discriminated

union that encapsulates a successful outcome with a value of type [T]\n * or a failure with an arbitrary [Throwable]

exception.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_OF_INLINE_CLASS\")\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\

npublic inline class Result<out T> @PublishedApi internal constructor(\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal val value:

Any?\n) : Serializable {\n    // discovery\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if this instance represents a successful

outcome.\n     * In this case [isFailure] returns `false`.\n     */\n    public val isSuccess: Boolean get() = value !is

Failure\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if this instance represents a failed outcome.\n     * In this case [isSuccess]

returns `false`.\n     */\n    public val isFailure: Boolean get() = value is Failure\n\n    // value & exception

retrieval\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or

`null`\n     * if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\n     *\n     * This function is a shorthand for `getOrElse { null }` (see

[getOrElse]) or\n     * `fold(onSuccess = { it }, onFailure = { null })` (see [fold]).\n     */\n    @InlineOnly\n    public

inline fun getOrNull(): T? =\n        when {\n            isFailure -> null\n            else -> value as T\n        }\n\n    /**\n

* Returns the encapsulated [Throwable] exception if this instance represents [failure][isFailure] or `null`\n     * if it

is [success][isSuccess].\n     *\n     * This function is a shorthand for `fold(onSuccess = { null }, onFailure = { it })`

(see [fold]).\n     */\n    public fun exceptionOrNull(): Throwable? =\n        when (value) {\n            is Failure ->

value.exception\n            else -> null\n        }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a string `Success(v)` if this instance represents

[success][Result.isSuccess]\n     * where `v` is a string representation of the value or a string `Failure(x)` if\n     * it

is [failure][isFailure] where `x` is a string representation of the exception.\n     */\n    public override fun toString():
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String =\n        when (value) {\n            is Failure -> value.toString() // \"Failure($exception)\"\n            else ->

\"Success($value)\"\n        }\n\n    // companion with constructors\n\n    /**\n     * Companion object for [Result]

class that contains its constructor functions\n     * [success] and [failure].\n     */\n    public companion object {\n

/**\n         * Returns an instance that encapsulates the given [value] as successful value.\n         */\n

@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n        @InlineOnly\n        @JvmName(\"success\")\n        public

inline fun <T> success(value: T): Result<T> =\n            Result(value)\n\n        /**\n         * Returns an instance that

encapsulates the given [Throwable] [exception] as failure.\n         */\n

@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_JVM_NAME\")\n        @InlineOnly\n        @JvmName(\"failure\")\n        public

inline fun <T> failure(exception: Throwable): Result<T> =\n            Result(createFailure(exception))\n    }\n\n

internal class Failure(\n        @JvmField\n        val exception: Throwable\n    ) : Serializable {\n        override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is Failure && exception == other.exception\n        override fun hashCode():

Int = exception.hashCode()\n        override fun toString(): String = \"Failure($exception)\"\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates an instance of internal marker [Result.Failure] class to\n * make sure that this class is not exposed in ABI.\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal fun createFailure(exception: Throwable): Any =\n

Result.Failure(exception)\n\n/**\n * Throws exception if the result is failure. This internal function minimizes\n *

inlined bytecode for [getOrThrow] and makes sure that in the future we can\n * add some exception-augmenting

logic here (if needed).\n */\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal fun Result<*>.throwOnFailure() {\n

if (value is Result.Failure) throw value.exception\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified function [block] and returns its

encapsulated result if invocation was successful,\n * catching any [Throwable] exception that was thrown from the

[block] function execution and encapsulating it as a failure.\n */\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

inline fun <R> runCatching(block: () -> R): Result<R> {\n    return try {\n        Result.success(block())\n    } catch

(e: Throwable) {\n        Result.failure(e)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as

its receiver and returns its encapsulated result if invocation was successful,\n * catching any [Throwable] exception

that was thrown from the [block] function execution and encapsulating it as a failure.\n

*/\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.runCatching(block: T.() -> R): Result<R> {\n

  return try {\n        Result.success(block())\n    } catch (e: Throwable) {\n        Result.failure(e)\n    }\n}\n\n// --

extensions ---\n\n/**\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or

throws the encapsulated [Throwable] exception\n * if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\n *\n * This function is a

shorthand for `getOrElse { throw it }` (see [getOrElse]).\n */\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline

fun <T> Result<T>.getOrThrow(): T {\n    throwOnFailure()\n    return value as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

encapsulated value if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or the\n * result of [onFailure] function for

the encapsulated [Throwable] exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\n *\n * Note, that this function rethrows

any [Throwable] exception thrown by [onFailure] function.\n *\n * This function is a shorthand for `fold(onSuccess

= { it }, onFailure = onFailure)` (see [fold]).\n */\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <R, T :

R> Result<T>.getOrElse(onFailure: (exception: Throwable) -> R): R {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(onFailure,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\n    }\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\n        null ->

value as T\n        else -> onFailure(exception)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the encapsulated value if this instance

represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or the\n * [defaultValue] if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\n *\n * This

function is a shorthand for `getOrElse { defaultValue }` (see [getOrElse]).\n

*/\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.getOrDefault(defaultValue: R):

R {\n    if (isFailure) return defaultValue\n    return value as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the result of [onSuccess] for the

encapsulated value if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess]\n * or the result of [onFailure] function for

the encapsulated [Throwable] exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\n *\n * Note, that this function rethrows

any [Throwable] exception thrown by [onSuccess] or by [onFailure] function.\n

*/\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <R, T> Result<T>.fold(\n    onSuccess: (value: T) ->

R,\n    onFailure: (exception: Throwable) -> R\n): R {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(onSuccess,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\n        callsInPlace(onFailure, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\n    }\n

return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\n        null -> onSuccess(value as T)\n        else ->
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onFailure(exception)\n    }\n}\n\n// transformation\n\n/**\n * Returns the encapsulated result of the given

[transform] function applied to the encapsulated value\n * if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or

the\n * original encapsulated [Throwable] exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\n *\n * Note, that this function

rethrows any [Throwable] exception thrown by [transform] function.\n * See [mapCatching] for an alternative that

encapsulates exceptions.\n */\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <R, T>

Result<T>.map(transform: (value: T) -> R): Result<R> {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(transform,

InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\n    }\n    return when {\n        isSuccess -> Result.success(transform(value as

T))\n        else -> Result(value)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the encapsulated result of the given [transform] function

applied to the encapsulated value\n * if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess] or the\n * original

encapsulated [Throwable] exception if it is [failure][Result.isFailure].\n *\n * This function catches any [Throwable]

exception thrown by [transform] function and encapsulates it as a failure.\n * See [map] for an alternative that

rethrows exceptions from `transform` function.\n */\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <R,

T> Result<T>.mapCatching(transform: (value: T) -> R): Result<R> {\n    return when {\n        isSuccess ->

runCatching { transform(value as T) }\n        else -> Result(value)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the encapsulated

result of the given [transform] function applied to the encapsulated [Throwable] exception\n * if this instance

represents [failure][Result.isFailure] or the\n * original encapsulated value if it is [success][Result.isSuccess].\n *\n

* Note, that this function rethrows any [Throwable] exception thrown by [transform] function.\n * See

[recoverCatching] for an alternative that encapsulates exceptions.\n

*/\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <R, T : R> Result<T>.recover(transform: (exception:

Throwable) -> R): Result<R> {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(transform, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\n

}\n    return when (val exception = exceptionOrNull()) {\n        null -> this\n        else ->

Result.success(transform(exception))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the encapsulated result of the given [transform]

function applied to the encapsulated [Throwable] exception\n * if this instance represents [failure][Result.isFailure]

or the\n * original encapsulated value if it is [success][Result.isSuccess].\n *\n * This function catches any

[Throwable] exception thrown by [transform] function and encapsulates it as a failure.\n * See [recover] for an

alternative that rethrows exceptions.\n */\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <R, T : R>

Result<T>.recoverCatching(transform: (exception: Throwable) -> R): Result<R> {\n    return when (val exception =

exceptionOrNull()) {\n        null -> this\n        else -> runCatching { transform(exception) }\n    }\n}\n\n// \"peek\"

onto value/exception and pipe\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on the encapsulated [Throwable] exception if

this instance represents [failure][Result.isFailure].\n * Returns the original `Result` unchanged.\n

*/\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.onFailure(action: (exception:

Throwable) -> Unit): Result<T> {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(action, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\n

}\n    exceptionOrNull()?.let { action(it) }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on the

encapsulated value if this instance represents [success][Result.isSuccess].\n * Returns the original `Result`

unchanged.\n */\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic inline fun <T> Result<T>.onSuccess(action: (value:

T) -> Unit): Result<T> {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(action, InvocationKind.AT_MOST_ONCE)\n    }\n    if

(isSuccess) action(value as T)\n    return this\n}\n\n// -------------------\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines\n\nimport

kotlin.contracts.*\nimport kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.*\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n\n/**\n * Interface

representing a continuation after a suspension point that returns a value of type `T`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic interface Continuation<in T> {\n    /**\n     * The context of the coroutine that

corresponds to this continuation.\n     */\n    public val context: CoroutineContext\n\n    /**\n     * Resumes the

execution of the corresponding coroutine passing a successful or failed [result] as the\n     * return value of the last

suspension point.\n     */\n    public fun resumeWith(result: Result<T>)\n}\n\n/**\n * Classes and interfaces marked

with this annotation are restricted when used as receivers for extension\n * `suspend` functions. These `suspend`

extensions can only invoke other member or extension `suspend` functions on this particular\n * receiver and are

restricted from calling arbitrary suspension functions.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\npu

blic annotation class RestrictsSuspension\n\n/**\n * Resumes the execution of the corresponding coroutine passing

[value] as the return value of the last suspension point.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Continuation<T>.resume(value: T): Unit =\n    resumeWith(Result.success(value))\n\n/**\n * Resumes the

execution of the corresponding coroutine so that the [exception] is re-thrown right after the\n * last suspension

point.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Continuation<T>.resumeWithException(exception: Throwable): Unit =\n

resumeWith(Result.failure(exception))\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Continuation] instance with the given [context] and

implementation of [resumeWith] method.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Continuation(\n    context: CoroutineContext,\n    crossinline resumeWith: (Result<T>) -> Unit\n): Continuation<T>

=\n    object : Continuation<T> {\n        override val context: CoroutineContext\n            get() = context\n\n

override fun resumeWith(result: Result<T>) =\n            resumeWith(result)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Creates a coroutine

without a receiver and with result type [T].\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of suspendable

computation every time it is invoked.\n *\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the

returned [Continuation] instance.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a

result or an exception.\n * Subsequent invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation will produce

an [IllegalStateException].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic fun <T>

(suspend () -> T).createCoroutine(\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n): Continuation<Unit> =\n

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnintercepted(completion).intercepted(), COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\n\n/**\n

* Creates a coroutine with receiver type [R] and result type [T].\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of

suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\n *\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke

`resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when the

coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\n * Subsequent invocation of any resume function on the resulting

continuation will produce an [IllegalStateException].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic fun <R, T> (suspend R.() ->

T).createCoroutine(\n    receiver: R,\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n): Continuation<Unit> =\n

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver, completion).intercepted(),

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\n\n/**\n * Starts a coroutine without a receiver and with result type [T].\n * This

function creates and starts a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\n * The

[completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic fun <T> (suspend () ->

T).startCoroutine(\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n) {\n

createCoroutineUnintercepted(completion).intercepted().resume(Unit)\n}\n\n/**\n * Starts a coroutine with receiver

type [R] and result type [T].\n * This function creates and starts a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation

every time it is invoked.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or

an exception.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic fun <R, T> (suspend

R.() -> T).startCoroutine(\n    receiver: R,\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n) {\n

createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver, completion).intercepted().resume(Unit)\n}\n\n/**\n * Obtains the current

continuation instance inside suspend functions and suspends\n * the currently running coroutine.\n *\n * In this

function both [Continuation.resume] and [Continuation.resumeWithException] can be used either synchronously

in\n * the same stack-frame where the suspension function is run or asynchronously later in the same thread or\n *

from a different thread of execution. Subsequent invocation of any resume function will produce an

[IllegalStateException].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic suspend inline fun <T>

suspendCoroutine(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Unit): T {\n    contract { callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c: Continuation<T> -

>\n        val safe = SafeContinuation(c.intercepted())\n        block(safe)\n        safe.getOrThrow()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the context of the current coroutine.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"WRONG_MODIFIER_TARGET\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic suspend inline
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val coroutineContext: CoroutineContext\n    get() {\n        throw NotImplementedError(\"Implemented as

intrinsic\")\n    }\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n\n/**\n *

Starts an unintercepted coroutine without a receiver and with result type [T] and executes it until its first

suspension.\n * Returns the result of the coroutine or throws its exception if it does not suspend or

[COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] if it suspends.\n * In the latter case, the [completion] continuation is invoked when

the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\n *\n * The coroutine is started directly in the invoker's thread

without going through the [ContinuationInterceptor] that might\n * be present in the completion's

[CoroutineContext]. It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation\n * context is established.\n

*\n * This function is designed to be used from inside of [suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] to resume the

execution of the suspended\n * coroutine using a reference to the suspending function.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun <T> (suspend () ->

T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n): Any? =

this.asDynamic()(completion, false)\n\n/**\n * Starts an unintercepted coroutine with receiver type [R] and result

type [T] and executes it until its first suspension.\n * Returns the result of the coroutine or throws its exception if it

does not suspend or [COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] if it suspends.\n * In the latter case, the [completion]

continuation is invoked when the coroutine completes with a result or an exception.\n *\n * The coroutine is started

directly in the invoker's thread without going through the [ContinuationInterceptor] that might\n * be present in the

completion's [CoroutineContext]. It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation\n * context is

established.\n *\n * This function is designed to be used from inside of [suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn]

to resume the execution of the suspended\n * coroutine using a reference to the suspending function.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun <R, T> (suspend R.() ->

T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\n    receiver: R,\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n): Any? =

this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, false)\n\n@InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun <R, P, T> (suspend R.(P) -

> T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\n    receiver: R,\n    param: P,\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n):

Any? = this.asDynamic()(receiver, param, completion, false)\n\n/**\n * Creates unintercepted coroutine without

receiver and with result type [T].\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every

time it is invoked.\n *\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned

[Continuation] instance.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when coroutine completes with result or

exception.\n *\n * This function returns unintercepted continuation.\n * Invocation of `resume(Unit)` starts coroutine

immediately in the invoker's call stack without going through the\n * [ContinuationInterceptor] that might be present

in the completion's [CoroutineContext].\n * It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation

context is established.\n * Note that [completion] of this function may get invoked in an arbitrary context.\n *\n *

[Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted continuation.\n * Invocation of `resume(Unit)` on

intercepted continuation guarantees that execution of\n * both the coroutine and [completion] happens in the

invocation context established by\n * [ContinuationInterceptor].\n *\n * Repeated invocation of any resume function

on the resulting continuation corrupts the\n * state machine of the coroutine and may result in arbitrary behaviour or

exception.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic actual fun <T> (suspend () -> T).createCoroutineUnintercepted(\n

completion: Continuation<T>\n): Continuation<Unit> =\n    // Kotlin/JS suspend lambdas have an extra parameter

`suspended`\n    if (this.asDynamic().length == 2) {\n        // When `suspended` is true the continuation is created,

but not executed\n        this.asDynamic()(completion, true)\n    } else {\n

createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(completion) {\n            this.asDynamic()(completion)\n        }\n    }\n\n/**\n

* Creates unintercepted coroutine with receiver type [R] and result type [T].\n * This function creates a new, fresh

instance of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\n *\n * To start executing the created coroutine,

invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when

coroutine completes with result or exception.\n *\n * This function returns unintercepted continuation.\n *

Invocation of `resume(Unit)` starts coroutine immediately in the invoker's call stack without going through the\n *
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[ContinuationInterceptor] that might be present in the completion's [CoroutineContext].\n * It is the invoker's

responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation context is established.\n * Note that [completion] of this function

may get invoked in an arbitrary context.\n *\n * [Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted

continuation.\n * Invocation of `resume(Unit)` on intercepted continuation guarantees that execution of\n * both the

coroutine and [completion] happens in the invocation context established by\n * [ContinuationInterceptor].\n *\n *

Repeated invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation corrupts the\n * state machine of the

coroutine and may result in arbitrary behaviour or exception.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic actual fun <R, T>

(suspend R.() -> T).createCoroutineUnintercepted(\n    receiver: R,\n    completion: Continuation<T>\n):

Continuation<Unit> =\n    // Kotlin/JS suspend lambdas have an extra parameter `suspended`\n    if

(this.asDynamic().length == 3) {\n        // When `suspended` is true the continuation is created, but not executed\n

  this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, true)\n    } else {\n        createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(completion)

{\n            this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion)\n        }\n    }\n\n/**\n * Intercepts this continuation with

[ContinuationInterceptor].\n *\n * This function shall be used on the immediate result of

[createCoroutineUnintercepted] or [suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn],\n * in which case it checks for

[ContinuationInterceptor] in the continuation's [context][Continuation.context],\n * invokes

[ContinuationInterceptor.interceptContinuation], caches and returns the result.\n *\n * If this function is invoked on

other [Continuation] instances it returns `this` continuation unchanged.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic actual

fun <T> Continuation<T>.intercepted(): Continuation<T> =\n    (this as? CoroutineImpl)?.intercepted() ?:

this\n\n\nprivate inline fun <T> createCoroutineFromSuspendFunction(\n    completion: Continuation<T>,\n

crossinline block: () -> Any?\n): Continuation<Unit> {\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return object

: CoroutineImpl(completion as Continuation<Any?>) {\n        override fun doResume(): Any? {\n

exception?.let { throw it }\n            return block()\n        }\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n// Mirrors signature from JS IR

BE\n// Used for

js.translator/testData/box/number/mulInt32.kt\n@library\n@JsName(\"imulEmulated\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_P

ARAMETER\")\ninternal fun imul(x: Int, y: Int): Int =

definedExternally\n\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\ninternal inline fun isArrayish(o: dynamic) =

js(\"Kotlin\").isArrayish(o)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n// NOTE: Do not author your exceptions as they are written in

this file, instead use this template:\n/*\npublic open class MyException : Exception {\n    constructor() : super()\n

constructor(message: String?) : super(message)\n    constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) :

super(message, cause)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) : super(cause)\n}\n*/\n\n\n// TODO: remove primary

constructors, make all secondary KT-22055\n\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\npublic

actual open class Error actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null)

{\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual

constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined,

cause)\n}\n\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\npublic actual open class Exception actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null) {\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic actual open class RuntimeException actual constructor(message:

String?, cause: Throwable?) : Exception(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\n    actual

constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined,

cause)\n}\n\npublic actual open class IllegalArgumentException actual constructor(message: String?, cause:

Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\n    actual

constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined,

cause)\n}\n\npublic actual open class IllegalStateException actual constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?)
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: RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() : this(null, null)\n    actual constructor(message:

String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic actual

open class IndexOutOfBoundsException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\n

actual constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\npublic actual open class ConcurrentModificationException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic actual open class UnsupportedOperationException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\n\npublic actual open class NumberFormatException actual

constructor(message: String?) : IllegalArgumentException(message) {\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\n}\n\n\npublic actual open class NullPointerException actual constructor(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\npublic actual open class

ClassCastException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\n    actual constructor() :

this(null)\n}\n\npublic actual open class AssertionError\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\nconstructor(message: String?,

cause: Throwable?) : Error(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\n    constructor(message: String?) :

this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(message: Any?) : this(message.toString(), message as?

Throwable)\n}\n\npublic actual open class NoSuchElementException actual constructor(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic actual open

class ArithmeticException actual constructor(message: String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\n    actual

constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\npublic actual open class NoWhenBranchMatchedException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic actual open class UninitializedPropertyAccessException actual

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    actual constructor() :

this(null, null)\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    actual constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license\n * that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n\n@file:Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal

inline fun jsDeleteProperty(obj: Any, property: Any) {\n    js(\"delete

obj[property]\")\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun jsBitwiseOr(lhs: Any?, rhs: Any?): Int =\n

js(\"lhs | rhs\").unsafeCast<Int>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\npackage kotlin.math\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the

[sign] value.\n *\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual

fun Double.withSign(sign: Double): Double {\n    val thisSignBit =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(this).unsafeCast<Int>()\n    val newSignBit =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(sign).unsafeCast<Int>()\n    return if (thisSignBit == newSignBit) this else -

this\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Long]\n *

according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"doubleToBits\")\npublic actual fun Double.toBits(): Long =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Long]\n *

according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout,\n * preserving `NaN` values exact layout.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"doubleToRawBits\")\npublic actual fun Double.toRawBits(): Long =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Double.Companion.fromBits(bits:
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Long): Double = js(\"Kotlin\").doubleFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Double>()\n\n/**\n * Returns a bit representation

of the specified floating-point value as [Int]\n * according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"single format\" bit

layout.\n *\n * Note that in Kotlin/JS [Float] range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\n * so

some [Float] values may overflow, underflow or loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"floatToBits\")\npublic actual fun Float.toBits(): Int =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Int]\n * according

to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"single format\" bit layout,\n * preserving `NaN` values exact layout.\n *\n * Note

that in Kotlin/JS [Float] range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\n * so some [Float] values

may overflow, underflow or loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"floatToRawBits\")\npublic actual fun Float.toRawBits(): Int =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Float] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Float.Companion.fromBits(bits:

Int): Float =

js(\"Kotlin\").floatFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Float>()\n\n\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\ninternal

inline fun Long(low: Int, high: Int) = js(\"Kotlin\").Long.fromBits(low, high).unsafeCast<Long>()\ninternal inline

val Long.low: Int get() = this.asDynamic().getLowBits().unsafeCast<Int>()\ninternal inline val Long.high: Int get()

= this.asDynamic().getHighBits().unsafeCast<Int>()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KClass\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <T :

Annotation> KClass<*>.findAssociatedObject(@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\") annotationClass:

KClass<T>): Any? {\n    // This API is not supported in js-v1. Return `null` to be source-compatible with js-ir.\n

return null\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of this [Long] value in the specified [radix].\n

*\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for number to string conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun Long.toString(radix: Int): String =

asDynamic().toString(checkRadix(radix))","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED

by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See: https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the list in-

place.\n */\npublic actual fun <T> MutableList<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if

(midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n

     this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n */\npublic actual fun

CharSequence.elementAt(index: Int): Char {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, length: $length}\") }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE: THIS

FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.ranges.contains\nimport kotlin.ranges.reversed\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws

an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample
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samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UIntArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UInt {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun ULongArray.elementAt(index: Int):

ULong {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UByteArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UByte {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is

out of bounds of this array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Elements.elementAt\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UShortArray.elementAt(index: Int):

UShort {\n    return elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size}\")

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UIntArray.asList(): List<UInt> {\n

return object : AbstractList<UInt>(), RandomAccess {\n        override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override fun contains(element: UInt): Boolean =

this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): UInt {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override fun

indexOf(element: UInt): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UInt)

return -1\n            return this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element: UInt): Int

{\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UInt) return -1\n            return

this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun ULongArray.asList(): List<ULong>

{\n    return object : AbstractList<ULong>(), RandomAccess {\n        override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n

      override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override fun contains(element: ULong):

Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): ULong {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override fun

indexOf(element: ULong): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is

ULong) return -1\n            return this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element:

ULong): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is ULong) return -1\n

  return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original

array.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UByteArray.asList():

List<UByte> {\n    return object : AbstractList<UByte>(), RandomAccess {\n        override val size: Int get() =

this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override fun

contains(element: UByte): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): UByte {\n

      AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override fun

indexOf(element: UByte): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is

UByte) return -1\n            return this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element:

UByte): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UByte) return -1\n

return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic actual fun UShortArray.asList(): List<UShort>

{\n    return object : AbstractList<UShort>(), RandomAccess {\n        override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n

      override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n        override fun contains(element: UShort):

Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int): UShort {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n            return this@asList[index]\n        }\n        override fun
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indexOf(element: UShort): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is

UShort) return -1\n            return this@asList.indexOf(element)\n        }\n        override fun lastIndexOf(element:

UShort): Int {\n            @Suppress(\"USELESS_CAST\")\n            if ((element as Any?) !is UShort) return -1\n

  return this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@file: Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npackage

jquery.ui\n\n\n//jquery UI\nimport jquery.JQuery\nimport kotlin.js.Json\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from

'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.buttonset(): JQuery =

asDynamic().buttonset()\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-

jquery' package instead.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog()\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-

jquery' package instead.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(params: Json):

JQuery = asDynamic().dialog(params)\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun

JQuery.dialog(mode: String, param: String): Any? = asDynamic().dialog(mode, param)\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog(mode)\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-

js-jquery' package instead.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String,

param: String, value: Any?): JQuery = asDynamic().dialog(mode, param, value)\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations

from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.button(): JQuery =

asDynamic().button()\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-

jquery' package instead.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.accordion(): JQuery =

asDynamic().accordion()\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-externals/kotlin-js-

jquery' package instead.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun JQuery.draggable(params: Json):

JQuery = asDynamic().draggable(params)\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use declarations from 'https://bintray.com/kotlin/js-

externals/kotlin-js-jquery' package instead.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic inline fun

JQuery.selectable(): JQuery = asDynamic().selectable()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n\npublic actual fun interface Comparator<T> {\n

@JsName(\"compare\")\n    public actual fun compare(a: T, b: T): Int\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\n\n@Target(FUNCTION)\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with

body using dynamic\")\npublic annotation class nativeGetter\n\n@Target(FUNCTION)\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline

extension function with body using dynamic\")\npublic annotation class

nativeSetter\n\n@Target(FUNCTION)\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with body using

dynamic\")\npublic annotation class nativeInvoke\n\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY)\ninternal

annotation class library(public val name: String = \"\")\n\n@Target(CLASS)\ninternal annotation class

marker\n\n/**\n * Gives a declaration (a function, a property or a class) specific name in JavaScript.\n *\n * This

may be useful in the following cases:\n *\n *   * There are two functions for which the compiler gives same name in

JavaScript, you can\n *     mark one with `@JsName(...)` to prevent the compiler from reporting error.\n *   * You

are writing a JavaScript library in Kotlin. The compiler produces mangled names\n *     for functions with

parameters, which is unnatural for usual JavaScript developer.\n *     You can put `@JsName(...)` on functions you

want to be available from JavaScript.\n *   * For some reason you want to rename declaration, e.g. there's common

term in JavaScript\n *     for a concept provided by the declaration, which in uncommon in Kotlin.\n *\n *
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Example:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n * class Person(val name: String) {\n *     fun hello() {\n *         println(\"Hello

$name!\")\n *     }\n *\n *     @JsName(\"helloWithGreeting\")\n *     fun hello(greeting: String) {\n *

println(\"$greeting $name!\")\n *     }\n * }\n * ```\n *\n * @property name the name which compiler uses both for

declaration itself and for all references to the declaration.\n *           It's required to denote a valid JavaScript

identifier.\n *\n */\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY,

CONSTRUCTOR, PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER)\npublic actual annotation class JsName(actual

val name: String)\n\n/**\n * Denotes an `external` declaration that must be imported from native JavaScript

library.\n *\n * The compiler produces the code relevant for the target module system, for example, in case of

CommonJS,\n * it will import the declaration via the `require(...)` function.\n *\n * The annotation can be used on

top-level external declarations (classes, properties, functions) and files.\n * In case of file (which can't be `external`)

the following rule applies: all the declarations in\n * the file must be `external`. By applying `@JsModule(...)` on a

file you tell the compiler to import a JavaScript object\n * that contain all the declarations from the file.\n *\n *

Example:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\n * external abstract class JQuery() {\n *     // some

declarations here\n * }\n *\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\n * external fun JQuery(element: Element): JQuery\n * ```\n

*\n * @property import name of a module to import declaration from.\n *           It is not interpreted by the Kotlin

compiler, it's passed as is directly to the target module system.\n *\n * @see JsNonModule\n

*/\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\npublic

annotation class JsModule(val import: String)\n\n/**\n * Denotes an `external` declaration that can be used without

module system.\n *\n * By default, an `external` declaration is available regardless your target module system.\n *

However, by applying [JsModule] annotation you can make a declaration unavailable to *plain* module system.\n *

Some JavaScript libraries are distributed both as a standalone downloadable piece of JavaScript and as a module

available\n * as an npm package.\n * To tell the Kotlin compiler to accept both cases, you can augment [JsModule]

with the `@JsNonModule` annotation.\n *\n * For example:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\n *

@JsNonModule\n * @JsName(\"$\")\n * external abstract class JQuery() {\n *     // some declarations here\n * }\n

*\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\n * @JsNonModule\n * @JsName(\"$\")\n * external fun JQuery(element: Element):

JQuery\n * ```\n *\n * @see JsModule\n */\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS,

PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\npublic annotation class JsNonModule\n\n/**\n * Adds prefix to `external`

declarations in a source file.\n *\n * JavaScript does not have concept of packages (namespaces). They are usually

emulated by nested objects.\n * The compiler turns references to `external` declarations either to plain unprefixed

names (in case of *plain* modules)\n * or to plain imports.\n * However, if a JavaScript library provides its

declarations in packages, you won't be satisfied with this.\n * You can tell the compiler to generate additional prefix

before references to `external` declarations using the `@JsQualifier(...)`\n * annotation.\n *\n * Note that a file

marked with the `@JsQualifier(...)` annotation can't contain non-`external` declarations.\n *\n * Example:\n *\n *

```\n * @file:JsQualifier(\"my.jsPackageName\")\n * package some.kotlinPackage\n *\n * external fun foo(x: Int)\n

*\n * external fun bar(): String\n * ```\n *\n * @property value the qualifier to add to the declarations in the

generated code.\n *           It must be a sequence of valid JavaScript identifiers separated by the `.` character.\n *

  Examples of valid qualifiers are: `foo`, `bar.Baz`, `_.$0.f`.\n *\n * @see JsModule\n

*/\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FILE)\npublic annotation class

JsQualifier(val value: String)\n\n/**\n * Exports top-level declaration on JS platform.\n *\n * Compiled module

exposes declarations that are marked with this annotation without name mangling.\n *\n * This annotation can be

applied to either files or top-level declarations.\n *\n * It is currently prohibited to export the following kinds of

declarations:\n *\n *   * `expect` declarations\n *   * inline functions with reified type parameters\n *   * suspend

functions\n *   * secondary constructors without `@JsName`\n *   * extension properties\n *   * enum classes\n *   *

annotation classes\n *\n * Signatures of exported declarations must only contain \"exportable\" types:\n *\n *   *

`dynamic`, `Any`, `String`, `Boolean`, `Byte`, `Short`, `Int`, `Float`, `Double`\n *   * `BooleanArray`, `ByteArray`,

`ShortArray`, `IntArray`, `FloatArray`, `DoubleArray`\n *   * `Array<exportable-type>`\n *   * Function types with

exportable parameters and return types\n *   * `external` or `@JsExport` classes and interfaces\n *   * Nullable

counterparts of types above\n *   * Unit return type. Must not be nullable\n *\n * This annotation is experimental,
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meaning that restrictions mentioned above are subject to change.\n

*/\n@ExperimentalJsExport\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY,

FUNCTION, FILE)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic actual annotation class JsExport\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.jvm\n\n// these are

used in common generated code in stdlib\n\n// TODO: find how to deprecate these

ones\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FIELD)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\npublic actual

annotation class Volatile\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\npublic actual annotation

class Synchronized\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the

[MutableCollection] interface.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The collection is

invariant in its element type.\n */\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableCollection<E> protected actual

constructor() : AbstractCollection<E>(), MutableCollection<E> {\n\n    actual abstract override fun add(element: E):

Boolean\n\n    actual override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        val iterator =

iterator()\n        while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            if (iterator.next() == element) {\n                iterator.remove()\n

           return true\n            }\n        }\n        return false\n    }\n\n    actual override fun addAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        var modified = false\n        for (element in elements) {\n

       if (add(element)) modified = true\n        }\n        return modified\n    }\n\n    actual override fun

removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        return (this as

MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it in elements }\n    }\n\n    actual override fun retainAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        return (this as MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it !in

elements }\n    }\n\n    actual override fun clear(): Unit {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        val iterator = this.iterator()\n

      while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            iterator.next()\n            iterator.remove()\n        }\n    }\n\n

@JsName(\"toJSON\")\n    open fun toJSON(): Any = this.toArray()\n\n\n    /**\n     * This method is called every

time when a mutating method is called on this mutable collection.\n     * Mutable collections that are built (frozen)

must throw `UnsupportedOperationException`.\n     */\n    internal open fun checkIsMutable(): Unit {

}\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n/*\n * Based on GWT AbstractList\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n*/\n\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the [MutableList] interface.\n *\n * @param E

the type of elements contained in the list. The list is invariant in its element type.\n */\npublic actual abstract class

AbstractMutableList<E> protected actual constructor() : AbstractMutableCollection<E>(), MutableList<E> {\n

protected var modCount: Int = 0\n\n    abstract override fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit\n    abstract override

fun removeAt(index: Int): E\n    abstract override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E\n\n    /**\n     * Adds the

specified element to the end of this list.\n     *\n     * @return `true` because the list is always modified as the result

of this operation.\n     */\n    actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        add(size,

element)\n        return true\n    }\n\n    actual override fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n

    checkIsMutable()\n        var _index = index\n        var changed = false\n        for (e in elements) {\n

add(_index++, e)\n            changed = true\n        }\n        return changed\n    }\n\n    actual override fun clear() {\n

 checkIsMutable()\n        removeRange(0, size)\n    }\n\n    actual override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>):

Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        return removeAll { it in elements }\n    }\n\n    actual override fun

retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        return removeAll { it !in elements }\n

 }\n\n\n    actual override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E> = IteratorImpl()\n\n    actual override fun

contains(element: E): Boolean = indexOf(element) >= 0\n\n    actual override fun indexOf(element: E): Int {\n

for (index in 0..lastIndex) {\n            if (get(index) == element) {\n                return index\n            }\n        }\n

return -1\n    }\n\n    actual override fun lastIndexOf(element: E): Int {\n        for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n
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       if (get(index) == element) {\n                return index\n            }\n        }\n        return -1\n    }\n\n    actual

override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E> = listIterator(0)\n    actual override fun listIterator(index: Int):

MutableListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\n\n\n    actual override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

MutableList<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the range of elements from this list

starting from [fromIndex] and ending with but not including [toIndex].\n     */\n    protected open fun

removeRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(fromIndex)\n        repeat(toIndex -

fromIndex) {\n            iterator.next()\n            iterator.remove()\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this list with

another list instance with the ordered structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [List] of

the same size, which contains the same elements in the same order.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n        if (other !is List<*>) return false\n\n        return

AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code value for this list.\n     */\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\n\n\n    private open inner class IteratorImpl :

MutableIterator<E> {\n        /** the index of the item that will be returned on the next call to [next]`()` */\n

protected var index = 0\n        /** the index of the item that was returned on the previous call to [next]`()`\n         * or

[ListIterator.previous]`()` (for `ListIterator`),\n         * -1 if no such item exists\n         */\n        protected var last = -

1\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\n\n        override fun next(): E {\n            if (!hasNext())

throw NoSuchElementException()\n            last = index++\n            return get(last)\n        }\n\n        override fun

remove() {\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call next() or previous() before removing element from the iterator.\" }\n\n

         removeAt(last)\n            index = last\n            last = -1\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Implementation of

`MutableListIterator` for abstract lists.\n     */\n    private inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) : IteratorImpl(),

MutableListIterator<E> {\n\n        init {\n            AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index,

this@AbstractMutableList.size)\n            this.index = index\n        }\n\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean =

index > 0\n\n        override fun nextIndex(): Int = index\n\n        override fun previous(): E {\n            if

(!hasPrevious()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n\n            last = --index\n            return get(last)\n        }\n\n

override fun previousIndex(): Int = index - 1\n\n        override fun add(element: E) {\n            add(index, element)\n

        index++\n            last = -1\n        }\n\n        override fun set(element: E) {\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call

next() or previous() before updating element value with the iterator.\" }\n            set(last, element)\n        }\n    }\n\n

private class SubList<E>(private val list: AbstractMutableList<E>, private val fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) :

AbstractMutableList<E>(), RandomAccess {\n        private var _size: Int = 0\n\n        init {\n

AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\n            this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\n        }\n\n

      override fun add(index: Int, element: E) {\n            AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, _size)\n\n

list.add(fromIndex + index, element)\n            _size++\n        }\n\n        override fun get(index: Int): E {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n            return list[fromIndex + index]\n        }\n\n        override

fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n            val result =

list.removeAt(fromIndex + index)\n            _size--\n            return result\n        }\n\n        override fun set(index: Int,

element: E): E {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n            return list.set(fromIndex + index,

element)\n        }\n\n        override val size: Int get() = _size\n\n        internal override fun checkIsMutable(): Unit =

list.checkIsMutable()\n    }\n\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n/*\n * Based on GWT AbstractMap\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the [MutableMap] interface.\n *\n

* The implementor is required to implement [entries] property, which should return mutable set of map entries, and

[put] function.\n *\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant in its key type.\n * @param V the type

of map values. The map is invariant in its value type.\n */\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableMap<K, V>

protected actual constructor() : AbstractMap<K, V>(), MutableMap<K, V> {\n\n    /**\n     * A mutable

[Map.Entry] shared by several [Map] implementations.\n     */\n    internal open class SimpleEntry<K, V>(override

val key: K, value: V) : MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V> {\n        constructor(entry: Map.Entry<K, V>) :

this(entry.key, entry.value)\n\n        private var _value = value\n\n        override val value: V get() = _value\n\n
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override fun setValue(newValue: V): V {\n            // Should check if the map containing this entry is mutable.\n

   // However, to not increase entry memory footprint it might be worthwhile not to check it here and\n            //

force subclasses that implement `build()` (freezing) operation to implement their own `MutableEntry`.\n//

this@AbstractMutableMap.checkIsMutable()\n            val oldValue = this._value\n            this._value = newValue\n

          return oldValue\n        }\n\n        override fun hashCode(): Int = entryHashCode(this)\n        override fun

toString(): String = entryToString(this)\n        override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = entryEquals(this,

other)\n\n    }\n\n    // intermediate abstract class to workaround KT-43321\n    internal abstract class

AbstractEntrySet<E : Map.Entry<K, V>, K, V> : AbstractMutableSet<E>() {\n        final override fun

contains(element: E): Boolean = containsEntry(element)\n        abstract fun containsEntry(element: Map.Entry<K,

V>): Boolean\n    }\n\n    actual override fun clear() {\n        entries.clear()\n    }\n\n    private var _keys:

MutableSet<K>? = null\n    actual override val keys: MutableSet<K>\n        get() {\n            if (_keys == null) {\n

         _keys = object : AbstractMutableSet<K>() {\n                    override fun add(element: K): Boolean = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on keys\")\n                    override fun clear() {\n

   this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\n                    }\n\n                    override operator fun contains(element: K):

Boolean = containsKey(element)\n\n                    override operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<K> {\n

    val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\n                        return object : MutableIterator<K> {\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\n                            override fun next(): K =

entryIterator.next().key\n                            override fun remove() = entryIterator.remove()\n                        }\n

       }\n\n                    override fun remove(element: K): Boolean {\n                        checkIsMutable()\n

if (containsKey(element)) {\n                            this@AbstractMutableMap.remove(element)\n

return true\n                        }\n                        return false\n                    }\n\n                    override val size: Int get() =

this@AbstractMutableMap.size\n\n                    override fun checkIsMutable(): Unit =

this@AbstractMutableMap.checkIsMutable()\n                }\n            }\n            return _keys!!\n        }\n\n    actual

abstract override fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\n\n    actual override fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>) {\n

checkIsMutable()\n        for ((key, value) in from) {\n            put(key, value)\n        }\n    }\n\n    private var _values:

MutableCollection<V>? = null\n    actual override val values: MutableCollection<V>\n        get() {\n            if

(_values == null) {\n                _values = object : AbstractMutableCollection<V>() {\n                    override fun

add(element: V): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on values\")\n

 override fun clear() = this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\n\n                    override operator fun contains(element:

V): Boolean = containsValue(element)\n\n                    override operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<V> {\n

              val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\n                        return object : MutableIterator<V> {\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\n                            override fun next(): V =

entryIterator.next().value\n                            override fun remove() = entryIterator.remove()\n                        }\n

          }\n\n                    override val size: Int get() = this@AbstractMutableMap.size\n\n                    // TODO:

should we implement them this way? Currently it's unspecified in JVM\n                    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean {\n                        if (this === other) return true\n                        if (other !is Collection<*>) return

false\n                        return AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\n                    }\n\n                    override fun

hashCode(): Int = AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\n\n                    override fun checkIsMutable(): Unit =

this@AbstractMutableMap.checkIsMutable()\n                }\n            }\n            return _values!!\n        }\n\n    actual

override fun remove(key: K): V? {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        val iter = entries.iterator()\n        while

(iter.hasNext()) {\n            val entry = iter.next()\n            val k = entry.key\n            if (key == k) {\n                val

value = entry.value\n                iter.remove()\n                return value\n            }\n        }\n        return null\n    }\n\n\n

 /**\n     * This method is called every time when a mutating method is called on this mutable map.\n     * Mutable

maps that are built (frozen) must throw `UnsupportedOperationException`.\n     */\n    internal open fun

checkIsMutable(): Unit {}\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the

[MutableSet] interface.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is invariant in its
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element type.\n */\npublic actual abstract class AbstractMutableSet<E> protected actual constructor() :

AbstractMutableCollection<E>(), MutableSet<E> {\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this set with another set instance with

the unordered structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return `true`, if [other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all

elements of which are contained in this set.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other

=== this) return true\n        if (other !is Set<*>) return false\n        return AbstractSet.setEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n

 /**\n     * Returns the hash code value for this set.\n     */\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

AbstractSet.unorderedHashCode(this)\n\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a [MutableList] implementation,

which uses a resizable array as its backing storage.\n *\n * This implementation doesn't provide a way to manage

capacity, as backing JS array is resizeable itself.\n * There is no speed advantage to pre-allocating array sizes in

JavaScript, so this implementation does not include any of the\n * capacity and \"growth increment\" concepts.\n

*/\npublic actual open class ArrayList<E> internal constructor(private var array: Array<Any?>) :

AbstractMutableList<E>(), MutableList<E>, RandomAccess {\n    private var isReadOnly: Boolean = false\n\n

/**\n     * Creates an empty [ArrayList].\n     */\n    public actual constructor() : this(emptyArray()) {}\n\n    /**\n

* Creates an empty [ArrayList].\n     * @param initialCapacity initial capacity (ignored)\n     */\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n    public actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int = 0) : this(emptyArray()) {}\n\n    /**\n     * Creates an [ArrayList] filled from the

[elements] collection.\n     */\n    public actual constructor(elements: Collection<E>) :

this(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()) {}\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun build(): List<E> {\n

checkIsMutable()\n        isReadOnly = true\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /** Does nothing in this ArrayList

implementation. */\n    public actual fun trimToSize() {}\n\n    /** Does nothing in this ArrayList implementation.

*/\n    public actual fun ensureCapacity(minCapacity: Int) {}\n\n    actual override val size: Int get() = array.size\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    actual override fun get(index: Int): E = array[rangeCheck(index)] as E\n

 actual override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        rangeCheck(index)\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return array[index].apply { array[index] = element } as E\n    }\n\n

actual override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        array.asDynamic().push(element)\n

  modCount++\n        return true\n    }\n\n    actual override fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit {\n

checkIsMutable()\n        array.asDynamic().splice(insertionRangeCheck(index), 0, element)\n        modCount++\n

}\n\n    actual override fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        if

(elements.isEmpty()) return false\n\n        array += elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()\n        modCount++\n

return true\n    }\n\n    actual override fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n

checkIsMutable()\n        insertionRangeCheck(index)\n\n        if (index == size) return addAll(elements)\n        if

(elements.isEmpty()) return false\n        when (index) {\n            size -> return addAll(elements)\n            0 -> array

= elements.toTypedArray<Any?>() + array\n            else -> array = array.copyOfRange(0,

index).asDynamic().concat(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>(), array.copyOfRange(index, size))\n        }\n\n

modCount++\n        return true\n    }\n\n    actual override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\n        checkIsMutable()\n

   rangeCheck(index)\n        modCount++\n        return if (index == lastIndex)\n            array.asDynamic().pop()\n

 else\n            array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)[0]\n    }\n\n    actual override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\n

      checkIsMutable()\n        for (index in array.indices) {\n            if (array[index] == element) {\n

array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\n                modCount++\n                return true\n            }\n        }\n        return

false\n    }\n\n    override fun removeRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n        checkIsMutable()\n

modCount++\n        array.asDynamic().splice(fromIndex, toIndex - fromIndex)\n    }\n\n    actual override fun

clear() {\n        checkIsMutable()\n        array = emptyArray()\n        modCount++\n    }\n\n\n    actual override fun

indexOf(element: E): Int = array.indexOf(element)\n\n    actual override fun lastIndexOf(element: E): Int =

array.lastIndexOf(element)\n\n    override fun toString() = arrayToString(array)\n    override fun toArray():

Array<Any?> = js(\"[]\").slice.call(array)\n\n\n    internal override fun checkIsMutable() {\n        if (isReadOnly)

throw UnsupportedOperationException()\n    }\n\n    private fun rangeCheck(index: Int) = index.apply {\n
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AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n    }\n\n    private fun insertionRangeCheck(index: Int) = index.apply

{\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, size)\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\ninternal fun <T>

sortArrayWith(array: Array<out T>, comparison: (T, T) -> Int) {\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\n

array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n    } else {\n        mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0,

array.lastIndex, Comparator(comparison))\n    }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> sortArrayWith(array: Array<out T>,

comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\n    if (getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\n        val comparison = { a: T, b: T ->

comparator.compare(a, b) }\n        array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n    } else {\n

mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0, array.lastIndex, comparator)\n    }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T>

sortArrayWith(array: Array<out T>, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int, comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\n    if

(fromIndex < toIndex - 1) {\n        mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), fromIndex, toIndex - 1, comparator)\n

  }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T : Comparable<T>> sortArray(array: Array<out T>) {\n    if

(getStableSortingIsSupported()) {\n        val comparison = { a: T, b: T -> a.compareTo(b) }\n

array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n    } else {\n        mergeSort(array.unsafeCast<Array<T>>(), 0,

array.lastIndex, naturalOrder())\n    }\n}\n\nprivate var _stableSortingIsSupported: Boolean? = null\nprivate fun

getStableSortingIsSupported(): Boolean {\n    _stableSortingIsSupported?.let { return it }\n

_stableSortingIsSupported = false\n\n    val array = js(\"[]\").unsafeCast<Array<Int>>()\n    // known

implementations may use stable sort for arrays of up to 512 elements\n    // so we create slightly more elements to

test stability\n    for (index in 0 until 600) array.asDynamic().push(index)\n    val comparison = { a: Int, b: Int -> (a

and 3) - (b and 3) }\n    array.asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n    for (index in 1 until array.size) {\n        val a =

array[index - 1]\n        val b = array[index]\n        if ((a and 3) == (b and 3) && a >= b) return false\n    }\n

_stableSortingIsSupported = true\n    return true\n}\n\n\nprivate fun <T> mergeSort(array: Array<T>, start: Int,

endInclusive: Int, comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\n    val buffer =

arrayOfNulls<Any?>(array.size).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n    val result = mergeSort(array, buffer, start,

endInclusive, comparator)\n    if (result !== array) {\n        for (i in start..endInclusive) array[i] = result[i]\n

}\n}\n\n// Both start and end are inclusive indices.\nprivate fun <T> mergeSort(array: Array<T>, buffer: Array<T>,

start: Int, end: Int, comparator: Comparator<in T>): Array<T> {\n    if (start == end) {\n        return array\n    }\n\n

val median = (start + end) / 2\n    val left = mergeSort(array, buffer, start, median, comparator)\n    val right =

mergeSort(array, buffer, median + 1, end, comparator)\n\n    val target = if (left === buffer) array else buffer\n\n    //

Merge.\n    var leftIndex = start\n    var rightIndex = median + 1\n    for (i in start..end) {\n        when {\n

leftIndex <= median && rightIndex <= end -> {\n                val leftValue = left[leftIndex]\n                val rightValue

= right[rightIndex]\n\n                if (comparator.compare(leftValue, rightValue) <= 0) {\n                    target[i] =

leftValue\n                    leftIndex++\n                } else {\n                    target[i] = rightValue\n

rightIndex++\n                }\n            }\n            leftIndex <= median -> {\n                target[i] = left[leftIndex]\n

    leftIndex++\n            }\n            else /* rightIndex <= end */ -> {\n                target[i] = right[rightIndex]\n

 rightIndex++\n                Unit  // TODO: Fix KT-31506\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    return target\n}","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.js.JsName(\"

contentDeepHashCodeImpl\")\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentDeepHashCodeImpl(): Int {\n    if (this ==

null) return 0\n    var result = 1\n    for (element in this) {\n        val elementHash = when {\n            element == null

-> 0\n            isArrayish(element) -> (element.unsafeCast<Array<*>>()).contentDeepHashCodeImpl()\n\n

element is UByteArray   -> element.contentHashCode()\n            element is UShortArray  ->

element.contentHashCode()\n            element is UIntArray    -> element.contentHashCode()\n            element is

ULongArray   -> element.contentHashCode()\n\n            else                    -> element.hashCode()\n        }\n\n

result = 31 * result + elementHash\n    }\n    return result\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that
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can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\ninternal interface

EqualityComparator {\n    /**\n     * Subclasses must override to return a value indicating\n     * whether or not two

keys or values are equal.\n     */\n    abstract fun equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     *

Subclasses must override to return the hash code of a given key.\n     */\n    abstract fun getHashCode(value: Any?):

Int\n\n\n    object HashCode : EqualityComparator {\n        override fun equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?):

Boolean = value1 == value2\n\n        override fun getHashCode(value: Any?): Int = value?.hashCode() ?: 0\n

}\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this

source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n/*\n *

Based on GWT AbstractHashMap\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\n\n/**\n * Hash table based implementation of the [MutableMap]

interface.\n *\n * This implementation makes no guarantees regarding the order of enumeration of [keys], [values]

and [entries] collections.\n */\n// Classes that extend HashMap and implement `build()` (freezing) operation\n// have

to make sure mutating methods check `checkIsMutable`.\npublic actual open class HashMap<K, V> :

AbstractMutableMap<K, V>, MutableMap<K, V> {\n\n    private inner class EntrySet :

AbstractEntrySet<MutableEntry<K, V>, K, V>() {\n\n        override fun add(element: MutableEntry<K, V>):

Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on entries\")\n        override fun clear()

{\n            this@HashMap.clear()\n        }\n\n        override fun containsEntry(element: Map.Entry<K, V>): Boolean

= this@HashMap.containsEntry(element)\n\n        override operator fun iterator():

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> = internalMap.iterator()\n\n        override fun remove(element:

MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean {\n            if (contains(element)) {\n

this@HashMap.remove(element.key)\n                return true\n            }\n            return false\n        }\n\n        override

val size: Int get() = this@HashMap.size\n    }\n\n\n    /**\n     * Internal implementation of the map: either string-

based or hashcode-based.\n     */\n    private val internalMap: InternalMap<K, V>\n\n    private val equality:

EqualityComparator\n\n    internal constructor(internalMap: InternalMap<K, V>) : super() {\n        this.internalMap

= internalMap\n        this.equality = internalMap.equality\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty [HashMap]

instance.\n     */\n    actual constructor() : this(InternalHashCodeMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode))\n\n    /**\n

* Constructs an empty [HashMap] instance.\n     *\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\n

* @param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial

capacity or load factor are negative\n     */\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity:

Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : this() {\n        // This implementation of HashMap has no need of load factors or

capacities.\n        require(initialCapacity >= 0) { \"Negative initial capacity: $initialCapacity\" }\n

require(loadFactor >= 0) { \"Non-positive load factor: $loadFactor\" }\n    }\n\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity:

Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\n\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an instance of [HashMap] filled with the contents of the

specified [original] map.\n     */\n    actual constructor(original: Map<out K, V>) : this() {\n

this.putAll(original)\n    }\n\n    actual override fun clear() {\n        internalMap.clear()\n//

structureChanged(this)\n    }\n\n    actual override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean =

internalMap.contains(key)\n\n    actual override fun containsValue(value: V): Boolean = internalMap.any {

equality.equals(it.value, value) }\n\n    private var _entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>? =

null\n    actual override val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>\n        get() {\n            if

(_entries == null) {\n                _entries = createEntrySet()\n            }\n            return _entries!!\n        }\n\n

protected open fun createEntrySet(): MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntrySet()\n\n    actual

override operator fun get(key: K): V? = internalMap.get(key)\n\n    actual override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? =

internalMap.put(key, value)\n\n    actual override fun remove(key: K): V? = internalMap.remove(key)\n\n    actual

override val size: Int get() = internalMap.size\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Constructs the specialized implementation of

[HashMap] with [String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\n * JS object without hashing them.\n

*/\npublic fun <V> stringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>): HashMap<String, V> {\n    return

HashMap<String, V>(InternalStringMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode)).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n}\n","/*\n *
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Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT

HashSet\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * The implementation of the

[MutableSet] interface, backed by a [HashMap] instance.\n */\n// Classes that extend HashSet and implement

`build()` (freezing) operation\n// have to make sure mutating methods check `checkIsMutable`.\npublic actual open

class HashSet<E> : AbstractMutableSet<E>, MutableSet<E> {\n\n    internal val map: HashMap<E, Any>\n\n

/**\n     * Constructs a new empty [HashSet].\n     */\n    actual constructor() {\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>()\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new [HashSet] filled with the elements of the specified collection.\n     */\n    actual

constructor(elements: Collection<E>) {\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>(elements.size)\n        addAll(elements)\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new empty [HashSet].\n     *\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity

(ignored)\n     * @param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

the initial capacity or load factor are negative\n     */\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity:

Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) {\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity, loadFactor)\n    }\n\n    actual

constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\n\n    /**\n     * Protected constructor to specify the

underlying map. This is used by\n     * LinkedHashSet.\n\n     * @param map underlying map to use.\n     */\n

internal constructor(map: HashMap<E, Any>) {\n        this.map = map\n    }\n\n    actual override fun add(element:

E): Boolean {\n        val old = map.put(element, this)\n        return old == null\n    }\n\n    actual override fun clear()

{\n        map.clear()\n    }\n\n//    public override fun clone(): Any {\n//        return HashSet<E>(this)\n//    }\n\n

actual override operator fun contains(element: E): Boolean = map.containsKey(element)\n\n    actual override fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\n\n    actual override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E> =

map.keys.iterator()\n\n    actual override fun remove(element: E): Boolean = map.remove(element) != null\n\n

actual override val size: Int get() = map.size\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the specialized

implementation of [HashSet] with the specified [String] elements,\n * which elements the keys as properties of JS

object without hashing them.\n */\npublic fun stringSetOf(vararg elements: String): HashSet<String> {\n    return

HashSet(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { addAll(elements) }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT InternalHashCodeMap\n * Copyright

2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\nimport kotlin.collections.AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry\n\n/**\n

* A simple wrapper around JavaScriptObject to provide [java.util.Map]-like semantics for any\n * key type.\n *\n

*\n * Implementation notes:\n *\n *\n * A key's hashCode is the index in backingMap which should contain that

key. Since several keys may\n * have the same hash, each value in hashCodeMap is actually an array containing all

entries whose\n * keys share the same hash.\n */\ninternal class InternalHashCodeMap<K, V>(override val equality:

EqualityComparator) : InternalMap<K, V> {\n\n    private var backingMap: dynamic = createJsMap()\n    override

var size: Int = 0\n        private set\n\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\n        val hashCode =

equality.getHashCode(key)\n        val chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode)\n        if (chainOrEntry

== null) {\n            // This is a new chain, put it to the map.\n            backingMap[hashCode] = SimpleEntry(key,

value)\n        } else {\n            if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\n                // It is an entry\n                val entry:

SimpleEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\n                if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\n                    return

entry.setValue(value)\n                } else {\n                    backingMap[hashCode] = arrayOf(entry, SimpleEntry(key,

value))\n                    size++\n                    return null\n                }\n            } else {\n                // Chain already

exists, perhaps key also exists.\n                val chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\n                val

entry = chain.findEntryInChain(key)\n                if (entry != null) {\n                    return entry.setValue(value)\n

      }\n                chain.asDynamic().push(SimpleEntry(key, value))\n            }\n        }\n        size++\n//

structureChanged(host)\n        return null\n    }\n\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? {\n        val hashCode =

equality.getHashCode(key)\n        val chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode) ?: return null\n        if

(chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\n            val entry: MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\n            if
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(equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\n                jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\n                size--\n

return entry.value\n            } else {\n                return null\n            }\n        } else {\n            val chain:

Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\n            for (index in chain.indices) {\n                val entry =

chain[index]\n                if (equality.equals(key, entry.key)) {\n                    if (chain.size == 1) {\n

chain.asDynamic().length = 0\n                        // remove the whole array\n

jsDeleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\n                    } else {\n                        // splice out the entry we're

removing\n                        chain.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\n                    }\n                    size--\n//

structureChanged(host)\n                    return entry.value\n                }\n            }\n        }\n        return null\n    }\n\n

override fun clear() {\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\n        size = 0\n    }\n\n    override fun contains(key: K):

Boolean = getEntry(key) != null\n\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = getEntry(key)?.value\n\n    private fun

getEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? {\n        val chainOrEntry =

getChainOrEntryOrNull(equality.getHashCode(key)) ?: return null\n        if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\n

val entry: MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\n            if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\n                return

entry\n            } else {\n                return null\n            }\n        } else {\n            val chain: Array<MutableEntry<K,

V>> = chainOrEntry\n            return chain.findEntryInChain(key)\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun

Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>.findEntryInChain(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? =\n        firstOrNull { entry ->

equality.equals(entry.key, key) }\n\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n\n

return object : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n            var state = -1 // -1 not ready, 0 - ready, 1 -

done\n\n            val keys: Array<String> = js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\n            var keyIndex = -1\n\n

var chainOrEntry: dynamic = null\n            var isChain = false\n            var itemIndex = -1\n            var lastEntry:

MutableEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n            private fun computeNext(): Int {\n                if (chainOrEntry != null &&

isChain) {\n                    val chainSize: Int = chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>().size\n

         if (++itemIndex < chainSize)\n                        return 0\n                }\n\n                if (++keyIndex < keys.size)

{\n                    chainOrEntry = backingMap[keys[keyIndex]]\n                    isChain = chainOrEntry is Array<*>\n

               itemIndex = 0\n                    return 0\n                } else {\n                    chainOrEntry = null\n

return 1\n                }\n            }\n\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n                if (state == -1)\n

state = computeNext()\n                return state == 0\n            }\n\n            override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V>

{\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n                val lastEntry = if (isChain) {\n

chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>()[itemIndex]\n                } else {\n

chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<MutableEntry<K, V>>()\n                }\n                this.lastEntry = lastEntry\n

state = -1\n                return lastEntry\n            }\n\n            override fun remove() {\n

checkNotNull(lastEntry)\n                this@InternalHashCodeMap.remove(lastEntry!!.key)\n                lastEntry =

null\n                // the chain being iterated just got modified by InternalHashCodeMap.remove\n                itemIndex-

-\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode: Int): dynamic {\n        val

chainOrEntry = backingMap[hashCode]\n        return if (chainOrEntry === undefined) null else chainOrEntry\n

}\n\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * The common interface of [InternalStringMap] and

[InternalHashCodeMap].\n */\ninternal interface InternalMap<K, V> :

MutableIterable<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n    val equality: EqualityComparator\n    val size: Int\n

operator fun contains(key: K): Boolean\n    operator fun get(key: K): V?\n\n    fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\n    fun

remove(key: K): V?\n    fun clear(): Unit\n\n    fun createJsMap(): dynamic {\n        val result =

js(\"Object.create(null)\")\n        // force to switch object representation to dictionary mode\n        result[\"foo\"] =

1\n        jsDeleteProperty(result, \"foo\")\n        return result\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT InternalStringMap\n * Copyright

2008 Google Inc.\n */\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\n\n/**\n

* A simple wrapper around JavaScript Map for key type is string.\n *\n * Though this map is instantiated only with
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K=String, the K type is not fixed to String statically,\n * because we want to have it erased to Any? in order not to

generate type-safe override bridges for\n * [get], [contains], [remove] etc, if they ever are generated.\n */\ninternal

class InternalStringMap<K, V>(override val equality: EqualityComparator) : InternalMap<K, V> {\n\n    private var

backingMap: dynamic = createJsMap()\n    override var size: Int = 0\n        private set\n\n//    /**\n//     * A mod

count to track 'value' replacements in map to ensure that the 'value' that we have in the\n//     * iterator entry is

guaranteed to be still correct.\n//     * This is to optimize for the common scenario where the values are not modified

during\n//     * iterations where the entries are never stale.\n//     */\n//    private var valueMod: Int = 0\n\n    override

operator fun contains(key: K): Boolean {\n        if (key !is String) return false\n        return backingMap[key] !==

undefined\n    }\n\n    override operator fun get(key: K): V? {\n        if (key !is String) return null\n        val value =

backingMap[key]\n        return if (value !== undefined) value.unsafeCast<V>() else null\n    }\n\n\n    override fun

put(key: K, value: V): V? {\n        require(key is String)\n        val oldValue = backingMap[key]\n

backingMap[key] = value\n\n        if (oldValue === undefined) {\n            size++\n//

structureChanged(host)\n            return null\n        } else {\n//            valueMod++\n            return

oldValue.unsafeCast<V>()\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? {\n        if (key !is String) return

null\n        val value = backingMap[key]\n        if (value !== undefined) {\n            jsDeleteProperty(backingMap,

key)\n            size--\n//            structureChanged(host)\n            return value.unsafeCast<V>()\n        } else {\n//

 valueMod++\n            return null\n        }\n    }\n\n\n    override fun clear() {\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\n

   size = 0\n    }\n\n\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n        return object :

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n            private val keys: Array<String> =

js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\n            private val iterator = keys.iterator()\n            private var lastKey: String? =

null\n\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean = iterator.hasNext()\n\n            override fun next():

MutableEntry<K, V> {\n                val key = iterator.next()\n                lastKey = key\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                return newMapEntry(key as K)\n            }\n\n            override

fun remove() {\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

this@InternalStringMap.remove(checkNotNull(lastKey) as K)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun

newMapEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V> = object : MutableEntry<K, V> {\n        override val key: K get() =

key\n        override val value: V get() = this@InternalStringMap[key].unsafeCast<V>()\n\n        override fun

setValue(newValue: V): V = this@InternalStringMap.put(key, newValue).unsafeCast<V>()\n\n        override fun

hashCode(): Int = AbstractMap.entryHashCode(this)\n        override fun toString(): String =

AbstractMap.entryToString(this)\n        override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = AbstractMap.entryEquals(this,

other)\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n/*\n * Based on GWT LinkedHashMap\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\n\n/**\n * Hash table based

implementation of the [MutableMap] interface, which additionally preserves the insertion order\n * of entries during

the iteration.\n *\n * The insertion order is preserved by maintaining a doubly-linked list of all of its entries.\n

*/\npublic actual open class LinkedHashMap<K, V> : HashMap<K, V>, MutableMap<K, V> {\n\n    /**\n     * The

entry we use includes next/prev pointers for a doubly-linked circular\n     * list with a head node. This reduces the

special cases we have to deal with\n     * in the list operations.\n\n     * Note that we duplicate the key from the

underlying hash map so we can find\n     * the eldest entry. The alternative would have been to modify HashMap so

more\n     * of the code was directly usable here, but this would have added some\n     * overhead to HashMap, or to

reimplement most of the HashMap code here with\n     * small modifications. Paying a small storage cost only if

you use\n     * LinkedHashMap and minimizing code size seemed like a better tradeoff\n     */\n    private inner class

ChainEntry<K, V>(key: K, value: V) : AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry<K, V>(key, value) {\n        internal var

next: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n        internal var prev: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n        override fun

setValue(newValue: V): V {\n            this@LinkedHashMap.checkIsMutable()\n            return

super.setValue(newValue)\n        }\n    }\n\n    private inner class EntrySet : AbstractEntrySet<MutableEntry<K,

V>, K, V>() {\n\n        private inner class EntryIterator : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n            // The
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last entry that was returned from this iterator.\n            private var last: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n            // The

next entry to return from this iterator.\n            private var next: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n            init {\n

  next = head\n//                recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\n            }\n\n            override fun hasNext():

Boolean {\n                return next !== null\n            }\n\n            override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V> {\n//

     checkStructuralChange(map, this)\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n\n                val

current = next!!\n                last = current\n                next = current.next.takeIf { it !== head }\n                return

current\n            }\n\n            override fun remove() {\n                check(last != null)\n

this@EntrySet.checkIsMutable()\n//                checkStructuralChange(map, this)\n\n                last!!.remove()\n

     map.remove(last!!.key)\n//                recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\n                last = null\n            }\n

}\n\n        override fun add(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on entries\")\n        override fun clear() {\n

this@LinkedHashMap.clear()\n        }\n\n        override fun containsEntry(element: Map.Entry<K, V>): Boolean =

this@LinkedHashMap.containsEntry(element)\n\n        override operator fun iterator():

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntryIterator()\n\n        override fun remove(element: MutableEntry<K,

V>): Boolean {\n            checkIsMutable()\n            if (contains(element)) {\n

this@LinkedHashMap.remove(element.key)\n                return true\n            }\n            return false\n        }\n\n

override val size: Int get() = this@LinkedHashMap.size\n\n        override fun checkIsMutable(): Unit =

this@LinkedHashMap.checkIsMutable()\n    }\n\n\n    /*\n   * The head of the insert order chain, which is a doubly-

linked circular\n   * list.\n   *\n   * The most recently inserted node is at the end of the chain, ie.\n   * chain.prev.\n

*/\n    private var head: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n    /**\n     * Add this node to the end of the chain.\n     */\n

private fun ChainEntry<K, V>.addToEnd() {\n        // This entry is not in the list.\n        check(next == null && prev

== null)\n\n        val _head = head\n        if (_head == null) {\n            head = this\n            next = this\n            prev =

this\n        } else {\n            // Chain is valid.\n            val _tail = checkNotNull(_head.prev)\n            // Update me.\n

         prev = _tail\n            next = _head\n            // Update my new siblings: current head and old tail\n

_head.prev = this\n            _tail.next = this\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Remove this node from the chain it is a part

of.\n     */\n    private fun ChainEntry<K, V>.remove() {\n        if (this.next === this) {\n            // if this is single

element, remove head\n            head = null\n        } else {\n            if (head === this) {\n                // if this is first

element, move head to next\n                head = next\n            }\n            next!!.prev = prev\n            prev!!.next =

next\n        }\n        next = null\n        prev = null\n    }\n\n    /*\n   * The hashmap that keeps track of our entries and

the chain. Note that we\n   * duplicate the key here to eliminate changes to HashMap and minimize the\n   * code

here, at the expense of additional space.\n   */\n    private val map: HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>\n\n    private

var isReadOnly: Boolean = false\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty [LinkedHashMap] instance.\n     */\n    actual

constructor() : super() {\n        map = HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\n    }\n\n    internal

constructor(backingMap: HashMap<K, Any>) : super() {\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") // expected

to work due to erasure\n        map = backingMap as HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Constructs an empty [LinkedHashMap] instance.\n     *\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity

(ignored)\n     * @param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

the initial capacity or load factor are negative\n     */\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity:

Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : super(initialCapacity, loadFactor) {\n        map = HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K,

V>>()\n    }\n\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an

instance of [LinkedHashMap] filled with the contents of the specified [original] map.\n     */\n    actual

constructor(original: Map<out K, V>) {\n        map = HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\n

this.putAll(original)\n    }\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun build(): Map<K, V> {\n        checkIsMutable()\n

 isReadOnly = true\n        return this\n    }\n\n    actual override fun clear() {\n        checkIsMutable()\n

map.clear()\n        head = null\n    }\n\n\n//    override fun clone(): Any {\n//        return LinkedHashMap(this)\n//

}\n\n\n    actual override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\n\n    actual override fun

containsValue(value: V): Boolean {\n        var node: ChainEntry<K, V> = head ?: return false\n        do {\n            if
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(node.value == value) {\n                return true\n            }\n            node = node.next!!\n        } while (node !==

head)\n        return false\n    }\n\n\n    override fun createEntrySet(): MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K,

V>> = EntrySet()\n\n    actual override operator fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)?.value\n\n    actual override fun

put(key: K, value: V): V? {\n        checkIsMutable()\n\n        val old = map.get(key)\n        if (old == null) {\n

val newEntry = ChainEntry(key, value)\n            map.put(key, newEntry)\n            newEntry.addToEnd()\n

return null\n        } else {\n            return old.setValue(value)\n        }\n    }\n\n    actual override fun remove(key: K):

V? {\n        checkIsMutable()\n\n        val entry = map.remove(key)\n        if (entry != null) {\n

entry.remove()\n            return entry.value\n        }\n        return null\n    }\n\n    actual override val size: Int get() =

map.size\n\n    internal override fun checkIsMutable() {\n        if (isReadOnly) throw

UnsupportedOperationException()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Constructs the specialized implementation of

[LinkedHashMap] with [String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\n * JS object without hashing them.\n

*/\npublic fun <V> linkedStringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>): LinkedHashMap<String, V> {\n    return

LinkedHashMap<String, V>(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT LinkedHashSet\n

* Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * The implementation of the [MutableSet]

interface, backed by a [LinkedHashMap] instance.\n *\n * This implementation preserves the insertion order of

elements during the iteration.\n */\npublic actual open class LinkedHashSet<E> : HashSet<E>, MutableSet<E>

{\n\n    internal constructor(map: LinkedHashMap<E, Any>) : super(map)\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new empty

[LinkedHashSet].\n     */\n    actual constructor() : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>())\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a

new [LinkedHashSet] filled with the elements of the specified collection.\n     */\n    actual constructor(elements:

Collection<E>) : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>()) {\n        addAll(elements)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a

new empty [LinkedHashSet].\n     *\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\n     * @param

loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or

load factor are negative\n     */\n    @Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n

actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity,

loadFactor))\n\n    actual constructor(initialCapacity: Int) : this(initialCapacity, 0.0f)\n\n    @PublishedApi\n

internal fun build(): Set<E> {\n        (map as LinkedHashMap<E, Any>).build()\n        return this\n    }\n\n    internal

override fun checkIsMutable(): Unit = map.checkIsMutable()\n\n//    public override fun clone(): Any {\n//

return LinkedHashSet(this)\n//    }\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the specialized implementation of

[LinkedHashSet] with the specified [String] elements,\n * which elements the keys as properties of JS object

without hashing them.\n */\npublic fun linkedStringSetOf(vararg elements: String): LinkedHashSet<String> {\n

return LinkedHashSet(linkedStringMapOf<Any>()).apply { addAll(elements) }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.contracts.*\n\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun <R> synchronized(lock: Any, block: ()

-> R): R {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return

block()\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.io\n\ninternal abstract class BaseOutput {\n    open fun println() {\n        print(\"\\n\")\n    }\n\n

open fun println(message: Any?) {\n        print(message)\n        println()\n    }\n\n    abstract fun print(message:

Any?)\n\n    open fun flush() {}\n}\n\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it

*/\n@JsName(\"NodeJsOutput\")\ninternal class NodeJsOutput(val outputStream: dynamic) : BaseOutput() {\n

override fun print(message: Any?) {\n        // TODO: Using local variable because of bug in block decomposition

lowering in IR backend\n        val messageString = String(message)\n        outputStream.write(messageString)\n

}\n}\n\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it

*/\n@JsName(\"OutputToConsoleLog\")\ninternal class OutputToConsoleLog : BaseOutput() {\n    override fun

print(message: Any?) {\n        console.log(message)\n    }\n\n    override fun println(message: Any?) {\n
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console.log(message)\n    }\n\n    override fun println() {\n        console.log(\"\")\n    }\n}\n\n/** JsName used to

make the declaration available outside of module to test it and use at try.kotl.in

*/\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutput\")\ninternal open class BufferedOutput : BaseOutput() {\n    var buffer = \"\"\n\n

override fun print(message: Any?) {\n        buffer += String(message)\n    }\n\n    override fun flush() {\n        buffer

= \"\"\n    }\n}\n\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it

*/\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutputToConsoleLog\")\ninternal class BufferedOutputToConsoleLog : BufferedOutput()

{\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\n        var s = String(message)\n        val i = s.nativeLastIndexOf(\"\\n\",

0)\n        if (i >= 0) {\n            buffer += s.substring(0, i)\n            flush()\n            s = s.substring(i + 1)\n        }\n

buffer += s\n    }\n\n    override fun flush() {\n        console.log(buffer)\n        buffer = \"\"\n    }\n}\n\n/** JsName

used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it and use at try.kotl.in

*/\n@JsName(\"output\")\ninternal var output = run {\n    val isNode: Boolean = js(\"typeof process !== 'undefined'

&& process.versions && !!process.versions.node\")\n    if (isNode) NodeJsOutput(js(\"process.stdout\")) else

BufferedOutputToConsoleLog()\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\nprivate inline fun String(value: Any?): String =

js(\"String\")(value)\n\n/** Prints the line separator to the standard output stream. */\npublic actual fun println() {\n

output.println()\n}\n\n/** Prints the given [message] and the line separator to the standard output stream. */\npublic

actual fun println(message: Any?) {\n    output.println(message)\n}\n\n/** Prints the given [message] to the standard

output stream. */\npublic actual fun print(message: Any?) {\n    output.print(message)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines\n\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.CoroutineSingletons.*\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal

actual class SafeContinuation<in T>\ninternal actual constructor(\n    private val delegate: Continuation<T>,\n

initialResult: Any?\n) : Continuation<T> {\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal actual constructor(delegate:

Continuation<T>) : this(delegate, UNDECIDED)\n\n    public actual override val context: CoroutineContext\n

get() = delegate.context\n\n    private var result: Any? = initialResult\n\n    public actual override fun

resumeWith(result: Result<T>) {\n        val cur = this.result\n        when {\n            cur === UNDECIDED -> {\n

        this.result = result.value\n            }\n            cur === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED -> {\n                this.result =

RESUMED\n                delegate.resumeWith(result)\n            }\n            else -> throw

IllegalStateException(\"Already resumed\")\n        }\n    }\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal actual fun

getOrThrow(): Any? {\n        if (result === UNDECIDED) {\n            result = COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n

return COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n        }\n        val result = this.result\n        return when {\n            result ===

RESUMED -> COROUTINE_SUSPENDED // already called continuation, indicate COROUTINE_SUSPENDED

upstream\n            result is Result.Failure -> throw result.exception\n            else -> result // either

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED or data\n        }\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.cancellation\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual open class CancellationException :

IllegalStateException {\n    actual constructor() : super()\n    actual constructor(message: String?) : super(message)\n

  constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : super(message, cause)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) :

super(cause)\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines.js.internal\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.Continuation\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.EmptyCoroutineContext\n\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal val

EmptyContinuation = Continuation<Any?>(EmptyCoroutineContext) { result ->\n    result.getOrThrow()\n}","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Exposes the [Date API](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Date) to Kotlin.\n
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*/\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\npublic external class Date() {\n    public constructor(milliseconds:

Number)\n\n    public constructor(dateString: String)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int)\n\n    public

constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int)\n\n

public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month:

Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int,

minute: Int, second: Int, millisecond: Number)\n\n    public fun getDate(): Int\n\n    public fun getDay(): Int\n\n

public fun getFullYear(): Int\n\n    public fun getHours(): Int\n\n    public fun getMilliseconds(): Int\n\n    public fun

getMinutes(): Int\n\n    public fun getMonth(): Int\n\n    public fun getSeconds(): Int\n\n    public fun getTime():

Double\n\n    public fun getTimezoneOffset(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCDate(): Int\n\n    public fun

getUTCDay(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCFullYear(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCHours(): Int\n\n    public fun

getUTCMilliseconds(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCMinutes(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCMonth(): Int\n\n    public

fun getUTCSeconds(): Int\n\n    public fun toDateString(): String\n\n    public fun toISOString(): String\n\n    public

fun toJSON(): Json\n\n    public fun toLocaleDateString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options:

LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun toLocaleDateString(locales: String, options:

LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun toLocaleString(locales: Array<String> =

definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun toLocaleString(locales:

String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun toLocaleTimeString(locales:

Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun

toLocaleTimeString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun

toTimeString(): String\n\n    public fun toUTCString(): String\n\n    public companion object {\n        public fun

now(): Double\n\n        public fun parse(dateString: String): Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int):

Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int): Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month:

Int, day: Int, hour: Int): Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int):

Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int): Double\n\n

public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int, millisecond: Number): Double\n

}\n\n    public interface LocaleOptions {\n        public var localeMatcher: String?\n\n        public var timeZone:

String?\n\n        public var hour12: Boolean?\n\n        public var formatMatcher: String?\n\n        public var weekday:

String?\n\n        public var era: String?\n\n        public var year: String?\n\n        public var month: String?\n\n

public var day: String?\n\n        public var hour: String?\n\n        public var minute: String?\n\n        public var

second: String?\n\n        public var timeZoneName: String?\n    }\n}\n\npublic inline fun dateLocaleOptions(init:

Date.LocaleOptions.() -> Unit): Date.LocaleOptions {\n    val result = js(\"new

Object()\").unsafeCast<Date.LocaleOptions>()\n    init(result)\n    return result\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.dom\n\nimport

org.w3c.dom.Document\nimport org.w3c.dom.Element\nimport

kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\nimport kotlinx.dom.appendElement as

newAppendElement\nimport kotlinx.dom.createElement as newCreateElement\n\n/**\n * Creates a new element

with the specified [name].\n *\n * The element is initialized with the specified [init] function.\n

*/\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API is moved to another package,

use 'kotlinx.dom.createElement' instead.\",\n    replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.createElement(name, init)\",

\"kotlinx.dom.createElement\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

Document.createElement(name: String, noinline init: Element.() -> Unit): Element = this.newCreateElement(name,

init)\n\n/**\n * Appends a newly created element with the specified [name] to this element.\n *\n * The element is

initialized with the specified [init] function.\n */\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message

= \"This API is moved to another package, use 'kotlinx.dom.appendElement' instead.\",\n    replaceWith =

ReplaceWith(\"this.appendElement(name, init)\",

\"kotlinx.dom.appendElement\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline fun

Element.appendElement(name: String, noinline init: Element.() -> Unit): Element = this.newAppendElement(name,
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init)\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.Element\nimport

kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\nimport kotlinx.dom.addClass as newAddClass\nimport

kotlinx.dom.hasClass as newHasClass\nimport kotlinx.dom.removeClass as newRemoveClass\n\n/** Returns true if

the element has the given CSS class style in its 'class' attribute

*/\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API is moved to another package,

use 'kotlinx.dom.hasClass' instead.\",\n    replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.hasClass(cssClass)\",

\"kotlinx.dom.hasClass\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\ninline fun

Element.hasClass(cssClass: String): Boolean = this.newHasClass(cssClass)\n\n/**\n * Adds CSS class to element.

Has no effect if all specified classes are already in class attribute of the element\n *\n * @return true if at least one

class has been added\n */\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API is moved

to another package, use 'kotlinx.dom.addClass' instead.\",\n    replaceWith =

ReplaceWith(\"this.addClass(cssClasses)\", \"kotlinx.dom.addClass\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince

= \"1.4\")\ninline fun Element.addClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean =

this.newAddClass(*cssClasses)\n\n/**\n * Removes all [cssClasses] from element. Has no effect if all specified

classes are missing in class attribute of the element\n *\n * @return true if at least one class has been removed\n

*/\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API is moved to another package,

use 'kotlinx.dom.removeClass' instead.\",\n    replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.removeClass(cssClasses)\",

\"kotlinx.dom.removeClass\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\ninline fun

Element.removeClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean = this.newRemoveClass(*cssClasses)","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.dom\n\nimport

org.w3c.dom.Element\nimport org.w3c.dom.Node\nimport

kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\nimport kotlinx.dom.isElement as newIsElement\nimport

kotlinx.dom.isText as newIsText\n\n/**\n * Gets a value indicating whether this node is a TEXT_NODE or a

CDATA_SECTION_NODE.\n */\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API

is moved to another package, use 'kotlinx.dom.isText' instead.\",\n    replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.isText\",

\"kotlinx.dom.isText\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic val Node.isText: Boolean\n

inline get() = this.newIsText\n\n/**\n * Gets a value indicating whether this node is an [Element].\n

*/\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API is moved to another package,

use 'kotlinx.dom.isElement' instead.\",\n    replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.isElement\",

\"kotlinx.dom.isElement\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic val Node.isElement:

Boolean\n    inline get() = this.newIsElement\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.events\n\npublic fun EventListener(handler:

(Event) -> Unit): EventListener = EventListenerHandler(handler)\n\nprivate class EventListenerHandler(private val

handler: (Event) -> Unit) : EventListener {\n    public override fun handleEvent(event: Event) {\n

handler(event)\n    }\n\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"EventListenerHandler($handler)\"\n}\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

org.w3c.dom\n\npublic external interface ItemArrayLike<out T> {\n    val length: Int\n    fun item(index: Int):

T?\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the view of this `ItemArrayLike<T>` collection as `List<T>`\n */\npublic fun <T>

ItemArrayLike<T>.asList(): List<T> = object : AbstractList<T>() {\n    override val size: Int get() =

this@asList.length\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): T = when (index) {\n        in 0..lastIndex ->

this@asList.item(index).unsafeCast<T>()\n        else -> throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index $index is not in

range [0..$lastIndex]\")\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the
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license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.Element\nimport

org.w3c.dom.Node\nimport kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\nimport kotlinx.dom.appendText as

newAppendText\nimport kotlinx.dom.clear as newClear\n\n/** Removes all the children from this node.

*/\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API is moved to another package,

use 'kotlinx.dom.clear' instead.\",\n    replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.clear()\",

\"kotlinx.dom.clear\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\npublic inline fun Node.clear() =

this.newClear()\n\n/**\n * Creates text node and append it to the element.\n *\n * @return this element\n

*/\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n@Deprecated(\n    message = \"This API is moved to another package,

use 'kotlinx.dom.appendText' instead.\",\n    replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.appendText(text)\",

\"kotlinx.dom.appendText\")\n)\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(warningSince = \"1.4\")\ninline fun

Element.appendText(text: String): Element = this.newAppendText(text)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Reinterprets this value

as a value of the [dynamic type](/docs/reference/dynamic-type.html).\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun Any?.asDynamic(): dynamic = this\n\n/**\n * Reinterprets this value as a value of the specified type [T]

without any actual type checking.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Any?.unsafeCast():

@kotlin.internal.NoInfer T = this.asDynamic()\n\n/**\n * Reinterprets this `dynamic` value as a value of the

specified type [T] without any actual type checking.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\n@JsName(\"unsafeCastDynamic\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T> dynamic.unsafeCast(): @kotlin.internal.NoInfer T = this\n\n/**\n * Allows to iterate this `dynamic`

object in the following cases:\n * - when it has an `iterator` function,\n * - when it is an array\n * - when it is an

instance of [kotlin.collections.Iterable]\n */\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\npublic operator fun

dynamic.iterator(): Iterator<dynamic> {\n    val r: Any? = this\n\n    return when {\n        this[\"iterator\"] != null -

>\n            this[\"iterator\"]()\n        isArrayish(r) ->\n            r.unsafeCast<Array<*>>().iterator()\n\n        else ->\n

       (r as Iterable<*>).iterator()\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under the

module\n\n@JsName(\"throwNPE\")\ninternal fun throwNPE(message: String) {\n    throw

NullPointerException(message)\n}\n\n@JsName(\"throwCCE\")\ninternal fun throwCCE() {\n    throw

ClassCastException(\"Illegal cast\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"throwISE\")\ninternal fun throwISE(message: String) {\n

throw IllegalStateException(message)\n}\n\n@JsName(\"throwUPAE\")\ninternal fun throwUPAE(propertyName:

String) {\n    throw UninitializedPropertyAccessException(\"lateinit property ${propertyName} has not been

initialized\")\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n

* Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and counts elements

in each group.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the count of element in the group.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic actual fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.eachCount(): Map<K, Int> =\n    fold(0) {

acc, _ -> acc + 1 }\n\n/*\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and sums values provided by

the [valueSelector] function for elements in each group.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group

with the count of element in the group.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T,

K>.eachSumOf(valueSelector: (T) -> Int): Map<K, Int> =\n        fold(0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)

}\n*/","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this

source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"GroupingKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Represents a source of elements with a [keyOf] function, which can be applied to each

element to get its key.\n *\n * A [Grouping] structure serves as an intermediate step in group-and-fold operations:\n

* they group elements by their keys and then fold each group with some aggregating operation.\n *\n * It is created

by attaching `keySelector: (T) -> K` function to a source of elements.\n * To get an instance of [Grouping] use one
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of `groupingBy` extension functions:\n * - [Iterable.groupingBy]\n * - [Sequence.groupingBy]\n * -

[Array.groupingBy]\n * - [CharSequence.groupingBy]\n *\n * For the list of group-and-fold operations available,

see the [extension functions](#extension-functions) for `Grouping`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface

Grouping<T, out K> {\n    /** Returns an [Iterator] over the elements of the source of this grouping. */\n    fun

sourceIterator(): Iterator<T>\n    /** Extracts the key of an [element]. */\n    fun keyOf(element: T): K\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group

sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments, and stores the

results in a new map.\n *\n * The key for each element is provided by the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\n *\n *

@param operation function is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the

group this element belongs to;\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group, can be `null`

if it's the first `element` encountered in the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being aggregated;\n

*  - `first`: indicates whether it's the first `element` encountered in the group.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating

the key of each group with the result of aggregation of the group elements.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.aggregateByRadix\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R>

Grouping<T, K>.aggregate(\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) -> R\n): Map<K,

R> {\n    return aggregateTo(mutableMapOf<K, R>(), operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the

[Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the

previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given

[destination] map.\n *\n * The key for each element is provided by the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\n *\n * @param

operation a function that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group

this element belongs to;\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group, can be `null` if it's

the first `element` encountered in the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being aggregated;\n *  -

`first`: indicates whether it's the first `element` encountered in the group.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has

a value corresponding to some key,\n * then the elements being aggregated for that key are never considered as

`first`.\n *\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each group with the result of aggregation of the

group elements.\n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.aggregateByRadixTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T,

K>.aggregateTo(\n    destination: M,\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) -> R\n): M

{\n    for (e in this.sourceIterator()) {\n        val key = keyOf(e)\n        val accumulator = destination[key]\n

destination[key] = operation(key, accumulator, e, accumulator == null && !destination.containsKey(key))\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the

elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as

arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is provided by

[initialValueSelector] function.\n *\n * @param initialValueSelector a function that provides an initial value of

accumulator for each group.\n *  It's invoked with parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group;\n *  - `element`: the

first element being encountered in that group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\n *  - `accumulator`: the

current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\n

*\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\n *

@sample samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithComputedInitialValue\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\n    initialValueSelector: (key: K,

element: T) -> R,\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n): Map<K, R> =\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    aggregate { key, acc, e, first -> operation(key, if (first)

initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e) }\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and

applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the

current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\n * An initial value of

accumulator is provided by [initialValueSelector] function.\n *\n * @param initialValueSelector a function that

provides an initial value of accumulator for each group.\n *  It's invoked with parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the
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group;\n *  - `element`: the first element being encountered in that group.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has

a value corresponding to some key, that value is used as an initial value of\n * the accumulator for that group and the

[initialValueSelector] function is not called for that group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on

each element with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\n *  -

`accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being

accumulated.\n *\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each group with the result of

accumulating the group elements.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithComputedInitialValueTo\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic

inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\n    destination: M,\n

initialValueSelector: (key: K, element: T) -> R,\n    operation: (key: K, accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n): M =\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e, first -> operation(key, if (first)

initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e) }\n\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and

applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the

current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is the same

[initialValue] for each group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element with the

following parameters:\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the

element from the source being accumulated.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the

result of accumulating the group elements.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithConstantInitialValue\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic

inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\n    initialValue: R,\n    operation: (accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n):

Map<K, R> =\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    aggregate { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first)

initialValue else acc as R, e) }\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies

[operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current

element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is

the same [initialValue] for each group.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key

of some group,\n * that value is used as an initial value of the accumulator for that group.\n *\n * @param operation

a function that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of

the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\n *\n * @return the

[destination] map associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\n *

@sample samples.collections.Grouping.foldByEvenLengthWithConstantInitialValueTo\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\n

destination: M,\n    initialValue: R,\n    operation: (accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n): M =\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    aggregateTo(destination) { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first)

initialValue else acc as R, e) }\n\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies the

reducing [operation] to the elements of each group\n * sequentially starting from the second element of the group,\n

* passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in a new

map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is the first element of the group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that

is invoked on each subsequent element of the group with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group

this element belongs to;\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the

element from the source being accumulated.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the

result of accumulating the group elements.\n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.reduceByMaxVowels\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S, T : S, K> Grouping<T, K>.reduce(\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\n): Map<K, S> =\n    aggregate { key, acc, e, first ->\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        if (first) e else operation(key, acc as S, e)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Groups

elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies the reducing [operation] to the elements of each group\n *

sequentially starting from the second element of the group,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the

current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\n * An initial value of

accumulator is the first element of the group.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to
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the key of some group,\n * that value is used as an initial value of the accumulator for that group and the first

element of that group is also\n * subjected to the [operation].\n\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on

each subsequent element of the group with the following parameters:\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the

accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being folded;\n *\n * @return the

[destination] map associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\n *

@sample samples.collections.Grouping.reduceByMaxVowelsTo\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S,

T : S, K, M : MutableMap<in K, S>> Grouping<T, K>.reduceTo(\n    destination: M,\n    operation: (key: K,

accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\n): M =\n    aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e, first ->\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        if (first) e else operation(key, acc as S, e)\n    }\n\n\n/**\n * Groups

elements from the [Grouping] source by key and counts elements in each group to the given [destination] map.\n *\n

* If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\n * that value is used as an

initial value of the counter for that group.\n *\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each group

with the count of elements in the group.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Grouping.groupingByEachCount\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Int>> Grouping<T,

K>.eachCountTo(destination: M): M =\n    foldTo(destination, 0) { acc, _ -> acc + 1 }\n\n/*\n/**\n * Groups

elements from the [Grouping] source by key and sums values provided by the [valueSelector] function for elements

in each group\n * to the given [destination] map.\n *\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has a value

corresponding to the key of some group,\n * that value is used as an initial value of the sum for that group.\n *\n *

@return the [destination] map associating the key of each group with the sum of elements in the group.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Int>> Grouping<T,

K>.eachSumOfTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Int): M =\n        foldTo(destination, 0) { acc, e -> acc +

valueSelector(e)}\n*/\n\n\n/*\n// TODO: sum by long and by double overloads\n\npublic inline fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, Long>> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByLongTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Long): M

=\n        foldTo(destination, 0L) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\n\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T,

K>.sumEachByLong(valueSelector: (T) -> Long): Map<K, Long> =\n        fold(0L) { acc, e -> acc +

valueSelector(e)}\n\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Double>> Grouping<T,

K>.sumEachByDoubleTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Double): M =\n        foldTo(destination, 0.0) { acc, e

-> acc + valueSelector(e)}\n\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByDouble(valueSelector: (T) ->

Double): Map<K, Double> =\n        fold(0.0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\n*/\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [Math object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Math)

to Kotlin.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use top-level functions from kotlin.math package instead.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic external object Math {\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.PI instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"PI\", \"kotlin.math.PI\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public val PI: Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use Random.nextDouble instead\", ReplaceWith(\"kotlin.random.Random.nextDouble()\",

\"kotlin.random.Random\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun random(): Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.abs instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"abs(value)\", \"kotlin.math.abs\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun abs(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.acos

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"acos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.acos\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun

acos(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.asin instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"asin(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.asin\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun asin(value: Double): Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.atan instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan(value)\", \"kotlin.math.atan\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun atan(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.atan2

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan2(y, x)\", \"kotlin.math.atan2\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun

atan2(y: Double, x: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.cos instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"cos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.cos\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun cos(value:

Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sin instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"sin(value)\", \"kotlin.math.sin\"),
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level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun sin(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.exp instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"exp(value)\", \"kotlin.math.exp\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n

public fun exp(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun max(vararg values: Int): Int\n    @Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or

kotlin.math.max instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun max(vararg values: Float): Float\n

@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun

max(vararg values: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun min(vararg values: Int): Int\n    @Deprecated(\"Use minOf or

kotlin.math.min instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun min(vararg values: Float): Float\n

@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun

min(vararg values: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sqrt instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"sqrt(value)\", \"kotlin.math.sqrt\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun sqrt(value:

Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.tan instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"tan(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.tan\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun tan(value: Double): Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.ln instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"ln(value)\", \"kotlin.math.ln\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun log(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.pow

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"base.pow(exp)\", \"kotlin.math.pow\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun

pow(base: Double, exp: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.round instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"round(value)\", \"kotlin.math.round\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun

round(value: Number): Int\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.floor instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"floor(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.floor\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun floor(value: Number): Int\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.ceil instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"ceil(value)\", \"kotlin.math.ceil\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    public fun ceil(value: Number): Int\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun

trunc(value: Number): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun sign(value: Number): Double\n\n

@PublishedApi\n    internal fun sinh(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun cosh(value:

Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun tanh(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal

fun asinh(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun acosh(value: Double): Double\n

@PublishedApi\n    internal fun atanh(value: Double): Double\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun hypot(x:

Double, y: Double): Double\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun expm1(value: Double): Double\n\n

@PublishedApi\n    internal fun log10(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun log2(value:

Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun log1p(value: Double): Double\n\n    @PublishedApi\n

internal fun clz32(value: Int): Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\",

ReplaceWith(\"minOf(a, b)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic fun Math.min(a: Long, b: Long): Long =

if (a <= b) a else b\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\",

ReplaceWith(\"maxOf(a, b)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic fun Math.max(a: Long, b: Long): Long =

if (a >= b) a else b\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * An interface for indexing access to a collection of

key-value pairs, where type of key is [String] and type of value is [Any?][Any].\n */\npublic external interface Json

{\n    /**\n     * Calls to the function will be translated to indexing operation (square brackets) on the receiver with

[propertyName] as the argument.\n     *\n     * E.g. for next code:\n     * ```kotlin\n     * fun test(j: Json, p: String) =

j[\"prop\"] + j.get(p)\n     * ```\n     *\n     * will be generated:\n     * ```js\n     * function test(j, p) {\n     *     return

j[\"prop\"] + j[p];\n     * }\n     * ```\n     */\n    operator fun get(propertyName: String): Any?\n\n    /**\n     * Calls

of the function will be translated to an assignment of [value] to the receiver indexed (with square brackets/index

operation) with [propertyName].\n     *\n     * E.g. for the following code:\n     * ```kotlin\n     * fun test(j: Json, p:

String, newValue: Any) {\n     *     j[\"prop\"] = 1\n     *     j.set(p, newValue)\n     * }\n     * ```\n     *\n     * will be
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generated:\n     * ```js\n     * function test(j, p, newValue) {\n     *     j[\"prop\"] = 1;\n     *     j[p] = newValue;\n     *

}\n     * }\n     * ```\n     */\n    operator fun set(propertyName: String, value: Any?): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

simple JavaScript object (as [Json]) using provided key-value pairs as names and values of its properties.\n

*/\npublic fun json(vararg pairs: Pair<String, Any?>): Json {\n    val res: dynamic = js(\"({})\")\n    for ((name,

value) in pairs) {\n        res[name] = value\n    }\n    return res\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds key-value pairs from [other] to

[this].\n * Returns the original receiver.\n */\npublic fun Json.add(other: Json): Json {\n    val keys: Array<String> =

js(\"Object\").keys(other)\n    for (key in keys) {\n        if (other.asDynamic().hasOwnProperty(key)) {\n

this[key] = other[key];\n        }\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [JSON

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/JSON) to Kotlin.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\npublic external object JSON {\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?):

String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)): String\n    public fun

stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: Int): String\n    public

fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: String): String\n

public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>): String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer:

Array<String>, space: Int): String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>, space: String):

String\n\n    public fun <T> parse(text: String): T\n    public fun <T> parse(text: String, reviver: ((key: String, value:

Any?) -> Any?)): T\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n@file:Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\npackage kotlin.math\n\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\nimport kotlin.js.Math as nativeMath\n\n\n// region ================ Double Math

========================================\n\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in

radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sin(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sin(x)\n\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   -

`cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun cos(x: Double):

Double = nativeMath.cos(x)\n\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n

*   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun tan(x:

Double): Double = nativeMath.tan(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc sine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an

angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1`

or x is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun asin(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.asin(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the

range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun acos(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.acos(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the

range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun atan(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atan(x)\n\n/**\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that correspond\n * to the

rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\n * the returned value is an angle

in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is

`0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y,

+Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI`

for `-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for

finite `x`y\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun atan2(y: Double, x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atan2(y, x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sinh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sinh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -
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`cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual

inline fun cosh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.cosh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value

[x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun tanh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.tanh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is

`y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   -

`asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun asinh(x: Double): Double

= nativeMath.asinh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned

value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `acosh(x)`

is `NaN` when `x < 1`\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline

fun acosh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.acosh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the

value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is

`NaN`\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun atanh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atanh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN`

and the other is not infinite\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun hypot(x: Double, y:

Double): Double = nativeMath.hypot(x, y)\n\n/**\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sqrt(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sqrt(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun exp(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.exp(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented to produce more

precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n *\n * @see [exp] function.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual

inline fun expm1(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.expm1(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to

the given [base].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\n *   - `log(x, b)` is

`NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b >

1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\n *\n * See also logarithm

functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun log(x:

Double, base: Double): Double {\n    if (base <= 0.0 || base == 1.0) return Double.NaN\n    return nativeMath.log(x)

/ nativeMath.log(base)\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-

Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ln(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.log(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function

for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun log10(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.log10(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function

for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun log2(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.log2(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes `ln(x + 1)`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented to produce more

precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x

< -1.0`\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *\n * @see [ln] function\n * @see [expm1]

function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ln1p(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.log1p(x)\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards positive infinity.\n\n * @return the

smallest double value that is greater than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ceil(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.ceil(x).unsafeCast<Double>() // TODO: Remove unsafe cast after removing public js.math\n\n/**\n *
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Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\n\n * @return the largest double value that is

smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `floor(x)` is

`x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun floor(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.floor(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards zero.\n *\n *

@return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x`

is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

actual inline fun truncate(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.trunc(x)\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards

the closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is

`NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun round(x:

Double): Double {\n    if (x % 0.5 != 0.0) {\n        return nativeMath.round(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\n    }\n    val

floor = floor(x)\n    return if (floor % 2 == 0.0) floor else ceil(x)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the

given value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension property

for [Double]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun abs(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.abs(x)\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero

if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sign(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sign(x)\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is

`NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Double, b: Double): Double =

nativeMath.min(a, b)\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is

`NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Double, b: Double): Double =

nativeMath.max(a, b)\n\n// extensions\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x !=

0.0`\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not

an integer\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Double.pow(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.pow(this, x)\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the integer power [n].\n *\n * See the other overload of

[pow] for details.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Double.pow(n: Int): Double

= nativeMath.pow(this, n.toDouble())\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *

- `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see abs function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

actual inline val Double.absoluteValue: Double get() = nativeMath.abs(this)\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this

value:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n *

Special case:\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline val

Double.sign: Double get() = nativeMath.sign(this)\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the

[sign] value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Double.withSign(sign: Int):

Double = this.withSign(sign.toDouble())\n\n/**\n * Returns the ulp (unit in the last place) of this value.\n *\n * An

ulp is a positive distance between this value and the next nearest [Double] value larger in magnitude.\n *\n * Special

Cases:\n *   - `NaN.ulp` is `NaN`\n *   - `x.ulp` is `+Inf` when `x` is `+Inf` or `-Inf`\n *   - `0.0.ulp` is

`Double.MIN_VALUE`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual val Double.ulp: Double get() = when {\n    this

< 0 -> (-this).ulp\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\n    this ==

Double.MAX_VALUE -> this - this.nextDown()\n    else -> this.nextUp() - this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double]

value nearest to this value in direction of positive infinity.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun

Double.nextUp(): Double = when {\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\n    this == 0.0

-> Double.MIN_VALUE\n    else -> Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) 1 else -1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction of negative infinity.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun Double.nextDown(): Double = when {\n    this.isNaN() || this ==

Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY -> this\n    this == 0.0 -> -Double.MIN_VALUE\n    else ->

Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) -1 else 1)\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this

value in direction from this value towards the value [to].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.nextTowards(y)` is `NaN` if
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either `x` or `y` are `NaN`\n *   - `x.nextTowards(x) == x`\n *\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun

Double.nextTowards(to: Double): Double = when {\n    this.isNaN() || to.isNaN() -> Double.NaN\n    to == this ->

to\n    to > this -> this.nextUp()\n    else /* to < this */ -> this.nextDown()\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Double]

value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToInt()

== Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is

`NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun Double.roundToInt(): Int = when {\n    isNaN() -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN value.\")\n    this > Int.MAX_VALUE -> Int.MAX_VALUE\n

this < Int.MIN_VALUE -> Int.MIN_VALUE\n    else ->

nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest

integer and converts the result to [Long].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`x.roundToLong() == Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value

is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun Double.roundToLong(): Long = when {\n    isNaN() ->

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN value.\")\n    this > Long.MAX_VALUE ->

Long.MAX_VALUE\n    this < Long.MIN_VALUE -> Long.MIN_VALUE\n    else ->

nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toLong()\n}\n\n// endregion\n\n\n\n// region ================

Float Math ========================================\n\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x] given

in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sin(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special

cases:\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

cos(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.cos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle [x] given in

radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun tan(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc sine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is

an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) >

1` or x is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun asin(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.asin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\n * the returned value

is an angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) >

1` or x is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun acos(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.acos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\n * the returned value

is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun atan(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.atan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that

correspond\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\n * the

returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is

`0.0`\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI`

for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI`

for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\n *   -

`atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and

`atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun atan2(y: Float, x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.atan2(y.toDouble(), x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of

the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-

Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sinh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun cosh(x: Float): Float =
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nativeMath.cosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun tanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n *

The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline

fun asinh(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.asinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic

cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *

- `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun acosh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.acosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\n *\n

* The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun atanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.atanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or

underflow.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of

arguments is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

hypot(x: Float, y: Float): Float = nativeMath.hypot(x.toDouble(), y.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the

positive square root of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sqrt(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sqrt(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value

[x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun exp(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.exp(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented

to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n *\n * @see [exp] function.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun expm1(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.expm1(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\n

*\n * Special cases:\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0`

or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b <

1`\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\n *\n * See also logarithm functions for common

fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun log(x:

Float, base: Float): Float = log(x.toDouble(), base.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the natural logarithm

(base `E`) of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\n

*   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

ln(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.log(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10)

of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

actual inline fun log10(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.log10(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the binary

logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun log2(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.log2(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes `ln(a + 1)`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented

to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln1p(x)`

is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *\n * @see [ln] function\n *

@see [expm1] function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ln1p(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.log1p(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards positive

infinity.\n\n * @return the smallest Float value that is greater than or equal to the given value [x] and is a

mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun ceil(x: Float): Float =
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nativeMath.ceil(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative

infinity.\n\n * @return the largest Float value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a

mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a

mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun floor(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.floor(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards zero.\n *\n *

@return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x`

is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

actual inline fun truncate(x: Float): Float = truncate(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x]

towards the closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `round(x)` is `x`

where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun round(x: Float): Float =

round(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n

*   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Float]\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun abs(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.abs(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is

negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `sign(NaN)`

is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun sign(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sign(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n *\n * If either value is

`NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Float, b:

Float): Float = nativeMath.min(a, b)\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`,

then the result is `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Float, b: Float):

Float = nativeMath.max(a, b)\n\n// extensions\n\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is

`NaN` for `x != 0.0`\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is

finite and not an integer\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Float.pow(x: Float):

Float = nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the integer power

[n].\n *\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual

inline fun Float.pow(n: Int): Float = nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), n.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the

absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline val Float.absoluteValue: Float get() =

nativeMath.abs(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is

negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `NaN.sign` is

`NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline val Float.sign: Float get() =

nativeMath.sign(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign]

value.\n *\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Float.withSign(sign: Float): Float =

this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the

[sign] value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Float.withSign(sign: Int): Float =

this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and

converts the result to [Int].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE`

when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Float.roundToInt(): Int =

toDouble().roundToInt()\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x

< Long.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Float.roundToLong(): Long =
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toDouble().roundToLong()\n\n\n// endregion\n\n// region ================ Integer Math

========================================\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value

[n].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `abs(Int.MIN_VALUE)` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see

absoluteValue extension property for [Int]\n */\n// TODO: remove manual 'or' when KT-19290 is

fixed\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun abs(n: Int): Int = if (n < 0) (-n or 0) else n\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Int, b: Int): Int =

nativeMath.min(a, b)\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Int, b: Int): Int = nativeMath.max(a,

b)\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`Int.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline val Int.absoluteValue: Int get() = abs(this)\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\n *   - `1` if the value

is positive\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual val Int.sign: Int get() = when {\n    this < 0 -> -1\n    this > 0 -

> 1\n    else -> 0\n}\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [n].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`abs(Long.MIN_VALUE)` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension

property for [Long]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun abs(n: Long): Long = if (n < 0) -n else

n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun min(a: Long, b:

Long): Long = if (a <= b) a else b\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun max(a: Long, b:

Long): Long = if (a >= b) a else b\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`Long.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic actual inline val Long.absoluteValue: Long get() =

abs(this)\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\n

*   - `1` if the value is positive\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual val Long.sign: Int get() = when {\n    this

< 0 -> -1\n    this > 0 -> 1\n    else -> 0\n}\n\n\n// endregion\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the specified

number is a\n * Not-a-Number (NaN) value, `false` otherwise.\n */\npublic actual fun Double.isNaN(): Boolean =

this != this\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the specified number is a\n * Not-a-Number (NaN) value, `false` otherwise.\n

*/\npublic actual fun Float.isNaN(): Boolean = this != this\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this value is infinitely large in

magnitude.\n */\npublic actual fun Double.isInfinite(): Boolean = this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY || this ==

Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this value is infinitely large in magnitude.\n */\npublic

actual fun Float.isInfinite(): Boolean = this == Float.POSITIVE_INFINITY || this ==

Float.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value; returns

`false` otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\n */\npublic actual fun Double.isFinite(): Boolean =

!isInfinite() && !isNaN()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value; returns `false`

otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\n */\npublic actual fun Float.isFinite(): Boolean = !isInfinite() &&

!isNaN()\n\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Int.countOneBits(): Int {\n    // Hacker's Delight 5-1 algorithm\n    var v = this\n    v = (v and 0x55555555) +

(v.ushr(1) and 0x55555555)\n    v = (v and 0x33333333) + (v.ushr(2) and 0x33333333)\n    v = (v and 0x0F0F0F0F)

+ (v.ushr(4) and 0x0F0F0F0F)\n    v = (v and 0x00FF00FF) + (v.ushr(8) and 0x00FF00FF)\n    v = (v and

0x0000FFFF) + (v.ushr(16))\n    return v\n}\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that

are zero in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION_E

RROR\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun Int.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =

kotlin.js.Math.clz32(this)\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the
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binary representation of this [Int] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Int.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =\n    // Hacker's Delight 5-4 algorithm for expressing countTrailingZeroBits with

countLeadingZeroBits\n    Int.SIZE_BITS - (this or -this).inv().countLeadingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Int] number,\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Int.takeHighestOneBit(): Int =\n    if (this == 0) 0 else 1.shl(Int.SIZE_BITS - 1 - countLeadingZeroBits())\n\n/**\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [Int] number,\n * or

zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Int.takeLowestOneBit(): Int =\n    // Hacker's Delight 2-1 algorithm for isolating rightmost 1-bit\n    this and -

this\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of

bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the

right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit

count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32)

returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic actual fun Int.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Int =\n

shl(bitCount) or ushr(Int.SIZE_BITS - bitCount)\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number

right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter

the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n *\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is

the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n *

Rotating by a multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\n *

`number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic actual fun Int.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Int =\n

shl(Int.SIZE_BITS - bitCount) or ushr(bitCount)\n\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary

representation of this [Long] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Long.countOneBits(): Int =\n    high.countOneBits() + low.countOneBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of

consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Long.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =\n    when (val high = this.high) {\n        0 -> Int.SIZE_BITS +

low.countLeadingZeroBits()\n        else -> high.countLeadingZeroBits()\n    }\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of

consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Long] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Long.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =\n    when (val low = this.low) {\n        0 -> Int.SIZE_BITS +

high.countTrailingZeroBits()\n        else -> low.countTrailingZeroBits()\n    }\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a

single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Long] number,\n * or zero, if this number is

zero.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Long.takeHighestOneBit(): Long =\n    when (val high = this.high) {\n        0 -> Long(low.takeHighestOneBit(),

0)\n        else -> Long(0, high.takeHighestOneBit())\n    }\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the

position of the least significant set bit of this [Long] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual fun

Long.takeLowestOneBit(): Long =\n    when (val low = this.low) {\n        0 -> Long(0, high.takeLowestOneBit())\n

    else -> Long(low.takeLowestOneBit(), 0)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long]

number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side

reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit

count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) ==

number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more
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generally\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic actual fun Long.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Long {\n

if ((bitCount and 31) != 0) {\n        val low = this.low\n        val high = this.high\n        val newLow =

low.shl(bitCount) or high.ushr(-bitCount)\n        val newHigh = high.shl(bitCount) or low.ushr(-bitCount)\n

return if ((bitCount and 32) == 0) Long(newLow, newHigh) else Long(newHigh, newLow)\n    } else {\n        return

if ((bitCount and 32) == 0) this else Long(high, low)\n    }\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this

[Long] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the

right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n *\n * Rotating the number right by a

negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more

generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

Long.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Long = rotateLeft(-bitCount)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Promise

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Promise) to Kotlin.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\npublic open external class Promise<out T>(executor: (resolve: (T) ->

Unit, reject: (Throwable) -> Unit) -> Unit) {\n    @LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n    public open fun <S>

then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?): Promise<S>\n\n    @LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n    public open fun <S>

then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?, onRejected: ((Throwable) -> S)?): Promise<S>\n\n    public open fun <S>

catch(onRejected: (Throwable) -> S): Promise<S>\n\n    companion object {\n        public fun <S> all(promise:

Array<out Promise<S>>): Promise<Array<out S>>\n\n        public fun <S> race(promise: Array<out

Promise<S>>): Promise<S>\n\n        public fun reject(e: Throwable): Promise<Nothing>\n\n        public fun <S>

resolve(e: S): Promise<S>\n        public fun <S> resolve(e: Promise<S>): Promise<S>\n    }\n}\n\n// It's workaround

for KT-19672 since we can fix it properly until KT-11265 isn't fixed.\ninline fun <T, S>

Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\n    noinline onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?\n): Promise<S> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled)\n}\n\ninline fun <T, S> Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\n    noinline

onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?,\n    noinline onRejected: ((Throwable) -> S)?\n): Promise<S> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled, onRejected)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.random\n\nimport

kotlin.math.pow\n\ninternal actual fun defaultPlatformRandom(): Random =\n    Random(js(\"(Math.random() *

Math.pow(2, 32)) | 0\").unsafeCast<Int>())\n\n\nprivate val INV_2_26: Double = 2.0.pow(-26)\nprivate val

INV_2_53: Double = 2.0.pow(-53)\ninternal actual fun doubleFromParts(hi26: Int, low27: Int): Double =\n    hi26 *

INV_2_26 + low27 * INV_2_53","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\nimport findAssociatedObject\n\n/**\n * The

experimental marker for associated objects API.\n *\n * Any usage of a declaration annotated with

`@ExperimentalAssociatedObjects` must be accepted either by\n * annotating that usage with the [OptIn]

annotation, e.g. `@OptIn(ExperimentalAssociatedObjects::class)`,\n * or by using the compiler argument `-Xopt-

in=kotlin.reflect.ExperimentalAssociatedObjects`.\n */\n@RequiresOptIn(level =

RequiresOptIn.Level.ERROR)\n@Retention(value = AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalAssociatedObjects\n\n/**\n * Makes the annotated annotation class an associated object key.\n *\n *

An associated object key annotation should have single [KClass] parameter.\n * When applied to a class with

reference to an object declaration as an argument, it binds\n * the object to the class, making this binding

discoverable at runtime using [findAssociatedObject].\n

*/\n@ExperimentalAssociatedObjects\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.A
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NNOTATION_CLASS)\npublic annotation class AssociatedObjectKey\n\n/**\n * If [T] is an

@[AssociatedObjectKey]-annotated annotation class and [this] class is annotated with @[T] (`S::class`),\n * returns

object `S`.\n *\n * Otherwise returns `null`.\n */\n@ExperimentalAssociatedObjects\npublic inline fun <reified T :

Annotation> KClass<*>.findAssociatedObject(): Any? =\n    this.findAssociatedObject(T::class)","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\nimport

getKClass\nimport kotlin.reflect.KClass\nimport kotlin.reflect.js.internal.KClassImpl\n\n/**\n * Represents the

constructor of a class. Instances of `JsClass` can be passed to JavaScript APIs that expect a constructor reference.\n

*/\nexternal interface JsClass<T : Any> {\n    /**\n     * Returns the unqualified name of the class represented by

this instance.\n     */\n    val name: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Obtains a constructor reference for the given `KClass`.\n

*/\nval <T : Any> KClass<T>.js: JsClass<T>\n    get() = (this as KClassImpl<T>).jClass\n\n/**\n * Obtains a

`KClass` instance for the given constructor reference.\n */\nval <T : Any> JsClass<T>.kotlin: KClass<T>\n    get()

= getKClass(this)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect.js.internal\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.*\n\ninternal abstract

class KClassImpl<T : Any>(\n    internal open val jClass: JsClass<T>\n) : KClass<T> {\n\n    override val

qualifiedName: String?\n        get() = TODO()\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other

is KClassImpl<*> && jClass == other.jClass\n    }\n\n    // TODO: use FQN\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

simpleName?.hashCode() ?: 0\n\n    override fun toString(): String {\n        // TODO: use FQN\n        return \"class

$simpleName\"\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class SimpleKClassImpl<T : Any>(jClass: JsClass<T>) :

KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\n    override val simpleName: String? =

jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`?.simpleName.unsafeCast<String?>()\n\n    override fun isInstance(value: Any?):

Boolean {\n        return jsIsType(value, jClass)\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class PrimitiveKClassImpl<T : Any>(\n

jClass: JsClass<T>,\n    private val givenSimpleName: String,\n    private val isInstanceFunction: (Any?) ->

Boolean\n) : KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other !is

PrimitiveKClassImpl<*>) return false\n        return super.equals(other) && givenSimpleName ==

other.givenSimpleName\n    }\n\n    override val simpleName: String? get() = givenSimpleName\n\n    override fun

isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean {\n        return isInstanceFunction(value)\n    }\n}\n\ninternal object

NothingKClassImpl : KClassImpl<Nothing>(js(\"Object\")) {\n    override val simpleName: String =

\"Nothing\"\n\n    override fun isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean = false\n\n    override val jClass:

JsClass<Nothing>\n        get() = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"There's no native JS class for Nothing

type\")\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other === this\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

0\n}\n\ninternal class ErrorKClass : KClass<Nothing> {\n    override val simpleName: String? get() =

error(\"Unknown simpleName for ErrorKClass\")\n    override val qualifiedName: String? get() = error(\"Unknown

qualifiedName for ErrorKClass\")\n\n    override fun isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean = error(\"Can's check

isInstance on ErrorKClass\")\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other === this\n\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int = 0\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\ninternal actual inline val

KClass<*>.qualifiedOrSimpleName: String?\n    get() = simpleName","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under

the module\n\n// TODO: Remove once JsReflectionAPICallChecker supports more reflection

types\n@file:Suppress(\"Unsupported\")\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.*\nimport

kotlin.reflect.js.internal.*\n\n@JsName(\"createKType\")\ninternal fun createKType(\n    classifier: KClassifier,\n

arguments: Array<KTypeProjection>,\n    isMarkedNullable: Boolean\n) =\n    KTypeImpl(classifier,

arguments.asList(), isMarkedNullable)\n\n@JsName(\"createDynamicKType\")\ninternal fun

createDynamicKType(): KType = DynamicKType\n\n@JsName(\"markKTypeNullable\")\ninternal fun
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markKTypeNullable(kType: KType) = KTypeImpl(kType.classifier!!, kType.arguments,

true)\n\n@JsName(\"createKTypeParameter\")\ninternal fun createKTypeParameter(\n    name: String,\n

upperBounds: Array<KType>,\n    variance: String\n): KTypeParameter {\n    val kVariance = when (variance) {\n

    \"in\" -> KVariance.IN\n        \"out\" -> KVariance.OUT\n        else -> KVariance.INVARIANT\n    }\n\n    return

KTypeParameterImpl(name, upperBounds.asList(), kVariance,

false)\n}\n\n@JsName(\"getStarKTypeProjection\")\ninternal fun getStarKTypeProjection(): KTypeProjection =\n

KTypeProjection.STAR\n\n@JsName(\"createCovariantKTypeProjection\")\ninternal fun

createCovariantKTypeProjection(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\n

KTypeProjection.covariant(type)\n\n@JsName(\"createInvariantKTypeProjection\")\ninternal fun

createInvariantKTypeProjection(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\n

KTypeProjection.invariant(type)\n\n@JsName(\"createContravariantKTypeProjection\")\ninternal fun

createContravariantKTypeProjection(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\n

KTypeProjection.contravariant(type)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect.js.internal\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.*\n\ninternal class

KTypeImpl(\n    override val classifier: KClassifier,\n    override val arguments: List<KTypeProjection>,\n

override val isMarkedNullable: Boolean\n) : KType {\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n        other

is KTypeImpl &&\n                classifier == other.classifier && arguments == other.arguments &&

isMarkedNullable == other.isMarkedNullable\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        (classifier.hashCode() * 31

+ arguments.hashCode()) * 31 + isMarkedNullable.hashCode()\n\n    override fun toString(): String {\n        val

kClass = (classifier as? KClass<*>)\n        val classifierName = when {\n            kClass == null ->

classifier.toString()\n            kClass.simpleName != null -> kClass.simpleName\n            else -> \"(non-denotable

type)\"\n        }\n\n        val args =\n            if (arguments.isEmpty()) \"\"\n            else arguments.joinToString(\", \",

\"<\", \">\") { it.asString() }\n        val nullable = if (isMarkedNullable) \"?\" else \"\"\n\n        return classifierName

+ args + nullable\n    }\n\n    // TODO: this should be the implementation of KTypeProjection.toString, see KT-

30071\n    private fun KTypeProjection.asString(): String {\n        if (variance == null) return \"*\"\n        return

variance.prefixString() + type.toString()\n    }\n}\n\ninternal object DynamicKType : KType {\n    override val

classifier: KClassifier? = null\n    override val arguments: List<KTypeProjection> = emptyList()\n    override val

isMarkedNullable: Boolean = false\n    override fun toString(): String = \"dynamic\"\n}\n\ninternal fun

KVariance.prefixString() =\n    when (this) {\n        KVariance.INVARIANT -> \"\"\n        KVariance.IN -> \"in \"\n

      KVariance.OUT -> \"out \"\n    }\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect.js.internal\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.*\n\ninternal data class

KTypeParameterImpl(\n    override val name: String,\n    override val upperBounds: List<KType>,\n    override val

variance: KVariance,\n    override val isReified: Boolean\n) : KTypeParameter {\n    override fun toString(): String

= name\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.reflect.js.internal\n\nimport kotlin.js.JsClass\n\n@JsName(\"PrimitiveClasses\")\ninternal

object PrimitiveClasses {\n    @JsName(\"anyClass\")\n    val anyClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Object\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Any\", { it is Any })\n\n

@JsName(\"numberClass\")\n    val numberClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Number>>(), \"Number\", { it is Number })\n\n

@JsName(\"nothingClass\")\n    val nothingClass = NothingKClassImpl\n\n    @JsName(\"booleanClass\")\n    val

booleanClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Boolean\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Boolean>>(), \"Boolean\", { it is Boolean

})\n\n    @JsName(\"byteClass\")\n    val byteClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Byte>>(), \"Byte\", { it is Byte })\n\n

@JsName(\"shortClass\")\n    val shortClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Short>>(),

\"Short\", { it is Short })\n\n    @JsName(\"intClass\")\n    val intClass =
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PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Int>>(), \"Int\", { it is Int })\n\n

@JsName(\"floatClass\")\n    val floatClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Float>>(),

\"Float\", { it is Float })\n\n    @JsName(\"doubleClass\")\n    val doubleClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Double>>(), \"Double\", { it is Double })\n\n

@JsName(\"arrayClass\")\n    val arrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Array<*>>>(), \"Array\", { it is Array<*> })\n\n

@JsName(\"stringClass\")\n    val stringClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"String\").unsafeCast<JsClass<String>>(),

\"String\", { it is String })\n\n    @JsName(\"throwableClass\")\n    val throwableClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Error\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Throwable>>(), \"Throwable\", { it is Throwable })\n\n

@JsName(\"booleanArrayClass\")\n    val booleanArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<BooleanArray>>(), \"BooleanArray\", { it is BooleanArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"charArrayClass\")\n    val charArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Uint16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<CharArray>>(), \"CharArray\", { it is CharArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"byteArrayClass\")\n    val byteArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int8Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ByteArray>>(), \"ByteArray\", { it is ByteArray })\n\n

@JsName(\"shortArrayClass\")\n    val shortArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ShortArray>>(), \"ShortArray\", { it is ShortArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"intArrayClass\")\n    val intArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<IntArray>>(), \"IntArray\", { it is IntArray })\n\n

@JsName(\"longArrayClass\")\n    val longArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<LongArray>>(), \"LongArray\", { it is LongArray })\n\n

@JsName(\"floatArrayClass\")\n    val floatArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<FloatArray>>(), \"FloatArray\", { it is FloatArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"doubleArrayClass\")\n    val doubleArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float64Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<DoubleArray>>(), \"DoubleArray\", { it is

DoubleArray })\n\n    @JsName(\"functionClass\")\n    fun functionClass(arity: Int): KClassImpl<Any> {\n

return functionClasses.get(arity) ?: run {\n            val result =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Function\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Function$arity\",\n

 { jsTypeOf(it) === \"function\" && it.asDynamic().length === arity })\n            functionClasses.asDynamic()[arity]

= result\n            result\n        }\n    }\n}\n\nprivate val functionClasses =

arrayOfNulls<KClassImpl<Any>>(0)","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under the module\n\nimport

kotlin.reflect.*\nimport kotlin.reflect.js.internal.*\n\n@JsName(\"getKClass\")\ninternal fun <T : Any>

getKClass(jClass: Any /* JsClass<T> | Array<JsClass<T>> */): KClass<T> {\n    return if

(js(\"Array\").isArray(jClass)) {\n        getKClassM(jClass.unsafeCast<Array<JsClass<T>>>())\n    } else {\n

getKClass1(jClass.unsafeCast<JsClass<T>>())\n    }\n}\n\n@JsName(\"getKClassM\")\ninternal fun <T : Any>

getKClassM(jClasses: Array<JsClass<T>>): KClass<T> = when (jClasses.size) {\n    1 ->

getKClass1(jClasses[0])\n    0 -> NothingKClassImpl.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\n    else ->

ErrorKClass().unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\n}\n\n@JsName(\"getKClassFromExpression\")\ninternal fun <T : Any>

getKClassFromExpression(e: T): KClass<T> =\n    when (jsTypeOf(e)) {\n        \"string\" ->

PrimitiveClasses.stringClass\n        \"number\" -> if (jsBitwiseOr(e, 0).asDynamic() === e)

PrimitiveClasses.intClass else PrimitiveClasses.doubleClass\n        \"boolean\" -> PrimitiveClasses.booleanClass\n

   \"function\" -> PrimitiveClasses.functionClass(e.asDynamic().length)\n        else -> {\n            when {\n                e

is BooleanArray -> PrimitiveClasses.booleanArrayClass\n                e is CharArray ->

PrimitiveClasses.charArrayClass\n                e is ByteArray -> PrimitiveClasses.byteArrayClass\n                e is

ShortArray -> PrimitiveClasses.shortArrayClass\n                e is IntArray -> PrimitiveClasses.intArrayClass\n

   e is LongArray -> PrimitiveClasses.longArrayClass\n                e is FloatArray ->
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PrimitiveClasses.floatArrayClass\n                e is DoubleArray -> PrimitiveClasses.doubleArrayClass\n                e is

KClass<*> -> KClass::class\n                e is Array<*> -> PrimitiveClasses.arrayClass\n                else -> {\n

    val constructor = js(\"Object\").getPrototypeOf(e).constructor\n                    when {\n                        constructor

=== js(\"Object\") -> PrimitiveClasses.anyClass\n                        constructor === js(\"Error\") ->

PrimitiveClasses.throwableClass\n                        else -> {\n                            val jsClass: JsClass<T> =

constructor\n                            getKClass1(jsClass)\n                        }\n                    }\n                }\n            }\n

}\n    }.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\n\n@JsName(\"getKClass1\")\ninternal fun <T : Any> getKClass1(jClass:

JsClass<T>): KClass<T> {\n    if (jClass === js(\"String\")) return

PrimitiveClasses.stringClass.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\n\n    val metadata = jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`\n\n

return if (metadata != null) {\n        if (metadata.`$kClass$` == null) {\n            val kClass =

SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\n            metadata.`$kClass$` = kClass\n            kClass\n        } else {\n

metadata.`$kClass$`\n        }\n    } else {\n        SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [RegExp

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp) to Kotlin.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\npublic external class RegExp(pattern: String, flags: String? =

definedExternally) {\n\n    public fun test(str: String): Boolean\n\n    public fun exec(str: String): RegExpMatch?\n\n

  public override fun toString(): String\n\n    /**\n     * The lastIndex is a read/write integer property of regular

expressions that specifies the index at which to start the next match.\n     */\n    public var lastIndex: Int\n\n    public

val global: Boolean\n    public val ignoreCase: Boolean\n    public val multiline: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Resets the

regular expression so that subsequent [RegExp.test] and [RegExp.exec] calls will match starting with the beginning

of the input string.\n */\npublic fun RegExp.reset() {\n    lastIndex = 0\n}\n\n// TODO: Inherit from array or

introduce asArray() extension\n/**\n * Represents the return value of [RegExp.exec].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOT_DOCUMENTED\")\npublic external interface RegExpMatch {\n    public val index: Int\n

public val input: String\n    public val length: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the entire text matched by [RegExp.exec] if

the [index] parameter is 0, or the text matched by the capturing parenthesis\n * at the given index.\n */\npublic inline

operator fun RegExpMatch.get(index: Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Converts the result of

[RegExp.exec] to an array where the first element contains the entire matched text and each subsequent\n * element

is the text matched by each capturing parenthesis.\n */\npublic inline fun RegExpMatch.asArray(): Array<out

String?> = unsafeCast<Array<out String?>>()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.sequences\n\ninternal actual class

ConstrainedOnceSequence<T> actual constructor(sequence: Sequence<T>) : Sequence<T> {\n    private var

sequenceRef: Sequence<T>? = sequence\n\n    actual override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n        val sequence =

sequenceRef ?: throw IllegalStateException(\"This sequence can be consumed only once.\")\n        sequenceRef =

null\n        return sequence.iterator()\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n *  The exception thrown when a

character encoding or decoding error occurs.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic actual open class

CharacterCodingException(message: String?) : Exception(message) {\n    actual constructor() : this(null)\n}\n","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * A mutable sequence of characters.\n *\n * String builder can be used to efficiently perform

multiple string manipulation operations.\n */\npublic actual class StringBuilder actual constructor(content: String) :

Appendable, CharSequence {\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty string builder with the specified initial [capacity].\n

   *\n     * In Kotlin/JS implementation of StringBuilder the initial capacity has no effect on the further performance
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of operations.\n     */\n    actual constructor(capacity: Int) : this() {\n    }\n\n    /** Constructs a string builder that

contains the same characters as the specified [content] char sequence. */\n    actual constructor(content:

CharSequence) : this(content.toString()) {}\n\n    /** Constructs an empty string builder. */\n    actual constructor() :

this(\"\")\n\n    private var string: String = if (content !== undefined) content else \"\"\n\n    actual override val

length: Int\n        get() = string.asDynamic().length\n\n    actual override fun get(index: Int): Char =\n

string.getOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, length: $length}\") }\n\n    actual

override fun subSequence(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence = string.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\n\n

  actual override fun append(value: Char): StringBuilder {\n        string += value\n        return this\n    }\n\n    actual

override fun append(value: CharSequence?): StringBuilder {\n        string += value.toString()\n        return this\n

}\n\n    actual override fun append(value: CharSequence?, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder =\n

this.appendRange(value ?: \"null\", startIndex, endIndex)\n\n    /**\n     * Reverses the contents of this string builder

and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * Surrogate pairs included in this string builder are treated as single

characters.\n     * Therefore, the order of the high-low surrogates is never reversed.\n     *\n     * Note that the reverse

operation may produce new surrogate pairs that were unpaired low-surrogates and high-surrogates before the

operation.\n     * For example, reversing `\"\\uDC00\\uD800\"` produces `\"\\uD800\\uDC00\"` which is a valid

surrogate pair.\n     */\n    actual fun reverse(): StringBuilder {\n        var reversed = \"\"\n        var index =

string.length - 1\n        while (index >= 0) {\n            val low = string[index--]\n            if (low.isLowSurrogate() &&

index >= 0) {\n                val high = string[index--]\n                if (high.isHighSurrogate()) {\n                    reversed =

reversed + high + low\n                } else {\n                    reversed = reversed + low + high\n                }\n            }

else {\n                reversed += low\n            }\n        }\n        string = reversed\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Appends the string representation of the specified object [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n

*\n     * The overall effect is exactly as if the [value] were converted to a string by the `value.toString()` method,\n

* and then that string was appended to this string builder.\n     */\n    actual fun append(value: Any?): StringBuilder

{\n        string += value.toString()\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Appends the string representation of the

specified boolean [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The overall effect is exactly as

if the [value] were converted to a string by the `value.toString()` method,\n     * and then that string was appended to

this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n    actual fun append(value: Boolean): StringBuilder {\n

string += value\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Appends characters in the specified character array [value] to

this string builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * Characters are appended in order, starting at the index 0.\n

*/\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun append(value:

CharArray): StringBuilder {\n        @OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n        string += value.concatToString()\n

     return this\n    }\n\n    @Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility.\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\n    fun append(value: String): StringBuilder = append(value)\n\n    /**\n     * Appends

the specified string [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * If [value] is `null`, then the

four characters `\"null\"` are appended.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n    actual fun append(value: String?):

StringBuilder {\n        this.string += value ?: \"null\"\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the current

capacity of this string builder.\n     *\n     * The capacity is the maximum length this string builder can have before

an allocation occurs.\n     *\n     * In Kotlin/JS implementation of StringBuilder the value returned from this method

may not indicate the actual size of the backing storage.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n//

@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n    @Deprecated(\"Obtaining StringBuilder capacity is not supported in JS and common

code.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    actual fun capacity(): Int = length\n\n    /**\n     * Ensures that the

capacity of this string builder is at least equal to the specified [minimumCapacity].\n     *\n     * If the current

capacity is less than the [minimumCapacity], a new backing storage is allocated with greater capacity.\n     *

Otherwise, this method takes no action and simply returns.\n     *\n     * In Kotlin/JS implementation of

StringBuilder the size of the backing storage is not extended to comply the given [minimumCapacity],\n     * thus

calling this method has no effect on the further performance of operations.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun ensureCapacity(minimumCapacity: Int) {\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the index within this string builder of the first occurrence of the specified [string].\n     *\n
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  * Returns `-1` if the specified [string] does not occur in this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun indexOf(string: String): Int =

this.string.asDynamic().indexOf(string)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the index within this string builder of the first

occurrence of the specified [string],\n     * starting at the specified [startIndex].\n     *\n     * Returns `-1` if the

specified [string] does not occur in this string builder starting at the specified [startIndex].\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun indexOf(string: String,

startIndex: Int): Int = this.string.asDynamic().indexOf(string, startIndex)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the index within

this string builder of the last occurrence of the specified [string].\n     * The last occurrence of empty string `\"\"` is

considered to be at the index equal to `this.length`.\n     *\n     * Returns `-1` if the specified [string] does not occur

in this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n

actual fun lastIndexOf(string: String): Int = this.string.asDynamic().lastIndexOf(string)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the

index within this string builder of the last occurrence of the specified [string],\n     * starting from the specified

[startIndex] toward the beginning.\n     *\n     * Returns `-1` if the specified [string] does not occur in this string

builder starting at the specified [startIndex].\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun lastIndexOf(string: String, startIndex: Int): Int {\n

     if (string.isEmpty() && startIndex < 0) return -1\n        return this.string.asDynamic().lastIndexOf(string,

startIndex)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts the string representation of the specified boolean [value] into this string

builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The overall effect is exactly as if the [value]

were converted to a string by the `value.toString()` method,\n     * and then that string was inserted into this string

builder at the specified [index].\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or

greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun insert(index: Int, value: Boolean): StringBuilder

{\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, length)\n\n        string = string.substring(0, index) + value +

string.substring(index)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts the specified character [value] into this string

builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun insert(index: Int, value: Char): StringBuilder {\n

   AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, length)\n\n        string = string.substring(0, index) + value +

string.substring(index)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts characters in the specified character array

[value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The inserted characters

go in same order as in the [value] character array, starting at [index].\n     *\n     * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun insert(index: Int, value:

CharArray): StringBuilder {\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, length)\n\n

@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n        string = string.substring(0, index) + value.concatToString() +

string.substring(index)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts characters in the specified character sequence

[value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The inserted characters

go in the same order as in the [value] character sequence, starting at [index].\n     *\n     * @param index the position

in this string builder to insert at.\n     * @param value the character sequence from which characters are inserted. If

[value] is `null`, then the four characters `\"null\"` are inserted.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun insert(index: Int, value: CharSequence?):

StringBuilder {\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, length)\n\n        string = string.substring(0, index) +

value.toString() + string.substring(index)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts the string representation of

the specified object [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The

overall effect is exactly as if the [value] were converted to a string by the `value.toString()` method,\n     * and then

that string was inserted into this string builder at the specified [index].\n     *\n     * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n
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@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun insert(index: Int, value:

Any?): StringBuilder {\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, length)\n\n        string = string.substring(0,

index) + value.toString() + string.substring(index)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    @Deprecated(\"Provided for binary

compatibility.\", level = DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\n    fun insert(index: Int, value: String): StringBuilder =

insert(index, value)\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts the string [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and

returns this instance.\n     *\n     * If [value] is `null`, then the four characters `\"null\"` are inserted.\n     *\n     *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n

 */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun insert(index: Int,

value: String?): StringBuilder {\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, length)\n\n        val toInsert = value ?:

\"null\"\n        this.string = this.string.substring(0, index) + toInsert + this.string.substring(index)\n        return this\n

}\n\n    /**\n     *  Sets the length of this string builder to the specified [newLength].\n     *\n     *  If the [newLength]

is less than the current length, it is changed to the specified [newLength].\n     *  Otherwise, null characters '\\u0000'

are appended to this string builder until its length is less than the [newLength].\n     *\n     *  Note that in Kotlin/JS

[set] operator function has non-constant execution time complexity.\n     *  Therefore, increasing length of this string

builder and then updating each character by index may slow down your program.\n     *\n     *  @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] if [newLength] is less than zero.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun setLength(newLength:

Int) {\n        if (newLength < 0) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Negative new length:

$newLength.\")\n        }\n\n        if (newLength <= length) {\n            string = string.substring(0, newLength)\n        }

else {\n            for (i in length until newLength) {\n                string += '\\u0000'\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n

 * Returns a new [String] that contains characters in this string builder at [startIndex] (inclusive) and up to the

[length] (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or greater

than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun substring(startIndex: Int): String {\n

AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(startIndex, length)\n\n        return string.substring(startIndex)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Returns a new [String] that contains characters in this string builder at [startIndex] (inclusive) and up to the

[endIndex] (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when

[startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this string builder indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun substring(startIndex:

Int, endIndex: Int): String {\n        AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\n\n        return

string.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Attempts to reduce storage used for this string builder.\n

  *\n     * If the backing storage of this string builder is larger than necessary to hold its current contents,\n     * then

it may be resized to become more space efficient.\n     * Calling this method may, but is not required to, affect the

value of the [capacity] property.\n     *\n     * In Kotlin/JS implementation of StringBuilder the size of the backing

storage is always equal to the length of the string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    actual fun trimToSize() {\n    }\n\n    override fun toString():

String = string\n\n    /**\n     * Clears the content of this string builder making it empty and returns this instance.\n

*\n     * @sample samples.text.Strings.clearStringBuilder\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n    public fun clear():

StringBuilder {\n        string = \"\"\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the character at the specified [index]

to the specified [value].\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is out of bounds of this string

builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public

operator fun set(index: Int, value: Char) {\n        AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, length)\n\n        string =

string.substring(0, index) + value + string.substring(index + 1)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Replaces characters in the

specified range of this string builder with characters in the specified string [value] and returns this instance.\n     *\n

 * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the range to replace.\n     * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the range to replace.\n     * @param value the string to replace with.\n     *\n     * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] if [startIndex] is less than zero, greater than the length

of this string builder, or `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n
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@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public fun setRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, value:

String): StringBuilder {\n        checkReplaceRange(startIndex, endIndex, length)\n\n        this.string =

this.string.substring(0, startIndex) + value + this.string.substring(endIndex)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    private fun

checkReplaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, length: Int) {\n        if (startIndex < 0 || startIndex > length) {\n

     throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"startIndex: $startIndex, length: $length\")\n        }\n        if (startIndex >

endIndex) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"startIndex($startIndex) > endIndex($endIndex)\")\n        }\n

  }\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the character at the specified [index] from this string builder and returns this instance.\n

   *\n     * If the `Char` at the specified [index] is part of a supplementary code point, this method does not remove

the entire supplementary character.\n     *\n     * @param index the index of `Char` to remove.\n     *\n     * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is out of bounds of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public fun deleteAt(index: Int): StringBuilder {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, length)\n\n        string = string.substring(0, index) + string.substring(index +

1)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Removes characters in the specified range from this string builder and

returns this instance.\n     *\n     * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the range to remove.\n     *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the range to remove.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] is out of range of this string builder indices or when `startIndex >

endIndex`.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public fun

deleteRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder {\n        checkReplaceRange(startIndex, endIndex,

length)\n\n        string = string.substring(0, startIndex) + string.substring(endIndex)\n        return this\n    }\n\n

/**\n     * Copies characters from this string builder into the [destination] character array.\n     *\n     * @param

destination the array to copy to.\n     * @param destinationOffset the position in the array to copy to, 0 by default.\n

  * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the range to copy, 0 by default.\n     * @param endIndex the end

(exclusive) of the range to copy, length of this string builder by default.\n     *\n     * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

string builder indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n     *  or when that index

is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public fun toCharArray(destination: CharArray,

destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int = this.length) {\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, length)\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(destinationOffset, destinationOffset + endIndex - startIndex, destination.size)\n\n

     var dstIndex = destinationOffset\n        for (index in startIndex until endIndex) {\n            destination[dstIndex++]

= string[index]\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Appends characters in a subarray of the specified character array

[value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * Characters are appended in order, starting at

specified [startIndex].\n     *\n     * @param value the array from which characters are appended.\n     * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subarray to append.\n     * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subarray to append.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when

[startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the [value] array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public fun appendRange(value:

CharArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder {\n        @OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n

string += value.concatToString(startIndex, endIndex)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Appends a subsequence

of the specified character sequence [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * @param value

the character sequence from which a subsequence is appended.\n     * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive)

of the subsequence to append.\n     * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subsequence to append.\n     *\n

* @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of the [value] character sequence indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

  @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public fun appendRange(value: CharSequence, startIndex:

Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder {\n        val stringCsq = value.toString()\n
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AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, stringCsq.length)\n\n        string +=

stringCsq.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\n        return this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts characters in a subarray of

the specified character array [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n

  * The inserted characters go in same order as in the [value] array, starting at [index].\n     *\n     * @param index

the position in this string builder to insert at.\n     * @param value the array from which characters are inserted.\n

* @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subarray to insert.\n     * @param endIndex the end (exclusive)

of the subarray to insert.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when

[startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the [value] array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n

 */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public fun

insertRange(index: Int, value: CharArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder {\n

AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, this.length)\n\n        @OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n        string =

string.substring(0, index) + value.concatToString(startIndex, endIndex) + string.substring(index)\n        return this\n

 }\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts characters in a subsequence of the specified character sequence [value] into this string

builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The inserted characters go in the same order as

in the [value] character sequence, starting at [index].\n     *\n     * @param index the position in this string builder to

insert at.\n     * @param value the character sequence from which a subsequence is inserted.\n     * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subsequence to insert.\n     * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the

subsequence to insert.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when

[startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the [value] character sequence indices or when `startIndex >

endIndex`.\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this

string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public

fun insertRange(index: Int, value: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder {\n

AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, length)\n\n        val stringCsq = value.toString()\n

AbstractList.checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex, endIndex, stringCsq.length)\n\n        string = string.substring(0, index)

+ stringCsq.substring(startIndex, endIndex) + string.substring(index)\n        return this\n    }\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Clears

the content of this string builder making it empty and returns this instance.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.clearStringBuilder\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun StringBuilder.clear(): StringBuilder = this.clear()\n\n/**\n *

Sets the character at the specified [index] to the specified [value].\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[index] is out of bounds of this string builder.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline operator fun

StringBuilder.set(index: Int, value: Char) = this.set(index, value)\n\n/**\n * Replaces characters in the specified

range of this string builder with characters in the specified string [value] and returns this instance.\n *\n * @param

startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the range to replace.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the range to

replace.\n * @param value the string to replace with.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] if [startIndex] is less than zero, greater than the length of this string builder, or

`startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun

StringBuilder.setRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, value: String): StringBuilder =\n    this.setRange(startIndex,

endIndex, value)\n\n/**\n * Removes the character at the specified [index] from this string builder and returns this

instance.\n *\n * If the `Char` at the specified [index] is part of a supplementary code point, this method does not

remove the entire supplementary character.\n *\n * @param index the index of `Char` to remove.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is out of bounds of this string builder.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA
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DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun StringBuilder.deleteAt(index:

Int): StringBuilder = this.deleteAt(index)\n\n/**\n * Removes characters in the specified range from this string

builder and returns this instance.\n *\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the range to remove.\n *

@param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the range to remove.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] is out of range of this string builder indices or when `startIndex >

endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun

StringBuilder.deleteRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder = this.deleteRange(startIndex,

endIndex)\n\n/**\n * Copies characters from this string builder into the [destination] character array.\n *\n *

@param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param destinationOffset the position in the array to copy to, 0 by

default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the range to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex

the end (exclusive) of the range to copy, length of this string builder by default.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this

string builder indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException when the

subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified [destinationOffset],\n *  or when that index is

out of the [destination] array indices range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\",

\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual inline fun

StringBuilder.toCharArray(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

this.length) =\n    this.toCharArray(destination, destinationOffset, startIndex, endIndex)\n\n/**\n * Appends

characters in a subarray of the specified character array [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n *\n *

Characters are appended in order, starting at specified [startIndex].\n *\n * @param value the array from which

characters are appended.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subarray to append.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subarray to append.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the [value] array indices or when

`startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun

StringBuilder.appendRange(value: CharArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder =\n

this.appendRange(value, startIndex, endIndex)\n\n/**\n * Appends a subsequence of the specified character

sequence [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n *\n * @param value the character sequence from

which a subsequence is appended.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subsequence to append.\n

* @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subsequence to append.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the

[value] character sequence indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun

StringBuilder.appendRange(value: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder =\n

this.appendRange(value, startIndex, endIndex)\n\n/**\n * Inserts characters in a subarray of the specified character

array [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n *\n * The inserted characters

go in same order as in the [value] array, starting at [index].\n *\n * @param index the position in this string builder

to insert at.\n * @param value the array from which characters are inserted.\n * @param startIndex the beginning

(inclusive) of the subarray to insert.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subarray to insert.\n *\n *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of the [value] array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun

StringBuilder.insertRange(index: Int, value: CharArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder =\n

this.insertRange(index, value, startIndex, endIndex)\n\n/**\n * Inserts characters in a subsequence of the specified

character sequence [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n *\n * The

inserted characters go in the same order as in the [value] character sequence, starting at [index].\n *\n * @param

index the position in this string builder to insert at.\n * @param value the character sequence from which a

subsequence is inserted.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subsequence to insert.\n * @param

endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subsequence to insert.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the [value] character sequence

indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or

greater than the length of this string builder.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHA

DOWED_BY_MEMBER\", \"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic actual inline fun

StringBuilder.insertRange(index: Int, value: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder =\n

this.insertRange(index, value, startIndex, endIndex)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n// actually \\s is enough to match all

whitespace, but \\xA0 added because of different regexp behavior of Rhino used in Selenium tests\npublic actual fun

Char.isWhitespace(): Boolean = toString().matches(\"[\\\\s\\\\xA0]\")\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to lower

case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n

*/\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

Char.toLowerCase(): Char = lowercaseChar()\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to lower case using Unicode

mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function performs one-to-one character mapping.\n * To support

one-to-many character mapping use the [lowercase] function.\n * If this character has no mapping equivalent, the

character itself is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.lowercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

Char.lowercaseChar(): Char =

toString().asDynamic().toLowerCase().charCodeAt(0).unsafeCast<Int>().toChar()\n\n/**\n * Converts this

character to lower case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function supports one-to-

many character mapping, thus the length of the returned string can be greater than one.\n * For example,

`'\\u0130'.lowercase()` returns `\"\\u0069\\u0307\"`,\n * where `'\\u0130'` is the LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH

DOT ABOVE character (`\u0130`).\n * If this character has no lower case mapping, the result of `toString()` of this

char is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.lowercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

Char.lowercase(): String = toString().asDynamic().toLowerCase() as String\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to

upper case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n

*/\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

Char.toUpperCase(): Char = uppercaseChar()\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to upper case using Unicode

mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function performs one-to-one character mapping.\n * To support

one-to-many character mapping use the [uppercase] function.\n * If this character has no mapping equivalent, the

character itself is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.uppercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic actual fun Char.uppercaseChar(): Char {\n    val

uppercase = uppercase()\n    return if (uppercase.length > 1) this else uppercase[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this

character to upper case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function supports one-to-

many character mapping, thus the length of the returned string can be greater than one.\n * For example,

`'\\uFB00'.uppercase()` returns `\"\\u0046\\u0046\"`,\n * where `'\\uFB00'` is the LATIN SMALL LIGATURE FF

character (`\ufb00`).\n * If this character has no upper case mapping, the result of `toString()` of this char is
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returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.uppercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

Char.uppercase(): String = toString().asDynamic().toUpperCase() as String\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this character

is a Unicode high-surrogate code unit (also known as leading-surrogate code unit).\n */\npublic actual fun

Char.isHighSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_HIGH_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_HIGH_SURROGATE\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this character is a

Unicode low-surrogate code unit (also known as trailing-surrogate code unit).\n */\npublic actual fun

Char.isLowSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_LOW_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_LOW_SURROGATE\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

the content of this string is equal to the word \"true\", ignoring case, and `false` otherwise.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Kotlin compiler 1.4 to avoid deprecation warning.\")\n@DeprecatedSinceKotlin(hiddenSince =

\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun String.toBoolean(): Boolean =

this.toBoolean()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this string is not `null` and its content is equal to the word \"true\",

ignoring case, and `false` otherwise.\n */\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic

actual fun String?.toBoolean(): Boolean = this != null && this.lowercase() == \"true\"\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as

a signed [Byte] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n */\npublic actual fun String.toByte(): Byte = toByteOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result.\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\npublic actual fun

String.toByte(radix: Int): Byte = toByteOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a

[Short] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n */\npublic actual fun String.toShort(): Short = toShortOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the result.\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\npublic actual fun

String.toShort(radix: Int): Short = toShortOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as

an [Int] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n */\npublic actual fun String.toInt(): Int = toIntOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result.\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\npublic actual fun

String.toInt(radix: Int): Int = toIntOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Long]

number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\n */\npublic actual fun String.toLong(): Long = toLongOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n *

Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not

a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for

string to number conversion.\n */\npublic actual fun String.toLong(radix: Int): Long = toLongOrNull(radix) ?:

numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Double] number and returns the result.\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n */\npublic actual fun

String.toDouble(): Double = (+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().also {\n    if (it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN()

|| it == 0.0 && this.isBlank())\n        numberFormatError(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number

and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun String.toFloat(): Float =

toDouble().unsafeCast<Float>()\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Double] number and returns the result\n * or `null`

if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n */\npublic actual fun String.toDoubleOrNull(): Double? =
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(+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().takeIf {\n    !(it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN() || it == 0.0 &&

this.isBlank())\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is

not a valid representation of a number.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual inline fun

String.toFloatOrNull(): Float? = toDoubleOrNull().unsafeCast<Float?>()\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation

of this [Byte] value in the specified [radix].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid

radix for number to string conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual

inline fun Byte.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of

this [Short] value in the specified [radix].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid

radix for number to string conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic actual

inline fun Short.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of

this [Int] value in the specified [radix].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix

for number to string conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic actual fun Int.toString(radix: Int): String =

asDynamic().toString(checkRadix(radix))\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\nprivate fun String.isNaN():

Boolean = when (this.lowercase()) {\n    \"nan\", \"+nan\", \"-nan\" -> true\n    else -> false\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks

whether the given [radix] is valid radix for string to number and number to string conversion.\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\ninternal actual fun checkRadix(radix: Int): Int {\n    if (radix !in 2..36) {\n        throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"radix $radix was not in valid range 2..36\")\n    }\n    return radix\n}\n\ninternal actual

fun digitOf(char: Char, radix: Int): Int = when {\n    char >= '0' && char <= '9' -> char - '0'\n    char >= 'A' && char

<= 'Z' -> char - 'A' + 10\n    char >= 'a' && char <= 'z' -> char - 'a' + 10\n    else -> -1\n}.let { if (it >= radix) -1 else

it }\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this

source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\n\n/**\n * Provides enumeration values to use to set regular

expression options.\n */\npublic actual enum class RegexOption(val value: String) {\n    /** Enables case-insensitive

matching. */\n    IGNORE_CASE(\"i\"),\n    /** Enables multiline mode.\n     *\n     * In multiline mode the

expressions `^` and `$` match just after or just before,\n     * respectively, a line terminator or the end of the input

sequence. */\n    MULTILINE(\"m\")\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Represents the results from a single capturing group within a

[MatchResult] of [Regex].\n *\n * @param value The value of captured group.\n */\npublic actual data class

MatchGroup(actual val value: String)\n\n\n/**\n * Represents a compiled regular expression.\n * Provides functions

to match strings in text with a pattern, replace the found occurrences and split text around matches.\n *\n * For

pattern syntax reference see [MDN RegExp](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp#Special_characters_meaning_in_regular_expressions)\

n * and

[http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp](https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp).\n

*\n * @constructor Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified set of

[options].\n */\npublic actual class Regex actual constructor(pattern: String, options: Set<RegexOption>) {\n\n    /**

Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified single [option].  */\n    public actual

constructor(pattern: String, option: RegexOption) : this(pattern, setOf(option))\n\n    /** Creates a regular expression

from the specified [pattern] string and the default options.  */\n    public actual constructor(pattern: String) :

this(pattern, emptySet())\n\n\n    /** The pattern string of this regular expression. */\n    public actual val pattern:

String = pattern\n    /** The set of options that were used to create this regular expression. */\n    public actual val

options: Set<RegexOption> = options.toSet()\n    private val nativePattern: RegExp = RegExp(pattern, options.map

{ it.value }.joinToString(separator = \"\") + \"g\")\n\n    /** Indicates whether the regular expression matches the

entire [input]. */\n    public actual infix fun matches(input: CharSequence): Boolean {\n        nativePattern.reset()\n

   val match = nativePattern.exec(input.toString())\n        return match != null && match.index == 0 &&

nativePattern.lastIndex == input.length\n    }\n\n    /** Indicates whether the regular expression can find at least one

match in the specified [input]. */\n    public actual fun containsMatchIn(input: CharSequence): Boolean {\n

nativePattern.reset()\n        return nativePattern.test(input.toString())\n    }\n\n    /** Returns the first match of a

regular expression in the [input], beginning at the specified [startIndex].\n     *\n     * @param startIndex An index to
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start search with, by default 0. Must be not less than zero and not greater than `input.length()`\n     * @return An

instance of [MatchResult] if match was found or `null` otherwise.\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[startIndex] is less than zero or greater than the length of the [input] char sequence.\n     */\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n    public actual fun find(input:

CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0): MatchResult? {\n        if (startIndex < 0 || startIndex > input.length) {\n

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Start index out of bounds: $startIndex, input length: ${input.length}\")\n

}\n        return nativePattern.findNext(input.toString(), startIndex)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a sequence of all

occurrences of a regular expression within the [input] string, beginning at the specified [startIndex].\n     *\n     *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than zero or greater than the length of the [input] char

sequence.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.text.Regexps.findAll\n     */\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n    public actual fun findAll(input:

CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0): Sequence<MatchResult> {\n        if (startIndex < 0 || startIndex > input.length)

{\n            throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Start index out of bounds: $startIndex, input length:

${input.length}\")\n        }\n        return generateSequence({ find(input, startIndex) }, { match -> match.next() })\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Attempts to match the entire [input] CharSequence against the pattern.\n     *\n     * @return An

instance of [MatchResult] if the entire input matches or `null` otherwise.\n     */\n    public actual fun

matchEntire(input: CharSequence): MatchResult? {\n        if (pattern.startsWith('^') && pattern.endsWith('$'))\n

   return find(input)\n        else\n            return Regex(\"^${pattern.trimStart('^').trimEnd('$')}$\",

options).find(input)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Replaces all occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input]

string with specified [replacement] expression.\n     *\n     * @param replacement A replacement expression that can

include substitutions. See [String.prototype.replace](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/String/replace) function docs for details.\n     */\n    public

actual fun replace(input: CharSequence, replacement: String): String = input.toString().nativeReplace(nativePattern,

replacement)\n\n    /**\n     * Replaces all occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input] string with

the result of\n     * the given function [transform] that takes [MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as a\n     *

replacement for that match.\n     */\n    public actual inline fun replace(input: CharSequence, transform:

(MatchResult) -> CharSequence): String {\n        var match = find(input)\n        if (match == null) return

input.toString()\n\n        var lastStart = 0\n        val length = input.length\n        val sb = StringBuilder(length)\n

do {\n            val foundMatch = match!!\n            sb.append(input, lastStart, foundMatch.range.start)\n

sb.append(transform(foundMatch))\n            lastStart = foundMatch.range.endInclusive + 1\n            match =

foundMatch.next()\n        } while (lastStart < length && match != null)\n\n        if (lastStart < length) {\n

sb.append(input, lastStart, length)\n        }\n\n        return sb.toString()\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Replaces the first

occurrence of this regular expression in the specified [input] string with specified [replacement] expression.\n     *\n

  * @param replacement A replacement expression that can include substitutions. See

[String.prototype.replace](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/String/replace) function docs for details.\n     */\n    public

actual fun replaceFirst(input: CharSequence, replacement: String): String {\n        val nonGlobalOptions =

options.map { it.value }.joinToString(separator = \"\")\n        return input.toString().nativeReplace(RegExp(pattern,

nonGlobalOptions), replacement)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Splits the [input] CharSequence around matches of this

regular expression.\n     *\n     * @param limit Non-negative value specifying the maximum number of substrings

the string can be split to.\n     * Zero by default means no limit is set.\n     */\n

@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\n    public actual fun split(input:

CharSequence, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\n        require(limit >= 0) { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was

$limit\" }\n        val matches = findAll(input).let { if (limit == 0) it else it.take(limit - 1) }\n        val result =

mutableListOf<String>()\n        var lastStart = 0\n\n        for (match in matches) {\n

result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart, match.range.start).toString())\n            lastStart = match.range.endInclusive +

1\n        }\n        result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart, input.length).toString())\n        return result\n    }\n\n\n

/**\n     * Returns the string representation of this regular expression, namely the [pattern] of this regular
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expression.\n     *\n     * Note that another regular expression constructed from the same pattern string may have

different [options]\n     * and may match strings differently.\n     */\n    public override fun toString(): String =

nativePattern.toString()\n\n    actual companion object {\n        /**\n         * Returns a regular expression that

matches the specified [literal] string literally.\n         * No characters of that string will have special meaning when

searching for an occurrence of the regular expression.\n         */\n        public actual fun fromLiteral(literal: String):

Regex = Regex(escape(literal))\n\n        /**\n         * Returns a regular expression pattern string that matches the

specified [literal] string literally.\n         * No characters of that string will have special meaning when searching for

an occurrence of the regular expression.\n         */\n        public actual fun escape(literal: String): String =

literal.nativeReplace(patternEscape, \"\\\\$&\")\n\n        /**\n         * Returns a literal replacement expression for the

specified [literal] string.\n         * No characters of that string will have special meaning when it is used as a

replacement string in [Regex.replace] function.\n         */\n        public actual fun escapeReplacement(literal: String):

String = literal.nativeReplace(replacementEscape, \"$$$$\")\n\n        private val patternEscape = RegExp(\"\"\"[-

\\\\^$*+?.()|[\\]{}]\"\"\", \"g\")\n        private val replacementEscape = RegExp(\"\"\"\\$\"\"\", \"g\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**

Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified single [option].

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\n@JsName(\"Regex_sb3q2\\$\")\npublic fun Regex_0(pattern: String, option:

RegexOption): Regex = Regex(pattern, setOf(option))\n\n/** Creates a regular expression from the specified

[pattern] string and the default options.  */\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\n@JsName(\"Regex_61zpoe\\$\")\npublic fun Regex_1(pattern: String): Regex =

Regex(pattern, emptySet())\n\n\n\n\nprivate fun RegExp.findNext(input: String, from: Int): MatchResult? {\n

this.lastIndex = from\n    val match = exec(input)\n    if (match == null) return null\n    val range =

match.index..lastIndex - 1\n\n    return object : MatchResult {\n        override val range: IntRange = range\n

override val value: String\n            get() = match[0]!!\n\n        override val groups: MatchGroupCollection = object :

MatchGroupCollection, AbstractCollection<MatchGroup?>() {\n            override val size: Int get() = match.length\n

          override fun iterator(): Iterator<MatchGroup?> = indices.asSequence().map { this[it] }.iterator()\n

override fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup? = match[index]?.let { MatchGroup(it) }\n        }\n\n\n        private var

groupValues_: List<String>? = null\n\n        override val groupValues: List<String>\n            get() {\n                if

(groupValues_ == null) {\n                    groupValues_ = object : AbstractList<String>() {\n                        override

val size: Int get() = match.length\n                        override fun get(index: Int): String = match[index] ?: \"\"\n

     }\n                }\n                return groupValues_!!\n            }\n\n        override fun next(): MatchResult? =

this@findNext.findNext(input, if (range.isEmpty()) range.start + 1 else range.endInclusive + 1)\n    }\n}\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun

String.nativeIndexOf(ch: Char, fromIndex: Int): Int = nativeIndexOf(ch.toString(),

fromIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal actual inline fun String.nativeLastIndexOf(ch: Char,

fromIndex: Int): Int = nativeLastIndexOf(ch.toString(), fromIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this string starts with

the specified prefix.\n */\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun String.startsWith(prefix: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase)\n        return

nativeStartsWith(prefix, 0)\n    else\n        return regionMatches(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if a substring of this string starting at the specified offset [startIndex] starts with the specified prefix.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun

String.startsWith(prefix: String, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase)\n

return nativeStartsWith(prefix, startIndex)\n    else\n        return regionMatches(startIndex, prefix, 0, prefix.length,

ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this string ends with the specified suffix.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun

String.endsWith(suffix: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase)\n        return

nativeEndsWith(suffix)\n    else\n        return regionMatches(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0, suffix.length,
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ignoreCase)\n}\n\n\npublic fun String.matches(regex: String): Boolean {\n    val result = this.match(regex)\n

return result != null && result.size != 0\n}\n\npublic actual fun CharSequence.isBlank(): Boolean = length == 0 || (if

(this is String) this else

this.toString()).matches(\"^[\\\\s\\\\xA0]+$\")\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_F

UNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual fun String?.equals(other: String?, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Boolean =\n    if (this == null)\n        other == null\n    else if (!ignoreCase)\n        this == other\n

else\n        other != null && this.lowercase() ==

other.lowercase()\n\n\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual

fun CharSequence.regionMatches(thisOffset: Int, other: CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Boolean =\n    regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset, other, otherOffset, length, ignoreCase)\n\n\n/**\n *

Returns a copy of this string having its first letter titlecased using the rules of the default locale,\n * or the original

string if it's empty or already starts with a title case letter.\n *\n * The title case of a character is usually the same as

its upper case with several exceptions.\n * The particular list of characters with the special title case form depends

on the underlying platform.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.capitalize\n */\npublic actual fun

String.capitalize(): String {\n    return if (isNotEmpty()) substring(0, 1).toUpperCase() + substring(1) else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a copy of this string having its first letter lowercased using the rules of the default

locale,\n * or the original string if it's empty or already starts with a lower case letter.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.decapitalize\n */\npublic actual fun String.decapitalize(): String {\n    return if (isNotEmpty())

substring(0, 1).toLowerCase() + substring(1) else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing this char sequence

repeated [n] times.\n * @throws [IllegalArgumentException] when n < 0.\n */\npublic actual fun

CharSequence.repeat(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Count 'n' must be non-negative, but was $n.\" }\n

return when (n) {\n        0 -> \"\"\n        1 -> this.toString()\n        else -> {\n            var result = \"\"\n            if

(!isEmpty()) {\n                var s = this.toString()\n                var count = n\n                while (true) {\n                    if

((count and 1) == 1) {\n                        result += s\n                    }\n                    count = count ushr 1\n                    if

(count == 0) {\n                        break\n                    }\n                    s += s\n                }\n            }\n            return

result\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic

actual fun String.replace(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if (ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"),

Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\n\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT

S\")\npublic actual fun String.replace(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if (ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"),

newChar.toString())\n\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENTS\")\npublic actual

fun String.replaceFirst(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if (ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"),

Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\n\n@Suppress(\"ACTUAL_FUNCTION_WITH_DEFAULT_ARGUMENT

S\")\npublic actual fun String.replaceFirst(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if (ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"),

newChar.toString())\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/** Returns the negative [size] if [throwOnMalformed] is

false, throws [CharacterCodingException] otherwise. */\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\nprivate fun

malformed(size: Int, index: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\n    if (throwOnMalformed) throw

CharacterCodingException(\"Malformed sequence starting at ${index - 1}\")\n    return -size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

code point corresponding to UTF-16 surrogate pair,\n * where the first of the pair is the [high] and the second is in

the [string] at the [index].\n * Returns zero if the pair is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\n *\n *

@throws CharacterCodingException if the pair is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\n */\nprivate fun

codePointFromSurrogate(string: String, high: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\n

if (high !in 0xD800..0xDBFF || index >= endIndex) {\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n
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  val low = string[index].toInt()\n    if (low !in 0xDC00..0xDFFF) {\n        return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n    return 0x10000 + ((high and 0x3FF) shl 10) or (low and 0x3FF)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of two bytes,\n * where the first byte of the sequence is the

[byte1] and the second byte is in the [bytes] array at the [index].\n * Returns zero if the sequence is malformed and

[throwOnMalformed] is false.\n *\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the sequence of two bytes is

malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\n */\nprivate fun codePointFrom2(bytes: ByteArray, byte1: Int, index:

Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\n    if (byte1 and 0x1E == 0 || index >= endIndex) {\n

return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n    val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\n    if (byte2 and 0xC0 !=

0x80) {\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n    return (byte1 shl 6) xor byte2 xor

0xF80\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of three bytes,\n * where the first byte of

the sequence is the [byte1] and the others are in the [bytes] array starting from the [index].\n * Returns a non-

positive value indicating number of bytes from [bytes] included in malformed sequence\n * if the sequence is

malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\n *\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the sequence of three

bytes is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\n */\nprivate fun codePointFrom3(bytes: ByteArray, byte1:

Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\n    if (index >= endIndex) {\n        return

malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n\n    val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\n    if (byte1 and 0xF == 0)

{\n        if (byte2 and 0xE0 != 0xA0) {\n            // Non-shortest form\n            return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n        }\n    } else if (byte1 and 0xF == 0xD) {\n        if (byte2 and 0xE0 != 0x80) {\n            //

Surrogate code point\n            return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\n        }\n    } else if (byte2 and 0xC0

!= 0x80) {\n        return malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n\n    if (index + 1 == endIndex) {\n

return malformed(1, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n    val byte3 = bytes[index + 1].toInt()\n    if (byte3 and

0xC0 != 0x80) {\n        return malformed(1, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n\n    return (byte1 shl 12) xor (byte2

shl 6) xor byte3 xor -0x1E080\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns code point corresponding to UTF-8 sequence of four bytes,\n *

where the first byte of the sequence is the [byte1] and the others are in the [bytes] array starting from the [index].\n *

Returns a non-positive value indicating number of bytes from [bytes] included in malformed sequence\n * if the

sequence is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is false.\n *\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the

sequence of four bytes is malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\n */\nprivate fun codePointFrom4(bytes:

ByteArray, byte1: Int, index: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): Int {\n    if (index >= endIndex) {\n

     malformed(0, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n\n    val byte2 = bytes[index].toInt()\n    if (byte1 and 0xF ==

0x0) {\n        if (byte2 and 0xF0 <= 0x80) {\n            // Non-shortest form\n            return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n        }\n    } else if (byte1 and 0xF == 0x4) {\n        if (byte2 and 0xF0 != 0x80) {\n            //

Out of Unicode code points domain (larger than U+10FFFF)\n            return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n        }\n    } else if (byte1 and 0xF > 0x4) {\n        return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n    } else if (byte2 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\n        return malformed(0, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n\n    if (index + 1 == endIndex) {\n        return malformed(1, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n    val byte3 = bytes[index + 1].toInt()\n    if (byte3 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\n        return

malformed(1, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n\n    if (index + 2 == endIndex) {\n        return malformed(2, index,

throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n    val byte4 = bytes[index + 2].toInt()\n    if (byte4 and 0xC0 != 0x80) {\n        return

malformed(2, index, throwOnMalformed)\n    }\n    return (byte1 shl 18) xor (byte2 shl 12) xor (byte3 shl 6) xor

byte4 xor 0x381F80\n}\n\n/**\n * Maximum number of bytes needed to encode a single char.\n *\n * Code points in

`0..0x7F` are encoded in a single byte.\n * Code points in `0x80..0x7FF` are encoded in two bytes.\n * Code points

in `0x800..0xD7FF` or in `0xE000..0xFFFF` are encoded in three bytes.\n * Surrogate code points in

`0xD800..0xDFFF` are not Unicode scalar values, therefore aren't encoded.\n * Code points in

`0x10000..0x10FFFF` are represented by a pair of surrogate `Char`s and are encoded in four bytes.\n */\nprivate

const val MAX_BYTES_PER_CHAR = 3\n\n/**\n * The byte sequence a malformed UTF-16 char sequence is

replaced by.\n */\nprivate val REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE: ByteArray = byteArrayOf(0xEF.toByte(),

0xBF.toByte(), 0xBD.toByte())\n\n/**\n * Encodes the [string] using UTF-8 and returns the resulting [ByteArray].\n

*\n * @param string the string to encode.\n * @param startIndex the start offset (inclusive) of the substring to
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encode.\n * @param endIndex the end offset (exclusive) of the substring to encode.\n * @param

throwOnMalformed whether to throw on malformed char sequence or replace by the

[REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE].\n *\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the char sequence is

malformed and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\n */\ninternal fun encodeUtf8(string: String, startIndex: Int, endIndex:

Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): ByteArray {\n    require(startIndex >= 0 && endIndex <= string.length &&

startIndex <= endIndex)\n\n    val bytes = ByteArray((endIndex - startIndex) * MAX_BYTES_PER_CHAR)\n    var

byteIndex = 0\n    var charIndex = startIndex\n\n    while (charIndex < endIndex) {\n        val code =

string[charIndex++].toInt()\n        when {\n            code < 0x80 ->\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = code.toByte()\n

         code < 0x800 -> {\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code shr 6) or 0xC0).toByte()\n

bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\n            }\n            code < 0xD800 || code >= 0xE000 ->

{\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code shr 12) or 0xE0).toByte()\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = (((code shr 6)

and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\n                bytes[byteIndex++] = ((code and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\n            }\n

else -> { // Surrogate char value\n                val codePoint = codePointFromSurrogate(string, code, charIndex,

endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\n                if (codePoint <= 0) {\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] =

REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[0]\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] =

REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[1]\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] =

REPLACEMENT_BYTE_SEQUENCE[2]\n                } else {\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = ((codePoint shr

18) or 0xF0).toByte()\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] = (((codePoint shr 12) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\n

      bytes[byteIndex++] = (((codePoint shr 6) and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\n                    bytes[byteIndex++] =

((codePoint and 0x3F) or 0x80).toByte()\n                    charIndex++\n                }\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n

return if (bytes.size == byteIndex) bytes else bytes.copyOf(byteIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * The character a malformed

UTF-8 byte sequence is replaced by.\n */\nprivate const val REPLACEMENT_CHAR = '\\uFFFD'\n\n/**\n *

Decodes the UTF-8 [bytes] array and returns the resulting [String].\n *\n * @param bytes the byte array to decode.\n

* @param startIndex the start offset (inclusive) of the array to be decoded.\n * @param endIndex the end offset

(exclusive) of the array to be encoded.\n * @param throwOnMalformed whether to throw on malformed byte

sequence or replace by the [REPLACEMENT_CHAR].\n *\n * @throws CharacterCodingException if the array is

malformed UTF-8 byte sequence and [throwOnMalformed] is true.\n */\ninternal fun decodeUtf8(bytes: ByteArray,

startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, throwOnMalformed: Boolean): String {\n    require(startIndex >= 0 && endIndex <=

bytes.size && startIndex <= endIndex)\n\n    var byteIndex = startIndex\n    val stringBuilder = StringBuilder()\n\n

while (byteIndex < endIndex) {\n        val byte = bytes[byteIndex++].toInt()\n        when {\n            byte >= 0 ->\n

          stringBuilder.append(byte.toChar())\n            byte shr 5 == -2 -> {\n                val code =

codePointFrom2(bytes, byte, byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\n                if (code <= 0) {\n

stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\n                    byteIndex += -code\n                } else {\n

stringBuilder.append(code.toChar())\n                    byteIndex += 1\n                }\n            }\n            byte shr 4 == -2 -

> {\n                val code = codePointFrom3(bytes, byte, byteIndex, endIndex, throwOnMalformed)\n                if

(code <= 0) {\n                    stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\n                    byteIndex += -code\n

        } else {\n                    stringBuilder.append(code.toChar())\n                    byteIndex += 2\n                }\n

}\n            byte shr 3 == -2 -> {\n                val code = codePointFrom4(bytes, byte, byteIndex, endIndex,

throwOnMalformed)\n                if (code <= 0) {\n                    stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\n

              byteIndex += -code\n                } else {\n                    val high = (code - 0x10000) shr 10 or 0xD800\n

        val low = (code and 0x3FF) or 0xDC00\n                    stringBuilder.append(high.toChar())\n

stringBuilder.append(low.toChar())\n                    byteIndex += 3\n                }\n            }\n            else -> {\n

  malformed(0, byteIndex, throwOnMalformed)\n                stringBuilder.append(REPLACEMENT_CHAR)\n

 }\n        }\n    }\n\n    return stringBuilder.toString()\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * Returns the detailed description of this

throwable with its stack trace.\n *\n * The detailed description includes:\n * - the short description (see

[Throwable.toString]) of this throwable;\n * - the complete stack trace;\n * - detailed descriptions of the exceptions
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that were [suppressed][suppressedExceptions] in order to deliver this exception;\n * - the detailed description of

each throwable in the [Throwable.cause] chain.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

Throwable.stackTraceToString(): String = ExceptionTraceBuilder().buildFor(this)\n\n/**\n * Prints the [detailed

description][Throwable.stackTraceToString] of this throwable to console error output.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun Throwable.printStackTrace() {\n

console.error(this.stackTraceToString())\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds the specified exception to the list of exceptions that

were\n * suppressed in order to deliver this exception.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual fun

Throwable.addSuppressed(exception: Throwable) {\n    if (this !== exception) {\n        val suppressed =

this.asDynamic()._suppressed.unsafeCast<MutableList<Throwable>?>()\n        if (suppressed == null) {\n

this.asDynamic()._suppressed = mutableListOf(exception)\n        } else {\n            suppressed.add(exception)\n

}\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all exceptions that were suppressed in order to deliver this exception.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic actual val Throwable.suppressedExceptions: List<Throwable>\n    get() {\n

return this.asDynamic()._suppressed?.unsafeCast<List<Throwable>>() ?: emptyList()\n    }\n\n\nprivate class

ExceptionTraceBuilder {\n    private val target = StringBuilder()\n    private val visited = arrayOf<Throwable>()\n

private var topStack: String = \"\"\n    private var topStackStart: Int = 0\n\n    fun buildFor(exception: Throwable):

String {\n        exception.dumpFullTrace(\"\", \"\")\n        return target.toString()\n    }\n\n    private fun

hasSeen(exception: Throwable): Boolean = visited.any { it === exception }\n\n    private fun

Throwable.dumpFullTrace(indent: String, qualifier: String) {\n        this.dumpSelfTrace(indent, qualifier) ||

return\n\n        var cause = this.cause\n        while (cause != null) {\n            cause.dumpSelfTrace(indent, \"Caused

by: \") || return\n            cause = cause.cause\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun Throwable.dumpSelfTrace(indent:

String, qualifier: String): Boolean {\n        target.append(indent).append(qualifier)\n        val shortInfo =

this.toString()\n        if (hasSeen(this)) {\n            target.append(\"[CIRCULAR REFERENCE, SEE ABOVE:

\").append(shortInfo).append(\"]\\n\")\n            return false\n        }\n        visited.asDynamic().push(this)\n\n        var

stack = this.asDynamic().stack as String?\n        if (stack != null) {\n            val stackStart =

stack.indexOf(shortInfo).let { if (it < 0) 0 else it + shortInfo.length }\n            if (stackStart == 0)

target.append(shortInfo).append(\"\\n\")\n            if (topStack.isEmpty()) {\n                topStack = stack\n

topStackStart = stackStart\n            } else {\n                stack = dropCommonFrames(stack, stackStart)\n            }\n

      if (indent.isNotEmpty()) {\n                // indent stack, but avoid indenting exception message lines\n                val

messageLines = if (stackStart == 0) 0 else 1 + shortInfo.count { c -> c == '\\n' }\n

stack.lineSequence().forEachIndexed { index: Int, line: String ->\n                    if (index >= messageLines)

target.append(indent)\n                    target.append(line).append(\"\\n\")\n                }\n            } else {\n

target.append(stack).append(\"\\n\")\n            }\n        } else {\n            target.append(shortInfo).append(\"\\n\")\n

}\n\n        val suppressed = suppressedExceptions\n        if (suppressed.isNotEmpty()) {\n            val

suppressedIndent = indent + \"    \"\n            for (s in suppressed) {\n                s.dumpFullTrace(suppressedIndent,

\"Suppressed: \")\n            }\n        }\n        return true\n    }\n\n    private fun dropCommonFrames(stack: String,

stackStart: Int): String {\n        var commonFrames: Int = 0\n        var lastBreak: Int = 0\n        var preLastBreak: Int

= 0\n        for (pos in 0 until minOf(topStack.length - topStackStart, stack.length - stackStart)) {\n            val c =

stack[stack.lastIndex - pos]\n            if (c != topStack[topStack.lastIndex - pos]) break\n            if (c == '\\n') {\n

      commonFrames += 1\n                preLastBreak = lastBreak\n                lastBreak = pos\n            }\n        }\n

if (commonFrames <= 1) return stack\n        while (preLastBreak > 0 && stack[stack.lastIndex - (preLastBreak - 1)]

== ' ')\n            preLastBreak -= 1\n\n        // leave 1 common frame to ease matching with the top exception stack\n

    return stack.dropLast(preLastBreak) + \"... and ${commonFrames - 1} more common stack frames skipped\"\n

}\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this

source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.time\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic actual enum class

DurationUnit(internal val scale: Double) {\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one nanosecond, which is 1/1000 of

a microsecond.\n     */\n    NANOSECONDS(1e0),\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one microsecond, which is

1/1000 of a millisecond.\n     */\n    MICROSECONDS(1e3),\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one millisecond,
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which is 1/1000 of a second.\n     */\n    MILLISECONDS(1e6),\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one second.\n

  */\n    SECONDS(1e9),\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one minute.\n     */\n    MINUTES(60e9),\n    /**\n

* Time unit representing one hour.\n     */\n    HOURS(3600e9),\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one day,

which is always equal to 24 hours.\n     */\n

DAYS(86400e9);\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal actual fun

convertDurationUnit(value: Double, sourceUnit: DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit): Double {\n    val

sourceCompareTarget = sourceUnit.scale.compareTo(targetUnit.scale)\n    return when {\n

sourceCompareTarget > 0 -> value * (sourceUnit.scale / targetUnit.scale)\n        sourceCompareTarget < 0 -> value /

(targetUnit.scale / sourceUnit.scale)\n        else -> value\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.time\n\nimport

org.w3c.performance.GlobalPerformance\nimport

org.w3c.performance.Performance\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal actual object

MonotonicTimeSource : TimeSource {\n\n    private val actualSource: TimeSource = run {\n        val isNode:

Boolean = js(\"typeof process !== 'undefined' && process.versions && !!process.versions.node\")\n\n        if

(isNode)\n            HrTimeSource(js(\"process\").unsafeCast<Process>())\n        else\n

js(\"self\").unsafeCast<GlobalPerformance?>()?.performance?.let(::PerformanceTimeSource)\n                ?:

DateNowTimeSource\n\n    }\n\n    override fun markNow(): TimeMark = actualSource.markNow()\n}\n\ninternal

external interface Process {\n    fun hrtime(time: Array<Double> = definedExternally):

Array<Double>\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal class HrTimeSource(val process:

Process) : TimeSource {\n\n    override fun markNow(): TimeMark = object : TimeMark() {\n        val startedAt =

process.hrtime()\n        override fun elapsedNow(): Duration =\n            process.hrtime(startedAt).let { (seconds,

nanos) -> seconds.seconds + nanos.nanoseconds }\n    }\n\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"TimeSource(process.hrtime())\"\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal class

PerformanceTimeSource(val performance: Performance) : AbstractDoubleTimeSource(unit =

DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS) {\n    override fun read(): Double = performance.now()\n    override fun toString():

String = \"TimeSource(self.performance.now())\"\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal

object DateNowTimeSource : AbstractDoubleTimeSource(unit = DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS) {\n    override

fun read(): Double = kotlin.js.Date.now()\n    override fun toString(): String = \"TimeSource(Date.now())\"\n}","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.time\n\nimport kotlin.js.json\nimport kotlin.math.*\n\ninternal actual fun formatToExactDecimals(value:

Double, decimals: Int): String {\n    val rounded = if (decimals == 0) {\n        value\n    } else {\n        val pow =

10.0.pow(decimals)\n        @Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\", \"DEPRECATION_ERROR\")\n

kotlin.js.Math.round(abs(value) * pow) / pow * sign(value)\n    }\n    return

rounded.asDynamic().toFixed(decimals).unsafeCast<String>()\n}\n\ninternal actual fun

formatUpToDecimals(value: Double, decimals: Int): String {\n    return value.asDynamic().toLocaleString(\"en-us\",

json(\"maximumFractionDigits\" to decimals)).unsafeCast<String>()\n}\n\ninternal actual fun

formatScientific(value: Double): String {\n    return

value.asDynamic().toExponential(2).unsafeCast<String>()\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlinx.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

kotlin.contracts.*\n\n/**\n * Creates a new element with the specified [name].\n *\n * The element is initialized with

the specified [init] function.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Document.createElement(name: String, init:

Element.() -> Unit): Element {\n    contract { callsInPlace(init, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return

createElement(name).apply(init)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends a newly created element with the specified [name] to this

element.\n *\n * The element is initialized with the specified [init] function.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

Element.appendElement(name: String, init: Element.() -> Unit): Element {\n    contract { callsInPlace(init,
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InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return ownerDocument!!.createElement(name, init).also {

appendChild(it) }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlinx.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\n\n/** Returns true if the element

has the given CSS class style in its 'class' attribute */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\nfun Element.hasClass(cssClass:

String): Boolean = className.matches(\"\"\"(^|.*\\s+)$cssClass($|\\s+.*)\"\"\".toRegex())\n\n/**\n * Adds CSS class

to element. Has no effect if all specified classes are already in class attribute of the element\n *\n * @return true if at

least one class has been added\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\nfun Element.addClass(vararg cssClasses: String):

Boolean {\n    val missingClasses = cssClasses.filterNot { hasClass(it) }\n    if (missingClasses.isNotEmpty()) {\n

 val presentClasses = className.trim()\n        className = buildString {\n            append(presentClasses)\n            if

(!presentClasses.isEmpty()) {\n                append(\" \")\n            }\n            missingClasses.joinTo(this, \" \")\n

}\n        return true\n    }\n\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all [cssClasses] from element. Has no effect if all

specified classes are missing in class attribute of the element\n *\n * @return true if at least one class has been

removed\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\nfun Element.removeClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean {\n    if

(cssClasses.any { hasClass(it) }) {\n        val toBeRemoved = cssClasses.toSet()\n        className =

className.trim().split(\"\\\\s+\".toRegex()).filter { it !in toBeRemoved }.joinToString(\" \")\n        return true\n

}\n\n    return false\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the default options.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(): Regex = Regex(this)\n\n/**\n * Converts the

string into a regular expression [Regex] with the specified single [option].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun String.toRegex(option: RegexOption): Regex = Regex(this, option)\n\n/**\n * Converts the string into a

regular expression [Regex] with the specified set of [options].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

String.toRegex(options: Set<RegexOption>): Regex = Regex(this, options)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n@file:Suppress(\"EXTENSI

ON_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\")\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\n\n/**\n * A mutable

sequence of characters.\n *\n * String builder can be used to efficiently perform multiple string manipulation

operations.\n */\nexpect class StringBuilder : Appendable, CharSequence {\n    /** Constructs an empty string

builder. */\n    constructor()\n\n    /** Constructs an empty string builder with the specified initial [capacity]. */\n

constructor(capacity: Int)\n\n    /** Constructs a string builder that contains the same characters as the specified

[content] char sequence. */\n    constructor(content: CharSequence)\n\n    /** Constructs a string builder that

contains the same characters as the specified [content] string. */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n//

@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n    constructor(content: String)\n\n    override val length: Int\n\n    override operator fun

get(index: Int): Char\n\n    override fun subSequence(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence\n\n    override

fun append(value: Char): StringBuilder\n    override fun append(value: CharSequence?): StringBuilder\n    override

fun append(value: CharSequence?, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Reverses the

contents of this string builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * Surrogate pairs included in this string builder

are treated as single characters.\n     * Therefore, the order of the high-low surrogates is never reversed.\n     *\n     *

Note that the reverse operation may produce new surrogate pairs that were unpaired low-surrogates and high-

surrogates before the operation.\n     * For example, reversing `\"\\uDC00\\uD800\"` produces `\"\\uD800\\uDC00\"`

which is a valid surrogate pair.\n     */\n    fun reverse(): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Appends the string

representation of the specified object [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The overall

effect is exactly as if the [value] were converted to a string by the `value.toString()` method,\n     * and then that

string was appended to this string builder.\n     */\n    fun append(value: Any?): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     *
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Appends the string representation of the specified boolean [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n

*\n     * The overall effect is exactly as if the [value] were converted to a string by the `value.toString()` method,\n

* and then that string was appended to this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n    fun append(value:

Boolean): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Appends characters in the specified character array [value] to this string

builder and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * Characters are appended in order, starting at the index 0.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun append(value: CharArray):

StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Appends the specified string [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n

*\n     * If [value] is `null`, then the four characters `\"null\"` are appended.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n    fun

append(value: String?): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the current capacity of this string builder.\n     *\n     *

The capacity is the maximum length this string builder can have before an allocation occurs.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n//    @ExperimentalStdlibApi\n    @Deprecated(\"Obtaining StringBuilder capacity is not

supported in JS and common code.\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n    fun capacity(): Int\n\n    /**\n     *

Ensures that the capacity of this string builder is at least equal to the specified [minimumCapacity].\n     *\n     * If

the current capacity is less than the [minimumCapacity], a new backing storage is allocated with greater capacity.\n

 * Otherwise, this method takes no action and simply returns.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun ensureCapacity(minimumCapacity: Int)\n\n    /**\n     *

Returns the index within this string builder of the first occurrence of the specified [string].\n     *\n     * Returns `-1`

if the specified [string] does not occur in this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun indexOf(string: String): Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the

index within this string builder of the first occurrence of the specified [string],\n     * starting at the specified

[startIndex].\n     *\n     * Returns `-1` if the specified [string] does not occur in this string builder starting at the

specified [startIndex].\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n

fun indexOf(string: String, startIndex: Int): Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the index within this string builder of the last

occurrence of the specified [string].\n     * The last occurrence of empty string `\"\"` is considered to be at the index

equal to `this.length`.\n     *\n     * Returns `-1` if the specified [string] does not occur in this string builder.\n     */\n

 @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun lastIndexOf(string: String):

Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the index within this string builder of the last occurrence of the specified [string],\n     *

starting from the specified [startIndex] toward the beginning.\n     *\n     * Returns `-1` if the specified [string] does

not occur in this string builder starting at the specified [startIndex].\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun lastIndexOf(string: String, startIndex: Int): Int\n\n

/**\n     * Inserts the string representation of the specified boolean [value] into this string builder at the specified

[index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The overall effect is exactly as if the [value] were converted to a string

by the `value.toString()` method,\n     * and then that string was inserted into this string builder at the specified

[index].\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of

this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun

insert(index: Int, value: Boolean): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts the specified character [value] into this

string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun insert(index: Int, value: Char): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n

  * Inserts characters in the specified character array [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and

returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The inserted characters go in same order as in the [value] character array, starting

at [index].\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length

of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n

fun insert(index: Int, value: CharArray): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts characters in the specified character

sequence [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The inserted

characters go in the same order as in the [value] character sequence, starting at [index].\n     *\n     * @param index

the position in this string builder to insert at.\n     * @param value the character sequence from which characters are

inserted. If [value] is `null`, then the four characters `\"null\"` are inserted.\n     *\n     * @throws
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IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun insert(index: Int, value:

CharSequence?): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts the string representation of the specified object [value] into

this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * The overall effect is exactly as if the

[value] were converted to a string by the `value.toString()` method,\n     * and then that string was inserted into this

string builder at the specified [index].\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than

zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun insert(index: Int, value: Any?): StringBuilder\n\n    /**\n

   * Inserts the string [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * If

[value] is `null`, then the four characters `\"null\"` are inserted.\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException

if [index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun insert(index: Int, value: String?): StringBuilder\n\n

/**\n     *  Sets the length of this string builder to the specified [newLength].\n     *\n     *  If the [newLength] is less

than the current length, it is changed to the specified [newLength].\n     *  Otherwise, null characters '\\u0000' are

appended to this string builder until its length is less than the [newLength].\n     *\n     *  Note that in Kotlin/JS [set]

operator function has non-constant execution time complexity.\n     *  Therefore, increasing length of this string

builder and then updating each character by index may slow down your program.\n     *\n     *  @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] if [newLength] is less than zero.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun setLength(newLength:

Int)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a new [String] that contains characters in this string builder at [startIndex] (inclusive)

and up to the [length] (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [startIndex] is less than

zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n

@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun substring(startIndex: Int): String\n\n    /**\n     * Returns

a new [String] that contains characters in this string builder at [startIndex] (inclusive) and up to the [endIndex]

(exclusive).\n     *\n     * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex]

or [endIndex] is out of range of this string builder indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    fun substring(startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int): String\n\n    /**\n     * Attempts to reduce storage used for this string builder.\n     *\n     * If the

backing storage of this string builder is larger than necessary to hold its current contents,\n     * then it may be

resized to become more space efficient.\n     * Calling this method may, but is not required to, affect the value of the

[capacity] property.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n    @WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n

fun trimToSize()\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Clears the content of this string builder making it empty and returns this instance.\n

*\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.clearStringBuilder\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.clear(): StringBuilder\n\n/**\n * Sets the character at the specified [index] to the specified [value].\n

*\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is out of bounds of this string builder.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect operator fun

StringBuilder.set(index: Int, value: Char)\n\n/**\n * Replaces characters in the specified range of this string builder

with characters in the specified string [value] and returns this instance.\n *\n * @param startIndex the beginning

(inclusive) of the range to replace.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the range to replace.\n * @param

value the string to replace with.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] if

[startIndex] is less than zero, greater than the length of this string builder, or `startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.setRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, value: String): StringBuilder\n\n/**\n * Removes the

character at the specified [index] from this string builder and returns this instance.\n *\n * If the `Char` at the

specified [index] is part of a supplementary code point, this method does not remove the entire supplementary

character.\n *\n * @param index the index of `Char` to remove.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if

[index] is out of bounds of this string builder.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun
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StringBuilder.deleteAt(index: Int): StringBuilder\n\n/**\n * Removes characters in the specified range from this

string builder and returns this instance.\n *\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the range to

remove.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the range to remove.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] is out of range of this string builder

indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.deleteRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder\n\n/**\n * Copies characters from this

string builder into the [destination] character array.\n *\n * @param destination the array to copy to.\n * @param

destinationOffset the position in the array to copy to, 0 by default.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive)

of the range to copy, 0 by default.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the range to copy, length of this

string builder by default.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when

[startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of this string builder indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException when the subrange doesn't fit into the [destination] array starting at the specified

[destinationOffset],\n *  or when that index is out of the [destination] array indices range.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.toCharArray(destination: CharArray, destinationOffset: Int = 0, startIndex: Int = 0, endIndex: Int =

this.length)\n\n/**\n * Appends characters in a subarray of the specified character array [value] to this string builder

and returns this instance.\n *\n * Characters are appended in order, starting at specified [startIndex].\n *\n * @param

value the array from which characters are appended.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the

subarray to append.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subarray to append.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the

[value] array indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.appendRange(value: CharArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder\n\n/**\n * Appends a

subsequence of the specified character sequence [value] to this string builder and returns this instance.\n *\n *

@param value the character sequence from which a subsequence is appended.\n * @param startIndex the beginning

(inclusive) of the subsequence to append.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subsequence to append.\n

*\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out

of range of the [value] character sequence indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.appendRange(value: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder\n\n/**\n * Inserts

characters in a subarray of the specified character array [value] into this string builder at the specified [index] and

returns this instance.\n *\n * The inserted characters go in same order as in the [value] array, starting at [index].\n

*\n * @param index the position in this string builder to insert at.\n * @param value the array from which characters

are inserted.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the subarray to insert.\n * @param endIndex the

end (exclusive) of the subarray to insert.\n *\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or

[IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the [value] array indices or when

`startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if [index] is less than zero or greater than the

length of this string builder.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.insertRange(index: Int, value: CharArray, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): StringBuilder\n\n/**\n *

Inserts characters in a subsequence of the specified character sequence [value] into this string builder at the specified

[index] and returns this instance.\n *\n * The inserted characters go in the same order as in the [value] character

sequence, starting at [index].\n *\n * @param index the position in this string builder to insert at.\n * @param value

the character sequence from which a subsequence is inserted.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the

subsequence to insert.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subsequence to insert.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the

[value] character sequence indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n * @throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if
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[index] is less than zero or greater than the length of this string builder.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

StringBuilder.insertRange(index: Int, value: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int):

StringBuilder\n\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use

append(value: Any?) instead\", ReplaceWith(\"append(value = obj)\"),

DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun StringBuilder.append(obj: Any?):

StringBuilder = this.append(obj)\n\n/**\n * Builds new string by populating newly created [StringBuilder] using

provided [builderAction]\n * and then converting it to [String].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

buildString(builderAction: StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String {\n    contract { callsInPlace(builderAction,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    return StringBuilder().apply(builderAction).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Builds new string by populating newly created [StringBuilder] initialized with the given [capacity]\n * using

provided [builderAction] and then converting it to [String].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun buildString(capacity: Int, builderAction:

StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String {\n    contract { callsInPlace(builderAction, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)

}\n    return StringBuilder(capacity).apply(builderAction).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all arguments to the

given StringBuilder.\n */\npublic fun StringBuilder.append(vararg value: String?): StringBuilder {\n    for (item in

value)\n        append(item)\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all arguments to the given StringBuilder.\n

*/\npublic fun StringBuilder.append(vararg value: Any?): StringBuilder {\n    for (item in value)\n

append(item)\n    return this\n}\n\n/** Appends a line feed character (`\\n`) to this StringBuilder.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun StringBuilder.appendLine():

StringBuilder = append('\\n')\n\n/** Appends [value] to this [StringBuilder], followed by a line feed character

(`\\n`). */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun StringBuilder.appendLine(value:

CharSequence?): StringBuilder = append(value).appendLine()\n\n/** Appends [value] to this [StringBuilder],

followed by a line feed character (`\\n`). */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

StringBuilder.appendLine(value: String?): StringBuilder = append(value).appendLine()\n\n/** Appends [value] to

this [StringBuilder], followed by a line feed character (`\\n`).

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun StringBuilder.appendLine(value: Any?):

StringBuilder = append(value).appendLine()\n\n/** Appends [value] to this [StringBuilder], followed by a line feed

character (`\\n`). */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

StringBuilder.appendLine(value: CharArray): StringBuilder = append(value).appendLine()\n\n/** Appends [value]

to this [StringBuilder], followed by a line feed character (`\\n`).

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun StringBuilder.appendLine(value: Char):

StringBuilder = append(value).appendLine()\n\n/** Appends [value] to this [StringBuilder], followed by a line feed

character (`\\n`). */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

StringBuilder.appendLine(value: Boolean): StringBuilder = append(value).appendLine()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlinx.dom\n\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\n\n/**\n * Gets a value indicating whether this node is a TEXT_NODE or a

CDATA_SECTION_NODE.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic val Node.isText: Boolean\n    get() = nodeType

== Node.TEXT_NODE || nodeType == Node.CDATA_SECTION_NODE\n\n/**\n * Gets a value indicating

whether this node is an [Element].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic val Node.isElement: Boolean\n    get() =

nodeType == Node.ELEMENT_NODE\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlinx.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\n\n/** Removes all the children

from this node. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Node.clear() {\n    while (hasChildNodes()) {\n

removeChild(firstChild!!)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates text node and append it to the element.\n *\n * @return this

element\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\nfun Element.appendText(text: String): Element {\n

appendChild(ownerDocument!!.createTextNode(text))\n    return this\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains
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s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage org.w3c.dom\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy\"))\ntypealias

UnionMessagePortOrWindow = UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use `as` instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"`as`\"))\nvar HTMLLinkElement.as_\n    get() = `as`\n    set(value) {\n        `as` = value\n

}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use `is` instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"`is`\"))\nvar ElementCreationOptions.is_\n    get() = `is`\n

set(value) {\n        `is` = value\n    }","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See

github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.khronos.webgl\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic external interface WebGLContextAttributes {\n    var alpha:

Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var depth: Boolean?

/* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var stencil: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var antialias: Boolean? /* = true */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? /* = true */\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

WebGLContextAttributes(alpha: Boolean? = true, depth: Boolean? = true, stencil: Boolean? = false, antialias:

Boolean? = true, premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? = true, preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? = false,

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? = false, failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: Boolean? = false):

WebGLContextAttributes {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\n    o[\"depth\"] = depth\n    o[\"stencil\"]

= stencil\n    o[\"antialias\"] = antialias\n    o[\"premultipliedAlpha\"] = premultipliedAlpha\n

o[\"preserveDrawingBuffer\"] = preserveDrawingBuffer\n    o[\"preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\"] =

preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\n    o[\"failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\"] = failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\n

return o\n}\n\npublic external abstract class WebGLObject\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLBuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLBuffer : WebGLObject\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLFramebuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLFramebuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class WebGLFramebuffer : WebGLObject\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLProgram](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLProgram) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLProgram : WebGLObject\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLRenderbuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderbuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class WebGLRenderbuffer : WebGLObject\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLShader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShader) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLShader : WebGLObject\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLTexture](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLTexture) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLTexture : WebGLObject\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLUniformLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLUniformLocation) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WebGLUniformLocation\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLActiveInfo](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLActiveInfo) to Kotlin\n */\npublic
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external abstract class WebGLActiveInfo {\n    open val size: Int\n    open val type: Int\n    open val name:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat {\n    open val rangeMin: Int\n    open val

rangeMax: Int\n    open val precision:

Int\n}\n\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

WebGLRenderingContextBase {\n    val canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\n    val drawingBufferWidth: Int\n    val

drawingBufferHeight: Int\n    fun getContextAttributes(): WebGLContextAttributes?\n    fun isContextLost():

Boolean\n    fun getSupportedExtensions(): Array<String>?\n    fun getExtension(name: String): dynamic\n    fun

activeTexture(texture: Int)\n    fun attachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader: WebGLShader?)\n    fun

bindAttribLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int, name: String)\n    fun bindBuffer(target: Int, buffer:

WebGLBuffer?)\n    fun bindFramebuffer(target: Int, framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer?)\n    fun

bindRenderbuffer(target: Int, renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?)\n    fun bindTexture(target: Int, texture:

WebGLTexture?)\n    fun blendColor(red: Float, green: Float, blue: Float, alpha: Float)\n    fun

blendEquation(mode: Int)\n    fun blendEquationSeparate(modeRGB: Int, modeAlpha: Int)\n    fun

blendFunc(sfactor: Int, dfactor: Int)\n    fun blendFuncSeparate(srcRGB: Int, dstRGB: Int, srcAlpha: Int, dstAlpha:

Int)\n    fun bufferData(target: Int, size: Int, usage: Int)\n    fun bufferData(target: Int, data: BufferDataSource?,

usage: Int)\n    fun bufferSubData(target: Int, offset: Int, data: BufferDataSource?)\n    fun

checkFramebufferStatus(target: Int): Int\n    fun clear(mask: Int)\n    fun clearColor(red: Float, green: Float, blue:

Float, alpha: Float)\n    fun clearDepth(depth: Float)\n    fun clearStencil(s: Int)\n    fun colorMask(red: Boolean,

green: Boolean, blue: Boolean, alpha: Boolean)\n    fun compileShader(shader: WebGLShader?)\n    fun

compressedTexImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int, border: Int, data:

ArrayBufferView)\n    fun compressedTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, width: Int,

height: Int, format: Int, data: ArrayBufferView)\n    fun copyTexImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int,

x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int, border: Int)\n    fun copyTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int,

yoffset: Int, x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int)\n    fun createBuffer(): WebGLBuffer?\n    fun createFramebuffer():

WebGLFramebuffer?\n    fun createProgram(): WebGLProgram?\n    fun createRenderbuffer():

WebGLRenderbuffer?\n    fun createShader(type: Int): WebGLShader?\n    fun createTexture(): WebGLTexture?\n

fun cullFace(mode: Int)\n    fun deleteBuffer(buffer: WebGLBuffer?)\n    fun deleteFramebuffer(framebuffer:

WebGLFramebuffer?)\n    fun deleteProgram(program: WebGLProgram?)\n    fun deleteRenderbuffer(renderbuffer:

WebGLRenderbuffer?)\n    fun deleteShader(shader: WebGLShader?)\n    fun deleteTexture(texture:

WebGLTexture?)\n    fun depthFunc(func: Int)\n    fun depthMask(flag: Boolean)\n    fun depthRange(zNear: Float,

zFar: Float)\n    fun detachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader: WebGLShader?)\n    fun disable(cap: Int)\n

fun disableVertexAttribArray(index: Int)\n    fun drawArrays(mode: Int, first: Int, count: Int)\n    fun

drawElements(mode: Int, count: Int, type: Int, offset: Int)\n    fun enable(cap: Int)\n    fun

enableVertexAttribArray(index: Int)\n    fun finish()\n    fun flush()\n    fun framebufferRenderbuffer(target: Int,

attachment: Int, renderbuffertarget: Int, renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?)\n    fun framebufferTexture2D(target:

Int, attachment: Int, textarget: Int, texture: WebGLTexture?, level: Int)\n    fun frontFace(mode: Int)\n    fun

generateMipmap(target: Int)\n    fun getActiveAttrib(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\n

 fun getActiveUniform(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\n    fun

getAttachedShaders(program: WebGLProgram?): Array<WebGLShader>?\n    fun getAttribLocation(program:

WebGLProgram?, name: String): Int\n    fun getBufferParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun

getParameter(pname: Int): Any?\n    fun getError(): Int\n    fun getFramebufferAttachmentParameter(target: Int,

attachment: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun getProgramParameter(program: WebGLProgram?, pname: Int): Any?\n

fun getProgramInfoLog(program: WebGLProgram?): String?\n    fun getRenderbufferParameter(target: Int, pname:

Int): Any?\n    fun getShaderParameter(shader: WebGLShader?, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun

getShaderPrecisionFormat(shadertype: Int, precisiontype: Int): WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat?\n    fun

getShaderInfoLog(shader: WebGLShader?): String?\n    fun getShaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?): String?\n
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fun getTexParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun getUniform(program: WebGLProgram?, location:

WebGLUniformLocation?): Any?\n    fun getUniformLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, name: String):

WebGLUniformLocation?\n    fun getVertexAttrib(index: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun

getVertexAttribOffset(index: Int, pname: Int): Int\n    fun hint(target: Int, mode: Int)\n    fun isBuffer(buffer:

WebGLBuffer?): Boolean\n    fun isEnabled(cap: Int): Boolean\n    fun isFramebuffer(framebuffer:

WebGLFramebuffer?): Boolean\n    fun isProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Boolean\n    fun

isRenderbuffer(renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Boolean\n    fun isShader(shader: WebGLShader?): Boolean\n

  fun isTexture(texture: WebGLTexture?): Boolean\n    fun lineWidth(width: Float)\n    fun linkProgram(program:

WebGLProgram?)\n    fun pixelStorei(pname: Int, param: Int)\n    fun polygonOffset(factor: Float, units: Float)\n

fun readPixels(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?)\n    fun

renderbufferStorage(target: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int)\n    fun sampleCoverage(value: Float,

invert: Boolean)\n    fun scissor(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int)\n    fun shaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?,

source: String)\n    fun stencilFunc(func: Int, ref: Int, mask: Int)\n    fun stencilFuncSeparate(face: Int, func: Int, ref:

Int, mask: Int)\n    fun stencilMask(mask: Int)\n    fun stencilMaskSeparate(face: Int, mask: Int)\n    fun

stencilOp(fail: Int, zfail: Int, zpass: Int)\n    fun stencilOpSeparate(face: Int, fail: Int, zfail: Int, zpass: Int)\n    fun

texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int, border: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels:

ArrayBufferView?)\n    fun texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, format: Int, type: Int, source:

TexImageSource?)\n    fun texParameterf(target: Int, pname: Int, param: Float)\n    fun texParameteri(target: Int,

pname: Int, param: Int)\n    fun texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, width: Int, height: Int,

format: Int, type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?)\n    fun texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset:

Int, format: Int, type: Int, source: TexImageSource?)\n    fun uniform1f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x:

Float)\n    fun uniform1fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array)\n    fun uniform1fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>)\n    fun uniform1i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int)\n    fun

uniform1iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array)\n    fun uniform1iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>)\n    fun uniform2f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y:

Float)\n    fun uniform2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array)\n    fun uniform2fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>)\n    fun uniform2i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int)\n

 fun uniform2iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array)\n    fun uniform2iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>)\n    fun uniform3f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y: Float,

z: Float)\n    fun uniform3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array)\n    fun uniform3fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>)\n    fun uniform3i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z:

Int)\n    fun uniform3iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array)\n    fun uniform3iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>)\n    fun uniform4f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y: Float,

z: Float, w: Float)\n    fun uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array)\n    fun

uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>)\n    fun uniform4i(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z: Int, w: Int)\n    fun uniform4iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Int32Array)\n    fun uniform4iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>)\n    fun

uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value: Float32Array)\n    fun

uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value: Array<Float>)\n    fun

uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value: Float32Array)\n    fun

uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value: Array<Float>)\n    fun

uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value: Float32Array)\n    fun

uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value: Array<Float>)\n    fun

useProgram(program: WebGLProgram?)\n    fun validateProgram(program: WebGLProgram?)\n    fun

vertexAttrib1f(index: Int, x: Float)\n    fun vertexAttrib1fv(index: Int, values: dynamic)\n    fun

vertexAttrib2f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float)\n    fun vertexAttrib2fv(index: Int, values: dynamic)\n    fun

vertexAttrib3f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float)\n    fun vertexAttrib3fv(index: Int, values: dynamic)\n    fun

vertexAttrib4f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float, w: Float)\n    fun vertexAttrib4fv(index: Int, values: dynamic)\n
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  fun vertexAttribPointer(index: Int, size: Int, type: Int, normalized: Boolean, stride: Int, offset: Int)\n    fun

viewport(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int)\n\n    companion object {\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n

val STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val POINTS: Int\n        val LINES:

Int\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\n        val LINE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\n        val

TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN: Int\n        val ZERO: Int\n        val ONE: Int\n        val

SRC_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR: Int\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val

ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\n

val DST_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\n        val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE: Int\n

val FUNC_ADD: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_RGB: Int\n        val

BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT: Int\n        val FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT:

Int\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\n

  val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val

ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\n        val

ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n

val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val

ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\n        val STATIC_DRAW: Int\n

     val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val BUFFER_USAGE: Int\n        val

CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\n        val FRONT: Int\n        val BACK: Int\n        val FRONT_AND_BACK:

Int\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\n        val BLEND: Int\n        val DITHER: Int\n        val STENCIL_TEST: Int\n

val DEPTH_TEST: Int\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\n

val INVALID_ENUM: Int\n        val INVALID_VALUE: Int\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\n        val

OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\n        val CW: Int\n        val CCW: Int\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\n        val

ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE: Int\n        val ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\n        val

CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\n        val FRONT_FACE: Int\n        val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\n        val

DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val DEPTH_FUNC: Int\n        val

STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_FAIL: Int\n        val

STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\n        val STENCIL_REF:

Int\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val VIEWPORT: Int\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\n        val

COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n

  val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\n

    val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\n        val RED_BITS: Int\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\n

   val ALPHA_BITS: Int\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS: Int\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\n        val SAMPLES: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\n        val

COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\n        val DONT_CARE: Int\n        val FASTEST: Int\n        val

NICEST: Int\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT: Int\n        val BYTE: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE:

Int\n        val SHORT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\n        val INT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\n

      val FLOAT: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\n        val ALPHA: Int\n        val RGB: Int\n        val

RGBA: Int\n        val LUMINANCE: Int\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\n        val FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\n

val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\n        val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val
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MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\n        val MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\n        val DELETE_STATUS:

Int\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\n        val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\n

   val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\n        val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\n        val

SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\n        val CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\n        val NEVER: Int\n        val

LESS: Int\n        val EQUAL: Int\n        val LEQUAL: Int\n        val GREATER: Int\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\n

  val GEQUAL: Int\n        val ALWAYS: Int\n        val KEEP: Int\n        val REPLACE: Int\n        val INCR: Int\n

  val DECR: Int\n        val INVERT: Int\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\n        val

VENDOR: Int\n        val RENDERER: Int\n        val VERSION: Int\n        val NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR:

Int\n        val NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S: Int\n

 val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\n        val TEXTURE: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\n        val

TEXTURE2: Int\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\n        val

TEXTURE6: Int\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\n        val

TEXTURE14: Int\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\n        val

TEXTURE18: Int\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\n        val TEXTURE21: Int\n        val

TEXTURE22: Int\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\n        val TEXTURE25: Int\n        val

TEXTURE26: Int\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\n        val TEXTURE29: Int\n        val

TEXTURE30: Int\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE: Int\n        val REPEAT: Int\n

val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\n        val

FLOAT_VEC3: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\n        val INT_VEC2: Int\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\n        val

INT_VEC4: Int\n        val BOOL: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC3: Int\n        val

BOOL_VEC4: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT3: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\n

val SAMPLER_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED:

Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING:

Int\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT: Int\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\n        val

LOW_FLOAT: Int\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\n        val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\n        val LOW_INT: Int\n

val MEDIUM_INT: Int\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER:

Int\n        val RGBA4: Int\n        val RGB5_A1: Int\n        val RGB565: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16:

Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\n        val
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FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val NONE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderingContext) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WebGLRenderingContext : WebGLRenderingContextBase, RenderingContext {\n

 companion object {\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val

COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val POINTS: Int\n        val LINES: Int\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\n        val

LINE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\n        val TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN:

Int\n        val ZERO: Int\n        val ONE: Int\n        val SRC_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR:

Int\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val

ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val DST_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\n

val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE: Int\n        val FUNC_ADD: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\n        val

BLEND_EQUATION_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT:

Int\n        val FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT: Int\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\n        val

BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val

CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA:

Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\n        val

ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n        val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING:

Int\n        val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\n        val

STATIC_DRAW: Int\n        val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val

BUFFER_USAGE: Int\n        val CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\n        val FRONT: Int\n        val BACK:

Int\n        val FRONT_AND_BACK: Int\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\n        val BLEND: Int\n        val DITHER:

Int\n        val STENCIL_TEST: Int\n        val DEPTH_TEST: Int\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\n        val SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\n        val INVALID_ENUM: Int\n        val

INVALID_VALUE: Int\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\n        val OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\n        val CW:

Int\n        val CCW: Int\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\n        val ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE: Int\n        val

ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\n        val CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\n        val FRONT_FACE: Int\n

val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\n        val DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val

DEPTH_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\n        val

STENCIL_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS:

Int\n        val STENCIL_REF: Int\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK:

Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val VIEWPORT: Int\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\n        val

COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n

  val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\n

    val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\n        val RED_BITS: Int\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\n

   val ALPHA_BITS: Int\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\n        val
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POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS: Int\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\n        val SAMPLES: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\n        val

COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\n        val DONT_CARE: Int\n        val FASTEST: Int\n        val

NICEST: Int\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT: Int\n        val BYTE: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE:

Int\n        val SHORT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\n        val INT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\n

      val FLOAT: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\n        val ALPHA: Int\n        val RGB: Int\n        val

RGBA: Int\n        val LUMINANCE: Int\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\n        val FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\n

val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\n        val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val

MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\n        val MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\n        val DELETE_STATUS:

Int\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\n        val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\n

   val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\n        val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\n        val

SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\n        val CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\n        val NEVER: Int\n        val

LESS: Int\n        val EQUAL: Int\n        val LEQUAL: Int\n        val GREATER: Int\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\n

  val GEQUAL: Int\n        val ALWAYS: Int\n        val KEEP: Int\n        val REPLACE: Int\n        val INCR: Int\n

  val DECR: Int\n        val INVERT: Int\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\n        val

VENDOR: Int\n        val RENDERER: Int\n        val VERSION: Int\n        val NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR:

Int\n        val NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S: Int\n

 val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\n        val TEXTURE: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\n        val

TEXTURE2: Int\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\n        val

TEXTURE6: Int\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\n        val

TEXTURE14: Int\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\n        val

TEXTURE18: Int\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\n        val TEXTURE21: Int\n        val

TEXTURE22: Int\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\n        val TEXTURE25: Int\n        val

TEXTURE26: Int\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\n        val TEXTURE29: Int\n        val

TEXTURE30: Int\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE: Int\n        val REPEAT: Int\n

val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\n        val

FLOAT_VEC3: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\n        val INT_VEC2: Int\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\n        val

INT_VEC4: Int\n        val BOOL: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC3: Int\n        val

BOOL_VEC4: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT3: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\n

val SAMPLER_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED:

Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING:

Int\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT: Int\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\n        val
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LOW_FLOAT: Int\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\n        val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\n        val LOW_INT: Int\n

val MEDIUM_INT: Int\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER:

Int\n        val RGBA4: Int\n        val RGB5_A1: Int\n        val RGB565: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16:

Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val NONE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLContextEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLContextEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class WebGLContextEvent(type: String, eventInit: WebGLContextEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val statusMessage: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n

     val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface WebGLContextEventInit : EventInit {\n    var statusMessage: String? /* = \"\" */\n

     get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun WebGLContextEventInit(statusMessage: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): WebGLContextEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"statusMessage\"] =

statusMessage\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n

return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class ArrayBuffer(length: Int) : BufferDataSource {\n    open val byteLength: Int\n    fun slice(begin: Int, end: Int =

definedExternally): ArrayBuffer\n\n    companion object {\n        fun isView(value: Any?): Boolean\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBufferView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBufferView) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface ArrayBufferView : BufferDataSource {\n    val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    val byteOffset: Int\n    val

byteLength: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int8Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Int8Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Int8Array)\n    constructor(array:

Array<Byte>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int =

definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n

override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Int8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun set(array:

Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int8Array\n\n    companion

object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Int8Array.get(index: Int): Byte = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

Int8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[Uint8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Uint8Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Uint8Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun set(array:

Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint8Array\n\n    companion

object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Uint8Array.get(index: Int): Byte = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Uint8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint8ClampedArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8ClampedArray) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class Uint8ClampedArray : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array:

Uint8ClampedArray)\n    constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n

override val byteOffset: Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint8ClampedArray, offset: Int =

definedExternally)\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end:

Int): Uint8ClampedArray\n\n    companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n

}\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Uint8ClampedArray.get(index: Int): Byte =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Uint8ClampedArray.set(index: Int,

value: Byte) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int16Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Int16Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Int16Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Short>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Int16Array, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun set(array:

Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int16Array\n\n    companion

object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Int16Array.get(index: Int): Short = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Int16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint16Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Uint16Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Uint16Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Short>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint16Array, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun set(array:

Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint16Array\n\n    companion

object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Uint16Array.get(index: Int): Short = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Uint16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int32Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Int32Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Int32Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Int>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n

override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Int32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun set(array:

Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int32Array\n\n    companion object

{\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

Int32Array.get(index: Int): Int = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

Int32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint32Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Uint32Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Uint32Array)\n
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constructor(array: Array<Int>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n

override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun set(array:

Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint32Array\n\n    companion

object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Uint32Array.get(index: Int): Int = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun Uint32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Float32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float32Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Float32Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Float32Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Float>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Float32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun

set(array: Array<Float>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Float32Array\n\n

companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun Float32Array.get(index: Int): Float = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun Float32Array.set(index: Int, value: Float) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Float64Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float64Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class Float64Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array:

Float64Array)\n    constructor(array: Array<Double>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n

override val byteOffset: Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Float64Array, offset: Int =

definedExternally)\n    fun set(array: Array<Double>, offset: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun subarray(start: Int,

end: Int): Float64Array\n\n    companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n

}\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Float64Array.get(index: Int): Double =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Float64Array.set(index: Int, value:

Double) { asDynamic()[index] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataView) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

DataView(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, byteLength: Int = definedExternally) :

ArrayBufferView {\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n    override val

byteLength: Int\n    fun getInt8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\n    fun getUint8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\n    fun

getInt16(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\n    fun getUint16(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\n    fun getInt32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Int\n    fun getUint32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Int\n    fun

getFloat32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Float\n    fun getFloat64(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Double\n    fun setInt8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte)\n    fun

setUint8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte)\n    fun setInt16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally)\n    fun setUint16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally)\n

fun setInt32(byteOffset: Int, value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally)\n    fun setUint32(byteOffset: Int,

value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally)\n    fun setFloat32(byteOffset: Int, value: Float, littleEndian:

Boolean = definedExternally)\n    fun setFloat64(byteOffset: Int, value: Double, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally)\n}\n\npublic external interface BufferDataSource\n\npublic external interface

TexImageSource","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for

details\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.clipboard\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport

org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport
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org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport

org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic

external interface ClipboardEventInit : EventInit {\n    var clipboardData: DataTransfer? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ClipboardEventInit(clipboardData: DataTransfer? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): ClipboardEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"clipboardData\"] =

clipboardData\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n

return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ClipboardEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ClipboardEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class ClipboardEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ClipboardEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open

val clipboardData: DataTransfer?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Clipboard](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Clipboard) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Clipboard : EventTarget {\n    fun read(): Promise<DataTransfer>\n    fun

readText(): Promise<String>\n    fun write(data: DataTransfer): Promise<Unit>\n    fun writeText(data: String):

Promise<Unit>\n}\n\npublic external interface ClipboardPermissionDescriptor {\n    var allowWithoutGesture:

Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ClipboardPermissionDescriptor(allowWithoutGesture: Boolean? = false): ClipboardPermissionDescriptor {\n    val

o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"allowWithoutGesture\"] = allowWithoutGesture\n    return o\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.css\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic external abstract class MediaList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\n

open var mediaText: String\n    fun appendMedium(medium: String)\n    fun deleteMedium(medium: String)\n

override fun item(index: Int): String?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

MediaList.get(index: Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[StyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheet) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class StyleSheet {\n    open val type: String\n    open val href: String?\n    open val ownerNode:

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction?\n    open val parentStyleSheet: StyleSheet?\n    open val title: String?\n

open val media: MediaList\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleSheet) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CSSStyleSheet : StyleSheet {\n    open val ownerRule: CSSRule?\n    open val cssRules:

CSSRuleList\n    fun insertRule(rule: String, index: Int): Int\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [StyleSheetList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheetList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class StyleSheetList : ItemArrayLike<StyleSheet> {\n    override fun item(index: Int):

StyleSheet?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun StyleSheetList.get(index: Int):

StyleSheet? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[LinkStyle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/LinkStyle) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

LinkStyle {\n    val sheet: StyleSheet?\n        get() = definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRuleList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRuleList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class CSSRuleList : ItemArrayLike<CSSRule> {\n    override fun item(index: Int):

CSSRule?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CSSRuleList.get(index: Int): CSSRule? =
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asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

CSSRule {\n    open val type: Short\n    open var cssText: String\n    open val parentRule: CSSRule?\n    open val

parentStyleSheet: CSSStyleSheet?\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n        val

CHARSET_RULE: Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val

FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n        val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val

NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CSSStyleRule : CSSRule {\n    open var selectorText: String\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n        val CHARSET_RULE:

Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n

   val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external abstract class CSSImportRule : CSSRule {\n    open val href: String\n    open val media:

MediaList\n    open val styleSheet: CSSStyleSheet\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n

val CHARSET_RULE: Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val

FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n        val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val

NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSGroupingRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSGroupingRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CSSGroupingRule : CSSRule {\n    open val cssRules: CSSRuleList\n    fun insertRule(rule:

String, index: Int): Int\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int)\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n

 val CHARSET_RULE: Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val

FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n        val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val

NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSMediaRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSMediaRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CSSMediaRule : CSSGroupingRule {\n    open val media: MediaList\n\n    companion object {\n

val STYLE_RULE: Short\n        val CHARSET_RULE: Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val

MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n        val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val

MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSPageRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSPageRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CSSPageRule : CSSGroupingRule {\n    open var selectorText: String\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n        val CHARSET_RULE:

Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n

   val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external abstract class CSSMarginRule : CSSRule {\n    open val name: String\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n        val CHARSET_RULE:

Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n

   val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSNamespaceRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSNamespaceRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CSSNamespaceRule : CSSRule {\n    open val namespaceURI: String\n    open val prefix:

String\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n        val CHARSET_RULE: Short\n        val

IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n        val

PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleDeclaration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleDeclaration) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CSSStyleDeclaration : ItemArrayLike<String> {\n    open var cssText: String\n    open val

parentRule: CSSRule?\n    open var cssFloat: String\n    open var alignContent: String\n    open var alignItems:

String\n    open var alignSelf: String\n    open var animation: String\n    open var animationDelay: String\n    open
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var animationDirection: String\n    open var animationDuration: String\n    open var animationFillMode: String\n

open var animationIterationCount: String\n    open var animationName: String\n    open var animationPlayState:

String\n    open var animationTimingFunction: String\n    open var backfaceVisibility: String\n    open var

background: String\n    open var backgroundAttachment: String\n    open var backgroundClip: String\n    open var

backgroundColor: String\n    open var backgroundImage: String\n    open var backgroundOrigin: String\n    open var

backgroundPosition: String\n    open var backgroundRepeat: String\n    open var backgroundSize: String\n    open

var border: String\n    open var borderBottom: String\n    open var borderBottomColor: String\n    open var

borderBottomLeftRadius: String\n    open var borderBottomRightRadius: String\n    open var borderBottomStyle:

String\n    open var borderBottomWidth: String\n    open var borderCollapse: String\n    open var borderColor:

String\n    open var borderImage: String\n    open var borderImageOutset: String\n    open var borderImageRepeat:

String\n    open var borderImageSlice: String\n    open var borderImageSource: String\n    open var

borderImageWidth: String\n    open var borderLeft: String\n    open var borderLeftColor: String\n    open var

borderLeftStyle: String\n    open var borderLeftWidth: String\n    open var borderRadius: String\n    open var

borderRight: String\n    open var borderRightColor: String\n    open var borderRightStyle: String\n    open var

borderRightWidth: String\n    open var borderSpacing: String\n    open var borderStyle: String\n    open var

borderTop: String\n    open var borderTopColor: String\n    open var borderTopLeftRadius: String\n    open var

borderTopRightRadius: String\n    open var borderTopStyle: String\n    open var borderTopWidth: String\n    open

var borderWidth: String\n    open var bottom: String\n    open var boxDecorationBreak: String\n    open var

boxShadow: String\n    open var boxSizing: String\n    open var breakAfter: String\n    open var breakBefore:

String\n    open var breakInside: String\n    open var captionSide: String\n    open var clear: String\n    open var clip:

String\n    open var color: String\n    open var columnCount: String\n    open var columnFill: String\n    open var

columnGap: String\n    open var columnRule: String\n    open var columnRuleColor: String\n    open var

columnRuleStyle: String\n    open var columnRuleWidth: String\n    open var columnSpan: String\n    open var

columnWidth: String\n    open var columns: String\n    open var content: String\n    open var counterIncrement:

String\n    open var counterReset: String\n    open var cursor: String\n    open var direction: String\n    open var

display: String\n    open var emptyCells: String\n    open var filter: String\n    open var flex: String\n    open var

flexBasis: String\n    open var flexDirection: String\n    open var flexFlow: String\n    open var flexGrow: String\n

open var flexShrink: String\n    open var flexWrap: String\n    open var font: String\n    open var fontFamily:

String\n    open var fontFeatureSettings: String\n    open var fontKerning: String\n    open var

fontLanguageOverride: String\n    open var fontSize: String\n    open var fontSizeAdjust: String\n    open var

fontStretch: String\n    open var fontStyle: String\n    open var fontSynthesis: String\n    open var fontVariant:

String\n    open var fontVariantAlternates: String\n    open var fontVariantCaps: String\n    open var

fontVariantEastAsian: String\n    open var fontVariantLigatures: String\n    open var fontVariantNumeric: String\n

open var fontVariantPosition: String\n    open var fontWeight: String\n    open var hangingPunctuation: String\n

open var height: String\n    open var hyphens: String\n    open var imageOrientation: String\n    open var

imageRendering: String\n    open var imageResolution: String\n    open var imeMode: String\n    open var

justifyContent: String\n    open var left: String\n    open var letterSpacing: String\n    open var lineBreak: String\n

open var lineHeight: String\n    open var listStyle: String\n    open var listStyleImage: String\n    open var

listStylePosition: String\n    open var listStyleType: String\n    open var margin: String\n    open var marginBottom:

String\n    open var marginLeft: String\n    open var marginRight: String\n    open var marginTop: String\n    open

var mark: String\n    open var markAfter: String\n    open var markBefore: String\n    open var marks: String\n

open var marqueeDirection: String\n    open var marqueePlayCount: String\n    open var marqueeSpeed: String\n

open var marqueeStyle: String\n    open var mask: String\n    open var maskType: String\n    open var maxHeight:

String\n    open var maxWidth: String\n    open var minHeight: String\n    open var minWidth: String\n    open var

navDown: String\n    open var navIndex: String\n    open var navLeft: String\n    open var navRight: String\n    open

var navUp: String\n    open var objectFit: String\n    open var objectPosition: String\n    open var opacity: String\n

open var order: String\n    open var orphans: String\n    open var outline: String\n    open var outlineColor: String\n

open var outlineOffset: String\n    open var outlineStyle: String\n    open var outlineWidth: String\n    open var
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overflowWrap: String\n    open var overflowX: String\n    open var overflowY: String\n    open var padding:

String\n    open var paddingBottom: String\n    open var paddingLeft: String\n    open var paddingRight: String\n

open var paddingTop: String\n    open var pageBreakAfter: String\n    open var pageBreakBefore: String\n    open

var pageBreakInside: String\n    open var perspective: String\n    open var perspectiveOrigin: String\n    open var

phonemes: String\n    open var position: String\n    open var quotes: String\n    open var resize: String\n    open var

rest: String\n    open var restAfter: String\n    open var restBefore: String\n    open var right: String\n    open var

tabSize: String\n    open var tableLayout: String\n    open var textAlign: String\n    open var textAlignLast: String\n

open var textCombineUpright: String\n    open var textDecoration: String\n    open var textDecorationColor:

String\n    open var textDecorationLine: String\n    open var textDecorationStyle: String\n    open var textIndent:

String\n    open var textJustify: String\n    open var textOrientation: String\n    open var textOverflow: String\n

open var textShadow: String\n    open var textTransform: String\n    open var textUnderlinePosition: String\n    open

var top: String\n    open var transform: String\n    open var transformOrigin: String\n    open var transformStyle:

String\n    open var transition: String\n    open var transitionDelay: String\n    open var transitionDuration: String\n

open var transitionProperty: String\n    open var transitionTimingFunction: String\n    open var unicodeBidi:

String\n    open var verticalAlign: String\n    open var visibility: String\n    open var voiceBalance: String\n    open

var voiceDuration: String\n    open var voicePitch: String\n    open var voicePitchRange: String\n    open var

voiceRate: String\n    open var voiceStress: String\n    open var voiceVolume: String\n    open var whiteSpace:

String\n    open var widows: String\n    open var width: String\n    open var wordBreak: String\n    open var

wordSpacing: String\n    open var wordWrap: String\n    open var writingMode: String\n    open var zIndex: String\n

  open var _dashed_attribute: String\n    open var _camel_cased_attribute: String\n    open var

_webkit_cased_attribute: String\n    fun getPropertyValue(property: String): String\n    fun

getPropertyPriority(property: String): String\n    fun setProperty(property: String, value: String, priority: String =

definedExternally)\n    fun setPropertyValue(property: String, value: String)\n    fun setPropertyPriority(property:

String, priority: String)\n    fun removeProperty(property: String): String\n    override fun item(index: Int):

String\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CSSStyleDeclaration.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\npublic external interface ElementCSSInlineStyle {\n    val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSS](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSS) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class CSS {\n

companion object {\n        fun escape(ident: String): String\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See

github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic external interface MediaKeySystemConfiguration {\n    var

label: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

initDataTypes: Array<String>? /* = arrayOf() */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var audioCapabilities: Array<MediaKeySystemMediaCapability>? /* = arrayOf() */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var videoCapabilities:

Array<MediaKeySystemMediaCapability>? /* = arrayOf() */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var distinctiveIdentifier: MediaKeysRequirement? /* = MediaKeysRequirement.OPTIONAL

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var persistentState:

MediaKeysRequirement? /* = MediaKeysRequirement.OPTIONAL */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sessionTypes: Array<String>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n
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set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MediaKeySystemConfiguration(label: String? = \"\", initDataTypes: Array<String>? = arrayOf(), audioCapabilities:

Array<MediaKeySystemMediaCapability>? = arrayOf(), videoCapabilities:

Array<MediaKeySystemMediaCapability>? = arrayOf(), distinctiveIdentifier: MediaKeysRequirement? =

MediaKeysRequirement.OPTIONAL, persistentState: MediaKeysRequirement? =

MediaKeysRequirement.OPTIONAL, sessionTypes: Array<String>? = undefined): MediaKeySystemConfiguration

{\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"label\"] = label\n    o[\"initDataTypes\"] = initDataTypes\n

o[\"audioCapabilities\"] = audioCapabilities\n    o[\"videoCapabilities\"] = videoCapabilities\n

o[\"distinctiveIdentifier\"] = distinctiveIdentifier\n    o[\"persistentState\"] = persistentState\n    o[\"sessionTypes\"]

= sessionTypes\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface MediaKeySystemMediaCapability {\n    var

contentType: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

robustness: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MediaKeySystemMediaCapability(contentType: String? = \"\", robustness: String? = \"\"):

MediaKeySystemMediaCapability {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"contentType\"] = contentType\n

o[\"robustness\"] = robustness\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external abstract class MediaKeySystemAccess {\n    open

val keySystem: String\n    fun getConfiguration(): MediaKeySystemConfiguration\n    fun createMediaKeys():

Promise<MediaKeys>\n}\n\npublic external abstract class MediaKeys {\n    fun createSession(sessionType:

MediaKeySessionType = definedExternally): MediaKeySession\n    fun setServerCertificate(serverCertificate:

dynamic): Promise<Boolean>\n}\n\npublic external abstract class MediaKeySession : EventTarget {\n    open val

sessionId: String\n    open val expiration: Double\n    open val closed: Promise<Unit>\n    open val keyStatuses:

MediaKeyStatusMap\n    open var onkeystatuseschange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onmessage:

((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun generateRequest(initDataType: String, initData: dynamic): Promise<Unit>\n

 fun load(sessionId: String): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun update(response: dynamic): Promise<Unit>\n    fun close():

Promise<Unit>\n    fun remove(): Promise<Unit>\n}\n\npublic external abstract class MediaKeyStatusMap {\n

open val size: Int\n    fun has(keyId: dynamic): Boolean\n    fun get(keyId: dynamic): Any?\n}\n\npublic external

open class MediaKeyMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MediaKeyMessageEventInit) : Event {\n    open val

messageType: MediaKeyMessageType\n    open val message: ArrayBuffer\n\n    companion object {\n        val

NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface MediaKeyMessageEventInit : EventInit {\n    var

messageType: MediaKeyMessageType?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var message: ArrayBuffer?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MediaKeyMessageEventInit(messageType:

MediaKeyMessageType?, message: ArrayBuffer?, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): MediaKeyMessageEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"messageType\"] =

messageType\n    o[\"message\"] = message\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external open class MediaEncryptedEvent(type: String,

eventInitDict: MediaEncryptedEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val initDataType: String\n    open

val initData: ArrayBuffer?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE:

Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

MediaEncryptedEventInit : EventInit {\n    var initDataType: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\n    var initData: ArrayBuffer? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MediaEncryptedEventInit(initDataType: String? = \"\", initData: ArrayBuffer? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MediaEncryptedEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"initDataType\"] = initDataType\n    o[\"initData\"] = initData\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"]

= cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface
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MediaKeysRequirement {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeysRequirement.Companion.REQUIRED: MediaKeysRequirement get() =

\"required\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeysRequirement>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeysRequirement.Companion.OPTIONAL: MediaKeysRequirement get() =

\"optional\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeysRequirement>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeysRequirement.Companion.NOT_ALLOWED: MediaKeysRequirement get() = \"not-

allowed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeysRequirement>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

MediaKeySessionType {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeySessionType.Companion.TEMPORARY: MediaKeySessionType get() =

\"temporary\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeySessionType>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeySessionType.Companion.PERSISTENT_LICENSE: MediaKeySessionType get() = \"persistent-

license\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeySessionType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface MediaKeyStatus

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val MediaKeyStatus.Companion.USABLE: MediaKeyStatus get() =

\"usable\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyStatus>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyStatus.Companion.EXPIRED: MediaKeyStatus get() =

\"expired\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyStatus>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyStatus.Companion.RELEASED: MediaKeyStatus get() =

\"released\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyStatus>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyStatus.Companion.OUTPUT_RESTRICTED: MediaKeyStatus get() = \"output-

restricted\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyStatus>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyStatus.Companion.OUTPUT_DOWNSCALED: MediaKeyStatus get() = \"output-

downscaled\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyStatus>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyStatus.Companion.STATUS_PENDING: MediaKeyStatus get() = \"status-

pending\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyStatus>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyStatus.Companion.INTERNAL_ERROR: MediaKeyStatus get() = \"internal-

error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyStatus>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

MediaKeyMessageType {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyMessageType.Companion.LICENSE_REQUEST: MediaKeyMessageType get() = \"license-

request\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyMessageType>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyMessageType.Companion.LICENSE_RENEWAL: MediaKeyMessageType get() = \"license-

renewal\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyMessageType>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyMessageType.Companion.LICENSE_RELEASE: MediaKeyMessageType get() = \"license-

release\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyMessageType>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaKeyMessageType.Companion.INDIVIDUALIZATION_REQUEST: MediaKeyMessageType get() =

\"individualization-request\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaKeyMessageType>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage

org.w3c.dom.events\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[UIEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/UIEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class
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UIEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: UIEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val view: Window?\n

open val detail: Int\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n

val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface UIEventInit :

EventInit {\n    var view: Window? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var detail: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UIEventInit(view: Window? = null, detail:

Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): UIEventInit {\n

val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"]

= cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FocusEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FocusEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

FocusEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FocusEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent {\n    open val relatedTarget:

EventTarget?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val

AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface FocusEventInit :

UIEventInit {\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FocusEventInit(relatedTarget: EventTarget?

= null, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): FocusEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MouseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MouseEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class MouseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MouseEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent,

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\n    open val screenX: Int\n    open val screenY: Int\n    open val clientX: Int\n

open val clientY: Int\n    open val ctrlKey: Boolean\n    open val shiftKey: Boolean\n    open val altKey: Boolean\n

open val metaKey: Boolean\n    open val button: Short\n    open val buttons: Short\n    open val relatedTarget:

EventTarget?\n    open val region: String?\n    open val pageX: Double\n    open val pageY: Double\n    open val x:

Double\n    open val y: Double\n    open val offsetX: Double\n    open val offsetY: Double\n    fun

getModifierState(keyArg: String): Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface MouseEventInit : EventModifierInit {\n    var screenX: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var screenY: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var clientX: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var clientY: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var button: Short? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var buttons: Short? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var region: String? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MouseEventInit(screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons:

Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, region: String? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean?

= false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false,

modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view:

Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): MouseEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\n

o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\n    o[\"button\"] = button\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\n

o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"region\"] = region\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] =

shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] =
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modifierAltGraph\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n

o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] =

modifierNumLock\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n

 o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface EventModifierInit : UIEventInit {\n    var ctrlKey: Boolean?

/* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var shiftKey: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var altKey: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var metaKey: Boolean? /* = false */\n

  get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierAltGraph: Boolean? /* = false */\n

    get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierCapsLock: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierFn: Boolean? /* = false */\n

     get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierFnLock: Boolean? /* = false */\n

    get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierHyper: Boolean? /* = false */\n

 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierNumLock: Boolean? /* = false */\n

    get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierScrollLock: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierSuper: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierSymbol: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun EventModifierInit(ctrlKey: Boolean? =

false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph:

Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? =

false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view:

Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): EventModifierInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n

o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WheelEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WheelEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class WheelEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: WheelEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\n    open val

deltaX: Double\n    open val deltaY: Double\n    open val deltaZ: Double\n    open val deltaMode: Int\n\n

companion object {\n        val DOM_DELTA_PIXEL: Int\n        val DOM_DELTA_LINE: Int\n        val

DOM_DELTA_PAGE: Int\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val

AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface WheelEventInit :

MouseEventInit {\n    var deltaX: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var deltaY: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var deltaZ: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var deltaMode: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun WheelEventInit(deltaX: Double? = 0.0,

deltaY: Double? = 0.0, deltaZ: Double? = 0.0, deltaMode: Int? = 0, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX:

Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, region:

String? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean?
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= false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false,

modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): WheelEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"deltaX\"] = deltaX\n    o[\"deltaY\"] = deltaY\n    o[\"deltaZ\"] = deltaZ\n    o[\"deltaMode\"] = deltaMode\n

o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\n

o[\"button\"] = button\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"region\"] =

region\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] =

metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n

o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] =

modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] =

modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [InputEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InputEvent) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class InputEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: InputEventInit = definedExternally) :

UIEvent {\n    open val data: String\n    open val isComposing: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE:

Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface InputEventInit : UIEventInit {\n    var data: String? /* = \"\" */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

InputEventInit(data: String? = \"\", isComposing: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): InputEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] =

detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[KeyboardEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/KeyboardEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class KeyboardEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: KeyboardEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent {\n

open val key: String\n    open val code: String\n    open val location: Int\n    open val ctrlKey: Boolean\n    open val

shiftKey: Boolean\n    open val altKey: Boolean\n    open val metaKey: Boolean\n    open val repeat: Boolean\n

open val isComposing: Boolean\n    open val charCode: Int\n    open val keyCode: Int\n    open val which: Int\n

fun getModifierState(keyArg: String): Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val

DOM_KEY_LOCATION_STANDARD: Int\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_LEFT: Int\n        val

DOM_KEY_LOCATION_RIGHT: Int\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_NUMPAD: Int\n        val NONE:

Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface KeyboardEventInit : EventModifierInit {\n    var key: String? /* = \"\"

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var code: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var location: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var repeat: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

KeyboardEventInit(key: String? = \"\", code: String? = \"\", location: Int? = 0, repeat: Boolean? = false,

isComposing: Boolean? = false, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false,

metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn:

Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol:

Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles:
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Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): KeyboardEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"key\"] = key\n    o[\"code\"] = code\n    o[\"location\"] = location\n    o[\"repeat\"] = repeat\n

o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] =

altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CompositionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CompositionEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class CompositionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CompositionEventInit = definedExternally) :

UIEvent {\n    open val data: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface CompositionEventInit : UIEventInit {\n    var data: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CompositionEventInit(data: String? = \"\", view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): CompositionEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"]

= cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Event](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Event) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Event(type: String, eventInitDict: EventInit = definedExternally) {\n    open val type: String\n    open val target:

EventTarget?\n    open val currentTarget: EventTarget?\n    open val eventPhase: Short\n    open val bubbles:

Boolean\n    open val cancelable: Boolean\n    open val defaultPrevented: Boolean\n    open val composed:

Boolean\n    open val isTrusted: Boolean\n    open val timeStamp: Number\n    fun composedPath():

Array<EventTarget>\n    fun stopPropagation()\n    fun stopImmediatePropagation()\n    fun preventDefault()\n

fun initEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean)\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE:

Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventTarget) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class EventTarget {\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally)\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally)\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally)\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally)\n    fun dispatchEvent(event: Event): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventListener](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventListener) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

interface EventListener {\n    fun handleEvent(event: Event)\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT

EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.dom\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic external abstract class HTMLAllCollection {\n    open val

length: Int\n    fun item(nameOrIndex: String = definedExternally): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\n    fun

namedItem(name: String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline
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operator fun HTMLAllCollection.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun HTMLAllCollection.get(name:

String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormControlsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormControlsCollection)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLFormControlsCollection : HTMLCollection\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [RadioNodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/RadioNodeList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class RadioNodeList : NodeList, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList {\n    open var value:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptionsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionsCollection) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionsCollection : HTMLCollection {\n    override var length: Int\n    open

var selectedIndex: Int\n    fun add(element: UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before:

dynamic = definedExternally)\n    fun remove(index: Int)\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun HTMLOptionsCollection.set(index: Int, option: HTMLOptionElement?) { asDynamic()[index] = option

}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class HTMLElement : Element, GlobalEventHandlers, DocumentAndElementEventHandlers,

ElementContentEditable, ElementCSSInlineStyle {\n    open var title: String\n    open var lang: String\n    open var

translate: Boolean\n    open var dir: String\n    open val dataset: DOMStringMap\n    open var hidden: Boolean\n

open var tabIndex: Int\n    open var accessKey: String\n    open val accessKeyLabel: String\n    open var draggable:

Boolean\n    open val dropzone: DOMTokenList\n    open var contextMenu: HTMLMenuElement?\n    open var

spellcheck: Boolean\n    open var innerText: String\n    open val offsetParent: Element?\n    open val offsetTop: Int\n

  open val offsetLeft: Int\n    open val offsetWidth: Int\n    open val offsetHeight: Int\n    fun click()\n    fun focus()\n

  fun blur()\n    fun forceSpellCheck()\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLUnknownElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUnknownElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLUnknownElement : HTMLElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMStringMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMStringMap) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class DOMStringMap\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

DOMStringMap.get(name: String): String? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun DOMStringMap.set(name: String, value: String) { asDynamic()[name] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLHtmlElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHtmlElement) to
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Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLHtmlElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var version: String\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHeadElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLHeadElement : HTMLElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTitleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLTitleElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var text: String\n\n    companion object {\n

   val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBaseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBaseElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLBaseElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var href: String\n    open var target:

String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLinkElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLinkElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLinkElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\n    open var href: String\n    open var

crossOrigin: String?\n    open var rel: String\n    open var `as`: RequestDestination\n    open val relList:

DOMTokenList\n    open var media: String\n    open var nonce: String\n    open var hreflang: String\n    open var

type: String\n    open val sizes: DOMTokenList\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\n    open var charset: String\n
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open var rev: String\n    open var target: String\n    open var scope: String\n    open var workerType:

WorkerType\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMetaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMetaElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLMetaElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    open var httpEquiv:

String\n    open var content: String\n    open var scheme: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLStyleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLStyleElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\n    open var media: String\n    open var

nonce: String\n    open var type: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBodyElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBodyElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLBodyElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\n    open var text: String\n

open var link: String\n    open var vLink: String\n    open var aLink: String\n    open var bgColor: String\n    open

var background: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[HTMLHeadingElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadingElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLHeadingElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParagraphElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParagraphElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLParagraphElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHRElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLHRElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n    open var color: String\n

open var noShade: Boolean\n    open var size: String\n    open var width: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLPreElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPreElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLPreElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var width: Int\n\n    companion object {\n

val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLQuoteElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLQuoteElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLQuoteElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var cite: String\n\n    companion object {\n

     val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val
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CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOListElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLOListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var reversed: Boolean\n    open var start:

Int\n    open var type: String\n    open var compact: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLUListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUListElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLUListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var compact: Boolean\n    open var type:

String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLIElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLIElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLIElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: Int\n    open var type: String\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDListElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var compact: Boolean\n\n    companion

object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE:

Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDivElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDivElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDivElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n\n    companion object {\n

   val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAnchorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAnchorElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLAnchorElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\n    open

var target: String\n    open var download: String\n    open var ping: String\n    open var rel: String\n    open val

relList: DOMTokenList\n    open var hreflang: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var text: String\n    open

var referrerPolicy: String\n    open var coords: String\n    open var charset: String\n    open var name: String\n

open var rev: String\n    open var shape: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDataElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: String\n\n    companion object {\n

      val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTimeElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTimeElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLTimeElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var dateTime: String\n\n    companion

object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE:

Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSpanElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSpanElement : HTMLElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBRElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLBRElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var clear: String\n\n    companion object {\n

   val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\n    var href: String\n    val origin: String\n

var protocol: String\n    var username: String\n    var password: String\n    var host: String\n    var hostname:

String\n    var port: String\n    var pathname: String\n    var search: String\n    var hash: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLModElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLModElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLModElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var cite: String\n    open

var dateTime: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLPictureElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPictureElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLPictureElement : HTMLElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSourceElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSourceElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLSourceElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var src: String\n    open var

type: String\n    open var srcset: String\n    open var sizes: String\n    open var media: String\n\n    companion object

{\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n

val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLImageElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLImageElement : HTMLElement, HTMLOrSVGImageElement,

TexImageSource {\n    open var alt: String\n    open var src: String\n    open var srcset: String\n    open var sizes:

String\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n    open var useMap: String\n    open var isMap: Boolean\n    open var

width: Int\n    open var height: Int\n    open val naturalWidth: Int\n    open val naturalHeight: Int\n    open val

complete: Boolean\n    open val currentSrc: String\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\n    open var name: String\n

open var lowsrc: String\n    open var align: String\n    open var hspace: Int\n    open var vspace: Int\n    open var

longDesc: String\n    open var border: String\n    open val x: Int\n    open val y: Int\n\n    companion object {\n

val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLIFrameElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLIFrameElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLIFrameElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var src: String\n    open var

srcdoc: String\n    open var name: String\n    open val sandbox: DOMTokenList\n    open var allowFullscreen:

Boolean\n    open var allowUserMedia: Boolean\n    open var width: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var

referrerPolicy: String\n    open val contentDocument: Document?\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\n    open

var align: String\n    open var scrolling: String\n    open var frameBorder: String\n    open var longDesc: String\n

open var marginHeight: String\n    open var marginWidth: String\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n
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    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLEmbedElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLEmbedElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLEmbedElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var src: String\n    open var

type: String\n    open var width: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var align: String\n    open var name:

String\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLObjectElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLObjectElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var data: String\n    open var

type: String\n    open var typeMustMatch: Boolean\n    open var name: String\n    open var useMap: String\n    open

val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var width: String\n    open var height: String\n    open val

contentDocument: Document?\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open

val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open var align: String\n    open var archive:

String\n    open var code: String\n    open var declare: Boolean\n    open var hspace: Int\n    open var standby:

String\n    open var vspace: Int\n    open var codeBase: String\n    open var codeType: String\n    open var border:

String\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity():

Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

   val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

  val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParamElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParamElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLParamElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    open var

value: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var valueType: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLVideoElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLVideoElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic
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external abstract class HTMLVideoElement : HTMLMediaElement, CanvasImageSource, TexImageSource {\n

open var width: Int\n    open var height: Int\n    open val videoWidth: Int\n    open val videoHeight: Int\n    open var

poster: String\n    open var playsInline: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val NETWORK_EMPTY: Short\n

    val NETWORK_IDLE: Short\n        val NETWORK_LOADING: Short\n        val NETWORK_NO_SOURCE:

Short\n        val HAVE_NOTHING: Short\n        val HAVE_METADATA: Short\n        val

HAVE_CURRENT_DATA: Short\n        val HAVE_FUTURE_DATA: Short\n        val HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA:

Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n

     val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAudioElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAudioElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLAudioElement : HTMLMediaElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

NETWORK_EMPTY: Short\n        val NETWORK_IDLE: Short\n        val NETWORK_LOADING: Short\n

val NETWORK_NO_SOURCE: Short\n        val HAVE_NOTHING: Short\n        val HAVE_METADATA:

Short\n        val HAVE_CURRENT_DATA: Short\n        val HAVE_FUTURE_DATA: Short\n        val

HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTrackElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTrackElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLTrackElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var kind: String\n    open var src: String\n

open var srclang: String\n    open var label: String\n    open var default: Boolean\n    open val readyState: Short\n

open val track: TextTrack\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val LOADING: Short\n        val

LOADED: Short\n        val ERROR: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMediaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMediaElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLMediaElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val error: MediaError?\n    open

var src: String\n    open var srcObject: MediaProvider?\n    open val currentSrc: String\n    open var crossOrigin:

String?\n    open val networkState: Short\n    open var preload: String\n    open val buffered: TimeRanges\n    open

val readyState: Short\n    open val seeking: Boolean\n    open var currentTime: Double\n    open val duration:
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Double\n    open val paused: Boolean\n    open var defaultPlaybackRate: Double\n    open var playbackRate:

Double\n    open val played: TimeRanges\n    open val seekable: TimeRanges\n    open val ended: Boolean\n    open

var autoplay: Boolean\n    open var loop: Boolean\n    open var controls: Boolean\n    open var volume: Double\n

open var muted: Boolean\n    open var defaultMuted: Boolean\n    open val audioTracks: AudioTrackList\n    open

val videoTracks: VideoTrackList\n    open val textTracks: TextTrackList\n    open val mediaKeys: MediaKeys?\n

open var onencrypted: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onwaitingforkey: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun load()\n

fun canPlayType(type: String): CanPlayTypeResult\n    fun fastSeek(time: Double)\n    fun getStartDate():

dynamic\n    fun play(): Promise<Unit>\n    fun pause()\n    fun addTextTrack(kind: TextTrackKind, label: String =

definedExternally, language: String = definedExternally): TextTrack\n    fun setMediaKeys(mediaKeys:

MediaKeys?): Promise<Unit>\n\n    companion object {\n        val NETWORK_EMPTY: Short\n        val

NETWORK_IDLE: Short\n        val NETWORK_LOADING: Short\n        val NETWORK_NO_SOURCE: Short\n

      val HAVE_NOTHING: Short\n        val HAVE_METADATA: Short\n        val HAVE_CURRENT_DATA:

Short\n        val HAVE_FUTURE_DATA: Short\n        val HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA: Short\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaError](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaError) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class MediaError {\n    open val code: Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED: Short\n

      val MEDIA_ERR_NETWORK: Short\n        val MEDIA_ERR_DECODE: Short\n        val

MEDIA_ERR_SRC_NOT_SUPPORTED: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AudioTrackList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AudioTrackList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class AudioTrackList : EventTarget {\n    open val length: Int\n    open var onchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    fun getTrackById(id: String): AudioTrack?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun AudioTrackList.get(index: Int): AudioTrack? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AudioTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AudioTrack) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class AudioTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\n    open val id: String\n    open val kind:

String\n    open val label: String\n    open val language: String\n    open var enabled: Boolean\n    open val

sourceBuffer: SourceBuffer?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[VideoTrackList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/VideoTrackList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class VideoTrackList : EventTarget {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val selectedIndex: Int\n    open var

onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

VideoTrack?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun VideoTrackList.get(index: Int):

VideoTrack? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[VideoTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/VideoTrack) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class VideoTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\n    open val id: String\n    open val kind:

String\n    open val label: String\n    open val language: String\n    open var selected: Boolean\n    open val

sourceBuffer: SourceBuffer?\n}\n\npublic external abstract class TextTrackList : EventTarget {\n    open val length:

Int\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onaddtrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open

var onremovetrack: ((TrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

TextTrack?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun TextTrackList.get(index: Int): TextTrack?
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= asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextTrack) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class TextTrack : EventTarget, UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\n    open val kind: TextTrackKind\n

 open val label: String\n    open val language: String\n    open val id: String\n    open val

inBandMetadataTrackDispatchType: String\n    open var mode: TextTrackMode\n    open val cues:

TextTrackCueList?\n    open val activeCues: TextTrackCueList?\n    open var oncuechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open val sourceBuffer: SourceBuffer?\n    fun addCue(cue: TextTrackCue)\n    fun removeCue(cue:

TextTrackCue)\n}\n\npublic external abstract class TextTrackCueList {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun

getCueById(id: String): TextTrackCue?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

TextTrackCueList.get(index: Int): TextTrackCue? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextTrackCue](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextTrackCue) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class TextTrackCue : EventTarget {\n    open val track: TextTrack?\n    open var id: String\n    open var

startTime: Double\n    open var endTime: Double\n    open var pauseOnExit: Boolean\n    open var onenter: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\n    open var onexit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TimeRanges](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TimeRanges) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class TimeRanges {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun start(index: Int): Double\n    fun end(index: Int):

Double\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TrackEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TrackEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

TrackEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: TrackEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface TrackEventInit : EventInit {\n    var track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun TrackEventInit(track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): TrackEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"track\"] = track\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLMapElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMapElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLMapElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    open val

areas: HTMLCollection\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAreaElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLAreaElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\n    open var alt:

String\n    open var coords: String\n    open var shape: String\n    open var target: String\n    open var download:

String\n    open var ping: String\n    open var rel: String\n    open val relList: DOMTokenList\n    open var

referrerPolicy: String\n    open var noHref: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLTableElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var caption:

HTMLTableCaptionElement?\n    open var tHead: HTMLTableSectionElement?\n    open var tFoot:

HTMLTableSectionElement?\n    open val tBodies: HTMLCollection\n    open val rows: HTMLCollection\n    open

var align: String\n    open var border: String\n    open var frame: String\n    open var rules: String\n    open var

summary: String\n    open var width: String\n    open var bgColor: String\n    open var cellPadding: String\n    open

var cellSpacing: String\n    fun createCaption(): HTMLTableCaptionElement\n    fun deleteCaption()\n    fun

createTHead(): HTMLTableSectionElement\n    fun deleteTHead()\n    fun createTFoot():

HTMLTableSectionElement\n    fun deleteTFoot()\n    fun createTBody(): HTMLTableSectionElement\n    fun

insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLTableRowElement\n    fun deleteRow(index: Int)\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCaptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCaptionElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCaptionElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align:

String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableColElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableColElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableColElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var span: Int\n    open var

align: String\n    open var ch: String\n    open var chOff: String\n    open var vAlign: String\n    open var width:

String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableSectionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableSectionElement) to
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Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableSectionElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val rows:

HTMLCollection\n    open var align: String\n    open var ch: String\n    open var chOff: String\n    open var vAlign:

String\n    fun insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLElement\n    fun deleteRow(index: Int)\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableRowElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableRowElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableRowElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val rowIndex: Int\n    open

val sectionRowIndex: Int\n    open val cells: HTMLCollection\n    open var align: String\n    open var ch: String\n

open var chOff: String\n    open var vAlign: String\n    open var bgColor: String\n    fun insertCell(index: Int =

definedExternally): HTMLElement\n    fun deleteCell(index: Int)\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCellElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCellElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCellElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var colSpan: Int\n    open var

rowSpan: Int\n    open var headers: String\n    open val cellIndex: Int\n    open var scope: String\n    open var abbr:

String\n    open var align: String\n    open var axis: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var width: String\n

open var ch: String\n    open var chOff: String\n    open var noWrap: Boolean\n    open var vAlign: String\n    open

var bgColor: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLFormElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var acceptCharset: String\n    open var

action: String\n    open var autocomplete: String\n    open var enctype: String\n    open var encoding: String\n    open

var method: String\n    open var name: String\n    open var noValidate: Boolean\n    open var target: String\n    open

val elements: HTMLFormControlsCollection\n    open val length: Int\n    fun submit()\n    fun reset()\n    fun

checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE:
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Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n

}\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun HTMLFormElement.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun HTMLFormElement.get(name:

String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLabelElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLabelElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLabelElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open

var htmlFor: String\n    open val control: HTMLElement?\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLInputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLInputElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLInputElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var accept: String\n    open var alt: String\n

open var autocomplete: String\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n    open var defaultChecked: Boolean\n    open var

checked: Boolean\n    open var dirName: String\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open val files: FileList?\n    open var formAction: String\n    open var formEnctype:

String\n    open var formMethod: String\n    open var formNoValidate: Boolean\n    open var formTarget: String\n

open var height: Int\n    open var indeterminate: Boolean\n    open var inputMode: String\n    open val list:

HTMLElement?\n    open var max: String\n    open var maxLength: Int\n    open var min: String\n    open var

minLength: Int\n    open var multiple: Boolean\n    open var name: String\n    open var pattern: String\n    open var

placeholder: String\n    open var readOnly: Boolean\n    open var required: Boolean\n    open var size: Int\n    open

var src: String\n    open var step: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var defaultValue: String\n    open var

value: String\n    open var valueAsDate: dynamic\n    open var valueAsNumber: Double\n    open var width: Int\n

open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open

val labels: NodeList\n    open var selectionStart: Int?\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\n    open var

selectionDirection: String?\n    open var align: String\n    open var useMap: String\n    fun stepUp(n: Int =

definedExternally)\n    fun stepDown(n: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun

reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String)\n    fun select()\n    fun

setRangeText(replacement: String)\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int, end: Int, selectionMode:

SelectionMode = definedExternally)\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int, direction: String =

definedExternally)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLButtonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLButtonElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLButtonElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n

open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var formAction: String\n    open var

formEnctype: String\n    open var formMethod: String\n    open var formNoValidate: Boolean\n    open var

formTarget: String\n    open var name: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var value: String\n    open var

menu: HTMLMenuElement?\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val

validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity():

Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

   val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

  val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSelectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSelectElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSelectElement : HTMLElement, ItemArrayLike<Element> {\n    open var

autocomplete: String\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open var multiple: Boolean\n    open var name: String\n    open var required: Boolean\n

open var size: Int\n    open val type: String\n    open val options: HTMLOptionsCollection\n    override var length:

Int\n    open val selectedOptions: HTMLCollection\n    open var selectedIndex: Int\n    open var value: String\n

open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open

val labels: NodeList\n    fun namedItem(name: String): HTMLOptionElement?\n    fun add(element:

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before: dynamic = definedExternally)\n    fun

remove(index: Int)\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String)\n    override fun item(index: Int): Element?\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n

}\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun HTMLSelectElement.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun HTMLSelectElement.set(index: Int,

option: HTMLOptionElement?) { asDynamic()[index] = option }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataListElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLDataListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val options:

HTMLCollection\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val
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ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptGroupElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptGroupElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptGroupElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open var label:

String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open var label: String\n    open var defaultSelected: Boolean\n    open var selected:

Boolean\n    open var value: String\n    open var text: String\n    open val index: Int\n\n    companion object {\n

val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTextAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTextAreaElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTextAreaElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var autocomplete: String\n

open var autofocus: Boolean\n    open var cols: Int\n    open var dirName: String\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n

open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var inputMode: String\n    open var maxLength: Int\n    open var

minLength: Int\n    open var name: String\n    open var placeholder: String\n    open var readOnly: Boolean\n    open

var required: Boolean\n    open var rows: Int\n    open var wrap: String\n    open val type: String\n    open var

defaultValue: String\n    open var value: String\n    open val textLength: Int\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n

open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n    open var

selectionStart: Int?\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\n    open var selectionDirection: String?\n    fun checkValidity():

Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String)\n    fun select()\n    fun

setRangeText(replacement: String)\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int, end: Int, selectionMode:

SelectionMode = definedExternally)\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int, direction: String =

definedExternally)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val
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ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLKeygenElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLKeygenElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLKeygenElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n

open var challenge: String\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var

keytype: String\n    open var name: String\n    open val type: String\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val

validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n    fun checkValidity():

Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String)\n\n    companion object {\n

val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOutputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOutputElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLOutputElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val htmlFor: DOMTokenList\n

 open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var name: String\n    open val type: String\n    open var

defaultValue: String\n    open var value: String\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity:

ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n    fun checkValidity():

Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String)\n\n    companion object {\n

val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLProgressElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLProgressElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLProgressElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: Double\n    open

var max: Double\n    open val position: Double\n    open val labels: NodeList\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n
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     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMeterElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMeterElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLMeterElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: Double\n    open var min:

Double\n    open var max: Double\n    open var low: Double\n    open var high: Double\n    open var optimum:

Double\n    open val labels: NodeList\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFieldSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFieldSetElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLFieldSetElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n

open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var name: String\n    open val type: String\n    open val elements:

HTMLCollection\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val

validationMessage: String\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLegendElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLegendElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLLegendElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open var align: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

 val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ValidityState](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ValidityState) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class ValidityState {\n    open val valueMissing: Boolean\n    open val typeMismatch: Boolean\n    open val

patternMismatch: Boolean\n    open val tooLong: Boolean\n    open val tooShort: Boolean\n    open val

rangeUnderflow: Boolean\n    open val rangeOverflow: Boolean\n    open val stepMismatch: Boolean\n    open val

badInput: Boolean\n    open val customError: Boolean\n    open val valid: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLDetailsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDetailsElement) to
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Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLDetailsElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var open: Boolean\n\n

 companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

HTMLMenuElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var type: String\n    open var label: String\n    open var compact:

Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

HTMLMenuItemElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var type: String\n    open var label: String\n    open var icon:

String\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open var checked: Boolean\n    open var radiogroup: String\n    open var

default: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external open class

RelatedEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: RelatedEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val

relatedTarget: EventTarget?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE:

Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

RelatedEventInit : EventInit {\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun RelatedEventInit(relatedTarget:

EventTarget? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

RelatedEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDialogElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDialogElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLDialogElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var open: Boolean\n    open var

returnValue: String\n    fun show(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally)\n    fun

showModal(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally)\n    fun close(returnValue: String =

definedExternally)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLScriptElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLScriptElement : HTMLElement, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\n    open var src:

String\n    open var type: String\n    open var charset: String\n    open var async: Boolean\n    open var defer:

Boolean\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n    open var text: String\n    open var nonce: String\n    open var event:

String\n    open var htmlFor: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTemplateElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTemplateElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTemplateElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val content:

DocumentFragment\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSlotElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSlotElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSlotElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    fun

assignedNodes(options: AssignedNodesOptions = definedExternally): Array<Node>\n\n    companion object {\n

val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

AssignedNodesOptions {\n    var flatten: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun AssignedNodesOptions(flatten: Boolean? =

false): AssignedNodesOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"flatten\"] = flatten\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLCanvasElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCanvasElement) to
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Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLCanvasElement : HTMLElement, CanvasImageSource,

TexImageSource {\n    open var width: Int\n    open var height: Int\n    fun getContext(contextId: String, vararg

arguments: Any?): RenderingContext?\n    fun toDataURL(type: String = definedExternally, quality: Any? =

definedExternally): String\n    fun toBlob(_callback: (Blob?) -> Unit, type: String = definedExternally, quality:

Any? = definedExternally)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasRenderingContext2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class CanvasRenderingContext2D : CanvasState, CanvasTransform,

CanvasCompositing, CanvasImageSmoothing, CanvasFillStrokeStyles, CanvasShadowStyles, CanvasFilters,

CanvasRect, CanvasDrawPath, CanvasUserInterface, CanvasText, CanvasDrawImage, CanvasHitRegion,

CanvasImageData, CanvasPathDrawingStyles, CanvasTextDrawingStyles, CanvasPath, RenderingContext {\n

open val canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasState {\n    fun save()\n    fun

restore()\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasTransform {\n    fun scale(x: Double, y: Double)\n    fun

rotate(angle: Double)\n    fun translate(x: Double, y: Double)\n    fun transform(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double, d:

Double, e: Double, f: Double)\n    fun getTransform(): DOMMatrix\n    fun setTransform(a: Double, b: Double, c:

Double, d: Double, e: Double, f: Double)\n    fun setTransform(transform: dynamic = definedExternally)\n    fun

resetTransform()\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasCompositing {\n    var globalAlpha: Double\n    var

globalCompositeOperation: String\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasImageSmoothing {\n    var

imageSmoothingEnabled: Boolean\n    var imageSmoothingQuality: ImageSmoothingQuality\n}\n\npublic external

interface CanvasFillStrokeStyles {\n    var strokeStyle: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var fillStyle: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

fun createLinearGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double): CanvasGradient\n    fun

createRadialGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, r0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double, r1: Double): CanvasGradient\n

fun createPattern(image: CanvasImageSource, repetition: String): CanvasPattern?\n}\n\npublic external interface

CanvasShadowStyles {\n    var shadowOffsetX: Double\n    var shadowOffsetY: Double\n    var shadowBlur:

Double\n    var shadowColor: String\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasFilters {\n    var filter:

String\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasRect {\n    fun clearRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h:

Double)\n    fun fillRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h: Double)\n    fun strokeRect(x: Double, y: Double, w:

Double, h: Double)\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasDrawPath {\n    fun beginPath()\n    fun fill(fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\n    fun fill(path: Path2D, fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\n

fun stroke()\n    fun stroke(path: Path2D)\n    fun clip(fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\n    fun

clip(path: Path2D, fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\n    fun resetClip()\n    fun isPointInPath(x:

Double, y: Double, fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun isPointInPath(path: Path2D, x:

Double, y: Double, fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun isPointInStroke(x: Double, y:

Double): Boolean\n    fun isPointInStroke(path: Path2D, x: Double, y: Double): Boolean\n}\n\npublic external

interface CanvasUserInterface {\n    fun drawFocusIfNeeded(element: Element)\n    fun drawFocusIfNeeded(path:
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Path2D, element: Element)\n    fun scrollPathIntoView()\n    fun scrollPathIntoView(path: Path2D)\n}\n\npublic

external interface CanvasText {\n    fun fillText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double, maxWidth: Double =

definedExternally)\n    fun strokeText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double, maxWidth: Double = definedExternally)\n

 fun measureText(text: String): TextMetrics\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasDrawImage {\n    fun

drawImage(image: CanvasImageSource, dx: Double, dy: Double)\n    fun drawImage(image: CanvasImageSource,

dx: Double, dy: Double, dw: Double, dh: Double)\n    fun drawImage(image: CanvasImageSource, sx: Double, sy:

Double, sw: Double, sh: Double, dx: Double, dy: Double, dw: Double, dh: Double)\n}\n\npublic external interface

CanvasHitRegion {\n    fun addHitRegion(options: HitRegionOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun

removeHitRegion(id: String)\n    fun clearHitRegions()\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasImageData {\n    fun

createImageData(sw: Double, sh: Double): ImageData\n    fun createImageData(imagedata: ImageData):

ImageData\n    fun getImageData(sx: Double, sy: Double, sw: Double, sh: Double): ImageData\n    fun

putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx: Double, dy: Double)\n    fun putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx:

Double, dy: Double, dirtyX: Double, dirtyY: Double, dirtyWidth: Double, dirtyHeight: Double)\n}\n\npublic

external interface CanvasPathDrawingStyles {\n    var lineWidth: Double\n    var lineCap: CanvasLineCap\n    var

lineJoin: CanvasLineJoin\n    var miterLimit: Double\n    var lineDashOffset: Double\n    fun setLineDash(segments:

Array<Double>)\n    fun getLineDash(): Array<Double>\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasTextDrawingStyles

{\n    var font: String\n    var textAlign: CanvasTextAlign\n    var textBaseline: CanvasTextBaseline\n    var

direction: CanvasDirection\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasPath {\n    fun closePath()\n    fun moveTo(x:

Double, y: Double)\n    fun lineTo(x: Double, y: Double)\n    fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx: Double, cpy: Double, x:

Double, y: Double)\n    fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x: Double, cp1y: Double, cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double, x: Double, y:

Double)\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radius: Double)\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double,

y1: Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double)\n    fun rect(x: Double, y:

Double, w: Double, h: Double)\n    fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle:

Double, anticlockwise: Boolean = definedExternally)\n    fun ellipse(x: Double, y: Double, radiusX: Double,

radiusY: Double, rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean =

definedExternally)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasGradient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasGradient) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CanvasGradient {\n    fun addColorStop(offset: Double, color: String)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CanvasPattern](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasPattern) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CanvasPattern {\n    fun setTransform(transform: dynamic = definedExternally)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [TextMetrics](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextMetrics) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class TextMetrics {\n    open val width: Double\n    open val actualBoundingBoxLeft:

Double\n    open val actualBoundingBoxRight: Double\n    open val fontBoundingBoxAscent: Double\n    open val

fontBoundingBoxDescent: Double\n    open val actualBoundingBoxAscent: Double\n    open val

actualBoundingBoxDescent: Double\n    open val emHeightAscent: Double\n    open val emHeightDescent:

Double\n    open val hangingBaseline: Double\n    open val alphabeticBaseline: Double\n    open val

ideographicBaseline: Double\n}\n\npublic external interface HitRegionOptions {\n    var path: Path2D? /* = null

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var fillRule: CanvasFillRule? /* =

CanvasFillRule.NONZERO */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var id:

String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var parentID: String? /*

= null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var cursor: String? /* = \"inherit\"

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var control: Element? /* = null */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var label: String? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var role: String? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

HitRegionOptions(path: Path2D? = null, fillRule: CanvasFillRule? = CanvasFillRule.NONZERO, id: String? = \"\",

parentID: String? = null, cursor: String? = \"inherit\", control: Element? = null, label: String? = null, role: String? =

null): HitRegionOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"path\"] = path\n    o[\"fillRule\"] = fillRule\n    o[\"id\"] =
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id\n    o[\"parentID\"] = parentID\n    o[\"cursor\"] = cursor\n    o[\"control\"] = control\n    o[\"label\"] = label\n

o[\"role\"] = role\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageData) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

ImageData : ImageBitmapSource, TexImageSource {\n    constructor(sw: Int, sh: Int)\n    constructor(data:

Uint8ClampedArray, sw: Int, sh: Int = definedExternally)\n    open val width: Int\n    open val height: Int\n    open

val data: Uint8ClampedArray\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Path2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Path2D) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Path2D() : CanvasPath {\n    constructor(path: Path2D)\n    constructor(paths: Array<Path2D>, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\n    constructor(d: String)\n    fun addPath(path: Path2D, transform: dynamic =

definedExternally)\n    override fun closePath()\n    override fun moveTo(x: Double, y: Double)\n    override fun

lineTo(x: Double, y: Double)\n    override fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx: Double, cpy: Double, x: Double, y: Double)\n

  override fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x: Double, cp1y: Double, cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double, x: Double, y: Double)\n

override fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radius: Double)\n    override fun arcTo(x1:

Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double)\n    override fun

rect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h: Double)\n    override fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double,

startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean /* = definedExternally */)\n    override fun ellipse(x:

Double, y: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double,

anticlockwise: Boolean /* = definedExternally */)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageBitmapRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmapRenderingContext)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class ImageBitmapRenderingContext {\n    open val canvas:

HTMLCanvasElement\n    fun transferFromImageBitmap(bitmap: ImageBitmap?)\n}\n\npublic external interface

ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\n    val o

= js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CustomElementRegistry](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomElementRegistry) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class CustomElementRegistry {\n    fun define(name: String, constructor: () -> dynamic,

options: ElementDefinitionOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun get(name: String): Any?\n    fun

whenDefined(name: String): Promise<Unit>\n}\n\npublic external interface ElementDefinitionOptions {\n    var

extends: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ElementDefinitionOptions(extends: String?

= undefined): ElementDefinitionOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"extends\"] = extends\n    return

o\n}\n\npublic external interface ElementContentEditable {\n    var contentEditable: String\n    val

isContentEditable: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransfer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransfer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class DataTransfer {\n    open var dropEffect: String\n    open var effectAllowed: String\n    open val items:

DataTransferItemList\n    open val types: Array<out String>\n    open val files: FileList\n    fun

setDragImage(image: Element, x: Int, y: Int)\n    fun getData(format: String): String\n    fun setData(format: String,

data: String)\n    fun clearData(format: String = definedExternally)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransferItemList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItemList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class DataTransferItemList {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun add(data: String, type: String):

DataTransferItem?\n    fun add(data: File): DataTransferItem?\n    fun remove(index: Int)\n    fun

clear()\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DataTransferItemList.get(index: Int):

DataTransferItem? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransferItem](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItem) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class DataTransferItem {\n    open val kind: String\n    open val type: String\n    fun

getAsString(_callback: ((String) -> Unit)?)\n    fun getAsFile(): File?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DragEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DragEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class
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DragEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: DragEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\n    open val

dataTransfer: DataTransfer?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE:

Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

DragEventInit : MouseEventInit {\n    var dataTransfer: DataTransfer? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

      set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DragEventInit(dataTransfer:

DataTransfer? = null, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0,

buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, region: String? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey:

Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false,

modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view:

Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): DragEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"dataTransfer\"] = dataTransfer\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\n

 o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\n    o[\"button\"] = button\n

o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"region\"] = region\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] =

ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n

o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n

o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] =

modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] =

modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Window](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Window) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Window : EventTarget, GlobalEventHandlers, WindowEventHandlers,

WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope, WindowSessionStorage, WindowLocalStorage, GlobalPerformance,

UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy {\n    open val window: Window\n    open val self: Window\n    open val

document: Document\n    open var name: String\n    open val location: Location\n    open val history: History\n

open val customElements: CustomElementRegistry\n    open val locationbar: BarProp\n    open val menubar:

BarProp\n    open val personalbar: BarProp\n    open val scrollbars: BarProp\n    open val statusbar: BarProp\n

open val toolbar: BarProp\n    open var status: String\n    open val closed: Boolean\n    open val frames: Window\n

open val length: Int\n    open val top: Window\n    open var opener: Any?\n    open val parent: Window\n    open val

frameElement: Element?\n    open val navigator: Navigator\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\n

open val external: External\n    open val screen: Screen\n    open val innerWidth: Int\n    open val innerHeight: Int\n

 open val scrollX: Double\n    open val pageXOffset: Double\n    open val scrollY: Double\n    open val

pageYOffset: Double\n    open val screenX: Int\n    open val screenY: Int\n    open val outerWidth: Int\n    open val

outerHeight: Int\n    open val devicePixelRatio: Double\n    fun close()\n    fun stop()\n    fun focus()\n    fun blur()\n

 fun open(url: String = definedExternally, target: String = definedExternally, features: String = definedExternally):

Window?\n    fun alert()\n    fun alert(message: String)\n    fun confirm(message: String = definedExternally):

Boolean\n    fun prompt(message: String = definedExternally, default: String = definedExternally): String?\n    fun

print()\n    fun requestAnimationFrame(callback: (Double) -> Unit): Int\n    fun cancelAnimationFrame(handle:

Int)\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, targetOrigin: String, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally)\n

fun captureEvents()\n    fun releaseEvents()\n    fun matchMedia(query: String): MediaQueryList\n    fun moveTo(x:

Int, y: Int)\n    fun moveBy(x: Int, y: Int)\n    fun resizeTo(x: Int, y: Int)\n    fun resizeBy(x: Int, y: Int)\n    fun

scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun scroll(x: Double, y: Double)\n    fun scrollTo(options:

ScrollToOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun scrollTo(x: Double, y: Double)\n    fun scrollBy(options:

ScrollToOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun scrollBy(x: Double, y: Double)\n    fun getComputedStyle(elt:

Element, pseudoElt: String? = definedExternally): CSSStyleDeclaration\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun Window.get(name: String): dynamic = asDynamic()[name]\n\npublic external abstract class
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BarProp {\n    open val visible: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[History](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/History) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

History {\n    open val length: Int\n    open var scrollRestoration: ScrollRestoration\n    open val state: Any?\n    fun

go(delta: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun back()\n    fun forward()\n    fun pushState(data: Any?, title: String, url:

String? = definedExternally)\n    fun replaceState(data: Any?, title: String, url: String? =

definedExternally)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Location](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Location) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Location {\n    open var href: String\n    open val origin: String\n    open var protocol: String\n    open var host:

String\n    open var hostname: String\n    open var port: String\n    open var pathname: String\n    open var search:

String\n    open var hash: String\n    open val ancestorOrigins: Array<out String>\n    fun assign(url: String)\n    fun

replace(url: String)\n    fun reload()\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PopStateEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PopStateEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class PopStateEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PopStateEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val

state: Any?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val

AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface PopStateEventInit

: EventInit {\n    var state: Any? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun PopStateEventInit(state: Any? = null,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): PopStateEventInit {\n    val o

= js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"state\"] = state\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HashChangeEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HashChangeEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class HashChangeEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: HashChangeEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\n    open val oldURL: String\n    open val newURL: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE:

Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface HashChangeEventInit : EventInit {\n    var oldURL: String? /* = \"\" */\n

     get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var newURL: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

HashChangeEventInit(oldURL: String? = \"\", newURL: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): HashChangeEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"oldURL\"] =

oldURL\n    o[\"newURL\"] = newURL\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PageTransitionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PageTransitionEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class PageTransitionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PageTransitionEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\n    open val persisted: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface PageTransitionEventInit : EventInit {\n    var persisted: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

PageTransitionEventInit(persisted: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): PageTransitionEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"persisted\"] = persisted\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BeforeUnloadEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BeforeUnloadEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class BeforeUnloadEvent : Event {\n    var returnValue: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val

NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class ApplicationCache : EventTarget {\n    open

val status: Short\n    open var onchecking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

open var onnoupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var ondownloading: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onupdateready: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var
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oncached: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onobsolete: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun update()\n    fun abort()\n

fun swapCache()\n\n    companion object {\n        val UNCACHED: Short\n        val IDLE: Short\n        val

CHECKING: Short\n        val DOWNLOADING: Short\n        val UPDATEREADY: Short\n        val OBSOLETE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorOnLine](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorOnLine) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface NavigatorOnLine {\n    val onLine: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ErrorEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ErrorEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

ErrorEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ErrorEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val message: String\n

  open val filename: String\n    open val lineno: Int\n    open val colno: Int\n    open val error: Any?\n\n    companion

object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface ErrorEventInit : EventInit {\n    var message:

String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var filename: String? /*

= \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lineno: Int? /* = 0 */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var colno: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var error: Any? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ErrorEventInit(message: String? = \"\", filename: String? = \"\", lineno: Int? = 0, colno: Int? = 0, error: Any? = null,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ErrorEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"message\"] = message\n    o[\"filename\"] = filename\n    o[\"lineno\"] = lineno\n    o[\"colno\"] =

colno\n    o[\"error\"] = error\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PromiseRejectionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PromiseRejectionEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class PromiseRejectionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PromiseRejectionEventInit) :

Event {\n    open val promise: Promise<Any?>\n    open val reason: Any?\n\n    companion object {\n        val

NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface PromiseRejectionEventInit : EventInit {\n    var

promise: Promise<Any?>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var reason:

Any?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun PromiseRejectionEventInit(promise:

Promise<Any?>?, reason: Any? = undefined, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): PromiseRejectionEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"promise\"] = promise\n

o[\"reason\"] = reason\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[GlobalEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/GlobalEventHandlers) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface GlobalEventHandlers {\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onblur: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oncanplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

  get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondrag: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n
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 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

  get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) ->

dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oninput: ((InputEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oninvalid: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onkeydown:

((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

 var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

     set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onmousemove:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

     set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onseeked: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onselect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n
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 set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

      get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpointermove:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

      set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowEventHandlers) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface WindowEventHandlers {\n    var onafterprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onbeforeprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onbeforeunload: ((BeforeUnloadEvent) ->

String?)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onhashchange:

((HashChangeEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var ononline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var onpagehide: ((PageTransitionEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpageshow: ((PageTransitionEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onpopstate: ((PopStateEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

    get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onstorage: ((StorageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

      get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var onunhandledrejection:

((PromiseRejectionEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var onunload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\npublic external interface DocumentAndElementEventHandlers {\n    var oncopy:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oncut:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope {\n    val origin: String\n    val caches:

CacheStorage\n    fun btoa(data: String): String\n    fun atob(data: String): String\n    fun setTimeout(handler:

dynamic, timeout: Int = definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?): Int\n    fun clearTimeout(handle: Int =

definedExternally)\n    fun setInterval(handler: dynamic, timeout: Int = definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?):

Int\n    fun clearInterval(handle: Int = definedExternally)\n    fun createImageBitmap(image: ImageBitmapSource,

options: ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ImageBitmap>\n    fun createImageBitmap(image:

ImageBitmapSource, sx: Int, sy: Int, sw: Int, sh: Int, options: ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<ImageBitmap>\n    fun fetch(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally):

Promise<Response>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Navigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Navigator) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Navigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine, NavigatorContentUtils, NavigatorCookies,
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NavigatorPlugins, NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\n    open val clipboard: Clipboard\n    open val mediaDevices:

MediaDevices\n    open val maxTouchPoints: Int\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\n    fun

requestMediaKeySystemAccess(keySystem: String, supportedConfigurations:

Array<MediaKeySystemConfiguration>): Promise<MediaKeySystemAccess>\n    fun getUserMedia(constraints:

MediaStreamConstraints, successCallback: (MediaStream) -> Unit, errorCallback: (dynamic) -> Unit)\n    fun

vibrate(pattern: dynamic): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorID](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorID) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

NavigatorID {\n    val appCodeName: String\n    val appName: String\n    val appVersion: String\n    val platform:

String\n    val product: String\n    val productSub: String\n    val userAgent: String\n    val vendor: String\n    val

vendorSub: String\n    val oscpu: String\n    fun taintEnabled(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorLanguage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorLanguage) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface NavigatorLanguage {\n    val language: String\n    val languages: Array<out String>\n}\n\npublic

external interface NavigatorContentUtils {\n    fun registerProtocolHandler(scheme: String, url: String, title:

String)\n    fun registerContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String, title: String)\n    fun

isProtocolHandlerRegistered(scheme: String, url: String): String\n    fun isContentHandlerRegistered(mimeType:

String, url: String): String\n    fun unregisterProtocolHandler(scheme: String, url: String)\n    fun

unregisterContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String)\n}\n\npublic external interface NavigatorCookies {\n    val

cookieEnabled: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorPlugins](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorPlugins) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface NavigatorPlugins {\n    val plugins: PluginArray\n    val mimeTypes: MimeTypeArray\n    fun

javaEnabled(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PluginArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PluginArray) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class PluginArray : ItemArrayLike<Plugin> {\n    fun refresh(reload: Boolean = definedExternally)\n    override fun

item(index: Int): Plugin?\n    fun namedItem(name: String): Plugin?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun PluginArray.get(index: Int): Plugin? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun PluginArray.get(name: String):

Plugin? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MimeTypeArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MimeTypeArray) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class MimeTypeArray : ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\n    override fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\n

fun namedItem(name: String): MimeType?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

MimeTypeArray.get(index: Int): MimeType? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun MimeTypeArray.get(name: String): MimeType? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Plugin](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Plugin) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class Plugin : ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\n    open val name: String\n    open val description: String\n    open val

filename: String\n    override fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

MimeType?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Plugin.get(index: Int): MimeType? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Plugin.get(name: String):

MimeType? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MimeType](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MimeType) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class MimeType {\n    open val type: String\n    open val description: String\n    open val suffixes: String\n    open

val enabledPlugin: Plugin\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageBitmap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmap) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class ImageBitmap : CanvasImageSource, TexImageSource {\n    open val width: Int\n    open val height:

Int\n    fun close()\n}\n\npublic external interface ImageBitmapOptions {\n    var imageOrientation:

ImageOrientation? /* = ImageOrientation.NONE */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var premultiplyAlpha: PremultiplyAlpha? /* = PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? /* =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var
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resizeWidth: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeHeight: Int?\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeQuality: ResizeQuality? /* =

ResizeQuality.LOW */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ImageBitmapOptions(imageOrientation:

ImageOrientation? = ImageOrientation.NONE, premultiplyAlpha: PremultiplyAlpha? =

PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT, colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT, resizeWidth: Int? = undefined, resizeHeight: Int? = undefined, resizeQuality:

ResizeQuality? = ResizeQuality.LOW): ImageBitmapOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"imageOrientation\"]

= imageOrientation\n    o[\"premultiplyAlpha\"] = premultiplyAlpha\n    o[\"colorSpaceConversion\"] =

colorSpaceConversion\n    o[\"resizeWidth\"] = resizeWidth\n    o[\"resizeHeight\"] = resizeHeight\n

o[\"resizeQuality\"] = resizeQuality\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class MessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MessageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val data:

Any?\n    open val origin: String\n    open val lastEventId: String\n    open val source:

UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy?\n    open val ports: Array<out MessagePort>\n    fun initMessageEvent(type:

String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, data: Any?, origin: String, lastEventId: String, source:

UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy?, ports: Array<MessagePort>)\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE:

Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface MessageEventInit : EventInit {\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lastEventId: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var source: UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy? /* =

null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>? /*

= arrayOf() */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MessageEventInit(data: Any? = null, origin:

String? = \"\", lastEventId: String? = \"\", source: UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy? = null, ports:

Array<MessagePort>? = arrayOf(), bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): MessageEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n

o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\n    o[\"source\"] = source\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventSource](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventSource) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class EventSource(url: String, eventSourceInitDict: EventSourceInit = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\n    open

val url: String\n    open val withCredentials: Boolean\n    open val readyState: Short\n    var onopen: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun

close()\n\n    companion object {\n        val CONNECTING: Short\n        val OPEN: Short\n        val CLOSED:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface EventSourceInit {\n    var withCredentials: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

EventSourceInit(withCredentials: Boolean? = false): EventSourceInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"withCredentials\"] = withCredentials\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebSocket](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebSocket) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

WebSocket(url: String, protocols: dynamic = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\n    open val url: String\n    open

val readyState: Short\n    open val bufferedAmount: Number\n    var onopen: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open val extensions: String\n    open val protocol:

String\n    var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    var binaryType: BinaryType\n    fun close(code: Short

= definedExternally, reason: String = definedExternally)\n    fun send(data: String)\n    fun send(data: Blob)\n    fun

send(data: ArrayBuffer)\n    fun send(data: ArrayBufferView)\n\n    companion object {\n        val CONNECTING:

Short\n        val OPEN: Short\n        val CLOSING: Short\n        val CLOSED: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CloseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CloseEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external
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open class CloseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CloseEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val

wasClean: Boolean\n    open val code: Short\n    open val reason: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE:

Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface CloseEventInit : EventInit {\n    var wasClean: Boolean? /* = false */\n

  get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var code: Short? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var reason: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CloseEventInit(wasClean: Boolean? = false, code: Short? = 0, reason: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): CloseEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"wasClean\"] = wasClean\n    o[\"code\"] = code\n    o[\"reason\"] = reason\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessageChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageChannel) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class MessageChannel {\n    open val port1: MessagePort\n    open val port2: MessagePort\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [MessagePort](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessagePort) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class MessagePort : EventTarget, UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy,

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker, UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n    open var onmessage:

((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> =

definedExternally)\n    fun start()\n    fun close()\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BroadcastChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BroadcastChannel) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class BroadcastChannel(name: String) : EventTarget {\n    open val name: String\n    var onmessage:

((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?)\n    fun close()\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerGlobalScope) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WorkerGlobalScope : EventTarget, WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope,

GlobalPerformance {\n    open val self: WorkerGlobalScope\n    open val location: WorkerLocation\n    open val

navigator: WorkerNavigator\n    open var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var ononline:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onunhandledrejection:

((PromiseRejectionEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun importScripts(vararg urls: String)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript

[DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\n    open var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> =

definedExternally)\n    fun close()\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SharedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SharedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\n    open val name:

String\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\n    open var onconnect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun

close()\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AbstractWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AbstractWorker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

interface AbstractWorker {\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Worker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Worker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Worker(scriptURL: String, options: WorkerOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker {\n    var

onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun terminate()\n

fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally)\n}\n\npublic external interface

WorkerOptions {\n    var type: WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var credentials: RequestCredentials? /* = RequestCredentials.OMIT */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

WorkerOptions(type: WorkerType? = WorkerType.CLASSIC, credentials: RequestCredentials? =
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RequestCredentials.OMIT): WorkerOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n    o[\"credentials\"] =

credentials\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SharedWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class SharedWorker(scriptURL: String, name: String = definedExternally, options: WorkerOptions =

definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker {\n    open val port: MessagePort\n    override var onerror:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorConcurrentHardware](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorConcurrentHardware) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\n    val hardwareConcurrency:

Number\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WorkerNavigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerNavigator) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class WorkerNavigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine,

NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WorkerLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerLocation) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WorkerLocation {\n    open val href: String\n    open val origin: String\n    open val

protocol: String\n    open val host: String\n    open val hostname: String\n    open val port: String\n    open val

pathname: String\n    open val search: String\n    open val hash: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Storage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Storage) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Storage {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun key(index: Int): String?\n    fun removeItem(key: String)\n    fun clear()\n

fun getItem(key: String): String?\n    fun setItem(key: String, value:

String)\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Storage.get(key: String): String? =

asDynamic()[key]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Storage.set(key: String, value: String)

{ asDynamic()[key] = value }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowSessionStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowSessionStorage) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface WindowSessionStorage {\n    val sessionStorage: Storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WindowLocalStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowLocalStorage) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface WindowLocalStorage {\n    val localStorage: Storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [StorageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StorageEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class StorageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: StorageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n

open val key: String?\n    open val oldValue: String?\n    open val newValue: String?\n    open val url: String\n

open val storageArea: Storage?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE:

Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

StorageEventInit : EventInit {\n    var key: String? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var oldValue: String? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var newValue: String? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var url: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var storageArea: Storage? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun StorageEventInit(key: String? = null,

oldValue: String? = null, newValue: String? = null, url: String? = \"\", storageArea: Storage? = null, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): StorageEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"key\"] = key\n    o[\"oldValue\"] = oldValue\n    o[\"newValue\"] = newValue\n    o[\"url\"] =

url\n    o[\"storageArea\"] = storageArea\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external abstract class HTMLAppletElement :

HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n    open var alt: String\n    open var archive: String\n    open var code:

String\n    open var codeBase: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var hspace: Int\n    open var name:

String\n    open var _object: String\n    open var vspace: Int\n    open var width: String\n\n    companion object {\n

  val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMarqueeElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMarqueeElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLMarqueeElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var behavior: String\n    open

var bgColor: String\n    open var direction: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var hspace: Int\n    open var

loop: Int\n    open var scrollAmount: Int\n    open var scrollDelay: Int\n    open var trueSpeed: Boolean\n    open var

vspace: Int\n    open var width: String\n    open var onbounce: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onfinish: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\n    open var onstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun start()\n    fun stop()\n\n    companion object {\n

  val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFrameSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFrameSetElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLFrameSetElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\n    open var

cols: String\n    open var rows: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

HTMLFrameElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    open var scrolling: String\n    open var src:

String\n    open var frameBorder: String\n    open var longDesc: String\n    open var noResize: Boolean\n    open val

contentDocument: Document?\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\n    open var marginHeight: String\n    open

var marginWidth: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

HTMLDirectoryElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var compact: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val
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CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFontElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFontElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLFontElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var color: String\n    open var face: String\n

open var size: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface External

{\n    fun AddSearchProvider()\n    fun IsSearchProviderInstalled()\n}\n\npublic external interface EventInit {\n

var bubbles: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

cancelable: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

composed: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun EventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): EventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CustomEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class CustomEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CustomEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n

open val detail: Any?\n    fun initCustomEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, detail:

Any?)\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val

AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface CustomEventInit :

EventInit {\n    var detail: Any? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CustomEventInit(detail: Any? = null,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): CustomEventInit {\n    val o

= js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface EventListenerOptions {\n    var capture:

Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun EventListenerOptions(capture: Boolean? =

false): EventListenerOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"capture\"] = capture\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external

interface AddEventListenerOptions : EventListenerOptions {\n    var passive: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var once: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

AddEventListenerOptions(passive: Boolean? = false, once: Boolean? = false, capture: Boolean? = false):

AddEventListenerOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"passive\"] = passive\n    o[\"once\"] = once\n

o[\"capture\"] = capture\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface NonElementParentNode {\n    fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentOrShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentOrShadowRoot) to Kotlin\n
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*/\npublic external interface DocumentOrShadowRoot {\n    val fullscreenElement: Element?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ParentNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ParentNode) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

ParentNode {\n    val children: HTMLCollection\n    val firstElementChild: Element?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n    val lastElementChild: Element?\n        get() = definedExternally\n    val childElementCount:

Int\n    fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    fun querySelector(selectors:

String): Element?\n    fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NonDocumentTypeChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NonDocumentTypeChildNode) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface NonDocumentTypeChildNode {\n    val previousElementSibling: Element?\n

    get() = definedExternally\n    val nextElementSibling: Element?\n        get() = definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [ChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ChildNode) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface ChildNode {\n    fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    fun after(vararg nodes:

dynamic)\n    fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    fun remove()\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Slotable](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Slotable) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface Slotable

{\n    val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\n        get() = definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

NodeList : ItemArrayLike<Node> {\n    override fun item(index: Int):

Node?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun NodeList.get(index: Int): Node? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCollection) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLCollection : ItemArrayLike<Element>, UnionElementOrHTMLCollection {\n

override fun item(index: Int): Element?\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

Element?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(index: Int): Element?

= asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(name:

String): Element? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationObserver](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationObserver) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class MutationObserver(callback: (Array<MutationRecord>, MutationObserver) -> Unit) {\n    fun

observe(target: Node, options: MutationObserverInit = definedExternally)\n    fun disconnect()\n    fun

takeRecords(): Array<MutationRecord>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationObserverInit](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationObserverInit) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface MutationObserverInit {\n    var childList: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var attributes: Boolean?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var characterData: Boolean?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var subtree: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var attributeOldValue: Boolean?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var characterDataOldValue: Boolean?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var attributeFilter: Array<String>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MutationObserverInit(childList: Boolean? = false, attributes: Boolean? = undefined, characterData: Boolean? =

undefined, subtree: Boolean? = false, attributeOldValue: Boolean? = undefined, characterDataOldValue: Boolean? =

undefined, attributeFilter: Array<String>? = undefined): MutationObserverInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"childList\"] = childList\n    o[\"attributes\"] = attributes\n    o[\"characterData\"] = characterData\n

o[\"subtree\"] = subtree\n    o[\"attributeOldValue\"] = attributeOldValue\n    o[\"characterDataOldValue\"] =

characterDataOldValue\n    o[\"attributeFilter\"] = attributeFilter\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationRecord](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationRecord) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class MutationRecord {\n    open val type: String\n    open val target: Node\n    open val addedNodes:

NodeList\n    open val removedNodes: NodeList\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\n    open val nextSibling:

Node?\n    open val attributeName: String?\n    open val attributeNamespace: String?\n    open val oldValue:
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String?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Node](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Node) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Node : EventTarget {\n    open val nodeType: Short\n    open val

nodeName: String\n    open val baseURI: String\n    open val isConnected: Boolean\n    open val ownerDocument:

Document?\n    open val parentNode: Node?\n    open val parentElement: Element?\n    open val childNodes:

NodeList\n    open val firstChild: Node?\n    open val lastChild: Node?\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\n

open val nextSibling: Node?\n    open var nodeValue: String?\n    open var textContent: String?\n    fun

getRootNode(options: GetRootNodeOptions = definedExternally): Node\n    fun hasChildNodes(): Boolean\n    fun

normalize()\n    fun cloneNode(deep: Boolean = definedExternally): Node\n    fun isEqualNode(otherNode: Node?):

Boolean\n    fun isSameNode(otherNode: Node?): Boolean\n    fun compareDocumentPosition(other: Node): Short\n

  fun contains(other: Node?): Boolean\n    fun lookupPrefix(namespace: String?): String?\n    fun

lookupNamespaceURI(prefix: String?): String?\n    fun isDefaultNamespace(namespace: String?): Boolean\n    fun

insertBefore(node: Node, child: Node?): Node\n    fun appendChild(node: Node): Node\n    fun replaceChild(node:

Node, child: Node): Node\n    fun removeChild(child: Node): Node\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

GetRootNodeOptions {\n    var composed: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun GetRootNodeOptions(composed: Boolean?

= false): GetRootNodeOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [Document](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Document) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class Document : Node, GlobalEventHandlers, DocumentAndElementEventHandlers,

NonElementParentNode, DocumentOrShadowRoot, ParentNode, GeometryUtils {\n    open val implementation:

DOMImplementation\n    open val URL: String\n    open val documentURI: String\n    open val origin: String\n

open val compatMode: String\n    open val characterSet: String\n    open val charset: String\n    open val

inputEncoding: String\n    open val contentType: String\n    open val doctype: DocumentType?\n    open val

documentElement: Element?\n    open val location: Location?\n    var domain: String\n    open val referrer: String\n

var cookie: String\n    open val lastModified: String\n    open val readyState: DocumentReadyState\n    var title:

String\n    var dir: String\n    var body: HTMLElement?\n    open val head: HTMLHeadElement?\n    open val

images: HTMLCollection\n    open val embeds: HTMLCollection\n    open val plugins: HTMLCollection\n    open

val links: HTMLCollection\n    open val forms: HTMLCollection\n    open val scripts: HTMLCollection\n    open

val currentScript: HTMLOrSVGScriptElement?\n    open val defaultView: Window?\n    open val activeElement:

Element?\n    var designMode: String\n    var onreadystatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var fgColor: String\n

var linkColor: String\n    var vlinkColor: String\n    var alinkColor: String\n    var bgColor: String\n    open val

anchors: HTMLCollection\n    open val applets: HTMLCollection\n    open val all: HTMLAllCollection\n    open

val scrollingElement: Element?\n    open val styleSheets: StyleSheetList\n    open val rootElement:

SVGSVGElement?\n    open val fullscreenEnabled: Boolean\n    open val fullscreen: Boolean\n    var

onfullscreenchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onfullscreenerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncancel:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplaythrough:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) ->
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dynamic)?\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int,

Any?) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -

> dynamic)?\n    override var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeyup:

((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadeddata:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadend:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousedown:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeked:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointermove:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncopy:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpaste:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override val fullscreenElement: Element?\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\n

override val childElementCount: Int\n    fun getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\n

fun getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun createElement(localName: String,

options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\n    fun createElementNS(namespace: String?,

qualifiedName: String, options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\n    fun

createDocumentFragment(): DocumentFragment\n    fun createTextNode(data: String): Text\n    fun

createCDATASection(data: String): CDATASection\n    fun createComment(data: String): Comment\n    fun

createProcessingInstruction(target: String, data: String): ProcessingInstruction\n    fun importNode(node: Node,

deep: Boolean = definedExternally): Node\n    fun adoptNode(node: Node): Node\n    fun

createAttribute(localName: String): Attr\n    fun createAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName: String):

Attr\n    fun createEvent(`interface`: String): Event\n    fun createRange(): Range\n    fun createNodeIterator(root:

Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: NodeFilter? = definedExternally): NodeIterator\n    fun

createNodeIterator(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: ((Node) -> Short)? =

definedExternally): NodeIterator\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter:
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NodeFilter? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node, whatToShow: Int =

definedExternally, filter: ((Node) -> Short)? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\n    fun

getElementsByName(elementName: String): NodeList\n    fun open(type: String = definedExternally, replace:

String = definedExternally): Document\n    fun open(url: String, name: String, features: String): Window\n    fun

close()\n    fun write(vararg text: String)\n    fun writeln(vararg text: String)\n    fun hasFocus(): Boolean\n    fun

execCommand(commandId: String, showUI: Boolean = definedExternally, value: String = definedExternally):

Boolean\n    fun queryCommandEnabled(commandId: String): Boolean\n    fun

queryCommandIndeterm(commandId: String): Boolean\n    fun queryCommandState(commandId: String):

Boolean\n    fun queryCommandSupported(commandId: String): Boolean\n    fun

queryCommandValue(commandId: String): String\n    fun clear()\n    fun captureEvents()\n    fun releaseEvents()\n

fun elementFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): Element?\n    fun elementsFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double):

Array<Element>\n    fun caretPositionFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): CaretPosition?\n    fun createTouch(view:

Window, target: EventTarget, identifier: Int, pageX: Int, pageY: Int, screenX: Int, screenY: Int): Touch\n    fun

createTouchList(vararg touches: Touch): TouchList\n    fun exitFullscreen(): Promise<Unit>\n    override fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun

querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* =

definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun

convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n

}\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Document.get(name: String): dynamic =

asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLDocument](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLDocument) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class XMLDocument : Document {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

ElementCreationOptions {\n    var `is`: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ElementCreationOptions(`is`: String? =

undefined): ElementCreationOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"is\"] = `is`\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [DOMImplementation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMImplementation) to
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Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class DOMImplementation {\n    fun createDocumentType(qualifiedName:

String, publicId: String, systemId: String): DocumentType\n    fun createDocument(namespace: String?,

qualifiedName: String, doctype: DocumentType? = definedExternally): XMLDocument\n    fun

createHTMLDocument(title: String = definedExternally): Document\n    fun hasFeature(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [DocumentType](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentType) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class DocumentType : Node, ChildNode {\n    open val name: String\n    open

val publicId: String\n    open val systemId: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

   val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

  val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentFragment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentFragment) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class DocumentFragment : Node, NonElementParentNode, ParentNode {\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\n

override val childElementCount: Int\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\n    override fun

prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun

querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ShadowRoot) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class ShadowRoot : DocumentFragment, DocumentOrShadowRoot {\n    open val mode: ShadowRootMode\n

open val host: Element\n    override val fullscreenElement: Element?\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Element](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Element) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Element : Node, ParentNode, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode, Slotable, GeometryUtils,

UnionElementOrHTMLCollection, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList, UnionElementOrMouseEvent,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction {\n    open val namespaceURI: String?\n    open val prefix: String?\n    open

val localName: String\n    open val tagName: String\n    open var id: String\n    open var className: String\n    open
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val classList: DOMTokenList\n    open var slot: String\n    open val attributes: NamedNodeMap\n    open val

shadowRoot: ShadowRoot?\n    open var scrollTop: Double\n    open var scrollLeft: Double\n    open val

scrollWidth: Int\n    open val scrollHeight: Int\n    open val clientTop: Int\n    open val clientLeft: Int\n    open val

clientWidth: Int\n    open val clientHeight: Int\n    open var innerHTML: String\n    open var outerHTML: String\n

fun hasAttributes(): Boolean\n    fun getAttributeNames(): Array<String>\n    fun getAttribute(qualifiedName:

String): String?\n    fun getAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): String?\n    fun

setAttribute(qualifiedName: String, value: String)\n    fun setAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName:

String, value: String)\n    fun removeAttribute(qualifiedName: String)\n    fun removeAttributeNS(namespace:

String?, localName: String)\n    fun hasAttribute(qualifiedName: String): Boolean\n    fun

hasAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Boolean\n    fun getAttributeNode(qualifiedName: String):

Attr?\n    fun getAttributeNodeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\n    fun setAttributeNode(attr:

Attr): Attr?\n    fun setAttributeNodeNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\n    fun removeAttributeNode(attr: Attr): Attr\n    fun

attachShadow(init: ShadowRootInit): ShadowRoot\n    fun closest(selectors: String): Element?\n    fun

matches(selectors: String): Boolean\n    fun webkitMatchesSelector(selectors: String): Boolean\n    fun

getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun

getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun insertAdjacentElement(where: String,

element: Element): Element?\n    fun insertAdjacentText(where: String, data: String)\n    fun getClientRects():

Array<DOMRect>\n    fun getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\n    fun scrollIntoView()\n    fun

scrollIntoView(arg: dynamic)\n    fun scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun scroll(x: Double,

y: Double)\n    fun scrollTo(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun scrollTo(x: Double, y: Double)\n

  fun scrollBy(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally)\n    fun scrollBy(x: Double, y: Double)\n    fun

insertAdjacentHTML(position: String, text: String)\n    fun setPointerCapture(pointerId: Int)\n    fun

releasePointerCapture(pointerId: Int)\n    fun hasPointerCapture(pointerId: Int): Boolean\n    fun requestFullscreen():

Promise<Unit>\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

ShadowRootInit {\n    var mode: ShadowRootMode?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShadowRootInit(mode:

ShadowRootMode?): ShadowRootInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [NamedNodeMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NamedNodeMap) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class NamedNodeMap : ItemArrayLike<Attr> {\n    fun

getNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\n    fun setNamedItem(attr: Attr): Attr?\n    fun

setNamedItemNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\n    fun removeNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr\n    fun

removeNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr\n    override fun item(index: Int): Attr?\n    fun

getNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

NamedNodeMap.get(index: Int): Attr? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator

fun NamedNodeMap.get(qualifiedName: String): Attr? = asDynamic()[qualifiedName]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Attr](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Attr) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Attr : Node {\n    open val namespaceURI: String?\n    open val prefix: String?\n    open val localName: String\n

open val name: String\n    open var value: String\n    open val ownerElement: Element?\n    open val specified:
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Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n

val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CharacterData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CharacterData) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CharacterData : Node, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode {\n    open var data: String\n    open

val length: Int\n    fun substringData(offset: Int, count: Int): String\n    fun appendData(data: String)\n    fun

insertData(offset: Int, data: String)\n    fun deleteData(offset: Int, count: Int)\n    fun replaceData(offset: Int, count:

Int, data: String)\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Text](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Text) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class Text(data:

String = definedExternally) : CharacterData, Slotable, GeometryUtils {\n    open val wholeText: String\n    override

val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\n    override val

nextElementSibling: Element?\n    fun splitText(offset: Int): Text\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options:

BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad:

dynamic, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override

fun convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic,

options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n    override fun before(vararg nodes:

dynamic)\n    override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n

override fun remove()\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CDATASection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CDATASection) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class CDATASection : Text {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProcessingInstruction](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProcessingInstruction) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class ProcessingInstruction : CharacterData, LinkStyle,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction {\n    open val target: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Comment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Comment) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Comment(data: String = definedExternally) : CharacterData {\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\n

 override val nextElementSibling: Element?\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun

after(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun remove()\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Range](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Range) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class Range {\n

  open val startContainer: Node\n    open val startOffset: Int\n    open val endContainer: Node\n    open val

endOffset: Int\n    open val collapsed: Boolean\n    open val commonAncestorContainer: Node\n    fun setStart(node:

Node, offset: Int)\n    fun setEnd(node: Node, offset: Int)\n    fun setStartBefore(node: Node)\n    fun

setStartAfter(node: Node)\n    fun setEndBefore(node: Node)\n    fun setEndAfter(node: Node)\n    fun

collapse(toStart: Boolean = definedExternally)\n    fun selectNode(node: Node)\n    fun selectNodeContents(node:

Node)\n    fun compareBoundaryPoints(how: Short, sourceRange: Range): Short\n    fun deleteContents()\n    fun

extractContents(): DocumentFragment\n    fun cloneContents(): DocumentFragment\n    fun insertNode(node:

Node)\n    fun surroundContents(newParent: Node)\n    fun cloneRange(): Range\n    fun detach()\n    fun

isPointInRange(node: Node, offset: Int): Boolean\n    fun comparePoint(node: Node, offset: Int): Short\n    fun

intersectsNode(node: Node): Boolean\n    fun getClientRects(): Array<DOMRect>\n    fun

getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\n    fun createContextualFragment(fragment: String): DocumentFragment\n\n

companion object {\n        val START_TO_START: Short\n        val START_TO_END: Short\n        val

END_TO_END: Short\n        val END_TO_START: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeIterator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeIterator) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class NodeIterator {\n    open val root: Node\n    open val referenceNode: Node\n    open val

pointerBeforeReferenceNode: Boolean\n    open val whatToShow: Int\n    open val filter: NodeFilter?\n    fun
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nextNode(): Node?\n    fun previousNode(): Node?\n    fun detach()\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TreeWalker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TreeWalker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class TreeWalker {\n    open val root: Node\n    open val whatToShow: Int\n    open val filter: NodeFilter?\n    open

var currentNode: Node\n    fun parentNode(): Node?\n    fun firstChild(): Node?\n    fun lastChild(): Node?\n    fun

previousSibling(): Node?\n    fun nextSibling(): Node?\n    fun previousNode(): Node?\n    fun nextNode():

Node?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeFilter](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeFilter) to Kotlin\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface NodeFilter {\n

fun acceptNode(node: Node): Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val FILTER_ACCEPT: Short\n        val

FILTER_REJECT: Short\n        val FILTER_SKIP: Short\n        val SHOW_ALL: Int\n        val

SHOW_ELEMENT: Int\n        val SHOW_ATTRIBUTE: Int\n        val SHOW_TEXT: Int\n        val

SHOW_CDATA_SECTION: Int\n        val SHOW_ENTITY_REFERENCE: Int\n        val SHOW_ENTITY: Int\n

    val SHOW_PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION: Int\n        val SHOW_COMMENT: Int\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT: Int\n        val SHOW_DOCUMENT_TYPE: Int\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT: Int\n        val SHOW_NOTATION: Int\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMTokenList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMTokenList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class DOMTokenList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\n    open var value: String\n    fun contains(token:

String): Boolean\n    fun add(vararg tokens: String)\n    fun remove(vararg tokens: String)\n    fun toggle(token:

String, force: Boolean = definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun replace(token: String, newToken: String)\n    fun

supports(token: String): Boolean\n    override fun item(index: Int):

String?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DOMTokenList.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPointReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPointReadOnly) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class DOMPointReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, w: Double) {\n    open val x: Double\n

open val y: Double\n    open val z: Double\n    open val w: Double\n    fun matrixTransform(matrix:

DOMMatrixReadOnly): DOMPoint\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPoint](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPoint) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

DOMPoint : DOMPointReadOnly {\n    constructor(point: DOMPointInit)\n    constructor(x: Double =

definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, z: Double = definedExternally, w: Double = definedExternally)\n

 override var x: Double\n    override var y: Double\n    override var z: Double\n    override var w:

Double\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPointInit](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPointInit) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

interface DOMPointInit {\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var z: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var w: Double? /* = 1.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DOMPointInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y: Double?

= 0.0, z: Double? = 0.0, w: Double? = 1.0): DOMPointInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"x\"] = x\n    o[\"y\"] = y\n

  o[\"z\"] = z\n    o[\"w\"] = w\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRect) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

DOMRect(x: Double = definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, width: Double = definedExternally,

height: Double = definedExternally) : DOMRectReadOnly {\n    override var x: Double\n    override var y: Double\n

  override var width: Double\n    override var height: Double\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMRectReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRectReadOnly) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class DOMRectReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, width: Double, height: Double) {\n    open val x:

Double\n    open val y: Double\n    open val width: Double\n    open val height: Double\n    open val top: Double\n

open val right: Double\n    open val bottom: Double\n    open val left: Double\n}\n\npublic external interface

DOMRectInit {\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var width: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var height: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DOMRectInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y: Double?

= 0.0, width: Double? = 0.0, height: Double? = 0.0): DOMRectInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"x\"] = x\n

o[\"y\"] = y\n    o[\"width\"] = width\n    o[\"height\"] = height\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface

DOMRectList : ItemArrayLike<DOMRect> {\n    override fun item(index: Int):

DOMRect?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DOMRectList.get(index: Int): DOMRect?

= asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMQuad](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMQuad) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

DOMQuad {\n    constructor(p1: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p2: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p3:

DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p4: DOMPointInit = definedExternally)\n    constructor(rect: DOMRectInit)\n

open val p1: DOMPoint\n    open val p2: DOMPoint\n    open val p3: DOMPoint\n    open val p4: DOMPoint\n

open val bounds: DOMRectReadOnly\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMMatrixReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrixReadOnly) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class DOMMatrixReadOnly(numberSequence: Array<Double>) {\n    open val a: Double\n

  open val b: Double\n    open val c: Double\n    open val d: Double\n    open val e: Double\n    open val f: Double\n

 open val m11: Double\n    open val m12: Double\n    open val m13: Double\n    open val m14: Double\n    open val

m21: Double\n    open val m22: Double\n    open val m23: Double\n    open val m24: Double\n    open val m31:

Double\n    open val m32: Double\n    open val m33: Double\n    open val m34: Double\n    open val m41: Double\n

 open val m42: Double\n    open val m43: Double\n    open val m44: Double\n    open val is2D: Boolean\n    open

val isIdentity: Boolean\n    fun translate(tx: Double, ty: Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n

fun scale(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n

  fun scale3d(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ:

Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun scaleNonUniform(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double =

definedExternally, scaleZ: Double = definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double =

definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotate(angle: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateFromVector(x:

Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateAxisAngle(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double):

DOMMatrix\n    fun skewX(sx: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun skewY(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun

multiply(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\n    fun flipX(): DOMMatrix\n    fun flipY(): DOMMatrix\n    fun

inverse(): DOMMatrix\n    fun transformPoint(point: DOMPointInit = definedExternally): DOMPoint\n    fun

toFloat32Array(): Float32Array\n    fun toFloat64Array(): Float64Array\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMMatrix](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrix) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class DOMMatrix() : DOMMatrixReadOnly {\n    constructor(transformList: String)\n    constructor(other:

DOMMatrixReadOnly)\n    constructor(array32: Float32Array)\n    constructor(array64: Float64Array)\n

constructor(numberSequence: Array<Double>)\n    override var a: Double\n    override var b: Double\n    override

var c: Double\n    override var d: Double\n    override var e: Double\n    override var f: Double\n    override var m11:

Double\n    override var m12: Double\n    override var m13: Double\n    override var m14: Double\n    override var

m21: Double\n    override var m22: Double\n    override var m23: Double\n    override var m24: Double\n    override

var m31: Double\n    override var m32: Double\n    override var m33: Double\n    override var m34: Double\n

override var m41: Double\n    override var m42: Double\n    override var m43: Double\n    override var m44:

Double\n    fun multiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\n    fun preMultiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix):

DOMMatrix\n    fun translateSelf(tx: Double, ty: Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun

scaleSelf(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n

  fun scale3dSelf(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally,

originZ: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun scaleNonUniformSelf(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double =

definedExternally, scaleZ: Double = definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double =
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definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateSelf(angle: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateFromVectorSelf(x:

Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateAxisAngleSelf(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double):

DOMMatrix\n    fun skewXSelf(sx: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun skewYSelf(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun

invertSelf(): DOMMatrix\n    fun setMatrixValue(transformList: String): DOMMatrix\n}\n\npublic external

interface ScrollOptions {\n    var behavior: ScrollBehavior? /* = ScrollBehavior.AUTO */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ScrollOptions(behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO): ScrollOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ScrollToOptions](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ScrollToOptions) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

interface ScrollToOptions : ScrollOptions {\n    var left: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var top: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ScrollToOptions(left: Double? = undefined,

top: Double? = undefined, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO): ScrollToOptions {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"left\"] = left\n    o[\"top\"] = top\n    o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [MediaQueryList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaQueryList) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class MediaQueryList : EventTarget {\n    open val media: String\n    open val

matches: Boolean\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun addListener(listener: EventListener?)\n

fun addListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?)\n    fun removeListener(listener: EventListener?)\n    fun

removeListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaQueryListEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaQueryListEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class MediaQueryListEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MediaQueryListEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val media: String\n    open val matches: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n

   val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface MediaQueryListEventInit : EventInit {\n    var

media: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var matches:

Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MediaQueryListEventInit(media: String? =

\"\", matches: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): MediaQueryListEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"media\"] = media\n    o[\"matches\"] = matches\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Screen](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Screen) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class Screen {\n    open val availWidth: Int\n    open val availHeight: Int\n    open val

width: Int\n    open val height: Int\n    open val colorDepth: Int\n    open val pixelDepth: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [CaretPosition](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CaretPosition) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CaretPosition {\n    open val offsetNode: Node\n    open val offset: Int\n    fun

getClientRect(): DOMRect?\n}\n\npublic external interface ScrollIntoViewOptions : ScrollOptions {\n    var block:

ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var inline: ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ScrollIntoViewOptions(block: ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, inline:

ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO):

ScrollIntoViewOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"block\"] = block\n    o[\"inline\"] = inline\n    o[\"behavior\"]

= behavior\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface BoxQuadOptions {\n    var box: CSSBoxType? /* =

CSSBoxType.BORDER */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var relativeTo:

dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BoxQuadOptions(box: CSSBoxType? =

CSSBoxType.BORDER, relativeTo: dynamic = undefined): BoxQuadOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n
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o[\"box\"] = box\n    o[\"relativeTo\"] = relativeTo\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface

ConvertCoordinateOptions {\n    var fromBox: CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var toBox: CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ConvertCoordinateOptions(fromBox: CSSBoxType? = CSSBoxType.BORDER, toBox: CSSBoxType? =

CSSBoxType.BORDER): ConvertCoordinateOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"fromBox\"] = fromBox\n

o[\"toBox\"] = toBox\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[GeometryUtils](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/GeometryUtils) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

interface GeometryUtils {\n    fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions = definedExternally):

Array<DOMQuad>\n    fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\n    fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\n    fun

convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions =

definedExternally): DOMPoint\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Touch](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Touch) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Touch

{\n    open val identifier: Int\n    open val target: EventTarget\n    open val screenX: Int\n    open val screenY: Int\n

open val clientX: Int\n    open val clientY: Int\n    open val pageX: Int\n    open val pageY: Int\n    open val region:

String?\n}\n\npublic external abstract class TouchList : ItemArrayLike<Touch> {\n    override fun item(index: Int):

Touch?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun TouchList.get(index: Int): Touch? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\npublic external open class TouchEvent : UIEvent {\n    open val touches: TouchList\n

open val targetTouches: TouchList\n    open val changedTouches: TouchList\n    open val altKey: Boolean\n    open

val metaKey: Boolean\n    open val ctrlKey: Boolean\n    open val shiftKey: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n

val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Image](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Image) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Image(width: Int = definedExternally, height: Int = definedExternally) : HTMLImageElement {\n    override var

onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncancel:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplaythrough:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int,

Any?) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -

> dynamic)?\n    override var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeyup:

((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadeddata:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadend:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousedown:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n
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override var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeked:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointermove:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncopy:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpaste:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var contentEditable: String\n    override val isContentEditable:

Boolean\n    override val style: CSSStyleDeclaration\n    override val children: HTMLCollection\n    override val

firstElementChild: Element?\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\n    override val childElementCount: Int\n

  override val previousElementSibling: Element?\n    override val nextElementSibling: Element?\n    override val

assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun append(vararg

nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun

querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun

after(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun remove()\n

override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\n    override

fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun

convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external open class

Audio(src: String = definedExternally) : HTMLAudioElement {\n    override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

oncanplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onclose:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncuechange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondrag:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragenter:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragleave:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragstart:

((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondurationchange:
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((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onended: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onfocus:

((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oninvalid:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeypress:

((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeyup: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onload:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadedmetadata:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadstart:

((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousedown: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseup: ((MouseEvent)

-> dynamic)?\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpause: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeking:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onselect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onshow: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override

var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override

var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpointermove: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerup:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var oncopy: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpaste: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var contentEditable: String\n

override val isContentEditable: Boolean\n    override val style: CSSStyleDeclaration\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\n

override val childElementCount: Int\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\n    override val

nextElementSibling: Element?\n    override val assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\n    override fun prepend(vararg

nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String):

Element?\n    override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n    override fun before(vararg nodes:

dynamic)\n    override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n

override fun remove()\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n

override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n\n    companion object {\n        val NETWORK_EMPTY: Short\n        val

NETWORK_IDLE: Short\n        val NETWORK_LOADING: Short\n        val NETWORK_NO_SOURCE: Short\n

      val HAVE_NOTHING: Short\n        val HAVE_METADATA: Short\n        val HAVE_CURRENT_DATA:

Short\n        val HAVE_FUTURE_DATA: Short\n        val HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA: Short\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Option](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Option) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Option(text: String = definedExternally, value: String = definedExternally, defaultSelected: Boolean =

definedExternally, selected: Boolean = definedExternally) : HTMLOptionElement {\n    override var onabort:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onblur: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncancel: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplaythrough: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onclick: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncontextmenu: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondblclick: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondrag: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragend: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragenter: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragexit: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragleave: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragover: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondragstart: ((DragEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondrop: ((DragEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int,

Any?) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onfocus: ((FocusEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oninput: ((InputEvent) -

> dynamic)?\n    override var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeydown: ((KeyboardEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onkeypress: ((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeyup:

((KeyboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadeddata:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadend:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousedown:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseenter: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onmouseleave: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousemove: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onmouseout: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseover: ((MouseEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseup: ((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onwheel: ((WheelEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpause: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeked:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onselect: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ongotpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onlostpointercapture: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerdown: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointermove:

((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerup: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onpointercancel: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerover: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onpointerout: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerenter: ((PointerEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onpointerleave: ((PointerEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncopy:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncut: ((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpaste:

((ClipboardEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    override var contentEditable: String\n    override val isContentEditable:

Boolean\n    override val style: CSSStyleDeclaration\n    override val children: HTMLCollection\n    override val

firstElementChild: Element?\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\n    override val childElementCount: Int\n
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  override val previousElementSibling: Element?\n    override val nextElementSibling: Element?\n    override val

assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun append(vararg

nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun

querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun

after(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic)\n    override fun remove()\n

override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\n    override

fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun

convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

UnionElementOrHTMLCollection\n\npublic external interface UnionElementOrRadioNodeList\n\npublic external

interface UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement\n\npublic external interface

MediaProvider\n\npublic external interface UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack\n\npublic external

interface UnionElementOrMouseEvent\n\npublic external interface RenderingContext\n\npublic external interface

HTMLOrSVGImageElement : CanvasImageSource\n\npublic external interface CanvasImageSource :

ImageBitmapSource\n\npublic external interface ImageBitmapSource\n\npublic external interface

UnionMessagePortOrWindowProxy\n\npublic external interface HTMLOrSVGScriptElement\n\n/* please, don't

implement this interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external

interface DocumentReadyState {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.LOADING: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"loading\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\n\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.INTERACTIVE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"interactive\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\n\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.COMPLETE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"complete\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

CanPlayTypeResult {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.EMPTY:

CanPlayTypeResult get() = \"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\n\npublic inline val

CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.MAYBE: CanPlayTypeResult get() =

\"maybe\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\n\npublic inline val

CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.PROBABLY: CanPlayTypeResult get() =

\"probably\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface TextTrackMode

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val TextTrackMode.Companion.DISABLED: TextTrackMode get() =

\"disabled\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\n\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.HIDDEN: TextTrackMode get() =

\"hidden\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\n\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.SHOWING: TextTrackMode get() =
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\"showing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface TextTrackKind

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val TextTrackKind.Companion.SUBTITLES: TextTrackKind get() =

\"subtitles\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\n\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.CAPTIONS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"captions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\n\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.DESCRIPTIONS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"descriptions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\n\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.CHAPTERS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"chapters\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\n\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.METADATA: TextTrackKind get() =

\"metadata\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface SelectionMode

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.SELECT: SelectionMode get() =

\"select\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\n\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.START:

SelectionMode get() = \"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\n\npublic inline val

SelectionMode.Companion.END: SelectionMode get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\n\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.PRESERVE:

SelectionMode get() = \"preserve\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

CanvasFillRule {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CanvasFillRule.Companion.NONZERO:

CanvasFillRule get() = \"nonzero\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasFillRule.Companion.EVENODD: CanvasFillRule get() =

\"evenodd\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

ImageSmoothingQuality {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.LOW:

ImageSmoothingQuality get() = \"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\n\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\n\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.HIGH: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface CanvasLineCap

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CanvasLineCap.Companion.BUTT: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"butt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\n\npublic inline val CanvasLineCap.Companion.ROUND:

CanvasLineCap get() = \"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasLineCap.Companion.SQUARE: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"square\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface CanvasLineJoin

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CanvasLineJoin.Companion.ROUND: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\n\npublic inline val CanvasLineJoin.Companion.BEVEL:

CanvasLineJoin get() = \"bevel\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasLineJoin.Companion.MITER: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"miter\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface CanvasTextAlign

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.START: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\n\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.END:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.LEFT: CanvasTextAlign get() =
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\"left\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\n\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.RIGHT:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"right\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.CENTER: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

CanvasTextBaseline {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.TOP:

CanvasTextBaseline get() = \"top\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.HANGING: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"hanging\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.MIDDLE: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"middle\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.ALPHABETIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"alphabetic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.IDEOGRAPHIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"ideographic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.BOTTOM: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"bottom\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface CanvasDirection

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CanvasDirection.Companion.LTR: CanvasDirection get() =

\"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\n\npublic inline val CanvasDirection.Companion.RTL:

CanvasDirection get() = \"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\n\npublic inline val

CanvasDirection.Companion.INHERIT: CanvasDirection get() =

\"inherit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface ScrollRestoration

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ScrollRestoration.Companion.AUTO: ScrollRestoration get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\n\npublic inline val

ScrollRestoration.Companion.MANUAL: ScrollRestoration get() =

\"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface ImageOrientation

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ImageOrientation.Companion.NONE: ImageOrientation get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\n\npublic inline val ImageOrientation.Companion.FLIPY:

ImageOrientation get() = \"flipY\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

PremultiplyAlpha {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.NONE:

PremultiplyAlpha get() = \"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\n\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.PREMULTIPLY: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"premultiply\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\n\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.DEFAULT: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

ColorSpaceConversion {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.NONE:

ColorSpaceConversion get() = \"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\n\npublic inline val

ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.DEFAULT: ColorSpaceConversion get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface ResizeQuality

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.PIXELATED: ResizeQuality get() =

\"pixelated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\n\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.LOW:

ResizeQuality get() = \"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\n\npublic inline val
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ResizeQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ResizeQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\n\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.HIGH:

ResizeQuality get() = \"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

BinaryType {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val BinaryType.Companion.BLOB: BinaryType get() =

\"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\n\npublic inline val BinaryType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER:

BinaryType get() = \"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

WorkerType {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val WorkerType.Companion.CLASSIC: WorkerType get()

= \"classic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\n\npublic inline val WorkerType.Companion.MODULE:

WorkerType get() = \"module\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

ShadowRootMode {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ShadowRootMode.Companion.OPEN:

ShadowRootMode get() = \"open\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\n\npublic inline val

ShadowRootMode.Companion.CLOSED: ShadowRootMode get() =

\"closed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface ScrollBehavior

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ScrollBehavior.Companion.AUTO: ScrollBehavior get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\n\npublic inline val ScrollBehavior.Companion.INSTANT:

ScrollBehavior get() = \"instant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\n\npublic inline val

ScrollBehavior.Companion.SMOOTH: ScrollBehavior get() =

\"smooth\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

ScrollLogicalPosition {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.START:

ScrollLogicalPosition get() = \"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\n\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.CENTER: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\n\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.END: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\n\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.NEAREST: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"nearest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface CSSBoxType {\n

  companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.MARGIN: CSSBoxType get() =

\"margin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\n\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.BORDER:

CSSBoxType get() = \"border\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\n\npublic inline val

CSSBoxType.Companion.PADDING: CSSBoxType get() =

\"padding\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\n\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.CONTENT:

CSSBoxType get() = \"content\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED,

DO NOT EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.fetch\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Headers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Headers) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class
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Headers(init: dynamic = definedExternally) {\n    fun append(name: String, value: String)\n    fun delete(name:

String)\n    fun get(name: String): String?\n    fun has(name: String): Boolean\n    fun set(name: String, value:

String)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Body](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Body) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface Body {\n    val bodyUsed: Boolean\n    fun arrayBuffer():

Promise<ArrayBuffer>\n    fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\n    fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\n    fun json():

Promise<Any?>\n    fun text(): Promise<String>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Request](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Request) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Request(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally) : Body {\n    open val method: String\n    open val

url: String\n    open val headers: Headers\n    open val type: RequestType\n    open val destination:

RequestDestination\n    open val referrer: String\n    open val referrerPolicy: dynamic\n    open val mode:

RequestMode\n    open val credentials: RequestCredentials\n    open val cache: RequestCache\n    open val redirect:

RequestRedirect\n    open val integrity: String\n    open val keepalive: Boolean\n    override val bodyUsed:

Boolean\n    fun clone(): Request\n    override fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\n    override fun blob():

Promise<Blob>\n    override fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\n    override fun json(): Promise<Any?>\n

override fun text(): Promise<String>\n}\n\npublic external interface RequestInit {\n    var method: String?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var headers: dynamic\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var body: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var referrer: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var referrerPolicy: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var mode: RequestMode?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var credentials: RequestCredentials?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var cache: RequestCache?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var redirect: RequestRedirect?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var integrity: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var keepalive: Boolean?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var window:

Any?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun RequestInit(method: String? = undefined,

headers: dynamic = undefined, body: dynamic = undefined, referrer: String? = undefined, referrerPolicy: dynamic =

undefined, mode: RequestMode? = undefined, credentials: RequestCredentials? = undefined, cache: RequestCache?

= undefined, redirect: RequestRedirect? = undefined, integrity: String? = undefined, keepalive: Boolean? =

undefined, window: Any? = undefined): RequestInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"method\"] = method\n

o[\"headers\"] = headers\n    o[\"body\"] = body\n    o[\"referrer\"] = referrer\n    o[\"referrerPolicy\"] =

referrerPolicy\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\n    o[\"credentials\"] = credentials\n    o[\"cache\"] = cache\n    o[\"redirect\"]

= redirect\n    o[\"integrity\"] = integrity\n    o[\"keepalive\"] = keepalive\n    o[\"window\"] = window\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Response](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Response) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class Response(body: dynamic = definedExternally, init: ResponseInit =

definedExternally) : Body {\n    open val type: ResponseType\n    open val url: String\n    open val redirected:

Boolean\n    open val status: Short\n    open val ok: Boolean\n    open val statusText: String\n    open val headers:

Headers\n    open val body: dynamic\n    open val trailer: Promise<Headers>\n    override val bodyUsed: Boolean\n

fun clone(): Response\n    override fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\n    override fun blob():

Promise<Blob>\n    override fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\n    override fun json(): Promise<Any?>\n

override fun text(): Promise<String>\n\n    companion object {\n        fun error(): Response\n        fun redirect(url:

String, status: Short = definedExternally): Response\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface ResponseInit {\n    var

status: Short? /* = 200 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var statusText:

String? /* = \"OK\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var headers:

dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ResponseInit(status: Short? = 200,

statusText: String? = \"OK\", headers: dynamic = undefined): ResponseInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"status\"]
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= status\n    o[\"statusText\"] = statusText\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\n    return o\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

RequestType {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.EMPTY: RequestType get()

= \"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.AUDIO:

RequestType get() = \"audio\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.FONT: RequestType get() = \"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\npublic

inline val RequestType.Companion.IMAGE: RequestType get() =

\"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.SCRIPT:

RequestType get() = \"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.STYLE: RequestType get() =

\"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.TRACK:

RequestType get() = \"track\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.VIDEO: RequestType get() = \"video\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\n/*

please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

RequestDestination {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val RequestDestination.Companion.EMPTY:

RequestDestination get() = \"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.DOCUMENT: RequestDestination get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.EMBED: RequestDestination get() =

\"embed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.FONT: RequestDestination get() =

\"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.IMAGE: RequestDestination get() =

\"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MANIFEST: RequestDestination get() =

\"manifest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MEDIA: RequestDestination get() =

\"media\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.OBJECT: RequestDestination get() =

\"object\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.REPORT: RequestDestination get() =

\"report\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SCRIPT: RequestDestination get() =

\"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SERVICEWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"serviceworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.STYLE: RequestDestination get() =

\"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.WORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.XSLT: RequestDestination get() =

\"xslt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface RequestMode {\n

  companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val RequestMode.Companion.NAVIGATE: RequestMode get() =

\"navigate\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\n\npublic inline val
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RequestMode.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestMode get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\n\npublic inline val RequestMode.Companion.NO_CORS:

RequestMode get() = \"no-cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.CORS: RequestMode get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\n\n/*

please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

RequestCredentials {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val RequestCredentials.Companion.OMIT:

RequestCredentials get() = \"omit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestCredentials get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.INCLUDE: RequestCredentials get() =

\"include\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface RequestCache

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.DEFAULT: RequestCache get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\n\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_STORE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-store\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.RELOAD: RequestCache get() =

\"reload\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\n\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_CACHE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.FORCE_CACHE: RequestCache get() = \"force-

cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.ONLY_IF_CACHED: RequestCache get() = \"only-if-

cached\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface RequestRedirect

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val RequestRedirect.Companion.FOLLOW: RequestRedirect get() =

\"follow\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\n\npublic inline val RequestRedirect.Companion.ERROR:

RequestRedirect get() = \"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\n\npublic inline val

RequestRedirect.Companion.MANUAL: RequestRedirect get() =

\"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface ResponseType

{\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.BASIC: ResponseType get() =

\"basic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.CORS:

ResponseType get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.DEFAULT: ResponseType get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.ERROR:

ResponseType get() = \"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUE: ResponseType get() =

\"opaque\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUEREDIRECT: ResponseType get() =

\"opaqueredirect\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT

EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.mediacapture\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport
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org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStream](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStream) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class MediaStream() : EventTarget, MediaProvider {\n    constructor(stream: MediaStream)\n    constructor(tracks:

Array<MediaStreamTrack>)\n    open val id: String\n    open val active: Boolean\n    var onaddtrack:

((MediaStreamTrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    var onremovetrack: ((MediaStreamTrackEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun

getAudioTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\n    fun getVideoTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\n    fun

getTracks(): Array<MediaStreamTrack>\n    fun getTrackById(trackId: String): MediaStreamTrack?\n    fun

addTrack(track: MediaStreamTrack)\n    fun removeTrack(track: MediaStreamTrack)\n    fun clone():

MediaStream\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaStreamTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamTrack) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class MediaStreamTrack : EventTarget {\n    open val kind: String\n    open val id: String\n    open

val label: String\n    open var enabled: Boolean\n    open val muted: Boolean\n    open var onmute: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onunmute: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open val readyState: MediaStreamTrackState\n

open var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onoverconstrained: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun clone():

MediaStreamTrack\n    fun stop()\n    fun getCapabilities(): MediaTrackCapabilities\n    fun getConstraints():

MediaTrackConstraints\n    fun getSettings(): MediaTrackSettings\n    fun applyConstraints(constraints:

MediaTrackConstraints = definedExternally): Promise<Unit>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackSupportedConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackSupportedConstrain

ts) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface MediaTrackSupportedConstraints {\n    var width: Boolean? /* = true

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var height: Boolean? /* = true */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var aspectRatio: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var frameRate: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var facingMode: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeMode: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var volume: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sampleRate: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sampleSize: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var echoCancellation: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var autoGainControl: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var noiseSuppression: Boolean? /* = true */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var latency: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var channelCount: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var deviceId: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var groupId: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MediaTrackSupportedConstraints(width: Boolean? = true, height: Boolean? = true, aspectRatio: Boolean? = true,

frameRate: Boolean? = true, facingMode: Boolean? = true, resizeMode: Boolean? = true, volume: Boolean? = true,

sampleRate: Boolean? = true, sampleSize: Boolean? = true, echoCancellation: Boolean? = true, autoGainControl:

Boolean? = true, noiseSuppression: Boolean? = true, latency: Boolean? = true, channelCount: Boolean? = true,

deviceId: Boolean? = true, groupId: Boolean? = true): MediaTrackSupportedConstraints {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"width\"] = width\n    o[\"height\"] = height\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\n    o[\"frameRate\"] =

frameRate\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\n

o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] =

echoCancellation\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\n

o[\"latency\"] = latency\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\n    o[\"groupId\"] =

groupId\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface MediaTrackCapabilities {\n    var width: ULongRange?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var height: ULongRange?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var aspectRatio: DoubleRange?\n        get() =
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definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var frameRate: DoubleRange?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var facingMode: Array<String>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeMode: Array<String>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var volume: DoubleRange?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sampleRate: ULongRange?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sampleSize: ULongRange?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var echoCancellation: Array<Boolean>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var autoGainControl: Array<Boolean>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var noiseSuppression: Array<Boolean>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var latency: DoubleRange?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var channelCount: ULongRange?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var deviceId: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

   set(value) = definedExternally\n    var groupId: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MediaTrackCapabilities(width:

ULongRange? = undefined, height: ULongRange? = undefined, aspectRatio: DoubleRange? = undefined,

frameRate: DoubleRange? = undefined, facingMode: Array<String>? = undefined, resizeMode: Array<String>? =

undefined, volume: DoubleRange? = undefined, sampleRate: ULongRange? = undefined, sampleSize:

ULongRange? = undefined, echoCancellation: Array<Boolean>? = undefined, autoGainControl: Array<Boolean>?

= undefined, noiseSuppression: Array<Boolean>? = undefined, latency: DoubleRange? = undefined, channelCount:

ULongRange? = undefined, deviceId: String? = undefined, groupId: String? = undefined): MediaTrackCapabilities

{\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"width\"] = width\n    o[\"height\"] = height\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\n

o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\n

o[\"volume\"] = volume\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\n

o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\n

o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\n

o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackConstraints) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface MediaTrackConstraints : MediaTrackConstraintSet {\n    var advanced:

Array<MediaTrackConstraintSet>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MediaTrackConstraints(advanced:

Array<MediaTrackConstraintSet>? = undefined, width: dynamic = undefined, height: dynamic = undefined,

aspectRatio: dynamic = undefined, frameRate: dynamic = undefined, facingMode: dynamic = undefined,

resizeMode: dynamic = undefined, volume: dynamic = undefined, sampleRate: dynamic = undefined, sampleSize:

dynamic = undefined, echoCancellation: dynamic = undefined, autoGainControl: dynamic = undefined,

noiseSuppression: dynamic = undefined, latency: dynamic = undefined, channelCount: dynamic = undefined,

deviceId: dynamic = undefined, groupId: dynamic = undefined): MediaTrackConstraints {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"advanced\"] = advanced\n    o[\"width\"] = width\n    o[\"height\"] = height\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] =

aspectRatio\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] =

resizeMode\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\n

o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\n

o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\n    o[\"latency\"] = latency\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\n

o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface

MediaTrackConstraintSet {\n    var width: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var height: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var aspectRatio: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var frameRate:

dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var facingMode: dynamic\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeMode: dynamic\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var volume: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n
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    set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sampleRate: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var sampleSize: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var echoCancellation: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var autoGainControl: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var noiseSuppression: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var latency: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var channelCount: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var deviceId:

dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var groupId: dynamic\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MediaTrackConstraintSet(width: dynamic = undefined, height: dynamic = undefined, aspectRatio: dynamic =

undefined, frameRate: dynamic = undefined, facingMode: dynamic = undefined, resizeMode: dynamic = undefined,

volume: dynamic = undefined, sampleRate: dynamic = undefined, sampleSize: dynamic = undefined,

echoCancellation: dynamic = undefined, autoGainControl: dynamic = undefined, noiseSuppression: dynamic =

undefined, latency: dynamic = undefined, channelCount: dynamic = undefined, deviceId: dynamic = undefined,

groupId: dynamic = undefined): MediaTrackConstraintSet {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"width\"] = width\n

o[\"height\"] = height\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\n    o[\"frameRate\"] = frameRate\n    o[\"facingMode\"]

= facingMode\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\n    o[\"sampleRate\"] =

sampleRate\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] = echoCancellation\n

o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\n    o[\"latency\"] =

latency\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\n    o[\"groupId\"] = groupId\n

return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaTrackSettings](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaTrackSettings) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface MediaTrackSettings {\n    var width: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var height: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

aspectRatio: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var frameRate:

Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var facingMode: String?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeMode: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var volume: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

   set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sampleRate: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var sampleSize: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var echoCancellation: Boolean?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

autoGainControl: Boolean?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

noiseSuppression: Boolean?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var latency:

Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var channelCount: Int?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var deviceId: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var groupId: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MediaTrackSettings(width:

Int? = undefined, height: Int? = undefined, aspectRatio: Double? = undefined, frameRate: Double? = undefined,

facingMode: String? = undefined, resizeMode: String? = undefined, volume: Double? = undefined, sampleRate: Int?

= undefined, sampleSize: Int? = undefined, echoCancellation: Boolean? = undefined, autoGainControl: Boolean? =

undefined, noiseSuppression: Boolean? = undefined, latency: Double? = undefined, channelCount: Int? = undefined,

deviceId: String? = undefined, groupId: String? = undefined): MediaTrackSettings {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"width\"] = width\n    o[\"height\"] = height\n    o[\"aspectRatio\"] = aspectRatio\n    o[\"frameRate\"] =

frameRate\n    o[\"facingMode\"] = facingMode\n    o[\"resizeMode\"] = resizeMode\n    o[\"volume\"] = volume\n

o[\"sampleRate\"] = sampleRate\n    o[\"sampleSize\"] = sampleSize\n    o[\"echoCancellation\"] =

echoCancellation\n    o[\"autoGainControl\"] = autoGainControl\n    o[\"noiseSuppression\"] = noiseSuppression\n

o[\"latency\"] = latency\n    o[\"channelCount\"] = channelCount\n    o[\"deviceId\"] = deviceId\n    o[\"groupId\"] =

groupId\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[MediaStreamTrackEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamTrackEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class MediaStreamTrackEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MediaStreamTrackEventInit) :

Event {\n    open val track: MediaStreamTrack\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface MediaStreamTrackEventInit : EventInit {\n    var track: MediaStreamTrack?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MediaStreamTrackEventInit(track: MediaStreamTrack?, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): MediaStreamTrackEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"track\"] = track\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\npublic external open class OverconstrainedErrorEvent(type: String, eventInitDict:

OverconstrainedErrorEventInit) : Event {\n    open val error: dynamic\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE:

Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface OverconstrainedErrorEventInit : EventInit {\n    var error: dynamic /* =

null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun OverconstrainedErrorEventInit(error:

dynamic = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

OverconstrainedErrorEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"error\"] = error\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaDevices](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaDevices) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class MediaDevices : EventTarget {\n    open var ondevicechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun

enumerateDevices(): Promise<Array<MediaDeviceInfo>>\n    fun getSupportedConstraints():

MediaTrackSupportedConstraints\n    fun getUserMedia(constraints: MediaStreamConstraints = definedExternally):

Promise<MediaStream>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaDeviceInfo](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaDeviceInfo) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class MediaDeviceInfo {\n    open val deviceId: String\n    open val kind: MediaDeviceKind\n

open val label: String\n    open val groupId: String\n    fun toJSON(): dynamic\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

InputDeviceInfo : MediaDeviceInfo {\n    fun getCapabilities(): MediaTrackCapabilities\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [MediaStreamConstraints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaStreamConstraints) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface MediaStreamConstraints {\n    var video: dynamic /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var audio: dynamic /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MediaStreamConstraints(video: dynamic = false, audio: dynamic = false): MediaStreamConstraints {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"video\"] = video\n    o[\"audio\"] = audio\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface

ConstrainablePattern {\n    var onoverconstrained: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    fun getCapabilities(): Capabilities\n    fun getConstraints(): Constraints\n    fun

getSettings(): Settings\n    fun applyConstraints(constraints: Constraints = definedExternally):

Promise<Unit>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DoubleRange](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DoubleRange) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

interface DoubleRange {\n    var max: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var min: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleRange(max: Double? = undefined,

min: Double? = undefined): DoubleRange {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"max\"] = max\n    o[\"min\"] = min\n

return o\n}\n\npublic external interface ConstrainDoubleRange : DoubleRange {\n    var exact: Double?\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ideal: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ConstrainDoubleRange(exact:

Double? = undefined, ideal: Double? = undefined, max: Double? = undefined, min: Double? = undefined):

ConstrainDoubleRange {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\n    o[\"max\"] =

max\n    o[\"min\"] = min\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface ULongRange {\n    var max: Int?\n        get() =
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definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var min: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULongRange(max: Int? =

undefined, min: Int? = undefined): ULongRange {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"max\"] = max\n    o[\"min\"] =

min\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface ConstrainULongRange : ULongRange {\n    var exact: Int?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ideal: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

    set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ConstrainULongRange(exact:

Int? = undefined, ideal: Int? = undefined, max: Int? = undefined, min: Int? = undefined): ConstrainULongRange {\n

 val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\n    o[\"max\"] = max\n    o[\"min\"] = min\n

return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ConstrainBooleanParameters](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ConstrainBooleanParameters) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface ConstrainBooleanParameters {\n    var exact: Boolean?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ideal: Boolean?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

 set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ConstrainBooleanParameters(exact: Boolean? = undefined, ideal: Boolean? = undefined):

ConstrainBooleanParameters {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ConstrainDOMStringParameters](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ConstrainDOMStringParameters)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface ConstrainDOMStringParameters {\n    var exact: dynamic\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ideal: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ConstrainDOMStringParameters(exact: dynamic = undefined, ideal: dynamic = undefined):

ConstrainDOMStringParameters {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"exact\"] = exact\n    o[\"ideal\"] = ideal\n    return

o\n}\n\npublic external interface Capabilities\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Capabilities():

Capabilities {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface

Settings\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Settings(): Settings {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    return

o\n}\n\npublic external interface ConstraintSet\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ConstraintSet():

ConstraintSet {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface Constraints : ConstraintSet {\n

var advanced: Array<ConstraintSet>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Constraints(advanced:

Array<ConstraintSet>? = undefined): Constraints {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"advanced\"] = advanced\n

return o\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

MediaStreamTrackState {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val MediaStreamTrackState.Companion.LIVE:

MediaStreamTrackState get() = \"live\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaStreamTrackState>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaStreamTrackState.Companion.ENDED: MediaStreamTrackState get() =

\"ended\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaStreamTrackState>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

VideoFacingModeEnum {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.USER: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"user\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\n\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.ENVIRONMENT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"environment\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\n\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.LEFT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"left\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\n\npublic inline val

VideoFacingModeEnum.Companion.RIGHT: VideoFacingModeEnum get() =

\"right\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoFacingModeEnum>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

VideoResizeModeEnum {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val
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VideoResizeModeEnum.Companion.NONE: VideoResizeModeEnum get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoResizeModeEnum>()\n\npublic inline val

VideoResizeModeEnum.Companion.CROP_AND_SCALE: VideoResizeModeEnum get() = \"crop-and-

scale\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<VideoResizeModeEnum>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

MediaDeviceKind {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val MediaDeviceKind.Companion.AUDIOINPUT:

MediaDeviceKind get() = \"audioinput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.AUDIOOUTPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"audiooutput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()\n\npublic inline val

MediaDeviceKind.Companion.VIDEOINPUT: MediaDeviceKind get() =

\"videoinput\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<MediaDeviceKind>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT

EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.mediasource\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic external open class MediaSource : EventTarget, MediaProvider

{\n    open val sourceBuffers: SourceBufferList\n    open val activeSourceBuffers: SourceBufferList\n    open val

readyState: ReadyState\n    var duration: Double\n    var onsourceopen: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onsourceended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onsourceclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun addSourceBuffer(type:

String): SourceBuffer\n    fun removeSourceBuffer(sourceBuffer: SourceBuffer)\n    fun endOfStream(error:

EndOfStreamError = definedExternally)\n    fun setLiveSeekableRange(start: Double, end: Double)\n    fun

clearLiveSeekableRange()\n\n    companion object {\n        fun isTypeSupported(type: String): Boolean\n

}\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SourceBuffer : EventTarget {\n    open var mode: AppendMode\n    open val

updating: Boolean\n    open val buffered: TimeRanges\n    open var timestampOffset: Double\n    open val

audioTracks: AudioTrackList\n    open val videoTracks: VideoTrackList\n    open val textTracks: TextTrackList\n

open var appendWindowStart: Double\n    open var appendWindowEnd: Double\n    open var onupdatestart:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onupdateend: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun

appendBuffer(data: dynamic)\n    fun abort()\n    fun remove(start: Double, end: Double)\n}\n\npublic external

abstract class SourceBufferList : EventTarget {\n    open val length: Int\n    open var onaddsourcebuffer: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onremovesourcebuffer: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun SourceBufferList.get(index: Int): SourceBuffer? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/* please, don't

implement this interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external

interface ReadyState {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ReadyState.Companion.CLOSED: ReadyState

get() = \"closed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ReadyState>()\n\npublic inline val ReadyState.Companion.OPEN:

ReadyState get() = \"open\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ReadyState>()\n\npublic inline val

ReadyState.Companion.ENDED: ReadyState get() = \"ended\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ReadyState>()\n\n/*

please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

EndOfStreamError {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val EndOfStreamError.Companion.NETWORK:

EndOfStreamError get() = \"network\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<EndOfStreamError>()\n\npublic inline val

EndOfStreamError.Companion.DECODE: EndOfStreamError get() =

\"decode\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<EndOfStreamError>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface AppendMode {\n
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  companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val AppendMode.Companion.SEGMENTS: AppendMode get() =

\"segments\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<AppendMode>()\n\npublic inline val

AppendMode.Companion.SEQUENCE: AppendMode get() =

\"sequence\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<AppendMode>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n//

See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.pointerevents\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic external interface PointerEventInit : MouseEventInit {\n    var pointerId: Int? /* = 0 */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var width: Double? /* = 1.0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var height: Double? /* = 1.0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var pressure: Float? /* = 0f */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var tangentialPressure: Float? /* = 0f */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var tiltX: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

      set(value) = definedExternally\n    var tiltY: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var twist: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

  var pointerType: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

isPrimary: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun PointerEventInit(pointerId: Int? = 0, width:

Double? = 1.0, height: Double? = 1.0, pressure: Float? = 0f, tangentialPressure: Float? = 0f, tiltX: Int? = 0, tiltY:

Int? = 0, twist: Int? = 0, pointerType: String? = \"\", isPrimary: Boolean? = false, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? =

0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null,

region: String? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey:

Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean?

= false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): PointerEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"pointerId\"] = pointerId\n    o[\"width\"] = width\n    o[\"height\"] = height\n    o[\"pressure\"] = pressure\n

o[\"tangentialPressure\"] = tangentialPressure\n    o[\"tiltX\"] = tiltX\n    o[\"tiltY\"] = tiltY\n    o[\"twist\"] = twist\n

 o[\"pointerType\"] = pointerType\n    o[\"isPrimary\"] = isPrimary\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\n    o[\"screenY\"]

= screenY\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\n    o[\"button\"] = button\n    o[\"buttons\"] =

buttons\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"region\"] = region\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n

o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] =

modifierAltGraph\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n

o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] =

modifierNumLock\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n

 o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PointerEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PointerEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class PointerEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PointerEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\n    open val

pointerId: Int\n    open val width: Double\n    open val height: Double\n    open val pressure: Float\n    open val

tangentialPressure: Float\n    open val tiltX: Int\n    open val tiltY: Int\n    open val twist: Int\n    open val
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pointerType: String\n    open val isPrimary: Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS

FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage

org.w3c.dom.svg\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGElement : Element, ElementCSSInlineStyle, GlobalEventHandlers, SVGElementInstance {\n

open val dataset: DOMStringMap\n    open val ownerSVGElement: SVGSVGElement?\n    open val

viewportElement: SVGElement?\n    open var tabIndex: Int\n    fun focus()\n    fun blur()\n\n    companion object

{\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n

val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\n    var fill: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var stroke: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var markers: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var clipped: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun SVGBoundingBoxOptions(fill: Boolean? =

true, stroke: Boolean? = false, markers: Boolean? = false, clipped: Boolean? = false): SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\n

  val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"fill\"] = fill\n    o[\"stroke\"] = stroke\n    o[\"markers\"] = markers\n    o[\"clipped\"] =

clipped\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGraphicsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGraphicsElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGGraphicsElement : SVGElement, SVGTests {\n    open val transform:

SVGAnimatedTransformList\n    fun getBBox(options: SVGBoundingBoxOptions = definedExternally):

DOMRect\n    fun getCTM(): DOMMatrix?\n    fun getScreenCTM(): DOMMatrix?\n\n    companion object {\n

val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGeometryElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGeometryElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGGeometryElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    open val pathLength:

SVGAnimatedNumber\n    fun isPointInFill(point: DOMPoint): Boolean\n    fun isPointInStroke(point: DOMPoint):
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Boolean\n    fun getTotalLength(): Float\n    fun getPointAtLength(distance: Float): DOMPoint\n\n    companion

object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE:

Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumber) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGNumber {\n    open var value: Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLength) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class SVGLength {\n    open val unitType: Short\n    open var value: Float\n    open var valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float\n    open var valueAsString: String\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float)\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short)\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_NUMBER: Short\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PERCENTAGE: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EMS: Short\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EXS: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PX: Short\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_CM: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_MM: Short\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_IN: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PT: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PC:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAngle) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class SVGAngle {\n    open val unitType: Short\n    open var value: Float\n    open var valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float\n    open var valueAsString: String\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float)\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short)\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNSPECIFIED: Short\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_DEG: Short\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_RAD: Short\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_GRAD: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGNameList {\n    open val length:

Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear()\n    fun initialize(newItem: dynamic): dynamic\n    fun

insertItemBefore(newItem: dynamic, index: Int): dynamic\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: dynamic, index: Int):

dynamic\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): dynamic\n    fun appendItem(newItem: dynamic): dynamic\n    fun

getItem(index: Int): dynamic\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

SVGNameList.get(index: Int): dynamic = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun SVGNameList.set(index: Int, newItem: dynamic) { asDynamic()[index] = newItem }\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [SVGNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumberList) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGNumberList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems:

Int\n    fun clear()\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGNumber): SVGNumber\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem:

SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\n

fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGNumber\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGNumber): SVGNumber\n    fun

getItem(index: Int): SVGNumber\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

SVGNumberList.get(index: Int): SVGNumber? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun SVGNumberList.set(index: Int, newItem: SVGNumber) { asDynamic()[index] = newItem }\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [SVGLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLengthList) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGLengthList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems:

Int\n    fun clear()\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGLength): SVGLength\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem:

SVGLength, index: Int): SVGLength\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: SVGLength, index: Int): SVGLength\n    fun

removeItem(index: Int): SVGLength\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGLength): SVGLength\n    fun
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getItem(index: Int): SVGLength\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

SVGLengthList.get(index: Int): SVGLength? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun SVGLengthList.set(index: Int, newItem: SVGLength) { asDynamic()[index] = newItem }\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedBoolean](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedBoolean) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedBoolean {\n    open var baseVal: Boolean\n    open val animVal:

Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedEnumeration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedEnumeration) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedEnumeration {\n    open var baseVal: Short\n    open val

animVal: Short\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedInteger](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedInteger) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedInteger {\n    open var baseVal: Int\n    open val animVal:

Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumber) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumber {\n    open var baseVal: Float\n    open val animVal:

Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLength) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLength {\n    open val baseVal: SVGLength\n    open val animVal:

SVGLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedAngle) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGAnimatedAngle {\n    open val baseVal: SVGAngle\n    open val animVal:

SVGAngle\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedString](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedString) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGAnimatedString {\n    open var baseVal: String\n    open val animVal: String\n}\n\n/**\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [SVGAnimatedRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedRect)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedRect {\n    open val baseVal: DOMRect\n    open val

animVal: DOMRectReadOnly\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumberList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumberList {\n    open val baseVal: SVGNumberList\n    open val

animVal: SVGNumberList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLengthList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLengthList {\n    open val baseVal: SVGLengthList\n    open val

animVal: SVGLengthList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStringList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStringList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGStringList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear()\n    fun

initialize(newItem: String): String\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: String, index: Int): String\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: String, index: Int): String\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): String\n    fun

appendItem(newItem: String): String\n    fun getItem(index: Int): String\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun SVGStringList.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun SVGStringList.set(index: Int,

newItem: String) { asDynamic()[index] = newItem }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGUnitTypes](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGUnitTypes) to Kotlin\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface SVGUnitTypes

{\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTests](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTests) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

SVGTests {\n    val requiredExtensions: SVGStringList\n    val systemLanguage: SVGStringList\n}\n\npublic
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external interface SVGFitToViewBox {\n    val viewBox: SVGAnimatedRect\n    val preserveAspectRatio:

SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGZoomAndPan](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGZoomAndPan) to Kotlin\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

SVGZoomAndPan {\n    var zoomAndPan: Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGURIReference](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGURIReference) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface SVGURIReference {\n    val href: SVGAnimatedString\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSVGElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGSVGElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGZoomAndPan,

WindowEventHandlers {\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open var currentScale: Float\n    open

val currentTranslate: DOMPointReadOnly\n    fun getIntersectionList(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement:

SVGElement?): NodeList\n    fun getEnclosureList(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement: SVGElement?):

NodeList\n    fun checkIntersection(element: SVGElement, rect: DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\n    fun

checkEnclosure(element: SVGElement, rect: DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\n    fun deselectAll()\n    fun

createSVGNumber(): SVGNumber\n    fun createSVGLength(): SVGLength\n    fun createSVGAngle():

SVGAngle\n    fun createSVGPoint(): DOMPoint\n    fun createSVGMatrix(): DOMMatrix\n    fun

createSVGRect(): DOMRect\n    fun createSVGTransform(): SVGTransform\n    fun

createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): SVGTransform\n    fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element\n    fun suspendRedraw(maxWaitMilliseconds: Int): Int\n    fun

unsuspendRedraw(suspendHandleID: Int)\n    fun unsuspendRedrawAll()\n    fun forceRedraw()\n\n    companion

object {\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE:

Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGGElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGUnknownElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val
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PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDefsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDefsElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGDefsElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDescElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDescElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGDescElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGMetadataElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGMetadataElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGMetadataElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTitleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGTitleElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n
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    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSymbolElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSymbolElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGSymbolElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox {\n    companion object

{\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n

val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGUseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGUseElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGUseElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

height: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val instanceRoot: SVGElement?\n    open val animatedInstanceRoot:

SVGElement?\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE:

Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external open class

SVGUseElementShadowRoot : ShadowRoot {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

SVGElementInstance {\n    val correspondingElement: SVGElement?\n        get() = definedExternally\n    val

correspondingUseElement: SVGUseElement?\n        get() = definedExternally\n}\n\npublic external open class

ShadowAnimation(source: dynamic, newTarget: dynamic) {\n    open val sourceAnimation: dynamic\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [SVGSwitchElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSwitchElement)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGSwitchElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    companion object

{\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n

val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

GetSVGDocument {\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStyleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGStyleElement : SVGElement, LinkStyle {\n    open var type: String\n    open var media:

String\n    open var title: String\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTransform](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransform) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGTransform {\n    open val type: Short\n    open val matrix: DOMMatrix\n    open val angle:

Float\n    fun setMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly)\n    fun setTranslate(tx: Float, ty: Float)\n    fun setScale(sx:

Float, sy: Float)\n    fun setRotate(angle: Float, cx: Float, cy: Float)\n    fun setSkewX(angle: Float)\n    fun

setSkewY(angle: Float)\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_MATRIX: Short\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_TRANSLATE: Short\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_SCALE: Short\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_ROTATE: Short\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWX: Short\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWY: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransformList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGTransformList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n

fun clear()\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGTransform): SVGTransform\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem:

SVGTransform, index: Int): SVGTransform\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: SVGTransform, index: Int):

SVGTransform\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGTransform\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGTransform):

SVGTransform\n    fun createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): SVGTransform\n    fun

consolidate(): SVGTransform?\n    fun getItem(index: Int):

SVGTransform\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun SVGTransformList.get(index: Int):

SVGTransform? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

SVGTransformList.set(index: Int, newItem: SVGTransform) { asDynamic()[index] = newItem }\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedTransformList) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedTransformList {\n    open val baseVal:

SVGTransformList\n    open val animVal: SVGTransformList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPreserveAspectRatio) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGPreserveAspectRatio {\n    open var align: Short\n    open var meetOrSlice:

Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_NONE: Short\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMIN:

Short\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMIN: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMIN: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMID: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMID: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMID: Short\n        val
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SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMAX: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMAX: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMAX: Short\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_UNKNOWN: Short\n

     val SVG_MEETORSLICE_MEET: Short\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_SLICE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPreserveAspect

Ratio) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio {\n    open val baseVal:

SVGPreserveAspectRatio\n    open val animVal: SVGPreserveAspectRatio\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPathElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPathElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGPathElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGRectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRectElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGRectElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open

val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\n

 open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val ry: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGCircleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCircleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGCircleElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val cx: SVGAnimatedLength\n

open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGEllipseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGEllipseElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGEllipseElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val cx: SVGAnimatedLength\n

open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val ry: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n

  companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val
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TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLineElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGLineElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val x1: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open

val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y2: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGMeshElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGMeshElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGMeshElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGURIReference {\n    companion object {\n

    val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedPoints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPoints) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface SVGAnimatedPoints {\n    val points: SVGPointList\n    val animatedPoints:

SVGPointList\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGPointList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val

numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear()\n    fun initialize(newItem: DOMPoint): DOMPoint\n    fun

insertItemBefore(newItem: DOMPoint, index: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: DOMPoint, index:

Int): DOMPoint\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun appendItem(newItem: DOMPoint):

DOMPoint\n    fun getItem(index: Int): DOMPoint\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

SVGPointList.get(index: Int): DOMPoint? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun SVGPointList.set(index: Int, newItem: DOMPoint) { asDynamic()[index] = newItem }\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPolylineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolylineElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGPolylineElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints {\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPolygonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolygonElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGPolygonElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints {\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextContentElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextContentElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGTextContentElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    open val textLength:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val lengthAdjust: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    fun getNumberOfChars(): Int\n

fun getComputedTextLength(): Float\n    fun getSubStringLength(charnum: Int, nchars: Int): Float\n    fun

getStartPositionOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun getEndPositionOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun

getExtentOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMRect\n    fun getRotationOfChar(charnum: Int): Float\n    fun

getCharNumAtPosition(point: DOMPoint): Int\n    fun selectSubString(charnum: Int, nchars: Int)\n\n    companion

object {\n        val LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACING: Short\n

val LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextPositioningElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextPositioningElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGTextPositioningElement : SVGTextContentElement {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLengthList\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLengthList\n    open val dx: SVGAnimatedLengthList\n

open val dy: SVGAnimatedLengthList\n    open val rotate: SVGAnimatedNumberList\n\n    companion object {\n

  val LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACING: Short\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[SVGTextElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGTextElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACING: Short\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTSpanElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGTSpanElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACING: Short\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextPathElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextPathElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGTextPathElement : SVGTextContentElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open

val startOffset: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val method: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val spacing:

SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n\n    companion object {\n        val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_UNKNOWN:

Short\n        val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_ALIGN: Short\n        val

TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_STRETCH: Short\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n

   val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_AUTO: Short\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_EXACT: Short\n

val LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACING: Short\n        val

LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGImageElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGImageElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference,

HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open

val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val preserveAspectRatio:
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SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGForeignObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGForeignObjectElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGForeignObjectElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

height: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGMarkerElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox {\n    open val refX: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

refY: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val markerUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val markerWidth:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val markerHeight: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val orientType:

SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val orientAngle: SVGAnimatedAngle\n    open var orient: String\n    fun

setOrientToAuto()\n    fun setOrientToAngle(angle: SVGAngle)\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_MARKERUNITS_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_MARKERUNITS_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n

val SVG_MARKERUNITS_STROKEWIDTH: Short\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_UNKNOWN: Short\n

    val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_AUTO: Short\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_ANGLE: Short\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSolidcolorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSolidcolorElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGSolidcolorElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n
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    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGradientElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGGradientElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference, SVGUnitTypes {\n

open val gradientUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val gradientTransform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\n

  open val spreadMethod: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_SPREADMETHOD_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_PAD: Short\n        val

SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REFLECT: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REPEAT: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLinearGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLinearGradientElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGLinearGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\n    open val x1:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

y2: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_UNKNOWN: Short\n

val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_PAD: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REFLECT: Short\n        val

SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REPEAT: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX:

Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n

     val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGRadialGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRadialGradientElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGRadialGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\n    open val cx:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val fx:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val fy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val fr: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion

object {\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_PAD:

Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REFLECT: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REPEAT:

Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE:

Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n

val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n

val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val
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DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGMeshGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_SPREADMETHOD_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_PAD: Short\n        val

SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REFLECT: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REPEAT: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGMeshrowElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGMeshpatchElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStopElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStopElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGStopElement : SVGElement {\n    open val offset: SVGAnimatedNumber\n\n

companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val

TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val

COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n

      val DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n
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     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPatternElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPatternElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGPatternElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGURIReference,

SVGUnitTypes {\n    open val patternUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val patternContentUnits:

SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val patternTransform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

height: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n

val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX:

Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n

     val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGHatchElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGHatchpathElement : SVGElement {\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGCursorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCursorElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGCursorElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n
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     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGScriptElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGScriptElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\n

open var type: String\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE:

Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE:

Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGAElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open val target:

SVGAnimatedString\n    open val download: SVGAnimatedString\n    open val rel: SVGAnimatedString\n    open

val relList: SVGAnimatedString\n    open val hreflang: SVGAnimatedString\n    open val type:

SVGAnimatedString\n\n    companion object {\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGViewElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGViewElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGViewElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGZoomAndPan {\n    companion

object {\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE:

Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\n        val ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val

ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE: Short\n        val

PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-

GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.files\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport
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org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Blob](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Blob) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Blob(blobParts: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally, options: BlobPropertyBag = definedExternally) :

MediaProvider, ImageBitmapSource {\n    open val size: Number\n    open val type: String\n    open val isClosed:

Boolean\n    fun slice(start: Int = definedExternally, end: Int = definedExternally, contentType: String =

definedExternally): Blob\n    fun close()\n}\n\npublic external interface BlobPropertyBag {\n    var type: String? /*

= \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BlobPropertyBag(type: String? = \"\"):

BlobPropertyBag {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[File](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/File) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class File(fileBits:

Array<dynamic>, fileName: String, options: FilePropertyBag = definedExternally) : Blob {\n    open val name:

String\n    open val lastModified: Int\n}\n\npublic external interface FilePropertyBag : BlobPropertyBag {\n    var

lastModified: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FilePropertyBag(lastModified: Int? =

undefined, type: String? = \"\"): FilePropertyBag {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"lastModified\"] = lastModified\n

o[\"type\"] = type\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

FileList : ItemArrayLike<File> {\n    override fun item(index: Int): File?\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FileList.get(index: Int): File? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileReader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReader) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

FileReader : EventTarget {\n    open val readyState: Short\n    open val result: dynamic\n    open val error:

dynamic\n    var onloadstart: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n

var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob)\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob:

Blob)\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String = definedExternally)\n    fun readAsDataURL(blob: Blob)\n

fun abort()\n\n    companion object {\n        val EMPTY: Short\n        val LOADING: Short\n        val DONE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileReaderSync](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReaderSync) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class FileReaderSync {\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob): ArrayBuffer\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob:

Blob): String\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String = definedExternally): String\n    fun

readAsDataURL(blob: Blob): String\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n// See

github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.notifications\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Notification](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Notification) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Notification(title: String, options: NotificationOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\n    var onclick:

((MouseEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open val title: String\n    open val dir:

NotificationDirection\n    open val lang: String\n    open val body: String\n    open val tag: String\n    open val

image: String\n    open val icon: String\n    open val badge: String\n    open val sound: String\n    open val vibrate:

Array<out Int>\n    open val timestamp: Number\n    open val renotify: Boolean\n    open val silent: Boolean\n

open val noscreen: Boolean\n    open val requireInteraction: Boolean\n    open val sticky: Boolean\n    open val data:
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Any?\n    open val actions: Array<out NotificationAction>\n    fun close()\n\n    companion object {\n        val

permission: NotificationPermission\n        val maxActions: Int\n        fun requestPermission(deprecatedCallback:

(NotificationPermission) -> Unit = definedExternally): Promise<NotificationPermission>\n    }\n}\n\npublic

external interface NotificationOptions {\n    var dir: NotificationDirection? /* = NotificationDirection.AUTO */\n

 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lang: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var body: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var tag: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var image: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var icon: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var badge: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var sound: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var vibrate: dynamic\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var timestamp: Number?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var renotify: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var silent: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var noscreen: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var requireInteraction: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sticky: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var actions: Array<NotificationAction>? /* = arrayOf()

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun NotificationOptions(dir: NotificationDirection? = NotificationDirection.AUTO, lang: String? = \"\", body:

String? = \"\", tag: String? = \"\", image: String? = undefined, icon: String? = undefined, badge: String? = undefined,

sound: String? = undefined, vibrate: dynamic = undefined, timestamp: Number? = undefined, renotify: Boolean? =

false, silent: Boolean? = false, noscreen: Boolean? = false, requireInteraction: Boolean? = false, sticky: Boolean? =

false, data: Any? = null, actions: Array<NotificationAction>? = arrayOf()): NotificationOptions {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"dir\"] = dir\n    o[\"lang\"] = lang\n    o[\"body\"] = body\n    o[\"tag\"] = tag\n    o[\"image\"] =

image\n    o[\"icon\"] = icon\n    o[\"badge\"] = badge\n    o[\"sound\"] = sound\n    o[\"vibrate\"] = vibrate\n

o[\"timestamp\"] = timestamp\n    o[\"renotify\"] = renotify\n    o[\"silent\"] = silent\n    o[\"noscreen\"] = noscreen\n

  o[\"requireInteraction\"] = requireInteraction\n    o[\"sticky\"] = sticky\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"actions\"] =

actions\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface NotificationAction {\n    var action: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var title: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var icon: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun NotificationAction(action: String?, title:

String?, icon: String? = undefined): NotificationAction {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"action\"] = action\n

o[\"title\"] = title\n    o[\"icon\"] = icon\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface GetNotificationOptions {\n    var

tag: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun GetNotificationOptions(tag: String? = \"\"):

GetNotificationOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"tag\"] = tag\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [NotificationEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NotificationEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class NotificationEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: NotificationEventInit) :

ExtendableEvent {\n    open val notification: Notification\n    open val action: String\n\n    companion object {\n

val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface NotificationEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n

var notification: Notification?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var action:

String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun NotificationEventInit(notification:

Notification?, action: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): NotificationEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"notification\"] = notification\n    o[\"action\"] =
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action\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

NotificationPermission {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.DEFAULT: NotificationPermission get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\n\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.DENIED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"denied\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\n\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.GRANTED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"granted\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

NotificationDirection {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val NotificationDirection.Companion.AUTO:

NotificationDirection get() = \"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\n\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.LTR: NotificationDirection get() =

\"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\n\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.RTL: NotificationDirection get() =

\"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT EDIT!\n//

See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.workers\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class ServiceWorker : EventTarget, AbstractWorker, UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker,

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n    open val scriptURL: String\n    open val state:

ServiceWorkerState\n    open var onstatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?,

transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerRegistration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerRegistration) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerRegistration : EventTarget {\n    open val installing:

ServiceWorker?\n    open val waiting: ServiceWorker?\n    open val active: ServiceWorker?\n    open val scope:

String\n    open var onupdatefound: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open val APISpace: dynamic\n    fun update():

Promise<Unit>\n    fun unregister(): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun showNotification(title: String, options:

NotificationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Unit>\n    fun getNotifications(filter: GetNotificationOptions =

definedExternally): Promise<Array<Notification>>\n    fun methodName(): Promise<dynamic>\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerContainer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerContainer) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerContainer : EventTarget {\n    open val controller:

ServiceWorker?\n    open val ready: Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\n    open var oncontrollerchange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    fun register(scriptURL: String,

options: RegistrationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\n    fun

getRegistration(clientURL: String = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\n    fun getRegistrations():

Promise<Array<ServiceWorkerRegistration>>\n    fun startMessages()\n}\n\npublic external interface

RegistrationOptions {\n    var scope: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

 var type: WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun RegistrationOptions(scope: String? =

undefined, type: WorkerType? = WorkerType.CLASSIC): RegistrationOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"scope\"] = scope\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerMessageEvent) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class ServiceWorkerMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict:

ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val data: Any?\n    open val origin:

String\n    open val lastEventId: String\n    open val source: UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n    open val

ports: Array<out MessagePort>?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit : EventInit {\n    var data: Any?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lastEventId: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var source: UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit(data:

Any? = undefined, origin: String? = undefined, lastEventId: String? = undefined, source:

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = undefined, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = undefined, bubbles: Boolean? =

false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\n    o[\"source\"] =

source\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\n    open val clients:

Clients\n    open val registration: ServiceWorkerRegistration\n    open var oninstall: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open

var onactivate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onfetch: ((FetchEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

onforeignfetch: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onmessage: ((MessageEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

onnotificationclick: ((NotificationEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onnotificationclose: ((NotificationEvent) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onfunctionalevent: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun skipWaiting():

Promise<Unit>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Client](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Client) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Client :

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n    open val url: String\n    open val frameType: FrameType\n

open val id: String\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [WindowClient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowClient) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class WindowClient : Client {\n    open val visibilityState: dynamic\n    open

val focused: Boolean\n    fun focus(): Promise<WindowClient>\n    fun navigate(url: String):

Promise<WindowClient>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Clients](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Clients) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Clients {\n    fun get(id: String): Promise<Any?>\n    fun matchAll(options: ClientQueryOptions =

definedExternally): Promise<Array<Client>>\n    fun openWindow(url: String): Promise<WindowClient?>\n    fun

claim(): Promise<Unit>\n}\n\npublic external interface ClientQueryOptions {\n    var includeUncontrolled:

Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var type:

ClientType? /* = ClientType.WINDOW */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ClientQueryOptions(includeUncontrolled:

Boolean? = false, type: ClientType? = ClientType.WINDOW): ClientQueryOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"includeUncontrolled\"] = includeUncontrolled\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [ExtendableEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class ExtendableEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\n    fun waitUntil(f: Promise<Any?>)\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE:
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Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface ExtendableEventInit : EventInit\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ExtendableEventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): ExtendableEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[InstallEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InstallEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class InstallEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit = definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\n    fun

registerForeignFetch(options: ForeignFetchOptions)\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val

CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external interface ForeignFetchOptions {\n    var scopes: Array<String>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origins: Array<String>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ForeignFetchOptions(scopes: Array<String>?, origins: Array<String>?): ForeignFetchOptions {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"scopes\"] = scopes\n    o[\"origins\"] = origins\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FetchEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FetchEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

FetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\n    open val request: Request\n    open

val clientId: String?\n    open val isReload: Boolean\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<Response>)\n\n    companion

object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface FetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n    var

request: Request?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var clientId: String? /* =

null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var isReload: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun FetchEventInit(request: Request?, clientId: String? = null, isReload: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean?

= false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): FetchEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n

o[\"request\"] = request\n    o[\"clientId\"] = clientId\n    o[\"isReload\"] = isReload\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external open class

ForeignFetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ForeignFetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\n    open val request:

Request\n    open val origin: String\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<ForeignFetchResponse>)\n\n    companion

object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface ForeignFetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n

var request: Request?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String? /*

= \"null\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ForeignFetchEventInit(request: Request?,

origin: String? = \"null\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

ForeignFetchEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"request\"] = request\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return

o\n}\n\npublic external interface ForeignFetchResponse {\n    var response: Response?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var headers: Array<String>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ForeignFetchResponse(response:

Response?, origin: String? = undefined, headers: Array<String>? = undefined): ForeignFetchResponse {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"response\"] = response\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ExtendableMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableMessageEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class ExtendableMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableMessageEventInit =

definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\n    open val data: Any?\n    open val origin: String\n    open val lastEventId:

String\n    open val source: UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n    open val ports: Array<out

MessagePort>?\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val
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AT_TARGET: Short\n        val BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

ExtendableMessageEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n    var data: Any?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var lastEventId: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var source: UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

   set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ExtendableMessageEventInit(data: Any? = undefined, origin: String? = undefined, lastEventId: String? = undefined,

source: UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = undefined, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = undefined,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ExtendableMessageEventInit

{\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\n

o[\"source\"] = source\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Cache](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Cache) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Cache

{\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\n    fun

matchAll(request: dynamic = definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<Array<Response>>\n    fun add(request: dynamic): Promise<Unit>\n    fun addAll(requests:

Array<dynamic>): Promise<Unit>\n    fun put(request: dynamic, response: Response): Promise<Unit>\n    fun

delete(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun

keys(request: dynamic = definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<Array<Request>>\n}\n\npublic external interface CacheQueryOptions {\n    var ignoreSearch: Boolean? /*

= false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ignoreMethod: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ignoreVary: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var cacheName: String?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CacheQueryOptions(ignoreSearch: Boolean? = false, ignoreMethod: Boolean? = false, ignoreVary: Boolean? =

false, cacheName: String? = undefined): CacheQueryOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"ignoreSearch\"] =

ignoreSearch\n    o[\"ignoreMethod\"] = ignoreMethod\n    o[\"ignoreVary\"] = ignoreVary\n    o[\"cacheName\"] =

cacheName\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface CacheBatchOperation {\n    var type: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var request: Request?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

    set(value) = definedExternally\n    var response: Response?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var options: CacheQueryOptions?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CacheBatchOperation(type: String? =

undefined, request: Request? = undefined, response: Response? = undefined, options: CacheQueryOptions? =

undefined): CacheBatchOperation {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n    o[\"request\"] = request\n

o[\"response\"] = response\n    o[\"options\"] = options\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CacheStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CacheStorage) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CacheStorage {\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<Any?>\n    fun has(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun open(cacheName: String):

Promise<Cache>\n    fun delete(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun keys():

Promise<Array<String>>\n}\n\npublic external open class FunctionalEvent : ExtendableEvent {\n    companion

object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker\n\npublic

external interface UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

ServiceWorkerState {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLING:

ServiceWorkerState get() = \"installing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\n\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLED: ServiceWorkerState get() =
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\"installed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\n\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATING: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activating\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\n\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATED: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\n\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.REDUNDANT: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"redundant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface FrameType {\n

companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val FrameType.Companion.AUXILIARY: FrameType get() =

\"auxiliary\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\n\npublic inline val FrameType.Companion.TOP_LEVEL:

FrameType get() = \"top-level\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\n\npublic inline val

FrameType.Companion.NESTED: FrameType get() = \"nested\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\n\npublic

inline val FrameType.Companion.NONE: FrameType get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface ClientType {\n

companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.WINDOW: ClientType get() =

\"window\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\n\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.WORKER:

ClientType get() = \"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\n\npublic inline val

ClientType.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: ClientType get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\n\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.ALL:

ClientType get() = \"all\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// NOTE: THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED, DO NOT

EDIT!\n// See github.com/kotlin/dukat for details\n\npackage org.w3c.xhr\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.css.masking.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.clipboard.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.encryptedmedia.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediacapture.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.mediasource.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.pointerevents.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequestEventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequestEventTarget) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class XMLHttpRequestEventTarget : EventTarget {\n    open var onloadstart:

((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onprogress: ((ProgressEvent) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onabort:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

open var ontimeout: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\npublic external

abstract class XMLHttpRequestUpload : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequest](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class XMLHttpRequest : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget {\n    var onreadystatechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open val readyState: Short\n    var timeout: Int\n    var withCredentials: Boolean\n    open val upload:

XMLHttpRequestUpload\n    open val responseURL: String\n    open val status: Short\n    open val statusText:

String\n    var responseType: XMLHttpRequestResponseType\n    open val response: Any?\n    open val

responseText: String\n    open val responseXML: Document?\n    fun open(method: String, url: String)\n    fun

open(method: String, url: String, async: Boolean, username: String? = definedExternally, password: String? =

definedExternally)\n    fun setRequestHeader(name: String, value: String)\n    fun send(body: dynamic =

definedExternally)\n    fun abort()\n    fun getResponseHeader(name: String): String?\n    fun

getAllResponseHeaders(): String\n    fun overrideMimeType(mime: String)\n\n    companion object {\n        val

UNSENT: Short\n        val OPENED: Short\n        val HEADERS_RECEIVED: Short\n        val LOADING:

Short\n        val DONE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[FormData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FormData) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

FormData(form: HTMLFormElement = definedExternally) {\n    fun append(name: String, value: String)\n    fun

append(name: String, value: Blob, filename: String = definedExternally)\n    fun delete(name: String)\n    fun

get(name: String): dynamic\n    fun getAll(name: String): Array<dynamic>\n    fun has(name: String): Boolean\n

fun set(name: String, value: String)\n    fun set(name: String, value: Blob, filename: String =

definedExternally)\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProgressEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProgressEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class ProgressEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ProgressEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val

lengthComputable: Boolean\n    open val loaded: Number\n    open val total: Number\n\n    companion object {\n

 val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface ProgressEventInit : EventInit {\n    var

lengthComputable: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var loaded: Number? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var total:

Number? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ProgressEventInit(lengthComputable:

Boolean? = false, loaded: Number? = 0, total: Number? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? =

false, composed: Boolean? = false): ProgressEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n    o[\"lengthComputable\"] =

lengthComputable\n    o[\"loaded\"] = loaded\n    o[\"total\"] = total\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n    return o\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\n@Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npublic external interface

XMLHttpRequestResponseType {\n    companion object\n}\n\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.EMPTY: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.BLOB: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.DOCUMENT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.JSON: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"json\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\n\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.TEXT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"text\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a Char with the

specified [code], or throws an exception if the [code] is out of

`Char.MIN_VALUE.code..Char.MAX_VALUE.code`.\n *\n * If the program that calls this function is written in a

way that only valid [code] is passed as the argument,\n * using the overload that takes a [UShort] argument is

preferable (`Char(intValue.toUShort())`).\n * That overload doesn't check validity of the argument, and may

improve program performance when the function is called routinely inside a loop.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Chars.charFromCode\n

*/\n@OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.inter

nal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Char(code: Int): Char {\n    if (code < Char.MIN_VALUE.code || code >

Char.MAX_VALUE.code) {\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Invalid Char code: $code\")\n    }\n    return

Char(code.toUShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a Char with the specified [code].\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Chars.charFromCode\n

*/\n@OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Suppress(\"

NO_ACTUAL_FOR_EXPECT\")\npublic expect fun Char(code: UShort): Char\n\n/**\n * Returns the code of this
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Char.\n *\n * Code of a Char is the value it was constructed with, and the UTF-16 code unit corresponding to this

Char.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.code\n

*/\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline val Char.code: Int

get() = this.toInt()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.BINARY\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.SOURCE\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\nimport kotlin.reflect.KClass\n\n/**\n * Signals that the annotated

annotation class is a marker of an experimental API.\n *\n * Any declaration annotated with that marker is

considered an experimental declaration\n * and its call sites should accept the experimental aspect of it either by

using [UseExperimental],\n * or by being annotated with that marker themselves, effectively causing further

propagation of that experimental aspect.\n *\n * This class is deprecated in favor of a more general approach

provided by [RequiresOptIn]/[OptIn].\n

*/\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\n@Retention(BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50

\", versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\n@Deprecated(\"Please use RequiresOptIn

instead.\")\npublic annotation class Experimental(val level: Level = Level.ERROR) {\n    /**\n     * Severity of the

diagnostic that should be reported on usages of experimental API which did not explicitly accept the experimental

aspect\n     * of that API either by using [UseExperimental] or by being annotated with the corresponding marker

annotation.\n     */\n    public enum class Level {\n        /** Specifies that a warning should be reported on incorrect

usages of this experimental API. */\n        WARNING,\n        /** Specifies that an error should be reported on

incorrect usages of this experimental API. */\n        ERROR,\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Allows to use experimental API

denoted by the given markers in the annotated file, declaration, or expression.\n * If a declaration is annotated with

[UseExperimental], its usages are **not** required to opt-in to that experimental API.\n *\n * This class is

deprecated in favor of a more general approach provided by [RequiresOptIn]/[OptIn].\n */\n@Target(\n    CLASS,

PROPERTY, LOCAL_VARIABLE, VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER, EXPRESSION, FILE,

TYPEALIAS\n)\n@Retention(SOURCE)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\n@Deprecated(\"Please use OptIn instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"OptIn(*markerClass)\", \"kotlin.OptIn\"))\npublic annotation class UseExperimental(\n    vararg val

markerClass: KClass<out Annotation>\n)\n\n\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION,

TYPEALIAS)\n@Retention(BINARY)\ninternal annotation class WasExperimental(\n    vararg val markerClass:

KClass<out Annotation>\n)\n","package kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\n\n/**\n * This

annotation marks the standard library API that is considered experimental and is not subject to the\n * [general

compatibility guarantees](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/evolution/components-stability.html) given for the

standard library:\n * the behavior of such API may be changed or the API may be removed completely in any

further release.\n *\n * > Beware using the annotated API especially if you're developing a library, since your library

might become binary incompatible\n * with the future versions of the standard library.\n *\n * Any usage of a

declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalStdlibApi` must be accepted either by\n * annotating that usage with the

[OptIn] annotation, e.g. `@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)`,\n * or by using the compiler argument `-Xopt-

in=kotlin.ExperimentalStdlibApi`.\n */\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\n@RequiresOptIn(level =

RequiresOptIn.Level.ERROR)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(\n    CLASS,\n

ANNOTATION_CLASS,\n    PROPERTY,\n    FIELD,\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\n    VALUE_PARAMETER,\n

CONSTRUCTOR,\n    FUNCTION,\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\n    PROPERTY_SETTER,\n

TYPEALIAS\n)\n@MustBeDocumented\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalStdlibApi\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the
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license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\nimport

kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference\n\n/**\n * Allows to infer generic type arguments of a function

from the calls in the annotated function parameter of that function.\n *\n * When this annotation is placed on a

generic function parameter of a function,\n * it enables to infer the type arguments of that generic function from the

lambda body passed to that parameter.\n *\n * The calls that affect inference are either members of the receiver type

of an annotated function parameter or\n * extensions for that type. The extensions must be themselves annotated

with `@BuilderInference`.\n *\n * Example: we declare\n * ```\n * fun <T> sequence(@BuilderInference block:

suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T>\n * ```\n * and use it like\n * ```\n * val result = sequence {

yield(\"result\") }\n * ```\n * Here the type argument of the resulting sequence is inferred to `String` from\n * the

argument of the [SequenceScope.yield] function, that is called inside the lambda passed to [sequence].\n *\n * Note:

this annotation is experimental, see [ExperimentalTypeInference] on how to opt-in for it.\n

*/\n@Target(VALUE_PARAMETER, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTypeInferenc

e\npublic annotation class BuilderInference\n\n\n/**\n * Enables overload selection based on the type of the value

returned from lambda argument.\n *\n * When two or more function overloads have otherwise the same parameter

lists that differ only in the return type\n * of a functional parameter, this annotation enables overload selection by the

type of the value returned from\n * the lambda function passed to this functional parameter.\n *\n * Example:\n *

```\n * @OverloadResolutionByLambdaReturnType\n * fun create(intProducer: () -> Int): Int\n *\n * fun

create(doubleProducer: () -> Double): Double\n *\n * val newValue = create { 3.14 }\n * ```\n *\n * The annotation

being applied to one of overloads allows to resolve this ambiguity by analyzing what value is returned\n * from the

lambda function.\n *\n * This annotation is also used to discriminate the annotated overloads in case if overload

selection still cannot\n * choose one of them even taking in account the result of lambda parameter analysis. In that

case a warning is reported.\n *\n * Note: this annotation is experimental, see [ExperimentalTypeInference] on how

to opt-in for it.\n

*/\n@Target(FUNCTION)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@Experimental

TypeInference\npublic annotation class OverloadResolutionByLambdaReturnType","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\n\n/**\n * The experimental multiplatform support API marker.\n *\n *

Any usage of a declaration annotated with `@ExperimentalMultiplatform` must be accepted either by\n * annotating

that usage with the [OptIn] annotation, e.g. `@OptIn(ExperimentalMultiplatform::class)`,\n * or by using the

compiler argument `-Xopt-in=kotlin.ExperimentalMultiplatform`.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Experimental\n@RequiresOptIn\n@MustBeDocumented\n@Target(\n

CLASS,\n    ANNOTATION_CLASS,\n    PROPERTY,\n    FIELD,\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\n    FUNCTION,\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\n

PROPERTY_SETTER,\n

TYPEALIAS\n)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\npublic annotation class ExperimentalMultiplatform\n\n/**\n

* Marks an expected annotation class that it isn't required to have actual counterparts in all platforms.\n *\n * This

annotation is only applicable to `expect` annotation classes in multi-platform projects and marks that class as

\"optional\".\n * Optional expected class is allowed to have no corresponding actual class on the platform. Optional

annotations can only be used\n * to annotate something, not as types in signatures. If an optional annotation has no

corresponding actual class on a platform,\n * the annotation entries where it's used are simply erased when

compiling code on that platform.\n *\n * Note: this annotation is experimental, see [ExperimentalMultiplatform] on

how to opt-in for it.\n

*/\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@ExperimentalMultiplatfor

m\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\npublic
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annotation class OptionalExpectation\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.BINARY\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.SOURCE\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\nimport kotlin.reflect.KClass\n\n/**\n * Signals that the annotated

annotation class is a marker of an API that requires an explicit opt-in.\n *\n * Call sites of any declaration annotated

with that marker should opt in to the API either by using [OptIn],\n * or by being annotated with that marker

themselves, effectively causing further propagation of the opt-in requirement.\n *\n * This class requires opt-in itself

and can only be used with the compiler argument `-Xopt-in=kotlin.RequiresOptIn`.\n *\n * @property message

message to be reported on usages of API without an explicit opt-in, or empty string for the default message.\n *

         The default message is: \"This declaration is experimental and its usage should be marked with 'Marker'\n *

            or '@OptIn(Marker::class)'\", where `Marker` is the opt-in requirement marker.\n * @property level specifies

how usages of API without an explicit opt-in are reported in code.\n

*/\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\n@Retention(BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.3.70

\", versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\npublic annotation class RequiresOptIn(\n

val message: String = \"\",\n    val level: Level = Level.ERROR\n) {\n    /**\n     * Severity of the diagnostic that

should be reported on usages which did not explicitly opted into\n     * the API either by using [OptIn] or by being

annotated with the corresponding marker annotation.\n     */\n    public enum class Level {\n        /** Specifies that a

warning should be reported on incorrect usages of this API. */\n        WARNING,\n\n        /** Specifies that an error

should be reported on incorrect usages of this API. */\n        ERROR,\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Allows to use the API

denoted by the given markers in the annotated file, declaration, or expression.\n * If a declaration is annotated with

[OptIn], its usages are **not** required to opt in to that API.\n *\n * This class requires opt-in itself and can only be

used with the compiler argument `-Xopt-in=kotlin.RequiresOptIn`.\n */\n@Target(\n    CLASS, PROPERTY,

LOCAL_VARIABLE, VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION, PROPERTY_GETTER,

PROPERTY_SETTER, EXPRESSION, FILE,

TYPEALIAS\n)\n@Retention(SOURCE)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.3.70\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\npublic annotation class OptIn(\n    vararg val markerClass:

KClass<out Annotation>\n)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.js.JsName\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal

implementation of the read-only [Collection] interface.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the

collection. The collection is covariant in its element type.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class

AbstractCollection<out E> protected constructor() : Collection<E> {\n    abstract override val size: Int\n    abstract

override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean = any { it

== element }\n\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean =\n

elements.all { contains(it) } // use when js will support bound refs: elements.all(this::contains)\n\n    override fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = size == 0\n\n    override fun toString(): String = joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") {\n        if (it

=== this) \"(this Collection)\" else it.toString()\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns new array of type `Array<Any?>` with

the elements of this collection.\n     */\n    @JsName(\"toArray\")\n    protected open fun toArray(): Array<Any?> =

copyToArrayImpl(this)\n\n    /**\n     * Fills the provided [array] or creates new array of the same type\n     * and

fills it with the elements of this collection.\n     */\n    protected open fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>): Array<T>

= copyToArrayImpl(this, array)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n\nprivate enum class State {\n    Ready,\n

NotReady,\n    Done,\n    Failed\n}\n\n/**\n * A base class to simplify implementing iterators so that

implementations only have to implement [computeNext]\n * to implement the iterator, calling [done] when the

iteration is complete.\n */\npublic abstract class AbstractIterator<T> : Iterator<T> {\n    private var state =
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State.NotReady\n    private var nextValue: T? = null\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n        require(state !=

State.Failed)\n        return when (state) {\n            State.Done -> false\n            State.Ready -> true\n            else ->

tryToComputeNext()\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun next(): T {\n        if (!hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n        state = State.NotReady\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

return nextValue as T\n    }\n\n    private fun tryToComputeNext(): Boolean {\n        state = State.Failed\n

computeNext()\n        return state == State.Ready\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Computes the next item in the iterator.\n

*\n     * This callback method should call one of these two methods:\n     *\n     * * [setNext] with the next value of

the iteration\n     * * [done] to indicate there are no more elements\n     *\n     * Failure to call either method will

result in the iteration terminating with a failed state\n     */\n    abstract protected fun computeNext(): Unit\n\n

/**\n     * Sets the next value in the iteration, called from the [computeNext] function\n     */\n    protected fun

setNext(value: T): Unit {\n        nextValue = value\n        state = State.Ready\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the state to

done so that the iteration terminates.\n     */\n    protected fun done() {\n        state = State.Done\n    }\n}\n\n\n","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n/*\n * Based on

GWT AbstractList\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n*/\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal

implementation of the read-only [List] interface.\n *\n * This class is intended to help implementing read-only lists

so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the list.

The list is covariant in its element type.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class AbstractList<out E>

protected constructor() : AbstractCollection<E>(), List<E> {\n    abstract override val size: Int\n    abstract override

fun get(index: Int): E\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = IteratorImpl()\n\n    override fun indexOf(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Int = indexOfFirst { it == element }\n\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element:

@UnsafeVariance E): Int = indexOfLast { it == element }\n\n    override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<E> =

ListIteratorImpl(0)\n\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\n\n

override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    private class

SubList<out E>(private val list: AbstractList<E>, private val fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) : AbstractList<E>(),

RandomAccess {\n        private var _size: Int = 0\n\n        init {\n            checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

list.size)\n            this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\n        }\n\n        override fun get(index: Int): E {\n

checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n            return list[fromIndex + index]\n        }\n\n        override val size: Int

get() = _size\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this list with other list instance with the ordered structural equality.\n

*\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [List] of the same size, which contains the same elements in the same

order.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n        if (other !is

List<*>) return false\n\n        return orderedEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code value for

this list.\n     */\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = orderedHashCode(this)\n\n    private open inner class IteratorImpl

: Iterator<E> {\n        /** the index of the item that will be returned on the next call to [next]`()` */\n        protected

var index = 0\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\n\n        override fun next(): E {\n            if

(!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n            return get(index++)\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Implementation of [ListIterator] for abstract lists.\n     */\n    private open inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) :

IteratorImpl(), ListIterator<E> {\n\n        init {\n            checkPositionIndex(index, this@AbstractList.size)\n

this.index = index\n        }\n\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = index > 0\n\n        override fun

nextIndex(): Int = index\n\n        override fun previous(): E {\n            if (!hasPrevious()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n            return get(--index)\n        }\n\n        override fun previousIndex(): Int = index -

1\n    }\n\n    internal companion object {\n        internal fun checkElementIndex(index: Int, size: Int) {\n            if

(index < 0 || index >= size) {\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size\")\n

}\n        }\n\n        internal fun checkPositionIndex(index: Int, size: Int) {\n            if (index < 0 || index > size) {\n

         throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size\")\n            }\n        }\n\n        internal fun

checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int, size: Int) {\n            if (fromIndex < 0 || toIndex > size) {\n

 throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex: $toIndex, size: $size\")\n            }\n

if (fromIndex > toIndex) {\n                throw IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex > toIndex:
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$toIndex\")\n            }\n        }\n\n        internal fun checkBoundsIndexes(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, size: Int) {\n

         if (startIndex < 0 || endIndex > size) {\n                throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"startIndex:

$startIndex, endIndex: $endIndex, size: $size\")\n            }\n            if (startIndex > endIndex) {\n                throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"startIndex: $startIndex > endIndex: $endIndex\")\n            }\n        }\n\n        internal

fun orderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\n            var hashCode = 1\n            for (e in c) {\n

hashCode = 31 * hashCode + (e?.hashCode() ?: 0)\n            }\n            return hashCode\n        }\n\n        internal fun

orderedEquals(c: Collection<*>, other: Collection<*>): Boolean {\n            if (c.size != other.size) return false\n\n

       val otherIterator = other.iterator()\n            for (elem in c) {\n                val elemOther = otherIterator.next()\n

         if (elem != elemOther) {\n                    return false\n                }\n            }\n            return true\n        }\n

}\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this

source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n/*\n *

Based on GWT AbstractMap\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides

a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Map] interface.\n *\n * The implementor is required to implement

[entries] property, which should return read-only set of map entries.\n *\n * @param K the type of map keys. The

map is invariant in its key type.\n * @param V the type of map values. The map is covariant in its value type.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class AbstractMap<K, out V> protected constructor() : Map<K, V>

{\n\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean {\n        return implFindEntry(key) != null\n    }\n\n    override

fun containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = entries.any { it.value == value }\n\n    internal fun

containsEntry(entry: Map.Entry<*, *>?): Boolean {\n        // since entry comes from @UnsafeVariance parameters it

can be virtually anything\n        if (entry !is Map.Entry<*, *>) return false\n        val key = entry.key\n        val value

= entry.value\n        val ourValue = get(key)\n\n        if (value != ourValue) {\n            return false\n        }\n\n        //

Perhaps it was null and we don't contain the key?\n        if (ourValue == null && !containsKey(key)) {\n

return false\n        }\n\n        return true\n    }\n\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this map with other instance with the

ordered structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [Map] of the same size, all entries of

which are contained in the [entries] set of this map.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if

(other === this) return true\n        if (other !is Map<*, *>) return false\n        if (size != other.size) return false\n\n

 return other.entries.all { containsEntry(it) }\n    }\n\n    override operator fun get(key: K): V? =

implFindEntry(key)?.value\n\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code value for this map.\n     *\n     * It is the same as

the hashCode of [entries] set.\n     */\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = entries.hashCode()\n\n    override fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = size == 0\n    override val size: Int get() = entries.size\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only

[Set] of all keys in this map.\n     *\n     * Accessing this property first time creates a keys view from [entries].\n     *

All subsequent accesses just return the created instance.\n     */\n    override val keys: Set<K>\n        get() {\n

if (_keys == null) {\n                _keys = object : AbstractSet<K>() {\n                    override operator fun

contains(element: K): Boolean = containsKey(element)\n\n                    override operator fun iterator(): Iterator<K>

{\n                        val entryIterator = entries.iterator()\n                        return object : Iterator<K> {\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\n                            override fun next(): K =

entryIterator.next().key\n                        }\n                    }\n\n                    override val size: Int get() =

this@AbstractMap.size\n                }\n            }\n            return _keys!!\n        }\n\n    @kotlin.jvm.Volatile\n

private var _keys: Set<K>? = null\n\n\n    override fun toString(): String = entries.joinToString(\", \", \"{\", \"}\") {

toString(it) }\n\n    private fun toString(entry: Map.Entry<K, V>): String = toString(entry.key) + \"=\" +

toString(entry.value)\n\n    private fun toString(o: Any?): String = if (o === this) \"(this Map)\" else o.toString()\n\n

 /**\n     * Returns a read-only [Collection] of all values in this map.\n     *\n     * Accessing this property first time

creates a values view from [entries].\n     * All subsequent accesses just return the created instance.\n     */\n

override val values: Collection<V>\n        get() {\n            if (_values == null) {\n                _values = object :

AbstractCollection<V>() {\n                    override operator fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean =

containsValue(element)\n\n                    override operator fun iterator(): Iterator<V> {\n                        val

entryIterator = entries.iterator()\n                        return object : Iterator<V> {\n                            override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\n                            override fun next(): V = entryIterator.next().value\n
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                     }\n                    }\n\n                    override val size: Int get() = this@AbstractMap.size\n                }\n

     }\n            return _values!!\n        }\n\n    @kotlin.jvm.Volatile\n    private var _values: Collection<V>? = null\n\n

  private fun implFindEntry(key: K): Map.Entry<K, V>? = entries.firstOrNull { it.key == key }\n\n    internal

companion object {\n\n        internal fun entryHashCode(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): Int = with(e) { (key?.hashCode() ?:

0) xor (value?.hashCode() ?: 0) }\n        internal fun entryToString(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): String = with(e) {

\"$key=$value\" }\n        internal fun entryEquals(e: Map.Entry<*, *>, other: Any?): Boolean {\n            if (other !is

Map.Entry<*, *>) return false\n            return e.key == other.key && e.value == other.value\n        }\n

}\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Set] interface.\n *\n *

This class is intended to help implementing read-only sets so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\n

*\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is covariant in its element type.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class AbstractSet<out E> protected constructor() :

AbstractCollection<E>(), Set<E> {\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this set with other set instance with the unordered

structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all elements of which are

contained in this set.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n

  if (other !is Set<*>) return false\n        return setEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code

value for this set.\n     */\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = unorderedHashCode(this)\n\n    internal companion

object {\n        internal fun unorderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\n            var hashCode = 0\n            for

(element in c) {\n                hashCode += (element?.hashCode() ?: 0)\n            }\n            return hashCode\n

}\n\n        internal fun setEquals(c: Set<*>, other: Set<*>): Boolean {\n            if (c.size != other.size) return false\n

        return c.containsAll(other)\n        }\n    }\n\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Resizable-array implementation

of the deque data structure.\n *\n * The name deque is short for \"double ended queue\" and is usually pronounced

\"deck\".\n *\n * The collection provide methods for convenient access to the both ends.\n * It also implements

[MutableList] interface and supports efficient get/set operations by index.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic class ArrayDeque<E> :

AbstractMutableList<E> {\n    private var head: Int = 0\n    private var elementData: Array<Any?>\n\n    override

var size: Int = 0\n        private set\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty deque with specified [initialCapacity], or

throws [IllegalArgumentException] if [initialCapacity] is negative.\n     */\n    public constructor(initialCapacity:

Int) {\n        elementData = when {\n            initialCapacity == 0 -> emptyElementData\n            initialCapacity > 0 -

> arrayOfNulls(initialCapacity)\n            else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Illegal Capacity:

$initialCapacity\")\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty deque.\n     */\n    public constructor() {\n

elementData = emptyElementData\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a deque that contains the same elements as the

specified [elements] collection in the same order.\n     */\n    public constructor(elements: Collection<E>) {\n

elementData = elements.toTypedArray()\n        size = elementData.size\n        if (elementData.isEmpty())

elementData = emptyElementData\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Ensures that the capacity of this deque is at least equal to

the specified [minCapacity].\n     *\n     * If the current capacity is less than the [minCapacity], a new backing

storage is allocated with greater capacity.\n     * Otherwise, this method takes no action and simply returns.\n     */\n

 private fun ensureCapacity(minCapacity: Int) {\n        if (minCapacity < 0) throw IllegalStateException(\"Deque is

too big.\")    // overflow\n        if (minCapacity <= elementData.size) return\n        if (elementData ===

emptyElementData) {\n            elementData = arrayOfNulls(minCapacity.coerceAtLeast(defaultMinCapacity))\n

    return\n        }\n\n        val newCapacity = newCapacity(elementData.size, minCapacity)\n

copyElements(newCapacity)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Creates a new array with the specified [newCapacity] size and

copies elements in the [elementData] array to it.\n     */\n    private fun copyElements(newCapacity: Int) {\n        val

newElements = arrayOfNulls<Any?>(newCapacity)\n        elementData.copyInto(newElements, 0, head,

elementData.size)\n        elementData.copyInto(newElements, elementData.size - head, 0, head)\n        head = 0\n
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 elementData = newElements\n    }\n\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    private inline fun

internalGet(internalIndex: Int): E {\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return

elementData[internalIndex] as E\n    }\n\n    private fun positiveMod(index: Int): Int = if (index >=

elementData.size) index - elementData.size else index\n\n    private fun negativeMod(index: Int): Int = if (index < 0)

index + elementData.size else index\n\n    @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n    private inline fun internalIndex(index:

Int): Int = positiveMod(head + index)\n\n    private fun incremented(index: Int): Int = if (index ==

elementData.lastIndex) 0 else index + 1\n\n    private fun decremented(index: Int): Int = if (index == 0)

elementData.lastIndex else index - 1\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = size == 0\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the

first element, or throws [NoSuchElementException] if this deque is empty.\n     */\n    public fun first(): E = if

(isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException(\"ArrayDeque is empty.\") else internalGet(head)\n\n    /**\n     *

Returns the first element, or `null` if this deque is empty.\n     */\n    public fun firstOrNull(): E? = if (isEmpty()) null

else internalGet(head)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the last element, or throws [NoSuchElementException] if this deque

is empty.\n     */\n    public fun last(): E = if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException(\"ArrayDeque is empty.\")

else internalGet(internalIndex(lastIndex))\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the last element, or `null` if this deque is empty.\n

   */\n    public fun lastOrNull(): E? = if (isEmpty()) null else internalGet(internalIndex(lastIndex))\n\n    /**\n     *

Prepends the specified [element] to this deque.\n     */\n    public fun addFirst(element: E) {\n

ensureCapacity(size + 1)\n\n        head = decremented(head)\n        elementData[head] = element\n        size += 1\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Appends the specified [element] to this deque.\n     */\n    public fun addLast(element: E) {\n

ensureCapacity(size + 1)\n\n        elementData[internalIndex(size)] = element\n        size += 1\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Removes the first element from this deque and returns that removed element, or throws [NoSuchElementException]

if this deque is empty.\n     */\n    public fun removeFirst(): E {\n        if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException(\"ArrayDeque is empty.\")\n\n        val element = internalGet(head)\n

elementData[head] = null\n        head = incremented(head)\n        size -= 1\n        return element\n    }\n\n    /**\n

* Removes the first element from this deque and returns that removed element, or returns `null` if this deque is

empty.\n     */\n    public fun removeFirstOrNull(): E? = if (isEmpty()) null else removeFirst()\n\n    /**\n     *

Removes the last element from this deque and returns that removed element, or throws [NoSuchElementException]

if this deque is empty.\n     */\n    public fun removeLast(): E {\n        if (isEmpty()) throw

NoSuchElementException(\"ArrayDeque is empty.\")\n\n        val internalLastIndex = internalIndex(lastIndex)\n

val element = internalGet(internalLastIndex)\n        elementData[internalLastIndex] = null\n        size -= 1\n

return element\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the last element from this deque and returns that removed element, or

returns `null` if this deque is empty.\n     */\n    public fun removeLastOrNull(): E? = if (isEmpty()) null else

removeLast()\n\n    // MutableList, MutableCollection\n    public override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\n

addLast(element)\n        return true\n    }\n\n    public override fun add(index: Int, element: E) {\n

AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, size)\n\n        if (index == size) {\n            addLast(element)\n

return\n        } else if (index == 0) {\n            addFirst(element)\n            return\n        }\n\n        ensureCapacity(size

+ 1)\n\n        // Elements in circular array lay in 2 ways:\n        //   1. `head` is less than `tail`:       [#, #, e1, e2, e3,

#]\n        //   2. `head` is greater than `tail`:    [e3, #, #, #, e1, e2]\n        // where head is the index of the first element

in the circular array,\n        // and tail is the index following the last element.\n        //\n        // At this point the

insertion index is not equal to head or tail.\n        // Also the circular array can store at least one more element.\n

//\n        // Depending on where the given element must be inserted the preceding or the succeeding\n        // elements

will be shifted to make room for the element to be inserted.\n        //\n        // In case the preceding elements are

shifted:\n        //   * if the insertion index is greater than the head (regardless of circular array form)\n        //      ->

shift the preceding elements\n        //   * otherwise, the circular array has (2) form and the insertion index is less than

tail\n        //      -> shift all elements in the back of the array\n        //      -> shift preceding elements in the front of the

array\n        // In case the succeeding elements are shifted:\n        //   * if the insertion index is less than the tail

(regardless of circular array form)\n        //      -> shift the succeeding elements\n        //   * otherwise, the circular

array has (2) form and the insertion index is greater than head\n        //      -> shift all elements in the front of the

array\n        //      -> shift succeeding elements in the back of the array\n\n        val internalIndex =
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internalIndex(index)\n\n        if (index < (size + 1) shr 1) {\n            // closer to the first element -> shift preceding

elements\n            val decrementedInternalIndex = decremented(internalIndex)\n            val decrementedHead =

decremented(head)\n\n            if (decrementedInternalIndex >= head) {\n                elementData[decrementedHead]

= elementData[head]  // head can be zero\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, head, head + 1,

decrementedInternalIndex + 1)\n            } else { // head > tail\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, head -

1, head, elementData.size) // head can't be zero\n                elementData[elementData.size - 1] = elementData[0]\n

         elementData.copyInto(elementData, 0, 1, decrementedInternalIndex + 1)\n            }\n\n

elementData[decrementedInternalIndex] = element\n            head = decrementedHead\n        } else {\n            //

closer to the last element -> shift succeeding elements\n            val tail = internalIndex(size)\n\n            if

(internalIndex < tail) {\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, internalIndex + 1, internalIndex, tail)\n

} else { // head > tail\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, 1, 0, tail)\n                elementData[0] =

elementData[elementData.size - 1]\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, internalIndex + 1, internalIndex,

elementData.size - 1)\n            }\n\n            elementData[internalIndex] = element\n        }\n        size += 1\n    }\n\n

private fun copyCollectionElements(internalIndex: Int, elements: Collection<E>) {\n        val iterator =

elements.iterator()\n\n        for (index in internalIndex until elementData.size) {\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())

break\n            elementData[index] = iterator.next()\n        }\n        for (index in 0 until head) {\n            if

(!iterator.hasNext()) break\n            elementData[index] = iterator.next()\n        }\n\n        size += elements.size\n

}\n\n    public override fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) return false\n

      ensureCapacity(this.size + elements.size)\n        copyCollectionElements(internalIndex(size), elements)\n

return true\n    }\n\n    public override fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n

AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, size)\n\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) {\n            return false\n        } else if

(index == size) {\n            return addAll(elements)\n        }\n\n        ensureCapacity(this.size + elements.size)\n\n

val tail = internalIndex(size)\n        val internalIndex = internalIndex(index)\n        val elementsSize =

elements.size\n\n        if (index < (size + 1) shr 1) {\n            // closer to the first element -> shift preceding

elements\n\n            var shiftedHead = head - elementsSize\n\n            if (internalIndex >= head) {\n                if

(shiftedHead >= 0) {\n                    elementData.copyInto(elementData, shiftedHead, head, internalIndex)\n

} else { // head < tail, insertion leads to head >= tail\n                    shiftedHead += elementData.size\n                    val

elementsToShift = internalIndex - head\n                    val shiftToBack = elementData.size - shiftedHead\n\n

    if (shiftToBack >= elementsToShift) {\n                        elementData.copyInto(elementData, shiftedHead, head,

internalIndex)\n                    } else {\n                        elementData.copyInto(elementData, shiftedHead, head, head +

shiftToBack)\n                        elementData.copyInto(elementData, 0, head + shiftToBack, internalIndex)\n

  }\n                }\n            } else { // head > tail, internalIndex < tail\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData,

shiftedHead, head, elementData.size)\n                if (elementsSize >= internalIndex) {\n

elementData.copyInto(elementData, elementData.size - elementsSize, 0, internalIndex)\n                } else {\n

     elementData.copyInto(elementData, elementData.size - elementsSize, 0, elementsSize)\n

elementData.copyInto(elementData, 0, elementsSize, internalIndex)\n                }\n            }\n            head =

shiftedHead\n            copyCollectionElements(negativeMod(internalIndex - elementsSize), elements)\n        } else

{\n            // closer to the last element -> shift succeeding elements\n\n            val shiftedInternalIndex =

internalIndex + elementsSize\n\n            if (internalIndex < tail) {\n                if (tail + elementsSize <=

elementData.size) {\n                    elementData.copyInto(elementData, shiftedInternalIndex, internalIndex, tail)\n

        } else { // head < tail, insertion leads to head >= tail\n                    if (shiftedInternalIndex >= elementData.size)

{\n                        elementData.copyInto(elementData, shiftedInternalIndex - elementData.size, internalIndex, tail)\n

                 } else {\n                        val shiftToFront = tail + elementsSize - elementData.size\n

elementData.copyInto(elementData, 0, tail - shiftToFront, tail)\n                        elementData.copyInto(elementData,

shiftedInternalIndex, internalIndex, tail - shiftToFront)\n                    }\n                }\n            } else { // head > tail,

internalIndex > head\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, elementsSize, 0, tail)\n                if

(shiftedInternalIndex >= elementData.size) {\n                    elementData.copyInto(elementData, shiftedInternalIndex

- elementData.size, internalIndex, elementData.size)\n                } else {\n
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elementData.copyInto(elementData, 0, elementData.size - elementsSize, elementData.size)\n

elementData.copyInto(elementData, shiftedInternalIndex, internalIndex, elementData.size - elementsSize)\n

}\n            }\n            copyCollectionElements(internalIndex, elements)\n        }\n\n        return true\n    }\n\n    public

override fun get(index: Int): E {\n        AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n\n        return

internalGet(internalIndex(index))\n    }\n\n    public override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n\n        val internalIndex = internalIndex(index)\n        val oldElement

= internalGet(internalIndex)\n        elementData[internalIndex] = element\n\n        return oldElement\n    }\n\n

public override fun contains(element: E): Boolean = indexOf(element) != -1\n\n    public override fun

indexOf(element: E): Int {\n        val tail = internalIndex(size)\n\n        if (head < tail) {\n            for (index in head

until tail) {\n                if (element == elementData[index]) return index - head\n            }\n        } else if (head >=

tail) {\n            for (index in head until elementData.size) {\n                if (element == elementData[index]) return

index - head\n            }\n            for (index in 0 until tail) {\n                if (element == elementData[index]) return

index + elementData.size - head\n            }\n        }\n\n        return -1\n    }\n\n    public override fun

lastIndexOf(element: E): Int {\n        val tail = internalIndex(size)\n\n        if (head < tail) {\n            for (index in tail

- 1 downTo head) {\n                if (element == elementData[index]) return index - head\n            }\n        } else if

(head > tail) {\n            for (index in tail - 1 downTo 0) {\n                if (element == elementData[index]) return

index + elementData.size - head\n            }\n            for (index in elementData.lastIndex downTo head) {\n

if (element == elementData[index]) return index - head\n            }\n        }\n\n        return -1\n    }\n\n    public

override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\n        val index = indexOf(element)\n        if (index == -1) return

false\n        removeAt(index)\n        return true\n    }\n\n    public override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n\n        if (index == lastIndex) {\n            return removeLast()\n        }

else if (index == 0) {\n            return removeFirst()\n        }\n\n        val internalIndex = internalIndex(index)\n

val element = internalGet(internalIndex)\n\n        if (index < size shr 1) {\n            // closer to the first element ->

shift preceding elements\n            if (internalIndex >= head) {\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, head

+ 1, head, internalIndex)\n            } else { // head > tail, internalIndex < head\n

elementData.copyInto(elementData, 1, 0, internalIndex)\n                elementData[0] = elementData[elementData.size

- 1]\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, head + 1, head, elementData.size - 1)\n            }\n\n

elementData[head] = null\n            head = incremented(head)\n        } else {\n            // closer to the last element ->

shift succeeding elements\n            val internalLastIndex = internalIndex(lastIndex)\n\n            if (internalIndex <=

internalLastIndex) {\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, internalIndex, internalIndex + 1,

internalLastIndex + 1)\n            } else { // head > tail, internalIndex > head\n

elementData.copyInto(elementData, internalIndex, internalIndex + 1, elementData.size)\n

elementData[elementData.size - 1] = elementData[0]\n                elementData.copyInto(elementData, 0, 1,

internalLastIndex + 1)\n            }\n\n            elementData[internalLastIndex] = null\n        }\n        size -= 1\n\n

return element\n    }\n\n    public override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = filterInPlace {

!elements.contains(it) }\n\n    public override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = filterInPlace {

elements.contains(it) }\n\n    private inline fun filterInPlace(predicate: (E) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n        if

(this.isEmpty() || elementData.isEmpty())\n            return false\n\n        val tail = internalIndex(size)\n        var

newTail = head\n        var modified = false\n\n        if (head < tail) {\n            for (index in head until tail) {\n

 val element = elementData[index]\n\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                if

(predicate(element as E))\n                    elementData[newTail++] = element\n                else\n                    modified =

true\n            }\n\n            elementData.fill(null, newTail, tail)\n\n        } else {\n            for (index in head until

elementData.size) {\n                val element = elementData[index]\n                elementData[index] = null\n\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                if (predicate(element as E))\n

elementData[newTail++] = element\n                else\n                    modified = true\n            }\n\n            newTail =

positiveMod(newTail)\n\n            for (index in 0 until tail) {\n                val element = elementData[index]\n

elementData[index] = null\n\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                if (predicate(element as

E)) {\n                    elementData[newTail] = element\n                    newTail = incremented(newTail)\n                }
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else {\n                    modified = true\n                }\n            }\n        }\n        if (modified)\n            size =

negativeMod(newTail - head)\n\n        return modified\n    }\n\n    public override fun clear() {\n        val tail =

internalIndex(size)\n        if (head < tail) {\n            elementData.fill(null, head, tail)\n        } else if (isNotEmpty())

{\n            elementData.fill(null, head, elementData.size)\n            elementData.fill(null, 0, tail)\n        }\n        head =

0\n        size = 0\n    }\n\n    internal companion object {\n        private val emptyElementData =

emptyArray<Any?>()\n        private const val maxArraySize = Int.MAX_VALUE - 8\n        private const val

defaultMinCapacity = 10\n\n        internal fun newCapacity(oldCapacity: Int, minCapacity: Int): Int {\n            //

overflow-conscious\n            var newCapacity = oldCapacity + (oldCapacity shr 1)\n            if (newCapacity -

minCapacity < 0)\n                newCapacity = minCapacity\n            if (newCapacity - maxArraySize > 0)\n

newCapacity = if (minCapacity > maxArraySize) Int.MAX_VALUE else maxArraySize\n            return

newCapacity\n        }\n    }\n\n    // For testing only\n    internal fun internalStructure(structure: (head: Int, elements:

Array<Any?>) -> Unit) {\n        val tail = internalIndex(size)\n\n        if (isEmpty()) {\n            structure(head,

emptyArray())\n            return\n        }\n\n        val elements = arrayOfNulls<Any?>(size)\n        if (head < tail) {\n

      elementData.copyInto(elements, startIndex = head, endIndex = tail)\n            structure(head, elements)\n        }

else {\n            elementData.copyInto(elements, startIndex = head)\n            elementData.copyInto(elements,

elementData.size - head, startIndex = 0, endIndex = tail)\n            structure(head - elementData.size, elements)\n

}\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\n\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements from all arrays in the

given array.\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.flattenArray\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

Array<out T>>.flatten(): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(sumBy { it.size })\n    for (element in this) {\n

result.addAll(element)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\n * *first* list is built from

the first values of each pair from this array,\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each pair from this

array.\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.unzipArray\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Array<out

Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    val listR =

ArrayList<R>(size)\n    for (pair in this) {\n        listT.add(pair.first)\n        listR.add(pair.second)\n    }\n    return

listT to listR\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this nullable array is either null or empty.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Usage.arrayIsNullOrEmpty\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Array<*>?.isNullOrEmpty(): Boolean

{\n    contract {\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\n    }\n\n    return this == null ||

this.isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this array if it's not empty\n * or the result of calling [defaultValue] function if

the array is empty.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Usage.arrayIfEmpty\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"UPPER_BOUND_CANNOT_BE_ARRAY\

")\npublic inline fun <C, R> C.ifEmpty(defaultValue: () -> R): R where C : Array<*>, C : R =\n    if (isEmpty())

defaultValue() else

this\n\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@PublishedApi\n@kotlin.jvm.Jvm

Name(\"contentDeepEquals\")\n@kotlin.js.JsName(\"contentDeepEqualsImpl\")\ninternal fun <T> Array<out

T>?.contentDeepEqualsImpl(other: Array<out T>?): Boolean {\n    if (this === other) return true\n    if (this == null

|| other == null || this.size != other.size) return false\n\n    for (i in indices) {\n        val v1 = this[i]\n        val v2 =

other[i]\n\n        if (v1 === v2) {\n            continue\n        } else if (v1 == null || v2 == null) {\n            return false\n

    }\n\n        when {\n            v1 is Array<*>     && v2 is Array<*>     -> if (!v1.contentDeepEquals(v2)) return

false\n            v1 is ByteArray    && v2 is ByteArray    -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n            v1 is

ShortArray   && v2 is ShortArray   -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n            v1 is IntArray     && v2 is

IntArray     -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n            v1 is LongArray    && v2 is LongArray    -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n            v1 is FloatArray   && v2 is FloatArray   -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2))

return false\n            v1 is DoubleArray  && v2 is DoubleArray  -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n

v1 is CharArray    && v2 is CharArray    -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n            v1 is BooleanArray &&
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v2 is BooleanArray -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n\n            v1 is UByteArray   && v2 is UByteArray

-> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n            v1 is UShortArray  && v2 is UShortArray  -> if

(!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n            v1 is UIntArray    && v2 is UIntArray    -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2))

return false\n            v1 is ULongArray   && v2 is ULongArray   -> if (!v1.contentEquals(v2)) return false\n\n

else -> if (v1 != v2) return false\n        }\n\n    }\n    return

true\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@PublishedApi\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"contentDeepToString\")\n@kotlin.js.

JsName(\"contentDeepToStringImpl\")\ninternal fun <T> Array<out T>?.contentDeepToStringImpl(): String {\n

if (this == null) return \"null\"\n    val length = size.coerceAtMost((Int.MAX_VALUE - 2) / 5) * 5 + 2 // in order not

to overflow Int.MAX_VALUE\n    return buildString(length) {\n        contentDeepToStringInternal(this,

mutableListOf())\n    }\n}\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\nprivate fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToStringInternal(result: StringBuilder, processed: MutableList<Array<*>>) {\n    if (this in

processed) {\n        result.append(\"[...]\")\n        return\n    }\n    processed.add(this)\n    result.append('[')\n\n    for (i

in indices) {\n        if (i != 0) {\n            result.append(\", \")\n        }\n        val element = this[i]\n        when

(element) {\n            null            -> result.append(\"null\")\n            is Array<*>     ->

element.contentDeepToStringInternal(result, processed)\n            is ByteArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\n            is ShortArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n

    is IntArray     -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n            is LongArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\n            is FloatArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n

   is DoubleArray  -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n            is CharArray    ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\n            is BooleanArray -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n\n

         is UByteArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n            is UShortArray  ->

result.append(element.contentToString())\n            is UIntArray    -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n

   is ULongArray   -> result.append(element.contentToString())\n\n            else            ->

result.append(element.toString())\n        }\n    }\n\n    result.append(']')\n

processed.removeAt(processed.lastIndex)\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Data class representing a value from a

collection or sequence, along with its index in that collection or sequence.\n *\n * @property value the underlying

value.\n * @property index the index of the value in the collection or sequence.\n */\npublic data class

IndexedValue<out T>(public val index: Int, public val value: T)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapAccessorsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\nimport kotlin.internal.Exact\n\n/**\n * Returns the value of

the property for the given object from this read-only map.\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is

requested (not used).\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and

lookup the value corresponding to this name in the map.\n * @return the property value.\n *\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit

default (see [withDefault]).\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <V, V1 : V> Map<in

String, @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V1 =\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as V1)\n\n/**\n * Returns the value

of the property for the given object from this mutable map.\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is

requested (not used).\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and

lookup the value corresponding to this name in the map.\n * @return the property value.\n *\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit

default (see [withDefault]).\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getVar\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <V, V1 : V> MutableMap<in String, out @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property:

KProperty<*>): V1 =\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as

V1)\n\n/**\n * Stores the value of the property for the given object in this mutable map.\n * @param thisRef the
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object for which the value is requested (not used).\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get

the name of property and store the value associated with that name in the map.\n * @param value the value to set.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <V> MutableMap<in String, in V>.setValue(thisRef:

Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: V) {\n    this.put(property.name, value)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the implicit default value for this map.\n * By

default no implicit value is provided for maps and a [NoSuchElementException] is thrown.\n * To create a map with

implicit default value use [withDefault] method.\n *\n * @throws NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't

contain a value for the specified key and no implicit default was provided for that map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getOrImplicitDefaultNullable\")\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V {\n    if (this is MapWithDefault)\n        return

this.getOrImplicitDefault(key)\n\n    return getOrElseNullable(key, { throw NoSuchElementException(\"Key $key

is missing in the map.\") })\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a wrapper of this read-only map, having the implicit default value

provided with the specified function [defaultValue].\n *\n * This implicit default value is used when the original

map doesn't contain a value for the key specified\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue] function, for

example when properties are delegated to the map.\n *\n * When this map already has an implicit default value

provided with a former call to [withDefault], it is being replaced by this call.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): Map<K, V> =\n    when (this) {\n        is MapWithDefault ->

this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\n        else -> MapWithDefaultImpl(this, defaultValue)\n    }\n\n/**\n * Returns

a wrapper of this mutable map, having the implicit default value provided with the specified function

[defaultValue].\n *\n * This implicit default value is used when the original map doesn't contain a value for the key

specified\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue] function, for example when properties are delegated to the

map.\n *\n * When this map already has an implicit default value provided with a former call to [withDefault], it is

being replaced by this call.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"withDefaultMutable\")\npublic fun <K, V>

MutableMap<K, V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): MutableMap<K, V> =\n    when (this) {\n        is

MutableMapWithDefault -> this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\n        else -> MutableMapWithDefaultImpl(this,

defaultValue)\n    }\n\n\nprivate interface MapWithDefault<K, out V> : Map<K, V> {\n    public val map: Map<K,

V>\n    public fun getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V\n}\n\nprivate interface MutableMapWithDefault<K, V> :

MutableMap<K, V>, MapWithDefault<K, V> {\n    public override val map: MutableMap<K, V>\n}\n\n\nprivate

class MapWithDefaultImpl<K, out V>(public override val map: Map<K, V>, private val default: (key: K) -> V) :

MapWithDefault<K, V> {\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = map.equals(other)\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int = map.hashCode()\n    override fun toString(): String = map.toString()\n    override val size: Int get()

= map.size\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean =

map.containsKey(key)\n    override fun containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean =

map.containsValue(value)\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)\n    override val keys: Set<K> get() =

map.keys\n    override val values: Collection<V> get() = map.values\n    override val entries: Set<Map.Entry<K,

V>> get() = map.entries\n\n    override fun getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V = map.getOrElseNullable(key, {

default(key) })\n}\n\nprivate class MutableMapWithDefaultImpl<K, V>(public override val map: MutableMap<K,

V>, private val default: (key: K) -> V) : MutableMapWithDefault<K, V> {\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean = map.equals(other)\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = map.hashCode()\n    override fun toString(): String

= map.toString()\n    override val size: Int get() = map.size\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\n

override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\n    override fun containsValue(value:

@UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = map.containsValue(value)\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)\n

override val keys: MutableSet<K> get() = map.keys\n    override val values: MutableCollection<V> get() =

map.values\n    override val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> get() = map.entries\n\n

override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? = map.put(key, value)\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? =
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map.remove(key)\n    override fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>) = map.putAll(from)\n    override fun clear() =

map.clear()\n\n    override fun getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V = map.getOrElseNullable(key, { default(key)

})\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.random.Random\n\n/**\n * Removes a single instance of the specified element

from this\n * collection, if it is present.\n *\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `remove` that requires

to pass an element of type `E`.\n *\n * @return `true` if the element has been successfully removed; `false` if it was

not present in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes

T> MutableCollection<out T>.remove(element: T): Boolean =\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableCollection<T>).remove(element)\n\n/**\n * Removes all of this collection's elements that are also

contained in the specified collection.\n\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `removeAll` that requires

to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\n *\n * @return `true` if any of the specified elements was removed

from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out T>.removeAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean

=\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as MutableCollection<T>).removeAll(elements)\n\n/**\n *

Retains only the elements in this collection that are contained in the specified collection.\n *\n * Allows to

overcome type-safety restriction of `retainAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\n *\n *

@return `true` if any element was removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out

T>.retainAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean =\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableCollection<T>).retainAll(elements)\n\n/**\n * Adds the specified [element] to this mutable collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(element: T)

{\n    this.add(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements] collection to this mutable

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.plusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\n    this.addAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given

[elements] array to this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Array<T>) {\n    this.addAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all

elements of the given [elements] sequence to this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\n

this.addAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes a single instance of the specified [element] from this mutable

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.minusAssign(element: T) {\n    this.remove(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements contained in the given

[elements] collection from this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

<T> MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\n    this.removeAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Removes all elements contained in the given [elements] array from this mutable collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements:

Array<T>) {\n    this.removeAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements contained in the given [elements]

sequence from this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\n    this.removeAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds

all elements of the given [elements] collection to this [MutableCollection].\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements: Iterable<T>): Boolean {\n    when (elements) {\n        is Collection ->

return addAll(elements)\n        else -> {\n            var result: Boolean = false\n            for (item in elements)\n

 if (add(item)) result = true\n            return result\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given

[elements] sequence to this [MutableCollection].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements:

Sequence<T>): Boolean {\n    var result: Boolean = false\n    for (item in elements) {\n        if (add(item)) result =

true\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements] array to this

[MutableCollection].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n
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return addAll(elements.asList())\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableCollection] that are also

contained in the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements:

Iterable<T>): Boolean {\n    return removeAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Removes all elements from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\n    val set =

elements.toHashSet()\n    return set.isNotEmpty() && removeAll(set)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this

[MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    return elements.isNotEmpty() &&

removeAll(elements.toHashSet())\n}\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained

in the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Iterable<T>):

Boolean {\n    return retainAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\n}\n\n/**\n * Retains only

elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained in the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    if (elements.isNotEmpty())\n        return

retainAll(elements.toHashSet())\n    else\n        return retainNothing()\n}\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this

[MutableCollection] that are contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\n    val set = elements.toHashSet()\n    if

(set.isNotEmpty())\n        return retainAll(set)\n    else\n        return retainNothing()\n}\n\nprivate fun

MutableCollection<*>.retainNothing(): Boolean {\n    val result = isNotEmpty()\n    clear()\n    return

result\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableIterable] that match the given [predicate].\n *\n *

@return `true` if any element was removed from this collection, or `false` when no elements were removed and

collection was not modified.\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableIterable<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate, true)\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableIterable] that match the

given [predicate].\n *\n * @return `true` if any element was removed from this collection, or `false` when all

elements were retained and collection was not modified.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableIterable<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate, false)\n\nprivate fun

<T> MutableIterable<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean, predicateResultToRemove: Boolean): Boolean {\n

  var result = false\n    with(iterator()) {\n        while (hasNext())\n            if (predicate(next()) ==

predicateResultToRemove) {\n                remove()\n                result = true\n            }\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Removes the element at the specified [index] from this list.\n * In Kotlin one should use the

[MutableList.removeAt] function instead.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use removeAt(index) instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"removeAt(index)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> MutableList<T>.remove(index: Int): T = removeAt(index)\n\n/**\n * Removes the first element from this

mutable list and returns that removed element, or throws [NoSuchElementException] if this list is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T>

MutableList<T>.removeFirst(): T = if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\") else

removeAt(0)\n\n/**\n * Removes the first element from this mutable list and returns that removed element, or

returns `null` if this list is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T>

MutableList<T>.removeFirstOrNull(): T? = if (isEmpty()) null else removeAt(0)\n\n/**\n * Removes the last

element from this mutable list and returns that removed element, or throws [NoSuchElementException] if this list is

empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T>

MutableList<T>.removeLast(): T = if (isEmpty()) throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\") else

removeAt(lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Removes the last element from this mutable list and returns that removed element,

or returns `null` if this list is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T>

MutableList<T>.removeLastOrNull(): T? = if (isEmpty()) null else removeAt(lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Removes all

elements from this [MutableList] that match the given [predicate].\n *\n * @return `true` if any element was

removed from this collection, or `false` when no elements were removed and collection was not modified.\n
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*/\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean = filterInPlace(predicate,

true)\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableList] that match the given [predicate].\n *\n * @return `true`

if any element was removed from this collection, or `false` when all elements were retained and collection was not

modified.\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean =

filterInPlace(predicate, false)\n\nprivate fun <T> MutableList<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean,

predicateResultToRemove: Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this !is RandomAccess)\n        return (this as

MutableIterable<T>).filterInPlace(predicate, predicateResultToRemove)\n\n    var writeIndex: Int = 0\n    for

(readIndex in 0..lastIndex) {\n        val element = this[readIndex]\n        if (predicate(element) ==

predicateResultToRemove)\n            continue\n\n        if (writeIndex != readIndex)\n            this[writeIndex] =

element\n\n        writeIndex++\n    }\n    if (writeIndex < size) {\n        for (removeIndex in lastIndex downTo

writeIndex)\n            removeAt(removeIndex)\n\n        return true\n    } else {\n        return false\n    }\n}\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nprivate open class ReversedListReadOnly<out T>(private val delegate: List<T>) :

AbstractList<T>() {\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\n    override fun get(index: Int): T =

delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\n}\n\nprivate class ReversedList<T>(private val delegate: MutableList<T>) :

AbstractMutableList<T>() {\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\n    override fun get(index: Int): T =

delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\n\n    override fun clear() = delegate.clear()\n    override fun removeAt(index:

Int): T = delegate.removeAt(reverseElementIndex(index))\n\n    override fun set(index: Int, element: T): T =

delegate.set(reverseElementIndex(index), element)\n    override fun add(index: Int, element: T) {\n

delegate.add(reversePositionIndex(index), element)\n    }\n}\n\nprivate fun List<*>.reverseElementIndex(index:

Int) =\n    if (index in 0..lastIndex) lastIndex - index else throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Element index

$index must be in range [${0..lastIndex}].\")\n\nprivate fun List<*>.reversePositionIndex(index: Int) =\n    if (index

in 0..size) size - index else throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Position index $index must be in range

[${0..size}].\")\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a reversed read-only view of the original List.\n * All changes made in the

original list will be reflected in the reversed one.\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedList\n

*/\npublic fun <T> List<T>.asReversed(): List<T> = ReversedListReadOnly(this)\n\n/**\n * Returns a reversed

mutable view of the original mutable List.\n * All changes made in the original list will be reflected in the reversed

one and vice versa.\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedMutableList\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"asReversedMutable\")\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.asReversed():

MutableList<T> = ReversedList(this)\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\n@file:OptIn(Experimenta

lTypeInference::class)\n\npackage kotlin.sequences\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.*\nimport kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference\n\n/**\n * Builds a

[Sequence] lazily yielding values one by one.\n *\n * @see kotlin.sequences.generateSequence\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun <T>

sequence(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T> = Sequence {

iterator(block) }\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use 'sequence { }' function instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"sequence(builderAction)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> buildSequence(@BuilderInference

noinline builderAction: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T> = Sequence { iterator(builderAction)

}\n\n/**\n * Builds an [Iterator] lazily yielding values one by one.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildIterator\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun <T> iterator(@BuilderInference block: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() ->
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Unit): Iterator<T> {\n    val iterator = SequenceBuilderIterator<T>()\n    iterator.nextStep =

block.createCoroutineUnintercepted(receiver = iterator, completion = iterator)\n    return

iterator\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use 'iterator { }' function instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"iterator(builderAction)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T> buildIterator(@BuilderInference noinline builderAction: suspend SequenceScope<T>.() -> Unit):

Iterator<T> = iterator(builderAction)\n\n/**\n * The scope for yielding values of a [Sequence] or an [Iterator],

provides [yield] and [yieldAll] suspension functions.\n *\n * @see sequence\n * @see iterator\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\n

*/\n@RestrictsSuspension\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic abstract class SequenceScope<in T> internal

constructor() {\n    /**\n     * Yields a value to the [Iterator] being built and suspends\n     * until the next value is

requested.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\n     */\n    public abstract suspend fun yield(value:

T)\n\n    /**\n     * Yields all values from the `iterator` to the [Iterator] being built\n     * and suspends until all these

values are iterated and the next one is requested.\n     *\n     * The sequence of values returned by the given iterator

can be potentially infinite.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n

 */\n    public abstract suspend fun yieldAll(iterator: Iterator<T>)\n\n    /**\n     * Yields a collections of values to

the [Iterator] being built\n     * and suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\n     *\n

 * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n     */\n    public suspend fun

yieldAll(elements: Iterable<T>) {\n        if (elements is Collection && elements.isEmpty()) return\n        return

yieldAll(elements.iterator())\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Yields potentially infinite sequence of values  to the [Iterator]

being built\n     * and suspends until all these values are iterated and the next one is requested.\n     *\n     * The

sequence can be potentially infinite.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n     */\n    public suspend fun yieldAll(sequence:

Sequence<T>) = yieldAll(sequence.iterator())\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use SequenceScope class instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"SequenceScope<T>\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic typealias SequenceBuilder<T> =

SequenceScope<T>\n\nprivate typealias State = Int\n\nprivate const val State_NotReady: State = 0\nprivate const

val State_ManyNotReady: State = 1\nprivate const val State_ManyReady: State = 2\nprivate const val State_Ready:

State = 3\nprivate const val State_Done: State = 4\nprivate const val State_Failed: State = 5\n\nprivate class

SequenceBuilderIterator<T> : SequenceScope<T>(), Iterator<T>, Continuation<Unit> {\n    private var state =

State_NotReady\n    private var nextValue: T? = null\n    private var nextIterator: Iterator<T>? = null\n    var

nextStep: Continuation<Unit>? = null\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n        while (true) {\n            when

(state) {\n                State_NotReady -> {}\n                State_ManyNotReady ->\n                    if

(nextIterator!!.hasNext()) {\n                        state = State_ManyReady\n                        return true\n                    }

else {\n                        nextIterator = null\n                    }\n                State_Done -> return false\n

State_Ready, State_ManyReady -> return true\n                else -> throw exceptionalState()\n            }\n\n            state

= State_Failed\n            val step = nextStep!!\n            nextStep = null\n            step.resume(Unit)\n        }\n    }\n\n

override fun next(): T {\n        when (state) {\n            State_NotReady, State_ManyNotReady -> return

nextNotReady()\n            State_ManyReady -> {\n                state = State_ManyNotReady\n                return

nextIterator!!.next()\n            }\n            State_Ready -> {\n                state = State_NotReady\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                val result = nextValue as T\n                nextValue = null\n

  return result\n            }\n            else -> throw exceptionalState()\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun nextNotReady(): T

{\n        if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException() else return next()\n    }\n\n    private fun

exceptionalState(): Throwable = when (state) {\n        State_Done -> NoSuchElementException()\n        State_Failed

-> IllegalStateException(\"Iterator has failed.\")\n        else -> IllegalStateException(\"Unexpected state of the

iterator: $state\")\n    }\n\n\n    override suspend fun yield(value: T) {\n        nextValue = value\n        state =

State_Ready\n        return suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c ->\n            nextStep = c\n

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n        }\n    }\n\n    override suspend fun yieldAll(iterator: Iterator<T>) {\n        if
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(!iterator.hasNext()) return\n        nextIterator = iterator\n        state = State_ManyReady\n        return

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { c ->\n            nextStep = c\n            COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n

}\n    }\n\n    // Completion continuation implementation\n    override fun resumeWith(result: Result<Unit>) {\n

result.getOrThrow() // just rethrow exception if it is there\n        state = State_Done\n    }\n\n    override val context:

CoroutineContext\n        get() = EmptyCoroutineContext\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\ninternal fun

checkWindowSizeStep(size: Int, step: Int) {\n    require(size > 0 && step > 0) {\n        if (size != step)\n

\"Both size $size and step $step must be greater than zero.\"\n        else\n            \"size $size must be greater than

zero.\"\n    }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> Sequence<T>.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean,

reuseBuffer: Boolean): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    return Sequence {

windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer) }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T>

windowedIterator(iterator: Iterator<T>, size: Int, step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean, reuseBuffer: Boolean):

Iterator<List<T>> {\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return EmptyIterator\n    return iterator<List<T>> {\n        val

bufferInitialCapacity = size.coerceAtMost(1024)\n        val gap = step - size\n        if (gap >= 0) {\n            var buffer

= ArrayList<T>(bufferInitialCapacity)\n            var skip = 0\n            for (e in iterator) {\n                if (skip > 0) {

skip -= 1; continue }\n                buffer.add(e)\n                if (buffer.size == size) {\n                    yield(buffer)\n

         if (reuseBuffer) buffer.clear() else buffer = ArrayList(size)\n                    skip = gap\n                }\n            }\n

       if (buffer.isNotEmpty()) {\n                if (partialWindows || buffer.size == size) yield(buffer)\n            }\n        }

else {\n            var buffer = RingBuffer<T>(bufferInitialCapacity)\n            for (e in iterator) {\n

buffer.add(e)\n                if (buffer.isFull()) {\n                    if (buffer.size < size) { buffer =

buffer.expanded(maxCapacity = size); continue }\n\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else

ArrayList(buffer))\n                    buffer.removeFirst(step)\n                }\n            }\n            if (partialWindows) {\n

          while (buffer.size > step) {\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else ArrayList(buffer))\n

buffer.removeFirst(step)\n                }\n                if (buffer.isNotEmpty()) yield(buffer)\n            }\n        }\n

}\n}\n\ninternal class MovingSubList<out E>(private val list: List<E>) : AbstractList<E>(), RandomAccess {\n

private var fromIndex: Int = 0\n    private var _size: Int = 0\n\n    fun move(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n

checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\n        this.fromIndex = fromIndex\n        this._size = toIndex -

fromIndex\n    }\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): E {\n        checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n        return

list[fromIndex + index]\n    }\n\n    override val size: Int get() = _size\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Provides ring buffer

implementation.\n *\n * Buffer overflow is not allowed so [add] doesn't overwrite tail but raises an exception.\n

*/\nprivate class RingBuffer<T>(private val buffer: Array<Any?>, filledSize: Int) : AbstractList<T>(),

RandomAccess {\n    init {\n        require(filledSize >= 0) { \"ring buffer filled size should not be negative but it is

$filledSize\" }\n        require(filledSize <= buffer.size) { \"ring buffer filled size: $filledSize cannot be larger than

the buffer size: ${buffer.size}\" }\n    }\n\n    constructor(capacity: Int) : this(arrayOfNulls<Any?>(capacity), 0)\n\n

 private val capacity = buffer.size\n    private var startIndex: Int = 0\n\n    override var size: Int = filledSize\n

private set\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): T {\n        checkElementIndex(index, size)\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return buffer[startIndex.forward(index)] as T\n    }\n\n    fun isFull() =

size == capacity\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : AbstractIterator<T>() {\n        private var count

= size\n        private var index = startIndex\n\n        override fun computeNext() {\n            if (count == 0) {\n

  done()\n            } else {\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                setNext(buffer[index] as

T)\n                index = index.forward(1)\n                count--\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    override fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\n        val

result: Array<T?> =\n            if (array.size < this.size) array.copyOf(this.size) else array as Array<T?>\n\n        val

size = this.size\n\n        var widx = 0\n        var idx = startIndex\n\n        while (widx < size && idx < capacity) {\n

      result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\n            widx++\n            idx++\n        }\n\n        idx = 0\n        while (widx <

size) {\n            result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\n            widx++\n            idx++\n        }\n        if (result.size >

this.size) result[this.size] = null\n\n        return result as Array<T>\n    }\n\n    override fun toArray(): Array<Any?>
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{\n        return toArray(arrayOfNulls(size))\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Creates a new ring buffer with the capacity equal to

the minimum of [maxCapacity] and 1.5 * [capacity].\n     * The returned ring buffer contains the same elements as

this ring buffer.\n     */\n    fun expanded(maxCapacity: Int): RingBuffer<T> {\n        val newCapacity = (capacity +

(capacity shr 1) + 1).coerceAtMost(maxCapacity)\n        val newBuffer = if (startIndex == 0)

buffer.copyOf(newCapacity) else toArray(arrayOfNulls(newCapacity))\n        return RingBuffer(newBuffer, size)\n

 }\n\n    /**\n     * Add [element] to the buffer or fail with [IllegalStateException] if no free space available in the

buffer\n     */\n    fun add(element: T) {\n        if (isFull()) {\n            throw IllegalStateException(\"ring buffer is

full\")\n        }\n\n        buffer[startIndex.forward(size)] = element\n        size++\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Removes [n]

first elements from the buffer or fails with [IllegalArgumentException] if not enough elements in the buffer to

remove\n     */\n    fun removeFirst(n: Int) {\n        require(n >= 0) { \"n shouldn't be negative but it is $n\" }\n

require(n <= size) { \"n shouldn't be greater than the buffer size: n = $n, size = $size\" }\n\n        if (n > 0) {\n

val start = startIndex\n            val end = start.forward(n)\n\n            if (start > end) {\n                buffer.fill(null, start,

capacity)\n                buffer.fill(null, 0, end)\n            } else {\n                buffer.fill(null, start, end)\n            }\n\n

    startIndex = end\n            size -= n\n        }\n    }\n\n\n    @Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\n    private

inline fun Int.forward(n: Int): Int = (this + n) % capacity\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n// UByteArray

=============================================================================\n@Exp

erimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun partition(\n    array: UByteArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\n    var i = left\n

var j = right\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\n    while (i <= j) {\n        while (array[i] < pivot)\n            i++\n

   while (array[j] > pivot)\n            j--\n        if (i <= j) {\n            val tmp = array[i]\n            array[i] = array[j]\n

 array[j] = tmp\n            i++\n            j--\n        }\n    }\n    return i\n}\n\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun

quickSort(\n    array: UByteArray, left: Int, right: Int) {\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\n    if (left < index

- 1)\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\n    if (index < right)\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\n}\n\n//

UShortArray

=============================================================================\n@Exp

erimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun partition(\n    array: UShortArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\n    var i = left\n

var j = right\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\n    while (i <= j) {\n        while (array[i] < pivot)\n            i++\n

   while (array[j] > pivot)\n            j--\n        if (i <= j) {\n            val tmp = array[i]\n            array[i] = array[j]\n

 array[j] = tmp\n            i++\n            j--\n        }\n    }\n    return i\n}\n\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun

quickSort(\n    array: UShortArray, left: Int, right: Int) {\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\n    if (left <

index - 1)\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\n    if (index < right)\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\n}\n\n//

UIntArray

=============================================================================\n@Exp

erimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun partition(\n    array: UIntArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\n    var i = left\n

var j = right\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\n    while (i <= j) {\n        while (array[i] < pivot)\n            i++\n

   while (array[j] > pivot)\n            j--\n        if (i <= j) {\n            val tmp = array[i]\n            array[i] = array[j]\n

 array[j] = tmp\n            i++\n            j--\n        }\n    }\n    return i\n}\n\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun

quickSort(\n    array: UIntArray, left: Int, right: Int) {\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\n    if (left < index -

1)\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\n    if (index < right)\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\n}\n\n//

ULongArray

=============================================================================\n@Exp

erimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun partition(\n    array: ULongArray, left: Int, right: Int): Int {\n    var i = left\n

var j = right\n    val pivot = array[(left + right) / 2]\n    while (i <= j) {\n        while (array[i] < pivot)\n            i++\n

   while (array[j] > pivot)\n            j--\n        if (i <= j) {\n            val tmp = array[i]\n            array[i] = array[j]\n

 array[j] = tmp\n            i++\n            j--\n        }\n    }\n    return i\n}\n\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate fun

quickSort(\n    array: ULongArray, left: Int, right: Int) {\n    val index = partition(array, left, right)\n    if (left < index

- 1)\n        quickSort(array, left, index - 1)\n    if (index < right)\n        quickSort(array, index, right)\n}\n\n\n//
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Interfaces

=============================================================================\n/**\n

* Sorts the given array using qsort algorithm.\n */\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\ninternal fun sortArray(array:

UByteArray, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int)    = quickSort(array, fromIndex, toIndex -

1)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\ninternal fun sortArray(array: UShortArray, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int)   =

quickSort(array, fromIndex, toIndex - 1)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\ninternal fun sortArray(array: UIntArray,

fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int)     = quickSort(array, fromIndex, toIndex -

1)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\ninternal fun sortArray(array: ULongArray, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int)    =

quickSort(array, fromIndex, toIndex - 1)","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.contracts\n\nimport kotlin.internal.ContractsDsl\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n\n/**\n * This marker distinguishes the experimental contract declaration API and is

used to opt-in for that feature\n * when declaring contracts of user functions.\n *\n * Any usage of a declaration

annotated with `@ExperimentalContracts` must be accepted either by\n * annotating that usage with the [OptIn]

annotation, e.g. `@OptIn(ExperimentalContracts::class)`,\n * or by using the compiler argument `-Xopt-

in=kotlin.contracts.ExperimentalContracts`.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Ex

perimental\n@RequiresOptIn\n@MustBeDocumented\npublic annotation class ExperimentalContracts\n\n/**\n *

Provides a scope, where the functions of the contract DSL, such as [returns], [callsInPlace], etc.,\n * can be used to

describe the contract of a function.\n *\n * This type is used as a receiver type of the lambda function passed to the

[contract] function.\n *\n * @see contract\n

*/\n@ContractsDsl\n@ExperimentalContracts\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic interface ContractBuilder {\n    /**\n

   * Describes a situation when a function returns normally, without any exceptions thrown.\n     *\n     * Use

[SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a conditional effect that happens in such case.\n     *\n     */\n    //

@sample samples.contracts.returnsContract\n    @ContractsDsl public fun returns(): Returns\n\n    /**\n     *

Describes a situation when a function returns normally with the specified return [value].\n     *\n     * The possible

values of [value] are limited to `true`, `false` or `null`.\n     *\n     * Use [SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a

conditional effect that happens in such case.\n     *\n     */\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsTrueContract\n

// @sample samples.contracts.returnsFalseContract\n    // @sample samples.contracts.returnsNullContract\n

@ContractsDsl public fun returns(value: Any?): Returns\n\n    /**\n     * Describes a situation when a function

returns normally with any value that is not `null`.\n     *\n     * Use [SimpleEffect.implies] function to describe a

conditional effect that happens in such case.\n     *\n     */\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.returnsNotNullContract\n    @ContractsDsl public fun returnsNotNull(): ReturnsNotNull\n\n

/**\n     * Specifies that the function parameter [lambda] is invoked in place.\n     *\n     * This contract specifies

that:\n     * 1. the function [lambda] can only be invoked during the call of the owner function,\n     *  and it won't be

invoked after that owner function call is completed;\n     * 2. _(optionally)_ the function [lambda] is invoked the

amount of times specified by the [kind] parameter,\n     *  see the [InvocationKind] enum for possible values.\n

*\n     * A function declaring the `callsInPlace` effect must be _inline_.\n     *\n     */\n    /* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\n    * @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\n    */\n    @ContractsDsl public fun <R> callsInPlace(lambda:

Function<R>, kind: InvocationKind = InvocationKind.UNKNOWN): CallsInPlace\n}\n\n/**\n * Specifies how

many times a function invokes its function parameter in place.\n *\n * See [ContractBuilder.callsInPlace] for the

details of the call-in-place function contract.\n

*/\n@ContractsDsl\n@ExperimentalContracts\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic enum class InvocationKind {\n

/**\n     * A function parameter will be invoked one time or not invoked at all.\n     */\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\n    @ContractsDsl AT_MOST_ONCE,\n\n    /**\n     * A
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function parameter will be invoked one or more times.\n     *\n     */\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\n    @ContractsDsl AT_LEAST_ONCE,\n\n    /**\n     * A

function parameter will be invoked exactly one time.\n     *\n     */\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\n    @ContractsDsl EXACTLY_ONCE,\n\n    /**\n     * A

function parameter is called in place, but it's unknown how many times it can be called.\n     *\n     */\n    // @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\n    @ContractsDsl UNKNOWN\n}\n\n/**\n * Specifies the

contract of a function.\n *\n * The contract description must be at the beginning of a function and have at least one

effect.\n *\n * Only the top-level functions can have a contract for now.\n *\n * @param builder the lambda where

the contract of a function is described with the help of the [ContractBuilder] members.\n *\n */\n/* @sample

samples.contracts.returnsContract\n* @sample samples.contracts.returnsTrueContract\n* @sample

samples.contracts.returnsFalseContract\n* @sample samples.contracts.returnsNullContract\n* @sample

samples.contracts.returnsNotNullContract\n* @sample samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtMostOnceContract\n*

@sample samples.contracts.callsInPlaceAtLeastOnceContract\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceExactlyOnceContract\n* @sample

samples.contracts.callsInPlaceUnknownContract\n*/\n@ContractsDsl\n@ExperimentalContracts\n@InlineOnly\n@

SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic inline fun contract(builder:

ContractBuilder.() -> Unit) { }\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines\n\n/**\n * Marks coroutine context element that

intercepts coroutine continuations.\n * The coroutines framework uses [ContinuationInterceptor.Key] to retrieve the

interceptor and\n * intercepts all coroutine continuations with [interceptContinuation] invocations.\n *\n *

[ContinuationInterceptor] behaves like a [polymorphic element][AbstractCoroutineContextKey], meaning that\n *

its implementation delegates [get][CoroutineContext.Element.get] and

[minusKey][CoroutineContext.Element.minusKey]\n * to [getPolymorphicElement] and [minusPolymorphicKey]

respectively.\n * [ContinuationInterceptor] subtypes can be extracted from the coroutine context using either

[ContinuationInterceptor.Key]\n * or subtype key if it extends [AbstractCoroutineContextKey].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic interface ContinuationInterceptor : CoroutineContext.Element {\n    /**\n     *

The key that defines *the* context interceptor.\n     */\n    companion object Key :

CoroutineContext.Key<ContinuationInterceptor>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns continuation that wraps the original

[continuation], thus intercepting all resumptions.\n     * This function is invoked by coroutines framework when

needed and the resulting continuations are\n     * cached internally per each instance of the original [continuation].\n

  *\n     * This function may simply return original [continuation] if it does not want to intercept this particular

continuation.\n     *\n     * When the original [continuation] completes, coroutine framework invokes

[releaseInterceptedContinuation]\n     * with the resulting continuation if it was intercepted, that is if

`interceptContinuation` had previously\n     * returned a different continuation instance.\n     */\n    public fun <T>

interceptContinuation(continuation: Continuation<T>): Continuation<T>\n\n    /**\n     * Invoked for the

continuation instance returned by [interceptContinuation] when the original\n     * continuation completes and will

not be used anymore. This function is invoked only if [interceptContinuation]\n     * had returned a different

continuation instance from the one it was invoked with.\n     *\n     * Default implementation does nothing.\n     *\n

* @param continuation Continuation instance returned by this interceptor's [interceptContinuation] invocation.\n

*/\n    public fun releaseInterceptedContinuation(continuation: Continuation<*>) {\n        /* do nothing by default

*/\n    }\n\n    public override operator fun <E : CoroutineContext.Element> get(key: CoroutineContext.Key<E>):

E? {\n        // getPolymorphicKey specialized for ContinuationInterceptor key\n

@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n        if (key is AbstractCoroutineContextKey<*, *>) {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            return if (key.isSubKey(this.key)) key.tryCast(this) as? E else

null\n        }\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return if (ContinuationInterceptor === key) this as

E else null\n    }\n\n\n    public override fun minusKey(key: CoroutineContext.Key<*>): CoroutineContext {\n

// minusPolymorphicKey specialized for ContinuationInterceptor key\n
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@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n        if (key is AbstractCoroutineContextKey<*, *>) {\n            return if

(key.isSubKey(this.key) && key.tryCast(this) != null) EmptyCoroutineContext else this\n        }\n        return if

(ContinuationInterceptor === key) EmptyCoroutineContext else this\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines\n\n/**\n *

Persistent context for the coroutine. It is an indexed set of [Element] instances.\n * An indexed set is a mix between

a set and a map.\n * Every element in this set has a unique [Key].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic interface

CoroutineContext {\n    /**\n     * Returns the element with the given [key] from this context or `null`.\n     */\n

public operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E?\n\n    /**\n     * Accumulates entries of this context

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation]\n     * from left to right to current accumulator value and each

element of this context.\n     */\n    public fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R\n\n    /**\n     *

Returns a context containing elements from this context and elements from  other [context].\n     * The elements

from this context with the same key as in the other one are dropped.\n     */\n    public operator fun plus(context:

CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext =\n        if (context === EmptyCoroutineContext) this else // fast path -- avoid

lambda creation\n            context.fold(this) { acc, element ->\n                val removed =

acc.minusKey(element.key)\n                if (removed === EmptyCoroutineContext) element else {\n                    //

make sure interceptor is always last in the context (and thus is fast to get when present)\n                    val interceptor

= removed[ContinuationInterceptor]\n                    if (interceptor == null) CombinedContext(removed, element) else

{\n                        val left = removed.minusKey(ContinuationInterceptor)\n                        if (left ===

EmptyCoroutineContext) CombinedContext(element, interceptor) else\n

CombinedContext(CombinedContext(left, element), interceptor)\n                    }\n                }\n            }\n\n    /**\n

 * Returns a context containing elements from this context, but without an element with\n     * the specified [key].\n

  */\n    public fun minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext\n\n    /**\n     * Key for the elements of

[CoroutineContext]. [E] is a type of element with this key.\n     */\n    public interface Key<E : Element>\n\n    /**\n

   * An element of the [CoroutineContext]. An element of the coroutine context is a singleton context by itself.\n

*/\n    public interface Element : CoroutineContext {\n        /**\n         * A key of this coroutine context element.\n

   */\n        public val key: Key<*>\n\n        public override operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? =\n

     @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            if (this.key == key) this as E else null\n\n        public override

fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R =\n            operation(initial, this)\n\n        public override

fun minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext =\n            if (this.key == key) EmptyCoroutineContext else this\n

}\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.CoroutineContext.Element\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.CoroutineContext.Key\n\n/**\n * Base class for [CoroutineContext.Element] implementations.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic abstract class AbstractCoroutineContextElement(public override val key:

Key<*>) : Element\n\n/**\n * Base class for [CoroutineContext.Key] associated with polymorphic

[CoroutineContext.Element] implementation.\n * Polymorphic element implementation implies delegating its

[get][Element.get] and [minusKey][Element.minusKey]\n * to [getPolymorphicElement] and

[minusPolymorphicKey] respectively.\n *\n * Polymorphic elements can be extracted from the coroutine context

using both element key and its supertype key.\n * Example of polymorphic elements:\n * ```\n * open class

BaseElement : CoroutineContext.Element {\n *     companion object Key : CoroutineContext.Key<BaseElement>\n

*     override val key: CoroutineContext.Key<*> get() = Key\n *     // It is important to use getPolymorphicKey and

minusPolymorphicKey\n *     override fun <E : CoroutineContext.Element> get(key: CoroutineContext.Key<E>):

E? = getPolymorphicElement(key)\n *     override fun minusKey(key: CoroutineContext.Key<*>):

CoroutineContext = minusPolymorphicKey(key)\n * }\n *\n * class DerivedElement : BaseElement() {\n *

companion object Key : AbstractCoroutineContextKey<BaseElement, DerivedElement>(BaseElement, { it as?

DerivedElement })\n * }\n * // Now it is possible to query both `BaseElement` and `DerivedElement`\n *

someContext[BaseElement] // Returns BaseElement?, non-null both for BaseElement and DerivedElement
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instances\n * someContext[DerivedElement] // Returns DerivedElement?, non-null only for DerivedElement

instance\n * ```\n * @param B base class of a polymorphic element\n * @param baseKey an instance of base key\n

* @param E element type associated with the current key\n * @param safeCast a function that can safely cast

abstract [CoroutineContext.Element] to the concrete [E] type\n *                 and return the element if it is a subtype

of [E] or `null` otherwise.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic abstract class

AbstractCoroutineContextKey<B : Element, E : B>(\n    baseKey: Key<B>,\n    private val safeCast: (element:

Element) -> E?\n) : Key<E> {\n    private val topmostKey: Key<*> = if (baseKey is

AbstractCoroutineContextKey<*, *>) baseKey.topmostKey else baseKey\n\n    internal fun tryCast(element:

Element): E? = safeCast(element)\n    internal fun isSubKey(key: Key<*>): Boolean = key === this || topmostKey

=== key\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the current element if it is associated with the given [key] in a polymorphic manner

or `null` otherwise.\n * This method returns non-null value if either [Element.key] is equal to the given [key] or if

the [key] is associated\n * with [Element.key] via [AbstractCoroutineContextKey].\n * See

[AbstractCoroutineContextKey] for the example of usage.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun <E : Element>

Element.getPolymorphicElement(key: Key<E>): E? {\n    if (key is AbstractCoroutineContextKey<*, *>) {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return if (key.isSubKey(this.key)) key.tryCast(this) as? E else null\n

}\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return if (this.key === key) this as E else null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns empty coroutine context if the element is associated with the given [key] in a polymorphic manner\n * or

`null` otherwise.\n * This method returns empty context if either [Element.key] is equal to the given [key] or if the

[key] is associated\n * with [Element.key] via [AbstractCoroutineContextKey].\n * See

[AbstractCoroutineContextKey] for the example of usage.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun Element.minusPolymorphicKey(key: Key<*>):

CoroutineContext {\n    if (key is AbstractCoroutineContextKey<*, *>) {\n        return if (key.isSubKey(this.key)

&& key.tryCast(this) != null) EmptyCoroutineContext else this\n    }\n    return if (this.key === key)

EmptyCoroutineContext else this\n}\n\n/**\n * An empty coroutine context.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic

object EmptyCoroutineContext : CoroutineContext, Serializable {\n    private const val serialVersionUID: Long =

0\n    private fun readResolve(): Any = EmptyCoroutineContext\n\n    public override fun <E : Element> get(key:

Key<E>): E? = null\n    public override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R = initial\n    public

override fun plus(context: CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext = context\n    public override fun minusKey(key:

Key<*>): CoroutineContext = this\n    public override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\n    public override fun toString():

String = \"EmptyCoroutineContext\"\n}\n\n//--------------------- internal impl ---------------------\n\n// this class is not

exposed, but is hidden inside implementations\n// this is a left-biased list, so that `plus` works

naturally\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal class CombinedContext(\n    private val left: CoroutineContext,\n

private val element: Element\n) : CoroutineContext, Serializable {\n\n    override fun <E : Element> get(key:

Key<E>): E? {\n        var cur = this\n        while (true) {\n            cur.element[key]?.let { return it }\n            val next

= cur.left\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\n                cur = next\n            } else {\n                return

next[key]\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    public override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R =\n

      operation(left.fold(initial, operation), element)\n\n    public override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>):

CoroutineContext {\n        element[key]?.let { return left }\n        val newLeft = left.minusKey(key)\n        return

when {\n            newLeft === left -> this\n            newLeft === EmptyCoroutineContext -> element\n            else ->

CombinedContext(newLeft, element)\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun size(): Int {\n        var cur = this\n        var size

= 2\n        while (true) {\n            cur = cur.left as? CombinedContext ?: return size\n            size++\n        }\n    }\n\n

  private fun contains(element: Element): Boolean =\n        get(element.key) == element\n\n    private fun

containsAll(context: CombinedContext): Boolean {\n        var cur = context\n        while (true) {\n            if

(!contains(cur.element)) return false\n            val next = cur.left\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\n

cur = next\n            } else {\n                return contains(next as Element)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n        this === other || other is CombinedContext && other.size() == size() &&

other.containsAll(this)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = left.hashCode() + element.hashCode()\n\n    override
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fun toString(): String =\n        \"[\" + fold(\"\") { acc, element ->\n            if (acc.isEmpty()) element.toString() else

\"$acc, $element\"\n        } + \"]\"\n\n    private fun writeReplace(): Any {\n        val n = size()\n        val elements =

arrayOfNulls<CoroutineContext>(n)\n        var index = 0\n        fold(Unit) { _, element -> elements[index++] =

element }\n        check(index == n)\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return Serialized(elements

as Array<CoroutineContext>)\n    }\n\n    private class Serialized(val elements: Array<CoroutineContext>) :

Serializable {\n        companion object {\n            private const val serialVersionUID: Long = 0L\n        }\n\n

private fun readResolve(): Any = elements.fold(EmptyCoroutineContext, CoroutineContext::plus)\n    }\n}\n","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"IntrinsicsKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n\n/**\n * Obtains the current continuation instance inside suspend functions and either

suspends\n * currently running coroutine or returns result immediately without suspension.\n *\n * If the [block]

returns the special [COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] value, it means that suspend function did suspend the execution

and will\n * not return any result immediately. In this case, the [Continuation] provided to the [block] shall be\n *

resumed by invoking [Continuation.resumeWith] at some moment in the\n * future when the result becomes

available to resume the computation.\n *\n * Otherwise, the return value of the [block] must have a type assignable

to [T] and represents the result of this suspend function.\n * It means that the execution was not suspended and the

[Continuation] provided to the [block] shall not be invoked.\n * As the result type of the [block] is declared as

`Any?` and cannot be correctly type-checked,\n * its proper return type remains on the conscience of the suspend

function's author.\n *\n * Invocation of [Continuation.resumeWith] resumes coroutine directly in the invoker's

thread without going through the\n * [ContinuationInterceptor] that might be present in the coroutine's

[CoroutineContext].\n * It is the invoker's responsibility to ensure that a proper invocation context is established.\n *

[Continuation.intercepted] can be used to acquire the intercepted continuation.\n *\n * Note that it is not

recommended to call either [Continuation.resume] nor [Continuation.resumeWithException] functions

synchronously\n * in the same stackframe where suspension function is run. Use [suspendCoroutine] as a safer way

to obtain current\n * continuation instance.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\",

\"RedundantSuspendModifier\")\npublic suspend inline fun <T>

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Any?): T {\n    contract {

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n    throw NotImplementedError(\"Implementation of

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn is intrinsic\")\n}\n\n/**\n * This value is used as a return value of

[suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn] `block` argument to state that\n * the execution was suspended and will

not return any result immediately.\n *\n * **Note: this value should not be used in general code.** Using it outside

of the context of\n * `suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn` function return value  (including, but not limited

to,\n * storing this value in other properties, returning it from other functions, etc)\n * can lead to unspecified

behavior of the code.\n */\n// It is implemented as property with getter to avoid ProGuard <clinit> problem with

multifile IntrinsicsKt class\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic val COROUTINE_SUSPENDED: Any get() =

CoroutineSingletons.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n\n// Using enum here ensures two important properties:\n//  1.

It makes SafeContinuation serializable with all kinds of serialization frameworks (since all of them natively support

enums)\n//  2. It improves debugging experience, since you clearly see toString() value of those objects and what

package they come from\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@PublishedApi // This class is Published API via serialized

representation of SafeContinuation, don't rename/move\ninternal enum class CoroutineSingletons {

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED, UNDECIDED, RESUMED }\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and

Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that

can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.experimental\n\n/** Performs a bitwise AND

operation between the two values. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun

Byte.and(other: Byte): Byte = (this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toByte()\n\n/** Performs a bitwise OR operation
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between the two values. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun

Byte.or(other: Byte): Byte = (this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toByte()\n\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation

between the two values. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun

Byte.xor(other: Byte): Byte = (this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toByte()\n\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Byte.inv(): Byte =

(this.toInt().inv()).toByte()\n\n\n/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun Short.and(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toShort()\n\n/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun Short.or(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toShort()\n\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun Short.xor(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toShort()\n\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Short.inv(): Short =

(this.toInt().inv()).toShort()\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.experimental\n\n/**\n * The experimental marker for type

inference augmenting annotations.\n *\n * Any usage of a declaration annotated with

`@ExperimentalTypeInference` must be accepted either by\n * annotating that usage with the [OptIn] annotation,

e.g. `@OptIn(ExperimentalTypeInference::class)`,\n * or by using the compiler argument `-Xopt-

in=kotlin.experimental.ExperimentalTypeInference`.\n */\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Experimental(level

= Experimental.Level.ERROR)\n@RequiresOptIn(level =

RequiresOptIn.Level.ERROR)\n@MustBeDocumented\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(A

nnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalTypeInference\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.internal\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the corresponding type should be

ignored during type inference.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

NoInfer\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the constraint built for the type during type inference should be an equality one.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

Exact\n\n/**\n * Specifies that a corresponding member has the lowest priority in overload resolution.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the corresponding member has the highest priority in

overload resolution. Effectively this means that\n * an extension annotated with this annotation will win in overload

resolution over a member with the same signature.\n */\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

HidesMembers\n\n/**\n * The value of this type parameter should be mentioned in input types (argument types,

receiver type or expected type).\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal

annotation class OnlyInputTypes\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this function should not be called directly without

inlining\n */\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

InlineOnly\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this declaration can have dynamic receiver type.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

DynamicExtension\n\n/**\n * The value of this parameter should be a property reference expression (`this::foo`),
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referencing a `lateinit` property,\n * the backing field of which is accessible at the point where the corresponding

argument is passed.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.VALUE_PARAMETER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@SinceK

otlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal annotation class AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this declaration is

only completely supported since the specified version.\n *\n * The Kotlin compiler of an earlier version is going to

report a diagnostic on usages of this declaration.\n * The diagnostic message can be specified with [message], or via

[errorCode] (takes less space, but might not be immediately clear\n * to the user). The diagnostic severity can be

specified with [level]: WARNING/ERROR mean that either a warning or an error\n * is going to be reported,

HIDDEN means that the declaration is going to be removed from resolution completely.\n *\n * [versionKind]

specifies which version should be compared with the [version] value, when compiling the usage of the annotated

declaration.\n * Note that prior to 1.2, only [RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION] was supported,

so the Kotlin compiler before 1.2 is going to\n * treat any [RequireKotlin] as if it requires the language version.

Since 1.2, the Kotlin compiler supports\n * [RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION],

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION] and [RequireKotlinVersionKind.API_VERSION].\n * If the

actual value of [versionKind] is something different (e.g. a new version kind, added in future versions of Kotlin),\n *

Kotlin 1.2 is going to ignore this [RequireKotlin] altogether, where as Kotlin before 1.2 is going to treat this as a

requirement\n * on the language version.\n *\n * This annotation is erased at compile time; its arguments are stored

in a more compact form in the Kotlin metadata.\n */\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS,

AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY, AnnotationTarget.CONSTRUCTOR,

AnnotationTarget.TYPEALIAS)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\n@Repeatable\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.

2\")\ninternal annotation class RequireKotlin(\n    val version: String,\n    val message: String = \"\",\n    val level:

DeprecationLevel = DeprecationLevel.ERROR,\n    val versionKind: RequireKotlinVersionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION,\n    val errorCode: Int = -1\n)\n\n/**\n * The kind of the

version that is required by [RequireKotlin].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal enum class

RequireKotlinVersionKind {\n    LANGUAGE_VERSION,\n    COMPILER_VERSION,\n

API_VERSION,\n}\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this declaration is a part of special DSL, used for constructing

function's contract.\n */\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal annotation

class ContractsDsl\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.properties\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\n\n/**\n * Standard

property delegates.\n */\npublic object Delegates {\n    /**\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write

property with a non-`null` value that is initialized not during\n     * object construction time but at a later time.

Trying to read the property before the initial value has been\n     * assigned results in an exception.\n     *\n     *

@sample samples.properties.Delegates.notNullDelegate\n     */\n    public fun <T : Any> notNull():

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> = NotNullVar()\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write property

that calls a specified callback function when changed.\n     * @param initialValue the initial value of the property.\n

  * @param onChange the callback which is called after the change of the property is made. The value of the

property\n     *  has already been changed when this callback is invoked.\n     *\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.observableDelegate\n     */\n    public inline fun <T> observable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Unit):\n

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> =\n        object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\n            override fun

afterChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) = onChange(property, oldValue, newValue)\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write property that calls a specified callback function when

changed,\n     * allowing the callback to veto the modification.\n     * @param initialValue the initial value of the

property.\n     * @param onChange the callback which is called before a change to the property value is attempted.\n

   *  The value of the property hasn't been changed yet, when this callback is invoked.\n     *  If the callback returns

`true` the value of the property is being set to the new value,\n     *  and if the callback returns `false` the new value

is discarded and the property remains its old value.\n     *\n     *  @sample
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samples.properties.Delegates.vetoableDelegate\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.throwVetoableDelegate\n     */\n    public inline fun <T> vetoable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Boolean):\n

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> =\n        object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\n            override fun

beforeChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Boolean = onChange(property, oldValue,

newValue)\n        }\n\n}\n\n\nprivate class NotNullVar<T : Any>() : ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> {\n    private var

value: T? = null\n\n    public override fun getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T {\n        return value

?: throw IllegalStateException(\"Property ${property.name} should be initialized before get.\")\n    }\n\n    public

override fun setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: T) {\n        this.value = value\n

}\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.properties\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\n\n/**\n * Base interface that can be used for

implementing property delegates of read-only properties.\n *\n * This is provided only for convenience; you don't

have to extend this interface\n * as long as your property delegate has methods with the same signatures.\n *\n *

@param T the type of object which owns the delegated property.\n * @param V the type of the property value.\n

*/\npublic fun interface ReadOnlyProperty<in T, out V> {\n    /**\n     * Returns the value of the property for the

given object.\n     * @param thisRef the object for which the value is requested.\n     * @param property the

metadata for the property.\n     * @return the property value.\n     */\n    public operator fun getValue(thisRef: T,

property: KProperty<*>): V\n}\n\n/**\n * Base interface that can be used for implementing property delegates of

read-write properties.\n *\n * This is provided only for convenience; you don't have to extend this interface\n * as

long as your property delegate has methods with the same signatures.\n *\n * @param T the type of object which

owns the delegated property.\n * @param V the type of the property value.\n */\npublic interface

ReadWriteProperty<in T, V> : ReadOnlyProperty<T, V> {\n    /**\n     * Returns the value of the property for the

given object.\n     * @param thisRef the object for which the value is requested.\n     * @param property the

metadata for the property.\n     * @return the property value.\n     */\n    public override operator fun

getValue(thisRef: T, property: KProperty<*>): V\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the value of the property for the given

object.\n     * @param thisRef the object for which the value is requested.\n     * @param property the metadata for

the property.\n     * @param value the value to set.\n     */\n    public operator fun setValue(thisRef: T, property:

KProperty<*>, value: V)\n}\n\n/**\n * Base interface that can be used for implementing property delegate

providers.\n *\n * This is provided only for convenience; you don't have to extend this interface\n * as long as your

delegate provider has a method with the same signature.\n *\n * @param T the type of object which owns the

delegated property.\n * @param D the type of property delegates this provider provides.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun interface PropertyDelegateProvider<in T, out D> {\n    /**\n     * Returns the

delegate of the property for the given object.\n     *\n     * This function can be used to extend the logic of creating

the object (e.g. perform validation checks)\n     * to which the property implementation is delegated.\n     *\n     *

@param thisRef the object for which property delegate is requested.\n     * @param property the metadata for the

property.\n     * @return the property delegate.\n     */\n    public operator fun provideDelegate(thisRef: T, property:

KProperty<*>): D\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.properties\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\n\n/**\n *

Implements the core logic of a property delegate for a read/write property that calls callback functions when

changed.\n * @param initialValue the initial value of the property.\n */\npublic abstract class

ObservableProperty<V>(initialValue: V) : ReadWriteProperty<Any?, V> {\n    private var value = initialValue\n\n

/**\n     *  The callback which is called before a change to the property value is attempted.\n     *  The value of the

property hasn't been changed yet, when this callback is invoked.\n     *  If the callback returns `true` the value of the

property is being set to the new value,\n     *  and if the callback returns `false` the new value is discarded and the

property remains its old value.\n     */\n    protected open fun beforeChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: V,

newValue: V): Boolean = true\n\n    /**\n     * The callback which is called after the change of the property is made.
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The value of the property\n     * has already been changed when this callback is invoked.\n     */\n    protected open

fun afterChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: V, newValue: V): Unit {}\n\n    public override fun

getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V {\n        return value\n    }\n\n    public override fun

setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: V) {\n        val oldValue = this.value\n        if

(!beforeChange(property, oldValue, value)) {\n            return\n        }\n        this.value = value\n

afterChange(property, oldValue, value)\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@file:Suppress(\"PackageDirectoryMismatch\")\npackage

kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.*\n\n/**\n * An extension operator that allows delegating a read-only property of type

[V]\n * to a property reference to a property of type [V] or its subtype.\n *\n * @receiver A property reference to a

read-only or mutable property of type [V] or its subtype.\n * The reference is without a receiver, i.e. it either

references a top-level property or\n * has the receiver bound to it.\n *\n * Example:\n *\n * ```\n * class Login(val

username: String)\n * val defaultLogin = Login(\"Admin\")\n * val defaultUsername by defaultLogin::username\n *

// equivalent to\n * val defaultUserName get() = defaultLogin.username\n * ```\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <V>

KProperty0<V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V {\n    return get()\n}\n\n/**\n * An extension

operator that allows delegating a mutable property of type [V]\n * to a property reference to a mutable property of

the same type [V].\n *\n * @receiver A property reference to a mutable property of type [V].\n * The reference is

without a receiver, i.e. it either references a top-level property or\n * has the receiver bound to it.\n *\n * Example:\n

*\n * ```\n * class Login(val username: String, var incorrectAttemptCounter: Int = 0)\n * val defaultLogin =

Login(\"Admin\")\n * var defaultLoginAttempts by defaultLogin::incorrectAttemptCounter\n * // equivalent to\n *

var defaultLoginAttempts: Int\n *     get() = defaultLogin.incorrectAttemptCounter\n *     set(value) {

defaultLogin.incorrectAttemptCounter = value }\n * ```\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <V>

KMutableProperty0<V>.setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: V) {\n    set(value)\n}\n\n\n/**\n

* An extension operator that allows delegating a read-only member or extension property of type [V]\n * to a

property reference to a member or extension property of type [V] or its subtype.\n *\n * @receiver A property

reference to a read-only or mutable property of type [V] or its subtype.\n * The reference has an unbound receiver of

type [T].\n *\n * Example:\n *\n * ```\n * class Login(val username: String)\n * val Login.user by

Login::username\n * // equivalent to\n * val Login.user get() = this.username\n * ```\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T, V> KProperty1<T,

V>.getValue(thisRef: T, property: KProperty<*>): V {\n    return get(thisRef)\n}\n\n/**\n * An extension operator

that allows delegating a mutable member or extension property of type [V]\n * to a property reference to a member

or extension mutable property of the same type [V].\n *\n * @receiver A property reference to a read-only or

mutable property of type [V] or its subtype.\n * The reference has an unbound receiver of type [T].\n *\n *

Example:\n *\n * ```\n * class Login(val username: String, var incorrectAttemptCounter: Int)\n * var Login.attempts

by Login::incorrectAttemptCounter\n * // equivalent to\n * var Login.attempts: Int\n *     get() =

this.incorrectAttemptCounter\n *     set(value) { this.incorrectAttemptCounter = value }\n * ```\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T, V> KMutableProperty1<T,

V>.setValue(thisRef: T, property: KProperty<*>, value: V) {\n    set(thisRef, value)\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.random\n\nimport

kotlin.math.nextDown\n\n/**\n * An abstract class that is implemented by random number generator algorithms.\n

*\n * The companion object [Random.Default] is the default instance of [Random].\n *\n * To get a seeded instance

of random generator use [Random] function.\n *\n * @sample samples.random.Randoms.defaultRandom\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic abstract class Random {\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random [bitCount] number

of bits.\n     *\n     * Generates an `Int` whose lower [bitCount] bits are filled with random values and the remaining

upper bits are zero.\n     *\n     * @param bitCount number of bits to generate, must be in range 0..32, otherwise the
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behavior is unspecified.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextBits\n     */\n    public abstract fun

nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random `Int` from the random number generator.\n     *\n

* Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between `Int.MIN_VALUE` and `Int.MAX_VALUE`

(inclusive).\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextInt\n     */\n    public open fun nextInt(): Int =

nextBits(32)\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Int` from the random number generator less than

the specified [until] bound.\n     *\n     * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between `0`

(inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @param until must be positive.\n     *\n     *

@throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.nextIntFromUntil\n     */\n    public open fun nextInt(until: Int): Int = nextInt(0, until)\n\n

 /**\n     * Gets the next random `Int` from the random number generator in the specified range.\n     *\n     *

Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed between the specified [from] (inclusive) and [until]

(exclusive) bounds.\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than or equal to [until].\n

*\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextIntFromUntil\n     */\n    public open fun nextInt(from: Int, until:

Int): Int {\n        checkRangeBounds(from, until)\n        val n = until - from\n        if (n > 0 || n == Int.MIN_VALUE)

{\n            val rnd = if (n and -n == n) {\n                val bitCount = fastLog2(n)\n                nextBits(bitCount)\n

 } else {\n                var v: Int\n                do {\n                    val bits = nextInt().ushr(1)\n                    v = bits % n\n

           } while (bits - v + (n - 1) < 0)\n                v\n            }\n            return from + rnd\n        } else {\n            while

(true) {\n                val rnd = nextInt()\n                if (rnd in from until until) return rnd\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n

/**\n     * Gets the next random `Long` from the random number generator.\n     *\n     * Generates a `Long` random

value uniformly distributed between `Long.MIN_VALUE` and `Long.MAX_VALUE` (inclusive).\n     *\n     *

@sample samples.random.Randoms.nextLong\n     */\n    public open fun nextLong(): Long =

nextInt().toLong().shl(32) + nextInt()\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Long` from the random

number generator less than the specified [until] bound.\n     *\n     * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly

distributed between `0` (inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @param until must be

positive.\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is negative or zero.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.nextLongFromUntil\n     */\n    public open fun nextLong(until: Long): Long =

nextLong(0, until)\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random `Long` from the random number generator in the specified

range.\n     *\n     * Generates a `Long` random value uniformly distributed between the specified [from] (inclusive)

and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than or equal to

[until].\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextLongFromUntil\n     */\n    public open fun

nextLong(from: Long, until: Long): Long {\n        checkRangeBounds(from, until)\n        val n = until - from\n

if (n > 0) {\n            val rnd: Long\n            if (n and -n == n) {\n                val nLow = n.toInt()\n                val nHigh

= (n ushr 32).toInt()\n                rnd = when {\n                    nLow != 0 -> {\n                        val bitCount =

fastLog2(nLow)\n                        // toUInt().toLong()\n                        nextBits(bitCount).toLong() and

0xFFFF_FFFF\n                    }\n                    nHigh == 1 ->\n                        // toUInt().toLong()\n

nextInt().toLong() and 0xFFFF_FFFF\n                    else -> {\n                        val bitCount = fastLog2(nHigh)\n

              nextBits(bitCount).toLong().shl(32) + nextInt()\n                    }\n                }\n            } else {\n

var v: Long\n                do {\n                    val bits = nextLong().ushr(1)\n                    v = bits % n\n                }

while (bits - v + (n - 1) < 0)\n                rnd = v\n            }\n            return from + rnd\n        } else {\n            while

(true) {\n                val rnd = nextLong()\n                if (rnd in from until until) return rnd\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n

  /**\n     * Gets the next random [Boolean] value.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextBoolean\n

*/\n    public open fun nextBoolean(): Boolean = nextBits(1) != 0\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random [Double]

value uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.nextDouble\n     */\n    public open fun nextDouble(): Double =

doubleFromParts(nextBits(26), nextBits(27))\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random non-negative `Double` from the

random number generator less than the specified [until] bound.\n     *\n     * Generates a `Double` random value

uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException

if [until] is negative or zero.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextDoubleFromUntil\n     */\n
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public open fun nextDouble(until: Double): Double = nextDouble(0.0, until)\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random

`Double` from the random number generator in the specified range.\n     *\n     * Generates a `Double` random value

uniformly distributed between the specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\n     *\n     * [from]

and [until] must be finite otherwise the behavior is unspecified.\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if

[from] is greater than or equal to [until].\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextDoubleFromUntil\n

*/\n    public open fun nextDouble(from: Double, until: Double): Double {\n        checkRangeBounds(from, until)\n

    val size = until - from\n        val r = if (size.isInfinite() && from.isFinite() && until.isFinite()) {\n            val r1 =

nextDouble() * (until / 2 - from / 2)\n            from + r1 + r1\n        } else {\n            from + nextDouble() * size\n

}\n        return if (r >= until) until.nextDown() else r\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Gets the next random [Float] value

uniformly distributed between 0 (inclusive) and 1 (exclusive).\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.nextFloat\n     */\n    public open fun nextFloat(): Float = nextBits(24) / (1 shl

24).toFloat()\n\n    /**\n     * Fills a subrange of the specified byte [array] starting from [fromIndex] inclusive and

ending [toIndex] exclusive\n     * with random bytes.\n     *\n     * @return [array] with the subrange filled with

random bytes.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextBytes\n     */\n    public open fun

nextBytes(array: ByteArray, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = array.size): ByteArray {\n        require(fromIndex in

0..array.size && toIndex in 0..array.size) { \"fromIndex ($fromIndex) or toIndex ($toIndex) are out of range:

0..${array.size}.\" }\n        require(fromIndex <= toIndex) { \"fromIndex ($fromIndex) must be not greater than

toIndex ($toIndex).\" }\n\n        val steps = (toIndex - fromIndex) / 4\n\n        var position = fromIndex\n

repeat(steps) {\n            val v = nextInt()\n            array[position] = v.toByte()\n            array[position + 1] =

v.ushr(8).toByte()\n            array[position + 2] = v.ushr(16).toByte()\n            array[position + 3] =

v.ushr(24).toByte()\n            position += 4\n        }\n\n        val remainder = toIndex - position\n        val vr =

nextBits(remainder * 8)\n        for (i in 0 until remainder) {\n            array[position + i] = vr.ushr(i * 8).toByte()\n

 }\n\n        return array\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Fills the specified byte [array] with random bytes and returns it.\n     *\n

   * @return [array] filled with random bytes.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.random.Randoms.nextBytes\n     */\n

public open fun nextBytes(array: ByteArray): ByteArray = nextBytes(array, 0, array.size)\n\n    /**\n     * Creates a

byte array of the specified [size], filled with random bytes.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.nextBytes\n     */\n    public open fun nextBytes(size: Int): ByteArray =

nextBytes(ByteArray(size))\n\n\n    /**\n     * The default random number generator.\n     *\n     * On JVM this

generator is thread-safe, its methods can be invoked from multiple threads.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.defaultRandom\n     */\n    companion object Default : Random() {\n\n        private val

defaultRandom: Random = defaultPlatformRandom()\n\n        override fun nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int =

defaultRandom.nextBits(bitCount)\n        override fun nextInt(): Int = defaultRandom.nextInt()\n        override fun

nextInt(until: Int): Int = defaultRandom.nextInt(until)\n        override fun nextInt(from: Int, until: Int): Int =

defaultRandom.nextInt(from, until)\n\n        override fun nextLong(): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong()\n

override fun nextLong(until: Long): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong(until)\n        override fun nextLong(from:

Long, until: Long): Long = defaultRandom.nextLong(from, until)\n\n        override fun nextBoolean(): Boolean =

defaultRandom.nextBoolean()\n\n        override fun nextDouble(): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble()\n

override fun nextDouble(until: Double): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble(until)\n        override fun

nextDouble(from: Double, until: Double): Double = defaultRandom.nextDouble(from, until)\n\n        override fun

nextFloat(): Float = defaultRandom.nextFloat()\n\n        override fun nextBytes(array: ByteArray): ByteArray =

defaultRandom.nextBytes(array)\n        override fun nextBytes(size: Int): ByteArray =

defaultRandom.nextBytes(size)\n        override fun nextBytes(array: ByteArray, fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

ByteArray = defaultRandom.nextBytes(array, fromIndex, toIndex)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a repeatable random

number generator seeded with the given [seed] `Int` value.\n *\n * Two generators with the same seed produce the

same sequence of values within the same version of Kotlin runtime.\n *\n * *Note:* Future versions of Kotlin may

change the algorithm of this seeded number generator so that it will return\n * a sequence of values different from

the current one for a given seed.\n *\n * On JVM the returned generator is NOT thread-safe. Do not invoke it from

multiple threads without proper synchronization.\n *\n * @sample samples.random.Randoms.seededRandom\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun Random(seed: Int): Random = XorWowRandom(seed, seed.shr(31))\n\n/**\n

* Returns a repeatable random number generator seeded with the given [seed] `Long` value.\n *\n * Two generators

with the same seed produce the same sequence of values within the same version of Kotlin runtime.\n *\n * *Note:*

Future versions of Kotlin may change the algorithm of this seeded number generator so that it will return\n * a

sequence of values different from the current one for a given seed.\n *\n * On JVM the returned generator is NOT

thread-safe. Do not invoke it from multiple threads without proper synchronization.\n *\n * @sample

samples.random.Randoms.seededRandom\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun Random(seed: Long): Random =

XorWowRandom(seed.toInt(), seed.shr(32).toInt())\n\n\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random `Int` from the random

number generator in the specified [range].\n *\n * Generates an `Int` random value uniformly distributed in the

specified [range]:\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive` inclusive.\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun Random.nextInt(range:

IntRange): Int = when {\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty

range: $range\")\n    range.last < Int.MAX_VALUE -> nextInt(range.first, range.last + 1)\n    range.first >

Int.MIN_VALUE -> nextInt(range.first - 1, range.last) + 1\n    else -> nextInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random

`Long` from the random number generator in the specified [range].\n *\n * Generates a `Long` random value

uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive` inclusive.\n

*\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic fun

Random.nextLong(range: LongRange): Long = when {\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty range: $range\")\n    range.last < Long.MAX_VALUE ->

nextLong(range.first, range.last + 1)\n    range.first > Long.MIN_VALUE -> nextLong(range.first - 1, range.last) +

1\n    else -> nextLong()\n}\n\n\ninternal expect fun defaultPlatformRandom(): Random\ninternal expect fun

doubleFromParts(hi26: Int, low27: Int): Double\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\ninternal fun

fastLog2(value: Int): Int = 31 - value.countLeadingZeroBits()\n\n/** Takes upper [bitCount] bits (0..32) from this

number. */\ninternal fun Int.takeUpperBits(bitCount: Int): Int =\n    this.ushr(32 - bitCount) and (-

bitCount).shr(31)\n\ninternal fun checkRangeBounds(from: Int, until: Int) = require(until > from) {

boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\ninternal fun checkRangeBounds(from: Long, until: Long) = require(until >

from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\ninternal fun checkRangeBounds(from: Double, until: Double) =

require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\n\ninternal fun boundsErrorMessage(from: Any, until:

Any) = \"Random range is empty: [$from, $until).\"\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.random\n\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random [UInt]

from the random number generator.\n *\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between

[UInt.MIN_VALUE] and [UInt.MAX_VALUE] (inclusive).\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(): UInt =

nextInt().toUInt()\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from the random number generator less than the specified

[until] bound.\n *\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between `0` (inclusive) and the

specified [until] bound (exclusive).\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [until] is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(until: UInt): UInt =

nextUInt(0u, until)\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from the random number generator in the specified

range.\n *\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed between the specified [from] (inclusive) and

[until] (exclusive) bounds.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than or equal to [until].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Random.nextUInt(from: UInt, until: UInt):

UInt {\n    checkUIntRangeBounds(from, until)\n\n    val signedFrom = from.toInt() xor Int.MIN_VALUE\n    val

signedUntil = until.toInt() xor Int.MIN_VALUE\n\n    val signedResult = nextInt(signedFrom, signedUntil) xor

Int.MIN_VALUE\n    return signedResult.toUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random [UInt] from the random

number generator in the specified [range].\n *\n * Generates a [UInt] random value uniformly distributed in the

specified [range]:\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive` inclusive.\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic
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fun Random.nextUInt(range: UIntRange): UInt = when {\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty range: $range\")\n    range.last < UInt.MAX_VALUE ->

nextUInt(range.first, range.last + 1u)\n    range.first > UInt.MIN_VALUE -> nextUInt(range.first - 1u, range.last) +

1u\n    else -> nextUInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random number generator.\n *\n *

Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly distributed between [ULong.MIN_VALUE] and

[ULong.MAX_VALUE] (inclusive).\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Random.nextULong(): ULong = nextLong().toULong()\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random [ULong] from the random

number generator less than the specified [until] bound.\n *\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly

distributed between `0` (inclusive) and the specified [until] bound (exclusive).\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [until] is zero.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun Random.nextULong(until: ULong): ULong = nextULong(0uL, until)\n\n/**\n * Gets the next random [ULong]

from the random number generator in the specified range.\n *\n * Generates a [ULong] random value uniformly

distributed between the specified [from] (inclusive) and [until] (exclusive) bounds.\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if [from] is greater than or equal to [until].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Random.nextULong(from: ULong, until:

ULong): ULong {\n    checkULongRangeBounds(from, until)\n\n    val signedFrom = from.toLong() xor

Long.MIN_VALUE\n    val signedUntil = until.toLong() xor Long.MIN_VALUE\n\n    val signedResult =

nextLong(signedFrom, signedUntil) xor Long.MIN_VALUE\n    return signedResult.toULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets

the next random [ULong] from the random number generator in the specified [range].\n *\n * Generates a [ULong]

random value uniformly distributed in the specified [range]:\n * from `range.start` inclusive to `range.endInclusive`

inclusive.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [range] is empty.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Random.nextULong(range: ULongRange):

ULong = when {\n    range.isEmpty() -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot get random in empty range:

$range\")\n    range.last < ULong.MAX_VALUE -> nextULong(range.first, range.last + 1u)\n    range.first >

ULong.MIN_VALUE -> nextULong(range.first - 1u, range.last) + 1u\n    else -> nextULong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Fills

the specified unsigned byte [array] with random bytes and returns it.\n *\n * @return [array] filled with random

bytes.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(array:

UByteArray): UByteArray {\n    nextBytes(array.asByteArray())\n    return array\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an unsigned

byte array of the specified [size], filled with random bytes.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun Random.nextUBytes(size: Int): UByteArray

= nextBytes(size).asUByteArray()\n\n/**\n * Fills a subrange of the specified `UByte` [array] starting from

[fromIndex] inclusive and ending [toIndex] exclusive with random UBytes.\n *\n * @return [array] with the

subrange filled with random bytes.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

Random.nextUBytes(array: UByteArray, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = array.size): UByteArray {\n

nextBytes(array.asByteArray(), fromIndex, toIndex)\n    return

array\n}\n\n\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\ninternal fun checkUIntRangeBounds(from: UInt, until: UInt) =

require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until) }\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\ninternal fun

checkULongRangeBounds(from: ULong, until: ULong) = require(until > from) { boundsErrorMessage(from, until)

}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this

source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.random\n\n/**\n * Random number generator, using Marsaglia's \"xorwow\" algorithm\n *\n *

Cycles after 2^192 - 2^32 repetitions.\n *\n * For more details, see Marsaglia, George (July 2003). \"Xorshift

RNGs\". Journal of Statistical Software. 8 (14). doi:10.18637/jss.v008.i14\n *\n * Available at

https://www.jstatsoft.org/v08/i14/paper\n *\n */\ninternal class XorWowRandom\ninternal constructor(\n    private

var x: Int,\n    private var y: Int,\n    private var z: Int,\n    private var w: Int,\n    private var v: Int,\n    private var

addend: Int\n) : Random() {\n\n    internal constructor(seed1: Int, seed2: Int) :\n            this(seed1, seed2, 0, 0,

seed1.inv(), (seed1 shl 10) xor (seed2 ushr 4))\n\n    init {\n        require((x or y or z or w or v) != 0) { \"Initial state

must have at least one non-zero element.\" }\n\n        // some trivial seeds can produce several values with zeroes in
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upper bits, so we discard first 64\n        repeat(64) { nextInt() }\n    }\n\n    override fun nextInt(): Int {\n        //

Equivalent to the xorxow algorithm\n        // From Marsaglia, G. 2003. Xorshift RNGs. J. Statis. Soft. 8, 14, p. 5\n

  var t = x\n        t = t xor (t ushr 2)\n        x = y\n        y = z\n        z = w\n        val v0 = v\n        w = v0\n        t = (t

xor (t shl 1)) xor v0 xor (v0 shl 4)\n        v = t\n        addend += 362437\n        return t + addend\n    }\n\n    override

fun nextBits(bitCount: Int): Int =\n        nextInt().takeUpperBits(bitCount)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n * Represents a range of [Comparable] values.\n */\nprivate open class ComparableRange<T :

Comparable<T>>(\n    override val start: T,\n    override val endInclusive: T\n) : ClosedRange<T> {\n\n    override

fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is ComparableRange<*> && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty()

||\n                start == other.start && endInclusive == other.endInclusive)\n    }\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int

{\n        return if (isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * start.hashCode() + endInclusive.hashCode()\n    }\n\n    override fun

toString(): String = \"$start..$endInclusive\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a range from this [Comparable] value to the

specified [that] value.\n *\n * This value needs to be smaller than or equal to [that] value, otherwise the returned

range will be empty.\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromComparable\n */\npublic operator fun <T :

Comparable<T>> T.rangeTo(that: T): ClosedRange<T> = ComparableRange(this, that)\n\n\n/**\n * Represents a

range of floating point numbers.\n * Extends [ClosedRange] interface providing custom operation

[lessThanOrEquals] for comparing values of range domain type.\n *\n * This interface is implemented by floating

point ranges returned by [Float.rangeTo] and [Double.rangeTo] operators to\n * achieve IEEE-754 comparison order

instead of total order of floating point numbers.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface

ClosedFloatingPointRange<T : Comparable<T>> : ClosedRange<T> {\n    override fun contains(value: T): Boolean

= lessThanOrEquals(start, value) && lessThanOrEquals(value, endInclusive)\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean =

!lessThanOrEquals(start, endInclusive)\n\n    /**\n     * Compares two values of range domain type and returns true

if first is less than or equal to second.\n     */\n    fun lessThanOrEquals(a: T, b: T): Boolean\n}\n\n\n/**\n * A

closed range of values of type `Double`.\n *\n * Numbers are compared with the ends of this range according to

IEEE-754.\n */\nprivate class ClosedDoubleRange(\n    start: Double,\n    endInclusive: Double\n) :

ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double> {\n    private val _start = start\n    private val _endInclusive = endInclusive\n

override val start: Double get() = _start\n    override val endInclusive: Double get() = _endInclusive\n\n    override

fun lessThanOrEquals(a: Double, b: Double): Boolean = a <= b\n\n    override fun contains(value: Double): Boolean

= value >= _start && value <= _endInclusive\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = !(_start <= _endInclusive)\n\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is ClosedDoubleRange && (isEmpty() &&

other.isEmpty() ||\n                _start == other._start && _endInclusive == other._endInclusive)\n    }\n\n    override

fun hashCode(): Int {\n        return if (isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * _start.hashCode() + _endInclusive.hashCode()\n

}\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$_start..$_endInclusive\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a range from this [Double]

value to the specified [that] value.\n *\n * Numbers are compared with the ends of this range according to IEEE-

754.\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromDouble\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun

Double.rangeTo(that: Double): ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double> = ClosedDoubleRange(this, that)\n\n\n/**\n *

A closed range of values of type `Float`.\n *\n * Numbers are compared with the ends of this range according to

IEEE-754.\n */\nprivate class ClosedFloatRange(\n    start: Float,\n    endInclusive: Float\n) :

ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float> {\n    private val _start = start\n    private val _endInclusive = endInclusive\n

override val start: Float get() = _start\n    override val endInclusive: Float get() = _endInclusive\n\n    override fun

lessThanOrEquals(a: Float, b: Float): Boolean = a <= b\n\n    override fun contains(value: Float): Boolean = value

>= _start && value <= _endInclusive\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = !(_start <= _endInclusive)\n\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is ClosedFloatRange && (isEmpty() &&

other.isEmpty() ||\n                _start == other._start && _endInclusive == other._endInclusive)\n    }\n\n    override

fun hashCode(): Int {\n        return if (isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * _start.hashCode() + _endInclusive.hashCode()\n

}\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$_start..$_endInclusive\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a range from this [Float]
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value to the specified [that] value.\n *\n * Numbers are compared with the ends of this range according to IEEE-

754.\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromFloat\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun

Float.rangeTo(that: Float): ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float> = ClosedFloatRange(this, that)\n\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if this iterable range contains the specified [element].\n *\n * Always returns `false` if the [element] is `null`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T, R> R.contains(element: T?):

Boolean where T : Any, R : Iterable<T>, R : ClosedRange<T> =\n    element != null &&

contains(element)\n\n\ninternal fun checkStepIsPositive(isPositive: Boolean, step: Number) {\n    if (!isPositive)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be positive, was: $step.\")\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"KClasses\")\n@file:Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n\npackage

kotlin.reflect\n\nimport kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n\n/**\n * Casts the given [value] to the

class represented by this [KClass] object.\n * Throws an exception if the value is `null` or if it is not an instance of

this class.\n *\n * This is an experimental function that behaves as a similar function from kotlin.reflect.full on

JVM.\n *\n * @see [KClass.isInstance]\n * @see [KClass.safeCast]\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResoluti

on\nfun <T : Any> KClass<T>.cast(value: Any?): T {\n    if (!isInstance(value)) throw ClassCastException(\"Value

cannot be cast to $qualifiedOrSimpleName\")\n    return value as T\n}\n\n// TODO: replace with qualifiedName

when it is fully supported in K/JS\ninternal expect val KClass<*>.qualifiedOrSimpleName: String?\n\n/**\n * Casts

the given [value] to the class represented by this [KClass] object.\n * Returns `null` if the value is `null` or if it is not

an instance of this class.\n *\n * This is an experimental function that behaves as a similar function from

kotlin.reflect.full on JVM.\n *\n * @see [KClass.isInstance]\n * @see [KClass.cast]\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@LowPriorityInOverloadResoluti

on\nfun <T : Any> KClass<T>.safeCast(value: Any?): T? {\n    return if (isInstance(value)) value as T else

null\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of

this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\nimport kotlin.jvm.JvmField\nimport kotlin.jvm.JvmStatic\n\n\n\n/**\n * Represents

a type projection. Type projection is usually the argument to another type in a type usage.\n * For example, in the

type `Array<out Number>`, `out Number` is the covariant projection of the type represented by the class

`Number`.\n *\n * Type projection is either the star projection, or an entity consisting of a specific type plus optional

variance.\n *\n * See the [Kotlin language documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#type-

projections)\n * for more information.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic data class KTypeProjection

constructor(\n    /**\n     * The use-site variance specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star projection.\n

*/\n    public val variance: KVariance?,\n    /**\n     * The type specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star

projection.\n     */\n    public val type: KType?\n) {\n\n    init {\n        require((variance == null) == (type == null))

{\n            if (variance == null)\n                \"Star projection must have no type specified.\"\n            else\n

\"The projection variance $variance requires type to be specified.\"\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun toString():

String = when (variance) {\n        null -> \"*\"\n        KVariance.INVARIANT -> type.toString()\n

KVariance.IN -> \"in $type\"\n        KVariance.OUT -> \"out $type\"\n    }\n\n    public companion object {\n        //

provided for compiler access\n        @JvmField\n        @PublishedApi\n        internal val star: KTypeProjection =

KTypeProjection(null, null)\n\n        /**\n         * Star projection, denoted by the `*` character.\n         * For example,

in the type `KClass<*>`, `*` is the star projection.\n         * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#star-projections)\n         * for more

information.\n         */\n        public val STAR: KTypeProjection get() = star\n\n        /**\n         * Creates an

invariant projection of a given type. Invariant projection is just the type itself,\n         * without any use-site variance

modifiers applied to it.\n         * For example, in the type `Set<String>`, `String` is an invariant projection of the type

represented by the class `String`.\n         */\n        @JvmStatic\n        public fun invariant(type: KType):

KTypeProjection =\n            KTypeProjection(KVariance.INVARIANT, type)\n\n        /**\n         * Creates a
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contravariant projection of a given type, denoted by the `in` modifier applied to a type.\n         * For example, in the

type `MutableList<in Number>`, `in Number` is a contravariant projection of the type of class `Number`.\n         */\n

      @JvmStatic\n        public fun contravariant(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\n

KTypeProjection(KVariance.IN, type)\n\n        /**\n         * Creates a covariant projection of a given type, denoted

by the `out` modifier applied to a type.\n         * For example, in the type `Array<out Number>`, `out Number` is a

covariant projection of the type of class `Number`.\n         */\n        @JvmStatic\n        public fun covariant(type:

KType): KTypeProjection =\n            KTypeProjection(KVariance.OUT, type)\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\n/**\n *

Represents variance applied to a type parameter on the declaration site (*declaration-site variance*),\n * or to a type

in a projection (*use-site variance*).\n *\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#variance)\n * for more information.\n *\n *

@see [KTypeParameter.variance]\n * @see [KTypeProjection]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\nenum class KVariance

{\n    /**\n     * The affected type parameter or type is *invariant*, which means it has no variance applied to it.\n

*/\n    INVARIANT,\n\n    /**\n     * The affected type parameter or type is *contravariant*. Denoted by the `in`

modifier in the source code.\n     */\n    IN,\n\n    /**\n     * The affected type parameter or type is *covariant*.

Denoted by the `out` modifier in the source code.\n     */\n    OUT,\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\n/**\n * Returns a runtime

representation of the given reified type [T] as an instance of [KType].\n */\n@Suppress(\"unused\") // KT-

12448\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic inline fun <reified T> typeOf(): KType =\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"This function is implemented as an intrinsic on all supported

platforms.\")\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * An object to which char sequences and values can be appended.\n */\nexpect interface

Appendable {\n    /**\n     * Appends the specified character [value] to this Appendable and returns this instance.\n

 *\n     * @param value the character to append.\n     */\n    fun append(value: Char): Appendable\n\n    /**\n     *

Appends the specified character sequence [value] to this Appendable and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * @param

value the character sequence to append. If [value] is `null`, then the four characters `\"null\"` are appended to this

Appendable.\n     */\n    fun append(value: CharSequence?): Appendable\n\n    /**\n     * Appends a subsequence of

the specified character sequence [value] to this Appendable and returns this instance.\n     *\n     * @param value the

character sequence from which a subsequence is appended. If [value] is `null`,\n     *  then characters are appended

as if [value] contained the four characters `\"null\"`.\n     * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the

subsequence to append.\n     * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subsequence to append.\n     *\n     *

@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of

range of the [value] character sequence indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n     */\n    fun append(value:

CharSequence?, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): Appendable\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends a subsequence of the specified

character sequence [value] to this Appendable and returns this instance.\n *\n * @param value the character

sequence from which a subsequence is appended.\n * @param startIndex the beginning (inclusive) of the

subsequence to append.\n * @param endIndex the end (exclusive) of the subsequence to append.\n *\n * @throws

IndexOutOfBoundsException or [IllegalArgumentException] when [startIndex] or [endIndex] is out of range of the

[value] character sequence indices or when `startIndex > endIndex`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun <T : Appendable>

T.appendRange(value: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): T {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return append(value, startIndex, endIndex) as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all arguments to the given [Appendable].\n */\npublic fun <T : Appendable> T.append(vararg value:

CharSequence?): T {\n    for (item in value)\n        append(item)\n    return this\n}\n\n/** Appends a line feed
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character (`\\n`) to this Appendable. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Appendable.appendLine(): Appendable = append('\\n')\n\n/** Appends value to the given Appendable and a line

feed character (`\\n`) after it. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Appendable.appendLine(value: CharSequence?): Appendable = append(value).appendLine()\n\n/** Appends value

to the given Appendable and a line feed character (`\\n`) after it.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Appendable.appendLine(value: Char):

Appendable = append(value).appendLine()\n\n\ninternal fun <T> Appendable.appendElement(element: T,

transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)?) {\n    when {\n        transform != null -> append(transform(element))\n

element is CharSequence? -> append(element)\n        element is Char -> append(element)\n        else ->

append(element.toString())\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CharsKt\")\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n

* Returns the numeric value of the decimal digit that this Char represents.\n * Throws an exception if this Char is

not a valid decimal digit.\n *\n * A Char is considered to represent a decimal digit if the Char is one of the ASCII

decimal digits '0' through '9'.\n * In this case, `this.code - '0'.code` is returned.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Chars.digitToInt\n */\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Char.digitToInt():

Int {\n    if (this in '0'..'9') {\n        return this - '0'\n    }\n    throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Char $this is not a

decimal digit\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the numeric value of the digit that this Char represents in the specified

[radix].\n * Throws an exception if the [radix] is not in the range `2..36` or if this Char is not a valid digit in the

specified [radix].\n *\n * A Char is considered to represent a digit in the specified [radix] if at least one of the

following is true:\n *  - The Char is one of the ASCII decimal digits '0' through '9' and its [code] is less than `radix +

'0'.code`. In this case, `this.code - '0'.code` is returned.\n *  - The Char is one of the uppercase Latin letters 'A'

through 'Z' and its [code] is less than `radix + 'A'.code - 10`. In this case, `this.code - 'A'.code + 10` is returned.\n *  -

The Char is one of the lowercase Latin letters 'a' through 'z' and its [code] is less than `radix + 'a'.code - 10`. In this

case, `this.code - 'a'.code + 10` is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.digitToInt\n

*/\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Char.digitToInt(radix: Int): Int {\n    return

digitToIntOrNull(radix) ?: throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Char $this is not a digit in the given

radix=$radix\")\n}\n\n/**\n *\n * Returns the numeric value of the decimal digit that this Char represents, or `null` if

this Char is not a valid decimal digit.\n *\n * A Char is considered to represent a decimal digit if the Char is one of

the ASCII decimal digits '0' through '9'.\n * In this case, `this.code - '0'.code` is returned.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Chars.digitToIntOrNull\n */\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

Char.digitToIntOrNull(): Int? {\n    if (this in '0'..'9') {\n        return this - '0'\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the numeric value of the digit that this Char represents in the specified [radix], or `null` if this Char is not a

valid digit in the specified [radix].\n * Throws an exception if the [radix] is not in the range `2..36`.\n *\n * A Char

is considered to represent a digit in the specified [radix] if at least one of the following is true:\n *  - The Char is one

of the ASCII decimal digits '0' through '9' and its [code] is less than `radix + '0'.code`. In this case, `this.code -

'0'.code` is returned.\n *  - The Char is one of the uppercase Latin letters 'A' through 'Z' and its [code] is less than

`radix + 'A'.code - 10`. In this case, `this.code - 'A'.code + 10` is returned.\n *  - The Char is one of the lowercase

Latin letters 'a' through 'z' and its [code] is less than `radix + 'a'.code - 10`. In this case, `this.code - 'a'.code + 10` is

returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.digitToIntOrNull\n

*/\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun Char.digitToIntOrNull(radix: Int): Int? {\n    if

(radix !in 2..36) {\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Invalid radix: $radix. Valid radix values are in range

2..36\")\n    }\n    if (this in '0'..'9') {\n        val digit = this - '0'\n        return if (digit < radix) digit else null\n    }\n

val a = if (this <= 'Z') 'A' else 'a'\n    val digit = 10 + (this - a)\n    return if (digit in 10 until radix) digit else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the Char that represents this decimal digit.\n * Throws an exception if this value is not in

the range `0..9`.\n *\n * If this value is in `0..9`, the decimal digit Char with code `'0'.code + this` is returned.\n *\n *

@sample samples.text.Chars.digitToChar\n */\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun
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Int.digitToChar(): Char {\n    if (this in 0..9) {\n        return '0' + this\n    }\n    throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Int

$this is not a decimal digit\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the Char that represents this numeric digit value in the specified

[radix].\n * Throws an exception if the [radix] is not in the range `2..36` or if this value is not in the range `0 until

radix`.\n *\n * If this value is less than `10`, the decimal digit Char with code `'0'.code + this` is returned.\n *

Otherwise, the uppercase Latin letter with code `'A'.code + this - 10` is returned.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Chars.digitToChar\n */\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\npublic fun

Int.digitToChar(radix: Int): Char {\n    if (radix !in 2..36) {\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Invalid radix:

$radix. Valid radix values are in range 2..36\")\n    }\n    if (this < 0 || this >= radix) {\n        throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Digit $this does not represent a valid digit in radix $radix\")\n    }\n    return if (this <

10) {\n        '0' + this\n    } else {\n        'A' + this - 10\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to lower case using

Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n */\npublic expect fun Char.toLowerCase(): Char\n\n/**\n *

Converts this character to lower case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function

performs one-to-one character mapping.\n * To support one-to-many character mapping use the [lowercase]

function.\n * If this character has no mapping equivalent, the character itself is returned.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Chars.lowercase\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun

Char.lowercaseChar(): Char\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to lower case using Unicode mapping rules of the

invariant locale.\n *\n * This function supports one-to-many character mapping, thus the length of the returned

string can be greater than one.\n * For example, `'\\u0130'.lowercase()` returns `\"\\u0069\\u0307\"`,\n * where

`'\\u0130'` is the LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I WITH DOT ABOVE character (`\u0130`).\n * If this character has

no lower case mapping, the result of `toString()` of this char is returned.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Chars.lowercase\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun

Char.lowercase(): String\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to upper case using Unicode mapping rules of the

invariant locale.\n */\npublic expect fun Char.toUpperCase(): Char\n\n/**\n * Converts this character to upper case

using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function performs one-to-one character mapping.\n

* To support one-to-many character mapping use the [uppercase] function.\n * If this character has no mapping

equivalent, the character itself is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.uppercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun Char.uppercaseChar(): Char\n\n/**\n *

Converts this character to upper case using Unicode mapping rules of the invariant locale.\n *\n * This function

supports one-to-many character mapping, thus the length of the returned string can be greater than one.\n * For

example, `'\\uFB00'.uppercase()` returns `\"\\u0046\\u0046\"`,\n * where `'\\uFB00'` is the LATIN SMALL

LIGATURE FF character (`\ufb00`).\n * If this character has no upper case mapping, the result of `toString()` of this

char is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.uppercase\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun Char.uppercase(): String\n\n/**\n *

Concatenates this Char and a String.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.plus\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Char.plus(other: String): String = this.toString() +

other\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this character is equal to the [other] character, optionally ignoring character case.\n

*\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing characters. By default `false`.\n *\n * Two

characters are considered the same ignoring case if at least one of the following is `true`:\n *   - The two characters

are the same (as compared by the == operator)\n *   - Applying the method [uppercaseChar] to each character

produces the same result\n *   - Applying the method [lowercaseChar] to each character produces the same result\n

*\n * @sample samples.text.Chars.equals\n */\n@OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic fun

Char.equals(other: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (this == other) return true\n    if

(!ignoreCase) return false\n\n    if (this.uppercaseChar() == other.uppercaseChar()) return true\n    if

(this.lowercaseChar() == other.lowercaseChar()) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this

character is a Unicode surrogate code unit.\n */\npublic fun Char.isSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_SURROGATE\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n
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*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Trims leading whitespace characters followed by [marginPrefix] from every line of a source

string and removes\n * the first and the last lines if they are blank (notice difference blank vs empty).\n *\n * Doesn't

affect a line if it doesn't contain [marginPrefix] except the first and the last blank lines.\n *\n * Doesn't preserve the

original line endings.\n *\n * @param marginPrefix non-blank string, which is used as a margin delimiter. Default is

`|` (pipe character).\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.trimMargin\n * @see trimIndent\n * @see

kotlin.text.isWhitespace\n */\npublic fun String.trimMargin(marginPrefix: String = \"|\"): String =\n

replaceIndentByMargin(\"\", marginPrefix)\n\n/**\n * Detects indent by [marginPrefix] as it does [trimMargin] and

replace it with [newIndent].\n *\n * @param marginPrefix non-blank string, which is used as a margin delimiter.

Default is `|` (pipe character).\n */\npublic fun String.replaceIndentByMargin(newIndent: String = \"\",

marginPrefix: String = \"|\"): String {\n    require(marginPrefix.isNotBlank()) { \"marginPrefix must be non-blank

string.\" }\n    val lines = lines()\n\n    return lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length * lines.size,

getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line ->\n        val firstNonWhitespaceIndex = line.indexOfFirst { !it.isWhitespace()

}\n\n        when {\n            firstNonWhitespaceIndex == -1 -> null\n            line.startsWith(marginPrefix,

firstNonWhitespaceIndex) -> line.substring(firstNonWhitespaceIndex + marginPrefix.length)\n            else -> null\n

     }\n    })\n}\n\n/**\n * Detects a common minimal indent of all the input lines, removes it from every line and

also removes the first and the last\n * lines if they are blank (notice difference blank vs empty).\n *\n * Note that

blank lines do not affect the detected indent level.\n *\n * In case if there are non-blank lines with no leading

whitespace characters (no indent at all) then the\n * common indent is 0, and therefore this function doesn't change

the indentation.\n *\n * Doesn't preserve the original line endings.\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.trimIndent\n * @see trimMargin\n * @see kotlin.text.isBlank\n */\npublic fun

String.trimIndent(): String = replaceIndent(\"\")\n\n/**\n * Detects a common minimal indent like it does

[trimIndent] and replaces it with the specified [newIndent].\n */\npublic fun String.replaceIndent(newIndent: String

= \"\"): String {\n    val lines = lines()\n\n    val minCommonIndent = lines\n        .filter(String::isNotBlank)\n

.map(String::indentWidth)\n        .minOrNull() ?: 0\n\n    return lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length *

lines.size, getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line -> line.drop(minCommonIndent) })\n}\n\n/**\n * Prepends [indent]

to every line of the original string.\n *\n * Doesn't preserve the original line endings.\n */\npublic fun

String.prependIndent(indent: String = \"    \"): String =\n    lineSequence()\n        .map {\n            when {\n

it.isBlank() -> {\n                    when {\n                        it.length < indent.length -> indent\n                        else -> it\n

                 }\n                }\n                else -> indent + it\n            }\n        }\n        .joinToString(\"\\n\")\n\nprivate fun

String.indentWidth(): Int = indexOfFirst { !it.isWhitespace() }.let { if (it == -1) length else it }\n\nprivate fun

getIndentFunction(indent: String) = when {\n    indent.isEmpty() -> { line: String -> line }\n    else -> { line: String -

> indent + line }\n}\n\nprivate inline fun List<String>.reindent(\n    resultSizeEstimate: Int,\n    indentAddFunction:

(String) -> String,\n    indentCutFunction: (String) -> String?\n): String {\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    return

mapIndexedNotNull { index, value ->\n        if ((index == 0 || index == lastIndex) && value.isBlank())\n

null\n        else\n            indentCutFunction(value)?.let(indentAddFunction) ?: value\n    }\n

.joinTo(StringBuilder(resultSizeEstimate), \"\\n\")\n        .toString()\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Defines names for

Unicode symbols used in proper Typography.\n */\npublic object Typography {\n    /** The character &#x22;

\u2013 quotation mark */\n    public const val quote: Char = '\\u0022'\n    /** The character &#x24; \u2013 dollar

sign */\n    public const val dollar: Char = '\\u0024'\n    /** The character &#x26; \u2013 ampersand */\n    public

const val amp: Char = '\\u0026'\n    /** The character &#x3C; \u2013 less-than sign */\n    public const val less:

Char = '\\u003C'\n    /** The character &#x3E; \u2013 greater-than sign */\n    public const val greater: Char =

'\\u003E'\n    /** The non-breaking space character */\n    public const val nbsp: Char = '\\u00A0'\n    /** The

character &#xD7; */\n    public const val times: Char = '\\u00D7'\n    /** The character &#xA2; */\n    public const

val cent: Char = '\\u00A2'\n    /** The character &#xA3; */\n    public const val pound: Char = '\\u00A3'\n    /** The

character &#xA7; */\n    public const val section: Char = '\\u00A7'\n    /** The character &#xA9; */\n    public const
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val copyright: Char = '\\u00A9'\n    /** The character &#xAB; */\n    public const val leftGuillemete: Char =

'\\u00AB'\n    /** The character &#xBB; */\n    public const val rightGuillemete: Char = '\\u00BB'\n    /** The

character &#xAE; */\n    public const val registered: Char = '\\u00AE'\n    /** The character &#xB0; */\n    public

const val degree: Char = '\\u00B0'\n    /** The character &#xB1; */\n    public const val plusMinus: Char =

'\\u00B1'\n    /** The character &#xB6; */\n    public const val paragraph: Char = '\\u00B6'\n    /** The character

&#xB7; */\n    public const val middleDot: Char = '\\u00B7'\n    /** The character &#xBD; */\n    public const val

half: Char = '\\u00BD'\n    /** The character &#x2013; */\n    public const val ndash: Char = '\\u2013'\n    /** The

character &#x2014; */\n    public const val mdash: Char = '\\u2014'\n    /** The character &#x2018; */\n    public

const val leftSingleQuote: Char = '\\u2018'\n    /** The character &#x2019; */\n    public const val rightSingleQuote:

Char = '\\u2019'\n    /** The character &#x201A; */\n    public const val lowSingleQuote: Char = '\\u201A'\n    /**

The character &#x201C; */\n    public const val leftDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201C'\n    /** The character &#x201D;

*/\n    public const val rightDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201D'\n    /** The character &#x201E; */\n    public const val

lowDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201E'\n    /** The character &#x2020; */\n    public const val dagger: Char =

'\\u2020'\n    /** The character &#x2021; */\n    public const val doubleDagger: Char = '\\u2021'\n    /** The

character &#x2022; */\n    public const val bullet: Char = '\\u2022'\n    /** The character &#x2026; */\n    public

const val ellipsis: Char = '\\u2026'\n    /** The character &#x2032; */\n    public const val prime: Char = '\\u2032'\n

/** The character &#x2033; */\n    public const val doublePrime: Char = '\\u2033'\n    /** The character &#x20AC;

*/\n    public const val euro: Char = '\\u20AC'\n    /** The character &#x2122; */\n    public const val tm: Char =

'\\u2122'\n    /** The character &#x2248; */\n    public const val almostEqual: Char = '\\u2248'\n    /** The character

&#x2260; */\n    public const val notEqual: Char = '\\u2260'\n    /** The character &#x2264; */\n    public const val

lessOrEqual: Char = '\\u2264'\n    /** The character &#x2265; */\n    public const val greaterOrEqual: Char =

'\\u2265'\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Represents a collection of captured groups in a single match of a regular

expression.\n *\n * This collection has size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in the

regular expression.\n * Groups are indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to the

entire match.\n *\n * An element of the collection at the particular index can be `null`,\n * if the corresponding

group in the regular expression is optional and\n * there was no match captured by that group.\n */\npublic interface

MatchGroupCollection : Collection<MatchGroup?> {\n\n    /** Returns a group with the specified [index].\n     *\n

 * @return An instance of [MatchGroup] if the group with the specified [index] was matched or `null` otherwise.\n

*\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to the count of groups in the regular expression. A group with the index 0\n     *

corresponds to the entire match.\n     */\n    public operator fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup?\n}\n\n/**\n * Extends

[MatchGroupCollection] by introducing a way to get matched groups by name, when regex supports it.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface MatchNamedGroupCollection : MatchGroupCollection {\n    /**\n     *

Returns a named group with the specified [name].\n     * @return An instance of [MatchGroup] if the group with the

specified [name] was matched or `null` otherwise.\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if there is no group

with the specified [name] defined in the regex pattern.\n     * @throws UnsupportedOperationException if getting

named groups isn't supported on the current platform.\n     */\n    public operator fun get(name: String):

MatchGroup?\n}\n\n/**\n * Represents the results from a single regular expression match.\n */\npublic interface

MatchResult {\n    /** The range of indices in the original string where match was captured. */\n    public val range:

IntRange\n    /** The substring from the input string captured by this match. */\n    public val value: String\n    /**\n

  * A collection of groups matched by the regular expression.\n     *\n     * This collection has size of `groupCount +

1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in the regular expression.\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to

`groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to the entire match.\n     */\n    public val groups:

MatchGroupCollection\n    /**\n     * A list of matched indexed group values.\n     *\n     * This list has size of

`groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in the regular expression.\n     * Groups are indexed

from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to the entire match.\n     *\n     * If the group in the

regular expression is optional and there were no match captured by that group,\n     * corresponding item in
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[groupValues] is an empty string.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\n     */\n    public val groupValues: List<String>\n\n

/**\n     * An instance of [MatchResult.Destructured] wrapper providing components for destructuring assignment

of group values.\n     *\n     * component1 corresponds to the value of the first group, component2 \u2014 of the

second, and so on.\n     *\n     * @sample samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\n     */\n

public val destructured: Destructured get() = Destructured(this)\n\n    /** Returns a new [MatchResult] with the

results for the next match, starting at the position\n     *  at which the last match ended (at the character after the last

matched character).\n     */\n    public fun next(): MatchResult?\n\n    /**\n     * Provides components for

destructuring assignment of group values.\n     *\n     * [component1] corresponds to the value of the first group,

[component2] \u2014 of the second, and so on.\n     *\n     * If the group in the regular expression is optional and

there were no match captured by that group,\n     * corresponding component value is an empty string.\n     *\n     *

@sample samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\n     */\n    public class Destructured internal

constructor(public val match: MatchResult) {\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component1():  String = match.groupValues[1]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component2():  String = match.groupValues[2]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component3():  String = match.groupValues[3]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component4():  String = match.groupValues[4]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component5():  String = match.groupValues[5]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component6():  String = match.groupValues[6]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component7():  String = match.groupValues[7]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component8():  String = match.groupValues[8]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component9():  String = match.groupValues[9]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component10(): String = match.groupValues[10]\n\n        /**\n         *  Returns destructured group values as a list of

strings.\n         *  First value in the returned list corresponds to the value of the first group, and so on.\n         *\n

* @sample samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\n         */\n        public fun toList():

List<String> = match.groupValues.subList(1, match.groupValues.size)\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.time\n\nimport

kotlin.contracts.*\nimport kotlin.math.abs\n\n@OptIn(ExperimentalTime::class)\nprivate inline val storageUnit

get() = DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS\n\n/**\n * Represents the amount of time one instant of time is away from

another instant.\n *\n * A negative duration is possible in a situation when the second instant is earlier than the first

one.\n * An infinite duration value [Duration.INFINITE] can be used to represent infinite timeouts.\n *\n * To

construct a duration use either the extension function [toDuration],\n * or the extension properties [hours],

[minutes], [seconds], and so on,\n * available on [Int], [Long], and [Double] numeric types.\n *\n * To get the value

of this duration expressed in a particular [duration units][DurationUnit]\n * use the functions [toInt], [toLong], and

[toDouble]\n * or the properties [inHours], [inMinutes], [inSeconds], [inNanoseconds], and so on.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@Suppress(\"NON_PUBLIC_PRIMARY_CONSTRUCTOR_O

F_INLINE_CLASS\")\npublic inline class Duration internal constructor(internal val value: Double) :

Comparable<Duration> {\n// TODO: backend fails on init block, wait for KT-28055\n\n//    init {\n//

require(_value.isNaN().not())\n//    }\n\n    companion object {\n        /** The duration equal to exactly 0 seconds.

*/\n        public val ZERO: Duration = Duration(0.0)\n\n        /** The duration whose value is positive infinity. It is

useful for representing timeouts that should never expire. */\n        public val INFINITE: Duration =

Duration(Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY)\n\n        /** Converts the given time duration [value] expressed in the

specified [sourceUnit] into the specified [targetUnit]. */\n        public fun convert(value: Double, sourceUnit:

DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit): Double =\n            convertDurationUnit(value, sourceUnit, targetUnit)\n

}\n\n    // arithmetic operators\n\n    /** Returns the negative of this value. */\n    public operator fun unaryMinus():

Duration = Duration(-value)\n\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is the sum of this and [other] duration values.

*/\n    public operator fun plus(other: Duration): Duration = Duration(value + other.value)\n\n    /** Returns a
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duration whose value is the difference between this and [other] duration values. */\n    public operator fun

minus(other: Duration): Duration = Duration(value - other.value)\n\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is this

duration value multiplied by the given [scale] number. */\n    public operator fun times(scale: Int): Duration =

Duration(value * scale)\n\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is this duration value multiplied by the given

[scale] number. */\n    public operator fun times(scale: Double): Duration = Duration(value * scale)\n\n    /**

Returns a duration whose value is this duration value divided by the given [scale] number. */\n    public operator fun

div(scale: Int): Duration = Duration(value / scale)\n\n    /** Returns a duration whose value is this duration value

divided by the given [scale] number. */\n    public operator fun div(scale: Double): Duration = Duration(value /

scale)\n\n    /** Returns a number that is the ratio of this and [other] duration values. */\n    public operator fun

div(other: Duration): Double = this.value / other.value\n\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is less than zero.

*/\n    public fun isNegative(): Boolean = value < 0\n\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is greater than zero.

*/\n    public fun isPositive(): Boolean = value > 0\n\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is infinite. */\n

public fun isInfinite(): Boolean = value.isInfinite()\n\n    /** Returns true, if the duration value is finite. */\n    public

fun isFinite(): Boolean = value.isFinite()\n\n    /** Returns the absolute value of this value. The returned value is

always non-negative. */\n    public val absoluteValue: Duration get() = if (isNegative()) -this else this\n\n    override

fun compareTo(other: Duration): Int = this.value.compareTo(other.value)\n\n\n    // splitting to components\n\n

/**\n     * Splits this duration into days, hours, minutes, seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action]

with these components.\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the result of this function.\n     *\n     * -

`nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than

1_000_000_000;\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this duration, and its absolute value is

less than 60;\n     * - `minutes` represents the whole number of minutes in this duration, and its absolute value is less

than 60;\n     * - `hours` represents the whole number of hours in this duration, and its absolute value is less than

24;\n     * - `days` represents the whole number of days in this duration.\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Int] range,

i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\n

*/\n    public inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (days: Int, hours: Int, minutes: Int, seconds: Int, nanoseconds:

Int) -> T): T {\n        contract { callsInPlace(action, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n        return

action(inDays.toInt(), hoursComponent, minutesComponent, secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Splits this duration into hours, minutes, seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action]

with these components.\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the result of this function.\n     *\n     * -

`nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than

1_000_000_000;\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this duration, and its absolute value is

less than 60;\n     * - `minutes` represents the whole number of minutes in this duration, and its absolute value is less

than 60;\n     * - `hours` represents the whole number of hours in this duration.\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Int]

range, i.e. it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\n     *   it is coerced into that

range.\n     */\n    public inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (hours: Int, minutes: Int, seconds: Int, nanoseconds:

Int) -> T): T {\n        contract { callsInPlace(action, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n        return

action(inHours.toInt(), minutesComponent, secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Splits this duration into minutes, seconds, and nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these

components.\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the result of this function.\n     *\n     * - `nanoseconds`

represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\n

* - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this duration, and its absolute value is less than 60;\n     * -

`minutes` represents the whole number of minutes in this duration.\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Int] range, i.e.

it's greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE] or less than [Int.MIN_VALUE],\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\n     */\n

public inline fun <T> toComponents(action: (minutes: Int, seconds: Int, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T {\n        contract

{ callsInPlace(action, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n        return action(inMinutes.toInt(),

secondsComponent, nanosecondsComponent)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Splits this duration into seconds, and

nanoseconds and executes the given [action] with these components.\n     * The result of [action] is returned as the

result of this function.\n     *\n     * - `nanoseconds` represents the whole number of nanoseconds in this duration,
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and its absolute value is less than 1_000_000_000;\n     * - `seconds` represents the whole number of seconds in this

duration.\n     *   If the value doesn't fit in [Long] range, i.e. it's greater than [Long.MAX_VALUE] or less than

[Long.MIN_VALUE],\n     *   it is coerced into that range.\n     */\n    public inline fun <T> toComponents(action:

(seconds: Long, nanoseconds: Int) -> T): T {\n        contract { callsInPlace(action,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE) }\n        return action(inSeconds.toLong(), nanosecondsComponent)\n    }\n\n

@PublishedApi\n    internal val hoursComponent: Int get() = (inHours % 24).toInt()\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal

val minutesComponent: Int get() = (inMinutes % 60).toInt()\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal val

secondsComponent: Int get() = (inSeconds % 60).toInt()\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal val

nanosecondsComponent: Int get() = (inNanoseconds % 1e9).toInt()\n\n\n    // conversion to units\n\n    /** Returns

the value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of the specified [unit]. */\n    public fun toDouble(unit:

DurationUnit): Double = convertDurationUnit(value, storageUnit, unit)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the value of this

duration expressed as a [Long] number of the specified [unit].\n     *\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of

[Long] type, it is coerced into that range, see the conversion [Double.toLong] for details.\n     */\n    public fun

toLong(unit: DurationUnit): Long = toDouble(unit).toLong()\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the value of this duration

expressed as an [Int] number of the specified [unit].\n     *\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of [Int] type, it is

coerced into that range, see the conversion [Double.toInt] for details.\n     */\n    public fun toInt(unit: DurationUnit):

Int = toDouble(unit).toInt()\n\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of days. */\n

public val inDays: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.DAYS)\n\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as

a [Double] number of hours. */\n    public val inHours: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.HOURS)\n\n    /**

The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of minutes. */\n    public val inMinutes: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\n\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of seconds.

*/\n    public val inSeconds: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\n\n    /** The value of this duration

expressed as a [Double] number of milliseconds. */\n    public val inMilliseconds: Double get() =

toDouble(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\n\n    /** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of

microseconds. */\n    public val inMicroseconds: Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\n\n

/** The value of this duration expressed as a [Double] number of nanoseconds. */\n    public val inNanoseconds:

Double get() = toDouble(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\n\n    // shortcuts\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the value of

this duration expressed as a [Long] number of nanoseconds.\n     *\n     * If the value doesn't fit in the range of

[Long] type, it is coerced into that range, see the conversion [Double.toLong] for details.\n     *\n     * The range of

durations that can be expressed as a `Long` number of nanoseconds is approximately \u00b1292 years.\n     */\n

public fun toLongNanoseconds(): Long = toLong(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the

value of this duration expressed as a [Long] number of milliseconds.\n     *\n     * The value is coerced to the range

of [Long] type, if it doesn't fit in that range, see the conversion [Double.toLong] for details.\n     *\n     * The range

of durations that can be expressed as a `Long` number of milliseconds is approximately \u00b1292 million years.\n

 */\n    public fun toLongMilliseconds(): Long = toLong(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a

string representation of this duration value expressed in the unit which yields the most compact and readable number

value.\n     *\n     * Special cases:\n     *  - zero duration is formatted as `\"0s\"`\n     *  - the infinite duration is

formatted as `\"Infinity\"` without unit\n     *  - very small durations (less than 1e-15 s) are expressed in seconds and

formatted in scientific notation\n     *  - very big durations (more than 1e+7 days) are expressed in days and

formatted in scientific notation\n     *\n     * @return the value of duration in the automatically determined unit

followed by that unit abbreviated name: `d`, `h`, `m`, `s`, `ms`, `us`, or `ns`.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.time.Durations.toStringDefault\n     */\n    override fun toString(): String = when {\n        isInfinite() ->

value.toString()\n        value == 0.0 -> \"0s\"\n        else -> {\n            val absNs = absoluteValue.inNanoseconds\n

      var scientific = false\n            var maxDecimals = 0\n            val unit = when {\n                absNs < 1e-6 ->

DurationUnit.SECONDS.also { scientific = true }\n                absNs < 1 -> DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS.also {

maxDecimals = 7 }\n                absNs < 1e3 -> DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS\n                absNs < 1e6 ->

DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS\n                absNs < 1e9 -> DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS\n                absNs <

1000e9 -> DurationUnit.SECONDS\n                absNs < 60_000e9 -> DurationUnit.MINUTES\n                absNs <
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3600_000e9 -> DurationUnit.HOURS\n                absNs < 86400e9 * 1e7 -> DurationUnit.DAYS\n                else ->

DurationUnit.DAYS.also { scientific = true }\n            }\n            val value = toDouble(unit)\n            when {\n

    scientific -> formatScientific(value)\n                maxDecimals > 0 -> formatUpToDecimals(value,

maxDecimals)\n                else -> formatToExactDecimals(value, precision(abs(value)))\n            } +

unit.shortName()\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun precision(value: Double): Int = when {\n        value < 1 -> 3\n

value < 10 -> 2\n        value < 100 -> 1\n        else -> 0\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a string representation of this

duration value expressed in the given [unit]\n     * and formatted with the specified [decimals] number of digits after

decimal point.\n     *\n     * Special cases:\n     *  - the infinite duration is formatted as `\"Infinity\"` without unit\n

*\n     * @return the value of duration in the specified [unit] followed by that unit abbreviated name: `d`, `h`, `m`,

`s`, `ms`, `us`, or `ns`.\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if [decimals] is less than zero.\n     *\n     *

@sample samples.time.Durations.toStringDecimals\n     */\n    public fun toString(unit: DurationUnit, decimals: Int

= 0): String {\n        require(decimals >= 0) { \"decimals must be not negative, but was $decimals\" }\n        if

(isInfinite()) return value.toString()\n        val number = toDouble(unit)\n        return when {\n            abs(number) <

1e14 -> formatToExactDecimals(number, decimals.coerceAtMost(12))\n            else -> formatScientific(number)\n

    } + unit.shortName()\n    }\n\n\n    /**\n     * Returns an ISO-8601 based string representation of this duration.\n

*\n     * The returned value is presented in the format `PThHmMs.fS`, where `h`, `m`, `s` are the integer components

of this duration (see [toComponents])\n     * and `f` is a fractional part of second. Depending on the roundness of the

value the fractional part can be formatted with either\n     * 0, 3, 6, or 9 decimal digits.\n     *\n     * If the hours

component absolute value of this duration is greater than [Int.MAX_VALUE], it is replaced with

[Int.MAX_VALUE],\n     * so the infinite duration is formatted as `\"PT2147483647H\".\n     *\n     * Negative

durations are indicated with the sign `-` in the beginning of the returned string, for example, `\"-PT5M30S\"`.\n

*\n     * @sample samples.time.Durations.toIsoString\n     */\n    @OptIn(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n    public

fun toIsoString(): String = buildString {\n        if (isNegative()) append('-')\n        append(\"PT\")\n

absoluteValue.toComponents { hours, minutes, seconds, nanoseconds ->\n            val hasHours = hours != 0\n

val hasSeconds = seconds != 0 || nanoseconds != 0\n            val hasMinutes = minutes != 0 || (hasSeconds &&

hasHours)\n            if (hasHours) {\n                append(hours).append('H')\n            }\n            if (hasMinutes) {\n

       append(minutes).append('M')\n            }\n            if (hasSeconds || (!hasHours && !hasMinutes)) {\n

append(seconds)\n                if (nanoseconds != 0) {\n                    append('.')\n                    val nss =

nanoseconds.toString().padStart(9, '0')\n                    when {\n                        nanoseconds % 1_000_000 == 0 ->

appendRange(nss, 0, 3)\n                        nanoseconds % 1_000 == 0 -> appendRange(nss, 0, 6)\n                        else

-> append(nss)\n                    }\n                }\n                append('S')\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n}\n\n// constructing

from number of units\n// extension functions\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of the specified

[unit]. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic fun Int.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration =

toDouble().toDuration(unit)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of the specified [unit].

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic fun Long.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration =

toDouble().toDuration(unit)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of the specified [unit].

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic fun Double.toDuration(unit: DurationUnit): Duration =

Duration(convertDurationUnit(this, unit, storageUnit))\n\n// constructing from number of units\n// extension

properties\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of nanoseconds.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Int.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

nanoseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Long.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

nanoseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Double.nanoseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of

microseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Int.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

microseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Long.microseconds get() =
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toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

microseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Double.microseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of

milliseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Int.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of

milliseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Long.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of

milliseconds. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Double.milliseconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of seconds.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Int.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of seconds.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Long.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of seconds.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Double.seconds get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.SECONDS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of minutes.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Int.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of minutes.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Long.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of minutes.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Double.minutes get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.MINUTES)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of hours.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Int.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of hours.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Long.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of hours.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Double.hours get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.HOURS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Int] number of days.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Int.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Long] number of days.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Long.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\n\n/** Returns a [Duration] equal to this [Double] number of days.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic val Double.days get() =

toDuration(DurationUnit.DAYS)\n\n\n/** Returns a duration whose value is the specified [duration] value

multiplied by this number. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun Int.times(duration: Duration): Duration = duration * this\n\n/** Returns a duration whose value

is the specified [duration] value multiplied by this number.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

Double.times(duration: Duration): Duration = duration * this\n\n\ninternal expect fun

formatToExactDecimals(value: Double, decimals: Int): String\ninternal expect fun formatUpToDecimals(value:

Double, decimals: Int): String\ninternal expect fun formatScientific(value: Double): String","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass()\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"DurationUnitKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.time\n\n\n/**\n * The list of possible time measurement units, in which a duration can be expressed.\n *\n *

The smallest time unit is [NANOSECONDS] and the largest is [DAYS], which corresponds to exactly 24

[HOURS].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic expect enum class DurationUnit {\n    /**\n

* Time unit representing one nanosecond, which is 1/1000 of a microsecond.\n     */\n    NANOSECONDS,\n

/**\n     * Time unit representing one microsecond, which is 1/1000 of a millisecond.\n     */\n
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MICROSECONDS,\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one millisecond, which is 1/1000 of a second.\n     */\n

MILLISECONDS,\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one second.\n     */\n    SECONDS,\n    /**\n     * Time unit

representing one minute.\n     */\n    MINUTES,\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one hour.\n     */\n

HOURS,\n    /**\n     * Time unit representing one day, which is always equal to 24 hours.\n     */\n

DAYS;\n}\n\n/** Converts the given time duration [value] expressed in the specified [sourceUnit] into the specified

[targetUnit]. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal expect fun convertDurationUnit(value:

Double, sourceUnit: DurationUnit, targetUnit: DurationUnit):

Double\n\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal fun DurationUnit.shortName(): String = when

(this) {\n    DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS -> \"ns\"\n    DurationUnit.MICROSECONDS -> \"us\"\n

DurationUnit.MILLISECONDS -> \"ms\"\n    DurationUnit.SECONDS -> \"s\"\n    DurationUnit.MINUTES ->

\"m\"\n    DurationUnit.HOURS -> \"h\"\n    DurationUnit.DAYS -> \"d\"\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019

JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.time\n\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\n\n/**\n * This annotation marks the experimental preview of the standard

library API for measuring time and working with durations.\n *\n * > Note that this API is in a preview state and has

a very high chance of being changed in the future.\n * Do not use it if you develop a library since your library will

become binary incompatible\n * with the future versions of the standard library.\n *\n * Any usage of a declaration

annotated with `@ExperimentalTime` must be accepted either by\n * annotating that usage with the [OptIn]

annotation, e.g. `@OptIn(ExperimentalTime::class)`,\n * or by using the compiler argument `-Xopt-

in=kotlin.time.ExperimentalTime`.\n */\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.ERROR)\n@RequiresOptIn(level =

RequiresOptIn.Level.ERROR)\n@MustBeDocumented\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(\n

 CLASS,\n    ANNOTATION_CLASS,\n    PROPERTY,\n    FIELD,\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\n

VALUE_PARAMETER,\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\n    FUNCTION,\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\n

PROPERTY_SETTER,\n    TYPEALIAS\n)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\npublic annotation class

ExperimentalTime\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.time\n\n/**\n * A source of time for measuring time intervals.\n

*\n * The only operation provided by the time source is [markNow]. It returns a [TimeMark], which can be used to

query the elapsed time later.\n *\n * @see [measureTime]\n * @see [measureTimedValue]\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic interface TimeSource {\n    /**\n     * Marks a point in

time on this time source.\n     *\n     * The returned [TimeMark] instance encapsulates the captured time point and

allows querying\n     * the duration of time interval [elapsed][TimeMark.elapsedNow] from that point.\n     */\n

public fun markNow(): TimeMark\n\n    /**\n     * The most precise time source available in the platform.\n     *\n

* This time source returns its readings from a source of monotonic time when it is available in a target platform,\n

* and resorts to a non-monotonic time source otherwise.\n     */\n    public object Monotonic : TimeSource by

MonotonicTimeSource {\n        override fun toString(): String = MonotonicTimeSource.toString()\n    }\n\n\n

public companion object {\n\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Represents a time point notched on a particular [TimeSource].

Remains bound to the time source it was taken from\n * and allows querying for the duration of time elapsed from

that point (see the function [elapsedNow]).\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic abstract class

TimeMark {\n    /**\n     * Returns the amount of time passed from this mark measured with the time source from

which this mark was taken.\n     *\n     * Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent

invocations.\n     */\n    public abstract fun elapsedNow(): Duration\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a time mark on the same

time source that is ahead of this time mark by the specified [duration].\n     *\n     * The returned time mark is more

_late_ when the [duration] is positive, and more _early_ when the [duration] is negative.\n     */\n    public open

operator fun plus(duration: Duration): TimeMark = AdjustedTimeMark(this, duration)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a

time mark on the same time source that is behind this time mark by the specified [duration].\n     *\n     * The

returned time mark is more _early_ when the [duration] is positive, and more _late_ when the [duration] is
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negative.\n     */\n    public open operator fun minus(duration: Duration): TimeMark = plus(-duration)\n\n\n    /**\n

 * Returns true if this time mark has passed according to the time source from which this mark was taken.\n     *\n

* Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent invocations.\n     * If the time source is

monotonic, it can change only from `false` to `true`, namely, when the time mark becomes behind the current point

of the time source.\n     */\n    public fun hasPassedNow(): Boolean = !elapsedNow().isNegative()\n\n    /**\n     *

Returns false if this time mark has not passed according to the time source from which this mark was taken.\n     *\n

  * Note that the value returned by this function can change on subsequent invocations.\n     * If the time source is

monotonic, it can change only from `true` to `false`, namely, when the time mark becomes behind the current point

of the time source.\n     */\n    public fun hasNotPassedNow(): Boolean =

elapsedNow().isNegative()\n}\n\n\n@ExperimentalTime\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@

Deprecated(\n    \"Subtracting one TimeMark from another is not a well defined operation because these time marks

could have been obtained from the different time sources.\",\n    level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR\n)\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic inline operator fun

TimeMark.minus(other: TimeMark): Duration = throw Error(\"Operation is

disallowed.\")\n\n@ExperimentalTime\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Deprecated(\n

\"Comparing one TimeMark to another is not a well defined operation because these time marks could have been

obtained from the different time sources.\",\n    level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR\n)\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic inline operator fun

TimeMark.compareTo(other: TimeMark): Int = throw Error(\"Operation is

disallowed.\")\n\n\n@ExperimentalTime\nprivate class AdjustedTimeMark(val mark: TimeMark, val adjustment:

Duration) : TimeMark() {\n    override fun elapsedNow(): Duration = mark.elapsedNow() - adjustment\n\n

override fun plus(duration: Duration): TimeMark = AdjustedTimeMark(mark, adjustment +

duration)\n}\n\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@Deprecated(\"Use TimeSource interface

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"TimeSource\", \"kotlin.time.TimeSource\"), DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic typealias

Clock = TimeSource\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@Deprecated(\"Use TimeMark class

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"TimeMark\", \"kotlin.time.TimeMark\"), DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic typealias

ClockMark = TimeMark\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.time\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\ninternal

expect object MonotonicTimeSource : TimeSource\n\n/**\n * An abstract class used to implement time sources that

return their readings as [Long] values in the specified [unit].\n *\n * @property unit The unit in which this time

source's readings are expressed.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic abstract class

AbstractLongTimeSource(protected val unit: DurationUnit) : TimeSource {\n    /**\n     * This protected method

should be overridden to return the current reading of the time source expressed as a [Long] number\n     * in the unit

specified by the [unit] property.\n     */\n    protected abstract fun read(): Long\n\n    private class

LongTimeMark(private val startedAt: Long, private val timeSource: AbstractLongTimeSource, private val offset:

Duration) : TimeMark() {\n        override fun elapsedNow(): Duration = (timeSource.read() -

startedAt).toDuration(timeSource.unit) - offset\n        override fun plus(duration: Duration): TimeMark =

LongTimeMark(startedAt, timeSource, offset + duration)\n    }\n\n    override fun markNow(): TimeMark =

LongTimeMark(read(), this, Duration.ZERO)\n}\n\n/**\n * An abstract class used to implement time sources that

return their readings as [Double] values in the specified [unit].\n *\n * @property unit The unit in which this time

source's readings are expressed.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic abstract class

AbstractDoubleTimeSource(protected val unit: DurationUnit) : TimeSource {\n    /**\n     * This protected method

should be overridden to return the current reading of the time source expressed as a [Double] number\n     * in the

unit specified by the [unit] property.\n     */\n    protected abstract fun read(): Double\n\n    private class

DoubleTimeMark(private val startedAt: Double, private val timeSource: AbstractDoubleTimeSource, private val

offset: Duration) : TimeMark() {\n        override fun elapsedNow(): Duration = (timeSource.read() -

startedAt).toDuration(timeSource.unit) - offset\n        override fun plus(duration: Duration): TimeMark =
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DoubleTimeMark(startedAt, timeSource, offset + duration)\n    }\n\n    override fun markNow(): TimeMark =

DoubleTimeMark(read(), this, Duration.ZERO)\n}\n\n/**\n * A time source that has programmatically updatable

readings. It is useful as a predictable source of time in tests.\n *\n * The current reading value can be advanced by

the specified duration amount with the operator [plusAssign]:\n *\n * ```\n * val timeSource = TestTimeSource()\n *

timeSource += 10.seconds\n * ```\n *\n * Implementation note: the current reading value is stored as a [Long]

number of nanoseconds,\n * thus it's capable to represent a time range of approximately \u00b1292 years.\n *

Should the reading value overflow as the result of [plusAssign] operation, an [IllegalStateException] is thrown.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic class TestTimeSource : AbstractLongTimeSource(unit =

DurationUnit.NANOSECONDS) {\n    private var reading: Long = 0L\n\n    override fun read(): Long = reading\n\n

  /**\n     * Advances the current reading value of this time source by the specified [duration].\n     *\n     * [duration]

value is rounded down towards zero when converting it to a [Long] number of nanoseconds.\n     * For example, if

the duration being added is `0.6.nanoseconds`, the reading doesn't advance because\n     * the duration value is

rounded to zero nanoseconds.\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalStateException when the reading value overflows as the

result of this operation.\n     */\n    public operator fun plusAssign(duration: Duration) {\n        val delta =

duration.toDouble(unit)\n        val longDelta = delta.toLong()\n        reading = if (longDelta != Long.MIN_VALUE

&& longDelta != Long.MAX_VALUE) {\n            // when delta fits in long, add it as long\n            val newReading

= reading + longDelta\n            if (reading xor longDelta >= 0 && reading xor newReading < 0)

overflow(duration)\n            newReading\n        } else {\n            // when delta is greater than long, add it as double\n

          val newReading = reading + delta\n            if (newReading > Long.MAX_VALUE || newReading <

Long.MIN_VALUE) overflow(duration)\n            newReading.toLong()\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun

overflow(duration: Duration) {\n        throw IllegalStateException(\"TestTimeSource will overflow if its reading

${reading}ns is advanced by $duration.\")\n

}\n}\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@Deprecated(\"Use TimeSource.Monotonic instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"TimeSource.Monotonic\", \"kotlin.time.TimeSource\"), DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic

typealias MonoClock =

TimeSource.Monotonic\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@Deprecated(\"Use

AbstractLongTimeSource instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"AbstractLongTimeSource\",

\"kotlin.time.AbstractLongTimeSource\"), DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic typealias AbstractLongClock =

AbstractLongTimeSource\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@Deprecated(\"Use

AbstractDoubleTimeSource instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"AbstractDoubleTimeSource\",

\"kotlin.time.AbstractDoubleTimeSource\"), DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic typealias AbstractDoubleClock =

AbstractDoubleTimeSource\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\n@Deprecated(\"Use TestTimeSource

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"TestTimeSource\", \"kotlin.time.TestTimeSource\"), DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic

typealias TestClock = TestTimeSource\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming

Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.time\n\nimport kotlin.contracts.*\n\n/**\n * Executes the given

function [block] and returns the duration of elapsed time interval.\n *\n * The elapsed time is measured with

[TimeSource.Monotonic].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic inline fun

measureTime(block: () -> Unit): Duration {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return TimeSource.Monotonic.measureTime(block)\n}\n\n\n/**\n *

Executes the given function [block] and returns the duration of elapsed time interval.\n *\n * The elapsed time is

measured with the specified `this` [TimeSource] instance.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic inline fun TimeSource.measureTime(block: () -> Unit):

Duration {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n\n    val mark =

markNow()\n    block()\n    return mark.elapsedNow()\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Data class representing a result of executing

an action, along with the duration of elapsed time interval.\n *\n * @property value the result of the action.\n *

@property duration the time elapsed to execute the action.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic data class TimedValue<T>(val value: T, val duration:
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Duration)\n\n/**\n * Executes the given function [block] and returns an instance of [TimedValue] class, containing

both\n * the result of the function execution and the duration of elapsed time interval.\n *\n * The elapsed time is

measured with [TimeSource.Monotonic].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic inline fun <T>

measureTimedValue(block: () -> T): TimedValue<T> {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(block,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n\n    return

TimeSource.Monotonic.measureTimedValue(block)\n}\n\n/**\n * Executes the given [block] and returns an

instance of [TimedValue] class, containing both\n * the result of function execution and the duration of elapsed time

interval.\n *\n * The elapsed time is measured with the specified `this` [TimeSource] instance.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalTime\npublic inline fun <T> TimeSource.measureTimedValue(block: ()

-> T): TimedValue<T> {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n\n

val mark = markNow()\n    val result = block()\n    return TimedValue(result, mark.elapsedNow())\n}\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is

governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.*\nimport kotlin.coroutines.intrinsics.*\n\n/**\n * Defines deep recursive function

that keeps its stack on the heap,\n * which allows very deep recursive computations that do not use the actual call

stack.\n * To initiate a call to this deep recursive function use its [invoke] function.\n * As a rule of thumb, it should

be used if recursion goes deeper than a thousand calls.\n *\n * The [DeepRecursiveFunction] takes one parameter of

type [T] and returns a result of type [R].\n * The [block] of code defines the body of a recursive function. In this

block\n * [callRecursive][DeepRecursiveScope.callRecursive] function can be used to make a recursive call\n * to

the declared function. Other instances of [DeepRecursiveFunction] can be called\n * in this scope with

`callRecursive` extension, too.\n *\n * For example, take a look at the following recursive tree class and a deeply\n *

recursive instance of this tree with 100K nodes:\n *\n * ```\n * class Tree(val left: Tree? = null, val right: Tree? =

null)\n * val deepTree = generateSequence(Tree()) { Tree(it) }.take(100_000).last()\n * ```\n *\n * A regular

recursive function can be defined to compute a depth of a tree:\n *\n * ```\n * fun depth(t: Tree?): Int =\n *     if (t ==

null) 0 else max(depth(t.left), depth(t.right)) + 1\n * println(depth(deepTree)) // StackOverflowError\n * ```\n *\n *

If this `depth` function is called for a `deepTree` it produces [StackOverflowError] because of deep recursion.\n *

However, the `depth` function can be rewritten using `DeepRecursiveFunction` in the following way, and then\n * it

successfully computes [`depth(deepTree)`][DeepRecursiveFunction.invoke] expression:\n *\n * ```\n * val depth =

DeepRecursiveFunction<Tree?, Int> { t ->\n *     if (t == null) 0 else max(callRecursive(t.left),

callRecursive(t.right)) + 1\n * }\n * println(depth(deepTree)) // Ok\n * ```\n *\n * Deep recursive functions can also

mutually call each other using a heap for the stack via\n * [callRecursive][DeepRecursiveScope.callRecursive]

extension. For example, the\n * following pair of mutually recursive functions computes the number of tree nodes at

even depth in the tree.\n *\n * ```\n * val mutualRecursion = object {\n *     val even:

DeepRecursiveFunction<Tree?, Int> = DeepRecursiveFunction { t ->\n *         if (t == null) 0 else

odd.callRecursive(t.left) + odd.callRecursive(t.right) + 1\n *     }\n *     val odd: DeepRecursiveFunction<Tree?,

Int> = DeepRecursiveFunction { t ->\n *         if (t == null) 0 else even.callRecursive(t.left) +

even.callRecursive(t.right)\n *     }\n * }\n * ```\n *\n * @param [T] the function parameter type.\n * @param [R]

the function result type.\n * @param block the function body.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic class DeepRecursiveFunction<T, R>(\n    internal val

block: suspend DeepRecursiveScope<T, R>.(T) -> R\n)\n\n/**\n * Initiates a call to this deep recursive function,

forming a root of the call tree.\n *\n * This operator should not be used from inside of [DeepRecursiveScope] as it

uses the call stack slot for\n * initial recursive invocation. From inside of [DeepRecursiveScope] use\n *

[callRecursive][DeepRecursiveScope.callRecursive].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic operator fun <T, R> DeepRecursiveFunction<T,

R>.invoke(value: T): R =\n    DeepRecursiveScopeImpl<T, R>(block, value).runCallLoop()\n\n/**\n * A scope

class for [DeepRecursiveFunction] function declaration that defines [callRecursive] methods to\n * recursively call

this function or another [DeepRecursiveFunction] putting the call activation frame on the heap.\n *\n * @param [T]

function parameter type.\n * @param [R] function result type.\n
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*/\n@RestrictsSuspension\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic sealed class

DeepRecursiveScope<T, R> {\n    /**\n     * Makes recursive call to this [DeepRecursiveFunction] function putting

the call activation frame on the heap,\n     * as opposed to the actual call stack that is used by a regular recursive

call.\n     */\n    public abstract suspend fun callRecursive(value: T): R\n\n    /**\n     * Makes call to the specified

[DeepRecursiveFunction] function putting the call activation frame on the heap,\n     * as opposed to the actual call

stack that is used by a regular call.\n     */\n    public abstract suspend fun <U, S> DeepRecursiveFunction<U,

S>.callRecursive(value: U): S\n\n    @Deprecated(\n        level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR,\n        message =\n

\"'invoke' should not be called from DeepRecursiveScope. \" +\n                \"Use 'callRecursive' to do recursion in

the heap instead of the call stack.\",\n        replaceWith = ReplaceWith(\"this.callRecursive(value)\")\n    )\n

@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\n    public operator fun DeepRecursiveFunction<*, *>.invoke(value:

Any?): Nothing =\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Should not be called from

DeepRecursiveScope\")\n}\n\n// ================== Implementation

==================\n\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\nprivate typealias DeepRecursiveFunctionBlock = suspend

DeepRecursiveScope<*, *>.(Any?) -> Any?\n\nprivate val UNDEFINED_RESULT =

Result.success(COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\n\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibAp

i\nprivate class DeepRecursiveScopeImpl<T, R>(\n    block: suspend DeepRecursiveScope<T, R>.(T) -> R,\n

value: T\n) : DeepRecursiveScope<T, R>(), Continuation<R> {\n    // Active function block\n    private var

function: DeepRecursiveFunctionBlock = block as DeepRecursiveFunctionBlock\n\n    // Value to call function

with\n    private var value: Any? = value\n\n    // Continuation of the current call\n    private var cont:

Continuation<Any?>? = this as Continuation<Any?>\n\n    // Completion result (completion of the whole call

stack)\n    private var result: Result<Any?> = UNDEFINED_RESULT\n\n    override val context:

CoroutineContext\n        get() = EmptyCoroutineContext\n\n    override fun resumeWith(result: Result<R>) {\n

this.cont = null\n        this.result = result\n    }\n\n    override suspend fun callRecursive(value: T): R =

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { cont ->\n        // calling the same function that is currently active\n

this.cont = cont as Continuation<Any?>\n        this.value = value\n        COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n    }\n\n

override suspend fun <U, S> DeepRecursiveFunction<U, S>.callRecursive(value: U): S =

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { cont ->\n        // calling another recursive function\n        val function =

block as DeepRecursiveFunctionBlock\n        with(this@DeepRecursiveScopeImpl) {\n            val currentFunction

= this.function\n            if (function !== currentFunction) {\n                // calling a different function -- create a

trampoline to restore function ref\n                this.function = function\n                this.cont =

crossFunctionCompletion(currentFunction, cont as Continuation<Any?>)\n            } else {\n                // calling the

same function -- direct\n                this.cont = cont as Continuation<Any?>\n            }\n            this.value = value\n

   }\n        COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n    }\n\n    private fun crossFunctionCompletion(\n        currentFunction:

DeepRecursiveFunctionBlock,\n        cont: Continuation<Any?>\n    ): Continuation<Any?> =

Continuation(EmptyCoroutineContext) {\n        this.function = currentFunction\n        // When going back from a

trampoline we cannot just call cont.resume (stack usage!)\n        // We delegate the cont.resumeWith(it) call to

runCallLoop\n        this.cont = cont\n        this.result = it\n    }\n\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    fun

runCallLoop(): R {\n        while (true) {\n            // Note: cont is set to null in DeepRecursiveScopeImpl.resumeWith

when the whole computation completes\n            val result = this.result\n            val cont = this.cont\n                ?:

return (result as Result<R>).getOrThrow() // done -- final result\n            // The order of comparison is important

here for that case of rogue class with broken equals\n            if (UNDEFINED_RESULT == result) {\n                //

call \"function\" with \"value\" using \"cont\" as completion\n                val r = try {\n                    // This is

block.startCoroutine(this, value, cont)\n                    function.startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(this, value,

cont)\n                } catch (e: Throwable) {\n                    cont.resumeWithException(e)\n                    continue\n

     }\n                // If the function returns without suspension -- calls its continuation immediately\n                if (r !==

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\n                    cont.resume(r as R)\n            } else {\n                // we returned from a

crossFunctionCompletion trampoline -- call resume here\n                this.result = UNDEFINED_RESULT // reset

result back\n                cont.resumeWith(result)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018
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JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the

Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code value for the object or zero if the object is `null`.\n *\n *

@see Any.hashCode\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Any?.hashCode(): Int =

this?.hashCode() ?: 0\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * Represents a version of the Kotlin standard library.\n

*\n * [major], [minor] and [patch] are integer components of a version,\n * they must be non-negative and not

greater than 255 ([MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE]).\n *\n * @constructor Creates a version from all three

components.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic class KotlinVersion(val major: Int, val minor: Int, val patch: Int) :

Comparable<KotlinVersion> {\n    /**\n     * Creates a version from [major] and [minor] components, leaving

[patch] component zero.\n     */\n    public constructor(major: Int, minor: Int) : this(major, minor, 0)\n\n    private val

version = versionOf(major, minor, patch)\n\n    private fun versionOf(major: Int, minor: Int, patch: Int): Int {\n

require(major in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE && minor in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE && patch in

0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE) {\n            \"Version components are out of range: $major.$minor.$patch\"\n

}\n        return major.shl(16) + minor.shl(8) + patch\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the string representation of this

version\n     */\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$major.$minor.$patch\"\n\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean {\n        if (this === other) return true\n        val otherVersion = (other as? KotlinVersion) ?: return

false\n        return this.version == otherVersion.version\n    }\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = version\n\n

override fun compareTo(other: KotlinVersion): Int = version - other.version\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if this

version is not less than the version specified\n     * with the provided [major] and [minor] components.\n     */\n

public fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int): Boolean = // this.version >= versionOf(major, minor, 0)\n

this.major > major || (this.major == major &&\n                this.minor >= minor)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if this

version is not less than the version specified\n     * with the provided [major], [minor] and [patch] components.\n

*/\n    public fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int, patch: Int): Boolean = // this.version >= versionOf(major, minor,

patch)\n        this.major > major || (this.major == major &&\n                (this.minor > minor || this.minor == minor

&&\n                        this.patch >= patch))\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         * Maximum value a version

component can have, a constant value 255.\n         */\n        // NOTE: Must be placed before CURRENT because its

initialization requires this field being initialized in JS\n        public const val MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE =

255\n\n        /**\n         * Returns the current version of the Kotlin standard library.\n         */\n

@kotlin.jvm.JvmField\n        public val CURRENT: KotlinVersion = KotlinVersionCurrentValue.get()\n

}\n}\n\n// this class is ignored during classpath normalization when considering whether to recompile dependencies

in Kotlin build\nprivate object KotlinVersionCurrentValue {\n    @kotlin.jvm.JvmStatic\n    fun get():

KotlinVersion = KotlinVersion(1, 4, 32) // value is written here automatically during build\n}","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LateinitKt\")\n@file:Suppress(\"unused\")\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\nimport kotlin.internal.AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty0\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this lateinit property has been assigned a value, and `false`

otherwise.\n *\n * Cannot be used in an inline function, to avoid binary compatibility issues.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\ninline val @receiver:AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral

KProperty0<*>.isInitialized: Boolean\n    get() = throw NotImplementedError(\"Implementation is

intrinsic\")\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use

of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LazyKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty\n\n/**\n * Represents a value with lazy initialization.\n *\n * To create an instance of

[Lazy] use the [lazy] function.\n */\npublic interface Lazy<out T> {\n    /**\n     * Gets the lazily initialized value of

the current Lazy instance.\n     * Once the value was initialized it must not change during the rest of lifetime of this
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Lazy instance.\n     */\n    public val value: T\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if a value for this Lazy instance has been

already initialized, and `false` otherwise.\n     * Once this function has returned `true` it stays `true` for the rest of

lifetime of this Lazy instance.\n     */\n    public fun isInitialized(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of

the [Lazy] that is already initialized with the specified [value].\n */\npublic fun <T> lazyOf(value: T): Lazy<T> =

InitializedLazyImpl(value)\n\n/**\n * An extension to delegate a read-only property of type [T] to an instance of

[Lazy].\n *\n * This extension allows to use instances of Lazy for property delegation:\n * `val property: String by

lazy { initializer }`\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Lazy<T>.getValue(thisRef:

Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T = value\n\n/**\n * Specifies how a [Lazy] instance synchronizes initialization

among multiple threads.\n */\npublic enum class LazyThreadSafetyMode {\n\n    /**\n     * Locks are used to ensure

that only a single thread can initialize the [Lazy] instance.\n     */\n    SYNCHRONIZED,\n\n    /**\n     * Initializer

function can be called several times on concurrent access to uninitialized [Lazy] instance value,\n     * but only the

first returned value will be used as the value of [Lazy] instance.\n     */\n    PUBLICATION,\n\n    /**\n     * No

locks are used to synchronize an access to the [Lazy] instance value; if the instance is accessed from multiple

threads, its behavior is undefined.\n     *\n     * This mode should not be used unless the [Lazy] instance is

guaranteed never to be initialized from more than one thread.\n     */\n    NONE,\n}\n\n\ninternal object

UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\n\n// internal to be called from lazy in JS\ninternal class UnsafeLazyImpl<out

T>(initializer: () -> T) : Lazy<T>, Serializable {\n    private var initializer: (() -> T)? = initializer\n    private var

_value: Any? = UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\n\n    override val value: T\n        get() {\n            if (_value ===

UNINITIALIZED_VALUE) {\n                _value = initializer!!()\n                initializer = null\n            }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            return _value as T\n        }\n\n    override fun isInitialized():

Boolean = _value !== UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\n\n    override fun toString(): String = if (isInitialized())

value.toString() else \"Lazy value not initialized yet.\"\n\n    private fun writeReplace(): Any =

InitializedLazyImpl(value)\n}\n\ninternal class InitializedLazyImpl<out T>(override val value: T) : Lazy<T>,

Serializable {\n\n    override fun isInitialized(): Boolean = true\n\n    override fun toString(): String =

value.toString()\n\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"NumbersKt\")\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n *

Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [Int] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Int.countOneBits(): Int\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary

representation of this [Int] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Int.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in

the binary representation of this [Int] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Int.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most

significant set bit of this [Int] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Int.takeHighestOneBit(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [Int] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Int.takeLowestOneBit(): Int\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number left by the specified

[bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least

significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it

right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple

of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun
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Int.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Int\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Int] number right by the

specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number

as the most significant bits on the left side.\n *\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as

rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a

multiple of [Int.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) ==

number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun

Int.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Int\n\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this

[Long] number.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect

fun Long.countOneBits(): Int\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the

binary representation of this [Long] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Long.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in

the binary representation of this [Long] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Long.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most

significant set bit of this [Long] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Long.takeHighestOneBit(): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [Long] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\npublic expect fun

Long.takeLowestOneBit(): Long\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number left by the

specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as

the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as

rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a

multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun

Long.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Long\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [Long] number right by the

specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number

as the most significant bits on the left side.\n *\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as

rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a

multiple of [Long.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) ==

number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic expect fun

Long.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Long\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this

[Byte] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Byte.countOneBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFF).countOneBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of

consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Byte] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Byte.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFF).countLeadingZeroBits() - (Int.SIZE_BITS -

Byte.SIZE_BITS)\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary

representation of this [Byte] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Byte.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() or 0x100).countTrailingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Byte] number,\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Byte.takeHighestOneBit(): Byte = (toInt() and 0xFF).takeHighestOneBit().toByte()\n\n/**\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [Byte] number,\n * or zero, if this
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number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Byte.takeLowestOneBit(): Byte = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toByte()\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Byte] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-

n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Byte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns the same number, or

more generally\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 8)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun Byte.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Byte =\n

(toInt().shl(bitCount and 7) or (toInt() and 0xFF).ushr(8 - (bitCount and 7))).toByte()\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Byte] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The least significant bits

pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n *\n * Rotating the

number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Byte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns

the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 8)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun Byte.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Byte =\n

(toInt().shl(8 - (bitCount and 7)) or (toInt() and 0xFF).ushr(bitCount and 7)).toByte()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number

of set bits in the binary representation of this [Short] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Short.countOneBits(): Int = (toInt() and 0xFFFF).countOneBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of

consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [Short] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Short.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =\n    (toInt() and 0xFFFF).countLeadingZeroBits() - (Int.SIZE_BITS

- Short.SIZE_BITS)\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the binary

representation of this [Short] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Short.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int = (toInt() or 0x10000).countTrailingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Returns a

number having a single bit set in the position of the most significant set bit of this [Short] number,\n * or zero, if this

number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Short.takeHighestOneBit(): Short = (toInt() and 0xFFFF).takeHighestOneBit().toShort()\n\n/**\n *

Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least significant set bit of this [Short] number,\n * or

zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npubli

c inline fun Short.takeLowestOneBit(): Short = toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toShort()\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary

representation of this [Short] number left by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits

pushed out from the left side reenter the number as the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the

number left by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-

n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Short.SIZE_BITS] (16) returns the same number, or

more generally\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 16)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun Short.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): Short =\n

(toInt().shl(bitCount and 15) or (toInt() and 0xFFFF).ushr(16 - (bitCount and 15))).toShort()\n\n/**\n * Rotates the

binary representation of this [Short] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The least

significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n *\n *

Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [Short.SIZE_BITS] (16) returns

the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 16)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\npublic fun Short.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): Short =\n
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(toInt().shl(16 - (bitCount and 15)) or (toInt() and 0xFFFF).ushr(bitCount and 15)).toShort()\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"IN

VISIBLE_MEMBER\", \"INVISIBLE_REFERENCE\")\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.30\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN, versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\npublic inline fun

<R> suspend(noinline block: suspend () -> R): suspend () -> R = block\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0

license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"TuplesKt\")\n\npackage kotlin\n\n\n/**\n * Represents a generic pair of two

values.\n *\n * There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any purpose.\n * Pair exhibits

value semantics, i.e. two pairs are equal if both components are equal.\n *\n * An example of decomposing it into

values:\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.pairDestructuring\n *\n * @param A type of the first value.\n * @param

B type of the second value.\n * @property first First value.\n * @property second Second value.\n * @constructor

Creates a new instance of Pair.\n */\npublic data class Pair<out A, out B>(\n    public val first: A,\n    public val

second: B\n) : Serializable {\n\n    /**\n     * Returns string representation of the [Pair] including its [first] and

[second] values.\n     */\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first, $second)\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a tuple

of type [Pair] from this and [that].\n *\n * This can be useful for creating [Map] literals with less noise, for

example:\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\n */\npublic infix fun <A, B>

A.to(that: B): Pair<A, B> = Pair(this, that)\n\n/**\n * Converts this pair into a list.\n * @sample

samples.misc.Tuples.pairToList\n */\npublic fun <T> Pair<T, T>.toList(): List<T> = listOf(first, second)\n\n/**\n *

Represents a triad of values\n *\n * There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any

purpose.\n * Triple exhibits value semantics, i.e. two triples are equal if all three components are equal.\n * An

example of decomposing it into values:\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.tripleDestructuring\n *\n * @param A

type of the first value.\n * @param B type of the second value.\n * @param C type of the third value.\n * @property

first First value.\n * @property second Second value.\n * @property third Third value.\n */\npublic data class

Triple<out A, out B, out C>(\n    public val first: A,\n    public val second: B,\n    public val third: C\n) : Serializable

{\n\n    /**\n     * Returns string representation of the [Triple] including its [first], [second] and [third] values.\n

*/\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first, $second, $third)\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this triple into a

list.\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.tripleToList\n */\npublic fun <T> Triple<T, T, T>.toList(): List<T> =

listOf(first, second, third)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language

contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin.ranges\n\n\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.*\n\n/**\n * A range of values of type `UInt`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic class UIntRange(start: UInt, endInclusive: UInt)

: UIntProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<UInt> {\n    override val start: UInt get() = first\n    override

val endInclusive: UInt get() = last\n\n    override fun contains(value: UInt): Boolean = first <= value && value <=

last\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is UIntRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n                first == other.first && last == other.last)\n\n

override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first.toInt() + last.toInt())\n\n    override fun

toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /** An empty range of values of type UInt. */\n

    public val EMPTY: UIntRange = UIntRange(UInt.MAX_VALUE, UInt.MIN_VALUE)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A

progression of values of type `UInt`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic open

class UIntProgression\ninternal constructor(\n    start: UInt,\n    endInclusive: UInt,\n    step: Int\n) : Iterable<UInt>

{\n    init {\n        if (step == 0.toInt()) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero.\")\n        if

(step == Int.MIN_VALUE) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater than Int.MIN_VALUE

to avoid overflow on negation.\")\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val
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first: UInt = start\n\n    /**\n     * The last element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val last: UInt =

getProgressionLastElement(start, endInclusive, step)\n\n    /**\n     * The step of the progression.\n     */\n    public

val step: Int = step\n\n    override fun iterator(): UIntIterator = UIntProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /**

Checks if the progression is empty. */\n    public open fun isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first <

last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n        other is UIntProgression && (isEmpty() &&

other.isEmpty() ||\n                first == other.first && last == other.last && step == other.step)\n\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * first.toInt() + last.toInt()) + step.toInt())\n\n    override fun

toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\n\n    companion

object {\n        /**\n         * Creates UIntProgression within the specified bounds of a closed range.\n\n         * The

progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the

specified [step].\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\n         *\n         * [step] must be

greater than `Int.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\n         */\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart:

UInt, rangeEnd: UInt, step: Int): UIntProgression = UIntProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\n    }\n}\n\n\n/**\n

* An iterator over a progression of values of type `UInt`.\n * @property step the number by which the value is

incremented on each step.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate class

UIntProgressionIterator(first: UInt, last: UInt, step: Int) : UIntIterator() {\n    private val finalElement = last\n

private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n    private val step = step.toUInt() // use 2-

complement math for negative steps\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\n\n    override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n    override fun nextUInt(): UInt {\n        val value = next\n        if (value ==

finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n            hasNext = false\n        }

else {\n            next += step\n        }\n        return value\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `UByte`.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic abstract class UByteIterator : Iterator<UByte>

{\n    override final fun next() = nextUByte()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n

public abstract fun nextUByte(): UByte\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `UShort`.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic abstract class UShortIterator : Iterator<UShort>

{\n    override final fun next() = nextUShort()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n

public abstract fun nextUShort(): UShort\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `UInt`.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic abstract class UIntIterator : Iterator<UInt> {\n

override final fun next() = nextUInt()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public

abstract fun nextUInt(): UInt\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `ULong`.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic abstract class ULongIterator : Iterator<ULong>

{\n    override final fun next() = nextULong()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n

public abstract fun nextULong(): ULong\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2020 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT EDIT!\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n\n\nimport kotlin.internal.*\n\n/**\n * A range of values of type `ULong`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic class ULongRange(start: ULong, endInclusive:

ULong) : ULongProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<ULong> {\n    override val start: ULong get() =

first\n    override val endInclusive: ULong get() = last\n\n    override fun contains(value: ULong): Boolean = first <=

value && value <= last\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean =\n        other is ULongRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n                first == other.first && last

== other.last)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (first xor (first shr 32)).toInt() +

(last xor (last shr 32)).toInt())\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object {\n

/** An empty range of values of type ULong. */\n        public val EMPTY: ULongRange =

ULongRange(ULong.MAX_VALUE, ULong.MIN_VALUE)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A progression of values of type
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`ULong`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic open class

ULongProgression\ninternal constructor(\n    start: ULong,\n    endInclusive: ULong,\n    step: Long\n) :

Iterable<ULong> {\n    init {\n        if (step == 0.toLong()) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be

non-zero.\")\n        if (step == Long.MIN_VALUE) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be greater

than Long.MIN_VALUE to avoid overflow on negation.\")\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the

progression.\n     */\n    public val first: ULong = start\n\n    /**\n     * The last element in the progression.\n     */\n

public val last: ULong = getProgressionLastElement(start, endInclusive, step)\n\n    /**\n     * The step of the

progression.\n     */\n    public val step: Long = step\n\n    override fun iterator(): ULongIterator =

ULongProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is ULongProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n                first == other.first && last ==

other.last && step == other.step)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * (first

xor (first shr 32)).toInt() + (last xor (last shr 32)).toInt()) + (step xor (step ushr 32)).toInt())\n\n    override fun

toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\n\n    companion

object {\n        /**\n         * Creates ULongProgression within the specified bounds of a closed range.\n\n         * The

progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the

specified [step].\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\n         *\n         * [step] must be

greater than `Long.MIN_VALUE` and not equal to zero.\n         */\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart:

ULong, rangeEnd: ULong, step: Long): ULongProgression = ULongProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\n

}\n}\n\n\n/**\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `ULong`.\n * @property step the number by which

the value is incremented on each step.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\nprivate class

ULongProgressionIterator(first: ULong, last: ULong, step: Long) : ULongIterator() {\n    private val finalElement =

last\n    private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n    private val step =

step.toULong() // use 2-complement math for negative steps\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else

finalElement\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n    override fun nextULong(): ULong {\n        val

value = next\n        if (value == finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n

     hasNext = false\n        } else {\n            next += step\n        }\n        return value\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed

by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.math\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun min(a:

UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\n    return minOf(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun min(a:

ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n    return minOf(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun max(a:

UInt, b: UInt): UInt {\n    return maxOf(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun max(a:

ULong, b: ULong): ULong {\n    return maxOf(a, b)\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2019 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin

Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be

found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UNumbersKt\")\npackage

kotlin\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [UInt] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UInt.countOneBits(): Int = toInt().countOneBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts

the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UInt] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UInt.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =

toInt().countLeadingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in the

binary representation of this [UInt] number.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UInt.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =

toInt().countTrailingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most

significant set bit of this [UInt] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UInt.takeHighestOneBit(): UInt =

toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUInt()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [UInt] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UInt.takeLowestOneBit(): UInt =

toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUInt()\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UInt] number left by the

specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the number as

the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the same as

rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a

multiple of [UInt.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateLeft(n) ==

number.rotateLeft(n % 32)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun UInt.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UInt = toInt().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUInt()\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates

the binary representation of this [UInt] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The least

significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n *\n *

Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UInt.SIZE_BITS] (32) returns

the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 32)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun UInt.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UInt = toInt().rotateRight(bitCount).toUInt()\n\n\n/**\n *

Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [ULong] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULong.countOneBits(): Int = toLong().countOneBits()\n\n/**\n *

Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [ULong]

number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULong.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =

toLong().countLeadingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in

the binary representation of this [ULong] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULong.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =

toLong().countTrailingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most

significant set bit of this [ULong] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULong.takeHighestOneBit(): ULong =

toLong().takeHighestOneBit().toULong()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

least significant set bit of this [ULong] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ULong.takeLowestOneBit(): ULong =

toLong().takeLowestOneBit().toULong()\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [ULong] number left

by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the

number as the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the

same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n *
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Rotating by a multiple of [ULong.SIZE_BITS] (64) returns the same number, or more generally\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 64)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun ULong.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): ULong = toLong().rotateLeft(bitCount).toULong()\n\n/**\n *

Rotates the binary representation of this [ULong] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The

least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n

*\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [ULong.SIZE_BITS] (64)

returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 64)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun ULong.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): ULong = toLong().rotateRight(bitCount).toULong()\n\n/**\n

* Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [UByte] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByte.countOneBits(): Int = toUInt().countOneBits()\n\n/**\n *

Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UByte]

number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByte.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =

toByte().countLeadingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in

the binary representation of this [UByte] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByte.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =

toByte().countTrailingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most

significant set bit of this [UByte] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByte.takeHighestOneBit(): UByte =

toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUByte()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the least

significant set bit of this [UByte] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UByte.takeLowestOneBit(): UByte =

toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUByte()\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UByte] number left by

the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the

number as the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the

same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n *

Rotating by a multiple of [UByte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns the same number, or more generally\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 8)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun UByte.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UByte = toByte().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUByte()\n\n/**\n *

Rotates the binary representation of this [UByte] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The

least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n

*\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UByte.SIZE_BITS] (8) returns

the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 8)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun UByte.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UByte = toByte().rotateRight(bitCount).toUByte()\n\n/**\n *

Counts the number of set bits in the binary representation of this [UShort] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShort.countOneBits(): Int = toUInt().countOneBits()\n\n/**\n *
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Counts the number of consecutive most significant bits that are zero in the binary representation of this [UShort]

number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShort.countLeadingZeroBits(): Int =

toShort().countLeadingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Counts the number of consecutive least significant bits that are zero in

the binary representation of this [UShort] number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShort.countTrailingZeroBits(): Int =

toShort().countTrailingZeroBits()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the most

significant set bit of this [UShort] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShort.takeHighestOneBit(): UShort =

toInt().takeHighestOneBit().toUShort()\n\n/**\n * Returns a number having a single bit set in the position of the

least significant set bit of this [UShort] number,\n * or zero, if this number is zero.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.4\")\n@WasExperimental(ExperimentalStdlibApi::class)\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun UShort.takeLowestOneBit(): UShort =

toInt().takeLowestOneBit().toUShort()\n\n\n/**\n * Rotates the binary representation of this [UShort] number left

by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The most significant bits pushed out from the left side reenter the

number as the least significant bits on the right side.\n *\n * Rotating the number left by a negative bit count is the

same as rotating it right by the negated bit count:\n * `number.rotateLeft(-n) == number.rotateRight(n)`\n *\n *

Rotating by a multiple of [UShort.SIZE_BITS] (16) returns the same number, or more generally\n *

`number.rotateLeft(n) == number.rotateLeft(n % 16)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun UShort.rotateLeft(bitCount: Int): UShort = toShort().rotateLeft(bitCount).toUShort()\n\n/**\n *

Rotates the binary representation of this [UShort] number right by the specified [bitCount] number of bits.\n * The

least significant bits pushed out from the right side reenter the number as the most significant bits on the left side.\n

*\n * Rotating the number right by a negative bit count is the same as rotating it left by the negated bit count:\n *

`number.rotateRight(-n) == number.rotateLeft(n)`\n *\n * Rotating by a multiple of [UShort.SIZE_BITS] (16)

returns the same number, or more generally\n * `number.rotateRight(n) == number.rotateRight(n % 16)`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalStdlibApi\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnl

y\npublic inline fun UShort.rotateRight(bitCount: Int): UShort = toShort().rotateRight(bitCount).toUShort()\n","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)\npackage kotlin.internal\n\n// (a - b) mod c\nprivate fun

differenceModulo(a: UInt, b: UInt, c: UInt): UInt {\n    val ac = a % c\n    val bc = b % c\n    return if (ac >= bc) ac -

bc else ac - bc + c\n}\n\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: ULong, b: ULong, c: ULong): ULong {\n    val ac = a %

c\n    val bc = b % c\n    return if (ac >= bc) ac - bc else ac - bc + c\n}\n\n/**\n * Calculates the final element of a

bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is in the range\n * from [start] to [end]

in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\n * [step].\n *\n * No validation on passed

parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the condition:\n *\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <=

end`,\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\n *\n * @param start first element of the progression\n * @param end

ending bound for the progression\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the

progression\n * @return the final element of the progression\n * @suppress\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal fun getProgressionLastElement(start: UInt, end: UInt, step:

Int): UInt = when {\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start, step.toUInt())\n

step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, (-step).toUInt())\n    else -> throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is zero.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Calculates the final element of a bounded

arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is in the range\n * from [start] to [end] in case
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of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\n * [step].\n *\n * No validation on passed

parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the condition:\n *\n * - either `step > 0` and `start <=

end`,\n * - or `step < 0` and `start >= end`.\n *\n * @param start first element of the progression\n * @param end

ending bound for the progression\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the

progression\n * @return the final element of the progression\n * @suppress\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\ninternal fun getProgressionLastElement(start: ULong, end: ULong,

step: Long): ULong = when {\n    step > 0 -> if (start >= end) end else end - differenceModulo(end, start,

step.toULong())\n    step < 0 -> if (start <= end) end else end + differenceModulo(start, end, (-step).toULong())\n

else -> throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is zero.\")\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.

and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license

that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"UStringsKt\")  // string

representation of unsigned numbers\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of this [Byte]

value in the specified [radix].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for

number to string conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic /*inline*/ fun

UByte.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of this

[Short] value in the specified [radix].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix

for number to string conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic /*inline*/ fun

UShort.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toInt().toString(radix)\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of this

[Int] value in the specified [radix].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for

number to string conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic /*inline*/ fun

UInt.toString(radix: Int): String = this.toLong().toString(radix)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of this

[Long] value in the specified [radix].\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix

for number to string conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

ULong.toString(radix: Int): String = ulongToString(this.toLong(), checkRadix(radix))\n\n\n/**\n * Parses the string

as a signed [UByte] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

String.toUByte(): UByte = toUByteOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a signed

[UByte] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to

number conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUByte(radix:

Int): UByte = toUByteOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [UShort]

number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUShort(): UShort =

toUShortOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [UShort] number and returns the

result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUShort(radix: Int): UShort =

toUShortOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and returns the

result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUInt(): UInt = toUIntOrNull() ?:

numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and returns the result.\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUInt(radix: Int): UInt =

toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [ULong] number and returns the
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result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toULong(): ULong =

toULongOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [ULong] number and returns the

result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toULong(radix: Int): ULong =

toULongOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UByte] number and

returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUByteOrNull(): UByte? =

toUByteOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UByte] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if

the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a

valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun String.toUByteOrNull(radix: Int): UByte? {\n    val int = this.toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\n    if (int >

UByte.MAX_VALUE) return null\n    return int.toUByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UShort] number

and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUShortOrNull(): UShort? =

toUShortOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UShort] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if

the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a

valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun String.toUShortOrNull(radix: Int): UShort? {\n    val int = this.toUIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\n    if (int >

UShort.MAX_VALUE) return null\n    return int.toUShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and

returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toUIntOrNull(): UInt? =

toUIntOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [UInt] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the

string is not a valid representation of a number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a

valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic

fun String.toUIntOrNull(radix: Int): UInt? {\n    checkRadix(radix)\n\n    val length = this.length\n    if (length == 0)

return null\n\n    val limit: UInt = UInt.MAX_VALUE\n    val start: Int\n\n    val firstChar = this[0]\n    if (firstChar

< '0') {\n        if (length == 1 || firstChar != '+') return null\n        start = 1\n    } else {\n        start = 0\n    }\n\n    val

limitForMaxRadix = 119304647u  //  limit / 36\n\n    var limitBeforeMul = limitForMaxRadix\n    val uradix =

radix.toUInt()\n    var result = 0u\n    for (i in start until length) {\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\n\n        if

(digit < 0) return null\n        if (result > limitBeforeMul) {\n            if (limitBeforeMul == limitForMaxRadix) {\n

         limitBeforeMul = limit / uradix\n\n                if (result > limitBeforeMul) {\n                    return null\n

}\n            } else {\n                return null\n            }\n        }\n\n        result *= uradix\n\n        val beforeAdding =

result\n        result += digit.toUInt()\n        if (result < beforeAdding) return null // overflow has happened\n    }\n\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [ULong] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is

not a valid representation of a number.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun

String.toULongOrNull(): ULong? = toULongOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [ULong] number

and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\npublic fun String.toULongOrNull(radix: Int): ULong?

{\n    checkRadix(radix)\n\n    val length = this.length\n    if (length == 0) return null\n\n    val limit: ULong =

ULong.MAX_VALUE\n    val start: Int\n\n    val firstChar = this[0]\n    if (firstChar < '0') {\n        if (length == 1 ||

firstChar != '+') return null\n        start = 1\n    } else {\n        start = 0\n    }\n\n\n    val limitForMaxRadix =

512409557603043100uL  //  limit / 36\n\n    var limitBeforeMul = limitForMaxRadix\n    val uradix =

radix.toULong()\n    var result = 0uL\n    for (i in start until length) {\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\n\n

if (digit < 0) return null\n        if (result > limitBeforeMul) {\n            if (limitBeforeMul == limitForMaxRadix) {\n

            limitBeforeMul = limit / uradix\n\n                if (result > limitBeforeMul) {\n                    return null\n
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  }\n            } else {\n                return null\n            }\n        }\n\n        result *= uradix\n\n        val beforeAdding =

result\n        result += digit.toUInt()\n        if (result < beforeAdding) return null // overflow has happened\n    }\n\n

return result\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n *

Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"INVISIBLE_REFERENCE\", \"INVISIBLE_MEMBER\")\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\n\n/**\n * Marks the API that is dependent on the experimental unsigned

types, including those types themselves.\n *\n * Usages of such API will be reported as warnings unless an explicit

opt-in with\n * the [OptIn] annotation, e.g. `@OptIn(ExperimentalUnsignedTypes::class)`,\n * or with the `-Xopt-

in=kotlin.ExperimentalUnsignedTypes` compiler option is given.\n *\n * It's recommended to propagate the

experimental status to the API that depends on unsigned types by annotating it with this annotation.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Experimental(level =

Experimental.Level.WARNING)\n@RequiresOptIn(level =

RequiresOptIn.Level.WARNING)\n@MustBeDocumented\n@Target(CLASS, ANNOTATION_CLASS,

PROPERTY, FIELD, LOCAL_VARIABLE, VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER,

TYPEALIAS)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.50\", versionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\npublic annotation class ExperimentalUnsignedTypes\n","/*\n

* Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o. and Kotlin Programming Language contributors.\n * Use of this source code

is governed by the Apache 2.0 license that can be found in the license/LICENSE.txt file.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MathKt\")\n\n\npackage

kotlin.math\n\n\n\n// constants, can't use them from nativeMath as they are not constants there\n\n/** Ratio of the

circumference of a circle to its diameter, approximately 3.14159. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic const val PI:

Double = 3.141592653589793\n/** Base of the natural logarithms, approximately 2.71828.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic const val E: Double = 2.718281828459045\n\n// region ================

Double Math ========================================\n\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x]

given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

expect fun sin(x: Double): Double\n\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special

cases:\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun cos(x: Double):

Double\n\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-

Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun tan(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc

sine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

asin(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in

the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is

`NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun acos(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc tangent

of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n

*   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun atan(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n *

Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that correspond\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x,

y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to

`PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI`

for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y <

+Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\n *   -

`atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\n *   -

`atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun atan2(y: Double, x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the

hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *

- `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun sinh(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes
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the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is

`+Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun cosh(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic

tangent of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\n *   - `tanh(-

Inf)` is `-1.0`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun tanh(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the

inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun asinh(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic

cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *

- `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun acosh(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic

tangent of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `tanh(-

1.0)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun atanh(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes

`sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of

arguments is infinite\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun hypot(x: Double, y: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the

positive square root of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun sqrt(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes Euler's number `e`

raised to the power of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun exp(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n *

Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n

*\n * Special cases:\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n *\n

* @see [exp] function.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun expm1(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n *

Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if

either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)`

is `NaN`\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and

`+Inf` for `b > 1`\n *\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun log(x: Double, base: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the

natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN`

when `x < 0.0`\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

ln(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln]

function for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun log10(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n *

Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun log2(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Computes `ln(x + 1)`.\n *\n *

This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\n *\n * @see [ln] function\n * @see [expm1] function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

ln1p(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards positive infinity.\n\n * @return

the smallest double value that is greater than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun ceil(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an

integer towards negative infinity.\n\n * @return the largest double value that is smaller than or equal to the given

value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or

`-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun floor(x: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards zero.\n *\n * @return the value [x] having its

fractional part truncated.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or

already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun truncate(x: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\n
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*\n * Special cases:\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical

integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun round(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute

value of the given value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see absoluteValue

extension property for [Double]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun abs(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   -

`1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

expect fun sign(x: Double): Double\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`,

then the result is `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun min(a: Double, b: Double):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun max(a: Double, b: Double): Double\n\n// extensions\n\n/**\n * Raises

this value to the power [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\n *   -

`b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x != 0.0`\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) ==

1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not an integer\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

expect fun Double.pow(x: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the integer power [n].\n *\n * See the

other overload of [pow] for details.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Double.pow(n: Int):

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is

`NaN`\n *\n * @see abs function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Double.absoluteValue:

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero if the value is

zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Double.sign: Double\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit

same as of the [sign] value.\n *\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Double.withSign(sign: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns this value

with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Double.withSign(sign:

Int): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the ulp (unit in the last place) of this value.\n *\n * An ulp is a positive distance

between this value and the next nearest [Double] value larger in magnitude.\n *\n * Special Cases:\n *   - `NaN.ulp`

is `NaN`\n *   - `x.ulp` is `+Inf` when `x` is `+Inf` or `-Inf`\n *   - `0.0.ulp` is `Double.MIN_VALUE`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Double.ulp: Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to

this value in direction of positive infinity.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Double.nextUp():

Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this value in direction of negative infinity.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Double.nextDown(): Double\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value

nearest to this value in direction from this value towards the value [to].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`x.nextTowards(y)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `y` are `NaN`\n *   - `x.nextTowards(x) == x`\n *\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Double.nextTowards(to: Double): Double\n\n/**\n * Rounds this

[Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n

*\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\n *   -

`x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException

when this value is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Double.roundToInt(): Int\n\n/**\n *

Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Long].\n * Ties are rounded towards

positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x >

Long.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n *

@throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

Double.roundToLong(): Long\n\n// endregion\n\n\n\n// region ================ Float Math

========================================\n\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in

radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

sin(x: Float): Float\n\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   -

`cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun cos(x: Float): Float\n\n/** Computes

the tangent of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun tan(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc sine of the value
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[x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    -

`asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun asin(x: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `0.0`

to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun acos(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc tangent of the value

[x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun atan(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the

angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that correspond\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by

computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI`

radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is `0.0`\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for

`x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y <

+Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\n *   -

`atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\n *   -

`atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun atan2(y: Float, x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic

sine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `sinh(-

Inf)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun sinh(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the

hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is

`+Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun cosh(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic

tangent of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\n *   - `tanh(-

Inf)` is `-1.0`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun tanh(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse

hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *

- `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun asinh(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic

cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *

- `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun acosh(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic

tangent of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `tanh(-

1.0)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun atanh(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 +

y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is

infinite\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun hypot(x: Float, y: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the positive

square root of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun sqrt(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to

the power of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   -

`exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun exp(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes `exp(x)

- 1`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n *\n * @see

[exp] function.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun expm1(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the

logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are

`NaN`\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\n

*\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun log(x: Float, base: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the natural

logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when

`x < 0.0`\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun ln(x:

Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for
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special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun log10(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes the binary

logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

expect fun log2(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Computes `ln(a + 1)`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented to

produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is

`NaN` where `x < -1.0`\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *\n * @see [ln] function\n * @see

[expm1] function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun ln1p(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given

value [x] to an integer towards positive infinity.\n\n * @return the smallest Float value that is greater than or equal

to the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN`

or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun ceil(x: Float):

Float\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\n\n * @return the largest Float

value that is smaller than or equal to the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun floor(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an

integer towards zero.\n *\n * @return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`truncate(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun truncate(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x]

towards the closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `round(x)` is `x`

where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect

fun round(x: Float): Float\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *

- `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Float]\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun abs(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of the given value

[x]:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n *

Special case:\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun sign(x: Float):

Float\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun min(a: Float, b: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two

values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

max(a: Float, b: Float): Float\n\n// extensions\n\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is

`NaN` for `x != 0.0`\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is

finite and not an integer\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Float.pow(x: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Raises

this value to the integer power [n].\n *\n * See the other overload of [pow] for details.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Float.pow(n: Int): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this

value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Float.absoluteValue: Float\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this value:\n

*   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special

case:\n *   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Float.sign: Float\n\n/**\n * Returns

this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\n *\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Float.withSign(sign: Float): Float\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with

the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Float.withSign(sign: Int):

Float\n\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\n * Ties are

rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x >

Int.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

Float.roundToInt(): Int\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x

< Long.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun Float.roundToLong(): Long\n\n\n// endregion\n\n// region
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================ Integer Math ========================================\n\n\n/**\n * Returns

the absolute value of the given value [n].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `abs(Int.MIN_VALUE)` is

`Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Int]\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun abs(n: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun min(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun max(a: Int, b: Int): Int\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this

value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `Int.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n

*\n * @see abs function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Int.absoluteValue: Int\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\n *   - `1` if the value is

positive\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Int.sign: Int\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the

given value [n].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `abs(Long.MIN_VALUE)` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an

overflow\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for [Long]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

abs(n: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect fun

min(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

expect fun max(a: Long, b: Long): Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n

*   - `Long.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Long.absoluteValue: Long\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this value:\n

*   - `-1` if the value is negative,\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\n *   - `1` if the value is positive\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic expect val Long.sign: Int\n\n\n//

endregion\n"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAWC,CAXA,yB;EACG,IAAI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,UAAW,IAAG,MAA

M,IAA1C,C;IACI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAD,EAAW,CAAC,SAAD,CAAX,EAAwB,OAAxB,C;SAEL,IAAI,OAAO,O

AAQ,KAAI,QAAvB,C;IACD,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,QAAP,C;;IAGP,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,E;IACd,OAAO,CAAC

,IAAI,OAAL,C;;CAEd,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,kB;EACJ,IAAI,IAAI,M;ECPZ,MAAM,eAAgB,GAAE,a;IACpB,OA

AoD,CAA5C,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAE,YAAW,SAAW,KAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,c;G

;EAGxE,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,a;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,SAAU,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,c;G;EAGlD,M

AAM,aAAc,GAAE,a;IAClB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,U;G;EAGxB,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,a;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,Y

AAW,WAAY,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;G;EAGpD,MAAM,WAAY,GAAE,a;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,

U;G;EAGxB,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,a;IAClB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,Y;G;EAGxB,MAAM,cAAe,GAAE,a;IACnB,O

AAO,CAAE,YAAW,Y;G;EAGxB,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,a;IACjB,OAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IA

AG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;G;EAG5C,MAAM,QAAS,GAAE,a;IACb,OAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAA

I,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,O;G;EAGjC,MAAM,WAAY,GAAE,a;IAChB,OAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,

IAAG,WAAW,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C;G;EAGjD,MAAM,cAAe,GAAE,a;IACnB,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,IAAV,C;M

AAgB,OAAO,M;IACvB,IAAI,WAAW,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,MAAM,aAAR,GAAwB,MA

AM,S;IACnE,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,KAAK,UAAU,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,a;MAAc,OAAO,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAD,C;KAAjC,CAAwC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAO,GAAE,G;G;EAG/F,MAAM,kBAAmB,GAAE,e;IACv

B,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,YAAY,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAD,C;G;EAG5D,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,gB;IACjB,IAAI,C

AAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;MACI,OAAO,I;KAEX,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,IAAK,IAAG,CAAE,KAAI,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,CAAC,OAAvE,C;MACI,OAAO,K;KAGX,KA

AK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,CAAC,OAArB,EAA8B,CAAE,GAAE,CAAlC,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAtC,C;MA

CI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAF,EAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAR,CAAlB

,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;IAGf,OAAO,I;G;EAGX,MAAM,gBAAiB,GAAE,gB;IACrB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,YAAY,s

BAAsB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;G;EAG1D,MAAM,cAAe,GAAE,e;IACnB,IAAI,GAAI,KAAI,IAAZ,C;MA

AkB,OAAO,C;IACzB,IAAI,SAAS,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAA

E,GAAE,CAApC,EAAuC,CAAC,EAAxC,C;MACI,MAAO,GAAqB,CAAjB,EAAG,GAAE,MAAO,GAAE,CAAG

,IAAE,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAD,CAAJ,CAAU,GAAE,C;;IAE7D,OAAO,M;G;EAGX,MAAM,

kBAAmB,GAAE,e;IACvB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,YAAY,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAD,C;G;EAG5D,MAAM,mBAA

oB,GAAE,iB;IACxB,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,gBAAP,C;G;ECpFd,MAAM,eAAgB,GAAE,mB;IACpB,CA

AC,aAAc,GAAE,I;IACjB,OAAO,C;G;EAGX,MAAM,uBAAwB,GAAE,4C;IAC5B,MAAM,IAAK,GAAE,M;IAC
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b,MAAM,IAAK,GAAE,M;IACb,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;IACtB,OAAO,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,MAAT,

EAAiB,6BAA6B,CAAC,UAAD,CAA9C,C;G;EAG9B,iD;IACI,GAAG,WAAY,GAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,M

AAO,KAAI,UAAW,GAAE,KAAK,QAAP,GAAkB,KAAK,UAArD,C;IACvC,GAAG,YAAa,GAAE,G;IAClB,OA

AO,G;G;EAGX,IAAI,gCAAgC,CAChC,UACa,QAAS,IAAT,wBAAqC,Y;IAC1C,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,k

B;GADvB,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,IAAT,wBAAqC,Y;IAC5C,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,W;GADrB,CAJf,CADgC

,EAShC,UACa,QAAS,IAAT,wBAAqC,Y;IAC1C,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,kB;GADvB,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,I

AAT,wBAAqC,Y;IAC5C,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,W;GADrB,CAJf,CATgC,C;EAmBpC,uC;IACI,IAAI,KA

AK,MAAO,KAAI,IAApB,C;MACI,KAAK,MAAO,GAAE,aACE,CAAC,KAAK,qBAAqB,EAA3B,CADF,aAEC,I

AFD,aAGC,EAHD,cAIE,EAJF,SAKH,EALG,iBAMK,EANL,C;KASlB,OAAO,KAAK,M;G;EChDhB,MAAM,QA

AS,GAAE,a;IACb,OAAoB,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,KAAQ,KAAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;G;EAGjC,MAAM,OAAQ,GAA

E,a;IACZ,OAAkB,CAAV,CAAE,GAAE,GAAM,KAAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;G;EAG/B,MAAM,OAAQ,GAAE,a;IAC

Z,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,K;G;EAGf,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,a;IAClB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,

CAAF,GAAM,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;G;EAGhE,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,a;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE

,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAT,GAAc,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,C;G;EAGpE,MAA

M,cAAe,GAAE,a;IACnB,OAAO,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;G;EAGzB,MA

AM,aAAc,GAAE,a;IAClB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;G;EAGxB,M

AAM,eAAgB,GAAE,a;IACpB,OAAO,CAAC,C;G;EAGZ,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,a;IAClB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;G;EAGxB,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,a;IACjB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,U

AAR,C;MAAoB,OAAO,U;IAC3B,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,WAAR,C;MAAqB,OAAO,W;IAC5B,OAAO,CAAE,GAA

E,C;G;EAGf,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,a;IACjB,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,IAAI,CAAE,Y

AAW,MAAM,UAAvB,C;MAAmC,OAAO,C;IAC1C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,UAAV,CAAqB,CAArB,C;G;EAGX,M

AAM,UAAW,GAAE,a;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,

CAAD,C;G;EClDxB,MAAM,OAAQ,GAAE,sB;IACZ,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,IAAG,I;K

AGnB,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,OAAO,K;KAGX,IAAI,IAAK,KAAI,IAAb,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,KAA

I,I;KAGpB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,IAAI,OAAQ,KAAI,UAAvD,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAI,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAD,C;KAGtB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAhD,C;MACI,OA

AO,IAAK,KAAI,IAAK,KAAI,IAAK,KAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,IAAK,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,IAAnC,C;K

AGzB,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,I;G;EAGpB,MAAM,SAAU,GAAE,e;IACd,IAAI,GAAI,IAAG,IAAX,C;MACI,OAAO,

C;KAEX,IAAI,UAAU,OAAO,G;IACrB,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAW,KAAI,OAAO,GAA

G,SAAU,GAAE,GAAG,SAAS,EAAd,GAAmB,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;KAElF,IAAI,UAAW,KAAI,OAAnB,C;

MACI,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;KAE5B,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,eAAe,CAA

C,GAAD,C;KAEhC,IAAI,SAAU,KAAI,OAAlB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,GAAD,C;KAGjB,IAAI,MAAM,

MAAM,CAAC,GAAD,C;IAChB,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;G;EAI5B,MAAM,SAAU,GAAE,a;IACd,IAAI,

CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MACI,OAAO,M;WAEN,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAArB,C;MACD,OAAO,O

;;MAGP,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,E;;G;EAKzB,IAAI,WAAW,a;EAGf,IAAI,iCAAiC,sB;EAErC,gC;IACI,IAAI,EAAE

,8BAA+B,IAAG,GAApC,CAAJ,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GAAE,QAAU,GAAE,C;MACxC,MA

AM,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,EAAM,8BAAN,EAAsC,QAAU,IAAV,cAA4B,KAA5B,CAAtC,C;KAEzB,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC,8BAAD,C;G;EAGd,gC;IACI,IAAI,OAAO,C;IACX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,G

AAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAC,EAAjC,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;MAC1B,IAAM,G

AAG,IAAK,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,IAAM,GAAE,C;;IAEjC,OAAO,I;G;EAGX,MAAM,iBAAkB,GAAE,iB;EC9C1

B,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,qB;IAKZ,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,C;IAMlB,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAK,GA

AE,C;G;EAGtB,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,GAAE,OACf,OADe,cAET,MAFS,cAGV,EAHU,C;EAgBzB,MAAM,KA

AK,UAAW,GAAE,E;EAQxB,MAAM,KAAK,QAAS,GAAE,iB;IACpB,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,

GAAE,GAA7B,C;MACE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,C;MACrC,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QACE,O

AAO,S;QAIX,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CAAgB,KAAM,GAAE,CAAxB,EAA2B,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE

,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,CAA5C,C;IACV,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,GAAE,GAA7B,C;MACE,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,G;KAEjC,OAAO,G;G;EAYT,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,GAAE,iB;I

ACvB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAT,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;WACb,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAC,
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MAAM,KAAK,gBAAzB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;WACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,MAAM,

KAAK,gBAA5B,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;WACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAZ,C;MACL,OAAO,MAA

M,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAF,CAAQ,OAAO,E;;MAE5C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CACF,KAAM,

GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CADrC,EAEF,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CAFrC,C

;;G;EAcX,MAAM,KAAK,SAAU,GAAE,6B;IACrB,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,QAAz

B,C;G;EAWT,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,GAAE,0B;IACvB,IAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAlB,C;MACE,MAAM,K

AAK,CAAC,mCAAD,C;KAGb,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,EAAG,G

AAE,KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;KAGb,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAD,CAAI,IAAG,GAArB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAd

,EAAmB,KAAnB,CAAyB,OAAO,E;WACxD,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAD,CAAM,IAAG,CAAxB,C;MAC

L,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,+CAAgD,GAAE,GAAnD,C;KAKb,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACxB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAA

b,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAE,IAAG,CAArC,C;MACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAD,EAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,GAAE,CAAjB,C;MACnB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAA

D,EAAI,CAAE,GAAE,IAAR,CAAd,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;MACpB,IAAI,IAAK,GAAE,CAAX,C;QACE,IAAI,QAA

Q,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,IAAR,CAAT,C;QAClC,MAAO,GAAE,MAA

M,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAvB,C;;QAEnC,MAAO,

GAAE,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,YAAD,C;QACxB,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CA

AC,KAAD,CAAvB,C;;;IAGvB,OAAO,M;G;EAcT,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,MA

AM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,

GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAOlC,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gB

AAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MA

AM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAIlC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;EA

ItC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAIrC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAS,GAAE,

MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,C;EAIzC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAClB,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,aA

AW,GAAE,CAAd,EAAiB,UAAW,GAAE,CAA9B,C;EAIxB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,aAAW,GAAE,CAAjB,C;EAO5C,MAAM,KAAK,YAAa,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAE,IAAG,EAAN,C;EAI7C,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,GAAE,Y;IAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,K;G;EAKb,M

AAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,GAAE,Y;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACzC,IAAI

,mBAAmB,E;G;EAIhC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,GAAE,Y;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAI,K;G;E

AQ1B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,GAAE,qB;IAC/B,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE

,CAAE,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;KAGb,IAAI,I

AAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,G;KAGT,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QAGE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;QACtC,IAAI,M

AAM,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;QAClB,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,CAAW,SAAS,CAAC,IAA

D,C;QAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;

QAEjD,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;KAMvC,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,

WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,IAAI,SAAS,E;IA

Cb,OAAO,IAAP,C;MACE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,YAAD,C;MACpB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC

,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,YAAD,CAAhB,CAA+B,MAAM,E;MAC9D,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;

MAE5B,GAAI,GAAE,M;MACN,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,EAAd,C;QACE,OAAO,MAAO,GAAE,M;;QAEhB,OAAO,

MAAM,OAAQ,GAAE,CAAvB,C;UACE,MAAO,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,M;;QAEjB,MAAO,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,

MAAO,GAAE,M;;;G;EAO7B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,GAAE,Y;IAClC,OAAO,IAAI,M;G;EAKb,MAAM,K

AAK,UAAU,WAAY,GAAE,Y;IACjC,OAAO,IAAI,K;G;EAKb,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,GAAE,Y;IACz

C,OAAQ,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAG,GACpB,IAAI,KADgB,GACR,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,IAAI,K;G;E

AQpD,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,GAAE,Y;IACpC,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,

CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QACE,OAAO,E;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,E;;;MAGpC,
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IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,MAAN,GAAe,IAAI,K;MAC7C,KAAK,IAAI,MAAM,EA

Af,EAAmB,GAAI,GAAE,CAAzB,EAA4B,GAAG,EAA/B,C;QACE,IAAuB,CAAlB,GAAI,GAAG,CAAE,IAAG,

GAAM,KAAG,CAA1B,C;UACE,K;;MAGJ,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,EAAR,GAA

a,GAAI,GAAE,C;;G;EAM9C,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,GAAE,Y;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE

,IAAG,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,C;G;EAKzC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,GAAE,Y;IACjC,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,G

AAE,C;G;EAKtB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,GAAE,Y;IAC5B,OAAuB,CAAf,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAG,K

AAG,C;G;EAQ5B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,GAAE,iB;IACjC,OAAQ,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,KAAK,MAAQ,I

AAI,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,KAAK,K;G;EAQ3D,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,GAAE,iB;IACpC,OAAQ,IAAI,MAA

O,IAAG,KAAK,MAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,KAAK,K;G;EAQ3D,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,GAAE,iB;

IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;G;EAQ/B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,gBAAiB,GAAE,iB

;IACtC,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;G;EAQhC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,GAAE,iB;I

AClC,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;G;EAQ/B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,GAAE,iB

;IACzC,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;G;EAUhC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,GAAE,iB;I

AC9B,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;KAGT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,WAAW,E;IAC7

B,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,E;IAC/B,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAC,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,E;KAET,IAAI,C

AAC,OAAQ,IAAG,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;KAIT,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,WAAW,EAAnC,

C;MACE,OAAO,E;;MAEP,OAAO,C;;G;EAMX,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,GAAE,Y;IAC7B,IAAI,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;MAElB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,EAA

E,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;;G;EAUzB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,iB;IAG1B,IAAI,MAAM

,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;I

ACxB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,K

AAK,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAA

E,K;IAEvB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GA

AI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GA

AE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,I

AAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,OAAO

,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAlC,C;G;

EAS7B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,GAAE,iB;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;G;EA

SjB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,GAAE,iB;IAC/B,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K

;WACb,IAAI,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;KAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,M

AAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,M

AAM,KAAK,K;WACrD,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,M

AAM,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,MAAM,KAAK,K;KAG3D,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;M

ACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;

QAE7B,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,OAAO,E;;WAExC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAAp

B,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,CAAgB,OAAO,E;KAI7C,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,

MAAM,KAAK,YAAZ,CAA0B,IACvC,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,YAAZ,CADlB,C;MAEE,OAAO,M

AAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,EAAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAjC,C;KAM/B,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,M

AAO,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACxB,I

AAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,

MAAO,GAAE,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,K;I

AEvB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GAAI,IA

AG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;I

ACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,G

AAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,G

AAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,

GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,

GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACjD,GAAI,IAA
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G,K;IACP,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,G

AAE,GAAlC,C;G;EAS7B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,iB;IAC1B,IAAI,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACE

,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAD,C;WACN,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;KAGpB,

IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAA

K,IAAZ,CAAkB,IAClC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAZ,CADpB,C;QAEE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,

U;aACb,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;QACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,I;;QAGlB,

IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;QAC9B,IAAI,SAAS,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAD,C;QAC1C,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAZ,CAArB,C;UACE,OAAO,KAAK,W

AAW,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,IAAb,GAAoB,MAAM,KAAK,Q;;UAEzD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,

KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAD,CAAf,C;UACvB,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CA

AR,C;UACvB,OAAO,M;;;WAGN,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO

,MAAM,KAAK,K;KAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO

,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;QAExB,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AD,CAAO,OAAO,E;;WAEnC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,

EAAb,CAAgB,OAAO,E;KAQxC,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACrB,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,OAAO,GAAG,m

BAAmB,CAAC,KAAD,CAA7B,C;MAGE,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,EAAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAhC,CAAd,C;MAIrB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAD,CAAS,GAAE,IAAI,IAAxB,C;MACpB,IAAI,QAAS,IAAK,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,IAAI

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,IAAK,GAAE,EAAX,C;MAIvC,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAD,

C;MACtC,IAAI,YAAY,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;MAClC,OAAO,SAAS,WAAW,EAAG,IAAG,SAAS,YAA

Y,CAAC,GAAD,CAAtD,C;QACE,MAAO,IAAG,K;QACV,SAAU,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

D,C;QAClC,SAAU,GAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;MAKhC,IAAI,SAAS,OAAO,EAApB,C;QACE,SAAU,

GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,I;OAGzB,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;MACb,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,SAAS,

CAAC,SAAD,C;;IAEpB,OAAO,G;G;EAST,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,GAAE,iB;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAzB,C;G;EAKtB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAA

K,GAAE,Y;IAC1B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAN,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,MAAlB,C;G;E

AS7B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,iB;IAC1B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE

,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;G;EAU7B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,GAAI,GAAE,iB

;IACzB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K

AAK,MADtB,C;G;EAU7B,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,iB;IAC1B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC

,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;G;EAU7B,MAAM,KAAK,U

AAU,UAAW,GAAE,mB;IAChC,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;MAEP,IA

AI,MAAM,IAAI,K;MACd,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;QACf,OAAO,MAAM,KA

AK,SAAS,CACvB,GAAI,IAAG,OADgB,EAEtB,IAAK,IAAG,OAAS,GAAG,GAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,OAFZ,

C;;QAI3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,GAAI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAtB,C;;;G;EAWjC,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,GAAE,mB;IACjC,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OA

AO,I;;MAEP,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OA

AO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS,GAAG,IAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,I

AAG,OAFe,C;;QAI3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACvB,IAAK,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EADI,EAEvB,IAAK,IA

AG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,EAFO,C;;;G;EAejC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,GAAE,mB;IACzC,OAA

Q,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;MAEP,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAAQ,

GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS,G

AAG,IAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,KAAI,OAFc,C;aAGtB,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,EAAf,C;QACL

,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,CAAP,C;;QAE3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAA

K,KAAK,OAAQ,GAAE,EAArB,EAA0B,CAA1B,C;;;G;EAMjC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,GAAE,iB;IAC3B,

OAAO,KAAM,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,IAAG,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;G;EAG1D,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,

gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,Q;EAE7D,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,Y;IACxB,OAAO,IAAI,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;G;EAGnB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,Y;IACxB,OAAO,IAAI,IAA
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I,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAZ,C;G;EAGnB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,GAAE,Y;IAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS

,E;G;EAGxB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,UAAW,GAAE,Y;IAC9B,OAAO,I;G;EAGX,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,

GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,O;EACxD,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,I;EAEjD,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,GAAE,iB;IAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,OAAO,UAAxB,CAAmC,IAAnC,E

AAyC,KAAzC,C;G;EC1zBX,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,2B;G;EAGtB,MAAM,qBAAsB,GAAE,oB;IAC1B,OAAO,G;

G;EAGX,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,e;IAClB,IAAI,IAAI,Y;MACJ,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,E;MACP,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,SAAP,C;K;IAElB,OAAO,Y;MACH,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,SAAP

,C;K;G;EAItB,MAAM,SAAU,GAAE,gB;IACd,OAAO,kB;MACH,OAAO,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,I;K;G;EAIjC,MA

AM,aAAc,GAAE,iB;IAClB,OAAO,kB;MACH,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,KAAT,C;K;G;EAI5

B,MAAM,OAAQ,GAAE,c;IACZ,OAAO,kB;MACH,OAAO,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAD,C;

K;G;EAInC,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,gB;IAClB,OAAO,kB;MACH,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAD,CAAS,IAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAD,C;K;G;EAI7B,MAAM,qBAAsB,GAAE,wC;G;EAG9B,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,iB;IACjB,OAAO,

K;G;EAGX,MAAM,gBAAiB,GAAE,qB;IACrB,gBAAgB,E;G;EAGpB,MAAM,oBAAqB,GAAE,qB;IACzB,gBA

AgB,E;G;EAGpB,MAAM,kBAAmB,GAAE,qB;IACvB,gBAAgB,E;G;EAGpB,MAAM,mBAAoB,GAAE,4B;IACx

B,gBAAgB,E;G;EAGpB,MAAM,6BAA8B,GAAE,yB;IAClC,gBAAgB,E;G;EAGpB,4B;IACI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAJ

,CACF,iDAAkD,GAClD,qDAAsD,GACtD,uDAHE,C;G;EAMV,MAAM,gBAAiB,GAAE,4B;IACrB,OAAO,Y;M

ACH,OAAO,Y;K;G;ECjFf,MAAM,UAAW,GAAE,gB;IACf,IAAI,QAAQ,OAAO,C;IACnB,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,Q

AAd,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,

C;OAEjC,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;KAEpC,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,K

AAM,KAAI,SAApC,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;KAEpC,OAAO,CAAC,g

BAAgB,CAAC,CAAD,C;G;EAG5B,MAAM,mBAAoB,GAAE,gB;IACxB,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,E

AAF,GAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,C;G;EAGpC,MAAM,gBAAiB,GAAE,gB;IACrB,IAAI,C

AAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;MAAW,OAAO,E;IAClB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;MAAW,OAAO,C;IAElB,IAAI,CA

AE,KAAI,CAAV,C;MACI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;QAAa,OAAO,C;MAEpB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;

MACb,OAAO,EAAG,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAO,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GA

AO,C;KAG7C,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAjB,GAAsB,E

;G;EAGzC,MAAM,QAAS,GAAE,iB;IACb,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAC,CAAP,C;G;EAGxB,M

AAM,QAAS,GAAE,iB;IACb,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAC,CAAP,C;G;EAGxB,MAAM,KAAM,

GAAE,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,I;EAE3B,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;EAEtB,oB;IACI,OAAyB,CAAhB,CAAE,GAAE,YA

AY,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,KAAP,CAAe,GAAe,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,KAAQ,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAW

,GAAE,C;G;EA6DtE,CA1DD,Y;IACG,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,WAAJ,CAAgB,CAAhB,C;IACV,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,Y

AAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C;IACjB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C;IACjB,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,UAAJ,CAA

e,GAAf,C;IACf,IAAI,WAAW,C;IACf,IAAI,YAAY,C;IAEhB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,E;IAChB,IAAI,

QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,KAAI,CAA3B,C;MACI,QAAS,GAAE,C;MACX,SAAU,GAAE,C;KAGhB,MAAM

,aAAc,GAAE,iB;MAClB,OAAO,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,K

AAtB,C;K;IAGjC,MAAM,gBAAiB,GAAE,iB;MACrB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,M

AAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAT,EAAqB,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAA7B,C;K;IAG/B,MA

AM,eAAgB,GAAE,iB;MACpB,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,GAAE,KAAK,K;MAC1B,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,C

AAY,GAAE,KAAK,M;MAC3B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;K;IAGrB,MAAM,YAAa,GAAE,iB;MACjB,OA

AO,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,KAAtB,C;K;IAGhC,MAAM,eAAg

B,GAAE,iB;MACpB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;K;IAGnB,

MAAM,cAAe,GAAE,iB;MACnB,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MACd,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;

K;IAIrB,MAAM,cAAe,GAAE,iB;MACnB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,

SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,a;K;IAGjC,MAAM,eAAgB,GAAE,e;MACpB,IAAc,CAAT,GAAI,GAAE,CAAG,MAAI,GA

AlB,C;QACI,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,C;;QAGb,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,G;QAChB,OAAsC,CAA9B,QA

AQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAG,IAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,GAAE,C;;K;GAGvE

,G;EAEF,MAAM,cAAe,GAAE,a;IACnB,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,MAAM,SAAS,E;G;E

C7G1C,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,UAAU,WAAY,KAAI,WAA3C,C;IACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,UAAP,EAA
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mB,YAAnB,EAAiC,QAC3C,kC;MACH,QAAS,GAAE,QAAS,IAAG,C;MACvB,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,YA

AD,EAAe,QAAf,CAAyB,KAAI,Q;KAHN,CAAjC,C;GAOzB,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,UAAU,SAAU,KAAI,WAAzC

,C;IACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,UAAP,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QACzC,kC;MACH,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI

,SAAS,E;MACjC,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,SAAU,IAAG,QAAS,GAAE,aAAa,OAAtD,C;QACI,QAAS,GAAE,aAAa,O;

OAE5B,QAAS,IAAG,YAAY,O;MACxB,IAAI,YAAY,aAAa,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAD,EAAe,QAAf,C;MACrC,OAA

O,SAAU,KAAI,EAAG,IAAG,SAAU,KAAI,Q;KARG,CAA/B,C;GAazB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAz

B,C;IACI,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,a;MACR,CAAE,GAAE,CAAC,C;MACL,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,IAAG,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAD,CAApB,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;OAEjB,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C

AAF,GAAM,E;K;GAG3B,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,a;MACT,IAAI

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAT,C;QACI,OAAO,G;OAEX,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAI,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAD,C;OAErB,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;K;GAuKtB,CAnKD,Y;IACG,IAAI,UAAU,qB;I

ACd,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAD,C;IAC9B,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,cAAD,C;IAC9B,IA

AI,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAC,c;IAC7B,IAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAC,c;IAE7B,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,W

AAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,a;QACR,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI

,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAA

E,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;WAE5B,OAAO,M;;UAEP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,C;UAChB,IAAI,KAA

K,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAb,C;YAAkB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,

GAAE,IAAI,IAAT,C;UACjC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,CAAb,C;YAAmB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,IAAV,C;UACnC,OAAgB,CAAR,CAAE,GAAE,EAAI,IAAE,C;;O;KAI9B,IAAI,O

AAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,a;QACR,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,

C;QAChB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;QACb,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,EAAD,CAA7B,C;UAAmC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAnB,

C;QAClD,OAAgB,CAAR,CAAE,GAAE,EAAI,IAAE,C;O;KAI1B,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;

MACI,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,a;QACR,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C

;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,

CAAG,GAAE,C;WAE5B,OAAO,M;;UAGP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,CAAhB,EAAsB,IAAI,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,C;UAClC,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,QAAS,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAE,KAAI,QAA

S,GAAE,EAAF,GAAe,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,C;;O;KAQtE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI

,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,QAAQ,a;QACR,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAEI,IAAI,CAAE,G

AAE,oBAAR,C;YAEI,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;cAGI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,

I;;cAKzB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAZ,C;;;

YAKnB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd

,C;;eAGlB,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAED,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,C;;UAKb,IAA

I,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,cAAnB,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAA

E,GAAE,C;YAEjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,C;WAEnB,OAAO,M;;O;MAGf,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;KAEjB,I

AAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,a;QACT,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;U

AEI,OAAO,G;eAEN,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,cAAb,C;UAED,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;YAGI,OA

AO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,I;;YAIzB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd,C;;;UAKnB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,C

AAL,C;UAEjB,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,cAAT,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAA

E,C;YAEjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,E;WAGnB,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,M;;O;KAI

lC,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,a;QACT,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;Y

ACI,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;WAE5B,OAAO,M;SAEX,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AS,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAT,CAAoB,GAAE,C;O;KAG7C,IAAI,OAAO,I

AAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,a;QACT,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE

,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,

GAAE,C;UAEd,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,G
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AAE,C;SAExC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAL,C;O;KAGvB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,W

AA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,a;QACT,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI

,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UAEd,OAAQ

,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;SAExC,OAAO,IAAI,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,C;O;MAG/B,G;EACF,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,

MAAO,GAAE,Y;MACT,IAAI,IAAI,C;MACR,IAAI,SAAS,SAAS,O;MAEtB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,C

AAE,GAAE,MAApB,EAA4B,CAAC,EAA7B,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,CAAC,QAAnD,C;UACI,OAAO,Q;SAEX,CAAE,IAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CA

AI,GAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAEjC,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;K;GAGxB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,

MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,a;MACT,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IA

AI,O;K;GAGjC,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;IACI,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,a;MACR,OAAO,IAAI,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,M;K;GAGjC,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAA

O,GAAG,oB;MACV,OAAO,a;QACH,IAAI,SAAS,CAAE,KAAI,C;QACnB,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,CAAf,C;UACI,O

AAO,E;SAEX,OAAO,EAAG,IAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAD,CAAS,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,CAAvB,CAA0B,GAAE,

C;O;KAE5C,CAAC,IAAI,IAAL,EAAW,IAAI,IAAf,C;GAIN,IAAI,OAAO,WAAW,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAlC,C;IACI

,WAAW,OAAQ,GAAE,a;MACjB,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,UAAW,KAAI,SAAS,UAAU,U;K;GAIhG,IAAI,OAAO,KAAK,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAApC,C;IAEI,M

AAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,UAAN,EAAkB,MAAlB,EAA0B,QACpC,iB;MAGH,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;QAC

I,MAAM,IAAI,SAAJ,CAAc,6BAAd,C;OAGV,IAAI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,C;MAGd,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAQ,KAAI,C;MAGvB,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACrB,IAAI,gBAAgB,KAAM,IAAG,C;MAG7B,

IAAI,IAAI,aAAc,GAAE,CAAE,GAClB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,GAAE,aAAP,EAAsB,CAAtB,CADU,GAElB,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAD,EAAgB,GAAhB,C;MAGhB,IAAI,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACnB,IAAI,cAAc,

GAAI,KAAI,SAAU,GAClB,GADkB,GACZ,GAAI,IAAG,C;MAG/B,IAAI,aAAa,WAAY,GAAE,CAAE,GAChB,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,GAAE,WAAP,EAAoB,CAApB,CADQ,GAEhB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,WAAD,EAAc,GAAd,

C;MAGzB,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,UAAX,C;QACI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;QACP,CAAC,E;;MAIL,

OAAO,C;KAvCgC,CAA1B,C;GA4HvB,CAhFD,Y;IACG,yC;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,CAAb,C;QAAgB,OAA

O,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAb,C;MAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,M

AAT,C;K;IAEnB,qC;MACI,IAAI,OAAO,GAAI,KAAI,WAAnB,C;QACI,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,O;OAEd,KAAM,GA

AE,eAAe,CAAC,KAAM,IAAG,CAAV,EAAa,IAAI,OAAjB,C;MACvB,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,E

AAQ,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,EAAM,IAAI,OAAV,CAAvB,C;MACd,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,YAAR,CAAqB,IAAI,SAAS

,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,GAAR,CAAlC,C;K;IAGX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAxB,EA

AqC,UAArC,EAAiD,YAAjD,EAA+D,YAA/D,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAAM,

OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,UA

AU,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,QACzC,KA

AK,UAAU,KAD0B,CAA/B,C;OAIzB,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1C,C;QACI,MAAM,eAA

e,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,OAAvB,EAAgC,QAC1C,eAD0C,CAAhC,C;;;MAQJ,CAApB,Y;OAAc,MAAM,

CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,IAAI,UAAJ,CAAe,CAAf,CAAP,E;;MAErB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAAU,M;MAC9B,MAA

M,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,UAAT,EAAqB,OAArB,EAA8B,QACxC,uB;QACH,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,

EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAA1B,C;OAF0B,CAA9B,C;;IASzB,KAAK,IAAI,IA

AI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAAM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,IAAK,KAAI,WAAxC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAA

X,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,QACxC,0B;UACH,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAM,IAAI,CAAC,

QAAD,EAAW,IAAX,C;SAFa,CAA9B,C;;IAU7B,IAAI,uBAAuB,gB;MACvB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;QAA

W,OAAO,E;MAClB,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;QAAW,OAAO,C;MAElB,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;QACI,

IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;UAAa,OAAO,C;QAEpB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;QACb,OAAO,EAAG,KAAI,

CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAO,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,C;OAG7C,OAAO,CAAE,

KAAI,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAjB,GAAsB,E;K;IAGzC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAAM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAA
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D,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,E

AAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,QACzC,2B;UACH,OAAO,KAAK,UAAU,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,eAAgB,I

AAG,oBAA1B,C;SAFY,CAA/B,C;;GAO/B,G;ECxXF,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,QACH,OADG,aAEC,WAFD,UAG

F,QAHE,C;EAMd,MAAM,WAAY,GAAE,2C;IAChB,IAAI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,YA

AR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAAkB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,OAAO,kBAAkB,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,C;KAGtC,kBAAmB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IAAI,

kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,C;KAGrB,OAAO,

MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,C;G;EAG5B,MAA

M,WAAY,GAAE,kD;IAChB,IAAI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBA

AmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAAkB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,kBAAkB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,K

AAb,C;MAC3B,M;KAGJ,kBAAmB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IAAI,kBAA

mB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,CAAe,GAAE,K;MAC3B,M;KA

GJ,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,EAAyD,KAAzD

,C;G;EAGrB,iD;IACI,IAAI,IAAK,KAAI,KAAb,C;MAAoB,OAAO,I;IAE3B,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,W;IACnB,IAAI,

QAAS,IAAG,IAAhB,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,QAAQ,W;MACzB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,U

AAU,OAA9B,EAAuC,CAAC,EAAxC,C;QACI,IAAI,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAX,EAAgB,KA

AhB,CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;KAKnB,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAL,CAAvB,GAA0C,I;IACtF,IAAI,mBAAmB,cAAe,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,cAAc,YAAhB,GAA+B,I;IAC7

E,OAAO,gBAAiB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,0BAA0B,CAAC,gBAAD,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;G;EASjE,MAAM,OAAQ,G

AAE,yB;IACZ,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,MAAd,C;MACI,QAAQ,OAAO,MAAf,C;aACS,Q;aACA,Q;aACA,S;aACA,U;

UACD,OAAO,I;gBAEP,OAAO,MAAO,YAAW,M;;KAIrC,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,IAA

K,KAAI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,UAApD,CAApC,C;MACI,OAAO,K;KAGX,I

AAI,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,UAAW,IAAG,MAAO,YAAW,KAArD,C;MACI,OAAO,I;KAGX,IAAI,QAAQ,MAA

M,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,C;IACjC,IAAI,cAAc,KAAM,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,KAAK,YAAP,GAAsB,I;IACtD,IAAI,

WAAY,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,YAAa,IAAG,WAA3C,C;MACI,IAAI,WAAW,WAAW,W;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,KA

AM,KAAI,MAAM,KAAK,OAAjC,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,K;QAI1B,IAAI,gBAAgB,KAAK,W;IAGzB,IA

AI,aAAc,IAAG,IAArB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAO,YAAW,K;KAG7B,IAAI,aAAa,KAAM,KAAI,MAAM,KAAK,U

AAW,IAAG,MAAM,YAAa,IAAG,IAA1E,C;MACI,OAAO,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,YAAP,EAAqB,KAArB,C;K

AGrC,OAAO,K;G;EAGX,MAAM,SAAU,GAAE,a;IACd,OAAO,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,QAAS,IAAG,CAAE,YAA

W,MAAM,K;G;EAGtD,MAAM,OAAQ,GAAE,iB;IACZ,OAAO,KAAM,YAAW,MAAM,U;G;EAGlC,MAAM,aA

Ac,GAAE,iB;IAClB,IAAI,OAAO,OAAO,K;IAElB,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAClB,IAAK,KAAI,SAAU,IACn

B,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IACvB,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,WAArB,C;

G;EAGxB,MAAM,eAAgB,GAAE,iB;IACpB,OAAO,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,

KAAD,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,aAArB,C;G;;;;;;;;;aCnDV,gB;;;;ICrE3C,gB;MAkBI,4B;MAjBA,aAA6C,E;MAC7C,

gBAAgD,C;K;4EAG5C,Y;MAAQ,iB;K;+EAGR,Y;MAAQ,oB;K;qCAEZ,iB;MAAyC,OAAQ,0BAAR,YAAQ,EA

AU,KAAM,QAAhB,C;K;4BAEjD,iB;MAAmC,gBAAS,K;K;8BAE5C,Y;MAA+B,OAAnC,MAAmC,kBAA8B,IA

A9B,C;K;8BAE/B,Y;MAA0B,gB;K;IAE1B,0B;MAAA,8B;K;;;IAAA,sC;MAAA,qC;QAAA,oB;OAAA,8B;K;;IDf

J,mC;MAC4C,oBAAa,MAAS,IAAT,CAAb,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;K;gEAE5C,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,6B;QAC2D,Y

AAa,QAAS,IAAT,C;QAIvD,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MA

AM,CAAN,IALgF,IAKrE,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QALwC,OAOhD,K;O;KARX,C;gEAGA,uB;MAEiB,Q;MAAA,OAA

A,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,KAAK,CAAL,C;;MAEf,

OAAO,K;K;IAGX,kC;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAsB,MAAe,IAAf,C;MACtB,gBAAkB,c;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mB

ADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,MAAb,EAAqB,KAArB,C;WACd,WAFS,IAET,S;QAAS,a;;QAZA,U;

QAAA,SAaqB,MAbf,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UAakC,MAZ9B,CAAM,CAAN,IAYsC,IA

Z3B,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAYH,OAAsB,M;;MAHlC,W;K;2EAOJ,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,6B;QACoF,YAAa,aAAa,I

AAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;QAlBhF,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI

,MAAM,CAAN,IAiBoH,IAjBzG,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAiBiE,OAfzE,K;O;KAcX,C;IAGA,+B;MAKiB,IAAN,I;MAF

P,aAAa,IAAb,WAAa,CAAD,IAAC,C;MACb,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,YAD
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S,IACT,EAAY,KAAZ,E;QAAqB,a;;QA1BZ,U;QAAA,SA2BkB,MA3BZ,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CA

AV,mB;UA2B+B,MA1B3B,CAAM,CAAN,IA0BmC,IA1BxB,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QA0BH,OAAmB,M;;MAF/B,W;

K;qEAMJ,yB;MAAA,2B;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;QAGiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,IAAhB,C;QACC

,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,YACY,eAAK,CAAL,E;UACpB,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAD,CAAG,GAAG,K;;QAEP,OAAO,K;O;KARX,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;QAGi

B,Q;QADb,YAAY,QAAY,IAAZ,C;QACC,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,

YACY,eAAK,CAAL,E;UACpB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAG,GAAG,K;;QAEP,OAAO,K;O;KARX,C;IAWA,+B;

MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAsB,MAAY,IAAZ,C;MACtB,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,I

AAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,MAAb,K;WACd,WAFS,IAET,S;QAAS,a;;QA3DA,U;QAAA,SA4DkB,MA5DZ,OAAN,G

AAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UA4D+B,MA3D3B,CAAM,CAAN,IA2DmC,IA3DxB,CAAK,CAAL,C;;Q

A2DH,OAAmB,M;;MAH/B,W;K;qEAOJ,yB;MAAA,2B;MAAA,6B;QAC2E,YAAa,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAh

B,C;QAjEvE,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAg

EwG,IAhE7F,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAgEwD,OA9DhE,K;O;KA6DX,C;IAGA,wC;MACiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,KAAM,

OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,S;;MAEf,OAAO,K;K;IElFX,iC;MA

AA,qC;MAEI,iBAC8B,Q;MAE9B,iBAC8B,sB;MAE9B,yBAEsC,MAAM,G;MAE5C,yBAEsC,CAAC,GAAD,GA

AO,G;MAE7C,WAEwB,EAAE,MAAM,GAAR,C;MAExB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;K;;;IAxB1B,6C;MAA

A,4C;QAAA,2B;OAAA,qC;K;IA2BA,gC;MAAA,oC;MAEI,iBAC6B,O;MAE7B,iBAC6B,Y;MAE7B,yBAEqC,M

AAO,G;MAE5C,yBAEqC,CAAC,GAAD,GAAQ,G;MAE7C,WAEuB,EAAE,MAAO,GAAT,C;MAEvB,kBACuB,

C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;K;;;IAxB1B,4C;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;OAAA,oC;K;IA2BA,8B;MAAA,kC;MAEI,iBACqB,

W;MAErB,iBACqB,U;MAErB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;K;;;IAZ1B,0C;MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;OAAA,kC;

K;IAeA,+B;MAAA,mC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAAM,KAAoB,U;MAEtB,iBACJ,MAAM,KAAoB,U;MAEtB,kBACuB,C;

MAEvB,iBACsB,E;K;;;IAZ1B,2C;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;IAeA,gC;MAAA,oC;MAEI,iBACuB,U;M

AEvB,iBACuB,K;MAEvB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;K;;;IAZ1B,4C;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;OAAA,oC;K;IAe

A,+B;MAAA,mC;MAEI,iBACsB,Q;MAEtB,iBACsB,G;MAEtB,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,C;K;;;IAZ1B,2C;M

AAA,0C;QAAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;IAeA,+B;MAAA,mC;MAEI,iBACmC,C;MAEnC,iBACmC,K;MAEnC,0BAC4

C,K;MAE5C,0BAC4C,K;MAE5C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,qBACuC,uB;MAEvC,qBACuC,sB;M

AEvC,kBACuB,C;MAEvB,iBACsB,E;K;;;IA9B1B,2C;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;IAiCA,iC;MAAA,qC;

K;;;IAAA,6C;MAAA,4C;QAAA,2B;OAAA,qC;K;IAEA,kC;MAAA,sC;K;;;IAAA,8C;MAAA,6C;QAAA,4B;OAA

A,sC;K;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;aC8ouBoB,gB;;;;cC3stB0C,mB;;gBAyEvC,yB;eAAyB,wB;;;uBAgBzB,gC;sBAA

wB,+B;mCA4JjC,qB;mCA5ImC,qB;;kBAQ1B,2B;iBAA0B,0B;;;;;;eCvegB,wB;sBCoBA,sB;iBCnBA,0B;;;aC1K8

B,e;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;gCCxChD,yC;+BCVA,uC;+BCAA,sC;;gCCyJ/B,+B;+BAIW,sC;;gBClF0D,yB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IChFrF,kD;MAMuF,wC;K;IANvF,4CAOI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAP3C,8E;ICGA,kD;MAQuF,wC;K;IA

RvF,4CASI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAT3C,8E;0FZOA,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,U

AAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX

,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;0FAGX,qB

;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,C

AAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;M

AQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CA

AJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;0FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MA

QI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,

C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,

OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;

K;0FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,O

AAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;

4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OA

AO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;0FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4
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FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4F

AGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,

UAAI,CAAJ,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAAO,mBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,

KAAoB,C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KA

AoB,C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAo

B,C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,

C;K;IAG/B,wC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;oGAkE/B,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,S

AAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;sGAUA,y

B;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAs

D,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBA

A3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,

OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;s

GAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAA

tC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SA

AS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,i

D;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;K

APjE,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,K

AAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,S

AAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;O;KAPjE,C;oGAUA,

yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;qGAUA,yB;MAAA,qD;M

AAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,O

AAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAA

K,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,

C;O;KAPhB,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;sG

AUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,s

D;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;sGAUA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QA

OI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;8EAUA,gC;MAOW,sB;;QA2ZS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,c

AAhB,e;UAAsB,IA3ZH,SA2ZO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA

5ZP,yB;K;gFAGJ,gC;MAOW,sB;;QAyZS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzZH,SAyZO,CAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1ZP,yB;K;gFAGJ,gC;MAOW,sB;;QAuZS,Q;

QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAvZH,SAuZO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;Q

AC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAxZP,yB;K;gFAGJ,gC;MAOW,sB;;QAqZS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IArZH,

SAqZO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAtZP,yB;K;gFAGJ,gC;MA

OW,sB;;QAmZS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAnZH,SAmZO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBA

AO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MApZP,yB;K;gFAGJ,gC;MAOW,sB;;QAiZS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAh

B,e;UAAsB,IAjZH,SAiZO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAlZP,y

B;K;gFAGJ,gC;MAOW,sB;;QA+YS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IA/YH,SA+YO,CAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAhZP,yB;K;gFAGJ,gC;MAOW,sB;;QA6YS,Q;QAAh

B,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IA7YH,SA6YO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,

qBAAO,I;;;MA9YP,yB;K;gFAGJ,yB;MA8YA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA9YA,uC;QAOW,sB;;UA2YS,Q;UAAhB,iD;YA

AgB,cAAhB,0B;YAAsB,IA3YH,SA2YO,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAAO,O;cAAP,uB;;UAC9C,qBAA

O,I;;;QA5YP,yB;O;KAPJ,C;sFAUA,yB;MA0zCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA1zCA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAyzCO,Q;UAAA,O

AAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA3zCc,SA

2zCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA7zCP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;wFAUA

,yB;MA6zCA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA7zCA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UA4zCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAA

d,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA9zCc,SA8zCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAA

wB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAh0CP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;wFAUA,yB;MAg0CA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAh
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0CA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UA+zCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV

,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAj0Cc,SAi0CV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oB

AAO,I;;;QAn0CP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;wFAUA,yB;MAm0CA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAn0CA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAk0CO,Q;U

AAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAp

0Cc,SAo0CV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAt0CP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;

wFAUA,yB;MAs0CA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAt0CA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAq0CO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,

W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAv0Cc,SAu0CV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ

,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAz0CP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;wFAUA,yB;MAy0CA,0D;MAAA,+

C;MAz0CA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAw0CO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,u

B;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA10Cc,SA00CV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;

UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA50CP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;wFAUA,yB;MA40CA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA50CA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UA

20CO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;

YACd,IA70Cc,SA60CV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA/0CP,wB;

O;KAPJ,C;wFAUA,yB;MA+0CA,0D;MAAA,+C;MA/0CA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UA80CO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBA

AQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAh1Cc,SAg1CV,CAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAl1CP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;wFAUA,yB;MAk1CA,0

D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAl1CA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAi1CO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,O

AAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAn1Cc,SAm1CV,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAw

B,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAr1CP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;IAUA,0B;MAKI,IA8sNO,qBAAQ,CA9sNf,C

;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAKI,IA4sNO,qBAAQ,CA5s

Nf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAKI,IA0sNO,qBAAQ,C

A1sNf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAKI,IAwsNO,qBA

AQ,CAxsNf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAKI,IAssNO,q

BAAQ,CAtsNf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAKI,IAosN

O,qBAAQ,CApsNf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAKI,IA

ksNO,qBAAQ,CAlsNf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAKI

,IAgsNO,qBAAQ,CAhsNf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGX,4B;M

AKI,IA8rNO,qBAAQ,CA9rNf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;kFAGX,

yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,i

E;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,C

AAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC

;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAA

wB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;

QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,

O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,

MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAA

hB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCA

AuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAv

B,C;O;KANV,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAN

V,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,

cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,

mDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;IASA,gC;MAII,OAoiNO,qBAAQ,CApiNR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IA

GpC,kC;MAII,OAqiNO,qBAAQ,CAriNR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAII,OAsiNO,qB

AAQ,CAtiNR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAII,OAuiNO,qBAAQ,CAviNR,GAAe,IAAf,
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GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAII,OAwiNO,qBAAQ,CAxiNR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;

K;IAGpC,kC;MAII,OAyiNO,qBAAQ,CAziNR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAII,OA0iN

O,qBAAQ,CA1iNR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAII,OA2iNO,qBAAQ,CA3iNR,GAAe,

IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAII,OA4iNO,qBAAQ,CA5iNR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAA

L,C;K;8FAGpC,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;8FAGX,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC

;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAA

wB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACr

D,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FA

GX,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,

C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;

QACrD,OAAO,I;O;KALX,C;wFAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA

3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KALjE,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,O

AAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KALjE,C;0F

AQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC

,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KALjE,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS

,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KALjE,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;

QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAL

jE,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ

,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KALjE,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAA

c,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KALjE,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;

O;KALjE,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,G

AAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;O;KALjE,C;IAQA,qC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,

SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,

0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3

B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAA

sC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KA

AJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CA

AtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GA

AsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K

;IAGjE,qC;MAII,IAAI,eAAJ,C;QACI,wD;UACI,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAIf,8D;UACI,I

AAI,gBAAW,UAAK,OAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;MAInB,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAII,wD;QACI,IA

AI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,

UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KA

AL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAX

,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;

UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OA

AO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MA

Gf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E

;K;8FAGX,gC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;
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gGAGX,gC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;gG

AGX,gC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;gGA

GX,gC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;gGAG

X,gC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;gGAGX,

gC;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;gGAGX,gC

;MAII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;gGAGX,gC;M

AII,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;gGAGX,yB;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,wD;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;QAGf,OAAO,

E;O;KATX,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;

QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;QAGf,OA

AO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,

W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;QAGf,

OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CA

AR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;QA

Gf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,

CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;

QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBA

AQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO

,K;;QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,s

BAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OA

AO,K;;QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAA

R,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,

OAAO,K;;QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,S

AAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YA

CI,OAAO,K;;QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;Q

AAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EA

AV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;IAYA,yB;MAQI,IAg7LO,qBAAQ,CAh7Lf,C;QACI,M

AAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,wBAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,IA26LO,qBAAQ,CA36Lf,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,IAs6LO,qBAAQ,CAt6Lf,

C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,IAi6LO,qBAAQ,CAj

6Lf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,IA45LO,qBAAQ

,CA55Lf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,IAu5LO,qB

AAQ,CAv5Lf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,IAk5L

O,qBAAQ,CAl5Lf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,I

A64LO,qBAAQ,CA74Lf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;IAGX,2B;M

AQI,IAw4LO,qBAAQ,CAx4Lf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;K;gFAG

X,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,

W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,

OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;gFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAA

A,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,c

AAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAA

vB,C;O;KAZV,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAA

L,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MA

AA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAA

d,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,M

AAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QA

AA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C
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;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;iFA

eA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAA

b,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAw

B,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MA

AA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,

cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDA

AvB,C;O;KAZV,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YA

AL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;iFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;M

AAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAA

d,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO

,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;IAeA,yC;MAKsB,UAMA,M;MAPlB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;QACk

B,OAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,

OAAO,K;;;QAID,SAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UA

AK,OAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;MAInB,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,2C;MAIkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,w

BAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;

;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,2C;MAIkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc

,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,2C;MAIkB,Q;MAA

A,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf

,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,2C;MAIkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,O

AAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;

K;IAGX,2C;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAA

I,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,2C;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAA

R,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAA

O,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,2C;MAIkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;Q

AAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,2C;MAIkB,Q;M

AAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,C

AAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,+B;MAMI,OA8jLO,qBAAQ,CA9jLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UA

AK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,iC;MAMI,OA6jLO,qBAAQ,CA7jLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAA

O,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,iC;MAMI,OA4jLO,qBAAQ,CA5jLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,I

AAL,C;K;IAGpC,iC;MAMI,OA2jLO,qBAAQ,CA3jLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;I

AGpC,iC;MAMI,OA0jLO,qBAAQ,CA1jLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,iC;

MAMI,OAyjLO,qBAAQ,CAzjLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,iC;MAMI,OA

wjLO,qBAAQ,CAxjLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,iC;MAMI,OAujLO,qBA

AQ,CAvjLR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,iC;MAMI,OAsjLO,qBAAQ,CAtjLR

,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;4FAGpC,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB

,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,K

AAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAVX,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA

,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,

C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OA

AO,I;O;KAVX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,C

AAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAVX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;Q

AAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL

,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAVX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;

MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;U

AAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I

;O;KAVX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAA
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Q,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAVX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAA

A,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;

UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAVX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MA

AA,+C;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc

,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;

KAVX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAA

K,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAVX,C;kFAaA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,

OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAA

P,C;O;KARX,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;oFA

WA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;

MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4

B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBA

AO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KAR

X,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,qC;MAO

I,IAoxKO,qBAAQ,CApxKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR

,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,qC;MAOI,IAgxKO,qBAAQ,CAhxKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,U

AAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAOI,IA4wKO,qBAAQ,CA5wKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB

,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAOI,IAwwKO,qBAAQ,CAxw

Kf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;M

AOI,IAowKO,qBAAQ,CApwKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gB

AAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAOI,IAgwKO,qBAAQ,CAhwKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OA

AO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAOI,IA4vKO,qBAAQ,CA5vKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BA

AuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAOI,IAwvKO,qBAAQ,C

AxvKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,s

C;MAOI,IAovKO,qBAAQ,CApvKf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,

gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;g

GAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;gGAUA,yB;MAAA,m

C;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;gGAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,

4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;gGAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wB

AAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;gGAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAP

X,C;gGAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;gGAUA,yB;MA

AA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;gGAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;M

AAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,2C;MAMI,IA+kKO,qBAAQ,CA/kKf,C;QACI,OAAO,

I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,IA4kKO,qBAAQ,CA5kKf,C;QACI

,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAMI,IAykKO,qBAAQ,CAzkKf,

C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAMI,IAskKO,qBAAQ,

CAtkKf,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAMI,IAmkKO,

qBAAQ,CAnkKf,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAMI,I

AgkKO,qBAAQ,CAhkKf,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,4C;

MAMI,IA6jKO,qBAAQ,CA7jKf,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IA

GX,4C;MAMI,IA0jKO,qBAAQ,CA1jKf,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,

C;K;IAGX,4C;MAMI,IAujKO,qBAAQ,CAvjKf,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,UAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,

CAAX,C;K;IAGX,2B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;a

ACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,

IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL

,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAA
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N,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,g

CAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,

2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,

W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;

UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;

MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAA

L,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aA

CH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAy

B,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAA

uB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;I

AOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAA

K,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;oFAOJ,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,

iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAA

hB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BA

AyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mD

AAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;O;KAfX,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST

,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;

QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;O;KAfX,C;qFAkBA,yB

;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MA

AM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCA

AuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;O;KAfX,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAM

oB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAmB,I;QACnB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,

QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;O;KAfX,C;qF

AkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QA

CZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cA

AW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MA

AM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,iE;O;KAfX,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,u

C;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;

YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;O;KAf

X,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAsB,I;QACtB,YAAY

,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAA

J,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAA

Y,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;O;KAfX,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;M

AAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAuB,I;QACvB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAA

hB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SA

AS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4D;

O;KAfX,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;Q

AXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,U

AAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAA

Q,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4E;O;KAfX,C;IAkBA,i

C;MAII,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAA

Z,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,

GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII

,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAA
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e,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4

B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,mC;MAII,OAA

W,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;gGAGvC,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,Y

AAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,

KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MA

CnB,OAAO,M;K;gGAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,

O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;

MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAmB,I;MACnB,YAAY,K;MA

CZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;Y

AAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAA

O,M;K;iGAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA

,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,Q

AAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,a

AAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,C

AAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;

QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAsB,I;MACtB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAA

O,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGA

GX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAuB,I;MACvB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MA

GhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;

QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;

UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,OAAO,I;YAClB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QA

GhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;O;KAdX,C;IAiBA,4B;MazoGI,IAAI,EbipGI,KAA

K,CajpGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbgpGc,sD;Qa/oGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObgpGV,OAAO,oBAAoB,gB

AAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,8B;MarpGI,IAAI,Eb6pGI,KAAK,Ca7pGT,CAAJ,C

;QACI,cb4pGc,sD;Qa3pGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob4pGV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CA

AP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,8B;MajqGI,IAAI,EbyqGI,KAAK,CazqGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwqGc,sD

;QavqGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObwqGV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,

CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,8B;Ma7qGI,IAAI,EbqrGI,KAAK,CarrGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cborGc,sD;QanrGd,MAAM,g

CAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OborGV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;I

AGX,8B;MazrGI,IAAI,EbisGI,KAAK,CajsGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbgsGc,sD;Qa/rGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;ObgsGV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,8B;MarsGI,IAAI

,Eb6sGI,KAAK,Ca7sGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4sGc,sD;Qa3sGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob4sGV,OAAO

,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,8B;MajtGI,IAAI,EbytGI,KAAK,Cazt

GT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwtGc,sD;QavtGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObwtGV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,m

BAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,8B;Ma7tGI,IAAI,EbquGI,KAAK,CaruGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

bouGc,sD;QanuGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObouGV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAA

U,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,8B;MazuGI,IAAI,EbivGI,KAAK,CajvGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbgvGc,sD;Qa/uGd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObgvGV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CA

ApB,C;K;IAGX,gC;MarvGI,IAAI,Eb6vGI,KAAK,Ca7vGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4vGc,sD;Qa3vGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob4vGV,OAAO,gBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,k

C;MajwGI,IAAI,EbywGI,KAAK,CazwGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwwGc,sD;QavwGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;ObwwGV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,kC;Ma7wGI,IA

AI,EbqxGI,KAAK,CarxGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cboxGc,sD;QanxGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OboxGV,OA
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AO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,kC;MazxGI,IAAI,EbiyGI,KAAK,

CajyGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbgyGc,sD;Qa/xGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObgyGV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBA

AV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,kC;MaryGI,IAAI,Eb6yGI,KAAK,Ca7yGT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cb4yGc,sD;Qa3yGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob4yGV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CA

AP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,kC;MajzGI,IAAI,EbyzGI,KAAK,CazzGT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwzGc,sD;

QavzGd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObwzGV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,C

AAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,kC;Ma7zGI,IAAI,Ebq0GI,KAAK,Car0GT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbo0Gc,sD;Qan0Gd,MAAM,g

CAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Obo0GV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;

IAGX,kC;Maz0GI,IAAI,Ebi1GI,KAAK,Caj1GT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbg1Gc,sD;Qa/0Gd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WA

AjC,C;Obg1GV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,kC;Mar1GI,I

AAI,Eb61GI,KAAK,Ca71GT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb41Gc,sD;Qa31Gd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob41GV,

OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;gGAGX,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;

MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CA

AV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D

;MAAA,2C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,

KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;

kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O

;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;U

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,O

AAO,W;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,C

AA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,

C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd

,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CA

AR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBA

Ac,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK

,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;

MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,

C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC

;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QA

AJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL

,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WA

AW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eAC

J,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,

C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UA

Aa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C

;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;

QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAA

J,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,

WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WA

AW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eAC

J,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,

C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UA

Aa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C

;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;

QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAA
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J,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,

WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WA

AW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eAC

J,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,

C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX

,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;kF

AkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QAmgBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAngB

U,SAmgBN,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAngB1D,OAogBO,W;O;KA1gBX,C;oF

ASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QAogBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IApgBa,S

AogBT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApgB1D,OAqgBO,W;O;KA3gBX,C;oFASA,

yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QAqgBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IArgBc,SAqgB

V,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QArgB1D,OAsgBO,W;O;KA5gBX,C;oFASA,yB;M

AAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QAsgBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAtgBY,SAsgBR,CA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAtgB1D,OAugBO,W;O;KA7gBX,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,

+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QAugBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAvgBa,SAugBT,CAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAvgB1D,OAwgBO,W;O;KA9gBX,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QAwgBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAxgBc,SAwgBV,CAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxgB1D,OAygBO,W;O;KA/gBX,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

AA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QAygBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzgBe,SAygBX,CAAU,OAAV,C

AAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzgB1D,OA0gBO,W;O;KAhhBX,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,u

C;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QA0gBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IA1gBgB,SA0gBZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA1gB1D,OA2gBO,W;O;KAjhBX,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA2gBA,oC;

MAAA,gC;MA3gBA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QA2gBA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,IA3gBa,SA2g

BT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA3gB1D,OA4gBO,W;O;KAlhBX,C;gGASA,y

B;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QAsgTV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAl6SI,I

ApGmC,SAoG/B,EAk6SkB,cAl6SlB,EAk6SkB,sBAl6SlB,WAk6S2B,IAl6S3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAk6SZ,IAl6S

Y,C;;QApG/C,OAsGO,W;O;KA9GX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QAqgTV,gB;Q

ADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA95SI,IAvGsC,SAuGlC,EA85SkB,cA95SlB,EA85SkB,sBA95SlB,W

A85S2B,IA95S3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA85SZ,IA95SY,C;;QAvG/C,OAyGO,W;O;KAjHX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,

+D;MAAA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QAogTV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA15SI,IA1GuC,S

A0GnC,EA05SkB,cA15SlB,EA05SkB,sBA15SlB,WA05S2B,IA15S3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA05SZ,IA15SY,C;;Q

A1G/C,OA4GO,W;O;KApHX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QAmgTV,gB;QADb,Y

AAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAt5SI,IA7GqC,SA6GjC,EAs5SkB,cAt5SlB,EAs5SkB,sBAt5SlB,WAs5S2B,I

At5S3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAs5SZ,IAt5SY,C;;QA7G/C,OA+GO,W;O;KAvHX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAA

A,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QAkgTV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAl5SI,IAhHsC,SAgHlC,EA

k5SkB,cAl5SlB,EAk5SkB,sBAl5SlB,WAk5S2B,IAl5S3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAk5SZ,IAl5SY,C;;QAhH/C,OAkH

O,W;O;KA1HX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QAigTV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,

iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA94SI,IAnHuC,SAmHnC,EA84SkB,cA94SlB,EA84SkB,sBA94SlB,WA84S2B,IA94S3B,CA

AJ,C;YAA2C,sBA84SZ,IA94SY,C;;QAnH/C,OAqHO,W;O;KA7HX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQ

W,kBAAgB,gB;QAggTV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA14SI,IAtHwC,SAsHpC,EA04SkB,cA

14SlB,EA04SkB,sBA14SlB,WA04S2B,IA14S3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA04SZ,IA14SY,C;;QAtH/C,OAwHO,W;O;

KAhIX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QA+/SV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAA

a,WAAb,e;UAt4SI,IAzHyC,SAyHrC,EAs4SkB,cAt4SlB,EAs4SkB,sBAt4SlB,WAs4S2B,IAt4S3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2

C,sBAs4SZ,IAt4SY,C;;QAzH/C,OA2HO,W;O;KAnIX,C;kGAWA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA2HA,gC;MAo4SA,oC;MA//

SA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,gB;QA8/SV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EA

AO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAl4S/B,IA5HsC,SA4HlC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA

AI,OAAJ,C;;QA5H/C,OA8HO,W;O;KAtIX,C;oGAWA,6C;MA26SiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WA
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Ab,e;QAl6SI,IAAI,WAk6SkB,cAl6SlB,EAk6SkB,sBAl6SlB,WAk6S2B,IAl6S3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAk6SZ,IAl6

SY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;qGAGX,6C;MAu6SiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA95SI,IAAI,

WA85SkB,cA95SlB,EA85SkB,sBA95SlB,WA85S2B,IA95S3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA85SZ,IA95SY,C;;MAE/C,O

AAO,W;K;sGAGX,6C;MAm6SiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA15SI,IAAI,WA05SkB,cA15

SlB,EA05SkB,sBA15SlB,WA05S2B,IA15S3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA05SZ,IA15SY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;qGA

GX,6C;MA+5SiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAt5SI,IAAI,WAs5SkB,cAt5SlB,EAs5SkB,sB

At5SlB,WAs5S2B,IAt5S3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAs5SZ,IAt5SY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,6C;MA25SiB,g

B;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAl5SI,IAAI,WAk5SkB,cAl5SlB,EAk5SkB,sBAl5SlB,WAk5S2B,

IAl5S3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAk5SZ,IAl5SY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,6C;MAu5SiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;

MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QA94SI,IAAI,WA84SkB,cA94SlB,EA84SkB,sBA94SlB,WA84S2B,IA94S3B,CAAJ,C

;UAA2C,sBA84SZ,IA94SY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,6C;MAm5SiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAA

a,WAAb,e;QA14SI,IAAI,WA04SkB,cA14SlB,EA04SkB,sBA14SlB,WA04S2B,IA14S3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA04

SZ,IA14SY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,6C;MA+4SiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAt4

SI,IAAI,WAs4SkB,cAt4SlB,EAs4SkB,sBAt4SlB,WAs4S2B,IAt4S3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAs4SZ,IAt4SY,C;;MAE

/C,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,yB;MAAA,gC;MAo4SA,oC;MAp4SA,oD;QA24SiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAA

a,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAl4S/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,O

AAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;sGAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAM

W,kBAAmB,gB;QASV,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,YAAJ,C;YAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;

;QATpD,OAUO,W;O;KAhBX,C;0GASA,4C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QAAsB,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,yB;MAAA,+D;MAA

A,uC;QAMW,kBAAY,gB;QAoGH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CApGS,SAoGR,CAAU,OAAV

,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApG3D,OAqGO,W;O;KA3GX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC

;QAMW,kBAAY,gB;QAqGH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CArGY,SAqGX,CAAU,OAAV,CA

AL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QArG3D,OAsGO,W;O;KA5GX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QA

MW,kBAAY,gB;QAsGH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAtGa,SAsGZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;

YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAtG3D,OAuGO,W;O;KA7GX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,k

BAAY,gB;QAuGH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAvGW,SAuGV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YA

AyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAvG3D,OAwGO,W;O;KA9GX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kB

AAY,gB;QAwGH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAxGY,SAwGX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAA

yB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxG3D,OAyGO,W;O;KA/GX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAA

Y,gB;QAyGH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CAzGa,SAyGZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,W

AAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzG3D,OA0GO,W;O;KAhHX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAY,gB

;QA0GH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CA1Gc,SA0Gb,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY

,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA1G3D,OA2GO,W;O;KAjHX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAY,gB;QA2

GH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAAI,CA3Ge,SA2Gd,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WA

AI,OAAJ,C;;QA3G3D,OA4GO,W;O;KAlHX,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA4GA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA5GA,uC;QA

MW,kBAAY,gB;QA4GH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,IAAI,CA5GY,SA4GX,CAAU,oBAAV,CAA

L,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5G3D,OA6GO,W;O;KAnHX,C;IASA,kC;MAMI,OAAO,2BAAgB,gB

AAhB,C;K;IAGX,iD;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,eAAJ,C

;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;K;4FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3

D,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,C

AAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,W

AAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;

K;8FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAA
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gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,

OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M

;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6

C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QA

MoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,

CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;O;KAPX,C;sFAUA,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAA

sB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q

;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAA

Y,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;wFAG

X,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C

;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OA

AO,W;K;wFAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU

,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;

QAC1D,OAAO,W;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,mC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMlrIe,W;ONmrItC,OAA4D,OA

ArD,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAAqD,C;K;IAGhE,qC;MAII,IAA

I,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM1rIe,W;ON2rItC,Oc/pIsC,Od+pI/B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAA

R,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,Cc/pI+B,C;K;IdkqI1C,qC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMlsIe,W;ONmsItC,

Oc/pIuC,Od+pIhC,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,Cc/pIgC,C;K;IdkqI3

C,qC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM1sIe,W;ON2sItC,Oc/pIqC,Od+pI9B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EA

A2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,Cc/pI8B,C;K;IdkqIzC,qC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMlt

Ie,W;ONmtItC,Oc/pIsC,Od+pI/B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,Cc/pI+

B,C;K;IdkqI1C,qC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM1tIe,W;ON2tItC,Oc/pIuC,Od+pIhC,yBAAY,OAAQ,

MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,Cc/pIgC,C;K;IdkqI3C,qC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;

QAAuB,OMluIe,W;ONmuItC,Oc/pIwC,Od+pIjC,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAv

B,IAA3B,Cc/pIiC,C;K;IdkqI5C,qC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OM1uIe,W;ON2uItC,Oc/pIyC,Od+pIlC,

0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,Cc/pIkC,C;K;IdkqI7C,qC;MAII,IAAI,O

AAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OMlvIe,W;ONmvItC,OAA4D,SAArD,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,G

AAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAAqD,C;K;IAGhE,qC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;

MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAA

d,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,qC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAA

mB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAA

gB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,O

AAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ

,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAA

wB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAe,IAAf,C;MACG,yB;MAA

d,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MAOkB,Q;

MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,W

AAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,

C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,S
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AAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;

QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,O

AAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAkB,IAAlB,C;M

ACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,

sC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAA

O,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAmB,IAAnB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C

;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,c

AAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,wC;MAMwB,UACT,M;

MAHX,aAAa,aAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,OAAQ,KAA3B,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C

;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,0C;

MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,cAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAAp

B,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,

0C;MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,c

AApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;K;IA

GX,0C;MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,OAAQ,KAAjB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAo

B,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;

K;IAGX,0C;MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,

OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAA

O,M;K;IAGX,0C;MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MACE,yB;M

AApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5

B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,0C;MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,OAAQ,KAApB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MACE,

yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;;

MAE5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,0C;MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,OAAQ,KAArB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;

MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WA

AL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,0C;MAMwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAA

kB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK

,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,0C;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,yBAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,C

AAf,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,0C;

MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,cAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,

OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAW,CAA

X,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,2C;MA

II,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAS,CAAT,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAA

Q,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;

MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAII,IA

AI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAW,CAAX,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,

aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAY,CAAZ,C;M

AC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAII,IAA

I,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,oBAAa,CAAb,C;MAC9B,OAAO,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aA

AR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;MAC

9B,OAAO,0BAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAciB,Q;Ma

7lJb,IAAI,EbulJI,KAAK,CavlJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbslJc,sD;QarlJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObslJV,IA

AI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,iB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,C

AAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MAC

X,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,

K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAciB,Q;MannJb,IAAI,Eb6mJI,KAAK,Ca7mJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4mJc,sD;Qa3

mJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob4mJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAA

K,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;M
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ACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IA

AK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAciB,Q;MazoJb,IAA

I,EbmoJI,KAAK,CanoJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbkoJc,sD;QajoJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObkoJV,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAA

T,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,

wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;

MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAciB,Q;Ma/pJb,IAAI,EbypJI,KAAK,CazpJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbwpJc,sD;QavpJd,M

AAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObwpJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBA

AT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,

YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAK,WAAI

,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAciB,Q;MarrJb,IAAI,Eb+qJI,K

AAK,Ca/qJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb8qJc,sD;Qa7qJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob8qJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAA

T,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY

,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,O

AAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAciB,Q;Ma3sJb,IAAI,EbqsJI,KAAK,CarsJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbosJc,sD;QansJd,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObosJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe

,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;M

ACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAciB,Q;MajuJb,IAAI,Eb2tJI,KAAK,Ca3

tJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb0tJc,sD;QaztJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob0tJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,

OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OA

AO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QA

Aa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IA

GX,8B;MAciB,Q;MavvJb,IAAI,EbivJI,KAAK,CajvJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbgvJc,sD;Qa/uJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ

,WAAjC,C;ObgvJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;

MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW

,iBAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI

,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAciB,Q;Ma7wJb,IAAI,EbuwJI,KAAK,CavwJT,CAA

J,C;QACI,cbswJc,sD;QarwJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;ObswJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO

,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sB

AAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,W

AAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;I

AGX,gC;MarxJI,IAAI,Eb6xJI,KAAK,Ca7xJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb4xJc,sD;Qa3xJd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;Ob4xJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,

OAAO,iB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,

WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KA

AL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;MaxyJI,IAAI,EbgzJI,KAAK,CahzJT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb+yJc,sD;Qa9yJd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob+yJV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MA

CX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAA

O,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7

B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;Ma3zJI,IAAI,Ebm0JI,KAAK,Can0

JT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbk0Jc,sD;Qaj0Jd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Obk0JV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,

OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;

QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,

OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;

Ma90JI,IAAI,Ebs1JI,KAAK,Cat1JT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbq1Jc,sD;Qap1Jd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Obq1

JV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,m
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B;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,i

BAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,

C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;Maj2JI,IAAI,Eby2JI,KAAK,Caz2JT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbw2Jc,sD;Qav2Jd,MAAM,g

CAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Obw2JV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,

KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,I

AAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QAC

I,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;Map3JI,IAAI,Eb43JI,KAAK,Ca53JT,CAAJ,

C;QACI,cb23Jc,sD;Qa13Jd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob23JV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,

W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,

OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,

CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;Mav4JI

,IAAI,Eb+4JI,KAAK,Ca/4JT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cb84Jc,sD;Qa74Jd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Ob84JV,IAA

I,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACt

B,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAkB,

CAAlB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;M

ACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;Ma15JI,IAAI,Ebk6JI,KAAK,Cal6JT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cbi6Jc,sD;Qah6Jd,MAAM,gCAAy

B,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Obi6JV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,

IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C

AAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;Ma76JI,IAAI,Ebq7JI,KAAK,Car7JT,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,cbo7Jc,sD;Qan7Jd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Obo7JV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MAC

nB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,O

AAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,EAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,I

AAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;gGAGX,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,

KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;

kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O

;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;U

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,O

AAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,C

AA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,

C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd

,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CA

AR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBA

Ac,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK

,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;

QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OA

AO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;

MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EA

AV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAXX,C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,+D

;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,
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UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,S

AAb,O;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;K

AZX,C;IAeA,4B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,

M;MAClB,mBAAmB,wB;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAA

K,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBA

Ac,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd

,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MAC

f,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UA

AU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;

K;IAIR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;M

AClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,K

AAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAA

O,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,C

AAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UA

AK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,

UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IA

IR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB

,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,I

AAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAA

P,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,W

AAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YA

AL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,8B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,

KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,kD;

MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,I

AAwB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,S

AAd,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UA

AK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,kD;MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC

,C;MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B

,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,SAAd,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,U

AAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,mD;MAWI,oCAAa,2B

AAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;

MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,SAAd,UAA8B,QA

A9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAq

B,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,mD;MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAe
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,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B,mBAAmB,UA

AU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,SAAd,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IA

Ac,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,mD;MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,E

AA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAA

a,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,SAAd,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UA

AU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;

K;IAIR,mD;MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,O

AAZ,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MA

CnB,iBAAc,SAAd,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL

,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,mD;MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,E

AAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QA

A2B,M;MAC3B,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,SAAd,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KA

AL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,mD;MA

WI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,IAA

wB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,SAA

d,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,

YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,mD;MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;

MACb,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,OAAZ,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;MACf,IAAI,cAAa,QAAjB,C;QAA2B,M;MAC3B,m

BAAmB,UAAU,CAAV,I;MACnB,iBAAc,SAAd,UAA8B,QAA9B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAA

K,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;K;IAIR,6B;MAII,IA+nEO,qBAAQ,

CA/nEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,wB;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAII,IA6

nEO,qBAAQ,CA7nEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,

+B;MAII,IA2nEO,qBAAQ,CA3nEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OA

AO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAII,IAynEO,qBAAQ,CAznEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,

C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAII,IAunEO,qBAAQ,CAvnEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,

WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAII,IAqnEO,qBAAQ,CArnEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAA

W,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAII,IAmnEO,qBAAQ,CAnnEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;

MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAII,IAinEO,qBAAQ,CAjnEf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAII,IA+mEO,qBAAQ,

CA/mEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,kC;MAII,IAq

iEO,qBAAQ,CAriEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,aAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;MACb,gBAAgB,wB;M

AChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAA

O,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IAiiEO,qBAAQ,CAjiEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,cAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAA

gB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC

5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IA6hEO,qBAAQ,CA7hEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAW,gBAAX,C;M

ACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CA

AL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IAyhEO,qBAAQ,CAzhEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAS,gB

AAT,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,

UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IAqhEO,qBAAQ,CArhEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAA

a,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IA

AP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IAihEO,qBAAQ,CAjhEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;M

ACtB,aAAa,iBAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAA

Y,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IA6gEO,qBAAQ,CA7gEf,C;QAA

e,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAY,gBAAZ,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,

OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IAygEO,qBAAQ,CA

zgEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,oBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAA

b,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,IAqgEO,q

BAAQ,CArgEf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,
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OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,4B;MA

KI,qBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;MAKI,qBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;MAKI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;M

AKI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;MAKI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;MAKI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;

MAKI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;MAKI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,8B;MAKI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,sC

;MAOI,aAAU,wBAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACX,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,sC;MAOI,a

AAU,0BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CA

AL,C;QACX,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,uC;MAOI,aAAU,0B

AAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CAAL,C;QA

CX,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,uC;MAOI,aAAU,0BAAV,OA

A2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,UAA

K,CAAL,IAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,uC;MAOI,aAAU,0BAAV,OAA2B,CAA

3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,UAAK,CAAL,I

AAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,uC;MAOI,aAAU,0BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QA

CI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,uC;MAOI,aAAU,0BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ

,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,UAAK,CAAL

,C;QACV,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,uC;MAOI,aAAU,0BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iB

AAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,

UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,I;;K;IAIlB,uC;MAOI,aAAU,0BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAA

I,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,UAAK,CAAL,IAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,C

AAL,IAAU,I;;K;kFAIlB,yB;MAAA,oD;Mer3LA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,

uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;

OA4DI,C;Mf82Lf,sC;QAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,oBep3Ld,eAAW,iBfo3LsB,Qep3LtB,CAAX,Cfo3Lc,

C;U;KANlB,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,oD;Me32LA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,u

B;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA

+EI,C;Mfo2Lf,sC;QAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,oBe12Ld,eAAW,2Bf02LgC,Qe12LhC,CAAX,Cf02Lc,C;

U;KANlB,C;IASA,mC;MAMI,oBAAS,cAAT,C;K;IAGJ,qC;MAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;Q;I

AIR,qC;MAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;Q;IAIR,qC;MAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QA

CA,oB;Q;IAIR,qC;MAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QACA,oB;Q;IAIR,qC;MAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;

QACI,e;QACA,oB;Q;IAIR,qC;MAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;Q;IAIR,qC;MAII,IAAI,mBAAO

,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;Q;IAIR,2B;MAMI,OAAqB,OAAd,sBAAc,C;K;IAGzB,6B;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAA

uB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OgB9+LhC,WhB8+LgC,C;K;IAG3C,6B;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAA

uC,OgBr/LhC,WhBq/LgC,C;K;IAG3C,6B;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OgB5/LhC,WhB4/L

gC,C;K;IAG3C,6B;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OgBngMhC,WhBmgMgC,C;K;IAG3C,6B;

MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OgB1gMhC,WhB0gMgC,C;K;IAG3C,6B;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;

MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OgBjhMhC,WhBihMgC,C;K;IAG3C,6B;MAI0B,kBAAf,0B;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,

OAAuC,OgBxhMhC,WhBwhMgC,C;K;IAG3C,gC;MAMI,IA6kDO,qBAAQ,CA7kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,k

BAAd,ScthKiB,Q;MdshKK,mB;MAA7B,OgBliMO,W;K;IhBqiMX,kC;MAII,IA6kDO,qBAAQ,CA7kDf,C;QAAe,

OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,ScphKiB,Q;MdohKK,iB;MAA7B,OgB1iMO,W;K;IhB6iMX,kC;MAII,IA6kDO,qBAAQ,

CA7kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SclhKiB,Q;MdkhKK,iB;MAA7B,OgBljMO,W;K;IhBqjMX,kC;MAII,

IA6kDO,qBAAQ,CA7kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SchhKiB,Q;MdghKK,iB;MAA7B,OgB1jMO,W;K;I

hB6jMX,kC;MAII,IA6kDO,qBAAQ,CA7kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,mB;M

AA7B,OgBlkMO,W;K;IhBqkMX,kC;MAII,IA6kDO,qBAAQ,CA7kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc7gKi

B,Q;Md6gKK,iB;MAA7B,OgB1kMO,W;K;IhB6kMX,kC;MAII,IA6kDO,qBAAQ,CA7kDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MA

CD,kBAAd,Sc3gKiB,Q;Md2gKK,iB;MAA7B,OgBllMO,W;K;IhBqlMX,kC;MAII,IAqlDO,qBAAQ,CArlDf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,iB;MAA7B,OgB1lMO,W;K;IhB6lMX,0C;MAMI,IA2gDO,

qBAAQ,CA3gDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,ScxlKiB,Q;MdwlKK,sBAAS,cAAT,C;MAA7B,OgBpmMO,
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W;K;IhBumMX,4C;MAII,IA2gDO,qBAAQ,CA3gDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SctlKiB,Q;MdslKK,6B;

MAA7B,OgB5mMO,W;K;IhB+mMX,4C;MAII,IA2gDO,qBAAQ,CA3gDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Scp

lKiB,Q;MdolKK,6B;MAA7B,OgBpnMO,W;K;IhBunMX,4C;MAII,IA2gDO,qBAAQ,CA3gDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;

MACD,kBAAd,ScllKiB,Q;MdklKK,6B;MAA7B,OgB5nMO,W;K;IhB+nMX,4C;MAII,IA2gDO,qBAAQ,CA3gDf,

C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,6B;MAA7B,OgBpoMO,W;K;IhBuoMX,4C;MAII,IA

2gDO,qBAAQ,CA3gDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc/kKiB,Q;Md+kKK,6B;MAA7B,OgB5oMO,W;K;Ih

B+oMX,4C;MAII,IA2gDO,qBAAQ,CA3gDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,Sc7kKiB,Q;Md6kKK,6B;MAA7

B,OgBppMO,W;K;IhBupMX,4C;MAII,IAmhDO,qBAAQ,CAnhDf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,UAAL,SA

AK,C;MAAiB,6B;MAA7B,OgB5pMO,W;K;IhB+pMX,gD;MAMI,IAy8CO,qBAAQ,CAz8Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;

MACD,kBAAd,Sc1pKiB,Q;Md0pKK,iC;MAA7B,OgBtqMO,W;K;sFhByqMX,yB;MAAA,wD;Me9pMA,sC;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA

5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;MfupMf,sC;QAQI,OAAO,sBe/pMP,eAAW,iBf+

pMiB,Qe/pMjB,CAAX,Cf+pMO,C;O;KARX,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,wD;MezqMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe

,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,

SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;MfkqMf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBexqMP,eAAW,iBfwqMiB,QexqMjB,CA

AX,CfwqMO,C;O;KANX,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MelrMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqE

e,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CA

A3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;Mf2qMf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBejrMP,eAAW,iBfirMiB,QejrMjB,CAAX,CfirMO,C;O;KANX,

C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me3rMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,e

AAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;M

forMf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBe1rMP,eAAW,iBf0rMiB,Qe1rMjB,CAAX,Cf0rMO,C;O;KANX,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,

wD;MepsMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5

Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;Mf6rMf,sC;QAMI,OAA

O,sBensMP,eAAW,iBfmsMiB,QensMjB,CAAX,CfmsMO,C;O;KANX,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me7sMA,sC;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,

CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;MfssMf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBe5sMP,eAAW,i

Bf4sMiB,Qe5sMjB,CAAX,Cf4sMO,C;O;KANX,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MettMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAO

e,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B

,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;Mf+sMf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBertMP,eAAW,iBfqtMiB,QertMjB,CAA

X,CfqtMO,C;O;KANX,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me/tMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4

B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3

B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;MfwtMf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBe9tMP,eAAW,iBf8tMiB,Qe9tMjB,CAAX,Cf8tMO,C;O;KANX,

C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MexuMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,e

AAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;M

fiuMf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBevuMP,eAAW,iBfuuMiB,QevuMjB,CAAX,CfuuMO,C;O;KANX,C;0GASA,yB;MAA

A,wD;Me9tMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,O

A/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MfutMf,sC;QAMI,OAA

O,sBe7tMP,eAAW,2Bf6tM2B,Qe7tM3B,CAAX,Cf6tMO,C;O;KANX,C;4GASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MevuMA,sC;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA

/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MfguMf,sC;QAII,OAAO,sBepuMP,eAAW,2Bfou

M2B,QepuM3B,CAAX,CfouMO,C;O;KAJX,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me9uMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,y

B;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA

+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MfuuMf,sC;QAII,OAAO,sBe3uMP,eAAW,2Bf2uM2B,Qe3uM3B,CAAX,

Cf2uMO,C;O;KAJX,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MervMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;

UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;

W;S;OA+EI,C;Mf8uMf,sC;QAII,OAAO,sBelvMP,eAAW,2BfkvM2B,QelvM3B,CAAX,CfkvMO,C;O;KAJX,C;4G

AOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me5vMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAs

B,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MfqvMf,
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sC;QAII,OAAO,sBezvMP,eAAW,2BfyvM2B,QezvM3B,CAAX,CfyvMO,C;O;KAJX,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;

MenwMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,c

AAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;Mf4vMf,sC;QAII,OAAO,sBeh

wMP,eAAW,2BfgwM2B,QehwM3B,CAAX,CfgwMO,C;O;KAJX,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;Me1wMA,sC;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/

EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MfmwMf,sC;QAII,OAAO,sBevwMP,eAAW,2Bfu

wM2B,QevwM3B,CAAX,CfuwMO,C;O;KAJX,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MejxMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAO

e,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,

SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;Mf0wMf,sC;QAII,OAAO,sBe9wMP,eAAW,2Bf8wM2B,Qe9wM3B,C

AAX,Cf8wMO,C;O;KAJX,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;MexxMA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eA

wFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,C

AA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MfixMf,sC;QAII,OAAO,sBerxMP,eAAW,2BfqxM2B,QerxM3B,CAAX,CfqxMO,C;O;K

AJX,C;IAOA,qC;MAMI,OAAO,sBAAW,cAAX,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAIoB,kBcpzKQ,iB;MdozKA,iB;MAAxB,OAAi

C,WgB10M1B,WhB00M0B,C;K;IAGrC,uC;MAIoB,kBcjzKQ,iB;MdizKA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WgBj1M1B,WhBi

1M0B,C;K;IAGrC,uC;MAIoB,kBc9yKQ,iB;Md8yKA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WgBx1M1B,WhBw1M0B,C;K;IAGrC,

uC;MAIoB,kBAAT,oB;MAAiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WgB/1M1B,WhB+1M0B,C;K;IAGrC,uC;MAIoB,kBczyKQ,

iB;MdyyKA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WgBt2M1B,WhBs2M0B,C;K;IAGrC,uC;MAIoB,kBctyKQ,iB;MdsyKA,iB;MAA

xB,OAAiC,WgB72M1B,WhB62M0B,C;K;IAGrC,uC;MAIoB,kBAAT,oB;MAAiB,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WgBp3M1

B,WhBo3M0B,C;K;IAGrC,2C;MAMI,OAAmC,OAA5B,2BAAgB,UAAhB,CAA4B,C;K;IAGvC,6C;MAI0B,kBA

Af,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OgBp4M9C,WhBo4M8C,C;K;IAGzD,6C;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;M

AA9B,OAAqD,OgB34M9C,WhB24M8C,C;K;IAGzD,6C;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OgBl5

M9C,WhBk5M8C,C;K;IAGzD,6C;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OgBz5M9C,WhBy5M8C,C;

K;IAGzD,6C;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OgBh6M9C,WhBg6M8C,C;K;IAGzD,6C;MAI0B,

kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OgBv6M9C,WhBu6M8C,C;K;IAGzD,6C;MAI0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,i

C;MAA9B,OAAqD,OgB96M9C,WhB86M8C,C;K;IAGzD,6C;MAI0B,kBAAf,0B;MAAuB,iC;MAA9B,OAAqD,O

gBr7M9C,WhBq7M8C,C;K;IAkoCrD,gC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,wBAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,

CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CA

AT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CAAT,

EAAY,0BAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CAAT,EA

AY,0BAAZ,C;K;IAMR,kC;MAAQ,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;K;oFAEZ,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;K;sF

AGnB,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;K;sFAGnB,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;K;sFAGnB,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAA

Q,C;K;sFAGnB,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;K;sFAGnB,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;K;sFAGnB,qB;MAKI,OA

AO,qBAAQ,C;K;sFAGnB,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;K;sFAGnB,qB;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;K;0FAGnB,qB;

MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FAGX,q

B;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FAGX,

qB;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FAG

X,qB;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;4FA

GX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;K;IAOP,kC;MAAQ,0BAAO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0BA

AO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0BAAO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0BAAO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0B

AAO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0BAAO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0BAAO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0

BAAO,CAAP,I;K;IAMR,oC;MAAQ,0BAAO,CAAP,I;K;IA8TZ,yD;MAcI,sBAAS,cAAT,EAAyB,SAAzB,EAAoC

,OAApC,C;K;IAGJ,yD;MAYI,mBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MACA,qBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;K;I

AGJ,yD;MAYI,mBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MACA,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;K;IAGJ,0D;MAYI

,mBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MACA,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;K;IAGJ,0D;MAYI,mBAAK,SAA

L,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MACA,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;K;IAGJ,0D;MAYI,mBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OA

AhB,C;MACA,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;K;IAGJ,0D;MAYI,mBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MACA

,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;K;IAGJ,0D;MAYI,mBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MACA,sBAAQ,SAA

R,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;K;IA2B0B,oD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,2BAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IAJzC,mC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAa,
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gBAAb,EAAmB,gCAAnB,C;K;IAOgB,8C;MAAA,wB;QAAW,wBAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IAJtC,gC;MAII,OAAO,+

BAAU,gBAAV,GAAgB,6BAAhB,C;K;IAOgB,8C;MAAA,wB;QAAW,wBAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IAJtC,gC;MAII,O

AAO,kBAAU,gBAAV,EAAgB,6BAAhB,C;K;IAOkB,kD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,0BAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IAJxC,kC;

MAII,OAAO,kCAAY,gBAAZ,GAAkB,+BAAlB,C;K;IAOiB,gD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IAJv

C,iC;MAII,OAAO,kCAAW,gBAAX,GAAiB,8BAAjB,C;K;IAOe,4C;MAAA,wB;QAAW,uBAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;I

AJrC,+B;MAII,OAAO,gCAAS,gBAAT,GAAe,4BAAf,C;K;IAOgB,8C;MAAA,wB;QAAW,wBAAK,KAAL,C;O;

K;IAJtC,gC;MAII,OAAO,kBAAU,gBAAV,EAAgB,6BAAhB,C;K;IAOiB,gD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,

C;O;K;IAJvC,iC;MAII,OAAO,gCAAW,gBAAX,GAAiB,8BAAjB,C;K;wFA2CX,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAA

A,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAA

pB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UO58QnB,wBAAI,

IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPkyPA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;

MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,

QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UO39QnB,w

BAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPizPA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA

,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBA

AoB,QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UO1+Qn

B,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPg0PA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;M

AAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,

mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UO

z/QnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP+0PA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBA

AY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C

;UOxgRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP81PA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0FAeA,yB;MA

AA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,

kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,OA

AV,C;UOvhRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP62PA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0FAeA,yB

;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QA

C1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,

OAAV,C;UOtiRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP43PA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0FAeA,

yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;

QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CA

AU,OAAV,C;UOrjRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP24PA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;0F

AeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA4qBA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA5qBA,uC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,

gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyqBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0

B;UACI,WA1qB8C,SA0qB/B,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UOpkRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QP0

5PA,OA4qBO,W;O;KAxrBX,C;4FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,Y

AAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAmQL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAA

hB,e;UACI,WAAY,aApQoC,WAoQhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QApQhB,OAsQO,W;O;KAlRX,

C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,

EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAoQL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aArQuC,

WAqQnC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QArQhB,OAuQO,W;O;KAnRX,C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;M

AAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,m

BAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAqQL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAtQwC,WAsQpC,CAAY,OAAZ,C

AAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAtQhB,OAwQO,W;O;KApRX,C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAA

A,yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAsB,QAAtB,C;QAsQL

,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAvQsC,WAuQlC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAv

QhB,OAyQO,W;O;KArRX,C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YA

AY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAuQL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAh
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B,e;UACI,WAAY,aAxQuC,WAwQnC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAxQhB,OA0QO,W;O;KAtRX,

C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,

EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAwQL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAzQwC

,WAyQpC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAzQhB,OA2QO,W;O;KAvRX,C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;M

AAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,m

BAAyB,QAAzB,C;QAyQL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA1QyC,WA0QrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CA

AJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QA1QhB,OA4QO,W;O;KAxRX,C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,

yC;QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAA0B,QAA1B,C;QA0QL,

Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA3Q0C,WA2QtC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QA3

QhB,OA6QO,W;O;KAzRX,C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA6QA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA7QA,yC;

QAWI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QA2QL,Q;Q

AAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAAY,aA5QuC,WA4QnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QA5

QhB,OA8QO,W;O;KA1RX,C;8FAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YA

AY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA6QL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAh

B,e;UACI,WAAY,aA9QoC,WA8QhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9QiD,cA8QvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA9QhB,

OAgRO,W;O;KA3RX,C;8FAcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,g

BAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+QL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

ACI,WAAY,aAhRoC,WAgRhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAhRiD,cAgRvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAhRhB,OAkR

O,W;O;KA7RX,C;+FAcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAA

Z,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAiRL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAAY,aAlRoC,WAkRhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAlRiD,cAkRvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAlRhB,OAoRO,W;

O;KA/RX,C;+FAcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAA

kB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAmRL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY

,aApRoC,WAoRhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EApRiD,cAoRvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QApRhB,OAsRO,W;O;KAj

SX,C;+FAcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EA

Ac,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAqRL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAtRo

C,WAsRhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAtRiD,cAsRvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAtRhB,OAwRO,W;O;KAnSX,C;+F

AcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAA

d,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAuRL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAxRoC,WAw

RhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAxRiD,cAwRvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAxRhB,OA0RO,W;O;KArSX,C;+FAcA,

yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;

QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyRL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA1RoC,WA0RhC,

CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA1RiD,cA0RvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1RhB,OA4RO,W;O;KAvSX,C;+FAcA,yB;M

AAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1

B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA2RL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA5RoC,WA4RhC,CAA

Y,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA5RiD,cA4RvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA5RhB,OA8RO,W;O;KAzSX,C;+FAcA,yB;MAAA,

0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA8RA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA9RA,yD;QAUI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EA

Ac,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA6RL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAAY,aA9

RoC,WA8RhC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA9RiD,cA8RvB,CAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA9RhB,OAgSO,W;O;KA3S

X,C;gGAcA,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAA

Y,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;kGAGX,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;k

GAGX,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OA

AZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;iGAGX,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAA

gB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;kGAG

X,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,C

AAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;kGAGX,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;kGAGX,+C
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;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,

EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;kGAGX,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;iGAGX,yB;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,

WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;kGAgBA,+D;MAUoB,Q

;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eA

Ae,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;kGAGX,+D;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;m

GAGX,+D;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OA

AZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;mGAGX,+D;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;M

AEhB,OAAO,W;K;mGAGX,+D;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WA

AY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;mGAGX,+D;MAUoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,

OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;mGAGX,+D;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;mGA

GX,+D;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,

CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;mGAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QA

UoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,C

AAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;2FAgBA,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO58QnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,I

AAK,OAArB,C;;MP88QA,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QO39QnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP69QA,OA

AO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,

OAAV,C;QO1+QnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP4+QA,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB

,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOz/QnB,wBAAI,I

AAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MP2/QA,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOxgRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,O

AArB,C;;MP0gRA,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOvhRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPyhRA,OAAO,W;

K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,

C;QOtiRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPwiRA,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAA

hB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QOrjRnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MA

AT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MPujRA,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QASoB,Q;QA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UOpkRnB,wBA

AI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QPskRA,OAAO,W;O;KAZX,C;gGAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;M

AAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAYI,aAAa,mBAAsC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAAtC,C;QAsJG,Q;QA

AhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;

O;KAb3B,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAaI,aAAa,mBAAyC,cAAlB,YAAY,gB

AAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAAzC,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJ

e,aAsJF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3B,C;kGAiBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;

MAAA,2C;QAaI,aAAa,mBAA0C,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAA1C,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3

B,C;kGAiBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAaI,aAAa,mBAAwC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,C

AAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAAxC,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJ

F,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3B,C;kGAiBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAA

A,2C;QAaI,aAAa,mBAAyC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAAzC,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAg

B,cAAhB,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3B,C;k
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GAiBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAaI,aAAa,mBAA0C,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,

EAAc,EAAd,CAA1C,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJF,CAAc

,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3B,C;kGAiBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QA

aI,aAAa,mBAA2C,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAA3C,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAh

B,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3B,C;kGAiBA,

yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAaI,aAAa,mBAA4C,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,E

AAd,CAA5C,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJF,CAAc,OAAd,

CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3B,C;kGAiBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAwJA,o

C;MAAA,gC;MAxJA,2C;QAaI,aAAa,mBAA2D,cAApC,YAAiB,aAAL,gBAAK,EAAa,GAAb,CAAjB,CAAoC,E

AAc,EAAd,CAA3D,C;QAsJG,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UArJuB,MAsJP,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAtJe,aAsJF,CA

Ac,oBAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtJhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAd3B,C;oGAiBA,iD;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,iD

;MAWoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,O

AAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,iD;MAWoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAA

hB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,iD;MAWoB,Q;MA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;

MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,iD;MAWoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,W

AAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,iD;MAWoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,

W;K;sGAGX,iD;MAWoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAA

J,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,iD;MAWoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAA

gB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;sGAGX,yB;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,wD;QAWoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O

;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,oBAAd,CAAb,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;IAiBA,8C;MAIiB,Q;

MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gD

;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K

;IAGX,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,O

AAO,W;K;IAGX,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAA

I,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,W

AAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,

M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WA

AA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;

QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,8B;MAII,OAAO,wB

AAa,eAAW,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CA

Ab,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,

eAAa,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAb,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;K

;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAgB,

YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAhB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;K;I

AGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAiB,eAAL,gBAAK,EAAa,GAAb,CAAjB,CAAd,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,2B;

MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,qBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBA

AN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SA

AK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;a

ACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,6

B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL

,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gB

AAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,S
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AAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K

;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ

,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAA

L,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,g

BAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL

,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,6B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL

,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IA

OJ,kC;MAII,OAAO,iBAAe,aAAL,SAAK,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,oC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;

MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,oC

;MAKiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAiB,gBAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAA

K,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,oC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SA

Ab,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,oC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,

WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;

MACxB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,oC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAiB,gBAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,oC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAA

kB,gBAAlB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAA

O,I;K;IAGX,oC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAmB,gBAAnB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb

,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,oC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,

C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;K

;IAGX,0B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UA

AK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,+BAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K

;IAOJ,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAA

K,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;I

AOJ,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK

,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;IA

OJ,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAmB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAnB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;IA

OJ,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;IA

OJ,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;IA

OJ,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAO

J,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,C

AAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAuB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ

,4B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,sBAAK,C

AAL,EAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAiB,eAAL,gBAAK,EAAa,GAAb,CAAjB,CAApB,CAAb,C

;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;oFAOJ,yB;MAAA,+D;MAwaA,gD;MAxaA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAsaD,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAva6B,SAualB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAxahB,O

A0aO,W;O;KAhbX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA0aA,gD;MA1aA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAwaD,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAza6B,SAyalB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA1ahB,OA

4aO,W;O;KAlbX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA4aA,gD;MA5aA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QA0aD,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA3a6B,SA2alB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA5ahB,OA8a

O,W;O;KApbX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA8aA,gD;MA9aA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QA4aD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA7a6B,SA6alB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA9ahB,OAgbO

,W;O;KAtbX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAgbA,gD;MAhbA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QA8aD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAg

B,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA/a6B,SA+alB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAhbhB,OAkbO,W

;O;KAxbX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAkbA,gD;MAlbA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAgbD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,
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cAAhB,e;UACI,WAjb6B,SAiblB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAlbhB,OAobO,W;O;

KA1bX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAobA,gD;MApbA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAkbD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UACI,WAnb6B,SAmblB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QApbhB,OAsbO,W;O;

KA5bX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAsbA,gD;MAtbA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAobD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UACI,WArb6B,SAqblB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAtbhB,OAwbO,W;O;K

A9bX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAwbA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAxbA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAsbD,Q;Q

AAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAvb6B,SAublB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QAxbhB,OA0bO,W;O;KAhcX,C;sFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA0bA,gD;MA1bA,uC;QAUW,kBAAU,gB;QAwbD,Q;

QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAzb6B,SAyblB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QA1bhB,OA4bO,W;O;KAtcX,C;kGAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAsJA,gD;MAtJA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAqJR,gB;

QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAtJoC,SAsJzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,O

AAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAvJhB,OAyJO,W;O;KArKX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAyJA

,gD;MAzJA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAwJR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAzJoC,

SAyJzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA1JhB,OA4

JO,W;O;KAxKX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA4JA,gD;MA5JA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QA2JR,gB;QADhB,YAA

Y,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA5JoC,SA4JzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UA

CC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA7JhB,OA+JO,W;O;KA3KX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+JA,gD;MA/JA,

uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QA8JR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA/JoC,SA+JzB,EAA

U,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAhKhB,OAkKO,W;O;KA

9KX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAkKA,gD;MAlKA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAiKR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QAC

Z,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAlKoC,SAkKzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAA

Z,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAnKhB,OAqKO,W;O;KAjLX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAqKA,gD;MArKA,uC;QA

YW,kBAAiB,gB;QAoKR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WArKoC,SAqKzB,EAAU,cA

AV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAtKhB,OAwKO,W;O;KApLX,

C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAwKA,gD;MAxKA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAuKR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD

;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAxKoC,SAwKzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,

WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAzKhB,OA2KO,W;O;KAvLX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA2KA,gD;MA3KA,uC;QA

YW,kBAAiB,gB;QA0KR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA3KoC,SA2KzB,EAAU,cA

AV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA5KhB,OA8KO,W;O;KA1LX,

C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA8KA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MA9KA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QA6KR,gB;QAD

hB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WA9KoC,SA8KzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,oB

AAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA/KhB,OAiLO,W;O;KA7LX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAiL

A,gD;MAjLA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAgLR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAjLo

C,SAiLzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAlLhB,O

AoLO,W;O;KAhMX,C;sGAeA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,

OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;uGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UA

CS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,E

AAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;wGAkB

A,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,

C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;wGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QAC

Z,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAn

B,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;wGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;Q

AWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,WAA

U,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,

C;wGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EA
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AO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;wGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YA

AY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WA

AmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;wGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;

MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,

WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAA

O,W;O;KAfX,C;wGAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,

C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV

,WAAmB,oBAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;wGAkBA,yB;MAA

A,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;U

ACI,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,

OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;uFAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAR

X,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAC

I,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;0FAWA,yB;M

AAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,O

AAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,o

D;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,O

AAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAA

hB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAA

O,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAA

hB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEh

B,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cA

AA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KA

RX,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UA

CI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;0FAWA,yB;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,

SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,

C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAQoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,

WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAZX,C;oFAeA,yB;MA

AA,wE;MAiOA,+D;MAjOA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAiOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAlOiD,WA

kOvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOx3UP,U;UADP,YP03Ue,WO13UH,WP03UwB,GO13UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YA

CH,aPw3UuC,gB;YAA5B,WOv3UX,aPu3UgC,GOv3UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPo3UA,iB;UAC

A,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApOT,OAsOO,W;O;KA/OX,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsOA,+D;MAtOA,yC;QAS

W,kBAAU,oB;QAsOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAvOoD,WAuO1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOz4UP,U;

UADP,YP24Ue,WO34UH,WP24UwB,GO34UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPy4UuC,gB;YAA5B,WOx4UX

,aPw4UgC,GOx4UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPq4UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzOT,O

A2OO,W;O;KApPX,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA2OA,+D;MA3OA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA2OD,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA5OqD,WA4O3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO15UP,U;UADP,YP45Ue,WO55UH,WP45Uw

B,GO55UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP05UuC,gB;YAA5B,WOz5UX,aPy5UgC,GOz5UhC,EAAS,MAAT,

C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPs5UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9OT,OAgPO,W;O;KAzPX,C;sFAYA,yB;M

AAA,wE;MAgPA,+D;MAhPA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAgPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAjPmD,

WAiPzC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO36UP,U;UADP,YP66Ue,WO76UH,WP66UwB,GO76UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;

YACH,aP26UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO16UX,aP06UgC,GO16UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPu6UA,iB;U

ACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAnPT,OAqPO,W;O;KA9PX,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAqPA,+D;MArPA,yC;Q

ASW,kBAAU,oB;QAqPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAtPoD,WAsP1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO57UP,U

;UADP,YP87Ue,WO97UH,WP87UwB,GO97UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP47UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO37U

X,aP27UgC,GO37UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPw7UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxPT,

OA0PO,W;O;KAnQX,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA0PA,+D;MA1PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA0PD,Q;QAAhB,
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iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA3PqD,WA2P3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO78UP,U;UADP,YP+8Ue,WO/8UH,WP+8Uw

B,GO/8UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP68UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO58UX,aP48UgC,GO58UhC,EAAS,MAAT,

C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPy8UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA7PT,OA+PO,W;O;KAxQX,C;sFAYA,yB;M

AAA,wE;MA+PA,+D;MA/PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA+PD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAhQsD,

WAgQ5C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO99UP,U;UADP,YPg+Ue,WOh+UH,WPg+UwB,GOh+UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C

;YACH,aP89UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO79UX,aP69UgC,GO79UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP09UA,iB;U

ACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlQT,OAoQO,W;O;KA7QX,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAoQA,+D;MApQA,yC;

QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAoQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UArQuD,WAqQ7C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO/+U

P,U;UADP,YPi/Ue,WOj/UH,WPi/UwB,GOj/UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP++UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO9+U

X,aP8+UgC,GO9+UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP2+UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAvQT,

OAyQO,W;O;KAlRX,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyQA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAzQA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,

oB;QAyQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,UA1QoD,WA0Q1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOhgVP,U;UADP,Y

PkgVe,WOlgVH,WPkgVwB,GOlgVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPggVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO//UX,aP+/UgC,

GO//UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP4/UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5QT,OA8QO,W;O

;KAvRX,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8QA,+D;MA9QA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8QD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,

cAAhB,e;UACI,UA/QiD,WA+QvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlhVP,U;UADP,YPohVe,WOphVH,WPohVwB,GOphVx

B,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkhVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjhVX,aPihVgC,GOjhVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;

YAEA,c;;UP8gVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjRyD,cAiRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjRT,OAmRO,W;O;KA7RX,C;s

FAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAmRA,+D;MAnRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAmRD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

ACI,UApRiD,WAoRvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpiVP,U;UADP,YPsiVe,WOtiVH,WPsiVwB,GOtiVxB,C;UACL,IAA

I,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPoiVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOniVX,aPmiVgC,GOniVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPgiV

A,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAtRyD,cAsRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAtRT,OAwRO,W;O;KAlSX,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,

wE;MAwRA,+D;MAxRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAwRD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAzRiD,WAy

RvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOtjVP,U;UADP,YPwjVe,WOxjVH,WPwjVwB,GOxjVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,

aPsjVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOrjVX,aPqjVgC,GOrjVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPkjVA,iB;UACA,IAAK

,WA3RyD,cA2RrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA3RT,OA6RO,W;O;KAvSX,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA6RA,+D;

MA7RA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA6RD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA9RiD,WA8RvC,CAAY,OAA

Z,C;UOxkVP,U;UADP,YP0kVe,WO1kVH,WP0kVwB,GO1kVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPwkVuC,gB;Y

AA5B,WOvkVX,aPukVgC,GOvkVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPokVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAhSyD,c

AgSrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAhST,OAkSO,W;O;KA5SX,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAkSA,+D;MAlSA,yD;Q

AUW,kBAAU,oB;QAkSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAnSiD,WAmSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO1lVP,

U;UADP,YP4lVe,WO5lVH,WP4lVwB,GO5lVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP0lVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOzlVX,

aPylVgC,GOzlVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPslVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WArSyD,cAqSrD,CAAe,OAA

f,CAAJ,C;;QArST,OAuSO,W;O;KAjTX,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAuSA,+D;MAvSA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;Q

AuSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAxSiD,WAwSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO5mVP,U;UADP,YP8mVe,

WO9mVH,WP8mVwB,GO9mVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP4mVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO3mVX,aP2mVgC,G

O3mVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPwmVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA1SyD,cA0SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ

,C;;QA1ST,OA4SO,W;O;KAtTX,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA4SA,+D;MA5SA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA4SD,

Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA7SiD,WA6SvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UO9nVP,U;UADP,YPgoVe,WOhoV

H,WPgoVwB,GOhoVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP8nVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO7nVX,aP6nVgC,GO7nVhC,E

AAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP0nVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA/SyD,cA+SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA/ST,O

AiTO,W;O;KA3TX,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiTA,+D;MAjTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAiTD,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAlTiD,WAkTvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhpVP,U;UADP,YPkpVe,WOlpVH,WPkpVwB,G

OlpVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgpVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/oVX,aP+oVgC,GO/oVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YA

CA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP4oVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WApTyD,cAoTrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QApTT,OAsTO,W;O;KAhU

X,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsTA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAtTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAsTD,Q;QAAh

B,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,UAvTiD,WAuTvC,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOlqVP,U;UADP,YPoqVe,WOpqVH,WPo

qVwB,GOpqVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkqVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjqVX,aPiqVgC,GOjqVhC,EAAS,MA
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AT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP8pVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAzTyD,cAyTrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAzTT,OA2TO,

W;O;KArUX,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAA

hB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOx3UP,U;UADP,YP03Ue,WO13UH,WP03UwB,GO13UxB,C;UACL,IAA

I,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPw3UuC,gB;YAA5B,WOv3UX,aPu3UgC,GOv3UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPo

3UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,

Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOz4UP,U;UADP,Y

P24Ue,WO34UH,WP24UwB,GO34UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPy4UuC,gB;YAA5B,WOx4UX,aPw4Ug

C,GOx4UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPq4UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O

;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M

;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO15UP,U;UADP,YP45Ue,WO55UH,WP45UwB,GO55UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aP05UuC,gB;YAA5B,WOz5UX,aPy5UgC,GOz5UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPs5UA,i

B;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO36UP,U;UADP,YP66Ue

,WO76UH,WP66UwB,GO76UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP26UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO16UX,aP06UgC,GO1

6UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPu6UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX

,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,

UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO57UP,U;UADP,YP87Ue,WO97UH,WP87UwB,GO97UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;Y

ACH,aP47UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO37UX,aP27UgC,GO37UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPw7UA,iB;UA

CA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO78UP,U;UADP,YP+8Ue,WO/

8UH,WP+8UwB,GO/8UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP68UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO58UX,aP48UgC,GO58UhC,

EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPy8UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0F

AiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAA

U,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO99UP,U;UADP,YPg+Ue,WOh+UH,WPg+UwB,GOh+UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,

aP89UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO79UX,aP69UgC,GO79UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP09UA,iB;UACA,IA

AK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO/+UP,U;UADP,YPi/Ue,WOj/UH,WP

i/UwB,GOj/UxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP++UuC,gB;YAA5B,WO9+UX,aP8+UgC,GO9+UhC,EAAS,M

AAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP2+UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,

SAAhB,O;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOhgVP,U;UADP,YPkgVe,WOlgVH,WPkgVwB,GOlgVxB,C;UACL,

IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPggVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO//UX,aP+/UgC,GO//UhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP

4/UA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUo

B,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOlhVP,U;UADP,

YPohVe,WOphVH,WPohVwB,GOphVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkhVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjhVX,aPihVg

C,GOjhVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP8gVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,

OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOpiVP,U;UADP,YPsiVe,WOtiVH,WPsiVwB,GOtiVxB,C;UACL,I

AAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPoiVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOniVX,aPmiVgC,GOniVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP

giVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAA

A,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOtjVP

,U;UADP,YPwjVe,WOxjVH,WPwjVwB,GOxjVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPsjVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOrjVX

,aPqjVgC,GOrjVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPkjVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;

QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOxkVP,U;UADP,YP0kVe,WO1kVH,WP0kVwB,GO1kVxB,

C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPwkVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOvkVX,aPukVgC,GOvkVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;

YAEA,c;;UPokVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MA

AA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OA
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AZ,C;UO1lVP,U;UADP,YP4lVe,WO5lVH,WP4lVwB,GO5lVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP0lVuC,gB;YA

A5B,WOzlVX,aPylVgC,GOzlVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPslVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,O

AAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO5mVP,U;UADP,YP8mVe,WO9mVH,WP8

mVwB,GO9mVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aP4mVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO3mVX,aP2mVgC,GO3mVhC,EAA

S,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UPwmVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KA

fX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;U

ACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UO9nVP,U;UADP,YPgoVe,WOhoVH,WPgoVwB,GOhoVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,

C;YACH,aP8nVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO7nVX,aP6nVgC,GO7nVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP0nVA,iB;

UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QA

UoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UOhpVP,U;UA

DP,YPkpVe,WOlpVH,WPkpVwB,GOlpVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPgpVuC,gB;YAA5B,WO/oVX,aP+o

VgC,GO/oVhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP4oVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA

ET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UOlqVP,U;UADP,YPoqVe,W

OpqVH,WPoqVwB,GOpqVxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aPkqVuC,gB;YAA5B,WOjqVX,aPiqVgC,GOjqVh

C,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UP8pVA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W

;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,wE;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;O;MARX,oDASQ,Y;QAA6C,

OAAgB,qBAAhB,oBAAgB,C;O;MATrE,iDAUQ,mB;QAAoC,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;O;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI

,2D;O;KARJ,C;4EAcA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA

hViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAO

W,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,

CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;

QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,

W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa

,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA

hViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAO

W,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,

CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;

QA+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhViB,SAgVb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,

W;O;KAxVX,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAiVA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAjVA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA

+UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UACI,WAAY,WAhViB,SAgVb,CAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAhVhB,OAiVO,

W;O;KAxVX,C;0FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAgHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;

QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAjHwB,SAiHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAA

J,C;;QAjHhB,OAkHO,W;O;KAzHX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAm

HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WApHwB,SAoHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBA

AV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QApHhB,OAqHO,W;O;KA5HX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kB

AAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAsHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAvHwB,SAuHpB,

EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAvHhB,OAwHO,W;O;KA/HX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,

gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAyHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,W

AAY,WA1HwB,SA0HpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA1HhB,OA2HO,W;O;KAlI

X,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA4HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;U

AAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA7HwB,SA6HpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA7H

hB,OA8HO,W;O;KArIX,C;2FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+HP,gB;QAD

b,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhIwB,SAgIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,I
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AAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAhIhB,OAiIO,W;O;KAxIX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb

,C;QAkIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAnIwB,SAmIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,

sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAnIhB,OAoIO,W;O;KA3IX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,k

BAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAqIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAtIwB,SAsIpB,E

AAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAtIhB,OAuIO,W;O;KA9IX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

AuIA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAvIA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAwIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,0B;UACI,WAAY,WAzIwB,SAyIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAzIhB,

OA0IO,W;O;KAjJX,C;wGAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QA8iEd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QA

CZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UApiEmC,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EAoiET,cApiES,EAoiET,sBApiES,WAoiEA,IApiEA,

W;YAA6C,6B;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;O;KAlBX,C;4GAUA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA2iEiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;

UAAa,WAAb,e;UApiEmC,U;UAAA,yBAoiET,cApiES,EAoiET,sBApiES,WAoiEA,IApiEA,W;YAA6C,6B;;QAC

hF,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;8FAWA,6C;MAQiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,W

AAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,

W;K;gGAGX,6C;MAQiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,

WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;gGAGX,6C;MAQ

iB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,

cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;gGAGX,6C;MAQiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,

YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV

,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;gGAGX,6C;MAQiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBA

Aa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CA

AJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;gGAGX,6C;MAQiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAA

O,W;K;gGAGX,6C;MAQiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QA

CI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;+FAGX,6C;M

AQiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WA

AU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;gGAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MAAA,oD;QAQiB,UACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,

WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;O;KAVX,C;0FAa

A,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,gB;QAk2DJ,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UA11DqB,U;UAAA,c

ARe,SAQf,CA01DQ,OA11DR,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAR3D,OASO,W;O;KAhBX,C;8FAUA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA+1DoB

,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UA11DqB,U;UAAA,wBA01DQ,OA11DR,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;O;

KANX,C;gFASA,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,I

AAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;kFAGX,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;Q

ACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;kFAGX,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,g

B;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;kFAGX,6C;MAKi

B,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,O

AAO,W;K;kFAGX,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAA

U,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;kFAGX,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,

M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;kFAGX,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SA

Ab,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;kFAGX,6C;

MAKiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAC

hB,OAAO,W;K;kFAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKiB,Q;QAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb

,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;O;KAPX,C;IAe4B,0C;MAAA

,mB;QAAE,2C;O;K;IAL9B,8B;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,2BAAjB,C;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,+C;O;K;IAL9

B,gC;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,gD;O;K;IAL9B,gC;MAKI,OAAO,qBA

AiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,8C;O;K;IAL9B,gC;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAQiB,

4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,+C;O;K;IAL9B,gC;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,g

D;O;K;IAL9B,gC;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,iD;O;K;IAL9B,gC;MAKI,
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OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,kD;O;K;IAL9B,gC;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB

,C;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,+C;O;K;IAL9B,gC;MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAGX,6B;MASI,OA

A2B,SAAf,aAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,+B;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,+B;MAQI,

OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,+B;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,+B;MA

QI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,+B;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,+B;

MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,+B;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;IAG/B,

+B;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;0FAG/B,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAYc,Q;QAF

V,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,

C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAjBX,C;4FAoB

A,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAWc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB

;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,

WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;4FAmBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAWc,Q;QAFV,U

AAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;U

ACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;4FAmBA,y

B;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAWc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;U

AAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,W

AAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;4FAmBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAWc,Q;QAFV,UA

AU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UA

CV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;4FAmBA,yB;

MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAWc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UA

AU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WA

AI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;4FAmBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAWc,Q;QAFV,UAA

U,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UAC

V,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;4FAmBA,yB;

MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAWc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UA

AU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WA

AI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;4FAmBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC

;QAWc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAV,UAAU,SAAV,O;UACI,

UAAU,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,cAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;

O;KAhBX,C;IAmBA,qC;MAQI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K

;IAGX,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,uC;MA

QI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAA

L,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;M

ACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,G

AAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,K

AAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ

,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;I

AGX,oC;MAMI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MA

MI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eA

AL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;

MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,

GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,

KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MA

CJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;

K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;M

AMI,OAAO,wBAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,qBAAoB,Y

AAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,CAAb,C;K

;IAGX,mC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,qBAAmB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAnB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAMI,OAAO,0BA
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Aa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CA

ArB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAMI

,OAAO,0BAAa,qBAAuB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,qBAAoB,YAAi

B,eAAL,gBAAK,EAAa,GAAb,CAAjB,CAApB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,iC;MAUI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ

,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,mC;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,

KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,mC;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MA

CJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,mC;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;

K;IAGX,mC;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,mC;

MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,mC;MAUI,UAAe,

eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,mC;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,

C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,mC;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OA

AJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;4EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cA

AA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,gC;

MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL

,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,gC;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;

UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,gC;MAMo

B,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UA

AyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,gC;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAy

B,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;Q

ACtD,OAAO,I;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,wB;MAMI,OAAO,EA5mJA,qBAAQ,CA4mJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OAAO,E

A7mJA,qBAAQ,CA6mJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OAAO,EA9mJA,qBAAQ,CA8mJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OAA

O,EA/mJA,qBAAQ,CA+mJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OAAO,EAhnJA,qBAAQ,CAgnJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OA

AO,EAjnJA,qBAAQ,CAinJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OAAO,EAlnJA,qBAAQ,CAknJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OAA

O,EAnnJA,qBAAQ,CAmnJR,C;K;IAGX,0B;MAMI,OAAO,EApnJA,qBAAQ,CAonJR,C;K;8EAGX,gC;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAA

O,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;8EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAA

sB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAA

O,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,g

C;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;U

AAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;

MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;U

AAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,K;O

;KAPX,C;gFAUA,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFA

GX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,qB;MAKI,

OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;kFAGX,gC;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,Y

AAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,q

B;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;kFAGX,gC;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,
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SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAKoB,Q;MA

DhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UA

AwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAKoB,

Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ

,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;M

AKoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAh

B,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAG

X,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

hB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;O;KANX,C;8EAS

A,yC;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;gFAGX,yC;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,

W;K;gFAGX,yC;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAA

sB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;gFAGX,yC;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;

MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MAC

pC,OAAO,W;K;gFAGX,yC;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;gFAGX,yC;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kB

AAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAv

B,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;gFAGX,yC;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;gFAGX,yC;MAUoB,Q;

MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EA

AuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;gFAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAk

B,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oB

AAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;4FAcA,yC;MAYoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;

MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,

WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yC;MAYoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kB

AAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,

WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yC;MAYoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;

MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAA

U,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yC;MAYoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,

YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cA

AV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yC;MAYoB,UAA8B,M

;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,W

AAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yC;MAYoB,U

AA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB

,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yC;M

AYoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M

;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAG

X,yC;MAYoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W

;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QAYoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACl

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAA

mB,WAAnB,EAAgC,oBAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;wFAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAYoC,Q;

QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,

oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAYoC,Q
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;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI

,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAYoC,

Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EA

AI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAYo

C,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,E

AAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAY

oC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,

EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QA

YoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAA

J,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;Q

AYoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YA

AJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;

QAYoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,Y

AAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC

;MAAA,gD;QAYoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UA

AU,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;sGAiBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wGAmBA,yB;MA

AA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,K

AAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wGAmBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAA

U,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wGAmBA,y

B;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wGAmBA

,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,U

AAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wGAmB

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wGAm

BA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAA

c,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wGA

mBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cA

Ac,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;wG

AmBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAh

B,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;

KAhBX,C;oFAmBA,6B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OA

AP,C;;K;sFAG1B,6B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP

,C;;K;sFAG1B,6B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;

K;sFAG1B,6B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;s

FAG1B,6B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;sFA

G1B,6B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;sFAG1

B,6B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;sFAG1B,6

B;MAIoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;sFAG1B,yB;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;U

AAsB,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;O;KAJ1B,C;kGAOA,6B;MAOiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB

;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;oGAGvB,6B;MAOiB,UA

Aa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAA

P,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;oGAGvB,6B;MAOiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WA

AA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;oGAGvB,6B;MAOiB,UAAa,M;MAD1
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B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,I

AAhB,C;;K;oGAGvB,6B;MAOiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M

;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;oGAGvB,6B;MAOiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;

MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;o

GAGvB,6B;MAOiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QA

AO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;oGAGvB,6B;MAOiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBA

Aa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;oGAGvB,yB;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,U

AAa,SAAb,O;UAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;O;KAPvB,C;IAUA,wB;MAII,OAAO,o

B;K;IAGX,0B;MAII,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,

OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0

B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;gFAGX,yB;MAsDA,8D;MAtDA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA0DP,IA

hxLO,qBAAQ,CAgxLf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,

IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA9DmB,QA8DJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CA

AV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAjEe,QAiEP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAvEP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MAu

EA,8D;MAvEA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA2EP,IA/xLO,qBAAQ,CA+xLf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UA

AK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA/EmB

,QA+EJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAlFe,QAk

FP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;

;QAxFP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MAwFA,8D;MAxFA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA4FP,IA9yLO,qBAAQ,CA8yLf,C;YA

Ae,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAo

B,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAhGmB,QAgGJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,Q

AAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAnGe,QAmGP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UA

AU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAzGP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MAyGA,8D;MAzGA,sC;QAG

W,sB;;UA6GP,IA7zLO,qBAAQ,CA6zLf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBA

AqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAjHmB,QAiHJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;

UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QApHe,QAoHP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YA

CR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA1HP,yB;O;KAHJ,

C;kFAMA,yB;MA0HA,8D;MA1HA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA8HP,IA50LO,qBAAQ,CA40Lf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,

uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,u

B;WACpB,eAlImB,QAkIJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;

YACR,QArIe,QAqIP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;U

AGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA3IP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA2IA,8D;MA3IA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA+IP,IA31LO,qBAA

Q,CA21Lf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,

CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAnJmB,QAmJJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,S

AAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAtJe,QAsJP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ

,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA5JP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA4JA,8D;MA5JA

,sC;QAGW,sB;;UAgKP,IA12LO,qBAAQ,CA02Lf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;U

ACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eApKmB,QAoKJ,CAAS

,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAvKe,QAuKP,CAAS,CA

AT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA7KP,yB;

O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA6KA,8D;MA7KA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UAiLP,IAz3LO,qBAAQ,CAy3Lf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,

I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O

;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eArLmB,QAqLJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,

CAAL,C;YACR,QAxLe,QAwLP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,

WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA9LP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA8LA,8D;MAAA,oC;MA9LA,sC;QAGW,

sB;;UAkMP,IAx4LO,qBAAQ,CAw4Lf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAA
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qB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAtMmB,QAsMJ,CAAS,oBAAT,C;

UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAzMe,QAyMP,CAAS,cAAT,C;YA

CR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA/MP,yB;O;KAHJ,C

;4FAMA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IAhxLO,qBAAQ,CAgxLf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CA

AL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OA

AT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,

IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA/xLO,qBAAQ,CA+xLf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,g

BAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,a

AAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAA

W,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA9yLO,qBAAQ,CA8yLf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cA

AL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAA

V,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,K

AAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;Q

AOI,IA7zLO,qBAAQ,CA6zLf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;

QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAA

b,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,

UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA50LO,

qBAAQ,CA40Lf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI

,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,Q

AAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YA

CV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA31LO,qBAAQ,CA2

1Lf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAj

B,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK

,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,

C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA12LO,qBAAQ,CA02Lf,C;UAAe,

OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,

OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UA

CR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,O

AAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IAz3LO,qBAAQ,CAy3Lf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QA

CtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QA

C3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,S

AAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;K

ApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IAx4LO,qBAAQ,CAw4Lf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QA

CtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QA

C3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,

SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;K

ApBX,C;gFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB9kbA,iB;MjB8kbA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAr+LO,qBAAQ,CAq+L

f,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QA

AQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBtlbG,MAAK,KjBslbS,QiBtlbT,EjBslbmB,CiBtlbnB,C;;QjBwlbZ,O

AAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBpmbA,iB;MjBombA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAn/LO,qB

AAQ,CAm/Lf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV

,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB5mbG,MAAK,KjB4mbS,QiB5mbT,EjB4mbmB,CiB

5mbnB,C;;QjB8mbZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB1nbA,iB;MjB0nbA,sC;QAei

B,Q;QAFb,IAjgMO,qBAAQ,CAigMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+

B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBlobG,MAAK,KjBkobS,QiBlo

bT,EjBkobmB,CiBlobnB,C;;QjBoobZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBhpbA,iB;Mj
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BgpbA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA/gMO,qBAAQ,CA+gMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBxpbG,MAA

K,KjBwpbS,QiBxpbT,EjBwpbmB,CiBxpbnB,C;;QjB0pbZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,

8D;MiBtqbA,iB;MjBsqbA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA7hMO,qBAAQ,CA6hMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SA

AS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UA

CR,WiB9qbG,MAAK,KjB8qbS,QiB9qbT,EjB8qbmB,CiB9qbnB,C;;QjBgrbZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;

MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB5rbA,iB;MjB4rbA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA3iMO,qBAAQ,CA2iMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;

QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CA

AL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBpsbG,MAAK,KjBosbS,QiBpsbT,EjBosbmB,CiBpsbnB,C;;QjBssbZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,

C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBltbA,iB;MjBktbA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAzjMO,qBAAQ,CAyjMf,C;UA

Ae,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SA

AS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB1tbG,MAAK,KjB0tbS,QiB1tbT,EjB0tbmB,CiB1tbnB,C;;QjB4tbZ,OAAO,

Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBxubA,iB;MjBwubA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAvkMO,qBAAQ

,CAukMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBhvbG,MAAK,KjBgvbS,QiBhvbT,EjBgvbmB,CiBhvbnB,

C;;QjBkvbZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MiB9vbA,iB;MjB8vbA,sC;Q

AeiB,Q;QAFb,IArlMO,qBAAQ,CAqlMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QAC

F,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WiBtwbG,MAAK,KjBswbS,

QiBtwbT,EjBswbmB,CiBtwbnB,C;;QjBwwbZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBhyb

A,iB;MjBgybA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA3qMO,qBAAQ,CA2qMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBxyb

G,MAAK,KjBwybS,QiBxybT,EjBwybmB,CiBxybnB,C;;QjB0ybZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;

MAAA,8D;MiBtzbA,iB;MjBszbA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAzrMO,qBAAQ,CAyrMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eA

Ae,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,

C;UACR,WiB9zbG,MAAK,KjB8zbS,QiB9zbT,EjB8zbmB,CiB9zbnB,C;;QjBg0bZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsB

A,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB50bA,iB;MjB40bA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAvsMO,qBAAQ,CAusMf,C;UAAe,MA

AM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UA

AK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBp1bG,MAAK,KjBo1bS,QiBp1bT,EjBo1bmB,CiBp1bnB,C;;QjBs1bZ,OAAO,Q;O

;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBl2bA,iB;MjBk2bA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IArtMO,qBAAQ,CAqt

Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,

QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB12bG,MAAK,KjB02bS,QiB12bT,EjB02bmB,CiB12bnB,C;;Qj

B42bZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBx3bA,iB;MjBw3bA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,I

AnuMO,qBAAQ,CAmuMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,a

AAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBh4bG,MAAK,KjBg4bS,QiBh4bT,EjBg4

bmB,CiBh4bnB,C;;QjBk4bZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB94bA,iB;MjB84bA,s

C;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAjvMO,qBAAQ,CAivMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;

QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBt5bG,MAAK,KjBs5b

S,QiBt5bT,EjBs5bmB,CiBt5bnB,C;;QjBw5bZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBp6

bA,iB;MjBo6bA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA/vMO,qBAAQ,CA+vMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK

,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB56b

G,MAAK,KjB46bS,QiB56bT,EjB46bmB,CiB56bnB,C;;QjB86bZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;

MAAA,8D;MiB17bA,iB;MjB07bA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA7wMO,qBAAQ,CA6wMf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,

eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

T,C;UACR,WiBl8bG,MAAK,KjBk8bS,QiBl8bT,EjBk8bmB,CiBl8bnB,C;;QjBo8bZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAs

BA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MiBh9bA,iB;MjBg9bA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA3xMO,qBAAQ,CA2xMf,

C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QA

AQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WiBx9bG,MAAK,KjBw9bS,QiBx9bT,EjBw9bmB,CiBx9bnB,C;;QjB0

9bZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA/2MO,qBAAQ,CA
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+2Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UAC

I,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO

,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA73MO,qBAAQ,CA63Mf,C;U

AAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,S

AAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAn

BX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA34MO,qBAAQ,CA24Mf,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFA

sBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAz5MO,qBAAQ,CAy5Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QAC

rB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;M

AAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAv6MO,qBAAQ,CAu6Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,S

AAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;U

ACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAr7MO,qBAAQ,CAq7Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UA

AK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAA

I,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D

;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAn8MO,qBAAQ,CAm8Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL

,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,s

C;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAj9MO,qBAAQ,CAi9Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;

QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,K

AAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,

sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA/9MO,qBAAQ,CA+9Mf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,

C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;4FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBhqcA,iB;MjBgqcA,sC;Q

AaiB,Q;QAFb,IArjNO,qBAAQ,CAqjNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+

B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBtqcG,MAAK,KjBsqcS,QiBtq

cT,EjBsqcmB,CiBtqcnB,C;;QjBwqcZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBprcA,iB;MjBorcA,sC;Q

AaiB,Q;QAFb,IAjkNO,qBAAQ,CAikNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+

B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB1rcG,MAAK,KjB0rcS,QiB1r

cT,EjB0rcmB,CiB1rcnB,C;;QjB4rcZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBxscA,iB;MjBwscA,sC;Q

AaiB,Q;QAFb,IA7kNO,qBAAQ,CA6kNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,

+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB9scG,MAAK,KjB8scS,QiB9

scT,EjB8scmB,CiB9scnB,C;;QjBgtcZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiB5tcA,iB;MjB4tcA,sC;Q

AaiB,Q;QAFb,IAzlNO,qBAAQ,CAylNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+

B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBlucG,MAAK,KjBkucS,QiBlu

cT,EjBkucmB,CiBlucnB,C;;QjBoucZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBhvcA,iB;MjBgvcA,sC;

QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IArmNO,qBAAQ,CAqmNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QAC

F,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBtvcG,MAAK,KjBsvcS,Qi

BtvcT,EjBsvcmB,CiBtvcnB,C;;QjBwvcZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBpwcA,iB;MjBowcA,

sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAjnNO,qBAAQ,CAinNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QA

CF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB1wcG,MAAK,KjB0wcS,

QiB1wcT,EjB0wcmB,CiB1wcnB,C;;QjB4wcZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBxxcA,iB;MjB

wxcA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA7nNO,qBAAQ,CA6nNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

T,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB9xcG,MAAK,Kj

B8xcS,QiB9xcT,EjB8xcmB,CiB9xcnB,C;;QjBgycZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiB5ycA,iB;

MjB4ycA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAzoNO,qBAAQ,CAyoNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C
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AAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBlzcG,MAAK,

KjBkzcS,QiBlzcT,EjBkzcmB,CiBlzcnB,C;;QjBozcZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;M

iBh0cA,iB;MjBg0cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IArpNO,qBAAQ,CAqpNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAA

K,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WiBt

0cG,MAAK,KjBs0cS,QiBt0cT,EjBs0cmB,CiBt0cnB,C;;QjBw0cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MiBh2cA,iB;MjBg2cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAzuNO,qBAAQ,CAyuNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UA

AK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB

t2cG,MAAK,KjBs2cS,QiBt2cT,EjBs2cmB,CiBt2cnB,C;;QjBw2cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D

;MiBp3cA,iB;MjBo3cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IArvNO,qBAAQ,CAqvNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UA

AK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB

13cG,MAAK,KjB03cS,QiB13cT,EjB03cmB,CiB13cnB,C;;QjB43cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MiBx4cA,iB;MjBw4cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAjwNO,qBAAQ,CAiwNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,

UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,

WiB94cG,MAAK,KjB84cS,QiB94cT,EjB84cmB,CiB94cnB,C;;QjBg5cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MA

AA,8D;MiB55cA,iB;MjB45cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA7wNO,qBAAQ,CA6wNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,S

AAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;U

ACR,WiBl6cG,MAAK,KjBk6cS,QiBl6cT,EjBk6cmB,CiBl6cnB,C;;QjBo6cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MiBh7cA,iB;MjBg7cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAzxNO,qBAAQ,CAyxNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAA

e,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;

UACR,WiBt7cG,MAAK,KjBs7cS,QiBt7cT,EjBs7cmB,CiBt7cnB,C;;QjBw7cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,y

B;MAAA,8D;MiBp8cA,iB;MjBo8cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAryNO,qBAAQ,CAqyNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eA

Ae,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,

C;UACR,WiB18cG,MAAK,KjB08cS,QiB18cT,EjB08cmB,CiB18cnB,C;;QjB48cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoB

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBx9cA,iB;MjBw9cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAjzNO,qBAAQ,CAizNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,

eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

T,C;UACR,WiB99cG,MAAK,KjB89cS,QiB99cT,EjB89cmB,CiB99cnB,C;;QjBg+cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAo

BA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiB5+cA,iB;MjB4+cA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA7zNO,qBAAQ,CA6zNf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACt

B,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAT,C;UACR,WiBl/cG,MAAK,KjBk/cS,QiBl/cT,EjBk/cmB,CiBl/cnB,C;;QjBo/cZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoB

A,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MiBhgdA,iB;MjBggdA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAz0NO,qBAAQ,CAy0Nf,C;UAAe,OA

AO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBA

AK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WiBtgdG,MAAK,KjBsgdS,QiBtgdT,EjBsgdmB,CiBtgdnB,C;;QjBwgdZ,OAAO,Q;O;

KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA35NO,qBAAQ,CA25Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QA

CtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAv6NO,qBAAQ,CAu6Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2B

AAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QA

WiB,Q;QAFb,IAn7NO,qBAAQ,CAm7Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,

+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;

YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA/7NO,q

BAAQ,CA+7Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,

OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA38NO,qBAAQ,CA28Nf,C;UAAe,

OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,U

AAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+

FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAv9NO,qBAAQ,CAu9Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,S

AAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;U
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ACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAn+NO,qBAAQ,CAm+Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,C

AAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;

QAFb,IA/+NO,qBAAQ,CA++Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAA

b,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,W

AAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA3/N

O,qBAAQ,CA2/Nf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CA

AV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;Q

AGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;wFAoBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAjlOO,qBAAQ,C

AilOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UAC

I,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CA

AtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,

Q;QAFb,IA/lOO,qBAAQ,CA+lOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;

QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB

,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA

AA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA7mOO,qBAAQ,CA6mOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK

,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,U

AAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,

C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA3nOO,qBAAQ,CA2nOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B

;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CA

AL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;Q

AGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAzoOO,qBAAQ,C

AyoOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UA

CI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,C

AAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB

,Q;QAFb,IAvpOO,qBAAQ,CAupOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B

;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAk

B,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IArqOO,qBAAQ,CAqqOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK

,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,U

AAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,

C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAnrOO,qBAAQ,CAmrOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B

;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CA

AL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;Q

AGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAjsOO

,qBAAQ,CAisOf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CA

AV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,

GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;oGAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWi

B,Q;QAFb,IArxOO,qBAAQ,CAqxOf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;

QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB

,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAjyOO,qBAAQ,CAiyOf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

T,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,

QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA7yOO,qBAAQ,CA6yOf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,

UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,
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C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAzzOO,qBAAQ,CAyzOf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eA

Ae,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,

C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAA

O,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAr0OO,qBAAQ,CAq0Of,C;UAAe,OAA

O,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;

;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAj1OO,qBAAQ,CAi1Of,

C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,

SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YA

CI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA71OO,qB

AAQ,CA61Of,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAk

C,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QA

Fb,IAz2OO,qBAAQ,CAy2Of,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,a

AAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB

,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAr3OO,qBAAQ,CAq3Of,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,E

AAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SA

AQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;IAoBA,8

B;MASiB,Q;MAFb,IAv8OO,qBAAQ,CAu8Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;M

AAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,MiBxjeG,MAAK,KjBwjeI,GiBxjeJ,EjBwjeS,CiBxje

T,C;;MjB0jeZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MASiB,Q;MAFb,IAv9OO,qBAAQ,CAu9Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UA

AU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,MiBpleG,MAAK

,KjBoleI,GiBpleJ,EjBoleS,CiBpleT,C;;MjBsleZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAr+OO,qBAAQ,CAq+O

f,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,C

AAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAF

b,IA3+OO,qBAAQ,CA2+Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,

iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,g

C;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAj/OO,qBAAQ,CAi/Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAA

b,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OA

AO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAv/OO,qBAAQ,CAu/Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,

C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAA

M,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA7/OO,qBAAQ,CA6/Of,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAA

U,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,CA

AN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MASiB,Q;MAFb,IArgPO,qBAAQ,CAqgPf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;

QACR,MiB1qeG,MAAK,KjB0qeI,GiB1qeJ,EjB0qeS,CiB1qeT,C;;MjB4qeZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MASiB,Q;MA

Fb,IA7gPO,qBAAQ,CA6gPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,

iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,MiB9qeG,MAAK,KjB8qeI,GiB9qeJ,EjB8qeS,CiB9qeT,C;;MjBgreZ,OA

AO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA3gPO,qBAAQ,CA2gPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,

C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAA

M,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,wC;MAGI,OAAO,yBAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,

C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,O

AAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;

K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,8C;MAOiB,Q;

MAFb,IA/oPO,qBAAQ,CA+oPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CA

AV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,

C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IArpPO,qBAAQ,CAqpPf,C;QAAe,OAA
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O,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,I

AAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IA

GX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA3pPO,qBAAQ,CA2pPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC

;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX

,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAjqPO,qBAAQ,CAiqP

f,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,C

AAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,

OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAvqPO,qBAAQ,CAuqPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CA

AL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EA

Aa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA7qP

O,qBAAQ,CA6qPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,

QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MA

AM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAnrPO,qBAAQ,CAmrPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UA

AU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SA

AQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,

Q;MAFb,IAzrPO,qBAAQ,CAyrPf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,C

AAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC

,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA/rPO,qBAAQ,CA+rPf,C;QAAe,OAA

O,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,I

AAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IA

GX,wB;MAII,OAAO,oB;K;IAGX,0B;MAII,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,

sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAG

I,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,0B;MAGI,OAAO,sB;K;gFAGX,yB;MAsDA,8D;MAtDA,sC;

QAGW,sB;;UA0DP,IAn4PO,qBAAQ,CAm4Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UAC

d,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA9DmB,QA8DJ,CAAS,O

AAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAjEe,QAiEP,CAAS,CAAT,

C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAvEP,yB;O;K

AHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MAuEA,8D;MAvEA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA2EP,IAl5PO,qBAAQ,CAk5Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YA

AP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YA

AP,uB;WACpB,eA/EmB,QA+EJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CA

AL,C;YACR,QAlFe,QAkFP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAA

W,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAxFP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MAwFA,8D;MAxFA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA4FP,IAj6P

O,qBAAQ,CAi6Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAA

I,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAhGmB,QAgGJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,

OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAnGe,QAmGP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,C

AAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAzGP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MAyG

A,8D;MAzGA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA6GP,IAh7PO,qBAAQ,CAg7Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAA

K,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAjHmB,

QAiHJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QApHe,QAo

HP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;

;;QA1HP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA0HA,8D;MA1HA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UA8HP,IA/7PO,qBAAQ,CA+7Pf,C;Y

AAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAA

oB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAlImB,QAkIJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,Q

AAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QArIe,QAqIP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU

,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA3IP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA2IA,8D;MA3IA,sC;QAGW,sB;;

UA+IP,IA98PO,qBAAQ,CA88Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,w

B;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAnJmB,QAmJJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,

aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAtJe,QAsJP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,
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2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA5JP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,

yB;MA4JA,8D;MA5JA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UAgKP,IA79PO,qBAAQ,CA69Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,c

AAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,

eApKmB,QAoKJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,Q

AvKe,QAuKP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,

qBAAO,O;;;QA7KP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA6KA,8D;MA7KA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UAiLP,IA5+PO,qBAAQ,C

A4+Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CA

AjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eArLmB,QAqLJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAA

b,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAxLe,QAwLP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,

C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QA9LP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;kFAMA,yB;MA8LA,8D;MAAA

,oC;MA9LA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UAkMP,IA3/PO,qBAAQ,CA2/Pf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,UAAK,

CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAtMmB,Q

AsMJ,CAAS,oBAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAzMe,QAy

MP,CAAS,cAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;

;;QA/MP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;4FAMA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IAn4PO,qBAAQ,CAm4Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;Q

ACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;Q

AC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,

SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;

KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IAl5PO,qBAAQ,CAk5Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,

SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT

,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8F

AuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IAj6PO,qBAAQ,CAi6Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,

C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,

C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IA

AI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IAh7PO,qBAAQ,CAg7Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gB

AAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aA

AU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,sC;QAOI,IA/7PO,qBAAQ,CA+7Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,

SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,O

AAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ

,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,

IA98PO,qBAAQ,CA88Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QA

CrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,U

AAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA79PO,q

BAAQ,CA69Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,

cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,Q

AAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YA

CV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA5+PO,qBAAQ,CA4

+Pf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAj

B,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK

,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,

C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IA3/PO,qBAAQ,CA2/Pf

,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C

;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,C
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AAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;

QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;gFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBn+eA,iB;MjBm+eA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,I

AxlQO,qBAAQ,CAwlQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB3+eG,MAAK,KjB2+eS,QiB3+eT,EjB2+e

mB,CiB3+enB,C;;QjB6+eZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBz/eA,iB;MjBy/eA,sC;

QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAtmQO,qBAAQ,CAsmQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;Q

ACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBjgfG,MAAK,KjBigfS,

QiBjgfT,EjBigfmB,CiBjgfnB,C;;QjBmgfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB/gfA,iB

;MjB+gfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IApnQO,qBAAQ,CAonQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAA

L,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBvhfG,MA

AK,KjBuhfS,QiBvhfT,EjBuhfmB,CiBvhfnB,C;;QjByhfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8

D;MiBrifA,iB;MjBqifA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAloQO,qBAAQ,CAkoQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,

UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,

WiB7ifG,MAAK,KjB6ifS,QiB7ifT,EjB6ifmB,CiB7ifnB,C;;QjB+ifZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,s

E;MAAA,8D;MiB3jfA,iB;MjB2jfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAhpQO,qBAAQ,CAgpQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,e

AAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

T,C;UACR,WiBnkfG,MAAK,KjBmkfS,QiBnkfT,EjBmkfmB,CiBnkfnB,C;;QjBqkfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAs

BA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBjlfA,iB;MjBilfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA9pQO,qBAAQ,CA8pQf,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBzlfG,MAAK,KjBylfS,QiBzlfT,EjBylfmB,CiBzlfnB,C;;QjB2lfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnB

X,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBvmfA,iB;MjBumfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA5qQO,qBAAQ,CA4qQf,C;

UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ

,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB/mfG,MAAK,KjB+mfS,QiB/mfT,EjB+mfmB,CiB/mfnB,C;;QjBinfZ,O

AAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB7nfA,iB;MjB6nfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA1rQO,qBA

AQ,CA0rQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBrofG,MAAK,KjBqofS,QiBrofT,EjBqofmB,CiBrofnB,

C;;QjBuofZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MiBnpfA,iB;MjBmpfA,sC;QA

eiB,Q;QAFb,IAxsQO,qBAAQ,CAwsQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QAC

F,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WiB3pfG,MAAK,KjB2pfS,Qi

B3pfT,EjB2pfmB,CiB3pfnB,C;;QjB6pfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBrrfA,iB;

MjBqrfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA9xQO,qBAAQ,CA8xQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB7rfG,MAA

K,KjB6rfS,QiB7rfT,EjB6rfmB,CiB7rfnB,C;;QjB+rfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;kFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;

MiB3sfA,iB;MjB2sfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA5yQO,qBAAQ,CA4yQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,U

AAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,Wi

BntfG,MAAK,KjBmtfS,QiBntfT,EjBmtfmB,CiBntfnB,C;;QjBqtfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE

;MAAA,8D;MiBjufA,iB;MjBiufA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA1zQO,qBAAQ,CA0zQf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eA

Ae,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,

C;UACR,WiBzufG,MAAK,KjByufS,QiBzufT,EjByufmB,CiBzufnB,C;;QjB2ufZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,

yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBvvfA,iB;MjBuvfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAx0QO,qBAAQ,CAw0Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM

,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB/vfG,MAAK,KjB+vfS,QiB/vfT,EjB+vfmB,CiB/vfnB,C;;QjBiwfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnB

X,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB7wfA,iB;MjB6wfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAt1QO,qBAAQ,CAs1Qf,C;

UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ

,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBrxfG,MAAK,KjBqxfS,QiBrxfT,EjBqxfmB,CiBrxfnB,C;;QjBuxfZ,OA

AO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBnyfA,iB;MjBmyfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAp2QO,qBA

AQ,CAo2Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB3yfG,MAAK,KjB2yfS,QiB3yfT,EjB2yfmB,CiB3yfnB,
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C;;QjB6yfZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiBzzfA,iB;MjByzfA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAF

b,IAl3QO,qBAAQ,CAk3Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,

aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBj0fG,MAAK,KjBi0fS,QiBj0fT,EjBi0f

mB,CiBj0fnB,C;;QjBm0fZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MiB/0fA,iB;MjB+0fA,sC;

QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IAh4QO,qBAAQ,CAg4Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;Q

ACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBv1fG,MAAK,KjBu1fS,

QiBv1fT,EjBu1fmB,CiBv1fnB,C;;QjBy1fZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8

D;MiBr2fA,iB;MjBq2fA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IA94QO,qBAAQ,CA84Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS

,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR

,WiB72fG,MAAK,KjB62fS,QiB72fT,EjB62fmB,CiB72fnB,C;;QjB+2fZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MA

AA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAl+QO,qBAAQ,CAk+Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SA

AS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UA

CR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAh/QO,qBAAQ,CAg/Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2B

AAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA9/QO,qBAAQ,CA8/Qf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT

,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAai

B,Q;QAFb,IA5gRO,qBAAQ,CA4gRf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+

B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,I

A1hRO,qBAAQ,CA0hRf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW

,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAxiRO,qBA

AQ,CAwiRf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,

OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAtjRO,qBAAQ,CAsjRf,

C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QA

AQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;

KAnBX,C;mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IApkRO,qBAAQ,CAokRf,C;UAAe,M

AAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,U

AAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;

mFAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAllRO,qBAAQ,CAklRf,C;UAAe,M

AAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,s

BAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;

4FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBrjgBA,iB;MjBqjgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAxqRO,qBAAQ,CAwqRf,C;UAAe,OAAO

,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,C

AAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB3jgBG,MAAK,KjB2jgBS,QiB3jgBT,EjB2jgBmB,CiB3jgBnB,C;;QjB6jgBZ,OAAO,Q;

O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBzkgBA,iB;MjBykgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAprRO,qBAAQ,CAorRf,C;

UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,S

AAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB/kgBG,MAAK,KjB+kgBS,QiB/kgBT,EjB+kgBmB,CiB/kgBnB,C;;QjBil

gBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiB7lgBA,iB;MjB6lgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAhsRO,qBAA

Q,CAgsRf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UA

CI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBnmgBG,MAAK,KjBmmgBS,QiBnmgBT,EjBmmgBmB,CiB

nmgBnB,C;;QjBqmgBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBjngBA,iB;MjBingBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;Q

AFb,IA5sRO,qBAAQ,CA4sRf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,a

AAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBvngBG,MAAK,KjBungBS,QiBvngBT,E
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jBungBmB,CiBvngBnB,C;;QjByngBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBrogBA,iB;MjBqogBA,

sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAxtRO,qBAAQ,CAwtRf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QA

CF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB3ogBG,MAAK,KjB2og

BS,QiB3ogBT,EjB2ogBmB,CiB3ogBnB,C;;QjB6ogBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBzpgB

A,iB;MjBypgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IApuRO,qBAAQ,CAouRf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,C

AAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB/pgB

G,MAAK,KjB+pgBS,QiB/pgBT,EjB+pgBmB,CiB/pgBnB,C;;QjBiqgBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAA

A,8D;MiB7qgBA,iB;MjB6qgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAhvRO,qBAAQ,CAgvRf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,S

AAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;U

ACR,WiBnrgBG,MAAK,KjBmrgBS,QiBnrgBT,EjBmrgBmB,CiBnrgBnB,C;;QjBqrgBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8F

AoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBjsgBA,iB;MjBisgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA5vRO,qBAAQ,CA4vRf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;

QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CA

AL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBvsgBG,MAAK,KjBusgBS,QiBvsgBT,EjBusgBmB,CiBvsgBnB,C;;QjBysgBZ,OAAO,Q;

O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MiBrtgBA,iB;MjBqtgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAxwRO,qBAAQ,

CAwwRf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UA

CI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WiB3tgBG,MAAK,KjB2tgBS,QiB3tgBT,EjB2tgBmB,CiB3tgBn

B,C;;QjB6tgBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBrvgBA,iB;MjBqvgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA

51RO,qBAAQ,CA41Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,

CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB3vgBG,MAAK,KjB2vgBS,QiB3vgBT,EjB2vg

BmB,CiB3vgBnB,C;;QjB6vgBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBzwgBA,iB;MjBywgBA,sC;Q

AaiB,Q;QAFb,IAx2RO,qBAAQ,CAw2Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,

+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB/wgBG,MAAK,KjB+wgBS,

QiB/wgBT,EjB+wgBmB,CiB/wgBnB,C;;QjBixgBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiB7xgBA,i

B;MjB6xgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAp3RO,qBAAQ,CAo3Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAA

L,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBnygBG,

MAAK,KjBmygBS,QiBnygBT,EjBmygBmB,CiBnygBnB,C;;QjBqygBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MA

AA,8D;MiBjzgBA,iB;MjBizgBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAh4RO,qBAAQ,CAg4Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,

SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;U

ACR,WiBvzgBG,MAAK,KjBuzgBS,QiBvzgBT,EjBuzgBmB,CiBvzgBnB,C;;QjByzgBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+F

AoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBr0gBA,iB;MjBq0gBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA54RO,qBAAQ,CA44Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;

QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CA

AL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB30gBG,MAAK,KjB20gBS,QiB30gBT,EjB20gBmB,CiB30gBnB,C;;QjB60gBZ,OAAO,Q

;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBz1gBA,iB;MjBy1gBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAx5RO,qBAAQ,CAw5Rf,

C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,

SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiB/1gBG,MAAK,KjB+1gBS,QiB/1gBT,EjB+1gBmB,CiB/1gBnB,C;;QjBi

2gBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiB72gBA,iB;MjB62gBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAp6RO,qB

AAQ,CAo6Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBn3gBG,MAAK,KjBm3gBS,QiBn3gBT,EjBm3gBmB,Ci

Bn3gBnB,C;;QjBq3gBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MiBj4gBA,iB;MjBi4gBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;Q

AFb,IAh7RO,qBAAQ,CAg7Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,

aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WiBv4gBG,MAAK,KjBu4gBS,QiBv4gBT,

EjBu4gBmB,CiBv4gBnB,C;;QjBy4gBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MiBr5gBA,iB

;MjBq5gBA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA57RO,qBAAQ,CA47Rf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL

,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WiB35gBG,M

AAK,KjB25gBS,QiB35gBT,EjB25gBmB,CiB35gBnB,C;;QjB65gBZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA9gSO,qBAAQ,CA8gSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q
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;QAFb,IA1hSO,qBAAQ,CA0hSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAA

b,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,W

AAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAtiSO,qBAAQ,C

AsiSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,Q

AAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;

O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAljSO,qBAAQ,CAkjSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QA

CtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA9jSO,qBAAQ,CA8jSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,C

AAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BA

AW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAW

iB,Q;QAFb,IA1kSO,qBAAQ,CA0kSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;

QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YA

CI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAtlSO,qBA

AQ,CAslSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;U

ACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OA

AO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAlmSO,qBAAQ,CAkmSf,C;UAAe,OA

AO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;+FAo

BA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA9mSO,qBAAQ,CA8mSf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,

eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EA

AT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;wFAoBA,yB;MA

AA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IApsSO,qBAAQ,CAosSf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAA

S,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR

,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;K

AnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAltSO,qBAAQ,CAktSf,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,

C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAhuSO,qBA

AQ,CAguSf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAA

kC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;Q

AaiB,Q;QAFb,IA9uSO,qBAAQ,CA8uSf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QAC

F,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,E

AAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,s

E;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA5vSO,qBAAQ,CA4vSf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,U

AAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IA

AI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAn

BX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IA1wSO,qBAAQ,CA0wSf,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,

C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IAxxSO,qBA

AQ,CAwxSf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAA

kC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;Q

AaiB,Q;QAFb,IAtySO,qBAAQ,CAsySf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF

,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EA

AkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE
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;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IApzSO,qBAAQ,CAozSf,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,

SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;

UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,

Q;O;KAnBX,C;oGAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAx4SO,qBAAQ,CAw4Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,

I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,C

AAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;

QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAp5SO,qBAAQ,CAo5Sf,C

;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,S

AAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YA

CI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAh6SO,qB

AAQ,CAg6Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC

,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAF

b,IA56SO,qBAAQ,CA46Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,

CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;

QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAx7SO,qBAAQ,CAw7Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QAC

F,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,E

AAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAp8SO,qBAAQ,CAo8Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,S

AAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoB

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAh9SO,qBAAQ,CAg9Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,

UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,I

AAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;K

AjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IA59SO,qBAAQ,CA49Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACt

B,eAAe,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB

,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;sGAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IAx+SO,qBAAQ,CAw+

Sf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QA

AQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,

C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;IAoBA,8B;MASiB,Q;MAFb,IA1jTO,qBAAQ,CA0jTf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;

QACR,MiB78hBG,MAAK,KjB68hBI,GiB78hBJ,EjB68hBS,CiB78hBT,C;;MjB+8hBZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MA

SiB,Q;MAFb,IA1kTO,qBAAQ,CA0kTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,MiBz+hBG,MAAK,KjBy+hBI,GiBz+hBJ,EjBy+hBS,CiBz+

hBT,C;;MjB2+hBZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAxlTO,qBAAQ,CAwlTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,

UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAA

M,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA9lTO,qBAAQ,CA8lTf,

C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CA

AL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IApmT

O,qBAAQ,CAomTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QAC

I,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MAO

iB,Q;MAFb,IA1mTO,qBAAQ,CA0mTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,

G;K;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAhnTO,qBAAQ,CAgnTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;M

ACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,M

AAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MASiB,Q;MAFb,IAxnTO,qBAAQ,CAwnTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,
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UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,MiB/jiBG,MA

AK,KjB+jiBI,GiB/jiBJ,EjB+jiBS,CiB/jiBT,C;;MjBikiBZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gC;MASiB,Q;MAFb,IAhoTO,qBAA

Q,CAgoTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,

UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,MiBnkiBG,MAAK,KjBmkiBI,GiBnkiBJ,EjBmkiBS,CiBnkiBT,C;;MjBqkiBZ,OAAO,G;K

;IAGX,gC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA9nTO,qBAAQ,CA8nTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC

G,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;M

AEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,wC;MAGI,OAAO,yBAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAG

X,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2B

AAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,

0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,8C;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA

lwTO,qBAAQ,CAkwTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAA

oC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAxwTO,qBAAQ,CAwwTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;M

ACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,U

AAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;

MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA9wTO,qBAAQ,CA8wTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAA

b,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA

6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IApxTO,qBAAQ,CAoxTf,C;

QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL

,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAA

O,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IA1xTO,qBAAQ,CA0xTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;

MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CA

Ab,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAhyTO,qBA

AQ,CAgyTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAA

Q,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,

C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAtyTO,qBAAQ,CAsyTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,

UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,

GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;M

AFb,IA5yTO,qBAAQ,CA4yTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAA

V,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;

UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,gD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IAlzTO,qBAAQ,CAkzTf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;

MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,

UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,y

B;MAMI,OAj4TO,qBAAQ,C;K;IAo4TnB,2B;MAMI,OAl4TO,qBAAQ,C;K;IAq4TnB,2B;MAMI,OAn4TO,qBAA

Q,C;K;IAs4TnB,2B;MAMI,OAp4TO,qBAAQ,C;K;IAu4TnB,2B;MAMI,OAr4TO,qBAAQ,C;K;IAw4TnB,2B;MA

MI,OAt4TO,qBAAQ,C;K;IAy4TnB,2B;MAMI,OAv4TO,qBAAQ,C;K;IA04TnB,2B;MAMI,OAx4TO,qBAAQ,C;

K;IA24TnB,2B;MAMI,OAz4TO,qBAAQ,C;K;gFA44TnB,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;gFAGX,gC;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB

,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD

,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB

;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX

,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MA
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AA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,U

AAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;O;KAPX,C;kFAUA,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAhB,iD;QA

AgB,cAAhB,e;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;oFAGJ,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAhB,iD;QAAgB,cAAhB,e;Q

AAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;oFAGJ,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAhB,iD;QAAgB,cAAhB,e;QAAsB,OAAO,OA

AP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;oFAGJ,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAhB,iD;QAAgB,cAAhB,e;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB

;K;oFAGJ,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAhB,iD;QAAgB,cAAhB,e;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;oFAGJ,6B;MA

MmC,Q;MAAhB,iD;QAAgB,cAAhB,e;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;oFAGJ,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAhB,

iD;QAAgB,cAAhB,e;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;oFAGJ,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAhB,iD;QAAgB,cAAh

B,e;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;oFAGJ,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAMmC,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;QAArC,gB;O;KANJ,C;gGASA,6B;MArjJiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,

C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MA8jJnB,gB;K;kGAGJ,6

B;MAvjJiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAh

B,C;;MAgkJnB,gB;K;kGAGJ,6B;MAzjJiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAAmB,QAAO,cAA

P,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MAkkJnB,gB;K;kGAGJ,6B;MA3jJiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa

,WAAb,e;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MAokJnB,gB;K;kGAGJ,6B;MA7jJiB,gB;M

ADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MAskJnB,g

B;K;kGAGJ,6B;MA/jJiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,

WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MAwkJnB,gB;K;kGAGJ,6B;MAjkJiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAAm

B,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MA0kJnB,gB;K;kGAGJ,6B;MAnkJiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;M

ACZ,iD;QAAa,WAAb,e;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MA4kJnB,gB;K;kGAGJ,yB;

MAAA,6B;MAAA,sC;MA5kJA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA4kJA,2BASiB,yB;QArlJjB,oC;QAAA,gC;eAqlJiB,0B;UAAA,

4B;YAAE,aAAe,c;YA9kJjB,gB;YADb,YAAY,C;YACZ,iD;cAAa,WAAb,0B;cAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAA

P,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;YA8kJmB,W;W;S;OAAzB,C;MATjB,oC;QArkJiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,0B;UAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;QA8kJnB,gB;O;KATJ,C;kFAYA,yB;MA

AA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAhvUO,qBAAQ,CAgvUf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9

B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,

UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBq

B,Q;QAHjB,IA9vUO,qBAAQ,CA8vUf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C

;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OA

AO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5wUO,qBAAQ,CA4w

Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,y

B;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;M

AAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA1xUO,qBAAQ,CA0xUf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BA

A9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAA

uB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QA

gBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAxyUO,qBAAQ,CAwyUf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CA

AL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAEl

B,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAtzUO,qBAAQ,C

AszUf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAA

d,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;

MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAp0UO,qBAAQ,CAo0Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+B

AA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EA

AuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;Q

AgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAl1UO,qBAAQ,CAk1Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CA

AL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAEl

B,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;oFAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QA

HjB,IAh2UO,qBAAQ,CAg2Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,

+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,
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W;O;KAnBX,C;gGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAt7UO,qBAAQ,CAs7Uf,C;

UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UAC

I,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;kGAs

BA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAp8UO,qBAAQ,CAo8Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA

8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;kGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAl9UO,qBAAQ,CAk9Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QAC

V,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,E

AA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;kGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;

QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAh+UO,qBAAQ,CAg+Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,

CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAA

L,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;kGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,

IA9+UO,qBAAQ,CA8+Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;

QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,

OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;kGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5/UO,qBAAQ,CA

4/Uf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,

yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,

C;kGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA1gVO,qBAAQ,CA0gVf,C;UACI,MAA

M,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;kGAsBA,yB;MA

AA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAxhVO,qBAAQ,CAwhVf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA

9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,

WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;kGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAtiVO,qBAAQ,CAsiVf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BA

A9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAA

iB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;4GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,

uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5nVO,qBAAQ,CA4nVf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;

QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,

OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA1oVO,qBAAQ,CA0oVf,C;UA

CI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,E

AAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAxpVO,qBAAQ,CAwpVf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,

+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QA

ElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAtqVO,qBAAQ,CAsqVf,C;

UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAA

V,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAprVO,qBAAQ,CAorVf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

D,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;Q

AElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAlsVO,qBAAQ,CAksVf,

C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAhtVO,qBAAQ,CAgtVf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QA

CD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;

QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA9tVO,qBAAQ,CA8tV

f,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,K

AAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D

;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5uVO,qBAAQ,CA4uVf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBA

AkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8
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B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QA

HjB,IAn0VO,qBAAQ,CAm0Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,C

AAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA

,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAl1VO,qBAAQ,CAk1Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C

;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAj2VO,qBAAQ,CAi2

Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,

WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;Q

AiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAh3VO,qBAAQ,CAg3Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAA

jB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX

,C;gGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA/3VO,qBAAQ,CA+3Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,k

BAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAA

L,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA94VO,q

BAAQ,CA84Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,

cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D

;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA75VO,qBAAQ,CA65Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAA

O,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA56VO,qBAAQ,CA46Vf,C;UACI,O

AAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAA

uB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,IA37VO,qBAAQ,CA27Vf,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

D,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO

,W;O;KApBX,C;4FAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe6B,UAEO,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QACr

B,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,O

AAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QAC

Z,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;Q

AClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAEl

B,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;Q

ACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,

O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;Q

AElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,w

B;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBA

AJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C

;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY

,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oB

AAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,

C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAA

Y,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,o

BAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAx

B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,Y

AAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EA

AI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,W

AAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJh

C,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,

EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,

WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;8FAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,u

C;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QAC
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rB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,sBAAI,cAAJ,E

AAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;0GAsBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;M

AAA,uC;QAe6B,Q;QAFzB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QAC

rB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,

UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;4GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9

B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV

,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;4GAuBA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+

BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,

KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;4GAuBA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;4GAu

BA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MA

AM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UA

CI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,

C;4GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;U

AAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAh

B,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;

KApBX,C;4GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CA

AZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAA

O,W;O;KApBX,C;4GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAA

O,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAE

J,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;4GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFt

B,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,

EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EA

A6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;sHAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe6B,Q;QAFz

B,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAC

rB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,

qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wHAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAA

I,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB

,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;K

ApBX,C;wHAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,

OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,K

AAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wHAuBA,yB;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAk

B,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAA

J,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wHAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe

0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oB

AAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA

7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wHAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,w

B;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,S

AAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,O

AAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wHAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CA

AZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cA
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Ac,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wH

AuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QA

CtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB

,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wHAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACt

B,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,s

BAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;wGAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,uC;QAgB6B,UAEO,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAqB,U

AAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SA

AV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M

;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,

O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;Q

AElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,

IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CA

AhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,

C;0GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UA

Ae,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAA

U,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBA

AkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBA

AJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UA

EU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oB

AAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,

C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;Q

ACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KA

pBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C

;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,U

AAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;MAA

A,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;U

AAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBA

AU,sBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;4FAuBA,yB;MAA

A,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAgBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp0XO,qBAAQ,CAo0Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;Q

ACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agBn7mBO,W;QhBo7mBP,kBAAkB,O;QACl

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO

,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QA

HhB,IAp1XO,qBAAQ,CAo1Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C

;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agB38mBO,W;QhB48mBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX

,C;8FAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp2XO,qBAAQ,CAo2Xf,C;UAAe,OAA

O,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agBn+mBO,W;QhBo+m

BP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OA

AvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;8FAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAA

A,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp3XO,qBAAQ,CAo3Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agB3/mBO,W;QhB4/mBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;U

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,

OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;8FAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp4XO,qBAAQ,CA

o4Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agBn
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hnBO,W;QhBohnBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,W

AAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;8FAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD

;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp5XO,qBAAQ,CAo5Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,k

BAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agB3inBO,W;QhB4inBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,

WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;8FAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp

6XO,qBAAQ,CAo6Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,

8B;QAA5C,agBnknBO,W;QhBoknBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI

,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;8FAwB

A,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp7XO,qBAAQ,CAo7Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,

OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agB3lnBO,W;QhB4lnBP,kBAAkB,

O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UAC

d,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;8FAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAA

A,gC;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAp8XO,qBAAQ,CAo8Xf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAv

B,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agBnnnBO,W;QhBonnBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,W

AAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;0GAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAcI,IA5hYO,qB

AAQ,CA4hYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QA

A5C,agB3onBO,W;QhB4onBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UA

AK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;4GAwBA,yB;MAAA,gD;M

AAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IA7iYO,qBAAQ,CA6iYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agBpqnBO,W;QhBqqnBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,

KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;K

AtBX,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IA9jYO,qBAAQ,CA8jYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,

OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agB7rnBO,W;QhB8rnBP,kBAAkB,

O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WA

AI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IA/kYO,qBAA

Q,CA+kYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5

C,agBttnBO,W;QhButnBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,

KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAA

A,gE;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IAhmYO,qBAAQ,CAgmYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBA

AO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agB/unBO,W;QhBgvnBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,K

AAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KA

tBX,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IAjnYO,qBAAQ,CAinYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,O

AAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agBxwnBO,W;QhBywnBP,kBAAkB

,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WA

AI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IAloYO,qBAA

Q,CAkoYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C

,agBjynBO,W;QhBkynBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,K

AAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

gE;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IAnpYO,qBAAQ,CAmpYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAA

O,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agB1znBO,W;QhB2znBP,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtB

X,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAeI,IApqYO,qBAAQ,CAoqYf,C;UAAe,OAAO

,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,agBn1nBO,W;QhBo1nBP,

kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wD;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,C;UACd,M

AAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;gGAyBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAcI,IA5v

YO,qBAAQ,CA4vYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,CAArB,C;QACgC,kBAAnB,eAAa,gB
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AAb,C;QAA2B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAAxC,agB52nBO,W;QhB62nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBA

Ac,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,

C;kGAwBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,IAzwYO,qBAAQ,CAywYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB

,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA3C,agBj4

nBO,W;QhBk4nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAv

B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAlBX,C;kGAqBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,u

C;QAWI,IAtxYO,qBAAQ,CAsxYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAA

vB,eAAiB,gBAAjB,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA5C,agBt5nBO,W;QhBu5nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB

,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,

M;O;KAlBX,C;kGAqBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,IAnyYO,qBAAQ,CAmyYf,C;UAAe,OAA

O,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACkC,kBAArB,eAAe,gBAAf,C;QAA6B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA1

C,agB36nBO,W;QhB46nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAA

L,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAlBX,C;kGAqBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;M

AAA,uC;QAWI,IAhzYO,qBAAQ,CAgzYf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACm

C,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA3C,agBh8nBO,W;QhBi8nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,

gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX

,OAAO,M;O;KAlBX,C;kGAqBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,IA7zYO,qBAAQ,CA6zYf,C;UAA

e,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,gBAAjB,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAA

J,C;QAA5C,agBr9nBO,W;QhBs9nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,U

AAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAlBX,C;kGAqBA,yB;MAAA,qD;M

AAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,IA10YO,qBAAQ,CA00Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAl

B,C;QACqC,kBAAxB,eAAkB,gBAAlB,C;QAAgC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA7C,agB1+nBO,W;QhB2+nBP,iBAAc,CA

Ad,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aA

AJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAlBX,C;kGAqBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,IAv1YO,qBAAQ,CA

u1Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACsC,kBAAzB,eAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QAAi

C,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA9C,agB//nBO,W;QhBggoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAA

V,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAlBX,C;kGAqBA,yB;

MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAWI,IAp2YO,qBAAQ,CAo2Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;Q

ACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAA8B,sBAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAA3

C,agBphoBO,W;QhBqhoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,oBAAU,0BAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,

KAAL,EAAvB,E;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAlBX,C;8GAqBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAA

A,gE;MAAA,uC;QAcI,IA57YO,qBAAQ,CA47Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,CAArB,C;

QACgC,kBAAnB,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAA2B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAAxC,agB5ioBO,W;QhB6ioBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAA

sB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WA

AI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;gHAwBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAYI,IA18YO,qBA

AQ,CA08Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C

;QAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA3C,agBlkoBO,W;QhBmkoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;

KAnBX,C;gHAsBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAYI,IAx9YO,qBAAQ,CAw9Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;

QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,gBAAjB,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA5C,

agBxloBO,W;QhByloBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,

UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAnBX,C;gHAsBA,yB;MAAA,qD;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAYI,IAt+YO,qBAAQ,CAs+Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

lB,C;QACkC,kBAArB,eAAe,gBAAf,C;QAA6B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA1C,agB9moBO,W;QhB+moBP,iBAAc,CAA

d,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MA

AO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAnBX,C;gHAsBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAYI,IAp/Y

O,qBAAQ,CAo/Yf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBA

AhB,C;QAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA3C,agBpooBO,W;QhBqooBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBA
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Ac,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAA

O,M;O;KAnBX,C;gHAsBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAYI,IAlgZO,qBAAQ,CAkgZf,C;UAAe,OAA

O,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,gBAAjB,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;Q

AA5C,agB1poBO,W;QhB2poBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,

EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAnBX,C;gHAsBA,yB;M

AAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAYI,IAhhZO,qBAAQ,CAghZf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,C

AAL,CAAlB,C;QACqC,kBAAxB,eAAkB,gBAAlB,C;QAAgC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA7C,agBhroBO,W;QhBiroBP,i

BAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;

UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAnBX,C;gHAsBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;Q

AYI,IA9hZO,qBAAQ,CA8hZf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACsC,kBAAzB,e

AAmB,gBAAnB,C;QAAiC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA9C,agBtsoBO,W;QhBusoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;

UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;Q

AEX,OAAO,M;O;KAnBX,C;gHAsBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAYI,IA5iZ

O,qBAAQ,CA4iZf,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBA

AhB,C;QAA8B,sBAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAA3C,agB5toBO,W;QhB6toBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;UACI,gBA

Ac,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,0BAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;QAEX,

OAAO,M;O;KAnBX,C;8EAsBA,yB;MA/zBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA+zBA,gD;QAcW,sB;;UA7zBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp0

XO,qBAAQ,CAo0Xf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAg0BH,OAh0BG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP

,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA+zBzB,OA/zByB,C;UAA5C,agBn7mBO,W;UhBo7mBP,kBA8zBmB,O;UA7zBnB,iD;YAA

gB,cAAhB,e;YACI,cA4zBwB,SA5zBV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAE

X,qBAAO,M;;;QAyzBP,yB;O;KAdJ,C;gFAiBA,yB;MAzzBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAyzBA,gD;QAeW,sB;;UAvzBS,Q

;UAHhB,IAp1XO,qBAAQ,CAo1Xf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OA0zBH,OA1zBG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,

mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAyzBzB,OAzzByB,C;UAA5C,agB38mBO,W;UhB48mBP,kBAwzBmB,O;U

AvzBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,e;YACI,cAszBwB,SAtzBV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI

,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAmzBP,yB;O;KAfJ,C;gFAkBA,yB;MAnzBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAmzBA,gD;QAe

W,sB;;UAjzBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp2XO,qBAAQ,CAo2Xf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAozBH,OApzBG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,

kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAmzBzB,OAnzByB,C;UAA5C,agBn+mBO,W;UhBo+mBP,k

BAkzBmB,O;UAjzBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,e;YACI,cAgzBwB,SAhzBV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YAC

d,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QA6yBP,yB;O;KAfJ,C;gFAkBA,yB;MA7yBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA

6yBA,gD;QAeW,sB;;UA3yBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp3XO,qBAAQ,CAo3Xf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OA8yBH,OA9yBG,C;YA

AP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA6yBzB,OA7yByB,C;UAA5C,agB3/mBO,

W;UhB4/mBP,kBA4yBmB,O;UA3yBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,e;YACI,cA0yBwB,SA1yBV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB

,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAuyBP,yB;O;KAfJ,C;gFAkBA,yB;MAvyBA,g

D;MAAA,gE;MAuyBA,gD;QAeW,sB;;UAryBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp4XO,qBAAQ,CAo4Xf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAwyB

H,OAxyBG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAuyBzB,OAvyByB,C;UA

A5C,agBnhnBO,W;UhBohnBP,kBAsyBmB,O;UAryBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,e;YACI,cAoyBwB,SApyBV,CAAU,

WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAiyBP,yB;O;KAfJ,C;gFAkBA,

yB;MAjyBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAiyBA,gD;QAeW,sB;;UA/xBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp5XO,qBAAQ,CAo5Xf,C;YAAe,qB

AAO,OAkyBH,OAlyBG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAiyBzB,OAjy

ByB,C;UAA5C,agB3inBO,W;UhB4inBP,kBAgyBmB,O;UA/xBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,e;YACI,cA8xBwB,SA9xB

V,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QA2xBP,yB;O;KAfJ,C

;gFAkBA,yB;MA3xBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA2xBA,gD;QAeW,sB;;UAzxBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp6XO,qBAAQ,CAo6Xf,C

;YAAe,qBAAO,OA4xBH,OA5xBG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA2

xBzB,OA3xByB,C;UAA5C,agBnknBO,W;UhBoknBP,kBA0xBmB,O;UAzxBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,e;YACI,cAw

xBwB,SAxxBV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAqxBP

,yB;O;KAfJ,C;gFAkBA,yB;MArxBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAqxBA,gD;QAeW,sB;;UAnxBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp7XO,qBA

AQ,CAo7Xf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAsxBH,OAtxBG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;

UAA+B,sBAqxBzB,OArxByB,C;UAA5C,agB3lnBO,W;UhB4lnBP,kBAoxBmB,O;UAnxBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,
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e;YACI,cAkxBwB,SAlxBV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,

M;;;QA+wBP,yB;O;KAfJ,C;gFAkBA,yB;MA/wBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA+wBA,gD;QAeW,s

B;;UA7wBS,Q;UAHhB,IAp8XO,qBAAQ,CAo8Xf,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAgxBH,OAhxBG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,k

BAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA+wBzB,OA/wByB,C;UAA5C,agBnnnBO,W;UhBonnBP,kB

A8wBmB,O;UA7wBnB,iD;YAAgB,cAAhB,0B;YACI,cA4wBwB,SA5wBV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;

YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAywBP,yB;O;KAfJ,C;4FAkBA,yB;MAzwBA,gD;MAAA,g

E;MAywBA,gD;QAeW,6B;;UA1wBP,IA5hYO,qBAAQ,CA4hYf,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OA0wBI,OA1wBJ,C;YAAP,8

B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAywBlB,OAzwBkB,C;UAA5C,agB3onBO,W;Uh

B4onBP,kBAwwB0B,O;UAvwB1B,wD;YACI,cAswB+B,SAtwBjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAA

K,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QAmwBP,gC;O;KAfJ,C;8FAkBA,yB;M

AnwBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAmwBA,gD;QAgBW,6B;;UApwBP,IA7iYO,qBAAQ,CA6iYf,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAow

BI,OApwBJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAmwBlB,OAnwBkB,C;U

AA5C,agBpqnBO,W;UhBqqnBP,kBAkwB0B,O;UAjwB1B,wD;YACI,cAgwB+B,SAhwBjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAi

B,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QA6vBP,gC;O;

KAhBJ,C;8FAmBA,yB;MA7vBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA6vBA,gD;QAgBW,6B;;UA9vBP,IA9jYO,qBAAQ,CA8jYf,C

;YAAe,4BAAO,OA8vBI,OA9vBJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA6v

BlB,OA7vBkB,C;UAA5C,agB7rnBO,W;UhB8rnBP,kBA4vB0B,O;UA3vB1B,wD;YACI,cA0vB+B,SA1vBjB,CA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M

;;;QAuvBP,gC;O;KAhBJ,C;8FAmBA,yB;MAvvBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAuvBA,gD;QAgBW,6B;;UAxvBP,IA/kYO,q

BAAQ,CA+kYf,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAwvBI,OAxvBJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb

,C;UAA+B,sBAuvBlB,OAvvBkB,C;UAA5C,agBttnBO,W;UhButnBP,kBAsvB0B,O;UArvB1B,wD;YACI,cAovB+

B,SApvBjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;U

AEX,4BAAO,M;;;QAivBP,gC;O;KAhBJ,C;8FAmBA,yB;MAjvBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAivBA,gD;QAgBW,6B;;UAl

vBP,IAhmYO,qBAAQ,CAgmYf,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAkvBI,OAlvBJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAA

O,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAivBlB,OAjvBkB,C;UAA5C,agB/unBO,W;UhBgvnBP,kBAgvB0B,O;UA/uB1B,wD

;YACI,cA8uB+B,SA9uBjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WA

AI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QA2uBP,gC;O;KAhBJ,C;8FAmBA,yB;MA3uBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA2uBA,gD;

QAgBW,6B;;UA5uBP,IAjnYO,qBAAQ,CAinYf,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OA4uBI,OA5uBJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAA

vB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA2uBlB,OA3uBkB,C;UAA5C,agBxwnBO,W;UhBywnBP,kBA0uB

0B,O;UAzuB1B,wD;YACI,cAwuB+B,SAxuBjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,

C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QAquBP,gC;O;KAhBJ,C;8FAmBA,yB;MAruBA,gD;MAA

A,gE;MAquBA,gD;QAgBW,6B;;UAtuBP,IAloYO,qBAAQ,CAkoYf,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAsuBI,OAtuBJ,C;YAAP,

8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAquBlB,OAruBkB,C;UAA5C,agBjynBO,W;Uh

BkynBP,kBAouB0B,O;UAnuB1B,wD;YACI,cAkuB+B,SAluBjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,

KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QA+tBP,gC;O;KAhBJ,C;8FAmBA,yB;M

A/tBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA+tBA,gD;QAgBW,6B;;UAhuBP,IAnpYO,qBAAQ,CAmpYf,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAguBI,

OAhuBJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA+tBlB,OA/tBkB,C;UAA5C,

agB1znBO,W;UhB2znBP,kBA8tB0B,O;UA7tB1B,wD;YACI,cA4tB+B,SA5tBjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,

EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QAytBP,gC;O;KAhBJ,C;8

FAmBA,yB;MAztBA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAytBA,gD;QAgBW,6B;;UA1tBP,IApqYO,qBAAQ,CAoqYf,C;

YAAe,4BAAO,OA0tBI,OA1tBJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAytBl

B,OAztBkB,C;UAA5C,agBn1nBO,W;UhBo1nBP,kBAwtB0B,O;UAvtB1B,wD;YACI,cAstB+B,SAttBjB,CAAU,K

AAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;Q

AmtBP,gC;O;KAhBJ,C;0FAmBA,yB;MAntBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAmtBA,uC;QAIW,wB;;UAzsBP,IA5vYO,qBAA

Q,CA4vYf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,CAArB,C;UACgC,kBAAnB,eAAa,gB

AAb,C;UAA2B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAAxC,agB52nBO,W;UhB62nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBA

qsBiB,SArsBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,

M;;;QAksBP,2B;O;KAJJ,C;4FAOA,yB;MAlsBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAksBA,uC;QAKW,wB;;UA5rBP,IAzwYO,qB
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AAQ,CAywYf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACmC,kBAAtB,eAAg

B,gBAAhB,C;UAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA3C,agBj4nBO,W;UhBk4nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YAC

I,gBAwrBiB,SAxrBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,uB

AAO,M;;;QAqrBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MArrBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAqrBA,uC;QAKW,wB;;UA/qBP,IAtxY

O,qBAAQ,CAsxYf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACoC,kBAAvB,e

AAiB,gBAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,agBt5nBO,W;UhBu5nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;Y

ACI,gBA2qBiB,SA3qBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,

uBAAO,M;;;QAwqBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MAxqBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAwqBA,uC;QAKW,wB;;UAlqBP,I

AnyYO,qBAAQ,CAmyYf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACkC,kBA

ArB,eAAe,gBAAf,C;UAA6B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA1C,agB36nBO,W;UhB46nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,

U;YACI,gBA8pBiB,SA9pBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UA

EX,uBAAO,M;;;QA2pBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MA3pBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MA2pBA,uC;QAKW,wB;;UArpBP

,IAhzYO,qBAAQ,CAgzYf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACmC,kB

AAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA3C,agBh8nBO,W;UhBi8nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBA

AtB,U;YACI,gBAipBiB,SAjpBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;

UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QA8oBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MA9oBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MA8oBA,uC;QAKW,wB;;UAx

oBP,IA7zYO,qBAAQ,CA6zYf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACoC,

kBAAvB,eAAiB,gBAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,agBr9nBO,W;UhBs9nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gB

AAtB,U;YACI,gBAooBiB,SApoBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,

C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QAioBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MAjoBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAioBA,uC;QAKW,wB;;UA

3nBP,IA10YO,qBAAQ,CA00Yf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACq

C,kBAAxB,eAAkB,gBAAlB,C;UAAgC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA7C,agB1+nBO,W;UhB2+nBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAs

B,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBAunBiB,SAvnBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,a

AAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QAonBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MApnBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAonBA,uC;QAKW,w

B;;UA9mBP,IAv1YO,qBAAQ,CAu1Yf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;

UACsC,kBAAzB,eAAmB,gBAAnB,C;UAAiC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA9C,agB//nBO,W;UhBggoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,U

AAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBA0mBiB,SA1mBH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,W

AAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QAumBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MAvmBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MA

AA,gC;MAumBA,uC;QAKW,wB;;UAjmBP,IAp2YO,qBAAQ,CAo2Yf,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sB

AAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAA8B,sBAAI,0BAAJ,C;UAA3C,agBpho

BO,W;UhBqhoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBAAc,UA6lBG,SA7lBH,CAAU,0BAAV,EAAuB,sB

AAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QA0lBP,2B;O;KALJ,C;wGAQA,yB

;MA1lBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MA0lBA,uC;QAIW,+B;;UAhlBP,IA57YO,qBAAQ,CA47Yf,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP

,gC;WACf,sBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,CAArB,C;UACgC,kBAAnB,eAAa,gBAAb,C;UAA2B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAAx

C,agB5ioBO,W;UhB6ioBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBA4kBwB,SA5kBV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB

,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAykBP,kC;O;KA

JJ,C;0GAOA,yB;MAzkBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAykBA,uC;QAKW,+B;;UAlkBP,IA18YO,qBAAQ,CA08Yf,C;YAAe

,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAA8B,s

BAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA3C,agBlkoBO,W;UhBmkoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBA8jBwB,SA9jBV,

CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,

M;;;QA2jBP,kC;O;KALJ,C;0GAQA,yB;MA3jBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MA2jBA,uC;QAKW,+B;;UApjBP,IAx9YO,qBA

AQ,CAw9Yf,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,

gBAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,agBxloBO,W;UhByloBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,g

BAgjBwB,SAhjBV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,

C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QA6iBP,kC;O;KALJ,C;0GAQA,yB;MA7iBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MA6iBA,uC;QAKW,+B;;UA

tiBP,IAt+YO,qBAAQ,CAs+Yf,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACkC,

kBAArB,eAAe,gBAAf,C;UAA6B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA1C,agB9moBO,W;UhB+moBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gB

AAtB,U;YACI,gBAkiBwB,SAliBV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAA
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O,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QA+hBP,kC;O;KALJ,C;0GAQA,yB;MA/hBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MA+hBA,u

C;QAKW,+B;;UAxhBP,IAp/YO,qBAAQ,CAo/Yf,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,

CAAlB,C;UACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA3C,agBpooBO,W;UhBqooBP,iBA

Ac,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBAohBwB,SAphBV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,

CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAihBP,kC;O;KALJ,C;0GAQA,yB;MAjhBA,qD;

MAAA,gE;MAihBA,uC;QAKW,+B;;UA1gBP,IAlgZO,qBAAQ,CAkgZf,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,s

BAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,gBAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,agB1po

BO,W;UhB2poBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBAsgBwB,SAtgBV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,E

AA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAmgBP,kC;O;KALJ,C;0G

AQA,yB;MAngBA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAmgBA,uC;QAKW,+B;;UA5fP,IAhhZO,qBAAQ,CAghZf,C;YAAe,8BAAO,

W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACqC,kBAAxB,eAAkB,gBAAlB,C;UAAgC,sBAAI,aA

AJ,C;UAA7C,agBhroBO,W;UhBiroBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBAwfwB,SAxfV,CAAU,KAAV

,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAqfP,kC;

O;KALJ,C;0GAQA,yB;MArfA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAqfA,uC;QAKW,+B;;UA9eP,IA9hZO,qBAAQ,CA8hZf,C;YAAe

,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACsC,kBAAzB,eAAmB,gBAAnB,C;UAAiC,s

BAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA9C,agBtsoBO,W;UhBusoBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBAAtB,U;YACI,gBA0ewB,SA1eV,CA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;

QAueP,kC;O;KALJ,C;0GAQA,yB;MAveA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAueA,uC;QAKW,+B;;UAheP

,IA5iZO,qBAAQ,CA4iZf,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACmC,kBA

AtB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAA8B,sBAAI,0BAAJ,C;UAA3C,agB5toBO,W;UhB6toBP,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,gBA

AtB,U;YACI,gBAAc,UA4dU,SA5dV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,0BAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;YACd,

MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAydP,kC;O;KALJ,C;gFAQA,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;M

ACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;kF

AGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SA

AS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,O

AAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QA

CI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAK

oB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAA

P,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;Q

AKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,YAAO,SAAS,

oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KARX,C;4FAWA,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;M

ADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAE

X,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,+B;MAKo

B,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;

MAEX,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,+B;M

AKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAA

T,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAkB,G;QAClB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,OAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OAAO,G;O;KA

RX,C;gFAWA,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACpB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAC
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I,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACpB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;M

ADhB,UAAoB,C;MACpB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAE

X,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACpB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACpB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAU

oB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACpB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,

C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACpB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA

,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MAC

pB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,y

B;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,UAAoB,C;QACpB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAh

B,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,OAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;kFAgBA,+B;MAUoB,Q;MAD

hB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,

OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;Q

ACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;M

AUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C

AAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;

MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;

mFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,

SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,

O;UACI,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,s

C;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CA

AP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACA,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;m

FAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MA

TpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,OAA

T,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QAC

A,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAb

X,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cA

AA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,g

B;MATpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,

OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;

QACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;

KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACA,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,cAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;K

AbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MG1lqBA,6B;MH0lqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UG1lqBmC,cH0lqBnB,CG1lqBmB,C;QH2

lqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MGn0qBiD,cHm0qBjD,GGn0qB2D,KAAK,GHm0

qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CGn0qBoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QHq0qBrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MG3mqBA,6B;M

H2mqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UG3mqBmC,cH2mqBnB,CG3mqBmB,C;QH4mqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;U

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MGp1qBiD,cHo1qBjD,GGp1qB2D,KAAK,GHo1qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CGp1qBoE,

KAAX,IAAf,C;;QHs1qBrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MG5nqBA,6B;MH4nqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,

UG5nqBmC,cH4nqBnB,CG5nqBmB,C;QH6nqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MGr2

qBiD,cHq2qBjD,GGr2qB2D,KAAK,GHq2qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CGr2qBoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QHu2qBrD,OAAO,G;
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O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MG7oqBA,6B;MH6oqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UG7oqBmC,cH6oqBnB,CG7oqBmB,

C;QH8oqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MGt3qBiD,cHs3qBjD,GGt3qB2D,KAAK,

GHs3qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CGt3qBoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QHw3qBrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MG9pqBA,

6B;MH8pqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UG9pqBmC,cH8pqBnB,CG9pqBmB,C;QH+pqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MGv4qBiD,cHu4qBjD,GGv4qB2D,KAAK,GHu4qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CGv4qBo

E,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QHy4qBrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MG/qqBA,6B;MH+qqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADh

B,UG/qqBmC,cH+qqBnB,CG/qqBmB,C;QHgrqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MGx

5qBiD,cHw5qBjD,GGx5qB2D,KAAK,GHw5qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CGx5qBoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QH05qBrD,OAAO,

G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MGhsqBA,6B;MHgsqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UGhsqBmC,cHgsqBnB,CGhsqBmB,

C;QHisqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MGz6qBiD,cHy6qBjD,GGz6qB2D,KAAK,

GHy6qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CGz6qBoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QH26qBrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MGjtqBA,6

B;MHitqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UGjtqBmC,cHitqBnB,CGjtqBmB,C;QHktqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MG17qBiD,cH07qBjD,GG17qB2D,KAAK,GH07qBzD,SAAS,OAAT,CG17qBoE,KA

AX,IAAf,C;;QH47qBrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MGluqBA,6B;MHkuqBA,sC;

QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UGluqBmC,cHkuqBnB,CGluqBmB,C;QHmuqBnC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,U

AAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,MG38qBiD,cH28qBjD,GG38qB2D,KAAK,GH28qBzD,SAAS,oBAAT,CG38qBoE,KAA

X,IAAf,C;;QH68qBrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MkBhvqBA,+B;MlBgvqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,Uk

B/uqBqC,eAAW,oBlB+uqB/B,CkB/uqB+B,CAAX,C;QlBgvqBrC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;UACI,MkBz9qBmD,elBy9qBnD,GkBz9qB8D,KAAK,KlBy9qB5D,SAAS,OAAT,CkBz9qBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,

C;;QlB29qBvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MkBjwqBA,+B;MlBiwqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBhwqB

qC,eAAW,oBlBgwqB/B,CkBhwqB+B,CAAX,C;QlBiwqBrC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UA

CI,MkB1+qBmD,elB0+qBnD,GkB1+qB8D,KAAK,KlB0+qB5D,SAAS,OAAT,CkB1+qBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;Ql

B4+qBvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MkBlxqBA,+B;MlBkxqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBjxqBqC,eA

AW,oBlBixqB/B,CkBjxqB+B,CAAX,C;QlBkxqBrC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MkB

3/qBmD,elB2/qBnD,GkB3/qB8D,KAAK,KlB2/qB5D,SAAS,OAAT,CkB3/qBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QlB6/qBvD,O

AAO,G;O;KAdX,C;kFAiBA,yB;MkBnyqBA,+B;MlBmyqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBlyqBqC,eAAW,oBlBky

qB/B,CkBlyqB+B,CAAX,C;QlBmyqBrC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MkB5grBmD,el

B4grBnD,GkB5grB8D,KAAK,KlB4grB5D,SAAS,OAAT,CkB5grBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QlB8grBvD,OAAO,G;O

;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MkBpzqBA,+B;MlBozqBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBnzqBqC,eAAW,oBlBmzqB/B,Ck

BnzqB+B,CAAX,C;QlBozqBrC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MkB7hrBmD,elB6hrBnD

,GkB7hrB8D,KAAK,KlB6hrB5D,SAAS,OAAT,CkB7hrBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QlB+hrBvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C

;mFAiBA,yB;MkBr0qBA,+B;MlBq0qBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBp0qBqC,eAAW,oBlBo0qB/B,CkBp0qB+B,

CAAX,C;QlBq0qBrC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MkB9irBmD,elB8irBnD,GkB9irB8

D,KAAK,KlB8irB5D,SAAS,OAAT,CkB9irBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QlBgjrBvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB

;MkBt1qBA,+B;MlBs1qBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBr1qBqC,eAAW,oBlBq1qB/B,CkBr1qB+B,CAAX,C;QlBs

1qBrC,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MkB/jrBmD,elB+jrBnD,GkB/jrB8D,KAAK,KlB+jr

B5D,SAAS,OAAT,CkB/jrBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QlBikrBvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;kFAiBA,yB;MkBv2qBA,+B;

MlBu2qBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBt2qBqC,eAAW,oBlBs2qB/B,CkBt2qB+B,CAAX,C;QlBu2qBrC,wBAAgB

,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,MkBhlrBmD,elBglrBnD,GkBhlrB8D,KAAK,KlBglrB5D,SAAS,OA

AT,CkBhlrBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QlBklrBvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MkBx3

qBA,+B;MlBw3qBA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UkBv3qBqC,eAAW,oBlBu3qB/B,CkBv3qB+B,CAAX,C;QlBw3qBr

C,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,MkBjmrBmD,elBimrBnD,GkBjmrB8D,KAAK

,KlBimrB5D,SAAS,oBAAT,CkBjmrBuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QlBmmrBvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;IAiBA,mC;MAIo

B,UAMT,M;MANP,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAy

B,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;MAId,OAAO,0D;K;wFAGX,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;Q

AFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAA

Y,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,a
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AAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAA

M,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;0

FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,

MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

AA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;Q

AGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB

,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,E

AAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QAC

Z,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,K

AAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,

C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YA

EN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;

;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA

AA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,

UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,o

BAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;IAoBA,+B;MAkGI,WiB1srBO,MAAK,KjB

0srBK,gBiB1srBL,EjB+mrBD,KA2FkB,OiB1srBjB,C;MjB2srBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,

MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9FqB,GA8FP,UAAK,CAAL,CA9FO,EAAnB,KA8FqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA9F

F,CA8FrB,C;;MA9FT,OAgGO,I;K;IA7FX,iC;MAwGI,WiB1trBO,MAAK,KjB0trBK,gBiB1trBL,EjBynrBD,KAiG

kB,OiB1trBjB,C;MjB2trBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAp

GqB,GAoGP,UAAK,CAAL,CApGO,EAAnB,KAoGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CApGF,CAoGrB,C;;MApGT,OAsGO,I;K;

IAnGX,iC;MA8GI,WiB1urBO,MAAK,KjB0urBK,gBiB1urBL,EjBmorBD,KAuGkB,OiB1urBjB,C;MjB2urBZ,WA

AW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1GqB,GA0GP,UAAK,CAAL,CA1

GO,EAAnB,KA0GqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1GF,CA0GrB,C;;MA1GT,OA4GO,I;K;IAzGX,iC;MAoHI,WiB1vrBO,M

AAK,KjB0vrBK,gBiB1vrBL,EjB6orBD,KA6GkB,OiB1vrBjB,C;MjB2vrBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAA

U,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAhHqB,GAgHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhHO,EAAnB,KAgHqB,CAAM,C

AAN,CAhHF,CAgHrB,C;;MAhHT,OAkHO,I;K;IA/GX,iC;MA0HI,WiB1wrBO,MAAK,KjB0wrBK,gBiB1wrBL,E

jBuprBD,KAmHkB,OiB1wrBjB,C;MjB2wrBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;

QACI,IAAK,WAtHqB,GAsHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAtHO,EAAnB,KAsHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAtHF,CAsHrB,C;;MAt

HT,OAwHO,I;K;IArHX,iC;MAgII,WiB1xrBO,MAAK,KjB0xrBK,gBiB1xrBL,EjBiqrBD,KAyHkB,OiB1xrBjB,C;

MjB2xrBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5HqB,GA4HP,UA

AK,CAAL,CA5HO,EAAnB,KA4HqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5HF,CA4HrB,C;;MA5HT,OA8HO,I;K;IA3HX,iC;MAsII

,WiB1yrBO,MAAK,KjB0yrBK,gBiB1yrBL,EjB2qrBD,KA+HkB,OiB1yrBjB,C;MjB2yrBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,

C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAlIqB,GAkIP,UAAK,CAAL,CAlIO,EAAnB,KAkIqB,

CAAM,CAAN,CAlIF,CAkIrB,C;;MAlIT,OAoIO,I;K;IAjIX,iC;MA4II,WiB1zrBO,MAAK,KjB0zrBK,gBiB1zrBL,

EjBqrrBD,KAqIkB,OiB1zrBjB,C;MjB2zrBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;Q

ACI,IAAK,WAxIqB,GAwIP,UAAK,CAAL,CAxIO,EAAnB,KAwIqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAxIF,CAwIrB,C;;MAxIT,

OA0IO,I;K;IAvIX,iC;MAkJI,WiB10rBO,MAAK,KjB00rBK,gBiB10rBL,EjB+rrBD,KA2IkB,OiB10rBjB,C;MjB20

rBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9IqB,GA8IP,sBAAK,CA

AL,EA9IO,EAAnB,KA8IqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA9IF,CA8IrB,C;;MA9IT,OAgJO,I;K;8EA7IX,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBzs

rBA,iB;MjBysrBA,8C;QAQI,WiB1srBO,MAAK,KjB0srBK,gBiB1srBL,EjB0srBW,KAAM,OiB1srBjB,C;QjB2srB

Z,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CA
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AV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBztrBA,iB

;MjBytrBA,8C;QAQI,WiB1trBO,MAAK,KjB0trBK,gBiB1trBL,EjB0trBW,KAAM,OiB1trBjB,C;QjB2trBZ,WAA

W,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EA

AmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBzurBA,iB;MjBy

urBA,8C;QAQI,WiB1urBO,MAAK,KjB0urBK,gBiB1urBL,EjB0urBW,KAAM,OiB1urBjB,C;QjB2urBZ,WAAW,

eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAm

B,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;8EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBzvrBA,iB;MjByvrB

A,8C;QAQI,WiB1vrBO,MAAK,KjB0vrBK,gBiB1vrBL,EjB0vrBW,KAAM,OiB1vrBjB,C;QjB2vrBZ,WAAW,eA

Aa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,

MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBzwrBA,iB;MjBywrBA

,8C;QAQI,WiB1wrBO,MAAK,KjB0wrBK,gBiB1wrBL,EjB0wrBW,KAAM,OiB1wrBjB,C;QjB2wrBZ,WAAW,eA

Aa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,

MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBzxrBA,iB;MjByxrBA,

8C;QAQI,WiB1xrBO,MAAK,KjB0xrBK,gBiB1xrBL,EjB0xrBW,KAAM,OiB1xrBjB,C;QjB2xrBZ,WAAW,eAAa,

IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MA

AM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBzyrBA,iB;MjByyrBA,8C;

QAQI,WiB1yrBO,MAAK,KjB0yrBK,gBiB1yrBL,EjB0yrBW,KAAM,OiB1yrBjB,C;QjB2yrBZ,WAAW,eAAa,IA

Ab,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAA

M,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBzzrBA,iB;MjByzrBA,8C;Q

AQI,WiB1zrBO,MAAK,KjB0zrBK,gBiB1zrBL,EjB0zrBW,KAAM,OiB1zrBjB,C;QjB2zrBZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,

C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,C

AAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MiBz0rBA,iB;MjBy0rB

A,8C;QAQI,WiB10rBO,MAAK,KjB00rBK,gBiB10rBL,EjB00rBW,KAAM,OiB10rBjB,C;QjB20rBZ,WAAW,eA

Aa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,

MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;IAgBA,kC;MAqGoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MA

ChB,WAAW,iBiBr7rBJ,MAAK,KjBq7rBwB,wBA5FzB,KA4FyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBr7rBxB,EjBq7rBqD,SiBr7

rBrD,CjBq7rBD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9FL,KA8FK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,I

AAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhGO,EAgGI

,OAhGJ,CAgGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAkGO,I;K;IA/FX,kC;MA6GoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBiBv

8rBJ,MAAK,KjBu8rBwB,wBApGzB,KAoGyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBv8rBxB,EjBu8rBqD,SiBv8rBrD,CjBu8rBD,

C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtGL,KAsGK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAA

T,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxGqB,GAwGP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxGO,EAwGI,OAxGJ,CAwGr

B,C;;MAxGT,OA0GO,I;K;IAvGX,kC;MAqHoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBiBz9rBJ,MAAK,Kj

By9rBwB,wBA5GzB,KA4GyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBz9rBxB,EjBy9rBqD,SiBz9rBrD,CjBy9rBD,C;MACX,QAAQ

,C;MACQ,OA9GL,KA8GK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;

QACpB,IAAK,WAhHqB,GAgHP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhHO,EAgHI,OAhHJ,CAgHrB,C;;MAhHT,O

AkHO,I;K;IA/GX,kC;MA6HoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBiB3+rBJ,MAAK,KjB2+rBwB,wBA

pHzB,KAoHyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiB3+rBxB,EjB2+rBqD,SiB3+rBrD,CjB2+rBD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAt

HL,KAsHK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,

WAxHqB,GAwHP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxHO,EAwHI,OAxHJ,CAwHrB,C;;MAxHT,OA0HO,I;K;IAv

HX,kC;MAqIoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBiB7/rBJ,MAAK,KjB6/rBwB,wBA5HzB,KA4HyB,

EAAwB,EAAxB,CiB7/rBxB,EjB6/rBqD,SiB7/rBrD,CjB6/rBD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9HL,KA8HK,W;M

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhIqB,GAgIP,U

AAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhIO,EAgII,OAhIJ,CAgIrB,C;;MAhIT,OAkIO,I;K;IA/HX,kC;MA6IoB,gB;MAHh

B,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBiB/gsBJ,MAAK,KjB+gsBwB,wBApIzB,KAoIyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiB/gsBxB,

EjB+gsBqD,SiB/gsBrD,CjB+gsBD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAtIL,KAsIK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAxIqB,GAwIP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,

SAxIO,EAwII,OAxIJ,CAwIrB,C;;MAxIT,OA0IO,I;K;IAvIX,kC;MAqJoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WA
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AW,iBiBjisBJ,MAAK,KjBiisBwB,wBA5IzB,KA4IyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBjisBxB,EjBiisBqD,SiBjisBrD,CjBiisB

D,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9IL,KA8IK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SA

AT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhJqB,GAgJP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAhJO,EAgJI,OAhJJ,CAgJrB,C;

;MAhJT,OAkJO,I;K;IA/IX,kC;MA6JoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBiBnjsBJ,MAAK,KjBmjsBw

B,wBApJzB,KAoJyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBnjsBxB,EjBmjsBqD,SiBnjsBrD,CjBmjsBD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MAC

Q,OAtJL,KAsJK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IA

AK,WAxJqB,GAwJP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAxJO,EAwJI,OAxJJ,CAwJrB,C;;MAxJT,OA0JO,I;K;IAvJX

,kC;MAqKoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,iBiBrksBJ,MAAK,KjBqksBwB,wBA5JzB,KA4JyB,EA

AwB,EAAxB,CiBrksBxB,EjBqksBqD,SiBrksBrD,CjBqksBD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9JL,KA8JK,W;MAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhKqB,GAgKP,sB

AAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAhKO,EAgKI,OAhKJ,CAgKrB,C;;MAhKT,OAkKO,I;K;+EA/JX,yB;MAAA,kF;M

AAA,gE;MiBn7rBA,iB;MjBm7rBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiBr7rBJ,MAA

K,KjBq7rBwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBr7rBxB,EjBq7rBqD,SiBr7rBrD,CjBq7rBD,C;QACX,QAAQ

,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,W

AAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;+EAkB

A,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MiBr8rBA,iB;MjBq8rBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAA

W,eiBv8rBJ,MAAK,KjBu8rBwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBv8rBxB,EjBu8rBqD,SiBv8rBrD,CjBu8rB

D,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K

;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O

;KAfX,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MiBv9rBA,iB;MjBu9rBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,

gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiBz9rBJ,MAAK,KjBy9rBwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBz9rBxB,EjBy9rBqD,Si

Bz9rBrD,CjBy9rBD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,S

AAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;

QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MiBz+rBA,iB;MjBy+rBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;

QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiB3+rBJ,MAAK,KjB2+rBwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiB3+rB

xB,EjB2+rBqD,SiB3+rBrD,CjB2+rBD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UA

CZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB

,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MiB3/rBA,iB;MjB2/rBA,8C;Q

AWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiB7/rBJ,MAAK,KjB6/rBwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,

EAAxB,CiB7/rBxB,EjB6/rBqD,SiB7/rBrD,CjB6/rBD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL

,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MiB7gsBA,iB;

MjB6gsBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiB/gsBJ,MAAK,KjB+gsBwB,wBAAN,

KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiB/gsBxB,EjB+gsBqD,SiB/gsBrD,CjB+gsBD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAA

L,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,g

E;MiB/hsBA,iB;MjB+hsBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiBjisBJ,MAAK,KjBiis

BwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBjisBxB,EjBiisBqD,SiBjisBrD,CjBiisBD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,u

B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,

UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;+EAkBA,yB;MAAA,

kF;MAAA,gE;MiBjjsBA,iB;MjBijsBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiBnjsBJ,M

AAK,KjBmjsBwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBnjsBxB,EjBmjsBqD,SiBnjsBrD,CjBmjsBD,C;QACX,Q

AAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAA

K,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;+E

AkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MiBnksBA,iB;MjBmksBA,8C;QAWoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,

gB;QAChB,WAAW,eiBrksBJ,MAAK,KjBqksBwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CiBrksBxB,EjBqksBqD,Si

BrksBrD,CjBqksBD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,S

AAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C
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;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;IAkBA,kC;MAwFI,WiBtqsBO,MAAK,KjBsqsBK,gBiBtqsBL,EjBqlsBD,KAiFkB,Oi

BtqsBjB,C;MjBuqsBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WApFqB,

GAoFP,UAAK,CAAL,CApFO,EAAnB,KAoFqB,CAAM,CAAN,CApFF,CAoFrB,C;;MApFT,OAsFO,I;K;IAnFX,

kC;MA8FI,WiBtrsBO,MAAK,KjBsrsBK,gBiBtrsBL,EjB+lsBD,KAuFkB,OiBtrsBjB,C;MjBursBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,

IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1FqB,GA0FP,UAAK,CAAL,CA1FO,EAAnB,

KA0FqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1FF,CA0FrB,C;;MA1FT,OA4FO,I;K;IAzFX,kC;MAoGI,WiBtssBO,MAAK,KjBsssB

K,gBiBtssBL,EjBymsBD,KA6FkB,OiBtssBjB,C;MjBussBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAk

B,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhGO,EAAnB,KAgGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAhGF,CA

gGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAkGO,I;K;IA/FX,kC;MA0GI,WiBttsBO,MAAK,KjBstsBK,gBiBttsBL,EjBmnsBD,KAmGkB,

OiBttsBjB,C;MjButsBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAtGqB,

GAsGP,UAAK,CAAL,CAtGO,EAAnB,KAsGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAtGF,CAsGrB,C;;MAtGT,OAwGO,I;K;IArGX

,kC;MAgHI,WiBtusBO,MAAK,KjBsusBK,gBiBtusBL,EjB6nsBD,KAyGkB,OiBtusBjB,C;MjBuusBZ,WAAW,iB

AAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5GqB,GA4GP,UAAK,CAAL,CA5GO,E

AAnB,KA4GqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5GF,CA4GrB,C;;MA5GT,OA8GO,I;K;IA3GX,kC;MAsHI,WiBtvsBO,MAAK,

KjBsvsBK,gBiBtvsBL,EjBuosBD,KA+GkB,OiBtvsBjB,C;MjBuvsBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CA

AV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAlHqB,GAkHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAlHO,EAAnB,KAkHqB,CAAM,CAAN,C

AlHF,CAkHrB,C;;MAlHT,OAoHO,I;K;IAjHX,kC;MA4HI,WiBtwsBO,MAAK,KjBswsBK,gBiBtwsBL,EjBipsBD,

KAqHkB,OiBtwsBjB,C;MjBuwsBZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAA

K,WAxHqB,GAwHP,UAAK,CAAL,CAxHO,EAAnB,KAwHqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAxHF,CAwHrB,C;;MAxHT,OA

0HO,I;K;IAvHX,kC;MAkII,WiBtxsBO,MAAK,KjBsxsBK,gBiBtxsBL,EjB2psBD,KA2HkB,OiBtxsBjB,C;MjBuxs

BZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9HqB,GA8HP,sBAAK,C

AAL,EA9HO,EA8HE,YA9HrB,KA8HqB,CAAM,CAAN,EA9HF,CA8HrB,C;;MA9HT,OAgIO,I;K;+EA7HX,yB;

MAAA,gE;MiBrqsBA,iB;MjBqqsBA,8C;QAQI,WiBtqsBO,MAAK,KjBsqsBK,gBiBtqsBL,EjBsqsBW,KAAM,OiB

tqsBjB,C;QjBuqsBZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,

UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAA

A,gE;MiBrrsBA,iB;MjBqrsBA,8C;QAQI,WiBtrsBO,MAAK,KjBsrsBK,gBiBtrsBL,EjBsrsBW,KAAM,OiBtrsBjB,

C;QjBursBZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,

CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;Mi

BrssBA,iB;MjBqssBA,8C;QAQI,WiBtssBO,MAAK,KjBsssBK,gBiBtssBL,EjBsssBW,KAAM,OiBtssBjB,C;QjBus

sBZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C

AAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBrtsBA,i

B;MjBqtsBA,8C;QAQI,WiBttsBO,MAAK,KjBstsBK,gBiBttsBL,EjBstsBW,KAAM,OiBttsBjB,C;QjButsBZ,WAA

W,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EA

AmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBrusBA,iB;MjBq

usBA,8C;QAQI,WiBtusBO,MAAK,KjBsusBK,gBiBtusBL,EjBsusBW,KAAM,OiBtusBjB,C;QjBuusBZ,WAAW,e

AAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB

,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBrvsBA,iB;MjBqvsBA,

8C;QAQI,WiBtvsBO,MAAK,KjBsvsBK,gBiBtvsBL,EjBsvsBW,KAAM,OiBtvsBjB,C;QjBuvsBZ,WAAW,eAAa,I

AAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MA

AM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MiBrwsBA,iB;MjBqwsBA,8C

;QAQI,WiBtwsBO,MAAK,KjBswsBK,gBiBtwsBL,EjBswsBW,KAAM,OiBtwsBjB,C;QjBuwsBZ,WAAW,eAAa,I

AAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MA

AM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;+EAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MiBrxsBA,iB;MjB

qxsBA,8C;QAQI,WiBtxsBO,MAAK,KjBsxsBK,gBiBtxsBL,EjBsxsBW,KAAM,OiBtxsBjB,C;QjBuxsBZ,WAAW,

eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAA

mB,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;IAgBA,4F;MAQ8D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MA

AM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;

MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGvN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,S
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AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;UACJ,K;;MA

EX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAA

P,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;MAQwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,

UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MA

FhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,I

AAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UA

CI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;UAC

R,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBA

AO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;MAQyD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,u

B;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAG

tN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KA

A1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WA

Af,C;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,

MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;MAQuD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAu

B,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YA

AsC,I;MAGlN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,

SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,

OAAQ,WAAf,C;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,

C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;MAQwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;Q

AAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB

;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,

CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MA

AO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gB

AAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;MAQyD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;M

AAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K

;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;

YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,

MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;MAQ0D,yB;QAAA,Y

AA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,

YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAyC,I;MAGxN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;

QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C

;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;MAQ2D,yB;

QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,y

B;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAA0C,I;MAG1N,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,

C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,

SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,

KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8F;M

AQwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,

E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MAC
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P,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAi

B,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MA

AO,gBAAO,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IA

Ac,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;I

AGX,0F;MAQyC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QA

AA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAClN,OAAO,kBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB

,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5

F,4F;MAQkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,

QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,S

AAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5F,

4F;MAQmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,

QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,S

AAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5F,

4F;MAQiC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,Q

AAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsC,I;MAC5M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAA

xB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5F,4F;

MAQkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAA

a,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB

,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5F,4F;M

AQmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,

E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,E

AAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5F,4F;MAQ

oC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;M

AAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAyC,I;MAClN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAm

C,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5F,4F;MAQqC,y

B;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI

,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAA0C,I;MACpN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,

MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAG5F,4F;MAQkC,yB;

QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,y

B;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,M

AAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAQxE,4C;MAAA,mB;Q

AAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,+B;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAg

B,4BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,iC;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,C

A4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,

C;O;K;IAL3B,iC;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;

MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,iC;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;M

ACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,iC;MAII,IA5r

eO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0

BAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,iC;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;

K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,iC;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe

,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,i

C;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QA

AE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,iC;MAII,IA5reO,qBAAQ,CA4ref,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,

8BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAP3B,+B;MAMI,IAtweO,qBAAQ,C

Aswef,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,4BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,

C;O;K;IAP3B,iC;MAMI,IAxweO,qBAAQ,CAwwef,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,8

C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAP3B,iC;MAMI,IA1weO,qBAAQ,CA0wef,C;QAAe,OAAO,

e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAP3B,iC;MAMI
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,IA5weO,qBAAQ,CA4wef,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OA

AK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAP3B,iC;MAMI,IA9weO,qBAAQ,CA8wef,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BA

AhB,C;K;IAUgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAP3B,iC;MAMI,IAhxeO,qBAAQ,CAgxef

,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;

IAP3B,iC;MAMI,IAlxeO,qBAAQ,CAkxef,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,8C;MAAA,

mB;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAP3B,iC;MAMI,IApxeO,qBAAQ,CAoxef,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,k

CAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAUgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAP3B,iC;MAMI,IAtxeO,qB

AAQ,CAsxef,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAGJ,4B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MACl

B,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,

UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,

YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,U

AAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,Y

AAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UA

AS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YA

AiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAA

S,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAi

B,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,

CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,

C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CA

Ab,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;

MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAA

b,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;M

ACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,

GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MA

CjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,G

AAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MAC

jB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GA

AgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,8B;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB

,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAg

B,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,qB;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,

wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,wB;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,

UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAG

X,0B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,cAAO,OAAP,C;;M

AEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAKoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0

B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I;;

MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACA,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QA

CI,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IYxzuBX,oD;MAQuF,wC;

K;IARvF,8CASI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAT3C,gF;4FOOA,qB;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAOI,OA

AO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K
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;4FAGX,qB;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;IAGX,wC;MAII,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,yBAAS,OAAT,C;M

ACX,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;IAWG,yC;MAAA,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,iDAA8C,aAA9C,MA

A1B,C;O;K;IAR1C,qC;MAMI,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;MACX,OAAO,6BAAgB,KAAhB,E

AAuB,uBAAvB,C;K;0FAGX,4B;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;K;IAGX,2D;MAcqB,Q;MARjB,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;

QACI,OAAsB,KA8Jf,IAAS,CAAT,IA9Je,KA8JD,IAAS,iBA9JvB,SA8JuB,CAA3B,GA9JI,SA8JkC,aA9JnB,KA8J

mB,CAAtC,GA9J0B,YA8J4B,CA9JnC,KA8JmC,C;OA7J7D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;

MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,

YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;K;sGAGX,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,

iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;

KAPjE,C;IAUA,6C;MAcqB,Q;MARjB,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,YAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cA

Ac,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,I;K;sGAGX,y

B;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;gFAUA,gC;MAOW,sB;;QA

yFS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAzFH,SAyFO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAw

B,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1FP,yB;K;wFAGJ,gC;MA6ToB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;

MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAvTc,SAuTV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAxTf,

OA2TO,I;K;wFAxTX,gC;MAOW,qB;;QA0TP,eAAoB,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,c

AAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IA7Tc,SA6TV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAO,O;YAAP,sB;;QAE5B,oBAAO,I;

;;MA/TP,wB;K;IAGJ,6B;MAMQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAA

I,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;;K;IAK5B,6B;MAKI,IAAI

,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,iE;MAA

A,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAw

B,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;IASA,mC;MAKQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QACI,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;UAEP,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;;QAGX,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C

;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,QAAS,O;;K;IAK5B,mC;MAII,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CA

AL,C;K;+FAGpC,gC;MAIoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;0FAGX,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,I

AAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KALjE,C;IAQA,uC;MAMI,OAA

W,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,2BAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,uC;MAMiB,Q;MAFb,I

AAI,8BAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,eAAQ,OAAR,C;MAC9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QA

Aa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OA

AO,E;K;IAGX,uC;MAKI,OAAO,wBAAQ,OAAR,C;K;gGAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,YA

AY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ

,C;YACI,OAAO,K;UACX,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,E;O;KAXX,C;gGAcA,gC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;M

AAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;

K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,gBAAgB,E;QAChB,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,c

AAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,YAAY,K;UAChB,qB;;

QAEJ,OAAO,S;O;KAZX,C;8FAeA,gC;MAII,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QA

CI,IAAI,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,Y;;MAGxB,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,4B;MASQ,kBADE

,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,

2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,WAAW,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;QACpB

,OAAO,I;;K;IAKnB,4B;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,2BA

AL,C;K;iFAGX,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;QACf,YAA

Y,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;YA

CP,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;O;KAlBX,

C;iFAqBA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI

,cAAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,kDAAvB,

C;O;KAbV,C;IAgBA,2C;MAOiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;MAC9B,g
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BAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IA

AI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAAO,4BAAY,OA

AZ,C;K;IAGX,kC;MAOQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAA

P,IAAL,C;;QAEvC,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,WAAW,QAAS,O;QACp

B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,I;;K;IAKnB,kC;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAA

e,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;6FAGpC,gC;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAGf,OAAO,I;K;6FAGX,

gC;MAMI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;QACvB,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MAEnC,OAAO,I;K;qFAGX,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;

QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,sC;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,

C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAU,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAjB,C;K;iGAGX,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QA

OI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,4C;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,qBAAU

,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAjB,C;K;IAGX,8B;MAKQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB

,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;QACt

B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAzB,C;QACV,OAAO,M;;K;IAKnB,8B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MA

AA,QAAM,cAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,6BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;

gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;qFAOJ,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MA

AA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,qDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;Y

ACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;O;KAfX,

C;IAkBA,oC;MAKQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;;

QAE1C,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,aAAa,QAAS,O;QACtB,IAAI,QAA

S,UAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,M;;K;IAKnB,oC;MAII,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,

CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;iGAGvC,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;U

ACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,8B;MAoBsC,UAGT,

MAHS,EAarB,M;MN/nBb,IAAI,EMsmBI,KAAK,CNtmBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cMqmBc,sD;QNpmBd,MAAM,gCAA

yB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OMqmBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,mB;MACnB,Q;MACA,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;Q

ACI,iBAAiB,iBAAO,CAAP,I;QACjB,IAAI,cAAc,CAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QACX,IAAI,eAAc,CAAlB,C;UACI

,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;QACX,OAAO,iBAAa,UAAb,C;QACP,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;YAC0B,q

B;YAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;cACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;YAEI,wCAAa,CAAb,C;YAAb,OAAa,g

BAAb,C;cAAa,wB;cACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;UAEb,OAAO,I;;QAIX,OAAO,gB;;MAEX,YAAY,C;MACC,6B;

MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,0B;QACT,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;UAAgB,IAAK,WAAI,MAAJ,C;;UAAe,qB;;MA

ExC,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;K;IAGhB,kC;MNroBI,IAAI,EM6oBI,KAAK,CN7oBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cM4oBc,sD;

QN3oBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OM4oBV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,C

AAd,CAAhB,C;K;kGAGX,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;UACI,eAAe,+B

AAa,cAAb,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAL,C;cACI,OAAO,g

BAAK,QAAS,YAAT,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAL,C;;SAInB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC

;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;Y

ACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAA

W,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,gB;QA2FA,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA3FU,SA2FN,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,

OAAJ,C;;QA3F1D,OA4FO,W;O;KAlGX,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA6jCA,wE;MA7jCA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,

gB;QA4jCV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAhjCT,IAZmC,SAY/B,CAgjCkB,

oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAhjClB,EAgjC+C,IAhjC/C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAgjCQ,IAhjCR,C;;QAZ/C,

OAcO,W;O;KAtBX,C;sGAWA,yB;MAkjCA,wE;MAljCA,oD;QAyjCiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,O

AAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAhjCT,IAAI,UAgjCkB,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAhjClB,EAgjC+C,IAhjC/

C,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAgjCQ,IAhjCR,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;wGAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAM
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W,kBAAmB,gB;QASV,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;YAAkB,WA

AY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QATpD,OAUO,W;O;KAhBX,C;4GASA,4C;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;K;0FAGX,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAY,gB;QA4BH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAA

I,CA5BS,SA4BR,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA5B3D,OA6BO,W;O;KAnCX,C;I

ASA,oC;MAMI,OAAO,6BAAgB,gBAAhB,C;K;IAGX,mD;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;Q

AAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;

MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAA

Y,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;wFAGX,6C;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,sC;M

AII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,Ob7uBe,W;Oa8uBtC,OAA6D,SAAtD,SAAK,iBAAQ,OAAQ,MAAhB,EAAu

B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAvB,CAAiD,C;K;IAGjE,sC;MAOkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,E

AAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;

MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAg

BiB,Q;MN9zBb,IAAI,EMszBI,KAAK,CNtzBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cMqzBc,sD;QNpzBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,W

AAjC,C;OMqzBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C

;UAAe,OAAO,mB;QACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;UAAY,OAAO,OAAO,mBAAP,C;OAEvB,YAAY,C;MACZ,W

AAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mC

AAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;K;IAGhB,kC;MAeqC,IAGhB,I;MNx1BjB,IAAI,EM80B

I,KAAK,CN90BT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cM60Bc,sD;QN50Bd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OM60BV,IAAI,MA

AK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI

,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QA

CI,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;QAEI,sCAAa,O

AAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;MAEb,OAAO,I;K;kGAGX,

yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QACX,eAAe,+BAAa,c

AAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAL,C;YACI,QAAS,O;YA

CT,mBAAmB,iBAAO,QAAS,YAAhB,I;YACnB,IAAI,iBAAgB,CAApB,C;cAAuB,OAAO,W;YACI,kBAA3B,eA

Aa,YAAb,C;YACH,OAAgB,kBAAhB,C;cACI,sBAAa,eAAb,C;YAFR,OH5zBD,W;;QGk0BP,OAAO,iB;O;KApB

X,C;0FAuBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,s

B;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAZX,C;

IAoBA,+B;MAII,IAAI,wCAAsB,kBAAQ,CAAlC,C;QAAqC,OAAO,mB;MAC5C,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IA

AK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,uC;MAOI,aAAU,2BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAA

I,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,SAAK,aAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,CAAf,C;;K;oFAI

R,yB;MAAA,oD;MJr2BA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;

YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;MI81Bf,sC;

QAMI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,oBJp2Bd,eAAW,iBIo2BsB,QJp2BtB,CAAX,CIo2Bc,C;U;KANlB,C;wGAS

A,yB;MAAA,oD;MJ31BA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;

YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MIo1Bf,sC;QA

MI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,oBJ11Bd,eAAW,2BI01BgC,QJ11BhC,CAAX,CI01Bc,C;U;KANlB,C;IASA,sC;

MAMI,sBAAS,cAAT,C;K;IAGJ,6B;MASgB,Q;MAHZ,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,kBAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OA

AY,SAAL,SAAK,C;QAEwB,kBAA3C,sBCx9BsD,sBDw9BtD,uB;QAAmD,mB;QAA3D,OAAoE,OHp5BjE,WGo

5BiE,C;OAEjD,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,oB;MAA/B,OHt5BO,W;K;wFGy5BX,yB;MAAA,wD;MJ94BA,sC;MAAA,

oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5D

hB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;MIu4Bf,sC;QAQI,OAAO,sBJ/4BP,eAAW,iBI+4Bi

B,QJ/4BjB,CAAX,CI+4BO,C;O;KARX,C;4GAWA,yB;MAAA,wD;MJt4BA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;Q

AxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+E

M,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MI+3Bf,sC;QAMI,OAAO,sBJr4BP,eAAW,2BIq4B2B,QJr4B3B,CAAX,CIq4

BO,C;O;KANX,C;IASA,uC;MAMI,OAAO,wBAAW,cAAX,C;K;IAGX,6C;MASe,Q;MAHX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAC
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G,IAAI,kBAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;QAEe,kBAAlC,sBCngCuD,sBDmgCvD,uB;QAA0C,iC;

QAAlD,OAAyE,OH/7BrE,WG+7BqE,C;OAErD,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,mC;MAA/B,OHj8BO,W;K;IGo8BX,qC;

MAMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,cAAb,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,kC;MAMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,

aAAa,cAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,E

AAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,kC;MAMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MA

Cb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,oC;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;

MACtB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,cAAZ,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;M

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;K;IAG

X,mC;MAMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,iC;MAMoB,UACL,M;

MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,cAAT,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,

cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,kC;MAMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV

,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAA

kB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,mC;MAMoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,

2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;K

;0FAGX,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAWI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,

EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyEH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA1E8C,SA0E/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UZxiBnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,I

AAK,OAArB,C;;QY8dA,OA4EO,W;O;KAxFX,C;+FAeA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAA

A,yC;QAWI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAc,mBAAo

B,QAApB,C;QA2BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA5BoC,WA4BhC,CA

AY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QA5BhB,OA8BO,W;O;KA1CX,C;+FAeA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAA

A,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,yD;QAUI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;Q

ACjD,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA6BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,

aA9BoC,WA8BhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9BiD,cA8BvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA9BhB,OAgCO,W;O;KA3

CX,C;mGAcA,+C;MAUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,O

AAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;mGAGX,+D;MAUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;

K;8FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QZ

xiBnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MY0iBA,OAAO,W;K;kGAGX,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D

;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAYI,aAAa,mBAA6D,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EA

Ac,EAAd,CAA7D,C;QAcG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAbO,MAcP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAd

e,aAcF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAdhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAb3B,C;sGAgBA,iD;MAUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAG

X,gD;MAIiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K

;IAGX,gC;MAII,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAW,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,6B;MAKqB,

IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eACH,C;YAAK,kB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,cAAW,8

BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAI,CAAJ,CAAlB,GAA8B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;YAAL,K;kBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;YAHV,K;;

QAAP,W;OAMJ,OAA4B,qBAAhB,gBAAL,SAAK,CAAgB,C;K;IAGhC,oC;MAII,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,g

BAAL,SAAK,C;MAChB,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;K;IAGX,oC;MAII,OAAO,iBAAU,SAAV,C;K;IAGX,4B;MA

OqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eACH,C;YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAA

U,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;YAAL,K;kBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAiB,YAA

Y,cAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;YAHL,K;;QAAP,W;OAMJ,OAAwC,oBAAjC,0BAAa,sBAAb,CAAiC,C;K;sFAG5C,yB

;MAAA,+D;MAwFA,gD;MAxFA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAsFD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA

gB,yB;UACZ,WAvF6B,SAuFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAxFhB,OA0FO,W;O;

KAhGX,C;uFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA0FA,gD;MA1FA,uC;QAUW,kBAAU,gB;QAwFD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAzF6B,SAyFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;
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QA1FhB,OA4FO,W;O;KAtGX,C;oGAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA8BA,wE;MAAA,gD;MA9BA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,g

B;QA6BR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA9BoC,SA8BzB,CA

AU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,OAAvC,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA/B

hB,OAiCO,W;O;KA7CX,C;oGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAiCA,wE;MAAA,gD;MAjCA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAg

CR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAjCoC,SAiCzB,CAAU,oB

AAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,OAAvC,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAlChB,OA

oCO,W;O;KAhDX,C;wGAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UAC4B,M;QAF5C,YAAY,C;QAC

I,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,

EAAuC,OAAvC,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;yGAkBA,yB;MAAA,w

E;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UAC4B,M;QAF5C,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,OAAvC,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,

EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,

OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;2FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAZX,C;

uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,+D;MAzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAyBD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA1BiD,WA0BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UZ3lCP,U;UADP,YY6lCe,WZ7lCH,WY6lCwB,GZ

7lCxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aY2lCuC,gB;YAA5B,WZ1lCX,aY0lCgC,GZ1lChC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA

,e;;YAEA,c;;UYulCA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA5BT,OA8BO,W;O;KAvCX,C;uFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE

;MA8BA,+D;MA9BA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UA

CZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UZ7mCP,U;UADP,YY+mCe,WZ/mCH,WY+mCwB,GZ/mCxB,C;UACL,

IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aY6mCuC,gB;YAA5B,WZ5mCX,aY4mCgC,GZ5mChC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c

;;UYymCA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,W;O;KA7CX,C;0FAaA,y

B;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OA

AZ,C;UZ3lCP,U;UADP,YY6lCe,WZ7lCH,WY6lCwB,GZ7lCxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aY2lCuC,gB;YA

A5B,WZ1lCX,aY0lCgC,GZ1lChC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UYulCA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;2FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UZ7mCP,U;UADP,YY+mCe,WZ/mCH,WY+mCwB,GZ/mCxB,

C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aY6mCuC,gB;YAA5B,WZ5mCX,aY4mCgC,GZ5mChC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e

;;YAEA,c;;UYymCA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;4FAkBA,yB;M

AAA,kC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,wE;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;O;MARX,oDASQ,Y;QAA6C,OAAA,oBAAgB,W;O;MAT

rE,iDAUQ,mB;QAAoC,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;O;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;O;KARJ,C;8EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QAuEA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,c

AAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAxEwC,SAwEpC,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAxEhB,OAyEO,W;O;KAhFX,C;4

FAUA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MA+BA,wE;MA/BA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QA

gCP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAjC+C,SAiC3C,CAAU,oB

AAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkCO,W;O;KAzCX,C;0GAUA,yB

;MAAA,+D;MAoSA,wE;MApSA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QAoSd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,c

AAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA1RsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,CA0RT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UA1RS,EA0Ro

B,IA1RpB,W;YAA6C,6B;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;O;KAlBX,C;8GAUA,yB;MA0RA,wE;MA1RA,oD;QAiSiB,gB;QA

Db,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA1RsB,U;UAAA,wBA0RT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAm

B,sBAAnB,UA1RS,EA0RoB,IA1RpB,W;YAA6C,6B;;QAChF,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;+FAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;M

AAA,oD;QAQiB,UACoC,M;QAFjD,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,

UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;O;KAVX,C;4F

AaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,gB;QAwPJ,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;

UAhPK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAgPQ,OAhPR,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAR3D,OASO,W;O;KAhBX,C;gGAUA,yB;MAA

A,oD;QAqPoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAhPK,U;UAAA,wBAgPQ,OAhPR,W;YA

AsC,6B;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;O;KANX,C;kFASA,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAC
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T,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;IAQiB,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,gC;O;K;IAL9B,gC;

MAKI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;IAGX,+B;MASI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;K;4FAG/B,yB;MAA

A,2D;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sC;QAYc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACD,2B;QAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;U

AAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,

C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;O;KAjBX,C;IAoBA,uC;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;

MACJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,

G;K;IAGX,mC;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MACH,kBADS,SACT,c;QAAoB,4BAAc,SAAd,C;;QACZ,iCAAa,sBAAb,C;MA

FZ,W;K;IAMJ,mC;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;K;8EAG

X,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;QAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAA

O,I;O;KARX,C;IAWA,2B;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,CAAC,mB;MAChC,OAAO,oBAAW,U;K;+E

AGtB,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,K;QAC5B,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,

K;O;KARX,C;IAWA,6B;MAMoB,Q;MAFhB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,c;MAC/B,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MACtB,OAAO,K;K;mFAG

X,qB;MAKI,OAAO,c;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBA

A1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,C;QAC5C,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;O;KAPX,C;gFAUA,yC;

MAUoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAA

V,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,gD;QAYoB,UAAiD,M;QAFjE,YAA

Y,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAn

B,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,OAApD,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;0FAgBA,yC;M

ASI,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;OAGtB,OAAO,W;K;wGAGX,yC;MAUI,kBAAkB,O;MA

ClB,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,YAAY,QAAS,g

B;UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;OAGtB,OAAO,W;K;sFAGX,6B;MA

KoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;oGAG1B,yB;MAAA,wE;

MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAgC,M;QAD7C,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oB

AAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;O;KAPvB,C;IAUA,0B;MAII,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,2B;

MAII,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAGI,OAAO,uB;K;kFAGX,+B;MAGW,sB;;QAUP,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,Q

AAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAy

B,qBAAO,O;UAAP,uB;SACzB,eAdmB,QAcJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QAjBe,QAiBP,C

AAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,

W;QAClB,qBAAO,O;;;MAvBP,yB;K;8FAGJ,+B;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,O

AAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,O

AAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,U

AAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,sE;MF7wDA,iB;M

E6wDA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,

OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WFtxDG,MAAK,KEsx

DS,QFtxDT,EEsxDmB,CFtxDnB,C;;QEwxDZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MFhzDA,iB;MEg

zDA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OA

AlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WFzzDG,MAAK,KEyzDS,

QFzzDT,EEyzDmB,CFzzDnB,C;;QE2zDZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,sC;QAWI,eA

Ae,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OA

AO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAA

W,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;+FAuBA,yB;MFl1DA,iB;MEk1DA,sC;QAWI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC

,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,

QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WFz1DG,MAAK,KEy1DS,QFz1DT,EEy1DmB,CFz1DnB,C;;QE21DZ,O
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AAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MFn3DA,iB;MEm3DA,sC;QAWI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,

QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WF13DG,MAAK,KE03DS,QF13DT,EE03DmB,CF13DnB,C;;QE43DZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAl

BX,C;+FAqBA,+B;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,

QAAS,OAAlB,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,C

AAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,WAAW,C;;MAGnB,OAAO,Q;K;0FAGX,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,kD;QAWI,eAAe,oB;QACf,

IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,U

AAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAA

kC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;sGAuBA,2C;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC

,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI

,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;U

ACI,WAAW,C;;MAGnB,OAAO,Q;K;IAGX,gC;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,O

AAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,MFh8DG,M

AAK,KEg8DI,GFh8DJ,EEg8DS,CFh8DT,C;;MEk8DZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC

,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,Q

AAS,O;QACjB,MF79DG,MAAK,KE69DI,GF79DJ,EE69DS,CF79DT,C;;ME+9DZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAKI,e

AAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,

UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K

;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,gD;MAKI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QA

AyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,

UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0

B;MAII,OAAO,sB;K;IAGX,2B;MAII,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAGI,OAAO,uB;K;kFAGX,+B;MAGW,sB;;QAUP

,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAA

I,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,O;UAAP,uB;SACzB,eAdmB,QAcJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,Q

AAS,O;UACjB,QAjBe,QAiBP,CAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,W

AAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,qBAAO,O;;;MAvBP,yB;K;8FAGJ,+B;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CA

AC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,O

AAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2B

AAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;K;mFAGX

,yB;MAAA,sE;MFt1DA,iB;MEs1DA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;

QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UA

CR,WF/1DG,MAAK,KE+1DS,QF/1DT,EE+1DmB,CF/1DnB,C;;QEi2DZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;M

AAA,sE;MFz3DA,iB;MEy3DA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC

/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,

WFl4DG,MAAK,KEk4DS,QFl4DT,EEk4DmB,CFl4DnB,C;;QEo4DZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAA

A,sE;MAAA,sC;QAWI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,Q

AAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CA

AX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;+FAuBA,yB;MF35DA,iB;ME25DA,sC;QAWI,eA

Ae,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAA

O,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WFl6DG,MAAK,KEk6DS,QFl6DT,EEk6DmB

,CFl6DnB,C;;QEo6DZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MF57DA,iB;ME47DA,sC;QAWI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAA

I,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,

C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WFn8DG,MAAK,KEm8DS,QFn8DT,EEm8DmB,CFn8DnB,C;;Q

Eq8DZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,+B;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,

I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;

QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,WAAW,C;;MAGnB,OAAO,Q;K;0FAGX,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,kD;

QAWI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;

QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAk
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B,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;sGAuBA,2C;MASI,eAAe,

oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;MACf,OAAO,

QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CA

AX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;UACI,WAAW,C;;MAGnB,OAAO,Q;K;IAGX,gC;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,

O;QACjB,MFzgEG,MAAK,KEygEI,GFzgEJ,EEygES,CFzgET,C;;ME2gEZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAOI,eAAe,o

B;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,MFtiEG,MAAK,KEsiEI,GFtiEJ,EEsiES,CFtiET,C;;MEwiEZ,OAAO,G;K;IA

GX,iC;MAKI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,

OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAE

vB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,0C;MAGI,OAAO,2BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,gD;MAKI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAA

S,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O

;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO

,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,mB;MAC/B,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAW,U;K;iFAGvB,yB;M

AAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;QAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;O;KARX,C;

oFAWA,6B;MAKmC,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,g

B;K;kGAGJ,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,sC;MArnBA,wE;MAqnBA,2BAQiB,yB;QA7nBjB,wE;eA6nBiB,0B;UAAA,4

B;YAAE,aAAe,c;YAtnBjB,gB;YADb,YAAY,C;YACC,2B;YAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;cAAa,sB;cAAM,OAAO,oBAA

mB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;YAsnBmB,W;W;S;OAAzB,C;MARjB,oC;QA9mBiB,gB

;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB

,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;QAsnBnB,gB;O;KARJ,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAaI,eAAe,SAAK,W;Q

ACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,oCAA9B,C;QAC/B,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,

OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C

;kGAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAkBmD,Q;QAL/C,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAA

S,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,oCAA9B,C;QAC/B,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,Q

AAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EAAmB,oBAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,QA

AS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;8GAuBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAkBmD,Q;QAL/C,eAAe,S

AAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QA

C9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EAAmB,oBAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,WAAv

C,EAAoD,QAAS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;gGAuBA,gC;MAcI,eAAe,SAAK,W;MACpB,IAAI,

CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;MAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,c

AAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;MAElB,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAaI,eA

Ae,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,Q

AAS,W;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;QAElB,OAA

O,W;O;KApBX,C;4GAuBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAaI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,c

AAd,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,

YAAY,QAAS,gB;UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;

KArBX,C;wHAwBA,gC;MAaI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX

,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;MAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QACI,YAAY,QAAS,gB;QACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EA

AiB,QAAS,WAA1B,EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;MAElB,OAAO,W;K;0GAGX,gC;MAcI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;MACf,I

AAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;MAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QACI,c

AAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;MAElB,OAAO,W;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gD;MAAA

,gE;MAAA,gD;QAiBoB,Q;QAJhB,oBAAoB,mCAAwB,CAAxB,C;QACpB,IAAI,kBAAiB,CAArB,C;UAAwB,OA

AO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAhC,eAAa,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IAAb,C;QAAwC,8B;QAArD,aHnhFO,W;QGohFP,

kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;U

ACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;4GAwBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;M

AAA,gD;QAmBoB,UACY,M;QAN5B,oBAAoB,mCAAwB,CAAxB,C;QACpB,IAAI,kBAAiB,CAArB,C;UAAwB
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,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAhC,eAAa,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IAAb,C;QAAwC,8B;QAArD,aH5iFO,W;QG6i

FP,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,E

AAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvB

X,C;kGA0BA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAcI,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAA

S,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,W;QAChC,sBAAqB,QAAS,OAA9B,C;QACuD,kBAA1C,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,C

AAb,C;QAAkD,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA/D,aHvkFO,W;QGwkFP,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aA

AV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;gHAyBA,yB;MAAA

,qD;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAoBgC,Q;QAN5B,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C

;UAAyB,OAAO,W;QAChC,sBAAqB,QAAS,OAA9B,C;QACuD,kBAA1C,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QA

AkD,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA/D,aHhmFO,W;QGimFP,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,gBAAc,WA

AU,YAAV,EAAU,oBAAV,SAAmB,aAAnB,EAAgC,QAAS,OAAzC,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OA

AO,M;O;KAvBX,C;gFA0BA,yB;MArGA,kF;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAqGA,gD;QAcW,sB;;UAlGS,Q;UAJhB,o

BAAoB,mCAAwB,CAAxB,C;UACpB,IAAI,kBAAiB,CAArB,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,OAqGZ,OArGY,C;YAAP,uB;

WACqB,kBAAhC,eAAa,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IAAb,C;UAAwC,sBAoGlC,OApGkC,C;UAArD,aHnhFO,W;UGohFP,

kBAmGmB,O;UAlGH,2B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,yB;YACZ,cAiGwB,SAjGV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAu

B,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QA8FP,yB;O;KAdJ,C;8FAiBA,yB;MA9FA,kF;

MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA8FA,gD;QAeW,6B;;UA1FS,gB;UALhB,oBAAoB,mCAAwB,CAAxB,C;UACpB,IAAI,

kBAAiB,CAArB,C;YAAwB,4BAAO,OA8FL,OA9FK,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAhC,eAAa,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IA

Ab,C;UAAwC,sBA6F3B,OA7F2B,C;UAArD,aH5iFO,W;UG6iFP,YAAY,C;UACZ,kBA2F0B,O;UA1FV,2B;UAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,yB;YACZ,cAyF+B,SAzFjB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAA

gC,OAAhC,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QAsFP,gC;O;KAfJ,C;4FAkBA,yB;MAtFA,qD

;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAsFA,uC;QAIW,wB;;UA5EP,eAAoB,oB;UACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;YAAyB

,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACzB,sBAAqB,QAAS,OAA9B,C;UACuD,kBAA1C,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;

UAAkD,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA/D,aHvkFO,W;UGwkFP,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;YACI,gBAuEiB,SAvEH,CAAU,

aAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QAoEP,2B;O;KAJJ,C;0GA

OA,yB;MApEA,qD;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAoEA,uC;QAIW,+B;;UApDqB,Q;UAN5B,eAAoB,oB;UACpB,IAAI

,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;YAAyB,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACzB,sBAAqB,QAAS,OAA9B,C;UACuD,kBAA1C,e

AAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;UAAkD,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA/D,aHhmFO,W;UGimFP,YAAY,C;UACZ,OAAO

,QAAS,UAAhB,C;YACI,gBAoDwB,SApDV,EAAU,YAAV,EAAU,oBAAV,SAAmB,aAAnB,EAAgC,QAAS,OA

AzC,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAiDP,kC;O;KAJJ,C;kFAOA,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB

,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAA

O,G;K;8FAGX,+B;MAKoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OA

AO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACJ,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,U

AAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,

G;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACgB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MhBvgFA,6B;MgBug

FA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UhBvgFmC,cgBugFnB,ChBvgFmB,C;QgBwgFnB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,MhBhvFiD,cgBgvFjD,GhBhvF2D,KAAK,GgBgvFzD,SAAS,OAAT,ChBhvFoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q

gBkvFrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;mFAiBA,yB;MDrhFA,+B;MCqhFA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UDphFqC,eAAW,oB

CohF/B,CDphF+B,CAAX,C;QCqhFrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MD9vFmD,eC8vFnD,G

D9vF8D,KAAK,KC8vF5D,SAAS,OAAT,CD9vFuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QCgwFvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;IAiBA,q

C;MAIoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCA

AyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;MAId,OAAO,mE;K;IAGX,qC;MAIoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;MAId,OAA

O,+D;K;IAGX,kC;MAWI,OAAO,oBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;K;IAGX,+C;MAgBI,OAAO,sBAA

S,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAII,aAAa,iBAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CA

Ab,C;MACb,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MA7lEgB,Q;MAAA,OA8lET,SA9lES,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;
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QAAU,oB;QA8lEK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,OA9lEX,SA8lEW,UAAhB,C;UAAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAiD,

K;;UAAjD,mBAA8D,I;;QA9lEvE,qB;UA8lED,MA9lEqC,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;MA8lE1D,OAAqB,M;K;IAGzB,sC;M

AOI,IAAI,QnBiyJG,YAAQ,CmBjyJf,C;QAAwB,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MACpC,YAAqB,UAAT,QAAS,C;MA/o

Ed,kBAAY,gB;MA4BH,Q;MAAA,OAonET,SApnES,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,C

AonEF,qBApnEa,OAonEb,CApnEF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAonE3D,OAnnEO,W;K;IAsnEX,sC;M

AOI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;M

A5pET,kBAAY,gB;MA4BH,Q;MAAA,OAioET,SAjoES,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI

,CAioEF,qBAjoEa,OAioEb,CAjoEF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAioE3D,OAhoEO,W;K;IAmoEX,sC;M

AOI,YAAqB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MAzqET,kBAAY,g

B;MA4BH,Q;MAAA,OA8oET,SA9oES,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CA8oEF,qBA9

oEa,OA8oEb,CA9oEF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MA8oE3D,OA7oEO,W;K;8FAgpEX,yB;MAAA,8C;M

AAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;O;KALX,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;

QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,

MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;IAoBA,kC;MAII,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAK,OAAL,C;MACpC

,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;

MAII,aAAa,iBAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MA

CP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,qC;MAII,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aAAa,g

B;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,qC;

MAII,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,OAArB,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP

,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,qC;MAII,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EA

AK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;

MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,qC;MAII,IAAI,mCAAJ,C;QACI,aAAa,iBAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,KAArB,I

AAb,C;QACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACP,MAAO,gBAAO,QAAP,C;QACP,OAAO,M;;QAEP,eAAa,iBAAa,

SAAb,C;QACN,OAAP,QAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;QACP,OAAO,Q;;K;IAIf,qC;MAII,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAA

O,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,qC;MAII,aAAa,iBAAa,SA

AK,KAAL,GAAY,EAAZ,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MAC

P,OAAO,M;K;4FAGX,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;O;KALX,C;8FAQA,yB;MAA

A,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;O;KALX,C;IAQA,yD;MAgB+C,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8

B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MAOzE,Q;MANX,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B,C;

QACI,eAAe,SAAK,K;QACpB,qBAAqB,YAAW,IAAX,SAAsB,WAAW,IAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,CAA1

B,GAAiC,CAAnD,K;QACrB,aAAa,iBAAmB,cAAnB,C;QACb,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;QACA,Y;UAAO,c;UAAP,MAA

gB,CAAT,mBAAiB,QAAxB,E;YAAA,K;UACI,iBAAsB,eAAL,IAAK,EAAa,WAAW,OAAX,IAAb,C;UACtB,IA

AI,aAAa,IAAb,IAAqB,CAAC,cAA1B,C;YAA0C,K;Ubr8FlD,WAAW,iBas8Fa,Ubt8Fb,C;UUCX,mBAAc,CAAd,

YGq8FwB,UHr8FxB,Y;YVA6B,eaq8FS,sBHp8F3B,OGo8FgC,GAAK,OAAL,IAAL,Cbr8FT,C;;Uaq8FrB,MAAO,

Wbp8FR,Iao8FQ,C;UACP,oBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;OAEX,eAAa,gB;MACiE,kBAA9E,iBAAiB,oBAAjB

,EAA6B,IAA7B,EAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,KAAvE,C;MErkGA,OAAgB,qBAAhB,C;QAAgB,gC;

QFskGL,mBEtkGqB,OFskGrB,C;;MAEX,OAAO,Q;K;IAGX,sE;MAkBkD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAA

A,iBAA0B,K;MACvF,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B,C;QACI,eAAe,SAA

K,K;QACpB,qBAAqB,YAAW,IAAX,SAAsB,WAAW,IAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,CAA1B,GAAiC,CAAnD,

K;QACrB,aAAa,iBAAa,cAAb,C;QACb,eAAa,kBAAc,SAAd,C;QACb,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAgB,CAAT,qBAAiB,

QAAxB,C;UACI,iBAAsB,eAAL,IAAK,EAAa,WAAW,KAAX,IAAb,C;UACtB,IAAI,CAAC,cAAD,IAAmB,aAAa

,IAApC,C;YAA0C,K;UAC1C,QAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,QAAQ,UAAR,IAAZ,C;UACP,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,

QAAV,CAAJ,C;UACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;OAEX,eAAa,gB;MACgE,kBAA7E,iBAAiB,oBAAjB,E

AA6B,IAA7B,EAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,IAAvE,C;ME/mGA,OAAgB,qBAAhB,C;QAAgB,gC;QF

gnGL,mBAAI,UEhnGiB,OFgnGjB,CAAJ,C;;MAEX,OAAO,Q;K;IAGX,kC;MAqBoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAXW,KAW

W,O;MACtB,WAAW,iBFt5FJ,MAAK,KEs5FkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CFt5FlB,EEs5F+C,SFt5F/C,CEs5FD,C;MAC

X,QAAQ,C;MACQ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,
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IAAK,WAhBqB,GAgBP,OAhBO,EAAnB,KAgBqB,CAAM,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAhBF,CAgBrB,C;;MAhBT,

OAkBO,I;K;+EAfX,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MFp5FA,iB;MEo5FA,8C;QAWoB,UAEsB,M;QALtC,gBAAgB,K

AAM,O;QACtB,WAAW,eFt5FJ,MAAK,KEs5FkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CFt5FlB,EEs5F+C,SFt5F/C,CEs5FD,C;QA

CX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACp

B,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KA

fX,C;IAkBA,kC;MAkBI,YAAY,oB;MACZ,aAZW,KAYQ,W;MACnB,WAAW,iBFn7FJ,MAAK,KEm7FkB,mCA

AwB,EAAxB,CFn7FlB,EEm7FqD,wBAbtD,KAasD,EAAwB,EAAxB,CFn7FrD,CEm7FD,C;MACX,OAAO,KAA

M,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;QACI,IAAK,WAfqB,GAeP,KAAM,OAfC,EAeO,MAAO,OAfd,CAerB,C;;M

AfT,OAiBO,I;K;+EAdX,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MFh7FA,iB;MEg7FA,8C;QAQI,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,KAA

M,W;QACnB,WAAW,eFn7FJ,MAAK,KEm7FkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CFn7FlB,EEm7FqD,wBAAN,KAAM,EAA

wB,EAAxB,CFn7FrD,CEm7FD,C;QACX,OAAO,KAAM,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,

UAAU,KAAM,OAAhB,EAAwB,MAAO,OAA/B,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAdX,C;IAiBA,gC;MASW,sB;;QA

aP,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,W;UAAP,uB;SACzB,abxoGoD,gB;QayoGpD,c

AAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAnBkB,GAmBJ,OA

nBI,EAmBK,IAnBL,CAmBlB,C;UACP,UAAU,I;;QAEd,qBAAO,M;;;MAtBP,yB;K;8FAGJ,yB;MAAA,qD;MbloG

A,+D;MakoGA,uC;QAUI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,W;QAChC,abxoGoD,gB;

QayoGpD,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;UACP,UAAU,I;;QAEd,OAAO,M;O;KAnBX,C;IAsBA,8F;MAQ6D,yB;QA

AA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;Q

AAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;M

ACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;

QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;U

ACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,g

BAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,4F;MAQwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MA

AI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;

MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,S

AA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;4FAG5F,qB;MAKI,OAAO,S;K;IASS,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W

;O;K;IAN3B,iC;MAMI,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAGJ,+B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MAC

D,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;M

AEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAk

B,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qB

AAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+

B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,O

AAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,G

AAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb

,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MA

CD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;

MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MAOoB,Q;MAFhB,UAA

kB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,q

BAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,

2B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,O

AAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YA

AO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA

gB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACgB,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAMoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;M

ACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAMoB,Q;M

ADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IG5z
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GX,uC;MAOI,OAAO,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,UAAZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,

C;K;IAGX,oC;MAOI,OAAW,UAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IAA4B,CAAhC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GA

A0C,C;K;IAmDrD,wC;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,

IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,G;K;IA

+GX,uC;MAOI,OAAO,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,UAAZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,

C;K;IAGX,oC;MAOI,OAAW,UAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IAA4B,CAAhC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GA

A0C,C;K;IAmDrD,wC;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,

IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,G;K;IC

nXX,6B;MAII,IAAI,mBAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,W;MACX,eAAe,iBAAQ,W;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,U

AAd,C;QACI,OAAO,W;MACX,YAAY,QAAS,O;MACrB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,OhB0RiD,

SgB1R1C,KhB0R+C,IAAL,EgB1R1C,KhB0RoD,MAAV,CgB1RjD,C;OACX,aAAa,iBAAsB,cAAtB,C;MACb,M

AAO,WhBwRqD,SgBxRjD,KhBwRsD,IAAL,EgBxRjD,KhBwR2D,MAAV,CgBxRrD,C;;QAEwB,kBAAhB,QAA

S,O;QAApB,MAAO,WhBsRiD,SAAK,eAAL,EAAU,iBAAV,CgBtRjD,C;;MACO,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAA

O,M;K;uFAGX,yB;MAAA,+D;MAsBA,gD;MAtBA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAoBD,Q;QAAA,OhBiToE,iBAAQ

,W;QgBjT5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WArB6B,SAqBlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,E

AAO,IAAP,C;;QAtBhB,OAwBO,W;O;KA9BX,C;uFASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAwBA,gD;MAxBA,uC;QAUW,kBA

AU,gB;QAsBD,Q;QAAA,OhBkSoE,iBAAQ,W;QgBlS5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAvB6B,SAuBl

B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAxBhB,OA0BO,W;O;KApCX,C;2FAaA,yB;MAAA,

gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,OAAA,ShBiToE,QAAQ,W;QgBjT5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA

AW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;2FAWA,yB;MAAA,

gD;MAAA,oD;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,OAAA,ShBkSoE,QAAQ,W;QgBlS5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,W

AAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAZX,C;8EAeA,yB;MAAA

,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QA2BA,Q;QAAA,OhByPuE,iBAAQ,W;QgBzP5F,OAAa,cAAb,C

;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA5BiB,SA4Bb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA5BhB,OA6BO,W;O;KApCX,C;4FAUA,y

B;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,gB;QA4EJ,Q;QAAA,OhB8LoE,iBAAQ,W;QgB9L5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;UAAgB,yB;UApEK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAoEQ,OApER,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAR3D,OASO,W;O;KAhBX,C;gG

AUA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAyEoB,Q;QAAA,OhB8LoE,iBAAQ,W;QgB9L5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UApEK,

U;UAAA,wBAoEQ,OApER,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;O;KANX,C;kFASA,6C;MAKiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA

,ShByPuE,QAAQ,W;MgBzP5F,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,

OAAO,W;K;8EAGX,gC;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACN,OAAA,ShB6OoE,QAAQ,

W;MgB7O5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;M

ACtD,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,2B;MAMI,OAAO,CAAC,mB;K;+EAGZ,gC;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,

OAAO,K;MACN,OAAA,ShByNoE,QAAQ,W;MgBzN5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,qB;MAKI,OAAO,c;K;mFAGX,gC;MAMoB,Q;M

AFhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,C;MACtB,YAAY,C;MACI,OAAA,ShBuMoE,QAAQ,W;MgBvM5F,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;sFAGX,6B;MA

KoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,ShB8LoE,QAAQ,W;MgB9L5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;

K;kFAG1B,+B;MAemB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,sB;;QJkoDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,q

BAAO,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,O;UAAP,uB;

SACzB,eIjpDmB,QJipDJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QIppDe,QJopDP,CAAS,CAAT,C;UA

CR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,qBAAO,

O;;;MI1pDP,yB;K;8FAGJ,+B;MAQmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,sB;;QJkoDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAA

d,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,

O;UAAP,uB;SACzB,eItoD2B,QJsoDZ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QIzoDuB,QJyoDf,CAA

S,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;Q

AClB,qBAAO,O;;;MI/oDP,yB;K;mFAGJ,yB;MJ+oDA,sE;MF7wDA,iB;MM8HA,sC;QJ4pDI,eI/oDO,iBJ+oDQ,W;

QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eIjpDqB,QJipDN,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf

,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QInpDiB,QJmpDT,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WFtxDG,MAAK,KEsxDS,Q
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FtxDT,EEsxDmB,CFtxDnB,C;;QMkIZ,OJspDO,Q;O;KInqDX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MJspDA,sE;MFhzDA,iB;MM0JA,s

C;QJmqDI,eItpDO,iBJspDQ,W;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eIxpDqB,QJwpD

N,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QI1pDiB,QJ0pDT,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UA

CR,WFzzDG,MAAK,KEyzDS,QFzzDT,EEyzDmB,CFzzDnB,C;;QM8JZ,OJ6pDO,Q;O;KI1qDX,C;mFAgBA,yB;

MJ6pDA,sE;MI7pDA,sC;QJwqDI,eI7pDO,iBJ6pDQ,W;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;

QAC/B,eI/pDqB,QJ+pDN,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QIjqDiB,QJiqDT,CAA

S,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QInqDnB,OJsqDO,Q;O;KIjrDX,C;+

FAcA,yB;MN5KA,iB;MM4KA,sC;QAWmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UJsqDf,eAAe,sB;UACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,

UAAd,C;YAAyB,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACzB,eIxqD2B,QJwqDZ,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,

UAAhB,C;YACI,QI1qDuB,QJ0qDf,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;YACR,WFz1DG,MAAK,KEy1DS,QFz1DT,EEy1D

mB,CFz1DnB,C;;UE21DZ,qBAAO,Q;;;QI7qDP,yB;O;KAXJ,C;+FAcA,yB;MNtMA,iB;MMsMA,sC;QAWmB,kB

AAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UJ6qDf,eAAe,sB;UACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;YAAyB,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACzB,

eI/qD2B,QJ+qDZ,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;YACI,QIjrDuB,QJirDf,CAAS,QAAS,

OAAlB,C;YACR,WF13DG,MAAK,KE03DS,QF13DT,EE03DmB,CF13DnB,C;;UE43DZ,qBAAO,Q;;;QIprDP,yB;

O;KAXJ,C;+FAcA,+B;MASmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,sB;;QJorDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UA

AyB,qBAAO,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,eItrD2B,QJsrDZ,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UAC

I,QIxrDuB,QJwrDf,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,qB

AAO,Q;;;MI7rDP,yB;K;0FAGJ,yB;MJ6rDA,sE;MI7rDA,kD;QJwsDI,eI7rDO,iBJ6rDQ,W;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eI/rDqC,QJ+rDtB,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;UACI,QIjsDiC,QJisDzB,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IIlsDqB,UJksDN,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CA

AX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QInsDnB,OJssDO,Q;O;KIjtDX,C;sGAcA,2C;MASmB,kBAAR,iB;MAA

Q,0B;;QJssDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,yBAAO,I;UAAP,2B;SACzB,eIxsD2C,QJws

D5B,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QI1sDuC,QJ0sD/B,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;

UACR,II3sD2B,UJ2sDZ,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,yB

AAO,Q;;;MI/sDP,6B;K;sFAGJ,yB;MAOA,8D;MAPA,wC;QAII,OASe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EATM,UASN,C;O;KAbnB,

C;kGAOA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,wC;QAMI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,UAAd,C;O;KANnB,C;kFASA,+B;MAc

mB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,sB;;QJwxDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,I;UAAP,uB;S

ACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,O;UAAP,uB;SACzB,eIvyDmB,QJu

yDJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QI1yDe,QJ0yDP,CAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,C

AAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,qBAAO,O;;;MIhzDP,yB;K;8F

AGJ,+B;MAQmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,sB;;QJwxDf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO

,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,O;UAAP,uB;SACzB,

eI5xD2B,QJ4xDZ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QI/xDuB,QJ+xDf,CAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IA

AI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,qBAAO,O;;;MI

ryDP,yB;K;mFAGJ,yB;MJqyDA,sE;MFt1DA,iB;MMiDA,sC;QJkzDI,eIryDO,iBJqyDQ,W;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eIvyDqB,QJuyDN,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;UACI,QIzyDiB,QJyyDT,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WF/1DG,MAAK,KE+1DS,QF/1DT,EE+1DmB,CF/

1DnB,C;;QMqDZ,OJ4yDO,Q;O;KIzzDX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MJ4yDA,sE;MFz3DA,iB;MM6EA,sC;QJyzDI,eI5yDO,i

BJ4yDQ,W;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eI9yDqB,QJ8yDN,CAAS,QAAS,OA

AlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QIhzDiB,QJgzDT,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WFl4DG,MAAK

,KEk4DS,QFl4DT,EEk4DmB,CFl4DnB,C;;QMiFZ,OJmzDO,Q;O;KIh0DX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MJmzDA,sE;MInzDA,

sC;QJ8zDI,eInzDO,iBJmzDQ,W;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eIrzDqB,QJqzD

N,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QIvzDiB,QJuzDT,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UA

CR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QIzzDnB,OJ4zDO,Q;O;KIv0DX,C;+FAcA,yB;MN/FA,iB;

MM+FA,sC;QAWmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UJ4zDf,eAAe,sB;UACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;YAAyB,qBA

AO,I;YAAP,uB;WACzB,eI9zD2B,QJ8zDZ,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;YACI,QIh0

DuB,QJg0Df,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;YACR,WFl6DG,MAAK,KEk6DS,QFl6DT,EEk6DmB,CFl6DnB,C;;UEo6D

Z,qBAAO,Q;;;QIn0DP,yB;O;KAXJ,C;+FAcA,yB;MNzHA,iB;MMyHA,sC;QAWmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UJm0
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Df,eAAe,sB;UACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;YAAyB,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACzB,eIr0D2B,QJq0DZ,CAAS,

QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;YACI,QIv0DuB,QJu0Df,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;YACR,WFn8

DG,MAAK,KEm8DS,QFn8DT,EEm8DmB,CFn8DnB,C;;UEq8DZ,qBAAO,Q;;;QI10DP,yB;O;KAXJ,C;+FAcA,+

B;MASmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,sB;;QJ00Df,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,I;UAA

P,uB;SACzB,eI50D2B,QJ40DZ,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QI90DuB,QJ80Df

,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,qBAAO,Q;;;MIn1DP,

yB;K;0FAGJ,yB;MJm1DA,sE;MIn1DA,kD;QJ81DI,eIn1DO,iBJm1DQ,W;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UA

AyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eIr1DqC,QJq1DtB,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QIv1

DiC,QJu1DzB,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IIx1DqB,UJw1DN,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,

CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QIz1DnB,OJ41DO,Q;O;KIv2DX,C;sGAcA,2C;MASmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,0B;;QJ4

1Df,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,yBAAO,I;UAAP,2B;SACzB,eI91D2C,QJ81D5B,CAA

S,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QIh2DuC,QJg2D/B,CAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IIj

2D2B,UJi2DZ,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,yBAAO,Q;;;

MIr2DP,6B;K;IAGJ,0C;MAGI,OASe,gBAAR,iBAAQ,EATM,UASN,C;K;kGANnB,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,wC;Q

AMI,OAAe,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAc,UAAd,C;O;KANnB,C;IASA,4B;MAMI,OAAO,mB;K;iFAGX,gC;MAOoB,Q;M

ADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACN,OAAA,ShBvHoE,QAAQ,W;MgBuH5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;oFAGX,6B;MAKmC,Q;MA

AA,OhBhIqD,iBAAQ,W;MgBgI7E,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;kGA

GJ,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,sC;MJwyCA,wE;MIxyCA,2BAQiB,yB;QJgyCjB,wE;eIhyCiB,0B;UAAA,4B;YAAU,kB

AAR,iB;YAAQ,aAAe,c;YJuyCzB,gB;YADb,YAAY,C;YACC,6B;YAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;cAAa,sB;cAAM,OAAO,

oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;YIvyC2B,W;W;S;OAAjC,C;MARjB,oC;QJ+yCiB

,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,OIvyCE,iBJuyCF,W;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAA

nB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;QIvyCnB,gB;O;KARJ,C;4FAWA,qB;MAKI,OAAO,iB;K;IAGX,i

C;MAII,OAAe,aAAR,iBAAQ,C;K;gFtB3fnB,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP

,C;O;KARX,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;gFAW

A,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,sC;;QAQQ,OAAc,Q

AAP,MAAO,EAAQ,SAAR,C;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;UAHV,O;;K;IAOJ,sC;;Q

AQQ,OAAc,SAAP,MAAO,EAAS,SAAT,C;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;UAHV,O;;K

;IAOJ,sC;;QAQQ,OAAuD,OAAhD,MAAO,iBAAQ,eAAM,IAAd,EAAuB,CAAA,cAAK,IAAL,IAAe,CAAf,IAAv

B,CAAyC,C;;QACzD,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;UAHV,O;;K;4FAOJ,yB;MAAA,mC;MAA

A,uD;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4B;QA

OI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cA

Ab,C;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,4C;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAc,QAAP,MAAO,EAAQ,SAAR,

C;K;IAGlB,4C;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAc,SAAP,MAAO,EAAS,SAAT,C;K;IAGlB,4C

;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAuD,OAAhD,MAAO,iBAAQ,eAAM,IAAd,EAAuB,CAAA,c

AAK,IAAL,IAAe,CAAf,IAAvB,CAAyC,C;K;mFAG3D,8B;MAQI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;K;oFAG9

B,8B;MAQI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;K;oFAG9B,8B;MAQI,OAAO,mBAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;K;I

AG9B,uC;MAKI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAKI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,u

C;MAKI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,

KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MezHW,SfgIM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,

GAAkC,K;K;IAG5E,uC;MenIW,Sf0IM,kBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAh

B,GAAkC,K;K;IAG7E,uC;Me7IW,SfoJM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAA

hB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG7E,uC;MevJW,Sf8JM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CA

AhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG9E,uC;MAKI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MezKW,SfgLM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;M

AAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG5E,uC;MenLW,Sf0LM,oBAAN,KAAM,C

;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG7E,uC;Me7LW,SfoMM,oBAAN,KAA

M,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG7E,uC;MevMW,Sf8MM,qBAAN,

KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG9E,uC;MAKI,OAAO,2BAAe,
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KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAKI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MejOW,SfsOM,kBAAN,KAA

M,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG7E,uC;MezOW,Sf8OM,mBAAN,K

AAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG9E,uC;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,K

AAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MerQW,Sf0QM,iBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0

C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG5E,uC;Me7QW,SfkRM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OA

A2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG7E,uC;MerRW,Sf0RM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,

OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG9E,uC;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,C;

K;IAGX,uC;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAKI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;M

AKI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MejUW,SfsUM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,U

AAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;K;IAG7E,uC;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAOI

,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAGX,+B;MAOI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,EAAzB,EAAkC,EAAlC,C

;K;IAG1B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAzB,M;K;IAG3B,iC;MAOI,

OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;K;IAG1B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,

SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;K;IAG1B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAt

B,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;K;IAG3B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;K;I

AG1B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAzB,M;K;IAG3B,iC;MAOI,OA

AO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;K;IAG1B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SA

ArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;K;IAG1B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,E

AA+B,EAA/B,M;K;IAG3B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,M;K;IAG3B,kC;MAOI,

OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;K;IAG3B,kC;MAOI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBA

AqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,M;K;IAG3B,kC;MAOI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,E

AAzB,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;K;IAG1B,kC;MAOI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAz

B,M;K;IAG3B,kC;MAOI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;K;IAG1B,kC;MAO

I,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;K;IAG1B,+B;MAII,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAg

B,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;K;IAG1B,gC;MAII,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB

,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA8B,cAAD,aAA7B,C;K;IAG3B,gC;MAII,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,

EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;K;IAG3B,+B;MAII,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,

sCAAe,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC

,IAAD,IAA1D,C;K;IAG1B,iC;MAII,oBAAoB,kBAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBA

AgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,cAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA8B,IAAD,aAA1D,C;K;

IAG3B,iC;MAII,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,

cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;K;IAG3B,sC;M

ACI,OAAmB,IAAR,8BAAgC,GAApC,GAAiE,OAAL,SAAK,CAAjE,GAA+E,I;K;IAG1F,wC;MACI,OAAW,mE

AAJ,GAAmE,OAAL,SAAK,SAAnE,GAAiF,I;K;IAG5F,wC;MACI,OAAW,YAAQ,aAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EAA0B,

sCAAe,UAAzC,CAAR,YAAJ,GAAqE,OAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAmF,I;K;IAG9F,wC;MACI,OAAmB,UAAA,sC

AAe,UAAf,EAA2B,sCAAe,UAA1C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAA+E,OAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAA/E,GAA6F,I;K;IA

GxG,wC;MACI,OAAmB,UAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EAA0B,sCAAe,UAAzC,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAA6E,OAAR,YAAL,S

AAK,CAAQ,CAA7E,GAA2F,I;K;IAGtG,qC;MACI,OAAW,iFAAJ,GAA4D,SAAK,QAAjE,GAA8E,I;K;IAGzF,u

C;MACI,OAAmB,UAAc,WAAd,EAAwC,UAAxC,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAqE,YAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAkF,I;K;IA

G7F,uC;MACI,OAAmB,UAAc,WAAd,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAmE,YAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAgF,I

;K;IAG3F,sC;MACI,OAAmB,UAAe,mCAAf,EAA0C,mCAA1C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAuE,uBAAL,SAAK,CAAvE,

GAAqF,I;K;IAGhG,wC;MACI,OAAmB,UAAe,mCAAf,EAAyC,mCAAzC,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAqE,uBAAL,SAAK

,CAArE,GAAmF,I;K;IAG9F,uC;MACI,OAAmB,MAAR,8BAAiC,KAArC,GAAmE,QAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAk

F,I;K;IAG7F,yC;MACI,OAAW,uEAAJ,GAAqE,QAAL,SAAK,SAArE,GAAoF,I;K;IAG/F,yC;MACI,OAAmB,UA

AA,uCAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,uCAAgB,UAA5C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAiF,QAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAjF,GA

AgG,I;K;IAG3G,yC;MACI,OAAmB,UAAA,uCAAgB,UAAhB,EAA2B,uCAAgB,UAA3C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAA+E

,QAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAA/E,GAA8F,I;K;IAGzG,8B;MAMI,OAAO,wBAAY,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAz

B,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,O
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AAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EA

Aa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;QAAoB,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MACrC,OAA

O,yBAAiB,OAAR,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,CAAjB,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,

gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,wBAAS,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjB,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAAH,

EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAV,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;

MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAV,

C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;K;IAGX,gC;

MAMI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH

,CAAG,EAA1B,C;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAO,kBAAS,EAAQ

,8BAAH,CAAG,EAAjB,C;K;IAGX,iC;MAMI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAA

L,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;K;IAGX,iC;MAMI,IAAI,iDAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iC

AAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;K;IAGX,iC;MAMI,O

AAO,wBAAY,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;K;IAGX,iC;MAMI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH

,CAAG,EAA1B,C;K;IAGX,iC;MAMI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;K;IAGX,iC;

MAMI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;K;IAGX,gD;MAQI,OAAW,4BAAO,YAAP,

KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,kD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAG

tD,kD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,kD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GA

AyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,kD;MAQI,OAAW,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD

,kD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,kD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAy

B,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,+C;MAQI,OAAW,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD

;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,Y

AAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAQI,OA

AW,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAA

zB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAQI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,yD;MAQI,IAAI,i

BAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,iBAAiB,IAA9C,C;QACI,IAAI,+BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;UAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,6DAAiD

,YAAjD,wCAAoF,YAApF,OAAzB,C;QACvC,IAAI,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAAyB,OAAO,Y;QAChC,IAAI,4B

AAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAAyB,OAAO,Y;;QAGhC,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,YAAP,KAA7B,C;UAAk

D,OAAO,Y;QACzD,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,YAAP,KAA7B,C;UAAkD,OAAO,Y;;MAE7D,OAAO,

S;K;IAGX,2D;MAQI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAA

zB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAC

hC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,2D;MAQI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YA

ApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAA

O,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,2D;MAQI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8B

AAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QA

AyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,2D;MAQI,IAAI,6BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oD

AAiD,YAAjD,yCAAoF,YAApF,iBAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,I

AAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,2D;MAQI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QA

AiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,O

AAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,2D;MAQI,IAAI,eAAe,YA

AnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;

QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,sC;MAUW,Q;

MADP,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAGvB,IAAA,KAAM,0

BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,MAA7B,CAAN,IAA6C,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,MAAvB,EAA8B,SAA9

B,CAApD,C;QAAiG,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAEjG,IAAA,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,aAAvB,EAAqC,SAArC,CAAN,I

AAoD,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,aAA7B,CAA3D,C;QAA+G,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QACvG,gB

;MALZ,W;K;IASJ,sC;MAYW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;OAEhB,IA

AI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gCAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;

QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gCAAO,KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;
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K;IAOJ,sC;MAYW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;OAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,

UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gBAAO,KAAM,MAAb,C;QAA4B,O

AAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gBAAO,KAAM,aAAb,C;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;K;IAOJ,sC;

MAYW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAe,KAAf,C;OAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;Q

AAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,8BAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;QAA4B,OAAN,KAA

M,M;WAC5B,8BAAO,KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;K;IU1rCJ,oD;MAMuF

,wC;K;IANvF,8CAOI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAP3C,gF;IaQA,yC;MAMI,OAAO,sBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;IAWG,2

C;MAAA,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,+CAA4C,aAA5C,MAA1B,C;O;K;IAR1C,uC;MAQI,OAAO,8BAAgB,KA

AhB,EAAuB,yBAAvB,C;K;IAGX,4D;MAcqB,Q;MANjB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;M

ACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,Y

AAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;K;IAGX,8C;MAcqB,Q;MANjB,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cA

Ac,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,I;K;8EAGX,g

C;MASW,sB;;QAyDS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAzDH,SAyDO,CAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1DP,yB;K;uFAGJ,gC;MAgMoB,Q;MADhB,

WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAxLc,SAwLV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI

,OAAO,O;;MAzLf,OA4LO,I;K;IAzLX,6B;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2

BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;K;iFAGpB,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB

,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAA

uB,sDAAvB,C;O;KARV,C;IAWA,mC;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MA

CX,OAAO,QAAS,O;K;6FAGpB,gC;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAA

I,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,wC;MAOiB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,

2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,O

AAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;K;+FAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;

QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,

K;UACX,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,E;O;KAbX,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQiB,Q;QAFb,gBAAgB,E;QAC

hB,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;UACA,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV

,CAAJ,C;YACI,YAAY,K;UAChB,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,S;O;KAdX,C;IAiBA,4B;MAUI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAA

C,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,WAAW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAh

B,C;QACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,I;K;+EAGX,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAYo

B,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;QACf,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;YACP,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sD

AAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;O;KApBX,C;IAuBA,4C;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;

MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAA

Y,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,kC;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAA

O,I;MACX,WAAW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,I;K;2FA

GX,gC;MASoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAGf,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8B;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;

QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAA

yB,qCAAzB,C;MACV,OAAO,M;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB

,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,mDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;

QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;O;KAjBX,C;IAoBA,oC;

MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,QAA

S,UAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,M;K;+FAGX,gC;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MAC

I,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,

OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K

;IAGX,8B;MAWW,Q;MX9UP,IAAI,EW6UI,KAAK,CX7UT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cW4Uc,sD;QX3Ud,MAAM,gCAAy
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B,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OW6UN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,gB;WACV,+C;QAAiC,OAAL,SAAK,cAAK,CAAL,C;;QA

CzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;K;IAOJ,2C;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,SAAxB,C

;K;IAGX,wC;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,SAA9B,C;K;IAcqE,iD;MAAA,qB;QAAE,

yBAAU,EAAG,MAAb,EAAoB,EAAG,MAAvB,C;O;K;IAAkC,oC;MAAE,OAAA,EAAG,M;K;IAXzH,+C;MAWI

,OAAO,yBAAqB,sBAAkB,qBAAiB,SAAjB,CAAlB,EAA0C,IAA1C,EAAgD,+BAAhD,CAArB,EAAyG,sBAAzG,

C;K;oGAGX,yB;MA80BA,wE;MA90BA,oD;QAu1BiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UA

Aa,sB;UA50BT,IAAI,UA40BkB,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UA50BlB,EA40B+C,IA50B/C,CAAJ,C;YA

A2C,sBA40BQ,IA50BR,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;sGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0C;MAAA,8B;MASk

B,qD;QAAA,qB;UAAE,c;S;O;MATpB,sC;QASW,Q;QAAP,OAAO,uCAAO,iCAAP,gC;O;KATX,C;0GAYA,4C;

MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,O

AAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,2C;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,KAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,C;K;IA

YU,kC;MAAE,iB;K;IATvB,oC;MASW,Q;MAAP,OAAO,4CAAU,oBAAV,kC;K;IAGX,mD;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAA

O,W;K;4FAGX,6C;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;sFAGX,6C;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1

D,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,8B;MAWW,Q;MXveP,IAAI,EWseI,KAAK,CXteT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cWqec,sD;QXped,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OWseN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,sB;WACV,+C;QAAiC,OAAL,SAAK,cAAK,CA

AL,C;;QACzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;K;IAOJ,2C;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB

,SAAxB,C;K;IAWA,2C;MAAA,8B;K;8CACH,Y;MACI,iBAA6B,iBAAZ,gBAAY,C;MAClB,QAAX,UAAW,C;M

ACX,OAAO,UAAW,W;K;;IAZ9B,6B;MAQI,0C;K;sFASJ,yB;MAAA,sD;MT/cA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,y

B;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,S

A4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4DI,C;MSwcf,sC;QAUI,OAAO,sBTldP,eAAW,iBSkdiB,QTldjB,CAAX,CSkd

O,C;O;KAVX,C;0GAaA,yB;MAAA,sD;MTzcA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,yB;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,u

B;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA

+EI,C;MSkcf,sC;QAQI,OAAO,sBT1cP,eAAW,2BS0c2B,QT1c3B,CAAX,CS0cO,C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,uC;MAQI,

OAAO,wBAAW,cAAX,C;K;IAWA,uE;MAAA,sC;MAAA,4C;K;kDACH,Y;MACI,iBAAiC,iBAAhB,oBAAgB,C;

MACtB,WAAX,UAAW,EAAS,uBAAT,C;MACX,OAAO,UAAW,W;K;;IAZ9B,6C;MAQI,0D;K;wFASJ,yB;MAA

A,wE;MAAA,uC;QAaW,kBAAY,oB;QAiFH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAlFs

C,SAkFvB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UjBnCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QiB/CA,OAoFO,W;O;K

AjGX,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QAaW,kBAAc,oB;QA8BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA/B4B,WA+BxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QA/BhB,OAiCO,W;O;K

A9CX,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAYW,kBAAc,oB;QAiCL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aAlC4B,WAkCxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAlCyC,cAkCf,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;Q

AlChB,OAoCO,W;O;KAhDX,C;iGAeA,+C;MAYoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAC

Z,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;iGAGX,+D;MAYoB,Q;MAAA,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1

B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;4FAGX,6C;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,W

AAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QjBnCnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MiBqCA,OAAO,W;K;gGAGX

,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,2C;QAcI,aAAa,oB;QAgBG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAfO,

MAgBP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAhBe,aAgBF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAhBhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAf3B,C;oGAkBA,iD;MAY

oB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,

C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gD;MAMiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI

,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,cAAb,C;K;IAGX,8B;MAMI,OAA4B,qBAAhB,i

BAAL,SAAK,CAAgB,C;K;IAGhC,qC;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAQI,OAAwC,oBAAjC,0B

AAa,sBAAb,CAAiC,C;K;IAG5C,0C;MAYI,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,SAAzB,6BAAoC,qB;;OAApC,E;

K;IAGX,0C;MAQI,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,SAAzB,6BAAoC,qB;;OAApC,E;K;IAGX,iD;MAaI,OAAO

,kBAAe,SAAf,EAAqB,SAArB,6BAAgC,qB;;OAAhC,E;K;IAGX,iD;MAaI,OAAO,kBAAe,SAAf,EAAqB,SAArB,
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6BAAgC,qB;;OAAhC,E;K;sGAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAaoB,UAC4B,M;QAF5C,YAAY,C;

QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,U

AAV,EAAuC,OAAvC,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;uGAoBA,yB;M

AAA,wE;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAaoB,UAC4B,M;QAF5C,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,OAAvC,C;UACC,OAAZ,W

AAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;yFAoBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;yFAiBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;K

AVX,C;qFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA6BA,+D;MA7BA,yC;QAWW,kBAAU,oB;QA6BD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA9BiD,WA8BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UjBjmBP,U;UADP,YiBmmBe,WjBnmB

H,WiBmmBwB,GjBnmBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aiBimBuC,gB;YAA5B,WjBhmBX,aiBgmBgC,GjBhm

BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UiB6lBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhCT,OAkCO,W;O;KA7

CX,C;qFAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAkCA,+D;MAlCA,yD;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QAkCD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAnCiD,WAmCvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UjBrnBP,U;UADP,YiBunBe,WjBvnBH,Wi

BunBwB,GjBvnBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aiBqnBuC,gB;YAA5B,WjBpnBX,aiBonBgC,GjBpnBhC,EA

AS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UiBinBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WArCyD,cAqCrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QArCT,O

AuCO,W;O;KAnDX,C;yFAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAWoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UjBjmBP,U;UADP,YiBmmBe,WjBnmBH,WiBmmBwB,GjBnmBxB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aiBimBuC,gB;YAA5B,WjBhmBX,aiBgmBgC,GjBhmBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e

;;YAEA,c;;UiB6lBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;yFAmBA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,sE;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UjBrnB

P,U;UADP,YiBunBe,WjBvnBH,WiBunBwB,GjBvnBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aiBqnBuC,gB;YAA5B,W

jBpnBX,aiBonBgC,GjBpnBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UiBinBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAA

f,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;0FAoBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,wE;QAUW,sC;QAAA,8C;

O;MAVX,oDAWQ,Y;QAA6C,OAAA,oBAAgB,W;O;MAXrE,iDAYQ,mB;QAAoC,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;O;MAZ5C,

gF;MAAA,yC;QAUI,2D;O;KAVJ,C;IAgBA,sC;MASI,OAAO,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,SAA3B,C;K;IAGX,4C;M

ASI,OAAO,gCAA4B,SAA5B,EAAkC,SAAlC,C;K;IAGX,mD;MASI,OAAoD,gBAA7C,gCAA4B,SAA5B,EAAkC

,SAAlC,CAA6C,C;K;4GAGxD,yB;MAuNA,wE;MAvNA,oD;QAgOiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OA

Aa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAvNsB,U;UAAA,wBAuNT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAvNS,EAuNoB,IAvN

pB,W;YAA6C,6B;;QAChF,OAAO,W;O;KAVX,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,oD;QAUiB,UACoC,M;QAFjD,

YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,s

BAAnB,UAAV,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;O;KAZX,C;IAeA,4C;MASI,OAA6C,gBAAtC,yBA

AqB,SAArB,EAA2B,SAA3B,CAAsC,C;K;8FAGjD,yB;MAAA,oD;QA4KoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;UAAgB,yB;UArKK,U;UAAA,wBAqKQ,OArKR,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;iFAWA,6C

;MAOiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,

OAAO,W;K;IAGX,gC;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;K;IAcgB,6B;MAAE,S;K;IAX7B,+B;MAWI,OAAY,aA

AL,SAAK,EAAW,eAAX,C;K;IAGhB,2C;MAYI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,QAAvB,C;K;IAGX,mC;MASi

B,Q;MADb,UAAU,sB;MACG,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAA

O,G;K;6EAGX,gC;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,2B;MAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,U;K;6EAGtB,gC;MAQo

B,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;

MACrD,OAAO,K;K;IAGX,6B;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MACtB,OAAO,K;K;iFAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOoB,

Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YA

AwB,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;O;KARX,C;8EAWA,yC;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,kB

AAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;M

ACpC,OAAO,W;K;4FAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,gD;QAcoB,UAAiD,M;QAFjE,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;Q
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ACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UAA

V,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,OAApD,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;qFAkBA,6B;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;kGAG1B,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,oC;QASiB,UAA

gC,M;QAD7C,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,s

BAAnB,UAAP,EAAoC,IAApC,C;;O;KATvB,C;IAYA,2B;MAII,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAII,OAAO,uB;K;IAG

X,2B;MAGI,OAAO,uB;K;iFAGX,+B;MAGW,sB;;QAYP,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,

qBAAO,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,O;UAAP,uB

;SACzB,eAhBmB,QAgBJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QAnBe,QAmBP,CAAS,CAAT,C;UA

CR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;QAClB,qBAAO,

O;;;MAzBP,yB;K;6FAGJ,+B;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cA

Ac,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;;QAEX,Q

AAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,W

AAW,C;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;K;iFAGX,yB;MAAA,sE;MP9tCA,iB;MO8tCA,sC;QAeI,eA

Ae,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OA

AO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WPzuCG,MAAK,KOyuCS,QPzuCT,EOyuC

mB,CPzuCnB,C;;QO2uCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAtBX,C;iFAyBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MPnwCA,iB;MOmwCA,sC;QAeI,eAAe

,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO

,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WP9wCG,MAAK,KO8wCS,QP9wCT,EO8wCm

B,CP9wCnB,C;;QOgxCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAtBX,C;iFAyBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,C

AAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C

;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,

Q;O;KAtBX,C;6FAyBA,yB;MPzyCA,iB;MOyyCA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAy

B,OAAO,I;QAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,O

AAlB,C;UACR,WPlzCG,MAAK,KOkzCS,QPlzCT,EOkzCmB,CPlzCnB,C;;QOozCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;6FA

uBA,yB;MP50CA,iB;MO40CA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,

eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WPr

1CG,MAAK,KOq1CS,QPr1CT,EOq1CmB,CPr1CnB,C;;QOu1CZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;6FAuBA,+B;MAWI,eA

Ae,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;MACf,OAA

O,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,WAAW,

C;;MAGnB,OAAO,Q;K;yFAGX,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,kD;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;U

AAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,Q

AAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;

QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAtBX,C;qGAyBA,2C;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAA

O,I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,

C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;UACI,WAAW,C;;MAGnB,OA

AO,Q;K;IAGX,iC;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,

O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,MPn6CG,MAAK,KOm6CI,GPn6CJ,EOm6C

S,CPn6CT,C;;MOq6CZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAA

O,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,MPl8CG,MAAK

,KOk8CI,GPl8CJ,EOk8CS,CPl8CT,C;;MOo8CZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAA

S,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O

;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2C;MAGI,OAAO,4BAAc,

UAAd,C;K;IAGX,iD;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QA

AS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAA

b,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAII,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;M

AII,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAGI,OAAO,uB;K;iFAGX,+B;MAGW,sB;;QAYP,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,qBAAO,I;UAAP,uB;SACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,

qBAAO,O;UAAP,uB;SACzB,eAhBmB,QAgBJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;;UAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QAnBe,QAmB
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P,CAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAED,QAAT,QAA

S,W;QAClB,qBAAO,O;;;MAzBP,yB;K;6FAGJ,+B;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,

OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,O;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,

OAAT,C;;QAEX,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,

UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;MAED,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,O;K;iFAGX,yB;MAAA,sE;MPj0CA,iB;M

Oi0CA,sC;QAeI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,O

AAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WP50CG,MAAK,KO40C

S,QP50CT,EO40CmB,CP50CnB,C;;QO80CZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAtBX,C;iFAyBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MPt2CA,iB;MOs2C

A,sC;QAeI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAl

B,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WPj3CG,MAAK,KOi3CS,QPj

3CT,EOi3CmB,CPj3CnB,C;;QOm3CZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAtBX,C;iFAyBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;

QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QA

AS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;Q

AGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAtBX,C;6FAyBA,yB;MP54CA,iB;MO44CA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,

UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,

SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,WPr5CG,MAAK,KOq5CS,QPr5CT,EOq5CmB,CPr5CnB,C;;QOu5CZ,OAAO,Q;

O;KApBX,C;6FAuBA,yB;MP/6CA,iB;MO+6CA,sC;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,

OAAO,I;QAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OA

AlB,C;UACR,WPx7CG,MAAK,KOw7CS,QPx7CT,EOw7CmB,CPx7CnB,C;;QO07CZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;6F

AuBA,+B;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,O

AAlB,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KA

AJ,C;UACI,WAAW,C;;MAGnB,OAAO,Q;K;yFAGX,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,kD;QAaI,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAA

C,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,6B;QAC/B,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;U

ACI,QAAQ,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,

C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAtBX,C;qGAyBA,2C;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,U

AAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,eAAe,SAAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,S

AAS,QAAS,OAAlB,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;UACI,WA

AW,C;;MAGnB,OAAO,Q;K;IAGX,iC;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;M

AChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,MPtgDG,MAAK,KOs

gDI,GPtgDJ,EOsgDS,CPtgDT,C;;MOwgDZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UA

Ad,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QA

CjB,MPriDG,MAAK,KOqiDI,GPriDJ,EOqiDS,CPriDT,C;;MOuiDZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf

,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QA

CI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2C;MA

GI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,iD;MAOI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;

MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ

,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAQI,OAA

O,CAAC,oBAAW,U;K;+EAGvB,gC;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAA

I,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;IAUI,uC;MAAA,qB;QACP,eAAO,EAAP,C;QA

AA,OACA,E;O;K;IATR,sC;MAOI,OAAO,kBAAI,qBAAJ,C;K;IAeW,8C;MAAA,iC;QACd,eAAO,KAAP,EAAc,

OAAd,C;QAAA,OACA,O;O;K;IAXR,6C;MASI,OAAO,wBAAW,4BAAX,C;K;kFAMX,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,u

C;QAeI,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,kB

AAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;QAEl

B,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;gGAwBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAoBmD,Q;QAL/C,eAAe,SAAK,W;

QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,

QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EAAmB,oBAAnB,QAAV,EA

AuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,QAAS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;4GAyBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;Q

AoBmD,Q;QAL/C,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,I;QAChC,YAAY,C;Q
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ACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,oBAAmB,YAAnB,EAAmB,oBA

AnB,QAAV,EAAuC,WAAvC,EAAoD,QAAS,OAA7D,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;8FAyBA,gC;MAgBI,eA

Ae,SAAK,W;MACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;MAC9B,OAA

O,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;MAElB,OAAO,W;K;IAoBS,2I;MAA

A,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,kC;K;;;;sDAAA,

Y;;;;;cACZ,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,0BAAN,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;;;uCACkB,0B;cACF,wD;cAAhB,g

B;;;cAAA,KAAgB,yBAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;cAAgB,oC;cACZ,yBAAc,6BAAU,sBAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;cACd

,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,sBAAN,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cAFJ,gB;;;cAIJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IAPgB,wF;MAA

A,yD;uBAAA,+H;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAjBpB,sD;MAiBI,OAAO,SAAS,iDAAT,C;K;IA4BS,yJ;

MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,8D;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wB;MAAA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,

kC;K;;;;6DAAA,Y;;;;;kBAKmC,I;cAJ/C,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,0BAAN,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;;;iCA

CY,C;uCACM,0B;cACF,+D;cAAhB,gB;;;cAAA,KAAgB,yBAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;cAAgB,oC;cACZ,yBAAc,6B

AAU,oBAAmB,uBAAnB,EAAmB,+BAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,sBAAvC,EAAoD,OAApD,C;cACd,gB;8BAAA,iCA

AM,sBAAN,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cAFJ,gB;;;cAIJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IARgB,sG;MAAA,yD;uBAAA,6I

;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAlBpB,6D;MAkBI,OAAO,SAAS,wDAAT,C;K;IA2BS,4H;MAAA,wC;MA

AA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,kC;K;;;;wDAAA,Y;;;;;oCACG,wC;cAC

f,IAAI,mBAAS,UAAb,C;yCACyB,mBAAS,O;gBAC9B,gB;gCAAA,iCAAM,sBAAN,O;oBAAA,2C;yBAAA,yB;g

BAAA,Q;;gBAFJ,gB;;;;;;;cAGI,gB;;;cAAA,KAAO,mBAAS,UAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;cACI,yBAAc,6BAAU,sBAA

V,EAAuB,mBAAS,OAAhC,C;cACd,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,sBAAN,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cAFJ,gB;;

;cAHJ,gB;;;cAQJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IAVgB,yE;MAAA,yD;uBAAA,gH;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAhBpB,

+C;MAgBI,OAAO,SAAS,0CAAT,C;K;IA6BS,0I;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,kD;MAA

A,4B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,kC;K;;;;+DAAA,Y;;;;;cAOuC,Q;oCANpC,+C;cACf,IAAI,mBAAS,UAAb,C;

yCACyB,mBAAS,O;gBAC9B,gB;gCAAA,iCAAM,sBAAN,O;oBAAA,2C;yBAAA,yB;gBAAA,Q;;gBAFJ,gB;;;;;;;

iCAGgB,C;cACZ,gB;;;cAAA,KAAO,mBAAS,UAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;cACI,yBAAc,6BAAU,oBAAmB,uBAAnB

,EAAmB,+BAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,sBAAvC,EAAoD,mBAAS,OAA7D,C;cACd,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,sBAAN,O;k

BAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cAFJ,gB;;;cAJJ,gB;;;cASJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IAXgB,uF;MAAA,yD;uBAAA,8H;YA

AA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAhBpB,sD;MAgBI,OAAO,SAAS,iDAAT,C;K;IAcX,+C;MAkBI,OAAO,yBAA

Y,OAAZ,EAAqB,SAArB,C;K;IAGX,sD;MAmBI,OAAO,gCAAmB,OAAnB,EAA4B,SAA5B,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAII

,OAAO,2BAAc,SAAd,C;K;IAGX,mD;MAII,OAAO,kCAAqB,SAArB,C;K;gFAGX,+B;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAA

e,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;

4FAGX,+B;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SA

AS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;iFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACJ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;iFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MA

CC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;iFAGX,

yB;MAAA,SAWoB,gB;MAXpB,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACgB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;iFAkBA,yB;MrB99DA,6B;MqB89DA,sC;QAao

B,Q;QADhB,UrBh+DmC,cqBg+DnB,CrBh+DmB,C;QqBi+DnB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAC

Z,MrBzsEiD,cqBysEjD,GrBzsE2D,KAAK,GqBysEzD,SAAS,OAAT,CrBzsEoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QqB2sErD,OAA

O,G;O;KAhBX,C;iFAmBA,yB;MN9+DA,+B;MM8+DA,sC;QAaoB,Q;QADhB,UN/+DqC,eAAW,oBM++D/B,CN

/+D+B,CAAX,C;QMg/DrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MNztEmD,eMytEnD,GNztE8D,K

AAK,KMytE5D,SAAS,OAAT,CNztEuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QM2tEvD,OAAO,G;O;KAhBX,C;IAyBe,oD;MAAA,

qB;QAAE,e;UAAM,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,mBAAxB,MAAzB,C;SAAZ,S;O;K;IANjB,qC;MAMI,OAAO,kB

AAI,gCAAJ,C;K;IAGX,oC;MAaI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;K;IAGX,+C;MAkBI,OAA

O,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;K;IASA,0D;MAAA,4B;MAAA,sC;K;IAG0B,+E;

MAAA,qB;QAAE,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAD,IAAY,WAAM,eAAN,CAAhB,C;UAAiC,oBAAU,I;UAA3C,OAAiD,K;;U

AAjD,OAA8D,I;O;K;6CAF7F,Y;MACI,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MACA,OAAkB,SAAX,eAAW,EAAO,kEAAP,CAA8E,

W;K;;IAT5G,qC;MAMI,kD;K;IAqBO,6D;MAAA,wC;MAAA,4B;K;IAG6B,8D;MAAA,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,

mB;O;K;+CAFlC,Y;MACI,YAAqB,UAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W
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;K;;IAhBxD,sC;MAYI,IAAI,QxBy0KG,YAAQ,CwBz0Kf,C;QAAwB,OAAO,S;MAC/B,qD;K;IAoBO,6D;MAAA,

wC;MAAA,4B;K;IAMiC,8D;MAAA,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;O;K;+CALtC,Y;MACI,YAAqB,4BAAT,qBA

AS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAW,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,C

AA0B,W;K;;IAlB5D,sC;MAYI,qD;K;IAuBO,6D;MAAA,wC;MAAA,4B;K;IAMiC,8D;MAAA,qB;QAAE,OAAM,

aAAN,mB;O;K;+CALtC,Y;MACI,YAAqB,YAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAA

W,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;K;;IAlB5D,sC;MAYI,qD;K;8FAWJ,yB;MAAA,

4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;O;KAPX,C;wFAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAYo

B,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EA

AY,MAAZ,C;O;KAnBX,C;IAsBA,oC;MAMI,OAA6C,UAAtC,YAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,YAAW,OAAX,EAAjB,EA

AsC,C;K;IAGjD,qC;MASI,OAAY,OAAL,SAAK,EAAc,OAAT,QAAS,CAAd,C;K;IAGhB,qC;MASI,OAA+C,UA

AxC,YAAW,SAAX,EAA0B,aAAT,QAAS,CAA1B,EAAwC,C;K;IAGnD,sC;MASI,OAAkC,UAA3B,YAAW,SAA

X,EAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,C;K;4FAGtC,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;O;KAPX,C;I

AUA,2D;MAgB+C,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACpF,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,

IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA2D,KAA3D,C;K;IAGX,sE;MAkBkD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA

0B,K;MACvF,OAAwE,OAAjE,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA2D,IAA3D,CAAiE,EAAI,S

AAJ,C;K;IAYpC,4B;MAAY,cAAM,EAAN,C;K;IATpD,kC;MASI,OAAO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA

6B,UAA7B,C;K;IAGX,6C;MAUI,OAAO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;K;IAcY,kC;MAA

U,aAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAXjC,kC;MAWI,OAAO,yBAAY,kBAAZ,C;K;IAeiB,wH;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,y

B;MAAA,gD;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,2B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,kC;K;;;;sDAAA,Y;;;;;oCACL,sC;cACf,IAAI,

CAAC,mBAAS,UAAd,C;gBAAyB,M;;gBAAzB,gB;;;;;;;mCACc,mBAAS,O;cACvB,gB;;;cAAA,KAAO,mBAAS,

UAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;gCACe,mBAAS,O;cACpB,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,6BAAU,kBAAV,EAAmB,eAAnB,CAA

N,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cACA,qBAAU,e;cAHd,gB;;;cAKJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IATwB,uE;MAAA,yD;u

BAAA,4G;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAZ5B,6C;MAYI,OAAO,SAAS,0CAAT,C;K;IAYX,8F;MAU6D,

yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MA

AI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YA

AY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,

SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAA

vB,C;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,M

AAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,4F;MAUwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,

E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAA

oC,I;MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,sBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA

2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;K;IAOxE,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W;O;K;IAJ3B,kC;MAII,oC

AAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;2FAGJ,qB;MAKI,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,+B;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;

MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB

,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,U

AAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAm

B,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IA

GjD,+B;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QA

CZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAA

vB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,

CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,

C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAAmB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAA

nB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;IAGjD,+B;MASoB,Q;MAFhB

,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,oBAA

mB,qBAAnB,EAAmB,KAAnB,E;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;K;I

AGjD,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MA
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EX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAC

Z,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,Y;MACgB,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,

G;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q

;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;ICl

0FX,qC;MAMI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MN8xBgB,Q;MAAA,OM7xBT,

SN6xBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAU,oB;QM7xBK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,ON6xBX,S

M7xBW,UAAhB,C;UAAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAiD,K;;UAAjD,mBAA8D,I;;QN6xBvE,qB;UM7xBD,MN6xB

qC,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;MM7xB1D,OAAqB,M;K;IAGzB,sC;MASI,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,

EAAU,QAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,sC;MASI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,

KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;MAChB,IAAI,yBAAJ,C;QACgB,kBAAY,sB;QNqvBZ,Q;QAAA

,OMrvBL,SNqvBK,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CMrvBwB,qBNqvBb,OMrvBa,CNqv

B5B,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QMrvBvD,ONsvBG,W;OMrvBP,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACb,MAA

O,mBAAU,KAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,uC;MASI,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,EAA

U,QAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;gGAGX,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;O;KAPX,C;I

AUA,qC;MAMI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,

MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,sC;MAOI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS

,OAArB,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,

M;K;IAGX,sC;MAMuD,UAAT,M;MAA1C,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,WAAS,4BAAT,QAAS,CAAT,YAA4C,cAAL,

WAAvC,4BAA2D,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,IAAvE,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAA

P,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,sC;MAOI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CA

AZ,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K

;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;O;KAPX,C;IdhIA,oD;MAMuF,wC;K;IANvF,

8CAOI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAP3C,gF;ICGA,oD;MAQuF,wC;K;IARvF,8CASI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAT3C,gF;gGcYA,y

B;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAOI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,C

AAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;O;KAPjE,C;gGAUA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,mC;QAOI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EA

AU,KAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;0EAUA,yB;MA8CA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA9CA,uC;QAOW,sB;;UA2CS,Q;U

AAA,0B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,oC;YAAM,IA3CH,SA2CO,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAA

O,O;cAAP,uB;;UAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;QA5CP,yB;O;KAPJ,C;kFAUA,yB;MA0HA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MA1

HA,uC;QAOW,qB;;UAyHO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,c

AAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA3Hc,SA2HV,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oB

AAO,I;;;QA7HP,wB;O;KAPJ,C;IAUA,6B;MAKI,IC0NgD,qBAAU,CD1N1D,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB

,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAK,CAAL,C;K;4EAGX,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAK

oB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,

O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;O;KANV,C;IASA,mC;MAII,OCwMgD,qBAAU,CDxMnD,GAAe,IAAf,

GAAyB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;K;wFAGpC,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,OAAO,

I;O;KALX,C;mFAQA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,

GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;O;KALjE,C;IAQA,uC;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAA

c,SAAS,2BAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;0FAGjE,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QA

IkB,gC;QAAA,6B;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,

C;YACI,OAAO,K;;QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIk

B,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAA

L,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;QAGf,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;IAYA,4B;MAQI,IC4IgD,qBAAU,CD5I1D,C;QA

CI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAK,2BAAL,C;K;0EAGX,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,

C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,M
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AAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;O;KAZV,C;IAeA,kC;MAMI,OCkHgD,qBAAU,CDlHnD,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,qBAA

K,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAL,C;K;sFAGpC,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMkB,Q;QAAA,OA

Aa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;UAC

d,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAVX,C;8EAaA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAA

A,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,sC;MAOI,ICgFgD,qBAAU,CDhF1D,C;QAC

I,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;0FAGX,yB;MAAA,

mC;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,4C;MAMI,IC2DgD,qBAAU,CD3D

1D,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,qBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,gBAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,8B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAA

A,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,4BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;

gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,0CAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;K;8EAOJ,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,wDA

AzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;Q

AElB,OAAO,4E;O;KAfX,C;IAkBA,oC;MAII,OAAW,qBAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAjB,GAA8B,I;

K;0FAGzC,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QA

CI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,

OAAO,I;YAClB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;O;

KAdX,C;IAiBA,+B;Mb3PI,IAAI,EamQI,KAAK,CbnQT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cakQc,wD;QbjQd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OA

AQ,WAAjC,C;OakQV,OAAO,8BAAc,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAd,EAAoC,gBAApC,C;K;IAGX,+B;Mbv

QI,IAAI,Ea+QI,KAAK,Cb/QT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ca8Qc,wD;Qb7Qd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Oa8QV,OE

xF6E,oBFwF1D,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CExF0D,C;K;IF2FjF,kC;MbnRI,IAAI,Ea2RI,KAAK,Cb3RT,CAAJ,

C;QACI,ca0Rc,wD;QbzRd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Oa0RV,OAAO,mBAAkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAA

T,IAAY,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,C;K;IAGX,mC;Mb/RI,IAAI,EauSI,KAAK,CbvST,CAAJ,C;QACI,casSc,wD;QbrSd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OasSV,OAAO,mBAAkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAY,EAAc,CAAd,CAAl

B,C;K;2FAGX,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;QACf,O

AAO,E;O;KATX,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UA

CI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OEpIoF,oBFoInE,CEpImE,EFoIhE,QAAQ,CAAR,

IEpIgE,C;WFqI5F,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMuB,UAAL,MAAK,

EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAA

C,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QACf,OAAO,E;O;

KATX,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK

,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV

,CAAL,C;YACI,OE/JqE,oBF+JpD,KE/JoD,C;WFgK7E,OAAO,E;O;KATX,C;8EAYA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAkFA,oC;

MAlFA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,oB;QAkFM,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;U

ACd,IApF6B,SAoFzB,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QApFxC,OAsFO,W;O;KA5F

X,C;8EASA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAyEA,oC;MAzEA,uC;QAMW,kBAAS,oB;QAyEM,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,C

AAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IA3E6B,SA2EzB,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAA

O,OAAP,C;;QA3ExC,OA6EO,WA7EqC,W;O;KANhD,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAsBA,gC;MA+sBA,6C;MAA

A,oC;MAruBA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,oB;QAouBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,i

C;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UA7sB/B,IAvBoC,SAuBhC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,O

AAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAvB/C,OAyBO,W;O;KAjCX,C;4FAWA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAWA,gC

;MA+sBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA1tBA,uC;QAQW,kBAAgB,oB;QAytBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OA

Aa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UA7sB/B,IAZoC,SAYhC,CAAU,

OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAZ/C,OAcO,WAd4C,W;O;KARvD,C;gGAWA,yB

;MAAA,gC;MA+sBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA/sBA,oD;QAstBiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,

C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UA7sB/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OA

AjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAkBA,6C;MA
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AA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAlBA,uC;QAMW,kBAAY,oB;QAkBH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC

;UAAM,IAAI,CAlBU,SAkBT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAlB3D,OAmBO,W

;O;KAzBX,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,yD;MASA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MATA,uC;QAMW,kBAAY,oB;QASH,Q;

QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CATU,SAST,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,

WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAT3D,OAUO,WAVwC,W;O;KANnD,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,

gC;MAAA,oD;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAA

V,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;O;KAPX,C;kFAUA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,oD

;QAM0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAExC,OAAO,W;O;KAVX,C;IAaA,sC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;Q

AAuB,OAAO,E;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAZ,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,E;

MAC9B,OAAO,uBAAU,OAAV,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAOc,Q;MAHV,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;

MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,E;MACtB,aAAa,mBAAc,IAAd,C;MACH,yB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV

,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,MAAO,gBAAO,qBAAI,CAAJ,CAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;K;4EAGX,yB;MAAA,8B;MAA

A,uC;MAAA,qC;QAKY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,MAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAM,OAAN,CAAe,W;O;KALjD,C;IAQA,+B;Mb

/dI,IAAI,EaueI,KAAK,CbveT,CAAJ,C;QACI,casec,wD;Qbred,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OaseV,OAAO

,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAiB,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAjB,C;K;IAGX,+B;Mb3eI,IAAI,EamfI,KAAK,CbnfT,CA

AJ,C;QACI,cakfc,wD;Qbjfd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OakfV,OEzT4F,oBFyT3E,CEzT2E,EFyTtE,eAA

F,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CEzTsE,C;K;IF4ThG,kC;MbvfI,IAAI,Ea+fI,KAAK,Cb/fT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ca8fc,wD;Qb7f

d,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Oa8fV,aAAa,gB;MACb,OAAO,8BAAY,SAAW,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,MAA

b,CAAX,IAAZ,EAA6C,MAA7C,C;K;IAGX,mC;MbpgBI,IAAI,Ea4gBI,KAAK,Cb5gBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ca2gBc,w

D;Qb1gBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Oa2gBV,aAAa,gB;MACb,OEtV6E,oBFsV5D,SAAW,eAAF,CAA

E,EAAa,MAAb,CAAX,IEtV4D,C;K;2FFyVjF,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA

+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,QAAQ,CAAR,I

AAZ,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;;QAGf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;O;KAXX,C;4FAcA,yB;MAAA,uD;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAMI,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,

CAAL,C;YACI,OE/WqE,oBF+WpD,QAAQ,CAAR,IE/WoD,C;;QFkX7E,OAAO,S;O;KAXX,C;oFAcA,yB;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAA

V,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,KAAf,C;WAEf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;O;KAV

X,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OEvYoF,oBFuYnE,CEvYmE,EFuYhE,KEvYgE,C;WFyY5F,OAAO,S;O;

KAVX,C;IAaA,gC;MAII,OAAO,qBAAc,SAAd,CAAoB,U;K;kFAG/B,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4B;QA

KY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,SAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAW,W;O;KAL7C,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;M

A4EA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA5EA,uC;QAWI,eAAmC,cAApB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;Q

AC5B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyEH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WA1E

8C,SA0E/B,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UnBlDnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QmBxBA,OA4EO,W;

O;KAxFX,C;wFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA6BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA7BA,yC;QA

WI,eAAmC,cAApB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QA2BL,Q;QA

AA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aA5BuC,WA4BnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,

oBAA1B,C;;QA5BhB,OA8BO,W;O;KA1CX,C;wFAeA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MA8BA,6C;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MA9BA,yD;QAUI,eAAmC,cAApB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAc,m

BAAoB,QAApB,C;QA6BL,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aA9BoC,WA8B

hC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA9BiD,cA8BvB,CAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA9BhB,OAgCO,W;O;KA3CX,C;4FAcA,

yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;U

ACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;4FAgBA,yB;MAA

A,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WA

AY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;wFAgBA,yB;M

AAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,

WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UnBlDnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QmBoDA,OAAO,W;O;KA
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ZX,C;4FAeA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAgBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAhBA,2C;

QAYI,aAAa,mBAA6D,cAAtC,YAAmB,aAAP,gBAAO,EAAa,GAAb,CAAnB,CAAsC,EAAc,EAAd,CAA7D,C;Q

AcG,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAbO,MAcP,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAde,aAcF,CAAc,oBAAd,

CAAb,C;;QAdhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAb3B,C;+FAgBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,wD;QAUoB,Q;

QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aAAI,oBAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,oBAAd,CAAb,C;;Q

AEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;IAgBA,iD;MAIiB,Q;MAAA,4B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,iC;QACT,WAAY,W

AAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;IAGX,iC;MAII,OAAO,2BAAa,eAAc,YAAmB,eAAP,gBAAO,EAAa,GAAb,

CAAnB,CAAd,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,8B;MAIiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACH,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aA

CA,C;UAAK,cAAO,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,wBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;K;IAOJ,q

C;MAII,OAAO,2BAAa,iBAAgB,gBAAhB,CAAb,C;K;IAGX,6B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aAC

H,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,kCAAa,qBAAoB,Y

AAmB,eAAP,gBAAO,EAAa,GAAb,CAAnB,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;gFAOJ,yB;MAAA,+D;MA

0CA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MA1CA,uC;QAMW,kBAAU,gB;QAwCD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAzC6B,SAyClB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;Q

A1ChB,OA4CO,W;O;KAlDX,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAeA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAfA,uC;

QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAcR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAfo

C,SAezB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,oBAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAhBhB,O

AkBO,W;O;KA9BX,C;kGAeA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;

QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAA

V,WAAmB,oBAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAA

A,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;

UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;gFAWA

,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAyBD,Q;QAA

A,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UA1BoD,WA0B1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UnBzhBP,U;UADP,Y

mB2hBe,WnB3hBH,WmB2hBwB,GnB3hBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,amByhBuC,gB;YAA5B,WnBxhBX

,amBwhBgC,GnBxhBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UmBqhBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5

BT,OA8BO,W;O;KAvCX,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MA9BA,yD;

QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,CA

AY,oBAAZ,C;UnB3iBP,U;UADP,YmB6iBe,WnB7iBH,WmB6iBwB,GnB7iBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a

mB2iBuC,gB;YAA5B,WnB1iBX,amB0iBgC,GnB1iBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UmBuiBA,iB;UAC

A,IAAK,WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,W;O;KA7CX,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UA

AU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UnBzhBP,U;UADP,YmB2hBe,WnB3hBH,WmB2hBwB,GnB3hBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,

C;YACH,amByhBuC,gB;YAA5B,WnBxhBX,amBwhBgC,GnBxhBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UmBq

hBA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;oFAiBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,

+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,o

BAAZ,C;UnB3iBP,U;UADP,YmB6iBe,WnB7iBH,WmB6iBwB,GnB7iBxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,amB2i

BuC,gB;YAA5B,WnB1iBX,amB0iBgC,GnB1iBhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;UmBuiBA,iB;UACA,IA

AK,WAAI,eAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kC;

MAAA,4C;MAAA,wE;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;O;MARX,oDASQ,Y;QAAgD,OAAgB,SAAhB,oBAAgB,C;O;MAT

xE,iDAUQ,mB;QAAuC,gCAAY,oBAAZ,C;O;MAV/C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;O;KARJ,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MAyEA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzEA,uC;QAOW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAuEA,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAb,

OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAxEmB,SAwEf,CAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAxEhB,OAyEO,W;O;KAh

FX,C;sFAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA/BA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA

gCP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAjC0B,SAiCtB,EAAU,cA

AV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkCO,W;O;KAzCX,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAU

A,gC;MAoLA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA9LA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QA8Ld,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,O

AAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UApLsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EAoLT,cApLS,EAoLT,sBApLS,WAoLA,iBApLA,W;Y
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AA6C,6B;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;O;KAlBX,C;uGAUA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAoLA,6C;MAAA,oC;MApLA,oD;QA2LiB,

gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UApLsB,U;UAAA,yBAoLT,cApLS,EAoLT,sBA

pLS,WAoLA,iBApLA,W;YAA6C,6B;;QAChF,OAAO,W;O;KARX,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,

gC;MAAA,oD;QAQiB,UACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,W

AAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;O;KAVX,C;qFAaA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAUA,gC;MA2IA,6C;MAAA,oC;MArJA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,gB;QAkJJ,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UA1IK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CA0IQ,oBA1IR,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAR3D,OASO,W;O;KAhBX,

C;yFAUA,yB;MAAA,gC;MA2IA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA3IA,oD;QA+IoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,oC;UA1IK,U;UAAA,wBA0IQ,oBA1IR,W;YAAsC,6B;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;O;KANX,C;4EASA,yB;MAAA

,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKiB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WA

AI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;O;KAPX,C;IAe4B,4C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,iC;O;K;IAL9B,iC;MA

KI,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;K;wEAGX,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0

B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QA

CtD,OAAO,I;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,2B;MAMI,OAAO,EC/uByC,qBAAU,CD+uBnD,C;K;wEAGX,yB;MAAA,6C;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UA

AU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,K;O;KAPX,C;4EAUA,qB;MAKI,OAAO,gB;K;4EAGX,y

B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB

,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;O;KANX,C;0EASA,yB;M

AAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;wFAcA,yB;MA

AA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QAYoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,o

BAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;O;KAbX,C;mFAgBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAYoC,Q;QAHhC,Y

AAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,kCAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,S

AAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;iGAiBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAUI,Y

AAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,

EAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAhBX,C;gFAmBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAA

A,gC;MAAA,oC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;O;KAJ

1B,C;8FAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;Q

AAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;O;KAPvB,C;IAUA,2B;

MAGI,OAAO,uB;K;4EAGX,yB;MAMA,uD;MAAA,oC;MANA,sC;QAGW,sB;;UAUP,ICn3BgD,qBAAU,CDm3

B1D,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAA

jB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAdmB,QAcJ,CAAS,oBAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,

M;YACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAjBe,QAiBP,CAAS,cAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;

cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAvBP,yB;O;KAHJ,C;wFAMA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,o

C;MAAA,sC;QAOI,ICn3BgD,qBAAU,CDm3B1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA

AqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aA

AU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KApBX,C;4EAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA

AA,oC;MAAA,uD;MTvlCA,iB;MSulCA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,ICh5BgD,qBAAU,CDg5B1D,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;

QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,C

AAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WT/lCG,MAAK,KS+lCS,QT/lCT,ES+lCmB,CT/lCnB,C;;QSimCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;4

EAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MTznCA,iB;MSynCA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,ICt6BgD,qBAAU,CDs6

B1D,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI

,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WTjoCG,MAAK,KSioCS,QTjoCT,ESioCmB,CTjoCnB,C;;QSmoC

Z,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;4EAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IC17BgD,qB

AAU,CD07B1D,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CA

AV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QA
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GnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;wFAsBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MTzpCA,iB;MSypCA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,ICh9

BgD,qBAAU,CDg9B1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU

,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WT/pCG,MAAK,KS+pCS,QT/pCT,ES+pCmB,C

T/pCnB,C;;QSiqCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;wFAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MTzrCA,iB;MSyrCA,sC;QAaiB,

Q;QAFb,ICp+BgD,qBAAU,CDo+B1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B

;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WT/rCG,MAAK,KS+rCS,QT/rCT,

ES+rCmB,CT/rCnB,C;;QSisCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;wFAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q

;QAFb,ICt/BgD,qBAAU,CDs/B1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;Q

AAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI

,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;oFAoBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;

QAFb,IC5gCgD,qBAAU,CD4gC1D,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+

B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAA

kB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;gGAsBA,yB;MAAA,oC;

MAAA,uD;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IChiCgD,qBAAU,CDgiC1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,iCA

AK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAA

I,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjB

X,C;IAoBA,iC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IChjCgD,qBAAU,CDgjC1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,

C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MA

AM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2C;MAGI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,iD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,ICpkCgD,q

BAAU,CDokC1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI

,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,

MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAGI,OAAO,uB;K;4EAGX,yB;MAMA,uD;MAAA,oC;MANA,sC;Q

AGW,sB;;UAUP,IChmCgD,qBAAU,CDgmC1D,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;U

ACd,gBAAqB,wB;UACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eAdmB,QAcJ,CAAS,oB

AAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QAjBe,QAiBP,CAAS,cAAT

,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAvBP,yB;O;K

AHJ,C;wFAMA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,sC;QAOI,IChmCgD,qBAAU,CDgmC1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;Q

ACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAAqB,cAAL,SAAK,C;QACrB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;

QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QA

AQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;

O;KApBX,C;4EAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MTtmCA,iB;MSsmCA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,IC7nCg

D,qBAAU,CD6nC1D,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU

,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WT9mCG,MAAK,KS8mCS,QT9mCT,ES8mCm

B,CT9mCnB,C;;QSgnCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;4EAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MTxoCA,iB;MS

woCA,sC;QAeiB,Q;QAFb,ICnpCgD,qBAAU,CDmpC1D,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAA

L,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WThpCG,M

AAK,KSgpCS,QThpCT,ESgpCmB,CThpCnB,C;;QSkpCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;4EAsBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA

,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,ICvqCgD,qBAAU,CDuqC1D,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SA

AS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UA

CR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;wFAsBA,yB;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,uD;MTxqCA,iB;MSwqCA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,IC7rCgD,qBAAU,CD6rC1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAA

e,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C

;UACR,WT9qCG,MAAK,KS8qCS,QT9qCT,ES8qCmB,CT9qCnB,C;;QSgrCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;wFAoBA,y

B;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MTxsCA,iB;MSwsCA,sC;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,ICjtCgD,qBAAU,CDitC1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I

;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,C

AAL,EAAT,C;UACR,WT9sCG,MAAK,KS8sCS,QT9sCT,ES8sCmB,CT9sCnB,C;;QSgtCZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C

;wFAoBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,sC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,ICnuCgD,qBAAU,CDmuC1D,C;UAAe,OAAO

,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,
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CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;oFAoB

A,yB;MAAA,sE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,kD;QAaiB,Q;QAFb,ICzvCgD,qBAAU,CDyvC1D,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCA

AK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAA

W,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAnBX,C;gGAsBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,kD;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,IC7wCg

D,qBAAU,CD6wC1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,C

AAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAA

X,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAjBX,C;IAoBA,iC;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,IC7xCgD,qB

AAU,CD6xC1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,

QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2C;MAGI

,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,iD;MAOiB,Q;MAFb,ICjzCgD,qBAAU,CDizC1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,U

AAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,kC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW

,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MA

MI,OCh0CgD,qBAAU,C;K;0EDm0C9D,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,0B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAA

O,I;O;KAPX,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAKmC,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;QAArC,gB;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,sC;MA

/fA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA+fA,2BAQiB,yB;QAvgBjB,6C;QAAA,oC;QAAA,gC;eAugBiB,0B;UAAA,4B;

YAAE,aAAe,c;YAhgBjB,gB;YADb,YAAY,C;YACC,0B;YAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;cAAa,iC;cAAM,QAAO,cAAP,E

AAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;YAggBmB,W;W;S;OAAzB,C;MARjB,oC;QAxfiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC

,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;QAggBnB,gB;O;

KARJ,C;8EAWA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,IC72CgD,qB

AAU,CD62C1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,i

BAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,

C;4FAsBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,ICn4CgD,qBAAU,C

Dm4C1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,

CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;

KAnBX,C;wGAsBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgBqB,Q;QAHjB,ICz5CgD,qBAAU,CD

y5C1D,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,o

BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;0FAsBA,yB;

MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAiBqB,Q;QAHjB,ICh7CgD,qBAAU,CDg7C1D,C;UACI,OAAO,I

;QACX,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,i

CAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KApBX,C;uFAuBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,

gC;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCA

A9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,k

CAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,WAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;qGAsBA,yB;MAAA,uD

;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,

MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;

UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;K

ApBX,C;iHAuBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAe0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,Q

AAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;

UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;K

ApBX,C;mGAuBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QA

CZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS

,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,kCAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,WAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;

KApBX,C;wFAuBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QAgBoB,Q;QAHh

B,ICjiDgD,qBAAU,CDiiD1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACgB,kBAAzB,eAAa,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAb,C;

QAAiC,8B;QAA9C,aV9uDO,W;QU+uDP,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,c
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AAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KApBX,C;sGAuB

A,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAiBkB,gC;QAHd,ICzjDgD,qBAAU,CDyjD1D,

C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACgB,kBAAzB,eAAa,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAb,C;QAAiC,8B;QAA9C,aVtwDO,

W;QUuwDP,kBAAkB,O;QACJ,6B;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAA

iB,WAAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;4F

AwBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAgB0B,Q;QAHtB,IChlDgD,qBAAU,CDgl

D1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACqC,kBAAxB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAA

gC,sBAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAA7C,aV9xDO,W;QU+xDe,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,oBAAU,0BAAV

,EAAuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KApBX,C;0GAuBA,yB;

MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAiB0B,Q;QAHtB,ICxmDgD,qBAAU,CDwmD1D,C;U

AAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACqC,kBAAxB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAAgC,sBAAI

,0BAAJ,C;QAA7C,aVtzDO,W;QUuzDe,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,0B

AAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KArBX,C;0EAwB

A,yB;MA9FA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA8FA,gD;QAcW,sB;;UA5FS,Q;UAHhB,ICjiD

gD,qBAAU,CDiiD1D,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OA+FH,OA/FG,C;YAAP,uB;WACuB,kBAAzB,eAAa,mBAAS,CAAT,IA

Ab,C;UAAiC,sBA8F3B,OA9F2B,C;UAA9C,aV9uDO,W;UU+uDP,kBA6FmB,O;UA5FH,0B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;YAAgB,oC;YACZ,cA2FwB,SA3FV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;

UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAwFP,yB;O;KAdJ,C;wFAiBA,yB;MAxFA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAwFA,

gD;QAeW,6B;;UAtFO,gC;UAHd,ICzjDgD,qBAAU,CDyjD1D,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAyFI,OAzFJ,C;YAAP,8B;WA

CuB,kBAAzB,eAAa,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAb,C;UAAiC,sBAwFpB,OAxFoB,C;UAA9C,aVtwDO,W;UUuwDP,kBAu

F0B,O;UAtFZ,6B;UAAA,mB;UAAA,kB;UAAA,kB;UAAd,0D;YACI,cAqF+B,SArFjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,W

AAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QAkFP,gC;O;KAfJ

,C;sFAkBA,yB;MAlFA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAkFA,uC;QAIW,wB;;UAtEe,Q;UAHtB,IChlDgD

,qBAAU,CDglD1D,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACqC,kBAAxB,

eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgC,sBAAI,0BAAJ,C;UAA7C,aV9xDO,W;UU+xDe,uB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;YACI

,gBAAc,UAqEG,SArEH,CAAU,0BAAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;UA

EX,uBAAO,M;;;QAkEP,2B;O;KAJJ,C;oGAOA,yB;MAlEA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAkEA,uC;Q

AIW,+B;;UArDe,Q;UAHtB,ICxmDgD,qBAAU,CDwmD1D,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,qBA

AK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACqC,kBAAxB,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgC,sBAAI,0BAAJ,C;UAA7C,aVtzDO,W;UUuz

De,uB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;YACI,gBAAc,UAoDU,SApDV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,0BAAjB,EAA8B,iCAA

K,KAAL,EAA9B,E;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,0BAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAiDP,kC;O;KAJJ,C;4EAOA,yB;MAA

A,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACC,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA

gB,oC;UACZ,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KARX,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAkB,G;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,OA

AO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OAAO,G;O;KARX,C;4EAWA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;Q

AUoB,Q;QADhB,UAAoB,C;QACJ,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,OAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;

QAEX,OAAO,G;O;KAbX,C;4EAgBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,UAA

e,C;QACC,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;

KAbX,C;4EAgBA,yB;MAAA,SASoB,gB;MATpB,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAUoB,Q;QADhB,Y;Q

ACgB,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,cAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAb

X,C;4EAgBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MvB5tDA,6B;MuB4tDA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,UvB5tDmC

,cuB4tDnB,CvB5tDmB,C;QuB6tDnB,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,MvBr8DiD,cuBq8DjD,G

vBr8D2D,KAAK,GuBq8DzD,SAAS,oBAAT,CvBr8DoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QuBu8DrD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;4EAi

BA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MR1uDA,+B;MQ0uDA,sC;QAWoB,Q;QADhB,URzuDqC,eAAW,oBQ

yuD/B,CRzuD+B,CAAX,C;QQ0uDrB,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,MRn9DmD,eQm9DnD,

GRn9D8D,KAAK,KQm9D5D,SAAS,oBAAT,CRn9DuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QQq9DvD,OAAO,G;O;KAdX,C;IAi

BA,oC;MAWI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;K;IAGX,+C;MAgBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EA

Ae,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;K;IAcsB,oC;MAAE,OAAA,EAAG,W;K;IAXtC,0C;MAWI,OAAO,6
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BAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,sBAAtB,C;K;IAGX,uD;MAgBI,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA8C,IAA9C,

EAAgE,SAAhE,C;K;oFAGX,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;

QAFhB,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,oB;QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBA

AV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EA

AY,MAAZ,C;O;KAjBX,C;oFAoBA,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QA

UoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,oB;QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAA

U,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KA

AM,WAAX,EAAuB,MAAO,WAA9B,C;O;KAjBX,C;IAqCgD,6B;MAAE,OAAA,EAAG,W;K;IAjBrD,2D;MAgB

4C,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACjF,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAqB,cAArB

,EAAqC,eAArC,C;K;IAGX,sE;MAkBgD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MAQhE,Q;MAPrB,

oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,eAAe,SAAK,O;MACpB,qBAAqB,YAAW,IAAX,SAAsB,WAAW,IA

AX,KAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,CAA1B,GAAiC,CAAnD,K;MACrB,aAAa,iBAAa,cAAb,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MAC

Z,OAAgB,CAAT,qBAAiB,QAAxB,C;QACI,UAAU,QAAQ,IAAR,I;QACO,IAAI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,MAAM,

QAArB,C;UAAiC,IAAI,cAAJ,C;YAAoB,e;;YAAc,K;;UAAa,U;QAAjG,qB;QACA,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,8BAA

Y,KAAZ,EAAmB,UAAnB,CAAV,CAAJ,C;QACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;K;IAoB6C,qC;MAAE,OAA

A,EAAG,W;K;IAjB7D,iE;MAgBoD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACzF,OAAO,8BAAiB

,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA6C,uBAA7C,C;K;IAwByB,2F;MAAA,wB;QAC5B,UAAU,QAAQ,

YAAR,I;QACV,iBAAqB,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,MAAM,4BAArB,GAA6B,4BAA7B,GAAyC,G;QAD1D,OAEA,

kBAAU,0CAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,UAAnB,CAAV,C;O;K;IAxBR,gF;MAkBwD,sB;QAAA,SAAY,C;MAAG,8B;Q

AAA,iBAA0B,K;MAC7F,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,MAA1B,C;MACA,cAAc,KAAK,cAAJ,GAAoB,yBAApB,GA

AiC,WAAQ,mBAAS,IAAT,GAAgB,CAAhB,IAAR,CAAlC,EAAkE,MAAlE,C;MACd,OAA4B,OAAb,aAAR,OA

AQ,CAAa,EAAI,qDAAJ,C;K;IAOhC,kC;MAkBI,aT1/DO,MAAK,KS0/DY,gBT1/DZ,ES++DD,KAW2B,OT1/D1

B,C;MS2/DZ,WAAW,iBAAa,MAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAdqB,GAcP,iC

AAK,CAAL,EAdO,EAcE,YAdrB,KAcqB,YAAM,CAAN,EAdF,CAcrB,C;;MAdT,OAgBO,I;K;wEAbX,yB;MAA

A,gE;MAAA,oC;MTz/DA,iB;MSy/DA,8C;QAQI,aT1/DO,MAAK,KS0/DO,SAAK,OT1/DZ,ES0/DoB,KAAM,OT

1/D1B,C;QS2/DZ,WAAW,eAAa,MAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,

iCAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,6BAAM,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;IAgBA,kC;MASW

,sB;;QAaP,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACX,IAAI,OAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,qBAAO,W;UAAP,uB;SACd,aAAa,iB

AAa,IAAb,C;QACb,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,WAjBkB,GAiBJ,iCAAK,KAAL,EAjBI,EAiB

S,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,EAjBT,CAiBlB,C;;QAEX,qBAAO,M;;;MAnBP,yB;K;uFAGJ,yB;MAAA,qD;MA

AA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAUI,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACX,IAAI,OAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,OAAO,W;Q

ACrB,aAAa,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACb,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,E

AAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,EAAvB,CAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAhBX,C;IAwBoB,8C;MAAA

,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;O;K;IAL3B,kC;MAIQ,wC;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OCvhE0B,qBAAU,C;ODuhE1

D,S;QAAiC,OAAO,W;MACxC,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;K;IAQgB,8C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;

O;K;IAL3B,kC;MAIQ,wC;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OC/hE0B,qBAAU,C;OD+hE1D,S;QAAiC,OAAO,e;MACxC,oCAA

gB,8BAAhB,C;K;IGnvEkC,yC;MAAA,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C3B6FV,K;O;K;I4B7FH,wC;MAAA,w

B;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C3BqIV,K;O;K;I4BrIC,yC;MAAA,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,CbgJV,K;O

;K;IchJC,0C;MAAA,wB;QAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C5BwGV,K;O;K;4F6BhKzC,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CA

AJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;M

AUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,C

AAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;

MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,

CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,q

B;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBA

AI,CAAJ,C;K;4FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX

,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;6FAGX,qB;MAUI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;K;uGAuCX,yB;MA8gHI,8D;M

A9gHJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAqgHT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SArgHhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,
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CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KATjE,C;uGAYA,yB;MA0gHI,8D;MA1gHJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UA

Ac,gBAigHT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SAjgHhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KATjE

,C;uGAYA,yB;MAsgHI,8D;MAtgHJ,iD;QASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA6/GT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SA7/GhB,O

AAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KATjE,C;uGAYA,yB;MAkgHI,8D;MAlgHJ,iD;Q

ASe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAy/GT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SAz/GhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAA

sD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KATjE,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;

O;KAThB,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAThB,C;uGA

YA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAThB,C;uGAYA,yB;MAAA,sD

;MAAA,mC;QASI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;O;KAThB,C;iFAYA,gC;MASW,sB;;QA8NS,Q;QAAA

,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA9NH,SA8NO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;

YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA/NP,yB;K;iFAGJ,gC;MASW,sB;;QA6NS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA7NH,SA6NO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO

,I;;;MA9NP,yB;K;iFAGJ,gC;MASW,sB;;QA4NS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA

5NH,SA4NO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA7NP,yB;K;iFAGJ,g

C;MASW,sB;;QA2NS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IA3NH,SA2NO,CAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA5NP,yB;K;yFAGJ,yB;MA4nBA,+C;MAkuFI,0

D;MA91GJ,uC;QASW,qB;;UA4nBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAytFX,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAztFW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,c

AAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA9nBc,SA8nBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBA

AO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAhoBP,wB;O;KATJ,C;yFAYA,yB;MAgoBA,+C;MA0tFI,0D;MA11GJ,uC;

QASW,qB;;UAgoBO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAitFX,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAjtFW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,u

B;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAloBc,SAkoBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;

UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QApoBP,wB;O;KATJ,C;yFAYA,yB;MAooBA,+C;MAktFI,0D;MAt1GJ,uC;QASW,qB;;UAoo

BO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAysFX,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAzsFW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,s

BAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAtoBc,SAsoBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I

;;;QAxoBP,wB;O;KATJ,C;yFAYA,yB;MAwoBA,+C;MA0sFI,0D;MAl1GJ,uC;QASW,qB;;UAwoBO,Q;UAAA,O

AAa,SAisFX,YAAR,iBAAQ,CAjsFW,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;

YACd,IA1oBc,SA0oBV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA5oBP,wB;

O;KATJ,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,8C;M9BhNA,6B;M8BgNA,4B;QAQI,O9B9MmC,c8B8MpB,MAAR,iBAAQ,C9B

9MoB,C;O;K8BsMvC,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;Mf5MA,+B;Me4MA,4B;QAQI,Of1MsC,ee0MvB,MAAR,iBAA

Q,Cf1MuB,C;O;KekM1C,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;M/BpRA,+B;M+BoRA,4B;QAQI,O/BlRsC,e+BkRvB,MAA

R,iBAAQ,C/BlRuB,C;O;K+B0Q1C,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8C;M7BlRA,iC;M6BkRA,4B;QAQI,O7BhRyC,gB6Bg

R1B,MAAR,iBAAQ,C7BhR0B,C;O;K6BwQ7C,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gC

AAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KATV,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C

;O;KATV,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UA

AM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KATV,C;mFAY

A,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KATV,C;IAYA,mC;MAMI,OAAW,

mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,mC;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBA

AK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,mC;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;K;IAGpC,mC;MAMI,

OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;K;+FAGpC,gC;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC;

MAOoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,O

AAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;+FAGX,gC;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;2F

AGX,yB;MAkqGI,8D;MAlqGJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBA2pGT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SA3pGhB,OAA
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O,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;2FAUA,yB;MAgqGI,8D;MAhqGJ,iD;QAO

e,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAypGT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SAzpGhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAs

D,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;2FAUA,yB;MA8pGI,8D;MA9pGJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAupGT,

cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SAvpGhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;2FAUA,y

B;MA4pGI,8D;MA5pGJ,iD;QAOe,oBAAS,C;QAAT,S;UAAc,gBAqpGT,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;SArpGhB,OAAO,OAA

sC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;O;KAPjE,C;IAUA,wC;MAQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAk

nGT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;OAlnGhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,wC;MAQe,oBAAS,

C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBA+mGT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;OA/mGhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;I

AGjE,wC;MAQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBA4mGT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;OA5mGhB,OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,K

AAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;IAGjE,wC;MAQe,oBAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,gBAymGT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;OAzmGhB,

OAAO,OAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;K;uFAGjE,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QAAR,iBAA

Q,EAAQ,O9BljBU,K8BkjBlB,C;O;KAPnB,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QAAR,iBAAQ,EA

AQ,OfjjBY,KeijBpB,C;O;KAPnB,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,O/B9

mBY,K+B8mBpB,C;O;KAPnB,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,O7B7m

Bc,K6B6mBtB,C;O;KAPnB,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;M9BxfA,6B;M8BwfA,0BAOgC,yB;Q9B/fhC,6B;e8B+fgC,

6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,yB9BrfK,c8BqfK,E9BrfL,C8BqfL,C;W;S;OAAF,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ

,uB;;UjC8yBf,0D;YACI,IiC/yB0B,U9BrfK,cHoyCjB,YAAK,KAAL,CGpyCiB,C8BqfL,CjC+yB1B,C;cACI,sBAA

O,K;cAAP,wB;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QiCnzBP,0B;O;KAPJ,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MfnfA,+B;MemfA,0BAOgC,y

B;Qf1fhC,+B;ee0fgC,6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,yBfhfQ,eegfE,EfhfF,CegfR,C;W;S;OAAF,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kB

AAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UjCgzBf,0D;YACI,IiCjzB0B,UfhfQ,elBiyCpB,YAAK,KAAL,CkBjyCoB,CegfR,CjCizB1B,C;

cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QiCrzBP,0B;O;KAPJ,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;M/B1jBA,+B;M+

B0jBA,0BAOgC,yB;Q/BjkBhC,+B;e+BikBgC,6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,yB/BvjBQ,e+BujBE,E/BvjBF,C+BujBR,C;W

;S;OAAF,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UjCkwBf,0D;YACI,IiCnwB0B,U/BvjBQ,eF0zCpB,YAA

K,KAAL,CE1zCoB,C+BujBR,CjCmwB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;cAAP,wB;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QiCvwBP,0B;O;KA

PJ,C;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;M7BvjBA,iC;M6BujBA,0BAOgC,yB;Q7B9jBhC,iC;e6B8jBgC,6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,

yB7BpjBW,gB6BojBD,E7BpjBC,C6BojBX,C;W;S;OAAF,C;MAPhC,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,uB;;UjCow

Bf,0D;YACI,IiCrwB0B,U7BpjBW,gBJyzCvB,YAAK,KAAL,CIzzCuB,C6BojBX,CjCqwB1B,C;cACI,sBAAO,K;c

AAP,wB;;UAGR,sBAAO,E;;;QiCzwBP,0B;O;KAPJ,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MjCq3BA,0D;MAAA,+C;MGr5CA

,6B;M8BgiBA,yBAO+B,yB;Q9BviB/B,6B;e8BuiB+B,6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,yB9B7hBM,c8B6hBI,E9B7hBJ,C8B6

hBN,C;W;S;OAAF,C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UjCk3BD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,C

AAR,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IiCn3ByB,U9B7hBM,cHg5CjB,YAAK,KAAL,CGh5CiB,C8B6h

BN,CjCm3BzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QiCv3BP,yB;O;KAPJ,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC

;MjCu3BA,0D;MAAA,+C;MkBl5CA,+B;Me2hBA,yBAO+B,yB;QfliB/B,+B;eekiB+B,6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,yBfx

hBS,eewhBC,EfxhBD,CewhBT,C;W;S;OAAF,C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UjCo3BD,Q;UAAA,

OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IiCr3ByB,UfxhBS,elB64CpB,YAAK,

KAAL,CkB74CoB,CewhBT,CjCq3BzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QiCz3BP,yB;O;KAPJ,C

;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MjCy0BA,0D;MAAA,+C;ME36CA,+B;M+BkmBA,yBAO+B,yB;Q/BzmB/B,+B;e+BymB

+B,6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,yB/B/lBS,e+B+lBC,E/B/lBD,C+B+lBT,C;W;S;OAAF,C;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,i

B;QAAQ,sB;;UjCs0BD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IiCv

0ByB,U/B/lBS,eFs6CpB,YAAK,KAAL,CEt6CoB,C+B+lBT,CjCu0BzB,C;cACI,qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;UAGR,qBA

AO,E;;;QiC30BP,yB;O;KAPJ,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MjC20BA,0D;MAAA,+C;MI16CA,iC;M6B+lBA,yBAO+

B,yB;Q7BtmB/B,iC;e6BsmB+B,6B;UAAA,qB;YAAE,yB7B5lBY,gB6B4lBF,E7B5lBE,C6B4lBZ,C;W;S;OAAF,C

;MAP/B,uC;QAOmB,kBAAR,iB;QAAQ,sB;;UjCw0BD,Q;UAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;UAAd,OAAc

,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,IiCz0ByB,U7B5lBY,gBJq6CvB,YAAK,KAAL,CIr6CuB,C6B4lBZ,CjCy0BzB,C;cACI,

qBAAO,K;cAAP,uB;;UAGR,qBAAO,E;;;QiC70BP,yB;O;KAPJ,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;M9BxkBA,6B;M8Bwk

BA,4B;QAWI,O9BzkBmC,c8BykBpB,KAAR,iBAAQ,C9BzkBoB,C;O;K8B8jBvC,C;iFAcA,yB;MAAA,4C;Mfvk

BA,+B;MeukBA,4B;QAWI,OfxkBsC,eewkBvB,KAAR,iBAAQ,CfxkBuB,C;O;Ke6jB1C,C;iFAcA,yB;MAAA,4C;

M/BlpBA,+B;M+BkpBA,4B;QAWI,O/BnpBsC,e+BmpBvB,KAAR,iBAAQ,C/BnpBuB,C;O;K+BwoB1C,C;iFAcA
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,yB;MAAA,4C;M7BnpBA,iC;M6BmpBA,4B;QAWI,O7BppByC,gB6BopB1B,KAAR,iBAAQ,C7BppB0B,C;O;K6

ByoB7C,C;iFAcA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MA83FI,0D;MA93FJ,uC;QAWkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAm3FX,YAn3F

F,SAm3FN,QAAQ,CAn3FW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAfV,C;iFAkBA,yB;

MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAo3FI,0D;MAp3FJ,uC;QAWkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAy2FX,YAz2FF,SAy2FN,QAAQ,CA

z2FW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAfV,C;iFAkBA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;

MA02FI,0D;MA12FJ,uC;QAWkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SA+1FX,YA/1FF,SA+1FN,QAAQ,CA/1FW,CAAb,W;QAAd,

OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O

;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAfV,C;iFAkBA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,iE;MAg2FI,0D;MAh2FJ,uC;

QAWkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAq1FX,YAr1FF,SAq1FN,QAAQ,CAr1FW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB

;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAA

uB,mDAAvB,C;O;KAfV,C;+FAkBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,O9B1yBM,

K8B0yBlB,C;O;KAPnB,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,OfzyBQ,Keyy

BpB,C;O;KAPnB,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,O/Bt2BQ,K+Bs2BpB

,C;O;KAPnB,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAe,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,O7Br2BU,K6Bq2BtB,C;

O;KAPnB,C;IAUA,kC;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,k

C;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAQI,OAAW,mB

AAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;IAGpC,kC;MAQI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GA

AyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;K;6FAGpC,yB;MAAA,+C;MAkuFI,0D;MAluFJ,uC;QASkB,Q;QAAA,OAA

a,SAytFX,YAztFF,SAytFN,QAAQ,CAztFW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KA

AL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,

+C;MA0tFI,0D;MA1tFJ,uC;QASkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAitFX,YAjtFF,SAitFN,QAAQ,CAjtFW,CAAb,W;QAAd,O

AAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;

QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAktFI,0D;MAltFJ,uC;QASkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAysFX,

YAzsFF,SAysFN,QAAQ,CAzsFW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UA

Cd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAAA,+C;MA0s

FI,0D;MA1sFJ,uC;QASkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAisFX,YAjsFF,SAisFN,QAAQ,CAjsFW,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,sBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,

OAAO,I;O;KAbX,C;qFAgBA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KATX,C;

qFAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KATX,C;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,m

C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KATX,C;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KATX,C;IAYA,sC;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAv

B,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2

BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;

QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAQI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C;K;iG

AGX,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KARX,C;iGAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;

MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KARX,C;iGAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4

B;QAQI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KARX,C;iGAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,wBA

Aa,cAAb,C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,4C;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,

cAAR,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAA

R,CAAX,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CA

AX,C;K;IAGX,4C;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,sBAAI,MAAO,iBAAQ,cAAR,CAAX,C

;K;qFAGX,yB;MAAA,gD;M9B5hCA,6B;M8B4hCA,4B;QAOI,O9BzhCmC,c8ByhCpB,OAAR,iBAAQ,C9BzhCo

B,C;O;K8BkhCvC,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MfvhCA,+B;MeuhCA,4B;QAOI,OfphCsC,eeohCvB,OAAR,iBAAQ,

CfphCuB,C;O;Ke6gC1C,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;M/B9lCA,+B;M+B8lCA,4B;QAOI,O/B3lCsC,e+B2lCvB,OAA

R,iBAAQ,C/B3lCuB,C;O;K+BolC1C,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;M7B3lCA,iC;M6B2lCA,4B;QAOI,O7BxlCyC,gB
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6BwlC1B,OAAR,iBAAQ,C7BxlC0B,C;O;K6BilC7C,C;qFAUA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,wB;MAAA,8B;

MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,

O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,0D;O;K

AlBX,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;

QACrB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,I

AAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAA

L,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;O;KAlBX,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;M

AAA,0B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAA

zB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QA

ElB,OAAO,2D;O;KAlBX,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,4B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAST,

M;QAXP,aAAsB,I;QACtB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;QAGhB,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4D;O;KAlBX,C;IAqBA,oC;MAMI,

OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,oC;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GA

Ae,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,oC;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,G

AA4B,I;K;IAGvC,oC;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;K;iGAGvC,gC;MA

SoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC

,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MA

CI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,

OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K

;iGAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;Q

ACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MA

GhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;K;iGAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAsB,I;MACt

B,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,

KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MA

CnB,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,+B;MpBrhDI,IAAI,EoB+hDI,KAAK,CpB/hDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coB8hDc,sD;QpB7hDd,M

AAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoB8hDV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAA

pB,C;K;IAGX,+B;MpBniDI,IAAI,EoB6iDI,KAAK,CpB7iDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coB4iDc,sD;QpB3iDd,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoB4iDV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IA

GX,+B;MpBjjDI,IAAI,EoB2jDI,KAAK,CpB3jDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coB0jDc,sD;QpBzjDd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ

,WAAjC,C;OoB0jDV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,+B;MpB/

jDI,IAAI,EoBykDI,KAAK,CpBzkDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBwkDc,sD;QpBvkDd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,

C;OoBwkDV,OAAO,uBAAoB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,mC;MpB7kDI,IA

AI,EoBulDI,KAAK,CpBvlDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBslDc,sD;QpBrlDd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoBslD

V,OAAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,mC;MpB3lDI,IAAI,EoBqm

DI,KAAK,CpBrmDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBomDc,sD;QpBnmDd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoBomDV,O

AAO,mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,mC;MpBzmDI,IAAI,EoBmnDI,

KAAK,CpBnnDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBknDc,sD;QpBjnDd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoBknDV,OAAO,

mBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;IAGX,mC;MpBvnDI,IAAI,EoBioDI,KAAK,

CpBjoDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBgoDc,sD;QpB/nDd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoBgoDV,OAAO,mBAAg

B,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;K;mGAGX,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAkqEI,8D;MAl

qEJ,uC;QASI,iBAypEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAzpEhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL

,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAA

A,4C;MAAA,qD;MAypEI,8D;MAzpEJ,uC;QASI,iBAgpEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAhpEhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,

IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAA
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O,W;O;KAdX,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAgpEI,8D;MAhpEJ,uC;QASI,iBAuoEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,

CAvoEhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,

QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAuoEI,8D;MAvoEJ,

uC;QASI,iBA8nEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA9nEhB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CA

AV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,W;O;KAdX,C;2FAiBA,yB;MAAA,+D

;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI

,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;Y

ACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAlBX,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QA

Cf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eA

CJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAlB

X,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,c

AAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;Y

ACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAlBX,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;

QAWiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;Y

ACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAA

W,I;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;O;KAlBX,C;qFAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAS,gB;QAgRA,Q;QAAA,2B

;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAhRa,SAgRT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,

OAAJ,C;;QAhR1D,OAiRO,W;O;KA1RX,C;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAS,gB;QAiRA,Q;QA

AA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAjRc,SAiRV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAjR1D,OAkRO,W;O;KA3RX,C;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAS,gB;QAkR

A,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAlRc,SAkRV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,

WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlR1D,OAmRO,W;O;KA5RX,C;qFAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAS,g

B;QAmRA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAnRe,SAmRX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAnR1D,OAoRO,W;O;KA7RX,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWW

,kBAAgB,gB;QAm5HV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA11HT,IAzDsC,SAyD

lC,EA01HkB,cA11HlB,EA01HkB,sBA11HlB,WA01H2B,IA11H3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA01HZ,IA11HY,C;;QAz

D/C,OA2DO,W;O;KAtEX,C;mGAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWW,kBAAgB,gB;QAk5HV,gB;QADb,YAA

Y,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAt1HT,IA5DuC,SA4DnC,EAs1HkB,cAt1HlB,EAs1HkB,sBAt1

HlB,WAs1H2B,IAt1H3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAs1HZ,IAt1HY,C;;QA5D/C,OA8DO,W;O;KAzEX,C;mGAcA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWW,kBAAgB,gB;QAi5HV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UA

Aa,sB;UAl1HT,IA/DuC,SA+DnC,EAk1HkB,cAl1HlB,EAk1HkB,sBAl1HlB,WAk1H2B,IAl1H3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2

C,sBAk1HZ,IAl1HY,C;;QA/D/C,OAiEO,W;O;KA5EX,C;mGAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAWW,kBAAgB,g

B;QAg5HV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA90HT,IAlEwC,SAkEpC,EA80Hk

B,cA90HlB,EA80HkB,sBA90HlB,WA80H2B,IA90H3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA80HZ,IA90HY,C;;QAlE/C,OAoEO

,W;O;KA/EX,C;uGAcA,6C;MAs2HiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QA11HT

,IAAI,WA01HkB,cA11HlB,EA01HkB,sBA11HlB,WA01H2B,IA11H3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA01HZ,IA11HY,C;;

MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;uGAGX,6C;MAk2HiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;Q

At1HT,IAAI,WAs1HkB,cAt1HlB,EAs1HkB,sBAt1HlB,WAs1H2B,IAt1H3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAs1HZ,IAt1HY,

C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;uGAGX,6C;MA81HiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;

QAl1HT,IAAI,WAk1HkB,cAl1HlB,EAk1HkB,sBAl1HlB,WAk1H2B,IAl1H3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBAk1HZ,IAl1H

Y,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;uGAGX,6C;MA01HiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,s

B;QA90HT,IAAI,WA80HkB,cA90HlB,EA80HkB,sBA90HlB,WA80H2B,IA90H3B,CAAJ,C;UAA2C,sBA80HZ,I

A90HY,C;;MAE/C,OAAO,W;K;2FAGX,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAY,gB;QAgDH,Q;QAAA,2B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAhDY,SAgDX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhD3D,OAiDO,W;O;KA1DX,C;2FAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAY,gB;QAiDH,

Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAjDa,SAiDZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAy

B,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAjD3D,OAkDO,W;O;KA3DX,C;2FAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAY

,gB;QAkDH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAlDa,SAkDZ,CAAU,OAAV,C
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AAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlD3D,OAmDO,W;O;KA5DX,C;2FAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;

QASW,kBAAY,gB;QAmDH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAnDc,SAmDb,

CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAnD3D,OAoDO,W;O;KA7DX,C;+FAYA,6C;MASo

B,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,W

AAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;+FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA

gB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;+FA

GX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL

,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;K;+FAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,O

AAO,W;K;yFAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;yFAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,O

AAO,W;K;yFAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;K;yFAGX,6C;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,O

AAO,W;K;IAGX,sC;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O3BvjEe,W;O2BwjEtC,OAA4D,SA0iDrD,cAAkB,c

AAR,iBAAQ,EA1iDN,OAAQ,MA0iDF,EA1iDS,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA0iDT,CAAlB,CA1iDqD,C;K;I

AGhE,sC;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O3BjkEe,W;O2BkkEtC,OAA4D,SAgjDrD,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAA

Q,EAhjDP,OAAQ,MAgjDD,EAhjDQ,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAgjDR,CAAnB,CAhjDqD,C;K;IAGhE,sC;

MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O3B3kEe,W;O2B4kEtC,OAA4D,UAsjDrD,eAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAtjD

P,OAAQ,MAsjDD,EAtjDQ,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAsjDR,CAAnB,CAtjDqD,C;K;IAGhE,sC;MAMI,IA

AI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O3BrlEe,W;O2BslEtC,OAA4D,UA4jDrD,gBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EA5jDR,OAAQ,

MA4jDA,EA5jDO,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA4jDP,CAApB,CA5jDqD,C;K;IAGhE,sC;MASkB,Q;MAHd,

WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,i

BAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MA

ET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,C

AAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,

IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,E

AAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,iBAAiB,IAAjB,C;MACG,yB

;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,sC;MA

SkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;M

ACtB,WAAW,iBAAkB,IAAlB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAA

J,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,OAAO,cAAkB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAlB,C;K;IAGX,

2C;MAMI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,i

BAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,OAAO,gBAAoB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAApB,C;

K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,OAAO,cAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAlB,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,OAAO,eAAmB,

cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAAnB,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,OAAO,eAAmB,aAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAA

nB,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAMI,OAAO,gBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,EAAW,OAAX,CAApB,C;K;IAGX,+B;MAgBiB,Q;Mp

B7xEb,IAAI,EoBuxEI,KAAK,CpBvxET,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBsxEc,sD;QpBrxEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,

C;OoBsxEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,

IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAg

B,CAAhB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CA

Af,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAgBiB,Q;MpBrzEb,IAAI,EoB+yEI,KAAK,CpB/yET,CAAJ,C;QA

CI,coB8yEc,sD;QpB7yEd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoB8yEV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,

W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAA

K,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAA

a,sB;QACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAgBi

B,Q;MpB70Eb,IAAI,EoBu0EI,KAAK,CpBv0ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBs0Ec,sD;QpBr0Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,
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WAAjC,C;OoBs0EV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;

MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAA

W,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mC

AAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,+B;MAgBiB,Q;MpBr2Eb,IAAI,EoB+1EI,KAAK,CpB/1ET,CA

AJ,C;QACI,coB81Ec,sD;QpB71Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoB81EV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY

,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAA

O,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb

,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;QACL,IAAI,mCAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;;MAER,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,mC

;MpB72EI,IAAI,EoBu3EI,KAAK,CpBv3ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBs3Ec,sD;QpBr3Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WA

AjC,C;OoBs3EV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAA

e,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MAC

nB,WAAW,iBAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBA

AK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,mC;MpBl4EI,IAAI,EoB44EI,KAAK,CpB54ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,coB

24Ec,sD;QpB14Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoB24EV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MA

CnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,O

AAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,I

AAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,mC;MpBv5EI,IA

AI,EoBi6EI,KAAK,CpBj6ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBg6Ec,sD;QpB/5Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoBg6E

V,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;

MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iB

AAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA

J,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,mC;MpB56EI,IAAI,EoBs7EI,KAAK,CpBt7ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,coBq7Ec,sD;QpBp7

Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OoBq7EV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;

MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,O

AAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,iBAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IA

A7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;K;mGAGX,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAs

2CI,8D;MAt2CJ,uC;QASI,iBA61CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CA71ChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,s

BAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAdX,C;mGA

iBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MA61CI,8D;MA71CJ,uC;QASI,iBAo1CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAp1ChB,WAA+B,C

AA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,

C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAdX,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAo1CI,8D;MAp1CJ,uC;QASI,iBA20CgB,

cAAR,iBAAQ,CA30ChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,

OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAdX,C;mGAiBA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MA20

CI,8D;MA30CJ,uC;QASI,iBAk0CgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAl0ChB,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sB

AAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;O;KAdX,C;2FAiB

A,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IA

AI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;

MAAA,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,U

AAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,+D;

MAAA,uC;QAUiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,

IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAfX,C;uFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAA

A,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAPZ,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAPZ,

C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAOY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAPZ,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QA

OY,QAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAPZ,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gD;QAaY,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,SAAR,EAAm

B,OAAnB,C;O;KAbZ,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gD;QAaY,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAA

nB,C;O;KAbZ,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gD;QAaY,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;O;
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KAbZ,C;sFAgBA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gD;QAaY,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;O;KAbZ,C

;IAgBA,gC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO

,I;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OA

AO,I;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,

OAAO,I;K;IAGX,gC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,WAAL,IAAK,C;MA

CL,OAAO,I;K;kGAGX,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,mBAAkB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAlB,C;

O;KAPX,C;kGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;O;

KAPX,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,oBAAmB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;O;K

APX,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAOI,OAAO,qBAAoB,cAAR,iBAAQ,CAApB,C;O;KAP

X,C;IAUA,+B;MAMI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,+B;MAMI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,+B;MAMI,sBAAQ,4BA

AR,C;K;IAGJ,+B;MAMI,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAGJ,uC;MAQI,aA8+BgB,gBAAR,iBAAQ,CA9+BhB,OAA2B,C

AA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,sBAAK,C

AAL,EAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,C;QACA,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,IAAV,C;;K;IAIR,uC;MAQI,aAs+BgB,gBA

AR,iBAAQ,CAt+BhB,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,sB

AAK,CAAL,C;QACX,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,C;QACA,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,IAAV,C;;K

;IAIR,uC;MAQI,aA89BgB,gBAAR,iBAAQ,CA99BhB,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,C

AAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,C;QACA,sB

AAK,CAAL,EAAU,IAAV,C;;K;IAIR,uC;MAQI,aAs9BgB,gBAAR,iBAAQ,CAt9BhB,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,

QAAQ,MAAO,iBAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAR,C;QACf,WAAW,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACX,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,sBA

AK,CAAL,CAAV,C;QACA,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,IAAV,C;;K;IAIR,sC;MAMI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;

QApSI,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q;IAySZ,sC;MAMI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QAtSI,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q;IA2SZ,

sC;MAMI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QAxSI,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q;IA6SZ,sC;MAMI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;

QACI,iB;QA1SI,UAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q;IA+SZ,6B;MAMoB,kBA+nBT,cAAU,iBnB58EO,QmB48EjB,C;MA/nBiB,m

B;MAAxB,OAAiC,SjBv3F1B,WiBu3F0B,C;K;IAGrC,8B;MAMoB,kBAkoBT,eAAmB,UAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;

MAloBiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,SjBh4F1B,WiBg4F0B,C;K;IAGrC,8B;MAMoB,kBAqoBT,eAAW,iBnBx/EM,Qm

Bw/EjB,C;MAroBiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,UjBz4F1B,WiBy4F0B,C;K;IAGrC,8B;MAMoB,kBAwoBT,gBAAY,iB

nB1/EK,QmB0/EjB,C;MAxoBiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,UjBl5F1B,WiBk5F0B,C;K;IAGrC,kC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAA

J,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBA0lBd,cA1lBA,SA0lBU,QnB58EO,QmB48EjB,C;MA1lBsB,mB;MAA7B,OjB55F

O,W;K;IiB+5FX,kC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBA4lBd,eAAmB,UA5lBnB,SA4lBW,QAA

Q,CAAnB,C;MA5lBsB,mB;MAA7B,OjBt6FO,W;K;IiBy6FX,kC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,

kBA8lBd,eA9lBA,SA8lBW,QnBx/EM,QmBw/EjB,C;MA9lBsB,mB;MAA7B,OjBh7FO,W;K;IiBm7FX,mC;MAM

I,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAgmBd,gBAhmBA,SAgmBY,QnB1/EK,QmB0/EjB,C;MAhmBsB,m

B;MAA7B,OjB17FO,W;K;IiB67FX,4C;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAkjBd,cAljBA,SAkjB

U,QnB58EO,QmB48EjB,C;MAljBsB,8B;MAA7B,OjBp8FO,W;K;IiBu8FX,4C;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OA

AO,S;MACD,kBAojBd,eAAmB,UApjBnB,SAojBW,QAAQ,CAAnB,C;MApjBsB,8B;MAA7B,OjB98FO,W;K;IiB

i9FX,4C;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAsjBd,eAtjBA,SAsjBW,QnBx/EM,QmBw/EjB,C;M

AtjBsB,8B;MAA7B,OjBx9FO,W;K;IiB29FX,6C;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAwjBd,gBA

xjBA,SAwjBY,QnB1/EK,QmB0/EjB,C;MAxjBsB,8B;MAA7B,OjBl+FO,W;K;IiBq+FX,uC;MAQoB,kBAygBT,cA

AU,iBnB58EO,QmB48EjB,C;MAzgBiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YjB7+F1B,WiB6+F0B,C;K;IAGrC,wC;MAQoB,kB

A0gBT,eAAmB,UAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;MA1gBiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YjBx/F1B,WiBw/F0B,C;K;IAGrC,wC

;MAQoB,kBA2gBT,eAAW,iBnBx/EM,QmBw/EjB,C;MA3gBiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YjBngG1B,WiBmgG0B,C;

K;IAGrC,wC;MAQoB,kBA4gBT,gBAAY,iBnB1/EK,QmB0/EjB,C;MA5gBiB,mB;MAAxB,OAAiC,YjB9gG1B,W

iB8gG0B,C;K;4FAGrC,qB;MAQI,OAAO,iB;K;0FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,iB;K;4FA+BX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,iB;K;

8FAGX,qB;MAQI,OAAO,iB;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,SAAX,C;O;KARX,C;4

FAWA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,mBAAU,SAAV,C;O;KARX,C;8FAWA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4

B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,SAAX,C;O;KARX,C;gGAWA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,qBAAY,SAAZ,

C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,2C;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,2C;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAA

K,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,2C;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,2C;MASI,OAAY,gBAA
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L,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,2C;MAOI,OAAqB,cAAd,4CAAc,EAAc,oCAAd,C;K;IAGzB,2C;MAOI,OAAq

B,cAAd,4CAAc,EAAc,oCAAd,C;K;IAGzB,2C;MAOI,OAAqB,cAAd,4CAAc,EAAc,oCAAd,C;K;IAGzB,2C;MA

OI,OAAqB,cAAd,4CAAc,EAAc,oCAAd,C;K;IAGzB,sC;MAQI,OAAY,kBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MAQI,OA

AY,kBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MAQI,OAAY,kBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MAQI,OAAY,kBAAL,SAAK,C

;K;IAGhB,sC;MAMI,OAAqB,gBAAd,4CAAc,C;K;IAGzB,sC;MAMI,OAAqB,gBAAd,4CAAc,C;K;IAGzB,sC;M

AMI,OAAqB,gBAAd,4CAAc,C;K;IAGzB,sC;MAMI,OAAqB,gBAAd,4CAAc,C;K;IAGzB,sC;MAUI,OAAY,kBA

AL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MAUI,OAAY,kBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MAUI,OAAY,kBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGh

B,sC;MAUI,OAAY,kBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MAQW,Q;MAAP,OAAO,sDAAmB,IAAnB,EAAyB,GAAzB,

EAA8B,GAA9B,2BAAsC,M;K;IAGjD,sC;MAQW,Q;MAAP,OAAO,sDAAmB,IAAnB,EAAyB,GAAzB,EAA8B,

GAA9B,2BAAsC,M;K;IAGjD,sC;MAQW,Q;MAAP,OAAO,sDAAmB,IAAnB,EAAyB,GAAzB,EAA8B,GAA9B,

2BAAsC,M;K;IAGjD,sC;MAQW,Q;MAAP,OAAO,sDAAmB,IAAnB,EAAyB,GAAzB,EAA8B,GAA9B,2BAAsC,

M;K;sFAGjD,yB;MnBxhFA,8C;MmBwhFA,kF;QAmB6D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;Q

AAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QnBvhF1H,UmBwhFA,iBnBxhFA,EmBwhFiB,WAAY,QnBxhF7B,EmBwhFsC,iBnB

xhFtC,EmBwhFyD,UnBxhFzD,EmBwhFqE,QnBxhFrE,C;QmByhFA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;wFAwBA,yB;MnBx

hFA,8C;MmBwhFA,kF;QAmB+D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAg

B,c;QnBvhF5H,UmBwhFA,iBnBxhFA,EmBwhFiB,WAAY,QnBxhF7B,EmBwhFsC,iBnBxhFtC,EmBwhFyD,UnB

xhFzD,EmBwhFqE,QnBxhFrE,C;QmByhFA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;wFAwBA,yB;MnBxnFA,8C;MmBwnFA,kF;

QAmB+D,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QnBvnF5H,UmBwn

FA,iBnBxnFA,EmBwnFiB,WAAY,QnBxnF7B,EmBwnFsC,iBnBxnFtC,EmBwnFyD,UnBxnFzD,EmBwnFqE,QnB

xnFrE,C;QmBynFA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;wFAwBA,yB;MnBxnFA,8C;MmBwnFA,kF;QAmBiE,iC;UAAA,oBA

AyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,c;QnBvnF9H,UmBwnFA,iBnBxnFA,EmBwnFiB

,WAAY,QnBxnF7B,EmBwnFsC,iBnBxnFtC,EmBwnFyD,UnBxnFzD,EmBwnFqE,QnBxnFrE,C;QmBynFA,OAA

O,W;O;KArBX,C;kFAwBA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,mBAAU,iBnB58EO,QmB48EjB,C;O;KATX

,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,CAAnB,C;O;KATX,C;

oFAYA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,oBAAW,iBnBx/EM,QmBw/EjB,C;O;KATX,C;oFAYA,yB;MAA

A,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,qBAAY,iBnB1/EK,QmB0/EjB,C;O;KATX,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;

MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,mBAAkB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAlB,C;O;KAXX,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;

MAAA,yC;MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAnB,C;O;KAXX,C;oFAcA,yB;

MAAA,+C;MAAA,yC;MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAmB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAAnB,C;O;KAXX,C;

oFAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,2C;MAAA,qC;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAoB,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,OAAP,CAApB,C;O

;KAXX,C;4FAcA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,uC;MAAA,gD;QAaI,OAAO,mBAAkB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,E

AAuB,OAAvB,CAAlB,C;O;KAbX,C;8FAgBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,gD;QAaI,OAAO,oBAAmB,YA

AR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAnB,C;O;KAbX,C;8FAgBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yC;MAAA,gD

;QAaI,OAAO,oBAAmB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAAnB,C;O;KAbX,C;6FAgBA,yB;MAA

A,0D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,gD;QAaI,OAAO,qBAAoB,YAAR,iBAAQ,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,OAAvB,CAApB,C;O;

KAbX,C;IAgBA,sD;MAWyC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAChE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,O

9BniHoB,K8BmiHzB,EAAsB,SAAtB,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;K;IAGZ,wD;MAW2C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;

QAAA,UAAe,c;MAClE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,OfviHsB,KeuiH3B,EAAuB,SAAvB,EAAkC,OAAlC,C;K;IAGZ,w

D;MAW2C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAClE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,O/BzmHsB,K+Bym

H3B,EAAuB,SAAvB,EAAkC,OAAlC,C;K;IAGZ,wD;MAW6C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;

MACpE,OAAR,iBAAQ,EAAK,O7B7mHwB,K6B6mH7B,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,OAAnC,C;K;8FASR,yB;MA

AA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAAhB,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OA

AQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAAhB,C;+FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAAh

B,C;+FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAAhB,C;kGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAAhB,C;kGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,i

BAAQ,C;O;KAAhB,C;mGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAAhB,C;mGAQ

A,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAQ,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KAAhB,C;iFAEJ,yB;MAAA,uC;MnBvoEA,iD;M

mBuoEA,qC;QAOqB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU,O9B1pHM,K;Q8B0pHjC,OAAO,mBnBzoEA,2BAxIK,gBAAW,SAAX,
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EAwIL,CmByoEA,C;O;KAPX,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MnBzoEA,iD;MmByoEA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,oBnB3oEA,q

BmB2oEW,iBnB3oEX,EAxIK,mBmBmxEgB,OfzpHO,KJs4CvB,CAwIL,CmB2oEA,C;O;KAPX,C;iFAUA,yB;M

AAA,yC;MnB3qEA,iD;MmB2qEA,qC;QAOsB,4B;QAAA,gBAAU,O/BttHO,K;Q+BstHnC,OAAO,oBnB7qEA,2B

AxIK,eAAY,SAAZ,EAwIL,CmB6qEA,C;O;KAPX,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,2C;MnB7qEA,iD;MmB6qEA,qC;QAOu

B,4B;QAAA,gBAAU,O7BrtHQ,K;Q6BqtHrC,OAAO,qBnB/qEA,2BAxIK,gBAAa,SAAb,EAwIL,CmB+qEA,C;O;

KAPX,C;IAUA,sC;MAQoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,K

AAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,

O9BnsHX,K;;M8BosHjC,OAAO,cAAU,MAAV,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAQoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAA

qB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;Q

AAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,OfpsHT,K;;MeqsHnC,OAAO,eAAW,MAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAQoB,

UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,iBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;M

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O/BnwHT,K;;M+BowHnC,O

AAO,eAAW,MAAX,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAQoB,UAAiB,M;MAFjC,YAAY,c;MACZ,aAAqB,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAO,i

BAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,C;MACL,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAU,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,s

BAAP,YAAkB,O7BpwHP,K;;M6BqwHrC,OAAO,gBAAY,MAAZ,C;K;iFAGX,yB;MAAA,uC;MnB/tEA,iD;MmB

+tEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,mBnBjuEA,qBmBiuEU,iBnBjuEV,EmBiuEoB,QAAS,QnBjuE7B,CmBiuEA,C;O;KAPX,C

;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MnBjuEA,iD;MmBiuEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,oBnBnuEA,qBmBmuEW,iBnBnuEX,EmBmuE

qB,QAAS,QnBnuE9B,CmBmuEA,C;O;KAPX,C;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MnBnwEA,iD;MmBmwEA,sC;QAOI,OA

AO,oBnBrwEA,qBmBqwEW,iBnBrwEX,EmBqwEqB,QAAS,QnBrwE9B,CmBqwEA,C;O;KAPX,C;iFAUA,yB;M

AAA,2C;MnBrwEA,iD;MmBqwEA,sC;QAOI,OAAO,qBnBvwEA,qBmBuwEY,iBnBvwEZ,EmBuwEsB,QAAS,Q

nBvwE/B,CmBuwEA,C;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,2B;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,CAA

hB,EAAmB,cAAnB,C;K;IAGlB,2B;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,CAAhB,EAAm

B,cAAnB,C;K;IAGlB,2B;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,CAAhB,EAAmB,cAAnB,

C;K;IAGlB,2B;MAQI,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,CAAhB,EAAmB,cAAnB,C;K;IAGlB

,+C;MAa0B,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MACzD,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B

,EAAsC,cAAtC,C;MACb,YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,SAAhB,EAA2B,OAA3B,C;K;IAGJ,+C;MAa2B,yB;QAAA,YA

AiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAC1D,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,cAAtC,C;MACb,

YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,SAAhB,EAA2B,OAA3B,C;K;IAGJ,+C;MAa2B,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,

UAAe,c;MAC1D,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,cAAtC,C;MACb,YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,SA

AhB,EAA2B,OAA3B,C;K;IAGJ,+C;MAa4B,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAC3D,oCAAa,2

BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,cAAtC,C;MACb,YAAU,SAAV,EAAgB,SAAhB,EAA2B,OAA3B,C;K;I

AGJ,0D;MAaI,kBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MAh8CQ,WAAR,iBAAQ,EAi8CA,SAj8CA,EAi8CW,OAj8CX

,C;K;IAo8CZ,0D;MAaI,kBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MAj8CQ,WAAR,iBAAQ,EAk8CA,SAl8CA,EAk8CW

,OAl8CX,C;K;IAq8CZ,0D;MAaI,kBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MAl8CQ,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAm8CA,SAn8CA

,EAm8CW,OAn8CX,C;K;IAs8CZ,0D;MAaI,kBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;MAn8CQ,WAAR,iBAAQ,EAo8C

A,SAp8CA,EAo8CW,OAp8CX,C;K;8FAu8CZ,qB;MAQI,OAAO,iBnB3jGiB,Q;K;4FmB8jG5B,qB;MAQI,OAAO,

iBnBljGiB,Q;K;8FmBqjG5B,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAe,OAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KARnB,C;gGAWA,qB;

MAQI,OAAO,iBnBllGiB,Q;K;ImB2lGL,gD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IANlC,iC;MAMI,OAAO,

iBAAM,cAAN,EAAY,8BAAZ,C;K;IASY,kD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IANlC,mC;MAMI,OAA

O,iBAAM,cAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;K;IASY,kD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IANlC,mC;MAMI,O

AAO,iBAAM,cAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;K;IASY,kD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IANlC,mC;MAMI

,OAAO,iBAAM,cAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;K;IASiB,gD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IANvC,iC;MA

MI,OJtqIO,eAAW,+BIsqIA,gBJtqIA,GAAgB,kBIsqIV,8BJtqIU,CAAhB,CAAX,C;K;gGIyqIX,yB;MAAA,yC;MA

AA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,SnBppGM,QmBopGjB,C;O;KARX,C;IAiB2B,8C;MAAA,wB;QAAW,wBAAK,K

AAL,C;O;K;IANtC,gC;MAMI,OH1rIO,cAAU,gCG0rIA,gBH1rIA,GAAe,iBG0rIT,6BH1rIS,CAAf,CAAV,C;K;8F

G6rIX,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,mBAAU,SnBppGO,QmBopGjB,C;O;KARX,C;IAiB4B,gD;MAA

A,wB;QAAW,yBAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IANvC,iC;MAMI,OF9sIO,eAAW,kBE8sIA,gBF9sIA,EAAgB,kBE8sIV,8BF

9sIU,CAAhB,CAAX,C;K;gGEitIX,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,yC;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,oBAAgB,OAAL,SAAK,C
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AAhB,C;O;KARX,C;IAiB6B,kD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,0BAAK,KAAL,C;O;K;IANxC,kC;MAMI,ODluIO,gBAAY,

gCCkuIA,gBDluIA,GAAiB,mBCkuIX,+BDluIW,CAAjB,CAAZ,C;K;kGCquIX,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAQI,

OAAO,qBAAY,SnBtsGK,QmBssGjB,C;O;KARX,C;mGAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;

QAcI,aAAa,mBAAyC,cAAlB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAAzC,C;QAsEG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UArEO,MAsEP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtEe,aAsEF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtEhB,OAAuB,M

;O;KAf3B,C;mGAkBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAcI,aAAa,mBAA0C,cAAlB,YAAY,c

AAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAA1C,C;QAsEG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UArEO,MAs

EP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtEe,aAsEF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtEhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAf3B,C;kGAkBA,yB;MAAA,0D;

MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;QAcI,aAAa,mBAA0C,cAAlB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAA1C,C;

QAsEG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UArEO,MAsEP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtEe,aAsEF,CAAc,

OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtEhB,OAAuB,M;O;KAf3B,C;mGAkBA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,uE;MAAA,2C;Q

AcI,aAAa,mBAA2C,cAAlB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,CAA3C,C;QAsEG,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UArEO,MAsEP,aAAI,OAAJ,EAtEe,aAsEF,CAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;QAtEhB,OAAuB,M;

O;KAf3B,C;uGAkBA,iD;MAYoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,O

AAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;uGAGX,iD;MAYoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;uGAGX,iD;

MAYoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,C

AAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;uGAGX,iD;MAYoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,

WAAY,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,cAAc,OAAd,CAAb,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;K;uFAGX,yB;MAAA,+D;MAoLA,gD;MA

pLA,uC;QASW,kBAAU,gB;QAkLD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAnL6B,SAm

LlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QApLhB,OAsLO,W;O;KA/LX,C;uFAYA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAsLA,gD;MAtLA,uC;QASW,kBAAU,gB;QAoLD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;

UACZ,WArL6B,SAqLlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAtLhB,OAwLO,W;O;KAjM

X,C;uFAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAwLA,gD;MAxLA,uC;QASW,kBAAU,gB;QAsLD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAvL6B,SAuLlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAxLh

B,OA0LO,W;O;KAnMX,C;uFAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA0LA,gD;MA1LA,uC;QASW,kBAAU,gB;QAwLD,Q;QAA

A,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAzL6B,SAyLlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,E

AAO,IAAP,C;;QA1LhB,OA4LO,W;O;KArMX,C;qGAYA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA4DA,gD;MA5DA,uC;QAYW,kBA

AiB,gB;QA2DR,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA5DoC,SA4D

zB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA7DhB,OA+DO,

W;O;KA3EX,C;qGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MA+DA,gD;MA/DA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QA8DR,gB;QADhB,YAA

Y,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA/DoC,SA+DzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,

WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAhEhB,OAkEO,W;O;KA9EX,C;qGAeA,yB;MAA

A,+D;MAkEA,gD;MAlEA,uC;QAYW,kBAAiB,gB;QAiER,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAlEoC,SAkEzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,

WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAnEhB,OAqEO,W;O;KAjFX,C;qGAeA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAqEA,gD;MArEA,uC;QAY

W,kBAAiB,gB;QAoER,gB;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WArEoC,

SAqEzB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAtEhB,OA

wEO,W;O;KApFX,C;yGAeA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ

,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;yGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;Q

AFzB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,

WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;yGAkBA,yB;MAAA,g

D;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA

AW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,

W;O;KAfX,C;yGAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAWoB,UACS,M;QAFzB,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,OAAnB,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAA

Y,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAfX,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAA
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hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAE

hB,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;2FAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,

C;2FAcA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAA

W,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;2FAcA,yB;MAAA,gD

;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UAC

C,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;O;KAXX,C;uFAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA4HA,+D;MA5HA,y

C;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QA4HD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA7HoD,WA6H1C,

CAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B99IP,U;UADP,Y0Bg+Ie,W1Bh+IH,W0Bg+IwB,G1Bh+IxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a

0B89IuC,gB;YAA5B,W1B79IX,a0B69IgC,G1B79IhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0B09IA,iB;UACA,I

AAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA/HT,OAiIO,W;O;KA7IX,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAiIA,+D;MAjIA,yC;QAYW,kBA

AU,oB;QAiID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAlIqD,WAkI3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U

1Bl/IP,U;UADP,Y0Bo/Ie,W1Bp/IH,W0Bo/IwB,G1Bp/IxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0Bk/IuC,gB;YAA5B,

W1Bj/IX,a0Bi/IgC,G1Bj/IhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0B8+IA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;Q

ApIT,OAsIO,W;O;KAlJX,C;sFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsIA,+D;MAtIA,yC;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QAsID,Q;QAAA,

2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAvIqD,WAuI3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U1BtgJP,U;UADP,Y0Bwg

Je,W1BxgJH,W0BwgJwB,G1BxgJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0BsgJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BrgJX,a0BqgJgC,

G1BrgJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BkgJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzIT,OA2IO,W;O;

KAvJX,C;uFAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA2IA,+D;MA3IA,yC;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QA2ID,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA5IsD,WA4I5C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B1hJP,U;UADP,Y0B4hJe,W1B5hJH,W0

B4hJwB,G1B5hJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0B0hJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BzhJX,a0ByhJgC,G1BzhJhC,EAAS

,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BshJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9IT,OAgJO,W;O;KA5JX,C;uFAeA

,yB;MAAA,wE;MAgJA,+D;MAhJA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QAgJD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,UAjJiD,WAiJvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B/iJP,U;UADP,Y0BijJe,W1BjjJH,W0BijJwB,G1BjjJxB,C;U

ACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0B+iJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1B9iJX,a0B8iJgC,G1B9iJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAE

A,c;;U0B2iJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAnJyD,cAmJrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAnJT,OAqJO,W;O;KAlKX,C;uFAgB

A,yB;MAAA,wE;MAqJA,+D;MArJA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QAqJD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UACZ,UAtJiD,WAsJvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U1BpkJP,U;UADP,Y0BskJe,W1BtkJH,W0BskJwB,G1BtkJx

B,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0BokJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BnkJX,a0BmkJgC,G1BnkJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BgkJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAxJyD,cAwJrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAxJT,OA0JO,W;O;KAvKX,

C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA0JA,+D;MA1JA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QA0JD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA3JiD,WA2JvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U1BzlJP,U;UADP,Y0B2lJe,W1B3lJH,W0B2lJwB,

G1B3lJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0BylJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BxlJX,a0BwlJgC,G1BxlJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;

YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BqlJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA7JyD,cA6JrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA7JT,OA+JO,W;O;KA

5KX,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA+JA,+D;MA/JA,yD;QAaW,kBAAU,oB;QA+JD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAhKiD,WAgKvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B9mJP,U;UADP,Y0BgnJe,W1BhnJH,W0

BgnJwB,G1BhnJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0B8mJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1B7mJX,a0B6mJgC,G1B7mJhC,EA

AS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0B0mJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAlKyD,cAkKrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAlKT,O

AoKO,W;O;KAjLX,C;2FAgBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UA

AgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B99IP,U;UADP,Y0Bg+Ie,W1Bh+IH,W0Bg+IwB,G1Bh+IxB,C;UACL

,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0B89IuC,gB;YAA5B,W1B79IX,a0B69IgC,G1B79IhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c

;;U0B09IA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;

QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1Bl/IP,U;UADP,

Y0Bo/Ie,W1Bp/IH,W0Bo/IwB,G1Bp/IxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0Bk/IuC,gB;YAA5B,W1Bj/IX,a0Bi/Ig

C,G1Bj/IhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0B8+IA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O

;KAjBX,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UA

CZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1BtgJP,U;UADP,Y0BwgJe,W1BxgJH,W0BwgJwB,G1BxgJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAA

J,C;YACH,a0BsgJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BrgJX,a0BqgJgC,G1BrgJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BkgJA,
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iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sD;QAYoB,Q;

QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B1hJP,U;UADP,Y0B4hJe,

W1B5hJH,W0B4hJwB,G1B5hJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0B0hJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BzhJX,a0ByhJgC,G1

BzhJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BshJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAj

BX,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,U

AAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B/iJP,U;UADP,Y0BijJe,W1BjjJH,W0BijJwB,G1BjjJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,

a0B+iJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1B9iJX,a0B8iJgC,G1B9iJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0B2iJA,iB;UACA,IA

AK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAlBX,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;Q

AAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1BpkJP,U;UADP,Y0BskJe,W

1BtkJH,W0BskJwB,G1BtkJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0BokJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BnkJX,a0BmkJgC,G1Bn

kJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BgkJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO

,W;O;KAlBX,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB

;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1BzlJP,U;UADP,Y0B2lJe,W1B3lJH,W0B2lJwB,G1B3lJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,a0BylJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1BxlJX,a0BwlJgC,G1BxlJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0BqlJA

,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAlBX,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,sE

;QAaoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U1B9mJP,U;UAD

P,Y0BgnJe,W1BhnJH,W0BgnJwB,G1BhnJxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a0B8mJuC,gB;YAA5B,W1B7mJX,

a0B6mJgC,G1B7mJhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;YAEA,c;;U0B0mJA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAA

J,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;O;KAlBX,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,

Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,

OAwKO,W;O;KAlLX,C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B

;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;

O;KAlLX,C;8EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OA

Aa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;O;KAlLX,

C;+EAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAsKA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C

;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAvKiB,SAuKb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAvKhB,OAwKO,W;O;KAlLX,C;4FAaA,yB

;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAqDP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAA

b,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAtDwB,SAsDpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAtD

hB,OAuDO,W;O;KAjEX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAwDP,gB;QADb,

YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAzDwB,SAyDpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sB

AAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAzDhB,OA0DO,W;O;KApEX,C;6FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kB

AAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QA2DP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA5

DwB,SA4DpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA5DhB,OA6DO,W;O;KAvEX,C;4FAa

A,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAUW,kBAAa,eAAa,cAAb,C;QA8DP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa

,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA/DwB,SA+DpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;

QA/DhB,OAgEO,W;O;KA1EX,C;iGAaA,6C;MAWiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cA

Ab,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,

W;K;iGAGX,6C;MAWiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAA

Y,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;iGAGX,6C;MAWiB,U

ACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EA

AU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;iGAGX,6C;MAWiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;

MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAn

B,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;mFAGX,6C;MAQiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WA

AY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;mFAGX,6C;MAQiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,

C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;mFAGX,6C;MAQiB,Q;MAAA,

2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;K;mFAG

X,6C;MAQiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MA

ChB,OAAO,W;K;IAUiB,6C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,gC;O;K;IAP9B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;K;IAUiB,6
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C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,gC;O;K;IAP9B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;K;IAUiB,6C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,gC;

O;K;IAP9B,iC;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;K;IAUiB,6C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,gC;O;K;IAP9B,iC;MAOI,OA

AO,qBAAiB,8BAAjB,C;K;+EAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IA

AI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;+EAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,O

AAO,I;K;+EAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU

,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;+EAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;K;+EAGX

,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KATnB,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,

OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KATnB,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KATnB,

C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAe,IAAR,iBAAQ,C;O;KATnB,C;+EAYA,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAA

O,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,C

AAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;Q

AAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;K;+EAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;

MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MA

CrD,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;Q

AAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C

;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,O

AAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;K;mFAGX,gC;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI

,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;MAC9C,OAAO,

K;K;iFAGX,yC;MAaoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc

,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;iFAGX,yC;MAaoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;

MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;i

FAGX,yC;MAaoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UA

AU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;iFAGX,yC;MAaoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;+FA

GX,yC;MAeoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB

,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;+F

AGX,yC;MAeoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAg

B,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;+

FAGX,yC;MAeoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA

gB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;K;

+FAGX,yC;MAeoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;

K;0FAGX,yB;MA1uDI,8D;MA0uDJ,gD;QAeoC,Q;QAHhC,YAtvDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAuvDhB,kBAAkB,O;Q

AClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QA

ElB,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAtvDI,8D;MAsvDJ,gD;QAeoC,Q;QAHhC,YAlwDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C

;QAmwDhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAA

V,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;2FAoBA,yB;MAlwDI,8D;MAkwDJ,gD;QAeoC,Q;QAHhC

,YA9wDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+wDhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBA

AI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;2FAoBA,yB;MA9wDI,8D;M

A8wDJ,gD;QAeoC,Q;QAHhC,YA1xDgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA2xDhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,

C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAjBX,C;y

GAoBA,yB;MA1zDI,8D;MA0zDJ,gD;QAaI,YAv0DgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAw0DhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,

SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,

OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;yGAsBA,yB;MAx0DI,8D;MAw0DJ,gD;QAaI,YAr1DgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAs1DhB,kBA
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AkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA

7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;yGAsBA,yB;MAt1DI,8D;MAs1DJ,gD;QAaI,YAn2DgB,cAAR,iB

AAQ,C;QAo2DhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAA

J,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;yGAsBA,yB;MAp2DI,8D;MAo2DJ,gD;Q

AaI,YAj3DgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAk3DhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAnBX,C;uFAsBA,6B;MA

OoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;uFAG1B,6B;MAOoB,Q;

MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;uFAG1B,6B;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,

2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;uFAG1B,6B;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;K;qGAG1B,6B;MAUiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,

C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;qGAG

vB,6B;MAUiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,E

AAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;qGAGvB,6B;MAUiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,

cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;K;qGAGvB,6B;MAUiB,UAAa,M;M

AD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAA

hB,C;;K;IAGvB,2B;MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;

MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;mFAGX,yB;MA9gEI,8D;MA8gEJ,sC;QAMW,sB;;UAuCP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;

YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBA7jEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;UA8jEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;Y

AAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3CmB,QA2CJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YA

CI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9Ce,QA8CP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI

,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QApDP,yB;O;KANJ,C;mFASA,yB;MA/gEI,8D;MA+gEJ,sC;Q

AMW,sB;;UAuDP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBA9kEgB

,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;UA+kEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3DmB,QA2DJ,CA

AS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9De,QA8DP,CAAS

,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QApEP,

yB;O;KANJ,C;mFASA,yB;MAhhEI,8D;MAghEJ,sC;QAMW,sB;;UAuEP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAA

P,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBA/lEgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;UAgmEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAo

B,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3EmB,QA2EJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,Q

AAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9Ee,QA8EP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UA

AU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QApFP,yB;O;KANJ,C;mFASA,yB;MAjhEI,8D;MAihEJ,sC;QAM

W,sB;;UAuFP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAhnEgB,cA

AR,iBAAQ,C;UAinEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3FmB,QA2FJ,CAAS,O

AAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9Fe,QA8FP,CAAS,CAA

T,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QApGP,yB;O;

KANJ,C;+FASA,yB;MAljEI,8D;MAkjEJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,

C;QACd,gBA7jEgB,cA6jEA,SA7jER,QAAQ,C;QA8jEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe

,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAA

T,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KAtBX,C;+F

AyBA,yB;MAnkEI,8D;MAmkEJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

d,gBA9kEgB,cA8kEA,SA9kER,QAAQ,C;QA+kEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SA

AS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C

;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KAtBX,C;+FAy

BA,yB;MAplEI,8D;MAolEJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gB

A/lEgB,cA+lEA,SA/lER,QAAQ,C;QAgmEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OA

AT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UAC

R,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB

;MArmEI,8D;MAqmEJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBAhn

EgB,cAgnEA,SAhnER,QAAQ,C;QAinEhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,
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C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IA

AI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KAtBX,C;kFAyBA,yB;MA

AA,sE;MAtpEI,8D;MhB/vHJ,iB;MgBq5LA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eA

Ae,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAtqEG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAsqEhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,S

AAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB95LG,MAAK,KgB85LS,QhB95LT,EgB85LmB,ChB95LnB,C;;QgBg6

LZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MArqEI,8D;MhBvwHJ,iB;MgB46LA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OArrEG,cAAR,iBAAQ,

C;QAqrEhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBr7LG,MAAK,KgBq7LS,

QhBr7LT,EgBq7LmB,ChBr7LnB,C;;QgBu7LZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAprEI,8D;MhB

/wHJ,iB;MgBm8LA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAA

L,CAAT,C;QACF,OApsEG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAosEhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CA

AT,C;UACR,WhB58LG,MAAK,KgB48LS,QhB58LT,EgB48LmB,ChB58LnB,C;;QgB88LZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,

C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAnsEI,8D;MhBvxHJ,iB;MgB09LA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,M

AAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAntEG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAmtEhB,aAAU,CAA

V,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBn+LG,MAAK,KgBm+LS,QhBn+LT,EgBm+LmB,

ChBn+LnB,C;;QgBq+LZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAlvEI,8D;MhB3wHJ,iB;MgB6/LA,s

C;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA

lwEG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAkwEhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBtg

MG,MAAK,KgBsgMS,QhBtgMT,EgBsgMmB,ChBtgMnB,C;;QgBwgMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;M

AAA,sE;MAjwEI,8D;MhBnxHJ,iB;MgBohMA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,

eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAjxEG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAixEhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ

,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB7hMG,MAAK,KgB6hMS,QhB7hMT,EgB6hMmB,ChB7hMnB,C;;Q

gB+hMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAhxEI,8D;MhB3xHJ,iB;MgB2iMA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;Q

AFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAhyEG,cAAR,iB

AAQ,C;QAgyEhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBpjMG,MAAK,Kg

BojMS,QhBpjMT,EgBojMmB,ChBpjMnB,C;;QgBsjMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA/xEI,

8D;MhBnyHJ,iB;MgBkkMA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBA

AK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA/yEG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+yEhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,

CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB3kMG,MAAK,KgB2kMS,QhB3kMT,EgB2kMmB,ChB3kMnB,C;;QgB6kMZ,OAAO

,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA90EI,8D;MA80EJ,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA51EG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA41EhB,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGn

B,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA71EI,8D;MA61EJ,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UA

Ae,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA32EG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA22EhB,aAAU

,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C

;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA52EI,8D;MA42EJ,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAA

J,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA13EG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA03EhB

,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,W

AAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA33EI,8D;MA23EJ,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI

,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAz4EG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q

Ay4EhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MA16EI,8D;MhB/vHJ,iB;MgByqMA,sC;QAciB,Q;

QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAx7EG,cAAR,iBA

AQ,C;QAw7EhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBhrMG,MAAK,KgB

grMS,QhBhrMT,EgBgrMmB,ChBhrMnB,C;;QgBkrMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAv7EI,8D;MhBvw

HJ,iB;MgB8rMA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAA

T,C;QACF,OAr8EG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAq8EhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;

UACR,WhBrsMG,MAAK,KgBqsMS,QhBrsMT,EgBqsMmB,ChBrsMnB,C;;QgBusMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+F
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AqBA,yB;MAp8EI,8D;MhB/wHJ,iB;MgBmtMA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eA

Ae,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAl9EG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAk9EhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,S

AAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB1tMG,MAAK,KgB0tMS,QhB1tMT,EgB0tMmB,ChB1tMnB,C;;QgB4t

MZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAj9EI,8D;MhBvxHJ,iB;MgBwuMA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,

C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA/9EG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+9EhB,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB/uMG,MAAK,KgB+uMS,QhB/uMT,Eg

B+uMmB,ChB/uMnB,C;;QgBivMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA9/EI,8D;MhB3wHJ,iB;MgBywMA,s

C;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA5gF

G,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4gFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBhxMG,

MAAK,KgBgxMS,QhBhxMT,EgBgxMmB,ChBhxMnB,C;;QgBkxMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA3g

FI,8D;MhBnxHJ,iB;MgB8xMA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK

,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAzhFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAyhFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CA

AL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBryMG,MAAK,KgBqyMS,QhBryMT,EgBqyMmB,ChBryMnB,C;;QgBuyMZ,OAAO,Q;O

;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAxhFI,8D;MhB3xHJ,iB;MgBmzMA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO

,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAtiFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAsiFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UA

CI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB1zMG,MAAK,KgB0zMS,QhB1zMT,EgB0zMmB,ChB1z

MnB,C;;QgB4zMZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAriFI,8D;MhBnyHJ,iB;MgBw0MA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,

IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAnjFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;

QAmjFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB/0MG,MAAK,KgB+0MS,

QhB/0MT,EgB+0MmB,ChB/0MnB,C;;QgBi1MZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAllFI,8D;MAklFJ,sC;QA

YiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA9lFG,cAA

R,iBAAQ,C;QA8lFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CA

AX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA/lFI,8D;MA+lFJ,sC;QAYiB,Q;Q

AFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA3mFG,cAAR,iBA

AQ,C;QA2mFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,K

AAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA5mFI,8D;MA4mFJ,sC;QAYiB,Q;QAFb

,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAxnFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;

QAwnFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C

;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAznFI,8D;MAynFJ,sC;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,

mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAroFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqo

FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI

,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAtqFI,8D;MAsqFJ,kD;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IA

AI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAprFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;

QAorFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EA

AkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;0FAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE

;MArrFI,8D;MAqrFJ,kD;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL

,CAAT,C;QACF,OAnsFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAmsFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CA

AT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,

OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;2FAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MApsFI,8D;MAosFJ,kD;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,

MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAltFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAktFhB,aAAU,CAA

V,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,G

AAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;2FAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAntFI,8D;MAmtFJ,

kD;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAj

uFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAiuFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UA

AW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;

uGAuBA,yB;MAlwFI,8D;MAkwFJ,kD;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sB

AAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA9wFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA8wFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,
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C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;sGAqBA,yB;MA/wFI,8D;MA+wFJ,kD;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAA

e,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA3xFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA2xFhB,aAAU,CA

AV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,

GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;uGAqBA,yB;MA5xFI,8D;MA4xFJ,kD;QAY

iB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAxyFG,cAA

R,iBAAQ,C;QAwyFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAA

Q,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;uGAqBA,

yB;MAzyFI,8D;MAyyFJ,kD;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAA

L,CAAT,C;QACF,OArzFG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqzFhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CA

AT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,

OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;IAqBA,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CA

AL,C;MACG,OA91FG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA81FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,I9

B7mN8D,Y8B6mN1D,G9B7mN2E,KAAjB,E8B6mNpD,C9B7mNiF,KAA7B,C8B6mN1D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM

,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CA

AL,C;MACG,OAr2FG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAq2FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,Ifp

nN+D,aeonN3D,GfpnN6E,KAAlB,EeonNrD,CfpnNmF,KAA9B,CeonN3D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OA

AO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,O

A52FG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA42FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,I/B3pN4E,0B+B2

pNxE,G/B3gN8B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E+B2pNlE,C/B3gNwB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C+B2pNxE,IAAJ,C;U

AAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAA

U,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAn3FG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAm3FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CA

AL,C;QACR,I7BlqN6E,0B6BkqNzE,G7BzhN8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,E6BkqNnE,C7BzhNwB,KAAL,GAAiB,

KAzI+B,C6BkqNzE,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;

IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAA

O,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,iD;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAA

L,C;MACG,OA17FG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA07FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAA

I,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,i

D;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAj8FG,gBAAR,i

BAAQ,C;MAi8FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,

CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iD;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mB

AAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAx8FG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAw8FhB,aAAU,

CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAA

jC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iD;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACt

B,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA/8FG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA+8FhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAA

K,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE

9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;IAGX,2B;MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;IAG

X,2B;MAKI,OAAO,uB;K;mFAGX,yB;MA9gGI,8D;MA8gGJ,sC;QAMW,sB;;UAuCP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qB

AAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBA7jGgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;UA8jGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAA

jB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3CmB,QA2CJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb

,M;YACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9Ce,QA8CP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,

C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QApDP,yB;O;KANJ,C;mFASA,yB;MA/gGI,8D;MA+g

GJ,sC;QAMW,sB;;UAuDP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gB

A9kGgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;UA+kGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3DmB,QA

2DJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9De,QA8D

P,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;

QApEP,yB;O;KANJ,C;mFASA,yB;MAhhGI,8D;MAghGJ,sC;QAMW,sB;;UAuEP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAA

O,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBA/lGgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;UAgmGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,

C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3EmB,QA2EJ,CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;
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YACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9Ee,QA8EP,CAAS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;c

ACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QApFP,yB;O;KANJ,C;mFASA,yB;MAjhGI,8D;MAihGJ,s

C;QAMW,sB;;UAuFP,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,I;YAAP,uB;WACf,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACd,gBAhn

GgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;UAinGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;YAAoB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;WACpB,eA3FmB,QA2FJ,

CAAS,OAAT,C;UACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;YACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;YACR,QA9Fe,QA8FP,CA

AS,CAAT,C;YACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;cACI,UAAU,C;cACV,WAAW,C;;UAGnB,qBAAO,O;;;QAp

GP,yB;O;KANJ,C;+FASA,yB;MAljGI,8D;MAkjGJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBA

AK,CAAL,C;QACd,gBA7jGgB,cA6jGA,SA7jGR,QAAQ,C;QA8jGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;Q

AC3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ

,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;

KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAnkGI,8D;MAmkGJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,C

AAL,C;QACd,gBA9kGgB,cA8kGA,SA9kGR,QAAQ,C;QA+kGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC

3B,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,S

AAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;K

AtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAplGI,8D;MAolGJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAA

L,C;QACd,gBA/lGgB,cA+lGA,SA/lGR,QAAQ,C;QAgmGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,e

AAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,

CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KAtBX,

C;+FAyBA,yB;MArmGI,8D;MAqmGJ,sC;QASI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,sBAAK,CAAL,C;

QACd,gBAhnGgB,cAgnGA,SAhnGR,QAAQ,C;QAinGhB,IAAI,cAAa,CAAjB,C;UAAoB,OAAO,O;QAC3B,eAA

e,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;UACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CA

AT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;O;KAtBX,C;k

FAyBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAtpGI,8D;MhBjiHJ,iB;MgBurNA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,

6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAtqGG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAsqGhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBhsNG,MAAK,KgBgsNS,QhBhsNT,EgBgsNmB,ChBhs

NnB,C;;QgBksNZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MArqGI,8D;MhBziHJ,iB;MgB8sNA,sC;QAg

BiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OArrGG,c

AAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqrGhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBvtNG,MA

AK,KgButNS,QhBvtNT,EgButNmB,ChBvtNnB,C;;QgBytNZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;M

AprGI,8D;MhBjjHJ,iB;MgBquNA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,

sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OApsGG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAosGhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBA

AK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB9uNG,MAAK,KgB8uNS,QhB9uNT,EgB8uNmB,ChB9uNnB,C;;QgBgvNZ,OAA

O,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAnsGI,8D;MhBzjHJ,iB;MgB4vNA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBA

AJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAntGG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAmtG

hB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBrwNG,MAAK,KgBqwNS,QhBrw

NT,EgBqwNmB,ChBrwNnB,C;;QgBuwNZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAlvGI,8D;MhB7iH

J,iB;MgB+xNA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CA

AT,C;QACF,OAlwGG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAkwGhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,

C;UACR,WhBxyNG,MAAK,KgBwyNS,QhBxyNT,EgBwyNmB,ChBxyNnB,C;;QgB0yNZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C

;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAjwGI,8D;MhBrjHJ,iB;MgBszNA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAjxGG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAixGhB,aAAU,CAAV,i

B;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB/zNG,MAAK,KgB+zNS,QhB/zNT,EgB+zNmB,ChB/

zNnB,C;;QgBi0NZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAhxGI,8D;MhB7jHJ,iB;MgB60NA,sC;QA

gBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAhyGG

,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAgyGhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBt1NG,M

AAK,KgBs1NS,QhBt1NT,EgBs1NmB,ChBt1NnB,C;;QgBw1NZ,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;

MA/xGI,8D;MhBrkHJ,iB;MgBo2NA,sC;QAgBiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SA

AS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA/yGG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+yGhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,s
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BAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB72NG,MAAK,KgB62NS,QhB72NT,EgB62NmB,ChB72NnB,C;;QgB+2NZ,O

AAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA90GI,8D;MA80GJ,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,

MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA51GG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA41GhB,aAAU,C

AAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;

QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA71GI,8D;MA61GJ,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ

,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA32GG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA22GhB

,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,W

AAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA52GI,8D;MA42GJ,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAA

I,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA13GG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;

QA03GhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;

YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;mFAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MA33GI,8D;MA23GJ,sC;QAciB,Q;Q

AFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAz4GG,cAAR,iB

AAQ,C;QAy4GhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,

KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;8FAuBA,yB;MA16GI,8D;MhBjiHJ,iB;MgB28NA,sC;

QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAx7GG,

cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAw7GhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBl9NG,M

AAK,KgBk9NS,QhBl9NT,EgBk9NmB,ChBl9NnB,C;;QgBo9NZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAv7GI,8D

;MhBziHJ,iB;MgBg+NA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAA

L,CAAT,C;QACF,OAr8GG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAq8GhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,C

AAT,C;UACR,WhBv+NG,MAAK,KgBu+NS,QhBv+NT,EgBu+NmB,ChBv+NnB,C;;QgBy+NZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAl

BX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAp8GI,8D;MhBjjHJ,iB;MgBq/NA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QA

CtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAl9GG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAk9GhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,Q

AAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB5/NG,MAAK,KgB4/NS,QhB5/NT,EgB4/NmB,ChB5/NnB,C;;Q

gB8/NZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAj9GI,8D;MhBzjHJ,iB;MgB0gOA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBA

AJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA/9GG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA+9GhB,

aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBjhOG,MAAK,KgBihOS,QhBjhOT,Eg

BihOmB,ChBjhOnB,C;;QgBmhOZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA9/GI,8D;MhB7iHJ,iB;MgB2iOA,sC;Q

AciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA5gHG,c

AAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4gHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBljOG,MA

AK,KgBkjOS,QhBljOT,EgBkjOmB,ChBljOnB,C;;QgBojOZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA3gHI,8D;Mh

BrjHJ,iB;MgBgkOA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CA

AT,C;QACF,OAzhHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAyhHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,

C;UACR,WhBvkOG,MAAK,KgBukOS,QhBvkOT,EgBukOmB,ChBvkOnB,C;;QgBykOZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;

+FAqBA,yB;MAxhHI,8D;MhB7jHJ,iB;MgBqlOA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,e

AAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAtiHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAsiHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,

SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhB5lOG,MAAK,KgB4lOS,QhB5lOT,EgB4lOmB,ChB5lOnB,C;;QgB8l

OZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAriHI,8D;MhBrkHJ,iB;MgB0mOA,sC;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C

;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAnjHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAmjHhB,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,WhBjnOG,MAAK,KgBinOS,QhBjnOT,EgBin

OmB,ChBjnOnB,C;;QgBmnOZ,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAllHI,8D;MAklHJ,sC;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IA

AI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA9lHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q

A8lHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;Y

ACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA/lHI,8D;MA+lHJ,sC;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mB

AAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA3mHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA2mH

hB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,

WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MA5mHI,8D;MA4mHJ,sC;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBA

AJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAxnHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAwnHhB

,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,W
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AAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;+FAqBA,yB;MAznHI,8D;MAynHJ,sC;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C

;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAroHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqoHhB,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,WAAW,

C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;2FAqBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAtqHI,8D;MAsqHJ,kD;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBA

AJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAprHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAorHh

B,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CA

AlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;0FAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MArrH

I,8D;MAqrHJ,kD;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT

,C;QACF,OAnsHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAmsHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;

UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,

Q;O;KApBX,C;2FAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MApsHI,8D;MAosHJ,kD;QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAA

M,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAltHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAktHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAk

C,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;2FAuBA,yB;MAAA,sE;MAntHI,8D;MAmtHJ,kD;

QAciB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,MAAM,6B;QACrB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAjuH

G,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAiuHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAA

W,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KApBX,C;u

GAuBA,yB;MAlwHI,8D;MAkwHJ,kD;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sB

AAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA9wHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA8wHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBA

AK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAA

W,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;sGAqBA,yB;MA/wHI,8D;MA+wHJ,kD;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;U

AAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OA3xHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA2xHhB,aAAU,

CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CA

AX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;uGAqBA,yB;MA5xHI,8D;MA4xHJ,kD;

QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OAxyHG,

cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAwyHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW

,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;uGA

qBA,yB;MAzyHI,8D;MAyyHJ,kD;QAYiB,Q;QAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,eAAe,SAAS,sBAA

K,CAAL,CAAT,C;QACF,OArzHG,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqzHhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,SAAS,sBAAK,C

AAL,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,QAAR,EAAkB,CAAlB,CAAX,GAAkC,CAAtC,C;YACI,WAAW,C;;

QAGnB,OAAO,Q;O;KAlBX,C;IAqBA,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBA

AK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA91HG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA81HhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACR,I9B7mP8D,Y8B6mP1D,G9B7mP2E,KAAjB,E8B6mPpD,C9B7mPiF,KAA7B,C8B6mP1D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,M

AAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAA

K,CAAL,C;MACG,OAr2HG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAq2HhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QA

CR,IfpnP+D,aeonP3D,GfpnP6E,KAAlB,EeonPrD,CfpnPmF,KAA9B,CeonP3D,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB

,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MAC

G,OA52HG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA42HhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,I/B3pP4E,0B

+B2pPxE,G/B3gP8B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E+B2pPlE,C/B3gPwB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C+B2pPxE,IAAJ,C;

UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iC;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UA

AU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAn3HG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAm3HhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,C

AAL,C;QACR,I7BlqP6E,0B6BkqPzE,G7BzhP8B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,E6BkqPnE,C7BzhPwB,KAAL,GAAiB,

KAzI+B,C6BkqPzE,IAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;

IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAAO,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,OAA

O,4BAAc,UAAd,C;K;IAGX,iD;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAA

L,C;MACG,OA17HG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA07HhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IA

AI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAG

X,iD;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAj8HG,gBA
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AR,iBAAQ,C;MAi8HhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,E

AAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iD;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI

,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OAx8HG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MAw8HhB,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,

CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,iD;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;

MACtB,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,OA/8HG,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;MA+8HhB,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ

,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C

;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;K;iFAGX,qB;MASI,OAAO,mB;K;iFAGX,qB;MASI,OAAO,mB;K;iFAGX,qB;MASI,OAAO,

mB;K;iFAGX,qB;MASI,OAAO,mB;K;iFAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;

MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAA

O,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;iFAGX,gC;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA

gB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;K;qFAGX,6B;MAOmC,Q;MA

AA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;qFAGJ,6B;MAOmC,Q;

MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;qFAGJ,6B;MAOmC,

Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;qFAGJ,6B;MAOm

C,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;MAArC,gB;K;mGAGJ,6B;MA

trEiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WA

AgB,IAAhB,C;;MAgsEnB,gB;K;mGAGJ,6B;MAtrEiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;Q

AAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MAgsEnB,gB;K;mGAGJ,6B;MAtrEiB,gB;MA

Db,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,

C;;MAgsEnB,gB;K;mGAGJ,6B;MAtrEiB,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAA

M,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;MAgsEnB,gB;K;qFAGJ,yB;MAAA,4F;MA9qII,8D;MA8qIJ,

uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C

;QACD,OAjsID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAisIhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL

,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;qFAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA/rII,8D;MA+rIJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAltID,cAAR,iB

AAQ,C;QAktIhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAA

O,W;O;KAtBX,C;qFAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAhtII,8D;MAgtIJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,M

AAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAnuID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAmuIhB,iBA

Ac,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;qF

AyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAjuII,8D;MAiuIJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BA

A9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OApvID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAovIhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,c

AAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;mGAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;

MAlxII,8D;MAkxIJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAA

kB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAryID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAqyIhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,E

AAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;mGAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAn

yII,8D;MAmyIJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,s

BAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAtzID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAszIhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB

,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;mGAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MApzII,8D

;MAozIJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK

,CAAL,C;QACD,OAv0ID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAu0IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WA

AjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;mGAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAr0II,8D;MA

q0IJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CA

AL,C;QACD,OAx1ID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAw1IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,

EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;+GAyBA,yB;MAt3II,8D;MAs3IJ,uC;QAkBqB

,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAx4ID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;
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QAw4IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QA

ElB,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;+GAwBA,yB;MAt4II,8D;MAs4IJ,uC;QAkBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OA

AO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAx5ID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAw5IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cA

Ac,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;+GAwBA,

yB;MAt5II,8D;MAs5IJ,uC;QAkBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,

C;QACD,OAx6ID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAw6IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EA

A8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;+GAwBA,yB;MAt6II,8D;MAs6IJ,uC;QAkBqB,Q

;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAx7ID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;Q

Aw7IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAEl

B,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;iGAwBA,yB;MAt9II,8D;MAs9IJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAA

O,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OAz+ID,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAy+IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc

,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;iGAyBA,yB;MAv+II,8D;MA

u+IJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA1/ID,

cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA0/IhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QA

ElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;iGAyBA,yB;MAx/II,8D;MAw/IJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OA

AO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA3gJD,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA2gJhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cA

Ac,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;iGAyBA,yB;MAzgJI,8D;M

AygJJ,uC;QAmBqB,Q;QAHjB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,kBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,OA5hJ

D,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4hJhB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;

QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA1jJI,8D;MA0jJJ,uC;QAkB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA1k

JgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA2kJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,u

BAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,U

AAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA3kJI,8D;MA2kJJ,uC;QAk

B0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA3lJgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA4lJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BA

A9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uB

AAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA

5lJI,8D;MA4lJJ,uC;QAkB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA5mJgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA6mJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UA

Ae,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAh

B,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;

+FAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA7mJI,8D;MA6mJJ,uC;QAkB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA7nJgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA8nJ

hB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;

QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;Q

AElB,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;6GAyBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MA9pJI,8D;MA8pJJ,uC;QAkB0B,Q;QAFtB,YA9qJgB,cA

AR,iBAAQ,C;QA+qJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,Y

AAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,

EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAvBX,C;6GA0BA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAhrJI,8D;MAgrJJ,uC;Q

AkB0B,Q;QAFtB,YAhsJgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAisJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B

,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,

EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAvBX,C;6GA0BA,yB;MAAA,

4F;MAlsJI,8D;MAksJJ,uC;QAkB0B,Q;QAFtB,YAltJgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAmtJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,

MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C

;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KA

vBX,C;6GA0BA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAptJI,8D;MAotJJ,uC;QAkB0B,Q;QAFtB,YApuJgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAquJhB

,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;Q

AClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UA

Cd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAvBX,C;yHA0BA,yB;MAtwJI,8D;MAswJJ,uC;QAiB0B,Q;QAFtB,YArxJgB,cAAR,i

BAAQ,C;QAsxJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAC

lB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,
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qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;yHAyBA,yB;MAvxJI,8D;MAuxJJ,uC;QAiB0B,Q;QAFtB,YAtyJgB,cAAR,iBA

AQ,C;QAuyJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,

OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB

;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;yHAyBA,yB;MAxyJI,8D;MAwyJJ,uC;QAiB0B,Q;QAFtB,YAvzJgB,cAAR,iBAA

Q,C;QAwzJhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,O

AAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;

QAEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;yHAyBA,yB;MAzzJI,8D;MAyzJJ,uC;QAiB0B,Q;QAFtB,YAx0JgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,

C;QAy0JhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OA

AO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;Q

AEJ,OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;2GAyBA,yB;MA12JI,8D;MA02JJ,uC;QAkB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA13JgB,cAAR,i

BAAQ,C;QA23JhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAC

lB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,

OAAO,W;O;KAtBX,C;2GAyBA,yB;MA33JI,8D;MA23JJ,uC;QAkB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA34JgB,cAAR,iBAA

Q,C;QA44JhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,O

AAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OA

AO,W;O;KAtBX,C;2GAyBA,yB;MA54JI,8D;MA44JJ,uC;QAkB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA55JgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;

QA65JhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO

,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W

;O;KAtBX,C;2GAyBA,yB;MA75JI,8D;MA65JJ,uC;QAkB0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YA76JgB,cAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA86

JhB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,kBAAkB,uBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,uBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;O;K

AtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAkBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,OA

AO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,ajBrtRO,W;QiBstRP,kBAAkB,

O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MA

AO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAkBoB,Q;

QAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8

B;QAA5C,ajB9uRO,W;QiB+uRP,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;M

AAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAkBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBA

AvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,ajBvwRO,W;QiBwwRP,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;

QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;+FAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;QAkBoB,Q;QAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ

,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,ajBhyRO,

W;QiBiyRP,kBAAkB,O;QACF,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,

OAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;6GAyBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gE;M

AllKI,0D;MAklKJ,gD;QAmBkB,gC;QAHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAA

a,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,ajB1zRO,W;QiB2zRP,kBAAkB,O;QACJ,OArmKE,YAAR,iBAAQ,

C;QAqmKF,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,K

AAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvBX,C;6GA0BA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

gE;MApmKI,0D;MAomKJ,gD;QAmBkB,gC;QAHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QACc,kBA

AvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,ajBp1RO,W;QiBq1RP,kBAAkB,O;QACJ,OAvnKE,YAA

R,iBAAQ,C;QAunKF,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,s

BAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvBX,C;6GA0BA,yB;MAAA,g

D;MAAA,gE;MAtnKI,0D;MAsnKJ,gD;QAmBkB,gC;QAHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAAP,C;QA

Cc,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,ajB92RO,W;QiB+2RP,kBAAkB,O;QACJ,OAzoK

E,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;QAyoKF,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,E

AA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvBX,C;6GA0BA,yB;M

AAA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAxoKI,0D;MAwoKJ,gD;QAmBkB,gC;QAHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,OAAO,OAA
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P,C;QACc,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;QAA+B,8B;QAA5C,ajBx4RO,W;QiBy4RP,kBAAkB,O;QACJ,

OA3pKE,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;QA2pKF,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,W

AAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvBX,C;mGA0B

A,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAkB0B,Q;QAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,s

BAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA3C,ajBl6RO,W;QiBm

6Re,qB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO

,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;mGAyBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAkB0B,Q;QA

HtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,cAAj

B,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA5C,ajB37RO,W;QiB47Re,qB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,

aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;mGAyB

A,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAkB0B,Q;QAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,s

BAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,cAAjB,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA5C,ajBp9RO,W;QiBq9

Re,qB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,

WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;mGAyBA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAkB0B,Q;QAH

tB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACqC,kBAAxB,eAAkB,cAAl

B,C;QAAgC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA7C,ajB7+RO,W;QiB8+Re,qB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,

aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAtBX,C;iHAyBA,

yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAmB0B,Q;QAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,sB

AAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA3C,ajBvgSO,W;QiBwg

Se,qB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;

UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvBX,C;iHA0BA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QA

mB0B,Q;QAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAAvB,

eAAiB,cAAjB,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA5C,ajBjiSO,W;QiBkiSe,qB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBA

Ac,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAA

O,M;O;KAvBX,C;iHA0BA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAmB0B,Q;QAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,O

AAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;QACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,cAAjB,C;QAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;

QAA5C,ajB3jSO,W;QiB4jSe,qB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,

sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvBX,C;iHA0BA,yB;MAAA,qD

;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAmB0B,Q;QAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,W;QACtB,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C

AAlB,C;QACqC,kBAAxB,eAAkB,cAAlB,C;QAAgC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;QAA7C,ajBrlSO,W;QiBslSe,qB;QAAtB,iB

AAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,gBAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;UACd,MAAO,

WAAI,aAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;O;KAvBX,C;iFA0BA,yB;MAxZA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAwZA,gD;QAgBW,sB;;U

AtZS,Q;UAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAyZH,OAzZG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,

CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAwZzB,OAxZyB,C;UAA5C,ajBrtRO,W;UiBstRP,kBAuZmB,O;UAtZH,2B;UAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,yB;YACZ,cAqZwB,SArZV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,W

AAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAkZP,yB;O;KAhBJ,C;iFAmBA,yB;MAlZA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAkZA,gD;QAgBW,sB

;;UAhZS,Q;UAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAmZH,OAnZG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBA

AO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAkZzB,OAlZyB,C;UAA5C,ajB9uRO,W;UiB+uRP,kBAiZmB,O;UAhZH,2B;UAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,yB;YACZ,cA+YwB,SA/YV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,W

AAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QA4YP,yB;O;KAhBJ,C;iFAmBA,yB;MA5YA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA4YA,gD;Q

AgBW,sB;;UA1YS,Q;UAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OA6YH,OA7YG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,kBAAvB,

eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA4YzB,OA5YyB,C;UAA5C,ajBvwRO,W;UiBwwRP,kBA2YmB,O;UA1

YH,2B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,yB;YACZ,cAyYwB,SAzYV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;YAC

d,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAsYP,yB;O;KAhBJ,C;iFAmBA,yB;MAtYA,gD;MAAA,gE;MA

sYA,gD;QAgBW,sB;;UApYS,Q;UAHhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,qBAAO,OAuYH,OAvYG,C;YAAP,uB;WACqB,

kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAsYzB,OAtYyB,C;UAA5C,ajBhyRO,W;UiBiyRP,kBAqYmB,

O;UApYH,2B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,yB;YACZ,cAmYwB,SAnYV,CAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,

C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,qBAAO,M;;;QAgYP,yB;O;KAhBJ,C;+FAmBA,yB;MAhYA,gD;MAA
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A,gE;MAllKI,0D;MAk9KJ,gD;QAiBW,6B;;UA9XO,gC;UAHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAiYI,OAjYJ,C;

YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBAgYlB,OAhYkB,C;UAA5C,ajB1zRO,W;

UiB2zRP,kBA+X0B,O;UA9XZ,OArmKE,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;UAqmKF,mB;UAAA,kB;UAAA,kB;UAAd,0D;YACI

,cA6X+B,SA7XjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WA

AJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QA0XP,gC;O;KAjBJ,C;+FAoBA,yB;MA1XA,gD;MAAA,gE;MApmKI,0D;MA89KJ,g

D;QAiBW,6B;;UAxXO,gC;UAHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OA2XI,OA3XJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAv

B,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA0XlB,OA1XkB,C;UAA5C,ajBp1RO,W;UiBq1RP,kBAyX0B,O;UAx

XZ,OAvnKE,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;UAunKF,mB;UAAA,kB;UAAA,kB;UAAd,0D;YACI,cAuX+B,SAvXjB,CAAU,K

AAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;Q

AoXP,gC;O;KAjBJ,C;+FAoBA,yB;MApXA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAtnKI,0D;MA0+KJ,gD;QAiBW,6B;;UAlXO,gC;U

AHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,4BAAO,OAqXI,OArXJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,

C;UAA+B,sBAoXlB,OApXkB,C;UAA5C,ajB92RO,W;UiB+2RP,kBAmX0B,O;UAlXZ,OAzoKE,YAAR,iBAAQ,

C;UAyoKF,mB;UAAA,kB;UAAA,kB;UAAd,0D;YACI,cAiX+B,SAjXjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,

sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QA8WP,gC;O;KAjBJ,C;+FAoBA,

yB;MA9WA,gD;MAAA,gE;MAxoKI,0D;MAs/KJ,gD;QAiBW,6B;;UA5WO,gC;UAHd,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,4B

AAO,OA+WI,OA/WJ,C;YAAP,8B;WACqB,kBAAvB,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;UAA+B,sBA8WlB,OA9Wk

B,C;UAA5C,ajBx4RO,W;UiBy4RP,kBA6W0B,O;UA5WZ,OA3pKE,YAAR,iBAAQ,C;UA2pKF,mB;UAAA,kB;U

AAA,kB;UAAd,0D;YACI,cA2W+B,SA3WjB,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;

YACd,MAAO,WAAI,WAAJ,C;;UAEX,4BAAO,M;;;QAwWP,gC;O;KAjBJ,C;6FAoBA,yB;MAxWA,qD;MAAA,g

E;MAwWA,uC;QAMW,wB;;UA5Ve,Q;UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,sB

AAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACmC,kBAAtB,eAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA3C,ajBl6RO,W;UiBm6

Re,qB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;YACI,gBA2ViB,SA3VH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YAC

d,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QAwVP,2B;O;KANJ,C;6FASA,yB;MAxVA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAw

VA,uC;QAMW,wB;;UA5Ue,Q;UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,sBAAK,C

AAL,CAAlB,C;UACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,cAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,ajB37RO,W;UiB47Re,qB;U

AAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;YACI,gBA2UiB,SA3UH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAA

O,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QAwUP,2B;O;KANJ,C;6FASA,yB;MAxUA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAwUA,uC;

QAMW,wB;;UA5Te,Q;UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CA

AlB,C;UACoC,kBAAvB,eAAiB,cAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,ajBp9RO,W;UiBq9Re,qB;UAAtB,iB

AAc,CAAd,wB;YACI,gBA2TiB,SA3TH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,

aAAJ,C;;UAEX,uBAAO,M;;;QAwTP,2B;O;KANJ,C;6FASA,yB;MAxTA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAwTA,uC;QAMW,wB

;;UA5Se,Q;UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,uBAAO,W;YAAP,yB;WACf,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UAC

qC,kBAAxB,eAAkB,cAAlB,C;UAAgC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA7C,ajB7+RO,W;UiB8+Re,qB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,

wB;YACI,gBA2SiB,SA3SH,CAAU,aAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,C;;UA

EX,uBAAO,M;;;QAwSP,2B;O;KANJ,C;2GASA,yB;MAxSA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAwSA,uC;QAMW,+B;;UA3Re,Q;

UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACmC,kBAAt

B,eAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA8B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA3C,ajBvgSO,W;UiBwgSe,qB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;YACI,

gBA0RwB,SA1RV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aAAJ,

C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAuRP,kC;O;KANJ,C;2GASA,yB;MAvRA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAuRA,uC;QAMW,+B;;UA1

Qe,Q;UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACoC,k

BAAvB,eAAiB,cAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,ajBjiSO,W;UiBkiSe,qB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;YA

CI,gBAyQwB,SAzQV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,aA

AJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAsQP,kC;O;KANJ,C;2GASA,yB;MAtQA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAsQA,uC;QAMW,+B;;U

AzPe,Q;UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACoC,

kBAAvB,eAAiB,cAAjB,C;UAA+B,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA5C,ajB3jSO,W;UiB4jSe,qB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;Y

ACI,gBAwPwB,SAxPV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAAI,a

AAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAqPP,kC;O;KANJ,C;2GASA,yB;MArPA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAqPA,uC;QAMW,+B;;

UAxOe,Q;UAHtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;YAAe,8BAAO,W;YAAP,gC;WACf,sBAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,C;UACq
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C,kBAAxB,eAAkB,cAAlB,C;UAAgC,sBAAI,aAAJ,C;UAA7C,ajBrlSO,W;UiBslSe,qB;UAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;

YACI,gBAuOwB,SAvOV,CAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,aAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;YACd,MAAO,WAA

I,aAAJ,C;;UAEX,8BAAO,M;;;QAoOP,kC;O;KANJ,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UA

AgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,M9B90SiD,S8B80SjD,G9B90S2D,KAAK,G8B

80SzD,SAAS,OAAT,C9B90SoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8Bg1SrD,OAAO,G;O;KAXX,C;mFAcA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAA

A,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,M9B51SiD,S8B4

1SjD,G9B51S2D,KAAK,G8B41SzD,SAAS,OAAT,C9B51SoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8B81SrD,OAAO,G;O;KAXX,C;

mFAcA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB

,yB;UACZ,M9B12SiD,S8B02SjD,G9B12S2D,KAAK,G8B02SzD,SAAS,OAAT,C9B12SoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8B4

2SrD,OAAO,G;O;KAXX,C;mFAcA,yB;MAAA,wB;MAAA,sC;QAQoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,M9Bx3SiD,S8Bw3SjD,G9Bx3S2D,KAAK,G8Bw3SzD,SAAS,OAAT,C9

Bx3SoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8B03SrD,OAAO,G;O;KAXX,C;8FAcA,+B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;

MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;+FAGX,+B;MAQoB

,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAE

X,OAAO,G;K;+FAGX,+B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;Q

ACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;+FAGX,+B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;kFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MA

DhB,UAAoB,C;MACJ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAA

O,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACJ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OA

AO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAoB,C;MACJ,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,U

AAoB,C;MACJ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;K;

mFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SA

AS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,

UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO

,G;K;mFAGX,+B;MAYoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAA

O,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,SAWoB,gB;MAXpB,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,Y;

QACgB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KA

fX,C;mFAkBA,yB;MAAA,SAWoB,gB;MAXpB,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACgB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;MAAA,SAWoB,gB;

MAXpB,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QACgB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAO,SAAS,OAA

T,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;MAAA,SAWoB,gB;MAXpB,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,Y;QA

CgB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,cAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,C;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,

C;mFAkBA,yB;M9Bh7SA,6B;M8Bg7SA,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,U9Bj7SmC,c8Bi7SnB,C9Bj7SmB,C;Q8Bk7SnB,

2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,M9B1pTiD,c8B0pTjD,G9B1pT2D,KAAK,G8B0pTzD,SAAS,

OAAT,C9B1pToE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8B4pTrD,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;M9Bl8SA,6B;M8Bk8SA,sC;Q

AYoB,Q;QADhB,U9Bn8SmC,c8Bm8SnB,C9Bn8SmB,C;Q8Bo8SnB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;

UACZ,M9B5qTiD,c8B4qTjD,G9B5qT2D,KAAK,G8B4qTzD,SAAS,OAAT,C9B5qToE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8B8qTr

D,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;M9Bp9SA,6B;M8Bo9SA,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,U9Br9SmC,c8Bq9SnB,C9

Br9SmB,C;Q8Bs9SnB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,M9B9rTiD,c8B8rTjD,G9B9rT2D,KAA

K,G8B8rTzD,SAAS,OAAT,C9B9rToE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8BgsTrD,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;M9Bt+SA,

6B;M8Bs+SA,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,U9Bv+SmC,c8Bu+SnB,C9Bv+SmB,C;Q8Bw+SnB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,M9BhtTiD,c8BgtTjD,G9BhtT2D,KAAK,G8BgtTzD,SAAS,OAAT,C9BhtToE,KAAX,I

AAf,C;;Q8BktTrD,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;Mfr/SA,+B;Meq/SA,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,Ufr/SqC,eAAW

,oBeq/S/B,Cfr/S+B,CAAX,C;Qes/SrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,Mf/tTmD,ee+tTnD,Gf/tT

8D,KAAK,Ke+tT5D,SAAS,OAAT,Cf/tTuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QeiuTvD,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;Mfvg

TA,+B;MeugTA,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,UfvgTqC,eAAW,oBeugT/B,CfvgT+B,CAAX,C;QewgTrB,2B;QAAhB,O
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AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MfjvTmD,eeivTnD,GfjvT8D,KAAK,KeivT5D,SAAS,OAAT,CfjvTuE,KAAX

,CAAhB,C;;QemvTvD,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;mFAkBA,yB;MfzhTA,+B;MeyhTA,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,UfzhTqC,

eAAW,oBeyhT/B,CfzhT+B,CAAX,C;Qe0hTrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MfnwTmD,ee

mwTnD,GfnwT8D,KAAK,KemwT5D,SAAS,OAAT,CfnwTuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QeqwTvD,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C

;mFAkBA,yB;Mf3iTA,+B;Me2iTA,sC;QAYoB,Q;QADhB,Uf3iTqC,eAAW,oBe2iT/B,Cf3iT+B,CAAX,C;Qe4iTrB

,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,MfrxTmD,eeqxTnD,GfrxT8D,KAAK,KeqxT5D,SAAS,OAAT,

CfrxTuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QeuxTvD,OAAO,G;O;KAfX,C;IAkBA,kC;MA2DI,WhBtpTO,MAAK,KgBspTK,chB

tpTL,EgBomTD,KAkDkB,OhBtpTjB,C;MgBupTZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB

,M;QACI,IAAK,WArDqB,GAqDP,sBAAK,CAAL,CArDO,EAAnB,KAqDqB,CAAM,CAAN,CArDF,CAqDrB,C;;

MArDT,OAuDO,I;K;IApDX,kC;MAkEI,WhBzqTO,MAAK,KgByqTK,chBzqTL,EgBgnTD,KAyDkB,OhBzqTjB,

C;MgB0qTZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5DqB,GA4DP,s

BAAK,CAAL,CA5DO,EAAnB,KA4DqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5DF,CA4DrB,C;;MA5DT,OA8DO,I;K;IA3DX,kC;M

AyEI,WhB5rTO,MAAK,KgB4rTK,chB5rTL,EgB4nTD,KAgEkB,OhB5rTjB,C;MgB6rTZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;

MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAnEqB,GAmEP,sBAAK,CAAL,CAnEO,EAAnB,KAmE

qB,CAAM,CAAN,CAnEF,CAmErB,C;;MAnET,OAqEO,I;K;IAlEX,kC;MAgFI,WhB/sTO,MAAK,KgB+sTK,chB/

sTL,EgBwoTD,KAuEkB,OhB/sTjB,C;MgBgtTZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,

M;QACI,IAAK,WA1EqB,GA0EP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA1EO,EAAnB,KA0EqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1EF,CA0ErB,C;;

MA1ET,OA4EO,I;K;+EAzEX,yB;MAAA,gE;MhBlpTA,iB;MgBkpTA,8C;QAWI,WhBtpTO,MAAK,KgBspTK,ch

BtpTL,EgBspTW,KAAM,OhBtpTjB,C;QgBupTZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M

;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O

;KAhBX,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MhBrqTA,iB;MgBqqTA,8C;QAWI,WhBzqTO,MAAK,KgByqTK,chBzqTL,

EgByqTW,KAAM,OhBzqTjB,C;QgB0qTZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UAC

I,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAh

BX,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MhBxrTA,iB;MgBwrTA,8C;QAWI,WhB5rTO,MAAK,KgB4rTK,chB5rTL,EgB4r

TW,KAAM,OhB5rTjB,C;QgB6rTZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,

WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;+

EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MhB3sTA,iB;MgB2sTA,8C;QAWI,WhB/sTO,MAAK,KgB+sTK,chB/sTL,EgB+sTW,KA

AM,OhB/sTjB,C;QgBgtTZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,

UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;IAmBA,k

C;MA8DoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBhBnxTJ,MAAK,KgBmxTwB,wBAnDzB,KAmDyB,EAA

wB,EAAxB,ChBnxTxB,EgBmxTqD,ShBnxTrD,CgBmxTD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OArDL,KAqDK,W;MAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAvDqB,GAuDP,uB

AAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAvDO,EAuDI,OAvDJ,CAuDrB,C;;MAvDT,OAyDO,I;K;IAtDX,kC;MAuEoB,gB;

MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBhBxyTJ,MAAK,KgBwyTwB,wBA5DzB,KA4DyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ChB

xyTxB,EgBwyTqD,ShBxyTrD,CgBwyTD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9DL,KA8DK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhEqB,GAgEP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAA

K,kBAAL,UAhEO,EAgEI,OAhEJ,CAgErB,C;;MAhET,OAkEO,I;K;IA/DX,kC;MAgFoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;

MAChB,WAAW,iBhB7zTJ,MAAK,KgB6zTwB,wBArEzB,KAqEyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ChB7zTxB,EgB6zTqD,Sh

B7zTrD,CgB6zTD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAvEL,KAuEK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAC

Z,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAzEqB,GAyEP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAzEO,EA

yEI,OAzEJ,CAyErB,C;;MAzET,OA2EO,I;K;IAxEX,kC;MAyFoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,c;MAChB,WAAW,iBhBl

1TJ,MAAK,KgBk1TwB,wBA9EzB,KA8EyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,ChBl1TxB,EgBk1TqD,ShBl1TrD,CgBk1TD,C;M

ACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAhFL,KAgFK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;

UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAlFqB,GAkFP,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAlFO,EAkFI,OAlFJ,CAkFrB,C;;M

AlFT,OAoFO,I;K;+EAjFX,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MhB9wTA,iB;MgB8wTA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gB

AAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,ehBnxTJ,MAAK,KgBmxTwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ChBnxTxB,EgBmxTq

D,ShBnxTrD,CgBmxTD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KA

AK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,C
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AAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAlBX,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MhBnyTA,iB;MgBmyTA,8C;QAcoB,U

AEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,ehBxyTJ,MAAK,KgBwyTwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,Ch

BxyTxB,EgBwyTqD,ShBxyTrD,CgBwyTD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,

EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAlBX,C;+EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MhBxzTA,iB;MgBwz

TA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,ehB7zTJ,MAAK,KgB6zTwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EA

AwB,EAAxB,ChB7zTxB,EgB6zTqD,ShB7zTrD,CgB6zTD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UAAL,EAAK,k

BAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAlBX,C;8EAqBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MhB70

TA,iB;MgB60TA,8C;QAcoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,c;QAChB,WAAW,ehBl1TJ,MAAK,KgBk1TwB,wBAA

N,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,ChBl1TxB,EgBk1TqD,ShBl1TrD,CgBk1TD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,uBAAK,UA

AL,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAlBX,C;IAqBA,kC;MA2DI,WhBt5TO,

MAAK,KgBs5TK,chBt5TL,EgBo2TD,KAkDkB,KhBt5TjB,C;MgBu5TZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WArDqB,GAqDP,sBAAK,CAAL,CArDO,EAAnB,KAqDqB,aAAM,CAA

N,CArDF,CAqDrB,C;;MArDT,OAuDO,I;K;IApDX,kC;MAkEI,WhBz6TO,MAAK,KgBy6TK,chBz6TL,EgBg3TD

,KAyDkB,KhBz6TjB,C;MgB06TZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAA

K,WA5DqB,GA4DP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA5DO,EAAnB,KA4DqB,aAAM,CAAN,CA5DF,CA4DrB,C;;MA5DT,OA8

DO,I;K;IA3DX,kC;MAyEI,WhB57TO,MAAK,KgB47TK,chB57TL,EgB43TD,KAgEkB,KhB57TjB,C;MgB67TZ,

WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAnEqB,GAmEP,sBAAK,CAAL

,CAnEO,EAAnB,KAmEqB,aAAM,CAAN,CAnEF,CAmErB,C;;MAnET,OAqEO,I;K;IAlEX,kC;MAgFI,WhB/8TO

,MAAK,KgB+8TK,chB/8TL,EgBw4TD,KAuEkB,KhB/8TjB,C;MgBg9TZ,WAAW,iBAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1EqB,GA0EP,sBAAK,CAAL,CA1EO,EAAnB,KA0EqB,aAAM,CAA

N,CA1EF,CA0ErB,C;;MA1ET,OA4EO,I;K;+EAzEX,yB;MAAA,gE;MhBl5TA,iB;MgBk5TA,8C;QAWI,WhBt5T

O,MAAK,KgBs5TK,chBt5TL,EgBs5TW,KAAM,KhBt5TjB,C;QgBu5TZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,C

AAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,C

AAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MhBr6TA,iB;MgBq6TA,8C;QAWI,WhBz6TO,M

AAK,KgBy6TK,chBz6TL,EgBy6TW,KAAM,KhBz6TjB,C;QgB06TZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAA

V,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ

,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MhBx7TA,iB;MgBw7TA,8C;QAWI,WhB57TO,MAA

K,KgB47TK,chB57TL,EgB47TW,KAAM,KhB57TjB,C;QgB67TZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,

MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;

;QAET,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;+EAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MhB38TA,iB;MgB28TA,8C;QAWI,WhB/8TO,MAAK,K

gB+8TK,chB/8TL,EgB+8TW,KAAM,KhB/8TjB,C;QgBg9TZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAA

kB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAE

T,OAAO,I;O;KAhBX,C;IAmBA,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QACI,M9BlqUiD,S8BkqUjD,G9BlqU2D,KAAK,G8BkqUzD,O9BlqUoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;M8BoqUr

D,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,Mf7qUmD,Ue6qUnD,Gf7qU8D,KAAK,Ke6qU5D,Of7qUuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;Me+qUvD,OAAO,G;K;I

AGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,M9B9r

UiD,S8B8rUjD,G9B9rU2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,S+B8iUxB,O/B9iUkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAA

X,IAAf,C;;M8BgsUrD,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,M9B5sUiD,S8B4sUjD,G9B5sU2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,S6B2jUxB,O7B3jUkC,

KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;M8B8sUrD,OAAO,G;K;+EAGX,yB;MAAA,0C;M9Bp/TA,6B;M

8Bo/TA,4B;QAOI,O9Bj/TmC,c8Bi/TpB,IAAR,iBAAQ,C9Bj/ToB,C;O;K8B0+TvC,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,0C;Mf/

+TA,+B;Me++TA,4B;QAOI,Of5+TsC,ee4+TvB,IAAR,iBAAQ,Cf5+TuB,C;O;Keq+T1C,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,sC

;MAp4BA,wB;MAo4BA,iBAOiB,yB;Q/BrmUb,6B;e+BqmUa,c;UAAE,O/B5lUoB,c+B4lUpB,E/B5lU8B,KAAL,G

AAiB,GAAtB,C;S;O+B4lUtB,C;MAPjB,4B;QA53BoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh
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B,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,M9B12SiD,S8B02SjD,G9B12S2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,S+B0tSf,O/B1tSyB,KAAL,G

AAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8B4uUrD,OAh4BO,G;O;KAy3BX,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAh4BA,

wB;MAg4BA,iBAOiB,yB;Q7B9mUb,6B;e6B8mUa,c;UAAE,O7BrmUoB,c6BqmUpB,E7BrmU8B,KAAL,GAAiB,

KAAtB,C;S;O6BqmUtB,C;MAPjB,4B;QAx3BoB,Q;QADhB,UAAgB,W;QACA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,yB;UACZ,M9Bx3SiD,S8Bw3SjD,G9Bx3S2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,S6BuuSf,O7BvuSyB,KAAL,GAAiB

,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;Q8BsvUrD,OA53BO,G;O;KAq3BX,C;IC3yUA,mC;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,

aAAa,gBAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAA

P,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,kC;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAU,cAA

V,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,W

AAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,mC;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,gBAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAA

Y,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;

;MACJ,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,oC;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,cAAZ,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,oBAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAkB,OAAlB,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;

K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,M/BDiD,

S+BCjD,G/BD2D,KAAK,G+BCzD,O/BDoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;M+BGrD,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAiB,2B;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MhBZmD,UgBYnD,GhBZ8D,KAAK,K

gBY5D,OhBZuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;MgBcvD,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;

MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,M/B7BiD,S+B6BjD,G/B7B2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SgCnHxB

,OhCmHkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;M+B+BrD,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAQoB,Q;MAD

hB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,M/B3CiD,S+B2CjD,G/B3C2D,KAAK,

GAAW,CCiJ5C,S8BtGxB,O9BsGkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;M+B6CrD,OAAO,G;K;IC3

GX,wB;MAMI,OhCsCkE,YgCtCvD,ChCsCwE,KAAjB,EgCtClD,ChCsC+E,KAA7B,CgCtCvD,KAAJ,GAAY,CA

AZ,GAAmB,C;K;IAG9B,wB;MAMI,OjBqCmE,aiBrCxD,CjBqC0E,KAAlB,EiBrCnD,CjBqCiF,KAA9B,CiBrCxD,

KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;IAG9B,wB;MAMI,OjCIgF,0BiCJrE,CjCoJ2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EiCJhE

,CjCoJsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CiCJrE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;IAG9B,wB;MAMI,O/BGiF,0B+BH

tE,C/B4I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,E+BHjE,C/B4IsB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,C+BHtE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GA

AmB,C;K;mFAG9B,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAA

T,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,

EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MA

AM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,

EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,4B;MAOc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACA,uB;MAA

V,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QAAO,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;

MAOc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACA,uB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QAAO,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAA

W,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAOc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACA,uB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QA

AU,mB;QAAO,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAOc,Q;MADV,UAA

U,C;MACA,uB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QAAO,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,O

AAO,G;K;IAGX,wB;MAMI,OhClFkE,YgCkFvD,ChClFwE,KAAjB,EgCkFlD,ChClF+E,KAA7B,CgCkFvD,KAAJ

,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;IAG9B,wB;MAMI,OjBnFmE,aiBmFxD,CjBnF0E,KAAlB,EiBmFnD,CjBnFiF,KAA

9B,CiBmFxD,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;IAG9B,wB;MAMI,OjCpHgF,0BiCoHrE,CjC4B2B,KAAL,GAA

iB,GAhJ8B,EiCoHhE,CjC4BsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CiCoHrE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;IAG9B,wB

;MAMI,O/BrHiF,0B+BqHtE,C/BoB2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,E+BqHjE,C/BoBsB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,C+B

qHtE,KAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;mFAG9B,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAA

S,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,C

AAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAA

O,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0B;

QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;IAUA,4B;MAOc,Q;MA

DV,UAAU,C;MACA,uB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QAAO,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;

MACvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAOc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACA,uB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QAA
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O,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAOc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACA,u

B;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QAAO,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;K;IA

GX,4B;MAOc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACA,uB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QAAO,MAAM,SAAM,GAA

N,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;K;gFC7OX,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,

cAAP,C;O;KATX,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,kBAAO,cAAP,C;O;KATX,C;I

AYA,sC;;QASQ,OAAc,WAAP,MAAO,EAAS,SAAT,C;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAAE,QAAzB,C;;

UAHV,O;;K;IAOJ,sC;;QASQ,OAAc,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,SAAV,C;;QAChB,+C;UACE,MAAM,2BAAuB,CAA

E,QAAzB,C;;UAHV,O;;K;4FAOJ,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KAR

X,C;4FAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4B;QAQI,OAAO,wBAAa,cAAb,C;O;KARX,C;IAWA,4C;MAOI

,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAc,WAAP,MAAO,EAAS,SAAT,C;K;IAGlB,4C;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ

,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAc,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,SAAV,C;K;oFAGlB,8B;MASI,OAAO,WAAW,IAAX,IA

AmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;K;oFAG9B,8B;MASI,OAAO,WAAW,IAAX,IAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;K;IAG9B,uC;MA

MI,OAAO,2BlC4E4B,SkC5EnB,KlC4E6B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CkC5E5B,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAMI,OAAO,2BlC6

E8B,UAAW,oBkC7EhC,KlC6E2B,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CkC7E9B,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAMI,OAAO,2BjCwF8B,UA

AW,oBiCxFhC,KjCwF2B,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CiCxF9B,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAMY,Q;MAAD,cAAC,OlBX4C,Uk

BW5C,KlBXkD,yBkBWxC,ElBXwC,CAAN,CkBW7C,wBAA8B,2BAA9B,Q;MAAA,W;QAAqC,oCjCoJR,SiCpJi

B,KlB6ElB,KfuEW,QAAV,CiCpJQ,C;OAA5C,a;K;IAGJ,uC;MAMI,OAAO,2BhCyC4B,SgCzCnB,KhCyC6B,KA

AL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CgCzC5B,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAMI,OAAO,2BhC0C8B,UAAW,oBgC1ChC,KhC0C2B,KAAK,C

AAL,YAAN,CgC1C9B,C;K;IAGX,kC;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBlCmBY,SkCnBI,SlCmBM,KAAL,GAAiB,GAA

tB,CkCnBZ,ElCmBY,SkCnBmB,ElCmBT,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CkCnBZ,EAA4C,EAA5C,C;K;IAG3B,kC;MAS

I,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;K;IAG3B,kC;MASI,OAAO,wCAAiB,yB

AAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,M;K;IAG5B,kC;MASI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBhChBY,SgCgBI,ShChBM,KAAL,GAA

iB,KAAtB,CgCgBZ,EhChBY,SgCgBmB,EhChBT,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CgCgBZ,EAA4C,EAA5C,C;K;IAG3B,

gC;MAMI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;K;IAG3B,gC;MA

MI,OAAO,wCAAiB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA8B,cAAD,aAA7B,C;K;IAG5B,iC;MAMI,oBAAoB,O

AAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAA

L,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;K;IAG3B,iC;MAMI,oBAAoB,kBAAO,CAA

3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,wCAAiB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,cAAY,C

AAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA8B,IAAD,aAA1D,C;K;IAG5B,iC;MAQI,IlCpPgF,0BkCoP5E,ElCpGkC,KAAL,GAA

iB,GAhJ8B,EkCoPtE,6BAAM,UlCpGsB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkCoP5E,KAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;

MAChC,WlCnEuB,SkCmE5B,SlCnEsC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;MkCmEV,YAAK,W;MAA9B,OjCjJ6D,oBArD

P,SAAU,CDmI7B,SkCmEV,ElCnEoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GDAK,KCAO,KAAZ,IAAf,CAqD

O,C;K;IiCoJjE,iC;MAQI,IjChPkE,YiCgP9D,EjChP+E,KAAjB,EiCgPxD,4BAAK,UjChPgF,KAA7B,CiCgP9D,KA

AJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OjC7J6D,ciC6JtD,SjC7JsD,EArDP,SiCkNtC,EjClNgD,KAAK,GAAY,C

iCkN5D,WjClN4D,MAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;K;IiCgKjE,iC;MAQI,IlBpPmE,akBoP/D,ElBpPiF,KAAlB,EkBoPzD,6

BAAM,UlBpPiF,KAA9B,CkBoP/D,KAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,kCAAW,M;MAC7C,OlBzK+D,iBkByKxD,SlBzKw

D,EAlDP,UkB2NxC,ElB3NmD,KAAK,UAAY,Cf8J/C,UAAW,oBAAL,CiC6DtB,WjC7DsB,MAAK,CAAL,iBAA

N,Ce9J+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,CAkDO,C;K;IkB4KnE,iC;MAQI,IhChRiF,0BgCgR7E,EhCvIkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+

B,EgCgRvE,8BAAO,UhCvIqB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgCgR7E,KAAJ,C;QAA4B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MACjC,

WhCtGuB,SgCsG5B,ShCtGsC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C;MgCsGV,YAAK,W;MAA9B,OjCrL6D,oBArDP,SAAU,

CCoI7B,SgCsGV,EhCtGoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GCAK,KDAO,KAAZ,IAAf,CAqDO,C;K;IiC

wLjE,kD;MAUI,OjCtRkE,YiCsRvD,SjCtRwE,KAAjB,EiCsRhD,YjCtR6E,KAA7B,CiCsRvD,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAA

zB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,kD;MAUI,OlB3RmE,akB2RxD,SlB3R0E,KAAlB,EkB2RjD,YlB3R+E,KAA9B,CkB2RxD

,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,kD;MAUI,OlChUgF,0BkCgUrE,SlChL2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E

kCgU9D,YlChLoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkCgUrE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,kD;MAUI,OhC

rUiF,0BgCqUtE,ShC5L2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgCqU/D,YhC5LoB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgCqUtE,IAAJ,

GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAUI,OjC1UkE,YiC0UvD,SjC1UwE,KAAjB,EiC0UhD,YjC1U6E,KAA

7B,CiC0UvD,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAUI,OlB/UmE,akB+UxD,SlB/U0E,KAAlB,EkB+
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UjD,YlB/U+E,KAA9B,CkB+UxD,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAUI,OlCpXgF,0BkCoXrE,Sl

CpO2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkCoX9D,YlCpOoB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkCoXrE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,

GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,iD;MAUI,OhCzXiF,0BgCyXtE,ShChP2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgCyX/D,YhChPoB,KAA

L,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgCyXtE,IAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;K;IAGtD,4D;MAUI,IjC9XkE,YiC8X9D,YjC9X+E

,KAAjB,EiC8X/C,YjC9X4E,KAA7B,CiC8X9D,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YA

ApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IjC/XkE,YiC+X9D,SjC/X+E,KAAjB,EiC+XvD,YjC/XoF,KAA7B,CiC+X9D,IAAJ,C;QA

AyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IjChYkE,YiCgY9D,SjChY+E,KAAjB,EiCgYvD,YjChYoF,KAA7B,CiCgY9D,IAAJ,C;Q

AAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,4D;MAUI,IlBtYmE,akBsY/D,YlBtYiF,KAAlB,EkBsYhD,YlBtY8E,

KAA9B,CkBsY/D,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IlB

vYmE,akBuY/D,SlBvYiF,KAAlB,EkBuYxD,YlBvYsF,KAA9B,CkBuY/D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IlB

xYmE,akBwY/D,SlBxYiF,KAAlB,EkBwYxD,YlBxYsF,KAA9B,CkBwY/D,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,O

AAO,S;K;IAGX,4D;MAUI,IlC9agF,0BkC8a5E,YlC9RkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkC8a7D,YlC9RmB,KAAL,G

AAiB,GAhJ8B,CkC8a5E,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MAC

vC,IlC/agF,0BkC+a5E,SlC/RkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkC+arE,YlC/R2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkC+a5E,I

AAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IlChbgF,0BkCgb5E,SlChSkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EkCgbrE,YlChS2B,KA

AL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,CkCgb5E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,4D;MAUI,IhCtbiF,0BgCsb

7E,YhC7SkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgCsb9D,YhC7SmB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgCsb7E,IAAJ,C;QAAiC,M

AAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IhCvbiF,0BgCub7E,ShC9SkC,KAAL,GA

AiB,KAzI+B,EgCubtE,YhC9S2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgCub7E,IAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IhCxbiF,

0BgCwb7E,ShC/SkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EgCwbtE,YhC/S2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CgCwb7E,IAAJ,C;QA

AyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,uC;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EA

Ae,KAAf,C;OAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,IjC

nc8D,YiCmc9D,SjCnc+E,KAAjB,EiCmcvD,KAAM,MjCnc8E,KAA7B,CiCmc9D,K;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;;Q

AC5B,IjCpc8D,YiCoc9D,SjCpc+E,KAAjB,EiCocvD,KAAM,ajCpc8E,KAA7B,CiCoc9D,K;UAAmC,OAAN,KAA

M,a;;UAC3B,gB;;MAHZ,W;K;IAOJ,uC;MAcW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAgB,K

AAhB,C;OAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,IlBhd+

D,akBgd/D,SlBhdiF,KAAlB,EkBgdxD,KAAM,MlBhdgF,KAA9B,CkBgd/D,K;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;;QAC5

B,IlBjd+D,akBid/D,SlBjdiF,KAAlB,EkBidxD,KAAM,alBjdgF,KAA9B,CkBid/D,K;UAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;U

AC3B,gB;;MAHZ,W;K;ICngBJ,2B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAA

gB,yB;QACZ,MlCmDiD,SkCnDjD,GlCmD2D,KAAK,GkCnDzD,OlCmDoE,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MkCjDrD,OAAO,G;

K;IAGX,2B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,2B;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MnBsCm

D,UmBtCnD,GnBsC8D,KAAK,KmBtC5D,OnBsCuE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;MmBpCvD,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAU

oB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,MlCmBiD,SkCnBjD,GlCm

B2D,KAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,SmCnKxB,OnCmKkC,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;;MkCjBrD,

OAAO,G;K;IAGX,2B;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,W;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ

,MlCGiD,SkCHjD,GlCG2D,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,SiCpJxB,OjCoJkC,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,I

AAf,C;;MkCDrD,OAAO,G;K;;;;;ICuCP,iD;MAAA,qE;MAAgB,4B;MANpB,uC;MAMI,Y;K;IACA,4D;MAAA,qE

;MAAgC,wBAAM,OAAN,Q;MAPpC,uC;MAOI,Y;K;IACA,mE;MAAA,qE;MAAmD,6BAAM,OAAN,EAAe,KA

Af,C;MARvD,uC;MAQI,Y;K;IACA,0D;MAAA,qE;MAAiC,wBAAM,KAAN,Q;MATrC,uC;MASI,Y;K;ICxGJ,gC

;K;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;yCCiTI,6B;MASI,MAAM,yB;K;;;;;;;0CAyDV,sB;MASI,OAAO,I;K;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ICnY

f,wB;K;kCAEI,Y;MAA4B,sB;K;;IAMhC,wB;K;kCAEI,Y;MAA4B,mC;K;;IAMhC,yB;K;mCAEI,Y;MAA4B,uB;K

;;IAMhC,uB;K;iCAEI,Y;MAA4B,qB;K;;IAMhC,wB;K;kCAEI,Y;MAA4B,sB;K;;IAMhC,yB;K;mCAEI,Y;MAA4

B,uB;K;;IAMhC,0B;K;oCAEI,Y;MAA4B,wB;K;;IAMhC,2B;K;qCAEI,Y;MAA4B,yB;K;;ICtDM,oD;MAA2C,uB;

MAAjB,gB;MAC5D,sBAA2B,IAAK,I;MAChC,iBAAmC,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;M

ACzE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAM,IAAnB,GAAgC,mB;K;gDAEnD,Y;MAAkC,qB;K;iDAElC,Y;MACI,YAAY,

W;MACZ,IAAI,UAAS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;QAGV,4BA

AQ,SAAR,I;;MAEJ,OAAa,OAAN,KAAM,C;K;;IAQgB,mD;MAAyC,sB;MAAjB,gB;MACzD,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B

,iBAAmC,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;MACzE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB
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;K;+CAE3C,Y;MAAkC,qB;K;+CAElC,Y;MACI,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,UAAS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cA

AL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;QAGV,4BAAQ,SAAR,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,K;K;;IAQuB,oD;MAA4C,uB;

MAAlB,gB;MAC5D,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAc,sBAAS,IAAT,MAAd,GAAiC,sBAAS,I

AAT,M;MAChE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;K;gDAE3C,Y;MAAkC,qB;K;iDAElC,Y;MACI,YAAY

,W;MACZ,IAAI,cAAS,mBAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;QAG

V,8BAAQ,SAAR,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,K;K;;IC9DX,oD;MAwCA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gC

AAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC5B,IAAI,SAAQ,WAAZ,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,C;MAG5C,aAGyB,K;MA

EzB,YAG6F,OAArE,0BAA0B,KAAM,IAAhC,EAAyC,YAAa,IAAtD,EAA+D,IAA/D,CAAqE,C;MAE7F,YAGuB

,I;K;yCAEvB,Y;MAAwC,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;K;wCAExC,Y;MACqC,OAAI,Y

AAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;K;uCAE7E,iB;MACI,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KA

C7B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IAA8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KAD/B,CAA7B,C;K;yCAGJ,Y;

MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,OAAK,UAAM,IAAX,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,KAAN,SAA2C,S

AA3C,I;K;yCAE5B,Y;MAAkC,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,oBAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,eAAqB,SAAnC,GA

A8C,oBAAE,UAAF,qCAAgB,SAAhB,gBAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;K;IAEhF,qC;MAAA,yC;K;kEACI,sC;M

AQ2F,2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;K;;;IAT/F,iD;MAAA,gD;QAAA,+B;OAAA,yC;K;;IA

iBA,mD;MAwCA,sC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC5B,IAAI,SAAQ,W

AAZ,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,C;MAG5C,aAGwB,K;MAExB,YAG4F,0BAArC,KAAqC,EAAf,YAA

e,EAAN,IAAM,C;MAE5F,YAGuB,I;K;wCAEvB,Y;MAAuC,kCAAuB,UAAvB,EAA8B,SAA9B,EAAoC,SAApC,

C;K;uCAEvC,Y;MACqC,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;K;sCAE7E,iB;MACI,gDA

A4B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC5B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IAA8C,cAAQ,KAA

M,KADhC,CAA5B,C;K;wCAGJ,Y;MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MAAK,UAAL,QAAa,SAA

b,IAAN,SAA2B,SAA3B,I;K;wCAE5B,Y;MAAkC,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,S

AAnC,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,eAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;K;IAEhF,oC;MAAA,wC;K;iEACI,sC;

MAQwF,0BAAe,UAAf,EAA2B,QAA3B,EAAqC,IAArC,C;K;;;IAT5F,gD;MAAA,+C;QAAA,8B;OAAA,wC;K;;I

AiBA,oD;MAwCA,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QAAgB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MAC7B,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QA

A4B,MAAa,gCAAyB,yEAAzB,C;MAG7C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAG+F,4BAAvC,KAAuC,EAAhB,YAAgB,EAAN

,IAAM,C;MAE/F,YAGwB,I;K;yCAExB,Y;MAAwC,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;K;wC

AExC,Y;MACqC,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAc,2BAAQ,SAAR,KAAd,GAAgC,2BAAQ,SAAR,K;K;uCAErE,iB;

MACI,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC7B,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CAAx

B,IAA8C,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADjB,CAA7B,C;K;yCAGJ,Y;MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAA

M,iCAAM,eAAW,8BAAW,EAAX,CAAX,CAAN,MAAoC,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAAN,MAAu

E,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAAvE,CAAiG,Q;K;yCAE7H,Y;MAAkC,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF

,qBAAU,SAAV,yBAAqB,SAArB,WAAd,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,yBAA6B,SAAD,aAA5B,W;K;IAEhF,

qC;MAAA,yC;K;kEACI,sC;MAQ4F,2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;K;;;IAThG,iD;MAAA,

gD;QAAA,+B;OAAA,yC;K;;;;6CCnJA,iB;MAGkD,+BAAS,UAAT,UAAkB,wBAAS,iBAAT,M;K;oCAEpE,Y;M

AGgC,oCAAQ,iBAAR,K;K;;IvClBd,wC;MAiBlB,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAqC,CAAr

C,C;K;kFAC7B,Y;MAAQ,8B;K;yFACD,Y;MAAQ,6B;K;2CAExC,iB;MAA8C,qBAAS,KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;K

;kCAEzE,Y;MAAkC,oBAAQ,S;K;iCAE1C,iB;MACI,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACvB,eAAS,KAAM,M

AAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KADf,CAAvB,C;K;mCAGJ,Y;MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAK,UA

AM,IAAX,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,K;K;mCAE5B,Y;MAAkC,2BAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,C;K;IAElC,+B;MA

AA,mC;MACI,aAC8B,cAAY,OAAF,CAAE,CAAZ,EAAwB,OAAF,CAAE,CAAxB,C;K;;;IAFlC,2C;MAAA,0C;Q

AAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;;IASiB,uC;MAiBjB,gC;MAjBmD,0BAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAAoC,CAApC,C;K;iF

AC3B,Y;MAAQ,iB;K;wFACD,Y;MAAQ,gB;K;0CAEvC,iB;MAA6C,qBAAS,KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;K;iCAExE,

Y;MAAkC,oBAAQ,S;K;gCAE1C,iB;MACI,0CAAsB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACtB,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAA

wB,cAAQ,KAAM,KADhB,CAAtB,C;K;kCAGJ,Y;MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MAAK,UAAL,QA

Aa,SAAb,I;K;kCAE5B,Y;MAAkC,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;K;IAE5C,8B;MAAA,kC;MACI,aAC6B,aAAS,CAAT

,EAAY,CAAZ,C;K;;;IAFjC,0C;MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;OAAA,kC;K;;IASkB,wC;MAiBlB,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,K

AAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,K;K;kFAC7B,Y;MAAQ,iB;K;yFACD,Y;MAAQ,gB;K;2CAExC,iB;MAA8C,kCAAS,KA
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AT,UAAkB,sBAAS,SAAT,M;K;kCAEhE,Y;MAAkC,kCAAQ,SAAR,K;K;iCAElC,iB;MACI,2CAAuB,kBAAa,K

AAM,UAAnB,KACvB,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADD,CAAvB,C;K;mCAGJ,Y;

MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAAM,eAAW,8BAAW,EAAX,CAAX,CAAN,MAAoC,cAAU,6BAA

U,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAA8D,Q;K;mCAE1F,Y;MAAkC,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,W;K;IAElC,+B;MAA

A,mC;MACI,aAC8B,qB;K;;;IAFlC,2C;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;;IwC/DJ,gB;MAAA,oB;K;8BAII,Y;M

AA0B,oB;K;;;IAJ9B,4B;MAAA,2B;QAAA,U;OAAA,oB;K;ICEA,yC;MAAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,u

C;MAAA,0C;O;MAII,kE;MAEA,wF;MAEA,oF;MAEA,wE;MAEA,kE;MAEA,oF;MAEA,sF;MAEA,8E;MAEA,w

E;MAEA,sF;MAEA,uF;MAEA,iE;MAEA,6E;MAEA,iE;MAEA,2E;K;;IA5BA,8C;MAAA,6B;MAAA,sC;K;;IAEA

,yD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,iD;K;;IAEA,uD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,+C;K;;IAEA,iD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yC;K;;IAEA,8C;

MAAA,6B;MAAA,sC;K;;IAEA,uD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,+C;K;;IAEA,wD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,gD;K;;IAEA,oD;MA

AA,6B;MAAA,4C;K;;IAEA,iD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yC;K;;IAEA,wD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,gD;K;;IAEA,wD;MAAA,

6B;MAAA,gD;K;;IAEA,6C;MAAA,6B;MAAA,qC;K;;IAEA,mD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,2C;K;;IAEA,6C;MAAA,6B;

MAAA,qC;K;;IAEA,kD;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0C;K;;IAhCJ,mC;MAAA,+oB;K;;IAAA,wC;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;UAA

A,2C;aAAA,kB;UAAA,sD;aAAA,gB;UAAA,oD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,O;UAAA,2C;aAAA,gB;UAAA,oD;a

AAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,a;UAAA,iD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;

UAAA,0C;aAAA,Y;UAAA,gD;aAAA,M;UAAA,0C;aAAA,W;UAAA,+C;gBAAA,uE;;K;;IAqCA,4C;MAAA,e;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,0C;MAAA,6C;O;MAMI,0E;MAEA,0E;MAEA,4E;K;;IAJA,kD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,0

C;K;;IAEA,kD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,0C;K;;IAEA,mD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,2C;K;;IAVJ,sC;MAAA,sI;K;;IAAA,2C;M

AAA,a;aAAA,Q;UAAA,+C;aAAA,Q;UAAA,+C;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;gBAAA,0E;;K;;IAwB8B,gC;MAAC,oC;K;;I

AQE,0B;MAAC,qB;QAAA,iD;MAAA,kB;K;;IAElC,sB;K;;IAMA,4B;K;;IC/EA,yB;K;;IAQA,6B;K;;ICnBA,mB;

MAEI,UAAU,IAAI,C;MACd,OAAW,OAAO,CAAX,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,MAAM,CAAN,I;K;IAGlC,qB;MACI,

UAAU,SAAI,CAAJ,C;MACV,OAAW,kBAAO,CAAX,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,QAAM,CAAN,C;K;IAGlC,mC;MA

EI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,IAAY,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,CAAZ,IAAJ,EAA2B,CAA3B,C;K;I

AGX,qC;MACI,OAAO,MAAI,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,WAAY,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,CAAZ,CAAJ,EA

A2B,CAA3B,C;K;IAGX,qD;MAkBI,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAD2E,OAC3D,SAAS,GAAb,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,M

AAM,iBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,I;WACvC,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAF2E,OAE3D,SAA

S,GAAb,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,MAAM,iBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA7B,CAA

N,I;;QAC/B,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;K;IAGzB,uD;MAkBI,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QAD+E,OAC/D,sBAAS,GAAT,

MAAJ,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,aAAM,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,C;WACvC,sB

AAO,CAAP,C;QAF+E,OAE/D,sBAAS,GAAT,MAAJ,GAAkB,GAAlB,GAA2B,QAAM,mBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAw

B,GAAxB,EAA8B,IAAD,aAA7B,CAAN,C;;QAC/B,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;K;IC7DjB,kD;MAAA,8B;MACI,

aAAY,C;K;oDACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBAAQ,gBAAI,O;K;iDACrC,Y;MAAgD,Q;MAA1B,IAAI,aAAQ,gBAAI,OAAhB

,C;QAAA,OAAsB,iBAAI,iBAAJ,EAAI,yBAAJ,O;;QAAkB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAPhF,oC;M

AEI,IAD8D,IAC9D,S;QACI,UAA0B,K;QAF0B,2C;;QAAA,QAAM,IAAN,C;eASxD,c;YATwD,OAStC,qBAAqB,

KAArB,C;eAClB,W;YAVwD,OAUzC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;YAXwD,OAWxC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAC

hB,W;YAZwD,OAYzC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,U;YAbwD,OAa1C,iBAAiB,KAAjB,C;eACd,W;YAdwD,OAcz

C,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;YAfwD,OAexC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAChB,a;YAhBwD,OAgBvC,oBAAoB,KA

ApB,C;kBACT,MAAM,6BAAsB,2DAA+C,IAA/C,CAAtB,C;;K;IAIuC,2D;MAAA,kC;MAAS,0B;MAC9D,aAAY,

C;K;2DACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;K;+DACvC,Y;MAA2D,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;

QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAJnF,qC;

MACyD,oD;K;IAON,wD;MAAA,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;K;wDACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;K;

yDACvC,Y;MAAwD,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBA

AN,O;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAJhF,kC;MACmD,iD;K;IAOE,yD;MAAA,kC;MAAS,w

B;MAC1D,aAAY,C;K;yDACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;K;2DACvC,Y;MAAyD,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,k

BAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAA

vB,C;K;;IAJjF,mC;MACqD,kD;K;IAOF,wD;MAAA,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;K;wDACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBA

AQ,kBAAM,O;K;yDACvC,Y;MAAwD,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iB

AAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAJhF,kC;MACmD,iD;K;IAOF,uD;MA
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AA,kC;MAAS,sB;MACtD,aAAY,C;K;uDACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;K;uDACvC,Y;MAAuD,Q;MAA9

B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAy

B,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAJ/E,iC;MACiD,gD;K;IAOI,yD;MAAA,kC;MAAS,wB;MAC1D,aAAY,C;K;yDACZ,Y;

MAAyB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;K;2DACvC,Y;MAAyD,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB

,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAJjF,mC;MACqD,kD;K;I

AOE,0D;MAAA,kC;MAAS,yB;MAC5D,aAAY,C;K;0DACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;K;6DACvC,Y;MAA

0D,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;QAAoB,M

AAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAJlF,oC;MACuD,mD;K;IAOJ,wD;MAAA,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,

C;K;wDACZ,Y;MAAyB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;K;yDACvC,Y;MAAwD,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C

;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;K;;IAJhF,kC

;MACmD,iD;K;IAOpB,gC;MAAC,wB;K;;IAEhC,+B;MAC8C,MAAM,mC;K;IAEpD,8C;MAEI,IAAI,qBAAJ,C;Q

ACI,OAAO,CrBmIiF,WqBnIrE,UrBmIqE,EqBnIzD,QrBmIyD,C;;QqBjIxF,OAAS,CAAY,qBAAsB,UAAtB,EAAk

C,QAAlC,C;;K;IAI7B,2C;MAEI,IAAI,KAAY,kBAAhB,C;QAGI,KAAY,mBAAkB,QAAlB,C;;QAEH,QAAT,SA

A+C,CAAlB,IAAjC,KAAiC,EAAkB,O;;K;IAIvD,sC;MAGwB,Q;MADpB,gBAAgB,IAAhB,KAAgB,E;MACI,IA

AI,OCnGkB,ODmGT,OAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,CAAJ,C;QAChB,OAAI,aAAJ,GAAmB,KAAM,WAAzB,GAAyC,I

;;QAEzC,c;;MAHJ,wB;MAKA,kBAAkB,K;MAClB,iBAAiB,W;MACjB,OAAO,S;K;IAIa,sB;MAAC,U;K;iCACrB

,iB;MACI,OAAO,mCAAsB,WAAK,KAAM,E;K;mCAG5C,Y;MACI,OAAO,M;K;mCAGX,Y;MACI,OAAuC,oB

AAnB,UAA5B,IAAe,EAAa,CAAmB,C;K;0CAG3C,iB;MACI,OAAR,IAAI,EAAW,GAAN,K;K;kCAGL,Y;MAEI,

OAAO,M;K;;+DAIf,gB;MAEI,YAAY,MAAY,IAAK,OAAjB,C;MACZ,sBAAU,IAAV,a;QACI,UAAU,KAAK,CA

AL,C;QACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;UAE1B,MAAM,CA

AN,IAAW,G;;;MAGnB,OAAO,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;K;IAG3B,2B;MAMW,WAAO,S

;MAlBd,YAAY,MAAY,IAAK,OAAjB,C;MACZ,sBAAU,IAAV,a;QACI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,IAAI,oB

AAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;UAE1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;MAYn

B,OATO,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;K;IAY3B,oC;MAWI,WAAqB,S;MACrB,IAAI,qBAA

mB,CAAY,OAAd,KAA2B,SAAhD,C;QAjCA,YAAY,MAkCM,IAlCW,OAAjB,C;QACZ,sBAiCkB,IAjClB,a;UAC

I,UAgCc,IAhCJ,CAAK,CAAL,C;UACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GA

AL,C;;YAE1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;QA4Bf,OAzBG,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;;QA2

BnB,WAAW,C;QACX,0BAAU,IAAV,e;UACY,IAAoB,I;UAA5B,eAAQ,QAAoB,OAApB,IAAQ,CAAH,GAAG,

CAAY,OAApB,oCAAR,K;;QAEJ,aAAa,IAAjB,CAAC,YAAgB,CAAH,IAAG,C;QE3FjB,IF4FyB,CE5FhB,OAAL

,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;UF4F4B,ME3FxB,UF2FqB,CE3FF,O;SF4FnB,OAAO,C;QACP,0BAAU,IAAV,e;UAE0B,YA

CX,M;UAFX,YAAU,IAAQ,CAAH,GAAG,C;UACI,SAAJ,KAAI,O;UAAtB,aAAU,CAAV,kB;YACI,OAAO,aAA

P,EAAO,qBAAP,YAAiB,MAAI,CAAJ,C;;;QAGzB,OAAO,M;;K;IAIf,0B;MACgC,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAhC,EAA

E,MAAM,KAAiD,CAA3C,SAA2C,C;MAWrD,eAAiB,I;MAXW,OAYrB,K;K;IAVX,uB;MAC6B,WAAS,W;MAA

T,YAAsB,IAA/C,WAA+C,CAAnC,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,SAAD,CAAsB,C;MAQ/C,eAAiB,I;MARQ,OA

SlB,K;K;IAPX,uB;MAC6B,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA7B,EAAE,MAAM,KAA2C,CAArC,SAAqC,C;MAK/C,eAAiB

,I;MALQ,OAMlB,K;K;2DAJX,uB;MAGI,eAAiB,I;MACjB,OAAO,K;K;kEG9MX,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,uB;QA

UI,OAAoB,OAAb,IhD6K+B,KAAL,GAAiB,KgD7K9B,C;O;KAVxB,C;ICIqC,2C;MAAC,8C;MAClC,eAAsB,C;

MACtB,wBAA+B,C;MAC/B,gBAA6B,I;MAC7B,mBAAsC,I;MACtC,qBAAyC,I;MAEzC,yBAAgD,yBAAmB,Q;

MAEnE,sBAAgD,I;K;wFAFhD,Y;MAAA,6B;K;0CAIA,Y;MAEY,kBADR,M;MAAA,U;MAAA,2C;QAAA,e;;QA

ES,gBADD,2CAAQ,yCAAR,gDAAwD,IAAxD,6BAAiE,I;QACzD,sBrCwEd,S;QqC1EF,SrC2EG,S;;MqC3EH,a;K

;iDAIJ,kB;MACI,kBAAc,IAAd,C;MACiC,oB;MCsBrB,Q;MADR,IDrBsB,MCqBtB,W;QADJ,mBACiB,I;;QADjB,

mBAEY,QDtBc,MCsBd,+D;;MDtBZ,yC;MACA,2BAAmC,MAAO,kBAA1C,C;MAGA,OAAO,IAAP,C;QrCoCY,

gBqCnCH,S;;QACD,iBAAiB,8B;QAGjB,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;UACI,qBAAc,e;;UAEd,oBAAQ,0B;UACR,wBAAY,kB;

;;UAIZ,cAAc,oB;UACd,IAAI,YAAY,yBAAhB,C;YAAqC,M;UACrC,kBAAgB,O;UAChB,qBAAmB,I;;UAEnB,k

BAAgB,I;UAChB,qBAAmB,S;;QAGvB,gC;QAEA,IAAI,wCAAJ,C;UAEI,YAAU,U;;UAGV,U;UAAA,0C;YETh

B,8BD+CQ,WAAO,qBAAP,CC/CR,C;YFSgB,a;;YAAA,a;UAAA,mB;YAEK,UEpBrB,oBD+CQ,WD3B+B,eC2B/

B,CC/CR,C;WFqBgB,M;;;K;mDAMhB,Y;MACI,kBAAkB,mB;MAClB,IAAI,uBAAuB,gBAAgB,IAA3C,C;QACI,

uCAAQ,yCAAR,EAAmC,wCAA+B,WAA/B,C;OAEvC,sBAAoB,mC;K;;IAM5B,iC;MAAA,qC;K;gGAEQ,Y;Mx
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C0DyC,MAAM,6BwC1DjC,uCxC0D+D,WAA9B,C;K;yDwCxDnD,kB;MxCwD6C,MAAM,6BwCvDzC,uCxCuD

uE,WAA9B,C;K;+CwCpDnD,Y;MAAkC,8C;K;;;IARtC,6C;MAAA,4C;QAAA,2B;OAAA,qC;K;IGyDA,mG;IAA

A,yH;IAAA,6F;MAKW,kC;MAAS,4C;K;IALpB,sEAMQ,Y;MACI,Q;MAAA,sC;QAAiB,U;OACjB,OAAO,oB;K;

IARnB,6G;sJAjIA,iC;MAgBU,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;K;wJAEV,2C;MAiBU,OAAK,S

AAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,KAAvC,C;K;wJAEV,kD;MAKU,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,E

AA2B,KAA3B,EAAkC,UAAlC,EAA8C,KAA9C,C;K;IAgC6C,oG;MAAA,mB;QAC3C,OAAK,iCAAL,CAAiB,k

BAAjB,C;O;K;IA/BZ,6D;MA0BI,IAAS,SAAY,OAAjB,IAA2B,CAA/B,C;QAAA,OAES,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,E

AA6B,IAA7B,C;;QA8D0B,Q;QAhE9B,4DAImD,0DAJnD,EAgE8B,qBA5DS,UA4DT,qCAhE9B,C;;K;IAwCmD,

wH;MAAA,mB;QAC3C,OAAK,iCAAL,CAAiB,gBAAjB,EAA2B,kBAA3B,C;O;K;IAhCZ,yE;MA2BI,IAAS,SAA

Y,OAAjB,IAA2B,CAA/B,C;QAAA,OAES,SAAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,IAAvC,C;;QA0B0B,

Q;QA5B9B,4DAImD,sEAJnD,EA4B8B,qBAxBS,UAwBT,qCA5B9B,C;;K;IASJ,gC;MAWK,kBAAD,M;MAAA,k

BAAC,qEAAD,4DAA2C,S;K;6CAG/C,yB;MAAA,mG;MAAA,yH;MAAA,6F;QAKW,kC;QAAS,4C;O;MALpB,s

EAMQ,Y;QACI,Q;QAAA,sC;UAAiB,U;SACjB,OAAO,oB;O;MARnB,6G;MAAA,oC;QAKkC,Q;QAA9B,mEAA

8B,oEAA9B,C;O;KALJ,C;iFC7HA,a;MAC6C,OAAA,MAAa,YAAW,CAAX,C;K;ICM3B,iC;;MAA6E,Q;MAAA,

+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;K;;;;;;;;IAC/F,2B;MAAA,iD;MAAuB,oBAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,

Y;K;IACA,sC;MAAA,iD;MAAuC,oBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,oC;MAAA,iD;MAAwC,o

BAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;K;IAI+B,mC;;MAA6E,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;

K;;;;;;;;IACnG,+B;MAAA,mD;MAAuB,sBAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IACA,0C;MAAA,mD;MA

AuC,sBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,wC;MAAA,mD;MAAwC,sBAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAh

B,C;MAAxC,Y;K;IAGsC,0C;MAA0D,qBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;;K;;IAChG,sC;MAAA,0D;MAAuB,6B

AAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IACA,iD;MAAA,0D;MAAuC,6BAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC

,Y;K;IACA,+C;MAAA,0D;MAAwC,6BAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;K;IAG8C,kD;MAA0D,4BAA

iB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;K;;IACxG,8C;MAAA,kE;MAAuB,qCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;K;I

ACA,yD;MAAA,kE;MAAuC,qCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,uD;MAAA,kE;MAAwC,qCAA

K,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;K;IAG2C,+C;MAA0D,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;K;;IACrG,2

C;MAAA,+D;MAAuB,kCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IACA,sD;MAAA,+D;MAAuC,kCAAK,OA

AL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,oD;MAAA,+D;MAAwC,kCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;K;

IAG+C,4C;8BAAwD,O;;K;;IACvG,+C;MAAA,mE;MAAuB,sCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IAGqD,yD;MAA0D,

4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;K;;IAC/G,qD;MAAA,yE;MAAuB,4CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,

Y;K;IACA,gE;MAAA,yE;MAAuC,4CAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,8D;MAAA,yE;MAAwC,4

CAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;K;IAGmD,uD;MAA0D,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;K;;IA

C7G,mD;MAAA,uE;MAAuB,0CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IACA,8D;MAAA,uE;MAAuC,0CAA

K,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,4D;MAAA,uE;MAAwC,0CAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC

,Y;K;IAI2C,wC;sCAAgE,O;;K;;IAC3G,2C;MAAA,+D;MAAuB,kCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IAI0C,uC;8BAA

wD,O;;K;;IAClG,0C;MAAA,8D;MAAuB,iCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IAGwC,qC;8BAAwD,O;;K;;IAChG,wC;

MAAA,4D;MAAuB,+BAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IAIJ,wC;MACmD,mBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,KAAf,C;;K;;IAC/

C,oC;MAAA,wD;MAAuB,sBAAK,IAAL,Q;MAAvB,Y;K;IACA,+C;MAAA,wD;MAAgC,2BAAK,OAAL,EAAc,I

AAd,C;MAAhC,Y;K;IACA,+C;MAAA,wD;MAAiD,IAAY,I;MAAzB,2BAAa,SAAR,OAAQ,CAAb,EAAyB,sDA

AzB,C;MAApC,Y;K;IAG4C,yC;8BAAwD,O;;K;;IACpG,4C;MAAA,gE;MAAuB,mCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;K;

IAIyC,sC;8BAAwD,O;;K;;IACjG,yC;MAAA,6D;MAAuB,gCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IAGkD,sD;MAA0D,4B

AAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;K;;IAC5G,kD;MAAA,sE;MAAuB,yCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;

K;IACA,6D;MAAA,sE;MAAuC,yCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,2D;MAAA,sE;MAAwC,yCA

AK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;K;IAG0D,8D;MAA0D,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;K;;IACpH,

0D;MAAA,8E;MAAuB,iDAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAvB,Y;K;IACA,qE;MAAA,8E;MAAuC,iDAAK,OA

AL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAvC,Y;K;IACA,mE;MAAA,8E;MAAwC,iDAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAxC,Y;K;

6FClGJ,yB;MAEI,OAAG,GAAG,CAAC,QAAD,C;K;mFAGV,oB;MAEI,OAAJ,GAAI,GAAE,G;K;6ETVN,a;MA

K8C,cAAvC,C;K;6ECHP,Y;MAG+C,S;K;IA6B/C,2B;MAG4D,0BAAe,WAAf,C;K;IAE5D,mC;MAIwF,0BAAe,

WAAf,C;K;IAExF,mC;MAKwE,0BAAe,WAAf,C;K;IAGxE,4B;MAI8D,Q;MAH1D,aAAkB,GAAI,O;MACtB,aA
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AkB,GAAI,O;MACtB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,OAAO,QAAQ,MAAR,IAAkB,QAAQ,MAAjC,C;QAAyC,IAAI,KAAJ,I

AAa,IAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;;MACtD,OAAO,G;K;IAIX,wD;MAMuC,Q;MALnC,aAAa,MAAO,OAAM,CA

AN,EAAS,OAAT,C;MA0BpB,IAzBc,MAyBL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QAzBsB,MA0BlB,UA1BU,MA0BS,O;O

AzBvB,YAAiB,MAAO,O;MACxB,IAAI,UAAU,KAAd,C;QACI,gBAAgB,O;QAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,OAAf,C;UA

AwB,OAAO,YAAP,EAAO,oBAAP,UAAkB,Y;;OAE9C,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,gD;MAKoB,UAAmB,M;MAJnC,aA

Aa,KAAM,Q;MACnB,MAAO,OAAP,IAAiB,UAAW,K;MAc5B,IAbc,KAaL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QAbqB,M

AcjB,UAdU,KAcS,O;OAbvB,YAAiB,KAAM,O;MACP,4B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,OAA

O,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MAC9C,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,yD;MAEoB,UAAgB,M;MADhC,YAAY,U;MAC

I,4B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,IAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,YAAe,O;;MAC3C,OAAO,G;K;oF

AGX,oB;MACI,IAAI,IAAK,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QACI,YAAc,IAAK,O;Q;0EAI3B,wB;MAA+D,OAAA,MA

Aa,QAAO,GAAP,EAAY,OAAZ,C;K;IS/F5E,mC;MAOI,kBAAkB,MAAa,eAAc,SAAd,C;MAC/B,iBAAiB,MAAa,

eAAc,IAAd,C;MAC9B,OAAW,gBAAe,UAAnB,GAA+B,SAA/B,GAAyC,CAAC,S;K;0ECUrD,2B;MAKyE,OAA

A,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;K;4EAyBtF,2B;MAKsE,OAAA,MAAa,eAAc,IAAd,C;K;kEAGnF,qB;MACgD,OAAA,

MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,GAAT,EAAc,IAAd,C;K;wEAChC,qB;MAAQ,OAAK,SAAY,a;K;0EACxB,qB;MAAQ,OA

AK,SAAY,c;K;IC3D5D,0D;MAGI,OAAO,I;K;ICHX,sC;MAMsD,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,WAAW,KAAX,CAAT,C

;K;IjDKlE,uC;Md2nBW,Q;MAAA,IcrnBgB,KdqnBZ,IAAS,CAAT,IcrnBY,KdqnBE,IAAS,wBAA3B,C;QAAA,O

AAsC,UcrnBtB,KdqnBsB,C;;QcrnBb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,uC;Md

4nBW,Q;MAAA,IctnBgB,KdsnBZ,IAAS,CAAT,IctnBY,KdsnBE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UctnBtB,Kds

nBsB,C;;QctnBb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,uC;Md6nBW,Q;MAAA,Ic

vnBgB,KdunBZ,IAAS,CAAT,IcvnBY,KdunBE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UcvnBtB,KdunBsB,C;;QcvnBb,

MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,uC;Md8nBW,Q;MAAA,IcxnBgB,KdwnBZ,I

AAS,CAAT,IcxnBY,KdwnBE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UcxnBtB,KdwnBsB,C;;QcxnBb,MAAM,8BAA0

B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,uC;Md+nBW,Q;MAAA,IcznBgB,KdynBZ,IAAS,CAAT,Iczn

BY,KdynBE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,UcznBtB,KdynBsB,C;;QcznBb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAA

vB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,uC;MdgoBW,Q;MAAA,Ic1nBgB,Kd0nBZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic1nBY,Kd0nBE,IAA

S,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc1nBtB,Kd0nBsB,C;;Qc1nBb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;M

AAtC,W;K;IAGJ,uC;MdioBW,Q;MAAA,Ic3nBgB,Kd2nBZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic3nBY,Kd2nBE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QA

AA,OAAsC,Uc3nBtB,Kd2nBsB,C;;Qc3nBb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,

uC;MdkoBW,Q;MAAA,Ic5nBgB,Kd4nBZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic5nBY,Kd4nBE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc5n

BtB,Kd4nBsB,C;;Qc5nBb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,wC;MdmoBW,Q;

MAAA,Ic7nBgB,Kd6nBZ,IAAS,CAAT,Ic7nBY,Kd6nBE,IAAS,0BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,Uc7nBtB,Kd6nBsB,C

;;Qc7nBb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,gBAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;IAGJ,2B;MAII,OAAO,cAAa,SAAb,C;K

;oFAGX,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C;O;KAL1C,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAA

A,4B;QAKI,OAAuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;O;KAL3C,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAqC,OAA9B,

SAA8B,C;O;KALzC,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C;O;KAL1C,C;oFAQ

A,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;O;KAL3C,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;

QAKI,OAAwC,OAAjC,SAAiC,C;O;KAL5C,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAyC,OAAlC,SAAk

C,C;O;KAL7C,C;IAYW,2C;MAAA,8B;MAAS,uB;K;4FACW,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,gBAAY,O;K;6CAC3C,Y;MAAk

C,OAAA,gBdylP/B,YAAQ,C;K;oDcxlPX,mB;MAAgD,OAAY,WAAZ,gBAAY,EAAS,OAAT,C;K;iDAC5D,iB;M

ACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,E;K;mDAEX,mB;MAES,Q;MA

AL,IAAI,eAAC,uFAAD,CAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OAAmB,UAAZ,gBAAY,EAAQ,OAAR,C;K;uDAE

vB,mB;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,uFAAD,CAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OAAmB,cAAZ,gBAAY,EAA

Y,OAAZ,C;K;;IApB/B,6B;MAII,0C;K;IAqBJ,+C;MAaI,OAAY,kBAAL,SAAK,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;K;IAqBhB,0C;

MASI,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAehB,0C;MAYI,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAkBhB,2C;MAWI,OAAY,cAA

L,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,2C;MAWI,OAAY,cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,4C;MAWI,OAAY,

cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,4C;MAWI,OAAY,cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,4C;MAWI,OA

AY,cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,4C;MAWI,OAAY,cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,4C;MAWI

,OAAY,cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,4C;MAWI,OAAY,cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAGhB,4C;M
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AWI,OAAY,cAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;IAwHhB,sC;MAOI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MAOI,O

AAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MAOI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MAOI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK

,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MAOI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MAOI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MA

OI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MAOI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MAOI,OAAY,gBAAL,S

AAK,C;K;IAoFhB,sC;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,sC;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC

;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MASI,OAAY,gBAA

L,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB

,uC;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;IAGhB,uC;MASI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,C;K;wFAsGhB,yB;MAAA,8C;M

AAA,kF;QAmB0E,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACvI,U

AAU,SAAV,EAAgB,WAAhB,EAA6B,iBAA7B,EAAgD,UAAhD,EAA4D,QAA5D,C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;KArB

X,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,w

B;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WAA1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAApG,EAAgH,QAAhH,

C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBsE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B

;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACnI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA2C,WAA3C,EAAmF,iBAAnF,EA

AsG,UAAtG,EAAkH,QAAlH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBkE,iC

;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QAC/H,UAAU,SAAV,EAAyC,

WAAzC,EAA+E,iBAA/E,EAAkG,UAAlG,EAA8G,QAA9G,C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAA

A,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;Q

ACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WAA1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAApG,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;K

ArBX,C;wFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBsE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAA

G,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACnI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA2C,WAA3C,EAAmF,iBAAnF,EAAsG,UAAtG,EAAkH,QA

AlH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;uFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBwE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAA

G,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACrI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA4C,WAA5C,EAAqF,iBAArF,

EAAwG,UAAxG,EAAoH,QAApH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;yFAwBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmB0

E,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,gB;QACvI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA

6C,WAA7C,EAAuF,iBAAvF,EAA0G,UAA1G,EAAsH,QAAtH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;O;KArBX,C;yFAwBA,yB;M

AAA,8C;MAAA,kF;QAmBoE,iC;UAAA,oBAAyB,C;QAAG,0B;UAAA,aAAkB,C;QAAG,wB;UAAA,WAAgB,g

B;QACjI,UAAU,SAAV,EAA0C,WAA1C,EAAiF,iBAAjF,EAAoG,UAApG,EAAgH,QAAhH,C;QACA,OAAO,W;

O;KArBX,C;oFAwBA,qB;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;K;oFAG5B,qB;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;K;oFAG5B,qB;MAOI,

OAAY,SAAY,Q;K;qFAG5B,qB;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;K;IAG5B,8B;MAMW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY

,Q;MmCl7B9C,eAAiB,I;MnCk7BjB,OmCj7BO,K;K;qFnCo7BX,qB;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;K;qFAG5B,qB;MAO

I,OAAY,SAAY,Q;K;IAG5B,8B;MAMW,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY,Q;MmC/8BjD,eAAiB,I;MnC+8BjB,O

mC98BO,K;K;InCi9BX,8B;MAMW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,Q;MmCx9B9C,eAAiB,I;MnCw9BjB,OmC

v9BO,K;K;InC09BX,uC;MD5oCI,IAAI,ECspCI,WAAW,CDtpCf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCqpCoB,0C;QDppCpB,MAAM

,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OCqpCV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,cAAU,OAAV,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MD1pCI,I

AAI,ECoqCI,WAAW,CDpqCf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCmqCoB,0C;QDlqCpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OCm

qCV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,eAAW,OAAX,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MDxqCI,IAAI,ECkrCI,WAAW,CDlrCf,CA

AJ,C;QACI,cCirCoB,0C;QDhrCpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OCirCV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,eA

AS,OAAT,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MDtrCI,IAAI,ECgsCI,WAAW,CDhsCf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cC+rCoB,0C;QD9rCpB,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OC+rCH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,K;M

mChhC7B,eAAiB,I;MnCghCjB,OmC/gCO,K;K;InCkhCX,uC;MDpsCI,IAAI,EC8sCI,WAAW,CD9sCf,CAAJ,C;Q

ACI,cC6sCoB,0C;QD5sCpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OC6sCV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAW,

OAAX,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MDltCI,IAAI,EC4tCI,WAAW,CD5tCf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cC2tCoB,0C;QD1tCpB,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OC2tCV,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAY,OAAZ,CAAf,C;K;IAGX,uC;MDhuC

I,IAAI,EC0uCI,WAAW,CD1uCf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCyuCoB,0C;QDxuCpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;O

CyuCH,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAyB,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,KAA/B,C;MmC1jChC,eAAiB,I;Mn

C0jCjB,OmCzjCO,K;K;InC4jCX,uC;MD9uCI,IAAI,ECwvCI,WAAW,CDxvCf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCuvCoB,0C;QDtv

CpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OCuvCH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAU,OAA
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V,CAAf,C;MmCxkC7B,eAAiB,I;MnCwkCjB,OmCvkCO,K;K;InC0kCX,uC;MD5vCI,IAAI,ECuwCI,WAAW,CDv

wCf,CAAJ,C;QACI,cCswCoB,0C;QDrwCpB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OCswCV,OAAO,gBAAgB,SA

AhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,IAA/B,C;K;IAGX,sD;MAWI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gB

AAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;K;IAG5B,sD;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,E

AA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;K;IAG5B,sD;MAUI,o

CAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAj

B,C;K;IAG5B,sD;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OA

AM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;K;IAG5B,sD;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;

MACN,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MmC9pC9C,eAAiB,I;MnC8pCjB,Om

C7pCO,K;K;InCgqCX,sD;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,S

AAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;K;IAG5B,sD;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,g

BAAtC,C;MACb,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;K;IAG5B,uD;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,

EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACN,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;

MmCxsCjD,eAAiB,I;MnCwsCjB,OmCvsCO,K;K;InC0sCX,uD;MAUI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,

EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACN,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MmCttC9C,eAAi

B,I;MnCstCjB,OmCrtCO,K;K;InCwtCX,wD;MAWgD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E

,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAy

B,OAAzB,C;K;IAGrB,wD;MAWgD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB

,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;IA

GrB,wD;MAWkD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,

OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;IAGrB,wD;MAW8

C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC7E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,

gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;IAGrB,wD;MAWgD,yB;QAAA,YA

AiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MAC

R,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;IAGrB,wD;MAWkD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,u

B;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK

,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;IAGrB,wD;MAWoD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,g

B;MACnF,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SA

Ad,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;IAGrB,yD;MAWsD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACrF,oCAAa,

2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAz

B,C;K;IAGrB,yD;MAWgD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/E,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,

EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACR,SAAY,MAAK,OAAL,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;iFAGrB,8

B;MAKI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,CAAQ,OAAR,CAAP,C;K;iFAG5B,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gC

AxIK,eAAY,OAAZ,EAwIL,C;O;KA7IX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,gBAAa,O

AAb,EAwIL,C;O;KA7IX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,gBAAW,OAAX,EAwIL,

C;O;KA7IX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAwIL,C;O;KA7IX,C

;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,kBAAa,OAAb,EAwIL,C;O;KA7IX,C;gFAQA,yB;M

AwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,kBAAc,OAAd,EAwIL,C;O;KA7IX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxI

A,qC;QAKI,OAwIO,gCAxIK,sBAAe,OAAf,CAwIL,C;O;KA7IX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAwIA,iD;MAxIA,qC;QAKI,OA

wIO,gCAxIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAwIL,C;O;KA7IX,C;IAQA,sC;MAKI,OAAO,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,

C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SA

AK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAh

B,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,E

AAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAA

O,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAA

S,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,

SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;K;IAGX,sC;MA

II,OAAO,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAII,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAA
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O,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;K;iFAGX,+B;MAKI,OAAY,SAAY,Q

AAO,QAAP,C;K;iFAG5B,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;O;KALX

,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;O;KALX,C;iFAQA,yB;

MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;O;KALX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MA

AA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;O;KALX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,O

AAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;O;KALX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,

SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;O;KALX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,

QAA3B,C;O;KALX,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;O;K

ALX,C;8FAQA,8B;MAKI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,CAAQ,OAAR,CAAP,C;K;IAmBL,2B;MAAsB,OAAA,CAAE,i

BAAU,CAAV,C;K;IAN/C,2B;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QA8PY,eA9PO,WA8PP,C;Q;IAzMhB,2B;MAQI,I

AAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,UAAU,SAAV,C;K;IAGlB,wC;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,cAAc,SAAd

,EAAoB,UAApB,C;K;IAGlB,gD;MAewD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACvF,oCAAa,2B

AAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,gBAAc,SAAd,EAAoB,SAApB,EAA+B,OAA/B,EAA

wC,cAAxC,C;K;IAGJ,gD;MAaiC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAChE,oCAAa,2BAAkB,S

AAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAoB,SAAY,UAAS,SAAT,EAAoB,OAApB,C;MACvB,KA

AT,QAAS,C;K;IAGb,gD;MAakC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjE,oCAAa,2BAAkB,S

AAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAoB,SAAY,UAAS,SAAT,EAAoB,OAApB,C;MACvB,KA

AT,QAAS,C;K;IAGb,gD;MAagC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAC/D,oCAAa,2BAAkB,S

AAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAoB,SAAY,UAAS,SAAT,EAAoB,OAApB,C;MACvB,KA

AT,QAAS,C;K;IAGb,gD;MAaiC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAChE,oCAAa,2BAAkB,S

AAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,gBAAc,SAAd,EAA8C,SAA9C,EAAyD,OAAzD,EAAkE,cAAl

E,C;K;IAGJ,gD;MAakC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACjE,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EA

A6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAoB,SAAY,UAAS,SAAT,EAAoB,OAApB,C;MACvB,KAAT,QAAS,

C;K;IAGb,gD;MAamC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAClE,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EA

A6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAoB,SAAY,UAAS,SAAT,EAAoB,OAApB,C;MACvB,KAAT,QAAS,

C;K;IAGb,gD;MAaiC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MAChE,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA

6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,eAAoB,SAAY,UAAS,SAAT,EAAoB,OAApB,C;MACvB,KAAT,QAAS,C

;K;iFAGb,iC;MAKI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;K;iFAGhB,iC;MAKI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;K;iFAGhB,iC;MAKI,

SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;K;iFAGhB,iC;MAKI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;K;iFAGhB,iC;MAKI,SAAY,MAAK,UAA

L,C;K;iFAGhB,iC;MAKI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;K;iFAGhB,iC;MAKI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;K;IAGhB,yC;M

AMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QAAc,gBAAc,SAAd,EAAoB,UAApB,C;K;IAGlB,+D;MAa0E,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,

C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,gB;MACzG,oCAAa,2BAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,gBAAtC,C;MACb,gB

AAc,SAAd,EAAoB,SAApB,EAA+B,OAA/B,EAAwC,UAAxC,C;K;IAGJ,mC;MAII,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAA

K,SAAL,C;K;IAG1B,mC;MAII,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;K;IAG1B,mC;MAII,OAAO,EAAS,MAA

M,MAAK,SAAL,C;K;IAG1B,mC;MAII,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;K;IAG1B,mC;MAII,OAAO,EA

AS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;K;IAG1B,mC;MAII,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;K;IAG1B,mC;MAII,O

AAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;K;IAOH,kD;MAAA,wB;QAAW,qCAAK,KAAL,E;O;K;IAJlC,oC;MAII,O

AAO,iBAAM,gBAAN,EAAY,gCAAZ,C;K;IkD9nEX,+B;MAII,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;

MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,2B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI

,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAc,sBAAK,YAAL,CAAd,C;QACA,sBAAK,YAAL,EAAqB,

GAArB,C;QACA,mC;;K;I/CbR,wB;MAOI,OAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;mFAG9B,

yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,yB;MAA

A,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MA

AA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,gB;MAMI,OAAW,kBAAK,CA

AL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;mFAG9B,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QASI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,E

AAO,CAAP,C;O;KAThB,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QASI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,

C;O;KAThB,C;IAYA,2B;MAOI,OAAO,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;K;mFAGX,

yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;O;KAPhB,C;
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mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;O;K

APhB,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;O

;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,mB;MAMW,UAAe,CAzEX,iBAyEc,CAzEd,MAAJ,GAyEe,CAzEf,GAyEkB,C;MAAzB,OAA

a,CAzEF,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GAyEM,CAzEN,GAAmB,G;K;mFA4E9B,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QASI,OAA

O,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;O;KAThB,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QASI,OA

AO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;O;KAThB,C;IAYA,4B;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MA

CV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MAAM,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OA

AO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MA

nJV,MAAK,KAmJiB,GAnJjB,EAmJsB,CAnJtB,C;;MAoJZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;M

ACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MAnJV,MAAK,KAmJiB,GAnJjB,EAmJsB,CAnJtB,C

;;MAoJZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M

;QAAiB,MAnJV,MAAK,KAmJiB,GAnJjB,EAmJsB,CAnJtB,C;;MAoJZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,

UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAuB,UAAM,G;QAAZ,MApJN,oBAoJuB,CAp

JvB,MAAJ,GAAY,GAAZ,GAoJ2B,C;;MAClC,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAA

U,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MApJV,MAAK,KAoJiB,GApJjB,EAoJsB,CApJtB,C;;MAqJZ,OA

AO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MA

pJV,MAAK,KAoJiB,GApJjB,EAoJsB,CApJtB,C;;MAqJZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,wB;MAOI,OAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,

MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;mFAG9B,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EA

AiB,CAAjB,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CA

AjB,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KA

PhB,C;mFAUA,gB;MAMI,OAAW,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;mFAG9B,yB;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,uB;QASI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAThB,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;Q

ASI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAThB,C;IAYA,2B;MAOI,OAAO,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,SA

AM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;K;mFAGX,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,E

AAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,

CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAOI,OAAO,MAAK,

KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;O;KAPhB,C;mFAUA,mB;MAMW,UAAe,CAzEX,iBAyEc,CAzEd,

MAAJ,GAyEe,CAzEf,GAyEkB,C;MAAzB,OAAa,CAzEF,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GAyEM,CAzEN,GAAmB,G;K;

mFA4E9B,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QASI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;O;KATh

B,C;mFAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QASI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;O;KA

ThB,C;IAYA,4B;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MAA

M,SAAM,GAAN,EAAW,CAAX,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,

KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MAnJV,MAAK,KAmJiB,GAnJjB,EAmJsB,CAnJtB,C;;MAoJZ,OAA

O,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MAn

JV,MAAK,KAmJiB,GAnJjB,EAmJsB,CAnJtB,C;;MAoJZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MA

CV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MAnJV,MAAK,KAmJiB,GAnJjB,EAmJsB,CAnJtB,C;;

MAoJZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAMc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;

QAAuB,UAAM,G;QAAZ,MApJN,oBAoJuB,CApJvB,MAAJ,GAAY,GAAZ,GAoJ2B,C;;MAClC,OAAO,G;K;IAG

X,4B;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MApJV,MAAK,

KAoJiB,GApJjB,EAoJsB,CApJtB,C;;MAqJZ,OAAO,G;K;IAGX,4B;MAQc,Q;MADV,UAAU,C;MACV,wBAAU,

KAAV,gB;QAAU,QAAA,KAAV,M;QAAiB,MApJV,MAAK,KAoJiB,GApJjB,EAoJsB,CApJtB,C;;MAqJZ,OAA

O,G;K;IgDzbX,wC;MvCiBW,Q;MAAA,IuCXgB,KvCWZ,IAAS,CAAT,IuCXY,KvCWE,IAAS,2BAA3B,C;QAA

A,OAAsC,qBuCXtB,KvCWsB,C;;QuCXb,MAAM,8BAA0B,mCAAyB,gBAAzB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,W;K;ICJJ,w

C;MjCqTe,WiC7SY,KjC6SZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OiC7SF,KjC6SE,IAqgHT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;OArgHT,U;

MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBiC7StB,KjC6SsB,C;;QiC7Sb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,

a;K;IAGJ,wC;MjCsTe,WiC9SY,KjC8SZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OiC9SF,KjC8SE,IAigHT,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;O

AjgHT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBiC9StB,KjC8SsB,C;;QiC9Sb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cAAvB,MAA1B,C

;;MAAtC,a;K;IAGJ,wC;MjCuTe,WiC/SY,KjC+SZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OiC/SF,KjC+SE,IA6/GT,gBAAR,iB
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AAQ,C;OA7/GT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBiC/StB,KjC+SsB,C;;QiC/Sb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAAuB,cAAvB,

MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;K;IAGJ,wC;MjCwTe,WiChTY,KjCgTZ,IAAS,C;MAAT,S;QAAc,OiChTF,KjCgTE,IAy/GT

,gBAAR,iBAAQ,C;OAz/GT,U;MAAA,S;QAAA,SAAsC,sBiChTtB,KjCgTsB,C;;QiChTb,MAAM,8BAA0B,iCAA

uB,cAAvB,MAA1B,C;;MAAtC,a;K;IASO,6C;MAAA,8B;MAAS,uB;K;8FACW,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,gBAAY,K;K;+

CAC3C,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,gBAAY,U;K;sDAC9C,mB;MAAgD,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;K;mDAC5D,i

B;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;K;qDAEX,mB;MAES,Q;

MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACvC,OjCsrBO,UiCtrBA,gBjCsrBR,QAAQ,EiCtrBoB,

O/DoIF,K8BkjBlB,C;K;yDiCprBX,mB;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QAAgC,OAAO,E;MACv

C,OjCy6BO,ciCz6BA,gBjCy6BR,QAAQ,EiCz6BwB,O/D+HN,K8B0yBlB,C;K;;IiC/7BnB,6B;MAMI,4C;K;IA2B

O,6C;MAAA,8B;MAAS,uB;K;8FACW,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,gBAAY,K;K;+CAC3C,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,gBAAY,U;K

;sDAC9C,mB;MAAiD,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;K;mDAC7D,iB;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAy

B,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;K;qDAEX,mB;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QA

AiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OjCqqBO,UiCrqBA,gBjCqqBR,QAAQ,EiCrqBoB,OhDoHA,KeijBpB,C;K;yDiCnqBX,mB

;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OjCw5BO,ciCx5BA,gBjCw5BR,QAA

Q,EiCx5BwB,OhD+GJ,KeyyBpB,C;K;;IiC96BnB,6B;MAMI,4C;K;IA2BO,6C;MAAA,8B;MAAS,uB;K;8FACW,

Y;MAAQ,OAAA,gBAAY,K;K;+CAC3C,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,gBAAY,U;K;sDAC9C,mB;MAAiD,OAAA,gBAAY,

gBAAS,OAAT,C;K;mDAC7D,iB;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KA

AZ,C;K;qDAEX,mB;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OjCopBO,UiCpp

BA,gBjCopBR,QAAQ,EiCppBoB,OhEsCA,K+B8mBpB,C;K;yDiClpBX,mB;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAA

D,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,E;MACxC,OjCu4BO,ciCv4BA,gBjCu4BR,QAAQ,EiCv4BwB,OhEiCJ,K+Bs2BpB,C;

K;;IiC75BnB,8B;MAMI,4C;K;IA2BO,6C;MAAA,8B;MAAS,uB;K;8FACW,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,gBAAY,K;K;+CA

C3C,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,gBAAY,U;K;sDAC9C,mB;MAAkD,OAAA,gBAAY,gBAAS,OAAT,C;K;mDAC9D,iB;M

ACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MACb,OAAO,6BAAY,KAAZ,C;K;qDAEX,mB;MAES,Q;MAA

L,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,SAAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,E;MACzC,OjCmoBO,UiCnoBA,gBjCmoBR,QAAQ,EiCnoBoB,O

9DsBE,K6B6mBtB,C;K;yDiCjoBX,mB;MAES,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,SAAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,E;MACz

C,OjCs3BO,ciCt3BA,gBjCs3BR,QAAQ,EiCt3BwB,O9DiBF,K6Bq2BtB,C;K;;IiC54BnB,8B;MAMI,4C;K;+ECtIJ,

qB;MAC+C,OAAA,SAAY,Y;K;yEAE3D,qB;MAC4C,OAAA,SAAY,S;K;2EAExD,6B;MACwD,OAAA,SAAY,Q

AAO,MAAP,C;K;2EAEpE,kC;MACqE,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,EAAa,KAAb,C;K;2EAEjF,2B;MACwD,OA

AA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,C;K;0EAEpE,yC;MACoF,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,KAApB,C;

K;yEAEhG,qB;MAC4C,OAAA,SAAY,S;K;+EAExD,qB;MAC+C,OAAA,SAAY,Y;K;+EAE3D,6B;MAC2D,OAA

A,SAAY,WAAU,MAAV,C;K;iFAEvE,qB;MACgD,OAAA,SAAY,a;K;;;;mCChCxD,gB;;K;;ICAJ,wB;K;;IAIA,wB

;K;;IAIA,wB;K;;IAKiC,uB;MAAC,oB;QAAA,OAA0B,E;MAA1B,gB;K;;IAElC,kB;K;;IAqCqC,sB;MAAC,gB;K;;

IAgCN,4B;MAAC,sB;K;;IAEjC,uB;K;;IA8DmC,4B;MAAC,kB;K;;IAEpC,oB;K;;ICpJA,oB;K;;IAIA,wB;K;;oFlD

LA,qB;MAEqE,uC+BAtB,E;K;iG/BE/C,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QACsE,mBAAY,SAAZ,C;O;KADtE,C;IAGA,

iC;MAGI,OAAsB,UAAY,QAAvB,KAAmC,SAA9C,GACe,UAAY,UAD3B,GAGI,gBAAgB,UAAhB,C;K;IAGR,q

C;MAEI,Y+BhB2C,E;M/BiB3C,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACU,KAAY,MAAK,QAA

S,OAAd,C;MACtB,OAAO,K;K;IAGX,8C;MAQc,Q;MANV,IAAI,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,UAAW,KAA5B,C;QACI

,OAAO,gBAAgB,UAAhB,C;OAEX,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,

MAAM,YAAN,EAAM,oBAAN,UAAiB,QAAS,O;;MAE9B,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAM,OAAlB,C;QACI,MAAM,KAA

N,IAAe,I;OAEnB,OAAO,K;K;IAIX,yB;MAG6C,sBAAY,OAAZ,E;K;wGAE7C,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,gC;QAK0

B,gBAAf,gB;QAAqB,aJoB5B,W;QIpBA,OJqBO,SIrBoC,Q;O;KAL/C,C;yGAQA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gE;MAA

A,0C;QAKI,qBAAqB,QAArB,C;QAC8B,gBAAvB,eAAa,QAAb,C;QAA6B,aJWpC,W;QIXA,OJYO,SIZ4C,Q;O;K

ANvD,C;IAUA,wB;MAG2C,oBAAU,OAAV,E;K;sGAE3C,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,gC;QAK8B,gBAAnB,oB;QAA

yB,aJHhC,W;QIGA,OJFO,SIEwC,Q;O;KALnD,C;wGAQA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,0C;QAKsC,gBAA3B,mBAAi

B,QAAjB,C;QAAiC,aJXxC,W;QIWA,OJVO,SIUgD,Q;O;KAL3D,C;IASA,qB;MAIuD,oBAAU,IAAV,E;K;sGAEv

D,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,gC;QAKiC,gBAAtB,oB;QAA4B,aJ1BnC,W;QI0BA,OJzBO,SIyB2C,Q;O;KALtD,C;uG

AQA,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,0C;QAKyC,gBAA9B,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAAoC,aJlC3C,W;QIkCA,OJjCO,SIiCm

D,Q;O;KAL9D,C;IASA,mC;MAOqB,Q;MAAA,kC;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAc,KAAd
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,C;;K;IAIR,+B;MAMuD,sBAAQ,4BAAR,C;K;IAEvD,6B;MAIwE,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,uB;MAAxB,OJ7D7C,W

;K;II+DX,4B;MAMI,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,cAAtB,C;K;IAGJ,2C;MAMI,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,UAAtB,C;

K;IAGJ,2C;MACI,IAAI,IAAK,KAAL,IAAa,CAAjB,C;QAAoB,M;MAEpB,YAAY,YAAY,IAAZ,C;MACZ,gBAA

c,KAAd,EAAqB,UAArB,C;MAEA,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,KAAM,OAAxB,M;QACI,iBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,MAA

M,CAAN,CAAV,C;;K;IAIR,uC;MACI,OAAO,gBAAkB,IAAlB,O;K;IAGX,iF;MAII,oCAAa,2BAAkB,UAAlB,EA

A8B,QAA9B,EAAwC,MAAO,OAA/C,C;MACb,gBAAgB,WAAW,UAAX,I;MAChB,oCAAa,2BAAkB,iBAAlB,E

AAqC,oBAAoB,SAApB,IAArC,EAAoE,WAAY,OAAhF,C;MAEb,IAAI,WAAkB,QAAO,WAAP,CAAlB,IAAyC,

WAAkB,QAAO,MAAP,CAA/D,C;QACI,eAAsB,MAAY,UAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,QAArB,C;QACtB,WAAY,KAAI

,QAAJ,EAAc,iBAAd,C;;QAExB,IAAI,WAAW,WAAX,IAA0B,qBAAqB,UAAnD,C;UACI,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB

,SAAtB,U;YACI,YAAY,oBAAoB,KAApB,IAAZ,IAAyC,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,IAAP,C;;;UAG7C,mBAAc,YAAY,

CAAZ,IAAd,aAAmC,CAAnC,Y;YACI,YAAY,oBAAoB,OAApB,IAAZ,IAAyC,OAAO,aAAa,OAAb,IAAP,C;;;;K

;8GAMzD,qB;MAEgF,gB;K;kGAEhF,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAC8E,OAAK,aAAL,SAAK,C;O;KADnF,C;sG

AIA,gC;MAEI,OAAI,SAAJ,GAEI,SAFJ,GAII,SNs4BoB,Q;K;IMl4B5B,mC;MAEI,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,o

B;OAEJ,OAAO,K;K;IAGX,mC;MAEI,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,oB;OAEJ,OAAO,K;K;IAIX,mC;MAIqD,mB;

K;IAErD,wC;MPjNI,IAAI,EOyNI,YAAY,CPzNhB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cOwNqB,gC;QPvNrB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAA

Q,WAAjC,C;Q;I0DzB4C,qC;MAAiC,6B;K;uDAIvF,mB;MACI,qB;MACA,eAAe,e;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,

C;QACI,IAAI,OAAA,QAAS,OAAT,EAAmB,OAAnB,CAAJ,C;UACI,QAAS,S;UACT,OAAO,I;;MAGf,OAAO,K;

K;yDAGX,oB;MAGoB,Q;MAFhB,qB;MACA,eAAe,K;MACC,0B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ

,IAAI,eAAI,OAAJ,CAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAW,I;;MAEjC,OAAO,Q;K;IAKuC,sE;MAAA,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gBAA

N,mB;O;K;4DAFpD,oB;MAEY,Q;MADR,qB;MACA,OAAoC,YAA5B,iEAA4B,EAAU,oDAAV,C;K;IAKU,sE;M

AAA,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;O;K;4DAFpD,oB;MAEY,Q;MADR,qB;MACA,OAAoC,YAA5B,iEAA4B,E

AAU,oDAAV,C;K;gDAGxC,Y;MACI,qB;MACA,eAAe,IAAK,W;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAA

S,O;QACT,QAAS,S;;K;iDAIjB,Y;MACyB,OAAA,IAAK,U;K;yDAG9B,Y;K;;IC1CgD,+B;MAAiC,oC;MACjF,gB

AA8B,C;K;8CAM9B,mB;MAMI,qB;MACA,iBAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,OAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;K;mDAGX,2B;MAI

c,UACF,M;MAJR,qB;MACA,aAAa,K;MACb,cAAc,K;MACJ,0B;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,kB

AAI,eAAJ,EAAI,uBAAJ,WAAc,CAAd,C;QACA,UAAU,I;;MAEd,OAAO,O;K;0CAGX,Y;MACI,qB;MACA,yBA

AY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAf,C;K;IAKiB,gE;MAAA,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gBAAN,mB;O;K;sDAFvB,oB;MACI,qB;MAC

A,OAAO,kBAAU,8CAAV,C;K;IAKU,gE;MAAA,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;O;K;sDAFvB,oB;MACI,qB;MA

CA,OAAO,kBAAU,8CAAV,C;K;6CAIX,Y;MAAqD,iD;K;mDAErD,mB;MAAoD,0BAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;K;k

DAExE,mB;MACqB,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,KAAJ,GAAc,OAAd,CAAJ,C;

UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;sDAGX,mB;MACI,iBAAc,sBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,

KAAJ,GAAc,OAAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;iDAGX,Y;MAA6D,iCAAa,CAAb,C;K;yDAC7

D,iB;MAAuE,sDAAiB,KAAjB,C;K;oDAGvE,8B;MAA4E,uCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;wD

AE5E,8B;MAII,eAAe,0BAAa,SAAb,C;MACf,YAAO,UAAU,SAAV,I;MxDyDX,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,KAAtB,U

;QwDxDiB,e;QACA,iB;;K;2CAIjB,iB;MAMI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;Q

AAuB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,oCAAa,uBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;K;6CAGxB,Y;MAG+B,OAAA,oCAA

a,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;K;IAG5C,kD;MAAA,oB;MACI,eACsB,C;MACtB,cAIqB,E;K;yDAErB,Y;MAAkC,sBAAQ,

gB;K;sDAE1C,Y;MAEW,Q;MADP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACtB,eAAO,mBAAP,EAAO,2B

AAP,O;MACA,OAAO,wBAAI,WAAJ,C;K;wDAGX,Y;M3D1CJ,IAAI,E2D2CU,gBAAQ,E3D3ClB,CAAJ,C;QAC

I,c2D0CwB,sE;Q3DzCxB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;O2D2CF,6BAAS,WAAT,C;MACA,eAAQ,W;MA

CR,cAAO,E;K;;IAOqB,6D;MAHpC,oB;MAGmD,wD;MAG3C,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAAyB,KAA

nD,C;MACb,eAAa,K;K;iEAGjB,Y;MAAsC,sBAAQ,C;K;+DAE9C,Y;MAAgC,mB;K;8DAEhC,Y;MACI,IAAI,CA

AC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,MAAM,6B;MAE1B,eAAO,mCAAP,EAAO,YAAP,C;MACA,OAAO,wBAAI,WAAJ,C;K;

mEAGX,Y;MAAoC,sBAAQ,CAAR,I;K;+DAEpC,mB;MACI,wBAAI,YAAJ,EAAW,OAAX,C;MACA,mC;MAC

A,cAAO,E;K;+DAGX,mB;M3DhFJ,IAAI,E2DiFU,gBAAQ,E3DjFlB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2DgFwB,4E;Q3D/ExB,MA

AM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;O2DgFF,wBAAI,WAAJ,EAAU,OAAV,C;K;;IAIgB,+D;MAAuF,8B;MAAtF,kB;

MAA0C,4B;MAC/D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,oCAAa,2BAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAAK,KAA3C,C;

MACb,eAAa,UAAU,gBAAV,I;K;wDAGjB,0B;MACI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,YAA1B,C;MAEb,WA
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AK,aAAI,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAJ,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;MACL,mC;K;wDAGJ,iB;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,E

AAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;K;6DAGX,iB;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAl

B,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,aAAa,WAAK,kBAAS,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAT,C;MAClB,mC;MACA,OAAO,M;K;w

DAGX,0B;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,OAAO,WAAK,aAAI,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAA

J,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;K;mGAGO,Y;MAAQ,mB;K;2DAE/B,Y;MAA+C,WAAK,iB;K;;;ICtMN,8B;MAAiC,sB;MAs

CnF,uBAAoC,I;MA+CpC,yBAA6C,I;K;IAhFR,oD;MAAC,wB;MAGlC,gBAAqB,K;K;iFAHa,Y;MAAA,yB;K;uG

AKZ,Y;MAAQ,oB;K;8DAE9B,oB;MAKI,eAAe,IAAK,S;MACpB,gBAAc,Q;MACd,OAAO,Q;K;wDAGX,Y;MA

A+B,iEAAc,IAAd,C;K;wDAC/B,Y;MAAkC,iEAAc,IAAd,C;K;sDAClC,iB;MAA4C,+DAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAA

lB,C;K;;IAlB5C,8E;MAAA,wE;MAAsC,2CAAK,KAAM,IAAX,EAAgB,KAAM,MAAtB,C;MAAtC,Y;K;IAsBJ,+

C;MACsE,6B;K;mEAClE,mB;MAAmD,kCAAc,OAAd,C;K;;yCAIvD,Y;MACI,YAAQ,Q;K;IAOQ,+F;MAAA,sD;

MAAS,6B;K;uFACb,mB;MAAwC,MAAM,qCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;K;mFAC9C,Y;MACI,4BAAwB,Q;K;4FAG5B,

mB;MAAsD,sDAAY,OAAZ,C;K;IAI3C,oH;MAAA,kD;K;4GACH,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,0BAAc,U;K;yGAChD,Y;M

AAyB,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,I;K;2GAC9C,Y;MAAwB,0BAAc,S;K;;sFAL9C,Y;MACI,oBAAoB,oCAAQ,W;MA

C5B,6G;K;0FAOJ,mB;MACI,qB;MACA,IAAI,+CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,C;QACI,4BAAwB,cAAO,OAAP,C;QACxB

,OAAO,I;OAEX,OAAO,K;K;oIAGY,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;K;4FAEvD,Y;MAAsC,4BAAwB,iB;K;;0FA9

B1E,Y;MACI,IAAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,6F;OA+BJ,OAAO,mC;K;kDAKf,gB;MAEyB,Q;MADrB,qB;MACqB,OAAA

,IlE8Q2D,QAAQ,W;MkE9QxF,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAf,UlEiMsD,U;QkEjMjD,YlE8MiD,Y;QkE7M

xD,iBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;K;IAQc,iG;MAAA,sD;MAAS,oC;K;yFACf,mB;MAAwC,MAAM,qCAA8B,gC

AA9B,C;K;qFAC9C,Y;MAAuB,4BAAwB,Q;K;8FAE/C,mB;MAAsD,wDAAc,OAAd,C;K;IAI3C,sH;MAAA,kD;

K;8GACH,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,0BAAc,U;K;2GAChD,Y;MAAyB,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;K;6GAC9C,Y;MAAw

B,0BAAc,S;K;;wFAL9C,Y;MACI,oBAAoB,oCAAQ,W;MAC5B,+G;K;sIAOmB,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;K

;sFAEvD,iB;MAEI,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,iCAAJ,C;QAA6B,OAAO,K;MACpC,O

AAO,oCAAa,uBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;K;wFAGxB,Y;MAA+B,OAAA,oCAAa,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;K;8F

AE5C,Y;MAAsC,4BAAwB,iB;K;;4FA5B1E,Y;MACI,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,iG;OA6BJ,OAAO,qC;K;gDAGf,e;M

ACI,qB;MACA,WAAW,YAAQ,W;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UAAZ,C;QACI,YAAY,IAAK,O;QACjB,QAAQ,KAA

M,I;QACd,IAAI,YAAO,CAAP,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,KAAM,M;UAClB,IAAK,S;UACL,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAA

O,I;K;kDAIX,Y;K;;IClJ+C,8B;MAAiC,oC;K;0CAEhF,iB;MAMI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,

IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAsB,OAAO,K;MAC7B,OAAO,mCAAY,mBAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;K;4CAGvB,Y;M

AG+B,OAAA,mCAAY,2BAAkB,IAAlB,C;K;;ICbT,0B;MAAuD,8B;MAAlC,4B;MACvD,4BAAkC,K;K;gCAmBl

C,Y;MAEI,qB;MACA,4BAAa,I;MACb,OAAO,I;K;qCAGX,Y;K;iDAGA,uB;K;iFAG8B,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,oBAA

M,O;K;sCAC5C,iB;MACyC,Q;MAAA,oCAAM,0BAAW,KAAX,CAAN,4D;K;sCACzC,0B;MAIW,IAAa,I;MAH

pB,qB;MACA,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MAEoB,gBAAb,qBAAM,KAAN,C;MAAqB,qC;MAA5B,OAAO,CAAa,O3D6

BjB,S2D7BI,2D;K;oCAGX,mB;MACI,qB;MACM,oBAAY,MAAK,OAAL,C;MAClB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;K;sCA

GX,0B;MACI,qB;MACM,oBAAY,QAAO,mCAAoB,KAApB,CAAP,EAAmC,CAAnC,EAAsC,OAAtC,C;MAClB

,qC;K;yCAGJ,oB;MACI,qB;MACA,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE/B,uBAAA,oB7DgoDoB,QM3

rD0C,YuD2DrD,QvD3DqD,CN2rD1C,C;M6D/nDpB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;K;yCAGX,2B;MACI,qB;MACA,mCA

AoB,KAApB,C;MAEA,IAAI,UAAS,SAAb,C;QAAmB,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;

QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE3B,IADE,KACF,e;QAAQ,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;WACf,IAFE,KAEF,O;QAAK,uBvD

xEqD,YuDwE7C,QvDxE6C,CN2rD1C,Q6DnnD6B,oB7DmnD7B,C;;Q6DlnDR,uBAAoC,cAA5B,oBAA4B,EAAV

,CAAU,EAAP,KAAO,CAAY,QvDzEE,YuDyEK,QvDzEL,CuDyEF,EAA4C,cAAN,oBAAM,EAAY,KAAZ,EAA

mB,SAAnB,CAA5C,C;;MAG5D,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;K;2CAGX,iB;MACI,qB;MACA,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MACA,

qC;MACA,OAAW,UAAS,sBAAb,GACG,oBAAY,MADf,GAGG,oBAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,C

AAmC,CAAnC,C;K;uCAGR,mB;MAEkB,Q;MADd,qB;MACc,2B;MAAd,mD;QACI,IAAI,4BAAM,KAAN,GAA

gB,OAAhB,CAAJ,C;UACU,oBAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;UAClB,qC;UACA,OAAO,I;;MAGf,OAAO,K

;K;8CAGX,8B;MACI,qB;MACA,qC;MACM,oBAAY,QAAO,SAAP,EAAkB,UAAU,SAAV,IAAlB,C;K;gCAGtB,

Y;MACI,qB;MACA,uBxBjHuC,E;MwBkHvC,qC;K;wCAIJ,mB;MAA+C,OAAM,QAAN,oBAAM,EAAQ,OAAR,

C;K;4CAErD,mB;MAAmD,OAAM,YAAN,oBAAM,EAAY,OAAZ,C;K;mCAEzD,Y;MAA0B,uBAAc,oBAAd,C;

K;kCAC1B,Y;MAAsC,OAAA,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,oBAAL,C;K;yCAGrD,Y;MACI,IAAI,yBAAJ,C;QAAgB,M
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AAM,oC;K;+CAG1B,iB;MACI,oCAAa,kCAAyB,SAAzB,C;MADoB,Y;K;wDAIrC,iB;MACI,oCAAa,mCAA0B,S

AA1B,C;MAD6B,Y;K;;IAjI9C,+B;MAAA,mD;MAG8B,sBxBRa,EwBQb,C;MAH9B,Y;K;IAKA,kD;MAK0B,+B;

QAAA,kBAAuB,C;MALjD,mD;MAKsD,sBxBfX,EwBeW,C;MALtD,Y;K;IAOA,2C;MAAA,mD;MAGqD,sBvDj

Ba,YuDiBR,QvDjBQ,CuDiBb,C;MAHrD,Y;K;ICtBJ,0C;MACI,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACU,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;;

QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAxC,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,EAA4D,eAAW,UAAX,CAA5D,C;;K;IA

MiB,kD;MAAA,uB;QAAgB,OAAA,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;O;K;IAFpD,4C;MACI,IAAI,6BAA

J,C;QACI,iBAAiB,gC;QACX,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;;QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAxC,EAAiD,cAAN,K

AAM,CAAjD,EAA4D,UAA5D,C;;K;IAIR,gE;MACI,IAAI,aAAY,UAAU,CAAV,IAAZ,CAAJ,C;QACI,UAAU,K

AAV,EAAwC,SAAxC,EAAmD,UAAU,CAAV,IAAnD,EAAgE,UAAhE,C;Q;IAMiB,gC;MAAgB,OAAE,iBAAF,

CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;K;IAF3C,0B;MACI,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,gB;QACX,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;;

QAElB,UAAU,KAAV,EAAwC,CAAxC,EAAiD,cAAN,KAAM,CAAjD,EAA4D,cAA5D,C;;K;;IAaa,kD;MAAoB,

QAAC,IAAM,CAAP,KAAa,IAAM,CAAnB,K;K;IARzC,uC;MACI,sC;QAAiC,OAAjC,yB;OACA,4BAA4B,K;M

AE5B,YAAY,E;MAGZ,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,GAAtB,U;QAAiC,KAAY,MAAK,KAAL,C;MAC7C,iBAAiB,kC;

MACX,KAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;MAClB,mBAAc,CAAd,YAAsB,KAAM,OAA5B,Y;QACI,QAAQ,MAAM,UAA

Q,CAAR,IAAN,C;QACR,QAAQ,MAAM,OAAN,C;QACR,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,CAAP,OAAc,IAAM,CAApB,KA

A0B,KAAK,CAAnC,C;UAAsC,OAAO,K;;MAEjD,4BAA4B,I;MAC5B,OAAO,I;K;IAIX,2D;MACI,aAAa,gBAA

mB,KAAM,OAAzB,O;MACb,aAAa,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,KAAzB,EAAgC,YAAhC,EAA8C,U

AA9C,C;MACb,IAAI,WAAW,KAAf,C;QACI,aAAU,KAAV,OAAiB,YAAjB,M;UAA+B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,

OAAO,CAAP,C;Q;IAIlD,4D;MAEI,IAAI,UAAS,GAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,K;OAGX,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAR,I

AAD,IAAgB,CAAhB,I;MACb,WAAW,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,KAAzB,EAAgC,MAAhC,EAAw

C,UAAxC,C;MACX,YAAY,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,SAAS,CAAT,IAAzB,EAAqC,GAArC,EAA0

C,UAA1C,C;MAEZ,aAAiB,SAAS,MAAb,GAAqB,KAArB,GAAgC,M;MAG7C,gBAAgB,K;MAChB,iBAAiB,SA

AS,CAAT,I;MACjB,aAAU,KAAV,OAAiB,GAAjB,M;QAEQ,iBAAa,MAAb,IAAuB,cAAc,GAArC,C;UACI,gBA

AgB,KAAK,SAAL,C;UAChB,iBAAiB,MAAM,UAAN,C;UAEjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,UAAnB,C

AAX,IAA6C,CAAjD,C;YACI,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,S;YACZ,6B;;YAEA,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,U;YACZ,+B;;eAG

R,iBAAa,MAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,KAAK,SAAL,C;UACZ,6B;;UAGA,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,MAAM,

UAAN,C;UACZ,+B;;;MAMZ,OAAO,M;K;ICrGX,4C;MAMoB,UACM,M;MAHtB,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAA

O,C;MACzB,aAAa,C;MACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAEQ,oB;UAAmB,U;;UACnB,Ip

BFiC,MAAa,YoBEnC,OpBFmC,CoBE9C,C;YAAwD,iCAAhC,OAAgC,C;iBAExD,uC;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,

C;eACnC,wC;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,sC;YAAmC,2BAAR,OAAQ,C;eACnC,uC;YAAmC,2BAAR,O

AAQ,C;;YAEA,kBAAR,OAAQ,C;;QATvC,wB;QAYA,SAAS,MAAK,MAAL,QAAc,WAAd,I;;MAEb,OAAO,M;

K;;;ICTP,uC;MAAA,2C;K;2DACI,0B;MAA2D,sBAAU,MAAV,C;K;gEAE3D,iB;MAA6C,Q;MAAA,wEAAqB,C;

K;;;IAHtE,mD;MAAA,kD;QAAA,iC;OAAA,2C;K;;;MC0BA,iC;MAKA,8B;MA8CA,0BAAmE,I;;IA1EnE,kC;MA

AA,oB;MAA+B,8C;K;2CAE3B,mB;MAAyD,MAAM,qCAA8B,iCAA9B,C;K;uCAC/D,Y;MACI,WAAa,Q;K;uDA

GjB,mB;MAAgE,OAAA,WAAa,uBAAc,OAAd,C;K;0CAE7E,Y;MAAwE,OAAA,iCAAY,W;K;8CAEpF,mB;MA

CI,IAAI,oBAAS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WAAa,cAAO,OAAQ,IAAf,C;QACb,OAAO,I;OAEX,OAAO,K;K;wFAG

Y,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,WAAa,K;K;;8BA8ChD,Y;MACI,0BAAY,Q;K;0CAIhB,e;MAAmD,OAAA,0BAAY,gBAAS,

GAAT,C;K;4CAE/D,iB;MAAmE,gBAAZ,0B;MAAY,c;;Q5DglDnD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAA

qC,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;SACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,I4DhlDmD,uBAAS,gB5DglD9C

,O4DhlDwD,MAAV,Q5DglD5D,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M4DjlDgD,iB;K;kFAInD,Y;M

ACI,IAAI,+BAAJ,C;QACI,0BAAW,qB;OAEf,OAAO,sC;K;uCAGf,Y;MAAiF,iC;K;kCAEjF,e;MAA+C,OAAA,0

BAAY,WAAI,GAAJ,C;K;oCAE3D,sB;MAAgD,OAAA,0BAAY,aAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;K;qCAE5D,e;MAA

yC,OAAA,0BAAY,cAAO,GAAP,C;K;+EAEvB,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,0BAAY,K;K;;IA7DlD,0C;MAAA,iD;MAAuD,

8B;MAvC3D,mB;MAwCQ,8BAAmB,W;MACnB,2BAAgB,WAAY,S;MAFhC,Y;K;IAKA,+B;MAAA,iD;MAGuB

,aAAK,kEAAL,Q;MAHvB,Y;K;IAKA,4D;MASyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,iD;MASqE,qB;MlErCrE,IAAI,

EkEuCQ,mBAAmB,ClEvC3B,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckEsCgC,+C;QlErChC,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OAFV,

IAAI,EkEwCQ,cAAc,ClExCtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBkEuC2B,yC;QlEtC3B,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;OkE

0BV,Y;K;IAeA,gD;MAAA,iD;MAA2C,eAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;K;IAGA,yC;MAAA,iD;MAG
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8C,qB;MAC1C,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJT,Y;K;IAqCJ,4B;MAK8E,gBAAnE,aAAmB,gEAAnB,C;MAA2E,

wB;MAAlF,O/DxCO,S;K;;MgEjEP,uB;;kCA0CA,mB;MACI,UAAU,gBAAI,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,IAAb,C;MACd,O

AAO,W;K;8BAGX,Y;MACI,gBAAI,Q;K;uCAOR,mB;MAA6D,OAAA,gBAAI,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;K;gCAEjE,Y;

MAAyC,OAAA,gBAAI,U;K;iCAE7C,Y;MAAqD,OAAA,gBAAI,KAAK,W;K;qCAE9D,mB;MAAkD,OAAA,gB

AAI,cAAO,OAAP,CAAJ,Q;K;+EAEpB,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,gBAAI,K;K;;IA7D1C,6B;MAAA,iD;MAGoB,8B;MAZ

xB,mB;MAaQ,oBAAM,gB;MAJV,Y;K;IAOA,yC;MAAA,iD;MAG2C,8B;MAnB/C,mB;MAoBQ,oBAAM,eAAgB

,QAAS,KAAzB,C;MACN,qBAAO,QAAP,C;MALJ,Y;K;IAQA,4D;MASyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,iD;MA

SkE,8B;MAjCtE,mB;MAkCQ,oBAAM,eAAgB,eAAhB,EAAiC,UAAjC,C;MAVV,Y;K;IAaA,gD;MAAA,iD;MAA

2C,eAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;K;IAEA,oC;MAAA,iD;MAM0C,8B;MA7C9C,mB;MA8CQ,oBA

AW,G;MAPf,Y;K;IAmCJ,+B;MAKuC,gBAA5B,eAAQ,eAAR,C;MAAoC,6B;MAA3C,OhEPO,S;K;IiEzD6B,uC;

MAAC,kC;MAErC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sBAAyB,C;K;2EAHY,Y;MAAA,8B;K;2FAGrC,Y;MAAA,0B;K,OAAA

,gB;MAAA,0B;K;gDAGA,sB;MACI,eAAe,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,C;MACxB,mBAAmB,6BAAsB,QAAtB,C;MA

CnB,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;QAEI,kBAAW,QAAX,IAAuB,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;;QAEvB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;

UAEI,YAA+B,Y;UAC/B,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,OAAO,KAAM,gBA

AS,KAAT,C;;YAEb,kBAAW,QAAX,IAAuB,CAAQ,KAAR,EAAe,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAf,C;YA

CvB,6B;YACA,OAAO,I;;;UAIX,YAAuC,Y;UACvC,cAAkB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;UAClB,IAAI,eA

AJ,C;YACI,OAAO,OAAM,gBAAS,KAAT,C;WAEX,KAAY,MAAK,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAL,C;;;

MAG1B,6B;MAEA,OAAO,I;K;iDAGX,e;MAEuB,Q;MADnB,eAAe,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,C;MACL,oCAAsB,Q

AAtB,C;MAAA,iB;QAAmC,OAAO,I;OAA7D,mBAAmB,I;MACnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAgC,Y;QAChC,IA

AI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UtBzDR,OsB0D6B,iBtB1DvB,CsB0DmC,QtB1DnC,C;

UsB2DM,6B;UACA,OAAO,KAAM,M;;UAEb,OAAO,I;;;QAGX,YAAuC,Y;QACvC,8BAAc,KAAd,iB;UACI,cA

AY,MAAM,KAAN,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,GAAP,EAAY,OAAM,IAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAM,OA

AN,KAAc,CAAlB,C;cACU,KAAN,UAA2B,C;ctBtE/C,OsBwEqC,iBtBxE/B,CsBwE2C,QtBxE3C,C;;csB2EoB,K

AAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;;YAEtB,6B;YAEA,OAAO,OAAM,M;;;MAIzB,OAAO,I;K;0CAGX,Y;MACI,

oBAAa,kB;MACb,YAAO,C;K;mDAGX,e;MAAyC,uBAAS,GAAT,S;K;8CAEzC,e;MAA+B,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,G

AAT,8B;K;+CAE/B,e;MACuB,Q;MAAA,oCAAsB,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,CAA/B,C;MAAA,iB;QAAoD,OAAO,I;

OAA9E,mBAAmB,I;MACnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAgC,Y;QAChC,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAA

kB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;UAEP,OAAO,I;;;QAGX,YAAuC,Y;QACvC,OAAa,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAi

B,GAAjB,C;;K;uDAIrB,0B;MACI,sB;;QjFimCY,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IiFjmCK,aAAS,gBjFim

CA,OiFjmCa,IAAb,MjFimCd,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MiFlmCH,yB;K;IAIO,8E;M

AAA,wD;MACH,aAAY,E;MAEZ,YAA0B,MAAa,MAAK,qCAAL,C;MACvC,gBAAe,E;MAEf,oBAA4B,I;MAC5

B,eAAc,K;MACd,iBAAgB,E;MAChB,iBAAqC,I;K;yEAErC,Y;MACI,IAAI,6BAAwB,YAA5B,C;QACI,gBAAqB,

iBAAqD,O;QAC1E,IAAI,4DAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,C;OAGf,IAAI,yDAAa,SAAK,OAAtB,C;QACI,oBAAe,

2CAAW,UAAK,aAAL,CAAX,C;QACf,eAAU,iC;QACV,iBAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,C;;QAEP,oBAAe,I;QACf,OA

AO,C;;K;mEAIf,Y;MACI,IAAI,eAAS,EAAb,C;QACI,aAAQ,oB;MACZ,OAAO,eAAS,C;K;gEAGpB,Y;MAEoB,

Q;MADhB,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACN,IAAI,YAAJ,C;QACZ,yBAAqD,cAArD,C;;QAEa,O

AAb,iB;;MAHJ,oB;MAKA,iBAAiB,S;MACjB,aAAQ,E;MACR,OAAO,S;K;kEAGX,Y;MpE/CR,IoEgDyB,cpEhD

rB,QAAJ,C;QACI,cAhByB,0B;QAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;OoE+CE,6BAAyB,cAAO,6BAAY,I

AAnB,C;MACzB,iBAAY,I;MAEZ,uC;K;;6CAtDZ,Y;MAEI,2D;K;4DAyDJ,oB;MACI,mBAAmB,kBAAW,QAAX

,C;MACnB,OAAW,iBAAiB,SAArB,GAAgC,IAAhC,GAA0C,Y;K;;;;wCCtKrD,Y;MACI,aAAR,MAAM,OAAe,C

AAP,IAAO,C;MAEb,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,C;MvBXpB,OuBYqB,MvBZf,CuBYuB,KvBZvB,C;MuBaF,OAAO,

M;K;;ICNuB,qC;MAAC,kC;MAEnC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sBAAyB,C;K;yEAHU,Y;MAAA,8B;K;yFAGnC,Y;M

AAA,0B;K,OAAA,gB;MAAA,0B;K;iDAWA,e;MACI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,K;MAC3B,OAAO,kBAA

W,GAAX,MAAoB,S;K;4CAG/B,e;MACI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;

MACZ,OAAW,UAAU,SAArB,GAAgC,KAAhC,GAA2D,I;K;8CAI/D,sB;MtEVA,IAAI,EsEWQ,uBtEXR,CAAJ,C

;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OsEUN,eAAe,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACf,kBAAW,GA

AX,IAAkB,K;MAElB,IAAI,aAAa,SAAjB,C;QACI,6B;QAEA,OAAO,I;;QAGP,OAAO,Q;;K;+CAIf,e;MACI,IAAI,

0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACZ,IAAI,UAAU,SAAd,C;QxBnDJ,OwBoDy
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B,iBxBpDnB,CwBoD+B,GxBpD/B,C;QwBqDE,6B;QAEA,OAAO,K;;QAGP,OAAO,I;;K;wCAKf,Y;MACI,oBAA

a,kB;MACb,YAAO,C;K;IAKA,0E;MAAA,oD;MACH,cAAkC,MAAa,MAAK,mCAAL,C;MAC/C,kBAA4B,qBA

AL,WAAK,C;MAC5B,iBAA+B,I;K;iEAE/B,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,eAAS,U;K;8DAE3C,Y;MAIuB,gB;MAHnB,UAA

U,eAAS,O;MACnB,iBAAU,G;MAES,+E;MAAnB,OAAO,iD;K;gEAGX,Y;MAEkC,UAA9B,M;MAAA,oC;MAA

8B,YAAa,c;MtEchD,uB;MAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,QAAJ,C;QACI,cAhByB,0B;QAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WA

A9B,C;;QAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;MsEde,oBAAO,sFAAP,C;K;;2CAjBnC,Y;MACI,yD;K;IAqBkD,0F;MAAA,8B;MA

AA,oD;K;kHAC9B,Y;MAAQ,uB;K;oHACN,Y;MAAQ,6CAAuB,gBAAvB,C;K;2EAE9B,oB;MAAwC,OAAA,2B

AAuB,aAAI,gBAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;K;qEAE/D,Y;MAA+B,OAAA,mCAAY,uBAAc,IAAd,C;K;qEAC3C,Y;MA

AkC,OAAA,mCAAY,uBAAc,IAAd,C;K;mEAC9C,iB;MAA4C,OAAA,mCAAY,qBAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,

C;K;;gDAR5D,e;MAAsD,iE;K;;;MCItD,sBAOsC,I;MA6CtC,yB;MAOA,4BAAkC,K;;IArIE,sD;MAZpC,oB;MAY

yD,0CAAqC,GAArC,EAA0C,KAA1C,C;MACrD,oBAAuC,I;MACvC,oBAAuC,I;K;wDAEvC,oB;MACI,WAAm

B,iB;MACnB,OAAa,mEAAS,QAAT,C;K;;IAIrB,wC;MAAA,oB;MAA+B,8C;K;IAE3B,sD;MAAA,oB;MACI,cA

CsC,I;MAEtC,cACsC,I;MAGlC,cAAO,iC;K;6DAIX,Y;MACI,OAAO,gBAAS,I;K;0DAGpB,Y;MAEI,IAAI,CAAC

,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MAEtB,cAAc,0B;MACd,cAAO,O;MACa,gBAAb,OAAQ,a;;MAAf,cpE0DS,SoE1D

oB,KAAO,iCpE0DzC,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,I;MoEzD1B,OAAO,O;K;4DAGX,Y;MvEwBR,IAAI,EuEvBc,eAA

Q,IvEuBtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAdW,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;OuExBE,WAAc,iB;MAGP,oCA

AP,0BAAO,C;MACP,gCAAI,cAAO,0BAAO,IAAd,C;MAEJ,cAAO,I;K;;iDAIf,mB;MAAyD,MAAM,qCAA8B,iC

AA9B,C;K;6CAC/D,Y;MACI,WAAmB,Q;K;6DAGvB,mB;MAAgE,OAAA,WAAmB,uBAAc,OAAd,C;K;gDAEn

F,Y;MAAwE,qD;K;oDAExE,mB;MACI,qB;MACA,IAAI,oBAAS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WAAmB,cAAO,OAAQ,

IAAf,C;QACnB,OAAO,I;OAEX,OAAO,K;K;8FAGY,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,WAAmB,K;K;sDAElD,Y;MAAsC,WAA

mB,iB;K;;iDAa7D,qB;MvErBA,IAAI,EuE0BM,0BAAQ,IAAR,IAAgB,0BAAQ,IvE1B9B,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAdW,e;

QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;OuE0BN,YAAY,mB;MACZ,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;QACI,sBAAO,S;Q

ACP,yBAAO,S;QACP,yBAAO,S;;QAGK,YAAa,KAAM,a;QvElBhC,uB;QAeP,IAfoB,KAehB,QAAJ,C;UACI,gB

AhByB,0B;UAiBzB,MAAM,6BAAsB,SAAQ,WAA9B,C;;UAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;QuEkBZ,+B;QAEA,yBAAO,K;Q

ACP,yBAAO,K;QAEP,qBAAa,S;QACb,qBAAa,S;;K;+CAIrB,qB;MAII,IAAI,SAAK,aAAL,KAAc,SAAlB,C;QAE

I,sBAAO,I;;QAEP,IAAI,wBAAS,SAAb,C;UAEI,sBAAO,sB;SAEX,qDAAc,sB;QACd,qDAAc,sB;;MAElB,yBAA

O,I;MACP,yBAAO,I;K;oCA+CX,Y;MAEI,qB;MACA,4BAAa,I;MACb,OAAO,I;K;oCAGX,Y;MACI,qB;MACA,k

BAAI,Q;MACJ,sBAAO,I;K;gDASX,e;MAAmD,OAAA,kBAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;K;kDAEvD,iB;MACiC,Q;MA

AA,0B;MAAA,iB;QAAQ,OAAO,K;OAA5C,WAA6B,I;;QAEzB,IAAI,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,EAAc,KAAd,CAAJ,

C;UACI,OAAO,I;SAEX,OAAO,cAAA,IAAK,aAAL,C;;MACF,iBAAS,mBAAT,C;MACT,OAAO,K;K;6CAIX,Y;

MAA2E,uC;K;wCAE3E,e;MAAmD,Q;MAAJ,QAAI,OAAJ,kBAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAJ,6B;K;0CAE/C,sB;MACI,

qB;MAEA,UAAU,kBAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;MACd,IAAI,OAAO,IAAX,C;QACI,eAAe,mCAAW,GAAX,EAAgB,K

AAhB,C;QACf,kBAAI,aAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;QACK,wBAAT,QAAS,C;QACT,OAAO,I;;QAEP,OAAO,G

AAI,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;K;2CAInB,e;MACI,qB;MAEA,YAAY,kBAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;MAChB,IAAI,SAAS,IAA

b,C;QACU,sBAAN,KAAM,C;QACN,OAAO,KAAM,M;OAEjB,OAAO,I;K;qFAGmB,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,kBAAI,K

;K;6CAE1C,Y;MACI,IAAI,yBAAJ,C;QAAgB,MAAM,oC;K;;IApG1B,mC;MAAA,uD;MAGuB,qB;MA9J3B,yB;

MA+JQ,sBAAM,gB;MAJV,Y;K;IAOA,iD;MAAA,uD;MAAoD,qB;MAlKxD,yB;MAoKc,Q;MAAN,sBAAM,+D;

MAFV,Y;K;IAKA,kE;MASyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,uD;MASqE,eAAM,eAAN,EAAuB,UAAvB,Q;MAh

LzE,yB;MAiLQ,sBAAM,gB;MAVV,Y;K;IAaA,sD;MAAA,uD;MAA2C,qBAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3

C,Y;K;IAEA,+C;MAAA,uD;MAG2C,qB;MAzL/C,yB;MA0LQ,sBAAM,gB;MACN,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MA

LT,Y;K;IA6EJ,kC;MAKwD,gBAA7C,qBAAyB,eAAzB,C;MAAqD,wB;MAA5D,OpElMO,S;K;;;oCqEtCP,Y;MA

EK,Q;MAA8B,CAA9B,2EAA8B,S;MAC/B,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,Y;MAA+C,gBAAI,iB;K;;IAjCnD,wC;MAAA,uD

;MAAmD,eAAM,GAAN,Q;MAPvD,yB;MAOI,Y;K;IAEA,qC;MAAA,uD;MAGuB,eAAM,oBAAN,Q;MAZ3B,yB

;MASI,Y;K;IAKA,+C;MAAA,uD;MAG8C,eAAM,oBAAN,Q;MAjBlD,yB;MAkBQ,qBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJJ,Y;K;

IAOA,kE;MASyC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MAT7D,uD;MASqE,eAAM,qBAAsB,eAAtB,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAN,Q;

MA9BzE,yB;MAqBI,Y;K;IAWA,sD;MAAA,uD;MAA2C,qBAAK,eAAL,EAAsB,GAAtB,Q;MAA3C,Y;K;IAgBJ,

qC;MAKmD,gBAAxC,mBAAc,qBAAd,C;MAAgD,6B;MAAvD,OrEmBO,S;K;;;;kFsEzEX,uB;MAKI,OAAO,O;K

;ICRX,sB;K;mCACI,Y;MACI,mBAAM,IAAN,C;K;2CAGJ,mB;MACI,mBAAM,OAAN,C;MACA,c;K;iCAKJ,Y;
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K;;IAKuB,oC;MAA8B,qB;MAA7B,gC;K;2CACxB,mB;MAEI,oBA+DyC,OA/Dd,OA+Dc,C;MA9DzC,iBAAa,OA

AM,aAAN,C;K;;IAIrB,8B;MAEoC,qB;K;iDAChC,mB;MACI,OAAQ,KAAI,OAAJ,C;K;mDAGZ,mB;MACI,OAA

Q,KAAI,OAAJ,C;K;2CAGZ,Y;MACI,OAAQ,KAAI,EAAJ,C;K;;IAIhB,0B;MAEqC,qB;MACjC,cAAa,E;K;6CAE

b,mB;MACI,eAoCyC,OApCxB,OAoCwB,C;K;qCAjC7C,Y;MACI,cAAS,E;K;;IAIjB,sC;MAE4C,yB;K;yDACxC,

mB;MACI,QAwByC,OAxB1B,OAwB0B,C;MAvBzC,QAAQ,C3D+IoF,a2D/IhE,I3D+IgE,E2D/I1D,C3D+I0D,C;

M2D9I5F,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;QACI,4BAAU,C3DyJ0E,W2DzJ9D,C3DyJ8D,E2DzJ3D,C3DyJ2D,C;Q2DxJpF,

Y;QACA,IAAI,C3DoJiE,W2DpJrD,IAAI,CAAJ,I3DoJqD,C;O2DlJzE,4BAAU,C;K;iDAGd,Y;MACI,OAAQ,KAA

I,WAAJ,C;MACR,cAAS,E;K;;;IAWjB,yB;MACiD,cAAa,KAAb,C;K;IAEjD,mB;MAEI,MAAO,U;K;IAGX,4B;M

AEI,MAAO,iBAAQ,OAAR,C;K;IAGX,wB;MAEI,MAAO,eAAM,OAAN,C;K;IC3FX,mD;MACI,0B;MASA,gBA

A2B,a;K;2FAFvB,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,eAAS,Q;K;oDAIrB,kB;MACI,UAAU,IAAK,S;MAEX,YAAQ,2CAAR,C;QA

CI,gBAAc,MAAO,M;WAEzB,YAAQ,yBAAR,C;QACI,gBAAc,yC;QACd,eAAS,oBAAW,MAAX,C;;QAEL,MA

AM,6BAAsB,iBAAtB,C;K;4CAItB,Y;MAOW,Q;MALP,IAAI,kBAAW,2CAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,yB;QACT,OAA

O,yB;OAEX,aAAa,IAAK,S;MAEd,eAAW,yCAAX,C;QAAsB,gC;WACtB,0C;QAA4B,MAAM,MAAO,U;;QACjC

,a;MAHZ,W;K;;IA7BJ,gD;MAAA,0D;MACyD,6BAAK,QAAL,EAAe,2CAAf,C;MADzD,Y;K;;;;;ICRA,2C;MAA

A,+D;MAAuB,iC;MAF3B,iC;MAEI,Y;K;IACA,sD;MAAA,+D;MAAuC,6BAAM,OAAN,Q;MAH3C,iC;MAGI,Y;

K;IACA,6D;MAAA,+D;MAAmD,kCAAM,OAAN,EAAe,KAAf,C;MAJvD,iC;MAII,Y;K;IACA,oD;MAAA,+D;M

AAiC,6BAAM,KAAN,Q;MALrC,iC;MAKI,Y;K;IlC4CJ,yE;MASI,sC;MAAA,4C;K;IATJ,iGAWY,Y;MAAQ,2B;

KAXpB,E;IAAA,0DAaQ,kB;MACI,wBAAW,MAAX,C;K;IAdZ,sF;ImC5C2E,0C;MpCiKhE,Q;MADP,eoC/JA,Mp

C+JA,C;MACO,QoChKP,MpCgKO,+D;MoC/JX,W;K;;+FCuHA,gB;MACI,aAAa,IAAb,MAAa,E;MACb,KAAK,

MAAL,C;MACA,OAAO,M;K;wFC3HX,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,wC;QAWqG,OAAK,cAAL,SAAK,EAAiB,IAAjB

,EAAuB,IAAvB,C;O;KAX1G,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,wC;QAWoG,OAAK,cAAL,SAAK,EAAiB,IAAjB

,EAAuB,IAAvB,C;O;KAXzG,C;8ECbA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,sC;QAOyD,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,EAAY,QAAZ,

C;O;KAP9D,C;8EASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,wC;QAWkE,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,EAAa,UAAb,S;O;KAXvE,C;oF

AaA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,wC;QAWqE,OAAK,YAAL,SAAK,EAAgB,UAAhB,S;O;KAX1E,C;kFCZI,yB;MAA

A,iD;MAAA,4B;QAAe,OAAK,WAAL,SAAK,C;O;KAApB,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4B;QAAe,OAAK,

cAAL,SAAK,C;O;KAApB,C;IC5BJ,gC;MAAoE,gCAAqB,OAArB,C;K;IAElC,uC;MAAC,wB;K;iDAC/B,iB;MA

CI,eAAQ,KAAR,C;K;8CAGJ,Y;MAAyC,iCAAuB,cAAvB,M;K;;ICCO,6C;MAAA,8B;MAAS,uB;K;8FAClC,Y;M

AAQ,OAAA,gBAAY,O;K;mDAE3C,iB;MACI,IADoC,KACpC,IAAG,CAAH,IADoC,KACpC,IAAM,sBAAN,C;

QAD8B,OACX,gBAAY,MAAK,KAAL,C;;QACvB,MAAM,8BAA0B,WAAQ,KAAR,6BAAmC,sBAAnC,MAA1

B,C;K;;IARtB,8B;MAGoD,4C;K;wECFpD,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,4B;QAOsC,MAAL,SAAK,C;O;KAPtC,C;kFAS

A,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,kC;QAWuD,OAAK,WAAL,SAAK,EAAc,IAAd,C;O;KAX5D,C;+ECfA,qB;MAI8C,gB;

K;iFAE9C,qB;MAIsE,OAAK,S;K;kFAE3E,qB;MAMyE,gB;K;IAEzE,6B;MAiBa,UAPF,M;MAFP,QAAc,S;MAG

V,cAAK,UAAL,U;QACI,mBAAK,UAAL,G;;QACJ,IzCzBqC,MAAa,YyCyBvC,CzCzBuC,CyCyBlD,C;UAC6B,8

BAAzB,CAAyB,C;;UAGN,UAAlB,uDAAkB,Y;;MAP3B,a;K;IC9BJ,2B;MAEI,MAAM,yBAAqB,OAArB,C;K;IA

GV,sB;MAEI,MAAM,uBAAmB,cAAnB,C;K;IAGV,2B;MAEI,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAtB,C;K;IAGV,iC;MAEI,M

AAM,4CAAqC,uBAAqB,YAArB,8BAArC,C;K;IClBV,8B;MC8CW,kB9FqBiD,oB;M8FM9C,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0

B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QAkF

iD,U;QAjFnE,W9FqKJ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,E6F1OoB,CCqEkC,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAiFh

D,GDtJrC,CCsJqC,GAA6B,UAjFjC,WAiFiC,6DDtJnD,IAAM,CAAN,I7F0OpB,C;;M6F1OA,OCuEO,W;K;;;;ICU

X,iC;MAK8C,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;IAEjE,iC;MAK8C,OAAI,kBAAK,CAA

L,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;ICvDjE,qB;MAK0B,Q;MADtB,UAAmB,E;MACnB,wBAAsB,KAAtB,gB;

QAAsB,aAAA,KAAtB,M;QAAK,IAAC,0BAAD,EAAO,2B;QACR,IAAI,IAAJ,IAAY,K;;MAEhB,OAAO,G;K;IA

GX,+B;MAMgB,Q;MADZ,WAA0B,MAAa,MAAK,KAAL,C;MACvC,wBAAY,IAAZ,gB;QAAY,UAAA,IAAZ,

M;QACI,IAAU,KAAY,gBAAe,GAAf,CAAtB,C;UACI,UAAK,GAAL,IAAY,MAAM,GAAN,C;;MAGpB,OAAO,

S;K;qEC3DX,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;O;KAP7D,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA

,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;O;KAP7D,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,

OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;O;KAP7D,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,

CAAL,C;O;KAT9D,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAT9D,C
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;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAT9D,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,i

B;MAAA,uB;QAkB+D,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;O;KAlB1E,C;uEAoBA,yB;MAAA,iB;M

AAA,oB;QAUmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAV9D,C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASmD,OA

AA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAT9D,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,

CAAL,C;O;KAV9D,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;KAZ/D,C;

yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;KAZ/D,C;yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,oB;QAaoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;KAb/D,C;yEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAS+D,OA

AA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;O;KAT1E,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQmD,OAAA,M

AAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAR9D,C;qEAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;

O;KAV7D,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAcoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;KAd/D,C;IAgBA,sB

;MAcI,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAR,IAAe,SAAQ,GAA3B,C;QAAgC,OAAO,wCAAO,I;MAC9C,OAAO,IAAW,KAAI,CA

AJ,CAAX,GAAoB,IAAW,KAAI,IAAJ,C;K;mEAG1C,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWiD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,

CAAJ,C;O;KAX5D,C;yEAaA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOoD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;KAP/D,C;u

EASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAP9D,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,oB;QAgBmD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;KAhB9D,C;uEAkBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUm

D,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAV9D,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUoD,OAAA,MAAW,OA

AM,CAAN,C;O;KAV/D,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUuD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;KAVl

E,C;IAYA,kB;MAQI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAJ,KAAW,GAAf,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;OAEtB,YAzBgD

,MAAW,OAyBzC,CAzByC,C;MA0B3D,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAR,KAAa,GAAxB,GAA6B,KAA7B,GAtC+C,MAA

W,MAsCb,CAtCa,C;K;qEAyC9D,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUkD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;O;KAV7D,

C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWmD,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;O;KAX9D,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA

,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO6D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAPxE,C;wEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAA

A,uB;QAO6D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAPxE,C;qEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QA

ayD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,CAAV,C;O;KAbpE,C;uEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAOsD,OAAA

,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAY,CAAZ,C;O;KAPjE,C;iGAmBsD,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,

KAAI,SAAJ,C;O;KAAnB,C;+EAaT,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,SAAL,C;O;KAAn

B,C;iFAE7C,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAK8D,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,EAAc,IAAd,C;O;KALnE,C;IAkBqC,4B;M

ACjC,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QADyC,OACrB,QAAP,CAAC,SAAM,C;WACpB,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,c

AAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QAFyC,OAEW,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,wCAAO,UAAf,C;QAHyC,OAGb,YAAY,SAAL,S

AAK,C;;QAHC,OAI5B,OAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAAgB,S;K;IAG5B,2B;MAKI,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,

cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QADwC,OACY,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAFwC,OAEzB,wCAAO,U;;QACP,W

AAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,yBAAuB,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,CAAd,GAAqB,EAAxC,E;QAHgB,O3Cjb6B,MAAa,g

BAAe,IAAf,C;;K;I2CubtF,6B;MAKI,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QAD0C,OA

CU,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAF0C,OAE3B,CAAC,wCAAO,U;;QACR,WAAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,yBAA

uB,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,EAAd,GAAsB,CAAzC,E;QAHkB,O3C3b2B,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;;K;I2CkctF,oC;MA

UI,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAmB,QAAH,EAAG,CAAnB,C;QADuD,OACzB,wCAAO,I;WACrC,WAAM,S

AAN,C;QAFuD,OAEzC,E;WACd,SAAK,SAAL,C;QAHuD,OAGrC,OAAL,SAAK,C;;QAHqC,OAI1B,SAAL,SA

AK,C;K;IAIjC,+B;MAYI,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gCAAyB,yBAAzB,C;WACjB,gBAAO,UAAP,C;QAFyC,OAEjB,U;

WACxB,gBAAO,WAAP,C;QAHyC,OAGjB,W;;QAHiB,OAIW,YAA5C,IAAW,OAAM,SAAN,CAAiC,C;;K;IAG

xD,gC;MAYI,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gCAAyB,yBAAzB,C;WACjB,oD;QAF2C,+B;WAG3C,oD;QAH2C,+B;;QAAA

,OAIS,uBAA5C,IAAW,OAAM,SAAN,CAAiC,C;;K;uEASxD,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,

KAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAP7E,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KA

P7E,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAP7E,C;yEASA,yB;MA

AA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAT/E,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAS

iD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAT/E,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MA

AZ,CAAY,C;O;KAT/E,C;2EAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAkB4D,OAAA,MAA6C,OAA1B,CAA0B,EAAZ,

CAAY,C;O;KAlBzG,C;yEAoBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAV/E,

C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QASiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAT/E,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,i
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B;MAAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAV/E,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYkD,

OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAZjF,C;2EAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAYkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,

CAAY,C;O;KAZjF,C;2EAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAakD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAbjF,C;2E

AeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAS4D,OAAA,MAA6C,OAA1B,CAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KATzG,C;yEAWA,

yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAR/E,C;uEAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,o

B;QAUgD,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAV7E,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAckD,OAAA,MA

A+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAdjF,C;uEAgBA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,0B;QAc6D,OAAmC,IAA7B,CAA6B,EAAZ,I

AAY,C;O;KAdhG,C;qEAgBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAW+C,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAX5E,C;

2EAaA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAPjF,C;yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,oB;QAOiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAP/E,C;yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAgBiD,OA

AA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAhBhF,C;yEAkBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,

CAAY,C;O;KAV/E,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUkD,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAVjF,C;i

FAYA,yB;MA3gBA,iB;MA2gBA,oB;QAUqD,OA3gBE,MAAW,OA2gBF,CA3gBE,C;O;KAigBlE,C;2EAYA,yB;

MAAA,uC;MAAA,oB;QAQkD,OAAoB,MAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KARtE,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUg

D,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAV7E,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWiD,OAAA,MAA8B,MA

AZ,CAAY,C;O;KAX/E,C;wEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO0D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP

,C;O;KAPrE,C;wEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAO0D,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAPr

E,C;sEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAasD,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAbpG,C;uE

AeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAOoD,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;O;KAPlG,C;kGAmBo

D,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAgC,KAAZ,SAAY,C;O;KAAxC,C;gFAaT,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,

4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAiC,MAAZ,SAAY,C;O;KAAzC,C;gFAE3C,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAO8D,OAA0C,S

AArC,SAAqC,EAAZ,IAAY,C;O;KAPxG,C;iFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAK4D,OAA0C,SAArC,SAAqC,E

AAZ,IAAY,C;O;KALtG,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,4B;QAYmD,OAAW,WAAX,SAAW,C;O;KAZ9D,C;sF

AcA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,4B;QAYqD,OAAW,YAAX,SAAW,C;O;KAZhE,C;IAoBA,kB;MAUqC,OAAI,IAAI,

CAAR,GAAY,CAAC,CAAD,OAAM,CAAlB,GAA0B,C;K;wEAE/D,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAKoD,OAAA,M

AAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAL/D,C;wEAOA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAKoD,OAAA,MAAW,KA

AI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;O;KAL/D,C;mGAiBgD,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;O;KAAR,C;

IAShB,+B;MAC5B,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QADoC,OACxB,E;WACZ,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QAFoC,OAExB,C;;QAFwB,O

AG5B,C;K;IAKZ,kB;MASuC,OAAI,eAAI,CAAR,GAAY,CAAD,aAAX,GAAmB,C;K;wEAE1D,gB;MAKuD,OA

AI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;wEAE1E,gB;MAKuD,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAA

Y,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;K;mGAYxB,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;O;KAAR,C;IASjB,+B;MAC

7B,2BAAO,CAAP,C;QADqC,OACzB,E;WACZ,2BAAO,CAAP,C;QAFqC,OAEzB,C;;QAFyB,OAG7B,C;K;IC3k

CZ,4B;MAI4C,qBAAQ,S;K;IAEpD,4B;MAI2C,qBAAQ,S;K;IAEnD,+B;MAGiD,qBAAQ,wCAAO,kBAAf,IAAo

C,cAAQ,wCAAO,kB;K;IAEpG,iC;MAGgD,qBAAQ,uCAAM,kBAAd,IAAmC,cAAQ,uCAAM,kB;K;IAEjG,6B;M

AG+C,QAAC,qBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;K;IAEjE,+B;MAG8C,QAAC,uBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;K;IAGhE,iC;M

AOI,QAAQ,S;MACR,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,UAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,UAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,C

AAC,IAAM,SAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,SAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,SAAP,KAAsB,CA

AE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,SAApC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,QAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,CAAP,GAAc,QAA

pC,K;MACJ,IAAI,CAAC,IAAM,KAAP,KAAsB,CAAE,KAAK,EAA7B,K;MACJ,OAAO,C;K;kGAGX,yB;MAA

A,iB;MAAA,4B;QAO2D,OAAe,aAAM,SAAN,C;O;KAP1E,C;IASA,0C;MAOI,YATsE,aAStC,EAAf,aAAQ,CAA

C,SAAD,IAAR,CAAe,CATsC,CAStE,I;K;IAEJ,sC;MAOI,OAAI,cAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,CAAf,GAAsB,CAAE,IAAI

,EAAJ,GAlB8C,uB;K;IAoB1E,qC;MAQI,oBAAS,CAAC,SAAD,IAAT,C;K;IAEJ,yC;MAaI,oBAAI,QAAJ,GAAiB

,cAAK,EAAL,GAAqB,Q;K;IAG1C,0C;MAaI,oBAAI,EAAJ,GAAoB,QAApB,GAAiC,cAAK,Q;K;IAG1C,mC;MA

MI,OAAK,a5CjEmD,uB4CiEnD,CAAL,GAA0B,a5ClE6B,sB4CkE7B,CAA1B,I;K;IAEJ,2C;MAMU,WAAW,S5C

zEuC,c;M4C0EpD,e;QADJ,OACS,KA7E6D,a5CEf,sB4CFe,CA6E7D,I;;QADT,OA5EsE,aA8E1D,IA9E0D,C;;K;I

AiF1E,4C;MAMU,UAAU,S5CrFuC,a;M4CsFnD,c;QADJ,OACS,KAAqB,sB5CrF0B,uB4CqF1B,CAArB,I;;QADT

,OAEgB,sBAAJ,GAAI,C;K;IAGpB,wC;MAOU,WAAW,S5ChGuC,c;M4CiGpD,e;QAAK,UAAS,kB5ClGqC,sB4C

kGrC,C;QADlB,O5ClG4C,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,GAAT,E4CmGvB,C5CnGuB,C;;Q4CoGlD,aAAa,kBAAL,IAAK
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,C;QAFzB,O5ClG4C,MAAa,KAAK,U4CoG7C,C5CpG6C,EAAc,MAAd,C;;K;I4CuGlE,uC;MAOU,UAAU,S5C7G

uC,a;M4C8GnD,c;QAAK,WAAa,iB5C7GkC,uB4C6GlC,C;QADtB,O5C9G4C,MAAa,KAAK,U4C+GhD,C5C/Gg

D,EAAc,IAAd,C;;Q4CgHlD,YAAS,iBAAJ,GAAI,C;QAFrB,O5C9G4C,MAAa,KAAK,UAAS,KAAT,E4CgHrB,C

5ChHqB,C;;K;I4CmHlE,2C;MAaI,IAAI,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,MAAqB,CAAzB,C;QACI,UAAU,S5ChIyC,a;Q4CiI

nD,WAAW,S5ChIyC,c;Q4CiIpD,aAAa,GAAI,IAAI,QAAR,GAAqB,IAAK,MAAK,CAAC,QAAD,IAAL,C;QACv

C,cAAc,IAAK,IAAI,QAAT,GAAsB,GAAI,MAAK,CAAC,QAAD,IAAL,C;QACxC,OAAW,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,

MAAqB,CAAhC,G5CrIwC,MAAa,KAAK,U4CqIlB,M5CrIkB,E4CqIV,O5CrIU,C4CqI1D,G5CrIwC,MAAa,KAA

K,U4CqIS,O5CrIT,E4CqIkB,M5CrIlB,C;;Q4CuInD,Q;QAAA,IAAI,CAAC,WAAa,EAAd,MAAqB,CAAzB,C;UA

AA,OAA4B,S;;uB5CrIiB,uB;U4CqIP,a5CtIM,sB;U4CsI5C,O5CvIiC,MAAa,KAAK,kBAAc,MAAd,C;;Q4CuI1D,

W;;K;kFAKR,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,sC;QAaiE,6BAAW,CAAC,QAAD,IAAX,C;O;KAbjE,C;qEC1KA,kC;MAII,

OAAO,SAA8B,MAAK,WAAL,C;K;uEAGzC,8C;MAII,OAAO,SAA8B,MAAK,WAAL,EAAkB,UAAlB,C;K;ICp

CzC,iC;MACI,gBAAH,IAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GAAE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,EAAJ,CAAd,GAAyB,CAAh

C,C;K;;;IAKJ,sC;MACI,cAAO,QAAP,GAAkB,QAAQ,Q;K;ICP9B,yC;K;;IAWA,+B;K;;4GAYA,yB;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,yD;MAAA,sC;QAQI,OAAK,qBAAL,SAAK,iB;O;KART,C;ICPI,2B;MAAS,Q;MAAD,OAAwB,CAAvB,iE

AAuB,Q;K;IAMhC,+B;MAAQ,iBAAU,SAAV,C;K;;;;;;;ICtB+B,4B;MACvC,8B;K;gEAAA,Y;MAAA,4B;K;2FAII

,Y;M9FO4B,MAAM,yB;K;kC8FLtC,iB;MACI,OAAO,oCAA0B,oBAAU,KAAM,OAAhB,C;K;oCAGrC,Y;MAC+

B,gB;MAAA,8FAA0B,C;K;oCAEzD,Y;MAEI,OAAO,oBAAQ,eAAR,C;K;;IAIyB,kC;MAAuB,sBAAc,MAAd,C;

MACL,Q;MAAtD,4BAAmC,CAAmB,OAAZ,MAAY,WAAnB,kC;K;8FAAnC,Y;MAAA,gC;K;oDAEA,iB;MAC

W,cAAgB,W;MAAvB,O3DoEuD,MAAa,Q2DpEpD,K3DoEoD,EAAY,OAAZ,C;K;;I2DhEjC,0E;MAIvC,sBAAc,

MAAd,C;MAFA,wC;MACA,8C;K;2CAEA,iB;MACI,IAAI,0CAAJ,C;QAAsC,OAAO,K;MAC7C,OAAa,uCAAO,

KAAP,CAAN,IAAuB,+BAAmB,KAAM,kBAAzB,C;K;iGAGD,Y;MAAQ,6B;K;uDAEzC,iB;MACI,OAAO,0BAA

mB,KAAnB,C;K;;IAIf,6B;MAAA,iC;MAAoC,sBAAoB,MAApB,C;MAChC,4BAAkC,S;K;+FAAlC,Y;MAAA,gC

;K;qDAEA,iB;MAAgD,Y;K;2FAG5C,Y;MAAQ,MAAM,qCAA8B,6CAA9B,C;K;yCAElB,iB;MAA4C,iBAAU,I;

K;2CAEtD,Y;MAA+B,Q;K;;;IAVnC,yC;MAAA,wC;QAAA,uB;OAAA,iC;K;IAaA,uB;K;yFACqC,Y;MjG0EY,M

AAM,6BiG1EJ,oCjG0EkC,WAA9B,C;K;4FiGzEf,Y;MjGyES,MAAM,6BiGzED,uCjGyE+B,WAA9B,C;K;+CiGv

EnD,iB;MjGuE6C,MAAM,6BiGvEG,uCjGuE2B,WAA9B,C;K;mCiGrEnD,iB;MAA4C,iBAAU,I;K;qCAEtD,Y;M

AA+B,Q;K;;oHCnE/B,qB;MAAQ,2B;K;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;ICKZ,gE;MAMI,qBAAU,UAAV,EAAgC,OAAV,W

AAU,CAAhC,EAA0C,gBAA1C,C;K;IAEJ,8B;MAC2C,iC;K;IAE3C,kC;MAC+C,qBAAU,cAAA,KAAM,WAAN,

CAAV,EAA8B,KAAM,UAApC,EAA+C,IAA/C,C;K;IAE/C,2D;MAM0B,IAAN,I;MAAA,QAAM,QAAN,C;aACZ

,I;;UAAA,K;aACA,K;;UAAA,K;;UAFY,K;;MAAhB,oB;MAMA,OAAO,uBAAmB,IAAnB,EAAqC,OAAZ,WAA

Y,CAArC,EAA+C,SAA/C,EAA0D,KAA1D,C;K;IAGX,kC;MAEI,OAAA,uCAAgB,K;K;IAEpB,8C;MAEI,OAAA

,uCAAgB,mBAAU,IAAV,C;K;IAEpB,8C;MAEI,OAAA,uCAAgB,mBAAU,IAAV,C;K;IAEpB,kD;MAEI,OAAA,

uCAAgB,uBAAc,IAAd,C;K;IC/CI,8D;MACpB,sC;MACA,sC;MACA,kD;K;mEAFA,Y;MAAA,gC;K;kEACA,Y;

MAAA,+B;K;yEACA,Y;MAAA,sC;K;iCAEA,iB;MACI,0CACQ,wBAAc,KAAM,WAApB,CADR,IAC0C,uBAAa

,KAAM,UAAnB,CAD1C,IAC0E,0BAAoB,KAAM,iB;K;mCAExG,Y;MACI,SAAC,CAAW,SAAX,eAAW,CAAX,

GAAwB,EAAxB,QAAuC,SAAV,cAAU,CAAvC,IAAD,IAAsD,EAAtD,QAA4E,SAAjB,qBAAiB,CAA5E,I;K;IAY

gD,mD;MAAA,qB;QAAE,OAAG,0BAAH,EAAG,C;O;K;mCAVzD,Y;MACkB,UACO,M;MADrB,aAAc,2D;MA

EV,cAAU,IAAV,C;QAA6B,SAAX,eAAW,W;WAC7B,IAAA,MAAO,WAAP,S;QAAoC,SAAP,MAAO,W;;QAC5

B,+B;MAHZ,2B;MAMA,WACQ,cAAU,UAAd,GAAyB,EAAzB,GACe,eAAV,cAAU,EAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAA

nB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,+BAA7B,C;MACnB,eAAmB,qBAAJ,GAAsB,GAAtB,GAA+B,E;MAE9C,OAAO,i

BAAiB,IAAjB,GAAwB,Q;K;qCAGnC,qB;MAEI,IAAI,sBAAY,IAAhB,C;QAAsB,OAAO,G;MAC7B,OAAgB,aA

AT,kBAAS,CAAT,GAA+B,SAAL,cAAK,C;K;;IAI9C,wB;MAAA,4B;MACI,4BAAwC,I;MACxC,2BAAgD,W;M

AChD,kCAAyC,K;K;0FAFzC,Y;MAAA,gC;K;yFACA,Y;MAAA,+B;K;gGACA,Y;MAAA,sC;K;sCACA,Y;MAA

kC,gB;K;;;IAJtC,oC;MAAA,mC;QAAA,kB;OAAA,4B;K;IAOA,iC;MACI,QAAM,SAAN,M;aACI,W;UADJ,OAC

2B,E;aACvB,I;UAFJ,OAEoB,K;aAChB,K;UAHJ,OAGqB,M;gBAHrB,mC;;K;IC3CkC,oE;MAClC,0B;MACA,wC;

MACA,kC;MACA,oC;K;sEAHA,Y;MAAA,0B;K;6EACA,Y;MAAA,iC;K;0EACA,Y;MAAA,8B;K;2EACA,Y;M

AAA,+B;K;4CAEA,Y;MAAkC,gB;K;;8CANtC,Y;MACI,gB;K;8CADJ,Y;MAEI,uB;K;8CAFJ,Y;MAGI,oB;K;8C

AHJ,Y;MAII,qB;K;gDAJJ,kD;MAAA,8BACI,kCADJ,EAEI,uDAFJ,EAGI,8CAHJ,EAII,iDAJJ,C;K;4CAAA,Y;M
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AAA,c;MACI,qD;MACA,4D;MACA,yD;MACA,0D;MAJJ,a;K;0CAAA,iB;MAAA,4IACI,oCADJ,IAEI,kDAFJ,IA

GI,4CAHJ,IAII,8CAJJ,I;K;ICAA,4B;MAAA,gC;MAEI,gBACe,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCA

ApE,C;MAEf,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,oBACmB,+B;MAEnB,

oBACmB,wBAAoB,OAApB,EAAkE,SAAlE,EAA6E,oCAA7E,C;MAEnB,iBACgB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA8D,M

AA9D,EAAsE,iCAAtE,C;MAEhB,kBACiB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/D,EAAwE,kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,gB

ACe,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCAApE,C;MAEf,kBACiB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/

D,EAAwE,kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,kBAC

iB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAiE,OAAjE,EAA0E,kCAA1E,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,

EAA0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA+E,sCAA/E,C;MAErB,yBACwB,

wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAqE,cAArE,EAAqF,yCAArF,C;MAExB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,WAApB,EAAwE,WAAxE,EA

AqF,sCAArF,C;MAErB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,SAApB,EAAsE,WAAtE,EAAmF,sCAAnF,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBA

AoB,UAApB,EAAwE,YAAxE,EAAsF,uCAAtF,C;MAEtB,qBACoB,wBAAoB,UAApB,EAAsE,UAAtE,EAAkF,q

CAAlF,C;MAEpB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA+E,sCAA/E,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBAAoB,Y

AApB,EAA0E,YAA1E,EAAwF,uCAAxF,C;MAEtB,wBACuB,wBAAoB,YAApB,EAA2E,aAA3E,EAA0F,wCAA

1F,C;K;IAMkB,qE;MAAA,qB;QAAE,OjE/DD,OiE+DU,EAAT,KAAiB,UAAjB,IAAkC,EAAY,OAAf,KAA0B,a;

O;K;+CAJpG,iB;MAE2B,Q;MAAhB,U;MAAA,KAAgB,OAAhB,eAAgB,CAAI,KAAJ,CAAhB,U;QAAA,a;;QAC

H,aAAa,wBAAoB,QAApB,EAA+D,kBAA/D,EACoB,mDADpB,C;QAEG,eAAhB,UAAqC,M;QAHlC,SAIH,M;;

MAJJ,a;K;IA7D+E,8C;MAAE,6B;K;IAGO,iD;MAAE,0B;K;IAME,kD;MAAE,8B;K;IAGZ,+C;MAAE,6B;K;IAG

C,gD;MAAE,6B;K;IAGR,8C;MAAE,6B;K;IAGI,gD;MAAE,6B;K;IAGC,iD;MAAE,6B;K;IAGH,gD;MAAE,yB;K

;IAGD,iD;MAAE,6B;K;IAGM,oD;MAAE,mC;K;IAGO,uD;MAAE,gC;K;IAGL,oD;MAAE,6B;K;IAGJ,oD;MAA

E,6B;K;IAGE,qD;MAAE,8B;K;IAGR,mD;MAAE,4B;K;IAGJ,oD;MAAE,6B;K;IAGQ,qD;MAAE,8B;K;IAGC,sD;

MAAE,+B;K;;;IA5DvH,wC;MAAA,uC;QAAA,sB;OAAA,gC;K;;ICCA,2B;MAEW,Q;MAAA,IAAI,KAAY,SAAQ

,MAAR,CAAhB,C;QACH,kBAAW,MAAX,C;;QAEA,kBAAW,MAAX,C;;MAHJ,W;K;IAOJ,8B;MAC4E,QAAM,

QAAS,OAAf,C;aACxE,C;UADwE,OACnE,WAAW,SAAS,CAAT,CAAX,C;aACL,C;UAFwE,OAEnE,+B;gBAFm

E,OAGhE,iB;;K;IAGZ,oC;MAEU,IAAN,I;MAAA,QlEhB0C,OkEgB3B,CAAf,C;aACI,Q;UAA6B,OAAjB,8BAAi

B,Y;UAA7B,K;aACA,Q;UAAY,OAAI,CAAY,CzDbhC,GyDamC,CAAf,MAAkC,CAAtC,GAAyC,8BAAiB,SAA1

D,GAAwE,8BAAiB,Y;UAArG,K;aACA,S;UAA8B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,a;UAA9B,K;aACA,U;UAA+B,OAAjB,8BA

AiB,eAAgB,CAAY,OAA5B,C;UAA/B,K;gBAGQ,6B;YAAsC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,kB;eACtC,0B;YAAmC,OAAjB,8

BAAiB,e;eACnC,0B;YAAmC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;eACpC,yB;YAAkC,O

AAjB,8BAAiB,c;eAClC,0B;YAAmC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;eACpC,4B;YA

AqC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,iB;eACrC,6B;;eACA,sB;YAAkC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,W;;YAE9B,kBAAkB,MAAa,gBAAe,C

AAf,CAAkB,Y;YAE7C,oBAAgB,MAAhB,C;cAAiD,OAAjB,8BAAiB,S;iBACjD,oBAAgB,KAAhB,C;cAAgD,O

AAjB,8BAAiB,e;;cAE5C,cAA0B,W;cAC1B,kBAAW,OAAX,C;;;;UAxBxB,K;;MAAA,W;K;IAgCJ,4B;MAMW,Q

;MAJP,IAAI,WAAW,MAAf,C;QAA6B,OAAO,8BAAiB,Y;OAErD,eAAsB,MAAY,W;MAE3B,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;Q

ACH,IAAI,QAAS,SAAT,QAAJ,C;UACI,aAAa,qBAAiB,MAAjB,C;UACb,oBAAsB,M;UACtB,a;;UAES,OAAT,Q

AAS,S;;;QAGb,4BAAiB,MAAjB,C;;MATJ,W;K;ICrCJ,0B;MAII,sBAAY,C;K;qEAchB,4B;MAIkE,iBAAY,KAA

Z,C;K;2EAElE,qB;MAI8D,gB;K;IClDb,2C;MAC7C,qBAAwC,Q;K;iDAExC,Y;MACmB,Q;MAAA,yB;MAAA,iB

;QAAe,MAAM,6BAAsB,0CAAtB,C;OAApC,eAAe,I;MACf,qBAAc,I;MACd,OAAO,QAAS,W;K;;;;;ICDyB,2C;u

BAA+B,O;;K;;IAC5E,8C;MAAA,kE;MAAuB,qCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAvB,Y;K;ICD8B,gC;MAe9B,gBAAiC,YAAY

,SAAhB,GAA2B,OAA3B,GAAwC,E;K;uFAGjE,Y;MAAQ,OAAO,aAAY,O;K;yCAE/B,iB;MACW,gBAAP,a;M9

FsEG,Q;MAAA,I8FtEc,K9FsEV,IAAS,CAAT,I8FtEU,K9FsEI,IAAS,2BAA3B,C;QAAA,OAAsC,qB8FtExB,K9Fs

EwB,C;;Q8FtEf,MAAM,8BAA0B,mCAAyB,WAAzB,MAA1B,C;;MAAhC,W;K;kDAEJ,gC;MAAgF,OAAA,a5F2

LY,W4F3LK,U5F2LL,E4F3LiB,Q5F2LjB,C;K;6C4FzL5F,iB;MACI,qCAAU,KAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;K;6CAG

X,iB;MACI,iBAAgB,SAAN,KAAM,C;MAChB,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,uC;MACI,OAAA,IAAK,qBAAY,wBAAS,M

AArB,EAA6B,UAA7B,EAAyC,QAAzC,C;K;sCAET,Y;MAayB,UAEK,M;MAL1B,eAAe,E;MACf,YAAY,aAAO,

OAAP,GAAgB,CAAhB,I;MACZ,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;QACI,UAAU,0BAAO,YAAP,EAAO,oBAAP,Q;QAC

V,IAAQ,eAAJ,GAAI,CAAJ,IAAwB,SAAS,CAArC,C;UACI,WAAW,0BAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,U;UACX,IA

AS,gBAAL,IAAK,CAAT,C;YACI,WAAW,+BAAW,iBAAX,wBAAkB,gBAAlB,C;;YAEX,WAAW,+BAAW,gB
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AAX,wBAAiB,iBAAjB,C;;;UAGf,gCAAY,GAAZ,C;;;MAGR,gBAAS,Q;MACT,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,iB;MAOI,iB

AAgB,SAAN,KAAM,C;MAChB,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,iB;MAQI,iBAAU,K;MACV,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,iB;MASI,i

BAAgB,eAAN,KAAM,C;MAChB,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,iB;MAC2C,2BAAO,KAAP,C;K;6CAE3C,iB;MAOI,gBAA

A,IAAK,SAAL,IAAe,wBAAS,MAAxB,C;MACA,OAAO,I;K;uCAGX,Y;MAU6B,kB;K;qDAE7B,2B;K;8CAcA,k

B;MAO0C,OAAA,IAAY,SAAY,SAAQ,MAAR,C;K;8CAElE,8B;MAQ2D,OAAA,IAAY,SAAY,SAAQ,MAAR,E

AAgB,UAAhB,C;K;kDAEnF,kB;MAQ8C,OAAA,IAAY,SAAY,aAAY,MAAZ,C;K;kDAEtE,8B;MASI,IAAI,M7F

8FwC,YAAU,C6F9FlD,IAAoB,aAAa,CAArC,C;QAAwC,OAAO,E;MAC/C,OAAO,IAAY,SAAY,aAAY,MAAZ,E

AAoB,UAApB,C;K;4CAGnC,wB;MAWI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAA1B,C;MAEb,gBAAS,a5FY+E,

W4FZ9D,C5FY8D,E4FZ3D,K5FY2D,C4FZ/E,YAA6B,KAA7B,IAAqC,a5FS2B,W4FTV,K5FSU,C;M4FRzE,OA

AO,I;K;6CAGX,wB;MAQI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAA1B,C;MAEb,gBAAS,a5FF+E,W4FE9D,C5F

F8D,E4FE3D,K5FF2D,C4FE/E,uBAA6B,kBAA7B,IAAqC,a5FL2B,W4FKV,K5FLU,C;M4FMzE,OAAO,I;K;6CA

GX,wB;MAUI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAA1B,C;MAGb,gBAAS,a5FnB+E,W4FmB9D,C5FnB8D,E4

FmB3D,K5FnB2D,C4FmB/E,GAAmC,eAAN,KAAM,CAAnC,GAAsD,a5FtBU,W4FsBO,K5FtBP,C;M4FuBzE,O

AAO,I;K;6CAGX,wB;MAaI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAA1B,C;MAEb,gBAAS,a5FtC+E,W4FsC9D,C

5FtC8D,E4FsC3D,K5FtC2D,C4FsC/E,GAAmC,SAAN,KAAM,CAAnC,GAAgD,a5FzCgB,W4FyCC,K5FzCD,C;

M4F0CzE,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,wB;MAWI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAA1B,C;MAEb,gBAAS,a5FvD+

E,W4FuD9D,C5FvD8D,E4FuD3D,K5FvD2D,C4FuD/E,GAAmC,SAAN,KAAM,CAAnC,GAAgD,a5F1DgB,W4F

0DC,K5F1DD,C;M4F2DzE,OAAO,I;K;6CAGX,wB;MACuD,2BAAO,KAAP,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;6CAEvD,wB;MA

UI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAA1B,C;MAEb,eAAe,wBAAS,M;MACxB,gBAAc,IAAK,S5F3EqE,W4

F2EpD,C5F3EoD,E4F2EjD,K5F3EiD,C4F2E1E,GAAkC,QAAlC,GAA6C,IAAK,S5F9ES,W4F8EQ,K5F9ER,C;M

4F+EzE,OAAO,I;K;gDAGX,qB;MAcI,IAAI,YAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,0BAAuB,SAAvB,MAAz

B,C;OAGV,IAAI,aAAa,WAAjB,C;QACI,gBAAS,a5FlG2E,W4FkG1D,C5FlG0D,E4FkGvD,S5FlGuD,C;;Q4FoGp

F,aAAU,WAAV,MAAuB,SAAvB,M;UACI,qCAAU,CAAV,C;;;K;gDAKZ,sB;MAQI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,

EAA+B,WAA/B,C;MAEb,OAAO,a5FvHkE,W4FuHjD,U5FvHiD,C;K;gD4F0H7E,gC;MAQI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,U

AAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,WAAzC,C;MAEb,OAAO,a5FjIiF,W4FiIhE,U5FjIgE,E4FiIpD,Q5FjIoD,C;K;yC4F

oI5F,Y;K;uCAcA,Y;MAAkC,oB;K;oCAElC,Y;MAOI,gBAAS,E;MACT,OAAO,I;K;0CAGX,wB;MAQI,oCAAa,2

BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,WAAzB,C;MAEb,gBAAS,a5FzK+E,W4FyK9D,C5FzK8D,E4FyK3D,K5FzK2D,C4FyK/

E,uBAA6B,kBAA7B,IAAqC,a5F5K2B,W4F4KV,QAAQ,CAAR,I5F5KU,C;K;+C4F+K7E,uC;MAYI,yBAAkB,U

AAlB,EAA8B,QAA9B,EAAwC,WAAxC,C;MAEA,gBAAc,IAAK,S5F1LqE,W4F0LpD,C5F1LoD,E4F0LjD,U5F1

LiD,C4F0L1E,GAAuC,KAAvC,GAA+C,IAAK,S5F7LO,W4F6LU,Q5F7LV,C;M4F8LzE,OAAO,I;K;kDAGX,wC;

MACI,IAAI,aAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,aAAa,MAAnC,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,iBAAc,UAAd,kBAAmC,MAA7D,C;

OAEV,IAAI,aAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,gBAAa,UAAb,qBAAqC,QAArC,MAAzB,C;Q;+CAId,iB;

MAYI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,WAAzB,C;MAEb,gBAAS,a5FrN+E,W4FqN9D,C5FrN8D,E4FqN3D,K5

FrN2D,C4FqN/E,GAA6B,a5FxNmC,W4FwNlB,QAAQ,CAAR,I5FxNkB,C;M4FyNzE,OAAO,I;K;kDAGX,gC;M

AWI,yBAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8B,QAA9B,EAAwC,WAAxC,C;MAEA,gBAAS,a5FtO+E,W4FsO9D,C5FtO8D,E4Fs

O3D,U5FtO2D,C4FsO/E,GAAkC,a5FzO8B,W4FyOb,Q5FzOa,C;M4F0OzE,OAAO,I;K;kDAGX,gE;MAc+C,iC;Q

AAA,oBAAyB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,IAAK,O;MAKlF,IACf,I;MALhB,oC

AAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,WAAzC,C;MACb,oCAAa,4BAAmB,iBAAnB,EAAsC,oBAAoB

,QAApB,GAA+B,UAA/B,IAAtC,EAAiF,WAAY,OAA7F,C;MAEb,eAAe,iB;MACf,iBAAc,UAAd,UAA+B,QAA/

B,U;QACI,YAAY,eAAZ,EAAY,uBAAZ,UAA0B,yBAAO,KAAP,C;;K;kDAIlC,uC;MAeI,iBAAgB,iBAAN,KAA

M,EAAe,UAAf,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MAChB,OAAO,I;K;kDAGX,uC;MAYI,gBAAgB,KAAM,W;MACtB,oCAAa,

4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAU,OAAnD,C;MAEb,iBAAU,S5FpS8E,W4FoS1D,U5FpS0D,E4F

oS9C,Q5FpS8C,C;M4FqSxF,OAAO,I;K;kDAGX,8C;MAgBI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,IAAK,OAA/B,C

;MAGb,gBAAS,a5F3T+E,W4F2T9D,C5F3T8D,E4F2T3D,K5F3T2D,C4F2T/E,GAAmC,iBAAN,KAAM,EAAe,U

AAf,EAA2B,QAA3B,CAAnC,GAA0E,a5F9TV,W4F8T2B,K5F9T3B,C;M4F+TzE,OAAO,I;K;kDAGX,8C;MAgB

I,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAA1B,C;MAEb,gBAAgB,KAAM,W;MACtB,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,

EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAU,OAAnD,C;MAEb,gBAAS,a5FpV+E,W4FoV9D,C5FpV8D,E4FoV3D,K5FpV2D,

C4FoV/E,GAA6B,S5FpVkD,W4FoV9B,U5FpV8B,E4FoVlB,Q5FpVkB,C4FoV/E,GAAyE,a5FvVT,W4FuV0B,K5
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FvV1B,C;M4FwVzE,OAAO,I;K;;IAtiBX,6C;MAAA,uD;MAKoC,2B;MALpC,Y;K;IAQA,8C;MAAA,uD;MAC4C

,0BAAK,OAAQ,WAAb,C;MAD5C,Y;K;IAGA,qC;MAAA,uD;MACuB,0BAAK,EAAL,C;MADvB,Y;K;2EAgiBJ,

qB;MAOgE,OAAA,SAAK,Q;K;uEAErE,mC;MAQ+E,SAAK,aAAI,KAAJ,EAAW,KAAX,C;K;+EAEpF,kD;MAaI

,OAAA,SAAK,kBAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,QAArB,EAA+B,KAA/B,C;K;+EAET,4B;MAY6E,OAAA,SAAK,kBAAS,

KAAT,C;K;qFAElF,2C;MAWoG,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,C;K;uFAEzG,2E;MAe2E,iC;Q

AAA,oBAAyB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MAC7I,SAAK,qBAAY,W

AAZ,EAAyB,iBAAzB,EAA4C,UAA5C,EAAwD,QAAxD,C;K;qFAET,kD;MAeI,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,KAAZ,E

AAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,C;K;uFAET,kD;MAaI,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,

QAA/B,C;K;qFAET,yD;MAiBI,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,UAA1B,EAAsC,QAAtC

,C;K;uFAET,yD;MAiBI,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,UAA1B,EAAsC,QAAtC,C;K;I

CpsBT,iC;MACiD,OAAW,QAAX,8BAAW,EAAQ,YAAR,C;K;qFAE5D,yB;MAOA,0B;MAPA,4B;QAKoD,OAc

uE,OAA1D,8BAAY,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,C;O;KAnB3H,C;yFAOA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAYsD,O

AAqE,OAA1D,8BAAY,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,C;O;KAZ3H,C;iFAcA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,4B;QAaoD,I

AAuB,I;QAAvB,eAAuB,OAAZ,8BAAY,cAAvB,kC;O;KAbpD,C;qFAeA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4B;QAKoD,+B;

O;KALpD,C;IAOA,kC;MA6BoD,Q;MAjBhD,gBAiBgD,QAAuB,OAAZ,8BAAY,cAAvB,kC;MAhBhD,OAAW,S

AAU,OAAV,GAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,SAA1B,GAAoC,qBAAU,CAAV,C;K;iFAG/C,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,4B;

QAaoD,IAAuB,I;QAAvB,eAAuB,OAAZ,8BAAY,cAAvB,kC;O;KAbpD,C;IAeA,oC;MAGoD,QAAQ,cAAA,sCA

AK,mBAAL,EAAyB,sCAAK,mBAA9B,CAAR,6B;K;IAEpD,mC;MAGmD,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,kBAAL,EAA

wB,sCAAK,kBAA7B,CAAR,6B;K;iFCpFnD,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,4B;QAMuD,OAAK,UAAL,SAAK,C;O;KAN

5D,C;IAQA,gC;MAKiD,4B;MAAA,S;QAAgB,cAAA,S9FuLC,c8FvLD,EAAoB,MAApB,C;OAAhB,W;K;IAEjD,

6B;MAI0C,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE5D,oC;MAKoD,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kB

AAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAG3E,8B;MAI4C,Q;MAAA,0DAAmB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE/D,qC;MAKsD,Q;MAAA,0

CAAc,KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE9E,0B;MAIwC,Q;MAAA,wDAAiB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE

zD,mC;MAKkD,Q;MAAA,wCAAY,KAAZ,oBAAsB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAExE,2B;MAI0C,Q;MAAA,yDAAk

B,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE5D,oC;MAKoD,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE3E,6B;

MAIyF,kBAA1C,CAAO,S;MAClD,IAAO,Q1GgBD,W0GhBC,CAAH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB,K1GgBE,W0GhB6

B,KAAM,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAJ,C;QACI,4B;MAFsC,O1GkBnC,W;K;6E0GbX,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4

B;QAKmD,0B;O;KALnD,C;IAOA,mC;MAIgG,kBAA1C,CAAO,S;MAAR,OACjD,EAAK,Q1G4BgB,W0G5BhB,

CAAH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB,K1G4BmB,W0G5BY,KAAM,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAF,C1G4BO,GAAqB,

WAArB,GAA+B,I;K;yF0GzB1C,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,4B;QAK0D,gC;O;KAL1D,C;iFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MA

AA,mC;QAO6D,OAAa,SAAR,SAAQ,EAAS,KAAT,C;O;KAP1E,C;iFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,mC;QAO8D,O

AAa,SAAR,SAAQ,EAAS,KAAT,C;O;KAP3E,C;IASA,sC;MAMqD,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,WAAW,KAAX,CAAT

,C;K;IAEjE,4B;MACsC,QAAM,S9FsEsB,c8FtE5B,C;aAClC,K;aAAA,M;aAAA,M;UADkC,OACT,I;gBADS,OAE

1B,K;;K;IAGZ,2B;MAKI,IAAI,EAAU,CAAV,sBAAa,EAAb,CAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,WAAQ,KAAR,kC

AAzB,C;OAEV,OAAO,K;K;IAGX,8B;MAA2D,Q;MACvD,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,EAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAA

O,E;WACrC,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,EAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,EAAP,GAAa,EAAb,I;WAC9B,YAAQ,EAAR

,IAAe,QAAQ,GAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,EAAP,GAAa,EAAb,I;;QACtB,S;M1G3CD,a;M0GuCgD,OAK/C,WAAJ,

GAAiB,EAAjB,GAAyB,E;K;IC/IG,2C;MAHpC,e;MAGqC,kB;MAHrC,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,kC;MAAA,qC;O;

MAII,qEACY,GADZ,C;MAEA,iEAIU,GAJV,C;K;;IAFA,+C;MAAA,wB;MAAA,uC;K;;IAEA,6C;MAAA,wB;M

AAA,qC;K;;IANJ,8B;MAAA,mF;K;;IAAA,mC;MAAA,a;aAAA,a;UAAA,4C;aAAA,W;UAAA,0C;gBAAA,4D;;K

;;IAmBmC,2B;MAAC,kB;K;;sCALpC,Y;MAKoC,iB;K;wCALpC,iB;MAAA,sBAKoC,qCALpC,C;K;oCAAA,Y;

MAAA,OAKoC,iDALpC,M;K;oCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;MAKoC,sD;MALpC,a;K;kCAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAKoC,sCALp

C,G;K;IAiB0B,iC;MA+ItB,6B;MAtIA,eACoC,O;MACpC,eACsD,QAAR,OAAQ,C;MxGw7C/C,kBAAM,iBAAa,

wBwGv7C0B,OxGu7C1B,EAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAuEA,Q;MAAA,OwG9/CuC,OxG8/CvC,W;MAAb,OAAa

,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IwG//CuC,MxG+/CrD,C;;MwG//ChB,uBAAoC,WAAO,OAAP,EAAyC

,exGggDtE,WwGhgDsE,EAAyB,EAAzB,CAAzB,GAAwD,GAAxE,C;K;sCAEpC,iB;MAEkB,MAAd,oBAAc,C;M

ACd,YAAY,oBAAc,MAAK,KAAM,WAAX,C;MAC1B,OAAO,iBAAiB,KAAM,MAAN,KAAe,CAAhC,IAAqC,o

BAAc,UAAd,KAA2B,KAAM,O;K;8CAGjF,iB;MAEkB,MAAd,oBAAc,C;MACd,OAAO,oBAAc,MAAK,KAAM,
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WAAX,C;K;mCAGzB,6B;MAO4C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAC1D,IAAI,aAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,aAAa,KAAM,OAA

zC,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gCAA6B,UAA7B,wBAAyD,KAAM,OAAzF,C;OAEV,OAAqB,SAAd,oBAAc,EA

AS,KAAM,WAAf,EAA2B,UAA3B,C;K;IAeG,6E;MAAA,mB;QAAE,+BAAK,aAAL,EAAY,kBAAZ,C;O;K;IAA

2B,uC;MAAW,OAAA,KAAM,O;K;sCAZ1E,6B;MAQ+C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAC7D,IAAI,aAAa,CAAb,IAAk

B,aAAa,KAAM,OAAzC,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gCAA6B,UAA7B,wBAAyD,KAAM,OAAzF,C;OAEV,OAA

O,mBAAiB,6CAAjB,EAA8C,sBAA9C,C;K;0CAGX,iB;MAMI,IAAY,aAAR,YAAQ,EAAW,EAAX,CAAR,IAAm

C,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,EAAT,CAAvC,C;QACI,OAAO,kBAAK,KAAL,C;;QAEP,OAAkE,CAA3D,UAAM,MA

A2B,UAAf,YAAR,YAAQ,qBAAU,EAAV,EAAe,qBAAQ,EAAR,EAA3B,MAAN,EAAkD,YAAlD,CAA2D,eAA

K,KAAL,C;K;sCAG1E,8B;MAK8E,OAAA,KAAM,W/FwHa,S+FxHY,oB/FwHZ,E+FxH2B,W/FwH3B,C;K;uG+F

tHjG,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,wC;MAAA,mC;QAMI,YAAY,kBAAK,KAAL,C;QACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UAAmB,OAA

O,KAAM,W;QAEhC,gBAAgB,C;QAChB,aAAa,KAAM,O;QACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;UAEL,iBAAiB,oB;

UACjB,EAAG,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;UACH,EAAG,gBAAO,UAAU,

UAAV,CAAP,C;UACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aAAjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;UACZ,QAAQ,UAAW,O;;QACd,oBA

AY,MAAZ,IAAsB,aAAtB,C;QAET,IAAI,YAAY,MAAhB,C;UACI,EAAG,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,

MAAzB,C;SAGP,OAAO,EAAG,W;O;KAxBd,C;2CA2BA,8B;MAMmC,gBAAR,Y;MxGu1CpB,kBAAM,iBAAa,

mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAuEA,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IwG/

5Cc,MxG+5C5B,C;;MwG/5CZ,uBAAgD,exGg6C7C,WwGh6C6C,EAAyB,EAAzB,C;MAChD,OAAO,KAAM,W/

FoFgF,S+FpFvD,WAAO,YAAP,EAAgB,gBAAhB,C/FoFuD,E+FpFpB,W/FoFoB,C;K;oC+FjFjG,wB;MAO6C,qB;

QAAA,QAAa,C;MAMxC,Q;M9GnIlB,IAAI,E8G8HQ,SAAS,C9G9HjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8G6HsB,8C;Q9G5HtB,M

AAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OG0EH,S2GmDW,qBAAQ,KAAR,C;MAAd,cAAuC,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,E

AAhB,GAA2B,OAAH,EAAG,EAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;MAC9D,arHxEgD,gB;MqHyEhD,gBAAgB,C;MAE

F,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,MAAO,WAAU,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,M

AAM,MAAnC,CAA0C,WAApD,C;QACP,YAAY,KAAM,MAAM,aAAZ,GAA2B,CAA3B,I;;MAEhB,MAAO,W

AAU,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,OAA7B,CAAqC,WAA/C,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;+BAIX,Y;

MAMyC,OAAA,oBAAc,W;K;IAEvD,2B;MAAA,+B;MAmBI,uBAA4B,WAAO,wBAAP,EAAkC,GAAlC,C;MAC

5B,2BAAgC,WAAO,KAAP,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;K;oDAnBhC,mB;MAIwD,oBAAM,oBAAO,OAAP,CAAN,C;K;+C

AExD,mB;MAIoD,OAAA,O/FwCyC,S+FxCnB,oB/FwCmB,E+FxCJ,M/FwCI,C;K;0D+FtC7F,mB;MAI+D,OAAA

,O/FkC8B,S+FlCR,wB/FkCQ,E+FlCW,M/FkCX,C;K;;;I+FnDjG,uC;MAAA,sC;QAAA,qB;OAAA,+B;K;;IA7IA,4

C;MAAA,+C;MACkE,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,MAAM,MAAN,CAAd,C;MADlE,Y;K;IAGA,sC;MAAA,+C;MAC6

C,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,UAAd,C;MAD7C,Y;K;IAkKJ,kC;MAGkE,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,MAAM,MAAN,CAAf

,C;K;IAElE,0B;MAG6C,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,UAAf,C;K;IAWlC,4F;MAAA,kC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,

kC;MACH,uBAA+B,a;MAI/B,sF;MAOA,sBAA0C,I;K;+FAX1C,Y;MAAA,2B;K;+FAEI,Y;MAAQ,qBAAA,kBNl

L8C,CMkLxC,CNlLwC,CMkL9C,C;K;gGAEZ,Y;MAAA,4B;K;IAY2B,oG;MAAA,kC;MAAS,uB;K;mJACG,Y;M

AAQ,OAAA,kBAAM,O;K;wGACrC,iB;MAAuC,Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBNlMG,CMkMG,KNlMH,CMkMH,mBAAg

B,E;K;;qGAJnE,Y;MACI,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QACI,yH;OAKJ,OAAO,kC;K;4CAGf,Y;MAAoC,OAAc,SAAd,kBAAc,

EAAS,kBAAT,EAAoB,kBAAM,UAAV,GAAqB,kBAAM,MAAN,GAAc,CAAd,IAArB,GAA0C,kBAAM,aAAN,

GAAqB,CAArB,IAA1D,C;K;IApBN,oE;MAAA,kC;MAA+B,6B;K;mHAChD,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,kBAAM,O;K;IA

CqC,4E;MAAA,qB;QAAE,yBAAK,EAAL,C;O;K;qEAA5E,Y;MAAiD,OAAqB,OAAb,aAAR,oBAAQ,CAAa,EA

AI,iEAAJ,CAAiB,W;K;wEACvF,iB;MAA4C,Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBNvLU,CMuLJ,KNvLI,CMuLV,YAAoB,oBAAp

B,O;K;;;IAdxD,0C;MACI,sBAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,eAAK,KAAL,C;MACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QAAmB,OAAO,I;MA

C1B,YAAY,aAAA,KAAM,MAAN,EAAa,sBAAY,CAAZ,IAAb,C;MAEZ,iE;K;I/FzNJ,yB;MAOiB,Q;MADb,aAA

a,E;MACb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,KAAb,O;QACI,8BAAU,IAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,

yC;MAY+B,Q;MAH3B,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,CAAvB,IAA4B,CAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,MAAb,Q

AAsB,MAAtD,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,WAAS,KAAM,OAAf,kBAA+B,MAA/B,kBAAgD,MAA1E,C;MACV,a

AAa,E;MACc,gBAAS,MAAT,I;MAA3B,iBAAc,MAAd,wB;QACI,8BAAU,MAAM,KAAN,CAAV,C;;MAEJ,OA

AO,M;K;IAGX,mC;MAOiB,Q;MADb,aAAa,E;MACb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,8B

AAU,IAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,2D;MAY2C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,

O;MACjF,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAK,OAA9C,C;MACb,aAAa,E;MACb,iBAAc,U
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AAd,UAA+B,QAA/B,U;QACI,8BAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;K;IASkB,gD;MAAA,qB;QAA

E,+CAAI,EAAJ,E;O;K;IAN/B,kC;MAMI,OAAO,kBAAU,gBAAV,EAAkB,+BAAlB,C;K;IAiBiC,oE;MAAA,qB;

QAAE,+CAAI,qBAAa,EAAb,IAAJ,E;O;K;IAd9C,wD;MAYqC,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,wB;QAAA,WAAgB

,SAAK,O;MAC3E,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,gBAAzC,C;MACb,OAAO,kBAAU,WAA

W,UAAX,IAAV,EAAiC,2CAAjC,C;K;IAGX,mC;MAQI,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,gBAAp

B,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;K;IAGX,mF;MAeI,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAClB,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,SAAK,O;MACrB,sC;

QAAA,yBAAkC,K;MAElC,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,SAAK,OAA9C,C;MACb,OAAO

,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,sBAAvC,C;K;IAGX,sC;MAQI,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,

EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,gBAApB,EAA4B,KAA5B,C;K;IAGX,sF;MAeI,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAClB,wB;QAAA,

WAAgB,SAAK,O;MACrB,sC;QAAA,yBAAkC,K;MAElC,oCAAa,4BAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,QAA/B,EAAyC,g

BAAzC,C;MACb,OAAO,WAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,sBAAvC,C;K;uFAGX,qB;MA

IwD,OAAA,SAAY,c;K;mFAEpE,qB;MAWsD,OAAA,SAAY,c;K;uFAElE,qB;MAIwD,OAAA,SAAY,c;K;mFAEp

E,qB;MAWsD,OAAA,SAAY,c;K;yFAElE,qC;MACoF,OAAA,SAAY,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,SAAb,C;K;iGAEhG,q

C;MACwF,OAAA,SAAY,aAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,SAAjB,C;K;+FAEpG,kC;MACiF,OAAA,SAAY,YAAW,CAAX,

EAAc,QAAd,C;K;2FAE7F,wB;MACgE,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,CAAT,C;K;iFAE5E,iC;MACqE,OAAA,SAAY,WA

AU,UAAV,C;K;mFAEjF,2C;MACoF,OAAA,SAAY,WAAU,UAAV,EAAsB,QAAtB,C;K;4EAEhG,0B;MACuD,O

AAA,SAAY,QAAO,GAAP,C;K;wEAEnE,4B;MACgE,OAAA,SAAY,OAAM,KAAN,C;K;yFAK5E,2C;MACyF,O

AAA,SAAY,SAAQ,OAAR,EAAiB,WAAjB,C;K;IAErG,iD;MAGkD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACpE,IAAI,UAAJ,C

;QACI,SAAS,SAAK,O;QACd,SAAS,KAAM,O;QACf,UX8BG,MAAK,KW9BQ,EX8BR,EW9BY,EX8BZ,C;QW7

BR,IAAI,QAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,OAAO,KAAK,EAAL,I;QACrB,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,UX0B

D,MAAK,KW1BY,QAAQ,EAAR,IX0BZ,EW1BwB,GX0BxB,C;UWzBJ,SAAS,SA1B2E,WA0B5D,KA1B4D,EA

0BrD,GA1BqD,C;UA2BpF,SAAS,KA3B2E,WA2B3D,KA3B2D,EA2BpD,GA3BoD,C;UA4BpF,IAAI,YAAM,EA

AN,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAK,EAlE6C,c;YAmElD,KAAK,EAnE6C,c;YAoElD,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;cACI,K

AAK,EAlDyC,c;cAmD9C,KAAK,EAnDyC,c;cAoD9C,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;gBACI,OAAU,iBAAH,EAA

G,EAAU,EAAV,C;iBAItB,IAAI,QAAO,GAAX,C;YAAgB,K;UAChB,QAAQ,G;;QAEZ,OAAO,KAAK,EAAL,I;;

QAEP,OAAO,4BAAU,KAAV,C;;K;IAKgD,oD;MAAU,OAAE,UAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;K;

;IAIvE,+C;MAAQ,oC;K;2FgG1QZ,oC;MACiF,OhGqMe,kBgGrME,oBAAH,EAAG,ChGqMF,EgGrMc,ShGqMd,

C;K;mGgGnMhG,oC;MACqF,OhGqMe,sBgGrMM,oBAAH,EAAG,ChGqMN,EgGrMkB,ShGqMlB,C;K;IgGnMp

G,mD;MAIoD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,OhGgMqF,qBgGhM7D,MhGgM6D,Eg

GhMrD,ChGgMqD,C;;QgG9LrF,OAAO,yBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,CAAzB,EAA4B,MAAO,OAAnC

,EAA2C,UAA3C,C;K;IAGf,iE;MAIqE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACvF,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,OhGqLqF,qBg

GrL7D,MhGqL6D,EgGrLrD,UhGqLqD,C;;QgGnLrF,OAAO,yBAAc,UAAd,EAA0B,MAA1B,EAAkC,CAAlC,EA

AqC,MAAO,OAA5C,EAAoD,UAApD,C;K;IAGf,iD;MAIkD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACpE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C

;QACI,OhG6KoE,mBgG7K9C,MhG6K8C,C;;QgG3KpE,OAAO,yBAAc,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAd,EAAsC,

MAAtC,EAA8C,CAA9C,EAAiD,MAAO,OAAxD,EAAgE,UAAhE,C;K;IAIf,mC;MACI,aAAa,ShGkL2D,OgGlLh

D,KhGkLgD,C;MgGjLxE,OAAO,kBAAkB,MAAO,OAAP,KAAe,C;K;IAG5C,4B;MAAoD,4BAAU,CAAV,IAA+

D,QAA3C,6BAAJ,GAAoB,SAApB,GAA8B,SAAK,WAAY,EAAQ,eAAR,C;K;IAEnH,gD;MAEiD,0B;QAAA,aA

AsB,K;MACnE,Q;MAAA,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAA,OACI,a;;QACC,U;QAAA,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UAAA,SACD,

kBAAQ,KAAR,C;;UAEA,0B;UAAA,W;YAAiB,gBAAA,ShG4IyC,cgG5IzC,EAAoB,KhG4IqB,cgG5IzC,C;WAH

hB,e;;QAFL,a;;MAAA,W;K;IAQJ,sF;MACkH,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACpI,oCAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8B,KAA9B,E

AAqC,WAArC,EAAkD,MAAlD,EAA0D,UAA1D,C;K;IAGJ,+B;MAUI,OjGqNmD,mBAAS,CiGrN5D,GhG4I4F,o

BgG5IzD,ChG4IyD,EgG5ItD,ChG4IsD,CAlD5B,cgG1FvC,GhGyIoD,oBgGzIV,ChGyIU,CgGzI7E,GAA2E,S;K;IA

G/E,iC;MAOI,OjG2MmD,mBAAS,CiG3M5D,GhGkI4F,oBgGlIzD,ChGkIyD,EgGlItD,ChGkIsD,CA/B5B,cgGnGv

C,GhG+HoD,oBgG/HV,ChG+HU,CgG/H7E,GAA2E,S;K;IAG/E,8B;MAMiB,IAAN,I;M/GlEP,IAAI,E+GiEI,KAA

K,C/GjET,CAAJ,C;QACI,c+GgEc,oD;Q/G/Dd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;O+GgEH,QAAM,CAAN,C;a

ACH,C;UAAK,S;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAU,OAAL,SAAK,W;UAAV,K;gBAEI,aAAa,E;UACb,IAAI,EjGqLoC,qB

AAU,CiGrL9C,CAAJ,C;YACI,QAAQ,SAAK,W;YACb,YAAY,C;YACZ,OAAO,IAAP,C;cACI,IAAI,CAAC,QAA

U,CAAX,MAAiB,CAArB,C;gBACI,UAAU,C;eAEd,QAAQ,UAAW,C;cACnB,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;gBACI,K;eA
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EJ,KAAK,C;;;UAGb,OAAO,M;;MAnBf,W;K;IAwBJ,4D;MACqE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACvF,OhG2GiG,kBgG

3GnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,UAAJ,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,GAAzD,ChG2GmF,EgG3

GpB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,ChG2Gc,C;K;IgGzGrG,4D;MAC+D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjF,OhGuGiG,kBg

GvGnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CAAb,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,GAAnE,C

hGuGmF,EgGvGF,oBAAR,OAAQ,ChGuGE,C;K;IgGrGrG,iE;MAC0E,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC5F,OhGmGiG,k

BgGnGnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,UAAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,GAAyB,EAAxD,ChGmGmF,

EgGnGtB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,ChGmGgB,C;K;IgGjGrG,iE;MACoE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtF,OhG+Fi

G,kBgG/FnF,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CAAb,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,GAAyB,EA

AlE,ChG+FmF,EgG/FJ,oBAAR,OAAQ,ChG+FI,C;K;IiGnOrG,kD;MAGI,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QAAsB,MAAM,6BAA

yB,qCAAkC,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAlC,CAAzB,C;MAC5B,OAAO,CAAC,IAAD,I;K;IAGX,iF;MAQI,IAAI,EAAS,KA

AT,oBAAiB,KAAjB,KAA2B,SAAS,QAAxC,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;O

AEX,UAAU,kBAAO,KAAP,CAAc,I;MACxB,IAAI,EAAQ,KAAR,kBAAgB,KAAhB,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,UA

AU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAEX,OAAO,SAAW,CAAC,OAAS,IAAV,KAAqB,EAAhC,IAAw

C,MAAQ,I;K;IAG3D,yE;MAQI,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAkB,CAAlB,IAAuB,SAAS,QAApC,C;QACI,OAAO,UA

AU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAEX,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV

,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAEX,OAAQ,SAAU,CAAX,

GAAkB,KAAlB,GAA4B,I;K;IAGvC,yE;MASI,IAAI,SAAS,QAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,

EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAGX,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,CAArB,C;QAC

I,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;gBAER,

IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,EAArB,C;QACH,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAA

V,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;gBAER,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACH,OAAO,UAAU,CAA

V,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,E

AAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAW,C;MAC7B,IAAI,SAAU,GA

AV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAGX,OAAQ,SAAU,EA

AX,GAAoB,SAAU,CAA9B,GAAqC,KAArC,GAA+C,O;K;IAG1D,yE;MASI,IAAI,SAAS,QAAb,C;QACI,UAAU,

CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAGJ,YAAY,KAAa,CAAP,KAAO,C;MACzB,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MA

AiB,CAArB,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,KAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,

gBAApB,C;gBAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,MAAiB,CAArB,C;QACH,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;UAEI

,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;gBAER,IAAI,SAAU,EAAV,IAAgB,CAApB,C;QACH,

OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;aACJ,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACH,O

AAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAGX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAA

O,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAEX,YAAY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAW,C;MAC7

B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAGX,

IAAI,SAAQ,CAAR,UAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAEX,YA

AY,KAAiB,CAAX,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAW,C;MAC7B,IAAI,SAAU,GAAV,MAAkB,GAAtB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAA

U,CAAV,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,gBAApB,C;OAEX,OAAQ,SAAU,EAAX,GAAoB,SAAU,EAA9B,GAAuC,SAAU

,CAAjD,GAAwD,KAAxD,GAAkE,O;K;;;IAmB7E,oE;MAkB0B,UAGJ,MAHI,EAKJ,MALI,EAMJ,MANI,EASJ,

MATI,EAUJ,MAVI,EAWJ,MAXI,EAgBA,MAhBA,EAiBA,MAjBA,EAkBA,MAlBA,EAoBA,MApBA,EAqBA,O

ArBA,EAsBA,OAtBA,EAuBA,O;MhH/JtB,IAAI,EgHiII,cAAc,CAAd,IAAmB,YAAY,MAAO,OAAtC,IAAgD,cA

Ac,QhHjIlE,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OgHiIV,YAAY,cAAU,CAAC,W

AAW,UAAX,IAAD,IAA0B,CAA1B,IAAV,C;MACZ,gBAAgB,C;MAChB,gBAAgB,U;MAEhB,OAAO,YAAY,Q

AAnB,C;QACI,WAAW,mBAAO,gBAAP,EAAO,wBAAP,QAAoB,I;QAE3B,WAAO,GAAP,C;UACI,MAAM,kB

AAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA0B,OAAL,IAAK,C;eAC9B,WAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,

YAA4C,OAArB,QAAS,CAAV,GAAgB,GAAM,C;UAC5C,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA+C,OAAxB,O

AAS,EAAV,GAAmB,GAAM,C;eAEnD,WAAO,KAAP,IAAiB,QAAQ,KAAzB,C;UACI,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,

0BAAN,YAA6C,OAAtB,QAAS,EAAV,GAAiB,GAAM,C;UAC7C,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAuD,OA

A/B,QAAS,CAAV,GAAiB,EAAlB,GAA2B,GAAM,C;UACvD,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAA+C,OAAx

B,OAAS,EAAV,GAAmB,GAAM,C;;UAG/C,gBAAgB,uBAAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,IAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,EAAg
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D,QAAhD,EAA0D,gBAA1D,C;UAChB,IAAI,aAAa,CAAjB,C;YACI,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAqB,0

BAA0B,CAA1B,C;YACrB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;YACrB,MAAM,kBAA

N,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAqB,0BAA0B,CAA1B,C;;YAErB,MAAM,kBAAN,EAAM,0BAAN,YAAkD,OAA3B,aAA

c,EAAf,GAAsB,GAAM,C;YAClD,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAA6D,OAArC,aAAc,EAAf,GAAuB,EAAx

B,GAAiC,GAAM,C;YAC7D,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAA4D,OAApC,aAAc,CAAf,GAAsB,EAAvB,G

AAgC,GAAM,C;YAC5D,MAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,aAAoD,OAA7B,YAAc,EAAf,GAAwB,GAAM,C;YA

CpD,6B;;;;MAMhB,OAAW,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,SAAlB,GAA6B,KAA7B,GAA8C,UAAN,KAAM,EAAO,SAA

P,C;K;;IAQzD,mE;MAiByB,Q;MhH/LrB,IAAI,EgHyLI,cAAc,CAAd,IAAmB,YAAY,KAAM,OAArC,IAA6C,cA

Ac,QhHzL/D,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OgHyLV,gBAAgB,U;MAChB,

oBAAoB,sB;MAEpB,OAAO,YAAY,QAAnB,C;QACI,WAAW,KAAmB,CAAb,gBAAa,EAAb,wBAAa,O;QAE1B

,YAAQ,CAAR,C;UACI,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;aAClB,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,EAAd,C;UACI,WAA

W,eAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,SAA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,

C;YACI,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,yBAAa,CAAC,IAAD,IAAb,K;;YAEA,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,IAAK,CA

AZ,C;YACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;eAGR,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,EAAd,C;UACI,aAAW,eAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EA

A4B,SAA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX,IAAI,UAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;

YACd,yBAAa,CAAC,MAAD,IAAb,K;;YAEA,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,MAAK,CAAZ,C;YACd,wBAAa,CAAb,I;;e

AGR,YAAS,CAAT,KAAc,EAAd,C;UACI,aAAW,eAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,SAA5B,EAAuC,QAAvC,

EAAiD,gBAAjD,C;UACX,IAAI,UAAQ,CAAZ,C;YACI,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;YACd,yBAAa,CAAC,MAAD,I

AAb,K;;YAEA,WAAY,MAAD,GAAQ,KAAR,IAAqB,EAArB,GAA2B,K;YACtC,UAAW,SAAS,IAAV,GAAoB,

K;YAC9B,aAAc,gBAAY,OAAL,IAAK,CAAZ,C;YACd,aAAc,gBAAW,OAAJ,GAAI,CAAX,C;YACd,wBAAa,C

AAb,I;;;UAIJ,UAAU,CAAV,EAAa,SAAb,EAAwB,gBAAxB,C;UACA,aAAc,gBAAO,gBAAP,C;;;MAK1B,OAA

O,aAAc,W;K;ICvQzB,uC;MAU2D,OAAwB,CAAxB,2BAAwB,mBAAS,SAAT,C;K;IAEnF,oC;MAKI,OAAQ,OA

AW,mBAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;K;IAGZ,6C;MAMI,IAAI,cAAS,SAAb,C;QACI,iBAAsB,SAAY,Y;QAClC,IAAI,kB

AAJ,C;UACS,SAAL,eAA+B,iBAAc,SAAd,E;;UAE/B,UAAW,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;Q;IAUnB,6C;MAC4B,UAAjB,M;

MAAP,OAAO,WAAiB,OAAZ,SAAY,YAAjB,4CAA+D,W;K;IAI9E,iC;MACI,gBAAqB,sB;MACrB,iBAAsB,E;M

ACtB,kBAA+B,E;MAC/B,uBAAiC,C;K;uDAEjC,qB;MACc,qBAAV,SAAU,EAAc,EAAd,EAAkB,EAAlB,C;MA

CV,OAAO,aAAO,W;K;gDAGlB,qB;MAA6D,gBAAR,c;MAAQ,c;;Q9H8zY7C,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAc,O8H9zY+B,c9H8zY7C,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;

;M8H/zY8C,iB;K;sDAErD,wC;MACI,KAAK,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAc,MAAd,EAAsB,SAAtB,CAAL,C;QAAyC,M;

MAEzC,YAAY,SAAK,M;MACjB,OAAO,aAAP,C;QACI,KAAM,qBAAN,KAAM,EAAc,MAAd,EAAsB,aAAtB,

CAAN,C;UAA8C,M;QAC9C,QAAQ,KAAM,M;;K;sDAItB,wC;MASgB,IAAiB,IAAjB,EA2BE,M;MAnCd,aAAO,

gBAAO,MAAP,CAAe,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACtB,gBAAgB,SAAK,W;MACrB,IAAI,eAAQ,SAAR,CAAJ,C;QACI,

aAAO,gBAAO,kCAAP,CAA2C,gBAAO,SAAP,CAAkB,gBAAO,KAAP,C;QACpE,OAAO,K;OAEH,cAAY,MAA

K,SAAL,C;MAEpB,YAAY,CAAiB,OAAZ,SAAY,MAAjB,2D;MACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;Q9GyBG,S8GxBwB,WAAN

,KAAM,EAAQ,SAAR,C;QAAvB,iBAAoD,KAAK,CAAT,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,KAAe,gBAAf,I;QACnE,IAAI,

eAAc,CAAlB,C;UAAqB,aAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,CAAkB,gBAAO,IAAP,C;QAC9C,IAAI,enGsMoC,YAAU,CmGt

MlD,C;UACI,kBAAW,K;UACX,uBAAgB,U;;UAEhB,QAAQ,wBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,UAAxB,C;;QAEZ,IAAI,

MnGwMuC,UAAS,CmGxMpD,C;UAEuB,U;UAAA,IAAI,eAAc,CAAlB,C;YAAA,SAAqB,C;;YpGu8BpC,U;YA

DhB,YAAY,C;YACI,oBoGv8B+C,SpGu8B/C,C;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,sC;cAAM,IoGv8BgE,UpG

u8BlD,oBoGv8BkD,MAAK,EpGu8BrE,C;gBAAwB,qB;;YoGv8Bf,SAA4B,IpGw8BpD,KoGx8BoD,I;;UAA/C,yB;

UtGkpCC,kB;UADb,YAAY,C;UACC,SsGjpCK,aAAN,KAAM,CtGipCL,W;UAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;YAAa,wB;Y

sGhpCG,ItGgpCU,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,UsGhpCN,gBAAJ,C;cAA2B,aAAO,uB;YAClC,aAAO,gB

tG+oCgC,IsG/oChC,CAAa,gBAAO,IAAP,C;;;UAGxB,aAAO,gBAAO,KAAP,CAAc,gBAAO,IAAP,C;;;QAGzB,a

AAO,gBAAO,SAAP,CAAkB,gBAAO,IAAP,C;;MAG7B,iBAAiB,mC;MACjB,IxHqHoD,CwHrHhD,UxHqHiD,U

wHrHrD,C;QACI,uBAAuB,SAAS,M;QACtB,8B;QAAV,OAAU,gBAAV,C;UAAU,qB;UACJ,qBAAF,CAAE,EAA

c,gBAAd,EAAgC,cAAhC,C;;OAGV,OAAO,I;K;yDAGX,6B;MAIwB,Q;MAHpB,mBAAwB,C;MACxB,gBAAqB,

C;MACrB,mBAAwB,C;MACJ,O7GsJjB,MAAK,K6GtJkB,eAAS,OAAT,GAAkB,oBAAlB,I7GsJlB,E6GtJmD,KA

AM,OAAN,GAAe,UAAf,I7GsJnD,C;M6GtJR,eAAY,CAAZ,oB;QACI,QAAQ,iBAAY,iBAAN,KAAM,CAAN,GA
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AkB,GAAlB,IAAN,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAK,2BAAkB,iBAAT,eAAS,CAAT,GAAqB,GAArB,IAAT,CAAT,C;UAA

6C,K;QAC7C,IAAI,MAAK,EAAT,C;UACI,8BAAgB,CAAhB,I;UACA,eAAe,S;UACf,YAAY,G;;MAGpB,IAAI,g

BAAgB,CAApB,C;QAAuB,OAAO,K;MAC9B,OAAO,eAAe,CAAf,IAAoB,iBAAY,iBAAN,KAAM,CAAN,IAAm

B,YAAnB,GAAkC,CAAlC,KAAN,MAA+C,EAA1E,C;QACI,8BAAgB,CAAhB,I;MAGJ,OAAa,YAAN,KAAM,E

AAS,YAAT,CAAN,IAA+B,cAAW,eAAe,CAAf,IAAX,uCAA/B,C;K;;IChIsB,4C;MAFrC,e;MAEsC,0B;MAFtC,iB

;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,mC;MAAA,sC;O;MAGI,uEAGY,GAHZ,C;MAIA,yEAGa,MAHb,C;MAIA,yEAGa,SAHb,C;

MAIA,+DAGQ,KAHR,C;MAIA,+DAGQ,MAHR,C;MAIA,2DAGM,MAHN,C;MAIA,yDAGK,OAHL,C;K;;IAxB

A,gD;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;K;;IAIA,iD;MAAA,yB;MAAA,yC;K;;IAIA,iD;MAAA,yB;MAAA,yC;K;;IAIA,4C;

MAAA,yB;MAAA,oC;K;;IAIA,4C;MAAA,yB;MAAA,oC;K;;IAIA,0C;MAAA,yB;MAAA,kC;K;;IAIA,yC;MAA

A,yB;MAAA,iC;K;;IA3BJ,+B;MAAA,4Q;K;;IAAA,oC;MAAA,a;aAAA,a;UAAA,6C;aAAA,c;UAAA,8C;aAAA,c

;UAAA,8C;aAAA,S;UAAA,yC;aAAA,S;UAAA,yC;aAAA,O;UAAA,uC;aAAA,M;UAAA,sC;gBAAA,6D;;K;;IAi

CA,4D;MAIW,Q;MADP,0BAA2C,iBAAjB,UAAW,cAAM,EAAU,UAAW,cAArB,C;MAEvC,0BAAsB,CAAtB,C;

QAA2B,gBAAS,UAAW,cAAX,GAAmB,UAAW,cAAvC,C;WAC3B,0BAAsB,CAAtB,C;QAA2B,gBAAS,UAAW

,cAAX,GAAmB,UAAW,cAAvC,C;;QACnB,Y;MAHZ,W;K;IClCJ,+B;MAAA,mC;MAUuB,wB;MALf,aAAR,OA

AO,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAY,IAAG,OAAO,SAAX,IAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,K;MADpE,sBAGQ,MAHR,

GAIQ,iBAAa,OAAb,CAJR,GAMQ,qBAAW,OAAX,IAAA,4GACO,+B;K;4CAIf,Y;MAAmC,OAAA,mBAAa,U;

K;;;IAfpD,2C;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;IAwB2B,+B;MAAC,sB;K;IAEW,+D;MAAA,0C;MAAS,mB;

MACxC,iBAAgB,yBAAQ,S;K;8DACxB,Y;MhHyEG,QgHxEC,8BAAQ,QAAO,cAAP,C;MAAyB,chIZlC,EAAI,C

AAJ,C;MgIY2C,YhIuF3C,EAAI,CAAJ,C;MgIvFC,OAA4D,cAAR,OAAQ,CAAR,aAAwB,kBAAN,KAAM,CAAx

B,C;K;;qCAH5D,Y;MAAmC,mD;K;sCAMnC,Y;MAAkC,qC;K;;IAKF,4C;MAAiC,4E;MAAhC,8B;K;2CACjC,Y;

MAA8B,OAAA,gBAAY,M;K;+CAC1C,Y;MAAkC,2C;K;;IAGtC,6B;MAAA,iC;MAEoC,4E;K;uCAChC,Y;MAA

8B,OAAe,U;K;2CAC7C,Y;MAAkC,+B;K;;;IAJtC,yC;MAAA,wC;QAAA,uB;OAAA,iC;K;IC1CA,gD;MACkB,Q;

MAAA,IAAI,aAAY,CAAhB,C;QACV,Y;;QAEA,UzByY8C,MAAW,KyBzY/C,IzByY+C,EyBzYtC,QzByYsC,C;

QyBvYzD,OAAe,WzB6U2B,MAAW,KyB7U5B,KzB6U4B,CyB7UhC,GAAa,GAAnB,CAAf,GAAyC,GAAzC,Gz

B0V2C,MAAW,MyB1VF,KzB0VE,C;;MyB/V1D,kB;MAOA,OAAe,OAAY,SAAQ,QAAR,C;K;IAG/B,6C;MACI,

OAAa,KAAY,gBAAe,OAAf,EAAwB,MAAK,4BAA2B,QAA3B,CAAL,EAAxB,C;K;IAG7B,iC;MACI,OAAa,KA

AY,eAAc,CAAd,C;K;IChB7B,gD;MAQ+B,kBAApB,wBAAc,IAAd,C;MAA0B,IlHgEjC,a;MkHhEA,OlHiEO,W;

K;IkH9DX,gD;MAQqD,kBAA1B,gBAAhB,sCAAgB,EAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,IAApB,C;MAAiC,sBlHoElD,WkHpEk

D,C;MAAxD,OlHqEO,W;K;ImHzFX,yC;MAEkD,8B;MAAA,OCGN,aDHwB,yBAAa,QAAb,mCCGxB,CzGyxBg

C,sB;K;IwG1xB5E,2C;MnIk+HW,kBAAY,gB;MAoGH,Q;MAAhB,wBmI/jIqB,UnI+jIrB,gB;QAAgB,cmI/jIK,UnI

+jIrB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CmI/jIkB,sBnI+jIP,OmI/jIO,CnI+jItB,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MmI/jI3D,qBnIg

kIO,W;MmI/jIP,I7H8MwD,C6H9MpD,c7H8MqD,U6H9MzD,C;QxGwJuC,U;QwGvJnC,qBxGuJyD,OAAtB,+Bw

GvJd,mBxGuJc,uBAAsB,CAAO,W;Q0G0O7C,kBAAhB,sB;QF/XC,0C;QACA,IAAI,ExGsQoC,0BAAU,CwGtQ9

C,CAAJ,C;UACI,2BAAO,GAAP,C;SAEW,sCAAa,GAAb,C;QALnB,sBnH4DG,WqHoUqC,W;QFzXxC,OAAO,I;

OAGX,OAAO,K;K;IAGX,8C;MAOmB,c;;QnIm1YC,Q;QAAhB,wBmIn1YI,UnIm1YJ,gB;UAAgB,cmIn1YZ,UnI

m1YJ,M;UAAsB,ImIn1YD,sBnIm1Ye,OmIn1Yf,CnIm1YC,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;MmI

p1YP,e;QACI,kBAA6B,MAAX,UAAW,C;QxGiIM,U;QwGhIb,axGgImC,OAAtB,+BwGhIvB,mBxGgIuB,uBAAs

B,CAAO,W;QwGhIX,kBC/BjB,aD+BD,MC/BC,CzGu0C6C,uBAAzB,CAAyB,C;QRxnB9E,kBAAS,gB;QA2FA,U

;QAAA,+B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,6B;UAAM,IgH3wB4C,4BhH2wB9B,SgH3wB8B,ChH2wB5C,

C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;QgH3wBtD,sBAAmF,ehH4wBhF,WgH5wBgF,EAAa,GAAb,C;QACnF,OAA

O,I;OAGX,OAAO,K;K;IGnCP,iC;MAAQ,8BAAY,IAAK,UAAjB,IAA8B,uBAAY,IAAK,mB;K;IAOvD,oC;MAA

Q,8BAAY,IAAK,a;K;ICZ7B,4B;MAGI,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,sBAAY,mCAAZ,C;;K;IAIR,uC;MAOI,sBAAY,s

CAAgB,gBAAe,IAAf,CAA5B,C;MACA,OAAO,S;K;ICbP,4B;MAAQ,mB;K;IACR,mC;MACI,eAAO,K;K;IAKX,

4B;MAAQ,mB;K;IACR,mC;MACI,eAAO,K;K;iHCoCf,sJ;MACyC,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAA

kB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,I;MAAM,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,I;MAAM,qC;QAA

A,wBAAkC,K;MAAO,+C;QAAA,kCAA4C,K;MAAO,4C;QAAA,+BAAyC,K;MACtT,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,O

AAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,

EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,uBAAF,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iCAAF,IAAuC,+B;MACvC,EAAE,
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8BAAF,IAAoC,4B;MACpC,OAAO,C;K;+GAw0BX,wD;MACwC,6B;QAAA,gBAAyB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAA

oB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/I,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,

a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,

C;K;6EA6CX,4B;MAC6D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;6EAE7D,mC;MACoE,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6EAuBzF,4B;M

AC8D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;6EAE9D,mC;MACqE,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6EAuB1F,4B;MACqE,iBAAY,KAA

Z,C;K;6EAErE,mC;MAC4E,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6EAuBjG,4B;MAC+D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;6EAE/D,mC;

MACsE,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6EAuB3F,4B;MACgE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;6EAEhE,mC;MACuE,UAAY,KA

AZ,IAAqB,K;K;6EAuB5F,4B;MAC6D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;6EAE7D,mC;MACoE,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6E

AuBzF,4B;MAC8D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;6EAE9D,mC;MACqE,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6EAuB1F,4B;MACiE,i

BAAY,KAAZ,C;K;6EAEjE,mC;MACwE,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6EAuB7F,4B;MACkE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;

6EAElE,mC;MACyE,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;K;6GCxnC9F,wD;MACqC,6B;QAAA,gBAA+B,I;MAAM,uB;QA

AA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpJ,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,eA

AF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MA

ChB,OAAO,C;K;mIAiCX,+B;MACgD,mC;QAAA,sBAAgC,K;MAC5E,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,qBAAF,IAA2B,

mB;MAC3B,OAAO,C;K;4EC3CX,4B;MACgE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;4EAgChE,4B;MACyE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;4E

AiBzE,4B;MACmE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;4EAyYnE,4B;MAC0E,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;oIC7a1E,4H;MAC8C,qB;QA

AA,QAAiB,E;MAAI,6B;QAAA,gBAAgC,E;MAAW,iC;QAAA,oBAA2D,E;MAAW,iC;QAAA,oBAA2D,E;MAA

W,qC;QAAA,wBAoIvJ,U;OApIqO,+B;QAAA,kBAoIrO,U;OApI6S,4B;QAAA,eAA+B,S;MAC3a,QAAQ,E;MAC

R,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,mBAAF,IAAyB,iB;MACzB,EAAE,mBA

AF,IAAyB,iB;MACzB,EAAE,uBAAF,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,

Y;MACpB,OAAO,C;K;wIAYX,mC;MACgD,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,E;MAC7F,QAAQ,E;

MACR,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,OAAO,C;K;8HAuDX,+D;MACqG,uB;

QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/K,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,

aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;M

AClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;4HAwBX,iE;MAC0C,4B;QAAA,eAAwB,E;MAAI,wB;QAA

A,WAAyB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/K,

QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;sGASqE,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;s

GAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;4GAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;wGAQ1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAY,W;K;0HAEX,qB;

MAAQ,OAAqB,oB;K;kGAQnD,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;oGAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;sGAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OA

AW,U;K;wHAEV,qB;MAAQ,OAAoB,mB;K;wHAE5B,qB;MAAQ,OAAoB,mB;K;kHAE/B,qB;MAAQ,OAAiB,g

B;K;kHAEzB,qB;MAAQ,OAAiB,gB;K;oHAQd,qB;MAAQ,OAAkB,iB;K;oHAE1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAkB,iB;K;oH

AE1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAkB,iB;K;wIAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAA4B,2B;K;4FCnLnI,uD;MAC8B,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;M

AAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAq

B,K;MAChJ,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O

;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;kGAuBX,sE;MACiC,6B;Q

AAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACvL,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,E

AAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;

MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;kGA8DX,8U;MACiC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QA

AA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,u

B;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;M

AAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mB

AA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;

QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K

;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,S

AAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC3wB,QA

AQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SA
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AF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,E

AAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,

M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,E

AAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IA

AuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MAC

tB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,

IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;wGAgDX,kQ;MA

CoC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAA

oB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;Q

AAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;

MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,

OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;Q

AAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7lB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAA

E,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAw

B,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,

EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBA

AF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;

kGAsCX,iX;MACiC,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,yB;

QAAA,YAAkB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MA

AG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8

B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA

,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAA

O,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4

B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QA

AA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0

B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACr2B,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EA

AE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;

MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAA

c,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,

EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,g

BAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,

kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,

EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,

U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;kGA2BX,0E;MACiC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,2B;Q

AAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtM,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EA

AE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O

;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;wGAmDX,4S;MACoC,mB

;QAAA,MAAe,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,WAAiB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAA

O,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB

,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QA

AA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MA

AO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBA

A+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAA

A,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjtB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,M

AAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;M
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ACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF

,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;

MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,

oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA

0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,

YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;8GAuBX,6D;MACuC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB

,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAA

uB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7K,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IAA

Y,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,U

AAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;wECvbX,4B;MACyE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAEzE,2B;MACgG,iBAAY,IA

AZ,C;K;wEAwBhG,oC;MAC+F,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,M;K;wEAmFpH,2B;MACqE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;wEAErE

,kC;MAC2E,UAAY,IAAZ,IAAoB,K;K;wEAssC/F,4B;MACyE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEA0BzE,4B;MACyE,iBAA

Y,KAAZ,C;K;wEAsBzE,4B;MACuE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAyBvE,4B;MAC6E,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;2FA4C7E,g

D;MACiC,qB;QAAA,QAAiD,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,

WAAqB,K;MAClK,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,I

AAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;uEA+UX,4B;MACuE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAE

vE,2B;MAC6F,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;wEAqN7F,4B;MACyE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAEzE,oC;MAC2F,UAAY,KAA

Z,IAAqB,M;K;+FAuehH,wD;MACmC,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,a

AAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;uGAuIX,mB;MACu

C,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACvD,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;+HAyCX,iB;MACm

D,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MACjE,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,OAAO,C;K;+FA0MX,sE;MACm

C,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAu7G4B,S;OAv7GwB,kB;QAAA,KAAc,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,WA

AoB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,oB;QAA

A,OAAgB,I;MACnP,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,IA

AF,IAAU,E;MACV,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf

,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,OAAO,C;K;qIAgDX,iB;MACsD,qB;QAAA,QAAk

B,I;MACpE,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,OAAO,C;K;+GAkBX,qB;MAC2C,yB;QAAA,YAAm

B,S;MAC1D,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,S;MACf,OAAO,C;K;wEAkCX,4B;MACqF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;

K;yFAgCrF,4V;MACgC,4B;QAAA,eAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAA

G,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C

;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,W

AAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;

QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;

MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,

iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;

QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC9yB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAA

E,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MA

Cf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,

a;MACrB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB

;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAA

E,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IA

AsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,E

AAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;wEAw

EX,2B;MAC+D,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;iGA2D/D,gD;MACoC,qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA

AO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAClI,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,

EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;qGA
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2BX,yD;MACsC,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAA

A,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC5J,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAA

F,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB

,OAAO,C;K;6GAuBX,oD;MAC0C,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAu

B,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe

,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;2FAoFX,kF;MACiC,uB;

QAAA,UAAmB,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,

qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;M

ACjN,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAA

kB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;iHA2BX,0D;MACqE,sB;QAAA,SAAe,S;MAAW,uB;

QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACzK,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,

SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MACl

B,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;wEAmXX,4B;MACkE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAElE,2B;MACoE,

iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;wEAUpE,4B;MACsE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAEtE,2B;MACwE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;wEAaxE,

4B;MAC+D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAE/D,2B;MACiE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;mGA0CjE,8G;MACqC,gC;QAAA,mBA

wlF8C,M;OAxlFe,gC;QAAA,mBAsmFT,S;OAtmFyE,oC;QAAA,uBAgnFjE,S;OAhnF6I,2B;QAAA,cAAoB,S;MA

AW,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,6B;QAAA,gBA0nFlO,K;OAznFvE,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,g

B;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,sBAAF,IAA4B,oB;MAC5B,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MAC

nB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,OAAO,C;K;+FAwCX,mF;MACmC,oB;QAA

A,OAAa,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAyC,I;MAAM,qB;QA

AA,QAA6B,E;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACx

Q,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACn

B,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB

,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;6FA4BX,2B;MACkC,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAC1D,Q

AAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,OAAO,C;K;2FA2DX,iE;MACiC,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO

,oB;QAAA,OAAe,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MA

AO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/K,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;M

ACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,I

AAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;yFA8FX,6B;MACgC,oB;QAAA,OAk5E6C,S;OAl5EL,2B;QAAA,cCxzHe,M;ODyz

HnF,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,OAAO,C;K;wEAoDX,0B;

MAC+D,iBAAY,GAAZ,C;K;wEAE/D,iC;MACqE,UAAY,GAAZ,IAAmB,K;K;+FAoDxF,oF;MACmC,mB;QAA

A,MAAe,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MAAI,2B;

QAAA,cAAwB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MA

CvO,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAChB,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,Y

AAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;iFAwNX,yC;MAC4B,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K

;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtG,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;6FAwBX,iD;MACkC,sB;QA

AA,SAAe,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjI,Q

AAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAA

E,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;uGASX,mB;MACuC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACvD,QAAQ,E;MACR,E

AAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;6GAYX,kC;MAC0C,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAiB,K;

MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAC7G,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MA

CZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;wEAkEX,4B;MAC6D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAU7D,4B;MACsE,iB

AAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAEtE,2B;MACwE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;uGAsCxE,oH;MACuC,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,S;MAAW,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,iC;QAAA,oBAA8B,S

;MAAW,qC;QAAA,wBAAkC,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAAkC,S;MAC1R,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,
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S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,m

BAAF,IAAyB,iB;MACzB,EAAE,uBAAF,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,OAAO,C;K;mGA

gFX,oB;MACqC,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtD,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;

wEA+MX,2B;MACiE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;K;2GAkCjE,c;MACyC,kB;QAAA,KAAgB,S;MACrD,QAAQ,E;MACR,E

AAE,IAAF,IAAU,E;MACV,OAAO,C;K;2FAyMX,gB;MAEI,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,OA

AO,C;K;wEAgBX,4B;MACiE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wEAEjE,oC;MAC4E,iBAAY,aAAZ,C;K;wEAuT5E,4B;MAC

mE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;uFA2CnE,sB;MAC+B,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,I

AAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAC9F,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C

;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,OAAO,C;K;qFA0CX,+B;MAC8B,iB;QAA

A,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MACtG,QAAQ,

E;MACR,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAA

F,IAAc,M;MACd,OAAO,C;K;wEAOX,4B;MACmE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;yFAiHnE,oB;MACgC,wB;QAAA,WA80

B+C,M;OA70B3E,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;6FAeX,+B;MACkC,oB;QAAA

,OAAgB,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WA2zBR,M;OA1zB3E,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MA

AF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;6GAwCX,yD;M

AC0C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAu

B,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpK,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,

O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,

C;K;yGAiCX,mC;MACwC,qB;QAAA,QAkvByD,Q;OAlvBK,sB;QAAA,SAkvBL,Q;OAlvBoE,wB;QAAA,WAou

BtF,M;OAnuB3E,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;2FAYX,2B;MACiC,mB;QAAA,MA8uB0C,Q;OA9uBJ,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MACzF,

QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,OAAO,C;K;+GAYX,0B;MAC

2C,uB;QAAA,UA6tBgC,Q;OA7tBU,qB;QAAA,QA6tBV,Q;OA5tBvE,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,OAAO,C;K;wEAgCX,4B;MAC+D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;qFAwaY,qB;MAAQ,O

AAU,S;K;6FAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;uFAEzB,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;iFAQxB,qB;MAAQ,OAAG,E;K;iFAE

X,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;uFAEb,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;uFAQ3B,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;mFAErB,qB;MAAQ

,OAAS,Q;K;qFAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;yFAQhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAY,W;K;uFAErB,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;

+FAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAe,c;K;uFAE3B,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;uFAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;mFAQrB,qB;M

AAQ,OAAS,Q;K;iFAElB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;6EAElB,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;uFAET,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;

K;qFAQlB,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;qFAElB,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;6EAQR,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;mFAEX,qB;

MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;+EAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;+EAQ/B,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;iFAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ

,O;K;mFAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;mFAQhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;iFAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;iFAEhB,

qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;mFAQd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;+EAElB,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;+EAEb,qB;MAAQ,OA

AO,M;K;iFAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;mFAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;6EAQd,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;qFAEV,

qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;mFAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;2FAEb,qB;MAAQ,OAAa,Y;K;6FAEpB,qB;MAAQ,OA

Ac,a;K;mFAE3B,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;6EAQ1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;6EAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;qFAE

V,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;+EAQjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;mFAEb,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;+EAQrB,qB;MAAQ,

OAAO,M;K;iFAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;iFAQjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;6FAER,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;qFAE

1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;iFAQb,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;uFAEZ,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;yFAQ9B,qB;MAAQ,O

AAY,W;K;+EAE1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;qFAEX,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;iFAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;+E

AQrB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;6FAER,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;qFAQ1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;mFAEnB,qB;MA

AQ,OAAS,Q;K;+EAQX,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;mFAEb,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;iFAQnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;

K;qFAEZ,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;mFAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;kFAQJ,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;oFAEf,qB;M

AAQ,OAAS,Q;K;8EAEpB,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;oFAEV,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;mFAQzC,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,

Q;K;mFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;qFAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;qFAElB,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;wIEv4M7

E,wM;MACiD,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,I;MAAM,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,I;MAAM,yB;QAA

A,YAAsB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,I;MAAM,0B;

QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,I;MAAM,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,I;MA
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AM,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MAAM,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAq

B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MACrf,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;

MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE

,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,

U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MAC

xB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,

IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;wHAsDX,wM;MACyC,qB;QAAA,QAAqB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAsB,S;MAAW,2

B;QAAA,cAA4B,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA6B,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA6B,S;M

AAW,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA0B,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAA0B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBA

AoC,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAAmC,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAAoC,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,S;MAAW,4

B;QAAA,eAA4B,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACtnB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EA

AE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,

S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE

,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IA

AuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB

,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;sHAYX,kN;MACwC,wB;QAAA,WA

A4C,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,yB;QA

AA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,0

B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAA2B,S;

MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAwB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA

,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAC9lB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,O

AAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;M

ACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YA

AF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB

,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EA

AE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;0HAsDX,wM;MAC0C,qB;QAAA,QAAi

B,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA

,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;Q

AAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,kBAA2B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA4B,S;

MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAwB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,

UAAmB,S;MACziB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,I

AAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MA

ClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBA

AF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe

,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,

C;K;gHAyDX,wM;MACqC,qB;QAAA,QAAc,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAe,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAA

W,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;

MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAmB,S;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAmB,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,S;MAAW,+B;QAAA,

kBAA4B,S;MAAW,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,

wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MACxhB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,E

AAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,YAAF,IA

AkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,

EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,kB

AAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;8HAuBX,gD;MACsE,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA

,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChJ,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;sIAoBX,gD;MACg

D,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,
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K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;

MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;wHAwCX,wB;MACyC,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,K;MAAO,qB;Q

AAA,QAAiB,K;MAC9E,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,OAAO,C;

K;kGAyBX,oB;MAC8B,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACnE,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,KA

AF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,OAAO,C;K;oHAYX,kC;MACuC,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MA

AW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAe,S;MACpI,QAAQ,E;MACR,E

AAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,

G;MACX,OAAO,C;K;gGAYX,oB;MAC6B,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAC5D,QAAQ,

E;MACR,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,OAAO,C;K;kHAYX,kC;MACsC,qB;Q

AAA,QAAc,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAc,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MAAW,mB;QAAA,MAAY,S;MACvH,

QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EA

AE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,OAAO,C;K;gIAeX,wB;MAC6C,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,S;

MACxF,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,OAAO,C;K;oIAeX,wB;M

AC+C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MACxF,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAC

b,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,OAAO,C;K;4FAKX,Y;MAEI,QAAQ,E;MACR,OAAO,C;K;oFAKX,Y;MAEI,QA

AQ,E;MACR,OAAO,C;K;8FAKX,Y;MAEI,QAAQ,E;MACR,OAAO,C;K;kGASX,oB;MAC8B,wB;QAAA,WAAk

C,S;MAC5D,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;4FASmE,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;8F

AEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;4FAQrB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;0GAER,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;8FAE7B,qB;MAA

Q,OAAO,M;K;gGAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;8FAQjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;gHAEL,qB;MAAQ,OAAiB,gB;

K;wGAQrC,qB;MAAQ,OAAa,Y;K;0GAEpB,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;wGAEvB,qB;MAAQ,OAAa,Y;K;oFC1nB7F,

4B;MAC6E,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;iGAQnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;6FAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;+FAEd,qB;M

AAQ,OAAQ,O;K;iGAQF,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;+FAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;mGAQ3B,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,

U;K;mGAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;6GC7C/E,mb;MACmC,yB;QAAA,YAAkB,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,

G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,wB;QAAA,WAAmB,G;MAAI,kC;QAAA,qBAA6B,G;MAAI,qB;QAAA,

QAAc,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,

YAAsB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;

QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MA

AM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAm

B,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;Q

AAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;M

AAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qB

AA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QA

AA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACl/B,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,

OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;

MAC1B,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,aAAF,I

AAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,E

AAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,

EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eA

AF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a

;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAA

E,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAChB,OAAO,C;K;6GCzBX,0C;MACwC,oB;QAAA,OAAiB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAA

A,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACpI,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAA

F,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;4EAmIX,4B;MACkE,iB

AAY,KAAZ,C;K;4EAElE,qC;MAC2E,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;K;4EAiBhG,4B;MACuE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;4E

AEvE,qC;MAC+E,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;K;4EAiBpG,4B;MACuE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;4EAEvE,qC;MAC+E,U
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AAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;K;4EAiGpG,4B;MACoE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;2EAEpE,qC;MAC4E,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,

O;K;4EAkcjG,4B;MAC6E,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;4EAE7E,qC;MACqF,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;K;4EAgP1G,4B;M

ACqE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;4EAErE,qC;MAC6E,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;K;uFJ/6BlG,+H;MAC8B,sB;QAAA,SA

AkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,S;MAAW,8B;

QAAA,iBAA0B,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAqB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAmC,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAuB,S;M

AAW,wB;QAAA,WAA6B,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,W

AAe,S;MAC5Z,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,MAAF,IAA

Y,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAA

E,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAi

B,S;MACjB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,Q;MACd,OAAO,C;K;yFA0CX,uC;MAC+B,sB;

QAAA,SAAiB,G;MAAK,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAChG,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;qFASgD,qB;MA

AQ,OAAG,E;K;mFAEX,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;iFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;mFAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K

;qFAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;mFAElB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;mFAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;mFAEhB,qB;

MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;qFAQF,qB;MAAQ,OAAG,E;K;yFAER,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;mFAEtB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,

O;K;mFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;qFAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;yFAEb,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;mFAEtB,q

B;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;qFAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;qFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;uFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,

Q;K;mGAEV,qB;MAAQ,OAAgB,e;K;iGAEzB,qB;MAAQ,OAAe,c;K;qFAE9B,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;qFAEf,qB

;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;iFAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;yFAQzB,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;+FAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OA

Ac,a;K;uFAE1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;iFAErB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;iFAQD,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;iGAER,

qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;uFAE1B,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;yFAQ9B,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;yFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OA

AW,U;K;qFAErB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;yFAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAW,U;K;+FAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;qGAEn

B,qB;MAAQ,OAAiB,gB;K;qFAQ3B,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;mFAElB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;uFAEf,qB;MAAQ,

OAAS,Q;K;mFAQxB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;mFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;yFAEZ,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;q

FAEpB,qB;MAAQ,OAAQ,O;K;qFAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;qGAET,qB;MAAQ,OAAiB,gB;K;+FK3Q/F,gB;M

ACkC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAC9C,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,OAAO,C;K;+FAiBX,8B;M

ACkC,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAC9E,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MA

CpB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,OAAO,C;K;0EAUX,4B;MAC6D,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;K;+GCiC7D,sJ;MACsC,m

B;QAAA,MA6GuD,M;OA7GG,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;

MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QA

AiB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,S;MAAW,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;Q

AAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;M

AAO,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAsC,E;MAC/gB,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAC

X,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,OAAF,IA

Aa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;M

ACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;6GAeX,+B;MACsE,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,S;MACl

F,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,O

AAO,C;K;qHASX,e;MACyC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MACpD,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,OA

AO,C;K;mHA2BX,+D;MACqE,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACrK,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;

MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;

K;iGASwE,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;6FAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;+FAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAU,S;K;2FAQvB,qB

;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;yFAEhB,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;yFAEd,qB;MAAQ,OAAM,K;K;yGCvJ3F,uB;MACsC,qB;

QAAA,QAAiB,S;MAAW,oB;QAAA,OR+3MW,S;OQ93MzE,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EA

AE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,OAAO,C;K;6HAuCX,mF;MACgD,oB;QAAA,OAAa,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;

MAAW,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAA2C,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UA
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AoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/S,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAA

Y,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,

OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MA

ChB,OAAO,C;K;uGA2DX,qC;MACqC,mC;QAAA,sBAAgC,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OA2UD,Q;OA1UvE,QAAQ,E

;MACR,EAAE,qBAAF,IAA2B,mB;MAC3B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,OAAO,C;K;yGAmBX,yC;MACsC,uB

;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChH,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE

,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;yGA0BX,2

B;MAEI,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;+FAgCX,sE;

MACoD,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,

aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpL,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,I

AAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB

,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;6GAyBX,0D;MAC2D,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,M;MAAQ,uB;QAAA,U

AAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/J,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,SAAF,IA

Ae,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,

UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;2GAeX,qC;MAC4D,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAA0B,S;M

AC/G,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,OAAO,C;K;uHAuCX,mF;MAC6C,oB;QAAA,OAAa,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,2B;QAAA,cA

AuB,S;MAAW,sB;QAAA,SAAmD,S;MAAW,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;Q

AAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpT,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MA

Cb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;q

GA+BX,6D;MACoC,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,K;MAAO,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,yB

;QAAA,YAAqB,S;MACnJ,QAAQ,E;MACR,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,E

AAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,OAAO,C;K;yGAkBX,4C;MACsC,oB;QAAA,OA

AgB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,S;MAAW,wB;QAAA,WAAsB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAA8B,S;MAC3J,QAA

Q,E;MACR,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,

SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,OAAO,C;K;+FAiCmE,qB;MAAQ,OAAa,Y;K;6FAEtB,qB;MAAQ,OAAY,W;K;+FAEnB,q

B;MAAQ,OAAa,Y;K;6FAEtB,qB;MAAQ,OAAY,W;K;6FAEpB,qB;MAAQ,OAAY,W;K;6FAQtC,qB;MAAQ,OA

AY,W;K;6FAEpB,qB;MAAQ,OAAY,W;K;uFAEvB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;qFAEnB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;uF

AQX,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;yFAEjB,qB;MAAQ,OAAS,Q;K;qGAEX,qB;MAAQ,OAAe,c;K;iFAEhC,qB;MAAQ,

OAAM,K;K;iGC3ZrE,0E;MACoC,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAi

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC3L,QAAQ,

E;MACR,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE

,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,OAAO,C;K;mFAS8E,q

B;MAAQ,OAAG,E;K;+FAEL,qB;MAAQ,OAAc,a;K;iFAE7B,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;yFAEX,qB;MAAQ,OAAW

,U;K;+EAEvB,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;+EAEf,qB;MAAQ,OAAO,M;K;oEC7IvG,yB;MAAA,0F;MAAA,kF;MpJ8

QA,4B;MAAA,iC;MgD/QA,0B;MoGCA,uB;QAcQ,mBAAO,sCAAK,UA2B0B,IA3BtC,C;QAAA,U;UAA8B,eAA

O,sCAAK,UA2BJ,IA3BR,C;SAAlC,S;UACI,MAAM,8BAAyB,wBAAqB,IAA9C,C;SAEV,OpGRoB,OhD6KkB,C

AmGC,gBAAY,QoJxQvC,IpJwQuC,CAAZ,CAnGD,MAAL,GAAiB,KgD7K9B,C;O;KoGTxB,C;0EAyCiC,qB;M

AAQ,OAAA,SAAK,I;K;ICrBV,6B;MAAC,qB;QAAA,8C;MAAA,kB;K;IACjC,2C;MAAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,u

B;K;IAAA,yC;MAAA,4C;O;MAKI,0E;MAEA,sE;K;;IAFA,kD;MAAA,+B;MAAA,0C;K;;IAEA,gD;MAAA,+B;M

AAA,wC;K;;IAPJ,qC;MAAA,yF;K;;IAAA,0C;MAAA,a;aAAA,S;UAAA,+C;aAAA,O;UAAA,6C;gBAAA,8D;;K;;

;IAyBmC,sC;MACnC,8B;K;;IAMqC,sC;MACrC,8B;K;;IC1DJ,iC;K;;ICMA,4B;K;;IA6BA,gD;K;;IC5BA,qC;K;;IA

4BA,+B;K;;ICRqC,uC;MACjC,uB;QAAA,UAAsB,E;MACtB,qB;QAAA,+C;MADA,sB;MACA,kB;K;IAEA,4C;M

AAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,0C;MAAA,6C;O;MAKI,4E;MAGA,wE;K;;IAHA,mD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,

2C;K;;IAGA,iD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,yC;K;;IARJ,sC;MAAA,2F;K;;IAAA,2C;MAAA,a;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;aAAA,

O;UAAA,8C;gBAAA,+D;;K;;;IAyByB,4B;MACzB,8B;K;;IC/C4C,8B;K;kDAI5C,mB;MAA6D,c;;Q3I6pD7C,Q;Q

ADhB,IAAI,mCAAsB,cAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;SACrB,sB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;U
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AAM,I2I7pD6C,O3I6pD/B,S2I7pD+B,U3I6pD7C,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M2I9pDsD,iB

;K;uDAE7D,oB;MACa,c;;Q3IqoDG,Q;QADhB,IAAI,c2IpoDA,Q3IooDA,iB2IpoDA,Q3IooDsB,UAA1B,C;UAAq

C,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;SACrB,O2IroDZ,Q3IqoDY,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C2IroDP,

oB3IqoDkB,O2IroDlB,C3IqoDG,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;M2ItoDH,iB;K;2CAEJ,Y;MAAk

C,qBAAQ,C;K;IAEqB,qE;MAAA,qB;QAC3D,OAAI,OAAO,uBAAX,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6C,SAAH,EAAG,C;

O;K;4CADjD,Y;MAAkC,4BAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,wCAA7B,C;K;2CAIlC,Y;M

AI4C,uBAAgB,IAAhB,C;K;mDAE5C,iB;MAI4D,yBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;K;;IC/BhE,8B;MAAA,e;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,4B;MAAA,+B;O;MACI,4C;MACA,kD;MACA,0C;MACA,8C;K;;IAHA,mC;MAAA

,kB;MAAA,2B;K;;IACA,sC;MAAA,kB;MAAA,8B;K;;IACA,kC;MAAA,kB;MAAA,0B;K;;IACA,oC;MAAA,kB;

MAAA,4B;K;;IAJJ,wB;MAAA,sH;K;;IAAA,6B;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;UAAA,gC;aAAA,U;UAAA,mC;aAAA,M;UA

AA,+B;aAAA,Q;UAAA,iC;gBAAA,6D;;K;;IAOA,4B;MAKI,mD;MACA,2BAA4B,I;K;yCAE5B,Y;MAEiB,IAAN

,I;MlJUX,IAAI,EkJXQ,mDlJWR,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OkJZC,QA

AM,oBAAN,M;aACH,M;UAAc,Y;UAAd,K;aACA,O;UAAe,W;UAAf,K;gBACQ,wC;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;K;sCA

OJ,Y;MAIW,Q;MAHP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACtB,mD;MAEA,OAAO,2F;K;4DAGX,Y;M

ACI,iD;MACA,kB;MACA,OAAO,kD;K;+CAeX,iB;MAII,2BAAY,K;MACZ,gD;K;sCAGJ,Y;MAII,+C;K;;ICjDkC

,wB;MAoFtC,oC;MApFgE,6B;K;sCAIhE,Y;MAAuC,0C;K;2CAEvC,mB;MAAwD,uB;;Q7IoS3C,Q;QADb,YAAY

,C;QACC,sB;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,I6IrSmE,O7IqSrD,I6IrSqD,U7IqSnE,C;YACI,sBAAO,K;YA

AP,wB;WACJ,qB;;QAEJ,sBAAO,E;;;M6IzSiD,0B;K;+CAExD,mB;MAA4D,sB;;Q7I6T5D,eAAoB,0BAAa,SAAb,

C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,I6I/TsE,O7I+TxD,QAAS,W6I/T+C,U7I+TtE,C;YACI,qBAAO,QAAS,

Y;YAAhB,uB;;QAGR,qBAAO,E;;;M6InUqD,yB;K;0CAE5D,Y;MAA+C,+CAAiB,CAAjB,C;K;kDAE/C,iB;MAA

yD,+CAAiB,KAAjB,C;K;6CAEzD,8B;MAA8D,gCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;K;IAElC,wD;MA

AgF,uB;MAA/E,kB;MAAmC,4B;MAC5D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,+DAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAA

K,KAA3C,C;MACA,eAAa,UAAU,gBAAV,I;K;iDAGjB,iB;MACI,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEA,O

AAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;K;4FAGY,Y;MAAQ,mB;K;;oCAGnC,iB;MAMI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;Q

AAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,2DAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;K;s

CAGX,Y;MAG+B,oEAAgB,IAAhB,C;K;IAE/B,2C;MAAA,oB;MACI,eACsB,C;K;kDAEtB,Y;MAAkC,sBAAQ,g

B;K;+CAE1C,Y;MAEe,gB;MADX,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACX,iE;MAAX,OAAO,+B;K;;I

AO0B,sD;MAHzC,oB;MAGwD,iD;MAGhD,gEAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,WAAkB,KAA5C,C;MACA,eAAa,K;K;0

DAGjB,Y;MAAsC,sBAAQ,C;K;wDAE9C,Y;MAAgC,mB;K;uDAEhC,Y;MACI,IAAI,CAAC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,

MAAM,6B;MAC1B,OAAO,yBAAI,mCAAJ,EAAI,YAAJ,E;K;4DAGX,Y;MAAoC,sBAAQ,CAAR,I;K;;IAGxC,k

C;MAAA,sC;K;iEACI,uB;MACI,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,IAA1B,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KA

AT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;Q;kEAId,uB;MACI,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,QAAQ,IAAzB,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,

YAAS,KAAT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;Q;iEAId,oC;MACI,IAAI,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAiB,UAAU,IAA/B,C;QACI,MAAM,

8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,mBAAkC,OAAlC,gBAAkD,IAA5E,C;OAEV,IAAI,YAAY,OAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,gC

AAyB,gBAAa,SAAb,oBAAmC,OAA5D,C;Q;kEAId,sC;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,WAAW,IAAjC,C;QAC

I,MAAM,8BAA0B,iBAAc,UAAd,oBAAqC,QAArC,gBAAsD,IAAhF,C;OAEV,IAAI,aAAa,QAAjB,C;QACI,MA

AM,gCAAyB,iBAAc,UAAd,qBAAsC,QAA/D,C;Q;+DAId,a;MAEc,UACsB,M;MAFhC,iBAAe,C;MACL,mB;MA

AV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,aAAW,MAAK,UAAL,SAAiB,6DAAiB,CAAlC,K;;MAEf,OAAO,U;K;6

DAGX,oB;MAIiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KAAU,KAAM,KAApB,C;QAA0B,OAAO,K;MAEjC,oBAAoB,

KAAM,W;MACb,mB;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,gBAAgB,aAAc,O;QAC9B,IAAI,cAAQ,SAAR,CA

AJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,I;K;;;IAjDf,8C;MAAA,6C;QAAA,4B;OAAA,sC;K;;ICnFwC,uB;MAyHxC,

mC;MAzCA,uBAC6B,I;MAmC7B,yBACsC,I;K;8CAnHtC,e;MACI,OAAO,6BAAc,GAAd,S;K;gDAGX,iB;MAA

wE,gBAAR,Y;MAAQ,c;;Q9IopDxD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;SACrB,2

B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,I8IppDwD,O9IopD1C,O8IppD6C,MAAH,Q9IopDxD,C;YAAw

B,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M8IrpDyD,iB;K;kDAEhE,iB;MAEI,IAAI,gCAAJ,C;QAA+B,OAAO,K;M

ACtC,UAAU,KAAM,I;MAChB,YAAY,KAAM,M;M1J+MO,Q;M0J9MzB,e1J8M4C,CAAnB,mDAAmB,Y0J9Mz

B,G1J8MyB,C;M0J5M5C,IAAI,eAAS,QAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,K;OAIP,6B;MAAA,W;Q1JwNqB,U;Q0JxN

D,U1JwNoB,CAAnB,uDAAmB,oB0JxNP,G1JwNO,C;O0JxN5C,W;QACI,OAAO,K;OAGX,OAAO,I;K;mCAIX,i
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B;MAMI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,K;MAChC,IAAI,cAA

Q,KAAM,KAAlB,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAEV,gBAAd,KAAM,Q;MAAQ,c;;Q9I+lDT,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,

mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;SACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C8I/lDK,

2B9I+lDM,O8I/lDN,C9I+lDT,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;M8IhmDH,iB;K;sCAGJ,e;MAAwC

,Q;MAAA,4CAAc,GAAd,8B;K;qCAGxC,Y;MAK+B,OAAQ,SAAR,YAAQ,C;K;oCAEvC,Y;MAAkC,qBAAQ,C;

K;mFACnB,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,YAAQ,K;K;IAWnB,0E;MAAA,wC;MAAS,sB;K;8EACb,mB;MAAsD,+CAAY,OA

AZ,C;K;IAI3C,sG;MAAA,kD;K;8FACH,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,0BAAc,U;K;2FAChD,Y;MAAyB,OAAA,0BAAc,OA

AO,I;K;;wEAJtD,Y;MACI,oBAAoB,6BAAQ,W;MAC5B,+F;K;sHAMmB,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;K;;mFAb

5D,Y;MACI,IAAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,+E;OAcJ,OAAO,mC;K;IAOwD,uD;MAAA,qB;QAAE,2CAAS,EAAT,C;O;K;

qCAAzE,Y;MAAkC,OAAQ,eAAR,YAAQ,EAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,iCAA7B,C;

K;+CAE1C,iB;MAAuD,+BAAS,KAAM,IAAf,IAAsB,GAAtB,GAA4B,wBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,C;K;+CAEnF,a;M

AAwC,OAAI,MAAM,IAAV,GAAgB,YAAhB,GAAoC,SAAF,CAAE,C;K;IAWtD,4E;MAAA,wC;MAAS,6B;K;gF

ACf,mB;MAAsE,iDAAc,OAAd,C;K;IAI3D,wG;MAAA,kD;K;gGACH,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,0BAAc,U;K;6FAChD,

Y;MAAyB,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;K;;0EAJtD,Y;MACI,oBAAoB,6BAAQ,W;MAC5B,iG;K;wHAMmB,Y;MA

AQ,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;K;;qFAb5D,Y;MACI,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,mF;OAcJ,OAAO,qC;K;oDAMf,e;MAA8D,gB

AAR,Y;MAAQ,sB;;Q9ImH9C,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,I8InHsD,O9ImHxC,

O8InH2C,IAAH,M9ImHtD,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;M8IpH+C,yB;K;IAEtD,iC;MA

AA,qC;K;4DAEI,a;MAAiE,gC;MAAX,OAAU,CAAC,kBAAN,CAAM,0DAAmB,CAApB,KAA4B,oBAAjC,CAA

iC,8DAAqB,CAAjD,C;K;4DAChE,a;MAAyD,OAAU,SAAL,CAAO,IAAF,mBAAL,CAAY,MAAP,C;K;0DACnE,

oB;MACI,IAAI,gCAAJ,C;QAA+B,OAAO,K;MACtC,OAAO,OAAA,CAAE,IAAF,EAAS,KAAM,IAAf,KAAsB,O

AAA,CAAE,MAAF,EAAW,KAAM,MAAjB,C;K;;;IANrC,6C;MAAA,4C;QAAA,2B;OAAA,qC;K;;IChIqC,uB;M

AkBrC,mC;MAlB+D,6B;K;mCAE/D,iB;MAMI,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;

QAAsB,OAAO,K;MAC7B,OAAO,sDAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;K;qCAGX,Y;MAG+B,qEAAkB,IAAlB,C;K

;IAE/B,iC;MAAA,qC;K;gEACI,a;MAEoB,Q;MADhB,iBAAe,C;MACC,mB;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,

yB;QACC,U;QAAb,2BAAa,yEAAuB,CAApC,K;;MAEJ,OAAO,U;K;wDAGX,oB;MACI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KA

AU,KAAM,KAApB,C;QAA0B,OAAO,K;MACjC,OAAO,C5J0OsG,qB4J1OxF,K5J0OwF,C;K;;;I4JrPrH,6C;MAA

A,4C;QAAA,2B;OAAA,qC;K;;;MCmfA,kC;MAjgBA,cAAwB,C;MACxB,yB;MAEA,sBAAyB,C;;kFAAzB,Y;MA

AA,0B;K,OAAA,gB;MAAA,0B;K;4CA8BA,uB;MAOI,IAAI,cAAc,CAAlB,C;QAAqB,MAAM,6BAAsB,mBAAt

B,C;MAC3B,IAAI,eAAe,kBAAY,OAA/B,C;QAAqC,M;MACrC,IAAI,uBAAgB,qDAApB,C;QACI,qBAAc,gBAA

yB,gBAAZ,WAAY,EAAc,EAAd,CAAzB,O;QACd,M;OAGJ,kBAAkB,uDAAY,kBAAY,OAAxB,EAA8B,WAA9

B,C;MAClB,oBAAa,WAAb,C;K;0CAGJ,uB;MAII,kBAAkB,gBAAmB,WAAnB,O;MrJ20BtB,UqJ10BI,kBrJ00BJ,

EqJ10ByB,WrJ00BzB,EqJ10BsC,CrJ00BtC,EqJ10ByC,WrJ00BzC,EqJ10B+C,kBAAY,OrJ00B3D,C;MAAA,UqJz

0BI,kBrJy0BJ,EqJz0ByB,WrJy0BzB,EqJz0BsC,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,WAAnB,IrJy0BtC,EqJz0B+D,CrJy0B/D,

EqJz0BkE,WrJy0BlE,C;MqJx0BI,cAAO,C;MACP,qBAAc,W;K;yCAGlB,yB;MAGW,Q;MAAP,OAAO,2BAAY,a

AAZ,4D;K;yCAGX,iB;MAA2C,OAAI,SAAS,kBAAY,OAAzB,GAA+B,QAAQ,kBAAY,OAApB,IAA/B,GAA6D,

K;K;yCAExG,iB;MAA2C,OAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,QAAQ,kBAAY,OAApB,IAAf,GAA6C,K;K;2CAExF,iB;

MACoD,0BAAY,cAAO,KAAP,IAAZ,C;K;yCAEpD,iB;MAA2C,OAAI,UAAqB,cAAZ,kBAAY,CAAzB,GAAoC,

CAApC,GAA2C,QAAQ,CAAR,I;K;yCAEtF,iB;MAA2C,OAAI,UAAS,CAAb,GAA4B,cAAZ,kBAAY,CAA5B,G

AA2C,QAAQ,CAAR,I;K;mCAEtF,Y;MAAkC,qBAAQ,C;K;iCAE1C,Y;MAGwB,IAAI,cAAJ,C;QAAe,MAAM,2B

AAuB,sBAAvB,C;;QAnBlC,Q;QAmBa,OAnBb,2BAmBkG,WAnBlG,4D;;K;uCAqBX,Y;MAG+B,Q;MAAA,IAAI

,cAAJ,C;QAAA,OAAe,I;;QAxBnC,U;QAwBoB,OAxBpB,6BAwByD,WAxBzD,gE;;MAwBoB,W;K;gCAE/B,Y;

MAGuB,IAAI,cAAJ,C;QAAe,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;;QA7BjC,Q;QA6BY,OA7BZ,2BAQyC,mBAAY,cAq

B0D,sBArB1D,IAAZ,CARzC,4D;;K;sCA+BX,Y;MAG8B,Q;MAAA,IAAI,cAAJ,C;QAAA,OAAe,I;;QAlClC,U;Q

AkCmB,OAlCnB,6BAQyC,mBAAY,cA0BiB,sBA1BjB,IAAZ,CARzC,gE;;MAkCmB,W;K;0CAE9B,mB;MAII,sB

AAe,YAAO,CAAP,IAAf,C;MAEA,cAAO,mBAAY,WAAZ,C;MACP,mBAAY,WAAZ,IAAoB,O;MACpB,wBAA

Q,CAAR,I;K;yCAGJ,mB;MAII,sBAAe,YAAO,CAAP,IAAf,C;MAEA,mBA7CgD,mBAAY,cA6ClC,SA7CkC,IAA

Z,CA6ChD,IAAmC,O;MACnC,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;K;uCAGJ,Y;MAII,IAAI,cAAJ,C;QAAe,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBA

AvB,C;MA7Dd,Q;MA+DP,cA/DO,2BA+DmB,WA/DnB,4D;MAgEP,mBAAY,WAAZ,IAAoB,I;MACpB,cAAO,m
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BAAY,WAAZ,C;MACP,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;MACA,OAAO,O;K;6CAGX,Y;MAGqC,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GA

AyB,kB;K;sCAE9D,Y;MAII,IAAI,cAAJ,C;QAAe,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;MAErB,wBAzEgD,mBAAY,cAy

EtB,sBAzEsB,IAAZ,C;MARzC,Q;MAkFP,cAlFO,2BAkFmB,iBAlFnB,4D;MAmFP,mBAAY,iBAAZ,IAAiC,I;MA

CjC,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;MACA,OAAO,O;K;4CAGX,Y;MAGoC,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,iB;K;qCAE7D,

mB;MAEI,mBAAQ,OAAR,C;MACA,OAAO,I;K;uCAGX,0B;MACI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,SAA1B,

C;MAEb,IAAI,UAAS,SAAb,C;QACI,mBAAQ,OAAR,C;QACA,M;aACG,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;QACH,oBAAS,

OAAT,C;QACA,M;OAGJ,sBAAe,YAAO,CAAP,IAAf,C;MA2BA,oBAjIgD,mBAAY,cAiI1B,KAjI0B,IAAZ,C;M

AmIhD,IAAI,QAAS,SAAD,GAAQ,CAAR,IAAe,CAA3B,C;QAEI,+BAA+B,mBAAY,aAAZ,C;QAC/B,sBAAsB,

mBAAY,WAAZ,C;QAEtB,IAAI,4BAA4B,WAAhC,C;UACI,mBAAY,eAAZ,IAA+B,mBAAY,WAAZ,C;UrJgrB3

C,UqJ/qBY,kBrJ+qBZ,EqJ/qBiC,kBrJ+qBjC,EqJ/qB8C,WrJ+qB9C,EqJ/qBoD,cAAO,CAAP,IrJ+qBpD,EqJ/qB8D,

2BAA2B,CAA3B,IrJ+qB9D,C;;UAAA,UqJ7qBY,kBrJ6qBZ,EqJ7qBiC,kBrJ6qBjC,EqJ7qB8C,cAAO,CAAP,IrJ6q

B9C,EqJ7qBwD,WrJ6qBxD,EqJ7qB8D,kBAAY,OrJ6qB1E,C;UqJ5qBY,mBAAY,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,CAAn

B,IAAZ,IAAoC,mBAAY,CAAZ,C;UrJ4qBhD,UqJ3qBY,kBrJ2qBZ,EqJ3qBiC,kBrJ2qBjC,EqJ3qB8C,CrJ2qB9C,E

qJ3qBiD,CrJ2qBjD,EqJ3qBoD,2BAA2B,CAA3B,IrJ2qBpD,C;;QqJxqBQ,mBAAY,wBAAZ,IAAwC,O;QACxC,cA

AO,e;;QAGP,WArJ4C,mBAAY,cAqJ/B,SArJ+B,IAAZ,C;QAuJ5C,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAApB,C;UrJkqBR,UqJjqBY,k

BrJiqBZ,EqJjqBiC,kBrJiqBjC,EqJjqB8C,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IrJiqB9C,EqJjqBiE,arJiqBjE,EqJjqBgF,IrJiqBhF,C;;UA

AA,UqJ/pBY,kBrJ+pBZ,EqJ/pBiC,kBrJ+pBjC,EqJ/pB8C,CrJ+pB9C,EqJ/pBiD,CrJ+pBjD,EqJ/pBoD,IrJ+pBpD,C;

UqJ9pBY,mBAAY,CAAZ,IAAiB,mBAAY,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,CAAnB,IAAZ,C;UrJ8pB7B,UqJ7pBY,kBrJ6

pBZ,EqJ7pBiC,kBrJ6pBjC,EqJ7pB8C,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IrJ6pB9C,EqJ7pBiE,arJ6pBjE,EqJ7pBgF,kBAAY,OAAZ,

GAAmB,CAAnB,IrJ6pBhF,C;;QqJ1pBQ,mBAAY,aAAZ,IAA6B,O;;MAEjC,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;K;oDAGJ,mC;MA

GkD,UAIxB,M;MANtB,eAAe,QAAS,W;MAEsB,OAAZ,kBAAY,O;MAA9C,iBAAc,aAAd,wB;QACI,IAAI,CAA

C,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,K;QACzB,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,QAAS,O;;MAEZ,oB;MAAtB,mBAAc,CAAd,8B;

QACI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,K;QACzB,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAqB,QAAS,O;;MAGlC,wBAAQ,QA

AS,KAAjB,I;K;0CAGJ,oB;MACI,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAC/B,sBAAe,IAAK,KAAL,GAAY,

QAAS,KAArB,IAAf,C;MACA,8BAtLgD,mBAAY,cAsLvB,SAtLuB,IAAZ,CAsLhD,EAA4C,QAA5C,C;MACA,O

AAO,I;K;0CAGX,2B;MACI,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,SAA1B,C;MAEb,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QACI,O

AAO,K;aACJ,IAAI,UAAS,SAAb,C;QACH,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;OAGX,sBAAe,IAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS

,KAArB,IAAf,C;MAEA,WArMgD,mBAAY,cAqMnC,SArMmC,IAAZ,C;MAsMhD,oBAtMgD,mBAAY,cAsM1B,

KAtM0B,IAAZ,C;MAuMhD,mBAAmB,QAAS,K;MAE5B,IAAI,QAAS,SAAD,GAAQ,CAAR,IAAe,CAA3B,C;Q

AGI,kBAAkB,cAAO,YAAP,I;QAElB,IAAI,iBAAiB,WAArB,C;UACI,IAAI,eAAe,CAAnB,C;YrJ0mBZ,UqJzmBg

B,kBrJymBhB,EqJzmBqC,kBrJymBrC,EqJzmBkD,WrJymBlD,EqJzmB+D,WrJymB/D,EqJzmBqE,arJymBrE,C;;Y

qJvmBgB,4BAAe,kBAAY,OAA3B,I;YACA,sBAAsB,gBAAgB,WAAhB,I;YACtB,kBAAkB,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAA

mB,WAAnB,I;YAElB,IAAI,eAAe,eAAnB,C;crJmmBhB,UqJlmBoB,kBrJkmBpB,EqJlmByC,kBrJkmBzC,EqJlmB

sD,WrJkmBtD,EqJlmBmE,WrJkmBnE,EqJlmByE,arJkmBzE,C;;cAAA,UqJhmBoB,kBrJgmBpB,EqJhmByC,kBrJg

mBzC,EqJhmBsD,WrJgmBtD,EqJhmBmE,WrJgmBnE,EqJhmByE,cAAO,WAAP,IrJgmBzE,C;cAAA,UqJ/lBoB,k

BrJ+lBpB,EqJ/lByC,kBrJ+lBzC,EqJ/lBsD,CrJ+lBtD,EqJ/lByD,cAAO,WAAP,IrJ+lBzD,EqJ/lB6E,arJ+lB7E,C;;;;U

AAA,UqJ3lBY,kBrJ2lBZ,EqJ3lBiC,kBrJ2lBjC,EqJ3lB8C,WrJ2lB9C,EqJ3lB2D,WrJ2lB3D,EqJ3lBiE,kBAAY,OrJ

2lB7E,C;UqJ1lBY,IAAI,gBAAgB,aAApB,C;YrJ0lBZ,UqJzlBgB,kBrJylBhB,EqJzlBqC,kBrJylBrC,EqJzlBkD,kBA

AY,OAAZ,GAAmB,YAAnB,IrJylBlD,EqJzlBmF,CrJylBnF,EqJzlBsF,arJylBtF,C;;YAAA,UqJvlBgB,kBrJulBhB,E

qJvlBqC,kBrJulBrC,EqJvlBkD,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,YAAnB,IrJulBlD,EqJvlBmF,CrJulBnF,EqJvlBsF,YrJulBt

F,C;YAAA,UqJtlBgB,kBrJslBhB,EqJtlBqC,kBrJslBrC,EqJtlBkD,CrJslBlD,EqJtlBqD,YrJslBrD,EqJtlBmE,arJslBn

E,C;;;QqJnlBQ,cAAO,W;QACP,8BAAuB,mBAAY,gBAAgB,YAAhB,IAAZ,CAAvB,EAAkE,QAAlE,C;;QAIA,2

BAA2B,gBAAgB,YAAhB,I;QAE3B,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAApB,C;UACI,IAAI,QAAO,YAAP,SAAuB,kBAAY,OAAv

C,C;YrJ2kBZ,UqJ1kBgB,kBrJ0kBhB,EqJ1kBqC,kBrJ0kBrC,EqJ1kBkD,oBrJ0kBlD,EqJ1kBwE,arJ0kBxE,EqJ1kB

uF,IrJ0kBvF,C;;YqJxkBgB,IAAI,wBAAwB,kBAAY,OAAxC,C;crJwkBhB,UqJvkBoB,kBrJukBpB,EqJvkByC,kBr

JukBzC,EqJvkBsD,uBAAuB,kBAAY,OAAnC,IrJukBtD,EqJvkB+F,arJukB/F,EqJvkB8G,IrJukB9G,C;;cqJrkBoB,m

BAAmB,OAAO,YAAP,GAAsB,kBAAY,OAAlC,I;crJqkBvC,UqJpkBoB,kBrJokBpB,EqJpkByC,kBrJokBzC,EqJp

kBsD,CrJokBtD,EqJpkByD,OAAO,YAAP,IrJokBzD,EqJpkB8E,IrJokB9E,C;cAAA,UqJnkBoB,kBrJmkBpB,EqJnk
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ByC,kBrJmkBzC,EqJnkBsD,oBrJmkBtD,EqJnkB4E,arJmkB5E,EqJnkB2F,OAAO,YAAP,IrJmkB3F,C;;;;UAAA,U

qJ/jBY,kBrJ+jBZ,EqJ/jBiC,kBrJ+jBjC,EqJ/jB8C,YrJ+jB9C,EqJ/jB4D,CrJ+jB5D,EqJ/jB+D,IrJ+jB/D,C;UqJ9jBY,I

AAI,wBAAwB,kBAAY,OAAxC,C;YrJ8jBZ,UqJ7jBgB,kBrJ6jBhB,EqJ7jBqC,kBrJ6jBrC,EqJ7jBkD,uBAAuB,kB

AAY,OAAnC,IrJ6jBlD,EqJ7jB2F,arJ6jB3F,EqJ7jB0G,kBAAY,OrJ6jBtH,C;;YAAA,UqJ3jBgB,kBrJ2jBhB,EqJ3jB

qC,kBrJ2jBrC,EqJ3jBkD,CrJ2jBlD,EqJ3jBqD,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,YAAnB,IrJ2jBrD,EqJ3jBsF,kBAAY,OrJ2j

BlG,C;YAAA,UqJ1jBgB,kBrJ0jBhB,EqJ1jBqC,kBrJ0jBrC,EqJ1jBkD,oBrJ0jBlD,EqJ1jBwE,arJ0jBxE,EqJ1jBuF,k

BAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,YAAnB,IrJ0jBvF,C;;;QqJvjBQ,8BAAuB,aAAvB,EAAsC,QAAtC,C;;MAGJ,OAAO,I;K;u

CAGX,iB;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAjRN,Q;MAmRP,OAnRO,2BAQyC,mBAAY,cA

2Q3B,KA3Q2B,IAAZ,CARzC,4D;K;uCAsRX,0B;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAEb,oB

AjRgD,mBAAY,cAiR1B,KAjR0B,IAAZ,C;MARzC,Q;MA0RP,iBA1RO,2BA0RsB,aA1RtB,4D;MA2RP,mBAAY,

aAAZ,IAA6B,O;MAE7B,OAAO,U;K;0CAGX,mB;MAAoD,0BAAQ,OAAR,MAAoB,E;K;yCAExE,mB;MAIsB,I

AIA,IAJA,EAIuB,M;MAPzC,WA3RgD,mBAAY,cA2RnC,SA3RmC,IAAZ,C;MA6RhD,IAAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;QA

CI,iBAAc,WAAd,UAAyB,IAAzB,U;UACI,IAAI,gBAAW,mBAAY,KAAZ,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YAAmC,OAAO,QA

AQ,WAAR,I;;aAE3C,IAAI,eAAQ,IAAZ,C;QACW,kB;QAAuB,SAAZ,kBAAY,O;QAArC,qD;UACI,IAAI,gBAA

W,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YAAmC,OAAO,UAAQ,WAAR,I;;QAE9C,mBAAc,CAAd,YAAsB,IAAtB,Y;

UACI,IAAI,gBAAW,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YAAmC,OAAO,UAAQ,kBAAY,OAApB,GAA2B,WAA3

B,I;;OAIlD,OAAO,E;K;6CAGX,mB;MAIsC,UAOJ,MAPI,EAOa,M;MAV/C,WA9SgD,mBAAY,cA8SnC,SA9Sm

C,IAAZ,C;MAgThD,IAAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;QACkC,kB;QAA9B,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,yB;UACI,IAAI,gBA

AW,mBAAY,KAAZ,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YAAmC,OAAO,QAAQ,WAAR,I;;aAE3C,IAAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;QACH,mB

AAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,aAA8B,CAA9B,Y;UACI,IAAI,gBAAW,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YAAmC,OA

AO,UAAQ,kBAAY,OAApB,GAA2B,WAA3B,I;;QAEpB,uBAAZ,kBAAY,C;QAAiB,oB;QAA3C,wD;UACI,IAAI

,gBAAW,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YAAmC,OAAO,UAAQ,WAAR,I;;OAIlD,OAAO,E;K;wCAGX,mB;M

ACI,YAAY,mBAAQ,OAAR,C;MACZ,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAiB,OAAO,K;MACxB,sBAAS,KAAT,C;MACA

,OAAO,I;K;4CAGX,iB;MACI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAEb,IAAI,UAAS,sBAAb,C;QACI,

OAAO,iB;aACJ,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;QACH,OAAO,kB;OAGX,oBAhVgD,mBAAY,cAgV1B,KAhV0B,IAAZ,C;

MARzC,Q;MAyVP,cAzVO,2BAyVmB,aAzVnB,4D;MA2VP,IAAI,QAAQ,aAAS,CAArB,C;QAEI,IAAI,iBAAiB,

WAArB,C;UrJoeR,UqJneY,kBrJmeZ,EqJneiC,kBrJmejC,EqJne8C,cAAO,CAAP,IrJme9C,EqJnewD,WrJmexD,EqJ

ne8D,arJme9D,C;;UAAA,UqJjeY,kBrJieZ,EqJjeiC,kBrJiejC,EqJje8C,CrJie9C,EqJjeiD,CrJiejD,EqJjeoD,arJiepD,C;

UqJheY,mBAAY,CAAZ,IAAiB,mBAAY,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,CAAnB,IAAZ,C;UrJge7B,UqJ/dY,kBrJ+dZ,E

qJ/diC,kBrJ+djC,EqJ/d8C,cAAO,CAAP,IrJ+d9C,EqJ/dwD,WrJ+dxD,EqJ/d8D,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,CAAnB,Ir

J+d9D,C;;QqJ5dQ,mBAAY,WAAZ,IAAoB,I;QACpB,cAAO,mBAAY,WAAZ,C;;QAGP,wBAjW4C,mBAAY,cAi

WlB,sBAjWkB,IAAZ,C;QAmW5C,IAAI,iBAAiB,iBAArB,C;UrJsdR,UqJrdY,kBrJqdZ,EqJrdiC,kBrJqdjC,EqJrd8C

,arJqd9C,EqJrd6D,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IrJqd7D,EqJrdgF,oBAAoB,CAApB,IrJqdhF,C;;UAAA,UqJndY,kBrJmdZ,EqJ

ndiC,kBrJmdjC,EqJnd8C,arJmd9C,EqJnd6D,gBAAgB,CAAhB,IrJmd7D,EqJndgF,kBAAY,OrJmd5F,C;UqJldY,m

BAAY,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,CAAnB,IAAZ,IAAoC,mBAAY,CAAZ,C;UrJkdhD,UqJjdY,kBrJidZ,EqJjdiC,kBr

JidjC,EqJjd8C,CrJid9C,EqJjdiD,CrJidjD,EqJjdoD,oBAAoB,CAApB,IrJidpD,C;;QqJ9cQ,mBAAY,iBAAZ,IAAiC,I;

;MAErC,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;MAEA,OAAO,O;K;6CAGX,oB;MAAkE,0B;;QAa5C,wD;QART,aAAL,IAAK,U;QAA

L,Y;UAA8B,SAAZ,kBnK+uOnB,YAAQ,C;SmK/uOX,W;UACI,yBAAO,K;UAAP,2B;SAEJ,WA1XgD,mBAAY,c

A0XnC,SA1XmC,IAAZ,C;QA2XhD,cAAc,W;QACd,eAAe,K;QAEf,IAAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;UACI,iBAAc,WAAd,U

AAyB,IAAzB,U;YACI,cAAc,mBAAY,KAAZ,C;YAGd,IAjBsE,CAAU,wBAiBlE,0EAjBkE,CAiBhF,C;cACI,mB

AAY,gBAAZ,EAAY,wBAAZ,YAAyB,O;;cAEzB,WAAW,I;;UAGP,OAAZ,kBAAY,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,OAAX,

EAAoB,IAApB,C;;UAGE,oB;UAAuB,SAAZ,kBAAY,O;UAArC,uD;YACI,gBAAc,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;YACd,mB

AAY,OAAZ,IAAqB,I;YAGrB,IA/BsE,CAAU,wBA+BlE,kFA/BkE,CA+BhF,C;cACI,mBAAY,gBAAZ,EAAY,wB

AAZ,YAAyB,S;;cAEzB,WAAW,I;;UAGnB,UAAU,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;UAEV,mBAAc,CAAd,YAAsB,IAAtB,Y;

YACI,gBAAc,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;YACd,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAqB,I;YAGrB,IA5CsE,CAAU,wBA4ClE,kFA5CkE,C

A4ChF,C;cACI,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAuB,S;cACvB,UAAU,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;;cAEV,WAAW,I;;;;QAIvB,IAAI,QA

AJ,C;UACI,YAAO,mBAAY,UAAU,WAAV,IAAZ,C;QAEX,yBAAO,Q;;;MAvDuD,6B;K;6CAElE,oB;MAAkE,0

B;;QAW5C,wD;QART,aAAL,IAAK,U;QAAL,Y;UAA8B,SAAZ,kBnK+uOnB,YAAQ,C;SmK/uOX,W;UACI,yBA
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AO,K;UAAP,2B;SAEJ,WA1XgD,mBAAY,cA0XnC,SA1XmC,IAAZ,C;QA2XhD,cAAc,W;QACd,eAAe,K;QAEf,I

AAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;UACI,iBAAc,WAAd,UAAyB,IAAzB,U;YACI,cAAc,mBAAY,KAAZ,C;YAGd,IAf+E,wBAe

jE,0EAfiE,CAe/E,C;cACI,mBAAY,gBAAZ,EAAY,wBAAZ,YAAyB,O;;cAEzB,WAAW,I;;UAGP,OAAZ,kBAAY

,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,OAAX,EAAoB,IAApB,C;;UAGE,oB;UAAuB,SAAZ,kBAAY,O;UAArC,uD;YACI,gBAAc,

mBAAY,OAAZ,C;YACd,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAqB,I;YAGrB,IA7B+E,wBA6BjE,kFA7BiE,CA6B/E,C;cACI,mBA

AY,gBAAZ,EAAY,wBAAZ,YAAyB,S;;cAEzB,WAAW,I;;UAGnB,UAAU,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;UAEV,mBAAc,CA

Ad,YAAsB,IAAtB,Y;YACI,gBAAc,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;YACd,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAqB,I;YAGrB,IA1C+E,wBA0C

jE,kFA1CiE,CA0C/E,C;cACI,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAuB,S;cACvB,UAAU,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;;cAEV,WAAW,I;;;;Q

AIvB,IAAI,QAAJ,C;UACI,YAAO,mBAAY,UAAU,WAAV,IAAZ,C;QAEX,yBAAO,Q;;;MArDuD,6B;K;2CAElE,

qB;MASsB,IAII,IAJJ,EAKM,MALN,EAaA,MAbA,EAauB,MAbvB,EAkBI,MAlBJ,EAmBM,MAnBN,EA+BI,M;

MAvCb,aAAL,IAAK,U;MAAL,Y;QAA8B,SAAZ,kBnK+uOnB,YAAQ,C;OmK/uOX,W;QACI,OAAO,K;MAEX,

WA1XgD,mBAAY,cA0XnC,SA1XmC,IAAZ,C;MA2XhD,cAAc,W;MACd,eAAe,K;MAEf,IAAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;

QACI,iBAAc,WAAd,UAAyB,IAAzB,U;UACI,cAAc,mBAAY,KAAZ,C;UAGd,IAAI,UAAU,0EAAV,CAAJ,C;Y

ACI,mBAAY,gBAAZ,EAAY,wBAAZ,YAAyB,O;;YAEzB,WAAW,I;;QAGP,OAAZ,kBAAY,EAAK,IAAL,EAA

W,OAAX,EAAoB,IAApB,C;;QAGE,oB;QAAuB,SAAZ,kBAAY,O;QAArC,uD;UACI,gBAAc,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;

UACd,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAqB,I;UAGrB,IAAI,UAAU,kFAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,mBAAY,gBAAZ,EAAY,wBAAZ,

YAAyB,S;;YAEzB,WAAW,I;;QAGnB,UAAU,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;QAEV,mBAAc,CAAd,YAAsB,IAAtB,Y;UACI,

gBAAc,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;UACd,mBAAY,OAAZ,IAAqB,I;UAGrB,IAAI,UAAU,kFAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,mBAA

Y,OAAZ,IAAuB,S;YACvB,UAAU,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;;YAEV,WAAW,I;;;;MAIvB,IAAI,QAAJ,C;QACI,YAAO,

mBAAY,UAAU,WAAV,IAAZ,C;MAEX,OAAO,Q;K;iCAGX,Y;MACI,WA7agD,mBAAY,cA6anC,SA7amC,IAA

Z,C;MA8ahD,IAAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;QACgB,OAAZ,kBAAY,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,WAAX,EAAiB,IAAjB,C;;QAC

T,I7JxS6C,CAAC,c6JwS9C,C;UACS,OAAZ,kBAAY,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,WAAX,EAAiB,kBAAY,OAA7B,C;U

ACA,OAAZ,kBAAY,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,CAAX,EAAc,IAAd,C;;MAEhB,cAAO,C;MACP,YAAO,C;K;IAGX,g

C;MAAA,oC;MACI,0BhHxgBuC,E;MgHygBvC,sBAAiC,U;MACjC,4BAAuC,E;K;yDAEvC,oC;MAEI,kBAAkB,

eAAe,eAAgB,CAA/B,K;MAClB,IAAI,eAAc,WAAd,QAA4B,CAAhC,C;QACI,cAAc,W;MAClB,IAAI,eAAc,UA

Ad,QAA6B,CAAjC,C;QACI,cAAkB,cAAc,UAAlB,GAAgC,UAAhC,GAAmD,U;MACrE,OAAO,W;K;;;IAZf,4C;

MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;OAAA,oC;K;qDAgBA,qB;MAEI,WA1cgD,mBAAY,cA0cnC,SA1cmC,IAAZ,C;MA4chD,I

AAI,cAAJ,C;QACI,UAAU,WAAV,EhH5hBmC,EgH4hBnC,C;QACA,M;OAGJ,eAAe,gBAAmB,SAAnB,O;MACf

,IAAI,cAAO,IAAX,C;QrJuWJ,UqJtWQ,kBrJsWR,EqJtW6B,QrJsW7B,EAD+F,CAC/F,EqJtWoD,WrJsWpD,EqJt

WqE,IrJsWrE,C;QqJrWQ,UAAU,WAAV,EAAgB,QAAhB,C;;QAEY,gBAAZ,kB;QrJmWR,UAAU,SAAV,EqJnW

6B,QrJmW7B,EAD+F,CAC/F,EqJnWoD,WrJmWpD,EADuI,gBACvI,C;QAAA,UqJlWQ,kBrJkWR,EqJlW6B,QrJ

kW7B,EqJlWuC,kBAAY,OAAZ,GAAmB,WAAnB,IrJkWvC,EqJlW6E,CrJkW7E,EqJlW2F,IrJkW3F,C;QqJjWQ,U

AAU,cAAO,kBAAY,OAAnB,IAAV,EAAmC,QAAnC,C;;K;;IA3hBR,iD;MAAA,oD;MAGwC,+B;MApB5C,sB;M

AqBsB,Q;MACV,wBAAmB,CAAnB,C;QAAwB,4D;WACxB,sBAAkB,CAAlB,C;QAAuB,uBAAa,eAAb,O;;QAC

f,MAAM,gCAAyB,uBAAoB,eAA7C,C;MAHlB,0B;MAJJ,Y;K;IAWA,kC;MAAA,oD;MAGoB,+B;MA/BxB,sB;M

AgCQ,sBAAc,qD;MAJlB,Y;K;IAOA,4C;MAAA,oD;MAG2C,+B;MAtC/C,sB;MAuCQ,sB/I/B8D,Y+I+BhD,Q/I/B

gD,C;M+IgC9D,aAAO,mBAAY,O;MACnB,IAAI,mBnKipPD,YAAQ,CmKjpPX,C;QAA2B,sBAAc,qD;MAN7C,

Y;K;IC5BJ,4B;MAMoB,Q;MpKiwpBA,U;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,uD;QAAgB,cAAhB,iB;QACI,YAAgB,OoKn

wpBiB,OpKmwpBjC,I;;MoKnwpBJ,aAAa,iBpKqwpBN,GoKrwpBM,C;MACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,gB

AAA,SAAhB,M;QACW,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,0B;MASiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,

iBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACZ,YAAY,iBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,KA

AM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;K;gGAGX,q

B;MAWW,4B;MAAA,U;QAAqB,OAAL,SpK4oPhB,YAAQ,C;OoK5oPf,W;K;oFAGJ,mC;MAUI,OpK+nPO,qBA

AQ,CoK/nPf,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;K;IAGvC,iD;MAMI,IAAI,cAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,

qBAAgB,aAAhB,IAAiC,SAAK,OAAL,KAAa,KAAM,OAAxD,C;QAA8D,OAAO,K;MAErE,4C;QACI,SAAS,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACT,SAAS,MAAM,CAAN,C;QAET,IAAI,OAAO,EAAX,C;UACI,Q;eACG,IAAI,cAAc,UAAlB,C

;UACH,OAAO,K;SAIP,0BAAsB,kBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,kBAAH,EAAG,EAAkB,EAAlB,CAAR,C;YAA

+B,OAAO,K;eAClF,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OA
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AO,K;eAC9E,+BAAsB,uBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;

eAC9E,6BAAsB,qBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E

,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E,+BAA

sB,uBAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E,gCAAsB,wB

AAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E,8BAAsB,sBAAtB,

C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E,iCAAsB,yBAAtB,C;UAA

4C,IAAI,CAAI,cAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAE9E,qCAAsB,6BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAA

I,CAAI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E,sCAAsB,8BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CA

AI,gBAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E,oCAAsB,4BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,g

BAAH,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAC9E,qCAAsB,6BAAtB,C;UAA4C,IAAI,CAAI,gBAA

H,EAAG,EAAc,EAAd,CAAR,C;YAA2B,OAAO,K;eAEtE,IAAI,YAAM,EAAN,CAAJ,C;UAAc,OAAO,K;;MAIrC

,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,4C;MAKI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,M;MACzB,aAAa,CAAK,eAAL,gBAAK,EAAa,SAA

b,CAAL,GAA6C,CAA7C,QAAiD,CAAjD,I;M/B6SkB,kBAAxB,mB+B5SY,M/B4SZ,C;M+B3SH,oD9J5BgD,gB8

J4BhD,C;MADJ,OpJnCO,WqH+U6C,W;K;I+BvSxD,mE;MAEI,IAAY,SAAR,0BAAJ,C;QACI,MAAO,gBAAO,O

AAP,C;QACP,M;OAEJ,SAAU,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MACV,MAAO,gBAAO,EAAP,C;MAEP,4C;QACI,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;UACI,MAAO,gBAAO,IAAP,C;SAEX,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAEV,IADE,OACF,S;UAAmB,MAAO,g

BAAO,MAAP,C;aAC1B,mBAFE,OAEF,E;UAA2B,4BAAR,OAAQ,EAA4B,MAA5B,EAAoC,SAApC,C;aAC3B,

uBAHE,OAGF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,wBAJE,OAIF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gB

AAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,sBALE,OAKF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B

,uBANE,OAMF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,wBAPE,OAOF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,

gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,yBARE,OAQF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC

1B,uBATE,OASF,E;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,0BAVE,OAUF,E;UAAmB,MAAO

,gBAAe,gBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAE1B,kBAZE,OAYF,c;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC

1B,kBAbE,OAaF,e;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,kBAdE,OAcF,a;UAAmB,MAAO,g

BAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;aAC1B,kBAfE,OAeF,c;UAAmB,MAAO,gBAAe,kBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;;UAEP,

MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;MAIlC,MAAO,gBAAO,EAAP,C;MACP,SAAU,kBAAmB,iBAAV,SAAU,CA

AnB,C;K;I9JjJd,yB;MAAA,6B;K;sCACI,Y;MAAkC,Y;K;0CAClC,Y;MAAsC,Y;K;wCACtC,Y;MAAgC,Q;K;4CA

ChC,Y;MAAoC,S;K;mCACpC,Y;MAA+B,MAAM,6B;K;uCACrC,Y;MAAmC,MAAM,6B;K;;;IAN7C,qC;MAAA

,oC;QAAA,mB;OAAA,6B;K;IASA,qB;MAAA,yB;MACI,+C;K;iCAEA,iB;MAA4C,qCAAoB,KAAM,U;K;mCAC

tE,Y;MAA+B,Q;K;mCAC/B,Y;MAAkC,W;K;iFAEX,Y;MAAQ,Q;K;kCAC/B,Y;MAAkC,W;K;yCAClC,mB;MA

AmD,Y;K;8CACnD,oB;MAAmE,OAAA,QAAS,U;K;sCAE5E,iB;MAAwC,MAAM,8BAA0B,iDAA8C,KAA9C,

MAA1B,C;K;wCAC9C,mB;MAA8C,S;K;4CAC9C,mB;MAAkD,S;K;mCAElD,Y;MAA6C,kC;K;uCAC7C,Y;MA

AqD,kC;K;+CACrD,iB;MACI,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;QAAgB,MAAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAnC,C;MACtB,OAAO

,2B;K;0CAGX,8B;MACI,IAAI,cAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,YAAW,CAAjC,C;QAAoC,OAAO,I;MAC3C,MAAM,8BAA

0B,gBAAa,SAAb,mBAAkC,OAA5D,C;K;wCAGV,Y;MAAiC,8B;K;;;IA5BrC,iC;MAAA,gC;QAAA,e;OAAA,yB;

K;IA+BA,iC;MAA8D,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAoC,KAApC,C;K;IAE5B,8C;MAAC,oB;MAA0B,0B;K;yFAClC,Y;M

AAQ,OAAA,WAAO,O;K;0CACtC,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,WNuoP3B,YAAQ,C;K;iDMtoPf,mB;MAA6C,OAAO,SAA

P,WAAO,EAAS,OAAT,C;K;sDACpD,oB;MAAsE,c;;Qa8lDtD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,cb7lDyD,Qa6lDzD,iBb7lDyD,Qa

6lDnC,UAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;SACrB,Ob9lD6C,Qa8lD7C,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UAAM,IAAI,Cb9lDkD,oBa8lDvC,Ob9lDuC,Ca8lDtD,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;Mb/lDsD

,iB;K;2CAC7D,Y;MAAuC,OAAO,qBAAP,WAAO,C;K;0CAC9C,Y;MAC+C,gBAAP,W;MAAA,OAAwB,cAAxB

,GcwJpC,SdxJoC,Gc0JpC,SNs4BoB,Q;K;;IR7hC5B,qB;MAIsC,8B;K;IAEtC,4B;MAIqD,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,GA

AgB,CAApB,GAAgC,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GAA8C,W;K;mFAEnG,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,mB;QAK0C,kB;O;K

AL1C,C;+FAOA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,mB;QAMwD,uB;O;KANxD,C;2FAQA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,mB;QAM

oD,uB;O;KANpD,C;IAQA,mC;MAKI,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,KAAiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gBAAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,s

BAAkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,IAAxC,CAAV,C;K;IAE7C,iC;MAKI,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,KAAiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gB

AAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,sBAAkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,IAAxC,CAAV,C;K;IAE7C,gC;MAI2D,OAAI,eAAJ,GAAqB,O

AAO,OAAP,CAArB,GAA0C,W;K;IAErG,mC;MAImE,OAAS,cAAT,QAAS,C;K;gFAE5E,yB;MAaA,gE;MAbA,6
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B;QAyBI,WAAW,eAduE,IAcvE,C;QUCX,iBAAc,CAAd,UVfkF,IUelF,U;UVA6B,eAf2D,IAevD,CUCtB,KVDsB,

CAAJ,C;;QAfyC,OAgB/D,I;O;KA3BX,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;QAYI,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QUCX,

iBAAc,CAAd,UVAO,IUAP,U;UVA6B,eAAI,KUCtB,KVDsB,CAAJ,C;;QAC7B,OAAO,I;O;KAdX,C;wFAiBA,yB

;McpGA,+D;MdoGA,gC;Qc/F0B,gBAAf,gB;Qd6GkB,aUzFzB,W;QVyFA,OUxFO,SIrBoC,Q;O;Kd+F/C,C;yFAuB

A,yB;McnHA,4E;MAAA,gE;MdmHA,0C;Qc9GI,qBdgIyB,QchIzB,C;QAC8B,gBAAvB,ed+HkB,Qc/HlB,C;Qd+H

4B,aUpHnC,W;QVoHA,OUnHO,SIZ4C,Q;O;Kd6GvD,C;IAgCI,mC;MAAQ,uBAAG,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAH,C;K;I

AQR,qC;MAAQ,OAAA,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,I;K;4FAEZ,qB;MAK4D,QAAC,mB;K;kGAE7D,qB;MAWI

,OAAO,qBAAgB,SAAK,U;K;sFAGhC,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAKgE,uCAAQ,W;O;KALxE,C;sFAOA,yB;M

AAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAKoD,uCAAQ,W;O;KAL5D,C;sFAOA,mC;MASI,OAAI,mBAAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;

K;4FAGvC,+B;MAQoH,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,QAAZ,C;K;IAGzH,uC;MAK+E,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,+B;MAA

xB,OU1MpD,W;K;IV6MX,yC;MAAkD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aAC9C,C;UAD8C,OACzC,W;aACL,C;UAF8C,OAEzC,

OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;gBAFyC,OAGtC,S;;K;IAGZ,8D;MAgBkE,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QA

AA,UAAe,c;MACjG,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU

,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,G

AAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,cAAc,MAAd,EAAsB,OAAtB,C;QAEV,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CA

AN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MA

AM,CAAN,IAAF,K;K;IAGX,4E;MAe8E,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAC7G,WAAW,cAA

X,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IA

Ad,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,UAAW,SAAQ

,MAAR,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;QAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,

CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;K;kG

AGX,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4D;MAsBqC,8D;QAAA,qB;UAAE,qBAAc,iBAAS,EAAT,CAAd,EAA4B,WAA5B,

C;S;O;MAtBvC,+D;QAkBI,yB;UAAA,YAAiB,C;QACjB,uB;UAAA,UAAe,c;QAGf,+BAAa,SAAb,EAAwB,OAA

xB,EAAiC,oCAAjC,C;O;KAtBJ,C;IA6BA,mE;MAmBoC,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAC

nE,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,

OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UA

AU,WAAW,MAAX,C;QAEV,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAA

V,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;K;IAGX,8C

;MAMQ,gBAAY,OAAZ,C;QAAuB,MAAM,gCAAyB,gBAAa,SAAb,mCAAkD,OAAlD,OAAzB,C;WAC7B,gBA

AY,CAAZ,C;QAAiB,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,yBAA1B,C;WACvB,cAAU,IAAV,C;QAAkB,MAAM,8BA

A0B,cAAW,OAAX,gCAA2C,IAA3C,OAA1B,C;K;IAchC,8B;MAEoC,MAAM,wBAAoB,8BAApB,C;K;IAE1C,8

B;MAEoC,MAAM,wBAAoB,8BAApB,C;K;;;;wF+F/a1C,yB;M9FgCA,wE;M8FhCA,uC;QAmBW,kB9FqBiD,oB;

Q8FM9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA

AkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UAClB,W9FqKJ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,E8FnMyC,SA8BlB,CAAU,GAAV,EAAe,WAAf,EA

A4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAAnE,C9FqKvB,C;;Q8FnMA,OAgCO,W;O;K

AnDX,C;4FAsBA,6C;MAwBc,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SAAK,iB;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sB

AAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QAClB,W9FqKJ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,E8FrKuB,UAAU,GAA

V,EAAe,WAAf,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAAnE,C9FqKvB,C;;M8FnK

A,OAAO,W;K;iFAGX,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;M9FtBA,wE;M8FsBA,6D;QAnCW,kB9FqBiD,oB;Q8FM9C,Q;

QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,

GAAZ,C;UA8BwE,U;UA7B1F,W9FqKJ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,E8FxIkC,UA7BD,GA6BC,EA7BoB,uBAAuB,CAA

C,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA6BzC,GAAW,qBA7B3B,GA6B2B,EA7BT,CA6BS,CAAX,GAA6C,UA7BxD,WA6

BwD,6DAA5D,EA7BiB,CA6BjB,C9FwIlC,C;;Q8FzIA,OA1BO,W;O;KAGX,C;kFA0BA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8

B;MAAA,0E;QAlCc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;U

ACV,kBA6DQ,WA7DU,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UA6DuF,U;UAAjG,W9FyGZ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,E8FzGiD,UA5DhB,

GA4DgB,EA5DK,uBAAuB,CA4DjE,WA5D8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA4D1B,GAAW,qBA5D1C,GA4D0C,EA5DxB,

CA4DwB,CAAX,GAA6C,UA5DvE,WA4DuE,6DAA5D,EA5DE,CA4DF,C9FyGjD,C;;Q8F1GA,OACY,W;O;KA

7BhB,C;iFAgCA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;M9FhFA,wE;M8FgFA,qD;QA7FW,kB9FqBiD,oB;Q8FM9C,Q;QAA
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A,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAA

Z,C;UAkFiD,U;UAjFnE,W9FqKJ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,E8FpFgC,UAjFsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAA

Z,CAiFhD,kBAA6B,UAjFjC,WAiFiC,6DAAvC,EAjFmB,CAiFnB,C9FoFhC,C;;Q8FrFA,OA9EO,W;O;KA6DX,C;

oFAoBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,kE;QAtFc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;U

ACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA2GQ,WA3GU,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UA2GgE,U;UAA1E,W9F2DZ,a8FrK

gB,G9FqKhB,E8F3D+C,UA1GO,uBAAuB,CA0GjE,WA1G8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA0GjC,kBAA6B,UA1GhD,WA

0GgD,6DAAvC,EA1GI,CA0GJ,C9F2D/C,C;;Q8F5DA,OACY,W;O;KAvBhB,C;qFA0BA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8

B;M9F9HA,wE;M8F8HA,uC;QA3IW,kB9FqBiD,oB;Q8FM9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAA

U,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UAkIc,U;UAAjC,IAlIkD,u

BAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAkItF,C;YADA,mBAjI+C,C;;YAiI/C,mBACkB,UAlIW,GAkIX,EAAe,

UAlIC,WAkID,6DAAf,EAlI6B,CAkI7B,C;;UAlIlB,W9FqKJ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,mB;;Q8FrCA,OA9HO,W;O;KA

2GX,C;sFAwBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,oD;QAxIc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAA

U,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA6JQ,WA7JU,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UA8Jc,U;UAAjC,I

A9JkD,uBAAuB,CA4JjE,WA5J8E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA8JtF,C;YADA,mBA7J+C,C;;YA6J/C,mBACkB,UA9JW,G

A8JX,EAAe,UA9JC,WA8JD,6DAAf,EA9J6B,CA8J7B,C;;UAFV,W9FSZ,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,mB;;Q8FTA,OAA

Y,W;O;KAvBhB,C;IA6BA,6C;MArKc,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,s

BAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBA+KG,WA/Ke,WAAY,GAAZ,C;QA2GgE,U;QAoE/E,W9FTP,a8FrKgB,G9FqKhB,E

8FSmC,CA9KmB,uBAAuB,CA8KtE,WA9KmF,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA0GjC,GAoErC,CApEqC,GAA6B,UA1GhD,

WA0GgD,6DAoEnD,IAAM,CAAN,I9FTnC,C;;M8FSA,OAAO,W;K;IgEnP0B,oC;MAAC,kB;MAAuB,kB;K;;wC

AN7D,Y;MAMsC,iB;K;wCANtC,Y;MAM6D,iB;K;0CAN7D,wB;MAAA,wBAMsC,qCANtC,EAM6D,qCAN7D,C

;K;sCAAA,Y;MAAA,OAMsC,mDANtC,IAM6D,wCAN7D,O;K;sCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;MAMsC,sD;MAAuB,sD;M

AN7D,a;K;oCAAA,iB;MAAA,4IAMsC,sCANtC,IAM6D,sCAN7D,I;K;wF1JEA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;MAA

A,kD;QAMuF,wC;O;MANvF,4CAOI,Y;QAAuC,8B;O;MAP3C,8E;MAAA,2B;QAMuF,2C;O;KANvF,C;IAcsC,2

C;MAAC,wC;K;0CACnC,Y;MAAqD,4BAAiB,wBAAjB,C;K;;IAIzD,yC;MAI4D,OAAI,oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,K

AAhC,GAA0C,I;K;IAEtG,uD;MAI0E,OAAI,oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,KAAhC,GAA0C,S;K;IAEpH,uC;MACqD,w

BAAO,CAAP,IAAY,mC;K;IAEjE,4D;MAGQ,kBADE,SACF,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFE,SAEF,c;QAEQ,y

CAAwB,MAAO,KAAP,GAAc,CAAtC,C;UAJZ,OAIuD,S;;UAJvD,OAK6B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAAT,GAA+B,sBA

A/B,GAAgD,S;;QALpE,OAOY,sB;K;IAGhB,gD;MAGQ,kBADE,SACF,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFE,SAEF,

c;QAFJ,OAE8B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAAT,GAA+B,sBAA/B,GAAgD,S;;QAFrE,OAGY,sB;K;IAIhB,8B;MAMoB,Q;

MADhB,aAAa,gB;MACG,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACL,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,OAAP,C;;M

AEX,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,4B;MAUiB,Q;MAHb,mBAAmB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,YAAY,iBAAa,YAAb,C;

MACZ,YAAY,iBAAa,YAAb,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,

C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;K;wFU/EX,qB;MAKqE,gB;K;IAErE,i

C;MAMoE,4BAAiB,SAAjB,C;K;uFAEpE,gC;MAKI,OAAgB,mBAAhB,C;QAAgB,8B;QAAM,UAAU,OAAV,C;;

K;IAMY,oC;MAAC,0B;MACnC,eAAoB,C;K;yCACpB,Y;MAAwC,OAAA,eAAS,U;K;sCACjD,Y;MAA6E,Q;MA

AhC,wBAAa,oBAAmB,mBAAnB,EAAmB,2BAAnB,QAAb,EAA0C,eAAS,OAAnD,C;K;;sFiJ5BjD,yB;MAAA,4

E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAUiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;O;KAVjC,C;wFAY

A,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAWiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;O;

KAXjC,C;sFAaA,+C;MAQI,SAAK,aAAI,QAAS,aAAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;K;ICnCT,8C;MAUI,IAAI,wCAAJ,C;

QACI,OAAO,SAAK,4BAAqB,GAArB,C;MAET,4B;MhKkTI,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgK7Sa,GhK6Sb,C;MACZ,IAA

I,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgK9SG,GhK8SH,CAAtB,C;QgK9SgC,MAAM,2BAAuB,wCAAvB,C;;QhKkTlC,2BAAO,sE;;

MgKlTX,+B;K;IAGJ,8C;MAUQ,kBADE,SACF,kB;QADJ,OACkC,YAAT,SAAK,IAAI,EAAY,YAAZ,C;;QADlC,

OAEY,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;K;IAGhB,gD;MAWQ,kBADE,SACF,yB;QADJ,OACyC,cAAT,SAA

K,IAAI,EAAY,YAAZ,C;;QADzC,OAEY,8BAA0B,SAA1B,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;K;;;;;;;IAc0B,4C;MAAC,wB;MA

AoC,0B;K;qEAApC,Y;MAAA,yB;K;0CACvC,iB;MAA4C,OAAI,OAAJ,QAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;K;4CAChD,Y;M

AA+B,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;K;4CACnC,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,QAAI,W;K;0FACf,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,QAAI,K;K;2C

ACnC,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,QAAI,U;K;qDACtC,e;MAA4C,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;K;uDAChD,iB;MAAg

E,OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KAAd,C;K;6CACpE,e;MAA+B,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;K;0FACT,Y;MAAQ,OAA
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A,QAAI,K;K;4FACH,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,QAAI,O;K;6FACJ,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,QAAI,Q;K;8DAEvD,e;MAAmD,gB

AAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;MhK0PxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgKrPyD,GhKqPzD,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgKtP+C,

GhKsP/C,CAAtB,C;QACI,2BgKvPwE,mB;;QhK0PxE,2BAAO,sE;;MgK1PoC,+B;K;;IAGN,mD;MAAC,wB;MAA

2C,0B;K;4EAA3C,Y;MAAA,yB;K;iDAC1C,iB;MAA4C,OAAI,OAAJ,QAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;K;mDAChD,Y;MA

A+B,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;K;mDACnC,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,QAAI,W;K;iGACf,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,QAAI,K;K;kDA

CnC,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,QAAI,U;K;4DACtC,e;MAA4C,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;K;8DAChD,iB;MAAgE,

OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KAAd,C;K;oDACpE,e;MAA+B,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;K;iGACF,Y;MAAQ,OAAA

,QAAI,K;K;mGACH,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,QAAI,O;K;oGACU,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,QAAI,Q;K;sDAE5E,sB;MAAyC,O

AAA,QAAI,aAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;K;uDAC7C,e;MAAkC,OAAA,QAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;K;yDACtC,gB;M

AA2C,QAAI,gBAAO,IAAP,C;K;gDAC/C,Y;MAAuB,QAAI,Q;K;qEAE3B,e;MAAmD,gBAAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;MhK

qOxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oBgKhOyD,GhKgOzD,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BgKjO+C,GhKiO/C,CAAtB,C;Q

ACI,2BgKlOwE,mB;;QhKqOxE,2BAAO,sE;;MgKrOoC,+B;K;;IhKvFnD,oB;MAAA,wB;MACI,8C;K;gCAEA,iB;

MAA4C,oCAAsB,KAAM,U;K;kCACxE,Y;MAA+B,Q;K;kCAC/B,Y;MAAkC,W;K;gFAEX,Y;MAAQ,Q;K;iCAC/

B,Y;MAAkC,W;K;2CAElC,e;MAA+C,Y;K;6CAC/C,iB;MAAsD,Y;K;mCACtD,e;MAAwC,W;K;mFACY,Y;MA

AQ,6B;K;gFAC/B,Y;MAAQ,6B;K;kFACI,Y;MAAQ,8B;K;uCAEjD,Y;MAAiC,6B;K;;;IAjBrC,gC;MAAA,+B;QA

AA,c;OAAA,wB;K;IAoBA,oB;MAMuE,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,uE;K;IAEvE,wB;MAaI,OAAI,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa

,CAAjB,GAA0B,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,CAA1B,GAA6E,U;K;kFA

EjF,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,mB;QAO8C,iB;O;KAP9C,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,mB;QAQ4D,2B;O;KAR5

D,C;IAUA,+B;MAYiD,gBAA7C,qBAAoB,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAApB,C;MAAqD,wB;MAArD,OSJO,S;K;w

FTMX,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,mB;QAOsD,qB;O;KAPtD,C;IASA,4B;MAM8G,gBAAvC,eAAc,YAAY,KAAM,O

AAlB,CAAd,C;MAA+C,wB;MAA/C,OSrB5D,S;K;4FTuBX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,mB;QAK8D,2B;O;KAL9D,C;

IAOA,8B;MAU+E,OAAM,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,C;K;sFAErF,yB;

MatBA,wE;MbsBA,gC;QajBiC,gBAAtB,oB;QbiCiB,aS3DxB,W;QT2DA,OS1DO,SIyB2C,Q;O;KbiBtD,C;uFAyB

A,yB;MavCA,uE;MbuCA,0C;QalCyC,gBAA9B,mBbsDiB,QatDjB,C;QbsD2B,aSxFlC,W;QTwFA,OSvFO,SIiCm

D,Q;O;KbkC9D,C;4FAmCA,qB;MAK+D,QAAC,mB;K;kGAEhE,qB;MAWI,OAAO,qBAAgB,mB;K;sFAG3B,yB;

MAAA,oD;MAAA,4B;QAM2D,uCAAQ,U;O;KANnE,C;sFAQA,mC;MASI,OAAI,mBAAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,

S;K;yFAEvC,yB;MAyBA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAzBA,iC;QAgCiC,Q;QAxB2E,OAwBxD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAxBo

E,GAwBpE,C;O;KAhCpD,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QAKiC,Q;QAA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,

wDAAmB,YAAI,GAAJ,C;O;KALpD,C;+EAOA,iC;MAKI,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;K;4FAGJ,yB;MAAA,k

C;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QAOiC,Q;QAA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAAY,GAAZ,C;O;KAPpD,C;gGASA,

4B;MASsG,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAc,KAAd,C;K;kFAG3G,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QASiC,Q;QAA7B,

OAAuD,CAA1B,+DAA0B,eAAO,GAAP,C;O;KAT3D,C;6FAWA,qB;MAWoE,oB;K;6FAEpE,qB;MAWoE,sB;K;

kFAEpE,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAIgE,qBAAK,aAAL,EAAU,eAAV,C;O;KAJhE,C;2FAMA,wC;MAMiF,Q;

MAAA,mCAAI,GAAJ,oBAAY,c;K;uGAG7F,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAMe,Q;QALX,YAAY,oBA

AI,GAAJ,C;QACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BAAY,GAAZ,CAAtB,C;UACI,OAAO,c;;UAGP,OAAO,sE;;O;KANf,C

;IAUA,oC;MAUkD,uCAAqB,GAArB,C;K;sFAElD,wC;MAUW,Q;MADP,YAAY,oBAAI,GAAJ,C;MACL,IAAI,a

AAJ,C;QACH,aAAa,c;QACb,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,MAAT,C;QACA,a;;QAEA,Y;;MALJ,W;K;wFASJ,qB;MAMw

F,OAAA,iBAAQ,W;K;wFAEhG,qB;MAMgH,OAAA,iBAAQ,W;K;4FAExH,6C;MYyzBoB,Q;MAAA,OZpzBT,iB

YozBS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QZpzBa,WYqzBb,aAAgB,OZrzBe,IYqzB/B,EZrzBsC,SYqzBZ

,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MZrzBhB,OAA6B,W;K;wFAGjC,6C;MYizBoB,Q;MAAA,OZzyBT,iBYyyBS,W;MAA

hB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QZzyBa,WY0yBb,aZ1yB0B,SY0yBtB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OZ1yBC,

MY0yB1C,C;;MZ1yBhB,OAA6B,W;K;IAGjC,kC;MAIyB,Q;MAArB,wBAAqB,KAArB,gB;QAAqB,aAAA,KAAr

B,M;QAAK,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;K;IAIR,oC;MAIyB,Q;MAAA,uB;

MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;

;K;IAIR,oC;MAIyB,Q;MAAA,uB;MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QA

CP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;K;wFAIR,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QASW,kBAAY,mBAAoB,Y

AAY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QYkwBH,Q;QAAA,OZpzBT,iBYozBS,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UZpzB

a,WYqzBb,aAAgB,OZrzBe,IYqzB/B,EZnwB2C,SYmwBjB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QZnwBhB,OAlD6B,W;O;K
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AyCjC,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,uE;MAAA,uC;QAYW,kBAAU,mBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QY

mvBD,Q;QAAA,OZzyBT,iBYyyBS,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UZzyBa,WY0yBb,aZpvByC,SYo

vBrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OZ1yBC,MY0yB1C,C;;QZpvBhB,OAtD6B,W;O;KA0CjC,C;0FAeA,yB;MA

AA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QADd,aAAa,oB;QACC,OAAA,SA3FsE,QAAQ,W;QA2F5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc

,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KAAM,IAAhB,CAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,aAAI,KAAM,IAAV,EAAe,KAAM,MAArB,C;;Q

AGf,OAAO,M;O;KAbX,C;8FAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QADd,aAAa,oB;QACC,OAAA,SA3G

sE,QAAQ,W;QA2G5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KAAM,MAAhB,CAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,a

AAI,KAAM,IAAV,EAAe,KAAM,MAArB,C;;QAGf,OAAO,M;O;KAbX,C;yFAiBA,6C;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,OAA

A,SA3HoE,QAAQ,W;MA2H5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,WAA

Y,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;MAGpB,OAAO,W;K;qFAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAO

W,kBAAS,oB;QAfA,Q;QAAA,OA3HoE,iBAAQ,W;QA2H5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAcmC,SAd/

B,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;QAapB,OAVO,W;O;KA

GX,C;+FAUA,6C;MAOoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SApJoE,QAAQ,W;MAoJ5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,I

AAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;MAGpB,OAA

O,W;K;2FAGX,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,oB;QAfH,Q;QAAA,OApJoE,iBAAQ,W;QAoJ5F,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,CAckC,SAdjC,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAA

Z,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;QAapB,OAVO,W;O;KAGX,C;IAUA,0B;MAQqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;

QACW,QAAM,cAAN,C;eACH,C;YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAAU,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,C

AAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;YAAL,K;kBACQ,0BAAM,qBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;YAHL,

K;;QAAP,W;OAMJ,OAAoC,oBAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA6B,C;K;IAGxC,yC;MAIwB,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;M

AApB,kB;K;IAEJ,4B;MAM6D,QAAM,gBAAN,C;aACzD,C;UADyD,OACpD,U;aACL,C;UAFyD,OAEpD,MAA

M,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;gBAFoD,OAGjD,mBAAM,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;;K;IAGZ,yC;

MAIwB,OAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,kB;K;IAEJ,4B;MAM4D,OAA6B,oBAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA6B,C;K;

IAEzF,yC;MAIwB,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,kB;K;IAEJ,4B;MAMqD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aACjD,C;UADiD,OAC

5C,U;aACL,C;UAFiD,OarY8B,uB;gBbqY9B,OAGzC,uB;;K;IAGZ,iC;MAMmE,4BAAc,SAAd,C;K;IAEnE,yC;M

AKI,WAAoB,0B;MAApB,kB;K;IAEJ,kC;MAOI,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAAoB,MAAM,IAAN,

C;;QAAqC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,wBAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,C;QAAjE,OS9hBO,W;;MT8hBP

,W;K;IAEJ,mC;MAOI,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAA0B,MAAN,KAAM,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qB

AAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,4B;QAAnE,OSviBO,W;;MTuiBP,W;K;IAEJ,mC;MAOI,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;

QAAA,OAA0B,QAAN,KAAM,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,0B;QAAnE,OShjBO,W;;MTgjBP,

W;K;IAEJ,mC;MAOwB,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAA4B,4B;MAA5B,OAA4C,oBSzjBrC,WTyjBqC,C;K;IAEh

D,iC;MAOwB,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAA4B,+B;MAA5B,OSlkBO,W;K;0FTqkBX,2B;MAKI,sBAAI,IAAK,

MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;K;4FAGJ,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;O;KALJ,C;4FAQ

A,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBA

AO,KAAP,C;O;KALJ,C;4FAQA,0B;MAKI,yBAAO,GAAP,C;K;IAGJ,kC;MAOwB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAs

CL,6B;MAtCA,OAA+C,oBSpnBxC,WTonBwC,C;K;IAEnD,mC;MAQwB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAqCK,YAA

L,gBAAK,O;MArCV,OAAgD,oBS9nBzC,WT8nByC,C;K;IAEpD,mC;MAQwB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAoCK,

YAAL,gBAAK,O;MApCV,OAAgD,oBSxoBzC,WTwoByC,C;K;IAEpD,mC;MAQwB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;M

AmCK,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MAnCV,OAAgD,oBSlpBzC,WTkpByC,C;K;4FAEpD,0B;MAMI,uBAAO,GAAP,C;K;8

FAGJ,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;O;KANd,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD

;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;O;KANd,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,

UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;O;KANd,C;IAUA,wC;MACsD,QAAM,cAAN,C;aAClD,C;UADkD,OAC7

C,U;aACL,C;UAFkD,gB;gBAAA,OAG1C,S;;K;oFiKpwBZ,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qC;QAUiC,Q;QA

A7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,eAAO,OAAP,C;O;KAV/D,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,sC;QAS

iC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;O;KAT/D,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MA

AA,sC;QASiC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;O;KAT/D,C;4FAWA,8B;MAKI,SAAK,W

AAI,OAAJ,C;K;4FAGT,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;O;KALT,C;4FAQA,yB;

MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;O;KALT,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAK
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S,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;O;KALT,C;8FAQA,8B;MAKI,SAAK,cAAO,OAAP,C;K;8FAGT,yB;MAAA,sD;

MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;O;KALT,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,S

AAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;O;KALT,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;O;K

ALT,C;IAQA,qC;MAIU,IAIe,I;MAHjB,kBADE,QACF,c;QAAiB,OAAO,yBAAO,QAAP,C;;QAEpB,aAAsB,K;Q

ACT,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,oBAAI,IAAJ,CAAJ,C;YAAe,SAAS,I;;QAC5B,OAAO,M;;

K;IAKnB,uC;MAKiB,Q;MADb,aAAsB,K;MACT,0B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,oBAAI,IAAJ,

CAAJ,C;UAAe,SAAS,I;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,uC;MAII,OAAO,yBAAgB,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhB,C;K;IAG

X,0C;MAIW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MAlHG,Q;MAkH7B,OAlH2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAA

U,UAAV,C;K;IAqH/D,0C;MAII,UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,OlKwEwD,CkKxEjD,GlKwEkD,UkKxElD,I

AAoB,4BAAU,GAAV,C;K;IAG/B,0C;MAII,OxKumPO,EwKvmPA,QxK+hPA,YAAQ,CAwER,CwKvmPA,IAAy

B,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;K;IAGpC,0C;MAIW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MA7HG,

Q;MA6H7B,OA7H2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,UAAV,C;K;IAgI/D,0C;MAII,IxKylPO,EwKzlPH,QxKihPG,YA

AQ,CAwER,CwKzlPP,C;QACI,OAAO,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;;QAEP,OAAO,wB;K;IAGf,0C;MAII,

UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,IlKwCwD,CkKxCpD,GlKwCqD,UkKxCzD,C;QACI,OAAO,4BAAU,GAAV,C

;;QAEP,OAAO,wB;K;IAGf,kC;MACI,alKiCwD,CAAC,mB;MkKhCzD,iB;MACA,OAAO,M;K;IAIX,2C;MAKkF,

gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;K;IAElF,2C;MAKkF,gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C;K;IAElF,sE;MACI,iBAA

a,KAAb,C;MxJlJgB,kBwJmJX,oB;MACD,OAAO,qBAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,kBAAV,6BAAJ,C;UACI,oB;UA

CA,WAAS,I;SAGrB,OAAO,Q;K;oFAIX,4B;MAM6D,kCAAS,KAAT,C;K;IAE7D,gC;MAKiD,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;Q

AAe,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;;QAArB,OAAmE,2BAAS,CAAT,C;K;IAEpH,sC;MAKwD,OAAI,mBAAJ,GA

Ae,IAAf,GAAyB,2BAAS,CAAT,C;K;IAEjF,+B;MAKgD,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;;

QAArB,OAAmE,2BAAS,2BAAT,C;K;IAEnH,qC;MAKuD,OAAI,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,2BAAS,2BAAT,

C;K;IAEhF,2C;MAK8E,kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;K;IAE9E,2C;MAK8E,kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C

;K;IAE9E,wE;MAEgB,UAGS,MAHT,EAcY,MAdZ,EAc6B,M;MAfzC,IAAI,uCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAoC,cAA5B,sE

AA4B,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,uBAAzB,C;MAExC,iBAAsB,C;MACD,oC;MAArB,qBAAkB,CAAlB,mC;QACI,cA

Ac,sBAAK,SAAL,C;QACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,MAAsB,uBAA1B,C;UACI,Q;QAEJ,IAAI,eAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI

,sBAAK,UAAL,EAAmB,OAAnB,C;QAEJ,+B;;MAEJ,IAAI,aAAa,cAAjB,C;QACwB,oC;QAAiB,mB;QAArC,oE;

UACI,2BAAS,WAAT,C;QAEJ,OAAO,I;;QAEP,OAAO,K;;K;IChS+B,wC;MAAkC,uB;MAAjC,0B;K;4FACpB,Y;

MAAQ,OAAA,eAAS,K;K;iDACxC,iB;MAAkC,mCAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;K;;IAGT,gC;MAAyC,8B;M

AAxC,0B;K;oFACH,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,eAAS,K;K;yCACxC,iB;MAAkC,mCAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;K;

mCAElC,Y;MAAuB,eAAS,Q;K;8CAChC,iB;MAAuC,OAAA,eAAS,kBAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;K;yCAE

hD,0B;MAA8C,OAAA,eAAS,aAAI,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAJ,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;K;yCACvD,0B;MACI,eAAS,aA

AI,2BAAqB,KAArB,CAAJ,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;K;;IAIjB,+C;MACoB,Q;MAAA,kC;MAAhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,

C;QAAA,OAA2B,8BAAY,KAAZ,I;;QAAuB,MAAM,8BAA0B,mBAAgB,KAAhB,2BAA0C,gBAAG,2BAAH,CA

A1C,OAA1B,C;K;IAE5D,gD;MACoB,Q;MAAA,qB;MAAhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,C;QAAA,OAAsB,iBAAO,KA

AP,I;;QAAkB,MAAM,8BAA0B,oBAAiB,KAAjB,2BAA2C,gBAAG,cAAH,CAA3C,OAA1B,C;K;IAGlD,+B;MA

K+C,gCAAqB,SAArB,C;K;IAE/C,iC;MAM6D,wBAAa,SAAb,C;K;;;;I7JpC7D,oD;MAQuF,wC;K;IARvF,8CASI,

Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAT3C,gF;I8JY8G,wC;MAAA,mB;QAAE,kBAAS,aAAT,C;O;K;IAThH,yB;MASqG,oCAAS,sB

AAT,C;K;8FAErG,yB;MAAA,kD;M9JdA,kC;MAAA,0C;MAAA,kD;QAQuF,wC;O;MARvF,4CASI,Y;QAAuC,8

B;O;MAT3C,8E;M8JiB2I,qD;QAAA,mB;UAAE,gBAAS,qBAAT,C;S;O;MAH7I,gC;QAGkI,kCAAS,mCAAT,C;O

;KAHlI,C;IAKA,2B;MAQI,eAAe,6B;MACf,oBAA0B,+BAAN,KAAM,EAAwC,QAAxC,EAA+D,QAA/D,C;MAC

1B,OAAO,Q;K;8FAGX,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gC;QAGkI,gBAAS,aAAT,C;O;KAHlI,C;IAgB0C,yB;K;+CAoBtC,

kC;MAOI,IAAI,uCAA0B,QAAS,UAAvC,C;QAAkD,M;MAClD,OAAO,sBAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;K;+CAGX,kC;

MAQqD,6BAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;K;;;;;;;;IAezD,mC;MAA2C,wB;MACvC,eAAoB,C;MACpB,mBAA4B,I;MAC

5B,sBAAyC,I;MACzC,gBAAoC,I;K;gDAEpC,Y;MACI,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,QAAM,YAAN,C;eACI,C;YAAA,

K;eACA,C;YACI,IAAI,kCAAe,UAAnB,C;cACI,eAAQ,C;cACR,OAAO,I;;cAEP,sBAAe,I;;;YALvB,K;eAOA,C;Y

AAc,OAAO,K;eACrB,C;eAAA,C;YAAgC,OAAO,I;kBAC/B,MAAM,yB;;QAGlB,eAAQ,C;QACR,WAAW,4B;Q

ACX,gBAAW,I;QACX,InH/FR,oBD+CQ,WoHgDY,kBpHhDZ,CC/CR,C;;K;6CmHmGA,Y;MACU,IASe,I;MATr

B,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACI,C;aAAA,C;UAAsC,OAAO,qB;aAC7C,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,OAAO,kCAAe,O;aAE
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1B,C;UACI,eAAQ,C;UACR,aACa,mF;UACb,mBAAY,I;UACZ,OAAO,M;gBAEH,MAAM,yB;;K;uDAItB,Y;MA

CI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;;QAA8B,OAAO,W;K;2DAG/D,Y;MAA4C,QAAM,YAAN,C;aACx

C,C;UADwC,OAC1B,6B;aACd,C;UAFwC,OAExB,6BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;gBAFwB,OAGhC,6BAAsB,uCAAoC,Y

AA1D,C;;K;IAOqC,4E;MAAA,oB;QACzC,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,yB;O;K;oDALR,+B;MACI,mBAAY,K;M

ACZ,eAAQ,C;MACR,OAA6C,0CAAtC,c;K;IAUsC,+E;MAAA,oB;QACzC,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,yB;O;K;y

DANR,kC;MACI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,M;MACzB,sBAAe,Q;MACf,eAAQ,C;MACR,OAA6C,6

CAAtC,c;K;2DAMX,kB;MpHlBO,Q;MADP,eoHqBI,MpHrBJ,C;MACO,QoHoBH,MpHpBG,+D;MoHqBH,eAAQ

,C;K;kGAIR,Y;MAAQ,0C;K;;I9J1LhB,oD;MAQuF,wC;K;IARvF,8CASI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAT3C,gF;sFAAA,yB;

MAAA,kC;MAAA,0C;MAAA,kD;QAQuF,wC;O;MARvF,4CASI,Y;QAAuC,8B;O;MAT3C,8E;MAAA,2B;QAQu

F,2C;O;KARvF,C;IAiBgE,+C;MAAA,mB;QAAE,sB;O;K;IALlE,kC;MAKuD,OAAkB,2CAAT,+BAAS,E;K;IAEz

E,8B;MAK6D,OAAI,QZ6pPtD,YAAQ,CY7pP0C,GAAwB,eAAxB,GAAsD,WAAT,QAAS,C;K;IAEnH,yB;MAG8

C,kC;K;IAE9C,yB;MAAA,6B;K;uCACI,Y;MAA6C,kC;K;2CAC7C,a;MAA4B,kC;K;2CAC5B,a;MAA4B,kC;K;;;I

AHhC,qC;MAAA,oC;QAAA,mB;OAAA,6B;K;oFAMA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAM4D,uCAAQ,e;O;KANpE,

C;IAgB4F,mH;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;MAAA,wD;MAAA,kC;K;;;;kDAAA,Y;;;;;cACxF,e

AAe,uBAAa,W;cAC5B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;gBACI,gB;gCAAA,sCAAS,QAAT,O;oBAAA,2C;yBAAA,yB;gBA

AA,Q;;gBAEA,gB;gCAAA,sCAAS,iCAAT,O;oBAAA,2C;yBAAA,yB;gBAAA,Q;;;;;;cAJJ,W;;cAAA,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;K;IADwF,gE;MAAA,yD;uBAAA,uG;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAP5F,4C;MAOmF,gBAAS,uCAAT,

C;K;IAgBb,4B;MAAE,OAAA,EAAG,W;K;IAP3E,8B;MAO8D,4BAAQ,cAAR,C;K;IAUQ,8B;MAAE,OAAA,EA

AG,W;K;IAR3E,8B;MAQ8D,4BAAQ,gBAAR,C;K;IAM1B,8B;MAAE,S;K;IAJtC,wC;MAEgB,Q;MADZ,IAAI,8

CAAJ,C;QACI,OAA4C,CAApC,2EAAoC,kBAAQ,QAAR,C;OAEhD,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,gBAAzB

,EAAiC,QAAjC,C;K;IAGX,4B;MAYiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,gB;MACZ,YAAY,gB;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C

;QAAa,sB;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,

KAAT,C;K;IAGX,+B;MAQqD,6BAAS,4BAAT,C;K;IAW0B,+G;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,0C;

MAAA,4C;MAAA,0B;MAAA,kC;K;;;;mDAAA,Y;;;;;kCAC9D,0C;cACb,gB;;;;;cAAA,IAAO,iBNuFkD,UMvFzD,

C;gBAAA,gB;;;cACI,QAAQ,yBAAO,iBAAQ,iBAAO,KAAf,C;cACf,WAAuD,WAAP,iBAAO,C;cACvD,YAAgB,

IAAI,iBAAO,KAAf,GAAqB,iBAAO,aAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,IAAP,CAA5B,GAA8C,I;cAC1D,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,K

AAN,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cAJJ,gB;;;cAMJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IAR+E,4D;MAAA,yD;uBAAA,mG;YA

AA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAT/E,uC;MASmE,gBAAY,kCAAZ,C;K;IAkBhC,0D;MAE/B,wB;QAAA,WAA

gC,I;MADhC,0B;MACA,0B;MACA,4B;K;IAGuC,0E;MAAA,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E

;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;K;oEAEnB,Y;MACI,OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAA

U,IAAV,MAAmB,sCAAvB,C;UACI,gBAAW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;MAGR,iBAAY,C;K;8DAGhB,Y;MA

SW,Q;MARP,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,

a;MACb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MAEZ,OAAO,yE;K;iEAGX,Y;MACI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;M

ACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;K;;2CAhC5B,Y;MAAuC,yD;K;;IA2C3C,qD;MAAY,0B;MAAmC,gC;K;IACJ,gF;MAAA,

0D;MACnC,gBAAe,oCAAS,W;K;iEACxB,Y;MACI,OAAO,6CAAY,aAAS,OAArB,C;K;oEAGX,Y;MACI,OAAO

,aAAS,U;K;;8CAPxB,Y;MAAuC,4D;K;qDAWvC,oB;MACI,OAAO,uBAA4B,eAA5B,EAAsC,kBAAtC,EAAmD,

QAAnD,C;K;;IAUf,4D;MAAY,0B;MAAmC,gC;K;IACJ,8F;MAAA,wE;MACnC,gBAAe,2CAAS,W;MACxB,aAA

Y,C;K;wEACZ,Y;MAC0C,Q;MAAtC,OAAO,oDAAY,oBAAmB,iBAAnB,EAAmB,yBAAnB,QAAZ,EAAyC,aAA

S,OAAlD,C;K;2EAGX,Y;MACI,OAAO,aAAS,U;K;;qDARxB,Y;MAAuC,mE;K;;IAkB3C,oC;MAAY,0B;K;IAC6

C,wE;MACjD,gBAAe,gCAAS,W;MACxB,aAAY,C;K;6DACZ,Y;MAC2C,Q;MAAvC,OAAO,iBAAa,oBAAmB,i

BAAnB,EAAmB,yBAAnB,QAAb,EAA0C,aAAS,OAAnD,C;K;gEAGX,Y;MACI,OAAO,aAAS,U;K;;0CARxB,Y;

MAAqD,wD;K;;IAmBzD,0D;MACI,4B;MACA,4B;MACA,4B;K;IAEuC,sE;MAAA,gD;MACnC,iBAAgB,gCAA

U,W;MAC1B,iBAAgB,gCAAU,W;K;4DAC1B,Y;MACI,OAAO,sCAAU,cAAU,OAApB,EAA4B,cAAU,OAAtC,

C;K;+DAGX,Y;MACI,OAAO,cAAU,UAAV,IAAuB,cAAU,U;K;;yCARhD,Y;MAAuC,uD;K;;IAc3C,6D;MACI,0

B;MACA,gC;MACA,0B;K;IAEuC,4E;MAAA,sD;MACnC,gBAAe,kCAAS,W;MACxB,oBAAiC,I;K;+DAEjC,Y;

MACI,IAAI,CAAC,2BAAL,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,OAAO,gCAAe,O;K;kEAG1B,Y;MACI,OAAO,2B;K;+E

AGX,Y;MACQ,Q;MAAJ,IAAI,iEAA2B,KAA/B,C;QACI,oBAAe,I;MAEnB,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC

,aAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;UAEP,cAAc,aAAS,O;UACvB,uBAAuB,wCAAS,2CAAY,OAAZ,CAAT,C;UA
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CvB,IAAI,gBAAiB,UAArB,C;YACI,oBAAe,gB;YACf,OAAO,I;;;MAInB,OAAO,I;K;;4CA9Bf,Y;MAAuC,0D;K;;

IAoC9B,6I;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,kD;MAAA,gD;MAAA,wB;MAAA,yB;MAAA,

kC;K;;;;yDAAA,Y;;;;;kBAGyC,I;iCAFlC,C;cACI,sD;cAAhB,gB;;;;;cAAA,KAAgB,yBAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;cAA

gB,oC;cACZ,aAAa,6BAAU,oBAAmB,uBAAnB,EAAmB,+BAAnB,QAAV,EAAuC,OAAvC,C;cACb,gB;8BAAA,

sCAAS,4BAAS,MAAT,CAAT,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cAFJ,gB;;;cAIJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IANS,0F;MAA

A,yD;uBAAA,iI;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IADb,wD;MACI,gBAAS,kDAAT,C;K;;;;IAoByB,qD;MAC

zB,0B;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;MC3TA,IAAI,ED+TQ,qBAAc,CC/TtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD8T2B,+CAA4C,iB;QC7Tv

E,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OAFV,IAAI,EDgUQ,mBAAY,CChUpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBD+TyB,6CAA0

C,e;QC9TnE,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;OAFV,IAAI,EDiUQ,mBAAY,iBCjUpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBDgU

kC,0DAAuD,eAAvD,WAAmE,iB;QC/TrG,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;sFDkUa,Y;MAAQ,yBAAW,iB

AAX,I;K;yCAE/B,a;MAAyC,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAgB,eAAhB,GAAqC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,oBAAa,CAA

b,IAAtB,EAAsC,eAAtC,C;K;yCAC9E,a;MAAyC,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,gBAAY,eAAZ,E

AAsB,iBAAtB,EAAkC,oBAAa,CAAb,IAAlC,C;K;IAEzC,8D;MAAA,wC;MAEtB,gBAAe,2BAAS,W;MACxB,gB

AAe,C;K;0DAEf,Y;MAEI,OAAO,gBAAW,kCAAX,IAAyB,aAAS,UAAzC,C;QACI,aAAS,O;QACT,qC;;K;2DAI

R,Y;MACI,a;MACA,OAAQ,gBAAW,gCAAZ,IAAyB,aAAS,U;K;wDAG7C,Y;MACI,a;MACA,IAAI,iBAAY,gC

AAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,qC;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;K;;qCAvBxB,Y;MAA0B,mD;K;;IAgCA,uC;MAC

1B,0B;MACA,oB;MC3WA,IAAI,ED+WQ,gBAAS,CC/WjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD8WsB,yCAAsC,YAAtC,M;QC7Wt

B,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;0CDgXV,a;MAAyC,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAgB,eAAhB,GAAqC,gB

AAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,CAAtB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;K;0CAC9E,a;MAAyC,OAAI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAgB,IAAhB,GA

A0B,iBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,CAAvB,C;K;IAE5B,gE;MACnC,YAAW,yB;MACX,gBAAe,4BAAS,W;K;yDAExB,Y

;MACI,IAAI,cAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,6B;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;K;4DAGpB,Y;MACI,OAAO,

YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,U;K;;sCAZpC,Y;MAAuC,oD;K;;IAsB3C,gD;MACI,0B;MACA,4B;K;IAEuC,0E;MA

AA,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;K;oEAEnB,Y;MACI,IAAI,aAAS,UA

Ab,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,iBAAY,C;UACZ,gBAAW,I;UACX,

M;UAGR,iBAAY,C;K;8DAGhB,Y;MAMiB,Q;MALb,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CA

AjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aACa,gF;MAGb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;K;iEAGX,Y;M

ACI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;K;;2CAlC5B,Y;MAAuC,yD;K;;IA2Cb,uC;MAC

1B,0B;MACA,oB;MC5bA,IAAI,ED+bQ,gBAAS,CC/bjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD8bsB,yCAAsC,YAAtC,M;QC7btB,M

AAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;0CDgcV,a;MItXO,SJsXmC,eAAQ,CAAR,I;MAAD,OAA4B,KAAK,CAAT,

GAAY,yBAAZ,GAAuC,iBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,EAAvB,C;K;0CACxG,a;MIvXO,SJuXmC,eAAQ,CAAR,I;MAAD,

OAA4B,KAAK,CAAT,GAAY,yBAAZ,GAAuC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAA6B,EAA7B,C;K;IAEjE,gE;

MACnC,gBAAe,4BAAS,W;MACxB,YAAW,yB;K;2DAEX,Y;MAEI,OAAO,YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,UAA5B,

C;QACI,aAAS,O;QACT,6B;;K;yDAIR,Y;MACI,a;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;K;4DAGpB,Y;MACI,a;MACA,OAAO

,aAAS,U;K;;sCAnBxB,Y;MAAuC,oD;K;;IA6B3C,gD;MACI,0B;MACA,4B;K;IAGuC,0E;MAAA,oD;MACnC,gB

AAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;K;gEAEnB,Y;MACI,OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,W

AAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,wCAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;UACI,gBAAW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;MA

GR,iBAAY,C;K;8DAGhB,Y;MAMqB,Q;MALjB,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C

;QACI,aACa,gF;QACb,gBAAW,I;QACX,iBAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,M;OAEX,OAAO,aAAS,O;K;iEAGpB,Y;MAC

I,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,aAAS,U;K;;2CAlC1C,Y;MAAuC,yD;K;;

IAuCN,+C;MAAC,sB;MAAiC,gC;K;0CACnE,Y;MAAuC,4BAAiB,aAAO,WAAxB,EAAoC,kBAApC,C;K;;IAGP,

+C;MAAuE,2B;MAAtE,sB;MAAiC,gC;MAClE,kBAAuB,c;K;6CAEvB,Y;MACI,OAAO,aAAO,UAAd,C;QACI,

WAAW,aAAO,O;QAClB,UAAU,mBAAY,IAAZ,C;QAEV,IAAI,eAAS,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAb,C;UACI,mBAAQ,IA

AR,C;UACA,M;;MAIR,W;K;;IAKgC,0D;MAAC,wC;MAAuC,kC;K;IACrC,0E;MAAA,oD;MACnC,gBAAmB,I;

MACnB,iBAAqB,E;K;oEAErB,Y;MACI,gBAAe,mBAAa,EAAjB,GAAqB,+CAArB,GAA4C,2CAAa,4BAAb,C;M

ACvD,iBAAgB,qBAAJ,GAAsB,CAAtB,GAA6B,C;K;8DAG7C,Y;MAMiB,Q;MALb,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QA

CI,iB;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,8D;MAEb,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;K;i

EAGX,Y;MACI,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;K;;2CAxB5B,Y;MAAuC,yD;K;;IA6

B3C,kC;MAWI,OAAW,iDAAJ,GAAwC,SAAxC,GAAkD,4BAAwB,SAAxB,C;K;IAelB,uD;MAAA,qB;QAAE,6B
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;O;K;IAX7C,wC;MAWI,OAA2D,cAApD,sBAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,qCAAhC,CAAoD,C;K;IAqBrC,iD;MAAA,m

B;QAAE,mB;O;K;IAlB5B,gD;MAeI,OAAI,YAAJ,GACI,2BADJ,GAGI,sBAAkB,+BAAlB,EAA4B,YAA5B,C;K;I

AER,wD;MAcI,6BAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;K;IJxpBJ,oB;MAAA,wB;MACI,8C;K;gCAEA,iB;MAA4C,o

CAAmB,KAAM,U;K;kCACrE,Y;MAA+B,Q;K;kCAC/B,Y;MAAkC,W;K;gFAEX,Y;MAAQ,Q;K;iCAC/B,Y;MA

AkC,W;K;wCAClC,mB;MAAmD,Y;K;6CACnD,oB;MAAmE,OAAA,QAAS,U;K;kCAE5E,Y;MAA6C,kC;K;uCA

E7C,Y;MAAiC,6B;K;;;IAdrC,gC;MAAA,+B;QAAA,c;OAAA,wB;K;IAkBA,oB;MAIoC,6B;K;IAEpC,2B;MAMm

D,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,GAAgB,CAApB,GAAgC,MAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GAA6C,U;K;iFAEhG,yB;MAAA,mD;M

AAA,mB;QAKwC,iB;O;KALxC,C;6FAOA,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAQsD,2B;O;KARtD,C;IAUA,kC;MAKi

E,OAAS,aAAT,QAAS,EAAa,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;K;uFAE1E,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,

mB;QAGgD,qB;O;KAHhD,C;IAKA,+B;MAC2D,OAAS,aAAT,QAAS,EAAa,eAAQ,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAA

R,CAAb,C;K;2FAEpE,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAMwD,2B;O;KANxD,C;IAQA,iC;MAKmE,OAAS,aAAT,Q

AAS,EAAa,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;K;IAE5E,+B;MAMyD,OAAI,eAAJ,GAAqB,MAAM,

OAAN,CAArB,GAAyC,U;K;IAElG,kC;MAQI,OAAgB,gBAAT,QAAS,EAAgB,sBAAhB,C;K;sFAGpB,yB;MY/B

A,uE;MZ+BA,gC;QY1B8B,gBAAnB,oB;QZ0CiB,aQ7CxB,W;QR6CA,OQ5CO,SIEwC,Q;O;KZ0BnD,C;wFAyBA

,yB;MYhDA,wE;MZgDA,0C;QY3CsC,gBAA3B,mBZ+DiB,QY/DjB,C;QZ+D2B,aQ1ElC,W;QR0EA,OQzEO,SIU

gD,Q;O;KZ2C3D,C;sFA8BA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,4B;QAEkD,uCAAQ,U;O;KAF1D,C;IAIA,wC;MAAgD,QA

AM,cAAN,C;aAC5C,C;UAD4C,OACvC,U;aACL,C;UAF4C,OAEvC,MAAM,oBAAW,OAAjB,C;gBAFuC,OAGp

C,S;;K;IIjKZ,oD;MAQuF,wC;K;IARvF,8CASI,Y;MAAuC,8B;K;IAT3C,gF;I+JLA,yC;M9J4BI,IAAI,E8J3BI,OAA

O,CAAP,IAAY,OAAO,C9J2BvB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8J3BI,aAAJ,GACI,yEADJ,GAGI,8C;Q9JyBJ,MAAM,gCAAyB

,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;I8JnBM,mI;MAAA,mB;QAAE,wBAAiB,gCAAjB,EAA6B,YAA7B,EAAmC,YAAnC,EAAy

C,sBAAzC,EAAyD,mBAAzD,C;O;K;IAFtB,gF;MACI,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,oCAAgB,6EA

AhB,C;K;IAKyB,yL;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;MAAA,wC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sD;MAAA,4

D;MAAA,wB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,uB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,qB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,kC;K;;;;2DAAA,Y;;;;

;cACrB,4BAAiC,eAAL,uBAAK,EAAa,IAAb,C;+BACvB,0BAAO,uBAAP,I;cACV,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,C;oCAC

iB,iBAAa,qBAAb,C;kCACF,C;gBACD,6C;gBAAV,iB;;;sCAaa,gBAAc,qBAAd,C;gBACH,+C;gBAAV,gB;;;;;;;cA

AA,KAAU,2BAAV,C;gBAAA,gB;;;cAAU,kC;cACN,mBAAO,WAAI,GAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,mBAAO,SAAX,C;gB

ACI,IAAI,mBAAO,KAAP,GAAc,uBAAlB,C;kBAA0B,sBAAS,mBAAO,kBAAuB,uBAAvB,C;kBAA8B,gB;;;kB

AAxE,gB;;;;gBADJ,gB;;;;;cAGI,gB;8BAAA,iCAAU,8BAAJ,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iBAAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,

O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cACA,mBAAO,qBAAY,uBAAZ,C;cAJX,gB;;;cAFJ,gB;;;cASA,IAAI,iCAAJ

,C;gBACI,gB;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cACI,IAAO,mBAAO,KAAd,IAAqB,uBAArB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;cACI,gB;8BAAA,iCA

AU,8BAAJ,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iBAAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,O;kBAAA,2C;uBAAA,yB;cAAA,Q;;cACA,mB

AAO,qBAAY,uBAAZ,C;cAFX,gB;;;cAIA,IrK0K4C,CqK1KxC,mBrK0KyC,UqK1K7C,C;gBAAyB,iB;gCAAA,iC

AAM,mBAAN,O;oBAAA,2C;yBAAA,yB;gBAAA,Q;;gBAAzB,iB;;;;;cAjCR,W;;cA4BI,iB;;;cA1BJ,iB;;;cAGI,KA

AU,yBAAV,C;gBAAA,iB;;;6BAAU,sB;cACN,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,C;gBAAgB,oCAAQ,CAAR,I;gBAAW,iB;;;g

BAA3B,iB;;;;;cACA,iBAAO,WAAI,YAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,iBAAO,KAAP,KAAe,uBAAnB,C;gBACI,iB;gCAAA,i

CAAM,iBAAN,O;oBAAA,2C;yBAAA,yB;gBAAA,Q;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cAEI,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;gBAAiB,iBAAO,Q;;gB

AAa,oBAAS,iBAAU,uBAAV,C;cAC9C,kBAAO,c;cAHX,iB;;;cAHJ,iB;;;cASA,IrK6LgD,CqK7L5C,iBrK6L6C,Uq

K7LjD,C;gBACI,IAAI,qCAAkB,iBAAO,KAAP,KAAe,uBAArC,C;kBAA2C,iB;kCAAA,iCAAM,iBAAN,O;sBAA

A,2C;2BAAA,yB;kBAAA,Q;;kBAA3C,iB;;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cAdJ,W;;cAcI,iB;;;cAZJ,iB;;;cAkCJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;K;IAr

CyB,sI;MAAA,yD;uBAAA,6K;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;O;K;IAF7B,6E;MACI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd

,C;QAAyB,OAAO,2B;MAChC,OAAO,WAAkB,0EAAlB,C;K;IAwCwB,6B;MAA8B,uB;MAA7B,kB;MAChC,mB

AA6B,C;MAC7B,eAAyB,C;K;2CAEzB,8B;MACI,+DAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAAK,KAA3C,C;

MACA,mBAAiB,S;MACjB,eAAa,UAAU,SAAV,I;K;0CAGjB,iB;MACI,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;M

AEA,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;K;qFAGY,Y;MAAQ,mB;K;;IASR,wC;MAAqD,uB;MAApD,sB;

M9JrDxB,IAAI,E8JuDQ,cAAc,C9JvDtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8JsD2B,wE;Q9JrD3B,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC

,C;OAFV,IAAI,E8JwDQ,cAAc,aAAO,O9JxD7B,CAAJ,C;QACI,gB8JuDqC,wFAA+E,aAAO,O;Q9JtD3H,MAAM,

gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;O8J2DV,kBAAuB,aAAO,O;MAC9B,oBAA8B,C;MAE9B,sBAAyB,U;K;kFAAzB,Y;

MAAA,0B;K,OAAA,gB;MAAA,0B;K;uCAGA,iB;MAGW,Q;MAFP,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAEA
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,OAAO,sBAmGmC,CAnG5B,iBAmG6B,GAnGV,KAmGU,IAAD,IAAa,eAnGhD,4D;K;kCAGX,Y;MAAe,qBAA

Q,e;K;IAEgB,4D;MAAA,sC;MAAS,2B;MAC5C,eAAoB,oB;MACpB,eAAoB,4B;K;8DAEpB,Y;MAKgB,Q;MAJZ

,IAAI,iBAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,W;;QAGA,mBAAQ,sCAAO,YAAP,4DAAR,C;QACA,eAoFkC,CApF1B,YAoF2B,

GApFb,CAoFa,IAAD,IAAa,+B;QAnF/C,mC;;K;;oCAXZ,Y;MAAuC,kD;K;2CAgBvC,iB;MAGiE,UAQ1C,MAR0

C,EAe1C,MAf0C,EAqBtD,M;MAtBP,aACQ,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,IAAK,KAAtB,GAAkC,UAAN,KAAM,EAAO

,IAAK,KAAZ,CAAlC,GAAyD,kD;MAE7D,WAAW,IAAK,K;MAEhB,WAAW,C;MACX,UAAU,iB;MAEV,OAA

O,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,MAAM,eAA5B,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAAP,gE;QACf,mB;QACA,iB;;MA

GJ,MAAM,C;MACN,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAAP,gE;QACf,mB;QACA,iB;

;MAEJ,IAAI,MAAO,OAAP,GAAc,IAAK,KAAvB,C;QAA6B,OAAO,IAAK,KAAZ,IAAoB,I;MAEjD,OAAO,uD;

K;mCAGX,Y;MACI,OAAO,qBAAQ,gBAAa,SAAb,OAAR,C;K;4CAGX,uB;MAKI,kBAAoD,eAAjC,mBAAY,m

BAAa,CAAzB,IAA8B,CAA9B,IAAiC,EAAa,WAAb,C;MACpD,gBAAoB,sBAAc,CAAlB,GAA4B,UAAP,aAAO,

EAAO,WAAP,CAA5B,GAAqD,qBAAQ,gBAAa,WAAb,OAAR,C;MACrE,OAAO,eAAW,SAAX,EAAsB,SAAtB,

C;K;qCAGX,mB;MAII,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,6BAAsB,qBAAtB,C;OAGV,cA6B0C,CA7BnC,iBA6BoC,G

A7BjB,SA6BiB,IAAD,IAAa,eA7BvD,IAAmC,O;MACnC,6B;K;+CAGJ,a;M9JhJA,IAAI,E8JoJQ,KAAK,C9JpJb,C

AAJ,C;QACI,c8JmJkB,wC;Q9JlJlB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OAFV,IAAI,E8JqJQ,KAAK,S9JrJb,CA

AJ,C;QACI,gB8JoJqB,wEAA8D,S;Q9JnJnF,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;O8JqJN,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,C;Q

ACI,YAAY,iB;QACZ,UAgBsC,CAhB5B,KAgB6B,GAhBf,CAgBe,IAAD,IAAa,e;QAdnD,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAZ,C;

UACW,OAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,eAAlB,C;UACA,OAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,

CAAX,EAAc,GAAd,C;;UAEA,OAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,GAAlB,C;;QAGX,oBAAa,G;

QACb,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;Q;qCAKR,wB;MAC8C,QAAC,YAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,e;K;;IA9G3D,0C;MAAA,oD;

MAA6B,uBAAK,gBAAmB,QAAnB,OAAL,EAAmC,CAAnC,C;MAA7B,Y;K;ICvFJ,0C;MAII,QAAQ,I;MACR,Q

AAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CA

AZ,C;QACI,O1K8B4E,0B0K9BrE,kBAAM,CAAN,C1K8K2B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E0K9B1D,K1K8KgB,KA

AL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C0K9BrE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,O1K4B4E,0B0K5BrE,kBAAM,CAAN,C1K4K2B,KAAL,

GAAiB,GAhJ8B,E0K5B1D,K1K4KgB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,C0K5BrE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,C

AAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UACA,kBAA

M,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;MAGR,OAAO,C;K;IAGX,uC;MAGI,YAAY,aAAU,KAAV,EAAi

B,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IA

AjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,EAAw

B,KAAxB,C;K;IAGR,0C;MAII,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,I

AAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,OxKK6E,0BwKLtE,kBAAM,CAAN,CxK8I2B,KA

AL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EwKL3D,KxK8IgB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CwKLtE,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,OxKG6E,0B

wKHtE,kBAAM,CAAN,CxK4I2B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EwKH3D,KxK4IgB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,CwKHtE

,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,

kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;MAGR,OAAO,C;K;IAG

X,yC;MAGI,YAAY,aAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,C

AAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QAC

I,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;K;IAGR,0C;MAII,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,

kBAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,OzKpB8D,

YyKoBvD,kBAAM,CAAN,CzKpBwE,KAAjB,EyKoB5C,KzKpByE,KAA7B,CyKoBvD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,

OzKtB8D,YyKsBvD,kBAAM,CAAN,CzKtBwE,KAAjB,EyKsB5C,KzKtByE,KAA7B,CyKsBvD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;

;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,C

AAX,C;UACA,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;MAGR,OAAO,C;K;IAGX,yC;MAGI,YAA

Y,aAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,YA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,E

AAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,C;K;IAGR,0C;MAII,QAAQ,I;MACR,QAAQ,K;MACR,YAAY,kBAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,KAAP,IAAD,IAAiB,CAAjB,IAAN,C;MACZ,OAAO,KAAK,CAAZ,C;QACI,O1J7C+D,a0J6CxD,kBAAM

,CAAN,C1J7C0E,KAAlB,E0J6C7C,K1J7C2E,KAA9B,C0J6CxD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,O1J/C+D,a0J+CxD,kBA
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AM,CAAN,C1J/C0E,KAAlB,E0J+C7C,K1J/C2E,KAA9B,C0J+CxD,IAAP,C;UACI,a;;QACJ,IAAI,KAAK,CAAT,

C;UACI,UAAU,kBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAW,kBAAM,CAAN,CAAX,C;UACA,kBAAM,C

AAN,EAAW,GAAX,C;UACA,a;UACA,a;;MAGR,OAAO,C;K;IAGX,yC;MAGI,YAAY,aAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IA

AjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACZ,IAAI,QAAO,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAP,CAAJ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,IAAjB,

EAAuB,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;MACJ,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAZ,C;QACI,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,K

AAxB,C;K;IAKR,gD;MAI6E,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,UAAU,CAAV,IAA5B,C;K;IAC7E,gD;MAC

6E,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,UAAU,CAAV,IAA5B,C;K;IAC7E,gD;MAC6E,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,

SAAjB,EAA4B,UAAU,CAAV,IAA5B,C;K;IAC7E,gD;MAC6E,YAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,UAAU,C

AAV,IAA5B,C;K;I7J9I7E,0C;MF0BI,IAAI,EEjBI,SAAU,OAAV,GAAiB,CFiBrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OElBV,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,CAAvB,EAA0B,SAA1B,C;K;IAG

X,8C;MACe,Q;MAAX,wBAAW,SAAX,gB;QAAW,SAAA,SAAX,M;QACI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAH,C;QACT,SAA

S,GAAG,CAAH,C;QACT,WAAW,cAAc,EAAd,EAAkB,EAAlB,C;QACX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;;

MAE1B,OAAO,C;K;sGAGX,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iC;QASI,OAAO,cAAc,SAAS,CAAT,CAAd,EAA2B,SAAS,

CAAT,CAA3B,C;O;KATX,C;sGAYA,sC;MASI,OAAO,UAAW,SAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,CAAR,EAAqB,SAAS,CAA

T,CAArB,C;K;IAatB,6B;MAWY,Q;MALR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;QAAa,OAAO,C;MACpB,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QAA

e,OAAO,E;MACtB,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,C;MAGtB,OAA8B,iBAAtB,mDAAsB,EAAU,CAAV,C;K;IAaZ,

6C;MAAA,uB;QAAU,2BAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,CAAvB,EAA0B,iBAA1B,C;O;K;IAVhC,8B;MF7CI,IAAI,EEsD

I,SAAU,OAAV,GAAiB,CFtDrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OEqDV,OA

AO,eAAW,2BAAX,C;K;0FAIX,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uBAOe,yB;QArEf,8D;eAqEe,4B;UAAA,uB;Y

AAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA5Dd,cAAc,SA4DgB,CA5DhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA4DM,CA5DN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA4

DI,C;MAPf,2B;QAOI,sBAAW,0BAAX,C;O;KAPJ,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAQe,gE;QAAA,uB;UAAU,iBAAs

B,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,OA1Dd,UAAW,SAAQ,SA0DW,CA1DX,CAAR,EAAqB,SA0DC,CA1DD,CAA

rB,C;S;O;MAkDtB,uC;QAQI,sBAAW,sCAAX,C;O;KARJ,C;4GAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iCAOe,y

B;QAxFf,8D;eAwFe,4B;UAAA,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA/Ed,cAAc,SA+EgB,CA/EhB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA

+EM,CA/EN,CAA3B,C;W;S;OA+EI,C;MAPf,2B;QAOI,sBAAW,oCAAX,C;O;KAPJ,C;8GASA,yB;MAAA,oC;M

AUe,0E;QAAA,uB;UAAU,iBAAsB,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,OA/Ed,UAAW,SAAQ,SA+EW,CA/EX,CAA

R,EAAqB,SA+EC,CA/ED,CAArB,C;S;O;MAqEtB,uC;QAUI,sBAAW,gDAAX,C;O;KAVJ,C;kFAYA,yB;MAAA,

sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,oBAQe,yB;QA9Gf,8D;eA8Ge,yC;UAAA,uB;YACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAAQ,CAAR,EAA

W,CAAX,C;YAClC,Q;YAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;cAAA,OAA0B,e;;cAAqB,eAAsB,gB;cAArE,OAvGG,c

AAc,SAuG8C,CAvG9C,CAAd,EAA2B,SAuGoC,CAvGpC,CAA3B,C;;YAsGH,W;W;S;OADO,C;MARf,sC;QAQI

,sBAAW,kCAAX,C;O;KARJ,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAQe,0E;QAAA,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAAQ,CAA

R,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAClC,Q;UAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;YAAA,OAA0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,

eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAxGG,UAAW,SAAQ,SAwGyC,CAxGzC,CAAR,EAAqB,SAwG+B,CAxG/B,CAArB,C;;UA

uGd,W;S;O;MATR,kD;QAQI,sBAAW,8CAAX,C;O;KARJ,C;sGAaA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8BAQe,y

B;QAxIf,8D;eAwIe,mD;UAAA,uB;YACP,sBAAsB,qBAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;YAC5C,Q;YAAA,I

AAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;cAAA,OAA0B,e;;cAAqB,eAAsB,gB;cAArE,OAjIG,cAAc,SAiI8C,CAjI9C,CAAd,EAA

2B,SAiIoC,CAjIpC,CAA3B,C;;YAgIH,W;W;S;OADO,C;MARf,sC;QAQI,sBAAW,4CAAX,C;O;KARJ,C;wGAaA

,yB;MAAA,oC;MAQe,8F;QAAA,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,qBAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAC5C,Q;UAAA

,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;YAAA,OAA0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAlIG,UAAW,S

AAQ,SAkIyC,CAlIzC,CAAR,EAAqB,SAkI+B,CAlI/B,CAArB,C;;UAiId,W;S;O;MATR,kD;QAQI,sBAAW,wDA

AX,C;O;KARJ,C;kGAcA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAOe,wE;QAAA,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,mBAAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,

CAAX,C;UAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,mBAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;S;O;MAT

vD,wC;QAOI,sBAAW,4CAAX,C;O;KAPJ,C;IAmBe,oD;MAAA,uB;QACP,sBAAsB,SAAU,SAAQ,CAAR,EAA

W,CAAX,C;QAAhC,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C

;O;K;IATlE,uC;MAOI,sBAAW,kCAAX,C;K;IAYc,wE;MAAA,uB;QACV,sBAAsB,mBAAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAA

W,CAAX,C;QAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C

;O;K;IATlE,+C;MAOI,sBAAc,4CAAd,C;K;IAaW,+C;MAAA,uB;QAEH,UAAM,CAAN,C;UADJ,OACe,C;aACX,

c;UAFJ,OAEiB,E;aACb,c;UAHJ,OAGiB,C;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;O;K;IAZ/B,g
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C;MAOI,sBAAW,6BAAX,C;K;4FASJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,wD;MAAA,mB;QAOqE,kBAAW,cAAX,C;O;KAP

rE,C;IAgBe,8C;MAAA,uB;QAEH,UAAM,CAAN,C;UADJ,OACe,C;aACX,c;UAFJ,OAEiB,C;aACb,c;UAHJ,OA

GiB,E;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;O;K;IAZ/B,+B;MAOI,sBAAW,4BAAX,C;K;0FA

SJ,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mB;QAOoE,iBAAU,cAAV,C;O;KAPpE,C;IASA,wB;MAK4F,Q;MAA7B,O

AA6B,4F;K;IAE5F,wB;MAK4F,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,4F;K;IAE5F,gC;MAK+D,IAEJ,IAFI,EAGJ,M;MAFvD,kBA

D2D,SAC3D,sB;QADqD,OAC5B,SAAK,W;WAC9B,WAF2D,SAE3D,wC;QAFqD,OAEE,4F;WACvD,WAH2D,S

AG3D,wC;QAHqD,OAGE,gG;;QAHF,OAI7C,uBAAmB,SAAnB,C;K;IAIuB,wC;MAAC,4B;K;2CAChC,gB;MAA

wC,OAAA,eAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;K;4CACnD,Y;MACgC,sB;K;;IAGpC,kC;MAAA,sC;K;+CACI

,gB;MAAoE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;K;gDACtE,Y;MAC8C,2C;K;;;IAHlD,8C;MAAA,6C;QAAA,

4B;OAAA,sC;K;IAMA,kC;MAAA,sC;K;+CACI,gB;MAAoE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;K;gDACtE,

Y;MAC8C,2C;K;;;IAHlD,8C;MAAA,6C;QAAA,4B;OAAA,sC;K;I8J/SA,iC;K;;;;oDA2DI,0C;MAiB+D,oB;QAAA

,2C;aAjB/D,kG;K;;IAoBJ,uC;MAAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,qC;MAAA,wC;O;MASI,4E;MAMA,8E;M

AOA,4E;MAOA,kE;K;;IApBA,mD;MAAA,2B;MAAA,2C;K;;IAMA,oD;MAAA,2B;MAAA,4C;K;;IAOA,mD;M

AAA,2B;MAAA,2C;K;;IAOA,8C;MAAA,2B;MAAA,sC;K;;IA7BJ,iC;MAAA,+K;K;;IAAA,sC;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;

UAAA,gD;aAAA,e;UAAA,iD;aAAA,c;UAAA,gD;aAAA,S;UAAA,2C;gBAAA,oE;;K;;oFAqCA,mB;K;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;ItHiBiD,gD;MAAA,oB;QACzC,WAAW,sBAAmB,YAAF,CAAE,CAAnB,C;QACX,cAAM,IAAN,C;QADA,OA

EA,IAAK,a;O;K;;;;IAtHb,+B;K;;iFAUA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAMI,6BD+CQ,WC/CkB,KD+ClB,CC/CR,C

;O;KANJ,C;2GAQA,yB;MAAA,4B;MD+CQ,kD;MC/CR,uC;QAOI,6BD+CQ,WAAO,cC/CW,SD+CX,CAAP,CC/

CR,C;O;KAPJ,C;+FAUA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,mD;MAAA,yE;QASI,sC;QAAA,4C;O;MATJ,iGAWY,Y;QAAQ,

2B;OAXpB,E;MAAA,0DAaQ,kB;QACI,wBAAW,MAAX,C;O;MAdZ,sF;MAAA,sC;QASI,0D;O;KATJ,C;IAiBA,

gD;MAaI,4BAA0D,YAAzC,wCAA6B,UAA7B,CAAyC,CAA1D,EAAyE,yBAAzE,C;K;IAEJ,4D;MAcI,4BAAoE,

YAAnD,0CAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAmD,CAApE,EAAmF,yBAAnF,C;K;IAEJ,+C;MAU6C,YAAzC,

wCAA6B,UAA7B,CAAyC,CAtEzC,oBD+CQ,WCuBsD,kBDvBtD,CC/CR,C;K;IAyEJ,2D;MAWuD,YAAnD,0CA

A6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAmD,CApFnD,oBD+CQ,WCqCgE,kBDrChE,CC/CR,C;K;IAuFJ,+C;MAYI,OA

A6C,8BAAtC,c;K;8EAZX,yB;MAAA,oE;MAAA,6E;MAYiD,gD;QAAA,oB;UACzC,WAAW,sBAAmB,YAAF,C

AAE,CAAnB,C;UACX,cAAM,IAAN,C;UADA,OAEA,IAAK,a;S;O;MAfb,sC;QAYW,mBAAsC,8BAAtC,6B;QA

AP,OAAO,kD;O;KAZX,C;qGA0BI,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;QACI,MAAM,6BAAoB,0BAApB,C;O;KADV,C;;

MuHzIA,yC;;IAAA,uC;MAAA,2C;K;;;IAAA,mD;MAAA,kD;QAAA,iC;OAAA,2C;K;+EAkBA,wB;K;oDAaA,e;

MAK2C,IAAI,IAAJ,EAGK,M;MAL5C,IAAI,+CAAJ,C;QAEI,OAAW,GAAI,kBAAS,IAAK,IAAd,CAAR,GAA4B

,cAAI,OAAJ,GAAI,iBAAQ,IAAR,CAAJ,yCAA5B,GAAyD,I;OAGpE,OAAW,8CAA4B,GAAhC,GAAqC,8EAAr

C,GAAoD,I;K;yDAI/D,e;MAGI,IAAI,+CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAW,GAAI,kBAAS,IAAK,IAAd,CAAJ,IAA0B,GAAI,i

BAAQ,IAAR,CAAJ,QAA9B,GAAyD,mCAAzD,GAAoF,I;OAE/F,OAAW,8CAA4B,GAAhC,GAAqC,mCAArC,G

AAgE,I;K;;;;ICtChD,oD;MACf,cAAc,GAAI,kBAAS,OAAQ,IAAjB,C;MAClB,IAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,C;QADA,

OACuC,O;;QAEnC,kBAAkB,oBAAQ,yCAAR,C;QAClB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAJJ,OAI6B,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAy

B,OAAzB,C;;UACrB,WAAW,OAAQ,kBAAS,yCAAT,C;UAL3B,OAMY,SAAS,mCAAb,GAAoC,oBAAgB,OAA

hB,EAAyB,WAAzB,CAApC,GACI,oBAAgB,oBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,CAAhB,EAAgD,WAAhD,C;;;K;8

CAdxB,mB;MAKI,OAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,GAAuC,IAAvC,GACI,OAAQ,cAAK,IAAL,EAAW,4BAAX,C;K;;;;;;

qDAiCZ,e;MAEyB,Q;MADrB,OACI,OAAA,IAAK,IAAL,EAAY,GAAZ,CAAJ,GAAqB,0EAArB,GAAoC,I;K;sD

AExC,8B;MACI,iBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,C;K;0DAEJ,e;MACI,OAAI,OAAA,IAAK,IAAL,EAAY,GAAZ,

CAAJ,GAAqB,mCAArB,GAAgD,I;K;;;IC1DP,8C;MAAC,wB;K;kFAAA,Y;MAAA,yB;K;;IAiCe,wD;MAEjE,kC;

MAEA,4BAAqC,mDAAJ,GAAkD,OAAQ,qBAA1D,GAA0E,O;K;4DAE3G,mB;MAA6C,+BAAS,OAAT,C;K;6D

AC7C,e;MAA8C,eAAQ,IAAR,IAAgB,8BAAe,G;K;;IAGjF,+C;MAW2C,IAAI,IAAJ,EAGV,M;MAL7B,IAAI,+C

AAJ,C;QAEI,OAAW,GAAI,kBAAS,SAAK,IAAd,CAAR,GAA4B,cAAI,OAAJ,GAAI,iBAAQ,SAAR,CAAJ,yCA

A5B,GAAyD,I;OAGpE,OAAW,SAAK,IAAL,KAAa,GAAjB,GAAsB,mFAAtB,GAAqC,I;K;IAGhD,6C;MAUI,IA

AI,+CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAW,GAAI,kBAAS,SAAK,IAAd,CAAJ,IAA0B,GAAI,iBAAQ,SAAR,CAAJ,QAA9B,GAA

yD,mCAAzD,GAAoF,S;OAE/F,OAAW,SAAK,IAAL,KAAa,GAAjB,GAAsB,mCAAtB,GAAiD,S;K;IAG5D,iC;M

AAA,qC;MAKI,4B;K;oDACA,Y;MAAiC,0C;K;kDAEjC,e;MAAyD,W;K;mDACzD,8B;MAA4E,c;K;mDAC5E,m

B;MAAwE,c;K;uDACxE,e;MAA8D,W;K;+CAC9D,Y;MAAsC,Q;K;+CACtC,Y;MAAyC,8B;K;;;IAb7C,6C;MAA
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A,4C;QAAA,2B;OAAA,qC;K;IAqB8B,wC;MAC1B,kB;MACA,wB;K;4CAGA,e;MAGQ,Q;MAFJ,UAAU,I;MAC

V,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,YAAA,GAAI,UAAJ,aAAY,GAAZ,W;UAAwB,W;SACxB,WAAW,GAAI,O;QACf,IAAI

,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;UAEN,OAAO,iBAAK,GAAL,C;;;K;6CAKnB,8B;MACI,iBAAU,WAAK,cAAK,OAA

L,EAAc,SAAd,CAAf,EAAyC,cAAzC,C;K;iDAEJ,e;UAGW,I;MAFP,+BAAQ,GAAR,U;QAAoB,OAAO,W;OAC3

B,cAAc,WAAK,kBAAS,GAAT,C;MAEf,gBAAY,WAAZ,C;QAAoB,W;WACpB,gBAAY,mCAAZ,C;QAAqC,qB;

;QAC7B,2BAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,cAAzB,C;MAHZ,W;K;uCAOJ,Y;MAIc,IAAI,IAAJ,Q;MAHV,UAAU,I;MAC

V,WAAW,C;MACX,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACU,uBAAI,OAAJ,GAAI,OAAJ,gC;QAAA,mB;UAAgC,OAAO,I;SAA7

C,MAAM,M;QACN,mB;;K;2CAIR,mB;MACI,+BAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,GAAoB,OAApB,C;K;8CAEJ,mB;MAQ4B,

Q;MAPxB,UAAU,O;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAS,GAAI,UAAb,CAAL,C;UAA4B,OAAO,

K;QACnC,WAAW,GAAI,O;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;UAEN,OAAO,gBAAS,0EAAT,C;;;K;uCAKn

B,iB;MACI,gBAAS,KAAT,KAAkB,yCAA4B,KAAM,SAAN,KAAgB,aAA5C,IAAsD,KAAM,eAAY,IAAZ,CAA9

E,C;K;yCAEJ,Y;MAA+B,OAAK,SAAL,WAAK,CAAL,GAA0B,SAAR,cAAQ,CAA1B,I;K;IAGZ,uD;MACX,OA

AI,GrJiHoC,YAAU,CqJjHlD,GAAmB,OAAQ,WAA3B,GAA6C,GAAF,UAAQ,O;K;yCAF3D,Y;MACI,aAAM,kB

AAK,EAAL,EAAS,+BAAT,CAAN,GAEI,G;K;IAMO,8E;MAAA,6B;QAAyB,Q;QAAT,iBAAS,sBAAT,EAAS,8B

AAT,UAAoB,O;QAAQ,W;O;K;+CAJ3D,Y;MAOsB,Q;MANlB,QAAQ,a;MACR,eAAe,gBAA+B,CAA/B,O;MAC

f,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;MACA,kBAAK,kBAAL,EAAW,oDAAX,C;MnKtFJ,IAAI,EmKuFM,YAAS,CnKvFf,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cAdW,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;OmKuFN,OAAO,+BAAW,qDAAX,C;K;IAGa,8C;MA

CpB,kD;MADqB,wB;K;IACrB,gD;MAAA,oD;MACI,4B;K;;;IADJ,4D;MAAA,2D;QAAA,0C;OAAA,oD;K;yDAI

A,Y;MAA0C,gBAAT,a;MhLq7YrB,Q;MADhB,kBgLp7YmD,mC;MhLq7YnD,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cA

AA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAwB,yBAAa,OAAb,C;;MgLr7YT,OhLs7Y9B,W;K;;;IiLxmZX,oE;MA4BI,MAAM,wB

AAoB,sEAApB,C;K;8GA5BV,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,sC;QA4BI,MAAM,6BAAoB,sEAApB,C;O;KA5BV,C;IA0

CoC,mC;MAAQ,4D;K;IAE5C,4C;MAAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,0C;MAAA,6C;O;MAK0C,oG;MAAq

B,gF;MAAW,4E;K;;IAAhC,+D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uD;K;;IAAqB,qD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6C;K;;IAAW,mD;MAA

A,gC;MAAA,2C;K;;IAL1E,sC;MAAA,sJ;K;;IAAA,2C;MAAA,a;aAAA,qB;UAAA,4D;aAAA,W;UAAA,kD;aAA

A,S;UAAA,gD;gBAAA,qF;;K;;6ECnDA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGsD,OAAiC,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KA

AS,C;O;KAHvF,C;2EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGqD,OAAgC,OAA1B,SAAL,GAAsB,KAAS,C;O;KA

HrF,C;6EAKA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGsD,OAAiC,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;O;KAHvF,C;6EAK

A,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAGqC,OAAqB,OAAP,CAAR,SAAe,C;O;KAH1D,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAA

A,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,QAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;O;KAH1F,C;6EAKA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGw

D,OAAgC,QAA1B,SAAL,GAAsB,KAAS,C;O;KAHxF,C;+EAKA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,Q

AA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;O;KAH1F,C;+EAKA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAGuC,OAAqB,QAAP,CAAR,

SAAe,C;O;KAH5D,C;ICpCA,qC;K;;ICAA,mB;K;;IAOA,iB;K;;IAOA,2C;K;;IAOA,wB;K;;IAQA,0B;K;;IAOA,sB;

K;;IAOA,4B;K;;IAOA,6C;K;;IA+BuC,wE;MAEnC,uB;QAAA,UAAsB,E;MACtB,qB;QAAA,8B;MACA,2B;QAA

A,qE;MACA,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,E;MAJrB,sB;MACA,sB;MACA,kB;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;K;;IAGJ,iD;MAAA,e

;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,+C;MAAA,kD;O;MAKI,wG;MACA,wG;MACA,8F;K;;IAFA,iE;MAAA,qC;MA

AA,yD;K;;IACA,iE;MAAA,qC;MAAA,yD;K;;IACA,4D;MAAA,qC;MAAA,oD;K;;IAPJ,2C;MAAA,6K;K;;IAAA,

gD;MAAA,a;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,a;UAAA,yD;gBAAA,6E;;K;;IAUA,wB;K;;ICjGA

,qB;MAAA,yB;K;0CAII,Y;MAO6D,uB;K;2HAE7D,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,kC;MAAA,0F;MAAA,6F;MAAA,4E;

QAUI,wC;QAAS,2C;O;MAVb,mEAWQ,wC;QAA6E,sBAAS,QAAT,EAAmB,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA7B,C;O;MA

XrF,oG;MAAA,yC;QAUI,wDAA+B,YAA/B,C;O;KAVJ,C;uHAcA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,kC;MAAA,wF;MAAA

,yF;MAAA,0E;QAcI,wC;QAAS,2C;O;MAdb,kEAeQ,wC;QAAuF,6BAAS,QAAT,EAAmB,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA

7B,C;O;MAf/F,kG;MAAA,yC;QAcI,sDAA+B,YAA/B,C;O;KAdJ,C;;;IA3BJ,iC;MAAA,gC;QAAA,e;OAAA,yB;K

;IAgDiC,sB;MAC7B,eAAwB,I;K;4CAExB,6B;MACW,Q;MAAA,mB;MAAA,iB;QAAS,MAAM,6BAAsB,cAAY,

QAAS,aAArB,uCAAtB,C;OAAtB,OAAO,I;K;4CAGX,oC;MACI,eAAa,K;K;;;;;kDC9CjB,6B;;K;;;;;;;;iEA+CA,6B;

;K;;ICrDuC,0C;MACvC,uBAAoB,Y;K;wDAEpB,wC;MAM6F,W;K;uDAE7F,wC;K;oDAMA,6B;MACI,OAAO,o

B;K;oDAGX,oC;MACI,eAAe,IAAK,gB;MACpB,IAAI,CAAC,0BAAa,QAAb,EAAuB,QAAvB,EAAiC,KAAjC,C

AAL,C;QACI,M;OAEJ,uBAAa,K;MACb,yBAAY,QAAZ,EAAsB,QAAtB,EAAgC,KAAhC,C;K;;4EC9BR,wC;M

AqBI,OAAO,e;K;4EAGX,+C;MAuBI,cAAI,KAAJ,C;K;4EAIJ,wC;MAmBI,OAAO,cAAI,OAAJ,C;K;4EAGX,+C;
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MAqBI,cAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,KAAb,C;K;IC/FJ,kB;MA6PI,4B;K;+BAtOA,Y;MAOiC,6BAAS,EAAT,C;K;uCAEjC,i

B;MAW2C,4BAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,KAAX,C;K;uCAE3C,uB;MAakB,Q;MAHd,iBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,

C;MACA,QAAQ,QAAQ,IAAR,I;MACR,IAAI,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAS,MAAK,WAAlB,C;QACc,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAD,IAAN,OAAY,CAAhB,C;UACN,eAAe,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACf,6BAAS,QAAT,C;;UAEA,K;;YAEI,WAAW,

cAAU,KAAK,C;YAC1B,IAAI,OAAO,C;;UACN,gBAAO,CAAP,IAAY,CAAZ,GAAgB,CAAhB,SAAqB,CAArB,

C;UACT,Q;;QATJ,c;QAWA,OAAO,OAAO,GAAP,I;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,YAAU,c;UACV,IAAW,IAAP

,qBAAkB,KAAtB,C;YAA6B,OAAO,K;;;K;gCAKhD,Y;MAOmC,OAAU,oBAAV,cAAU,CAAS,WAAI,EAAJ,CA

AnB,yBAA6B,cAA7B,E;K;wCAEnC,iB;MAW8C,iCAAY,KAAZ,C;K;wCAE9C,uB;MAiBkB,Q;MAPd,mBAAiB,

IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA,QAAQ,eAAQ,IAAR,C;MACR,IAAI,eAAI,CAAR,C;QACI,O;QACA,IAAI,aA

AO,CAAD,aAAN,GAAY,CAAZ,CAAJ,C;UACI,WAAW,CAAE,Q;UACb,YAAa,qBAAO,EAAP,CAAW,Q;UAEp

B,aAAQ,CAAR,C;YACI,eAAe,SAAS,IAAT,C;YAEf,OAAmB,oBAAnB,sBAAS,QAAT,CAAmB,CAAnB,iB;iBA

EJ,cAAS,CAAT,C;YAEI,OAAU,oBAAV,cAAU,CAAV,iB;;YAEA,iBAAe,SAAS,KAAT,C;YACf,OAAmB,oBAA

nB,sBAAS,UAAT,CAAmB,CAAS,WAAI,EAAJ,CAA5B,yBAAsC,cAAtC,E;;UAXR,U;;UAeA,K;;YAEI,WAAW,

eAAW,oBAAK,CAAL,C;YACtB,IAAI,YAAO,CAAP,C;;UACC,sBAAO,CAAP,MAAY,+BAAI,CAAJ,EAAZ,eA

AqB,CAArB,C;UACT,MAAM,C;;QAEV,OAAO,SAAO,GAAP,C;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAP,C;UACI,YAAU,e;UACV,

IAAW,IAAP,0CAAkB,KAAlB,CAAJ,C;YAA6B,OAAO,K;;;K;mCAKhD,Y;MAKyC,6BAAS,CAAT,MAAe,C;K;

kCAExD,Y;MAKuC,uBAAgB,sBAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,EAA8B,sBAAS,EAAT,CAA9B,C;K;0CAEvC,iB;MASoD,

+BAAW,GAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;K;0CAEpD,uB;MAcY,Q;MAFR,mBAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,C;MACA

,WAAW,QAAQ,I;MACX,IAAS,WAAL,IAAK,CAAL,IAA0B,SAAL,IAAK,CAA1B,IAA8C,SAAN,KAAM,CAAl

D,C;QACJ,SAAS,qBAAgB,QAAQ,CAAR,GAAY,OAAO,CAAnC,C;QACT,cAAO,EAAP,GAAY,E;;QAEZ,cAA

O,oBAAe,I;;MAJ1B,Y;MAMA,OAAW,KAAK,KAAT,GAAsB,SAAN,KAAM,CAAtB,GAAsC,C;K;iCAGjD,Y;M

AKqC,6BAAS,EAAT,IAA0B,Q;K;IAWK,oF;MAAA,mB;QAAE,uBAAa,iBAAb,sBAAqC,eAArC,+BAAqE,aAA

M,OAA3E,M;O;K;iDATtE,qC;M5KjLA,IAAI,E4K0LqB,CAAb,8BAAgB,KAAM,O5K1L9B,G4K0LiD,CAAX,0B

AAc,KAAM,O5K1L1D,G4K0LsC,K5K1LtC,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4KyLgE,kD5KzLlD,E;QACd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OA

AQ,WAAjC,C;OAFV,IAAI,E4K2LQ,aAAa,O5K3LrB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gB4K0LgC,mF;Q5KzLhC,MAAM,gCAAy

B,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;O4K2LN,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,SAAV,IAAD,IAAwB,CAAxB,I;MAEZ,mBAAe,SAAf,C;Mz

KzEJ,iBAAc,CAAd,UyK0EW,KzK1EX,U;QyK2EQ,QAAQ,c;QACR,MAAM,UAAN,IAAoB,OAAF,CAAE,C;QA

CpB,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IAAgC,OAAV,CAAE,KAAK,CAAG,C;QAChC,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN

,IAAiC,OAAX,CAAE,KAAK,EAAI,C;QACjC,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IAAiC,OAAX,CAAE,KAAK,EAAI,

C;QACjC,0BAAY,CAAZ,I;;MAGJ,gBAAgB,UAAU,UAAV,I;MAChB,SAAS,sBAAS,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAT,C;MA

CT,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,SAAlB,M;QACI,MAAM,aAAW,CAAX,IAAN,IAAqC,OAAf,EAAG,MAAK,IAAI,CA

AJ,IAAL,CAAY,C;;MAGzC,OAAO,K;K;yCACX,uD;MAvB4C,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,K

AAM,O;aARrF,0H;K;yCAiCA,iB;MAOyD,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,KAAM,OAA1B,C;K;yCAEz

D,gB;MAKkD,8BAAU,cAAU,IAAV,CAAV,C;K;IAGlD,0B;MAAA,8B;MAO2B,iB;MAEvB,uBAAoC,uB;K;gDA

EpC,oB;MAA4C,OAAA,oBAAc,kBAAS,QAAT,C;K;uCAC1D,Y;MAA8B,OAAA,oBAAc,U;K;+CAC5C,iB;MA

AwC,OAAA,oBAAc,iBAAQ,KAAR,C;K;+CACtD,uB;MAAmD,OAAA,oBAAc,iBAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,KAAd,C;K;

wCAEjE,Y;MAAgC,OAAA,oBAAc,W;K;gDAC9C,iB;MAA2C,OAAA,oBAAc,kBAAS,KAAT,C;K;gDACzD,uB;

MAAuD,OAAA,oBAAc,kBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,KAAf,C;K;2CAErE,Y;MAAsC,OAAA,oBAAc,c;K;0CAEpD,Y;M

AAoC,OAAA,oBAAc,a;K;kDAClD,iB;MAAiD,OAAA,oBAAc,oBAAW,KAAX,C;K;kDAC/D,uB;MAA+D,OAA

A,oBAAc,oBAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;K;yCAE7E,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,oBAAc,Y;K;iDAEhD,iB;MAAsD,OA

AA,oBAAc,mBAAU,KAAV,C;K;iDACpE,gB;MAA+C,OAAA,oBAAc,mBAAU,IAAV,C;K;yDAC7D,qC;MAAo

F,OAAA,oBAAc,mBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;K;;;IA9BtG,sC;MAAA,qC;QAAA,oB;OAA

A,8B;K;;IAkCJ,wB;MAauC,yBAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,IAAK,IAAI,EAA5B,C;K;IAEvC,wB;MAawC,yBAAa,IAAK,

QAAlB,EAA2B,IAAK,YAAI,EAAJ,CAAQ,QAAxC,C;K;IAIxC,mC;MAUI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MA

AM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;WACzB,IAAA,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,UAAb,C;QAF8C,OAEhB,0BAAQ,KAA

M,MAAd,EAAqB,KAAM,KAAN,GAAa,CAAb,IAArB,C;WAC9B,IAAA,KAAM,MAAN,GAAc,WAAd,C;QAH8

C,OAGf,0BAAQ,KAAM,MAAN,GAAc,CAAd,IAAR,EAAyB,KAAM,KAA/B,IAAuC,CAAvC,I;;QAHe,OAItC,m

B;K;IAGZ,oC;MAUI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;WACzB,IAAA,K
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AAM,KAAN,+C;QAFiD,OAElB,2BAAS,KAAM,MAAf,EAAsB,KAAM,KAAN,yBAAa,CAAb,EAAtB,C;WAC/

B,IAAA,KAAM,MAAN,+C;QAHiD,OAGjB,2BAAS,KAAM,MAAN,8BAAc,CAAd,EAAT,EAA0B,KAAM,KAA

hC,0BAAwC,CAAxC,E;;QAHiB,OAIzC,oB;K;IAOZ,yB;MACyC,YhF9SiC,agF8S5B,KhF9S4B,CgF8SjC,I;K;IAE

zC,4C;MAEI,OAAA,SAAK,KAAK,EAAL,GAAU,QAAf,GAAyC,CAAX,CAAC,QAAD,IAAW,KAAI,E;K;IAEjD

,uC;M5KhVI,IAAI,E4KgVuD,QAAQ,I5KhV/D,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4K+UuE,+B;Q5K9UvE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ

,WAAjC,C;Q;I4K+Ud,yC;M5KjVI,IAAI,E4KiVyD,sBAAQ,IAAR,K5KjVzD,CAAJ,C;QACI,c4KgVyE,+B;Q5K/U

zE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;I4KgVd,yC;M5KlVI,IAAI,E4KkV6D,QAAQ,I5KlVrE,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

4KiV6E,+B;Q5KhV7E,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;I4KkVd,yC;MAAyD,oCAA0B,IAA1B,qBAAiC,K

AAjC,kB;K;IC/WzD,6B;MAOqC,OvLuSE,SuLvSF,mBvLuSE,C;K;IuLrSvC,sC;MASgD,6BAAS,WAAT,EAAa,K

AAb,C;K;IAEhD,4C;MAUI,qBAAqB,IAArB,EAA2B,KAA3B,C;MAEA,iBAAiB,IvLyKgB,KuLzKhB,GAAiB,W;

MAClC,kBAAkB,KvLwKe,KuLxKf,GAAkB,W;MAEpC,mBAAmB,0BAAQ,UAAR,EAAoB,WAApB,IAAqC,W;

MACxD,OvL0QmC,SuL1Q5B,YvL0Q4B,C;K;IuLvQvC,sC;MAWI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MAAM,gC

AAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;;QACzB,IvLEkE,YuLFlE,KAAM,KvLE6E,KAAjB,EuLFrD,4BAAK,UvLE6E,KAA7

B,CuLFlE,K;UAFiD,OAElB,sBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,EvLoBsB,SuLpBA,KAAM,KvLoBI,KAAK,GAAW,CuLpBb,

WvLoBa,MAAX,IAAf,CuLpBtB,C;;UAC/B,IvLCkE,YuLDlE,KAAM,MvLC6E,KAAjB,EuLDpD,4BAAK,UvLC4

E,KAA7B,CuLDlE,K;YAHiD,OvLsBI,SuLnBrB,sBvLgCsB,SuLhCb,KAAM,MvLgCiB,KAAK,GAAY,CuLhC1B,

WvLgC0B,MAAZ,IAAf,CuLhCtB,EAA2B,KAAM,KAAjC,CvLmB+B,KAAK,GAAW,CuLnBN,WvLmBM,MAA

X,IAAf,C;;YuLtBJ,OAIzC,mB;;;K;IAGZ,8B;MAOuC,OxK8PG,UwK9PH,oBxK8PG,C;K;IwK5P1C,uC;MASmD,

8BAAU,2BAAV,EAAe,KAAf,C;K;IAEnD,6C;MAUI,sBAAsB,IAAtB,EAA4B,KAA5B,C;MAEA,iBAAiB,IxK4H

kB,KwK5HlB,8B;MACjB,kBAAkB,KxK2HiB,KwK3HjB,8B;MAElB,mBAAmB,2BAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,WAArB

,+B;MACnB,OxKiOsC,UwKjO/B,YxKiO+B,C;K;IwK9N1C,uC;MAWI,IAAA,KAAM,UAAN,C;QAAmB,MAAM

,gCAAyB,uCAAoC,KAA7D,C;;QACzB,IxK9CmE,awK8CnE,KAAM,KxK9C+E,KAAlB,EwK8CtD,6BAAM,UxK

9C8E,KAA9B,CwK8CnE,K;UAFoD,OAEpB,uBAAU,KAAM,MAAhB,ExKjCuB,UwKiCA,KAAM,KxKjCK,KA

AK,KAAW,Cf2K7C,UAAW,oBAAL,CuL1IyB,WvL0IzB,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,Ce3K6C,MAAX,CAAhB,CwKi

CvB,C;;UAChC,IxK/CmE,awK+CnE,KAAM,MxK/C+E,KAAlB,EwK+CrD,6BAAM,UxK/C6E,KAA9B,CwK+Cn

E,K;YAHoD,OxK/BG,UwKkCtB,uBxKrBuB,UwKqBb,KAAM,MxKrBkB,KAAK,UAAY,Cf8J/C,UAAW,oBAAL

,CuLzIc,WvLyId,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,Ce9J+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,CwKqBvB,EAA4B,KAAM,KAAlC,CxKlCiC,K

AAK,KAAW,Cf2K7C,UAAW,oBAAL,CuLzIgC,WvLyIhC,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,Ce3K6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;;Y

wK+BH,OAI5C,oB;;;K;IAGZ,sC;MAQI,4BAAU,KzJ4+FH,QyJ5+FP,C;MACA,OAAO,K;K;IAGX,uC;MAKsD,O

zJ2iG3C,eyJ3iG2C,4BAAU,IAAV,CzJ2iG3C,C;K;IyJziGX,4D;MAOgD,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,

UAAe,KAAM,K;MACrF,4BAAU,KzJy9FH,QyJz9FP,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAA0C,OAA1C,C;MACA,OAAO,K;K;IAI

X,2C;M7KrHI,IAAI,EV0B8D,YuL4FD,KvL5FkB,KAAjB,EuL4FO,IvL5FsB,KAA7B,CuL4FD,I7KtH7D,CAAJ,C;

QACI,c6KqH6E,+B;Q7KpH7E,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;I6KqHd,4C;M7KvHI,IAAI,EKkC+D,awKs

FC,KxKtFiB,KAAlB,EwKsFS,IxKtFqB,KAA9B,CwKsFC,I7KxHhE,CAAJ,C;QACI,c6KuHgF,+B;Q7KtHhF,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;I8KnBd,6C;MAOI,iB;MANA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MACA,Y;MAC

A,sB;M9KWA,IAAI,E8KJQ,CAAC,WAAK,QAAL,GAAU,QAAV,GAAe,QAAf,GAAoB,QAArB,MAA2B,C9KIn

C,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8KLwC,wD;Q9KMxC,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OGoHV,iBAAc,CAAd,U2KvHW,

E3KuHX,U;Q2KvHiB,c;;K;qCAGjB,Y;MAGI,QAAQ,Q;MACR,IAAI,IAAO,MAAO,C;MAClB,WAAI,Q;MACJ,

WAAI,Q;MACJ,WAAI,Q;MACJ,SAAS,Q;MACT,WAAI,E;MACJ,IAAK,IAAO,KAAM,CAAd,GAAsB,EAAtB,G

AA8B,MAAO,C;MACzC,WAAI,C;MACJ,gCAAU,MAAV,I;MACA,OAAO,IAAI,aAAJ,I;K;8CAGX,oB;MACI,O

AAU,cAAV,cAAU,EAAc,QAAd,C;K;;IA3Bd,gD;MAAA,sD;MACQ,yBAAK,KAAL,EAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,CA

AnB,EAAsB,CAAtB,EAA+B,CAAN,KAAzB,EAAuC,SAAU,EAAX,GAAoB,UAAW,CAArE,C;MADR,Y;K;ICdi

D,8C;MACjD,4B;MACA,0C;K;oEADA,Y;MAAA,2B;K;2EACA,Y;MAAA,kC;K;uCAGA,iB;MACI,OAAO,0CA

AgC,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC/B,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,0BAAgB,KAAM,aAAtB,CADO,CAAhC,

C;K;yCAIX,Y;MACI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAuB,MAAW,SAAN,UAAM,CAAX,QAAqC,SAAb,iBAAa,

CAArC,I;K;yCAGlC,Y;MAAkC,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,iB;K;;IAGhD,kC;MAM6E,2BAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,IAA

tB,C;K;;;0DAYzE,iB;MAA2C,qCAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,KAAxB,KAAkC,8BAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,iBAAxB,C;

K;iDAC7E,Y;MAAkC,QAAC,8BAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,iBAAxB,C;K;;IAcR,gD;MAI3B,gBAAqB,K;MACrB,uB
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AA4B,Y;K;0FACD,Y;MAAQ,oB;K;iGACD,Y;MAAQ,2B;K;2DAE1C,gB;MAA+D,YAAK,C;K;mDAEpE,iB;MA

AgD,gBAAS,aAAT,IAAmB,SAAS,oB;K;0CAC5E,Y;MAAkC,SAAE,iBAAU,oBAAZ,C;K;yCAElC,iB;MACI,OA

AO,4CAA+B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC9B,kBAAU,KAAM,SAAhB,IAA0B,yBAAiB,KAAM,gBADnB,CAA/

B,C;K;2CAIX,Y;MACI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAuB,MAAY,SAAP,aAAO,CAAZ,QAAuC,SAAd,oBAAc,

CAAvC,I;K;2CAGlC,Y;MAAkC,OAAE,aAAF,qBAAW,oB;K;;IAGjD,oC;MAOqF,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAA

xB,C;K;IAQvD,+C;MAI1B,gBAAqB,K;MACrB,uBAA4B,Y;K;yFACF,Y;MAAQ,oB;K;gGACD,Y;MAAQ,2B;K;

0DAEzC,gB;MAA6D,YAAK,C;K;kDAElE,iB;MAA+C,gBAAS,aAAT,IAAmB,SAAS,oB;K;yCAC3E,Y;MAAkC,

SAAE,iBAAU,oBAAZ,C;K;wCAElC,iB;MACI,OAAO,2CAA8B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC7B,kBAAU,KAA

M,SAAhB,IAA0B,yBAAiB,KAAM,gBADpB,CAA9B,C;K;0CAIX,Y;MACI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAuB,

MAAY,SAAP,aAAO,CAAZ,QAAuC,SAAd,oBAAc,CAAvC,I;K;0CAGlC,Y;MAAkC,OAAE,aAAF,qBAAW,oB;

K;;IAGjD,oC;MAOkF,4BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,C;K;oFAGlF,8B;MAQI,0BAAmB,2BAAS,OAAT,C;K;IA

GvB,+C;MACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAA8B,IAA9B,iBAAzB,C;K;IC5I3B,gC;MAc

W,Q;MADP,IAAI,CAAC,6BAAW,KAAX,CAAL,C;QAAwB,MAAM,uBAAmB,sC9EjBzC,oB8EiByC,CAAnB,C;

OAC9B,OAAO,sD;K;IAMX,oC;MAakC,Q;MAA9B,OAAW,6BAAW,KAAX,CAAJ,GAAuB,sDAAvB,GAAuC,I;

K;;;;;;;ICvBhB,yC;MA2B9B,uC;MA1BA,wB;MAIA,gB;MjLQA,IAAI,EiLDS,iBAAY,IAAb,MAAuB,iBAAvB,Cj

LCR,CAAJ,C;QACI,ciLDQ,iBAAY,IAAhB,GACI,8CADJ,GAGI,sCAA0B,aAA1B,qC;QjLDR,MAAM,gCAAyB,

OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Q;yCiLKV,Y;MAAwC,Q;MAAA,oB;MACpC,iB;QAD8B,OACtB,G;WACR,oD;QAF8B,OAEF

,SAAL,SAAK,C;WAC5B,6C;QAH8B,OAGd,iBAAK,SAAL,C;WAChB,8C;QAJ8B,OAIb,kBAAM,SAAN,C;;QAJ

a,mC;K;IAOlC,qC;MAAA,yC;MACI,YAGqC,oBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,IAAtB,C;K;iGAQJ,Y;MAAQ,gB;K;4DA

EzC,gB;MAOI,8DAAqC,IAArC,C;K;gEAEJ,gB;MAMI,uDAA8B,IAA9B,C;K;4DAEJ,gB;MAMI,wDAA+B,IAA/

B,C;K;;;IArCR,iD;MAAA,gD;QAAA,+B;OAAA,yC;K;;2CArCJ,Y;MAWI,oB;K;2CAXJ,Y;MAeI,gB;K;6CAfJ,0B;

MAAA,2BAWI,8CAXJ,EAeI,kCAfJ,C;K;yCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;MAWI,yD;MAIA,qD;MAfJ,a;K;uCAAA,iB;MAA

A,4IAWI,4CAXJ,IAeI,oCAfJ,I;K;ICLA,kC;MAAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,gC;MAAA,mC;O;MAYI,4D

;MAKA,8C;MAKA,gD;K;;IAVA,2C;MAAA,sB;MAAA,mC;K;;IAKA,oC;MAAA,sB;MAAA,4B;K;;IAKA,qC;M

AAA,sB;MAAA,6B;K;;IAtBJ,4B;MAAA,mG;K;;IAAA,iC;MAAA,a;aAAA,W;UAAA,wC;aAAA,I;UAAA,iC;aA

AA,K;UAAA,kC;gBAAA,6D;;K;;6ECAA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,2B;QAOI,MAAM,mCAA8B,0EAA9B,C;O;KAP

V,C;ICkCA,+D;MAaW,Q;MAAP,OAAO,8CAAO,KAAP,EAAc,UAAd,EAA0B,QAA1B,oC;K;IAGX,kC;MAIiB,

Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;K;mFAGX,qB;M

AGwD,gCAAO,EAAP,C;K;qFAExD,4B;MAG4E,OAAA,yBAAO,KAAP,CALpB,gBAAO,EAAP,C;K;qFAOxD,4

B;MAGmE,OAAA,yBAAO,KAAP,CAVX,gBAAO,EAAP,C;K;IAaxD,wD;MAEQ,sB;QAAqB,yBAAO,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAP,C;WACrB,sD;QAA4B,yBAAO,OAAP,C;WAC5B,2B;QAAmB,yBAAO,kBAAP,C;;QACX,yBAAe,S

AAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;K;IC7EhB,+B;MAYI,IAAI,CAAQ,kBAAK,EAAL,CAAR,6BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,YAAO,

E;OAElB,MAAM,gCAAyB,8BAAO,SAAP,6BAAzB,C;K;IAGV,wC;MAcW,Q;MAAA,qCAAiB,KAAjB,C;MAA

A,iB;QAA2B,MAAM,gCAAyB,8BAAO,SAAP,4CAA+C,KAAxE,C;OAAxC,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,qC;MAYI,IAAI,C

AAQ,kBAAK,EAAL,CAAR,6BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,YAAO,E;OAElB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,8C;MAcI,IAAI,EAAU,

CAAV,sBAAa,EAAb,CAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,KAAjB,4CAAzB,C;OAEV,IAAI,CAAQ,kBAA

K,EAAL,CAAR,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAY,YAAO,E;QACnB,OAAW,QAAQ,KAAZ,GAAmB,KAAnB,GAA8B,I;O

AEzC,QAAY,aAAQ,EAAZ,GAAiB,EAAjB,GAA0B,E;MAClC,cAAY,MAAM,YAAO,CAAb,K;MACZ,OAAoB,

EAAT,yBAAkB,KAAtB,GAA6B,OAA7B,GAAwC,I;K;IAGnD,gC;MAWI,IAAY,CAAR,8BAAW,CAAf,C;QACI,

OAAO,YAAM,SAAN,C;OAEX,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAM,SAAN,4BAAzB,C;K;IAGV,yC;MAkBW,Q;MANP,IA

AI,EAAU,CAAV,sBAAa,EAAb,CAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,KAAjB,4CAAzB,C;OAEV,IAAI,YA

AO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAQ,KAAxB,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,WAAQ,SAAR,mDAAwD,KAAjF,C;OAEH,IAAI,Y

AAO,EAAX,C;QACH,mBAAM,SAAN,C;;QAEA,0BAAM,SAAN,IAAa,EAAb,C;;MAHJ,W;K;0EAuEJ,4B;MAM

8D,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAAkB,K;K;IAEhF,gD;MAaoC,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtD,IAAI,cAAQ,KA

AZ,C;QAAmB,OAAO,I;MAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,OAAO,K;MAExB,IAAS,cAAL,SAAK,CAAL,K

AA8B,cAAN,KAAM,CAAlC,C;QAAmD,OAAO,I;MAC1D,IzEhMuH,OAA1D,oByEgMzD,SzEhMyD,CAAY,cA

Ac,YAAW,CAAX,CAAgC,CyEgMnH,KzEhMmH,OAA1D,oByEgMjC,KzEhMiC,CAAY,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,C

AAgC,CyEgMvH,C;QAAmD,OAAO,I;MAC1D,OAAO,K;K;IAGX,gC;MAGyC,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,cAAL,EA
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AoB,sCAAK,cAAzB,CAAR,6B;K;IC1NzC,6C;MAc6B,4B;QAAA,eAAuB,G;MAChD,wCAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,

YAA1B,C;K;IAEJ,mE;MAKwC,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAAI,4B;QAAA,eAAuB,G;MtLGnF,IAAI,CcgR+C,CAA

C,QwKlR5C,YxKkR4C,CdhRpD,C;QACI,csLHiC,wC;QtLIjC,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OsLHV,cAAY

,gB;MAEC,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,KAAzB,CAAT,I;MAAT,wBAAiD,kBAAkB,

SAAlB,C;MA0E9D,gBAAgB,iBA1ET,OA0ES,C;MhLk5CT,kBAAoB,gB;MAoSd,gB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,Og

LhwDN,OhLgwDM,W;kBAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QA1RsB,U;QAAA,cA0RT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,s

BAAnB,U;QgLjrDlB,kB;;YAHA,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,QhLorDG,IgLprDH,C;UAC5C,a;;U

AEA,4B;UA9E+B,uB;;YzKkFzB,kC;YAAA,wBP6qDyC,IO7qDzC,C;YAAA,qB;YAAA,oB;YAAA,oB;YAAd,gE;

cACI,IyKnFkD,CAAI,aAAH,UzKmFrC,YP4qDqC,IO5qDrC,YAAK,OAAL,EyKnFqC,CAAG,CzKmFtD,C;gBACI

,sBAAO,O;gBAAP,wB;;YAGR,sBAAO,E;;;UyKvFH,iD;UAGI,gCAA2B,EAA3B,C;YAHJ,2BAGqC,I;iBACjC,IA

AK,ahL2vD0C,IgL3vD1C,gBAAyB,uBAAzB,CAAL,C;YAJJ,2BhL+vDmD,ISzkDsB,WuKlLI,0BAAuC,mBAAvC

,IvKkLJ,C;;YuKtLzE,2BAKY,I;;UAyER,iEnLJD,yBmLIC,4BhLirD+C,I;;QA1RpB,8B;UAA6C,6B;;MgLt+ChF,O

AiFK,ShLs5CE,WgLt5CF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;K;IAvET,+B;MAeyC,gCAAc

,EAAd,C;K;IAEzC,6C;MAGgC,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAM3C,Q;MALL,cAAY,gB;MhLypBL,kBAAS,gB;MA2F

A,U;MAAA,SgLlvBM,OhLkvBN,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAM,IQrgB6B,CAAC,QRqgBh

B,OQrgBgB,CRqgB9B,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MgLhvBrD,kBhLivBE,W;MAmrBA,oBAAM,iBAAa,

qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAuEA,U;MAAA,+B;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,wB;QACT,aAAY,uBAAc,IAA

d,E;;MgL9+ChB,sBAAsB,CAGjB,oBhL4+CE,agL5+CF,CAHiB,mBAGF,C;MAEP,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAA

U,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,KAAzB,CAAT,I;MAAT,wBAAiD,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;MAmC9D,gBAAgB,iBAnCT,O

AmCS,C;MhLk5CT,oBAAoB,gB;MAoSd,kB;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,SgLztDN,OhLytDM,W;MAAb,OAAa,gBA

Ab,C;QAAa,0B;QA1RsB,U;QAAA,cA0RT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,U;QgLjrDlB,kB;QhLu5C2B,cgL

15C3B,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,QhLorDG,MgLprDH,ChL05CjB,GgLz5C3B,IhLy5C2B,GgLv

5C3B,oBAxCmG,QhLytDpD,MgLztDoD,kBAwCnG,YnLJD,yBmLIC,4BhLirD+C,MA1RpB,U;UAA6C,+B;;MgL/

7ChF,OA0CK,ShLs5CE,agLt5CF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;K;IAjCI,8C;MAAA,q

B;QAEG,IAAG,QAAH,EAAG,CAAH,C;UAEQ,IAAA,EAAG,OAAH,GAAY,cAAO,OAAnB,C;YAHZ,OAGyC,c;

;YAHzC,OAIoB,E;;UAJpB,OAOY,iBAAS,E;O;K;IAfjC,0C;MAKgC,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,M;MAC7C,OAYK,eAXA

,OADL,uBACK,EAAI,4BAAJ,CAWA,EAAa,IAAb,C;K;IAET,gC;MAAwC,uB;;QzKqBtB,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAA,

mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IyKtB+C,CAAI,aAAH,UzKsBlC,iCAAK,KAAL,EyKtBkC,CAAG,Cz

KsBnD,C;YACI,sBAAO,K;YAAP,wB;;QAGR,sBAAO,E;;;MVbA,4B;MmLb6B,OAA8C,OAAM,EAAV,GAAc,g

BAAd,GAA0B,E;K;IAGpF,wC;MAAkB,W;K;IAC9B,oD;MAAA,uB;QAAkB,wBAAS,I;O;K;IAFvC,mC;MACI,I

AAA,MxK0LgD,YAAU,CwK1L1D,C;QAD4C,OACxB,wB;;QADwB,OAEpC,kC;K;mBAGZ,yB;MhLg5CA,+D;

MAoSA,wE;MgLprDA,sF;QAKI,gBAAgB,2B;QhLk5CT,kBAAoB,gB;QAoSd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QA

Ab,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA1RsB,U;UAAA,cA0RT,oBAAmB,cAAnB,EAAmB,sBAAnB,U;UgLjrDlB,kB;Uh

Lu5C2B,cgL15C3B,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,QhLorDG,IgLprDH,ChL05CjB,GgLz5C3B,IhLy

5C2B,GgLv5C3B,sChLirD+C,IgLjrD/C,anLJD,yBmLIC,4BhLirD+C,IA1RpB,U;YAA6C,6B;;QgL35ChF,OAMK,

ShLs5CE,WgLt5CF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;O;KAbT,C;6E9DkSA,0B;MAGmE,

OAAA,SAAK,gBAAO,GAAP,C;K;qFAExE,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,gC;QAO2B,gBAAhB,oB;QAAsB,arHrU7B,

W;QqHqUA,OrHpUO,SqHoUqC,W;O;KAPhD,C;uFAUA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0C;QAQmC,gBAAxB,mBAAc,Q

AAd,C;QAA8B,arHhVrC,W;QqHgVA,OrH/UO,SqH+U6C,W;O;KARxD,C;IAWA,oC;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,

KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,oC;MAIiB,Q;MAAb,wBA

Aa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;MACJ,OAAO,S;K;qFAGX,qB;MAG8D,gCAAO,

EAAP,C;K;qFAE9D,4B;MAGkF,OAAA,yBAAO,KAAP,CALpB,gBAAO,EAAP,C;K;qFAO9D,4B;MAG4E,OAA

A,yBAAO,KAAP,CAVd,gBAAO,EAAP,C;K;qFAY9D,4B;MAGyE,OAAA,yBAAO,KAAP,CAfX,gBAAO,EAAP,

C;K;qFAiB9D,4B;MAG8E,OAAA,yBAAO,KAAP,CApBhB,gBAAO,EAAP,C;K;qFAsB9D,4B;MAGyE,OAAA,y

BAAO,KAAP,CAzBX,gBAAO,EAAP,C;K;qFA2B9D,4B;MAG4E,OAAA,yBAAO,KAAP,CA9Bd,gBAAO,EAAP

,C;K;I5H/a9D,iC;MAK0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;K;IAE1C,0C;MAQmB,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;

MAAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;OAA5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,MAAM,sCAAK,UAAX,IAAwB,MAAM,sCAAK,UA

AvC,C;QAAkD,OAAO,I;MACzD,OAAW,OAAJ,GAAI,C;K;IAGf,kC;MAK4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB,C;K;IAE5C,2C;
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MAQmB,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;MAAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;OAA5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,

MAAM,uCAAM,UAAZ,IAAyB,MAAM,uCAAM,UAAzC,C;QAAoD,OAAO,I;MAC3D,OAAW,QAAJ,GAAI,C;

K;IAGf,gC;MAKwC,gCAAoB,EAApB,C;K;IAExC,yC;MAQI,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,

IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,S;MACA,c;MACA,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACh

B,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,OAAO,I;QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,E

AAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,QAAQ,W;eACL,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACH,aAAa,K;UACb,QAAQ,W;;UAER,O

AAO,I;;QAEX,QAAQ,C;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,QAAQ,W;;MAIZ,uBAAuB,S;MAEvB,qBAAqB,gB;MACrB,aAA

a,C;MACb,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QA

EZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,SAAS,cAAb,C;UACI,IAAI,mBAAkB,gBAAtB,C;YACI,i

BAAiB,QAAQ,KAAR,I;YAEjB,IAAI,SAAS,cAAb,C;cACI,OAAO,I;;YAGX,OAAO,I;;SAIf,6BAAU,KAAV,C;Q

AEA,IAAI,UAAS,QAAQ,KAAR,IAAT,CAAJ,C;UAA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,kBAAU,KAAV,I;;MAGJ,OAAW,UA

AJ,GAAgB,MAAhB,GAA4B,CAAC,MAAD,I;K;IAGvC,iC;MAK0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;K;IAE1C,0C;MAQI,WA

AW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,S;MACA,c;MAC

A,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,O

AAO,I;QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,gC;eACG,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UA

CH,aAAa,K;UACb,6B;;UAEA,OAAO,I;;QAEX,QAAQ,C;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,6B;;MAIJ,2C;MAEA,qBAAqB,

gB;MACrB,e;MACA,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KA

AjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,uBAAS,cAAT,KAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,uBAAkB,

gBAAlB,CAAJ,C;YACI,iBAAiB,8BAAQ,KAAR,E;YAEjB,IAAI,uBAAS,cAAT,KAAJ,C;cACI,OAAO,I;;YAGX,

OAAO,I;;SAIf,6CAAU,KAAV,E;QAEA,IAAI,uBAAS,8BAAQ,KAAR,EAAT,KAAJ,C;UAA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,

6CAAU,KAAV,E;;MAGJ,OAAW,UAAJ,GAAgB,MAAhB,GAA6B,MAAD,a;K;IAIvC,kC;MAAyD,MAAM,0BA

AsB,6BAA0B,KAA1B,MAAtB,C;K;uEkBxI/D,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,mBAAS

,CAAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC

,Q;UAC7C,YAAY,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C;UAEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;c

ACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;YAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAIZ,OAAO

,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;O;KAzBX,C;yEA4BA,yB;MAAA,8B;MA5BA,oC;MA4BA,u

C;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QA5BD,iBAAiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,qBAAS,CAAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,OA

AO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;UAC7C,YAsBwB,SAtBZ,CAAU,m

CAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C;UAEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,C

AAd,I;;YAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAWZ,OAPO,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,W

AAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CAOgC,W;O;KAJ3C,C;iFAMA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIuB,UAAL,MA

AK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,

CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QAEf,OAAO,

E;O;KARX,C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAWA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QAAsB

,oB;;UAXJ,kC;UAAA,qBAAL,WAAK,C;UAAL,qB;UAAA,oB;UAAA,oB;UAAd,0D;YACI,IAAI,CAUyB,SAVx

B,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,mBAAO,gCAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;cAAP,qB;aAER,

mBAAO,E;;;QAOP,OAA4C,2B;O;KAJhD,C;6EAMA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,

Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;;QAEf,OAAO,E;

O;KARX,C;+EAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAWA,uC;QAIK,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2

D;QAAsB,kB;;UAXT,U;UAAA,SAAa,SAAR,YAAL,WAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;YAAc,yB

;YACV,IAAI,CAUuB,SAVtB,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,iBAAO,gCAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAA

Q,CAAR,IAAf,C;cAAP,mB;;UAER,iBAAO,E;;;QAOP,OAA0C,yB;O;KAJ9C,C;IAMA,kC;MAhEI,iBAAiB,C;MA

CjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GA

AiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YA6DgE,4BA7D1C,iCAAK,KAAL,EA6D0C,E;QA3DhE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;

UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAE

A,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAkDiD,OA9CtD,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;K;IAgDX,kC;MAzCK

,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MA5BD,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,qBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cA
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Ac,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YAkEoD,4BAlE9B,mCAAK,KA

AL,EAkE8B,E;QAhEpD,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd

,I;;UAEJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAuDqC,OAnD1C,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,

WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CAOgC,W;K;IA8C3C,uC;MAGsE,oB;;QA3C/C,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QA

AA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CA0CsE,4BA1C3D,iCAAK,KAAL,EA0C2D,EA1C1E,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,

KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MAuC2D,uB;K;IAEtE,uC;MAlCK,Q;MAAsB,kBAAt

B,2D;MAAsB,oB;;QAXJ,kC;QAAA,wBAAL,WAAK,C;QAAL,qB;QAAA,oB;QAAA,oB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,

CA+C0D,4BA/C/C,mCAAK,KAAL,EA+C+C,EA/C9D,C;YACI,mBAAO,gCAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;Y

AAP,qB;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MA4C+C,OArCV,2B;K;IAuChD,qC;MAGoE,kB;;QApClD,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAA

R,yBAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CAmCkE,4BAnCvD,iCAAK,KAAL,EAmCu

D,EAnCtE,C;YACI,iBAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAgCy

D,qB;K;IAEpE,qC;MA3BK,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MAAsB,kB;;QAXT,U;QAAA,SAAa,WAAR,eAAL,WAAK,

CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,yB;UACV,IAAI,CAwCsD,4BAxC3C,mCAAK,KAAL,EAwC2C,

EAxC1D,C;YACI,iBAAO,gCAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAqC6C,

OA9BV,yB;K;IAgC9C,2B;MA9FI,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,c

AAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,mCAAsB,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAt

B,E;QAEA,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;UAEJ,IAA

I,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAgF+B,OA5EpC,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAA

X,IAAxB,C;K;yEA8EX,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qC;MAAA,4B;QAI2C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,KAAtB,2DAAsB,CAA

O,W;O;KAJxE,C;IAMA,gC;MAGoD,oB;;QA1E7B,gC;QAAA,gC;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;U

ACI,IAAI,wBAAW,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAX,EAAJ,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YAAP,q

B;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MAsEyC,uB;K;mFAEpD,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;MAAA,4B;QAIgD,Q;QAAD,OAAuB

,UAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAY,W;O;KAJlF,C;IAMA,8B;MAGkD,kB;;QApEhC,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAAR,yBAAQ,CAA

b,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,wBAAW,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAX,EAAJ,C;YACI,iBAAO,8BA

AY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;YAAP,mB;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAgEuC,qB;K;+EAElD,yB;MAAA,8B;

MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAI8C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,QAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAU,W;O;KAJ9E,C;IAMA,8C;MAU8C,uB;

QAAA,UAAgB,E;MAO5C,Q;MANd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,

C;MACV,IAAI,UAAU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;

MAEhB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;MACK,gBAAS,SAAK,OAAd,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,EAAG,gBAAO,

OAAP,C;MACP,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACH,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,gD;MASwC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MACnD,

Q;MAAD,OAAuB,SAAtB,6DAAsB,EAAS,MAAT,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAA0B,W;K;IAErD,4C;MAU4C,uB;QAAA,

UAAgB,E;MAQ1C,Q;MAPd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,C;MACV

,IAAI,UAAU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;MAEhB,S

AAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACW,gBAAS,SAAK,OAAd,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB

;QACI,EAAG,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,8C;MASsC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MACjD,Q;MAAD,

OAAuB,OAAtB,6DAAsB,EAAO,MAAP,EAAe,OAAf,CAAwB,W;K;2FAEnD,qB;MAWI,OAAO,qBAAgB,SAA

K,OAAL,KAAe,C;K;+EAG1C,qB;MAMoD,4BAAU,C;K;sFAE9D,qB;MAMuD,0BAAS,C;K;mFAMhE,yB;MAA

A,2C;MAAA,4B;QAMuD,QAAC,kB;O;KANxD,C;yFAQA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAqB,Q

AAL,SAAK,C;O;KAXhC,C;IAiB4D,+C;MAAA,kC;MAAS,uB;MACjE,eAAoB,C;K;gDAEpB,Y;MAA2C,gB;MA

AA,iE;MAAJ,4C;K;+CAEvC,Y;MAAyC,sBAAQ,yB;K;;IARrD,+B;MAG4D,4C;K;+EAQ5D,qB;MAE8C,uCAAQ,

E;K;+EAEtD,mC;MASI,OA5DgD,qBAAU,CA4D1D,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;K;6EAEvC,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,

0C;QASI,OAAI,kBAAJ,GAAe,cAAf,GAAmC,S;O;KATvC,C;IAeI,mC;MAAQ,uBAAG,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAH,C;

K;IAMR,qC;MAAQ,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,I;K;IAEZ,8C;MAIuB,Q;MAAA,0BAAS,CAAT,I;MAAn

B,OAAgB,CAAT,8BACgB,gBAAZ,qBAAK,KAAL,CAAY,CADhB,IAEoB,eAAhB,qBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL

,CAAgB,C;K;IAG/B,uC;MAGuD,OClKyC,oBDkK/B,KAAM,MClKyB,EDkKlB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,I

ClKkB,C;K;IDoKhG,yC;MAGqE,qCAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;K;u

FAErE,iC;MAS2E,2BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,GAAnB,C;K;mFAE3E,2C;MAO0D,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,gB;MAAkB

,OAAA,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;K;IAE9H,uC;MAG6D,OAAA,8BAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EA
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AyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,CAAiD,W;K;IAE9G,sE;MAImD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAC/E,YA

AY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCxM4F,oBDwM/B,CCxM+B,EDwM5

B,KCxM4B,C;K;ID2MhG,wE;MAIqD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACjF,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,U

AAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCjN4F,oBDiN/B,CCjN+B,EDiN5B,KCjN4B,C;K;IDoNhG,qE;MAIkD,qC;QA

AA,wBAAgC,S;MAC9E,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GC1N4F,oB

D0N/B,QAAQ,CAAR,IC1N+B,ED0NpB,gBC1NoB,C;K;ID6NhG,uE;MAIoD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAChF,YA

AY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCnO4F,oBDmO/B,QAAQ,SAAU,OAA

lB,ICnO+B,EDmOL,gBCnOK,C;K;IDsOhG,0E;MAIuD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACnF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;

MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GC5O4F,oBD4O/B,CC5O+B,ED4O5B,KC5O4B,C;K;ID+OhG,

4E;MAIyD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qB

AAxB,GCrP4F,oBDqP/B,CCrP+B,EDqP5B,KCrP4B,C;K;IDwPhG,yE;MAIsD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAClF,YA

AY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GC9P4F,oBD8P/B,QAAQ,CAAR,IC9P+

B,ED8PpB,gBC9PoB,C;K;IDiQhG,2E;MAIwD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,

OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,GCvQ4F,oBDuQ/B,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,ICvQ+B,EDuQL,gBCvQK,

C;K;ID0QhG,oE;MAQI,IAAI,WAAW,UAAf,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oCAAkD,UAAlD,OAA1

B,C;MACV,SAAS,sB;MACT,EAAG,qBAAY,SAAZ,EAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,UAArB,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAAO,

WAAP,C;MACH,EAAG,qBAAY,SAAZ,EAAkB,QAAlB,EAA4B,gBAA5B,C;MACH,OAAO,E;K;yFAGX,yB;M

AAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,+D;QAOK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,aAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAA

mC,WAAnC,CAAgD,W;O;KAP3E,C;IASA,uD;MAOI,+BAAa,KAAM,MAAnB,EAA0B,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,

CAArB,IAA1B,EAAkD,WAAlD,C;K;yFAEJ,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gD;QAOK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,aA

AtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,WAApB,CAAiC,W;O;KAP5D,C;IASA,sD;MAUI,IAAI,WAAW,UAAf,C;QA

CI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oCAAkD,UAAlD,OAA1B,C;MAEV,IAAI,aAAY,UAAhB,C;QACI,OAAY,m

BAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBAAc,oBAAU,QAAV,GAAqB,UAArB,KAAd,C;

MACT,EAAG,qBAAY,SAAZ,EAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,UAArB,C;MACH,EAAG,qBAAY,SAAZ,EAAkB,QAAlB,

EAA4B,gBAA5B,C;MACH,OAAO,E;K;uFAGX,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,kD;QASK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB

,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;O;KAT7D,C;IAWA,yC;MAKqE,8BAAY,KAAM,

MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;K;uFAErE,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,mC;QA

OK,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,KAAZ,CAAmB,W;O;KAP9C,C;IASA,yC;MAKI,IAAI,wBAAW,

MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,EAA2B,gBAA3B,C;OAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAA

e,gBAAf,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,IAAI,wBAAW,MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,OC3XyE,oBD2XxD,MAAO,OC3XiD,C;O

D6X7E,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,yC;MAKI,IAAI,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,mBAAS,

MAAO,OAAhB,IAAf,C;OAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;K;IAGX,2C;MAKI,IAAI,sBAAS,MAAT,

CAAJ,C;QACI,OC9YwF,oBD8YvE,CC9YuE,ED8YpE,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IC9YoE,C;ODgZ5F,OAAO,S;K;

IAGX,sD;MAMI,IAAK,qBAAU,MAAO,OAAP,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAAD,IAA6C,wBAAW,MAAX,

CAA7C,IAAmE,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAvE,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,EAA2B,mBAAS,MAAO,OA

AhB,IAA3B,C;OAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;K;IAGX,wD;MAMI,IAAK,qBAAU,MAAO,OAAP

,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAAD,IAA6C,wBAAW,MAAX,CAA7C,IAAmE,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAvE,C;QA

CI,OCtawF,oBDsavE,MAAO,OCtagE,EDsaxD,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,ICtawD,C;ODwa5F,OAAO,S;K;IAGX,m

D;MAKmF,oCAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;K;IAEnF,mD;MAKuE,sCAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;K;IA

EvE,iF;MAIsE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAClG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;

QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA7JvB,U;QA6JM,OA7JgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EA6JyC,CA7JzC,EA6J4C,KA7J5C,EA6JmD,

WA7JnD,CAAgD,W;;MA6JvE,W;K;IAGJ,mF;MAIwE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;

MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAtKvB,U;QAsKM,OAtKgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAsK

yC,CAtKzC,EAsK4C,KAtK5C,EAsKmD,WAtKnD,CAAgD,W;;MAsKvE,W;K;IAGJ,gF;MAIqE,qC;QAAA,wBA

AgC,S;MACjG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iB

AAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;QA/K1E,U;QA+KM,OA/KgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,Q

AAzB,EA+K4D,WA/K5D,CAAgD,W;;MA+KvE,W;K;IAGJ,kF;MAIuE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACnG,YAAY,s

BAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,SAAU,OAA
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lB,I;QAAb,eAAuC,gB;QAxLzF,U;QAwLM,OAxLgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAwL2E,

WAxL3E,CAAgD,W;;MAwLvE,W;K;IAGJ,oF;MAI2E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACvG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;

MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I;QAAb,eAA

uC,gB;QAjMzF,U;QAiMM,OAjMgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAiM2E,WAjM3E,CAAgD

,W;;MAiMvE,W;K;IAGJ,sF;MAIyE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,I

AAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;QA1M1E,U;QA0M

M,OA1MgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EA0M4D,WA1M5D,CAAgD,W;;MA0MvE,W;K;IA

GJ,qF;MAI0E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACtG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;

QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAnNvB,U;QAmNM,OAnNgB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAmNyC,CAnNzC,EAmN4C,KAnN5C,EA

mNmD,WAnNnD,CAAgD,W;;MAmNvE,W;K;IAGJ,uF;MAI4E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACxG,YAAY,0BAAY,

SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA5NvB,U;QA4NM,OA5NgB,aAAtB,+DA

AsB,EA4NyC,CA5NzC,EA4N4C,KA5N5C,EA4NmD,WA5NnD,CAAgD,W;;MA4NvE,W;K;+EAOJ,yC;MAQoF,

OAAA,KAAM,iBAAQ,SAAR,EAAc,WAAd,C;K;+EAE1F,yB;MgGznBI,iE;MAAA,wC;MhGynBJ,8C;QAOU,yB;

;UgG1nBF,YhG0nBJ,KgG1nBgB,chG0nBF,SgG1nBE,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YAAmB,wBhGynBT,SgGznBsB,

W;YAAb,0B;WAEnB,gBAAgB,C;UAChB,ahGsnBU,SgGtnBS,O;UACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;YAEL,iBAA

iB,oB;YACjB,EAAG,gBhGknBG,SgGlnBH,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;YACH,EAAG,gBh

GinBS,SgGjnBF,CAAU,UAAV,CAAP,C;YACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aAAjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;YACZ,QAA

Q,UAAW,O;;UACd,oBAAY,MAAZ,IAAsB,aAAtB,C;UAET,IAAI,YAAY,MAAhB,C;YACI,EAAG,gBhG2mBG,

SgG3mBH,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,MAAzB,C;WAGP,wBAAO,EAAG,W;;;QhGwmBd,4B;O;KAPJ,C;yFASA,yC;M

AMyF,OAAA,KAAM,sBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,WAAnB,C;K;+FAE/F,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAe

W,Q;QAAA,IAte4C,mBAAS,CAserD,C;uBAAkB,oBAAU,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAV,E;UAAA,YCljBoD,oBDkjBrB,

CCljBqB,C;UDkjBtE,OuKpkBwD,2BAAL,GAAkB,K;;UvKokBrE,OAAyD,S;QAAhE,W;O;KAfJ,C;iGAkBA,yB;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAeI,OAxfmD,mBAAS,CAwf5D,GAAyB,UAAU,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAV,CAAmB,WAAn

B,GCpkBoD,oBDokBV,CCpkBU,CDokB7E,GAA2E,S;O;KAf/E,C;+EAmBA,4B;MAIsE,OAAA,KAAM,iBAAQ,

SAAR,C;K;IAE5E,0F;MAKI,IAAK,cAAc,CAAf,IAAsB,aAAa,CAAnC,IAA0C,cAAa,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,MAA

d,IAAb,CAA1C,IAAiF,eAAc,KAAM,OAAN,GAAe,MAAf,IAAd,CAArF,C;QACI,OAAO,K;OAGX,iBAAc,CAA

d,UAAsB,MAAtB,U;QACI,IAAI,CAA0B,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,KAAb,IAAL,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,KA

Ad,IAAN,CAAP,EAAmC,UAAnC,CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,mD;MAG+C,0B;QAAA,

aAAsB,K;MACjE,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAA2B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,

UAAb,C;K;IAE/B,iD;MAG6C,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC/D,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAAmC,SAAhB

,qBAAK,2BAAL,CAAgB,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,UAAb,C;K;IAEvC,qD;MAGyD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC3E,IAA

I,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAW,MAAX,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6

BAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,MAArB,EAA6B,CAA7B,EAAgC,MAAO,OAAvC,EAA+C,UAA/C,C;K;IAGf,iE;MAG0

E,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC5F,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,aAAL,SAAK,

EAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,UAAnB,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8B,MAA9B,EAAsC,CAAtC,EAAyC,

MAAO,OAAhD,EAAwD,UAAxD,C;K;IAGf,mD;MAGuD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACzE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IA

Ae,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,EAAS,MAAT,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,mBAAS,MA

AO,OAAhB,IAAlB,EAA0C,MAA1C,EAAkD,CAAlD,EAAqD,MAAO,OAA5D,EAAoE,UAApE,C;K;IAMf,wD;

MAQ8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAChF,qBV9lBO,MAAK,KU8lBe,SAAK,OV9lBpB,EU8lB4B,KAAM,OV9lBlC,

C;MUgmBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAAI,cAAJ,IAA8B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,iBAAM,CAAN,C

AAP,EAA8B,UAA9B,CAArC,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,IAAS,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAnB,CAAL,IAA

wC,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAnB,CAA5C,C;QACI,a;OAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,

CAAkB,W;K;IAG7B,wD;MAQ8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAChF,iBAAiB,SAAK,O;MACtB,kBAAkB,KAAM,O;

MACxB,qBVrnBO,MAAK,KUqnBe,UVrnBf,EUqnB2B,WVrnB3B,C;MUunBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAAI,cA

AJ,IAA+C,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,CAAb,GAAiB,CAAjB,IAAL,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,CAAd,GAAkB,C

AAlB,IAAN,CAAP,EAAgD,UAAhD,CAAtD,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,IAAS,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,aAAa,CAAb,GA

AiB,CAAjB,IAAnB,CAAL,IAAqD,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAmB,cAAc,CAAd,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAnB,CAAzD,C;Q

ACI,a;OAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,aAAa,CAAb,IAAZ,EAA4B,UAA5B,CAAwC,W;K;IAMnD,8D;MAQqD,0B;QAAA,
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aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAMnE,UAAkB,M;MAL3C,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,KAAM,OAAN,K

AAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,WAAiB,SAAN,KAAM,C;QACjB,OCjtBwF,kBgGrME,oBjGs5BrE,IiGt5B

qE,ChGqMF,EDitB7D,UCjtB6D,C;ODotBnE,uBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAkB,oC;kBAA3C,gD;QACI,k

BAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;QACR,c;;U3ByiXE,U;UAAhB,4B2BziXQ,K3ByiXR,kB;YAAgB,cAAhB,U2BziXQ,K3

ByiXR,S;YAAsB,I2BziXC,SAAH,U3ByiXgB,oB2BziXhB,CAAG,0B3ByiXD,C;cAAwB,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;UAC9

C,aAAO,K;;;Q2B1iXH,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,kE;MASyD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0

B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxG,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,

WAAiB,SAAN,KAAM,C;QACjB,OCruB4F,sBgGrMM,oBjG06BzE,IiG16ByE,ChGqMN,EDquB7D,UCruB6D,C;

mBDyuBhG,iBAAyB,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,CAAzB,WAAwD,CAAxD,U;QACI,kBAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,

C;QACR,c;;U3BihXE,Q;UAAhB,wB2BjhXQ,K3BihXR,gB;YAAgB,cAAhB,U2BjhXQ,K3BihXR,O;YAAsB,I2Bj

hXC,SAAH,U3BihXgB,oB2BjhXhB,CAAG,0B3BihXD,C;cAAwB,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;UAC9C,aAAO,K;;;Q2BlhXH

,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;K;IAIX,8E;MAA2G,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,K;MAOrG,UAKA,M;MAXlB,cAAk

B,CAAC,IAAL,GACV,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,CAAX,EAAsC,eAAT,QAAS,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAtC

,CADU,GAGV,SAAW,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,2BAAb,CAAX,EAAmD,gBAAT,QAAS,EAAc,CAAd,CAAnD,C;M

AEJ,IAAI,iCAAkB,yBAAtB,C;QACkB,yB;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAU,cAAN,KAAM,EAAc,

CAAd,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,KAAM,OAApC,EAA4C,UAA5C,CAAV,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QA

GD,2B;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IAAU,kBAAN,KAAM,EAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,SAArB,EAA2

B,OAA3B,EAAkC,KAAM,OAAxC,EAAgD,UAAhD,CAAV,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGnB,OAAO,E;K;IAGX,qE;

MAUsB,UAMA,M;MAflB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,OAAQ,KAAR,KAAgB,CAAnC,C;QACI,aAAqB,UAAR,O

AAQ,C;QACrB,YAAgB,CAAC,IAAL,GAAW,sBAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,CAAX,GAA4C,0BAAY,MAAZ,

EAAoB,UAApB,C;QACxD,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAS,MAAT,C;OAGpC,cAAkB,CAAC

,IAAL,GAAW,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,CAAX,EAA6B,gBAA7B,CAAX,GAAoD,SAAW,eAAX,UA

AW,EAAa,2BAAb,CAAX,EAA0C,CAA1C,C;MAElE,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACkB,yB;oBAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,

yB;UACmB,sB;;YRruBrB,U;YAAA,SQquBa,ORruBb,W;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,2B;cAAM,IQquBg

C,cRruBlB,OQquBkB,EAAc,CAAd,sBRruBlB,OQquBmD,OAAjC,aRruBhC,C;gBAAwB,qBAAO,O;gBAAP,uB;;

YAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;UQouBC,uC;UACA,IAAI,sBAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,cAAT,C;;;QAGD,2B;oBAAd,OAA

c,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACmB,wB;;YR3uBrB,U;YAAA,SQ2uBa,OR3uBb,W;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAg

B,6B;cAAM,IQ2uBgC,kBR3uBlB,SQ2uBkB,EAAkB,CAAlB,sBR3uBlB,SQ2uBuD,OAArC,aR3uBhC,C;gBAAw

B,uBAAO,S;gBAAP,uB;;YAC9C,uBAAO,I;;;UQ0uBC,2C;UACA,IAAI,wBAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,gBAAT,

C;;;MAInB,OAAO,I;K;IAGX,iE;MAY+D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtG,4BAAU,O

AAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,KAAlD,C;K;IAEJ,mE;MAYmE,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,

0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAClH,4BAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,C;K;IAEJ,kE;M

AWgE,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACvG,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,

EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,KAAlD,mDAAmE,E;K;IAEvE,sE;MAYoE,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,a

AAsB,K;MACnH,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,mDAAkE,E;K;I

AKtE,6D;MAM4C,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sB

AAW,mBAAY,IAAZ,CAAX,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,UAA1C,CADJ,GCz2B4F,kBgGrME,oBjGijC5E,IiGjjC4E,

ChGqMF,ED42BpE,UC52BoE,C;K;ID+2BhG,+D;MAQgD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;M

ACvF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,gBAA5B,EAAoC,UAApC,CADJ,

GCx3B4F,kBD23B1E,MC33B0E,ED23BlE,UC33BkE,C;K;ID83BhG,iE;MAQgD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,

0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC/F,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,0BAAe,mBAAY,IAAZ,CAAf,EAAkC,UAAlC,EAA8

C,UAA9C,CADJ,GCp4BgG,sBgGrMM,oBjG4kChF,IiG5kCgF,ChGqMN,EDu4BpE,UCv4BoE,C;K;ID04BpG,mE;

MAQoD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,2B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnG,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,M

AAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,CADJ,GCn5BgG,sBDs5B1E,MCt5B0E,

EDs5BlE,UCt5BkE,C;K;IDy5BpG,mD;MAM+D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjF,OAAI,yBAAJ,GACI,sBAAQ,KAA

R,UAA4B,UAA5B,KAA2C,CAD/C,GAGI,sBAAQ,KAAR,EAAe,CAAf,EAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA0B,UAA1B,KAAy

C,C;K;IAIjD,kD;MAMsD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxE,6BAAQ,IAAR,UAA2B,UAA3B,KAA0C,C;K;kFAE9C,4

B;MAI0E,OAAA,KAAM,yBAAgB,SAAhB,C;K;IAM3C,yE;MACjC,oB;MACA,8B;MACA,oB;MACA,kC;K;IAG
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8C,sF;MAAA,gE;MAC1C,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,yBAAwC,WAAX,yCAAW,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,oCAAM,OAAlB,

C;MACxC,uBAA2B,sB;MAC3B,gBAA0B,I;MAC1B,eAAmB,C;K;0EAEnB,Y;MACI,IAAI,uBAAkB,CAAtB,C;Q

ACI,iBAAY,C;QACZ,gBAAW,I;;QAEX,IAAI,4CAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,uDAAa,yCAA1B,IAAmC,uBAAkB,yCAA

M,OAA/D,C;UACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,iBAAN,yCAAM,CAAzB,C;UACX,uBAAkB,E;;UAElB,YAAkB,iDAAN,y

CAAM,EAAa,oBAAb,C;UAClB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;YACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,iBAAN,yCAAM,CAAzB,C;YAC

X,uBAAkB,E;;YAElB,IAAK,QAAiB,KAAjB,aAAL,EAAY,SAAU,KAAV,a;YACZ,gBAAW,gCAAwB,KAAxB,C

;YACX,yBAAoB,QAAQ,MAAR,I;YACpB,uBAAkB,0BAAwB,WAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,CAAjB,GAAwB,CAA5C,

K;;;QAG1B,iBAAY,C;;K;oEAIpB,Y;MAKiB,Q;MAJb,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,C

AAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,mE;MAEb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;K;uEAGX,Y;

MACI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;K;;iDA9C5B,Y;MAA8C,+D;K;;IAgEU,0E;M

AAA,0C;QXpmCjD,SWqmCH,sBAAW,kBAAX,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAkD,kBAAlD,C;QAAA,OAAwE,KAAK,C

AAT,GAAY,IAAZ,GAAsB,OAAM,CAAN,C;O;K;IAdlG,iF;MAUkE,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aA

AsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;Md7qC7H,IAAI,Ec8qCI,SAAS,Cd9qCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cc6qCkB,oD;Qd5qCl

B,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;Oc8qCV,OAAO,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,KAA1C,EA

AiD,gDAAjD,C;K;IAwBiD,gF;MAAA,0C;QAAkB,Q;QAAA,oCAAU,sBAAV,EAA0B,YAA1B,EAAqD,kBAArD

,EAAwE,KAAxE,aAAsF,GAAG,UAAH,EAAe,WAAO,OAAtB,CAAtF,O;O;K;IAlB9E,mF;MAc0E,0B;QAAA,aA

AkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MdpsCrI,IAAI,EcqsCI,SAAS,CdrsCb,CAAJ,C;

QACI,ccosCkB,oD;QdnsClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OcosCV,qBAAgC,OAAX,UAAW,C;MAEhC,O

AAO,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,KAA1C,EAAiD,sDAAjD,C;K;IAmBmE,sD;MAAA,qB;QAAE,

yCAAU,EAAV,C;O;K;IAZhF,mE;MAWmE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MACzG,OAAsE,O

AAtE,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,iCAAJ,C;K;IAE1E,yD;MAWyD,0B;QA

AA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC/F,IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;QACI,gBAAgB,WA

AW,CAAX,C;QAChB,IAAI,EAAC,SA/+BuC,YAAU,CA++BlD,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,mBAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,

UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;UAI2E,kBAAb,cAAtE,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,C

;MRyNtE,kBAAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAuEA,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;Q

ACT,WAAY,WQjSgF,uBRiSlE,IQjSkE,CRiShF,C;;MQjShB,ORkSO,W;K;IQvRmE,wD;MAAA,qB;QAAE,yCAA

U,EAAV,C;O;K;IARhF,qE;MAOiE,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MACvG,OAAsE,OAAtE,6

BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,mCAAJ,C;K;IAE1E,2D;MAOuD,0B;QAAA,aA

AsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC7F,IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;QACI,OAAO,mBAAoB,o

BAAd,WAAW,CAAX,CAAc,CAApB,EAAgC,UAAhC,EAA4C,KAA5C,C;OAG+E,kBAAb,cAAtE,6BAAkB,UA

AlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,C;MRgMtE,kBAAM,iBAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAuEA,

Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WQxQgF,uBRwQlE,IQxQkE,CRwQhF,C;;MQxQh

B,ORyQO,W;K;IQtQX,0D;Md5wCI,IAAI,EcqxCI,SAAS,CdrxCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,ccoxCkB,oD;QdnxClB,MAAM,

gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OcqxCV,oBAAoB,C;MACpB,gBAAgB,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,aAAnB,EAAkC,UA

AlC,C;MAChB,IAAI,cAAa,EAAb,IAAmB,UAAS,CAAhC,C;QACI,OAAO,OAAO,SAAK,WAAZ,C;OAGX,gBA

AgB,QAAQ,C;MACxB,aAAa,iBAAsB,SAAJ,GAAqB,eAAN,KAAM,EAAa,EAAb,CAArB,GAA2C,EAA7D,C;;Q

AET,MAAO,WA16B6E,8BA06B/D,aA16B+D,EA06BhD,SA16BgD,CAAkC,WA06B/G,C;QACP,gBAAgB,YAA

Y,SAAU,OAAtB,I;QAEhB,IAAI,aAAa,MAAO,KAAP,MAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,CAAjB,C;UAA2C,K;QAC3C,

YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,aAAnB,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;;MACP,sBAAa,EAAb,C;MAET,MAAO,WAj7BiF,8B

Ai7BnE,aAj7BmE,EAi7BpD,gBAj7BoD,CAAkC,WAi7BnH,C;MACP,OAAO,M;K;2EAGX,mC;MAOmD,qB;QA

AA,QAAa,C;MAAmB,OAAA,KAAM,eAAM,SAAN,EAAY,KAAZ,C;K;IAEzF,iC;MAK2D,mCAAgB,MAAhB,E

AAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,IAA9B,E;K;IAE3D,0B;MAKgD,OAAe,UAAf,uBAAe,C;K;IyK51C/D,sB;MAAA,0B;MAI

I,aAC+B,e;MAC/B,cACgC,e;MAChC,WAC6B,e;MAC7B,YAC8B,e;MAC9B,eACiC,e;MACjC,YAC8B,gB;MAC

9B,aAC+B,gB;MAC/B,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aAC+B,gB;MAC/B,eACiC,gB;MACjC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,sBAC

wC,gB;MACxC,uBACyC,gB;MACzC,kBACoC,gB;MACpC,cACgC,gB;MAChC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,iBACmC,

gB;MACnC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,uBACyC,iB;MAC

zC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;MACxC,uBACyC,iB;MACzC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;MACxC,

cACgC,iB;MAChC,oBACsC,iB;MACtC,cACgC,iB;MAChC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,mBACqC,iB
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;MACrC,YAC8B,iB;MAC9B,UAC4B,iB;MAC5B,mBACqC,iB;MACrC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,mBACqC,iB;MACr

C,sBACwC,iB;K;;;IAjF5C,kC;MAAA,iC;QAAA,gB;OAAA,0B;K;;;;;;;;;2FCuE0C,Y;MAAQ,oCAAa,IAAb,C;K;I

AiBpB,yC;MAAqB,kB;K;mIAC3C,Y;MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;mIACnD,Y;MACmD

,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;mIACnD,Y;MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;mI

ACnD,Y;MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;mIACnD,Y;MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAA

kB,CAAlB,C;K;mIACnD,Y;MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;mIACnD,Y;MACmD,OAAA,U

AAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;mIACnD,Y;MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;mIACnD,Y;

MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;K;qIACnD,Y;MACmD,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,EAAlB

,C;K;gDAEnD,Y;MAMoC,OAAA,UAAM,YAAY,iBAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,UAAM,YAAY,KAA7B,C;K;;;6EjEjH9

D,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,4B;QAI4C,kBAAM,SAAN,C;O;KAJ5C,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oC;QAI+D,k

BAAM,SAAN,EAAY,MAAZ,C;O;KAJ/D,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,qC;QAIqE,sBAAM,SAAN,EAAY,O

AAZ,C;O;KAJrE,C;IkEX+B,2B;MAAQ,6C;K;IAmBV,yB;MAOzB,gC;MAP8C,0B;K;IAO9C,8B;MAAA,kC;MA

CI,YAC4B,aAAS,GAAT,C;MAE5B,gBACgC,aAAS,wCAAO,kBAAhB,C;K;mDAEhC,yC;MAEI,2BAAoB,KAAp

B,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,UAAvC,C;K;;;IATR,0C;MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;OAAA,kC;K;oCAcA,Y;MAC6C,oBA

AS,CAAC,kBAAV,C;K;qCAE7C,iB;MACsD,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAM,cAAvB,C;K;sCAEtD,iB;MACuD,oBAAS,

qBAAQ,KAAM,cAAvB,C;K;uCAEvD,iB;MACkD,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;K;uCAElD,iB;MACqD,oBAAS,qB

AAQ,KAAjB,C;K;qCAErD,iB;MACgD,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KAAjB,C;K;qCAEhD,iB;MACmD,oBAAS,qBAAQ,KA

AjB,C;K;oCAEnD,iB;MACmD,OAAA,IAAK,cAAL,GAAa,KAAM,c;K;oCAEtE,Y;MACmC,4BAAQ,C;K;oCAE3

C,Y;MACmC,4BAAQ,C;K;oCAE3C,Y;MACmC,OAAM,WAAN,kBAAM,C;K;kCAEzC,Y;MACiC,OAAM,SAA

N,kBAAM,C;K;yFAGJ,Y;MAAQ,OAAI,iBAAJ,GAAmB,IAAD,aAAlB,GAA6B,I;K;yCAExE,iB;MAA+C,OAAW

,iBAAX,IAAK,cAAM,EAAU,KAAM,cAAhB,C;K;uHAK1D,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAcI,OAAO,OAAc,YAA

P,WAAO,CAAd,EAAuB,mBAAvB,EAAuC,qBAAvC,EAAyD,qBAAzD,EAA2E,yBAA3E,C;O;KAdX,C;uHAiBA

,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAaI,OAAO,OAAe,YAAR,YAAQ,CAAf,EAAwB,qBAAxB,EAA0C,qBAA1C,EAA4

D,yBAA5D,C;O;KAbX,C;uHAgBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,yB;QAYI,OAAO,OAAiB,YAAV,cAAU,CAAjB,EAA

0B,qBAA1B,EAA4C,yBAA5C,C;O;KAZX,C;uHAeA,kB;MAWI,OAAO,OAAiB,uBAAV,cAAU,CAAjB,EAA2B,

yBAA3B,C;K;0FAIsB,Y;MAAQ,OAAe,YAAd,eAAU,EAAI,C;K;4FAErB,Y;MAAQ,OAAiB,YAAhB,iBAAY,EA

AI,C;K;4FAEzB,Y;MAAQ,OAAiB,YAAhB,iBAAY,EAAI,C;K;gGAErB,Y;MAAQ,OAAsB,YAArB,qBAAgB,KA

AK,C;K;0CAKrE,gB;MACkD,2BAAoB,kBAApB,0CAAwC,IAAxC,C;K;wCAElD,gB;MAK8C,OAAe,uBAAf,sB

AAS,IAAT,CAAe,C;K;uCAE7D,gB;MAK4C,OAAe,YAAf,sBAAS,IAAT,CAAe,C;K;kFAGjC,Y;MAAQ,6D;K;m

FAGP,Y;MAAQ,8D;K;qFAGN,Y;MAAQ,gE;K;qFAGR,Y;MAAQ,gE;K;0FAGH,Y;MAAQ,qE;K;0FAGR,Y;MA

AQ,qE;K;yFAGT,Y;MAAQ,oE;K;2CAIzC,Y;MAOuC,kE;K;4CAEvC,Y;MAOwC,mE;K;kCAExC,Y;MAoBmB,U

AaX,M;MAnBJ,sB;QAD8B,OACd,kBAAM,W;WACtB,2BAAS,GAAT,C;QAF8B,OAEd,I;;QAEZ,YAAY,kBAAc

,c;QAC1B,qBAAiB,KAAjB,C;QACA,sBAAkB,CAAlB,C;QAEI,YAAQ,MAAR,C;UAAqC,kD;UAAO,eAAa,I;UA

ApB,OtLtJ1C,S;esLuJK,YAAQ,CAAR,C;UAAsC,wD;UAAO,gBAAc,C;UAArB,OtLvJ3C,W;esLwJK,YAAQ,MA

AR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,SAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,KAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA

,YAAQ,MAAR,C;;aACA,YAAQ,UAAU,KAAlB,C;;;UAC0B,iD;UAAO,eAAa,I;UAApB,OtL/J/B,W;;QsLqJC,e;Q

AYA,YAAY,sBAAS,IAAT,C;QAER,iB;UAAc,0BAAiB,KAAjB,C;aACd,oBAAc,CAAd,C;UAAmB,4BAAmB,K

AAnB,EAA0B,aAA1B,C;;UACX,+BAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,iB9FsFH,MAAW,K8FtFM,K9FsFN,C8FtFR,CAA7B,

C;;QAvBc,OAoB1B,SAIS,UAAL,IAAK,C;;K;qCAIjB,iB;MACI,YAAQ,CAAR,C;QADwC,OAC3B,C;WACb,YA

AQ,EAAR,C;QAFwC,OAE1B,C;WACd,YAAQ,GAAR,C;QAHwC,OAGzB,C;;QAHyB,OAIhC,C;K;0CAGZ,0B;

MAawC,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,C;MAI7C,Q;MzLjQX,IAAI,EyL8PQ,YAAY,CzL9PpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cyL6PyB,oD

;QzL5PzB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OyL6PN,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,kBAAM,W;MAC/B,aA

Aa,sBAAS,IAAT,C;MAET,I9FwDsC,MAAW,K8FxD7C,M9FwD6C,C8FxDjD,GAAc,MAAd,C;QAAsB,6BAAsB,

MAAtB,EAAuC,eAAT,QAAS,EAAa,EAAb,CAAvC,C;;QACd,wBAAiB,MAAjB,C;MAFZ,OAAO,OAGE,UAAL,

IAAK,C;K;qCAIb,Y;MjE4GuB,gBAAhB,sB;MiE5FH,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAkB,yBAAO,EAAP,C;MAClB,yBAAO,

IAAP,C;MACc,YAAd,kB;MAhMO,YAAe,YAAR,aAAQ,C;MAAf,cAAwB,sB;MAAxB,cAA0C,sB;MAA1C,kBA

A4D,0B;MAiM/D,eAAe,UAAS,C;MACxB,iBAAiB,YAAW,CAAX,IAAgB,gBAAe,C;MAChD,iBAAiB,YAAW,C

AAX,KAAiB,cAAc,QAA/B,C;MACjB,IAAI,QAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,KAAP,CAAc,gBAAO,EAAP,C;OAElB,IAA
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I,UAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,OAAP,CAAgB,gBAAO,EAAP,C;OAEpB,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,QAAD,IAAa,CAAC,UAA

7B,CAAJ,C;QACI,yBAAO,OAAP,C;QACA,IAAI,gBAAe,CAAnB,C;UACI,yBAAO,EAAP,C;UACA,UAAiC,WA

AvB,WAAY,WAAW,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,EAAZ,C;UAE7B,kBAAc,OAAd,KAA2B,CAA3B,C;YAAgC,8BAAY,

GAAZ,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,CAApB,C;eAChC,kBAAc,IAAd,KAAuB,CAAvB,C;YAA4B,8BAAY,GAAZ,EA

AiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,CAApB,C;;YACpB,yBAAO,GAAP,C;SAGhB,yBAAO,EAAP,C;OAxBuB,OtLvO5B,SqHoU

qC,W;K;;;;;kCiE1YhD,Y;MAAA,c;MAiBkD,8D;MAjBlD,a;K;gCAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAiBkD,sDAjBlD,G;K;IA+UA

,qC;MAG0D,OAAW,aAAX,SAAW,EAAW,IAAX,C;K;IAErE,uC;MAG2D,OAAW,aAAX,oBAAW,EAAW,IAAX

,C;K;IAEtE,uC;MAG6D,oBAAS,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,yCAAT,C;K;IAQlC,oC;MAAQ,oE;K;IAKP,s

C;MAAQ,sE;K;IAKN,sC;MAAQ,sE;K;IAKV,qC;MAAQ,qE;K;IAKP,uC;MAAQ,uE;K;IAKN,uC;MAAQ,uE;K;IA

KX,qC;MAAQ,qE;K;IAKP,uC;MAAQ,uE;K;IAKN,uC;MAAQ,uE;K;IAKhB,gC;MAAQ,gE;K;IAKP,kC;MAAQ,k

E;K;IAKN,kC;MAAQ,kE;K;IAKX,gC;MAAQ,gE;K;IAKP,kC;MAAQ,kE;K;IAKN,kC;MAAQ,kE;K;IAKb,8B;M

AAQ,8D;K;IAKP,gC;MAAQ,gE;K;IAKN,gC;MAAQ,gE;K;IAKZ,6B;MAAQ,6D;K;IAKP,+B;MAAQ,+D;K;IAK

N,+B;MAAQ,+D;K;yEAG/B,+B;MAIqE,8BAAW,SAAX,C;K;2EAErE,+B;MAIwE,8BAAW,SAAX,C;K;IC3axE,

8B;MAEgD,QAAM,SAAN,M;aAC5C,a;UAD4C,OAChB,I;aAC5B,c;UAF4C,OAEf,I;aAC7B,c;UAH4C,OAGf,I;a

AC7B,S;UAJ4C,OAIpB,G;aACxB,S;UAL4C,OAKpB,G;aACxB,O;UAN4C,OAMtB,G;aACtB,M;UAP4C,OAOvB,

G;gBAPuB,mC;;K;IChDhD,4B;K;;;MC4BI,kC;;IAXA,gC;MAAA,oC;MAM0B,2BAAc,iC;K;8CACpC,Y;MAAkC,

OAAA,iCAAoB,W;K;6CADhC,Y;MAAA,yC;K;;;IAN1B,4C;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;OAAA,oC;K;IAWA,gC;MA

AA,oC;K;;;IAAA,4C;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;OAAA,oC;K;;IAKJ,oB;K;qCAcI,oB;MAK8D,4BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAu

B,QAAvB,C;K;sCAE9D,oB;MAK+D,wBAAM,QAAD,aAAL,C;K;sCAG/D,Y;MAMqC,QAAC,iBAAa,a;K;yCAE

nD,Y;MAMwC,OAAA,iBAAa,a;K;;4EAIzD,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,mC;QAQuE,MAAM,WAAM,0BAAN,C;O;K

AR7E,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,mC;QAQsE,MAAM,WAAM,0BAAN,C;O;KAR5E,C;IAY8B,4C;MAAi

D,mB;MAAhD,gB;MAAoB,4B;K;4CAC/C,Y;MAAsC,OAAA,SAAK,aAAL,cAAoB,eAApB,C;K;6CAEtC,oB;MA

AkD,4BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,4BAAa,QAAb,CAAvB,C;K;;IChGV,sC;MAAC,gB;K;IAOf,4E;MAA8G,mB;MAA

7G,4B;MAA6B,8B;MAAgD,sB;K;+DACpG,Y;MAAsC,OAAgC,aAA/B,iBAAW,OAAX,UAAoB,gBAApB,CAA+

B,EAAW,iBAAW,KAAtB,CAAhC,cAA8D,aAA9D,C;K;gEACtC,oB;MAAkD,+CAAa,gBAAb,EAAwB,iBAAxB,

EAAoC,0BAAS,QAAT,CAApC,C;K;;+CAGtD,Y;MAAmC,+CAAa,WAAb,EAAqB,IAArB,EAA2B,gCAAS,KAA

pC,C;K;;IAUO,wC;MAAC,gB;K;IAOf,gF;MAAkH,mB;MAAjH,4B;MAA+B,8B;MAAkD,sB;K;mEAC1G,Y;MA

AsC,OAAgC,aAA/B,iBAAW,OAAX,GAAoB,gBAAW,EAAW,iBAAW,KAAtB,CAAhC,cAA8D,aAA9D,C;K;oE

ACtC,oB;MAAkD,mDAAe,gBAAf,EAA0B,iBAA1B,EAAsC,0BAAS,QAAT,CAAtC,C;K;;iDAGtD,Y;MAAmC,m

DAAe,WAAf,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,gCAAS,KAAtC,C;K;;IAGvC,0B;MAgB8B,yE;MAC1B,mB;K;oCAEA,Y;

MAA4B,qB;K;iDAE5B,oB;MAYc,Q;MAFV,YAAY,QAAS,kBAAS,SAAT,C;MACrB,gBAAsB,uBAAN,KAAM,

C;MACZ,IAAI,gDAA+B,4CAAnC,C;QAEN,iBAAiB,mBAAU,SAAV,C;QACjB,IAAI,mBAAY,SAAZ,gBAAyB,

CAAzB,IAA8B,mBAAY,UAAZ,eAAyB,CAA3D,C;UAA8D,gBAAS,QAAT,C;QAC9D,iB;;QAGA,mBAAiB,4BA

AU,K;QAC3B,IAAI,sDAA+B,kDAAnC,C;UAAgE,gBAAS,QAAT,C;QACrD,8BAAX,YAAW,C;;MATf,qB;K;0C

AaJ,oB;MACI,MAAM,6BAAsB,iDAA+C,cAA/C,qCAA0E,QAA1E,MAAtB,C;K;;qFC7Fd,yB;MAAA,yC;MAAA,

wB;QA2BI,WAAW,8B;QAhB6B,KAiBxC,E;QAjBA,OAkBO,IAAK,a;O;KA7BhB,C;uFAeA,4B;MAYI,WAAW,

mB;MACX,O;MACA,OAAO,IAAK,a;K;IAYe,qC;MAAC,kB;MAAc,wB;K;;sCAR9C,Y;MAQgC,iB;K;sCARhC,

Y;MAQ8C,oB;K;wCAR9C,2B;MAAA,sBAQgC,qCARhC,EAQ8C,8CAR9C,C;K;oCAAA,Y;MAAA,OAQgC,iDA

RhC,IAQ8C,8CAR9C,O;K;oCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;MAQgC,sD;MAAc,yD;MAR9C,a;K;kCAAA,iB;MAAA,4IAQgC,

sCARhC,IAQ8C,4CAR9C,I;K;iGAUA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAgBA,8C;MAhBA,wB;QA6BI,WAAW,8B;QACX,aAjB8

C,KAiBjC,E;QAjBb,OAkBO,oBAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,IAAK,aAAxB,C;O;KA/BX,C;mGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;M

AAA,mC;QAaI,WAAW,mB;QACX,aAAa,O;QACb,OAAO,oBAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,IAAK,aAAxB,C;O;KAfX,

C;IpJZA,2E;MASI,sC;MAAA,4C;K;IATJ,mGAWY,Y;MAAQ,2B;KAXpB,E;IAAA,4DAaQ,kB;MACI,wBAAW,

MAAX,C;K;IAdZ,wF;IqJcwC,sC;MACpC,0B;K;;IAGJ,kC;MAUI,OAA2C,CAA3C,2BAA6B,uBAA7B,EAAoC,K

AApC,CAA2C,e;K;IAE/C,8B;K;kDAuBI,4B;MASI,MAAM,qCAA8B,8CAA9B,C;K;;;IAY4B,8C;MAGtC,6B;MA

EmD,UAMX,M;MAPxC,kBACmD,mE;MAEnD,eAC0B,K;MAE1B,cACwC,kE;MAExC,gBACmC,gB;K;iGAG/B

,Y;MAAQ,0C;K;0DAEZ,kB;MACI,cAAY,I;MACZ,gBAAc,M;K;IAGsE,iG;MAAA,uB;QAExE,Q;QAAZ,qCAAY

,8D;QACZ,sCAAa,a;QAFb,OAGA,yB;O;K;2DAJJ,+B;MAAkD,OAAsC,wDAAtC,c;K;IAOyE,uH;MAAA,uB;QA
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ExG,Q;QAAf,iBAAe,8F;QACf,eAAK,2B;QAA6B,mC;Q5L/FtB,gBAAT,Q;Q4LoG0D,kB;QAJzD,sBAAsB,SAAK

,W;QAC3B,IAAI,eAAa,eAAjB,C;UAEI,iC;UACA,mBAAY,oCAAwB,eAAxB,EAAyC,kEAAzC,C;;UAGZ,mBA

AY,kE;;QAEhB,oBAAa,e;QAZjB,OAcA,yB;O;K;6DAfJ,0C;MAAqF,OAAsC,qEAAtC,c;K;IAqBzB,mI;MAAA,q

B;QACxD,yCAAgB,uB;QAGhB,qCAAY,Y;QACZ,uCAAc,E;QAClB,W;O;K;iEATA,iC;MAGwB,wCAAa,mCAA

b,EAAoC,kFAApC,C;K;mDAQxB,Y;MAMuB,UADC,MACD,EAIH,MAJG,EAaK,M;MAjBxB,OAAO,IAAP,C;Q

AEI,aAAa,IAAK,S;QACF,SAAL,IAAK,O;QAAL,mB;UACyB,gBAArB,0D;UtJvBhB,U;UADP,yB;UsJwBe,OtJvB

R,sF;SsJsBC,WAAW,M;QAGX,IAAI,mDAAoB,MAApB,QAAJ,C;;YAIiB,SAAT,epJtJV,CoJsJuD,IpJtJvD,EoJsJ6

D,YpJtJ7D,EoJsJoE,IpJtJpE,EAA8C,KAA9C,C;;YoJuJQ,gC;cACE,IrJvJhB,oBD+CQ,WAAO,csJwG0B,CtJxG1B,

CAAP,CC/CR,C;cqJwJgB,Q;;cALI,O;;UAAR,c;UAQA,IAAI,MAAM,yBAAV,C;YACI,IrJrKhB,oBD+CQ,WsJsHo

B,0EtJtHpB,CC/CR,C;;UqJwKY,gBAAc,gB;UACd,IAAK,oBAAW,MAAX,C;;;K;;4EC3MrB,yB;MAAA,8B;MAA

A,4B;QAOyC,Q;QAAA,gFAAoB,C;O;KAP7D,C;ICM0B,4C;MA+CtB,qC;MA/CuB,kB;MAAgB,kB;MAAgB,kB;

MAMvD,iBAAsB,iBAAU,UAAV,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,UAAxB,C;K;0CAEtB,+B;MjMWA,IAAI,EiMViB,CA

AT,sBAAY,GAAZ,KAA4C,CAAT,sBAAY,GAA/C,MAA+E,CAAT,sBAAY,GAAlF,CjMUR,CAAJ,C;QACI,ciM

VI,2E;QjMWJ,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;OiMTN,OAAO,CAAA,KAAM,IAAI,EAAV,KAAgB,KAAM,

IAAI,CAA1B,IAA+B,KAA/B,I;K;uCAGX,Y;MAGkC,OAAE,UAAF,oBAAS,UAAT,SAAgB,U;K;qCAElD,iB;M

AEwB,gB;MADpB,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MACP,iE;MAAD,mB;QAA6B,OAAO,K;OAAvD,mB

AAmB,M;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UAAL,KAAgB,YAAa,U;K;uCAGxC,Y;MAA+B,qB;K;8CAE/B,iB;MAAoD,wB

AAU,KAAM,UAAhB,I;K;gDAEpD,wB;MAKI,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,

KAAd,IACf,IAAK,MAAL,IAAc,KADtB,C;K;gDAGJ,+B;MAKI,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IA

AK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,KACd,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAsB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,IACf,IAAK,M

AAL,IAAc,KADrB,CADc,CAAvB,C;K;IAIJ,mC;MAAA,uC;MACI,2BAIuC,G;MAEvC,eAIoC,uCAA0B,M;K;;;I

AXlE,+C;MAAA,8C;QAAA,6B;OAAA,uC;K;;IA9CA,iD;MAAA,uD;MAG6C,0BAAK,KAAL,EAAY,KAAZ,EA

AmB,CAAnB,C;MAH7C,Y;K;IA6DJ,qC;MAAA,yC;K;8CAEI,Y;MAC2B,yBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,

EAApB,C;K;;;IAH/B,iD;MAAA,gD;QAAA,+B;OAAA,yC;K;4FCxDI,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,MAAM,

6BAAoB,6BAApB,C;O;KAAd,C;;;;ICSJ,uB;MAG2C,+BAAoB,KAApB,C;K;4EAE3C,wC;MAO4F,sB;K;IAE5F,6

C;MAAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;K;IAAA,2C;MAAA,8C;O;MAKI,wF;MAKA,sF;MAMA,wE;K;;IAXA,yD;MA

AA,iC;MAAA,iD;K;;IAKA,wD;MAAA,iC;MAAA,gD;K;;IAMA,iD;MAAA,iC;MAAA,yC;K;;IAhBJ,uC;MAAA,i

J;K;;IAAA,4C;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;UAAA,sD;aAAA,a;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;UAAA,8C;gBAAA,gE;;K;;IAyBA,+B;

MAAA,mC;K;;;IAAA,2C;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;IAGoC,qC;MAChC,qBAAsC,W;MACtC,gBAA2B

,iC;K;uFAGvB,Y;MAMW,Q;MALP,IAAI,kBAAW,iCAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,mC;QACT,qBAAc,I;OAGlB,OAAO,

gF;K;6CAGf,Y;MAAwC,yBAAW,iC;K;wCAEnD,Y;MAAkC,OAAI,oBAAJ,GAA2B,SAAN,UAAM,CAA3B,GA

A2C,iC;K;8CAE7E,Y;MAAkC,+BAAoB,UAApB,C;K;;IAGG,oC;MAAC,4B;K;wEAAA,Y;MAAA,2B;K;kDAEtC

,Y;MAAwC,W;K;6CAExC,Y;MAAkC,OAAM,SAAN,UAAM,C;K;;oFC2C5C,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAM6C

,OAAmB,aAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,C;O;KANhE,C;oGAQA,yB;MxG7FA,iB;MwG6FA,4B;QAMqD,OxG5FqB,awG

4FpB,YAAY,GxG5FQ,CwG4FrB,GAA6C,EAA7C,I;O;KANrD,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAMsD,OA

AmB,sBAAlB,YAAW,GAAO,C;O;KANzE,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAOmD,OAAuC,O

AApB,kBAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,CAAoB,C;O;KAP1F,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAOkD,O

AA2B,OAAnB,iBAAR,SAAQ,CAAmB,C;O;KAP7E,C;IAUA,2C;MAaI,OAA+E,OAA9E,SAAQ,KAAI,WAAa,C

AAjB,CAAR,GAAkD,CAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,MAAK,CAAL,IAAU,WAAa,CAAvB,CAA4B,C;K;IAEnF,4C;MAa

I,OAA+E,OAA9E,SAAQ,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAS,WAAa,CAAtB,CAAR,GAAwD,CAAlB,YAAY,GAAM,OAAK,WA

Aa,CAAlB,CAAsB,C;K;oFAEnF,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAM8C,OAAqB,aAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,C;O;KANn

E,C;oGAQA,yB;MxGtKA,iB;MwGsKA,4B;QAOI,OxGtKsE,awGsKrE,YAAY,KxGtKyD,CwGsKtE,GAA+C,EA

A/C,I;O;KAPJ,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAMuD,OAAqB,sBAApB,YAAW,KAAS,C;O;KAN5E,C;8F

AQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAOqD,OAAyC,QAApB,kBAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,CAAoB,C;O;KAP

9F,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,wD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAOoD,OAA2B,QAAnB,iBAAR,SAAQ,CAAmB,C;O;KAP/

E,C;IAUA,2C;MAaI,OAAoF,QAAnF,SAAQ,KAAI,WAAa,EAAjB,CAAR,GAAqD,CAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,MAA

K,EAAL,IAAW,WAAa,EAAxB,CAA8B,C;K;IAExF,4C;MAaI,OAAoF,QAAnF,SAAQ,IAAI,EAAJ,IAAU,WAAa,

EAAvB,CAAR,GAA4D,CAApB,YAAY,KAAQ,OAAK,WAAa,EAAlB,CAAuB,C;K;0EpMlRxF,yB;MAaA,kF;M
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AbA,wB;QAuBI,IAAI,CAbI,KAaR,C;UACI,cAda,qB;UAeb,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;U;KAzBd,C;0E

AaA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WA

AjC,C;U;KAZd,C;sFAgBA,yB;MAWA,kF;MAXA,wB;QAQW,yB;QAeP,IAfsB,KAelB,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAhB2B,0

B;UAiB3B,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;UAEN,wBAnBkB,K;;QAAtB,4B;O;KARJ,C;wFAWA,yB;MAA

A,kF;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;UAEN,OAAO,

K;;O;KAhBf,C;oEAoBA,yB;MAaA,4E;MAbA,wB;QAuBI,IAAI,CAbE,KAaN,C;UACI,cAdW,e;UAeX,MAAM,2

BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;U;KAzBd,C;sEAaA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UACI,cA

Ac,a;UACd,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;U;KAZd,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAcA,4E;MAdA,wB;QAWW,uB;QAe

P,IAfoB,KAehB,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAhByB,0B;UAiBzB,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;UAEN,sBAnBgB,K;;

QAApB,0B;O;KAXJ,C;oFAcA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,2BA

AsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;UAEN,OAAO,K;;O;KAhBf,C;oEAqBA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,0B;QAMiD,MAAM,2BA

AsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;O;KANvD,C;IyCpHkC,uB;MA2D9B,8B;MA1DA,kB;K;mFAS8B,Y;MAAQ,iD;K;mFAM

R,Y;MAAQ,gD;K;wFAItC,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mB;QAWgB,Q;QADR,mB;UADJ,OACiB,I;;UADj

B,OAEY,2E;O;KAXhB,C;uCAcA,Y;MAQQ,kBADE,UACF,kB;QADJ,OACkB,UAAM,U;;QADxB,OAEY,I;K;gC

AGhB,Y;MAOQ,kBADE,UACF,kB;QADJ,OACkB,UAAM,W;;QADxB,OAEY,sBAAU,UAAV,O;K;IAKhB,4B;

MAAA,gC;K;wHAKI,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,wB;QAOI,uBAAO,KAAP,C;O;KAPJ,C;wHASA,yB;MAAA,kD;MA

AA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAOI,uBAAO,cAAc,SAAd,CAAP,C;O;KAPJ,C;;;IAdJ,wC;MAAA,uC;QAAA,sB;OAAA,gC;K

;IAwBsB,mC;MAClB,0B;K;sCAGA,iB;MAA4C,+CAAoB,uBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,C;K;wCAChE,Y;MAA+B,OA

AU,SAAV,cAAU,C;K;wCACzC,Y;MAAkC,oBAAU,cAAV,M;K;;;;;;gCA/F1C,Y;MAAA,c;MAOI,sD;MAPJ,a;K;

8BAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAOI,sCAPJ,G;K;IAmGA,kC;MAOI,OAAO,mBAAQ,SAAR,C;K;IAEX,mC;MAQI,IAAI,8C

AAJ,C;QAA6B,MAAM,eAAM,U;K;gFAG7C,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,qB;MAxCQ,kD;MAwCR,wB;QAOW,Q;;U

ACI,OAlDH,WAkDW,OAlDX,C;;UAmDN,gC;YACS,OA3CH,WAAO,cA2CI,CA3CJ,CAAP,C;;YAwCD,O;;QA

AP,W;O;KAPJ,C;kFAcA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,qB;MAtDQ,kD;MAsDR,mC;QAOW,Q;;UACI,OAhEH,WAgEW,

gBAhEX,C;;UAiEN,gC;YACS,OAzDH,WAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;;YAsDD,O;;QAAP,W;O;KAPJ,C;8EAgB

A,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,4B;QAUW,Q;QADP,yB;QACA,OAAO,gF;O;KAVX,C;+EAaA,y

B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAegB,UADL,M;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,yF;;UACA,mBA

AU,SAAV,C;QAFZ,a;O;KAdJ,C;kFAoBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,0C;QAUW,Q;QADP,IAAI,mBAAJ,

C;UAAe,OAAO,Y;QACtB,OAAO,gF;O;KAVX,C;qEAaA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,kD;QAiB0B,UADf,

M;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,mBAAU,gFAAV,C;;UACA,mBAAU,SAAV,C;QAFZ,a;O;KAhBJ,C;

mEAwBA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;YAe8C,I;YADnC,M;QACH,wB;UAAa,gB;UAAO,S

A7JhB,WA6JwB,UAAU,gFAAV,CA7JxB,C;;UA8JI,oBAAO,eAAP,C;QAFZ,a;O;KAdJ,C;gFAoBA,yB;MAAA,g

B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;MA1GA,qB;MAtDQ,kD;MAgKR,uC;QAWW,Q;QACH,wB;UA/GG,U;;YA+GkC,U;YA

9G9B,SAhEH,gBA8KuB,UAAU,sFAAV,CA9KvB,C;;YAiEN,gC;cACS,SAzDH,gBAAO,cAyDI,CAzDJ,CAAP,C;

;cAsDD,O;;UA+GU,a;;UACL,uBAAO,eAAP,C;QAFZ,W;O;KAXJ,C;wEAiBA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,uC;QAcW,

Q;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QACzB,sB;UAAQ,gB;;UACO,OAnMX,WAmMmB,UAAU,SAAV,CAnMnB,C;;QAiMR,

W;O;KAdJ,C;wFAoBA,yB;MA/IA,4B;MAAA,qB;MAtDQ,kD;MAqMR,uC;QAWW,Q;QAAM,gBAAgB,2B;QAC

zB,sB;UAAQ,gB;;UApJL,U;;YACI,SAhEH,WAoNkB,oBApNlB,C;;YAiEN,gC;cACS,SAzDH,WAAO,cAyDI,CA

zDJ,CAAP,C;;cAsDD,O;;UAqJK,a;;QAFZ,W;O;KAXJ,C;4EAmBA,6B;MAUI,Q;MAAA,iD;QAAyB,Y;OACzB,O

AAO,S;K;4EAGX,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,oC;QAU0B,Q;QAAtB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAAe,OAAO,gFAA

P,C;SACf,OAAO,S;O;KAXX,C;ItCrTgC,sC;MAAC,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,kC;mBAA4C,O;;K;;0DAE/F,yB;MAAA,

2D;MAAA,mB;QAKoC,MAAM,8B;O;KAL1C,C;oEAOA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,yB;QAMkD,MAAM,6BAAoB,s

CAAmC,MAAvD,C;O;KANxD,C;gEAUA,iB;MAUI,OAAO,O;K;kEAGX,4B;MAUI,OAAO,gB;K;oEAGX,2B;M

AUI,OAAgB,MAAT,QAAS,C;K;oEAGpB,4B;MAUI,gB;MACA,OAAO,S;K;kEAGX,4B;MAWI,MAAM,SAAN,

C;MACA,OAAO,S;K;kEAGX,4B;MAUI,OAAO,MAAM,SAAN,C;K;sEAGX,gC;MAWI,OAAW,UAAU,SAAV,C

AAJ,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,I;K;8EAG1C,gC;MAWI,OAAW,CAAC,UAAU,SAAV,CAAL,GAAsB,SAAtB,GA

AgC,I;K;wEAG3C,yB;MAWI,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,KAAtB,U;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,C;;K;wEkMjJR,iB;MAIkF,

Y;K;ICY9C,6B;MAChC,kB;MACA,oB;K;8BAGA,Y;MAGyC,aAAG,UAAH,UAAW,WAAX,M;K;;gCAvB7C,Y;

MAgBI,iB;K;gCAhBJ,Y;MAiBI,kB;K;kCAjBJ,yB;MAAA,gBAgBI,qCAhBJ,EAiBI,wCAjBJ,C;K;8BAAA,Y;MA
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AA,c;MAgBI,sD;MACA,uD;MAjBJ,a;K;4BAAA,iB;MAAA,4IAgBI,sCAhBJ,IAiBI,wCAjBJ,I;K;IA0BA,6B;MA

MoD,gBAAK,SAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;K;IAEpD,8B;MAI8C,iBAAO,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,E;K;IAiBD,sC;MACzC,

kB;MACA,oB;MACA,kB;K;gCAGA,Y;MAGyC,aAAG,UAAH,UAAW,WAAX,UAAoB,UAApB,M;K;;kCAxB7C

,Y;MAgBI,iB;K;kCAhBJ,Y;MAiBI,kB;K;kCAjBJ,Y;MAkBI,iB;K;oCAlBJ,gC;MAAA,kBAgBI,qCAhBJ,EAiBI,w

CAjBJ,EAkBI,qCAlBJ,C;K;gCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;MAgBI,sD;MACA,uD;MACA,sD;MAlBJ,a;K;8BAAA,iB;MAA

A,4IAgBI,sCAhBJ,IAiBI,wCAjBJ,IAkBI,sCAlBJ,I;K;IA2BA,8B;MAImD,iBAAO,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,EAAsB,e

AAtB,E;K;IjNnEzB,qB;MAEtB,6B;MAFyD,gB;K;IAEzD,2B;MAAA,+B;MACI,iBAGoC,UAAM,CAAN,C;MAEp

C,iBAGoC,UAAM,MAAN,C;MAEpC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,C;K;;;IAnBtC,uC;MAAA,sC;QAAA,qB;OA

AA,+B;K;kGAsBA,iB;MAOmE,OAAa,0BAgJ1C,SAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8B,EAAU,KAgJpD,KAAL,GAAiB,GAhJ8

B,C;K;sGAEhF,iB;MAM2D,OAAa,0BAwIlC,SAAL,GAAiB,GAxIsB,EAAU,KEyI5C,KAAL,GAAiB,KFzIsB,C;K

;sGAExE,yB;MA+JA,6B;MChKA,8C;MDCA,wB;QAMyD,OCAS,YAAiB,CDkKhD,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAt

B,CClKgD,MAAjB,EDAe,KCAc,KAA7B,C;O;KDNlE,C;sGAQA,yB;MAiKA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgBlKA,

gD;MhBCA,wB;QAM0D,OgBAS,aAAkB,ChBoKhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBpKgD,MAAlB,Eh

BAgB,KgBAc,KAA9B,C;O;KhBNnE,C;4FAQA,yB;MA+IA,6B;MA/IA,wB;QAEsD,OCMD,cAAU,CDgJ5B,cAA

U,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CDgJ5C,cAtJsC,KAsJ5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MA

AX,IAAf,C;O;KDRrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA4IA,6B;MA5IA,wB;QAEuD,OCGF,cAAU,CDgJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAi

B,GAAtB,CChJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cFpJuC,KEoJ7B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;O;K

DLrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAyIA,6B;MAzIA,wB;QAEqD,OCAA,cAAU,CDgJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4

B,MAAK,GDAI,KCAO,KAAX,IAAf,C;O;KDFrD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAgJA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAhJA,wB;Q

AEuD,OgBAA,eAAW,ChBuJ7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBvJ6B,MAAK,KhBAI,KgBAO,KAAX,

CAAhB,C;O;KhBFvD,C;8FAIA,yB;MAkIA,6B;MAlIA,wB;QAEuD,OCMD,cAAU,CDmI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAi

B,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cAzIwC,KAyI9B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;O;

KDRtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA+HA,6B;MA/HA,wB;QAEwD,OCGF,cAAU,CDmI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C

CnI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cFvIyC,KEuI/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KDLtD,C;8FA

GA,yB;MA4HA,6B;MA5HA,wB;QAEsD,OCAA,cAAU,CDmI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI6B,MAAK,

GDAK,KCAO,KAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KDFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAmIA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAnIA,wB;QAEwD,O

gBAA,eAAW,ChB0I9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgB1I8B,MAAK,UhBAK,KgBAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,

C;O;KhBFxD,C;8FAIA,yB;MAqHA,6B;MArHA,wB;QAEuD,OCMD,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAi

B,GAAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cA5HwC,KA4H9B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;

O;KDRtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAkHA,6B;MAlHA,wB;QAEwD,OCGF,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,G

AAtB,CCtH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CCuH9C,cF1HyC,KE0H/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;O;K

DLtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA+GA,6B;MA/GA,wB;QAEsD,OCAA,cAAe,YAAL,CDsH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAt

B,CCtH6B,MAAK,EDAK,KCAO,KAAZ,CAAf,C;O;KDFtD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAsHA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MA

tHA,wB;QAEwD,OgBAA,eAAW,ChB6H9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgB7H8B,MAAK,UhBAK,Kg

BAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KhBFxD,C;0FAIA,yB;MAwGA,6B;MClGA,4C;MDNA,wB;QAEqD,OCMD,WDyGjB,

cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,EDyGjB,cA/GoC,KA+G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,C;O;KDRpD,

C;0FAGA,yB;MAqGA,6B;MClGA,4C;MDHA,wB;QAEsD,OCGF,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGi

B,EC0GjB,cF7GqC,KE6G3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;O;KDLpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAkGA,6B;MClGA,4

C;MDAA,wB;QAEoD,OCAA,WDyGjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,EDAkB,KCAlB,C;O;KDFpD,C;0

FAGA,yB;MAyGA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgBzGA,8C;MhBAA,wB;QAEsD,OgBAA,YhBgHjB,eAAW,oBA

AL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBhHiB,EhBAmB,KgBAnB,C;O;KhBFtD,C;0FAIA,yB;MA2FA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MDN

A,wB;QAEqD,OCMD,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,ED4FjB,cAlGoC,KAkG1B,KAAL,GAAiB,

GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;O;KDRpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAwFA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MDHA,wB;QAEsD,OCGF,cD4FjB,cAAU,S

AAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,EC6FjB,cFhGqC,KEgG3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,C;O;KDLpD,C;0FAGA

,yB;MAqFA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MDAA,wB;QAEoD,OCAA,cD4FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,EDAkB,

KCAlB,C;O;KDFpD,C;0FAGA,yB;MA4FA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgB5FA,oD;MhBAA,wB;QAEsD,OgBAA,

ehBmGjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBnGiB,EhBAmB,KgBAnB,C;O;KhBFtD,C;0EAIA,yB;MAAA

,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,KAAX,C;O;KAF1C,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAA
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A,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,KAAX,C;O;KAF1C,C;kGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAuEA,6B;MA

vEA,wB;QAE8D,0BA8E3B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CA9E2B,EA8E3B,cA9EoD,KA8E1C,KAAL,GAAiB,G

AAtB,CA9E2B,C;O;KAF9D,C;0FAIA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgL5IJ,0B;MhL4II,wB;QAEmD,sBgL3IgC,OhL2I1B,IAA

K,KgL3IX,GhL2IoB,KAAM,KgL3IM,ChL2IhC,C;O;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgL1IJ,0B;MhL0II,wB;

QAEkD,sBgLzI+B,OhLyIzB,IAAK,KgLzIX,GhLyImB,KAAM,KgLzIM,ChLyI/B,C;O;KAFlD,C;0FAGA,yB;MA

AA,+B;MgLxIJ,0B;MhLwII,wB;QAEmD,sBgLvIgC,OhLuI1B,IAAK,KgLvIX,GhLuIoB,KAAM,KgLvIM,ChLuIh

C,C;O;KAFnD,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MgLtIJ,0B;MhLsII,mB;QAEiC,sBgLrIqB,OAAP,ChLqIR,SgLrIe,ChLqIr

B,C;O;KAFjC,C;gFAIA,Y;MASmC,gB;K;kFACnC,yB;MgL9IJ,4B;MhL8II,mB;QASqC,OgLpJiD,QhLoJ5C,SgLp

JY,GhLoJE,GgLpJ8B,C;O;KhL2ItF,C;8EAUA,Y;MASiC,OAAK,SAAL,GAAiB,G;K;gFAClD,yB;MAAA,WASq

D,wB;MATrD,mB;QASmC,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,U;O;KATnC,C;kFAWA,Y;MAEqC,W;K;oFACrC,yB;

MAAA,iC;MgLhLJ,4B;MhLgLI,mB;QASuC,uBgLtL+C,QhLsLnC,SgLtLG,GhLsLW,GgLtLqB,ChLsL/C,C;O;KA

TvC,C;gFAUA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QASmC,qBAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,C;O;KATnC,C;kFAUA,yB;M

AAA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,UAAN,C;O;KATrC,C;kFAW

A,Y;MAMqC,OApDC,SAAL,GAAiB,G;K;oFAqDlD,Y;MAMuC,OA3DD,SAAL,GAAiB,G;K;+BA6DlD,Y;MAA

yC,OAAQ,CA7DX,SAAL,GAAiB,GA6DD,Y;K;;;;;+BA/OrD,Y;MAAA,c;MAG6D,qD;MAH7D,a;K;6BAAA,iB;

MAAA,2IAG6D,oCAH7D,G;K;wEAmPA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAU0C,sBAAM,SAAN,C;O;KAV1C,C;0E

AWA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;O;KAX3C,C;0EAYA,yB;

MAAA,0B;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;O;KAXzC,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,0B

;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW0C,sBAAW,OAAL,SAAK,SAAX,C;O;KAX1C,C;I2BrRA,6B;MAEqB,sB;K;uCAKj

B,iB;MAM6C,O3B+OP,U2B/OO,aAAQ,KAAR,C3B+OP,C;K;uC2B7OtC,wB;MAOI,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,K3BuI

c,K;K;kF2BnIL,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,YAAQ,O;K;oCAE9C,Y;MACyD,+BAAS,YAAT,C;K;IAEnC,oC;MAAiC,wB;

MAAhC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;K;4CACpB,Y;MAAyB,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;K;8CACvC,Y;MAAyD,Q;MAA9B,IA

AI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,O3B0NO,U2B1NiB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O3B0NjB,C;;Q2B1N+

C,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;K;;0CAG3F,mB;MAIS,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,

OAAO,K;MAExC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O3BkHO,K2BlHhB,C;K;+CAGnB,oB;MACY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA

3B,gE;MAA2B,c;;QV+lDvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;SACrB,6B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UU/lD6B,2BV+lDR,OU/lDQ,Q;UAAA,W;YAAuB,oBAAR,YAAQ,EV+lD/B,

OjBj/CF,K2B9GiC,C;WV+lD9C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MUhmDH,iB;K;mC

AGJ,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;K;;IA9CvD,sC;MAAA,oD;MACgC,uBAAK,cAAU,IAA

V,CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;K;;;;oCAPJ,Y;MAAA,OAKqB,qDALrB,M;K;oCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;

K;kCAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;K;gFAwDA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAWsC,yC;QAAA,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aA

AK,KAAL,C3B6FV,K;S;O;M2BxGvC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAW,+BAAU,IAAV,GAAgB,uBAAhB,CAAX,C;O;

KAXX,C;kFAcA,oB;MAGqE,e;K;I1BpE5C,oB;MAErB,4B;MAFwD,gB;K;IAExD,0B;MAAA,8B;MACI,iBAGm

C,SAAK,CAAL,C;MAEnC,iBAGmC,SAAK,EAAL,C;MAEnC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;K;;;IAnBtC,sC;M

AAA,qC;QAAA,oB;OAAA,8B;K;oGAsBA,yB;MDgLA,6B;MChKA,8C;MAhBA,wB;QAM0D,OAiBQ,YAAY,IA

AK,KAAjB,EAA6B,CDkK5D,cCnLsC,KDmL5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClK4D,MAA7B,C;O;KAvBlE,C;oGA

QA,yB;MCyKA,6B;MDjKA,8C;MARA,wB;QAM2D,OASO,YAAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EAA6B,CCmK5D,cD5KuC,K

C4K7B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnK4D,MAA7B,C;O;KAflE,C;gGAQA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAOkE,mB

AAY,IAAK,KAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,KAA7B,C;O;KAPlE,C;oGASA,yB;MAqLA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MetL

A,gD;MfCA,wB;QAM0D,OeAS,aAAkB,CfwLhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CexLgD,MAAlB,EfAgB,

KeAc,KAA9B,C;O;KfNnE,C;0FAQA,yB;MD+IA,6B;MC/IA,wB;QAEsD,OAMD,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAW,C

DgJ5C,cCtJ6B,KDsJnB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;O;KARrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MC6IA,6B;MD

7IA,wB;QAEuD,OAGF,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cDpJ8B,KCoJpB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,M

AAX,IAAf,C;O;KALrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;QAEqD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAK,KAAM,KA

AX,IAAf,C;O;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAoKA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MApKA,wB;QAEuD,OeAA,eAAW,Cf2K

7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,Ce3K6B,MAAK,KfAI,KeAO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;O;KfFvD,C;4FAIA,yB;

MDkIA,6B;MClIA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,cAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cCzI+B,KDyIrB,KAAL,GAAiB,G

AAtB,CCnI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KARtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MCgIA,6B;MDhIA,wB;QAEwD,OAGF,cAAK,IAAK,KA
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AK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cDvIgC,KCuItB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KALtD,C;4FAGA,yB;M

AAA,6B;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAK,GAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA

uJA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MAvJA,wB;QAEwD,OeAA,eAAW,Cf8J9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,

Ce9J8B,MAAK,UfAK,KeAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KfFxD,C;4FAIA,yB;MDqHA,6B;MCrHA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,

cAAe,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cC5H+B,KD4HrB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;

O;KARtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MCmHA,6B;MDnHA,wB;QAEwD,OAGF,cAAe,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAY,CCuH9C,

cD1HgC,KC0HtB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;O;KALtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,

wB;QAEsD,qBAAe,YAAV,IAAK,KAAK,EAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAf,C;O;KAFtD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA0IA,kBAS

6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MA1IA,wB;QAEwD,OeAA,eAAW,CfiJ9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CejJ8B,MA

AK,UfAK,KeAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KfFxD,C;wFAIA,yB;MDwGA,6B;MClGA,4C;MANA,wB;QAEqD,OAMD

,WAAW,IAAX,EDyGjB,cC/G2B,KD+GjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CCzGiB,C;O;KARpD,C;wFAGA,yB;MCsGA,

6B;MDnGA,4C;MAHA,wB;QAEsD,OAGF,WAAW,IAAX,EC0GjB,cD7G4B,KC6GlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C

D1GiB,C;O;KALpD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,wB;QAEoD,kBAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;O;KAFpD,

C;wFAGA,yB;MA6HA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;Me7HA,8C;MfAA,wB;QAEsD,OeAA,YfoIjB,eAAW,oBAAL,S

AAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CepIiB,EfAmB,KeAnB,C;O;KfFtD,C;wFAIA,yB;MD2FA,6B;MCrFA,kD;MANA,wB;QAEq

D,OAMD,cAAc,IAAd,ED4FjB,cClG2B,KDkGjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;O;KARpD,C;wFAGA,yB;M

CyFA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MAHA,wB;QAEsD,OAGF,cAAc,IAAd,EC6FjB,cDhG4B,KCgGlB,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,

CD7FiB,C;O;KALpD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wB;QAEoD,qBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;O;KAFpD

,C;wFAGA,yB;MAgHA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MehHA,oD;MfAA,wB;QAEsD,OeAA,efuHjB,eAAW,oBAAL,S

AAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CevHiB,EfAmB,KeAnB,C;O;KfFtD,C;wEAIA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QAEyC,qBAAK,

SAAK,QAAV,C;O;KAFzC,C;wEAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QAEyC,qBAAK,SAAK,QAAV,C;O;KAFzC,C;

gGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAE6D,0BAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;O;KAF7D,C;wFAIA,yB;MAAA,6

B;MAAA,2B;QAOmD,qBAAK,aAAS,QAAd,C;O;KAPnD,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,2B;QAOmD,qBAA

K,cAAU,QAAf,C;O;KAPnD,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;QAEiD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAc,KAAM,

KAAzB,C;O;KAFjD,C;sFAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;QAEgD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAa,KAAM,KAAxB

,C;O;KAFhD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,wB;QAEiD,qBAAK,IAAK,KAAL,GAAc,KAAM,KAAzB,C;O;K

AFjD,C;wEAGA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,mB;QAEgC,qBAAU,CAAL,SAAL,C;O;KAFhC,C;8EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B

;MAAA,mB;QAUmC,OAAK,OAAL,SAAK,C;O;KAVxC,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mB;QAUqC,OAAK,

QAAL,SAAK,C;O;KAV1C,C;4EAWA,Y;MASiC,gB;K;8EACjC,yB;MAAA,kBASqD,sB;MATrD,mB;QASmC,O

AAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iB;O;KATnC,C;gFAWA,yB;MDwDJ,0B;MAAA,+B;MCxDI,mB;QASqC,OD0DA,e

AAW,OC1DX,SD0DW,CAAX,C;O;KCnErC,C;kFAUA,yB;MC+CJ,4B;MAAA,iC;MD/CI,mB;QASuC,OCiDA,gB

AAY,QDjDZ,SCiDY,CAAZ,C;O;KD1DvC,C;8EAUA,Y;MAEmC,W;K;gFACnC,yB;MAAA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7

D,+B;MAAA,mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,C;O;KATrC,C;gFAWA,yB;MASA,gD;MATA,

mB;QAQqC,OAOE,aAAa,SAAb,C;O;KAfvC,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mB;QAMuC,oBAAa,SAAb,C;O;

KANvC,C;8BAQA,Y;MAAyC,OArDD,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,iBAqDe,W;K;;;;;8BArQtD,Y;MAAA,c;MAG4D,q

D;MAH5D,a;K;4BAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAG4D,oCAH5D,G;K;sEAyQA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAWwC,qBAAU

,SAAV,C;O;KAXxC,C;wEAYA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,qBAAU,SAAV,C;O;KAXzC,C;wEAYA,yB;

MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAUuC,qBAAK,SAAL,C;O;KAVvC,C;wEAWA,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,4B;QAWwC,qB

AAK,SAAK,QAAV,C;O;KAXxC,C;uEAaA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QASyC,oBAAkB,SAAlB,C;O;KATzC,C;

wEAUA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAS0C,oBAAa,SAAb,C;O;KAT1C,C;I2BlUA,4B;MAEqB,sB;K;sCAKjB,iB;

MAM4C,O3B6RT,S2B7RS,aAAQ,KAAR,C3B6RT,C;K;sC2B3RnC,wB;MAOI,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,K3B+KY,K;

K;iF2B3KH,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,YAAQ,O;K;mCAE9C,Y;MACwD,8BAAS,YAAT,C;K;IAElC,mC;MAAgC,uB;MA

A/B,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;K;2CACpB,Y;MAAyB,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;K;4CACvC,Y;MAAwD,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,e

AAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,O3BwQK,S2BxQmB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAAM,2BAAN,O3BwQnB,C;;Q2BxQgD,

MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;K;;yCAGzF,mB;MAIS,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eAAC,0EAAD,OAAJ,C;QAAgC,O

AAO,K;MAEvC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O3B0JK,K2B1Jd,C;K;8CAGnB,oB;MACY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,g

E;MAA2B,c;;QX+lDvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;SACrB,6B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UW/lD6B,2BX+lDR,OW/lDQ,O;UAAA,W;YAAsB,oBAAR,YAAQ,EX+lD9B,Oh
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Bz8CJ,K2BtJkC,C;WX+lD7C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MWhmDH,iB;K;kCA

GJ,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;K;;IA9CvD,qC;MAAA,mD;MACgC,sBAAK,eAAS,IAAT,

CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;K;;;;mCAPJ,Y;MAAA,OAKqB,oDALrB,M;K;mCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;

K;iCAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;K;8EAwDA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAWoC,wC;QAAA,wB;UAAW,OAAA,a

AAK,KAAL,C3BqIV,K;S;O;M2BhJrC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,mBAAU,gCAAS,IAAT,GAAe,sBAAf,CAAV,C;O;KAX

X,C;gFAcA,oB;MAGkE,e;K;IsLhE5C,wC;MAiBlB,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAqC,CAA

rC,C;K;kFAC7B,Y;MAAQ,iB;K;yFACD,Y;MAAQ,gB;K;2CAExC,iB;MAA8C,WjNuCoB,YiNvCpB,UjNuCqC,K

AAjB,EiNvCX,KjNuCwC,KAA7B,CiNvCpB,K;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OjNuCE,YiNvCF,KjNuCmB,KAAjB,EiNvCO,

SjNuCsB,KAA7B,CiNvCF,K;OAAlB,W;K;kCAE9C,Y;MAAkC,OjNqCgC,YiNrChC,UjNqCiD,KAAjB,EiNrCxB,

SjNqCqD,KAA7B,CiNrChC,I;K;iCAElC,iB;MAEY,UAAwB,M;MADhC,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACf

,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,CADe,CAAvB,C;K;mCAGJ,Y;MACI,OAAI,cA

AJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MAAK,UjNkLA,KiNlLL,QAAqB,SjNkLhB,KiNlLL,I;K;mCAE5B,Y;MAAkC,OAAE,U

AAF,qBAAU,S;K;IAE5C,+B;MAAA,mC;MACI,aAC8B,cAAU,4BAAK,UAAf,EAA0B,4BAAK,UAA/B,C;K;;;IA

FlC,2C;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;OAAA,mC;K;;IAYJ,oD;MAuCI,uC;MAjCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAuB,MAAa,

gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MACpC,IAAI,SAAQ,WAAZ,C;QAA2B,MAAa,gCAAyB,wEAAzB,C;MAG5C,aAGyB,K;

MAEzB,YAGwB,4BAA0B,KAA1B,EAAiC,YAAjC,EAA+C,IAA/C,C;MAExB,YAGuB,I;K;yCAEvB,Y;MAAwC,

mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;K;wCAExC,Y;MACqC,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GjNd6B,YiN

cf,UjNdgC,KAAjB,EiNcP,SjNdoC,KAA7B,CiNcf,IAAd,GjNd6B,YiNcG,UjNdc,KAAjB,EiNcW,SjNdkB,KAA7B,

CiNcG,I;K;uCAErE,iB;MAEY,UAAwB,M;MADhC,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACrB,2CAAS,KAAM,M

AAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,KAA8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KADvC,CAA7B,C;K;yCAGJ,Y;MACI,OA

AI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MAAK,UjN+HN,KiN/HC,QAAqB,SjN+HtB,KiN/HC,IAAN,SAAgD,SA

AhD,I;K;yCAE5B,Y;MAAkC,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,SAAnC,GAAgD,UA

AF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,eAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;K;IAEhF,qC;MAAA,yC;K;kEACI,sC;MAQ2F,2BAAgB,U

AAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;K;;;IAT/F,iD;MAAA,gD;QAAA,+B;OAAA,yC;K;;IAoBiC,oD;MAAuC,

uB;MACxE,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,OAAO,CAA1C,GjN/CkE,YiN+CrB,KjN/CsC,KAAjB,EiN+CZ,IjN/CyC

,KAA7B,CiN+CrB,KAA7C,GjN/CkE,YiN+CF,KjN/CmB,KAAjB,EiN+CO,IjN/CsB,KAA7B,CiN+CF,K;MAChE,

cjNyMmC,SiNzMhB,IjNyMgB,C;MiNxMnC,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;K;gDAE3C,Y;MAAkC,qB

;K;iDAElC,Y;MACI,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,6BAAS,mBAAT,QAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAA

a,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;QAEV,cjNzC6C,SiNyC7C,WjNzCuD,KAAK,GiNyCpD,WjNzC+D,KAAX,IAAf,C;;MiN

2CjD,OAAO,K;K;;ICjHf,yB;K;mCAII,Y;MAA4B,uB;K;;IAMhC,0B;K;oCAII,Y;MAA4B,wB;K;;IAMhC,wB;K;k

CAII,Y;MAA4B,sB;K;;IAMhC,yB;K;mCAII,Y;MAA4B,uB;K;;InM7BN,qB;MAEtB,6B;MAFyD,gB;K;IAEzD,2B

;MAAA,+B;MACI,iBAGoC,a;MAEpC,iBAGoC,c;MAEpC,kBAGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;K;;;IAnBtC,uC;MAA

A,sC;QAAA,qB;OAAA,+B;K;sGAsBA,yB;MhB0LA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgBlKA,gD;MAxBA,wB;QAM0

D,OAyBS,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,ChBoK5D,eAAW,oBgB7LyB,KhB6L9B,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBpK4

D,MAA9B,C;O;KA/BnE,C;sGAQA,yB;MdmLA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;McnKA,gD;MAhBA,wB;QAM2D,OAiB

Q,aAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAA8B,CdqK5D,eAAW,oBctL0B,KdsL/B,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CcrK4D,MAA9B,C;O;K

AvBnE,C;sGAQA,yB;Mf8LA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MetLA,gD;MARA,wB;QAMyD,OASU,aAAa,IAAK,KA

AlB,EAA8B,CfwL5D,eAAW,oBejMwB,KfiM7B,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CexL4D,MAA9B,C;O;KAfnE,C;kGAQA

,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,wB;QAOmE,oBAAa,IAAK,KAAlB,EAAwB,KAAM,KAA9B,C;O;KAPnE,C;4FASA,yB;

MhByJA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgBzJA,wB;QAEuD,OASA,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,ChBuJ7C,eAAW,o

BgBhKiB,KhBgKtB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBvJ6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;O;KAXvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MduJA,aAS6D,

0B;MAT7D,+B;McvJA,wB;QAEwD,OAMD,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,CdwJ7C,eAAW,oBc9JkB,Kd8JvB,KA

AK,CAAL,YAAN,CcxJ6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;O;KARvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MfuKA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MevKA

,wB;QAEsD,OAGC,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAW,Cf2K7C,eAAW,oBe9KgB,Kf8KrB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,Ce3

K6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;O;KALvD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEuD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,KAAK,

KAAM,KAAX,CAAhB,C;O;KAFvD,C;8FAIA,yB;MhB4IA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgB5IA,wB;QAEwD,OAS

A,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,ChB0I/C,eAAW,oBgBnJmB,KhBmJxB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgB1I+C,MAAZ,C

AAhB,C;O;KAXxD,C;8FAGA,yB;Md0IA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;Mc1IA,wB;QAEyD,OAMD,eAAM,IAAK,KA
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AK,UAAY,Cd2I/C,eAAW,oBcjJoB,KdiJzB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,Cc3I+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KARxD,C;8FAG

A,yB;Mf0JA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;Me1JA,wB;QAEuD,OAGC,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,Cf8J/C,eAAW,o

BejKkB,KfiKvB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,Ce9J+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KALxD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,

wB;QAEwD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KAFxD,C;8FAIA,yB;MhB+HA,WAS6D

,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgB/HA,wB;QAEwD,OASA,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,ChB6H/C,eAAW,oBgBtImB,KhBsIx

B,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgB7H+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KAXxD,C;8FAGA,yB;Md6HA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;

Mc7HA,wB;QAEyD,OAMD,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,Cd8H/C,eAAW,oBcpIoB,KdoIzB,KAAK,CAAL,YAA

N,Cc9H+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KARxD,C;8FAGA,yB;Mf6IA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;Me7IA,wB;QAEuD,OA

GC,eAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAY,CfiJ/C,eAAW,oBepJkB,KfoJvB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CejJ+C,MAAZ,CAAhB,

C;O;KALxD,C;8FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEwD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAK,UAAM,KAAM,KAAZ,CAAh

B,C;O;KAFxD,C;0FAIA,yB;MhBkHA,WAS6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgBzGA,8C;MATA,wB;QAEsD,OASA,YAAY,

IAAZ,EhBgHjB,eAAW,oBgBzHe,KhByHpB,KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBhHiB,C;O;KAXtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MdgHA

,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;Mc1GA,8C;MANA,wB;QAEuD,OAMD,YAAY,IAAZ,EdiHjB,eAAW,oBcvHgB,KduHrB

,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CcjHiB,C;O;KARtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MfgIA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;Me7HA,8C;MAHA,w

B;QAEqD,OAGC,YAAY,IAAZ,EfoIjB,eAAW,oBevIc,KfuInB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CepIiB,C;O;KALtD,C;0FA

GA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,mBAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;O;KAFtD,C;0FAIA,yB;MhBqGA,WAS

6D,wB;MAT7D,+B;MgB5FA,oD;MATA,wB;QAEsD,OASA,eAAe,IAAf,EhBmGjB,eAAW,oBgB5Ge,KhB4GpB,

KAAK,CAAL,UAAN,CgBnGiB,C;O;KAXtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MdmGA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;Mc7FA,oD;MANA,

wB;QAEuD,OAMD,eAAe,IAAf,EdoGjB,eAAW,oBc1GgB,Kd0GrB,KAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CcpGiB,C;O;KARtD,C

;0FAGA,yB;MfmHA,kBAS6D,sB;MAT7D,+B;MehHA,oD;MAHA,wB;QAEqD,OAGC,eAAe,IAAf,EfuHjB,eAA

W,oBe1Hc,Kf0HnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,CevHiB,C;O;KALtD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,wB;QAEsD,sB

AAe,IAAf,EAAqB,KAArB,C;O;KAFtD,C;0EAIA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;

O;KAF1C,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAE0C,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;O;KAF1C,C;kGAIA,yB;MA

AA,gD;MAAA,wB;QAE+D,2BAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;O;KAF/D,C;0FAIA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,2B;QA

OoD,sBAAM,oBAAS,QAAT,CAAN,C;O;KAPpD,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,2B;QAOoD,sBAAM,6BAAU

,QAAV,CAAN,C;O;KAPpD,C;0FASA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEmD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAL,KAAc,KAAM,

KAApB,CAAN,C;O;KAFnD,C;wFAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEkD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAL,IAAa,KAAM,

KAAnB,CAAN,C;O;KAFlD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,wB;QAEmD,sBAAM,IAAK,KAAL,KAAc,KAAM

,KAApB,CAAN,C;O;KAFnD,C;0EAGA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,mB;QAEiC,sBAAM,SAAK,MAAX,C;O;KAFjC,

C;gFAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUmC,OAAK,OAAL,SAAK,S;O;KAVxC,C;kFAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MA

AA,mB;QAUqC,OAAK,QAAL,SAAK,S;O;KAV1C,C;8EAWA,Y;MAUiC,OAAA,SAAK,Q;K;gFACtC,Y;MASm

C,gB;K;kFAEnC,yB;MhBmEJ,0B;MAAA,+B;MgBnEI,mB;QASqC,OhBqEC,eAAW,OgBrEZ,ShBqEY,SAAX,C;

O;KgB9EtC,C;oFAUA,yB;Md0DJ,4B;MAAA,iC;Mc1DI,mB;QASuC,Od4DC,gBAAY,Qc5Db,Sd4Da,SAAZ,C;O;

KcrExC,C;gFAUA,yB;MfqEJ,6B;MerEI,mB;QASmC,OfuEC,cevED,SfuEW,QAAV,C;O;KehFpC,C;kFAUA,Y;M

AEqC,W;K;kFAErC,yB;MASA,kD;MATA,mB;QAQqC,OASE,cAAc,SAAd,C;O;KAjBvC,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,k

D;MAAA,mB;QAQuC,qBAAc,SAAd,C;O;KARvC,C;+BAUA,Y;MAAyC,qBAAc,SAAd,C;K;;;;;+BAxQ7C,Y;MA

AA,c;MAG6D,qD;MAH7D,a;K;6BAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAG6D,oCAH7D,G;K;wEA4QA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;

QAW0C,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;O;KAX1C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,sBAAW,oB

AAL,SAAK,CAAX,C;O;KAX3C,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAWyC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAX,

C;O;KAXzC,C;0EAYA,yB;MAAA,+B;MAAA,4B;QAU0C,sBAAM,SAAN,C;O;KAV1C,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,k

D;MAAA,4B;QAS2C,qBAAmB,SAAnB,C;O;KAT3C,C;0EAUA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAS4C,qBAAc,SAA

d,C;O;KAT5C,C;IarUA,6B;MAEqB,sB;K;uCAKjB,iB;MAM6C,Ob4SP,Ua5SO,aAAQ,KAAR,Cb4SP,C;K;uCa1St

C,wB;MAOI,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,Kb0Lc,K;K;kFatLL,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,YAAQ,O;K;oCAE9C,Y;MACyD,+BAA

S,YAAT,C;K;IAEnC,oC;MAAiC,wB;MAAhC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;K;4CACpB,Y;MAAyB,sBAAQ,YAAM,O;

K;8CACvC,Y;MAAyD,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,ObuRO,UavRiB,aAAM,mBAAN,EAA

M,2BAAN,ObuRjB,C;;QavR+C,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;K;;0CAG3F,mB;MAIS,Q;MAAL,IAAI,eA

AC,0EAAD,QAAJ,C;QAAiC,OAAO,K;MAExC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,ObqKO,KarKhB,C;K;+CAGnB,oB;

MACY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,gE;MAA2B,c;;QZ+lDvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;U
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AAP,e;SACrB,6B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UY/lD6B,2BZ+lDR,OY/lDQ,Q;UAAA,W;YAAuB,o

BAAR,YAAQ,EZ+lD/B,OD97CF,KajKiC,C;WZ+lD9C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;QAC/C,aAAO,

I;;;MYhmDH,iB;K;mCAGJ,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;K;;IA9CvD,sC;MAAA,oD;MACg

C,uBAAK,iBAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;K;;;;oCAPJ,Y;MAAA,OAKqB,qDALrB,M;K;oCAAA,Y;MAAA,c;

MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;K;kCAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;K;gFAwDA,yB;MAAA,yC;MAWsC,yC;QAA

A,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,CbgJV,K;S;O;Ma3JvC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,oBAAW,kBAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,u

BAAhB,CAAX,C;O;KAXX,C;kFAcA,oB;MAGqE,e;K;IuLhE9C,2C;MAiBnB,kC;MAjByD,4BAAiB,KAAjB,EAA

wB,YAAxB,K;K;qFAC/B,Y;MAAQ,iB;K;4FACD,Y;MAAQ,gB;K;8CAEzC,iB;MAA+C,WpM+CoB,aoM/CpB,U

pM+CsC,KAAlB,EoM/CX,KpM+CyC,KAA9B,CoM/CpB,K;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OpM+CE,aoM/CF,KpM+CoB,KA

AlB,EoM/CO,SpM+CuB,KAA9B,CoM/CF,K;OAAlB,W;K;qCAE/C,Y;MAAkC,OpM6CiC,aoM7CjC,UpM6CmD,

KAAlB,EoM7CzB,SpM6CuD,KAA9B,CoM7CjC,I;K;oCAElC,iB;MAEY,UAAwB,M;MADhC,8CAAwB,kBAAa,

KAAM,UAAnB,KAChB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,CADgB,CAAxB,C;K;s

CAGJ,Y;MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MpMmLK,CArCkB,UoM9IjB,UpM8I4B,KAAL,KAAoB,CA

VzB,UoMpIP,UpMoIa,yBoMpIH,EpMoIG,CAAN,CAUyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,QoMnLV,QpMmLK

,CArCkB,UoM9IoB,SpM8IT,KAAL,KAAoB,CAVzB,UoMpI6B,SpMoIvB,yBoMpIgC,EpMoIhC,CAAN,CAUyB,

MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,QoMnLV,I;K;sCAE5B,Y;MAAkC,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,S;K;IAE5C,gC;MAA

A,oC;MACI,aAC+B,iBAAW,6BAAM,UAAjB,EAA4B,6BAAM,UAAlC,C;K;;;IAFnC,4C;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;

OAAA,oC;K;;IAYJ,qD;MAuCI,wC;MAjCI,IAAI,gBAAJ,C;QAAwB,MAAa,gCAAyB,wBAAzB,C;MACrC,IAAI,s

CAAJ,C;QAA4B,MAAa,gCAAyB,yEAAzB,C;MAG7C,aAG0B,K;MAE1B,YAGyB,4BAA0B,KAA1B,EAAiC,YA

AjC,EAA+C,IAA/C,C;MAEzB,YAGwB,I;K;0CAExB,Y;MAAyC,oCAAyB,UAAzB,EAAgC,SAAhC,EAAsC,SA

AtC,C;K;yCAEzC,Y;MACqC,OAAI,uBAAO,CAAX,GpMN8B,aoMMhB,UpMNkC,KAAlB,EoMMR,SpMNsC,K

AA9B,CoMMhB,IAAd,GpMN8B,aoMME,UpMNgB,KAAlB,EoMMU,SpMNoB,KAA9B,CoMME,I;K;wCAErE,i

B;MAEY,UAAwB,M;MADhC,kDAA8B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACtB,2CAAS,KAAM,MAAf,cAAwB,6CAA

Q,KAAM,KAAd,QAAxB,KAA8C,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADxB,CAA9B,C;K;0CAGJ,Y;MACI,OAAI,cAAJ,G

AAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MpMgID,CArCkB,UoM3FX,UpM2FsB,KAAL,KAAoB,CAVzB,UoMjFD,UpMiFO,

yBoMjFG,EpMiFH,CAAN,CAUyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,MAAK,QoMhIJ,QpMgID,CArCkB,UoM3F0B,SpM

2Ff,KAAL,KAAoB,CAVzB,UoMjFmC,SpMiF7B,yBoMjFsC,EpMiFtC,CAAN,CAUyB,MAApB,CAAN,CAqClB,

MAAK,QoMhIJ,IAAN,SAAqF,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAAyB,QAA9G,I;K;0CAE5B,Y;MAAkC,OAAI,u

BAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,SAArB,WAAd,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,cAA6B,

SAAD,aAA5B,W;K;IAEhF,sC;MAAA,0C;K;mEACI,sC;MAQ+F,4BAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,QAA7B,EAAuC,IAA

vC,C;K;;;IATnG,kD;MAAA,iD;QAAA,gC;OAAA,0C;K;;IAoBkC,qD;MAA0C,wB;MAC5E,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,i

BAAmC,kBAAO,CAA1C,GpMvCmE,aoMuCtB,KpMvCwC,KAAlB,EoMuCb,IpMvC2C,KAA9B,CoMuCtB,KAA

7C,GpMvCmE,aoMuCH,KpMvCqB,KAAlB,EoMuCM,IpMvCwB,KAA9B,CoMuCH,K;MAChE,cpMwNsC,UoM

xNnB,IpMwNmB,C;MoMvNtC,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;K;iDAE3C,Y;MAAkC,qB;K;mDAElC,

Y;MACI,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,6BAAS,mBAAT,QAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3

B,iBAAU,K;;QAEV,cpMtC+C,UoMsC/C,WpMtC0D,KAAK,KoMsCvD,WpMtCkE,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;MoMwCn

D,OAAO,K;K;;wECnHf,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;wE

AUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8

C;MAAA,uB;QAOI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;wEAUA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,uB;QAO

I,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;O;KAPX,C;oFC7BA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAO6C,OAAQ,arNkM

hB,cqNlMgB,C;O;KAPrD,C;oGASA,yB;M/GuCA,iB;M+GvCA,4B;QAOqD,O/GuCqB,atGkJrC,csGlJqC,C;O;K+

G9C1E,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAOsD,OAAQ,sBrNgLzB,cqNhLyB,C;O;KAP9D,C;8FASA,yB;MA

AA,0D;MrNyQA,6B;MqNzQA,4B;QAQmD,OrN2QZ,cqN3QoB,kBrNsKtB,cqNtKsB,CrN2QpB,C;O;KqNnRvC,C

;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;MrN+PA,6B;MqN/PA,4B;QAQkD,OrNiQX,cqNjQmB,iBrN4JrB,cqN5JqB,CrNiQnB,C;O

;KqNzQvC,C;gFAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;MrNqPA,6B;MqNrPA,sC;QAcyD,OrNiPlB,cqNjP0B,WrN4I5B,cqN5I4B,EA

AW,QAAX,CrNiP1B,C;O;KqN/PvC,C;kFAiBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MrNoOA,6B;MqNpOA,sC;QAc0D,OrNgOnB,cqN

hO2B,YrN2H7B,cqN3H6B,EAAY,QAAZ,CrNgO3B,C;O;KqN9OvC,C;oFAiBA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAO8

C,OAAS,atM4HhB,csM5HgB,C;O;KAPvD,C;oGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,4B;QAOsD,OAAS,qBtMmHxB,csM
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nHwB,C;O;KAP/D,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,kE;MAAA,4B;QAOuD,OAAS,sBtM0GzB,csM1GyB,C;O;KAPhE,C;8F

ASA,yB;MAAA,0D;MtMuMA,+B;MsMvMA,4B;QAQqD,OtMyMX,esMzMoB,kBtMgGvB,csMhGuB,CtMyMpB,

C;O;KsMjN1C,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,wD;MtM6LA,+B;MsM7LA,4B;QAQoD,OtM+LV,esM/LmB,iBtMsFtB,csM

tFsB,CtM+LnB,C;O;KsMvM1C,C;+EAUA,yB;MAAA,4C;MtMmLA,+B;MsMnLA,sC;QAc2D,OtM+KjB,esM/K0

B,WtMsE7B,csMtE6B,EAAW,QAAX,CtM+K1B,C;O;KsM7L1C,C;iFAgBA,yB;M/GoDA,4C;MvF+GA,+B;MsM

nKA,sC;QAc4D,OtM+JlB,euF5GuB,WvFG1B,cuFH0B,EAAW,C+GnDK,Q/GmDL,IAAX,CvF4GvB,C;O;KsM7K

1C,C;oFAgBA,yB;MtN8CI,6B;MsN9MJ,gD;MAgKA,4B;QAO8C,OAhKO,arNkMhB,CDcE,cAAU,cAAL,GAAiB,

GAAtB,CCdF,MqNlMgB,C;O;KAyJrD,C;oGASA,yB;M/GzHA,iB;M+GyHA,4B;QAOsD,O/GzHoB,avG0GnC,c+

Mde,GAAY,GxG5FQ,CwG4FrB,GAA6C,EAA7C,I;O;KOsBrD,C;sGASA,yB;MP7BA,kE;MO6BA,4B;QAOuD,O

P9BkB,sB/MMlC,c+MNgB,GAAW,GAAO,C;O;KOuBzE,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;MtNkFA,0B;MAAA,+B;MsNl

FA,4B;QAQqD,OtNqFZ,eAAW,OsNrFS,kBtNdnB,cAAL,GAAiB,GsNcO,CtNqFT,CAAX,C;O;KsN7FzC,C;4FAU

A,yB;MAAA,wD;MtNwEA,0B;MAAA,+B;MsNxEA,4B;QAQoD,OtN2EX,eAAW,OsN3EQ,iBtNxBlB,cAAL,GA

AiB,GsNwBM,CtN2ER,CAAX,C;O;KsNnFzC,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;MtNsCA,+B;MsNtCA,sC;QAc2D,OtNk

CjB,esNlC0B,WtN7D7B,csN6D6B,EAAW,QAAX,CtNkC1B,C;O;KsNhD1C,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MtNsBA,

+B;MsNtBA,sC;QAc4D,OtNkBlB,esNlB2B,YtN7E9B,csN6E8B,EAAY,QAAZ,CtNkB3B,C;O;KsNhC1C,C;oFAg

BA,yB;MpNjCI,6B;MoN/MJ,gD;MAgPA,4B;QAO+C,OAhPM,arNkMhB,CCeE,cAAU,cAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD

fF,MqNlMgB,C;O;KAyOrD,C;oGASA,yB;M/GzMA,iB;M+GyMA,4B;QAOuD,O/GzMmB,arGqHjC,c6MiDpC,G

AAY,KxGtKyD,CwGsKtE,GAA+C,EAA/C,I;O;KO4BJ,C;sGASA,yB;MPnCA,kE;MOmCA,4B;QAOwD,OPpCoB

,sB7MzDnC,c6MyDe,GAAW,KAAS,C;O;KO6B5E,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,0D;MpNGA,4B;MAAA,iC;MoNHA,4B

;QAQuD,OpNMZ,gBAAY,QoNNQ,kBpN7FrB,cAAL,GAAiB,KoN6FS,CpNMR,CAAZ,C;O;KoNd3C,C;4FAUA,

yB;MAAA,wD;MpNPA,4B;MAAA,iC;MoNOA,4B;QAQsD,OpNJX,gBAAY,QoNIO,iBpNvGpB,cAAL,GAAiB,K

oNuGQ,CpNJP,CAAZ,C;O;KoNJ3C,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,4C;MpN7BA,iC;MoN6BA,sC;QAc6D,OpNjChB,gBo

NiC0B,WpNlI9B,coNkI8B,EAAW,QAAX,CpNjC1B,C;O;KoNmB7C,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAAA,8C;MpN7CA,iC;Mo

N6CA,sC;QAc8D,OpNjDjB,gBoNiD2B,YpNlJ/B,coNkJ+B,EAAY,QAAZ,CpNjD3B,C;O;KoNmC7C,C;IChTA,qC

;MAEI,StNyHoD,csNzH3C,CtNyH2C,EsNzHvC,CtNyHuC,C;MsNxHpD,StNwHoD,csNxH3C,CtNwH2C,EsNxHv

C,CtNwHuC,C;MsNvHpD,OtNiDkE,YsNjDvD,EtNiDwE,KAAjB,EsNjDjD,EtNiD8E,KAA7B,CsNjDvD,KAAX,G

tNgFsD,SsNhFjC,EtNgF2C,KAAK,GsNhF3C,EtNgFuD,KAAZ,IAAf,CsNhFtD,GtNmEqD,SAAU,CAaT,SsNhFpB

,EtNgF8B,KAAK,GsNhF9B,EtNgF0C,KAAZ,IAAf,CAbS,MAAK,GsNnExB,CtNmEmC,KAAX,IAAf,C;K;IsNhE

zD,qC;MACI,SvMsHsD,euMtH7C,CvMsH6C,EuMtHzC,CvMsHyC,C;MuMrHtD,SvMqHsD,euMrH7C,CvMqH6C

,EuMrHzC,CvMqHyC,C;MuMpHtD,OvMmDmE,auMnDxD,EvMmD0E,KAAlB,EuMnDlD,EvMmDgF,KAA9B,C

uMnDxD,KAAX,GvM6EwD,UuM7EnC,EvM6E8C,KAAK,UuM7E9C,EvM6E0D,KAAZ,CAAhB,CuM7ExD,Gv

MgEuD,UAAW,CAaV,UuM7EtB,EvM6EiC,KAAK,UuM7EjC,EvM6E6C,KAAZ,CAAhB,CAbU,MAAK,KuMhE

3B,CvMgEsC,KAAX,CAAhB,C;K;IuM7D3D,uD;MAmBI,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAD8E,OtNsBZ,YsNrBlD,KtNqBm

E,KAAjB,EsNrBzC,GtNqBsE,KAA7B,CsNrBlD,KAD8D,GAChD,GADgD,GtNqDxB,SsNpDf,GtNoDyB,KAAK,

GsNpDxB,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EtN8QV,SsN9QuC,ItN8QvC,CsN9QU,CtNoDoC,KAAZ,IAAf,C;as

NnDtD,WAAO,CAAP,C;QAF8E,OtNsBZ,YsNpBlD,KtNoBmE,KAAjB,EsNpBzC,GtNoBsE,KAA7B,CsNpBlD,K

AF8D,GAEhD,GAFgD,GtNwCzB,SsNtCd,GtNsCwB,KAAK,GsNtCvB,mBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EtN6

QV,SsN7QwC,CAAC,IAAD,ItN6QxC,CsN7QU,CtNsCkC,KAAX,IAAf,C;;QsNrC7C,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;

K;IAGzB,uD;MAmBI,sBAAO,CAAP,C;QADkF,OvMMf,auMLnD,KvMKqE,KAAlB,EuML1C,GvMKwE,KAA9

B,CuMLnD,KADkE,GACpD,GADoD,GvMgC1B,UuM/BjB,GvM+B4B,KAAK,UuM/B3B,mBAAiB,GAAjB,EAA

sB,KAAtB,EvMqQP,UuMrQoC,IvMqQpC,CuMrQO,CvM+BuC,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;auM9BxD,sBAAO,CAAP,C;Q

AFkF,OvMMf,auMJnD,KvMIqE,KAAlB,EuMJ1C,GvMIwE,KAA9B,CuMJnD,KAFkE,GAEpD,GAFoD,GvMmB3

B,UuMjBhB,GvMiB2B,KAAK,KuMjB1B,mBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EvMoQP,UuMpQsC,IAAD,avMoQ

rC,CuMpQO,CvMiBqC,KAAX,CAAhB,C;;QuMhB/C,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;K;IrNpDE,sB;MAEvB,8B;MAF

0D,gB;K;IAE1D,4B;MAAA,gC;MACI,iBAGqC,WAAO,CAAP,C;MAErC,iBAGqC,WAAO,MAAP,C;MAErC,kB

AGmC,C;MAEnC,iBAGkC,E;K;;;IAnBtC,wC;MAAA,uC;QAAA,sB;OAAA,gC;K;wGAsBA,iB;MAM0D,OAAa,0

BAkJjC,SAAL,GAAiB,KAlJqB,EAAU,KFiJ3C,KAAL,GAAiB,GEjJqB,C;K;oGAEvE,iB;MAOoE,OAAa,0BAyI3

C,SAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,EAAU,KAyIrD,KAAL,GAAiB,KAzI+B,C;K;wGAEjF,yB;MAgKA,6B;MDjKA,8C;MC
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CA,wB;QAMyD,ODAS,YAAiB,CCmKhD,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnKgD,MAAjB,ECAe,KDAc,KAA7B

,C;O;KCNlE,C;wGAQA,yB;MAkKA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;McnKA,gD;MdCA,wB;QAM0D,OcAS,aAAkB,Cdq

KhD,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CcrKgD,MAAlB,EdAgB,KcAc,KAA9B,C;O;KdNnE,C;8FAQA,yB;M

AgJA,6B;MAhJA,wB;QAEsD,ODMD,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CDg

J5C,cEtJsC,KFsJ5B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CChJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;O;KCRrD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA6IA,6B;MA7IA

,wB;QAEuD,ODGF,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4B,MAAK,GAAW,CCiJ5C,cApJuC,KAoJ

7B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;O;KCLrD,C;8FAGA,yB;MA0IA,6B;MA1IA,wB;QAEqD,OD

AA,cAAU,CCiJ5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDjJ4B,MAAK,GCAI,KDAO,KAAX,IAAf,C;O;KCFrD,C;8FA

GA,yB;MAiJA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;MAjJA,wB;QAEuD,OcAA,eAAW,CdwJ7B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL

,YAAN,CcxJ6B,MAAK,KdAI,KcAO,KAAX,CAAhB,C;O;KdFvD,C;gGAIA,yB;MAmIA,6B;MAnIA,wB;QAEuD,

ODMD,cAAU,CCoI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CDmI9C,cEzIwC,KFyI9B,KAAL,

GAAiB,GAAtB,CCnI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KCRtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAgIA,6B;MAhIA,wB;QAEwD,ODGF,cAAU,

CCoI7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GAAY,CCoI9C,cAvIyC,KAuI/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,

CDpI8C,MAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KCLtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MA6HA,6B;MA7HA,wB;QAEsD,ODAA,cAAU,CCoI7B,cAAU

,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDpI6B,MAAK,GCAK,KDAO,KAAZ,IAAf,C;O;KCFtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAoIA,aAS6D,0

B;MAT7D,+B;MApIA,wB;QAEwD,OcAA,eAAW,Cd2I9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,Cc3I8B,MAAK,

UdAK,KcAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KdFxD,C;gGAIA,yB;MAsHA,6B;MAtHA,wB;QAEuD,ODMD,cAAe,YAAL,C

CuH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CDsH9C,cE5HwC,KF4H9B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAt

B,CCtH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;O;KCRtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAmHA,6B;MAnHA,wB;QAEwD,ODGF,cAAe,YAAL,CC

uH7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,EAAY,CCuH9C,cA1HyC,KA0H/B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB

,CDvH8C,MAAZ,CAAf,C;O;KCLtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MAgHA,6B;MAhHA,wB;QAEsD,ODAA,cAAe,YAAL,CCu

H7B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDvH6B,MAAK,ECAK,KDAO,KAAZ,CAAf,C;O;KCFtD,C;gGAGA,yB;MA

uHA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;MAvHA,wB;QAEwD,OcAA,eAAW,Cd8H9B,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,

Cc9H8B,MAAK,UdAK,KcAO,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;O;KdFxD,C;4FAIA,yB;MAyGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCNA,wB;Q

AEqD,ODMD,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,EDyGjB,cE/GoC,KF+G1B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAt

B,CCzGiB,C;O;KCRpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAsGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCHA,wB;QAEsD,ODGF,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAA

L,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,EC0GjB,cA7GqC,KA6G3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,C;O;KCLpD,C;4FAGA,

yB;MAmGA,6B;MDnGA,4C;MCAA,wB;QAEoD,ODAA,WC0GjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD1GiB,ECAk

B,KDAlB,C;O;KCFpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA0GA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;Mc1GA,8C;MdAA,wB;QAEsD,OcAA,Ydi

HjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CcjHiB,EdAmB,KcAnB,C;O;KdFtD,C;4FAIA,yB;MA4FA,6B;MDtFA,

kD;MCNA,wB;QAEqD,ODMD,cC6FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,ED4FjB,cElGoC,KFkG1B,KAAL,

GAAiB,GAAtB,CC5FiB,C;O;KCRpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MAyFA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCHA,wB;QAEsD,ODGF,cC6FjB,c

AAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,EC6FjB,cAhGqC,KAgG3B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,C;O;KCLpD,C

;4FAGA,yB;MAsFA,6B;MDtFA,kD;MCAA,wB;QAEoD,ODAA,cC6FjB,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CD7FiB,E

CAkB,KDAlB,C;O;KCFpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA6FA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;Mc7FA,oD;MdAA,wB;QAEsD,OcAA,

edoGjB,eAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,CcpGiB,EdAmB,KcAnB,C;O;KdFtD,C;4EAIA,yB;MAAA,4B;MA

AA,iC;MAAA,mB;QAE2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,KAAZ,C;O;KAF3C,C;4EAGA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MA

AA,mB;QAE2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,KAAZ,C;O;KAF3C,C;oGAIA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAwEA,6B;MAxEA,wB;Q

AE+D,0BA+E5B,cAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CA/E4B,EA+E5B,cA/EqD,KA+E3C,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CA/

E4B,C;O;KAF/D,C;4FAIA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8KvHJ,4B;M9KuHI,wB;QAEqD,uB8KtHiC,Q9KsH1B,IAAK,K8KtH

X,G9KsHoB,KAAM,K8KtHM,C9KsHjC,C;O;KAFrD,C;0FAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8KrHJ,4B;M9KqHI,wB;QAEoD

,uB8KpHgC,Q9KoHzB,IAAK,K8KpHX,G9KoHmB,KAAM,K8KpHM,C9KoHhC,C;O;KAFpD,C;4FAGA,yB;MA

AA,iC;M8KnHJ,4B;M9KmHI,wB;QAEqD,uB8KlHiC,Q9KkH1B,IAAK,K8KlHX,G9KkHoB,KAAM,K8KlHM,C9

KkHjC,C;O;KAFrD,C;4EAGA,yB;MAAA,iC;M8KjHJ,4B;M9KiHI,mB;QAEkC,uB8KhHsB,QAAP,C9KgHR,S8K

hHe,C9KgHtB,C;O;KAFlC,C;kFAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mB;QAUmC,OAAK,OAAL,SAAK,C;O;KAVxC,C;o

FAWA,Y;MASqC,gB;K;gFACrC,Y;MASiC,OAAK,SAAL,GAAiB,K;K;kFAClD,yB;MAAA,aASqD,0B;MATrD,

mB;QASmC,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,Y;O;KATnC,C;oFAWA,yB;MF+DJ,0B;MAAA,+B;ME/DI,mB;QASq

C,OFiEE,eAAW,OEjEb,SFiEa,CAAX,C;O;KE1EvC,C;sFAUA,Y;MAEuC,W;K;kFACvC,yB;MAAA,6B;MAAA,
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mB;QASmC,qBAAU,SAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,C;O;KATnC,C;oFAUA,yB;MAAA,aAS6D,0B;MAT7D,+B;MAAA,

mB;QASqC,sBAAW,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,YAAN,C;O;KATrC,C;oFAWA,Y;MAMqC,OApDC,SAAL,GAAiB,K

;K;sFAqDlD,Y;MAMuC,OA3DD,SAAL,GAAiB,K;K;gCA6DlD,Y;MAAyC,OAAQ,CA7DX,SAAL,GAAiB,KA6

DD,Y;K;;;;;gCAhPrD,Y;MAAA,c;MAG8D,qD;MAH9D,a;K;8BAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAG8D,oCAH9D,G;K;0EAoPA,

yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW4C,uBAAY,SAAZ,C;O;KAX5C,C;4EAYA,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAU6C,uB

AAO,SAAP,C;O;KAV7C,C;4EAWA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW2C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,CAA

Z,C;O;KAX3C,C;4EAYA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,iC;MAAA,4B;QAW4C,uBAAY,QAAL,SAAK,SAAZ,C;O;KAX

5C,C;I4BtRA,8B;MAEqB,sB;K;wCAKjB,iB;MAM8C,O5B4PL,W4B5PK,aAAQ,KAAR,C5B4PL,C;K;wC4B1PzC

,wB;MAOI,aAAQ,KAAR,IAAiB,K5BkJgB,K;K;mF4B9IP,Y;MAAQ,OAAA,YAAQ,O;K;qCAE9C,Y;MAC0D,gC

AAS,YAAT,C;K;IAEpC,qC;MAAkC,yB;MAAjC,oB;MACnB,eAAoB,C;K;6CACpB,Y;MAAyB,sBAAQ,YAAM,

O;K;gDACvC,Y;MAA0D,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,eAAQ,YAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,O5BuOS,W4BvOe,aAAM,mBAAN,

EAAM,2BAAN,O5BuOf,C;;Q4BvO8C,MAAM,2BAAuB,YAAM,WAA7B,C;K;;2CAG7F,mB;MAIS,Q;MAAL,IA

AI,eAAC,0EAAD,SAAJ,C;QAAkC,OAAO,K;MAEzC,OAAe,WAAR,YAAQ,EAAS,O5B6HS,K4B7HlB,C;K;gD

AGnB,oB;MACY,Q;MAA2B,gBAA3B,gE;MAA2B,c;;Qb+lDvB,U;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,

aAAO,I;UAAP,e;SACrB,6B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;Ua/lD6B,2Bb+lDR,Oa/lDQ,S;UAAA,W;Y

AAwB,oBAAR,YAAQ,Eb+lDhC,Oft+CA,K4BzHgC,C;Wb+lD/C,IAAI,OAAJ,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;QAC

/C,aAAO,I;;;MahmDH,iB;K;oCAGJ,Y;MAAkC,OAAA,IAAK,QAAQ,OAAb,KAAqB,C;K;;IA9CvD,uC;MAAA,q

D;MACgC,wBAAK,eAAW,IAAX,CAAL,C;MADhC,Y;K;;;;qCAPJ,Y;MAAA,OAKqB,sDALrB,M;K;qCAAA,Y;

MAAA,c;MAKqB,wD;MALrB,a;K;mCAAA,iB;MAAA,2IAKqB,0CALrB,G;K;kFAwDA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAWw

C,0C;QAAA,wB;UAAW,OAAA,aAAK,KAAL,C5BwGV,K;S;O;M4BnHzC,6B;QAWI,OAAO,qBAAY,gCAAW,I

AAX,GAAiB,wBAAjB,CAAZ,C;O;KAXX,C;oFAcA,oB;MAGwE,e;K;I0LzExE,sC;MAQ2D,OAAa,WAAb,SxN4

KjB,KAAL,GAAiB,GwN5KkB,EAAS,KAAT,C;K;IAExE,sC;MAQ4D,OAAa,WAAb,StNmKlB,KAAL,GAAiB,K

sNnKmB,EAAS,KAAT,C;K;IAGzE,sC;MAQ0D,OAAc,WvNqL5B,oBuNrLc,SvNqLnB,KAAK,CAAL,iBuNrLiC,

EAAS,KAAT,C;K;IAExE,sC;MAOgD,uBAAc,SxM6KvB,KwM7KS,EAA6B,WAAW,KAAX,CAA7B,C;K;IAGh

D,8B;MAMqC,Q;MAAA,0DAAmB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAExD,qC;MAO+C,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,KAAd,oBAAw

B,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAGvE,+B;MAMuC,Q;MAAA,2DAAoB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE3D,sC;MAOiD,Q;M

AAA,2CAAe,KAAf,oBAAyB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAE1E,6B;MAMmC,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C

;K;IAErD,oC;MAO6C,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAEpE,8B;MAMqC,Q;MAAA,0

DAAmB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IAExD,qC;MAO+C,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;K;IA

MvE,kC;MAM4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB,C;K;IAE5C,2C;MASmB,Q;MAAA,sBAAL,SAAK,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAAL,iB;

QAA4B,OAAO,I;OAA7C,UAAU,I;MACV,IvNhFkE,YuNgF9D,GvNhF+E,KAAjB,EAA6B,CDkK5D,SwNlFzB,6

BAAM,UxNkF6B,KAAL,GAAiB,GAAtB,CClK4D,MAA7B,CuNgF9D,IAAJ,C;QAA2B,OAAO,I;MAClC,OxNkJ

qC,UAAW,OwNlJzC,GvNwF8B,KD0DW,CAAX,C;K;IwN/IzC,mC;MAM8C,mCAAuB,EAAvB,C;K;IAE9C,4C;

MASmB,Q;MAAA,sBAAL,SAAK,EAAa,KAAb,C;MAAL,iB;QAA4B,OAAO,I;OAA7C,UAAU,I;MACV,IvNtGk

E,YuNsG9D,GvNtG+E,KAAjB,EAA6B,CCmK5D,SsN7DzB,8BAAO,UtN6D4B,KAAL,GAAiB,KAAtB,CDnK4D

,MAA7B,CuNsG9D,IAAJ,C;QAA4B,OAAO,I;MACnC,OtN6HuC,WAAY,QsN7H5C,GvN4EgC,KCiDY,CAAZ,C

;K;IsN1H3C,iC;MAM0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;K;IAE1C,0C;MASI,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAC

lB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,YAAkB,4BAAK,U;MACvB,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CA

AL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAV,IAAe,cAAa,EAAhC,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC

5C,QAAQ,C;;QAER,QAAQ,C;;MAGZ,uBAAuB,mB;MAEvB,qBAAqB,gB;MACrB,avN2GmC,SuN3GtB,KvN2G

sB,C;MuN1GnC,aAAa,W;MACb,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,

EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IvNpJ8D,YuNoJ1D,MvNpJ2E,KAAjB,E

uNoJjD,cvNpJ8E,KAA7B,CuNoJ1D,IAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,+CAAkB,gBAAlB,QAAJ,C;YACI,iBvN7FwC,WuN6Fv

B,KvN7FuB,EuN6Ff,MvN7Fe,C;YuN+FxC,IvNxJsD,YuNwJlD,MvNxJmE,KAAjB,EuNwJzC,cvNxJsE,KAA7B,C

uNwJlD,IAAJ,C;cACI,OAAO,I;;YAGX,OAAO,I;;SAIf,SvNpHkD,SAAe,YuNoHjE,MvNpH4D,KAAK,EuNoHvD,

MvNpHmE,KAAZ,CAAf,C;QuNsHlD,mBAAmB,M;QACnB,SvNjJiD,SuNiJjD,MvNjJ2D,KAAK,GAAW,CAuO5

C,SuNtFrB,KvNsFqB,CAvO4C,MAAX,IAAf,C;QuNkJjD,IvNpK8D,YuNoK1D,MvNpK2E,KAAjB,EuNoKjD,Yv

NpK8E,KAA7B,CuNoK1D,IAAJ,C;UAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAGtC,OAAO,M;K;IAGX,kC;MAM4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB,
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C;K;IAE5C,2C;MASI,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;

MAExB,YAAmB,6BAAM,U;MACzB,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QA

CI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAV,IAAe,cAAa,EAAhC,C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5C,QAAQ,C;;QAER,QAAQ,C;;MAIZ,uBA

AuB,gD;MAEvB,qBAAqB,gB;MACrB,axM8CqC,UAAW,oBwM9CnC,KxM8CmC,CAAX,C;MwM7CrC,aAAa,2

B;MACb,aAAU,KAAV,MAAsB,MAAtB,M;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAE

Z,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IxM7M+D,awM6M3D,MxM7M6E,KAAlB,EwM6MlD,cxM7Mg

F,KAA9B,CwM6M3D,IAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,+CAAkB,gBAAlB,QAAJ,C;YACI,iBxM3J0C,YwM2JzB,KxM3JyB,E

wM2JjB,MxM3JiB,C;YwM6J1C,IxMjNuD,awMiNnD,MxMjNqE,KAAlB,EwMiN1C,cxMjNwE,KAA9B,CwMiNn

D,IAAJ,C;cACI,OAAO,I;;YAGX,OAAO,I;;SAIf,SxMlLoD,UwMkLpD,MxMlL+D,KAAK,UwMkL1D,MxMlLsE,

KAAZ,CAAhB,C;QwMoLpD,mBAAmB,M;QACnB,SxM/MmD,UwM+MnD,MxM/M8D,KAAK,KAAW,Cf2K7C

,UAAW,oBAAL,CAyDR,SuNrBrB,KvNqBqB,CAzDQ,MAAK,CAAL,iBAAN,Ce3K6C,MAAX,CAAhB,C;QwMg

NnD,IxM7N+D,awM6N3D,MxM7N6E,KAAlB,EwM6NlD,YxM7NgF,KAA9B,CwM6N3D,IAAJ,C;UAA2B,OAA

O,I;;MAGtC,OAAO,M;K;IhN7RX,6B;MACkD,OAAuB,0BAAtB,KAAO,WAAe,EAAU,KAAO,WAAjB,C;K;IAC

zE,8B;MACqD,OAAC,gCAAuB,iBAAU,gCAAV,C;K;IAE7E,4B;MACoD,OPoTZ,SAvGI,oBO7MS,EP6Md,KAA

K,CAAL,iBO7Mc,KP6MT,oBO7MuB,EP6M5B,KAAK,CAAL,iBO7Mc,CPoTH,QAAV,C;K;IOnTxC,+B;MACuD

,OPkTf,SAvGI,oBO3MY,EP2MjB,KAAK,CAAL,iBO3MiB,QP2MZ,oBO3M0B,EP2M/B,KAAK,CAAL,iBO3MiB

,CPkTN,QAAV,C;K;IO7SxC,6B;MAEI,eAAe,EQqMoB,K;MRpMnC,cAAc,EQoMqB,K;MRnMnC,IAAI,qBAAU,

CAAd,C;QACI,OQ2C+D,aR3CpD,EQ2CsE,KAAlB,ER3C/C,EQ2C6E,KAA9B,CR3CpD,IAAJ,GAAa,aAAb,GAA

2B,a;OAItC,IAAI,uBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAM,aAAW,OAAX,CAAN,C;OAIX,eAAiB,4BAAc,CAAd

,CAAD,KAAoB,OAApB,CAAD,WAAkC,CAAlC,C;MACf,UAAU,kBAAW,kBAAW,OAAX,CAAX,C;MACV,O

AAO,UAAM,iCQgCsD,aAAkB,CRhCzD,UAAM,GAAN,CQgCyD,MAAlB,EAA8B,CRhCvD,UAAM,OAAN,CQ

gCuD,MAA9B,CRhCvC,KAAJ,GAAkC,CAAlC,GAAyC,CAApD,EAAN,C;K;IAIX,gC;MAKe,Q;MAHX,eAAe,E

QiLoB,K;MRhLnC,cAAc,EQgLqB,K;MR/KnC,IAAI,qBAAU,CAAd,C;QACW,IQuBwD,aRvBpD,EQuBsE,KAAl

B,ERvB/C,EQuB6E,KAA9B,CRvBpD,IAAJ,C;UACH,S;;UAEA,OQ8CgD,UR9ChD,EQ8C2D,KAAK,UR9C3D,E

Q8CuE,KAAZ,CAAhB,C;;QRjDpD,W;OAQJ,IAAI,uBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,UAAM,gBAAW,OAAX,C

AAN,C;OAIX,eAAiB,4BAAc,CAAd,CAAD,KAAoB,OAApB,CAAD,WAAkC,CAAlC,C;MACf,UAAU,kBAAW,

kBAAW,OAAX,CAAX,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAM,aQQsD,aAAkB,CRR9D,UAAM,GAAN,CQQ8D,MAAlB,EAA

8B,CRR5D,UAAM,OAAN,CQQ4D,MAA9B,CRR5C,KAAJ,GAAkC,OAAlC,KAAN,CAAN,C;K;IAGX,yB;MAEI

,IAAE,QAAF,CAAE,CAAF,C;QADyC,OAC5B,W;;QACb,SP2MuC,aO3MlC,4BAAK,UP2M0C,KAAb,CO3MvC,

C;UAFyC,OAEP,4BAAK,U;;UACvC,SP0MuC,aO1MlC,4BAAK,UP0M0C,KAAb,CO1MvC,C;YAHyC,OAGP,4B

AAK,U;eACvC,SAAK,UAAL,C;YAJyC,OPqPN,SOjPX,YAAF,CAAE,CPiPW,C;;YOrPM,OPcY,SAAU,CAuO5B

,SOhPP,YAAnB,IAAI,UAAe,CPgPO,CAvO4B,MAAK,GAAW,CAuO5C,SOhPY,UPgPZ,CAvO4C,MAAX,IAAf,

C;;;;K;IONzD,0B;MAEI,IAAE,QAAF,CAAE,CAAF,C;QAD2C,OAC9B,2B;;QACb,SQqMuC,cRrMlC,6BAAM,U

QqM0C,KAAd,CRrMvC,C;UAF2C,OAER,6BAAM,U;;UACzC,SQoMuC,cRpMlC,6BAAM,UQoM0C,KAAd,CRp

MvC,C;YAH2C,OAGR,6BAAM,U;eACzC,4C;YAJ2C,OQ2PL,URvPd,uBAAF,CAAE,CQuPc,C;;YR3PK,OQQY,

UAAW,CAmP5B,URpPF,uBAA3B,IAAI,oBAAuB,CQoPE,CAnP4B,MAAK,KAAW,CRDzB,gCQCyB,MAAX,C

AAhB,C;;;;K;IRG3D,yB;MAC4C,QAAC,CAAqB,GAAf,UAAP,IAAmC,CAAC,MAAO,EAAW,IAAJ,EAAf,IAAg

C,C;K;IAE/G,0B;MAC8C,OAAC,qBAAO,EAAP,CAAW,WAAZ,GAAyB,IAAzB,GAAiC,YAAjC,W;K;IAG9C,0

B;MAA8C,uBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,EAAjB,C;K;IAE9C,kC;MACI,IAAI,gBAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAS,WAAF,C

AAE,EAAS,IAAT,C;MAErB,eAAiB,qBAAO,CAAP,CAAD,yBAAa,IAAb,EAAD,WAAwB,CAAxB,C;MACf,UA

AU,WAAI,sCAAW,IAAX,EAAJ,C;MACV,IAAI,kBAAO,IAAX,C;QACI,uCAAO,IAAP,E;QACA,4CAAY,CAAZ

,E;OAEJ,OAAgB,WAAT,QAAS,EAAS,IAAT,CAAT,GAA8B,WAAJ,GAAI,EAAS,IAAT,C;K;IiN3FzC,qC;K;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;YpIsEA,iB;;K;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SqIjE8B,iB;QAGD,iB;gChJmBqB,I;IW8C9C,aAAJ,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAY,IAAG,OAA

O,SAAf,IAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,K;aAChE,MAAJ,GAAY,iBAAhB,OAA6B,OAAb,CAAZ,GAAoD,g

C;uDG1EJ,mC,EAAuB,wB;ec2YrB,MAAW,KG1YlC,GH0YkC,EG1Y1B,GH0Y0B,C;eAAX,MAAW,KGzYlC,G

HyYkC,EGzY1B,GHyY0B,C;sBWrUnC,gBAA8B,CAA9B,O;oCvF6Lc,eAAmB,oCAAnB,C;yBiG7HL,C;gCAKY,

eAAiB,OAAL,GAAK,CAAjB,EAAgC,OAAL,GAAK,CAAhC,EAA+C,OAAL,GAAK,CAA/C,E;uBAwDd,K;qB6

CpGK,C;yBACI,C;sBACH,C;kBACJ,C;iBACD,C;mBACE,C;uBpHrB5B,WsJmCkC,yBtJnClC,C;;;;CnEhFX,E;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1175494389_1624391376.62/0/kotlin-1-4-32-tgz/package/kotlin.js.map

 

1.218 opentest4j 1.1.1 

 

1.219 springfox-core 2.8.0 

 

1.220 atk 2.28.1 2.el7
1.220.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

�

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,
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we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

�

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized
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party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

�

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

�

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

�

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

�

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

�

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

�

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

   Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.221 lzo 2.06 8.el7
1.221.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.222 did-you-mean 1.0.1 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Yuki Nishijima

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.223 x-crypto v0.0.0-20200622213623-

75b288015ac9 
1.223.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.224 log4j-api 2.10.0 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j API

Copyright 1999-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.225 spring-cloud-netflix-zuul

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.225.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*
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*  * Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*  *

*  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

*  *

*  *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*  *

*  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  * limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/support/AbstractRibbonCommandFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/pre/Servlet30RequestWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/web/ZuulHandlerMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/support/FilterConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/ZuulServerAutoConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/ZuulRouteApplicationContextInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/ZuulProxyMarkerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/post/LocationRewriteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/ZuulServerMarkerConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/apache/HttpClientRibbonCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/okhttp/OkHttpRibbonCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/util/ZuulRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/RestClientRibbonCommandFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/TraceProxyRequestHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/support/AbstractRibbonCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/RestClientRibbonCommand.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/ZuulFilterInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/discovery/DiscoveryClientRouteLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/RoutesEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/metrics/EmptyTracerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/metrics/DefaultCounterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/apache/HttpClientRibbonCommandFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/pre/Servlet30WrapperFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/pre/FormBodyWrapperFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/okhttp/OkHttpRibbonCommandFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/post/SendErrorFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/pre/DebugFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/RefreshableRouteLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/RibbonCommand.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/RibbonRoutingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/pre/PreDecorationFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/RibbonCommandFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/metrics/EmptyCounterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/post/SendResponseFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/web/ZuulController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/Route.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/SendForwardFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/RibbonCommandFactoryConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/EnableZuulProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/pre/ServletDetectionFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/ZuulProxyAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/util/RequestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/ZuulProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/util/RequestContentDataExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/SimpleHostRoutingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/EnableZuulServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/route/FallbackProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/CompositeRouteLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/RoutesRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/RouteLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/ProxyRequestHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166303062_1621381454.83/0/spring-cloud-netflix-zuul-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/zuul/filters/SimpleRouteLocator.java

 

1.226 pam 1.1.8 23.el7
1.226.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the

provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
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ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU

GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the

restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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Public License instead of this License.

The licensing conditions for each module in this package are detailed in the

module source files.

 

1.227 apacheds-xdbm-base 1.5.5 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.228 netflix-statistics 0.1.1 

 

1.229 compress 1.18 
1.229.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).
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The files in the package org.apache.commons.compress.archivers.sevenz

were derived from the LZMA SDK, version 9.20 (C/ and CPP/7zip/),

which has been placed in the public domain:

 

"LZMA SDK is placed in the public domain." (http://www.7-zip.org/sdk.html)

 

1.230 utility-library 1.8 
1.230.1 Available under license : 

Apache Batik

Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for the

Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Document Type Definition (DTD).

 

This software contains code from the International Organisation for

Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's

documentation.

 

This product includes images from the Tango Desktop Project

(http://tango.freedesktop.org/).

 

This product includes images from the Pasodoble Icon Theme

(http://www.jesusda.com/projects/pasodoble).

                                  Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.231 metrics-servlets 3.1.2 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.232 grpcio 1.33.2 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of any other

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GOOGLE INC. ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL GOOGLE INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
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  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2014 gRPC authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Lunit License

-------------

 

Lunit is written by Michael Roth <mroth@nessie.de> and is licensed

under the terms of the MIT license reproduced below.

 

========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2010 Michael Roth <mroth@nessie.de>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

========================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015-2017 gRPC authors.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.233 gitpython 3.1.18 
1.233.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2008, 2009 Michael Trier and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the GitPython project nor the names of

its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.234 spring-security-rsa 1.0.5.RELEASE 
1.234.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

@REM to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

@REM "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

@REM with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

@REM    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

@REM software distributed under the License is distributed on an

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/mvnw.cmd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

# "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# software distributed under the License is distributed on an

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/mvnw

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/src/main/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/RsaKeyHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-

46cb94e/src/test/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/RsaRawEncryptorTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-

46cb94e/src/test/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/KeyStoreKeyFactoryTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/src/main/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/RsaKeyHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/src/main/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/RsaRawEncryptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-

46cb94e/src/main/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/KeyStoreKeyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-

46cb94e/src/test/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/RsaSecretEncryptorTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-

46cb94e/src/main/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/RsaSecretEncryptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/src/main/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/RsaAlgorithm.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/pom.xml
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137568276_1614103190.12/0/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-v1-0-5-release-0-g46cb94e-1-tar-

gz/dsyer-spring-security-rsa-46cb94e/src/main/java/org/springframework/security/rsa/crypto/CipherUtils.java

 

1.235 jackson-datatype-guava 2.9.5 

 

1.236 etcd v0.0.0-20190228193606-

a943ad0ee4c9 
1.236.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.237 lang-mustache-client 6.8.12 
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1.237.1 Available under license : 
Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.238 statsmodels 0.11.1 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011, Roger Lew [see LICENSE.txt]

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

   with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the organizations affiliated with the

   contributors or the names of its contributors themselves may be

   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
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ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license of statsmodels can be found in LICENSE.txt

 

statsmodels contains code or derivative code from several other

packages. Some modules also note the author of individual contributions, or

author of code that formed the basis for the derived or translated code.

The copyright statements for the datasets are attached to the individual

datasets, most datasets are in public domain, and we do not claim any copyright

on any of them.

 

In the following, we collect copyright statements of code from other packages,

all of which are either a version of BSD or MIT licensed:

 

numpy

scipy

pandas

matplotlib

scikit-learn

qsturng-py http://code.google.com/p/qsturng-py/

 

 

numpy (statsmodels.compatnp contains copy of entire model)

----------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2005-2009, NumPy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the NumPy Developers nor the names of any

      contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

      from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

 

scipy

-----

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Enthought, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2009 SciPy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 a. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 b. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 c. Neither the name of the Enthought nor the names of its contributors

    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

pandas

------

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2009 AQR Capital Management, LLC
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of any

      contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

      from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

matplotlib (copied from license.py)

-----------------------------------

 

 

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MATPLOTLIB %(version)s

--------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between John D. Hunter ("JDH"), and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

matplotlib software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, JDH

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license

to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare

derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use matplotlib %(version)s
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alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that JDH's

License Agreement and JDH's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2002-%(year)d John D. Hunter; All Rights Reserved" are retained in

matplotlib %(version)s alone or in any derivative version prepared by

Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or

incorporates matplotlib %(version)s or any part thereof, and wants to

make the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to matplotlib %(version)s.

 

4. JDH is making matplotlib %(version)s available to Licensee on an "AS

IS" basis. JDH MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, JDH MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF MATPLOTLIB %(version)s

WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. JDH SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF MATPLOTLIB

%(version)s FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

LOSS AS A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING

MATPLOTLIB %(version)s, OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between JDH and

Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use JDH

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using matplotlib %(version)s,

Licensee agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

scikits-learn

-------------

 

New BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 - 2010 Scikit-Learn Developers.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 a. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 b. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 c. Neither the name of the Scikit-learn Developers  nor the names of

    its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written

    permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

qsturng-py (code included in statsmodels.stats.libqsturng)

--------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2011, Roger Lew [see LICENSE.txt]

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

   with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the organizations affiliated with the

   contributors or the names of its contributors themselves may be

   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

----------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2015, Martin van der Schans

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the <organization> nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The license of this package can be found in LICENSE.txt

This file contains a Python version of the gradient projection rotation

algorithms (GPA) developed by Bernaards, C.A. and Jennrich, R.I.

The code is based on code developed Bernaards, C.A. and Jennrich, R.I.

and is ported and made available with permission of the authors.

Copyright (C) 2006, Jonathan E. Taylor

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2008 Scipy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2018 statsmodels Developers.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 a. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 b. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 c. Neither the name of statsmodels nor the names of its contributors

    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL STATSMODELS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.239 btf 1.2 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

This software is dual-licensed under:

 

- the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3.0 or, at your option, any

 later version;

- the Apache Software License (ASL) version 2.0.

 

The text of both licenses is included (under the names LGPL-3.0.txt and

ASL-2.0.txt respectively).

 

Direct link to the sources:

 

- LGPL 3.0: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt

- ASL 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified
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version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:
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      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
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differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.240 tzlocal 1.5.1-2.ph3 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2017 Lennart Regebro

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.241 cairomm 1.12.0 1.el7
1.241.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
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with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve
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this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood
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   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.242 cloudfoundry-candiedyaml 1.0 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-Present CloudFoundry.org Foundation, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This project may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of each subcomponent's license,

as noted in the LICENSE file.

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.243 spring-web 5.0.8.RELEASE 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/GenericHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletWebRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/AbstractContextLoaderInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestGatewaySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ValueConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletConfigAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingPhaseListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/WebApplicationInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/SpringBeanAutowiringSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotAcceptableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResourceAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/IntrospectorCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/InitBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SimpleSessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DecoratingNavigationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/TagUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsSoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestBindingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GroovyWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/PathContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/EscapedErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/CodecConfigurerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/SpringBeanFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ExtractingResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GenericWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/DefaultServerWebExchangeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/MessageBodyClientHttpResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestParameterPropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/GenericFilterBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/ModelAndViewContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/LiveBeansViewServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/Part.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/ExceptionHandlingWebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/ControllerAdviceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultSessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/HandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributesScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/NativeWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AsyncWebRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/JavaScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/CookieGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/InitBinderDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3AsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AbstractRefreshableWebApplicationContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/WildcardPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/AbstractJackson2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebInputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/DecoderHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/RequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingAsyncHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/ConfigurableWebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerWriteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonBuilderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/JaxbContextContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/smile/MappingJackson2SmileHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingNavigationHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/WriteResultPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerWriteFlushProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MappingJackson2XmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/AsyncHandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/LocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/DefaultWebFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/cbor/MappingJackson2CborHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/UnsatisfiedServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/SingleCharWildcardedPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/HttpRequestHandlerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableProcessingInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/LiteralPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResult.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/RequestPartServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/CaptureVariablePathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/MethodNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/BasicAuthorizationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsFileUploadSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextParameterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/StandardServletAsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutCallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MapMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/FixedContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/StringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PatternParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ResponseStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExpressionValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebExchangeDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestDataBinder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/SubSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/support/AllEncompassingFormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionStatusMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/UnsupportedMediaTypeStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpSessionRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleHttpServerJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultProcessingInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/UnknownHttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/CaptureTheRestPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/UrlBasedCorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/AbstractUriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MaxUploadSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AbstractWireFeedHttpMessageConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractCookieValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperationsExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/DelegatingFilterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MarshallingHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/DefaultMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/WildcardTheRestPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/UriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ProtobufJsonFormatHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/AbstractHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestMethodNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ServletPathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/AsyncHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/ForwardedHeaderFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StringMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/NestedServletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/SeparatorPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2CodecSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractNamedValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/SpringServletContainerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPatternParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultInterceptorChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentTypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpMessageConverterExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncTask.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/RequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpRequestDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/SslInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MethodArgumentNotValidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsStreamingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/PathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/RequestPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/RssChannelHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableInterceptorChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingAsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebExchangeDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FormFieldPart.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/DestructionCallbackBindingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequestFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CommonsRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RequestContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HttpSessionMutexListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/OncePerRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotWritableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SpringWebConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartHttpServletRequest.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/XmlWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletConfigPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/FacesContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleHessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AtomFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/AbstractJackson2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/HeaderWebSessionIdResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/DefaultServerCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/UrlBasedCorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebExchangeBindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartResolutionDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/JsonbHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2JsonEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MappingMediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHeadResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceRegionHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/WebHttpHandlerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/InternalPathPatternParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/FixedLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/StreamingHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/SynchronossPartHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/WebDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DefaultPathContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingPathVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleStreamingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ResourceHttpMessageWriter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/DefaultClientCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UrlPathHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/AbstractJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/FilteringWebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/ServerDefaultCodecsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ChannelSendOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/InvocableHandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpComponentsHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/RegexPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionAttributesHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/BaseDefaultCodecs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/AbstractRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DefaultRequestPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/ResponseStatusExceptionHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ProtobufHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AnnotationConfigWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/DefaultServerHttpRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2SmileEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2RootElementHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2JsonDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEventHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/Jaxb2XmlDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FilePart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ShallowEtagHeaderFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/FormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ObjectToStringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/ClientDefaultCodecsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/OpaqueUriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/HeaderContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/CookieWebSessionIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ControllerAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2CollectionHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/SourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/DefaultServerWebExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/DefaultWebSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/DefaultSslInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/XmlEventDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/InMemoryWebSessionStore.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/AbstractJsonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEventHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2SmileDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandlerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/CacheControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HierarchicalUriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleStreamingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/AbstractReactiveWebInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/AbstractMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/BufferedImageHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ErrorsMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HttpPutFormContentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorServerHttpResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/FormHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/AcceptHeaderLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/AbstractJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/EncoderHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/MatrixVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardServletMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/WebApplicationContextFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerReadPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ForwardedHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/DefaultUriBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/CodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/ContentDisposition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelAttributeMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/DefaultUriTemplateHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/FormHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractXmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityReferences.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/HttpWebHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PathVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractJaxb2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpRequestDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/MultipartBodyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractGenericHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ClientCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/BaseCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/JettyHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/TomcatHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/AbstractMappingContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerErrorException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/CompositeUriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CrossOrigin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestControllerAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletContextRequestLoggingFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourceLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpClientErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MissingServletRequestPartException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CookieValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextLiveBeansView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReactiveHttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncRequestTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/ApplicationScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/WebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ModelAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReactiveHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CorsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebAppRootListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/WebHandlerDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/SpringHandlerInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PatchMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutDeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/ZeroCopyHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoaderListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ByteArrayHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PostMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/DeleteMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/MediaTypeNotSupportedStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CompositeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/NotAcceptableStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationContextUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This file maps Internet media types to unique file extension(s).

# Although created for httpd, this file is used by many software systems

# and has been placed in the public domain for unlimited redistribution.

#

# The table below contains both registered and (common) unregistered types.

# A type that has no unique extension can be ignored -- they are listed

# here to guide configurations toward known types and to make it easier to

# identify "new" types.  File extensions are also commonly used to indicate

# content languages and encodings, so choose them carefully.

#

# Internet media types should be registered as described in RFC 4288.

# The registry is at <http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/>.

#

# This file was retrieved from

https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/httpd/httpd/trunk/docs/conf/mime.types?revision=1752884&view=co

#

# MIME type (lowercased)			Extensions

# ============================================	==========

# application/1d-interleaved-parityfec

# application/3gpdash-qoe-report+xml

# application/3gpp-ims+xml

# application/a2l

# application/activemessage

# application/alto-costmap+json

# application/alto-costmapfilter+json

# application/alto-directory+json

# application/alto-endpointcost+json

# application/alto-endpointcostparams+json

# application/alto-endpointprop+json

# application/alto-endpointpropparams+json

# application/alto-error+json

# application/alto-networkmap+json

# application/alto-networkmapfilter+json

# application/aml

application/andrew-inset			ez
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# application/applefile

application/applixware				aw

# application/atf

# application/atfx

application/atom+xml				atom

application/atomcat+xml				atomcat

# application/atomdeleted+xml

# application/atomicmail

application/atomsvc+xml				atomsvc

# application/atxml

# application/auth-policy+xml

# application/bacnet-xdd+zip

# application/batch-smtp

# application/beep+xml

# application/calendar+json

# application/calendar+xml

# application/call-completion

# application/cals-1840

# application/cbor

# application/ccmp+xml

application/ccxml+xml				ccxml

# application/cdfx+xml

application/cdmi-capability			cdmia

application/cdmi-container			cdmic

application/cdmi-domain				cdmid

application/cdmi-object				cdmio

application/cdmi-queue				cdmiq

# application/cdni

# application/cea

# application/cea-2018+xml

# application/cellml+xml

# application/cfw

# application/cms

# application/cnrp+xml

# application/coap-group+json

# application/commonground

# application/conference-info+xml

# application/cpl+xml

# application/csrattrs

# application/csta+xml

# application/cstadata+xml

# application/csvm+json

application/cu-seeme				cu

# application/cybercash

# application/dash+xml

# application/dashdelta

application/davmount+xml			davmount

# application/dca-rft
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# application/dcd

# application/dec-dx

# application/dialog-info+xml

# application/dicom

# application/dii

# application/dit

# application/dns

application/docbook+xml				dbk

# application/dskpp+xml

application/dssc+der				dssc

application/dssc+xml				xdssc

# application/dvcs

application/ecmascript				ecma

# application/edi-consent

# application/edi-x12

# application/edifact

# application/efi

# application/emergencycalldata.comment+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.deviceinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.providerinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.serviceinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.subscriberinfo+xml

application/emma+xml				emma

# application/emotionml+xml

# application/encaprtp

# application/epp+xml

application/epub+zip				epub

# application/eshop

# application/example

application/exi					exi

# application/fastinfoset

# application/fastsoap

# application/fdt+xml

# application/fits

# application/font-sfnt

application/font-tdpfr				pfr

application/font-woff				woff

# application/framework-attributes+xml

# application/geo+json

application/gml+xml				gml

application/gpx+xml				gpx

application/gxf					gxf

# application/gzip

# application/h224

# application/held+xml

# application/http

application/hyperstudio				stk

# application/ibe-key-request+xml
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# application/ibe-pkg-reply+xml

# application/ibe-pp-data

# application/iges

# application/im-iscomposing+xml

# application/index

# application/index.cmd

# application/index.obj

# application/index.response

# application/index.vnd

application/inkml+xml				ink inkml

# application/iotp

application/ipfix				ipfix

# application/ipp

# application/isup

# application/its+xml

application/java-archive			jar

application/java-serialized-object		ser

application/java-vm				class

application/javascript				js

# application/jose

# application/jose+json

# application/jrd+json

application/json				json

# application/json-patch+json

# application/json-seq

application/jsonml+json				jsonml

# application/jwk+json

# application/jwk-set+json

# application/jwt

# application/kpml-request+xml

# application/kpml-response+xml

# application/ld+json

# application/lgr+xml

# application/link-format

# application/load-control+xml

application/lost+xml				lostxml

# application/lostsync+xml

# application/lxf

application/mac-binhex40			hqx

application/mac-compactpro			cpt

# application/macwriteii

application/mads+xml				mads

application/marc				mrc

application/marcxml+xml				mrcx

application/mathematica				ma nb mb

application/mathml+xml				mathml

# application/mathml-content+xml

# application/mathml-presentation+xml
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# application/mbms-associated-procedure-description+xml

# application/mbms-deregister+xml

# application/mbms-envelope+xml

# application/mbms-msk+xml

# application/mbms-msk-response+xml

# application/mbms-protection-description+xml

# application/mbms-reception-report+xml

# application/mbms-register+xml

# application/mbms-register-response+xml

# application/mbms-schedule+xml

# application/mbms-user-service-description+xml

application/mbox				mbox

# application/media-policy-dataset+xml

# application/media_control+xml

application/mediaservercontrol+xml		mscml

# application/merge-patch+json

application/metalink+xml			metalink

application/metalink4+xml			meta4

application/mets+xml				mets

# application/mf4

# application/mikey

application/mods+xml				mods

# application/moss-keys

# application/moss-signature

# application/mosskey-data

# application/mosskey-request

application/mp21				m21 mp21

application/mp4					mp4s

# application/mpeg4-generic

# application/mpeg4-iod

# application/mpeg4-iod-xmt

# application/mrb-consumer+xml

# application/mrb-publish+xml

# application/msc-ivr+xml

# application/msc-mixer+xml

application/msword				doc dot

application/mxf					mxf

# application/nasdata

# application/news-checkgroups

# application/news-groupinfo

# application/news-transmission

# application/nlsml+xml

# application/nss

# application/ocsp-request

# application/ocsp-response

application/octet-stream	bin dms lrf mar so dist distz pkg bpk dump elc deploy

application/oda					oda

# application/odx
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application/oebps-package+xml			opf

application/ogg					ogx

application/omdoc+xml				omdoc

application/onenote				onetoc onetoc2 onetmp onepkg

application/oxps				oxps

# application/p2p-overlay+xml

# application/parityfec

application/patch-ops-error+xml			xer

application/pdf					pdf

# application/pdx

application/pgp-encrypted			pgp

# application/pgp-keys

application/pgp-signature			asc sig

application/pics-rules				prf

# application/pidf+xml

# application/pidf-diff+xml

application/pkcs10				p10

# application/pkcs12

application/pkcs7-mime				p7m p7c

application/pkcs7-signature			p7s

application/pkcs8				p8

application/pkix-attr-cert			ac

application/pkix-cert				cer

application/pkix-crl				crl

application/pkix-pkipath			pkipath

application/pkixcmp				pki

application/pls+xml				pls

# application/poc-settings+xml

application/postscript				ai eps ps

# application/ppsp-tracker+json

# application/problem+json

# application/problem+xml

# application/provenance+xml

# application/prs.alvestrand.titrax-sheet

application/prs.cww				cww

# application/prs.hpub+zip

# application/prs.nprend

# application/prs.plucker

# application/prs.rdf-xml-crypt

# application/prs.xsf+xml

application/pskc+xml				pskcxml

# application/qsig

# application/raptorfec

# application/rdap+json

application/rdf+xml				rdf

application/reginfo+xml				rif

application/relax-ng-compact-syntax		rnc

# application/remote-printing
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# application/reputon+json

application/resource-lists+xml			rl

application/resource-lists-diff+xml		rld

# application/rfc+xml

# application/riscos

# application/rlmi+xml

application/rls-services+xml			rs

application/rpki-ghostbusters			gbr

application/rpki-manifest			mft

application/rpki-roa				roa

# application/rpki-updown

application/rsd+xml				rsd

application/rss+xml				rss

application/rtf					rtf

# application/rtploopback

# application/rtx

# application/samlassertion+xml

# application/samlmetadata+xml

application/sbml+xml				sbml

# application/scaip+xml

# application/scim+json

application/scvp-cv-request			scq

application/scvp-cv-response			scs

application/scvp-vp-request			spq

application/scvp-vp-response			spp

application/sdp					sdp

# application/sep+xml

# application/sep-exi

# application/session-info

# application/set-payment

application/set-payment-initiation		setpay

# application/set-registration

application/set-registration-initiation		setreg

# application/sgml

# application/sgml-open-catalog

application/shf+xml				shf

# application/sieve

# application/simple-filter+xml

# application/simple-message-summary

# application/simplesymbolcontainer

# application/slate

# application/smil

application/smil+xml				smi smil

# application/smpte336m

# application/soap+fastinfoset

# application/soap+xml

application/sparql-query			rq

application/sparql-results+xml			srx
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# application/spirits-event+xml

# application/sql

application/srgs				gram

application/srgs+xml				grxml

application/sru+xml				sru

application/ssdl+xml				ssdl

application/ssml+xml				ssml

# application/tamp-apex-update

# application/tamp-apex-update-confirm

# application/tamp-community-update

# application/tamp-community-update-confirm

# application/tamp-error

# application/tamp-sequence-adjust

# application/tamp-sequence-adjust-confirm

# application/tamp-status-query

# application/tamp-status-response

# application/tamp-update

# application/tamp-update-confirm

application/tei+xml				tei teicorpus

application/thraud+xml				tfi

# application/timestamp-query

# application/timestamp-reply

application/timestamped-data			tsd

# application/ttml+xml

# application/tve-trigger

# application/ulpfec

# application/urc-grpsheet+xml

# application/urc-ressheet+xml

# application/urc-targetdesc+xml

# application/urc-uisocketdesc+xml

# application/vcard+json

# application/vcard+xml

# application/vemmi

# application/vividence.scriptfile

# application/vnd.3gpp-prose+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp-prose-pc3ch+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.access-transfer-events+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.bsf+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.mid-call+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-large		plb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-small		psb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-var			pvb

# application/vnd.3gpp.sms

# application/vnd.3gpp.sms+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-ext+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-info+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.state-and-event-info+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.ussd+xml
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# application/vnd.3gpp2.bcmcsinfo+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp2.sms

application/vnd.3gpp2.tcap			tcap

# application/vnd.3lightssoftware.imagescal

application/vnd.3m.post-it-notes		pwn

application/vnd.accpac.simply.aso		aso

application/vnd.accpac.simply.imp		imp

application/vnd.acucobol			acu

application/vnd.acucorp				atc acutc

application/vnd.adobe.air-application-installer-package+zip	air

# application/vnd.adobe.flash.movie

application/vnd.adobe.formscentral.fcdt		fcdt

application/vnd.adobe.fxp			fxp fxpl

# application/vnd.adobe.partial-upload

application/vnd.adobe.xdp+xml			xdp

application/vnd.adobe.xfdf			xfdf

# application/vnd.aether.imp

# application/vnd.ah-barcode

application/vnd.ahead.space			ahead

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azf		azf

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azs		azs

application/vnd.amazon.ebook			azw

# application/vnd.amazon.mobi8-ebook

application/vnd.americandynamics.acc		acc

application/vnd.amiga.ami			ami

# application/vnd.amundsen.maze+xml

application/vnd.android.package-archive		apk

# application/vnd.anki

application/vnd.anser-web-certificate-issue-initiation	cii

application/vnd.anser-web-funds-transfer-initiation	fti

application/vnd.antix.game-component		atx

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.binary

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.compact

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.json

# application/vnd.api+json

application/vnd.apple.installer+xml		mpkg

application/vnd.apple.mpegurl			m3u8

# application/vnd.arastra.swi

application/vnd.aristanetworks.swi		swi

# application/vnd.artsquare

application/vnd.astraea-software.iota		iota

application/vnd.audiograph			aep

# application/vnd.autopackage

# application/vnd.avistar+xml

# application/vnd.balsamiq.bmml+xml

# application/vnd.balsamiq.bmpr

# application/vnd.bekitzur-stech+json

# application/vnd.biopax.rdf+xml
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application/vnd.blueice.multipass		mpm

# application/vnd.bluetooth.ep.oob

# application/vnd.bluetooth.le.oob

application/vnd.bmi				bmi

application/vnd.businessobjects			rep

# application/vnd.cab-jscript

# application/vnd.canon-cpdl

# application/vnd.canon-lips

# application/vnd.cendio.thinlinc.clientconf

# application/vnd.century-systems.tcp_stream

application/vnd.chemdraw+xml			cdxml

# application/vnd.chess-pgn

application/vnd.chipnuts.karaoke-mmd		mmd

application/vnd.cinderella			cdy

# application/vnd.cirpack.isdn-ext

# application/vnd.citationstyles.style+xml

application/vnd.claymore			cla

application/vnd.cloanto.rp9			rp9

application/vnd.clonk.c4group			c4g c4d c4f c4p c4u

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config		c11amc

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config-pkg	c11amz

# application/vnd.coffeescript

# application/vnd.collection+json

# application/vnd.collection.doc+json

# application/vnd.collection.next+json

# application/vnd.comicbook+zip

# application/vnd.commerce-battelle

application/vnd.commonspace			csp

application/vnd.contact.cmsg			cdbcmsg

# application/vnd.coreos.ignition+json

application/vnd.cosmocaller			cmc

application/vnd.crick.clicker			clkx

application/vnd.crick.clicker.keyboard		clkk

application/vnd.crick.clicker.palette		clkp

application/vnd.crick.clicker.template		clkt

application/vnd.crick.clicker.wordbank		clkw

application/vnd.criticaltools.wbs+xml		wbs

application/vnd.ctc-posml			pml

# application/vnd.ctct.ws+xml

# application/vnd.cups-pdf

# application/vnd.cups-postscript

application/vnd.cups-ppd			ppd

# application/vnd.cups-raster

# application/vnd.cups-raw

# application/vnd.curl

application/vnd.curl.car			car

application/vnd.curl.pcurl			pcurl

# application/vnd.cyan.dean.root+xml
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# application/vnd.cybank

application/vnd.dart				dart

application/vnd.data-vision.rdz			rdz

# application/vnd.debian.binary-package

application/vnd.dece.data			uvf uvvf uvd uvvd

application/vnd.dece.ttml+xml			uvt uvvt

application/vnd.dece.unspecified		uvx uvvx

application/vnd.dece.zip			uvz uvvz

application/vnd.denovo.fcselayout-link		fe_launch

# application/vnd.desmume.movie

# application/vnd.dir-bi.plate-dl-nosuffix

# application/vnd.dm.delegation+xml

application/vnd.dna				dna

# application/vnd.document+json

application/vnd.dolby.mlp			mlp

# application/vnd.dolby.mobile.1

# application/vnd.dolby.mobile.2

# application/vnd.doremir.scorecloud-binary-document

application/vnd.dpgraph				dpg

application/vnd.dreamfactory			dfac

# application/vnd.drive+json

application/vnd.ds-keypoint			kpxx

# application/vnd.dtg.local

# application/vnd.dtg.local.flash

# application/vnd.dtg.local.html

application/vnd.dvb.ait				ait

# application/vnd.dvb.dvbj

# application/vnd.dvb.esgcontainer

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcdftnotifaccess

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess2

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgpdd

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcroaming

# application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-base

# application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-enhancement

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-aggregate-root+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-container+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-generic+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-msglist+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-request+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-response+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-init+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.pfr

application/vnd.dvb.service			svc

# application/vnd.dxr

application/vnd.dynageo				geo

# application/vnd.dzr

# application/vnd.easykaraoke.cdgdownload
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# application/vnd.ecdis-update

application/vnd.ecowin.chart			mag

# application/vnd.ecowin.filerequest

# application/vnd.ecowin.fileupdate

# application/vnd.ecowin.series

# application/vnd.ecowin.seriesrequest

# application/vnd.ecowin.seriesupdate

# application/vnd.emclient.accessrequest+xml

application/vnd.enliven				nml

# application/vnd.enphase.envoy

# application/vnd.eprints.data+xml

application/vnd.epson.esf			esf

application/vnd.epson.msf			msf

application/vnd.epson.quickanime		qam

application/vnd.epson.salt			slt

application/vnd.epson.ssf			ssf

# application/vnd.ericsson.quickcall

application/vnd.eszigno3+xml			es3 et3

# application/vnd.etsi.aoc+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.asic-e+zip

# application/vnd.etsi.asic-s+zip

# application/vnd.etsi.cug+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvcommand+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvdiscovery+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvprofile+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-bc+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-cod+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-npvr+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvservice+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsync+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvueprofile+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.mcid+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.mheg5

# application/vnd.etsi.overload-control-policy-dataset+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.pstn+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.sci+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.simservs+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.timestamp-token

# application/vnd.etsi.tsl+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.tsl.der

# application/vnd.eudora.data

application/vnd.ezpix-album			ez2

application/vnd.ezpix-package			ez3

# application/vnd.f-secure.mobile

# application/vnd.fastcopy-disk-image

application/vnd.fdf				fdf

application/vnd.fdsn.mseed			mseed

application/vnd.fdsn.seed			seed dataless
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# application/vnd.ffsns

# application/vnd.filmit.zfc

# application/vnd.fints

# application/vnd.firemonkeys.cloudcell

application/vnd.flographit			gph

application/vnd.fluxtime.clip			ftc

# application/vnd.font-fontforge-sfd

application/vnd.framemaker			fm frame maker book

application/vnd.frogans.fnc			fnc

application/vnd.frogans.ltf			ltf

application/vnd.fsc.weblaunch			fsc

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys			oas

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys2			oa2

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys3			oa3

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysgp			fg5

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysprs		bh2

# application/vnd.fujixerox.art-ex

# application/vnd.fujixerox.art4

application/vnd.fujixerox.ddd			ddd

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks		xdw

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.binder	xbd

# application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.container

# application/vnd.fujixerox.hbpl

# application/vnd.fut-misnet

application/vnd.fuzzysheet			fzs

application/vnd.genomatix.tuxedo		txd

# application/vnd.geo+json

# application/vnd.geocube+xml

application/vnd.geogebra.file			ggb

application/vnd.geogebra.tool			ggt

application/vnd.geometry-explorer		gex gre

application/vnd.geonext				gxt

application/vnd.geoplan				g2w

application/vnd.geospace			g3w

# application/vnd.gerber

# application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt

# application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt-response

application/vnd.gmx				gmx

application/vnd.google-earth.kml+xml		kml

application/vnd.google-earth.kmz		kmz

# application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+xml

# application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+zip

# application/vnd.gov.sk.xmldatacontainer+xml

application/vnd.grafeq				gqf gqs

# application/vnd.gridmp

application/vnd.groove-account			gac

application/vnd.groove-help			ghf

application/vnd.groove-identity-message		gim
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application/vnd.groove-injector			grv

application/vnd.groove-tool-message		gtm

application/vnd.groove-tool-template		tpl

application/vnd.groove-vcard			vcg

# application/vnd.hal+json

application/vnd.hal+xml				hal

application/vnd.handheld-entertainment+xml	zmm

application/vnd.hbci				hbci

# application/vnd.hcl-bireports

# application/vnd.hdt

# application/vnd.heroku+json

application/vnd.hhe.lesson-player		les

application/vnd.hp-hpgl				hpgl

application/vnd.hp-hpid				hpid

application/vnd.hp-hps				hps

application/vnd.hp-jlyt				jlt

application/vnd.hp-pcl				pcl

application/vnd.hp-pclxl			pclxl

# application/vnd.httphone

application/vnd.hydrostatix.sof-data		sfd-hdstx

# application/vnd.hyperdrive+json

# application/vnd.hzn-3d-crossword

# application/vnd.ibm.afplinedata

# application/vnd.ibm.electronic-media

application/vnd.ibm.minipay			mpy

application/vnd.ibm.modcap			afp listafp list3820

application/vnd.ibm.rights-management		irm

application/vnd.ibm.secure-container		sc

application/vnd.iccprofile			icc icm

# application/vnd.ieee.1905

application/vnd.igloader			igl

application/vnd.immervision-ivp			ivp

application/vnd.immervision-ivu			ivu

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p1

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p2

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p3

# application/vnd.ims.lis.v2.result+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolconsumerprofile+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy.id+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings.simple+json

# application/vnd.informedcontrol.rms+xml

# application/vnd.informix-visionary

# application/vnd.infotech.project

# application/vnd.infotech.project+xml

# application/vnd.innopath.wamp.notification

application/vnd.insors.igm			igm
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application/vnd.intercon.formnet		xpw xpx

application/vnd.intergeo			i2g

# application/vnd.intertrust.digibox

# application/vnd.intertrust.nncp

application/vnd.intu.qbo			qbo

application/vnd.intu.qfx			qfx

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.catalogitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.conceptitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.knowledgeitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsmessage+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.packageitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.planningitem+xml

application/vnd.ipunplugged.rcprofile		rcprofile

application/vnd.irepository.package+xml		irp

application/vnd.is-xpr				xpr

application/vnd.isac.fcs			fcs

application/vnd.jam				jam

# application/vnd.japannet-directory-service

# application/vnd.japannet-jpnstore-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-payment-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-registration

# application/vnd.japannet-registration-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-setstore-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-verification

# application/vnd.japannet-verification-wakeup

application/vnd.jcp.javame.midlet-rms		rms

application/vnd.jisp				jisp

application/vnd.joost.joda-archive		joda

# application/vnd.jsk.isdn-ngn

application/vnd.kahootz				ktz ktr

application/vnd.kde.karbon			karbon

application/vnd.kde.kchart			chrt

application/vnd.kde.kformula			kfo

application/vnd.kde.kivio			flw

application/vnd.kde.kontour			kon

application/vnd.kde.kpresenter			kpr kpt

application/vnd.kde.kspread			ksp

application/vnd.kde.kword			kwd kwt

application/vnd.kenameaapp			htke

application/vnd.kidspiration			kia

application/vnd.kinar				kne knp

application/vnd.koan				skp skd skt skm

application/vnd.kodak-descriptor		sse

application/vnd.las.las+xml			lasxml

# application/vnd.liberty-request+xml

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.desktop	lbd

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.exchange+xml	lbe
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application/vnd.lotus-1-2-3			123

application/vnd.lotus-approach			apr

application/vnd.lotus-freelance			pre

application/vnd.lotus-notes			nsf

application/vnd.lotus-organizer			org

application/vnd.lotus-screencam			scm

application/vnd.lotus-wordpro			lwp

application/vnd.macports.portpkg		portpkg

# application/vnd.mapbox-vector-tile

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.actiontoken+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.conftoken+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.license+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.mdcf

# application/vnd.mason+json

# application/vnd.maxmind.maxmind-db

application/vnd.mcd				mcd

application/vnd.medcalcdata			mc1

application/vnd.mediastation.cdkey		cdkey

# application/vnd.meridian-slingshot

application/vnd.mfer				mwf

application/vnd.mfmp				mfm

# application/vnd.micro+json

application/vnd.micrografx.flo			flo

application/vnd.micrografx.igx			igx

# application/vnd.microsoft.portable-executable

# application/vnd.miele+json

application/vnd.mif				mif

# application/vnd.minisoft-hp3000-save

# application/vnd.mitsubishi.misty-guard.trustweb

application/vnd.mobius.daf			daf

application/vnd.mobius.dis			dis

application/vnd.mobius.mbk			mbk

application/vnd.mobius.mqy			mqy

application/vnd.mobius.msl			msl

application/vnd.mobius.plc			plc

application/vnd.mobius.txf			txf

application/vnd.mophun.application		mpn

application/vnd.mophun.certificate		mpc

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.adsi

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.fis

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.gotap

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.kmr

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.ttc

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.wem

# application/vnd.motorola.iprm

application/vnd.mozilla.xul+xml			xul

# application/vnd.ms-3mfdocument
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application/vnd.ms-artgalry			cil

# application/vnd.ms-asf

application/vnd.ms-cab-compressed		cab

# application/vnd.ms-color.iccprofile

application/vnd.ms-excel			xls xlm xla xlc xlt xlw

application/vnd.ms-excel.addin.macroenabled.12		xlam

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.binary.macroenabled.12	xlsb

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.macroenabled.12		xlsm

application/vnd.ms-excel.template.macroenabled.12	xltm

application/vnd.ms-fontobject			eot

application/vnd.ms-htmlhelp			chm

application/vnd.ms-ims				ims

application/vnd.ms-lrm				lrm

# application/vnd.ms-office.activex+xml

application/vnd.ms-officetheme			thmx

# application/vnd.ms-opentype

# application/vnd.ms-package.obfuscated-opentype

application/vnd.ms-pki.seccat			cat

application/vnd.ms-pki.stl			stl

# application/vnd.ms-playready.initiator+xml

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint			ppt pps pot

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.addin.macroenabled.12		ppam

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.presentation.macroenabled.12	pptm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slide.macroenabled.12		sldm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slideshow.macroenabled.12		ppsm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.template.macroenabled.12		potm

# application/vnd.ms-printdevicecapabilities+xml

# application/vnd.ms-printing.printticket+xml

# application/vnd.ms-printschematicket+xml

application/vnd.ms-project			mpp mpt

# application/vnd.ms-tnef

# application/vnd.ms-windows.devicepairing

# application/vnd.ms-windows.nwprinting.oob

# application/vnd.ms-windows.printerpairing

# application/vnd.ms-windows.wsd.oob

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-chlg-req

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-resp

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-chlg-req

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-resp

application/vnd.ms-word.document.macroenabled.12	docm

application/vnd.ms-word.template.macroenabled.12	dotm

application/vnd.ms-works			wps wks wcm wdb

application/vnd.ms-wpl				wpl

application/vnd.ms-xpsdocument			xps

# application/vnd.msa-disk-image

application/vnd.mseq				mseq

# application/vnd.msign

# application/vnd.multiad.creator
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# application/vnd.multiad.creator.cif

# application/vnd.music-niff

application/vnd.musician			mus

application/vnd.muvee.style			msty

application/vnd.mynfc				taglet

# application/vnd.ncd.control

# application/vnd.ncd.reference

# application/vnd.nervana

# application/vnd.netfpx

application/vnd.neurolanguage.nlu		nlu

# application/vnd.nintendo.nitro.rom

# application/vnd.nintendo.snes.rom

application/vnd.nitf				ntf nitf

application/vnd.noblenet-directory		nnd

application/vnd.noblenet-sealer			nns

application/vnd.noblenet-web			nnw

# application/vnd.nokia.catalogs

# application/vnd.nokia.conml+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.conml+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.iptv.config+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.isds-radio-presets

# application/vnd.nokia.landmark+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.landmark+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.landmarkcollection+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.ac+xml

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.data		ngdat

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.symbian.install	n-gage

# application/vnd.nokia.ncd

# application/vnd.nokia.pcd+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.pcd+xml

application/vnd.nokia.radio-preset		rpst

application/vnd.nokia.radio-presets		rpss

application/vnd.novadigm.edm			edm

application/vnd.novadigm.edx			edx

application/vnd.novadigm.ext			ext

# application/vnd.ntt-local.content-share

# application/vnd.ntt-local.file-transfer

# application/vnd.ntt-local.ogw_remote-access

# application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_remote

# application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_tcp_stream

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart		odc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart-template	otc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.database		odb

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula		odf

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula-template	odft

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics		odg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics-template	otg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image		odi
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application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image-template	oti

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation		odp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation-template	otp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet		ods

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet-template	ots

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text			odt

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-master		odm

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-template	ott

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-web		oth

# application/vnd.obn

# application/vnd.oftn.l10n+json

# application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessdownload+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessstreaming+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.cspg-hexbinary

# application/vnd.oipf.dae.svg+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.dae.xhtml+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.mippvcontrolmessage+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.pae.gem

# application/vnd.oipf.spdiscovery+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.spdlist+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.ueprofile+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.userprofile+xml

application/vnd.olpc-sugar			xo

# application/vnd.oma-scws-config

# application/vnd.oma-scws-http-request

# application/vnd.oma-scws-http-response

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.associated-procedure-parameter+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.drm-trigger+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.imd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.ltkm

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.notification+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.provisioningtrigger

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgboot

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdu

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.simple-symbol-container

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.smartcard-trigger+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sprov+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.stkm

# application/vnd.oma.cab-address-book+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-feature-handler+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-pcc+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-subs-invite+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-user-prefs+xml

# application/vnd.oma.dcd

# application/vnd.oma.dcdc

application/vnd.oma.dd2+xml			dd2

# application/vnd.oma.drm.risd+xml
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# application/vnd.oma.group-usage-list+xml

# application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+json

# application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+tlv

# application/vnd.oma.pal+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.detailed-progress-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.final-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.groups+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.invocation-descriptor+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.optimized-progress-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.push

# application/vnd.oma.scidm.messages+xml

# application/vnd.oma.xcap-directory+xml

# application/vnd.omads-email+xml

# application/vnd.omads-file+xml

# application/vnd.omads-folder+xml

# application/vnd.omaloc-supl-init

# application/vnd.onepager

# application/vnd.openblox.game+xml

# application/vnd.openblox.game-binary

# application/vnd.openeye.oeb

application/vnd.openofficeorg.extension		oxt

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.custom-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.customxmlproperties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawing+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chart+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chartshapes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramcolors+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramdata+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramlayout+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramstyle+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.extended-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.commentauthors+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.comments+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.handoutmaster+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesmaster+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesslide+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation	pptx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presprops+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide	sldx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidelayout+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidemaster+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow	ppsx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideupdateinfo+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tablestyles+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tags+xml
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application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template	potx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.viewprops+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.calcchain+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.chartsheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.comments+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.connections+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.dialogsheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.externallink+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcachedefinition+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcacherecords+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivottable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.querytable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionheaders+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionlog+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sharedstrings+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet	xlsx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheetmetadata+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.styles+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.table+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.tablesinglecells+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template	xltx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.usernames+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.volatiledependencies+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.worksheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.theme+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.themeoverride+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.vmldrawing

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.comments+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document	docx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.glossary+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.endnotes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.fonttable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footer+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footnotes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.numbering+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.settings+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.styles+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template	dotx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.websettings+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.core-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.digital-signature-xmlsignature+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.relationships+xml

# application/vnd.oracle.resource+json
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# application/vnd.orange.indata

# application/vnd.osa.netdeploy

application/vnd.osgeo.mapguide.package		mgp

# application/vnd.osgi.bundle

application/vnd.osgi.dp				dp

application/vnd.osgi.subsystem			esa

# application/vnd.otps.ct-kip+xml

# application/vnd.oxli.countgraph

# application/vnd.pagerduty+json

application/vnd.palm				pdb pqa oprc

# application/vnd.panoply

# application/vnd.paos.xml

application/vnd.pawaafile			paw

# application/vnd.pcos

application/vnd.pg.format			str

application/vnd.pg.osasli			ei6

# application/vnd.piaccess.application-licence

application/vnd.picsel				efif

application/vnd.pmi.widget			wg

# application/vnd.poc.group-advertisement+xml

application/vnd.pocketlearn			plf

application/vnd.powerbuilder6			pbd

# application/vnd.powerbuilder6-s

# application/vnd.powerbuilder7

# application/vnd.powerbuilder7-s

# application/vnd.powerbuilder75

# application/vnd.powerbuilder75-s

# application/vnd.preminet

application/vnd.previewsystems.box		box

application/vnd.proteus.magazine		mgz

application/vnd.publishare-delta-tree		qps

application/vnd.pvi.ptid1			ptid

# application/vnd.pwg-multiplexed

# application/vnd.pwg-xhtml-print+xml

# application/vnd.qualcomm.brew-app-res

# application/vnd.quarantainenet

application/vnd.quark.quarkxpress		qxd qxt qwd qwt qxl qxb

# application/vnd.quobject-quoxdocument

# application/vnd.radisys.moml+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conf+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conn+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-dialog+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-stream+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-conf+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-base+xml
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# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-detect+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-sendrecv+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-group+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-speech+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-transform+xml

# application/vnd.rainstor.data

# application/vnd.rapid

# application/vnd.rar

application/vnd.realvnc.bed			bed

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml		mxl

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml+xml		musicxml

# application/vnd.renlearn.rlprint

application/vnd.rig.cryptonote			cryptonote

application/vnd.rim.cod				cod

application/vnd.rn-realmedia			rm

application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr		rmvb

application/vnd.route66.link66+xml		link66

# application/vnd.rs-274x

# application/vnd.ruckus.download

# application/vnd.s3sms

application/vnd.sailingtracker.track		st

# application/vnd.sbm.cid

# application/vnd.sbm.mid2

# application/vnd.scribus

# application/vnd.sealed.3df

# application/vnd.sealed.csf

# application/vnd.sealed.doc

# application/vnd.sealed.eml

# application/vnd.sealed.mht

# application/vnd.sealed.net

# application/vnd.sealed.ppt

# application/vnd.sealed.tiff

# application/vnd.sealed.xls

# application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.html

# application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.pdf

application/vnd.seemail				see

application/vnd.sema				sema

application/vnd.semd				semd

application/vnd.semf				semf

application/vnd.shana.informed.formdata		ifm

application/vnd.shana.informed.formtemplate	itp

application/vnd.shana.informed.interchange	iif

application/vnd.shana.informed.package		ipk

application/vnd.simtech-mindmapper		twd twds

# application/vnd.siren+json

application/vnd.smaf				mmf

# application/vnd.smart.notebook

application/vnd.smart.teacher			teacher
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# application/vnd.software602.filler.form+xml

# application/vnd.software602.filler.form-xml-zip

application/vnd.solent.sdkm+xml			sdkm sdkd

application/vnd.spotfire.dxp			dxp

application/vnd.spotfire.sfs			sfs

# application/vnd.sss-cod

# application/vnd.sss-dtf

# application/vnd.sss-ntf

application/vnd.stardivision.calc		sdc

application/vnd.stardivision.draw		sda

application/vnd.stardivision.impress		sdd

application/vnd.stardivision.math		smf

application/vnd.stardivision.writer		sdw vor

application/vnd.stardivision.writer-global	sgl

application/vnd.stepmania.package		smzip

application/vnd.stepmania.stepchart		sm

# application/vnd.street-stream

# application/vnd.sun.wadl+xml

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc			sxc

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc.template		stc

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw			sxd

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw.template		std

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress			sxi

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress.template	sti

application/vnd.sun.xml.math			sxm

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer			sxw

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.global		sxg

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.template		stw

application/vnd.sus-calendar			sus susp

application/vnd.svd				svd

# application/vnd.swiftview-ics

application/vnd.symbian.install			sis sisx

application/vnd.syncml+xml			xsm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+wbxml			bdm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+xml			xdm

# application/vnd.syncml.dm.notification

# application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+wbxml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+xml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+wbxml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+xml

# application/vnd.syncml.ds.notification

application/vnd.tao.intent-module-archive	tao

application/vnd.tcpdump.pcap			pcap cap dmp

# application/vnd.tmd.mediaflex.api+xml

# application/vnd.tml

application/vnd.tmobile-livetv			tmo

application/vnd.trid.tpt			tpt

application/vnd.triscape.mxs			mxs
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application/vnd.trueapp				tra

# application/vnd.truedoc

# application/vnd.ubisoft.webplayer

application/vnd.ufdl				ufd ufdl

application/vnd.uiq.theme			utz

application/vnd.umajin				umj

application/vnd.unity				unityweb

application/vnd.uoml+xml			uoml

# application/vnd.uplanet.alert

# application/vnd.uplanet.alert-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice

# application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop

# application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.channel

# application/vnd.uplanet.channel-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.list

# application/vnd.uplanet.list-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd

# application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.signal

# application/vnd.uri-map

# application/vnd.valve.source.material

application/vnd.vcx				vcx

# application/vnd.vd-study

# application/vnd.vectorworks

# application/vnd.vel+json

# application/vnd.verimatrix.vcas

# application/vnd.vidsoft.vidconference

application/vnd.visio				vsd vst vss vsw

application/vnd.visionary			vis

# application/vnd.vividence.scriptfile

application/vnd.vsf				vsf

# application/vnd.wap.sic

# application/vnd.wap.slc

application/vnd.wap.wbxml			wbxml

application/vnd.wap.wmlc			wmlc

application/vnd.wap.wmlscriptc			wmlsc

application/vnd.webturbo			wtb

# application/vnd.wfa.p2p

# application/vnd.wfa.wsc

# application/vnd.windows.devicepairing

# application/vnd.wmc

# application/vnd.wmf.bootstrap

# application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica

# application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica.package

application/vnd.wolfram.player			nbp

application/vnd.wordperfect			wpd
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application/vnd.wqd				wqd

# application/vnd.wrq-hp3000-labelled

application/vnd.wt.stf				stf

# application/vnd.wv.csp+wbxml

# application/vnd.wv.csp+xml

# application/vnd.wv.ssp+xml

# application/vnd.xacml+json

application/vnd.xara				xar

application/vnd.xfdl				xfdl

# application/vnd.xfdl.webform

# application/vnd.xmi+xml

# application/vnd.xmpie.cpkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.dpkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.plan

# application/vnd.xmpie.ppkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.xlim

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-dic			hvd

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-script		hvs

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-voice			hvp

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat			osf

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat.osfpvg+xml	osfpvg

# application/vnd.yamaha.remote-setup

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-audio		saf

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-phrase		spf

# application/vnd.yamaha.through-ngn

# application/vnd.yamaha.tunnel-udpencap

# application/vnd.yaoweme

application/vnd.yellowriver-custom-menu		cmp

application/vnd.zul				zir zirz

application/vnd.zzazz.deck+xml			zaz

application/voicexml+xml			vxml

# application/vq-rtcpxr

# application/watcherinfo+xml

# application/whoispp-query

# application/whoispp-response

application/widget				wgt

application/winhlp				hlp

# application/wita

# application/wordperfect5.1

application/wsdl+xml				wsdl

application/wspolicy+xml			wspolicy

application/x-7z-compressed			7z

application/x-abiword				abw

application/x-ace-compressed			ace

# application/x-amf

application/x-apple-diskimage			dmg

application/x-authorware-bin			aab x32 u32 vox

application/x-authorware-map			aam
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application/x-authorware-seg			aas

application/x-bcpio				bcpio

application/x-bittorrent			torrent

application/x-blorb				blb blorb

application/x-bzip				bz

application/x-bzip2				bz2 boz

application/x-cbr				cbr cba cbt cbz cb7

application/x-cdlink				vcd

application/x-cfs-compressed			cfs

application/x-chat				chat

application/x-chess-pgn				pgn

# application/x-compress

application/x-conference			nsc

application/x-cpio				cpio

application/x-csh				csh

application/x-debian-package			deb udeb

application/x-dgc-compressed			dgc

application/x-director			dir dcr dxr cst cct cxt w3d fgd swa

application/x-doom				wad

application/x-dtbncx+xml			ncx

application/x-dtbook+xml			dtb

application/x-dtbresource+xml			res

application/x-dvi				dvi

application/x-envoy				evy

application/x-eva				eva

application/x-font-bdf				bdf

# application/x-font-dos

# application/x-font-framemaker

application/x-font-ghostscript			gsf

# application/x-font-libgrx

application/x-font-linux-psf			psf

application/x-font-otf				otf

application/x-font-pcf				pcf

application/x-font-snf				snf

# application/x-font-speedo

# application/x-font-sunos-news

application/x-font-ttf				ttf ttc

application/x-font-type1			pfa pfb pfm afm

# application/x-font-vfont

application/x-freearc				arc

application/x-futuresplash			spl

application/x-gca-compressed			gca

application/x-glulx				ulx

application/x-gnumeric				gnumeric

application/x-gramps-xml			gramps

application/x-gtar				gtar

# application/x-gzip

application/x-hdf				hdf
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application/x-install-instructions		install

application/x-iso9660-image			iso

application/x-java-jnlp-file			jnlp

application/x-latex				latex

application/x-lzh-compressed			lzh lha

application/x-mie				mie

application/x-mobipocket-ebook			prc mobi

application/x-ms-application			application

application/x-ms-shortcut			lnk

application/x-ms-wmd				wmd

application/x-ms-wmz				wmz

application/x-ms-xbap				xbap

application/x-msaccess				mdb

application/x-msbinder				obd

application/x-mscardfile			crd

application/x-msclip				clp

application/x-msdownload			exe dll com bat msi

application/x-msmediaview			mvb m13 m14

application/x-msmetafile			wmf wmz emf emz

application/x-msmoney				mny

application/x-mspublisher			pub

application/x-msschedule			scd

application/x-msterminal			trm

application/x-mswrite				wri

application/x-netcdf				nc cdf

application/x-nzb				nzb

application/x-pkcs12				p12 pfx

application/x-pkcs7-certificates		p7b spc

application/x-pkcs7-certreqresp			p7r

application/x-rar-compressed			rar

application/x-research-info-systems		ris

application/x-sh				sh

application/x-shar				shar

application/x-shockwave-flash			swf

application/x-silverlight-app			xap

application/x-sql				sql

application/x-stuffit				sit

application/x-stuffitx				sitx

application/x-subrip				srt

application/x-sv4cpio				sv4cpio

application/x-sv4crc				sv4crc

application/x-t3vm-image			t3

application/x-tads				gam

application/x-tar				tar

application/x-tcl				tcl

application/x-tex				tex

application/x-tex-tfm				tfm

application/x-texinfo				texinfo texi
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application/x-tgif				obj

application/x-ustar				ustar

application/x-wais-source			src

# application/x-www-form-urlencoded

application/x-x509-ca-cert			der crt

application/x-xfig				fig

application/x-xliff+xml				xlf

application/x-xpinstall				xpi

application/x-xz				xz

application/x-zmachine				z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8

# application/x400-bp

# application/xacml+xml

application/xaml+xml				xaml

# application/xcap-att+xml

# application/xcap-caps+xml

application/xcap-diff+xml			xdf

# application/xcap-el+xml

# application/xcap-error+xml

# application/xcap-ns+xml

# application/xcon-conference-info+xml

# application/xcon-conference-info-diff+xml

application/xenc+xml				xenc

application/xhtml+xml				xhtml xht

# application/xhtml-voice+xml

application/xml					xml xsl

application/xml-dtd				dtd

# application/xml-external-parsed-entity

# application/xml-patch+xml

# application/xmpp+xml

application/xop+xml				xop

application/xproc+xml				xpl

application/xslt+xml				xslt

application/xspf+xml				xspf

application/xv+xml				mxml xhvml xvml xvm

application/yang				yang

application/yin+xml				yin

application/zip					zip

# application/zlib

# audio/1d-interleaved-parityfec

# audio/32kadpcm

# audio/3gpp

# audio/3gpp2

# audio/ac3

audio/adpcm					adp

# audio/amr

# audio/amr-wb

# audio/amr-wb+

# audio/aptx
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# audio/asc

# audio/atrac-advanced-lossless

# audio/atrac-x

# audio/atrac3

audio/basic					au snd

# audio/bv16

# audio/bv32

# audio/clearmode

# audio/cn

# audio/dat12

# audio/dls

# audio/dsr-es201108

# audio/dsr-es202050

# audio/dsr-es202211

# audio/dsr-es202212

# audio/dv

# audio/dvi4

# audio/eac3

# audio/encaprtp

# audio/evrc

# audio/evrc-qcp

# audio/evrc0

# audio/evrc1

# audio/evrcb

# audio/evrcb0

# audio/evrcb1

# audio/evrcnw

# audio/evrcnw0

# audio/evrcnw1

# audio/evrcwb

# audio/evrcwb0

# audio/evrcwb1

# audio/evs

# audio/example

# audio/fwdred

# audio/g711-0

# audio/g719

# audio/g722

# audio/g7221

# audio/g723

# audio/g726-16

# audio/g726-24

# audio/g726-32

# audio/g726-40

# audio/g728

# audio/g729

# audio/g7291

# audio/g729d
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# audio/g729e

# audio/gsm

# audio/gsm-efr

# audio/gsm-hr-08

# audio/ilbc

# audio/ip-mr_v2.5

# audio/isac

# audio/l16

# audio/l20

# audio/l24

# audio/l8

# audio/lpc

audio/midi					mid midi kar rmi

# audio/mobile-xmf

audio/mp4					m4a mp4a

# audio/mp4a-latm

# audio/mpa

# audio/mpa-robust

audio/mpeg					mpga mp2 mp2a mp3 m2a m3a

# audio/mpeg4-generic

# audio/musepack

audio/ogg					oga ogg spx

# audio/opus

# audio/parityfec

# audio/pcma

# audio/pcma-wb

# audio/pcmu

# audio/pcmu-wb

# audio/prs.sid

# audio/qcelp

# audio/raptorfec

# audio/red

# audio/rtp-enc-aescm128

# audio/rtp-midi

# audio/rtploopback

# audio/rtx

audio/s3m					s3m

audio/silk					sil

# audio/smv

# audio/smv-qcp

# audio/smv0

# audio/sp-midi

# audio/speex

# audio/t140c

# audio/t38

# audio/telephone-event

# audio/tone

# audio/uemclip
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# audio/ulpfec

# audio/vdvi

# audio/vmr-wb

# audio/vnd.3gpp.iufp

# audio/vnd.4sb

# audio/vnd.audiokoz

# audio/vnd.celp

# audio/vnd.cisco.nse

# audio/vnd.cmles.radio-events

# audio/vnd.cns.anp1

# audio/vnd.cns.inf1

audio/vnd.dece.audio				uva uvva

audio/vnd.digital-winds				eol

# audio/vnd.dlna.adts

# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.1

# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.2

# audio/vnd.dolby.mlp

# audio/vnd.dolby.mps

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2x

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2z

# audio/vnd.dolby.pulse.1

audio/vnd.dra					dra

audio/vnd.dts					dts

audio/vnd.dts.hd				dtshd

# audio/vnd.dvb.file

# audio/vnd.everad.plj

# audio/vnd.hns.audio

audio/vnd.lucent.voice				lvp

audio/vnd.ms-playready.media.pya		pya

# audio/vnd.nokia.mobile-xmf

# audio/vnd.nortel.vbk

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp4800			ecelp4800

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp7470			ecelp7470

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp9600			ecelp9600

# audio/vnd.octel.sbc

# audio/vnd.qcelp

# audio/vnd.rhetorex.32kadpcm

audio/vnd.rip					rip

# audio/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mpeg

# audio/vnd.vmx.cvsd

# audio/vorbis

# audio/vorbis-config

audio/webm					weba

audio/x-aac					aac

audio/x-aiff					aif aiff aifc

audio/x-caf					caf

audio/x-flac					flac
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audio/x-matroska				mka

audio/x-mpegurl					m3u

audio/x-ms-wax					wax

audio/x-ms-wma					wma

audio/x-pn-realaudio				ram ra

audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin			rmp

# audio/x-tta

audio/x-wav					wav

audio/xm					xm

chemical/x-cdx					cdx

chemical/x-cif					cif

chemical/x-cmdf					cmdf

chemical/x-cml					cml

chemical/x-csml					csml

# chemical/x-pdb

chemical/x-xyz					xyz

image/bmp					bmp

image/cgm					cgm

# image/dicom-rle

# image/emf

# image/example

# image/fits

image/g3fax					g3

image/gif					gif

image/ief					ief

# image/jls

# image/jp2

image/jpeg					jpeg jpg jpe

# image/jpm

# image/jpx

image/ktx					ktx

# image/naplps

image/png					png

image/prs.btif					btif

# image/prs.pti

# image/pwg-raster

image/sgi					sgi

image/svg+xml					svg svgz

# image/t38

image/tiff					tiff tif

# image/tiff-fx

image/vnd.adobe.photoshop			psd

# image/vnd.airzip.accelerator.azv

# image/vnd.cns.inf2

image/vnd.dece.graphic				uvi uvvi uvg uvvg

image/vnd.djvu					djvu djv

image/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

image/vnd.dwg					dwg
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image/vnd.dxf					dxf

image/vnd.fastbidsheet				fbs

image/vnd.fpx					fpx

image/vnd.fst					fst

image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-mmr			mmr

image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-rlc			rlc

# image/vnd.globalgraphics.pgb

# image/vnd.microsoft.icon

# image/vnd.mix

# image/vnd.mozilla.apng

image/vnd.ms-modi				mdi

image/vnd.ms-photo				wdp

image/vnd.net-fpx				npx

# image/vnd.radiance

# image/vnd.sealed.png

# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.gif

# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.jpg

# image/vnd.svf

# image/vnd.tencent.tap

# image/vnd.valve.source.texture

image/vnd.wap.wbmp				wbmp

image/vnd.xiff					xif

# image/vnd.zbrush.pcx

image/webp					webp

# image/wmf

image/x-3ds					3ds

image/x-cmu-raster				ras

image/x-cmx					cmx

image/x-freehand				fh fhc fh4 fh5 fh7

image/x-icon					ico

image/x-mrsid-image				sid

image/x-pcx					pcx

image/x-pict					pic pct

image/x-portable-anymap				pnm

image/x-portable-bitmap				pbm

image/x-portable-graymap			pgm

image/x-portable-pixmap				ppm

image/x-rgb					rgb

image/x-tga					tga

image/x-xbitmap					xbm

image/x-xpixmap					xpm

image/x-xwindowdump				xwd

# message/cpim

# message/delivery-status

# message/disposition-notification

# message/example

# message/external-body

# message/feedback-report
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# message/global

# message/global-delivery-status

# message/global-disposition-notification

# message/global-headers

# message/http

# message/imdn+xml

# message/news

# message/partial

message/rfc822					eml mime

# message/s-http

# message/sip

# message/sipfrag

# message/tracking-status

# message/vnd.si.simp

# message/vnd.wfa.wsc

# model/example

# model/gltf+json

model/iges					igs iges

model/mesh					msh mesh silo

model/vnd.collada+xml				dae

model/vnd.dwf					dwf

# model/vnd.flatland.3dml

model/vnd.gdl					gdl

# model/vnd.gs-gdl

# model/vnd.gs.gdl

model/vnd.gtw					gtw

# model/vnd.moml+xml

model/vnd.mts					mts

# model/vnd.opengex

# model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.binary

# model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.text

# model/vnd.rosette.annotated-data-model

# model/vnd.valve.source.compiled-map

model/vnd.vtu					vtu

model/vrml					wrl vrml

model/x3d+binary				x3db x3dbz

# model/x3d+fastinfoset

model/x3d+vrml					x3dv x3dvz

model/x3d+xml					x3d x3dz

# model/x3d-vrml

# multipart/alternative

# multipart/appledouble

# multipart/byteranges

# multipart/digest

# multipart/encrypted

# multipart/example

# multipart/form-data

# multipart/header-set
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# multipart/mixed

# multipart/parallel

# multipart/related

# multipart/report

# multipart/signed

# multipart/voice-message

# multipart/x-mixed-replace

# text/1d-interleaved-parityfec

text/cache-manifest				appcache

text/calendar					ics ifb

text/css					css

text/csv					csv

# text/csv-schema

# text/directory

# text/dns

# text/ecmascript

# text/encaprtp

# text/enriched

# text/example

# text/fwdred

# text/grammar-ref-list

text/html					html htm

# text/javascript

# text/jcr-cnd

# text/markdown

# text/mizar

text/n3						n3

# text/parameters

# text/parityfec

text/plain					txt text conf def list log in

# text/provenance-notation

# text/prs.fallenstein.rst

text/prs.lines.tag				dsc

# text/prs.prop.logic

# text/raptorfec

# text/red

# text/rfc822-headers

text/richtext					rtx

# text/rtf

# text/rtp-enc-aescm128

# text/rtploopback

# text/rtx

text/sgml					sgml sgm

# text/t140

text/tab-separated-values			tsv

text/troff					t tr roff man me ms

text/turtle					ttl

# text/ulpfec
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text/uri-list					uri uris urls

text/vcard					vcard

# text/vnd.a

# text/vnd.abc

text/vnd.curl					curl

text/vnd.curl.dcurl				dcurl

text/vnd.curl.mcurl				mcurl

text/vnd.curl.scurl				scurl

# text/vnd.debian.copyright

# text/vnd.dmclientscript

text/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

# text/vnd.esmertec.theme-descriptor

text/vnd.fly					fly

text/vnd.fmi.flexstor				flx

text/vnd.graphviz				gv

text/vnd.in3d.3dml				3dml

text/vnd.in3d.spot				spot

# text/vnd.iptc.newsml

# text/vnd.iptc.nitf

# text/vnd.latex-z

# text/vnd.motorola.reflex

# text/vnd.ms-mediapackage

# text/vnd.net2phone.commcenter.command

# text/vnd.radisys.msml-basic-layout

# text/vnd.si.uricatalogue

text/vnd.sun.j2me.app-descriptor		jad

# text/vnd.trolltech.linguist

# text/vnd.wap.si

# text/vnd.wap.sl

text/vnd.wap.wml				wml

text/vnd.wap.wmlscript				wmls

text/x-asm					s asm

text/x-c					c cc cxx cpp h hh dic

text/x-fortran					f for f77 f90

text/x-java-source				java

text/x-nfo					nfo

text/x-opml					opml

text/x-pascal					p pas

text/x-setext					etx

text/x-sfv					sfv

text/x-uuencode					uu

text/x-vcalendar				vcs

text/x-vcard					vcf

# text/xml

# text/xml-external-parsed-entity

# video/1d-interleaved-parityfec

video/3gpp					3gp

# video/3gpp-tt
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video/3gpp2					3g2

# video/bmpeg

# video/bt656

# video/celb

# video/dv

# video/encaprtp

# video/example

video/h261					h261

video/h263					h263

# video/h263-1998

# video/h263-2000

video/h264					h264

# video/h264-rcdo

# video/h264-svc

# video/h265

# video/iso.segment

video/jpeg					jpgv

# video/jpeg2000

video/jpm					jpm jpgm

video/mj2					mj2 mjp2

# video/mp1s

# video/mp2p

# video/mp2t

video/mp4					mp4 mp4v mpg4

# video/mp4v-es

video/mpeg					mpeg mpg mpe m1v m2v

# video/mpeg4-generic

# video/mpv

# video/nv

video/ogg					ogv

# video/parityfec

# video/pointer

video/quicktime					qt mov

# video/raptorfec

# video/raw

# video/rtp-enc-aescm128

# video/rtploopback

# video/rtx

# video/smpte292m

# video/ulpfec

# video/vc1

# video/vnd.cctv

video/vnd.dece.hd				uvh uvvh

video/vnd.dece.mobile				uvm uvvm

# video/vnd.dece.mp4

video/vnd.dece.pd				uvp uvvp

video/vnd.dece.sd				uvs uvvs

video/vnd.dece.video				uvv uvvv
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# video/vnd.directv.mpeg

# video/vnd.directv.mpeg-tts

# video/vnd.dlna.mpeg-tts

video/vnd.dvb.file				dvb

video/vnd.fvt					fvt

# video/vnd.hns.video

# video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-1010

# video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-2005

# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-1010

# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-2005

# video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsavc

# video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsmpeg2

# video/vnd.motorola.video

# video/vnd.motorola.videop

video/vnd.mpegurl				mxu m4u

video/vnd.ms-playready.media.pyv		pyv

# video/vnd.nokia.interleaved-multimedia

# video/vnd.nokia.videovoip

# video/vnd.objectvideo

# video/vnd.radgamettools.bink

# video/vnd.radgamettools.smacker

# video/vnd.sealed.mpeg1

# video/vnd.sealed.mpeg4

# video/vnd.sealed.swf

# video/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mov

video/vnd.uvvu.mp4				uvu uvvu

video/vnd.vivo					viv

# video/vp8

video/webm					webm

video/x-f4v					f4v

video/x-fli					fli

video/x-flv					flv

video/x-m4v					m4v

video/x-matroska				mkv mk3d mks

video/x-mng					mng

video/x-ms-asf					asf asx

video/x-ms-vob					vob

video/x-ms-wm					wm

video/x-ms-wmv					wmv

video/x-ms-wmx					wmx

video/x-ms-wvx					wvx

video/x-msvideo					avi

video/x-sgi-movie				movie

video/x-smv					smv

x-conference/x-cooltalk				ice

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/http/mime.types

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/InvalidMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StandardServletEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ServletContextPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianServiceExporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.H
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/Jaxb2XmlEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Return the web session for the current request. Always guaranteed  to

	 * return an instance either matching to the session id requested by the

	 * client, or with a new session id either because the client did not

	 * specify one or because the underlying session had expired. Use of this

	 * method does not automatically create a session. See {@link WebSession}

	 * for more details.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebExchange.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryInitializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUUriBuilder WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-201 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675621_1606843703.05/0/spring-web-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ParameterContentNegotiationStrategy.java

 

1.244 libtirpc 0.2.4 0.16.el7
1.244.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) Copyright (c) Bull S.A.  2005  All Rights Reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.245 go-yaml v3.0.0-20200615113413-

eeeca48fe776 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

 

This project is covered by two different licenses: MIT and Apache.

 

#### MIT License ####

 

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original MIT license, with the additional

copyright staring in 2011 when the project was ported over:

 

   apic.go emitterc.go parserc.go readerc.go scannerc.go

   writerc.go yamlh.go yamlprivateh.go

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2010 Kirill Simonov

Copyright (c) 2006-2011 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

### Apache License ###

 

All the remaining project files are covered by the Apache license:

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Canonical Ltd
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright 2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.246 slf4j 1.7.25 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN"

 "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd">

 

 <html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">

   <head>

     <meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" />

     <title>SLF4J License</title>

     <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" media="screen" href="css/site.css" />

   </head>

   <body>

     <script type="text/javascript">prefix='';</script>

    

     <script src="templates/header.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

     <div id="left">

       <script src="templates/left.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

     </div>

     <div id="right">

       <script src="templates/right.js" type="text/javascript"></script>
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     </div>

 

     <div id="content">

 

 

 <h1>Licensing terms for SLF4J</h1>

 

 <p>SLF4J source code and binaries are distributed under the

 MIT license.

 </p>

 

 <div class="source">

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 </div>

 

 <p>These terms are <em>identical</em> to those of the <a

 href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License">MIT License</a>,

 also called the X License or the X11 License, which is a simple,

 permissive non-copyleft free software license. It is deemed

 compatible with virtually all types of licenses, commercial or

 otherwise. In particular, the Free Software Foundation has declared

 it compatible with <a

 href="http://www.fsf.org/licensing/licenses/license-list.html#GPLCompatibleLicenses">

 GNU GPL</a>. It is also known to be approved by the Apache Software

 Foundation as compatible with <a

 href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/">Apache Software License</a>.

 </p>
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 <script src="templates/footer.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

 

</div>

</body>

</html>

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.247 lucene-spatial-extras 7.5.0 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright
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from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was
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derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
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   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:
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Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,
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Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is
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BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:
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analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801
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which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to
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have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.248 kubernetes-client v12.0 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.249 jnr-constants 0.9.9 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
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terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.250 jetty-http 9.2.13.v20150730 

 

1.251 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.9.5 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.252 graphql v1.1.0 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

{-# LANGUAGE QuasiQuotes            #-}

{-# LANGUAGE RankNTypes             #-}

{-# LANGUAGE TypeApplications       #-}

{-# LANGUAGE TypeFamilies           #-}

{-# LANGUAGE TypeFamilyDependencies #-}

 

module Hasura.RQL.DDL.Permission.Internal where

 

import           Control.Lens               hiding ((.=))

import           Data.Aeson.Casing

import           Data.Aeson.TH

import           Data.Aeson.Types

import           Instances.TH.Lift          ()

import           Language.Haskell.TH.Syntax (Lift)

 

import qualified Data.HashMap.Strict        as M

import qualified Data.Text.Extended         as T

import qualified Hasura.SQL.DML             as S
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import           Hasura.EncJSON

import           Hasura.Incremental         (Cacheable)

import           Hasura.Prelude

import           Hasura.RQL.GBoolExp

import           Hasura.RQL.Types

import           Hasura.Server.Utils

import           Hasura.SQL.Types

import           Hasura.SQL.Value

 

import qualified Database.PG.Query          as Q

 

data PermColSpec

 = PCStar

 | PCCols ![PGCol]

 deriving (Show, Eq, Lift, Generic)

instance Cacheable PermColSpec

 

instance FromJSON PermColSpec where

 parseJSON (String "*") = return PCStar

 parseJSON x            = PCCols <$> parseJSON x

 

instance ToJSON PermColSpec where

 toJSON (PCCols cols) = toJSON cols

 toJSON PCStar        = "*"

 

convColSpec :: FieldInfoMap FieldInfo -> PermColSpec -> [PGCol]

convColSpec _ (PCCols cols) = cols

convColSpec cim PCStar      = map pgiColumn $ getCols cim

 

permissionIsDefined

 :: Maybe RolePermInfo -> PermAccessor a -> Bool

permissionIsDefined rpi pa =

 isJust $ join $ rpi ^? _Just.permAccToLens pa

 

assertPermDefined

 :: (MonadError QErr m)

 => RoleName

 -> PermAccessor a

 -> TableInfo

 -> m ()

assertPermDefined roleName pa tableInfo =

 unless (permissionIsDefined rpi pa) $ throw400 PermissionDenied $ mconcat

 [ "'" <> T.pack (show $ permAccToType pa) <> "'"

 , " permission on " <>> _tciName (_tiCoreInfo tableInfo)

 , " for role " <>> roleName

 , " does not exist"

 ]
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 where

   rpi = M.lookup roleName $ _tiRolePermInfoMap tableInfo

 

askPermInfo

 :: (MonadError QErr m)

 => TableInfo

 -> RoleName

 -> PermAccessor c

 -> m c

askPermInfo tabInfo roleName pa =

 case M.lookup roleName rpim >>= (^. paL) of

   Just c  -> return c

   Nothing -> throw400 PermissionDenied $ mconcat

              [ pt <> " permission on " <>> _tciName (_tiCoreInfo tabInfo)

              , " for role " <>> roleName

              , " does not exist"

              ]

 where

   paL = permAccToLens pa

   pt = permTypeToCode $ permAccToType pa

   rpim = _tiRolePermInfoMap tabInfo

 

savePermToCatalog

 :: (ToJSON a)

 => PermType

 -> QualifiedTable

 -> PermDef a

 -> SystemDefined

 -> Q.TxE QErr ()

savePermToCatalog pt (QualifiedObject sn tn) (PermDef  rn qdef mComment) systemDefined =

 Q.unitQE defaultTxErrorHandler [Q.sql|

          INSERT INTO

              hdb_catalog.hdb_permission

              (table_schema, table_name, role_name, perm_type, perm_def, comment, is_system_defined)

          VALUES ($1, $2, $3, $4, $5 :: jsonb, $6, $7)

               |] (sn, tn, rn, permTypeToCode pt, Q.AltJ qdef, mComment, systemDefined) True

 

updatePermDefInCatalog

 :: (ToJSON a)

 => PermType

 -> QualifiedTable

 -> RoleName

 -> a

 -> Q.TxE QErr ()

updatePermDefInCatalog pt (QualifiedObject sn tn) rn qdef =

 Q.unitQE defaultTxErrorHandler [Q.sql|

          UPDATE hdb_catalog.hdb_permission

             SET perm_def = $1 :: jsonb
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            WHERE table_schema = $2 AND table_name = $3

              AND role_name = $4 AND perm_type = $5

          |] (Q.AltJ qdef, sn, tn, rn, permTypeToCode pt) True

 

dropPermFromCatalog

 :: QualifiedTable

 -> RoleName

 -> PermType

 -> Q.TxE QErr ()

dropPermFromCatalog (QualifiedObject sn tn) rn pt =

 Q.unitQE defaultTxErrorHandler [Q.sql|

          DELETE FROM

              hdb_catalog.hdb_permission

          WHERE

              table_schema = $1

              AND table_name = $2

              AND role_name = $3

              AND perm_type = $4

               |] (sn, tn, rn, permTypeToCode pt) True

 

type CreatePerm a = WithTable (PermDef a)

 

data PermDef a =

 PermDef

 { pdRole       :: !RoleName

 , pdPermission :: !a

 , pdComment    :: !(Maybe T.Text)

 } deriving (Show, Eq, Lift, Generic)

instance (Cacheable a) => Cacheable (PermDef a)

$(deriveFromJSON (aesonDrop 2 snakeCase){omitNothingFields=True} ''PermDef)

 

instance (ToJSON a) => ToJSON (PermDef a) where

 toJSON = object . toAesonPairs

 

instance (ToJSON a) => ToAesonPairs (PermDef a) where

toAesonPairs (PermDef rn perm comment) =

 [ "role" .= rn

 , "permission" .= perm

 , "comment" .= comment

 ]

 

data CreatePermP1Res a

 = CreatePermP1Res

 { cprInfo :: !a

 , cprDeps :: ![SchemaDependency]

 } deriving (Show, Eq)

 

procBoolExp
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 :: (QErrM m, TableCoreInfoRM m)

 => QualifiedTable

 -> FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

 -> BoolExp

 -> m (AnnBoolExpPartialSQL, [SchemaDependency])

procBoolExp tn fieldInfoMap be = do

 abe <- annBoolExp valueParser fieldInfoMap $ unBoolExp be

 let deps = getBoolExpDeps tn abe

 return (abe, deps)

 

isReqUserId :: T.Text -> Bool

isReqUserId = (== "req_user_id") . T.toLower

 

getDepHeadersFromVal :: Value -> [T.Text]

getDepHeadersFromVal val = case val of

 Object o -> parseObject o

 _        -> parseOnlyString val

 where

   parseOnlyString v = case v of

     (String t)

       | isUserVar t -> [T.toLower t]

       | isReqUserId t -> [userIdHeader]

       | otherwise -> []

     _ -> []

   parseObject o =

     concatMap getDepHeadersFromVal (M.elems o)

 

getDependentHeaders :: BoolExp -> [T.Text]

getDependentHeaders (BoolExp boolExp) =

 flip foldMap boolExp $ \(ColExp _ v) -> getDepHeadersFromVal v

 

valueParser

 :: (MonadError QErr m)

 => PGType PGColumnType -> Value -> m PartialSQLExp

valueParser pgType = \case

 -- When it is a special variable

 String t

   | isUserVar t   -> return $ mkTypedSessionVar pgType t

   | isReqUserId t -> return $ mkTypedSessionVar pgType userIdHeader

 -- Typical value as Aeson's value

 val -> case pgType of

   PGTypeScalar columnType -> PSESQLExp . toTxtValue <$> parsePGScalarValue columnType val

   PGTypeArray ofType -> do

     vals <- runAesonParser parseJSON val

     WithScalarType scalarType scalarValues <- parsePGScalarValues ofType vals

     return . PSESQLExp $ S.SETyAnn

       (S.SEArray $ map (toTxtValue . WithScalarType scalarType) scalarValues)

       (S.mkTypeAnn $ PGTypeArray scalarType)
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injectDefaults :: QualifiedTable -> QualifiedTable -> Q.Query

injectDefaults qv qt =

 Q.fromText $ mconcat

 [ "SELECT hdb_catalog.inject_table_defaults("

 , pgFmtLit vsn

 , ", "

 , pgFmtLit vn

 , ", "

 , pgFmtLit tsn

 , ", "

 , pgFmtLit tn

 , ");"

 ]

 

 where

   QualifiedObject (SchemaName vsn) (TableName vn) = qv

   QualifiedObject (SchemaName tsn) (TableName tn) = qt

 

data DropPerm a

 = DropPerm

 { dipTable :: !QualifiedTable

 , dipRole  :: !RoleName

 } deriving (Show, Eq, Lift)

 

$(deriveJSON (aesonDrop 3 snakeCase){omitNothingFields=True} ''DropPerm)

 

type family PermInfo a = r | r -> a

 

class (ToJSON a) => IsPerm a where

 

 permAccessor

   :: PermAccessor (PermInfo a)

 

 buildPermInfo

   :: (QErrM m, TableCoreInfoRM m)

   => QualifiedTable

   -> FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

   -> PermDef a

   -> m (WithDeps (PermInfo a))

 

 getPermAcc1

   :: PermDef a -> PermAccessor (PermInfo a)

 getPermAcc1 _ = permAccessor

 

 getPermAcc2

   :: DropPerm a -> PermAccessor (PermInfo a)

 getPermAcc2 _ = permAccessor
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addPermP2 :: (IsPerm a, MonadTx m, HasSystemDefined m) => QualifiedTable -> PermDef a -> m ()

addPermP2 tn pd = do

 let pt = permAccToType $ getPermAcc1 pd

 systemDefined <- askSystemDefined

 liftTx $ savePermToCatalog pt tn pd systemDefined

 

runCreatePerm

 :: (UserInfoM m, CacheRWM m, IsPerm a, MonadTx m, HasSystemDefined m)

 => CreatePerm a -> m EncJSON

runCreatePerm (WithTable tn pd) = do

 addPermP2 tn pd

 let pt = permAccToType $ getPermAcc1 pd

 buildSchemaCacheFor $ MOTableObj tn (MTOPerm (pdRole pd) pt)

 pure successMsg

 

dropPermP1

 :: (QErrM m, CacheRM m, IsPerm a)

 => DropPerm a -> m (PermInfo a)

dropPermP1 dp@(DropPerm tn rn) = do

 tabInfo <- askTabInfo tn

 askPermInfo tabInfo rn $ getPermAcc2 dp

 

dropPermP2 :: forall a m. (MonadTx m, IsPerm a) => DropPerm a -> m ()

dropPermP2 dp@(DropPerm tn rn) = do

 liftTx $ dropPermFromCatalog tn rn pt

 where

   pa = getPermAcc2 dp

   pt = permAccToType pa

 

runDropPerm

 :: (IsPerm a, UserInfoM m, CacheRWM m, MonadTx m)

 => DropPerm a -> m EncJSON

runDropPerm defn = do

 dropPermP1 defn

 dropPermP2 defn

 withNewInconsistentObjsCheck buildSchemaCache

 return successMsg

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Uri Goldshtein

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

LICENSE AGREEMENT For GraphiQL software

 

Facebook, Inc. (Facebook) owns all right, title and interest, including all

intellectual property and other proprietary rights, in and to the GraphiQL

software. Subject to your compliance with these terms, you are hereby granted a

non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to (1) use and copy the

GraphiQL software; and (2) reproduce and distribute the GraphiQL software as

part of your own software (Your Software). Facebook reserves all rights not

expressly granted to you in this license agreement.

 

THE SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION, IF ANY, ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE) ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL FACEBOOK OR ITS AFFILIATES, OFFICES, DIRECTORS OR EMPLOYEES BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

You will include in Your Software (e.g., in the file(s), documentation or other

materials accompanying your software): (1) the disclaimer set forth above; (2)

this sentence; and (3) the following copyright notice:

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 MIT Licence

 

Copyright (c) 2018-present, Hasura Technologies Private Limited

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following
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conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c)2011, Johan Tibell

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of Johan Tibell nor the names of other

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

module Hasura.RQL.DDL.Permission

   ( CreatePerm

   , runCreatePerm

   , purgePerm

   , PermDef(..)
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   , InsPerm(..)

   , InsPermDef

   , CreateInsPerm

   , buildInsPermInfo

 

   , SelPerm(..)

   , SelPermDef

   , CreateSelPerm

   , buildSelPermInfo

 

   , UpdPerm(..)

   , UpdPermDef

   , CreateUpdPerm

   , buildUpdPermInfo

 

   , DelPerm(..)

   , DelPermDef

   , CreateDelPerm

   , buildDelPermInfo

 

   , IsPerm(..)

   , addPermP2

 

   , DropPerm

   , runDropPerm

 

   , SetPermComment(..)

   , runSetPermComment

 

   , fetchPermDef

   ) where

 

import           Hasura.EncJSON

import           Hasura.Incremental                 (Cacheable)

import           Hasura.Prelude

import           Hasura.RQL.DDL.Permission.Internal

import           Hasura.RQL.DML.Internal            hiding (askPermInfo)

import           Hasura.RQL.Types

import           Hasura.SQL.Types

 

import qualified Database.PG.Query                  as Q

 

import           Data.Aeson

import           Data.Aeson.Casing

import           Data.Aeson.TH

import           Language.Haskell.TH.Syntax         (Lift)
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import qualified Data.HashMap.Strict                as HM

import qualified Data.HashSet                       as HS

import qualified Data.Text                          as T

 

-- Insert permission

data InsPerm

 = InsPerm

 { ipCheck   :: !BoolExp

 , ipSet     :: !(Maybe (ColumnValues Value))

 , ipColumns :: !(Maybe PermColSpec)

 } deriving (Show, Eq, Lift, Generic)

instance Cacheable InsPerm

$(deriveJSON (aesonDrop 2 snakeCase){omitNothingFields=True} ''InsPerm)

 

type InsPermDef = PermDef InsPerm

type CreateInsPerm = CreatePerm InsPerm

 

procSetObj

 :: (QErrM m)

 => QualifiedTable

 -> FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

 -> Maybe (ColumnValues Value)

 -> m (PreSetColsPartial, [Text], [SchemaDependency])

procSetObj tn fieldInfoMap mObj = do

 (setColTups, deps) <- withPathK "set" $

   fmap unzip $ forM (HM.toList setObj) $ \(pgCol, val) -> do

     ty <- askPGType fieldInfoMap pgCol $

       "column " <> pgCol <<> " not found in table " <>> tn

     sqlExp <- valueParser (PGTypeScalar ty) val

     let dep = mkColDep (getDepReason sqlExp) tn pgCol

     return ((pgCol, sqlExp), dep)

 return (HM.fromList setColTups, depHeaders, deps)

 where

   setObj = fromMaybe mempty mObj

   depHeaders = getDepHeadersFromVal $ Object $

     HM.fromList $ map (first getPGColTxt) $ HM.toList setObj

 

   getDepReason = bool DRSessionVariable DROnType . isStaticValue

 

buildInsPermInfo

 :: (QErrM m, TableCoreInfoRM m)

 => QualifiedTable

 -> FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

 -> PermDef InsPerm

 -> m (WithDeps InsPermInfo)

buildInsPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap (PermDef _rn (InsPerm chk set mCols) _) =

 withPathK "permission" $ do

   (be, beDeps) <- withPathK "check" $ procBoolExp tn fieldInfoMap chk
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   (setColsSQL, setHdrs, setColDeps) <- procSetObj tn fieldInfoMap set

   void $ withPathK "columns" $ indexedForM insCols $ \col ->

          askPGType fieldInfoMap col ""

   let fltrHeaders = getDependentHeaders chk

       reqHdrs = fltrHeaders `union` setHdrs

       insColDeps = map (mkColDep DRUntyped tn) insCols

       deps = mkParentDep tn : beDeps ++ setColDeps ++ insColDeps

       insColsWithoutPresets = insCols \\ HM.keys setColsSQL

   return (InsPermInfo (HS.fromList insColsWithoutPresets) be setColsSQL reqHdrs, deps)

 where

   allCols = map pgiColumn $ getCols fieldInfoMap

   insCols = fromMaybe allCols $ convColSpec fieldInfoMap <$> mCols

 

type instance PermInfo InsPerm = InsPermInfo

 

instance IsPerm InsPerm where

 

 permAccessor = PAInsert

 

 buildPermInfo = buildInsPermInfo

 

-- Select constraint

data SelPerm

 = SelPerm

 { spColumns           :: !PermColSpec         -- ^ Allowed columns

 , spFilter            :: !BoolExp             -- ^ Filter expression

 , spLimit             :: !(Maybe Int)         -- ^ Limit value

 , spAllowAggregations :: !Bool                -- ^ Allow aggregation

 , spComputedFields    :: ![ComputedFieldName] -- ^ Allowed computed fields

 } deriving (Show, Eq, Lift, Generic)

instance Cacheable SelPerm

$(deriveToJSON (aesonDrop 2 snakeCase){omitNothingFields=True} ''SelPerm)

 

instance FromJSON SelPerm where

 parseJSON = withObject "SelPerm" $ \o ->

   SelPerm

   <$> o .: "columns"

   <*> o .: "filter"

   <*> o .:? "limit"

   <*> o .:? "allow_aggregations" .!= False

   <*> o .:? "computed_fields" .!= []

 

buildSelPermInfo

 :: (QErrM m, TableCoreInfoRM m)

 => QualifiedTable

 -> FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

 -> SelPerm

 -> m (WithDeps SelPermInfo)
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buildSelPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap sp = withPathK "permission" $ do

 let pgCols     = convColSpec fieldInfoMap $ spColumns sp

 

 (be, beDeps) <- withPathK "filter" $

   procBoolExp tn fieldInfoMap  $ spFilter sp

 

 -- check if the columns exist

 void $ withPathK "columns" $ indexedForM pgCols $ \pgCol ->

   askPGType fieldInfoMap pgCol autoInferredErr

 

 -- validate computed fields

 scalarComputedFields <-

   withPathK "computed_fields" $ indexedForM computedFields $ \fieldName -> do

     computedFieldInfo <- askComputedFieldInfo fieldInfoMap fieldName

     case _cfiReturnType computedFieldInfo of

       CFRScalar _               -> pure fieldName

       CFRSetofTable returnTable -> throw400 NotSupported $

         "select permissions on computed field " <> fieldName

         <<> " are auto-derived from the permissions on its returning table "

         <> returnTable <<> " and cannot be specified manually"

 

 let deps = mkParentDep tn : beDeps ++ map (mkColDep DRUntyped tn) pgCols

            ++ map (mkComputedFieldDep DRUntyped tn) scalarComputedFields

     depHeaders = getDependentHeaders $ spFilter sp

     mLimit = spLimit sp

 

 withPathK "limit" $ mapM_ onlyPositiveInt mLimit

 

 return ( SelPermInfo (HS.fromList pgCols) (HS.fromList computedFields)

                       tn be mLimit allowAgg depHeaders

        , deps

        )

 where

   allowAgg = spAllowAggregations sp

   computedFields = spComputedFields sp

   autoInferredErr = "permissions for relationships are automatically inferred"

 

type SelPermDef = PermDef SelPerm

type CreateSelPerm = CreatePerm SelPerm

 

type instance PermInfo SelPerm = SelPermInfo

 

instance IsPerm SelPerm where

 

 permAccessor = PASelect

 

 buildPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap (PermDef _ a _) =

   buildSelPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap a
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-- Update constraint

data UpdPerm

 = UpdPerm

 { ucColumns :: !PermColSpec -- Allowed columns

 , ucSet     :: !(Maybe (ColumnValues Value)) -- Preset columns

 , ucFilter  :: !BoolExp     -- Filter expression

 } deriving (Show, Eq, Lift, Generic)

instance Cacheable UpdPerm

$(deriveJSON (aesonDrop 2 snakeCase){omitNothingFields=True} ''UpdPerm)

 

type UpdPermDef = PermDef UpdPerm

type CreateUpdPerm = CreatePerm UpdPerm

 

 

buildUpdPermInfo

 :: (QErrM m, TableCoreInfoRM m)

 => QualifiedTable

 -> FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

 -> UpdPerm

 -> m (WithDeps UpdPermInfo)

buildUpdPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap (UpdPerm colSpec set fltr) = do

 (be, beDeps) <- withPathK "filter" $

   procBoolExp tn fieldInfoMap fltr

 

 (setColsSQL, setHeaders, setColDeps) <- procSetObj tn fieldInfoMap set

 

 -- check if the columns exist

 void $ withPathK "columns" $ indexedForM updCols $ \updCol ->

      askPGType fieldInfoMap updCol relInUpdErr

 

 let updColDeps = map (mkColDep DRUntyped tn) updCols

     deps = mkParentDep tn : beDeps ++ updColDeps ++ setColDeps

     depHeaders = getDependentHeaders fltr

     reqHeaders = depHeaders `union` setHeaders

     updColsWithoutPreSets = updCols \\ HM.keys setColsSQL

 

 return (UpdPermInfo (HS.fromList updColsWithoutPreSets) tn be setColsSQL reqHeaders, deps)

 

 where

   updCols     = convColSpec fieldInfoMap colSpec

   relInUpdErr = "relationships can't be used in update"

 

type instance PermInfo UpdPerm = UpdPermInfo

 

instance IsPerm UpdPerm where

 

 permAccessor = PAUpdate
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 buildPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap (PermDef _ a _) =

   buildUpdPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap a

 

-- Delete permission

data DelPerm

 = DelPerm { dcFilter :: !BoolExp }

 deriving (Show, Eq, Lift, Generic)

instance Cacheable DelPerm

$(deriveJSON (aesonDrop 2 snakeCase){omitNothingFields=True} ''DelPerm)

 

type DelPermDef = PermDef DelPerm

type CreateDelPerm = CreatePerm DelPerm

 

buildDelPermInfo

 :: (QErrM m, TableCoreInfoRM m)

 => QualifiedTable

 -> FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

 -> DelPerm

 -> m (WithDeps DelPermInfo)

buildDelPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap (DelPerm fltr) = do

 (be, beDeps) <- withPathK "filter" $

   procBoolExp tn fieldInfoMap  fltr

 let deps = mkParentDep tn : beDeps

     depHeaders = getDependentHeaders fltr

 return (DelPermInfo tn be depHeaders, deps)

 

type instance PermInfo DelPerm = DelPermInfo

 

instance IsPerm DelPerm where

 

 permAccessor = PADelete

 

 buildPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap (PermDef _ a _) =

   buildDelPermInfo tn fieldInfoMap a

 

data SetPermComment

 = SetPermComment

 { apTable      :: !QualifiedTable

 , apRole       :: !RoleName

 , apPermission :: !PermType

 , apComment    :: !(Maybe T.Text)

 } deriving (Show, Eq, Lift)

 

$(deriveJSON (aesonDrop 2 snakeCase) ''SetPermComment)

 

setPermCommentP1 :: (UserInfoM m, QErrM m, CacheRM m) => SetPermComment -> m ()

setPermCommentP1 (SetPermComment qt rn pt _) = do
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 tabInfo <- askTabInfo qt

 action tabInfo

 where

   action tabInfo = case pt of

     PTInsert -> assertPermDefined rn PAInsert tabInfo

     PTSelect -> assertPermDefined rn PASelect tabInfo

     PTUpdate -> assertPermDefined rn PAUpdate tabInfo

     PTDelete -> assertPermDefined rn PADelete tabInfo

 

setPermCommentP2 :: (QErrM m, MonadTx m) => SetPermComment -> m EncJSON

setPermCommentP2 apc = do

 liftTx $ setPermCommentTx apc

 return successMsg

 

runSetPermComment

 :: (QErrM m, CacheRM m, MonadTx m, UserInfoM m)

 => SetPermComment -> m EncJSON

runSetPermComment defn =  do

 setPermCommentP1 defn

 setPermCommentP2 defn

 

setPermCommentTx

 :: SetPermComment

 -> Q.TxE QErr ()

setPermCommentTx (SetPermComment (QualifiedObject sn tn) rn pt comment) =

 Q.unitQE defaultTxErrorHandler [Q.sql|

          UPDATE hdb_catalog.hdb_permission

          SET comment = $1

          WHERE table_schema =  $2

            AND table_name = $3

            AND role_name = $4

            AND perm_type = $5

               |] (comment, sn, tn, rn, permTypeToCode pt) True

 

purgePerm :: MonadTx m => QualifiedTable -> RoleName -> PermType -> m ()

purgePerm qt rn pt =

   case pt of

     PTInsert -> dropPermP2 @InsPerm dp

     PTSelect -> dropPermP2 @SelPerm dp

     PTUpdate -> dropPermP2 @UpdPerm dp

     PTDelete -> dropPermP2 @DelPerm dp

 where

   dp :: DropPerm a

   dp = DropPerm qt rn

 

fetchPermDef

 :: QualifiedTable

 -> RoleName
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 -> PermType

 -> Q.TxE QErr (Value, Maybe T.Text)

fetchPermDef (QualifiedObject sn tn) rn pt =

(first Q.getAltJ .  Q.getRow) <$> Q.withQE defaultTxErrorHandler

     [Q.sql|

           SELECT perm_def::json, comment

             FROM hdb_catalog.hdb_permission

            WHERE table_schema = $1

              AND table_name = $2

              AND role_name = $3

              AND perm_type = $4

           |] (sn, tn, rn, permTypeToCode pt) True

module Hasura.RQL.Types.Permission

      ( RoleName(..)

      , roleNameToTxt

 

      , SessVar

      , SessVarVal

 

      , UserVars

      , mkUserVars

      , isUserVar

      , getVarNames

      , getVarVal

      , roleFromVars

 

      , UserInfo(..)

      , mkUserInfo

      , userInfoToList

      , adminUserInfo

      , adminRole

      , isAdmin

      , PermType(..)

      , permTypeToCode

      , PermId(..)

      ) where

 

import           Hasura.Incremental         (Cacheable)

import           Hasura.Prelude

import           Hasura.RQL.Types.Common    (NonEmptyText, adminText, mkNonEmptyText,

                                            unNonEmptyText)

import           Hasura.Server.Utils        (adminSecretHeader, deprecatedAccessKeyHeader,

                                            userRoleHeader)

import           Hasura.SQL.Types

 

import qualified Database.PG.Query          as Q

 

import           Data.Aeson
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import           Data.Hashable

import           Instances.TH.Lift          ()

import           Language.Haskell.TH.Syntax (Lift)

 

import qualified Data.HashMap.Strict        as Map

import qualified Data.Text                  as T

import qualified PostgreSQL.Binary.Decoding as PD

 

newtype RoleName

 = RoleName {getRoleTxt :: NonEmptyText}

 deriving ( Show, Eq, Ord, Hashable, FromJSONKey, ToJSONKey, FromJSON

          , ToJSON, Q.FromCol, Q.ToPrepArg, Lift, Generic, Arbitrary, NFData, Cacheable )

 

instance DQuote RoleName where

 dquoteTxt = roleNameToTxt

 

roleNameToTxt :: RoleName -> Text

roleNameToTxt = unNonEmptyText . getRoleTxt

 

adminRole :: RoleName

adminRole = RoleName adminText

 

isAdmin :: RoleName -> Bool

isAdmin = (adminRole ==)

 

type SessVar = Text

type SessVarVal = Text

 

newtype UserVars

 = UserVars { unUserVars :: Map.HashMap SessVar SessVarVal}

 deriving (Show, Eq, FromJSON, ToJSON, Hashable)

 

isUserVar :: T.Text -> Bool

isUserVar = T.isPrefixOf "x-hasura-" . T.toLower

 

-- returns Nothing if x-hasura-role is an empty string

roleFromVars :: UserVars -> Maybe RoleName

roleFromVars uv =

 getVarVal userRoleHeader uv >>= fmap RoleName . mkNonEmptyText

 

getVarVal :: SessVar -> UserVars -> Maybe SessVarVal

getVarVal k =

 Map.lookup (T.toLower k) . unUserVars

 

getVarNames :: UserVars -> [T.Text]

getVarNames =

 Map.keys . unUserVars
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mkUserVars :: [(T.Text, T.Text)] -> UserVars

mkUserVars l =

 UserVars $ Map.fromList

 [ (T.toLower k, v)

 | (k, v) <- l, isUserVar k

 ]

 

data UserInfo

 = UserInfo

 { userRole :: !RoleName

 , userVars :: !UserVars

 } deriving (Show, Eq, Generic)

 

mkUserInfo :: RoleName -> UserVars -> UserInfo

mkUserInfo rn (UserVars v) =

 UserInfo rn $ UserVars $ Map.insert userRoleHeader (roleNameToTxt rn) $

 foldl (flip Map.delete) v [adminSecretHeader, deprecatedAccessKeyHeader]

 

instance Hashable UserInfo

 

-- $(J.deriveToJSON (J.aesonDrop 4 J.camelCase){J.omitNothingFields=True}

--   ''UserInfo

--  )

 

userInfoToList :: UserInfo -> [(Text, Text)]

userInfoToList userInfo =

 let vars = Map.toList $ unUserVars . userVars $ userInfo

     rn = roleNameToTxt . userRole $ userInfo

 in (userRoleHeader, rn) : vars

 

adminUserInfo :: UserInfo

adminUserInfo =

 mkUserInfo adminRole $ mkUserVars []

 

data PermType

 = PTInsert

 | PTSelect

 | PTUpdate

 | PTDelete

 deriving (Eq, Lift, Generic)

instance NFData PermType

instance Cacheable PermType

 

instance Q.FromCol PermType where

 fromCol bs = flip Q.fromColHelper bs $ PD.enum $ \case

   "insert" -> Just PTInsert

   "update" -> Just PTUpdate

   "select" -> Just PTSelect
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   "delete" -> Just PTDelete

   _   -> Nothing

 

permTypeToCode :: PermType -> T.Text

permTypeToCode PTInsert = "insert"

permTypeToCode PTSelect = "select"

permTypeToCode PTUpdate = "update"

permTypeToCode PTDelete = "delete"

 

instance Hashable PermType where

 hashWithSalt salt a = hashWithSalt salt $ permTypeToCode a

 

instance Show PermType where

 show PTInsert = "insert"

 show PTSelect = "select"

 show PTUpdate = "update"

 show PTDelete = "delete"

 

instance FromJSON PermType where

 parseJSON (String "insert") = return PTInsert

 parseJSON (String "select") = return PTSelect

 parseJSON (String "update") = return PTUpdate

 parseJSON (String "delete") = return PTDelete

 parseJSON _ =

   fail "perm_type should be one of 'insert', 'select', 'update', 'delete'"

 

instance ToJSON PermType where

 toJSON = String . permTypeToCode

 

data PermId

 = PermId

 { pidTable :: !TableName

 , pidRole  :: !RoleName

 , pidType  :: !PermType

 } deriving (Eq)

 

instance Show PermId where

 show (PermId tn rn pType) =

   show $ mconcat

   [ getTableTxt tn

   , "."

   , roleNameToTxt rn

   , "."

   , T.pack $ show pType

   ]

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

{-# LANGUAGE Arrows #-}

 

module Hasura.RQL.DDL.Schema.Cache.Permission

 ( buildTablePermissions

 , mkPermissionMetadataObject

 ) where

 

import           Hasura.Prelude

 

import qualified Data.HashMap.Strict.Extended       as M

import qualified Data.Sequence                      as Seq

 

import           Control.Arrow.Extended

import           Data.Aeson

 

import qualified Hasura.Incremental                 as Inc

 

import           Hasura.Db

import           Hasura.RQL.DDL.Permission

import           Hasura.RQL.DDL.Permission.Internal

import           Hasura.RQL.DDL.Schema.Cache.Common

import           Hasura.RQL.Types

import           Hasura.RQL.Types.Catalog

import           Hasura.SQL.Types

 

buildTablePermissions

 :: ( ArrowChoice arr, Inc.ArrowDistribute arr, Inc.ArrowCache m arr

    , ArrowWriter (Seq CollectedInfo) arr, MonadTx m )

 => ( Inc.Dependency TableCoreCache

    , QualifiedTable

    , FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

    , HashSet CatalogPermission

    ) `arr` RolePermInfoMap

buildTablePermissions = Inc.cache proc (tableCache, tableName, tableFields, tablePermissions) ->

 (| Inc.keyed (\_ rolePermissions -> do

      let (insertPerms, selectPerms, updatePerms, deletePerms) =

            partitionPermissions rolePermissions

 

      insertPermInfo <- buildPermission -< (tableCache, tableName, tableFields, insertPerms)

      selectPermInfo <- buildPermission -< (tableCache, tableName, tableFields, selectPerms)

      updatePermInfo <- buildPermission -< (tableCache, tableName, tableFields, updatePerms)

      deletePermInfo <- buildPermission -< (tableCache, tableName, tableFields, deletePerms)
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      returnA -< RolePermInfo

        { _permIns = insertPermInfo

        , _permSel = selectPermInfo

        , _permUpd = updatePermInfo

        , _permDel = deletePermInfo

        })

 |) (M.groupOn _cpRole tablePermissions)

 where

   partitionPermissions = flip foldr ([], [], [], []) $

     \perm (insertPerms, selectPerms, updatePerms, deletePerms) -> case _cpPermType perm of

       PTInsert -> (perm:insertPerms, selectPerms, updatePerms, deletePerms)

       PTSelect -> (insertPerms, perm:selectPerms, updatePerms, deletePerms)

       PTUpdate -> (insertPerms, selectPerms, perm:updatePerms, deletePerms)

       PTDelete -> (insertPerms, selectPerms, updatePerms, perm:deletePerms)

 

mkPermissionMetadataObject :: CatalogPermission -> MetadataObject

mkPermissionMetadataObject (CatalogPermission qt rn pt pDef cmnt) =

 let objectId = MOTableObj qt $ MTOPerm rn pt

     definition = toJSON $ WithTable qt $ PermDef rn pDef cmnt

 in MetadataObject objectId definition

 

withPermission

 :: (ArrowChoice arr, ArrowWriter (Seq CollectedInfo) arr)

 => WriterA (Seq SchemaDependency) (ErrorA QErr arr) (a, s) b

 -> arr (a, (CatalogPermission, s)) (Maybe b)

withPermission f = proc (e, (permission, s)) -> do

 let CatalogPermission tableName roleName permType _ _ = permission

     metadataObject = mkPermissionMetadataObject permission

     schemaObject = SOTableObj tableName $ TOPerm roleName permType

     addPermContext err = "in permission for role " <> roleName <<> ": " <> err

 (| withRecordInconsistency (

    (| withRecordDependencies (

       (| modifyErrA (f -< (e, s))

       |) (addTableContext tableName . addPermContext))

    |) metadataObject schemaObject)

  |) metadataObject

 

buildPermission

 :: ( ArrowChoice arr, Inc.ArrowCache m arr

    , ArrowWriter (Seq CollectedInfo) arr

    , MonadTx m, IsPerm a, FromJSON a

    )

 => ( Inc.Dependency TableCoreCache

    , QualifiedTable

    , FieldInfoMap FieldInfo

    , [CatalogPermission]

    ) `arr` Maybe (PermInfo a)
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buildPermission = Inc.cache proc (tableCache, tableName, tableFields, permissions) -> do

     (permissions >- noDuplicates mkPermissionMetadataObject)

 >-> (| traverseA (\permission@(CatalogPermission _ roleName _ pDef _) ->

        (| withPermission (do

             bindErrorA -< when (roleName == adminRole) $

               throw400 ConstraintViolation "cannot define permission for admin role"

             perm <- bindErrorA -< decodeValue pDef

             let permDef = PermDef roleName perm Nothing

             (info, dependencies) <- liftEitherA <<< Inc.bindDepend -< runExceptT $

               runTableCoreCacheRT (buildPermInfo tableName tableFields permDef) tableCache

             tellA -< Seq.fromList dependencies

             returnA -< info)

        |) permission) |)

 >-> (\info -> join info >- returnA)

 

1.253 plexus-archiver 2.2 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
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that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
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enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.254 jersey-servlet 1.19.1 

 

1.255 findutils 4.5.11 6.el7
1.255.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.
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 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not
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convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product
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   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.
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 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own
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removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;
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the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.
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 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone
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to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey
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the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM
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IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE
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The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.
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The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies
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of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.
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If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.
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@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item
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Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified
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versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of
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the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.
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Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.
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An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we
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recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

1.256 re2 20210401 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright (c) 2009 The RE2 Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the RE2 repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# The submission process automatically checks to make sure

# that people submitting code are listed in this file (by email address).

#
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# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Name <email address>

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Dominic Battr <battre@chromium.org>

Doug Kwan <dougkwan@google.com>

Dmitriy Vyukov <dvyukov@google.com>

John Millikin <jmillikin@gmail.com>

Mike Nazarewicz <mpn@google.com>

Nico Weber <thakis@chromium.org>

Pawel Hajdan <phajdan.jr@gmail.com>

Rob Pike <r@google.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@swtch.com>

Sanjay Ghemawat <sanjay@google.com>

Stefano Rivera <stefano.rivera@gmail.com>

Srinivasan Venkatachary <vsri@google.com>

Viatcheslav Ostapenko <sl.ostapenko@samsung.com>

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

 

--- LLVM Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying
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with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

1.257 pyasn1-modules 0.2.8 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2005-2019, Ilya Etingof <etingof@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.258 lapack 3.4.2-8 
1.258.1 Available under license : 

  Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corp.

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 1992-2017 The University of Tennessee and The University

                       of Tennessee Research Foundation.  All rights

                       reserved.

Copyright (c) 2000-2017 The University of California Berkeley. All

                       rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2006-2017 The University of Colorado Denver.  All rights

                       reserved.

 

$COPYRIGHT$

 

Additional copyrights may follow

 

$HEADER$

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed

 in this license in the documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.
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- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

The copyright holders provide no reassurances that the source code

provided does not infringe any patent, copyright, or any other

intellectual property rights of third parties.  The copyright holders

disclaim any liability to any recipient for claims brought against

recipient by any third party for infringement of that parties

intellectual property rights.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.259 pyparsing 2.4.7 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.260 jakarta xml bind api 2.3.2 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

# Notices for Eclipse Project for JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Project for JAXB project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Project for JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available

at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.
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   Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.261 spring-cloud-netflix-archaius

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302469_1621381524.95/0/spring-cloud-netflix-archaius-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/archaius/ConfigurableEnvironmentConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302469_1621381524.95/0/spring-cloud-netflix-archaius-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/archaius/ArchaiusAutoConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302469_1621381524.95/0/spring-cloud-netflix-archaius-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/archaius/ArchaiusDelegatingProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302469_1621381524.95/0/spring-cloud-netflix-archaius-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/netflix/archaius/ArchaiusEndpoint.java

 

1.262 httpcomponents-core 4.4.12 
1.262.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.263 utils-kafkaclient v0.0.0-

00010101000000-000000000000 
1.263.1 Available under license : 

            DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long

as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

Zstd-jni: JNI bindings to Zstd Library

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present, Luben Karavelov/ All rights reserved.

 

BSD License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
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(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011-2017 Tatsuhiro Tsujikawa

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

* obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

* files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

* restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

* modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

* BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This project bundles some components that are also licensed under the Apache

License Version 2.0:

 

audience-annotations-0.5.0

commons-cli-1.4

commons-lang3-3.8.1

jackson-annotations-2.10.5

jackson-core-2.10.5
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jackson-databind-2.10.5.1

jackson-dataformat-csv-2.10.5

jackson-datatype-jdk8-2.10.5

jackson-jaxrs-base-2.10.5

jackson-jaxrs-json-provider-2.10.5

jackson-module-jaxb-annotations-2.10.5

jackson-module-paranamer-2.10.5

jackson-module-scala_2.13-2.10.5

jakarta.validation-api-2.0.2

javassist-3.27.0-GA

jetty-client-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-continuation-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-http-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-io-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-security-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-server-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-servlet-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-servlets-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-util-9.4.38.v20210224

jetty-util-ajax-9.4.38.v20210224

jersey-common-2.31

jersey-server-2.31

log4j-1.2.17

lz4-java-1.7.1

maven-artifact-3.6.3

metrics-core-2.2.0

netty-buffer-4.1.59.Final

netty-codec-4.1.59.Final

netty-common-4.1.59.Final

netty-handler-4.1.59.Final

netty-resolver-4.1.59.Final

netty-transport-4.1.59.Final

netty-transport-native-epoll-4.1.59.Final

netty-transport-native-epoll-4.1.59.Final

netty-transport-native-unix-common-4.1.59.Final

plexus-utils-3.2.1

rocksdbjni-5.18.4

scala-collection-compat_2.13-2.3.0

scala-library-2.13.6

scala-logging_2.13-3.9.2

scala-reflect-2.13.6

scala-java8-compat_2.13-0.9.1

snappy-java-1.1.8.1

zookeeper-3.5.9

zookeeper-jute-3.5.9

 

===============================================================================

This product bundles various third-party components under other open source
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licenses. This section summarizes those components and their licenses.

See licenses/ for text of these licenses.

 

---------------------------------------

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

see: licenses/eclipse-distribution-license-1.0

 

jakarta.activation-api-1.2.1

jakarta.xml.bind-api-2.3.2

 

---------------------------------------

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

see: licenses/eclipse-public-license-2.0

 

jakarta.annotation-api-1.3.5

jakarta.ws.rs-api-2.1.6

javax.ws.rs-api-2.1.1

hk2-api-2.6.1

hk2-locator-2.6.1

hk2-utils-2.6.1

osgi-resource-locator-1.0.3

aopalliance-repackaged-2.6.1

jakarta.inject-2.6.1

jersey-container-servlet-2.31

jersey-container-servlet-core-2.31

jersey-client-2.31

jersey-hk2-2.31

jersey-media-jaxb-2.31

 

---------------------------------------

CDDL 1.1 + GPLv2 with classpath exception

see: licenses/CDDL+GPL-1.1

 

javax.servlet-api-3.1.0

jaxb-api-2.3.0

activation-1.1.1

 

---------------------------------------

MIT License

 

argparse4j-0.7.0, see: licenses/argparse-MIT

jopt-simple-5.0.4, see: licenses/jopt-simple-MIT

slf4j-api-1.7.30, see: licenses/slf4j-MIT

slf4j-log4j12-1.7.30, see: licenses/slf4j-MIT

 

---------------------------------------

BSD 2-Clause
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zstd-jni-1.4.9-1, see: licenses/zstd-jni-BSD-2-clause

 

---------------------------------------

BSD 3-Clause

 

paranamer-2.8, see: licenses/paranamer-BSD-3-clause

 

---------------------------------------

Do What The F*ck You Want To Public License

see: licenses/DWTFYWTPL

 

reflections-0.9.12

Apache Kafka

Copyright 2021 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

This distribution has a binary dependency on jersey, which is available under the CDDL

License. The source code of jersey can be found at https://github.com/jersey/jersey/.

 

This distribution has a binary test dependency on jqwik, which is available under

the Eclipse Public License 2.0. The source code can be found at

https://github.com/jlink/jqwik.

 

The streams-scala (streams/streams-scala) module was donated by Lightbend and the original code was copyrighted

by them:

Copyright (C) 2018 Lightbend Inc. <https://www.lightbend.com>

Copyright (C) 2017-2018 Alexis Seigneurin.

 

This project contains the following code copied from Apache Hadoop:

clients/src/main/java/org/apache/kafka/common/utils/PureJavaCrc32C.java

Some portions of this file Copyright (c) 2004-2006 Intel Corporation and licensed under the BSD license.

 

This project contains the following code copied from Apache Hive:

streams/src/main/java/org/apache/kafka/streams/state/internals/Murmur3.java

/*

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2016 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

[ ParaNamer used to be 'Pubic Domain', but since it includes a small piece of ASM it is now the same license as that:

BSD ]

 

Portions copyright (c) 2006-2018 Paul Hammant & ThoughtWorks Inc

Portions copyright (c) 2000-2007 INRIA, France Telecom
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.264 jackson-coreutils 1.6 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

This software is dual-licensed under:

 

- the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3.0 or, at your option, any

 later version;

- the Apache Software License (ASL) version 2.0.

 

The text of both licenses is included (under the names LGPL-3.0.txt and

ASL-2.0.txt respectively).

 

Direct link to the sources:

 

- LGPL 3.0: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt

- ASL 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this
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      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.265 spring-kafka-test 2.1.6.RELEASE 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/context/EmbeddedKafka.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/context/EmbeddedKafkaContextCustomizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/context/EmbeddedKafkaContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/rule/Log4jLevelAdjuster.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/rule/KafkaEmbedded.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/core/BrokerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/rule/KafkaRule.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/hamcrest/KafkaMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/assertj/KafkaConditions.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/utils/ContainerTestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883333_1619654470.28/0/spring-kafka-test-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/test/utils/KafkaTestUtils.java

 

1.266 oniguruma 6.9.4-1.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.266.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License:	BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160623449_1620867677.4/0/oniguruma-oniguruma-6-9-4-1-el7-9-0atomix1-zip/oniguruma-

oniguruma-6.9.4-1.el7_9.0atomix1/oniguruma.spec

 

1.267 swagger 1.6.0 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Igor Savin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.268 httpcomponents-core 4.4.9 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Apache HttpComponents Core

Copyright 2005-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.269 openapi-spec-validator 0.2.9 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.270 openjdk 1.8.0u292 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

PRIMES

Copyright (c) %YEARS%, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

This is the copyright file

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny
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you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
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appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be

   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this
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License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only

   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or
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any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.

For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.
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9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of

software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989
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   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be
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reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.
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1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
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   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).
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2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and
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(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered
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Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *
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*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License
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---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------
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 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of Oracle nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used
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   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,
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   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.
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2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.
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3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.
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3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to
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You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *
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************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary
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Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

Copyright (c) %YEARS%, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.
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This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that

accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

			 SAX COPYRIGHT STATUS

 

Version 1.0 of the Simple API for XML (SAX), created collectively by

the membership of the XML-DEV mailing list, is hereby released into

the public domain.

 

No one owns SAX: you may use it freely in both commercial and

non-commercial applications, bundle it with your software

distribution, include it on a CD-ROM, list the source code in a book,

mirror the documentation at your own web site, or use it in any other

way you see fit.

 

 

			     NO WARRANTY

 

Because SAX is released to the public domain, there is no warranty for

the design or for the software implementation, to the extent permitted

by applicable law.  Except when otherwise stated in writing the

copyright holders and/or other parties provide SAX "as is" without

warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not

limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for

a particular purpose.  The entire risk as to the quality and

performance of SAX is with you.  Should SAX prove defective, you

assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

 

In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing

will any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or

redistribute SAX, be liable to you for damages, including any general,

special, incidental or consequential damages arising out of the use or
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inability to use SAX (including but not limited to loss of data or

data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by you or third

parties or a failure of the SAX to operate with any other programs),

even if such holder or other party has been advised of the possibility

of such damages.

 

 

David Megginson <sax@megginson.com>

1998-05-11

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape security libraries.

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is Netscape

Communications Corporation.  Portions created by Netscape are

Copyright (C) 1994-2000 Netscape Communications Corporation.  All

Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

This package was debianized by Matthias Klose <doko@ubuntu.com> on

Wed, 08 Aug 2007 15:55:39 +0200.

 

It was downloaded from
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	http://download.java.net/openjdk/jdk7/

	http://ftp.gnome.org/pub/GNOME/sources/java-access-bridge/

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Upstream Authors:

 

OpenJDK:

   Sun Microsystems, Inc.

   Oracle and/or its affiliates.

 

IcedTea Sound (see AUTHORS for a current list):

   Andrew John Hughes <gnu_andrew@member.fsf.org, gnu.andrew@redhat.com>

   Ioana Ivan <iivan@redhat.com>

   Matthias Klose <doko@ubuntu.com>

   Denis Lila <dlila@redhat.com>

   Omair Majid <omajid@redhat.com>

   Xerxes Rnby <xerxes@zafena.se>

   Marc Schoenefeld <mschoene@redhat.com>

   Joshua Sumali <jsumali@redhat.com>

   Jon VanAlten <jon.vanalten@redhat.com>

 

Java Access Bridge:

   Bill Haneman <bill.haneman@sun.com>

   Louise Miller

   Gerg rdi <cactus@cactus.rulez.org>

   Laszlo (Laca) Peter <laszlo.peter@sun.com>

   Jeff Cai<jeff.cai@sun.com>

   George Kraft IV <gk4@us.ibm.com>

   Padraig O'Briain <padraig.obriain@sun.com>

   Darren Kenny <darren.kenny@sun.com>

 

Packaging:

   Matthias Klose

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright:

 

OpenJDK:

   Copyright  1996-2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

   Copyright  1996-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates.

   For third party copyrights see below (copies from the third party readme).

   Portions Copyright  1993-2014 IBM Corp.

   Portions Copyright  1997 Eastman Kodak Company.

   Portions Copyright  1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

IcedTea Sound:

   Portions Copyright  2008-2014 Red Hat, Inc.
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Java Access Bridge:

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 Bill Haneman <bill.haneman@sun.com>

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 Louise Miller

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 Gerg rdi <cactus@cactus.rulez.org>

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 Laszlo (Laca) Peter <laszlo.peter@sun.com>

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 Jeff Cai<jeff.cai@sun.com>

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 George Kraft IV <gk4@us.ibm.com>

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 Padraig O'Briain <padraig.obriain@sun.com>

   Portions Copyright  2002-2007 Darren Kenny <darren.kenny@sun.com>

 

Packaging:

   Copyright  2007-2014 Canonical Ltd.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License:

 

NOTE: the combined work which includes the upstream components below

carries forward the OpenJDK Assembly Exception (text included below).

 

Packaging:

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

IcedTea Sound:

 IcedTea is licensed under the GPL v2. See `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 The exception is: "CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL.

 

 The sound files (pulseaudio/testsounds/*.wav) were taken from the KDE Project

 (www.kde.org). A copy of them can be obtained from

 http://websvn.kde.org/branches/KDE/4.0/kdeartwork/sounds/ . They are licensed

 by the copyright holders as GPLv2.
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OpenJDK:

 OpenJDK is licensed under the GPL v2 with exceptions,

 see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 The exceptions are:

  - "CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

  - OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 Various third party code in OpenJDK is licensed under different licenses.

 See below (THIRD_PARTY_README).

 

Java Access Bridge:

 Java Access Bridge is licensed under the LGPL v2.

 See `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

A Note About License Headers

----------------------------

 

Some sources downloaded from openjdk.java.net do not display the GPL

license header.  Instances are:

 

- The files in openjdk/j2se/src/share/classes/javax/xml/stream/ seem to

  comprise the BEA-StAX source code

 

  http://ftpna2.bea.com/pub/downloads/jsr173.jar

 

  with some Sun-specific modifications.  We're assuming that Sun is

  bundling BEA-StAX under the terms of the Apache License 2.0 and

  that the modifications are owned by Sun.

 

- We are assuming that these files are owned by Sun:

  openjdk/j2se/src/share/classes/**/resources/*.properties

 

The downloaded sources include a script that inserts proprietary

license headers into the source files it generates.  The script

itself is GPL'd so we patched them to emit the GPL header. The

file is:

 openjdk/j2se/make/java/nio/genExceptions.sh

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.  are subject to

the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but only where

Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception

as provided by Sun in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making

   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of
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   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OPENJDK ASSEMBLY EXCEPTION

 

The OpenJDK source code made available by Sun at openjdk.java.net and

openjdk.dev.java.net ("OpenJDK Code") is distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License <http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html> version 2

only ("GPL2"), with the following clarification and special exception.

 

   Linking this OpenJDK Code statically or dynamically with other code

   is making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms

   and conditions of GPL2 cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, Sun gives you permission to link this

   OpenJDK Code with certain code licensed by Sun as indicated at

   http://openjdk.java.net/legal/exception-modules-2007-05-08.html

   ("Designated Exception Modules") to produce an executable,

   regardless of the license terms of the Designated Exception Modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under GPL2,

   provided that the Designated Exception Modules continue to be

   governed by the licenses under which they were offered by Sun.

 

As such, it allows licensees and sublicensees of Sun's GPL2 OpenJDK Code to

build an executable that includes those portions of necessary code that Sun

could not provide under GPL2 (or that Sun has provided under GPL2 with the

Classpath exception).  If you modify or add to the OpenJDK code, that new

GPL2 code may still be combined with Designated Exception Modules if the

new code is made subject to this exception by its copyright holder.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OpenJDK Trademark Notice

Version 1.1, 2008/3/10

 

OpenJDK (the "Name") is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. (the "Owner").

Owner permits any person obtaining a copy of this software (the "Software")

which is based on original software retrieved from one of the following
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websites: http://download.java.net/openjdk, http://hg.openjdk.java.net/jdk6,

or http://openjdk.java.net (each a "Website", with the original software made

available by the Owner on a Website being known as the "Website Software") to

use the Name in package names and version strings of the Software subject to

the following conditions:

 

 - The Software is a substantially complete implementation of the OpenJDK

   development kit or runtime environment code made available by Owner on a

   Website, and the vast majority of the Software code is identical to the

   upstream Website Software;

 

 - No permission is hereby granted to use the Name in any other manner,

   unless such use constitutes "fair use."

 

 - The Owner makes no warranties of any kind respecting the Name and all

   representations and warranties, including any implied warranty of

   merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement

   are hereby disclaimed; and

 

 - This notice and the following legend are included in all copies of the

   Software or portions of it:

 

       OpenJDK is a trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems,

       Inc. in the United States and other countries.

 

The Name may also be used in connection with descriptions of the Software that

constitute "fair use," such as "derived from the OpenJDK code base" or "based

on the OpenJDK source code."

 

Owner intends to revise this Notice as necessary in order to meet the needs of

the OpenJDK Community.  Please send questions or comments about this Notice to

Sun Microsystems at openjdk-tm@sun.com.  Revisions to this Notice will be

announced on the public mailing list announce@openjdk.java.net, to which you

may subscribe by visiting http://mail.openjdk.java.net.  The latest version of

this Notice may be found at http://openjdk.java.net/legal.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The contents of the jdk/src/share/native/sun/security/ec/impl/ directory are

licensed under the LGPL-2.1.  See `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2-1'.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following licenses for third party code are taken from

openjdk/THIRD_PARTY_README

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

-----------------------------
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%% This notice is provided with respect to ASM Bytecode Manipulation

Framework v5.0, which may be included with JRE 8, and JDK 8, and

OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to BSDiff v4.3, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright 2003-2005 Colin Percival

All rights reserved
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted providing that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to CodeViewer 1.0, which may be

included with JDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright 1999 by CoolServlets.com.

 

Any errors or suggested improvements to this class can be reported as

instructed on CoolServlets.com. We hope you enjoy this program... your

comments will encourage further development!  This software is distributed

under the terms of the BSD License.  Redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither name of CoolServlets.com nor the names of its contributors may be
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used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COOLSERVLETS.COM AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE."

 

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Cryptix AES 3.2.0, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Cryptix General License

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to CUP Parser Generator for

Java 0.10k, which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright 1996-1999 by Scott Hudson, Frank Flannery, C. Scott Ananian

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both the

copyright notice and this permission notice and warranty disclaimer appear in

supporting documentation, and that the names of the authors or their

employers not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of

the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

The authors and their employers disclaim all warranties with regard to

this software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and fitness.

In no event shall the authors or their employers be liable for any special,

indirect or consequential damages or any damages whatsoever resulting from

loss of use, data or profits, whether in an action of contract, negligence or

other tortious action, arising out of or in connection with the use or

performance of this software.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Document Object Model (DOM) Level 2

& 3, which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

 

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following
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license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee)

agree that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms

and conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation, with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee

or royalty is hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL

copies of the software and documentation or portions thereof, including

modifications:

 

  1.The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

  redistributed or derivative work.

 

  2.Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms and

  conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be included

  (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body of any

  redistributed or derivative code.

 

  3.Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

  changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

  which the code is derived.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR

PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY

THIRD PARTY PATENTS,COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR

DOCUMENTATION.  The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used

in advertising or publicity pertaining to the software without specific,

written prior permission. Title to copyright in this software and any

associated documentation will at all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31

2002. This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this

license can be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects

that ERCIM is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific

dated version of the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use".

Otherwise, this version is the same as the previous version and is written so

as to preserve the Free Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility

and OSI's certification under the Open Source Definition. Please see our

Copyright FAQ for common questions about using materials from our site,

including specific terms and conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and

Jigsaw. Other questions about this notice can be directed to
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site-policy@w3.org.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Dynalink v0.5, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

All rights reserved.Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.  * Redistributions in

binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,   this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation  and/or other

materials provided with the distribution.  * Neither the name of Attila

Szegedi nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THEPOSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Elliptic Curve Cryptography, which

may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

You are receiving a copy of the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library in source

form with the JDK 8 and OpenJDK 8 source distributions, and as object code in

the JRE 8 & JDK 8 runtimes.

 

In the case of the JRE 8 & JDK 8 runtimes, the terms of the Oracle license do

NOT apply to the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library; it is licensed under the

following license, separately from Oracle's JDK & JRE.  If you do not wish to
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install the Elliptic Curve Cryptography library, you may delete the library

named libsunec.so (on Solaris and Linux systems) or sunec.dll (on Windows

systems) from the JRE bin directory reserved for native libraries.

 

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to  ECMAScript Language

Specification ECMA-262 Edition 5.1 which may be included with

JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright notice

Copyright  2011 Ecma International

Ecma International

Rue du Rhone 114

CH-1204 Geneva

Tel: +41 22 849 6000

Fax: +41 22 849 6001

Web: http://www.ecma-international.org
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This document and possible translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it or assist

in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published, and distributed, in

whole or in part, without restriction of any kind, provided that the above

copyright notice and this section are included on all such copies and derivative

works. However, this document itself may not be modified in any way, including

by removing the copyright notice or references to Ecma International, except as

needed for the purpose of developing any document or deliverable produced by

Ecma International (in which case the rules applied to copyrights must be

followed) or as required to translate it into languages other than English. The

limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be revoked by Ecma

International or its successors or assigns. This document and the information

contained herein is provided on an "AS IS" basis and ECMA INTERNATIONAL

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY

WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP

RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE." Software License

 

All Software contained in this document ("Software)" is protected by copyright

and is being made available under the "BSD License", included below. This

Software may be subject to third party rights (rights from parties other than

Ecma International), including patent rights, and no licenses under such third

party rights are granted under this license even if the third party concerned is

a member of Ecma International. SEE THE ECMA CODE OF CONDUCT IN PATENT MATTERS

AVAILABLE AT http://www.ecma-international.org/memento/codeofconduct.htm FOR

INFORMATION REGARDING THE LICENSING OF PATENT CLAIMS THAT ARE REQUIRED TO

IMPLEMENT ECMA INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS*. Redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the authors nor Ecma International may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE ECMA INTERNATIONAL "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL ECMA INTERNATIONAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Dynalink library which is included

with the Nashorn technology.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

Copyright (c) 2009-2013, Attila Szegedi

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT HOLDER

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Joni library which is included

with the Nashorn technology.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to FontConfig 2.5, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8 source distributions on

Linux and Solaris.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the

above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of Keith Packard not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Keith Packard makes no representations about the suitability of this software

for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL KEITH

PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY

DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to IAIK PKCS#11 Wrapper,

which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---
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IAIK PKCS#11 Wrapper License

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Graz University of Technology. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

  "This product includes software developed by IAIK of Graz University of

   Technology."

 

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

  wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Graz University of Technology" and "IAIK of Graz University of

  Technology" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "IAIK PKCS Wrapper",

  nor may "IAIK" appear in their name, without prior written permission of

  Graz University of Technology.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to ICU4C 4.0.1 and ICU4J 4.4, which
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may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2010 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY

DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to IJG JPEG 6b, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this
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README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Joni v1.1.9, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to JOpt-Simple v3.0,  which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2009 Paul R. Holser, Jr.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Kerberos functionality, which

which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

(C) Copyright IBM Corp. 1999 All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 1997 The Open Group Research Institute. All rights reserved.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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%% This notice is provided with respect to Kerberos functionality from

FundsXpress, INC., which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (C) 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Export of this software from the United States of America may require

a specific license from the United States Government.  It is the

responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to

obtain such a license before exporting.

 

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.  FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express

or implied warranty.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Kronos OpenGL headers, which may be

included with JDK 8 and OpenJDK 8 source distributions.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 2007 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and/or associated documentation files (the "Materials"), to

deal in the Materials without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Materials, and to permit persons to whom the Materials are

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

MATERIALS.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% Portions Copyright Eastman Kodak Company 1992

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to libpng 1.5.4, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience.  In case of

any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is

included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

 

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following

this sentence.

 

This code is released under the libpng license.

 

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.5.4, July 7, 2011, are

Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2011 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5

with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Cosmin Truta

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5 - October 3, 2002, are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux
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  Eric S. Raymond

  Gilles Vollant

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

  There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

  library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

  efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

  or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

  risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

  the user.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Tom Lane

  Glenn Randers-Pehrson

  Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  John Bowler

  Kevin Bracey

  Sam Bushell

  Magnus Holmgren

  Greg Roelofs

  Tom Tanner

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

  Andreas Dilger

  Dave Martindale

  Guy Eric Schalnat

  Paul Schmidt

  Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing Authors

and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of
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fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.

assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

  be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

  source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

 

 

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about"

boxes and the like:

 

  printf("%s",png_get_copyright(NULL));

 

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the

files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

 

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software.  OSI Certified Open Source is a

certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

 

Glenn Randers-Pehrson

glennrp at users.sourceforge.net

July 7, 2011

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to libungif 4.1.3, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---
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The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Little CMS 2.5, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Little CMS

Copyright (c) 1998-2011 Marti Maria Saguer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% Lucida is a registered trademark or trademark of Bigelow & Holmes in the

U.S. and other countries.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Mesa 3D Graphics Library v4.1,

which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8 source distributions.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Mesa 3-D graphics library

Version:  4.1

 

Copyright (C) 1999-2002  Brian Paul   All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

BRIAN PAUL BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Mozilla Network Security

Services (NSS), which is supplied with the JDK test suite in the OpenJDK

source code repository. It is licensed under Mozilla Public License (MPL),

version 2.0.

 

The NSS libraries are supplied in executable form, built from unmodified
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NSS source code labeled with the "NSS_3.13.1_RTM" release tag.

 

The NSS source code is available in the OpenJDK source code repository at:

   jdk/test/sun/security/pkcs11/nss/src

 

The NSS libraries are available in the OpenJDK source code repository at:

   jdk/test/sun/security/pkcs11/nss/lib

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in
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   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions
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--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses
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No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter
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   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.
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5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************
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************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions
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Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to PC/SC Lite for Suse Linux v.1.1.1,

which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8 on Linux and Solaris.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2004 David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

Copyright (c) 1999-2004 Ludovic Rousseau <ludovic.rousseau (at) free.fr>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

    This product includes software developed by:

     David Corcoran <corcoran@linuxnet.com>

     http://www.linuxnet.com (MUSCLE)

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Changes to this license can be made only by the copyright author with

explicit written consent.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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%% This notice is provided with respect to PorterStemmer v4, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

See: http://tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer

 

The software is completely free for any purpose, unless notes at the head of

the program text indicates otherwise (which is rare). In any case, the notes

about licensing are never more restrictive than the BSD License.

 

In every case where the software is not written by me (Martin Porter), this

licensing arrangement has been endorsed by the contributor, and it is

therefore unnecessary to ask the contributor again to confirm it.

 

I have not asked any contributors (or their employers, if they have them) for

proofs that they have the right to distribute their software in this way.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Relax NG Object/Parser v.20050510,

which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) Kohsuke Kawaguchi

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright

notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to RelaxNGCC v1.12, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2003 Daisuke Okajima and Kohsuke Kawaguchi. 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must

  include the following acknowledgment:

 

   "This product includes software developed by Daisuke Okajima

   and Kohsuke Kawaguchi (http://relaxngcc.sf.net/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and

wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without prior written permission. For

  written permission, please contact the copyright holders.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "RELAXNGCC", nor may

 "RELAXNGCC" appear in their name, without prior written permission of the

 copyright holders.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE

SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to SAX 2.0.1, which may be included

with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

SAX is free!

 

In fact, it's not possible to own a license to SAX, since it's been placed in

the public domain.

 

No Warranty

 

Because SAX is released to the public domain, there is no warranty for the

design or for the software implementation, to the extent permitted by

applicable law. Except when otherwise stated in writing the copyright holders

and/or other parties provide SAX "as is" without warranty of any kind, either

expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties

of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as

to the quality and performance of SAX is with you. Should SAX prove

defective, you assume the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or

correction.

 

In no event unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing will

any copyright holder, or any other party who may modify and/or redistribute

SAX, be liable to you for damages, including any general, special, incidental

or consequential damages arising out of the use or inability to use SAX

(including but not limited to loss of data or data being rendered inaccurate

or losses sustained by you or third parties or a failure of the SAX to

operate with any other programs), even if such holder or other party has been

advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

Copyright Disclaimers

 

This page includes statements to that effect by David Megginson, who would

have been able to claim copyright for the original work.  SAX 1.0

 

Version 1.0 of the Simple API for XML (SAX), created collectively by the

membership of the XML-DEV mailing list, is hereby released into the public

domain.

 

No one owns SAX: you may use it freely in both commercial and non-commercial

applications, bundle it with your software distribution, include it on a

CD-ROM, list the source code in a book, mirror the documentation at your own

web site, or use it in any other way you see fit.
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David Megginson, sax@megginson.com

1998-05-11

 

SAX 2.0

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for XML), and

release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and documentation

contained in this distribution into the Public Domain. SAX comes with NO

WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to SoftFloat version 2b, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8 on Linux/ARM.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

SoftFloat was written by me, John R. Hauser. This work was made possible in

part by the International Computer Science Institute, located at Suite 600,

1947 Center Street, Berkeley, California 94704. Funding was partially

provided by the National Science Foundation under grant MIP-9311980. The

original version of this code was written as part of a project to build

a fixed-point vector processor in collaboration with the University of

California at Berkeley, overseen by Profs. Nelson Morgan and John Wawrzynek.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS DISTRIBUTED AS IS, FOR FREE. Although reasonable effort

has been made to avoid it, THIS SOFTWARE MAY CONTAIN FAULTS THAT WILL AT

TIMES RESULT IN INCORRECT BEHAVIOR. USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IS RESTRICTED TO

PERSONS AND ORGANIZATIONS WHO CAN AND WILL TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL

LOSSES, COSTS, OR OTHER PROBLEMS THEY INCUR DUE TO THE SOFTWARE, AND WHO

FURTHERMORE EFFECTIVELY INDEMNIFY JOHN HAUSER AND THE INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER

SCIENCE INSTITUTE (possibly via similar legal warning) AGAINST ALL LOSSES,

COSTS, OR OTHER PROBLEMS INCURRED BY THEIR CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS DUE TO THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Derivative works are acceptable, even for commercial purposes, provided

that the minimal documentation requirements stated in the source code are

satisfied.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Sparkle 1.5,

which may be included with JRE 8 on Mac OS X.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Sparkle.org and Andy Matuschak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% Portions licensed from Taligent, Inc.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Thai Dictionary, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Copyright (C) 1982 The Royal Institute, Thai Royal Government.

 

Copyright (C) 1998 National Electronics and Computer Technology Center,

National Science and Technology Development Agency,

Ministry of Science Technology and Environment,

Thai Royal Government.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Unicode 6.2.0 & CLDR 21.0.1

which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Unicode Terms of Use

 

For the general privacy policy governing access to this site, see the Unicode

Privacy Policy. For trademark usage, see the Unicode Consortium Name and

Trademark Usage Policy.

 

A. Unicode Copyright.

  1. Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

  2. Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating

     that "Modification is permitted." Any person is hereby authorized,

     without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative

     works conforming to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and

     Conditions herein.

 

   3. Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce,

      and distribute all documents and files solely for informational

      purposes in the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard,

      subject to the Terms and Conditions herein.

 

   4. Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use
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      of the particular set of data files known as the "Unicode Character

      Database" can be found in Exhibit 1.

 

   5. Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of

      rights and restrictions of use. For the book editions (Unicode 5.0 and

      earlier), these are found on the back of the title page. The online

      code charts carry specific restrictions. All other files, including

      online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and

      later, are covered under these general Terms of Use.

 

   6. No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is

      charged for access to the "mirror" site.

 

   7. Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies

      of this document must be verbatim.

 

B. Restricted Rights Legend. Any technical data or software which is licensed

  to the United States of America, its agencies and/or instrumentalities

  under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer

  software developed exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101,

  or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For technical data, use,

  duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as

  set forth in DFARS 202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov

  1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance with FAR 12-212 or

  DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the

  Government is subject to the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

 

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

  1. This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical

     errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are periodically added to the

     information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions

     of the publication and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or

     changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in this

     publication and/or website at any time.

 

   2. If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from

      Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for any claim will be

      exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original

      purchase.

 

   3. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS

      PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED,

      OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF

      MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

      UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR

      OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS WHICH

      ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.
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D. Waiver of Damages. In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for

  any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or

  any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the

  possibility of the damage, including, without limitation, those resulting

  from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

  use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

 

E.Trademarks & Logos.

  1. The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode,

     Inc.  The Unicode Consortium and Unicode, Inc. are trade names of

     Unicode, Inc.  Use of the information and materials found on this

     website indicates your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive

     worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo, and the

     Unicode trade names.

 

  2. The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark

     Policy) are incorporated herein by reference and you agree to abide by

     the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time

     to time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

 

  3. All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their

     respective owners.

 

Miscellaneous.

  1. Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the

     State of California, United States of America. Unicode makes no

     representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other

     locations. If you access this server from other locations, you are

     responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of

     this site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are

     governed solely by the laws of the State of California without regard to

     any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction.

     The user agrees that any disputes regarding this site shall be resolved

     solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California. The user

     agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any

     right to transfer the dispute to any other forum.

 

  2. Modification by Unicode.  Unicode shall have the right to modify this

     Agreement at any time by posting it to this site. The user may not

     assign any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written

     consent.

 

  3. Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this

     website or use of the information herein, except for those based on

     Unicodes net income.

 

  4. Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or

     unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall remain
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     in effect.

 

  5. Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement

     between the parties.

 

EXHIBIT 1

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA

FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2012 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the

Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files")

or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal

in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR
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PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

Unicode and the Unicode logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. in the United

States and other countries. All third party trademarks referenced herein are

the property of their respective owners.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to UPX v3.01, which may be included

with JRE 8 on Windows.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

                ooooo     ooo ooooooooo.   ooooooo  ooooo

                `888'     `8' `888   `Y88.  `8888    d8'

                 888       8   888   .d88'    Y888..8P

                 888       8   888ooo88P'      `8888'

                 888       8   888            .8PY888.

                 `88.    .8'   888           d8'  `888b

                   `YbodP'    o888o        o888o  o88888o

 

 

                   The Ultimate Packer for eXecutables

         Copyright (c) 1996-2000 Markus Oberhumer & Laszlo Molnar

              http://wildsau.idv.uni-linz.ac.at/mfx/upx.html

                         http://www.nexus.hu/upx

                           http://upx.tsx.org

 

 

PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT, ESPECIALLY IF YOU PLAN

TO MODIFY THE UPX SOURCE CODE OR USE A MODIFIED UPX VERSION.

 

 

ABSTRACT

========
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  UPX and UCL are copyrighted software distributed under the terms

  of the GNU General Public License (hereinafter the "GPL").

 

  The stub which is imbedded in each UPX compressed program is part

  of UPX and UCL, and contains code that is under our copyright. The

  terms of the GNU General Public License still apply as compressing

  a program is a special form of linking with our stub.

 

  As a special exception we grant the free usage of UPX for all

  executables, including commercial programs.

  See below for details and restrictions.

 

 

COPYRIGHT

=========

 

  UPX and UCL are copyrighted software. All rights remain with the authors.

 

  UPX is Copyright (C) 1996-2000 Markus Franz Xaver Johannes Oberhumer

  UPX is Copyright (C) 1996-2000 Laszlo Molnar

 

  UCL is Copyright (C) 1996-2000 Markus Franz Xaver Johannes Oberhumer

 

 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

==========================

 

  UPX and the UCL library are free software; you can redistribute them

  and/or modify them under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

  published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of

  the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  UPX and UCL are distributed in the hope that they will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

  GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

  along with this program; see the file COPYING.

 

 

SPECIAL EXCEPTION FOR COMPRESSED EXECUTABLES

============================================

 

  The stub which is imbedded in each UPX compressed program is part

  of UPX and UCL, and contains code that is under our copyright. The

  terms of the GNU General Public License still apply as compressing

  a program is a special form of linking with our stub.
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  Hereby Markus F.X.J. Oberhumer and Laszlo Molnar grant you special

  permission to freely use and distribute all UPX compressed programs

  (including commercial ones), subject to the following restrictions:

 

  1. You must compress your program with a completely unmodified UPX

     version; either with our precompiled version, or (at your option)

     with a self compiled version of the unmodified UPX sources as

     distributed by us.

  2. This also implies that the UPX stub must be completely unmodfied, i.e.

     the stub imbedded in your compressed program must be byte-identical

     to the stub that is produced by the official unmodified UPX version.

  3. The decompressor and any other code from the stub must exclusively get

     used by the unmodified UPX stub for decompressing your program at

     program startup. No portion of the stub may get read, copied,

     called or otherwise get used or accessed by your program.

 

 

ANNOTATIONS

===========

 

 - You can use a modified UPX version or modified UPX stub only for

   programs that are compatible with the GNU General Public License.

 

 - We grant you special permission to freely use and distribute all UPX

   compressed programs. But any modification of the UPX stub (such as,

   but not limited to, removing our copyright string or making your

   program non-decompressible) will immediately revoke your right to

   use and distribute a UPX compressed program.

 

 - UPX is not a software protection tool; by requiring that you use

   the unmodified UPX version for your proprietary programs we

   make sure that any user can decompress your program. This protects

   both you and your users as nobody can hide malicious code -

   any program that cannot be decompressed is highly suspicious

   by definition.

 

 - You can integrate all or part of UPX and UCL into projects that

   are compatible with the GNU GPL, but obviously you cannot grant

   any special exceptions beyond the GPL for our code in your project.

 

 - We want to actively support manufacturers of virus scanners and

   similar security software. Please contact us if you would like to

   incorporate parts of UPX or UCL into such a product.

 

 

 

Markus F.X.J. Oberhumer                   Laszlo Molnar
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markus.oberhumer@jk.uni-linz.ac.at        ml1050@cdata.tvnet.hu

 

Linz, Austria, 25 Feb 2000

 

Additional License(s)

 

The UPX license file is at http://upx.sourceforge.net/upx-license.html.

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to Xfree86-VidMode Extension 1.0,

which may be included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8 on Linux and Solaris.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

Version 1.1 of XFree86 ProjectLicence.

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2004 The XFree86 Project, Inc.    All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicence, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so,subject to the following conditions:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice,this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and in the same place

  and form as other copyright, license and disclaimer information.

 

  3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,must

  include the following acknowledgment: "This product includes

  software developed by The XFree86 Project, Inc (http://www.xfree86.org/) and

  its contributors", in the same place and form as other third-party

  acknowledgments. Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software

  itself, in the same form and location as other such third-party

  acknowledgments.

 

   4. Except as contained in this notice, the name of The XFree86 Project,Inc

   shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

   or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from

   The XFree86 Project, Inc.
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   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES,INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

   EVENT SHALL THE XFREE86 PROJECT, INC OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

   DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

   (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

   SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

   CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

   DAMAGE. 

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to X Window System 6.8.2, which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8 on Linux and Solaris.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

         Licenses

The X.Org Foundation March 2004

 

1. Introduction

 

The X.org Foundation X Window System distribution is a compilation of code and

documentation from many sources. This document is intended primarily as a

guide to the licenses used in the distribution: you must check each file

and/or package for precise redistribution terms. None-the-less, this summary

may be useful to many users. No software incorporating the XFree86 1.1 license

has been incorporated.

 

This document is based on the compilation from XFree86.

 

2. XFree86 License

 

XFree86 code without an explicit copyright is covered by the following

copyright/license:

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2003 The XFree86 Project, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the XFree86 Project shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from the XFree86 Project.

 

3. Other Licenses

 

Portions of code are covered by the following licenses/copyrights. See

individual files for the copyright dates.

 

3.1. X/MIT Copyrights

 

3.1.1. X Consortium

 

Copyright (C) <date> X Consortium

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consortium.
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X Window System is a trademark of X Consortium, Inc.

 

3.1.2. The Open Group

 

Copyright <date> The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that the

above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.  3.2.

Berkeley-based copyrights:

 

o

3.2.1. General

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  3.2.2. UCB/LBL

 

Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California. All rights

reserved.

 

This software was developed by the Computer Systems Engineering group at

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory under DARPA contract BG 91-66 and contributed to

Berkeley.

 

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must

display the following acknowledgement: This product includes software

developed by the University of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement: This product includes software

  developed by the University of California, Berkeley and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  3.2.3. The

NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2003 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc. All rights reserved.
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This code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Ben

Collver <collver1@attbi.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement: This product includes software

  developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc. and its contributors.

 

  4. Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  3.2.4. Theodore

Ts'o.

 

Copyright Theodore Ts'o, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999. All rights

reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  and the entire permission notice in its entirety, including the disclaimer

  of warranties.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. he name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
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  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  3.2.5. Theo de Raadt and Damien Miller

 

Copyright (c) 1995,1999 Theo de Raadt. All rights reserved. Copyright (c)

2001-2002 Damien Miller. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  3.2.6. Todd C. Miller

 

Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND TODD C. MILLER DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL TODD C. MILLER BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.  3.2.7. Thomas

Winischhofer

 

Copyright (C) 2001-2004 Thomas Winischhofer

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  3.3. NVIDIA Corp

 

Copyright (c) 1996 NVIDIA, Corp. All rights reserved.

 

NOTICE TO USER: The source code is copyrighted under U.S. and international

laws. NVIDIA, Corp. of Sunnyvale, California owns the copyright and as design

patents pending on the design and interface of the NV chips. Users and

possessors of this source code are hereby granted a nonexclusive, royalty-free

copyright and design patent license to use this code in individual and

commercial software.

 

Any use of this source code must include, in the user documentation and

internal comments to the code, notices to the end user as follows:

 

Copyright (c) 1996 NVIDIA, Corp. NVIDIA design patents pending in the U.S. and

foreign countries.

 

NVIDIA, CORP. MAKES NO REPRESENTATION ABOUT THE SUITABILITY OF THIS SOURCE

CODE FOR ANY PURPOSE. IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. NVIDIA, CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
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THIS SOURCE CODE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL NVIDIA, CORP. BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY

DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOURCE CODE.  3.4. GLX Public

License

 

GLX PUBLIC LICENSE (Version 1.0 (2/11/99)) ("License")

 

Subject to any third party claims, Silicon Graphics, Inc. ("SGI") hereby

grants permission to Recipient (defined below), under Recipient's copyrights

in the Original Software (defined below), to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense and/or sell copies of Subject Software

(defined below), and to permit persons to whom the Subject Software is

furnished in accordance with this License to do the same, subject to all of

the following terms and conditions, which Recipient accepts by engaging in any

such use, copying, modifying, merging, publishing, distributing, sublicensing

or selling:

 

1. Definitions.

 

   (a) "Original Software" means source code of computer software code which

   is described in Exhibit A as Original Software.

 

   (b) "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance

   or structure of either the Original Software or any previous

   Modifications. When Subject Software is released as a series of files, a

   Modification means (i) any addition to or deletion from the contents of a

   file containing Original Software or previous Modifications and (ii) any

   new file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous

   Modifications.

 

   (c) "Subject Software" means the Original Software or Modifications or the

   combination of the Original Software and Modifications, or portions of any

   of the foregoing.

 

   (d) "Recipient" means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

   under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

   entities, "Recipient" includes any entity which controls, is controlled

   by, or is under common control with Recipient. For purposes of this

   definition, "control" of an entity means (a) the power, direct or

   indirect, to direct or manage such entity, or (b) ownership of fifty

   percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of

   such entity.

 

2. Redistribution of Source Code Subject to These Terms. Redistributions of

Subject Software in source code form must retain the notice set forth in
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Exhibit A, below, in every file. A copy of this License must be included in

any documentation for such Subject Software where the recipients' rights

relating to Subject Software are described. Recipient may distribute the

source code version of Subject Software under a license of Recipient's choice,

which may contain terms different from this License, provided that (i)

Recipient is in compliance with the terms of this License, and (ii) the

license terms include this Section 2 and Sections 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 13 of

this License, which terms may not be modified or superseded by any other terms

of such license. If Recipient distributes the source code version under a

different license Recipient must make it absolutely clear that any terms which

differ from this License are offered by Recipient alone, not by SGI. Recipient

hereby agrees to indemnify SGI for any liability incurred by SGI as a result

of any such terms Recipient offers.

 

3. Redistribution in Executable Form. The notice set forth in Exhibit A must

be conspicuously included in any notice in an executable version of Subject

Software, related documentation or collateral in which Recipient describes the

user's rights relating to the Subject Software. Recipient may distribute the

executable version of Subject Software under a license of Recipient's choice,

which may contain terms different from this License, provided that (i)

Recipient is in compliance with the terms of this License, and (ii) the

license terms include this Section 3 and Sections 4, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 13 of

this License, which terms may not be modified or superseded by any other terms

of such license. If Recipient distributes the executable version under a

different license Recipient must make it absolutely clear that any terms which

differ from this License are offered by Recipient alone, not by SGI. Recipient

hereby agrees to indemnify SGI for any liability incurred by SGI as a result

of any such terms Recipient offers.

 

4. Termination. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

automatically if Recipient fails to comply with terms herein and fails to cure

such breach within 30 days of the breach. Any sublicense to the Subject

Software which is properly granted shall survive any termination of this

License absent termination by the terms of such sublicense. Provisions which,

by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

shall survive.

 

5. No Trademark Rights. This License does not grant any rights to use any

trade name, trademark or service mark whatsoever. No trade name, trademark or

service mark of SGI may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

the Subject Software without prior written permission of SGI.

 

6. No Other Rights. This License does not grant any rights with respect to the

OpenGL API or to any software or hardware implementation thereof or to any

other software whatsoever, nor shall any other rights or licenses not

expressly granted hereunder arise by implication, estoppel or otherwise with

respect to the Subject Software. Title to and ownership of the Original

Software at all times remains with SGI. All rights in the Original Software
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not expressly granted under this License are reserved.

 

7. Compliance with Laws; Non-Infringement. Recipient shall comply with all

applicable laws and regulations in connection with use and distribution of the

Subject Software, including but not limited to, all export and import control

laws and regulations of the U.S. government and other countries. Recipient may

not distribute Subject Software that (i) in any way infringes (directly or

contributorily) the rights (including patent, copyright, trade secret,

trademark or other intellectual property rights of any kind) of any other

person or entity or (ii) breaches any representation or warranty, express,

implied or statutory, which under any applicable law it might be deemed to

have been distributed.

 

8. Claims of Infringement. If Recipient at any time has knowledge of any one

or more third party claims that reproduction, modification, use, distribution,

import or sale of Subject Software (including particular functionality or code

incorporated in Subject Software) infringes the third party's intellectual

property rights, Recipient must place in a well-identified web page bearing

the title "LEGAL" a description of each such claim and a description of the

party making each such claim in sufficient detail that a user of the Subject

Software will know whom to contact regarding the claim. Also, upon gaining

such knowledge of any such claim, Recipient must conspicuously include the URL

for such web page in the Exhibit A notice required under Sections 2 and 3,

above, and in the text of any related documentation, license agreement or

collateral in which Recipient describes end user's rights relating to the

Subject Software. If Recipient obtains such knowledge after it makes Subject

Software available to any other person or entity, Recipient shall take other

steps (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably

calculated to inform those who received the Subject Software that new

knowledge has been obtained.

 

9. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. SUBJECT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE SUBJECT SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON- INFRINGING. SGI ASSUMES NO

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE. SHOULD ANY SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, SGI ASSUMES NO COST OR LIABILITY FOR ANY

SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY SUBJECT SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

10. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY,

WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY),

CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL SGI OR ANY SGI LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

STOPPAGE, LOSS OF DATA, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF
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THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY

TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SGI's NEGLIGENCE TO

THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT

ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

THAT EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO RECIPIENT.

 

11. Indemnity. Recipient shall be solely responsible for damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License.

Recipient will defend, indemnify and hold harmless Silicon Graphics, Inc. from

and against any loss, liability, damages, costs or expenses (including the

payment of reasonable attorneys fees) arising out of Recipient's use,

modification, reproduction and distribution of the Subject Software or out of

any representation or warranty made by Recipient.

 

12. U.S. Government End Users. The Subject Software is a "commercial item"

consisting of "commercial computer software" as such terms are defined in

title 48 of the Code of Federal Regulations and all U.S. Government End Users

acquire only the rights set forth in this License and are subject to the terms

of this License.

 

13. Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning

subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed so as to achieve as nearly as

possible the same economic effect as the original provision and the remainder

of this License will remain in effect. This License shall be governed by and

construed in accordance with the laws of the United States and the State of

California as applied to agreements entered into and to be performed entirely

within California between California residents. Any litigation relating to

this License shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal

Courts of the Northern District of California (or, absent subject matter

jurisdiction in such courts, the courts of the State of California), with

venue lying exclusively in Santa Clara County, California, with the losing

party responsible for costs, including without limitation, court costs and

reasonable attorneys fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly

excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this License.

 

Exhibit A

 

The contents of this file are subject to Sections 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 13

of the GLX Public License Version 1.0 (the "License"). You may not use this

file except in compliance with those sections of the License. You may obtain a

copy of the License at Silicon Graphics, Inc., attn: Legal Services, 2011 N.

Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View, CA 94043 or at

http://www.sgi.com/software/opensource/glx/license.html.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis. ALL
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WARRANTIES ARE DISCLAIMED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OF NON-

INFRINGEMENT. See the License for the specific language governing rights and

limitations under the License.

 

The Original Software is GLX version 1.2 source code, released February, 1999.

The developer of the Original Software is Silicon Graphics, Inc. Those

portions of the Subject Software created by Silicon Graphics, Inc. are

Copyright (c) 1991-9 Silicon Graphics, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  3.5. CID

Font Code Public License

 

CID FONT CODE PUBLIC LICENSE (Version 1.0 (3/31/99))("License")

 

Subject to any applicable third party claims, Silicon Graphics, Inc. ("SGI")

hereby grants permission to Recipient (defined below), under SGI's copyrights

in the Original Software (defined below), to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense and/or sell copies of Subject Software

(defined below) in both source code and executable form, and to permit persons

to whom the Subject Software is furnished in accordance with this License to

do the same, subject to all of the following terms and conditions, which

Recipient accepts by engaging in any such use, copying, modifying, merging,

publication, distributing, sublicensing or selling:

 

1. Definitions.

 

   a. "Original Software" means source code of computer software code that is

   described in Exhibit A as Original Software.

 

   b. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the substance or

   structure of either the Original Software or any previous Modifications.

   When Subject Software is released as a series of files, a Modification

   means (i) any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

   containing Original Software or previous Modifications and (ii) any new

   file that contains any part of the Original Code or previous

   Modifications.

 

   c. "Subject Software" means the Original Software or Modifications or the

   combination of the Original Software and Modifications, or portions of any

   of the foregoing.

 

   d. "Recipient" means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

   under the terms of this License. For legal entities, "Recipient" includes

   any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control

   with Recipient. For purposes of this definition, "control" of an entity

   means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to direct or manage such entity,

   or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares

   or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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   e. "Required Notice" means the notice set forth in Exhibit A to this

   License.

 

   f. "Accompanying Technology" means any software or other technology that

   is not a Modification and that is distributed or made publicly available

   by Recipient with the Subject Software. Separate software files that do

   not contain any Original Software or any previous Modification shall not

   be deemed a Modification, even if such software files are aggregated as

   part of a product, or in any medium of storage, with any file that does

   contain Original Software or any previous Modification.

 

2. License Terms. All distribution of the Subject Software must be made

subject to the terms of this License. A copy of this License and the Required

Notice must be included in any documentation for Subject Software where

Recipient's rights relating to Subject Software and/or any Accompanying

Technology are described. Distributions of Subject Software in source code

form must also include the Required Notice in every file distributed. In

addition, a ReadMe file entitled "Important Legal Notice" must be distributed

with each distribution of one or more files that incorporate Subject Software.

That file must be included with distributions made in both source code and

executable form. A copy of the License and the Required Notice must be

included in that file. Recipient may distribute Accompanying Technology under

a license of Recipient's choice, which may contain terms different from this

License, provided that (i) Recipient is in compliance with the terms of this

License, (ii) such other license terms do not modify or supersede the terms of

this License as applicable to the Subject Software, (iii) Recipient hereby

indemnifies SGI for any liability incurred by SGI as a result of the

distribution of Accompanying Technology or the use of other license terms.

 

3. Termination. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

automatically if Recipient fails to comply with terms herein and fails to cure

such breach within 30 days of the breach. Any sublicense to the Subject

Software that is properly granted shall survive any termination of this

License absent termination by the terms of such sublicense. Provisions which,

by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

shall survive.

 

4. Trademark Rights. This License does not grant any rights to use any trade

name, trademark or service mark whatsoever. No trade name, trademark or

service mark of SGI may be used to endorse or promote products derived from or

incorporating any Subject Software without prior written permission of SGI.

 

5. No Other Rights. No rights or licenses not expressly granted hereunder

shall arise by implication, estoppel or otherwise. Title to and ownership of

the Original Software at all times remains with SGI. All rights in the

Original Software not expressly granted under this License are reserved.

 

6. Compliance with Laws; Non-Infringement. Recipient shall comply with all
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applicable laws and regulations in connection with use and distribution of the

Subject Software, including but not limited to, all export and import control

laws and regulations of the U.S. government and other countries. Recipient may

not distribute Subject Software that (i) in any way infringes (directly or

contributorily) the rights (including patent, copyright, trade secret,

trademark or other intellectual property rights of any kind) of any other

person or entity, or (ii) breaches any representation or warranty, express,

implied or statutory, which under any applicable law it might be deemed to

have been distributed.

 

7. Claims of Infringement. If Recipient at any time has knowledge of any one

or more third party claims that reproduction, modification, use, distribution,

import or sale of Subject Software (including particular functionality or code

incorporated in Subject Software) infringes the third party's intellectual

property rights, Recipient must place in a well-identified web page bearing

the title "LEGAL" a description of each such claim and a description of the

party making each such claim in sufficient detail that a user of the Subject

Software will know whom to contact regarding the claim. Also, upon gaining

such knowledge of any such claim, Recipient must conspicuously include the URL

for such web page in the Required Notice, and in the text of any related

documentation, license agreement or collateral in which Recipient describes

end user's rights relating to the Subject Software. If Recipient obtains such

knowledge after it makes Subject Software available to any other person or

entity, Recipient shall take other steps (such as notifying appropriate

mailing lists or newsgroups) reasonably calculated to provide such knowledge

to those who received the Subject Software.

 

8. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. SUBJECT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE SUBJECT SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. SGI ASSUMES NO

RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE. SHOULD ANY SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, SGI ASSUMES NO COST OR LIABILITY FOR ANY

SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY SUBJECT SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY,

WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY),

CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL SGI OR ANY SGI LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SUBJECT SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SUBJECT SOFTWARE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT

ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF CERTAIN DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND

LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO RECIPIENT TO THE EXTENT SO DISALLOWED.

 

10. Indemnity. Recipient shall be solely responsible for damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License.
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Recipient will defend, indemnify and hold SGI and its successors and assigns

harmless from and against any loss, liability, damages, costs or expenses

(including the payment of reasonable attorneys fees) arising out of

(Recipient's use, modification, reproduction and distribution of the Subject

Software or out of any representation or warranty made by Recipient.

 

11. U.S. Government End Users. The Subject Software is a "commercial item"

consisting of "commercial computer software" as such terms are defined in

title 48 of the Code of Federal Regulations and all U.S. Government End Users

acquire only the rights set forth in this License and are subject to the terms

of this License.

 

12. Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning

subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable by any judicial or administrative authority having proper

jurisdiction with respect thereto, such provision shall be reformed so as to

achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original

provision and the remainder of this License will remain in effect. This

License shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the

United States and the State of California as applied to agreements entered

into and to be performed entirely within California between California

residents. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the

exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern District of

California (or, absent subject matter jurisdiction in such courts, the courts

of the State of California), with venue lying exclusively in Santa Clara

County, California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys fees and expenses.

The application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation that

provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the

drafter shall not apply to this License.

 

Exhibit A

 

Copyright (c) 1994-1999 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

 

The contents of this file are subject to the CID Font Code Public License

Version 1.0 (the "License"). You may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at Silicon Graphics,

Inc., attn: Legal Services, 2011 N. Shoreline Blvd., Mountain View, CA 94043

or at http://www.sgi.com/software/opensource/cid/license.html

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis. ALL

WARRANTIES ARE DISCLAIMED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OF

NON-INFRINGEMENT. See the License for the specific language governing rights

and limitations under the License.
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The Original Software (as defined in the License) is CID font code that was

developed by Silicon Graphics, Inc. Those portions of the Subject Software (as

defined in the License) that were created by Silicon Graphics, Inc. are

Copyright (c) 1994-1999 Silicon Graphics, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

[NOTE: When using this text in connection with Subject Software delivered

solely in object code form, Recipient may replace the words "this file" with

"this software" in both the first and second sentences.] 3.6. Bitstream Vera

Fonts Copyright

 

The fonts have a generous copyright, allowing derivative works (as long as

"Bitstream" or "Vera" are not in the names), and full redistribution (so long

as they are not *sold* by themselves). They can be be bundled, redistributed

and sold with any software.

 

The fonts are distributed under the following copyright:

 

Copyright (c) 2003 by Bitstream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Bitstream Vera is a

trademark of Bitstream, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and associated documentation

files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce and distribute the Font Software,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in particular the

designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be modified and additional

glyphs or characters may be added to the Fonts, only if the fonts are renamed

to names not containing either the words "Bitstream" or the word "Vera".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts or Font

Software that has been modified and is distributed under the "Bitstream Vera"

names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but no copy

of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT,

TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL BITSTREAM OR THE GNOME FOUNDATION

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,
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SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO

USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Gnome, the Gnome Foundation,

and Bitstream Inc., shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote

the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software without prior written

authorization from the Gnome Foundation or Bitstream Inc., respectively. For

further information, contact: fonts at gnome dot org.  3.7. Bigelow & Holmes

Inc and URW++ GmbH Luxi font license

 

Luxi fonts copyright (c) 2001 by Bigelow & Holmes Inc. Luxi font instruction

code copyright (c) 2001 by URW++ GmbH. All Rights Reserved. Luxi is a

registered trademark of Bigelow & Holmes Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of these Fonts and associated documentation files (the "Font Software"), to

deal in the Font Software, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Font

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software.

 

The Font Software may not be modified, altered, or added to, and in particular

the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may not be modified nor may

additional glyphs or characters be added to the Fonts. This License becomes

null and void when the Fonts or Font Software have been modified.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT,

TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL BIGELOW & HOLMES INC. OR URW++

GMBH. BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Bigelow & Holmes Inc. and

URW++ GmbH. shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in this Font Software without prior written

authorization from Bigelow & Holmes Inc. and URW++ GmbH.

 

For further information, contact:

 

info@urwpp.de or design@bigelowandholmes.com
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--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to zlib v1.2.5, which may be included

with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8.

 

--- begin of LICENSE ---

 

 version 1.2.5, July 18th, 2005

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2005 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

--- end of LICENSE ---

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

%% This notice is provided with respect to the following which may be

included with JRE 8, JDK 8, and OpenJDK 8, except where noted:

 

 Apache Commons Math 2.2

 Apache Derby 10.10.1.2        [included with JDK 8]

 Apache Jakarta BCEL 5.2

 Apache Jakarta Regexp 1.4

 Apache Santuario XML Security for Java 1.5.4

 Apache Xalan-Java 2.7.1

 Apache Xerces Java 2.10.0
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 Apache XML Resolver 1.1

 Dynalink 0.5

 

These components are licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

See /usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

===============================================================================

 

JAMVM:

 

 Copyright (C) 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010

 Robert Lougher <rob@jamvm.org.uk>.

 

 This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

 modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License

 as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2,

 or (at your option) any later version.

 

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

 Foundation, 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

debian/dbg8.py:

# Copyright 2016, Red Hat and individual contributors

# by the @authors tag.

#

# This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

# under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

# published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

# the License, or (at your option) any later version.

#

# This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

# Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

On Debian systems a full copy of the GNU General Public License, GPL, can be

found in the file /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.
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***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

Version: MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

 

The contents of this package are subject to the Mozilla Public License Version

1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this package except in compliance with

the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the

License.

 

The Original Code is the Netscape Portable Runtime (NSPR).

 

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is

Netscape Communications Corporation.

Portions created by the Initial Developer are Copyright (C) 1998-2000

the Initial Developer. All Rights Reserved.

 

Contributor(s):

 

Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

either the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"), or

the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

use your version of this file under the terms of the MPL, indicate your

decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

the terms of any one of the MPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online

code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/. Software

includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under the

directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING,

INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA
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FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO

BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT

AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2012 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the

Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies

of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or

Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each

modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the documentation

associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or software has been

modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in

these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files
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containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or
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without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.
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     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent
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version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
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MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R.  252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.
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The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the
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conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
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ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
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mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

Copyright (c) %YEARS% Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS FILE HEADER.

 

This code is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 only, as

published by the Free Software Foundation.  Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided

by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code.

 

This code is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

version 2 for more details (a copy is included in the LICENSE file that
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accompanied this code).

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License version

2 along with this work; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Please contact Oracle, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood Shores, CA 94065 USA

or visit www.oracle.com if you need additional information or have any

questions.

SAX IS FREE

-----------

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any purpose.

 

 

David Megginson

david@megginson.com

2000-01-14

 

1.271 dgraph-io-ristretto v0.0.4-

0.20210122082011-bb5d392ed82d 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

bbloom.go

 

// The MIT License (MIT)

// Copyright (c) 2014 Andreas Briese, eduToolbox@Bri-C GmbH, Sarstedt

 

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

// this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

// the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

// use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

// the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

// subject to the following conditions:

 

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

// copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

// IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

// FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

// COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

// IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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// CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

rtutil.go

 

// MIT License

 

// Copyright (c) 2019 Ewan Chou

 

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

// of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

// in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

// to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

// copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

// furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

// copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

// IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

// FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

// AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

// LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

// OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

// SOFTWARE.

 

Modifications:

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.272 fmt  8.0.1 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope
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Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes
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   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1.1       2010        PSF         yes

   3.1.3           3.1.2       2010        PSF         yes

   3.1.4           3.1.3       2011        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2011        PSF         yes

   3.2.1           3.2         2011        PSF         yes

   3.2.2           3.2.1       2011        PSF         yes

   3.2.3           3.2.2       2012        PSF         yes

   3.3.0           3.2         2012        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,
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2011, 2012 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python

alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,
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royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide
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license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of
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agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.273 grok v1.0.0 
1.273.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.274 grpcio 1.12.1 
1.274.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/beta/utilities.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/time.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/boringssl/gen_build_yaml.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/completion_queue.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/server.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/interfaces/face/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/operation.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/grpc_gevent.pyx

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/grpc.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/credentials.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc_version.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/interfaces/face/face.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/common/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/beta/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/foundation/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_grpcio_metadata.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/Makefile

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/call.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/interfaces/base/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/interfaces/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/experimental/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_interceptor.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/setup.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/records.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/experimental/gevent.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/security.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/server.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/foundation/stream.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/foundation/stream_util.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/channel.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/call.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/metadata.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/credentials.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/metadata.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/debug/stats_data.yaml

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/beta/_client_adaptations.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/channel.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/event.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/arguments.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/foundation/logging_pool.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/security.pyx.pxi
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/cygrpc.pyx

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/interfaces/face/utilities.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/interfaces/base/base.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/interfaces/base/utilities.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/_spawn_patch.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_channel.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/commands.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/beta/_server_adaptations.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/common/cardinality.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/support.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc_core_dependencies.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_server.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/cygrpc.pxd

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_plugin_wrapping.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_auth.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/__init__.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/scripts/upload.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/beta/_metadata.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/grpc_gevent.pxd

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/tag.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/time.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/records.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/common/style.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/beta/interfaces.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/test_creds/BUILD

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/operation.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_common.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/foundation/future.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/grpc_string.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/beta/implementations.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/foundation/callable_util.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/event.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/completion_queue.pxd.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/tag.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_cygrpc/arguments.pyx.pxi

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_utilities.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/framework/foundation/abandonment.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2009 - 2013 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/ares_build.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/pair.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 The OpenSSL Project Authors. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the OpenSSL license (the "License").  You may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License.  You can obtain a copy

* in the file LICENSE in the source distribution or at

* https://www.openssl.org/source/license.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/scrypt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
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*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/p_rsa.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/p_dsa_asn1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/print.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/p_ec.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
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* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/
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/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*
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* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/montgomery.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/err.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/err/err.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inflate.h -- internal inflate state definition

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/inflate.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2014, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

// AEAD couples confidentiality and integrity in a single primitive. AEAD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/aead.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
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*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence
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* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/s3_pkt.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_all.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/tls_record.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/poly1305/sum_arm.s

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All Rights Reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/prime_tables.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/prime_tables.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-param-util-generated.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-test-part_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-tuple.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-param-util-generated.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample6_unittest.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-param-util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-typed-test2_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest-typed-test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-typed-test_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-typed-test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-typed-test_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample8_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-typed-test_test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-tuple.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-typed-test2_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-type-util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample8_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample7_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-test-part_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-type-util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample7_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest-typed-test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample6_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-param-util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-typed-test_test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-typed-test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2000 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/jacobi.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

*

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/adig.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ahost.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2001 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*
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* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/base.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_conf.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*
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* Copyright 2015 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/message_compress/message_compress_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/spinlock.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/timeout_encoding.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/block_annotate.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/method_params.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/connectivity_state.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/call.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/metadata.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resolve_address_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tls_gcc.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/b64.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/sync_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/server.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tls.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/parsing.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/log_android.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/dns/c_ares/dns_resolver_ares.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/udp_server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/init.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/metadata_batch.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_client_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/sync_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_goaway.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/avl/avl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_utils_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/port_platform.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/http/httpcli.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_rst_stream.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/tsi_error.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/context/security_context.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/time_averaged_stats.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/auth_filters.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/thd.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/huffsyms.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/metadata_array.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/credentials_metadata.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_utils_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy_factory.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/sync_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_client_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver_registry.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/string_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/init_unsecure.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/client_channel_factory.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/client/chttp2_connector.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/slice.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tmpfile_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/channel_connectivity.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/stream_map.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/murmur_hash.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/security_handshaker.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/closure.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/sockaddr_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/call_details.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/string_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/client_channel.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/google_default/google_default_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_stack.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/status.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/byte_buffer.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/profiling/timers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/subchannel.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/atm.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/sync_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resolve_address.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/sync_generic.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json_writer.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/byte_buffer_reader.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/varint.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/http/format_request.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/stream_map.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/transport_security_interface.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/grpc_security.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/server_auth_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/env_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/client_channel_plugin.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/atm_gcc_atomic.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/http/httpcli.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/context/security_context.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/connectivity_state.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_data.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/host_port.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/call_test_only.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy_registry.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/transport_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/endpoint_pair_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/atm_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_stack.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_ping.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/security_handshaker.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/time_averaged_stats.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/support/cpu.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/time_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/init_secure.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/stream_lists.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/connected_channel.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/connector.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/compression.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/is_epollexclusive_available.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_generic.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/security_connector/security_connector.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/log_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/server/secure/server_secure_chttp2.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/http2_errors.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_windows.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/connector.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_ping.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/tsi_error.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/uri_parser.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/load_file.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/atm_gcc_sync.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/network_status_tracker.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/status_conversion.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/debug/trace.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/secure_endpoint.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_window_update.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/support/log.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json_writer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/message_compress.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/channel_stack_type.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/load_file.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/workaround_list.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/channel.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/transport.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_utils_common_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/secure_endpoint.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/util/json_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/hpack_table.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/sockaddr_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_pipe.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_string_helpers.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/fake_transport_security.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/client/chttp2_connector.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/profiling/stap_timers.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/sync.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver_factory.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/http/httpcli_security_connector.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/murmur_hash.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json_string.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/cpu_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_args.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/server/http_server_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/alpn/alpn.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_client_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json_reader.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/string_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_pipe.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/chttp2_transport.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/byte_buffer_reader.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/time_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/server/insecure/server_chttp2.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/uri_parser.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/subchannel_list.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/http/parser.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resolve_address_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/hpack_encoder.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_settings.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/time.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iocp_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/atm_gcc_atomic.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/slice.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/client_channel_factory.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/endpoint.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iocp_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/endpoint.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/debug/trace.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/version.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/string.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl_transport_security.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/client_channel.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/incoming_metadata.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/support/atm.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/byte_buffer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/atm_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/transport_security.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/endpoint_pair.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_set_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/message_compress/message_compress_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/cpu_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/bin_encoder.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/client/insecure/channel_create.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/byte_buffer.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/support/time.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/sync_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy_factory.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/profiling/basic_timers.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tmpfile_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_epollex_linux.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/hpack_parser.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/census/grpc_context.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/alloc.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_eventfd.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/call_log_batch.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/client_auth_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/byte_buffer_reader.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_nospecial.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_set_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_utils_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/incoming_metadata.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json_common.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/channel_ping.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/exec_ctx.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/support/alloc.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/env_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/sockaddr.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/context.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/time_precise.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/compression.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/chttp2_transport.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/transport_op_string.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/support/sync.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/round_robin/round_robin.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/parse_address.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/time_precise.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/string_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/transport_security.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_heap.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/byte_stream.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/polling_entity.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_set.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/slice_buffer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/log_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/hpack_parser.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/huffsyms.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tls_pthread.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/method_params.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/writing.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/subchannel.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/useful.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/event_string.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/metadata.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/status.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/jwt/jwt_verifier.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_heap.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/port_platform.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_epollsig_linux.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/connected_channel.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_window_update.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/init.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/jwt/json_token.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/b64.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/lame_client.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/api_trace.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/log.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/executor.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/timeout_encoding.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/atm_gcc_sync.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_string_helpers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/call.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl_transport_security.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/sockaddr_utils.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/compression_internal.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/avl/avl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/log_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_rst_stream.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/api_trace.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/dns/native/dns_resolver.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_client.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_mutator.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/hpack_encoder.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/composite/composite_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/client/secure/secure_channel_create.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/event_string.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/exec_ctx.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tmpfile_msys.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/host_port.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/thd_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/server/http_server_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/varint.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/util/json_util.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/metadata_batch.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/executor.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_goaway.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/oauth2/oauth2_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/http/format_request.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/status_conversion.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/security_connector/security_connector.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/thd_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/channel.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/bin_encoder.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_mutator.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/http/parser.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/sync_generic.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tls_msvc.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_utils.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/chttp2_plugin.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_data.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/message_compress.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/server/chttp2_server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tls_pthread.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/log_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/tmpfile.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/cpu_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/alpn/alpn.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_buffer.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/byte_stream.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/sync_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/fake_transport_security.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_windows.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_args.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/jwt/json_token.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/algorithm_metadata.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl_types.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/string.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/transport.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/cpu_iphone.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/env_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/frame_settings.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/udp_server.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/pick_first/pick_first.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/env.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/hpack_table.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
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* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/des/cfb64ede.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzguts.h -- zlib internal header definitions for gz* operations

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/gzguts.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zutil.h -- internal interface and configuration of the compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/zutil.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2004 - 2011 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/config-win32.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inflate9.h -- internal inflate state definition

* Copyright (C) 1995-2003 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/infback9/inflate9.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/dh/dh_decrepit.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/dsa/dsa_decrepit.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*

* Portions of the attached software ("Contribution") are developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and are contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The Contribution is licensed pursuant to the Eric Young open source

* license provided above.

*

* The binary polynomial arithmetic software is originally written by

* Sheueling Chang Shantz and Douglas Stebila of Sun Microsystems

* Laboratories. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/bn_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/thread_none.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/test_util.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/p256-64.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_key_share.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cmac/cmac_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/refcount_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/file_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/srtp.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/pbkdf_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bn_extra/bn_asn1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/refcount_c11.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/thread_win.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/thread_pthread.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs8/pkcs8_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rand/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/ciphers.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/test_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_buffer.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/cmac.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/aes/aes_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/curve25519.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/conf/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/refcount_lock.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/curve25519/x25519_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/buffer.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/util-64.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/generate_ed25519.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/rand.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/curve25519/ed25519_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/thread_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/genrsa.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/file_test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/dtls1.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_aead_ctx.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/boringssl/err_data.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

This function is under the MIT license.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/nanopb/generator/nanopb_generator.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/debug/stats_data.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/debug/stats_data.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/http2_settings.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/http2_settings.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2016 Brian Smith.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/montgomery_inv.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

// Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style

// license that can be found in the LICENSE file.

 

// This code was translated into a form compatible with 6a from the public

// domain sources in SUPERCOP: http://bench.cr.yp.to/supercop.html

 

// +build amd64,!gccgo,!appengine

 

// func cswap(inout *[5]uint64, v uint64)

TEXT ¬cswap(SB),7,$0

	MOVQ inout+0(FP),DI

	MOVQ v+8(FP),SI

 

	CMPQ SI,$1

	MOVQ 0(DI),SI

	MOVQ 80(DI),DX

	MOVQ 8(DI),CX

	MOVQ 88(DI),R8

	MOVQ SI,R9

	CMOVQEQ DX,SI

	CMOVQEQ R9,DX
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	MOVQ CX,R9

	CMOVQEQ R8,CX

	CMOVQEQ R9,R8

	MOVQ SI,0(DI)

	MOVQ DX,80(DI)

	MOVQ CX,8(DI)

	MOVQ R8,88(DI)

	MOVQ 16(DI),SI

	MOVQ 96(DI),DX

	MOVQ 24(DI),CX

	MOVQ 104(DI),R8

	MOVQ SI,R9

	CMOVQEQ DX,SI

	CMOVQEQ R9,DX

	MOVQ CX,R9

	CMOVQEQ R8,CX

	CMOVQEQ R9,R8

	MOVQ SI,16(DI)

	MOVQ DX,96(DI)

	MOVQ CX,24(DI)

	MOVQ R8,104(DI)

	MOVQ 32(DI),SI

	MOVQ 112(DI),DX

	MOVQ 40(DI),CX

	MOVQ 120(DI),R8

	MOVQ SI,R9

	CMOVQEQ DX,SI

	CMOVQEQ R9,DX

	MOVQ CX,R9

	CMOVQEQ R8,CX

	CMOVQEQ R9,R8

	MOVQ SI,32(DI)

	MOVQ DX,112(DI)

	MOVQ CX,40(DI)

	MOVQ R8,120(DI)

	MOVQ 48(DI),SI

	MOVQ 128(DI),DX

	MOVQ 56(DI),CX

	MOVQ 136(DI),R8

	MOVQ SI,R9

	CMOVQEQ DX,SI

	CMOVQEQ R9,DX

	MOVQ CX,R9

	CMOVQEQ R8,CX

	CMOVQEQ R9,R8

	MOVQ SI,48(DI)

	MOVQ DX,128(DI)

	MOVQ CX,56(DI)
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	MOVQ R8,136(DI)

	MOVQ 64(DI),SI

	MOVQ 144(DI),DX

	MOVQ 72(DI),CX

	MOVQ 152(DI),R8

	MOVQ SI,R9

	CMOVQEQ DX,SI

	CMOVQEQ R9,DX

	MOVQ CX,R9

	CMOVQEQ R8,CX

	CMOVQEQ R9,R8

	MOVQ SI,64(DI)

	MOVQ DX,144(DI)

	MOVQ CX,72(DI)

	MOVQ R8,152(DI)

	MOVQ DI,AX

	MOVQ SI,DX

	RET

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/curve25519/cswap_amd64.s

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2005 by Dominick Meglio

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_ipv6.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written
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* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
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* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/t1_enc.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_transcript.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2000 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/sqrt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2004-2011 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_destroy.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_library_init.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_fds.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_ns_reply.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_query.c
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_ptr_reply.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_free_hostent.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_getenv.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_getenv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_writev.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_mkquery.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_llist.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_send.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_writev.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_strcasecmp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_llist.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_search.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_timeout.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_create_query.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_strcasecmp.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_strdup.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_strdup.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_expand_string.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares__read_line.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_a_reply.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares__close_sockets.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_gethostbyaddr.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_strerror.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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// Copyright 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/curve25519/const_amd64.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/curve25519/freeze_amd64.s

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/poly1305/sum_amd64.s

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/curve25519/mul_amd64.s

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/curve25519/ladderstep_amd64.s

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/curve25519/square_amd64.s

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-listener_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-listener_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2015 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

/* Use the google proprietary format which is:

      { <kid1>: <x5091>, <kid2>: <x5092>, ... } */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/jwt/jwt_verifier.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
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*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

* ECDH support in OpenSSL originally developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/x509.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
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* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and contributed to the OpenSSL project.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ssl3.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY
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* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_x509.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/zlib.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/scripts/generator/cpp/gmock_class.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2015 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

/** Signal that the call is cacheable. GRPC is free to use GET verb */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/grpc_types.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
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*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_utl.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2010 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ==================================================================== */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cmac/cmac.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2008 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*
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* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares__timeval.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* compress.c -- compress a memory buffer

* Copyright (C) 1995-2005, 2014, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/compress.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzlog.h

 Copyright (C) 2004, 2008, 2012 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

 version 2.2, 14 Aug 2012

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/gzlog.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2004 - 2012 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_setup.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2012 Marko Kreen <markokr@gmail.com>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_soa_reply.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written
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* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
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* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/cpu.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/pbkdf.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
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*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rsa/padding.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* infback9.c -- inflate deflate64 data using a call-back interface

* Copyright (C) 1995-2008 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/infback9/infback9.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zconf.h -- configuration of the zlib compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/zconf.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2001-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ==================================================================== */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/aes/key_wrap.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/cipher/e_aes.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Original file name getopt.c  Initial import into the c-ares source tree

* on 2007-04-11.  Lifted from version 5.2 of the 'Open Mash' project with

* the modified BSD license, BSD license without the advertising clause.

*

*/

/*

* getopt.c --

*

*      Standard UNIX getopt function.  Code is from BSD.

*

* Copyright (c) 1987-2001 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* A. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* B. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* C. Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_getopt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Implementations are from the Public Domain C Library (PDCLib). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/nanopb/extra/pb_syshdr.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

//     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/message_size/message_size_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/fake/fake_resolver.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/workarounds/workaround_cronet_compression_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/deadline/deadline_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/max_age/max_age_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/fake/fake_resolver.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/deadline/deadline_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/subchannel_index.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/proto/altscontext.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/proto/handshaker.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/service_config.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/workarounds/workaround_utils.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/message_size/message_size_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/workarounds/workaround_cronet_compression_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/proto/transport_security_common.proto

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/workarounds/workaround_utils.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/service_config.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Utilities for constant-time cryptography.

*

* Author: Emilia Kasper (emilia@openssl.org)

* Based on previous work by Bodo Moeller, Emilia Kasper, Adam Langley

* (Google).

* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2014 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be
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* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/constant_time_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2009 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample9_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample9_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample10_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample10_unittest.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2017, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/p_ed25519_asn1.c
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rand_extra/rand_extra.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/test_fips.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_test_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/is_fips.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/is_boringssl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/err/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/file_test_gtest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_aes_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_keywrap_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_ecdsa2_keypair_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_ctr_drbg_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_sha_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_ecdsa2_pkv_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/dtls_client.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_main.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_aes_gcm_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_rsa2_sigver_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_aesctrhmac.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rand_extra/forkunsafe.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/span.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_test_util.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/bn_mod_exp.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/file.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_rsa2_siggen_test.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/aes/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_sha_monte_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/p_ed25519.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/boringssl/crypto_test_data.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rand/ctrdrbg.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7_x509.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/sign.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/compiler_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_ecdsa2_siggen_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/buf/buf_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs7/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rand_extra/fuchsia.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_ecdsa2_sigver_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/scrypt_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_rsa2_keygen_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/dtls_server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bcm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_tdes_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rand/ctrdrbg_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_versions.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/delocate.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fipstools/cavp_hmac_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/span_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/fuzzer_tags.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/bn_div.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/fuzzer.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_aesgcmsiv.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/gtest_main.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2004 - 2013 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/setup_once.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2014, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

// CRYPTO_is_confidential_build returns one if the linked version of BoringSSL

// has been built with the BORINGSSL_CONFIDENTIAL define and zero otherwise.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/crypto.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ==================================================================== */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/xts/xts.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* blast.c

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2012, 2013 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in blast.h

* version 1.3, 24 Aug 2013

*

* blast.c decompresses data compressed by the PKWare Compression Library.

* This function provides functionality similar to the explode() function of

* the PKWare library, hence the name "blast".

*

* This decompressor is based on the excellent format description provided by

* Ben Rudiak-Gould in comp.compression on August 13, 2001.  Interestingly, the

* example Ben provided in the post is incorrect.  The distance 110001 should

* instead be 111000.  When corrected, the example byte stream becomes:

*

*    00 04 82 24 25 8f 80 7f

*

* which decompresses to "AIAIAIAIAIAIA" (without the quotes).

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/blast/blast.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2008 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/scripts/generator/gmock_gen.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
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* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be
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* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2001 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/random.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ex_data.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/gcd.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/prime.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/ex_data.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
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*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.] */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/d1_both.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/d1_pkt.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/dtls_record.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written
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* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
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* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*

* Portions of the attached software ("Contribution") are developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and are contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The Contribution is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license provided above.

*

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally written by

* Vipul Gupta and Sumit Gupta of Sun Microsystems Laboratories.

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE.

*/
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// version.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/handshake_client.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2013 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

#     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

# notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

# in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

# this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/scripts/release_docs.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/scripts/common.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2004-2017 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_process.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim
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* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/asn1t.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* unzip.h -- IO for uncompress .zip files using zlib

  Version 1.1, February 14h, 2010

  part of the MiniZip project - ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Copyright (C) 1998-2010 Gilles Vollant (minizip) ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Modifications of Unzip for Zip64

        Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Even Rouault

 

        Modifications for Zip64 support on both zip and unzip

        Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Mathias Svensson ( http://result42.com )

 

        For more info read MiniZip_info.txt

 

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

       Condition of use and distribution are the same than zlib :

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

       Changes

 

       See header of unzip64.c
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/minizip/unzip.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998 WIDE Project.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/address_sorting/address_sorting_posix.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/address_sorting/include/address_sorting/address_sorting.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/address_sorting/address_sorting.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/address_sorting/address_sorting_internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/address_sorting/address_sorting_windows.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2014, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

// This implementation was taken from the public domain, neon2 version in

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305_arm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2009 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_rules.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inffas8664.c is a hand tuned assembler version of inffast.c - fast decoding

* version for AMD64 on Windows using Microsoft C compiler

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-2003 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*

* Copyright (C) 2003 Chris Anderson <christop@charm.net>
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* Please use the copyright conditions above.

*

* 2005 - Adaptation to Microsoft C Compiler for AMD64 by Gilles Vollant

*

* inffas8664.c call function inffas8664fnc in inffasx64.asm

*  inffasx64.asm is automatically convert from AMD64 portion of inffas86.c

*

* Dec-29-2003 -- I added AMD64 inflate asm support.  This version is also

* slightly quicker on x86 systems because, instead of using rep movsb to copy

* data, it uses rep movsw, which moves data in 2-byte chunks instead of single

* bytes.  I've tested the AMD64 code on a Fedora Core 1 + the x86_64 updates

* from http://fedora.linux.duke.edu/fc1_x86_64

* which is running on an Athlon 64 3000+ / Gigabyte GA-K8VT800M system with

* 1GB ram.  The 64-bit version is about 4% faster than the 32-bit version,

* when decompressing mozilla-source-1.3.tar.gz.

*

* Mar-13-2003 -- Most of this is derived from inffast.S which is derived from

* the gcc -S output of zlib-1.2.0/inffast.c.  Zlib-1.2.0 is in beta release at

* the moment.  I have successfully compiled and tested this code with gcc2.96,

* gcc3.2, icc5.0, msvc6.0.  It is very close to the speed of inffast.S

* compiled with gcc -DNO_MMX, but inffast.S is still faster on the P3 with MMX

* enabled.  I will attempt to merge the MMX code into this version.  Newer

* versions of this and inffast.S can be found at

* http://www.eetbeetee.com/zlib/ and http://www.charm.net/~christop/zlib/

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/masmx64/inffas8664.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inftree9.h -- header to use inftree9.c

* Copyright (C) 1995-2008 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/infback9/inftree9.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

// Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style

// license that can be found in the LICENSE file.

 

// This code was translated into a form compatible with 6a from the public

// domain sources in SUPERCOP: http://bench.cr.yp.to/supercop.html
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// +build amd64,!gccgo,!appengine

 

// These constants cannot be encoded in non-MOVQ immediates.

// We access them directly from memory instead.

 

DATA ·_121666_213(SB)/8, $996687872

GLOBL ·_121666_213(SB), 8, $8

 

DATA ·_2P0(SB)/8, $0xFFFFFFFFFFFDA

GLOBL ·_2P0(SB), 8, $8

 

DATA ·_2P1234(SB)/8, $0xFFFFFFFFFFFFE

GLOBL ·_2P1234(SB), 8, $8

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/runner/curve25519/const_amd64.s

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* uncompr.c -- decompress a memory buffer

* Copyright (C) 1995-2003, 2010, 2014, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly, Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/uncompr.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2015-2016 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/json/json_reader.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/census.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_poll_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/completion_queue.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/completion_queue.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/grpc.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/composite/composite_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/sockaddr/sockaddr_resolver.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:
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*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/dtls_method.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/d1_lib.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*
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* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_lib.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_sxnet.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/tab_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_info.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_ia5.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================
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* Copyright (c) 2013 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
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* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/vpm_int.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2006,2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
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* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/digestsign.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2012 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*
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* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/tls_cbc.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 1995-2016 The OpenSSL Project Authors. All Rights Reserved.

*

* Licensed under the OpenSSL license (the "License").  You may not use

* this file except in compliance with the License.  You can obtain a copy

* in the file LICENSE in the source distribution or at

* https://www.openssl.org/source/license.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/bio_ssl.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
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*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence
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* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_stat.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2003 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.
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*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_alt.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_catch_exceptions_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_xml_outfile1_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest-test-part.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_break_on_failure_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-printers_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-port_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_sole_header_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_link_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-test-part.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-generated-function-mockers_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_no_test_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-tuple_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample1.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/xcode/Samples/FrameworkSample/widget_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_xml_outfile2_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-filepath.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-param-test2_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_list_tests_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/codegear/gtest_all.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/codegear/gtest_link.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest_main.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_throw_on_failure_ex_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample2.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample1.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_all_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample4.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample5_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_prod_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest-printers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_all_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-port.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest_pred_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/src/gmock_main.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample4.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-param-test_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_xml_outfile2_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-filepath.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_stress_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-test-part.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-more-actions_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_environment_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample1_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-param-test_test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest-message.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest_main.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-printers.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_pred_impl_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_sole_header_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_uninitialized_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_break_on_failure_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample2_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample5_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-generated-matchers_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/codegear/gtest_link.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-matchers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_catch_exceptions_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/production.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest-param-test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-printers.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-generated-actions_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-linked_ptr.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-linked_ptr_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest_prod.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest-spi.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/internal/gmock-port.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample2_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-linked_ptr_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample3_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-cardinalities_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_ex_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-generated-actions.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_color_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-generated-matchers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/src/gmock-matchers.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-internal-utils_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-death-test_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-port_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_main_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample4_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-port-arch.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/xcode/Samples/FrameworkSample/widget_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-port_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-more-actions.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-generated-function-mockers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_all_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest-death-test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-all.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/internal/gmock-generated-internal-utils.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample3-inl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_output_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-more-matchers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_color_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-param-test_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-death-test_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_throw_on_failure_ex_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample3-inl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_throw_on_failure_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-spec-builders_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_filter_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/internal/gmock-internal-utils.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_output_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-param-test2_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/xcode/Samples/FrameworkSample/widget.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest-param-test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-filepath_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/src/gmock-cardinalities.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-matchers_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_prod_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_env_var_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample2.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-cardinalities.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-linked_ptr.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_leak_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest-test-part.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-death-test-internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample2.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-printers_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_pred_impl_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_xml_outfile1_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_uninitialized_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_xml_output_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_list_tests_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/custom/gtest-printers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-internal-inl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/production.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_output_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-filepath.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-death-test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-actions.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-internal-inl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/src/gmock-all.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/xcode/Samples/FrameworkSample/widget.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-spec-builders.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-message_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-port.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample2.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/xcode/Samples/FrameworkSample/widget.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest_prod.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_repeat_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest-message.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_xml_output_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest-death-test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-death-test-internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-string.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_help_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-death-test_ex_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_shuffle_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_link2_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/custom/gtest.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/src/gmock-spec-builders.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample4.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-string.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/gtest_pred_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_stress_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-nice-strict_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample1.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample4.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_premature_exit_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/fused-src/gtest/gtest_main.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/production.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-filepath_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/codegear/gtest_all.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_premature_exit_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample1_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest-spi.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-generated-internal-utils_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/src/gtest-filepath.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-death-test_ex_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/src/gmock-internal-utils.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-options_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/fused-src/gmock_main.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_no_test_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/xcode/Samples/FrameworkSample/widget.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_stress_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_shuffle_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/production.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/include/gmock/gmock-generated-nice-strict.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-message_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-tuple_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-param-test_test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-all.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/src/gmock.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/samples/sample3_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_repeat_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_main_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample4_unittest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_link_test.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-options_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/internal/gtest-port.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-death-test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_help_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/samples/sample1.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock-actions_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/include/gtest/internal/custom/gtest-port.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_env_var_test_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_filter_unittest_.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/include/gtest/gtest-printers.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_environment_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/src/gtest-port.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/fused-src/gmock/gmock.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_throw_on_failure_test_.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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* Copyright (C) 2009 by Jakub Hrozek <jhrozek@redhat.com>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_srv_reply.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_txt_reply.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_naptr_reply.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* gzlog.c

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2008, 2012, 2016 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in gzlog.h

* version 2.2, 14 Aug 2012

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/gzlog.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2001 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_xaux.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/time_support.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_x509.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509cset.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2017 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/transport_security_adapter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/nameser.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/inproc/inproc_transport.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/stream_compression_gzip.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/atm.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/stream_compression_gzip.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_manager.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/sync_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/is_epollexclusive_available.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/inlined_vector.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/gethostname_sysconf.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/backup_poller.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/gethostname.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/max_age/max_age_filter.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_factory_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/sys_epoll_wrapper.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server_utils_posix_ifaddrs.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server_utils_posix_noifaddrs.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_factory_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_trace_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/fork_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/retry_throttle.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/status_metadata.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/fork.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/atomic_with_atm.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/proxy_mapper.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/atomic.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_epoll1_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/load_reporting.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/status_util.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts_transport_security.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/debug_location.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/proxy_mapper_registry.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/atomic_with_std.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/client_load_reporting_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/lockfree_event.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/grpclb_client_stats.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/arena.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/completion_queue_factory.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/completion_queue_factory.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/transport_security_grpc.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server_utils_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/http_filters_plugin.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts_transport_security.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_trace.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/inproc/inproc_plugin.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_epollex_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_trace_registry.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/gethostname_host_name_max.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/fork.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/client_load_reporting_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/orphanable.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server_utils_posix_common.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/fork.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/ref_counted_ptr.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/memory.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/backup_poller.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/grpclb_channel.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/stream_compression.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/status_metadata.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/transport_security_grpc.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/debug/stats.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/grpclb_channel.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/stream_compression_identity.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/sync_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/stream_compression_identity.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/stream_compression.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/gethostname_fallback.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/proxy_mapper_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/call_combiner.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/grpclb_channel_secure.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/arena.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/target_authority_table.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/fork_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/fork.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/retry_throttle.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_epoll1_linux.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/compression/compression_internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/proxy_mapper.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/status_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/flow_control.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/transport_security_adapter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/validate_metadata.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_trace.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/debug/stats.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_manager.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/call_combiner.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/flow_control.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/grpclb_client_stats.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/transport/target_authority_table.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/abstract.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/lockfree_event.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/inproc/inproc_transport.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/ref_counted.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/scripts/generator/cpp/tokenize.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/scripts/generator/cpp/utils.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/scripts/generator/cpp/keywords.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/scripts/generator/cpp/ast.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2008-2013 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_options.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2005 by Dominick Meglio

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_getnameinfo.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 Additional tools for Minizip

 Code: Xavier Roche '2004

 License: Same as ZLIB (www.gzip.org)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/minizip/mztools.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/minizip/mztools.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998, 2011 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_expand_name.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares__get_hostent.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_dns.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
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*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.] */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rsa/blinding.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/conf/conf_def.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/x509_vfy.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/asn1.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zip.h -- IO on .zip files using zlib

  Version 1.1, February 14h, 2010
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  part of the MiniZip project - ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Copyright (C) 1998-2010 Gilles Vollant (minizip) ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Modifications for Zip64 support

        Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Mathias Svensson ( http://result42.com )

 

        For more info read MiniZip_info.txt

 

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  Condition of use and distribution are the same than zlib :

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

       ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

       Changes

 

       See header of zip.h

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/minizip/zip.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* puff.c

* Copyright (C) 2002-2013 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in puff.h

* version 2.3, 21 Jan 2013

*
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* puff.c is a simple inflate written to be an unambiguous way to specify the

* deflate format.  It is not written for speed but rather simplicity.  As a

* side benefit, this code might actually be useful when small code is more

* important than speed, such as bootstrap applications.  For typical deflate

* data, zlib's inflate() is about four times as fast as puff().  zlib's

* inflate compiles to around 20K on my machine, whereas puff.c compiles to

* around 4K on my machine (a PowerPC using GNU cc).  If the faster decode()

* function here is used, then puff() is only twice as slow as zlib's

* inflate().

*

* All dynamically allocated memory comes from the stack.  The stack required

* is less than 2K bytes.  This code is compatible with 16-bit int's and

* assumes that long's are at least 32 bits.  puff.c uses the short data type,

* assumed to be 16 bits, for arrays in order to conserve memory.  The code

* works whether integers are stored big endian or little endian.

*

* In the comments below are "Format notes" that describe the inflate process

* and document some of the less obvious aspects of the format.  This source

* code is meant to supplement RFC 1951, which formally describes the deflate

* format:

*

*    http://www.zlib.org/rfc-deflate.html

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/puff/puff.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2007-2013 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_init.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* infback.c -- inflate using a call-back interface

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/infback.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Originally written by Bodo Moeller for the OpenSSL project.

* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*

* Portions of the attached software ("Contribution") are developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and are contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The Contribution is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license provided above.

*

* The elliptic curve binary polynomial software is originally written by

* Sheueling Chang Shantz and Douglas Stebila of Sun Microsystems

* Laboratories. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ec.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/simple.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/wnaf.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/ec_key.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ec_key.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/ec.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/oct.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzlib.c -- zlib functions common to reading and writing gzip files

* Copyright (C) 2004-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/gzlib.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Intel Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/p256-x86_64-table.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2009 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest-unittest-api_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest-unittest-api_test.cc
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

# License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

# file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign Root CA O=GlobalSign nv-sa OU=Root CA

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign Root CA O=GlobalSign nv-sa OU=Root CA

# Label: "GlobalSign Root CA"

# Serial: 4835703278459707669005204

# MD5 Fingerprint: 3e:45:52:15:09:51:92:e1:b7:5d:37:9f:b1:87:29:8a

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b1:bc:96:8b:d4:f4:9d:62:2a:a8:9a:81:f2:15:01:52:a4:1d:82:9c

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

eb:d4:10:40:e4:bb:3e:c7:42:c9:e3:81:d3:1e:f2:a4:1a:48:b6:68:5c:96:e7:ce:f3:c1:df:6c:d4:33:1c:99

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDdTCCAl2gAwIBAgILBAAAAAABFUtaw5QwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwVzELMAkG

A1UEBhMCQkUxGTAXBgNVBAoTEEdsb2JhbFNpZ24gbnYtc2ExEDAOBgNVBAsTB1Jv

b3QgQ0ExGzAZBgNVBAMTEkdsb2JhbFNpZ24gUm9vdCBDQTAeFw05ODA5MDExMjAw

MDBaFw0yODAxMjgxMjAwMDBaMFcxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkJFMRkwFwYDVQQKExBHbG9i

YWxTaWduIG52LXNhMRAwDgYDVQQLEwdSb290IENBMRswGQYDVQQDExJHbG9iYWxT

aWduIFJvb3QgQ0EwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQDaDuaZ

jc6j40+Kfvvxi4Mla+pIH/EqsLmVEQS98GPR4mdmzxzdzxtIK+6NiY6arymAZavp

xy0Sy6scTHAHoT0KMM0VjU/43dSMUBUc71DuxC73/OlS8pF94G3VNTCOXkNz8kHp

1Wrjsok6Vjk4bwY8iGlbKk3Fp1S4bInMm/k8yuX9ifUSPJJ4ltbcdG6TRGHRjcdG

snUOhugZitVtbNV4FpWi6cgKOOvyJBNPc1STE4U6G7weNLWLBYy5d4ux2x8gkasJ

U26Qzns3dLlwR5EiUWMWea6xrkEmCMgZK9FGqkjWZCrXgzT/LCrBbBlDSgeF59N8

9iFo7+ryUp9/k5DPAgMBAAGjQjBAMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAPBgNVHRMBAf8E

BTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBRge2YaRQ2XyolQL30EzTSo//z9SzANBgkqhkiG9w0B

AQUFAAOCAQEA1nPnfE920I2/7LqivjTFKDK1fPxsnCwrvQmeU79rXqoRSLblCKOz

yj1hTdNGCbM+w6DjY1Ub8rrvrTnhQ7k4o+YviiY776BQVvnGCv04zcQLcFGUl5gE

38NflNUVyRRBnMRddWQVDf9VMOyGj/8N7yy5Y0b2qvzfvGn9LhJIZJrglfCm7ymP

AbEVtQwdpf5pLGkkeB6zpxxxYu7KyJesF12KwvhHhm4qxFYxldBniYUr+WymXUad

DKqC5JlR3XC321Y9YeRq4VzW9v493kHMB65jUr9TU/Qr6cf9tveCX4XSQRjbgbME

HMUfpIBvFSDJ3gyICh3WZlXi/EjJKSZp4A==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R2

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R2

# Label: "GlobalSign Root CA - R2"

# Serial: 4835703278459682885658125

# MD5 Fingerprint: 94:14:77:7e:3e:5e:fd:8f:30:bd:41:b0:cf:e7:d0:30

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 75:e0:ab:b6:13:85:12:27:1c:04:f8:5f:dd:de:38:e4:b7:24:2e:fe

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

ca:42:dd:41:74:5f:d0:b8:1e:b9:02:36:2c:f9:d8:bf:71:9d:a1:bd:1b:1e:fc:94:6f:5b:4c:99:f4:2c:1b:9e

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDujCCAqKgAwIBAgILBAAAAAABD4Ym5g0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwTDEgMB4G

A1UECxMXR2xvYmFsU2lnbiBSb290IENBIC0gUjIxEzARBgNVBAoTCkdsb2JhbFNp

Z24xEzARBgNVBAMTCkdsb2JhbFNpZ24wHhcNMDYxMjE1MDgwMDAwWhcNMjExMjE1
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MDgwMDAwWjBMMSAwHgYDVQQLExdHbG9iYWxTaWduIFJvb3QgQ0EgLSBSMjETMBEG

A1UEChMKR2xvYmFsU2lnbjETMBEGA1UEAxMKR2xvYmFsU2lnbjCCASIwDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAKbPJA6+Lm8omUVCxKs+IVSbC9N/hHD6ErPL

v4dfxn+G07IwXNb9rfF73OX4YJYJkhD10FPe+3t+c4isUoh7SqbKSaZeqKeMWhG8

eoLrvozps6yWJQeXSpkqBy+0Hne/ig+1AnwblrjFuTosvNYSuetZfeLQBoZfXklq

tTleiDTsvHgMCJiEbKjNS7SgfQx5TfC4LcshytVsW33hoCmEofnTlEnLJGKRILzd

C9XZzPnqJworc5HGnRusyMvo4KD0L5CLTfuwNhv2GXqF4G3yYROIXJ/gkwpRl4pa

zq+r1feqCapgvdzZX99yqWATXgAByUr6P6TqBwMhAo6CygPCm48CAwEAAaOBnDCB

mTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUm+IH

V2ccHsBqBt5ZtJot39wZhi4wNgYDVR0fBC8wLTAroCmgJ4YlaHR0cDovL2NybC5n

bG9iYWxzaWduLm5ldC9yb290LXIyLmNybDAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBSb4gdXZxwewGoG

3lm0mi3f3BmGLjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAmYFThxxol4aR7OBKuEQLq4Gs

J0/WwbgcQ3izDJr86iw8bmEbTUsp9Z8FHSbBuOmDAGJFtqkIk7mpM0sYmsL4h4hO

291xNBrBVNpGP+DTKqttVCL1OmLNIG+6KYnX3ZHu01yiPqFbQfXf5WRDLenVOavS

ot+3i9DAgBkcRcAtjOj4LaR0VknFBbVPFd5uRHg5h6h+u/N5GJG79G+dwfCMNYxd

AfvDbbnvRG15RjF+Cv6pgsH/76tuIMRQyV+dTZsXjAzlAcmgQWpzU/qlULRuJQ/7

TBj0/VLZjmmx6BEP3ojY+x1J96relc8geMJgEtslQIxq/H5COEBkEveegeGTLg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3 O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust

Network/(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3 O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust

Network/(c) 1999 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Label: "Verisign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Serial: 206684696279472310254277870180966723415

# MD5 Fingerprint: cd:68:b6:a7:c7:c4:ce:75:e0:1d:4f:57:44:61:92:09

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 13:2d:0d:45:53:4b:69:97:cd:b2:d5:c3:39:e2:55:76:60:9b:5c:c6

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

eb:04:cf:5e:b1:f3:9a:fa:76:2f:2b:b1:20:f2:96:cb:a5:20:c1:b9:7d:b1:58:95:65:b8:1c:b9:a1:7b:72:44

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEGjCCAwICEQCbfgZJoz5iudXukEhxKe9XMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMIHKMQsw

CQYDVQQGEwJVUzEXMBUGA1UEChMOVmVyaVNpZ24sIEluYy4xHzAdBgNVBAsTFlZl

cmlTaWduIFRydXN0IE5ldHdvcmsxOjA4BgNVBAsTMShjKSAxOTk5IFZlcmlTaWdu

LCBJbmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxRTBDBgNVBAMTPFZlcmlT

aWduIENsYXNzIDMgUHVibGljIFByaW1hcnkgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3Jp

dHkgLSBHMzAeFw05OTEwMDEwMDAwMDBaFw0zNjA3MTYyMzU5NTlaMIHKMQswCQYD

VQQGEwJVUzEXMBUGA1UEChMOVmVyaVNpZ24sIEluYy4xHzAdBgNVBAsTFlZlcmlT

aWduIFRydXN0IE5ldHdvcmsxOjA4BgNVBAsTMShjKSAxOTk5IFZlcmlTaWduLCBJ

bmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxRTBDBgNVBAMTPFZlcmlTaWdu

IENsYXNzIDMgUHVibGljIFByaW1hcnkgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkg

LSBHMzCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAMu6nFL8eB8aHm8b

N3O9+MlrlBIwT/A2R/XQkQr1F8ilYcEWQE37imGQ5XYgwREGfassbqb1EUGO+i2t

KmFZpGcmTNDovFJbcCAEWNF6yaRpvIMXZK0Fi7zQWM6NjPXr8EJJC52XJ2cybuGu

kxUccLwgTS8Y3pKI6GyFVxEa6X7jJhFUokWWVYPKMIno3Nij7SqAP395ZVc+FSBm

CC+Vk7+qRy+oRpfwEuL+wgorUeZ25rdGt+INpsyow0xZVYnm6FNcHOqd8GIWC6fJ

Xwzw3sJ2zq/3avL6QaaiMxTJ5Xpj055iN9WFZZ4O5lMkdBteHRJTW8cs54NJOxWu

imi5V5cCAwEAATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAERSWwauSCPc/L8my/uRan2Te

2yFPhpk0djZX3dAVL8WtfxUfN2JzPtTnX84XA9s1+ivbrmAJXx5fj267Cz3qWhMe
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DGBvtcC1IyIuBwvLqXTLR7sdwdela8wv0kL9Sd2nic9TutoAWii/gt/4uhMdUIaC

/Y4wjylGsB49Ndo4YhYYSq3mtlFs3q9i6wHQHiT+eo8SGhJouPtmmRQURVyu565p

F4ErWjfJXir0xuKhXFSbplQAz/DxwceYMBo7Nhbbo27q/a2ywtrvAkcTisDxszGt

TxzhT5yvDwyd93gN2PQ1VoDat20Xj50egWTh/sVFuq1ruQp6Tk9LhO5L8X3dEQ==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048) O=Entrust.net OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by

ref. (limits liab.)/(c) 1999 Entrust.net Limited

# Subject: CN=Entrust.net Certification Authority (2048) O=Entrust.net OU=www.entrust.net/CPS_2048 incorp. by

ref. (limits liab.)/(c) 1999 Entrust.net Limited

# Label: "Entrust.net Premium 2048 Secure Server CA"

# Serial: 946069240

# MD5 Fingerprint: ee:29:31:bc:32:7e:9a:e6:e8:b5:f7:51:b4:34:71:90

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 50:30:06:09:1d:97:d4:f5:ae:39:f7:cb:e7:92:7d:7d:65:2d:34:31

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

6d:c4:71:72:e0:1c:bc:b0:bf:62:58:0d:89:5f:e2:b8:ac:9a:d4:f8:73:80:1e:0c:10:b9:c8:37:d2:1e:b1:77

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEKjCCAxKgAwIBAgIEOGPe+DANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBtDEUMBIGA1UEChML

RW50cnVzdC5uZXQxQDA+BgNVBAsUN3d3dy5lbnRydXN0Lm5ldC9DUFNfMjA0OCBp

bmNvcnAuIGJ5IHJlZi4gKGxpbWl0cyBsaWFiLikxJTAjBgNVBAsTHChjKSAxOTk5

IEVudHJ1c3QubmV0IExpbWl0ZWQxMzAxBgNVBAMTKkVudHJ1c3QubmV0IENlcnRp

ZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5ICgyMDQ4KTAeFw05OTEyMjQxNzUwNTFaFw0yOTA3

MjQxNDE1MTJaMIG0MRQwEgYDVQQKEwtFbnRydXN0Lm5ldDFAMD4GA1UECxQ3d3d3

LmVudHJ1c3QubmV0L0NQU18yMDQ4IGluY29ycC4gYnkgcmVmLiAobGltaXRzIGxp

YWIuKTElMCMGA1UECxMcKGMpIDE5OTkgRW50cnVzdC5uZXQgTGltaXRlZDEzMDEG

A1UEAxMqRW50cnVzdC5uZXQgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkgKDIwNDgp

MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEArU1LqRKGsuqjIAcVFmQq

K0vRvwtKTY7tgHalZ7d4QMBzQshowNtTK91euHaYNZOLGp18EzoOH1u3Hs/lJBQe

sYGpjX24zGtLA/ECDNyrpUAkAH90lKGdCCmziAv1h3edVc3kw37XamSrhRSGlVuX

MlBvPci6Zgzj/L24ScF2iUkZ/cCovYmjZy/Gn7xxGWC4LeksyZB2ZnuU4q941mVT

XTzWnLLPKQP5L6RQstRIzgUyVYr9smRMDuSYB3Xbf9+5CFVghTAp+XtIpGmG4zU/

HoZdenoVve8AjhUiVBcAkCaTvA5JaJG/+EfTnZVCwQ5N328mz8MYIWJmQ3DW1cAH

4QIDAQABo0IwQDAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNV

HQ4EFgQUVeSB0RGAvtiJuQijMfmhJAkWuXAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBADub

j1abMOdTmXx6eadNl9cZlZD7Bh/KM3xGY4+WZiT6QBshJ8rmcnPyT/4xmf3IDExo

U8aAghOY+rat2l098c5u9hURlIIM7j+VrxGrD9cv3h8Dj1csHsm7mhpElesYT6Yf

zX1XEC+bBAlahLVu2B064dae0Wx5XnkcFMXj0EyTO2U87d89vqbllRrDtRnDvV5b

u/8j72gZyxKTJ1wDLW8w0B62GqzeWvfRqqgnpv55gcR5mTNXuhKwqeBCbJPKVt7+

bYQLCIt+jerXmCHG8+c8eS9enNFMFY3h7CI3zJpDC5fcgJCNs2ebb0gIFVbPv/Er

fF6adulZkMV8gzURZVE=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root O=Baltimore OU=CyberTrust

# Subject: CN=Baltimore CyberTrust Root O=Baltimore OU=CyberTrust

# Label: "Baltimore CyberTrust Root"

# Serial: 33554617

# MD5 Fingerprint: ac:b6:94:a5:9c:17:e0:d7:91:52:9b:b1:97:06:a6:e4

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d4:de:20:d0:5e:66:fc:53:fe:1a:50:88:2c:78:db:28:52:ca:e4:74
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# SHA256 Fingerprint:

16:af:57:a9:f6:76:b0:ab:12:60:95:aa:5e:ba:de:f2:2a:b3:11:19:d6:44:ac:95:cd:4b:93:db:f3:f2:6a:eb

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDdzCCAl+gAwIBAgIEAgAAuTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBaMQswCQYDVQQGEwJJ

RTESMBAGA1UEChMJQmFsdGltb3JlMRMwEQYDVQQLEwpDeWJlclRydXN0MSIwIAYD

VQQDExlCYWx0aW1vcmUgQ3liZXJUcnVzdCBSb290MB4XDTAwMDUxMjE4NDYwMFoX

DTI1MDUxMjIzNTkwMFowWjELMAkGA1UEBhMCSUUxEjAQBgNVBAoTCUJhbHRpbW9y

ZTETMBEGA1UECxMKQ3liZXJUcnVzdDEiMCAGA1UEAxMZQmFsdGltb3JlIEN5YmVy

VHJ1c3QgUm9vdDCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAKMEuyKr

mD1X6CZymrV51Cni4eiVgLGw41uOKymaZN+hXe2wCQVt2yguzmKiYv60iNoS6zjr

IZ3AQSsBUnuId9Mcj8e6uYi1agnnc+gRQKfRzMpijS3ljwumUNKoUMMo6vWrJYeK

mpYcqWe4PwzV9/lSEy/CG9VwcPCPwBLKBsua4dnKM3p31vjsufFoREJIE9LAwqSu

XmD+tqYF/LTdB1kC1FkYmGP1pWPgkAx9XbIGevOF6uvUA65ehD5f/xXtabz5OTZy

dc93Uk3zyZAsuT3lySNTPx8kmCFcB5kpvcY67Oduhjprl3RjM71oGDHweI12v/ye

jl0qhqdNkNwnGjkCAwEAAaNFMEMwHQYDVR0OBBYEFOWdWTCCR1jMrPoIVDaGezq1

BE3wMBIGA1UdEwEB/wQIMAYBAf8CAQMwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA0GCSqGSIb3

DQEBBQUAA4IBAQCFDF2O5G9RaEIFoN27TyclhAO992T9Ldcw46QQF+vaKSm2eT92

9hkTI7gQCvlYpNRhcL0EYWoSihfVCr3FvDB81ukMJY2GQE/szKN+OMY3EU/t3Wgx

jkzSswF07r51XgdIGn9w/xZchMB5hbgF/X++ZRGjD8ACtPhSNzkE1akxehi/oCr0

Epn3o0WC4zxe9Z2etciefC7IpJ5OCBRLbf1wbWsaY71k5h+3zvDyny67G7fyUIhz

ksLi4xaNmjICq44Y3ekQEe5+NauQrz4wlHrQMz2nZQ/1/I6eYs9HRCwBXbsdtTLS

R9I4LtD+gdwyah617jzV/OeBHRnDJELqYzmp

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=AddTrust External CA Root O=AddTrust AB OU=AddTrust External TTP Network

# Subject: CN=AddTrust External CA Root O=AddTrust AB OU=AddTrust External TTP Network

# Label: "AddTrust External Root"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: 1d:35:54:04:85:78:b0:3f:42:42:4d:bf:20:73:0a:3f

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 02:fa:f3:e2:91:43:54:68:60:78:57:69:4d:f5:e4:5b:68:85:18:68

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

68:7f:a4:51:38:22:78:ff:f0:c8:b1:1f:8d:43:d5:76:67:1c:6e:b2:bc:ea:b4:13:fb:83:d9:65:d0:6d:2f:f2

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIENjCCAx6gAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBvMQswCQYDVQQGEwJTRTEU

MBIGA1UEChMLQWRkVHJ1c3QgQUIxJjAkBgNVBAsTHUFkZFRydXN0IEV4dGVybmFs

IFRUUCBOZXR3b3JrMSIwIAYDVQQDExlBZGRUcnVzdCBFeHRlcm5hbCBDQSBSb290

MB4XDTAwMDUzMDEwNDgzOFoXDTIwMDUzMDEwNDgzOFowbzELMAkGA1UEBhMCU0Ux

FDASBgNVBAoTC0FkZFRydXN0IEFCMSYwJAYDVQQLEx1BZGRUcnVzdCBFeHRlcm5h

bCBUVFAgTmV0d29yazEiMCAGA1UEAxMZQWRkVHJ1c3QgRXh0ZXJuYWwgQ0EgUm9v

dDCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBALf3GjPm8gAELTngTlvt

H7xsD821+iO2zt6bETOXpClMfZOfvUq8k+0DGuOPz+VtUFrWlymUWoCwSXrbLpX9

uMq/NzgtHj6RQa1wVsfwTz/oMp50ysiQVOnGXw94nZpAPA6sYapeFI+eh6FqUNzX

mk6vBbOmcZSccbNQYArHE504B4YCqOmoaSYYkKtMsE8jqzpPhNjfzp/haW+710LX

a0Tkx63ubUFfclpxCDezeWWkWaCUN/cALw3CknLa0Dhy2xSoRcRdKn23tNbE7qzN

E0S3ySvdQwAl+mG5aWpYIxG3pzOPVnVZ9c0p10a3CitlttNCbxWyuHv77+ldU9U0

WicCAwEAAaOB3DCB2TAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUrb2YejS0Jvf6xCZU7wO94CTLVBowCwYD

VR0PBAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wgZkGA1UdIwSBkTCBjoAUrb2YejS0

Jvf6xCZU7wO94CTLVBqhc6RxMG8xCzAJBgNVBAYTAlNFMRQwEgYDVQQKEwtBZGRU
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cnVzdCBBQjEmMCQGA1UECxMdQWRkVHJ1c3QgRXh0ZXJuYWwgVFRQIE5ldHdvcmsx

IjAgBgNVBAMTGUFkZFRydXN0IEV4dGVybmFsIENBIFJvb3SCAQEwDQYJKoZIhvcN

AQEFBQADggEBALCb4IUlwtYj4g+WBpKdQZic2YR5gdkeWxQHIzZlj7DYd7usQWxH

YINRsPkyPef89iYTx4AWpb9a/IfPeHmJIZriTAcKhjW88t5RxNKWt9x+Tu5w/Rw5

6wwCURQtjr0W4MHfRnXnJK3s9EK0hZNwEGe6nQY1ShjTK3rMUUKhemPR5ruhxSvC

Nr4TDea9Y355e6cJDUCrat2PisP29owaQgVR1EX1n6diIWgVIEM8med8vSTYqZEX

c4g/VhsxOBi0cQ+azcgOno4uG+GMmIPLHzHxREzGBHNJdmAPx/i9F4BrLunMTA5a

mnkPIAou1Z5jJh5VkpTYghdae9C8x49OhgQ=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority O=Entrust, Inc. OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is incorporated by

reference/(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority O=Entrust, Inc. OU=www.entrust.net/CPS is incorporated by

reference/(c) 2006 Entrust, Inc.

# Label: "Entrust Root Certification Authority"

# Serial: 1164660820

# MD5 Fingerprint: d6:a5:c3:ed:5d:dd:3e:00:c1:3d:87:92:1f:1d:3f:e4

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b3:1e:b1:b7:40:e3:6c:84:02:da:dc:37:d4:4d:f5:d4:67:49:52:f9

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

73:c1:76:43:4f:1b:c6:d5:ad:f4:5b:0e:76:e7:27:28:7c:8d:e5:76:16:c1:e6:e6:14:1a:2b:2c:bc:7d:8e:4c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEkTCCA3mgAwIBAgIERWtQVDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBsDELMAkGA1UEBhMC

VVMxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUVudHJ1c3QsIEluYy4xOTA3BgNVBAsTMHd3dy5lbnRydXN0

Lm5ldC9DUFMgaXMgaW5jb3Jwb3JhdGVkIGJ5IHJlZmVyZW5jZTEfMB0GA1UECxMW

KGMpIDIwMDYgRW50cnVzdCwgSW5jLjEtMCsGA1UEAxMkRW50cnVzdCBSb290IENl

cnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MB4XDTA2MTEyNzIwMjM0MloXDTI2MTEyNzIw

NTM0MlowgbAxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMRYwFAYDVQQKEw1FbnRydXN0LCBJbmMuMTkw

NwYDVQQLEzB3d3cuZW50cnVzdC5uZXQvQ1BTIGlzIGluY29ycG9yYXRlZCBieSBy

ZWZlcmVuY2UxHzAdBgNVBAsTFihjKSAyMDA2IEVudHJ1c3QsIEluYy4xLTArBgNV

BAMTJEVudHJ1c3QgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTCCASIwDQYJ

KoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBALaVtkNC+sZtKm9I35RMOVcF7sN5EUFo

Nu3s/poBj6E4KPz3EEZmLk0eGrEaTsbRwJWIsMn/MYszA9u3g3s+IIRe7bJWKKf4

4LlAcTfFy0cOlypowCKVYhXbR9n10Cv/gkvJrT7eTNuQgFA/CYqEAOwwCj0Yzfv9

KlmaI5UXLEWeH25DeW0MXJj+SKfFI0dcXv1u5x609mhF0YaDW6KKjbHjKYD+JXGI

rb68j6xSlkuqUY3kEzEZ6E5Nn9uss2rVvDlUccp6en+Q3X0dgNmBu1kmwhH+5pPi

94DkZfs0Nw4pgHBNrziGLp5/V6+eF67rHMsoIV+2HNjnogQi+dPa2MsCAwEAAaOB

sDCBrTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zArBgNVHRAEJDAi

gA8yMDA2MTEyNzIwMjM0MlqBDzIwMjYxMTI3MjA1MzQyWjAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBRo

kORnpKZTgMeGZqTx90tD+4S9bTAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUaJDkZ6SmU4DHhmak8fdLQ/uE

vW0wHQYJKoZIhvZ9B0EABBAwDhsIVjcuMTo0LjADAgSQMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUA

A4IBAQCT1DCw1wMgKtD5Y+iRDAUgqV8ZyntyTtSx29CW+1RaGSwMCPeyvIWonX9t

O1KzKtvn1ISMY/YPyyYBkVBs9F8U4pN0wBOeMDpQ47RgxRzwIkSNcUesyBrJ6Zua

AGAT/3B+XxFNSRuzFVJ7yVTav52Vr2ua2J7p8eRDjeIRRDq/r72DQnNSi6q7pynP

9WQcCk3RvKqsnyrQ/39/2n3qse0wJcGE2jTSW3iDVuycNsMm4hH2Z0kdkquM++v/

eu6FSqdQgPCnXEqULl8FmTxSQeDNtGPPAUO6nIPcj2A781q0tHuu2guQOHXvgR1m

0vdXcDazv/wor3ElhVsT/h5/WrQ8

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Global CA O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Global CA O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Label: "GeoTrust Global CA"

# Serial: 144470

# MD5 Fingerprint: f7:75:ab:29:fb:51:4e:b7:77:5e:ff:05:3c:99:8e:f5

# SHA1 Fingerprint: de:28:f4:a4:ff:e5:b9:2f:a3:c5:03:d1:a3:49:a7:f9:96:2a:82:12

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

ff:85:6a:2d:25:1d:cd:88:d3:66:56:f4:50:12:67:98:cf:ab:aa:de:40:79:9c:72:2d:e4:d2:b5:db:36:a7:3a

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDVDCCAjygAwIBAgIDAjRWMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMEIxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVT

MRYwFAYDVQQKEw1HZW9UcnVzdCBJbmMuMRswGQYDVQQDExJHZW9UcnVzdCBHbG9i

YWwgQ0EwHhcNMDIwNTIxMDQwMDAwWhcNMjIwNTIxMDQwMDAwWjBCMQswCQYDVQQG

EwJVUzEWMBQGA1UEChMNR2VvVHJ1c3QgSW5jLjEbMBkGA1UEAxMSR2VvVHJ1c3Qg

R2xvYmFsIENBMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEA2swYYzD9

9BcjGlZ+W988bDjkcbd4kdS8odhM+KhDtgPpTSEHCIjaWC9mOSm9BXiLnTjoBbdq

fnGk5sRgprDvgOSJKA+eJdbtg/OtppHHmMlCGDUUna2YRpIuT8rxh0PBFpVXLVDv

iS2Aelet8u5fa9IAjbkU+BQVNdnARqN7csiRv8lVK83Qlz6cJmTM386DGXHKTubU

1XupGc1V3sjs0l44U+VcT4wt/lAjNvxm5suOpDkZALeVAjmRCw7+OC7RHQWa9k0+

bw8HHa8sHo9gOeL6NlMTOdReJivbPagUvTLrGAMoUgRx5aszPeE4uwc2hGKceeoW

MPRfwCvocWvk+QIDAQABo1MwUTAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBTA

ephojYn7qwVkDBF9qn1luMrMTjAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBTAephojYn7qwVkDBF9qn1l

uMrMTjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEANeMpauUvXVSOKVCUn5kaFOSPeCpilKIn

Z57QzxpeR+nBsqTP3UEaBU6bS+5Kb1VSsyShNwrrZHYqLizz/Tt1kL/6cdjHPTfS

tQWVYrmm3ok9Nns4d0iXrKYgjy6myQzCsplFAMfOEVEiIuCl6rYVSAlk6l5PdPcF

PseKUgzbFbS9bZvlxrFUaKnjaZC2mqUPuLk/IH2uSrW4nOQdtqvmlKXBx4Ot2/Un

hw4EbNX/3aBd7YdStysVAq45pmp06drE57xNNB6pXE0zX5IJL4hmXXeXxx12E6nV

5fEWCRE11azbJHFwLJhWC9kXtNHjUStedejV0NxPNO3CBWaAocvmMw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Label: "GeoTrust Universal CA"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: 92:65:58:8b:a2:1a:31:72:73:68:5c:b4:a5:7a:07:48

# SHA1 Fingerprint: e6:21:f3:35:43:79:05:9a:4b:68:30:9d:8a:2f:74:22:15:87:ec:79

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

a0:45:9b:9f:63:b2:25:59:f5:fa:5d:4c:6d:b3:f9:f7:2f:f1:93:42:03:35:78:f0:73:bf:1d:1b:46:cb:b9:12

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFaDCCA1CgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBFMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEW

MBQGA1UEChMNR2VvVHJ1c3QgSW5jLjEeMBwGA1UEAxMVR2VvVHJ1c3QgVW5pdmVy

c2FsIENBMB4XDTA0MDMwNDA1MDAwMFoXDTI5MDMwNDA1MDAwMFowRTELMAkGA1UE

BhMCVVMxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUdlb1RydXN0IEluYy4xHjAcBgNVBAMTFUdlb1RydXN0

IFVuaXZlcnNhbCBDQTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAKYV

VaCjxuAfjJ0hUNfBvitbtaSeodlyWL0AG0y/YckUHUWCq8YdgNY96xCcOq9tJPi8

cQGeBvV8Xx7BDlXKg5pZMK4ZyzBIle0iN430SppyZj6tlcDgFgDgEB8rMQ7XlFTT

QjOgNB0eRXbdT8oYN+yFFXoZCPzVx5zw8qkuEKmS5j1YPakWaDwvdSEYfyh3peFh

F7em6fgemdtzbvQKoiFs7tqqhZJmr/Z6a4LauiIINQ/PQvE1+mrufislzDoR5G2v

c7J2Ha3QsnhnGqQ5HFELZ1aD/ThdDc7d8Lsrlh/eezJS/R27tQahsiFepdaVaH/w
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mZ7cRQg+59IJDTWU3YBOU5fXtQlEIGQWFwMCTFMNaN7VqnJNk22CDtucvc+081xd

VHppCZbW2xHBjXWotM85yM48vCR85mLK4b19p71XZQvk/iXttmkQ3CgaRr0BHdCX

teGYO8A3ZNY9lO4L4fUorgtWv3GLIylBjobFS1J72HGrH4oVpjuDWtdYAVHGTEHZ

f9hBZ3KiKN9gg6meyHv8U3NyWfWTehd2Ds735VzZC1U0oqpbtWpU5xPKV+yXbfRe

Bi9Fi1jUIxaS5BZuKGNZMN9QAZxjiRqf2xeUgnA3wySemkfWWspOqGmJch+RbNt+

nhutxx9z3SxPGWX9f5NAEC7S8O08ni4oPmkmM8V7AgMBAAGjYzBhMA8GA1UdEwEB

/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFNq7LqqwDLiIJlF0XG0D08DYj3rWMB8GA1UdIwQY

MBaAFNq7LqqwDLiIJlF0XG0D08DYj3rWMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjANBgkqhkiG

9w0BAQUFAAOCAgEAMXjmx7XfuJRAyXHEqDXsRh3ChfMoWIawC/yOsjmPRFWrZIRc

aanQmjg8+uUfNeVE44B5lGiku8SfPeE0zTBGi1QrlaXv9z+ZhP015s8xxtxqv6fX

IwjhmF7DWgh2qaavdy+3YL1ERmrvl/9zlcGO6JP7/TG37FcREUWbMPEaiDnBTzyn

ANXH/KttgCJwpQzgXQQpAvvLoJHRfNbDflDVnVi+QTjruXU8FdmbyUqDWcDaU/0z

uzYYm4UPFd3uLax2k7nZAY1IEKj79TiG8dsKxr2EoyNB3tZ3b4XUhRxQ4K5RirqN

Pnbiucon8l+f725ZDQbYKxek0nxru18UGkiPGkzns0ccjkxFKyDuSN/n3QmOGKja

QI2SJhFTYXNd673nxE0pN2HrrDktZy4W1vUAg4WhzH92xH3kt0tm7wNFYGm2DFKW

koRepqO1pD4r2czYG0eq8kTaT/kD6PAUyz/zg97QwVTjt+gKN02LIFkDMBmhLMi9

ER/frslKxfMnZmaGrGiR/9nmUxwPi1xpZQomyB40w11Re9epnAahNt3ViZS82eQt

DF4JbAiXfKM9fJP/P6EUp8+1Xevb2xzEdt+Iub1FBZUbrvxGakyvSOPOrg/Sfuvm

bJxPgWp6ZKy7PtXny3YuxadIwVyQD8vIP/rmMuGNG2+k5o7Y+SlIis5z/iw=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA 2 O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Universal CA 2 O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Label: "GeoTrust Universal CA 2"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: 34:fc:b8:d0:36:db:9e:14:b3:c2:f2:db:8f:e4:94:c7

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 37:9a:19:7b:41:85:45:35:0c:a6:03:69:f3:3c:2e:af:47:4f:20:79

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

a0:23:4f:3b:c8:52:7c:a5:62:8e:ec:81:ad:5d:69:89:5d:a5:68:0d:c9:1d:1c:b8:47:7f:33:f8:78:b9:5b:0b

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFbDCCA1SgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBHMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEW

MBQGA1UEChMNR2VvVHJ1c3QgSW5jLjEgMB4GA1UEAxMXR2VvVHJ1c3QgVW5pdmVy

c2FsIENBIDIwHhcNMDQwMzA0MDUwMDAwWhcNMjkwMzA0MDUwMDAwWjBHMQswCQYD

VQQGEwJVUzEWMBQGA1UEChMNR2VvVHJ1c3QgSW5jLjEgMB4GA1UEAxMXR2VvVHJ1

c3QgVW5pdmVyc2FsIENBIDIwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoIC

AQCzVFLByT7y2dyxUxpZKeexw0Uo5dfR7cXFS6GqdHtXr0om/Nj1XqduGdt0DE81

WzILAePb63p3NeqqWuDW6KFXlPCQo3RWlEQwAx5cTiuFJnSCegx2oG9NzkEtoBUG

FF+3Qs17j1hhNNwqCPkuwwGmIkQcTAeC5lvO0Ep8BNMZcyfwqph/Lq9O64ceJHdq

XbboW0W63MOhBW9Wjo8QJqVJwy7XQYci4E+GymC16qFjwAGXEHm9ADwSbSsVsaxL

se4YuU6W3Nx2/zu+z18DwPw76L5GG//aQMJS9/7jOvdqdzXQ2o3rXhhqMcceujwb

KNZrVMaqW9eiLBsZzKIC9ptZvTdrhrVtgrrY6slWvKk2WP0+GfPtDCapkzj4T8Fd

IgbQl+rhrcZV4IErKIM6+vR7IVEAvlI4zs1meaj0gVbi0IMJR1FbUGrP20gaXT73

y/Zl92zxlfgCOzJWgjl6W70viRu/obTo/3+NjN8D8WBOWBFM66M/ECuDmgFz2ZRt

hAAnZqzwcEAJQpKtT5MNYQlRJNiS1QuUYbKHsu3/mjX/hVTK7URDrBs8FmtISgoc

QIgfksILAAX/8sgCSqSqqcyZlpwvWOB94b67B9xfBHJcMTTD7F8t4D1kkCLm0ey4

Lt1ZrtmhN79UNdxzMk+MBB4zsslG8dhcyFVQyWi9qLo2CQIDAQABo2MwYTAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBR281Xh+qQ2+/CfXGJx7Tz0RzgQKzAfBgNV

HSMEGDAWgBR281Xh+qQ2+/CfXGJx7Tz0RzgQKzAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAYYwDQYJ
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KoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggIBAGbBxiPz2eAubl/oz66wsCVNK/g7WJtAJDday6sWSf+z

dXkzoS9tcBc0kf5nfo/sm+VegqlVHy/c1FEHEv6sFj4sNcZj/NwQ6w2jqtB8zNHQ

L1EuxBRa3ugZ4T7GzKQp5y6EqgYweHZUcyiYWTjgAA1i00J9IZ+uPTqM1fp3DRgr

Fg5fNuH8KrUwJM/gYwx7WBr+mbpCErGR9Hxo4sjoryzqyX6uuyo9DRXcNJW2GHSo

ag/HtPQTxORb7QrSpJdMKu0vbBKJPfEncKpqA1Ihn0CoZ1Dy81of398j9tx4TuaY

T1U6U+Pv8vSfx3zYWK8pIpe44L2RLrB27FcRz+8pRPPphXpgY+RdM4kX2TGq2tbz

GDVyz4crL2MjhF2EjD9XoIj8mZEoJmmZ1I+XRL6O1UixpCgp8RW04eWe3fiPpm8m

1wk8OhwRDqZsN/etRIcsKMfYdIKz0G9KV7s1KSegi+ghp4dkNl3M2Basx7InQJJV

OCiNUW7dFGdTbHFcJoRNdVq2fmBWqU2t+5sel/MN2dKXVHfaPRK34B7vCAas+YWH

6aLcr34YEoP9VhdBLtUpgn2Z9DH2canPLAEnpQW5qrJITirvn5NSUZU8UnOOVkwX

QMAJKOSLakhT2+zNVVXxxvjpoixMptEmX36vWkzaH6byHCx+rgIW0lbQL1dTR+iS

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Visa eCommerce Root O=VISA OU=Visa International Service Association

# Subject: CN=Visa eCommerce Root O=VISA OU=Visa International Service Association

# Label: "Visa eCommerce Root"

# Serial: 25952180776285836048024890241505565794

# MD5 Fingerprint: fc:11:b8:d8:08:93:30:00:6d:23:f9:7e:eb:52:1e:02

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 70:17:9b:86:8c:00:a4:fa:60:91:52:22:3f:9f:3e:32:bd:e0:05:62

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

69:fa:c9:bd:55:fb:0a:c7:8d:53:bb:ee:5c:f1:d5:97:98:9f:d0:aa:ab:20:a2:51:51:bd:f1:73:3e:e7:d1:22

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDojCCAoqgAwIBAgIQE4Y1TR0/BvLB+WUF1ZAcYjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBr

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzENMAsGA1UEChMEVklTQTEvMC0GA1UECxMmVmlzYSBJbnRl

cm5hdGlvbmFsIFNlcnZpY2UgQXNzb2NpYXRpb24xHDAaBgNVBAMTE1Zpc2EgZUNv

bW1lcmNlIFJvb3QwHhcNMDIwNjI2MDIxODM2WhcNMjIwNjI0MDAxNjEyWjBrMQsw

CQYDVQQGEwJVUzENMAsGA1UEChMEVklTQTEvMC0GA1UECxMmVmlzYSBJbnRlcm5h

dGlvbmFsIFNlcnZpY2UgQXNzb2NpYXRpb24xHDAaBgNVBAMTE1Zpc2EgZUNvbW1l

cmNlIFJvb3QwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCvV95WHm6h

2mCxlCfLF9sHP4CFT8icttD0b0/Pmdjh28JIXDqsOTPHH2qLJj0rNfVIsZHBAk4E

lpF7sDPwsRROEW+1QK8bRaVK7362rPKgH1g/EkZgPI2h4H3PVz4zHvtH8aoVlwdV

ZqW1LS7YgFmypw23RuwhY/81q6UCzyr0TP579ZRdhE2o8mCP2w4lPJ9zcc+U30rq

299yOIzzlr3xF7zSujtFWsan9sYXiwGd/BmoKoMWuDpI/k4+oKsGGelT84ATB+0t

vz8KPFUgOSwsAGl0lUq8ILKpeeUYiZGo3BxN77t+Nwtd/jmliFKMAGzsGHxBvfaL

dXe6YJ2E5/4tAgMBAAGjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQD

AgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBQVOIMPPyw/cDMezUb+B4wg4NfDtzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUF

AAOCAQEAX/FBfXxcCLkr4NWSR/pnXKUTwwMhmytMiUbPWU3J/qVAtmPN3XEolWcR

zCSs00Rsca4BIGsDoo8Ytyk6feUWYFN4PMCvFYP3j1IzJL1kk5fui/fbGKhtcbP3

LBfQdCVp9/5rPJS+TUtBjE7ic9DjkCJzQ83z7+pzzkWKsKZJ/0x9nXGIxHYdkFsd

7v3M9+79YKWxehZx0RbQfBI8bGmX265fOZpwLwU8GUYEmSA20GBuYQa7FkKMcPcw

++DbZqMAAb3mLNqRX6BGi01qnD093QVG/na/oAo85ADmJ7f/hC3euiInlhBx6yLt

398znM/jra6O1I7mT1GvFpLgXPYHDw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=AAA Certificate Services O=Comodo CA Limited

# Subject: CN=AAA Certificate Services O=Comodo CA Limited

# Label: "Comodo AAA Services root"

# Serial: 1
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# MD5 Fingerprint: 49:79:04:b0:eb:87:19:ac:47:b0:bc:11:51:9b:74:d0

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d1:eb:23:a4:6d:17:d6:8f:d9:25:64:c2:f1:f1:60:17:64:d8:e3:49

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

d7:a7:a0:fb:5d:7e:27:31:d7:71:e9:48:4e:bc:de:f7:1d:5f:0c:3e:0a:29:48:78:2b:c8:3e:e0:ea:69:9e:f4

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEMjCCAxqgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADB7MQswCQYDVQQGEwJHQjEb

MBkGA1UECAwSR3JlYXRlciBNYW5jaGVzdGVyMRAwDgYDVQQHDAdTYWxmb3JkMRow

GAYDVQQKDBFDb21vZG8gQ0EgTGltaXRlZDEhMB8GA1UEAwwYQUFBIENlcnRpZmlj

YXRlIFNlcnZpY2VzMB4XDTA0MDEwMTAwMDAwMFoXDTI4MTIzMTIzNTk1OVowezEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCR0IxGzAZBgNVBAgMEkdyZWF0ZXIgTWFuY2hlc3RlcjEQMA4GA1UE

BwwHU2FsZm9yZDEaMBgGA1UECgwRQ29tb2RvIENBIExpbWl0ZWQxITAfBgNVBAMM

GEFBQSBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBTZXJ2aWNlczCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEP

ADCCAQoCggEBAL5AnfRu4ep2hxxNRUSOvkbIgwadwSr+GB+O5AL686tdUIoWMQua

BtDFcCLNSS1UY8y2bmhGC1Pqy0wkwLxyTurxFa70VJoSCsN6sjNg4tqJVfMiWPPe

3M/vg4aijJRPn2jymJBGhCfHdr/jzDUsi14HZGWCwEiwqJH5YZ92IFCokcdmtet4

YgNW8IoaE+oxox6gmf049vYnMlhvB/VruPsUK6+3qszWY19zjNoFmag4qMsXeDZR

rOme9Hg6jc8P2ULimAyrL58OAd7vn5lJ8S3frHRNG5i1R8XlKdH5kBjHYpy+g8cm

ez6KJcfA3Z3mNWgQIJ2P2N7Sw4ScDV7oL8kCAwEAAaOBwDCBvTAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU

oBEKIz6W8Qfs4q8p74Klf9AwpLQwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQF

MAMBAf8wewYDVR0fBHQwcjA4oDagNIYyaHR0cDovL2NybC5jb21vZG9jYS5jb20v

QUFBQ2VydGlmaWNhdGVTZXJ2aWNlcy5jcmwwNqA0oDKGMGh0dHA6Ly9jcmwuY29t

b2RvLm5ldC9BQUFDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZVNlcnZpY2VzLmNybDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUF

AAOCAQEACFb8AvCb6P+k+tZ7xkSAzk/ExfYAWMymtrwUSWgEdujm7l3sAg9g1o1Q

GE8mTgHj5rCl7r+8dFRBv/38ErjHT1r0iWAFf2C3BUrz9vHCv8S5dIa2LX1rzNLz

Rt0vxuBqw8M0Ayx9lt1awg6nCpnBBYurDC/zXDrPbDdVCYfeU0BsWO/8tqtlbgT2

G9w84FoVxp7Z8VlIMCFlA2zs6SFz7JsDoeA3raAVGI/6ugLOpyypEBMs1OUIJqsi

l2D4kF501KKaU73yqWjgom7C12yxow+ev+to51byrvLjKzg6CYG1a4XXvi3tPxq3

smPi9WIsgtRqAEFQ8TmDn5XpNpaYbg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root Certification Authority O=QuoVadis Limited OU=Root Certification Authority

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root Certification Authority O=QuoVadis Limited OU=Root Certification Authority

# Label: "QuoVadis Root CA"

# Serial: 985026699

# MD5 Fingerprint: 27:de:36:fe:72:b7:00:03:00:9d:f4:f0:1e:6c:04:24

# SHA1 Fingerprint: de:3f:40:bd:50:93:d3:9b:6c:60:f6:da:bc:07:62:01:00:89:76:c9

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

a4:5e:de:3b:bb:f0:9c:8a:e1:5c:72:ef:c0:72:68:d6:93:a2:1c:99:6f:d5:1e:67:ca:07:94:60:fd:6d:88:73

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIF0DCCBLigAwIBAgIEOrZQizANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADB/MQswCQYDVQQGEwJC

TTEZMBcGA1UEChMQUXVvVmFkaXMgTGltaXRlZDElMCMGA1UECxMcUm9vdCBDZXJ0

aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTEuMCwGA1UEAxMlUXVvVmFkaXMgUm9vdCBDZXJ0

aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTAeFw0wMTAzMTkxODMzMzNaFw0yMTAzMTcxODMz

MzNaMH8xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkJNMRkwFwYDVQQKExBRdW9WYWRpcyBMaW1pdGVkMSUw

IwYDVQQLExxSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MS4wLAYDVQQDEyVR

dW9WYWRpcyBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG

9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAv2G1lVO6V/z68mcLOhrfEYBklbTRvM16z/Yp

li4kVEAkOPcahdxYTMukJ0KX0J+DisPkBgNbAKVRHnAEdOLB1Dqr1607BxgFjv2D
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rOpm2RgbaIr1VxqYuvXtdj182d6UajtLF8HVj71lODqV0D1VNk7feVcxKh7YWWVJ

WCCYfqtffp/p1k3sg3Spx2zY7ilKhSoGFPlU5tPaZQeLYzcS19Dsw3sgQUSj7cug

F+FxZc4dZjH3dgEZyH0DWLaVSR2mEiboxgx24ONmy+pdpibu5cxfvWenAScOospU

xbF6lR1xHkopigPcakXBpBlebzbNw6Kwt/5cOOJSvPhEQ+aQuwIDAQABo4ICUjCC

Ak4wPQYIKwYBBQUHAQEEMTAvMC0GCCsGAQUFBzABhiFodHRwczovL29jc3AucXVv

dmFkaXNvZmZzaG9yZS5jb20wDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zCCARoGA1UdIASCAREw

ggENMIIBCQYJKwYBBAG+WAABMIH7MIHUBggrBgEFBQcCAjCBxxqBxFJlbGlhbmNl

IG9uIHRoZSBRdW9WYWRpcyBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRlIGJ5IGFueSBwYXJ0eSBh

c3N1bWVzIGFjY2VwdGFuY2Ugb2YgdGhlIHRoZW4gYXBwbGljYWJsZSBzdGFuZGFy

ZCB0ZXJtcyBhbmQgY29uZGl0aW9ucyBvZiB1c2UsIGNlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gcHJh

Y3RpY2VzLCBhbmQgdGhlIFF1b1ZhZGlzIENlcnRpZmljYXRlIFBvbGljeS4wIgYI

KwYBBQUHAgEWFmh0dHA6Ly93d3cucXVvdmFkaXMuYm0wHQYDVR0OBBYEFItLbe3T

KbkGGew5Oanwl4Rqy+/fMIGuBgNVHSMEgaYwgaOAFItLbe3TKbkGGew5Oanwl4Rq

y+/foYGEpIGBMH8xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkJNMRkwFwYDVQQKExBRdW9WYWRpcyBMaW1p

dGVkMSUwIwYDVQQLExxSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MS4wLAYD

VQQDEyVRdW9WYWRpcyBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5ggQ6tlCL

MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAitQUtf70mpKnGdSk

fnIYj9lofFIk3WdvOXrEql494liwTXCYhGHoG+NpGA7O+0dQoE7/8CQfvbLO9Sf8

7C9TqnN7Az10buYWnuulLsS/VidQK2K6vkscPFVcQR0kvoIgR13VRH56FmjffU1R

cHhXHTMe/QKZnAzNCgVPx7uOpHX6Sm2xgI4JVrmcGmD+XcHXetwReNDWXcG31a0y

mQM6isxUJTkxgXsTIlG6Rmyhu576BGxJJnSP0nPrzDCi5upZIof4l/UO/erMkqQW

xFIY6iHOsfHmhIHluqmGKPJDWl0Snawe2ajlCmqnf6CHKc/yiU3U7MXi5nrQNiOK

SnQ2+Q==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Label: "QuoVadis Root CA 2"

# Serial: 1289

# MD5 Fingerprint: 5e:39:7b:dd:f8:ba:ec:82:e9:ac:62:ba:0c:54:00:2b

# SHA1 Fingerprint: ca:3a:fb:cf:12:40:36:4b:44:b2:16:20:88:80:48:39:19:93:7c:f7

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

85:a0:dd:7d:d7:20:ad:b7:ff:05:f8:3d:54:2b:20:9d:c7:ff:45:28:f7:d6:77:b1:83:89:fe:a5:e5:c4:9e:86

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFtzCCA5+gAwIBAgICBQkwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwRTELMAkGA1UEBhMCQk0x

GTAXBgNVBAoTEFF1b1ZhZGlzIExpbWl0ZWQxGzAZBgNVBAMTElF1b1ZhZGlzIFJv

b3QgQ0EgMjAeFw0wNjExMjQxODI3MDBaFw0zMTExMjQxODIzMzNaMEUxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAkJNMRkwFwYDVQQKExBRdW9WYWRpcyBMaW1pdGVkMRswGQYDVQQDExJRdW9W

YWRpcyBSb290IENBIDIwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCa

GMpLlA0ALa8DKYrwD4HIrkwZhR0In6spRIXzL4GtMh6QRr+jhiYaHv5+HBg6XJxg

Fyo6dIMzMH1hVBHL7avg5tKifvVrbxi3Cgst/ek+7wrGsxDp3MJGF/hd/aTa/55J

WpzmM+Yklvc/ulsrHHo1wtZn/qtmUIttKGAr79dgw8eTvI02kfN/+NsRE8Scd3bB

rrcCaoF6qUWD4gXmuVbBlDePSHFjIuwXZQeVikvfj8ZaCuWw419eaxGrDPmF60Tp

+ARz8un+XJiM9XOva7R+zdRcAitMOeGylZUtQofX1bOQQ7dsE/He3fbE+Ik/0XX1

ksOR1YqI0JDs3G3eicJlcZaLDQP9nL9bFqyS2+r+eXyt66/3FsvbzSUr5R/7mp/i

Ucw6UwxI5g69ybR2BlLmEROFcmMDBOAENisgGQLodKcftslWZvB1JdxnwQ5hYIiz

PtGo/KPaHbDRsSNU30R2be1B2MGyIrZTHN81Hdyhdyox5C315eXbyOD/5YDXC2Og

/zOhD7osFRXql7PSorW+8oyWHhqPHWykYTe5hnMz15eWniN9gqRMgeKh0bpnX5UH
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oycR7hYQe7xFSkyyBNKr79X9DFHOUGoIMfmR2gyPZFwDwzqLID9ujWc9Otb+fVuI

yV77zGHcizN300QyNQliBJIWENieJ0f7OyHj+OsdWwIDAQABo4GwMIGtMA8GA1Ud

EwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wCwYDVR0PBAQDAgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBQahGK8SEwzJQTU7tD2

A8QZRtGUazBuBgNVHSMEZzBlgBQahGK8SEwzJQTU7tD2A8QZRtGUa6FJpEcwRTEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCQk0xGTAXBgNVBAoTEFF1b1ZhZGlzIExpbWl0ZWQxGzAZBgNVBAMT

ElF1b1ZhZGlzIFJvb3QgQ0EgMoICBQkwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggIBAD4KFk2f

BluornFdLwUvZ+YTRYPENvbzwCYMDbVHZF34tHLJRqUDGCdViXh9duqWNIAXINzn

g/iN/Ae42l9NLmeyhP3ZRPx3UIHmfLTJDQtyU/h2BwdBR5YM++CCJpNVjP4iH2Bl

fF/nJrP3MpCYUNQ3cVX2kiF495V5+vgtJodmVjB3pjd4M1IQWK4/YY7yarHvGH5K

WWPKjaJW1acvvFYfzznB4vsKqBUsfU16Y8Zsl0Q80m/DShcK+JDSV6IZUaUtl0Ha

B0+pUNqQjZRG4T7wlP0QADj1O+hA4bRuVhogzG9Yje0uRY/W6ZM/57Es3zrWIozc

hLsib9D45MY56QSIPMO661V6bYCZJPVsAfv4l7CUW+v90m/xd2gNNWQjrLhVoQPR

TUIZ3Ph1WVaj+ahJefivDrkRoHy3au000LYmYjgahwz46P0u05B/B5EqHdZ+XIWD

mbA4CD/pXvk1B+TJYm5Xf6dQlfe6yJvmjqIBxdZmv3lh8zwc4bmCXF2gw+nYSL0Z

ohEUGW6yhhtoPkg3Goi3XZZenMfvJ2II4pEZXNLxId26F0KCl3GBUzGpn/Z9Yr9y

4aOTHcyKJloJONDO1w2AFrR4pTqHTI2KpdVGl/IsELm8VCLAAVBpQ570su9t+Oza

8eOx79+Rj1QqCyXBJhnEUhAFZdWCEOrCMc0u

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Label: "QuoVadis Root CA 3"

# Serial: 1478

# MD5 Fingerprint: 31:85:3c:62:94:97:63:b9:aa:fd:89:4e:af:6f:e0:cf

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 1f:49:14:f7:d8:74:95:1d:dd:ae:02:c0:be:fd:3a:2d:82:75:51:85

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

18:f1:fc:7f:20:5d:f8:ad:dd:eb:7f:e0:07:dd:57:e3:af:37:5a:9c:4d:8d:73:54:6b:f4:f1:fe:d1:e1:8d:35

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIGnTCCBIWgAwIBAgICBcYwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwRTELMAkGA1UEBhMCQk0x

GTAXBgNVBAoTEFF1b1ZhZGlzIExpbWl0ZWQxGzAZBgNVBAMTElF1b1ZhZGlzIFJv

b3QgQ0EgMzAeFw0wNjExMjQxOTExMjNaFw0zMTExMjQxOTA2NDRaMEUxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAkJNMRkwFwYDVQQKExBRdW9WYWRpcyBMaW1pdGVkMRswGQYDVQQDExJRdW9W

YWRpcyBSb290IENBIDMwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQDM

V0IWVJzmmNPTTe7+7cefQzlKZbPoFog02w1ZkXTPkrgEQK0CSzGrvI2RaNggDhoB

4hp7Thdd4oq3P5kazethq8Jlph+3t723j/z9cI8LoGe+AaJZz3HmDyl2/7FWeUUr

H556VOijKTVopAFPD6QuN+8bv+OPEKhyq1hX51SGyMnzW9os2l2ObjyjPtr7guXd

8lyyBTNvijbO0BNO/79KDDRMpsMhvVAEVeuxu537RR5kFd5VAYwCdrXLoT9Cabwv

vWhDFlaJKjdhkf2mrk7AyxRllDdLkgbvBNDInIjbC3uBr7E9KsRlOni27tyAsdLT

mZw67mtaa7ONt9XOnMK+pUsvFrGeaDsGb659n/je7Mwpp5ijJUMv7/FfJuGITfhe

btfZFG4ZM2mnO4SJk8RTVROhUXhA+LjJou57ulJCg54U7QVSWllWp5f8nT8KKdjc

T5EOE7zelaTfi5m+rJsziO+1ga8bxiJTyPbH7pcUsMV8eFLI8M5ud2CEpukqdiDt

WAEXMJPpGovgc2PZapKUSU60rUqFxKMiMPwJ7Wgic6aIDFUhWMXhOp8q3crhkODZ

c6tsgLjoC2SToJyMGf+z0gzskSaHirOi4XCPLArlzW1oUevaPwV/izLmE1xr/l9A

4iLItLRkT9a6fUg+qGkM17uGcclzuD87nSVL2v9A6wIDAQABo4IBlTCCAZEwDwYD

VR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zCB4QYDVR0gBIHZMIHWMIHTBgkrBgEEAb5YAAMwgcUwgZMG

CCsGAQUFBwICMIGGGoGDQW55IHVzZSBvZiB0aGlzIENlcnRpZmljYXRlIGNvbnN0

aXR1dGVzIGFjY2VwdGFuY2Ugb2YgdGhlIFF1b1ZhZGlzIFJvb3QgQ0EgMyBDZXJ0

aWZpY2F0ZSBQb2xpY3kgLyBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIFByYWN0aWNlIFN0YXRlbWVu
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dC4wLQYIKwYBBQUHAgEWIWh0dHA6Ly93d3cucXVvdmFkaXNnbG9iYWwuY29tL2Nw

czALBgNVHQ8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFPLAE+CCQz777i9nMpY1XNu4ywLQMG4G

A1UdIwRnMGWAFPLAE+CCQz777i9nMpY1XNu4ywLQoUmkRzBFMQswCQYDVQQGEwJC

TTEZMBcGA1UEChMQUXVvVmFkaXMgTGltaXRlZDEbMBkGA1UEAxMSUXVvVmFkaXMg

Um9vdCBDQSAzggIFxjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAgEAT62gLEz6wPJv92ZVqyM0

7ucp2sNbtrCD2dDQ4iH782CnO11gUyeim/YIIirnv6By5ZwkajGxkHon24QRiSem

d1o417+shvzuXYO8BsbRd2sPbSQvS3pspweWyuOEn62Iix2rFo1bZhfZFvSLgNLd

+LJ2w/w4E6oM3kJpK27zPOuAJ9v1pkQNn1pVWQvVDVJIxa6f8i+AxeoyUDUSly7B

4f/xI4hROJ/yZlZ25w9Rl6VSDE1JUZU2Pb+iSwwQHYaZTKrzchGT5Or2m9qoXadN

t54CrnMAyNojA+j56hl0YgCUyyIgvpSnWbWCar6ZeXqp8kokUvd0/bpO5qgdAm6x

DYBEwa7TIzdfu4V8K5Iu6H6li92Z4b8nby1dqnuH/grdS/yO9SbkbnBCbjPsMZ57

k8HkyWkaPcBrTiJt7qtYTcbQQcEr6k8Sh17rRdhs9ZgC06DYVYoGmRmioHfRMJ6s

zHXug/WwYjnPbFfiTNKRCw51KBuav/0aQ/HKd/s7j2G4aSgWQgRecCocIdiP4b0j

Wy10QJLZYxkNc91pvGJHvOB0K7Lrfb5BG7XARsWhIstfTsEokt4YutUqKLsRixeT

mJlglFwjz1onl14LBQaTNx47aTbrqZ5hHY8y2o4M1nQ+ewkk2gF3R8Q7zTSMmfXK

4SVhM7JZG+Ju1zdXtg2pEto=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: O=SECOM Trust.net OU=Security Communication RootCA1

# Subject: O=SECOM Trust.net OU=Security Communication RootCA1

# Label: "Security Communication Root CA"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: f1:bc:63:6a:54:e0:b5:27:f5:cd:e7:1a:e3:4d:6e:4a

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 36:b1:2b:49:f9:81:9e:d7:4c:9e:bc:38:0f:c6:56:8f:5d:ac:b2:f7

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

e7:5e:72:ed:9f:56:0e:ec:6e:b4:80:00:73:a4:3f:c3:ad:19:19:5a:39:22:82:01:78:95:97:4a:99:02:6b:6c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDWjCCAkKgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBQMQswCQYDVQQGEwJKUDEY

MBYGA1UEChMPU0VDT00gVHJ1c3QubmV0MScwJQYDVQQLEx5TZWN1cml0eSBDb21t

dW5pY2F0aW9uIFJvb3RDQTEwHhcNMDMwOTMwMDQyMDQ5WhcNMjMwOTMwMDQyMDQ5

WjBQMQswCQYDVQQGEwJKUDEYMBYGA1UEChMPU0VDT00gVHJ1c3QubmV0MScwJQYD

VQQLEx5TZWN1cml0eSBDb21tdW5pY2F0aW9uIFJvb3RDQTEwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3

DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCzs/5/022x7xZ8V6UMbXaKL0u/ZPtM7orw8yl8

9f/uKuDp6bpbZCKamm8sOiZpUQWZJtzVHGpxxpp9Hp3dfGzGjGdnSj74cbAZJ6kJ

DKaVv0uMDPpVmDvY6CKhS3E4eayXkmmziX7qIWgGmBSWh9JhNrxtJ1aeV+7AwFb9

Ms+k2Y7CI9eNqPPYJayX5HA49LY6tJ07lyZDo6G8SVlyTCMwhwFY9k6+HGhWZq/N

QV3Is00qVUarH9oe4kA92819uZKAnDfdDJZkndwi92SL32HeFZRSFaB9UslLqCHJ

xrHty8OVYNEP8Ktw+N/LTX7s1vqr2b1/VPKl6Xn62dZ2JChzAgMBAAGjPzA9MB0G

A1UdDgQWBBSgc0mZaNyFW2XjmygvV5+9M7wHSDALBgNVHQ8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0T

AQH/BAUwAwEB/zANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAaECpqLvkT115swW1F7NgE+vG

kl3g0dNq/vu+m22/xwVtWSDEHPC32oRYAmP6SBbvT6UL90qY8j+eG61Ha2POCEfr

Uj94nK9NrvjVT8+amCoQQTlSxN3Zmw7vkwGusi7KaEIkQmywszo+zenaSMQVy+n5

Bw+SUEmK3TGXX8npN6o7WWWXlDLJs58+OmJYxUmtYg5xpTKqL8aJdkNAExNnPaJU

JRDL8Try2frbSVa7pv6nQTXD4IhhyYjH3zYQIphZ6rBK+1YWc26sTfcioU+tHXot

RSflMMFe8toTyyVCUZVHA4xsIcx0Qu1T/zOLjw9XARYvz6buyXAiFL39vmwLAw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Sonera Class2 CA O=Sonera
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# Subject: CN=Sonera Class2 CA O=Sonera

# Label: "Sonera Class 2 Root CA"

# Serial: 29

# MD5 Fingerprint: a3:ec:75:0f:2e:88:df:fa:48:01:4e:0b:5c:48:6f:fb

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 37:f7:6d:e6:07:7c:90:c5:b1:3e:93:1a:b7:41:10:b4:f2:e4:9a:27

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

79:08:b4:03:14:c1:38:10:0b:51:8d:07:35:80:7f:fb:fc:f8:51:8a:00:95:33:71:05:ba:38:6b:15:3d:d9:27

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDIDCCAgigAwIBAgIBHTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADA5MQswCQYDVQQGEwJGSTEP

MA0GA1UEChMGU29uZXJhMRkwFwYDVQQDExBTb25lcmEgQ2xhc3MyIENBMB4XDTAx

MDQwNjA3Mjk0MFoXDTIxMDQwNjA3Mjk0MFowOTELMAkGA1UEBhMCRkkxDzANBgNV

BAoTBlNvbmVyYTEZMBcGA1UEAxMQU29uZXJhIENsYXNzMiBDQTCCASIwDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAJAXSjWdyvANlsdE+hY3/Ei9vX+ALTU74W+o

Z6m/AxxNjG8yR9VBaKQTBME1DJqEQ/xcHf+Js+gXGM2RX/uJ4+q/Tl18GybTdXnt

5oTjV+WtKcT0OijnpXuENmmz/V52vaMtmdOQTiMofRhj8VQ7Jp12W5dCsv+u8E7s

3TmVToMGf+dJQMjFAbJUWmYdPfz56TwKnoG4cPABi+QjVHzIrviQHgCWctRUz2Ej

vOr7nQKV0ba5cTppCD8PtOFCx4j1P5iop7oc4HFx71hXgVB6XGt0Rg6DA5jDjqhu

8nYybieDwnPz3BjotJPqdURrBGAgcVeHnfO+oJAjPYok4doh28MCAwEAAaMzMDEw

DwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zARBgNVHQ4ECgQISqCqWITTXjwwCwYDVR0PBAQDAgEG

MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQBazof5FnIVV0sd2ZvnoiYw7JNn39Yt0jSv9zil

zqsWuasvfDXLrNAPtEwr/IDva4yRXzZ299uzGxnq9LIR/WFxRL8oszodv7ND6J+/

3DEIcbCdjdY0RzKQxmUk96BKfARzjzlvF4xytb1LyHr4e4PDKE6cCepnP7JnBBvD

FNr450kkkdAdavphOe9r5yF1BgfYErQhIHBCcYHaPJo2vqZbDWpsmh+Re/n570K6

Tk6ezAyNlNzZRZxe7EJQY670XcSxEtzKO6gunRRaBXW37Ndj4ro1tgQIkejanZz2

ZrUYrAqmVCY0M9IbwdR/GjqOC6oybtv8TyWf2TLHllpwrN9M

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority O=XRamp Security Services Inc

OU=www.xrampsecurity.com

# Subject: CN=XRamp Global Certification Authority O=XRamp Security Services Inc

OU=www.xrampsecurity.com

# Label: "XRamp Global CA Root"

# Serial: 107108908803651509692980124233745014957

# MD5 Fingerprint: a1:0b:44:b3:ca:10:d8:00:6e:9d:0f:d8:0f:92:0a:d1

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b8:01:86:d1:eb:9c:86:a5:41:04:cf:30:54:f3:4c:52:b7:e5:58:c6

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

ce:cd:dc:90:50:99:d8:da:df:c5:b1:d2:09:b7:37:cb:e2:c1:8c:fb:2c:10:c0:ff:0b:cf:0d:32:86:fc:1a:a2

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEMDCCAxigAwIBAgIQUJRs7Bjq1ZxN1ZfvdY+grTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCB

gjELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxHjAcBgNVBAsTFXd3dy54cmFtcHNlY3VyaXR5LmNvbTEk

MCIGA1UEChMbWFJhbXAgU2VjdXJpdHkgU2VydmljZXMgSW5jMS0wKwYDVQQDEyRY

UmFtcCBHbG9iYWwgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMDQxMTAxMTcx

NDA0WhcNMzUwMTAxMDUzNzE5WjCBgjELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxHjAcBgNVBAsTFXd3

dy54cmFtcHNlY3VyaXR5LmNvbTEkMCIGA1UEChMbWFJhbXAgU2VjdXJpdHkgU2Vy

dmljZXMgSW5jMS0wKwYDVQQDEyRYUmFtcCBHbG9iYWwgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBB

dXRob3JpdHkwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCYJB69FbS6

38eMpSe2OAtp87ZOqCwuIR1cRN8hXX4jdP5efrRKt6atH67gBhbim1vZZ3RrXYCP

KZ2GG9mcDZhtdhAoWORlsH9KmHmf4MMxfoArtYzAQDsRhtDLooY2YKTVMIJt2W7Q
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DxIEM5dfT2Fa8OT5kavnHTu86M/0ay00fOJIYRyO82FEzG+gSqmUsE3a56k0enI4

qEHMPJQRfevIpoy3hsvKMzvZPTeL+3o+hiznc9cKV6xkmxnr9A8ECIqsAxcZZPRa

JSKNNCyy9mgdEm3Tih4U2sSPpuIjhdV6Db1q4Ons7Be7QhtnqiXtRYMh/MHJfNVi

PvryxS3T/dRlAgMBAAGjgZ8wgZwwEwYJKwYBBAGCNxQCBAYeBABDAEEwCwYDVR0P

BAQDAgGGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFMZPoj0GY4QJnM5i5ASs

jVy16bYbMDYGA1UdHwQvMC0wK6ApoCeGJWh0dHA6Ly9jcmwueHJhbXBzZWN1cml0

eS5jb20vWEdDQS5jcmwwEAYJKwYBBAGCNxUBBAMCAQEwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAD

ggEBAJEVOQMBG2f7Shz5CmBbodpNl2L5JFMn14JkTpAuw0kbK5rc/Kh4ZzXxHfAR

vbdI4xD2Dd8/0sm2qlWkSLoC295ZLhVbO50WfUfXN+pfTXYSNrsf16GBBEYgoyxt

qZ4Bfj8pzgCT3/3JknOJiWSe5yvkHJEs0rnOfc5vMZnT5r7SHpDwCRR5XCOrTdLa

IR9NmXmd4c8nnxCbHIgNsIpkQTG4DmyQJKSbXHGPurt+HBvbaoAPIbzp26a3QPSy

i6mx5O+aGtA9aZnuqCij4Tyz8LIRnM98QObd50N9otg6tamN8jSZxNQQ4Qb9CYQQ

O+7ETPTsJ3xCwnR8gooJybQDJbw=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: O=The Go Daddy Group, Inc. OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority

# Subject: O=The Go Daddy Group, Inc. OU=Go Daddy Class 2 Certification Authority

# Label: "Go Daddy Class 2 CA"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: 91:de:06:25:ab:da:fd:32:17:0c:bb:25:17:2a:84:67

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 27:96:ba:e6:3f:18:01:e2:77:26:1b:a0:d7:77:70:02:8f:20:ee:e4

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

c3:84:6b:f2:4b:9e:93:ca:64:27:4c:0e:c6:7c:1e:cc:5e:02:4f:fc:ac:d2:d7:40:19:35:0e:81:fe:54:6a:e4

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEADCCAuigAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBjMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEh

MB8GA1UEChMYVGhlIEdvIERhZGR5IEdyb3VwLCBJbmMuMTEwLwYDVQQLEyhHbyBE

YWRkeSBDbGFzcyAyIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MB4XDTA0MDYyOTE3

MDYyMFoXDTM0MDYyOTE3MDYyMFowYzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxITAfBgNVBAoTGFRo

ZSBHbyBEYWRkeSBHcm91cCwgSW5jLjExMC8GA1UECxMoR28gRGFkZHkgQ2xhc3Mg

MiBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTCCASAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEN

ADCCAQgCggEBAN6d1+pXGEmhW+vXX0iG6r7d/+TvZxz0ZWizV3GgXne77ZtJ6XCA

PVYYYwhv2vLM0D9/AlQiVBDYsoHUwHU9S3/Hd8M+eKsaA7Ugay9qK7HFiH7Eux6w

wdhFJ2+qN1j3hybX2C32qRe3H3I2TqYXP2WYktsqbl2i/ojgC95/5Y0V4evLOtXi

EqITLdiOr18SPaAIBQi2XKVlOARFmR6jYGB0xUGlcmIbYsUfb18aQr4CUWWoriMY

avx4A6lNf4DD+qta/KFApMoZFv6yyO9ecw3ud72a9nmYvLEHZ6IVDd2gWMZEewo+

YihfukEHU1jPEX44dMX4/7VpkI+EdOqXG68CAQOjgcAwgb0wHQYDVR0OBBYEFNLE

sNKR1EwRcbNhyz2h/t2oatTjMIGNBgNVHSMEgYUwgYKAFNLEsNKR1EwRcbNhyz2h

/t2oatTjoWekZTBjMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEhMB8GA1UEChMYVGhlIEdvIERhZGR5

IEdyb3VwLCBJbmMuMTEwLwYDVQQLEyhHbyBEYWRkeSBDbGFzcyAyIENlcnRpZmlj

YXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5ggEAMAwGA1UdEwQFMAMBAf8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAD

ggEBADJL87LKPpH8EsahB4yOd6AzBhRckB4Y9wimPQoZ+YeAEW5p5JYXMP80kWNy

OO7MHAGjHZQopDH2esRU1/blMVgDoszOYtuURXO1v0XJJLXVggKtI3lpjbi2Tc7P

TMozI+gciKqdi0FuFskg5YmezTvacPd+mSYgFFQlq25zheabIZ0KbIIOqPjCDPoQ

HmyW74cNxA9hi63ugyuV+I6ShHI56yDqg+2DzZduCLzrTia2cyvk0/ZM/iZx4mER

dEr/VxqHD3VILs9RaRegAhJhldXRQLIQTO7ErBBDpqWeCtWVYpoNz4iCxTIM5Cuf

ReYNnyicsbkqWletNw+vHX/bvZ8=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: O=Starfield Technologies, Inc. OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority

# Subject: O=Starfield Technologies, Inc. OU=Starfield Class 2 Certification Authority

# Label: "Starfield Class 2 CA"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: 32:4a:4b:bb:c8:63:69:9b:be:74:9a:c6:dd:1d:46:24

# SHA1 Fingerprint: ad:7e:1c:28:b0:64:ef:8f:60:03:40:20:14:c3:d0:e3:37:0e:b5:8a

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

14:65:fa:20:53:97:b8:76:fa:a6:f0:a9:95:8e:55:90:e4:0f:cc:7f:aa:4f:b7:c2:c8:67:75:21:fb:5f:b6:58

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEDzCCAvegAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBoMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEl

MCMGA1UEChMcU3RhcmZpZWxkIFRlY2hub2xvZ2llcywgSW5jLjEyMDAGA1UECxMp

U3RhcmZpZWxkIENsYXNzIDIgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMDQw

NjI5MTczOTE2WhcNMzQwNjI5MTczOTE2WjBoMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzElMCMGA1UE

ChMcU3RhcmZpZWxkIFRlY2hub2xvZ2llcywgSW5jLjEyMDAGA1UECxMpU3RhcmZp

ZWxkIENsYXNzIDIgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwggEgMA0GCSqGSIb3

DQEBAQUAA4IBDQAwggEIAoIBAQC3Msj+6XGmBIWtDBFk385N78gDGIc/oav7PKaf

8MOh2tTYbitTkPskpD6E8J7oX+zlJ0T1KKY/e97gKvDIr1MvnsoFAZMej2YcOadN

+lq2cwQlZut3f+dZxkqZJRRU6ybH838Z1TBwj6+wRir/resp7defqgSHo9T5iaU0

X9tDkYI22WY8sbi5gv2cOj4QyDvvBmVmepsZGD3/cVE8MC5fvj13c7JdBmzDI1aa

K4UmkhynArPkPw2vCHmCuDY96pzTNbO8acr1zJ3o/WSNF4Azbl5KXZnJHoe0nRrA

1W4TNSNe35tfPe/W93bC6j67eA0cQmdrBNj41tpvi/JEoAGrAgEDo4HFMIHCMB0G

A1UdDgQWBBS/X7fRzt0fhvRbVazc1xDCDqmI5zCBkgYDVR0jBIGKMIGHgBS/X7fR

zt0fhvRbVazc1xDCDqmI56FspGowaDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxJTAjBgNVBAoTHFN0

YXJmaWVsZCBUZWNobm9sb2dpZXMsIEluYy4xMjAwBgNVBAsTKVN0YXJmaWVsZCBD

bGFzcyAyIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5ggEAMAwGA1UdEwQFMAMBAf8w

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAAWdP4id0ckaVaGsafPzWdqbAYcaT1epoXkJKtv3

L7IezMdeatiDh6GX70k1PncGQVhiv45YuApnP+yz3SFmH8lU+nLMPUxA2IGvd56D

eruix/U0F47ZEUD0/CwqTRV/p2JdLiXTAAsgGh1o+Re49L2L7ShZ3U0WixeDyLJl

xy16paq8U4Zt3VekyvggQQto8PT7dL5WXXp59fkdheMtlb71cZBDzI0fmgAKhynp

VSJYACPq4xJDKVtHCN2MQWplBqjlIapBtJUhlbl90TSrE9atvNziPTnNvT51cKEY

WQPJIrSPnNVeKtelttQKbfi3QBFGmh95DmK/D5fs4C8fF5Q=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: O=Government Root Certification Authority

# Subject: O=Government Root Certification Authority

# Label: "Taiwan GRCA"

# Serial: 42023070807708724159991140556527066870

# MD5 Fingerprint: 37:85:44:53:32:45:1f:20:f0:f3:95:e1:25:c4:43:4e

# SHA1 Fingerprint: f4:8b:11:bf:de:ab:be:94:54:20:71:e6:41:de:6b:be:88:2b:40:b9

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

76:00:29:5e:ef:e8:5b:9e:1f:d6:24:db:76:06:2a:aa:ae:59:81:8a:54:d2:77:4c:d4:c0:b2:c0:11:31:e1:b3

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFcjCCA1qgAwIBAgIQH51ZWtcvwgZEpYAIaeNe9jANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADA/

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJUVzEwMC4GA1UECgwnR292ZXJubWVudCBSb290IENlcnRpZmlj

YXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MB4XDTAyMTIwNTEzMjMzM1oXDTMyMTIwNTEzMjMzM1ow

PzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVFcxMDAuBgNVBAoMJ0dvdmVybm1lbnQgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZp

Y2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIB

AJoluOzMonWoe/fOW1mKydGGEghU7Jzy50b2iPN86aXfTEc2pBsBHH8eV4qNw8XR
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IePaJD9IK/ufLqGU5ywck9G/GwGHU5nOp/UKIXZ3/6m3xnOUT0b3EEk3+qhZSV1q

gQdW8or5BtD3cCJNtLdBuTK4sfCxw5w/cP1T3YGq2GN49thTbqGsaoQkclSGxtKy

yhwOeYHWtXBiCAEuTk8O1RGvqa/lmr/czIdtJuTJV6L7lvnM4T9TjGxMfptTCAts

F/tnyMKtsc2AtJfcdgEWFelq16TheEfOhtX7MfP6Mb40qij7cEwdScevLJ1tZqa2

jWR+tSBqnTuBto9AAGdLiYa4zGX+FVPpBMHWXx1E1wovJ5pGfaENda1UhhXcSTvx

ls4Pm6Dso3pdvtUqdULle96ltqqvKKyskKw4t9VoNSZ63Pc78/1Fm9G7Q3hub/FC

VGqY8A2tl+lSXunVanLeavcbYBT0peS2cWeqH+riTcFCQP5nRhc4L0c/cZyu5SHK

YS1tB6iEfC3uUSXxY5Ce/eFXiGvviiNtsea9P63RPZYLhY3Naye7twWb7LuRqQoH

EgKXTiCQ8P8NHuJBO9NAOueNXdpm5AKwB1KYXA6OM5zCppX7VRluTI6uSw+9wThN

Xo+EHWbNxWCWtFJaBYmOlXqYwZE8lSOyDvR5tMl8wUohAgMBAAGjajBoMB0GA1Ud

DgQWBBTMzO/MKWCkO7GStjz6MmKPrCUVOzAMBgNVHRMEBTADAQH/MDkGBGcqBwAE

MTAvMC0CAQAwCQYFKw4DAhoFADAHBgVnKgMAAAQUA5vwIhP/lSg209yewDL7MTqK

UWUwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggIBAECASvomyc5eMN1PhnR2WPWus4MzeKR6dBcZ

TulStbngCnRiqmjKeKBMmo4sIy7VahIkv9Ro04rQ2JyftB8M3jh+Vzj8jeJPXgyf

qzvS/3WXy6TjZwj/5cAWtUgBfen5Cv8b5Wppv3ghqMKnI6mGq3ZW6A4M9hPdKmaK

ZEk9GhiHkASfQlK3T8v+R0F2Ne//AHY2RTKbxkaFXeIksB7jSJaYV0eUVXoPQbFE

JPPB/hprv4j9wabak2BegUqZIJxIZhm1AHlUD7gsL0u8qV1bYH+Mh6XgUmMqvtg7

hUAV/h62ZT/FS9p+tXo1KaMuephgIqP0fSdOLeq0dDzpD6QzDxARvBMB1uUO07+1

EqLhRSPAzAhuYbeJq4PjJB7mXQfnHyA+z2fI56wwbSdLaG5LKlwCCDTb+HbkZ6Mm

nD+iMsJKxYEYMRBWqoTvLQr/uB930r+lWKBi5NdLkXWNiYCYfm3LU05er/ayl4WX

udpVBrkk7tfGOB5jGxI7leFYrPLfhNVfmS8NVVvmONsuP3LpSIXLuykTjx44Vbnz

ssQwmSNOXfJIoRIM3BKQCZBUkQM8R+XVyWXgt0t97EfTsws+rZ7QdAAO671RrcDe

LMDDav7v3Aun+kbfYNucpllQdSNpc5Oy+fwC00fmcc4QAu4njIT/rEUNE1yDMuAl

pYYsfPQS

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root CA O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert Assured ID Root CA"

# Serial: 17154717934120587862167794914071425081

# MD5 Fingerprint: 87:ce:0b:7b:2a:0e:49:00:e1:58:71:9b:37:a8:93:72

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 05:63:b8:63:0d:62:d7:5a:bb:c8:ab:1e:4b:df:b5:a8:99:b2:4d:43

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

3e:90:99:b5:01:5e:8f:48:6c:00:bc:ea:9d:11:1e:e7:21:fa:ba:35:5a:89:bc:f1:df:69:56:1e:3d:c6:32:5c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDtzCCAp+gAwIBAgIQDOfg5RfYRv6P5WD8G/AwOTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBl

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3

d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSQwIgYDVQQDExtEaWdpQ2VydCBBc3N1cmVkIElEIFJv

b3QgQ0EwHhcNMDYxMTEwMDAwMDAwWhcNMzExMTEwMDAwMDAwWjBlMQswCQYDVQQG

EwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3d3cuZGlnaWNl

cnQuY29tMSQwIgYDVQQDExtEaWdpQ2VydCBBc3N1cmVkIElEIFJvb3QgQ0EwggEi

MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCtDhXO5EOAXLGH87dg+XESpa7c

JpSIqvTO9SA5KFhgDPiA2qkVlTJhPLWxKISKityfCgyDF3qPkKyK53lTXDGEKvYP

mDI2dsze3Tyoou9q+yHyUmHfnyDXH+Kx2f4YZNISW1/5WBg1vEfNoTb5a3/UsDg+

wRvDjDPZ2C8Y/igPs6eD1sNuRMBhNZYW/lmci3Zt1/GiSw0r/wty2p5g0I6QNcZ4

VYcgoc/lbQrISXwxmDNsIumH0DJaoroTghHtORedmTpyoeb6pNnVFzF1roV9Iq4/

AUaG9ih5yLHa5FcXxH4cDrC0kqZWs72yl+2qp/C3xag/lRbQ/6GW6whfGHdPAgMB

AAGjYzBhMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQW
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BBRF66Kv9JLLgjEtUYunpyGd823IDzAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBRF66Kv9JLLgjEtUYun

pyGd823IDzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAog683+Lt8ONyc3pklL/3cmbYMuRC

dWKuh+vy1dneVrOfzM4UKLkNl2BcEkxY5NM9g0lFWJc1aRqoR+pWxnmrEthngYTf

fwk8lOa4JiwgvT2zKIn3X/8i4peEH+ll74fg38FnSbNd67IJKusm7Xi+fT8r87cm

NW1fiQG2SVufAQWbqz0lwcy2f8Lxb4bG+mRo64EtlOtCt/qMHt1i8b5QZ7dsvfPx

H2sMNgcWfzd8qVttevESRmCD1ycEvkvOl77DZypoEd+A5wwzZr8TDRRu838fYxAe

+o0bJW1sj6W3YQGx0qMmoRBxna3iw/nDmVG3KwcIzi7mULKn+gpFL6Lw8g==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root CA O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert Global Root CA"

# Serial: 10944719598952040374951832963794454346

# MD5 Fingerprint: 79:e4:a9:84:0d:7d:3a:96:d7:c0:4f:e2:43:4c:89:2e

# SHA1 Fingerprint: a8:98:5d:3a:65:e5:e5:c4:b2:d7:d6:6d:40:c6:dd:2f:b1:9c:54:36

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

43:48:a0:e9:44:4c:78:cb:26:5e:05:8d:5e:89:44:b4:d8:4f:96:62:bd:26:db:25:7f:89:34:a4:43:c7:01:61

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDrzCCApegAwIBAgIQCDvgVpBCRrGhdWrJWZHHSjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBh

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3

d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSAwHgYDVQQDExdEaWdpQ2VydCBHbG9iYWwgUm9vdCBD

QTAeFw0wNjExMTAwMDAwMDBaFw0zMTExMTAwMDAwMDBaMGExCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVT

MRUwEwYDVQQKEwxEaWdpQ2VydCBJbmMxGTAXBgNVBAsTEHd3dy5kaWdpY2VydC5j

b20xIDAeBgNVBAMTF0RpZ2lDZXJ0IEdsb2JhbCBSb290IENBMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG

9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEA4jvhEXLeqKTTo1eqUKKPC3eQyaKl7hLOllsB

CSDMAZOnTjC3U/dDxGkAV53ijSLdhwZAAIEJzs4bg7/fzTtxRuLWZscFs3YnFo97

nh6Vfe63SKMI2tavegw5BmV/Sl0fvBf4q77uKNd0f3p4mVmFaG5cIzJLv07A6Fpt

43C/dxC//AH2hdmoRBBYMql1GNXRor5H4idq9Joz+EkIYIvUX7Q6hL+hqkpMfT7P

T19sdl6gSzeRntwi5m3OFBqOasv+zbMUZBfHWymeMr/y7vrTC0LUq7dBMtoM1O/4

gdW7jVg/tRvoSSiicNoxBN33shbyTApOB6jtSj1etX+jkMOvJwIDAQABo2MwYTAO

BgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAYYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUA95QNVbR

TLtm8KPiGxvDl7I90VUwHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUA95QNVbRTLtm8KPiGxvDl7I90VUw

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAMucN6pIExIK+t1EnE9SsPTfrgT1eXkIoyQY/Esr

hMAtudXH/vTBH1jLuG2cenTnmCmrEbXjcKChzUyImZOMkXDiqw8cvpOp/2PV5Adg

06O/nVsJ8dWO41P0jmP6P6fbtGbfYmbW0W5BjfIttep3Sp+dWOIrWcBAI+0tKIJF

PnlUkiaY4IBIqDfv8NZ5YBberOgOzW6sRBc4L0na4UU+Krk2U886UAb3LujEV0ls

YSEY1QSteDwsOoBrp+uvFRTp2InBuThs4pFsiv9kuXclVzDAGySj4dzp30d8tbQk

CAUw7C29C79Fv1C5qfPrmAESrciIxpg0X40KPMbp1ZWVbd4=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert High Assurance EV Root CA"

# Serial: 3553400076410547919724730734378100087

# MD5 Fingerprint: d4:74:de:57:5c:39:b2:d3:9c:85:83:c5:c0:65:49:8a

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 5f:b7:ee:06:33:e2:59:db:ad:0c:4c:9a:e6:d3:8f:1a:61:c7:dc:25

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

74:31:e5:f4:c3:c1:ce:46:90:77:4f:0b:61:e0:54:40:88:3b:a9:a0:1e:d0:0b:a6:ab:d7:80:6e:d3:b1:18:cf
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-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDxTCCAq2gAwIBAgIQAqxcJmoLQJuPC3nyrkYldzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBs

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3

d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSswKQYDVQQDEyJEaWdpQ2VydCBIaWdoIEFzc3VyYW5j

ZSBFViBSb290IENBMB4XDTA2MTExMDAwMDAwMFoXDTMxMTExMDAwMDAwMFowbDEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFTATBgNVBAoTDERpZ2lDZXJ0IEluYzEZMBcGA1UECxMQd3d3

LmRpZ2ljZXJ0LmNvbTErMCkGA1UEAxMiRGlnaUNlcnQgSGlnaCBBc3N1cmFuY2Ug

RVYgUm9vdCBDQTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAMbM5XPm

+9S75S0tMqbf5YE/yc0lSbZxKsPVlDRnogocsF9ppkCxxLeyj9CYpKlBWTrT3JTW

PNt0OKRKzE0lgvdKpVMSOO7zSW1xkX5jtqumX8OkhPhPYlG++MXs2ziS4wblCJEM

xChBVfvLWokVfnHoNb9Ncgk9vjo4UFt3MRuNs8ckRZqnrG0AFFoEt7oT61EKmEFB

Ik5lYYeBQVCmeVyJ3hlKV9Uu5l0cUyx+mM0aBhakaHPQNAQTXKFx01p8VdteZOE3

hzBWBOURtCmAEvF5OYiiAhF8J2a3iLd48soKqDirCmTCv2ZdlYTBoSUeh10aUAsg

EsxBu24LUTi4S8sCAwEAAaNjMGEwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQF

MAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFLE+w2kD+L9HAdSYJhoIAu9jZCvDMB8GA1UdIwQYMBaA

FLE+w2kD+L9HAdSYJhoIAu9jZCvDMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQAcGgaX3Nec

nzyIZgYIVyHbIUf4KmeqvxgydkAQV8GK83rZEWWONfqe/EW1ntlMMUu4kehDLI6z

eM7b41N5cdblIZQB2lWHmiRk9opmzN6cN82oNLFpmyPInngiK3BD41VHMWEZ71jF

hS9OMPagMRYjyOfiZRYzy78aG6A9+MpeizGLYAiJLQwGXFK3xPkKmNEVX58Svnw2

Yzi9RKR/5CYrCsSXaQ3pjOLAEFe4yHYSkVXySGnYvCoCWw9E1CAx2/S6cCZdkGCe

vEsXCS+0yx5DaMkHJ8HSXPfqIbloEpw8nL+e/IBcm2PN7EeqJSdnoDfzAIJ9VNep

+OkuE6N36B9K

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Class 2 Primary CA O=Certplus

# Subject: CN=Class 2 Primary CA O=Certplus

# Label: "Certplus Class 2 Primary CA"

# Serial: 177770208045934040241468760488327595043

# MD5 Fingerprint: 88:2c:8c:52:b8:a2:3c:f3:f7:bb:03:ea:ae:ac:42:0b

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 74:20:74:41:72:9c:dd:92:ec:79:31:d8:23:10:8d:c2:81:92:e2:bb

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

0f:99:3c:8a:ef:97:ba:af:56:87:14:0e:d5:9a:d1:82:1b:b4:af:ac:f0:aa:9a:58:b5:d5:7a:33:8a:3a:fb:cb

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDkjCCAnqgAwIBAgIRAIW9S/PY2uNp9pTXX8OlRCMwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAw

PTELMAkGA1UEBhMCRlIxETAPBgNVBAoTCENlcnRwbHVzMRswGQYDVQQDExJDbGFz

cyAyIFByaW1hcnkgQ0EwHhcNOTkwNzA3MTcwNTAwWhcNMTkwNzA2MjM1OTU5WjA9

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJGUjERMA8GA1UEChMIQ2VydHBsdXMxGzAZBgNVBAMTEkNsYXNz

IDIgUHJpbWFyeSBDQTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBANxQ

ltAS+DXSCHh6tlJw/W/uz7kRy1134ezpfgSN1sxvc0NXYKwzCkTsA18cgCSR5aiR

VhKC9+Ar9NuuYS6JEI1rbLqzAr3VNsVINyPi8Fo3UjMXEuLRYE2+L0ER4/YXJQyL

kcAbmXuZVg2v7tK8R1fjeUl7NIknJITesezpWE7+Tt9avkGtrAjFGA7v0lPubNCd

EgETjdyAYveVqUSISnFOYFWe2yMZeVYHDD9jC1yw4r5+FfyUM1hBOHTE4Y+L3yas

H7WLO7dDWWuwJKZtkIvEcupdM5i3y95ee++U8Rs+yskhwcWYAqqi9lt3m/V+llU0

HGdpwPFC40es/CgcZlUCAwEAAaOBjDCBiTAPBgNVHRMECDAGAQH/AgEKMAsGA1Ud

DwQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU43Mt38sOKAze3bOkynm4jrvoMIkwEQYJYIZIAYb4

QgEBBAQDAgEGMDcGA1UdHwQwMC4wLKAqoCiGJmh0dHA6Ly93d3cuY2VydHBsdXMu

Y29tL0NSTC9jbGFzczIuY3JsMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQCnVM+IRBnL39R/

AN9WM2K191EBkOvDP9GIROkkXe/nFL0gt5o8AP5tn9uQ3Nf0YtaLcF3n5QRIqWh8
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yfFC82x/xXp8HVGIutIKPidd3i1RTtMTZGnkLuPT55sJmabglZvOGtd/vjzOUrMR

FcEPF80Du5wlFbqidon8BvEY0JNLDnyCt6X09l/+7UCmnYR0ObncHoUW2ikbhiMA

ybuJfm6AiB4vFLQDJKgybwOaRywwvlbGp0ICcBvqQNi6BQNwB6SW//1IMwrh3KWB

kJtN3X3n57LNXMhqlfil9o3EXXgIvnsG1knPGTZQIy4I5p4FTUcY1Rbpsda2ENW7

l7+ijrRU

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DST Root CA X3 O=Digital Signature Trust Co.

# Subject: CN=DST Root CA X3 O=Digital Signature Trust Co.

# Label: "DST Root CA X3"

# Serial: 91299735575339953335919266965803778155

# MD5 Fingerprint: 41:03:52:dc:0f:f7:50:1b:16:f0:02:8e:ba:6f:45:c5

# SHA1 Fingerprint: da:c9:02:4f:54:d8:f6:df:94:93:5f:b1:73:26:38:ca:6a:d7:7c:13

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

06:87:26:03:31:a7:24:03:d9:09:f1:05:e6:9b:cf:0d:32:e1:bd:24:93:ff:c6:d9:20:6d:11:bc:d6:77:07:39

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDSjCCAjKgAwIBAgIQRK+wgNajJ7qJMDmGLvhAazANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADA/

MSQwIgYDVQQKExtEaWdpdGFsIFNpZ25hdHVyZSBUcnVzdCBDby4xFzAVBgNVBAMT

DkRTVCBSb290IENBIFgzMB4XDTAwMDkzMDIxMTIxOVoXDTIxMDkzMDE0MDExNVow

PzEkMCIGA1UEChMbRGlnaXRhbCBTaWduYXR1cmUgVHJ1c3QgQ28uMRcwFQYDVQQD

Ew5EU1QgUm9vdCBDQSBYMzCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEB

AN+v6ZdQCINXtMxiZfaQguzH0yxrMMpb7NnDfcdAwRgUi+DoM3ZJKuM/IUmTrE4O

rz5Iy2Xu/NMhD2XSKtkyj4zl93ewEnu1lcCJo6m67XMuegwGMoOifooUMM0RoOEq

OLl5CjH9UL2AZd+3UWODyOKIYepLYYHsUmu5ouJLGiifSKOeDNoJjj4XLh7dIN9b

xiqKqy69cK3FCxolkHRyxXtqqzTWMIn/5WgTe1QLyNau7Fqckh49ZLOMxt+/yUFw

7BZy1SbsOFU5Q9D8/RhcQPGX69Wam40dutolucbY38EVAjqr2m7xPi71XAicPNaD

aeQQmxkqtilX4+U9m5/wAl0CAwEAAaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNV

HQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFMSnsaR7LHH62+FLkHX/xBVghYkQMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQCjGiybFwBcqR7uKGY3Or+Dxz9LwwmglSBd49lZRNI+DT69

ikugdB/OEIKcdBodfpga3csTS7MgROSR6cz8faXbauX+5v3gTt23ADq1cEmv8uXr

AvHRAosZy5Q6XkjEGB5YGV8eAlrwDPGxrancWYaLbumR9YbK+rlmM6pZW87ipxZz

R8srzJmwN0jP41ZL9c8PDHIyh8bwRLtTcm1D9SZImlJnt1ir/md2cXjbDaJWFBM5

JDGFoqgCWjBH4d1QB7wCCZAA62RjYJsWvIjJEubSfZGL+T0yjWW06XyxV3bqxbYo

Ob8VZRzI9neWagqNdwvYkQsEjgfbKbYK7p2CNTUQ

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2 O=SwissSign AG

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Gold CA - G2 O=SwissSign AG

# Label: "SwissSign Gold CA - G2"

# Serial: 13492815561806991280

# MD5 Fingerprint: 24:77:d9:a8:91:d1:3b:fa:88:2d:c2:ff:f8:cd:33:93

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d8:c5:38:8a:b7:30:1b:1b:6e:d4:7a:e6:45:25:3a:6f:9f:1a:27:61

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

62:dd:0b:e9:b9:f5:0a:16:3e:a0:f8:e7:5c:05:3b:1e:ca:57:ea:55:c8:68:8f:64:7c:68:81:f2:c8:35:7b:95

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFujCCA6KgAwIBAgIJALtAHEP1Xk+wMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMEUxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAkNIMRUwEwYDVQQKEwxTd2lzc1NpZ24gQUcxHzAdBgNVBAMTFlN3aXNzU2ln

biBHb2xkIENBIC0gRzIwHhcNMDYxMDI1MDgzMDM1WhcNMzYxMDI1MDgzMDM1WjBF
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MQswCQYDVQQGEwJDSDEVMBMGA1UEChMMU3dpc3NTaWduIEFHMR8wHQYDVQQDExZT

d2lzc1NpZ24gR29sZCBDQSAtIEcyMIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAg8AMIIC

CgKCAgEAr+TufoskDhJuqVAtFkQ7kpJcyrhdhJJCEyq8ZVeCQD5XJM1QiyUqt2/8

76LQwB8CJEoTlo8jE+YoWACjR8cGp4QjK7u9lit/VcyLwVcfDmJlD909Vopz2q5+

bbqBHH5CjCA12UNNhPqE21Is8w4ndwtrvxEvcnifLtg+5hg3Wipy+dpikJKVyh+c

6bM8K8vzARO/Ws/BtQpgvd21mWRTuKCWs2/iJneRjOBiEAKfNA+k1ZIzUd6+jbqE

emA8atufK+ze3gE/bk3lUIbLtK/tREDFylqM2tIrfKjuvqblCqoOpd8FUrdVxyJd

MmqXl2MT28nbeTZ7hTpKxVKJ+STnnXepgv9VHKVxaSvRAiTysybUa9oEVeXBCsdt

MDeQKuSeFDNeFhdVxVu1yzSJkvGdJo+hB9TGsnhQ2wwMC3wLjEHXuendjIj3o02y

MszYF9rNt85mndT9Xv+9lz4pded+p2JYryU0pUHHPbwNUMoDAw8IWh+Vc3hiv69y

FGkOpeUDDniOJihC8AcLYiAQZzlG+qkDzAQ4embvIIO1jEpWjpEA/I5cgt6IoMPi

aG59je883WX0XaxR7ySArqpWl2/5rX3aYT+YdzylkbYcjCbaZaIJbcHiVOO5ykxM

gI93e2CaHt+28kgeDrpOVG2Y4OGiGqJ3UM/EY5LsRxmd6+ZrzsECAwEAAaOBrDCB

qTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUWyV7

lqRlUX64OfPAeGZe6Drn8O4wHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUWyV7lqRlUX64OfPAeGZe6Drn

8O4wRgYDVR0gBD8wPTA7BglghXQBWQECAQEwLjAsBggrBgEFBQcCARYgaHR0cDov

L3JlcG9zaXRvcnkuc3dpc3NzaWduLmNvbS8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggIBACe6

45R88a7A3hfm5djV9VSwg/S7zV4Fe0+fdWavPOhWfvxyeDgD2StiGwC5+OlgzczO

UYrHUDFu4Up+GC9pWbY9ZIEr44OE5iKHjn3g7gKZYbge9LgriBIWhMIxkziWMaa5

O1M/wySTVltpkuzFwbs4AOPsF6m43Md8AYOfMke6UiI0HTJ6CVanfCU2qT1L2sCC

bwq7EsiHSycR+R4tx5M/nttfJmtS2S6K8RTGRI0Vqbe/vd6mGu6uLftIdxf+u+yv

GPUqUfA5hJeVbG4bwyvEdGB5JbAKJ9/fXtI5z0V9QkvfsywexcZdylU6oJxpmo/a

77KwPJ+HbBIrZXAVUjEaJM9vMSNQH4xPjyPDdEFjHFWoFN0+4FFQz/EbMFYOkrCC

hdiDyyJkvC24JdVUorgG6q2SpCSgwYa1ShNqR88uC1aVVMvOmttqtKay20EIhid3

92qgQmwLOM7XdVAyksLfKzAiSNDVQTglXaTpXZ/GlHXQRf0wl0OPkKsKx4ZzYEpp

Ld6leNcG2mqeSz53OiATIgHQv2ieY2BrNU0LbbqhPcCT4H8js1WtciVORvnSFu+w

ZMEBnunKoGqYDs/YYPIvSbjkQuE4NRb0yG5P94FW6LqjviOvrv1vA+ACOzB2+htt

Qc8Bsem4yWb02ybzOqR08kkkW8mw0FfB+j564ZfJ

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2 O=SwissSign AG

# Subject: CN=SwissSign Silver CA - G2 O=SwissSign AG

# Label: "SwissSign Silver CA - G2"

# Serial: 5700383053117599563

# MD5 Fingerprint: e0:06:a1:c9:7d:cf:c9:fc:0d:c0:56:75:96:d8:62:13

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 9b:aa:e5:9f:56:ee:21:cb:43:5a:be:25:93:df:a7:f0:40:d1:1d:cb

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

be:6c:4d:a2:bb:b9:ba:59:b6:f3:93:97:68:37:42:46:c3:c0:05:99:3f:a9:8f:02:0d:1d:ed:be:d4:8a:81:d5

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFvTCCA6WgAwIBAgIITxvUL1S7L0swDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwRzELMAkGA1UE

BhMCQ0gxFTATBgNVBAoTDFN3aXNzU2lnbiBBRzEhMB8GA1UEAxMYU3dpc3NTaWdu

IFNpbHZlciBDQSAtIEcyMB4XDTA2MTAyNTA4MzI0NloXDTM2MTAyNTA4MzI0Nlow

RzELMAkGA1UEBhMCQ0gxFTATBgNVBAoTDFN3aXNzU2lnbiBBRzEhMB8GA1UEAxMY

U3dpc3NTaWduIFNpbHZlciBDQSAtIEcyMIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAg8A

MIICCgKCAgEAxPGHf9N4Mfc4yfjDmUO8x/e8N+dOcbpLj6VzHVxumK4DV644N0Mv

Fz0fyM5oEMF4rhkDKxD6LHmD9ui5aLlV8gREpzn5/ASLHvGiTSf5YXu6t+WiE7br

YT7QbNHm+/pe7R20nqA1W6GSy/BJkv6FCgU+5tkL4k+73JU3/JHpMjUi0R86TieF

nbAVlDLaYQ1HTWBCrpJH6INaUFjpiou5XaHc3ZlKHzZnu0jkg7Y360g6rw9njxcH
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6ATK72oxh9TAtvmUcXtnZLi2kUpCe2UuMGoM9ZDulebyzYLs2aFK7PayS+VFheZt

eJMELpyCbTapxDFkH4aDCyr0NQp4yVXPQbBH6TCfmb5hqAaEuSh6XzjZG6k4sIN/

c8HDO0gqgg8hm7jMqDXDhBuDsz6+pJVpATqJAHgE2cn0mRmrVn5bi4Y5FZGkECwJ

MoBgs5PAKrYYC51+jUnyEEp/+dVGLxmSo5mnJqy7jDzmDrxHB9xzUfFwZC8I+bRH

HTBsROopN4WSaGa8gzj+ezku01DwH/teYLappvonQfGbGHLy9YR0SslnxFSuSGTf

jNFusB3hB48IHpmccelM2KX3RxIfdNFRnobzwqIjQAtz20um53MGjMGg6cFZrEb6

5i/4z3GcRm25xBWNOHkDRUjvxF3XCO6HOSKGsg0PWEP3calILv3q1h8CAwEAAaOB

rDCBqTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU

F6DNweRBtjpbO8tFnb0cwpj6hlgwHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUF6DNweRBtjpbO8tFnb0c

wpj6hlgwRgYDVR0gBD8wPTA7BglghXQBWQEDAQEwLjAsBggrBgEFBQcCARYgaHR0

cDovL3JlcG9zaXRvcnkuc3dpc3NzaWduLmNvbS8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggIB

AHPGgeAn0i0P4JUw4ppBf1AsX19iYamGamkYDHRJ1l2E6kFSGG9YrVBWIGrGvShp

WJHckRE1qTodvBqlYJ7YH39FkWnZfrt4csEGDyrOj4VwYaygzQu4OSlWhDJOhrs9

xCrZ1x9y7v5RoSJBsXECYxqCsGKrXlcSH9/L3XWgwF15kIwb4FDm3jH+mHtwX6WQ

2K34ArZv02DdQEsixT2tOnqfGhpHkXkzuoLcMmkDlm4fS/Bx/uNncqCxv1yL5PqZ

IseEuRuNI5c/7SXgz2W79WEE790eslpBIlqhn10s6FvJbakMDHiqYMZWjwFaDGi8

aRl5xB9+lwW/xekkUV7U1UtT7dkjWjYDZaPBA61BMPNGG4WQr2W11bHkFlt4dR2X

em1ZqSqPe97Dh4kQmUlzeMg9vVE1dCrV8X5pGyq7O70luJpaPXJhkGaH7gzWTdQR

dAtq/gsD/KNVV4n+SsuuWxcFyPKNIzFTONItaj+CuY0IavdeQXRuwxF+B6wpYJE/

OMpXEA29MC/HpeZBoNquBYeaoKRlbEwJDIm6uNO5wJOKMPqN5ZprFQFOZ6raYlY+

hAhm0sQ2fac+EPyI4NSA5QC9qvNOBqN6avlicuMJT+ubDgEj8Z+7fNzcbBGXJbLy

tGMU0gYqZ4yD9c7qB9iaah7s5Aq7KkzrCWA5zspi2C5u

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority O=GeoTrust Inc.

# Label: "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority"

# Serial: 32798226551256963324313806436981982369

# MD5 Fingerprint: 02:26:c3:01:5e:08:30:37:43:a9:d0:7d:cf:37:e6:bf

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 32:3c:11:8e:1b:f7:b8:b6:52:54:e2:e2:10:0d:d6:02:90:37:f0:96

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

37:d5:10:06:c5:12:ea:ab:62:64:21:f1:ec:8c:92:01:3f:c5:f8:2a:e9:8e:e5:33:eb:46:19:b8:de:b4:d0:6c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDfDCCAmSgAwIBAgIQGKy1av1pthU6Y2yv2vrEoTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBY

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEWMBQGA1UEChMNR2VvVHJ1c3QgSW5jLjExMC8GA1UEAxMo

R2VvVHJ1c3QgUHJpbWFyeSBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTAeFw0wNjEx

MjcwMDAwMDBaFw0zNjA3MTYyMzU5NTlaMFgxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMRYwFAYDVQQK

Ew1HZW9UcnVzdCBJbmMuMTEwLwYDVQQDEyhHZW9UcnVzdCBQcmltYXJ5IENlcnRp

ZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKC

AQEAvrgVe//UfH1nrYNke8hCUy3f9oQIIGHWAVlqnEQRr+92/ZV+zmEwu3qDXwK9

AWbK7hWNb6EwnL2hhZ6UOvNWiAAxz9juapYC2e0DjPt1befquFUWBRaa9OBesYjA

ZIVcFU2Ix7e64HXprQU9nceJSOC7KMgD4TCTZF5SwFlwIjVXiIrxlQqD17wxcwE0

7e9GceBrAqg1cmuXm2bgyxx5X9gaBGgeRwLmnWDiNpcB3841kt++Z8dtd1k7j53W

kBWUvEI0EME5+bEnPn7WinXFsq+W06Lem+SYvn3h6YGttm/81w7a4DSwDRp35+MI

mO9Y+pyEtzavwt+s0vQQBnBxNQIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4G

A1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQULNVQQZcVi/CPNmFbSvtr2ZnJM5IwDQYJ

KoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAFpwfyzdtzRP9YZRqSa+S7iq8XEN3GHHoOo0Hnp3DwQ1

6CePbJC/kRYkRj5KTs4rFtULUh38H2eiAkUxT87z+gOneZ1TatnaYzr4gNfTmeGl
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4b7UVXGYNTq+k+qurUKykG/g/CFNNWMziUnWm07Kx+dOCQD32sfvmWKZd7aVIl6K

oKv0uHiYyjgZmclynnjNS6yvGaBzEi38wkG6gZHaFloxt/m0cYASSJlyc1pZU8Fj

UjPtp8nSOQJw+uCxQmYpqptR7TBUIhRf2asdweSU8Pj1K/fqynhG1riR/aYNKxoU

AT6A8EKglQdebc3MS6RFjasS6LPeWuWgfOgPIh1a6Vk=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=thawte Primary Root CA O=thawte, Inc. OU=Certification Services Division/(c) 2006 thawte, Inc. -

For authorized use only

# Subject: CN=thawte Primary Root CA O=thawte, Inc. OU=Certification Services Division/(c) 2006 thawte, Inc. -

For authorized use only

# Label: "thawte Primary Root CA"

# Serial: 69529181992039203566298953787712940909

# MD5 Fingerprint: 8c:ca:dc:0b:22:ce:f5:be:72:ac:41:1a:11:a8:d8:12

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 91:c6:d6:ee:3e:8a:c8:63:84:e5:48:c2:99:29:5c:75:6c:81:7b:81

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

8d:72:2f:81:a9:c1:13:c0:79:1d:f1:36:a2:96:6d:b2:6c:95:0a:97:1d:b4:6b:41:99:f4:ea:54:b7:8b:fb:9f

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEIDCCAwigAwIBAgIQNE7VVyDV7exJ9C/ON9srbTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCB

qTELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFTATBgNVBAoTDHRoYXd0ZSwgSW5jLjEoMCYGA1UECxMf

Q2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBTZXJ2aWNlcyBEaXZpc2lvbjE4MDYGA1UECxMvKGMpIDIw

MDYgdGhhd3RlLCBJbmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxHzAdBgNV

BAMTFnRoYXd0ZSBQcmltYXJ5IFJvb3QgQ0EwHhcNMDYxMTE3MDAwMDAwWhcNMzYw

NzE2MjM1OTU5WjCBqTELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFTATBgNVBAoTDHRoYXd0ZSwgSW5j

LjEoMCYGA1UECxMfQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBTZXJ2aWNlcyBEaXZpc2lvbjE4MDYG

A1UECxMvKGMpIDIwMDYgdGhhd3RlLCBJbmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNl

IG9ubHkxHzAdBgNVBAMTFnRoYXd0ZSBQcmltYXJ5IFJvb3QgQ0EwggEiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCsoPD7gFnUnMekz52hWXMJEEUMDSxuaPFs

W0hoSVk3/AszGcJ3f8wQLZU0HObrTQmnHNK4yZc2AreJ1CRfBsDMRJSUjQJib+ta

3RGNKJpchJAQeg29dGYvajig4tVUROsdB58Hum/u6f1OCyn1PoSgAfGcq/gcfomk

6KHYcWUNo1F77rzSImANuVud37r8UVsLr5iy6S7pBOhih94ryNdOwUxkHt3Ph1i6

Sk/KaAcdHJ1KxtUvkcx8cXIcxcBn6zL9yZJclNqFwJu/U30rCfSMnZEfl2pSy94J

NqR32HuHUETVPm4pafs5SSYeCaWAe0At6+gnhcn+Yf1+5nyXHdWdAgMBAAGjQjBA

MA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBR7W0XP

r87Lev0xkhpqtvNG61dIUDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAeRHAS7ORtvzw6WfU

DW5FvlXok9LOAz/t2iWwHVfLHjp2oEzsUHboZHIMpKnxuIvW1oeEuzLlQRHAd9mz

YJ3rG9XRbkREqaYB7FViHXe4XI5ISXycO1cRrK1zN44veFyQaEfZYGDm/Ac9IiAX

xPcW6cTYcvnIc3zfFi8VqT79aie2oetaupgf1eNNZAqdE8hhuvU5HIe6uL17In/2

/qxAeeWsEG89jxt5dovEN7MhGITlNgDrYyCZuen+MwS7QcjBAvlEYyCegc5C09Y/

LHbTY5xZ3Y+m4Q6gLkH3LpVHz7z9M/P2C2F+fpErgUfCJzDupxBdN49cOSvkBPB7

jVaMaA==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G5 O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust

Network/(c) 2006 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G5 O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust

Network/(c) 2006 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Label: "VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G5"

# Serial: 33037644167568058970164719475676101450
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# MD5 Fingerprint: cb:17:e4:31:67:3e:e2:09:fe:45:57:93:f3:0a:fa:1c

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 4e:b6:d5:78:49:9b:1c:cf:5f:58:1e:ad:56:be:3d:9b:67:44:a5:e5

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

9a:cf:ab:7e:43:c8:d8:80:d0:6b:26:2a:94:de:ee:e4:b4:65:99:89:c3:d0:ca:f1:9b:af:64:05:e4:1a:b7:df

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIE0zCCA7ugAwIBAgIQGNrRniZ96LtKIVjNzGs7SjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCB

yjELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFzAVBgNVBAoTDlZlcmlTaWduLCBJbmMuMR8wHQYDVQQL

ExZWZXJpU2lnbiBUcnVzdCBOZXR3b3JrMTowOAYDVQQLEzEoYykgMjAwNiBWZXJp

U2lnbiwgSW5jLiAtIEZvciBhdXRob3JpemVkIHVzZSBvbmx5MUUwQwYDVQQDEzxW

ZXJpU2lnbiBDbGFzcyAzIFB1YmxpYyBQcmltYXJ5IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0

aG9yaXR5IC0gRzUwHhcNMDYxMTA4MDAwMDAwWhcNMzYwNzE2MjM1OTU5WjCByjEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFzAVBgNVBAoTDlZlcmlTaWduLCBJbmMuMR8wHQYDVQQLExZW

ZXJpU2lnbiBUcnVzdCBOZXR3b3JrMTowOAYDVQQLEzEoYykgMjAwNiBWZXJpU2ln

biwgSW5jLiAtIEZvciBhdXRob3JpemVkIHVzZSBvbmx5MUUwQwYDVQQDEzxWZXJp

U2lnbiBDbGFzcyAzIFB1YmxpYyBQcmltYXJ5IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9y

aXR5IC0gRzUwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCvJAgIKXo1

nmAMqudLO07cfLw8RRy7K+D+KQL5VwijZIUVJ/XxrcgxiV0i6CqqpkKzj/i5Vbex

t0uz/o9+B1fs70PbZmIVYc9gDaTY3vjgw2IIPVQT60nKWVSFJuUrjxuf6/WhkcIz

SdhDY2pSS9KP6HBRTdGJaXvHcPaz3BJ023tdS1bTlr8Vd6Gw9KIl8q8ckmcY5fQG

BO+QueQA5N06tRn/Arr0PO7gi+s3i+z016zy9vA9r911kTMZHRxAy3QkGSGT2RT+

rCpSx4/VBEnkjWNHiDxpg8v+R70rfk/Fla4OndTRQ8Bnc+MUCH7lP59zuDMKz10/

NIeWiu5T6CUVAgMBAAGjgbIwga8wDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8E

BAMCAQYwbQYIKwYBBQUHAQwEYTBfoV2gWzBZMFcwVRYJaW1hZ2UvZ2lmMCEwHzAH

BgUrDgMCGgQUj+XTGoasjY5rw8+AatRIGCx7GS4wJRYjaHR0cDovL2xvZ28udmVy

aXNpZ24uY29tL3ZzbG9nby5naWYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFH/TZafC3ey78DAJ80M5+gKv

MzEzMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQCTJEowX2LP2BqYLz3q3JktvXf2pXkiOOzE

p6B4Eq1iDkVwZMXnl2YtmAl+X6/WzChl8gGqCBpH3vn5fJJaCGkgDdk+bW48DW7Y

5gaRQBi5+MHt39tBquCWIMnNZBU4gcmU7qKEKQsTb47bDN0lAtukixlE0kF6BWlK

WE9gyn6CagsCqiUXObXbf+eEZSqVir2G3l6BFoMtEMze/aiCKm0oHw0LxOXnGiYZ

4fQRbxC1lfznQgUy286dUV4otp6F01vvpX1FQHKOtw5rDgb7MzVIcbidJ4vEZV8N

hnacRHr2lVz2XTIIM6RUthg/aFzyQkqFOFSDX9HoLPKsEdao7WNq

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SecureTrust CA O=SecureTrust Corporation

# Subject: CN=SecureTrust CA O=SecureTrust Corporation

# Label: "SecureTrust CA"

# Serial: 17199774589125277788362757014266862032

# MD5 Fingerprint: dc:32:c3:a7:6d:25:57:c7:68:09:9d:ea:2d:a9:a2:d1

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 87:82:c6:c3:04:35:3b:cf:d2:96:92:d2:59:3e:7d:44:d9:34:ff:11

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

f1:c1:b5:0a:e5:a2:0d:d8:03:0e:c9:f6:bc:24:82:3d:d3:67:b5:25:57:59:b4:e7:1b:61:fc:e9:f7:37:5d:73

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDuDCCAqCgAwIBAgIQDPCOXAgWpa1Cf/DrJxhZ0DANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBI

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEgMB4GA1UEChMXU2VjdXJlVHJ1c3QgQ29ycG9yYXRpb24x

FzAVBgNVBAMTDlNlY3VyZVRydXN0IENBMB4XDTA2MTEwNzE5MzExOFoXDTI5MTIz

MTE5NDA1NVowSDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxIDAeBgNVBAoTF1NlY3VyZVRydXN0IENv

cnBvcmF0aW9uMRcwFQYDVQQDEw5TZWN1cmVUcnVzdCBDQTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcN

AQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAKukgeWVzfX2FI7CT8rU4niVWJxB4Q2ZQCQXOZEz
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Zum+4YOvYlyJ0fwkW2Gz4BERQRwdbvC4u/jep4G6pkjGnx29vo6pQT64lO0pGtSO

0gMdA+9tDWccV9cGrcrI9f4Or2YlSASWC12juhbDCE/RRvgUXPLIXgGZbf2IzIao

wW8xQmxSPmjL8xk037uHGFaAJsTQ3MBv396gwpEWoGQRS0S8Hvbn+mPeZqx2pHGj

7DaUaHp3pLHnDi+BeuK1cobvomuL8A/b01k/unK8RCSc43Oz969XL0Imnal0ugBS

8kvNU3xHCzaFDmapCJcWNFfBZveA4+1wVMeT4C4oFVmHursCAwEAAaOBnTCBmjAT

BgkrBgEEAYI3FAIEBh4EAEMAQTALBgNVHQ8EBAMCAYYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB

/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUQjK2FvoE/f5dS3rD/fdMQB1aQ68wNAYDVR0fBC0wKzApoCeg

JYYjaHR0cDovL2NybC5zZWN1cmV0cnVzdC5jb20vU1RDQS5jcmwwEAYJKwYBBAGC

NxUBBAMCAQAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBADDtT0rhWDpSclu1pqNlGKa7UTt3

6Z3q059c4EVlew3KW+JwULKUBRSuSceNQQcSc5R+DCMh/bwQf2AQWnL1mA6s7Ll/

3XpvXdMc9P+IBWlCqQVxyLesJugutIxq/3HcuLHfmbx8IVQr5Fiiu1cprp6poxkm

D5kuCLDv/WnPmRoJjeOnnyvJNjR7JLN4TJUXpAYmHrZkUjZfYGfZnMUFdAvnZyPS

CPyI6a6Lf+Ew9Dd+/cYy2i2eRDAwbO4H3tI0/NL/QPZL9GZGBlSm8jIKYyYwa5vR

3ItHuuG51WLQoqD0ZwV4KWMabwTW+MZMo5qxN7SN5ShLHZ4swrhovO0C7jE=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Secure Global CA O=SecureTrust Corporation

# Subject: CN=Secure Global CA O=SecureTrust Corporation

# Label: "Secure Global CA"

# Serial: 9751836167731051554232119481456978597

# MD5 Fingerprint: cf:f4:27:0d:d4:ed:dc:65:16:49:6d:3d:da:bf:6e:de

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 3a:44:73:5a:e5:81:90:1f:24:86:61:46:1e:3b:9c:c4:5f:f5:3a:1b

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

42:00:f5:04:3a:c8:59:0e:bb:52:7d:20:9e:d1:50:30:29:fb:cb:d4:1c:a1:b5:06:ec:27:f1:5a:de:7d:ac:69

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDvDCCAqSgAwIBAgIQB1YipOjUiolN9BPI8PjqpTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBK

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEgMB4GA1UEChMXU2VjdXJlVHJ1c3QgQ29ycG9yYXRpb24x

GTAXBgNVBAMTEFNlY3VyZSBHbG9iYWwgQ0EwHhcNMDYxMTA3MTk0MjI4WhcNMjkx

MjMxMTk1MjA2WjBKMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEgMB4GA1UEChMXU2VjdXJlVHJ1c3Qg

Q29ycG9yYXRpb24xGTAXBgNVBAMTEFNlY3VyZSBHbG9iYWwgQ0EwggEiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCvNS7YrGxVaQZx5RNoJLNP2MwhR/jxYDiJ

iQPpvepeRlMJ3Fz1Wuj3RSoC6zFh1ykzTM7HfAo3fg+6MpjhHZevj8fcyTiW89sa

/FHtaMbQbqR8JNGuQsiWUGMu4P51/pinX0kuleM5M2SOHqRfkNJnPLLZ/kG5VacJ

jnIFHovdRIWCQtBJwB1g8NEXLJXr9qXBkqPFwqcIYA1gBBCWeZ4WNOaptvolRTnI

HmX5k/Wq8VLcmZg9pYYaDDUz+kulBAYVHDGA76oYa8J719rO+TMg1fW9ajMtgQT7

sFzUnKPiXB3jqUJ1XnvUd+85VLrJChgbEplJL4hL/VBi0XPnj3pDAgMBAAGjgZ0w

gZowEwYJKwYBBAGCNxQCBAYeBABDAEEwCwYDVR0PBAQDAgGGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQF

MAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFK9EBMJBfkiD2045AuzshHrmzsmkMDQGA1UdHwQtMCsw

KaAnoCWGI2h0dHA6Ly9jcmwuc2VjdXJldHJ1c3QuY29tL1NHQ0EuY3JsMBAGCSsG

AQQBgjcVAQQDAgEAMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQBjGghAfaReUw132HquHw0L

URYD7xh8yOOvaliTFGCRsoTciE6+OYo68+aCiV0BN7OrJKQVDpI1WkpEXk5X+nXO

H0jOZvQ8QCaSmGwb7iRGDBezUqXbpZGRzzfTb+cnCDpOGR86p1hcF895P4vkp9Mm

I50mD1hp/Ed+stCNi5O/KU9DaXR2Z0vPB4zmAve14bRDtUstFJ/53CYNv6ZHdAbY

iNE6KTCEztI5gGIbqMdXSbxqVVFnFUq+NQfk1XWYN3kwFNspnWzFacxHVaIw98xc

f8LDmBxrThaA63p4ZUWiABqvDA1VZDRIuJK58bRQKfJPIx/abKwfROHdI3hRW8cW

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=COMODO Certification Authority O=COMODO CA Limited
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# Subject: CN=COMODO Certification Authority O=COMODO CA Limited

# Label: "COMODO Certification Authority"

# Serial: 104350513648249232941998508985834464573

# MD5 Fingerprint: 5c:48:dc:f7:42:72:ec:56:94:6d:1c:cc:71:35:80:75

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 66:31:bf:9e:f7:4f:9e:b6:c9:d5:a6:0c:ba:6a:be:d1:f7:bd:ef:7b

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

0c:2c:d6:3d:f7:80:6f:a3:99:ed:e8:09:11:6b:57:5b:f8:79:89:f0:65:18:f9:80:8c:86:05:03:17:8b:af:66

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEHTCCAwWgAwIBAgIQToEtioJl4AsC7j41AkblPTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCB

gTELMAkGA1UEBhMCR0IxGzAZBgNVBAgTEkdyZWF0ZXIgTWFuY2hlc3RlcjEQMA4G

A1UEBxMHU2FsZm9yZDEaMBgGA1UEChMRQ09NT0RPIENBIExpbWl0ZWQxJzAlBgNV

BAMTHkNPTU9ETyBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTAeFw0wNjEyMDEwMDAw

MDBaFw0yOTEyMzEyMzU5NTlaMIGBMQswCQYDVQQGEwJHQjEbMBkGA1UECBMSR3Jl

YXRlciBNYW5jaGVzdGVyMRAwDgYDVQQHEwdTYWxmb3JkMRowGAYDVQQKExFDT01P

RE8gQ0EgTGltaXRlZDEnMCUGA1UEAxMeQ09NT0RPIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0

aG9yaXR5MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEA0ECLi3LjkRv3

UcEbVASY06m/weaKXTuH+7uIzg3jLz8GlvCiKVCZrts7oVewdFFxze1CkU1B/qnI

2GqGd0S7WWaXUF601CxwRM/aN5VCaTwwxHGzUvAhTaHYujl8HJ6jJJ3ygxaYqhZ8

Q5sVW7euNJH+1GImGEaaP+vB+fGQV+useg2L23IwambV4EajcNxo2f8ESIl33rXp

+2dtQem8Ob0y2WIC8bGoPW43nOIv4tOiJovGuFVDiOEjPqXSJDlqR6sA1KGzqSX+

DT+nHbrTUcELpNqsOO9VUCQFZUaTNE8tja3G1CEZ0o7KBWFxB3NH5YoZEr0ETc5O

nKVIrLsm9wIDAQABo4GOMIGLMB0GA1UdDgQWBBQLWOWLxkwVN6RAqTCpIb5HNlpW

/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zBJBgNVHR8EQjBAMD6g

PKA6hjhodHRwOi8vY3JsLmNvbW9kb2NhLmNvbS9DT01PRE9DZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9u

QXV0aG9yaXR5LmNybDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAPpiem/Yb6dc5t3iuHXIY

SdOH5EOC6z/JqvWote9VfCFSZfnVDeFs9D6Mk3ORLgLETgdxb8CPOGEIqB6BCsAv

IC9Bi5HcSEW88cbeunZrM8gALTFGTO3nnc+IlP8zwFboJIYmuNg4ON8qa90SzMc/

RxdMosIGlgnW2/4/PEZB31jiVg88O8EckzXZOFKs7sjsLjBOlDW0JB9LeGna8gI4

zJVSk/BwJVmcIGfE7vmLV2H0knZ9P4SNVbfo5azV8fUZVqZa+5Acr5Pr5RzUZ5dd

BA6+C4OmF4O5MBKgxTMVBbkN+8cFduPYSo38NBejxiEovjBFMR7HeL5YYTisO+IB

ZQ==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Network Solutions Certificate Authority O=Network Solutions L.L.C.

# Subject: CN=Network Solutions Certificate Authority O=Network Solutions L.L.C.

# Label: "Network Solutions Certificate Authority"

# Serial: 116697915152937497490437556386812487904

# MD5 Fingerprint: d3:f3:a6:16:c0:fa:6b:1d:59:b1:2d:96:4d:0e:11:2e

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 74:f8:a3:c3:ef:e7:b3:90:06:4b:83:90:3c:21:64:60:20:e5:df:ce

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

15:f0:ba:00:a3:ac:7a:f3:ac:88:4c:07:2b:10:11:a0:77:bd:77:c0:97:f4:01:64:b2:f8:59:8a:bd:83:86:0c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIID5jCCAs6gAwIBAgIQV8szb8JcFuZHFhfjkDFo4DANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBi

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEhMB8GA1UEChMYTmV0d29yayBTb2x1dGlvbnMgTC5MLkMu

MTAwLgYDVQQDEydOZXR3b3JrIFNvbHV0aW9ucyBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBBdXRob3Jp

dHkwHhcNMDYxMjAxMDAwMDAwWhcNMjkxMjMxMjM1OTU5WjBiMQswCQYDVQQGEwJV

UzEhMB8GA1UEChMYTmV0d29yayBTb2x1dGlvbnMgTC5MLkMuMTAwLgYDVQQDEydO

ZXR3b3JrIFNvbHV0aW9ucyBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBBdXRob3JpdHkwggEiMA0GCSqG
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SIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQDkvH6SMG3G2I4rC7xGzuAnlt7e+foS0zwz

c7MEL7xxjOWftiJgPl9dzgn/ggwbmlFQGiaJ3dVhXRncEg8tCqJDXRfQNJIg6nPP

OCwGJgl6cvf6UDL4wpPTaaIjzkGxzOTVHzbRijr4jGPiFFlp7Q3Tf2vouAPlT2rl

mGNpSAW+Lv8ztumXWWn4Zxmuk2GWRBXTcrA/vGp97Eh/jcOrqnErU2lBUzS1sLnF

BgrEsEX1QV1uiUV7PTsmjHTC5dLRfbIR1PtYMiKagMnc/Qzpf14Dl847ABSHJ3A4

qY5usyd2mFHgBeMhqxrVhSI8KbWaFsWAqPS7azCPL0YCorEMIuDTAgMBAAGjgZcw

gZQwHQYDVR0OBBYEFCEwyfsA106Y2oeqKtCnLrFAMadMMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIB

BjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MFIGA1UdHwRLMEkwR6BFoEOGQWh0dHA6Ly9jcmwu

bmV0c29sc3NsLmNvbS9OZXR3b3JrU29sdXRpb25zQ2VydGlmaWNhdGVBdXRob3Jp

dHkuY3JsMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQC7rkvnt1frf6ott3NHhWrB5KUd5Oc8

6fRZZXe1eltajSU24HqXLjjAV2CDmAaDn7l2em5Q4LqILPxFzBiwmZVRDuwduIj/

h1AcgsLj4DKAv6ALR8jDMe+ZZzKATxcheQxpXN5eNK4CtSbqUN9/GGUsyfJj4akH

/nxxH2szJGoeBfcFaMBqEssuXmHLrijTfsK0ZpEmXzwuJF/LWA/rKOyvEZbz3Htv

wKeI8lN3s2Berq4o2jUsbzRF0ybh3uxbTydrFny9RAQYgrOJeRcQcT16ohZO9QHN

pGxlaKFJdlxDydi8NmdspZS11My5vWo1ViHe2MPr+8ukYEywVaCge1ey

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority O=COMODO CA Limited

# Subject: CN=COMODO ECC Certification Authority O=COMODO CA Limited

# Label: "COMODO ECC Certification Authority"

# Serial: 41578283867086692638256921589707938090

# MD5 Fingerprint: 7c:62:ff:74:9d:31:53:5e:68:4a:d5:78:aa:1e:bf:23

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 9f:74:4e:9f:2b:4d:ba:ec:0f:31:2c:50:b6:56:3b:8e:2d:93:c3:11

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

17:93:92:7a:06:14:54:97:89:ad:ce:2f:8f:34:f7:f0:b6:6d:0f:3a:e3:a3:b8:4d:21:ec:15:db:ba:4f:ad:c7

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICiTCCAg+gAwIBAgIQH0evqmIAcFBUTAGem2OZKjAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzCBhTEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCR0IxGzAZBgNVBAgTEkdyZWF0ZXIgTWFuY2hlc3RlcjEQMA4GA1UE

BxMHU2FsZm9yZDEaMBgGA1UEChMRQ09NT0RPIENBIExpbWl0ZWQxKzApBgNVBAMT

IkNPTU9ETyBFQ0MgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMDgwMzA2MDAw

MDAwWhcNMzgwMTE4MjM1OTU5WjCBhTELMAkGA1UEBhMCR0IxGzAZBgNVBAgTEkdy

ZWF0ZXIgTWFuY2hlc3RlcjEQMA4GA1UEBxMHU2FsZm9yZDEaMBgGA1UEChMRQ09N

T0RPIENBIExpbWl0ZWQxKzApBgNVBAMTIkNPTU9ETyBFQ0MgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlv

biBBdXRob3JpdHkwdjAQBgcqhkjOPQIBBgUrgQQAIgNiAAQDR3svdcmCFYX7deSR

FtSrYpn1PlILBs5BAH+X4QokPB0BBO490o0JlwzgdeT6+3eKKvUDYEs2ixYjFq0J

cfRK9ChQtP6IHG4/bC8vCVlbpVsLM5niwz2J+Wos77LTBumjQjBAMB0GA1UdDgQW

BBR1cacZSBm8nZ3qQUfflMRId5nTeTAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/

BAUwAwEB/zAKBggqhkjOPQQDAwNoADBlAjEA7wNbeqy3eApyt4jf/7VGFAkK+qDm

fQjGGoe9GKhzvSbKYAydzpmfz1wPMOG+FDHqAjAU9JM8SaczepBGR7NjfRObTrdv

GDeAU/7dIOA1mjbRxwG55tzd8/8dLDoWV9mSOdY=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA O=WISeKey OU=Copyright (c) 2005/OISTE Foundation

Endorsed

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA O=WISeKey OU=Copyright (c) 2005/OISTE Foundation

Endorsed

# Label: "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GA CA"

# Serial: 86718877871133159090080555911823548314
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# MD5 Fingerprint: bc:6c:51:33:a7:e9:d3:66:63:54:15:72:1b:21:92:93

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 59:22:a1:e1:5a:ea:16:35:21:f8:98:39:6a:46:46:b0:44:1b:0f:a9

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

41:c9:23:86:6a:b4:ca:d6:b7:ad:57:80:81:58:2e:02:07:97:a6:cb:df:4f:ff:78:ce:83:96:b3:89:37:d7:f5

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIID8TCCAtmgAwIBAgIQQT1yx/RrH4FDffHSKFTfmjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCB

ijELMAkGA1UEBhMCQ0gxEDAOBgNVBAoTB1dJU2VLZXkxGzAZBgNVBAsTEkNvcHly

aWdodCAoYykgMjAwNTEiMCAGA1UECxMZT0lTVEUgRm91bmRhdGlvbiBFbmRvcnNl

ZDEoMCYGA1UEAxMfT0lTVEUgV0lTZUtleSBHbG9iYWwgUm9vdCBHQSBDQTAeFw0w

NTEyMTExNjAzNDRaFw0zNzEyMTExNjA5NTFaMIGKMQswCQYDVQQGEwJDSDEQMA4G

A1UEChMHV0lTZUtleTEbMBkGA1UECxMSQ29weXJpZ2h0IChjKSAyMDA1MSIwIAYD

VQQLExlPSVNURSBGb3VuZGF0aW9uIEVuZG9yc2VkMSgwJgYDVQQDEx9PSVNURSBX

SVNlS2V5IEdsb2JhbCBSb290IEdBIENBMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8A

MIIBCgKCAQEAy0+zAJs9Nt350UlqaxBJH+zYK7LG+DKBKUOVTJoZIyEVRd7jyBxR

VVuuk+g3/ytr6dTqvirdqFEr12bDYVxgAsj1znJ7O7jyTmUIms2kahnBAbtzptf2

w93NvKSLtZlhuAGio9RN1AU9ka34tAhxZK9w8RxrfvbDd50kc3vkDIzh2TbhmYsF

mQvtRTEJysIA2/dyoJaqlYfQjse2YXMNdmaM3Bu0Y6Kff5MTMPGhJ9vZ/yxViJGg

4E8HsChWjBgbl0SOid3gF27nKu+POQoxhILYQBRJLnpB5Kf+42TMwVlxSywhp1t9

4B3RLoGbw9ho972WG6xwsRYUC9tguSYBBQIDAQABo1EwTzALBgNVHQ8EBAMCAYYw

DwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUswN+rja8sHnR3JQmthG+IbJphpQw

EAYJKwYBBAGCNxUBBAMCAQAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAEuh/wuHbrP5wUOx

SPMowB0uyQlB+pQAHKSkq0lPjz0e701vvbyk9vImMMkQyh2I+3QZH4VFvbBsUfk2

ftv1TDI6QU9bR8/oCy22xBmddMVHxjtqD6wU2zz0c5ypBd8A3HR4+vg1YFkCExh8

vPtNsCBtQ7tgMHpnM1zFmdH4LTlSc/uMqpclXHLZCB6rTjzjgTGfA6b7wP4piFXa

hNVQA7bihKOmNqoROgHhGEvWRGizPflTdISzRpFGlgC3gCy24eMQ4tui5yiPAZZi

Fj4A4xylNoEYokxSdsARo27mHbrjWr42U8U+dY+GaSlYU7Wcu2+fXMUY7N0v4ZjJ

/L7fCg0=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Certigna O=Dhimyotis

# Subject: CN=Certigna O=Dhimyotis

# Label: "Certigna"

# Serial: 18364802974209362175

# MD5 Fingerprint: ab:57:a6:5b:7d:42:82:19:b5:d8:58:26:28:5e:fd:ff

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b1:2e:13:63:45:86:a4:6f:1a:b2:60:68:37:58:2d:c4:ac:fd:94:97

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

e3:b6:a2:db:2e:d7:ce:48:84:2f:7a:c5:32:41:c7:b7:1d:54:14:4b:fb:40:c1:1f:3f:1d:0b:42:f5:ee:a1:2d

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDqDCCApCgAwIBAgIJAP7c4wEPyUj/MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMDQxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAkZSMRIwEAYDVQQKDAlEaGlteW90aXMxETAPBgNVBAMMCENlcnRpZ25hMB4X

DTA3MDYyOTE1MTMwNVoXDTI3MDYyOTE1MTMwNVowNDELMAkGA1UEBhMCRlIxEjAQ

BgNVBAoMCURoaW15b3RpczERMA8GA1UEAwwIQ2VydGlnbmEwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3

DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQDIaPHJ1tazNHUmgh7stL7qXOEm7RFHYeGifBZ4

QCHkYJ5ayGPhxLGWkv8YbWkj4Sti993iNi+RB7lIzw7sebYs5zRLcAglozyHGxny

gQcPOJAZ0xH+hrTy0V4eHpbNgGzOOzGTtvKg0KmVEn2lmsxryIRWijOp5yIVUxbw

zBfsV1/pogqYCd7jX5xv3EjjhQsVWqa6n6xI4wmy9/Qy3l40vhx4XUJbzg4ij02Q

130yGLMLLGq/jj8UEYkgDncUtT2UCIf3JR7VsmAA7G8qKCVuKj4YYxclPz5EIBb2

JsglrgVKtOdjLPOMFlN+XPsRGgjBRmKfIrjxwo1p3Po6WAbfAgMBAAGjgbwwgbkw
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DwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUGu3+QTmQtCRZvgHyUtVF9lo53BEw

ZAYDVR0jBF0wW4AUGu3+QTmQtCRZvgHyUtVF9lo53BGhOKQ2MDQxCzAJBgNVBAYT

AkZSMRIwEAYDVQQKDAlEaGlteW90aXMxETAPBgNVBAMMCENlcnRpZ25hggkA/tzj

AQ/JSP8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMBEGCWCGSAGG+EIBAQQEAwIABzANBgkqhkiG

9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAhQMeknH2Qq/ho2Ge6/PAD/Kl1NqV5ta+aDY9fm4fTIrv0Q8h

bV6lUmPOEvjvKtpv6zf+EwLHyzs+ImvaYS5/1HI93TDhHkxAGYwP15zRgzB7mFnc

fca5DClMoTOi62c6ZYTTluLtdkVwj7Ur3vkj1kluPBS1xp81HlDQwY9qcEQCYsuu

HWhBp6pX6FOqB9IG9tUUBguRA3UsbHK1YZWaDYu5Def131TN3ubY1gkIl2PlwS6w

t0QmwCbAr1UwnjvVNioZBPRcHv/PLLf/0P2HQBHVESO7SMAhqaQoLf0V+LBOK/Qw

WyH8EZE0vkHve52Xdf+XlcCWWC/qu0bXu+TZLg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Deutsche Telekom Root CA 2 O=Deutsche Telekom AG OU=T-TeleSec Trust Center

# Subject: CN=Deutsche Telekom Root CA 2 O=Deutsche Telekom AG OU=T-TeleSec Trust Center

# Label: "Deutsche Telekom Root CA 2"

# Serial: 38

# MD5 Fingerprint: 74:01:4a:91:b1:08:c4:58:ce:47:cd:f0:dd:11:53:08

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 85:a4:08:c0:9c:19:3e:5d:51:58:7d:cd:d6:13:30:fd:8c:de:37:bf

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

b6:19:1a:50:d0:c3:97:7f:7d:a9:9b:cd:aa:c8:6a:22:7d:ae:b9:67:9e:c7:0b:a3:b0:c9:d9:22:71:c1:70:d3

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDnzCCAoegAwIBAgIBJjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBxMQswCQYDVQQGEwJERTEc

MBoGA1UEChMTRGV1dHNjaGUgVGVsZWtvbSBBRzEfMB0GA1UECxMWVC1UZWxlU2Vj

IFRydXN0IENlbnRlcjEjMCEGA1UEAxMaRGV1dHNjaGUgVGVsZWtvbSBSb290IENB

IDIwHhcNOTkwNzA5MTIxMTAwWhcNMTkwNzA5MjM1OTAwWjBxMQswCQYDVQQGEwJE

RTEcMBoGA1UEChMTRGV1dHNjaGUgVGVsZWtvbSBBRzEfMB0GA1UECxMWVC1UZWxl

U2VjIFRydXN0IENlbnRlcjEjMCEGA1UEAxMaRGV1dHNjaGUgVGVsZWtvbSBSb290

IENBIDIwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCrC6M14IspFLEU

ha88EOQ5bzVdSq7d6mGNlUn0b2SjGmBmpKlAIoTZ1KXleJMOaAGtuU1cOs7TuKhC

QN/Po7qCWWqSG6wcmtoIKyUn+WkjR/Hg6yx6m/UTAtB+NHzCnjwAWav12gz1Mjwr

rFDa1sPeg5TKqAyZMg4ISFZbavva4VhYAUlfckE8FQYBjl2tqriTtM2e66foai1S

NNs671x1Udrb8zH57nGYMsRUFUQM+ZtV7a3fGAigo4aKSe5TBY8ZTNXeWHmb0moc

QqvF1afPaA+W5OFhmHZhyJF81j4A4pFQh+GdCuatl9Idxjp9y7zaAzTVjlsB9WoH

txa2bkp/AgMBAAGjQjBAMB0GA1UdDgQWBBQxw3kbuvVT1xfgiXotF2wKsyudMzAP

BgNVHRMECDAGAQH/AgEFMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOC

AQEAlGRZrTlk5ynrE/5aw4sTV8gEJPB0d8Bg42f76Ymmg7+Wgnxu1MM9756Abrsp

tJh6sTtU6zkXR34ajgv8HzFZMQSyzhfzLMdiNlXiItiJVbSYSKpk+tYcNthEeFpa

IzpXl/V6ME+un2pMSyuOoAPjPuCp1NJ70rOo4nI8rZ7/gFnkm0W09juwzTkZmDLl

6iFhkOQxIY40sfcvNUqFENrnijchvllj4PKFiDFT1FQUhXB59C4Gdyd1Lx+4ivn+

xbrYNuSD7Odlt79jWvNGr4GUN9RBjNYj1h7P9WgbRGOiWrqnNVmh5XAFmw4jV5mU

Cm26OWMohpLzGITY+9HPBVZkVw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Cybertrust Global Root O=Cybertrust, Inc

# Subject: CN=Cybertrust Global Root O=Cybertrust, Inc

# Label: "Cybertrust Global Root"

# Serial: 4835703278459682877484360

# MD5 Fingerprint: 72:e4:4a:87:e3:69:40:80:77:ea:bc:e3:f4:ff:f0:e1
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# SHA1 Fingerprint: 5f:43:e5:b1:bf:f8:78:8c:ac:1c:c7:ca:4a:9a:c6:22:2b:cc:34:c6

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

96:0a:df:00:63:e9:63:56:75:0c:29:65:dd:0a:08:67:da:0b:9c:bd:6e:77:71:4a:ea:fb:23:49:ab:39:3d:a3

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDoTCCAomgAwIBAgILBAAAAAABD4WqLUgwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwOzEYMBYG

A1UEChMPQ3liZXJ0cnVzdCwgSW5jMR8wHQYDVQQDExZDeWJlcnRydXN0IEdsb2Jh

bCBSb290MB4XDTA2MTIxNTA4MDAwMFoXDTIxMTIxNTA4MDAwMFowOzEYMBYGA1UE

ChMPQ3liZXJ0cnVzdCwgSW5jMR8wHQYDVQQDExZDeWJlcnRydXN0IEdsb2JhbCBS

b290MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEA+Mi8vRRQZhP/8NN5

7CPytxrHjoXxEnOmGaoQ25yiZXRadz5RfVb23CO21O1fWLE3TdVJDm71aofW0ozS

J8bi/zafmGWgE07GKmSb1ZASzxQG9Dvj1Ci+6A74q05IlG2OlTEQXO2iLb3VOm2y

HLtgwEZLAfVJrn5GitB0jaEMAs7u/OePuGtm839EAL9mJRQr3RAwHQeWP032a7iP

t3sMpTjr3kfb1V05/Iin89cqdPHoWqI7n1C6poxFNcJQZZXcY4Lv3b93TZxiyWNz

FtApD0mpSPCzqrdsxacwOUBdrsTiXSZT8M4cIwhhqJQZugRiQOwfOHB3EgZxpzAY

XSUnpQIDAQABo4GlMIGiMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/

MB0GA1UdDgQWBBS2CHsNesysIEyGVjJez6tuhS1wVzA/BgNVHR8EODA2MDSgMqAw

hi5odHRwOi8vd3d3Mi5wdWJsaWMtdHJ1c3QuY29tL2NybC9jdC9jdHJvb3QuY3Js

MB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFLYIew16zKwgTIZWMl7Pq26FLXBXMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUA

A4IBAQBW7wojoFROlZfJ+InaRcHUowAl9B8Tq7ejhVhpwjCt2BWKLePJzYFa+HMj

Wqd8BfP9IjsO0QbE2zZMcwSO5bAi5MXzLqXZI+O4Tkogp24CJJ8iYGd7ix1yCcUx

XOl5n4BHPa2hCwcUPUf/A2kaDAtE52Mlp3+yybh2hO0j9n0Hq0V+09+zv+mKts2o

omcrUtW3ZfA5TGOgkXmTUg9U3YO7n9GPp1Nzw8v/MOx8BLjYRB+TX3EJIrduPuoc

A06dGiBh+4E37F78CkWr1+cXVdCg6mCbpvbjjFspwgZgFJ0tl0ypkxWdYcQBX0jW

WL1WMRJOEcgh4LMRkWXbtKaIOM5V

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: O=Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd. OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority

# Subject: O=Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd. OU=ePKI Root Certification Authority

# Label: "ePKI Root Certification Authority"

# Serial: 28956088682735189655030529057352760477

# MD5 Fingerprint: 1b:2e:00:ca:26:06:90:3d:ad:fe:6f:15:68:d3:6b:b3

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 67:65:0d:f1:7e:8e:7e:5b:82:40:a4:f4:56:4b:cf:e2:3d:69:c6:f0

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

c0:a6:f4:dc:63:a2:4b:fd:cf:54:ef:2a:6a:08:2a:0a:72:de:35:80:3e:2f:f5:ff:52:7a:e5:d8:72:06:df:d5

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFsDCCA5igAwIBAgIQFci9ZUdcr7iXAF7kBtK8nTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBe

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJUVzEjMCEGA1UECgwaQ2h1bmdod2EgVGVsZWNvbSBDby4sIEx0

ZC4xKjAoBgNVBAsMIWVQS0kgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTAe

Fw0wNDEyMjAwMjMxMjdaFw0zNDEyMjAwMjMxMjdaMF4xCzAJBgNVBAYTAlRXMSMw

IQYDVQQKDBpDaHVuZ2h3YSBUZWxlY29tIENvLiwgTHRkLjEqMCgGA1UECwwhZVBL

SSBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEF

AAOCAg8AMIICCgKCAgEA4SUP7o3biDN1Z82tH306Tm2d0y8U82N0ywEhajfqhFAH

SyZbCUNsIZ5qyNUD9WBpj8zwIuQf5/dqIjG3LBXy4P4AakP/h2XGtRrBp0xtInAh

ijHyl3SJCRImHJ7K2RKilTza6We/CKBk49ZCt0Xvl/T29de1ShUCWH2YWEtgvM3X

DZoTM1PRYfl61dd4s5oz9wCGzh1NlDivqOx4UXCKXBCDUSH3ET00hl7lSM2XgYI1

TBnsZfZrxQWh7kcT1rMhJ5QQCtkkO7q+RBNGMD+XPNjX12ruOzjjK9SXDrkb5wdJ

fzcq+Xd4z1TtW0ado4AOkUPB1ltfFLqfpo0kR0BZv3I4sjZsN/+Z0V0OWQqraffA

sgRFelQArr5T9rXn4fg8ozHSqf4hUmTFpmfwdQcGlBSBVcYn5AGPF8Fqcde+S/uU
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WH1+ETOxQvdibBjWzwloPn9s9h6PYq2lY9sJpx8iQkEeb5mKPtf5P0B6ebClAZLS

nT0IFaUQAS2zMnaolQ2zepr7BxB4EW/hj8e6DyUadCrlHJhBmd8hh+iVBmoKs2pH

dmX2Os+PYhcZewoozRrSgx4hxyy/vv9haLdnG7t4TY3OZ+XkwY63I2binZB1NJip

NiuKmpS5nezMirH4JYlcWrYvjB9teSSnUmjDhDXiZo1jDiVN1Rmy5nk3pyKdVDEC

AwEAAaNqMGgwHQYDVR0OBBYEFB4M97Zn8uGSJglFwFU5Lnc/QkqiMAwGA1UdEwQF

MAMBAf8wOQYEZyoHAAQxMC8wLQIBADAJBgUrDgMCGgUAMAcGBWcqAwAABBRFsMLH

ClZ87lt4DJX5GFPBphzYEDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAgEACbODU1kBPpVJufGB

uvl2ICO1J2B01GqZNF5sAFPZn/KmsSQHRGoqxqWOeBLoR9lYGxMqXnmbnwoqZ6Yl

PwZpVnPDimZI+ymBV3QGypzqKOg4ZyYr8dW1P2WT+DZdjo2NQCCHGervJ8A9tDkP

JXtoUHRVnAxZfVo9QZQlUgjgRywVMRnVvwdVxrsStZf0X4OFunHB2WyBEXYKCrC/

gpf36j36+uwtqSiUO1bd0lEursC9CBWMd1I0ltabrNMdjmEPNXubrjlpC2JgQCA2

j6/7Nu4tCEoduL+bXPjqpRugc6bY+G7gMwRfaKonh+3ZwZCc7b3jajWvY9+rGNm6

5ulK6lCKD2GTHuItGeIwlDWSXQ62B68ZgI9HkFFLLk3dheLSClIKF5r8GrBQAuUB

o2M3IUxExJtRmREOc5wGj1QupyheRDmHVi03vYVElOEMSyycw5KFNGHLD7ibSkNS

/jQ6fbjpKdx2qcgw+BRxgMYeNkh0IkFch4LoGHGLQYlE535YW6i4jRPpp2zDR+2z

Gp1iro2C6pSe3VkQw63d4k3jMdXH7OjysP6SHhYKGvzZ8/gntsm+HbRsZJB/9OTE

W9c3rkIO3aQab3yIVMUWbuF6aC74Or8NpDyJO3inTmODBCEIZ43ygknQW/2xzQ+D

hNQ+IIX3Sj0rnP0qCglN6oH4EZw=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: O=certSIGN OU=certSIGN ROOT CA

# Subject: O=certSIGN OU=certSIGN ROOT CA

# Label: "certSIGN ROOT CA"

# Serial: 35210227249154

# MD5 Fingerprint: 18:98:c0:d6:e9:3a:fc:f9:b0:f5:0c:f7:4b:01:44:17

# SHA1 Fingerprint: fa:b7:ee:36:97:26:62:fb:2d:b0:2a:f6:bf:03:fd:e8:7c:4b:2f:9b

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

ea:a9:62:c4:fa:4a:6b:af:eb:e4:15:19:6d:35:1c:cd:88:8d:4f:53:f3:fa:8a:e6:d7:c4:66:a9:4e:60:42:bb

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDODCCAiCgAwIBAgIGIAYFFnACMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMDsxCzAJBgNVBAYT

AlJPMREwDwYDVQQKEwhjZXJ0U0lHTjEZMBcGA1UECxMQY2VydFNJR04gUk9PVCBD

QTAeFw0wNjA3MDQxNzIwMDRaFw0zMTA3MDQxNzIwMDRaMDsxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlJP

MREwDwYDVQQKEwhjZXJ0U0lHTjEZMBcGA1UECxMQY2VydFNJR04gUk9PVCBDQTCC

ASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBALczuX7IJUqOtdu0KBuqV5Do

0SLTZLrTk+jUrIZhQGpgV2hUhE28alQCBf/fm5oqrl0Hj0rDKH/v+yv6efHHrfAQ

UySQi2bJqIirr1qjAOm+ukbuW3N7LBeCgV5iLKECZbO9xSsAfsT8AzNXDe3i+s5d

RdY4zTW2ssHQnIFKquSyAVwdj1+ZxLGt24gh65AIgoDzMKND5pCCrlUoSe1b16kQ

OA7+j0xbm0bqQfWwCHTD0IgztnzXdN/chNFDDnU5oSVAKOp4yw4sLjmdjItuFhwv

JoIQ4uNllAoEwF73XVv4EOLQunpL+943AAAaWyjj0pxzPjKHmKHJUS/X3qwzs08C

AwEAAaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAcYwHQYDVR0O

BBYEFOCMm9slSbPxfIbWskKHC9BroNnkMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAA4IBAQA+0hyJ

LjX8+HXd5n9liPRyTMks1zJO890ZeUe9jjtbkw9QSSQTaxQGcu8J06Gh40CEyecY

MnQ8SG4Pn0vU9x7Tk4ZkVJdjclDVVc/6IJMCopvDI5NOFlV2oHB5bc0hH88vLbwZ

44gx+FkagQnIl6Z0x2DEW8xXjrJ1/RsCCdtZb3KTafcxQdaIOL+Hsr0Wefmq5L6I

Jd1hJyMctTEHBDa0GpC9oHRxUIltvBTjD4au8as+x6AJzKNI0eDbZOeStc+vckNw

i/nDhDwTqn6Sm1dTk/pwwpEOMfmbZ13pljheX7NzTogVZ96edhBiIL5VaZVDADlN

9u6wWk5JRFRYX0KD

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3 O=GeoTrust Inc. OU=(c) 2008 GeoTrust Inc. - For

authorized use only

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3 O=GeoTrust Inc. OU=(c) 2008 GeoTrust Inc. - For

authorized use only

# Label: "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G3"

# Serial: 28809105769928564313984085209975885599

# MD5 Fingerprint: b5:e8:34:36:c9:10:44:58:48:70:6d:2e:83:d4:b8:05

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 03:9e:ed:b8:0b:e7:a0:3c:69:53:89:3b:20:d2:d9:32:3a:4c:2a:fd

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

b4:78:b8:12:25:0d:f8:78:63:5c:2a:a7:ec:7d:15:5e:aa:62:5e:e8:29:16:e2:cd:29:43:61:88:6c:d1:fb:d4

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIID/jCCAuagAwIBAgIQFaxulBmyeUtB9iepwxgPHzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCB

mDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUdlb1RydXN0IEluYy4xOTA3BgNVBAsT

MChjKSAyMDA4IEdlb1RydXN0IEluYy4gLSBGb3IgYXV0aG9yaXplZCB1c2Ugb25s

eTE2MDQGA1UEAxMtR2VvVHJ1c3QgUHJpbWFyeSBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhv

cml0eSAtIEczMB4XDTA4MDQwMjAwMDAwMFoXDTM3MTIwMTIzNTk1OVowgZgxCzAJ

BgNVBAYTAlVTMRYwFAYDVQQKEw1HZW9UcnVzdCBJbmMuMTkwNwYDVQQLEzAoYykg

MjAwOCBHZW9UcnVzdCBJbmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxNjA0

BgNVBAMTLUdlb1RydXN0IFByaW1hcnkgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkg

LSBHMzCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBANziXmJYHTNXOTIz

+uvLh4yn1ErdBojqZI4xmKU4kB6Yzy5jK/BGvESyiaHAKAxJcCGVn2TAppMSAmUm

hsalifD614SgcK9PGpc/BkTVyetyEH3kMSj7HGHmKAdEc5IiaacDiGydY8hS2pgn

5whMcD60yRLBxWeDXTPzAxHsatBT4tG6NmCUgLthY2xbF37fQJQeqw3CIShwiP/W

JmxsYAQlTlV+fe+/lEjetx3dcI0FX4ilm/LC7urRQEFtYjgdVgbFA0dRIBn8exAL

DmKudlW/X3e+PkkBUz2YJQN2JFodtNuJ6nnltrM7P7pMKEF/BqxqjsHQ9gUdfeZC

huOl1UcCAwEAAaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYw

HQYDVR0OBBYEFMR5yo6hTgMdHNxr2zFblD4/MH8tMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IB

AQAtxRPPVoB7eni9n64smefv2t+UXglpp+duaIy9cr5HqQ6XErhK8WTTOd8lNNTB

zU6B8A8ExCSzNJbGpqow32hhc9f5joWJ7w5elShKKiePEI4ufIbEAp7aDHdlDkQN

kv39sxY2+hENHYwOB4lqKVb3cvTdFZx3NWZXqxNT2I7BQMXXExZacse3aQHEerGD

AWh9jUGhlBjBJVz88P6DAod8DQ3PLghcSkANPuyBYeYk28rgDi0Hsj5W3I31QYUH

SJsMC8tJP33st/3LjWeJGqvtux6jAAgIFyqCXDFdRootD4abdNlF+9RAsXqqaC2G

spki4cErx5z481+oghLrGREt

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G2 O=thawte, Inc. OU=(c) 2007 thawte, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Subject: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G2 O=thawte, Inc. OU=(c) 2007 thawte, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Label: "thawte Primary Root CA - G2"

# Serial: 71758320672825410020661621085256472406

# MD5 Fingerprint: 74:9d:ea:60:24:c4:fd:22:53:3e:cc:3a:72:d9:29:4f

# SHA1 Fingerprint: aa:db:bc:22:23:8f:c4:01:a1:27:bb:38:dd:f4:1d:db:08:9e:f0:12

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

a4:31:0d:50:af:18:a6:44:71:90:37:2a:86:af:af:8b:95:1f:fb:43:1d:83:7f:1e:56:88:b4:59:71:ed:15:57

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICiDCCAg2gAwIBAgIQNfwmXNmET8k9Jj1Xm67XVjAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzCBhDEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFTATBgNVBAoTDHRoYXd0ZSwgSW5jLjE4MDYGA1UECxMvKGMp

IDIwMDcgdGhhd3RlLCBJbmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxJDAi
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BgNVBAMTG3RoYXd0ZSBQcmltYXJ5IFJvb3QgQ0EgLSBHMjAeFw0wNzExMDUwMDAw

MDBaFw0zODAxMTgyMzU5NTlaMIGEMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMdGhh

d3RlLCBJbmMuMTgwNgYDVQQLEy8oYykgMjAwNyB0aGF3dGUsIEluYy4gLSBGb3Ig

YXV0aG9yaXplZCB1c2Ugb25seTEkMCIGA1UEAxMbdGhhd3RlIFByaW1hcnkgUm9v

dCBDQSAtIEcyMHYwEAYHKoZIzj0CAQYFK4EEACIDYgAEotWcgnuVnfFSeIf+iha/

BebfowJPDQfGAFG6DAJSLSKkQjnE/o/qycG+1E3/n3qe4rF8mq2nhglzh9HnmuN6

papu+7qzcMBniKI11KOasf2twu8x+qi58/sIxpHR+ymVo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8E

BTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUmtgAMADna3+FGO6Lts6K

DPgR4bswCgYIKoZIzj0EAwMDaQAwZgIxAN344FdHW6fmCsO99YCKlzUNG4k8VIZ3

KMqh9HneteY4sPBlcIx/AlTCv//YoT7ZzwIxAMSNlPzcU9LcnXgWHxUzI1NS41ox

XZ3Krr0TKUQNJ1uo52icEvdYPy5yAlejj6EULg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G3 O=thawte, Inc. OU=Certification Services Division/(c) 2008 thawte,

Inc. - For authorized use only

# Subject: CN=thawte Primary Root CA - G3 O=thawte, Inc. OU=Certification Services Division/(c) 2008 thawte,

Inc. - For authorized use only

# Label: "thawte Primary Root CA - G3"

# Serial: 127614157056681299805556476275995414779

# MD5 Fingerprint: fb:1b:5d:43:8a:94:cd:44:c6:76:f2:43:4b:47:e7:31

# SHA1 Fingerprint: f1:8b:53:8d:1b:e9:03:b6:a6:f0:56:43:5b:17:15:89:ca:f3:6b:f2

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

4b:03:f4:58:07:ad:70:f2:1b:fc:2c:ae:71:c9:fd:e4:60:4c:06:4c:f5:ff:b6:86:ba:e5:db:aa:d7:fd:d3:4c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEKjCCAxKgAwIBAgIQYAGXt0an6rS0mtZLL/eQ+zANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCB

rjELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFTATBgNVBAoTDHRoYXd0ZSwgSW5jLjEoMCYGA1UECxMf

Q2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBTZXJ2aWNlcyBEaXZpc2lvbjE4MDYGA1UECxMvKGMpIDIw

MDggdGhhd3RlLCBJbmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxJDAiBgNV

BAMTG3RoYXd0ZSBQcmltYXJ5IFJvb3QgQ0EgLSBHMzAeFw0wODA0MDIwMDAwMDBa

Fw0zNzEyMDEyMzU5NTlaMIGuMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMdGhhd3Rl

LCBJbmMuMSgwJgYDVQQLEx9DZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIFNlcnZpY2VzIERpdmlzaW9u

MTgwNgYDVQQLEy8oYykgMjAwOCB0aGF3dGUsIEluYy4gLSBGb3IgYXV0aG9yaXpl

ZCB1c2Ugb25seTEkMCIGA1UEAxMbdGhhd3RlIFByaW1hcnkgUm9vdCBDQSAtIEcz

MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAsr8nLPvb2FvdeHsbnndm

gcs+vHyu86YnmjSjaDFxODNi5PNxZnmxqWWjpYvVj2AtP0LMqmsywCPLLEHd5N/8

YZzic7IilRFDGF/Eth9XbAoFWCLINkw6fKXRz4aviKdEAhN0cXMKQlkC+BsUa0Lf

b1+6a4KinVvnSr0eAXLbS3ToO39/fR8EtCab4LRarEc9VbjXsCZSKAExQGbY2SS9

9irY7CFJXJv2eul/VTV+lmuNk5Mny5K76qxAwJ/C+IDPXfRa3M50hqY+bAtTyr2S

zhkGcuYMXDhpxwTWvGzOW/b3aJzcJRVIiKHpqfiYnODz1TEoYRFsZ5aNOZnLwkUk

OQIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAdBgNV

HQ4EFgQUrWyqlGCc7eT/+j4KdCtjA/e2Wb8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggEBABpA

2JVlrAmSicY59BDlqQ5mU1143vokkbvnRFHfxhY0Cu9qRFHqKweKA3rD6z8KLFIW

oCtDuSWQP3CpMyVtRRooOyfPqsMpQhvfO0zAMzRbQYi/aytlryjvsvXDqmbOe1bu

t8jLZ8HJnBoYuMTDSQPxYA5QzUbF83d597YV4Djbxy8ooAw/dyZ02SUS2jHaGh7c

KUGRIjxpp7sC8rZcJwOJ9Abqm+RyguOhCcHpABnTPtRwa7pxpqpYrvS76Wy274fM

m7v/OeZWYdMKp8RcTGB7BXcmer/YB1IsYvdwY9k5vG8cwnncdimvzsUsZAReiDZu

MdRAGmI0Nj81Aa6sY6A=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2 O=GeoTrust Inc. OU=(c) 2007 GeoTrust Inc. - For

authorized use only

# Subject: CN=GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2 O=GeoTrust Inc. OU=(c) 2007 GeoTrust Inc. - For

authorized use only

# Label: "GeoTrust Primary Certification Authority - G2"

# Serial: 80682863203381065782177908751794619243

# MD5 Fingerprint: 01:5e:d8:6b:bd:6f:3d:8e:a1:31:f8:12:e0:98:73:6a

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 8d:17:84:d5:37:f3:03:7d:ec:70:fe:57:8b:51:9a:99:e6:10:d7:b0

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

5e:db:7a:c4:3b:82:a0:6a:87:61:e8:d7:be:49:79:eb:f2:61:1f:7d:d7:9b:f9:1c:1c:6b:56:6a:21:9e:d7:66

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICrjCCAjWgAwIBAgIQPLL0SAoA4v7rJDteYD7DazAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzCBmDEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUdlb1RydXN0IEluYy4xOTA3BgNVBAsTMChj

KSAyMDA3IEdlb1RydXN0IEluYy4gLSBGb3IgYXV0aG9yaXplZCB1c2Ugb25seTE2

MDQGA1UEAxMtR2VvVHJ1c3QgUHJpbWFyeSBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0

eSAtIEcyMB4XDTA3MTEwNTAwMDAwMFoXDTM4MDExODIzNTk1OVowgZgxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAlVTMRYwFAYDVQQKEw1HZW9UcnVzdCBJbmMuMTkwNwYDVQQLEzAoYykgMjAw

NyBHZW9UcnVzdCBJbmMuIC0gRm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxNjA0BgNV

BAMTLUdlb1RydXN0IFByaW1hcnkgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkgLSBH

MjB2MBAGByqGSM49AgEGBSuBBAAiA2IABBWx6P0DFUPlrOuHNxFi79KDNlJ9RVcL

So17VDs6bl8VAsBQps8lL33KSLjHUGMcKiEIfJo22Av+0SbFWDEwKCXzXV2juLal

tJLtbCyf691DiaI8S0iRHVDsJt/WYC69IaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAO

BgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFBVfNVdRVfslsq0DafwBo/q+EVXVMAoG

CCqGSM49BAMDA2cAMGQCMGSWWaboCd6LuvpaiIjwH5HTRqjySkwCY/tsXzjbLkGT

qQ7mndwxHLKgpxgceeHHNgIwOlavmnRs9vuD4DPTCF+hnMJbn0bWtsuRBmOiBucz

rD6ogRLQy7rQkgu2npaqBA+K

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust Network/(c)

2008 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust Network/(c)

2008 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Label: "VeriSign Universal Root Certification Authority"

# Serial: 85209574734084581917763752644031726877

# MD5 Fingerprint: 8e:ad:b5:01:aa:4d:81:e4:8c:1d:d1:e1:14:00:95:19

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 36:79:ca:35:66:87:72:30:4d:30:a5:fb:87:3b:0f:a7:7b:b7:0d:54

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

23:99:56:11:27:a5:71:25:de:8c:ef:ea:61:0d:df:2f:a0:78:b5:c8:06:7f:4e:82:82:90:bf:b8:60:e8:4b:3c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEuTCCA6GgAwIBAgIQQBrEZCGzEyEDDrvkEhrFHTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCB

vTELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFzAVBgNVBAoTDlZlcmlTaWduLCBJbmMuMR8wHQYDVQQL

ExZWZXJpU2lnbiBUcnVzdCBOZXR3b3JrMTowOAYDVQQLEzEoYykgMjAwOCBWZXJp

U2lnbiwgSW5jLiAtIEZvciBhdXRob3JpemVkIHVzZSBvbmx5MTgwNgYDVQQDEy9W

ZXJpU2lnbiBVbml2ZXJzYWwgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTAe

Fw0wODA0MDIwMDAwMDBaFw0zNzEyMDEyMzU5NTlaMIG9MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEX

MBUGA1UEChMOVmVyaVNpZ24sIEluYy4xHzAdBgNVBAsTFlZlcmlTaWduIFRydXN0

IE5ldHdvcmsxOjA4BgNVBAsTMShjKSAyMDA4IFZlcmlTaWduLCBJbmMuIC0gRm9y
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IGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxODA2BgNVBAMTL1ZlcmlTaWduIFVuaXZlcnNh

bCBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEF

AAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAx2E3XrEBNNti1xWb/1hajCMj1mCOkdeQmIN65lgZOIzF

9uVkhbSicfvtvbnazU0AtMgtc6XHaXGVHzk8skQHnOgO+k1KxCHfKWGPMiJhgsWH

H26MfF8WIFFE0XBPV+rjHOPMee5Y2A7Cs0WTwCznmhcrewA3ekEzeOEz4vMQGn+H

LL729fdC4uW/h2KJXwBL38Xd5HVEMkE6HnFuacsLdUYI0crSK5XQz/u5QGtkjFdN

/BMReYTtXlT2NJ8IAfMQJQYXStrxHXpma5hgZqTZ79IugvHw7wnqRMkVauIDbjPT

rJ9VAMf2CGqUuV/c4DPxhGD5WycRtPwW8rtWaoAljQIDAQABo4GyMIGvMA8GA1Ud

EwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMG0GCCsGAQUFBwEMBGEwX6FdoFsw

WTBXMFUWCWltYWdlL2dpZjAhMB8wBwYFKw4DAhoEFI/l0xqGrI2Oa8PPgGrUSBgs

exkuMCUWI2h0dHA6Ly9sb2dvLnZlcmlzaWduLmNvbS92c2xvZ28uZ2lmMB0GA1Ud

DgQWBBS2d/ppSEefUxLVwuoHMnYH0ZcHGTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEASvj4

sAPmLGd75JR3Y8xuTPl9Dg3cyLk1uXBPY/ok+myDjEedO2Pzmvl2MpWRsXe8rJq+

seQxIcaBlVZaDrHC1LGmWazxY8u4TB1ZkErvkBYoH1quEPuBUDgMbMzxPcP1Y+Oz

4yHJJDnp/RVmRvQbEdBNc6N9Rvk97ahfYtTxP/jgdFcrGJ2BtMQo2pSXpXDrrB2+

BxHw1dvd5Yzw1TKwg+ZX4o+/vqGqvz0dtdQ46tewXDpPaj+PwGZsY6rp2aQW9IHR

lRQOfc2VNNnSj3BzgXucfr2YYdhFh5iQxeuGMMY1v/D/w1WIg0vvBZIGcfK4mJO3

7M2CYfE45k+XmCpajQ==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4 O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust

Network/(c) 2007 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Subject: CN=VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4 O=VeriSign, Inc. OU=VeriSign Trust

Network/(c) 2007 VeriSign, Inc. - For authorized use only

# Label: "VeriSign Class 3 Public Primary Certification Authority - G4"

# Serial: 63143484348153506665311985501458640051

# MD5 Fingerprint: 3a:52:e1:e7:fd:6f:3a:e3:6f:f3:6f:99:1b:f9:22:41

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 22:d5:d8:df:8f:02:31:d1:8d:f7:9d:b7:cf:8a:2d:64:c9:3f:6c:3a

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

69:dd:d7:ea:90:bb:57:c9:3e:13:5d:c8:5e:a6:fc:d5:48:0b:60:32:39:bd:c4:54:fc:75:8b:2a:26:cf:7f:79

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDhDCCAwqgAwIBAgIQL4D+I4wOIg9IZxIokYesszAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzCByjEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFzAVBgNVBAoTDlZlcmlTaWduLCBJbmMuMR8wHQYDVQQLExZW

ZXJpU2lnbiBUcnVzdCBOZXR3b3JrMTowOAYDVQQLEzEoYykgMjAwNyBWZXJpU2ln

biwgSW5jLiAtIEZvciBhdXRob3JpemVkIHVzZSBvbmx5MUUwQwYDVQQDEzxWZXJp

U2lnbiBDbGFzcyAzIFB1YmxpYyBQcmltYXJ5IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9y

aXR5IC0gRzQwHhcNMDcxMTA1MDAwMDAwWhcNMzgwMTE4MjM1OTU5WjCByjELMAkG

A1UEBhMCVVMxFzAVBgNVBAoTDlZlcmlTaWduLCBJbmMuMR8wHQYDVQQLExZWZXJp

U2lnbiBUcnVzdCBOZXR3b3JrMTowOAYDVQQLEzEoYykgMjAwNyBWZXJpU2lnbiwg

SW5jLiAtIEZvciBhdXRob3JpemVkIHVzZSBvbmx5MUUwQwYDVQQDEzxWZXJpU2ln

biBDbGFzcyAzIFB1YmxpYyBQcmltYXJ5IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5

IC0gRzQwdjAQBgcqhkjOPQIBBgUrgQQAIgNiAASnVnp8Utpkmw4tXNherJI9/gHm

GUo9FANL+mAnINmDiWn6VMaaGF5VKmTeBvaNSjutEDxlPZCIBIngMGGzrl0Bp3ve

fLK+ymVhAIau2o970ImtTR1ZmkGxvEeA3J5iw/mjgbIwga8wDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUw

AwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwbQYIKwYBBQUHAQwEYTBfoV2gWzBZMFcwVRYJ

aW1hZ2UvZ2lmMCEwHzAHBgUrDgMCGgQUj+XTGoasjY5rw8+AatRIGCx7GS4wJRYj

aHR0cDovL2xvZ28udmVyaXNpZ24uY29tL3ZzbG9nby5naWYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFLMW

kf3upm7ktS5Jj4d4gYDs5bG1MAoGCCqGSM49BAMDA2gAMGUCMGYhDBgmYFo4e1ZC
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4Kf8NoRRkSAsdk1DPcQdhCPQrNZ8NQbOzWm9kA3bbEhCHQ6qQgIxAJw9SDkjOVga

FRJZap7v1VmyHVIsmXHNxynfGyphe3HR3vPA5Q06Sqotp9iGKt0uEA==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanstvny O=NetLock Kft. OU=Tanstvnykiadk (Certification Services)

# Subject: CN=NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanstvny O=NetLock Kft. OU=Tanstvnykiadk (Certification Services)

# Label: "NetLock Arany (Class Gold) Ftanstvny"

# Serial: 80544274841616

# MD5 Fingerprint: c5:a1:b7:ff:73:dd:d6:d7:34:32:18:df:fc:3c:ad:88

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 06:08:3f:59:3f:15:a1:04:a0:69:a4:6b:a9:03:d0:06:b7:97:09:91

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

6c:61:da:c3:a2:de:f0:31:50:6b:e0:36:d2:a6:fe:40:19:94:fb:d1:3d:f9:c8:d4:66:59:92:74:c4:46:ec:98

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEFTCCAv2gAwIBAgIGSUEs5AAQMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMIGnMQswCQYDVQQG

EwJIVTERMA8GA1UEBwwIQnVkYXBlc3QxFTATBgNVBAoMDE5ldExvY2sgS2Z0LjE3

MDUGA1UECwwuVGFuw7pzw610dsOhbnlraWFkw7NrIChDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIFNl

cnZpY2VzKTE1MDMGA1UEAwwsTmV0TG9jayBBcmFueSAoQ2xhc3MgR29sZCkgRsWR

dGFuw7pzw610dsOhbnkwHhcNMDgxMjExMTUwODIxWhcNMjgxMjA2MTUwODIxWjCB

pzELMAkGA1UEBhMCSFUxETAPBgNVBAcMCEJ1ZGFwZXN0MRUwEwYDVQQKDAxOZXRM

b2NrIEtmdC4xNzA1BgNVBAsMLlRhbsO6c8OtdHbDoW55a2lhZMOzayAoQ2VydGlm

aWNhdGlvbiBTZXJ2aWNlcykxNTAzBgNVBAMMLE5ldExvY2sgQXJhbnkgKENsYXNz

IEdvbGQpIEbFkXRhbsO6c8OtdHbDoW55MIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8A

MIIBCgKCAQEAxCRec75LbRTDofTjl5Bu0jBFHjzuZ9lk4BqKf8owyoPjIMHj9DrT

lF8afFttvzBPhCf2nx9JvMaZCpDyD/V/Q4Q3Y1GLeqVw/HpYzY6b7cNGbIRwXdrz

AZAj/E4wqX7hJ2Pn7WQ8oLjJM2P+FpD/sLj916jAwJRDC7bVWaaeVtAkH3B5r9s5

VA1lddkVQZQBr17s9o3x/61k/iCa11zr/qYfCGSji3ZVrR47KGAuhyXoqq8fxmRG

ILdwfzzeSNuWU7c5d+Qa4scWhHaXWy+7GRWF+GmF9ZmnqfI0p6m2pgP8b4Y9VHx2

BJtr+UBdADTHLpl1neWIA6pN+APSQnbAGwIDAKiLo0UwQzASBgNVHRMBAf8ECDAG

AQH/AgEEMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUzPpnk/C2uNClwB7zU/2M

U9+D15YwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggEBAKt/7hwWqZw8UQCgwBEIBaeZ5m8BiFRh

bvG5GK1Krf6BQCOUL/t1fC8oS2IkgYIL9WHxHG64YTjrgfpioTtaYtOUZcTh5m2C

+C8lcLIhJsFyUR+MLMOEkMNaj7rP9KdlpeuY0fsFskZ1FSNqb4VjMIDw1Z4fKRzC

bLBQWV2QWzuoDTDPv31/zvGdg73JRm4gpvlhUbohL3u+pRVjodSVh/GeufOJ8z2F

uLjbvrW5KfnaNwUASZQDhETnv0Mxz3WLJdH0pmT1kvarBes96aULNmLazAZfNou2

XjG4Kvte9nHfRCaexOYNkbQudZWAUWpLMKawYqGT8ZvYzsRjdT9ZR7E=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2 O=Staat der Nederlanden

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2 O=Staat der Nederlanden

# Label: "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G2"

# Serial: 10000012

# MD5 Fingerprint: 7c:a5:0f:f8:5b:9a:7d:6d:30:ae:54:5a:e3:42:a2:8a

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 59:af:82:79:91:86:c7:b4:75:07:cb:cf:03:57:46:eb:04:dd:b7:16

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

66:8c:83:94:7d:a6:3b:72:4b:ec:e1:74:3c:31:a0:e6:ae:d0:db:8e:c5:b3:1b:e3:77:bb:78:4f:91:b6:71:6f

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFyjCCA7KgAwIBAgIEAJiWjDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBaMQswCQYDVQQGEwJO

TDEeMBwGA1UECgwVU3RhYXQgZGVyIE5lZGVybGFuZGVuMSswKQYDVQQDDCJTdGFh
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dCBkZXIgTmVkZXJsYW5kZW4gUm9vdCBDQSAtIEcyMB4XDTA4MDMyNjExMTgxN1oX

DTIwMDMyNTExMDMxMFowWjELMAkGA1UEBhMCTkwxHjAcBgNVBAoMFVN0YWF0IGRl

ciBOZWRlcmxhbmRlbjErMCkGA1UEAwwiU3RhYXQgZGVyIE5lZGVybGFuZGVuIFJv

b3QgQ0EgLSBHMjCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAMVZ5291

qj5LnLW4rJ4L5PnZyqtdj7U5EILXr1HgO+EASGrP2uEGQxGZqhQlEq0i6ABtQ8Sp

uOUfiUtnvWFI7/3S4GCI5bkYYCjDdyutsDeqN95kWSpGV+RLufg3fNU254DBtvPU

Z5uW6M7XxgpT0GtJlvOjCwV3SPcl5XCsMBQgJeN/dVrlSPhOewMHBPqCYYdu8DvE

pMfQ9XQ+pV0aCPKbJdL2rAQmPlU6Yiile7Iwr/g3wtG61jj99O9JMDeZJiFIhQGp

5Rbn3JBV3w/oOM2ZNyFPXfUib2rFEhZgF1XyZWampzCROME4HYYEhLoaJXhena/M

UGDWE4dS7WMfbWV9whUYdMrhfmQpjHLYFhN9C0lK8SgbIHRrxT3dsKpICT0ugpTN

GmXZK4iambwYfp/ufWZ8Pr2UuIHOzZgweMFvZ9C+X+Bo7d7iscksWXiSqt8rYGPy

5V6548r6f1CGPqI0GAwJaCgRHOThuVw+R7oyPxjMW4T182t0xHJ04eOLoEq9jWYv

6q012iDTiIJh8BIitrzQ1aTsr1SIJSQ8p22xcik/Plemf1WvbibG/ufMQFxRRIEK

eN5KzlW/HdXZt1bv8Hb/C3m1r737qWmRRpdogBQ2HbN/uymYNqUg+oJgYjOk7Na6

B6duxc8UpufWkjTYgfX8HV2qXB72o007uPc5AgMBAAGjgZcwgZQwDwYDVR0TAQH/

BAUwAwEB/zBSBgNVHSAESzBJMEcGBFUdIAAwPzA9BggrBgEFBQcCARYxaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5wa2lvdmVyaGVpZC5ubC9wb2xpY2llcy9yb290LXBvbGljeS1HMjAOBgNV

HQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFJFoMocVHYnitfGsNig0jQt8YojrMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBCwUAA4ICAQCoQUpnKpKBglBu4dfYszk78wIVCVBR7y29JHuIhjv5tLyS

CZa59sCrI2AGeYwRTlHSeYAz+51IvuxBQ4EffkdAHOV6CMqqi3WtFMTC6GY8ggen

5ieCWxjmD27ZUD6KQhgpxrRW/FYQoAUXvQwjf/ST7ZwaUb7dRUG/kSS0H4zpX897

IZmflZ85OkYcbPnNe5yQzSipx6lVu6xiNGI1E0sUOlWDuYaNkqbG9AclVMwWVxJK

gnjIFNkXgiYtXSAfea7+1HAWFpWD2DU5/1JddRwWxRNVz0fMdWVSSt7wsKfkCpYL

+63C4iWEst3kvX5ZbJvw8NjnyvLplzh+ib7M+zkXYT9y2zqR2GUBGR2tUKRXCnxL

vJxxcypFURmFzI79R6d0lR2o0a9OF7FpJsKqeFdbxU2n5Z4FF5TKsl+gSRiNNOkm

bEgeqmiSBeGCc1qb3AdbCG19ndeNIdn8FCCqwkXfP+cAslHkwvgFuXkajDTznlvk

N1trSt8sV4pAWja63XVECDdCcAz+3F4hoKOKwJCcaNpQ5kUQR3i2TtJlycM33+FC

Y7BXN0Ute4qcvwXqZVUz9zkQxSgqIXobisQk+T8VyJoVIPVVYpbtbZNQvOSqeK3Z

ywplh6ZmwcSBo3c6WB4L7oOLnR7SUqTMHW+wmG2UMbX4cQrcufx9MmDm66+KAQ==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1 O=Hongkong Post

# Subject: CN=Hongkong Post Root CA 1 O=Hongkong Post

# Label: "Hongkong Post Root CA 1"

# Serial: 1000

# MD5 Fingerprint: a8:0d:6f:39:78:b9:43:6d:77:42:6d:98:5a:cc:23:ca

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d6:da:a8:20:8d:09:d2:15:4d:24:b5:2f:cb:34:6e:b2:58:b2:8a:58

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

f9:e6:7d:33:6c:51:00:2a:c0:54:c6:32:02:2d:66:dd:a2:e7:e3:ff:f1:0a:d0:61:ed:31:d8:bb:b4:10:cf:b2

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDMDCCAhigAwIBAgICA+gwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwRzELMAkGA1UEBhMCSEsx

FjAUBgNVBAoTDUhvbmdrb25nIFBvc3QxIDAeBgNVBAMTF0hvbmdrb25nIFBvc3Qg

Um9vdCBDQSAxMB4XDTAzMDUxNTA1MTMxNFoXDTIzMDUxNTA0NTIyOVowRzELMAkG

A1UEBhMCSEsxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUhvbmdrb25nIFBvc3QxIDAeBgNVBAMTF0hvbmdr

b25nIFBvc3QgUm9vdCBDQSAxMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKC

AQEArP84tulmAknjorThkPlAj3n54r15/gK97iSSHSL22oVyaf7XPwnU3ZG1ApzQ

jVrhVcNQhrkpJsLj2aDxaQMoIIBFIi1WpztUlVYiWR8o3x8gPW2iNr4joLFutbEn

PzlTCeqrauh0ssJlXI6/fMN4hM2eFvz1Lk8gKgifd/PFHsSaUmYeSF7jEAaPIpjh
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ZY4bXSNmO7ilMlHIhqqhqZ5/dpTCpmy3QfDVyAY45tQM4vM7TG1QjMSDJ8EThFk9

nnV0ttgCXjqQesBCNnLsak3c78QA3xMYV18meMjWCnl3v/evt3a5pQuEF10Q6m/h

q5URX208o1xNg1vysxmKgIsLhwIDAQABoyYwJDASBgNVHRMBAf8ECDAGAQH/AgED

MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBxjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEADkbVPK7ih9legYsC

mEEIjEy82tvuJxuC52pF7BaLT4Wg87JwvVqWuspube5Gi27nKi6Wsxkz67SfqLI3

7piol7Yutmcn1KZJ/RyTZXaeQi/cImyaT/JaFTmxcdcrUehtHJjA2Sr0oYJ71clB

oiMBdDhViw+5LmeiIAQ32pwL0xch4I+XeTRvhEgCIDMb5jREn5Fw9IBehEPCKdJs

EhTkYY2sEJCehFC78JZvRZ+K88psT/oROhUVRsPNH4NbLUES7VBnQRM9IauUiqpO

fMGx+6fWtScvl6tu4B3i0RwsH0Ti/L6RoZz71ilTc4afU9hDDl3WY4JxHYB0yvbi

AmvZWg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SecureSign RootCA11 O=Japan Certification Services, Inc.

# Subject: CN=SecureSign RootCA11 O=Japan Certification Services, Inc.

# Label: "SecureSign RootCA11"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: b7:52:74:e2:92:b4:80:93:f2:75:e4:cc:d7:f2:ea:26

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 3b:c4:9f:48:f8:f3:73:a0:9c:1e:bd:f8:5b:b1:c3:65:c7:d8:11:b3

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

bf:0f:ee:fb:9e:3a:58:1a:d5:f9:e9:db:75:89:98:57:43:d2:61:08:5c:4d:31:4f:6f:5d:72:59:aa:42:16:12

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDbTCCAlWgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBYMQswCQYDVQQGEwJKUDEr

MCkGA1UEChMiSmFwYW4gQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBTZXJ2aWNlcywgSW5jLjEcMBoG

A1UEAxMTU2VjdXJlU2lnbiBSb290Q0ExMTAeFw0wOTA0MDgwNDU2NDdaFw0yOTA0

MDgwNDU2NDdaMFgxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkpQMSswKQYDVQQKEyJKYXBhbiBDZXJ0aWZp

Y2F0aW9uIFNlcnZpY2VzLCBJbmMuMRwwGgYDVQQDExNTZWN1cmVTaWduIFJvb3RD

QTExMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEA/XeqpRyQBTvLTJsz

i1oURaTnkBbR31fSIRCkF/3frNYfp+TbfPfs37gD2pRY/V1yfIw/XwFndBWW4wI8

h9uuywGOwvNmxoVF9ALGOrVisq/6nL+k5tSAMJjzDbaTj6nU2DbysPyKyiyhFTOV

MdrAG/LuYpmGYz+/3ZMqg6h2uRMft85OQoWPIucuGvKVCbIFtUROd6EgvanyTgp9

UK31BQ1FT0Zx/Sg+U/sE2C3XZR1KG/rPO7AxmjVuyIsG0wCR8pQIZUyxNAYAeoni

8McDWc/V1uinMrPmmECGxc0nEovMe863ETxiYAcjPitAbpSACW22s293bzUIUPsC

h8U+iQIDAQABo0IwQDAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUW/hNT7KlhtQ60vFjmqC+CfZXt94wDgYD

VR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEB

AKChOBZmLqdWHyGcBvod7bkixTgm2E5P7KN/ed5GIaGHd48HCJqypMWvDzKYC3xm

KbabfSVSSUOrTC4rbnpwrxYO4wJs+0LmGJ1F2FXI6Dvd5+H0LgscNFxsWEr7jIhQ

X5Ucv+2rIrVls4W6ng+4reV6G4pQOh29Dbx7VFALuUKvVaAYga1lme++5Jy/xIWr

QbJUb9wlze144o4MjQlJ3WN7WmmWAiGovVJZ6X01y8hSyn+B/tlr0/cR7SXf+Of5

pPpyl4RTDaXQMhhRdlkUbA/r7F+AjHVDg8OFmP9Mni0N5HeDk061lgeLKBObjBmN

QSdJQO7e5iNEOdyhIta6A/I=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009 O=Microsec Ltd.

# Subject: CN=Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009 O=Microsec Ltd.

# Label: "Microsec e-Szigno Root CA 2009"

# Serial: 14014712776195784473

# MD5 Fingerprint: f8:49:f4:03:bc:44:2d:83:be:48:69:7d:29:64:fc:b1

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 89:df:74:fe:5c:f4:0f:4a:80:f9:e3:37:7d:54:da:91:e1:01:31:8e
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# SHA256 Fingerprint:

3c:5f:81:fe:a5:fa:b8:2c:64:bf:a2:ea:ec:af:cd:e8:e0:77:fc:86:20:a7:ca:e5:37:16:3d:f3:6e:db:f3:78

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIECjCCAvKgAwIBAgIJAMJ+QwRORz8ZMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMIGCMQswCQYD

VQQGEwJIVTERMA8GA1UEBwwIQnVkYXBlc3QxFjAUBgNVBAoMDU1pY3Jvc2VjIEx0

ZC4xJzAlBgNVBAMMHk1pY3Jvc2VjIGUtU3ppZ25vIFJvb3QgQ0EgMjAwOTEfMB0G

CSqGSIb3DQEJARYQaW5mb0BlLXN6aWduby5odTAeFw0wOTA2MTYxMTMwMThaFw0y

OTEyMzAxMTMwMThaMIGCMQswCQYDVQQGEwJIVTERMA8GA1UEBwwIQnVkYXBlc3Qx

FjAUBgNVBAoMDU1pY3Jvc2VjIEx0ZC4xJzAlBgNVBAMMHk1pY3Jvc2VjIGUtU3pp

Z25vIFJvb3QgQ0EgMjAwOTEfMB0GCSqGSIb3DQEJARYQaW5mb0BlLXN6aWduby5o

dTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAOn4j/NjrdqG2KfgQvvP

kd6mJviZpWNwrZuuyjNAfW2WbqEORO7hE52UQlKavXWFdCyoDh2Tthi3jCyoz/tc

cbna7P7ofo/kLx2yqHWH2Leh5TvPmUpG0IMZfcChEhyVbUr02MelTTMuhTlAdX4U

fIASmFDHQWe4oIBhVKZsTh/gnQ4H6cm6M+f+wFUoLAKApxn1ntxVUwOXewdI/5n7

N4okxFnMUBBjjqqpGrCEGob5X7uxUG6k0QrM1XF+H6cbfPVTbiJfyyvm1HxdrtbC

xkzlBQHZ7Vf8wSN5/PrIJIOV87VqUQHQd9bpEqH5GoP7ghu5sJf0dgYzQ0mg/wu1

+rUCAwEAAaOBgDB+MA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMB0G

A1UdDgQWBBTLD8bfQkPMPcu1SCOhGnqmKrs0aDAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBTLD8bfQkPM

Pcu1SCOhGnqmKrs0aDAbBgNVHREEFDASgRBpbmZvQGUtc3ppZ25vLmh1MA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQDJ0Q5eLtXMs3w+y/w9/w0olZMEyL/azXm4Q5DwpL7v8u8h

mLzU1F0G9u5C7DBsoKqpyvGvivo/C3NqPuouQH4frlRheesuCDfXI/OMn74dseGk

ddug4lQUsbocKaQY9hK6ohQU4zE1yED/t+AFdlfBHFny+L/k7SViXITwfn4fs775

tyERzAMBVnCnEJIeGzSBHq2cGsMEPO0CYdYeBvNfOofyK/FFh+U9rNHHV4S9a67c

2Pm2G2JwCz02yULyMtd6YebS2z3PyKnJm9zbWETXbzivf3jTo60adbocwTZ8jx5t

HMN1Rq41Bab2XD0h7lbwyYIiLXpUq3DDfSJlgnCW

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign Root CA - R3

# Label: "GlobalSign Root CA - R3"

# Serial: 4835703278459759426209954

# MD5 Fingerprint: c5:df:b8:49:ca:05:13:55:ee:2d:ba:1a:c3:3e:b0:28

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d6:9b:56:11:48:f0:1c:77:c5:45:78:c1:09:26:df:5b:85:69:76:ad

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

cb:b5:22:d7:b7:f1:27:ad:6a:01:13:86:5b:df:1c:d4:10:2e:7d:07:59:af:63:5a:7c:f4:72:0d:c9:63:c5:3b

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDXzCCAkegAwIBAgILBAAAAAABIVhTCKIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwTDEgMB4G

A1UECxMXR2xvYmFsU2lnbiBSb290IENBIC0gUjMxEzARBgNVBAoTCkdsb2JhbFNp

Z24xEzARBgNVBAMTCkdsb2JhbFNpZ24wHhcNMDkwMzE4MTAwMDAwWhcNMjkwMzE4

MTAwMDAwWjBMMSAwHgYDVQQLExdHbG9iYWxTaWduIFJvb3QgQ0EgLSBSMzETMBEG

A1UEChMKR2xvYmFsU2lnbjETMBEGA1UEAxMKR2xvYmFsU2lnbjCCASIwDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAMwldpB5BngiFvXAg7aEyiie/QV2EcWtiHL8

RgJDx7KKnQRfJMsuS+FggkbhUqsMgUdwbN1k0ev1LKMPgj0MK66X17YUhhB5uzsT

gHeMCOFJ0mpiLx9e+pZo34knlTifBtc+ycsmWQ1z3rDI6SYOgxXG71uL0gRgykmm

KPZpO/bLyCiR5Z2KYVc3rHQU3HTgOu5yLy6c+9C7v/U9AOEGM+iCK65TpjoWc4zd

QQ4gOsC0p6Hpsk+QLjJg6VfLuQSSaGjlOCZgdbKfd/+RFO+uIEn8rUAVSNECMWEZ

XriX7613t2Saer9fwRPvm2L7DWzgVGkWqQPabumDk3F2xmmFghcCAwEAAaNCMEAw

DgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFI/wS3+o
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LkUkrk1Q+mOai97i3Ru8MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQBLQNvAUKr+yAzv95ZU

RUm7lgAJQayzE4aGKAczymvmdLm6AC2upArT9fHxD4q/c2dKg8dEe3jgr25sbwMp

jjM5RcOO5LlXbKr8EpbsU8Yt5CRsuZRj+9xTaGdWPoO4zzUhw8lo/s7awlOqzJCK

6fBdRoyV3XpYKBovHd7NADdBj+1EbddTKJd+82cEHhXXipa0095MJ6RMG3NzdvQX

mcIfeg7jLQitChws/zyrVQ4PkX4268NXSb7hLi18YIvDQVETI53O9zJrlAGomecs

Mx86OyXShkDOOyyGeMlhLxS67ttVb9+E7gUJTb0o2HLO02JQZR7rkpeDMdmztcpH

WD9f

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068

# Subject: CN=Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068

# Label: "Autoridad de Certificacion Firmaprofesional CIF A62634068"

# Serial: 6047274297262753887

# MD5 Fingerprint: 73:3a:74:7a:ec:bb:a3:96:a6:c2:e4:e2:c8:9b:c0:c3

# SHA1 Fingerprint: ae:c5:fb:3f:c8:e1:bf:c4:e5:4f:03:07:5a:9a:e8:00:b7:f7:b6:fa

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

04:04:80:28:bf:1f:28:64:d4:8f:9a:d4:d8:32:94:36:6a:82:88:56:55:3f:3b:14:30:3f:90:14:7f:5d:40:ef

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIGFDCCA/ygAwIBAgIIU+w77vuySF8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwUTELMAkGA1UE

BhMCRVMxQjBABgNVBAMMOUF1dG9yaWRhZCBkZSBDZXJ0aWZpY2FjaW9uIEZpcm1h

cHJvZmVzaW9uYWwgQ0lGIEE2MjYzNDA2ODAeFw0wOTA1MjAwODM4MTVaFw0zMDEy

MzEwODM4MTVaMFExCzAJBgNVBAYTAkVTMUIwQAYDVQQDDDlBdXRvcmlkYWQgZGUg

Q2VydGlmaWNhY2lvbiBGaXJtYXByb2Zlc2lvbmFsIENJRiBBNjI2MzQwNjgwggIi

MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQDKlmuO6vj78aI14H9M2uDDUtd9

thDIAl6zQyrET2qyyhxdKJp4ERppWVevtSBC5IsP5t9bpgOSL/UR5GLXMnE42QQM

cas9UX4PB99jBVzpv5RvwSmCwLTaUbDBPLutN0pcyvFLNg4kq7/DhHf9qFD0sefG

L9ItWY16Ck6WaVICqjaY7Pz6FIMMNx/Jkjd/14Et5cS54D40/mf0PmbR0/RAz15i

NA9wBj4gGFrO93IbJWyTdBSTo3OxDqqHECNZXyAFGUftaI6SEspd/NYrspI8IM/h

X68gvqB2f3bl7BqGYTM+53u0P6APjqK5am+5hyZvQWyIplD9amML9ZMWGxmPsu2b

m8mQ9QEM3xk9Dz44I8kvjwzRAv4bVdZO0I08r0+k8/6vKtMFnXkIoctXMbScyJCy

Z/QYFpM6/EfY0XiWMR+6KwxfXZmtY4laJCB22N/9q06mIqqdXuYnin1oKaPnirja

EbsXLZmdEyRG98Xi2J+Of8ePdG1asuhy9azuJBCtLxTa/y2aRnFHvkLfuwHb9H/T

KI8xWVvTyQKmtFLKbpf7Q8UIJm+K9Lv9nyiqDdVF8xM6HdjAeI9BZzwelGSuewvF

6NkBiDkal4ZkQdU7hwxu+g/GvUgUvzlN1J5Bto+WHWOWk9mVBngxaJ43BjuAiUVh

OSPHG0SjFeUc+JIwuwIDAQABo4HvMIHsMBIGA1UdEwEB/wQIMAYBAf8CAQEwDgYD

VR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBRlzeurNR4APn7VdMActHNHDhpkLzCBpgYD

VR0gBIGeMIGbMIGYBgRVHSAAMIGPMC8GCCsGAQUFBwIBFiNodHRwOi8vd3d3LmZp

cm1hcHJvZmVzaW9uYWwuY29tL2NwczBcBggrBgEFBQcCAjBQHk4AUABhAHMAZQBv

ACAAZABlACAAbABhACAAQgBvAG4AYQBuAG8AdgBhACAANAA3ACAAQgBhAHIAYwBl

AGwAbwBuAGEAIAAwADgAMAAxADcwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggIBABd9oPm03cXF

661LJLWhAqvdpYhKsg9VSytXjDvlMd3+xDLx51tkljYyGOylMnfX40S2wBEqgLk9

am58m9Ot/MPWo+ZkKXzR4Tgegiv/J2Wv+xYVxC5xhOW1//qkR71kMrv2JYSiJ0L1

ILDCExARzRAVukKQKtJE4ZYm6zFIEv0q2skGz3QeqUvVhyj5eTSSPi5E6PaPT481

PyWzOdxjKpBrIF/EUhJOlywqrJ2X3kjyo2bbwtKDlaZmp54lD+kLM5FlClrD2VQS

3a/DTg4fJl4N3LON7NWBcN7STyQF82xO9UxJZo3R/9ILJUFI/lGExkKvgATP0H5k

SeTy36LssUzAKh3ntLFlosS88Zj0qnAHY7S42jtM+kAiMFsRpvAFDsYCA0irhpuF

3dvd6qJ2gHN99ZwExEWN57kci57q13XRcrHedUTnQn3iV2t93Jm8PYMo6oCTjcVM

ZcFwgbg4/EMxsvYDNEeyrPsiBsse3RdHHF9mudMaotoRsaS8I8nkvof/uZS2+F0g
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StRf571oe2XyFR7SOqkt6dhrJKyXWERHrVkY8SFlcN7ONGCoQPHzPKTDKCOM/icz

Q0CgFzzr6juwcqajuUpLXhZI9LK8yIySxZ2frHI2vDSANGupi5LAuBft7HZT9SQB

jLMi6Et8Vcad+qMUu2WFbm5PEn4KPJ2V

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Izenpe.com O=IZENPE S.A.

# Subject: CN=Izenpe.com O=IZENPE S.A.

# Label: "Izenpe.com"

# Serial: 917563065490389241595536686991402621

# MD5 Fingerprint: a6:b0:cd:85:80:da:5c:50:34:a3:39:90:2f:55:67:73

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 2f:78:3d:25:52:18:a7:4a:65:39:71:b5:2c:a2:9c:45:15:6f:e9:19

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

25:30:cc:8e:98:32:15:02:ba:d9:6f:9b:1f:ba:1b:09:9e:2d:29:9e:0f:45:48:bb:91:4f:36:3b:c0:d4:53:1f

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIF8TCCA9mgAwIBAgIQALC3WhZIX7/hy/WL1xnmfTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADA4

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJFUzEUMBIGA1UECgwLSVpFTlBFIFMuQS4xEzARBgNVBAMMCkl6

ZW5wZS5jb20wHhcNMDcxMjEzMTMwODI4WhcNMzcxMjEzMDgyNzI1WjA4MQswCQYD

VQQGEwJFUzEUMBIGA1UECgwLSVpFTlBFIFMuQS4xEzARBgNVBAMMCkl6ZW5wZS5j

b20wggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQDJ03rKDx6sp4boFmVq

scIbRTJxldn+EFvMr+eleQGPicPK8lVx93e+d5TzcqQsRNiekpsUOqHnJJAKClaO

xdgmlOHZSOEtPtoKct2jmRXagaKH9HtuJneJWK3W6wyyQXpzbm3benhB6QiIEn6H

LmYRY2xU+zydcsC8Lv/Ct90NduM61/e0aL6i9eOBbsFGb12N4E3GVFWJGjMxCrFX

uaOKmMPsOzTFlUFpfnXCPCDFYbpRR6AgkJOhkEvzTnyFRVSa0QUmQbC1TR0zvsQD

yCV8wXDbO/QJLVQnSKwv4cSsPsjLkkxTOTcj7NMB+eAJRE1NZMDhDVqHIrytG6P+

JrUV86f8hBnp7KGItERphIPzidF0BqnMC9bC3ieFUCbKF7jJeodWLBoBHmy+E60Q

rLUk9TiRodZL2vG70t5HtfG8gfZZa88ZU+mNFctKy6lvROUbQc/hhqfK0GqfvEyN

BjNaooXlkDWgYlwWTvDjovoDGrQscbNYLN57C9saD+veIR8GdwYDsMnvmfzAuU8L

hij+0rnq49qlw0dpEuDb8PYZi+17cNcC1u2HGCgsBCRMd+RIihrGO5rUD8r6ddIB

QFqNeb+Lz0vPqhbBleStTIo+F5HUsWLlguWABKQDfo2/2n+iD5dPDNMN+9fR5XJ+

HMh3/1uaD7euBUbl8agW7EekFwIDAQABo4H2MIHzMIGwBgNVHREEgagwgaWBD2lu

Zm9AaXplbnBlLmNvbaSBkTCBjjFHMEUGA1UECgw+SVpFTlBFIFMuQS4gLSBDSUYg

QTAxMzM3MjYwLVJNZXJjLlZpdG9yaWEtR2FzdGVpeiBUMTA1NSBGNjIgUzgxQzBB

BgNVBAkMOkF2ZGEgZGVsIE1lZGl0ZXJyYW5lbyBFdG9yYmlkZWEgMTQgLSAwMTAx

MCBWaXRvcmlhLUdhc3RlaXowDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMC

AQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFB0cZQ6o8iV7tJHP5LGx5r1VdGwFMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUA

A4ICAQB4pgwWSp9MiDrAyw6lFn2fuUhfGI8NYjb2zRlrrKvV9pF9rnHzP7MOeIWb

laQnIUdCSnxIOvVFfLMMjlF4rJUT3sb9fbgakEyrkgPH7UIBzg/YsfqikuFgba56

awmqxinuaElnMIAkejEWOVt+8Rwu3WwJrfIxwYJOubv5vr8qhT/AQKM6WfxZSzwo

JNu0FXWuDYi6LnPAvViH5ULy617uHjAimcs30cQhbIHsvm0m5hzkQiCeR7Csg1lw

LDXWrzY0tM07+DKo7+N4ifuNRSzanLh+QBxh5z6ikixL8s36mLYp//Pye6kfLqCT

VyvehQP5aTfLnnhqBbTFMXiJ7HqnheG5ezzevh55hM6fcA5ZwjUukCox2eRFekGk

LhObNA5me0mrZJfQRsN5nXJQY6aYWwa9SG3YOYNw6DXwBdGqvOPbyALqfP2C2sJb

UjWumDqtujWTI6cfSN01RpiyEGjkpTHCClguGYEQyVB1/OpaFs4R1+7vUIgtYf8/

QnMFlEPVjjxOAToZpR9GTnfQXeWBIiGH/pR9hNiTrdZoQ0iy2+tzJOeRf1SktoA+

naM8THLCV8Sg1Mw4J87VBp6iSNnpn86CcDaTmjvfliHjWbcM2pE38P1ZWrOZyGls

QyYBNWNgVYkDOnXYukrZVP/u3oDYLdE41V4tC5h9Pmzb/CaIxw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008 O=AC Camerfirma S.A.

# Subject: CN=Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008 O=AC Camerfirma S.A.

# Label: "Chambers of Commerce Root - 2008"

# Serial: 11806822484801597146

# MD5 Fingerprint: 5e:80:9e:84:5a:0e:65:0b:17:02:f3:55:18:2a:3e:d7

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 78:6a:74:ac:76:ab:14:7f:9c:6a:30:50:ba:9e:a8:7e:fe:9a:ce:3c

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

06:3e:4a:fa:c4:91:df:d3:32:f3:08:9b:85:42:e9:46:17:d8:93:d7:fe:94:4e:10:a7:93:7e:e2:9d:96:93:c0

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIHTzCCBTegAwIBAgIJAKPaQn6ksa7aMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMIGuMQswCQYD

VQQGEwJFVTFDMEEGA1UEBxM6TWFkcmlkIChzZWUgY3VycmVudCBhZGRyZXNzIGF0

IHd3dy5jYW1lcmZpcm1hLmNvbS9hZGRyZXNzKTESMBAGA1UEBRMJQTgyNzQzMjg3

MRswGQYDVQQKExJBQyBDYW1lcmZpcm1hIFMuQS4xKTAnBgNVBAMTIENoYW1iZXJz

IG9mIENvbW1lcmNlIFJvb3QgLSAyMDA4MB4XDTA4MDgwMTEyMjk1MFoXDTM4MDcz

MTEyMjk1MFowga4xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkVVMUMwQQYDVQQHEzpNYWRyaWQgKHNlZSBj

dXJyZW50IGFkZHJlc3MgYXQgd3d3LmNhbWVyZmlybWEuY29tL2FkZHJlc3MpMRIw

EAYDVQQFEwlBODI3NDMyODcxGzAZBgNVBAoTEkFDIENhbWVyZmlybWEgUy5BLjEp

MCcGA1UEAxMgQ2hhbWJlcnMgb2YgQ29tbWVyY2UgUm9vdCAtIDIwMDgwggIiMA0G

CSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCvAMtwNyuAWko6bHiUfaN/Gh/2NdW9

28sNRHI+JrKQUrpjOyhYb6WzbZSm891kDFX29ufyIiKAXuFixrYp4YFs8r/lfTJq

VKAyGVn+H4vXPWCGhSRv4xGzdz4gljUha7MI2XAuZPeEklPWDrCQiorjh40G072Q

DuKZoRuGDtqaCrsLYVAGUvGef3bsyw/QHg3PmTA9HMRFEFis1tPo1+XqxQEHd9ZR

5gN/ikilTWh1uem8nk4ZcfUyS5xtYBkL+8ydddy/Js2Pk3g5eXNeJQ7KXOt3EgfL

ZEFHcpOrUMPrCXZkNNI5t3YRCQ12RcSprj1qr7V9ZS+UWBDsXHyvfuK2GNnQm05a

Sd+pZgvMPMZ4fKecHePOjlO+Bd5gD2vlGts/4+EhySnB8esHnFIbAURRPHsl18Tl

UlRdJQfKFiC4reRB7noI/plvg6aRArBsNlVq5331lubKgdaX8ZSD6e2wsWsSaR6s

+12pxZjptFtYer49okQ6Y1nUCyXeG0+95QGezdIp1Z8XGQpvvwyQ0wlf2eOKNcx5

Wk0ZN5K3xMGtr/R5JJqyAQuxr1yW84Ay+1w9mPGgP0revq+ULtlVmhduYJ1jbLhj

ya6BXBg14JC7vjxPNyK5fuvPnnchpj04gftI2jE9K+OJ9dC1vX7gUMQSibMjmhAx

hduub+84Mxh2EQIDAQABo4IBbDCCAWgwEgYDVR0TAQH/BAgwBgEB/wIBDDAdBgNV

HQ4EFgQU+SSsD7K1+HnA+mCIG8TZTQKeFxkwgeMGA1UdIwSB2zCB2IAU+SSsD7K1

+HnA+mCIG8TZTQKeFxmhgbSkgbEwga4xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkVVMUMwQQYDVQQHEzpN

YWRyaWQgKHNlZSBjdXJyZW50IGFkZHJlc3MgYXQgd3d3LmNhbWVyZmlybWEuY29t

L2FkZHJlc3MpMRIwEAYDVQQFEwlBODI3NDMyODcxGzAZBgNVBAoTEkFDIENhbWVy

ZmlybWEgUy5BLjEpMCcGA1UEAxMgQ2hhbWJlcnMgb2YgQ29tbWVyY2UgUm9vdCAt

IDIwMDiCCQCj2kJ+pLGu2jAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwPQYDVR0gBDYwNDAyBgRV

HSAAMCowKAYIKwYBBQUHAgEWHGh0dHA6Ly9wb2xpY3kuY2FtZXJmaXJtYS5jb20w

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggIBAJASryI1wqM58C7e6bXpeHxIvj99RZJe6dqxGfwW

PJ+0W2aeaufDuV2I6A+tzyMP3iU6XsxPpcG1Lawk0lgH3qLPaYRgM+gQDROpI9CF

5Y57pp49chNyM/WqfcZjHwj0/gF/JM8rLFQJ3uIrbZLGOU8W6jx+ekbURWpGqOt1

glanq6B8aBMz9p0w8G8nOSQjKpD9kCk18pPfNKXG9/jvjA9iSnyu0/VU+I22mlaH

FoI6M6taIgj3grrqLuBHmrS1RaMFO9ncLkVAO+rcf+g769HsJtg1pDDFOqxXnrN2

pSB7+R5KBWIBpih1YJeSDW4+TTdDDZIVnBgizVGZoCkaPF+KMjNbMMeJL0eYD6MD

xvbxrN8y8NmBGuScvfaAFPDRLLmF9dijscilIeUcE5fuDr3fKanvNFNb0+RqE4QG

tjICxFKuItLcsiFCGtpA8CnJ7AoMXOLQusxI0zcKzBIKinmwPQN/aUv0NCB9szTq

jktk9T79syNnFQ0EuPAtwQlRPLJsFfClI9eDdOTlLsn+mCdCxqvGnrDQWzilm1De

fhiYtUU79nm06PcaewaD+9CL2rvHvRirCG88gGtAPxkZumWK5r7VXNM21+9AUiRg

OGcEMeyP84LG3rlV8zsxkVrctQgVrXYlCg17LofiDKYGvCYQbTed7N14jHyAxfDZ
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d0jQ

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008 O=AC Camerfirma S.A.

# Subject: CN=Global Chambersign Root - 2008 O=AC Camerfirma S.A.

# Label: "Global Chambersign Root - 2008"

# Serial: 14541511773111788494

# MD5 Fingerprint: 9e:80:ff:78:01:0c:2e:c1:36:bd:fe:96:90:6e:08:f3

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 4a:bd:ee:ec:95:0d:35:9c:89:ae:c7:52:a1:2c:5b:29:f6:d6:aa:0c

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

13:63:35:43:93:34:a7:69:80:16:a0:d3:24:de:72:28:4e:07:9d:7b:52:20:bb:8f:bd:74:78:16:ee:be:ba:ca

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIHSTCCBTGgAwIBAgIJAMnN0+nVfSPOMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMIGsMQswCQYD

VQQGEwJFVTFDMEEGA1UEBxM6TWFkcmlkIChzZWUgY3VycmVudCBhZGRyZXNzIGF0

IHd3dy5jYW1lcmZpcm1hLmNvbS9hZGRyZXNzKTESMBAGA1UEBRMJQTgyNzQzMjg3

MRswGQYDVQQKExJBQyBDYW1lcmZpcm1hIFMuQS4xJzAlBgNVBAMTHkdsb2JhbCBD

aGFtYmVyc2lnbiBSb290IC0gMjAwODAeFw0wODA4MDExMjMxNDBaFw0zODA3MzEx

MjMxNDBaMIGsMQswCQYDVQQGEwJFVTFDMEEGA1UEBxM6TWFkcmlkIChzZWUgY3Vy

cmVudCBhZGRyZXNzIGF0IHd3dy5jYW1lcmZpcm1hLmNvbS9hZGRyZXNzKTESMBAG

A1UEBRMJQTgyNzQzMjg3MRswGQYDVQQKExJBQyBDYW1lcmZpcm1hIFMuQS4xJzAl

BgNVBAMTHkdsb2JhbCBDaGFtYmVyc2lnbiBSb290IC0gMjAwODCCAiIwDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAMDfVtPkOpt2RbQT2//BthmLN0EYlVJH6xed

KYiONWwGMi5HYvNJBL99RDaxccy9Wglz1dmFRP+RVyXfXjaOcNFccUMd2drvXNL7

G706tcuto8xEpw2uIRU/uXpbknXYpBI4iRmKt4DS4jJvVpyR1ogQC7N0ZJJ0YPP2

zxhPYLIj0Mc7zmFLmY/CDNBAspjcDahOo7kKrmCgrUVSY7pmvWjg+b4aqIG7HkF4

ddPB/gBVsIdU6CeQNR1MM62X/JcumIS/LMmjv9GYERTtY/jKmIhYF5ntRQOXfjyG

HoiMvvKRhI9lNNgATH23MRdaKXoKGCQwoze1eqkBfSbW+Q6OWfH9GzO1KTsXO0G2

Id3UwD2ln58fQ1DJu7xsepeY7s2MH/ucUa6LcL0nn3HAa6x9kGbo1106DbDVwo3V

yJ2dwW3Q0L9R5OP4wzg2rtandeavhENdk5IMagfeOx2YItaswTXbo6Al/3K1dh3e

beksZixShNBFks4c5eUzHdwHU1SjqoI7mjcv3N2gZOnm3b2u/GSFHTynyQbehP9r

6GsaPMWis0L7iwk+XwhSx2LE1AVxv8Rk5Pihg+g+EpuoHtQ2TS9x9o0o9oOpE9Jh

wZG7SMA0j0GMS0zbaRL/UJScIINZc+18ofLx/d33SdNDWKBWY8o9PeU1VlnpDsog

zCtLkykPAgMBAAGjggFqMIIBZjASBgNVHRMBAf8ECDAGAQH/AgEMMB0GA1UdDgQW

BBS5CcqcHtvTbDprru1U8VuTBjUuXjCB4QYDVR0jBIHZMIHWgBS5CcqcHtvTbDpr

ru1U8VuTBjUuXqGBsqSBrzCBrDELMAkGA1UEBhMCRVUxQzBBBgNVBAcTOk1hZHJp

ZCAoc2VlIGN1cnJlbnQgYWRkcmVzcyBhdCB3d3cuY2FtZXJmaXJtYS5jb20vYWRk

cmVzcykxEjAQBgNVBAUTCUE4Mjc0MzI4NzEbMBkGA1UEChMSQUMgQ2FtZXJmaXJt

YSBTLkEuMScwJQYDVQQDEx5HbG9iYWwgQ2hhbWJlcnNpZ24gUm9vdCAtIDIwMDiC

CQDJzdPp1X0jzjAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwPQYDVR0gBDYwNDAyBgRVHSAAMCow

KAYIKwYBBQUHAgEWHGh0dHA6Ly9wb2xpY3kuY2FtZXJmaXJtYS5jb20wDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQEFBQADggIBAICIf3DekijZBZRG/5BXqfEv3xoNa/p8DhxJJHkn2EaqbylZ

UohwEurdPfWbU1Rv4WCiqAm57OtZfMY18dwY6fFn5a+6ReAJ3spED8IXDneRRXoz

X1+WLGiLwUePmJs9wOzL9dWCkoQ10b42OFZyMVtHLaoXpGNR6woBrX/sdZ7LoR/x

fxKxueRkf2fWIyr0uDldmOghp+G9PUIadJpwr2hsUF1Jz//7Dl3mLEfXgTpZALVz

a2Mg9jFFCDkO9HB+QHBaP9BrQql0PSgvAm11cpUJjUhjxsYjV5KTXjXBjfkK9yyd

Yhz2rXzdpjEetrHHfoUm+qRqtdpjMNHvkzeyZi99Bffnt0uYlDXA2TopwZ2yUDMd

SqlapskD7+3056huirRXhOukP9DuqqqHW2Pok+JrqNS4cnhrG+055F3Lm6qH1U9O

AP7Zap88MQ8oAgF9mOinsKJknnn4SPIVqczmyETrP3iZ8ntxPjzxmKfFGBI/5rso
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M0LpRQp8bfKGeS/Fghl9CYl8slR2iK7ewfPM4W7bMdaTrpmg7yVqc5iJWzouE4ge

v8CSlDQb4ye3ix5vQv/n6TebUB0tovkC7stYWDpxvGjjqsGvHCgfotwjZT+B6q6Z

09gwzxMNTxXJhLynSC34MCN32EZLeW32jO06f2ARePTpm67VVMB0gNELQp/B

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2 O=GoDaddy.com, Inc.

# Subject: CN=Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2 O=GoDaddy.com, Inc.

# Label: "Go Daddy Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: 80:3a:bc:22:c1:e6:fb:8d:9b:3b:27:4a:32:1b:9a:01

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 47:be:ab:c9:22:ea:e8:0e:78:78:34:62:a7:9f:45:c2:54:fd:e6:8b

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

45:14:0b:32:47:eb:9c:c8:c5:b4:f0:d7:b5:30:91:f7:32:92:08:9e:6e:5a:63:e2:74:9d:d3:ac:a9:19:8e:da

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDxTCCAq2gAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBgzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMx

EDAOBgNVBAgTB0FyaXpvbmExEzARBgNVBAcTClNjb3R0c2RhbGUxGjAYBgNVBAoT

EUdvRGFkZHkuY29tLCBJbmMuMTEwLwYDVQQDEyhHbyBEYWRkeSBSb290IENlcnRp

ZmljYXRlIEF1dGhvcml0eSAtIEcyMB4XDTA5MDkwMTAwMDAwMFoXDTM3MTIzMTIz

NTk1OVowgYMxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMRAwDgYDVQQIEwdBcml6b25hMRMwEQYDVQQH

EwpTY290dHNkYWxlMRowGAYDVQQKExFHb0RhZGR5LmNvbSwgSW5jLjExMC8GA1UE

AxMoR28gRGFkZHkgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBBdXRob3JpdHkgLSBHMjCCASIw

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAL9xYgjx+lk09xvJGKP3gElY6SKD

E6bFIEMBO4Tx5oVJnyfq9oQbTqC023CYxzIBsQU+B07u9PpPL1kwIuerGVZr4oAH

/PMWdYA5UXvl+TW2dE6pjYIT5LY/qQOD+qK+ihVqf94Lw7YZFAXK6sOoBJQ7Rnwy

DfMAZiLIjWltNowRGLfTshxgtDj6AozO091GB94KPutdfMh8+7ArU6SSYmlRJQVh

GkSBjCypQ5Yj36w6gZoOKcUcqeldHraenjAKOc7xiID7S13MMuyFYkMlNAJWJwGR

tDtwKj9useiciAF9n9T521NtYJ2/LOdYq7hfRvzOxBsDPAnrSTFcaUaz4EcCAwEA

AaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYE

FDqahQcQZyi27/a9BUFuIMGU2g/eMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQCZ21151fmX

WWcDYfF+OwYxdS2hII5PZYe096acvNjpL9DbWu7PdIxztDhC2gV7+AJ1uP2lsdeu

9tfeE8tTEH6KRtGX+rcuKxGrkLAngPnon1rpN5+r5N9ss4UXnT3ZJE95kTXWXwTr

gIOrmgIttRD02JDHBHNA7XIloKmf7J6raBKZV8aPEjoJpL1E/QYVN8Gb5DKj7Tjo

2GTzLH4U/ALqn83/B2gX2yKQOC16jdFU8WnjXzPKej17CuPKf1855eJ1usV2GDPO

LPAvTK33sefOT6jEm0pUBsV/fdUID+Ic/n4XuKxe9tQWskMJDE32p2u0mYRlynqI

4uJEvlz36hz1

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2 O=Starfield Technologies, Inc.

# Subject: CN=Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2 O=Starfield Technologies, Inc.

# Label: "Starfield Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: d6:39:81:c6:52:7e:96:69:fc:fc:ca:66:ed:05:f2:96

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b5:1c:06:7c:ee:2b:0c:3d:f8:55:ab:2d:92:f4:fe:39:d4:e7:0f:0e

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

2c:e1:cb:0b:f9:d2:f9:e1:02:99:3f:be:21:51:52:c3:b2:dd:0c:ab:de:1c:68:e5:31:9b:83:91:54:db:b7:f5

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIID3TCCAsWgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBjzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMx

EDAOBgNVBAgTB0FyaXpvbmExEzARBgNVBAcTClNjb3R0c2RhbGUxJTAjBgNVBAoT
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HFN0YXJmaWVsZCBUZWNobm9sb2dpZXMsIEluYy4xMjAwBgNVBAMTKVN0YXJmaWVs

ZCBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRlIEF1dGhvcml0eSAtIEcyMB4XDTA5MDkwMTAwMDAw

MFoXDTM3MTIzMTIzNTk1OVowgY8xCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMRAwDgYDVQQIEwdBcml6

b25hMRMwEQYDVQQHEwpTY290dHNkYWxlMSUwIwYDVQQKExxTdGFyZmllbGQgVGVj

aG5vbG9naWVzLCBJbmMuMTIwMAYDVQQDEylTdGFyZmllbGQgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZp

Y2F0ZSBBdXRob3JpdHkgLSBHMjCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoC

ggEBAL3twQP89o/8ArFvW59I2Z154qK3A2FWGMNHttfKPTUuiUP3oWmb3ooa/RMg

nLRJdzIpVv257IzdIvpy3Cdhl+72WoTsbhm5iSzchFvVdPtrX8WJpRBSiUZV9Lh1

HOZ/5FSuS/hVclcCGfgXcVnrHigHdMWdSL5stPSksPNkN3mSwOxGXn/hbVNMYq/N

Hwtjuzqd+/x5AJhhdM8mgkBj87JyahkNmcrUDnXMN/uLicFZ8WJ/X7NfZTD4p7dN

dloedl40wOiWVpmKs/B/pM293DIxfJHP4F8R+GuqSVzRmZTRouNjWwl2tVZi4Ut0

HZbUJtQIBFnQmA4O5t78w+wfkPECAwEAAaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAO

BgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFHwMMh+n2TB/xH1oo2Kooc6rB1snMA0G

CSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQARWfolTwNvlJk7mh+ChTnUdgWUXuEok21iXQnCoKjU

sHU48TRqneSfioYmUeYs0cYtbpUgSpIB7LiKZ3sx4mcujJUDJi5DnUox9g61DLu3

4jd/IroAow57UvtruzvE03lRTs2Q9GcHGcg8RnoNAX3FWOdt5oUwF5okxBDgBPfg

8n/Uqgr/Qh037ZTlZFkSIHc40zI+OIF1lnP6aI+xy84fxez6nH7PfrHxBy22/L/K

pL/QlwVKvOoYKAKQvVR4CSFx09F9HdkWsKlhPdAKACL8x3vLCWRFCztAgfd9fDL1

mMpYjn0q7pBZc2T5NnReJaH1ZgUufzkVqSr7UIuOhWn0

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2 O=Starfield Technologies, Inc.

# Subject: CN=Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2 O=Starfield Technologies, Inc.

# Label: "Starfield Services Root Certificate Authority - G2"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: 17:35:74:af:7b:61:1c:eb:f4:f9:3c:e2:ee:40:f9:a2

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 92:5a:8f:8d:2c:6d:04:e0:66:5f:59:6a:ff:22:d8:63:e8:25:6f:3f

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

56:8d:69:05:a2:c8:87:08:a4:b3:02:51:90:ed:cf:ed:b1:97:4a:60:6a:13:c6:e5:29:0f:cb:2a:e6:3e:da:b5

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIID7zCCAtegAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBmDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMx

EDAOBgNVBAgTB0FyaXpvbmExEzARBgNVBAcTClNjb3R0c2RhbGUxJTAjBgNVBAoT

HFN0YXJmaWVsZCBUZWNobm9sb2dpZXMsIEluYy4xOzA5BgNVBAMTMlN0YXJmaWVs

ZCBTZXJ2aWNlcyBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRlIEF1dGhvcml0eSAtIEcyMB4XDTA5

MDkwMTAwMDAwMFoXDTM3MTIzMTIzNTk1OVowgZgxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMRAwDgYD

VQQIEwdBcml6b25hMRMwEQYDVQQHEwpTY290dHNkYWxlMSUwIwYDVQQKExxTdGFy

ZmllbGQgVGVjaG5vbG9naWVzLCBJbmMuMTswOQYDVQQDEzJTdGFyZmllbGQgU2Vy

dmljZXMgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBBdXRob3JpdHkgLSBHMjCCASIwDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBANUMOsQq+U7i9b4Zl1+OiFOxHz/Lz58gE20p

OsgPfTz3a3Y4Y9k2YKibXlwAgLIvWX/2h/klQ4bnaRtSmpDhcePYLQ1Ob/bISdm2

8xpWriu2dBTrz/sm4xq6HZYuajtYlIlHVv8loJNwU4PahHQUw2eeBGg6345AWh1K

Ts9DkTvnVtYAcMtS7nt9rjrnvDH5RfbCYM8TWQIrgMw0R9+53pBlbQLPLJGmpufe

hRhJfGZOozptqbXuNC66DQO4M99H67FrjSXZm86B0UVGMpZwh94CDklDhbZsc7tk

6mFBrMnUVN+HL8cisibMn1lUaJ/8viovxFUcdUBgF4UCVTmLfwUCAwEAAaNCMEAw

DwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFJxfAN+q

AdcwKziIorhtSpzyEZGDMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQBLNqaEd2ndOxmfZyMI

bw5hyf2E3F/YNoHN2BtBLZ9g3ccaaNnRbobhiCPPE95Dz+I0swSdHynVv/heyNXB

ve6SbzJ08pGCL72CQnqtKrcgfU28elUSwhXqvfdqlS5sdJ/PHLTyxQGjhdByPq1z
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qwubdQxtRbeOlKyWN7Wg0I8VRw7j6IPdj/3vQQF3zCepYoUz8jcI73HPdwbeyBkd

iEDPfUYd/x7H4c7/I9vG+o1VTqkC50cRRj70/b17KSa7qWFiNyi2LSr2EIZkyXCn

0q23KXB56jzaYyWf/Wi3MOxw+3WKt21gZ7IeyLnp2KhvAotnDU0mV3HaIPzBSlCN

sSi6

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial O=AffirmTrust

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Commercial O=AffirmTrust

# Label: "AffirmTrust Commercial"

# Serial: 8608355977964138876

# MD5 Fingerprint: 82:92:ba:5b:ef:cd:8a:6f:a6:3d:55:f9:84:f6:d6:b7

# SHA1 Fingerprint: f9:b5:b6:32:45:5f:9c:be:ec:57:5f:80:dc:e9:6e:2c:c7:b2:78:b7

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

03:76:ab:1d:54:c5:f9:80:3c:e4:b2:e2:01:a0:ee:7e:ef:7b:57:b6:36:e8:a9:3c:9b:8d:48:60:c9:6f:5f:a7

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDTDCCAjSgAwIBAgIId3cGJyapsXwwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwRDELMAkGA1UE

BhMCVVMxFDASBgNVBAoMC0FmZmlybVRydXN0MR8wHQYDVQQDDBZBZmZpcm1UcnVz

dCBDb21tZXJjaWFsMB4XDTEwMDEyOTE0MDYwNloXDTMwMTIzMTE0MDYwNlowRDEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFDASBgNVBAoMC0FmZmlybVRydXN0MR8wHQYDVQQDDBZBZmZp

cm1UcnVzdCBDb21tZXJjaWFsMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKC

AQEA9htPZwcroRX1BiLLHwGy43NFBkRJLLtJJRTWzsO3qyxPxkEylFf6EqdbDuKP

Hx6GGaeqtS25Xw2Kwq+FNXkyLbscYjfysVtKPcrNcV/pQr6U6Mje+SJIZMblq8Yr

ba0F8PrVC8+a5fBQpIs7R6UjW3p6+DM/uO+Zl+MgwdYoic+U+7lF7eNAFxHUdPAL

MeIrJmqbTFeurCA+ukV6BfO9m2kVrn1OIGPENXY6BwLJN/3HR+7o8XYdcxXyl6S1

yHp52UKqK39c/s4mT6NmgTWvRLpUHhwwMmWd5jyTXlBOeuM61G7MGvv50jeuJCqr

VwMiKA1JdX+3KNp1v47j3A55MQIDAQABo0IwQDAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUnZPGU4teyq8/

nx4P5ZmVvCT2lI8wDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDQYJ

KoZIhvcNAQELBQADggEBAFis9AQOzcAN/wr91LoWXym9e2iZWEnStB03TX8nfUYG

XUPGhi4+c7ImfU+TqbbEKpqrIZcUsd6M06uJFdhrJNTxFq7YpFzUf1GO7RgBsZNj

vbz4YYCanrHOQnDiqX0GJX0nof5v7LMeJNrjS1UaADs1tDvZ110w/YETifLCBivt

Z8SOyUOyXGsViQK8YvxO8rUzqrJv0wqiUOP2O+guRMLbZjipM1ZI8W0bM40NjD9g

N53Tym1+NH4Nn3J2ixufcv1SNUFFApYvHLKac0khsUlHRUe072o0EclNmsxZt9YC

nlpOZbWUrhvfKbAW8b8Angc6F2S1BLUjIZkKlTuXfO8=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Networking O=AffirmTrust

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Networking O=AffirmTrust

# Label: "AffirmTrust Networking"

# Serial: 8957382827206547757

# MD5 Fingerprint: 42:65:ca:be:01:9a:9a:4c:a9:8c:41:49:cd:c0:d5:7f

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 29:36:21:02:8b:20:ed:02:f5:66:c5:32:d1:d6:ed:90:9f:45:00:2f

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

0a:81:ec:5a:92:97:77:f1:45:90:4a:f3:8d:5d:50:9f:66:b5:e2:c5:8f:cd:b5:31:05:8b:0e:17:f3:f0:b4:1b

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDTDCCAjSgAwIBAgIIfE8EORzUmS0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwRDELMAkGA1UE

BhMCVVMxFDASBgNVBAoMC0FmZmlybVRydXN0MR8wHQYDVQQDDBZBZmZpcm1UcnVz

dCBOZXR3b3JraW5nMB4XDTEwMDEyOTE0MDgyNFoXDTMwMTIzMTE0MDgyNFowRDEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFDASBgNVBAoMC0FmZmlybVRydXN0MR8wHQYDVQQDDBZBZmZp
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cm1UcnVzdCBOZXR3b3JraW5nMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKC

AQEAtITMMxcua5Rsa2FSoOujz3mUTOWUgJnLVWREZY9nZOIG41w3SfYvm4SEHi3y

YJ0wTsyEheIszx6e/jarM3c1RNg1lho9Nuh6DtjVR6FqaYvZ/Ls6rnla1fTWcbua

kCNrmreIdIcMHl+5ni36q1Mr3Lt2PpNMCAiMHqIjHNRqrSK6mQEubWXLviRmVSRL

QESxG9fhwoXA3hA/Pe24/PHxI1Pcv2WXb9n5QHGNfb2V1M6+oF4nI979ptAmDgAp

6zxG8D1gvz9Q0twmQVGeFDdCBKNwV6gbh+0t+nvujArjqWaJGctB+d1ENmHP4ndG

yH329JKBNv3bNPFyfvMMFr20FQIDAQABo0IwQDAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUBx/S55zawm6i

QLSwelAQUHTEyL0wDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDQYJ

KoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAIlXshZ6qML91tmbmzTCnLQyFE2npN/svqe++EPbkTfO

tDIuUFUaNU52Q3Eg75N3ThVwLofDwR1t3Mu1J9QsVtFSUzpE0nPIxBsFZVpikpzu

QY0x2+c06lkh1QF612S4ZDnNye2v7UsDSKegmQGA3GWjNq5lWUhPgkvIZfFXHeVZ

Lgo/bNjR9eUJtGxUAArgFU2HdW23WJZa3W3SAKD0m0i+wzekujbgfIeFlxoVot4u

olu9rxj5kFDNcFn4J2dHy8egBzp90SxdbBk6ZrV9/ZFvgrG+CJPbFEfxojfHRZ48

x3evZKiT3/Zpg4Jg8klCNO1aAFSFHBY2kgxc+qatv9s=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium O=AffirmTrust

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium O=AffirmTrust

# Label: "AffirmTrust Premium"

# Serial: 7893706540734352110

# MD5 Fingerprint: c4:5d:0e:48:b6:ac:28:30:4e:0a:bc:f9:38:16:87:57

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d8:a6:33:2c:e0:03:6f:b1:85:f6:63:4f:7d:6a:06:65:26:32:28:27

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

70:a7:3f:7f:37:6b:60:07:42:48:90:45:34:b1:14:82:d5:bf:0e:69:8e:cc:49:8d:f5:25:77:eb:f2:e9:3b:9a

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFRjCCAy6gAwIBAgIIbYwURrGmCu4wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQAwQTELMAkGA1UE

BhMCVVMxFDASBgNVBAoMC0FmZmlybVRydXN0MRwwGgYDVQQDDBNBZmZpcm1UcnVz

dCBQcmVtaXVtMB4XDTEwMDEyOTE0MTAzNloXDTQwMTIzMTE0MTAzNlowQTELMAkG

A1UEBhMCVVMxFDASBgNVBAoMC0FmZmlybVRydXN0MRwwGgYDVQQDDBNBZmZpcm1U

cnVzdCBQcmVtaXVtMIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAg8AMIICCgKCAgEAxBLf

qV/+Qd3d9Z+K4/as4Tx4mrzY8H96oDMq3I0gW64tb+eT2TZwamjPjlGjhVtnBKAQ

JG9dKILBl1fYSCkTtuG+kU3fhQxTGJoeJKJPj/CihQvL9Cl/0qRY7iZNyaqoe5rZ

+jjeRFcV5fiMyNlI4g0WJx0eyIOFJbe6qlVBzAMiSy2RjYvmia9mx+n/K+k8rNrS

s8PhaJyJ+HoAVt70VZVs+7pk3WKL3wt3MutizCaam7uqYoNMtAZ6MMgpv+0GTZe5

HMQxK9VfvFMSF5yZVylmd2EhMQcuJUmdGPLu8ytxjLW6OQdJd/zvLpKQBY0tL3d7

70O/Nbua2Plzpyzy0FfuKE4mX4+QaAkvuPjcBukumj5Rp9EixAqnOEhss/n/fauG

V+O61oV4d7pD6kh/9ti+I20ev9E2bFhc8e6kGVQa9QPSdubhjL08s9NIS+LI+H+S

qHZGnEJlPqQewQcDWkYtuJfzt9WyVSHvutxMAJf7FJUnM7/oQ0dG0giZFmA7mn7S

5u046uwBHjxIVkkJx0w3AJ6IDsBz4W9m6XJHMD4Q5QsDyZpCAGzFlH5hxIrff4Ia

C1nEWTJ3s7xgaVY5/bQGeyzWZDbZvUjthB9+pSKPKrhC9IK31FOQeE4tGv2Bb0TX

OwF0lkLgAOIua+rF7nKsu7/+6qqo+Nz2snmKtmcCAwEAAaNCMEAwHQYDVR0OBBYE

FJ3AZ6YMItkm9UWrpmVSESfYRaxjMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/

BAQDAgEGMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBDAUAA4ICAQCzV00QYk465KzquByvMiPIs0laUZx2

KI15qldGF9X1Uva3ROgIRL8YhNILgM3FEv0AVQVhh0HctSSePMTYyPtwni94loMg

Nt58D2kTiKV1NpgIpsbfrM7jWNa3Pt668+s0QNiigfV4Py/VpfzZotReBA4Xrf5B

8OWycvpEgjNC6C1Y91aMYj+6QrCcDFx+LmUmXFNPALJ4fqENmS2NuB2OosSw/WDQ

MKSOyARiqcTtNd56l+0OOF6SL5Nwpamcb6d9Ex1+xghIsV5n61EIJenmJWtSKZGc

0jlzCFfemQa0W50QBuHCAKi4HEoCChTQwUHK+4w1IX2COPKpVJEZNZOUbWo6xbLQ
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u4mGk+ibyQ86p3q4ofB4Rvr8Ny/lioTz3/4E2aFooC8k4gmVBtWVyuEklut89pMF

u+1z6S3RdTnX5yTb2E5fQ4+e0BQ5v1VwSJlXMbSc7kqYA5YwH2AG7hsj/oFgIxpH

YoWlzBk0gG+zrBrjn/B7SK3VAdlntqlyk+otZrWyuOQ9PLLvTIzq6we/qzWaVYa8

GKa1qF60g2xraUDTn9zxw2lrueFtCfTxqlB2Cnp9ehehVZZCmTEJ3WARjQUwfuaO

RtGdFNrHF+QFlozEJLUbzxQHskD4o55BhrwE0GuWyCqANP2/7waj3VjFhT0+j/6e

KeC2uAloGRwYQw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC O=AffirmTrust

# Subject: CN=AffirmTrust Premium ECC O=AffirmTrust

# Label: "AffirmTrust Premium ECC"

# Serial: 8401224907861490260

# MD5 Fingerprint: 64:b0:09:55:cf:b1:d5:99:e2:be:13:ab:a6:5d:ea:4d

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b8:23:6b:00:2f:1d:16:86:53:01:55:6c:11:a4:37:ca:eb:ff:c3:bb

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

bd:71:fd:f6:da:97:e4:cf:62:d1:64:7a:dd:25:81:b0:7d:79:ad:f8:39:7e:b4:ec:ba:9c:5e:84:88:82:14:23

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIB/jCCAYWgAwIBAgIIdJclisc/elQwCgYIKoZIzj0EAwMwRTELMAkGA1UEBhMC

VVMxFDASBgNVBAoMC0FmZmlybVRydXN0MSAwHgYDVQQDDBdBZmZpcm1UcnVzdCBQ

cmVtaXVtIEVDQzAeFw0xMDAxMjkxNDIwMjRaFw00MDEyMzExNDIwMjRaMEUxCzAJ

BgNVBAYTAlVTMRQwEgYDVQQKDAtBZmZpcm1UcnVzdDEgMB4GA1UEAwwXQWZmaXJt

VHJ1c3QgUHJlbWl1bSBFQ0MwdjAQBgcqhkjOPQIBBgUrgQQAIgNiAAQNMF4bFZ0D

0KF5Nbc6PJJ6yhUczWLznCZcBz3lVPqj1swS6vQUX+iOGasvLkjmrBhDeKzQN8O9

ss0s5kfiGuZjuD0uL3jET9v0D6RoTFVya5UdThhClXjMNzyR4ptlKymjQjBAMB0G

A1UdDgQWBBSaryl6wBE1NSZRMADDav5A1a7WPDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4G

A1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAKBggqhkjOPQQDAwNnADBkAjAXCfOHiFBar8jAQr9HX/Vs

aobgxCd05DhT1wV/GzTjxi+zygk8N53X57hG8f2h4nECMEJZh0PUUd+60wkyWs6I

flc9nF9Ca/UHLbXwgpP5WW+uZPpY5Yse42O+tYHNbwKMeQ==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA O=Unizeto Technologies S.A. OU=Certum Certification Authority

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA O=Unizeto Technologies S.A. OU=Certum Certification Authority

# Label: "Certum Trusted Network CA"

# Serial: 279744

# MD5 Fingerprint: d5:e9:81:40:c5:18:69:fc:46:2c:89:75:62:0f:aa:78

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 07:e0:32:e0:20:b7:2c:3f:19:2f:06:28:a2:59:3a:19:a7:0f:06:9e

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

5c:58:46:8d:55:f5:8e:49:7e:74:39:82:d2:b5:00:10:b6:d1:65:37:4a:cf:83:a7:d4:a3:2d:b7:68:c4:40:8e

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDuzCCAqOgAwIBAgIDBETAMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUAMH4xCzAJBgNVBAYTAlBM

MSIwIAYDVQQKExlVbml6ZXRvIFRlY2hub2xvZ2llcyBTLkEuMScwJQYDVQQLEx5D

ZXJ0dW0gQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkxIjAgBgNVBAMTGUNlcnR1bSBU

cnVzdGVkIE5ldHdvcmsgQ0EwHhcNMDgxMDIyMTIwNzM3WhcNMjkxMjMxMTIwNzM3

WjB+MQswCQYDVQQGEwJQTDEiMCAGA1UEChMZVW5pemV0byBUZWNobm9sb2dpZXMg

Uy5BLjEnMCUGA1UECxMeQ2VydHVtIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MSIw

IAYDVQQDExlDZXJ0dW0gVHJ1c3RlZCBOZXR3b3JrIENBMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0B

AQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEA4/t9o3K6wvDJFIf1awFO4W5AB7ptJ11/91sts1rH

UV+rpDKmYYe2bg+G0jACl/jXaVehGDldamR5xgFZrDwxSjh80gTSSyjoIF87B6LM
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TXPb865Px1bVWqeWifrzq2jUI4ZZJ88JJ7ysbnKDHDBy3+Ci6dLhdHUZvSqeexVU

BBvXQzmtVSjF4hq79MDkrjhJM8x2hZ85RdKknvISjFH4fOQtf/WsX+sWn7Et0brM

kUJ3TCXJkDhv2/DM+44el1k+1WBO5gUo7Ul5E0u6SNsv+XLTOcr+H9g0cvW0QM8x

AcPs3hEtF10fuFDRXhmnad4HMyjKUJX5p1TLVIZQRan5SQIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBQIds3LB/8k9sXN7buQvOKEN0Z19zAOBgNV

HQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAKaorSLOAT2mo/9i0Eidi15y

sHhE49wcrwn9I0j6vSrEuVUEtRCjjSfeC4Jj0O7eDDd5QVsisrCaQVymcODU0HfL

I9MA4GxWL+FpDQ3Zqr8hgVDZBqWo/5U30Kr+4rP1mS1FhIrlQgnXdAIv94nYmem8

J9RHjboNRhx3zxSkHLmkMcScKHQDNP8zGSal6Q10tz6XxnboJ5ajZt3hrvJBW8qY

VoNzcOSGGtIxQbovvi0TWnZvTuhOgQ4/WwMioBK+ZlgRSssDxLQqKi2WF+A5VLxI

03YnnZotBqbJ7DnSq9ufmgsnAjUpsUCV5/nonFWIGUbWtzT1fs45mtk48VH3Tyw=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority O=TAIWAN-CA OU=Root CA

# Subject: CN=TWCA Root Certification Authority O=TAIWAN-CA OU=Root CA

# Label: "TWCA Root Certification Authority"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: aa:08:8f:f6:f9:7b:b7:f2:b1:a7:1e:9b:ea:ea:bd:79

# SHA1 Fingerprint: cf:9e:87:6d:d3:eb:fc:42:26:97:a3:b5:a3:7a:a0:76:a9:06:23:48

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

bf:d8:8f:e1:10:1c:41:ae:3e:80:1b:f8:be:56:35:0e:e9:ba:d1:a6:b9:bd:51:5e:dc:5c:6d:5b:87:11:ac:44

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDezCCAmOgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBfMQswCQYDVQQGEwJUVzES

MBAGA1UECgwJVEFJV0FOLUNBMRAwDgYDVQQLDAdSb290IENBMSowKAYDVQQDDCFU

V0NBIFJvb3QgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMDgwODI4MDcyNDMz

WhcNMzAxMjMxMTU1OTU5WjBfMQswCQYDVQQGEwJUVzESMBAGA1UECgwJVEFJV0FO

LUNBMRAwDgYDVQQLDAdSb290IENBMSowKAYDVQQDDCFUV0NBIFJvb3QgQ2VydGlm

aWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIB

AQCwfnK4pAOU5qfeCTiRShFAh6d8WWQUe7UREN3+v9XAu1bihSX0NXIP+FPQQeFE

AcK0HMMxQhZHhTMidrIKbw/lJVBPhYa+v5guEGcevhEFhgWQxFnQfHgQsIBct+HH

K3XLfJ+utdGdIzdjp9xCoi2SBBtQwXu4PhvJVgSLL1KbralW6cH/ralYhzC2gfeX

RfwZVzsrb+RH9JlF/h3x+JejiB03HFyP4HYlmlD4oFT/RJB2I9IyxsOrBr/8+7/z

rX2SYgJbKdM1o5OaQ2RgXbL6Mv87BK9NQGr5x+PvI/1ry+UPizgN7gr8/g+YnzAx

3WxSZfmLgb4i4RxYA7qRG4kHAgMBAAGjQjBAMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBRqOFsmjd6LWvJPelSDGRjjCDWmujANBgkq

hkiG9w0BAQUFAAOCAQEAPNV3PdrfibqHDAhUaiBQkr6wQT25JmSDCi/oQMCXKCeC

MErJk/9q56YAf4lCmtYR5VPOL8zy2gXE/uJQxDqGfczafhAJO5I1KlOy/usrBdls

XebQ79NqZp4VKIV66IIArB6nCWlWQtNoURi+VJq/REG6Sb4gumlc7rh3zc5sH62D

lhh9DrUUOYTxKOkto557HnpyWoOzeW/vtPzQCqVYT0bf+215WfKEIlKuD8z7fDvn

aspHYcN6+NOSBB+4IIThNlQWx0DeO4pz3N/GCUzf7Nr/1FNCocnyYh0igzyXxfkZ

YiesZSLX0zzG5Y6yU8xJzrww/nsOM5D77dIUkR8Hrw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD. OU=Security Communication RootCA2

# Subject: O=SECOM Trust Systems CO.,LTD. OU=Security Communication RootCA2

# Label: "Security Communication RootCA2"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: 6c:39:7d:a4:0e:55:59:b2:3f:d6:41:b1:12:50:de:43
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# SHA1 Fingerprint: 5f:3b:8c:f2:f8:10:b3:7d:78:b4:ce:ec:19:19:c3:73:34:b9:c7:74

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

51:3b:2c:ec:b8:10:d4:cd:e5:dd:85:39:1a:df:c6:c2:dd:60:d8:7b:b7:36:d2:b5:21:48:4a:a4:7a:0e:be:f6

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDdzCCAl+gAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBdMQswCQYDVQQGEwJKUDEl

MCMGA1UEChMcU0VDT00gVHJ1c3QgU3lzdGVtcyBDTy4sTFRELjEnMCUGA1UECxMe

U2VjdXJpdHkgQ29tbXVuaWNhdGlvbiBSb290Q0EyMB4XDTA5MDUyOTA1MDAzOVoX

DTI5MDUyOTA1MDAzOVowXTELMAkGA1UEBhMCSlAxJTAjBgNVBAoTHFNFQ09NIFRy

dXN0IFN5c3RlbXMgQ08uLExURC4xJzAlBgNVBAsTHlNlY3VyaXR5IENvbW11bmlj

YXRpb24gUm9vdENBMjCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBANAV

OVKxUrO6xVmCxF1SrjpDZYBLx/KWvNs2l9amZIyoXvDjChz335c9S672XewhtUGr

zbl+dp+++T42NKA7wfYxEUV0kz1XgMX5iZnK5atq1LXaQZAQwdbWQonCv/Q4EpVM

VAX3NuRFg3sUZdbcDE3R3n4MqzvEFb46VqZab3ZpUql6ucjrappdUtAtCms1FgkQ

hNBqyjoGADdH5H5XTz+L62e4iKrFvlNVspHEfbmwhRkGeC7bYRr6hfVKkaHnFtWO

ojnflLhwHyg/i/xAXmODPIMqGplrz95Zajv8bxbXH/1KEOtOghY6rCcMU/Gt1SSw

awNQwS08Ft1ENCcadfsCAwEAAaNCMEAwHQYDVR0OBBYEFAqFqXdlBZh8QIH4D5cs

OPEK7DzPMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA0GCSqGSIb3

DQEBCwUAA4IBAQBMOqNErLlFsceTfsgLCkLfZOoc7llsCLqJX2rKSpWeeo8HxdpF

coJxDjrSzG+ntKEju/Ykn8sX/oymzsLS28yN/HH8AynBbF0zX2S2ZTuJbxh2ePXc

okgfGT+Ok+vx+hfuzU7jBBJV1uXk3fs+BXziHV7Gp7yXT2g69ekuCkO2r1dcYmh8

t/2jioSgrGK+KwmHNPBqAbubKVY8/gA3zyNs8U6qtnRGEmyR7jTV7JqR50S+kDFy

1UkC9gLl9B/rfNmWVan/7Ir5mUf/NVoCqgTLiluHcSmRvaS0eg29mvVXIwAHIRc/

SjnRBUkLp7Y3gaVdjKozXoEofKd9J+sAro03

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=EC-ACC O=Agencia Catalana de Certificacio (NIF Q-0801176-I) OU=Serveis Publics de

Certificacio/Vegeu https://www.catcert.net/verarrel (c)03/Jerarquia Entitats de Certificacio Catalanes

# Subject: CN=EC-ACC O=Agencia Catalana de Certificacio (NIF Q-0801176-I) OU=Serveis Publics de

Certificacio/Vegeu https://www.catcert.net/verarrel (c)03/Jerarquia Entitats de Certificacio Catalanes

# Label: "EC-ACC"

# Serial: -23701579247955709139626555126524820479

# MD5 Fingerprint: eb:f5:9d:29:0d:61:f9:42:1f:7c:c2:ba:6d:e3:15:09

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 28:90:3a:63:5b:52:80:fa:e6:77:4c:0b:6d:a7:d6:ba:a6:4a:f2:e8

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

88:49:7f:01:60:2f:31:54:24:6a:e2:8c:4d:5a:ef:10:f1:d8:7e:bb:76:62:6f:4a:e0:b7:f9:5b:a7:96:87:99

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFVjCCBD6gAwIBAgIQ7is969Qh3hSoYqwE893EATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCB

8zELMAkGA1UEBhMCRVMxOzA5BgNVBAoTMkFnZW5jaWEgQ2F0YWxhbmEgZGUgQ2Vy

dGlmaWNhY2lvIChOSUYgUS0wODAxMTc2LUkpMSgwJgYDVQQLEx9TZXJ2ZWlzIFB1

YmxpY3MgZGUgQ2VydGlmaWNhY2lvMTUwMwYDVQQLEyxWZWdldSBodHRwczovL3d3

dy5jYXRjZXJ0Lm5ldC92ZXJhcnJlbCAoYykwMzE1MDMGA1UECxMsSmVyYXJxdWlh

IEVudGl0YXRzIGRlIENlcnRpZmljYWNpbyBDYXRhbGFuZXMxDzANBgNVBAMTBkVD

LUFDQzAeFw0wMzAxMDcyMzAwMDBaFw0zMTAxMDcyMjU5NTlaMIHzMQswCQYDVQQG

EwJFUzE7MDkGA1UEChMyQWdlbmNpYSBDYXRhbGFuYSBkZSBDZXJ0aWZpY2FjaW8g

KE5JRiBRLTA4MDExNzYtSSkxKDAmBgNVBAsTH1NlcnZlaXMgUHVibGljcyBkZSBD

ZXJ0aWZpY2FjaW8xNTAzBgNVBAsTLFZlZ2V1IGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNhdGNlcnQu

bmV0L3ZlcmFycmVsIChjKTAzMTUwMwYDVQQLEyxKZXJhcnF1aWEgRW50aXRhdHMg

ZGUgQ2VydGlmaWNhY2lvIENhdGFsYW5lczEPMA0GA1UEAxMGRUMtQUNDMIIBIjAN
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BgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAsyLHT+KXQpWIR4NA9h0X84NzJB5R

85iKw5K4/0CQBXCHYMkAqbWUZRkiFRfCQ2xmRJoNBD45b6VLeqpjt4pEndljkYRm

4CgPukLjbo73FCeTae6RDqNfDrHrZqJyTxIThmV6PttPB/SnCWDaOkKZx7J/sxaV

HMf5NLWUhdWZXqBIoH7nF2W4onW4HvPlQn2v7fOKSGRdghST2MDk/7NQcvJ29rNd

QlB50JQ+awwAvthrDk4q7D7SzIKiGGUzE3eeml0aE9jD2z3Il3rucO2n5nzbcc8t

lGLfbdb1OL4/pYUKGbio2Al1QnDE6u/LDsg0qBIimAy4E5S2S+zw0JDnJwIDAQAB

o4HjMIHgMB0GA1UdEQQWMBSBEmVjX2FjY0BjYXRjZXJ0Lm5ldDAPBgNVHRMBAf8E

BTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUoMOLRKo3pUW/l4Ba0fF4

opvpXY0wfwYDVR0gBHgwdjB0BgsrBgEEAfV4AQMBCjBlMCwGCCsGAQUFBwIBFiBo

dHRwczovL3d3dy5jYXRjZXJ0Lm5ldC92ZXJhcnJlbDA1BggrBgEFBQcCAjApGidW

ZWdldSBodHRwczovL3d3dy5jYXRjZXJ0Lm5ldC92ZXJhcnJlbCAwDQYJKoZIhvcN

AQEFBQADggEBAKBIW4IB9k1IuDlVNZyAelOZ1Vr/sXE7zDkJlF7W2u++AVtd0x7Y

/X1PzaBB4DSTv8vihpw3kpBWHNzrKQXlxJ7HNd+KDM3FIUPpqojlNcAZQmNaAl6k

SBg6hW/cnbw/nZzBh7h6YQjpdwt/cKt63dmXLGQehb+8dJahw3oS7AwaboMMPOhy

Rp/7SNVel+axofjk70YllJyJ22k4vuxcDlbHZVHlUIiIv0LVKz3l+bqeLrPK9HOS

Agu+TGbrIP65y7WZf+a2E/rKS03Z7lNGBjvGTq2TWoF+bCpLagVFjPIhpDGQh2xl

nJ2lYJU6Un/10asIbvPuW/mIPX64b24D5EI=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011 O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011 O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority

# Label: "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2011"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: 73:9f:4c:4b:73:5b:79:e9:fa:ba:1c:ef:6e:cb:d5:c9

# SHA1 Fingerprint: fe:45:65:9b:79:03:5b:98:a1:61:b5:51:2e:ac:da:58:09:48:22:4d

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

bc:10:4f:15:a4:8b:e7:09:dc:a5:42:a7:e1:d4:b9:df:6f:05:45:27:e8:02:ea:a9:2d:59:54:44:25:8a:fe:71

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEMTCCAxmgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBlTELMAkGA1UEBhMCR1Ix

RDBCBgNVBAoTO0hlbGxlbmljIEFjYWRlbWljIGFuZCBSZXNlYXJjaCBJbnN0aXR1

dGlvbnMgQ2VydC4gQXV0aG9yaXR5MUAwPgYDVQQDEzdIZWxsZW5pYyBBY2FkZW1p

YyBhbmQgUmVzZWFyY2ggSW5zdGl0dXRpb25zIFJvb3RDQSAyMDExMB4XDTExMTIw

NjEzNDk1MloXDTMxMTIwMTEzNDk1MlowgZUxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkdSMUQwQgYDVQQK

EztIZWxsZW5pYyBBY2FkZW1pYyBhbmQgUmVzZWFyY2ggSW5zdGl0dXRpb25zIENl

cnQuIEF1dGhvcml0eTFAMD4GA1UEAxM3SGVsbGVuaWMgQWNhZGVtaWMgYW5kIFJl

c2VhcmNoIEluc3RpdHV0aW9ucyBSb290Q0EgMjAxMTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEB

BQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAKlTAOMupvaO+mDYLZU++CwqVE7NuYRhlFhPjz2L5EPz

dYmNUeTDN9KKiE15HrcS3UN4SoqS5tdI1Q+kOilENbgH9mgdVc04UfCMJDGFr4PJ

fel3r+0ae50X+bOdOFAPplp5kYCvN66m0zH7tSYJnTxa71HFK9+WXesyHgLacEns

bgzImjeN9/E2YEsmLIKe0HjzDQ9jpFEw4fkrJxIH2Oq9GGKYsFk3fb7u8yBRQlqD

75O6aRXxYp2fmTmCobd0LovUxQt7L/DICto9eQqakxylKHJzkUOap9FNhYS5qXSP

FEDH3N6sQWRstBmbAmNtJGSPRLIl6s5ddAxjMlyNh+UCAwEAAaOBiTCBhjAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MAsGA1UdDwQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUppFC/RNhSiOeCKQp

5dgTBCPuQSUwRwYDVR0eBEAwPqA8MAWCAy5ncjAFggMuZXUwBoIELmVkdTAGggQu

b3JnMAWBAy5ncjAFgQMuZXUwBoEELmVkdTAGgQQub3JnMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBQUA

A4IBAQAf73lB4XtuP7KMhjdCSk4cNx6NZrokgclPEg8hwAOXhiVtXdMiKahsog2p
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6z0GW5k6x8zDmjR/qw7IThzh+uTczQ2+vyT+bOdrwg3IBp5OjWEopmr95fZi6hg8

TqBTnbI6nOulnJEWtk2C4AwFSKls9cz4y51JtPACpf1wA+2KIaWuE4ZJwzNzvoc7

dIsXRSZMFpGD/md9zU1jZ/rzAxKWeAaNsWftjj++n08C9bMJL/NMh98qy5V8Acys

Nnq/onN694/BtZqhFLKPM58N7yLcZnuEvUUXBj08yrl3NI/K6s8/MT7jiOOASSXI

l7WdmplNsDz4SgCbZN2fOUvRJ9e4

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967

# Subject: CN=Actalis Authentication Root CA O=Actalis S.p.A./03358520967

# Label: "Actalis Authentication Root CA"

# Serial: 6271844772424770508

# MD5 Fingerprint: 69:c1:0d:4f:07:a3:1b:c3:fe:56:3d:04:bc:11:f6:a6

# SHA1 Fingerprint: f3:73:b3:87:06:5a:28:84:8a:f2:f3:4a:ce:19:2b:dd:c7:8e:9c:ac

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

55:92:60:84:ec:96:3a:64:b9:6e:2a:be:01:ce:0b:a8:6a:64:fb:fe:bc:c7:aa:b5:af:c1:55:b3:7f:d7:60:66

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFuzCCA6OgAwIBAgIIVwoRl0LE48wwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwazELMAkGA1UE

BhMCSVQxDjAMBgNVBAcMBU1pbGFuMSMwIQYDVQQKDBpBY3RhbGlzIFMucC5BLi8w

MzM1ODUyMDk2NzEnMCUGA1UEAwweQWN0YWxpcyBBdXRoZW50aWNhdGlvbiBSb290

IENBMB4XDTExMDkyMjExMjIwMloXDTMwMDkyMjExMjIwMlowazELMAkGA1UEBhMC

SVQxDjAMBgNVBAcMBU1pbGFuMSMwIQYDVQQKDBpBY3RhbGlzIFMucC5BLi8wMzM1

ODUyMDk2NzEnMCUGA1UEAwweQWN0YWxpcyBBdXRoZW50aWNhdGlvbiBSb290IENB

MIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAg8AMIICCgKCAgEAp8bEpSmkLO/lGMWwUKNv

UTufClrJwkg4CsIcoBh/kbWHuUA/3R1oHwiD1S0eiKD4j1aPbZkCkpAW1V8IbInX

4ay8IMKx4INRimlNAJZaby/ARH6jDuSRzVju3PvHHkVH3Se5CAGfpiEd9UEtL0z9

KK3giq0itFZljoZUj5NDKd45RnijMCO6zfB9E1fAXdKDa0hMxKufgFpbOr3JpyI/

gCczWw63igxdBzcIy2zSekciRDXFzMwujt0q7bd9Zg1fYVEiVRvjRuPjPdA1Yprb

rxTIW6HMiRvhMCb8oJsfgadHHwTrozmSBp+Z07/T6k9QnBn+locePGX2oxgkg4YQ

51Q+qDp2JE+BIcXjDwL4k5RHILv+1A7TaLndxHqEguNTVHnd25zS8gebLra8Pu2F

be8lEfKXGkJh90qX6IuxEAf6ZYGyojnP9zz/GPvG8VqLWeICrHuS0E4UT1lF9gxe

KF+w6D9Fz8+vm2/7hNN3WpVvrJSEnu68wEqPSpP4RCHiMUVhUE4Q2OM1fEwZtN4F

v6MGn8i1zeQf1xcGDXqVdFUNaBr8EBtiZJ1t4JWgw5QHVw0U5r0F+7if5t+L4sbn

fpb2U8WANFAoWPASUHEXMLrmeGO89LKtmyuy/uE5jF66CyCU3nuDuP/jVo23Eek7

jPKxwV2dpAtMK9myGPW1n0sCAwEAAaNjMGEwHQYDVR0OBBYEFFLYiDrIn3hm7Ynz

ezhwlMkCAjbQMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUUtiIOsifeGbt

ifN7OHCUyQICNtAwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4ICAQAL

e3KHwGCmSUyIWOYdiPcUZEim2FgKDk8TNd81HdTtBjHIgT5q1d07GjLukD0R0i70

jsNjLiNmsGe+b7bAEzlgqqI0JZN1Ut6nna0Oh4lScWoWPBkdg/iaKWW+9D+a2fDz

WochcYBNy+A4mz+7+uAwTc+G02UQGRjRlwKxK3JCaKygvU5a2hi/a5iB0P2avl4V

SM0RFbnAKVy06Ij3Pjaut2L9HmLecHgQHEhb2rykOLpn7VU+Xlff1ANATIGk0k9j

pwlCCRT8AKnCgHNPLsBA2RF7SOp6AsDT6ygBJlh0wcBzIm2Tlf05fbsq4/aC4yyX

X04fkZT6/iyj2HYauE2yOE+b+h1IYHkm4vP9qdCa6HCPSXrW5b0KDtst842/6+Ok

fcvHlXHo2qN8xcL4dJIEG4aspCJTQLas/kx2z/uUMsA1n3Y/buWQbqCmJqK4LL7R

K4X9p2jIugErsWx0Hbhzlefut8cl8ABMALJ+tguLHPPAUJ4lueAI3jZm/zel0btU

ZCzJJ7VLkn5l/9Mt4blOvH+kQSGQQXemOR/qnuOf0GZvBeyqdn6/axag67XH/JJU

LysRJyU3eExRarDzzFhdFPFqSBX/wge2sY0PjlxQRrM9vwGYT7JZVEc+NHt4bVaT

LnPqZih4zR0Uv6CPLy64Lo7yFIrM6bV8+2ydDKXhlg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: O=Trustis Limited OU=Trustis FPS Root CA

# Subject: O=Trustis Limited OU=Trustis FPS Root CA

# Label: "Trustis FPS Root CA"

# Serial: 36053640375399034304724988975563710553

# MD5 Fingerprint: 30:c9:e7:1e:6b:e6:14:eb:65:b2:16:69:20:31:67:4d

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 3b:c0:38:0b:33:c3:f6:a6:0c:86:15:22:93:d9:df:f5:4b:81:c0:04

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

c1:b4:82:99:ab:a5:20:8f:e9:63:0a:ce:55:ca:68:a0:3e:da:5a:51:9c:88:02:a0:d3:a6:73:be:8f:8e:55:7d

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDZzCCAk+gAwIBAgIQGx+ttiD5JNM2a/fH8YygWTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADBF

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJHQjEYMBYGA1UEChMPVHJ1c3RpcyBMaW1pdGVkMRwwGgYDVQQL

ExNUcnVzdGlzIEZQUyBSb290IENBMB4XDTAzMTIyMzEyMTQwNloXDTI0MDEyMTEx

MzY1NFowRTELMAkGA1UEBhMCR0IxGDAWBgNVBAoTD1RydXN0aXMgTGltaXRlZDEc

MBoGA1UECxMTVHJ1c3RpcyBGUFMgUm9vdCBDQTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQAD

ggEPADCCAQoCggEBAMVQe547NdDfxIzNjpvto8A2mfRC6qc+gIMPpqdZh8mQRUN+

AOqGeSoDvT03mYlmt+WKVoaTnGhLaASMk5MCPjDSNzoiYYkchU59j9WvezX2fihH

iTHcDnlkH5nSW7r+f2C/revnPDgpai/lkQtV/+xvWNUtyd5MZnGPDNcE2gfmHhjj

vSkCqPoc4Vu5g6hBSLwacY3nYuUtsuvffM/bq1rKMfFMIvMFE/eC+XN5DL7XSxzA

0RU8k0Fk0ea+IxciAIleH2ulrG6nS4zto3Lmr2NNL4XSFDWaLk6M6jKYKIahkQlB

OrTh4/L68MkKokHdqeMDx4gVOxzUGpTXn2RZEm0CAwEAAaNTMFEwDwYDVR0TAQH/

BAUwAwEB/zAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBS6+nEleYtXQSUhhgtx67JkDoshZzAdBgNVHQ4E

FgQUuvpxJXmLV0ElIYYLceuyZA6LIWcwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQADggEBAH5Y//01

GX2cGE+esCu8jowU/yyg2kdbw++BLa8F6nRIW/M+TgfHbcWzk88iNVy2P3UnXwmW

zaD+vkAMXBJV+JOCyinpXj9WV4s4NvdFGkwozZ5BuO1WTISkQMi4sKUraXAEasP4

1BIy+Q7DsdwyhEQsb8tGD+pmQQ9P8Vilpg0ND2HepZ5dfWWhPBfnqFVO76DH7cZE

f1T1o+CP8HxVIo8ptoGj4W1OLBuAZ+ytIJ8MYmHVl/9D7S3B2l0pKoU/rGXuhg8F

jZBf3+6f9L/uHfuY5H+QK4R4EA5sSVPvFVtlRkpdr7r7OnIdzfYliB6XzCGcKQEN

ZetX2fNXlrtIzYE=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA O=Buypass AS-983163327

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 2 Root CA O=Buypass AS-983163327

# Label: "Buypass Class 2 Root CA"

# Serial: 2

# MD5 Fingerprint: 46:a7:d2:fe:45:fb:64:5a:a8:59:90:9b:78:44:9b:29

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 49:0a:75:74:de:87:0a:47:fe:58:ee:f6:c7:6b:eb:c6:0b:12:40:99

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

9a:11:40:25:19:7c:5b:b9:5d:94:e6:3d:55:cd:43:79:08:47:b6:46:b2:3c:df:11:ad:a4:a0:0e:ff:15:fb:48

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFWTCCA0GgAwIBAgIBAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBOMQswCQYDVQQGEwJOTzEd

MBsGA1UECgwUQnV5cGFzcyBBUy05ODMxNjMzMjcxIDAeBgNVBAMMF0J1eXBhc3Mg

Q2xhc3MgMiBSb290IENBMB4XDTEwMTAyNjA4MzgwM1oXDTQwMTAyNjA4MzgwM1ow

TjELMAkGA1UEBhMCTk8xHTAbBgNVBAoMFEJ1eXBhc3MgQVMtOTgzMTYzMzI3MSAw

HgYDVQQDDBdCdXlwYXNzIENsYXNzIDIgUm9vdCBDQTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEB

BQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBANfHXvfBB9R3+0Mh9PT1aeTuMgHbo4Yf5FkNuud1g1Lr

6hxhFUi7HQfKjK6w3Jad6sNgkoaCKHOcVgb/S2TwDCo3SbXlzwx87vFKu3MwZfPV

L4O2fuPn9Z6rYPnT8Z2SdIrkHJasW4DptfQxh6NR/Md+oW+OU3fUl8FVM5I+GC91
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1K2GScuVr1QGbNgGE41b/+EmGVnAJLqBcXmQRFBoJJRfuLMR8SlBYaNByyM21cHx

MlAQTn/0hpPshNOOvEu/XAFOBz3cFIqUCqTqc/sLUegTBxj6DvEr0VQVfTzh97QZ

QmdiXnfgolXsttlpF9U6r0TtSsWe5HonfOV116rLJeffawrbD02TTqigzXsu8lkB

arcNuAeBfos4GzjmCleZPe4h6KP1DBbdi+w0jpwqHAAVF41og9JwnxgIzRFo1clr

Us3ERo/ctfPYV3Me6ZQ5BL/T3jjetFPsaRyifsSP5BtwrfKi+fv3FmRmaZ9JUaLi

FRhnBkp/1Wy1TbMz4GHrXb7pmA8y1x1LPC5aAVKRCfLf6o3YBkBjqhHk/sM3nhRS

P/TizPJhk9H9Z2vXUq6/aKtAQ6BXNVN48FP4YUIHZMbXb5tMOA1jrGKvNouicwoN

9SG9dKpN6nIDSdvHXx1iY8f93ZHsM+71bbRuMGjeyNYmsHVee7QHIJihdjK4TWxP

AgMBAAGjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFMmAd+BikoL1Rpzz

uvdMw964o605MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAgEAU18h

9bqwOlI5LJKwbADJ784g7wbylp7ppHR/ehb8t/W2+xUbP6umwHJdELFx7rxP462s

A20ucS6vxOOto70MEae0/0qyexAQH6dXQbLArvQsWdZHEIjzIVEpMMpghq9Gqx3t

OluwlN5E40EIosHsHdb9T7bWR9AUC8rmyrV7d35BH16Dx7aMOZawP5aBQW9gkOLo

+fsicdl9sz1Gv7SEr5AcD48Saq/v7h56rgJKihcrdv6sVIkkLE8/trKnToyokZf7

KcZ7XC25y2a2t6hbElGFtQl+Ynhw/qlqYLYdDnkM/crqJIByw5c/8nerQyIKx+u2

DISCLIBrQYoIwOula9+ZEsuK1V6ADJHgJgg2SMX6OBE1/yWDLfJ6v9r9jv6ly0Us

H8SIU653DtmadsWOLB2jutXsMq7Aqqz30XpN69QH4kj3Io6wpJ9qzo6ysmD0oyLQ

I+uUWnpp3Q+/QFesa1lQ2aOZ4W7+jQF5JyMV3pKdewlNWudLSDBaGOYKbeaP4NK7

5t98biGCwWg5TbSYWGZizEqQXsP6JwSxeRV0mcy+rSDeJmAc61ZRpqPq5KM/p/9h

3PFaTWwyI0PurKju7koSCTxdccK+efrCh2gdC/1cacwG0Jp9VJkqyTkaGa9LKkPz

Y11aWOIv4x3kqdbQCtCev9eBCfHJxyYNrJgWVqA=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA O=Buypass AS-983163327

# Subject: CN=Buypass Class 3 Root CA O=Buypass AS-983163327

# Label: "Buypass Class 3 Root CA"

# Serial: 2

# MD5 Fingerprint: 3d:3b:18:9e:2c:64:5a:e8:d5:88:ce:0e:f9:37:c2:ec

# SHA1 Fingerprint: da:fa:f7:fa:66:84:ec:06:8f:14:50:bd:c7:c2:81:a5:bc:a9:64:57

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

ed:f7:eb:bc:a2:7a:2a:38:4d:38:7b:7d:40:10:c6:66:e2:ed:b4:84:3e:4c:29:b4:ae:1d:5b:93:32:e6:b2:4d

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFWTCCA0GgAwIBAgIBAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBOMQswCQYDVQQGEwJOTzEd

MBsGA1UECgwUQnV5cGFzcyBBUy05ODMxNjMzMjcxIDAeBgNVBAMMF0J1eXBhc3Mg

Q2xhc3MgMyBSb290IENBMB4XDTEwMTAyNjA4Mjg1OFoXDTQwMTAyNjA4Mjg1OFow

TjELMAkGA1UEBhMCTk8xHTAbBgNVBAoMFEJ1eXBhc3MgQVMtOTgzMTYzMzI3MSAw

HgYDVQQDDBdCdXlwYXNzIENsYXNzIDMgUm9vdCBDQTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEB

BQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAKXaCpUWUOOV8l6ddjEGMnqb8RB2uACatVI2zSRHsJ8Y

ZLya9vrVediQYkwiL944PdbgqOkcLNt4EemOaFEVcsfzM4fkoF0LXOBXByow9c3E

N3coTRiR5r/VUv1xLXA+58bEiuPwKAv0dpihi4dVsjoT/Lc+JzeOIuOoTyrvYLs9

tznDDgFHmV0ST9tD+leh7fmdvhFHJlsTmKtdFoqwNxxXnUX/iJY2v7vKB3tvh2PX

0DJq1l1sDPGzbjniazEuOQAnFN44wOwZZoYS6J1yFhNkUsepNxz9gjDthBgd9K5c

/3ATAOux9TN6S9ZV+AWNS2mw9bMoNlwUxFFzTWsL8TQH2xc519woe2v1n/MuwU8X

KhDzzMro6/1rqy6any2CbgTUUgGTLT2G/H783+9CHaZr77kgxve9oKeV/afmiSTY

zIw0bOIjL9kSGiG5VZFvC5F5GQytQIgLcOJ60g7YaEi7ghM5EFjp2CoHxhLbWNvS

O1UQRwUVZ2J+GGOmRj8JDlQyXr8NYnon74Do29lLBlo3WiXQCBJ31G8JUJc9yB3D

34xFMFbG02SrZvPAXpacw8Tvw3xrizp5f7NJzz3iiZ+gMEuFuZyUJHmPfWupRWgP

K9Dx2hzLabjKSWJtyNBjYt1gD1iqj6G8BaVmos8bdrKEZLFMOVLAMLrwjEsCsLa3
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AgMBAAGjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFEe4zf/lb+74suwv

Tg75JbCOPGvDMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAgEAACAj

QTUEkMJAYmDv4jVM1z+s4jSQuKFvdvoWFqRINyzpkMLyPPgKn9iB5btb2iUspKdV

cSQy9sgL8rxq+JOssgfCX5/bzMiKqr5qb+FJEMwx14C7u8jYog5kV+qi9cKpMRXS

IGrs/CIBKM+GuIAeqcwRpTzyFrNHnfzSgCHEy9BHcEGhyoMZCCxt8l13nIoUE9Q2

HJLw5QY33KbmkJs4j1xrG0aGQ0JfPgEHU1RdZX33inOhmlRaHylDFCfChQ+1iHsa

O5S3HWCntZznKWlXWpuTekMwGwPXYshApqr8ZORK15FTAaggiG6cX0S5y2CBNOxv

033aSF/rtJC8LakcC6wc1aJoIIAE1vyxjy+7SjENSoYc6+I2KSb12tjE8nVhz36u

dmNKekBlk4f4HoCMhuWG1o8O/FMsYOgWYRqiPkN7zTlgVGr18okmAWiDSKIz6MkE

kbIRNBE+6tBDGR8Dk5AM/1E9V/RBbuHLoL7ryWPNbczk+DaqaJ3tvV2XcEQNtg41

3OEMXbugUZTLfhbrES+jkkXITHHZvMmZUldGL1DPvTVp9D0VzgalLA8+9oG6lLvD

u79leNKGef9JOxqDDPDeeOzI8k1MGt6CKfjBWtrt7uYnXuhF0J0cUahoq0Tj0Itq

4/g7u9xN12TyUb7mqqta6THuBrxzvxNiCp/HuZc=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3 O=T-Systems Enterprise Services GmbH OU=T-Systems Trust Center

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3 O=T-Systems Enterprise Services GmbH OU=T-Systems Trust

Center

# Label: "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 3"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: ca:fb:40:a8:4e:39:92:8a:1d:fe:8e:2f:c4:27:ea:ef

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 55:a6:72:3e:cb:f2:ec:cd:c3:23:74:70:19:9d:2a:be:11:e3:81:d1

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

fd:73:da:d3:1c:64:4f:f1:b4:3b:ef:0c:cd:da:96:71:0b:9c:d9:87:5e:ca:7e:31:70:7a:f3:e9:6d:52:2b:bd

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDwzCCAqugAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBgjELMAkGA1UEBhMCREUx

KzApBgNVBAoMIlQtU3lzdGVtcyBFbnRlcnByaXNlIFNlcnZpY2VzIEdtYkgxHzAd

BgNVBAsMFlQtU3lzdGVtcyBUcnVzdCBDZW50ZXIxJTAjBgNVBAMMHFQtVGVsZVNl

YyBHbG9iYWxSb290IENsYXNzIDMwHhcNMDgxMDAxMTAyOTU2WhcNMzMxMDAxMjM1

OTU5WjCBgjELMAkGA1UEBhMCREUxKzApBgNVBAoMIlQtU3lzdGVtcyBFbnRlcnBy

aXNlIFNlcnZpY2VzIEdtYkgxHzAdBgNVBAsMFlQtU3lzdGVtcyBUcnVzdCBDZW50

ZXIxJTAjBgNVBAMMHFQtVGVsZVNlYyBHbG9iYWxSb290IENsYXNzIDMwggEiMA0G

CSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQC9dZPwYiJvJK7genasfb3ZJNW4t/zN

8ELg63iIVl6bmlQdTQyK9tPPcPRStdiTBONGhnFBSivwKixVA9ZIw+A5OO3yXDw/

RLyTPWGrTs0NvvAgJ1gORH8EGoel15YUNpDQSXuhdfsaa3Ox+M6pCSzyU9XDFES4

hqX2iys52qMzVNn6chr3IhUciJFrf2blw2qAsCTz34ZFiP0Zf3WHHx+xGwpzJFu5

ZeAsVMhg02YXP+HMVDNzkQI6pn97djmiH5a2OK61yJN0HZ65tOVgnS9W0eDrXltM

EnAMbEQgqxHY9Bn20pxSN+f6tsIxO0rUFJmtxxr1XV/6B7h8DR/Wgx6zAgMBAAGj

QjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBS1

A/d2O2GCahKqGFPrAyGUv/7OyjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEAVj3vlNW92nOy

WL6ukK2YJ5f+AbGwUgC4TeQbIXQbfsDuXmkqJa9c1h3a0nnJ85cp4IaH3gRZD/FZ

1GSFS5mvJQQeyUapl96Cshtwn5z2r3Ex3XsFpSzTucpH9sry9uetuUg/vBa3wW30

6gmv7PO15wWeph6KU1HWk4HMdJP2udqmJQV0eVp+QD6CSyYRMG7hP0HHRwA11fXT

91Q+gT3aSWqas+8QPebrb9HIIkfLzM8BMZLZGOMivgkeGj5asuRrDFR6fUNOuIml

e9eiPZaGzPImNC1qkp2aGtAw4l1OBLBfiyB+d8E9lYLRRpo7PHi4b6HQDWSieB4p

TpPDpFQUWw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: CN=EE Certification Centre Root CA O=AS Sertifitseerimiskeskus

# Subject: CN=EE Certification Centre Root CA O=AS Sertifitseerimiskeskus

# Label: "EE Certification Centre Root CA"

# Serial: 112324828676200291871926431888494945866

# MD5 Fingerprint: 43:5e:88:d4:7d:1a:4a:7e:fd:84:2e:52:eb:01:d4:6f

# SHA1 Fingerprint: c9:a8:b9:e7:55:80:5e:58:e3:53:77:a7:25:eb:af:c3:7b:27:cc:d7

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

3e:84:ba:43:42:90:85:16:e7:75:73:c0:99:2f:09:79:ca:08:4e:46:85:68:1f:f1:95:cc:ba:8a:22:9b:8a:76

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEAzCCAuugAwIBAgIQVID5oHPtPwBMyonY43HmSjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADB1

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJFRTEiMCAGA1UECgwZQVMgU2VydGlmaXRzZWVyaW1pc2tlc2t1

czEoMCYGA1UEAwwfRUUgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBDZW50cmUgUm9vdCBDQTEYMBYG

CSqGSIb3DQEJARYJcGtpQHNrLmVlMCIYDzIwMTAxMDMwMTAxMDMwWhgPMjAzMDEy

MTcyMzU5NTlaMHUxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkVFMSIwIAYDVQQKDBlBUyBTZXJ0aWZpdHNl

ZXJpbWlza2Vza3VzMSgwJgYDVQQDDB9FRSBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIENlbnRyZSBS

b290IENBMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFglwa2lAc2suZWUwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEB

AQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQDIIMDs4MVLqwd4lfNE7vsLDP90jmG7sWLqI9iroWUy

euuOF0+W2Ap7kaJjbMeMTC55v6kF/GlclY1i+blw7cNRfdCT5mzrMEvhvH2/UpvO

bntl8jixwKIy72KyaOBhU8E2lf/slLo2rpwcpzIP5Xy0xm90/XsY6KxX7QYgSzIw

WFv9zajmofxwvI6Sc9uXp3whrj3B9UiHbCe9nyV0gVWw93X2PaRka9ZP585ArQ/d

MtO8ihJTmMmJ+xAdTX7Nfh9WDSFwhfYggx/2uh8Ej+p3iDXE/+pOoYtNP2MbRMNE

1CV2yreN1x5KZmTNXMWcg+HCCIia7E6j8T4cLNlsHaFLAgMBAAGjgYowgYcwDwYD

VR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFBLyWj7qVhy/

zQas8fElyalL1BSZMEUGA1UdJQQ+MDwGCCsGAQUFBwMCBggrBgEFBQcDAQYIKwYB

BQUHAwMGCCsGAQUFBwMEBggrBgEFBQcDCAYIKwYBBQUHAwkwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEF

BQADggEBAHv25MANqhlHt01Xo/6tu7Fq1Q+e2+RjxY6hUFaTlrg4wCQiZrxTFGGV

v9DHKpY5P30osxBAIWrEr7BSdxjhlthWXePdNl4dp1BUoMUq5KqMlIpPnTX/dqQG

E5Gion0ARD9V04I8GtVbvFZMIi5GQ4okQC3zErg7cBqklrkar4dBGmoYDQZPxz5u

uSlNDUmJEYcyW+ZLBMjkXOZ0c5RdFpgTlf7727FE5TpwrDdr5rMzcijJs1eg9gIW

iAYLtqZLICjU3j2LrTcFU3T+bsy8QxdxXvnFzBqpYe73dgzzcvRyrc9yAjYHR8/v

GVCJYMzpJJUPwssd8m92kMfMdcGWxZ0=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009 O=D-Trust GmbH

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009 O=D-Trust GmbH

# Label: "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 2009"

# Serial: 623603

# MD5 Fingerprint: cd:e0:25:69:8d:47:ac:9c:89:35:90:f7:fd:51:3d:2f

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 58:e8:ab:b0:36:15:33:fb:80:f7:9b:1b:6d:29:d3:ff:8d:5f:00:f0

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

49:e7:a4:42:ac:f0:ea:62:87:05:00:54:b5:25:64:b6:50:e4:f4:9e:42:e3:48:d6:aa:38:e0:39:e9:57:b1:c1

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEMzCCAxugAwIBAgIDCYPzMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAME0xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkRF

MRUwEwYDVQQKDAxELVRydXN0IEdtYkgxJzAlBgNVBAMMHkQtVFJVU1QgUm9vdCBD

bGFzcyAzIENBIDIgMjAwOTAeFw0wOTExMDUwODM1NThaFw0yOTExMDUwODM1NTha

ME0xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkRFMRUwEwYDVQQKDAxELVRydXN0IEdtYkgxJzAlBgNVBAMM

HkQtVFJVU1QgUm9vdCBDbGFzcyAzIENBIDIgMjAwOTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEB

BQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBANOySs96R+91myP6Oi/WUEWJNTrGa9v+2wBoqOADER03
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UAifTUpolDWzU9GUY6cgVq/eUXjsKj3zSEhQPgrfRlWLJ23DEE0NkVJD2IfgXU42

tSHKXzlABF9bfsyjxiupQB7ZNoTWSPOSHjRGICTBpFGOShrvUD9pXRl/RcPHAY9R

ySPocq60vFYJfxLLHLGvKZAKyVXMD9O0Gu1HNVpK7ZxzBCHQqr0ME7UAyiZsxGsM

lFqVlNpQmvH/pStmMaTJOKDfHR+4CS7zp+hnUquVH+BGPtikw8paxTGA6Eian5Rp

/hnd2HN8gcqW3o7tszIFZYQ05ub9VxC1X3a/L7AQDcUCAwEAAaOCARowggEWMA8G

A1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFP3aFMSfMN4hvR5COfyrYyNJ4PGEMA4G

A1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjCB0wYDVR0fBIHLMIHIMIGAoH6gfIZ6bGRhcDovL2RpcmVj

dG9yeS5kLXRydXN0Lm5ldC9DTj1ELVRSVVNUJTIwUm9vdCUyMENsYXNzJTIwMyUy

MENBJTIwMiUyMDIwMDksTz1ELVRydXN0JTIwR21iSCxDPURFP2NlcnRpZmljYXRl

cmV2b2NhdGlvbmxpc3QwQ6BBoD+GPWh0dHA6Ly93d3cuZC10cnVzdC5uZXQvY3Js

L2QtdHJ1c3Rfcm9vdF9jbGFzc18zX2NhXzJfMjAwOS5jcmwwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQADggEBAH+X2zDI36ScfSF6gHDOFBJpiBSVYEQBrLLpME+bUMJm2H6NMLVwMeni

acfzcNsgFYbQDfC+rAF1hM5+n02/t2A7nPPKHeJeaNijnZflQGDSNiH+0LS4F9p0

o3/U37CYAqxva2ssJSRyoWXuJVrl5jLn8t+rSfrzkGkj2wTZ51xY/GXUl77M/C4K

zCUqNQT4YJEVdT1B/yMfGchs64JTBKbkTCJNjYy6zltz7GRUUG3RnFX7acM2w4y8

PIWmawomDeCTmGCufsYkl4phX5GOZpIJhzbNi5stPvZR1FDUWSi9g/LMKHtThm3Y

Johw1+qRzT65ysCQblrGXnRl11z+o+I=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009 O=D-Trust GmbH

# Subject: CN=D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009 O=D-Trust GmbH

# Label: "D-TRUST Root Class 3 CA 2 EV 2009"

# Serial: 623604

# MD5 Fingerprint: aa:c6:43:2c:5e:2d:cd:c4:34:c0:50:4f:11:02:4f:b6

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 96:c9:1b:0b:95:b4:10:98:42:fa:d0:d8:22:79:fe:60:fa:b9:16:83

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

ee:c5:49:6b:98:8c:e9:86:25:b9:34:09:2e:ec:29:08:be:d0:b0:f3:16:c2:d4:73:0c:84:ea:f1:f3:d3:48:81

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEQzCCAyugAwIBAgIDCYP0MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMFAxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkRF

MRUwEwYDVQQKDAxELVRydXN0IEdtYkgxKjAoBgNVBAMMIUQtVFJVU1QgUm9vdCBD

bGFzcyAzIENBIDIgRVYgMjAwOTAeFw0wOTExMDUwODUwNDZaFw0yOTExMDUwODUw

NDZaMFAxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkRFMRUwEwYDVQQKDAxELVRydXN0IEdtYkgxKjAoBgNV

BAMMIUQtVFJVU1QgUm9vdCBDbGFzcyAzIENBIDIgRVYgMjAwOTCCASIwDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBAJnxhDRwui+3MKCOvXwEz75ivJn9gpfSegpn

ljgJ9hBOlSJzmY3aFS3nBfwZcyK3jpgAvDw9rKFs+9Z5JUut8Mxk2og+KbgPCdM0

3TP1YtHhzRnp7hhPTFiu4h7WDFsVWtg6uMQYZB7jM7K1iXdODL/ZlGsTl28So/6Z

qQTMFexgaDbtCHu39b+T7WYxg4zGcTSHThfqr4uRjRxWQa4iN1438h3Z0S0NL2lR

p75mpoo6Kr3HGrHhFPC+Oh25z1uxav60sUYgovseO3Dvk5h9jHOW8sXvhXCtKSb8

HgQ+HKDYD8tSg2J87otTlZCpV6LqYQXY+U3EJ/pure3511H3a6UCAwEAAaOCASQw

ggEgMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFNOUikxiEyoZLsyvcop9Ntea

HNxnMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjCB3QYDVR0fBIHVMIHSMIGHoIGEoIGBhn9sZGFw

Oi8vZGlyZWN0b3J5LmQtdHJ1c3QubmV0L0NOPUQtVFJVU1QlMjBSb290JTIwQ2xh

c3MlMjAzJTIwQ0ElMjAyJTIwRVYlMjAyMDA5LE89RC1UcnVzdCUyMEdtYkgsQz1E

RT9jZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZXJldm9jYXRpb25saXN0MEagRKBChkBodHRwOi8vd3d3LmQt

dHJ1c3QubmV0L2NybC9kLXRydXN0X3Jvb3RfY2xhc3NfM19jYV8yX2V2XzIwMDku

Y3JsMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4IBAQA07XtaPKSUiO8aEXUHL7P+PPoeUSbrh/Yp

3uDx1MYkCenBz1UbtDDZzhr+BlGmFaQt77JLvyAoJUnRpjZ3NOhk31KxEcdzes05

nsKtjHEh8lprr988TlWvsoRlFIm5d8sqMb7Po23Pb0iUMkZv53GMoKaEGTcH8gNF
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CSuGdXzfX2lXANtu2KZyIktQ1HWYVt+3GP9DQ1CuekR78HlR10M9p9OB0/DJT7na

xpeG0ILD5EJt/rDiZE4OJudANCa1CInXCGNjOCd1HjPqbqjdn5lPdE2BiYBL3ZqX

KVwvvoFBuYz/6n1gBp7N1z3TLqMVvKjmJuVvw9y4AyHqnxbxLFS1

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=CA Disig Root R2 O=Disig a.s.

# Subject: CN=CA Disig Root R2 O=Disig a.s.

# Label: "CA Disig Root R2"

# Serial: 10572350602393338211

# MD5 Fingerprint: 26:01:fb:d8:27:a7:17:9a:45:54:38:1a:43:01:3b:03

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b5:61:eb:ea:a4:de:e4:25:4b:69:1a:98:a5:57:47:c2:34:c7:d9:71

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

e2:3d:4a:03:6d:7b:70:e9:f5:95:b1:42:20:79:d2:b9:1e:df:bb:1f:b6:51:a0:63:3e:aa:8a:9d:c5:f8:07:03

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFaTCCA1GgAwIBAgIJAJK4iNuwisFjMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMFIxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAlNLMRMwEQYDVQQHEwpCcmF0aXNsYXZhMRMwEQYDVQQKEwpEaXNpZyBhLnMu

MRkwFwYDVQQDExBDQSBEaXNpZyBSb290IFIyMB4XDTEyMDcxOTA5MTUzMFoXDTQy

MDcxOTA5MTUzMFowUjELMAkGA1UEBhMCU0sxEzARBgNVBAcTCkJyYXRpc2xhdmEx

EzARBgNVBAoTCkRpc2lnIGEucy4xGTAXBgNVBAMTEENBIERpc2lnIFJvb3QgUjIw

ggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCio8QACdaFXS1tFPbCw3Oe

NcJxVX6B+6tGUODBfEl45qt5WDza/3wcn9iXAng+a0EE6UG9vgMsRfYvZNSrXaNH

PWSb6WiaxswbP7q+sos0Ai6YVRn8jG+qX9pMzk0DIaPY0jSTVpbLTAwAFjxfGs3I

x2ymrdMxp7zo5eFm1tL7A7RBZckQrg4FY8aAamkw/dLukO8NJ9+flXP04SXabBbe

QTg06ov80egEFGEtQX6sx3dOy1FU+16SGBsEWmjGycT6txOgmLcRK7fWV8x8nhfR

yyX+hk4kLlYMeE2eARKmK6cBZW58Yh2EhN/qwGu1pSqVg8NTEQxzHQuyRpDRQjrO

QG6Vrf/GlK1ul4SOfW+eioANSW1z4nuSHsPzwfPrLgVv2RvPN3YEyLRa5Beny912

H9AZdugsBbPWnDTYltxhh5EF5EQIM8HauQhl1K6yNg3ruji6DOWbnuuNZt2Zz9aJ

QfYEkoopKW1rOhzndX0CcQ7zwOe9yxndnWCywmZgtrEE7snmhrmaZkCo5xHtgUUD

i/ZnWejBBhG93c+AAk9lQHhcR1DIm+YfgXvkRKhbhZri3lrVx/k6RGZL5DJUfORs

nLMOPReisjQS1n6yqEm70XooQL6iFh/f5DcfEXP7kAplQ6INfPgGAVUzfbANuPT1

rqVCV3w2EYx7XsQDnYx5nQIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1Ud

DwEB/wQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUtZn4r7CU9eMg1gqtzk5WpC5uQu0wDQYJKoZI

hvcNAQELBQADggIBACYGXnDnZTPIgm7ZnBc6G3pmsgH2eDtpXi/q/075KMOYKmFM

tCQSin1tERT3nLXK5ryeJ45MGcipvXrA1zYObYVybqjGom32+nNjf7xueQgcnYqf

GopTpti72TVVsRHFqQOzVju5hJMiXn7B9hJSi+osZ7z+Nkz1uM/Rs0mSO9MpDpkb

lvdhuDvEK7Z4bLQjb/D907JedR+Zlais9trhxTF7+9FGs9K8Z7RiVLoJ92Owk6Ka

+elSLotgEqv89WBW7xBci8QaQtyDW2QOy7W81k/BfDxujRNt+3vrMNDcTa/F1bal

TFtxyegxvug4BkihGuLq0t4SOVga/4AOgnXmt8kHbA7v/zjxmHHEt38OFdAlab0i

nSvtBfZGR6ztwPDUO+Ls7pZbkBNOHlY667DvlruWIxG68kOGdGSVyCh13x01utI3

gzhTODY7z2zp+WsO0PsE6E9312UBeIYMej4hYvF/Y3EMyZ9E26gnonW+boE+18Dr

G5gPcFw0sorMwIUY6256s/daoQe/qUKS82Ail+QUoQebTnbAjn39pCXHR+3/H3Os

zMOl6W8KjptlwlCFtaOgUxLMVYdh84GuEEZhvUQhuMI9dM9+JDX6HAcOmz0iyu8x

L4ysEr3vQCj8KWefshNPZiTEUxnpHikV7+ZtsH8tZ/3zbBt1RqPlShfppNcL

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=ACCVRAIZ1 O=ACCV OU=PKIACCV

# Subject: CN=ACCVRAIZ1 O=ACCV OU=PKIACCV

# Label: "ACCVRAIZ1"
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# Serial: 6828503384748696800

# MD5 Fingerprint: d0:a0:5a:ee:05:b6:09:94:21:a1:7d:f1:b2:29:82:02

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 93:05:7a:88:15:c6:4f:ce:88:2f:fa:91:16:52:28:78:bc:53:64:17

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

9a:6e:c0:12:e1:a7:da:9d:be:34:19:4d:47:8a:d7:c0:db:18:22:fb:07:1d:f1:29:81:49:6e:d1:04:38:41:13

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIH0zCCBbugAwIBAgIIXsO3pkN/pOAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAwQjESMBAGA1UE

AwwJQUNDVlJBSVoxMRAwDgYDVQQLDAdQS0lBQ0NWMQ0wCwYDVQQKDARBQ0NWMQsw

CQYDVQQGEwJFUzAeFw0xMTA1MDUwOTM3MzdaFw0zMDEyMzEwOTM3MzdaMEIxEjAQ

BgNVBAMMCUFDQ1ZSQUlaMTEQMA4GA1UECwwHUEtJQUNDVjENMAsGA1UECgwEQUND

VjELMAkGA1UEBhMCRVMwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCb

qau/YUqXry+XZpp0X9DZlv3P4uRm7x8fRzPCRKPfmt4ftVTdFXxpNRFvu8gMjmoY

HtiP2Ra8EEg2XPBjs5BaXCQ316PWywlxufEBcoSwfdtNgM3802/J+Nq2DoLSRYWo

G2ioPej0RGy9ocLLA76MPhMAhN9KSMDjIgro6TenGEyxCQ0jVn8ETdkXhBilyNpA

lHPrzg5XPAOBOp0KoVdDaaxXbXmQeOW1tDvYvEyNKKGno6e6Ak4l0Squ7a4DIrhr

IA8wKFSVf+DuzgpmndFALW4ir50awQUZ0m/A8p/4e7MCQvtQqR0tkw8jq8bBD5L/

0KIV9VMJcRz/RROE5iZe+OCIHAr8Fraocwa48GOEAqDGWuzndN9wrqODJerWx5eH

k6fGioozl2A3ED6XPm4pFdahD9GILBKfb6qkxkLrQaLjlUPTAYVtjrs78yM2x/47

4KElB0iryYl0/wiPgL/AlmXz7uxLaL2diMMxs0Dx6M/2OLuc5NF/1OVYm3z61PMO

m3WR5LpSLhl+0fXNWhn8ugb2+1KoS5kE3fj5tItQo05iifCHJPqDQsGH+tUtKSpa

cXpkatcnYGMN285J9Y0fkIkyF/hzQ7jSWpOGYdbhdQrqeWZ2iE9x6wQl1gpaepPl

uUsXQA+xtrn13k/c4LOsOxFwYIRKQ26ZIMApcQrAZQIDAQABo4ICyzCCAscwfQYI

KwYBBQUHAQEEcTBvMEwGCCsGAQUFBzAChkBodHRwOi8vd3d3LmFjY3YuZXMvZmls

ZWFkbWluL0FyY2hpdm9zL2NlcnRpZmljYWRvcy9yYWl6YWNjdjEuY3J0MB8GCCsG

AQUFBzABhhNodHRwOi8vb2NzcC5hY2N2LmVzMB0GA1UdDgQWBBTSh7Tj3zcnk1X2

VuqB5TbMjB4/vTAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFNKHtOPfNyeT

VfZW6oHlNsyMHj+9MIIBcwYDVR0gBIIBajCCAWYwggFiBgRVHSAAMIIBWDCCASIG

CCsGAQUFBwICMIIBFB6CARAAQQB1AHQAbwByAGkAZABhAGQAIABkAGUAIABDAGUA

cgB0AGkAZgBpAGMAYQBjAGkA8wBuACAAUgBhAO0AegAgAGQAZQAgAGwAYQAgAEEA

QwBDAFYAIAAoAEEAZwBlAG4AYwBpAGEAIABkAGUAIABUAGUAYwBuAG8AbABvAGcA

7QBhACAAeQAgAEMAZQByAHQAaQBmAGkAYwBhAGMAaQDzAG4AIABFAGwAZQBjAHQA

cgDzAG4AaQBjAGEALAAgAEMASQBGACAAUQA0ADYAMAAxADEANQA2AEUAKQAuACAA

QwBQAFMAIABlAG4AIABoAHQAdABwADoALwAvAHcAdwB3AC4AYQBjAGMAdgAuAGUA

czAwBggrBgEFBQcCARYkaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hY2N2LmVzL2xlZ2lzbGFjaW9uX2Mu

aHRtMFUGA1UdHwROMEwwSqBIoEaGRGh0dHA6Ly93d3cuYWNjdi5lcy9maWxlYWRt

aW4vQXJjaGl2b3MvY2VydGlmaWNhZG9zL3JhaXphY2N2MV9kZXIuY3JsMA4GA1Ud

DwEB/wQEAwIBBjAXBgNVHREEEDAOgQxhY2N2QGFjY3YuZXMwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEF

BQADggIBAJcxAp/n/UNnSEQU5CmH7UwoZtCPNdpNYbdKl02125DgBS4OxnnQ8pdp

D70ER9m+27Up2pvZrqmZ1dM8MJP1jaGo/AaNRPTKFpV8M9xii6g3+CfYCS0b78gU

JyCpZET/LtZ1qmxNYEAZSUNUY9rizLpm5U9EelvZaoErQNV/+QEnWCzI7UiRfD+m

AM/EKXMRNt6GGT6d7hmKG9Ww7Y49nCrADdg9ZuM8Db3VlFzi4qc1GwQA9j9ajepD

vV+JHanBsMyZ4k0ACtrJJ1vnE5Bc5PUzolVt3OAJTS+xJlsndQAJxGJ3KQhfnlms

tn6tn1QwIgPBHnFk/vk4CpYY3QIUrCPLBhwepH2NDd4nQeit2hW3sCPdK6jT2iWH

7ehVRE2I9DZ+hJp4rPcOVkkO1jMl1oRQQmwgEh0q1b688nCBpHBgvgW1m54ERL5h

I6zppSSMEYCUWqKiuUnSwdzRp+0xESyeGabu4VXhwOrPDYTkF7eifKXeVSUG7szA

h1xA2syVP1XgNce4hL60Xc16gwFy7ofmXx2utYXGJt/mwZrpHgJHnyqobalbz+xF

d3+YJ5oyXSrjhO7FmGYvliAd3djDJ9ew+f7Zfc3Qn48LFFhRny+Lwzgt3uiP1o2H

pPVWQxaZLPSkVrQ0uGE3ycJYgBugl6H8WY3pEfbRD0tVNEYqi4Y7
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-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=TWCA Global Root CA O=TAIWAN-CA OU=Root CA

# Subject: CN=TWCA Global Root CA O=TAIWAN-CA OU=Root CA

# Label: "TWCA Global Root CA"

# Serial: 3262

# MD5 Fingerprint: f9:03:7e:cf:e6:9e:3c:73:7a:2a:90:07:69:ff:2b:96

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 9c:bb:48:53:f6:a4:f6:d3:52:a4:e8:32:52:55:60:13:f5:ad:af:65

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

59:76:90:07:f7:68:5d:0f:cd:50:87:2f:9f:95:d5:75:5a:5b:2b:45:7d:81:f3:69:2b:61:0a:98:67:2f:0e:1b

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFQTCCAymgAwIBAgICDL4wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwUTELMAkGA1UEBhMCVFcx

EjAQBgNVBAoTCVRBSVdBTi1DQTEQMA4GA1UECxMHUm9vdCBDQTEcMBoGA1UEAxMT

VFdDQSBHbG9iYWwgUm9vdCBDQTAeFw0xMjA2MjcwNjI4MzNaFw0zMDEyMzExNTU5

NTlaMFExCzAJBgNVBAYTAlRXMRIwEAYDVQQKEwlUQUlXQU4tQ0ExEDAOBgNVBAsT

B1Jvb3QgQ0ExHDAaBgNVBAMTE1RXQ0EgR2xvYmFsIFJvb3QgQ0EwggIiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCwBdvI64zEbooh745NnHEKH1Jw7W2CnJfF

10xORUnLQEK1EjRsGcJ0pDFfhQKX7EMzClPSnIyOt7h52yvVavKOZsTuKwEHktSz

0ALfUPZVr2YOy+BHYC8rMjk1Ujoog/h7FsYYuGLWRyWRzvAZEk2tY/XTP3VfKfCh

MBwqoJimFb3u/Rk28OKRQ4/6ytYQJ0lM793B8YVwm8rqqFpD/G2Gb3PpN0Wp8DbH

zIh1HrtsBv+baz4X7GGqcXzGHaL3SekVtTzWoWH1EfcFbx39Eb7QMAfCKbAJTibc

46KokWofwpFFiFzlmLhxpRUZyXx1EcxwdE8tmx2RRP1WKKD+u4ZqyPpcC1jcxkt2

yKsi2XMPpfRaAok/T54igu6idFMqPVMnaR1sjjIsZAAmY2E2TqNGtz99sy2sbZCi

laLOz9qC5wc0GZbpuCGqKX6mOL6OKUohZnkfs8O1CWfe1tQHRvMq2uYiN2DLgbYP

oA/pyJV/v1WRBXrPPRXAb94JlAGD1zQbzECl8LibZ9WYkTunhHiVJqRaCPgrdLQA

BDzfuBSO6N+pjWxnkjMdwLfS7JLIvgm/LCkFbwJrnu+8vyq8W8BQj0FwcYeyTbcE

qYSjMq+u7msXi7Kx/mzhkIyIqJdIzshNy/MGz19qCkKxHh53L46g5pIOBvwFItIm

4TFRfTLcDwIDAQABoyMwITAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB

/zANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAgEAXzSBdu+WHdXltdkCY4QWwa6gcFGn90xHNcgL

1yg9iXHZqjNB6hQbbCEAwGxCGX6faVsgQt+i0trEfJdLjbDorMjupWkEmQqSpqsn

LhpNgb+E1HAerUf+/UqdM+DyucRFCCEK2mlpc3INvjT+lIutwx4116KD7+U4x6WF

H6vPNOw/KP4M8VeGTslV9xzU2KV9Bnpv1d8Q34FOIWWxtuEXeZVFBs5fzNxGiWNo

RI2T9GRwoD2dKAXDOXC4Ynsg/eTb6QihuJ49CcdP+yz4k3ZB3lLg4VfSnQO8d57+

nile98FRYB/e2guyLXW3Q0iT5/Z5xoRdgFlglPx4mI88k1HtQJAH32RjJMtOcQWh

15QaiDLxInQirqWm2BJpTGCjAu4r7NRjkgtevi92a6O2JryPA9gK8kxkRr05YuWW

6zRjESjMlfGt7+/cgFhI6Uu46mWs6fyAtbXIRfmswZ/ZuepiiI7E8UuDEq3mi4TW

nsLrgxifarsbJGAzcMzs9zLzXNl5fe+epP7JI8Mk7hWSsT2RTyaGvWZzJBPqpK5j

wa19hAM8EHiGG3njxPPyBJUgriOCxLM6AGK/5jYk4Ve6xx6QddVfP5VhK8E7zeWz

aGHQRiapIVJpLesux+t3zqY6tQMzT3bR51xUAV3LePTJDL/PEo4XLSNolOer/qmy

KwbQBM0=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1 O=TeliaSonera

# Subject: CN=TeliaSonera Root CA v1 O=TeliaSonera

# Label: "TeliaSonera Root CA v1"

# Serial: 199041966741090107964904287217786801558

# MD5 Fingerprint: 37:41:49:1b:18:56:9a:26:f5:ad:c2:66:fb:40:a5:4c

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 43:13:bb:96:f1:d5:86:9b:c1:4e:6a:92:f6:cf:f6:34:69:87:82:37
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# SHA256 Fingerprint:

dd:69:36:fe:21:f8:f0:77:c1:23:a1:a5:21:c1:22:24:f7:22:55:b7:3e:03:a7:26:06:93:e8:a2:4b:0f:a3:89

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFODCCAyCgAwIBAgIRAJW+FqD3LkbxezmCcvqLzZYwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFBQAw

NzEUMBIGA1UECgwLVGVsaWFTb25lcmExHzAdBgNVBAMMFlRlbGlhU29uZXJhIFJv

b3QgQ0EgdjEwHhcNMDcxMDE4MTIwMDUwWhcNMzIxMDE4MTIwMDUwWjA3MRQwEgYD

VQQKDAtUZWxpYVNvbmVyYTEfMB0GA1UEAwwWVGVsaWFTb25lcmEgUm9vdCBDQSB2

MTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAMK+6yfwIaPzaSZVfp3F

VRaRXP3vIb9TgHot0pGMYzHw7CTww6XScnwQbfQ3t+XmfHnqjLWCi65ItqwA3GV1

7CpNX8GH9SBlK4GoRz6JI5UwFpB/6FcHSOcZrr9FZ7E3GwYq/t75rH2D+1665I+X

Z75Ljo1kB1c4VWk0Nj0TSO9P4tNmHqTPGrdeNjPUtAa9GAH9d4RQAEX1jF3oI7x+

/jXh7VB7qTCNGdMJjmhnXb88lxhTuylixcpecsHHltTbLaC0H2kD7OriUPEMPPCs

81Mt8Bz17Ww5OXOAFshSsCPN4D7c3TxHoLs1iuKYaIu+5b9y7tL6pe0S7fyYGKkm

dtwoSxAgHNN/Fnct7W+A90m7UwW7XWjH1Mh1Fj+JWov3F0fUTPHSiXk+TT2YqGHe

Oh7S+F4D4MHJHIzTjU3TlTazN19jY5szFPAtJmtTfImMMsJu7D0hADnJoWjiUIMu

sDor8zagrC/kb2HCUQk5PotTubtn2txTuXZZNp1D5SDgPTJghSJRt8czu90VL6R4

pgd7gUY2BIbdeTXHlSw7sKMXNeVzH7RcWe/a6hBle3rQf5+ztCo3O3CLm1u5K7fs

slESl1MpWtTwEhDcTwK7EpIvYtQ/aUN8Ddb8WHUBiJ1YFkveupD/RwGJBmr2X7KQ

arMCpgKIv7NHfirZ1fpoeDVNAgMBAAGjPzA9MA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wCwYD

VR0PBAQDAgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBTwj1k4ALP1j5qWDNXr+nuqF+gTEjANBgkqhkiG

9w0BAQUFAAOCAgEAvuRcYk4k9AwI//DTDGjkk0kiP0Qnb7tt3oNmzqjMDfz1mgbl

dxSR651Be5kqhOX//CHBXfDkH1e3damhXwIm/9fH907eT/j3HEbAek9ALCI18Bmx

0GtnLLCo4MBANzX2hFxc469CeP6nyQ1Q6g2EdvZR74NTxnr/DlZJLo961gzmJ1Tj

TQpgcmLNkQfWpb/ImWvtxBnmq0wROMVvMeJuScg/doAmAyYp4Db29iBT4xdwNBed

Y2gea+zDTYa4EzAvXUYNR0PVG6pZDrlcjQZIrXSHX8f8MVRBE+LHIQ6e4B4N4cB7

Q4WQxYpYxmUKeFfyxiMPAdkgS94P+5KFdSpcc41teyWRyu5FrgZLAMzTsVlQ2jqI

OylDRl6XK1TOU2+NSueW+r9xDkKLfP0ooNBIytrEgUy7onOTJsjrDNYmiLbAJM+7

vVvrdX3pCI6GMyx5dwlppYn8s3CQh3aP0yK7Qs69cwsgJirQmz1wHiRszYd2qReW

t88NkvuOGKmYSdGe/mBEciG5Ge3C9THxOUiIkCR1VBatzvT4aRRkOfujuLpwQMcn

HL/EVlP6Y2XQ8xwOFvVrhlhNGNTkDY6lnVuR3HYkUD/GKvvZt5y11ubQ2egZixVx

SK236thZiNSQvxaz2emsWWFUyBy6ysHK4bkgTI86k4mloMy/0/Z1pHWWbVY=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority O=E-Tura EBG Biliim Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A.. OU=E-Tugra

Sertifikasyon Merkezi

# Subject: CN=E-Tugra Certification Authority O=E-Tura EBG Biliim Teknolojileri ve Hizmetleri A.. OU=E-Tugra

Sertifikasyon Merkezi

# Label: "E-Tugra Certification Authority"

# Serial: 7667447206703254355

# MD5 Fingerprint: b8:a1:03:63:b0:bd:21:71:70:8a:6f:13:3a:bb:79:49

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 51:c6:e7:08:49:06:6e:f3:92:d4:5c:a0:0d:6d:a3:62:8f:c3:52:39

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

b0:bf:d5:2b:b0:d7:d9:bd:92:bf:5d:4d:c1:3d:a2:55:c0:2c:54:2f:37:83:65:ea:89:39:11:f5:5e:55:f2:3c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIGSzCCBDOgAwIBAgIIamg+nFGby1MwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwgbIxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAlRSMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZBbmthcmExQDA+BgNVBAoMN0UtVHXEn3JhIEVCRyBC

aWxpxZ9pbSBUZWtub2xvamlsZXJpIHZlIEhpem1ldGxlcmkgQS7Fni4xJjAkBgNV

BAsMHUUtVHVncmEgU2VydGlmaWthc3lvbiBNZXJrZXppMSgwJgYDVQQDDB9FLVR1
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Z3JhIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MB4XDTEzMDMwNTEyMDk0OFoXDTIz

MDMwMzEyMDk0OFowgbIxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlRSMQ8wDQYDVQQHDAZBbmthcmExQDA+

BgNVBAoMN0UtVHXEn3JhIEVCRyBCaWxpxZ9pbSBUZWtub2xvamlsZXJpIHZlIEhp

em1ldGxlcmkgQS7Fni4xJjAkBgNVBAsMHUUtVHVncmEgU2VydGlmaWthc3lvbiBN

ZXJrZXppMSgwJgYDVQQDDB9FLVR1Z3JhIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5

MIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAg8AMIICCgKCAgEA4vU/kwVRHoViVF56C/UY

B4Oufq9899SKa6VjQzm5S/fDxmSJPZQuVIBSOTkHS0vdhQd2h8y/L5VMzH2nPbxH

D5hw+IyFHnSOkm0bQNGZDbt1bsipa5rAhDGvykPL6ys06I+XawGb1Q5KCKpbknSF

Q9OArqGIW66z6l7LFpp3RMih9lRozt6Plyu6W0ACDGQXwLWTzeHxE2bODHnv0ZEo

q1+gElIwcxmOj+GMB6LDu0rw6h8VqO4lzKRG+Bsi77MOQ7osJLjFLFzUHPhdZL3D

k14opz8n8Y4e0ypQBaNV2cvnOVPAmJ6MVGKLJrD3fY185MaeZkJVgkfnsliNZvcH

fC425lAcP9tDJMW/hkd5s3kc91r0E+xs+D/iWR+V7kI+ua2oMoVJl0b+SzGPWsut

dEcf6ZG33ygEIqDUD13ieU/qbIWGvaimzuT6w+Gzrt48Ue7LE3wBf4QOXVGUnhMM

ti6lTPk5cDZvlsouDERVxcr6XQKj39ZkjFqzAQqptQpHF//vkUAqjqFGOjGY5RH8

zLtJVor8udBhmm9lbObDyz51Sf6Pp+KJxWfXnUYTTjF2OySznhFlhqt/7x3U+Lzn

rFpct1pHXFXOVbQicVtbC/DP3KBhZOqp12gKY6fgDT+gr9Oq0n7vUaDmUStVkhUX

U8u3Zg5mTPj5dUyQ5xJwx0UCAwEAAaNjMGEwHQYDVR0OBBYEFC7j27JJ0JxUeVz6

Jyr+zE7S6E5UMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAULuPbsknQnFR5

XPonKv7MTtLoTlQwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4ICAQAF

Nzr0TbdF4kV1JI+2d1LoHNgQk2Xz8lkGpD4eKexd0dCrfOAKkEh47U6YA5n+KGCR

HTAduGN8qOY1tfrTYXbm1gdLymmasoR6d5NFFxWfJNCYExL/u6Au/U5Mh/jOXKqY

GwXgAEZKgoClM4so3O0409/lPun++1ndYYRP0lSWE2ETPo+Aab6TR7U1Q9Jauz1c

77NCR807VRMGsAnb/WP2OogKmW9+4c4bU2pEZiNRCHu8W1Ki/QY3OEBhj0qWuJA3

+GbHeJAAFS6LrVE1Uweoa2iu+U48BybNCAVwzDk/dr2l02cmAYamU9JgO3xDf1WK

vJUawSg5TB9D0pH0clmKuVb8P7Sd2nCcdlqMQ1DujjByTd//SffGqWfZbawCEeI6

FiWnWAjLb1NBnEg4R2gz0dfHj9R0IdTDBZB6/86WiLEVKV0jq9BgoRJP3vQXzTLl

yb/IQ639Lo7xr+L0mPoSHyDYwKcMhcWQ9DstliaxLL5Mq+ux0orJ23gTDx4JnW2P

AJ8C2sH6H3p6CcRK5ogql5+Ji/03X186zjhZhkuvcQu02PJwT58yE+Owp1fl2tpD

y4Q08ijE6m30Ku/Ba3ba+367hTzSU8JNvnHhRdH9I2cNE3X7z2VnIp2usAnRCf8d

NL/+I5c30jn6PQ0GC7TbO6Orb1wdtn7os4I07QZcJA==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2 O=T-Systems Enterprise Services GmbH OU=T-Systems Trust Center

# Subject: CN=T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2 O=T-Systems Enterprise Services GmbH OU=T-Systems Trust

Center

# Label: "T-TeleSec GlobalRoot Class 2"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: 2b:9b:9e:e4:7b:6c:1f:00:72:1a:cc:c1:77:79:df:6a

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 59:0d:2d:7d:88:4f:40:2e:61:7e:a5:62:32:17:65:cf:17:d8:94:e9

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

91:e2:f5:78:8d:58:10:eb:a7:ba:58:73:7d:e1:54:8a:8e:ca:cd:01:45:98:bc:0b:14:3e:04:1b:17:05:25:52

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDwzCCAqugAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBgjELMAkGA1UEBhMCREUx

KzApBgNVBAoMIlQtU3lzdGVtcyBFbnRlcnByaXNlIFNlcnZpY2VzIEdtYkgxHzAd

BgNVBAsMFlQtU3lzdGVtcyBUcnVzdCBDZW50ZXIxJTAjBgNVBAMMHFQtVGVsZVNl

YyBHbG9iYWxSb290IENsYXNzIDIwHhcNMDgxMDAxMTA0MDE0WhcNMzMxMDAxMjM1

OTU5WjCBgjELMAkGA1UEBhMCREUxKzApBgNVBAoMIlQtU3lzdGVtcyBFbnRlcnBy

aXNlIFNlcnZpY2VzIEdtYkgxHzAdBgNVBAsMFlQtU3lzdGVtcyBUcnVzdCBDZW50
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ZXIxJTAjBgNVBAMMHFQtVGVsZVNlYyBHbG9iYWxSb290IENsYXNzIDIwggEiMA0G

CSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCqX9obX+hzkeXaXPSi5kfl82hVYAUd

AqSzm1nzHoqvNK38DcLZSBnuaY/JIPwhqgcZ7bBcrGXHX+0CfHt8LRvWurmAwhiC

FoT6ZrAIxlQjgeTNuUk/9k9uN0goOA/FvudocP05l03Sx5iRUKrERLMjfTlH6VJi

1hKTXrcxlkIF+3anHqP1wvzpesVsqXFP6st4vGCvx9702cu+fjOlbpSD8DT6Iavq

jnKgP6TeMFvvhk1qlVtDRKgQFRzlAVfFmPHmBiiRqiDFt1MmUUOyCxGVWOHAD3bZ

wI18gfNycJ5v/hqO2V81xrJvNHy+SE/iWjnX2J14np+GPgNeGYtEotXHAgMBAAGj

QjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBS/

WSA2AHmgoCJrjNXyYdK4LMuCSjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEAMQOiYQsfdOhy

NsZt+U2e+iKo4YFWz827n+qrkRk4r6p8FU3ztqONpfSO9kSpp+ghla0+AGIWiPAC

uvxhI+YzmzB6azZie60EI4RYZeLbK4rnJVM3YlNfvNoBYimipidx5joifsFvHZVw

IEoHNN/q/xWA5brXethbdXwFeilHfkCoMRN3zUA7tFFHei4R40cR3p1m0IvVVGb6

g1XqfMIpiRvpb7PO4gWEyS8+eIVibslfwXhjdFjASBgMmTnrpMwatXlajRWc2BQN

9noHV8cigwUtPJslJj0Ys6lDfMjIq2SPDqO/nBudMNva0Bkuqjzx+zOAduTNrRlP

BSeOE6Fuwg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011 O=Atos

# Subject: CN=Atos TrustedRoot 2011 O=Atos

# Label: "Atos TrustedRoot 2011"

# Serial: 6643877497813316402

# MD5 Fingerprint: ae:b9:c4:32:4b:ac:7f:5d:66:cc:77:94:bb:2a:77:56

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 2b:b1:f5:3e:55:0c:1d:c5:f1:d4:e6:b7:6a:46:4b:55:06:02:ac:21

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

f3:56:be:a2:44:b7:a9:1e:b3:5d:53:ca:9a:d7:86:4a:ce:01:8e:2d:35:d5:f8:f9:6d:df:68:a6:f4:1a:a4:74

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDdzCCAl+gAwIBAgIIXDPLYixfszIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwPDEeMBwGA1UE

AwwVQXRvcyBUcnVzdGVkUm9vdCAyMDExMQ0wCwYDVQQKDARBdG9zMQswCQYDVQQG

EwJERTAeFw0xMTA3MDcxNDU4MzBaFw0zMDEyMzEyMzU5NTlaMDwxHjAcBgNVBAMM

FUF0b3MgVHJ1c3RlZFJvb3QgMjAxMTENMAsGA1UECgwEQXRvczELMAkGA1UEBhMC

REUwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQCVhTuXbyo7LjvPpvMp

Nb7PGKw+qtn4TaA+Gke5vJrf8v7MPkfoepbCJI419KkM/IL9bcFyYie96mvr54rM

VD6QUM+A1JX76LWC1BTFtqlVJVfbsVD2sGBkWXppzwO3bw2+yj5vdHLqqjAqc2K+

SZFhyBH+DgMq92og3AIVDV4VavzjgsG1xZ1kCWyjWZgHJ8cblithdHFsQ/H3NYkQ

4J7sVaE3IqKHBAUsR320HLliKWYoyrfhk/WklAOZuXCFteZI6o1Q/NnezG8HDt0L

cp2AMBYHlT8oDv3FdU9T1nSatCQujgKRz3bFmx5VdJx4IbHwLfELn8LVlhgf8FQi

eowHAgMBAAGjfTB7MB0GA1UdDgQWBBSnpQaxLKYJYO7Rl+lwrrw7GWzbITAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFKelBrEspglg7tGX6XCuvDsZbNshMBgG

A1UdIAQRMA8wDQYLKwYBBAGwLQMEAQEwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMA0GCSqGSIb3

DQEBCwUAA4IBAQAmdzTblEiGKkGdLD4GkGDEjKwLVLgfuXvTBznk+j57sj1O7Z8j

vZfza1zv7v1Apt+hk6EKhqzvINB5Ab149xnYJDE0BAGmuhWawyfc2E8PzBhj/5kP

DpFrdRbhIfzYJsdHt6bPWHJxfrrhTZVHO8mvbaG0weyJ9rQPOLXiZNwlz6bb65pc

maHFCN795trV1lpFDMS3wrUU77QR/w4VtfX128a961qn8FYiqTxlVMYVqL2Gns2D

lmh6cYGJ4Qvh6hEbaAjMaZ7snkGeRDImeuKHCnE96+RapNLbxc3G3mB/ufNPRJLv

KrcYPqcZ2Qt9sTdBQrC6YB3y/gkRsPCHe6ed

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3 O=QuoVadis Limited
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# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Label: "QuoVadis Root CA 1 G3"

# Serial: 687049649626669250736271037606554624078720034195

# MD5 Fingerprint: a4:bc:5b:3f:fe:37:9a:fa:64:f0:e2:fa:05:3d:0b:ab

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 1b:8e:ea:57:96:29:1a:c9:39:ea:b8:0a:81:1a:73:73:c0:93:79:67

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

8a:86:6f:d1:b2:76:b5:7e:57:8e:92:1c:65:82:8a:2b:ed:58:e9:f2:f2:88:05:41:34:b7:f1:f4:bf:c9:cc:74

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFYDCCA0igAwIBAgIUeFhfLq0sGUvjNwc1NBMotZbUZZMwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQAwSDELMAkGA1UEBhMCQk0xGTAXBgNVBAoTEFF1b1ZhZGlzIExpbWl0ZWQxHjAc

BgNVBAMTFVF1b1ZhZGlzIFJvb3QgQ0EgMSBHMzAeFw0xMjAxMTIxNzI3NDRaFw00

MjAxMTIxNzI3NDRaMEgxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkJNMRkwFwYDVQQKExBRdW9WYWRpcyBM

aW1pdGVkMR4wHAYDVQQDExVRdW9WYWRpcyBSb290IENBIDEgRzMwggIiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCgvlAQjunybEC0BJyFuTHK3C3kEakEPBtV

wedYMB0ktMPvhd6MLOHBPd+C5k+tR4ds7FtJwUrVu4/sh6x/gpqG7D0DmVIB0jWe

rNrwU8lmPNSsAgHaJNM7qAJGr6Qc4/hzWHa39g6QDbXwz8z6+cZM5cOGMAqNF341

68Xfuw6cwI2H44g4hWf6Pser4BOcBRiYz5P1sZK0/CPTz9XEJ0ngnjybCKOLXSoh

4Pw5qlPafX7PGglTvF0FBM+hSo+LdoINofjSxxR3W5A2B4GbPgb6Ul5jxaYA/qXp

UhtStZI5cgMJYr2wYBZupt0lwgNm3fME0UDiTouG9G/lg6AnhF4EwfWQvTA9xO+o

abw4m6SkltFi2mnAAZauy8RRNOoMqv8hjlmPSlzkYZqn0ukqeI1RPToV7qJZjqlc

3sX5kCLliEVx3ZGZbHqfPT2YfF72vhZooF6uCyP8Wg+qInYtyaEQHeTTRCOQiJ/G

KubX9ZqzWB4vMIkIG1SitZgj7Ah3HJVdYdHLiZxfokqRmu8hqkkWCKi9YSgxyXSt

hfbZxbGL0eUQMk1fiyA6PEkfM4VZDdvLCXVDaXP7a3F98N/ETH3Goy7IlXnLc6KO

Tk0k+17kBL5yG6YnLUlamXrXXAkgt3+UuU/xDRxeiEIbEbfnkduebPRq34wGmAOt

zCjvpUfzUwIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIB

BjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUo5fW816iEOGrRZ88F2Q87gFwnMwwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAD

ggIBABj6W3X8PnrHX3fHyt/PX8MSxEBd1DKquGrX1RUVRpgjpeaQWxiZTOOtQqOC

MTaIzen7xASWSIsBx40Bz1szBpZGZnQdT+3Btrm0DWHMY37XLneMlhwqI2hrhVd2

cDMT/uFPpiN3GPoajOi9ZcnPP/TJF9zrx7zABC4tRi9pZsMbj/7sPtPKlL92CiUN

qXsCHKnQO18LwIE6PWThv6ctTr1NxNgpxiIY0MWscgKCP6o6ojoilzHdCGPDdRS5

YCgtW2jgFqlmgiNR9etT2DGbe+m3nUvriBbP+V04ikkwj+3x6xn0dxoxGE1nVGwv

b2X52z3sIexe9PSLymBlVNFxZPT5pqOBMzYzcfCkeF9OrYMh3jRJjehZrJ3ydlo2

8hP0r+AJx2EqbPfgna67hkooby7utHnNkDPDs3b69fBsnQGQ+p6Q9pxyz0fawx/k

NSBT8lTR32GDpgLiJTjehTItXnOQUl1CxM49S+H5GYQd1aJQzEH7QRTDvdbJWqNj

ZgKAvQU6O0ec7AAmTPWIUb+oI38YB7AL7YsmoWTTYUrrXJ/es69nA7Mf3W1daWhp

q1467HxpvMc7hU6eFbm0FU/DlXpY18ls6Wy58yljXrQs8C097Vpl4KlbQMJImYFt

nh8GKjwStIsPm6Ik8KaN1nrgS7ZklmOVhMJKzRwuJIczYOXD

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Label: "QuoVadis Root CA 2 G3"

# Serial: 390156079458959257446133169266079962026824725800

# MD5 Fingerprint: af:0c:86:6e:bf:40:2d:7f:0b:3e:12:50:ba:12:3d:06

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 09:3c:61:f3:8b:8b:dc:7d:55:df:75:38:02:05:00:e1:25:f5:c8:36

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

8f:e4:fb:0a:f9:3a:4d:0d:67:db:0b:eb:b2:3e:37:c7:1b:f3:25:dc:bc:dd:24:0e:a0:4d:af:58:b4:7e:18:40

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
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MIIFYDCCA0igAwIBAgIURFc0JFuBiZs18s64KztbpybwdSgwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQAwSDELMAkGA1UEBhMCQk0xGTAXBgNVBAoTEFF1b1ZhZGlzIExpbWl0ZWQxHjAc

BgNVBAMTFVF1b1ZhZGlzIFJvb3QgQ0EgMiBHMzAeFw0xMjAxMTIxODU5MzJaFw00

MjAxMTIxODU5MzJaMEgxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkJNMRkwFwYDVQQKExBRdW9WYWRpcyBM

aW1pdGVkMR4wHAYDVQQDExVRdW9WYWRpcyBSb290IENBIDIgRzMwggIiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQChriWyARjcV4g/Ruv5r+LrI3HimtFhZiFf

qq8nUeVuGxbULX1QsFN3vXg6YOJkApt8hpvWGo6t/x8Vf9WVHhLL5hSEBMHfNrMW

n4rjyduYNM7YMxcoRvynyfDStNVNCXJJ+fKH46nafaF9a7I6JaltUkSs+L5u+9ym

c5GQYaYDFCDy54ejiK2toIz/pgslUiXnFgHVy7g1gQyjO/Dh4fxaXc6AcW34Sas+

O7q414AB+6XrW7PFXmAqMaCvN+ggOp+oMiwMzAkd056OXbxMmO7FGmh77FOm6RQ1

o9/NgJ8MSPsc9PG/Srj61YxxSscfrf5BmrODXfKEVu+lV0POKa2Mq1W/xPtbAd0j

IaFYAI7D0GoT7RPjEiuA3GfmlbLNHiJuKvhB1PLKFAeNilUSxmn1uIZoL1NesNKq

IcGY5jDjZ1XHm26sGahVpkUG0CM62+tlXSoREfA7T8pt9DTEceT/AFr2XK4jYIVz

8eQQsSWu1ZK7E8EM4DnatDlXtas1qnIhO4M15zHfeiFuuDIIfR0ykRVKYnLP43eh

vNURG3YBZwjgQQvD6xVu+KQZ2aKrr+InUlYrAoosFCT5v0ICvybIxo/gbjh9Uy3l

7ZizlWNof/k19N+IxWA1ksB8aRxhlRbQ694Lrz4EEEVlWFA4r0jyWbYW8jwNkALG

cC4BrTwV1wIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIB

BjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU7edvdlq/YOxJW8ald7tyFnGbxD0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAD

ggIBAJHfgD9DCX5xwvfrs4iP4VGyvD11+ShdyLyZm3tdquXK4Qr36LLTn91nMX66

AarHakE7kNQIXLJgapDwyM4DYvmL7ftuKtwGTTwpD4kWilhMSA/ohGHqPHKmd+RC

roijQ1h5fq7KpVMNqT1wvSAZYaRsOPxDMuHBR//47PERIjKWnML2W2mWeyAMQ0Ga

W/ZZGYjeVYg3UQt4XAoeo0L9x52ID8DyeAIkVJOviYeIyUqAHerQbj5hLja7NQ4n

lv1mNDthcnPxFlxHBlRJAHpYErAK74X9sbgzdWqTHBLmYF5vHX/JHyPLhGGfHoJE

+V+tYlUkmlKY7VHnoX6XOuYvHxHaU4AshZ6rNRDbIl9qxV6XU/IyAgkwo1jwDQHV

csaxfGl7w/U2Rcxhbl5MlMVerugOXou/983g7aEOGzPuVBj+D77vfoRrQ+NwmNtd

dbINWQeFFSM51vHfqSYP1kjHs6Yi9TM3WpVHn3u6GBVv/9YUZINJ0gpnIdsPNWNg

KCLjsZWDzYWm3S8P52dSbrsvhXz1SnPnxT7AvSESBT/8twNJAlvIJebiVDj1eYeM

HVOyToV7BjjHLPj4sHKNJeV3UvQDHEimUF+IIDBu8oJDqz2XhOdT+yHBTw8imoa4

WSr2Rz0ZiC3oheGe7IUIarFsNMkd7EgrO3jtZsSOeWmD3n+M

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Subject: CN=QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3 O=QuoVadis Limited

# Label: "QuoVadis Root CA 3 G3"

# Serial: 268090761170461462463995952157327242137089239581

# MD5 Fingerprint: df:7d:b9:ad:54:6f:68:a1:df:89:57:03:97:43:b0:d7

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 48:12:bd:92:3c:a8:c4:39:06:e7:30:6d:27:96:e6:a4:cf:22:2e:7d

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

88:ef:81:de:20:2e:b0:18:45:2e:43:f8:64:72:5c:ea:5f:bd:1f:c2:d9:d2:05:73:07:09:c5:d8:b8:69:0f:46

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFYDCCA0igAwIBAgIULvWbAiin23r/1aOp7r0DoM8Sah0wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQAwSDELMAkGA1UEBhMCQk0xGTAXBgNVBAoTEFF1b1ZhZGlzIExpbWl0ZWQxHjAc

BgNVBAMTFVF1b1ZhZGlzIFJvb3QgQ0EgMyBHMzAeFw0xMjAxMTIyMDI2MzJaFw00

MjAxMTIyMDI2MzJaMEgxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkJNMRkwFwYDVQQKExBRdW9WYWRpcyBM

aW1pdGVkMR4wHAYDVQQDExVRdW9WYWRpcyBSb290IENBIDMgRzMwggIiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCzyw4QZ47qFJenMioKVjZ/aEzHs286IxSR

/xl/pcqs7rN2nXrpixurazHb+gtTTK/FpRp5PIpM/6zfJd5O2YIyC0TeytuMrKNu

FoM7pmRLMon7FhY4futD4tN0SsJiCnMK3UmzV9KwCoWdcTzeo8vAMvMBOSBDGzXR
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U7Ox7sWTaYI+FrUoRqHe6okJ7UO4BUaKhvVZR74bbwEhELn9qdIoyhA5CcoTNs+c

ra1AdHkrAj80//ogaX3T7mH1urPnMNA3I4ZyYUUpSFlob3emLoG+B01vr87ERROR

FHAGjx+f+IdpsQ7vw4kZ6+ocYfx6bIrc1gMLnia6Et3UVDmrJqMz6nWB2i3ND0/k

A9HvFZcba5DFApCTZgIhsUfei5pKgLlVj7WiL8DWM2fafsSntARE60f75li59wzw

eyuxwHApw0BiLTtIadwjPEjrewl5qW3aqDCYz4ByA4imW0aucnl8CAMhZa634Ryl

sSqiMd5mBPfAdOhx3v89WcyWJhKLhZVXGqtrdQtEPREoPHtht+KPZ0/l7DxMYIBp

VzgeAVuNVejH38DMdyM0SXV89pgR6y3e7UEuFAUCf+D+IOs15xGsIs5XPd7JMG0Q

A4XN8f+MFrXBsj6IbGB/kE+V9/YtrQE5BwT6dYB9v0lQ7e/JxHwc64B+27bQ3RP+

ydOc17KXqQIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIB

BjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUxhfQvKjqAkPyGwaZXSuQILnXnOQwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAD

ggIBADRh2Va1EodVTd2jNTFGu6QHcrxfYWLopfsLN7E8trP6KZ1/AvWkyaiTt3px

KGmPc+FSkNrVvjrlt3ZqVoAh313m6Tqe5T72omnHKgqwGEfcIHB9UqM+WXzBusnI

FUBhynLWcKzSt/Ac5IYp8M7vaGPQtSCKFWGafoaYtMnCdvvMujAWzKNhxnQT5Wvv

oxXqA/4Ti2Tk08HS6IT7SdEQTXlm66r99I0xHnAUrdzeZxNMgRVhvLfZkXdxGYFg

u/BYpbWcC/ePIlUnwEsBbTuZDdQdm2NnL9DuDcpmvJRPpq3t/O5jrFc/ZSXPsoaP

0Aj/uHYUbt7lJ+yreLVTubY/6CD50qi+YUbKh4yE8/nxoGibIh6BJpsQBJFxwAYf

3KDTuVan45gtf4Od34wrnDKOMpTwATwiKp9Dwi7DmDkHOHv8XgBCH/MyJnmDhPbl

8MFREsALHgQjDFSlTC9JxUrRtm5gDWv8a4uFJGS3iQ6rJUdbPM9+Sb3H6QrG2vd+

DhcI00iX0HGS8A85PjRqHH3Y8iKuu2n0M7SmSFXRDw4m6Oy2Cy2nhTXN/VnIn9HN

PlopNLk9hM6xZdRZkZFWdSHBd575euFgndOtBBj0fOtek49TSiIp+EgrPk2GrFt/

ywaZWWDYWGWVjUTR939+J399roD1B0y2PpxxVJkES/1Y+Zj0

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G2 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert Assured ID Root G2"

# Serial: 15385348160840213938643033620894905419

# MD5 Fingerprint: 92:38:b9:f8:63:24:82:65:2c:57:33:e6:fe:81:8f:9d

# SHA1 Fingerprint: a1:4b:48:d9:43:ee:0a:0e:40:90:4f:3c:e0:a4:c0:91:93:51:5d:3f

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

7d:05:eb:b6:82:33:9f:8c:94:51:ee:09:4e:eb:fe:fa:79:53:a1:14:ed:b2:f4:49:49:45:2f:ab:7d:2f:c1:85

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDljCCAn6gAwIBAgIQC5McOtY5Z+pnI7/Dr5r0SzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBl

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3

d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSQwIgYDVQQDExtEaWdpQ2VydCBBc3N1cmVkIElEIFJv

b3QgRzIwHhcNMTMwODAxMTIwMDAwWhcNMzgwMTE1MTIwMDAwWjBlMQswCQYDVQQG

EwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3d3cuZGlnaWNl

cnQuY29tMSQwIgYDVQQDExtEaWdpQ2VydCBBc3N1cmVkIElEIFJvb3QgRzIwggEi

MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQDZ5ygvUj82ckmIkzTz+GoeMVSA

n61UQbVH35ao1K+ALbkKz3X9iaV9JPrjIgwrvJUXCzO/GU1BBpAAvQxNEP4Htecc

biJVMWWXvdMX0h5i89vqbFCMP4QMls+3ywPgym2hFEwbid3tALBSfK+RbLE4E9Hp

EgjAALAcKxHad3A2m67OeYfcgnDmCXRwVWmvo2ifv922ebPynXApVfSr/5Vh88lA

bx3RvpO704gqu52/clpWcTs/1PPRCv4o76Pu2ZmvA9OPYLfykqGxvYmJHzDNw6Yu

YjOuFgJ3RFrngQo8p0Quebg/BLxcoIfhG69Rjs3sLPr4/m3wOnyqi+RnlTGNAgMB

AAGjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMB0GA1UdDgQW

BBTOw0q5mVXyuNtgv6l+vVa1lzan1jANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEAyqVVjOPI

QW5pJ6d1Ee88hjZv0p3GeDgdaZaikmkuOGybfQTUiaWxMTeKySHMq2zNixya1r9I

0jJmwYrA8y8678Dj1JGG0VDjA9tzd29KOVPt3ibHtX2vK0LRdWLjSisCx1BL4Gni
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lmwORGYQRI+tBev4eaymG+g3NJ1TyWGqolKvSnAWhsI6yLETcDbYz+70CjTVW0z9

B5yiutkBclzzTcHdDrEcDcRjvq30FPuJ7KJBDkzMyFdA0G4Dqs0MjomZmWzwPDCv

ON9vvKO+KSAnq3T/EyJ43pdSVR6DtVQgA+6uwE9W3jfMw3+qBCe703e4YtsXfJwo

IhNzbM8m9Yop5w==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Assured ID Root G3 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert Assured ID Root G3"

# Serial: 15459312981008553731928384953135426796

# MD5 Fingerprint: 7c:7f:65:31:0c:81:df:8d:ba:3e:99:e2:5c:ad:6e:fb

# SHA1 Fingerprint: f5:17:a2:4f:9a:48:c6:c9:f8:a2:00:26:9f:dc:0f:48:2c:ab:30:89

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

7e:37:cb:8b:4c:47:09:0c:ab:36:55:1b:a6:f4:5d:b8:40:68:0f:ba:16:6a:95:2d:b1:00:71:7f:43:05:3f:c2

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICRjCCAc2gAwIBAgIQC6Fa+h3foLVJRK/NJKBs7DAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzBlMQsw

CQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3d3cu

ZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSQwIgYDVQQDExtEaWdpQ2VydCBBc3N1cmVkIElEIFJvb3Qg

RzMwHhcNMTMwODAxMTIwMDAwWhcNMzgwMTE1MTIwMDAwWjBlMQswCQYDVQQGEwJV

UzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQu

Y29tMSQwIgYDVQQDExtEaWdpQ2VydCBBc3N1cmVkIElEIFJvb3QgRzMwdjAQBgcq

hkjOPQIBBgUrgQQAIgNiAAQZ57ysRGXtzbg/WPuNsVepRC0FFfLvC/8QdJ+1YlJf

Zn4f5dwbRXkLzMZTCp2NXQLZqVneAlr2lSoOjThKiknGvMYDOAdfVdp+CW7if17Q

RSAPWXYQ1qAk8C3eNvJsKTmjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/

BAQDAgGGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBTL0L2p4ZgFUaFNN6KDec6NHSrkhDAKBggqhkjOPQQD

AwNnADBkAjAlpIFFAmsSS3V0T8gj43DydXLefInwz5FyYZ5eEJJZVrmDxxDnOOlY

JjZ91eQ0hjkCMHw2U/Aw5WJjOpnitqM7mzT6HtoQknFekROn3aRukswy1vUhZscv

6pZjamVFkpUBtA==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G2 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert Global Root G2"

# Serial: 4293743540046975378534879503202253541

# MD5 Fingerprint: e4:a6:8a:c8:54:ac:52:42:46:0a:fd:72:48:1b:2a:44

# SHA1 Fingerprint: df:3c:24:f9:bf:d6:66:76:1b:26:80:73:fe:06:d1:cc:8d:4f:82:a4

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

cb:3c:cb:b7:60:31:e5:e0:13:8f:8d:d3:9a:23:f9:de:47:ff:c3:5e:43:c1:14:4c:ea:27:d4:6a:5a:b1:cb:5f

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDjjCCAnagAwIBAgIQAzrx5qcRqaC7KGSxHQn65TANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBh

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3

d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSAwHgYDVQQDExdEaWdpQ2VydCBHbG9iYWwgUm9vdCBH

MjAeFw0xMzA4MDExMjAwMDBaFw0zODAxMTUxMjAwMDBaMGExCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVT

MRUwEwYDVQQKEwxEaWdpQ2VydCBJbmMxGTAXBgNVBAsTEHd3dy5kaWdpY2VydC5j

b20xIDAeBgNVBAMTF0RpZ2lDZXJ0IEdsb2JhbCBSb290IEcyMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG

9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAuzfNNNx7a8myaJCtSnX/RrohCgiN9RlUyfuI

2/Ou8jqJkTx65qsGGmvPrC3oXgkkRLpimn7Wo6h+4FR1IAWsULecYxpsMNzaHxmx

1x7e/dfgy5SDN67sH0NO3Xss0r0upS/kqbitOtSZpLYl6ZtrAGCSYP9PIUkY92eQ
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q2EGnI/yuum06ZIya7XzV+hdG82MHauVBJVJ8zUtluNJbd134/tJS7SsVQepj5Wz

tCO7TG1F8PapspUwtP1MVYwnSlcUfIKdzXOS0xZKBgyMUNGPHgm+F6HmIcr9g+UQ

vIOlCsRnKPZzFBQ9RnbDhxSJITRNrw9FDKZJobq7nMWxM4MphQIDAQABo0IwQDAP

BgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUTiJUIBiV

5uNu5g/6+rkS7QYXjzkwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggEBAGBnKJRvDkhj6zHd6mcY

1Yl9PMWLSn/pvtsrF9+wX3N3KjITOYFnQoQj8kVnNeyIv/iPsGEMNKSuIEyExtv4

NeF22d+mQrvHRAiGfzZ0JFrabA0UWTW98kndth/Jsw1HKj2ZL7tcu7XUIOGZX1NG

Fdtom/DzMNU+MeKNhJ7jitralj41E6Vf8PlwUHBHQRFXGU7Aj64GxJUTFy8bJZ91

8rGOmaFvE7FBcf6IKshPECBV1/MUReXgRPTqh5Uykw7+U0b6LJ3/iyK5S9kJRaTe

pLiaWN0bfVKfjllDiIGknibVb63dDcY3fe0Dkhvld1927jyNxF1WW6LZZm6zNTfl

MrY=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Global Root G3 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert Global Root G3"

# Serial: 7089244469030293291760083333884364146

# MD5 Fingerprint: f5:5d:a4:50:a5:fb:28:7e:1e:0f:0d:cc:96:57:56:ca

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 7e:04:de:89:6a:3e:66:6d:00:e6:87:d3:3f:fa:d9:3b:e8:3d:34:9e

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

31:ad:66:48:f8:10:41:38:c7:38:f3:9e:a4:32:01:33:39:3e:3a:18:cc:02:29:6e:f9:7c:2a:c9:ef:67:31:d0

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICPzCCAcWgAwIBAgIQBVVWvPJepDU1w6QP1atFcjAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzBhMQsw

CQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3d3cu

ZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSAwHgYDVQQDExdEaWdpQ2VydCBHbG9iYWwgUm9vdCBHMzAe

Fw0xMzA4MDExMjAwMDBaFw0zODAxMTUxMjAwMDBaMGExCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMRUw

EwYDVQQKEwxEaWdpQ2VydCBJbmMxGTAXBgNVBAsTEHd3dy5kaWdpY2VydC5jb20x

IDAeBgNVBAMTF0RpZ2lDZXJ0IEdsb2JhbCBSb290IEczMHYwEAYHKoZIzj0CAQYF

K4EEACIDYgAE3afZu4q4C/sLfyHS8L6+c/MzXRq8NOrexpu80JX28MzQC7phW1FG

fp4tn+6OYwwX7Adw9c+ELkCDnOg/QW07rdOkFFk2eJ0DQ+4QE2xy3q6Ip6FrtUPO

Z9wj/wMco+I+o0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjAd

BgNVHQ4EFgQUs9tIpPmhxdiuNkHMEWNpYim8S8YwCgYIKoZIzj0EAwMDaAAwZQIx

AK288mw/EkrRLTnDCgmXc/SINoyIJ7vmiI1Qhadj+Z4y3maTD/HMsQmP3Wyr+mt/

oAIwOWZbwmSNuJ5Q3KjVSaLtx9zRSX8XAbjIho9OjIgrqJqpisXRAL34VOKa5Vt8

sycX

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Subject: CN=DigiCert Trusted Root G4 O=DigiCert Inc OU=www.digicert.com

# Label: "DigiCert Trusted Root G4"

# Serial: 7451500558977370777930084869016614236

# MD5 Fingerprint: 78:f2:fc:aa:60:1f:2f:b4:eb:c9:37:ba:53:2e:75:49

# SHA1 Fingerprint: dd:fb:16:cd:49:31:c9:73:a2:03:7d:3f:c8:3a:4d:7d:77:5d:05:e4

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

55:2f:7b:dc:f1:a7:af:9e:6c:e6:72:01:7f:4f:12:ab:f7:72:40:c7:8e:76:1a:c2:03:d1:d9:d2:0a:c8:99:88

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFkDCCA3igAwIBAgIQBZsbV56OITLiOQe9p3d1XDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQwFADBi

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3
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d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQuY29tMSEwHwYDVQQDExhEaWdpQ2VydCBUcnVzdGVkIFJvb3Qg

RzQwHhcNMTMwODAxMTIwMDAwWhcNMzgwMTE1MTIwMDAwWjBiMQswCQYDVQQGEwJV

UzEVMBMGA1UEChMMRGlnaUNlcnQgSW5jMRkwFwYDVQQLExB3d3cuZGlnaWNlcnQu

Y29tMSEwHwYDVQQDExhEaWdpQ2VydCBUcnVzdGVkIFJvb3QgRzQwggIiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQC/5pBzaN675F1KPDAiMGkz7MKnJS7JIT3y

ithZwuEppz1Yq3aaza57G4QNxDAf8xukOBbrVsaXbR2rsnnyyhHS5F/WBTxSD1If

xp4VpX6+n6lXFllVcq9ok3DCsrp1mWpzMpTREEQQLt+C8weE5nQ7bXHiLQwb7iDV

ySAdYyktzuxeTsiT+CFhmzTrBcZe7FsavOvJz82sNEBfsXpm7nfISKhmV1efVFiO

DCu3T6cw2Vbuyntd463JT17lNecxy9qTXtyOj4DatpGYQJB5w3jHtrHEtWoYOAMQ

jdjUN6QuBX2I9YI+EJFwq1WCQTLX2wRzKm6RAXwhTNS8rhsDdV14Ztk6MUSaM0C/

CNdaSaTC5qmgZ92kJ7yhTzm1EVgX9yRcRo9k98FpiHaYdj1ZXUJ2h4mXaXpI8OCi

EhtmmnTK3kse5w5jrubU75KSOp493ADkRSWJtppEGSt+wJS00mFt6zPZxd9LBADM

fRyVw4/3IbKyEbe7f/LVjHAsQWCqsWMYRJUadmJ+9oCw++hkpjPRiQfhvbfmQ6QY

uKZ3AeEPlAwhHbJUKSWJbOUOUlFHdL4mrLZBdd56rF+NP8m800ERElvlEFDrMcXK

chYiCd98THU/Y+whX8QgUWtvsauGi0/C1kVfnSD8oR7FwI+isX4KJpn15GkvmB0t

9dmpsh3lGwIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIB

hjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU7NfjgtJxXWRM3y5nP+e6mK4cD08wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQAD

ggIBALth2X2pbL4XxJEbw6GiAI3jZGgPVs93rnD5/ZpKmbnJeFwMDF/k5hQpVgs2

SV1EY+CtnJYYZhsjDT156W1r1lT40jzBQ0CuHVD1UvyQO7uYmWlrx8GnqGikJ9yd

+SeuMIW59mdNOj6PWTkiU0TryF0Dyu1Qen1iIQqAyHNm0aAFYF/opbSnr6j3bTWc

fFqK1qI4mfN4i/RN0iAL3gTujJtHgXINwBQy7zBZLq7gcfJW5GqXb5JQbZaNaHqa

sjYUegbyJLkJEVDXCLG4iXqEI2FCKeWjzaIgQdfRnGTZ6iahixTXTBmyUEFxPT9N

cCOGDErcgdLMMpSEDQgJlxxPwO5rIHQw0uA5NBCFIRUBCOhVMt5xSdkoF1BN5r5N

0XWs0Mr7QbhDparTwwVETyw2m+L64kW4I1NsBm9nVX9GtUw/bihaeSbSpKhil9Ie

4u1Ki7wb/UdKDd9nZn6yW0HQO+T0O/QEY+nvwlQAUaCKKsnOeMzV6ocEGLPOr0mI

r/OSmbaz5mEP0oUA51Aa5BuVnRmhuZyxm7EAHu/QD09CbMkKvO5D+jpxpchNJqU1

/YldvIViHTLSoCtU7ZpXwdv6EM8Zt4tKG48BtieVU+i2iW1bvGjUI+iLUaJW+fCm

gKDWHrO8Dw9TdSmq6hN35N6MgSGtBxBHEa2HPQfRdbzP82Z+

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority O=COMODO CA Limited

# Subject: CN=COMODO RSA Certification Authority O=COMODO CA Limited

# Label: "COMODO RSA Certification Authority"

# Serial: 101909084537582093308941363524873193117

# MD5 Fingerprint: 1b:31:b0:71:40:36:cc:14:36:91:ad:c4:3e:fd:ec:18

# SHA1 Fingerprint: af:e5:d2:44:a8:d1:19:42:30:ff:47:9f:e2:f8:97:bb:cd:7a:8c:b4

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

52:f0:e1:c4:e5:8e:c6:29:29:1b:60:31:7f:07:46:71:b8:5d:7e:a8:0d:5b:07:27:34:63:53:4b:32:b4:02:34

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIF2DCCA8CgAwIBAgIQTKr5yttjb+Af907YWwOGnTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQwFADCB

hTELMAkGA1UEBhMCR0IxGzAZBgNVBAgTEkdyZWF0ZXIgTWFuY2hlc3RlcjEQMA4G

A1UEBxMHU2FsZm9yZDEaMBgGA1UEChMRQ09NT0RPIENBIExpbWl0ZWQxKzApBgNV

BAMTIkNPTU9ETyBSU0EgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMTAwMTE5

MDAwMDAwWhcNMzgwMTE4MjM1OTU5WjCBhTELMAkGA1UEBhMCR0IxGzAZBgNVBAgT

EkdyZWF0ZXIgTWFuY2hlc3RlcjEQMA4GA1UEBxMHU2FsZm9yZDEaMBgGA1UEChMR

Q09NT0RPIENBIExpbWl0ZWQxKzApBgNVBAMTIkNPTU9ETyBSU0EgQ2VydGlmaWNh

dGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCR

6FSS0gpWsawNJN3Fz0RndJkrN6N9I3AAcbxT38T6KhKPS38QVr2fcHK3YX/JSw8X
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pz3jsARh7v8Rl8f0hj4K+j5c+ZPmNHrZFGvnnLOFoIJ6dq9xkNfs/Q36nGz637CC

9BR++b7Epi9Pf5l/tfxnQ3K9DADWietrLNPtj5gcFKt+5eNu/Nio5JIk2kNrYrhV

/erBvGy2i/MOjZrkm2xpmfh4SDBF1a3hDTxFYPwyllEnvGfDyi62a+pGx8cgoLEf

Zd5ICLqkTqnyg0Y3hOvozIFIQ2dOciqbXL1MGyiKXCJ7tKuY2e7gUYPDCUZObT6Z

+pUX2nwzV0E8jVHtC7ZcryxjGt9XyD+86V3Em69FmeKjWiS0uqlWPc9vqv9JWL7w

qP/0uK3pN/u6uPQLOvnoQ0IeidiEyxPx2bvhiWC4jChWrBQdnArncevPDt09qZah

SL0896+1DSJMwBGB7FY79tOi4lu3sgQiUpWAk2nojkxl8ZEDLXB0AuqLZxUpaVIC

u9ffUGpVRr+goyhhf3DQw6KqLCGqR84onAZFdr+CGCe01a60y1Dma/RMhnEw6abf

Fobg2P9A3fvQQoh/ozM6LlweQRGBY84YcWsr7KaKtzFcOmpH4MN5WdYgGq/yapiq

crxXStJLnbsQ/LBMQeXtHT1eKJ2czL+zUdqnR+WEUwIDAQABo0IwQDAdBgNVHQ4E

FgQUu69+Aj36pvE8hI6t7jiY7NkyMtQwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB

/wQFMAMBAf8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQADggIBAArx1UaEt65Ru2yyTUEUAJNMnMvl

wFTPoCWOAvn9sKIN9SCYPBMtrFaisNZ+EZLpLrqeLppysb0ZRGxhNaKatBYSaVqM

4dc+pBroLwP0rmEdEBsqpIt6xf4FpuHA1sj+nq6PK7o9mfjYcwlYRm6mnPTXJ9OV

2jeDchzTc+CiR5kDOF3VSXkAKRzH7JsgHAckaVd4sjn8OoSgtZx8jb8uk2Intzna

FxiuvTwJaP+EmzzV1gsD41eeFPfR60/IvYcjt7ZJQ3mFXLrrkguhxuhoqEwWsRqZ

CuhTLJK7oQkYdQxlqHvLI7cawiiFwxv/0Cti76R7CZGYZ4wUAc1oBmpjIXUDgIiK

boHGhfKppC3n9KUkEEeDys30jXlYsQab5xoq2Z0B15R97QNKyvDb6KkBPvVWmcke

jkk9u+UJueBPSZI9FoJAzMxZxuY67RIuaTxslbH9qh17f4a+Hg4yRvv7E491f0yL

S0Zj/gA0QHDBw7mh3aZw4gSzQbzpgJHqZJx64SIDqZxubw5lT2yHh17zbqD5daWb

QOhTsiedSrnAdyGN/4fy3ryM7xfft0kL0fJuMAsaDk527RH89elWsn2/x20Kk4yl

0MC2Hb46TpSi125sC8KKfPog88Tk5c0NqMuRkrF8hey1FGlmDoLnzc7ILaZRfyHB

NVOFBkpdn627G190

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority O=The USERTRUST Network

# Subject: CN=USERTrust RSA Certification Authority O=The USERTRUST Network

# Label: "USERTrust RSA Certification Authority"

# Serial: 2645093764781058787591871645665788717

# MD5 Fingerprint: 1b:fe:69:d1:91:b7:19:33:a3:72:a8:0f:e1:55:e5:b5

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 2b:8f:1b:57:33:0d:bb:a2:d0:7a:6c:51:f7:0e:e9:0d:da:b9:ad:8e

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

e7:93:c9:b0:2f:d8:aa:13:e2:1c:31:22:8a:cc:b0:81:19:64:3b:74:9c:89:89:64:b1:74:6d:46:c3:d4:cb:d2

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIF3jCCA8agAwIBAgIQAf1tMPyjylGoG7xkDjUDLTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQwFADCB

iDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxEzARBgNVBAgTCk5ldyBKZXJzZXkxFDASBgNVBAcTC0pl

cnNleSBDaXR5MR4wHAYDVQQKExVUaGUgVVNFUlRSVVNUIE5ldHdvcmsxLjAsBgNV

BAMTJVVTRVJUcnVzdCBSU0EgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMTAw

MjAxMDAwMDAwWhcNMzgwMTE4MjM1OTU5WjCBiDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxEzARBgNV

BAgTCk5ldyBKZXJzZXkxFDASBgNVBAcTC0plcnNleSBDaXR5MR4wHAYDVQQKExVU

aGUgVVNFUlRSVVNUIE5ldHdvcmsxLjAsBgNVBAMTJVVTRVJUcnVzdCBSU0EgQ2Vy

dGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIK

AoICAQCAEmUXNg7D2wiz0KxXDXbtzSfTTK1Qg2HiqiBNCS1kCdzOiZ/MPans9s/B

3PHTsdZ7NygRK0faOca8Ohm0X6a9fZ2jY0K2dvKpOyuR+OJv0OwWIJAJPuLodMkY

tJHUYmTbf6MG8YgYapAiPLz+E/CHFHv25B+O1ORRxhFnRghRy4YUVD+8M/5+bJz/

Fp0YvVGONaanZshyZ9shZrHUm3gDwFA66Mzw3LyeTP6vBZY1H1dat//O+T23LLb2

VN3I5xI6Ta5MirdcmrS3ID3KfyI0rn47aGYBROcBTkZTmzNg95S+UzeQc0PzMsNT

79uq/nROacdrjGCT3sTHDN/hMq7MkztReJVni+49Vv4M0GkPGw/zJSZrM233bkf6
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c0Plfg6lZrEpfDKEY1WJxA3Bk1QwGROs0303p+tdOmw1XNtB1xLaqUkL39iAigmT

Yo61Zs8liM2EuLE/pDkP2QKe6xJMlXzzawWpXhaDzLhn4ugTncxbgtNMs+1b/97l

c6wjOy0AvzVVdAlJ2ElYGn+SNuZRkg7zJn0cTRe8yexDJtC/QV9AqURE9JnnV4ee

UB9XVKg+/XRjL7FQZQnmWEIuQxpMtPAlR1n6BB6T1CZGSlCBst6+eLf8ZxXhyVeE

Hg9j1uliutZfVS7qXMYoCAQlObgOK6nyTJccBz8NUvXt7y+CDwIDAQABo0IwQDAd

BgNVHQ4EFgQUU3m/WqorSs9UgOHYm8Cd8rIDZsswDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8G

A1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEMBQADggIBAFzUfA3P9wF9QZllDHPF

Up/L+M+ZBn8b2kMVn54CVVeWFPFSPCeHlCjtHzoBN6J2/FNQwISbxmtOuowhT6KO

VWKR82kV2LyI48SqC/3vqOlLVSoGIG1VeCkZ7l8wXEskEVX/JJpuXior7gtNn3/3

ATiUFJVDBwn7YKnuHKsSjKCaXqeYalltiz8I+8jRRa8YFWSQEg9zKC7F4iRO/Fjs

8PRF/iKz6y+O0tlFYQXBl2+odnKPi4w2r78NBc5xjeambx9spnFixdjQg3IM8WcR

iQycE0xyNN+81XHfqnHd4blsjDwSXWXavVcStkNr/+XeTWYRUc+ZruwXtuhxkYze

Sf7dNXGiFSeUHM9h4ya7b6NnJSFd5t0dCy5oGzuCr+yDZ4XUmFF0sbmZgIn/f3gZ

XHlKYC6SQK5MNyosycdiyA5d9zZbyuAlJQG03RoHnHcAP9Dc1ew91Pq7P8yF1m9/

qS3fuQL39ZeatTXaw2ewh0qpKJ4jjv9cJ2vhsE/zB+4ALtRZh8tSQZXq9EfX7mRB

VXyNWQKV3WKdwrnuWih0hKWbt5DHDAff9Yk2dDLWKMGwsAvgnEzDHNb842m1R0aB

L6KCq9NjRHDEjf8tM7qtj3u1cIiuPhnPQCjY/MiQu12ZIvVS5ljFH4gxQ+6IHdfG

jjxDah2nGN59PRbxYvnKkKj9

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority O=The USERTRUST Network

# Subject: CN=USERTrust ECC Certification Authority O=The USERTRUST Network

# Label: "USERTrust ECC Certification Authority"

# Serial: 123013823720199481456569720443997572134

# MD5 Fingerprint: fa:68:bc:d9:b5:7f:ad:fd:c9:1d:06:83:28:cc:24:c1

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d1:cb:ca:5d:b2:d5:2a:7f:69:3b:67:4d:e5:f0:5a:1d:0c:95:7d:f0

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

4f:f4:60:d5:4b:9c:86:da:bf:bc:fc:57:12:e0:40:0d:2b:ed:3f:bc:4d:4f:bd:aa:86:e0:6a:dc:d2:a9:ad:7a

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICjzCCAhWgAwIBAgIQXIuZxVqUxdJxVt7NiYDMJjAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzCBiDEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxEzARBgNVBAgTCk5ldyBKZXJzZXkxFDASBgNVBAcTC0plcnNl

eSBDaXR5MR4wHAYDVQQKExVUaGUgVVNFUlRSVVNUIE5ldHdvcmsxLjAsBgNVBAMT

JVVTRVJUcnVzdCBFQ0MgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwHhcNMTAwMjAx

MDAwMDAwWhcNMzgwMTE4MjM1OTU5WjCBiDELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxEzARBgNVBAgT

Ck5ldyBKZXJzZXkxFDASBgNVBAcTC0plcnNleSBDaXR5MR4wHAYDVQQKExVUaGUg

VVNFUlRSVVNUIE5ldHdvcmsxLjAsBgNVBAMTJVVTRVJUcnVzdCBFQ0MgQ2VydGlm

aWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkwdjAQBgcqhkjOPQIBBgUrgQQAIgNiAAQarFRaqflo

I+d61SRvU8Za2EurxtW20eZzca7dnNYMYf3boIkDuAUU7FfO7l0/4iGzzvfUinng

o4N+LZfQYcTxmdwlkWOrfzCjtHDix6EznPO/LlxTsV+zfTJ/ijTjeXmjQjBAMB0G

A1UdDgQWBBQ64QmG1M8ZwpZ2dEl23OA1xmNjmjAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYD

VR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAKBggqhkjOPQQDAwNoADBlAjA2Z6EWCNzklwBBHU6+4WMB

zzuqQhFkoJ2UOQIReVx7Hfpkue4WQrO/isIJxOzksU0CMQDpKmFHjFJKS04YcPbW

RNZu9YO6bVi9JNlWSOrvxKJGgYhqOkbRqZtNyWHa0V1Xahg=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4

# Label: "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R4"
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# Serial: 14367148294922964480859022125800977897474

# MD5 Fingerprint: 20:f0:27:68:d1:7e:a0:9d:0e:e6:2a:ca:df:5c:89:8e

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 69:69:56:2e:40:80:f4:24:a1:e7:19:9f:14:ba:f3:ee:58:ab:6a:bb

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

be:c9:49:11:c2:95:56:76:db:6c:0a:55:09:86:d7:6e:3b:a0:05:66:7c:44:2c:97:62:b4:fb:b7:73:de:22:8c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIB4TCCAYegAwIBAgIRKjikHJYKBN5CsiilC+g0mAIwCgYIKoZIzj0EAwIwUDEk

MCIGA1UECxMbR2xvYmFsU2lnbiBFQ0MgUm9vdCBDQSAtIFI0MRMwEQYDVQQKEwpH

bG9iYWxTaWduMRMwEQYDVQQDEwpHbG9iYWxTaWduMB4XDTEyMTExMzAwMDAwMFoX

DTM4MDExOTAzMTQwN1owUDEkMCIGA1UECxMbR2xvYmFsU2lnbiBFQ0MgUm9vdCBD

QSAtIFI0MRMwEQYDVQQKEwpHbG9iYWxTaWduMRMwEQYDVQQDEwpHbG9iYWxTaWdu

MFkwEwYHKoZIzj0CAQYIKoZIzj0DAQcDQgAEuMZ5049sJQ6fLjkZHAOkrprlOQcJ

FspjsbmG+IpXwVfOQvpzofdlQv8ewQCybnMO/8ch5RikqtlxP6jUuc6MHaNCMEAw

DgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFFSwe61F

uOJAf/sKbvu+M8k8o4TVMAoGCCqGSM49BAMCA0gAMEUCIQDckqGgE6bPA7DmxCGX

kPoUVy0D7O48027KqGx2vKLeuwIgJ6iFJzWbVsaj8kfSt24bAgAXqmemFZHe+pTs

ewv4n4Q=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Subject: CN=GlobalSign O=GlobalSign OU=GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5

# Label: "GlobalSign ECC Root CA - R5"

# Serial: 32785792099990507226680698011560947931244

# MD5 Fingerprint: 9f:ad:3b:1c:02:1e:8a:ba:17:74:38:81:0c:a2:bc:08

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 1f:24:c6:30:cd:a4:18:ef:20:69:ff:ad:4f:dd:5f:46:3a:1b:69:aa

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

17:9f:bc:14:8a:3d:d0:0f:d2:4e:a1:34:58:cc:43:bf:a7:f5:9c:81:82:d7:83:a5:13:f6:eb:ec:10:0c:89:24

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICHjCCAaSgAwIBAgIRYFlJ4CYuu1X5CneKcflK2GwwCgYIKoZIzj0EAwMwUDEk

MCIGA1UECxMbR2xvYmFsU2lnbiBFQ0MgUm9vdCBDQSAtIFI1MRMwEQYDVQQKEwpH

bG9iYWxTaWduMRMwEQYDVQQDEwpHbG9iYWxTaWduMB4XDTEyMTExMzAwMDAwMFoX

DTM4MDExOTAzMTQwN1owUDEkMCIGA1UECxMbR2xvYmFsU2lnbiBFQ0MgUm9vdCBD

QSAtIFI1MRMwEQYDVQQKEwpHbG9iYWxTaWduMRMwEQYDVQQDEwpHbG9iYWxTaWdu

MHYwEAYHKoZIzj0CAQYFK4EEACIDYgAER0UOlvt9Xb/pOdEh+J8LttV7HpI6SFkc

8GIxLcB6KP4ap1yztsyX50XUWPrRd21DosCHZTQKH3rd6zwzocWdTaRvQZU4f8ke

hOvRnkmSh5SHDDqFSmafnVmTTZdhBoZKo0IwQDAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYD

VR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUPeYpSJvqB8ohREom3m7e0oPQn1kwCgYI

KoZIzj0EAwMDaAAwZQIxAOVpEslu28YxuglB4Zf4+/2a4n0Sye18ZNPLBSWLVtmg

515dTguDnFt2KaAJJiFqYgIwcdK1j1zqO+F4CYWodZI7yFz9SO8NdCKoCOJuxUnO

xwy8p2Fp8fc74SrL+SvzZpA3

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3 O=Staat der Nederlanden

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3 O=Staat der Nederlanden

# Label: "Staat der Nederlanden Root CA - G3"

# Serial: 10003001

# MD5 Fingerprint: 0b:46:67:07:db:10:2f:19:8c:35:50:60:d1:0b:f4:37

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d8:eb:6b:41:51:92:59:e0:f3:e7:85:00:c0:3d:b6:88:97:c9:ee:fc
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# SHA256 Fingerprint:

3c:4f:b0:b9:5a:b8:b3:00:32:f4:32:b8:6f:53:5f:e1:72:c1:85:d0:fd:39:86:58:37:cf:36:18:7f:a6:f4:28

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFdDCCA1ygAwIBAgIEAJiiOTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBaMQswCQYDVQQGEwJO

TDEeMBwGA1UECgwVU3RhYXQgZGVyIE5lZGVybGFuZGVuMSswKQYDVQQDDCJTdGFh

dCBkZXIgTmVkZXJsYW5kZW4gUm9vdCBDQSAtIEczMB4XDTEzMTExNDExMjg0MloX

DTI4MTExMzIzMDAwMFowWjELMAkGA1UEBhMCTkwxHjAcBgNVBAoMFVN0YWF0IGRl

ciBOZWRlcmxhbmRlbjErMCkGA1UEAwwiU3RhYXQgZGVyIE5lZGVybGFuZGVuIFJv

b3QgQ0EgLSBHMzCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAL4yolQP

cPssXFnrbMSkUeiFKrPMSjTysF/zDsccPVMeiAho2G89rcKezIJnByeHaHE6n3WW

IkYFsO2tx1ueKt6c/DrGlaf1F2cY5y9JCAxcz+bMNO14+1Cx3Gsy8KL+tjzk7FqX

xz8ecAgwoNzFs21v0IJyEavSgWhZghe3eJJg+szeP4TrjTgzkApyI/o1zCZxMdFy

KJLZWyNtZrVtB0LrpjPOktvA9mxjeM3KTj215VKb8b475lRgsGYeCasH/lSJEULR

9yS6YHgamPfJEf0WwTUaVHXvQ9Plrk7O53vDxk5hUUurmkVLoR9BvUhTFXFkC4az

5S6+zqQbwSmEorXLCCN2QyIkHxcE1G6cxvx/K2Ya7Irl1s9N9WMJtxU51nus6+N8

6U78dULI7ViVDAZCopz35HCz33JvWjdAidiFpNfxC95DGdRKWCyMijmev4SH8RY7

Ngzp07TKbBlBUgmhHbBqv4LvcFEhMtwFdozL92TkA1CvjJFnq8Xy7ljY3r735zHP

bMk7ccHViLVlvMDoFxcHErVc0qsgk7TmgoNwNsXNo42ti+yjwUOH5kPiNL6VizXt

BznaqB16nzaeErAMZRKQFWDZJkBE41ZgpRDUajz9QdwOWke275dhdU/Z/seyHdTt

XUmzqWrLZoQT1Vyg3N9udwbRcXXIV2+vD3dbAgMBAAGjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQF

MAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBRUrfrHkleuyjWcLhL75Lpd

INyUVzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAgEAMJmdBTLIXg47mAE6iqTnB/d6+Oea31BD

U5cqPco8R5gu4RV78ZLzYdqQJRZlwJ9UXQ4DO1t3ApyEtg2YXzTdO2PCwyiBwpwp

LiniyMMB8jPqKqrMCQj3ZWfGzd/TtiunvczRDnBfuCPRy5FOCvTIeuXZYzbB1N/8

Ipf3YF3qKS9Ysr1YvY2WTxB1v0h7PVGHoTx0IsL8B3+A3MSs/mrBcDCw6Y5p4ixp

gZQJut3+TcCDjJRYwEYgr5wfAvg1VUkvRtTA8KCWAg8zxXHzniN9lLf9OtMJgwYh

/WA9rjLA0u6NpvDntIJ8CsxwyXmA+P5M9zWEGYox+wrZ13+b8KKaa8MFSu1BYBQw

0aoRQm7TIwIEC8Zl3d1Sd9qBa7Ko+gE4uZbqKmxnl4mUnrzhVNXkanjvSr0rmj1A

fsbAddJu+2gw7OyLnflJNZoaLNmzlTnVHpL3prllL+U9bTpITAjc5CgSKL59NVzq

4BZ+Extq1z7XnvwtdbLBFNUjA9tbbws+eC8N3jONFrdI54OagQ97wUNNVQQXOEpR

1VmiiXTTn74eS9fGbbeIJG9gkaSChVtWQbzQRKtqE77RLFi3EjNYsjdj3BP1lB0/

QFH1T/U67cjF68IeHRaVesd+QnGTbksVtzDfqu1XhUisHWrdOWnk4Xl4vs4Fv6EM

94B7IWcnMFk=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA O=Staat der Nederlanden

# Subject: CN=Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA O=Staat der Nederlanden

# Label: "Staat der Nederlanden EV Root CA"

# Serial: 10000013

# MD5 Fingerprint: fc:06:af:7b:e8:1a:f1:9a:b4:e8:d2:70:1f:c0:f5:ba

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 76:e2:7e:c1:4f:db:82:c1:c0:a6:75:b5:05:be:3d:29:b4:ed:db:bb

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

4d:24:91:41:4c:fe:95:67:46:ec:4c:ef:a6:cf:6f:72:e2:8a:13:29:43:2f:9d:8a:90:7a:c4:cb:5d:ad:c1:5a

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFcDCCA1igAwIBAgIEAJiWjTANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBYMQswCQYDVQQGEwJO

TDEeMBwGA1UECgwVU3RhYXQgZGVyIE5lZGVybGFuZGVuMSkwJwYDVQQDDCBTdGFh

dCBkZXIgTmVkZXJsYW5kZW4gRVYgUm9vdCBDQTAeFw0xMDEyMDgxMTE5MjlaFw0y

MjEyMDgxMTEwMjhaMFgxCzAJBgNVBAYTAk5MMR4wHAYDVQQKDBVTdGFhdCBkZXIg
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TmVkZXJsYW5kZW4xKTAnBgNVBAMMIFN0YWF0IGRlciBOZWRlcmxhbmRlbiBFViBS

b290IENBMIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAg8AMIICCgKCAgEA48d+ifkkSzrS

M4M1LGns3Amk41GoJSt5uAg94JG6hIXGhaTK5skuU6TJJB79VWZxXSzFYGgEt9nC

UiY4iKTWO0Cmws0/zZiTs1QUWJZV1VD+hq2kY39ch/aO5ieSZxeSAgMs3NZmdO3d

Z//BYY1jTw+bbRcwJu+r0h8QoPnFfxZpgQNH7R5ojXKhTbImxrpsX23Wr9GxE46p

rfNeaXUmGD5BKyF/7otdBwadQ8QpCiv8Kj6GyzyDOvnJDdrFmeK8eEEzduG/L13l

pJhQDBXd4Pqcfzho0LKmeqfRMb1+ilgnQ7O6M5HTp5gVXJrm0w912fxBmJc+qiXb

j5IusHsMX/FjqTf5m3VpTCgmJdrV8hJwRVXj33NeN/UhbJCONVrJ0yPr08C+eKxC

KFhmpUZtcALXEPlLVPxdhkqHz3/KRawRWrUgUY0viEeXOcDPusBCAUCZSCELa6fS

/ZbV0b5GnUngC6agIk440ME8MLxwjyx1zNDFjFE7PZQIZCZhfbnDZY8UnCHQqv0X

cgOPvZuM5l5Tnrmd74K74bzickFbIZTTRTeU0d8JOV3nI6qaHcptqAqGhYqCvkIH

1vI4gnPah1vlPNOePqc7nvQDs/nxfRN0Av+7oeX6AHkcpmZBiFxgV6YuCcS6/ZrP

px9Aw7vMWgpVSzs4dlG4Y4uElBbmVvMCAwEAAaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB

/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFP6rAJCYniT8qcwaivsnuL8wbqg7

MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4ICAQDPdyxuVr5Os7aEAJSrR8kN0nbHhp8dB9O2tLsI

eK9p0gtJ3jPFrK3CiAJ9Brc1AsFgyb/E6JTe1NOpEyVa/m6irn0F3H3zbPB+po3u

2dfOWBfoqSmuc0iH55vKbimhZF8ZE/euBhD/UcabTVUlT5OZEAFTdfETzsemQUHS

v4ilf0X8rLiltTMMgsT7B/Zq5SWEXwbKwYY5EdtYzXc7LMJMD16a4/CrPmEbUCTC

wPTxGfARKbalGAKb12NMcIxHowNDXLldRqANb/9Zjr7dn3LDWyvfjFvO5QxGbJKy

CqNMVEIYFRIYvdr8unRu/8G2oGTYqV9Vrp9canaW2HNnh/tNf1zuacpzEPuKqf2e

vTY4SUmH9A4U8OmHuD+nT3pajnnUk+S7aFKErGzp85hwVXIy+TSrK0m1zSBi5Dp6

Z2Orltxtrpfs/J92VoguZs9btsmksNcFuuEnL5O7Jiqik7Ab846+HUCjuTaPPoIa

Gl6I6lD4WeKDRikL40Rc4ZW2aZCaFG+XroHPaO+Zmr615+F/+PoTRxZMzG0IQOeL

eG9QgkRQP2YGiqtDhFZKDyAthg710tvSeopLzaXoTvFeJiUBWSOgftL2fiFX1ye8

FVdMpEbB4IMeDExNH08GGeL5qPQ6gqGyeUN51q1veieQA6TqJIc/2b3Z6fJfUEkc

7uzXLg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1 O=IdenTrust

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1 O=IdenTrust

# Label: "IdenTrust Commercial Root CA 1"

# Serial: 13298821034946342390520003877796839426

# MD5 Fingerprint: b3:3e:77:73:75:ee:a0:d3:e3:7e:49:63:49:59:bb:c7

# SHA1 Fingerprint: df:71:7e:aa:4a:d9:4e:c9:55:84:99:60:2d:48:de:5f:bc:f0:3a:25

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

5d:56:49:9b:e4:d2:e0:8b:cf:ca:d0:8a:3e:38:72:3d:50:50:3b:de:70:69:48:e4:2f:55:60:30:19:e5:28:ae

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFYDCCA0igAwIBAgIQCgFCgAAAAUUjyES1AAAAAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBK

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzESMBAGA1UEChMJSWRlblRydXN0MScwJQYDVQQDEx5JZGVu

VHJ1c3QgQ29tbWVyY2lhbCBSb290IENBIDEwHhcNMTQwMTE2MTgxMjIzWhcNMzQw

MTE2MTgxMjIzWjBKMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzESMBAGA1UEChMJSWRlblRydXN0MScw

JQYDVQQDEx5JZGVuVHJ1c3QgQ29tbWVyY2lhbCBSb290IENBIDEwggIiMA0GCSqG

SIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQCnUBneP5k91DNG8W9RYYKyqU+PZ4ldhNlT

3Qwo2dfw/66VQ3KZ+bVdfIrBQuExUHTRgQ18zZshq0PirK1ehm7zCYofWjK9ouuU

+ehcCuz/mNKvcbO0U59Oh++SvL3sTzIwiEsXXlfEU8L2ApeN2WIrvyQfYo3fw7gp

S0l4PJNgiCL8mdo2yMKi1CxUAGc1bnO/AljwpN3lsKImesrgNqUZFvX9t++uP0D1

bVoE/c40yiTcdCMbXTMTEl3EASX2MN0CXZ/g1Ue9tOsbobtJSdifWwLziuQkkORi

T0/Br4sOdBeo0XKIanoBScy0RnnGF7HamB4HWfp1IYVl3ZBWzvurpWCdxJ35UrCL
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vYf5jysjCiN2O/cz4ckA82n5S6LgTrx+kzmEB/dEcH7+B1rlsazRGMzyNeVJSQjK

Vsk9+w8YfYs7wRPCTY/JTw436R+hDmrfYi7LNQZReSzIJTj0+kuniVyc0uMNOYZK

dHzVWYfCP04MXFL0PfdSgvHqo6z9STQaKPNBiDoT7uje/5kdX7rL6B7yuVBgwDHT

c+XvvqDtMwt0viAgxGds8AgDelWAf0ZOlqf0Hj7h9tgJ4TNkK2PXMl6f+cB7D3hv

l7yTmvmcEpB4eoCHFddydJxVdHixuuFucAS6T6C6aMN7/zHwcz09lCqxC0EOoP5N

iGVreTO01wIDAQABo0IwQDAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB

/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU7UQZwNPwBovupHu+QucmVMiONnYwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAD

ggIBAA2ukDL2pkt8RHYZYR4nKM1eVO8lvOMIkPkp165oCOGUAFjvLi5+U1KMtlwH

6oi6mYtQlNeCgN9hCQCTrQ0U5s7B8jeUeLBfnLOic7iPBZM4zY0+sLj7wM+x8uwt

LRvM7Kqas6pgghstO8OEPVeKlh6cdbjTMM1gCIOQ045U8U1mwF10A0Cj7oV+wh93

nAbowacYXVKV7cndJZ5t+qntozo00Fl72u1Q8zW/7esUTTHHYPTa8Yec4kjixsU3

+wYQ+nVZZjFHKdp2mhzpgq7vmrlR94gjmmmVYjzlVYA211QC//G5Xc7UI2/YRYRK

W2XviQzdFKcgyxilJbQN+QHwotL0AMh0jqEqSI5l2xPE4iUXfeu+h1sXIFRRk0pT

AwvsXcoz7WL9RccvW9xYoIA55vrX/hMUpu09lEpCdNTDd1lzzY9GvlU47/rokTLq

l1gEIt44w8y8bckzOmoKaT+gyOpyj4xjhiO9bTyWnpXgSUyqorkqG5w2gXjtw+hG

4iZZRHUe2XWJUc0QhJ1hYMtd+ZciTY6Y5uN/9lu7rs3KSoFrXgvzUeF0K+l+J6fZ

mUlO+KWA2yUPHGNiiskzZ2s8EIPGrd6ozRaOjfAHN3Gf8qv8QfXBi+wAN10J5U6A

7/qxXDgGpRtK4dw4LTzcqx+QGtVKnO7RcGzM7vRX+Bi6hG6H

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1 O=IdenTrust

# Subject: CN=IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1 O=IdenTrust

# Label: "IdenTrust Public Sector Root CA 1"

# Serial: 13298821034946342390521976156843933698

# MD5 Fingerprint: 37:06:a5:b0:fc:89:9d:ba:f4:6b:8c:1a:64:cd:d5:ba

# SHA1 Fingerprint: ba:29:41:60:77:98:3f:f4:f3:ef:f2:31:05:3b:2e:ea:6d:4d:45:fd

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

30:d0:89:5a:9a:44:8a:26:20:91:63:55:22:d1:f5:20:10:b5:86:7a:ca:e1:2c:78:ef:95:8f:d4:f4:38:9f:2f

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFZjCCA06gAwIBAgIQCgFCgAAAAUUjz0Z8AAAAAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBN

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzESMBAGA1UEChMJSWRlblRydXN0MSowKAYDVQQDEyFJZGVu

VHJ1c3QgUHVibGljIFNlY3RvciBSb290IENBIDEwHhcNMTQwMTE2MTc1MzMyWhcN

MzQwMTE2MTc1MzMyWjBNMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzESMBAGA1UEChMJSWRlblRydXN0

MSowKAYDVQQDEyFJZGVuVHJ1c3QgUHVibGljIFNlY3RvciBSb290IENBIDEwggIi

MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQC2IpT8pEiv6EdrCvsnduTyP4o7

ekosMSqMjbCpwzFrqHd2hCa2rIFCDQjrVVi7evi8ZX3yoG2LqEfpYnYeEe4IFNGy

RBb06tD6Hi9e28tzQa68ALBKK0CyrOE7S8ItneShm+waOh7wCLPQ5CQ1B5+ctMlS

bdsHyo+1W/CD80/HLaXIrcuVIKQxKFdYWuSNG5qrng0M8gozOSI5Cpcu81N3uURF

/YTLNiCBWS2ab21ISGHKTN9T0a9SvESfqy9rg3LvdYDaBjMbXcjaY8ZNzaxmMc3R

3j6HEDbhuaR672BQssvKplbgN6+rNBM5Jeg5ZuSYeqoSmJxZZoY+rfGwyj4GD3vw

EUs3oERte8uojHH01bWRNszwFcYr3lEXsZdMUD2xlVl8BX0tIdUAvwFnol57plzy

9yLxkA2T26pEUWbMfXYD62qoKjgZl3YNa4ph+bz27nb9cCvdKTz4Ch5bQhyLVi9V

GxyhLrXHFub4qjySjmm2AcG1hp2JDws4lFTo6tyePSW8Uybt1as5qsVATFSrsrTZ

2fjXctscvG29ZV/viDUqZi/u9rNl8DONfJhBaUYPQxxp+pu10GFqzcpL2UyQRqsV

WaFHVCkugyhfHMKiq3IXAAaOReyL4jM9f9oZRORicsPfIsbyVtTdX5Vy7W1f90gD

W/3FKqD2cyOEEBsB5wIDAQABo0IwQDAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/

BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU43HgntinQtnbcZFrlJPrw6PRFKMwDQYJKoZIhvcN

AQELBQADggIBAEf63QqwEZE4rU1d9+UOl1QZgkiHVIyqZJnYWv6IAcVYpZmxI1Qj
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t2odIFflAWJBF9MJ23XLblSQdf4an4EKwt3X9wnQW3IV5B4Jaj0z8yGa5hV+rVHV

DRDtfULAj+7AmgjVQdZcDiFpboBhDhXAuM/FSRJSzL46zNQuOAXeNf0fb7iAaJg9

TaDKQGXSc3z1i9kKlT/YPyNtGtEqJBnZhbMX73huqVjRI9PHE+1yJX9dsXNw0H8G

lwmEKYBhHfpe/3OsoOOJuBxxFcbeMX8S3OFtm6/n6J91eEyrRjuazr8FGF1NFTwW

mhlQBJqymm9li1JfPFgEKCXAZmExfrngdbkaqIHWchezxQMxNRF4eKLg6TCMf4Df

WN88uieW4oA0beOY02QnrEh+KHdcxiVhJfiFDGX6xDIvpZgF5PgLZxYWxoK4Mhn5

+bl53B/N66+rDt0b20XkeucC4pVd/GnwU2lhlXV5C15V5jgclKlZM57IcXR5f1GJ

tshquDDIajjDbp7hNxbqBWJMWxJH7ae0s1hWx0nzfxJoCTFx8G34Tkf71oXuxVhA

GaQdp/lLQzfcaFpPz+vCZHTetBXZ9FRUGi8c15dxVJCO2SCdUyt/q4/i6jC8UDfv

8Ue1fXwsBOxonbRJRBD0ckscZOf85muQ3Wl9af0AVqW3rLatt8o+Ae+c

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2 O=Entrust, Inc. OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms/(c)

2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use only

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2 O=Entrust, Inc. OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms/(c)

2009 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use only

# Label: "Entrust Root Certification Authority - G2"

# Serial: 1246989352

# MD5 Fingerprint: 4b:e2:c9:91:96:65:0c:f4:0e:5a:93:92:a0:0a:fe:b2

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 8c:f4:27:fd:79:0c:3a:d1:66:06:8d:e8:1e:57:ef:bb:93:22:72:d4

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

43:df:57:74:b0:3e:7f:ef:5f:e4:0d:93:1a:7b:ed:f1:bb:2e:6b:42:73:8c:4e:6d:38:41:10:3d:3a:a7:f3:39

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEPjCCAyagAwIBAgIESlOMKDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBvjELMAkGA1UEBhMC

VVMxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUVudHJ1c3QsIEluYy4xKDAmBgNVBAsTH1NlZSB3d3cuZW50

cnVzdC5uZXQvbGVnYWwtdGVybXMxOTA3BgNVBAsTMChjKSAyMDA5IEVudHJ1c3Qs

IEluYy4gLSBmb3IgYXV0aG9yaXplZCB1c2Ugb25seTEyMDAGA1UEAxMpRW50cnVz

dCBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5IC0gRzIwHhcNMDkwNzA3MTcy

NTU0WhcNMzAxMjA3MTc1NTU0WjCBvjELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUVu

dHJ1c3QsIEluYy4xKDAmBgNVBAsTH1NlZSB3d3cuZW50cnVzdC5uZXQvbGVnYWwt

dGVybXMxOTA3BgNVBAsTMChjKSAyMDA5IEVudHJ1c3QsIEluYy4gLSBmb3IgYXV0

aG9yaXplZCB1c2Ugb25seTEyMDAGA1UEAxMpRW50cnVzdCBSb290IENlcnRpZmlj

YXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5IC0gRzIwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEK

AoIBAQC6hLZy254Ma+KZ6TABp3bqMriVQRrJ2mFOWHLP/vaCeb9zYQYKpSfYs1/T

RU4cctZOMvJyig/3gxnQaoCAAEUesMfnmr8SVycco2gvCoe9amsOXmXzHHfV1IWN

cCG0szLni6LVhjkCsbjSR87kyUnEO6fe+1R9V77w6G7CebI6C1XiUJgWMhNcL3hW

wcKUs/Ja5CeanyTXxuzQmyWC48zCxEXFjJd6BmsqEZ+pCm5IO2/b1BEZQvePB7/1

U1+cPvQXLOZprE4yTGJ36rfo5bs0vBmLrpxR57d+tVOxMyLlbc9wPBr64ptntoP0

jaWvYkxN4FisZDQSA/i2jZRjJKRxAgMBAAGjQjBAMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAP

BgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBRqciZ60B7vfec7aVHUbI2fkBJmqzAN

BgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEAeZ8dlsa2eT8ijYfThwMEYGprmi5ZiXMRrEPR9RP/

jTkrwPK9T3CMqS/qF8QLVJ7UG5aYMzyorWKiAHarWWluBh1+xLlEjZivEtRh2woZ

Rkfz6/djwUAFQKXSt/S1mja/qYh2iARVBCuch38aNzx+LaUa2NSJXsq9rD1s2G2v

1fN2D807iDginWyTmsQ9v4IbZT+mD12q/OWyFcq1rca8PdCE6OoGcrBNOTJ4vz4R

nAuknZoh8/CbCzB428Hch0P+vGOaysXCHMnHjf87ElgI5rY97HosTvuDls4MPGmH

VHOkc8KT/1EQrBVUAdj8BbGJoX90g5pJ19xOe4pIb4tF9g==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1 O=Entrust, Inc. OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms/(c)

2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use only

# Subject: CN=Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1 O=Entrust, Inc. OU=See www.entrust.net/legal-terms/(c)

2012 Entrust, Inc. - for authorized use only

# Label: "Entrust Root Certification Authority - EC1"

# Serial: 51543124481930649114116133369

# MD5 Fingerprint: b6:7e:1d:f0:58:c5:49:6c:24:3b:3d:ed:98:18:ed:bc

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 20:d8:06:40:df:9b:25:f5:12:25:3a:11:ea:f7:59:8a:eb:14:b5:47

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

02:ed:0e:b2:8c:14:da:45:16:5c:56:67:91:70:0d:64:51:d7:fb:56:f0:b2:ab:1d:3b:8e:b0:70:e5:6e:df:f5

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIC+TCCAoCgAwIBAgINAKaLeSkAAAAAUNCR+TAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzCBvzELMAkG

A1UEBhMCVVMxFjAUBgNVBAoTDUVudHJ1c3QsIEluYy4xKDAmBgNVBAsTH1NlZSB3

d3cuZW50cnVzdC5uZXQvbGVnYWwtdGVybXMxOTA3BgNVBAsTMChjKSAyMDEyIEVu

dHJ1c3QsIEluYy4gLSBmb3IgYXV0aG9yaXplZCB1c2Ugb25seTEzMDEGA1UEAxMq

RW50cnVzdCBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5IC0gRUMxMB4XDTEy

MTIxODE1MjUzNloXDTM3MTIxODE1NTUzNlowgb8xCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMRYwFAYD

VQQKEw1FbnRydXN0LCBJbmMuMSgwJgYDVQQLEx9TZWUgd3d3LmVudHJ1c3QubmV0

L2xlZ2FsLXRlcm1zMTkwNwYDVQQLEzAoYykgMjAxMiBFbnRydXN0LCBJbmMuIC0g

Zm9yIGF1dGhvcml6ZWQgdXNlIG9ubHkxMzAxBgNVBAMTKkVudHJ1c3QgUm9vdCBD

ZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eSAtIEVDMTB2MBAGByqGSM49AgEGBSuBBAAi

A2IABIQTydC6bUF74mzQ61VfZgIaJPRbiWlH47jCffHyAsWfoPZb1YsGGYZPUxBt

ByQnoaD41UcZYUx9ypMn6nQM72+WCf5j7HBdNq1nd67JnXxVRDqiY1Ef9eNi1KlH

Bz7MIKNCMEAwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0O

BBYEFLdj5xrdjekIplWDpOBqUEFlEUJJMAoGCCqGSM49BAMDA2cAMGQCMGF52OVC

R98crlOZF7ZvHH3hvxGU0QOIdeSNiaSKd0bebWHvAvX7td/M/k7//qnmpwIwW5nX

hTcGtXsI/esni0qU+eH6p44mCOh8kmhtc9hvJqwhAriZtyZBWyVgrtBIGu4G

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=CFCA EV ROOT O=China Financial Certification Authority

# Subject: CN=CFCA EV ROOT O=China Financial Certification Authority

# Label: "CFCA EV ROOT"

# Serial: 407555286

# MD5 Fingerprint: 74:e1:b6:ed:26:7a:7a:44:30:33:94:ab:7b:27:81:30

# SHA1 Fingerprint: e2:b8:29:4b:55:84:ab:6b:58:c2:90:46:6c:ac:3f:b8:39:8f:84:83

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

5c:c3:d7:8e:4e:1d:5e:45:54:7a:04:e6:87:3e:64:f9:0c:f9:53:6d:1c:cc:2e:f8:00:f3:55:c4:c5:fd:70:fd

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFjTCCA3WgAwIBAgIEGErM1jANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBWMQswCQYDVQQGEwJD

TjEwMC4GA1UECgwnQ2hpbmEgRmluYW5jaWFsIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9y

aXR5MRUwEwYDVQQDDAxDRkNBIEVWIFJPT1QwHhcNMTIwODA4MDMwNzAxWhcNMjkx

MjMxMDMwNzAxWjBWMQswCQYDVQQGEwJDTjEwMC4GA1UECgwnQ2hpbmEgRmluYW5j

aWFsIENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MRUwEwYDVQQDDAxDRkNBIEVWIFJP

T1QwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQDXXWvNED8fBVnVBU03

sQ7smCuOFR36k0sXgiFxEFLXUWRwFsJVaU2OFW2fvwwbwuCjZ9YMrM8irq93VCpL

TIpTUnrD7i7es3ElweldPe6hL6P3KjzJIx1qqx2hp/Hz7KDVRM8Vz3IvHWOX6Jn5

/ZOkVIBMUtRSqy5J35DNuF++P96hyk0g1CXohClTt7GIH//62pCfCqktQT+x8Rgp

7hZZLDRJGqgG16iI0gNyejLi6mhNbiyWZXvKWfry4t3uMCz7zEasxGPrb382KzRz
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EpR/38wmnvFyXVBlWY9ps4deMm/DGIq1lY+wejfeWkU7xzbh72fROdOXW3NiGUgt

hxwG+3SYIElz8AXSG7Ggo7cbcNOIabla1jj0Ytwli3i/+Oh+uFzJlU9fpy25IGvP

a931DfSCt/SyZi4QKPaXWnuWFo8BGS1sbn85WAZkgwGDg8NNkt0yxoekN+kWzqot

aK8KgWU6cMGbrU1tVMoqLUuFG7OA5nBFDWteNfB/O7ic5ARwiRIlk9oKmSJgamNg

TnYGmE69g60dWIolhdLHZR4tjsbftsbhf4oEIRUpdPA+nJCdDC7xij5aqgwJHsfV

PKPtl8MeNPo4+QgO48BdK4PRVmrJtqhUUy54Mmc9gn900PvhtgVguXDbjgv5E1hv

cWAQUhC5wUEJ73IfZzF4/5YFjQIDAQABo2MwYTAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBTj/i39KNAL

tbq2osS/BqoFjJP7LzAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAd

BgNVHQ4EFgQU4/4t/SjQC7W6tqLEvwaqBYyT+y8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggIB

ACXGumvrh8vegjmWPfBEp2uEcwPenStPuiB/vHiyz5ewG5zz13ku9Ui20vsXiObT

ej/tUxPQ4i9qecsAIyjmHjdXNYmEwnZPNDatZ8POQQaIxffu2Bq41gt/UP+TqhdL

jOztUmCypAbqTuv0axn96/Ua4CUqmtzHQTb3yHQFhDmVOdYLO6Qn+gjYXB74BGBS

ESgoA//vU2YApUo0FmZ8/Qmkrp5nGm9BC2sGE5uPhnEFtC+NiWYzKXZUmhH4J/qy

P5Hgzg0b8zAarb8iXRvTvyUFTeGSGn+ZnzxEk8rUQElsgIfXBDrDMlI1Dlb4pd19

xIsNER9Tyx6yF7Zod1rg1MvIB671Oi6ON7fQAUtDKXeMOZePglr4UeWJoBjnaH9d

Ci77o0cOPaYjesYBx4/IXr9tgFa+iiS6M+qf4TIRnvHST4D2G0CvOJ4RUHlzEhLN

5mydLIhyPDCBBpEi6lmt2hkuIsKNuYyH4Ga8cyNfIWRjgEj1oDwYPZTISEEdQLpe

/v5WOaHIz16eGWRGENoXkbcFgKyLmZJ956LYBws2J+dIeWCKw9cTXPhyQN9Ky8+Z

AAoACxGV2lZFA4gKn2fQ1XmxqI1AbQ3CekD6819kR5LLU7m7Wc5P/dAVUwHY3+vZ

5nbv0CO7O6l5s9UCKc2Jo5YPSjXnTkLAdc0Hz+Ys63su

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Certinomis - Root CA O=Certinomis OU=0002 433998903

# Subject: CN=Certinomis - Root CA O=Certinomis OU=0002 433998903

# Label: "Certinomis - Root CA"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: 14:0a:fd:8d:a8:28:b5:38:69:db:56:7e:61:22:03:3f

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 9d:70:bb:01:a5:a4:a0:18:11:2e:f7:1c:01:b9:32:c5:34:e7:88:a8

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

2a:99:f5:bc:11:74:b7:3c:bb:1d:62:08:84:e0:1c:34:e5:1c:cb:39:78:da:12:5f:0e:33:26:88:83:bf:41:58

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFkjCCA3qgAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBaMQswCQYDVQQGEwJGUjET

MBEGA1UEChMKQ2VydGlub21pczEXMBUGA1UECxMOMDAwMiA0MzM5OTg5MDMxHTAb

BgNVBAMTFENlcnRpbm9taXMgLSBSb290IENBMB4XDTEzMTAyMTA5MTcxOFoXDTMz

MTAyMTA5MTcxOFowWjELMAkGA1UEBhMCRlIxEzARBgNVBAoTCkNlcnRpbm9taXMx

FzAVBgNVBAsTDjAwMDIgNDMzOTk4OTAzMR0wGwYDVQQDExRDZXJ0aW5vbWlzIC0g

Um9vdCBDQTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBANTMCQosP5L2

fxSeC5yaah1AMGT9qt8OHgZbn1CF6s2Nq0Nn3rD6foCWnoR4kkjW4znuzuRZWJfl

LieY6pOod5tK8O90gC3rMB+12ceAnGInkYjwSond3IjmFPnVAy//ldu9n+ws+hQV

WZUKxkd8aRi5pwP5ynapz8dvtF4F/u7BUrJ1Mofs7SlmO/NKFoL21prbcpjp3vDF

TKWrteoB4owuZH9kb/2jJZOLyKIOSY008B/sWEUuNKqEUL3nskoTuLAPrjhdsKkb

5nPJWqHZZkCqqU2mNAKthH6yI8H7KsZn9DS2sJVqM09xRLWtwHkziOC/7aOgFLSc

CbAK42C++PhmiM1b8XcF4LVzbsF9Ri6OSyemzTUK/eVNfaoqoynHWmgE6OXWk6Ri

wsXm9E/G+Z8ajYJJGYrKWUM66A0ywfRMEwNvbqY/kXPLynNvEiCL7sCCeN5LLsJJ

wx3tFvYk9CcbXFcx3FXuqB5vbKziRcxXV4p1VxngtViZSTYxPDMBbRZKzbgqg4SG

m/lg0h9tkQPTYKbVPZrdd5A9NaSfD171UkRpucC63M9933zZxKyGIjK8e2uR73r4

F2iw4lNVYC2vPsKD2NkJK/DAZNuHi5HMkesE/Xa0lZrmFAYb1TQdvtj/dBxThZng

WVJKYe2InmtJiUZ+IFrZ50rlau7SZRFDAgMBAAGjYzBhMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIB
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BjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBTvkUz1pcMw6C8I6tNxIqSSaHh0

2TAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBTvkUz1pcMw6C8I6tNxIqSSaHh02TANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF

AAOCAgEAfj1U2iJdGlg+O1QnurrMyOMaauo++RLrVl89UM7g6kgmJs95Vn6RHJk/

0KGRHCwPT5iVWVO90CLYiF2cN/z7ZMF4jIuaYAnq1fohX9B0ZedQxb8uuQsLrbWw

F6YSjNRieOpWauwK0kDDPAUwPk2Ut59KA9N9J0u2/kTO+hkzGm2kQtHdzMjI1xZS

g081lLMSVX3l4kLr5JyTCcBMWwerx20RoFAXlCOotQqSD7J6wWAsOMwaplv/8gzj

qh8c3LigkyfeY+N/IZ865Z764BNqdeuWXGKRlI5nU7aJ+BIJy29SWwNyhlCVCNSN

h4YVH5Uk2KRvms6knZtt0rJ2BobGVgjF6wnaNsIbW0G+YSrjcOa4pvi2WsS9Iff/

ql+hbHY5ZtbqTFXhADObE5hjyW/QASAJN1LnDE8+zbz1X5YnpyACleAu6AdBBR8V

btaw5BngDwKTACdyxYvRVB9dSsNAl35VpnzBMwQUAR1JIGkLGZOdblgi90AMRgwj

Y/M50n92Uaf0yKHxDHYiI0ZSKS3io0EHVmmY0gUJvGnHWmHNj4FgFU2A3ZDifcRQ

8ow7bkrHxuaAKzyBvBGAFhAn1/DNP3nMcyrDflOR1m749fPH0FFNjkulW+YZFzvW

gQncItzujrnEj1PhZ7szuIgVRs/taTX/dQ1G885x4cVrhkIGuUE=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA O=WISeKey OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed

# Subject: CN=OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA O=WISeKey OU=OISTE Foundation Endorsed

# Label: "OISTE WISeKey Global Root GB CA"

# Serial: 157768595616588414422159278966750757568

# MD5 Fingerprint: a4:eb:b9:61:28:2e:b7:2f:98:b0:35:26:90:99:51:1d

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 0f:f9:40:76:18:d3:d7:6a:4b:98:f0:a8:35:9e:0c:fd:27:ac:cc:ed

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

6b:9c:08:e8:6e:b0:f7:67:cf:ad:65:cd:98:b6:21:49:e5:49:4a:67:f5:84:5e:7b:d1:ed:01:9f:27:b8:6b:d6

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDtTCCAp2gAwIBAgIQdrEgUnTwhYdGs/gjGvbCwDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADBt

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJDSDEQMA4GA1UEChMHV0lTZUtleTEiMCAGA1UECxMZT0lTVEUg

Rm91bmRhdGlvbiBFbmRvcnNlZDEoMCYGA1UEAxMfT0lTVEUgV0lTZUtleSBHbG9i

YWwgUm9vdCBHQiBDQTAeFw0xNDEyMDExNTAwMzJaFw0zOTEyMDExNTEwMzFaMG0x

CzAJBgNVBAYTAkNIMRAwDgYDVQQKEwdXSVNlS2V5MSIwIAYDVQQLExlPSVNURSBG

b3VuZGF0aW9uIEVuZG9yc2VkMSgwJgYDVQQDEx9PSVNURSBXSVNlS2V5IEdsb2Jh

bCBSb290IEdCIENBMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEA2Be3

HEokKtaXscriHvt9OO+Y9bI5mE4nuBFde9IllIiCFSZqGzG7qFshISvYD06fWvGx

WuR51jIjK+FTzJlFXHtPrby/h0oLS5daqPZI7H17Dc0hBt+eFf1Biki3IPShehtX

1F1Q/7pn2COZH8g/497/b1t3sWtuuMlk9+HKQUYOKXHQuSP8yYFfTvdv37+ErXNk

u7dCjmn21HYdfp2nuFeKUWdy19SouJVUQHMD9ur06/4oQnc/nSMbsrY9gBQHTC5P

99UKFg29ZkM3fiNDecNAhvVMKdqOmq0NpQSHiB6F4+lT1ZvIiwNjeOvgGUpuuy9r

M2RYk61pv48b74JIxwIDAQABo1EwTzALBgNVHQ8EBAMCAYYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUw

AwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUNQ/INmNe4qPs+TtmFc5RUuORmj0wEAYJKwYBBAGCNxUB

BAMCAQAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggEBAEBM+4eymYGQfp3FsLAmzYh7KzKNbrgh

cViXfa43FK8+5/ea4n32cZiZBKpDdHij40lhPnOMTZTg+XHEthYOU3gf1qKHLwI5

gSk8rxWYITD+KJAAjNHhy/peyP34EEY7onhCkRd0VQreUGdNZtGn//3ZwLWoo4rO

ZvUPQ82nK1d7Y0Zqqi5S2PTt4W2tKZB4SLrhI6qjiey1q5bAtEuiHZeeevJuQHHf

aPFlTc58Bd9TZaml8LGXBHAVRgOY1NK/VLSgWH1Sb9pWJmLU2NuJMW8c8CLC02Ic

Nc1MaRVUGpCY3useX8p3x8uOPUNpnJpY0CQ73xtAln41rYHHTnG6iBM=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2 O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.

# Subject: CN=SZAFIR ROOT CA2 O=Krajowa Izba Rozliczeniowa S.A.
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# Label: "SZAFIR ROOT CA2"

# Serial: 357043034767186914217277344587386743377558296292

# MD5 Fingerprint: 11:64:c1:89:b0:24:b1:8c:b1:07:7e:89:9e:51:9e:99

# SHA1 Fingerprint: e2:52:fa:95:3f:ed:db:24:60:bd:6e:28:f3:9c:cc:cf:5e:b3:3f:de

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

a1:33:9d:33:28:1a:0b:56:e5:57:d3:d3:2b:1c:e7:f9:36:7e:b0:94:bd:5f:a7:2a:7e:50:04:c8:de:d7:ca:fe

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDcjCCAlqgAwIBAgIUPopdB+xV0jLVt+O2XwHrLdzk1uQwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQAwUTELMAkGA1UEBhMCUEwxKDAmBgNVBAoMH0tyYWpvd2EgSXpiYSBSb3psaWN6

ZW5pb3dhIFMuQS4xGDAWBgNVBAMMD1NaQUZJUiBST09UIENBMjAeFw0xNTEwMTkw

NzQzMzBaFw0zNTEwMTkwNzQzMzBaMFExCzAJBgNVBAYTAlBMMSgwJgYDVQQKDB9L

cmFqb3dhIEl6YmEgUm96bGljemVuaW93YSBTLkEuMRgwFgYDVQQDDA9TWkFGSVIg

Uk9PVCBDQTIwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQC3vD5QqEvN

QLXOYeeWyrSh2gwisPq1e3YAd4wLz32ohswmUeQgPYUM1ljj5/QqGJ3a0a4m7utT

3PSQ1hNKDJA8w/Ta0o4NkjrcsbH/ON7Dui1fgLkCvUqdGw+0w8LBZwPd3BucPbOw

3gAeqDRHu5rr/gsUvTaE2g0gv/pby6kWIK05YO4vdbbnl5z5Pv1+TW9NL++IDWr6

3fE9biCloBK0TXC5ztdyO4mTp4CEHCdJckm1/zuVnsHMyAHs6A6KCpbns6aH5db5

BSsNl0BwPLqsdVqc1U2dAgrSS5tmS0YHF2Wtn2yIANwiieDhZNRnvDF5YTy7ykHN

XGoAyDw4jlivAgMBAAGjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQD

AgEGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBQuFqlKGLXLzPVvUPMjX/hd56zwyDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF

AAOCAQEAtXP4A9xZWx126aMqe5Aosk3AM0+qmrHUuOQn/6mWmc5G4G18TKI4pAZw

8PRBEew/R40/cof5O/2kbytTAOD/OblqBw7rHRz2onKQy4I9EYKL0rufKq8h5mOG

nXkZ7/e7DDWQw4rtTw/1zBLZpD67oPwglV9PJi8RI4NOdQcPv5vRtB3pEAT+ymCP

oky4rc/hkA/NrgrHXXu3UNLUYfrVFdvXn4dRVOul4+vJhaAlIDf7js4MNIThPIGy

d05DpYhfhmehPea0XGG2Ptv+tyjFogeutcrKjSoS75ftwjCkySp6+/NNIxuZMzSg

LvWpCz/UXeHPhJ/iGcJfitYgHuNztw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2 O=Unizeto Technologies S.A. OU=Certum Certification Authority

# Subject: CN=Certum Trusted Network CA 2 O=Unizeto Technologies S.A. OU=Certum Certification Authority

# Label: "Certum Trusted Network CA 2"

# Serial: 44979900017204383099463764357512596969

# MD5 Fingerprint: 6d:46:9e:d9:25:6d:08:23:5b:5e:74:7d:1e:27:db:f2

# SHA1 Fingerprint: d3:dd:48:3e:2b:bf:4c:05:e8:af:10:f5:fa:76:26:cf:d3:dc:30:92

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

b6:76:f2:ed:da:e8:77:5c:d3:6c:b0:f6:3c:d1:d4:60:39:61:f4:9e:62:65:ba:01:3a:2f:03:07:b6:d0:b8:04

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIF0jCCA7qgAwIBAgIQIdbQSk8lD8kyN/yqXhKN6TANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQ0FADCB

gDELMAkGA1UEBhMCUEwxIjAgBgNVBAoTGVVuaXpldG8gVGVjaG5vbG9naWVzIFMu

QS4xJzAlBgNVBAsTHkNlcnR1bSBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eTEkMCIG

A1UEAxMbQ2VydHVtIFRydXN0ZWQgTmV0d29yayBDQSAyMCIYDzIwMTExMDA2MDgz

OTU2WhgPMjA0NjEwMDYwODM5NTZaMIGAMQswCQYDVQQGEwJQTDEiMCAGA1UEChMZ

VW5pemV0byBUZWNobm9sb2dpZXMgUy5BLjEnMCUGA1UECxMeQ2VydHVtIENlcnRp

ZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5MSQwIgYDVQQDExtDZXJ0dW0gVHJ1c3RlZCBOZXR3

b3JrIENBIDIwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoICAQC9+Xj45tWA

DGSdhhuWZGc/IjoedQF97/tcZ4zJzFxrqZHmuULlIEub2pt7uZld2ZuAS9eEQCsn

0+i6MLs+CRqnSZXvK0AkwpfHp+6bJe+oCgCXhVqqndwpyeI1B+twTUrWwbNWuKFB

OJvR+zF/j+Bf4bE/D44WSWDXBo0Y+aomEKsq09DRZ40bRr5HMNUuctHFY9rnY3lE
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fktjJImGLjQ/KUxSiyqnwOKRKIm5wFv5HdnnJ63/mgKXwcZQkpsCLL2puTRZCr+E

Sv/f/rOf69me4Jgj7KZrdxYq28ytOxykh9xGc14ZYmhFV+SQgkK7QtbwYeDBoz1m

o130GO6IyY0XRSmZMnUCMe4pJshrAua1YkV/NxVaI2iJ1D7eTiew8EAMvE0Xy02i

sx7QBlrd9pPPV3WZ9fqGGmd4s7+W/jTcvedSVuWz5XV710GRBdxdaeOVDUO5/IOW

OZV7bIBaTxNyxtd9KXpEulKkKtVBRgkg/iKgtlswjbyJDNXXcPiHUv3a76xRLgez

Tv7QCdpw75j6VuZt27VXS9zlLCUVyJ4ueE742pyehizKV/Ma5ciSixqClnrDvFAS

adgOWkaLOusm+iPJtrCBvkIApPjW/jAux9JG9uWOdf3yzLnQh1vMBhBgu4M1t15n

3kfsmUjxpKEV/q2MYo45VU85FrmxY53/twIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTAD

AQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBS2oVQ5AsOgP46KvPrU+Bym0ToO/TAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMC

AQYwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQENBQADggIBAHGlDs7k6b8/ONWJWsQCYftMxRQXLYtPU2sQ

F/xlhMcQSZDe28cmk4gmb3DWAl45oPePq5a1pRNcgRRtDoGCERuKTsZPpd1iHkTf

CVn0W3cLN+mLIMb4Ck4uWBzrM9DPhmDJ2vuAL55MYIR4PSFk1vtBHxgP58l1cb29

XN40hz5BsA72udY/CROWFC/emh1auVbONTqwX3BNXuMp8SMoclm2q8KMZiYcdywm

djWLKKdpoPk79SPdhRB0yZADVpHnr7pH1BKXESLjokmUbOe3lEu6LaTaM4tMpkT/

WjzGHWTYtTHkpjx6qFcL2+1hGsvxznN3Y6SHb0xRONbkX8eftoEq5IVIeVheO/jb

AoJnwTnbw3RLPTYe+SmTiGhbqEQZIfCn6IENLOiTNrQ3ssqwGyZ6miUfmpqAnksq

P/ujmv5zMnHCnsZy4YpoJ/HkD7TETKVhk/iXEAcqMCWpuchxuO9ozC1+9eB+D4Ko

b7a6bINDd82Kkhehnlt4Fj1F4jNy3eFmypnTycUm/Q1oBEauttmbjL4ZvrHG8hnj

XALKLNhvSgfZyTXaQHXyxKcZb55CEJh15pWLYLztxRLXis7VmFxWlgPF7ncGNf/P

5O4/E2Hu29othfDNrp2yGAlFw5Khchf8R7agCyzxxN5DaAhqXzvwdmP7zAYspsbi

DrW5viSP

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015 O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015 O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority

# Label: "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions RootCA 2015"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: ca:ff:e2:db:03:d9:cb:4b:e9:0f:ad:84:fd:7b:18:ce

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 01:0c:06:95:a6:98:19:14:ff:bf:5f:c6:b0:b6:95:ea:29:e9:12:a6

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

a0:40:92:9a:02:ce:53:b4:ac:f4:f2:ff:c6:98:1c:e4:49:6f:75:5e:6d:45:fe:0b:2a:69:2b:cd:52:52:3f:36

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIGCzCCA/OgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBpjELMAkGA1UEBhMCR1Ix

DzANBgNVBAcTBkF0aGVuczFEMEIGA1UEChM7SGVsbGVuaWMgQWNhZGVtaWMgYW5k

IFJlc2VhcmNoIEluc3RpdHV0aW9ucyBDZXJ0LiBBdXRob3JpdHkxQDA+BgNVBAMT

N0hlbGxlbmljIEFjYWRlbWljIGFuZCBSZXNlYXJjaCBJbnN0aXR1dGlvbnMgUm9v

dENBIDIwMTUwHhcNMTUwNzA3MTAxMTIxWhcNNDAwNjMwMTAxMTIxWjCBpjELMAkG

A1UEBhMCR1IxDzANBgNVBAcTBkF0aGVuczFEMEIGA1UEChM7SGVsbGVuaWMgQWNh

ZGVtaWMgYW5kIFJlc2VhcmNoIEluc3RpdHV0aW9ucyBDZXJ0LiBBdXRob3JpdHkx

QDA+BgNVBAMTN0hlbGxlbmljIEFjYWRlbWljIGFuZCBSZXNlYXJjaCBJbnN0aXR1

dGlvbnMgUm9vdENBIDIwMTUwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIKAoIC

AQDC+Kk/G4n8PDwEXT2QNrCROnk8ZlrvbTkBSRq0t89/TSNTt5AA4xMqKKYx8ZEA

4yjsriFBzh/a/X0SWwGDD7mwX5nh8hKDgE0GPt+sr+ehiGsxr/CL0BgzuNtFajT0

AoAkKAoCFZVedioNmToUW/bLy1O8E00BiDeUJRtCvCLYjqOWXjrZMts+6PAQZe10

4S+nfK8nNLspfZu2zwnI5dMK/IhlZXQK3HMcXM1AsRzUtoSMTFDPaI6oWa7CJ06C

ojXdFPQf/7J31Ycvqm59JCfnxssm5uX+Zwdj2EUN3TpZZTlYepKZcj2chF6IIbjV
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9Cz82XBST3i4vTwri5WY9bPRaM8gFH5MXF/ni+X1NYEZN9cRCLdmvtNKzoNXADrD

gfgXy5I2XdGj2HUb4Ysn6npIQf1FGQatJ5lOwXBH3bWfgVMS5bGMSF0xQxfjjMZ6

Y5ZLKTBOhE5iGV48zpeQpX8B653g+IuJ3SWYPZK2fu/Z8VFRfS0myGlZYeCsargq

NhEEelC9MoS+L9xy1dcdFkfkR2YgP/SWxa+OAXqlD3pk9Q0Yh9muiNX6hME6wGko

LfINaFGq46V3xqSQDqE3izEjR8EJCOtu93ib14L8hCCZSRm2Ekax+0VVFqmjZayc

Bw/qa9wfLgZy7IaIEuQt218FL+TwA9MmM+eAws1CoRc0CwIDAQABo0IwQDAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUcRVnyMjJvXVd

ctA4GGqd83EkVAswDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggIBAHW7bVRLqhBYRjTyYtcWNl0I

XtVsyIe9tC5G8jH4fOpCtZMWVdyhDBKg2mF+D1hYc2Ryx+hFjtyp8iY/xnmMsVMI

M4GwVhO+5lFc2JsKT0ucVlMC6U/2DWDqTUJV6HwbISHTGzrMd/K4kPFox/la/vot

9L/J9UUbzjgQKjeKeaO04wlshYaT/4mWJ3iBj2fjRnRUjtkNaeJK9E10A/+yd+2V

Z5fkscWrv2oj6NSU4kQoYsRL4vDY4ilrGnB+JGGTe08DMiUNRSQrlrRGar9KC/ea

j8GsGsVn82800vpzY4zvFrCopEYq+OsS7HK07/grfoxSwIuEVPkvPuNVqNxmsdnh

X9izjFk0WaSrT2y7HxjbdavYy5LNlDhhDgcGH0tGEPEVvo2FXDtKK4F5D7Rpn0lQ

l033DlZdwJVqwjbDG2jJ9SrcR5q+ss7FJej6A7na+RZukYT1HCjI/CbM1xyQVqdf

bzoEvM14iQuODy+jqk+iGxI9FghAD/FGTNeqewjBCvVtJ94Cj8rDtSvK6evIIVM4

pcw72Hc3MKJP2W/R8kCtQXoXxdZKNYm3QdV8hn9VTYNKpXMgwDqvkPGaJI7ZjnHK

e7iG2rKPmT4dEw0SEe7Uq/DpFXYC5ODfqiAeW2GFZECpkJcNrVPSWh2HagCXZWK0

vm9qp/UsQu0yrbYhnr68

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015 O=Hellenic Academic and Research

Institutions Cert. Authority

# Subject: CN=Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015 O=Hellenic Academic and

Research Institutions Cert. Authority

# Label: "Hellenic Academic and Research Institutions ECC RootCA 2015"

# Serial: 0

# MD5 Fingerprint: 81:e5:b4:17:eb:c2:f5:e1:4b:0d:41:7b:49:92:fe:ef

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 9f:f1:71:8d:92:d5:9a:f3:7d:74:97:b4:bc:6f:84:68:0b:ba:b6:66

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

44:b5:45:aa:8a:25:e6:5a:73:ca:15:dc:27:fc:36:d2:4c:1c:b9:95:3a:06:65:39:b1:15:82:dc:48:7b:48:33

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICwzCCAkqgAwIBAgIBADAKBggqhkjOPQQDAjCBqjELMAkGA1UEBhMCR1IxDzAN

BgNVBAcTBkF0aGVuczFEMEIGA1UEChM7SGVsbGVuaWMgQWNhZGVtaWMgYW5kIFJl

c2VhcmNoIEluc3RpdHV0aW9ucyBDZXJ0LiBBdXRob3JpdHkxRDBCBgNVBAMTO0hl

bGxlbmljIEFjYWRlbWljIGFuZCBSZXNlYXJjaCBJbnN0aXR1dGlvbnMgRUNDIFJv

b3RDQSAyMDE1MB4XDTE1MDcwNzEwMzcxMloXDTQwMDYzMDEwMzcxMlowgaoxCzAJ

BgNVBAYTAkdSMQ8wDQYDVQQHEwZBdGhlbnMxRDBCBgNVBAoTO0hlbGxlbmljIEFj

YWRlbWljIGFuZCBSZXNlYXJjaCBJbnN0aXR1dGlvbnMgQ2VydC4gQXV0aG9yaXR5

MUQwQgYDVQQDEztIZWxsZW5pYyBBY2FkZW1pYyBhbmQgUmVzZWFyY2ggSW5zdGl0

dXRpb25zIEVDQyBSb290Q0EgMjAxNTB2MBAGByqGSM49AgEGBSuBBAAiA2IABJKg

QehLgoRc4vgxEZmGZE4JJS+dQS8KrjVPdJWyUWRrjWvmP3CV8AVER6ZyOFB2lQJa

jq4onvktTpnvLEhvTCUp6NFxW98dwXU3tNf6e3pCnGoKVlp8aQuqgAkkbH7BRqNC

MEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFLQi

C4KZJAEOnLvkDv2/+5cgk5kqMAoGCCqGSM49BAMCA2cAMGQCMGfOFmI4oqxiRaep

lSTAGiecMjvAwNW6qef4BENThe5SId6d9SWDPp5YSy/XZxMOIQIwBeF1Ad5o7Sof

TUwJCA3sS61kFyjndc5FZXIhF8siQQ6ME5g4mlRtm8rifOoCWCKR

-----END CERTIFICATE-----
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# Issuer: CN=Certplus Root CA G1 O=Certplus

# Subject: CN=Certplus Root CA G1 O=Certplus

# Label: "Certplus Root CA G1"

# Serial: 1491911565779898356709731176965615564637713

# MD5 Fingerprint: 7f:09:9c:f7:d9:b9:5c:69:69:56:d5:37:3e:14:0d:42

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 22:fd:d0:b7:fd:a2:4e:0d:ac:49:2c:a0:ac:a6:7b:6a:1f:e3:f7:66

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

15:2a:40:2b:fc:df:2c:d5:48:05:4d:22:75:b3:9c:7f:ca:3e:c0:97:80:78:b0:f0:ea:76:e5:61:a6:c7:43:3e

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFazCCA1OgAwIBAgISESBVg+QtPlRWhS2DN7cs3EYRMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBDQUA

MD4xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkZSMREwDwYDVQQKDAhDZXJ0cGx1czEcMBoGA1UEAwwTQ2Vy

dHBsdXMgUm9vdCBDQSBHMTAeFw0xNDA1MjYwMDAwMDBaFw0zODAxMTUwMDAwMDBa

MD4xCzAJBgNVBAYTAkZSMREwDwYDVQQKDAhDZXJ0cGx1czEcMBoGA1UEAwwTQ2Vy

dHBsdXMgUm9vdCBDQSBHMTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIB

ANpQh7bauKk+nWT6VjOaVj0W5QOVsjQcmm1iBdTYj+eJZJ+622SLZOZ5KmHNr49a

iZFluVj8tANfkT8tEBXgfs+8/H9DZ6itXjYj2JizTfNDnjl8KvzsiNWI7nC9hRYt

6kuJPKNxQv4c/dMcLRC4hlTqQ7jbxofaqK6AJc96Jh2qkbBIb6613p7Y1/oA/caP

0FG7Yn2ksYyy/yARujVjBYZHYEMzkPZHogNPlk2dT8Hq6pyi/jQu3rfKG3akt62f

6ajUeD94/vI4CTYd0hYCyOwqaK/1jpTvLRN6HkJKHRUxrgwEV/xhc/MxVoYxgKDE

EW4wduOU8F8ExKyHcomYxZ3MVwia9Az8fXoFOvpHgDm2z4QTd28n6v+WZxcIbekN

1iNQMLAVdBM+5S//Ds3EC0pd8NgAM0lm66EYfFkuPSi5YXHLtaW6uOrc4nBvCGrc

h2c0798wct3zyT8j/zXhviEpIDCB5BmlIOklynMxdCm+4kLV87ImZsdo/Rmz5yCT

mehd4F6H50boJZwKKSTUzViGUkAksnsPmBIgJPaQbEfIDbsYIC7Z/fyL8inqh3SV

4EJQeIQEQWGw9CEjjy3LKCHyamz0GqbFFLQ3ZU+V/YDI+HLlJWvEYLF7bY5KinPO

WftwenMGE9nTdDckQQoRb5fc5+R+ob0V8rqHDz1oihYHAgMBAAGjYzBhMA4GA1Ud

DwEB/wQEAwIBBjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBSowcCbkahDFXxd

Bie0KlHYlwuBsTAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBSowcCbkahDFXxdBie0KlHYlwuBsTANBgkq

hkiG9w0BAQ0FAAOCAgEAnFZvAX7RvUz1isbwJh/k4DgYzDLDKTudQSk0YcbX8ACh

66Ryj5QXvBMsdbRX7gp8CXrc1cqh0DQT+Hern+X+2B50ioUHj3/MeXrKls3N/U/7

/SMNkPX0XtPGYX2eEeAC7gkE2Qfdpoq3DIMku4NQkv5gdRE+2J2winq14J2by5BS

S7CTKtQ+FjPlnsZlFT5kOwQ/2wyPX1wdaR+v8+khjPPvl/aatxm2hHSco1S1cE5j

2FddUyGbQJJD+tZ3VTNPZNX70Cxqjm0lpu+F6ALEUz65noe8zDUa3qHpimOHZR4R

Kttjd5cUvpoUmRGywO6wT/gUITJDT5+rosuoD6o7BlXGEilXCNQ314cnrUlZp5Gr

RHpejXDbl85IULFzk/bwg2D5zfHhMf1bfHEhYxQUqq/F3pN+aLHsIqKqkHWetUNy

6mSjhEv9DKgma3GX7lZjZuhCVPnHHd/Qj1vfyDBviP4NxDMcU6ij/UgQ8uQKTuEV

V/xuZDDCVRHc6qnNSlSsKWNEz0pAoNZoWRsz+e86i9sgktxChL8Bq4fA1SCC28a5

g4VCXA9DO2pJNdWY9BW/+mGBDAkgGNLQFwzLSABQ6XaCjGTXOqAHVcweMcDvOrRl

++O/QmueD6i9a5jc2NvLi6Td11n0bt3+qsOR0C5CB8AMTVPNJLFMWx5R9N/pkvo=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Certplus Root CA G2 O=Certplus

# Subject: CN=Certplus Root CA G2 O=Certplus

# Label: "Certplus Root CA G2"

# Serial: 1492087096131536844209563509228951875861589

# MD5 Fingerprint: a7:ee:c4:78:2d:1b:ee:2d:b9:29:ce:d6:a7:96:32:31

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 4f:65:8e:1f:e9:06:d8:28:02:e9:54:47:41:c9:54:25:5d:69:cc:1a

# SHA256 Fingerprint:
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6c:c0:50:41:e6:44:5e:74:69:6c:4c:fb:c9:f8:0f:54:3b:7e:ab:bb:44:b4:ce:6f:78:7c:6a:99:71:c4:2f:17

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICHDCCAaKgAwIBAgISESDZkc6uo+jF5//pAq/Pc7xVMAoGCCqGSM49BAMDMD4x

CzAJBgNVBAYTAkZSMREwDwYDVQQKDAhDZXJ0cGx1czEcMBoGA1UEAwwTQ2VydHBs

dXMgUm9vdCBDQSBHMjAeFw0xNDA1MjYwMDAwMDBaFw0zODAxMTUwMDAwMDBaMD4x

CzAJBgNVBAYTAkZSMREwDwYDVQQKDAhDZXJ0cGx1czEcMBoGA1UEAwwTQ2VydHBs

dXMgUm9vdCBDQSBHMjB2MBAGByqGSM49AgEGBSuBBAAiA2IABM0PW1aC3/BFGtat

93nwHcmsltaeTpwftEIRyoa/bfuFo8XlGVzX7qY/aWfYeOKmycTbLXku54uNAm8x

Ik0G42ByRZ0OQneezs/lf4WbGOT8zC5y0xaTTsqZY1yhBSpsBqNjMGEwDgYDVR0P

AQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHQYDVR0OBBYEFNqDYwJ5jtpMxjwj

FNiPwyCrKGBZMB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFNqDYwJ5jtpMxjwjFNiPwyCrKGBZMAoGCCqG

SM49BAMDA2gAMGUCMHD+sAvZ94OX7PNVHdTcswYO/jOYnYs5kGuUIe22113WTNch

p+e/IQ8rzfcq3IUHnQIxAIYUFuXcsGXCwI4Un78kFmjlvPl5adytRSv3tjFzzAal

U5ORGpOucGpnutee5WEaXw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G1 O=OpenTrust

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G1 O=OpenTrust

# Label: "OpenTrust Root CA G1"

# Serial: 1492036577811947013770400127034825178844775

# MD5 Fingerprint: 76:00:cc:81:29:cd:55:5e:88:6a:7a:2e:f7:4d:39:da

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 79:91:e8:34:f7:e2:ee:dd:08:95:01:52:e9:55:2d:14:e9:58:d5:7e

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

56:c7:71:28:d9:8c:18:d9:1b:4c:fd:ff:bc:25:ee:91:03:d4:75:8e:a2:ab:ad:82:6a:90:f3:45:7d:46:0e:b4

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFbzCCA1egAwIBAgISESCzkFU5fX82bWTCp59rY45nMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUA

MEAxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkZSMRIwEAYDVQQKDAlPcGVuVHJ1c3QxHTAbBgNVBAMMFE9w

ZW5UcnVzdCBSb290IENBIEcxMB4XDTE0MDUyNjA4NDU1MFoXDTM4MDExNTAwMDAw

MFowQDELMAkGA1UEBhMCRlIxEjAQBgNVBAoMCU9wZW5UcnVzdDEdMBsGA1UEAwwU

T3BlblRydXN0IFJvb3QgQ0EgRzEwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIK

AoICAQD4eUbalsUwXopxAy1wpLuwxQjczeY1wICkES3d5oeuXT2R0odsN7faYp6b

wiTXj/HbpqbfRm9RpnHLPhsxZ2L3EVs0J9V5ToybWL0iEA1cJwzdMOWo010hOHQX

/uMftk87ay3bfWAfjH1MBcLrARYVmBSO0ZB3Ij/swjm4eTrwSSTilZHcYTSSjFR0

77F9jAHiOH3BX2pfJLKOYheteSCtqx234LSWSE9mQxAGFiQD4eCcjsZGT44ameGP

uY4zbGneWK2gDqdkVBFpRGZPTBKnjix9xNRbxQA0MMHZmf4yzgeEtE7NCv82TWLx

p2NX5Ntqp66/K7nJ5rInieV+mhxNaMbBGN4zK1FGSxyO9z0M+Yo0FMT7MzUj8czx

Kselu7Cizv5Ta01BG2Yospb6p64KTrk5M0ScdMGTHPjgniQlQ/GbI4Kq3ywgsNw2

TgOzfALU5nsaqocTvz6hdLubDuHAk5/XpGbKuxs74zD0M1mKB3IDVedzagMxbm+W

G+Oin6+Sx+31QrclTDsTBM8clq8cIqPQqwWyTBIjUtz9GVsnnB47ev1CI9sjgBPw

vFEVVJSmdz7QdFG9URQIOTfLHzSpMJ1ShC5VkLG631UAC9hWLbFJSXKAqWLXwPYY

EQRVzXR7z2FwefR7LFxckvzluFqrTJOVoSfupb7PcSNCupt2LQIDAQABo2MwYTAO

BgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUl0YhVyE1

2jZVx/PxN3DlCPaTKbYwHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUl0YhVyE12jZVx/PxN3DlCPaTKbYw

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggIBAB3dAmB84DWn5ph76kTOZ0BP8pNuZtQ5iSas000E

PLuHIT839HEl2ku6q5aCgZG27dmxpGWX4m9kWaSW7mDKHyP7Rbr/jyTwyqkxf3kf

gLMtMrpkZ2CvuVnN35pJ06iCsfmYlIrM4LvgBBuZYLFGZdwIorJGnkSI6pN+VxbS

FXJfLkur1J1juONI5f6ELlgKn0Md/rcYkoZDSw6cMoYsYPXpSOqV7XAp8dUv/TW0

V8/bhUiZucJvbI/NeJWsZCj9VrDDb8O+WVLhX4SPgPL0DTatdrOjteFkdjpY3H1P
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XlZs5VVZV6Xf8YpmMIzUUmI4d7S+KNfKNsSbBfD4Fdvb8e80nR14SohWZ25g/4/I

i+GOvUKpMwpZQhISKvqxnUOOBZuZ2mKtVzazHbYNeS2WuOvyDEsMpZTGMKcmGS3t

TAZQMPH9WD25SxdfGbRqhFS0OE85og2WaMMolP3tLR9Ka0OWLpABEPs4poEL0L91

09S5zvE/bw4cHjdx5RiHdRk/ULlepEU0rbDK5uUTdg8xFKmOLZTW1YVNcxVPS/Ky

Pu1svf0OnWZzsD2097+o4BGkxK51CUpjAEggpsadCwmKtODmzj7HPiY46SvepghJ

AwSQiumPv+i2tCqjI40cHLI5kqiPAlxAOXXUc0ECd97N4EOH1uS6SsNsEn/+KuYj

1oxx

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G2 O=OpenTrust

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G2 O=OpenTrust

# Label: "OpenTrust Root CA G2"

# Serial: 1492012448042702096986875987676935573415441

# MD5 Fingerprint: 57:24:b6:59:24:6b:ae:c8:fe:1c:0c:20:f2:c0:4e:eb

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 79:5f:88:60:c5:ab:7c:3d:92:e6:cb:f4:8d:e1:45:cd:11:ef:60:0b

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

27:99:58:29:fe:6a:75:15:c1:bf:e8:48:f9:c4:76:1d:b1:6c:22:59:29:25:7b:f4:0d:08:94:f2:9e:a8:ba:f2

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFbzCCA1egAwIBAgISESChaRu/vbm9UpaPI+hIvyYRMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBDQUA

MEAxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkZSMRIwEAYDVQQKDAlPcGVuVHJ1c3QxHTAbBgNVBAMMFE9w

ZW5UcnVzdCBSb290IENBIEcyMB4XDTE0MDUyNjAwMDAwMFoXDTM4MDExNTAwMDAw

MFowQDELMAkGA1UEBhMCRlIxEjAQBgNVBAoMCU9wZW5UcnVzdDEdMBsGA1UEAwwU

T3BlblRydXN0IFJvb3QgQ0EgRzIwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIK

AoICAQDMtlelM5QQgTJT32F+D3Y5z1zCU3UdSXqWON2ic2rxb95eolq5cSG+Ntmh

/LzubKh8NBpxGuga2F8ORAbtp+Dz0mEL4DKiltE48MLaARf85KxP6O6JHnSrT78e

CbY2albz4e6WiWYkBuTNQjpK3eCasMSCRbP+yatcfD7J6xcvDH1urqWPyKwlCm/6

1UWY0jUJ9gNDlP7ZvyCVeYCYitmJNbtRG6Q3ffyZO6v/v6wNj0OxmXsWEH4db0fE

FY8ElggGQgT4hNYdvJGmQr5J1WqIP7wtUdGejeBSzFfdNTVY27SPJIjki9/ca1TS

gSuyzpJLHB9G+h3Ykst2Z7UJmQnlrBcUVXDGPKBWCgOz3GIZ38i1MH/1PCZ1Eb3X

G7OHngevZXHloM8apwkQHZOJZlvoPGIytbU6bumFAYueQ4xncyhZW+vj3CzMpSZy

YhK05pyDRPZRpOLAeiRXyg6lPzq1O4vldu5w5pLeFlwoW5cZJ5L+epJUzpM5ChaH

vGOz9bGTXOBut9Dq+WIyiET7vycotjCVXRIouZW+j1MY5aIYFuJWpLIsEPUdN6b4

t/bQWVyJ98LVtZR00dX+G7bw5tYee9I8y6jj9RjzIR9u701oBnstXW5DiabA+aC/

gh7PU3+06yzbXfZqfUAkBXKJOAGTy3HCOV0GEfZvePg3DTmEJwIDAQABo2MwYTAO

BgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUajn6QiL3

5okATV59M4PLuG53hq8wHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUajn6QiL35okATV59M4PLuG53hq8w

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQENBQADggIBAJjLq0A85TMCl38th6aP1F5Kr7ge57tx+4BkJamz

Gj5oXScmp7oq4fBXgwpkTx4idBvpkF/wrM//T2h6OKQQbA2xx6R3gBi2oihEdqc0

nXGEL8pZ0keImUEiyTCYYW49qKgFbdEfwFFEVn8nNQLdXpgKQuswv42hm1GqO+qT

RmTFAHneIWv2V6CG1wZy7HBGS4tz3aAhdT7cHcCP009zHIXZ/n9iyJVvttN7jLpT

wm+bREx50B1ws9efAvSyB7DH5fitIw6mVskpEndI2S9G/Tvw/HRwkqWOOAgfZDC2

t0v7NqwQjqBSM2OdAzVWxWm9xiNaJ5T2pBL4LTM8oValX9YZ6e18CL13zSdkzJTa

TkZQh+D5wVOAHrut+0dSixv9ovneDiK3PTNZbNTe9ZUGMg1RGUFcPk8G97krgCf2

o6p6fAbhQ8MTOWIaNr3gKC6UAuQpLmBVrkA9sHSSXvAgZJY/X0VdiLWK2gKgW0VU

3jg9CcCoSmVGFvyqv1ROTVu+OEO3KMqLM6oaJbolXCkvW0pujOotnCr2BXbgd5eA

iN1nE28daCSLT7d0geX0YJ96Vdc+N9oWaz53rK4YcJUIeSkDiv7BO7M/Gg+kO14f

WKGVyasvc0rQLW6aWQ9VGHgtPFGml4vmu7JwqkwR3v98KzfUetF3NI/n+UL3PIEM

S1IK
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-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G3 O=OpenTrust

# Subject: CN=OpenTrust Root CA G3 O=OpenTrust

# Label: "OpenTrust Root CA G3"

# Serial: 1492104908271485653071219941864171170455615

# MD5 Fingerprint: 21:37:b4:17:16:92:7b:67:46:70:a9:96:d7:a8:13:24

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 6e:26:64:f3:56:bf:34:55:bf:d1:93:3f:7c:01:de:d8:13:da:8a:a6

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

b7:c3:62:31:70:6e:81:07:8c:36:7c:b8:96:19:8f:1e:32:08:dd:92:69:49:dd:8f:57:09:a4:10:f7:5b:62:92

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICITCCAaagAwIBAgISESDm+Ez8JLC+BUCs2oMbNGA/MAoGCCqGSM49BAMDMEAx

CzAJBgNVBAYTAkZSMRIwEAYDVQQKDAlPcGVuVHJ1c3QxHTAbBgNVBAMMFE9wZW5U

cnVzdCBSb290IENBIEczMB4XDTE0MDUyNjAwMDAwMFoXDTM4MDExNTAwMDAwMFow

QDELMAkGA1UEBhMCRlIxEjAQBgNVBAoMCU9wZW5UcnVzdDEdMBsGA1UEAwwUT3Bl

blRydXN0IFJvb3QgQ0EgRzMwdjAQBgcqhkjOPQIBBgUrgQQAIgNiAARK7liuTcpm

3gY6oxH84Bjwbhy6LTAMidnW7ptzg6kjFYwvWYpa3RTqnVkrQ7cG7DK2uu5Bta1d

oYXM6h0UZqNnfkbilPPntlahFVmhTzeXuSIevRHr9LIfXsMUmuXZl5mjYzBhMA4G

A1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBRHd8MUi2I5

DMlv4VBN0BBY3JWIbTAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBRHd8MUi2I5DMlv4VBN0BBY3JWIbTAK

BggqhkjOPQQDAwNpADBmAjEAj6jcnboMBBf6Fek9LykBl7+BFjNAk2z8+e2AcG+q

j9uEwov1NcoG3GRvaBbhj5G5AjEA2Euly8LQCGzpGPta3U1fJAuwACEl74+nBCZx

4nxp5V2a+EEfOzmTk51V6s2N8fvB

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=ISRG Root X1 O=Internet Security Research Group

# Subject: CN=ISRG Root X1 O=Internet Security Research Group

# Label: "ISRG Root X1"

# Serial: 172886928669790476064670243504169061120

# MD5 Fingerprint: 0c:d2:f9:e0:da:17:73:e9:ed:86:4d:a5:e3:70:e7:4e

# SHA1 Fingerprint: ca:bd:2a:79:a1:07:6a:31:f2:1d:25:36:35:cb:03:9d:43:29:a5:e8

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

96:bc:ec:06:26:49:76:f3:74:60:77:9a:cf:28:c5:a7:cf:e8:a3:c0:aa:e1:1a:8f:fc:ee:05:c0:bd:df:08:c6

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFazCCA1OgAwIBAgIRAIIQz7DSQONZRGPgu2OCiwAwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAw

TzELMAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxKTAnBgNVBAoTIEludGVybmV0IFNlY3VyaXR5IFJlc2Vh

cmNoIEdyb3VwMRUwEwYDVQQDEwxJU1JHIFJvb3QgWDEwHhcNMTUwNjA0MTEwNDM4

WhcNMzUwNjA0MTEwNDM4WjBPMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEpMCcGA1UEChMgSW50ZXJu

ZXQgU2VjdXJpdHkgUmVzZWFyY2ggR3JvdXAxFTATBgNVBAMTDElTUkcgUm9vdCBY

MTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAK3oJHP0FDfzm54rVygc

h77ct984kIxuPOZXoHj3dcKi/vVqbvYATyjb3miGbESTtrFj/RQSa78f0uoxmyF+

0TM8ukj13Xnfs7j/EvEhmkvBioZxaUpmZmyPfjxwv60pIgbz5MDmgK7iS4+3mX6U

A5/TR5d8mUgjU+g4rk8Kb4Mu0UlXjIB0ttov0DiNewNwIRt18jA8+o+u3dpjq+sW

T8KOEUt+zwvo/7V3LvSye0rgTBIlDHCNAymg4VMk7BPZ7hm/ELNKjD+Jo2FR3qyH

B5T0Y3HsLuJvW5iB4YlcNHlsdu87kGJ55tukmi8mxdAQ4Q7e2RCOFvu396j3x+UC

B5iPNgiV5+I3lg02dZ77DnKxHZu8A/lJBdiB3QW0KtZB6awBdpUKD9jf1b0SHzUv

KBds0pjBqAlkd25HN7rOrFleaJ1/ctaJxQZBKT5ZPt0m9STJEadao0xAH0ahmbWn

OlFuhjuefXKnEgV4We0+UXgVCwOPjdAvBbI+e0ocS3MFEvzG6uBQE3xDk3SzynTn
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jh8BCNAw1FtxNrQHusEwMFxIt4I7mKZ9YIqioymCzLq9gwQbooMDQaHWBfEbwrbw

qHyGO0aoSCqI3Haadr8faqU9GY/rOPNk3sgrDQoo//fb4hVC1CLQJ13hef4Y53CI

rU7m2Ys6xt0nUW7/vGT1M0NPAgMBAAGjQjBAMA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB0GA1UdDgQWBBR5tFnme7bl5AFzgAiIyBpY9umbbjANBgkq

hkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAgEAVR9YqbyyqFDQDLHYGmkgJykIrGF1XIpu+ILlaS/V9lZL

ubhzEFnTIZd+50xx+7LSYK05qAvqFyFWhfFQDlnrzuBZ6brJFe+GnY+EgPbk6ZGQ

3BebYhtF8GaV0nxvwuo77x/Py9auJ/GpsMiu/X1+mvoiBOv/2X/qkSsisRcOj/KK

NFtY2PwByVS5uCbMiogziUwthDyC3+6WVwW6LLv3xLfHTjuCvjHIInNzktHCgKQ5

ORAzI4JMPJ+GslWYHb4phowim57iaztXOoJwTdwJx4nLCgdNbOhdjsnvzqvHu7Ur

TkXWStAmzOVyyghqpZXjFaH3pO3JLF+l+/+sKAIuvtd7u+Nxe5AW0wdeRlN8NwdC

jNPElpzVmbUq4JUagEiuTDkHzsxHpFKVK7q4+63SM1N95R1NbdWhscdCb+ZAJzVc

oyi3B43njTOQ5yOf+1CceWxG1bQVs5ZufpsMljq4Ui0/1lvh+wjChP4kqKOJ2qxq

4RgqsahDYVvTH9w7jXbyLeiNdd8XM2w9U/t7y0Ff/9yi0GE44Za4rF2LN9d11TPA

mRGunUHBcnWEvgJBQl9nJEiU0Zsnvgc/ubhPgXRR4Xq37Z0j4r7g1SgEEzwxA57d

emyPxgcYxn/eR44/KJ4EBs+lVDR3veyJm+kXQ99b21/+jh5Xos1AnX5iItreGCc=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: O=FNMT-RCM OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM

# Subject: O=FNMT-RCM OU=AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM

# Label: "AC RAIZ FNMT-RCM"

# Serial: 485876308206448804701554682760554759

# MD5 Fingerprint: e2:09:04:b4:d3:bd:d1:a0:14:fd:1a:d2:47:c4:57:1d

# SHA1 Fingerprint: ec:50:35:07:b2:15:c4:95:62:19:e2:a8:9a:5b:42:99:2c:4c:2c:20

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

eb:c5:57:0c:29:01:8c:4d:67:b1:aa:12:7b:af:12:f7:03:b4:61:1e:bc:17:b7:da:b5:57:38:94:17:9b:93:fa

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFgzCCA2ugAwIBAgIPXZONMGc2yAYdGsdUhGkHMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMDsx

CzAJBgNVBAYTAkVTMREwDwYDVQQKDAhGTk1ULVJDTTEZMBcGA1UECwwQQUMgUkFJ

WiBGTk1ULVJDTTAeFw0wODEwMjkxNTU5NTZaFw0zMDAxMDEwMDAwMDBaMDsxCzAJ

BgNVBAYTAkVTMREwDwYDVQQKDAhGTk1ULVJDTTEZMBcGA1UECwwQQUMgUkFJWiBG

Tk1ULVJDTTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBALpxgHpMhm5/

yBNtwMZ9HACXjywMI7sQmkCpGreHiPibVmr75nuOi5KOpyVdWRHbNi63URcfqQgf

BBckWKo3Shjf5TnUV/3XwSyRAZHiItQDwFj8d0fsjz50Q7qsNI1NOHZnjrDIbzAz

WHFctPVrbtQBULgTfmxKo0nRIBnuvMApGGWn3v7v3QqQIecaZ5JCEJhfTzC8PhxF

tBDXaEAUwED653cXeuYLj2VbPNmaUtu1vZ5Gzz3rkQUCwJaydkxNEJY7kvqcfw+Z

374jNUUeAlz+taibmSXaXvMiwzn15Cou08YfxGyqxRxqAQVKL9LFwag0Jl1mpdIC

IfkYtwb1TplvqKtMUejPUBjFd8g5CSxJkjKZqLsXF3mwWsXmo8RZZUc1g16p6DUL

mbvkzSDGm0oGObVo/CK67lWMK07q87Hj/LaZmtVC+nFNCM+HHmpxffnTtOmlcYF7

wk5HlqX2doWjKI/pgG6BU6VtX7hI+cL5NqYuSf+4lsKMB7ObiFj86xsc3i1w4peS

MKGJ47xVqCfWS+2QrYv6YyVZLag13cqXM7zlzced0ezvXg5KkAYmY6252TUtB7p2

ZSysV4999AeU14ECll2jB0nVetBX+RvnU0Z1qrB5QstocQjpYL05ac70r8NWQMet

UqIJ5G+GR4of6ygnXYMgrwTJbFaai0b1AgMBAAGjgYMwgYAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUw

AwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFPd9xf3E6Jobd2Sn9R2gzL+H

YJptMD4GA1UdIAQ3MDUwMwYEVR0gADArMCkGCCsGAQUFBwIBFh1odHRwOi8vd3d3

LmNlcnQuZm5tdC5lcy9kcGNzLzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAgEAB5BK3/MjTvDD

nFFlm5wioooMhfNzKWtN/gHiqQxjAb8EZ6WdmF/9ARP67Jpi6Yb+tmLSbkyU+8B1

RXxlDPiyN8+sD8+Nb/kZ94/sHvJwnvDKuO+3/3Y3dlv2bojzr2IyIpMNOmqOFGYM

LVN0V2Ue1bLdI4E7pWYjJ2cJj+F3qkPNZVEI7VFY/uY5+ctHhKQV8Xa7pO6kO8Rf
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77IzlhEYt8llvhjho6Tc+hj507wTmzl6NLrTQfv6MooqtyuGC2mDOL7Nii4LcK2N

JpLuHvUBKwrZ1pebbuCoGRw6IYsMHkCtA+fdZn71uSANA+iW+YJF1DngoABd15jm

fZ5nc8OaKveri6E6FO80vFIOiZiaBECEHX5FaZNXzuvO+FB8TxxuBEOb+dY7Ixjp

6o7RTUaN8Tvkasq6+yO3m/qZASlaWFot4/nUbQ4mrcFuNLwy+AwF+mWj2zs3gyLp

1txyM/1d8iC9djwj2ij3+RvrWWTV3F9yfiD8zYm1kGdNYno/Tq0dwzn+evQoFt9B

9kiABdcPUXmsEKvU7ANm5mqwujGSQkBqvjrTcuFqN1W8rB2Vt2lh8kORdOag0wok

RqEIr9baRRmW1FMdW4R58MD3R++Lj8UGrp1MYp3/RgT408m2ECVAdf4WqslKYIYv

uu8wd+RU4riEmViAqhOLUTpPSPaLtrM=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 1 O=Amazon

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 1 O=Amazon

# Label: "Amazon Root CA 1"

# Serial: 143266978916655856878034712317230054538369994

# MD5 Fingerprint: 43:c6:bf:ae:ec:fe:ad:2f:18:c6:88:68:30:fc:c8:e6

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 8d:a7:f9:65:ec:5e:fc:37:91:0f:1c:6e:59:fd:c1:cc:6a:6e:de:16

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

8e:cd:e6:88:4f:3d:87:b1:12:5b:a3:1a:c3:fc:b1:3d:70:16:de:7f:57:cc:90:4f:e1:cb:97:c6:ae:98:19:6e

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIDQTCCAimgAwIBAgITBmyfz5m/jAo54vB4ikPmljZbyjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF

ADA5MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEPMA0GA1UEChMGQW1hem9uMRkwFwYDVQQDExBBbWF6

b24gUm9vdCBDQSAxMB4XDTE1MDUyNjAwMDAwMFoXDTM4MDExNzAwMDAwMFowOTEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxDzANBgNVBAoTBkFtYXpvbjEZMBcGA1UEAxMQQW1hem9uIFJv

b3QgQ0EgMTCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCggEBALJ4gHHKeNXj

ca9HgFB0fW7Y14h29Jlo91ghYPl0hAEvrAIthtOgQ3pOsqTQNroBvo3bSMgHFzZM

9O6II8c+6zf1tRn4SWiw3te5djgdYZ6k/oI2peVKVuRF4fn9tBb6dNqcmzU5L/qw

IFAGbHrQgLKm+a/sRxmPUDgH3KKHOVj4utWp+UhnMJbulHheb4mjUcAwhmahRWa6

VOujw5H5SNz/0egwLX0tdHA114gk957EWW67c4cX8jJGKLhD+rcdqsq08p8kDi1L

93FcXmn/6pUCyziKrlA4b9v7LWIbxcceVOF34GfID5yHI9Y/QCB/IIDEgEw+OyQm

jgSubJrIqg0CAwEAAaNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMC

AYYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFIQYzIU07LwMlJQuCFmcx7IQTgoIMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUA

A4IBAQCY8jdaQZChGsV2USggNiMOruYou6r4lK5IpDB/G/wkjUu0yKGX9rbxenDI

U5PMCCjjmCXPI6T53iHTfIUJrU6adTrCC2qJeHZERxhlbI1Bjjt/msv0tadQ1wUs

N+gDS63pYaACbvXy8MWy7Vu33PqUXHeeE6V/Uq2V8viTO96LXFvKWlJbYK8U90vv

o/ufQJVtMVT8QtPHRh8jrdkPSHCa2XV4cdFyQzR1bldZwgJcJmApzyMZFo6IQ6XU

5MsI+yMRQ+hDKXJioaldXgjUkK642M4UwtBV8ob2xJNDd2ZhwLnoQdeXeGADbkpy

rqXRfboQnoZsG4q5WTP468SQvvG5

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 2 O=Amazon

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 2 O=Amazon

# Label: "Amazon Root CA 2"

# Serial: 143266982885963551818349160658925006970653239

# MD5 Fingerprint: c8:e5:8d:ce:a8:42:e2:7a:c0:2a:5c:7c:9e:26:bf:66

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 5a:8c:ef:45:d7:a6:98:59:76:7a:8c:8b:44:96:b5:78:cf:47:4b:1a

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

1b:a5:b2:aa:8c:65:40:1a:82:96:01:18:f8:0b:ec:4f:62:30:4d:83:ce:c4:71:3a:19:c3:9c:01:1e:a4:6d:b4

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
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MIIFQTCCAymgAwIBAgITBmyf0pY1hp8KD+WGePhbJruKNzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQwF

ADA5MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEPMA0GA1UEChMGQW1hem9uMRkwFwYDVQQDExBBbWF6

b24gUm9vdCBDQSAyMB4XDTE1MDUyNjAwMDAwMFoXDTQwMDUyNjAwMDAwMFowOTEL

MAkGA1UEBhMCVVMxDzANBgNVBAoTBkFtYXpvbjEZMBcGA1UEAxMQQW1hem9uIFJv

b3QgQ0EgMjCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAK2Wny2cSkxK

gXlRmeyKy2tgURO8TW0G/LAIjd0ZEGrHJgw12MBvIITplLGbhQPDW9tK6Mj4kHbZ

W0/jTOgGNk3Mmqw9DJArktQGGWCsN0R5hYGCrVo34A3MnaZMUnbqQ523BNFQ9lXg

1dKmSYXpN+nKfq5clU1Imj+uIFptiJXZNLhSGkOQsL9sBbm2eLfq0OQ6PBJTYv9K

8nu+NQWpEjTj82R0Yiw9AElaKP4yRLuH3WUnAnE72kr3H9rN9yFVkE8P7K6C4Z9r

2UXTu/Bfh+08LDmG2j/e7HJV63mjrdvdfLC6HM783k81ds8P+HgfajZRRidhW+me

z/CiVX18JYpvL7TFz4QuK/0NURBs+18bvBt+xa47mAExkv8LV/SasrlX6avvDXbR

8O70zoan4G7ptGmh32n2M8ZpLpcTnqWHsFcQgTfJU7O7f/aS0ZzQGPSSbtqDT6Zj

mUyl+17vIWR6IF9sZIUVyzfpYgwLKhbcAS4y2j5L9Z469hdAlO+ekQiG+r5jqFoz

7Mt0Q5X5bGlSNscpb/xVA1wf+5+9R+vnSUeVC06JIglJ4PVhHvG/LopyboBZ/1c6

+XUyo05f7O0oYtlNc/LMgRdg7c3r3NunysV+Ar3yVAhU/bQtCSwXVEqY0VThUWcI

0u1ufm8/0i2BWSlmy5A5lREedCf+3euvAgMBAAGjQjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMB

Af8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBSwDPBMMPQFWAJI/TPlUq9LhONm

UjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQwFAAOCAgEAqqiAjw54o+Ci1M3m9Zh6O+oAA7CXDpO8Wqj2

LIxyh6mx/H9z/WNxeKWHWc8w4Q0QshNabYL1auaAn6AFC2jkR2vHat+2/XcycuUY

+gn0oJMsXdKMdYV2ZZAMA3m3MSNjrXiDCYZohMr/+c8mmpJ5581LxedhpxfL86kS

k5Nrp+gvU5LEYFiwzAJRGFuFjWJZY7attN6a+yb3ACfAXVU3dJnJUH/jWS5E4ywl

7uxMMne0nxrpS10gxdr9HIcWxkPo1LsmmkVwXqkLN1PiRnsn/eBG8om3zEK2yygm

btmlyTrIQRNg91CMFa6ybRoVGld45pIq2WWQgj9sAq+uEjonljYE1x2igGOpm/Hl

urR8FLBOybEfdF849lHqm/osohHUqS0nGkWxr7JOcQ3AWEbWaQbLU8uz/mtBzUF+

fUwPfHJ5elnNXkoOrJupmHN5fLT0zLm4BwyydFy4x2+IoZCn9Kr5v2c69BoVYh63

n749sSmvZ6ES8lgQGVMDMBu4Gon2nL2XA46jCfMdiyHxtN/kHNGfZQIG6lzWE7OE

76KlXIx3KadowGuuQNKotOrN8I1LOJwZmhsoVLiJkO/KdYE+HvJkJMcYr07/R54H

9jVlpNMKVv/1F2Rs76giJUmTtt8AF9pYfl3uxRuw0dFfIRDH+fO6AgonB8Xx1sfT

4PsJYGw=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 3 O=Amazon

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 3 O=Amazon

# Label: "Amazon Root CA 3"

# Serial: 143266986699090766294700635381230934788665930

# MD5 Fingerprint: a0:d4:ef:0b:f7:b5:d8:49:95:2a:ec:f5:c4:fc:81:87

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 0d:44:dd:8c:3c:8c:1a:1a:58:75:64:81:e9:0f:2e:2a:ff:b3:d2:6e

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

18:ce:6c:fe:7b:f1:4e:60:b2:e3:47:b8:df:e8:68:cb:31:d0:2e:bb:3a:da:27:15:69:f5:03:43:b4:6d:b3:a4

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIBtjCCAVugAwIBAgITBmyf1XSXNmY/Owua2eiedgPySjAKBggqhkjOPQQDAjA5

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEPMA0GA1UEChMGQW1hem9uMRkwFwYDVQQDExBBbWF6b24g

Um9vdCBDQSAzMB4XDTE1MDUyNjAwMDAwMFoXDTQwMDUyNjAwMDAwMFowOTELMAkG

A1UEBhMCVVMxDzANBgNVBAoTBkFtYXpvbjEZMBcGA1UEAxMQQW1hem9uIFJvb3Qg

Q0EgMzBZMBMGByqGSM49AgEGCCqGSM49AwEHA0IABCmXp8ZBf8ANm+gBG1bG8lKl

ui2yEujSLtf6ycXYqm0fc4E7O5hrOXwzpcVOho6AF2hiRVd9RFgdszflZwjrZt6j

QjBAMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMB0GA1UdDgQWBBSr

ttvXBp43rDCGB5Fwx5zEGbF4wDAKBggqhkjOPQQDAgNJADBGAiEA4IWSoxe3jfkr
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BqWTrBqYaGFy+uGh0PsceGCmQ5nFuMQCIQCcAu/xlJyzlvnrxir4tiz+OpAUFteM

YyRIHN8wfdVoOw==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=Amazon Root CA 4 O=Amazon

# Subject: CN=Amazon Root CA 4 O=Amazon

# Label: "Amazon Root CA 4"

# Serial: 143266989758080763974105200630763877849284878

# MD5 Fingerprint: 89:bc:27:d5:eb:17:8d:06:6a:69:d5:fd:89:47:b4:cd

# SHA1 Fingerprint: f6:10:84:07:d6:f8:bb:67:98:0c:c2:e2:44:c2:eb:ae:1c:ef:63:be

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

e3:5d:28:41:9e:d0:20:25:cf:a6:90:38:cd:62:39:62:45:8d:a5:c6:95:fb:de:a3:c2:2b:0b:fb:25:89:70:92

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIB8jCCAXigAwIBAgITBmyf18G7EEwpQ+Vxe3ssyBrBDjAKBggqhkjOPQQDAzA5

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEPMA0GA1UEChMGQW1hem9uMRkwFwYDVQQDExBBbWF6b24g

Um9vdCBDQSA0MB4XDTE1MDUyNjAwMDAwMFoXDTQwMDUyNjAwMDAwMFowOTELMAkG

A1UEBhMCVVMxDzANBgNVBAoTBkFtYXpvbjEZMBcGA1UEAxMQQW1hem9uIFJvb3Qg

Q0EgNDB2MBAGByqGSM49AgEGBSuBBAAiA2IABNKrijdPo1MN/sGKe0uoe0ZLY7Bi

9i0b2whxIdIA6GO9mif78DluXeo9pcmBqqNbIJhFXRbb/egQbeOc4OO9X4Ri83Bk

M6DLJC9wuoihKqB1+IGuYgbEgds5bimwHvouXKNCMEAwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB

/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAYYwHQYDVR0OBBYEFNPsxzplbszh2naaVvuc84ZtV+WB

MAoGCCqGSM49BAMDA2gAMGUCMDqLIfG9fhGt0O9Yli/W651+kI0rz2ZVwyzjKKlw

CkcO8DdZEv8tmZQoTipPNU0zWgIxAOp1AE47xDqUEpHJWEadIRNyp4iciuRMStuW

1KyLa2tJElMzrdfkviT8tQp21KW8EA==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=LuxTrust Global Root 2 O=LuxTrust S.A.

# Subject: CN=LuxTrust Global Root 2 O=LuxTrust S.A.

# Label: "LuxTrust Global Root 2"

# Serial: 59914338225734147123941058376788110305822489521

# MD5 Fingerprint: b2:e1:09:00:61:af:f7:f1:91:6f:c4:ad:8d:5e:3b:7c

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 1e:0e:56:19:0a:d1:8b:25:98:b2:04:44:ff:66:8a:04:17:99:5f:3f

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

54:45:5f:71:29:c2:0b:14:47:c4:18:f9:97:16:8f:24:c5:8f:c5:02:3b:f5:da:5b:e2:eb:6e:1d:d8:90:2e:d5

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFwzCCA6ugAwIBAgIUCn6m30tEntpqJIWe5rgV0xZ/u7EwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQAwRjELMAkGA1UEBhMCTFUxFjAUBgNVBAoMDUx1eFRydXN0IFMuQS4xHzAdBgNV

BAMMFkx1eFRydXN0IEdsb2JhbCBSb290IDIwHhcNMTUwMzA1MTMyMTU3WhcNMzUw

MzA1MTMyMTU3WjBGMQswCQYDVQQGEwJMVTEWMBQGA1UECgwNTHV4VHJ1c3QgUy5B

LjEfMB0GA1UEAwwWTHV4VHJ1c3QgR2xvYmFsIFJvb3QgMjCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcN

AQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBANeFl78RmOnwYoNMPIf5U2o3C/IPPIfOb9wmKb3F

ibrJgz337spbxm1Jc7TJRqMbNBM/wYlFV/TZsfs2ZUv7COJIcRHIbjuend+JZTem

hfY7RBi2xjcwYkSSl2l9QjAk5A0MiWtj3sXh306pFGxT4GHO9hcvHTy95iJMHZP1

EMShduxq3sVs35a0VkBCwGKSMKEtFZSg0iAGCW5qbeXrt77U8PEVfIvmTroTzEsn

Xpk8F12PgX8zPU/TPxvsXD/wPEx1bvKm1Z3aLQdjAsZy6ZS8TEmVT4hSyNvoaYL4

zDRbIvCGp4m9SAptZoFtyMhk+wHh9OHe2Z7d21vUKpkmFRseTJIpgp7VkoGSQXAZ

96Tlk0u8d2cx3Rz9MXANF5kM+Qw5GSoXtTBxVdUPrljhPS80m8+f9niFwpN6cj5m

j5wWEWCPnolvZ77gR1o7DJpni89Gxq44o/KnvObWhWszJHAiS8sIm7vI+AIpHb4g
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DEa/a4ebsypmQjVGbKq6rfmYe+lQVRQxv7HaLe2ArWgk+2mr2HETMOZns4dA/Yl+

8kPREd8vZS9kzl8UubG/Mb2HeFpZZYiq/FkySIbWTLkpS5XTdvN3JW1CHDiDTf2j

X5t/Lax5Gw5CMZdjpPuKadUiDTSQMC6otOBttpSsvItO13D8xTiOZCXhTTmQzsmH

hFhxAgMBAAGjgagwgaUwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zBCBgNVHSAEOzA5MDcGByuB

KwEBAQowLDAqBggrBgEFBQcCARYeaHR0cHM6Ly9yZXBvc2l0b3J5Lmx1eHRydXN0

Lmx1MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBBjAfBgNVHSMEGDAWgBT/GCh2+UgFLKGu8SsbK7JT

+Et8szAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU/xgodvlIBSyhrvErGyuyU/hLfLMwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQADggIBAGoZFO1uecEsh9QNcH7X9njJCwROxLHOk3D+sFTAMs2ZMGQXvw/l4jP9

BzZAcg4atmpZ1gDlaCDdLnINH2pkMSCEfUmmWjfrRcmF9dTHF5kH5ptV5AzoqbTO

jFu1EVzPig4N1qx3gf4ynCSecs5U89BvolbW7MM3LGVYvlcAGvI1+ut7MV3CwRI9

loGIlonBWVx65n9wNOeD4rHh4bhY79SV5GCc8JaXcozrhAIuZY+kt9J/Z93I055c

qqmkoCUUBpvsT34tC38ddfEz2O3OuHVtPlu5mB0xDVbYQw8wkbIEa91WvpWAVWe+

2M2D2RjuLg+GLZKecBPs3lHJQ3gCpU3I+V/EkVhGFndadKpAvAefMLmx9xIX3eP/

JEAdemrRTxgKqpAd60Ae36EeRJIQmvKN4dFLRp7oRUKX6kWZ8+xm1QL68qZKJKre

zrnK+T+Tb/mjuuqlPpmt/f97mfVl7vBZKGfXkJWkE4SphMHozs51k2MavDzq1WQf

LSoSOcbDWjLtR5EWDrw4wVDej8oqkDQc7kGUnF4ZLvhFSZl0kbAEb+MEWrGrKqv+

x9CWttrhSmQGbmBNvUJO/3jaJMobtNeWOWyu8Q6qp31IiyBMz2TWuJdGsE7RKlY6

oJO9r4Ak4Ap+58rVyuiFVdw2KuGUaJPHZnJED4AhMmwlxyOAgwrr

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1 O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma

Kurumu - TUBITAK OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu SM

# Subject: CN=TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1 O=Turkiye Bilimsel ve Teknolojik Arastirma

Kurumu - TUBITAK OU=Kamu Sertifikasyon Merkezi - Kamu SM

# Label: "TUBITAK Kamu SM SSL Kok Sertifikasi - Surum 1"

# Serial: 1

# MD5 Fingerprint: dc:00:81:dc:69:2f:3e:2f:b0:3b:f6:3d:5a:91:8e:49

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 31:43:64:9b:ec:ce:27:ec:ed:3a:3f:0b:8f:0d:e4:e8:91:dd:ee:ca

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

46:ed:c3:68:90:46:d5:3a:45:3f:b3:10:4a:b8:0d:ca:ec:65:8b:26:60:ea:16:29:dd:7e:86:79:90:64:87:16

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEYzCCA0ugAwIBAgIBATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCB0jELMAkGA1UEBhMCVFIx

GDAWBgNVBAcTD0dlYnplIC0gS29jYWVsaTFCMEAGA1UEChM5VHVya2l5ZSBCaWxp

bXNlbCB2ZSBUZWtub2xvamlrIEFyYXN0aXJtYSBLdXJ1bXUgLSBUVUJJVEFLMS0w

KwYDVQQLEyRLYW11IFNlcnRpZmlrYXN5b24gTWVya2V6aSAtIEthbXUgU00xNjA0

BgNVBAMTLVRVQklUQUsgS2FtdSBTTSBTU0wgS29rIFNlcnRpZmlrYXNpIC0gU3Vy

dW0gMTAeFw0xMzExMjUwODI1NTVaFw00MzEwMjUwODI1NTVaMIHSMQswCQYDVQQG

EwJUUjEYMBYGA1UEBxMPR2ViemUgLSBLb2NhZWxpMUIwQAYDVQQKEzlUdXJraXll

IEJpbGltc2VsIHZlIFRla25vbG9qaWsgQXJhc3Rpcm1hIEt1cnVtdSAtIFRVQklU

QUsxLTArBgNVBAsTJEthbXUgU2VydGlmaWthc3lvbiBNZXJrZXppIC0gS2FtdSBT

TTE2MDQGA1UEAxMtVFVCSVRBSyBLYW11IFNNIFNTTCBLb2sgU2VydGlmaWthc2kg

LSBTdXJ1bSAxMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAr3UwM6q7

a9OZLBI3hNmNe5eA027n/5tQlT6QlVZC1xl8JoSNkvoBHToP4mQ4t4y86Ij5iySr

LqP1N+RAjhgleYN1Hzv/bKjFxlb4tO2KRKOrbEz8HdDc72i9z+SqzvBV96I01INr

N3wcwv61A+xXzry0tcXtAA9TNypN9E8Mg/uGz8v+jE69h/mniyFXnHrfA2eJLJ2X

YacQuFWQfw4tJzh03+f92k4S400VIgLI4OD8D62K18lUUMw7D8oWgITQUVbDjlZ/

iSIzL+aFCr2lqBs23tPcLG07xxO9WSMs5uWk99gL7eqQQESolbuT1dCANLZGeA4f

AJNG4e7p+exPFwIDAQABo0IwQDAdBgNVHQ4EFgQUZT/HiobGPN08VFw1+DrtUgxH
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V8gwDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgEGMA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEL

BQADggEBACo/4fEyjq7hmFxLXs9rHmoJ0iKpEsdeV31zVmSAhHqT5Am5EM2fKifh

AHe+SMg1qIGf5LgsyX8OsNJLN13qudULXjS99HMpw+0mFZx+CFOKWI3QSyjfwbPf

IPP54+M638yclNhOT8NrF7f3cuitZjO1JVOr4PhMqZ398g26rrnZqsZr+ZO7rqu4

lzwDGrpDxpa5RXI4s6ehlj2Re37AIVNMh+3yC1SVUZPVIqUNivGTDj5UDrDYyU7c

8jEyVupk+eq1nRZmQnLzf9OxMUP8pI4X8W0jq5Rm+K37DwhuJi1/FwcJsoz7UMCf

lo3Ptv0AnVoUmr8CRPXBwp8iXqIPoeM=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT O=GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY CO.,LTD.

# Subject: CN=GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT O=GUANG DONG CERTIFICATE AUTHORITY CO.,LTD.

# Label: "GDCA TrustAUTH R5 ROOT"

# Serial: 9009899650740120186

# MD5 Fingerprint: 63:cc:d9:3d:34:35:5c:6f:53:a3:e2:08:70:48:1f:b4

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 0f:36:38:5b:81:1a:25:c3:9b:31:4e:83:ca:e9:34:66:70:cc:74:b4

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

bf:ff:8f:d0:44:33:48:7d:6a:8a:a6:0c:1a:29:76:7a:9f:c2:bb:b0:5e:42:0f:71:3a:13:b9:92:89:1d:38:93

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIFiDCCA3CgAwIBAgIIfQmX/vBH6nowDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwYjELMAkGA1UE

BhMCQ04xMjAwBgNVBAoMKUdVQU5HIERPTkcgQ0VSVElGSUNBVEUgQVVUSE9SSVRZ

IENPLixMVEQuMR8wHQYDVQQDDBZHRENBIFRydXN0QVVUSCBSNSBST09UMB4XDTE0

MTEyNjA1MTMxNVoXDTQwMTIzMTE1NTk1OVowYjELMAkGA1UEBhMCQ04xMjAwBgNV

BAoMKUdVQU5HIERPTkcgQ0VSVElGSUNBVEUgQVVUSE9SSVRZIENPLixMVEQuMR8w

HQYDVQQDDBZHRENBIFRydXN0QVVUSCBSNSBST09UMIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEF

AAOCAg8AMIICCgKCAgEA2aMW8Mh0dHeb7zMNOwZ+Vfy1YI92hhJCfVZmPoiC7XJj

Dp6L3TQsAlFRwxn9WVSEyfFrs0yw6ehGXTjGoqcuEVe6ghWinI9tsJlKCvLriXBj

TnnEt1u9ol2x8kECK62pOqPseQrsXzrj/e+APK00mxqriCZ7VqKChh/rNYmDf1+u

KU49tm7srsHwJ5uu4/Ts765/94Y9cnrrpftZTqfrlYwiOXnhLQiPzLyRuEH3FMEj

qcOtmkVEs7LXLM3GKeJQEK5cy4KOFxg2fZfmiJqwTTQJ9Cy5WmYqsBebnh52nUpm

MUHfP/vFBu8btn4aRjb3ZGM74zkYI+dndRTVdVeSN72+ahsmUPI2JgaQxXABZG12

ZuGR224HwGGALrIuL4xwp9E7PLOR5G62xDtw8mySlwnNR30YwPO7ng/Wi64HtloP

zgsMR6flPri9fcebNaBhlzpBdRfMK5Z3KpIhHtmVdiBnaM8Nvd/WHwlqmuLMc3Gk

L30SgLdTMEZeS1SZD2fJpcjyIMGC7J0R38IC+xo70e0gmu9lZJIQDSri3nDxGGeC

jGHeuLzRL5z7D9Ar7Rt2ueQ5Vfj4oR24qoAATILnsn8JuLwwoC8N9VKejveSswoA

HQBUlwbgsQfZxw9cZX08bVlX5O2ljelAU58VS6Bx9hoh49pwBiFYFIeFd3mqgnkC

AwEAAaNCMEAwHQYDVR0OBBYEFOLJQJ9NzuiaoXzPDj9lxSmIahlRMA8GA1UdEwEB

/wQFMAMBAf8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4ICAQDRSVfg

p8xoWLoBDysZzY2wYUWsEe1jUGn4H3++Fo/9nesLqjJHdtJnJO29fDMylyrHBYZm

DRd9FBUb1Ov9H5r2XpdptxolpAqzkT9fNqyL7FeoPueBihhXOYV0GkLH6VsTX4/5

COmSdI31R9KrO9b7eGZONn356ZLpBN79SWP8bfsUcZNnL0dKt7n/HipzcEYwv1ry

L3ml4Y0M2fmyYzeMN2WFcGpcWwlyua1jPLHd+PwyvzeG5LuOmCd+uh8W4XAR8gPf

JWIyJyYYMoSf/wA6E7qaTfRPuBRwIrHKK5DOKcFw9C+df/KQHtZa37dG/OaG+svg

IHZ6uqbL9XzeYqWxi+7egmaKTjowHz+Ay60nugxe19CxVsp3cbK1daFQqUBDF8Io

2c9Si1vIY9RCPqAzekYu9wogRlR+ak8x8YF+QnQ4ZXMn7sZ8uI7XpTrXmKGcjBBV

09tL7ECQ8s1uV9JiDnxXk7Gnbc2dg7sq5+W2O3FYrf3RRbxake5TFW/TRQl1brqQ

XR4EzzffHqhmsYzmIGrv/EhOdJhCrylvLmrH+33RZjEizIYAfmaDDEL0vTSSwxrq

T8p+ck0LcIymSLumoRT2+1hEmRSuqguTaaApJUqlyyvdimYHFngVV3Eb7PVHhPOe

MTd61X8kreS8/f3MboPoDKi3QWwH3b08hpcv0g==
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-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1 O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L. OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-1 O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L. OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority

# Label: "TrustCor RootCert CA-1"

# Serial: 15752444095811006489

# MD5 Fingerprint: 6e:85:f1:dc:1a:00:d3:22:d5:b2:b2:ac:6b:37:05:45

# SHA1 Fingerprint: ff:bd:cd:e7:82:c8:43:5e:3c:6f:26:86:5c:ca:a8:3a:45:5b:c3:0a

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

d4:0e:9c:86:cd:8f:e4:68:c1:77:69:59:f4:9e:a7:74:fa:54:86:84:b6:c4:06:f3:90:92:61:f4:dc:e2:57:5c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEMDCCAxigAwIBAgIJANqb7HHzA7AZMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMIGkMQswCQYD

VQQGEwJQQTEPMA0GA1UECAwGUGFuYW1hMRQwEgYDVQQHDAtQYW5hbWEgQ2l0eTEk

MCIGA1UECgwbVHJ1c3RDb3IgU3lzdGVtcyBTLiBkZSBSLkwuMScwJQYDVQQLDB5U

cnVzdENvciBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBBdXRob3JpdHkxHzAdBgNVBAMMFlRydXN0Q29y

IFJvb3RDZXJ0IENBLTEwHhcNMTYwMjA0MTIzMjE2WhcNMjkxMjMxMTcyMzE2WjCB

pDELMAkGA1UEBhMCUEExDzANBgNVBAgMBlBhbmFtYTEUMBIGA1UEBwwLUGFuYW1h

IENpdHkxJDAiBgNVBAoMG1RydXN0Q29yIFN5c3RlbXMgUy4gZGUgUi5MLjEnMCUG

A1UECwweVHJ1c3RDb3IgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGUgQXV0aG9yaXR5MR8wHQYDVQQDDBZU

cnVzdENvciBSb290Q2VydCBDQS0xMIIBIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIB

CgKCAQEAv463leLCJhJrMxnHQFgKq1mqjQCj/IDHUHuO1CAmujIS2CNUSSUQIpid

RtLByZ5OGy4sDjjzGiVoHKZaBeYei0i/mJZ0PmnK6bV4pQa81QBeCQryJ3pS/C3V

seq0iWEk8xoT26nPUu0MJLq5nux+AHT6k61sKZKuUbS701e/s/OojZz0JEsq1pme

9J7+wH5COucLlVPat2gOkEz7cD+PSiyU8ybdY2mplNgQTsVHCJCZGxdNuWxu72CV

EY4hgLW9oHPY0LJ3xEXqWib7ZnZ2+AYfYW0PVcWDtxBWcgYHpfOxGgMFZA6dWorW

hnAbJN7+KIor0Gqw/Hqi3LJ5DotlDwIDAQABo2MwYTAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU7mtJPHo/

DeOxCbeKyKsZn3MzUOcwHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAU7mtJPHo/DeOxCbeKyKsZn3MzUOcw

DwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAYYwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAD

ggEBACUY1JGPE+6PHh0RU9otRCkZoB5rMZ5NDp6tPVxBb5UrJKF5mDo4Nvu7Zp5I

/5CQ7z3UuJu0h3U/IJvOcs+hVcFNZKIZBqEHMwwLKeXx6quj7LUKdJDHfXLy11yf

ke+Ri7fc7Waiz45mO7yfOgLgJ90WmMCV1Aqk5IGadZQ1nJBfiDcGrVmVCrDRZ9MZ

yonnMlo2HD6CqFqTvsbQZJG2z9m2GM/bftJlo6bEjhcxwft+dtvTheNYsnd6djts

L1Ac59v2Z3kf9YKVmgenFK+P3CghZwnS1k1aHBkcjndcw5QkPTJrS37UeJSDvjdN

zl/HHk484IkzlQsPpTLWPFp5LBk=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2 O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L. OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority

# Subject: CN=TrustCor RootCert CA-2 O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L. OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority

# Label: "TrustCor RootCert CA-2"

# Serial: 2711694510199101698

# MD5 Fingerprint: a2:e1:f8:18:0b:ba:45:d5:c7:41:2a:bb:37:52:45:64

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b8:be:6d:cb:56:f1:55:b9:63:d4:12:ca:4e:06:34:c7:94:b2:1c:c0

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

07:53:e9:40:37:8c:1b:d5:e3:83:6e:39:5d:ae:a5:cb:83:9e:50:46:f1:bd:0e:ae:19:51:cf:10:fe:c7:c9:65

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIGLzCCBBegAwIBAgIIJaHfyjPLWQIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwgaQxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAlBBMQ8wDQYDVQQIDAZQYW5hbWExFDASBgNVBAcMC1BhbmFtYSBDaXR5MSQw

IgYDVQQKDBtUcnVzdENvciBTeXN0ZW1zIFMuIGRlIFIuTC4xJzAlBgNVBAsMHlRy
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dXN0Q29yIENlcnRpZmljYXRlIEF1dGhvcml0eTEfMB0GA1UEAwwWVHJ1c3RDb3Ig

Um9vdENlcnQgQ0EtMjAeFw0xNjAyMDQxMjMyMjNaFw0zNDEyMzExNzI2MzlaMIGk

MQswCQYDVQQGEwJQQTEPMA0GA1UECAwGUGFuYW1hMRQwEgYDVQQHDAtQYW5hbWEg

Q2l0eTEkMCIGA1UECgwbVHJ1c3RDb3IgU3lzdGVtcyBTLiBkZSBSLkwuMScwJQYD

VQQLDB5UcnVzdENvciBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBBdXRob3JpdHkxHzAdBgNVBAMMFlRy

dXN0Q29yIFJvb3RDZXJ0IENBLTIwggIiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4ICDwAwggIK

AoICAQCnIG7CKqJiJJWQdsg4foDSq8GbZQWU9MEKENUCrO2fk8eHyLAnK0IMPQo+

QVqedd2NyuCb7GgypGmSaIwLgQ5WoD4a3SwlFIIvl9NkRvRUqdw6VC0xK5mC8tkq

1+9xALgxpL56JAfDQiDyitSSBBtlVkxs1Pu2YVpHI7TYabS3OtB0PAx1oYxOdqHp

2yqlO/rOsP9+aij9JxzIsekp8VduZLTQwRVtDr4uDkbIXvRR/u8OYzo7cbrPb1nK

DOObXUm4TOJXsZiKQlecdu/vvdFoqNL0Cbt3Nb4lggjEFixEIFapRBF37120Hape

az6LMvYHL1cEksr1/p3C6eizjkxLAjHZ5DxIgif3GIJ2SDpxsROhOdUuxTTCHWKF

3wP+TfSvPd9cW436cOGlfifHhi5qjxLGhF5DUVCcGZt45vz27Ud+ez1m7xMTiF88

oWP7+ayHNZ/zgp6kPwqcMWmLmaSISo5uZk3vFsQPeSghYA2FFn3XVDjxklb9tTNM

g9zXEJ9L/cb4Qr26fHMC4P99zVvh1Kxhe1fVSntb1IVYJ12/+CtgrKAmrhQhJ8Z3

mjOAPF5GP/fDsaOGM8boXg25NSyqRsGFAnWAoOsk+xWq5Gd/bnc/9ASKL3x74xdh

8N0JqSDIvgmk0H5Ew7IwSjiqqewYmgeCK9u4nBit2uBGF6zPXQIDAQABo2MwYTAd

BgNVHQ4EFgQU2f4hQG6UnrybPZx9mCAZ5YwwYrIwHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAU2f4hQG6U

nrybPZx9mCAZ5YwwYrIwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAYYw

DQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggIBAJ5Fngw7tu/hOsh80QA9z+LqBrWyOrsGS2h60COX

dKcs8AjYeVrXWoSK2BKaG9l9XE1wxaX5q+WjiYndAfrs3fnpkpfbsEZC89NiqpX+

MWcUaViQCqoL7jcjx1BRtPV+nuN79+TMQjItSQzL/0kMmx40/W5ulop5A7Zv2wnL

/V9lFDfhOPXzYRZY5LVtDQsEGz9QLX+zx3oaFoBg+Iof6Rsqxvm6ARppv9JYx1RX

CI/hOWB3S6xZhBqI8d3LT3jX5+EzLfzuQfogsL7L9ziUwOHQhQ+77Sxzq+3+knYa

ZH9bDTMJBzN7Bj8RpFxwPIXAz+OQqIN3+tvmxYxoZxBnpVIt8MSZj3+/0WvitUfW

2dCFmU2Umw9Lje4AWkcdEQOsQRivh7dvDDqPys/cA8GiCcjl/YBeyGBCARsaU1q7

N6a3vLqE6R5sGtRk2tRD/pOLS/IseRYQ1JMLiI+h2IYURpFHmygk71dSTlxCnKr3

Sewn6EAes6aJInKc9Q0ztFijMDvd1GpUk74aTfOTlPf8hAs/hCBcNANExdqtvArB

As8e5ZTZ845b2EzwnexhF7sUMlQMAimTHpKG9n/v55IFDlndmQguLvqcAFLTxWYp

5KeXRKQOKIETNcX2b2TmQcTVL8w0RSXPQQCWPUouwpaYT05KnJe32x+SMsj/D1Fu

1uwJ

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=TrustCor ECA-1 O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L. OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority

# Subject: CN=TrustCor ECA-1 O=TrustCor Systems S. de R.L. OU=TrustCor Certificate Authority

# Label: "TrustCor ECA-1"

# Serial: 9548242946988625984

# MD5 Fingerprint: 27:92:23:1d:0a:f5:40:7c:e9:e6:6b:9d:d8:f5:e7:6c

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 58:d1:df:95:95:67:6b:63:c0:f0:5b:1c:17:4d:8b:84:0b:c8:78:bd

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

5a:88:5d:b1:9c:01:d9:12:c5:75:93:88:93:8c:af:bb:df:03:1a:b2:d4:8e:91:ee:15:58:9b:42:97:1d:03:9c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIEIDCCAwigAwIBAgIJAISCLF8cYtBAMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMIGcMQswCQYD

VQQGEwJQQTEPMA0GA1UECAwGUGFuYW1hMRQwEgYDVQQHDAtQYW5hbWEgQ2l0eTEk

MCIGA1UECgwbVHJ1c3RDb3IgU3lzdGVtcyBTLiBkZSBSLkwuMScwJQYDVQQLDB5U

cnVzdENvciBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0ZSBBdXRob3JpdHkxFzAVBgNVBAMMDlRydXN0Q29y

IEVDQS0xMB4XDTE2MDIwNDEyMzIzM1oXDTI5MTIzMTE3MjgwN1owgZwxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAlBBMQ8wDQYDVQQIDAZQYW5hbWExFDASBgNVBAcMC1BhbmFtYSBDaXR5MSQw
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IgYDVQQKDBtUcnVzdENvciBTeXN0ZW1zIFMuIGRlIFIuTC4xJzAlBgNVBAsMHlRy

dXN0Q29yIENlcnRpZmljYXRlIEF1dGhvcml0eTEXMBUGA1UEAwwOVHJ1c3RDb3Ig

RUNBLTEwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IBDwAwggEKAoIBAQDPj+ARtZ+odnbb

3w9U73NjKYKtR8aja+3+XzP4Q1HpGjORMRegdMTUpwHmspI+ap3tDvl0mEDTPwOA

BoJA6LHip1GnHYMma6ve+heRK9jGrB6xnhkB1Zem6g23xFUfJ3zSCNV2HykVh0A5

3ThFEXXQmqc04L/NyFIduUd+Dbi7xgz2c1cWWn5DkR9VOsZtRASqnKmcp0yJF4Ou

owReUoCLHhIlERnXDH19MURB6tuvsBzvgdAsxZohmz3tQjtQJvLsznFhBmIhVE5/

wZ0+fyCMgMsq2JdiyIMzkX2woloPV+g7zPIlstR8L+xNxqE6FXrntl019fZISjZF

ZtS6mFjBAgMBAAGjYzBhMB0GA1UdDgQWBBREnkj1zG1I1KBLf/5ZJC+Dl5mahjAf

BgNVHSMEGDAWgBREnkj1zG1I1KBLf/5ZJC+Dl5mahjAPBgNVHRMBAf8EBTADAQH/

MA4GA1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEABT41XBVwm8nHc2Fv

civUwo/yQ10CzsSUuZQRg2dd4mdsdXa/uwyqNsatR5Nj3B5+1t4u/ukZMjgDfxT2

AHMsWbEhBuH7rBiVDKP/mZb3Kyeb1STMHd3BOuCYRLDE5D53sXOpZCz2HAF8P11F

hcCF5yWPldwX8zyfGm6wyuMdKulMY/okYWLW2n62HGz1Ah3UKt1VkOsqEUc8Ll50

soIipX1TH0XsJ5F95yIW6MBoNtjG8U+ARDL54dHRHareqKucBK+tIA5kmE2la8BI

WJZpTdwHjFGTot+fDz2LYLSCjaoITmJF4PkL0uDgPFveXHEnJcLmA4GLEFPjx1Wi

tJ/X5g==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA O=SSL Corporation

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA O=SSL Corporation

# Label: "SSL.com Root Certification Authority RSA"

# Serial: 8875640296558310041

# MD5 Fingerprint: 86:69:12:c0:70:f1:ec:ac:ac:c2:d5:bc:a5:5b:a1:29

# SHA1 Fingerprint: b7:ab:33:08:d1:ea:44:77:ba:14:80:12:5a:6f:bd:a9:36:49:0c:bb

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

85:66:6a:56:2e:e0:be:5c:e9:25:c1:d8:89:0a:6f:76:a8:7e:c1:6d:4d:7d:5f:29:ea:74:19:cf:20:12:3b:69

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIF3TCCA8WgAwIBAgIIeyyb0xaAMpkwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwfDELMAkGA1UE

BhMCVVMxDjAMBgNVBAgMBVRleGFzMRAwDgYDVQQHDAdIb3VzdG9uMRgwFgYDVQQK

DA9TU0wgQ29ycG9yYXRpb24xMTAvBgNVBAMMKFNTTC5jb20gUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZp

Y2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eSBSU0EwHhcNMTYwMjEyMTczOTM5WhcNNDEwMjEyMTcz

OTM5WjB8MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEOMAwGA1UECAwFVGV4YXMxEDAOBgNVBAcMB0hv

dXN0b24xGDAWBgNVBAoMD1NTTCBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjExMC8GA1UEAwwoU1NMLmNv

bSBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5IFJTQTCCAiIwDQYJKoZIhvcN

AQEBBQADggIPADCCAgoCggIBAPkP3aMrfcvQKv7sZ4Wm5y4bunfh4/WvpOz6Sl2R

xFdHaxh3a3by/ZPkPQ/CFp4LZsNWlJ4Xg4XOVu/yFv0AYvUiCVToZRdOQbngT0aX

qhvIuG5iXmmxX9sqAn78bMrzQdjt0Oj8P2FI7bADFB0QDksZ4LtO7IZl/zbzXmcC

C52GVWH9ejjt/uIZALdvoVBidXQ8oPrIJZK0bnoix/geoeOy3ZExqysdBP+lSgQ3

6YWkMyv94tZVNHwZpEpox7Ko07fKoZOI68GXvIz5HdkihCR0xwQ9aqkpk8zruFvh

/l8lqjRYyMEjVJ0bmBHDOJx+PYZspQ9AhnwC9FwCTyjLrnGfDzrIM/4RJTXq/LrF

YD3ZfBjVsqnTdXgDciLKOsMf7yzlLqn6niy2UUb9rwPW6mBo6oUWNmuF6R7As93E

JNyAKoFBbZQ+yODJgUEAnl6/f8UImKIYLEJAs/lvOCdLToD0PYFH4Ih86hzOtXVc

US4cK38acijnALXRdMbX5J+tB5O2UzU1/Dfkw/ZdFr4hc96SCvigY2q8lpJqPvi8

ZVWb3vUNiSYE/CUapiVpy8JtynziWV+XrOvvLsi81xtZPCvM8hnIk2snYxnP/Okm

+Mpxm3+T/jRnhE6Z6/yzeAkzcLpmpnbtG3PrGqUNxCITIJRWCk4sbE6x/c+cCbqi

M+2HAgMBAAGjYzBhMB0GA1UdDgQWBBTdBAkHovV6fVJTEpKV7jiAJQ2mWTAPBgNV

HRMBAf8EBTADAQH/MB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFN0ECQei9Xp9UlMSkpXuOIAlDaZZMA4G
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A1UdDwEB/wQEAwIBhjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAgEAIBgRlCn7Jp0cHh5wYfGV

cpNxJK1ok1iOMq8bs3AD/CUrdIWQPXhq9LmLpZc7tRiRux6n+UBbkflVma8eEdBc

Hadm47GUBwwyOabqG7B52B2ccETjit3E+ZUfijhDPwGFpUenPUayvOUiaPd7nNgs

PgohyC0zrL/FgZkxdMF1ccW+sfAjRfSda/wZY52jvATGGAslu1OJD7OAUN5F7kR/

q5R4ZJjT9ijdh9hwZXT7DrkT66cPYakylszeu+1jTBi7qUD3oFRuIIhxdRjqerQ0

cuAjJ3dctpDqhiVAq+8zD8ufgr6iIPv2tS0a5sKFsXQP+8hlAqRSAUfdSSLBv9jr

a6x+3uxjMxW3IwiPxg+NQVrdjsW5j+VFP3jbutIbQLH+cU0/4IGiul607BXgk90I

H37hVZkLId6Tngr75qNJvTYw/ud3sqB1l7UtgYgXZSD32pAAn8lSzDLKNXz1PQ/Y

K9f1JmzJBjSWFupwWRoyeXkLtoh/D1JIPb9s2KJELtFOt3JY04kTlf5Eq/jXixtu

nLwsoFvVagCvXzfh1foQC5ichucmj87w7G6KVwuA406ywKBjYZC6VWg3dGq2ktuf

oYYitmUnDuy2n0Jg5GfCtdpBC8TTi2EbvPofkSvXRAdeuims2cXp71NIWuuA8ShY

Ic2wBlX7Jz9TkHCpBB5XJ7k=

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC O=SSL Corporation

# Subject: CN=SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC O=SSL Corporation

# Label: "SSL.com Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Serial: 8495723813297216424

# MD5 Fingerprint: 2e:da:e4:39:7f:9c:8f:37:d1:70:9f:26:17:51:3a:8e

# SHA1 Fingerprint: c3:19:7c:39:24:e6:54:af:1b:c4:ab:20:95:7a:e2:c3:0e:13:02:6a

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

34:17:bb:06:cc:60:07:da:1b:96:1c:92:0b:8a:b4:ce:3f:ad:82:0e:4a:a3:0b:9a:cb:c4:a7:4e:bd:ce:bc:65

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIICjTCCAhSgAwIBAgIIdebfy8FoW6gwCgYIKoZIzj0EAwIwfDELMAkGA1UEBhMC

VVMxDjAMBgNVBAgMBVRleGFzMRAwDgYDVQQHDAdIb3VzdG9uMRgwFgYDVQQKDA9T

U0wgQ29ycG9yYXRpb24xMTAvBgNVBAMMKFNTTC5jb20gUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZpY2F0

aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eSBFQ0MwHhcNMTYwMjEyMTgxNDAzWhcNNDEwMjEyMTgxNDAz

WjB8MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEOMAwGA1UECAwFVGV4YXMxEDAOBgNVBAcMB0hvdXN0

b24xGDAWBgNVBAoMD1NTTCBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjExMC8GA1UEAwwoU1NMLmNvbSBS

b290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5IEVDQzB2MBAGByqGSM49AgEGBSuB

BAAiA2IABEVuqVDEpiM2nl8ojRfLliJkP9x6jh3MCLOicSS6jkm5BBtHllirLZXI

7Z4INcgn64mMU1jrYor+8FsPazFSY0E7ic3s7LaNGdM0B9y7xgZ/wkWV7Mt/qCPg

CemB+vNH06NjMGEwHQYDVR0OBBYEFILRhXMw5zUE044CkvvlpNHEIejNMA8GA1Ud

EwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUgtGFczDnNQTTjgKS++Wk0cQh6M0wDgYD

VR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMAoGCCqGSM49BAMCA2cAMGQCMG/n61kRpGDPYbCWe+0F+S8T

kdzt5fxQaxFGRrMcIQBiu77D5+jNB5n5DQtdcj7EqgIwH7y6C+IwJPt8bYBVCpk+

gA0z5Wajs6O7pdWLjwkspl1+4vAHCGht0nxpbl/f5Wpl

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2 O=SSL Corporation

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2 O=SSL Corporation

# Label: "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority RSA R2"

# Serial: 6248227494352943350

# MD5 Fingerprint: e1:1e:31:58:1a:ae:54:53:02:f6:17:6a:11:7b:4d:95

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 74:3a:f0:52:9b:d0:32:a0:f4:4a:83:cd:d4:ba:a9:7b:7c:2e:c4:9a

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

2e:7b:f1:6c:c2:24:85:a7:bb:e2:aa:86:96:75:07:61:b0:ae:39:be:3b:2f:e9:d0:cc:6d:4e:f7:34:91:42:5c

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
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MIIF6zCCA9OgAwIBAgIIVrYpzTS8ePYwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwgYIxCzAJBgNV

BAYTAlVTMQ4wDAYDVQQIDAVUZXhhczEQMA4GA1UEBwwHSG91c3RvbjEYMBYGA1UE

CgwPU1NMIENvcnBvcmF0aW9uMTcwNQYDVQQDDC5TU0wuY29tIEVWIFJvb3QgQ2Vy

dGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkgUlNBIFIyMB4XDTE3MDUzMTE4MTQzN1oXDTQy

MDUzMDE4MTQzN1owgYIxCzAJBgNVBAYTAlVTMQ4wDAYDVQQIDAVUZXhhczEQMA4G

A1UEBwwHSG91c3RvbjEYMBYGA1UECgwPU1NMIENvcnBvcmF0aW9uMTcwNQYDVQQD

DC5TU0wuY29tIEVWIFJvb3QgQ2VydGlmaWNhdGlvbiBBdXRob3JpdHkgUlNBIFIy

MIICIjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAg8AMIICCgKCAgEAjzZlQOHWTcDXtOlG2mvq

M0fNTPl9fb69LT3w23jhhqXZuglXaO1XPqDQCEGD5yhBJB/jchXQARr7XnAjssuf

OePPxU7Gkm0mxnu7s9onnQqG6YE3Bf7wcXHswxzpY6IXFJ3vG2fThVUCAtZJycxa

4bH3bzKfydQ7iEGonL3Lq9ttewkfokxykNorCPzPPFTOZw+oz12WGQvE43LrrdF9

HSfvkusQv1vrO6/PgN3B0pYEW3p+pKk8OHakYo6gOV7qd89dAFmPZiw+B6KjBSYR

aZfqhbcPlgtLyEDhULouisv3D5oi53+aNxPN8k0TayHRwMwi8qFG9kRpnMphNQcA

b9ZhCBHqurj26bNg5U257J8UZslXWNvNh2n4ioYSA0e/ZhN2rHd9NCSFg83XqpyQ

Gp8hLH94t2S42Oim9HizVcuE0jLEeK6jj2HdzghTreyI/BXkmg3mnxp3zkyPuBQV

PWKchjgGAGYS5Fl2WlPAApiiECtoRHuOec4zSnaqW4EWG7WK2NAAe15itAnWhmMO

pgWVSbooi4iTsjQc2KRVbrcc0N6ZVTsj9CLg+SlmJuwgUHfbSguPvuUCYHBBXtSu

UDkiFCbLsjtzdFVHB3mBOagwE0TlBIqulhMlQg+5U8Sb/M3kHN48+qvWBkofZ6aY

MBzdLNvcGJVXZsb/XItW9XcCAwEAAaNjMGEwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zAfBgNV

HSMEGDAWgBT5YLvU49U09rj1BoAlp3PbRmmonjAdBgNVHQ4EFgQU+WC71OPVNPa4

9QaAJadz20ZpqJ4wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAA4ICAQBW

s47LCp1Jjr+kxJG7ZhcFUZh1++VQLHqe8RT6q9OKPv+RKY9ji9i0qVQBDb6Thi/5

Sm3HXvVX+cpVHBK+Rw82xd9qt9t1wkclf7nxY/hoLVUE0fKNsKTPvDxeH3jnpaAg

cLAExbf3cqfeIg29MyVGjGSSJuM+LmOW2puMPfgYCdcDzH2GguDKBAdRUNf/ktUM

79qGn5nX67evaOI5JpS6aLe/g9Pqemc9YmeuJeVy6OLk7K4S9ksrPJ/psEDzOFSz

/bdoyNrGj1E8svuR3Bznm53htw1yj+KkxKl4+esUrMZDBcJlOSgYAsOCsp0FvmXt

ll9ldDz7CTUue5wT/RsPXcdtgTpWD8w74a8CLyKsRspGPKAcTNZEtF4uXBVmCeEm

Kf7GUmG6sXP/wwyc5WxqlD8UykAWlYTzWamsX0xhk23RO8yilQwipmdnRC652dKK

QbNmC1r7fSOl8hqw/96bg5Qu0T/fkreRrwU7ZcegbLHNYhLDkBvjJc40vG93drEQ

w/cFGsDWr3RiSBd3kmmQYRzelYB0VI8YHMPzA9C/pEN1hlMYegouCRw2n5H9gooi

S9EOUCXdywMMF8mDAAhONU2Ki+3wApRmLER/y5UnlhetCTCstnEXbosX9hwJ1C07

mKVx01QT2WDz9UtmT/rx7iASjbSsV7FFY6GsdqnC+w==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

# Issuer: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC O=SSL Corporation

# Subject: CN=SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC O=SSL Corporation

# Label: "SSL.com EV Root Certification Authority ECC"

# Serial: 3182246526754555285

# MD5 Fingerprint: 59:53:22:65:83:42:01:54:c0:ce:42:b9:5a:7c:f2:90

# SHA1 Fingerprint: 4c:dd:51:a3:d1:f5:20:32:14:b0:c6:c5:32:23:03:91:c7:46:42:6d

# SHA256 Fingerprint:

22:a2:c1:f7:bd:ed:70:4c:c1:e7:01:b5:f4:08:c3:10:88:0f:e9:56:b5:de:2a:4a:44:f9:9c:87:3a:25:a7:c8

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

MIIClDCCAhqgAwIBAgIILCmcWxbtBZUwCgYIKoZIzj0EAwIwfzELMAkGA1UEBhMC

VVMxDjAMBgNVBAgMBVRleGFzMRAwDgYDVQQHDAdIb3VzdG9uMRgwFgYDVQQKDA9T

U0wgQ29ycG9yYXRpb24xNDAyBgNVBAMMK1NTTC5jb20gRVYgUm9vdCBDZXJ0aWZp

Y2F0aW9uIEF1dGhvcml0eSBFQ0MwHhcNMTYwMjEyMTgxNTIzWhcNNDEwMjEyMTgx

NTIzWjB/MQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzEOMAwGA1UECAwFVGV4YXMxEDAOBgNVBAcMB0hv
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dXN0b24xGDAWBgNVBAoMD1NTTCBDb3Jwb3JhdGlvbjE0MDIGA1UEAwwrU1NMLmNv

bSBFViBSb290IENlcnRpZmljYXRpb24gQXV0aG9yaXR5IEVDQzB2MBAGByqGSM49

AgEGBSuBBAAiA2IABKoSR5CYG/vvw0AHgyBO8TCCogbR8pKGYfL2IWjKAMTH6kMA

VIbc/R/fALhBYlzccBYy3h+Z1MzFB8gIH2EWB1E9fVwHU+M1OIzfzZ/ZLg1Kthku

WnBaBu2+8KGwytAJKaNjMGEwHQYDVR0OBBYEFFvKXuXe0oGqzagtZFG22XKbl+ZP

MA8GA1UdEwEB/wQFMAMBAf8wHwYDVR0jBBgwFoAUW8pe5d7SgarNqC1kUbbZcpuX

5k8wDgYDVR0PAQH/BAQDAgGGMAoGCCqGSM49BAMCA2gAMGUCMQCK5kCJN+vp1RPZ

ytRrJPOwPYdGWBrssd9v+1a6cGvHOMzosYxPD/fxZ3YOg9AeUY8CMD32IygmTMZg

h5Mmm7I1HrrW9zzRHM76JTymGoEVW/MSD2zuZYrJh6j5B+BimoxcSg==

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/_credentials/roots.pem

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/etc/roots.pem

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

// public domain but this file has the ISC license just to keep licencing

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/curve25519/x25519-x86_64.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2008 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ==================================================================== */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/ctr.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/ofb.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/gcm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/gcm_test.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/cbc.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/cfb.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* "grpc/_cython/cygrpc.pyx":1

* # Copyright 2015 gRPC authors.             # <<<<<<<<<<<<<<

* #

* # Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpc/_cython/cygrpc.cpp

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* unzip.c -- IO for uncompress .zip files using zlib

  Version 1.1, February 14h, 2010

  part of the MiniZip project - ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Copyright (C) 1998-2010 Gilles Vollant (minizip) ( http://www.winimage.com/zLibDll/minizip.html )

 

        Modifications of Unzip for Zip64

        Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Even Rouault

 

        Modifications for Zip64 support on both zip and unzip

        Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Mathias Svensson ( http://result42.com )

 

        For more info read MiniZip_info.txt

 

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Decryption code comes from crypt.c by Info-ZIP but has been greatly reduced in terms of

 compatibility with older software. The following is from the original crypt.c.

 Code woven in by Terry Thorsen 1/2003.

 

 Copyright (c) 1990-2000 Info-ZIP.  All rights reserved.

 

 See the accompanying file LICENSE, version 2000-Apr-09 or later

 (the contents of which are also included in zip.h) for terms of use.

 If, for some reason, all these files are missing, the Info-ZIP license

 also may be found at:  ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html

 

       crypt.c (full version) by Info-ZIP.      Last revised:  [see crypt.h]

 

 The encryption/decryption parts of this source code (as opposed to the

 non-echoing password parts) were originally written in Europe.  The
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 whole source package can be freely distributed, including from the USA.

 (Prior to January 2000, re-export from the US was a violation of US law.)

 

       This encryption code is a direct transcription of the algorithm from

 Roger Schlafly, described by Phil Katz in the file appnote.txt.  This

 file (appnote.txt) is distributed with the PKZIP program (even in the

 version without encryption capabilities).

 

       ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

       Changes in unzip.c

 

       2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Addition of cpl_unzGetCurrentFileZStreamPos

 2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Decoration of symbol names unz* -> cpl_unz*

 2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Remove old C style function prototypes

 2007-2008 - Even Rouault - Add unzip support for ZIP64

 

       Copyright (C) 2007-2008 Even Rouault

 

 

       Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Removed cpl_* from symbol names (Even Rouault added them but since this is

now moved to a new project (minizip64) I renamed them again).

 Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Fixed problem if uncompressed size was > 4G and compressed size was <4G

                               should only read the compressed/uncompressed size from the Zip64 format if

                               the size from normal header was 0xFFFFFFFF

 Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Applied some bug fixes from paches recived from Gilles Vollant

       Oct-2009 - Mathias Svensson - Applied support to unzip files with compression mathod BZIP2 (bzip2 lib is

required)

                               Patch created by Daniel Borca

 

 Jan-2010 - back to unzip and minizip 1.0 name scheme, with compatibility layer

 

 Copyright (C) 1998 - 2010 Gilles Vollant, Even Rouault, Mathias Svensson

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/minizip/unzip.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*
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* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
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*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================
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*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_lib.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_cipher.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1987-2001 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* A. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* B. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* C. Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*    software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

* IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

* POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_getopt.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.
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* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.] */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/lhash.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_obj.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/shift.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/hmac/hmac.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/sha.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_utl.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/cast.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/digest/digests.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_mbstr.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/evp.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/cmp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_att.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_lu.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/mem.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ripemd.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/lhash/lhash.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/f_int.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dh/dh_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_all.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/connect.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509rset.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_name.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/algorithm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_v3.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/des/des.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/digest/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_crl.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/hmac.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_utf8.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/ripemd/ripemd.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/hmac_extra/hmac_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/blowfish/blowfish.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_typ.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/bn.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_oth.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/bytes.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_pkey.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/cipher/e_des.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_fre.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_lib.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_x509.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rsa/rsa.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_attrib.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/t_x509a.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/thread.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/bio_mem.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/asn1_gen.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/t_x509.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_bitstr.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/i2d_pr.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_int.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_object.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/rsa/rsa_decrepit.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/md5.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bn_extra/convert.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_req.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_octet.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_sig.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_pkey.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/evp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/derive_key.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cpu-intel.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/add.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/cipher/cipher.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/base64/base64.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_null.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_rc2.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/dh.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/des/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/mem.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/type_check.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_enum.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/hexdump.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_dup.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/bio/base64_bio.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_i2d_fp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/evp_asn1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/cipher.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_enc.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/file.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_gentm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_print.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/rc4/rc4_decrepit.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/obj.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/md4.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_new.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/evp_ctx.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_bool.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509name.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/by_dir.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/digest/digest.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_info.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/tasn_dec.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_pubkey.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/a_strex.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/stack.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_strnid.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/sha/sha256.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_r2x.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/f_enum.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/tls_method.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/rsa.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_req.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_d2.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rc4/rc4.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_lib.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/printf.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/conf/conf.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rsa_extra/rsa_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/asn_pack.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/buf/buf.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/cast/cast_tables.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_pk8.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dh/dh.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/cipher_extra.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_privkey.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rsa/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/rc4.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/blowfish.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_type.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/bio.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/macros.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/generic.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/thread.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_par.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_time.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/digest.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_vfy.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/md5/md5.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/fd.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/cipher/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_val.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/t_req.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/obj/obj.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/f_string.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/buf.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/sign.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/socket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/base64.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/a_verify.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/by_file.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/cast/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_utctm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_rc4.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/bio.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_cmp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/digest_extra/digest_extra.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/mul.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_def.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/t_crl.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/div.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/ripemd/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_exten.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/a_digest.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_set.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_spki.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/obj/obj_xref.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_txt.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/des.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rsa/rsa_impl.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dh/check.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/stack/stack.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/a_d2i_fp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/sha/sha1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/sha/sha1-altivec.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/a_sign.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/md4/md4.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_ext.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/sha/sha512.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/conf.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2010 Google Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

#     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

# notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

# in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

# this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_catch_exceptions_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_catch_exceptions_test.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# All rights reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

#     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

# notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

# in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

# this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_xml_outfiles_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/scripts/fuse_gmock_files.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_color_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_uninitialized_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_throw_on_failure_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_output_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_test_utils.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/scripts/pump.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_help_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_color_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_break_on_failure_unittest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_env_var_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/scripts/fuse_gtest_files.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_uninitialized_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_output_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/xcode/Scripts/versiongenerate.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_test_utils.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_output_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_throw_on_failure_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_env_var_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_test_utils.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_xml_outfiles_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_xml_test_utils.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/xcode/Scripts/versiongenerate.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_xml_output_unittest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_help_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_break_on_failure_unittest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/test/gmock_leak_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_xml_test_utils.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/scripts/upload_gtest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/scripts/pump.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_list_tests_unittest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/scripts/gen_gtest_pred_impl.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_list_tests_unittest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/scripts/fuse_gtest_files.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_xml_output_unittest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/scripts/gen_gtest_pred_impl.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
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*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*
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* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_file.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/ssl/ssl_decrepit.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998, 2011, 2013 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"
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* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_gethostbyname.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2015 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/cipher_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/evp_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* deflate.c -- compress data using the deflation algorithm

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/deflate.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* IP-address/hostname to country converter.

*

* Problem; you want to know where IP a.b.c.d is located.

*

* Use ares_gethostbyname ("d.c.b.a.zz.countries.nerd.dk")

* and get the CNAME (host->h_name). Result will be:

*   CNAME = zz<CC>.countries.nerd.dk with address 127.0.x.y (ver 1) or

*   CNAME = <a.b.c.d>.zz.countries.nerd.dk with address 127.0.x.y (ver 2)

*

* The 2 letter country code is in <CC> and the ISO-3166 country

* number is in x.y (number = x*256 + y). Version 2 of the protocol is missing

* the <CC> number.

*

* Ref: http://countries.nerd.dk/more.html

*

* Written by G. Vanem <gvanem@yahoo.no> 2006, 2007

*

* NB! This program may not be big-endian aware.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without
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* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/acountry.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2000 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_free_string.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*

* The Elliptic Curve Public-Key Crypto Library (ECC Code) included

* herein is developed by SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and is contributed

* to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The ECC Code is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license provided below.

*

* The ECDH software is originally written by Douglas Stebila of

* Sun Microsystems Laboratories.
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*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ecdh.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/ecdh/ecdh.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_cpols.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.
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*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/pcy_data.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/pcy_int.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/pcy_map.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/pcy_tree.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004 by Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

* Copyright (c) 1996,1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/inet_net_pton.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/bitncmp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2016, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cpu-ppc64le.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pool/pool_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/asn1_mac.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/evp/dss1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/curve25519/spake25519_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/chacha/chacha_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/session.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/curve25519/spake25519.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/ecdh/ecdh_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/privkey.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/obj_mac.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/obj/obj_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/spki.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/read_pem.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/pkcs8.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/tls13_both.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cpu-aarch64-linux.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bytestring/asn1_compat.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rand_extra/deterministic.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/tls13_server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cpu-arm-linux.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pool/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/tls13_client.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/modes/polyval.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/x509/x509_decrepit.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pool/pool.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/evp/evp_do_all.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/client.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/obj/obj_decrepit.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/p256-x86_64_test.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/poly1305/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/cert.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/ripemd/ripemd_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/fuzz/ssl_ctx_api.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/tls13_enc.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/pool.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/gtest_main.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2004 - 2011 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_platform.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_platform.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_iphlpapi.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inffast.h -- header to use inffast.c

* Copyright (C) 1995-2003, 2010 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/inffast.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2000-2003 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/ec_extra/ec_asn1.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
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*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pem/pem_info.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2008 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"
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*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_genn.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_crld.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright (c) 2012 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/bot/update_clang.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
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* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.] */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/nid.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/pem.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/obj/obj_dat.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zpipe.c: example of proper use of zlib's inflate() and deflate()

  Not copyrighted -- provided to the public domain

  Version 1.4  11 December 2005  Mark Adler */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/zpipe.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/static_metadata.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/static_metadata.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* inftrees.c -- generate Huffman trees for efficient decoding

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/inftrees.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright (c) 1997

* Christian Michelsen Research AS

* Advanced Computing

* Fantoftvegen 38, 5036 BERGEN, Norway

* http://www.cmr.no

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software

* and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

* provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

* that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

* in supporting documentation.  Christian Michelsen Research AS makes no

* representations about the suitability of this software for any

* purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/iostream2/zstream.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.
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* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*
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* Portions of the attached software ("Contribution") are developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and are contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The Contribution is licensed pursuant to the Eric Young open source

* license provided above.

*

* The binary polynomial arithmetic software is originally written by

* Sheueling Chang Shantz and Douglas Stebila of Sun Microsystems

* Laboratories. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/bn.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/internal.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*****************************************************************************

*                                                                            *

*  Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation                                     *

*                                                                            *

*  All rights reserved.                                                      *

*                                                                            *

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without        *

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are    *

*  met:                                                                      *

*                                                                            *

*  *  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright         *

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.          *

*                                                                            *

*  *  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright      *

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the    *

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the                 *

*     distribution.                                                          *

*                                                                            *

*  *  Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its         *

*     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from   *

*     this software without specific prior written permission.               *

*                                                                            *

*                                                                            *

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION ""AS IS"" AND ANY          *

*  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE         *

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR        *

*  PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR            *

*  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,     *

*  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,       *

*  PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR        *

*  PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF    *
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*  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING      *

*  NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS        *

*  SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.              *

*                                                                            *

******************************************************************************

* Developers and authors:                                                    *

* Shay Gueron (1, 2), and Vlad Krasnov (1)                                   *

* (1) Intel Corporation, Israel Development Center, Haifa, Israel            *

* (2) University of Haifa, Israel                                            *

*****************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/rsaz_exp.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/rsaz_exp.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2010-2013 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_nowarn.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
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* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.
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*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_asn1.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

//     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

//     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// this software without specific prior written permission.

// All Rights Reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/fused-src/gtest/gtest.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/fused-src/gmock-gtest-all.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/fused-src/gtest/gtest.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/fused-src/gtest/gtest-all.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* blast.h -- interface for blast.c

 Copyright (C) 2003, 2012, 2013 Mark Adler

 version 1.3, 24 Aug 2013

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/blast/blast.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Originally written by Bodo Moeller and Nils Larsch for the OpenSSL project.

* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*
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* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*

* Portions of the attached software ("Contribution") are developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and are contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The Contribution is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license provided above.

*

* The elliptic curve binary polynomial software is originally written by
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* Sheueling Chang Shantz and Douglas Stebila of Sun Microsystems

* Laboratories. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/ec_montgomery.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* deflate.h -- internal compression state

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/deflate.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/client/http_client_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/client/http_client_filter.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*
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* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
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*

* The DSS routines are based on patches supplied by

* Steven Schoch <schoch@sheba.arc.nasa.gov>. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/dsa.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dsa/dsa.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2004 Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan

* (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* 3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_pcia.c
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_pci.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE. */

/* Only resume if the session's version matches the negotiated

          * version. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_session.cc
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// The MIT License (MIT)

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

// of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

// to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

// furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

// copies or substantial portions of the Software.

// public domain but parts have been replaced with code generated by Fiat

// (https://github.com/mit-plv/fiat-crypto), which is MIT licensed.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/fiat/curve25519.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2005 - 2010, Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_getsock.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/x509v3.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzwrite.c -- zlib functions for writing gzip files

* Copyright (C) 2004-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/gzwrite.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*

* Portions of the attached software ("Contribution") are developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and are contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The Contribution is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license provided above.

*

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally written by

* Vipul Gupta and Sumit Gupta of Sun Microsystems Laboratories.

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third
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* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/handshake_server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/s3_lib.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* trees.c -- output deflated data using Huffman coding

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly

* detect_data_type() function provided freely by Cosmin Truta, 2006

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/trees.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/cast/cast.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inftree9.c -- generate Huffman trees for efficient decoding

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/infback9/inftree9.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2014, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/err/err_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rand_extra/windows.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/test_config.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/base64/base64_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rand/urandom.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_chacha20poly1305.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/safestack.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/hkdf.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/lhash/lhash_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/crypto.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs8/pkcs12_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/packeted_bio.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/cipher/aead.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/socket_helper.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bytestring/ber.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bio/bio_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/test_config.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/custom_extensions.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/async_bio.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/engine/engine.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/aead_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/hkdf/hkdf.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/poly1305.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/objects.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_tls.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/evp_extra_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bytestring/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/bssl_shim.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/hkdf/hkdf_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bytestring/bytestring_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/ec_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/bytestring.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/transport_common.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/opensslv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/rand.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bytestring/cbs.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/engine.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cipher_extra/e_ssl3.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/test/malloc.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/speed.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/args.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/packeted_bio.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/test/async_bio.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/transport_common.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/opensslconf.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/rand/rand.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/chacha.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/const.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/poly1305/poly1305_vec.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/client.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/lhash_macros.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/cpu-arm.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/digest_extra/digest_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/pkcs12.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/bytestring/cbb.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/tool.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/digest.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/pkcs7.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/tool/pkcs12.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ossl_typ.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs7/pkcs7_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/ctx.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gun.c -- simple gunzip to give an example of the use of inflateBack()

* Copyright (C) 2003, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2012 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

  Version 1.7  12 August 2012  Mark Adler */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/gun.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2004 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

* documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the

* suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_cancel.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inftrees.h -- header to use inftrees.c

* Copyright (C) 1995-2005, 2010 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/inftrees.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2009 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

#     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

# notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

# in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

# this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_shuffle_test.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_shuffle_test.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2003 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*
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* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_pcons.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_ncons.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_pmaps.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
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* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*
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*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

*

* Portions of the attached software ("Contribution") are developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and are contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*

* The Contribution is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license provided above.

*

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally written by

* Vipul Gupta and Sumit Gupta of Sun Microsystems Laboratories.

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/tls1.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim
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* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dh/params.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zutil.c -- target dependent utility functions for the compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/zutil.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2016 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/grpc_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/mpscq.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/propagation_bits.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/load_reporting/server_load_reporting_plugin.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/string_util_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/oauth2/oauth2_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/jwt/jwt_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_cv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/plugin_registry/grpc_plugin_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resource_quota.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_uv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/dns/c_ares/grpc_ares_ev_driver.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_stack_builder.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/connectivity_state.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_uv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/network_status_tracker.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/dns/c_ares/grpc_ares_wrapper.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/endpoint_pair_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_poll_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_utils_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/gpr_types.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/handshaker_factory.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/wakeup_fd_cv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/grpc_security_constants.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/pid_controller.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_generic.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/bdp_estimator.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_traits.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/unix_sockets_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/handshaker_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resource_quota.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/plugin_registry/grpc_cronet_plugin_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/pid_controller.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/handshaker_registry.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_set_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/iam/iam_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/bin_decoder.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/fake/fake_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/handshaker.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/mpscq.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/percent_encoding.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/parse_address.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/compression_types.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/validate_metadata.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/percent_encoding.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/handshaker_factory.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/include/grpc/grpc_cronet.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/ev_epollsig_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/load_balancer_api.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/fake/fake_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/ssl/ssl_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/channel_init.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/error_utils.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/backoff/backoff.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/http_proxy.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/gpr/wrap_memcpy.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/cronet/transport/cronet_api_dummy.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/combiner.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/backoff/backoff.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/google_default/credentials_generic.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/lame_client.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/ssl/ssl_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/unix_sockets_posix_noop.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/combiner.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/load_reporting/server_load_reporting_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/subchannel_index.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/port.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/error_utils.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/sockaddr_utils.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/load_reporting/server_load_reporting_plugin.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_intern.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/http_connect_handshaker.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/plugin_registry/grpc_unsecure_plugin_registry.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/plugin/plugin_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/load_reporting/server_load_reporting_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/cronet/transport/cronet_transport.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/load_balancer_api.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/cronet/transport/cronet_transport.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/polling_entity.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/http_connect_handshaker.h
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/client/insecure/channel_create_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/jwt/jwt_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/iam/iam_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/error_internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_uv.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/error.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/gpr_slice.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/socket_utils_uv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/plugin/plugin_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/channel_init.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/error.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/transport/bdp_estimator.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/handshaker.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/surface/channel_stack_type.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/dns/c_ares/grpc_ares_ev_driver_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/gprpp/manual_constructor.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/transport/bin_decoder.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/server/insecure/server_chttp2_posix.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_uv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/http_proxy.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/dns/c_ares/grpc_ares_wrapper.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/google_default/google_default_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/server/chttp2_server.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/cronet/client/secure/cronet_channel_create.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/impl/codegen/sync.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/lb_policy/grpclb/grpclb.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/unix_sockets_posix.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/endpoint_pair_uv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/channel/channel_stack_builder.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

// purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

// copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/cfb/cfb.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/decrepit/cfb/cfb_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* crc32.c -- compute the CRC-32 of a data stream

* Copyright (C) 1995-2006, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*

* Thanks to Rodney Brown <rbrown64@csc.com.au> for his contribution of faster

* CRC methods: exclusive-oring 32 bits of data at a time, and pre-computing

* tables for updating the shift register in one step with three exclusive-ors

* instead of four steps with four exclusive-ors.  This results in about a

* factor of two increase in speed on a Power PC G4 (PPC7455) using gcc -O3.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/crc32.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/bot/extract.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/bot/vs_env.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/generate-asm-lcov.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/generate_build_files.py
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* infcover.c -- test zlib's inflate routines with full code coverage

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/test/infcover.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* infback9.h -- header for using inflateBack9 functions

* Copyright (C) 2003 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/infback9/infback9.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// The MIT License (MIT)

// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

// of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

// to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

// furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

// copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/fiat/internal.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: grpcio

Version: 1.12.1

Summary: HTTP/2-based RPC framework

Home-page: https://grpc.io

Author: The gRPC Authors

Author-email: grpc-io@googlegroups.com

License: Apache License 2.0

Description-Content-Type: UNKNOWN

Description: gRPC Python

       ===========

      

       Package for gRPC Python.
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       Installation

       ------------

      

       gRPC Python is available for Linux, macOS, and Windows.

      

       From PyPI

       ~~~~~~~~~

      

       If you are installing locally...

      

       ::

      

         $ pip install grpcio

      

       Else system wide (on Ubuntu)...

      

       ::

      

         $ sudo pip install grpcio

      

       If you're on Windows make sure that you installed the :code:`pip.exe` component

       when you installed Python (if not go back and install it!) then invoke:

      

       ::

      

         $ pip.exe install grpcio

      

       Windows users may need to invoke :code:`pip.exe` from a command line ran as

       administrator.

      

       n.b. On Windows and on Mac OS X one *must* have a recent release of :code:`pip`

       to retrieve the proper wheel from PyPI. Be sure to upgrade to the latest

       version!

      

       From Source

       ~~~~~~~~~~~

      

       Building from source requires that you have the Python headers (usually a

       package named :code:`python-dev`).

      

       ::

      

         $ export REPO_ROOT=grpc  # REPO_ROOT can be any directory of your choice

         $ git clone -b $(curl -L https://grpc.io/release) https://github.com/grpc/grpc $REPO_ROOT

         $ cd $REPO_ROOT

         $ git submodule update --init
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         # For the next two commands do `sudo pip install` if you get permission-denied errors

         $ pip install -rrequirements.txt

         $ GRPC_PYTHON_BUILD_WITH_CYTHON=1 pip install .

      

       You cannot currently install Python from source on Windows. Things might work

       out for you in MSYS2 (follow the Linux instructions), but it isn't officially

       supported at the moment.

      

       Troubleshooting

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

      

       Help, I ...

      

       * **... see a** :code:`pkg_resources.VersionConflict` **when I try to install

         grpc**

      

         This is likely because :code:`pip` doesn't own the offending dependency,

         which in turn is likely because your operating system's package manager owns

         it. You'll need to force the installation of the dependency:

      

         :code:`pip install --ignore-installed $OFFENDING_DEPENDENCY`

      

         For example, if you get an error like the following:

      

         ::

      

           Traceback (most recent call last):

           File "<string>", line 17, in <module>

            ...

           File "/usr/lib/python2.7/dist-packages/pkg_resources.py", line 509, in find

             raise VersionConflict(dist, req)

           pkg_resources.VersionConflict: (six 1.8.0 (/usr/lib/python2.7/dist-packages), Requirement.parse('six>=1.10'))

      

         You can fix it by doing:

      

         ::

      

           sudo pip install --ignore-installed six

      

       * **... see the following error on some platforms**

      

         ::

      

           /tmp/pip-build-U8pSsr/cython/Cython/Plex/Scanners.c:4:20: fatal error: Python.h: No such file or directory

           #include "Python.h"

                           ^

           compilation terminated.
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         You can fix it by installing `python-dev` package. i.e

      

         ::

      

           sudo apt-get install python-dev

      

      

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: Apache Software License

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/python/grpcio/grpcio.egg-info/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* puff.h

 Copyright (C) 2002-2013 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

 version 2.3, 21 Jan 2013

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/puff/puff.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2016-2017 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/client_channel/resolver/dns/c_ares/grpc_ares_wrapper_fallback.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_hash_table.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/slice/slice_weak_hash_table.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzjoin -- command to join gzip files into one gzip file

 

 Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2012 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

 version 1.2, 14 Aug 2012

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/gzjoin.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:
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*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/arm_arch.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/asn1/asn1_locl.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzappend -- command to append to a gzip file

 

 Copyright (C) 2003, 2012 Mark Adler, all rights reserved

 version 1.2, 11 Oct 2012

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Mark Adler    madler@alumni.caltech.edu

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/gzappend.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.
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* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally developed by
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* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and contributed to the OpenSSL project. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/ssl_cert.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/d1_srtp.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without
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*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/ext_dat.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_purp.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3name_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_int.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2014, Intel Corporation.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
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* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/p256-x86_64.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/p256-x86_64.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*

* Copyright 2018 gRPC authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl/session_cache/ssl_session_boringssl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/frame_handler.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_record_protocol_crypter_common.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/check_gcp_environment_linux.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/grpc_alts_credentials_options.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_tsi_handshaker.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/grpc_alts_credentials_server_options.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_client_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/crypt/gsec.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/client_authority_filter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/crypt/gsec.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl/session_cache/ssl_session_cache.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_counter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_tsi_utils.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_crypter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_seal_privacy_integrity_crypter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_frame_protector.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_grpc_integrity_only_record_protocol.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_uv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/transport_security_common_api.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_handshaker_service_api_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_tsi_event.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resolve_address.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl/session_cache/ssl_session_openssl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_tsi_handshaker.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/alts_credentials.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/check_gcp_environment.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resolve_address_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_handshaker_client.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_internal.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/check_gcp_environment_no_op.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/grpc_alts_credentials_options.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_set.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/transport_security_common_api.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_grpc_privacy_integrity_record_protocol.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/resolve_address_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_grpc_integrity_only_record_protocol.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl/session_cache/ssl_session_cache.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_handshaker_service_api.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_record_protocol_crypter_common.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_unseal_privacy_integrity_crypter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_grpc_record_protocol_common.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_grpc_record_protocol_common.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/sockaddr_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/client/authority.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_iovec_record_protocol.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/ssl/session_cache/ssl_session.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/security_connector/alts_security_connector.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_grpc_privacy_integrity_record_protocol.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/security_connector/alts_security_connector.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_counter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/grpc_alts_credentials_client_options.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_grpc_record_protocol.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/pollset_set_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_zero_copy_grpc_protector.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/include/grpc/support/thd_id.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_zero_copy_grpc_protector.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_handshaker_service_api.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/iomgr_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/alts_credentials.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_crypter.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_handshaker_service_api_util.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/alts_frame_protector.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/check_gcp_environment_windows.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/gevent_util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_tsi_event.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_tsi_utils.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/zero_copy_frame_protector/alts_iovec_record_protocol.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/security/credentials/alts/check_gcp_environment.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_server_custom.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_tsi_handshaker_private.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/transport/chttp2/client/authority.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/frame_protector/frame_handler.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/crypt/aes_gcm.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/tcp_client.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/lib/iomgr/timer_custom.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/ext/filters/http/client_authority_filter.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/src/core/tsi/alts/handshaker/alts_handshaker_client.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inflate.c -- zlib decompression

* Copyright (C) 1995-2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/inflate.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2014, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

// Adapted from the public domain, estream code by D. Bernstein.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/chacha/chacha.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/pcy_lib.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/pcy_cache.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/pcy_node.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_vpm.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2005, 2013 by Dominick Meglio

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/bitncmp.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
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*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/p_ec_asn1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/rsa_pss.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/evp/p_rsa_asn1.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
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* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim
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* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and contributed to the OpenSSL project.

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2005 Nokia. All rights reserved.

*

* The portions of the attached software ("Contribution") is developed by

* Nokia Corporation and is licensed pursuant to the OpenSSL open source

* license.

*

* The Contribution, originally written by Mika Kousa and Pasi Eronen of

* Nokia Corporation, consists of the "PSK" (Pre-Shared Key) ciphersuites

* support (see RFC 4279) to OpenSSL.

*

* No patent licenses or other rights except those expressly stated in

* the OpenSSL open source license shall be deemed granted or received

* expressly, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

*

* No assurances are provided by Nokia that the Contribution does not

* infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any third

* party or that the license provides you with all the necessary rights

* to make use of the Contribution.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. IN

* ADDITION TO THE DISCLAIMERS INCLUDED IN THE LICENSE, NOKIA

* SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS BROUGHT BY YOU OR ANY

* OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR

* OTHERWISE.

*/

// version.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/internal.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ssl.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* zran.c -- example of zlib/gzip stream indexing and random access

* Copyright (C) 2005, 2012 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

  Version 1.1  29 Sep 2012  Mark Adler */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/zran.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2014 The Chromium Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/bot/go/bootstrap.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/bot/go/env.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/util/bot/vs_toolchain.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzread.c -- zlib functions for reading gzip files

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/gzread.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
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*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_x509a.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_extku.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_prn.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_akey.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs8/pkcs8.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_enum.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_skey.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509_trs.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x509spki.c
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_akeya.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_bcons.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_pku.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/pkcs8.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs8/p5_pbev2.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs8/pkcs8_x509.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509v3/v3_bitst.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/pkcs8/internal.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* adler32.c -- compute the Adler-32 checksum of a data stream

* Copyright (C) 1995-2011, 2016 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/adler32.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* pufftest.c

* Copyright (C) 2002-2013 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in puff.h

* version 2.3, 21 Jan 2013

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/puff/pufftest.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inffast.c -- fast decoding

* Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/inffast.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1999-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ==================================================================== */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/digest/md32_common.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2010-2012 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_nowarn.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*
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* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright 2002 Sun Microsystems, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

* ECC cipher suite support in OpenSSL originally developed by

* SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC., and contributed to the OpenSSL project. */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/handshake.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/s3_both.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*
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* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dh/dh_asn1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/dsa/dsa_asn1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/rsa_extra/rsa_asn1.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2002-2006 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ==================================================================== */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/aes.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/aes/aes.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/aes/mode_wrappers.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2005 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

#     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

# notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

# in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#     * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

# this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/third_party/googletest/test/gtest_filter_unittest.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/test/gmock-1.7.0/gtest/test/gtest_filter_unittest.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* minigzip.c -- simulate gzip using the zlib compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2006, 2010, 2011, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/test/minigzip.c
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* example.c -- usage example of the zlib compression library

* Copyright (C) 1995-2006, 2011, 2016 Jean-loup Gailly

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/test/example.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
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*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2007 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.
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*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/ssl/t1_lib.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* gzclose.c -- zlib gzclose() function

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2010 Mark Adler

* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-1.12.1/third_party/zlib/gzclose.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ecdsa/ecdsa.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/ecdsa_extra/ecdsa_asn1.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-
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1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/include/openssl/ecdsa.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ecdsa/ecdsa_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2005 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/bn/exponentiation.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2010 Jeremy Lal <kapouer@melix.org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_mx_reply.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 2000 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    licensing@OpenSSL.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.OpenSSL.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). */

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/x509/x_algor.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright 2005 Dominick Meglio

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_parse_aaaa_reply.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2009-2013 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_data.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_data.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* fitblk.c: example of fitting compressed output to a specified size
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  Not copyrighted -- provided to the public domain

  Version 1.1  25 November 2004  Mark Adler */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/examples/fitblk.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (c) 2015, Google Inc.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

* CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. */

// Inspired by Daniel J. Bernstein's public domain nistp224 implementation

// and Adam Langley's public domain 64-bit C implementation of curve25519.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/boringssl/crypto/fipsmodule/ec/p224-64.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2004-2010 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_private.h
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright (C) 2005-2013 by Daniel Stenberg et al

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_inet_net_pton.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004 by Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

* Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/inet_ntop.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* inffas86.c is a hand tuned assembler version of

*

* inffast.c -- fast decoding

* Copyright (C) 1995-2003 Mark Adler
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* For conditions of distribution and use, see copyright notice in zlib.h

*

* Copyright (C) 2003 Chris Anderson <christop@charm.net>

* Please use the copyright conditions above.

*

* Dec-29-2003 -- I added AMD64 inflate asm support.  This version is also

* slightly quicker on x86 systems because, instead of using rep movsb to copy

* data, it uses rep movsw, which moves data in 2-byte chunks instead of single

* bytes.  I've tested the AMD64 code on a Fedora Core 1 + the x86_64 updates

* from http://fedora.linux.duke.edu/fc1_x86_64

* which is running on an Athlon 64 3000+ / Gigabyte GA-K8VT800M system with

* 1GB ram.  The 64-bit version is about 4% faster than the 32-bit version,

* when decompressing mozilla-source-1.3.tar.gz.

*

* Mar-13-2003 -- Most of this is derived from inffast.S which is derived from

* the gcc -S output of zlib-1.2.0/inffast.c.  Zlib-1.2.0 is in beta release at

* the moment.  I have successfully compiled and tested this code with gcc2.96,

* gcc3.2, icc5.0, msvc6.0.  It is very close to the speed of inffast.S

* compiled with gcc -DNO_MMX, but inffast.S is still faster on the P3 with MMX

* enabled.  I will attempt to merge the MMX code into this version.  Newer

* versions of this and inffast.S can be found at

* http://www.eetbeetee.com/zlib/ and http://www.charm.net/~christop/zlib/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/zlib/contrib/inflate86/inffas86.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

* Copyright (C) 2004-2009 by Daniel Stenberg

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

* software and its documentation for any purpose and without

* fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

* notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

* notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

* documentation, and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in

* advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

* software without specific, written prior permission.

* M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

* this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1160881901_1620412826.6/0/grpcio-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/grpcio-

1.12.1/third_party/cares/cares/ares_library_init.c
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1.275 dropwizard-servlets 0.9.2 

 

1.276 dropwizard-core 0.9.2 

 

1.277 javax-servlet-jsp-api 2.1 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or

        contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

       Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any),

       and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

        Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing

        Original Software with files containing Modifications, in

        each case including portions thereof.

 

   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other

        than Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

        makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

        portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

        License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

        extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

        subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

        herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of
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        any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original

          Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original

          Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

          available under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable

         form of computer software code that is originally released

         under this License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

         hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,

         process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by

         grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

         code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

         documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

         exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms

         of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any

         entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common

         control with You.  For purposes of this definition,

         "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

         the direction or management of such entity, whether by

         contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

         percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

         ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial

   Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

           trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

           reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and
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           distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof),

           with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger

           Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or

           selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

           practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise

           dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are

           effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

           or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a

           third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original

           Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the

           modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

           combination of the Original Software with other software

           or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

   Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

           trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

           modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

           Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

           thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other

           Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

           selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

           alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version

           (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

           offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of:

           (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

           thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions

           of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

           effective on the date Contributor first distributes or
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           otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third

           party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

           from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused

           by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

           or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that

           Contributor with other software (except as part of the

           Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent

           Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

   available in Executable form must also be made available in Source

   Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under

   the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License

   with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software

   You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform

   recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to

   how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

   reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for

   software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.

 

   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License. You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or

   You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this

   License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not

   remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

   contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing

   or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or

   the Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in
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   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version

   of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may

   choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of

   Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf,

   and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You

   must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

   hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

   Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

   such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software

   under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of

   Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

   Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You

   must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from

   this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

   Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

   Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

   by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

   such terms You offer.

 

   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and

   distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case,

   You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled

   for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised

   and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

   version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as

   provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has

   the right to modify this License.
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   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

   If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original

   Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

   available under any subsequent version of the License, You must

   distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms

   of the version of the License under which You originally received

   the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

   distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

   the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

   the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license

   and remove any references to the name of the license steward

   (except to note that the license differs from this License); and

   (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

   differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

   SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

   PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY

   COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF

   WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

   ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

   DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond

   the termination of this License shall survive.
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   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that

   the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where

   the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where

   the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

   the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors

   under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days

   notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically

   at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within

   such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

   Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally

   or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

   alleging that the Participant Software directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by

   license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

   infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

   granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be

   taken into account in determining the amount or value of any

   payment or license.

 

   6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

   LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER

   FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

   LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL

   NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM

   SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS

   SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR

   LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

   EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
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8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

   defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

   computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. '

   252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

   documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.

   1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

   through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users

   acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein.

   This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes,

   any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses

   Government rights in computer software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed

   by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law,

   if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's

   conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

   License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

   in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

   for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and

   reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of the

   United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale

   of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which

   provides that the language of a contract shall be construed

   against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree

   that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control

   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

   distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

   indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

   and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

   distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing

   herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

   of liability.
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1.278 apache-thrift v0.12.0 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be
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allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
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write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was debianized by Thrift Developer's <dev@thrift.apache.org>.

 

 

This package and the Debian packaging is licensed under the Apache License,

see `/usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0'.

 

The following information was copied from Apache Thrift LICENSE file.

 

--------------------------------------------------

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THRIFT:

 

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

--------------------------------------------------

Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

 

 lib/erl/src/Makefile.am
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Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

 

 

--------------------------------------------------

The following files contain some portions of code contributed under

the Thrift Software License (see doc/old-thrift-license.txt), and relicensed

under the Apache 2.0 License:

 

 compiler/cpp/Makefile.am

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_cocoa_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_cpp_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_csharp_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_erl_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_hs_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_java_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_ocaml_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_perl_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_php_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_py_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_rb_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_st_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/generate/t_xsd_generator.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/main.cc

 compiler/cpp/src/parse/t_field.h

 compiler/cpp/src/parse/t_program.h

 compiler/cpp/src/platform.h

 compiler/cpp/src/thriftl.ll

 compiler/cpp/src/thrifty.yy

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TBinaryProtocol.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TField.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TList.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TMap.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TMessage.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TMessageType.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocol.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocolException.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocolFactory.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TProtocolUtil.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TSet.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TStruct.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Protocol/TType.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Server/TServer.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Server/TSimpleServer.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Server/TThreadPoolServer.cs

 lib/csharp/src/TApplicationException.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Thrift.csproj

 lib/csharp/src/Thrift.sln

 lib/csharp/src/TProcessor.cs
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 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TServerSocket.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TServerTransport.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TSocket.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TStreamTransport.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TTransport.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TTransportException.cs

 lib/csharp/src/Transport/TTransportFactory.cs

 lib/csharp/ThriftMSBuildTask/Properties/AssemblyInfo.cs

 lib/csharp/ThriftMSBuildTask/ThriftBuild.cs

 lib/csharp/ThriftMSBuildTask/ThriftMSBuildTask.csproj

 lib/rb/lib/thrift.rb

 lib/st/README

 lib/st/thrift.st

 test/OptionalRequiredTest.cpp

 test/OptionalRequiredTest.thrift

 test/ThriftTest.thrift

 

--------------------------------------------------

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

 

#   Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>

#

#   Copying and distribution of this file, with or without

#   modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided

#   the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

 

--------------------------------------------------

For the compiler/cpp/src/md5.[ch] components:

 

/*

 Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2002 Aladdin Enterprises.  All rights reserved.

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
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 L. Peter Deutsch

 ghost@aladdin.com

 

*/

 

---------------------------------------------------

For the lib/rb/setup.rb: Copyright (c) 2000-2005 Minero Aoki,

lib/ocaml/OCamlMakefile and lib/ocaml/README-OCamlMakefile components:

    Copyright (C) 1999 - 2007  Markus Mottl

 

Licensed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License 2.1

(see doc/lgpl-2.1.txt for the full terms of this license)

Tue Oct 24 12:28:44 CDT 2006

 

Copyright (c) <2006> <Martin J. Logan, Erlware>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software (OTP Base, fslib, G.A.S)  and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE

OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

or more contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file

distributed with this work for additional information

regarding copyright ownership. The ASF licenses this file

to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software distributed under the License is distributed on an

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
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specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

--------------------------------------------------

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTED WITH THRIFT:

 

The Apache Thrift software includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

--------------------------------------------------

Portions of the following files are licensed under the MIT License:

 

 lib/erl/src/Makefile.am

 

Please see doc/otp-base-license.txt for the full terms of this license.

 

--------------------------------------------------

For the aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 and contrib/fb303/aclocal/ax_boost_base.m4 components:

 

#   Copyright (c) 2007 Thomas Porschberg <thomas@randspringer.de>

#

#   Copying and distribution of this file, with or without

#   modification, are permitted in any medium without royalty provided

#   the copyright notice and this notice are preserved.

 

--------------------------------------------------

For the lib/nodejs/lib/thrift/json_parse.js:

 

/*

   json_parse.js

   2015-05-02

   Public Domain.

   NO WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. USE AT YOUR OWN RISK.

 

*/

(By Douglas Crockford <douglas@crockford.com>)
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--------------------------------------------------

Apache Thrift

Copyright 2006-2017 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.279 acora 2.2 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2004 Stefan Behnel. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 

 3. Neither the name of Stefan Behnel nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

    from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL STEFAN BEHNEL

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.280 prawn-icon 1.3.0 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

(c) 2012-2014 GitHub

 

When using the GitHub logos, be sure to follow the GitHub logo guidelines (https://github.com/logos)

 

Font License: SIL OFL 1.1 (http://scripts.sil.org/OFL)

Applies to all font files

 

Code License: MIT (http://choosealicense.com/licenses/mit/)

Applies to all other files

Prawn/Icon is copyrighted free software produced by Jesse Doyle along with

community contributions.  See git log for authorship information.

 

Licensing terms follow:

 

You can redistribute Prawn/Icon and/or modify it under either the terms of the GPLv2

or GPLv3 (see GPLv2 and GPLv3 files), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

   modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

   the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.

 

      c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or executable

    form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the executables and library files of the software,
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   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

   on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the software.

 

      c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

/*!

*  Font Awesome 4.6.3 by @davegandy - http://fontawesome.io - @fontawesome

*  License - http://fontawesome.io/license (Font: SIL OFL 1.1, CSS: MIT License)
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*/

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
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permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source
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includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
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is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
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and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the
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   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a
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network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.
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 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
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work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
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option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Prawn/Icon may be used under Matz's original licensing terms for Ruby, or GPLv2 or GPLv3.

See LICENSE for Matz's terms, or GPLv2 and GPLv3 files.

/*

* Foundation Icons v 3.0

* Made by ZURB 2013 http://zurb.com/playground/foundation-icon-fonts-3

* MIT License

*/

 

1.281 geo v0.0.0-20190916061304-

5b978397cfec 
1.281.1 Available under license : 

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.
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  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

	http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2017 The GeoRust Project Developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software

is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.282 groupcache v0.0.0-20190702054246-

869f871628b6 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.283 visual-studio-runtime 14.00.24210.0 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION

Do Not Translate or Localize

 

This project incorporates components from the projects listed below. The original copyright notices and the licenses

under which Microsoft received such components are set forth below. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly

granted

herein, whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

 

 

 

 

%% winjs version 4.4.0 (https://github.com/winjs/winjs)

=========================================

WinJS

 

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the ""Software""), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED *AS IS*, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

=========================================

END OF winjs NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

 

 

 

%% string_scorer version 0.1.20 (https://github.com/joshaven/string_score)

=========================================

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) Joshaven Potter

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF string_scorer NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

 

 

 

%% chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION

For Microsoft vscode-theme-seti

 

This file is based on or incorporates material from the projects listed below ("Third Party OSS"). The original

copyright

notice and the license under which Microsoft received such Third Party OSS, are set forth below. Such licenses and

notice

are provided for informational purposes only. Microsoft licenses the Third Party OSS to you under the licensing

terms for

the Microsoft product or service. Microsoft reserves all other rights not expressly granted under this agreement,

whether

by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

 

1.       Seti UI - A subtle dark colored UI theme for Atom. (https://github.com/jesseweed/seti-ui)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jesse Weed

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Monarch definition & snippets:

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 David Owens II

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Text mate grammar:

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Darin Morrison

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Microsoft Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015 - present Microsoft Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

microsoft-vscode

 

THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE NOTICES AND INFORMATION

Do Not Translate or Localize

 

This project incorporates components from the projects listed below. The original copyright notices and the licenses

under which Microsoft received such components are set forth below. Microsoft reserves all rights not expressly

granted herein, whether by implication, estoppel or otherwise.

 

1.	atom/language-c (https://github.com/atom/language-c)

2.	atom/language-clojure (https://github.com/atom/language-clojure)

3.	atom/language-coffee-script (https://github.com/atom/language-coffee-script)

4.	atom/language-css (https://github.com/atom/language-css)

5.	atom/language-java (https://github.com/atom/language-java)

6.	atom/language-objective-c (https://github.com/atom/language-objective-c)

7.	atom/language-sass version 0.52.0 (https://github.com/atom/language-sass)

8.	atom/language-xml (https://github.com/atom/language-xml)

9.	Benvie/JavaScriptNext.tmLanguage (https://github.com/Benvie/JavaScriptNext.tmLanguage)

10.	chjj-marked version 0.3.6 (https://github.com/npmcomponent/chjj-marked)

11.	chriskempson/tomorrow-theme (https://github.com/chriskempson/tomorrow-theme)

12.	Colorsublime-Themes version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/Colorsublime/Colorsublime-Themes)

13.	daaain/Handlebars (https://github.com/daaain/Handlebars)

14.	davidrios/jade-tmbundle (https://github.com/davidrios/jade-tmbundle)

15.	definitelytyped (https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped)

16.	demyte/language-cshtml (https://github.com/demyte/language-cshtml)

17.	dotnet/csharp-tmLanguage version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/dotnet/csharp-tmLanguage)

18.	freebroccolo/atom-language-swift (https://github.com/freebroccolo/atom-language-swift)

19.	HTML 5.1 W3C Working Draft version 08 October 2015 (http://www.w3.org/TR/2015/WD-html51-20151008/)

20.	Ionic documentation version 1.2.4 (https://github.com/ionic-team/ionic-site)

21.	ionide/ionide-fsgrammar (https://github.com/ionide/ionide-fsgrammar)

22.	js-beautify version 1.6.8 (https://github.com/beautify-web/js-beautify)

23.	Jxck/assert version 1.0.0 (https://github.com/Jxck/assert)
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24.	language-docker (https://github.com/moby/moby)

25.	language-go version 0.39.0 (https://github.com/atom/language-go)

26.	language-less (https://github.com/atom/language-less)

27.	language-php (https://github.com/atom/language-php)

28.	language-rust version 0.4.9 (https://github.com/zargony/atom-language-rust)

29.	MagicStack/MagicPython (https://github.com/MagicStack/MagicPython)

30.	Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage version 0.0.1 (https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage)

31.	octicons-code version 3.1.0 (https://octicons.github.com)

32.	octicons-font version 3.1.0 (https://octicons.github.com)

33.	seti-ui version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/jesseweed/seti-ui)

34.	shaders-tmLanguage version 0.1.0 (https://github.com/tgjones/shaders-tmLanguage)

35.	string_scorer version 0.1.20 (https://github.com/joshaven/string_score)

36.	sublimehq/Packages (https://github.com/sublimehq/Packages)

37.	SublimeText/PowerShell (https://github.com/SublimeText/PowerShell)

38.	textmate/asp.vb.net.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/asp.vb.net.tmbundle)

39.	textmate/c.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/c.tmbundle)

40.	textmate/diff.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/diff.tmbundle)

41.	textmate/git.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/git.tmbundle)

42.	textmate/groovy.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/groovy.tmbundle)

43.	textmate/html.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/html.tmbundle)

44.	textmate/ini.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/ini.tmbundle)

45.	textmate/javascript.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/javascript.tmbundle)

46.	textmate/lua.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/lua.tmbundle)

47.	textmate/make.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/make.tmbundle)

48.	textmate/markdown.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/markdown.tmbundle)

49.	textmate/perl.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/perl.tmbundle)

50.	textmate/r.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/r.tmbundle)

51.	textmate/ruby.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/ruby.tmbundle)

52.	textmate/shellscript.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/shellscript.tmbundle)

53.	textmate/sql.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/sql.tmbundle)

54.	textmate/yaml.tmbundle (https://github.com/textmate/yaml.tmbundle)

55.	TypeScript-TmLanguage version 0.1.8 (https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage)

56.	vscode-swift version 0.0.1 (https://github.com/owensd/vscode-swift)

 

 

%% atom/language-c NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/textmate/c.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `README.mdown`:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

=========================================

END OF atom/language-c NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% atom/language-clojure NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/mmcgrana/textmate-clojure and distributed under the

following license, located in `LICENSE.md`:

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2010- Mark McGranaghan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF atom/language-clojure NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% atom/language-coffee-script NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/jashkenas/coffee-script-tmbundle and distributed under the

following license, located in `LICENSE`:

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Jeremy Ashkenas

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF atom/language-coffee-script NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% atom/language-css NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/textmate/css.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `README.mdown`:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

=========================================

END OF atom/language-css NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% atom/language-java NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/textmate/java.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `README.mdown`:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

=========================================

END OF atom/language-java NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% atom/language-objective-c NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/textmate/objective-c.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `README.mdown`:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

=========================================
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END OF atom/language-objective-c NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% atom/language-sass NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/alexsancho/Sass.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `LICENSE.md`:

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Sancho, http://alexsancho.name/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF atom/language-sass NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% atom/language-xml NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/textmate/xml.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `README.mdown`:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

=========================================

END OF atom/language-xml NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% Benvie/JavaScriptNext.tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015 simonzack, zertosh, benvie

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF Benvie/JavaScriptNext.tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014, Christopher Jeffrey (https://github.com/chjj/)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF chjj-marked NOTICES AND INFORMATION
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%% chriskempson/tomorrow-theme NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (C) 2013 Chris Kempson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF chriskempson/tomorrow-theme NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% Colorsublime-Themes NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) 2015 Colorsublime.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF Colorsublime-Themes NOTICES AND INFORMATION
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%% daaain/Handlebars NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

-- Credits

 

Adapted from the great sublime-text-handlebars package by Nicholas Westlake.

 

Thanks a lot to all the generous contributors (in alphabetical order): @bittersweetryan, @bradcliffe, @calumbrodie,

@duncanbeevers, @hlvnst, @jonschlinkert, @Krutius, @samselikoff, @utkarshkukreti, @zeppelin

 

-- License

 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) daaain/Handlebars project authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF daaain/Handlebars NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% davidrios/jade-tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 David Rios

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to

whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE

=========================================

END OF davidrios/jade-tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% definitelytyped NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

This project is licensed under the MIT license.

Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF definitelytyped NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% demyte/language-cshtml NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 James Summerton

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF demyte/language-cshtml NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% dotnet/csharp-tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 .NET Foundation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF dotnet/csharp-tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% freebroccolo/atom-language-swift NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Darin Morrison

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF freebroccolo/atom-language-swift NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% HTML 5.1 W3C Working Draft NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright  2015 W3C (MIT, ERCIM, Keio, Beihang). This software or document includes material copied

from or derived from HTML 5.1 W3C Working Draft (http://www.w3.org/TR/2015/WD-html51-20151008/.)

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS

OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF

THE DOCUMENT ARE SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH

CONTENTS WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE

DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this

document or its contents

without specific, written prior permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times remain with copyright

holders.

=========================================

END OF HTML 5.1 W3C Working Draft NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% Ionic documentation NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright Drifty Co. http://drifty.com/.

 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
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Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise

complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
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CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

=========================================

END OF Ionic documentation NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% ionide/ionide-fsgrammar NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Krzysztof Cieslak

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================
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END OF ionide/ionide-fsgrammar NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% js-beautify NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2017 Einar Lielmanis, Liam Newman, and contributors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF js-beautify NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% Jxck/assert NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2011 Jxck

 

Originally from node.js (http://nodejs.org)

Copyright Joyent, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF Jxck/assert NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% language-docker NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

=========================================

END OF language-docker NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% language-go NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/rsms/Go.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `LICENSE`:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Rasmus Andersson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

The Go Template grammar was derived from GoSublime located at

https://github.com/DisposaBoy/GoSublime and distributed under the following

license, located in `LICENSE.md`:

 

Copyright (c) 2012 The GoSublime Authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF language-go NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% language-less NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
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distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/textmate/less.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `LICENSE.md`:

 

Copyright (c) 2010 Scott Kyle and Rasmus Andersson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF language-less NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% language-php NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 GitHub Inc.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

This package was derived from a TextMate bundle located at

https://github.com/textmate/php.tmbundle and distributed under the following

license, located in `README.mdown`:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

=========================================

END OF language-php NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% language-rust NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright  `2013` `Andreas Neuhaus` `http://zargony.com/`

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF language-rust NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% MagicStack/MagicPython NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present MagicStack Inc.  http://magic.io

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF MagicStack/MagicPython NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.  All rights reserved.

 

                               Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

=========================================

END OF Microsoft/TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% octicons-code NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

(c) 2012-2015 GitHub

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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=========================================

END OF octicons-code NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% octicons-font NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

(c) 2012-2015 GitHub

 

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide

development of collaborative font projects, to support the font creation

efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and

open framework in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership

with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and

redistributed freely as long as they are not sold by themselves. The

fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded,

redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that any reserved

names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The

requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not apply

to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright

Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked as such. This may

include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the

copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as

distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting,

or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any of the components of the

Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a

new environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical

writer or other person who contributed to the Font Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Font Software, to use, study, copy, merge, embed, modify,

redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font
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Software, subject to the following conditions:

 

1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components,

in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled,

redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy

contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be

included either as stand-alone text files, human-readable headers or

in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or

binary files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font

Name(s) unless explicit written permission is granted by the corresponding

Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font

Software shall not be used to promote, endorse or advertise any

Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the

Copyright Holder(s) and the Author(s) or with their explicit written

permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole,

must be distributed entirely under this license, and must not be

distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to

remain under this license does not apply to any document created

using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are

not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF octicons-font NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% seti-ui NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================
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Copyright (c) 2014 Jesse Weed

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF seti-ui NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% shaders-tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Tim Jones

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF shaders-tmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION
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%% string_scorer NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

This software is released under the MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) Joshaven Potter

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF string_scorer NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% sublimehq/Packages NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) Sublime Packages project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF sublimehq/Packages NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% SublimeText/PowerShell NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2011 Guillermo Lpez-Anglada

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF SublimeText/PowerShell NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/asp.vb.net.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-asp.vb.net.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/asp.vb.net.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/c.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-c.tmbundle authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.
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An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/c.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/diff.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-diff.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/diff.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/git.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Tim Harper

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the"

Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF textmate/git.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/groovy.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-groovy.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/groovy.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/html.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-html.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/html.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/ini.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-ini.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without
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express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/ini.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/javascript.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-javascript.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/javascript.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/lua.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-lua.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/lua.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/make.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================
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Copyright (c) textmate-make.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/make.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/markdown.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) markdown.tmbundle authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/markdown.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/perl.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-perl.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example
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"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/perl.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/r.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-r.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

=========================================

END OF textmate/r.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/ruby.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-ruby.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/ruby.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/shellscript.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-shellscript.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this repository fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added
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to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/shellscript.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/sql.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) textmate-sql.tmbundle project authors

 

If not otherwise specified (see below), files in this folder fall under the following license:

 

Permission to copy, use, modify, sell and distribute this

software is granted. This software is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty, and with no claim as to its

suitability for any purpose.

 

An exception is made for files in readable text which contain their own license information,

or files where an accompanying file exists (in the same directory) with a "-license" suffix added

to the base-name name of the original file, and an extension of txt, html, or similar. For example

"tidy" is accompanied by "tidy-license.txt".

=========================================

END OF textmate/sql.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% textmate/yaml.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

Copyright (c) 2015 FichteFoll <fichtefoll2@googlemail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF textmate/yaml.tmbundle NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE
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=========================================

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.  All rights reserved.

 

                               Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

=========================================

END OF TypeScript-TmLanguage NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

%% vscode-swift NOTICES AND INFORMATION BEGIN HERE

=========================================

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 David Owens II

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

=========================================

END OF vscode-swift NOTICES AND INFORMATION

 

1.284 soheilhy-cmux v0.1.4 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

# The list of people who have contributed code to the cmux repository.

#

# Auto-generated with:

#		git log --oneline --pretty=format:'%an <%aE>' | sort -u

#

Andreas Jaekle <andreas@jaekle.net>

Dmitri Shuralyov <shurcooL@gmail.com>

Ethan Mosbaugh <emosbaugh@gmail.com>

Soheil Hassas Yeganeh <soheil.h.y@gmail.com>

Soheil Hassas Yeganeh <soheil@cs.toronto.edu>

Tamir Duberstein <tamir@cockroachlabs.com>

Tamir Duberstein <tamird@gmail.com>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.285 jopt-simple 5.0.3 
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1.286 servlet-api 2.5-20081211 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/resources/xml.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/j2ee_web_services_client_1_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/j2ee_web_services_1_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/datatypes.dtd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/j2ee_1_4.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

 contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

 this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

 The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

 the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-

jsptaglibrary_2_1.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 1999 Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road,

Palo Alto, CA  94303, U.S.A.  All rights reserved.

 

This product or document is protected by copyright and distributed

under licenses restricting its use, copying, distribution, and

decompilation.  No part of this product or documentation may be

reproduced in any form by any means without prior written authorization

of Sun and its licensors, if any. 

 

Third party software, including font technology, is copyrighted and

licensed from Sun suppliers.

 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun Logo, Solaris, Java, JavaServer Pages, Java

Naming and Directory Interface, JDBC, JDK, JavaMail and Enterprise JavaBeans,

are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc in the U.S.

and other countries.

 

All SPARC trademarks are used under license and are trademarks

or registered trademarks of SPARC International, Inc.

in the U.S. and other countries. Products bearing SPARC

trademarks are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.

 

 

Federal Acquisitions: Commercial Software

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-

jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0
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 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

guarantee element specifies that the communication

between client and server should be NONE, INTEGRAL, or

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any

transport guarantees. A value of INTEGRAL means that the application

requires that the data sent between the client and server be sent in

such a way that it can't be changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means

that the application requires that the data be transmitted in a

fashion that prevents other entities from observing the contents of

the transmission. In most cases, the presence of the INTEGRAL or

CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/resources/web-

app_2_2.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

All rights reserved.

distributed under licenses restricting their use, copying,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jsp_2_1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/javaee_5.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/jsp_2_1.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

SUN PROPRIETARY/CONFIDENTIAL. Use is subject to license terms.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-

jsptaglibrary_2_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/resources/jsp_2_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jsp_2_0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jspxml.xsd
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* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-

jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/jspxml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

INF subdirectory, along with the

  appropriate implementing classes, and other resources required to

  implement the tags defined therein.

 

  Copyright (c) 2002 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

  Use is subject to license terms.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/jsp/resources/web-

jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Archiver-Version: Plexus Archiver

Created-By: 1.5.0_13 (Sun Microsystems Inc.)

Built-By: janb

Build-Jdk: 1.5.0_13

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Bundle-RequiredExecutionEnvironment: J2SE-1.4

Specification-Version: 2.5

Bnd-LastModified: 1229016831353

Export-Package: javax.servlet.http;uses:="javax.servlet";version="2.5"

,javax.servlet;version="2.5",javax.servlet.resources;version="2.5",ja

vax.servlet.jsp.resources;version="2.5"

Bundle-Version: 2.5

Ignore-Package: javax.servlet.http,javax.servlet,javax.servlet.resourc

es,javax.servlet.jsp.resources

Bundle-Name: Servlet Specification API

Bundle-Description: Servlet Specification API

Bundle-DocURL: http://www.mortbay.com

Originally-Created-By: 1.5.0_13 (Sun Microsystems Inc.)

Bundle-Vendor: Mort Bay Consulting

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-SymbolicName: org.mortbay.jetty.servlet-api

Tool: Bnd-0.0.238

Implementation-Vendor: JCP

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

distributed under licenses restricting their use, copying,

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not

changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means that the application

CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is

<xsd:enumeration value="CONFIDENTIAL"/>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/resources/web-

app_2_4.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

INTEGRAL, or CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the

CONFIDENTIAL means that the application requires that

INTEGRAL or CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use

<xsd:enumeration value="CONFIDENTIAL" />

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/resources/web-

app_2_5.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

2001 Sun Microsystems, Inc. 901 San Antonio Road,

Palo Alto, CA  94303, U.S.A.  All rights reserved.

 

This product or document is protected by copyright and distributed

under licenses restricting its use, copying, distribution, and

decompilation.  No part of this product or documentation may be
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reproduced in any form by any means without prior written authorization

of Sun and its licensors, if any.

 

Third party software, including font technology, is copyrighted and

licensed from Sun suppliers.

 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun Logo, Solaris, Java, JavaServer Pages, Java

Naming and Directory Interface, JDBC, JDK, JavaMail and Enterprise JavaBeans,

are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc in the U.S.

and other countries.

 

All SPARC trademarks are used under license and are trademarks

or registered trademarks of SPARC International, Inc.

in the U.S. and other countries. Products bearing SPARC

trademarks are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc.

 

PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.

 

Federal Acquisitions: Commercial Software

guarantee element specifies that the communication

between client and server should be NONE, INTEGRAL, or

CONFIDENTIAL. NONE means that the application does not require any

transport guarantees. A value of INTEGRAL means that the application

requires that the data sent between the client and server be sent in

such a way that it can't be changed in transit. CONFIDENTIAL means

that the application requires that the data be transmitted in a

fashion that prevents other entities from observing the contents of

the transmission. In most cases, the presence of the INTEGRAL or

CONFIDENTIAL flag will indicate that the use of SSL is required.

 

Used in: user

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1150919554_1617720638.09/0/servlet-api-2-5-20081211-4-jar/javax/servlet/resources/web-

app_2_3.dtd

 

1.287 libdb 5.3.21 25.el7
1.287.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,
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license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de> and others.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software

unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the
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license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

This package was debianized by Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> on

Tue, 25 Jul 2006 11:43:45 +0100.

 

It was downloaded from <http://www.ch-werner.de/sqliteodbc/>

 

Upstream Author: Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

 

Copyright: Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

          OS/2 Port Copyright (c) 2004 Lorne R. Sunley <lsunley@mb.sympatico.ca>

 

License:

 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated
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with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006, Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> and

is licensed under the GPL-3, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

/*-

* $Id$

*/

 

The following is the license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB

software.  For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions

other than those described here, or to purchase support for this software,

please contact Oracle at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on

*    how to obtain complete source code for the DB software and any

*    accompanying software that uses the DB software.  The source code

*    must either be included in the distribution or be available for no

*    more than the cost of distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be

*    freely redistributable under reasonable conditions.  For an

*    executable file, complete source code means the source code for all

*    modules it contains.  It does not include source code for modules or

*    files that typically accompany the major components of the operating

*    system on which the executable file runs.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

* NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

* IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

*	The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

<!--$Id$-->

<!--Copyright (c) 1997, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.-->

<!--See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.-->

<html>

<head>

<title>Berkeley DB: Berkeley DB Product License</title>

<meta name="description" content="Berkeley DB: An embedded database programmatic toolkit.">

<meta name="keywords"

content="embedded,database,programmatic,toolkit,btree,hash,hashing,transaction,transactions,locking,logging,acces

s method,access methods,Java,C,C++">

</head>

<body bgcolor=white>

<p align=center><b>Berkeley DB Product License</b></p>

<p>The license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB software may be found

in the "LICENSE" file included in each Berkeley DB distribution.</p>

<p>For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions other than

those described in the "LICENSE" file, or to purchase support for this

software, please send email to

<a href="mailto:berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com">berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com</a>.</p>

<p><font size=1>Copyright (c) 1996, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.</font>

</body>

</html>

Copyright (c) 1996, 2012 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.

 

1.288 swagger-parser-v3 2.0.17 
1.288.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public License getLicense(ObjectNode node, String location, ParseResult result) {

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126031648_1611552465.4/0/swagger-parser-v3-2-0-17-sources-1-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/parser/util/OpenAPIDeserializer.java

 

1.289 guava 30.1.1-jre 
1.289.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.290 dropwizard-lifecycle 0.9.2 

 

1.291 six 1.12.0 
1.291.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010-2018 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.292 yum 3.4.3-168.el7.centos 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.293 bdblib 0.1 
1.293.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.294 zlib 1.2.7-19.el7_9 
1.294.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,
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ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.295 google-codesearch v1.0.0 
1.295.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# The official list of people who can contribute code to the repository

# is maintained in the standard Go repository as the CONTRIBUTORS

# file in the root of the Go tree.

#

# http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS

 

1.296 xz 5.2.5 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================
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   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:
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     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their
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rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
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along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
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PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and
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"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
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(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
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fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
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   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
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finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
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arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.297 attrs 21.2.0 
1.297.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Hynek Schlawack

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.298 mongodb-driver-async 3.6.3 
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1.298.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ChangeStreamIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoCollection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/DistinctIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MappingAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/AggregateIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MapReduceIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/DistinctIterableImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/NettyMongoClients.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MapReduceIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/AggregateIterableImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/AbstractSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/helpers/AsynchronousChannelHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoIterableSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/Subscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/Observer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/Observable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/helpers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/SingleResultCallbackSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/FlatteningSingleResultCallbackSubscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/AsyncOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSIndexCheckImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/AsyncInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/GridFSIndexCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/Observables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/gridfs/helpers/AsyncStreamHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 MongoDB, Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoClientSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoClientImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MappingIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/FindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoDatabaseImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoClients.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ListDatabasesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ListCollectionsIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ListIndexesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/MongoIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/AggregateToCollectionThenFindOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ClientSessionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/ClientSessionBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137606283_1614105181.93/0/mongodb-driver-async-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/client/AsyncOperationExecutorImpl.java

 

1.299 glibc 2.17-322.el7_9 
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1.299.1 Available under license : 
@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
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is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.
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You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.
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 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
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fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
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   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
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an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston,

   MA 02111-1307, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
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software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
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   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
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Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to
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assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles
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are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.
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A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
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legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
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Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers
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or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and
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list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
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electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this
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License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
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to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:
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Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.
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The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
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ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The libidn code is copyright Simon Josefsson, with portions copyright

The Internet Society, Tom Tromey and Red Hat, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2011  Simon Josefsson

 

This file is part of GNU Libidn.

 

GNU Libidn is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

GNU Libidn is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with GNU Libidn; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

The following notice applies to portions of libidn/nfkc.c:

 

This file contains functions from GLIB, including gutf8.c and

gunidecomp.c, all licensed under LGPL and copyright hold by:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Tom Tromey

Copyright 2000 Red Hat, Inc.

 

The following applies to portions of libidn/punycode.c and

libidn/punycode.h:

 

This file is derived from RFC 3492bis written by Adam M. Costello.
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Disclaimer and license: Regarding this entire document or any

portion of it (including the pseudocode and C code), the author

makes no guarantees and is not responsible for any damage resulting

from its use.  The author grants irrevocable permission to anyone

to use, modify, and distribute it in any way that does not diminish

the rights of anyone else to use, modify, and distribute it,

provided that redistributed derivative works do not contain

misleading author or version information.  Derivative works need

not be licensed under similar terms.

 

Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2003).  All Rights Reserved.

 

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of

developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than

English.

 

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION

HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:
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1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
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  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Part of stdio-common/tst-printf.c is copyright C E Chew:

 

(C) Copyright C E Chew

 

Feel free to copy, use and distribute this software provided:

 

    1. you do not pretend that you wrote it

    2. you leave this copyright notice intact.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.300 perl-threads-shared 1.43 6.el7
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1.301 servlet-api 3.1.0 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.
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  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has
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deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the
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requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,
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upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.
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10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you
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legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started
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running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically
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terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
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10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
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implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module
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which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.302 spring-beans 5.0.8.RELEASE 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/Aware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlPropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/RequiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PathEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Required.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PlaceholderConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/NullBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/annotation/AnnotationBeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimpleConstructorNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleSecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractNestablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InjectionPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/EmbeddedValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/NamedBeanHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartInitializingSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Lookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/BeanFactoryAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ReaderEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ImplicitlyAppearedSingletonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ZoneIdEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110676122_1606843997.72/0/spring-beans-5-0-8-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

 

1.303 spring-cloud-starter-netflix-hystrix

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.303.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications
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or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.304 mongodb-aggregate-query-support-

reactive 0.8.2 

 

1.305 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.6.3 
1.305.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date
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such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.306 guava 28.2-jre 
1.306.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PatternCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/JdkPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CommonPattern.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/IncidentEdgeSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Holder for extra methods of {@code Objects} only in web. Intended to be empty for regular

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/ExtraObjectsMethodsForWeb.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You may

* obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied.  See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the
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* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedAsList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSequentialIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the

* License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND,

either

* express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMultisetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GeneralRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Count.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2006 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TimeoutFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FuturesGetChecked.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/VisibleForTesting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFluentFutureCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ImmediateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/GwtFuturesCatchingSpecialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CaseFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SimpleTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/CharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractTransformFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Futures.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractCatchingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/PatternFilenameFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FakeTimeLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/AppendableWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CollectionFuture.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FluentFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2005 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Reflection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Verify.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Utf8.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Runnables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSequenceReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/VerifyException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectSpliterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at
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* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Striped64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/**

* Outer class that exists solely to let us write {@code Partially.GwtIncompatible} instead of plain

* {@code GwtIncompatible}. This is more accurate for {@link Futures#catching}, which is available

* under GWT but with a slightly different signature.

*

* <p>We can't use {@code PartiallyGwtIncompatible} because then the GWT compiler wouldn't recognize

* it as a {@code GwtIncompatible} annotation. And for {@code Futures.catching}, we need the GWT

* compiler to autostrip the normal server method in order to expose the special, inherited GWT

* version.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Partially.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Hashing.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was rewritten in Java from an intermediate step of the Murmur hash function in

  * http://code.google.com/p/smhasher/source/browse/trunk/MurmurHash3.cpp, which contained the

  * following header:

  *

  * MurmurHash3 was written by Austin Appleby, and is placed in the public domain. The author

  * hereby disclaims copyright to this source code.
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  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/SmallCharMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AtomicLongMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/GwtTransient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ElementOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MoreCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapIteratorCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EndpointPairIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultisetGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/NetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/EdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractUndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MapRetrievalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedGraphConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/DirectedMultiNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectCollectors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableValueGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ValueGraphBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ForwardingGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractDirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MultiEdgesConnecting.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/GraphConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimapGwtSerializationDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/UndirectedNetworkConnections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ConfigurableMutableNetwork.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CollectPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Tables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntrySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/PublicSuffixPatterns.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBasedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Serialization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/PeekingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/StandardRowSortedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Collections2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This method was written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group

  * and released to the public domain, as explained at

  * http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

  *

  * As of 2010/06/11, this method is identical to the (package private) hash method in OpenJDK 7's

  * java.util.HashMap class.

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Striped.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CombinedFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AggregateFutureState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LittleEndianByteArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MacHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/FarmHashFingerprint64.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/InterruptibleTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ReaderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConsumingQueueIterator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MultimapBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MoreFiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableMapEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Platform.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Not supported. <b>You are attempting to create a map that may contain a non-{@code Comparable}

  * key.</b> Proper calls will resolve to the version in {@code ImmutableSortedMap}, not this dummy

  * version.

  *

  * @throws UnsupportedOperationException always

  * @deprecated <b>Pass a key of type {@code Comparable} to use {@link

  *     ImmutableSortedMap#of(Comparable, Object)}.</b>

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMapFauxverideShim.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingConcurrentMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsFirstOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Ordering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparatorOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MutableClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ClassToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Lists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumHashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LexicographicalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSortedMap.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Iterables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapDifference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ByFunctionOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompoundOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ConcurrentHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Maps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Sets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ReverseNaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ExplicitOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UsingToStringOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMapEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/LinkedHashMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multimaps.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Synchronized.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMapBasedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Multisets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NaturalOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/NullsLastOrdering.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeTraverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntrySetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredEntryMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingNavigableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/UnmodifiableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EvictingQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TransformedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingDeque.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CompactLinkedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisetBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyListMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedKeySortedSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AllEqualOrdering.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableLongArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableIntArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ImmutableDoubleArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/CycleDetectingLockFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Types.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/BloomFilterStrategies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TreeRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/PrimitiveSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DescendingImmutableSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hashing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Absent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/IntMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnels.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/base/FunctionalEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractCompositeHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LongMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/PairwiseEquivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractScheduledService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/FutureCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractSortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncheckedExecutionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Crc32cHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BoundType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/MathPreconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Hasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AsyncFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/cache/LoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ForwardingLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Present.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/BigIntegerMath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLongs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Enums.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractStreamingHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilderSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/WrappingExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractNonStreamingHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_128HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Uninterruptibles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/ParseRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Queues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Funnel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostAndPort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-
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jar/com/google/common/net/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/Weigher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/AbstractLoadingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/RemovalCause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ticker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/DoubleUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/HashCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/MessageDigestHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Optional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/Murmur3_32HashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AsyncEventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/AllowConcurrentEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/EventBus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Charsets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableSoftReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/DirectExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LittleEndianDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Flushables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Interners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Supplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Defaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Closeables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Suppliers.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableReferenceQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/HashBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EnumMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/AbstractIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CountingInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Objects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Predicates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/DeadEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Throwables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizablePhantomReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/FinalizableWeakReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/Resources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Functions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscribe.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/BaseImmutableMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableBiMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/IndexedImmutableSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Joiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Floats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Doubles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/internal/Finalizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/PercentEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/UnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileBackedOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/thirdparty/publicsuffix/TrieParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Shorts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Stopwatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Booleans.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Chars.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SequentialExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/Longs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InetAddresses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FluentIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/MultiReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/CacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingListenableFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/Cut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/xml/XmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedEscaperMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/HostSpecifier.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/InternetDomainName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/LineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFluentFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/HtmlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedCharEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractIdleService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/JdkFutureAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Splitter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtCompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/net/UrlEscapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DenseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SparseImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Escapers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/AbstractExecutionThreadService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteArrayDataOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/SignedBytes.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/ReferenceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/MapMakerInternalMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/UnsignedBytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LocalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Callables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/ArrayBasedUnicodeEscaper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/GwtIncompatible.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SettableFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Traverser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/AbstractBaseGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/BaseGraph.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Guava Authors

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/IgnoreJRERequirement.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ForwardingTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/AbstractIndexedListIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableEnumSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComputationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableAsList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableSortedSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SingletonImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/RegularImmutableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ComparisonChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/DiscreteDomain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/EmptyImmutableSetMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableSortedSetFauxverideShim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableClassToInstanceMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

/*

  * This following method is a modified version of one found in

  * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/test/tck/AbstractExecutorServiceTest.java?revision=1.30

  * which contained the following notice:

  *

  * Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166 Expert Group and released to

  * the public domain, as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

  *

  * Other contributors include Andrew Wright, Jeffrey Hayes, Pat Fisher, Mike Judd.

  */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/MoreExecutors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ExecutionSequencer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ImmutableSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/JdkBackedImmutableMultiset.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultiset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedMultisets.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2012 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/io/Closer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/AbstractInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ImmutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Invokable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/StatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/FilteredKeyMultimap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/ClassPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/PairedStatsAccumulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Element.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/RateLimiter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/html/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/StandardSystemProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/AbstractByteHasher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/BaseEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/xml/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/SmoothRateLimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/SipHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ServiceManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/cache/LongAddable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/escape/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/FileWriteMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/Stats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/LinearTransformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/ByteSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ImmutableRangeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/hash/ChecksumHashFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/CartesianList.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/TypeCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/reflect/MutableTypeToInstanceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/CharSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenableScheduledFuture.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/annotations/Beta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Monitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Strings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-jar/com/google/common/net/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/SortedLists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Equivalence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ContiguousSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListeningExecutorService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ForwardingBlockingQueue.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ThreadFactoryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/primitives/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/Atomics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/UncaughtExceptionHandlers.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2007 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

  * Returns an array containing all of the elements in the specified collection. This method

  * returns the elements in the order they are returned by the collection's iterator. The returned

  * array is "safe" in that no references to it are maintained by the collection. The caller is

  * thus free to modify the returned array.

  *

  * <p>This method assumes that the collection size doesn't change while the method is running.

  *

  * <p>TODO(kevinb): support concurrently modified collections?

  *

  * @param c the collection for which to return an array of elements

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/ObjectArrays.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/InsecureRecursiveDeleteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/MutableNetwork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Graphs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/SuccessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableGraph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/collect/TopKSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/io/RecursiveDeleteOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/PredecessorsFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/graph/ImmutableNetwork.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
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express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/SubscriberRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/ListenerCallQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/math/Quantiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Subscriber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/eventbus/Dispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/util/concurrent/TrustedListenableFutureTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110642580_1606841489.26/0/guava-28-2-jre-sources-4-

jar/com/google/common/base/MoreObjects.java

 

1.307 spring-plugin-core 1.2.0.RELEASE 
1.307.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/config/PluginRegistriesBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/PluginRegistrySupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/config/EnablePluginRegistries.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/OrderAwarePluginRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/config/PluginListDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/config/PluginNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/PluginRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/support/AbstractTypeAwareSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/support/PluginRegistryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/SimplePluginRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/Plugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/config/PluginRegistryDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939664_1625570679.69/0/spring-plugin-core-1-2-0-release-sources-6-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/core/support/BeanListFactoryBean.java

 

1.308 commons-lang3 3.8.1 
1.308.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.309 concurrent-ruby 1.0.5 
1.309.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Jerry D'Antonio -- released under the MIT license.

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy 

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal 

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights 

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell 

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is 

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: 
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in 

all copies or substantial portions of the Software. 

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE 

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER 

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, 

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN 

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.310 which 2.20 7.el7
1.310.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and
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"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
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(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
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fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
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   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
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finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
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arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.311 libtiff 4.0.10-8.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.311.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler

Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.312 debug-utils 0.1 
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1.312.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2016 Vtor Brando

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.313 spring-plugin-metadata 1.2.0.RELEASE 
1.313.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939708_1625570687.46/0/spring-plugin-metadata-1-2-0-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/metadata/MetadataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939708_1625570687.46/0/spring-plugin-metadata-1-2-0-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/metadata/PluginMetadata.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939708_1625570687.46/0/spring-plugin-metadata-1-2-0-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/metadata/AbstractMetadataBasedPlugin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

* use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939708_1625570687.46/0/spring-plugin-metadata-1-2-0-release-sources-5-

jar/org/springframework/plugin/metadata/SimplePluginMetadata.java

 

1.314 jetty-util 6.1.26 
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1.315 nailgun-server 0.9.1 
1.315.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*  

 

Copyright 2004-2012, Martian Software, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGSecurityManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/builtins/DefaultNail.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*  

 

Copyright 2004-2012, Martian Software, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/AliasManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGConstants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGServer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*  

 

 Copyright 2004-2012, Martian Software, Inc.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NailStats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*  

 

 Copyright 2004-2012, Martian Software, Inc.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This class is based upon org.apache.tools.ant.ExitException and is

* subject to the following:

*

*

* The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

* reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if

*    any, must include the following acknowlegement:

*       "This product includes software developed by the

*        Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/)."

*    Alternately, this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself,

*    if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.

*

* 4. The names "Ant" and "Apache Software

*    Foundation" must not be used to endorse or promote products derived

*    from this software without prior written permission. For written

*    permission, please contact apache@apache.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Apache"

*    nor may "Apache" appear in their names without prior written
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*    permission of the Apache Group.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

* individuals on behalf of the Apache Software Foundation.  For more

* information on the Apache Software Foundation, please see

* <http://www.apache.org/>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGExitException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*  

 

 Copyright 2004-2012, Martian Software, Inc.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGSessionPool.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/ThreadLocalInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/builtins/NGAlias.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/builtins/NGStop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/builtins/NGServerStats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/ThreadLocalPrintStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/Alias.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/NGInputStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*  

 

 Copyright 2004-2012, Martian Software, Inc.

 

 Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 limitations under the License.

 

*/

/**

	 * Adds the specified URL (for a jar or a directory) to the System

	 * ClassLoader.  This code was written by antony_miguel and posted on

	 * http://forum.java.sun.com/thread.jsp?forum=32&thread=300557&message=1191210

	 * I assume it has been placed in the public domain.

	 *

	 * @param url the URL of the resource (directory or jar) to add to the

	 * System classpath

	 * @throws Exception if anything goes wrong.  The most likely culprit, should

	 * this ever arise, would be that your VM is not using a URLClassLoader as the

	 * System ClassLoader.  This would result in a ClassClastException that you

	 * probably can't do much about.

	 */
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1018365892_1591902834.44/0/nailgun-server-0-9-1-sources-

jar/com/martiansoftware/nailgun/builtins/NGClasspath.java

 

1.316 cryptography 3.4.7 
1.316.1 Available under license : 

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

The code used in the OS random engine is derived from CPython, and is licensed

under the terms of the PSF License Agreement.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   3. Neither the name of PyCA Cryptography nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and

  the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python

  2.7.12 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.
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2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

  grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

  analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

  distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative

  version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of

  copyright, i.e., "Copyright  2001-2016 Python Software Foundation; All Rights

  Reserved" are retained in Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative version

  prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or

  incorporates Python 2.7.12 or any part thereof, and wants to make the

  derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby

  agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python

  2.7.12.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.7.12 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis.

  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF

  EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR

  WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE

  USE OF PYTHON 2.7.12 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 2.7.12

  FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF

  MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.7.12, OR ANY DERIVATIVE

  THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of

  its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship

  of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee.  This License

  Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a

  trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

  third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.7.12, Licensee agrees

  to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.317 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.9.6 

 

1.318 xalan 2.7.0 
1.318.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.319 commons-http-client 3.1 
1.319.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.320 joda-time 2.10.1 
1.320.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.321 shared-asn1-codec 0.9.15 
1.321.1 Available under license : 

 

ApacheDS-Shared

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.322 gson 2.8.0 
1.322.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.323 spring-data-commons 2.0.6.RELEASE 
1.323.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================  

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a
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copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from http://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com.  All

such requests should clearly specify:  OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel.  VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium.  This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.

Spring Data Commons 2.0.6

Copyright (c) [2010-2015] Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file.

 

1.324 libtiff 4.1.0 
1.324.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler

Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.325 parent-join-client 6.8.12 
1.325.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.326 go-toml v1.2.0 
1.326.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 - 2017 Thomas Pelletier, Eric Anderton

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.327 loremipsum 1.0.5 
1.327.1 Available under license : 

      This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>

 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
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you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
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implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
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the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
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   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
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part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
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   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
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license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
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rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
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section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
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PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.328 rank-eval-client 6.8.12 
1.328.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.329 jsonpatch 1.6 
1.329.1 Available under license : 

This software is dual-licensed under:

 

- the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3.0 or, at your option, any

 later version;
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- the Apache Software License (ASL) version 2.0.

 

The text of both licenses is included (under the names LGPL-3.0.txt and

ASL-2.0.txt respectively).

 

Direct link to the sources:

 

- LGPL 3.0: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt

- ASL 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the
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Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that
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  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:
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  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.330 pygpgme 0.3 9.el7
1.330.1 Available under license : 

From RPM File Metadata:LGPLv2+
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1.331 plexus-utils 3.2.1 
1.331.1 Available under license : 

This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/).

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

ThoughtWorks (http://www.thoughtworks.com).

 

This product includes software developed by

javolution (http://javolution.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by

Rome (https://rome.dev.java.net/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Javolution - Java(TM) Solution for Real-Time and Embedded Systems

Copyright (c) 2006, Javolution (http://javolution.org)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
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ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

/********************************************************************************

* CruiseControl, a Continuous Integration Toolkit

* Copyright (c) 2001-2003, ThoughtWorks, Inc.

* 651 W Washington Ave. Suite 500

* Chicago, IL 60661 USA

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     + Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*     + Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*       disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*       with the distribution.

*

*     + Neither the name of ThoughtWorks, Inc., CruiseControl, nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

*       products derived from this software without specific prior

*       written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

* A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

* PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

* PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

********************************************************************************/

Indiana University Extreme! Lab Software License

 

Version 1.1.1

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Extreme! Lab, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any,

  must include the following acknowledgment:

 

 "This product includes software developed by the Indiana University

 Extreme! Lab (http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/)."

 

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Indiana University" and "Indiana University Extreme! Lab"

must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without prior written permission. For written permission,

please contact http://www.extreme.indiana.edu/.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not use "Indiana University"

name nor may "Indiana University" appear in their name, without prior

written permission of the Indiana University.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS, COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.332 latencyutils 2.0.3 
1.332.1 Available under license : 

The person who associated a work with this deed has dedicated the work to the public domain by waiving all of his

or her rights to the work worldwide under copyright law, including all related and neighboring rights, to the extent

allowed by law.

 

You can copy, modify, distribute and perform the work, even for commercial purposes, all without asking
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permission. See Other Information below.

 

This license is acceptable for Free Cultural Works.

Other Information

In no way are the patent or trademark rights of any person affected by CC0, nor are the rights that other persons may

have in the work or in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

Unless expressly stated otherwise, the person who associated a work with this deed makes no warranties about the

work, and disclaims liability for all uses of the work, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law.

When using or citing the work, you should not imply endorsement by the author or the affirmer.

Public Domain, per Creative Commons CC0

http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

1.333 perl-file-path 2.09 2.el7
1.333.1 Available under license : 

From RPM File Metadata:GPL+ or Artistic

 

1.334 embedded-elasticsearch 2.5.0 

 

1.335 zlib 1.2.3 
1.335.1 Available under license : 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.1.4, March 11th, 2002

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2002 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler
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 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files ftp://ds.internic.net/rfc/rfc1950.txt

 (zlib format), rfc1951.txt (deflate format) and rfc1952.txt (gzip format).

*/

/* match.s -- Pentium-optimized version of longest_match()

* Written for zlib 1.1.2

* Copyright (C) 1998 Brian Raiter <breadbox@muppetlabs.com>

*

* This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

* under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

*/

 

1.336 afero v1.1.2 
1.336.1 Available under license : 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.337 grep 2.20-3.el7 
1.337.1 Available under license : 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
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giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
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on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's
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System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.
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 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.
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 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
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   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
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requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or
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   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
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copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
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License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
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the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
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Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
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For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.338 lucene-spatial3d 7.5.0 
1.338.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information
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* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin
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g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides
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in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages
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whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the
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production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.339 rdoc 4.2.0 
1.339.1 Available under license : 

RDoc is copyrighted free software.

 

You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the GPL

version 2 (see the file GPL), or the conditions below:

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

  software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

  original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

  you do at least ONE of the following:

 

  a. place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

     make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

     modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

     the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

  b. use the modified software only within your corporation or

     organization.

 

  c. give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

     instructions on where to get the original software distribution.
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  d. make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

3. You may distribute the software in object code or binary form,

  provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

  a. distribute the binaries and library files of the software,

     together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

     on where to get the original distribution.

 

  b. accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

     the software.

 

  c. give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

     instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

  d. make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

  software (possibly commercial).  But some files in the distribution

  are not written by the author, so that they are not under these terms.

 

  For the list of those files and their copying conditions, see the

  file LEGAL.

 

5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

  output from the software do not automatically fall under the

  copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

  and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

  software.

 

6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE.

# coding: UTF-8

 

= Legal Notice Information

 

The files in this distribution are covered by the Ruby license (see LICENSE) except the features mentioned below:

 

Darkfish::

 Darkfish was written by Michael Granger and is included under the MIT

 license.  Darkfish contains images from the Silk Icons set by Mark James.

 

 See lib/rdoc/generator/darkfish.rb for license information.

 

 * lib/rdoc/generator/darkfish.rb
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 * lib/rdoc/generator/template/darkfish/*

 * lib/rdoc/generator/template/darkfish/images

 

Sdoc::

 Portions of SDoc by ( ) Vladimir Kolesnikov are included

 under the MIT license as RDoc::Generator::JsonIndex.  See

 lib/rdoc/generator/json_index.rb for license information.

 

 * lib/rdoc/generator/json_index.rb

 * lib/rdoc/generator/template/json_index/*

 * The +#search_index+ methods on RDoc::CodeObject subclasses were derived

   from sdoc.

 * RDoc::ClassModule#document_self_or_methods comes from Sdoc.

 

peg-markdown::

 RDoc's Markdown support is derived from peg-markdown by John MacFarlane.  It

 is used under the MIT license.  See RDoc::Markdown for license details.

 

MarkdownTest::

 test/test_rdoc_markdown_test.rb uses MarkdownTest 1.0.3's source files which

 are included as test/MarkdownTest_1.0.3/*.text which are Copyright (c)

 2004-2005 John Gruber http://daringfireball.net and is included under the

 same terms as Perl itself.

 

 See http://dev.perl.org/licenses/ for the terms of the Perl license.

 

Fonts::

 Source Code Pro is (c) 2010, 2012 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

 

 Lato is (c) 2010 ukasz Dziedzic.

 

 Both fonts are used under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.  The

 license is available at http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

 See lib/rdoc/generator/template/darkfish/fonts.css for complete copyright

 and license information, including a copy of the OFL.

 

1.340 bouncy-castle 1.56 
1.340.1 Available under license : 

<html>

<body bgcolor=#ffffff>

The following organisations and people have contributed to the Bouncy Castle Cryptography Package.

<p>

Thanks, may your castles never deflate!

<p>

Donors
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<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.56:

<br />

DidiSoft, Cotiviti, Atanas Krachev, Encryptomatic LLC, LogicalAnswersIncSupporter

</p>

<p>

We also wish to acknowledge financial support from the <a href="https://www.coreinfrastructure.org/">Core

Infrastructure Initiative</a> towards developing the TLS API and JSSE provider.

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.55:

<br />

Digistamp, RAM NAG

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.54:

<br />

Lobster GmbH

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.53:

<br />

Sheba, Ishmal Bartley, and Li-Chang Johnny Lo

</p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.52:

<br />

lecker&#064buetterchen.de, Charles Proxy, Gunny Mills, Morgan Le Douget, Ben Whitaker, and Emilio Navarrete

Lineros.

</p>

<p>

The following people and organisations donated financially to help with the release of 1.51:

<br />

Gup & Boz @ Alki Seattle, Bytemine Gmbh, Ted Pennings, Atanas Krachev, PrimeKey Solutions AB, Martin

Paljak, CorseraFri19980116, CPU Terminator, Lindsay Bradford, kares, Philius, and Aaron Anderson.

</p>

<p>

Organisations

<ul>

<li>Holders of <a href="http://www.cryptoworkshop.com">Crypto Workshop Support Contracts</a>. Without the

consulting time left over from support contracts being contributed back to working on the Bouncy Castle APIs,

progress would be impossible. You know who you are!</li>

<li><a href="http://www.atlassian.com/">Atlassian Software Systems</a> donation of Confluence and JIRA

licences.</li>

<li><a href="http://www.grierforensics.com/">Grier Forensics</a>, for collaborating in the development of the

S/MIME Toolkit and DANE SMIMEA functionality.</li>

<li>TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial

lightweight client side TLS implementation, which is based on MicroTLS. MicroTLS was developed

by Erik Tews under the supervision of Dipl.-Ing.
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Henning Baer and Prof. Max Muehlhaeuser.

</li>

<li>TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG, for the initial

Post Quantum provider, which was based on the FlexiProvider. The FlexiProvider was developed

by the Theoretical Computer Science Research Group at TU-Darmstadt, Computer Science Department, RBG under

the supervision of Prof. Dr. Johannes Buchmann. More information on the history of FlexiProvider can be found at:

<a href="http://www.flexiprovider.de/">http://www.flexiprovider.de/</a>

</li>

<li>Voxeo Labs - sponsorship of the initial development of APIs for DTLS 1.0 (RFC 4347), DTLS-SRTP key

negotiation (RFC 5764),

and server side TLS 1.1 (RFC 4346) and tested WebRTC compatibility. More information on Voxeo Labs can be

found

at <a href="http://voxeolabs.com">http://voxeolabs.com</a></li>

</ul>

People

<ul>

<li>Tito Pena <Fortunato.Pena&#064;AdNovum.CH> - initial RC5 implementation</li>

<li>Michael Lee <yfl&#064;mira.net> - initial RC6 implementation, MD2 implementation</li>

<li>Nuno Santos <nsantos&#064;student.dei.uc.pt> - finding toString bug in certificate object.</li>

<li>Brett Sealey <bretts&#064;mortbay.com> - fixing the missing return problem in JDKKeyFactory (affected

SSLeay private keys).</li>

<li>Victor A. Salaman <salaman&#064;teknos.com> - fixing the bug in Cipher.java which caused it to ignore

specified providers, fixing the bug in RSAKeyGenerator which caused keys to be occasionally produced 1 bit too

small.</li>

<li>Eran Librach <eranl&#064;valicert.com> - spotting and fixing the classLoader bug that occurs if javax.crypto

and the provider aren't sharing the same classpath  (occurs in JDK 1.3 and greater).</li>

<li>Jonathan Knudsen <jonathan&#064;LearningPatterns.com> - porting

information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the

MIDP environment.</li>

<li>Markus Niedermann <markus.niedermann&#064;softwired-inc.com> - porting

information and restrictions when using the lightweight library with the

MIDP environment.</li>

<li>Mike Benham <moxie&#064;thoughtcrime.org> - detection and fixing of an

incorrect weak key in the DES key generation support classes. Suggestions

for simplifying DESedeParameter objects. Optimisations for the Blowfish engine

and BufferedBlockCipher class.</li>

<li>Soren Hilmer <hilmer&#064;mail.tele.dk> - initial implementation of

netscape certificate request classes.</li>

<li>Uwe Guenther <uwe&#064;cscc.de> - detection and fixing of 3 incorrect semi-weak keys in the DES key

generation support classes.</li>

<li>Markus Bradtke <mab&#064;informatik.uni-kiel.de> - fixing of a logic

error in the JDKKeyStore class.</li>

<li>Waclaw Sierek <waclaw.sierek&#064;tpg.pl> - fix to setOddParity in

the DESParameter class. Assistance with adding ordering to X509 names for

certificate generation, proper processing of byte strings in the ASN1

package, further simplifications and additional classes to improve pkcs7

support, bug fixes in CertPath API.</li>

<li>Ly-Na Phu <lyna.phu&#064;init-consulting.de> - assistance in the
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addition of ISO 9796-1 padding.</li>

<li>Stefan K&ouml;psell <sk13&#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de> - making the jdk 1.1

version of the collections API available. For further details see

<a href="http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/">http://sourceforge.net/projects/jcf/</a></li>

<li>Carmen Bastiaans <cbastiaa&#064;microbits.com.au> - fixing the improper

null pointer problem in the setting of certificates in the PKCS12 key store.</li>

<li>Tomas Gustavsson <tomasg&#064;primekey.se> - initial implementation of the AuthorityInformationAccess,

SubjectKeyIdentifier, AuthorityKeyIdentifier, CRLNumber, CRLReason, CertificatePolicies,

V2TBSCertListGenerator, and X509V2CRLGenerator classes in the ASN.1 library. Additions to GeneralName

class, other bug fixes in the X.509 package. Initial implementation of the CertificationRequest classes.

getRevocationReason() patch for OCSP. Patch to SemanticsInformation to prevent ClassCastException.</li>

<li>Eugen Kuleshov <euxx&#064;hotmail.com> - optimisations for Blowfish, assistance with PKCS12/keytool

interoperability.

<li>Megan Woods <meganwoods&#064;sekurafile.com> - initial implementation of

ECIES.</li>

<li>Christian Geuer-Pollmann <geuerp&#064;apache.org> -

adding IV's to the AESWrap implementations. Initial implementation of

DESedeWrap.</li>

<li>Michael M&#252;hle <michael&#064;mouling.de> - contributing the initial CertPath implementation and

compatibility classes, fixing provider bug in JDK 1.1 java.security.cert.CertificateFactory compatibilty class.</li>

<li>Michael Mansell  <me&#064;michaelmansell.com> - fixing the parsing of the empty DER set in the ASN.1

library.</li>

<li>Eike Recker <eike.recker&#064;gmx.de> - fixing misspelling of provider reference for RSA/1 and RSA/2.</li>

<li>Chris Southern <CSouthern&#064;baltimore.com> - fixing misuse of specified provider in the PKCS10

certification request class.</li>

<li>Sidney Markowitz <sidney&#064;sidney.com> - fixing null pointed exception on unknown OID in X509Name

class, initial implementation of the three AES engines.</li>

<li>Chris Kerr <ckerr&#064;filonet.ca> - initial implementation of the cms,

asn1.cms, and the mail/smime packages,

assistance in simplifying the ASN.1 package, miscellaneous other optimisations,

NIST CertPath certification test, PKIXPolicyNode class, CertPath subtree validation and policy tree construction.

We also

wish to acknowledge the generosity of Filonet

Corporation for allowing Chris to make the initial cms and mail/smime packages available to us.</li>

<li>Mike Bean <mbean&#064;lucentradius.com> - fixing the fall through bug

in the IV algorithm parameters class.</li>

<li>Martin Petraschek <e9526225&#064;student.tuwien.ac.at> - fixing ASN1

tagging so tag values up to 30 are now supported.</li>

<li>Jess Garms <jgarms&#064;yahoo.com> - fixing 112/168 key size bug for

DESede key generation.</li>

<li>Mike Bremford <mike&#064;big.faceless.org> - contributing the inital PKCS7 implementation.</li>

<li>Shankar Srinivasan <ssr002&#064;yahoo.com> - S/Mime interoperability testing and debugging.</li>

<li>Stef Hoeben <ilsestef&#064;skynet.be> - adding Montgomery multiplication to the BigInteger class.</li>

<li>Klaudiusz Ciosk <kciosk&#064;max.com.pl> - improving the compatibility of

the SMIME package with the Sun JCE.</li>

<li>Thomas Houtekier <Thomas.Houtekier&#064;tectrade.net> - S/Mime testing and debugging. Interoperability

with

Biztalk.</li>
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<li>Don Hillsberry <hillsber&#064;dialcorp.com> - S/Mime testing and debugging.</li>

<li>Kazuo Furuya <kfuruya&#064;infoteria.co.jp> - fixing root certificate chaining bug in PKCS12 key store.</li>

<li>Jason Novotny <jdnovotny&#064;lbl.gov> - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.</li>

<li>Joel Hockey <joel.hockey&#064;qsipayments.com> - initial work on the openSSL PEM processing.</li>

<li>John Steenbruggen <JohnS&#064;geotrust.com> - fixing CertificationRequestInfo to handle cert request info

objects without attribute blocks.</li>

<li>Justin Chapweske <justin&#064;chapweske.com> - ordering patch for Tiger message digest.</li>

<li>John Serock <jserock&#064;hotmail.com> - fixing null pointer exception

in constructor for ExtendedKeyUsage. Fixing of base OID bug in KeyPurposeId.

Compliance of KeyUsage extension return value with security API.</li>

<li>Sascha Weinreuter <Sascha.Weinreuter&#064;cit.de> - fixed SMIME saveChanges() bug.</li>

<li>Andre Wehnert <aw5&#064;mail.inf.tu-dresden.de> - fixing key schedule problem in RC5-64, fixing buffer

cleaning issue in buffered block cipher.</li>

<li>Luigi Lo Iacono <lo_iacono&#064;nue.et-inf.uni-siegen.de> - adding SIC

mode to the blockciphers in the provider.</li>

<li>Tim Sakach <tsakach&#064;certivo.net> - SMIME v2 compatibility patches.</li>

<li>Marcus Povey <mpovey&#064;brookes.ac.uk> - adding the PGP mode to the lightweight API and the

provider.</li>

<li>Sebastian Clau&szlig; <sc2&#064;inf.tu-dresden.de> - adding randomness setting

to the certificate and CRL generators.</li>

<li>Nicolas Bielza <nicolas.bielza&#064;alligacom.com> - isolating the tagging bug in the ASN.1 library that was

misrepresenting some ASN.1 constructed data types. Contributions to the streaming S/MIME classes.</li>

<li>Casey Marshall <rsdio&#064;metastatic.org> - fixing the clone problem with Macs in the clean room JCE.

<li>Rick Zeldes <rick.zeldes&#064;eds.com> - initial code for CMS/SMIME CompressedData.</li>

<li>Jarek Gawor <gawor&#064;mcs.anl.gov> - fixing ASN.1 sequence unpacking in BasicConstraints

constructor.</li>

<li>Brett Neumeier <random&#064;rnd.cx> - patch to OriginatorIdentifierOrKey object, improvements to encoders

package, introduction of UrlBase64.</li>

<li>Graham Coles <graham.coles&#064;retail-logic.com> - patch to isParityAdjusted in DESKeySpec.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rn von Kattch&eacute;e <J.Kattchee&#064;seeburger.de> - patch to SMIMEGenerator for preventing

class cast exceptions with BodyParts containing Multipart objects.</li>

<li>Matteo Artuso <matartuso&#064;libero.it> - picking up the possible overead in ASN1InputStream.</li>

<li>Julian Morrison <julian&#064;extropy.demon.co.uk> - spotting the slow down

in Diffie-Hellman key generation.</li>

<li>Elmar Sonnenschein <eso&#064;esomail.de> - fix to long conversion in clean room

SecureRandom.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rn Schwarze <JSchwarze&#064;ulc.de> - Locale fix for the clean room JCE.</li>

<li>Bryan Lovquist <bkl&#064;cps.com.au> - Other provider compatibility fixes for CMS signing.</li>

<li>Artem Portnoy <Artem_Portnoy&#064;ibi.com> - generalisations for CMSProcessableBodyPart in S/MIME.

Header fix for mime messages.</li>

<li>Michael H&auml;usler <haeusler&#064ponton-consulting.de> - missing OID update for SHA1 with RSA

Signature.</li>

<li>Johan Seland <johans&#064netfonds.no> - general toString for BigInteger class.</li>

<li>Johannes Nicolai <johannes.nicolai&#064novosec.com> - further enhancements to OCSP response generation,

fix to CertificateID issuer.</li>

<li>Marc Doberva <marc.doberva&#064ilex-si.com> - help in isolating the JSSE/BC RSA key issue.</li>

<li>Jan Dvorak <jan.dvorak&#064mathan.cz> - initial implementation of the light weight Null block cipher.</li>

<li>Joe Cohen <jcohen&#064forumsys.com> - converting the ArrayOutOfBoundsException in DERInputStream
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into what it should have been.</li>

<li>Chris Long<aclong&#064ece.cmu.edu> - adding public key decoding to PEMReader.</li>

<li>Hes Siemelink<hes&#064izecom.com> - findIssuer fix for CertPathBuilder, toMimeMessage converter for Mail

API, getSize() fix for zero length messages in SMIMEMessage.</li>

<li>Stefan Puiu<stefanpuiuro&#064yahoo.com> - initial implementation V3 policy mapping, policy qualifier

objects in ASN.1 X.509 package.</li>

<li>Kaiser Yang <kaiseryang&#064;yahoo.com> - Finding BigInteger loop problem in prime generation.</li>

<li>Jiri Urbanec <jiri.urbanec&#064logicacmg.com> - patch to fix defect in DERBMPString.equals().</li>

<li>Justin Kolb <jkolb&#064pristx.com> - patch to DSA signature generation in OpenPGP. Fix for the unexpected

"Unexpected end of ZLIB input stream" exception.</li>

<li>Ralf Hauser <ralfhauser&#064gmx.ch> - patch to exception handling in PublicKeyRing, PEMReader, 1.4 build

script, X509 Certificate Factory, CertPathValidatorUtilities, fromAddress null check in SignedMailValidator.</li>

<li>Michal Dvorak <M_Dvorak&#064kb.cz> - getNextUpdate patch for OCSP SingleResp.</li>

<li>Klaus Greve Fiorentini <Klaus&#064cpqd.com.br> - array fix in PGP PublickKeyEncSessionPacket.</li>

<li>Olivier Refalo <Olivier_Refalo&#064fpl.com> - null pointer exception fix for JDK 1.3 CMSSignedData

objects.</li>

<li>Mariusz Bandola <mariusz.bandola&#064cryptotech.com.pl> - patch to DERGeneralizedTime. Compliance

patch for OCSP TBSRequest class. Patch to X509Name for delaing with general objects in sequences.</li>

<li>Brien Oberstein <brien.oberstein&#064transacttools.net> - patch to S2K algorithm in OpenPGP, initial PGP

version 3 secret key support, initial PGP version 3 signature generation, RIPEMD160 addition to PGPUtil.</li>

<li>Ian Haywood <ian&#064haywood.bpa.nu> - addition of getSignatureType to PGPSignature.</li>

<li>Jonathan Edwards <s34gull&#064mac.com> - initial support for reading multiple rings from a PGP key

file.</li>

<li>Andrew Thornton <andrew&#064caret.cam.ac.uk> - patch for RSA PUBLIC KEY in PEMReader.</li>

<li>Gregor Leander <gl&#064bos-bremen.de> - initial parsing of multiple sequence entries in an X.500 Name.</li>

<li>Antoon Bosselaers <Antoon.Bosselaers&#064esat.kuleuven.ac.be> - help with RipeMD320

implementation.</li>

<li>Peter Sylvester <Peter.Sylvester&#064edelweb.fr> - improvements to the ASN.1 BasicConstraints object.</li>

<li>Doug <ummmmm&#064myrealbox.com> - addition of isEncryptionKey method to OpenPGP public keys.</li>

<li>Francois Staes <fstaes&#064netconsult.be> - improvements to DEBitString, DERGeneralizedTime and initial

implimentation of DERGeneralString, addition of settable signed content info to CMSSignedDataGenerator, patch

to DH key agreement.</li>

<li>W.R. Dittmer <wdittmer&#064cs.vu.nl> - patch to decoding of SignatureCreationTime in BCPG. Patch to

PGPKeyPair to fix nullpointer exception.</li>

<li>Perez Paz Luis Alberto <laperez&#064banxico.org.mx> - patch to use of BitString in X.500 name.</li>

<li>James Wright <James_Wright&#064harte-hanks.com> - patches for dealing with "odd"

ArmoredInputStreams.</li>

<li>Jim Ford <jim&#064muirford.com> - patch to PGPSecretKey to avoid null pointer exception on encoding

secret keys, comments on KeyExpirationTime, getBitStrength for ElGamal keys. Signature creation time patch for

newly created v4 signatures.</li>

<li>Michael Hausler <haeusler&#064ponton-consulting.de> - extra aliases for provider.</li>

<li>Sai Pullabhotla <psai&#064linoma.com> - fix to PGP compressed data generator to improve compression

levels. Performance improvements for KeyBasedLargeFileProcessor.</li>

<li>Joseph Miller <joseph&#064digiweb.net.nz> - addition of ZeroBytePadding.</li>

<li>Lars <xyz&#064sagemdenmark.dk> - patch to explicit padded mode for CBC block cipher MAC.</li>

<li>Jeroen van Vianen <jeroen&#064vanvianen.nl> - the Signed and Encrypted mail example.</li>

<li>Jun Sun <JSun&#064diversinet.com> - patch to SecureRandom to work around problem in wtk 1.0.4 and wtk

2.1.</li>
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<li>Petr Dukem <pdukem&#064email.cz> - patch to CMSSignedDataGenerator to allow it to work with PKCS11

providers.</li>

<li>Filipe Silva <filipe.silva&#064wedoconsulting.com> - patch to fix overead issue in BCPGInputStream.</li>

<li>Alpesh Parmar <alps&#064linuxmail.org> - patch for class cast problem in PGPPublicKey.getSignatures().</li>

<li>Jay Gengelbach <jgengelbach&#064webmethods.com> - patch to fix isSigningKey in PGPSecretKey class,

patch to hashedPackets in PGP signatureGenerator, initial cut for indefinite length output.</li>

<li>Doug <doug&#064tigerprivacy.com> - public key ring patches for ElGamal Signatures, problem key ring

data.</li>

<li>Matthew Mundy <mmundy1&#064umbc.edu> - infinite loop prevention patch to

PKCS5S2ParametersGenerator.</li>

<li>Tom Cargill <cargill&#064profcon.com> - spelling patch in provider.</li>

<li>Breitenstrom Christian <C.Breitenstrom&#064t-systems.com> - compatibility patch to SignaturePacket,

DetachedSignatureProcessor.</li>

<li>Zanotti Mirko <zanotti&#064cad.it> - patch to ordered equality test for X509Name.</li>

<li>Nicola Scendoni <nscendoni&#064babelps.it> - patch to add sorting to CertPath validation.</li>

<li>Ville Skytt&auml; <ville.skytta&#064iki.fi> - patch to CRLDistPoint for cRLIssuer field. KeyStore compliance

on add patches. DiffieHellman patch for provider compliance. Support for PEM object "TRUSTED

CERTIFICATE". Exception handling patch in PEMReader. JavaDoc clean up.</li>

<li>Bruce Gordon <bruce.gordon&#064savvis.net> - patch to secret key creation encoding NullPointerException in

OpenPGP, speed up for BCPGInputStream.</li>

<li>Miles Whiteley <Miles.Whiteley&#064savvis.net> - "223" fix for BCPGInputStream new packets.</li>

<li>Albert Moliner <amoliner&#064evintia.com> - initial TSP implementation.</li>

<li>Carlos Lozano <carlos&#064evintia.com> - initial TSP implementation, patch to SignerInformation for

supporting repeated signers, initial updates for supporting repeated attributes in CMS.</li>

<li>Javier Delgadillo <javi&#064javi.codewarp.org> - initial Mozilla PublicKeyAndChallenge classes.</li>

<li>Joni Hahkala <joni.hahkala&#064cern.ch> - initial implementations of VOMS Attribute Certificate Validation,

IetfAttrSyntax, and ObjectDigestInfo. We also wish to thank the <a href="http://www.eu-egee.org">EGEE

project</a> for making the work available.</li>

<li>Rolf Schillinger<rolf&#064sir-wum.de> - initial implementation of Attribute Certificate generation.</li>

<li>Sergey Bahtin <Sergey_Bahtin&#064yahoo.com> - fix for recovering certificate aliases in BKS and UBER key

stores. Initial implementations of GOST-28147, GOST-3410, EC GOST-3410, GOST OFB mode (GOFB) and

GOST-3411.</li>

<li>Franck Leroy <Franck.Leroy&#064keynectis.com> - ANS.1 set sorting. Contributions to TSP implementation.

Test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery attack.</li>

<li>Atsuhiko Yamanaka <ymnk&#064jcraft.com> - patch for improving use of Montgomery numbers in BigInteger

library. Patch to use size of private exponent in DH parameters.</li>

<li>Nickolay Bolshackov <tyrex&#064reksoft.ru> - patch for class cast exception in AuthorityInformationAccess

class.</li>

<li>Soren Hilmer <soren.hilmer&#064tietoenator.com> - patches for CertID with issuerSerial set in TSP

implementation, additional compliance testing.</li>

<li>Steve Mitchell <mitchell&#064intertrust.com> - patch for stateful path validator fix. Patch to allow BigInteger

class to create negative numbers from byte arrays. Additions to allow different providers to be used for

asymmetric/symmetric encryption in OpenPGP.

Optimisation to avoid redundant verification in path validator. Suggestion to use PKIXParameters.getSigProvider()

correctly.</li>

<li>Dirk Eisner <D.Eisner&#064seeburger.de> - initial implementation of ISO 78164-4 padding.</li>

<li>Julien Pasquier <julienpasquier&#064free.fr> - initial implementation of attribute classes from RFC 3126. Fix

to KEKIdentifier, OtherKeyAttribute parsing. Initial ContentHints class.</li>
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<li>Matteo <matartuso&#064libero.it> - sequence patch to ASN1Dump.</li>

<li>Andrew Paterson <andrew.paterson&#064burnsecs.com> - patches to PGP tools, isRevoked method on

PGPPublicKey.</li>

<li>Vladimir Molotkov <vladimir.n.molotkov&#064intel.com> - extensive provider exception handling compliance

testing.</li>

<li>Florin Kollan <adlocflo&#064web.de> - fix to ElGamalKeyParameters equality testing.</li>

<li>Pavel Vassiliev <paulvas&#064gmail.com> - Initial GOST28147Mac implementation.</li>

<li>Tom Pesman <tom&#064tnux.net> - addition of DES-EDE encryption for RSAPrivate keys to PEMWriter.</li>

<li>Lukasz Kowalczyk <lukasz.b.kowalczyk&#064gmail.com> - patch to fix parsing issue with OpenSSL PEM

based certificate requests.</li>

<li>Arndt Hasch <Arndt.Hasch&#064maxence.de> - additional fix for partial reading with new style PGP

packets.</li>

<li>Fix Bernd (KCDP 11) <bernd.fix&#064credit-suisse.com> - fix for 31 byte issue and exception throwing by

Whirlpool.</li>

<li>David M. Lee <dmlee&#064Crossroads.com> - code for add and remove secret key in the PGPSecretKeyRing

class. Additions to S/MIME and CMS unit tests.</li>

<li>Mike Dillon <md5&#064embody.org> - additional checks for PGP secret and public key construction, patches

to copyWithNewPassword.</li>

<li>tu-vi cung <t2cung&#064hotmail.com> - patch for out of bounds problem in getDecoderStream method.</li>

<li>Chris Schultz <cschultz&#064gmail.com> - fix for InputStream constructor for

X509V2AttributeCertificate.</li>

<li>David M. Lee <dmlee&#064Crossroads.com> - implementation assistance with streaming CMS classes.</li>

<li>Joel Rees <rees&#064ddcom.co.jp> - fix to correct getOID methods from returning same set on X.509 attribute

certificates.</li>

<li>Francesc Sau <francesc.sau&#064partners.netfocus.es> - micro fix for tsp Accuracy class.</li>

<li>Larry Bugbee <bugbee&#064mac.com> - initial ECNR implementation.</li>

<li>Remi Blancher <Remi.Blancher&#064keynectis.com> - Contributions to TSP implementation. Initial

implementation of RFC 3739 and ICAO ASN.1 classes.</li>

<li>Brian O'Rourke <brianorourke&#064gmail.com> - patch for signature creation time override in OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Andreas Schwier <andreas.schwier&#064cardcontact.de> - initial implementation of ISO9797 MAC Algorithm

3, addition of DES-EDE 64 MAC to the provider, fix to EC point encoding, addition of EC and RSA-PSS OIDs to

CMS, addition of AES-CMAC and DESede-CMAC to JCE provider.</li>

<li>David Josse <david.josse&#064transacttools.net> - Patch for trailer function in version 2 signature packets.</li>

<li>Kishimoto Kazuhiko <kazu-k&#064hi-ho.ne.jp> - RFC 3280 updates to policy processing in the CertPath

validator. Additional test data not covered by NIST.</li>

<li>Lawrence Tan <lwrnctan&#064gmail.com&gt - Large field OID sample test data. Missing key types in

JDKKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Carlos Valiente <superdupont&#064gmail.com> - Addition of CRL writing to the PEMWriter class.</li>

<li>Keyon AG, Martin Christinat, <a href="http://www.keyon.ch">http://www.keyon.ch</a> - fixing incorrect

ASN.1 encoding of field elements in X9FieldElement class.</li>

<li>Olaf Keller, <olaf.keller.bc&#064bluewin.ch> - initial implementation of the elliptic curves over binary fields

F2m. Additional tests and modifications to elliptic curve support for both F2m and Fp. Performance improvements

to F2m multiplication. Initial implementation of WNAF/WTNAF point multiplication. Improvement to k value

generation in ECDSA.</li>

<li>J&ouml;rg Eichhorn <eichhorn&#064ponton-consulting.de> - patch to fix EOF read on SharedFileInputStream,

support for F2m compression.</li>

<li>Karsten Ohme <widerstand&#064t-online.de> - initial check against for out of range data on non byte aligned

RSA keys. Addition of equals/hashCode on ECCurve.Fp. Additional curve type support for Fp, contributions to
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F2m compression. F2m decoding for ECPointUtil. Infinity fix and prime192v2 fix for Fp. Extra validation for RSA

key creation. Fix to name typos for some OpenSSL key generators. RFC-1779 table, improved RFC 2253

compliance for X509Name. Additional constructor validation for X.509/ESS ASN.1 classes. Validation for

Printable, IA5, and Numeric Strings.

Support for surrogate pairs in DERUTF8String, DER UTF8 test. Additional X.509 name attributes for ISIS-MTT,

RFC 3039, addition of indirect CRL support, initial X509 LDAP CertStore implementation, CertificatePair class,

and X509CertificatePair class. Contributions to X509Store/Parser infrastructure and design.

CertPath support for implicit DSA parameters and a range of NameConstraints. Addition of support for V1 attribute

certificates and attribute certificate path validation. Initial classes for ASN.1 ISIS-MTT support. Enhancements for

improving compliance with the NIST CertPath tests.</li>

<li>Carlos Lozano Ruiz <carlos&#064tradise.com> - patch for <ctrl><m> only handling in

CRLFOutputStream.</li>

<li>John Alfred Prufrock <j.a.prufrock&#064gmail.com> - mods to GOST-3411 and MD2 to support

ExtendedDigest.</li>

<li>Stefan Neusatz Guilhen <sneusatz&#064gmail.com> - initial version of RoleSyntax, improvements to

AttributeCertificateHolder and AttributeCertificateIssuer.</li>

<li>Marzio Lo Giudice <marzio.logiudice&#064gmail.com> - fix to endianess in KDF2BytesGenerator, additional

KDF2 tests.</li>

<li>Georg Lippold <georg.lippold&#064gmx.de> - initial implementation of NaccacheStern cipher.</li>

<li>Chris Viles <chris_viles&#064yahoo.com> - fix to SignatureSubpacket critical bit setting.</li>

<li>Pasi Eronen <Pasi.Eronen&#064nokia.com> - extra toString() support for ASN.1 library. Initial patch for large

OID components.</li>

<li>Lijun Liao <lijun.liao&#064rub.de> - performance enhancements for SHA family of digests. Bug report and

patch for blank line handling in ArmoredInputStream.</li>

<li>Maria Ivanova <maria.ivanova&#064gmail.com> - support for tags > 30 in ASN.1 parsing.</li>

<li>Armin H&auml;berling <arminha&#064student.ethz.ch> - first cut of internationalisation, initial PKIX

validation classes.</li>

<li>Marius Schilder <mschilder&#064google.com> - main set of test vectors for Bleichenbacher's forgery

attack.</li>

<li>Xavier Le Vourch <xavier&#064brittanysoftware.com> - general code clean ups.</li>

<li>Erik Tews <e_tews&#064cdc.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de> - initial threaded random seed generator, constant-

time PKCS#1.5 decoding</li>

<li>Thomas Dixon <reikomusha&#064gmail.com> - initial implementations of TEA/XTEA, Salsa20, ISAAC, and

Noekeon. XTEA enhancements.</li>

<li>Frank Cornelis <info&#064frankcornelis.be>- addition of crlAccessMethod in X509ObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>Rui Joaquim <rjoaquim&#064cc.isel.ipl.pt> - initial implementation of RSA blinding for signatures.</li>

<li>David Stacey <DStacey&#064allantgroup.com> - addition of trust packet checking on revocation signatures in

PGPSecretKeyRing.</li>

<li>Martijn Brinkers <list&#064mitm.nl> - better exception handling in CMS enveloping, "just in time"

modifications for CRL and Sequence evaluation.</li>

<li>Julius Davies <juliusdavies&#064gmail.com> - additional modes and algorithm support in PEMReader</li>

<li>Matthias <g&#064rtner.de> - GnuPG compatibility changes for PBEFileProcessor.</li>

<li>Olga K&auml;thler <olga.kaethler&#064hjp-consulting.com> - initial implementation of TeleTrusT EC curves,

additional ISO 9797 MACs, contributions to EAC OIDs, addition of EAC algorithms to CMS Signing.</li>

<li>Germano Rizzo <germano.rizzo&#064gmail.com> - initial implementation of CMac, EAX, HC-128, and HC-

256, optimisations for Salsa20.</li>

<li>N&uacute;ria Mar&iacute; <numaa&#064hotmail.com> - patch for alternate data type recoginition in

CMSSignedDataParser.</li>
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<li>Janis Schuller <js&#064tzi.de> - addition of NotationData packets for OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Michael Samblanet <mike&#064samblanet.com> - patches towards improved Sun/default provider support in

CMS.</li>

<li>Mike StJohns <mstjohns&#064comcast.net> - patches for supporting empty subject in X.509 certificate

generation, noneWithECDSA.</li>

<li>Ramon Keller <ramon.keller&#064gmx.ch> - patch to deal with null revocations return from other CRL in

X509V2CRLGenerator.</li>

<li>Mark Nelson <mark&#064nbr.com> - correction to excluded DN in name constraints processing for PKIX

processing.</li>

<li>Eugene Golushkov <eugene_gff&#064ukr.net> - mask fix to single byte read in TlsInputStream.</li>

<li>Julien Pasquier <julienpasquier&#064free.fr> - additional classes for supporting signature policy and signer

certificates in the ASN.1 esf and ess libraries.</li>

<li>Peter Knopp <pknopp&#064mtg.de> - fix for named curve recognition in ECGOST key generation.</li>

<li>Jakub Gwozdz <gwozdziu&#064rpg.pl> - addition of getTsa() to TimeStampTokenInfo.</li>

<li>Bartosz Malkowski <bmalkow&#064tigase.org> - initial implementation of VMPC cipher,

VMPCRandomGenerator, VMPCMac.</li>

<li>Tal Yacobi <tal.yacobi&#064octavian-tech.com> - fix for issue in OpenPGP examples [#BJA-55].</li>

<li>Massimiliano Ziccardi <massimiliano.ziccardi&#064gmail.comt> - support for counter signature reading in

CMS API, update for multiple counter signature attributes.</li>

<li>Andrey Pavlenko <andrey.a.pavlenko&#064gmail.com> - security manager patch for PKCS1Encoding property

check.</li>

<li>Mike StJohns <mstjohns&#064comcast.net> - updates to KeyPurposeId</li>

<li>J Ross Nicoll <jrn&#064jrn.me.uk> - improved exception handling for getInstance() in ASN.1 library.</li>

<li>Matthew Stevenson <mavricknz&#064yahoo.com> - patch to construtor for CRMF CertSequence.</li>

<li>Gabriele Contini <gcontini&#064hotpop.com> - identified a bug in ASN.1 library with handling of

unterminated NDEF's.</li>

<li>Roelof Naude <roelof.naude&#064epiuse.com> - patch for TLS client to send empty client certs in response to

HP_CERTIFICATE_REQUEST.</li>

<li>Patrick Peck <peck&#064signaturen.at> - identified problem with DERApplicationSpecific and high tag

numbers in ASN.1 library.</li>

<li>Michael LeMay <lemaymd&#064lemaymd.com> - identified problem with EAX [#BJA-93].</li>

<li>Alex Dupre <ale&#064FreeBSD.org> - fix to use of Signature rather than SignatureSpi in provider [#BJA-90].

Addition of null provider use to SignedPublicKeyAndChallenge and PKCS10CertificationRequest [#BJA-102]</li>

<li>Michael Schoene <michael&#064sigrid-und-michael.de> - fix of improper handling of null in

ExtendedPKIXParameters.setTrustedACIssuers(), check for V2 signingCertificate attribute in

TimeStampResponse.validate().</li>

<li>Ion Larra&ntilde;aga <ilarra&#064s21sec.com> fix to default partial packet generation in

BCPGOutputStream.</li>

<li>Bob Kerns <bob.kerns&#064positscience.com> fix to hashCode for X509CertificateObject.</li>

<li>Stefan Meyer <stefan.meyer&#064ewe.de> backport for PKIXCertPathValidotor and

SMIMESignedMailReviewer.</li>

<li>Robert J. Moore <Robert.J.Moore&#064allanbank.com> speedups for OpenPGPCFB mode, clean room JCE

patches.</li>

<li>Rui Hodai <rui&#064po.ntts.co.jp> speed ups for Camellia implementation, CamelliaLightEngine.</li>

<li>Emir Bucalovic <emir.bucalovic&#064mail.com> initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>

<li>Torbjorn Svensson <tobbe79&#064gmail.com> initial implementation of Grain-v1 and Grain-128.</li>

<li>Paul FitzPatrick <bouncycastle_pfitz&#064fitzpatrick.cc> error message fix to X509LDAPCertStoreSpi,

comparison fix to BCStrictStyle.</li>
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<li>Henrik Andersson <k.henrik.andersson&#064gmail.com> addition of UniqueIssuerID to certificate

generation.</li>

<li>Cagdas Cirit <cagdascirit&#064gmail.com> subjectAlternativeName fix for x509CertStoreSelector.</li>

<li>Harakiri <harakiri_23&#064yahoo.com> datahandler patch for attached parts in SMIME signatures.</li>

<li>Pedro Henriques <pmahenriques&#064gmail.com> explicit bounds checking for DESKeyGenerator, code

simplification for OAEPEncoding.</li>

<li>Lothar Kimmeringer <job&#064kimmeringer.de> verbose mode for ASN1Dump, support for

DERExternal.</li>

<li>Richard Farr <rfarr.se&#064gmail.com> initial SRP-6a implementation.</li>

<li>Thomas Castiglione <castiglione&#064au.ibm.com> patch to encoding for CRMF OptionalValidity.</li>

<li>Elisabetta Romani <eromani&#064sogei.it> patch for recognising multiple counter signatures.</li>

<li>Robin Lundgren <r737lundgren&#064gmail.com> CMPCertificate constructor from X509CertificateStructure

fix.</li>

<li>Petr Kadlec <mormegil&#064centrum.cz> fix to sign extension key and IV problem in HC-128, HC-256.</li>

<li>Andreas Antener <antener_a&#064gmx.ch> fix to buffer reset in AsymmetricBufferedBlockCipher.</li>

<li>Harendra Rawat <hsrawat&#064yahoo.com> fix for BERConstructedOctetString.</li>

<li>Rolf Lindemann <lindemann&#064trustcenter.de> patch for PKCS12 key store to support more flexible

attribute specifications [#BMA-42].</li>

<li>Alex Artamonov <alexart.home&#064gmail.com> name look up patch for GOST-2001 parameters.</li>

<li>Mike Lyons <mlyons&#064layer7tech.com> work arounds for EC JDK bug 6738532 and JSSE EC naming

conventions.</li>

<li>Chris Cole <chris_h_cole&#064yahoo.com> identified a problem handling null passwords when loading a BKS

keystore.</li>

<li>Tomas Krivanek <tom&#064atack.cz> added checking of Sender header to SignedMailValidator.</li>

<li>Michael <emfau&#064t-online.de> correction of field error in getResponse method in CertRepMessage.</li>

<li>Trevor Perrin <trevor&#064cryptography.com> addition of constant time equals to avoid possible timing

attacks.</li>

<li>Markus Kil&aring;s <markus&#064primekey.se> several enhancements to TimeStampResponseGenerator.</li>

<li>Dario Novakovic <darionis&#064yahoo.com> fix for NPE when checking revocation reason on CRL without

extensions.</li>

<li>Michael Smith <msmith&#064cbnco.com> bug fixes and enhancements to the CMP and CRMF classes, initial

Master List classes.</li>

<li>Andrea Zilio <andrea.zilio&#064gmail.com> fix for PEM password encryption of private keys.</li>

<li>Alex Birkett <alex&#064birkett.co.uk> added support for EC cipher suites in TLS client (RFC 4492) [#BJA-

291].</li>

<li>Wayne Grant <waynedgrant&#064gmail.com> additional OIDs for PCKS10 and certificate generation

support.</li>

<li>Frank Cornelis <info&#064frankcornelis.be> additional support classes for CAdES, enhancements to OCSP

classes.</li>

<li>Jan Dittberner <jan&#064dittberner.info> addHeader patch for SMIME generator.</li>

<li>Bob McGowan <boab.mcgoo&#064btinternet.com> patch to support different content and mgf digests in PSS

signing.</li>

<li>Ivo Matheis <i.matheis&#064seeburger.de> fix to padding verification in ISO-9796-1.</li>

<li>Marco Sandrini <nessche&#064gmail.com> patch to add IV to ISO9797Alg3Mac.</li>

<li>Alf Malf <alfilmalf&#064hotmail.com> removal of unnecessary limit in CMSContentInfoParser.</li>

<li>Alfonso Massa <alfonso.massa&#064insiel.it> contributions to CMS time stamp classes.</li>

<li>Giacomo Boccardo <gboccardo&#064unimaticaspa.it> initial work on CMSTimeStampedDataParser.</li>

<li>Arnis Tartu <arnis&#064ut.ee> patches for dealing with OIDs with specific key sizes associated in CMS.</li>
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<li>Janusz Sikociski <J.Sikocinski&#064gdzie.pl> addition of Features subpacket support to OpenPGP API.</li>

<li>Juri Hudolejev <jhudolejev&#064gmail.com> JavaDoc fix to CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Liane Velten <liane.velten&#064hjp-consulting.com> fine tuning of code for DHParameters validation.</li>

<li>Shawn Willden <swillden&#064google.com> additional functionality to PGPKeyRing.</li>

<li>Atanas Krachev <akrachev&#064gmail.com> added support for revocation signatures in OpenPGP.</li>

<li>Mickael Laiking <mickael.laiking&#064keynectis.com> initial cut of EAC classes.</li>

<li>Tim Buktu <tbuktu&#064hotmail.com> Initial implementation of NTRU signing and encryption.</li>

<li>Bernd <rbernd&#064gmail.com> Fix for open of PGP literal data stream with UTF-8 naming.</li>

<li>Steing Inge Morisbak <stein.inge.morisbak&#064BEKK.no> Test code for lower case Hex data in PEM

headers.</li>

<li>Andreas Schmid <andreas.schmid&#064tngtech.com> Additional expiry time check in PGPPublicKeys.</li>

<li>Phil Steitz <phil.steitz&#064gmail.com> Final patch eliminating JCE dependencies in the OpenPGP BC

classes.</li>

<li>Ignat Korchagin <ignat.korchagin&#064gmail.com> Initial implementation of DSTU-4145-2002, long hash fix

for DSTU-4145-2002.</li>

<li>Petar Petrov <p.petrov&#064bers-soft.com> Testing and debugging of UTF-8 OpenPGP passwords.</li>

<li>Daniel Fitzpatrick <daniel.f.nwr&#064gmail.com> Initial implementation of ephemeral key support for IES,

initial implementions of RSA-KEM and ECIES-KEM, initial implementation of homogeneous projective

coordinates for EC.</li>

<li>Andy Neilson <Andy.Neilson&#064quest.com>a further patches to deal with multiple providers and

PEMReader.</li>

<li>Ted Shaw <xiao.xj&#064gmail.com> patch to MiscPEMGenerator for handling new

PKCS10CeriticationRequests.</li>

<li>Eleriseth <Eleriseth&#064WPECGLtYbVi8Rl6Y7Vzl2Lvd2EUVW99v3yNV3IWROG8.fms> speed up for

SIC/CTR mode. Provider compatibilty generalisations for EC operations.</li>

<li>Kenny Root <kenny&#064the-b.org> patch for issuerAltName, subjectAltName support in

X509CertificateObject, BaseBlockCipher.getIV() patch for AEAD.</li>

<li>Maarten Bodewes <maarten.bodewes&#064gmail.com> initial implementation of HKDF and NIST SP 800-108

MAC based KDF functions.</li>

<li>Philip Clay <pilf_b&#064gyahoo.com> Initial implementation of J-PAKE.</li>

<li>Brian Carlstrom <bdc&#064carlstrom.com> compliance patches for some JCA/JCE keystore and cipher classes,

miscellaneous code quality improvements, intial provider PBKDF2WithHmacSHA1 SecretKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Samuel Lid&eacute;n Borell <samuel&#064primekey.se> patch to add DSTU-4145 to

DefaultSignatureAlgorithmFinder</li>

<li>Sergio Demian Lerner <sergiolerner&#064certimix.com> pointing out isInfinity issue in ECDSASigner

signature verification.</li>

<li>Tim Whittington <Tim.Whittington&#064orionhealth.com> patch to remove extra init call in CMac, additional

of Memoable interface for Digest classes, initial implementation of GMAC, further correctness tests for IV and reset

processing in OCB, CCM, and block cipher reset. Initial implementation of Skein, XSalsa20, ChaCha, reduced

round Salsa20, Threefish, and the Poly1305 MAC. Documentation updates. Added OCB support to Noekeon and

CAST6 in the provider, exception testing for CTS, optimisations for CCM, provider support for AAD cipher

methods, safe CipherInput/OutputStream implementations for use with AAD and subsequent bug fixes, cleanup

after IDEA patent expiry, work on JCE SipHash support, optimisations for AESFastEngine, further work on

EncodableDigest for SHA-2 digests, contributions to BCrypt/OpenBSDBCrypt, PGP API documentation and code

quality work.</li>

<li>Marcus Lundblad <marcus.lundblad&#064primekey.se> patch for working arnound JDK jarsigner TSP bug,

optional setting of IssuerSerial in TimeStampTokenGenerator, additional extensions enhancement for time stamp

token generation.</li>
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<li>Andrey Zhozhin <zhozhin&#064xrm.ru> patch for override of TSP SignerInfo attributes.</li>

<li>Sergey Tiunov <t5555d&#064gmail.com> initial cut of DVCS classes.</li>

<li>Damian Kolasa <fatfredyy&#064gmail.com> ASN1Sequence patch for class cast issue in X9Curve.</li>

<li>Ash Hughes <ashley.hughes&#064blueyonder.co.uk> patches for supporting

PGPSecretKeyRing/PGPSecretKeys encodings with empty private keys, initial code for

PGPSignatureSubpacketVector.getEmbeddedSignatures().</li>

<li>Daniel Hirscher <dev&#064daniel-hirscher.de> patch to support parsing of explicit EC parameters in PEM

files.</li>

<li>Daniele Ricci <daniele.athome&#064gmail.com> initial implementation of EC keys for OpenpPGP and

RFC6637 support.</li>

<li>Matti Aarnio <matti.aarnio&#064methics.fi> tweaks to any build to remove dependence on shell scripts. Initial

SM3 digest implementation, some EC related code cleanups, JavaDoc improvements for ASN.1 classes.</li>

<li>Babak Najafi <bnajafi&#064akamai.com> fixes to OpenPGP NotationData to prevent truncation problems.</li>

<li>Eric M&uuml;ller <eric.mueller&#064sage.de> additional standard algorithm name lookups in

JcaPEMKeyConverter.</li>

<li>Mathias Herberts <Mathias.Herberts&#064gmail.com> fix to inOff usage in RFC3394WrapEngine.</li>

<li>Daniil Ivanov <daniil.ivanov&#064gmail.com> addition of provider support for GOST HMAC

SecretKeyFactory.</li>

<li>Daniele Grasso <daniele.grasso86&#064gmail.com> contributions to final Key calculation code for SRP6.</li>

<li>Andrey Utkin <cindrhc&#064gmail.com> patch to reconstruction of ECGOST keys from PrivateKeyInfo

objects in provider classes.</li>

<li>Arnis Tartu <arnis&#064ut.ee> checker for generated key vs OID in JceCMSContentEncryptorBuilder.</li>

<li>AxelVDB <axel-vdb&#064riseup.net> initial implementation of Shacal2.</li>

<li>Roberto Tyley <> further work on completing gradle build.</li>

<li>Waldemar Dick <wdick&#064devmue.de> code improvement in x500 ASN.1 package.</li>

<li>Sid Steward <sid.steward&#064pdflabs.com> code improvements to ASN1Boolean.</li>

<li>Alex Klyubin <klyubin&#064google.com> AlgorithmParameters check for EC key agreement.</li>

<li>Jonathan Gillett <gsoc.student&#064gmail.com> Initial support for block cipher IVs in IESEngine, IES MAC

length check bug fix.</li>

<li>Andreas Reiter <andreas.reiter&#064iaik.tugraz.at> Reported incomplete status of CertificateVerify processing

in (D)TLS server, and provided fix.</li>

<li>Kieran Miller <kieran.miller&#064gmail.com> initial implementation for RFC 5649 key wrap with

padding.</li>

<li>Oliver Ehli<ehli&#064arago.de> Additional support for BSI plain ECDSA in the provider.</li>

<li>Daniel Heldt<Daniel.Heldt&#064cryptovision.com> Initial support for encodable state message digests</li>

<li>Robert Bushman <bouncycastle&#064traxel.com> Clean up of DirectKeySignature example.</li>

<li>Maurice Aarts<aarts&#064riscure.com> updated to KDF generator to follow NIST SP 800-108.</li>

<li>Franziskus Kiefer<https://github.com/franziskuskiefer> initial implementation of Cramer-Shoup.</li>

<li>KB Sriram<mail_kb&#064yahoo.com> testing for odd encodings for PGP User Attribute Subpackets.</li>

<li>Marco Schulze<marco&#064nightlabs.de> Reported verification bug in GenericSigner.</li>

<li>Martin Schaef<https://github.com/martinschaef> contributed a code-cleanup patch.</li>

<li>Lijun Liao<&jun.liao&#064gmail.comgt; addition of getSignatureAlgorithmID to BasicOCSPResp.</li>

<li>dstutz<https://github.com/dstutz> added iteration count setters to PKCS#12 PBE mac/key generator

builders.</li>

<li>Tobias Wich<tobias.wich&#064ecsec.de> Provided patch for TLS to work around servers sending Supported

Elliptic Curves extension unexpectedly.</li>

<li>Hauke Mehrtens<hauke&#064hauke-m.de> TLS patch to add ECDHE_ECDSA CCM ciphersuites from RFC

7251.</li>
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<li>Daniel Zimmerman<dmz&#064galois.com> Further key quality improvements to RSAKeyPairGenerator.</li>

<li>Jens Kapitza&ltj.kapitza&#064schwarze-allianz.de> Iterable support in OpenPGP API, code cleanup in

OpenPGP API.</li>

<li>Johan Eklund<johan&#064primekey.se> update to RFC 6960 for OCSPObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>nikosn<https://github.com/nikosn> Fix to encoding of EC private keys to ensure encoding matches order

length.</li>

<li>Axel von dem Bruch <axel-vdb&#064riseup.net> Contributions to BCrypt/OpenBSDBCrypt, original version

of Blake2bDigest.</li>

<li>Derek Atkins <derek&#064ihtfp.com> Documentation fixes to X9ObjectIdentifiers.</li>

<li>Peter Jr Halicky <peto&#064halicky.sk> Correction to notification/error message handling in

SignedMailValidator.</li>

<li>lartiguePierre<https://github.com/lartiguePierre> Fix for counter signature SID in CMSSignedData.</li>

<li>Thomas Belot<thomas.belot+BC&#064gmail.com> initial CertPathLoopTest for demonstrating stack overflow

issue.</li>

<li>Rich DiCroce<https://github.com/rdicroce> Initial implementation of server-side TLS-SRP support. TLS API

extension to support non-blocking usage.</li>

<li>Bj&ouml;rn Kautler<https://github.com/Vampire> Refinements to cert path validation (authority key addition,

certificate order preservation).</li>

<li>Dominik Sch&uuml;rmann<https://github.com/dschuermann> method for returning signatures/verifications

without user IDs on PGPPublicKey, method for exposing S2K in PGPSecretKey, constants for GNU protection

modes in S2K classes, optional version header for armored output.</li>

<li>Michael <MSKnete&#064web.de> initial fix for bitStrength issue for OpenPGP EC keys.</li>

<li>Tobias Wagner <tobias.wagner&#064n-design.de> Fix SecureRandom handling in BcAsymmetricKeyWrapper

[#BJA-536].</li>

<li>Sergio Giro <sgiro&#064google.com> Fixed adding of additional stores from CRL distribution point [#BJA-

537]. Fixed missing null check for CRL certificate issuer [#BJA-538], removal of risky zeroisation code in

PBE.java, check for salt in PBEKeys that require it.</li>

<li>bschuette<https://github.com/bschuette> Fixed typo in DefaultSignatureAlgorithmIdentifierFinder, additional

methods on CMSSignedDataParser.</li>

<li>Leonard Dallot<https://github.com/dallotTazTag> Fix to S2K usage of none on changing passwords on keys

without passwords originally.</li>

<li>Jan Willem Janssen <j.w.janssen+bouncycastle&#064lxtreme.nl> Support for DSAParameters in lightweight

SubjectPublicKeyInfoFactory, initial content signer verifier for BC lightweight EC.</li>

<li>Sebastian Oerding <sebastian.oerding@robotron.de> Fixes to toString() in x509.CertificatePolicies.</li>

<li>Kai Kramer <kai.kramer&#064gmail.com> Code to deal with orphaned chain certificates in the PKCS#12

KeyStore.</li>

<li>Benoit Charles <benoit.charles&#064opentrust.com> Fix for IES data length check on decryption.</li>

<li>Niko <nfink95&#064gmail.com> fix to cast issue in getOutputSize() for ECIES.</li>

<li>akwizgran<https://github.com/akwizgran> Fixed clone of key in Blake2bDgest copy constructor, blake2b reset

issue for varient keys.</li>

<li>Matthias Edelhoff <Matthias.Edelhoff&#064cryptovision.com> BasicConstraintsValidation pathlen fix in PKIX

certpath classes.</li>

<li>Lukasz Deputat <lukasz.deputat&#064gmail.com> Fixed bugs in TlsUtils read methods [#BJA-592].</li>

<li>Justin Ludwig <https://github.com/justinludwig> Iterator fix for PGPObjectFactory to handle stream packets at

start of iterated data.</li>

<li>Andr&eacute; Berenguel <https://github.com/aberenguel> Fix to include ECNamedCurveSpec in EC

AlgorithmParameterSpi</li>

<li>Slawomir Jaranowski<https://github.com/slawekjaranowski> Patch to make cipher/hash/signature name
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methods in PGP internal API public.</li>

<li>Andrey Vasilyev<https://github.com/andrey-vasilyev> Initial implementation of GOST R 34.11-2012.</li>

<li>William Glanton <wglanton77&#064gmail.com> Fixed bug in Poly1305 [#BJA-620].</li>

<li>jdvorak001<https://github.com/jdvorak001> Speed improvements for ASN.1 ObjectIdentifier cache.</li>

<li>Joseph Naegele <jnaegele@grierforensics.com> Patch for handling multiple certificates in a DANE SMIMEA

entry.</li>

<li>Andrew Bonventre<https://github.com/andybons> NullPointer patch for WNafUtil.</li>

<li>The Google Security Team (Project Wycheproof) <https://github.com/google/wycheproof> defect analysis and

additional test cases for the provider.</li>

<li>The Intel Security Team <> analysis detecting the issue with AESFastEngine (CVE-2016-1000339), additional

suggestions for improvement to hardening of AESEngine.</li>

</ul>

</body>

</html>

<html>

<body bgcolor=#ffffff>

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2016 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

<p>

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

<p>

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

<p>

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

</body>

</html>

 

1.341 jnr-x86asm 1.0.2 
1.341.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (C) 2010 Wayne Meissner

Copyright (c) 2008-2009, Petr Kobalicek <kobalicek.petr@gmail.com>
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

1.342 flasgger 0.9.5 
1.342.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Bruno Rocha

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.343 commons-jxpath 1.3 
1.343.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons JXPath

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.344 android-json 0.0.20131108.vaadin1 
1.344.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840581_1613612850.71/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-1-

jar/org/json/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840581_1613612850.71/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-1-

jar/org/json/JSONStringer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840581_1613612850.71/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-1-

jar/org/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840581_1613612850.71/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-1-

jar/org/json/JSONTokener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840581_1613612850.71/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-1-

jar/org/json/JSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840581_1613612850.71/0/android-json-0-0-20131108-vaadin1-sources-1-

jar/org/json/JSONException.java

 

1.345 libxdmcp 1.1.3 
1.345.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Author:  Keith Packard, MIT X Consortium

 

1.346 spring-cloud-commons 2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.346.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancedRetryFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/ClientHttpResponseStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/RetryableStatusCodeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/noop/NoopDiscoveryClient.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancedRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancerRetryProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/ServiceInstanceChooser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/AsyncRestTemplateCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/AsyncLoadBalancerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/InterceptorRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancedRetryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/AsyncLoadBalancerAutoConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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*

*  * Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*  *

*  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

*  *

*  *      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*  *

*  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  * limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/commons/httpclient/ApacheHttpClientConnectionManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/commons/httpclient/ApacheHttpClientFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/StaticServiceInstanceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/CloudHypermediaAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/RemoteResourceRefresher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancerRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/actuator/NamedFeature.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancerRequestTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/actuator/FeaturesEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/commons/util/InetUtilsProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancedRecoveryCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancerAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/health/DiscoveryClientHealthIndicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/noop/NoopDiscoveryClientAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/commons/util/SpringFactoryImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/DefaultServiceInstance.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/serviceregistry/endpoint/ServiceRegistryEndpoint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/ServiceInstanceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/RemoteResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/TraversalDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/DynamicServiceInstanceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/hypermedia/DiscoveredResource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/commons/util/InetUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/RetryLoadBalancerInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/ServiceInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalancerClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/CommonsClientAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/circuitbreaker/EnableCircuitBreaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/health/DiscoveryHealthIndicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/loadbalancer/LoadBalanced.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/EnableDiscoveryClientImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/EnableDiscoveryClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/event/HeartbeatMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/event/ParentHeartbeatEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/ManagementServerPortUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/event/HeartbeatEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/DiscoveryClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/event/InstanceRegisteredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/discovery/health/DiscoveryCompositeHealthIndicator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883682_1619654447.68/0/spring-cloud-commons-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/cloud/client/circuitbreaker/EnableCircuitBreakerImportSelector.java
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1.347 libxml 2.9.1-7.el7_9.0atomix2 
1.347.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.348 x-time-rate v0.0.0-20190308202827-

9d24e82272b4 
1.348.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.349 netty-codec-http 4.1.23.Final 
1.349.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401935_1611627382.34/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-23-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

 

1.350 pymongo 3.11.4 
1.350.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

PyMongo uses third-party libraries or other resources that may

be distributed under licenses different than the PyMongo software.
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In the event that we accidentally failed to list a required notice,

please bring it to our attention through any of the ways detailed here:

 

          mongodb-dev@googlegroups.com

 

The attached notices are provided for information only.

 

For any licenses that require disclosure of source, sources are available at

https://github.com/mongodb/mongo-python-driver.

 

 

1) License Notice for time64.c

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2010  Michael G Schwern

 

This software originally derived from Paul Sheer's pivotal_gmtime_r.c.

 

The MIT License:

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

2) License Notice for bson-stdint-win32.h

-----------------------------------------

 

ISO C9x  compliant stdint.h for Microsoft Visual Studio

Based on ISO/IEC 9899:TC2 Committee draft (May 6, 2005) WG14/N1124

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 Alexander Chemeris

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. Neither the name of the product nor the names of its contributors may

    be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

    without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

3) License Notice for encoding_helpers.c

----------------------------------------

 

Portions Copyright 2001 Unicode, Inc.

 

Disclaimer

 

This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

applicability of information provided. If this file has been

purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

within 90 days of receipt.

 

Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

 

Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

remains attached.

 

4) License Notice for ssl_match_hostname.py
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-------------------------------------------

 

Python License (Python-2.0)

 

Python License, Version 2 (Python-2.0)

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001-2013 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in

Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis. PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED. BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee. This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote
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products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

1.351 socket.io-client 0.7.2 
1.351.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Roy Hyunjin Han and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.352 docutils 0.17.1 
1.352.1 Available under license : 

2-Clause BSD license / FreeBSD license

======================================

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==================

Copying Docutils

==================

 

:Author: David Goodger

:Contact: goodger@python.org

:Date: $Date: 2020-09-04 18:52:11 +0200 (Fr, 04. Sep 2020) $

:Web site: http://docutils.sourceforge.net/

:Copyright: This document has been placed in the public domain.

 

Most of the files included in this project have been placed in the

public domain, and therefore have no license requirements and no

restrictions on copying or usage; see the `Public Domain Dedication`_

below.  There are a few exceptions_, listed below.

Files in the Sandbox_ are not distributed with Docutils releases and

may have different license terms.

 

 

Public Domain Dedication

========================

 

The persons who have associated their work with this project (the

"Dedicator": David Goodger and the many contributors to the Docutils

project) hereby dedicate the entire copyright, less the exceptions_

listed below, in the work of authorship known as "Docutils" identified

below (the "Work") to the public domain.

 

The primary repository for the Work is the Internet World Wide Web

site <http://docutils.sourceforge.net/>.  The Work consists of the

files within the "docutils" module of the Docutils project Subversion

repository (Internet host docutils.svn.sourceforge.net, filesystem path

/svnroot/docutils), whose Internet web interface is located at

<http://docutils.svn.sourceforge.net/viewvc/docutils/>.  Files dedicated to the

public domain may be identified by the inclusion, near the beginning

of each file, of a declaration of the form::

 

   Copyright: This document/module/DTD/stylesheet/file/etc. has been
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              placed in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large

and to the detriment of Dedicator's heirs and successors.  Dedicator

intends this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in

perpetuity of all present and future rights under copyright law,

whether vested or contingent, in the Work.  Dedicator understands that

such relinquishment of all rights includes the relinquishment of all

rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the

Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work

may be freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified,

built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose,

commercial or non-commercial, and in any way, including by methods

that have not yet been invented or conceived.

 

(This dedication is derived from the text of the `Creative Commons

Public Domain Dedication`. [#]_)

 

.. [#] Creative Commons has `retired this legal tool`__ and does not

  recommend that it be applied to works: This tool is based on United

  States law and may not be applicable outside the US. For dedicating new

  works to the public domain, Creative Commons recommend the replacement

  Public Domain Dedication CC0_ (CC zero, "No Rights Reserved"). So does

  the Free Software Foundation in its license-list_.

 

  __  http://creativecommons.org/retiredlicenses

  .. _CC0: http://creativecommons.org/about/cc0

 

Exceptions

==========

 

The exceptions to the `Public Domain Dedication`_ above are:

 

* docutils/writers/s5_html/themes/default/iepngfix.htc:

 

     IE5.5+ PNG Alpha Fix v1.0 by Angus Turnbull

     <http://www.twinhelix.com>.  Free usage permitted as long as

     this notice remains intact.

 

* docutils/utils/math/__init__.py,

 docutils/utils/math/latex2mathml.py,

 docutils/writers/xetex/__init__.py,

 docutils/utils/error_reporting.py,

 docutils/test/transforms/test_smartquotes.py:

 

 Copyright  Gnter Milde.
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 Released under the terms of the `2-Clause BSD license`_

 (`local copy <licenses/BSD-2-Clause.txt>`__).

 

* docutils/utils/smartquotes.py

 

 Copyright  2011 Gnter Milde,

 based on `SmartyPants`_  2003 John Gruber

 (released under a 3-Clause BSD license included in the file)

 and smartypants.py  2004, 2007 Chad Miller.

 Released under the terms of the `2-Clause BSD license`_

 (`local copy <licenses/BSD-2-Clause.txt>`__).

 

 .. _SmartyPants: http://daringfireball.net/projects/smartypants/

 

* docutils/utils/math/math2html.py,

 docutils/writers/html4css1/math.css

 

 Copyright  Alex Fernndez

 These files are part of eLyXer_, released under the `GNU

 General Public License`_ version 3 or later. The author relicensed

 them for Docutils under the terms of the `2-Clause BSD license`_

 (`local copy <licenses/BSD-2-Clause.txt>`__).

 

 .. _eLyXer: http://www.nongnu.org/elyxer/

 

* docutils/utils/roman.py, copyright by Mark Pilgrim, released under the

 `Python 2.1.1 license`_ (`local copy`__).

 

 __ licenses/python-2-1-1.txt

 

* tools/editors/emacs/rst.el, copyright by Free Software Foundation,

 Inc., released under the `GNU General Public License`_ version 3 or

 later (`local copy`__).

 

 __ licenses/gpl-3-0.txt

 

The `2-Clause BSD license`_ and the Python licenses are OSI-approved_

and GPL-compatible_.

 

Plaintext versions of all the linked-to licenses are provided in the

licenses_ directory.

 

.. _sandbox: http://docutils.sourceforge.net/sandbox/README.html

.. _licenses: licenses/

.. _Python 2.1.1 license: http://www.python.org/2.1.1/license.html

.. _GNU General Public License: http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html

.. _2-Clause BSD license: http://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-2-Clause

.. _OSI-approved: http://opensource.org/licenses/
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.. _license-list:

.. _GPL-compatible: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/license-list.html

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
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changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
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computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
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linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
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modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
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"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
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protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
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   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
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hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
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to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software
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Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you
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may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI) in the Netherlands as a successor of a

language called ABC.  Guido is Python's principal author, although it

includes many contributions from others.  The last version released

from CWI was Python 1.2.  In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python

at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI) in Reston,

Virginia where he released several versions of the software.  Python

1.6 was the last of the versions released by CNRI.  In 2000, Guido and

the Python core development team moved to BeOpen.com to form the

BeOpen PythonLabs team.  Python 2.0 was the first and only release

from BeOpen.com.

 

Following the release of Python 1.6, and after Guido van Rossum left

CNRI to work with commercial software developers, it became clear that

the ability to use Python with software available under the GNU Public

License (GPL) was very desirable.  CNRI and the Free Software

Foundation (FSF) interacted to develop enabling wording changes to the

Python license.  Python 1.6.1 is essentially the same as Python 1.6,

with a few minor bug fixes, and with a different license that enables

later versions to be GPL-compatible.  Python 2.1 is a derivative work

of Python 1.6.1, as well as of Python 2.0.

 

After Python 2.0 was released by BeOpen.com, Guido van Rossum and the

other PythonLabs developers joined Digital Creations.  All

intellectual property added from this point on, starting with Python

2.1 and its alpha and beta releases, is owned by the Python Software

Foundation (PSF), a non-profit modeled after the Apache Software

Foundation.  See http://www.python.org/psf/ for more information about

the PSF.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PSF LICENSE AGREEMENT

---------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation
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("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using Python 2.1.1 software in source or binary form and its

associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.1.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in

Python 2.1.1 alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 2.1.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 2.1.1.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.1.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 2.1.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

2.1.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.1.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.1.1, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PYTHON 2.0

----------------------------------------------
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BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI OPEN SOURCE GPL-COMPATIBLE LICENSE AGREEMENT
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-------------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without
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limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI PERMISSIONS STATEMENT AND DISCLAIMER

----------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.353 flask-cors 3.0.7 
1.353.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2016 Cory Dolphin, Olin College

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.354 joda-time 2.10.4 
1.354.1 Available under license : 

=============================================================================

= NOTICE file corresponding to section 4d of the Apache License Version 2.0 =

=============================================================================

This product includes software developed by

Joda.org (https://www.joda.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.355 libxext 1.3.3-3.el7 
1.355.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
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documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Copyright (c) 1996 Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Digital Equipment Corporation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from Digital

Equipment Corporation.

 

Copyright (c) 1997 by Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose and without

fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright
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notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Silicon Graphics not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific prior written permission.

Silicon Graphics makes no representation about the suitability

of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

without any express or implied warranty.

SILICON GRAPHICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SILICON

GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION  WITH

THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright 1992 Network Computing Devices

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of NCD. not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  NCD. makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

NCD. DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL NCD.

BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright 1991,1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

and Olivetti Research Limited, Cambridge, England.

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the names of Digital or Olivetti

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.
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DIGITAL AND OLIVETTI DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL THEY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright 1986, 1987, 1988 by Hewlett-Packard Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose and without

fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Hewlett-Packard makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided

"as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

This software is not subject to any license of the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the

University of California.

 

Copyright (c) 1994, 1995  Hewlett-Packard Company

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Hewlett-Packard

Company shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization from the Hewlett-Packard Company.

 

Copyright Digital Equipment Corporation, 1996

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice and this permission

notice appear in all copies.  Digital Equipment Corporation

makes no representations about the suitability for any purpose

of the information in this document.  This documentation is

provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005, 2006, 2013, Oracle and/or its affiliates.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright (c) 1989 X Consortium, Inc. and Digital Equipment Corporation.

Copyright (c) 1992 X Consortium, Inc. and Intergraph Corporation.

Copyright (c) 1993 X Consortium, Inc. and Silicon Graphics, Inc.

Copyright (c) 1994, 1995 X Consortium, Inc. and Hewlett-Packard Company.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this documentation for

any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

Digital Equipment Corporation, Intergraph Corporation, Silicon

Graphics, Hewlett-Packard, and the X Consortium make no

representations about the suitability for any purpose of the
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information in this document.  This documentation is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.

 

1.356 libarchive-c 2.9 
1.356.1 Available under license : 

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

1.357 spring-kafka 2.1.6.RELEASE 
1.357.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ConcurrentMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/serializer/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/BatchErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/HandlerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/ProducerFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/RecordMessagingMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/KafkaListenerEndpoint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaListenerConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2016 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/BatchMessageConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/KafkaListenerEndpointRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/KafkaListenerEndpointRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/ConcurrentKafkaListenerContainerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/BatchMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/BatchAcknowledgingMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/MessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/AbstractKafkaListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaListenerAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/KafkaHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/AbstractKafkaListenerContainerFactory.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaStreamsCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/AfterRollbackProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/DefaultAfterRollbackProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/requestreply/ReplyingKafkaOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/requestreply/ReplyingKafkaTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/LogIfLevelEnabled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/AbstractKafkaHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/transaction/ChainedKafkaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/SimpleKafkaHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/GenericMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/event/ConsumerPausedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/requestreply/RequestReplyFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/CleanupConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/CompositeKafkaStreamsCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/kafka/transaction/KafkaAwareTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/event/ConsumerResumedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/ProjectingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/requestreply/CorrelationKey.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/KafkaListenerContainerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaBootstrapConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/ProducerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/Acknowledgment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/AcknowledgingMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/LoggingErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/LoggingProducerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/event/KafkaEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/ProducerListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/MultiMethodKafkaListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/BatchMessagingMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/MessagingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/MessagingMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/DefaultKafkaProducerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/event/ListenerContainerIdleEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/KafkaMessageListenerContainer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/MessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/config/ContainerProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/AbstractMessageListenerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/BatchMessagingMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/serializer/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/DelegatingInvocableHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/RetryingMessageListenerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/EnableKafka.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/ConsumerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/PartitionOffset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/TopicPartition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/KafkaMessageHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/MessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/KafkaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ListenerExecutionFailedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/SendResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/ProducerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/AbstractRetryingMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/KafkaNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/KafkaListenerConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaProducerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/ConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/RecordFilterStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/EnableKafkaStreams.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/GenericMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/TopicPartitionInitialOffset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/FilteringBatchMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/RecordMessageConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/StringJsonMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/FilteringMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/BatchLoggingErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ConsumerSeekAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/AbstractFilteringMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/DefaultKafkaConsumerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/config/MethodKafkaListenerEndpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/adapter/AbstractDelegatingMessageListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/GenericErrorHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/DefaultKafkaHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ContainerAwareErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/RemainingRecordsErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/KafkaListenerErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ConsumerAwareErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ConsumerAwareBatchErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/StreamsBuilderFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ConsumerAwareRebalanceListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/serializer/JsonSerde.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/AbstractJavaTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ContainerAwareBatchErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/transaction/KafkaTransactionManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/DelegatingMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/BatchAcknowledgingConsumerAwareMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/SeekToCurrentErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/event/NonResponsiveConsumerEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/ClassMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaResourceHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/AcknowledgingConsumerAwareMessageListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ListenerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ContainerStoppingBatchErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaStreamsDefaultConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/SeekToCurrentBatchErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/security/jaas/KafkaJaasLoginModuleInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ConsumerAwareMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/DefaultJackson2JavaTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaAdmin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/BatchConsumerAwareMessageListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ContainerStoppingErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/converter/Jackson2JavaTypeMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ListenerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/MimeTypeJsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/KafkaHeaderMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/support/JacksonPresent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137268105_1614043323.04/0/spring-kafka-2-1-6-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/kafka/listener/ConsumerAwareListenerErrorHandler.java

 

1.358 maven-plugin-api 3.3.1 
1.358.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Plugin API

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.359 spring-security-config 5.4.6 
1.359.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/WebConfigUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RequestCacheConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractHttpConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ChannelSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsServiceConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PermitAllSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerCo

nfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractConfiguredSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractInterceptUrlConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/FormLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/EnableGlobalAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractConfigAttributeRequestMatcherRegist

ry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AnonymousConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PortMapperConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/AbstractDaoAuthenticatio

nConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/DefaultLoginPageConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetails

ManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsAwareConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/builders/AuthenticationManagerBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/EnableWebMvcSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableGlobalMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AlreadyBuiltException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/JeeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/DaoAuthenticationConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/ObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SpringWebMvcImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/AutowiredWebSecurityConfigurersIgnorePar

ents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/ProviderManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManage

rConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityAspectJAutoProxy

Registrar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/UserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/GrantedAuthorityDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/ProtectPointcutPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/messaging/MessageSecurityMetadataSourceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SessionCreationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/MatcherType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/InterceptMethodsBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/ChannelAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/UserDetailsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/BeanIds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/PortMappingsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/ContextSourceSettingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AbstractUserDetailsServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/DebugBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/JdbcUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/DefaultFilterChainValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/PasswordEncoderParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpFirewallBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainMapBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSourceParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/EnableRSocketSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/PayloadInterceptorOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/SecuritySocketAcceptorInterceptorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/RememberMeBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RememberMeConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OrderDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/debug/SecurityDebugBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsServiceResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/EnableWebFluxSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AbstractServerWebExchangeMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableReactiveMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/GlobalAuthenticationConfigurerAd

apter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/SecurityWebFiltersOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerResourceFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AuthorizeExchangeDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/CacheControlDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/WebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/JwtDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpPublicKeyPinningDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerXssProtectionDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCorsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpStrictTransportSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/ClientRegistrationsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/AuthorizationEndpointDsl.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionFixationDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequestCacheDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/RedirectionEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AnonymousDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/ExceptionHandlingDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SecurityReactorContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/OpaqueTokenDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/HttpSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AbstractRequestMatcherDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCsrfDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/PortMapperDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientBeanDefinitionParserUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Elements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/client/AuthorizationCodeGrantDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerAnonymousDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/FilterComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/XssProtectionConfigDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpStrictTransportSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ReferrerPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/UserInfoEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientWebMvcSecurityPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerLogoutDsl.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/Saml2Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHeadersDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/OAuth2LoginSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpBasicDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ClientDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerRequestCacheDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/FormLoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2ClientDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionConcurrencyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpBasicDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOpaqueTokenDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/saml2/Saml2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerReferrerPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ResourceServerDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentSecurityPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/OAuth2ResourceServerSecurityMarker.

kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AuthorizeRequestsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SessionManagementDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/EnableWebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2ResourceServerDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequiresChannelDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCacheControlDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/CommonOAuth2Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/LogoutDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerFormLoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/X509Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerContentSecurityPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/FrameOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/HttpSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2LoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CsrfBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerFrameOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CsrfDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerJwtDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/TokenEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HeadersDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2LoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerContentTypeOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/ImplicitGrantConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerExceptionHandlingDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentTypeOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2LoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/ldap/LdapAuthenticationProviderCon

figurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/WebSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/AuthenticationConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerX509Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ResourceServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpsRedirectDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HeadersSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/server/resource/OAuth2ResourceServer

Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SecurityFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CorsDsl.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/GrantedAuthorityDefaultsParserUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HandlerMappingIntrospectorFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HeadersBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HttpBasicConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HeadersConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/AbstractRequestMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ReactiveOAuth2ClientImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecurityConfiguration.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/ObjectPostProcessorConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/Jsr250MetadataSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/AuthenticationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/LogoutConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CsrfConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/socket/AbstractSecurityWebSocketMessageBrokerConfigu

rer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/openid/OpenIDLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeAuthenticationProviderBe

anManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/crypto/RsaKeyConversionServicePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SessionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractAuthenticationFilterConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ServerHttpSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeUserDetailsBeanManager

Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/LogoutBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/WebFluxSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/HttpSecurity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/SecurityNamespaceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/X509Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/AutowireBeanFactoryObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/UrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/websocket/WebSocketMessageBrokerSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CorsConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FormLoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisorR

egistrar.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExpressionUrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ServletApiConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/GlobalMethodSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExceptionHandlingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurerUtils.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1154208206_1618916778.43/0/spring-security-config-5-4-6-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SecurityContextConfigurer.java

 

1.360 elasticsearch-cli 6.8.12 
1.360.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.361 prometheus-common v0.9.1 
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1.361.1 Available under license : 
Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.362 protobuf 3.17.3 
1.362.1 Available under license : 

This is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

 

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or

distribute this software, either in source code form or as a compiled

binary, for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and by any

means.

 

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors

of this software dedicate any and all copyright interest in the

software to the public domain. We make this dedication for the benefit

of the public at large and to the detriment of our heirs and

successors. We intend this dedication to be an overt act of

relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights to this

software under copyright law.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

For more information, please refer to <http://unlicense.org/>

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

This file contains a list of people who have made large contributions

to the public version of Protocol Buffers.

 

Original Protocol Buffers design and implementation:

 Sanjay Ghemawat <sanjay@google.com>

 Jeff Dean <jeff@google.com>

 Daniel Dulitz <daniel@google.com>

 Craig Silverstein

 Paul Haahr <haahr@google.com>

 Corey Anderson <corin@google.com>

 (and many others)

 

Proto2 C++ and Java primary author:

 Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

 

Proto2 Python primary authors:

 Will Robinson <robinson@google.com>

 Petar Petrov <petar@google.com>

 

Java Nano primary authors:
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 Brian Duff <bduff@google.com>

 Tom Chao <chaot@google.com>

 Max Cai <maxtroy@google.com>

 Ulas Kirazci <ulas@google.com>

 

Large code contributions:

 Jason Hsueh <jasonh@google.com>

 Joseph Schorr <jschorr@google.com>

 Wenbo Zhu <wenboz@google.com>

 

Large quantity of code reviews:

 Scott Bruce <sbruce@google.com>

 Frank Yellin

 Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@google.com>

 Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

 Ambrose Feinstein <ambrose@google.com>

 

Documentation:

 Lisa Carey <lcarey@google.com>

 

Maven packaging:

 Gregory Kick <gak@google.com>

 

Patch contributors:

 Kevin Ko <kevin.s.ko@gmail.com>

   * Small patch to handle trailing slashes in --proto_path flag.

 Johan Euphrosine <proppy@aminche.com>

   * Small patch to fix Python CallMethod().

 Ulrich Kunitz <kune@deine-taler.de>

   * Small optimizations to Python serialization.

 Leandro Lucarella <llucax@gmail.com>

   * VI syntax highlighting tweaks.

   * Fix compiler to not make output executable.

 Dilip Joseph <dilip.antony.joseph@gmail.com>

   * Heuristic detection of sub-messages when printing unknown fields in

     text format.

 Brian Atkinson <nairb774@gmail.com>

   * Added @Override annotation to generated Java code where appropriate.

 Vincent Choinire <Choiniere.Vincent@hydro.qc.ca>

   * Tru64 support.

 Monty Taylor <monty.taylor@gmail.com>

   * Solaris 10 + Sun Studio fixes.

 Alek Storm <alek.storm@gmail.com>

   * Slicing support for repeated scalar fields for the Python API.

 Oleg Smolsky <oleg.smolsky@gmail.com>

   * MS Visual Studio error format option.

   * Detect unordered_map in stl_hash.m4.

 Brian Olson <brianolson@google.com>
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   * gzip/zlib I/O support.

 Michael Poole <mdpoole@troilus.org>

   * Fixed warnings about generated constructors not explicitly initializing

     all fields (only present with certain compiler settings).

   * Added generation of field number constants.

 Wink Saville <wink@google.com>

   * Fixed initialization ordering problem in logging code.

 Will Pierce <willp@nuclei.com>

   * Small patch improving performance of in Python serialization.

 Alexandre Vassalotti <alexandre@peadrop.com>

   * Emacs mode for Protocol Buffers (editors/protobuf-mode.el).

 Scott Stafford <scott.stafford@gmail.com>

   * Added Swap(), SwapElements(), and RemoveLast() to Reflection interface.

 Alexander Melnikov <alm@sibmail.ru>

   * HPUX support.

 Oliver Jowett <oliver.jowett@gmail.com>

   * Detect whether zlib is new enough in configure script.

   * Fixes for Solaris 10 32/64-bit confusion.

 Evan Jones <evanj@mit.edu>

   * Optimize Java serialization code when writing a small message to a stream.

   * Optimize Java serialization of strings so that UTF-8 encoding happens only

     once per string per serialization call.

   * Clean up some Java warnings.

   * Fix bug with permanent callbacks that delete themselves when run.

 Michael Kucharski <m.kucharski@gmail.com>

   * Added CodedInputStream.getTotalBytesRead().

 Kacper Kowalik <xarthisius.kk@gmail.com>

   * Fixed m4/acx_pthread.m4 problem for some Linux distributions.

 William Orr <will@worrbase.com>

   * Fixed detection of sched_yield on Solaris.

   * Added atomicops for Solaris

 Andrew Paprocki <andrew@ishiboo.com>

   * Fixed minor IBM xlC compiler build issues

   * Added atomicops for AIX (POWER)

 

1.363 sqlalchemy 1.3.8 
1.363.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2005-2019 SQLAlchemy authors and contributors <see AUTHORS file>.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.364 maven-repository-metadata 3.3.1 
1.364.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Repository Metadata Model

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.365 maven-resolver-provider 3.5.0 
1.365.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Artifact Resolver Provider

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.366 jopt-simple 5.0.2 

 

1.367 byte-buddy 1.7.11 

 

1.368 borg3 3.6.4 
1.368.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"

   href="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/borg/css/bv3.css?{{ borg_env.run_id }}">

<div class='confidential_banner' style='width:100%; border-radius:5px'></div>

<table class='email_heading_blue_table' style="background-color:#347C17">

           <tbody>

               <tr>

                   <td class="email_heading_result_count_td" >

                       <center><font style="color: white" size="100">:)</font>

                       <br>Your module/gateway<br>Generated<br>an alert!</center>

                   </td>

                   <td class="email_heading_right_td">

                       <div class="email_heading_right_text">

                           The file <b>{{ borg_env.filename }}</b> has been processed by the <b>{{

gateway_env.gateway_name }}</b>  on SR <a href='http://mwz.cisco.com/{{ borg_env.ticket_number }}'>{{

borg_env.ticket_number }}</a>, and one or more of your modules found an issue. See below!.<br><b>Device:</b>

{{ borg_env.device_id }}

                       </div>

                       {% if borg_env.run_url and borg_env.run_url != "None" %}<a href="{{ borg_env.run_url }}" ><div

class="email_header_button" style='background-color:silver;'>

                           Click here to run this file

                       </div></a>{% endif %}

                   </td>

               </tr>

           </tbody>

       </table><br><br>

   {% if results|length > 0 %}<div>

   {% include 'results_template.html' %}

   </div>
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   {% endif %}

<font style="color: white" size="1">borgv3_author_notification</font>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302629_1624318019.55/0/borg3-zip/borg3/templates/email_author_notification.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"

   href="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/borg/css/bv3.css?{{ borg_env.run_id }}">

{% set title_only_items_shown = [] %}

<div class='confidential_banner' style='width:100%; border-radius:5px'></div>

<table class='email_heading_blue_table'>

           <tbody>

               <tr>

                   <td class="email_heading_result_count_td" >

                       <center><font style="color: white" size="100">{{ results|length }}</font>

                       <br>Problems<br>found</center>

                   </td>

                   <td class="email_heading_right_td">

                       <div class="email_heading_right_text">

                           The file <b>{{ borg_env.filename }}</b> has been processed by the <b>{{

gateway_env.gateway_name }}</b> on SR <a href='http://mwz.cisco.com/{{ borg_env.ticket_number }}'>{{

borg_env.ticket_number }}</a>, and the following Issues have been detected. Please review as the issues detected

may be production impacting.<br><b>Device:</b> {{ borg_env.device_id }}

                       </div>

                       {% if borg_env.run_url and borg_env.run_url != "None" %}<a href="{{ borg_env.run_url }}" ><div

class="email_header_button" style='background-color:silver;'>

                           Click here for full analysis

                       </div></a>{% endif %}

                   </td>

               </tr>

           </tbody>

       </table><div class='email_header_footer'> If this automated analysis

           helped you solve your case, let us know! Simply <b>REPLY</b> to

           this email and tell us! We love feedback, good, bad or

           otherwise!.</div>

   {% if results|length > 0 %}<div>

   {% include 'results_template.html' %}

   </div>

   {% endif %}

   {% if title_only_items_shown %}

   <div>

   Full alert details not shown for some alerts. Click <a href="{{ borg_env.run_url }}" >here</a> to get full

results.</div>

   {% endif %}

<font style="color: white" size="1">borgv3_standard_notification</font>

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1166302629_1624318019.55/0/borg3-zip/borg3/templates/email_standard_notification.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"

   href="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/borg/css/bv3.css?{{ borg_env.run_id }}">

<div class='confidential_banner' style='width:100%; border-radius:5px'></div>

<table class='email_heading_blue_table' style="background-color:orange">

           <tbody>

               <tr>

                   <td class="email_heading_result_count_td" >

                       <center><font style="color: white" size="100">:X</font>

                       <br>Your module<br>Generated<br>a silent alert!</center>

                   </td>

                   <td class="email_heading_right_td">

                       <div class="email_heading_right_text">

                           The file <b>{{ borg_env.filename }}</b> has been processed by the <b>{{

gateway_env.gateway_name }}</b> on SR <a href='http://mwz.cisco.com/{{ borg_env.ticket_number }}'>{{

borg_env.ticket_number }}</a>, and one ore more of your modules found an issue. See

below!.<br><b>Device:</b> {{ borg_env.device_id }}

                       </div>

                       {% if borg_env.run_url and borg_env.run_url != "None" %}<a href="{{ borg_env.run_url }}" ><div

class="email_header_button" style='background-color:silver;'>

                           Click here to run this file

                       </div></a>{% endif %}

                   </td>

               </tr>

           </tbody>

       </table><br><br>

   {% if results|length > 0 %}<div>

   {% include 'results_template.html' %}

   </div>

   {% endif %}

<font style="color: white" size="1">borgv3_silent_automation</font>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302629_1624318019.55/0/borg3-

zip/borg3/templates/email_silent_automation_notification.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<style>

body {

 

   font-family: "Helvetica Neue", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;

}

 

div {box-sizing: border-box;}

 

.alert_div {
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   width: 100%;

   border: 1px gray solid;

   border-radius: 5px;

   display: inline-block;

   margin-bottom: 1px;

}

 

.alert_ {

   padding: 3px 10px 5px;

}

 

.info_color {

   color: #6FFCB6;

}

 

.notice_color {

   color: #C2E3FF;

}

 

.critical_color {

   color: #FCBF6F;

}

 

.emergency_color {

   color: #FC6F76;

}

 

.error_color {

   color: #FCD66F;

}

 

.debug_color {

   color: #A2FA96;

}

 

.warning_color {

   color: #FCFC6F;

}

 

.alert_color {

   color: #FC996F;

}

 

.ok_color {

   color: #C1C5CD;

}

 

.info_bg_color {
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   background-color: #6FFCB6;

}

 

.notice_bg_color {

   background-color: #C2E3FF;

}

 

.critical_bg_color {

   background-color: #FCBF6F;

}

 

.emergency_bg_color {

   background-color: #FC6F76;

}

 

.error_bg_color {

   background-color: #FCD66F;

}

 

.debug_bg_color {

   background-color: #A2FA96;

}

 

.warning_bg_color {

   background-color: #FCFC6F;

}

 

.alert_bg_color {

   background-color: #FC996F;

}

 

.ok_bg_color {

   background-color: #C1C5CD;

}

 

.alert_title_bar {

   padding: 5px;

   border-radius: 4px;

   color: #fff;

   cursor: pointer;

   background-color: #4d4d4d;

}

 

.alert_title_bar_ok {

   background-color: whitesmoke;

   font-size: smaller;

   padding: 0px 5px;

   color: gray;
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   }

 

.title_severity {

   text-transform: uppercase;

   font-weight: 700;

}

 

.alert_text {

   padding: 2px;

}

 

.alert_line_values {

   font-size: small;

   display: block;

   padding: 9.5px;

   margin: 10px 7px 10px 10px;

   border: 1px solid #ccc;

   border-radius: 4px;

}

 

.alert_snippet {

   font-family: monospace;

   font-size: small;

   white-space: pre-wrap;

   background-color: #F5F5F5;

   display: block;

   padding: 9.5px;

   margin: 0 10px;

   border: 1px solid #ccc;

   border-radius: 4px;

}

 

.inline_hud_alert {

   border: 1px solid;

   border-radius: 5px;

   margin: 2px;

   padding: 5px;

   white-space: normal;

}

 

.inline_hud_alert_title {

   background: rgba(255,255,255,0.5);

   border-radius: 3px;

   padding: 2px;

   font-size: larger;

}

 

.alert_line_num {
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   cursor: pointer;

}

 

.alerted_line {

   border-top: 1px solid #fff;

   cursor: pointer;

}

 

.inline_hud_alert_ic_info {

   display: inline;

}

 

.feedback_button {

   margin: 0 5px;

   cursor: pointer;

   opacity: .5;

}

 

.feedback_button:hover {

   opacity: 1;

}

 

.click_line_num {

   cursor: pointer;

}

 

.click_line_num:hover {

   font-weight: 700;

}

 

.hud_pre {

   white-space: pre-wrap;

}

 

.inline_hud_alert_suggest_improvement {

   display: inline;

   float: right;

}

 

.inline_hud_alert_feedback {

   display: inline;

}

 

.c_black {

   color: #000;

}

 

.inline_hud_alert_tools {
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   border-top: 1px solid gray;

   padding-top: 3px;

   margin-top: 3px;

}

 

.inline_hud_alert_close {

   display: inline;

   float: right;

   cursor: pointer;

}

 

.email_heading_blue_table {

   border-radius: 5px;

   background-color: #2b5593;

   color: #fff;

   padding: 5px;

   width: 100%;

}

 

.email_heading_red_table {

   border-radius: 5px;

   background-color: maroon;

   color: #fff;

   padding: 5px;

   width: 100%;

   max-width: 100%;

}

 

.email_heading_result_count_td {

   color: #fff;

   width: 10%;

}

 

.email_heading_right_td {

   padding: 5px;

   width: 90%;

}

 

 

 

.email_header_button {

   padding: 5px;

   color: #000;

   border-radius: 5px;

   display:inline-block;

}

 

.email_header_footer {
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   background: #C5C5C5;

   color: #000;

   font-style: italic;

   padding: 5px;

   text-align: center;

   font-size: small;

   margin-bottom: 10px;

   border-radius: 5px;

}

 

 

.runtime_d {

   border: 1px solid black;

   border-radius: 5px;

   padding: 5px;

   margin-bottom: 5px;

   overflow:auto;

}

 

.runtime_d:hover {

   background-color:#EAEAEA;

   }

 

.runtime_d_exc {

   border: 1px solid red;

}

 

.runtime_exception {

   border: 1px solid gray;

   border-radius: 5px;

   padding: 5px;

   background-color:#FF9797;

}

 

.runtime_debugs {

   border: 1px solid gray;

   border-radius: 5px;

   padding: 5px;

   background-color:#E7FDFA;

   white-space: pre-wrap;

   max-height: 300px;

 

}

 

.runtime_results {

   border: 1px solid gray;

   border-radius: 5px;

   padding: 5px;
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   background-color:#E8FDE7;

   white-space: pre-wrap;

   max-height: 300px;

 

}

 

.runtime_button {

   color: #fff;

   background-color: #777;

   padding: 5px;

   border-radius: 5px;

   cursor: pointer;

}

 

.runtime_chunk {

display: inline-block;

}

 

 

.runtime_exc_word {

   width: auto;

   font-size:smaller;

   border: 1px solid black;

   border-radius: 4px;

   text-align: center;

   padding: 0px 10px;

   background-color: red;

   color: white;

   }

 

.runtime_res_word {

   width: 110px;

   font-size:smaller;

   border: 1px solid black;

   border-radius: 4px;

   text-align: center;

   background-color: #088A08;

   color: white;

   }

 

.runtime_no_res_word {

   width: 110px;

   font-size:smaller;

   border: 1px solid black;

   border-radius: 4px;

   text-align: center;

   background-color: #CEF6D8;

   }
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.runtime_detail_toggle {

color: #fff;

   background-color: #777;

   padding: 5px;

   border-radius: 5px;

   cursor: pointer;

   }

 

.mod_type {

   width: 150px;

   text-align:center;

   background-color:#FDD68D;

   color:black;

   border-radius: 5px;

   border: 1px solid gray;

   }

 

.type_bigdatamodule {

 

   background-color:#F4CEF6;

   color:black;

   }

 

.type_bdblibmodule {

 

   background-color:#A9F5D0;

   color:black;

   }

 

.module_detail {

   color: #D8D8D8;

   font-size: small;

   font-family: monospace;

   }

 

.b_m_s {

   font-family:monospace;

   margin-left:1px;

   margin-right:1px;

   display:inline-block;

   padding-left:6px;

   padding-right:6px;

   text-align:center;

   border-radius:10px;

   border:1px gray solid;

   min-width:22px

}
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.b_m_s_zc {

   opacity:.1

}

 

.borg_cat {

   border-radius:10px;

   padding:3px;

   margin:0 15px

}

.tree_cat {

   border-radius: 10px;

   margin: 2px 15px;

   border: 1px black solid;

   background: rgba(128, 128, 128, 0.18);

}

 

.tree_cat_title {

   font-weight: bold;

   padding-left: 5px;

   cursor: pointer;

}

 

.cat_ic {

   cursor:pointer;

   border-radius:10px;

   margin:0 15px

}

 

.cat_ic:hover {

   font-weight:700;

   color:red

}

 

.borg_cat_ex {

   border-left:solid 1px lightgray

}

 

.borg_cat_tog {

   display:inline-block;

   width:20px;

   text-align:center

}

 

.cat_desc {

   color: gray;

   font-size: smaller;

}
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.confidential_banner {

height: 22px;

background-repeat: repeat-x;

background-image:

url(data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAHgAAAAWCAIAAACE+M+vAAAL02lDQ1B

QaG90b3Nob3AgSUNDIHByb2ZpbGUAAEiJlZcHVFNJF4DnlRRCEkpClRKkNw29SQm9qCBVsBGSQEIJMQU

Fe8MVXAsqIqCu6CpY0LUAshbEgoVFsBdkQRcF2+IqNlT+SUDd/5zd859/cubNl/vu3HvnvvvemQGADrgSSTaq

CUCOWC6NDQtkTU1OYZG6AA60AQBE4M3lySScmJiJ4F/b21sAUY7XHZW2/l3vH5sWXyDjAYDEQE7jy3g5

kI8CgD7mSaRyAPBKKLeYI5couQkyUwoDhHxDyRkj3KfktBH+pNKJjw0CgABXRaZyudIMAGhGUM7K42VA

O7QJkNlivkgMWRmvH0/I5UPeD9khJydXyXcg26T9zU7Gf9lM+2aTy834xiNrUTVysEgmyebm/5/p+N8tJ1vx1Yc

J7FRZVlwUHOkwb3N53JA4yDBGpFAoiFA+MyLkUok8MHZUp1Ikj4j/ykJFeAJkfch7FVkJnFF5c1ZuVOzo3HZ

x2uRopR/It3iyoJSvcwuE8UmjOg/5guCQr3JpbuxX/T5ZXpxSDisJeVMgDJo8oo8SM7mRMSM6KJUrVa2FCVlfk

B2m9EuB7CCRx3yLU5w9WbkWGyh3T5eGKnXYkGcKZN/XKxfGh48wukYOC2DUzrZ0UWjEqK9qoTQ8dpSP

SrJVNT0SsyI2YYTRJoE4IW6U2/jc4KhRO50gGIiADEhANhCATBADuEAM5PCaDX9cQhehh3APTAK5UCqC8

lwghf8EIAPqClRzxOAFlPcDGc7EPXEO7o/74G64V2P14YsdbBAHslSaUpBTlpvvnSgEHJAORKgB9JAJAqHNb

MCH/rPAH0qddD+lDruFvZN9nH2b/Zy9i+hKtIbdFrDgGEz0IjoR3bHtWAPWip3E6kE09J8G7WepIuEDluqfYNQ

qDwhHfP9tBQKggBIWvC+AVznIh2tXkgje56m0xEBBJ9Md6Ry6HZ1JJ9GN6JYgBHqQqnIzGUaaD+fJwVuQAi

Uy6AvOwo1wP9wXZiAQjgF/yyoXaiuz8FgVB5AL5sqVhRGUK8mXijKEchYHfl0EDqwIMW+cA8uZ7eQKlN+q

kVfh9RTVNwjRbf0uk8Nn5/sCAKz9uyxFBsB+aFfP5bvMBta/zjYAGux4CmneiAxXXgjwyWvAyjSAb5o5rD5H4

AzcgQ8IgKuMhBmNB8lgpip3OTDmOWA+WAIKQTFYBzaBcrAd7ATV4AA4DOrBCXAGXABXQDu4Ce6Dbt

ALnoEBmJchBEFICA1hIAaIKWKJ2CPOiCfih4QgE5FYJBlJRTIQMaJA5iPLkGKkBClHdiA1yC/IceQMcgnpQO

4iPUg/8hfyEcVQKspEjVErdDzqiXLQKDQenYFmoLPRAnQ5ugYtQ6vQ/Wgdega9gt5Eu9Fn6CAGMHVMFzPD

HDFPLAiLxlKwdEyKLcSKsFKsCqvFGrEW7DrWjT3HPuBEnIGzcEdYs+F4As7DZ+ML8dV4OV6N1+Hn8Ot4D

z6AfyHQCEYEe4I3IYIwlZBBmEMoJJQSdhOOEc4TbhJ6CW+JRKIurE4PYjgxmZhJnEdcTdxKPEhsInYQHxEH

SSSSAcme5EuKJnFJclIhaQtpP+k06Rqpl/SerE42JTuTQ8kpZDF5KbmUvJd8inyN/IQ8pKapZqnmrRatxlfLV1urtku

tUe2qWq/aEEWLYk3xpcRTMilLKGWUWsp5Sifltbq6+lh1L/Up6iL1xepl6ofUL6r3qH+galPtqEHU6VQFdQ11D7

WJepf6mkajWdECaCk0OW0NrYZ2ltZFe09n0MfRI+h8+iJ6Bb2Ofo3+UkNNw1KDozFTo0CjVOOIxlWN55pqmla

aQZpczYWaFZrHNW9rDmoxtJy0orVytFZr7dW6pNWnTdK20g7R5msv196pfVb7EQNjmDOCGDzGMsYuxnlGL

5PItGZGMDOZxcwDzDbmgI62jqtOos5cnQqdkzrdupiulW6EbrbuWt3Durd0P+oZ63H0BHqr9Gr1rum90x+jH6Av0

C/SP6h/U/+jAcsgxCDLYL1BvcEDQ9zQznCK4RzDbYbnDZ+PYY7xGcMbUzTm8Jh7RqiRnVGs0TyjnUatRoPGJ

sZhxhLjLcZnjZ+b6JoEmGSabDQ5ZdJvyjD1MxWZbjQ9bfqUpcPisLJZZaxzrAEzI7NwM4XZDrM2s6Gx1mMTxi

4de3DsA3OKuad5uvlG82bzAQtTi0kW8y32WdyzVLP0tBRabrZssXxnZW2VZLXSqt6qz1rfOsK6wHqfdacNzcbfZ

rZNlc0NW6Ktp22W7VbbdjvUzs1OaFdhd9UetXe3F9lvte9wIDh4OYgdqhxuO1IdOY55jvsce8bpjps4bum4+nEvx1

uMTxm/fnzL+C9sN3Y2exf7vpO2U6TTUqdGp7+c7Zx5zhXON1xoLqEui1waXF652rsKXLe53nFjuE1yW+nW7Pb

Z3cNd6l7r3u9h4ZHqUelx25PpGeO52vOiF8Er0GuR1wmvD97u3nLvw95/+jj6ZPns9embYD1BMGHXhEe+Y325v

jt8u/1Yfql+P/l1+5v5c/2r/B8GmAfwA3YHPOHYcjI5+zkvA9mB0sBjge+CvIMWBDUFY8FhwUXBbSHaIQkh5SF

doWNDM0L3hQ6EuYXNC2sKJ4RHha8Pvx1hHMGLqIkYiPSIXBB5LooaFRdVHvVwot1E6cTGSeikyEkbJnVOt

pwsnlwfDaIjojdEP4ixjpkd8+sU4pSYKRVTHsc6xc6PbYljxM2K2xv3Nj4wfm38/QSbBEVCc6JG4vTEmsR3ScFJJ

UndU8dPXTD1SrJhsii5IYWUkpiyO2VwWsi0TdN6p7tNL5x+a4b1jLkzLs00nJk98+QsjVncWUdSCalJqXtTP3Gju

VXcwbSItMq0AV4QbzPvGT+Av5HfL/AVlAiepPuml6T3ZfhmbMjoF/oLS4XPRUGictGrzPDM7ZnvsqKz9mQNZ

ydlH8wh56TmHBdri7PE53JNcufmdkjsJYWS7tneszfNHpBGSXfLENkMWYOcCTeFrQobxQpFT55fXkXe+zmJc4

7M1Zorntuab5e/Kv9JQWjBz/Pwebx5zfPN5i+Z37OAs2DHQmRh2sLmReaLli/qXRy2uHoJZUnWkt+WspeWLH2z

LGlZ43Lj5YuXP1oRtmJfIb1QWnh7pc/K7T/gP4h+aFvlsmrLqi9F/KLLxezi0uJPq3mrL//o9GPZj8Nr0te0rXVfu20d

cZ143a31/uurS7RKCkoebZi0oW4ja2PRxjebZm26VOpaun0zZbNic3fZxLKGLRZb1m35VC4sv1kRWHGw0qhyV

eW7rfyt17YFbKvdbry9ePvHn0Q/3dkRtqOuyqqqdCdxZ97Ox7sSd7X87PlzzW7D3cW7P+8R7+mujq0+V+NRU7P

XaO/afeg+xb7+/dP3tx8IPtBQ61i746DuweJD4JDi0NNfUn+5dTjqcPMRzyO1Ry2PVh5jHCuqQ+ry6wbqhfXdDck

NHccjjzc3+jQe+3Xcr3tOmJ2oOKlzcu0pyqnlp4ZPF5webJI0PT+TceZR86zm+2ennr1xbsq5tvNR5y9eCL1wtoXTcv

qi78UTl7wvHb/sebn+ivuVula31mO/uf12rM29re6qx9WGdq/2xo4JHaeu+V87cz34+oUbETeu3Jx8s+NWwq07t6ff7
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r7Dv9N3N/vuq3t594buL+4kdBY90HxQ2mXUVfW77e8Hu927T/YE97Q+jHt4/xHv0bM/ZH986l3+mPa49Inpk5o+

574T/aH97U+nPe19Jnk29LzwhdaLypc2L4/+GfBn68DUgd5X0lfDf61+bfB6zxvXN82DMYNdb3PeDr0rem/wvvq

D54eWj0kfnwzN+UT6VPbZ9nPjl6gvncM5w8MSrpSr2gpgsKPp6QD8tQfu85MBYLTDLSF95CyhasjI+UdF4N945

Lyhau4A7IB71SS4r4xaAUB5DwDWtdBuHQAxNADivQDq4vKtjzZZuovziC1qINyadA0Pv7YCgLQBgM/rhoeHq

oaHP++EwXYC0CQeOcMAoIAvEdTR+8eDBGz/AeRYQLhurB94AAAACXBIWXMAAAsTAAALEwEAmpwY

AAAAB3RJTUUH4QIIEyMPns5u0QAABnJJREFUWMPtWH1sE+cZf+7OuY/4zl8XbMcGkowkI64J6QgtH62ISq

AKtAtFQmIr0KpU2rR+/dNJaKrUUqldJbb+sWnfa0vR0MaqUpAoEQKyhEBLJ9JmCWlCg0fsJG7s1PadfY595/vo

H2/rXENIO6RtqnS///zc8/7ueX7v8zzve8YMwwAL/33glgSW0JbQFiyhLaEtoS38f4XWdV3X9Vs9LZVK39Co6/qC

9sVXqaq6yNu/jbDdbJJlebj3fU/3qMpSYkdzKBRiGObq4ROFO4Jr164dHx/X3jxPCoVsOMC2r6mpqQEAQRAmT/

Q4/zWZr+O1zc2hUAjDsGKxOHL+krtvjJDVXJPfu7OtqqrK/KJYLFb8Ww/zaTZzd51zfRhRpVKp6RO93Mi0bsMz

9zasvG8DwzDDw8PcG73sz3Z7PJ5sNis+f8R5cF+xWJR//vcyW2JXa6B2uXboOP/SY5FIxPV6LwCUOEoKBZbdv

8HtdicSCeWVt8wBBH/5k5GRkZuZx0/3uT+4UXYrBF3sD+9DzJWVlQBw5eL7vrf7yQO7fD4fAKTT6cyv3/E8vd

Ptdv8HQl+9+IGjP6o+3k6SpOuNs1dVbe3dd82V+etnxR1r6urqEsOjFcd69Wf3GIaR/PMpqGLxZx/SRdHxp+7oM/b

a2tqR85e4j2KFRzaxLKuf7xd/c5I7sIeiKEQlCAL86lSuI+wMf7c0et34XZf03B6KolKvvYtzjP7kNkVR7CcufzLbs3p

XBwBgmh4/dcm994F50SpPdtjtdgBoYJh8Pj9XLrydfbzDUBS8+8Pk4S7nM7u/aKCntiGxAADH8QWZl25dr7StSV

waqEhJnu/fQxOEue1kWea7BjXKNvnxGBLaMAxSKCz+6Tdf6GKx6D01KO5vC9fXA8BnT3TytjkfDMOUKhaPf

Tbr84Vb7yzcsRIA4vE4MyW49m31er3BYDD+UxfvchWLxapzI+L+tnBTEwCwnaz04tFoNNrY2IioIpGIhyJa2jYS

BMHzfKK+lqKo6elp5tMs+cj9KIFrnYbn92eFLQKqTcfgxNjYmN/vNwfM87zT6USxmYXWSQJ5Zjo56cWjiUQC

yWq32zmOAwCCIL6Q/iZmj8cDAJM+J1bSkDEej5eZx8fHKwi88PBG/siFwro1DMPczuhAsZZ7fF6zYxjG/6A9fq

Ff/8U7cY4SH2ptaWmRJMlO4DzPI59AIAAAyWQSAJBeAOB2u9MuRpKkMhUxlcmtWoqytdlswWAQAERRZC

nbkiVLkI/P58sBoFWFGl75Xp3jr32zP9puDil38C85AABwHty3YIYcx0kAkiQ5HA4AUF55KwUAAOkNK1Cv3Ir

5lqdX92Bq++rV9fVTRN+NGzdCodDtCE1R1CyAKIpoJ5PJpM1mQzsMAIqiqKoa3rFF2bYpGo1W/eHctN9P0zS

m6aIoIreJiQmPx0NRlAyQTqeRarlcjhQK5s1Xq1j32ahhGBiGaZo2OTkZCARomiZkVRAERJVOpysAaJoWRREA

mpubx/pGU+++5zAFTB7YhRSkadq8keZOR0/RT8cLe1EHLDP5LMi8IGZmZthPEpqdHpIuOxmSODNgNDXdzq

2DZdn0hhVa71AikUgmk+JrXdFo1Oww+8fTQ0NDuq5XVFSgMVddXS3z9vErg5lMJhKJwKsnBUFwOp1Ca41x5

sNYLJZKpa5fvKJWVixbNpfd0u/UkkJhaGgom80ODAyoh8+VSqVgMKi4mIl//HNmZmZqako+058NB8rbTBCEZ

/dmx9W4OR6aphmGYRgGw7CvJKZo2Ww2k8mMfDRYqHaUeyufz2e/RPlisyDzgoheu55fsYRav9KxvLrQ2VoZS

5enSpnZPMEWOwwbH2gb7X5PPvR2iaPEzaGWVavmyockbY+223oH029exDgq/ei9zV4vhmGuHz+oHO+Ruo6q

yz2F/W3hYBAA6ne2j/Zcpn97elZW6UZf5dM7WJYtU/n9/n8/tY051icmL1Crl5KPbUVnlPOJzuLJC8WXjxkELt9T

37BlI5qtCF6v98rD63xHL3+tIlQqLz5/pMRRZCjA799OkiSya4eOi2Un07T5JsyKovBdg/LeTQ0NDcjycdM1eWB0

+boWAIBXTyJm8c6a8L4H563FbnVWapqG4/i8MjFfflFFf61R13VN0262L75KVVUcx80Sf9uBWf9HW5/gltAWL

KEtoS2hLfxP8Dl6ePn+DL1Y2wAAAABJRU5ErkJggg==);

}

</style>

<div class='confidential_banner' style='width:100%; border-radius:5px'></div>

<table class='email_heading_red_table'>

           <tbody>

               <tr>

                   <td class="email_heading_result_count_td" >

                       <center><font style="color: white" size="100">:(</font>

                       <br>Module<br>Exception</center>

                   </td>

                   <td class="email_heading_right_td">

                       <div >

                           Your module, <a style="color:white;"

href="https://scripts.cisco.com/ui/use/BORG_IC_Info?autorun=true&ic={{ co.module_info.name }}"

target=_blank"><b>{{ co.module_info.name|replace('_','_<wbr>')|clean }}</b></a>  has encountered an error when

the BORG Engine tried to use it. The specific BORG Gateway that was run at the time was <b>{{
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gateway_env.gateway_name }}</b>, and the following error/exception was thrown by your

module.<br><br><b>Gateway:</b> {{ gateway_env.gateway_name }}<br><b>SR:</b> <a

href='http://mwz.cisco.com/{{ borg_env.ticket_number }}'>{{ borg_env.ticket_number }}</a><br><b>File:</b>

{{ borg_env.filename }}<br><b>User:</b> {{ borg_env.user }}<br><b>Exception:</b> {{

co.exception.exception.__class__.__name__ }}

                       </div>

                       {% if borg_env.run_url and borg_env.run_url != "None" %}<a href="{{ borg_env.run_url

}}&developer=true" ><div class="email_header_button" style='background-color:silver;'>

                           Click here to re-run borg in Developer mode

                       </div></a>

                       <a

href="https://scripts.cisco.com/app/IC_feedback_collector/index.html?ic_channel=BORG%20Feedback&alias={{

gateway_env.notifications_email }}&gateway={{ gateway_env.gateway_shorthand }}&sr={{

borg_env.ticket_number }}&filename={{ borg_env.filename }}&module_name={{ co.module_info.name

}}&module_authors={{ co.module_info.authors|join(',') }}&run_url={{  borg_env.run_url|urlencode }}">

                           <div class="email_header_button" style='background-color: silver;'>

                               Submit Feedback/Create JIRA Item

                           </div>

                       </a>

                       {% endif %}

                   </td>

               </tr>

           </tbody>

       </table><br>

   <div class="alert_div">

       <div class="alert_title_bar ">

           <span class="emergency_color title_severity">

               EXCEPTION:

           </span>

           <span class="title_span">

               {{ co.exception.exception.__class__.__name__ }}

           </span>

       </div>

<div class="alert_">

           Please correct whatever coding error is present in your module. If you are unable to fix the issue, please un-

mark the module as public to stop it from running.

           {% if co.exception.exception.__class__.__name__ == 'BorgModuleTimeout' %}<div>Please note that, where

input files are very large (especially when those files are archives), timeouts may occur for regex operations in non-

Python modules (e.g., ezBORG or DSIG). Non-Python module timeouts do not necessarily require any corrective

action.</div>

           {% endif %}

 

               <pre class="alert_snippet">{% for line in co.exception.traceback.splitlines() %}

{{line}}

{% endfor %}</pre>

       </div>    </div>

<font style="color: white" size="1">borgv3_module_exception</font>
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302629_1624318019.55/0/borg3-zip/borg3/templates/email_exception_to_author.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<div id='top_anchor'></div>

<script src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.12.4/jquery.min.js"></script>

<script src="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/borg/js/borg_core.js?"></script>

<script src="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/js/tooltip.js"></script>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/borg/css/bv3.css?{{

borg_env.run_id }}">

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="/mamorten/borg/css/borg_file_browser.css?{{ borg_env.run_id }}">

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://maxcdn.bootstrapcdn.com/font-awesome/4.5.0/css/font-awesome.min.css" data-

premailer="ignore">

<link rel="stylesheet" href="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/js/tooltip.css" data-premailer="ignore">

<script>document.title="{{ gateway_env.gateway_shorthand }} - {{ gateway_env.gateway_name }}";</script>

<i id="backToTop" style="display:none;padding: 10px; border-radius:5px; cursor:pointer;" class="fa fa-arrow-

circle-o-up" >&nbsp; Back to top</i>

<script>

$('#backToTop').on('click', function() {

   if ($('div.result').length) $('div.result').scrollTop(0);

   else $(window).scrollTop(0);

   $(this).fadeOut();

});

</script>

<div class='confidential_banner' style='width:100%; border-radius:5px'></div>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302629_1624318019.55/0/borg3-zip/borg3/templates/default_top.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"

   href="https://scripts.cisco.com/mamorten/borg/css/bv3.css?{{ borg_env.run_id }}">

<div class='confidential_banner' style='width:100%; border-radius:5px'></div>

<table class='email_heading_blue_table' style="background-color:#0c25cc">

           <tbody>

               <tr>

                   <td class="email_heading_result_count_td" >

                       <center><font style="color: white" size="100">!</font>

                       <br>You have a sales lead opportunity!</center>

                   </td>

                   <td class="email_heading_right_td">

                       <div class="email_heading_right_text">

                           The file <b>{{ borg_env.filename }}</b> has been processed by the <b>{{

gateway_env.gateway_name }}</b>  on SR <a href='http://mwz.cisco.com/{{ borg_env.ticket_number }}'>{{

borg_env.ticket_number }}</a>, and a new sales lead opportunity has been identifed.  <br><br> Hit the link below

to submit your lead!<br><br><b>Device:</b> {{ borg_env.device_id }}

                       </div>

                                           </td>
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               </tr>

           </tbody>

       </table><br>

<header><b>Sales Lead Generation Information:</b></header><br>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302629_1624318019.55/0/borg3-zip/borg3/templates/email_sales_lead_generation.html

 

1.369 esapi 2.1.0.1 
1.369.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Enterprise Security API

* (ESAPI) project. For details, please see <a

* href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the LICENSE

* before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/CSSCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright &copy; 2007-2019 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>
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* @author kevin.w.wall@gmail.com

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/Encryptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright &copy; 2010 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and

* accept the LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @created 2010

*/

// Because attribute values may be confidential, we don't want to log them!

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/crypto/CryptoToken.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Pawan Singh (pawan.singh@owasp.org) <a href="www.owasp.org">OWASP</a>

* @created 2009

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/util/DefaultMessageUtil.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007-2019 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/AccessController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/EncryptedProperties.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Matt Seil (mseil .at. owasp.org)

* @created 2017

*

* @author Jeff Williams (jeff.williams .at. aspectsecurity.com) <a

*         href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/AbstractCharacterCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/AbstractIntegerCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

/**

* An IntrusionException should be thrown anytime an error condition arises that is likely to be the result of an attack

* in progress. IntrusionExceptions are handled specially by the IntrusionDetector, which is equipped to respond by

* either specially logging the event, logging out the current user, or invalidating the current user's account.

* <P>

* Unlike other exceptions in the ESAPI, the IntrusionException is a RuntimeException so that it can be thrown from

* anywhere and will not require a lot of special exception handling.

*

* @author Jeff Williams (jeff.williams@aspectsecurity.com)

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/IntrusionException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007-2019 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.
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*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/HTTPUtilities.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author     Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created    February 6, 2009

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/filters/ClickjackFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<comments>Code License - New BSD License</comments>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.owasp.esapi/esapi/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2009 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.
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*

* @author Arshan Dabirsiaghi <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2009

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/configuration/ConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/DetectOutboundContentRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/RuleUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/RestrictUserAgentRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/actions/BlockAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/actions/DefaultAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/internal/InterceptingPrintWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/internal/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/AddHTTPOnlyFlagRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/configuration/AppGuardianConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/AddHeaderRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/HTTPMethodRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/actions/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/IPRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/RestrictContentTypeRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/SimpleVirtualPatchRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/AuthenticatedRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/ReplaceContentRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/internal/InterceptingServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/internal/InterceptingHTTPServletRequest.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/AddSecureFlagRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/actions/DoNothingAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/BeanShellRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/actions/RedirectAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/GeneralAttackSignatureRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/PathExtensionRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/EnforceHTTPSRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/rules/MustMatchRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/internal/InterceptingHTTPServletResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/waf/ESAPIWebApplicationFirewallFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

under an open source license. The OWASP Foundation is a 501c3

<p>This project licensed under the <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BSD_license">BSD license</a>,

which is very permissive and about as close to public domain as is possible. You can use or modify

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Mike Fauzy <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/accesscontrol/FileBasedACRs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultHTTPUtilities.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/Log4JLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/FileBasedAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/AbstractAccessReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/Log4JLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/crypto/ReferenceEncryptedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/RandomAccessReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/OracleCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/Log4JLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*
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* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Matt Seil (mseil .at. owasp.org)

* @updated 2017

*

* @author Jeff Williams (jeff.williams .at. aspectsecurity.com) <a

*         href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/PushbackString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2009 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/XMLEntityCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*
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* Copyright (c) 2010 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/EncryptionRuntimeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/EnterpriseSecurityRuntimeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Matt Seil (mseil .at. owasp.org)

* @created 2017

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/AbstractPushbackSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/PushbackSequence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007-2019 - The OWASP Foundation
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*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2009

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/PreparedString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @author Jim Manico (jim@manico.net) <a href="http://www.manico.net">Manico.net</a>

*

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultValidator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2008 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Mike Fauzy <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>
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* @author Rogan Dawes <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2008

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/ESAPI.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Chris Schmidt (chris.schmidt@owasp.org)

* @created 2010

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/crypto/CryptoDiscoverer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2010 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Patrick Higgins

* @created 2010

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/ExecuteResult.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Mike Fauzy <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

/**

    * Return a {@code List} of strings of combined cipher modes that support

    * <b>both</b> confidentiality and authenticity. These would be preferred

    * cipher modes to use if your JCE provider supports them. If such a

    * cipher mode is used, no explicit <i>separate</i> MAC is calculated as part of

    * the {@code CipherText} object upon encryption nor is any attempt made

    * to verify the same on decryption.

    * </p><p>

    * The list is taken from the comma-separated list of cipher modes specified

    * by the ESAPI property

    * {@code Encryptor.cipher_modes.combined_modes}.

    *

    * @return The parsed list of comma-separated cipher modes if the property

    * was specified in {@code ESAPI.properties}; otherwise the empty list is

    * returned.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/SecurityConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

	 * The method is ESAPI's Key Derivation Function (KDF) that computes a

	 * derived key from the {@code keyDerivationKey} for either

	 * encryption / decryption or for authentication.

	 * <p>

	 * <b>CAUTION:</b> If this algorithm for computing derived keys from the

	 * key derivation key is <i>ever</i> changed, we risk breaking backward compatibility of being

	 * able to decrypt data previously encrypted with earlier / different versions
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	 * of this method. Therefore, do not change this unless you are 100% certain that

	 * what you are doing will NOT change either of the derived keys for

	 * ANY "key derivation key" AT ALL!!!

	 * <p>

	 * <b>NOTE:</b> This method is generally not intended to be called separately.

	 * It is used by ESAPI's reference crypto implementation class {@code JavaEncryptor}

	 * and might be useful for someone implementing their own replacement class, but

	 * generally it is not something that is useful to application client code.

	 *

	 * @param keyDerivationKey  A key used as an input to a key derivation function

	 *                          to derive other keys. This is the key that generally

	 *                          is created using some key generation mechanism such as

	 *                          {@link CryptoHelper#generateSecretKey(String, int)}. The

	 *                          "input" key from which the other keys are derived.

	 * 							The derived key will have the same algorithm type

	 * 							as this key. This KDK cannot be null.

	 * @param keySize		The cipher's key size (in bits) for the {@code keyDerivationKey}.

	 * 						Must have a minimum size of 56 bits and be an integral multiple of 8-bits.

	 * 						<b>Note:</b> The derived key will have the same size as this.

	 * @param purpose		The purpose for the derived key. For the ESAPI reference implementation,

	 * 						{@code JavaEncryptor}, this <i>must</i> be either the string "encryption" or

	 * 						"authenticity", where "encryption" is used for creating a derived key to use

	 * 						for confidentiality, and "authenticity" is used for creating a derived key to

	 * 						use with a MAC to ensure message authenticity. However, since parameter serves

	 * 						the same purpose as the "Label" in section 5.1 of NIST SP 800-108, it really can

	 * 						be set to anything other than {@code null} or an empty string when called outside

	 * 						of {@code JavaEncryptor}.

	 * @return				The derived {@code SecretKey} to be used according

	 * 						to the specified purpose.

	 * @throws NoSuchAlgorithmException		The {@code keyDerivationKey} has an unsupported

	 * 						encryption algorithm or no current JCE provider supports

	 * 						"HmacSHA1".

	 * @throws EncryptionException		If "UTF-8" is not supported as an encoding, then

	 * 						this is thrown with the original {@code UnsupportedEncodingException}

	 * 						as the cause. (NOTE: This should never happen as "UTF-8" is supposed to

	 * 						be a common encoding supported by all Java implementations. Support

	 * 					    for it is usually in rt.jar.)

	 * @throws InvalidKeyException 	Likely indicates a coding error. Should not happen.

	 * @throws EncryptionException  Throw for some precondition violations.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/crypto/KeyDerivationFunction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

The OWASP Foundation

 ~
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 ~ The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

 ~ LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

 ~

 ~ @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

 ~ @created 2007

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/META-INF/esapi.tld

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/IntrusionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/AvailabilityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/IntegrityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/AuthenticationAccountsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/AccessControlException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/CertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/MySQLCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/EncodingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/WindowsCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-
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jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/validation/BaseValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/validation/IntegerValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/LegacyHTMLEntityCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/EncryptionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/ValidationAvailabilityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/AuthenticationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/validation/DateValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/AuthenticationLoginException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/filters/SecurityWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/validation/NumberValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/validation/HTMLValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/EnterpriseSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/crypto/DefaultEncryptedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/AuthenticationCredentialsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/validation/StringValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/JavaScriptCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/ExecutorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/IntegerAccessReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/VBScriptCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/User.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/ValidationUploadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/StringUtilities.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/errors/AuthenticationHostException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/Codec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/PercentCodec.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/UnixCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/Randomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/AccessReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultIntrusionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultRandomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/filters/RequestRateThrottleFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/filters/ESAPIFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/validation/CreditCardValidationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/Authenticator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @author kevin.w.wall@gmail.com

* @created 2007

*/

// Using cipher mode that supports *both* confidentiality *and* authenticity? If so, then

// If we are using a "preferred" cipher mode--i.e., one that supports *both* confidentiality and

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/crypto/JavaEncryptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* <p>Encodes and decodes to and from Base64 notation.</p>

* <p>Homepage: <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>

* (based on version 2.2.2).</p>
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*

* <p>The <tt>options</tt> parameter, which appears in a few places, is used to pass

* several pieces of information to the encoder. In the "higher level" methods such as

* encodeBytes( bytes, options ) the options parameter can be used to indicate such

* things as first gzipping the bytes before encoding them, not inserting linefeeds

* (though that breaks strict Base64 compatibility), and encoding using the URL-safe

* and Ordered dialects.</p>

*

* <p>The constants defined in Base64 can be OR-ed together to combine options, so you

* might make a call like this:</p>

*

* <code>String encoded = Base64.encodeBytes( mybytes, Base64.GZIP | Base64.DONT_BREAK_LINES

);</code>

*

* <p>to compress the data before encoding it and then making the output have no newline characters.</p>

*

*

* <p>

* Original change Log:

* </p>

* <ul>

*  <li>v2.2.2 - Fixed encodeFileToFile and decodeFileToFile to use the

*   Base64.InputStream class to encode and decode on the fly which uses

*   less memory than encoding/decoding an entire file into memory before writing.</li>

*  <li>v2.2.1 - Fixed bug using URL_SAFE and ORDERED encodings. Fixed bug

*   when using very small files (~< 40 bytes).</li>

*  <li>v2.2 - Added some helper methods for encoding/decoding directly from

*   one file to the next. Also added a main() method to support command line

*   encoding/decoding from one file to the next. Also added these Base64 dialects:

*   <ol>

*   <li>The default is RFC3548 format.</li>

*   <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.URLSAFE_FORMAT) generates

*   URL and file name friendly format as described in Section 4 of RFC3548.

*   http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3548.html</li>

*   <li>Calling Base64.setFormat(Base64.BASE64_FORMAT.ORDERED_FORMAT) generates

*   URL and file name friendly format that preserves lexical ordering as described

*   in http://www.faqs.org/qa/rfcc-1940.html</li>

*   </ol>

*   Special thanks to Jim Kellerman at <a href="http://www.powerset.com/">http://www.powerset.com/</a>

*   for contributing the new Base64 dialects.

*  </li>

*

*  <li>v2.1 - Cleaned up javadoc comments and unused variables and methods. Added

*   some convenience methods for reading and writing to and from files.</li>

*  <li>v2.0.2 - Now specifies UTF-8 encoding in places where the code fails on systems

*   with other encodings (like EBCDIC).</li>

*  <li>v2.0.1 - Fixed an error when decoding a single byte, that is, when the

*   encoded data was a single byte.</li>
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*  <li>v2.0 - I got rid of methods that used booleans to set options.

*   Now everything is more consolidated and cleaner. The code now detects

*   when data that's being decoded is gzip-compressed and will decompress it

*   automatically. Generally things are cleaner. You'll probably have to

*   change some method calls that you were making to support the new

*   options format (<tt>int</tt>s that you "OR" together).</li>

*  <li>v1.5.1 - Fixed bug when decompressing and decoding to a

*   byte[] using <tt>decode( String s, boolean gzipCompressed )</tt>.

*   Added the ability to "suspend" encoding in the Output Stream so

*   you can turn on and off the encoding if you need to embed base64

*   data in an otherwise "normal" stream (like an XML file).</li>

*  <li>v1.5 - Output stream pases on flush() command but doesn't do anything itself.

*      This helps when using GZIP streams.

*      Added the ability to GZip-compress objects before encoding them.</li>

*  <li>v1.4 - Added helper methods to read/write files.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.6 - Fixed OutputStream.flush() so that 'position' is reset.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.5 - Added flag to turn on and off line breaks. Fixed bug in input stream

*      where last buffer being read, if not completely full, was not returned.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.4 - Fixed when "improperly padded stream" error was thrown at the wrong time.</li>

*  <li>v1.3.3 - Fixed I/O streams which were totally messed up.</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>

* I am placing this code in the Public Domain. Do with it as you will.

* This software comes with no guarantees or warranties but with

* plenty of well-wishing instead!

* Please visit <a href="http://iharder.net/base64">http://iharder.net/base64</a>

* periodically to check for updates or to contribute improvements.

* </p>

*

* @author Robert Harder

* @author rob@iharder.net

* @version 2.2.2

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 - The OWASP Foundation

*
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* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Matt Seil (mseil .at. owasp.org)

* @created 2017

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/AbstractCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @created 2018

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/slf4j/Slf4JLogLevelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/slf4j/Slf4JLogLevelHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/cleaning/NewlineLogScrubber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/cleaning/CompositeLogScrubber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/slf4j/Slf4JLogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/cleaning/LogScrubber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/slf4j/Slf4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/slf4j/Slf4JLogBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/slf4j/Slf4JLogBridgeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/logging/cleaning/CodecLogScrubber.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/DB2Codec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

/**

	 * Executes a system command after checking that the executable exists and

	 * escaping all the parameters to ensure that injection is impossible.

	 * Implementations must change to the specified working

	 * directory before invoking the command.

	 *

	 * @param executable

	 *            the command to execute

	 * @param params

	 *            the parameters of the command being executed

	 * @param workdir

	 *            the working directory

	 * @param codec
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	 *            the codec to use to encode for the particular OS in use

	 * @param logParams

	 *            use false if any parameters contains sensitive or confidential information

	 *

	 * @return the output of the command being run

	 *

	 * @throws ExecutorException

	 *             the service exception

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/Executor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/tags/EncodeForHTMLTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/tags/BaseEncodeTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/tags/EncodeForVBScriptTag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/tags/EncodeForHTMLAttributeTag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*
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* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

*

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/ValidationErrorList.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

	 * The method is ESAPI's Key Derivation Function (KDF) that computes a

	 * derived key from the {@code keyDerivationKey} for either

	 * encryption / decryption or for authentication.

	 * <p>

	 * <b>CAUTION:</b> If this algorithm for computing derived keys from the

	 * key derivation key is <i>ever</i> changed, we risk breaking backward compatibility of being

	 * able to decrypt data previously encrypted with earlier / different versions

	 * of this method. Therefore, do not change this unless you are 100% certain that

	 * what you are doing will NOT change either of the derived keys for

	 * ANY "key derivation key" AT ALL!!!

	 * <p>

	 * <b>NOTE:</b> This method is generally not intended to be called separately.

	 * It is used by ESAPI's reference crypto implementation class {@code JavaEncryptor}

	 * and might be useful for someone implementing their own replacement class, but

	 * generally it is not something that is useful to application client code.

	 *

	 * @param keyDerivationKey  A key used as an input to a key derivation function

	 *                          to derive other keys. This is the key that generally

	 *                          is created using some key generation mechanism such as

	 *                          {@link #generateSecretKey(String, int)}. The

	 *                          "input" key from which the other keys are derived.

	 * 							The derived key will have the same algorithm type

	 * 							as this key.

	 * @param keySize		The cipher's key size (in bits) for the {@code keyDerivationKey}.

	 * 						Must have a minimum size of 56 bits and be an integral multiple of 8-bits.

	 * 						<b>Note:</b> The derived key will have the same size as this.

	 * @param purpose		The purpose for the derived key. Must be either the

	 * 						string "encryption" or "authenticity". Use "encryption" for

    *                      creating a derived key to use for confidentiality, and "authenticity"

    *                      for a derived key to use with a MAC to ensure message authenticity.

	 * @return				The derived {@code SecretKey} to be used according

	 * 						to the specified purpose. Note that this serves the same purpose
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	 * 						as "label" in section 5.1 of NIST SP 800-108.

	 * @throws NoSuchAlgorithmException		The {@code keyDerivationKey} has an unsupported

	 * 						encryption algorithm or no current JCE provider supports

	 * 						"HmacSHA1".

	 * @throws EncryptionException		If "UTF-8" is not supported as an encoding, then

	 * 						this is thrown with the original {@code UnsupportedEncodingException}

	 * 						as the cause. (NOTE: This should never happen as "UTF-8" is supposed to

	 * 						be a common encoding supported by all Java implementations. Support

	 * 					    for it is usually in rt.jar.)

	 * @throws InvalidKeyException 	Likely indicates a coding error. Should not happen.

	 * @throws EncryptionException  Throw for some precondition violations.

	 * @deprecated Use{@code KeyDerivationFunction} instead. This method will be removed as of

	 * 			   ESAPI release 2.3 so if you are using this, please change your code.

	 */

/**

	 * Return true if specified cipher mode is one of those specified in the

	 * {@code ESAPI.properties} file that supports both confidentiality

	 * <b>and</b> authenticity (i.e., a "combined cipher mode" as NIST refers

	 * to it).

	 * @param cipherMode The specified cipher mode to be used for the encryption

	 *                   or decryption operation.

	 * @return true if the specified cipher mode is in the comma-separated list

	 *         of cipher modes supporting both confidentiality and authenticity;

	 *         otherwise false.

	 * @see org.owasp.esapi.SecurityConfiguration#getCombinedCipherModes()

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/crypto/CryptoHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

/**
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    * {@inheritDoc}

    *

    * The reference implementation sets the work directory, escapes the parameters as per the Codec in use,

    * and then executes the command without using concatenation. The exact, absolute, canonical path of each

    * executable must be listed as an approved executable in the ESAPI properties. The executable must also

    * exist on the disk. All failures will be logged, along with parameters if specified. Set the logParams to false if

    * you are going to invoke this interface with confidential information.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/reference/DefaultExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) This file is part of the Open Web

* Application Security Project (OWASP) Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project.

* For details, please see <a

* href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://

* www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>. Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and

* accept the LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Jeff Williams <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect

*         Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/filters/SecurityWrapperRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/filters/SecurityWrapperResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Rogan Dawes<a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>
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* @created 2008

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

    * This methods adds a provider to the {@code SecurityManager}

    * either by some generic name or by the class name.

    * </p><p>

    * The following generic JCE provider names are built-in:

    * <ul>

    * <li>SunJCE</li>

    * <li>IBMJCE [for WebSphere]</li>

    * <li>GnuCrypto [for use with GNU Compiler for Java, i.e., gcj]</li>

    * <li>BC [i.e., Bouncy Castle]</li>

    * <li>IAIK</li>

    * <li>CryptixCrypto (or Cryptix)

    * <li>ABA

    * </ul>

    * Note that neither Cryptix or ABA are actively maintained so

    * it is recommended that you do not start using them for ESAPI

    * unless your application already has a dependency on them. Furthermore,

    * the Cryptix JCE jars likely will not work as the Cryptix code signing

    * certificate has expired as of August 28, 2009. (This likely is true

    * for ABA, but I can't even find a copy to download!). Lastly, the IAIK

    * provider is no longer offered as free, open source. It is not a

    * commercial product. See {@link "http://jce.iaik.tugraz.at/"} for

    * details. While some older versions were offered free, it is not clear

    * whether the accompanying license still allows you to use it, and if

    * it does, whether or not the code signing certificate used to sign

    * their JCE jar(s) has expired are not.  Therefore, if you are looking

    * for a FOSS alternative to SunJCE, Bouncy Castle

    * ({@link "http://www.bouncycastle.org/"} is probably your best bet. The

    * BC provider does support many the "combined cipher modes" that provide

    * both confidentiality and authenticity. (See the {@code ESAPI.properties}

    * property {@code Encryptor.cipher_modes.combined_modes} for details.)

    * </p><p>

    * For those working in the U.S. federal government, it should be noted

    * that <i>none</i> of the providers listed here are considered validated

    * by NIST's Cryptographic Module Validation Program and are therefore

    * <b>not</b> considered FIPS 140-2 compliant. There are a few approved

    * JCE compatible Java libraries that are on NIST's CMVP list, but this

    * list changes constantly so they are not listed here. For further details

    * on NIST's CMVP, see

    * {@link "http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/index.html"}.

    * </p><p>
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    * Finally, if you wish to use some other JCE provider not recognized above,

    * you must specify the provider's fully-qualified class name (which in

    * turn must have a public, no argument constructor).

    * </p><p>

    * The application must be given the {@code SecurityPermission} with a

    * value of {@code insertProvider.&lt;provider_name&gt;} (where

    * &lt;provider_name&gt; is the name of the algorithm provider if

    * a security manager is installed.

    * </p>

    *

    * @param algProvider Name of the JCE algorithm provider. If the name

    *                    contains a ".", this is interpreted as the name

    *                    of a {@code java.security.Provider} class name.

    * @param pos         The preference position (starting at 1) that the

    *                    caller would like for this provider. If you wish

    *                    for it to be installed as the <i>last</i> provider

    *                    (as of the time of this call), set {@code pos} to -1.

    * @return The actual preference position at which the provider was added,

    *         or -1 if the provider was not added because it is already

    *         installed.

    * @exception NoSuchProviderException - thrown if the provider class

    *         could not be loaded or added to the {@code SecurityManager} or

    *         any other reason for failure.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/crypto/SecurityProviderLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2008 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Arshan Dabirsiaghi <a href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2008

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-jar/org/owasp/esapi/SafeFile.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// version.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/crypto/CipherTextSerializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)

*

* This file is part of the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP)

* Enterprise Security API (ESAPI) project. For details, please see

* <a href="http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI">http://www.owasp.org/index.php/ESAPI</a>.

*

* Copyright (c) 2017 - The OWASP Foundation

*

* The ESAPI is published by OWASP under the BSD license. You should read and accept the

* LICENSE before you use, modify, and/or redistribute this software.

*

* @author Matt Seil (mseil .at. owasp.org)

* @created 2017

*

* @author Jeff Williams (jeff.williams .at. aspectsecurity.com) <a

*         href="http://www.aspectsecurity.com">Aspect Security</a>

* @created 2007

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136636081_1613819076.15/0/esapi-2-2-0-0-sources-4-

jar/org/owasp/esapi/codecs/HTMLEntityCodec.java

 

1.370 zuul-core 1.3.1 

 

1.371 mongodb-driver 3.6.3 
1.371.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONCallbackAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/BasicBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/DB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/EmptyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionCountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCollationHelper.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionRemoveOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindAndModifyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionDistinctOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionFindOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregateIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceIterableImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionBinding.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ChangeStreamIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ChangeStreamIterable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollectionObjectFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CommandResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BSONTimestampCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReflectionDBObject.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/AbstractObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjects.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/GroupCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplicaSetStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AcknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Bytes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/ComputingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UnacknowledgedBulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCollectionUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/FindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/RemoveRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Cursor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/ClassAncestry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSInputFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoMappingCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBDecoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BasicBSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DefaultDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AggregationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/org/bson/BSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/util/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/FindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/ParallelScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/CLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/ClassMapBasedObjectSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MapReduceOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MappingIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/util/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkUpdateRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CompoundDBObjectCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientURI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/org/bson/io/Bits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoBatchCursorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/BSONTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReplaceRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/BSONEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BasicDBList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/DBCallbackFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/LazyDBEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/CodeWScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/BulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/org/bson/util/ClassMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBObjectCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFS.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBEncoderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/LazyBSONList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/QueryOperators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/gridfs/GridFSDBFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/util/JSONSerializers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/types/StringRangeSet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-jar/com/mongodb/Mongo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/MongoClientFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/jndi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DBCreateViewOptions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/AbstractCopyOnWriteMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/org/bson/util/CopyOnWriteMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/DistinctIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/AggregateIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MapReduceIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DistinctIterableImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSFindIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoDatabaseImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ListIndexesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ListDatabasesIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListCollectionsIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListIndexesIterable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ListCollectionsIterableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570789_1614103310.38/0/mongodb-driver-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/ListDatabasesIterable.java

 

1.372 websocket-client 0.57.0 
1.372.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2018 Hiroki Ohtani.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.373 perl-getopt-long 2.40 3.el7

 

1.374 json-c 0.11 4.el7_0
1.374.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlakiewicz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.375 apipkg 1.4 
1.375.1 Available under license : 

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

   

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

 copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

1.376 libxrandr 1.5.1 2.el7
1.376.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2000, Compaq Computer Corporation,

Copyright  2002, Hewlett Packard, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Compaq or HP not be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  HP makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

HP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL HP

BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
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CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright  2000 Compaq Computer Corporation, Inc.

Copyright  2002 Hewlett-Packard Company, Inc.

Copyright  2006 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2008 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2011 Dave Airlie

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and

that the name of the copyright holders not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  The copyright holders make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright  2000 Compaq Computer Corporation, Inc.

Copyright  2002 Hewlett Packard Company, Inc.

Copyright  2006 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and

that the name of the copyright holders not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  The copyright holders make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.377 setup 2.8.71-11.el7 
1.377.1 Available under license : 

Setup package is public domain.

 

You are free to use, copy, distribute or modify included files

without restrictions.

 

1.378 zstd 1.4.1 
1.378.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Simplified BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Datadog <info@datadoghq.com>

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.379 swagger-models 2.1.1 
1.379.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ByteArraySchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/Scopes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Encoding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/headers/Header.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ComposedSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BinarySchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ArraySchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/CookieParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Schema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/OpenAPI.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/ExternalDocumentation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Components.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/Server.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BooleanSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EncodingProperty.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlow.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MapSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/HeaderParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Operation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ObjectSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Content.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/PasswordSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/NumberSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/UUIDSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Contact.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MediaType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/License.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Paths.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/examples/Example.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/Link.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/StringSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/PathItem.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/FileSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/XML.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateTimeSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/Parameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EmailSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/PathParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/IntegerSchema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1067984293_1594256735.54/0/swagger-models-2-1-1-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityRequirement.java

 

1.380 logback-core 1.2.3 
1.380.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the

Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as

published by the Free Software Foundation.'

 

1.381 power-assert 0.2.3 
1.381.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2014-2015 Kazuki Tsujimoto, All rights reserved.

 

You can redistribute it and/or modify it under either the terms of the

2-clause BSDL (see the file BSDL), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

	  modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

	  the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with
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         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or binary form,

    provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the binaries and library files of the software,

	  together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

	  on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

	  the software.

 

      c) give non-standard binaries non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).  But some files in the distribution

    are not written by the author, so that they are not under these terms.

 

    For the list of those files and their copying conditions, see the

    file LEGAL.

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.

 

1.382 ribbon-transport 2.2.5 

 

1.383 x-crypto v0.0.0-20200820211705-

5c72a883971a 
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1.383.1 Available under license : 
# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.384 hystrix-metrics-event-stream 1.5.12 

 

1.385 woodstox-core 5.0.3 
1.385.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>The Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953508_1613640887.59/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-3-jar/META-
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INF/maven/com.fasterxml.woodstox/woodstox-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bnd-LastModified: 1472011116283

Build-Jdk: 1.7.0_79

Built-By: tatu

Bundle-Description: Woodstox is a high-performance XML processor thatimp

lements Stax (JSR-173), SAX2 and Stax2 APIs

Bundle-DocURL: https://github.com/FasterXML/woodstox

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Woodstox

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.fasterxml.woodstox.woodstox-core

Bundle-Vendor: FasterXML

Bundle-Version: 5.0.3

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: com.ctc.wstx.api;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.cfg;versio

n="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.compat;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.dom;version=

"5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.dtd;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.ent;version="5.0.

3",com.ctc.wstx.evt;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.exc;version="5.0.3",co

m.ctc.wstx.io;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.msv;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.

wstx.osgi;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.sax;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx

.sr;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.stax;version="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.sw;v

ersion="5.0.3",com.ctc.wstx.util;version="5.0.3"

Implementation-Build-Date: 2016-08-24 03:58:19+0000

Implementation-Title: Woodstox

Implementation-Vendor: FasterXML

Implementation-Vendor-Id: com.fasterxml.woodstox

Implementation-Version: 5.0.3

Import-Package: com.sun.msv.grammar;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=

optional,com.sun.msv.grammar.trex;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=o

ptional,com.sun.msv.grammar.xmlschema;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolutio

n:=optional,com.sun.msv.reader;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=opti

onal,com.sun.msv.reader.trex.ng;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=opt

ional,com.sun.msv.reader.util;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=optio

nal,com.sun.msv.reader.xmlschema;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=op

tional,com.sun.msv.util;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=optional,co

m.sun.msv.verifier;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=optional,com.sun

.msv.verifier.regexp;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=optional,com.s

un.msv.verifier.regexp.xmlschema;version="[2013.6,2014)";resolution:=op

tional,javax.xml.namespace;resolution:=optional,javax.xml.parsers;resol

ution:=optional,javax.xml.stream,javax.xml.stream.events,javax.xml.stre

am.util,javax.xml.transform;resolution:=optional,javax.xml.transform.do

m;resolution:=optional,javax.xml.transform.sax;resolution:=optional,jav

ax.xml.transform.stream;resolution:=optional,org.codehaus.stax2;version

="[3.1,4)",org.codehaus.stax2.io;version="[3.1,4)",org.codehaus.stax2.o

sgi;version="[3.1,4)",org.codehaus.stax2.ri;version="[3.1,4)",org.codeh
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aus.stax2.ri.dom;version="[3.1,4)",org.codehaus.stax2.ri.evt;version="[

3.1,4)",org.codehaus.stax2.ri.typed;version="[3.1,4)",org.codehaus.stax

2.typed;version="[3.1,4)",org.codehaus.stax2.validation;version="[3.1,4

)",org.osgi.framework;version="[1.4,2)";resolution:=optional,org.relaxn

g.datatype;resolution:=optional,org.w3c.dom;resolution:=optional,org.xm

l.sax;resolution:=optional,org.xml.sax.ext;resolution:=optional,org.xml

.sax.helpers;resolution:=optional

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.6))"

Specification-Title: Woodstox

Specification-Vendor: FasterXML

Specification-Version: 5.0.3

Tool: Bnd-2.3.0.201405100607

X-Compile-Source-JDK: 1.6

X-Compile-Target-JDK: 1.6

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135953508_1613640887.59/0/woodstox-core-5-0-3-3-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.386 python-dateutil 2.7.3-1.ph3 
1.386.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017- Paul Ganssle <paul@ganssle.io>

Copyright 2017- dateutil contributors (see AUTHORS file)

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

The above license applies to all contributions after 2017-12-01, as well as

all contributions that have been re-licensed (see AUTHORS file for the list of

contributors who have re-licensed their code).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

dateutil - Extensions to the standard Python datetime module.

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2011 - Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 - Tomi Pievilinen <tomi.pievilainen@iki.fi>

Copyright (c) 2014-2016 - Yaron de Leeuw <me@jarondl.net>

Copyright (c) 2015-     - Paul Ganssle <paul@ganssle.io>

Copyright (c) 2015-     - dateutil contributors (see AUTHORS file)
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The above BSD License Applies to all code, even that also covered by Apache 2.0.

 

1.387 pyxattr 0.5.1 
1.387.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
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restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
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derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.388 requests-aws4auth 1.1.1 
1.388.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Sam Washington

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.389 libcap 2.51 
1.389.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release

may be distributed:
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of

the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This

clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL

and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap/cap release

may be used and distributed.

 

The licensed conditions are one or the other of these two Licenses:

 

 - BSD 3-clause

 - GPL v2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

BSD 3-clause:

-------------
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap/cap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

GPL v2.0:

---------

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap/psx release

may be used and distributed.

 

The licensed conditions are one or the other of these two Licenses:

 

 - BSD 3-clause

 - GPL v2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

BSD 3-clause:

-------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap/psx, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

GPL v2.0:

---------

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the
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provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release

may be used and distributed.

 

The licensed conditions are one or the other of these two Licenses:

 

 - BSD 3-clause

 - GPL v2.0

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

BSD 3-clause:

-------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
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OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

GPL v2.0:

---------

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.

 

-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
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These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.390 jsr305 1.3.7 
1.390.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.391 jackson 2.9.5 
1.391.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported
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commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.392 zmq 0.0.0 
1.392.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.0

Name: zmq

Version: 0.0.0

Summary: You are probably looking for pyzmq.

Home-page: https://github.com/zeromq/pyzmq

Author: Min RK

Author-email: benjaminrk@gmail.com

License: BSD

Description: PyZMQ provides Python bindings for libzmq.

Platform: UNKNOWN

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302582_1621381472.53/0/zmq-0-0-0-tar-gz/zmq-0.0.0/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302582_1621381472.53/0/zmq-0-0-0-tar-gz/zmq-0.0.0/zmq.egg-info/PKG-INFO

 

1.393 rfc3986  1.4.0 
1.393.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2014 Ian Cordasco, Rackspace

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.394 mapstruct 1.2.0.Final 
1.394.1 Available under license : 

Contributors

============

 

Alexandr Shalugin - https://github.com/shalugin

Andreas Gudian - https://github.com/agudian

Christian Schuster - https://github.com/chschu

Christophe Labouisse - https://github.com/ggtools

Ciaran Liedeman - https://github.com/cliedeman

Cornelius Dirmeier - https://github.com/cornzy

Darren Rambaud - https://github.com/xyzst

Dilip Krishnan - https://github.com/dilipkrish

Dmytro Polovinkin - https://github.com/navpil

Ewald Volkert - https://github.com/eforest

Filip Hrisafov - https://github.com/filiphr

Gunnar Morling - https://github.com/gunnarmorling

Ivo Smid - https://github.com/bedla

Kevin Grneberg - https://github.com/kevcodez

Michael Pardo - https://github.com/pardom

Mustafa Caylak - https://github.com/luxmeter

Oliver Ehrenmller - https://github.com/greuelpirat

Paul Strugnell - https://github.com/ps-powa

Pascal Grn - https://github.com/pascalgn

Pavel Makhov - https://github.com/streetturtle

Peter Larson - https://github.com/pjlarson

Remko Plantenga - https://github.com/sonata82

Remo Meier - https://github.com/remmeier

Samuel Wright - https://github.com/samwright

Sebastian Hasait - https://github.com/shasait

Sean Huang - https://github.com/seanjob

Sjaak Derksen - https://github.com/sjaakd

Stefan May - https://github.com/osthus-sm

Tillmann Gaida - https://github.com/Tillerino

Timo Eckhardt - https://github.com/timoe

Tomek Gubala - https://github.com/vgtworld

Vincent Alexander Beelte - https://github.com/grandmasterpixel

 Copyright 2012-2017 Gunnar Morling (http://www.gunnarmorling.de/)

and/or other contributors as indicated by the @authors tag. See the

copyright.txt file in the distribution for a full listing of all
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contributors.

 

MapStruct is licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this software except in compliance with the

License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

MAPSTRUCT SUBCOMPONENTS WITH DIFFERENT COPYRIGHT OWNERS

 

The MapStruct distribution (ZIP, TAR.GZ) as well as the MapStruct

library (JAR) include FreeMarker, a software developed by Attila

Szegedi, Daniel Dekany and Jonathan Revusky. FreeMarker is licensed

under the same license as MapStruct itself - Apache License, Version

2.0 - but the copyright owners are the aforementioned individuals.

 

The MapStruct distribution (ZIP, TAR.GZ) as well as the MapStruct

library (JAR) include a number of files that are licensed by the

Apache Software Foundation under the same license as MapStruct itself -

Apache License, Version 2.0 - but the copyright owner is the Apache

Software Foundation. These files are:

 

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_2.dtd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_3.dtd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_4.xsd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-app_2_5.xsd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_1.dtd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_1_2.dtd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_0.xsd

    freemarker/ext/jsp/web-jsptaglibrary_2_1.xsd

 Copyright 2012-2017 Gunnar Morling (http://www.gunnarmorling.de/)

and/or other contributors as indicated by the @authors tag. See the

copyright.txt file in the distribution for a full listing of all

contributors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.395 py 1.9.0 
1.395.1 Available under license : 

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

   

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

 copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

1.396 bouncy-castle 140 
1.396.1 Available under license : 

package org.bouncycastle;

 

/**

* The Bouncy Castle License

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2008 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

* <p>

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* subject to the following conditions:

* <p>

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
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* portions of the Software.

* <p>

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,

* INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR

* OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

public class LICENSE

{

   public static String licenseText =

     "Copyright (c) 2000-2008 The Legion Of The Bouncy Castle (http://www.bouncycastle.org) "

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software "

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "and associated documentation files (the \"Software\"), to deal in the Software without restriction, "

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, "

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "subject to the following conditions:"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "portions of the Software."

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED \"AS IS\", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED,"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, TORT OR"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")
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     + "OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER"

     + System.getProperty("line.separator")

     + "DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.";

 

   public static void main(

       String[]    args)

   {

       System.out.println(licenseText);

   }

}

 

1.397 perl-pod-perldoc 3.20 4.el7

 

1.398 css-parser 1.5.0 
1.398.1 Available under license : 

=== Ruby CSS Parser License

 

Copyright (c) 2007-11 Alex Dunae

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.399 jsr305 3.0.2 
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1.399.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135861076_1613617584.8/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-4-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135861076_1613617584.8/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-4-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135861076_1613617584.8/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-4-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135861076_1613617584.8/0/jsr305-3-0-2-sources-4-

jar/javax/annotation/concurrent/NotThreadSafe.java

 

1.400 antlr 3.4 
1.400.1 Available under license : 

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 201 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code MUST RETAIN the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form MUST REPRODUCE the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior WRITTEN permission.

4. Unless explicitly state otherwise, any contribution intentionally

  submitted for inclusion in this work to the copyright owner shall be

  under the terms and conditions of this license, without any

  additional terms or conditions.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2007-2008 Leon, Jen-Yuan Su

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

=============================================================================

 

This software contains code derived from the ANTLR V3 Java Runtime Library

developed by Terence Parr in accordance with it's license:

 

   ---------------------------------------------------------------------

 

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

=============================================================================

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

// [The "BSD licence"]

// Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Jim Idle, Temporal Wave LLC

// http://www.temporal-wave.com

// http://www.linkedin.com/in/jimidle

//

// All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

// are met:

// 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

// 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

// 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

//    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

// IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

// OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

// IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

// INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

// NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

// THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2008 Erik van Bilsen

Copyright (c) 2005-2007 Kunle Odutola

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code MUST RETAIN the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form MUST REPRODUCE the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior WRITTEN permission.

4. Unless explicitly state otherwise, any contribution intentionally

  submitted for inclusion in this work to the copyright owner shall be

  under the terms and conditions of this license, without any

  additional terms or conditions.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
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   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Terence Parr. All rights reserved.

Code licensed under the BSD License:

http://www.antlr.org/license.html

 

Some parts of the ANTLR class:

Copyright (c) 2008, Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved.

Code licensed under the BSD License:

http://developer.yahoo.net/yui/license.txt

*/

 

1.401 scipy 1.4.1 
1.401.1 Available under license : 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2018, Quansight-Labs

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2003-2005 Peter J. Verveer

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2003, The Regents of the University of California, through

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (subject to receipt of any required

approvals from U.S. Dept. of Energy)

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

(1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

(2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

(3) Neither the name of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S. Dept. of

Energy nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This version obtained on 1 Jun 84 from    (kahaner@nbs-sdc)

  David K. Kahaner

  Scientific Computing Division

  National Bureau of Standards

  Washington DC 20234

 

WARNING: the calling sequences here differ from those in the book:

 R. Piessens, E. deDoncker-Kapenga, C. Uberhuber, D. Kahaner

 Quadpack: a Subroutine Package for Automatic Integration

 Springer Verlag, 1983.    Series in Computational Mathematics v.1

Copyright (c) 2002-2005, Jean-Sebastien Roy (js@jeannot.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright (c) 2001-2002 Enthought, Inc.  2003-2019, SciPy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

BSD Software License

 

Pertains to ARPACK and P_ARPACK

 

Copyright (c) 1996-2008 Rice University.

Developed by D.C. Sorensen, R.B. Lehoucq, C. Yang, and K. Maschhoff.

All rights reserved.

 

Arpack has been renamed to arpack-ng.

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2011 - Scilab Enterprises

Updated by Allan Cornet, Sylvestre Ledru.

 

Copyright (c) 2010 - Jordi Gutirrez Hermoso (Octave patch)

 

Copyright (c) 2007 - Sbastien Fabbro (gentoo patch)
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed

 in this license in the documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2010-2019 Max-Planck-Society

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may

 be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    Qhull, Copyright (c) 1993-2019

                  

                           C.B. Barber

                          Arlington, MA

                        

                              and

 

      The National Science and Technology Research Center for

       Computation and Visualization of Geometric Structures

                       (The Geometry Center)

                      University of Minnesota

 

                      email: qhull@qhull.org

 

This software includes Qhull from C.B. Barber and The Geometry Center. 

Qhull is copyrighted as noted above.  Qhull is free software and may

be obtained via http from www.qhull.org.  It may be freely copied, modified,

and redistributed under the following conditions:

 

1. All copyright notices must remain intact in all files.

 

2. A copy of this text file must be distributed along with any copies

  of Qhull that you redistribute; this includes copies that you have

  modified, or copies of programs or other software products that

  include Qhull.

 

3. If you modify Qhull, you must include a notice giving the

  name of the person performing the modification, the date of

  modification, and the reason for such modification.

 

4. When distributing modified versions of Qhull, or other software

  products that include Qhull, you must provide notice that the original

  source code may be obtained as noted above.

 

5. There is no warranty or other guarantee of fitness for Qhull, it is

  provided solely "as is".  Bug reports or fixes may be sent to

  qhull_bug@qhull.org; the authors may or may not act on them as

  they desire.

prehistoric

Copyright (c) 1992-2015 The University of Tennessee and The University

                       of Tennessee Research Foundation.  All rights

                       reserved.

Copyright (c) 2000-2015 The University of California Berkeley. All

                       rights reserved.
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Copyright (c) 2006-2015 The University of Colorado Denver.  All rights

                       reserved.

 

$COPYRIGHT$

 

Additional copyrights may follow

 

$HEADER$

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed

 in this license in the documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

The copyright holders provide no reassurances that the source code

provided does not infringe any patent, copyright, or any other

intellectual property rights of third parties.  The copyright holders

disclaim any liability to any recipient for claims brought against

recipient by any third party for infringement of that parties

intellectual property rights.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The SciPy repository and source distributions bundle a number of libraries that

are compatibly licensed.  We list these here.

 

Name: Numpydoc

Files: doc/sphinxext/numpydoc/*
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License: 2-clause BSD

 For details, see doc/sphinxext/LICENSE.txt

 

Name: scipy-sphinx-theme

Files: doc/scipy-sphinx-theme/*

License: 3-clause BSD, PSF and Apache 2.0

 For details, see doc/sphinxext/LICENSE.txt

 

Name: Six

Files: scipy/_lib/six.py

License: MIT

 For details, see the header inside scipy/_lib/six.py

 

Name: Decorator

Files: scipy/_lib/decorator.py

License: 2-clause BSD

 For details, see the header inside scipy/_lib/decorator.py

 

Name: ID

Files: scipy/linalg/src/id_dist/*

License: 3-clause BSD

 For details, see scipy/linalg/src/id_dist/doc/doc.tex

 

Name: L-BFGS-B

Files: scipy/optimize/lbfgsb/*

License: BSD license

 For details, see scipy/optimize/lbfgsb/README

 

Name: SuperLU

Files: scipy/sparse/linalg/dsolve/SuperLU/*

License: 3-clause BSD

 For details, see scipy/sparse/linalg/dsolve/SuperLU/License.txt

 

Name: ARPACK

Files: scipy/sparse/linalg/eigen/arpack/ARPACK/*

License: 3-clause BSD

 For details, see scipy/sparse/linalg/eigen/arpack/ARPACK/COPYING

 

Name: Qhull

Files: scipy/spatial/qhull/*

License: Qhull license (BSD-like)

 For details, see scipy/spatial/qhull/COPYING.txt

 

Name: Cephes

Files: scipy/special/cephes/*

License: 3-clause BSD

 Distributed under 3-clause BSD license with permission from the author,

 see https://lists.debian.org/debian-legal/2004/12/msg00295.html
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 Cephes Math Library Release 2.8:  June, 2000

 Copyright 1984, 1995, 2000 by Stephen L. Moshier

 

 This software is derived from the Cephes Math Library and is

 incorporated herein by permission of the author.

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     * Neither the name of the <organization> nor the

       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

       derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

 ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

 DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

 DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

 ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Name: Faddeeva

Files: scipy/special/Faddeeva.*

License: MIT

 Copyright (c) 2012 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

 a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

 "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

 without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

 distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

 permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

 the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

 OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

 WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Name: qd

Files: scipy/special/cephes/dd_*.[ch]

License: modified BSD license ("BSD-LBNL-License.doc")

 This work was supported by the Director, Office of Science, Division

 of Mathematical, Information, and Computational Sciences of the

 U.S. Department of Energy under contract numbers DE-AC03-76SF00098 and

 DE-AC02-05CH11231.

 

 Copyright (c) 2003-2009, The Regents of the University of California,

 through Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (subject to receipt of

 any required approvals from U.S. Dept. of Energy) All rights reserved.

 

 1. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

 without modification, are permitted provided that the following

 conditions are met:

 

 (1) Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 (2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 distribution.

 

 (3) Neither the name of the University of California, Lawrence

 Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S. Dept. of Energy nor the names

 of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

 2. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

 A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

 OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

 SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

 THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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 3. You are under no obligation whatsoever to provide any bug fixes,

 patches, or upgrades to the features, functionality or performance of

 the source code ("Enhancements") to anyone; however, if you choose to

 make your Enhancements available either publicly, or directly to

 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, without imposing a separate

 written license agreement for such Enhancements, then you hereby grant

 the following license: a non-exclusive, royalty-free perpetual license

 to install, use, modify, prepare derivative works, incorporate into

 other computer software, distribute, and sublicense such enhancements

 or derivative works thereof, in binary and source code form.

 

Name: pypocketfft

Files: scipy/fft/_pocketfft/[pocketfft.h, pypocketfft.cxx]

License: 3-Clause BSD

 For details, see scipy/fft/_pocketfft/LICENSE.md

 

Name: uarray

Files: scipy/_lib/uarray/*

License: 3-Clause BSD

 For details, see scipy/_lib/uarray/LICENSE

 

1.402 exporter-prometheus v0.1.0 
1.402.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.403 jmustache 1.14 

 

1.404 jackson-annotations 2.11.0 
1.404.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor annotations is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.
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You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.405 netty 4.1.27.Final 
1.405.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2008 Yuta Mori All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
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rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.

 

Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 William Kinney

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without
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restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This copy of Aalto XML processor is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

A copy is also included with both the the downloadable source code package

and jar that contains class bytecodes, as file "ASL 2.0". In both cases,

that file should be located next to this file: in source distribution

the location should be "release-notes/asl"; and in jar "META-INF/"

(BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

 

Copyright (c) 2011, Joe Walnes, Aslak Hellesy and contributors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

 following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

 materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

* Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Apache Harmony

 

Copyright 2006, 2010 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Matthew J. Francis and Contributors of the jbzip2 Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2009-2010 Ning, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

the License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

the License.

The person or persons who have associated work with this document (the

"Dedicator" or "Certifier") hereby either (a) certifies that, to the best of

his knowledge, the work of authorship identified is in the public domain of

the country from which the work is published, or (b) hereby dedicates whatever

copyright the dedicators holds in the work of authorship identified below (the

"Work") to the public domain. A certifier, moreover, dedicates any copyright

interest he may have in the associated work, and for these purposes, is

described as a "dedicator" below.

 

A certifier has taken reasonable steps to verify the copyright status of this

work. Certifier recognizes that his good faith efforts may not shield him from

liability if in fact the work certified is not in the public domain.
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Dedicator makes this dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to

the detriment of the Dedicator's heirs and successors. Dedicator intends this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuate of all present

and future rights under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the

Work. Dedicator understands that such relinquishment of all rights includes

the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those

copyrights in the Work.

 

Dedicator recognizes that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be

freely reproduced, distributed, transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or

otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial,

and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or

conceived.

 

                           The Netty Project

                           =================

 

Please visit the Netty web site for more information:

 

 * http://netty.io/

 

Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 

The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

 

Also, please refer to each LICENSE.<component>.txt file, which is located in

the 'license' directory of the distribution file, for the license terms of the

components that this product depends on.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/
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   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Webbit', an event based

WebSocket and HTTP server, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'SLF4J', a simple logging

facade for Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Harmony', an open source

Java SE, which can be obtained at:

 

 * NOTICE:

   * license/NOTICE.harmony.txt

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.harmony.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://archive.apache.org/dist/harmony/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jbzip2', a Java bzip2 compression

and decompression library written by Matthew J. Francis. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jbzip2.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jbzip2/

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'libdivsufsort', a C API library to construct

the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transformed string for any input string of

a constant-size alphabet written by Yuta Mori. It can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.libdivsufsort.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort

 

This product contains a modified portion of Nitsan Wakart's 'JCTools', Java Concurrency Tools for the JVM,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jctools.txt (ASL2 License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/JCTools/JCTools

 

This product optionally depends on 'JZlib', a re-implementation of zlib in

pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Compress-LZF', a Java library for encoding and

decoding data in LZF format, written by Tatu Saloranta. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.compress-lzf.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/ning/compress

 

This product optionally depends on 'lz4', a LZ4 Java compression

and decompression library written by Adrien Grand. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lz4.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jpountz/lz4-java

 

This product optionally depends on 'lzma-java', a LZMA Java compression

and decompression library, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.lzma-java.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/jponge/lzma-java

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'jfastlz', a Java port of FastLZ compression

and decompression library written by William Kinney. It can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jfastlz.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://code.google.com/p/jfastlz/

 

This product contains a modified portion of and optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/protobuf

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Snappy', a compression library produced

by Google Inc, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.snappy.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/snappy

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Marshalling', an alternative Java

serialization API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-marshalling.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jboss.org/jbossmarshalling

 

This product optionally depends on 'Caliper', Google's micro-

benchmarking framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.caliper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/google/caliper

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:
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 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework, which

can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Aalto XML', an ultra-high performance

non-blocking XML processor, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.aalto-xml.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://wiki.fasterxml.com/AaltoHome

 

This product contains a modified version of 'HPACK', a Java implementation of

the HTTP/2 HPACK algorithm written by Twitter. It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.hpack.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/twitter/hpack

 

This product contains a modified portion of 'Apache Commons Lang', a Java library

provides utilities for the java.lang API, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-lang.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/

 

 

This product contains the Maven wrapper scripts from 'Maven Wrapper', that provides an easy way to ensure a user

has everything necessary to run the Maven build.

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.mvn-wrapper.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/takari/maven-wrapper

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2000 - 2013 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc.

                         (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2000,2001,2002,2003,2004 ymnk, JCraft,Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

Copyright 2013 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.406 jersey-apache-client 1.19.1 

 

1.407 dejavu-fonts 2.33 6.el7
1.407.1 Available under license : 

Fonts are (c) Bitstream (see below). DejaVu changes are in public domain.

Glyphs imported from Arev fonts are (c) Tavmjong Bah (see below)

 

Bitstream Vera Fonts Copyright

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2003 by Bitstream, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Bitstream Vera is

a trademark of Bitstream, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and associated

documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce and distribute the

Font Software, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in particular

the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be modified and

additional glyphs or characters may be added to the Fonts, only if the fonts

are renamed to names not containing either the words "Bitstream" or the word

"Vera".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts or Font

Software that has been modified and is distributed under the "Bitstream

Vera" names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but no

copy of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT,

TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL BITSTREAM OR THE GNOME

FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING

ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,
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WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of Gnome, the Gnome

Foundation, and Bitstream Inc., shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Font Software

without prior written authorization from the Gnome Foundation or Bitstream

Inc., respectively. For further information, contact: fonts at gnome dot

org.

 

Arev Fonts Copyright

------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006 by Tavmjong Bah. All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the fonts accompanying this license ("Fonts") and

associated documentation files (the "Font Software"), to reproduce

and distribute the modifications to the Bitstream Vera Font Software,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Font Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Font Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright and trademark notices and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies of one or more of the Font Software

typefaces.

 

The Font Software may be modified, altered, or added to, and in

particular the designs of glyphs or characters in the Fonts may be

modified and additional glyphs or characters may be added to the

Fonts, only if the fonts are renamed to names not containing either

the words "Tavmjong Bah" or the word "Arev".

 

This License becomes null and void to the extent applicable to Fonts

or Font Software that has been modified and is distributed under the

"Tavmjong Bah Arev" names.

 

The Font Software may be sold as part of a larger software package but

no copy of one or more of the Font Software typefaces may be sold by

itself.

 

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

TAVMJONG BAH BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Tavmjong Bah shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Font Software without prior written authorization

from Tavmjong Bah. For further information, contact: tavmjong @ free

. fr.

 

$Id: LICENSE 2133 2007-11-28 02:46:28Z lechimp $

 

1.408 hibernate-validator 6.0.11.Final 
1.408.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/ConcurrentReferenceHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

/**

	 * Retrieves constraint related meta data for the parameters of the given

	 * executable.

	 *

	 * @param executable The executable of interest.

	 *
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	 * @return A list with parameter meta data for the given executable.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/provider/AnnotationMetaDataProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

 ~

 ~ License: Apache License, Version 2.0

 ~ See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/validation-configuration-2.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/validation-mapping-2.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/validation-mapping-1.1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/validation-mapping-1.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.hibernate.validator/hibernate-validator/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/validation-configuration-1.1.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/validation-configuration-1.0.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/overview.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/URLDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/Currency.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/ScriptAssertContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForOffset

DateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/URL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/groups/GroupWithInheritance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ParameterConstraintMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/DecimalMaxDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/ConstraintDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalNumberComparatorHelp

er.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/pl/REGONValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForInstant.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForBigDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/PatternValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/TypeArgumentConstraintLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForZonedDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/PositiveDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/AbstractFutureOrPresentEpochBase

dValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/NonContainerCascadingMetaData.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ClassBasedValidatorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/GroupConversionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/rule/MethodConfigurationRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ValueExtractorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/ReturnValueConstraintLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ObservableValueValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/FormatterWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/GroupConversionTargetContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/ParameterMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/core/MetaConstraints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/IgnoreForbiddenApisErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/BeanStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ConstraintTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/TypeResolutionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/HibernateValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/MessageDescriptorFormatException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForHijrahDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/br/TituloEleitoral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/CreditCardNumberDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ContainerElementTypeConfigurationBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraintvalidation/HibernateConstraintValidatorInitializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/ScriptAssertDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/Constrainable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/BeanMetaDataImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/ContainerCascadingMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/Mod10Check.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/MapPropertyValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/provider/ProgrammaticMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/config/ValidationConfigStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/SimpleConstraintTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForMinguoDat

e.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ContainerElementConstraintMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForInstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/ObjectArrayFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MaxValidatorForBigInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForJapaneseDa

te.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/core/MetaConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/pl/NIPValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/CrossParameterConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/CascadableConstraintMappingContextImplBase.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/PastOrPresentDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/GroupConversionDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MaxValidatorForLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/DecimalMinDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForBigInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/Contracts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/DecimalMaxValidatorForMonetaryAmount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/Mod11CheckValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstrainedFieldStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/FutureDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/InfinityNumberComparatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/AbstractMultiValuedElementStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForReadableInstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/DoubleArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/BeanMetaDataManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/resourceloading/AggregateResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/parameternameprovider/ReflectionParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForDate.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ReadOnlyMapPropertyValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/ReturnValueDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/NegativeValidatorForMonetaryAmount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/AbstractPastEpochBasedValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/pl/PESELDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/HibernateConstraintValidatorInitializationContextIm

pl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/BeanMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/MethodConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/time/DurationMaxValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/resourceloading/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/MinValidatorForCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/CodePointLengthDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/resolver/TraverseAllTraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/ConstraintMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForOffset

Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/XmlParserHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/CurrencyValidatorForMonetaryAmount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/resourceloading/PlatformResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ReadOnlySetPropertyValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMaxValidatorForNumber

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/ModCheckValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/AbstractDecimalMinValidator.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/ISBNDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForOffsetDate

Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/br/CPFValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/resourceloading/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/br/CNPJDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/cfg/ConstraintMappingContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/AbstractJavaTimeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MinValidatorForDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ValueContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/SizeDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForReadablePartial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/MinValidatorForMonetaryAmount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraintvalidation/HibernateConstraintValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/TypeConstraintMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/CascadingMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/CrossParameterConstraintMappingContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/AbstractFutureOrPresentInstantBase

dValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/ConstraintLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/path/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForYear.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/classhierarchy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/DurationMaxDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/EscapedState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForOffsetTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ComposingConstraintTree.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/NewInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/TypeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/SetPropertyValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/resourceloading/DelegatingResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MinValidatorForLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ConstraintMappingTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/EmailValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/LoadClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/NotBlankValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/EmailValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/ConstrainedExecutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/PropertyDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetDeclaredMethodHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/core/AnnotationProcessingOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForLocalT

ime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/AbstractPastOrPresentEpochBasedVal

idator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForHijrah

Date.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/scripting/ScriptEvaluatorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/UniqueElements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetAnnotationAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/InterpolationTermType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/time/DurationMin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForHijrahDate.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/Length.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstrainedParameterStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/TypeTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMaxValidatorForLong.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/path/PropertyNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForThaiBuddhistDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/NotBlankValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/messageinterpolation/ResourceBundleMessageInterpolator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ParameterTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/PropertyMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/PositiveValidatorForMonetaryAmount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/BeanConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/StringHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForYear.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/AbstractFutureEpochBasedValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/MapPropertyKeyExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForCalendar.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/scripting/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/DefaultParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ReturnValueConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/br/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/AbstractConstrainedElementStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/HibernateValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/path/ContainerElementNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForThaiBuddh

istDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMaxValidatorForDouble.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMinValidatorForLong.ja

va
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/MinDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NumberSignHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/MethodTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/LengthValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ConstructorConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ConstraintViolationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/SafeHtml.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/NumberComparatorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/AbstractFutureInstantBasedValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ContainerElementTypeStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/OptionalValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/MaxDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/NotBlankDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/AbstractConstrainedExecutableElementStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/ConstrainedType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/Mod11Check.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/scripting/AbstractCachingScriptEvaluatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/el/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/ISBN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ConstraintViolationCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMinValidatorForBigInte
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ger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForMonetaryAmount.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/config/ValidationXmlParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/pl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/PositiveOrZeroDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/CreditCardNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/AbstractOneLineStringStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/MessageState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/path/PathImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/TermResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/groups/ValidationOrderGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/LongArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/DecimalMaxValidatorForCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/NewProxyInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/groups/ValidationOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/group/DefaultGroupSequenceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintdefinition/ConstraintDefinitionContribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForMinguoDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/time/DurationMax.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMinValidatorForBigDeci

mal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/resolver/CachingTraversableResolverForSingleValidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForBigDecimal.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstrainedGetterStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/CodePointLength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/FieldConstraintLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/DigitsValidatorForCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/AnnotatedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/resolver/JPATraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MinValidatorForFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/RangeDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraintvalidation/HibernateConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/provider/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/DefaultClockProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstrainedConstructorStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/NotNullDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ConstraintMappingContextImplBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetDeclaredMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ReturnValueConstraintMappingContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetDeclaredConstructors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/annotation/AnnotationProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/ClassObjectFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstraintTypeStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstrainedMethodStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForOffsetTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/ExecutableParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/config/ValidationBootstrapParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ContainerElementTypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForLocalDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/classhierarchy/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForBigDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/ContainerElementTypeDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/core/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/AbstractConstraintMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/ExecutableDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ValueExtractorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/parameternameprovider/ParanamerParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/NotEmptyDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForThaiBuddhistDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/el/RootResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/ParameterConstraintLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraintvalidators/RegexpURLValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/Mod11CheckDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/Mod10CheckValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/NullDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/scripting/ScriptEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/path/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForOffsetDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ReadOnlyMapPropertyKeyExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/NullValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/LuhnCheckValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/LuhnCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/DomainNameUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/FloatArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstraintMappingsStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/HibernateValidatorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/AbstractFutureOrPresentJavaTimeV

alidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForYearMonth

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/TypeVariables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/AbstractMinValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForMonthDay.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForThaiBu

ddhistDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/AbstractEmailValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ReturnValueStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/ConstraintComposition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ConstraintValidatorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MaxValidatorForNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForYearMonth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/ParserState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForMonth

Day.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/CollectionOfObjectsToStringFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/scripting/ScriptEvaluatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/ParameterDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/MessageInterpolatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/HibernateValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ByteArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/annotation/AnnotationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForInteger.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/CrossParameterDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ContainerElementConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/engine/HibernateConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ConstraintValidatorContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/PastDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/AssertFalseValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForZonedDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/br/CNPJValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/LambdaBasedValidatorDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/rule/VoidMethodsMustNotBeReturnValueConstrained.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/DefaultPackageStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForYearM

onth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForMingu

oDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/provider/MetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForInstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/OptionalDoubleValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/resolver/TraversableResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/rule/ReturnValueMayOnlyBeMarkedOnceAsCascadedPerH

ierarchyLine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMinValidatorForDouble.

java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/facets/Validatable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForLocalDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/GenericConstraintDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForReadableInstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForLocalTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/parameternameprovider/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/AbstractFutureJavaTimeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/groups/Sequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForReadablePartial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/Email.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/ValidatableParametersMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetMethodFromPropertyName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ListPropertyValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfBoolean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetDeclaredField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/MethodConstraintMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/PropertyTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/br/TituloEleitoralDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/FutureOrPresentDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/LocalizedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/br/CPFDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/EmailDef.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/GroupConversionTargetContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/AbstractConstrainedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/URLValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/TypeConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ObjectArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/AbstractStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/OptionalIntValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/GetterConstraintLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ValidationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/DurationMinDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/EANValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/NewSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/SafeHtmlDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForYearMonth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/InterpolationTerm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/BeanConstraintLocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/ModCheck.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForJapaneseDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForLocalDate

Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ShortArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMinValidatorForNumber

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForCalendar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/AbstractEpochBasedTimeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/core/ConstraintOrigin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/br/CPF.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ConstraintDefinitionStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/IntArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/scripting/ScriptEngineScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ExecutableConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/resourceloading/CachingResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/AbstractPastOrPresentInstantBasedVa

lidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForBigDecimal.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/ConstraintDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/ConstrainedElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/facets/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/ModCheckBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/DecimalMinValidatorForMonetaryAmount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/MapValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetDeclaredFields.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetDeclaredMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/AnnotationIgnoreOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/resourceloading/ResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/rule/ParallelMethodsMustNotDefineGroupConversionForC

ascadedReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/CodePointLengthValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/ModUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ReadOnlyListPropertyValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/group/GroupSequenceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/NegativeDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/MappingXmlParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/ConstrainedField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ClassLoadingHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForReadab

lePartial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeOrZeroValidatorForBigInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/AbstractPastJavaTimeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ConfiguredConstraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/provider/XmlMetaDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/ExecutableMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/spi/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ConstraintValidatorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/location/CrossParameterConstraintLocation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/AssertFalseDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ConstraintContextImplBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/ConstraintMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/core/ConstraintHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/AbstractMaxValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/SafeHtmlValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ConstructorConstraintMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ContainerElementTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/GetterCascadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/resolver/AbstractTraversableHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/CharArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetDeclaredConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/AssertTrueDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForMonetaryAmount.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ValidatorContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/classhierarchy/ClassHierarchyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/CollectionOfClassesObjectFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/PropertyConstraintMappingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/AbstractInstantBasedTimeValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForZonedDate

Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForLocalDateTime.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/SetContextClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/rule/OverridingMethodMustNotAlterParameterConstraints.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForMonthDay.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ValidatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForMonthDay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForYear.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/pl/REGONDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/CrossParameterTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/Messages.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForHijrahDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/ConstraintValidatorFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/annotation/AnnotationDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/Range.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/time/DurationMinValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/groups/DefaultValidationOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/resolver/CachingJPATraversableResolverForSingleValidation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetResolvedMemberMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfLong.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/ConstrainedParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/UniqueElementsDef.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/LengthDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/facets/Cascadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/MetaDataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ParameterConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForLocalDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/ScriptAssert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ValidStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/ExecutableFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/GroupConversionStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/groups/Group.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/AbstractPastOrPresentJavaTimeValid

ator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/TokenIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/InterpolationTermState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/ConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/scripting/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/DefaultConstraintMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/DigitsValidatorForNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForBigInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForZoned

DateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/raw/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/TokenCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/Incubating.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/ExecutableHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/BeanDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/rule/ParallelMethodsMustNotDefineParameterConstraints.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfPrimitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/config/BootstrapConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/FieldCascadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/MapKeyExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/CollectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/CascadingMetaDataBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/OptionalLongValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MaxValidatorForBigDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/DigitsDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/NotBlank.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/BooleanArrayValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/size/SizeValidatorForArraysOfByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/ConstraintDefinitionContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ReturnValueTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForOffsetDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/CurrencyDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/ElTermResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ListValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/br/CNPJ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MinValidatorForBigDecimal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/pl/PESELValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForReadableIn

stant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveValidatorForBigInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/NegativeOrZeroDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ValueExtractorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/IdentitySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ArrayElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/PatternDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/el/SimpleELContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ConstraintDefinitionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/formatter/ArrayOfClassesObjectFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/ScriptAssertValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/pl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForLocalTime.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForInstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/MaxValidatorForCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/TypeVariableBindings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForArraysOfFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/CompositionType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ValidatorFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/NotNullValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/pl/REGON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/EAN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/money/MaxValidatorForMonetaryAmount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/ClassConstraintTypeStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/classhierarchy/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/annotation/ConstraintAnnotationDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MaxValidatorForDouble.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForMinguoDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/AbstractScriptAssertValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/CloseIgnoringInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/stereotypes/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/NegativeValidatorForInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/LuhnCheckDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/messageinterpolation/AbstractMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/descriptor/ElementDescriptorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/ServiceLoaderBasedConstraintMappingContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/messageinterpolation/HibernateMessageInterpolatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/path/NodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMaxValidatorForBigDec

imal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetAnnotationAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/MethodValidationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MaxValidatorForFloat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/PotentiallyContainerCascadingMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForJapane

seDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/sign/PositiveOrZeroValidatorForByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/HibernateValidatorPermission.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/Mod10CheckDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/br/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/ParameterScriptAssertValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/Cascadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/stereotypes/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/ParameterScriptAssertDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/pl/NIPDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForLocalDate.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/defs/EANDef.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/AbstractDecimalMaxValidator.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/pl/PESEL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/rule/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForLocalD

ate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForYear.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/AssertTrueValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ConstructorTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMinValidatorForFloat.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/AnnotationDef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MinValidatorForNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMaxValidatorForBigInte

ger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/ISBNValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/PastValidatorForLocalTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/ConstructorInstance.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/past/AbstractPastInstantBasedValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/notempty/NotEmptyValidatorForCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/ConstraintDefinitionTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/IterableValueExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/DecimalMinValidatorForCharSequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/NotEmpty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/messageinterpolation/ParameterMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/core/AnnotationProcessingOptionsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/cfg/context/PropertyConstraintMappingContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/config/ResourceLoaderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/cfg/context/AnnotationProcessingOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/valueextraction/ValueExtractorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/messageinterpolation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/scripting/DefaultScriptEvaluatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/pl/PolishNumberValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/pl/NIP.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForLocalD

ateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForReadablePa

rtial.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/util/InterpolationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/pastorpresent/PastOrPresentValidatorForOffsetTime

.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/privilegedactions/GetInstancesFromServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/metadata/aggregated/ReturnValueMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/time/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/decimal/DecimalMaxValidatorForFloat.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-
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jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/hv/UniqueElementsValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/number/bound/MinValidatorForBigInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/ParameterTermResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/xml/mapping/CrossParameterStaxBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForJapaneseDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/future/FutureValidatorForDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForCalend

ar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/constraintvalidators/bv/time/futureorpresent/FutureOrPresentValidatorForReadab

leInstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/engine/messageinterpolation/parser/ELState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

*

* License: Apache License, Version 2.0

* See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

*/

/**

* <p>

* A method-level constraint, that evaluates a script expression against the

* annotated method or constructor. This constraint can be used to implement

* validation routines that depend on several parameters of the annotated

* executable.

* </p>

* <p>

* Script expressions can be written in any scripting or expression language,

* for which a <a href="http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=223">JSR 223</a>

* ("Scripting for the Java<sup>TM</sup> Platform") compatible engine can be

* found on the classpath. To refer to a parameter within the scripting

* expression, use its name as obtained by the active

* {@link javax.validation.ParameterNameProvider}. By default, {@code arg0}, {@code arg1} etc.

* will be used as parameter names.

* </p>

* <p>

* The following listing shows an example using the JavaScript engine which

* comes with the JDK:

* </p>

* <pre>
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* {@code @ParameterScriptAssert(script = "arg0.before(arg1)", lang = "javascript")

* public void createEvent(Date start, Date end) { ... }

* }

* </pre>

* <p>

* Can be specified on any method or constructor.

* </p>

*

* @author Gunnar Morling

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/constraints/ParameterScriptAssert.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009 IIZUKA Software Technologies Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1110675269_1606843471.5/0/hibernate-validator-6-0-11-final-sources-1-

jar/org/hibernate/validator/internal/util/TypeHelper.java

 

1.409 msgpack-python  0.5.6 
1.409.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.410 p11-kit 0.23.5 3.el7
1.410.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011, Collabora Ltd.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

*       copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*       following disclaimer.

*     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

*       above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

*       the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

*       other materials provided with the distribution.

*     * The names of contributors to this software may not be

*       used to endorse or promote products derived from this

*       software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

* OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

* AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

* THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

*

/*

* Copyright (C) 2004, 2005, 2007, 2011  Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

* Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2003  Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

* REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

* LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

* PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

     following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

     above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

     other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of contributors to this software may not be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.411 hcl v1.0.0 
1.411.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the
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    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications
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    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as
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       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use
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    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices
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    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent
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    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous
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  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then
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You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.412 avro 1.8.2 
1.412.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2009-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.413 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.8.11 

 

1.414 datadog-zstd v1.4.5 
1.414.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Simplified BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Datadog <info@datadoghq.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.415 elfutils 0.179-2.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.415.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.
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 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
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work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
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similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
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   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
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   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.
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 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
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reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

This license applies to the eu-readelf.1 man page which was forked

from the binutils readelf version of the man page. The rest of the

documentation is provided under the license found in the top level

directory.

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.
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1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input
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to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no
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other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.
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4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements
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  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and
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multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole
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aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
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reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

https://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.
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The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.
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 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.
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 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time
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      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.416 python-setuptools 47.1.0 
1.416.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.417 mock 4.0.3 
1.417.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2013, Michael Foord & the mock team

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.418 lucene-queryparser 7.7.3 
1.418.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media
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* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
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* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
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* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/
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JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed
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by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================
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Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had
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knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.419 poi-ooxml-schemas 4.1.2 
1.419.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

APACHE POI SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache POI includes subcomponents with separate copyright notices and

license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms

and conditions of the following licenses:
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Office Open XML schemas (ooxml-schemas-1.*.jar)

 

   The Office Open XML schema definitions used by Apache POI are

   a part of the Office Open XML ECMA Specification (ECMA-376, [1]).

   As defined in section 9.4 of the ECMA bylaws [2], this specification

   is available to all interested parties without restriction:

 

       9.4 All documents when approved shall be made available to

           all interested parties without restriction.

 

   Furthermore, both Microsoft and Adobe have granted patent licenses

   to this work [3,4,5].

 

   [1] http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/Ecma-376.htm

   [2] http://www.ecma-international.org/memento/Ecmabylaws.htm

   [3] http://www.microsoft.com/openspecifications/en/us/programs/osp/default.aspx

   [4] http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma%20PATENT/

       Patent%20statements%20ok/ECMA-376%20Edition%202%20Microsoft%20Patent%20Declaration.pdf

   [5] http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma%20PATENT/

       Patent%20statements%20ok/ECMA-376%20Adobe%20Patent%20Declaration.pdf

 

 

Bouncy Castle library (bcprov-*.jar, bcpg-*.jar, bcpkix-*.jar)

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

   IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

JUnit test library (junit-4.*.jar) & JaCoCo (*jacoco*)

 

   Eclipse Public License - v 1.0
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   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

   LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

   CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

   a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

      distributed under this Agreement, and

   b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

   ii) additions to the Program;

   where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

   distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from

   a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or

   anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include

   additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software

   distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement,

   and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

   necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

   combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

   including all Contributors.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

   a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

      Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

      reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly

      perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor,

      if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

   b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

      Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

      Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

      transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code

      and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination

      of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is

      added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such

      combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license

      shall not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution.
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      No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

   c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses

      to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

      Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

      intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

      disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other

      entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or

      otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted

      hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure

      any other intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if

      a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

      the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

      before distributing the Program.

   d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

      copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

      license set forth in this Agreement.

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under

   its own license agreement, provided that:

 

   a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

   b) its license agreement:

   i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

      conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of

      title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

      merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

   ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

      damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

      consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are

      offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

   iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

      Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

      manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

   When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

   a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

   b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

      Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained

      within the Program.

 

   Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,

   if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify

   the originator of the Contribution.
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   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

   respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

   intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor

   who includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a

   manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors.

   Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to

   defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor")

   against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from

   claims, lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against

   the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions

   of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the

   Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section

   do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing

   of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and

   cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related

   settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any

   such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

   offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If

   that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers

   warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are

   such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

   Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

   Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a

   court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the

   Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON

   AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER

   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR

   CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

   associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement , including but

   not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with

   applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

   unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
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   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

   CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

   SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION

   LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

   OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the

   remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the

   parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent

   necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

   cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

   (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

   infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted

   under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

   comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and

   does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming

   aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement

   terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as

   soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

   Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program

   shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but

   in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only

   be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

   right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from

   time to time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to

   modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement

   Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to serve as

   the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of

   the Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program

   (including Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version

   of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new

   version of the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute

   the Program (including its Contributions) under the new version. Except as

   expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no

   rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under

   this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise.
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   All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are

   reserved.

 

   This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

   intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

   Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

   after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury

   trial in any resulting litigation.

 

Hamcrest library (hamcrest-*.jar) & CuvesAPI / Curve API

 

   BSD License

 

   Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary

   form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

   the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

   provided with the distribution.

 

   Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used

   to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

   prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

   AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

   SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

   INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

SLF4J library (slf4j-api-*.jar)

 

   Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch

   All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

   a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the
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   "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

   without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

   distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

   permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

   included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

   EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

   LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

   OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

   WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

inbot-utils (https://github.com/Inbot/inbot-utils)

 

	The MIT License (MIT)

	

	Copyright (c) 2015 Inbot

	

	Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

	of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

	in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

	to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

	copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

	furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

	

	The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

	copies or substantial portions of the Software.

	

	THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

	IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

	FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

	AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

	LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

	OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

	SOFTWARE.

Apache POI

Copyright 2003-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

This product contains parts that were originally based on software from BEA.

Copyright (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, <http://www.bea.com/> (dead link),
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which was acquired by Oracle Corporation in 2008.

<http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/Acquisitions/bea/index.html>

<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BEA_Systems>

 

This product contains W3C XML Schema documents. Copyright 2001-2003 (c)

World Wide Web Consortium (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European

Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, Keio University)

 

This product contains the chunks_parse_cmds.tbl file from the vsdump program.

Copyright (C) 2006-2007 Valek Filippov (frob@df.ru)

 

This product contains parts of the eID Applet project

<http://eid-applet.googlecode.com> and <https://github.com/e-Contract/eid-applet>.

Copyright (c) 2009-2014

FedICT (federal ICT department of Belgium), e-Contract.be BVBA (https://www.e-contract.be),

Bart Hanssens from FedICT

 

1.420 haml 4.0.5 
1.420.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006-2009 Hampton Catlin and Nathan Weizenbaum

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.421 netty-resolver 4.1.27.Final 
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1.421.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151372_1608741195.72/0/netty-resolver-4-1-27-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

 

1.422 graypy 2.1.0 
1.422.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011, Sever Bneiu

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the author nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.423 ttfunk 1.5.1 
1.423.1 Available under license : 

ttfunk is copyrighted free software produced by Gregory Brown along with

community contributions.  See git log for authorship information.

 

Licensing terms follow:

 

You can redistribute ttfunk and/or modify it under either the terms of the GPLv2

or GPLv3 (see GPLv2 and GPLv3 files), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

   modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

   the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.
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      c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or executable

    form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the executables and library files of the software,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

   on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the software.

 

      c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
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share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
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avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a
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covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
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 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
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of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
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this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
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additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a
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party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

ttfunk may be used under Matz's original licensing terms for Ruby,

or GPLv2 or GPLv3. See LICENSE for Matz's terms, or GPLv2 and GPLv3 files.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.424 json-java 20090211 
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1.424.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=========================================================================

==  JSON License                                                       ==

=========================================================================

 

http://www.json.org/license.html

 

Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Apache Geronimo Bundles: json-20090211

Copyright 2003-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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1.425 jaxen 1.1.2 
1.425.1 Available under license : 

/*

$Id: LICENSE.txt 1128 2006-02-05 21:49:04Z elharo $

 

Copyright 2003-2006 The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Jaxen Project nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

1.426 protobuf-java-util 3.5.1 

 

1.427 boost 1.66.0-5.el7.centos 
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1.427.1 Available under license : 
Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.428 spring-boot-starter-actuator

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.428.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012-2013 the original author or authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Spring Boot ${version}

Copyright (c) 2012-2020 Pivotal, Inc.
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This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

open_source_licenses.txt

 

Spring Boot CLI

==================================================================

 

Pivotal makes available all content in this download ("Content").

Unless otherwise indicated below, the Content is provided to you under

the terms and conditions of the Apache License 2.0 (the "License"). A

copy of the license is available in the file called LICENSE.txt or you

may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to various open

source software packages (or portions thereof) that are distributed with

this content.

 

 

=================================================================

TABLE OF CONTENTS

=================================================================

 

 

The following is a listing of the open source components detailed in this

document.  This list is provided for your convenience; please read further if

you wish to review the copyright notice(s) and the full text of the license

associated with each component.

 

 

SECTION 1: BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES

 

  >>> JLine (jline:jline)

  >>> JOpt Simple (net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple)

  >>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm)
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SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0

 

  >>> JSON library from Android SDK (com.vaadin.external.google:android-json)

  >>> Apache Commons Codec (commons-codec:commons-codec)

  >>> Apache HttpClient (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient)

  >>> Apache HttpCore (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore)

  >>> Plexus Cipher: encryption/decryption Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher)

  >>> Plexus Security Dispatcher Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher)

  >>> Apache Commons Logging (commons-logging:commons-logging)

  >>> Apache Groovy (org.codehaus.groovy:groovy)

  >>> Maven Aether Provider (org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider)

  >>> Maven Model (org.apache.maven:maven-model)

  >>> Maven Model Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder)

  >>> Maven Repository Metadata Model (org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata)

  >>> Maven Settings (org.apache.maven:maven-settings)

  >>> Maven Settings Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder)

  >>> Plexus :: Component Annotations (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations)

  >>> Plexus Common Utilities (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils)

  >>> Plexus Component API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api)

  >>> Plexus Interpolation API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation)

 

 

SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0

 

  >>> Aether API (org.eclipse.aether:aether-api)

  >>> Aether Connector Basic (org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic)

  >>> Aether Implementation (org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl)

  >>> Aether SPI (org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi)

  >>> Aether Transport File (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file)

  >>> Aether Transport HTTP (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http)

  >>> Aether Utilities (org.eclipse.aether:aether-util)

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 1:  BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES ----------

 

BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES are applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> JLine (jline:jline)

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:
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Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

>>> net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple:4.5

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

>>> org.ow2.asm:asm

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0 ----------

 

Apache License, V2.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient

>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore

>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher

>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher
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>>> commons-logging:commons-logging

>>> org.codehaus.groovy:groovy

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License

 

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download,

CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

--------------- SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 ----------

 

Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-api

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-util

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in ("Content").

Unless otherwise  indicated below, the Content is provided to you under the terms

and conditions  of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL").  A copy of the
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EPL is available  at https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html.

 

For purposes of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the

Content is  being redistributed by another party ("Redistributor") and different

terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the Content.

Check the Redistributor's license that was provided with the Content.  If no such

license exists, contact the Redistributor.  Unless otherwise indicated below, the

terms and conditions of the EPL still apply to any source code in the Content and

such source code may be obtained at https://www.eclipse.org/

 

 

 

===========================================================================

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to:

 

   Pivotal, Inc., 875 Howard St,

   San Francisco, CA 94103

   United States of America

 

or email info@pivotal.io.  All such requests should clearly specify:

 

   OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST

   Attention General Counsel

[legal]

= Legal

 

{spring-boot-version}

 

Copyright &#169; 2012-2020

 

Copies of this document may be made for your own use and for distribution to

others, provided that you do not charge any fee for such copies and further

provided that each copy contains this Copyright Notice, whether distributed in

print or electronically.

 

1.429 log4j-slf4j-impl 2.10.0 
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1.429.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache Log4j SLF4J Binding

Copyright 1999-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.430 luqum 0.8.1 
1.430.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.
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 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.
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  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany
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  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

This project is dualed licensed.

 

See LICENSE.LGPLv3 and LICENSE.Apache2

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.431 jsonmerge 1.5.1 
1.431.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2018, Tomaz Solc <tomaz.solc@tablix.org>

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.432 libglvnd 1.0.1 0.8.git5baa1e5.el7
1.432.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2005-2013, Troy D. Hanson    http://troydhanson.github.com/uthash/

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

  Copyright (c) 2009-2017 Dave Gamble and cJSON contributors

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

 THE SOFTWARE.

<!DOCTYPE html

    PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XTHML 1.0 Strict//EN"

    "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" lang="en">

 <head>

   <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="styles.css" />

   <title>uthash: a hash table for C structures</title>

 </head>

 <body>

 

 <div id="banner">

 <img src="banner.png" alt="uthash: a hash table for C structures" />

 </div> <!-- banner -->

 

 <div id="topnav">

 <a href="http://troydhanson.github.com/uthash/">uthash home</a> >

 BSD license

 </div>
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 <hr />

 <div id="mid">

     <div id="main">

<pre>

Copyright (c) 2005-2013, Troy D. Hanson  http://troydhanson.github.com/uthash/

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

</pre>

</div> <!-- mid -->

</div> <!-- main -->

 

  <hr />

 <div id="footer">

 </div> <!-- footer -->

 

 </body>

 

</html>

 

1.433 tar 1.32-1.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.433.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
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same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
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keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
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of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.
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 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further
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restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
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to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.434 fwd v1.0.0 
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1.434.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Philip Hofer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.435 aop-alliance 1.0 
1.435.1 Available under license : 

Public Domain

 

1.436 centos-release-virt-common 1-

1.el7.centos 

 

1.437 jackson 2.1.9 
1.437.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/com/fasterxml/jackson/core/JsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/com/fasterxml/jackson/core/Base64Variants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/com/fasterxml/jackson/core/JsonStreamContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/com/fasterxml/jackson/core/JsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/com/fasterxml/jackson/core/Base64Variant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/com/fasterxml/jackson/core/util/ByteArrayBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/com/fasterxml/jackson/core/JsonFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#  Copyright 2012 FasterXML.com

#

#  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

#  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

#  You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

#  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

#  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

#  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

#  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

#  limitations under the License.

 

com.fasterxml.jackson.core.JsonFactory

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1176385054_1631053093.6/0/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-sources-jar-zip/jackson-core-2-2-0-rc1-

sources-jar/META-INF/services/com.fasterxml.jackson.core.JsonFactory

 

1.438 setuptools-scm 3.2.0 
1.438.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.439 compiler 0.9.3 

 

1.440 shared-ldap 0.9.15 
1.440.1 Available under license : 

 

ApacheDS-Shared

Copyright 2004-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

 

This software includes code generated by ANTLR 2.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

--------------------------------------------------------------

                           ANTLR 2 License

 

ANTLR 2 License
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We reserve no legal rights to the ANTLR--it is fully in the public domain. An

individual or company may do whatever they wish with source code distributed

with ANTLR or the code generated by ANTLR, including the incorporation of

ANTLR, or its output, into commerical software.

 

We encourage users to develop software with ANTLR. However, we do ask that

credit is given to us for developing ANTLR. By "credit", we mean that if you

use ANTLR or incorporate any source code into one of your programs (commercial

product, research project, or otherwise) that you acknowledge this fact

somewhere in the documentation, research report, etc... If you like ANTLR

and have developed a nice tool with the output, please mention that you

developed it using ANTLR. In addition, we ask that the headers remain intact

in our source code. As long as these guidelines are kept, we expect to

continue enhancing this system and expect to make other tools available as

they are completed.

 

1.441 zookeeper 3.4.10-

39d3a4f269333c922ed3db283be479f9deacaa0

 
1.441.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Net::ZooKeeper - Perl extension for Apache ZooKeeper

Copyright 2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Copyright (c) 2002, 2004, Christopher Clark

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

	* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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	* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

	* Neither the name of the original author; nor the names of any contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2010-2012 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache ZooKeeper

Copyright 2009-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software components originally

developed for Airlift (https://github.com/airlift/airlift),

licensed under the Apache 2.0 license. The licensing terms

for Airlift code can be found at:

https://github.com/airlift/airlift/blob/master/LICENSE

 

This product includes software developed by

The Netty Project (http://netty.io/)

Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

 

The Netty NOTICE file contains the following items:
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This product contains the extensions to Java Collections Framework which has

been derived from the works by JSR-166 EG, Doug Lea, and Jason T. Greene:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jsr166y.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/

   * http://viewvc.jboss.org/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/jbosscache/experimental/jsr166/

 

This product contains a modified version of Robert Harder's Public Domain

Base64 Encoder and Decoder, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.base64.txt (Public Domain)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'JZlib', a re-implementation of

zlib in pure Java, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jzlib.txt (BSD Style License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.jcraft.com/jzlib/

 

This product contains a modified version of 'Webbit', a Java event based

WebSocket and HTTP server:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.webbit.txt (BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * https://github.com/joewalnes/webbit

 

This product optionally depends on 'Protocol Buffers', Google's data

interchange format, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.protobuf.txt (New BSD License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Bouncy Castle Crypto APIs' to generate

a temporary self-signed X.509 certificate when the JVM does not provide the

equivalent functionality.  It can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.bouncycastle.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:
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   * http://www.bouncycastle.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'SLF4J', a simple logging facade for Java,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.slf4j.txt (MIT License)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://www.slf4j.org/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Commons Logging', a logging

framework, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.commons-logging.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://commons.apache.org/logging/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Log4J', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.log4j.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

 

This product optionally depends on 'JBoss Logging', a logging framework,

which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.jboss-logging.txt (GNU LGPL 2.1)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://anonsvn.jboss.org/repos/common/common-logging-spi/

 

This product optionally depends on 'Apache Felix', an open source OSGi

framework implementation, which can be obtained at:

 

 * LICENSE:

   * license/LICENSE.felix.txt (Apache License 2.0)

 * HOMEPAGE:

   * http://felix.apache.org/

 

The bundled library Metrics Core NOTICE file reports the following items

 

Metrics

Copyright 2010-2013 Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed by Coda Hale and Yammer, Inc.
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This product includes code derived from the JSR-166 project (ThreadLocalRandom, Striped64,

LongAdder), which was released with the following comments:

 

   Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

   Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

   http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

The Nappy Java NOTICE file reports the following items:

 

This product includes software developed by Google

Snappy: http://code.google.com/p/snappy/ (New BSD License)

 

This product includes software developed by Apache

PureJavaCrc32C from apache-hadoop-common http://hadoop.apache.org/

(Apache 2.0 license)

 

This library containd statically linked libstdc++. This inclusion is allowed by

"GCC RUntime Library Exception"

http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/libstdc++/manual/license.html

 

== Contributors ==

 * Tatu Saloranta

   * Providing benchmark suite

 * Alec Wysoker

   * Performance and memory usage improvement

Apache ZooKeeper

Copyright 2009-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software components originally

developed for Airlift (https://github.com/airlift/airlift),

licensed under the Apache 2.0 license. The licensing terms

for Airlift code can be found at:

https://github.com/airlift/airlift/blob/master/LICENSE

This contrib module includes software developed under the

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

This contrib depends on binary only jar libraries developed at:

 

https://jersey.dev.java.net/

https://grizzly.dev.java.net/

Apache ZooKeeper

Copyright 2009-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

----------

include/winstdint.h is included only for Windows Client support, as follows:

 

// ISO C9x  compliant stdint.h for Microsoft Visual Studio

// Based on ISO/IEC 9899:TC2 Committee draft (May 6, 2005) WG14/N1124

//

//  Copyright (c) 2006-2008 Alexander Chemeris

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

//

//   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

//      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//

//   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

//      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

//      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

//

//   3. The name of the author may be used to endorse or promote products

//      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

// WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

// MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

// EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

// PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

// OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

// WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

// OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

// ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

//

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

----------

src/java/com/nitido/utils/toaster/Toaster.java:

This java file is copyright by Daniele Piras ("danielepiras80", no email known) released under the Apache Software

License 2.0

It has been downloaded in december 2009 from the CVS web interface of the sourceforge project

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jtoaster/ . The web interface to CVS is not available anymore on sourceforge.

 

The icons in src/main/resources/icons are taken from the Tango project

downloaded from http://tango.freedesktop.org/releases on 2011-09-06.

The Tango project is public domain.

 

Distribution packagers should not include the icons in the package but rather depend on tango-icon-theme (Debian
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package name). ZooInspector will then try to get the icons from /usr/share/icons/Tango rather then from its jar file.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

==================================================================================

=========

===           The following part contains the dual OpenSSL and SSLeay license           ===

===           for OpenSSL versions 1.1.1, 1.1.0, 1.0.2 and all prior releases           ===

===                  (see https://www.openssl.org/source/license.html)                  ===

==================================================================================

=========

 

 

LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*
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* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
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*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence
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* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

==================================================================================

=========

===       The following part contains the license for the Cyrus SASL 2.x library        ===

===                           used for optional SASL support                            ===

==================================================================================

=========

 

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1998-2003 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

*      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
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* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

This distribution bundles javacc, which is available under the

3-clause BSD License. For details, see a copy of the license in

lib/javacc.LICENSE.txt

 

This distribution bundles jline 2.11, which is available under the

2-clause BSD License. For details, see a copy of the license in

lib/jline-2.11.LICENSE.txt

 

This distribution bundles SLF4J 1.7.5, which is available under the MIT

License. For details, see a copy of the license in

lib/slf4j-1.7.5.LICENSE.txt

 

This distribution bundles json-simple v1.1.1, which is available under the

Apache Software License, Version 2.0. For details, see a copy of the license in

lib/json-simple-1.1.1.LICENSE.txt

 

This distribution bundles a modified version of 'JZLib' as part of

Netty-3.7.0, which is available under the 3-clause BSD licence. For

details, see a copy of the licence in META-INF/license/LICENSE-jzlib.txt

as part of the Netty jar in lib/netty-3.7.0.Final.jar.

Copyright (c) 2002-2012, the original author or authors.

All rights reserved.

 

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2017 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.442 pillow 7.2.0 
1.442.1 Available under license : 

from http://www.color.org/srgbprofiles.xalter

 

Terms of use

 

To anyone who acknowledges that the file "sRGB_v4_ICC_preference.icc"

is provided "AS IS" WITH NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, permission

to use, copy and distribute this file for any purpose is hereby

granted without fee, provided that the file is not changed including

the ICC copyright notice tag, and that the name of ICC shall not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission. ICC makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any

purpose.

 

 

To anyone who acknowledges that the file

"sRGB_IEC61966-2-1_black_scaled.icc" is provided "AS IS" WITH NO

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, permission to use, copy and distribute

these file for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that the file is not changed including the ICC copyright notice tag,

and that the name of ICC shall not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission. ICC makes no representations about the suitability

of this software for any purpose.

The Python Imaging Library (PIL) is

 

   Copyright  1997-2011 by Secret Labs AB

   Copyright  1995-2011 by Fredrik Lundh

 

Pillow is the friendly PIL fork. It is

 

   Copyright  2010-2020 by Alex Clark and contributors

 

Like PIL, Pillow is licensed under the open source PIL

Software License:
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By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its

associated documentation, you agree that you have read, understood,

and will comply with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

associated documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby

granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all

copies, and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice

appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Secret Labs

AB or the author not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

SECRET LABS AB AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The Python Imaging Library (PIL) is

 

   Copyright  1997-2011 by Secret Labs AB

   Copyright  1995-2011 by Fredrik Lundh

 

Pillow is the friendly PIL fork. It is

 

   Copyright  2010-2020 by Alex Clark and contributors

 

Like PIL, Pillow is licensed under the open source PIL Software License:

 

By obtaining, using, and/or copying this software and/or its associated

documentation, you agree that you have read, understood, and will comply

with the following terms and conditions:

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

associated documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies, and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Secret Labs AB or the author not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

without specific, written prior permission.

 

SECRET LABS AB AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL SECRET LABS AB OR THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
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OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

GIMP Palette

Name: custompalette

Columns: 4

#

 0   0   0     Index 3

65  38  30     Index 4

103  62  49     Index 6

79  73  72     Index 7

114 101  97     Index 8

208 127 100     Index 9

151 144 142     Index 10

221 207 199     Index 11

 

NotoNastaliqUrdu-Regular.ttf and NotoSansSymbols-Regular.ttf, from https://github.com/googlei18n/noto-fonts

NotoSansJP-Thin.otf, from https://www.google.com/get/noto/help/cjk/

AdobeVFPrototype.ttf, from https://github.com/adobe-fonts/adobe-variable-font-prototype

TINY5x3GX.ttf, from http://velvetyne.fr/fonts/tiny

ArefRuqaa-Regular.ttf, from https://github.com/google/fonts/tree/master/ofl/arefruqaa

ter-x20b.pcf, from http://terminus-font.sourceforge.net/

 

All of the above fonts are published under the SIL Open Font License (OFL) v1.1

(http://scripts.sil.org/cms/scripts/page.php?site_id=nrsi&id=OFL), which allows you to copy, modify, and

redistribute them if you need to.

 

 

10x20-ISO8859-1.pcf, from https://packages.ubuntu.com/xenial/xfonts-base

 

"Public domain font.  Share and enjoy."

GIMP Palette

Name: badpalettefile

Columns: 4

#

 0   0   0     Index 3

012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012

34567890123456789

103  62  49     Index 6

79  73  72     Index 7

114 101  97     Index 8

208 127 100     Index 9

151 144 142     Index 10

221 207 199     Index 11

GIMP Palette

Name: Test

Columns: 0

#
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GIMP Palette

Name: badpaletteentry

Columns: 4

#

 0   0   0     Index 3

65  38

103  62  49     Index 6

79  73  72     Index 7

114 101  97     Index 8

208 127 100     Index 9

151 144 142     Index 10

221 207 199     Index 11

 

1.443 jackson-datatype-joda 2.6.3 
1.443.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.444 ncurses 6.1-

15.20191109.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.444.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: MIT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1154067279_1620867510.78/0/ncurses-ncurses-6-1-15-20191109-el7-9-0atomix1-zip/ncurses-

ncurses-6.1-15.20191109.el7_9.0atomix1/ncurses.spec

 

1.445 apacheds-xdbm-search 1.5.5 
1.445.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.446 jersey-container-servlet 2.22.1 
1.446.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.447 libgpg-error 1.36-2.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.447.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least
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   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
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terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.448 args4j 2.0.28 
1.448.1 Available under license : 

# Released under MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Mark Otto.

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Andrew Fong.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.449 hikaricp-java7 2.4.13 

 

1.450 joni 2.1.15 
1.450.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

* this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

* the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
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* use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

* of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

* so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

* copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

* SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/AsmCompilerSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/CodeRangeBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/SearchAlgorithm.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/TargetInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/OPCode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/OptMapInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/SyntaxProperties.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/exception/SyntaxException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/BitStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/BackRefNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Config.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/MatcherFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Syntax.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/exception/JOniException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Matcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/Arguments.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/ast/Node.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/OPSize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-
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jar/org/joni/CaptureTreeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ApplyCaseFoldArg.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Analyser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/NodeType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/EncloseType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ArrayCompiler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/WarnCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/MinMaxLen.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/AnyCharNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/QuantifierNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/MetaChar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/CTypeNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/NodeOptInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/NativeMachine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/AsmCompiler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Token.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Parser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Regex.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/OptAnchorInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ScanEnvironment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ByteCodePrinter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/StringType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/StringNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/OptExactInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/exception/ErrorMessages.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ByteCodeMachine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/OptEnvironment.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Lexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Region.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-
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jar/org/joni/constants/AsmConstants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/NameEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/EncloseNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/TokenType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/Traverse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/BitSet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/AnchorType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ScannerSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/StackEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/ast/CallNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ApplyCaseFold.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/StackType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/StackPopLevel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/UnsetAddrList.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/exception/ValueException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/exception/InternalException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/StackMachine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/AnchorNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Option.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/ast/ListNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/ast/CClassNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/ast/StateNode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-jar/org/joni/Compiler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1021346434_1594207313.79/0/joni-2-1-15-sources-

jar/org/joni/constants/NodeStatus.java

 

1.451 gjson v1.6.0 
1.451.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Josh Baker

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.452 segment v0.9.0 
1.452.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.453 lucene 7.5.0 
1.453.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
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restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
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derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

# JTS Topology Suite Licensing

 

May 30th, 2017

 

## Project Licenses

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this project ("Content"). Unless otherwise indicated below,

the Content is provided to you under the terms and conditions of either the [Eclipse Public License

1.0](https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html) ("EPL") or the [Eclipse Distribution License

1.0](http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php) (a BSD Style License).  For purposes of the EPL,

"Program" will mean the Content.

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the Content is being redistributed by

another party ("Redistributor") and different terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the

Content. Check the Redistributor's license that was provided with the Content. If no such license exists, contact the

Redistributor. Unless otherwise indicated below, the terms and conditions of the EPL still apply to any source code

in the Content and such source code may be obtained at http://www.eclipse.org.

 

## Third Party Content

 

The Content includes items that have been sourced from third parties as set out below. If you did not receive this

Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the following is provided for informational purposes only, and you

should look to the Redistributor's license for terms and conditions of use.

 

### Jdom-contrib version 1.1.3

 

The JTS tests module contains source from JDOM Contrib 1.1.3 which is available under the Jdom License [1].  The

two files are LineNumberElement.java and LineNumberSAXHandler.java.

 

Typical users of this library will not need to depend on this module.

 

[1] https://github.com/hunterhacker/jdom/blob/master/LICENSE.txt

 

### GeoTools

 

JTS includes some code from the GeoTools project.  This code has been licensed to the JTS project under the

OSGeo BSD License [2] by the GeoTools PSC [3,4].

 

[2] https://www.osgeo.org/sites/osgeo.org/files/Page/osgeo-bsd-license.txt
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[3] https://github.com/geotools/geotools/wiki/JTS-ORA-Contribution

[4] https://github.com/geotools/geotools/wiki/JTS-Shapefile-Contribution

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
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be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">

<html><head>

 

 

<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1">

<title>Eclipse.org Software User Agreement</title>

</head><body lang="EN-US" link="blue" vlink="purple">

<h2>Eclipse Foundation Software User Agreement</h2>

<p>March 17, 2005</p>

 

<h3>Usage Of Content</h3>

 

<p>THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKES AVAILABLE SOFTWARE, DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION

AND/OR OTHER MATERIALS FOR OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS

  (COLLECTIVELY "CONTENT").  USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND

  CONDITIONS OF LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW.  BY

USING THE CONTENT, YOU AGREE THAT YOUR USE

  OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF

ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR

  NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND THE TERMS AND

  CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR

REFERENCED BELOW, THEN YOU MAY NOT USE THE CONTENT.</p>

 

<h3>Applicable Licenses</h3>  

 

<p>Unless otherwise indicated, all Content made available by the

Eclipse Foundation is provided to you under the terms and conditions of

the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"). A copy of the EPL is

provided with this Content and is also available at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-

v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.

  For purposes of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.</p>

 

<p>Content includes, but is not limited to, source code, object code,

documentation and other files maintained in the Eclipse.org CVS

repository ("Repository") in CVS modules ("Modules") and made available

as downloadable archives ("Downloads").</p>

 

<ul>

	<li>Content may be structured and packaged into modules to

facilitate delivering, extending, and upgrading the Content. Typical

modules may include plug-ins ("Plug-ins"), plug-in fragments
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("Fragments"), and features ("Features").</li>

	<li>Each Plug-in or Fragment may be packaged as a sub-directory or JAR (Java&#8482; ARchive) in a directory

named "plugins".</li>

	<li>A

Feature is a bundle of one or more Plug-ins and/or Fragments and

associated material. Each Feature may be packaged as a sub-directory in

a directory named "features". Within a Feature, files named

"feature.xml" may contain a list of the names and version numbers of

the Plug-ins and/or Fragments associated with that Feature.</li>

	<li>Features

may also include other Features ("Included Features"). Within a

Feature, files named "feature.xml" may contain a list of the names and

version numbers of Included Features.</li>

</ul>  

 

<p>The terms and conditions governing Plug-ins and Fragments should be

contained in files named "about.html" ("Abouts"). The terms and

conditions governing Features and

Included Features should be contained in files named "license.html"

("Feature Licenses"). Abouts and Feature Licenses may be located in any

directory of a Download or Module

including, but not limited to the following locations:</p>

 

<ul>

	<li>The top-level (root) directory</li>

	<li>Plug-in and Fragment directories</li>

	<li>Inside Plug-ins and Fragments packaged as JARs</li>

	<li>Sub-directories of the directory named "src" of certain Plug-ins</li>

	<li>Feature directories</li>

</ul>

		

<p>Note: if a Feature made available by the Eclipse Foundation is

installed using the Eclipse Update Manager, you must agree to a license

("Feature Update License") during the

installation process. If the Feature contains Included Features, the

Feature Update License should either provide you with the terms and

conditions governing the Included Features or

inform you where you can locate them. Feature Update Licenses may be

found in the "license" property of files named "feature.properties"

found within a Feature.

Such Abouts, Feature Licenses, and Feature Update Licenses contain the

terms and conditions (or references to such terms and conditions) that

govern your use of the associated Content in

that directory.</p>

 

<p>THE ABOUTS, FEATURE LICENSES, AND FEATURE UPDATE LICENSES MAY REFER

TO THE EPL OR OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS, NOTICES OR TERMS AND

CONDITIONS. SOME OF THESE
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OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS MAY INCLUDE (BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO):</p>

 

<ul>

	<li>Common Public License Version 1.0 (available at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-

v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html</a>)</li>

	<li>Apache Software License 1.1 (available at <a

href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE</a>)</li>

	<li>Apache Software License 2.0 (available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</a>)</li>

	<li>IBM Public License 1.0 (available at <a

href="http://oss.software.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/license10.html">http://oss.software.ibm.com/develo

perworks/opensource/license10.html</a>)</li>	

	<li>Metro Link Public License 1.00 (available at <a

href="http://www.opengroup.org/openmotif/supporters/metrolink/license.html">http://www.opengroup.org/openmo

tif/supporters/metrolink/license.html</a>)</li>

	<li>Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (available at <a href="http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-

1.1.html">http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html</a>)</li>

</ul>

 

<p>IT IS YOUR OBLIGATION TO READ AND ACCEPT ALL SUCH TERMS AND

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO USE OF THE CONTENT. If no About, Feature License,

or Feature Update License is provided, please

contact the Eclipse Foundation to determine what terms and conditions

govern that particular Content.</p>

 

<h3>Cryptography</h3>

 

<p>Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you

are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use,

and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE

using any encryption software, please check the country's laws,

regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and

re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.</p>

 

<small>Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other

countries, or both.</small>  

</body></html>

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*

*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.

*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/
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W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY

PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification
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under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2016 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ICU4J, (under lucene/analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT style license

(modules/analysis/icu/lib/icu4j-LICENSE-BSD_LIKE.txt) and Copyright (c) 1995-2012

International Business Machines Corporation and others

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2015 Terence Parr, Sam Harwell

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.
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1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i)	 changes to the Program, and

ii)	 additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a)	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.
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3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b)	its license agreement:

i)	effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii)	states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's
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responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient

institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's

patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this
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Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign

the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the

new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or

otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2012 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the
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copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

# about.md file

 

## About This Content

 

May 22, 2015

 

### License

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in ("Content"). Unless otherwise indicated below,

the

Content is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Apache License, Version 2.0.  A copy of the

Apache

License, Version 2.0 is available at

[http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the Content is being redistributed by

another

party ("Redistributor") and different terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the Content.

Check the Redistributors license that was provided with the Content. If no such license exists, contact the

Redistributor. Unless otherwise indicated below, the terms and conditions of the Apache License, Version 2.0 still

apply

to any source code in the Content and such source code may be obtained at

[http://www.eclipse.org](http://www.eclipse.org).

 

# notice.md file

 

Note: the below Eclipse user agreement is standard.  It says "Unless otherwise indicated, "... before referring to the

EPL.  We indicate above that all content is licensed under the ASLv2 license.  -- David Smiley

 

## Eclipse Foundation Software User Agreement

 

April 9, 2014

 

### Usage Of Content

 

THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKES AVAILABLE SOFTWARE, DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION

AND/OR OTHER MATERIALS FOR OPEN SOURCE

PROJECTS (COLLECTIVELY "CONTENT"). USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR

REFERENCED BELOW. BY USING THE CONTENT, YOU AGREE

THAT YOUR USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE

AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT

AND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES

INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW, THEN YOU MAY

NOT USE THE CONTENT.

 

### Applicable Licenses

 

Unless otherwise indicated, all Content made available by the Eclipse Foundation is provided to you under the terms

and

conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"). A copy of the EPL is provided with this Content and

is

also available at [http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html](http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html). For

purposes

of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.

 

Content includes, but is not limited to, source code, object code, documentation and other files maintained in the

Eclipse Foundation source code repository ("Repository") in software modules ("Modules") and made available as

downloadable archives ("Downloads").

 

*   Content may be structured and packaged into modules to facilitate delivering, extending, and upgrading the

Content.

   Typical modules may include plug-ins ("Plug-ins"), plug-in fragments ("Fragments"), and features ("Features").

*   Each Plug-in or Fragment may be packaged as a sub-directory or JAR (Java ARchive) in a directory named

"plugins".

*   A Feature is a bundle of one or more Plug-ins and/or Fragments and associated material. Each Feature may be

packaged

   as a sub-directory in a directory named "features". Within a Feature, files named "feature.xml" may contain a list

   of the names and version numbers of the Plug-ins and/or Fragments associated with that Feature.

*   Features may also include other Features ("Included Features"). Within a Feature, files named "feature.xml" may

   contain a list of the names and version numbers of Included Features.

 

The terms and conditions governing Plug-ins and Fragments should be contained in files named "about.html"

("Abouts").

The terms and conditions governing Features and Included Features should be contained in files named

"license.html"

("Feature Licenses"). Abouts and Feature Licenses may be located in any directory of a Download or Module

including, but

not limited to the following locations:

 

*   The top-level (root) directory

*   Plug-in and Fragment directories

*   Inside Plug-ins and Fragments packaged as JARs

*   Sub-directories of the directory named "src" of certain Plug-ins

*   Feature directories

 

Note: if a Feature made available by the Eclipse Foundation is installed using the Provisioning Technology (as

defined

below), you must agree to a license ("Feature Update License") during the installation process. If the Feature
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contains

Included Features, the Feature Update License should either provide you with the terms and conditions governing

the

Included Features or inform you where you can locate them. Feature Update Licenses may be found in the "license"

property of files named "feature.properties" found within a Feature. Such Abouts, Feature Licenses, and Feature

Update

Licenses contain the terms and conditions (or references to such terms and conditions) that govern your use of the

associated Content in that directory.

 

THE ABOUTS, FEATURE LICENSES, AND FEATURE UPDATE LICENSES MAY REFER TO THE EPL OR

OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS, NOTICES OR

TERMS AND CONDITIONS. SOME OF THESE OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS MAY INCLUDE (BUT

ARE NOT LIMITED TO):

 

*   Eclipse Distribution License Version 1.0 (available at

   [http://www.eclipse.org/licenses/edl-v1.0.html](http://www.eclipse.org/licenses/edl-v10.html))

*   Common Public License Version 1.0 (available at

   [http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html](http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html))

*   Apache Software License 1.1 (available at

   [http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE))

*   Apache Software License 2.0 (available at

   [http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0))

*   Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (available at

   [http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html](http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html))

 

IT IS YOUR OBLIGATION TO READ AND ACCEPT ALL SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS PRIOR TO

USE OF THE CONTENT. If no About, Feature

License, or Feature Update License is provided, please contact the Eclipse Foundation to determine what terms and

conditions govern that particular Content.

 

### Use of Provisioning Technology

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available provisioning software, examples of which include, but are not limited to,

p2 and

the Eclipse Update Manager ("Provisioning Technology") for the purpose of allowing users to install software,

documentation, information and/or other materials (collectively "Installable Software"). This capability is provided

with the intent of allowing such users to install, extend and update Eclipse-based products. Information about

packaging

Installable Software is available at

[http://eclipse.org/equinox/p2/repository_packaging.html](http://eclipse.org/equinox/p2/repository_packaging.html)

("Specification").

 

You may use Provisioning Technology to allow other parties to install Installable Software. You shall be responsible

for

enabling the applicable license agreements relating to the Installable Software to be presented to, and accepted by,

the

users of the Provisioning Technology in accordance with the Specification. By using Provisioning Technology in

such a
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manner and making it available in accordance with the Specification, you further acknowledge your agreement to,

and the

acquisition of all necessary rights to permit the following:

 

1.  A series of actions may occur ("Provisioning Process") in which a user may execute the Provisioning Technology

on a

   machine ("Target Machine") with the intent of installing, extending or updating the functionality of an

   Eclipse-based product.

2.  During the Provisioning Process, the Provisioning Technology may cause third party Installable Software or a

portion

   thereof to be accessed and copied to the Target Machine.

3.  Pursuant to the Specification, you will provide to the user the terms and conditions that govern the use of the

   Installable Software ("Installable Software Agreement") and such Installable Software Agreement shall be

accessed

   from the Target Machine in accordance with the Specification. Such Installable Software Agreement must inform

the

   user of the terms and conditions that govern the Installable Software and must solicit acceptance by the end user in

   the manner prescribed in such Installable Software Agreement. Upon such indication of agreement by the user, the

   provisioning Technology will complete installation of the Installable Software.

 

### Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the

import,

possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption

software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of

encryption software, to see if this is permitted.

 

<small>Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Oracle Corporation in the United States, other

countries,

or both.</small>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.
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  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,
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the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable
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form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer
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includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER
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CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-
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law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.
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BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Ivy (TM)

Copyright 2007-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Ivy were originally developed by

Jayasoft SARL (http://www.jayasoft.fr/)

and are licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant License Agreement"

 

SSH and SFTP support is provided by the JCraft JSch package,

which is open source software, available under

the terms of a BSD style license. 

The original software and related information is available

at http://www.jcraft.com/jsch/. 
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   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

javax.servlet-*.jar is under the CDDL license, the original source

code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

morfologik-ukrainian-search is a POS tag dictionary in morfologik format adjusted for searching.

It's part of dict_uk project (https://github.com/brown-uk/dict_uk)

 

Note: to better fit into full-text search model this dictionary has all word forms in lower case but keeps lemmas for

proper nouns in upper case.

 

Licensed under Apache License 2.0.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (Morfologik)

 

VERSION: 2.1 PoliMorf

BUILD:   2016-02-13 19:37:50+01:00

GIT:     6e63b53

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java contains

test data from http://aspell.sourceforge.net/test/batch0.tab.

 

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org). Verbatim copying

and distribution of this entire article is permitted in any medium,

provided this notice is preserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		     Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	            51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The
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"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to
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attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Ant

  Copyright 1999-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :

    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

  Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

  Foundation.

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

 

Apache OpenNLP Tools

Copyright 2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license
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and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,
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analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php
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===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,
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implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

This product includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (Morfologik, PoliMorf)
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(http://morfologik.blogspot.com/)

CyberNeko HTML Parser

(C) Copyright 2002-2009, Andy Clark, Marc Guillemot. All rights reserved.

 

NekoHTML is a simple HTML scanner and tag balancer that enables

application programmers to parse HTML documents and access the

information using standard XML interfaces. The parser can scan HTML

files and "fix up" many common mistakes that human (and computer)

authors make in writing HTML documents. NekoHTML adds missing parent

elements; automatically closes elements with optional end tags; and can

handle mismatched inline element tags.

 

NekoHTML is written using the Xerces Native Interface (XNI) that is the

foundation of the Xerces2 implementation. This enables you to use the

NekoHTML parser with existing XNI tools without modification or

rewriting code.

Copyright (c) 2012 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for JCraft JSch package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007 Atsuhiko Yamanaka, JCraft,Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for jQuery

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2007 John Resig, http://jquery.com/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to
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use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.
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 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and
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appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.
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 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be
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included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is
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governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work
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occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified
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version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:
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      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may
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differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

=========================================================================

==  SLF4J Notice -- http://www.slf4j.org/license.html                  ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

This product includes BSD-licensed software developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski

(http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

JUnit (under lib/junit-4.10.jar) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

RandomizedRunner, a JUnit @Runner for randomized tests (and more)

Copyright 2011-2012 Carrot Search s.c.

http://labs.carrotsearch.com/randomizedtesting.html

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes asm (asmlib), BSD license

This product includes Google Guava, ASL license

This product includes simple-xml,   ASL license

This product includes Google GSON,  ASL license

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.454 openssl 1.0.2v 
1.454.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*
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*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
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mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.
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	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.
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   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.455 cmux v0.1.4 
1.455.1 Available under license : 

# The list of people who have contributed code to the cmux repository.

#

# Auto-generated with:

#		git log --oneline --pretty=format:'%an <%aE>' | sort -u

#

Andreas Jaekle <andreas@jaekle.net>

Dmitri Shuralyov <shurcooL@gmail.com>

Ethan Mosbaugh <emosbaugh@gmail.com>

Soheil Hassas Yeganeh <soheil.h.y@gmail.com>

Soheil Hassas Yeganeh <soheil@cs.toronto.edu>

Tamir Duberstein <tamir@cockroachlabs.com>

Tamir Duberstein <tamird@gmail.com>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.456 libxdamage 1.1.4 4.1.el7
1.456.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright  2001,2003 Keith Packard

Copyright  2007 Eric Anholt

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It
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is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.457 metrics-jersey2 3.1.2 

 

1.458 alsa 1.1.8 1.el7
1.458.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
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written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.459 simplejson 3.17.2 
1.459.1 Available under license : 

simplejson is dual-licensed software. It is available under the terms

of the MIT license, or the Academic Free License version 2.1. The full

text of each license agreement is included below. This code is also

licensed to the Python Software Foundation (PSF) under a Contributor

Agreement.

 

MIT License

===========

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Bob Ippolito

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Academic Free License v. 2.1

============================

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Bob Ippolito.  All rights reserved.

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;
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b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual,

sublicenseable license, under patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Original Work for

making modifications to it and all available documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor

hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of

the Original Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a

machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive

and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing

the address of that information repository in a notice immediately following the copyright notice that applies to the

Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names of any contributors to the Original

Work, nor any of their trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except

as expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to sell embodiments of any patent

claims other than the licensed claims defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if

such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to

license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative Works that You create, all copyright,

patent or trademark notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any

descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any Derivative

Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You

have modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that the copyright in and to the Original

Work and the patent rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under

the terms of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an

"AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation, the

warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER

OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder
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except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or the use of the Original Work including,

without limitation, damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or personal

injury resulting from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some jurisdictions

do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must

make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this

License. Nothing else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You

permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise any of the rights granted in

Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do so except under the terms of this License (or another written agreement

between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries,

and by international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You

indicate Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically and You may no longer exercise any

of the rights granted to You by this License as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or

counterclaim, against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This termination

provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other

software or hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under

the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work

outside the scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the requirements and penalties of the U.S.

Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international treaty. This section

shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or seeking damages relating thereto, the

prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable

attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This section

shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter hereof. If any

provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary

to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether in upper or lower case, means an

individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with you. For purposes

of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares,
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or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License

or by law, and Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved. Permission is hereby granted to

copy and distribute this license without modification. This license may not be modified without the express written

permission of its copyright owner.

 

1.460 public-suffix 1.4.6 
1.460.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Simone Carletti <weppos@weppos.net>

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.461 gopkg.in-yaml v2.2.8 
1.461.1 Available under license : 

This software is licensed under the LGPLv3, included below.

 

As a special exception to the GNU Lesser General Public License version 3

("LGPL3"), the copyright holders of this Library give you permission to

convey to a third party a Combined Work that links statically or dynamically

to this Library without providing any Minimal Corresponding Source or

Minimal Application Code as set out in 4d or providing the installation

information set out in section 4e, provided that you comply with the other
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provisions of LGPL3 and provided that you meet, for the Application the

terms and conditions of the license(s) which apply to the Application.

 

Except as stated in this special exception, the provisions of LGPL3 will

continue to comply in full to this Library. If you modify this Library, you

may apply this exception to your version of this Library, but you are not

obliged to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version. This exception does not (and cannot) modify any

license terms which apply to the Application, with which you must still

comply.

 

 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.
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 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of
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the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this
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License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

Copyright (c) 2011-2014 - Canonical Inc.

 

This software is licensed under the LGPLv3, included below.

 

As a special exception to the GNU Lesser General Public License version 3

("LGPL3"), the copyright holders of this Library give you permission to

convey to a third party a Combined Work that links statically or dynamically

to this Library without providing any Minimal Corresponding Source or

Minimal Application Code as set out in 4d or providing the installation

information set out in section 4e, provided that you comply with the other

provisions of LGPL3 and provided that you meet, for the Application the

terms and conditions of the license(s) which apply to the Application.

 

Except as stated in this special exception, the provisions of LGPL3 will
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continue to comply in full to this Library. If you modify this Library, you

may apply this exception to your version of this Library, but you are not

obliged to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version. This exception does not (and cannot) modify any

license terms which apply to the Application, with which you must still

comply.

 

 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.
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 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are
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  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based
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  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original copyright and license:

 

   apic.go

   emitterc.go

   parserc.go

   readerc.go

   scannerc.go

   writerc.go

   yamlh.go

   yamlprivateh.go

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do
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so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.462 jtextfsm 0.3.1 
1.462.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1141667715_1615137089.23/0/jtextfsm-0-3-1-1-tar-gz/jtextfsm-0.3.1/setup.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: jtextfsm

Version: 0.3.1

Summary: UNKNOWN

Home-page: https://github.com/jonathanslenders/textfsm

Author: Google; Jonathan Slenders

Author-email: textfsm-dev@googlegroups.com

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

Description: UNKNOWN

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: Apache Software License

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries

Requires: six

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1141667715_1615137089.23/0/jtextfsm-0-3-1-1-tar-gz/jtextfsm-0.3.1/PKG-INFO
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* /opt/cola/permits/1141667715_1615137089.23/0/jtextfsm-0-3-1-1-tar-gz/jtextfsm-0.3.1/jtextfsm.egg-info/PKG-

INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2010 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1141667715_1615137089.23/0/jtextfsm-0-3-1-1-tar-gz/jtextfsm-0.3.1/jtextfsm.py

 

1.463 accessors-smart 1.2 
1.463.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

*    Copyright 2011 JSON-SMART authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/BeansAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/DynamicClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/Accessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177937262_1625568439.63/0/accessors-smart-1-2-sources-5-

jar/net/minidev/asm/ASMUtil.java
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1.464 rake 10.4.2 
1.464.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) Jim Weirich

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.465 netty-handler 4.1.23.Final 
1.465.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslExtendedKeyMaterialManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java9SslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java9SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401834_1611627311.52/0/netty-handler-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

 

1.466 jersey-bean-validation 2.22.1 
1.466.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. # The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

# may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2013-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'
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1.467 kafka-go v0.4.8 
1.467.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Segment

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.468 asciidoctorj 1.5.8.1 
1.468.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.469 curvesapi 1.06 

 

1.470 numpy 1.18.4 
1.470.1 Available under license : 

The NumPy repository and source distributions bundle several libraries that are

compatibly licensed.  We list these here.

 

Name: Numpydoc

Files: doc/sphinxext/numpydoc/*

License: 2-clause BSD

 For details, see doc/sphinxext/LICENSE.txt

 

Name: scipy-sphinx-theme

Files: doc/scipy-sphinx-theme/*

License: 3-clause BSD, PSF and Apache 2.0

 For details, see doc/scipy-sphinx-theme/LICENSE.txt

 

Name: lapack-lite

Files: numpy/linalg/lapack_lite/*

License: 3-clause BSD

 For details, see numpy/linalg/lapack_lite/LICENSE.txt

 

Name: tempita

Files: tools/npy_tempita/*

License: BSD derived

 For details, see tools/npy_tempita/license.txt

 

Name: dragon4

Files: numpy/core/src/multiarray/dragon4.c

License: MIT

 For license text, see numpy/core/src/multiarray/dragon4.c
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## NumPy

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2017, NumPy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the NumPy Developers nor the names of any

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

## Julia

 

The ziggurat methods were derived from Julia.

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2019: Jeff Bezanson, Stefan Karpinski, Viral B. Shah,

and other contributors:

 

https://github.com/JuliaLang/julia/contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

* Copyright (c) 2006, University of Georgia and Pierre G.F. Gerard-Marchant

* All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

*     * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*     * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*     * Neither the name of the University of Georgia nor the

*       names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

*       derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

* DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# PHILOX

 

Copyright 2010-2012, D. E. Shaw Research.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of D. E. Shaw Research nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2005-2019, NumPy Developers.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the NumPy Developers nor the names of any

      contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

      from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

License

-------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Ian Bicking and Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1992-2013 The University of Tennessee and The University

                       of Tennessee Research Foundation.  All rights

                       reserved.

Copyright (c) 2000-2013 The University of California Berkeley. All

                       rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 The University of Colorado Denver.  All rights

                       reserved.

 

$COPYRIGHT$

 

Additional copyrights may follow

 

$HEADER$

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer listed
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 in this license in the documentation and/or other materials

 provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

The copyright holders provide no reassurances that the source code

provided does not infringe any patent, copyright, or any other

intellectual property rights of third parties.  The copyright holders

disclaim any liability to any recipient for claims brought against

recipient by any third party for infringement of that parties

intellectual property rights.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# PCG64

 

## The MIT License

 

PCG Random Number Generation for C.

 

Copyright 2014 Melissa O'Neill <oneill@pcg-random.org>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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# SPLITMIX64

 

Written in 2015 by Sebastiano Vigna (vigna@acm.org)

 

To the extent possible under law, the author has dedicated all copyright

and related and neighboring rights to this software to the public domain

worldwide. This software is distributed without any warranty.

 

See <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.

# SFC64

 

## The MIT License

 

Adapted from a C++ implementation of Chris Doty-Humphrey's SFC PRNG.

 

https://gist.github.com/imneme/f1f7821f07cf76504a97f6537c818083

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Melissa E. O'Neill

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

**This software is dual-licensed under the The University of Illinois/NCSA

Open Source License (NCSA) and The 3-Clause BSD License**

 

# NCSA Open Source License

**Copyright (c) 2019 Kevin Sheppard. All rights reserved.**

 

Developed by: Kevin Sheppard (<kevin.sheppard@economics.ox.ac.uk>,

<kevin.k.sheppard@gmail.com>)

[http://www.kevinsheppard.com](http://www.kevinsheppard.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimers.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimers in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the names of Kevin Sheppard, nor the names of any contributors may be

used to endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific

prior written permission.

 

**THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH

THE SOFTWARE.**

 

 

# 3-Clause BSD License

**Copyright (c) 2019 Kevin Sheppard. All rights reserved.**

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

**THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.**

 

# Components

 

Many parts of this module have been derived from original sources,

often the algorithm's designer. Component licenses are located with

the component code.

# MT19937

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2005, Jean-Sebastien Roy (js@jeannot.org)

 

The rk_random and rk_seed functions algorithms and the original design of

the Mersenne Twister RNG:

 

 Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002, Makoto Matsumoto and Takuji Nishimura,

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Original algorithm for the implementation of rk_interval function from

Richard J. Wagner's implementation of the Mersenne Twister RNG, optimised by

Magnus Jonsson.

 

Constants used in the rk_double implementation by Isaku Wada.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.471 aggs-matrix-stats-client 6.5.4 
1.471.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.472 groff 1.22.2 8.el7
1.472.1 Available under license : 

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission
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under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats
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include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY
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If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
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  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
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appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",
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and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a
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translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.
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Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:
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   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

    Copyright 2003, 2006, 2007, 2009

     Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

   Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

   are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

   notice and this notice are preserved.

 

LICENSES

--------

 

The groff program is a free software project.  It is licensed under the GNU

General Public License (GNU GPL), version 3 or later.

 

The file COPYING in the top directory of the groff source package contains a

copy of the GPL that was downloaded from the GNU web site

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.txt at 3 jan 2009.

 

All files part of groff are licensed under this version of the GPL (or

licenses which are compatible with the GPL). You are free to choose

version 3 or any subsequent version of the GPL.

 

The GPL names an address where you can get the actual version by normal

post.  Further information is found in the internet at

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft.
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The groff program is a GNU package, and the copyright of all files of the

groff source package which are under the GPL has been assigned to the Free

Sofware Foundation (FSF).  Information on GNU and FSF is found at

http://www.fsf.org/.

 

 

Here a list of files which are distributed with groff but which aren't

part of it (this is, they either have a non-GPL license, or the copyright

hasn't been assigned to the FSF).

 

 

 Source Files

 ------------

 

 . The file `src/libs/snprintf/snprintf.c', written by Mark Martinec

   <mark.martinec@ijs.si>.

 

   Please look into snprintf.c for the copyright message.

 

   The complete snprintf package together with documentation is available

   from

 

     http://www.ijs.si/software/snprintf/    .

 

 . The `grn' preprocessor, written by Barry Roitblat <barry@rentonww.com>

   and David Slattengren <slatteng@Xinet.COM>.  These files have been part

   of the original Berkeley ditroff distribution, without AT&T code, and

   are in the public domain.

 

   The original package can be found at

   http://ftp.cs.wisc.edu/pub/misc/grn.tar.Z    .

 

     src/preproc/grn/gprint.h

     src/preproc/grn/hdb.cpp

     src/preproc/grn/hgraph.cpp

     src/preproc/grn/hpoint.cpp

     src/preproc/grn/main.cpp

 

 . The `gxditview' output device.  It is based on X11's `xditview' program

   and thus has the X license.

 

     src/devices/xditview/DESC.in

     src/devices/xditview/Dvi.c

     src/devices/xditview/Dvi.h

     src/devices/xditview/DviP.h

     src/devices/xditview/FontMap

     src/devices/xditview/GXditview.ad

     src/devices/xditview/Menu.h
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     src/devices/xditview/ad2c

     src/devices/xditview/device.c

     src/devices/xditview/device.h

     src/devices/xditview/draw.c

     src/devices/xditview/font.c

     src/devices/xditview/gray1.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gray2.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gray3.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gray4.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gray5.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gray6.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gray7.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gray8.bm

     src/devices/xditview/gxditview.man

     src/devices/xditview/lex.c

     src/devices/xditview/page.c

     src/devices/xditview/parse.c

     src/devices/xditview/xdit.bm

     src/devices/xditview/xdit_mask.bm

     src/devices/xditview/xditview.c

 

     src/include/DviChar.h

     src/include/XFontName.h

 

     src/libs/libxutil/DviChar.c

     src/libs/libxutil/XFontName.c

 

 

 Macro Packages

 --------------

 

 . The -mdoc macro set, using the BSD license.

 

     tmac/doc.tmac

     tmac/doc-old.tmac

     tmac/doc-common

     tmac/doc-ditroff

     tmac/doc-nroff

     tmac/doc-syms

     tmac/groff_mdoc.man

 

 . The -me macro set, using the BSD license.

 

     tmac/e.tmac

     tmac/groff_me.man

     doc/meintro.me

     doc/meref.me
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 Hyphenation Patterns

 --------------------

 

 . The file `tmac/hyphen.us' is identical to the file `hyphen.tex', part of

   the TeX system written by Donald E. Knuth; the master file can be found

   at

 

     ftp://labrea.stanford.edu/pub/tex/dist/lib/hyphen.tex    .

 

   It has been renamed for consistency, i.e., to make patterns available

   under the filenames `hyphen.<language>', e.g. `hyphen.de' or

   `hyphen.uk'.

 

   See the file itself for a copyright notice.

 

 . The file `tmac/hyphen.fr' contains the same patterns as the file

   `frhyph.tex' (for TeX), which can be found at

 

     http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/frhyph.tex    .

 

   The patterns have been converted to a format groff can understand.

 

   See the file itself for a copyright notice.

 

 . The file `tmac/hyphen.sv' is identical to the file `svhyph.tex', which

   can be found at

 

     http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/svhyph.tex    .

 

   See the file itself for a copyright notice.

 

 . The files `tmac/hyphen.det' and `tmac/hyphen.den' contain the same

   patterns as the files `dehyphn.tex' and `dehypht.tex' (for TeX), which

   can be found at

 

     http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/dehyphn.tex

     http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/dehypht.tex    .

 

   The patterns have been converted to a format groff can understand.

 

   See the files themselves for a copyright notice.

 

 . The file `tmac/hyphenex.det' is identical to the file `dehyphtex.tex',

   which can be found at

 

     http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/language/hyphenation/dehyphtex.tex    .
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   See the file itself for a copyright notice.

 

 . The file `tmac/hyphen.cs' contains the same patterns as the file

   `czhyphen.tex' (for TeX), which can be found in the archive

 

     http://dante.ctan.org/CTAN/macros/cstex/base/csplain.tar.gz    .

 

   The patterns have been converted to a format groff can understand.

 

   See the file itself for a copyright notice.

 

EOF

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
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or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
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in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
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   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply
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if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
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   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
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sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
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or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the
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software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the
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general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.
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@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an
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Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
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@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate
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If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled
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``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the
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Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.
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Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents
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To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

AUTHOR

------

Peter Schaffter (peter@schaffter.ca)

1-355 Lafontaine Ave

Ottawa (ON)  K1L 6X6

 

========================================================================

 

The groff macro file om.tmac and the html documentation pertaining
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to it are copyright (c) 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013 Peter Schaffter.

 

om.tmac is issued under the GNU General Public License, a full copy of

which can be had at

 

   http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html

 

The html documentation pertaining to om.tmac is issued under the GNU

Free Documentation License, a full copy of which can be had at

 

   http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html

 

========================================================================

 

1.473 netty-buffer 4.1.23.Final 
1.473.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-buffer/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBufAllocatorMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocatorMetricProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocatorMetric.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractUnsafeSwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolArenaMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledUnsafeHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/HeapByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolSubpageMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkListMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledDuplicatedByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-jar/io/netty/buffer/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/DuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolThreadCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolArena.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolSubpage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/Unpooled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledDirectByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractPooledDerivedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedUnpooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AdvancedLeakAwareCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeNoCleanerDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledDuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractUnpooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SimpleLeakAwareCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledSlicedByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeDirectSwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeHeapSwappedByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledHeapByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/EmptyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AdvancedLeakAwareByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyByteBufferBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnreleasableByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractReferenceCountedByteBuf.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractDerivedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/FixedCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SimpleLeakAwareByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/DefaultByteBufHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401947_1611627090.67/0/netty-buffer-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufProcessor.java

 

1.474 jersey-metainf-services 2.22.1 
1.474.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

 

1.475 spring-boot-test 2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.475.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/DefaultTestExecutionListenersPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/SpyDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/filter/ExcludeFilterContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/assertj/AssertableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/SpyBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/assertj/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/runner/ContextConsumer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/client/MockServerRestTemplateCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/QualifierDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/ObjectContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/assertj/AssertableReactiveWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/SpyBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/htmlunit/webdriver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/filter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockitoContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/rule/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/filter/ExcludeFilterContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/JsonbTester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/htmlunit/LocalHostWebClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockitoContextCustomizer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/ReactiveWebMergedContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/JsonContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockReset.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/JsonContentAssert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/assertj/AssertableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockitoBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/htmlunit/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/util/ApplicationContextTestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/assertj/ApplicationContextAssertProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/runner/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/GsonTester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockBeans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/client/RootUriRequestExpectationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/assertj/AssertProviderApplicationContextInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/Definition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/TestConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/JsonLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/ImportsContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/web/SpringBootMockServletContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/rule/OutputCapture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/htmlunit/webdriver/LocalHostWebConnectionHtmlUnitDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/ObjectContentAssert.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/DefinitionsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/web/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/ConfigFileApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/TestComponent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/JacksonTester.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-test/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockitoPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/BasicJsonTester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/SpringBootTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/ResetMocksTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/reactive/server/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/DuplicateJsonObjectContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/runner/AbstractApplicationContextRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/runner/WebApplicationContextRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/assertj/ApplicationContextAssert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/reactive/server/WebTestClientContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockitoTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/runner/ReactiveWebApplicationContextRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/SpringBootTestContextBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/FilteredClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/json/AbstractJsonMarshalTester.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/client/TestRestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/ImportsContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/mock/mockito/MockDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/runner/ApplicationContextRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/client/TestRestTemplateContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/client/LocalHostUriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/filter/TestTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/util/TestPropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/reactive/server/WebTestClientContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/SpringBootContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/web/client/TestRestTemplateContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/util/EnvironmentTestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1145434133_1616178792.33/0/spring-boot-test-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/context/SpringBootConfigurationFinder.java
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1.476 graph-tool 2.29-1.el7.centos 
1.476.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License
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without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it
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  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official
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standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose
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of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified
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   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the
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   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,
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procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,
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for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.
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 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an
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organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,
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then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.
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 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Melissa O'Neill and PCG Project contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

SPDXVersion: SPDX-2.1

DataLicense: CC0-1.0

PackageName: pcg-cpp

PackageOriginator: Melissa O'Neill <oneill@pcg-random.org>

PackageHomePage: http://www.pcg-random.org

PackageLicenseDeclared: (MIT OR Apache-2.0)

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: graph-tool

Upstream-Contact: Tiago de Paula Peixoto <tiago@skewed.de>

Source: https://graph-tool.skewed.de

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2006-2020 Tiago de Paula Peixoto

License: LGPL-3+
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1.477 aggs-matrix-stats-client 6.8.12 
1.477.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.478 jackson-jaxrs 1.8.3 
1.478.1 Available under license : 

 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.479 go-rootcerts v1.0.1 
1.479.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"
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    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:
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    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for
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       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other
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    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).
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3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.
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5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing
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  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not
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     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.480 swagger-parser 1.0.49 
1.480.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public License license(ObjectNode node, String location, ParseResult result) {

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126031551_1615374070.65/0/swagger-parser-1-0-49-sources-1-

jar/io/swagger/parser/util/SwaggerDeserializer.java

 

1.481 ant 1.6.5 

 

1.482 libdrm 2.4.97-2.el7 
1.482.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.483 plexus-io 2.0.4 
1.483.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text
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file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and
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description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.484 kotlin 1.2.31 
1.484.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"kotlin.js","sources":["js/js.libraries/src/wrapper.js","js/js.libraries/src/js/rtti.js","js/js.libraries/src/

js/conversions.js","js/js.libraries/src/js/core.js","js/js.libraries/src/js/polyfills.js","js/js.libraries/src/js/long.js","js/js.li

braries/src/js/arrayUtils.js","js/js.libraries/src/js/misc.js","js/js.libraries/src/js/callableReferenceUtils.js","js/js.librarie

s/src/js/markerFunctions.js","Enum.kt","arrayUtils.kt","primitiveCompanionObjects.kt","core/Comparator.kt","core/

annotations.kt","core/annotationsJVM.kt","core/builtins.kt","core/string.kt","core/core.kt","core/kotlin.kt","core/cha

r.kt","core/collections.kt","core/math.kt","util/Standard.kt","core/generated/_ArraysJs.kt","core/collections/Abstract

MutableCollection.kt","core/collections/AbstractMutableList.kt","util/Preconditions.kt","core/collections/AbstractM

utableMap.kt","collections/Maps.kt","core/collections/AbstractMutableSet.kt","core/collections/ArrayList.kt","core/

collections/EqualityComparator.kt","core/collections/HashMap.kt","core/generated/_CollectionsJs.kt","core/collecti

ons/HashSet.kt","core/collections/InternalHashCodeMap.kt","core/collections/InternalMap.kt","core/collections/Inte

rnalStringMap.kt","core/collections/LinkedHashMap.kt","core/collections/LinkedHashSet.kt","core/concurrent.kt","

core/console.kt","core/coroutines.kt","coroutines/experimental/CoroutinesLibrary.kt","core/coroutinesIntrinsics.kt",

"core/date.kt","core/dynamic.kt","core/exceptionUtils.kt","core/exceptions.kt","collections/Collections.kt","compari

sons/Comparisons.kt","core/generated/_ComparisonsJs.kt","collections/Iterables.kt","collections/Sequences.kt","col

lections/Iterators.kt","core/generated/_MapsJs.kt","core/generated/_RangesJs.kt","core/ranges.kt","core/generated/_

SequencesJs.kt","core/generated/_SetsJs.kt","core/generated/_StringsJs.kt","text/Strings.kt","collections/Grouping.k

t","core/grouping.kt","core/js.math.kt","core/json.kt","core/numbers.kt","core/numberConversions.kt","core/promise

.kt","core/regex.kt","core/regexp.kt","core/sequence.kt","core/stringsCode.kt","core/text.kt","deprecated/jquery/ui.kt

","dom/Builders.kt","dom/Classes.kt","text/regex/RegexExtensions.kt","text/StringBuilder.kt","dom/Dom.kt","dom/

EventListener.kt","dom/ItemArrayLike.kt","dom/Mutations.kt","generated/org.khronos.webgl.kt","generated/org.w3

c.dom.css.kt","generated/org.w3c.dom.events.kt","generated/org.w3c.dom.kt","generated/org.w3c.fetch.kt","generat

ed/org.w3c.dom.svg.kt","generated/org.w3c.files.kt","generated/org.w3c.notifications.kt","generated/org.w3c.worke

rs.kt","generated/org.w3c.xhr.kt","reflect/JsClass.kt","reflect/KClassImpl.kt","reflect/primitives.kt","reflect/reflectio

n.kt","Collections.kt","Iterators.kt","ProgressionIterators.kt","Progressions.kt","Range.kt","Ranges.kt","Unit.kt","an
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notation/Annotations.kt","internal/InternalAnnotations.kt","internal/progressionUtil.kt","reflect/KParameter.kt","refl

ect/KType.kt","reflect/KVariance.kt","reflect/KVisibility.kt","annotations/Experimental.kt","collections/AbstractCo

llection.kt","collections/AbstractIterator.kt","collections/AbstractList.kt","collections/AbstractMap.kt","collections/

AbstractSet.kt","collections/Arrays.kt","collections/IndexedValue.kt","collections/MapAccessors.kt","collections/M

apWithDefault.kt","collections/MutableCollections.kt","collections/ReversedViews.kt","collections/Sets.kt","collect

ions/SlidingWindow.kt","coroutines/experimental/ContinuationInterceptor.kt","coroutines/experimental/CoroutineC

ontext.kt","coroutines/experimental/CoroutineContextImpl.kt","coroutines/experimental/Coroutines.kt","coroutines/

experimental/SequenceBuilder.kt","coroutines/experimental/intrinsics/Intrinsics.kt","experimental/bitwiseOperation

s.kt","internal/Annotations.kt","internal/contracts/ContractBuilder.kt","properties/Delegates.kt","properties/Observa

bleProperty.kt","ranges/Ranges.kt","text/Char.kt","text/Indent.kt","dummy.kt","text/StringNumberConversions.kt","

text/Typography.kt","text/regex/MatchResult.kt","util/KotlinVersion.kt","util/Lateinit.kt","util/Lazy.kt","util/Suspen

d.kt","util/Tuples.kt"],"sourcesContent":["(function (root, factory) {\n    if (typeof define === 'function' &&

define.amd) {\n        define('kotlin', ['exports'], factory);\n    }\n    else if (typeof exports === 'object') {\n

factory(module.exports);\n    }\n    else {\n        root.kotlin = {};\n        factory(root.kotlin);\n    }\n}(this, function

(Kotlin) {\n    var _ = Kotlin;\n\n    insertContent();\n}));\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\nKotlin.Kind = {\n    CLASS: \"class\",\n

INTERFACE: \"interface\",\n    OBJECT: \"object\"\n};\n\nKotlin.callGetter = function (thisObject, klass,

propertyName) {\n    var propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass, propertyName);\n    if

(propertyDescriptor != null && propertyDescriptor.get != null) {\n        return

propertyDescriptor.get.call(thisObject);\n    }\n\n    propertyDescriptor =

Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject, propertyName);\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in

propertyDescriptor) {\n        return thisObject[propertyName];\n    }\n\n    return Kotlin.callGetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName);\n};\n\nKotlin.callSetter = function (thisObject, klass, propertyName,

value) {\n    var propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(klass, propertyName);\n    if

(propertyDescriptor != null && propertyDescriptor.set != null) {\n        propertyDescriptor.set.call(thisObject,

value);\n        return;\n    }\n\n    propertyDescriptor = Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(thisObject,

propertyName);\n    if (propertyDescriptor != null && \"value\" in propertyDescriptor) {\n

thisObject[propertyName] = value;\n        return\n    }\n\n    Kotlin.callSetter(thisObject,

Object.getPrototypeOf(klass), propertyName, value);\n};\n\nfunction isInheritanceFromInterface(ctor, iface) {\n    if

(ctor === iface) return true;\n\n    var metadata = ctor.$metadata$;\n    if (metadata != null) {\n        var interfaces =

metadata.interfaces;\n        for (var i = 0; i < interfaces.length; i++) {\n            if

(isInheritanceFromInterface(interfaces[i], iface)) {\n                return true;\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    var

superPrototype = ctor.prototype != null ? Object.getPrototypeOf(ctor.prototype) : null;\n    var superConstructor =

superPrototype != null ? superPrototype.constructor : null;\n    return superConstructor != null &&

isInheritanceFromInterface(superConstructor, iface);\n}\n\n/**\n *\n * @param {*} object\n * @param

{Function|Object} klass\n * @returns {Boolean}\n */\nKotlin.isType = function (object, klass) {\n    if (klass ===

Object) {\n        switch (typeof object) {\n            case \"string\":\n            case \"number\":\n            case

\"boolean\":\n            case \"function\":\n                return true;\n            default:\n                return object instanceof

Object;\n        }\n    }\n\n    if (object == null || klass == null || (typeof object !== 'object' && typeof object !==

'function')) {\n        return false;\n    }\n\n    if (typeof klass === \"function\" && object instanceof klass) {\n

return true;\n    }\n\n    var proto = Object.getPrototypeOf(klass);\n    var constructor = proto != null ?

proto.constructor : null;\n    if (constructor != null && \"$metadata$\" in constructor) {\n        var metadata =

constructor.$metadata$;\n        if (metadata.kind === Kotlin.Kind.OBJECT) {\n            return object === klass;\n
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 }\n    }\n\n    var klassMetadata = klass.$metadata$;\n\n    // In WebKit (JavaScriptCore) for some interfaces from

DOM typeof returns \"object\", nevertheless they can be used in RHS of instanceof\n    if (klassMetadata == null)

{\n        return object instanceof klass;\n    }\n\n    if (klassMetadata.kind === Kotlin.Kind.INTERFACE &&

object.constructor != null) {\n        return isInheritanceFromInterface(object.constructor, klass);\n    }\n\n    return

false;\n};\n\nKotlin.isNumber = function (a) {\n    return typeof a == \"number\" || a instanceof

Kotlin.Long;\n};\n\nKotlin.isChar = function (value) {\n    return value instanceof

Kotlin.BoxedChar\n};\n\nKotlin.isComparable = function (value) {\n    var type = typeof value;\n\n    return type

=== \"string\" ||\n           type === \"boolean\" ||\n           Kotlin.isNumber(value) ||\n           Kotlin.isType(value,

Kotlin.kotlin.Comparable);\n};\n\nKotlin.isCharSequence = function (value) {\n    return typeof value === \"string\"

|| Kotlin.isType(value, Kotlin.kotlin.CharSequence);\n};","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\nKotlin.toShort = function (a) {\n    return (a &

0xFFFF) << 16 >> 16;\n};\n\nKotlin.toByte = function (a) {\n    return (a & 0xFF) << 24 >>

24;\n};\n\nKotlin.toChar = function (a) {\n    return a & 0xFFFF;\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToLong = function (a) {\n

return a instanceof Kotlin.Long ? a : Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(a);\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToInt = function (a) {\n

return a instanceof Kotlin.Long ? a.toInt() : Kotlin.doubleToInt(a);\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToShort = function (a) {\n

return Kotlin.toShort(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToByte = function (a) {\n    return

Kotlin.toByte(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToDouble = function (a) {\n    return

+a;\n};\n\nKotlin.numberToChar = function (a) {\n    return

Kotlin.toChar(Kotlin.numberToInt(a));\n};\n\nKotlin.doubleToInt = function(a) {\n    if (a > 2147483647) return

2147483647;\n    if (a < -2147483648) return -2147483648;\n    return a | 0;\n};\n\nKotlin.toBoxedChar = function

(a) {\n    if (a == null) return a;\n    if (a instanceof Kotlin.BoxedChar) return a;\n    return new

Kotlin.BoxedChar(a);\n};\n\nKotlin.unboxChar = function(a) {\n    if (a == null) return a;\n    return

Kotlin.toChar(a);\n};\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\nKotlin.equals

= function (obj1, obj2) {\n    if (obj1 == null) {\n        return obj2 == null;\n    }\n\n    if (obj2 == null) {\n        return

false;\n    }\n\n    if (obj1 !== obj1) {\n        return obj2 !== obj2;\n    }\n\n    if (typeof obj1 === \"object\" &&

typeof obj1.equals === \"function\") {\n        return obj1.equals(obj2);\n    }\n\n    return obj1 ===

obj2;\n};\n\nKotlin.hashCode = function (obj) {\n    if (obj == null) {\n        return 0;\n    }\n    var objType = typeof

obj;\n    if (\"object\" === objType) {\n        return \"function\" === typeof obj.hashCode ? obj.hashCode() :

getObjectHashCode(obj);\n    }\n    if (\"function\" === objType) {\n        return getObjectHashCode(obj);\n    }\n

if (\"number\" === objType) {\n        return Kotlin.numberHashCode(obj);\n    }\n    if (\"boolean\" === objType)

{\n        return Number(obj)\n    }\n\n    var str = String(obj);\n    return

getStringHashCode(str);\n};\n\n\nKotlin.toString = function (o) {\n    if (o == null) {\n        return \"null\";\n    }\n

else if (Kotlin.isArrayish(o)) {\n        return \"[...]\";\n    }\n    else {\n        return o.toString();\n    }\n};\n\n/**

@const */\nvar POW_2_32 = 4294967296;\n// TODO: consider switching to Symbol type once we are on ES6.\n/**

@const */\nvar OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME = \"kotlinHashCodeValue$\";\n\nfunction

getObjectHashCode(obj) {\n    if (!(OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME in obj)) {\n        var hash =

(Math.random() * POW_2_32) | 0; // Make 32-bit singed integer.\n        Object.defineProperty(obj,

OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME, { value:  hash, enumerable: false });\n    }\n    return
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obj[OBJECT_HASH_CODE_PROPERTY_NAME];\n}\n\nfunction getStringHashCode(str) {\n    var hash = 0;\n

for (var i = 0; i < str.length; i++) {\n        var code  = str.charCodeAt(i);\n        hash  = (hash * 31 + code) | 0; // Keep

it 32-bit.\n    }\n    return hash;\n}\n\nKotlin.identityHashCode = getObjectHashCode;\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\nif (typeof String.prototype.startsWith ===

\"undefined\") {\n    String.prototype.startsWith = function(searchString, position) {\n        position = position || 0;\n

     return this.lastIndexOf(searchString, position) === position;\n    };\n}\nif (typeof String.prototype.endsWith ===

\"undefined\") {\n    String.prototype.endsWith = function(searchString, position) {\n        var subjectString =

this.toString();\n        if (position === undefined || position > subjectString.length) {\n            position =

subjectString.length;\n        }\n        position -= searchString.length;\n        var lastIndex =

subjectString.indexOf(searchString, position);\n        return lastIndex !== -1 && lastIndex === position;\n

};\n}\n// ES6 Math polyfills\nif (typeof Math.sign === \"undefined\") {\n    Math.sign = function(x) {\n        x = +x;

// convert to a number\n        if (x === 0 || isNaN(x)) {\n            return Number(x);\n        }\n        return x > 0 ? 1 : -

1;\n    };\n}\nif (typeof Math.trunc === \"undefined\") {\n    Math.trunc = function(x) {\n        if (isNaN(x)) {\n

 return NaN;\n        }\n        if (x > 0) {\n            return Math.floor(x);\n        }\n        return Math.ceil(x);\n

};\n}\n\n(function() {\n    var epsilon = 2.220446049250313E-16;\n    var taylor_2_bound = Math.sqrt(epsilon);\n

var taylor_n_bound = Math.sqrt(taylor_2_bound);\n    var upper_taylor_2_bound = 1/taylor_2_bound;\n    var

upper_taylor_n_bound = 1/taylor_n_bound;\n\n    if (typeof Math.sinh === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.sinh =

function(x) {\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var result = x;\n                if (Math.abs(x) >

taylor_2_bound) {\n                    result += (x * x * x) / 6;\n                }\n                return result;\n            } else {\n

         var y = Math.exp(x);\n                var y1 = 1 / y;\n                if (!isFinite(y)) return Math.exp(x - Math.LN2);\n

          if (!isFinite(y1)) return -Math.exp(-x - Math.LN2);\n                return (y - y1) / 2;\n            }\n        };\n    }\n

if (typeof Math.cosh === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.cosh = function(x) {\n            var y = Math.exp(x);\n

var y1 = 1 / y;\n            if (!isFinite(y) || !isFinite(y1)) return Math.exp(Math.abs(x) - Math.LN2);\n            return (y

+ y1) / 2;\n        };\n    }\n\n    if (typeof Math.tanh === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.tanh = function(x){\n            if

(Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var result = x;\n                if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\n

        result -= (x * x * x) / 3;\n                }\n                return result;\n            }\n            else {\n                var a =

Math.exp(+x), b = Math.exp(-x);\n                return a === Infinity ? 1 : b === Infinity ? -1 : (a - b) / (a + b);\n

}\n        };\n    }\n\n    // Inverse hyperbolic function implementations derived from boost special math functions,\n

// Copyright Eric Ford & Hubert Holin 2001.\n\n    if (typeof Math.asinh === \"undefined\") {\n        var asinh =

function(x) {\n            if (x >= +taylor_n_bound)\n            {\n                if (x > upper_taylor_n_bound)\n

{\n                    if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\n                    {\n                        // approximation by laurent series in

1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\n                        return Math.log(x) + Math.LN2;\n                    }\n                    else\n

            {\n                        // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 1\n                        return

Math.log(x * 2 + (1 / (x * 2)));\n                    }\n                }\n                else\n                {\n                    return

Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x + 1));\n                }\n            }\n            else if (x <= -taylor_n_bound)\n            {\n

      return -asinh(-x);\n            }\n            else\n            {\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to

order 2\n                var result = x;\n                if (Math.abs(x) >= taylor_2_bound)\n                {\n                    var x3 =

x * x * x;\n                    // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\n                    result -= x3 / 6;\n

    }\n                return result;\n            }\n        };\n        Math.asinh = asinh;\n    }\n    if (typeof Math.acosh ===

\"undefined\") {\n        Math.acosh = function(x) {\n            if (x < 1)\n            {\n                return NaN;\n            }\n

         else if (x - 1 >= taylor_n_bound)\n            {\n                if (x > upper_taylor_2_bound)\n                {\n

  // approximation by laurent series in 1/x at 0+ order from -1 to 0\n                    return Math.log(x) + Math.LN2;\n

          }\n                else\n                {\n                    return Math.log(x + Math.sqrt(x * x - 1));\n                }\n
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}\n            else\n            {\n                var y = Math.sqrt(x - 1);\n                // approximation by taylor series in y at 0

up to order 2\n                var result = y;\n                if (y >= taylor_2_bound)\n                {\n                    var y3 = y *

y * y;\n                    // approximation by taylor series in y at 0 up to order 4\n                    result -= y3 / 12;\n

}\n\n                return Math.sqrt(2) * result;\n            }\n        };\n    }\n    if (typeof Math.atanh === \"undefined\")

{\n        Math.atanh = function(x) {\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var result = x;\n

 if (Math.abs(x) > taylor_2_bound) {\n                    result += (x * x * x) / 3;\n                }\n                return result;\n

        }\n            return Math.log((1 + x) / (1 - x)) / 2;\n        };\n    }\n    if (typeof Math.log1p === \"undefined\") {\n

     Math.log1p = function(x) {\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound) {\n                var x2 = x * x;\n

var x3 = x2 * x;\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\n                // approximation by taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\n

       return (-x4 / 4 + x3 / 3 - x2 / 2 + x);\n            }\n            return Math.log(x + 1);\n        };\n    }\n    if (typeof

Math.expm1 === \"undefined\") {\n        Math.expm1 = function(x) {\n            if (Math.abs(x) < taylor_n_bound)

{\n                var x2 = x * x;\n                var x3 = x2 * x;\n                var x4 = x3 * x;\n                // approximation by

taylor series in x at 0 up to order 4\n                return (x4 / 24 + x3 / 6 + x2 / 2 + x);\n            }\n            return

Math.exp(x) - 1;\n        };\n    }\n})();\nif (typeof Math.hypot === \"undefined\") {\n    Math.hypot = function() {\n

   var y = 0;\n        var length = arguments.length;\n\n        for (var i = 0; i < length; i++) {\n            if (arguments[i]

=== Infinity || arguments[i] === -Infinity) {\n                return Infinity;\n            }\n            y += arguments[i] *

arguments[i];\n        }\n        return Math.sqrt(y);\n    };\n}\nif (typeof Math.log10 === \"undefined\") {\n

Math.log10 = function(x) {\n        return Math.log(x) * Math.LOG10E;\n    };\n}\nif (typeof Math.log2 ===

\"undefined\") {\n    Math.log2 = function(x) {\n        return Math.log(x) * Math.LOG2E;\n    };\n}\n\n// For

HtmlUnit and PhantomJs\nif (typeof ArrayBuffer.isView === \"undefined\") {\n    ArrayBuffer.isView =

function(a) {\n        return a != null && a.__proto__ != null && a.__proto__.__proto__ ===

Int8Array.prototype.__proto__;\n    };\n}\n\n(function() {\n    function normalizeOffset(offset, length) {\n        if

(offset < 0) return Math.max(0, offset + length);\n        return Math.min(offset, length);\n    }\n    function

typedArraySlice(begin, end) {\n        if (typeof end === \"undefined\") {\n            end = this.length;\n        }\n

begin = normalizeOffset(begin || 0, this.length);\n        end = Math.max(begin, normalizeOffset(end, this.length));\n

    return new this.constructor(this.subarray(begin, end));\n    }\n\n    var arrays = [Int8Array, Int16Array,

Uint16Array, Int32Array, Float32Array, Float64Array];\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\n        var

TypedArray = arrays[i];\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.slice === \"undefined\") {\n

Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'slice', {\n                value: typedArraySlice\n            });\n        }\n

}\n\n    // Patch apply to work with TypedArrays if needed.\n    try {\n        (function() {}).apply(null, new

Int32Array(0))\n    } catch (e) {\n        var apply = Function.prototype.apply;\n

Object.defineProperty(Function.prototype, 'apply', {\n            value: function(self, array) {\n                return

apply.call(this, self, [].slice.call(array));\n            }\n        });\n    }\n\n\n    // Patch map to work with TypedArrays if

needed.\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i) {\n        var TypedArray = arrays[i];\n        if (typeof

TypedArray.prototype.map === \"undefined\") {\n            Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'map', {\n

           value: function(callback, self) {\n                    return [].slice.call(this).map(callback, self);\n                }\n

  });\n        }\n    }\n\n    // Patch sort to work with TypedArrays if needed.\n    for (var i = 0; i < arrays.length; ++i)

{\n        var TypedArray = arrays[i];\n        if (typeof TypedArray.prototype.sort === \"undefined\") {\n

Object.defineProperty(TypedArray.prototype, 'sort', {\n                value: function(compareFunction) {\n

return Array.prototype.sort.call(this, compareFunction);\n                }\n            });\n        }\n    }\n})();\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2013 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n// Copyright 2009 The Closure Library

Authors. All Rights Reserved.\n//\n// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n// you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n// You may obtain a copy of the License at\n//\n//
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n//\n// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n// distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS-IS\" BASIS,\n// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n\n/**\n * Constructs a 64-bit two's-complement integer,

given its low and high 32-bit\n * values as *signed* integers.  See the from* functions below for more\n *

convenient ways of constructing Longs.\n *\n * The internal representation of a long is the two given signed, 32-bit

values.\n * We use 32-bit pieces because these are the size of integers on which\n * Javascript performs bit-

operations.  For operations like addition and\n * multiplication, we split each number into 16-bit pieces, which can

easily be\n * multiplied within Javascript's floating-point representation without overflow\n * or change in sign.\n

*\n * In the algorithms below, we frequently reduce the negative case to the\n * positive case by negating the

input(s) and then post-processing the result.\n * Note that we must ALWAYS check specially whether those values

are MIN_VALUE\n * (-2^63) because -MIN_VALUE == MIN_VALUE (since 2^63 cannot be represented as\n * a

positive number, it overflows back into a negative).  Not handling this\n * case would often result in infinite

recursion.\n *\n * @param {number} low  The low (signed) 32 bits of the long.\n * @param {number} high  The

high (signed) 32 bits of the long.\n * @constructor\n * @final\n */\nKotlin.Long = function(low, high) {\n  /**\n   *

@type {number}\n   * @private\n   */\n  this.low_ = low | 0;  // force into 32 signed bits.\n\n  /**\n   * @type

{number}\n   * @private\n   */\n  this.high_ = high | 0;  // force into 32 signed bits.\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.$metadata$ =

{\n    kind: \"class\",\n    simpleName: \"Long\",\n    interfaces:[]\n};\n\n\n// NOTE: Common constant values

ZERO, ONE, NEG_ONE, etc. are defined below the\n// from* methods on which they depend.\n\n\n/**\n * A cache

of the Long representations of small integer values.\n * @type {!Object}\n * @private\n */\nKotlin.Long.IntCache_

= {};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a Long representing the given (32-bit) integer value.\n * @param {number} value The

32-bit integer in question.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\n */\nKotlin.Long.fromInt =

function(value) {\n  if (-128 <= value && value < 128) {\n    var cachedObj = Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value];\n    if

(cachedObj) {\n      return cachedObj;\n    }\n  }\n\n  var obj = new Kotlin.Long(value | 0, value < 0 ? -1 : 0);\n  if (-

128 <= value && value < 128) {\n    Kotlin.Long.IntCache_[value] = obj;\n  }\n  return obj;\n};\n\n\n/**\n *

Returns a Long representing the given value, provided that it is a finite\n * number.  Otherwise, zero is returned.\n *

@param {number} value The number in question.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.fromNumber = function(value) {\n  if (isNaN(value) || !isFinite(value)) {\n    return

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  } else if (value <= -Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\n    return

Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\n  } else if (value + 1 >= Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_) {\n    return

Kotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE;\n  } else if (value < 0) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(-value).negate();\n  }

else {\n    return new Kotlin.Long(\n        (value % Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0,\n        (value /

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_) | 0);\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a Long representing the 64-bit integer that

comes by concatenating\n * the given high and low bits.  Each is assumed to use 32 bits.\n * @param {number}

lowBits The low 32-bits.\n * @param {number} highBits The high 32-bits.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The

corresponding Long value.\n */\nKotlin.Long.fromBits = function(lowBits, highBits) {\n  return new

Kotlin.Long(lowBits, highBits);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a Long representation of the given string, written using the

given\n * radix.\n * @param {string} str The textual representation of the Long.\n * @param {number=} opt_radix

The radix in which the text is written.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The corresponding Long value.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.fromString = function(str, opt_radix) {\n  if (str.length == 0) {\n    throw Error('number format

error: empty string');\n  }\n\n  var radix = opt_radix || 10;\n  if (radix < 2 || 36 < radix) {\n    throw Error('radix out of

range: ' + radix);\n  }\n\n  if (str.charAt(0) == '-') {\n    return Kotlin.Long.fromString(str.substring(1),

radix).negate();\n  } else if (str.indexOf('-') >= 0) {\n    throw Error('number format error: interior \"-\" character: ' +

str);\n  }\n\n  // Do several (8) digits each time through the loop, so as to\n  // minimize the calls to the very

expensive emulated div.\n  var radixToPower = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 8));\n\n  var result =

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  for (var i = 0; i < str.length; i += 8) {\n    var size = Math.min(8, str.length - i);\n    var value

= parseInt(str.substring(i, i + size), radix);\n    if (size < 8) {\n      var power =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, size));\n      result =

result.multiply(power).add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\n    } else {\n      result =
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result.multiply(radixToPower);\n      result = result.add(Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(value));\n    }\n  }\n  return

result;\n};\n\n\n// NOTE: the compiler should inline these constant values below and then remove\n// these

variables, so there should be no runtime penalty for these.\n\n\n/**\n * Number used repeated below in calculations.

This must appear before the\n * first call to any from* function below.\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ = 1 << 16;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_DBL_ = 1 << 24;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_31_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ / 2;\n\n\n/**\n * @type

{number}\n * @private\n */\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_48_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_16_DBL_;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ *

Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_;\n\n\n/**\n * @type {number}\n * @private\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_63_DBL_ =\n    Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_64_DBL_ / 2;\n\n\n/** @type

{!Kotlin.Long} */\nKotlin.Long.ZERO = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(0);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\nKotlin.Long.ONE = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long} */\nKotlin.Long.NEG_ONE =

Kotlin.Long.fromInt(-1);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long} */\nKotlin.Long.MAX_VALUE =\n

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0xFFFFFFFF | 0, 0x7FFFFFFF | 0);\n\n\n/** @type {!Kotlin.Long}

*/\nKotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE = Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, 0x80000000 | 0);\n\n\n/**\n * @type {!Kotlin.Long}\n *

@private\n */\nKotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_ = Kotlin.Long.fromInt(1 << 24);\n\n\n/** @return {number} The

value, assuming it is a 32-bit integer. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toInt = function() {\n  return this.low_;\n};\n\n\n/**

@return {number} The closest floating-point representation to this value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toNumber =

function() {\n  return this.high_ * Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ +\n

this.getLowBitsUnsigned();\n};\n\n/** @return {number} The 32-bit hashCode of this value.

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.hashCode = function() {\n  return this.high_ ^ this.low_;\n};\n\n/**\n * @param

{number=} opt_radix The radix in which the text should be written.\n * @return {string} The textual representation

of this value.\n * @override\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.toString = function(opt_radix) {\n  var radix = opt_radix ||

10;\n  if (radix < 2 || 36 < radix) {\n    throw Error('radix out of range: ' + radix);\n  }\n\n  if (this.isZero()) {\n

return '0';\n  }\n\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n    if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n      // We need to

change the Long value before it can be negated, so we remove\n      // the bottom-most digit in this base and then

recurse to do the rest.\n      var radixLong = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(radix);\n      var div = this.div(radixLong);\n

 var rem = div.multiply(radixLong).subtract(this);\n      return div.toString(radix) + rem.toInt().toString(radix);\n    }

else {\n      return '-' + this.negate().toString(radix);\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Do several (6) digits each time through the loop,

so as to\n  // minimize the calls to the very expensive emulated div.\n  var radixToPower =

Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(Math.pow(radix, 6));\n\n  var rem = this;\n  var result = '';\n  while (true) {\n    var

remDiv = rem.div(radixToPower);\n    var intval = rem.subtract(remDiv.multiply(radixToPower)).toInt();\n    var

digits = intval.toString(radix);\n\n    rem = remDiv;\n    if (rem.isZero()) {\n      return digits + result;\n    } else {\n

 while (digits.length < 6) {\n        digits = '0' + digits;\n      }\n      result = '' + digits + result;\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**

@return {number} The high 32-bits as a signed value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getHighBits = function() {\n

return this.high_;\n};\n\n\n/** @return {number} The low 32-bits as a signed value.

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBits = function() {\n  return this.low_;\n};\n\n\n/** @return {number} The low

32-bits as an unsigned value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getLowBitsUnsigned = function() {\n  return (this.low_ >=

0) ?\n      this.low_ : Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_32_DBL_ + this.low_;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @return {number} Returns

the number of bits needed to represent the absolute\n *     value of this Long.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.getNumBitsAbs = function() {\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n    if

(this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n      return 64;\n    } else {\n      return

this.negate().getNumBitsAbs();\n    }\n  } else {\n    var val = this.high_ != 0 ? this.high_ : this.low_;\n    for (var bit

= 31; bit > 0; bit--) {\n      if ((val & (1 << bit)) != 0) {\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n    return this.high_ != 0 ? bit + 33
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: bit + 1;\n  }\n};\n\n\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is zero. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isZero =

function() {\n  return this.high_ == 0 && this.low_ == 0;\n};\n\n\n/** @return {boolean} Whether this value is

negative. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isNegative = function() {\n  return this.high_ < 0;\n};\n\n\n/** @return

{boolean} Whether this value is odd. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.isOdd = function() {\n  return (this.low_ & 1) ==

1;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this

Long equals the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equalsLong = function(other) {\n  return (this.high_ ==

other.high_) && (this.low_ == other.low_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare

against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long does not equal the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.notEqualsLong = function(other) {\n  return (this.high_ != other.high_) || (this.low_ !=

other.low_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return {boolean}

Whether this Long is less than the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThan = function(other) {\n  return

this.compare(other) < 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return

{boolean} Whether this Long is less than or equal to the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.lessThanOrEqual =

function(other) {\n  return this.compare(other) <= 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to

compare against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThan = function(other) {\n  return this.compare(other) > 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to compare against.\n * @return {boolean} Whether this Long is greater than or

equal to the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.greaterThanOrEqual = function(other) {\n  return

this.compare(other) >= 0;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Compares this Long with the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long}

other Long to compare against.\n * @return {number} 0 if they are the same, 1 if the this is greater, and -1\n *     if

the given one is greater.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compare = function(other) {\n  if (this.equalsLong(other)) {\n

return 0;\n  }\n\n  var thisNeg = this.isNegative();\n  var otherNeg = other.isNegative();\n  if (thisNeg &&

!otherNeg) {\n    return -1;\n  }\n  if (!thisNeg && otherNeg) {\n    return 1;\n  }\n\n  // at this point, the signs are the

same, so subtraction will not overflow\n  if (this.subtract(other).isNegative()) {\n    return -1;\n  } else {\n    return

1;\n  }\n};\n\n\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The negation of this value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.negate =

function() {\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;\n  } else

{\n    return this.not().add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of this and the given Long.\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to add to this one.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The sum of this and the given

Long.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.add = function(other) {\n  // Divide each number into 4 chunks of 16 bits, and

then sum the chunks.\n\n  var a48 = this.high_ >>> 16;\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\n  var a16 = this.low_

>>> 16;\n  var a00 = this.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\n  var b32 = other.high_ & 0xFFFF;\n

var b16 = other.low_ >>> 16;\n  var b00 = other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00 = 0;\n  c00

+= a00 + b00;\n  c16 += c00 >>> 16;\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c16 += a16 + b16;\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\n  c16 &=

0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a32 + b32;\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c48 += a48 + b48;\n  c48 &=

0xFFFF;\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the

difference of this and the given Long.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long to subtract from this.\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} The difference of this and the given Long.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.subtract = function(other)

{\n  return this.add(other.negate());\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the product of this and the given long.\n * @param

{Kotlin.Long} other Long to multiply with this.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The product of this and the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.multiply = function(other) {\n  if (this.isZero()) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  } else

if (other.isZero()) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  }\n\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n

return other.isOdd() ? Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE : Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  } else if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    return this.isOdd() ? Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE :

Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  }\n\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n    if (other.isNegative()) {\n      return

this.negate().multiply(other.negate());\n    } else {\n      return this.negate().multiply(other).negate();\n    }\n  } else if

(other.isNegative()) {\n    return this.multiply(other.negate()).negate();\n  }\n\n  // If both longs are small, use float

multiplication\n  if (this.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_) &&\n

other.lessThan(Kotlin.Long.TWO_PWR_24_)) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(this.toNumber() *
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other.toNumber());\n  }\n\n  // Divide each long into 4 chunks of 16 bits, and then add up 4x4 products.\n  // We can

skip products that would overflow.\n\n  var a48 = this.high_ >>> 16;\n  var a32 = this.high_ & 0xFFFF;\n  var a16 =

this.low_ >>> 16;\n  var a00 = this.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var b48 = other.high_ >>> 16;\n  var b32 = other.high_ &

0xFFFF;\n  var b16 = other.low_ >>> 16;\n  var b00 = other.low_ & 0xFFFF;\n\n  var c48 = 0, c32 = 0, c16 = 0, c00

= 0;\n  c00 += a00 * b00;\n  c16 += c00 >>> 16;\n  c00 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c16 += a16 * b00;\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\n

c16 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c16 += a00 * b16;\n  c32 += c16 >>> 16;\n  c16 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a32 * b00;\n  c48 +=

c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a16 * b16;\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c32 += a00 *

b32;\n  c48 += c32 >>> 16;\n  c32 &= 0xFFFF;\n  c48 += a48 * b00 + a32 * b16 + a16 * b32 + a00 * b48;\n  c48

&= 0xFFFF;\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits((c16 << 16) | c00, (c48 << 16) | c32);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this

Long divided by the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to divide.\n * @return

{!Kotlin.Long} This Long divided by the given one.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.div = function(other) {\n  if

(other.isZero()) {\n    throw Error('division by zero');\n  } else if (this.isZero()) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n

}\n\n  if (this.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ONE) ||\n

other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE)) {\n      return Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE;  // recall that -MIN_VALUE

== MIN_VALUE\n    } else if (other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n      return Kotlin.Long.ONE;\n

} else {\n      // At this point, we have |other| >= 2, so |this/other| < |MIN_VALUE|.\n      var halfThis =

this.shiftRight(1);\n      var approx = halfThis.div(other).shiftLeft(1);\n      if

(approx.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.ZERO)) {\n        return other.isNegative() ? Kotlin.Long.ONE :

Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE;\n      } else {\n        var rem = this.subtract(other.multiply(approx));\n        var result =

approx.add(rem.div(other));\n        return result;\n      }\n    }\n  } else if

(other.equalsLong(Kotlin.Long.MIN_VALUE)) {\n    return Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  }\n\n  if (this.isNegative()) {\n

if (other.isNegative()) {\n      return this.negate().div(other.negate());\n    } else {\n      return

this.negate().div(other).negate();\n    }\n  } else if (other.isNegative()) {\n    return

this.div(other.negate()).negate();\n  }\n\n  // Repeat the following until the remainder is less than other:  find a\n  //

floating-point that approximates remainder / other *from below*, add this\n  // into the result, and subtract it from

the remainder.  It is critical that\n  // the approximate value is less than or equal to the real value so that the\n  //

remainder never becomes negative.\n  var res = Kotlin.Long.ZERO;\n  var rem = this;\n  while

(rem.greaterThanOrEqual(other)) {\n    // Approximate the result of division. This may be a little greater or\n    //

smaller than the actual value.\n    var approx = Math.max(1, Math.floor(rem.toNumber() / other.toNumber()));\n\n

// We will tweak the approximate result by changing it in the 48-th digit or\n    // the smallest non-fractional digit,

whichever is larger.\n    var log2 = Math.ceil(Math.log(approx) / Math.LN2);\n    var delta = (log2 <= 48) ? 1 :

Math.pow(2, log2 - 48);\n\n    // Decrease the approximation until it is smaller than the remainder.  Note\n    // that if

it is too large, the product overflows and is negative.\n    var approxRes = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\n

var approxRem = approxRes.multiply(other);\n    while (approxRem.isNegative() || approxRem.greaterThan(rem))

{\n      approx -= delta;\n      approxRes = Kotlin.Long.fromNumber(approx);\n      approxRem =

approxRes.multiply(other);\n    }\n\n    // We know the answer can't be zero... and actually, zero would cause\n    //

infinite recursion since we would make no progress.\n    if (approxRes.isZero()) {\n      approxRes =

Kotlin.Long.ONE;\n    }\n\n    res = res.add(approxRes);\n    rem = rem.subtract(approxRem);\n  }\n  return

res;\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this Long modulo the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other Long by which to

mod.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} This Long modulo the given one.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.modulo =

function(other) {\n  return this.subtract(this.div(other).multiply(other));\n};\n\n\n/** @return {!Kotlin.Long} The

bitwise-NOT of this value. */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.not = function() {\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(~this.low_,

~this.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the bitwise-AND of this Long and the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long}

other The Long with which to AND.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-AND of this and the other.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.and = function(other) {\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ & other.low_,\n

                  this.high_ & other.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the bitwise-OR of this Long and the given one.\n *

@param {Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to OR.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} The bitwise-OR of this and

the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.or = function(other) {\n  return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ |
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other.low_,\n                                 this.high_ | other.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the bitwise-XOR of this Long

and the given one.\n * @param {Kotlin.Long} other The Long with which to XOR.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long}

The bitwise-XOR of this and the other.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.xor = function(other) {\n  return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(this.low_ ^ other.low_,\n                                 this.high_ ^ other.high_);\n};\n\n\n/**\n *

Returns this Long with bits shifted to the left by the given amount.\n * @param {number} numBits The number of

bits by which to shift.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the left by the given amount.\n

*/\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftLeft = function(numBits) {\n  numBits &= 63;\n  if (numBits == 0) {\n    return

this;\n  } else {\n    var low = this.low_;\n    if (numBits < 32) {\n      var high = this.high_;\n      return

Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          low << numBits,\n          (high << numBits) | (low >>> (32 - numBits)));\n    } else

{\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(0, low << (numBits - 32));\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this Long with

bits shifted to the right by the given amount.\n * @param {number} numBits The number of bits by which to shift.\n

* @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRight =

function(numBits) {\n  numBits &= 63;\n  if (numBits == 0) {\n    return this;\n  } else {\n    var high = this.high_;\n

  if (numBits < 32) {\n      var low = this.low_;\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          (low >>> numBits) | (high

<< (32 - numBits)),\n          high >> numBits);\n    } else {\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          high >>

(numBits - 32),\n          high >= 0 ? 0 : -1);\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n\n/**\n * Returns this Long with bits shifted to the right

by the given amount, with\n * zeros placed into the new leading bits.\n * @param {number} numBits The number

of bits by which to shift.\n * @return {!Kotlin.Long} This shifted to the right by the given amount, with\n *     zeros

placed into the new leading bits.\n */\nKotlin.Long.prototype.shiftRightUnsigned = function(numBits) {\n  numBits

&= 63;\n  if (numBits == 0) {\n    return this;\n  } else {\n    var high = this.high_;\n    if (numBits < 32) {\n      var

low = this.low_;\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(\n          (low >>> numBits) | (high << (32 - numBits)),\n

high >>> numBits);\n    } else if (numBits == 32) {\n      return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high, 0);\n    } else {\n

return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(high >>> (numBits - 32), 0);\n    }\n  }\n};\n\n// Support for

Kotlin\nKotlin.Long.prototype.equals = function (other) {\n    return other instanceof Kotlin.Long &&

this.equalsLong(other);\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.compareTo_11rb$ =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.compare;\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inc = function() {\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.ONE);\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.dec = function() {\n    return

this.add(Kotlin.Long.NEG_ONE);\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.valueOf = function() {\n    return

this.toNumber();\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryPlus = function() {\n    return

this;\n};\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.unaryMinus = Kotlin.Long.prototype.negate;\nKotlin.Long.prototype.inv =

Kotlin.Long.prototype.not;\n\nKotlin.Long.prototype.rangeTo = function (other) {\n    return new

Kotlin.kotlin.ranges.LongRange(this, other);\n};","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\nKotlin.isBooleanArray = function (a) {\n    return (Array.isArray(a) || a instanceof Int8Array) &&

a.$type$ === \"BooleanArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isByteArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof Int8Array &&

a.$type$ !== \"BooleanArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isShortArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Int16Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isCharArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof Uint16Array && a.$type$ ===

\"CharArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isIntArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Int32Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isFloatArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Float32Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isDoubleArray = function (a) {\n    return a instanceof

Float64Array\n};\n\nKotlin.isLongArray = function (a) {\n    return Array.isArray(a) && a.$type$ ===

\"LongArray\"\n};\n\nKotlin.isArray = function (a) {\n    return Array.isArray(a) &&

!a.$type$;\n};\n\nKotlin.isArrayish = function (a) {\n    return Array.isArray(a) ||

ArrayBuffer.isView(a)\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayToString = function (a) {\n    var toString = Kotlin.isCharArray(a) ?
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String.fromCharCode : Kotlin.toString;\n    return \"[\" + Array.prototype.map.call(a, function(e) { return

toString(e); }).join(\", \") + \"]\";\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayDeepToString = function (a, visited) {\n    visited = visited ||

[a];\n    var toString = Kotlin.isCharArray(a) ? String.fromCharCode : Kotlin.toString;\n    return \"[\" +

Array.prototype.map.call(a, function (e) {\n            if (Kotlin.isArrayish(e) && visited.indexOf(e) < 0) {\n

visited.push(e);\n                var result = Kotlin.arrayDeepToString(e, visited);\n                visited.pop();\n

return result;\n            }\n            else {\n                return toString(e);\n            }\n        }).join(\", \") +

\"]\";\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayEquals = function (a, b) {\n    if (a === b) {\n        return true;\n    }\n    if

(!Kotlin.isArrayish(b) || a.length !== b.length) {\n        return false;\n    }\n\n    for (var i = 0, n = a.length; i < n; i++)

{\n        if (!Kotlin.equals(a[i], b[i])) {\n            return false;\n        }\n    }\n    return

true;\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayDeepEquals = function (a, b) {\n    if (a === b) {\n        return true;\n    }\n    if

(!Kotlin.isArrayish(b) || a.length !== b.length) {\n        return false;\n    }\n\n    for (var i = 0, n = a.length; i < n; i++)

{\n        if (Kotlin.isArrayish(a[i])) {\n            if (!Kotlin.arrayDeepEquals(a[i], b[i])) {\n                return false;\n

   }\n        }\n        else if (!Kotlin.equals(a[i], b[i])) {\n            return false;\n        }\n    }\n    return

true;\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayHashCode = function (arr) {\n    var result = 1;\n    for (var i = 0, n = arr.length; i < n; i++)

{\n        result = ((31 * result | 0) + Kotlin.hashCode(arr[i])) | 0;\n    }\n    return

result;\n};\n\nKotlin.arrayDeepHashCode = function (arr) {\n    var result = 1;\n    for (var i = 0, n = arr.length; i < n;

i++) {\n        var e = arr[i];\n        result = ((31 * result | 0) + (Kotlin.isArrayish(e) ? Kotlin.arrayDeepHashCode(e) :

Kotlin.hashCode(e))) | 0;\n    }\n    return result;\n};\n\nKotlin.primitiveArraySort = function (array) {\n

array.sort(Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo)\n};\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\nKotlin.compareTo = function (a, b) {\n    var typeA = typeof a;\n    var typeB = typeof a;\n    if

(Kotlin.isChar(a) && typeB === \"number\") {\n        return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a.charCodeAt(0), b);\n

}\n    if (typeA === \"number\" && Kotlin.isChar(b)) {\n        return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a,

b.charCodeAt(0));\n    }\n    if (typeA === \"number\" || typeA === \"string\" || typeA === \"boolean\") {\n

return Kotlin.primitiveCompareTo(a, b);\n    }\n    return

a.compareTo_11rb$(b);\n};\n\nKotlin.primitiveCompareTo = function (a, b) {\n    return a < b ? -1 : a > b ? 1 :

0;\n};\n\nKotlin.charInc = function (value) {\n    return Kotlin.toChar(value+1);\n};\n\nKotlin.charDec = function

(value) {\n    return Kotlin.toChar(value-1);\n};\n\nKotlin.imul = Math.imul || imul;\n\nKotlin.imulEmulated =

imul;\n\nfunction imul(a, b) {\n    return ((a & 0xffff0000) * (b & 0xffff) + (a & 0xffff) * (b | 0)) |

0;\n}\n\n(function() {\n    var buf = new ArrayBuffer(8);\n    var bufFloat64 = new Float64Array(buf);\n    var

bufFloat32 = new Float32Array(buf);\n    var bufInt32 = new Int32Array(buf);\n    var lowIndex = 0;\n    var

highIndex = 1;\n\n    bufFloat64[0] = -1; // bff00000_00000000\n    if (bufInt32[lowIndex] !== 0) {\n        lowIndex

= 1;\n        highIndex = 0;\n    }\n\n    Kotlin.doubleToBits = function(value) {\n        return

Kotlin.doubleToRawBits(isNaN(value) ? NaN : value);\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.doubleToRawBits = function(value) {\n

    bufFloat64[0] = value;\n        return Kotlin.Long.fromBits(bufInt32[lowIndex], bufInt32[highIndex]);\n    };\n\n

Kotlin.doubleFromBits = function(value) {\n        bufInt32[lowIndex] = value.low_;\n        bufInt32[highIndex] =

value.high_;\n        return bufFloat64[0];\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.floatToBits = function(value) {\n        return

Kotlin.floatToRawBits(isNaN(value) ? NaN : value);\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.floatToRawBits = function(value) {\n

bufFloat32[0] = value;\n        return bufInt32[0];\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.floatFromBits = function(value) {\n

bufInt32[0] = value;\n        return bufFloat32[0];\n    };\n\n    // returns zero value for number with positive sign bit

and non-zero value for number with negative sign bit.\n    Kotlin.doubleSignBit = function(value) {\n

bufFloat64[0] = value;\n        return bufInt32[highIndex] & 0x80000000;\n    };\n\n    Kotlin.numberHashCode =

function(obj) {\n        if ((obj | 0) === obj) {\n            return obj | 0;\n        }\n        else {\n            bufFloat64[0] =

obj;\n            return (bufInt32[highIndex] * 31 | 0) + bufInt32[lowIndex] | 0;\n        }\n
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}\n})();\n\nKotlin.ensureNotNull = function(x) {\n    return x != null ? x : Kotlin.throwNPE();\n};\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2014 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\nKotlin.getCallableRef = function(name, f) {\n

f.callableName = name;\n    return f;\n};\n\nKotlin.getPropertyCallableRef = function(name, paramCount, getter,

setter) {\n    getter.get = getter;\n    getter.set = setter;\n    getter.callableName = name;\n    return

getPropertyRefClass(getter, setter, propertyRefClassMetadataCache[paramCount]);\n};\n\nfunction

getPropertyRefClass(obj, setter, cache) {\n    obj.$metadata$ = getPropertyRefMetadata(typeof setter ===

\"function\" ? cache.mutable : cache.immutable);\n    obj.constructor = obj;\n    return obj;\n}\n\nvar

propertyRefClassMetadataCache = [\n    {\n        mutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\n

return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty0 }\n        },\n        immutable: { value: null, implementedInterface:

function () {\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty0 }\n        }\n    },\n    {\n        mutable: { value: null,

implementedInterface: function () {\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KMutableProperty1 }\n        },\n

immutable: { value: null, implementedInterface: function () {\n            return Kotlin.kotlin.reflect.KProperty1 }\n

 }\n    }\n];\n\nfunction getPropertyRefMetadata(cache) {\n    if (cache.value === null) {\n        cache.value = {\n

    interfaces: [cache.implementedInterface()],\n            baseClass: null,\n            functions: {},\n            properties:

{},\n            types: {},\n            staticMembers: {}\n        };\n    }\n    return cache.value;\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n/**\n * @param {string} id\n * @param

{Object} declaration\n */\nKotlin.defineModule = function (id, declaration) {\n};\n\nKotlin.defineInlineFunction =

function(tag, fun) {\n    return fun;\n};\n\nKotlin.wrapFunction = function(fun) {\n    var f = function() {\n        f =

fun();\n        return f.apply(this, arguments);\n    };\n    return function() {\n        return f.apply(this, arguments);\n

};\n};\n\nKotlin.isTypeOf = function(type) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return typeof object === type;\n

}\n};\n\nKotlin.isInstanceOf = function (klass) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return Kotlin.isType(object,

klass);\n    }\n};\n\nKotlin.orNull = function (fn) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return object == null ||

fn(object);\n    }\n};\n\nKotlin.andPredicate = function (a, b) {\n    return function (object) {\n        return a(object)

&& b(object);\n    }\n};\n\nKotlin.kotlinModuleMetadata = function (abiVersion, moduleName, data)

{\n};\n\nKotlin.suspendCall = function(value) {\n    return value;\n};\n\nKotlin.coroutineResult = function(qualifier)

{\n    throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nKotlin.coroutineController = function(qualifier) {\n

throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nKotlin.coroutineReceiver = function(qualifier) {\n

throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nKotlin.setCoroutineResult = function(value, qualifier) {\n

throwMarkerError();\n};\n\nfunction throwMarkerError() {\n    throw new Error(\n        \"This marker function

should never been called. \" +\n        \"Looks like compiler did not eliminate it properly. \" +\n        \"Please, report

an issue if you caught this exception.\");\n}\n\nKotlin.getFunctionById = function(id, defaultValue) {\n    return

function() {\n        return defaultValue;\n    }\n};",null,null,null,"/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n\npublic interface
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Comparator<T> {\n    @JsName(\"compare\") fun compare(a: T, b: T): Int\n}\n\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator(crossinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Comparator<T> = object : Comparator<T> {\n    override

fun compare(a: T, b: T): Int = comparison(a, b)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\n\n@Target(CLASS,

FUNCTION, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR, VALUE_PARAMETER, PROPERTY_GETTER,

PROPERTY_SETTER)\n@Deprecated(\"Use `external` modifier instead\", level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic annotation class native(public val name: String =

\"\")\n\n@Target(FUNCTION)\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with body using dynamic\")\npublic

annotation class nativeGetter\n\n@Target(FUNCTION)\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline extension function with body

using dynamic\")\npublic annotation class nativeSetter\n\n@Target(FUNCTION)\n@Deprecated(\"Use inline

extension function with body using dynamic\")\npublic annotation class nativeInvoke\n\n@Target(CLASS,

FUNCTION, PROPERTY)\ninternal annotation class library(public val name: String =

\"\")\n\n@Target(CLASS)\ninternal annotation class marker\n\n/**\n * Gives a declaration (a function, a property or

a class) specific name in JavaScript.\n *\n * This may be useful in the following cases:\n *\n *   * There are two

functions for which the compiler gives same name in JavaScript, you can\n *     mark one with `@JsName(...)` to

prevent the compiler from reporting error.\n *   * You are writing a JavaScript library in Kotlin. The compiler

produces mangled names\n *     for functions with parameters, which is unnatural for usual JavaScript developer.\n *

   You can put `@JsName(...)` on functions you want to be available from JavaScript.\n *   * For some reason you

want to rename declaration, e.g. there's common term in JavaScript\n *     for a concept provided by the declaration,

which in uncommon in Kotlin.\n *\n * Example:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n * class Person(val name: String) {\n *     fun

hello() {\n *         println(\"Hello $name!\")\n *     }\n *\n *     @JsName(\"helloWithGreeting\")\n *     fun

hello(greeting: String) {\n *         println(\"$greeting $name!\")\n *     }\n * }\n * ```\n *\n * @property name the

name which compiler uses both for declaration itself and for all references to the declaration.\n *           It's required

to denote a valid JavaScript identifier.\n *\n * @since 1.1\n

*/\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS, FUNCTION, PROPERTY, CONSTRUCTOR,

PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER)\nannotation class JsName(val name: String)\n\n/**\n * Denotes an

`external` declaration that must be imported from native JavaScript library.\n *\n * The compiler produces the code

relevant for the target module system, for example, in case of CommonJS,\n * it will import the declaration via the

`require(...)` function.\n *\n * The annotation can be used on top-level external declarations (classes, properties,

functions) and files.\n * In case of file (which can't be `external`) the following rule applies: all the declarations in\n

* the file must be `external`. By applying `@JsModule(...)` on a file you tell the compiler to import a JavaScript

object\n * that contain all the declarations from the file.\n *\n * Example:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n *

@JsModule(\"jquery\")\n * external abstract class JQuery() {\n *     // some declarations here\n * }\n *\n *

@JsModule(\"jquery\")\n * external fun JQuery(element: Element): JQuery\n * ```\n *\n * @property import name

of a module to import declaration from.\n *           It is not interpreted by the Kotlin compiler, it's passed as is

directly to the target module system.\n *\n * @see JsNonModule\n * @since 1.1\n

*/\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\nannotation

class JsModule(val import: String)\n\n/**\n * Denotes an `external` declaration that can be used without module

system.\n *\n * By default, an `external` declaration is available regardless your target module system.\n * However,

by applying [JsModule] annotation you can make a declaration unavailable to *plain* module system.\n * Some

JavaScript libraries are distributed both as a standalone downloadable piece of JavaScript and as a module

available\n * as an npm package.\n * To tell the Kotlin compiler to accept both cases, you can augment [JsModule]

with the `@JsNonModule` annotation.\n *\n * For example:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\n *
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@JsNonModule\n * @JsName(\"$\")\n * external abstract class JQuery() {\n *     // some declarations here\n * }\n

*\n * @JsModule(\"jquery\")\n * @JsNonModule\n * @JsName(\"$\")\n * external fun JQuery(element: Element):

JQuery\n * ```\n *\n * @see JsModule\n * @since 1.1\n

*/\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(CLASS, PROPERTY, FUNCTION, FILE)\nannotation

class JsNonModule\n\n/**\n * Adds prefix to `external` declarations in a source file.\n *\n * JavaScript does not

have concept of packages (namespaces). They are usually emulated by nested objects.\n * The compiler turns

references to `external` declarations either to plain unprefixed names (in case of *plain* modules)\n * or to plain

imports.\n * However, if a JavaScript library provides its declarations in packages, you won't be satisfied with this.\n

* You can tell the compiler to generate additional prefix before references to `external` declarations using the

`@JsQuafier(...)`\n * annotation.\n *\n * Note that a file marked with the `@JsQulifier(...)` annotation can't contain

non-`external` declarations.\n *\n * Example:\n *\n * ```\n * @file:JsQualifier(\"my.jsPackageName\")\n * package

some.kotlinPackage\n *\n * external fun foo(x: Int)\n *\n * external fun bar(): String\n * ```\n *\n * @property value

the qualifier to add to the declarations in the generated code.\n *           It must be a sequence of valid JavaScript

identifiers separated by the `.` character.\n *           Examples of valid qualifiers are: `foo`, `bar.Baz`, `_.$0.f`.\n *\n *

@see JsModule\n * @since 1.1\n

*/\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FILE)\nannotation class

JsQualifier(val value: String)","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.jvm\n\n// these are used in common generated code in stdlib\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.CONSTRUCTOR)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\ninternal annotation class

JvmOverloads\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER,

AnnotationTarget.FILE)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\n@MustBeDocumented\ninternal

annotation class JvmName(public val name:

String)\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FILE)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\n@MustBeDocumente

d\ninternal annotation class

JvmMultifileClass\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FIELD)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\n@MustB

eDocumented\ninternal annotation class

JvmField\n\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FIELD)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\npublic

annotation class Volatile\n\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\npublic annotation class

Synchronized\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n\n@JsName(\"arrayIterator\")\ninternal fun arrayIterator(array: dynamic, type: String?) = when (type) {\n    null

-> {\n        val arr: Array<dynamic> = array\n        object : Iterator<dynamic> {\n            var index = 0\n

override fun hasNext() = index < arr.size\n            override fun next() = if (index < arr.size) arr[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n        }\n    }\n    \"BooleanArray\" -> booleanArrayIterator(array)\n

\"ByteArray\" -> byteArrayIterator(array)\n    \"ShortArray\" -> shortArrayIterator(array)\n    \"CharArray\" ->

charArrayIterator(array)\n    \"IntArray\" -> intArrayIterator(array)\n    \"LongArray\" -> longArrayIterator(array)\n

\"FloatArray\" -> floatArrayIterator(array)\n    \"DoubleArray\" -> doubleArrayIterator(array)\n    else -> throw
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IllegalStateException(\"Unsupported type argument for arrayIterator:

$type\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun booleanArrayIterator(array: BooleanArray) =

object : BooleanIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override fun

nextBoolean() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"byteArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun byteArrayIterator(array:

ByteArray) = object : ByteIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override

fun nextByte() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"shortArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun

shortArrayIterator(array: ShortArray) = object : ShortIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() =

index < array.size\n    override fun nextShort() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"charArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun charArrayIterator(array:

CharArray) = object : CharIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override

fun nextChar() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"intArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun intArrayIterator(array:

IntArray) = object : IntIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n    override fun

nextInt() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"floatArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun

floatArrayIterator(array: FloatArray) = object : FloatIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index

< array.size\n    override fun nextFloat() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"doubleArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun

doubleArrayIterator(array: DoubleArray) = object : DoubleIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext()

= index < array.size\n    override fun nextDouble() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"longArrayIterator\")\ninternal fun longArrayIterator(array:

LongArray) = object : LongIterator() {\n    var index = 0\n    override fun hasNext() = index < array.size\n

override fun nextLong() = if (index < array.size) array[index++] else throw

NoSuchElementException(\"$index\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"PropertyMetadata\")\ninternal class

PropertyMetadata(@JsName(\"callableName\") val name:

String)\n\n@JsName(\"noWhenBranchMatched\")\ninternal fun noWhenBranchMatched(): Nothing = throw

NoWhenBranchMatchedException()\n\n@JsName(\"subSequence\")\ninternal fun subSequence(c: CharSequence,

startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): CharSequence {\n    if (c is String) {\n        return c.substring(startIndex, endIndex)\n

 }\n    else {\n        return c.asDynamic().`subSequence_vux9f0$`(startIndex, endIndex)\n

}\n}\n\n@JsName(\"captureStack\")\ninternal fun captureStack(baseClass: JsClass<in Throwable>, instance:

Throwable) {\n    if (js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace) {\n        js(\"Error\").captureStackTrace(instance,

instance::class.js);\n    }\n    else {\n        instance.asDynamic().stack = js(\"new Error()\").stack;\n

}\n}\n\n@JsName(\"newThrowable\")\ninternal fun newThrowable(message: String?, cause: Throwable?):

Throwable {\n    val throwable = js(\"new Error()\")\n    throwable.message = if (jsTypeOf(message) ==

\"undefined\") {\n        if (cause != null) cause.toString() else null\n    }\n    else {\n        message\n    }\n

throwable.cause = cause\n    throwable.name = \"Throwable\"\n    return

throwable\n}\n\n@JsName(\"BoxedChar\")\ninternal class BoxedChar(val c: Int) : Comparable<Int> {\n    override

fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is BoxedChar && c == other.c\n    }\n\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int {\n        return c\n    }\n\n    override fun toString(): String {\n        return

js(\"this.c\").unsafeCast<Char>().toString()\n    }\n\n    override fun compareTo(other: Int): Int {\n        return

js(\"this.c - other\").unsafeCast<Int>()\n    }\n\n    @JsName(\"valueOf\")\n    public fun valueOf(): Int {\n

return c\n    }\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun <T> concat(args: Array<T>): T {\n    val typed

= js(\"Array\")(args.size)\n    for (i in args.indices) {\n        val arr = args[i]\n        if (arr !is Array<*>) {\n

typed[i] = js(\"[]\").slice.call(arr)\n        }\n        else {\n            typed[i] = arr\n        }\n    }\n    return

js(\"[]\").concat.apply(js(\"[]\"), typed);\n}\n\n/** Concat regular Array's and TypedArray's into an Array.\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\n@JsName(\"arrayConcat\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\ninternal fun <T>
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arrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return concat(js(\"arguments\"))\n}\n\n/** Concat primitive arrays. Main use:

prepare vararg arguments.\n *  For compatibility with 1.1.0 the arguments may be a mixture of Array's and

TypedArray's.\n *\n *  If the first argument is TypedArray (Byte-, Short-, Char-, Int-, Float-, and DoubleArray)

returns a TypedArray, otherwise an Array.\n *  If the first argument has the $type$ property (Boolean-, Char-, and

LongArray) copy its value to result.$type$.\n *  If the first argument is a regular Array without the $type$ property

default to arrayConcat.\n

*/\n@PublishedApi\n@JsName(\"primitiveArrayConcat\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\ninternal

fun <T> primitiveArrayConcat(a: T, b: T): T {\n    val args: Array<T> = js(\"arguments\")\n    if (a is Array<*> &&

a.asDynamic().`$type$` === undefined) {\n        return concat(args)\n    }\n    else {\n        var size = 0\n        for (i in

args.indices) {\n            size += args[i].asDynamic().length as Int\n        }\n        val result = js(\"new

a.constructor(size)\")\n        kotlin.copyArrayType(a, result)\n        size = 0\n        for (i in args.indices) {\n            val

arr = args[i].asDynamic()\n            for (j in 0 until arr.length) {\n                result[size++] = arr[j]\n            }\n        }\n

      return result\n    }\n}\n\n@JsName(\"booleanArrayOf\")\ninternal fun booleanArrayOf() =

withType(\"BooleanArray\", js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\n\n@JsName(\"charArrayOf\") // The arguments have

to be slice'd here because of Rhino (see KT-16974)\ninternal fun charArrayOf() = withType(\"CharArray\", js(\"new

Uint16Array([].slice.call(arguments))\"))\n\n@JsName(\"longArrayOf\")\ninternal fun longArrayOf() =

withType(\"LongArray\",

js(\"[].slice.call(arguments)\"))\n\n@JsName(\"withType\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun

withType(type: String, array: dynamic): dynamic {\n    array.`$type$` = type\n    return array\n}","package

kotlin.text\n\nimport kotlin.js.RegExp\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.toUpperCase():

String = asDynamic().toUpperCase()\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.toLowerCase():

String = asDynamic().toLowerCase()\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun String.nativeIndexOf(str:

String, fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().indexOf(str, fromIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline

fun String.nativeLastIndexOf(str: String, fromIndex: Int): Int = asDynamic().lastIndexOf(str,

fromIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun String.nativeStartsWith(s: String, position: Int):

Boolean = asDynamic().startsWith(s, position)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun

String.nativeEndsWith(s: String): Boolean = asDynamic().endsWith(s)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun String.substring(startIndex: Int): String =

asDynamic().substring(startIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.substring(startIndex: Int,

endIndex: Int): String = asDynamic().substring(startIndex, endIndex)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun String.concat(str: String): String = asDynamic().concat(str)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

String.match(regex: String): Array<String>? = asDynamic().match(regex)\n\n//native public fun String.trim():

String\n//TODO: String.replace to implement effective trimLeading and trimTrailing\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use length

property instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"length\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline val CharSequence.size: Int get() =

length\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun String.nativeReplace(pattern: RegExp, replacement:

String): String = asDynamic().replace(pattern, replacement)\n","package kotlin.js\n\n@Deprecated(message = \"Use

`definedExternally` instead\", level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR, replaceWith =

ReplaceWith(\"definedExternally\"))\npublic external val noImpl: Nothing\n\n/**\n * The property that can be used

as a placeholder for statements and values that are defined in JavaScript.\n *\n * This property can be used in two

cases:\n *\n *   * To represent body of an external function. In most cases Kotlin does not require to provide bodies

of external\n *     functions and properties, but if for some reason you want to (for example, due to limitation of your

coding style guides),\n *     you should use `definedExternally`.\n *   * To represent value of default argument.\n *\n

* There's two forms of using `definedExternally`:\n *\n *   1. `= definedExternally` (for functions, properties and

parameters).\n *   2. `{ definedExternally }` (for functions and property getters/setters).\n *\n * This property can't

be used from normal code.\n *\n * Examples:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n * external fun foo(): String = definedExternally\n *

external fun bar(x: Int) { definedExternally }\n * external fun baz(z: Any = definedExternally): Array<Any>\n *

external val prop: Float = definedExternally\n * ```\n */\npublic external val definedExternally: Nothing\n\n/**\n *
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Exposes the JavaScript [eval function](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/eval) to Kotlin.\n */\npublic external fun eval(expr: String):

dynamic\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [undefined property](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/undefined) to Kotlin.\n */\npublic external val undefined:

Nothing?\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use toInt() instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"s.toInt()\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic external fun parseInt(s: String): Int\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use toInt(radix)

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"s.toInt(radix)\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic external fun parseInt(s:

String, radix: Int = definedExternally): Int\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use toDouble() instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"s.toDouble()\"), level = DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\npublic external fun parseFloat(s: String, radix:

Int = definedExternally): Double\n\n/**\n * Puts the given piece of a JavaScript code right into the calling

function.\n * The compiler replaces call to `js(...)` code with the string constant provided as a parameter.\n *\n *

Example:\n *\n * ``` kotlin\n * fun logToConsole(message: String): Unit {\n *     js(\"console.log(message)\")\n *

}\n * ```\n *\n * @param code the piece of JavaScript code to put to the generated code.\n *        Must be a compile-

time constant, otherwise compiler produces error message.\n *        You can safely refer to local variables of calling

function (but not to local variables of outer functions),\n *        including parameters. You can't refer to functions,

properties and classes by their short names.\n */\npublic external fun js(code: String): dynamic\n\n/**\n * Function

corresponding to JavaScript's `typeof` operator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic inline fun jsTypeOf(a: Any?):

String = js(\"typeof a\")\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\ninternal inline

fun deleteProperty(obj: Any, property: Any) {\n    js(\"delete obj[property]\")\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n@file:Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\",

\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty array of the specified type [T].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> emptyArray(): Array<T> = js(\"[]\")\n\n@library\npublic fun <T> arrayOf(vararg

elements: T): Array<T> = definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun doubleArrayOf(vararg elements: Double):

DoubleArray = definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun floatArrayOf(vararg elements: Float): FloatArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun longArrayOf(vararg elements: Long): LongArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun intArrayOf(vararg elements: Int): IntArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun charArrayOf(vararg elements: Char): CharArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun shortArrayOf(vararg elements: Short): ShortArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun byteArrayOf(vararg elements: Byte): ByteArray =

definedExternally\n\n@library\npublic fun booleanArrayOf(vararg elements: Boolean): BooleanArray =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function

[initializer].\n */\npublic fun <T> lazy(initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> = UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\n\n/**\n *

Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization function [initializer].\n *\n * The [mode]

parameter is ignored. */\npublic fun <T> lazy(mode: LazyThreadSafetyMode, initializer: () -> T): Lazy<T> =

UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the [Lazy] that uses the specified initialization

function [initializer].\n *\n * The [lock] parameter is ignored.\n */\npublic fun <T> lazy(lock: Any?, initializer: () ->

T): Lazy<T> = UnsafeLazyImpl(initializer)\n\n\ninternal fun fillFrom(src: dynamic, dst: dynamic): dynamic {\n

val srcLen: Int = src.length\n    val dstLen: Int = dst.length\n    var index: Int = 0\n    while (index < srcLen &&

index < dstLen) dst[index] = src[index++]\n    return dst\n}\n\n\ninternal fun arrayCopyResize(source: dynamic,

newSize: Int, defaultValue: Any?): dynamic {\n    val result = source.slice(0, newSize)\n    copyArrayType(source,

result)\n    var index: Int = source.length\n    if (newSize > index) {\n        result.length = newSize\n        while

(index < newSize) result[index++] = defaultValue\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\ninternal fun <T>
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arrayPlusCollection(array: dynamic, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\n    val result = array.slice()\n

result.length += collection.size\n    copyArrayType(array, result)\n    var index: Int = array.length\n    for (element in

collection) result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> fillFromCollection(dst: dynamic,

startIndex: Int, collection: Collection<T>): dynamic {\n    var index = startIndex\n    for (element in collection)

dst[index++] = element\n    return dst\n}\n\ninternal inline fun copyArrayType(from: dynamic, to: dynamic) {\n    if

(from.`$type$` !== undefined) {\n        to.`$type$` = from.`$type$`\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n// actually \\s is enough

to match all whitespace, but \\xA0 added because of different regexp behavior of Rhino used in Selenium

tests\npublic fun Char.isWhitespace(): Boolean =

toString().matches(\"[\\\\s\\\\xA0]\")\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Char.toLowerCase(): Char =

js(\"String.fromCharCode\")(this).toLowerCase().charCodeAt(0)\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Char.toUpperCase(): Char = js(\"String.fromCharCode\")(this).toUpperCase().charCodeAt(0)\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if this character is a Unicode high-surrogate code unit (also known as leading-surrogate code unit).\n

*/\npublic fun Char.isHighSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_HIGH_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_HIGH_SURROGATE\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this character is a

Unicode low-surrogate code unit (also known as trailing-surrogate code unit).\n */\npublic fun

Char.isLowSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_LOW_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_LOW_SURROGATE\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.naturalOrder\nimport kotlin.math.floor\n\n/** Returns the array if it's not `null`, or an empty

array otherwise. */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>?.orEmpty(): Array<out T> =

this ?: emptyArray<T>()\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.toTypedArray():

Array<T> = copyToArray(this)\n\n@JsName(\"copyToArray\")\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <T>

copyToArray(collection: Collection<T>): Array<T> {\n    return if (collection.asDynamic().toArray !==

undefined)\n        collection.asDynamic().toArray().unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n    else\n

copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n}\n\n@JsName(\"copyToArrayImpl\")\ninternal fun

copyToArrayImpl(collection: Collection<*>): Array<Any?> {\n    val array = emptyArray<Any?>()\n    val iterator

= collection.iterator()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        array.asDynamic().push(iterator.next())\n    return

array\n}\n\n@JsName(\"copyToExistingArrayImpl\")\ninternal fun <T> copyToArrayImpl(collection:

Collection<*>, array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\n    if (array.size < collection.size)\n        return

copyToArrayImpl(collection).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n\n    val iterator = collection.iterator()\n    var index = 0\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        array[index++] = iterator.next().unsafeCast<T>()\n    }\n    if (index < array.size)

{\n        array[index] = null.unsafeCast<T>()\n    }\n    return

array\n}\n\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\ninternal fun

arrayToString(array: Array<*>): String = definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns an immutable list containing only

the specified object [element].\n */\npublic fun <T> listOf(element: T): List<T> = arrayListOf(element)\n\n/**\n *

Returns an immutable set containing only the specified object [element].\n */\npublic fun <T> setOf(element: T):

Set<T> = hashSetOf(element)\n\n/**\n * Returns an immutable map, mapping only the specified key to the\n *
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specified value.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> mapOf(pair: Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> = hashMapOf(pair)\n\n/**\n * Fills

the list with the provided [value].\n *\n * Each element in the list gets replaced with the [value].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.fill(value: T): Unit {\n    for (index in 0..lastIndex) {\n

    this[index] = value\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Randomly shuffles elements in this list.\n *\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisher%E2%80%93Yates_shuffle#The_modern_algorithm\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.shuffle(): Unit {\n    for (i in lastIndex downTo 1) {\n

   val j = rand(i + 1)\n        val copy = this[i]\n        this[i] = this[j]\n        this[j] = copy\n    }\n}\nprivate fun

rand(upperBound: Int) = floor(kotlin.js.Math.random() * upperBound).toInt()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new list with the

elements of this list randomly shuffled.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.shuffled():

List<T> = toMutableList().apply { shuffle() }\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sort(): Unit {\n    collectionsSort(this,

naturalOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to the order specified with [comparator].\n

*/\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.sortWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Unit {\n    collectionsSort(this,

comparator)\n}\n\nprivate fun <T> collectionsSort(list: MutableList<T>, comparator: Comparator<in T>) {\n    if

(list.size <= 1) return\n\n    val array = copyToArray(list)\n\n

array.asDynamic().sort(comparator.asDynamic().compare.bind(comparator))\n\n    for (i in 0 until array.size) {\n

list[i] = array[i]\n    }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> arrayOfNulls(reference: Array<out T>, size: Int): Array<T> {\n

return arrayOfNulls<Any>(size).unsafeCast<Array<T>>()\n}\n\n// no singleton map implementation in js, return

map as is\ninternal inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.toSingletonMapOrSelf(): Map<K, V> = this\n\ninternal inline

fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toSingletonMap(): Map<K, V> = this.toMutableMap()\n\ninternal inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs: Boolean): Array<out Any?> =\n        if (isVarargs)\n        // no need to

copy vararg array in JS\n            this\n        else\n            this.copyOf()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n@file:Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\npackage

kotlin.math\n\n\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\nimport kotlin.js.Math as nativeMath\n\n// constants, can't use

them from nativeMath as they are not constants there\n\n/** Ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter,

approximately 3.14159. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic const val PI: Double = 3.141592653589793\n/** Base of

the natural logarithms, approximately 2.71828. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic const val E: Double =

2.718281828459045\n\n// ================ Double Math

========================================\n\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in

radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sin(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.sin(x)\n\n/**

Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun cos(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.cos(x)\n\n/**

Computes the tangent of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun tan(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.tan(x)\n\n/**\n *

Computes the arc sine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2`

radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun asin(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.asin(x)\n\n/**\n

* Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI`

radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) > 1` or x is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun acos(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.acos(x)\n\n/**\n

* Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2`

radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic
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inline fun atan(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.atan(x)\n\n/**\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates

`(r, theta)` that correspond\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] /

[x];\n * the returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan2(0.0,

0.0)` is `0.0`\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0`

and `-PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, -

Inf)` is `PI` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y

< 0`\n *   - `atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\n *   - `atan2(NaN,

x)` and `atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun atan2(y: Double, x:

Double): Double = nativeMath.atan2(y, x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sinh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.sinh(x)\n\n/**\n

* Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun cosh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.cosh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun tanh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.tanh(x)\n\n/**\n

* Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\n

*\n * Special cases:\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun asinh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.asinh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value

is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `acosh(x)` is

`NaN` when `x < 1`\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

acosh(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.acosh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value

[x].\n *\n * The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *

 - `tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun atanh(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.atanh(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or underflow.\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of arguments is `NaN`

and the other is not infinite\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun hypot(x: Double, y:

Double): Double = nativeMath.hypot(x, y)\n\n/**\n * Computes the positive square root of the value [x].\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sqrt(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.sqrt(x)\n\n/**\n *

Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is

`NaN`\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun exp(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.exp(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\n *\n * This function can

be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is

`NaN`\n *   - `expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n *\n * @see [exp] function.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun expm1(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.expm1(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `b <= 0` or

`b == 1.0`\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b < 1`\n *   -

`log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\n *\n * See also logarithm functions for common fixed bases:

[ln], [log10] and [log2].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun log(x: Double, base: Double): Double {\n    if

(base <= 0.0 || base == 1.0) return Double.NaN\n    return nativeMath.log(x) / nativeMath.log(base)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Computes the natural logarithm (base `E`) of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\n *   - `ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ln(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.log(x)\n\n/**\n *

Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun log10(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.log10(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base 2) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function

for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun log2(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.log2(x)\n\n/**\n * Computes `ln(x + 1)`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented to produce more

precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x

< -1.0`\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *\n * @see [ln] function\n * @see [expm1]

function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ln1p(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.log1p(x)\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards positive infinity.\n\n * @return the

smallest double value that is greater than the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *

 - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ceil(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.ceil(x).unsafeCast<Double>() // TODO: Remove unsafe cast after removing public js.math\n\n/**\n *

Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative infinity.\n\n * @return the largest double value that is

smaller than the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where

`x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun floor(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.floor(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards zero.\n *\n *

@return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x`

is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun truncate(x: Double): Double = nativeMath.trunc(x)\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards the

closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is

`NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun round(x:

Double): Double {\n    if (x % 0.5 != 0.0) {\n        return nativeMath.round(x).unsafeCast<Double>()\n    }\n    val

floor = floor(x)\n    return if (floor % 2 == 0.0) floor else ceil(x)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the

given value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension property

for [Double]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun abs(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.abs(x)\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero

if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `sign(NaN)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sign(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.sign(x)\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is

`NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun min(a: Double, b: Double): Double =

nativeMath.min(a, b)\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then the result is

`NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun max(a: Double, b: Double): Double =

nativeMath.max(a, b)\n\n// extensions\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x !=

0.0`\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not

an integer\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Double.pow(x: Double): Double =

nativeMath.pow(this, x)\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the integer power [n].\n *\n * See the other overload of

[pow] for details.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Double.pow(n: Int): Double =

nativeMath.pow(this, n.toDouble())\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see abs function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline

val Double.absoluteValue: Double get() = nativeMath.abs(this)\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-

1.0` if the value is negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n

*   - `NaN.sign` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline val Double.sign: Double get() =

nativeMath.sign(this)\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\n *\n * If [sign] is

`NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun Double.withSign(sign: Double):

Double {\n    val thisSignBit = js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(this).unsafeCast<Int>()\n    val newSignBit =

js(\"Kotlin\").doubleSignBit(sign).unsafeCast<Int>()\n    return if (thisSignBit == newSignBit) this else -
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this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign] value.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Double.withSign(sign: Int): Double =

this.withSign(sign.toDouble())\n\n/**\n * Returns the ulp (unit in the last place) of this value.\n *\n * An ulp is a

positive distance between this value and the next nearest [Double] value larger in magnitude.\n *\n * Special

Cases:\n *   - `NaN.ulp` is `NaN`\n *   - `x.ulp` is `+Inf` when `x` is `+Inf` or `-Inf`\n *   - `0.0.ulp` is

`Double.MIN_VALUE`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic val Double.ulp: Double get() = when {\n    this < 0 ->

(-this).ulp\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\n    this == Double.MAX_VALUE ->

this - this.nextDown()\n    else -> this.nextUp() - this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this value

in direction of positive infinity.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun Double.nextUp(): Double = when {\n

this.isNaN() || this == Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY -> this\n    this == 0.0 -> Double.MIN_VALUE\n    else ->

Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) 1 else -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest to this

value in direction of negative infinity.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun Double.nextDown(): Double = when

{\n    this.isNaN() || this == Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY -> this\n    this == 0.0 -> -Double.MIN_VALUE\n

else -> Double.fromBits(this.toRawBits() + if (this > 0) -1 else 1)\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value nearest

to this value in direction from this value towards the value [to].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.nextTowards(y)` is

`NaN` if either `x` or `y` are `NaN`\n *   - `x.nextTowards(x) == x`\n *\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

Double.nextTowards(to: Double): Double = when {\n    this.isNaN() || to.isNaN() -> Double.NaN\n    to == this ->

to\n    to > this -> this.nextUp()\n    else /* to < this */-> this.nextDown()\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Double]

value to the nearest integer and converts the result to [Int].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToInt()

== Int.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is

`NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun Double.roundToInt(): Int = when {\n    isNaN() -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN value.\")\n    this > Int.MAX_VALUE -> Int.MAX_VALUE\n

this < Int.MIN_VALUE -> Int.MIN_VALUE\n    else ->

nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Double] value to the nearest

integer and converts the result to [Long].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`x.roundToLong() == Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x < Long.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value

is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun Double.roundToLong(): Long = when {\n    isNaN() -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot round NaN value.\")\n    this > Long.MAX_VALUE -> Long.MAX_VALUE\n

  this < Long.MIN_VALUE -> Long.MIN_VALUE\n    else ->

nativeMath.round(this).unsafeCast<Double>().toLong()\n}\n\n\n\n\n// ================ Float Math

========================================\n\n/** Computes the sine of the angle [x] given in

radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `sin(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sin(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/** Computes the cosine of the angle [x] given in radians.\n *\n *  Special

cases:\n *   - `cos(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun cos(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.cos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/** Computes the tangent of the angle [x] given in

radians.\n *\n *  Special cases:\n *   - `tan(NaN|+Inf|-Inf)` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun tan(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc sine of the value [x];\n * the returned value is

an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `asin(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) >

1` or x is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun asin(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.asin(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc cosine of the value [x];\n * the returned value

is an angle in the range from `0.0` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *    - `acos(x)` is `NaN`, when `abs(x) >

1` or x is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun acos(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.acos(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the arc tangent of the value [x];\n * the returned value

is an angle in the range from `-PI/2` to `PI/2` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan(NaN)` is `NaN`\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun atan(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.atan(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the angle `theta` of the polar coordinates `(r, theta)` that

correspond\n * to the rectangular coordinates `(x, y)` by computing the arc tangent of the value [y] / [x];\n * the

returned value is an angle in the range from `-PI` to `PI` radians.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `atan2(0.0, 0.0)` is

`0.0`\n *   - `atan2(0.0, x)` is  `0.0` for `x > 0` and `PI` for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(-0.0, x)` is `-0.0` for 'x > 0` and `-PI`

for `x < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, +Inf)` is `0.0` for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-0.0` for '-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, -Inf)` is `PI`

for `0 < y < +Inf` and `-PI` for `-Inf < y < 0`\n *   - `atan2(y, 0.0)` is `PI/2` for `y > 0` and `-PI/2` for `y < 0`\n *   -

`atan2(+Inf, x)` is `PI/2` for finite `x`y\n *   - `atan2(-Inf, x)` is `-PI/2` for finite `x`\n *   - `atan2(NaN, x)` and

`atan2(y, NaN)` is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun atan2(y: Float, x: Float):

Float = nativeMath.atan2(y.toDouble(), x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic sine of the value

[x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `sinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `sinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sinh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic cosine of the value [x].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `cosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `cosh(+Inf|-Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun cosh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.cosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\n *\n *

Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `tanh(+Inf)` is `1.0`\n *   - `tanh(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun tanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.tanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic sine of the value [x].\n *\n *

The returned value is `y` such that `sinh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `asinh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`asinh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `asinh(-Inf)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

asinh(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.asinh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic cosine

of the value [x].\n *\n * The returned value is positive `y` such that `cosh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`acosh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `acosh(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 1`\n *   - `acosh(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun acosh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.acosh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the value [x].\n *\n

* The returned value is `y` such that `tanh(y) == x`.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `tanh(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`tanh(x)` is `NaN` when `x > 1` or `x < -1`\n *   - `tanh(1.0)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `tanh(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun atanh(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.atanh(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes `sqrt(x^2 + y^2)` without intermediate overflow or

underflow.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - returns `+Inf` if any of arguments is infinite\n *   - returns `NaN` if any of

arguments is `NaN` and the other is not infinite\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

hypot(x: Float, y: Float): Float = nativeMath.hypot(x.toDouble(), y.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the

positive square root of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `sqrt(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0` or `x` is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sqrt(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sqrt(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes Euler's number `e` raised to the power of the value

[x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `exp(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `exp(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `exp(-Inf)` is `0.0`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun exp(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.exp(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes `exp(x) - 1`.\n *\n * This function can be implemented

to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `expm1(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   -

`expm1(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `expm1(-Inf)` is `-1.0`\n *\n * @see [exp] function.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun expm1(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.expm1(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the logarithm of the value [x] to the given [base].\n

*\n * Special cases:\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` if either `x` or `b` are `NaN`\n *   - `log(x, b)` is `NaN` when `x < 0`

or `b <= 0` or `b == 1.0`\n *   - `log(+Inf, +Inf)` is `NaN`\n *   - `log(+Inf, b)` is `+Inf` for `b > 1` and `-Inf` for `b <

1`\n *   - `log(0.0, b)` is `-Inf` for `b > 1` and `+Inf` for `b > 1`\n *\n * See also logarithm functions for common

fixed bases: [ln], [log10] and [log2].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun log(x: Float,

base: Float): Float = log(x.toDouble(), base.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the natural logarithm (base
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`E`) of the value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ln(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln(x)` is `NaN` when `x < 0.0`\n *   -

`ln(+Inf)` is `+Inf`\n *   - `ln(0.0)` is `-Inf`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ln(x:

Float): Float = nativeMath.log(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the common logarithm (base 10) of the

value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

log10(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.log10(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes the binary logarithm (base

2) of the value [x].\n *\n * @see [ln] function for special cases.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun log2(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.log2(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Computes `ln(a + 1)`.\n *\n *

This function can be implemented to produce more precise result for [x] near zero.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`ln1p(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `ln1p(x)` is `NaN` where `x < -1.0`\n *   - `ln1p(-1.0)` is `-Inf`\n *   - `ln1p(+Inf)` is

`+Inf`\n *\n * @see [ln] function\n * @see [expm1] function\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun ln1p(x: Float): Float = nativeMath.log1p(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to

an integer towards positive infinity.\n\n * @return the smallest Float value that is greater than the given value [x]

and is a mathematical integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `ceil(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or

already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ceil(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.ceil(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards negative

infinity.\n\n * @return the largest Float value that is smaller than the given value [x] and is a mathematical integer.\n

*\n * Special cases:\n *   - `floor(x)` is `x` where `x` is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun floor(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.floor(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] to an integer towards zero.\n *\n *

@return the value [x] having its fractional part truncated.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `truncate(x)` is `x` where `x`

is `NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun truncate(x: Float): Float = truncate(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Rounds the given value [x] towards

the closest integer with ties rounded towards even integer.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `round(x)` is `x` where `x` is

`NaN` or `+Inf` or `-Inf` or already a mathematical integer.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun round(x: Float): Float = round(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the given

value [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `abs(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension property for

[Float]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun abs(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.abs(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of the given value [x]:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is

negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `sign(NaN)`

is `NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun sign(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.sign(x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n *\n * If either value is

`NaN`, then the result is `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun min(a: Float, b:

Float): Float = nativeMath.min(a, b)\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n *\n * If either value is `NaN`, then

the result is `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun max(a: Float, b: Float): Float =

nativeMath.max(a, b)\n\n// extensions\n\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the power [x].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`b.pow(0.0)` is `1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(1.0) == b`\n *   - `b.pow(NaN)` is `NaN`\n *   - `NaN.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `x !=

0.0`\n *   - `b.pow(Inf)` is `NaN` for `abs(b) == 1.0`\n *   - `b.pow(x)` is `NaN` for `b < 0` and `x` is finite and not

an integer\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Float.pow(x: Float): Float =

nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), x.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Raises this value to the integer power [n].\n *\n

* See the other overload of [pow] for details.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

Float.pow(n: Int): Float = nativeMath.pow(this.toDouble(), n.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute

value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `NaN.absoluteValue` is `NaN`\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline val Float.absoluteValue: Float get() =

nativeMath.abs(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1.0` if the value is

negative,\n *   - zero if the value is zero,\n *   - `1.0` if the value is positive\n *\n * Special case:\n *   - `NaN.sign` is

`NaN`\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline val Float.sign: Float get() =

nativeMath.sign(this.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the [sign]

value.\n *\n * If [sign] is `NaN` the sign of the result is undefined.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Float.withSign(sign: Float): Float =

this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\n/**\n * Returns this value with the sign bit same as of the

[sign] value.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Float.withSign(sign: Int): Float =

this.toDouble().withSign(sign.toDouble()).toFloat()\n\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and

converts the result to [Int].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`x.roundToInt() == Int.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Int.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToInt() == Int.MIN_VALUE`

when `x < Int.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Float.roundToInt(): Int =

toDouble().roundToInt()\n\n/**\n * Rounds this [Float] value to the nearest integer and converts the result to

[Long].\n * Ties are rounded towards positive infinity.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `x.roundToLong() ==

Long.MAX_VALUE` when `x > Long.MAX_VALUE`\n *   - `x.roundToLong() == Long.MIN_VALUE` when `x

< Long.MIN_VALUE`\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when this value is `NaN`\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Float.roundToLong(): Long =

toDouble().roundToLong()\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [n].\n *\n * Special

cases:\n *   - `abs(Int.MIN_VALUE)` is `Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see absoluteValue

extension property for [Int]\n */\n// TODO: remove manual 'or' when KT-19290 is

fixed\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun abs(n: Int): Int = if (n < 0) (-n or 0) else n\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller

of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun min(a: Int, b: Int): Int =

nativeMath.min(a, b)\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline fun max(a: Int, b: Int): Int = nativeMath.max(a, b)\n\n/**\n

* Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   - `Int.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is

`Int.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline val Int.absoluteValue: Int get() = abs(this)\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\n *   - `1` if the value

is positive\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic val Int.sign: Int get() = when {\n    this < 0 -> -1\n    this > 0 -> 1\n

else -> 0\n}\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of the given value [n].\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`abs(Long.MIN_VALUE)` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see absoluteValue extension

property for [Long]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun abs(n: Long): Long = if (n < 0) -n else n\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smaller of two values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

inline fun min(a: Long, b: Long): Long = if (a <= b) a else b\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun max(a: Long, b: Long):

Long = if (a >= b) a else b\n\n/**\n * Returns the absolute value of this value.\n *\n * Special cases:\n *   -

`Long.MIN_VALUE.absoluteValue` is `Long.MIN_VALUE` due to an overflow\n *\n * @see abs function\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic inline val Long.absoluteValue: Long get() = abs(this)\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sign of this value:\n *   - `-1` if the value is negative,\n *   - `0` if the value is zero,\n *   - `1` if the value

is positive\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic val Long.sign: Int get() = when {\n    this < 0 -> -1\n    this > 0 ->

1\n    else ->

0\n}\n\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StandardKt\")\npackage

kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.internal.contracts.*\n\n/**\n * An exception is thrown to indicate that a method body

remains to be implemented.\n */\npublic class NotImplementedError(message: String = \"An operation is not

implemented.\") : Error(message)\n\n/**\n * Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is not

implemented.\n */\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun TODO(): Nothing = throw

NotImplementedError()\n\n/**\n * Always throws [NotImplementedError] stating that operation is not

implemented.\n *\n * @param reason a string explaining why the implementation is missing.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun TODO(reason: String): Nothing = throw

NotImplementedError(\"An operation is not implemented: $reason\")\n\n\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified function

[block] and returns its result.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R> run(block: () -> R): R {\n

contract {\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return block()\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns its result.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.run(block: T.() -> R): R {\n    contract {\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return block()\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified

function [block] with the given [receiver] as its receiver and returns its result.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> with(receiver: T, block: T.() -> R): R {\n    contract {\n

  callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return receiver.block()\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the

specified function [block] with `this` value as its receiver and returns `this` value.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> T.apply(block: T.() -> Unit): T {\n    contract {\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    block()\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the

specified function [block] with `this` value as its argument and returns `this` value.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T> T.also(block: (T) -> Unit): T {\n

contract {\n        callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    block(this)\n    return

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Calls the specified function [block] with `this` value as its argument and returns its result.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, R> T.let(block: (T) -> R): R {\n    contract {\n

callsInPlace(block, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return block(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `this`

value if it satisfies the given [predicate] or `null`, if it doesn't.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T> T.takeIf(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

T? {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(predicate, InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return if

(predicate(this)) this else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `this` value if it _does not_ satisfy the given [predicate] or

`null`, if it does.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T>

T.takeUnless(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    contract {\n        callsInPlace(predicate,

InvocationKind.EXACTLY_ONCE)\n    }\n    return if (!predicate(this)) this else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Executes the

given function [action] specified number of [times].\n *\n * A zero-based index of current iteration is passed as a

parameter to [action].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun repeat(times: Int, action: (Int) -> Unit)

{\n    contract { callsInPlace(action) }\n\n    for (index in 0 until times) {\n        action(index)\n

}\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

primitiveArrayConcat\nimport withType\nimport kotlin.comparisons.*\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component1(): T {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun ByteArray.component1(): Byte {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component1(): Short {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component1(): Int {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component1(): Long {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component1(): Float {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component1(): Double {\n

return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component1(): Boolean {\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component1(): Char

{\n    return get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component2(): T {\n    return

get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component2(): Byte {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component2(): Short {\n

return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic
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inline operator fun IntArray.component2(): Int {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component2(): Long {\n

return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component2(): Float {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from

the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component2(): Double {\n

  return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component2(): Boolean {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component2(): Char

{\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component3(): T {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component3(): Byte {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component3(): Short {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component3(): Int {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component3(): Long {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component3(): Float {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component3(): Double {\n

return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component3(): Boolean {\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component3(): Char

{\n    return get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component4(): T {\n    return

get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component4(): Byte {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component4(): Short {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component4(): Int {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component4(): Long {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component4(): Float {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component4(): Double {\n

return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun BooleanArray.component4(): Boolean {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component4(): Char

{\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.component5(): T {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun ByteArray.component5(): Byte {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.component5(): Short {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun IntArray.component5(): Int {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.component5(): Long {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun FloatArray.component5(): Float {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.component5(): Double {\n

return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic
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inline operator fun BooleanArray.component5(): Boolean {\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element*

from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.component5(): Char

{\n    return get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element)

>= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

ByteArray.contains(element: Byte): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun ShortArray.contains(element: Short): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

IntArray.contains(element: Int): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun LongArray.contains(element: Long): Boolean {\n    return

indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun

FloatArray.contains(element: Float): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

[element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun DoubleArray.contains(element: Double): Boolean {\n

return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator

fun BooleanArray.contains(element: Boolean): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if [element] is found in the array.\n */\npublic operator fun CharArray.contains(element: Char): Boolean {\n

return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return

get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.elementAt(index: Int): Byte {\n    return get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index]

or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.elementAt(index: Int): Short {\n    return

get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAt(index: Int): Int {\n    return get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.elementAt(index: Int): Long {\n    return

get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.elementAt(index: Int): Float {\n    return get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.elementAt(index: Int): Double {\n    return

get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAt(index: Int): Boolean {\n    return get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.elementAt(index: Int): Char {\n    return

get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function

if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex)

get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result

of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->
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Short): Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 &&

index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return

this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds

of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Byte?

{\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out

of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.elementAtOrNull(index:

Int): Short? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

IntArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Int? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun LongArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Long? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n    return

this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds

of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int):

Double? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Boolean? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return

this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.find(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.find(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.find(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n
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return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.find(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.find(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.find(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n

return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.find(predicate: (Double)

-> Boolean): Double? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.find(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return

firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.findLast(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.findLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n

return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.findLast(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.findLast(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.findLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n

return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.findLast(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching

the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.findLast(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.findLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n

return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.first(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.first(): Short {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.first(): Int {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.first(): Long

{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.first(): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return
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this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.first(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the

array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.first(): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.first(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.first(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Byte {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun ShortArray.first(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.first(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun LongArray.first(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.first(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): Float {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.first(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.first(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharArray.first(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching the

predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if

the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.firstOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.firstOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element,

or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.firstOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.firstOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element,

or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.firstOrNull(): Float? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun
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DoubleArray.firstOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.firstOrNull(): Boolean? {\n    return if

(isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n

return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (element in this)

if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if

element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double?

{\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Byte): Byte {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Short):

Short {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

Int): Int {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Long): Long {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Float): Float {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of

calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->
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Double): Double {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.getOrElse(index: Int,

defaultValue: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue]

function if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if

(index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

`null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Byte? {\n

return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given

[index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.getOrNull(index: Int):

Short? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.getOrNull(index:

Int): Int? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at

the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.getOrNull(index:

Int): Long? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Float? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Double? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex)

get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Boolean? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of

bounds of this array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if

(element == null) {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (this[index] == null) {\n                return index\n

}\n        }\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (element == this[index]) {\n                return index\n

       }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.indexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.indexOf(element: Short): Int {\n    for (index in

indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.indexOf(element: Int):

Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.indexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.indexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of

[element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.indexOf(element: Double): Int

{\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.indexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n

    return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the array does not

contain element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.indexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if
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(element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index]))

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the

given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if
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(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the array does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if

(predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.last(): T {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.last(): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.last(): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array

is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.last(): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.last(): Long {\n

  if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.last(): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.last(): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n *

@throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.last(): Boolean {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n    return

this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.last(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.last(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Byte {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.last(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Short {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.last(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.last(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Long {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws
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[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.last(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): Float {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.last(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.last(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.last(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if

(predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain

element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Array<out T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if

(element == null) {\n        for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (this[index] == null) {\n                return

index\n            }\n        }\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n            if (element == this[index]) {\n

              return index\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the

array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.lastIndexOf(element: Byte): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.lastIndexOf(element: Short): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.lastIndexOf(element: Int): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.lastIndexOf(element: Long): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.lastIndexOf(element: Float): Int {\n    for (index in

indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.lastIndexOf(element: Double): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element ==

this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if

the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastIndexOf(element: Boolean): Int {\n    for

(index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index]) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the array does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int {\n    for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (element == this[index])

{\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size -

1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.lastOrNull():

Byte? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.lastOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size -

1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.lastOrNull(): Int?

{\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is

empty.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.lastOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.lastOrNull(): Float? {\n
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return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.lastOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.lastOrNull(): Boolean? {\n

return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the array is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Array<out T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element

= this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n

     val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<out T>.single(): T {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.single(): Byte {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.single(): Short

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.single(): Int {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n

   1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.single(): Long {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw
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IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.single(): Float

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.single(): Double {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is

empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n

 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one

element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.single(): Boolean {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or

throws an exception if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.single(): Char

{\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n

else -> throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n

 var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun ByteArray.single(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte {\n    var single: Byte? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Byte\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.single(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short {\n    var single: Short? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Short\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.single(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var single: Int? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun LongArray.single(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long {\n    var single: Long? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Long\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.single(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Float {\n    var single: Float? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n
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found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element matching

the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.single(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Double {\n    var single:

Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

       found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Double\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one

matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.single(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

single: Boolean? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no

or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char

{\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Array contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Array contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as Char\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<out T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or

`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.singleOrNull(): Byte? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.singleOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or

`null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.singleOrNull(): Long? {\n

return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more

than one element.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(): Float? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(): Double? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single

element, or `null` if the array is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.singleOrNull():

Boolean? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the array is

empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (size == 1)

this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n

 if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or

`null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Byte? {\n    var single: Byte? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

 found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Short? {\n    var single: Short? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the
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single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int? {\n    var single: Int? = null\n

var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n

single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one

element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Long? {\n    var

single: Long? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or

more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean):

Float? {\n    var single: Float? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return

null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element

was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.singleOrNull(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Double? {\n    var single: Double? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n

 if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n

}\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean? {\n    var single: Boolean? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single

= element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was

found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    var single: Char?

= null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return

null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.drop(n: Int): List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return

takeLast((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.drop(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than

zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except

first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.drop(n: Int): List<Short> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements except first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.drop(n: Int): List<Int> {\n    require(n >= 0) {

\"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.drop(n: Int): List<Long>

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.drop(n: Int): List<Float> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n

return takeLast((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first [n]

elements.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.drop(n: Int): List<Double> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements except first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.drop(n: Int): List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >=

0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.drop(n: Int):

List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return takeLast((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.dropLast(n: Int): List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than

zero.\" }\n    return take((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last
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[n] elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n    require(n >= 0) {

\"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Long> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return take((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n]

elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Double> {\n    require(n >=

0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.dropLast(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.dropLast(n: Int): List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n

  return take((size - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements

that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): List<T> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last

elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last

elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last

elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last

elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last

elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return

take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last

elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Double) -

> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except last elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for

(index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return take(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n

return emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var

yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n
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else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

       list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.dropWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item in this)\n

   if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding =

true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    var

yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n

 else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item))

{\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements except first elements that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    var yielding = false\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n        else if (!predicate(item)) {\n

          list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

List<T> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filter(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte>

{\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filter(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n

return filterTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.filter(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filter(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filter(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filter(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.filter(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n

return filterTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the
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given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return

filterTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the given

[predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns

the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of

an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun IntArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterIndexed(predicate:

(index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching the

given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements matching

the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Array<out T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Byte>>

ByteArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>>

ShortArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {
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index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>>

IntArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>> LongArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C,

predicate: (index: Int, Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index,

element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the

given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and

the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Float) -> Boolean):

C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>>

DoubleArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed

{ index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *

@param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter R.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <reified R> Array<*>.filterIsInstance(): List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return

filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are instances of specified type

parameter R to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Array<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is R)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.filterNot(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Byte>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.filterNot(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Short>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.filterNot(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Int>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.filterNot(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<Long>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.filterNot(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n

return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Float>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching
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the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.filterNot(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double>

{\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Double>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.filterNot(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean):

List<Boolean> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Boolean>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements not matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.filterNot(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): List<Char> {\n    return filterNotTo(ArrayList<Char>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

all elements that are not `null`.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Array<out T?>.filterNotNull(): List<T> {\n    return

filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Array<out T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Long>> LongArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Float>>

FloatArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Double>> DoubleArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in

Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Char>>

CharArray.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out

T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.filterTo(destination: C,

predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Int) -> Boolean):

C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Long>> LongArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Boolean>> BooleanArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.slice(indices:

IntRange): List<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start,

indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified

[indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Byte> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return

listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.slice(indices: IntRange):

List<Short> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Int> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Long> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Float> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Double> {\n

if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Boolean> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.slice(indices: IntRange): List<Char> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0)

return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Byte> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size

== 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n

  }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Short> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if

(size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n

list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Int> {\n    val size =
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indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for

(index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun LongArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Long> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Float> {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(size)\n

for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): List<Double> {\n    val

size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Boolean> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list

= ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharArray.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>):

List<Char> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): Array<T> {\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this, indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(indices.size)\n    var targetIndex

= 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): LongArray {\n    val result = LongArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): FloatArray {\n    val result = FloatArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): BooleanArray {\n    val result = BooleanArray(indices.size)\n

var targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing elements of this array at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: Collection<Int>): CharArray {\n    val result = CharArray(indices.size)\n    var

targetIndex = 0\n    for (sourceIndex in indices) {\n        result[targetIndex++] = this[sourceIndex]\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<T>.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): Array<T> {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return copyOfRange(0, 0)\n

return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ByteArray {\n    if
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(indices.isEmpty()) return ByteArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): ShortArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return ShortArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in

the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): IntArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return IntArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): LongArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return LongArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in

the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): FloatArray {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return FloatArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): DoubleArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return DoubleArray(0)\n

return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at

indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): BooleanArray

{\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return BooleanArray(0)\n    return copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive +

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sliceArray(indices: IntRange): CharArray {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return CharArray(0)\n    return

copyOfRange(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.take(n: Int): List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less

than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return

listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n

  break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic

fun ByteArray.take(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n

if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count =

0\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n

list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.take(n: Int): List<Short> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n

if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count =

0\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n

list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.take(n: Int): List<Int> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n

== 0) return emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n

val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.take(n: Int):

List<Long> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Long>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.take(n: Int):

List<Float> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Float>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.take(n: Int):

List<Double> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Double>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.take(n: Int):

List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return
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emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.take(n: Int):

List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[0])\n    var count = 0\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.takeLast(n:

Int): List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Byte> {\n    require(n

>= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n

if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(n)\n    for

(index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n]

elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Short> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n

 if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Int> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if

(n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size -

1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.takeLast(n: Int):

List<Long> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return

emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list

= ArrayList<Long>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Float> {\n    require(n

>= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n

if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(n)\n    for

(index in size - n until size)\n        list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n]

elements.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Double> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element

count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n

 if (n == 1) return listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Boolean> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than

zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return

listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.takeLast(n: Int): List<Char> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n

 if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return

listOf(this[size - 1])\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>(n)\n    for (index in size - n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    for

(index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n

return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo

0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n
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   if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

   if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): List<Float> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

  if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo

0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n    for (index in lastIndex

downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return

toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n

 if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return drop(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): List<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): List<Short> {\n

val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n

 }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun IntArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): List<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing first elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.takeWhile(predicate:

(Long) -> Boolean): List<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first

elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Float) ->

Boolean): List<Float> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n

break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): List<Double>

{\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n

list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): List<Boolean> {\n

val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n

list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements satisfying the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): List<Char> {\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n

val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reverse():
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Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reverse():

Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in

0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n

   reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex =

lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n

this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the array in-place.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var

reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] =

this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the

array in-place.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0)

return\n    var reverseIndex = lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index]

= this[reverseIndex]\n        this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with

elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements

in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.reversed(): List<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.reversed(): List<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list =

toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.reversed(): List<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversed(): List<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.reversed(): List<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.reversed(): List<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.reversed(): List<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversed(): List<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    val list = toMutableList()\n

list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun <T> Array<T>.reversedArray(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = arrayOfNulls(this,

size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.reversedArray(): ByteArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.reversedArray():
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ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.reversedArray(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val

result = IntArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.reversedArray(): LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = LongArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.reversedArray():

FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = FloatArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in

0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this

array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.reversedArray(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

this\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex -

i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.reversedArray(): BooleanArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result =

BooleanArray(size)\n    val lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n

return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with elements of this array in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.reversedArray(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    val result = CharArray(size)\n    val

lastIndex = lastIndex\n    for (i in 0..lastIndex)\n        result[lastIndex - i] = this[i]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Sorts elements in the array in-place according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector]

function.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?):

Unit {\n    if (size > 1) sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according

to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements

in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortDescending():

Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place

descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size >

1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n

reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the array in-place descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.sortDescending(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1) {\n        sort()\n        reverse()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<out T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    return sortedArray().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sorted(): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sorted(): List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.sorted(): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sorted(): List<Long> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sorted(): List<Float> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort()
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}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sorted(): List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sorted(): List<Char> {\n

return toTypedArray().apply { sort() }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<T>.sortedArray(): Array<T> {\n

  if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArray(): ByteArray {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedArray(): ShortArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArray(): IntArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArray(): LongArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedArray(): FloatArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArray(): DoubleArray {\n

 if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements

of this array sorted according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.sortedArray(): CharArray {\n

if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Array<T>.sortedArrayDescending(): Array<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortWith(reverseOrder()) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ByteArray {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all

elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sortedArrayDescending(): ShortArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedArrayDescending(): IntArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this

array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sortedArrayDescending():

LongArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedArrayDescending(): FloatArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedArrayDescending(): DoubleArray {\n    if (isEmpty())

return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of

this array sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedArrayDescending(): CharArray {\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply {

sortDescending() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array with all elements of this array sorted according the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.sortedArrayWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Array<out T>

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return this\n    return this.copyOf().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Array<out T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n

 return sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort

order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ByteArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order
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of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

ShortArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

LongArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

FloatArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

BooleanArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to natural sort order

of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Array<out T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ByteArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Byte) -> R?): List<Byte> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> ShortArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Short) -> R?): List<Short> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> IntArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Int) -> R?): List<Int> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> LongArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Long) -> R?): List<Long> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> FloatArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Float) -> R?): List<Float> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> DoubleArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Double) -> R?): List<Double> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Boolean) -> R?): List<Boolean> {\n

return sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <R :

Comparable<R>> CharArray.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (Char) -> R?): List<Char> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending
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according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.sortedDescending():

List<T> {\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedDescending(): List<Byte> {\n    return

copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their

natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedDescending(): List<Short> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort()

}.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.sortedDescending(): List<Int> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedDescending(): List<Long> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.sortedDescending(): List<Float> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.sortedDescending(): List<Double> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedDescending(): List<Char> {\n    return copyOf().apply { sort() }.reversed()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n    return

sortedArrayWith(comparator).asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Byte>): List<Byte> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>):

List<Short> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Int>): List<Int> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): List<Long> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified

[comparator].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): List<Float> {\n    return

toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>):

List<Double> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all

elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.sortedWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Boolean>): List<Boolean> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply { sortWith(comparator)

}.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): List<Char> {\n    return toTypedArray().apply {

sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<out T>.asList(): List<T> {\n    return ArrayList<T>(this.unsafeCast<Array<Any?>>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a [List] that wraps the original array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.asList():

List<Byte> {\n    return this.unsafeCast<Array<Byte>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the

original array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.asList(): List<Short> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Short>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.asList(): List<Int> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Int>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.asList(): List<Long> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Long>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.asList(): List<Float> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Float>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.asList(): List<Double> {\n    return
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this.unsafeCast<Array<Double>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.asList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return

this.unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>().asList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] that wraps the original array.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.asList(): List<Char> {\n    return object : AbstractList<Char>(), RandomAccess {\n

override val size: Int get() = this@asList.size\n        override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = this@asList.isEmpty()\n

override fun contains(element: Char): Boolean = this@asList.contains(element)\n        override fun get(index: Int):

Char = this@asList[index]\n        override fun indexOf(element: Char): Int = this@asList.indexOf(element)\n

override fun lastIndexOf(element: Char): Int = this@asList.lastIndexOf(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true`

if the two specified arrays are *deeply* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n * \n * If two corresponding elements are nested arrays, they are also compared deeply.\n * If

any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic

infix fun <T> Array<out T>.contentDeepEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n

* \n * If any of arrays contains itself on any nesting level the behavior is undefined.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepHashCode\")\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepHashCode(): Int {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the

contents of this array as if it is a [List].\n * Nested arrays are treated as lists too.\n * \n * If any of arrays contains

itself on any nesting level that reference\n * is rendered as `\"[...]\"` to prevent recursion.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentDeepToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayDeepToString\")\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.contentDeepToString(): String {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two specified arrays

are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

<T> Array<out T>.contentEquals(other: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the

same elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

ByteArray.contentEquals(other: ByteArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

ShortArray.contentEquals(other: ShortArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the

two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

IntArray.contentEquals(other: IntArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the two

specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements in the

same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

LongArray.contentEquals(other: LongArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the

two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

FloatArray.contentEquals(other: FloatArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the

two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same elements

in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun
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DoubleArray.contentEquals(other: DoubleArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same

elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

BooleanArray.contentEquals(other: BooleanArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

the two specified arrays are *structurally* equal to one another,\n * i.e. contain the same number of the same

elements in the same order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayEquals\")\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic infix fun

CharArray.contentEquals(other: CharArray): Boolean {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code

based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.contentHashCode(): Int

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun ByteArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun ShortArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun IntArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun LongArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun FloatArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a hash code based on the contents of this array as if it is [List].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayHashCode\")\npublic fun CharArray.contentHashCode(): Int {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.contentToString(): String

{\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun ByteArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun ShortArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun IntArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun LongArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun FloatArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.contentToString(): String {\n
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definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun BooleanArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string representation of the contents of the specified array as if it is

[List].\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.ContentOperations.contentToString\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@library(\"arrayToString\")\npublic fun CharArray.contentToString(): String {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.copyOf(): Array<T> {\n

return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun ByteArray.copyOf(): ByteArray {\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun ShortArray.copyOf(): ShortArray {\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun IntArray.copyOf(): IntArray {\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.copyOf(): LongArray {\n    return withType(\"LongArray\", this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns new array which is a copy of the original array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic

inline fun FloatArray.copyOf(): FloatArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of the original array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.copyOf(): DoubleArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is

a copy of the original array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.copyOf(): BooleanArray {\n    return

withType(\"BooleanArray\", this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the

original array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.copyOf(): CharArray {\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ByteArray {\n    return fillFrom(this,

ByteArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): ShortArray {\n    return fillFrom(this,

ShortArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n */\npublic fun IntArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): IntArray {\n    return fillFrom(this,

IntArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n */\npublic fun LongArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): LongArray {\n    return withType(\"LongArray\",

arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, 0L))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized

to the given [newSize].\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): FloatArray {\n    return fillFrom(this,

FloatArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): DoubleArray {\n    return fillFrom(this,

DoubleArray(newSize))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given

[newSize].\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.copyOf(newSize: Int): BooleanArray {\n    return

withType(\"BooleanArray\", arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, false))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n */\npublic fun CharArray.copyOf(newSize: Int):

CharArray {\n    return withType(\"CharArray\", fillFrom(this, CharArray(newSize)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of the original array, resized to the given [newSize].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.copyOf(newSize: Int): Array<T?> {\n    return arrayCopyResize(this, newSize, null)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new

array which is a copy of range of original array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of range of original

array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun ByteArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int,

toIndex: Int): ByteArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of range of original array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun
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ShortArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): ShortArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of range of original array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun IntArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex:

Int): IntArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a

copy of range of original array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): LongArray

{\n    return withType(\"LongArray\", this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of range of original array.\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): FloatArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of range of original array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int,

toIndex: Int): DoubleArray {\n    return this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array

which is a copy of range of original array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex:

Int): BooleanArray {\n    return withType(\"BooleanArray\", this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex,

toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns new array which is a copy of range of original array.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.copyOfRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): CharArray {\n    return withType(\"CharArray\",

this.asDynamic().slice(fromIndex, toIndex))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n

*/\npublic val <T> Array<out T>.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range

of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val ByteArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.indices:

IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic

val IntArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for

the array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the

range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val FloatArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0,

lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.indices:

IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices for the array.\n */\npublic

val BooleanArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns the range of valid indices

for the array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.indices: IntRange\n    get() = IntRange(0, lastIndex)\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.isEmpty():

Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size ==

0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharArray.isEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return size == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun ByteArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun IntArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun LongArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return
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!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun FloatArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun BooleanArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array is not

empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.isNotEmpty(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val <T> Array<out T>.lastIndex:

Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val ByteArray.lastIndex:

Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val ShortArray.lastIndex:

Int\n    get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val IntArray.lastIndex: Int\n

 get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val LongArray.lastIndex: Int\n

get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val FloatArray.lastIndex: Int\n

get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val DoubleArray.lastIndex: Int\n

get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val BooleanArray.lastIndex: Int\n

get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the last valid index for the array.\n */\npublic val CharArray.lastIndex: Int\n

get() = size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given

[element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out

T>.plus(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun ByteArray.plus(element: Byte): ByteArray

{\n    return plus(byteArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array

and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun

ShortArray.plus(element: Short): ShortArray {\n    return plus(shortArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun IntArray.plus(element: Int): IntArray {\n

return plus(intArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun

LongArray.plus(element: Long): LongArray {\n    return plus(longArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun FloatArray.plus(element: Float):

FloatArray {\n    return plus(floatArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the

original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator

fun DoubleArray.plus(element: Double): DoubleArray {\n    return plus(doubleArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then the given [element].\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(element: Boolean):

BooleanArray {\n    return plus(booleanArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline

operator fun CharArray.plus(element: Char): CharArray {\n    return plus(charArrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements]

collection.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements: Collection<T>): Array<T> {\n    return

arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Byte>): ByteArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size,

elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the

given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: Collection<Short>): ShortArray {\n

  return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: Collection<Int>): IntArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size +
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elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun LongArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Long>): LongArray {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic

operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: Collection<Float>): FloatArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun

DoubleArray.plus(elements: Collection<Double>): DoubleArray {\n    return fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size +

elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of the original array and

then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements:

Collection<Boolean>): BooleanArray {\n    return arrayPlusCollection(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\npublic operator fun CharArray.plus(elements: Collection<Char>): CharArray {\n    return

fillFromCollection(this.copyOf(size + elements.size), this.size, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun <T> Array<out T>.plus(elements:

Array<out T>): Array<T> {\n    return this.asDynamic().concat(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing

all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun ByteArray.plus(elements: ByteArray):

ByteArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun ShortArray.plus(elements: ShortArray):

ShortArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun IntArray.plus(elements: IntArray):

IntArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements of

the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun LongArray.plus(elements: LongArray):

LongArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun FloatArray.plus(elements: FloatArray):

FloatArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun DoubleArray.plus(elements:

DoubleArray): DoubleArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun BooleanArray.plus(elements:

BooleanArray): BooleanArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array

containing all elements of the original array and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline operator fun CharArray.plus(elements: CharArray):

CharArray {\n    return primitiveArrayConcat(this, elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array containing all elements

of the original array and then the given [element].\n */\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.plusElement(element: T): Array<T> {\n    return

this.asDynamic().concat(arrayOf(element))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n

*/\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic fun IntArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

the array in-place.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)\n        sort { a: Long, b: Long ->

a.compareTo(b) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic fun

ByteArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n
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*/\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic fun ShortArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

the array in-place.\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic fun DoubleArray.sort(): Unit {\n

definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n */\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic fun

FloatArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place.\n

*/\n@library(\"primitiveArraySort\")\npublic fun CharArray.sort(): Unit {\n    definedExternally\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts

the array in-place according to the natural order of its elements.\n */\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>> Array<out

T>.sort(): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)\n        sort { a: T, b: T -> a.compareTo(b) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place

according to the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sort(noinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ByteArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a:

Byte, b: Byte) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to

the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Short, b: Short) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a:

Int, b: Int) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the

order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

LongArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Long, b: Long) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a:

Float, b: Float) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to

the order specified by the given [comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a: Double, b: Double) -> Int): Unit {\n

asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to the order specified by the given

[comparison] function.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.sort(noinline comparison: (a:

Char, b: Char) -> Int): Unit {\n    asDynamic().sort(comparison)\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts the array in-place according to

the order specified by the given [comparator].\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.sortWith(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)\n        sort { a, b -> comparator.compare(a, b) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

array of Boolean containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n    val result = BooleanArray(size)\n    for (index in indices)\n

result[index] = this[index]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the elements of

this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n

for (index in indices)\n        result[index] = this[index]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Char

containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n

 val result = CharArray(size)\n    for (index in indices)\n        result[index] = this[index]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns an array of Double containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out

Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    for (index in indices)\n

result[index] = this[index]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Float containing all of the elements of

this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    val result =

FloatArray(size)\n    for (index in indices)\n        result[index] = this[index]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an array of Int containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Int>.toIntArray():

IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(size)\n    for (index in indices)\n        result[index] = this[index]\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Long containing all of the elements of this generic array.\n */\npublic fun

Array<out Long>.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    val result = LongArray(size)\n    for (index in indices)\n

result[index] = this[index]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing all of the elements of

this generic array.\n */\npublic fun Array<out Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    val result =

ShortArray(size)\n    for (index in indices)\n        result[index] = this[index]\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a
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*typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Byte> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed*

object array containing all of the elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toTypedArray():

Array<Short> {\n    return js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Int> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Long> {\n    return

copyOf().unsafeCast<Array<Long>>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements

of this primitive array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Float> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Double> {\n    return

js(\"[]\").slice.call(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the elements of this primitive

array.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Boolean> {\n    return

copyOf().unsafeCast<Array<Boolean>>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a *typed* object array containing all of the

elements of this primitive array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toTypedArray(): Array<Char> {\n    return

Array<Char>(size, { i -> this[i] })\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform]

function\n * applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one

gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Array<out T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> ByteArray.associate(transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> ShortArray.associate(transform: (Short) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> IntArray.associate(transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> LongArray.associate(transform: (Long) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> FloatArray.associate(transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,
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V> DoubleArray.associate(transform: (Double) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> BooleanArray.associate(transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K,

V> CharArray.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K):

Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, T>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, Byte> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Byte>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K,

Short> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Short>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed

by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) ->

K): Map<K, Int> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Int>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, Long> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Long>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K,

Float> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Float>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed

by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector:
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(Double) -> K): Map<K, Double> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Double>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the

elements from the given array indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to

the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<K> BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, Boolean> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Boolean>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the given array indexed by the key\n *

returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K,

Char> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

Char>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Array<out

T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> ByteArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K,

valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of

the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V> ShortArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

IntArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> LongArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K,

valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of

the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V> FloatArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, V>

{\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by

[valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two
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elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val

capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform]

and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> BooleanArray.associateBy(keySelector:

(Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector,

valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key

returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> CharArray.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K,

valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(size).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function

applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in T>> Array<out T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Byte>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element

itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Short>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Short) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n *

where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the

element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Int>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n *

where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the

element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Long>>

LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to

each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same

key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

in Float>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

 destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to
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each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same

key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

in Double>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Double) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function

applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M :

MutableMap<in K, in Boolean>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): M {\n

  for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given array\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is

provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to

elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last

one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out

T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the

given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added

to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]

function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ShortArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector]

function and\n * and value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform:

(Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> FloatArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform:
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(Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Double) -> K,

valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> BooleanArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K,

valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and value is provided by

the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given array.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the

same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform:

(Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If

any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> ByteArray.associateTo(destination: M,

transform: (Byte) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n *

provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have

the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

ShortArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Short) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> IntArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Int) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and

returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each

element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> LongArray.associateTo(destination: M,

transform: (Long) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n *

provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have

the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

FloatArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Float) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,
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M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> DoubleArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Double) -> Pair<K, V>): M

{\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function

applied to each element of the given array.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets

added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

BooleanArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Boolean) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

 destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given array.\n

* \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharArray.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Array<out

T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Byte>> ByteArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Short>> ShortArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for

(item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Int>> IntArray.toCollection(destination:

C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Long>>

LongArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Float>> FloatArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Double>> DoubleArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n

for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the

given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in Boolean>>

BooleanArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharArray.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Array<out T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Byte> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Short> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun IntArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Int> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Long> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Float> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Double> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic

fun BooleanArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Boolean> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toHashSet(): HashSet<Char> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n
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*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.toList(): List<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toList(): List<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toList(): List<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun LongArray.toList(): List<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun FloatArray.toList(): List<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun DoubleArray.toList(): List<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toList(): List<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n

*/\npublic fun CharArray.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements

of this array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    return

ArrayList(this.asCollection())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun ByteArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Byte> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Byte>(size)\n    for (item

in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Short> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>(size)\n    for (item

in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun IntArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Int> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun LongArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Long> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Long>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Float> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>(size)\n    for (item in this)

list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Double> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Double>(size)\n    for (item in

this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this array.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Boolean> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>(size)\n

for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toMutableList(): MutableList<Char> {\n    val list = ArrayList<Char>(size)\n

for (item in this) list.add(item)\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n

return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.toSet():

Set<Byte> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *

The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.toSet():

Set<Short> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.toSet():

Set<Int> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n *
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The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.toSet():

Set<Long> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.toSet():

Set<Float> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.toSet():

Set<Double> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.toSet(): Set<Boolean> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n

 else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all

elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.toSet(): Set<Char> {\n    return when (size) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else -

> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R> Array<out T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.flatMap(transform: (Byte) ->

Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> ShortArray.flatMap(transform: (Short) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.flatMap(transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.flatMap(transform: (Long) ->

Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> FloatArray.flatMap(transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.flatMap(transform: (Double) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.flatMap(transform: (Boolean)

-> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of

all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.flatMap(transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform]

function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C

: MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Byte) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list

= transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> ShortArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,
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transform: (Short) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Int) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

LongArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.flatMapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Float) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n

destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Double) ->

Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being

invoked on each element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n

for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original array, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

CharArray.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list

= transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out

T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K): Map<K, List<Byte>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Byte>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original

array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where

each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K): Map<K, List<Short>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Short>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K): Map<K, List<Int>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Int>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with
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a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K): Map<K, List<Long>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Long>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K): Map<K, List<Float>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Float>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original array.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K): Map<K, List<Double>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Double>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): Map<K, List<Boolean>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Boolean>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and returns a map

where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied

to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Array<out T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ByteArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

ShortArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by
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the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

IntArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

LongArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

FloatArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values

returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by

the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated

with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys

produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

DoubleArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n

return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

BooleanArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Boolean) -> K, valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n

return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key

returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is

associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

keys produced from the original array.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharArray.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to

the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the
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[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Byte>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Byte) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<Byte>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the

original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Short>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Short)

-> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Short>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Int>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Int) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Int>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Long>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Long) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Long>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Float>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Float) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Float>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Double>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Double) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Double>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n

* Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n *

@return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Boolean>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Boolean>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original array by the key returned by the given [keySelector]

function\n * applied to each element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of

corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K,

MutableList<Char>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n

list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function
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applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to

the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n *

\n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Array<out T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ByteArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Byte) -> K, valueTransform: (Byte) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> ShortArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Short) -> K, valueTransform: (Short) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

     val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> IntArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Int) -> K, valueTransform: (Int) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> LongArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Long) -> K, valueTransform: (Long) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> FloatArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Float) -> K, valueTransform: (Float) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

    val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> DoubleArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Double) -> K, valueTransform: (Double) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key =
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keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n

list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original array\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> BooleanArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Boolean) -> K,

valueTransform: (Boolean) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list

= destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each element of the

original array\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the

[destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination]

map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharArray.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector:

(Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n

   val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from an array to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline

fun <T, K> Array<out T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object :

Grouping<T, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun

keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out

T>.map(transform: (T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.map(transform: (Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.map(transform: (Short) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

IntArray.map(transform: (Int) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original

array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.map(transform: (Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.map(transform: (Float) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original

array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.map(transform: (Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.map(transform: (Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original array.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.map(transform: (Char) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying
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the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied

to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): List<R> {\n

return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform]

function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied

to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): List<R>

{\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Int) ->

R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int,

Long) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the

result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.mapIndexed(transform:

(index: Int, Float) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the

original array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Double) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the

given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param [transform] function

that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Boolean) -> R): List<R> {\n

  return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original array.\n * @param

[transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the

transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharArray.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Char) -

> R): List<R> {\n    return mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

array.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the

result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original array\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out

T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index,

element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the

given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Array<out T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given
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[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Byte) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ShortArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Short) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

IntArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Int) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

LongArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Long) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

FloatArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Float) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

DoubleArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Double) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

BooleanArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Boolean) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element and its index in the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

CharArray.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original array.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Array<out T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in

the original array\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n

forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies

the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Array<out T>.mapTo(destination: C,
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transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

ByteArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Byte) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> ShortArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Short) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

   destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R,

C : MutableCollection<in R>> IntArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Int) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> LongArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Long) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

  destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to

each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R,

C : MutableCollection<in R>> FloatArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Float) -> R): C {\n    for (item in

this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic

inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> DoubleArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Double) -> R): C {\n

 for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> BooleanArray.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Boolean)

-> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies

the given [transform] function to each element of the original array\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharArray.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Byte>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Short>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Int>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Long>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Float>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Double>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Boolean>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each element of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in

the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.distinct(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun
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ByteArray.distinct(): List<Byte> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.distinct(): List<Short> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.distinct(): List<Int> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were

in the source array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.distinct(): List<Long> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.distinct(): List<Float> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.distinct(): List<Double> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n *

\n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.distinct(): List<Boolean> {\n    return this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.distinct(): List<Char> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having

distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same

order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Array<out T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K):

List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n

      if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements

from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the

resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

ByteArray.distinctBy(selector: (Byte) -> K): List<Byte> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Byte>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> ShortArray.distinctBy(selector: (Short) -> K): List<Short> {\n

 val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if

(set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the

given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting

list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> IntArray.distinctBy(selector:

(Int) -> K): List<Int> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key

= selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The

elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

LongArray.distinctBy(selector: (Long) -> K): List<Long> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

  return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> FloatArray.distinctBy(selector: (Float) -> K): List<Float> {\n

val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if

(set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the

given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting

list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

DoubleArray.distinctBy(selector: (Double) -> K): List<Double> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =
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ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys

returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K> BooleanArray.distinctBy(selector: (Boolean) -> K):

List<Boolean> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key

= selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing

only elements from the given array\n * having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The

elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they were in the source array.\n */\npublic inline fun <K>

CharArray.distinctBy(selector: (Char) -> K): List<Char> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key = selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n

 return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this set and the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

<T> Array<out T>.intersect(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ByteArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ShortArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun IntArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun LongArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun FloatArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by both this

set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are

contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Boolean>): Set<Boolean> {\n

val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun CharArray.intersect(other: Iterable<Char>):

Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Array<out

T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return

set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the

specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic

infix fun ByteArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun ShortArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that
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are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int>

{\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.subtract(other:

Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified

collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

FloatArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Float>): Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that are contained by this

array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of

the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n    val set

= this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements that

are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Boolean>):

Set<Boolean> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements that are contained by this array and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic infix fun

CharArray.subtract(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

  return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this)

set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given

array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Byte> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Byte>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Short> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Short>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Int> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Int>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in

this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given

array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Long> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Long>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Float> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Float>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for

(item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from

the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Double> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<Double>(mapCapacity(size))\n

for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements

from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

*/\npublic fun BooleanArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Boolean> {\n    val set =

LinkedHashSet<Boolean>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<Char> {\n

val set = LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(size))\n    for (item in this) set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element
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iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the

end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Array<out T>.union(other: Iterable<T>):

Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing

all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of

the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun ByteArray.union(other: Iterable<Byte>): Set<Byte> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n

*/\npublic infix fun ShortArray.union(other: Iterable<Short>): Set<Short> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n *

\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other]

collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun

IntArray.union(other: Iterable<Int>): Set<Int> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return

set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are

unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.union(other:

Iterable<Long>): Set<Long> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a set containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the

end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun FloatArray.union(other: Iterable<Float>):

Set<Float> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order

of the original array.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the

order of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.union(other: Iterable<Double>): Set<Double> {\n

  val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct

elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n

* Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other]

collection.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.union(other: Iterable<Boolean>): Set<Boolean> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all distinct elements

from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original array.\n * Those

elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order of the [other] collection.\n

*/\npublic infix fun CharArray.union(other: Iterable<Char>): Set<Char> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n

set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.all(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.all(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.all(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.all(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.all(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this)

if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.all(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in

this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given
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[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.all(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element

in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.all(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in

this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one

element.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

array has at least one element.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.any(): Boolean

{\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n

*/\npublic fun FloatArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if array has at least

one element.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

array has at least one element.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if array has at least one element.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.any(): Boolean {\n    return

!isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.any(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n

*/\npublic inline fun ShortArray.any(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.any(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.any(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one

element matches the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.any(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.any(predicate: (Double) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.any(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharArray.any(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun IntArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun LongArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FloatArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.count(): Int {\n

return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharArray.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.count(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return
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count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.count(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.count(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.count(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var

count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.count(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.count(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.count(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.count(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Int

{\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.count(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to

current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.fold(initial: R, operation:

(acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator,

element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ByteArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ShortArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Short) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Int) -> R): R {\n

var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.fold(initial: R, operation:

(acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun <R> FloatArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Float) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for

(element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each

element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Double) -> R): R {\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right

to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.fold(initial: R, operation:

(acc: R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun <R> CharArray.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element

in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value
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starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n

var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left

to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation:

(index: Int, acc: R, Byte) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline

fun <R> ShortArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Short) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

Int) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

LongArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Long) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R,

Float) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Double) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc:

R, Boolean) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator =

operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its

index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var
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accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator, element)\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldRight(initial: R,

operation: (T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

  accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Byte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index

= lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation:

(Int, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index

= lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

FloatArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Float, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> DoubleArray.foldRight(initial: R,

operation: (Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0)

{\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates

value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> BooleanArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Boolean, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Array<out T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index:

Int, T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of

an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> ByteArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Byte, acc: R) -> R): R {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *
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and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

ShortArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Short, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator

value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> IntArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index

>= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> LongArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int,

Long, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n

accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with

its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of

an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> FloatArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: R) -> R): R {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

[initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

DoubleArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

BooleanArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial]

value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharArray.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

var accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n

    --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.forEach(action: (Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.forEach(action: (Short) -> Unit): Unit {\n

for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun IntArray.forEach(action: (Int) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.forEach(action: (Long) -> Unit): Unit {\n

for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline

fun FloatArray.forEach(action: (Float) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.forEach(action: (Double) ->

Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.forEach(action: (Boolean) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs

the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item

in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index

with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and

performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int,

Byte) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the

index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Short) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Int) -> Unit):

Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on

each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Long) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Float) ->

Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action]

on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of

an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Double) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with

the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs

the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int,

Boolean) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the

given [action] on each element, providing sequential index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that

takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic

inline fun CharArray.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in

this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If

any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.max():

Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN`

returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.max(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.max(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.max(): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e
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= this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there

are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.max(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n

for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.max(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return

max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.max():

Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n

* \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.max(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

  if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.max(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    if (max.isNaN()) return

max\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.max(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Array<out T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var

maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ByteArray.maxBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

  }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ShortArray.maxBy(selector: (Short) ->

R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

         maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.maxBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var

maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> LongArray.maxBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

  }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> FloatArray.maxBy(selector: (Float) ->

R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n

         maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.maxBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n

 var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n

if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n
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*/\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.maxBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue

= v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given

function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

CharArray.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var

maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max,

e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Byte>): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max =

e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided

[comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in

Int>): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float?

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max

= this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

 return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):

Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements

is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.min(): Double? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.min(): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n

      if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Array<out T>.min(): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var
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min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.min():

Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.min(): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in

1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest

element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.min(): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.min():

Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no

elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.min(): Float? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\npublic

fun DoubleArray.min(): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    if (min.isNaN()) return

min\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.min(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Array<out T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var

minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ByteArray.minBy(selector: (Byte) -> R): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> ShortArray.minBy(selector: (Short) ->

R): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for

(i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

        minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest

value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

IntArray.minBy(selector: (Int) -> R): Int? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var

minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> LongArray.minBy(selector: (Long) -> R): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty())

return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e

= this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> FloatArray.minBy(selector: (Float) ->

R): Float? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n

    minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value

of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>>

DoubleArray.minBy(selector: (Double) -> R): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n
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var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> BooleanArray.minBy(selector: (Boolean) -> R): Boolean? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex)

{\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue =

v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given

function or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharArray.minBy(selector:

(Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided

[comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in

Byte>): Byte? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

     if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having

the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Short>): Short? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Int>): Int? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Long>): Long? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Float>): Float?

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Double>): Double? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator]

or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Boolean>):

Boolean? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n

if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the

smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var min =

this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.none():

Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n

*/\npublic fun ShortArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no

elements.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array

has no elements.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if
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the array has no elements.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the array has no elements.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.none(): Boolean {\n    return

isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the array has no elements.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.none(): Boolean {\n

 return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Array<out T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun ByteArray.none(predicate: (Byte) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun ShortArray.none(predicate: (Short) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.none(predicate: (Int) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.none(predicate: (Long) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.none(predicate: (Float) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.none(predicate: (Double) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.none(predicate: (Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.none(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <S, T: S> Array<out T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = this[0]\n    for (index

in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n

* Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Byte, Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.reduce(operation: (acc:

Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't

be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun IntArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Int, Int) -> Int): Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n

if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator

= this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduce(operation: (acc:

Float, Float) -> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't

be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =
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operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun DoubleArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.reduce(operation: (acc:

Boolean, Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the

first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic

inline fun CharArray.reduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current

accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes

the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S> Array<out T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n

if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator:

S = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from

left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc:

Byte, Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Short, Short) -> Short): Short {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Int, Int) -> Int):

Int {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator,

this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the

original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n *

and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

LongArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Long, Long) -> Long): Long {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]
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function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Float, Float) -

> Float): Float {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first

element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index

in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator

value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Double, Double) -> Double): Double {\n    if (isEmpty())\n

    throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to

right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Boolean,

Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array

can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator =

operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original array.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in

1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S> Array<out

T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current

accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceRight(operation: (Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n

var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

 var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from

right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

ShortArray.reduceRight(operation: (Short, acc: Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0)

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceRight(operation: (Int, acc:

Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array

can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last

element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.reduceRight(operation: (Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if

(index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left
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to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.reduceRight(operation: (Float,

acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current

accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.reduceRight(operation: (Double, acc: Double) -> Double):

Double {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--),

accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRight(operation: (Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left

to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.reduceRight(operation: (Char, acc:

Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator =

operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last

element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S>

Array<out T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index

< 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = get(index--

)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int,

Byte, acc: Byte) -> Byte): Byte {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Short, acc:

Short) -> Short): Short {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n

* to each element with its index in the original array and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation]

function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the

next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Int, acc: Int) ->

Int): Int {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be

reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index,

get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun
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LongArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Long, acc: Long) -> Long): Long {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Float, acc: Float) -> Float): Float {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

DoubleArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Double, acc: Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var index =

lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

BooleanArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Boolean, acc: Boolean) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    var

index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index),

accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element

and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original array and current

accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n * and

current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n

 if (index < 0) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty array can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator =

get(index--)\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to

each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum:

Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumBy(selector: (Byte) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumBy(selector: (Short) -> Int): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

IntArray.sumBy(selector: (Int) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.sumBy(selector: (Long) -> Int): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumBy(selector: (Float) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumBy(selector: (Double) -> Int): Int {\n
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var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun BooleanArray.sumBy(selector: (Boolean) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int

{\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Array<out T>.sumByDouble(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

ByteArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Byte) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Short) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

  }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each

element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Int) -> Double): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic

inline fun LongArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Long) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values

produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun

FloatArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Float) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by

[selector] function applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.sumByDouble(selector:

(Double) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the array.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Boolean) ->

Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in

the array.\n */\npublic inline fun CharArray.sumByDouble(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are

any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Array<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Array<T> {\n    for (element in this)

{\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n

}\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Array<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Array<out

T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

          second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair

of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun ByteArray.partition(predicate: (Byte) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Byte>, List<Byte>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Byte>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Byte>()\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of

lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun ShortArray.partition(predicate: (Short) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Short>, List<Short>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Short>()\n    val second =
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ArrayList<Short>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        }

else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array

into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun IntArray.partition(predicate: (Int) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Int>, List<Int>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Int>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Int>()\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into pair of

lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun LongArray.partition(predicate: (Long) ->

Boolean): Pair<List<Long>, List<Long>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Long>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Long>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else

{\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun FloatArray.partition(predicate: (Float)

-> Boolean): Pair<List<Float>, List<Float>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Float>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Float>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else

{\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array into

pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun DoubleArray.partition(predicate:

(Double) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Double>, List<Double>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Double>()\n    val second =

ArrayList<Double>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        }

else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original array

into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list

contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun BooleanArray.partition(predicate:

(Boolean) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Boolean>, List<Boolean>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    val second

= ArrayList<Boolean>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n

} else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original

array into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while

*second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharArray.partition(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Pair<List<Char>, List<Char>> {\n    val first =

ArrayList<Char>()\n    val second = ArrayList<Char>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

        first.add(element)\n        } else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first,

second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has

length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<T,

R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both

collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ByteArray.zip(other:

Array<out R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix

fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of

shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return

zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same

indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out R>):

List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest

collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return
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zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same

indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out R>):

List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

CharArray.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List

has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out T>.zip(other: Array<out R>,

transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n

for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of

shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) ->

V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

  list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of

both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R, V> ShortArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size =

minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i],

other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same

indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V>

IntArray.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n

 val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> FloatArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> DoubleArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> BooleanArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>, transform: (a: Boolean, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> CharArray.zip(other: Array<out

R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of

shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Array<out T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n

return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections

with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> ByteArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Byte, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs

built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix

fun <R> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Short, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of
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shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Int, R>> {\n    return

zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same

indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Long, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Float, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest

collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> DoubleArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Double, R>> {\n    return

zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same

indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R> BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>):

List<Pair<Boolean, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from

elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <R>

CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<Char, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List

has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Array<out T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform:

(a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length

of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> ByteArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Byte, b: R) ->

V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10),

arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n

list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements

of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R, V> ShortArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Short, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize

= size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for

(element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> IntArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>,

transform: (a: Int, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length

of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> LongArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Long, b: R) -

> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10),

arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n

list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements

of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R, V> FloatArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Float, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize =

size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element

in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> DoubleArray.zip(other:

Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Double, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length

of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> BooleanArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Boolean,
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b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n

if (i >= arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length

of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <R, V> CharArray.zip(other: Iterable<R>, transform: (a: Char, b: R) ->

V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = size\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10),

arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in other) {\n        if (i >= arraySize) break\n

list.add(transform(this[i++], element))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements

of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun

ByteArray.zip(other: ByteArray): List<Pair<Byte, Byte>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest

collection.\n */\npublic infix fun ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray): List<Pair<Short, Short>> {\n    return

zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same

indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun IntArray.zip(other: IntArray): List<Pair<Int,

Int>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both

collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun LongArray.zip(other:

LongArray): List<Pair<Long, Long>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic

infix fun FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray): List<Pair<Float, Float>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of

shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray): List<Pair<Double, Double>> {\n

return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both collections

with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun BooleanArray.zip(other:

BooleanArray): List<Pair<Boolean, Boolean>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list of pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n

*/\npublic infix fun CharArray.zip(other: CharArray): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1

to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using

provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <V> ByteArray.zip(other:

ByteArray, transform: (a: Byte, b: Byte) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <V> ShortArray.zip(other: ShortArray,

transform: (a: Short, b: Short) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <V> IntArray.zip(other: IntArray,

transform: (a: Int, b: Int) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n

for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of

shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <V> LongArray.zip(other: LongArray, transform: (a: Long, b: Long) ->

V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n

  list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of

both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <V> FloatArray.zip(other: FloatArray, transform: (a: Float, b: Float) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size =

minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i],

other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same

indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

DoubleArray.zip(other: DoubleArray, transform: (a: Double, b: Double) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,
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other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes

using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

BooleanArray.zip(other: BooleanArray, transform: (a: Boolean, b: Boolean) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size =

minOf(size, other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i],

other[i]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same

indexes using provided [transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <V>

CharArray.zip(other: CharArray, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val size = minOf(size,

other.size)\n    val list = ArrayList<V>(size)\n    for (i in 0 until size) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n

}\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the

given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value

of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string

(which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable> Array<out T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n

  for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n

 buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable>

ByteArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n                buffer.append(transform(element))\n

    else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable>

ShortArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence

= \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n                buffer.append(transform(element))\n

    else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable>

IntArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n                buffer.append(transform(element))\n

    else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable>
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LongArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence

= \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n                buffer.append(transform(element))\n

    else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable>

FloatArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n                buffer.append(transform(element))\n

    else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable>

DoubleArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix:

CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? =

null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1)

buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n

buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n                buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n

}\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return

buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given

[prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of

[limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which

defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable> BooleanArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence =

\", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\",

transform: ((Boolean) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element

in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if

(transform != null)\n                buffer.append(transform(element))\n            else\n

buffer.append(element.toString())\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <A : Appendable>

CharArray.joinTo(buffer: A, separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n

buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n

     if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n            if (transform != null)\n                buffer.append(transform(element))\n

    else\n                buffer.append(element)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out

T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit:

Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return
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joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

ByteArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\",

limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Byte) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Short) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

IntArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\",

limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Int) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Long) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Float) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

DoubleArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Double) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Boolean) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n

return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates

a string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n

* If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first

[limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun

CharArray.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\",

limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((Char) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return
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joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Array<out T>.asIterable(): Iterable<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being

iterated.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return

Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its

elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original

array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Int> {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asIterable():

Iterable<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an

[Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun

FloatArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being

iterated.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n

return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original array returning

its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun BooleanArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty())

return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the

original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharArray.asIterable(): Iterable<Char>

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n    return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence]

instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Byte> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Short> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun IntArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Int> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun LongArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Long> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Float> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.asSequence():

Sequence<Double> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements when being iterated.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic fun

BooleanArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Boolean> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence

{ this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original array returning its elements

when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromArray\n */\npublic

fun CharArray.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if (isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence {
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this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out Float>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ShortArray.average():

Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int =

0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN

else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun

LongArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an average value of elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun FloatArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum /

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Array<out Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Array<out Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int =

0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Array<out Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var

sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of

all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun Array<out Long>.sum(): Long

{\n    var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Array<out

Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Array<out Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of
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all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun ByteArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

 sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun

ShortArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun IntArray.sum(): Int {\n    var sum:

Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun LongArray.sum(): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic

fun FloatArray.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the array.\n */\npublic fun DoubleArray.sum(): Double

{\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides

a skeletal implementation of the [MutableCollection] interface.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in

the collection. The collection is invariant on its element type.\n */\npublic abstract class

AbstractMutableCollection<E> protected constructor() : AbstractCollection<E>(), MutableCollection<E> {\n\n

abstract override fun add(element: E): Boolean\n\n    override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\n        val iterator

= iterator()\n        while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            if (iterator.next() == element) {\n

iterator.remove()\n                return true\n            }\n        }\n        return false\n    }\n\n    override fun

addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        var modified = false\n        for (element in elements) {\n

if (add(element)) modified = true\n        }\n        return modified\n    }\n\n    override fun removeAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean = (this as MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it in elements }\n    override fun

retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = (this as MutableIterable<E>).removeAll { it !in elements }\n\n

override fun clear(): Unit {\n        val iterator = this.iterator()\n        while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

iterator.next()\n            iterator.remove()\n        }\n    }\n\n    open fun toJSON(): Any = this.toArray()\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT AbstractList\n *

Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n*/\n\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of

the [MutableList] interface.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the list. The list is invariant on its

element type.\n */\npublic abstract class AbstractMutableList<E> protected constructor() :

AbstractMutableCollection<E>(), MutableList<E> {\n    protected var modCount: Int = 0\n\n    abstract override fun

add(index: Int, element: E): Unit\n    abstract override fun removeAt(index: Int): E\n    abstract override fun

set(index: Int, element: E): E\n\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\n        add(size, element)\n        return

true\n    }\n\n    override fun addAll(index: Int, elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        var _index = index\n

var changed = false\n        for (e in elements) {\n            add(_index++, e)\n            changed = true\n        }\n

return changed\n    }\n\n    override fun clear() {\n        removeRange(0, size)\n    }\n\n    override fun

removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean = removeAll { it in elements }\n    override fun retainAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean = removeAll { it !in elements }\n\n\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E> =

IteratorImpl()\n\n    override fun contains(element: E): Boolean = indexOf(element) >= 0\n\n    override fun

indexOf(element: E): Int {\n        for (index in 0..lastIndex) {\n            if (get(index) == element) {\n                return

index\n            }\n        }\n        return -1\n    }\n\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element: E): Int {\n        for (index in
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lastIndex downTo 0) {\n            if (get(index) == element) {\n                return index\n            }\n        }\n        return

-1\n    }\n\n    override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E> = listIterator(0)\n    override fun listIterator(index:

Int): MutableListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\n\n\n    override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

MutableList<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the range of elements from this list

starting from [fromIndex] and ending with but not including [toIndex].\n     */\n    protected open fun

removeRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(fromIndex)\n        repeat(toIndex -

fromIndex) {\n            iterator.next()\n            iterator.remove()\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this list with

another list instance with the ordered structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [List] of

the same size, which contains the same elements in the same order.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n        if (other !is List<*>) return false\n\n        return

AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code value for this list.\n     */\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\n\n\n    private open inner class IteratorImpl :

MutableIterator<E> {\n        /** the index of the item that will be returned on the next call to [next]`()` */\n

protected var index = 0\n        /** the index of the item that was returned on the previous call to [next]`()`\n         * or

[ListIterator.previous]`()` (for `ListIterator`),\n         * -1 if no such item exists\n         */\n        protected var last = -

1\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\n\n        override fun next(): E {\n            if (!hasNext())

throw NoSuchElementException()\n            last = index++\n            return get(last)\n        }\n\n        override fun

remove() {\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call next() or previous() before removing element from the iterator.\"}\n\n

        removeAt(last)\n            index = last\n            last = -1\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Implementation of

`MutableListIterator` for abstract lists.\n     */\n    private inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) : IteratorImpl(),

MutableListIterator<E> {\n\n        init {\n            AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index,

this@AbstractMutableList.size)\n            this.index = index\n        }\n\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean =

index > 0\n\n        override fun nextIndex(): Int = index\n\n        override fun previous(): E {\n            if

(!hasPrevious()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n\n            last = --index\n            return get(last)\n        }\n\n

override fun previousIndex(): Int = index - 1\n\n        override fun add(element: E) {\n            add(index, element)\n

        index++\n            last = -1\n        }\n\n        override fun set(element: E) {\n            check(last != -1) { \"Call

next() or previous() before updating element value with the iterator.\"}\n            this@AbstractMutableList[last] =

element\n        }\n    }\n\n    private class SubList<E>(private val list: AbstractMutableList<E>, private val

fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) : AbstractMutableList<E>(), RandomAccess {\n        private var _size: Int = 0\n\n

init {\n            AbstractList.checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\n            this._size = toIndex -

fromIndex\n        }\n\n        override fun add(index: Int, element: E) {\n

AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, _size)\n\n            list.add(fromIndex + index, element)\n            _size++\n

  }\n\n        override fun get(index: Int): E {\n            AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n            return

list[fromIndex + index]\n        }\n\n        override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n            val result = list.removeAt(fromIndex + index)\n

_size--\n            return result\n        }\n\n        override fun set(index: Int, element: E): E {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n            return list.set(fromIndex + index, element)\n        }\n\n

override val size: Int get() = _size\n

}\n\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"PreconditionsKt\")\npackage

kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.internal.contracts.*\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the [value] is

false.\n *\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun require(value: Boolean): Unit {\n    contract {\n        returns()

implies value\n    }\n    require(value) { \"Failed requirement.\" }\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an

[IllegalArgumentException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the [value] is false.\n *\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

require(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies value\n    }\n    if

(!value) {\n        val message = lazyMessage()\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] if the [value] is null. Otherwise returns the not null value.\n
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*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T:Any> requireNotNull(value: T?): T {\n    contract {\n

returns() implies (value != null)\n    }\n    return requireNotNull(value) { \"Required value was null.\" }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Throws an [IllegalArgumentException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the [value] is null. Otherwise\n

* returns the not null value.\n *\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failRequireWithLazyMessage\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T:Any> requireNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T

{\n    contract {\n        returns() implies (value != null)\n    }\n\n    if (value == null) {\n        val message =

lazyMessage()\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(message.toString())\n    } else {\n        return value\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] if the [value] is false.\n *\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

check(value: Boolean): Unit {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies value\n    }\n    check(value) { \"Check failed.\"

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage] if the [value] is false.\n

*\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun check(value: Boolean, lazyMessage: () -> Any): Unit {\n    contract {\n        returns() implies value\n    }\n

  if (!value) {\n        val message = lazyMessage()\n        throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] if the [value] is null. Otherwise\n * returns the not null value.\n

*\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T:Any> checkNotNull(value: T?): T = checkNotNull(value) { \"Required value was null.\" }\n\n/**\n *

Throws an [IllegalStateException] with the result of calling [lazyMessage]  if the [value] is null. Otherwise\n *

returns the not null value.\n *\n * @sample samples.misc.Preconditions.failCheckWithLazyMessage\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T:Any> checkNotNull(value: T?, lazyMessage: () -> Any): T

{\n    contract {\n        returns() implies (value != null)\n    }\n\n    if (value == null) {\n        val message =

lazyMessage()\n        throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\n    } else {\n        return value\n

}\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Throws an [IllegalStateException] with the given [message].\n *\n * @sample

samples.misc.Preconditions.failWithError\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun error(message: Any):

Nothing = throw IllegalStateException(message.toString())\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT AbstractMap\n *

Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the

[MutableMap] interface.\n *\n * The implementor is required to implement the [entries] property, which should

return mutable set of map entries, and the [put] function.\n *\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is

invariant on its key type.\n * @param V the type of map values. The map is invariant on its value type.\n */\npublic

abstract class AbstractMutableMap<K, V> protected constructor() : AbstractMap<K, V>(), MutableMap<K, V>

{\n\n    /**\n     * A mutable [Map.Entry] shared by several [Map] implementations.\n     */\n    internal open class

SimpleEntry<K, V>(override val key: K, value: V) : MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V> {\n        constructor(entry:

Map.Entry<K, V>) : this(entry.key, entry.value)\n\n        private var _value = value\n\n        override val value: V

get() = _value\n\n        override fun setValue(newValue: V): V {\n            val oldValue = this._value\n

this._value = newValue\n            return oldValue\n        }\n\n        override fun hashCode(): Int =

entryHashCode(this)\n        override fun toString(): String = entryToString(this)\n        override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean = entryEquals(this, other)\n\n    }\n\n    override fun clear() {\n        entries.clear()\n    }\n\n

private var _keys: MutableSet<K>? = null\n    override val keys: MutableSet<K> get() {\n        if (_keys == null) {\n

          _keys = object : AbstractMutableSet<K>() {\n                override fun add(element: K): Boolean = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on keys\")\n                override fun clear() {\n

this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\n                }\n\n                override operator fun contains(element: K): Boolean =

containsKey(element)\n\n                override operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<K> {\n                    val
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entryIterator = entries.iterator()\n                    return object : MutableIterator<K> {\n                        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\n                        override fun next(): K = entryIterator.next().key\n

               override fun remove() = entryIterator.remove()\n                    }\n                }\n\n                override fun

remove(element: K): Boolean {\n                    if (containsKey(element)) {\n

this@AbstractMutableMap.remove(element)\n                        return true\n                    }\n                    return false\n

             }\n\n                override val size: Int get() = this@AbstractMutableMap.size\n            }\n        }\n        return

_keys!!\n    }\n\n    abstract override fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\n\n    override fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>)

{\n        for ((key, value) in from) {\n            put(key, value)\n        }\n    }\n\n    private var _values:

MutableCollection<V>? = null\n    override val values: MutableCollection<V> get() {\n        if (_values == null) {\n

          _values = object : AbstractMutableCollection<V>() {\n                override fun add(element: V): Boolean =

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on values\")\n                override fun clear() =

this@AbstractMutableMap.clear()\n\n                override operator fun contains(element: V): Boolean =

containsValue(element)\n\n                override operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<V> {\n                    val

entryIterator = entries.iterator()\n                    return object : MutableIterator<V> {\n                        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\n                        override fun next(): V = entryIterator.next().value\n

                 override fun remove() = entryIterator.remove()\n                    }\n                }\n\n                override val

size: Int get() = this@AbstractMutableMap.size\n\n                // TODO: should we implement them this way?

Currently it's unspecified in JVM\n                override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n                    if (this ===

other) return true\n                    if (other !is Collection<*>) return false\n                    return

AbstractList.orderedEquals(this, other)\n                }\n                override fun hashCode(): Int =

AbstractList.orderedHashCode(this)\n            }\n        }\n        return _values!!\n    }\n\n    override fun remove(key:

K): V? {\n        val iter = entries.iterator()\n        while (iter.hasNext()) {\n            var entry = iter.next()\n            val

k = entry.key\n            if (key == k) {\n                val value = entry.value\n                iter.remove()\n                return

value\n            }\n        }\n        return null\n

}\n\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nprivate object EmptyMap : Map<Any?, Nothing>, Serializable {\n    private const val

serialVersionUID: Long = 8246714829545688274\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is

Map<*,*> && other.isEmpty()\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\n    override fun toString(): String = \"{}\"\n\n

override val size: Int get() = 0\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\n\n    override fun containsKey(key:

Any?): Boolean = false\n    override fun containsValue(value: Nothing): Boolean = false\n    override fun get(key:

Any?): Nothing? = null\n    override val entries: Set<Map.Entry<Any?, Nothing>> get() = EmptySet\n    override

val keys: Set<Any?> get() = EmptySet\n    override val values: Collection<Nothing> get() = EmptyList\n\n    private

fun readResolve(): Any = EmptyMap\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only map of specified type.\n *\n * The

returned map is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\n

*/\npublic fun <K, V> emptyMap(): Map<K, V> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (EmptyMap as Map<K,

V>)\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only map with the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\n * where the first

value is the key and the second is the value.\n *\n * If multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map will

contain the value from the last of those pairs.\n *\n * Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were

specified.\n *\n * The returned map is serializable (JVM).\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\n */\npublic fun <K, V> mapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> = if (pairs.size > 0) pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size))) else emptyMap()\n\n/**\n

* Returns an empty read-only map.\n *\n * The returned map is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyReadOnlyMap\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<K, V> mapOf(): Map<K, V> = emptyMap()\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n *

Returns an empty new [MutableMap].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> mutableMapOf():

MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableMap] with the specified contents, given
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as a list of pairs\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\n *\n * If multiple pairs have

the same key, the resulting map will contain the value from the last of those pairs.\n *\n * Entries of the map are

iterated in the order they were specified.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mutableMapFromPairs\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.emptyMutableMap\n */\npublic fun <K, V> mutableMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): MutableMap<K, V>\n        = LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply { putAll(pairs)

}\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new [HashMap].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <K, V> hashMapOf(): HashMap<K, V> = HashMap<K, V>()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [HashMap] with

the specified contents, given as a list of pairs\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\n

*\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.hashMapFromPairs\n */\npublic fun <K, V>

hashMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<K, V>): HashMap<K, V>\n        = HashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(pairs.size)).apply

{ putAll(pairs) }\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new [LinkedHashMap].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> linkedMapOf():

LinkedHashMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [LinkedHashMap] with the specified

contents, given as a list of pairs\n * where the first component is the key and the second is the value.\n *\n * If

multiple pairs have the same key, the resulting map will contain the value from the last of those pairs.\n *\n *

Entries of the map are iterated in the order they were specified.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.linkedMapFromPairs\n */\npublic fun <K, V> linkedMapOf(vararg pairs:

Pair<K, V>): LinkedHashMap<K, V>\n        = pairs.toMap(LinkedHashMap(mapCapacity(pairs.size)))\n\n/**\n *

Calculate the initial capacity of a map, based on Guava's com.google.common.collect.Maps approach. This is

equivalent\n * to the Collection constructor for HashSet, (c.size()/.75f) + 1, but provides further optimisations for

very small or\n * very large sizes, allows support non-collection classes, and provides consistency for all map based

class construction.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun mapCapacity(expectedSize: Int): Int {\n    if (expectedSize <

3) {\n        return expectedSize + 1\n    }\n    if (expectedSize < INT_MAX_POWER_OF_TWO) {\n        return

expectedSize + expectedSize / 3\n    }\n    return Int.MAX_VALUE // any large value\n}\n\nprivate const val

INT_MAX_POWER_OF_TWO: Int = Int.MAX_VALUE / 2 + 1\n\n/** Returns `true` if this map is not empty.

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean =

!isEmpty()\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Map] if its not `null`, or the empty [Map] otherwise.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>?.orEmpty() : Map<K, V> = this ?:

emptyMap()\n\n/**\n * Checks if the map contains the given key.\n *\n * This method allows to use the `x in map`

syntax for checking whether an object is contained in the map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V> Map<out K, V>.contains(key: K) : Boolean =

containsKey(key)\n\n/**\n * Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or `null` if such a key is not present

in the map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V>

Map<out K, V>.get(key: K): V?\n        = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K,

V>).get(key)\n\n/**\n * Allows to use the index operator for storing values in a mutable map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K, V>.set(key: K, value: V): Unit

{\n    put(key, value)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the map contains the specified [key].\n *\n * Allows to

overcome type-safety restriction of `containsKey` that requires to pass a key of type `K`.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K> Map<out K,

*>.containsKey(key: K): Boolean\n        = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as Map<K,

*>).containsKey(key)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the map maps one or more keys to the specified [value].\n *\n *

Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `containsValue` that requires to pass a value of type `V`.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, @kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes V> Map<K,

V>.containsValue(value: V): Boolean = this.containsValue(value)\n\n\n/**\n * Removes the specified key and its

corresponding value from this map.\n *\n * @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the key

was not present in the map.\n\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `remove` that requires to pass a key
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of type `K`.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes K, V>

MutableMap<out K, V>.remove(key: K): V?\n        = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableMap<K, V>).remove(key)\n\n/**\n * Returns the key component of the map entry.\n *\n * This method

allows to use destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\n * ```\n * for ((key, value) in map)

{\n *     // do something with the key and the value\n * }\n * ```\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component1(): K = key\n\n/**\n * Returns the value component of the map

entry.\n *\n * This method allows to use destructuring declarations when working with maps, for example:\n * ```\n

* for ((key, value) in map) {\n *     // do something with the key and the value\n * }\n * ```\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.component2(): V =

value\n\n/**\n * Converts entry to [Pair] with key being first component and value being second.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map.Entry<K, V>.toPair(): Pair<K, V> = Pair(key,

value)\n\n/**\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the result of the [defaultValue] function if there was no

entry for the given key.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrElse\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.getOrElse(key: K, defaultValue: () -> V): V

= get(key) ?: defaultValue()\n\n\ninternal inline fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.getOrElseNullable(key: K, defaultValue: ()

-> V): V {\n    val value = get(key)\n    if (value == null && !containsKey(key)) {\n        return defaultValue()\n    }

else {\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return value as V\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the value

for the given [key] or throws an exception if there is no such key in the map.\n *\n * If the map was created by

[withDefault], resorts to its `defaultValue` provider function\n * instead of throwing an exception.\n *\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain a value for the specified key and\n * no implicit default

value was provided for that map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.getValue(key: K): V

= getOrImplicitDefault(key)\n\n/**\n * Returns the value for the given key. If the key is not found in the map, calls

the [defaultValue] function,\n * puts its result into the map under the given key and returns it.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Usage.getOrPut\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> MutableMap<K, V>.getOrPut(key: K,

defaultValue: () -> V): V {\n    val value = get(key)\n    return if (value == null) {\n        val answer =

defaultValue()\n        put(key, answer)\n        answer\n    } else {\n        value\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

[Iterator] over the entries in the [Map].\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Usage.forOverEntries\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.iterator():

Iterator<Map.Entry<K, V>> = entries.iterator()\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableIterator] over the mutable entries in

the [MutableMap].\n *\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"mutableIterator\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K, V>.iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> =

entries.iterator()\n\n/**\n * Populates the given [destination] map with entries having the keys of this map and the

values obtained\n * by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this [Map].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

R, M : MutableMap<in K, in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapValuesTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) ->

R): M {\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, { it.key }, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates the given

[destination] map with entries having the keys obtained\n * by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this

[Map] and the values of this map.\n *\n * In case if any two entries are mapped to the equal keys, the value of the

latter one will overwrite\n * the value associated with the former one.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, M :

MutableMap<in R, in V>> Map<out K, V>.mapKeysTo(destination: M, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): M

{\n    return entries.associateByTo(destination, transform, { it.value })\n}\n\n/**\n * Puts all the given [pairs] into

this [MutableMap] with the first component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\n */\npublic fun <K,

V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>): Unit {\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\n

put(key, value)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Puts all the elements of the given collection into this [MutableMap] with the first

component in the pair being the key and the second the value.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in

V>.putAll(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K,V>>): Unit {\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\n        put(key, value)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Puts all the elements of the given sequence into this [MutableMap] with the first component in the

pair being the key and the second the value.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.putAll(pairs:

Sequence<Pair<K,V>>): Unit {\n    for ((key, value) in pairs) {\n        put(key, value)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a
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new map with entries having the keys of this map and the values obtained by applying the [transform]\n * function

to each entry in this [Map].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n *\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K,

V>.mapValues(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<K, R> {\n    return mapValuesTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

R>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) // .optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new Map with entries

having the keys obtained by applying the [transform] function to each entry in this\n * [Map] and the values of this

map.\n *\n * In case if any two entries are mapped to the equal keys, the value of the latter one will overwrite\n * the

value associated with the former one.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original

map.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Transformations.mapKeys\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R>

Map<out K, V>.mapKeys(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map<R, V> {\n    return

mapKeysTo(LinkedHashMap<R, V>(mapCapacity(size)), transform) // .optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a map containing all key-value pairs with keys matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterKeys\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterKeys(predicate: (K) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    val result =

LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n    for (entry in this) {\n        if (predicate(entry.key)) {\n            result.put(entry.key,

entry.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a map containing all key-value pairs with values

matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n *

@sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.filterValues(predicate: (V) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    val result = LinkedHashMap<K, V>()\n    for (entry

in this) {\n        if (predicate(entry.value)) {\n            result.put(entry.key, entry.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Appends all entries matching the given [predicate] into the mutable map given as [destination]

parameter.\n *\n * @return the destination map.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterTo\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.filterTo(destination: M, predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n

destination.put(element.key, element.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map

containing all key-value pairs matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filter\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.filter(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    return

filterTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all entries not matching the given [predicate]

into the given [destination].\n *\n * @return the destination map.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNotTo\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Map<out K, V>.filterNotTo(destination: M, predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): M {\n    for (element in

this) {\n        if (!predicate(element)) {\n            destination.put(element.key, element.value)\n        }\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs not matching the given [predicate].\n *\n

* The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Maps.Filtering.filterNot\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.filterNot(predicate:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Map<K, V> {\n    return filterNotTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map containing all key-value pairs from the given collection of pairs.\n *\n *

The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <K, V>

Iterable<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> {\n    if (this is Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 ->

emptyMap()\n            1 -> mapOf(if (this is List) this[0] else iterator().next())\n            else ->

toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(mapCapacity(size)))\n        }\n    }\n    return toMap(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value

pairs from the given collection of pairs.\n */\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<Pair<K,

V>>.toMap(destination: M): M\n        = destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap) }\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map

containing all key-value pairs from the given array of pairs.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original array.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Array<out Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> = when(size) {\n

 0 -> emptyMap()\n    1 -> mapOf(this[0])\n    else -> toMap(LinkedHashMap<K,
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V>(mapCapacity(size)))\n}\n\n/**\n *  Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs

from the given array of pairs.\n */\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Array<out Pair<K,

V>>.toMap(destination: M): M\n        = destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap) }\n\n/**\n * Returns a new map

containing all key-value pairs from the given sequence of pairs.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original sequence.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Sequence<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(): Map<K, V> =

toMap(LinkedHashMap<K, V>()).optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination]

mutable map with key-value pairs from the given sequence of pairs.\n */\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K,

in V>> Sequence<Pair<K, V>>.toMap(destination: M): M\n        = destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap)

}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only map containing all key-value pairs from the original map.\n *\n * The returned

map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.toMap(): Map<K, V> = when (size) {\n    0 -> emptyMap()\n    1 -> toSingletonMap()\n    else ->

toMutableMap()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a new mutable map containing all key-value pairs from the original map.\n

*\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic

fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.toMutableMap(): MutableMap<K, V> = LinkedHashMap(this)\n\n/**\n * Populates

and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs from the given map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Map<out K, V>.toMap(destination:

M): M\n        = destination.apply { putAll(this@toMap) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or

adding an entry to this map from a given key-value [pair].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration

order of the original map.\n * The [pair] is iterated in the end if it has a unique key.\n */\npublic operator fun <K,

V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pair: Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V>\n        = if (this.isEmpty()) mapOf(pair) else

LinkedHashMap(this).apply { put(pair.first, pair.second) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or

adding entries to this map from a given collection of key-value [pairs].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry

iteration order of the original map.\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs]

collection.\n */\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V>\n

= if (this.isEmpty()) pairs.toMap() else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-

only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from a given array of key-value [pairs].\n *\n * The returned

map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * Those [pairs] with unique keys are iterated in the end

in the order of [pairs] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>):

Map<K, V>\n        = if (this.isEmpty()) pairs.toMap() else LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n\n/**\n *

Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from a given sequence of key-value

[pairs].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * Those [pairs] with

unique keys are iterated in the end in the order of [pairs] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.plus(pairs: Sequence<Pair<K, V>>): Map<K, V>\n        = LinkedHashMap(this).apply { putAll(pairs)

}.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only map by replacing or adding entries to this map from

another [map].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n * Those entries of

another [map] that are missing in this map are iterated in the end in the order of that [map].\n */\npublic operator fun

<K, V> Map<out K, V>.plus(map: Map<out K, V>): Map<K, V>\n        = LinkedHashMap(this).apply {

putAll(map) }\n\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces the given [pair] in this mutable map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pair:

Pair<K, V>) {\n    put(pair.first, pair.second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given collection

of [pairs] in this mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V>

MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Iterable<Pair<K, V>>) {\n    putAll(pairs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or

replaces all pairs from the given array of [pairs] in this mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs: Array<out Pair<K, V>>) {\n

putAll(pairs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces all pairs from the given sequence of [pairs] in this mutable map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in V>.plusAssign(pairs:

Sequence<Pair<K, V>>) {\n    putAll(pairs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends or replaces all entries from the given [map] in

this mutable map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<in K, in
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V>.plusAssign(map: Map<K, V>) {\n    putAll(map)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a map containing all entries of the

original map except the entry with the given [key].\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of

the original map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(key: K): Map<K,

V>\n        = this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(key) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except those entries\n * the keys of which are contained in the given [keys]

collection.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Iterable<K>): Map<K, V>\n

   = this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except those entries\n * the keys of which are contained in the given [keys]

array.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Array<out K>): Map<K, V>\n

      = this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Returns a map

containing all entries of the original map except those entries\n * the keys of which are contained in the given [keys]

sequence.\n *\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.minus(keys: Sequence<K>): Map<K, V>\n

      = this.toMutableMap().apply { minusAssign(keys) }.optimizeReadOnlyMap()\n\n/**\n * Removes the entry

with the given [key] from this mutable map.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K, V>.minusAssign(key: K) {\n    remove(key)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all

entries the keys of which are contained in the given [keys] collection from this mutable map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Iterable<K>) {\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all entries the keys of

which are contained in the given [keys] array from this mutable map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Array<out K>) {\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all entries from the

keys of which are contained in the given [keys] sequence from this mutable map.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <K, V> MutableMap<K,

V>.minusAssign(keys: Sequence<K>) {\n    this.keys.removeAll(keys)\n}\n\n\n// do not expose for now

@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K, V>.optimizeReadOnlyMap() = when (size) {\n    0 -> emptyMap()\n

 1 -> toSingletonMapOrSelf()\n    else -> this\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on

platform: JS */\n\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the [MutableSet] interface.\n *\n * @param E the

type of elements contained in the set. The set is invariant on its element type.\n */\npublic abstract class

AbstractMutableSet<E> protected constructor() : AbstractMutableCollection<E>(), MutableSet<E> {\n\n    /**\n

* Compares this set with another set instance with the unordered structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if

[other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all elements of which are contained in this set.\n     */\n    override fun

equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n        if (other !is Set<*>) return false\n

return AbstractSet.setEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code value for this set.\n     */\n

override fun hashCode(): Int = AbstractSet.unorderedHashCode(this)\n\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides

a [MutableList] implementation, which uses a resizable array as its backing storage.\n *\n * This implementation

doesn't provide a way to manage capacity, as backing JS array is resizeable itself.\n * There is no speed advantage to

pre-allocating array sizes in JavaScript, so this implementation does not include any of the\n * capacity and \"growth

increment\" concepts.\n */\npublic open class ArrayList<E> internal constructor(private var array: Array<Any?>) :

AbstractMutableList<E>(), RandomAccess {\n\n    /**\n     * Creates an empty [ArrayList].\n     * @param capacity

initial capacity (ignored)\n     */\n    public constructor(@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\") capacity: Int = 0)

: this(emptyArray()) {}\n    /**\n     * Creates an [ArrayList] filled from the [elements] collection.\n     */\n    public

constructor(elements: Collection<E>) : this(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()) {}\n\n    /** Does nothing in this

ArrayList implementation. */\n    public fun trimToSize() {}\n    /** Does nothing in this ArrayList implementation.

*/\n    public fun ensureCapacity(@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\") minCapacity: Int) {}\n\n    override val

size: Int get() = array.size\n    override fun get(index: Int): E = array[rangeCheck(index)] as E\n    override fun

set(index: Int, element: E): E {\n        rangeCheck(index)\n        return array[index].apply { array[index] = element }

as E\n    }\n\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\n        array.asDynamic().push(element)\n

modCount++\n        return true\n    }\n\n    override fun add(index: Int, element: E): Unit {\n

array.asDynamic().splice(insertionRangeCheck(index), 0, element)\n        modCount++\n    }\n\n    override fun

addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) return false\n\n        array +=

elements.toTypedArray<Any?>()\n        modCount++\n        return true\n    }\n\n    override fun addAll(index: Int,

elements: Collection<E>): Boolean {\n        insertionRangeCheck(index)\n\n        if (index == size) return

addAll(elements)\n        if (elements.isEmpty()) return false\n        when (index) {\n            size -> return

addAll(elements)\n            0 -> array = elements.toTypedArray<Any?>() + array\n            else -> array =

array.copyOfRange(0, index).asDynamic().concat(elements.toTypedArray<Any?>(), array.copyOfRange(index,

size))\n        }\n\n        modCount++\n        return true\n    }\n\n    override fun removeAt(index: Int): E {\n

rangeCheck(index)\n        modCount++\n        return if (index == lastIndex)\n            array.asDynamic().pop()\n

else\n            array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)[0]\n    }\n\n    override fun remove(element: E): Boolean {\n

for (index in array.indices) {\n            if (array[index] == element) {\n                array.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\n

              modCount++\n                return true\n            }\n        }\n        return false\n    }\n\n    override fun

removeRange(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n        modCount++\n        array.asDynamic().splice(fromIndex,

toIndex - fromIndex)\n    }\n\n    override fun clear() {\n        array = emptyArray()\n        modCount++\n    }\n\n\n

override fun indexOf(element: E): Int = array.indexOf(element)\n\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element: E): Int =

array.lastIndexOf(element)\n\n    override fun toString() = arrayToString(array)\n    override fun toArray():

Array<Any?> = js(\"[]\").slice.call(array)\n\n\n    private fun rangeCheck(index: Int) = index.apply {\n

AbstractList.checkElementIndex(index, size)\n    }\n\n    private fun insertionRangeCheck(index: Int) = index.apply

{\n        AbstractList.checkPositionIndex(index, size)\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\ninternal interface

EqualityComparator {\n    /**\n     * Subclasses must override to return a value indicating\n     * whether or not two

keys or values are equal.\n     */\n    abstract fun equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     *

Subclasses must override to return the hash code of a given key.\n     */\n    abstract fun getHashCode(value: Any?):

Int\n\n\n    object HashCode : EqualityComparator {\n        override fun equals(value1: Any?, value2: Any?):

Boolean = value1 == value2\n\n        override fun getHashCode(value: Any?): Int = value?.hashCode() ?: 0\n

}\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT

AbstractHashMap\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.collections.Map.Entry\nimport kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\n\n/**\n * Hash table based

implementation of the [MutableMap] interface.\n *\n * This implementation makes no guarantees regarding the

order of enumeration of [keys], [values] and [entries] collections.\n */\npublic open class HashMap<K, V> :

AbstractMutableMap<K, V> {\n\n    private inner class EntrySet : AbstractMutableSet<MutableEntry<K, V>>()

{\n\n        override fun add(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on entries\")\n        override fun clear() {\n

this@HashMap.clear()\n        }\n\n        override operator fun contains(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean =

containsEntry(element)\n\n        override operator fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> =

internalMap.iterator()\n\n        override fun remove(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean {\n            if

(contains(element)) {\n                this@HashMap.remove(element.key)\n                return true\n            }\n

return false\n        }\n\n        override val size: Int get() = this@HashMap.size\n    }\n\n\n    /**\n     * Internal

implementation of the map: either string-based or hashcode-based.\n     */\n    private val internalMap:

InternalMap<K, V>\n\n    private val equality: EqualityComparator\n\n    internal constructor(internalMap:

InternalMap<K, V>) : super() {\n        this.internalMap = internalMap\n        this.equality = internalMap.equality\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty [HashMap] instance.\n     */\n    constructor() :

this(InternalHashCodeMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode))\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty [HashMap]

instance.\n     *\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\n     * @param  loadFactor      the load

factor (ignored)\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor are negative\n

 */\n    constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0f) : this() {\n        // This implementation of HashMap

has no need of load factors or capacities.\n        require(initialCapacity >= 0) { \"Negative initial capacity\" }\n

require(loadFactor >= 0) { \"Non-positive load factor\" }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an instance of [HashMap]

filled with the contents of the specified [original] map.\n     */\n    constructor(original: Map<out K, V>) : this() {\n

    this.putAll(original)\n    }\n\n    override fun clear() {\n        internalMap.clear()\n//        structureChanged(this)\n

}\n\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean = internalMap.contains(key)\n\n    override fun

containsValue(value: V): Boolean = internalMap.any { equality.equals(it.value, value) }\n\n    private var _entries:

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>? = null\n    override val entries:

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> get() {\n        if (_entries == null) {\n            _entries =

createEntrySet()\n        }\n        return _entries!!\n    }\n\n    protected open fun createEntrySet():

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntrySet()\n\n    override operator fun get(key: K): V? =

internalMap.get(key)\n\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? = internalMap.put(key, value)\n\n    override fun

remove(key: K): V? = internalMap.remove(key)\n\n    override val size: Int get() = internalMap.size\n\n}\n\n/**\n *

Constructs the specialized implementation of [HashMap] with [String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\n

* JS object without hashing them.\n */\npublic fun <V> stringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>):

HashMap<String, V> {\n    return HashMap<String, V>(InternalStringMap(EqualityComparator.HashCode)).apply

{ putAll(pairs)

}\n}","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.*\n\n/**\n * Returns 1st *element* from the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component1(): T {\n    return

get(0)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 2nd *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <T> List<T>.component2(): T {\n    return get(1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 3rd *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component3(): T {\n    return

get(2)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 4th *element* from the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline
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operator fun <T> List<T>.component4(): T {\n    return get(3)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns 5th *element* from the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> List<T>.component5(): T {\n    return

get(4)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the collection.\n */\npublic operator fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection)\n

return contains(element)\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    if (this is List)\n        return get(index)\n    return

elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Collection doesn't contain element at index

$index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if

the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or

the result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (this is List)\n        return

this.getOrElse(index, defaultValue)\n    if (index < 0)\n        return defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

 var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n

  return element\n    }\n    return defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the

result of calling the [defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) ->

T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    if (this is List)\n        return this.getOrNull(index)\n    if (index <

0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element =

iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an

element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return

this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such

element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.find(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return

lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the collection

is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.first(): T {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.first()\n        else

-> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n            return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns first element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.first(): T {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return

this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.first(predicate: (T)

-> Boolean): T {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

first element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    when

(this) {\n        is List -> {\n            if (isEmpty())\n                return null\n            else\n                return this[0]\n

}\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n

return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the list is empty.\n */\npublic

fun <T> List<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>
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Iterable<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> List<T>.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <=

lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the

[index] is out of bounds of this list.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.getOrNull(index: Int): T? {\n    return if (index >=

0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the collection

does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.indexOf(element: T):

Int {\n    if (this is List) return this.indexOf(element)\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (element ==

item)\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if

the list does not contain element.\n */\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false

warning, extension takes precedence in some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

List<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return indexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element

matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the collection does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the list does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if

(predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last

element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the collection does not contain such element.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Iterable<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item

in this) {\n        if (predicate(item))\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n    }\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns index of the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the list does not contain such element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    val iterator =

this.listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if (predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n            return

iterator.nextIndex()\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.last(): T {\n    when (this)

{\n        is List -> return this.last()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n

           throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n            var last = iterator.next()\n            while

(iterator.hasNext())\n                last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.last(): T {\n

if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? =

null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.last(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n

while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n        if (predicate(element)) return

element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"List contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the collection does not contain element.\n */\npublic fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Iterable<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    if (this is List) return

this.lastIndexOf(element)\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (element ==

item)\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n    }\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of

[element], or -1 if the list does not contain element.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in

some cases\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> List<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    return
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lastIndexOf(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the collection is empty.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n

  else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            var last =

iterator.next()\n            while (iterator.hasNext())\n                last = iterator.next()\n            return last\n        }\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the list is empty.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.lastOrNull(): T?

{\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[size - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given

[predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.lastOrNull(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            last =

element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null`

if no such element was found.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n

val iterator = this.listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val element = iterator.previous()\n

if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an

exception if the collection is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(): T {\n

when (this) {\n        is List -> return this.single()\n        else -> {\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n                throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection is empty.\")\n            val single =

iterator.next()\n            if (iterator.hasNext())\n                throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection has more

than one element.\")\n            return single\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element, or throws an

exception if the list is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.single(): T {\n    return

when (size) {\n        0 -> throw NoSuchElementException(\"List is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"List has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching element.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.single(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Collection contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single = element\n

    found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Collection contains no element

matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

single element, or `null` if the collection is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    when (this) {\n        is List -> return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n        else ->

{\n            val iterator = iterator()\n            if (!iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            val single =

iterator.next()\n            if (iterator.hasNext())\n                return null\n            return single\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns single element, or `null` if the list is empty or has more than one element.\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    return if (size == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element

matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found or more than one element was found.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found =

false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.drop(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return toList()\n    val list:

ArrayList<T>\n    if (this is Collection<*>) {\n        val resultSize = size - n\n        if (resultSize <= 0)\n            return

emptyList()\n        if (resultSize == 1)\n            return listOf(last())\n        list = ArrayList<T>(resultSize)\n        if

(this is List<T>) {\n            if (this is RandomAccess) {\n                for (index in n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n            } else {\n                for (item in listIterator(n))\n                    list.add(item)\n            }\n

        return list\n        }\n    }\n    else {\n        list = ArrayList<T>()\n    }\n    var count = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n

   if (count++ >= n) list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements except last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.dropLast(n: Int): List<T> {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((size -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except last elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> List<T>.dropLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if
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(!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            if

(!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n                return take(iterator.nextIndex() + 1)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return

emptyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements except first elements that satisfy the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    var

yielding = false\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this)\n        if (yielding)\n            list.add(item)\n

else if (!predicate(item)) {\n            list.add(item)\n            yielding = true\n        }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return filterTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes

the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to

the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Iterable<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter R.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <reified R> Iterable<*>.filterIsInstance(): List<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n    return

filterIsInstanceTo(ArrayList<R>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are instances of specified type

parameter R to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Iterable<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is R)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements not matching the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    return

filterNotTo(ArrayList<T>(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements that are not `null`.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNull(): List<T> {\n    return

filterNotNullTo(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic fun <C : MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Iterable<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for

(element in this) if (element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements not matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Iterable<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element

in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing elements at indices in the

specified [indices] range.\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices: IntRange): List<T> {\n    if

(indices.isEmpty()) return listOf()\n    return this.subList(indices.start, indices.endInclusive + 1).toList()\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a list containing elements at specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun <T> List<T>.slice(indices:

Iterable<Int>): List<T> {\n    val size = indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return emptyList()\n

val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    for (index in indices) {\n        list.add(get(index))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing first [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.take(n: Int): List<T> {\n    require(n

>= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if (n == 0) return emptyList()\n    if (this is

Collection<T>) {\n        if (n >= size) return toList()\n        if (n == 1) return listOf(first())\n    }\n    var count = 0\n

val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (count++ == n)\n            break\n        list.add(item)\n    }\n

  return list.optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last [n] elements.\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.takeLast(n: Int): List<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    if

(n == 0) return emptyList()\n    val size = size\n    if (n >= size) return toList()\n    if (n == 1) return listOf(last())\n

val list = ArrayList<T>(n)\n    if (this is RandomAccess) {\n        for (index in size - n until size)\n

list.add(this[index])\n    } else {\n        for (item in listIterator(size - n))\n            list.add(item)\n    }\n    return
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list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing last elements satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>.takeLastWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): List<T> {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        return emptyList()\n    val

iterator = listIterator(size)\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        if (!predicate(iterator.previous())) {\n

iterator.next()\n            val expectedSize = size - iterator.nextIndex()\n            if (expectedSize == 0) return

emptyList()\n            return ArrayList<T>(expectedSize).apply {\n                while (iterator.hasNext())\n

add(iterator.next())\n            }\n        }\n    }\n    return toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing first elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

List<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (!predicate(item))\n            break\n

list.add(item)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Reverses elements in the list in-place.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableList<T>.reverse(): Unit {\n    val midPoint = (size / 2) - 1\n    if (midPoint < 0) return\n    var reverseIndex =

lastIndex\n    for (index in 0..midPoint) {\n        val tmp = this[index]\n        this[index] = this[reverseIndex]\n

this[reverseIndex] = tmp\n        reverseIndex--\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list with elements in reversed order.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.reversed(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection && size <= 1) return toList()\n    val

list = toMutableList()\n    list.reverse()\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place according to

natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> MutableList<T>.sortBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to natural sort

order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

MutableList<T>.sortByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Unit {\n    if (size > 1)

sortWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Sorts elements in the list in-place descending according to

their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> MutableList<T>.sortDescending(): Unit {\n

sortWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to their natural sort order.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sorted(): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) {\n        if (size <= 1)

return this.toList()\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return (toTypedArray<Comparable<T>>()

as Array<T>).apply { sort() }.asList()\n    }\n    return toMutableList().apply { sort() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

all elements sorted according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.sortedBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending according to natural

sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Iterable<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): List<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted descending

according to their natural sort order.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.sortedDescending():

List<T> {\n    return sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of all elements sorted according to the

specified [comparator].\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): List<T> {\n

 if (this is Collection) {\n       if (size <= 1) return this.toList()\n       @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

return (toTypedArray<Any?>() as Array<T>).apply { sortWith(comparator) }.asList()\n    }\n    return

toMutableList().apply { sortWith(comparator) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Boolean containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Boolean>.toBooleanArray(): BooleanArray {\n    val result

= BooleanArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Byte containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Byte>.toByteArray(): ByteArray {\n    val result = ByteArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in

this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Char containing all of the

elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Char>.toCharArray(): CharArray {\n    val result =

CharArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Double containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Double>.toDoubleArray(): DoubleArray {\n    val result = DoubleArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for

(element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Float containing

all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Float>.toFloatArray(): FloatArray {\n    val result
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= FloatArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Int containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Int>.toIntArray(): IntArray {\n    val result = IntArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n

    result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Long containing all of the elements

of this collection.\n */\npublic fun Collection<Long>.toLongArray(): LongArray {\n    val result =

LongArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an array of Short containing all of the elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun

Collection<Short>.toShortArray(): ShortArray {\n    val result = ShortArray(size)\n    var index = 0\n    for (element

in this)\n        result[index++] = element\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs

provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would

have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order

of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Iterable<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>):

Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements

from the given collection indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n *

\n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *

\n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

T>(capacity), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and

indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two elements would

have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Iterable<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

V>(capacity), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with

key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each element of the given

collection\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by

[keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, in T>>

Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given collection.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each element of the given collection.\n *

\n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> Iterable<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n

for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends

all elements to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>>

Iterable<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n        destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toHashSet():

HashSet<T> {\n    return toCollection(HashSet<T>(mapCapacity(collectionSizeOrDefault(12))))\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptyList()\n            1 -> listOf(if (this is List) get(0) else

iterator().next())\n            else -> this.toMutableList()\n        }\n    }\n    return
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this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n    if (this is Collection<T>)\n

return this.toMutableList()\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled

with all elements of this collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Collection<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T> {\n

return ArrayList(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    if (this is

Collection) {\n        return when (size) {\n            0 -> emptySet()\n            1 -> setOf(if (this is List) this[0] else

iterator().next())\n            else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size)))\n        }\n    }\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original collection.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each

element of original collection, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in

R>> Iterable<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of

the original collection by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K,

MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to

each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the

element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V>

Iterable<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements

of the original collection by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The

[destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) ->

K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) {

ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original collection\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Iterable<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a collection to be used later with one of group-and-fold

operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline

fun <T, K> Iterable<T>.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object :

Grouping<T, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun

keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying

the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.map(transform: (T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)),
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transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element and its index in the original collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element

and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T,

R> Iterable<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10)), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its index in the original

collection.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns

the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n

* @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Iterable<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original collection\n * and appends the

results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in

the original collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any> Iterable<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?):

List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element in the original collection\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Iterable<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach { element ->

transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each element of the original collection\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Iterable<T>.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for

(item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] of

[IndexedValue] for each element of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.withIndex():

Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingIterable { iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only

distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the same order as they

were in the source collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.distinct(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableSet().toList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only elements from the given collection\n *

having distinct keys returned by the given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting list are in the

same order as they were in the source collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K> Iterable<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T)

-> K): List<T> {\n    val set = HashSet<K>()\n    val list = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (e in this) {\n        val key =

selector(e)\n        if (set.add(key))\n            list.add(e)\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements that are contained by both this set and the specified collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.intersect(other:

Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.retainAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a set containing all elements that are contained by this collection and not contained by the specified collection.\n * \n

* The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T>

Iterable<T>.subtract(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set = this.toMutableSet()\n    set.removeAll(other)\n

return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given collection.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original collection.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    return when (this) {\n        is Collection<T> ->
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LinkedHashSet(this)\n        else -> toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing

all distinct elements from both collections.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the

original collection.\n * Those elements of the [other] collection that are unique are iterated in the end\n * in the order

of the [other] collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Iterable<T>.union(other: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n    val set =

this.toMutableSet()\n    set.addAll(other)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is

Collection && isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if collection has at least one element.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.any():

Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection) return !isEmpty()\n    return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.any(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return false\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this collection.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.count(): Int {\n    if (this is Collection) return size\n    var count = 0\n    for (element

in this) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements in this collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the number of elements matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.count(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if (this is Collection && isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count =

0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator

value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the

index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator

value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) -> R): R

{\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++,

accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

List<T>.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n

 val iterator = listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            accumulator =

operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the

original list and current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the

element itself\n * and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T, R> List<T>.foldRightIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, T, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator =

initial\n    if (!isEmpty()) {\n        val iterator = listIterator(size)\n        while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n            val

index = iterator.previousIndex()\n            accumulator = operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n        }\n

 }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for

(element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential

index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and performs the desired action on the element.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.forEachIndexed(action:

(index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is
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`NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n

}\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.max(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var

max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

 return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.maxWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.min(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is

`NaN` returns `NaN`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n

}\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T :

Comparable<T>> Iterable<T>.min(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var

min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no elements.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Iterable<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n

val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var minElem = iterator.next()\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no

elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the collection has no elements.\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.none(): Boolean {\n    if (this is

Collection) return isEmpty()\n    return !iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this is

Collection && isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element and returns the collection itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, C : Iterable<T>> C.onEach(action: (T) -> Unit): C {\n    return

apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and

applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T:

S> Iterable<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())

throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first element and applying [operation] from

left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element with its index in the original collection.\n * @param
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[operation] function that takes the index of an element, current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S> Iterable<T>.reduceIndexed(operation:

(index: Int, acc: S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty collection can't be reduced.\")\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator,

iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last element and applying

[operation] from right to left to each element and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S>

List<T>.reduceRight(operation: (T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        accumulator =

operation(iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with last element and applying [operation] from right to left\n * to each element with its index in the original list and

current accumulator value.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, the element itself\n *

and current accumulator value, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S>

List<T>.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index: Int, T, acc: S) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = listIterator(size)\n    if

(!iterator.hasPrevious())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty list can't be reduced.\")\n    var

accumulator: S = iterator.previous()\n    while (iterator.hasPrevious()) {\n        val index = iterator.previousIndex()\n

     accumulator = operation(index, iterator.previous(), accumulator)\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.sumByDouble(selector:

(T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an

[IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

Iterable<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Iterable<T> {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (element == null) {\n            throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n    }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as Iterable<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection

containing all the non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Any> List<T?>.requireNoNulls(): List<T> {\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (element ==

null) {\n            throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\")\n        }\n    }\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return this as List<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this collection into a list of

lists each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting list may have less elements than the

given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater

than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int): List<List<T>> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Splits this collection into several lists each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform]

function to an each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the [transform] applied to an each list.\n * \n * Note that the

list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it

or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * The last list may have less elements than the

given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater

than the number of elements in this collection.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R): List<R>

{\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result =

ArrayList<T>(collectionSizeOrDefault(10))\n    var removed = false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed
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&& it == element) { removed = true; false } else true }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the

original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return this.toList()\n    val other

= elements.toHashSet()\n    return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of

the original collection except the elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun

<T> Iterable<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n    return

this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection except the

elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.minus(elements:

Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val other = elements.toHashSet()\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toList()\n

return this.filterNot { it in other }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection

without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.minusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original

collection into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while

*second* list contains elements for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.partition(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val

second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n

} else {\n            second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(element)\n    val result =

ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing all elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(element: T): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(size + 1)\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original collection

and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Iterable<T>.plus(elements:

Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(elements)\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + elements.size)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if (this is Collection) return this.plus(elements)\n    val

result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

list containing all elements of the original collection and then all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Collection<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): List<T> {\n    if (elements is Collection)

{\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + elements.size)\n        result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    } else {\n        val result = ArrayList<T>(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n        return result\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements of the original

collection and then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Collection<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(this.size + 10)\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all elements

of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Iterable<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing all

elements of the original collection and then the given [element].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<T> Collection<T>.plusElement(element: T): List<T> {\n    return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of
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snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this collection with the given [step], where each\n *

snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and

[step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the

number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward

by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the

end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): List<List<T>> {\n

checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize = this.size\n

val result = ArrayList<List<T>>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n        var index = 0\n        while (index < thisSize) {\n

       val windowSize = size.coerceAtMost(thisSize - index)\n            if (windowSize < size && !partialWindows)

break\n            result.add(List(windowSize) { this[it + index] })\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n

 }\n    val result = ArrayList<List<T>>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false).forEach {\n        result.add(it)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of results of applying the

given [transform] function to\n * an each list representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this collection with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral

and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made

a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step]

must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this collection.\n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an

each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if

any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    if (this is RandomAccess && this is List) {\n        val thisSize =

this.size\n        val result = ArrayList<R>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n        val window = MovingSubList(this)\n

var index = 0\n        while (index < thisSize) {\n            window.move(index, (index +

size).coerceAtMost(thisSize))\n            if (!partialWindows && window.size < size) break\n

result.add(transform(window))\n            index += step\n        }\n        return result\n    }\n    val result =

ArrayList<R>()\n    windowedIterator(iterator(), size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer = true).forEach {\n

result.add(transform(it))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built from elements of both

collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R>

Iterable<T>.zip(other: Array<out R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. List

has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Iterable<T>.zip(other: Array<out R>, transform:

(a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val arraySize = other.size\n    val list =

ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10), arraySize))\n    var i = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (i >=

arraySize) break\n        list.add(transform(element, other[i++]))\n    }\n    return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of

pairs built from elements of both collections with same indexes. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic

infix fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zip(other: Iterable<R>): List<Pair<T, R>> {\n    return zip(other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from elements of both collections with same indexes using provided

[transform]. List has length of shortest collection.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, V> Iterable<T>.zip(other:

Iterable<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): List<V> {\n    val first = iterator()\n    val second = other.iterator()\n    val

list = ArrayList<V>(minOf(collectionSizeOrDefault(10), other.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)))\n    while

(first.hasNext() && second.hasNext()) {\n        list.add(transform(first.next(), second.next()))\n    }\n    return

list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two adjacent elements in this collection.\n * \n * The returned list is

empty if this collection contains less than two elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T>
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Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<T, T>> {\n    return zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to an each pair of two adjacent elements in this

collection.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this collection contains less than two elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic

inline fun <T, R> Iterable<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T) -> R): List<R> {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return emptyList()\n    val result = mutableListOf<R>()\n    var current = iterator.next()\n

while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val next = iterator.next()\n        result.add(transform(current, next))\n        current

= next\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and

using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-

negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the

[truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable> Iterable<T>.joinTo(buffer: A,

separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1,

truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var

count = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <=

limit) {\n            buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count >

limit) buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all

the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the

collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n *

elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence =

\"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): String {\n    return

joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated, transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this

collection as an [Iterable].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable<T>.asIterable():

Iterable<T> {\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original collection returning

its elements when being iterated.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromCollection\n */\npublic fun <T> Iterable<T>.asSequence():

Sequence<T> {\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Iterable<Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun Iterable<Short>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var

sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun Iterable<Long>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.average(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.average(): Double {\n

 var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n

}\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Iterable<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int =

0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun Iterable<Short>.sum(): Int {\n
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  var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Iterable<Int>.sum():

Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun

Iterable<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Iterable<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n

for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the collection.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun Iterable<Double>.sum(): Double {\n

var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT HashSet\n * Copyright

2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * The implementation of the [MutableSet] interface,

backed by a [HashMap] instance.\n */\npublic open class HashSet<E> : AbstractMutableSet<E> {\n\n    private val

map: HashMap<E, Any>\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new empty [HashSet].\n     */\n    constructor() {\n        map =

HashMap<E, Any>()\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new [HashSet] filled with the elements of the specified

collection.\n     */\n    constructor(elements: Collection<E>) {\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>(elements.size)\n

addAll(elements)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new empty [HashSet].\n     *\n     * @param  initialCapacity the

initial capacity (ignored)\n     * @param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\n     *\n     * @throws

IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor are negative\n     */\n    constructor(initialCapacity:

Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) {\n        map = HashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity, loadFactor)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Protected constructor to specify the underlying map. This is used by\n     * LinkedHashSet.\n\n     * @param map

underlying map to use.\n     */\n    internal constructor(map: HashMap<E, Any>) {\n        this.map = map\n    }\n\n

override fun add(element: E): Boolean {\n        val old = map.put(element, this)\n        return old == null\n    }\n\n

override fun clear() {\n        map.clear()\n    }\n\n//    public override fun clone(): Any {\n//        return

HashSet<E>(this)\n//    }\n\n    override operator fun contains(element: E): Boolean =

map.containsKey(element)\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\n\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<E> = map.keys.iterator()\n\n    override fun remove(element: E): Boolean = map.remove(element)

!= null\n\n    override val size: Int get() = map.size\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the specialized

implementation of [HashSet] with the specified [String] elements,\n * which elements the keys as properties of JS

object without hashing them.\n */\npublic fun stringSetOf(vararg elements: String): HashSet<String> {\n    return

HashSet(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { addAll(elements) }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT InternalHashCodeMap\n *

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\nimport kotlin.collections.AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry\n\n/**\n

* A simple wrapper around JavaScriptObject to provide [java.util.Map]-like semantics for any\n * key type.\n *\n

*\n * Implementation notes:\n *\n *\n * A key's hashCode is the index in backingMap which should contain that

key. Since several keys may\n * have the same hash, each value in hashCodeMap is actually an array containing all

entries whose\n * keys share the same hash.\n */\ninternal class InternalHashCodeMap<K, V>(override val equality:
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EqualityComparator) : InternalMap<K, V> {\n\n    private var backingMap: dynamic = createJsMap()\n    override

var size: Int = 0\n        private set\n\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\n        val hashCode =

equality.getHashCode(key)\n        val chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode)\n        if (chainOrEntry

== null) {\n            // This is a new chain, put it to the map.\n            backingMap[hashCode] = SimpleEntry(key,

value)\n        }\n        else {\n            if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\n                // It is an entry\n                val

entry: SimpleEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\n                if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\n                    return

entry.setValue(value)\n                }\n                else {\n                    backingMap[hashCode] = arrayOf(entry,

SimpleEntry(key, value))\n                    size++\n                    return null\n                }\n            }\n            else {\n

       // Chain already exists, perhaps key also exists.\n                val chain: Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> =

chainOrEntry\n                val entry = chain.findEntryInChain(key)\n                if (entry != null) {\n                    return

entry.setValue(value)\n                }\n                chain.asDynamic().push(SimpleEntry(key, value))\n            }\n

}\n        size++\n//        structureChanged(host)\n        return null\n    }\n\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? {\n

val hashCode = equality.getHashCode(key)\n        val chainOrEntry = getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode) ?: return

null\n        if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\n            val entry: MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\n            if

(equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\n                deleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\n                size--\n

return entry.value\n            }\n            else {\n                return null\n            }\n        }\n        else {\n            val chain:

Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\n            for (index in chain.indices) {\n                val entry =

chain[index]\n                if (equality.equals(key, entry.key)) {\n                    if (chain.size == 1) {\n

chain.asDynamic().length = 0\n                        // remove the whole array\n

deleteProperty(backingMap, hashCode)\n                    } else {\n                        // splice out the entry we're

removing\n                        chain.asDynamic().splice(index, 1)\n                    }\n                    size--\n//

structureChanged(host)\n                    return entry.value\n                }\n            }\n        }\n        return null\n    }\n\n

override fun clear() {\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\n        size = 0\n    }\n\n    override fun contains(key: K):

Boolean = getEntry(key) != null\n\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = getEntry(key)?.value\n\n    private fun

getEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? {\n        val chainOrEntry =

getChainOrEntryOrNull(equality.getHashCode(key)) ?: return null\n        if (chainOrEntry !is Array<*>) {\n

val entry: MutableEntry<K, V> = chainOrEntry\n            if (equality.equals(entry.key, key)) {\n                return

entry\n            }\n            else {\n                return null\n            }\n        }\n        else {\n            val chain:

Array<MutableEntry<K, V>> = chainOrEntry\n            return chain.findEntryInChain(key)\n        }\n    }\n\n

private fun Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>.findEntryInChain(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V>? =\n            firstOrNull {

entry -> equality.equals(entry.key, key) }\n\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n\n

      return object : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n            var state = -1 // -1 not ready, 0 - ready, 1 -

done\n\n            val keys: Array<Int> = js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\n            var keyIndex = -1\n\n            var

chainOrEntry: dynamic = null\n            var isChain = false\n            var itemIndex = -1\n            var lastEntry:

MutableEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n            private fun computeNext(): Int {\n                if (chainOrEntry != null &&

isChain) {\n                    val chainSize: Int = chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>().size\n

         if (++itemIndex < chainSize)\n                        return 0\n                }\n\n                if (++keyIndex < keys.size)

{\n                    chainOrEntry = backingMap[keys[keyIndex]]\n                    isChain = chainOrEntry is Array<*>\n

               itemIndex = 0\n                    return 0\n                }\n                else {\n                    chainOrEntry = null\n

            return 1\n                }\n            }\n\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n                if (state == -1)\n

            state = computeNext()\n                return state == 0\n            }\n\n            override fun next():

MutableEntry<K, V> {\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n                val lastEntry = if

(isChain) {\n                    chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<Array<MutableEntry<K, V>>>()[itemIndex]\n                }\n

       else {\n                    chainOrEntry.unsafeCast<MutableEntry<K, V>>()\n                }\n                this.lastEntry =

lastEntry\n                state = -1\n                return lastEntry\n            }\n\n            override fun remove() {\n

checkNotNull(lastEntry)\n                this@InternalHashCodeMap.remove(lastEntry!!.key)\n                lastEntry =

null\n                // the chain being iterated just got modified by InternalHashCodeMap.remove\n                itemIndex-

-\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun getChainOrEntryOrNull(hashCode: Int): dynamic {\n        val
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chainOrEntry = backingMap[hashCode]\n        return if (chainOrEntry === undefined) null else chainOrEntry\n

}\n\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * The common interface of [InternalStringMap] and [InternalHashCodeMap].\n

*/\ninternal interface InternalMap<K, V> : MutableIterable<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n    val equality:

EqualityComparator\n    val size: Int\n    operator fun contains(key: K): Boolean\n    operator fun get(key: K):

V?\n\n    fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\n    fun remove(key: K): V?\n    fun clear(): Unit\n\n    fun createJsMap():

dynamic {\n        val result = js(\"Object.create(null)\")\n        // force to switch object representation to dictionary

mode\n        result[\"foo\"] = 1;\n        deleteProperty(result, \"foo\")\n        return result\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT InternalStringMap\n *

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\n\n/**\n * A simple wrapper around JavaScript Map for key type is

string.\n *\n * Though this map is instantiated only with K=String, the K type is not fixed to String statically,\n *

because we want to have it erased to Any? in order not to generate type-safe override bridges for\n * [get],

[contains], [remove] etc, if they ever are generated.\n */\ninternal class InternalStringMap<K, V>(override val

equality: EqualityComparator) : InternalMap<K, V> {\n\n    private var backingMap: dynamic = createJsMap()\n

override var size: Int = 0\n        private set\n\n//    /**\n//     * A mod count to track 'value' replacements in map to

ensure that the 'value' that we have in the\n//     * iterator entry is guaranteed to be still correct.\n//     * This is to

optimize for the common scenario where the values are not modified during\n//     * iterations where the entries are

never stale.\n//     */\n//    private var valueMod: Int = 0\n\n    override operator fun contains(key: K): Boolean {\n

 if (key !is String) return false\n        return backingMap[key] !== undefined\n    }\n\n    override operator fun

get(key: K): V? {\n        if (key !is String) return null\n        val value = backingMap[key]\n        return if (value !==

undefined) value.unsafeCast<V>() else null\n    }\n\n\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\n        require(key

is String)\n        val oldValue = backingMap[key]\n        backingMap[key] = value\n\n        if (oldValue ===

undefined) {\n            size++\n//            structureChanged(host)\n            return null\n        }\n        else {\n//

valueMod++\n            return oldValue.unsafeCast<V>()\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? {\n

if (key !is String) return null\n        val value = backingMap[key]\n        if (value !== undefined) {\n

deleteProperty(backingMap, key)\n            size--\n//            structureChanged(host)\n            return

value.unsafeCast<V>()\n        }\n        else {\n//            valueMod++\n            return null\n        }\n    }\n\n\n

override fun clear() {\n        backingMap = createJsMap()\n        size = 0\n    }\n\n\n    override fun iterator():

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n        return object : MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n

private val keys: Array<String> = js(\"Object\").keys(backingMap)\n            private val iterator = keys.iterator()\n

      private var lastKey: String? = null\n\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean = iterator.hasNext()\n\n

override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V> {\n                val key = iterator.next()\n                lastKey = key\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                return newMapEntry(key as K)\n            }\n\n            override

fun remove() {\n                @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

this@InternalStringMap.remove(checkNotNull(lastKey) as K)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun

newMapEntry(key: K): MutableEntry<K, V> = object : MutableEntry<K, V> {\n        override val key: K get() =

key\n        override val value: V get() = this@InternalStringMap[key].unsafeCast<V>()\n\n        override fun
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setValue(newValue: V): V = this@InternalStringMap.put(key, newValue).unsafeCast<V>()\n\n        override fun

hashCode(): Int = AbstractMap.entryHashCode(this)\n        override fun toString(): String =

AbstractMap.entryToString(this)\n        override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = AbstractMap.entryEquals(this,

other)\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT

LinkedHashMap\n * Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.collections.MutableMap.MutableEntry\n\n/**\n * Hash table based implementation of the [MutableMap]

interface, which additionally preserves the insertion order\n * of entries during the iteration.\n *\n * The insertion

order is preserved by maintaining a doubly-linked list of all of its entries.\n */\npublic open class

LinkedHashMap<K, V> : HashMap<K, V>, Map<K, V> {\n\n    /**\n     * The entry we use includes next/prev

pointers for a doubly-linked circular\n     * list with a head node. This reduces the special cases we have to deal

with\n     * in the list operations.\n\n     * Note that we duplicate the key from the underlying hash map so we can

find\n     * the eldest entry. The alternative would have been to modify HashMap so more\n     * of the code was

directly usable here, but this would have added some\n     * overhead to HashMap, or to reimplement most of the

HashMap code here with\n     * small modifications. Paying a small storage cost only if you use\n     *

LinkedHashMap and minimizing code size seemed like a better tradeoff\n     */\n    private class ChainEntry<K,

V>(key: K, value: V) : AbstractMutableMap.SimpleEntry<K, V>(key, value) {\n        internal var next:

ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n        internal var prev: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n    }\n\n    private inner class

EntrySet : AbstractMutableSet<MutableEntry<K, V>>() {\n\n        private inner class EntryIterator :

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> {\n            // The last entry that was returned from this iterator.\n

private var last: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n            // The next entry to return from this iterator.\n            private

var next: ChainEntry<K, V>? = null\n\n            init {\n                next = head\n//

recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\n            }\n\n            override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n                return

next !== null\n            }\n\n            override fun next(): MutableEntry<K, V> {\n//

checkStructuralChange(map, this)\n                if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n\n                val

current = next!!\n                last = current\n                next = current.next.takeIf { it !== head }\n                return

current\n            }\n\n            override fun remove() {\n                check(last != null)\n//

checkStructuralChange(map, this)\n\n                last!!.remove()\n                map.remove(last!!.key)\n//

recordLastKnownStructure(map, this)\n                last = null\n            }\n        }\n\n        override fun add(element:

MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Add is not supported on entries\")\n

override fun clear() {\n            this@LinkedHashMap.clear()\n        }\n\n        override operator fun

contains(element: MutableEntry<K, V>): Boolean = containsEntry(element)\n\n        override operator fun iterator():

MutableIterator<MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntryIterator()\n\n        override fun remove(element: MutableEntry<K,

V>): Boolean {\n            if (contains(element)) {\n                this@LinkedHashMap.remove(element.key)\n

return true\n            }\n            return false\n        }\n\n        override val size: Int get() = this@LinkedHashMap.size\n

  }\n\n\n    /*\n   * The head of the insert order chain, which is a doubly-linked circular\n   * list.\n   *\n   * The most

recently inserted node is at the end of the chain, ie.\n   * chain.prev.\n   */\n    private var head: ChainEntry<K, V>?

= null\n\n    /**\n     * Add this node to the end of the chain.\n     */\n    private fun ChainEntry<K, V>.addToEnd()

{\n        // This entry is not in the list.\n        check(next == null && prev == null)\n\n        val _head = head\n        if

(_head == null) {\n            head = this\n            next = this\n            prev = this\n        } else {\n            // Chain is

valid.\n            val _tail = checkNotNull(_head.prev)\n            // Update me.\n            prev = _tail\n            next =

_head\n            // Update my new siblings: current head and old tail\n            _head.prev = this\n            _tail.next =

this\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Remove this node from the chain it is a part of.\n     */\n    private fun

ChainEntry<K, V>.remove() {\n        if (this.next === this) {\n            // if this is single element, remove head\n
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  head = null\n        }\n        else {\n            if (head === this) {\n                // if this is first element, move head to

next\n                head = next\n            }\n            next!!.prev = prev\n            prev!!.next = next\n        }\n        next =

null\n        prev = null\n    }\n\n    /*\n   * The hashmap that keeps track of our entries and the chain. Note that we\n

* duplicate the key here to eliminate changes to HashMap and minimize the\n   * code here, at the expense of

additional space.\n   */\n    private val map: HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty

[LinkedHashMap] instance.\n     */\n    constructor() : super()  {\n        map = HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\n

 }\n\n    internal constructor(backingMap: HashMap<K, Any>) : super() {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") // expected to work due to erasure\n        map = backingMap as

HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an empty [LinkedHashMap] instance.\n     *\n

* @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\n     * @param  loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\n

*\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or load factor are negative\n     */\n

constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0f) : super(initialCapacity, loadFactor) {\n        map =

HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs an instance of [LinkedHashMap] filled with

the contents of the specified [original] map.\n     */\n    constructor(original: Map<out K, V>) {\n        map =

HashMap<K, ChainEntry<K, V>>()\n        this.putAll(original)\n    }\n\n    override fun clear() {\n

map.clear()\n        head = null\n    }\n\n\n//    override fun clone(): Any {\n//        return LinkedHashMap(this)\n//

}\n\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\n\n    override fun containsValue(value:

V): Boolean {\n        var node: ChainEntry<K, V> = head ?: return false\n        do {\n            if (node.value == value)

{\n                return true\n            }\n            node = node.next!!\n        } while (node !== head)\n        return false\n

}\n\n\n    override fun createEntrySet(): MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> = EntrySet()\n\n

override operator fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)?.value\n\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? {\n

val old = map.get(key)\n        if (old == null) {\n            val newEntry = ChainEntry(key, value)\n

map.put(key, newEntry)\n            newEntry.addToEnd()\n            return null\n        }\n        else {\n            return

old.setValue(value)\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? {\n        val entry = map.remove(key)\n

if (entry != null) {\n            entry.remove()\n            return entry.value\n        }\n        return null\n    }\n\n    override

val size: Int get() = map.size\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Constructs the specialized implementation of [LinkedHashMap] with

[String] keys, which stores the keys as properties of\n * JS object without hashing them.\n */\npublic fun <V>

linkedStringMapOf(vararg pairs: Pair<String, V>): LinkedHashMap<String, V> {\n    return

LinkedHashMap<String, V>(stringMapOf<Any>()).apply { putAll(pairs) }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT LinkedHashSet\n *

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * The implementation of the [MutableSet]

interface, backed by a [LinkedHashMap] instance.\n *\n * This implementation preserves the insertion order of

elements during the iteration.\n */\npublic open class LinkedHashSet<E> : HashSet<E> {\n\n    internal

constructor(map: LinkedHashMap<E, Any>) : super(map)\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new empty

[LinkedHashSet].\n     */\n    constructor() : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>())\n\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new

[LinkedHashSet] filled with the elements of the specified collection.\n     */\n    constructor(elements:

Collection<E>) : super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>()) {\n        addAll(elements)\n    }\n    /**\n     * Constructs a new

empty [LinkedHashSet].\n     *\n     * @param  initialCapacity the initial capacity (ignored)\n     * @param

loadFactor      the load factor (ignored)\n     *\n     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if the initial capacity or

load factor are negative\n     */\n    constructor(initialCapacity: Int, loadFactor: Float = 0.0f) :

super(LinkedHashMap<E, Any>(initialCapacity, loadFactor))\n\n//    public override fun clone(): Any {\n//

return LinkedHashSet(this)\n//    }\n\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of the specialized implementation of

[LinkedHashSet] with the specified [String] elements,\n * which elements the keys as properties of JS object
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without hashing them.\n */\npublic fun linkedStringSetOf(vararg elements: String): LinkedHashSet<String> {\n

return LinkedHashSet(linkedStringMapOf<Any>()).apply { addAll(elements) }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2014

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Synchronized annotation from kotlin.jvm package\", ReplaceWith(\"kotlin.jvm.Synchronized\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\npublic typealias Synchronized = kotlin.jvm.Synchronized\n@Deprecated(\"Use

Volatile annotation from kotlin.jvm package\", ReplaceWith(\"kotlin.jvm.Volatile\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\npublic typealias Volatile =

kotlin.jvm.Volatile\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <R>

synchronized(@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\") lock: Any, block: () -> R): R = block()\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.io\n\nprivate abstract class

BaseOutput {\n    open fun println() {\n        print(\"\\n\")\n    }\n\n    open fun println(message: Any?) {\n

print(message)\n        println()\n    }\n\n    abstract fun print(message: Any?)\n\n    open fun flush() {}\n}\n\n/**

JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it

*/\n@JsName(\"NodeJsOutput\")\nprivate class NodeJsOutput(val outputStream: dynamic) : BaseOutput() {\n

override fun print(message: Any?) = outputStream.write(String(message))\n}\n\n/** JsName used to make the

declaration available outside of module to test it */\n@JsName(\"OutputToConsoleLog\")\nprivate class

OutputToConsoleLog : BaseOutput() {\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\n        console.log(message)\n

}\n\n    override fun println(message: Any?) {\n        console.log(message)\n    }\n\n    override fun println() {\n

console.log(\"\")\n    }\n}\n\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it and use

at try.kotl.in */\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutput\")\nprivate open class BufferedOutput : BaseOutput() {\n    var buffer

= \"\"\n\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\n        buffer += String(message)\n    }\n\n    override fun flush() {\n

      buffer = \"\"\n    }\n}\n\n/** JsName used to make the declaration available outside of module to test it

*/\n@JsName(\"BufferedOutputToConsoleLog\")\nprivate class BufferedOutputToConsoleLog : BufferedOutput()

{\n    override fun print(message: Any?) {\n        var s = String(message)\n        val i = s.lastIndexOf('\\n')\n        if (i

>= 0) {\n            buffer += s.substring(0, i)\n            flush()\n            s = s.substring(i + 1)\n        }\n        buffer +=

s\n    }\n\n    override fun flush() {\n        console.log(buffer)\n        buffer = \"\"\n    }\n}\n\n/** JsName used to

make the declaration available outside of module to test it and use at try.kotl.in */\n@JsName(\"output\")\nprivate

var output = run {\n    val isNode: Boolean = js(\"typeof process !== 'undefined' && process.versions &&

!!process.versions.node\")\n    if (isNode) NodeJsOutput(js(\"process.stdout\")) else

BufferedOutputToConsoleLog()\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\nprivate inline fun String(value: Any?): String =

js(\"String\")(value)\n\n/** Prints a newline to the standard output stream. */\npublic fun println() {\n

output.println()\n}\n\n/** Prints the given message and newline to the standard output stream. */\npublic fun

println(message: Any?) {\n    output.println(message)\n}\n\n/** Prints the given message to the standard output

stream. */\npublic fun print(message: Any?) {\n    output.print(message)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.experimental\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.experimental.intrinsics.*\n\n@JsName(\"CoroutineImpl\")\ninternal abstract class

CoroutineImpl(private val resultContinuation: Continuation<Any?>) : Continuation<Any?> {\n    protected var state

= 0\n    protected var exceptionState = 0\n    protected var result: Any? = null\n    protected var exception:

Throwable? = null\n    protected var finallyPath: Array<Int>? = null\n\n    public override val context:

CoroutineContext = resultContinuation.context\n\n    val facade: Continuation<Any?> =

context[ContinuationInterceptor]?.interceptContinuation(this) ?: this\n\n    override fun resume(value: Any?) {\n

result = value\n        doResumeWrapper()\n    }\n\n    override fun resumeWithException(exception: Throwable) {\n

     state = exceptionState\n        this.exception = exception\n        doResumeWrapper()\n    }\n\n    protected fun

doResumeWrapper() {\n        processBareContinuationResume(resultContinuation) { doResume() }\n    }\n\n

protected abstract fun doResume(): Any?\n}\n\nprivate val UNDECIDED: Any? = Any()\nprivate val RESUMED:

Any? = Any()\nprivate class Fail(val exception: Throwable)\n\n@PublishedApi\ninternal class SafeContinuation<in

T>\ninternal constructor(\n        private val delegate: Continuation<T>,\n        initialResult: Any?\n) :

Continuation<T> {\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal constructor(delegate: Continuation<T>) : this(delegate,

UNDECIDED)\n\n    public override val context: CoroutineContext\n        get() = delegate.context\n\n    private var

result: Any? = initialResult\n\n    override fun resume(value: T) {\n        when {\n            result === UNDECIDED -

> {\n                result = value\n            }\n            result === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED -> {\n                result =

RESUMED\n                delegate.resume(value)\n            }\n            else -> {\n                throw

IllegalStateException(\"Already resumed\")\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun

resumeWithException(exception: Throwable) {\n        when {\n            result === UNDECIDED -> {\n

result = Fail(exception)\n            }\n            result === COROUTINE_SUSPENDED -> {\n                result =

RESUMED\n                delegate.resumeWithException(exception)\n            }\n            else -> {\n                throw

IllegalStateException(\"Already resumed\")\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun

getResult(): Any? {\n        if (result === UNDECIDED) {\n            result = COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n        }\n

     val result = this.result\n        return when {\n            result === RESUMED -> {\n

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED // already called continuation, indicate SUSPENDED upstream\n            }\n

result is Fail -> {\n                throw result.exception\n            }\n            else -> {\n                result // either

SUSPENDED or data\n            }\n        }\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CoroutinesKt\")\npackage kotlin.coroutines.experimental\n\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.experimental.intrinsics.COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.experimental.intrinsics.createCoroutineUnchecked\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.experimental.intrinsics.suspendCoroutineOrReturn\nimport kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n\n/**\n *

Starts coroutine with receiver type [R] and result type [T].\n * This function creates and start a new, fresh instance

of suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when coroutine

completes with result or exception.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic

fun <R, T> (suspend R.() -> T).startCoroutine(\n        receiver: R,\n        completion: Continuation<T>\n) {\n

createCoroutineUnchecked(receiver, completion).resume(Unit)\n}\n\n/**\n * Starts coroutine without receiver and

with result type [T].\n * This function creates and start a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time

it is invoked.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when coroutine completes with result or exception.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic fun <T> (suspend  () ->

T).startCoroutine(\n        completion: Continuation<T>\n) {\n
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createCoroutineUnchecked(completion).resume(Unit)\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a coroutine with receiver type [R] and

result type [T].\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of suspendable computation every time it is

invoked.\n *\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke `resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation]

instance.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when coroutine completes with result or exception.\n *

Repeated invocation of any resume function on the resulting continuation produces [IllegalStateException].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic fun <R, T> (suspend R.() ->

T).createCoroutine(\n        receiver: R,\n        completion: Continuation<T>\n): Continuation<Unit> =

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnchecked(receiver, completion), COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\n\n/**\n *

Creates a coroutine without receiver and with result type [T].\n * This function creates a new, fresh instance of

suspendable computation every time it is invoked.\n *\n * To start executing the created coroutine, invoke

`resume(Unit)` on the returned [Continuation] instance.\n * The [completion] continuation is invoked when

coroutine completes with result or exception.\n * Repeated invocation of any resume function on the resulting

continuation produces [IllegalStateException].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\npublic fun <T> (suspend () ->

T).createCoroutine(\n        completion: Continuation<T>\n): Continuation<Unit> =

SafeContinuation(createCoroutineUnchecked(completion), COROUTINE_SUSPENDED)\n\n/**\n * Obtains the

current continuation instance inside suspend functions and suspends\n * currently running coroutine.\n *\n * In this

function both [Continuation.resume] and [Continuation.resumeWithException] can be used either synchronously

in\n * the same stack-frame where suspension function is run or asynchronously later in the same thread or\n * from

a different thread of execution. Repeated invocation of any resume function produces [IllegalStateException].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic suspend inline fun <T> suspendCoroutine(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -

> Unit): T =\n        suspendCoroutineOrReturn { c: Continuation<T> ->\n            val safe = SafeContinuation(c)\n

     block(safe)\n            safe.getResult()\n        }\n\n/**\n * Continuation context of current coroutine.\n *\n * This

allows the user code to not pass an extra [CoroutineContext] parameter in basic coroutine builders\n * like

[launch](https://kotlin.github.io/kotlinx.coroutines/kotlinx-coroutines-

core/kotlinx.coroutines.experimental/launch.html)\n * and [async](https://kotlin.github.io/kotlinx.coroutines/kotlinx-

coroutines-core/kotlinx.coroutines.experimental/async.html),\n * but still provide easy access to coroutine context.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"WRONG_MODIFIER_TARGET\")\n@InlineOnly\npublic suspend inline

val coroutineContext: CoroutineContext\n    get() {\n        throw NotImplementedError(\"Implemented as

intrinsic\")\n    }\n\n// INTERNAL DECLARATIONS\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun

processBareContinuationResume(completion: Continuation<*>, block: () -> Any?) {\n    try {\n        val result =

block()\n        if (result !== COROUTINE_SUSPENDED) {\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

 (completion as Continuation<Any?>).resume(result)\n        }\n    } catch (t: Throwable) {\n

completion.resumeWithException(t)\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines.experimental.intrinsics\n\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.experimental.Continuation\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n@

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> (suspend () -> T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\n

completion: Continuation<T>\n): Any? = this.asDynamic()(completion,

false)\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <R, T> (suspend R.() -> T).startCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(\n        receiver: R,\n        completion:

Continuation<T>\n): Any? = this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, false)\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

<R, T> (suspend R.() -> T).createCoroutineUnchecked(\n        receiver: R,\n        completion: Continuation<T>\n):

Continuation<Unit> = this.asDynamic()(receiver, completion, true).facade\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun
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<T> (suspend () -> T).createCoroutineUnchecked(\n        completion: Continuation<T>\n): Continuation<Unit> =

this.asDynamic()(completion, true).facade\n","package kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Exposes the [Date

API](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Date) to Kotlin.\n

*/\npublic external class Date() {\n    public constructor(milliseconds: Number)\n\n    public constructor(dateString:

String)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int)\n\n

public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int,

hour: Int, minute: Int)\n\n    public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int)\n\n

public constructor(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int, second: Int, millisecond: Number)\n\n

public fun getDate(): Int\n\n    public fun getDay(): Int\n\n    public fun getFullYear(): Int\n\n    public fun

getHours(): Int\n\n    public fun getMilliseconds(): Int\n\n    public fun getMinutes(): Int\n\n    public fun

getMonth(): Int\n\n    public fun getSeconds(): Int\n\n    public fun getTime(): Double\n\n    public fun

getTimezoneOffset(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCDate(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCDay(): Int\n\n    public fun

getUTCFullYear(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCHours(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCMilliseconds(): Int\n\n    public

fun getUTCMinutes(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCMonth(): Int\n\n    public fun getUTCSeconds(): Int\n\n    public

fun toDateString(): String\n\n    public fun toISOString(): String\n\n    public fun toJSON(): Json\n\n    public fun

toLocaleDateString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally):

String\n\n    public fun toLocaleDateString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n

public fun toLocaleString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally):

String\n\n    public fun toLocaleString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions = definedExternally): String\n\n

public fun toLocaleTimeString(locales: Array<String> = definedExternally, options: LocaleOptions =

definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun toLocaleTimeString(locales: String, options: LocaleOptions =

definedExternally): String\n\n    public fun toTimeString(): String\n\n    public fun toUTCString(): String\n\n

public companion object {\n        public fun now(): Double\n\n        public fun parse(dateString: String): Double\n\n

     public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int): Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int):

Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int): Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int,

month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int): Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int,

minute: Int, second: Int): Double\n\n        public fun UTC(year: Int, month: Int, day: Int, hour: Int, minute: Int,

second: Int, millisecond: Number): Double\n    }\n\n    public interface LocaleOptions {\n        public var

localeMatcher: String?\n\n        public var timeZone: String?\n\n        public var hour12: Boolean?\n\n        public var

formatMatcher: String?\n\n        public var weekday: String?\n\n        public var era: String?\n\n        public var year:

String?\n\n        public var month: String?\n\n        public var day: String?\n\n        public var hour: String?\n\n

public var minute: String?\n\n        public var second: String?\n\n        public var timeZoneName: String?\n

}\n}\n\npublic inline fun dateLocaleOptions(init: Date.LocaleOptions.() -> Unit): Date.LocaleOptions {\n    val

result = js(\"new Object()\").unsafeCast<Date.LocaleOptions>()\n    init(result)\n    return result\n}","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2014 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Reinterprets this

value as a value of the [dynamic type](/docs/reference/dynamic-type.html).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Any?.asDynamic(): dynamic = this\n\n/**\n * Reinterprets this

value as a value of the specified type [T] without any actual type checking.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Any?.unsafeCast(): @kotlin.internal.NoInfer T =

this.asDynamic()\n\n/**\n * Reinterprets this `dynamic` value as a value of the specified type [T] without any actual

type checking.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\n@JsName(\"unsafeCastDynamic\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T> dynamic.unsafeCast(): @kotlin.internal.NoInfer T = this\n\n/**\n * Allows to iterate this `dynamic`
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object in the following cases:\n * - when it has an `iterator` function,\n * - when it is an array\n * - when it is an

instance of [kotlin.collections.Iterable]\n */\n@kotlin.internal.DynamicExtension\npublic operator fun

dynamic.iterator(): Iterator<dynamic> {\n    val r: Any? = this\n\n    return when {\n        this[\"iterator\"] != null -

>\n            this[\"iterator\"]()\n        js(\"Kotlin\").isArrayish(r) ->\n            r.unsafeCast<Array<*>>().iterator()\n\n

   else ->\n            (r as Iterable<*>).iterator()\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n// a package is omitted to get declarations

directly under the module\n\n@JsName(\"throwNPE\")\nprivate fun throwNPE(message: String) {\n    throw

NullPointerException(message)\n}\n\n@JsName(\"throwCCE\")\nprivate fun throwCCE() {\n    throw

ClassCastException(\"Illegal cast\")\n}\n\n@JsName(\"throwISE\")\nprivate fun throwISE(message: String) {\n

throw IllegalStateException(message)\n}\n\n@JsName(\"throwUPAE\")\nprivate fun throwUPAE(propertyName:

String) {\n    throw UninitializedPropertyAccessException(\"lateinit property ${propertyName} has not been

initialized\")\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n//

NOTE: Do not author your exceptions as they are written in this file, instead use this template:\n/*\npublic open

class MyException : Exception {\n    constructor() : super()\n    constructor(message: String?) : super(message)\n

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : super(message, cause)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) :

super(cause)\n}\n*/\n\n\n// TODO: remove workarounds for KT-22053 from direct Throwable inheritors\n// TODO:

remove primary constructors, make all secondary KT-

22055\n\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\npublic open class Error(message: String?, cause:

Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null) {\n    constructor() : this(null, null) {\n

Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, null, null)\n    }\n\n    constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null) {\n

 Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, message, null)\n    }\n\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined,

cause) {\n        Error::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, undefined, cause)\n

}\n}\n\n@Suppress(\"USELESS_ELVIS_RIGHT_IS_NULL\")\npublic open class Exception(message: String?,

cause: Throwable?) : Throwable(message, cause ?: null) {\n    constructor() : this(null, null) {\n

Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, null, null)\n    }\n\n    constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)

{\n        Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, message, null)\n    }\n\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) :

this(undefined, cause) {\n        Exception::class.js.asDynamic().call(this, undefined, cause)\n    }\n}\n\npublic open

class RuntimeException(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Exception(message, cause) {\n    constructor() :

this(null, null)\n    constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) :

this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic open class IllegalArgumentException(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) :

RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    constructor() : this(null, null)\n    constructor(message: String?) :

this(message, null)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic open class

IllegalStateException(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n

constructor() : this(null, null)\n    constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic open class IndexOutOfBoundsException(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\n    constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\npublic open class

ConcurrentModificationException(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n

constructor() : this(null, null)\n    constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    constructor(cause:
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Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic open class UnsupportedOperationException(message: String?,

cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    constructor() : this(null, null)\n

constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined,

cause)\n}\n\n\npublic open class NumberFormatException(message: String?) : IllegalArgumentException(message)

{\n    constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\n\npublic open class NullPointerException(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\n    constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\npublic open class ClassCastException(message:

String?) : RuntimeException(message) {\n    constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\npublic open class AssertionError private

constructor(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : Error(message, cause) {\n    constructor() : this(null)\n

constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    constructor(message: Any?) : this(message.toString(),

message as? Throwable)\n}\n\npublic open class NoSuchElementException(message: String?) :

RuntimeException(message) {\n    constructor() : this(null)\n}\n\n\npublic open class

NoWhenBranchMatchedException(message: String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n

constructor() : this(null, null)\n    constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    constructor(cause:

Throwable?) : this(undefined, cause)\n}\n\npublic open class UninitializedPropertyAccessException(message:

String?, cause: Throwable?) : RuntimeException(message, cause) {\n    constructor() : this(null, null)\n

constructor(message: String?) : this(message, null)\n    constructor(cause: Throwable?) : this(undefined,

cause)\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.comparisons.compareValues\n\ninternal object EmptyIterator :

ListIterator<Nothing> {\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = false\n    override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean =

false\n    override fun nextIndex(): Int = 0\n    override fun previousIndex(): Int = -1\n    override fun next(): Nothing

= throw NoSuchElementException()\n    override fun previous(): Nothing = throw

NoSuchElementException()\n}\n\ninternal object EmptyList : List<Nothing>, Serializable, RandomAccess {\n

private const val serialVersionUID: Long = -7390468764508069838L\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean = other is List<*> && other.isEmpty()\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 1\n    override fun toString():

String = \"[]\"\n\n    override val size: Int get() = 0\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\n    override fun

contains(element: Nothing): Boolean = false\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<Nothing>): Boolean

= elements.isEmpty()\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): Nothing = throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Empty list

doesn't contain element at index $index.\")\n    override fun indexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\n    override fun

lastIndexOf(element: Nothing): Int = -1\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n

override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int):

ListIterator<Nothing> {\n        if (index != 0) throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Index: $index\")\n        return

EmptyIterator\n    }\n\n    override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<Nothing> {\n        if (fromIndex

== 0 && toIndex == 0) return this\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex:

$toIndex\")\n    }\n\n    private fun readResolve(): Any = EmptyList\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> Array<out

T>.asCollection(): Collection<T> = ArrayAsCollection(this, isVarargs = false)\n\nprivate class

ArrayAsCollection<T>(val values: Array<out T>, val isVarargs: Boolean): Collection<T> {\n    override val size:

Int get() = values.size\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = values.isEmpty()\n    override fun contains(element:

T): Boolean = values.contains(element)\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean =

elements.all { contains(it) }\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = values.iterator()\n    // override hidden toArray

implementation to prevent copying of values array\n    public fun toArray(): Array<out Any?> =

values.copyToArrayOfAny(isVarargs)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only list.  The returned list is

serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\n */\npublic fun <T>
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emptyList(): List<T> = EmptyList\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only list of given elements.  The returned list is

serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyList\n */\npublic fun <T>

listOf(vararg elements: T): List<T> = if (elements.size > 0) elements.asList() else emptyList()\n\n/**\n * Returns an

empty read-only list.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyReadOnlyList\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

listOf(): List<T> = emptyList()\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new

[MutableList].\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyMutableList\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> mutableListOf(): MutableList<T> =

ArrayList()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty new [ArrayList].\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.emptyArrayList\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> arrayListOf(): ArrayList<T> =

ArrayList()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableList] with the given elements.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableList\n */\npublic fun <T> mutableListOf(vararg elements: T):

MutableList<T>\n        = if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs

= true))\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [ArrayList] with the given elements.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.arrayList\n */\npublic fun <T> arrayListOf(vararg elements: T):

ArrayList<T>\n        = if (elements.size == 0) ArrayList() else ArrayList(ArrayAsCollection(elements, isVarargs =

true))\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only list either of single given element, if it is not null, or empty list if the

element is null. The returned list is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> listOfNotNull(element: T?):

List<T> = if (element != null) listOf(element) else emptyList()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only list only of those

given elements, that are not null.  The returned list is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOfNotNull\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> listOfNotNull(vararg elements: T?):

List<T> = elements.filterNotNull()\n\n/**\n * Creates a new read-only list with the specified [size], where each

element is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function. The [init] function returns a list element given its

index.\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.readOnlyListFromInitializer\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> List(size: Int, init: (index: Int) -> T):

List<T> = MutableList(size, init)\n\n/**\n * Creates a new mutable list with the specified [size], where each element

is calculated by calling the specified\n * [init] function. The [init] function returns a list element given its index.\n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.mutableListFromInitializer\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> MutableList(size: Int, init: (index:

Int) -> T): MutableList<T> {\n    val list = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    repeat(size) { index -> list.add(init(index)) }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an [IntRange] of the valid indices for this collection.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.indicesOfCollection\n */\npublic val Collection<*>.indices: IntRange\n

 get() = 0..size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the index of the last item in the list or -1 if the list is empty.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.lastIndexOfList\n */\npublic val <T> List<T>.lastIndex: Int\n    get() =

this.size - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the collection is not empty.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionIsNotEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Collection<T>.isNotEmpty(): Boolean = !isEmpty()\n\n/**\n * Returns this Collection if it's not `null` and

the empty list otherwise.\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionOrEmpty\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Collection<T>?.orEmpty(): Collection<T> = this ?:

emptyList()\n\n/**\n * Returns this List if it's not `null` and the empty list otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.listOrEmpty\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

List<T>?.orEmpty(): List<T> = this ?: emptyList()\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n *

Checks if all elements in the specified collection are contained in this collection.\n *\n * Allows to overcome type-

safety restriction of `containsAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Collections.collectionContainsAll\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false warning, extension takes precedence in
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some cases\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

Collection<T>.containsAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean = this.containsAll(elements)\n\ninternal fun <T>

List<T>.optimizeReadOnlyList() = when (size) {\n    0 -> emptyList()\n    1 -> listOf(this[0])\n    else ->

this\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available

on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Searches this list or its range for the provided [element] using the binary

search algorithm.\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order according to the Comparable natural

ordering of its elements,\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\n *\n * If the list contains multiple elements equal to

the specified [element], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n * `null` value is considered to be less

than any non-null value.\n *\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in the list within the specified

range;\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\n * The insertion point is defined as the

index at which the element should be inserted,\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains

sorted.\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchOnComparable\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithBoundaries\n */\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>>

List<T?>.binarySearch(element: T?, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\n    rangeCheck(size, fromIndex,

toIndex)\n\n    var low = fromIndex\n    var high = toIndex - 1\n\n    while (low <= high) {\n        val mid = (low +

high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\n        val midVal = get(mid)\n        val cmp = compareValues(midVal,

element)\n\n        if (cmp < 0)\n            low = mid + 1\n        else if (cmp > 0)\n            high = mid - 1\n        else\n

     return mid // key found\n    }\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\n}\n\n/**\n * Searches this list or its range

for the provided [element] using the binary search algorithm.\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending

order according to the specified [comparator],\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\n *\n * If the list contains

multiple elements equal to the specified [element], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n * `null`

value is considered to be less than any non-null value.\n *\n * @return the index of the element, if it is contained in

the list within the specified range;\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\n * The

insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\n * so that the list (or the specified

subrange of list) still remains sorted according to the specified [comparator].\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(element: T, comparator: Comparator<in T>, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Int {\n

rangeCheck(size, fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    var low = fromIndex\n    var high = toIndex - 1\n\n    while (low <=

high) {\n        val mid = (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\n        val midVal = get(mid)\n        val cmp =

comparator.compare(midVal, element)\n\n        if (cmp < 0)\n            low = mid + 1\n        else if (cmp > 0)\n

high = mid - 1\n        else\n            return mid // key found\n    }\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\n}\n\n/**\n *

Searches this list or its range for an element having the key returned by the specified [selector] function\n * equal to

the provided [key] value using the binary search algorithm.\n * The list is expected to be sorted into ascending order

according to the Comparable natural ordering of keys of its elements.\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\n *\n * If

the list contains multiple elements with the specified [key], there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n *

`null` value is considered to be less than any non-null value.\n *\n * @return the index of the element with the

specified [key], if it is contained in the list within the specified range;\n * otherwise, the inverted insertion point `(-

insertion point - 1)`.\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at which the element should be inserted,\n * so

that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains sorted.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchByKey\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K : Comparable<K>>

List<T>.binarySearchBy(key: K?, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size, crossinline selector: (T) -> K?): Int =\n

 binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) { compareValues(selector(it), key) }\n\n// do not introduce this overload --- too

rare\n//public fun <T, K> List<T>.binarySearchBy(key: K, comparator: Comparator<K>, fromIndex: Int = 0,

toIndex: Int = size(), selector: (T) -> K): Int =\n//        binarySearch(fromIndex, toIndex) {

comparator.compare(selector(it), key) }\n\n\n/**\n * Searches this list or its range for an element for which

[comparison] function returns zero using the binary search algorithm.\n * The list is expected to be sorted into

ascending order according to the provided [comparison],\n * otherwise the result is undefined.\n *\n * If the list

contains multiple elements for which [comparison] returns zero, there is no guarantee which one will be found.\n *\n
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* @param comparison function that compares an element of the list with the element being searched.\n *\n *

@return the index of the found element, if it is contained in the list within the specified range;\n * otherwise, the

inverted insertion point `(-insertion point - 1)`.\n * The insertion point is defined as the index at which the element

should be inserted,\n * so that the list (or the specified subrange of list) still remains sorted.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Lists.binarySearchWithComparisonFunction\n */\npublic fun <T>

List<T>.binarySearch(fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size, comparison: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    rangeCheck(size,

fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    var low = fromIndex\n    var high = toIndex - 1\n\n    while (low <= high) {\n        val mid

= (low + high).ushr(1) // safe from overflows\n        val midVal = get(mid)\n        val cmp = comparison(midVal)\n\n

      if (cmp < 0)\n            low = mid + 1\n        else if (cmp > 0)\n            high = mid - 1\n        else\n            return

mid // key found\n    }\n    return -(low + 1)  // key not found\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks that `from` and `to` are in\n * the

range of [0..size] and throws an appropriate exception, if they aren't.\n */\nprivate fun rangeCheck(size: Int,

fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n    when {\n        fromIndex > toIndex -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is greater than toIndex ($toIndex).\")\n        fromIndex < 0 ->

throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex ($fromIndex) is less than zero.\")\n        toIndex > size -> throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"toIndex ($toIndex) is greater than size ($size).\")\n    }\n}\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2014 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt\")\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n\npackage

kotlin.comparisons\n\n/**\n * Compares two values using the specified functions [selectors] to calculate the result

of the comparison.\n * The functions are called sequentially, receive the given values [a] and [b] and return

[Comparable]\n * objects. As soon as the [Comparable] instances returned by a function for [a] and [b] values do

not\n * compare as equal, the result of that comparison is returned.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSelectors\n */\npublic fun <T> compareValuesBy(a: T,

b: T, vararg selectors: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Int {\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\n    return

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors)\n}\n\nprivate fun <T> compareValuesByImpl(a: T, b: T, selectors:

Array<out (T)->Comparable<*>?>): Int {\n    for (fn in selectors) {\n        val v1 = fn(a)\n        val v2 = fn(b)\n

val diff = compareValues(v1, v2)\n        if (diff != 0) return diff\n    }\n    return 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Compares two

values using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the comparison.\n * The function is applied to

the given values [a] and [b] and return [Comparable] objects.\n * The result of comparison of these [Comparable]

instances is returned.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithSingleSelector\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Int {\n    return compareValues(selector(a), selector(b))\n}\n\n/**\n * Compares two values

using the specified [selector] function to calculate the result of the comparison.\n * The function is applied to the

given values [a] and [b] and return objects of type K which are then being\n * compared with the given

[comparator].\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValuesByWithComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareValuesBy(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in

K>, selector: (T) -> K): Int {\n    return comparator.compare(selector(a), selector(b))\n}\n\n//// Not so useful without

type inference for receiver of expression\n//// compareValuesWith(v1, v2, compareBy { it.prop1 }

thenByDescending { it.prop2 })\n///**\n// * Compares two values using the specified [comparator].\n//

*/\n//@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\n//public inline fun <T> compareValuesWith(a: T, b: T, comparator:

Comparator<T>): Int = comparator.compare(a, b)\n//\n\n\n/**\n * Compares two nullable [Comparable] values. Null

is considered less than any value.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareValues\n */\npublic

fun <T : Comparable<*>> compareValues(a: T?, b: T?): Int {\n    if (a === b) return 0\n    if (a == null) return -1\n

if (b == null) return 1\n\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return (a as
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Comparable<Any>).compareTo(b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the sequence of functions to calculate a

result of comparison.\n * The functions are called sequentially, receive the given values `a` and `b` and return

[Comparable]\n * objects. As soon as the [Comparable] instances returned by a function for `a` and `b` values do

not\n * compare as equal, the result of that comparison is returned from the [Comparator].\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSelectors\n */\npublic fun <T> compareBy(vararg selectors: (T)

-> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> {\n    require(selectors.size > 0)\n    return Comparator { a, b ->

compareValuesByImpl(a, b, selectors) }\n}\n\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the function to transform

value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithSingleSelector\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> compareBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator { a, b ->

compareValuesBy(a, b, selector) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the [selector] function to transform values

being compared and then applying\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByWithComparator\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T, K> compareBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\n

Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(a, b, comparator, selector) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a descending comparator

using the function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithSingleSelector\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> compareByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) ->

Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a, selector) }\n\n/**\n *

Creates a descending comparator using the [selector] function to transform values being compared and then

applying\n * the specified [comparator] to compare transformed values.\n *\n * Note that an order of [comparator] is

reversed by this wrapper.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.compareByDescendingWithComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, K> compareByDescending(comparator: Comparator<in K>,

crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator { a, b -> compareValuesBy(b, a, comparator,

selector) }\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined them equal. It

uses\n * the function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenBy\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenBy(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator { a, b -

>\n            val previousCompare = this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\n            if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare

else compareValuesBy(a, b, selector)\n        }\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator comparing values after the primary

comparator defined them equal. It uses\n * the [selector] function to transform values and then compares them with

the given [comparator].\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByWithComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenBy(comparator: Comparator<in K>,

crossinline selector: (T) -> K): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator { a, b ->\n            val previousCompare =

this@thenBy.compare(a, b)\n            if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(a, b,

comparator, selector)\n        }\n\n/**\n * Creates a descending comparator using the primary comparator and\n * the

function to transform value to a [Comparable] instance for comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescending\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> Comparable<*>?): Comparator<T> =\n

Comparator { a, b ->\n            val previousCompare = this@thenByDescending.compare(a, b)\n            if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else compareValuesBy(b, a, selector)\n        }\n\n/**\n * Creates a

descending comparator comparing values after the primary comparator defined them equal. It uses\n * the [selector]

function to transform values and then compares them with the given [comparator].\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenByDescendingWithComparator\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T, K> Comparator<T>.thenByDescending(comparator: Comparator<in K>, crossinline selector: (T) ->

K): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator { a, b ->\n            val previousCompare =

this@thenByDescending.compare(a, b)\n            if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else
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compareValuesBy(b, a, comparator, selector)\n        }\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a comparator using the primary

comparator and function to calculate a result of comparison.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenComparator\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Comparator<T>.thenComparator(crossinline comparison: (a: T, b: T) -> Int): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator {

a, b ->\n            val previousCompare = this@thenComparator.compare(a, b)\n            if (previousCompare != 0)

previousCompare else comparison(a, b)\n        }\n\n/**\n * Combines this comparator and the given [comparator]

such that the latter is applied only\n * when the former considered values equal.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.then\n */\npublic infix fun <T> Comparator<T>.then(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\n        Comparator { a, b ->\n            val previousCompare =

this@then.compare(a, b)\n            if (previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else comparator.compare(a, b)\n

}\n\n/**\n * Combines this comparator and the given [comparator] such that the latter is applied only\n * when the

former considered values equal.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.thenDescending\n */\npublic

infix fun <T> Comparator<T>.thenDescending(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T> =\n

Comparator<T> { a, b ->\n            val previousCompare = this@thenDescending.compare(a, b)\n            if

(previousCompare != 0) previousCompare else comparator.compare(b, a)\n        }\n\n// Not so useful without type

inference for receiver of expression\n/**\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator

of nullable values\n * considering `null` value less than any other value.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T: Any> nullsFirst(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\n        Comparator { a, b ->\n            when {\n                a === b ->   0\n

        a == null -> -1\n                b == null -> 1\n                else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\n            }\n

}\n\n/**\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\n * considering `null` value less than any other

value.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T: Comparable<T>> nullsFirst(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsFirst(naturalOrder())\n\n/**\n * Extends the given [comparator] of non-nullable values to a comparator of

nullable values\n * considering `null` value greater than any other value.\n *\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T: Any> nullsLast(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): Comparator<T?> =\n        Comparator { a, b ->\n            when {\n                a === b ->   0\n

        a == null -> 1\n                b == null -> -1\n                else -> comparator.compare(a, b)\n            }\n

}\n\n/**\n * Provides a comparator of nullable [Comparable] values\n * considering `null` value greater than any

other value.\n *\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastComparator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T: Comparable<T>> nullsLast(): Comparator<T?> =

nullsLast(naturalOrder())\n\n/**\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable] objects in natural order.\n

*\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.naturalOrderComparator\n */\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>>

naturalOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (NaturalOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\n\n/**\n * Returns a comparator that compares [Comparable] objects in reversed natural order.\n

*\n * @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.nullsFirstLastWithComparator\n */\npublic fun <T:

Comparable<T>> reverseOrder(): Comparator<T> = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(ReverseOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\n\n/**\n *  Returns a comparator that imposes the reverse ordering

of this comparator.\n *\n *  @sample samples.comparisons.Comparisons.reversed\n */\npublic fun <T>

Comparator<T>.reversed(): Comparator<T> = when (this) {\n    is ReversedComparator -> this.comparator\n

NaturalOrderComparator -> @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (ReverseOrderComparator as

Comparator<T>)\n    ReverseOrderComparator -> @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")

(NaturalOrderComparator as Comparator<T>)\n    else -> ReversedComparator(this)\n}\n\n\nprivate class

ReversedComparator<T>(public val comparator: Comparator<T>): Comparator<T> {\n    override fun compare(a:

T, b: T): Int = comparator.compare(b, a)\n    @Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\n    fun reversed():

Comparator<T> = comparator\n}\n\nprivate object NaturalOrderComparator : Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\n

  override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int = a.compareTo(b)\n

@Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\n    fun reversed(): Comparator<Comparable<Any>> =
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ReverseOrderComparator\n}\n\nprivate object ReverseOrderComparator: Comparator<Comparable<Any>> {\n

override fun compare(a: Comparable<Any>, b: Comparable<Any>): Int = b.compareTo(a)\n

@Suppress(\"VIRTUAL_MEMBER_HIDDEN\")\n    fun reversed(): Comparator<Comparable<Any>> =

NaturalOrderComparator\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ComparisonsKt

\")\n\npackage kotlin.comparisons\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the

GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See: https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport kotlin.comparisons.*\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n * If values are equal, returns

the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T): T {\n    return if (a

>= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n

return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n

return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return

Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long):

Long {\n    return if (a >= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n

return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double

{\n    return Math.max(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic

fun <T: Comparable<T>> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Byte,

b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(), c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the greater of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

maxOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.max(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n

return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long

{\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float

{\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun maxOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double):

Double {\n    return Math.max(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the greater of three values according to the order

specified by the given [comparator].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, c: T,

comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return maxOf(a, maxOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the greater of two values according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * If values are equal,

returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> maxOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in

T>): T {\n    return if (comparator.compare(a, b) >= 0) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n *

If values are equal, returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T,

b: T): T {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Byte, b: Byte): Byte {\n

return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Short, b: Short): Short {\n

return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    return

Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n
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*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long):

Long {\n    return if (a <= b) a else b\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float): Float {\n

return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double): Double {\n

  return Math.min(a, b)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

<T: Comparable<T>> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T): T {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Byte,

b: Byte, c: Byte): Byte {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(), c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Byte>()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smaller of three values.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

minOf(a: Short, b: Short, c: Short): Short {\n    return Math.min(a.toInt(), b.toInt(),

c.toInt()).unsafeCast<Short>()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int {\n

return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long

{\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Float, b: Float, c: Float): Float

{\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun minOf(a: Double, b: Double, c: Double):

Double {\n    return Math.min(a, b, c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of three values according to the order

specified by the given [comparator].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, c: T,

comparator: Comparator<in T>): T {\n    return minOf(a, minOf(b, c, comparator), comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the smaller of two values according to the order specified by the given [comparator].\n * If values are equal,

returns the first one.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> minOf(a: T, b: T, comparator: Comparator<in

T>): T {\n    return if (comparator.compare(a, b) <= 0) a else b\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs an [Iterable] instance that returns values through

the [Iterator]\n * provided by that function.\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Iterable(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>): Iterable<T>

= object : Iterable<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = iterator()\n}\n\n/**\n * A wrapper over another

[Iterable] (or any other object that can produce an [Iterator]) that returns\n * an indexing iterator.\n */\ninternal class

IndexingIterable<out T>(private val iteratorFactory: () -> Iterator<T>) : Iterable<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    override

fun iterator(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(iteratorFactory())\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the size of

this iterable if it is known, or `null` otherwise.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrNull(): Int? = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else null\n\n/**\n * Returns the size of

this iterable if it is known, or the specified [default] value otherwise.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.collectionSizeOrDefault(default: Int): Int = if (this is Collection<*>) this.size else default\n\n/**

Returns true when it's safe to convert this collection to a set without changing contains method behavior. */\nprivate

fun <T> Collection<T>.safeToConvertToSet() = size > 2 && this is ArrayList\n\n/** Converts this collection to a

set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains method behavior. */\ninternal fun <T>

Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(source: Iterable<T>): Collection<T> =\n        when(this) {\n

is Set -> this\n            is Collection ->\n                when {\n                    source is Collection && source.size < 2 ->
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this\n                    else -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\n                }\n            else ->

toHashSet()\n        }\n\n/** Converts this collection to a set, when it's worth so and it doesn't change contains

method behavior. */\ninternal fun <T> Iterable<T>.convertToSetForSetOperation(): Collection<T> =\n

when(this) {\n            is Set -> this\n            is Collection -> if (this.safeToConvertToSet()) toHashSet() else this\n

      else -> toHashSet()\n        }\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements from all collections in the given

collection.\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.flattenIterable\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterable<Iterable<T>>.flatten(): List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>()\n    for (element in this) {\n

result.addAll(element)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\n * *first* list is built from

the first values of each pair from this collection,\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each pair from

this collection.\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Operations.unzipIterable\n */\npublic fun <T, R>

Iterable<Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\n    val expectedSize = collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n

val listT = ArrayList<T>(expectedSize)\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>(expectedSize)\n    for (pair in this) {\n

listT.add(pair.first)\n        listR.add(pair.second)\n    }\n    return listT to

listR\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.sequences\n\n/**\n * Given an [iterator] function constructs a [Sequence] that returns values through the

[Iterator]\n * provided by that function.\n * The values are evaluated lazily, and the sequence is potentially

infinite.\n *\n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence(crossinline iterator: () -> Iterator<T>):

Sequence<T> = object : Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = iterator()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

sequence that returns all elements from this iterator. The sequence is constrained to be iterated only once.\n *\n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceFromIterator\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterator<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T> = Sequence { this }.constrainOnce()\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a sequence that returns the specified values.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.sequenceOfValues\n */\npublic fun <T> sequenceOf(vararg elements: T):

Sequence<T> = if (elements.isEmpty()) emptySequence() else elements.asSequence()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty

sequence.\n */\npublic fun <T> emptySequence(): Sequence<T> = EmptySequence\n\nprivate object

EmptySequence : Sequence<Nothing>, DropTakeSequence<Nothing> {\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n    override fun drop(n: Int) = EmptySequence\n    override fun take(n: Int) =

EmptySequence\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of all elements from all sequences in this sequence.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<Sequence<T>>.flatten(): Sequence<T>

= flatten { it.iterator() }\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of all elements from all iterables in this sequence.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"flattenSequenceOfIterable\")\npublic

fun <T> Sequence<Iterable<T>>.flatten(): Sequence<T> = flatten { it.iterator() }\n\nprivate fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.flatten(iterator: (T) -> Iterator<R>): Sequence<R> {\n    if (this is TransformingSequence<*, *>) {\n

    return (this as TransformingSequence<*, T>).flatten(iterator)\n    }\n    return FlatteningSequence(this, { it },

iterator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\n * *first* list is built from the first values of each pair from this

sequence,\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each pair from this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\n    val listT =

ArrayList<T>()\n    val listR = ArrayList<R>()\n    for (pair in this) {\n        listT.add(pair.first)\n

listR.add(pair.second)\n    }\n    return listT to listR\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that returns the values from the

underlying [sequence] that either match or do not match\n * the specified [predicate].\n *\n * @param sendWhen If

`true`, values for which the predicate returns `true` are returned. Otherwise,\n* values for which the predicate returns

`false` are returned\n */\ninternal class FilteringSequence<T>(private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n

       private val sendWhen: Boolean = true,\n                                  private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\n

            ) : Sequence<T> {\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        val iterator =

sequence.iterator()\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\n        var nextItem: T?

= null\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n            while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n                val item = iterator.next()\n

          if (predicate(item) == sendWhen) {\n                    nextItem = item\n                    nextState = 1\n
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return\n                }\n            }\n            nextState = 0\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (nextState

== -1)\n                calcNext()\n            if (nextState == 0)\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\n            val

result = nextItem\n            nextItem = null\n            nextState = -1\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

         return result as T\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (nextState == -1)\n

calcNext()\n            return nextState == 1\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which returns the results of

applying the given [transformer] function to the values\n * in the underlying [sequence].\n */\n\ninternal class

TransformingSequence<T, R>\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>, private val transformer: (T) -> R) :

Sequence<R> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<R> = object : Iterator<R> {\n        val iterator =

sequence.iterator()\n        override fun next(): R {\n            return transformer(iterator.next())\n        }\n\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n\n    internal fun <E>

flatten(iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>): Sequence<E> {\n        return FlatteningSequence<T, R, E>(sequence,

transformer, iterator)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which returns the results of applying the given [transformer]

function to the values\n * in the underlying [sequence], where the transformer function takes the index of the value

in the underlying\n * sequence along with the value itself.\n */\ninternal class TransformingIndexedSequence<T,

R>\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>, private val transformer: (Int, T) -> R) : Sequence<R> {\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<R> = object : Iterator<R> {\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var index =

0\n        override fun next(): R {\n            return transformer(index++, iterator.next())\n        }\n\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which combines

values from the underlying [sequence] with their indices and returns them as\n * [IndexedValue] objects.\n

*/\ninternal class IndexingSequence<T>\nconstructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>) :

Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = object :

Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var index = 0\n        override fun next():

IndexedValue<T> {\n            return IndexedValue(index++, iterator.next())\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext():

Boolean {\n            return iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence which takes the values from

two parallel underlying sequences, passes them to the given\n * [transform] function and returns the values returned

by that function. The sequence stops returning\n * values as soon as one of the underlying sequences stops returning

values.\n */\ninternal class MergingSequence<T1, T2, V>\n                                       constructor(private val

sequence1: Sequence<T1>,\n                                        private val sequence2: Sequence<T2>,\n

    private val transform: (T1, T2) -> V\n                                       ) : Sequence<V> {\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<V> = object : Iterator<V> {\n        val iterator1 = sequence1.iterator()\n        val iterator2 =

sequence2.iterator()\n        override fun next(): V {\n            return transform(iterator1.next(), iterator2.next())\n

}\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return iterator1.hasNext() && iterator2.hasNext()\n        }\n

}\n}\n\ninternal class FlatteningSequence<T, R, E>\n    constructor(\n        private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n

 private val transformer: (T) -> R,\n        private val iterator: (R) -> Iterator<E>\n    ) : Sequence<E> {\n    override

fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = object : Iterator<E> {\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var itemIterator:

Iterator<E>? = null\n\n        override fun next(): E {\n            if (!ensureItemIterator())\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\n            return itemIterator!!.next()\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean

{\n            return ensureItemIterator()\n        }\n\n        private fun ensureItemIterator(): Boolean {\n            if

(itemIterator?.hasNext() == false)\n                itemIterator = null\n\n            while (itemIterator == null) {\n

if (!iterator.hasNext()) {\n                    return false\n                } else {\n                    val element = iterator.next()\n

              val nextItemIterator = iterator(transformer(element))\n                    if (nextItemIterator.hasNext()) {\n

            itemIterator = nextItemIterator\n                        return true\n                    }\n                }\n            }\n

return true\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that supports drop(n) and take(n) operations\n */\ninternal

interface DropTakeSequence<T> : Sequence<T> {\n    fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T>\n    fun take(n: Int):

Sequence<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that skips [startIndex] values from the underlying [sequence]\n * and stops

returning values right before [endIndex], i.e. stops at `endIndex - 1`\n */\ninternal class SubSequence<T> (\n

private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n        private val startIndex: Int,\n        private val endIndex: Int\n):

Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\n\n    init {\n        require(startIndex >= 0) { \"startIndex should be non-
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negative, but is $startIndex\" }\n        require(endIndex >= 0) { \"endIndex should be non-negative, but is

$endIndex\" }\n        require(endIndex >= startIndex) { \"endIndex should be not less than startIndex, but was

$endIndex < $startIndex\"}\n    }\n\n    private val count: Int get() = endIndex - startIndex\n\n    override fun drop(n:

Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) emptySequence() else SubSequence(sequence, startIndex + n, endIndex)\n

override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count) this else SubSequence(sequence, startIndex, startIndex +

n)\n\n    override fun iterator() = object : Iterator<T> {\n\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var position =

0\n\n        // Shouldn't be called from constructor to avoid premature iteration\n        private fun drop() {\n

while(position < startIndex && iterator.hasNext()) {\n                iterator.next()\n                position++\n            }\n

 }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            drop()\n            return (position < endIndex) &&

iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            drop()\n            if (position >= endIndex)\n

    throw NoSuchElementException()\n            position++\n            return iterator.next()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

A sequence that returns at most [count] values from the underlying [sequence], and stops returning values\n * as

soon as that count is reached.\n */\ninternal class TakeSequence<T> (\n    private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n

private val count: Int\n) : Sequence<T>, DropTakeSequence<T> {\n\n    init {\n        require (count >= 0) { \"count

must be non-negative, but was $count.\" }\n    }\n\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >= count)

emptySequence() else SubSequence(sequence, n, count)\n    override fun take(n: Int): Sequence<T> = if (n >=

count) this else TakeSequence(sequence, n)\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n

var left = count\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (left == 0)\n

     throw NoSuchElementException()\n            left--\n            return iterator.next()\n        }\n\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean {\n            return left > 0 && iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that

returns values from the underlying [sequence] while the [predicate] function returns\n * `true`, and stops returning

values once the function returns `false` for the next element.\n */\ninternal class TakeWhileSequence<T>\n

                constructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n                                  private val predicate: (T) ->

Boolean\n                                 ) : Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n

   val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\n

var nextItem: T? = null\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n            if (iterator.hasNext()) {\n                val item =

iterator.next()\n                if (predicate(item)) {\n                    nextState = 1\n                    nextItem = item\n

  return\n                }\n            }\n            nextState = 0\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (nextState

== -1)\n                calcNext() // will change nextState\n            if (nextState == 0)\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            val result = nextItem as T\n\n

         // Clean next to avoid keeping reference on yielded instance\n            nextItem = null\n            nextState = -1\n

         return result\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (nextState == -1)\n

calcNext() // will change nextState\n            return nextState == 1\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that skips

the specified number of values from the underlying [sequence] and returns\n * all values after that.\n */\ninternal

class DropSequence<T> (\n        private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n        private val count: Int\n) : Sequence<T>,

DropTakeSequence<T> {\n    init {\n        require (count >= 0) { \"count must be non-negative, but was $count.\"

}\n    }\n\n    override fun drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> = DropSequence(sequence, count + n)\n    override fun take(n:

Int): Sequence<T> = SubSequence(sequence, count, count + n)\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> = object :

Iterator<T> {\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var left = count\n\n        // Shouldn't be called from

constructor to avoid premature iteration\n        private fun drop() {\n            while (left > 0 && iterator.hasNext())

{\n                iterator.next()\n                left--\n            }\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            drop()\n

    return iterator.next()\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            drop()\n            return

iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A sequence that skips the values from the underlying [sequence] while

the given [predicate] returns `true` and returns\n * all values after that.\n */\ninternal class

DropWhileSequence<T>\n                                 constructor(private val sequence: Sequence<T>,\n

  private val predicate: (T) -> Boolean\n                                 ) : Sequence<T> {\n\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        val iterator = sequence.iterator()\n        var dropState: Int = -1 // -1 for not

dropping, 1 for nextItem, 0 for normal iteration\n        var nextItem: T? = null\n\n        private fun drop() {\n
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while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n                val item = iterator.next()\n                if (!predicate(item)) {\n

nextItem = item\n                    dropState = 1\n                    return\n                }\n            }\n            dropState = 0\n

}\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (dropState == -1)\n                drop()\n\n            if (dropState == 1) {\n

           @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                val result = nextItem as T\n                nextItem = null\n

         dropState = 0\n                return result\n            }\n            return iterator.next()\n        }\n\n        override fun

hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (dropState == -1)\n                drop()\n            return dropState == 1 ||

iterator.hasNext()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class DistinctSequence<T, K>(private val source : Sequence<T>,

private val keySelector : (T) -> K) : Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> =

DistinctIterator(source.iterator(), keySelector)\n}\n\nprivate class DistinctIterator<T, K>(private val source :

Iterator<T>, private val keySelector : (T) -> K) : AbstractIterator<T>() {\n    private val observed =

HashSet<K>()\n\n    override fun computeNext() {\n        while (source.hasNext()) {\n            val next =

source.next()\n            val key = keySelector(next)\n\n            if (observed.add(key)) {\n                setNext(next)\n

         return\n            }\n        }\n\n        done()\n    }\n}\n\n\nprivate class GeneratorSequence<T: Any>(private val

getInitialValue: () -> T?, private val getNextValue: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> {\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = object : Iterator<T> {\n        var nextItem: T? = null\n        var nextState: Int = -2 // -2 for initial

unknown, -1 for next unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n            nextItem = if

(nextState == -2) getInitialValue() else getNextValue(nextItem!!)\n            nextState = if (nextItem == null) 0 else

1\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): T {\n            if (nextState < 0)\n                calcNext()\n\n            if (nextState

== 0)\n                throw NoSuchElementException()\n            val result = nextItem as T\n            // Do not clean

nextItem (to avoid keeping reference on yielded instance) -- need to keep state for getNextValue\n            nextState

= -1\n            return result\n        }\n\n        override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (nextState < 0)\n

calcNext()\n            return nextState == 1\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a wrapper sequence that provides

values of this sequence, but ensures it can be iterated only one time.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n *\n * [IllegalStateException] is thrown on iterating the returned sequence from the second time.\n *\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.constrainOnce(): Sequence<T> {\n    // as? does not work in js\n    //return this as?

ConstrainedOnceSequence<T> ?: ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\n    return if (this is

ConstrainedOnceSequence<T>) this else ConstrainedOnceSequence(this)\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence which invokes the function to calculate the next value on each

iteration until the function returns `null`.\n *\n * The returned sequence is constrained to be iterated only once.\n *\n

* @see constrainOnce\n * @see kotlin.coroutines.experimental.buildSequence\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequence\n */\npublic fun <T : Any>

generateSequence(nextFunction: () -> T?): Sequence<T> {\n    return GeneratorSequence(nextFunction, {

nextFunction() }).constrainOnce()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence defined by the starting value [seed] and the

function [nextFunction],\n * which is invoked to calculate the next value based on the previous one on each

iteration.\n *\n * The sequence produces values until it encounters first `null` value.\n * If [seed] is `null`, an empty

sequence is produced.\n *\n * The sequence can be iterated multiple times, each time starting with [seed].\n *\n *

@see kotlin.coroutines.experimental.buildSequence\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithSeed\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\npublic fun <T : Any> generateSequence(seed: T?,

nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\n    if (seed == null)\n        EmptySequence\n    else\n

GeneratorSequence({ seed }, nextFunction)\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence defined by the function [seedFunction],

which is invoked to produce the starting value,\n * and the [nextFunction], which is invoked to calculate the next

value based on the previous one on each iteration.\n *\n * The sequence produces values until it encounters first

`null` value.\n * If [seedFunction] returns `null`, an empty sequence is produced.\n *\n * The sequence can be

iterated multiple times.\n *\n * @see kotlin.coroutines.experimental.buildSequence\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.generateSequenceWithLazySeed\n */\npublic fun <T: Any>

generateSequence(seedFunction: () -> T?, nextFunction: (T) -> T?): Sequence<T> =\n

GeneratorSequence(seedFunction,
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nextFunction)\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns the given iterator itself.

This allows to use an instance of iterator in a `for` loop.\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.iterator\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Iterator<T>.iterator(): Iterator<T> = this\n\n/**\n *

Returns an [Iterator] wrapping each value produced by this [Iterator] with the [IndexedValue],\n * containing value

and it's index.\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.withIndexIterator\n */\npublic fun <T>

Iterator<T>.withIndex(): Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> = IndexingIterator(this)\n\n/**\n * Performs the given

[operation] on each element of this [Iterator].\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterators.forEachIterator\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Iterator<T>.forEach(operation: (T) -> Unit) : Unit {\n    for (element in this)

operation(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Iterator transforming original `iterator` into iterator of [IndexedValue], counting

index from zero.\n */\ninternal class IndexingIterator<out T>(private val iterator: Iterator<T>) :

Iterator<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    private var index = 0\n    final override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

iterator.hasNext()\n    final override fun next(): IndexedValue<T> = IndexedValue(index++,

iterator.next())\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all key-value pairs.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.toList(): List<Pair<K, V>> {\n    if (size == 0)\n        return emptyList()\n    val iterator = entries.iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return emptyList()\n    val first = iterator.next()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        return

listOf(first.toPair())\n    val result = ArrayList<Pair<K, V>>(size)\n    result.add(first.toPair())\n    do {\n

result.add(iterator.next().toPair())\n    } while (iterator.hasNext())\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list

of all elements yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each entry of original map.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K, V>.flatMap(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Iterable<R>): List<R>

{\n    return flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of

[transform] function being invoked on each entry of original map, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun

<K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K, V>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>)

-> Iterable<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform]

function\n * to each entry in the original map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R> Map<out K, V>.map(transform:

(Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(size), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each entry in the original

map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any> Map<out K, V>.mapNotNull(transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?):

List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform]

function to each entry in the original map\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Map<out K, V>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C,

transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R?): C {\n    forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) }

}\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each entry of the original map\n *

and appends the results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Map<out K, V>.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all entries match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.all(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean

{\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if map has at least one entry.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.any():

Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one entry matches the given [predicate].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.any(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return false\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the number of entries in this map.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.count(): Int {\n    return size\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of entries matching the given [predicate].\n
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*/\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.count(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean): Int {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return 0\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each entry.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.HidesMembers\npublic inline

fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.forEach(action: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this)

action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there

are no entries.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K,

V>.maxBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return entries.maxBy(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the first entry having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no

entries.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return entries.maxWith(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first entry yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no entries.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, R : Comparable<R>> Map<out K, V>.minBy(selector: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> R): Map.Entry<K,

V>? {\n    return entries.minBy(selector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first entry having the smallest value according to

the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no entries.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<out K,

V>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Map.Entry<K, V>>): Map.Entry<K, V>? {\n    return

entries.minWith(comparator)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the map has no entries.\n */\npublic fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no entries match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> Map<out K, V>.none(predicate: (Map.Entry<K, V>) -> Boolean):

Boolean {\n    if (isEmpty()) return true\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each entry and returns the map itself afterwards.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <K, V, M : Map<out K, V>> M.onEach(action: (Map.Entry<K, V>) ->

Unit): M {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that

wraps the original map returning its entries when being iterated.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<K, V> Map<out K, V>.asIterable(): Iterable<Map.Entry<K, V>> {\n    return entries\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a

[Sequence] instance that wraps the original map returning its entries when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <K, V>

Map<out K, V>.asSequence(): Sequence<Map.Entry<K, V>> {\n    return

entries.asSequence()\n}\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\n\npa

ckage kotlin.ranges\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.*\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Byte):

Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value:

Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toShort())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Byte): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n

* Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it

!= null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if

(it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n
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*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value:

Double): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Double): Boolean {\n    return

contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Float):

Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toLongExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value:

Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Float): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if

(it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value:

Float): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Int):

Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Int): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toIntExactOrNull().let { if (it !=

null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value:

Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"shortRangeContains\")\npublic

operator fun ClosedRange<Short>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return value.toShortExactOrNull().let { if

(it != null) contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value:

Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Long): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"intRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Int>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toInt())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the

specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"longRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Long>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toLong())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if

the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"byteRangeContains\")\npublic operator

fun ClosedRange<Byte>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return value.toByteExactOrNull().let { if (it != null)

contains(it) else false }\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this range.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"doubleRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun ClosedRange<Double>.contains(value:
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Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toDouble())\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks if the specified [value] belongs to this

range.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"floatRangeContains\")\npublic operator fun

ClosedRange<Float>.contains(value: Short): Boolean {\n    return contains(value.toFloat())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less

than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun

Long.downTo(to: Byte): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n

return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this

value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Byte): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic

infix fun Char.downTo(to: Char): CharProgression {\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The

[to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun

Long.downTo(to: Int): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the

specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.downTo(to: Int): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to, -1)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has

to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic

infix fun Long.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to, -

1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n *

The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n

return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this

value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Short.downTo(to: Long): LongProgression {\n    return

LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toLong(), to, -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic

infix fun Int.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toInt(), -

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The

[to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.downTo(to: Short): LongProgression {\n

return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(this, to.toLong(), -1L)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this

value down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Byte.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(), to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression from this value

down to the specified [to] value with the step -1.\n * \n * The [to] value has to be less than this value.\n */\npublic

infix fun Short.downTo(to: Short): IntProgression {\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(this.toInt(),

to.toInt(), -1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range in the opposite direction with the
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same step.\n */\npublic fun IntProgression.reversed(): IntProgression {\n    return

IntProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range

in the opposite direction with the same step.\n */\npublic fun LongProgression.reversed(): LongProgression {\n

return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the

same range in the opposite direction with the same step.\n */\npublic fun CharProgression.reversed():

CharProgression {\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(last, first, -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun IntProgression.step(step: Int):

IntProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return IntProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if

(this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a progression that goes over the same range with the given

step.\n */\npublic infix fun LongProgression.step(step: Long): LongProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0,

step)\n    return LongProgression.fromClosedRange(first, last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a progression that goes over the same range with the given step.\n */\npublic infix fun CharProgression.step(step:

Int): CharProgression {\n    checkStepIsPositive(step > 0, step)\n    return CharProgression.fromClosedRange(first,

last, if (this.step > 0) step else -step)\n}\n\ninternal fun Int.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toInt()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Short.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toShort()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toShort()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toByteExactOrNull(): Byte? {\n    return if (this in

Byte.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Byte.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toByte() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Long.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toLong())

this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in

Int.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toIntExactOrNull(): Int? {\n    return if (this in Int.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Int.MAX_VALUE.toFloat())

this.toInt() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Double.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toLongExactOrNull(): Long? {\n    return if (this in

Long.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Long.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toLong() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Int.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in Short.MIN_VALUE.toInt()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toInt())

this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun Long.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toLong()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toLong()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Double.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toDouble()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toDouble()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\ninternal fun

Float.toShortExactOrNull(): Short? {\n    return if (this in

Short.MIN_VALUE.toFloat()..Short.MAX_VALUE.toFloat()) this.toShort() else null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range

from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n

return this .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified

[to] value.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Byte): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n */\npublic

infix fun Byte.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range

from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to: Byte): IntRange {\n

  return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the

specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to `'\\u0000'` the returned range is empty.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Char.until(to: Char): CharRange {\n    if (to <= '\\u0000') return CharRange.EMPTY\n    return

this .. (to - 1).toChar()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n *
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\n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to [Int.MIN_VALUE] the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Int.until(to: Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <= Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to -

1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n */\npublic

infix fun Long.until(to: Int): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range

from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to

[Int.MIN_VALUE] the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to: Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <=

Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range

from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to

[Int.MIN_VALUE] the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Short.until(to: Int): IntRange {\n    if (to <=

Int.MIN_VALUE) return IntRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toInt() .. (to - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range

from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or equal to

[Long.MIN_VALUE] the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Long): LongRange {\n    if (to

<= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or

equal to [Long.MIN_VALUE] the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to: Long): LongRange

{\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this .. (to - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the [to] value is less than or

equal to [Long.MIN_VALUE] the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to: Long): LongRange

{\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return this.toLong() .. (to -

1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n * \n * If the

[to] value is less than or equal to [Long.MIN_VALUE] the returned range is empty.\n */\npublic infix fun

Short.until(to: Long): LongRange {\n    if (to <= Long.MIN_VALUE) return LongRange.EMPTY\n    return

this.toLong() .. (to - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to]

value.\n */\npublic infix fun Int.until(to: Short): IntRange {\n    return this .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n */\npublic infix fun Long.until(to:

Short): LongRange {\n    return this .. (to.toLong() - 1).toLong()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to

but excluding the specified [to] value.\n */\npublic infix fun Byte.until(to: Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() ..

(to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a range from this value up to but excluding the specified [to] value.\n

*/\npublic infix fun Short.until(to: Short): IntRange {\n    return this.toInt() .. (to.toInt() - 1).toInt()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than

or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeastComparable\n */\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater

than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic

fun Short.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Short): Short {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value

if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Int): Int

{\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than

the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the

[minimumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun

Long.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Long): Long {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value
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if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue] or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic fun Float.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Float):

Float {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not less

than the specified [minimumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's greater than or equal to the [minimumValue]

or the [minimumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtLeast\n */\npublic

fun Double.coerceAtLeast(minimumValue: Double): Double {\n    return if (this < minimumValue) minimumValue

else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return

this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMostComparable\n */\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>>

T.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: T): T {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n

* Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less

than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Byte.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Byte):

Byte {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Short):

Short {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Int): Int

{\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater

than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or

the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun

Long.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this

value if it's less than or equal to the [maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Float.coerceAtMost(maximumValue: Float):

Float {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value is not

greater than the specified [maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's less than or equal to the

[maximumValue] or the [maximumValue] otherwise.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceAtMost\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceAtMost(maximumValue:

Double): Double {\n    return if (this > maximumValue) maximumValue else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this

value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range,

or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun <T:

Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(minimumValue: T?, maximumValue: T?): T {\n    if (minimumValue !== null &&

maximumValue !== null) {\n        if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot

coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n        if (this

< minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    }\n    else {\n

    if (minimumValue !== null && this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n        if (maximumValue !== null

&& this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in

the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or

[minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than

[maximumValue].\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun

Byte.coerceIn(minimumValue: Byte, maximumValue: Byte): Byte {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)
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return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Short.coerceIn(minimumValue: Short,

maximumValue: Short): Short {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(minimumValue: Int, maximumValue:

Int): Int {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue)

return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue) return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures

that this value lies in the specified range [minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in

the range, or [minimumValue] if this value is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater

than [maximumValue].\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun

Long.coerceIn(minimumValue: Long, maximumValue: Long): Long {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue)

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Float.coerceIn(minimumValue: Float,

maximumValue: Float): Float {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified range

[minimumValue]..[maximumValue].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the range, or [minimumValue] if this value

is less than [minimumValue], or [maximumValue] if this value is greater than [maximumValue].\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Double.coerceIn(minimumValue: Double,

maximumValue: Double): Double {\n    if (minimumValue > maximumValue) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: maximum $maximumValue is less than

minimum $minimumValue.\")\n    if (this < minimumValue) return minimumValue\n    if (this > maximumValue)

return maximumValue\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInFloatingPointRange\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T:

Comparable<T>> T.coerceIn(range: ClosedFloatingPointRange<T>): T {\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        // this <

start equiv to this <= start && !(this >= start)\n        range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.start) &&

!range.lessThanOrEquals(range.start, this) -> range.start\n        // this > end equiv to this >= end && !(this <= end)\n

      range.lessThanOrEquals(range.endInclusive, this) && !range.lessThanOrEquals(this, range.endInclusive) ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceInComparable\n */\npublic fun <T: Comparable<T>>

T.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<T>): T {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return
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this.coerceIn<T>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an

empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive ->

range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the specified [range].\n * \n *

@return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than `range.start`, or `range.endInclusive`

if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * @sample samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n

*/\npublic fun Int.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Int>): Int {\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n

return this.coerceIn<Int>(range)\n    }\n    if (range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce

value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this >

range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else -> this\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Ensures that this value lies in the

specified [range].\n * \n * @return this value if it's in the [range], or `range.start` if this value is less than

`range.start`, or `range.endInclusive` if this value is greater than `range.endInclusive`.\n * @sample

samples.comparisons.ComparableOps.coerceIn\n */\npublic fun Long.coerceIn(range: ClosedRange<Long>): Long

{\n    if (range is ClosedFloatingPointRange) {\n        return this.coerceIn<Long>(range)\n    }\n    if

(range.isEmpty()) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Cannot coerce value to an empty range: $range.\")\n    return

when {\n        this < range.start -> range.start\n        this > range.endInclusive -> range.endInclusive\n        else ->

this\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Float.rangeTo(that:

Float): ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float> =\n

this.toDouble().rangeTo(that.toDouble()).unsafeCast<ClosedFloatingPointRange<Float>>()\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.Jv

mMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequencesKt\")\n\npackage kotlin.sequences\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS

FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.*\nimport kotlin.coroutines.experimental.*\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if [element] is found in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic operator fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

Sequence<T>.contains(element: T): Boolean {\n    return indexOf(element) >= 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element

at the given [index] or throws an [IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.elementAt(index: Int): T {\n    return

elementAtOrElse(index) { throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Sequence doesn't contain element at index

$index.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function

if the [index] is out of bounds of this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> T): T {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return

defaultValue(index)\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val element

= iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return

defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an element at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of

this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.elementAtOrNull(index: Int):

T? {\n    if (index < 0)\n        return null\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    var count = 0\n    while (iterator.hasNext())

{\n        val element = iterator.next()\n        if (index == count++)\n            return element\n    }\n    return

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.find(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last

element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.findLast(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first element.\n * @throws
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[NoSuchElementException] if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.first(): T {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element

matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such element is found.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.first(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no

element matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element, or `null` if the sequence is empty.\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    return iterator.next()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element matching the

given [predicate], or `null` if element was not found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun

<T> Sequence<T>.firstOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first index of [element], or -1 if the sequence does not contain

element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

Sequence<T>.indexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (element == item)\n

return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first element matching the given

[predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not contain such element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.indexOfFirst(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

{\n        if (predicate(item))\n            return index\n        index++\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of

the last element matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the sequence does not contain such element.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.indexOfLast(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Int {\n

var lastIndex = -1\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (predicate(item))\n            lastIndex = index\n

index++\n    }\n    return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException]

if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(): T {\n    val

iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n

var last = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        last = iterator.next()\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the last element matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

element is found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.last(predicate: (T) -

> Boolean): T {\n    var last: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))

{\n            last = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return last as T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns last index of [element], or -1 if the

sequence does not contain element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> Sequence<T>.lastIndexOf(element: T): Int {\n    var lastIndex = -1\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) {\n        if (element == item)\n            lastIndex = index\n        index++\n    }\n

return lastIndex\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element, or `null` if the sequence is empty.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    var last = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext())\n        last =

iterator.next()\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.lastOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var last: T? = null\n    for (element in this) {\n        if

(predicate(element)) {\n            last = element\n        }\n    }\n    return last\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element,

or throws an exception if the sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(): T {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())\n        throw

NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence is empty.\")\n    val single = iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n

throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence has more than one element.\")\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the single element matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching

element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.single(predicate: (T) ->

Boolean): T {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element))
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{\n            if (found) throw IllegalArgumentException(\"Sequence contains more than one matching element.\")\n

     single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Sequence

contains no element matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

T\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single element, or `null` if the sequence is empty or has more than one element.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n    val single = iterator.next()\n    if (iterator.hasNext())\n        return null\n

return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single element matching the given [predicate], or `null` if element was not

found or more than one element was found.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.singleOrNull(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): T? {\n    var single: T? = null\n    var found = false\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) return null\n            single = element\n

found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing

all elements except first [n] elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.drop(n: Int): Sequence<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is less than zero.\"

}\n    return when {\n        n == 0 -> this\n        this is DropTakeSequence -> this.drop(n)\n        else ->

DropSequence(this, n)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements except first elements that

satisfy the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.dropWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return DropWhileSequence(this,

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only elements matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filter(predicate: (T) -> Boolean):

Sequence<T> {\n    return FilteringSequence(this, true, predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only

elements matching the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, T) ->

Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    // TODO: Rewrite with generalized MapFilterIndexingSequence\n    return

TransformingSequence(FilteringSequence(IndexingSequence(this), true, { predicate(it.index, it.value) }), { it.value

})\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param

[predicate] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of predicate

evaluation on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in

T>> Sequence<T>.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, T) -> Boolean): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.add(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements that are instances of specified type parameter

R.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R>

Sequence<*>.filterIsInstance(): Sequence<@kotlin.internal.NoInfer R> {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filter { it is R } as Sequence<R>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are instances of specified type parameter R to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <reified R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<*>.filterIsInstanceTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if (element is R)

destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements not

matching the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.filterNot(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return FilteringSequence(this, false,

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements that are not `null`.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNull(): Sequence<T> {\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return filterNot { it == null } as Sequence<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements that are not `null` to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in T>, T : Any> Sequence<T?>.filterNotNullTo(destination: C): C {\n    for (element in this) if

(element != null) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements not matching

the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C {\n    for
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(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic

inline fun <T, C : MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (T) -> Boolean): C

{\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) destination.add(element)\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing first [n] elements.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.take(n: Int): Sequence<T> {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested element count $n is

less than zero.\" }\n    return when {\n        n == 0 -> emptySequence()\n        this is DropTakeSequence ->

this.take(n)\n        else -> TakeSequence(this, n)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing first elements

satisfying the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.takeWhile(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Sequence<T> {\n    return TakeWhileSequence(this,

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted according to their natural

sort order.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Sequence<T>.sorted(): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T>

{\n            val sortedList = this@sorted.toMutableList()\n            sortedList.sort()\n            return

sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted

according to natural sort order of the value returned by specified [selector] function.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.sortedBy(crossinline

selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n    return sortedWith(compareBy(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

that yields elements of this sequence sorted descending according to natural sort order of the value returned by

specified [selector] function.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R :

Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.sortedByDescending(crossinline selector: (T) -> R?): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(compareByDescending(selector))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence

sorted descending according to their natural sort order.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.sortedDescending(): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sortedWith(reverseOrder())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence that yields elements of this sequence sorted according

to the specified [comparator].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sortedWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return object : Sequence<T> {\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val sortedList = this@sortedWith.toMutableList()\n

sortedList.sortWith(comparator)\n            return sortedList.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map]

containing key-value pairs provided by [transform] function\n * applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n *

If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves

the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K,

V> Sequence<T>.associate(transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): Map<K, V> {\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the elements from the

given sequence indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each element.\n * \n * If any

two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The

returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, T> {\n    return

associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, T>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values

provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by [keySelector] functions applied to elements of the given sequence.\n

* \n * If any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n

* \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Sequence<T>.associateBy(keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T)

-> V): Map<K, V> {\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the

[keySelector] function applied to each element of the given sequence\n * and value is the element itself.\n * \n * If

any two elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, in T>>
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Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to elements of the given sequence.\n * \n * If any two

elements would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>>

Sequence<T>.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element), valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value pairs\n * provided by

[transform] function applied to each element of the given sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same

key the last one gets added to the map.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M :

MutableMap<in K, in V>> Sequence<T>.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (T) -> Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for

(element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all

elements to the given [destination] collection.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T, C :

MutableCollection<in T>> Sequence<T>.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all elements.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toHashSet(): HashSet<T> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all elements.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toList(): List<T> {\n    return

this.toMutableList().optimizeReadOnlyList()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all elements of this

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.toMutableList(): MutableList<T>

{\n    return toCollection(ArrayList<T>())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all elements.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun

<T> Sequence<T>.toSet(): Set<T> {\n    return

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<T>()).optimizeReadOnlySet()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single sequence of all elements

from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.flatMap(transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>):

Sequence<R> {\n    return FlatteningSequence(this, transform, { it.iterator() })\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each element of original sequence, to the given

[destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<T>.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> Sequence<R>): C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val

list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of

the original sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and

returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * The returned map

preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the original sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline

fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K): Map<K, List<T>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<T>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list of

corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from the

original sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, K, V> Sequence<T>.groupBy(keySelector: (T) -> K,

valueTransform: (T) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements of the original sequence by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each element and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated

with a list of corresponding elements.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline
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fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<T>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (T) -

> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key)

{ ArrayList<T>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each element of the original sequence\n * by the key returned by the given

[keySelector] function applied to the element\n * and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a

list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> Sequence<T>.groupByTo(destination:

M, keySelector: (T) -> K, valueTransform: (T) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key =

keySelector(element)\n        val list = destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n

list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a

sequence to be used later with one of group-and-fold operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to

extract a key from each element.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupingByEachCount\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K> Sequence<T>.groupingBy(crossinline

keySelector: (T) -> K): Grouping<T, K> {\n    return object : Grouping<T, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator():

Iterator<T> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n        override fun keyOf(element: T): K = keySelector(element)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

element in the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.map(transform: (T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this,

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to

each element and its index in the original sequence.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an

element and the element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The

operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.mapIndexed(transform: (index:

Int, T) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

sequence containing only the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element and its

index in the original sequence.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the element

itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R : Any> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?):

Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingIndexedSequence(this, transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the

given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original sequence\n * and appends only the non-null

results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>>

Sequence<T>.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed {

index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Applies the given [transform] function to each element and its index in the original sequence\n * and appends the

results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of an element and the

element itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the element.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapIndexedTo(destination:

C, transform: (index: Int, T) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n

destination.add(transform(index++, item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing only

the non-null results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each element in the original sequence.\n *\n *

The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R : Any>

Sequence<T>.mapNotNull(transform: (T) -> R?): Sequence<R> {\n    return TransformingSequence(this,

transform).filterNotNull()\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element in the original

sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Any, C : MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapNotNullTo(destination: C,
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transform: (T) -> R?): C {\n    forEach { element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each element of the original sequence\n * and

appends the results to the given [destination].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> Sequence<T>.mapTo(destination: C, transform: (T) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n

 destination.add(transform(item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of [IndexedValue] for

each element of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.withIndex(): Sequence<IndexedValue<T>> {\n    return IndexingSequence(this)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing only distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting

sequence are in the same order as they were in the source sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.distinct(): Sequence<T> {\n    return this.distinctBy { it }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a sequence containing only elements from the given sequence\n * having distinct keys returned by the

given [selector] function.\n * \n * The elements in the resulting sequence are in the same order as they were in the

source sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic fun <T, K>

Sequence<T>.distinctBy(selector: (T) -> K): Sequence<T> {\n    return DistinctSequence(this, selector)\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a mutable set containing all distinct elements from the given sequence.\n * \n * The returned set preserves

the element iteration order of the original sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.toMutableSet(): MutableSet<T> {\n    val set = LinkedHashSet<T>()\n    for (item in this)

set.add(item)\n    return set\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.all(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for

(element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if sequence has at

least one element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.any(): Boolean {\n

return iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one element matches the given [predicate].\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.any(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n

for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements

in this sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(): Int {\n    var count

= 0\n    for (element in this) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of elements matching the

given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.count(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element)) count++\n    return

count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right to

current accumulator value and each element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, T) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this)

accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting

with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each element

with its index in the original sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element, current

accumulator value\n * and the element itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, T) ->

R): R {\n    var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++,

accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element.\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.forEach(action: (T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for

(element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each element, providing sequential

index with the element.\n * @param [action] function that takes the index of an element and the element itself\n *

and performs the desired action on the element.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, T) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)

action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of

elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Double>.max(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max

= iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n

if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or
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`null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.max(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n

if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    if (max.isNaN()) return max\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n

return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>> Sequence<T>.max(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =

iterator.next()\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the

largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>> Sequence<T>.maxBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator =

iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var maxElem = iterator.next()\n    var maxValue =

selector(maxElem)\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if

(maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first element having the largest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var max =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) <

0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n

* If any of elements is `NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun Sequence<Double>.min(): Double? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    while

(iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n

return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or `null` if there are no elements.\n * \n * If any of elements is

`NaN` returns `NaN`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Float>.min(): Float? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min =

iterator.next()\n    if (min.isNaN()) return min\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(e.isNaN()) return e\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smallest element or

`null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Comparable<T>>

Sequence<T>.min(): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n    var min =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if (min > e) min = e\n    }\n    return

min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element yielding the smallest value of the given function or `null` if there are no

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T, R : Comparable<R>>

Sequence<T>.minBy(selector: (T) -> R): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return null\n

var minElem = iterator.next()\n    var minValue = selector(minElem)\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e =

iterator.next()\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v) {\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n

}\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first element having the smallest value according to the

provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T>

Sequence<T>.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in T>): T? {\n    val iterator = iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext())

return null\n    var min = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        val e = iterator.next()\n        if

(comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min = e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the sequence has no

elements.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.none(): Boolean {\n    return

!iterator().hasNext()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no elements match the given [predicate].\n *\n * The operation is

_terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.none(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence which performs the

given [action] on each element of the original sequence as they pass though it.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.onEach(action: (T) ->

Unit): Sequence<T> {\n    return map {\n        action(it)\n        it\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with

the first element and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each element.\n *\n *
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The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S> Sequence<T>.reduce(operation: (acc: S, T) -> S): S

{\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty

sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator: S = iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n

accumulator = operation(accumulator, iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with the first element and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

element with its index in the original sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of an element,

current accumulator value\n * and the element itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n *\n * The

operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <S, T: S> Sequence<T>.reduceIndexed(operation: (index: Int, acc:

S, T) -> S): S {\n    val iterator = this.iterator()\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var index = 1\n    var accumulator: S =

iterator.next()\n    while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n        accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator,

iterator.next())\n    }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector]

function applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sumBy(selector: (T) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum +=

selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function

applied to each element in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T>

Sequence<T>.sumByDouble(selector: (T) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an original collection containing all the

non-`null` elements, throwing an [IllegalArgumentException] if there are any `null` elements.\n *\n * The operation

is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T : Any> Sequence<T?>.requireNoNulls(): Sequence<T> {\n

return map { it ?: throw IllegalArgumentException(\"null element found in $this.\") }\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this

sequence into a sequence of lists each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last list in the resulting sequence

may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each list, must

be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return

windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this sequence into several lists each not exceeding

the given [size]\n * and applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of results of the

[transform] applied to an each list.\n * \n * Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is

valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a

snapshot of it.\n * The last list may have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each list, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this sequence.\n * \n

* @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.chunked(size: Int, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original sequence without the first occurrence of the given

[element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Sequence<T>.minus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> {\n            var removed = false\n            return this@minus.filter { if (!removed && it == element) {

removed = true; false } else true }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements

of original sequence except the elements contained in the given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source

sequence and the array being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting

sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is

_intermediate_ and _stateful_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Array<out T>):

Sequence<T> {\n    if (elements.isEmpty()) return this\n    return object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun

iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other = elements.toHashSet()\n            return this@minus.filterNot { it in other

}.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence except the

elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection
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being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of

them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateful_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

object: Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other =

elements.convertToSetForSetOperation()\n            if (other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n

   else\n                return this@minus.filterNot { it in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence

containing all elements of original sequence except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n

* Note that the source sequence and the sequence being subtracted are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested

from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n

* \n * The operation is _intermediate_ for this sequence and _terminal_ and _stateful_ for the [elements] sequence.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.minus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return object:

Sequence<T> {\n        override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n            val other = elements.toHashSet()\n            if

(other.isEmpty())\n                return this@minus.iterator()\n            else\n                return this@minus.filterNot { it

in other }.iterator()\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original sequence

without the first occurrence of the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.minusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n

 return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original sequence into pair of lists,\n * where *first* list contains

elements for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* list contains elements for which [predicate]

yielded `false`.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.partition(predicate:

(T) -> Boolean): Pair<List<T>, List<T>> {\n    val first = ArrayList<T>()\n    val second = ArrayList<T>()\n    for

(element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.add(element)\n        } else {\n

second.add(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all

elements of the original sequence and then the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sequenceOf(this, sequenceOf(element)).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of

original sequence and then all elements of the given [elements] array.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the

array being added are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of

them between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

this.plus(elements.asList())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and then

all elements of the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the collection being added

are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them between

successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return sequenceOf(this,

elements.asSequence()).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of original sequence and

then all elements of the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * Note that the source sequence and the sequence being

added are iterated only when an `iterator` is requested from\n * the resulting sequence. Changing any of them

between successive calls to `iterator` may affect the result.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\npublic operator fun <T> Sequence<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Sequence<T> {\n    return

sequenceOf(this, elements).flatten()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing all elements of the original

sequence and then the given [element].\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.plusElement(element: T): Sequence<T> {\n

return plus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding

along this sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a list.\n * \n * Several last lists may have less

elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of

elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the

number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows

controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial
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windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false): Sequence<List<T>> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

false)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each list

representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this sequence with the given [step].\n * \n

* Note that the list passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You

should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last lists may

have less elements than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the

number of elements in this sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param

step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param

partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which

means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R>

Sequence<T>.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform: (List<T>) -> R):

Sequence<R> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer =

true).map(transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of pairs built from elements of both sequences with same

indexes.\n * Resulting sequence has length of shortest input sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\npublic infix fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zip(other: Sequence<R>): Sequence<Pair<T, R>> {\n

return MergingSequence(this, other) { t1, t2 -> t1 to t2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of values built from

elements of both collections with same indexes using provided [transform]. Resulting sequence has length of

shortest input sequences.\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and _stateless_.\n */\npublic fun <T, R, V>

Sequence<T>.zip(other: Sequence<R>, transform: (a: T, b: R) -> V): Sequence<V> {\n    return

MergingSequence(this, other, transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of pairs of each two adjacent elements in

this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is empty if this sequence contains less than two elements.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_ and

_stateless_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(): Sequence<Pair<T, T>> {\n

 return zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence containing the results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to an each pair of two adjacent elements in this sequence.\n * \n * The returned sequence is

empty if this sequence contains less than two elements.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n *\n * The operation is _intermediate_

and _stateless_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <T, R> Sequence<T>.zipWithNext(transform: (a: T, b: T)

-> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return buildSequence result@ {\n        val iterator = iterator()\n        if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return@result\n        var current = iterator.next()\n        while (iterator.hasNext()) {\n            val

next = iterator.next()\n            yield(transform(current, next))\n            current = next\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Appends the string from all the elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if

supplied.\n * \n * If the collection could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only

the first [limit]\n * elements will be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n *\n *

The operation is _terminal_.\n */\npublic fun <T, A : Appendable> Sequence<T>.joinTo(buffer: A, separator:

CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\", postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated:

CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? = null): A {\n    buffer.append(prefix)\n    var count = 0\n

  for (element in this) {\n        if (++count > 1) buffer.append(separator)\n        if (limit < 0 || count <= limit) {\n

 buffer.appendElement(element, transform)\n        } else break\n    }\n    if (limit >= 0 && count > limit)

buffer.append(truncated)\n    buffer.append(postfix)\n    return buffer\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a string from all the

elements separated using [separator] and using the given [prefix] and [postfix] if supplied.\n * \n * If the collection

could be huge, you can specify a non-negative value of [limit], in which case only the first [limit]\n * elements will

be appended, followed by the [truncated] string (which defaults to \"...\").\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.joinToString(separator: CharSequence = \", \", prefix: CharSequence = \"\",

postfix: CharSequence = \"\", limit: Int = -1, truncated: CharSequence = \"...\", transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)? =
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null): String {\n    return joinTo(StringBuilder(), separator, prefix, postfix, limit, truncated,

transform).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original sequence returning its

elements when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun <T> Sequence<T>.asIterable(): Iterable<T> {\n    return Iterable {

this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns this sequence as a [Sequence].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun <T> Sequence<T>.asSequence(): Sequence<T> {\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value

of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfShort\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Short>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

    sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double

= 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if

(count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n

*\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n

   sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns an average value of elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.average(): Double {\n    var sum:

Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n

return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns an average value of elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"averageOfDouble\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Double>.average(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    var count: Int = 0\n    for (element in this)

{\n        sum += element\n        count += 1\n    }\n    return if (count == 0) Double.NaN else sum / count\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfByte\")\npublic fun Sequence<Byte>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfShort\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Short>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return

sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfInt\")\npublic fun Sequence<Int>.sum(): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n    for

(element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the

sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfLong\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Long>.sum(): Long {\n    var sum: Long = 0L\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n

return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfFloat\")\npublic fun Sequence<Float>.sum(): Float {\n    var sum: Float = 0.0f\n

  for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all elements in

the sequence.\n *\n * The operation is _terminal_.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"sumOfDouble\")\npublic fun

Sequence<Double>.sum(): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in this) {\n        sum += element\n

}\n    return sum\n}\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the given

[element].\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun

<T> Set<T>.minus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size))\n    var removed

= false\n    return this.filterTo(result) { if (!removed && it == element) { removed = true; false } else true
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}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the elements contained in the given

[elements] array.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic

operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Array<out T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n

result.removeAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set

except the elements contained in the given [elements] collection.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n

val other = elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this)\n    if (other.isEmpty())\n        return this.toSet()\n    if

(other is Set)\n        return this.filterNotTo(LinkedHashSet<T>()) { it in other }\n    val result =

LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(other)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements of the original set except the elements contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.minus(elements:

Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(this)\n    result.removeAll(elements)\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set except the given [element].\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun <T> Set<T>.minusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return minus(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set

containing all elements of the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Set<T>.plus(element: T): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(size + 1))\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.add(element)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the

original set and the given [elements] array,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves

the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Array<out T>):

Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size + elements.size))\n    result.addAll(this)\n

result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of the original set and

the given [elements] collection,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * The returned set preserves the element

iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T> Set<T>.plus(elements: Iterable<T>): Set<T> {\n

val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(elements.collectionSizeOrNull()?.let { this.size + it } ?: this.size *

2))\n    result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all

elements of the original set and the given [elements] sequence,\n * which aren't already in this set.\n * \n * The

returned set preserves the element iteration order of the original set.\n */\npublic operator fun <T>

Set<T>.plus(elements: Sequence<T>): Set<T> {\n    val result = LinkedHashSet<T>(mapCapacity(this.size * 2))\n

result.addAll(this)\n    result.addAll(elements)\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a set containing all elements of

the original set and then the given [element] if it isn't already in this set.\n * \n * The returned set preserves the

element iteration order of the original set.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Set<T>.plusElement(element: T): Set<T> {\n    return

plus(element)\n}\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n//\n// NOTE THIS FILE IS AUTO-GENERATED by the GenerateStandardLib.kt\n// See:

https://github.com/JetBrains/kotlin/tree/master/libraries/stdlib\n//\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport

kotlin.comparisons.*\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or throws an

[IndexOutOfBoundsException] if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.elementAt(index: Int): Char {\n    return

get(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or the result of calling the [defaultValue] function

if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char): Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index

<= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or `null` if

the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.elementAtOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return this.getOrNull(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character was found.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.find(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n
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return firstOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no

such character was found.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.findLast(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    return lastOrNull(predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns first character.\n * @throws

[NoSuchElementException] if the char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.first(): Char {\n    if

(isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n    return this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first character matching the given [predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such

character is found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.first(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (element

in this) if (predicate(element)) return element\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence contains no

character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character, or `null` if the char sequence is

empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.firstOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else this[0]\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the first character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if character was not found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.firstOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (element in this) if (predicate(element))

return element\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a character at the given [index] or the result of calling the

[defaultValue] function if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.getOrElse(index: Int, defaultValue: (Int) -> Char):

Char {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else defaultValue(index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

character at the given [index] or `null` if the [index] is out of bounds of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.getOrNull(index: Int): Char? {\n    return if (index >= 0 && index <= lastIndex) get(index) else

null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the first character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfFirst(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

  for (index in indices) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns index of the last character matching the given [predicate], or -1 if the char sequence does

not contain such character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.indexOfLast(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n

 for (index in indices.reversed()) {\n        if (predicate(this[index])) {\n            return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -

1\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character.\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if the char sequence is empty.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.last(): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char

sequence is empty.\")\n    return this[lastIndex]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given

[predicate].\n * @throws [NoSuchElementException] if no such character is found.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.last(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val

element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n    throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char

sequence contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character, or `null` if the

char sequence is empty.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lastOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (isEmpty()) null else

this[length - 1]\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the last character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if no such character

was found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.lastOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n    for (index in

this.indices.reversed()) {\n        val element = this[index]\n        if (predicate(element)) return element\n    }\n

return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single character, or throws an exception if the char sequence is empty or has

more than one character.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.single(): Char {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 ->

throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence is empty.\")\n        1 -> this[0]\n        else -> throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence has more than one element.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the single

character matching the given [predicate], or throws exception if there is no or more than one matching character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun CharSequence.single(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char {\n    var single: Char? = null\n    var

found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if (found) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Char sequence contains more than one matching element.\")\n            single =

element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) throw NoSuchElementException(\"Char sequence

contains no character matching the predicate.\")\n    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    return single as

Char\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns single character, or `null` if the char sequence is empty or has more than one character.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(): Char? {\n    return if (length == 1) this[0] else null\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the single character matching the given [predicate], or `null` if character was not found or more than one
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character was found.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.singleOrNull(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Char? {\n

var single: Char? = null\n    var found = false\n    for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            if

(found) return null\n            single = element\n            found = true\n        }\n    }\n    if (!found) return null\n    return

single\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence with the first [n] characters removed.\n */\npublic

fun CharSequence.drop(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than

zero.\" }\n    return subSequence(n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the first [n]

characters removed.\n */\npublic fun String.drop(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count

$n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this

char sequence with the last [n] characters removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.dropLast(n: Int): CharSequence

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return take((length -

n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with the last [n] characters removed.\n */\npublic fun

String.dropLast(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return

take((length - n).coerceAtLeast(0))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing all

characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo

0)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(0, index + 1)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string containing all characters except last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

String.dropLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0)\n        if

(!predicate(this[index]))\n            return substring(0, index + 1)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence

of this char sequence containing all characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in this.indices)\n

     if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return subSequence(index, length)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string containing all characters except first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

String.dropWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in this.indices)\n        if

(!predicate(this[index]))\n            return substring(index)\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence

containing only those characters from the original char sequence that match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline

fun CharSequence.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterTo(StringBuilder(),

predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing only those characters from the original string that match the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun String.filter(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return

filterTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only those

characters from the original char sequence that match the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that

takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the

character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean):

CharSequence {\n    return filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing

only those characters from the original string that match the given [predicate].\n * @param [predicate] function that

takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the

character.\n */\npublic inline fun String.filterIndexed(predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return

filterIndexedTo(StringBuilder(), predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters matching the given

[predicate] to the given [destination].\n * @param [predicate] function that takes the index of a character and the

character itself\n * and returns the result of predicate evaluation on the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <C :

Appendable> CharSequence.filterIndexedTo(destination: C, predicate: (index: Int, Char) -> Boolean): C {\n

forEachIndexed { index, element ->\n        if (predicate(index, element)) destination.append(element)\n    }\n

return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing only those characters from the original char

sequence that do not match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -

> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    return filterNotTo(StringBuilder(), predicate)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

containing only those characters from the original string that do not match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline

fun String.filterNot(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    return filterNotTo(StringBuilder(),

predicate).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters not matching the given [predicate] to the given
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[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <C : Appendable> CharSequence.filterNotTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -

> Boolean): C {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) destination.append(element)\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters matching the given [predicate] to the given [destination].\n

*/\npublic inline fun <C : Appendable> CharSequence.filterTo(destination: C, predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): C {\n

for (index in 0 until length) {\n        val element = get(index)\n        if (predicate(element))

destination.append(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing characters

of the original char sequence at the specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices:

IntRange): CharSequence {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return subSequence(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a string containing characters of the original string at the specified range of [indices].\n */\npublic fun

String.slice(indices: IntRange): String {\n    if (indices.isEmpty()) return \"\"\n    return

substring(indices)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence containing characters of the original char sequence at

specified [indices].\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.slice(indices: Iterable<Int>): CharSequence {\n    val size =

indices.collectionSizeOrDefault(10)\n    if (size == 0) return \"\"\n    val result = StringBuilder(size)\n    for (i in

indices) {\n        result.append(get(i))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing characters of

the original string at specified [indices].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.slice(indices:

Iterable<Int>): String {\n    return (this as CharSequence).slice(indices).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

subsequence of this char sequence containing the first [n] characters from this char sequence, or the entire char

sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.take(n: Int): CharSequence {\n    require(n

>= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return subSequence(0,

n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first [n] characters from this string, or the

entire string if this string is shorter.\n */\npublic fun String.take(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested

character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    return substring(0, n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

subsequence of this char sequence containing the last [n] characters from this char sequence, or the entire char

sequence if this char sequence is shorter.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.takeLast(n: Int): CharSequence {\n

require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    val length = length\n    return

subSequence(length - n.coerceAtMost(length), length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the last [n]

characters from this string, or the entire string if this string is shorter.\n */\npublic fun String.takeLast(n: Int): String

{\n    require(n >= 0) { \"Requested character count $n is less than zero.\" }\n    val length = length\n    return

substring(length - n.coerceAtMost(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence containing

last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.takeLastWhile(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if (!predicate(this[index])) {\n

      return subSequence(index + 1, length)\n        }\n    }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

string containing last characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

String.takeLastWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in lastIndex downTo 0) {\n        if

(!predicate(this[index])) {\n            return substring(index + 1)\n        }\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

subsequence of this char sequence containing the first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun CharSequence.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in 0 until

length)\n        if (!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return subSequence(0, index)\n        }\n    return subSequence(0,

length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing the first characters that satisfy the given [predicate].\n */\npublic

inline fun String.takeWhile(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String {\n    for (index in 0 until length)\n        if

(!predicate(get(index))) {\n            return substring(0, index)\n        }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char

sequence with characters in reversed order.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.reversed(): CharSequence {\n    return

StringBuilder(this).reverse()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string with characters in reversed order.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.reversed(): String {\n    return (this as

CharSequence).reversed().toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing key-value pairs provided by

[transform] function\n * applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the

same key the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the

original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V> CharSequence.associate(transform: (Char) -> Pair<K, V>):
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Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity = mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return

associateTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the characters

from the given char sequence indexed by the key\n * returned from [keySelector] function applied to each

character.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added

to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, Char> {\n    val capacity =

mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, Char>(capacity),

keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Map] containing the values provided by [valueTransform] and indexed by

[keySelector] functions applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any two characters would have

the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the

entry iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.associateBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, V> {\n    val capacity

= mapCapacity(length).coerceAtLeast(16)\n    return associateByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, V>(capacity),

keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable map with key-value

pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function applied to each character of the given char sequence\n

* and value is the character itself.\n * \n * If any two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector]

the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, in Char>>

CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n

destination.put(keySelector(element), element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the

[destination] mutable map with key-value pairs,\n * where key is provided by the [keySelector] function and\n * and

value is provided by the [valueTransform] function applied to characters of the given char sequence.\n * \n * If any

two characters would have the same key returned by [keySelector] the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharSequence.associateByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char)

-> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination.put(keySelector(element),

valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Populates and returns the [destination] mutable

map with key-value pairs\n * provided by [transform] function applied to each character of the given char

sequence.\n * \n * If any of two pairs would have the same key the last one gets added to the map.\n */\npublic

inline fun <K, V, M : MutableMap<in K, in V>> CharSequence.associateTo(destination: M, transform: (Char) ->

Pair<K, V>): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        destination += transform(element)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all characters to the given [destination] collection.\n */\npublic fun <C :

MutableCollection<in Char>> CharSequence.toCollection(destination: C): C {\n    for (item in this) {\n

destination.add(item)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [HashSet] of all characters.\n */\npublic

fun CharSequence.toHashSet(): HashSet<Char> {\n    return

toCollection(HashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length)))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [List] containing all characters.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.toList(): List<Char> {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -> emptyList()\n        1 ->

listOf(this[0])\n        else -> this.toMutableList()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [MutableList] filled with all

characters of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toMutableList(): MutableList<Char> {\n    return

toCollection(ArrayList<Char>(length))\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a [Set] of all characters.\n * \n * The returned set

preserves the element iteration order of the original char sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.toSet():

Set<Char> {\n    return when (length) {\n        0 -> emptySet()\n        1 -> setOf(this[0])\n        else ->

toCollection(LinkedHashSet<Char>(mapCapacity(length)))\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements

yielded from results of [transform] function being invoked on each character of original char sequence.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> CharSequence.flatMap(transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>): List<R> {\n    return

flatMapTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all elements yielded from results of [transform]

function being invoked on each character of original char sequence, to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline

fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.flatMapTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> Iterable<R>):

C {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val list = transform(element)\n        destination.addAll(list)\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups characters of the original char sequence by the key returned by the given
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[keySelector] function\n * applied to each character and returns a map where each group key is associated with a list

of corresponding characters.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced from

the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n */\npublic

inline fun <K> CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K): Map<K, List<Char>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<Char>>(), keySelector)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups values returned by the

[valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n * by the key returned by the

given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and returns a map where each group key is associated with

a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * The returned map preserves the entry iteration order of the keys produced

from the original char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V>

CharSequence.groupBy(keySelector: (Char) -> K, valueTransform: (Char) -> V): Map<K, List<V>> {\n    return

groupByTo(LinkedHashMap<K, MutableList<V>>(), keySelector, valueTransform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups

characters of the original char sequence by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function\n * applied to each

character and puts to the [destination] map each group key associated with a list of corresponding characters.\n * \n

* @return The [destination] map.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupBy\n

*/\npublic inline fun <K, M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<Char>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M,

keySelector: (Char) -> K): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<Char>() }\n        list.add(element)\n    }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n *

Groups values returned by the [valueTransform] function applied to each character of the original char sequence\n *

by the key returned by the given [keySelector] function applied to the character\n * and puts to the [destination] map

each group key associated with a list of corresponding values.\n * \n * @return The [destination] map.\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupByKeysAndValues\n */\npublic inline fun <K, V,

M : MutableMap<in K, MutableList<V>>> CharSequence.groupByTo(destination: M, keySelector: (Char) -> K,

valueTransform: (Char) -> V): M {\n    for (element in this) {\n        val key = keySelector(element)\n        val list =

destination.getOrPut(key) { ArrayList<V>() }\n        list.add(valueTransform(element))\n    }\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Grouping] source from a char sequence to be used later with one of group-and-

fold operations\n * using the specified [keySelector] function to extract a key from each character.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline

fun <K> CharSequence.groupingBy(crossinline keySelector: (Char) -> K): Grouping<Char, K> {\n    return object :

Grouping<Char, K> {\n        override fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<Char> = this@groupingBy.iterator()\n

override fun keyOf(element: Char): K = keySelector(element)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the

results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> CharSequence.map(transform: (Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return mapTo(ArrayList<R>(length),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to each

character and its index in the original char sequence.\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a

character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R> CharSequence.mapIndexed(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedTo(ArrayList<R>(length), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of

applying the given [transform] function\n * to each character and its index in the original char sequence.\n *

@param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of

the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNull(transform: (index: Int, Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return

mapIndexedNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(), transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each

character and its index in the original char sequence\n * and appends only the non-null results to the given

[destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and

returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (index: Int, Char) ->

R?): C {\n    forEachIndexed { index, element -> transform(index, element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return
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destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character and its index in the original char

sequence\n * and appends the results to the given [destination].\n * @param [transform] function that takes the

index of a character and the character itself\n * and returns the result of the transform applied to the character.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapIndexedTo(destination: C, transform:

(index: Int, Char) -> R): C {\n    var index = 0\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(index++,

item))\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list containing only the non-null results of applying the given

[transform] function\n * to each character in the original char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any>

CharSequence.mapNotNull(transform: (Char) -> R?): List<R> {\n    return mapNotNullTo(ArrayList<R>(),

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given [transform] function to each character in the original char sequence\n *

and appends only the non-null results to the given [destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Any, C :

MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapNotNullTo(destination: C, transform: (Char) -> R?): C {\n    forEach

{ element -> transform(element)?.let { destination.add(it) } }\n    return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Applies the given

[transform] function to each character of the original char sequence\n * and appends the results to the given

[destination].\n */\npublic inline fun <R, C : MutableCollection<in R>> CharSequence.mapTo(destination: C,

transform: (Char) -> R): C {\n    for (item in this)\n        destination.add(transform(item))\n    return

destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a lazy [Iterable] of [IndexedValue] for each character of the original char

sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.withIndex(): Iterable<IndexedValue<Char>> {\n    return IndexingIterable

{ iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if all characters match the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.all(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in this) if (!predicate(element)) return

false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if char sequence has at least one character.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.any(): Boolean {\n    return !isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if at least one character matches

the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.any(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for

(element in this) if (predicate(element)) return true\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the length of this char

sequence.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.count(): Int {\n    return

length\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the number of characters matching the given [predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.count(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Int {\n    var count = 0\n    for (element in this) if

(predicate(element)) count++\n    return count\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and

applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator value and each character.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.fold(initial: R, operation: (acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in

this) accumulator = operation(accumulator, element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value

starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each

character with its index in the original char sequence.\n * @param [operation] function that takes the index of a

character, current accumulator value\n * and the character itself, and calculates the next accumulator value.\n

*/\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.foldIndexed(initial: R, operation: (index: Int, acc: R, Char) -> R): R {\n

var index = 0\n    var accumulator = initial\n    for (element in this) accumulator = operation(index++, accumulator,

element)\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying

[operation] from right to left to each character and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R>

CharSequence.foldRight(initial: R, operation: (Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var

accumulator = initial\n    while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n

return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with [initial] value and applying [operation] from right

to left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of a character, the character itself\n * and current accumulator value, and

calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.foldRightIndexed(initial: R,

operation: (index: Int, Char, acc: R) -> R): R {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    var accumulator = initial\n    while

(index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.forEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    for (element in this) action(element)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Performs the given [action] on each character, providing sequential index with the character.\n * @param [action]
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function that takes the index of a character and the character itself\n * and performs the desired action on the

character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.forEachIndexed(action: (index: Int, Char) -> Unit): Unit {\n    var

index = 0\n    for (item in this) action(index++, item)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the largest character or `null` if there are

no characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.max(): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n

for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (max < e) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

the first character yielding the largest value of the given function or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic

inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharSequence.maxBy(selector: (Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return

null\n    var maxElem = this[0]\n    var maxValue = selector(maxElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e =

this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (maxValue < v) {\n            maxElem = e\n            maxValue = v\n        }\n

}\n    return maxElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character having the largest value according to the provided

[comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.maxWith(comparator:

Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var max = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n

val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(max, e) < 0) max = e\n    }\n    return max\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the

smallest character or `null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.min(): Char? {\n    if

(isEmpty()) return null\n    var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (min > e) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first character yielding the smallest value of the given function or

`null` if there are no characters.\n */\npublic inline fun <R : Comparable<R>> CharSequence.minBy(selector:

(Char) -> R): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n    var minElem = this[0]\n    var minValue =

selector(minElem)\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        val v = selector(e)\n        if (minValue > v)

{\n            minElem = e\n            minValue = v\n        }\n    }\n    return minElem\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the first

character having the smallest value according to the provided [comparator] or `null` if there are no characters.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.minWith(comparator: Comparator<in Char>): Char? {\n    if (isEmpty()) return null\n

var min = this[0]\n    for (i in 1..lastIndex) {\n        val e = this[i]\n        if (comparator.compare(min, e) > 0) min =

e\n    }\n    return min\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the char sequence has no characters.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.none(): Boolean {\n    return isEmpty()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if no characters match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.none(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): Boolean {\n    for (element in

this) if (predicate(element)) return false\n    return true\n}\n\n/**\n * Performs the given [action] on each character

and returns the char sequence itself afterwards.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S : CharSequence>

S.onEach(action: (Char) -> Unit): S {\n    return apply { for (element in this) action(element) }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Accumulates value starting with the first character and applying [operation] from left to right to current accumulator

value and each character.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduce(operation: (acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char

{\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n

var accumulator = this[0]\n    for (index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(accumulator, this[index])\n

  }\n    return accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with the first character and applying [operation]

from left to right\n * to current accumulator value and each character with its index in the original char sequence.\n

* @param [operation] function that takes the index of a character, current accumulator value\n * and the character

itself and calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceIndexed(operation:

(index: Int, acc: Char, Char) -> Char): Char {\n    if (isEmpty())\n        throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = this[0]\n    for

(index in 1..lastIndex) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, accumulator, this[index])\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last character and applying [operation] from right to left

to each character and current accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceRight(operation:

(Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(get(index--), accumulator)\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Accumulates value starting with last character and applying [operation] from right to

left\n * to each character with its index in the original char sequence and current accumulator value.\n * @param

[operation] function that takes the index of a character, the character itself\n * and current accumulator value, and
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calculates the next accumulator value.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.reduceRightIndexed(operation: (index:

Int, Char, acc: Char) -> Char): Char {\n    var index = lastIndex\n    if (index < 0) throw

UnsupportedOperationException(\"Empty char sequence can't be reduced.\")\n    var accumulator = get(index--)\n

while (index >= 0) {\n        accumulator = operation(index, get(index), accumulator)\n        --index\n    }\n    return

accumulator\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all values produced by [selector] function applied to each character in

the char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.sumBy(selector: (Char) -> Int): Int {\n    var sum: Int = 0\n

 for (element in this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the sum of all

values produced by [selector] function applied to each character in the char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.sumByDouble(selector: (Char) -> Double): Double {\n    var sum: Double = 0.0\n    for (element in

this) {\n        sum += selector(element)\n    }\n    return sum\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into a list of

strings each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last string in the resulting list may have less characters than

the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each string, must be positive and can be

greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.chunked(size: Int): List<String> {\n    return windowed(size, size, partialWindows =

true)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into several char sequences each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and

applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return list of results of the [transform] applied to an

each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid

only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot

of it.\n * The last char sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each char sequence, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char

sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransform\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R>

CharSequence.chunked(size: Int, transform: (CharSequence) -> R): List<R> {\n    return windowed(size, size,

partialWindows = true, transform = transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into a sequence of strings

each not exceeding the given [size].\n * \n * The last string in the resulting sequence may have less characters than

the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the number of elements to take in each string, must be positive and can be

greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.chunked\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int): Sequence<String> {\n    return chunkedSequence(size) { it.toString()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence into several char sequences each not exceeding the given [size]\n * and

applies the given [transform] function to an each.\n * \n * @return sequence of results of the [transform] applied to

an each char sequence.\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is

valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a

snapshot of it.\n * The last char sequence may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * @param size the

number of elements to take in each char sequence, must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements

in this char sequence.\n * \n * @sample samples.text.Strings.chunkedTransformToSequence\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.chunkedSequence(size: Int, transform: (CharSequence) -

> R): Sequence<R> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, size, partialWindows = true, transform =

transform)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original char sequence into pair of char sequences,\n * where *first* char

sequence contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* char sequence contains

characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.partition(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Pair<CharSequence, CharSequence> {\n    val first = StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n

for (element in this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.append(element)\n        } else {\n

second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first, second)\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits the original string into pair

of strings,\n * where *first* string contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `true`,\n * while *second* string

contains characters for which [predicate] yielded `false`.\n */\npublic inline fun String.partition(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): Pair<String, String> {\n    val first = StringBuilder()\n    val second = StringBuilder()\n    for (element in

this) {\n        if (predicate(element)) {\n            first.append(element)\n        } else {\n
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second.append(element)\n        }\n    }\n    return Pair(first.toString(), second.toString())\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list

of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given [step], where

each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several last strings may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n *

Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n *

@param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the

window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep

partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false): List<String> {\n    return

windowed(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of results of applying the given

[transform] function to\n * an each char sequence representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n *

sliding along this char sequence with the given [step].\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform]

function is ephemeral and is valid only inside that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some

way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n * Several last char sequences may have less characters than the given

[size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char

sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of

elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls

whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't

be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R> CharSequence.windowed(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false, transform: (CharSequence) -> R): List<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val thisSize

= this.length\n    val result = ArrayList<R>((thisSize + step - 1) / step)\n    var index = 0\n    while (index < thisSize)

{\n        val end = index + size\n        val coercedEnd = if (end > thisSize) { if (partialWindows) thisSize else break }

else end\n        result.add(transform(subSequence(index, coercedEnd)))\n        index += step\n    }\n    return

result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of snapshots of the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char

sequence with the given [step], where each\n * snapshot is a string.\n * \n * Several last strings may have less

characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be positive and can be greater than the number

of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of elements to take in each window\n * @param step

the number of elements to move the window forward by on an each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows

controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if any,\n * by default `false` which means partial

windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.takeWindows\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows:

Boolean = false): Sequence<String> {\n    return windowedSequence(size, step, partialWindows) { it.toString()

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of results of applying the given [transform] function to\n * an each char

sequence representing a view over the window of the given [size]\n * sliding along this char sequence with the given

[step].\n * \n * Note that the char sequence passed to the [transform] function is ephemeral and is valid only inside

that function.\n * You should not store it or allow it to escape in some way, unless you made a snapshot of it.\n *

Several last char sequences may have less characters than the given [size].\n * \n * Both [size] and [step] must be

positive and can be greater than the number of elements in this char sequence.\n * @param size the number of

elements to take in each window\n * @param step the number of elements to move the window forward by on an

each step, by default 1\n * @param partialWindows controls whether or not to keep partial windows in the end if

any,\n * by default `false` which means partial windows won't be preserved\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Transformations.averageWindows\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun <R>

CharSequence.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int = 1, partialWindows: Boolean = false, transform:

(CharSequence) -> R): Sequence<R> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    val windows = (if

(partialWindows) indices else 0 until length - size + 1) step step\n    return windows.asSequence().map { index ->

transform(subSequence(index, (index + size).coerceAtMost(length))) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs built

from characters of both char sequences with same indexes. List has length of shortest char sequence.\n */\npublic
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infix fun CharSequence.zip(other: CharSequence): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zip(other) { c1, c2 -> c1 to

c2 }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of values built from characters of both char sequences with same indexes using

provided [transform]. List has length of shortest char sequence.\n */\npublic inline fun <V> CharSequence.zip(other:

CharSequence, transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> V): List<V> {\n    val length = minOf(this.length, other.length)\n

val list = ArrayList<V>(length)\n    for (i in 0 until length) {\n        list.add(transform(this[i], other[i]))\n    }\n

return list\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a list of pairs of each two adjacent characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The

returned list is empty if this char sequence contains less than two characters.\n * \n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNext\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic fun

CharSequence.zipWithNext(): List<Pair<Char, Char>> {\n    return zipWithNext { a, b -> a to b }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a list containing the results of applying the given [transform] function\n * to an each pair of two adjacent

characters in this char sequence.\n * \n * The returned list is empty if this char sequence contains less than two

characters.\n * \n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.zipWithNextToFindDeltas\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\npublic inline fun <R> CharSequence.zipWithNext(transform: (a: Char, b: Char) -> R):

List<R> {\n    val size = length - 1\n    if (size < 1) return emptyList()\n    val result = ArrayList<R>(size)\n    for

(index in 0 until size) {\n        result.add(transform(this[index], this[index + 1]))\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates an [Iterable] instance that wraps the original char sequence returning its characters when being iterated.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.asIterable(): Iterable<Char> {\n    if (this is String && isEmpty()) return emptyList()\n

  return Iterable { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a [Sequence] instance that wraps the original char sequence

returning its characters when being iterated.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.asSequence(): Sequence<Char> {\n    if

(this is String && isEmpty()) return emptySequence()\n    return Sequence { this.iterator() }\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\nimport kotlin.comparisons.*\nimport kotlin.internal.contracts.*\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of

this char sequence having leading and trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    var startIndex = 0\n    var endIndex = length

- 1\n    var startFound = false\n\n    while (startIndex <= endIndex) {\n        val index = if (!startFound) startIndex

else endIndex\n        val match = predicate(this[index])\n\n        if (!startFound) {\n            if (!match)\n

startFound = true\n            else\n                startIndex += 1\n        }\n        else {\n            if (!match)\n

break\n            else\n                endIndex -= 1\n        }\n    }\n\n    return subSequence(startIndex, endIndex +

1)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n

*/\npublic inline fun String.trim(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String\n        = (this as

CharSequence).trim(predicate).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading

characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.trimStart(predicate: (Char) ->

Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in this.indices)\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n            return

subSequence(index, length)\n\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading characters matching the

[predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun String.trimStart(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String\n        = (this as

CharSequence).trimStart(predicate).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having

trailing characters matching the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun CharSequence.trimEnd(predicate:

(Char) -> Boolean): CharSequence {\n    for (index in this.indices.reversed())\n        if (!predicate(this[index]))\n

   return substring(0, index + 1)\n\n    return \"\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having trailing characters matching

the [predicate] removed.\n */\npublic inline fun String.trimEnd(predicate: (Char) -> Boolean): String\n        = (this

as CharSequence).trimEnd(predicate).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having

leading and trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trim(vararg chars:
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Char): CharSequence = trim { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading and trailing characters from

the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun String.trim(vararg chars: Char): String = trim { it in chars }\n\n/**\n *

Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading characters from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic

fun CharSequence.trimStart(vararg chars: Char): CharSequence = trimStart { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a string

having leading characters from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun String.trimStart(vararg chars: Char):

String = trimStart { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having trailing characters

from the [chars] array removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trimEnd(vararg chars: Char): CharSequence =

trimEnd { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having trailing characters from the [chars] array removed.\n

*/\npublic fun String.trimEnd(vararg chars: Char): String = trimEnd { it in chars }\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub

sequence of this char sequence having leading and trailing whitespace removed.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.trim(): CharSequence = trim(Char::isWhitespace)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having leading and

trailing whitespace removed.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.trim(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trim().toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this char sequence having leading whitespace

removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trimStart(): CharSequence = trimStart(Char::isWhitespace)\n\n/**\n *

Returns a string having leading whitespace removed.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

String.trimStart(): String = (this as CharSequence).trimStart().toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a sub sequence of this

char sequence having trailing whitespace removed.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.trimEnd(): CharSequence =

trimEnd(Char::isWhitespace)\n\n/**\n * Returns a string having trailing whitespace removed.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.trimEnd(): String = (this as

CharSequence).trimEnd().toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence padded at

the beginning\n * to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\n *\n * @param length the desired

string length.\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified.

Space is used by default.\n * @returns Returns a string, of length at least [length], consisting of string prepended

with [padChar] as many times.\n * as are necessary to reach that length.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.padStart(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): CharSequence {\n    if (length < 0)\n        throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length $length is less than zero.\")\n    if (length <= this.length)\n        return

this.subSequence(0, this.length)\n\n    val sb = StringBuilder(length)\n    for (i in 1..(length - this.length))\n

sb.append(padChar)\n    sb.append(this)\n    return sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the

beginning with the specified character or space.\n *\n * @param length the desired string length.\n * @param

padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\n *

@returns Returns a string, of length at least [length], consisting of string prepended with [padChar] as many times.\n

* as are necessary to reach that length.\n */\npublic fun String.padStart(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): String\n

= (this as CharSequence).padStart(length, padChar).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of

this char sequence padded at the end\n * to the specified [length] with the specified character or space.\n *\n *

@param length the desired string length.\n * @param padChar the character to pad string with, if it has length less

than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\n * @returns Returns a string, of length at least [length],

consisting of string prepended with [padChar] as many times.\n * as are necessary to reach that length.\n */\npublic

fun CharSequence.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): CharSequence {\n    if (length < 0)\n        throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Desired length $length is less than zero.\")\n    if (length <= this.length)\n        return

this.subSequence(0, this.length)\n\n    val sb = StringBuilder(length)\n    sb.append(this)\n    for (i in 1..(length -

this.length))\n        sb.append(padChar)\n    return sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Pads the string to the specified [length] at the end

with the specified character or space.\n *\n * @param length the desired string length.\n * @param padChar the

character to pad string with, if it has length less than the [length] specified. Space is used by default.\n * @returns

Returns a string, of length at least [length], consisting of string prepended with [padChar] as many times.\n * as are

necessary to reach that length.\n */\npublic fun String.padEnd(length: Int, padChar: Char = ' '): String\n        = (this

as CharSequence).padEnd(length, padChar).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this nullable char sequence is

either `null` or empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence?.isNullOrEmpty():

Boolean {\n    contract {\n        returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrEmpty != null)\n    }\n\n    return this == null ||
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this.length == 0\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence is empty (contains no characters).\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.isEmpty(): Boolean = length == 0\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this char sequence is not empty.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CharSequence.isNotEmpty(): Boolean = length > 0\n\n// implemented differently in JVM and JS\n//public fun

String.isBlank(): Boolean = length() == 0 || all { it.isWhitespace() }\n\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence

is not empty and contains some characters except of whitespace characters.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.isNotBlank(): Boolean = !isBlank()\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this nullable char sequence is either `null` or empty or consists solely of whitespace characters.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence?.isNullOrBlank(): Boolean {\n    contract {\n

returns(false) implies (this@isNullOrBlank != null)\n    }\n\n    return this == null || this.isBlank()\n}\n\n/**\n *

Iterator for characters of the given char sequence.\n */\npublic operator fun CharSequence.iterator(): CharIterator =

object : CharIterator() {\n    private var index = 0\n\n    public override fun nextChar(): Char = get(index++)\n\n

public override fun hasNext(): Boolean = index < length\n}\n\n/** Returns the string if it is not `null`, or the empty

string otherwise. */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String?.orEmpty(): String = this ?: \"\"\n\n/**\n

* Returns the range of valid character indices for this char sequence.\n */\npublic val CharSequence.indices:

IntRange\n    get() = 0..length - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns the index of the last character in the char sequence or -1 if it is

empty.\n */\npublic val CharSequence.lastIndex: Int\n    get() = this.length - 1\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this

CharSequence has Unicode surrogate pair at the specified [index].\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.hasSurrogatePairAt(index: Int): Boolean {\n    return index in 0..length - 2\n            &&

this[index].isHighSurrogate()\n            && this[index + 1].isLowSurrogate()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring

specified by the given [range] of indices.\n */\npublic fun String.substring(range: IntRange): String =

substring(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence specified by

the given [range] of indices.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.subSequence(range: IntRange): CharSequence =

subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\n\n/**\n * Returns a subsequence of this char sequence.\n *\n *

This extension is chosen only for invocation with old-named parameters.\n * Replace parameter names with the

same as those of [CharSequence.subSequence].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"EXTENSION_SHADOWED_BY_MEMBER\") // false

warning\n@Deprecated(\"Use parameters named startIndex and endIndex.\", ReplaceWith(\"subSequence(startIndex

= start, endIndex = end)\"))\npublic inline fun String.subSequence(start: Int, end: Int): CharSequence =

subSequence(start, end)\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring of chars from a range of this char sequence starting at the

[startIndex] and ending right before the [endIndex].\n *\n * @param startIndex the start index (inclusive).\n *

@param endIndex the end index (exclusive). If not specified, the length of the char sequence is used.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.substring(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int = length):

String = subSequence(startIndex, endIndex).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring of chars at indices from the

specified [range] of this char sequence.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.substring(range: IntRange): String =

subSequence(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring before the first

occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which

defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringBefore(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue:

String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring before the first occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does

not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun

String.substringBefore(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index =

indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns

a substring after the first occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringAfter(delimiter:

Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else substring(index + 1, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring after the first occurrence

of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the
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original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringAfter(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this):

String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index +

delimiter.length, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string

does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic

fun String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index =

lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns a substring before the last occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringBeforeLast(delimiter:

String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index ==

-1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(0, index)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring after the last occurrence of

[delimiter].\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the

original string.\n */\npublic fun String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: Char, missingDelimiterValue: String = this):

String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

substring(index + 1, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a substring after the last occurrence of [delimiter].\n * If the

string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n

*/\npublic fun String.substringAfterLast(delimiter: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val

index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else substring(index +

delimiter.length, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at

the given range\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char sequence.\n * @param startIndex the index of the first

character to be replaced.\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the replacement to keep in the

string.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.replaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int, replacement: CharSequence):

CharSequence {\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index ($endIndex)

is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\n    val sb = StringBuilder()\n    sb.append(this, 0, startIndex)\n

sb.append(replacement)\n    sb.append(this, endIndex, length)\n    return sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Replaces the part of the

string at the given range with the [replacement] char sequence.\n * @param startIndex the index of the first

character to be replaced.\n * @param endIndex the index of the first character after the replacement to keep in the

string.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.replaceRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int,

replacement: CharSequence): String\n        = (this as CharSequence).replaceRange(startIndex, endIndex,

replacement).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the

given [range]\n * is replaced with the [replacement] char sequence.\n *\n * The end index of the [range] is included

in the part to be replaced.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.replaceRange(range: IntRange, replacement:

CharSequence): CharSequence\n        = replaceRange(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1, replacement)\n\n/**\n *

Replace the part of string at the given [range] with the [replacement] string.\n *\n * The end index of the [range] is

included in the part to be replaced.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.replaceRange(range:

IntRange, replacement: CharSequence): String\n        = (this as CharSequence).replaceRange(range,

replacement).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with content of this char sequence where its part at the

given range is removed.\n *\n * @param startIndex the index of the first character to be removed.\n * @param

endIndex the index of the first character after the removed part to keep in the string.\n *\n * [endIndex] is not

included in the removed part.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int):

CharSequence {\n    if (endIndex < startIndex)\n        throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"End index ($endIndex)

is less than start index ($startIndex).\")\n\n    if (endIndex == startIndex)\n        return this.subSequence(0,

length)\n\n    val sb = StringBuilder(length - (endIndex - startIndex))\n    sb.append(this, 0, startIndex)\n

sb.append(this, endIndex, length)\n    return sb\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes the part of a string at a given range.\n *

@param startIndex the index of the first character to be removed.\n * @param endIndex the index of the first

character after the removed part to keep in the string.\n *\n *  [endIndex] is not included in the removed part.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.removeRange(startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int): String\n

= (this as CharSequence).removeRange(startIndex, endIndex).toString()\n\n/**\n * Returns a char sequence with

content of this char sequence where its part at the given [range] is removed.\n *\n * The end index of the [range] is
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included in the removed part.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeRange(range: IntRange): CharSequence =

removeRange(range.start, range.endInclusive + 1)\n\n/**\n * Removes the part of a string at the given [range].\n *\n

* The end index of the [range] is included in the removed part.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

String.removeRange(range: IntRange): String\n        = (this as

CharSequence).removeRange(range).toString()\n\n/**\n * If this char sequence starts with the given [prefix], returns

a new char sequence\n * with the prefix removed. Otherwise, returns a new char sequence with the same

characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removePrefix(prefix: CharSequence): CharSequence {\n    if

(startsWith(prefix)) {\n        return subSequence(prefix.length, length)\n    }\n    return subSequence(0,

length)\n}\n\n/**\n * If this string starts with the given [prefix], returns a copy of this string\n * with the prefix

removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\n */\npublic fun String.removePrefix(prefix: CharSequence): String {\n    if

(startsWith(prefix)) {\n        return substring(prefix.length)\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * If this char sequence

ends with the given [suffix], returns a new char sequence\n * with the suffix removed. Otherwise, returns a new char

sequence with the same characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence):

CharSequence {\n    if (endsWith(suffix)) {\n        return subSequence(0, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n    return

subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n * If this string ends with the given [suffix], returns a copy of this string\n * with

the suffix removed. Otherwise, returns this string.\n */\npublic fun String.removeSuffix(suffix: CharSequence):

String {\n    if (endsWith(suffix)) {\n        return substring(0, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n

* When this char sequence starts with the given [prefix] and ends with the given [suffix],\n * returns a new char

sequence having both the given [prefix] and [suffix] removed.\n * Otherwise returns a new char sequence with the

same characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(prefix: CharSequence, suffix: CharSequence):

CharSequence {\n    if ((length >= prefix.length + suffix.length) && startsWith(prefix) && endsWith(suffix)) {\n

 return subSequence(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n    return subSequence(0, length)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Removes from a string both the given [prefix] and [suffix] if and only if\n * it starts with the [prefix] and ends with

the [suffix].\n * Otherwise returns this string unchanged.\n */\npublic fun String.removeSurrounding(prefix:

CharSequence, suffix: CharSequence): String {\n    if ((length >= prefix.length + suffix.length) &&

startsWith(prefix) && endsWith(suffix)) {\n        return substring(prefix.length, length - suffix.length)\n    }\n

return this\n}\n\n/**\n * When this char sequence starts with and ends with the given [delimiter],\n * returns a new

char sequence having this [delimiter] removed both from the start and end.\n * Otherwise returns a new char

sequence with the same characters.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence):

CharSequence = removeSurrounding(delimiter, delimiter)\n\n/**\n * Removes the given [delimiter] string from both

the start and the end of this string\n * if and only if it starts with and ends with the [delimiter].\n * Otherwise returns

this string unchanged.\n */\npublic fun String.removeSurrounding(delimiter: CharSequence): String =

removeSurrounding(delimiter, delimiter)\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string before the first occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceBefore(delimiter: Char,

replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if

(index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string

before the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the

delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun

String.replaceBefore(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val

index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string after the first occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement]

string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original

string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceAfter(delimiter: Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String =

this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else

replaceRange(index + 1, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string after the first occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceAfter(delimiter: String,
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replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = indexOf(delimiter)\n    return if

(index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + delimiter.length, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does

not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun

String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter: String, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n

val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index +

delimiter.length, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string after the last occurrence of given

delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns

[missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceAfterLast(delimiter:

Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n

return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(index + 1, length, replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Replace part of string before the last occurrence of given delimiter with the [replacement] string.\n * If the string

does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults to the original string.\n */\npublic

fun String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: Char, replacement: String, missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n

 val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1) missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index,

replacement)\n}\n\n/**\n * Replace part of string before the last occurrence of given delimiter with the

[replacement] string.\n * If the string does not contain the delimiter, returns [missingDelimiterValue] which defaults

to the original string.\n */\npublic fun String.replaceBeforeLast(delimiter: String, replacement: String,

missingDelimiterValue: String = this): String {\n    val index = lastIndexOf(delimiter)\n    return if (index == -1)

missingDelimiterValue else replaceRange(0, index, replacement)\n}\n\n\n// public fun String.replace(oldChar: Char,

newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean): String // JVM- and JS-specific\n// public fun String.replace(oldValue: String,

newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean): String // JVM- and JS-specific\n\n/**\n * Returns a new string obtained by

replacing each substring of this char sequence that matches the given regular expression\n * with the given

[replacement].\n *\n * The [replacement] can consist of any combination of literal text and $-substitutions. To treat

the replacement string\n * literally escape it with the [kotlin.text.Regex.Companion.escapeReplacement] method.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, replacement: String): String

= regex.replace(this, replacement)\n\n/**\n * Returns a new string obtained by replacing each substring of this char

sequence that matches the given regular expression\n * with the result of the given function [transform] that takes

[MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as a\n * replacement for that match.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replace(regex: Regex, noinline transform:

(MatchResult) -> CharSequence): String = regex.replace(this, transform)\n\n/**\n * Replaces the first occurrence of

the given regular expression [regex] in this char sequence with specified [replacement] expression.\n *\n * @param

replacement A replacement expression that can include substitutions. See [Regex.replaceFirst] for details.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.replaceFirst(regex: Regex, replacement: String):

String = regex.replaceFirst(this, replacement)\n\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence matches the given

regular expression.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun CharSequence.matches(regex: Regex):

Boolean = regex.matches(this)\n\n/**\n * Implementation of [regionMatches] for CharSequences.\n * Invoked when

it's already known that arguments are not Strings, so that no additional type checks are performed.\n */\ninternal fun

CharSequence.regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset: Int, other: CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int, ignoreCase:

Boolean): Boolean {\n    if ((otherOffset < 0) || (thisOffset < 0) || (thisOffset > this.length - length)\n            ||

(otherOffset > other.length - length)) {\n        return false\n    }\n\n    for (index in 0 until length) {\n        if

(!this[thisOffset + index].equals(other[otherOffset + index], ignoreCase))\n            return false\n    }\n    return

true\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence starts with the specified character.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.startsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n        this.length > 0 &&

this[0].equals(char, ignoreCase)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence ends with the specified character.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(char: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n        this.length > 0

&& this[lastIndex].equals(char, ignoreCase)\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence starts with the specified

prefix.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n
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if (!ignoreCase && this is String && prefix is String)\n        return this.startsWith(prefix)\n    else\n        return

regionMatchesImpl(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if a substring of this char

sequence starting at the specified offset [startIndex] starts with the specified prefix.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.startsWith(prefix: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if

(!ignoreCase && this is String && prefix is String)\n        return this.startsWith(prefix, startIndex)\n    else\n

return regionMatchesImpl(startIndex, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char

sequence ends with the specified suffix.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.endsWith(suffix: CharSequence,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase && this is String && suffix is String)\n        return

this.endsWith(suffix)\n    else\n        return regionMatchesImpl(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0, suffix.length,

ignoreCase)\n}\n\n\n// common prefix and suffix\n\n/**\n * Returns the longest string `prefix` such that this char

sequence and [other] char sequence both start with this prefix,\n * taking care not to split surrogate pairs.\n * If this

and [other] have no common prefix, returns the empty string.\n\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character

case when matching a character. By default `false`.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.commonPrefixWith(other:

CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String {\n    val shortestLength = minOf(this.length, other.length)\n\n

var i = 0\n    while (i < shortestLength && this[i].equals(other[i], ignoreCase = ignoreCase)) {\n        i++\n    }\n    if

(this.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1) || other.hasSurrogatePairAt(i - 1)) {\n        i--\n    }\n    return subSequence(0,

i).toString()\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the longest string `suffix` such that this char sequence and [other] char sequence

both end with this suffix,\n * taking care not to split surrogate pairs.\n * If this and [other] have no common suffix,

returns the empty string.\n\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By

default `false`.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.commonSuffixWith(other: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): String {\n    val thisLength = this.length\n    val otherLength = other.length\n    val shortestLength =

minOf(thisLength, otherLength)\n\n    var i = 0\n    while (i < shortestLength && this[thisLength - i -

1].equals(other[otherLength - i - 1], ignoreCase = ignoreCase)) {\n        i++\n    }\n    if

(this.hasSurrogatePairAt(thisLength - i - 1) || other.hasSurrogatePairAt(otherLength - i - 1)) {\n        i--\n    }\n

return subSequence(thisLength - i, thisLength).toString()\n}\n\n\n// indexOfAny()\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the

first occurrence of any of the specified [chars] in this char sequence,\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and

optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character.

By default `false`.\n * @returns An index of the first occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of

[chars] are found.\n *\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Int {\n    if (!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\n        val char = chars.single()\n

    return nativeIndexOf(char, startIndex)\n    }\n\n    for (index in startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..lastIndex) {\n        val

charAtIndex = get(index)\n        if (chars.any { it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\n            return index\n    }\n

return -1\n}\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the last occurrence of any of the specified [chars] in this char sequence,\n

* starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of

character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\n * @returns An index of

the last occurrence of matched character from [chars] or -1 if none of [chars] are found.\n *\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(chars: CharArray, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n

if (!ignoreCase && chars.size == 1 && this is String) {\n        val char = chars.single()\n        return

nativeLastIndexOf(char, startIndex)\n    }\n\n\n    for (index in startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0) {\n

  val charAtIndex = get(index)\n        if (chars.any { it.equals(charAtIndex, ignoreCase) })\n            return index\n

}\n\n    return -1\n}\n\n\nprivate fun CharSequence.indexOf(other: CharSequence, startIndex: Int, endIndex: Int,

ignoreCase: Boolean, last: Boolean = false): Int {\n    val indices = if (!last)\n

startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..endIndex.coerceAtMost(length)\n    else\n        startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex)

downTo endIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)\n\n    if (this is String && other is String) { // smart cast\n        for (index in

indices) {\n            if (other.regionMatches(0, this, index, other.length, ignoreCase))\n                return index\n

}\n    } else {\n        for (index in indices) {\n            if (other.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index, other.length,

ignoreCase))\n                return index\n        }\n    }\n    return -1\n}\n\nprivate fun CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings:
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Collection<String>, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean, last: Boolean): Pair<Int, String>? {\n    if (!ignoreCase

&& strings.size == 1) {\n        val string = strings.single()\n        val index = if (!last) indexOf(string, startIndex) else

lastIndexOf(string, startIndex)\n        return if (index < 0) null else index to string\n    }\n\n    val indices = if (!last)

startIndex.coerceAtLeast(0)..length else startIndex.coerceAtMost(lastIndex) downTo 0\n\n    if (this is String) {\n

 for (index in indices) {\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull { it.regionMatches(0, this, index, it.length,

ignoreCase) }\n            if (matchingString != null)\n                return index to matchingString\n        }\n    } else {\n

   for (index in indices) {\n            val matchingString = strings.firstOrNull { it.regionMatchesImpl(0, this, index,

it.length, ignoreCase) }\n            if (matchingString != null)\n                return index to matchingString\n        }\n

}\n\n    return null\n}\n\n/**\n * Finds the first occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n *

starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @returns A pair of an index of the first occurrence of

matched string from [strings] and the string matched\n * or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To avoid

ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the

beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [strings]\n * that matches this string

at that position.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.findAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Pair<Int, String>? =\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last =

false)\n\n/**\n * Finds the last occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n * starting from

the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start

searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to

ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @returns A pair of an index of the last

occurrence of matched string from [strings] and the string matched or `null` if none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To

avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the end

toward the beginning of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [strings]\n * that matches this

string at that position.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.findLastAnyOf(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int =

lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Pair<Int, String>? =\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last =

true)\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the first occurrence of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n *

starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @returns An index of the first occurrence of matched

string from [strings] or -1 if none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings]

have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each

position the first element in [strings]\n * that matches this string at that position.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int =\n

findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = false)?.first ?: -1\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the last occurrence

of any of the specified [strings] in this char sequence,\n * starting from the specified [startIndex] and optionally

ignoring the case.\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start searching at. The search proceeds

backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching

a string. By default `false`.\n * @returns An index of the last occurrence of matched string from [strings] or -1 if

none of [strings] are found.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [strings] have characters in common,

this method proceeds from\n * the end toward the beginning of this string, and finds at each position the first

element in [strings]\n * that matches this string at that position.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.lastIndexOfAny(strings: Collection<String>, startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): Int =\n    findAnyOf(strings, startIndex, ignoreCase, last = true)?.first ?: -1\n\n\n// indexOf\n\n/**\n * Returns

the index within this string of the first occurrence of the specified character, starting from the specified

[startIndex].\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default

`false`.\n * @returns An index of the first occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is found.\n */\npublic fun

CharSequence.indexOf(char: Char, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n    return if (ignoreCase

|| this !is String)\n        indexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex, ignoreCase)\n    else\n        nativeIndexOf(char,

startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the index within this char sequence of the first occurrence of the specified
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[string],\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when

matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @returns An index of the first occurrence of [string] or `-1` if none is

found.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.indexOf(string: String, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int

{\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\n        indexOf(string, startIndex, length, ignoreCase)\n    else\n

nativeIndexOf(string, startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the index within this char sequence of the last occurrence of

the specified character,\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of

character to start searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a character. By default `false`.\n * @returns An index of

the first occurrence of [char] or -1 if none is found.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOf(char: Char,

startIndex: Int = lastIndex, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\n

lastIndexOfAny(charArrayOf(char), startIndex, ignoreCase)\n    else\n        nativeLastIndexOf(char,

startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the index within this char sequence of the last occurrence of the specified

[string],\n * starting from the specified [startIndex].\n *\n * @param startIndex The index of character to start

searching at. The search proceeds backward toward the beginning of the string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to

ignore character case when matching a string. By default `false`.\n * @returns An index of the first occurrence of

[string] or -1 if none is found.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lastIndexOf(string: String, startIndex: Int = lastIndex,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Int {\n    return if (ignoreCase || this !is String)\n        indexOf(string, startIndex, 0,

ignoreCase, last = true)\n    else\n        nativeLastIndexOf(string, startIndex)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char

sequence contains the specified [other] sequence of characters as a substring.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to

ignore character case when comparing strings. By default `false`.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\npublic operator fun

CharSequence.contains(other: CharSequence, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n    if (other is String)\n

indexOf(other, ignoreCase = ignoreCase) >= 0\n    else\n        indexOf(other, 0, length, ignoreCase) >=

0\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this char sequence contains the specified character [char].\n *\n * @param

ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing characters. By default `false`.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"INAPPLICABLE_OPERATOR_MODIFIER\")\npublic operator fun CharSequence.contains(char:

Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n        indexOf(char, ignoreCase = ignoreCase) >= 0\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this char sequence contains at least one match of the specified regular expression [regex].\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun CharSequence.contains(regex: Regex): Boolean =

regex.containsMatchIn(this)\n\n\n// rangesDelimitedBy\n\n\nprivate class DelimitedRangesSequence(private val

input: CharSequence, private val startIndex: Int, private val limit: Int, private val getNextMatch: CharSequence.(Int)

-> Pair<Int, Int>?): Sequence<IntRange> {\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<IntRange> = object :

Iterator<IntRange> {\n        var nextState: Int = -1 // -1 for unknown, 0 for done, 1 for continue\n        var

currentStartIndex: Int = startIndex.coerceIn(0, input.length)\n        var nextSearchIndex: Int = currentStartIndex\n

 var nextItem: IntRange? = null\n        var counter: Int = 0\n\n        private fun calcNext() {\n            if

(nextSearchIndex < 0) {\n                nextState = 0\n                nextItem = null\n            }\n            else {\n                if

(limit > 0 && ++counter >= limit || nextSearchIndex > input.length) {\n                    nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\n                    nextSearchIndex = -1\n                }\n                else {\n

val match = input.getNextMatch(nextSearchIndex)\n                    if (match == null) {\n                        nextItem =

currentStartIndex..input.lastIndex\n                        nextSearchIndex = -1\n                    }\n                    else {\n

           val (index,length) = match\n                        nextItem = currentStartIndex until index\n

currentStartIndex = index + length\n                        nextSearchIndex = currentStartIndex + if (length == 0) 1 else 0\n

                  }\n                }\n                nextState = 1\n            }\n        }\n\n        override fun next(): IntRange {\n

  if (nextState == -1)\n                calcNext()\n            if (nextState == 0)\n                throw

NoSuchElementException()\n            val result = nextItem as IntRange\n            // Clean next to avoid keeping

reference on yielded instance\n            nextItem = null\n            nextState = -1\n            return result\n        }\n\n

override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n            if (nextState == -1)\n                calcNext()\n            return nextState ==

1\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of index ranges of substrings in this char sequence around
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occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or more characters to be used as

delimiters.\n * @param startIndex The index to start searching delimiters from.\n *  No range having its start value

less than [startIndex] is returned.\n *  [startIndex] is coerced to be non-negative and not greater than length of this

string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n *

@param limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\n */\nprivate fun

CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters: CharArray, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int

= 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\n    require(limit >= 0, { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\n\n    return

DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex, limit, { startIndex ->\n        indexOfAny(delimiters, startIndex,

ignoreCase = ignoreCase).let { if (it < 0) null else it to 1 } })\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a sequence of index ranges of

substrings in this char sequence around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or

more strings to be used as delimiters.\n * @param startIndex The index to start searching delimiters from.\n *  No

range having its start value less than [startIndex] is returned.\n *  [startIndex] is coerced to be non-negative and not

greater than length of this string.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter.

By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit

is set.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common, this method

proceeds from\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [delimiters]\n

* that matches this string at that position.\n */\nprivate fun CharSequence.rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters: Array<out

String>, startIndex: Int = 0, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<IntRange> {\n    require(limit >=

0, { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" } )\n    val delimitersList = delimiters.asList()\n\n    return

DelimitedRangesSequence(this, startIndex, limit, { startIndex -> findAnyOf(delimitersList, startIndex, ignoreCase =

ignoreCase, last = false)?.let { it.first to it.second.length } })\n\n}\n\n\n// split\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to

a sequence of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or more

strings to be used as delimiters.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter.

By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit

is set.\n *\n * To avoid ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common, this method

proceeds from\n * the beginning to the end of this string, and finds at each position the first element in [delimiters]\n

* that matches this string at that position.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg delimiters: String,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): Sequence<String> =\n        rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase =

ignoreCase, limit = limit).map { substring(it) }\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around

occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or more strings to be used as delimiters.\n

* @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param

limit The maximum number of substrings to return. Zero by default means no limit is set.\n *\n * To avoid

ambiguous results when strings in [delimiters] have characters in common, this method proceeds from\n * the

beginning to the end of this string, and matches at each position the first element in [delimiters]\n * that is equal to a

delimiter in this instance at that position.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: String, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\n    if (delimiters.size == 1) {\n        val delimiter = delimiters[0]\n

 if (!delimiter.isEmpty()) {\n            return split(delimiter, ignoreCase, limit)\n        }\n    }\n\n    return

rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).asIterable().map { substring(it) }\n}\n\n/**\n

* Splits this char sequence to a sequence of strings around occurrences of the specified [delimiters].\n *\n * @param

delimiters One or more characters to be used as delimiters.\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case

when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings to return.\n

*/\npublic fun CharSequence.splitToSequence(vararg delimiters: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false, limit: Int = 0):

Sequence<String> =\n        rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit = limit).map {

substring(it) }\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences of the specified

[delimiters].\n *\n * @param delimiters One or more characters to be used as delimiters.\n * @param ignoreCase

`true` to ignore character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum

number of substrings to return.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.split(vararg delimiters: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false, limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\n    if (delimiters.size == 1) {\n        return split(delimiters[0].toString(),
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ignoreCase, limit)\n    }\n\n    return rangesDelimitedBy(delimiters, ignoreCase = ignoreCase, limit =

limit).asIterable().map { substring(it) }\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a list of strings around occurrences

of the specified [delimiter].\n * This is specialized version of split which receives single non-empty delimiter and

offers better performance\n *\n * @param delimiter String used as delimiter\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore

character case when matching a delimiter. By default `false`.\n * @param limit The maximum number of substrings

to return.\n */\nprivate fun CharSequence.split(delimiter: String, ignoreCase: Boolean, limit: Int): List<String> {\n

require(limit >= 0, { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit.\" })\n\n    var currentOffset = 0\n    var nextIndex

= indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset, ignoreCase)\n    if (nextIndex == -1 || limit == 1) {\n        return

listOf(this.toString())\n    }\n\n    val isLimited = limit > 0\n    val result = ArrayList<String>(if (isLimited)

limit.coerceAtMost(10) else 10)\n    do {\n        result.add(substring(currentOffset, nextIndex))\n        currentOffset

= nextIndex + delimiter.length\n        // Do not search for next occurrence if we're reaching limit\n        if (isLimited

&& result.size == limit - 1) break\n        nextIndex = indexOf(delimiter, currentOffset, ignoreCase)\n    } while

(nextIndex != -1)\n\n    result.add(substring(currentOffset, length))\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits this char

sequence around matches of the given regular expression.\n *\n * @param limit Non-negative value specifying the

maximum number of substrings to return.\n * Zero by default means no limit is set.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CharSequence.split(regex: Regex, limit: Int = 0): List<String> =

regex.split(this, limit)\n\n/**\n * Splits this char sequence to a sequence of lines delimited by any of the following

character sequences: CRLF, LF or CR.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lineSequence(): Sequence<String> =

splitToSequence(\"\\r\\n\", \"\\n\", \"\\r\")\n\n/**\n * * Splits this char sequence to a list of lines delimited by any of

the following character sequences: CRLF, LF or CR.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.lines(): List<String> =

lineSequence().toList()\n","package kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Represents a source of elements with a [keyOf]

function, which can be applied to each element to get its key.\n *\n * A [Grouping] structure serves as an

intermediate step in group-and-fold operations:\n * they group elements by their keys and then fold each group with

some aggregating operation.\n *\n * It is created by attaching `keySelector: (T) -> K` function to a source of

elements.\n * To get an instance of [Grouping] use one of `groupingBy` extension functions:\n * -

[Iterable.groupingBy]\n * - [Sequence.groupingBy]\n * - [Array.groupingBy]\n * - [CharSequence.groupingBy]\n

*\n * For the list of group-and-fold operations available, see the [extension functions](#extension-functions) for

`Grouping`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface Grouping<T, out K> {\n    /** Returns an [Iterator] over

the elements of the source of this grouping. */\n    fun sourceIterator(): Iterator<T>\n    /** Extracts the key of an

[element]. */\n    fun keyOf(element: T): K\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and

applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the

current element as arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\n *\n * The key for each element is provided by

the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\n *\n * @param operation function is invoked on each element with the following

parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the

accumulator of the group, can be `null` if it's the first `element` encountered in the group;\n *  - `element`: the

element from the source being aggregated;\n *  - `first`: indicates whether it's the first `element` encountered in the

group.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the result of aggregation of the group

elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.aggregate(\n        operation:

(key: K, accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) -> R\n): Map<K, R> {\n    return

aggregateTo(mutableMapOf<K, R>(), operation)\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key

and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and

the current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\n *\n * The key for each

element is provided by the [Grouping.keyOf] function.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each

element with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\n *  -

`accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group, can be `null` if it's the first `element` encountered

in the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being aggregated;\n *  - `first`: indicates whether it's the

first `element` encountered in the group.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to some

key,\n * then the elements being aggregated for that key are never considered as `first`.\n *\n * @return the
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[destination] map associating the key of each group with the result of aggregation of the group elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T,

K>.aggregateTo(\n        destination: M,\n        operation: (key: K, accumulator: R?, element: T, first: Boolean) ->

R\n): M {\n    for (e in this.sourceIterator()) {\n        val key = keyOf(e)\n        val accumulator = destination[key]\n

    destination[key] = operation(key, accumulator, e, accumulator == null && !destination.containsKey(key))\n    }\n

  return destination\n}\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the

elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as

arguments, and stores the results in a new map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is provided by

[initialValueSelector] function.\n *\n * @param initialValueSelector a function that provides an initial value of

accumulator for each group.\n *  It's invoked with parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group;\n *  - `element`: the

first element being encountered in that group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element

with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\n *  - `accumulator`: the

current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\n

*\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\n        initialValueSelector: (key: K,

element: T) -> R,\n        operation: (key: K, accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n): Map<K, R> =\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        aggregate { key, acc, e, first -> operation(key, if (first)

initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e) }\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and

applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the

current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\n * An initial value of

accumulator is provided by [initialValueSelector] function.\n *\n * @param initialValueSelector a function that

provides an initial value of accumulator for each group.\n *  It's invoked with parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the

group;\n *  - `element`: the first element being encountered in that group.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has

a value corresponding to some key, that value is used as an initial value of\n * the accumulator for that group and the

[initialValueSelector] function is not called for that group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on

each element with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\n *  -

`accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being

accumulated.\n *\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each group with the result of

accumulating the group elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R, M : MutableMap<in K,

R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\n        destination: M,\n        initialValueSelector: (key: K, element: T) -> R,\n

operation: (key: K, accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n): M =\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e, first -> operation(key, if (first) initialValueSelector(key, e) else acc as R, e)

}\n\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each

group sequentially,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments, and stores

the results in a new map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is the same [initialValue] for each group.\n *\n *

@param operation a function that is invoked on each element with the following parameters:\n *  - `accumulator`:

the current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being

accumulated.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group

elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R> Grouping<T, K>.fold(\n        initialValue: R,\n

    operation: (accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n): Map<K, R> =\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

  aggregate { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first) initialValue else acc as R, e) }\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the

[Grouping] source by key and applies [operation] to the elements of each group sequentially,\n * passing the

previously accumulated value and the current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given

[destination] map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is the same [initialValue] for each group.\n *\n * If the

[destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\n * that value is used as an initial

value of the accumulator for that group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each element with

the following parameters:\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`:

the element from the source being accumulated.\n *\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of each
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group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K, R,

M : MutableMap<in K, R>> Grouping<T, K>.foldTo(\n        destination: M,\n        initialValue: R,\n        operation:

(accumulator: R, element: T) -> R\n): M =\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n

aggregateTo(destination) { _, acc, e, first -> operation(if (first) initialValue else acc as R, e) }\n\n\n/**\n * Groups

elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies the reducing [operation] to the elements of each group\n *

sequentially starting from the second element of the group,\n * passing the previously accumulated value and the

current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in a new map.\n * An initial value of accumulator is the first

element of the group.\n *\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on each subsequent element of the group

with the following parameters:\n *  - `key`: the key of the group this element belongs to;\n *  - `accumulator`: the

current value of the accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being accumulated.\n

*\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S, T : S, K> Grouping<T, K>.reduce(\n        operation: (key: K,

accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\n): Map<K, S> =\n        aggregate { key, acc, e, first ->\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            if (first) e else operation(key, acc as S, e)\n        }\n\n/**\n *

Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and applies the reducing [operation] to the elements of each

group\n * sequentially starting from the second element of the group,\n * passing the previously accumulated value

and the current element as arguments,\n * and stores the results in the given [destination] map.\n * An initial value

of accumulator is the first element of the group.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to

the key of some group,\n * that value is used as an initial value of the accumulator for that group and the first

element of that group is also\n * subjected to the [operation].\n\n * @param operation a function that is invoked on

each subsequent element of the group with the following parameters:\n *  - `accumulator`: the current value of the

accumulator of the group;\n *  - `element`: the element from the source being folded;\n *\n * @return the

[destination] map associating the key of each group with the result of accumulating the group elements.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <S, T : S, K, M : MutableMap<in K, S>> Grouping<T,

K>.reduceTo(\n        destination: M,\n        operation: (key: K, accumulator: S, element: T) -> S\n): M =\n

aggregateTo(destination) { key, acc, e, first ->\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            if (first) e

else operation(key, acc as S, e)\n        }\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n

* Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and counts elements in each group to the given [destination]

map.\n *\n * If the [destination] map already has a value corresponding to the key of some group,\n * that value is

used as an initial value of the counter for that group.\n *\n * @return the [destination] map associating the key of

each group with the count of elements in the group.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Collections.Transformations.groupingByEachCount\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

<T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Int>> Grouping<T, K>.eachCountTo(destination: M): M =\n        foldTo(destination,

0) { acc, _ -> acc + 1 }\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/*\n// TODO: sum by long and by

double overloads\n\npublic inline fun <T, K, M : MutableMap<in K, Long>> Grouping<T,

K>.sumEachByLongTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) -> Long): M =\n        foldTo(destination, 0L) { acc, e ->

acc + valueSelector(e)}\n\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByLong(valueSelector: (T) -> Long):

Map<K, Long> =\n        fold(0L) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\n\npublic inline fun <T, K, M :

MutableMap<in K, Double>> Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByDoubleTo(destination: M, valueSelector: (T) ->

Double): M =\n        foldTo(destination, 0.0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)}\n\npublic inline fun <T, K>

Grouping<T, K>.sumEachByDouble(valueSelector: (T) -> Double): Map<K, Double> =\n        fold(0.0) { acc, e ->

acc + valueSelector(e)}\n*/\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\npackage
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kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and counts elements in each

group.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with the count of element in the group.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T, K> Grouping<T, K>.eachCount(): Map<K, Int> =\n        fold(0) { acc, _

-> acc + 1 }\n\n/**\n/**\n * Groups elements from the [Grouping] source by key and sums values provided by the

[valueSelector] function for elements in each group.\n *\n * @return a [Map] associating the key of each group with

the count of element in the group.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic inline fun <T, K> Grouping<T,

K>.eachSumOf(valueSelector: (T) -> Int): Map<K, Int> =\n        fold(0) { acc, e -> acc + valueSelector(e)

}\n*/","package kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Math

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Math) to Kotlin.\n

*/\n@Deprecated(\"Use top-level functions from kotlin.math package instead.\")\npublic external object Math {\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.PI instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"PI\", \"kotlin.math.PI\"))\n    public val PI: Double\n

public fun random(): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.abs instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"abs(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.abs\"))\n    public fun abs(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.acos instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"acos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.acos\"))\n    public fun acos(value: Double): Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.asin instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"asin(value)\", \"kotlin.math.asin\"))\n    public fun

asin(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.atan instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.atan\"))\n    public fun atan(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.atan2

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"atan2(y, x)\", \"kotlin.math.atan2\"))\n    public fun atan2(y: Double, x: Double): Double\n

  @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.cos instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"cos(value)\", \"kotlin.math.cos\"))\n    public fun

cos(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sin instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"sin(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.sin\"))\n    public fun sin(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.exp instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"exp(value)\", \"kotlin.math.exp\"))\n    public fun exp(value: Double): Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\")\n    public fun max(vararg values: Int): Int\n

@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\")\n    public fun max(vararg values: Float): Float\n

@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or kotlin.math.max instead\")\n    public fun max(vararg values: Double): Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\")\n    public fun min(vararg values: Int): Int\n

@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\")\n    public fun min(vararg values: Float): Float\n

@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\")\n    public fun min(vararg values: Double): Double\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.sqrt instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"sqrt(value)\", \"kotlin.math.sqrt\"))\n    public fun

sqrt(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.tan instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"tan(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.tan\"))\n    public fun tan(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.log instead.\",

ReplaceWith(\"log(value)\", \"kotlin.math.log\"))\n    public fun log(value: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use

kotlin.math.pow instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"pow(base, exp)\", \"kotlin.math.pow\"))\n    public fun pow(base:

Double, exp: Double): Double\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.round instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"round(value)\",

\"kotlin.math.round\"))\n    public fun round(value: Number): Int\n    @Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.floor

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"floor(value)\", \"kotlin.math.floor\"))\n    public fun floor(value: Number): Int\n

@Deprecated(\"Use kotlin.math.ceil instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"ceil(value)\", \"kotlin.math.ceil\"))\n    public fun

ceil(value: Number): Int\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun trunc(value: Number): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n

 internal fun sign(value: Number): Double\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun sinh(value: Double): Double\n

@PublishedApi\n    internal fun cosh(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun tanh(value:

Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun asinh(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal

fun acosh(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun atanh(value: Double): Double\n\n

@PublishedApi\n    internal fun hypot(x: Double, y: Double): Double\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun

expm1(value: Double): Double\n\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun log10(value: Double): Double\n

@PublishedApi\n    internal fun log2(value: Double): Double\n    @PublishedApi\n    internal fun log1p(value:

Double): Double\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the smaller of two values.\n

*/\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use minOf or kotlin.math.min instead\",

ReplaceWith(\"minOf(a, b)\"))\npublic fun Math.min(a: Long, b: Long): Long = if (a <= b) a else b\n\n/**\n *
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Returns the greater of two values.\n */\n@Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\n@Deprecated(\"Use maxOf or

kotlin.math.max instead\", ReplaceWith(\"maxOf(a, b)\"))\npublic fun Math.max(a: Long, b: Long): Long = if (a >=

b) a else b\n","package kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * An interface for indexing access to a collection of key-value pairs, where

type of key is [String] and type of value is [Any?][Any].\n */\npublic external interface Json {\n    /**\n     * Calls to

the function will be translated to indexing operation (square brackets) on the receiver with [propertyName] as the

argument.\n     *\n     * E.g. for next code:\n     * ```kotlin\n     * fun test(j: Json, p: String) = j[\"prop\"] + j.get(p)\n

* ```\n     *\n     * will be generated:\n     * ```js\n     * function test(j, p) {\n     *     return j[\"prop\"] + j[p];\n     * }\n

  * ```\n     */\n    operator fun get(propertyName: String): Any?\n\n    /**\n     * Calls of the function will be

translated to an assignment of [value] to the receiver indexed (with square brackets/index operation) with

[propertyName].\n     *\n     * E.g. for the following code:\n     * ```kotlin\n     * fun test(j: Json, p: String, newValue:

Any) {\n     *     j[\"prop\"] = 1\n     *     j.set(p, newValue)\n     * }\n     * ```\n     *\n     * will be generated:\n     *

```js\n     * function test(j, p, newValue) {\n     *     j[\"prop\"] = 1;\n     *     j[p] = newValue;\n     * }\n     * }\n     *

```\n     */\n    operator fun set(propertyName: String, value: Any?): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a simple JavaScript

object (as [Json]) using provided key-value pairs as names and values of its properties.\n */\npublic fun json(vararg

pairs: Pair<String, Any?>): Json {\n    val res: dynamic = js(\"({})\")\n    for ((name, value) in pairs) {\n

res[name] = value\n    }\n    return res\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds key-value pairs from [other] to [this].\n * Returns the

original receiver.\n */\npublic fun Json.add(other: Json): Json {\n    val keys: Array<String> =

js(\"Object\").keys(other)\n    for (key in keys) {\n        if (other.asDynamic().hasOwnProperty(key)) {\n

this[key] = other[key];\n        }\n    }\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [JSON

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/JSON) to Kotlin.\n

*/\npublic external object JSON {\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?): String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?,

replacer: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)): String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key: String,

value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: Int): String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: ((key:

String, value: Any?) -> Any?)? = definedExternally, space: String): String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer:

Array<String>): String\n    public fun stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>, space: Int): String\n    public fun

stringify(o: Any?, replacer: Array<String>, space: String): String\n\n    public fun <T> parse(text: String): T\n

public fun <T> parse(text: String, reviver: ((key: String, value: Any?) -> Any?)): T\n}\n","package kotlin\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if the specified number is a\n * Not-a-Number (NaN) value, `false` otherwise.\n */\npublic fun

Double.isNaN(): Boolean = this != this\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the specified number is a\n * Not-a-Number

(NaN) value, `false` otherwise.\n */\npublic fun Float.isNaN(): Boolean = this != this\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if

this value is infinitely large in magnitude.\n */\npublic fun Double.isInfinite(): Boolean = this ==

Double.POSITIVE_INFINITY || this == Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this value is

infinitely large in magnitude.\n */\npublic fun Float.isInfinite(): Boolean = this == Float.POSITIVE_INFINITY ||

this == Float.NEGATIVE_INFINITY\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value;

returns `false` otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\n */\npublic fun Double.isFinite(): Boolean =

!isInfinite() && !isNaN()\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if the argument is a finite floating-point value; returns `false`

otherwise (for `NaN` and infinity arguments).\n */\npublic fun Float.isFinite(): Boolean = !isInfinite() &&

!isNaN()\n\n/**\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Long]\n * according to the

IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"doubleToBits\")\npublic fun Double.toBits(): Long =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Long]\n *

according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"double format\" bit layout,\n * preserving `NaN` values exact layout.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"doubleToRawBits\")\npublic fun Double.toRawBits(): Long =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Double] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Double.Companion.fromBits(bits: Long):

Double = js(\"Kotlin\").doubleFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Double>()\n\n/**\n * Returns a bit representation of the

specified floating-point value as [Int]\n * according to the IEEE 754 floating-point \"single format\" bit layout.\n *\n

* Note that in Kotlin/JS [Float] range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\n * so some [Float]
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values may overflow, underflow or loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"floatToBits\")\npublic fun Float.toBits(): Int = definedExternally\n\n/**\n *

Returns a bit representation of the specified floating-point value as [Int]\n * according to the IEEE 754 floating-

point \"single format\" bit layout,\n * preserving `NaN` values exact layout.\n *\n * Note that in Kotlin/JS [Float]

range is wider than \"single format\" bit layout can represent,\n * so some [Float] values may overflow, underflow or

loose their accuracy after conversion to bits and back.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@library(\"floatToRawBits\")\npublic fun Float.toRawBits(): Int =

definedExternally\n\n/**\n * Returns the [Float] value corresponding to a given bit representation.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Float.Companion.fromBits(bits: Int):

Float = js(\"Kotlin\").floatFromBits(bits).unsafeCast<Float>()","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns

`true` if the contents of this string is equal to the word \"true\", ignoring case, and `false` otherwise.\n */\npublic fun

String.toBoolean(): Boolean = toLowerCase() == \"true\"\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and

returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\npublic fun String.toByte(): Byte = toByteOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a

signed [Byte] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to

number conversion.\n */\npublic fun String.toByte(radix: Int): Byte = toByteOrNull(radix) ?:

numberFormatError(this)\n\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the result.\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n */\npublic fun String.toShort():

Short = toShortOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Short] number and returns the

result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\npublic fun

String.toShort(radix: Int): Short = toShortOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as

an [Int] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n */\npublic fun String.toInt(): Int = toIntOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n

* Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is

not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for

string to number conversion.\n */\npublic fun String.toInt(radix: Int): Int = toIntOrNull(radix) ?:

numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the result.\n * @throws

NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n */\npublic fun String.toLong():

Long = toLongOrNull() ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Long] number and returns the

result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n * @throws

IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\npublic fun

String.toLong(radix: Int): Long = toLongOrNull(radix) ?: numberFormatError(this)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a

[Double] number and returns the result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid

representation of a number.\n */\npublic fun String.toDouble(): Double =

(+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().also {\n    if (it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN() || it == 0.0 &&

this.isBlank())\n        numberFormatError(this)\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number and returns the

result.\n * @throws NumberFormatException if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.toFloat(): Float = toDouble().unsafeCast<Float>()\n\n/**\n

* Parses the string as a [Double] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation

of a number.\n */\npublic fun String.toDoubleOrNull(): Double? =
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(+(this.asDynamic())).unsafeCast<Double>().takeIf {\n    !(it.isNaN() && !this.isNaN() || it == 0.0 &&

this.isBlank())\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Float] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is

not a valid representation of a number.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.toFloatOrNull():

Float? = toDoubleOrNull().unsafeCast<Float?>()\n\n\nprivate fun String.isNaN(): Boolean =

when(this.toLowerCase()) {\n    \"nan\", \"+nan\", \"-nan\" -> true\n    else -> false\n}\n\n/**\n * Checks whether the

given [radix] is valid radix for string to number and number to string conversion.\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun

checkRadix(radix: Int): Int {\n    if(radix !in 2..36) {\n        throw IllegalArgumentException(\"radix $radix was not

in valid range 2..36\")\n    }\n    return radix\n}\n\ninternal fun digitOf(char: Char, radix: Int): Int = when {\n    char

>= '0' && char <= '9' -> char - '0'\n    char >= 'A' && char <= 'Z' -> char - 'A' + 10\n    char >= 'a' && char <= 'z' ->

char - 'a' + 10\n    else -> -1\n}.let { if (it >= radix) -1 else it }\n\nprivate fun numberFormatError(input: String):

Nothing = throw NumberFormatException(\"Invalid number format: '$input'\")","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Promise

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Promise) to Kotlin.\n

*/\npublic open external class Promise<out T>(executor: (resolve: (T) -> Unit, reject: (Throwable) -> Unit) -> Unit)

{\n    @LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n    public open fun <S> then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?): Promise<S>\n

@LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n    public open fun <S> then(onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?, onRejected:

((Throwable) -> S)?): Promise<S>\n\n    public open fun <S> catch(onRejected: (Throwable) -> S): Promise<S>\n\n

  companion object {\n        public fun <S> all(promise: Array<out Promise<S>>): Promise<Array<out S>>\n\n

public fun <S> race(promise: Array<out Promise<S>>): Promise<S>\n\n        public fun reject(e: Throwable):

Promise<Nothing>\n\n        public fun <S> resolve(e: S): Promise<S>\n        public fun <S> resolve(e:

Promise<S>): Promise<S>\n    }\n}\n\n// It's workaround for KT-19672 since we can fix it properly until KT-11265

isn't fixed.\ninline fun <T, S> Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\n        noinline onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?\n): Promise<S>

{\n    return this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled)\n}\n\ninline fun <T, S>

Promise<Promise<T>>.then(\n        noinline onFulfilled: ((T) -> S)?,\n        noinline onRejected: ((Throwable) ->

S)?\n): Promise<S> {\n    return this.unsafeCast<Promise<T>>().then(onFulfilled, onRejected)\n}\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\nimport

kotlin.js.RegExp\n\n/**\n * Provides enumeration values to use to set regular expression options.\n */\npublic enum

class RegexOption(val value: String) {\n    /** Enables case-insensitive matching. */\n    IGNORE_CASE(\"i\"),\n

/** Enables multiline mode.\n     *\n     * In multiline mode the expressions `^` and `$` match just after or just

before,\n     * respectively, a line terminator or the end of the input sequence. */\n

MULTILINE(\"m\")\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Represents the results from a single capturing group within a [MatchResult] of

[Regex].\n *\n * @param value The value of captured group.\n */\npublic data class MatchGroup(val value:

String)\n\n/** A compiled representation of a regular expression.\n *\n * For pattern syntax reference see

[https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp] and

[http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp]\n */\npublic class Regex(pattern: String, options:

Set<RegexOption>) {\n\n    /** Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the specified

single [option].  */\n    public constructor(pattern: String, option: RegexOption) : this(pattern, setOf(option))\n\n
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/** Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the default options.  */\n    public

constructor(pattern: String) : this(pattern, emptySet())\n\n\n    /** The pattern string of this regular expression. */\n

public val pattern: String = pattern\n    /** The set of options that were used to create this regular expression. */\n

public val options: Set<RegexOption> = options.toSet()\n    private val nativePattern: RegExp = RegExp(pattern,

options.map { it.value }.joinToString(separator = \"\") + \"g\")\n\n    /** Indicates whether the regular expression

matches the entire [input]. */\n    public infix fun matches(input: CharSequence): Boolean {\n

nativePattern.reset()\n        val match = nativePattern.exec(input.toString())\n        return match != null &&

match.index == 0 && nativePattern.lastIndex == input.length\n    }\n\n    /** Indicates whether the regular

expression can find at least one match in the specified [input]. */\n    public fun containsMatchIn(input:

CharSequence): Boolean {\n        nativePattern.reset()\n        return nativePattern.test(input.toString())\n    }\n\n

/** Returns the first match of a regular expression in the [input], beginning at the specified [startIndex].\n     *\n     *

@param startIndex An index to start search with, by default 0. Must be not less than zero and not greater than

`input.length()`\n     * @return An instance of [MatchResult] if match was found or `null` otherwise.\n     */\n

public fun find(input: CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0): MatchResult? = nativePattern.findNext(input.toString(),

startIndex)\n\n    /** Returns a sequence of all occurrences of a regular expression within the [input] string,

beginning at the specified [startIndex].\n     */\n    public fun findAll(input: CharSequence, startIndex: Int = 0):

Sequence<MatchResult> = generateSequence({ find(input, startIndex) }, { match -> match.next() })\n\n    /**\n     *

Attempts to match the entire [input] CharSequence against the pattern.\n     *\n     * @return An instance of

[MatchResult] if the entire input matches or `null` otherwise.\n     */\n    public fun matchEntire(input:

CharSequence): MatchResult? {\n        if (pattern.startsWith('^') && pattern.endsWith('$'))\n            return

find(input)\n        else\n            return Regex(\"^${pattern.trimStart('^').trimEnd('$')}$\", options).find(input)\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Replaces all occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input] string with specified

[replacement] expression.\n     *\n     * @param replacement A replacement expression that can include

substitutions. See [https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/String/replace] for details.\n     */\n    public fun replace(input:

CharSequence, replacement: String): String = input.toString().nativeReplace(nativePattern, replacement)\n\n    /**\n

   * Replaces all occurrences of this regular expression in the specified [input] string with the result of\n     * the

given function [transform] that takes [MatchResult] and returns a string to be used as a\n     * replacement for that

match.\n     */\n    public inline fun replace(input: CharSequence, transform: (MatchResult) -> CharSequence):

String {\n        var match = find(input)\n        if (match == null) return input.toString()\n\n        var lastStart = 0\n

val length = input.length\n        val sb = StringBuilder(length)\n        do {\n            val foundMatch = match!!\n

sb.append(input, lastStart, foundMatch.range.start)\n            sb.append(transform(foundMatch))\n            lastStart =

foundMatch.range.endInclusive + 1\n            match = foundMatch.next()\n        }\n        while (lastStart < length &&

match != null)\n\n        if (lastStart < length) {\n            sb.append(input, lastStart, length)\n        }\n\n        return

sb.toString()\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Replaces the first occurrence of this regular expression in the specified [input]

string with specified [replacement] expression.\n     *\n     * @param replacement A replacement expression that can

include substitutions. See [Matcher.appendReplacement] for details.\n     */\n    public fun replaceFirst(input:

CharSequence, replacement: String): String {\n        val nonGlobalOptions = options.map { it.value

}.joinToString(separator = \"\")\n        return input.toString().nativeReplace(RegExp(pattern, nonGlobalOptions),

replacement)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Splits this string around matches of the given regular expression.\n     *\n     *

@param limit The maximum number of times the split can occur.\n     */\n    public fun split(input: CharSequence,

limit: Int = 0): List<String> {\n        require(limit >= 0) { \"Limit must be non-negative, but was $limit\" }\n        val

matches = findAll(input).let { if (limit == 0) it else it.take(limit - 1) }\n        val result = mutableListOf<String>()\n

    var lastStart = 0\n\n        for (match in matches) {\n            result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart,

match.range.start).toString())\n            lastStart = match.range.endInclusive + 1\n        }\n

result.add(input.subSequence(lastStart, input.length).toString())\n        return result\n    }\n\n    /** Returns the string

representation of this regular expression. */\n    public override fun toString(): String = nativePattern.toString()\n\n

companion object {\n        /** Returns a literal regex for the specified [literal] string. */\n        public fun
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fromLiteral(literal: String): Regex = Regex(escape(literal))\n\n        /** Returns a literal pattern for the specified

[literal] string. */\n        public fun escape(literal: String): String = literal.nativeReplace(patternEscape,

\"\\\\$&\")\n\n        /** Returns a literal replacement exression for the specified [literal] string. */\n        public fun

escapeReplacement(literal: String): String = literal.nativeReplace(replacementEscape, \"$$$$\")\n\n        private val

patternEscape = RegExp(\"\"\"[-\\\\^$*+?.()|[\\]{}]\"\"\", \"g\")\n        private val replacementEscape =

RegExp(\"\"\"\\$\"\"\", \"g\")\n    }\n}\n\n/** Creates a regular expression from the specified [pattern] string and the

specified single [option].  */\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\n@JsName(\"Regex_sb3q2\\$\")\npublic fun Regex_0(pattern: String, option:

RegexOption): Regex = Regex(pattern, setOf(option))\n\n/** Creates a regular expression from the specified

[pattern] string and the default options.  */\n@Deprecated(\"Provided for binary compatibility\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN)\n@JsName(\"Regex_61zpoe\\$\")\npublic fun Regex_1(pattern: String): Regex =

Regex(pattern, emptySet())\n\n\n\n\nprivate fun RegExp.findNext(input: String, from: Int): MatchResult? {\n

this.lastIndex = from\n    val match = exec(input)\n    if (match == null) return null\n    val range =

match.index..lastIndex - 1\n\n    return object : MatchResult {\n        override val range: IntRange = range\n

override val value: String\n            get() = match[0]!!\n\n        override val groups: MatchGroupCollection = object :

MatchGroupCollection, AbstractCollection<MatchGroup?>() {\n            override val size: Int get() = match.length\n

          override fun iterator(): Iterator<MatchGroup?> = indices.asSequence().map { this[it] }.iterator()\n

override fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup? = match[index]?.let { MatchGroup(it) }\n        }\n\n\n        private var

groupValues_: List<String>? = null\n\n        override val groupValues: List<String>\n            get() {\n                if

(groupValues_ == null) {\n                    groupValues_ = object : AbstractList<String>() {\n                        override

val size: Int get() = match.length\n                        override fun get(index: Int): String = match[index] ?: \"\"\n

     }\n                }\n                return groupValues_!!\n            }\n\n        override fun next(): MatchResult? =

this@findNext.findNext(input, if (range.isEmpty()) range.start + 1 else range.endInclusive + 1)\n    }\n}\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [RegExp

object](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/RegExp) to Kotlin.\n

*/\npublic external class RegExp(pattern: String, flags: String? = definedExternally) {\n\n    public fun test(str:

String): Boolean\n\n    public fun exec(str: String): RegExpMatch?\n\n    public override fun toString(): String\n\n

/**\n     * The lastIndex is a read/write integer property of regular expressions that specifies the index at which to

start the next match.\n     */\n    public var lastIndex: Int\n\n    public val global: Boolean\n    public val ignoreCase:

Boolean\n    public val multiline: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Resets the regular expression so that subsequent

[RegExp.test] and [RegExp.exec] calls will match starting with the beginning of the input string.\n */\npublic fun

RegExp.reset() {\n    lastIndex = 0\n}\n\n// TODO: Inherit from array or introduce asArray() extension\n/**\n *

Represents the return value of [RegExp.exec].\n */\npublic external interface RegExpMatch {\n    public val index:

Int\n    public val input: String\n    public val length: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the entire text matched by

[RegExp.exec] if the [index] parameter is 0, or the text matched by the capturing parenthesis\n * at the given

index.\n */\npublic inline operator fun RegExpMatch.get(index: Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n *

Converts the result of [RegExp.exec] to an array where the first element contains the entire matched text and each

subsequent\n * element is the text matched by each capturing parenthesis.\n */\npublic inline fun

RegExpMatch.asArray(): Array<out String?> = unsafeCast<Array<out String?>>()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.sequences\n\ninternal class

ConstrainedOnceSequence<T>(sequence: Sequence<T>) : Sequence<T> {\n    private var sequenceRef:

Sequence<T>? = sequence\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<T> {\n        val sequence = sequenceRef ?: throw

IllegalStateException(\"This sequence can be consumed only once.\")\n        sequenceRef = null\n        return

sequence.iterator()\n    }\n}\n","package kotlin.text\n\nimport

kotlin.js.RegExp\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun String.nativeIndexOf(ch: Char, fromIndex:

Int): Int = nativeIndexOf(ch.toString(), fromIndex)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\ninternal inline fun

String.nativeLastIndexOf(ch: Char, fromIndex: Int): Int = nativeLastIndexOf(ch.toString(), fromIndex)\n\n/**\n *

Returns `true` if this string starts with the specified prefix.\n */\npublic fun String.startsWith(prefix: String,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase)\n        return nativeStartsWith(prefix, 0)\n    else\n

return regionMatches(0, prefix, 0, prefix.length, ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if a substring of this string

starting at the specified offset [startIndex] starts with the specified prefix.\n */\npublic fun String.startsWith(prefix:

String, startIndex: Int, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase)\n        return

nativeStartsWith(prefix, startIndex)\n    else\n        return regionMatches(startIndex, prefix, 0, prefix.length,

ignoreCase)\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this string ends with the specified suffix.\n */\npublic fun

String.endsWith(suffix: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean {\n    if (!ignoreCase)\n        return

nativeEndsWith(suffix)\n    else\n        return regionMatches(length - suffix.length, suffix, 0, suffix.length,

ignoreCase)\n}\n\n\n\npublic fun String.matches(regex: String): Boolean {\n    val result = this.match(regex)\n

return result != null && result.size != 0\n}\n\npublic fun CharSequence.isBlank(): Boolean = length == 0 || (if (this

is String) this else this.toString()).matches(\"^[\\\\s\\\\xA0]+$\")\n\npublic fun String?.equals(other: String?,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): Boolean =\n        if (this == null)\n            other == null\n        else if (!ignoreCase)\n

       this == other\n        else\n            other != null && this.toLowerCase() == other.toLowerCase()\n\n\npublic fun

CharSequence.regionMatches(thisOffset: Int, other: CharSequence, otherOffset: Int, length: Int, ignoreCase:

Boolean = false): Boolean\n        = regionMatchesImpl(thisOffset, other, otherOffset, length, ignoreCase)\n\n\n/**\n

* Returns a copy of this string capitalised if it is not empty or already starting with an uppper case letter, otherwise

returns this\n *\n * @includeFunctionBody ../../test/StringTest.kt capitalize\n */\npublic fun String.capitalize():

String {\n    return if (isNotEmpty()) substring(0, 1).toUpperCase() + substring(1) else this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a

copy of this string with the first letter lower case if it is not empty or already starting with a lower case letter,

otherwise returns this\n *\n * @includeFunctionBody ../../test/StringTest.kt decapitalize\n */\npublic fun

String.decapitalize(): String {\n    return if (isNotEmpty()) substring(0, 1).toLowerCase() + substring(1) else

this\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a string containing this char sequence repeated [n] times.\n * @throws

[IllegalArgumentException] when n < 0.\n */\npublic fun CharSequence.repeat(n: Int): String {\n    require(n >= 0)

{ \"Count 'n' must be non-negative, but was $n.\" }\n    return when (n) {\n        0 -> \"\"\n        1 -> this.toString()\n

    else -> {\n            var result = \"\"\n            if (!isEmpty()) {\n                var s = this.toString()\n                var count

= n\n                while (true) {\n                    if ((count and 1) == 1) {\n                        result += s\n                    }\n

            count = count ushr 1\n                    if (count == 0) {\n                        break\n                    }\n                    s +=

s\n                }\n            }\n            return result\n        }\n    }\n}\n\npublic fun String.replace(oldValue: String,

newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\n        nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if

(ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"), Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\n\npublic fun String.replace(oldChar: Char,

newChar: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\n

nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if (ignoreCase) \"gi\" else \"g\"),

newChar.toString())\n\npublic fun String.replaceFirst(oldValue: String, newValue: String, ignoreCase: Boolean =

false): String =\n        nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldValue), if (ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"),

Regex.escapeReplacement(newValue))\n\npublic fun String.replaceFirst(oldChar: Char, newChar: Char,

ignoreCase: Boolean = false): String =\n        nativeReplace(RegExp(Regex.escape(oldChar.toString()), if

(ignoreCase) \"i\" else \"\"), newChar.toString())\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed
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under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n\npublic interface Appendable {\n    fun append(csq: CharSequence?):

Appendable\n    fun append(csq: CharSequence?, start: Int, end: Int): Appendable\n    fun append(c: Char):

Appendable\n}\n\npublic class StringBuilder(content: String = \"\") : Appendable, CharSequence {\n

constructor(@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\") capacity: Int) : this() {}\n\n    constructor(content:

CharSequence) : this(content.toString()) {}\n\n    private var string: String = content\n\n    override val length: Int\n

    get() = string.asDynamic().length\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): Char = string[index]\n\n    override fun

subSequence(start: Int, end: Int): CharSequence = string.substring(start, end)\n\n    override fun append(c: Char):

StringBuilder {\n        string += c\n        return this\n    }\n\n    override fun append(csq: CharSequence?):

StringBuilder {\n        string += csq.toString()\n        return this\n    }\n\n    override fun append(csq: CharSequence?,

start: Int, end: Int): StringBuilder {\n        string += csq.toString().substring(start, end)\n        return this\n    }\n\n

fun append(obj: Any?): StringBuilder {\n        string += obj.toString()\n        return this\n    }\n\n    fun reverse():

StringBuilder {\n        string = string.asDynamic().split(\"\").reverse().join(\"\")\n        return this\n    }\n\n    override

fun toString(): String = string\n}\n","@file: Suppress(\"DEPRECATION\")\npackage jquery.ui\n\n\n//jquery

UI\nimport jquery.JQuery\nimport kotlin.js.Json\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be removed from the

standard library\")\npublic inline fun JQuery.buttonset(): JQuery =

asDynamic().buttonset()\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be removed from the standard library\")\npublic

inline fun JQuery.dialog(): JQuery = asDynamic().dialog()\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be removed from

the standard library\")\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(params: Json): JQuery =

asDynamic().dialog(params)\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be removed from the standard library\")\npublic

inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String, param: String): Any? = asDynamic().dialog(mode,

param)\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be removed from the standard library\")\npublic inline fun

JQuery.dialog(mode: String): JQuery = asDynamic().dialog(mode)\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be

removed from the standard library\")\npublic inline fun JQuery.dialog(mode: String, param: String, value: Any?):

JQuery = asDynamic().dialog(mode, param, value)\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be removed from the

standard library\")\npublic inline fun JQuery.button(): JQuery = asDynamic().button()\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is

going to be removed from the standard library\")\npublic inline fun JQuery.accordion(): JQuery =

asDynamic().accordion()\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is going to be removed from the standard library\")\npublic

inline fun JQuery.draggable(params: Json): JQuery = asDynamic().draggable(params)\n\n@Deprecated(\"JQuery is

going to be removed from the standard library\")\npublic inline fun JQuery.selectable(): JQuery =

asDynamic().selectable()\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\n\n/**\n * Creates a new element with the specified [name].\n *\n * The

element is initialized with the speicifed [init] function.\n */\npublic fun Document.createElement(name: String, init:

Element.() -> Unit): Element = createElement(name).apply(init)\n\n/**\n * Appends a newly created element with

the specified [name] to this element.\n *\n * The element is initialized with the speicifed [init] function.\n */\npublic

fun Element.appendElement(name: String, init: Element.() -> Unit): Element =\n

ownerDocument!!.createElement(name, init).also { appendChild(it) }\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.dom\n\nimport

org.w3c.dom.*\n\n/** Returns true if the element has the given CSS class style in its 'class' attribute */\nfun

Element.hasClass(cssClass: String): Boolean =

className.matches(\"\"\"(^|.*\\s+)$cssClass($|\\s+.*)\"\"\".toRegex())\n\n/**\n * Adds CSS class to element. Has no

effect if all specified classes are already in class attribute of the element\n *\n * @return true if at least one class has

been added\n */\nfun Element.addClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean {\n    val missingClasses =

cssClasses.filterNot { hasClass(it) }\n    if (missingClasses.isNotEmpty()) {\n        val presentClasses =

className.trim()\n        className = buildString {\n            append(presentClasses)\n            if

(!presentClasses.isEmpty()) {\n                append(\" \")\n            }\n            missingClasses.joinTo(this, \" \")\n

}\n        return true\n    }\n\n    return false\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all [cssClasses] from element. Has no effect if all

specified classes are missing in class attribute of the element\n *\n * @return true if at least one class has been

removed\n */\nfun Element.removeClass(vararg cssClasses: String): Boolean {\n    if (cssClasses.any { hasClass(it)

}) {\n        val toBeRemoved = cssClasses.toSet()\n        className =

className.trim().split(\"\\\\s+\".toRegex()).filter { it !in toBeRemoved }.joinToString(\" \")\n        return true\n

}\n\n    return

false\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Converts the string into a regular expression [Regex] with the default options.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun String.toRegex(): Regex = Regex(this)\n\n/**\n * Converts the

string into a regular expression [Regex] with the specified single [option].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun String.toRegex(option: RegexOption): Regex = Regex(this, option)\n\n/**\n * Converts the string into a

regular expression [Regex] with the specified set of [options].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

String.toRegex(options: Set<RegexOption>): Regex = Regex(this, options)\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Builds new string by populating newly created [StringBuilder] using provided

[builderAction]\n * and then converting it to [String].\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

buildString(builderAction: StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String =\n

StringBuilder().apply(builderAction).toString()\n\n/**\n * Builds new string by populating newly created

[StringBuilder] initialized with the given [capacity]\n * using provided [builderAction] and then converting it to

[String].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun buildString(capacity: Int,

builderAction: StringBuilder.() -> Unit): String =\n

StringBuilder(capacity).apply(builderAction).toString()\n\n/**\n * Appends all arguments to the given

[Appendable].\n */\npublic fun <T : Appendable> T.append(vararg value: CharSequence?): T {\n    for (item in

value)\n        append(item)\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all arguments to the given StringBuilder.\n

*/\npublic fun StringBuilder.append(vararg value: String?): StringBuilder {\n    for (item in value)\n

append(item)\n    return this\n}\n\n/**\n * Appends all arguments to the given StringBuilder.\n */\npublic fun

StringBuilder.append(vararg value: Any?): StringBuilder {\n    for (item in value)\n        append(item)\n    return

this\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\ninternal fun <T> Appendable.appendElement(element:

T, transform: ((T) -> CharSequence)?) {\n    when {\n        transform != null -> append(transform(element))\n

element is CharSequence? -> append(element)\n        element is Char -> append(element)\n        else ->

append(element.toString())\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n */\npackage kotlin.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport kotlin.collections.*\n\n\n/**\n * Gets a value

indicating whether this node is a TEXT_NODE or a CDATA_SECTION_NODE.\n */\npublic val Node.isText:

Boolean\n    get() = nodeType == Node.TEXT_NODE || nodeType == Node.CDATA_SECTION_NODE\n\n\n/**\n

* Gets a value indicating whether this node is an [Element].\n */\npublic val Node.isElement: Boolean\n    get() =

nodeType == Node.ELEMENT_NODE\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage org.w3c.dom.events\n\npublic fun EventListener(handler: (Event) -> Unit): EventListener

= EventListenerHandler(handler)\n\nprivate class EventListenerHandler(private val handler: (Event) -> Unit) :

EventListener {\n    public override fun handleEvent(e: Event) {\n        handler(e)\n    }\n    public override fun

toString(): String = \"EventListenerHandler($handler)\"\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage org.w3c.dom\n\npublic external

interface ItemArrayLike<out T> {\n    val length: Int\n    fun item(index: Int): T?\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the view of

this `ItemArrayLike<T>` collection as `List<T>`\n */\npublic fun <T> ItemArrayLike<T>.asList(): List<T> =

object : AbstractList<T>() {\n    override val size: Int get() = this@asList.length\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): T

= when (index) {\n        in 0..lastIndex -> this@asList.item(index).unsafeCast<T>()\n        else -> throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index $index is not in range [0..$lastIndex]\")\n    }\n}","package

kotlin.dom\n\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\n\n/** Removes all the children from this node. */\npublic fun Node.clear()

{\n    while (hasChildNodes()) {\n        removeChild(firstChild!!)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates text node and append it

to the element.\n *\n * @returns this element\n */\nfun Element.appendText(text: String): Element {\n

appendChild(ownerDocument!!.createTextNode(text))\n    return this\n}\n","/*\n * Generated file\n * DO NOT

EDIT\n * \n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage

org.khronos.webgl\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\npublic external interface

WebGLContextAttributes {\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var depth: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var stencil: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var antialias: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat:

Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun WebGLContextAttributes(alpha: Boolean? =

true, depth: Boolean? = true, stencil: Boolean? = false, antialias: Boolean? = true, premultipliedAlpha: Boolean? =

true, preserveDrawingBuffer: Boolean? = false, preferLowPowerToHighPerformance: Boolean? = false,

failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: Boolean? = false): WebGLContextAttributes {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n
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o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\n    o[\"depth\"] = depth\n    o[\"stencil\"] = stencil\n    o[\"antialias\"] = antialias\n

o[\"premultipliedAlpha\"] = premultipliedAlpha\n    o[\"preserveDrawingBuffer\"] = preserveDrawingBuffer\n

o[\"preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\"] = preferLowPowerToHighPerformance\n

o[\"failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\"] = failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external abstract

class WebGLObject {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLBuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLBuffer : WebGLObject {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLFramebuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLFramebuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class WebGLFramebuffer : WebGLObject {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLProgram](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLProgram) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLProgram : WebGLObject {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLRenderbuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderbuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class WebGLRenderbuffer : WebGLObject {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLShader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShader) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLShader : WebGLObject {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLTexture](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLTexture) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WebGLTexture : WebGLObject {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLUniformLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLUniformLocation) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WebGLUniformLocation {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLActiveInfo](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLActiveInfo) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class WebGLActiveInfo {\n    open val size: Int\n    open val type: Int\n    open val name:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat {\n    open val rangeMin: Int\n    open val

rangeMax: Int\n    open val precision: Int\n}\n\npublic external interface WebGLRenderingContextBase {\n    val

canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\n    val drawingBufferWidth: Int\n    val drawingBufferHeight: Int\n    fun

getContextAttributes(): WebGLContextAttributes?\n    fun isContextLost(): Boolean\n    fun

getSupportedExtensions(): Array<String>?\n    fun getExtension(name: String): dynamic\n    fun

activeTexture(texture: Int): Unit\n    fun attachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader: WebGLShader?): Unit\n

fun bindAttribLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int, name: String): Unit\n    fun bindBuffer(target: Int,

buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Unit\n    fun bindFramebuffer(target: Int, framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer?): Unit\n    fun

bindRenderbuffer(target: Int, renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Unit\n    fun bindTexture(target: Int, texture:

WebGLTexture?): Unit\n    fun blendColor(red: Float, green: Float, blue: Float, alpha: Float): Unit\n    fun

blendEquation(mode: Int): Unit\n    fun blendEquationSeparate(modeRGB: Int, modeAlpha: Int): Unit\n    fun

blendFunc(sfactor: Int, dfactor: Int): Unit\n    fun blendFuncSeparate(srcRGB: Int, dstRGB: Int, srcAlpha: Int,

dstAlpha: Int): Unit\n    fun bufferData(target: Int, size: Int, usage: Int): Unit\n    fun bufferData(target: Int, data:

BufferDataSource?, usage: Int): Unit\n    fun bufferSubData(target: Int, offset: Int, data: BufferDataSource?): Unit\n

 fun checkFramebufferStatus(target: Int): Int\n    fun clear(mask: Int): Unit\n    fun clearColor(red: Float, green:

Float, blue: Float, alpha: Float): Unit\n    fun clearDepth(depth: Float): Unit\n    fun clearStencil(s: Int): Unit\n    fun

colorMask(red: Boolean, green: Boolean, blue: Boolean, alpha: Boolean): Unit\n    fun compileShader(shader:

WebGLShader?): Unit\n    fun compressedTexImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height:

Int, border: Int, data: ArrayBufferView): Unit\n    fun compressedTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int,

yoffset: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, data: ArrayBufferView): Unit\n    fun copyTexImage2D(target: Int,

level: Int, internalformat: Int, x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int, border: Int): Unit\n    fun

copyTexSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\n

fun createBuffer(): WebGLBuffer?\n    fun createFramebuffer(): WebGLFramebuffer?\n    fun createProgram():

WebGLProgram?\n    fun createRenderbuffer(): WebGLRenderbuffer?\n    fun createShader(type: Int):

WebGLShader?\n    fun createTexture(): WebGLTexture?\n    fun cullFace(mode: Int): Unit\n    fun
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deleteBuffer(buffer: WebGLBuffer?): Unit\n    fun deleteFramebuffer(framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer?): Unit\n

fun deleteProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Unit\n    fun deleteRenderbuffer(renderbuffer:

WebGLRenderbuffer?): Unit\n    fun deleteShader(shader: WebGLShader?): Unit\n    fun deleteTexture(texture:

WebGLTexture?): Unit\n    fun depthFunc(func: Int): Unit\n    fun depthMask(flag: Boolean): Unit\n    fun

depthRange(zNear: Float, zFar: Float): Unit\n    fun detachShader(program: WebGLProgram?, shader:

WebGLShader?): Unit\n    fun disable(cap: Int): Unit\n    fun disableVertexAttribArray(index: Int): Unit\n    fun

drawArrays(mode: Int, first: Int, count: Int): Unit\n    fun drawElements(mode: Int, count: Int, type: Int, offset: Int):

Unit\n    fun enable(cap: Int): Unit\n    fun enableVertexAttribArray(index: Int): Unit\n    fun finish(): Unit\n    fun

flush(): Unit\n    fun framebufferRenderbuffer(target: Int, attachment: Int, renderbuffertarget: Int, renderbuffer:

WebGLRenderbuffer?): Unit\n    fun framebufferTexture2D(target: Int, attachment: Int, textarget: Int, texture:

WebGLTexture?, level: Int): Unit\n    fun frontFace(mode: Int): Unit\n    fun generateMipmap(target: Int): Unit\n

fun getActiveAttrib(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\n    fun

getActiveUniform(program: WebGLProgram?, index: Int): WebGLActiveInfo?\n    fun

getAttachedShaders(program: WebGLProgram?): Array<WebGLShader>?\n    fun getAttribLocation(program:

WebGLProgram?, name: String): Int\n    fun getBufferParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun

getParameter(pname: Int): Any?\n    fun getError(): Int\n    fun getFramebufferAttachmentParameter(target: Int,

attachment: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun getProgramParameter(program: WebGLProgram?, pname: Int): Any?\n

fun getProgramInfoLog(program: WebGLProgram?): String?\n    fun getRenderbufferParameter(target: Int, pname:

Int): Any?\n    fun getShaderParameter(shader: WebGLShader?, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun

getShaderPrecisionFormat(shadertype: Int, precisiontype: Int): WebGLShaderPrecisionFormat?\n    fun

getShaderInfoLog(shader: WebGLShader?): String?\n    fun getShaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?): String?\n

fun getTexParameter(target: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun getUniform(program: WebGLProgram?, location:

WebGLUniformLocation?): Any?\n    fun getUniformLocation(program: WebGLProgram?, name: String):

WebGLUniformLocation?\n    fun getVertexAttrib(index: Int, pname: Int): Any?\n    fun

getVertexAttribOffset(index: Int, pname: Int): Int\n    fun hint(target: Int, mode: Int): Unit\n    fun isBuffer(buffer:

WebGLBuffer?): Boolean\n    fun isEnabled(cap: Int): Boolean\n    fun isFramebuffer(framebuffer:

WebGLFramebuffer?): Boolean\n    fun isProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Boolean\n    fun

isRenderbuffer(renderbuffer: WebGLRenderbuffer?): Boolean\n    fun isShader(shader: WebGLShader?): Boolean\n

  fun isTexture(texture: WebGLTexture?): Boolean\n    fun lineWidth(width: Float): Unit\n    fun

linkProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Unit\n    fun pixelStorei(pname: Int, param: Int): Unit\n    fun

polygonOffset(factor: Float, units: Float): Unit\n    fun readPixels(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int,

type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?): Unit\n    fun renderbufferStorage(target: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int,

height: Int): Unit\n    fun sampleCoverage(value: Float, invert: Boolean): Unit\n    fun scissor(x: Int, y: Int, width:

Int, height: Int): Unit\n    fun shaderSource(shader: WebGLShader?, source: String): Unit\n    fun stencilFunc(func:

Int, ref: Int, mask: Int): Unit\n    fun stencilFuncSeparate(face: Int, func: Int, ref: Int, mask: Int): Unit\n    fun

stencilMask(mask: Int): Unit\n    fun stencilMaskSeparate(face: Int, mask: Int): Unit\n    fun stencilOp(fail: Int, zfail:

Int, zpass: Int): Unit\n    fun stencilOpSeparate(face: Int, fail: Int, zfail: Int, zpass: Int): Unit\n    fun

texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, width: Int, height: Int, border: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels:

ArrayBufferView?): Unit\n    fun texImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, internalformat: Int, format: Int, type: Int, source:

TexImageSource?): Unit\n    fun texParameterf(target: Int, pname: Int, param: Float): Unit\n    fun

texParameteri(target: Int, pname: Int, param: Int): Unit\n    fun texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int,

yoffset: Int, width: Int, height: Int, format: Int, type: Int, pixels: ArrayBufferView?): Unit\n    fun

texSubImage2D(target: Int, level: Int, xoffset: Int, yoffset: Int, format: Int, type: Int, source: TexImageSource?):

Unit\n    fun uniform1f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float): Unit\n    fun uniform1fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\n    fun uniform1fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Array<Float>): Unit\n    fun uniform1i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int): Unit\n    fun

uniform1iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\n    fun uniform1iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\n    fun uniform2f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y:
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Float): Unit\n    fun uniform2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\n    fun

uniform2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\n    fun uniform2i(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int): Unit\n    fun uniform2iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Int32Array): Unit\n    fun uniform2iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\n    fun

uniform3f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float): Unit\n    fun uniform3fv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\n    fun uniform3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Array<Float>): Unit\n    fun uniform3i(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z: Int): Unit\n    fun

uniform3iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\n    fun uniform3iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Int>): Unit\n    fun uniform4f(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Float, y:

Float, z: Float, w: Float): Unit\n    fun uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Float32Array): Unit\n

fun uniform4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Array<Float>): Unit\n    fun uniform4i(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, x: Int, y: Int, z: Int, w: Int): Unit\n    fun uniform4iv(location:

WebGLUniformLocation?, v: Int32Array): Unit\n    fun uniform4iv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, v:

Array<Int>): Unit\n    fun uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\n    fun uniformMatrix2fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\n    fun uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\n    fun uniformMatrix3fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\n    fun uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Float32Array): Unit\n    fun uniformMatrix4fv(location: WebGLUniformLocation?, transpose: Boolean, value:

Array<Float>): Unit\n    fun useProgram(program: WebGLProgram?): Unit\n    fun validateProgram(program:

WebGLProgram?): Unit\n    fun vertexAttrib1f(index: Int, x: Float): Unit\n    fun vertexAttrib1fv(index: Int, values:

dynamic): Unit\n    fun vertexAttrib2f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float): Unit\n    fun vertexAttrib2fv(index: Int, values:

dynamic): Unit\n    fun vertexAttrib3f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float): Unit\n    fun vertexAttrib3fv(index: Int,

values: dynamic): Unit\n    fun vertexAttrib4f(index: Int, x: Float, y: Float, z: Float, w: Float): Unit\n    fun

vertexAttrib4fv(index: Int, values: dynamic): Unit\n    fun vertexAttribPointer(index: Int, size: Int, type: Int,

normalized: Boolean, stride: Int, offset: Int): Unit\n    fun viewport(x: Int, y: Int, width: Int, height: Int): Unit\n\n

companion object {\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val

COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val POINTS: Int\n        val LINES: Int\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\n        val

LINE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\n        val TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN:

Int\n        val ZERO: Int\n        val ONE: Int\n        val SRC_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR:

Int\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val

ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val DST_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\n

val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE: Int\n        val FUNC_ADD: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\n        val

BLEND_EQUATION_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT:

Int\n        val FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT: Int\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\n        val

BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val

CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA:

Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\n        val

ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n        val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING:

Int\n        val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\n        val

STATIC_DRAW: Int\n        val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val

BUFFER_USAGE: Int\n        val CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\n        val FRONT: Int\n        val BACK:

Int\n        val FRONT_AND_BACK: Int\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\n        val BLEND: Int\n        val DITHER:

Int\n        val STENCIL_TEST: Int\n        val DEPTH_TEST: Int\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\n        val SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\n        val INVALID_ENUM: Int\n        val

INVALID_VALUE: Int\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\n        val OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\n        val CW:

Int\n        val CCW: Int\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\n        val ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE: Int\n        val
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ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\n        val CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\n        val FRONT_FACE: Int\n

val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\n        val DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val

DEPTH_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\n        val

STENCIL_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS:

Int\n        val STENCIL_REF: Int\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK:

Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val VIEWPORT: Int\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\n        val

COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n

  val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\n

    val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\n        val RED_BITS: Int\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\n

   val ALPHA_BITS: Int\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS: Int\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\n        val SAMPLES: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\n        val

COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\n        val DONT_CARE: Int\n        val FASTEST: Int\n        val

NICEST: Int\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT: Int\n        val BYTE: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE:

Int\n        val SHORT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\n        val INT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\n

      val FLOAT: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\n        val ALPHA: Int\n        val RGB: Int\n        val

RGBA: Int\n        val LUMINANCE: Int\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\n        val FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\n

val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\n        val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val

MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\n        val MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\n        val DELETE_STATUS:

Int\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\n        val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\n

   val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\n        val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\n        val

SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\n        val CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\n        val NEVER: Int\n        val

LESS: Int\n        val EQUAL: Int\n        val LEQUAL: Int\n        val GREATER: Int\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\n

  val GEQUAL: Int\n        val ALWAYS: Int\n        val KEEP: Int\n        val REPLACE: Int\n        val INCR: Int\n

  val DECR: Int\n        val INVERT: Int\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\n        val

VENDOR: Int\n        val RENDERER: Int\n        val VERSION: Int\n        val NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR:

Int\n        val NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S: Int\n

 val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\n        val TEXTURE: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\n        val

TEXTURE2: Int\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\n        val

TEXTURE6: Int\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\n        val

TEXTURE14: Int\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\n        val

TEXTURE18: Int\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\n        val TEXTURE21: Int\n        val
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TEXTURE22: Int\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\n        val TEXTURE25: Int\n        val

TEXTURE26: Int\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\n        val TEXTURE29: Int\n        val

TEXTURE30: Int\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE: Int\n        val REPEAT: Int\n

val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\n        val

FLOAT_VEC3: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\n        val INT_VEC2: Int\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\n        val

INT_VEC4: Int\n        val BOOL: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC3: Int\n        val

BOOL_VEC4: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT3: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\n

val SAMPLER_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED:

Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING:

Int\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT: Int\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\n        val

LOW_FLOAT: Int\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\n        val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\n        val LOW_INT: Int\n

val MEDIUM_INT: Int\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER:

Int\n        val RGBA4: Int\n        val RGB5_A1: Int\n        val RGB565: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16:

Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val NONE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLRenderingContext) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WebGLRenderingContext : WebGLRenderingContextBase, RenderingContext

{\n\n    companion object {\n        val DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val

COLOR_BUFFER_BIT: Int\n        val POINTS: Int\n        val LINES: Int\n        val LINE_LOOP: Int\n        val

LINE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLES: Int\n        val TRIANGLE_STRIP: Int\n        val TRIANGLE_FAN:

Int\n        val ZERO: Int\n        val ONE: Int\n        val SRC_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_COLOR:

Int\n        val SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val

ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val DST_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_DST_COLOR: Int\n

val SRC_ALPHA_SATURATE: Int\n        val FUNC_ADD: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION: Int\n        val

BLEND_EQUATION_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_EQUATION_ALPHA: Int\n        val FUNC_SUBTRACT:

Int\n        val FUNC_REVERSE_SUBTRACT: Int\n        val BLEND_DST_RGB: Int\n        val

BLEND_SRC_RGB: Int\n        val BLEND_DST_ALPHA: Int\n        val BLEND_SRC_ALPHA: Int\n        val

CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_COLOR: Int\n        val CONSTANT_ALPHA:
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Int\n        val ONE_MINUS_CONSTANT_ALPHA: Int\n        val BLEND_COLOR: Int\n        val

ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n        val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER: Int\n        val ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING:

Int\n        val ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val STREAM_DRAW: Int\n        val

STATIC_DRAW: Int\n        val DYNAMIC_DRAW: Int\n        val BUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val

BUFFER_USAGE: Int\n        val CURRENT_VERTEX_ATTRIB: Int\n        val FRONT: Int\n        val BACK:

Int\n        val FRONT_AND_BACK: Int\n        val CULL_FACE: Int\n        val BLEND: Int\n        val DITHER:

Int\n        val STENCIL_TEST: Int\n        val DEPTH_TEST: Int\n        val SCISSOR_TEST: Int\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL: Int\n        val SAMPLE_ALPHA_TO_COVERAGE: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE: Int\n        val NO_ERROR: Int\n        val INVALID_ENUM: Int\n        val

INVALID_VALUE: Int\n        val INVALID_OPERATION: Int\n        val OUT_OF_MEMORY: Int\n        val CW:

Int\n        val CCW: Int\n        val LINE_WIDTH: Int\n        val ALIASED_POINT_SIZE_RANGE: Int\n        val

ALIASED_LINE_WIDTH_RANGE: Int\n        val CULL_FACE_MODE: Int\n        val FRONT_FACE: Int\n

val DEPTH_RANGE: Int\n        val DEPTH_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val DEPTH_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val

DEPTH_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val STENCIL_FUNC: Int\n        val

STENCIL_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_PASS_DEPTH_PASS:

Int\n        val STENCIL_REF: Int\n        val STENCIL_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val STENCIL_WRITEMASK:

Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FUNC: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_FAIL: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_FAIL: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_PASS_DEPTH_PASS: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_REF: Int\n        val STENCIL_BACK_VALUE_MASK: Int\n        val

STENCIL_BACK_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val VIEWPORT: Int\n        val SCISSOR_BOX: Int\n        val

COLOR_CLEAR_VALUE: Int\n        val COLOR_WRITEMASK: Int\n        val UNPACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n

  val PACK_ALIGNMENT: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val MAX_VIEWPORT_DIMS: Int\n

    val SUBPIXEL_BITS: Int\n        val RED_BITS: Int\n        val GREEN_BITS: Int\n        val BLUE_BITS: Int\n

   val ALPHA_BITS: Int\n        val DEPTH_BITS: Int\n        val STENCIL_BITS: Int\n        val

POLYGON_OFFSET_UNITS: Int\n        val POLYGON_OFFSET_FACTOR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_BINDING_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLE_BUFFERS: Int\n        val SAMPLES: Int\n        val

SAMPLE_COVERAGE_VALUE: Int\n        val SAMPLE_COVERAGE_INVERT: Int\n        val

COMPRESSED_TEXTURE_FORMATS: Int\n        val DONT_CARE: Int\n        val FASTEST: Int\n        val

NICEST: Int\n        val GENERATE_MIPMAP_HINT: Int\n        val BYTE: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_BYTE:

Int\n        val SHORT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT: Int\n        val INT: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_INT: Int\n

      val FLOAT: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT: Int\n        val ALPHA: Int\n        val RGB: Int\n        val

RGBA: Int\n        val LUMINANCE: Int\n        val LUMINANCE_ALPHA: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_4_4_4_4: Int\n        val UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_5_5_1: Int\n        val

UNSIGNED_SHORT_5_6_5: Int\n        val FRAGMENT_SHADER: Int\n        val VERTEX_SHADER: Int\n

val MAX_VERTEX_ATTRIBS: Int\n        val MAX_VERTEX_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val

MAX_VARYING_VECTORS: Int\n        val MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_VERTEX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS: Int\n        val

MAX_FRAGMENT_UNIFORM_VECTORS: Int\n        val SHADER_TYPE: Int\n        val DELETE_STATUS:

Int\n        val LINK_STATUS: Int\n        val VALIDATE_STATUS: Int\n        val ATTACHED_SHADERS: Int\n

   val ACTIVE_UNIFORMS: Int\n        val ACTIVE_ATTRIBUTES: Int\n        val

SHADING_LANGUAGE_VERSION: Int\n        val CURRENT_PROGRAM: Int\n        val NEVER: Int\n        val

LESS: Int\n        val EQUAL: Int\n        val LEQUAL: Int\n        val GREATER: Int\n        val NOTEQUAL: Int\n

  val GEQUAL: Int\n        val ALWAYS: Int\n        val KEEP: Int\n        val REPLACE: Int\n        val INCR: Int\n

  val DECR: Int\n        val INVERT: Int\n        val INCR_WRAP: Int\n        val DECR_WRAP: Int\n        val

VENDOR: Int\n        val RENDERER: Int\n        val VERSION: Int\n        val NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR:

Int\n        val NEAREST_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST: Int\n        val

NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER: Int\n        val TEXTURE_WRAP_S: Int\n
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 val TEXTURE_WRAP_T: Int\n        val TEXTURE_2D: Int\n        val TEXTURE: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val TEXTURE_BINDING_CUBE_MAP: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_X: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_X: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Y: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Y: Int\n        val

TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_POSITIVE_Z: Int\n        val TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_NEGATIVE_Z: Int\n        val

MAX_CUBE_MAP_TEXTURE_SIZE: Int\n        val TEXTURE0: Int\n        val TEXTURE1: Int\n        val

TEXTURE2: Int\n        val TEXTURE3: Int\n        val TEXTURE4: Int\n        val TEXTURE5: Int\n        val

TEXTURE6: Int\n        val TEXTURE7: Int\n        val TEXTURE8: Int\n        val TEXTURE9: Int\n        val

TEXTURE10: Int\n        val TEXTURE11: Int\n        val TEXTURE12: Int\n        val TEXTURE13: Int\n        val

TEXTURE14: Int\n        val TEXTURE15: Int\n        val TEXTURE16: Int\n        val TEXTURE17: Int\n        val

TEXTURE18: Int\n        val TEXTURE19: Int\n        val TEXTURE20: Int\n        val TEXTURE21: Int\n        val

TEXTURE22: Int\n        val TEXTURE23: Int\n        val TEXTURE24: Int\n        val TEXTURE25: Int\n        val

TEXTURE26: Int\n        val TEXTURE27: Int\n        val TEXTURE28: Int\n        val TEXTURE29: Int\n        val

TEXTURE30: Int\n        val TEXTURE31: Int\n        val ACTIVE_TEXTURE: Int\n        val REPEAT: Int\n

val CLAMP_TO_EDGE: Int\n        val MIRRORED_REPEAT: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC2: Int\n        val

FLOAT_VEC3: Int\n        val FLOAT_VEC4: Int\n        val INT_VEC2: Int\n        val INT_VEC3: Int\n        val

INT_VEC4: Int\n        val BOOL: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC2: Int\n        val BOOL_VEC3: Int\n        val

BOOL_VEC4: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT2: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT3: Int\n        val FLOAT_MAT4: Int\n

val SAMPLER_2D: Int\n        val SAMPLER_CUBE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_ENABLED:

Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_SIZE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_STRIDE: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_TYPE: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_NORMALIZED: Int\n

val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_POINTER: Int\n        val VERTEX_ATTRIB_ARRAY_BUFFER_BINDING:

Int\n        val IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_TYPE: Int\n        val

IMPLEMENTATION_COLOR_READ_FORMAT: Int\n        val COMPILE_STATUS: Int\n        val

LOW_FLOAT: Int\n        val MEDIUM_FLOAT: Int\n        val HIGH_FLOAT: Int\n        val LOW_INT: Int\n

val MEDIUM_INT: Int\n        val HIGH_INT: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER:

Int\n        val RGBA4: Int\n        val RGB5_A1: Int\n        val RGB565: Int\n        val DEPTH_COMPONENT16:

Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX: Int\n        val STENCIL_INDEX8: Int\n        val DEPTH_STENCIL: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_WIDTH: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_HEIGHT: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_INTERNAL_FORMAT: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_RED_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_GREEN_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BLUE_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_ALPHA_SIZE: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_DEPTH_SIZE: Int\n        val

RENDERBUFFER_STENCIL_SIZE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_TYPE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_OBJECT_NAME: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_LEVEL: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_ATTACHMENT_TEXTURE_CUBE_MAP_FACE: Int\n        val COLOR_ATTACHMENT0:

Int\n        val DEPTH_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

DEPTH_STENCIL_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val NONE: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT: Int\n        val

FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS: Int\n        val FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED: Int\n

val FRAMEBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val RENDERBUFFER_BINDING: Int\n        val

MAX_RENDERBUFFER_SIZE: Int\n        val INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION: Int\n        val

UNPACK_FLIP_Y_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_PREMULTIPLY_ALPHA_WEBGL: Int\n        val

CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL: Int\n        val UNPACK_COLORSPACE_CONVERSION_WEBGL: Int\n        val

BROWSER_DEFAULT_WEBGL: Int\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebGLContextEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebGLContextEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class WebGLContextEvent(type: String, eventInit: WebGLContextEventInit =
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definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val statusMessage: String\n}\n\npublic external interface

WebGLContextEventInit : EventInit {\n    var statusMessage: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

   set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

WebGLContextEventInit(statusMessage: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): WebGLContextEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"statusMessage\"] =

statusMessage\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n

return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBuffer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBuffer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class ArrayBuffer(length: Int) : BufferDataSource {\n    open val byteLength: Int\n    fun slice(begin: Int, end: Int =

definedExternally): ArrayBuffer\n\n    companion object {\n        fun isView(value: Any?): Boolean\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ArrayBufferView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ArrayBufferView) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface ArrayBufferView : BufferDataSource {\n    val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    val byteOffset: Int\n    val

byteLength: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int8Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Int8Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Int8Array)\n    constructor(array:

Array<Byte>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int =

definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n

override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Int8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun set(array:

Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int8Array\n\n    companion

object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Int8Array.get(index: Int): Byte = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Int8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint8Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Uint8Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Uint8Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint8Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint8Array\n\n

companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun Uint8Array.get(index: Int): Byte = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Uint8Array.set(index: Int, value: Byte): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint8ClampedArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint8ClampedArray) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class Uint8ClampedArray : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array:

Uint8ClampedArray)\n    constructor(array: Array<Byte>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int =

definedExternally, length: Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n

override val byteOffset: Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint8ClampedArray, offset: Int =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun set(array: Array<Byte>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint8ClampedArray\n\n    companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT:

Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint8ClampedArray.get(index: Int): Byte =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Uint8ClampedArray.set(index: Int, value:

Byte): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int16Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Int16Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Int16Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Short>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Int16Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

set(array: Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int16Array\n\n
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companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun Int16Array.get(index: Int): Short = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Int16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint16Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint16Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Uint16Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Uint16Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Short>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint16Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

set(array: Array<Short>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint16Array\n\n

 companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun Uint16Array.get(index: Int): Short = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Uint16Array.set(index: Int, value: Short): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Int32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Int32Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Int32Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Int32Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Int>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n

override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Int32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun set(array:

Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Int32Array\n\n    companion

object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Int32Array.get(index: Int): Int = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Int32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Uint32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Uint32Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Uint32Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Uint32Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Int>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length: Int

= definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n

override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Uint32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun set(array:

Array<Int>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Uint32Array\n\n

companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun Uint32Array.get(index: Int): Int = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Uint32Array.set(index: Int, value: Int): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Float32Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float32Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Float32Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Float32Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Float>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Float32Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

set(array: Array<Float>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int): Float32Array\n\n

  companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n    }\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun Float32Array.get(index: Int): Float = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

Float32Array.set(index: Int, value: Float): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Float64Array](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Float64Array) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Float64Array : ArrayBufferView {\n    constructor(length: Int)\n    constructor(array: Float64Array)\n

constructor(array: Array<Double>)\n    constructor(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, length:

Int = definedExternally)\n    open val length: Int\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset:

Int\n    override val byteLength: Int\n    fun set(array: Float64Array, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

set(array: Array<Double>, offset: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun subarray(start: Int, end: Int):

Float64Array\n\n    companion object {\n        val BYTES_PER_ELEMENT: Int\n

}\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float64Array.get(index: Int): Double =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Float64Array.set(index: Int, value: Double):
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Unit { asDynamic()[index] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataView](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataView) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

DataView(buffer: ArrayBuffer, byteOffset: Int = definedExternally, byteLength: Int = definedExternally) :

ArrayBufferView {\n    override val buffer: ArrayBuffer\n    override val byteOffset: Int\n    override val

byteLength: Int\n    fun getInt8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\n    fun getUint8(byteOffset: Int): Byte\n    fun

getInt16(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\n    fun getUint16(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Short\n    fun getInt32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Int\n    fun getUint32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Int\n    fun

getFloat32(byteOffset: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Float\n    fun getFloat64(byteOffset: Int,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Double\n    fun setInt8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte): Unit\n    fun

setUint8(byteOffset: Int, value: Byte): Unit\n    fun setInt16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun setUint16(byteOffset: Int, value: Short, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally):

Unit\n    fun setInt32(byteOffset: Int, value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

setUint32(byteOffset: Int, value: Int, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun setFloat32(byteOffset:

Int, value: Float, littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun setFloat64(byteOffset: Int, value: Double,

littleEndian: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface BufferDataSource

{\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface TexImageSource {\n}\n\n","/*\n * Generated file\n * DO NOT EDIT\n *

\n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage org.w3c.dom.css\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleDeclaration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleDeclaration) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CSSStyleDeclaration : ItemArrayLike<String> {\n    open var cssText: String\n    override val

length: Int\n    open val parentRule: CSSRule?\n    open var cssFloat: String\n    open var _dashed_attribute: String\n

  open var _camel_cased_attribute: String\n    open var _webkit_cased_attribute: String\n    open var alignContent:

String\n    open var alignItems: String\n    open var alignSelf: String\n    open var animation: String\n    open var

animationDelay: String\n    open var animationDirection: String\n    open var animationDuration: String\n    open

var animationFillMode: String\n    open var animationIterationCount: String\n    open var animationName: String\n

open var animationPlayState: String\n    open var animationTimingFunction: String\n    open var backfaceVisibility:

String\n    open var background: String\n    open var backgroundAttachment: String\n    open var backgroundClip:

String\n    open var backgroundColor: String\n    open var backgroundImage: String\n    open var backgroundOrigin:

String\n    open var backgroundPosition: String\n    open var backgroundRepeat: String\n    open var

backgroundSize: String\n    open var border: String\n    open var borderBottom: String\n    open var

borderBottomColor: String\n    open var borderBottomLeftRadius: String\n    open var borderBottomRightRadius:

String\n    open var borderBottomStyle: String\n    open var borderBottomWidth: String\n    open var

borderCollapse: String\n    open var borderColor: String\n    open var borderImage: String\n    open var

borderImageOutset: String\n    open var borderImageRepeat: String\n    open var borderImageSlice: String\n    open

var borderImageSource: String\n    open var borderImageWidth: String\n    open var borderLeft: String\n    open var

borderLeftColor: String\n    open var borderLeftStyle: String\n    open var borderLeftWidth: String\n    open var

borderRadius: String\n    open var borderRight: String\n    open var borderRightColor: String\n    open var

borderRightStyle: String\n    open var borderRightWidth: String\n    open var borderSpacing: String\n    open var

borderStyle: String\n    open var borderTop: String\n    open var borderTopColor: String\n    open var

borderTopLeftRadius: String\n    open var borderTopRightRadius: String\n    open var borderTopStyle: String\n

open var borderTopWidth: String\n    open var borderWidth: String\n    open var bottom: String\n    open var

boxDecorationBreak: String\n    open var boxShadow: String\n    open var boxSizing: String\n    open var

breakAfter: String\n    open var breakBefore: String\n    open var breakInside: String\n    open var captionSide:
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String\n    open var clear: String\n    open var clip: String\n    open var color: String\n    open var columnCount:

String\n    open var columnFill: String\n    open var columnGap: String\n    open var columnRule: String\n    open

var columnRuleColor: String\n    open var columnRuleStyle: String\n    open var columnRuleWidth: String\n    open

var columnSpan: String\n    open var columnWidth: String\n    open var columns: String\n    open var content:

String\n    open var counterIncrement: String\n    open var counterReset: String\n    open var cursor: String\n    open

var direction: String\n    open var display: String\n    open var emptyCells: String\n    open var filter: String\n    open

var flex: String\n    open var flexBasis: String\n    open var flexDirection: String\n    open var flexFlow: String\n

open var flexGrow: String\n    open var flexShrink: String\n    open var flexWrap: String\n    open var font: String\n

 open var fontFamily: String\n    open var fontFeatureSettings: String\n    open var fontKerning: String\n    open var

fontLanguageOverride: String\n    open var fontSize: String\n    open var fontSizeAdjust: String\n    open var

fontStretch: String\n    open var fontStyle: String\n    open var fontSynthesis: String\n    open var fontVariant:

String\n    open var fontVariantAlternates: String\n    open var fontVariantCaps: String\n    open var

fontVariantEastAsian: String\n    open var fontVariantLigatures: String\n    open var fontVariantNumeric: String\n

open var fontVariantPosition: String\n    open var fontWeight: String\n    open var hangingPunctuation: String\n

open var height: String\n    open var hyphens: String\n    open var imageOrientation: String\n    open var

imageRendering: String\n    open var imageResolution: String\n    open var imeMode: String\n    open var

justifyContent: String\n    open var left: String\n    open var letterSpacing: String\n    open var lineBreak: String\n

open var lineHeight: String\n    open var listStyle: String\n    open var listStyleImage: String\n    open var

listStylePosition: String\n    open var listStyleType: String\n    open var margin: String\n    open var marginBottom:

String\n    open var marginLeft: String\n    open var marginRight: String\n    open var marginTop: String\n    open

var mark: String\n    open var markAfter: String\n    open var markBefore: String\n    open var marks: String\n

open var marqueeDirection: String\n    open var marqueePlayCount: String\n    open var marqueeSpeed: String\n

open var marqueeStyle: String\n    open var mask: String\n    open var maskType: String\n    open var maxHeight:

String\n    open var maxWidth: String\n    open var minHeight: String\n    open var minWidth: String\n    open var

navDown: String\n    open var navIndex: String\n    open var navLeft: String\n    open var navRight: String\n    open

var navUp: String\n    open var objectFit: String\n    open var objectPosition: String\n    open var opacity: String\n

open var order: String\n    open var orphans: String\n    open var outline: String\n    open var outlineColor: String\n

open var outlineOffset: String\n    open var outlineStyle: String\n    open var outlineWidth: String\n    open var

overflowWrap: String\n    open var overflowX: String\n    open var overflowY: String\n    open var padding:

String\n    open var paddingBottom: String\n    open var paddingLeft: String\n    open var paddingRight: String\n

open var paddingTop: String\n    open var pageBreakAfter: String\n    open var pageBreakBefore: String\n    open

var pageBreakInside: String\n    open var perspective: String\n    open var perspectiveOrigin: String\n    open var

phonemes: String\n    open var position: String\n    open var quotes: String\n    open var resize: String\n    open var

rest: String\n    open var restAfter: String\n    open var restBefore: String\n    open var right: String\n    open var

tabSize: String\n    open var tableLayout: String\n    open var textAlign: String\n    open var textAlignLast: String\n

open var textCombineUpright: String\n    open var textDecoration: String\n    open var textDecorationColor:

String\n    open var textDecorationLine: String\n    open var textDecorationStyle: String\n    open var textIndent:

String\n    open var textJustify: String\n    open var textOrientation: String\n    open var textOverflow: String\n

open var textShadow: String\n    open var textTransform: String\n    open var textUnderlinePosition: String\n    open

var top: String\n    open var transform: String\n    open var transformOrigin: String\n    open var transformStyle:

String\n    open var transition: String\n    open var transitionDelay: String\n    open var transitionDuration: String\n

open var transitionProperty: String\n    open var transitionTimingFunction: String\n    open var unicodeBidi:

String\n    open var verticalAlign: String\n    open var visibility: String\n    open var voiceBalance: String\n    open

var voiceDuration: String\n    open var voicePitch: String\n    open var voicePitchRange: String\n    open var

voiceRate: String\n    open var voiceStress: String\n    open var voiceVolume: String\n    open var whiteSpace:

String\n    open var widows: String\n    open var width: String\n    open var wordBreak: String\n    open var

wordSpacing: String\n    open var wordWrap: String\n    open var writingMode: String\n    open var zIndex: String\n

  override fun item(index: Int): String\n    fun getPropertyValue(property: String): String\n    fun
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getPropertyPriority(property: String): String\n    fun setProperty(property: String, value: String, priority: String =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun setPropertyValue(property: String, value: String): Unit\n    fun

setPropertyPriority(property: String, priority: String): Unit\n    fun removeProperty(property: String):

String\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun CSSStyleDeclaration.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\npublic external abstract class MediaList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\n    open var mediaText:

String\n    override val length: Int\n    override fun item(index: Int): String?\n    fun appendMedium(medium:

String): Unit\n    fun deleteMedium(medium: String): Unit\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

MediaList.get(index: Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[StyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheet) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class StyleSheet {\n    open val type: String\n    open val href: String?\n    open val ownerNode:

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction?\n    open val parentStyleSheet: StyleSheet?\n    open val title: String?\n

open val media: MediaList\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleSheet](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleSheet) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CSSStyleSheet : StyleSheet {\n    open val ownerRule: CSSRule?\n    open val cssRules:

CSSRuleList\n    fun insertRule(rule: String, index: Int): Int\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [StyleSheetList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StyleSheetList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class StyleSheetList : ItemArrayLike<StyleSheet> {\n    override val length: Int\n

override fun item(index: Int): StyleSheet?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

StyleSheetList.get(index: Int): StyleSheet? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[LinkStyle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/LinkStyle) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

LinkStyle {\n    val sheet: StyleSheet?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRuleList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRuleList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class CSSRuleList : ItemArrayLike<CSSRule> {\n    override val length: Int\n    override fun item(index: Int):

CSSRule?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun CSSRuleList.get(index: Int): CSSRule? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

CSSRule {\n    open val type: Short\n    open var cssText: String\n    open val parentRule: CSSRule?\n    open val

parentStyleSheet: CSSStyleSheet?\n\n    companion object {\n        val STYLE_RULE: Short\n        val

CHARSET_RULE: Short\n        val IMPORT_RULE: Short\n        val MEDIA_RULE: Short\n        val

FONT_FACE_RULE: Short\n        val PAGE_RULE: Short\n        val MARGIN_RULE: Short\n        val

NAMESPACE_RULE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSStyleRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSStyleRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CSSStyleRule : CSSRule {\n    open var selectorText: String\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\n}\n\npublic external abstract class CSSImportRule : CSSRule {\n    open val href: String\n

open val media: MediaList\n    open val styleSheet: CSSStyleSheet\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSGroupingRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSGroupingRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CSSGroupingRule : CSSRule {\n    open val cssRules: CSSRuleList\n    fun insertRule(rule:

String, index: Int): Int\n    fun deleteRule(index: Int): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSMediaRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSMediaRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CSSMediaRule : CSSGroupingRule {\n    open val media: MediaList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CSSPageRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSPageRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CSSPageRule : CSSGroupingRule {\n    open var selectorText: String\n    open val style:

CSSStyleDeclaration\n}\n\npublic external abstract class CSSMarginRule : CSSRule {\n    open val name: String\n

open val style: CSSStyleDeclaration\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CSSNamespaceRule](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSSNamespaceRule) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CSSNamespaceRule : CSSRule {\n    open val namespaceURI: String\n    open val prefix:

String\n}\n\npublic external interface ElementCSSInlineStyle {\n    val style: CSSStyleDeclaration\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [CSS](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CSS) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external
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abstract class CSS {\n\n    companion object {\n        fun escape(ident: String): String\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Generated file\n * DO NOT EDIT\n * \n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage

org.w3c.dom.events\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport

org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[UIEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/UIEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

UIEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: UIEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val view: Window?\n

open val detail: Int\n}\n\npublic external interface UIEventInit : EventInit {\n    var view: Window? /* = null */\n

 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var detail: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

UIEventInit(view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): UIEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] =

detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [FocusEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FocusEvent)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class FocusEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FocusEventInit =

definedExternally) : UIEvent {\n    open val relatedTarget: EventTarget?\n}\n\npublic external interface

FocusEventInit : UIEventInit {\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FocusEventInit(relatedTarget:

EventTarget? = null, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? =

false, composed: Boolean? = false): FocusEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] =

relatedTarget\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] =

cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MouseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MouseEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class MouseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MouseEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent,

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\n    open val region: String?\n    open val screenX: Int\n    open val screenY: Int\n

open val pageX: Double\n    open val pageY: Double\n    open val clientX: Int\n    open val clientY: Int\n    open val

offsetX: Double\n    open val offsetY: Double\n    open val ctrlKey: Boolean\n    open val shiftKey: Boolean\n

open val altKey: Boolean\n    open val metaKey: Boolean\n    open val button: Short\n    open val buttons: Short\n

open val relatedTarget: EventTarget?\n    fun getModifierState(keyArg: String): Boolean\n}\n\npublic external

interface MouseEventInit : EventModifierInit {\n    var screenX: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var screenY: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var clientX: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var clientY: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var button: Short? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var buttons: Short? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var relatedTarget: EventTarget? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MouseEventInit(screenX: Int? = 0,

screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget:

EventTarget? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey:

Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean?

= false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MouseEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\n

o[\"button\"] = button\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] =
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ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n

o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n

o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] =

modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] =

modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\npublic external interface EventModifierInit : UIEventInit {\n    var ctrlKey: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var shiftKey: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var altKey: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var metaKey: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierAltGraph: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierCapsLock: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierFn: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierFnLock: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierHyper: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierNumLock: Boolean? /* = false */\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierScrollLock: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierSuper: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierSymbol: Boolean? /* = false

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun EventModifierInit(ctrlKey: Boolean? =

false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph:

Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? =

false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view:

Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): EventModifierInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n

o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WheelEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WheelEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class WheelEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: WheelEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\n    open val

deltaX: Double\n    open val deltaY: Double\n    open val deltaZ: Double\n    open val deltaMode: Int\n\n

companion object {\n        val DOM_DELTA_PIXEL: Int\n        val DOM_DELTA_LINE: Int\n        val

DOM_DELTA_PAGE: Int\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface WheelEventInit : MouseEventInit {\n    var deltaX:

Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var deltaY: Double? /*

= 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var deltaZ: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var deltaMode: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

WheelEventInit(deltaX: Double? = 0.0, deltaY: Double? = 0.0, deltaZ: Double? = 0.0, deltaMode: Int? = 0, screenX:

Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? = 0, relatedTarget:

EventTarget? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false, metaKey:
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Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn: Boolean?

= false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): WheelEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"deltaX\"] = deltaX\n    o[\"deltaY\"] = deltaY\n    o[\"deltaZ\"] = deltaZ\n    o[\"deltaMode\"] = deltaMode\n

o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\n    o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\n

o[\"button\"] = button\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] =

ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] = altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n

o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n    o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n

o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] = modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] =

modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n    o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] =

modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n    o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n

o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [InputEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InputEvent) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class InputEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: InputEventInit = definedExternally) :

UIEvent {\n    open val data: String\n    open val isComposing: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external interface

InputEventInit : UIEventInit {\n    var data: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun InputEventInit(data: String? = \"\",

isComposing: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): InputEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n

o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[KeyboardEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/KeyboardEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class KeyboardEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: KeyboardEventInit = definedExternally) : UIEvent {\n

open val key: String\n    open val code: String\n    open val location: Int\n    open val ctrlKey: Boolean\n    open val

shiftKey: Boolean\n    open val altKey: Boolean\n    open val metaKey: Boolean\n    open val repeat: Boolean\n

open val isComposing: Boolean\n    open val charCode: Int\n    open val keyCode: Int\n    open val which: Int\n

fun getModifierState(keyArg: String): Boolean\n\n    companion object {\n        val

DOM_KEY_LOCATION_STANDARD: Int\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_LEFT: Int\n        val

DOM_KEY_LOCATION_RIGHT: Int\n        val DOM_KEY_LOCATION_NUMPAD: Int\n    }\n}\n\npublic

external interface KeyboardEventInit : EventModifierInit {\n    var key: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var code: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var location: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var repeat: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var isComposing: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

KeyboardEventInit(key: String? = \"\", code: String? = \"\", location: Int? = 0, repeat: Boolean? = false,

isComposing: Boolean? = false, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? = false,

metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false, modifierFn:

Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false, modifierNumLock:

Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbol:

Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles:

Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): KeyboardEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"key\"] = key\n    o[\"code\"] = code\n    o[\"location\"] = location\n    o[\"repeat\"] = repeat\n

o[\"isComposing\"] = isComposing\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] =
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altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CompositionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CompositionEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class CompositionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CompositionEventInit = definedExternally) :

UIEvent {\n    open val data: String\n}\n\npublic external interface CompositionEventInit : UIEventInit {\n    var

data: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CompositionEventInit(data: String? = \"\",

view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CompositionEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"view\"] = view\n

o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Event](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Event) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Event(type: String, eventInitDict: EventInit = definedExternally) {\n    open val type: String\n    open val target:

EventTarget?\n    open val currentTarget: EventTarget?\n    open val eventPhase: Short\n    open val bubbles:

Boolean\n    open val cancelable: Boolean\n    open val defaultPrevented: Boolean\n    open val composed:

Boolean\n    open val isTrusted: Boolean\n    open val timeStamp: Number\n    fun composedPath():

Array<EventTarget>\n    fun stopPropagation(): Unit\n    fun stopImmediatePropagation(): Unit\n    fun

preventDefault(): Unit\n    fun initEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean): Unit\n\n    companion

object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val CAPTURING_PHASE: Short\n        val AT_TARGET: Short\n        val

BUBBLING_PHASE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventTarget) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class EventTarget {\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun addEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: EventListener?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun removeEventListener(type: String, callback: ((Event) -> Unit)?, options: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun dispatchEvent(event: Event): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventListener](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventListener) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

interface EventListener {\n    fun handleEvent(event: Event): Unit\n}\n\n","/*\n * Generated file\n * DO NOT

EDIT\n * \n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage org.w3c.dom\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Document](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Document) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Document : Node, GlobalEventHandlers, DocumentAndElementEventHandlers, NonElementParentNode,

DocumentOrShadowRoot, ParentNode, GeometryUtils {\n    open val fullscreenEnabled: Boolean\n    open val

fullscreen: Boolean\n    var onfullscreenchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onfullscreenerror: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open val rootElement: SVGSVGElement?\n    var title: String\n    open val referrer: String\n    var

domain: String\n    open val activeElement: Element?\n    open val location: Location?\n    var cookie: String\n

open val lastModified: String\n    open val readyState: DocumentReadyState\n    var dir: String\n    var body:

HTMLElement?\n    open val head: HTMLHeadElement?\n    open val images: HTMLCollection\n    open val

embeds: HTMLCollection\n    open val plugins: HTMLCollection\n    open val links: HTMLCollection\n    open val
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forms: HTMLCollection\n    open val scripts: HTMLCollection\n    open val currentScript:

HTMLOrSVGScriptElement?\n    open val defaultView: Window?\n    var designMode: String\n    var

onreadystatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var fgColor: String\n    var linkColor: String\n    var vlinkColor:

String\n    var alinkColor: String\n    var bgColor: String\n    open val anchors: HTMLCollection\n    open val

applets: HTMLCollection\n    open val all: HTMLAllCollection\n    open val implementation:

DOMImplementation\n    open val URL: String\n    open val documentURI: String\n    open val origin: String\n

open val compatMode: String\n    open val characterSet: String\n    open val charset: String\n    open val

inputEncoding: String\n    open val contentType: String\n    open val doctype: DocumentType?\n    open val

documentElement: Element?\n    open val scrollingElement: Element?\n    open val styleSheets: StyleSheetList\n

override var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onblur: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncanplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onclick: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncontextmenu:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondblclick: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ondrag: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var ondragenter: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragexit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ondragleave: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondragover: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ondragstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ondrop: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

ondurationchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onfocus: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oninput: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeydown: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeypress:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onkeyup: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onload: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onloadstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

 override var onmousedown: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseenter: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onmouseleave: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmousemove: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onmouseout: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onmouseover: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override

var onmouseup: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onwheel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpause:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onplaying: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onprogress: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onratechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onseeked: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var

onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onselect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onshow:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onsubmit: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onsuspend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var ontimeupdate: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onvolumechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    override var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var oncopy: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

override var oncut: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onpaste: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override val

fullscreenElement: Element?\n    override val children: HTMLCollection\n    override val firstElementChild:

Element?\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\n    override val childElementCount: Int\n    fun

exitFullscreen(): Promise<Unit>\n    fun getElementsByName(elementName: String): NodeList\n    fun open(type:

String = definedExternally, replace: String = definedExternally): Document\n    fun open(url: String, name: String,

features: String): Window\n    fun close(): Unit\n    fun write(vararg text: String): Unit\n    fun writeln(vararg text:

String): Unit\n    fun hasFocus(): Boolean\n    fun execCommand(commandId: String, showUI: Boolean =

definedExternally, value: String = definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun queryCommandEnabled(commandId:

String): Boolean\n    fun queryCommandIndeterm(commandId: String): Boolean\n    fun

queryCommandState(commandId: String): Boolean\n    fun queryCommandSupported(commandId: String):
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Boolean\n    fun queryCommandValue(commandId: String): String\n    fun clear(): Unit\n    fun captureEvents():

Unit\n    fun releaseEvents(): Unit\n    fun getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\n

fun getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun createElement(localName: String,

options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\n    fun createElementNS(namespace: String?,

qualifiedName: String, options: ElementCreationOptions = definedExternally): Element\n    fun

createDocumentFragment(): DocumentFragment\n    fun createTextNode(data: String): Text\n    fun

createCDATASection(data: String): CDATASection\n    fun createComment(data: String): Comment\n    fun

createProcessingInstruction(target: String, data: String): ProcessingInstruction\n    fun importNode(node: Node,

deep: Boolean = definedExternally): Node\n    fun adoptNode(node: Node): Node\n    fun

createAttribute(localName: String): Attr\n    fun createAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName: String):

Attr\n    fun createEvent(interface_: String): Event\n    fun createRange(): Range\n    fun createNodeIterator(root:

Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: NodeFilter? = definedExternally): NodeIterator\n    fun

createNodeIterator(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter: ((Node) -> Short)? =

definedExternally): NodeIterator\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node, whatToShow: Int = definedExternally, filter:

NodeFilter? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\n    fun createTreeWalker(root: Node, whatToShow: Int =

definedExternally, filter: ((Node) -> Short)? = definedExternally): TreeWalker\n    fun elementFromPoint(x:

Double, y: Double): Element?\n    fun elementsFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): Array<Element>\n    fun

caretPositionFromPoint(x: Double, y: Double): CaretPosition?\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String):

Element?\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic):

Unit\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun querySelectorAll(selectors:

String): NodeList\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n

override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Document.get(name: String):

dynamic = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Window](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Window) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Window : EventTarget, GlobalEventHandlers, WindowEventHandlers, WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope,

WindowSessionStorage, WindowLocalStorage, GlobalPerformance, UnionMessagePortOrWindow {\n    override

val performance: Performance\n    open val window: Window\n    open val self: Window\n    open val document:

Document\n    open var name: String\n    open val location: Location\n    open val history: History\n    open val

customElements: CustomElementRegistry\n    open val locationbar: BarProp\n    open val menubar: BarProp\n

open val personalbar: BarProp\n    open val scrollbars: BarProp\n    open val statusbar: BarProp\n    open val

toolbar: BarProp\n    open var status: String\n    open val closed: Boolean\n    open val frames: Window\n    open val

length: Int\n    open val top: Window\n    open var opener: Any?\n    open val parent: Window\n    open val

frameElement: Element?\n    open val navigator: Navigator\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\n

open val external: External\n    open val screen: Screen\n    open val innerWidth: Int\n    open val innerHeight: Int\n

 open val scrollX: Double\n    open val pageXOffset: Double\n    open val scrollY: Double\n    open val

pageYOffset: Double\n    open val screenX: Int\n    open val screenY: Int\n    open val outerWidth: Int\n    open val

outerHeight: Int\n    open val devicePixelRatio: Double\n    fun close(): Unit\n    fun stop(): Unit\n    fun focus():

Unit\n    fun blur(): Unit\n    fun open(url: String = definedExternally, target: String = definedExternally, features:

String = definedExternally): Window?\n    fun alert(): Unit\n    fun alert(message: String): Unit\n    fun

confirm(message: String = definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun prompt(message: String = definedExternally,

default: String = definedExternally): String?\n    fun print(): Unit\n    fun requestAnimationFrame(callback:

(Double) -> Unit): Int\n    fun cancelAnimationFrame(handle: Int): Unit\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?,

targetOrigin: String, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun captureEvents(): Unit\n    fun
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releaseEvents(): Unit\n    fun matchMedia(query: String): MediaQueryList\n    fun moveTo(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\n

fun moveBy(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\n    fun resizeTo(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\n    fun resizeBy(x: Int, y: Int): Unit\n    fun

scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun scroll(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun

scrollTo(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun scrollTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun

scrollBy(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun scrollBy(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun

getComputedStyle(elt: Element, pseudoElt: String? = definedExternally):

CSSStyleDeclaration\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Window.get(name: String): dynamic =

asDynamic()[name]\n\npublic external abstract class HTMLAllCollection {\n    open val length: Int\n//    fun

namedItem(name: String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\n    fun item(nameOrIndex: String =

definedExternally): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection?\n}\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

HTMLAllCollection.get(index: Int): Element? = asDynamic()[index]\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun HTMLAllCollection.get(name: String): UnionElementOrHTMLCollection? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormControlsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormControlsCollection)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLFormControlsCollection : HTMLCollection {\n//    override fun

namedItem(name: String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList?\n}\n//@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly override inline

operator fun HTMLFormControlsCollection.get(name: String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList? =

asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[RadioNodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/RadioNodeList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class RadioNodeList : NodeList, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList {\n    open var value: String\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptionsCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionsCollection) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionsCollection : HTMLCollection {\n    override var length: Int\n    open

var selectedIndex: Int\n    fun add(element: UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before:

dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun remove(index: Int): Unit\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun HTMLOptionsCollection.set(index: Int, option: HTMLOptionElement?): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = option;

}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class HTMLElement : Element, ElementCSSInlineStyle, GlobalEventHandlers,

DocumentAndElementEventHandlers, ElementContentEditable {\n    open var title: String\n    open var lang:

String\n    open var translate: Boolean\n    open var dir: String\n    open val dataset: DOMStringMap\n    open var

hidden: Boolean\n    open var tabIndex: Int\n    open var accessKey: String\n    open val accessKeyLabel: String\n

open var draggable: Boolean\n    open val dropzone: DOMTokenList\n    open var contextMenu:

HTMLMenuElement?\n    open var spellcheck: Boolean\n    open var innerText: String\n    open val offsetParent:

Element?\n    open val offsetTop: Int\n    open val offsetLeft: Int\n    open val offsetWidth: Int\n    open val

offsetHeight: Int\n    fun click(): Unit\n    fun focus(): Unit\n    fun blur(): Unit\n    fun forceSpellCheck():

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLUnknownElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUnknownElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLUnknownElement : HTMLElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMStringMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMStringMap) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class DOMStringMap {\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DOMStringMap.get(name:

String): String? = asDynamic()[name]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DOMStringMap.set(name:

String, value: String): Unit { asDynamic()[name] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHtmlElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHtmlElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLHtmlElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var version: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLHeadElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLHeadElement : HTMLElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTitleElement) to Kotlin\n
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*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTitleElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var text: String\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLBaseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBaseElement)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLBaseElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var href: String\n

open var target: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLinkElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLinkElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLinkElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\n    open var scope: String\n    open var

workerType: WorkerType\n    open var href: String\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n    open var rel: String\n

@JsName(\"as\") open var as_: RequestDestination\n    open val relList: DOMTokenList\n    open var media:

String\n    open var nonce: String\n    open var hreflang: String\n    open var type: String\n    open val sizes:

DOMTokenList\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\n    open var charset: String\n    open var rev: String\n    open var

target: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMetaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMetaElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLMetaElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    open var httpEquiv:

String\n    open var content: String\n    open var scheme: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLStyleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLStyleElement : HTMLElement, LinkStyle {\n    open var media: String\n    open var

nonce: String\n    open var type: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBodyElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBodyElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLBodyElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\n    open var text: String\n

open var link: String\n    open var vLink: String\n    open var aLink: String\n    open var bgColor: String\n    open

var background: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLHeadingElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHeadingElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLHeadingElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParagraphElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParagraphElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLParagraphElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n}\n\n/**\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLHRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHRElement)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLHRElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n

open var color: String\n    open var noShade: Boolean\n    open var size: String\n    open var width:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLPreElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPreElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLPreElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var width: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLQuoteElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLQuoteElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLQuoteElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var cite:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOListElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLOListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var reversed: Boolean\n    open var start:

Int\n    open var type: String\n    open var compact: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLUListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLUListElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLUListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var compact: Boolean\n    open var type:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLIElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLIElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLIElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: Int\n    open var type:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDListElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var compact: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLDivElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDivElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLDivElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align:
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String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAnchorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAnchorElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLAnchorElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\n    open

var target: String\n    open var download: String\n    open var ping: String\n    open var rel: String\n    open val

relList: DOMTokenList\n    open var hreflang: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var text: String\n    open

var referrerPolicy: String\n    open var coords: String\n    open var charset: String\n    open var name: String\n

open var rev: String\n    open var shape: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDataElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLTimeElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTimeElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTimeElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var dateTime: String\n}\n\n/**\n

* Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSpanElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSpanElement : HTMLElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLBRElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLBRElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLBRElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var clear: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript

[HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\n    var href: String\n    val origin: String\n

var protocol: String\n    var username: String\n    var password: String\n    var host: String\n    var hostname:

String\n    var port: String\n    var pathname: String\n    var search: String\n    var hash: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLModElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLModElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLModElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var cite: String\n    open

var dateTime: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLPictureElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLPictureElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLPictureElement : HTMLElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSourceElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSourceElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLSourceElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var src: String\n    open var

type: String\n    open var srcset: String\n    open var sizes: String\n    open var media: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLImageElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLImageElement : HTMLElement, TexImageSource,

HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\n    open var alt: String\n    open var src: String\n    open var srcset: String\n    open

var sizes: String\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n    open var useMap: String\n    open var isMap: Boolean\n

open var width: Int\n    open var height: Int\n    open val naturalWidth: Int\n    open val naturalHeight: Int\n    open

val complete: Boolean\n    open val currentSrc: String\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\n    open var name:

String\n    open var lowsrc: String\n    open var align: String\n    open var hspace: Int\n    open var vspace: Int\n

open var longDesc: String\n    open var border: String\n    open val x: Int\n    open val y: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [HTMLIFrameElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLIFrameElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLIFrameElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var src: String\n

open var srcdoc: String\n    open var name: String\n    open val sandbox: DOMTokenList\n    open var

allowFullscreen: Boolean\n    open var allowUserMedia: Boolean\n    open var width: String\n    open var height:

String\n    open var referrerPolicy: String\n    open val contentDocument: Document?\n    open val contentWindow:

Window?\n    open var align: String\n    open var scrolling: String\n    open var frameBorder: String\n    open var

longDesc: String\n    open var marginHeight: String\n    open var marginWidth: String\n    fun getSVGDocument():

Document?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLEmbedElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLEmbedElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLEmbedElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var src: String\n    open var

type: String\n    open var width: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var align: String\n    open var name:
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String\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLObjectElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLObjectElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var data: String\n    open var

type: String\n    open var typeMustMatch: Boolean\n    open var name: String\n    open var useMap: String\n    open

val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var width: String\n    open var height: String\n    open val

contentDocument: Document?\n    open val contentWindow: Window?\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open

val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open var align: String\n    open var archive:

String\n    open var code: String\n    open var declare: Boolean\n    open var hspace: Int\n    open var standby:

String\n    open var vspace: Int\n    open var codeBase: String\n    open var codeType: String\n    open var border:

String\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document?\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity():

Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLParamElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLParamElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLParamElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    open var

value: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var valueType: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLVideoElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLVideoElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLVideoElement : HTMLMediaElement, TexImageSource {\n    open var width: Int\n

open var height: Int\n    open val videoWidth: Int\n    open val videoHeight: Int\n    open var poster: String\n    open

var playsInline: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAudioElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAudioElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLAudioElement : HTMLMediaElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLTrackElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTrackElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTrackElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var kind: String\n    open var src:

String\n    open var srclang: String\n    open var label: String\n    open var default: Boolean\n    open val readyState:

Short\n    open val track: TextTrack\n\n    companion object {\n        val NONE: Short\n        val LOADING: Short\n

      val LOADED: Short\n        val ERROR: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLMediaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMediaElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLMediaElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val error: MediaError?\n    open

var src: String\n    open var srcObject: dynamic\n    open val currentSrc: String\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n

open val networkState: Short\n    open var preload: String\n    open val buffered: TimeRanges\n    open val

readyState: Short\n    open val seeking: Boolean\n    open var currentTime: Double\n    open val duration: Double\n

open val paused: Boolean\n    open var defaultPlaybackRate: Double\n    open var playbackRate: Double\n    open

val played: TimeRanges\n    open val seekable: TimeRanges\n    open val ended: Boolean\n    open var autoplay:

Boolean\n    open var loop: Boolean\n    open var controls: Boolean\n    open var volume: Double\n    open var

muted: Boolean\n    open var defaultMuted: Boolean\n    open val audioTracks: AudioTrackList\n    open val

videoTracks: VideoTrackList\n    open val textTracks: TextTrackList\n    fun load(): Unit\n    fun canPlayType(type:

String): CanPlayTypeResult\n    fun fastSeek(time: Double): Unit\n    fun getStartDate(): dynamic\n    fun play():

Promise<Unit>\n    fun pause(): Unit\n    fun addTextTrack(kind: TextTrackKind, label: String = definedExternally,

language: String = definedExternally): TextTrack\n\n    companion object {\n        val NETWORK_EMPTY:

Short\n        val NETWORK_IDLE: Short\n        val NETWORK_LOADING: Short\n        val

NETWORK_NO_SOURCE: Short\n        val HAVE_NOTHING: Short\n        val HAVE_METADATA: Short\n

 val HAVE_CURRENT_DATA: Short\n        val HAVE_FUTURE_DATA: Short\n        val

HAVE_ENOUGH_DATA: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaError](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaError) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class MediaError {\n    open val code: Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED: Short\n

      val MEDIA_ERR_NETWORK: Short\n        val MEDIA_ERR_DECODE: Short\n        val

MEDIA_ERR_SRC_NOT_SUPPORTED: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class AudioTrackList :

EventTarget {\n    open val length: Int\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onaddtrack:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onremovetrack: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):
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AudioTrack?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun AudioTrackList.get(index: Int): AudioTrack? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\npublic external abstract class AudioTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack

{\n    open val id: String\n    open val kind: String\n    open val label: String\n    open val language: String\n    open

var enabled: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external abstract class VideoTrackList : EventTarget {\n    open val length: Int\n

open val selectedIndex: Int\n    open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onaddtrack: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onremovetrack: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

VideoTrack?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun VideoTrackList.get(index: Int): VideoTrack? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\npublic external abstract class VideoTrack : UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack

{\n    open val id: String\n    open val kind: String\n    open val label: String\n    open val language: String\n    open

var selected: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external abstract class TextTrackList : EventTarget {\n    open val length: Int\n

open var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onaddtrack: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

onremovetrack: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun getTrackById(id: String):

TextTrack?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun TextTrackList.get(index: Int): TextTrack? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextTrack](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextTrack) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class TextTrack : EventTarget, UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\n    open val kind: TextTrackKind\n

 open val label: String\n    open val language: String\n    open val id: String\n    open val

inBandMetadataTrackDispatchType: String\n    open var mode: TextTrackMode\n    open val cues:

TextTrackCueList?\n    open val activeCues: TextTrackCueList?\n    open var oncuechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    fun addCue(cue: TextTrackCue): Unit\n    fun removeCue(cue: TextTrackCue): Unit\n}\n\npublic

external abstract class TextTrackCueList {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun getCueById(id: String):

TextTrackCue?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun TextTrackCueList.get(index: Int):

TextTrackCue? = asDynamic()[index]\n\npublic external abstract class TextTrackCue : EventTarget {\n    open val

track: TextTrack?\n    open var id: String\n    open var startTime: Double\n    open var endTime: Double\n    open

var pauseOnExit: Boolean\n    open var onenter: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onexit: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TimeRanges](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TimeRanges) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class TimeRanges {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun start(index: Int): Double\n    fun end(index: Int):

Double\n}\n\npublic external open class TrackEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: TrackEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val track: UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack?\n}\n\npublic

external interface TrackEventInit : EventInit {\n    var track: UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? /* =

null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun TrackEventInit(track:

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): TrackEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"track\"] = track\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLMapElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMapElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLMapElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    open val

areas: HTMLCollection\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLAreaElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLAreaElement : HTMLElement, HTMLHyperlinkElementUtils {\n    open var alt:

String\n    open var coords: String\n    open var shape: String\n    open var target: String\n    open var download:

String\n    open var ping: String\n    open var rel: String\n    open val relList: DOMTokenList\n    open var

referrerPolicy: String\n    open var noHref: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLTableElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var caption:

HTMLTableCaptionElement?\n    open var tHead: HTMLTableSectionElement?\n    open var tFoot:

HTMLTableSectionElement?\n    open val tBodies: HTMLCollection\n    open val rows: HTMLCollection\n    open
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var align: String\n    open var border: String\n    open var frame: String\n    open var rules: String\n    open var

summary: String\n    open var width: String\n    open var bgColor: String\n    open var cellPadding: String\n    open

var cellSpacing: String\n    fun createCaption(): HTMLTableCaptionElement\n    fun deleteCaption(): Unit\n    fun

createTHead(): HTMLTableSectionElement\n    fun deleteTHead(): Unit\n    fun createTFoot():

HTMLTableSectionElement\n    fun deleteTFoot(): Unit\n    fun createTBody(): HTMLTableSectionElement\n

fun insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLTableRowElement\n    fun deleteRow(index: Int):

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCaptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCaptionElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCaptionElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableColElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableColElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableColElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var span: Int\n    open var

align: String\n    open var ch: String\n    open var chOff: String\n    open var vAlign: String\n    open var width:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableSectionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableSectionElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableSectionElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val rows:

HTMLCollection\n    open var align: String\n    open var ch: String\n    open var chOff: String\n    open var vAlign:

String\n    fun insertRow(index: Int = definedExternally): HTMLElement\n    fun deleteRow(index: Int):

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableRowElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableRowElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableRowElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val rowIndex: Int\n    open

val sectionRowIndex: Int\n    open val cells: HTMLCollection\n    open var align: String\n    open var ch: String\n

open var chOff: String\n    open var vAlign: String\n    open var bgColor: String\n    fun insertCell(index: Int =

definedExternally): HTMLElement\n    fun deleteCell(index: Int): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTableCellElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTableCellElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTableCellElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var colSpan: Int\n    open var

rowSpan: Int\n    open var headers: String\n    open val cellIndex: Int\n    open var scope: String\n    open var abbr:

String\n    open var align: String\n    open var axis: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var width: String\n

open var ch: String\n    open var chOff: String\n    open var noWrap: Boolean\n    open var vAlign: String\n    open

var bgColor: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFormElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFormElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLFormElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var acceptCharset: String\n    open var

action: String\n    open var autocomplete: String\n    open var enctype: String\n    open var encoding: String\n    open

var method: String\n    open var name: String\n    open var noValidate: Boolean\n    open var target: String\n    open

val elements: HTMLFormControlsCollection\n    open val length: Int\n    fun submit(): Unit\n    fun reset(): Unit\n

fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

HTMLFormElement.get(index: Int): Element? = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun HTMLFormElement.get(name: String): UnionElementOrRadioNodeList? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLabelElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLabelElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLLabelElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open

var htmlFor: String\n    open val control: HTMLElement?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLInputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLInputElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLInputElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var accept: String\n    open var alt: String\n

open var autocomplete: String\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n    open var defaultChecked: Boolean\n    open var

checked: Boolean\n    open var dirName: String\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open val files: FileList?\n    open var formAction: String\n    open var formEnctype:

String\n    open var formMethod: String\n    open var formNoValidate: Boolean\n    open var formTarget: String\n
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open var height: Int\n    open var indeterminate: Boolean\n    open var inputMode: String\n    open val list:

HTMLElement?\n    open var max: String\n    open var maxLength: Int\n    open var min: String\n    open var

minLength: Int\n    open var multiple: Boolean\n    open var name: String\n    open var pattern: String\n    open var

placeholder: String\n    open var readOnly: Boolean\n    open var required: Boolean\n    open var size: Int\n    open

var src: String\n    open var step: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var defaultValue: String\n    open var

value: String\n    open var valueAsDate: dynamic\n    open var valueAsNumber: Double\n    open var width: Int\n

open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open

val labels: NodeList\n    open var selectionStart: Int?\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\n    open var

selectionDirection: String?\n    open var align: String\n    open var useMap: String\n    fun stepUp(n: Int =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun stepDown(n: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n

fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n    fun select(): Unit\n    fun

setRangeText(replacement: String): Unit\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int, end: Int,

selectionMode: SelectionMode = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int, direction:

String = definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLButtonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLButtonElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLButtonElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n

open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var formAction: String\n    open var

formEnctype: String\n    open var formMethod: String\n    open var formNoValidate: Boolean\n    open var

formTarget: String\n    open var name: String\n    open var type: String\n    open var value: String\n    open var

menu: HTMLMenuElement?\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val

validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity():

Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSelectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSelectElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSelectElement : HTMLElement, ItemArrayLike<Element> {\n    open var

autocomplete: String\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open var multiple: Boolean\n    open var name: String\n    open var required: Boolean\n

open var size: Int\n    open val type: String\n    open val options: HTMLOptionsCollection\n    override var length:

Int\n    open val selectedOptions: HTMLCollection\n    open var selectedIndex: Int\n    open var value: String\n

open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open

val labels: NodeList\n    override fun item(index: Int): Element?\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

HTMLOptionElement?\n    fun add(element: UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement, before:

dynamic = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun remove(index: Int): Unit\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun

reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline

operator fun HTMLSelectElement.get(index: Int): Element? = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly

inline operator fun HTMLSelectElement.set(index: Int, option: HTMLOptionElement?): Unit { asDynamic()[index]

= option; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDataListElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDataListElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLDataListElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val options:

HTMLCollection\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptGroupElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptGroupElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptGroupElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open var label:

String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLOptionElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOptionElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLOptionElement : HTMLElement,

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open var label: String\n    open var defaultSelected: Boolean\n    open var selected:

Boolean\n    open var value: String\n    open var text: String\n    open val index: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the
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JavaScript [HTMLTextAreaElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTextAreaElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLTextAreaElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var autocomplete:

String\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n    open var cols: Int\n    open var dirName: String\n    open var disabled:

Boolean\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var inputMode: String\n    open var maxLength: Int\n

open var minLength: Int\n    open var name: String\n    open var placeholder: String\n    open var readOnly:

Boolean\n    open var required: Boolean\n    open var rows: Int\n    open var wrap: String\n    open val type: String\n

 open var defaultValue: String\n    open var value: String\n    open val textLength: Int\n    open val willValidate:

Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n

 open var selectionStart: Int?\n    open var selectionEnd: Int?\n    open var selectionDirection: String?\n    fun

checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n    fun

select(): Unit\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String): Unit\n    fun setRangeText(replacement: String, start: Int,

end: Int, selectionMode: SelectionMode = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun setSelectionRange(start: Int, end: Int,

direction: String = definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLKeygenElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLKeygenElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLKeygenElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var autofocus: Boolean\n

open var challenge: String\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var

keytype: String\n    open var name: String\n    open val type: String\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val

validity: ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n    fun checkValidity():

Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLOutputElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLOutputElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLOutputElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val htmlFor:

DOMTokenList\n    open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var name: String\n    open val type: String\n

open var defaultValue: String\n    open var value: String\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity:

ValidityState\n    open val validationMessage: String\n    open val labels: NodeList\n    fun checkValidity():

Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLProgressElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLProgressElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLProgressElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: Double\n

open var max: Double\n    open val position: Double\n    open val labels: NodeList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [HTMLMeterElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLMeterElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLMeterElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var value: Double\n    open var

min: Double\n    open var max: Double\n    open var low: Double\n    open var high: Double\n    open var optimum:

Double\n    open val labels: NodeList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFieldSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFieldSetElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLFieldSetElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n

open val form: HTMLFormElement?\n    open var name: String\n    open val type: String\n    open val elements:

HTMLCollection\n    open val willValidate: Boolean\n    open val validity: ValidityState\n    open val

validationMessage: String\n    fun checkValidity(): Boolean\n    fun reportValidity(): Boolean\n    fun

setCustomValidity(error: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLLegendElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLLegendElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLLegendElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val form:

HTMLFormElement?\n    open var align: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ValidityState](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ValidityState) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class ValidityState {\n    open val valueMissing: Boolean\n    open val typeMismatch: Boolean\n    open val

patternMismatch: Boolean\n    open val tooLong: Boolean\n    open val tooShort: Boolean\n    open val

rangeUnderflow: Boolean\n    open val rangeOverflow: Boolean\n    open val stepMismatch: Boolean\n    open val

badInput: Boolean\n    open val customError: Boolean\n    open val valid: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external abstract

class HTMLDetailsElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var open: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

HTMLMenuElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var type: String\n    open var label: String\n    open var compact:
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Boolean\n}\n\npublic external abstract class HTMLMenuItemElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var type:

String\n    open var label: String\n    open var icon: String\n    open var disabled: Boolean\n    open var checked:

Boolean\n    open var radiogroup: String\n    open var default: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external open class

RelatedEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: RelatedEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val

relatedTarget: EventTarget?\n}\n\npublic external interface RelatedEventInit : EventInit {\n    var relatedTarget:

EventTarget? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun RelatedEventInit(relatedTarget:

EventTarget? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

RelatedEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLDialogElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLDialogElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLDialogElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var open: Boolean\n    open var

returnValue: String\n    fun show(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

showModal(anchor: UnionElementOrMouseEvent = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun close(returnValue: String =

definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLScriptElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLScriptElement : HTMLElement, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\n    open var src:

String\n    open var type: String\n    open var charset: String\n    open var async: Boolean\n    open var defer:

Boolean\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n    open var text: String\n    open var nonce: String\n    open var event:

String\n    open var htmlFor: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLTemplateElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLTemplateElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLTemplateElement : HTMLElement {\n    open val content:

DocumentFragment\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLSlotElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLSlotElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLSlotElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var name: String\n    fun

assignedNodes(options: AssignedNodesOptions = definedExternally): Array<Node>\n}\n\npublic external interface

AssignedNodesOptions {\n    var flatten: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun AssignedNodesOptions(flatten: Boolean? =

false): AssignedNodesOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"flatten\"] = flatten\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLCanvasElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCanvasElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLCanvasElement : HTMLElement, TexImageSource {\n    open var width:

Int\n    open var height: Int\n    fun getContext(contextId: String, vararg arguments: Any?): RenderingContext?\n

fun toDataURL(type: String = definedExternally, quality: Any? = definedExternally): String\n    fun

toBlob(_callback: (Blob?) -> Unit, type: String = definedExternally, quality: Any? = definedExternally):

Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): CanvasRenderingContext2DSettings {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CanvasRenderingContext2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasRenderingContext2D) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class CanvasRenderingContext2D : CanvasState, CanvasTransform,

CanvasCompositing, CanvasImageSmoothing, CanvasFillStrokeStyles, CanvasShadowStyles, CanvasFilters,

CanvasRect, CanvasDrawPath, CanvasUserInterface, CanvasText, CanvasDrawImage, CanvasHitRegion,

CanvasImageData, CanvasPathDrawingStyles, CanvasTextDrawingStyles, CanvasPath, RenderingContext {\n

open val canvas: HTMLCanvasElement\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasState {\n    fun save(): Unit\n    fun

restore(): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasTransform {\n    fun scale(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun

rotate(angle: Double): Unit\n    fun translate(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun transform(a: Double, b: Double, c:

Double, d: Double, e: Double, f: Double): Unit\n    fun getTransform(): DOMMatrix\n    fun setTransform(a:
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Double, b: Double, c: Double, d: Double, e: Double, f: Double): Unit\n    fun setTransform(transform: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun resetTransform(): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasCompositing {\n

var globalAlpha: Double\n    var globalCompositeOperation: String\n}\n\npublic external interface

CanvasImageSmoothing {\n    var imageSmoothingEnabled: Boolean\n    var imageSmoothingQuality:

ImageSmoothingQuality\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasFillStrokeStyles {\n    var strokeStyle: dynamic\n

var fillStyle: dynamic\n    fun createLinearGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double):

CanvasGradient\n    fun createRadialGradient(x0: Double, y0: Double, r0: Double, x1: Double, y1: Double, r1:

Double): CanvasGradient\n    fun createPattern(image: dynamic, repetition: String): CanvasPattern?\n}\n\npublic

external interface CanvasShadowStyles {\n    var shadowOffsetX: Double\n    var shadowOffsetY: Double\n    var

shadowBlur: Double\n    var shadowColor: String\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasFilters {\n    var filter:

String\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasRect {\n    fun clearRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h: Double):

Unit\n    fun fillRect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h: Double): Unit\n    fun strokeRect(x: Double, y: Double, w:

Double, h: Double): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasDrawPath {\n    fun beginPath(): Unit\n    fun

fill(fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun fill(path: Path2D, fillRule: CanvasFillRule =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun stroke(): Unit\n    fun stroke(path: Path2D): Unit\n    fun clip(fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun clip(path: Path2D, fillRule: CanvasFillRule = definedExternally):

Unit\n    fun resetClip(): Unit\n    fun isPointInPath(x: Double, y: Double, fillRule: CanvasFillRule =

definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun isPointInPath(path: Path2D, x: Double, y: Double, fillRule: CanvasFillRule =

definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun isPointInStroke(x: Double, y: Double): Boolean\n    fun isPointInStroke(path:

Path2D, x: Double, y: Double): Boolean\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasUserInterface {\n    fun

drawFocusIfNeeded(element: Element): Unit\n    fun drawFocusIfNeeded(path: Path2D, element: Element): Unit\n

fun scrollPathIntoView(): Unit\n    fun scrollPathIntoView(path: Path2D): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface

CanvasText {\n    fun fillText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double, maxWidth: Double = definedExternally): Unit\n

fun strokeText(text: String, x: Double, y: Double, maxWidth: Double = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

measureText(text: String): TextMetrics\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasDrawImage {\n    fun

drawImage(image: dynamic, dx: Double, dy: Double): Unit\n    fun drawImage(image: dynamic, dx: Double, dy:

Double, dw: Double, dh: Double): Unit\n    fun drawImage(image: dynamic, sx: Double, sy: Double, sw: Double,

sh: Double, dx: Double, dy: Double, dw: Double, dh: Double): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface

CanvasHitRegion {\n    fun addHitRegion(options: HitRegionOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

removeHitRegion(id: String): Unit\n    fun clearHitRegions(): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface

CanvasImageData {\n    fun createImageData(sw: Double, sh: Double): ImageData\n    fun

createImageData(imagedata: ImageData): ImageData\n    fun getImageData(sx: Double, sy: Double, sw: Double, sh:

Double): ImageData\n    fun putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx: Double, dy: Double): Unit\n    fun

putImageData(imagedata: ImageData, dx: Double, dy: Double, dirtyX: Double, dirtyY: Double, dirtyWidth: Double,

dirtyHeight: Double): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasPathDrawingStyles {\n    var lineWidth: Double\n

 var lineCap: CanvasLineCap\n    var lineJoin: CanvasLineJoin\n    var miterLimit: Double\n    var lineDashOffset:

Double\n    fun setLineDash(segments: Array<Double>): Unit\n    fun getLineDash(): Array<Double>\n}\n\npublic

external interface CanvasTextDrawingStyles {\n    var font: String\n    var textAlign: CanvasTextAlign\n    var

textBaseline: CanvasTextBaseline\n    var direction: CanvasDirection\n}\n\npublic external interface CanvasPath

{\n    fun closePath(): Unit\n    fun moveTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun lineTo(x: Double, y: Double):

Unit\n    fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx: Double, cpy: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x:

Double, cp1y: Double, cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double, x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1:

Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radius: Double): Unit\n    fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2:

Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double, rotation: Double): Unit\n    fun rect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h:

Double): Unit\n    fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double,

anticlockwise: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun ellipse(x: Double, y: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY:

Double, rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean = definedExternally):

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[CanvasGradient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasGradient) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CanvasGradient {\n    fun addColorStop(offset: Double, color: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CanvasPattern](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CanvasPattern) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CanvasPattern {\n    fun setTransform(transform: dynamic = definedExternally):

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TextMetrics](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TextMetrics) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class TextMetrics {\n    open val width: Double\n    open val actualBoundingBoxLeft: Double\n    open val

actualBoundingBoxRight: Double\n    open val fontBoundingBoxAscent: Double\n    open val

fontBoundingBoxDescent: Double\n    open val actualBoundingBoxAscent: Double\n    open val

actualBoundingBoxDescent: Double\n    open val emHeightAscent: Double\n    open val emHeightDescent:

Double\n    open val hangingBaseline: Double\n    open val alphabeticBaseline: Double\n    open val

ideographicBaseline: Double\n}\n\npublic external interface HitRegionOptions {\n    var path: Path2D? /* = null

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var fillRule: CanvasFillRule? /* =

CanvasFillRule.NONZERO */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var id:

String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var parentID: String? /*

= null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var cursor: String? /* = \"inherit\"

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var control: Element? /* = null */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var label: String? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var role: String? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

HitRegionOptions(path: Path2D? = null, fillRule: CanvasFillRule? = CanvasFillRule.NONZERO, id: String? = \"\",

parentID: String? = null, cursor: String? = \"inherit\", control: Element? = null, label: String? = null, role: String? =

null): HitRegionOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"path\"] = path\n    o[\"fillRule\"] = fillRule\n    o[\"id\"] =

id\n    o[\"parentID\"] = parentID\n    o[\"cursor\"] = cursor\n    o[\"control\"] = control\n    o[\"label\"] = label\n

o[\"role\"] = role\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageData) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

ImageData : TexImageSource {\n    constructor(sw: Int, sh: Int)\n    constructor(data: Uint8ClampedArray, sw: Int,

sh: Int = definedExternally)\n    open val width: Int\n    open val height: Int\n    open val data:

Uint8ClampedArray\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Path2D](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Path2D) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Path2D() : CanvasPath {\n    constructor(path: Path2D)\n    constructor(paths: Array<Path2D>, fillRule:

CanvasFillRule = definedExternally)\n    constructor(d: String)\n    fun addPath(path: Path2D, transform: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\n    override fun closePath(): Unit\n    override fun moveTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n

override fun lineTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    override fun quadraticCurveTo(cpx: Double, cpy: Double, x:

Double, y: Double): Unit\n    override fun bezierCurveTo(cp1x: Double, cp1y: Double, cp2x: Double, cp2y: Double,

x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    override fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radius:

Double): Unit\n    override fun arcTo(x1: Double, y1: Double, x2: Double, y2: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY:

Double, rotation: Double): Unit\n    override fun rect(x: Double, y: Double, w: Double, h: Double): Unit\n    override

fun arc(x: Double, y: Double, radius: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean /* =

definedExternally */): Unit\n    override fun ellipse(x: Double, y: Double, radiusX: Double, radiusY: Double,

rotation: Double, startAngle: Double, endAngle: Double, anticlockwise: Boolean /* = definedExternally */):

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Touch](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Touch) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Touch {\n    open val region: String?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ImageBitmapRenderingContext](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmapRenderingContext)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class ImageBitmapRenderingContext {\n    open val canvas:

HTMLCanvasElement\n    fun transferFromImageBitmap(bitmap: ImageBitmap?): Unit\n}\n\npublic external

interface ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\n    var alpha: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings(alpha: Boolean? = true): ImageBitmapRenderingContextSettings {\n    val o

= js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"alpha\"] = alpha\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CustomElementRegistry](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomElementRegistry) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class CustomElementRegistry {\n    fun define(name: String, constructor: () -> dynamic,

options: ElementDefinitionOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun get(name: String): Any?\n    fun

whenDefined(name: String): Promise<Unit>\n}\n\npublic external interface ElementDefinitionOptions {\n    var

extends: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ElementDefinitionOptions(extends: String?

= null): ElementDefinitionOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"extends\"] = extends\n\n    return

o\n}\n\npublic external interface ElementContentEditable {\n    var contentEditable: String\n    val

isContentEditable: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransfer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransfer) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class DataTransfer {\n    open var dropEffect: String\n    open var effectAllowed: String\n    open val items:

DataTransferItemList\n    open val types: Array<out String>\n    open val files: FileList\n    fun

setDragImage(image: Element, x: Int, y: Int): Unit\n    fun getData(format: String): String\n    fun setData(format:

String, data: String): Unit\n    fun clearData(format: String = definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DataTransferItemList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItemList) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class DataTransferItemList {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun add(data: String,

type: String): DataTransferItem?\n    fun add(data: File): DataTransferItem?\n    fun remove(index: Int): Unit\n    fun

clear(): Unit\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DataTransferItemList.get(index: Int):

DataTransferItem? = asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DataTransferItem](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DataTransferItem) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class DataTransferItem {\n    open val kind: String\n    open val type: String\n    fun

getAsString(_callback: ((String) -> Unit)?): Unit\n    fun getAsFile(): File?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DragEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DragEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

DragEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: DragEventInit = definedExternally) : MouseEvent {\n    open val

dataTransfer: DataTransfer?\n}\n\npublic external interface DragEventInit : MouseEventInit {\n    var dataTransfer:

DataTransfer? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DragEventInit(dataTransfer: DataTransfer?

= null, screenX: Int? = 0, screenY: Int? = 0, clientX: Int? = 0, clientY: Int? = 0, button: Short? = 0, buttons: Short? =

0, relatedTarget: EventTarget? = null, ctrlKey: Boolean? = false, shiftKey: Boolean? = false, altKey: Boolean? =

false, metaKey: Boolean? = false, modifierAltGraph: Boolean? = false, modifierCapsLock: Boolean? = false,

modifierFn: Boolean? = false, modifierFnLock: Boolean? = false, modifierHyper: Boolean? = false,

modifierNumLock: Boolean? = false, modifierScrollLock: Boolean? = false, modifierSuper: Boolean? = false,

modifierSymbol: Boolean? = false, modifierSymbolLock: Boolean? = false, view: Window? = null, detail: Int? = 0,

bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): DragEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"dataTransfer\"] = dataTransfer\n    o[\"screenX\"] = screenX\n    o[\"screenY\"] = screenY\n

o[\"clientX\"] = clientX\n    o[\"clientY\"] = clientY\n    o[\"button\"] = button\n    o[\"buttons\"] = buttons\n

o[\"relatedTarget\"] = relatedTarget\n    o[\"ctrlKey\"] = ctrlKey\n    o[\"shiftKey\"] = shiftKey\n    o[\"altKey\"] =

altKey\n    o[\"metaKey\"] = metaKey\n    o[\"modifierAltGraph\"] = modifierAltGraph\n

o[\"modifierCapsLock\"] = modifierCapsLock\n    o[\"modifierFn\"] = modifierFn\n    o[\"modifierFnLock\"] =

modifierFnLock\n    o[\"modifierHyper\"] = modifierHyper\n    o[\"modifierNumLock\"] = modifierNumLock\n

o[\"modifierScrollLock\"] = modifierScrollLock\n    o[\"modifierSuper\"] = modifierSuper\n

o[\"modifierSymbol\"] = modifierSymbol\n    o[\"modifierSymbolLock\"] = modifierSymbolLock\n    o[\"view\"] =

view\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external abstract class BarProp {\n    open val visible: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [History](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/History) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class History {\n    open val length: Int\n    open var scrollRestoration: ScrollRestoration\n    open
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val state: Any?\n    fun go(delta: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun back(): Unit\n    fun forward(): Unit\n    fun

pushState(data: Any?, title: String, url: String? = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun replaceState(data: Any?, title:

String, url: String? = definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Location](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Location) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Location {\n    open var href: String\n    open val origin: String\n    open var protocol: String\n    open var host:

String\n    open var hostname: String\n    open var port: String\n    open var pathname: String\n    open var search:

String\n    open var hash: String\n    open val ancestorOrigins: Array<out String>\n    fun assign(url: String): Unit\n

fun replace(url: String): Unit\n    fun reload(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PopStateEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PopStateEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class PopStateEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PopStateEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val

state: Any?\n}\n\npublic external interface PopStateEventInit : EventInit {\n    var state: Any? /* = null */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

PopStateEventInit(state: Any? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean?

= false): PopStateEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"state\"] = state\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HashChangeEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HashChangeEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class HashChangeEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: HashChangeEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\n    open val oldURL: String\n    open val newURL: String\n}\n\npublic external interface

HashChangeEventInit : EventInit {\n    var oldURL: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var newURL: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value)

= definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun HashChangeEventInit(oldURL: String? =

\"\", newURL: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

HashChangeEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"oldURL\"] = oldURL\n    o[\"newURL\"] = newURL\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PageTransitionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PageTransitionEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class PageTransitionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PageTransitionEventInit = definedExternally) :

Event {\n    open val persisted: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external interface PageTransitionEventInit : EventInit {\n    var

persisted: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun PageTransitionEventInit(persisted: Boolean?

= false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

PageTransitionEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"persisted\"] = persisted\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BeforeUnloadEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BeforeUnloadEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class BeforeUnloadEvent : Event {\n    var returnValue: String\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

ApplicationCache : EventTarget {\n    open val status: Short\n    open var onchecking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onnoupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

ondownloading: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onprogress: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onupdateready:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var oncached: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onobsolete: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    fun update(): Unit\n    fun abort(): Unit\n    fun swapCache(): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n

val UNCACHED: Short\n        val IDLE: Short\n        val CHECKING: Short\n        val DOWNLOADING: Short\n

     val UPDATEREADY: Short\n        val OBSOLETE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorOnLine](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorOnLine) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface NavigatorOnLine {\n    val onLine: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ErrorEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ErrorEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

ErrorEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ErrorEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val message: String\n

  open val filename: String\n    open val lineno: Int\n    open val colno: Int\n    open val error: Any?\n}\n\npublic

external interface ErrorEventInit : EventInit {\n    var message: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n
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      set(value) = definedExternally\n    var filename: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lineno: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var colno: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var error: Any? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ErrorEventInit(message: String? = \"\",

filename: String? = \"\", lineno: Int? = 0, colno: Int? = 0, error: Any? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable:

Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ErrorEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"message\"] =

message\n    o[\"filename\"] = filename\n    o[\"lineno\"] = lineno\n    o[\"colno\"] = colno\n    o[\"error\"] = error\n

o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PromiseRejectionEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PromiseRejectionEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class PromiseRejectionEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: PromiseRejectionEventInit) :

Event {\n    open val promise: Promise<Any?>\n    open val reason: Any?\n}\n\npublic external interface

PromiseRejectionEventInit : EventInit {\n    var promise: Promise<Any?>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var reason: Any?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun PromiseRejectionEventInit(promise:

Promise<Any?>?, reason: Any? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): PromiseRejectionEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"promise\"] = promise\n

o[\"reason\"] = reason\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[GlobalEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/GlobalEventHandlers) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface GlobalEventHandlers {\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onblur: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\n    var oncancel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var oncanplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

oncanplaythrough: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onclick: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var oncontextmenu: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

oncuechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondblclick: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondrag: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var ondragend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondragenter: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondragexit:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondragleave: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondragover: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

var ondragstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondrop: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ondurationchange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onemptied: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onended: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror:

((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\n    var onfocus: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var oninput: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var oninvalid: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onkeydown: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onkeypress:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onkeyup: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onloadeddata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onloadedmetadata: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onloadend: ((Event) -

> dynamic)?\n    var onloadstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onmousedown: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onmouseenter: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onmouseleave: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onmousemove: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\n    var onmouseout: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onmouseover: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onmouseup: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onwheel: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onpause: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onplay: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onplaying: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onprogress:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onratechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onreset: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onresize: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onscroll: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onseeked: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n

var onseeking: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onselect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onshow: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onstalled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onsubmit: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onsuspend:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ontimeupdate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ontoggle: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onvolumechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onwaiting: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WindowEventHandlers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowEventHandlers) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface WindowEventHandlers {\n    var onafterprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onbeforeprint: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onbeforeunload: ((Event) -> String?)?\n    var onhashchange: ((Event)
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-> dynamic)?\n    var onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onmessage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var ononline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onpagehide: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onpageshow: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onpopstate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onstorage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onunhandledrejection:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onunload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\npublic external interface

DocumentAndElementEventHandlers {\n    var oncopy: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var oncut: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onpaste: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope {\n    val caches: CacheStorage\n    val

origin: String\n    fun fetch(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally): Promise<Response>\n    fun

btoa(data: String): String\n    fun atob(data: String): String\n    fun setTimeout(handler: dynamic, timeout: Int =

definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?): Int\n    fun clearTimeout(handle: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

setInterval(handler: dynamic, timeout: Int = definedExternally, vararg arguments: Any?): Int\n    fun

clearInterval(handle: Int = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun createImageBitmap(image: dynamic, options:

ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ImageBitmap>\n    fun createImageBitmap(image: dynamic,

sx: Int, sy: Int, sw: Int, sh: Int, options: ImageBitmapOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<ImageBitmap>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Navigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Navigator) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Navigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine, NavigatorContentUtils, NavigatorCookies,

NavigatorPlugins, NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\n    fun

vibrate(pattern: dynamic): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorID](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorID) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

NavigatorID {\n    val appCodeName: String\n    val appName: String\n    val appVersion: String\n    val platform:

String\n    val product: String\n    val productSub: String\n    val userAgent: String\n    val vendor: String\n    val

vendorSub: String\n    val oscpu: String\n    fun taintEnabled(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorLanguage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorLanguage) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface NavigatorLanguage {\n    val language: String\n    val languages: Array<out String>\n}\n\npublic

external interface NavigatorContentUtils {\n    fun registerProtocolHandler(scheme: String, url: String, title: String):

Unit\n    fun registerContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String, title: String): Unit\n    fun

isProtocolHandlerRegistered(scheme: String, url: String): String\n    fun isContentHandlerRegistered(mimeType:

String, url: String): String\n    fun unregisterProtocolHandler(scheme: String, url: String): Unit\n    fun

unregisterContentHandler(mimeType: String, url: String): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface NavigatorCookies

{\n    val cookieEnabled: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorPlugins](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorPlugins) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external interface NavigatorPlugins {\n    val plugins: PluginArray\n    val mimeTypes: MimeTypeArray\n    fun

javaEnabled(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[PluginArray](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/PluginArray) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class PluginArray : ItemArrayLike<Plugin> {\n    override val length: Int\n    fun refresh(reload: Boolean =

definedExternally): Unit\n    override fun item(index: Int): Plugin?\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

Plugin?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun PluginArray.get(index: Int): Plugin? =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun PluginArray.get(name: String): Plugin? =

asDynamic()[name]\n\npublic external abstract class MimeTypeArray : ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\n    override

val length: Int\n    override fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

MimeType?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MimeTypeArray.get(index: Int): MimeType? =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun MimeTypeArray.get(name: String):

MimeType? = asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Plugin](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Plugin) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Plugin

: ItemArrayLike<MimeType> {\n    open val name: String\n    open val description: String\n    open val filename:
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String\n    override val length: Int\n    override fun item(index: Int): MimeType?\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

MimeType?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Plugin.get(index: Int): MimeType? =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Plugin.get(name: String): MimeType? =

asDynamic()[name]\n\npublic external abstract class MimeType {\n    open val type: String\n    open val

description: String\n    open val suffixes: String\n    open val enabledPlugin: Plugin\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [ImageBitmap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ImageBitmap) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class ImageBitmap : TexImageSource {\n    open val width: Int\n    open val height: Int\n    fun

close(): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface ImageBitmapOptions {\n    var imageOrientation: ImageOrientation? /*

= ImageOrientation.NONE */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

premultiplyAlpha: PremultiplyAlpha? /* = PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? /* =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

resizeWidth: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeHeight: Int?\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var resizeQuality: ResizeQuality? /* =

ResizeQuality.LOW */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ImageBitmapOptions(imageOrientation:

ImageOrientation? = ImageOrientation.NONE, premultiplyAlpha: PremultiplyAlpha? =

PremultiplyAlpha.DEFAULT, colorSpaceConversion: ColorSpaceConversion? =

ColorSpaceConversion.DEFAULT, resizeWidth: Int? = null, resizeHeight: Int? = null, resizeQuality:

ResizeQuality? = ResizeQuality.LOW): ImageBitmapOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"imageOrientation\"] = imageOrientation\n    o[\"premultiplyAlpha\"] = premultiplyAlpha\n

o[\"colorSpaceConversion\"] = colorSpaceConversion\n    o[\"resizeWidth\"] = resizeWidth\n    o[\"resizeHeight\"]

= resizeHeight\n    o[\"resizeQuality\"] = resizeQuality\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class MessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: MessageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val data:

Any?\n    open val origin: String\n    open val lastEventId: String\n    open val source:

UnionMessagePortOrWindow?\n    open val ports: Array<out MessagePort>\n    fun initMessageEvent(type: String,

bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, data: Any?, origin: String, lastEventId: String, source:

UnionMessagePortOrWindow?, ports: Array<MessagePort>): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface

MessageEventInit : EventInit {\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var origin: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var lastEventId: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var source: UnionMessagePortOrWindow? /* = null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>? /* = arrayOf() */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MessageEventInit(data: Any? = null, origin: String? = \"\", lastEventId: String? = \"\", source:

UnionMessagePortOrWindow? = null, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = arrayOf(), bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): MessageEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\n    o[\"source\"] = source\n

o[\"ports\"] = ports\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[EventSource](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/EventSource) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class EventSource(url: String, eventSourceInitDict: EventSourceInit = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\n    open

val url: String\n    open val withCredentials: Boolean\n    open val readyState: Short\n    var onopen: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    var onmessage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun close():

Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        val CONNECTING: Short\n        val OPEN: Short\n        val CLOSED:

Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface EventSourceInit {\n    var withCredentials: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun
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EventSourceInit(withCredentials: Boolean? = false): EventSourceInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"withCredentials\"] = withCredentials\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WebSocket](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WebSocket) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

WebSocket(url: String, protocols: dynamic = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\n    open val url: String\n    open

val readyState: Short\n    open val bufferedAmount: Int\n    var onopen: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onclose: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open val extensions: String\n    open val protocol:

String\n    var onmessage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var binaryType: BinaryType\n    fun close(code: Short =

definedExternally, reason: String = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun send(data: String): Unit\n    fun send(data:

Blob): Unit\n    fun send(data: ArrayBuffer): Unit\n    fun send(data: ArrayBufferView): Unit\n\n    companion

object {\n        val CONNECTING: Short\n        val OPEN: Short\n        val CLOSING: Short\n        val CLOSED:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CloseEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CloseEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

CloseEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CloseEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val wasClean:

Boolean\n    open val code: Short\n    open val reason: String\n}\n\npublic external interface CloseEventInit :

EventInit {\n    var wasClean: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var code: Short? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var reason: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CloseEventInit(wasClean: Boolean? = false,

code: Short? = 0, reason: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed:

Boolean? = false): CloseEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"wasClean\"] = wasClean\n    o[\"code\"] =

code\n    o[\"reason\"] = reason\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"]

= composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MessageChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessageChannel) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class MessageChannel {\n    open val port1: MessagePort\n    open val port2: MessagePort\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [MessagePort](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MessagePort) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class MessagePort : EventTarget, UnionMessagePortOrWindow,

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker, UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n    open var onmessage:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\n

 fun start(): Unit\n    fun close(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[BroadcastChannel](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/BroadcastChannel) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class BroadcastChannel(name: String) : EventTarget {\n    open val name: String\n    var onmessage:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?): Unit\n    fun close(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerGlobalScope) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WorkerGlobalScope : EventTarget, WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope,

GlobalPerformance {\n    open val self: WorkerGlobalScope\n    open val location: WorkerLocation\n    open val

navigator: WorkerNavigator\n    open var onerror: ((dynamic, String, Int, Int, Any?) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

onlanguagechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onoffline: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var ononline:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onrejectionhandled: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onunhandledrejection:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun importScripts(vararg urls: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class DedicatedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\n    open var

onmessage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun close(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SharedWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SharedWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\n    open val name:

String\n    open val applicationCache: ApplicationCache\n    open var onconnect: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun

close(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[AbstractWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/AbstractWorker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external
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interface AbstractWorker {\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Worker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Worker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Worker(scriptURL: String, options: WorkerOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker {\n    var

onmessage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    override var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun terminate(): Unit\n    fun

postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface

WorkerOptions {\n    var type: WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var credentials: RequestCredentials? /* = RequestCredentials.OMIT */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

WorkerOptions(type: WorkerType? = WorkerType.CLASSIC, credentials: RequestCredentials? =

RequestCredentials.OMIT): WorkerOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n    o[\"credentials\"] =

credentials\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SharedWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SharedWorker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class SharedWorker(scriptURL: String, name: String = definedExternally, options: WorkerOptions =

definedExternally) : EventTarget, AbstractWorker {\n    open val port: MessagePort\n    override var onerror:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NavigatorConcurrentHardware](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NavigatorConcurrentHardware) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\n    val hardwareConcurrency:

Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WorkerNavigator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerNavigator) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class WorkerNavigator : NavigatorID, NavigatorLanguage, NavigatorOnLine,

NavigatorConcurrentHardware {\n    open val serviceWorker: ServiceWorkerContainer\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WorkerLocation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WorkerLocation) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class WorkerLocation {\n    open var href: String\n    open val origin: String\n    open val

protocol: String\n    open val host: String\n    open val hostname: String\n    open val port: String\n    open val

pathname: String\n    open val search: String\n    open val hash: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Storage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Storage) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Storage {\n    open val length: Int\n    fun key(index: Int): String?\n    fun getItem(key: String): String?\n    fun

setItem(key: String, value: String): Unit\n    fun removeItem(key: String): Unit\n    fun clear():

Unit\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Storage.get(key: String): String? =

asDynamic()[key]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun Storage.set(key: String, value: String): Unit {

asDynamic()[key] = value; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowSessionStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowSessionStorage) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface WindowSessionStorage {\n    val sessionStorage: Storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [WindowLocalStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowLocalStorage) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface WindowLocalStorage {\n    val localStorage: Storage\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [StorageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/StorageEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class StorageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: StorageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n

open val key: String?\n    open val oldValue: String?\n    open val newValue: String?\n    open val url: String\n

open val storageArea: Storage?\n}\n\npublic external interface StorageEventInit : EventInit {\n    var key: String? /*

= null */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var oldValue: String? /* = null

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var newValue: String? /* = null */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var url: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var storageArea: Storage? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

StorageEventInit(key: String? = null, oldValue: String? = null, newValue: String? = null, url: String? = \"\",

storageArea: Storage? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

StorageEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"key\"] = key\n    o[\"oldValue\"] = oldValue\n    o[\"newValue\"]

= newValue\n    o[\"url\"] = url\n    o[\"storageArea\"] = storageArea\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n
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o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

HTMLAppletElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var align: String\n    open var alt: String\n    open var archive:

String\n    open var code: String\n    open var codeBase: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var hspace: Int\n

  open var name: String\n    open var _object: String\n    open var vspace: Int\n    open var width: String\n}\n\npublic

external abstract class HTMLMarqueeElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var behavior: String\n    open var

bgColor: String\n    open var direction: String\n    open var height: String\n    open var hspace: Int\n    open var loop:

Int\n    open var scrollAmount: Int\n    open var scrollDelay: Int\n    open var trueSpeed: Boolean\n    open var

vspace: Int\n    open var width: String\n    open var onbounce: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onfinish: ((Event)

-> dynamic)?\n    open var onstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun start(): Unit\n    fun stop(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLFrameSetElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFrameSetElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class HTMLFrameSetElement : HTMLElement, WindowEventHandlers {\n    open var

cols: String\n    open var rows: String\n}\n\npublic external abstract class HTMLFrameElement : HTMLElement {\n

  open var name: String\n    open var scrolling: String\n    open var src: String\n    open var frameBorder: String\n

open var longDesc: String\n    open var noResize: Boolean\n    open val contentDocument: Document?\n    open val

contentWindow: Window?\n    open var marginHeight: String\n    open var marginWidth: String\n}\n\npublic

external abstract class HTMLDirectoryElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var compact: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [HTMLFontElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLFontElement)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class HTMLFontElement : HTMLElement {\n    open var color: String\n

open var face: String\n    open var size: String\n}\n\npublic external interface External {\n    fun

AddSearchProvider(): Unit\n    fun IsSearchProviderInstalled(): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface EventInit {\n

var bubbles: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

cancelable: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var

composed: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun EventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): EventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"bubbles\"] =

bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [CustomEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CustomEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class CustomEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: CustomEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n

open val detail: Any?\n    fun initCustomEvent(type: String, bubbles: Boolean, cancelable: Boolean, detail: Any?):

Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface CustomEventInit : EventInit {\n    var detail: Any? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

CustomEventInit(detail: Any? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean?

= false): CustomEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"detail\"] = detail\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface

EventListenerOptions {\n    var capture: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun EventListenerOptions(capture: Boolean? =

false): EventListenerOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"capture\"] = capture\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic

external interface AddEventListenerOptions : EventListenerOptions {\n    var passive: Boolean? /* = false */\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var once: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

AddEventListenerOptions(passive: Boolean? = false, once: Boolean? = false, capture: Boolean? = false):

AddEventListenerOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"passive\"] = passive\n    o[\"once\"] = once\n

o[\"capture\"] = capture\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface NonElementParentNode {\n    fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentOrShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentOrShadowRoot) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface DocumentOrShadowRoot {\n    val fullscreenElement: Element?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [ParentNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ParentNode) to Kotlin\n */\npublic
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external interface ParentNode {\n    val children: HTMLCollection\n    val firstElementChild: Element?\n    val

lastElementChild: Element?\n    val childElementCount: Int\n    fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    fun

append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    fun

querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NonDocumentTypeChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NonDocumentTypeChildNode) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface NonDocumentTypeChildNode {\n    val previousElementSibling: Element?\n

val nextElementSibling: Element?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ChildNode](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ChildNode) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

ChildNode {\n    fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    fun

replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    fun remove(): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface Slotable {\n    val

assignedSlot: HTMLSlotElement?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

NodeList : ItemArrayLike<Node> {\n    override val length: Int\n    override fun item(index: Int):

Node?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun NodeList.get(index: Int): Node? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[HTMLCollection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/HTMLCollection) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class HTMLCollection : UnionElementOrHTMLCollection, ItemArrayLike<Element> {\n

override val length: Int\n    override fun item(index: Int): Element?\n    fun namedItem(name: String):

Element?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(index: Int): Element? =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun HTMLCollection.get(name: String): Element?

= asDynamic()[name]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationObserver](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationObserver) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class MutationObserver(callback: (Array<MutationRecord>, MutationObserver) -> Unit) {\n    fun

observe(target: Node, options: MutationObserverInit = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun disconnect(): Unit\n    fun

takeRecords(): Array<MutationRecord>\n}\n\npublic external interface MutationObserverInit {\n    var childList:

Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var attributes:

Boolean?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var characterData: Boolean?\n

  get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var subtree: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var attributeOldValue: Boolean?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var characterDataOldValue: Boolean?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var attributeFilter: Array<String>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

MutationObserverInit(childList: Boolean? = false, attributes: Boolean? = null, characterData: Boolean? = null,

subtree: Boolean? = false, attributeOldValue: Boolean? = null, characterDataOldValue: Boolean? = null,

attributeFilter: Array<String>? = null): MutationObserverInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"childList\"] =

childList\n    o[\"attributes\"] = attributes\n    o[\"characterData\"] = characterData\n    o[\"subtree\"] = subtree\n

o[\"attributeOldValue\"] = attributeOldValue\n    o[\"characterDataOldValue\"] = characterDataOldValue\n

o[\"attributeFilter\"] = attributeFilter\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MutationRecord](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MutationRecord) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class MutationRecord {\n    open val type: String\n    open val target: Node\n    open val addedNodes:

NodeList\n    open val removedNodes: NodeList\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\n    open val nextSibling:

Node?\n    open val attributeName: String?\n    open val attributeNamespace: String?\n    open val oldValue:

String?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Node](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Node) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Node : EventTarget {\n    open val nodeType: Short\n    open val

nodeName: String\n    open val baseURI: String\n    open val isConnected: Boolean\n    open val ownerDocument:

Document?\n    open val parentNode: Node?\n    open val parentElement: Element?\n    open val childNodes:

NodeList\n    open val firstChild: Node?\n    open val lastChild: Node?\n    open val previousSibling: Node?\n

open val nextSibling: Node?\n    open var nodeValue: String?\n    open var textContent: String?\n    fun
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getRootNode(options: GetRootNodeOptions = definedExternally): Node\n    fun hasChildNodes(): Boolean\n    fun

normalize(): Unit\n    fun cloneNode(deep: Boolean = definedExternally): Node\n    fun isEqualNode(otherNode:

Node?): Boolean\n    fun isSameNode(otherNode: Node?): Boolean\n    fun compareDocumentPosition(other:

Node): Short\n    fun contains(other: Node?): Boolean\n    fun lookupPrefix(namespace: String?): String?\n    fun

lookupNamespaceURI(prefix: String?): String?\n    fun isDefaultNamespace(namespace: String?): Boolean\n    fun

insertBefore(node: Node, child: Node?): Node\n    fun appendChild(node: Node): Node\n    fun replaceChild(node:

Node, child: Node): Node\n    fun removeChild(child: Node): Node\n\n    companion object {\n        val

ELEMENT_NODE: Short\n        val ATTRIBUTE_NODE: Short\n        val TEXT_NODE: Short\n        val

CDATA_SECTION_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_REFERENCE_NODE: Short\n        val ENTITY_NODE:

Short\n        val PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION_NODE: Short\n        val COMMENT_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_NODE: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_TYPE_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT_NODE: Short\n        val NOTATION_NODE: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_DISCONNECTED: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_PRECEDING: Short\n

    val DOCUMENT_POSITION_FOLLOWING: Short\n        val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINS: Short\n

     val DOCUMENT_POSITION_CONTAINED_BY: Short\n        val

DOCUMENT_POSITION_IMPLEMENTATION_SPECIFIC: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface

GetRootNodeOptions {\n    var composed: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun GetRootNodeOptions(composed: Boolean?

= false): GetRootNodeOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLDocument](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLDocument) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class XMLDocument : Document {\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\n

override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n

override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String):

NodeList\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */): Array<DOMQuad>\n

  override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun

convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n}\n\npublic external interface ElementCreationOptions {\n    @JsName(\"is\")

var is_: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ElementCreationOptions(is_: String? =

null): ElementCreationOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"is\"] = is_\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMImplementation](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMImplementation) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class DOMImplementation {\n    fun createDocumentType(qualifiedName:

String, publicId: String, systemId: String): DocumentType\n    fun createDocument(namespace: String?,

qualifiedName: String, doctype: DocumentType? = definedExternally): XMLDocument\n    fun

createHTMLDocument(title: String = definedExternally): Document\n    fun hasFeature(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [DocumentType](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentType) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class DocumentType : Node, ChildNode {\n    open val name: String\n    open

val publicId: String\n    open val systemId: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DocumentFragment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DocumentFragment) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class DocumentFragment : Node, NonElementParentNode, ParentNode {\n    override val children:

HTMLCollection\n    override val firstElementChild: Element?\n    override val lastElementChild: Element?\n

override val childElementCount: Int\n    override fun getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\n    override fun

prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun

querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String):

NodeList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[ShadowRoot](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ShadowRoot) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class ShadowRoot : DocumentFragment, DocumentOrShadowRoot {\n    open val mode: ShadowRootMode\n

open val host: Element\n    override val fullscreenElement: Element?\n    override fun getElementById(elementId:

String): Element?\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun append(vararg nodes:

dynamic): Unit\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override fun

querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Element](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Element) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Element : Node, ParentNode, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode, Slotable, GeometryUtils,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction, UnionElementOrHTMLCollection, UnionElementOrRadioNodeList,

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\n    open var innerHTML: String\n    open var outerHTML: String\n    open val

namespaceURI: String?\n    open val prefix: String?\n    open val localName: String\n    open val tagName: String\n

 open var id: String\n    open var className: String\n    open val classList: DOMTokenList\n    open var slot:

String\n    open val attributes: NamedNodeMap\n    open val shadowRoot: ShadowRoot?\n    open var scrollTop:

Double\n    open var scrollLeft: Double\n    open val scrollWidth: Int\n    open val scrollHeight: Int\n    open val

clientTop: Int\n    open val clientLeft: Int\n    open val clientWidth: Int\n    open val clientHeight: Int\n    fun

requestFullscreen(): Promise<Unit>\n    fun insertAdjacentHTML(position: String, text: String): Unit\n    fun

hasAttributes(): Boolean\n    fun getAttributeNames(): Array<String>\n    fun getAttribute(qualifiedName: String):

String?\n    fun getAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): String?\n    fun setAttribute(qualifiedName:

String, value: String): Unit\n    fun setAttributeNS(namespace: String?, qualifiedName: String, value: String): Unit\n

  fun removeAttribute(qualifiedName: String): Unit\n    fun removeAttributeNS(namespace: String?, localName:

String): Unit\n    fun hasAttribute(qualifiedName: String): Boolean\n    fun hasAttributeNS(namespace: String?,

localName: String): Boolean\n    fun getAttributeNode(qualifiedName: String): Attr?\n    fun

getAttributeNodeNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\n    fun setAttributeNode(attr: Attr): Attr?\n

fun setAttributeNodeNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\n    fun removeAttributeNode(attr: Attr): Attr\n    fun attachShadow(init:

ShadowRootInit): ShadowRoot\n    fun closest(selectors: String): Element?\n    fun matches(selectors: String):

Boolean\n    fun webkitMatchesSelector(selectors: String): Boolean\n    fun

getElementsByTagName(qualifiedName: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun

getElementsByTagNameNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun

getElementsByClassName(classNames: String): HTMLCollection\n    fun insertAdjacentElement(where: String,

element: Element): Element?\n    fun insertAdjacentText(where: String, data: String): Unit\n    fun getClientRects():

Array<DOMRect>\n    fun getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\n    fun scrollIntoView(): Unit\n    fun

scrollIntoView(arg: dynamic): Unit\n    fun scroll(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

scroll(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun scrollTo(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

scrollTo(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n    fun scrollBy(options: ScrollToOptions = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun

scrollBy(x: Double, y: Double): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface ShadowRootInit {\n    var mode:

ShadowRootMode?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ShadowRootInit(mode:

ShadowRootMode?): ShadowRootInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [NamedNodeMap](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NamedNodeMap) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class NamedNodeMap : ItemArrayLike<Attr> {\n    override val length: Int\n

override fun item(index: Int): Attr?\n    fun getNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr?\n    fun

getNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr?\n    fun setNamedItem(attr: Attr): Attr?\n    fun

setNamedItemNS(attr: Attr): Attr?\n    fun removeNamedItem(qualifiedName: String): Attr\n    fun

removeNamedItemNS(namespace: String?, localName: String): Attr\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator

fun NamedNodeMap.get(index: Int): Attr? = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

NamedNodeMap.get(qualifiedName: String): Attr? = asDynamic()[qualifiedName]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Attr](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Attr) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

Attr : Node {\n    open val namespaceURI: String?\n    open val prefix: String?\n    open val localName: String\n
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open val name: String\n    open var value: String\n    open val ownerElement: Element?\n    open val specified:

Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CharacterData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CharacterData) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CharacterData : Node, NonDocumentTypeChildNode, ChildNode {\n    open var data: String\n    open

val length: Int\n    fun substringData(offset: Int, count: Int): String\n    fun appendData(data: String): Unit\n    fun

insertData(offset: Int, data: String): Unit\n    fun deleteData(offset: Int, count: Int): Unit\n    fun replaceData(offset:

Int, count: Int, data: String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Text](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Text) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class Text(data:

String = definedExternally) : CharacterData, Slotable, GeometryUtils {\n    open val wholeText: String\n    override

val previousElementSibling: Element?\n    override val nextElementSibling: Element?\n    override val assignedSlot:

HTMLSlotElement?\n    fun splitText(offset: Int): Text\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n

override fun after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n

override fun remove(): Unit\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n

override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CDATASection](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CDATASection) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class CDATASection : Text {\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun

after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun

remove(): Unit\n    override fun getBoxQuads(options: BoxQuadOptions /* = definedExternally */):

Array<DOMQuad>\n    override fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from: dynamic, options:

ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n    override fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* = definedExternally */): DOMQuad\n

override fun convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions /* =

definedExternally */): DOMPoint\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProcessingInstruction](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProcessingInstruction) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class ProcessingInstruction : CharacterData, LinkStyle,

UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction {\n    open val target: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Comment](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Comment) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Comment(data: String = definedExternally) : CharacterData {\n    override val previousElementSibling: Element?\n

 override val nextElementSibling: Element?\n    override fun before(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun

after(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun replaceWith(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun

remove(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Range](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Range) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class Range {\n

  open val startContainer: Node\n    open val startOffset: Int\n    open val endContainer: Node\n    open val

endOffset: Int\n    open val collapsed: Boolean\n    open val commonAncestorContainer: Node\n    fun

createContextualFragment(fragment: String): DocumentFragment\n    fun setStart(node: Node, offset: Int): Unit\n

fun setEnd(node: Node, offset: Int): Unit\n    fun setStartBefore(node: Node): Unit\n    fun setStartAfter(node:

Node): Unit\n    fun setEndBefore(node: Node): Unit\n    fun setEndAfter(node: Node): Unit\n    fun

collapse(toStart: Boolean = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun selectNode(node: Node): Unit\n    fun

selectNodeContents(node: Node): Unit\n    fun compareBoundaryPoints(how: Short, sourceRange: Range): Short\n

fun deleteContents(): Unit\n    fun extractContents(): DocumentFragment\n    fun cloneContents():

DocumentFragment\n    fun insertNode(node: Node): Unit\n    fun surroundContents(newParent: Node): Unit\n

fun cloneRange(): Range\n    fun detach(): Unit\n    fun isPointInRange(node: Node, offset: Int): Boolean\n    fun

comparePoint(node: Node, offset: Int): Short\n    fun intersectsNode(node: Node): Boolean\n    fun getClientRects():

Array<DOMRect>\n    fun getBoundingClientRect(): DOMRect\n\n    companion object {\n        val
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START_TO_START: Short\n        val START_TO_END: Short\n        val END_TO_END: Short\n        val

END_TO_START: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeIterator](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeIterator) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class NodeIterator {\n    open val root: Node\n    open val referenceNode: Node\n    open val

pointerBeforeReferenceNode: Boolean\n    open val whatToShow: Int\n    open val filter: NodeFilter?\n    fun

nextNode(): Node?\n    fun previousNode(): Node?\n    fun detach(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[TreeWalker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/TreeWalker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class TreeWalker {\n    open val root: Node\n    open val whatToShow: Int\n    open val filter: NodeFilter?\n    open

var currentNode: Node\n    fun parentNode(): Node?\n    fun firstChild(): Node?\n    fun lastChild(): Node?\n    fun

previousSibling(): Node?\n    fun nextSibling(): Node?\n    fun previousNode(): Node?\n    fun nextNode():

Node?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[NodeFilter](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NodeFilter) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

NodeFilter {\n    fun acceptNode(node: Node): Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val FILTER_ACCEPT:

Short\n        val FILTER_REJECT: Short\n        val FILTER_SKIP: Short\n        val SHOW_ALL: Int\n        val

SHOW_ELEMENT: Int\n        val SHOW_ATTRIBUTE: Int\n        val SHOW_TEXT: Int\n        val

SHOW_CDATA_SECTION: Int\n        val SHOW_ENTITY_REFERENCE: Int\n        val SHOW_ENTITY: Int\n

    val SHOW_PROCESSING_INSTRUCTION: Int\n        val SHOW_COMMENT: Int\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT: Int\n        val SHOW_DOCUMENT_TYPE: Int\n        val

SHOW_DOCUMENT_FRAGMENT: Int\n        val SHOW_NOTATION: Int\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMTokenList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMTokenList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class DOMTokenList : ItemArrayLike<String> {\n    override val length: Int\n    open var value:

String\n    override fun item(index: Int): String?\n    fun contains(token: String): Boolean\n    fun add(vararg tokens:

String): Unit\n    fun remove(vararg tokens: String): Unit\n    fun toggle(token: String, force: Boolean =

definedExternally): Boolean\n    fun replace(token: String, newToken: String): Unit\n    fun supports(token: String):

Boolean\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DOMTokenList.get(index: Int): String? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPointReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPointReadOnly) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class DOMPointReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, w: Double) {\n    open val x: Double\n

open val y: Double\n    open val z: Double\n    open val w: Double\n    fun matrixTransform(matrix:

DOMMatrixReadOnly): DOMPoint\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMPoint](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMPoint) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

DOMPoint : DOMPointReadOnly {\n    constructor(point: DOMPointInit)\n    constructor(x: Double =

definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, z: Double = definedExternally, w: Double = definedExternally)\n

 override var x: Double\n    override var y: Double\n    override var z: Double\n    override var w:

Double\n}\n\npublic external interface DOMPointInit {\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var z: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var w: Double? /* = 1.0 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

DOMPointInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y: Double? = 0.0, z: Double? = 0.0, w: Double? = 1.0): DOMPointInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"x\"] = x\n    o[\"y\"] = y\n    o[\"z\"] = z\n    o[\"w\"] = w\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [DOMRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRect) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class DOMRect(x: Double = definedExternally, y: Double = definedExternally, width: Double =

definedExternally, height: Double = definedExternally) : DOMRectReadOnly {\n    override var x: Double\n

override var y: Double\n    override var width: Double\n    override var height: Double\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [DOMRectReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMRectReadOnly) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class DOMRectReadOnly(x: Double, y: Double, width: Double, height: Double) {\n    open

val x: Double\n    open val y: Double\n    open val width: Double\n    open val height: Double\n    open val top:
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Double\n    open val right: Double\n    open val bottom: Double\n    open val left: Double\n}\n\npublic external

interface DOMRectInit {\n    var x: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var y: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var width: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var height: Double? /* = 0.0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun DOMRectInit(x: Double? = 0.0, y: Double?

= 0.0, width: Double? = 0.0, height: Double? = 0.0): DOMRectInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"x\"] = x\n

o[\"y\"] = y\n    o[\"width\"] = width\n    o[\"height\"] = height\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface

DOMRectList : ItemArrayLike<DOMRect> {\n    override fun item(index: Int):

DOMRect?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun DOMRectList.get(index: Int): DOMRect? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\npublic external open class DOMQuad {\n    constructor(p1: DOMPointInit =

definedExternally, p2: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p3: DOMPointInit = definedExternally, p4:

DOMPointInit = definedExternally)\n    constructor(rect: DOMRectInit)\n    open val p1: DOMPoint\n    open val

p2: DOMPoint\n    open val p3: DOMPoint\n    open val p4: DOMPoint\n    open val bounds:

DOMRectReadOnly\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMMatrixReadOnly](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrixReadOnly) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class DOMMatrixReadOnly(numberSequence: Array<Double>) {\n    open val a: Double\n

  open val b: Double\n    open val c: Double\n    open val d: Double\n    open val e: Double\n    open val f: Double\n

 open val m11: Double\n    open val m12: Double\n    open val m13: Double\n    open val m14: Double\n    open val

m21: Double\n    open val m22: Double\n    open val m23: Double\n    open val m24: Double\n    open val m31:

Double\n    open val m32: Double\n    open val m33: Double\n    open val m34: Double\n    open val m41: Double\n

 open val m42: Double\n    open val m43: Double\n    open val m44: Double\n    open val is2D: Boolean\n    open

val isIdentity: Boolean\n    fun translate(tx: Double, ty: Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n

fun scale(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n

  fun scale3d(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally, originZ:

Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun scaleNonUniform(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double =

definedExternally, scaleZ: Double = definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double =

definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotate(angle: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateFromVector(x:

Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateAxisAngle(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double):

DOMMatrix\n    fun skewX(sx: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun skewY(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun

multiply(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\n    fun flipX(): DOMMatrix\n    fun flipY(): DOMMatrix\n    fun

inverse(): DOMMatrix\n    fun transformPoint(point: DOMPointInit = definedExternally): DOMPoint\n    fun

toFloat32Array(): Float32Array\n    fun toFloat64Array(): Float64Array\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[DOMMatrix](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/DOMMatrix) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class DOMMatrix() : DOMMatrixReadOnly {\n    constructor(transformList: String)\n    constructor(other:

DOMMatrixReadOnly)\n    constructor(array32: Float32Array)\n    constructor(array64: Float64Array)\n

constructor(numberSequence: Array<Double>)\n    override var a: Double\n    override var b: Double\n    override

var c: Double\n    override var d: Double\n    override var e: Double\n    override var f: Double\n    override var m11:

Double\n    override var m12: Double\n    override var m13: Double\n    override var m14: Double\n    override var

m21: Double\n    override var m22: Double\n    override var m23: Double\n    override var m24: Double\n    override

var m31: Double\n    override var m32: Double\n    override var m33: Double\n    override var m34: Double\n

override var m41: Double\n    override var m42: Double\n    override var m43: Double\n    override var m44:

Double\n    fun multiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix): DOMMatrix\n    fun preMultiplySelf(other: DOMMatrix):

DOMMatrix\n    fun translateSelf(tx: Double, ty: Double, tz: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun

scaleSelf(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n

  fun scale3dSelf(scale: Double, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally,

originZ: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun scaleNonUniformSelf(scaleX: Double, scaleY: Double =
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definedExternally, scaleZ: Double = definedExternally, originX: Double = definedExternally, originY: Double =

definedExternally, originZ: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateSelf(angle: Double, originX:

Double = definedExternally, originY: Double = definedExternally): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateFromVectorSelf(x:

Double, y: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun rotateAxisAngleSelf(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double, angle: Double):

DOMMatrix\n    fun skewXSelf(sx: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun skewYSelf(sy: Double): DOMMatrix\n    fun

invertSelf(): DOMMatrix\n    fun setMatrixValue(transformList: String): DOMMatrix\n}\n\npublic external

interface ScrollOptions {\n    var behavior: ScrollBehavior? /* = ScrollBehavior.AUTO */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ScrollOptions(behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO): ScrollOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface ScrollToOptions : ScrollOptions {\n    var

left: Double?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var top: Double?\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ScrollToOptions(left: Double? = null, top: Double? = null, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO):

ScrollToOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"left\"] = left\n    o[\"top\"] = top\n    o[\"behavior\"] =

behavior\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[MediaQueryList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/MediaQueryList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class MediaQueryList : EventTarget {\n    open val media: String\n    open val matches: Boolean\n    open

var onchange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun addListener(listener: EventListener?): Unit\n    fun

addListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?): Unit\n    fun removeListener(listener: EventListener?): Unit\n    fun

removeListener(listener: ((Event) -> Unit)?): Unit\n}\n\npublic external open class MediaQueryListEvent(type:

String, eventInitDict: MediaQueryListEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val media: String\n    open

val matches: Boolean\n}\n\npublic external interface MediaQueryListEventInit : EventInit {\n    var media: String?

/* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var matches: Boolean? /* =

false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun MediaQueryListEventInit(media: String? =

\"\", matches: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): MediaQueryListEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"media\"] = media\n    o[\"matches\"] = matches\n

  o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Screen](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Screen) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class Screen {\n    open val availWidth: Int\n    open val availHeight: Int\n    open val

width: Int\n    open val height: Int\n    open val colorDepth: Int\n    open val pixelDepth: Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [CaretPosition](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CaretPosition) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class CaretPosition {\n    open val offsetNode: Node\n    open val offset: Int\n    fun

getClientRect(): DOMRect?\n}\n\npublic external interface ScrollIntoViewOptions : ScrollOptions {\n    var block:

ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var inline: ScrollLogicalPosition? /* = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ScrollIntoViewOptions(block: ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, inline:

ScrollLogicalPosition? = ScrollLogicalPosition.CENTER, behavior: ScrollBehavior? = ScrollBehavior.AUTO):

ScrollIntoViewOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"block\"] = block\n    o[\"inline\"] = inline\n

o[\"behavior\"] = behavior\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface BoxQuadOptions {\n    var box:

CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var relativeTo: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BoxQuadOptions(box: CSSBoxType? =

CSSBoxType.BORDER, relativeTo: dynamic = null): BoxQuadOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"box\"] =

box\n    o[\"relativeTo\"] = relativeTo\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface ConvertCoordinateOptions {\n

var fromBox: CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var toBox: CSSBoxType? /* = CSSBoxType.BORDER */\n        get() = definedExternally\n
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   set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ConvertCoordinateOptions(fromBox: CSSBoxType? = CSSBoxType.BORDER, toBox: CSSBoxType? =

CSSBoxType.BORDER): ConvertCoordinateOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"fromBox\"] = fromBox\n

o[\"toBox\"] = toBox\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface GeometryUtils {\n    fun getBoxQuads(options:

BoxQuadOptions = definedExternally): Array<DOMQuad>\n    fun convertQuadFromNode(quad: dynamic, from:

dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\n    fun convertRectFromNode(rect:

DOMRectReadOnly, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions = definedExternally): DOMQuad\n    fun

convertPointFromNode(point: DOMPointInit, from: dynamic, options: ConvertCoordinateOptions =

definedExternally): DOMPoint\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface UnionElementOrProcessingInstruction

{\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface UnionElementOrHTMLCollection {\n}\n\npublic external @marker

interface UnionElementOrRadioNodeList {\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface

UnionHTMLOptGroupElementOrHTMLOptionElement {\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface

UnionAudioTrackOrTextTrackOrVideoTrack {\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface

UnionElementOrMouseEvent {\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface UnionMessagePortOrWindow

{\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n}\n\npublic external @marker

interface HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\n}\n\npublic external @marker interface RenderingContext {\n}\n\npublic

external @marker interface HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface DocumentReadyState {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.LOADING: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"loading\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.INTERACTIVE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"interactive\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\npublic inline val

DocumentReadyState.Companion.COMPLETE: DocumentReadyState get() =

\"complete\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<DocumentReadyState>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface CanPlayTypeResult {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.EMPTY: CanPlayTypeResult get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\npublic inline val CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.MAYBE:

CanPlayTypeResult get() = \"maybe\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\npublic inline val

CanPlayTypeResult.Companion.PROBABLY: CanPlayTypeResult get() =

\"probably\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanPlayTypeResult>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface TextTrackMode {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.DISABLED: TextTrackMode get() =

\"disabled\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\npublic inline val TextTrackMode.Companion.HIDDEN:

TextTrackMode get() = \"hidden\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\npublic inline val

TextTrackMode.Companion.SHOWING: TextTrackMode get() =

\"showing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackMode>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface TextTrackKind {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.SUBTITLES: TextTrackKind get() =

\"subtitles\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\npublic inline val TextTrackKind.Companion.CAPTIONS:

TextTrackKind get() = \"captions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.DESCRIPTIONS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"descriptions\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.CHAPTERS: TextTrackKind get() =

\"chapters\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\npublic inline val

TextTrackKind.Companion.METADATA: TextTrackKind get() =

\"metadata\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<TextTrackKind>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface SelectionMode {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

SelectionMode.Companion.SELECT: SelectionMode get() =
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\"select\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.START:

SelectionMode get() = \"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\npublic inline val

SelectionMode.Companion.END: SelectionMode get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\npublic inline val SelectionMode.Companion.PRESERVE:

SelectionMode get() = \"preserve\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<SelectionMode>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface CanvasFillRule {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

CanvasFillRule.Companion.NONZERO: CanvasFillRule get() =

\"nonzero\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\npublic inline val CanvasFillRule.Companion.EVENODD:

CanvasFillRule get() = \"evenodd\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasFillRule>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface ImageSmoothingQuality {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.LOW: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\npublic inline val

ImageSmoothingQuality.Companion.HIGH: ImageSmoothingQuality get() =

\"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageSmoothingQuality>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface CanvasLineCap {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

CanvasLineCap.Companion.BUTT: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"butt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\npublic inline val CanvasLineCap.Companion.ROUND:

CanvasLineCap get() = \"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\npublic inline val

CanvasLineCap.Companion.SQUARE: CanvasLineCap get() =

\"square\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineCap>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface CanvasLineJoin {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

CanvasLineJoin.Companion.ROUND: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"round\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\npublic inline val CanvasLineJoin.Companion.BEVEL:

CanvasLineJoin get() = \"bevel\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\npublic inline val

CanvasLineJoin.Companion.MITER: CanvasLineJoin get() =

\"miter\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasLineJoin>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface CanvasTextAlign {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.START: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.END:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.LEFT: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"left\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\npublic inline val CanvasTextAlign.Companion.RIGHT:

CanvasTextAlign get() = \"right\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\npublic inline val

CanvasTextAlign.Companion.CENTER: CanvasTextAlign get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextAlign>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface CanvasTextBaseline {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.TOP: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"top\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.HANGING: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"hanging\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.MIDDLE: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"middle\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.ALPHABETIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"alphabetic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\npublic inline val

CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.IDEOGRAPHIC: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"ideographic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\npublic inline val
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CanvasTextBaseline.Companion.BOTTOM: CanvasTextBaseline get() =

\"bottom\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasTextBaseline>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface CanvasDirection {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val CanvasDirection.Companion.LTR:

CanvasDirection get() = \"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\npublic inline val

CanvasDirection.Companion.RTL: CanvasDirection get() =

\"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\npublic inline val CanvasDirection.Companion.INHERIT:

CanvasDirection get() = \"inherit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CanvasDirection>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface ScrollRestoration {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ScrollRestoration.Companion.AUTO: ScrollRestoration get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\npublic inline val ScrollRestoration.Companion.MANUAL:

ScrollRestoration get() = \"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollRestoration>()\n\n/* please, don't implement

this interface! */\npublic external interface ImageOrientation {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ImageOrientation.Companion.NONE: ImageOrientation get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\npublic inline val ImageOrientation.Companion.FLIPY:

ImageOrientation get() = \"flipY\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ImageOrientation>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface PremultiplyAlpha {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.NONE: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.PREMULTIPLY: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"premultiply\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\npublic inline val

PremultiplyAlpha.Companion.DEFAULT: PremultiplyAlpha get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<PremultiplyAlpha>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface ColorSpaceConversion {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.NONE: ColorSpaceConversion get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\npublic inline val

ColorSpaceConversion.Companion.DEFAULT: ColorSpaceConversion get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ColorSpaceConversion>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface ResizeQuality {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ResizeQuality.Companion.PIXELATED: ResizeQuality get() =

\"pixelated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.LOW:

ResizeQuality get() = \"low\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\npublic inline val

ResizeQuality.Companion.MEDIUM: ResizeQuality get() =

\"medium\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\npublic inline val ResizeQuality.Companion.HIGH:

ResizeQuality get() = \"high\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResizeQuality>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface BinaryType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

BinaryType.Companion.BLOB: BinaryType get() = \"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\npublic inline

val BinaryType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER: BinaryType get() =

\"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<BinaryType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface WorkerType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val WorkerType.Companion.CLASSIC:

WorkerType get() = \"classic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\npublic inline val

WorkerType.Companion.MODULE: WorkerType get() =

\"module\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<WorkerType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface ShadowRootMode {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ShadowRootMode.Companion.OPEN: ShadowRootMode get() =

\"open\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\npublic inline val

ShadowRootMode.Companion.CLOSED: ShadowRootMode get() =

\"closed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ShadowRootMode>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface ScrollBehavior {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val ScrollBehavior.Companion.AUTO:
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ScrollBehavior get() = \"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\npublic inline val

ScrollBehavior.Companion.INSTANT: ScrollBehavior get() =

\"instant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\npublic inline val ScrollBehavior.Companion.SMOOTH:

ScrollBehavior get() = \"smooth\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollBehavior>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface ScrollLogicalPosition {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.START: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"start\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.CENTER: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"center\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.END: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"end\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\npublic inline val

ScrollLogicalPosition.Companion.NEAREST: ScrollLogicalPosition get() =

\"nearest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ScrollLogicalPosition>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface CSSBoxType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

CSSBoxType.Companion.MARGIN: CSSBoxType get() =

\"margin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.BORDER:

CSSBoxType get() = \"border\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\npublic inline val

CSSBoxType.Companion.PADDING: CSSBoxType get() =

\"padding\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\npublic inline val CSSBoxType.Companion.CONTENT:

CSSBoxType get() = \"content\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<CSSBoxType>()\n\n","/*\n * Generated file\n * DO NOT

EDIT\n * \n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage org.w3c.fetch\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Headers](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Headers) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Headers(init: dynamic = definedExternally) {\n    fun append(name: String, value: String): Unit\n    fun delete(name:

String): Unit\n    fun get(name: String): String?\n    fun has(name: String): Boolean\n    fun set(name: String, value:

String): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript [Body](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Body) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface Body {\n    val bodyUsed: Boolean\n    fun arrayBuffer():

Promise<ArrayBuffer>\n    fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\n    fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\n    fun json():

Promise<Any?>\n    fun text(): Promise<String>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Request](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Request) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Request(input: dynamic, init: RequestInit = definedExternally) : Body {\n    open val method: String\n    open val

url: String\n    open val headers: Headers\n    open val type: RequestType\n    open val destination:

RequestDestination\n    open val referrer: String\n    open val referrerPolicy: dynamic\n    open val mode:

RequestMode\n    open val credentials: RequestCredentials\n    open val cache: RequestCache\n    open val redirect:

RequestRedirect\n    open val integrity: String\n    open val keepalive: Boolean\n    override val bodyUsed:

Boolean\n    fun clone(): Request\n    override fun arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\n    override fun blob():

Promise<Blob>\n    override fun formData(): Promise<FormData>\n    override fun json(): Promise<Any?>\n

override fun text(): Promise<String>\n}\n\npublic external interface RequestInit {\n    var method: String?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var headers: dynamic\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var body: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var referrer: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var referrerPolicy: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var mode: RequestMode?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var credentials: RequestCredentials?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =
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definedExternally\n    var cache: RequestCache?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var redirect: RequestRedirect?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var integrity: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var keepalive: Boolean?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var window:

Any?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun RequestInit(method: String? = null, headers:

dynamic = null, body: dynamic = null, referrer: String? = null, referrerPolicy: dynamic = null, mode: RequestMode?

= null, credentials: RequestCredentials? = null, cache: RequestCache? = null, redirect: RequestRedirect? = null,

integrity: String? = null, keepalive: Boolean? = null, window: Any? = null): RequestInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

  o[\"method\"] = method\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\n    o[\"body\"] = body\n    o[\"referrer\"] = referrer\n

o[\"referrerPolicy\"] = referrerPolicy\n    o[\"mode\"] = mode\n    o[\"credentials\"] = credentials\n    o[\"cache\"] =

cache\n    o[\"redirect\"] = redirect\n    o[\"integrity\"] = integrity\n    o[\"keepalive\"] = keepalive\n    o[\"window\"]

= window\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Response](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Response) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Response(body: dynamic = definedExternally, init: ResponseInit = definedExternally) : Body {\n    open val type:

ResponseType\n    open val url: String\n    open val redirected: Boolean\n    open val status: Short\n    open val ok:

Boolean\n    open val statusText: String\n    open val headers: Headers\n    open val body: dynamic\n    open val

trailer: Promise<Headers>\n    override val bodyUsed: Boolean\n    fun clone(): Response\n    override fun

arrayBuffer(): Promise<ArrayBuffer>\n    override fun blob(): Promise<Blob>\n    override fun formData():

Promise<FormData>\n    override fun json(): Promise<Any?>\n    override fun text(): Promise<String>\n\n

companion object {\n        fun error(): Response\n        fun redirect(url: String, status: Short = definedExternally):

Response\n    }\n}\n\npublic external interface ResponseInit {\n    var status: Short? /* = 200 */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var statusText: String? /* = \"OK\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var headers: dynamic\n        get() = definedExternally\n

    set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ResponseInit(status: Short? =

200, statusText: String? = \"OK\", headers: dynamic = null): ResponseInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"status\"] = status\n    o[\"statusText\"] = statusText\n    o[\"headers\"] = headers\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/* please,

don't implement this interface! */\npublic external interface RequestType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline

val RequestType.Companion.EMPTY: RequestType get() = \"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\npublic

inline val RequestType.Companion.AUDIO: RequestType get() =

\"audio\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.FONT:

RequestType get() = \"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.IMAGE: RequestType get() =

\"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.SCRIPT:

RequestType get() = \"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\npublic inline val

RequestType.Companion.STYLE: RequestType get() = \"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\npublic

inline val RequestType.Companion.TRACK: RequestType get() =

\"track\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\npublic inline val RequestType.Companion.VIDEO:

RequestType get() = \"video\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface RequestDestination {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.EMPTY: RequestDestination get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.DOCUMENT: RequestDestination get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.EMBED: RequestDestination get() =

\"embed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.FONT: RequestDestination get() =

\"font\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val RequestDestination.Companion.IMAGE:
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RequestDestination get() = \"image\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MANIFEST: RequestDestination get() =

\"manifest\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.MEDIA: RequestDestination get() =

\"media\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.OBJECT: RequestDestination get() =

\"object\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.REPORT: RequestDestination get() =

\"report\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SCRIPT: RequestDestination get() =

\"script\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SERVICEWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"serviceworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.STYLE: RequestDestination get() =

\"style\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.WORKER: RequestDestination get() =

\"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\npublic inline val

RequestDestination.Companion.XSLT: RequestDestination get() =

\"xslt\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestDestination>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface RequestMode {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.NAVIGATE: RequestMode get() =

\"navigate\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestMode get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\npublic inline val RequestMode.Companion.NO_CORS:

RequestMode get() = \"no-cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\npublic inline val

RequestMode.Companion.CORS: RequestMode get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestMode>()\n\n/*

please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic external interface RequestCredentials {\n    companion

object\n}\npublic inline val RequestCredentials.Companion.OMIT: RequestCredentials get() =

\"omit\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.SAME_ORIGIN: RequestCredentials get() = \"same-

origin\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\npublic inline val

RequestCredentials.Companion.INCLUDE: RequestCredentials get() =

\"include\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCredentials>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic

external interface RequestCache {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.DEFAULT: RequestCache get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_STORE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-store\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.RELOAD: RequestCache get() =

\"reload\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\npublic inline val RequestCache.Companion.NO_CACHE:

RequestCache get() = \"no-cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.FORCE_CACHE: RequestCache get() = \"force-

cache\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\npublic inline val

RequestCache.Companion.ONLY_IF_CACHED: RequestCache get() = \"only-if-

cached\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestCache>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic external

interface RequestRedirect {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val RequestRedirect.Companion.FOLLOW:

RequestRedirect get() = \"follow\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\npublic inline val
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RequestRedirect.Companion.ERROR: RequestRedirect get() =

\"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\npublic inline val RequestRedirect.Companion.MANUAL:

RequestRedirect get() = \"manual\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<RequestRedirect>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface ResponseType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.BASIC: ResponseType get() =

\"basic\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.CORS:

ResponseType get() = \"cors\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.DEFAULT: ResponseType get() =

\"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\npublic inline val ResponseType.Companion.ERROR:

ResponseType get() = \"error\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUE: ResponseType get() =

\"opaque\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\npublic inline val

ResponseType.Companion.OPAQUEREDIRECT: ResponseType get() =

\"opaqueredirect\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ResponseType>()\n\n","/*\n * Generated file\n * DO NOT EDIT\n * \n

* See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage org.w3c.dom.svg\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport

org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport

org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGElement : Element, ElementCSSInlineStyle, GlobalEventHandlers, SVGElementInstance {\n

open val dataset: DOMStringMap\n    open val ownerSVGElement: SVGSVGElement?\n    open val

viewportElement: SVGElement?\n    open var tabIndex: Int\n    fun focus(): Unit\n    fun blur(): Unit\n}\n\npublic

external interface SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\n    var fill: Boolean? /* = true */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

   set(value) = definedExternally\n    var stroke: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var markers: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var clipped: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun SVGBoundingBoxOptions(fill:

Boolean? = true, stroke: Boolean? = false, markers: Boolean? = false, clipped: Boolean? = false):

SVGBoundingBoxOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"fill\"] = fill\n    o[\"stroke\"] = stroke\n

o[\"markers\"] = markers\n    o[\"clipped\"] = clipped\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGGraphicsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGraphicsElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGGraphicsElement : SVGElement, SVGTests {\n    open val transform:

SVGAnimatedTransformList\n    fun getBBox(options: SVGBoundingBoxOptions = definedExternally):

DOMRect\n    fun getCTM(): DOMMatrix?\n    fun getScreenCTM(): DOMMatrix?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGGeometryElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGeometryElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGGeometryElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    open val

pathLength: SVGAnimatedNumber\n    fun isPointInFill(point: DOMPoint): Boolean\n    fun isPointInStroke(point:

DOMPoint): Boolean\n    fun getTotalLength(): Float\n    fun getPointAtLength(distance: Float):

DOMPoint\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumber) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGNumber {\n    open var value: Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLength) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class SVGLength {\n    open val unitType: Short\n    open var value: Float\n    open var valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float\n    open var valueAsString: String\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float): Unit\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_NUMBER: Short\n        val
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SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PERCENTAGE: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EMS: Short\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_EXS: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PX: Short\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_CM: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_MM: Short\n        val

SVG_LENGTHTYPE_IN: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PT: Short\n        val SVG_LENGTHTYPE_PC:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAngle) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class SVGAngle {\n    open val unitType: Short\n    open var value: Float\n    open var valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float\n    open var valueAsString: String\n    fun newValueSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short, valueInSpecifiedUnits:

Float): Unit\n    fun convertToSpecifiedUnits(unitType: Short): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_UNSPECIFIED: Short\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_DEG: Short\n        val SVG_ANGLETYPE_RAD: Short\n        val

SVG_ANGLETYPE_GRAD: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGNameList {\n    open val length:

Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear(): Unit\n    fun initialize(newItem: dynamic): dynamic\n    fun

getItem(index: Int): dynamic\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: dynamic, index: Int): dynamic\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: dynamic, index: Int): dynamic\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): dynamic\n    fun

appendItem(newItem: dynamic): dynamic\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGNameList.get(index: Int): dynamic = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGNameList.set(index: Int, newItem: dynamic): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGNumberList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGNumberList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n

fun clear(): Unit\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGNumber): SVGNumber\n    fun getItem(index: Int): SVGNumber\n

  fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\n    fun replaceItem(newItem:

SVGNumber, index: Int): SVGNumber\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGNumber\n    fun appendItem(newItem:

SVGNumber): SVGNumber\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGNumberList.get(index: Int):

SVGNumber? = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGNumberList.set(index:

Int, newItem: SVGNumber): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLengthList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGLengthList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear(): Unit\n

fun initialize(newItem: SVGLength): SVGLength\n    fun getItem(index: Int): SVGLength\n    fun

insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGLength, index: Int): SVGLength\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: SVGLength, index:

Int): SVGLength\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGLength\n    fun appendItem(newItem: SVGLength):

SVGLength\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGLengthList.get(index: Int): SVGLength? =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGLengthList.set(index: Int, newItem:

SVGLength): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedBoolean](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedBoolean) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedBoolean {\n    open var baseVal: Boolean\n    open val animVal:

Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedEnumeration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedEnumeration) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedEnumeration {\n    open var baseVal: Short\n    open val

animVal: Short\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedInteger](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedInteger) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedInteger {\n    open var baseVal: Int\n    open val animVal:

Int\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumber](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumber) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumber {\n    open var baseVal: Float\n    open val animVal:

Float\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLength](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLength) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLength {\n    open val baseVal: SVGLength\n    open val animVal:
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SVGLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedAngle](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedAngle) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGAnimatedAngle {\n    open val baseVal: SVGAngle\n    open val animVal:

SVGAngle\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedString](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedString) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGAnimatedString {\n    open var baseVal: String\n    open val animVal: String\n}\n\n/**\n

* Exposes the JavaScript [SVGAnimatedRect](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedRect)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedRect {\n    open val baseVal: DOMRect\n    open val

animVal: DOMRectReadOnly\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedNumberList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedNumberList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedNumberList {\n    open val baseVal: SVGNumberList\n    open val

animVal: SVGNumberList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedLengthList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedLengthList) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedLengthList {\n    open val baseVal: SVGLengthList\n    open val

animVal: SVGLengthList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStringList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStringList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGStringList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear(): Unit\n    fun

initialize(newItem: String): String\n    fun getItem(index: Int): String\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: String,

index: Int): String\n    fun replaceItem(newItem: String, index: Int): String\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): String\n

fun appendItem(newItem: String): String\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGStringList.get(index: Int): String? = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGStringList.set(index: Int, newItem: String): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\n\npublic external

interface SVGUnitTypes {\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX:

Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTests](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTests) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external interface

SVGTests {\n    val requiredExtensions: SVGStringList\n    val systemLanguage: SVGStringList\n}\n\npublic

external interface SVGFitToViewBox {\n    val viewBox: SVGAnimatedRect\n    val preserveAspectRatio:

SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\n}\n\npublic external interface SVGZoomAndPan {\n    var zoomAndPan:

Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic

external interface SVGURIReference {\n    val href: SVGAnimatedString\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSVGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSVGElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGSVGElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGZoomAndPan,

WindowEventHandlers {\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open var currentScale: Float\n    open

val currentTranslate: DOMPointReadOnly\n    fun getIntersectionList(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement:

SVGElement?): NodeList\n    fun getEnclosureList(rect: DOMRectReadOnly, referenceElement: SVGElement?):

NodeList\n    fun checkIntersection(element: SVGElement, rect: DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\n    fun

checkEnclosure(element: SVGElement, rect: DOMRectReadOnly): Boolean\n    fun deselectAll(): Unit\n    fun

createSVGNumber(): SVGNumber\n    fun createSVGLength(): SVGLength\n    fun createSVGAngle():

SVGAngle\n    fun createSVGPoint(): DOMPoint\n    fun createSVGMatrix(): DOMMatrix\n    fun

createSVGRect(): DOMRect\n    fun createSVGTransform(): SVGTransform\n    fun

createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): SVGTransform\n    fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element\n    fun suspendRedraw(maxWaitMilliseconds: Int): Int\n    fun

unsuspendRedraw(suspendHandleID: Int): Unit\n    fun unsuspendRedrawAll(): Unit\n    fun forceRedraw():

Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *
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Exposes the JavaScript [SVGGElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGGElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGUnknownElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDefsElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDefsElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGDefsElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGDescElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGDescElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGDescElement : SVGElement {\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGMetadataElement : SVGElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTitleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTitleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGTitleElement : SVGElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSymbolElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSymbolElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGSymbolElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGFitToViewBox {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGUseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGUseElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGUseElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

height: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val instanceRoot: SVGElement?\n    open val animatedInstanceRoot:

SVGElement?\n}\n\npublic external open class SVGUseElementShadowRoot : ShadowRoot {\n    override fun

getElementById(elementId: String): Element?\n    override fun prepend(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override

fun append(vararg nodes: dynamic): Unit\n    override fun querySelector(selectors: String): Element?\n    override

fun querySelectorAll(selectors: String): NodeList\n}\n\npublic external interface SVGElementInstance {\n    val

correspondingElement: SVGElement?\n    val correspondingUseElement: SVGUseElement?\n}\n\npublic external

open class ShadowAnimation(source: dynamic, newTarget: dynamic) {\n    open val sourceAnimation:

dynamic\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGSwitchElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGSwitchElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGSwitchElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n}\n\npublic external interface

GetSVGDocument {\n    fun getSVGDocument(): Document\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStyleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStyleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGStyleElement : SVGElement, LinkStyle {\n    open var type: String\n    open var media:

String\n    open var title: String\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTransform](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransform) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGTransform {\n    open val type: Short\n    open val matrix: DOMMatrix\n    open val angle:

Float\n    fun setMatrix(matrix: DOMMatrixReadOnly): Unit\n    fun setTranslate(tx: Float, ty: Float): Unit\n    fun

setScale(sx: Float, sy: Float): Unit\n    fun setRotate(angle: Float, cx: Float, cy: Float): Unit\n    fun setSkewX(angle:

Float): Unit\n    fun setSkewY(angle: Float): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_MATRIX: Short\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_TRANSLATE: Short\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_SCALE: Short\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_ROTATE: Short\n        val SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWX: Short\n        val

SVG_TRANSFORM_SKEWY: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTransformList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGTransformList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear():

Unit\n    fun initialize(newItem: SVGTransform): SVGTransform\n    fun getItem(index: Int): SVGTransform\n

fun insertItemBefore(newItem: SVGTransform, index: Int): SVGTransform\n    fun replaceItem(newItem:

SVGTransform, index: Int): SVGTransform\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): SVGTransform\n    fun

appendItem(newItem: SVGTransform): SVGTransform\n    fun createSVGTransformFromMatrix(matrix:

DOMMatrixReadOnly): SVGTransform\n    fun consolidate(): SVGTransform?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly

inline operator fun SVGTransformList.get(index: Int): SVGTransform? =

asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun SVGTransformList.set(index: Int, newItem:

SVGTransform): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[SVGAnimatedTransformList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedTransformList) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedTransformList {\n    open val baseVal:

SVGTransformList\n    open val animVal: SVGTransformList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPreserveAspectRatio) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGPreserveAspectRatio {\n    open var align: Short\n    open var meetOrSlice:

Short\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_NONE: Short\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMIN:

Short\n        val SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMIN: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMIN: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMID: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMID: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMID: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMINYMAX: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMIDYMAX: Short\n        val

SVG_PRESERVEASPECTRATIO_XMAXYMAX: Short\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_UNKNOWN: Short\n

     val SVG_MEETORSLICE_MEET: Short\n        val SVG_MEETORSLICE_SLICE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPreserveAspect

Ratio) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio {\n    open val baseVal:

SVGPreserveAspectRatio\n    open val animVal: SVGPreserveAspectRatio\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPathElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPathElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGPathElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGRectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRectElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGRectElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open

val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\n

 open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val ry: SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGCircleElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCircleElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGCircleElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val cx: SVGAnimatedLength\n

open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGEllipseElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGEllipseElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGEllipseElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val cx: SVGAnimatedLength\n

open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val rx: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val ry:

SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLineElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGLineElement : SVGGeometryElement {\n    open val x1: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open

val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y2:

SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGMeshElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGMeshElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGMeshElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGURIReference {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGAnimatedPoints](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAnimatedPoints) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external interface SVGAnimatedPoints {\n    val points: SVGPointList\n    val animatedPoints:

SVGPointList\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGPointList {\n    open val length: Int\n    open val

numberOfItems: Int\n    fun clear(): Unit\n    fun initialize(newItem: DOMPoint): DOMPoint\n    fun getItem(index:

Int): DOMPoint\n    fun insertItemBefore(newItem: DOMPoint, index: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun

replaceItem(newItem: DOMPoint, index: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun removeItem(index: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun

appendItem(newItem: DOMPoint): DOMPoint\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGPointList.get(index: Int): DOMPoint? = asDynamic()[index]\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun

SVGPointList.set(index: Int, newItem: DOMPoint): Unit { asDynamic()[index] = newItem; }\n\n/**\n * Exposes
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the JavaScript [SVGPolylineElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolylineElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGPolylineElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints

{\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGPolygonElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPolygonElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGPolygonElement : SVGGeometryElement, SVGAnimatedPoints {\n}\n\n/**\n

* Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextContentElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextContentElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGTextContentElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    open val textLength:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val lengthAdjust: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    fun getNumberOfChars(): Int\n

fun getComputedTextLength(): Float\n    fun getSubStringLength(charnum: Int, nchars: Int): Float\n    fun

getStartPositionOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun getEndPositionOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMPoint\n    fun

getExtentOfChar(charnum: Int): DOMRect\n    fun getRotationOfChar(charnum: Int): Float\n    fun

getCharNumAtPosition(point: DOMPoint): Int\n    fun selectSubString(charnum: Int, nchars: Int): Unit\n\n

companion object {\n        val LENGTHADJUST_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACING:

Short\n        val LENGTHADJUST_SPACINGANDGLYPHS: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGTextPositioningElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextPositioningElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGTextPositioningElement : SVGTextContentElement {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLengthList\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLengthList\n    open val dx: SVGAnimatedLengthList\n

open val dy: SVGAnimatedLengthList\n    open val rotate: SVGAnimatedNumberList\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGTextElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTextElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGTextElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [SVGTSpanElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGTSpanElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGTSpanElement : SVGTextPositioningElement {\n}\n\npublic external abstract

class SVGTextPathElement : SVGTextContentElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open val startOffset:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val method: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val spacing:

SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n\n    companion object {\n        val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_UNKNOWN:

Short\n        val TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_ALIGN: Short\n        val

TEXTPATH_METHODTYPE_STRETCH: Short\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n

   val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_AUTO: Short\n        val TEXTPATH_SPACINGTYPE_EXACT: Short\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGImageElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGImageElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGImageElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference,

HTMLOrSVGImageElement {\n    open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open

val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val preserveAspectRatio:

SVGAnimatedPreserveAspectRatio\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGForeignObjectElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGForeignObjectElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGForeignObjectElement : SVGGraphicsElement {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

height: SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGMarkerElement : SVGElement,

SVGFitToViewBox {\n    open val refX: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val refY: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open

val markerUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val markerWidth: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

markerHeight: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val orientType: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val

orientAngle: SVGAnimatedAngle\n    open var orient: String\n    fun setOrientToAuto(): Unit\n    fun

setOrientToAngle(angle: SVGAngle): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_MARKERUNITS_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_MARKERUNITS_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n

val SVG_MARKERUNITS_STROKEWIDTH: Short\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_UNKNOWN: Short\n

    val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_AUTO: Short\n        val SVG_MARKER_ORIENT_ANGLE: Short\n

}\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGSolidcolorElement : SVGElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript
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[SVGGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGGradientElement) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class SVGGradientElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference, SVGUnitTypes {\n

open val gradientUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val gradientTransform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\n

  open val spreadMethod: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n\n    companion object {\n        val

SVG_SPREADMETHOD_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_PAD: Short\n        val

SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REFLECT: Short\n        val SVG_SPREADMETHOD_REPEAT: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGLinearGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGLinearGradientElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGLinearGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\n    open val x1:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y1: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val x2: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val

y2: SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGRadialGradientElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGRadialGradientElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGRadialGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\n    open val cx:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val cy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val r: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val fx:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val fy: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val fr: SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\npublic

external abstract class SVGMeshGradientElement : SVGGradientElement {\n}\n\npublic external abstract class

SVGMeshrowElement : SVGElement {\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGMeshpatchElement : SVGElement

{\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGStopElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGStopElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGStopElement : SVGElement {\n    open val offset: SVGAnimatedNumber\n}\n\n/**\n *

Exposes the JavaScript [SVGPatternElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGPatternElement)

to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGPatternElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox,

SVGURIReference, SVGUnitTypes {\n    open val patternUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val

patternContentUnits: SVGAnimatedEnumeration\n    open val patternTransform: SVGAnimatedTransformList\n

open val x: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val width: SVGAnimatedLength\n

 open val height: SVGAnimatedLength\n\n    companion object {\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_UNKNOWN:

Short\n        val SVG_UNIT_TYPE_USERSPACEONUSE: Short\n        val

SVG_UNIT_TYPE_OBJECTBOUNDINGBOX: Short\n    }\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGHatchElement

: SVGElement {\n}\n\npublic external abstract class SVGHatchpathElement : SVGElement {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes

the JavaScript [SVGCursorElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGCursorElement) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class SVGCursorElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open val x:

SVGAnimatedLength\n    open val y: SVGAnimatedLength\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGScriptElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGScriptElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGScriptElement : SVGElement, SVGURIReference, HTMLOrSVGScriptElement {\n

open var type: String\n    open var crossOrigin: String?\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGAElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGAElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class SVGAElement : SVGGraphicsElement, SVGURIReference {\n    open val target:

SVGAnimatedString\n    open val download: SVGAnimatedString\n    open val rel: SVGAnimatedString\n    open

val relList: SVGAnimatedString\n    open val hreflang: SVGAnimatedString\n    open val type:

SVGAnimatedString\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[SVGViewElement](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/SVGViewElement) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external abstract class SVGViewElement : SVGElement, SVGFitToViewBox, SVGZoomAndPan {\n\n

companion object {\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_UNKNOWN: Short\n        val

SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_DISABLE: Short\n        val SVG_ZOOMANDPAN_MAGNIFY: Short\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n

* Generated file\n * DO NOT EDIT\n * \n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage org.w3c.files\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport
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org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport org.w3c.performance.*\nimport

org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Blob](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Blob) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

Blob(blobParts: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally, options: BlobPropertyBag = definedExternally) {\n    open

val size: Int\n    open val type: String\n    open val isClosed: Boolean\n    fun slice(start: Int = definedExternally,

end: Int = definedExternally, contentType: String = definedExternally): Blob\n    fun close(): Unit\n}\n\npublic

external interface BlobPropertyBag {\n    var type: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun BlobPropertyBag(type: String?

= \"\"): BlobPropertyBag {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [File](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/File) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

File(fileBits: Array<dynamic>, fileName: String, options: FilePropertyBag = definedExternally) : Blob {\n    open

val name: String\n    open val lastModified: Int\n}\n\npublic external interface FilePropertyBag : BlobPropertyBag

{\n    var lastModified: Int?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun FilePropertyBag(lastModified: Int? = null,

type: String? = \"\"): FilePropertyBag {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"lastModified\"] = lastModified\n

o[\"type\"] = type\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileList](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileList) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class

FileList : ItemArrayLike<File> {\n    override val length: Int\n    override fun item(index: Int):

File?\n}\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly inline operator fun FileList.get(index: Int): File? =

asDynamic()[index]\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileReader](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReader) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

FileReader : EventTarget {\n    open val readyState: Short\n    open val result: dynamic\n    open val error:

dynamic\n    var onloadstart: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onprogress: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onload:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onabort: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var

onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob): Unit\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob:

Blob): Unit\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun readAsDataURL(blob:

Blob): Unit\n    fun abort(): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        val EMPTY: Short\n        val LOADING: Short\n

   val DONE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FileReaderSync](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FileReaderSync) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

open class FileReaderSync {\n    fun readAsArrayBuffer(blob: Blob): ArrayBuffer\n    fun readAsBinaryString(blob:

Blob): String\n    fun readAsText(blob: Blob, label: String = definedExternally): String\n    fun

readAsDataURL(blob: Blob): String\n}\n\n","/*\n * Generated file\n * DO NOT EDIT\n * \n * See

libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage

org.w3c.notifications\n\nimport kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Notification](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Notification) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class Notification(title: String, options: NotificationOptions = definedExternally) : EventTarget {\n    var onclick:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open val title: String\n    open val dir:

NotificationDirection\n    open val lang: String\n    open val body: String\n    open val tag: String\n    open val

image: String\n    open val icon: String\n    open val badge: String\n    open val sound: String\n    open val vibrate:

Array<out Int>\n    open val timestamp: Number\n    open val renotify: Boolean\n    open val silent: Boolean\n

open val noscreen: Boolean\n    open val requireInteraction: Boolean\n    open val sticky: Boolean\n    open val data:

Any?\n    open val actions: Array<out NotificationAction>\n    fun close(): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n        var

permission: NotificationPermission\n        var maxActions: Int\n        fun requestPermission(deprecatedCallback:
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(NotificationPermission) -> Unit = definedExternally): Promise<NotificationPermission>\n    }\n}\n\npublic

external interface NotificationOptions {\n    var dir: NotificationDirection? /* = NotificationDirection.AUTO */\n

 get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lang: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var body: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var tag: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var image: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var icon: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var badge: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var sound: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var vibrate: dynamic\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var timestamp: Number?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var renotify: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var silent: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var noscreen: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var requireInteraction: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get()

= definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var sticky: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var data: Any? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var actions: Array<NotificationAction>? /* = arrayOf()

*/\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline fun NotificationOptions(dir: NotificationDirection? = NotificationDirection.AUTO, lang: String? = \"\", body:

String? = \"\", tag: String? = \"\", image: String? = null, icon: String? = null, badge: String? = null, sound: String? =

null, vibrate: dynamic = null, timestamp: Number? = null, renotify: Boolean? = false, silent: Boolean? = false,

noscreen: Boolean? = false, requireInteraction: Boolean? = false, sticky: Boolean? = false, data: Any? = null,

actions: Array<NotificationAction>? = arrayOf()): NotificationOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"dir\"] =

dir\n    o[\"lang\"] = lang\n    o[\"body\"] = body\n    o[\"tag\"] = tag\n    o[\"image\"] = image\n    o[\"icon\"] =

icon\n    o[\"badge\"] = badge\n    o[\"sound\"] = sound\n    o[\"vibrate\"] = vibrate\n    o[\"timestamp\"] =

timestamp\n    o[\"renotify\"] = renotify\n    o[\"silent\"] = silent\n    o[\"noscreen\"] = noscreen\n

o[\"requireInteraction\"] = requireInteraction\n    o[\"sticky\"] = sticky\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"actions\"] =

actions\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface NotificationAction {\n    var action: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var title: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var icon: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun NotificationAction(action: String?, title:

String?, icon: String? = null): NotificationAction {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"action\"] = action\n    o[\"title\"]

= title\n    o[\"icon\"] = icon\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface GetNotificationOptions {\n    var tag:

String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun GetNotificationOptions(tag: String? = \"\"):

GetNotificationOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"tag\"] = tag\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [NotificationEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/NotificationEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class NotificationEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: NotificationEventInit) :

ExtendableEvent {\n    open val notification: Notification\n    open val action: String\n}\n\npublic external interface

NotificationEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n    var notification: Notification?\n        get() = definedExternally\n

  set(value) = definedExternally\n    var action: String? /* = \"\" */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun NotificationEventInit(notification:

Notification?, action: String? = \"\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): NotificationEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"notification\"] = notification\n    o[\"action\"] =

action\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return

o\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic external interface NotificationPermission {\n

companion object\n}\npublic inline val NotificationPermission.Companion.DEFAULT: NotificationPermission

get() = \"default\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\npublic inline val
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NotificationPermission.Companion.DENIED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"denied\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\npublic inline val

NotificationPermission.Companion.GRANTED: NotificationPermission get() =

\"granted\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationPermission>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface NotificationDirection {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.AUTO: NotificationDirection get() =

\"auto\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\npublic inline val

NotificationDirection.Companion.LTR: NotificationDirection get() =

\"ltr\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\npublic inline val NotificationDirection.Companion.RTL:

NotificationDirection get() = \"rtl\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<NotificationDirection>()\n\n","/*\n * Generated file\n

* DO NOT EDIT\n * \n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage org.w3c.workers\n\nimport

kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.xhr.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerRegistration](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerRegistration) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerRegistration : EventTarget {\n    open val installing:

ServiceWorker?\n    open val waiting: ServiceWorker?\n    open val active: ServiceWorker?\n    open val scope:

String\n    open var onupdatefound: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open val APISpace: dynamic\n    fun update():

Promise<Unit>\n    fun unregister(): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun methodName(): Promise<dynamic>\n    fun

showNotification(title: String, options: NotificationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Unit>\n    fun

getNotifications(filter: GetNotificationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerGlobalScope](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerGlobalScope) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerGlobalScope : WorkerGlobalScope {\n    open val clients:

Clients\n    open val registration: ServiceWorkerRegistration\n    open var oninstall: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open

var onactivate: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onfetch: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onforeignfetch:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onmessage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onfunctionalevent: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onnotificationclick: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onnotificationclose: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    fun skipWaiting(): Promise<Unit>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorker](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorker) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class ServiceWorker : EventTarget, AbstractWorker, UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker,

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n    open val scriptURL: String\n    open val state:

ServiceWorkerState\n    open var onstatechange: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?,

transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ServiceWorkerContainer](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerContainer) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external abstract class ServiceWorkerContainer : EventTarget {\n    open val controller:

ServiceWorker?\n    open val ready: Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\n    open var oncontrollerchange:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onmessage: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    fun register(scriptURL: String, options:

RegistrationOptions = definedExternally): Promise<ServiceWorkerRegistration>\n    fun getRegistration(clientURL:

String = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\n    fun getRegistrations(): Promise<dynamic>\n    fun

startMessages(): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface RegistrationOptions {\n    var scope: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var type: WorkerType? /* = WorkerType.CLASSIC */\n

      get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

fun RegistrationOptions(scope: String? = null, type: WorkerType? = WorkerType.CLASSIC): RegistrationOptions

{\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"scope\"] = scope\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript
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[ServiceWorkerMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ServiceWorkerMessageEvent) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class ServiceWorkerMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict:

ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val data: Any?\n    open val origin:

String\n    open val lastEventId: String\n    open val source: UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n    open val

ports: Array<out MessagePort>?\n}\n\npublic external interface ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit : EventInit {\n

var data: Any?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lastEventId: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var source: UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n

get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit(data: Any? = null, origin: String? = null, lastEventId: String? = null, source:

UnionMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = null, ports: Array<MessagePort>? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): ServiceWorkerMessageEventInit {\n    val o =

js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n    o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\n    o[\"source\"] =

source\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] =

composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Client](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Client) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Client :

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n    open val url: String\n    open val frameType: FrameType\n

open val id: String\n    fun postMessage(message: Any?, transfer: Array<dynamic> = definedExternally):

Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[WindowClient](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/WindowClient) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class WindowClient : Client {\n    open val visibilityState: dynamic\n    open val focused: Boolean\n    fun

focus(): Promise<WindowClient>\n    fun navigate(url: String): Promise<WindowClient>\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [Clients](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Clients) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract

class Clients {\n    fun get(id: String): Promise<Any?>\n    fun matchAll(options: ClientQueryOptions =

definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\n    fun openWindow(url: String): Promise<WindowClient?>\n    fun

claim(): Promise<Unit>\n}\n\npublic external interface ClientQueryOptions {\n    var includeUncontrolled:

Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var type:

ClientType? /* = ClientType.WINDOW */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ClientQueryOptions(includeUncontrolled:

Boolean? = false, type: ClientType? = ClientType.WINDOW): ClientQueryOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"includeUncontrolled\"] = includeUncontrolled\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the

JavaScript [ExtendableEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class ExtendableEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit =

definedExternally) : Event {\n    fun waitUntil(f: Promise<Any?>): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface

ExtendableEventInit : EventInit {\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ExtendableEventInit(bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false):

ExtendableEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[InstallEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/InstallEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class InstallEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableEventInit = definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\n    fun

registerForeignFetch(options: ForeignFetchOptions): Unit\n}\n\npublic external interface ForeignFetchOptions {\n

var scopes: Array<String>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origins:

Array<String>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ForeignFetchOptions(scopes:

Array<String>?, origins: Array<String>?): ForeignFetchOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"scopes\"] =

scopes\n    o[\"origins\"] = origins\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FetchEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FetchEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class
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FetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: FetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\n    open val request: Request\n    open

val clientId: String?\n    open val isReload: Boolean\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<Response>): Unit\n}\n\npublic

external interface FetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n    var request: Request?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var clientId: String? /* = null */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var isReload: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

FetchEventInit(request: Request?, clientId: String? = null, isReload: Boolean? = false, bubbles: Boolean? = false,

cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? = false): FetchEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n

o[\"request\"] = request\n    o[\"clientId\"] = clientId\n    o[\"isReload\"] = isReload\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external open class

ForeignFetchEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ForeignFetchEventInit) : ExtendableEvent {\n    open val request:

Request\n    open val origin: String\n    fun respondWith(r: Promise<ForeignFetchResponse>): Unit\n}\n\npublic

external interface ForeignFetchEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n    var request: Request?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String? /* = \"null\" */\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ForeignFetchEventInit(request: Request?, origin: String? = \"null\", bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean?

= false, composed: Boolean? = false): ForeignFetchEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"request\"] =

request\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n    o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n

o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic external interface ForeignFetchResponse {\n    var

response: Response?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String?\n

   get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var headers: Array<String>?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

ForeignFetchResponse(response: Response?, origin: String? = null, headers: Array<String>? = null):

ForeignFetchResponse {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"response\"] = response\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n

o[\"headers\"] = headers\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ExtendableMessageEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ExtendableMessageEvent) to Kotlin\n

*/\npublic external open class ExtendableMessageEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ExtendableMessageEventInit =

definedExternally) : ExtendableEvent {\n    open val data: Any?\n    open val origin: String\n    open val lastEventId:

String\n    open val source: UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n    open val ports: Array<out

MessagePort>?\n}\n\npublic external interface ExtendableMessageEventInit : ExtendableEventInit {\n    var data:

Any?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var origin: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var lastEventId: String?\n        get() =

definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var source:

UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var ports: Array<MessagePort>?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ExtendableMessageEventInit(data: Any? =

null, origin: String? = null, lastEventId: String? = null, source: UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker? = null,

ports: Array<MessagePort>? = null, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false, composed: Boolean? =

false): ExtendableMessageEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"data\"] = data\n    o[\"origin\"] = origin\n

o[\"lastEventId\"] = lastEventId\n    o[\"source\"] = source\n    o[\"ports\"] = ports\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[Cache](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/Cache) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class Cache

{\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Any?>\n    fun

matchAll(request: dynamic = definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<dynamic>\n    fun add(request: dynamic): Promise<Unit>\n    fun addAll(requests: Array<dynamic>):

Promise<Unit>\n    fun put(request: dynamic, response: Response): Promise<Unit>\n    fun delete(request: dynamic,

options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun keys(request: dynamic =

definedExternally, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally): Promise<dynamic>\n}\n\npublic external
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interface CacheQueryOptions {\n    var ignoreSearch: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ignoreMethod: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var ignoreVary: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

set(value) = definedExternally\n    var cacheName: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CacheQueryOptions(ignoreSearch:

Boolean? = false, ignoreMethod: Boolean? = false, ignoreVary: Boolean? = false, cacheName: String? = null):

CacheQueryOptions {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"ignoreSearch\"] = ignoreSearch\n    o[\"ignoreMethod\"] =

ignoreMethod\n    o[\"ignoreVary\"] = ignoreVary\n    o[\"cacheName\"] = cacheName\n\n    return o\n}\n\npublic

external interface CacheBatchOperation {\n    var type: String?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var request: Request?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n

var response: Response?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) = definedExternally\n    var options:

CacheQueryOptions?\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun CacheBatchOperation(type: String? = null,

request: Request? = null, response: Response? = null, options: CacheQueryOptions? = null): CacheBatchOperation

{\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"type\"] = type\n    o[\"request\"] = request\n    o[\"response\"] = response\n

o[\"options\"] = options\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[CacheStorage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/CacheStorage) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external

abstract class CacheStorage {\n    fun match(request: dynamic, options: CacheQueryOptions = definedExternally):

Promise<Any?>\n    fun has(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun open(cacheName: String):

Promise<Cache>\n    fun delete(cacheName: String): Promise<Boolean>\n    fun keys():

Promise<dynamic>\n}\n\npublic external open class FunctionalEvent : ExtendableEvent {\n}\n\npublic external

@marker interface UnionClientOrMessagePortOrServiceWorker {\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface ServiceWorkerState {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLING: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"installing\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.INSTALLED: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"installed\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATING: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activating\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.ACTIVATED: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"activated\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\npublic inline val

ServiceWorkerState.Companion.REDUNDANT: ServiceWorkerState get() =

\"redundant\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ServiceWorkerState>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface!

*/\npublic external interface FrameType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val

FrameType.Companion.AUXILIARY: FrameType get() =

\"auxiliary\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\npublic inline val FrameType.Companion.TOP_LEVEL:

FrameType get() = \"top-level\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\npublic inline val

FrameType.Companion.NESTED: FrameType get() = \"nested\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\npublic

inline val FrameType.Companion.NONE: FrameType get() =

\"none\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<FrameType>()\n\n/* please, don't implement this interface! */\npublic external

interface ClientType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.WINDOW: ClientType

get() = \"window\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.WORKER:

ClientType get() = \"worker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\npublic inline val

ClientType.Companion.SHAREDWORKER: ClientType get() =

\"sharedworker\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\npublic inline val ClientType.Companion.ALL:

ClientType get() = \"all\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<ClientType>()\n\n","/*\n * Generated file\n * DO NOT EDIT\n

* \n * See libraries/tools/idl2k for details\n

*/\n\n@file:Suppress(\"NESTED_CLASS_IN_EXTERNAL_INTERFACE\")\npackage org.w3c.xhr\n\nimport
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kotlin.js.*\nimport org.khronos.webgl.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.css.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.events.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.parsing.*\nimport org.w3c.dom.svg.*\nimport

org.w3c.dom.url.*\nimport org.w3c.fetch.*\nimport org.w3c.files.*\nimport org.w3c.notifications.*\nimport

org.w3c.performance.*\nimport org.w3c.workers.*\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequestEventTarget](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequestEventTarget) to

Kotlin\n */\npublic external abstract class XMLHttpRequestEventTarget : EventTarget {\n    open var onloadstart:

((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onprogress: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onabort: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open var onerror: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onload: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var

ontimeout: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n    open var onloadend: ((Event) -> dynamic)?\n}\n\npublic external abstract

class XMLHttpRequestUpload : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget {\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[XMLHttpRequest](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/XMLHttpRequest) to Kotlin\n */\npublic

external open class XMLHttpRequest : XMLHttpRequestEventTarget {\n    var onreadystatechange: ((Event) ->

dynamic)?\n    open val readyState: Short\n    var timeout: Int\n    var withCredentials: Boolean\n    open val upload:

XMLHttpRequestUpload\n    open val responseURL: String\n    open val status: Short\n    open val statusText:

String\n    var responseType: XMLHttpRequestResponseType\n    open val response: Any?\n    open val

responseText: String\n    open val responseXML: Document?\n    fun open(method: String, url: String): Unit\n    fun

open(method: String, url: String, async: Boolean, username: String? = definedExternally, password: String? =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun setRequestHeader(name: String, value: String): Unit\n    fun send(body: dynamic =

definedExternally): Unit\n    fun abort(): Unit\n    fun getResponseHeader(name: String): String?\n    fun

getAllResponseHeaders(): String\n    fun overrideMimeType(mime: String): Unit\n\n    companion object {\n

val UNSENT: Short\n        val OPENED: Short\n        val HEADERS_RECEIVED: Short\n        val LOADING:

Short\n        val DONE: Short\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[FormData](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/FormData) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open class

FormData(form: HTMLFormElement = definedExternally) {\n    fun append(name: String, value: String): Unit\n

fun append(name: String, value: Blob, filename: String = definedExternally): Unit\n    fun delete(name: String):

Unit\n    fun get(name: String): dynamic\n    fun getAll(name: String): Array<dynamic>\n    fun has(name: String):

Boolean\n    fun set(name: String, value: String): Unit\n    fun set(name: String, value: Blob, filename: String =

definedExternally): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * Exposes the JavaScript

[ProgressEvent](https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/API/ProgressEvent) to Kotlin\n */\npublic external open

class ProgressEvent(type: String, eventInitDict: ProgressEventInit = definedExternally) : Event {\n    open val

lengthComputable: Boolean\n    open val loaded: Int\n    open val total: Int\n}\n\npublic external interface

ProgressEventInit : EventInit {\n    var lengthComputable: Boolean? /* = false */\n        get() = definedExternally\n

    set(value) = definedExternally\n    var loaded: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n    var total: Int? /* = 0 */\n        get() = definedExternally\n        set(value) =

definedExternally\n}\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun ProgressEventInit(lengthComputable:

Boolean? = false, loaded: Int? = 0, total: Int? = 0, bubbles: Boolean? = false, cancelable: Boolean? = false,

composed: Boolean? = false): ProgressEventInit {\n    val o = js(\"({})\")\n\n    o[\"lengthComputable\"] =

lengthComputable\n    o[\"loaded\"] = loaded\n    o[\"total\"] = total\n    o[\"bubbles\"] = bubbles\n

o[\"cancelable\"] = cancelable\n    o[\"composed\"] = composed\n\n    return o\n}\n\n/* please, don't implement this

interface! */\npublic external interface XMLHttpRequestResponseType {\n    companion object\n}\npublic inline

val XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.EMPTY: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.ARRAYBUFFER: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"arraybuffer\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.BLOB: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"blob\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.DOCUMENT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"document\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\npublic inline val
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XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.JSON: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"json\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\npublic inline val

XMLHttpRequestResponseType.Companion.TEXT: XMLHttpRequestResponseType get() =

\"text\".asDynamic().unsafeCast<XMLHttpRequestResponseType>()\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.js\n\nimport getKClass\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KClass\nimport kotlin.reflect.js.internal.KClassImpl\n\n/**\n * Represents the constructor of a class.

Instances of `JsClass` can be passed to JavaScript APIs that expect a constructor reference.\n */\nexternal interface

JsClass<T : Any> {\n    /**\n     * Returns the unqualified name of the class represented by this instance.\n     */\n

val name: String\n}\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use class literal and extension property `js` instead.\", replaceWith =

ReplaceWith(\"T::class.js\"), level = DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\nexternal fun <T : Any> jsClass():

JsClass<T>\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use class literal and extension property `js` instead.\", replaceWith =

ReplaceWith(\"this::class.js\"), level = DeprecationLevel.WARNING)\nval <T : Any> T.jsClass: JsClass<T>\n

get() = when (jsTypeOf(this)) {\n        \"string\" -> js(\"String\")\n        \"number\" -> js(\"Number\")\n

\"boolean\" -> js(\"Boolean\")\n        else -> js(\"Object\").getPrototypeOf(this).constructor\n    }\n\n/**\n * Obtains

a constructor reference for the given `KClass`.\n */\nval <T : Any> KClass<T>.js: JsClass<T>\n    get() = (this as

KClassImpl<T>).jClass\n\n/**\n * Obtains a `KClass` instance for the given constructor reference.\n */\nval <T :

Any> JsClass<T>.kotlin: KClass<T>\n    get() = getKClass(this)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n

*\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect.js.internal\n\nimport

kotlin.reflect.*\n\ninternal abstract class KClassImpl<T : Any>(\n        internal open val jClass: JsClass<T>\n) :

KClass<T> {\n    override val annotations: List<Annotation>\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val constructors:

Collection<KFunction<T>>\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val isAbstract: Boolean\n        get() = TODO()\n

override val isCompanion: Boolean\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val isData: Boolean\n        get() = TODO()\n

  override val isFinal: Boolean\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val isInner: Boolean\n        get() = TODO()\n

override val isOpen: Boolean\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val isSealed: Boolean\n        get() = TODO()\n

override val members: Collection<KCallable<*>>\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val nestedClasses:

Collection<KClass<*>>\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val objectInstance: T?\n        get() = TODO()\n

override val qualifiedName: String?\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val supertypes: List<KType>\n        get() =

TODO()\n    override val typeParameters: List<KTypeParameter>\n        get() = TODO()\n    override val visibility:

KVisibility?\n        get() = TODO()\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is

KClassImpl<*> && jClass == other.jClass\n    }\n\n    // TODO: use FQN\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

simpleName?.hashCode() ?: 0\n\n    override fun toString(): String {\n        // TODO: use FQN\n        return \"class

$simpleName\"\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class SimpleKClassImpl<T : Any>(jClass: JsClass<T>) :

KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\n    override val simpleName: String? =

jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`?.simpleName.unsafeCast<String?>()\n\n    override fun isInstance(value: Any?):

Boolean {\n        return js(\"Kotlin\").isType(value, jClass)\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class PrimitiveKClassImpl<T :

Any>(\n        jClass: JsClass<T>,\n        private val givenSimpleName: String,\n        private val isInstanceFunction:

(Any?) -> Boolean\n) : KClassImpl<T>(jClass) {\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other !is

PrimitiveKClassImpl<*>) return false\n        return super.equals(other) && givenSimpleName ==
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other.givenSimpleName\n    }\n\n    override val simpleName: String? get() = givenSimpleName\n\n    override fun

isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean {\n        return isInstanceFunction(value)\n    }\n}\n\ninternal object

NothingKClassImpl : KClassImpl<Nothing>(js(\"Object\")) {\n    override val simpleName: String =

\"Nothing\"\n\n    override fun isInstance(value: Any?): Boolean = false\n\n    override val jClass:

JsClass<Nothing>\n        get() = throw UnsupportedOperationException(\"There's no native JS class for Nothing

type\")\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other === this\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

0\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.reflect.js.internal\n\nimport kotlin.js.JsClass\n\n@JsName(\"PrimitiveClasses\")\ninternal object

PrimitiveClasses {\n    @JsName(\"anyClass\")\n    val anyClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Object\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Any\", { it is Any })\n\n

@JsName(\"numberClass\")\n    val numberClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Number>>(), \"Number\", { it is Number })\n\n

@JsName(\"nothingClass\")\n    val nothingClass = NothingKClassImpl\n\n    @JsName(\"booleanClass\")\n    val

booleanClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Boolean\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Boolean>>(), \"Boolean\",  { it is

Boolean })\n\n    @JsName(\"byteClass\")\n    val byteClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Byte>>(), \"Byte\",  { it is Byte })\n\n

@JsName(\"shortClass\")\n    val shortClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Short>>(),

\"Short\", { it is Short })\n\n    @JsName(\"intClass\")\n    val intClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Int>>(), \"Int\", { it is Int })\n\n

@JsName(\"floatClass\")\n    val floatClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Float>>(),

\"Float\", { it is Float })\n\n    @JsName(\"doubleClass\")\n    val doubleClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Number\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Double>>(), \"Double\", { it is Double })\n\n

@JsName(\"arrayClass\")\n    val arrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Array<*>>>(), \"Array\", { it is Array<*> })\n\n

@JsName(\"stringClass\")\n    val stringClass = PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"String\").unsafeCast<JsClass<String>>(),

\"String\", { it is String })\n\n    @JsName(\"throwableClass\")\n    val throwableClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Error\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Throwable>>(), \"Throwable\", { it is Throwable })\n\n

@JsName(\"booleanArrayClass\")\n    val booleanArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<BooleanArray>>(), \"BooleanArray\", { it is BooleanArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"charArrayClass\")\n    val charArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Uint16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<CharArray>>(), \"CharArray\", { it is CharArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"byteArrayClass\")\n    val byteArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int8Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ByteArray>>(), \"ByteArray\", { it is ByteArray })\n\n

@JsName(\"shortArrayClass\")\n    val shortArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int16Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<ShortArray>>(), \"ShortArray\", { it is ShortArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"intArrayClass\")\n    val intArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Int32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<IntArray>>(), \"IntArray\", { it is IntArray })\n\n

@JsName(\"longArrayClass\")\n    val longArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<LongArray>>(), \"LongArray\", { it is LongArray })\n\n

@JsName(\"floatArrayClass\")\n    val floatArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float32Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<FloatArray>>(), \"FloatArray\", { it is FloatArray

})\n\n    @JsName(\"doubleArrayClass\")\n    val doubleArrayClass =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Float64Array\").unsafeCast<JsClass<DoubleArray>>(), \"DoubleArray\", { it is
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DoubleArray })\n\n    @JsName(\"functionClass\")\n    fun functionClass(arity: Int): KClassImpl<Any> {\n

return functionClasses.get(arity) ?: run {\n            val result =

PrimitiveKClassImpl(js(\"Function\").unsafeCast<JsClass<Any>>(), \"Function$arity\",\n

 { jsTypeOf(it) === \"function\" && it.asDynamic().length == arity })\n            functionClasses.asDynamic()[arity]

= result\n            result\n        }\n    }\n}\n\nprivate val functionClasses =

arrayOfNulls<KClassImpl<Any>>(0)","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\n// a package is omitted to get declarations directly under the module\n\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KClass\nimport kotlin.reflect.js.internal.*\n\n@JsName(\"getKClass\")\ninternal fun <T : Any>

getKClass(jClass: JsClass<T>): KClass<T> =

getOrCreateKClass(jClass)\n@JsName(\"getKClassFromExpression\")\ninternal fun <T : Any>

getKClassFromExpression(e: T): KClass<T> =\n        when (jsTypeOf(e)) {\n            \"string\" ->

PrimitiveClasses.stringClass\n            \"number\" -> if (js(\"e | 0\") === e) PrimitiveClasses.intClass else

PrimitiveClasses.doubleClass\n            \"boolean\" -> PrimitiveClasses.booleanClass\n            \"function\" ->

PrimitiveClasses.functionClass(e.asDynamic().length)\n            else -> {\n                when {\n                    e is

BooleanArray -> PrimitiveClasses.booleanArrayClass\n                    e is CharArray ->

PrimitiveClasses.charArrayClass\n                    e is ByteArray -> PrimitiveClasses.byteArrayClass\n                    e is

ShortArray -> PrimitiveClasses.shortArrayClass\n                    e is IntArray -> PrimitiveClasses.intArrayClass\n

           e is LongArray -> PrimitiveClasses.longArrayClass\n                    e is FloatArray ->

PrimitiveClasses.floatArrayClass\n                    e is DoubleArray -> PrimitiveClasses.doubleArrayClass\n

 e is KClass<*> -> KClass::class\n                    e is Array<*> -> PrimitiveClasses.arrayClass\n                    else ->

{\n                        val constructor = js(\"Object\").getPrototypeOf(e).constructor\n                        when {\n

         constructor === js(\"Object\") -> PrimitiveClasses.anyClass\n                            constructor === js(\"Error\") ->

PrimitiveClasses.throwableClass\n                            else -> {\n                                val jsClass: JsClass<T> =

constructor\n                                getOrCreateKClass(jsClass)\n                            }\n                        }\n

}\n                }\n            }\n        }.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\n\nprivate fun <T : Any> getOrCreateKClass(jClass:

JsClass<T>): KClass<T> {\n    if (jClass === js(\"String\")) return

PrimitiveClasses.stringClass.unsafeCast<KClass<T>>()\n\n    val metadata = jClass.asDynamic().`$metadata$`\n\n

return if (metadata != null) {\n        if (metadata.`$kClass$` == null) {\n            val kClass =

SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\n            metadata.`$kClass$` = kClass\n            kClass\n        }\n        else {\n

metadata.`$kClass$`\n        }\n    }\n    else {\n        SimpleKClassImpl(jClass)\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.PlatformDependent\n\n/**\n * Classes that inherit from this interface can be represented as a

sequence of elements that can\n * be iterated over.\n * @param T the type of element being iterated over. The

iterator is covariant on its element type.\n */\npublic interface Iterable<out T> {\n    /**\n     * Returns an iterator

over the elements of this object.\n     */\n    public operator fun iterator(): Iterator<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * Classes that

inherit from this interface can be represented as a sequence of elements that can\n * be iterated over and that

supports removing elements during iteration.\n * @param T the type of element being iterated over. The mutable

iterator is invariant on its element type.\n */\npublic interface MutableIterable<out T> : Iterable<T> {\n    /**\n     *
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Returns an iterator over the elements of this sequence that supports removing elements during iteration.\n     */\n

override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<T>\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic collection of elements. Methods in this interface

support only read-only access to the collection;\n * read/write access is supported through the [MutableCollection]

interface.\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The collection is covariant on its element

type.\n */\npublic interface Collection<out E> : Iterable<E> {\n    // Query Operations\n    /**\n     * Returns the size

of the collection.\n     */\n    public val size: Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if the collection is empty (contains no

elements), `false` otherwise.\n     */\n    public fun isEmpty(): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Checks if the specified

element is contained in this collection.\n     */\n    public operator fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E):

Boolean\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    // Bulk Operations\n    /**\n     * Checks if all elements in

the specified collection are contained in this collection.\n     */\n    public fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic collection of elements that supports adding and

removing elements.\n *\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The mutable collection is

invariant on its element type.\n */\npublic interface MutableCollection<E> : Collection<E>, MutableIterable<E> {\n

  // Query Operations\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E>\n\n    // Modification Operations\n    /**\n     *

Adds the specified element to the collection.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if the element has been added, `false` if the

collection does not support duplicates\n     * and the element is already contained in the collection.\n     */\n    public

fun add(element: E): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Removes a single instance of the specified element from this\n     *

collection, if it is present.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if the element has been successfully removed; `false` if it was

not present in the collection.\n     */\n    public fun remove(element: E): Boolean\n\n    // Bulk Modification

Operations\n    /**\n     * Adds all of the elements in the specified collection to this collection.\n     *\n     * @return

`true` if any of the specified elements was added to the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n     */\n

  public fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Removes all of this collection's elements that

are also contained in the specified collection.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if any of the specified elements was

removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n     */\n    public fun removeAll(elements:

Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Retains only the elements in this collection that are contained in the

specified collection.\n     *\n     * @return `true` if any element was removed from the collection, `false` if the

collection was not modified.\n     */\n    public fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     *

Removes all elements from this collection.\n     */\n    public fun clear(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic ordered

collection of elements. Methods in this interface support only read-only access to the list;\n * read/write access is

supported through the [MutableList] interface.\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the list. The list is

covariant on its element type.\n */\npublic interface List<out E> : Collection<E> {\n    // Query Operations\n

override val size: Int\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\n    override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance

E): Boolean\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    // Bulk Operations\n    override fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\n\n    // Positional Access Operations\n    /**\n     * Returns the element

at the specified index in the list.\n     */\n    public operator fun get(index: Int): E\n\n    // Search Operations\n    /**\n

   * Returns the index of the first occurrence of the specified element in the list, or -1 if the specified\n     * element

is not contained in the list.\n     */\n    public fun indexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns

the index of the last occurrence of the specified element in the list, or -1 if the specified\n     * element is not

contained in the list.\n     */\n    public fun lastIndexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int\n\n    // List Iterators\n

/**\n     * Returns a list iterator over the elements in this list (in proper sequence).\n     */\n    public fun listIterator():

ListIterator<E>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a list iterator over the elements in this list (in proper sequence), starting at

the specified [index].\n     */\n    public fun listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E>\n\n    // View\n    /**\n     *

Returns a view of the portion of this list between the specified [fromIndex] (inclusive) and [toIndex] (exclusive).\n

* The returned list is backed by this list, so non-structural changes in the returned list are reflected in this list, and

vice-versa.\n     *\n     * Structural changes in the base list make the behavior of the view undefined.\n     */\n

public fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int): List<E>\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic ordered collection of elements that

supports adding and removing elements.\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the list. The mutable list is

invariant on its element type.\n */\npublic interface MutableList<E> : List<E>, MutableCollection<E> {\n    //
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Modification Operations\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean\n\n    override fun remove(element: E):

Boolean\n\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\n    override fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n

/**\n     * Inserts all of the elements in the specified collection [elements] into this list at the specified [index].\n

*\n     * @return `true` if the list was changed as the result of the operation.\n     */\n    public fun addAll(index: Int,

elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n    override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n    override

fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n    override fun clear(): Unit\n\n    // Positional Access

Operations\n    /**\n     * Replaces the element at the specified position in this list with the specified element.\n

*\n     * @return the element previously at the specified position.\n     */\n    public operator fun set(index: Int,

element: E): E\n\n    /**\n     * Inserts an element into the list at the specified [index].\n     */\n    public fun

add(index: Int, element: E): Unit\n\n    /**\n     * Removes an element at the specified [index] from the list.\n     *\n

 * @return the element that has been removed.\n     */\n    public fun removeAt(index: Int): E\n\n    // List Iterators\n

 override fun listIterator(): MutableListIterator<E>\n\n    override fun listIterator(index: Int):

MutableListIterator<E>\n\n    // View\n    override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int):

MutableList<E>\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic unordered collection of elements that does not support duplicate

elements.\n * Methods in this interface support only read-only access to the set;\n * read/write access is supported

through the [MutableSet] interface.\n * @param E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is covariant on

its element type.\n */\npublic interface Set<out E> : Collection<E> {\n    // Query Operations\n    override val size:

Int\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean\n    override fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean\n

override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    // Bulk Operations\n    override fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * A generic unordered collection of elements that does not

support duplicate elements, and supports\n * adding and removing elements.\n * @param E the type of elements

contained in the set. The mutable set is invariant on its element type.\n */\npublic interface MutableSet<E> :

Set<E>, MutableCollection<E> {\n    // Query Operations\n    override fun iterator(): MutableIterator<E>\n\n    //

Modification Operations\n    override fun add(element: E): Boolean\n\n    override fun remove(element: E):

Boolean\n\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\n    override fun addAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n\n

override fun removeAll(elements: Collection<E>): Boolean\n    override fun retainAll(elements: Collection<E>):

Boolean\n    override fun clear(): Unit\n}\n\n/**\n * A collection that holds pairs of objects (keys and values) and

supports efficiently retrieving\n * the value corresponding to each key. Map keys are unique; the map holds only one

value for each key.\n * Methods in this interface support only read-only access to the map; read-write access is

supported through\n * the [MutableMap] interface.\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its

key type, as it\n *          can accept key as a parameter (of [containsKey] for example) and return it in [keys] set.\n *

@param V the type of map values. The map is covariant on its value type.\n */\npublic interface Map<K, out V> {\n

  // Query Operations\n    /**\n     * Returns the number of key/value pairs in the map.\n     */\n    public val size:

Int\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if the map is empty (contains no elements), `false` otherwise.\n     */\n    public fun

isEmpty(): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if the map contains the specified [key].\n     */\n    public fun

containsKey(key: K): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if the map maps one or more keys to the specified

[value].\n     */\n    public fun containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the

value corresponding to the given [key], or `null` if such a key is not present in the map.\n     */\n    public operator

fun get(key: K): V?\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the value corresponding to the given [key], or [defaultValue] if such a

key is not present in the map.\n     *\n     * @since JDK 1.8\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n

@PlatformDependent\n    public fun getOrDefault(key: K, defaultValue: @UnsafeVariance V): V {\n        // See

default implementation in JDK sources\n        return null as V\n    }\n\n    // Views\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only

[Set] of all keys in this map.\n     */\n    public val keys: Set<K>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only [Collection] of

all values in this map. Note that this collection may contain duplicate values.\n     */\n    public val values:

Collection<V>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all key/value pairs in this map.\n     */\n    public val

entries: Set<Map.Entry<K, V>>\n\n    /**\n     * Represents a key/value pair held by a [Map].\n     */\n    public

interface Entry<out K, out V> {\n        /**\n         * Returns the key of this key/value pair.\n         */\n        public val

key: K\n\n        /**\n         * Returns the value of this key/value pair.\n         */\n        public val value: V\n
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}\n}\n\n/**\n * A modifiable collection that holds pairs of objects (keys and values) and supports efficiently

retrieving\n * the value corresponding to each key. Map keys are unique; the map holds only one value for each

key.\n * @param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type.\n * @param V the type of map

values. The mutable map is invariant on its value type.\n */\npublic interface MutableMap<K, V> : Map<K, V> {\n

 // Modification Operations\n    /**\n     * Associates the specified [value] with the specified [key] in the map.\n

*\n     * @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the key was not present in the map.\n     */\n

 public fun put(key: K, value: V): V?\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the specified key and its corresponding value from

this map.\n     *\n     * @return the previous value associated with the key, or `null` if the key was not present in the

map.\n     */\n    public fun remove(key: K): V?\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the entry for the specified key only if it is

mapped to the specified value.\n     *\n     * @return true if entry was removed\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n

@PlatformDependent\n    public fun remove(key: K, value: V): Boolean {\n        // See default implementation in

JDK sources\n        return true\n    }\n\n    // Bulk Modification Operations\n    /**\n     * Updates this map with

key/value pairs from the specified map [from].\n     */\n    public fun putAll(from: Map<out K, V>): Unit\n\n    /**\n

   * Removes all elements from this map.\n     */\n    public fun clear(): Unit\n\n    // Views\n    /**\n     * Returns a

[MutableSet] of all keys in this map.\n     */\n    override val keys: MutableSet<K>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a

[MutableCollection] of all values in this map. Note that this collection may contain duplicate values.\n     */\n

override val values: MutableCollection<V>\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a [MutableSet] of all key/value pairs in this

map.\n     */\n    override val entries: MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>>\n\n    /**\n     * Represents a

key/value pair held by a [MutableMap].\n     */\n    public interface MutableEntry<K, V> : Map.Entry<K, V> {\n

 /**\n         * Changes the value associated with the key of this entry.\n         *\n         * @return the previous value

corresponding to the key.\n         */\n        public fun setValue(newValue: V): V\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Byte`. */\npublic abstract

class ByteIterator : Iterator<Byte> {\n    override final fun next() = nextByte()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in

the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextByte(): Byte\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Char`. */\npublic abstract class CharIterator : Iterator<Char> {\n    override final fun next() =

nextChar()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextChar():

Char\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Short`. */\npublic abstract class ShortIterator :

Iterator<Short> {\n    override final fun next() = nextShort()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without

boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextShort(): Short\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Int`.

*/\npublic abstract class IntIterator : Iterator<Int> {\n    override final fun next() = nextInt()\n\n    /** Returns the

next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextInt(): Int\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a

sequence of values of type `Long`. */\npublic abstract class LongIterator : Iterator<Long> {\n    override final fun

next() = nextLong()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun

nextLong(): Long\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Float`. */\npublic abstract class

FloatIterator : Iterator<Float> {\n    override final fun next() = nextFloat()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the

sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextFloat(): Float\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of

values of type `Double`. */\npublic abstract class DoubleIterator : Iterator<Double> {\n    override final fun next() =

nextDouble()\n\n    /** Returns the next value in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun

nextDouble(): Double\n}\n\n/** An iterator over a sequence of values of type `Boolean`. */\npublic abstract class

BooleanIterator : Iterator<Boolean> {\n    override final fun next() = nextBoolean()\n\n    /** Returns the next value

in the sequence without boxing. */\n    public abstract fun nextBoolean(): Boolean\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2018 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use
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this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Char`.\n * @property

step the number by which the value is incremented on each step.\n */\ninternal class CharProgressionIterator(first:

Char, last: Char, val step: Int) : CharIterator() {\n    private val finalElement = last.toInt()\n    private var hasNext:

Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first.toInt() else

finalElement\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n    override fun nextChar(): Char {\n        val value

= next\n        if (value == finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n

hasNext = false\n        }\n        else {\n            next += step\n        }\n        return value.toChar()\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n *

An iterator over a progression of values of type `Int`.\n * @property step the number by which the value is

incremented on each step.\n */\ninternal class IntProgressionIterator(first: Int, last: Int, val step: Int) : IntIterator()

{\n    private val finalElement = last\n    private var hasNext: Boolean = if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n

private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n

override fun nextInt(): Int {\n        val value = next\n        if (value == finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw

kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n            hasNext = false\n        }\n        else {\n            next += step\n        }\n

return value\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * An iterator over a progression of values of type `Long`.\n * @property step the

number by which the value is incremented on each step.\n */\ninternal class LongProgressionIterator(first: Long,

last: Long, val step: Long) : LongIterator() {\n    private val finalElement = last\n    private var hasNext: Boolean =

if (step > 0) first <= last else first >= last\n    private var next = if (hasNext) first else finalElement\n\n    override fun

hasNext(): Boolean = hasNext\n\n    override fun nextLong(): Long {\n        val value = next\n        if (value ==

finalElement) {\n            if (!hasNext) throw kotlin.NoSuchElementException()\n            hasNext = false\n        }\n

   else {\n            next += step\n        }\n        return value\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin.ranges\n\nimport kotlin.internal.getProgressionLastElement\n\n/**\n * A progression of

values of type `Char`.\n */\npublic open class CharProgression\n    internal constructor\n    (\n            start: Char,\n

       endInclusive: Char,\n            step: Int\n    ) : Iterable<Char> {\n    init {\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero\")\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the

progression.\n     */\n    public val first: Char = start\n\n    /**\n     * The last element in the progression.\n     */\n

public val last: Char = getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(), endInclusive.toInt(), step).toChar()\n\n    /**\n     *

The step of the progression.\n     */\n    public val step: Int = step\n\n    override fun iterator(): CharIterator =

CharProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is CharProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last &&

step == other.step)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * first.toInt() +

last.toInt()) + step)\n\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo

$last step ${-step}\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         * Creates CharProgression within the specified

bounds of a closed range.\n\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward the

[rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must be

negative.\n         */\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Char, rangeEnd: Char, step: Int):

CharProgression = CharProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A progression of values of type
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`Int`.\n */\npublic open class IntProgression\n    internal constructor\n    (\n            start: Int,\n            endInclusive:

Int,\n            step: Int\n    ) : Iterable<Int> {\n    init {\n        if (step == 0) throw

kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be non-zero\")\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the

progression.\n     */\n    public val first: Int = start\n\n    /**\n     * The last element in the progression.\n     */\n

public val last: Int = getProgressionLastElement(start.toInt(), endInclusive.toInt(), step).toInt()\n\n    /**\n     * The

step of the progression.\n     */\n    public val step: Int = step\n\n    override fun iterator(): IntIterator =

IntProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is IntProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last &&

step == other.step)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * first + last) +

step)\n\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0) \"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-

step}\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         * Creates IntProgression within the specified bounds of a closed

range.\n\n         * The progression starts with the [rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not

excluding it, with the specified [step].\n         * In order to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\n         */\n

public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Int, rangeEnd: Int, step: Int): IntProgression = IntProgression(rangeStart,

rangeEnd, step)\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A progression of values of type `Long`.\n */\npublic open class

LongProgression\n    internal constructor\n    (\n            start: Long,\n            endInclusive: Long,\n            step:

Long\n    ) : Iterable<Long> {\n    init {\n        if (step == 0L) throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be

non-zero\")\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * The first element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val first: Long = start\n\n

/**\n     * The last element in the progression.\n     */\n    public val last: Long =

getProgressionLastElement(start.toLong(), endInclusive.toLong(), step).toLong()\n\n    /**\n     * The step of the

progression.\n     */\n    public val step: Long = step\n\n    override fun iterator(): LongIterator =

LongProgressionIterator(first, last, step)\n\n    /** Checks if the progression is empty. */\n    public open fun

isEmpty(): Boolean = if (step > 0) first > last else first < last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is LongProgression && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last &&

step == other.step)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (31 * (first xor (first ushr

32)) + (last xor (last ushr 32))) + (step xor (step ushr 32))).toInt()\n\n    override fun toString(): String = if (step > 0)

\"$first..$last step $step\" else \"$first downTo $last step ${-step}\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         *

Creates LongProgression within the specified bounds of a closed range.\n\n         * The progression starts with the

[rangeStart] value and goes toward the [rangeEnd] value not excluding it, with the specified [step].\n         * In order

to go backwards the [step] must be negative.\n         */\n        public fun fromClosedRange(rangeStart: Long,

rangeEnd: Long, step: Long): LongProgression = LongProgression(rangeStart, rangeEnd, step)\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n * Represents a

range of values (for example, numbers or characters).\n * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](http://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/ranges.html) for more information.\n */\npublic interface

ClosedRange<T: Comparable<T>> {\n    /**\n     * The minimum value in the range.\n     */\n    public val start:

T\n\n    /**\n     * The maximum value in the range (inclusive).\n     */\n    public val endInclusive: T\n\n    /**\n     *

Checks whether the specified [value] belongs to the range.\n     */\n    public operator fun contains(value: T):

Boolean = value >= start && value <= endInclusive\n\n    /**\n     * Checks whether the range is empty.\n     */\n

public fun isEmpty(): Boolean = start > endInclusive\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2018 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\n// Auto-generated file. DO NOT

EDIT!\n\npackage kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n * A range of values of type `Char`.\n */\npublic class CharRange(start:

Char, endInclusive: Char) : CharProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Char> {\n    override val start:

Char get() = first\n    override val endInclusive: Char get() = last\n\n    override fun contains(value: Char): Boolean =

first <= value && value <= last\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean =\n        other is CharRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last

== other.last)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first.toInt() + last.toInt())\n\n

override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /** An empty range of values of

type Char. */\n        public val EMPTY: CharRange = CharRange(1.toChar(), 0.toChar())\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * A

range of values of type `Int`.\n */\npublic class IntRange(start: Int, endInclusive: Int) : IntProgression(start,

endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Int> {\n    override val start: Int get() = first\n    override val endInclusive: Int get() =

last\n\n    override fun contains(value: Int): Boolean = first <= value && value <= last\n\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n        other is IntRange && (isEmpty() &&

other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if

(isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * first + last)\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object

{\n        /** An empty range of values of type Int. */\n        public val EMPTY: IntRange = IntRange(1, 0)\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * A range of values of type `Long`.\n */\npublic class LongRange(start: Long, endInclusive: Long) :

LongProgression(start, endInclusive, 1), ClosedRange<Long> {\n    override val start: Long get() = first\n    override

val endInclusive: Long get() = last\n\n    override fun contains(value: Long): Boolean = first <= value && value <=

last\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = first > last\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean =\n

other is LongRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n        first == other.first && last == other.last)\n\n

override fun hashCode(): Int =\n        if (isEmpty()) -1 else (31 * (first xor (first ushr 32)) + (last xor (last ushr

32))).toInt()\n\n    override fun toString(): String = \"$first..$last\"\n\n    companion object {\n        /** An empty

range of values of type Long. */\n        public val EMPTY: LongRange = LongRange(1, 0)\n    }\n}\n\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\n/**\n * The type with only

one value: the Unit object. This type corresponds to the `void` type in Java.\n */\npublic object Unit {\n    override

fun toString() = \"kotlin.Unit\"\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.annotation\n\n/**\n * Contains the list of code elements which are the possible

annotation targets\n */\npublic enum class AnnotationTarget {\n    /** Class, interface or object, annotation class is

also included */\n    CLASS,\n    /** Annotation class only */\n    ANNOTATION_CLASS,\n    /** Generic type

parameter (unsupported yet) */\n    TYPE_PARAMETER,\n    /** Property */\n    PROPERTY,\n    /** Field,

including property's backing field */\n    FIELD,\n    /** Local variable */\n    LOCAL_VARIABLE,\n    /** Value

parameter of a function or a constructor */\n    VALUE_PARAMETER,\n    /** Constructor only (primary or

secondary) */\n    CONSTRUCTOR,\n    /** Function (constructors are not included) */\n    FUNCTION,\n    /**

Property getter only */\n    PROPERTY_GETTER,\n    /** Property setter only */\n    PROPERTY_SETTER,\n

/** Type usage */\n    TYPE,\n    /** Any expression */\n    EXPRESSION,\n    /** File */\n    FILE,\n    /** Type
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alias */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n    TYPEALIAS\n}\n\n/**\n * Contains the list of possible annotation's

retentions.\n *\n * Determines how an annotation is stored in binary output.\n */\npublic enum class

AnnotationRetention {\n    /** Annotation isn't stored in binary output */\n    SOURCE,\n    /** Annotation is stored

in binary output, but invisible for reflection */\n    BINARY,\n    /** Annotation is stored in binary output and

visible for reflection (default retention) */\n    RUNTIME\n}\n\n/**\n * This meta-annotation indicates the kinds of

code elements which are possible targets of an annotation.\n *\n * If the target meta-annotation is not present on an

annotation declaration, the annotation\n * is applicable to any code element, except type parameters, type usages,

expressions, and files.\n *\n * @property allowedTargets list of allowed annotation targets\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\n@MustBeDocumented\npublic annotation class

Target(vararg val allowedTargets: AnnotationTarget)\n\n/**\n * This meta-annotation determines whether an

annotation is stored in binary output and visible for reflection. By default, both are true.\n *\n * @property value

necessary annotation retention (RUNTIME, BINARY or SOURCE)\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\npublic annotation class Retention(val value:

AnnotationRetention = AnnotationRetention.RUNTIME)\n\n/**\n * This meta-annotation determines that an

annotation is applicable twice or more on a single code element\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\npublic annotation class Repeatable\n\n/**\n * This

meta-annotation determines that an annotation is a part of public API and therefore should be included in the

generated\n * documentation for the element to which the annotation is applied.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.ANNOTATION_CLASS)\npublic annotation class MustBeDocumented\n","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.internal\n\n/**\n * Specifies

that the corresponding type parameter is not used for unsafe operations such as casts or 'is' checks\n * That means

it's completely safe to use generic types as argument for such parameter.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal

annotation class PureReifiable\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the corresponding built-in method exists depending on

platform.\n * Current implementation for JVM looks whether method with same JVM descriptor exists in the

module JDK.\n * For example MutableMap.remove(K, V) available only if corresponding\n * method

'java/util/Map.remove(Ljava/lang/Object;Ljava/lang/Object;)Z' is defined in JDK (i.e. for major versions >= 8)\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation

class PlatformDependent\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.internal\n\n// a mod b (in arithmetical sense)\nprivate fun mod(a: Int, b: Int): Int {\n    val mod = a % b\n

return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\n}\n\nprivate fun mod(a: Long, b: Long): Long {\n    val mod = a % b\n

return if (mod >= 0) mod else mod + b\n}\n\n// (a - b) mod c\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: Int, b: Int, c: Int): Int

{\n    return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b, c), c)\n}\n\nprivate fun differenceModulo(a: Long, b: Long, c: Long): Long {\n

  return mod(mod(a, c) - mod(b, c), c)\n}\n\n/**\n * Calculates the final element of a bounded arithmetic

progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is in the range\n * from [start] to [end] in case of a

positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\n * [step].\n *\n * No validation on passed parameters is

performed. The given parameters should satisfy the condition: either\n * `step > 0` and `start >= end`, or `step < 0`

and`start >= end`.\n * @param start first element of the progression\n * @param end ending bound for the
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progression\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the progression\n * @return the

final element of the progression\n * @suppress\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: Int, end: Int, step: Int): Int {\n    if (step > 0) {\n        return end -

differenceModulo(end, start, step)\n    }\n    else if (step < 0) {\n        return end + differenceModulo(start, end, -

step)\n    }\n    else {\n        throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is zero.\")\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Calculates

the final element of a bounded arithmetic progression, i.e. the last element of the progression which is in the range\n

* from [start] to [end] in case of a positive [step], or from [end] to [start] in case of a negative\n * [step].\n *\n * No

validation on passed parameters is performed. The given parameters should satisfy the condition: either\n * `step >

0` and `start >= end`, or `step < 0` and`start >= end`.\n * @param start first element of the progression\n * @param

end ending bound for the progression\n * @param step increment, or difference of successive elements in the

progression\n * @return the final element of the progression\n * @suppress\n */\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun

getProgressionLastElement(start: Long, end: Long, step: Long): Long {\n    if (step > 0) {\n        return end -

differenceModulo(end, start, step)\n    }\n    else if (step < 0) {\n        return end + differenceModulo(start, end, -

step)\n    }\n    else {\n        throw kotlin.IllegalArgumentException(\"Step is zero.\")\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\n/**\n * Represents a

parameter passed to a function or a property getter/setter,\n * including `this` and extension receiver parameters.\n

*/\npublic interface KParameter : KAnnotatedElement {\n    /**\n     * 0-based index of this parameter in the

parameter list of its containing callable.\n     */\n    public val index: Int\n\n    /**\n     * Name of this parameter as it

was declared in the source code,\n     * or `null` if the parameter has no name or its name is not available at

runtime.\n     * Examples of nameless parameters include `this` instance for member functions,\n     * extension

receiver for extension functions or properties, parameters of Java methods\n     * compiled without the debug

information, and others.\n     */\n    public val name: String?\n\n    /**\n     * Type of this parameter. For a `vararg`

parameter, this is the type of the corresponding array,\n     * not the individual element.\n     */\n    public val type:

KType\n\n    /**\n     * Kind of this parameter.\n     */\n    public val kind: Kind\n\n    /**\n     * Kind represents a

particular position of the parameter declaration in the source code,\n     * such as an instance, an extension receiver

parameter or a value parameter.\n     */\n    public enum class Kind {\n        /** Instance required to make a call to

the member, or an outer class instance for an inner class constructor. */\n        INSTANCE,\n\n        /** Extension

receiver of an extension function or property. */\n        EXTENSION_RECEIVER,\n\n        /** Ordinary named

value parameter. */\n        VALUE,\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * `true` if this parameter is optional and can be omitted when

making a call via [KCallable.callBy], or `false` otherwise.\n     *\n     * A parameter is optional in any of the two

cases:\n     * 1. The default value is provided at the declaration of this parameter.\n     * 2. The parameter is declared

in a member function and one of the corresponding parameters in the super functions is optional.\n     */\n    public

val isOptional: Boolean\n\n    /**\n     * `true` if this parameter is `vararg`.\n     * See the [Kotlin language

documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/functions.html#variable-number-of-arguments-varargs)\n     *

for more information.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n    public val isVararg: Boolean\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright

2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\n/**\n * Represents a

type. Type is usually either a class with optional type arguments,\n * or a type parameter of some declaration, plus

nullability.\n */\npublic interface KType {\n    /**\n     * The declaration of the classifier used in this type.\n     * For
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example, in the type `List<String>` the classifier would be the [KClass] instance for [List].\n     *\n     * Returns

`null` if this type is not denotable in Kotlin, for example if it is an intersection type.\n     */\n

@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n    public val classifier: KClassifier?\n\n    /**\n     * Type arguments passed for the

parameters of the classifier in this type.\n     * For example, in the type `Array<out Number>` the only type

argument is `out Number`.\n     *\n     * In case this type is based on an inner class, the returned list contains the type

arguments provided for the innermost class first,\n     * then its outer class, and so on.\n     * For example, in the type

`Outer<A, B>.Inner<C, D>` the returned list is `[C, D, A, B]`.\n     */\n    @SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n    public val

arguments: List<KTypeProjection>\n\n    /**\n     * `true` if this type was marked nullable in the source code.\n

*\n     * For Kotlin types, it means that `null` value is allowed to be represented by this type.\n     * In practice it

means that the type was declared with a question mark at the end.\n     * For non-Kotlin types, it means the type or

the symbol which was declared with this type\n     * is annotated with a runtime-retained nullability annotation such

as [javax.annotation.Nullable].\n     *\n     * Note that even if [isMarkedNullable] is false, values of the type can still

be `null`.\n     * This may happen if it is a type of the type parameter with a nullable upper bound:\n     *\n     * ```\n

 * fun <T> foo(t: T) {\n     *     // isMarkedNullable == false for t's type, but t can be null here when T = \"Any?\"\n

 * }\n     * ```\n     */\n    public val isMarkedNullable: Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Represents a type projection. Type

projection is usually the argument to another type in a type usage.\n * For example, in the type `Array<out

Number>`, `out Number` is the covariant projection of the type represented by the class `Number`.\n *\n * Type

projection is either the star projection, or an entity consisting of a specific type plus optional variance.\n *\n * See

the [Kotlin language documentation](http://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#type-projections)\n * for

more information.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic data class KTypeProjection constructor(\n        /**\n         *

The use-site variance specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star projection.\n         */\n        public val

variance: KVariance?,\n        /**\n         * The type specified in the projection, or `null` if this is a star projection.\n

    */\n        public val type: KType?\n) {\n    public companion object {\n        /**\n         * Star projection, denoted

by the `*` character.\n         * For example, in the type `KClass<*>`, `*` is the star projection.\n         * See the

[Kotlin language documentation](http://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#star-projections)\n         * for

more information.\n         */\n        public val STAR: KTypeProjection = KTypeProjection(null, null)\n\n        /**\n

    * Creates an invariant projection of a given type. Invariant projection is just the type itself,\n         * without any

use-site variance modifiers applied to it.\n         * For example, in the type `Set<String>`, `String` is an invariant

projection of the type represented by the class `String`.\n         */\n        public fun invariant(type: KType):

KTypeProjection =\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.INVARIANT, type)\n\n        /**\n         * Creates a

contravariant projection of a given type, denoted by the `in` modifier applied to a type.\n         * For example, in the

type `MutableList<in Number>`, `in Number` is a contravariant projection of the type of class `Number`.\n         */\n

      public fun contravariant(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\n                KTypeProjection(KVariance.IN, type)\n\n

      /**\n         * Creates a covariant projection of a given type, denoted by the `out` modifier applied to a type.\n

* For example, in the type `Array<out Number>`, `out Number` is a covariant projection of the type of class

`Number`.\n         */\n        public fun covariant(type: KType): KTypeProjection =\n

KTypeProjection(KVariance.OUT, type)\n    }\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\n/**\n * Represents variance applied to a type parameter on the declaration

site (*declaration-site variance*),\n * or to a type in a projection (*use-site variance*).\n *\n * See the [Kotlin

language documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/generics.html#variance)\n * for more information.\n

*\n * @see [KTypeParameter.variance]\n * @see [KTypeProjection]\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\nenum class

KVariance {\n    /**\n     * The affected type parameter or type is *invariant*, which means it has no variance

applied to it.\n     */\n    INVARIANT,\n\n    /**\n     * The affected type parameter or type is *contravariant*.
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Denoted by the `in` modifier in the source code.\n     */\n    IN,\n\n    /**\n     * The affected type parameter or type

is *covariant*. Denoted by the `out` modifier in the source code.\n     */\n    OUT,\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-

2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.reflect\n\n/**\n * Visibility is

an aspect of a Kotlin declaration regulating where that declaration is accessible in the source code.\n * Visibility can

be changed with one of the following modifiers: `public`, `protected`, `internal`, `private`.\n *\n * Note that some

Java visibilities such as package-private and protected (which also gives access to items from the same package)\n *

cannot be represented in Kotlin, so there's no [KVisibility] value corresponding to them.\n *\n * See the [Kotlin

language documentation](https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/visibility-modifiers.html)\n * for more information.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\nenum class KVisibility {\n    /**\n     * Visibility of declarations marked with the

`public` modifier, or with no modifier at all.\n     */\n    PUBLIC,\n\n    /**\n     * Visibility of declarations marked

with the `protected` modifier.\n     */\n    PROTECTED,\n\n    /**\n     * Visibility of declarations marked with the

`internal` modifier.\n     */\n    INTERNAL,\n\n    /**\n     * Visibility of declarations marked with the `private`

modifier.\n     */\n    PRIVATE,\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.BINARY\nimport

kotlin.annotation.AnnotationRetention.SOURCE\nimport kotlin.annotation.AnnotationTarget.*\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KClass\n\n/**\n * Signals that the annotated annotation class is a marker of an experimental API. Any

declaration annotated with that marker is thus\n * considered an experimental declaration and its call sites must

accept the experimental aspect of it either by using [UseExperimental],\n * or by being annotated with that marker

themselves, effectively causing further propagation of that experimental aspect.\n

*/\n@Target(ANNOTATION_CLASS)\n@Retention(BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\n@Suppress(\"ANNOTA

TION_CLASS_WITH_BODY\", \"ANNOTATION_CLASS_MEMBER\",

\"ReplaceArrayOfWithLiteral\")\nannotation class Experimental(\n    val level: Level = Level.ERROR,\n    val

changesMayBreak: Array<Impact> = arrayOf(Impact.COMPILATION, Impact.LINKAGE, Impact.RUNTIME) //

arrayOf, not [] because of KT-22578\n) {\n    /**\n     * Severity of the diagnostic that should be reported on usages

of experimental API which did not explicitly accept the experimental aspect\n     * of that API either by using

[UseExperimental] or by being annotated with the corresponding marker annotation.\n     */\n    enum class Level

{\n        /** Specifies that a warning should be reported on incorrect usages of this experimental API. */\n

WARNING,\n        /** Specifies that an error should be reported on incorrect usages of this experimental API. */\n

   ERROR,\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Impact of the experimental API specifies what aspects may break after that API is

changed.\n     */\n    enum class Impact {\n        /**\n         * Signifies that changes in this experimental API can

cause compilation errors or warnings in the client code.\n         *\n         * Non-signature usages (inside a function

body, variable initializer, default argument value, etc.) of compilation-affecting\n         * experimental API are

allowed either if the containing declaration is annotated with the experimental annotation marker\n         * and thus

propagates the experimental aspect to its clients, or if there's a [UseExperimental] annotation entry with\n         * the

corresponding annotation marker somewhere above that usage in the parse tree. Signature usages of compilation-

affecting\n         * experimental API always require propagation (as long as the experimental API is declared in

another module).\n         */\n        COMPILATION,\n        /**\n         * Signifies that changes in this experimental

API can cause linkage errors, i.e. exceptions at runtime\n         * if the client code was not recompiled after the
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change.\n         *\n         * Any usage of a linkage-affecting experimental API requires its containing declaration to

be annotated with\n         * the corresponding annotation marker (except non-signature usages in annotation marker's

module).\n         */\n        LINKAGE,\n        /**\n         * Signifies that changes in this experimental API can cause

changes in runtime behavior, including exceptions at runtime.\n         *\n         * Any usage of a runtime-affecting

experimental API requires its containing declaration to be annotated with\n         * the corresponding annotation

marker (except non-signature usages in the annotation marker's module).\n         */\n        RUNTIME,\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Allows to use experimental API denoted by the given markers in the annotated file, declaration, or

expression. Each of the given markers\n * must be an annotation class, whose impact

([Experimental.changesMayBreak]) is [Experimental.Impact.COMPILATION].\n * Any other given annotation

classes have no effect and are ignored.\n *\n * Only allows non-signature usages of the experimental API, i.e. inside

a function body, variable initializer, default argument value, etc.\n * (Usages in declaration signatures must be

propagated by annotating the affected signature with the marker annotation itself.)\n */\n@Target(CLASS,

PROPERTY, LOCAL_VARIABLE, VALUE_PARAMETER, CONSTRUCTOR, FUNCTION,

PROPERTY_GETTER, PROPERTY_SETTER, EXPRESSION,

FILE)\n@Retention(SOURCE)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.3\")\nannotation class UseExperimental(\n    vararg val

markerClass: KClass<out Annotation>\n)\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\npackage kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Collection]

interface.\n *\n* @param E the type of elements contained in the collection. The collection is covariant on its

element type.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class AbstractCollection<out E> protected constructor() :

Collection<E> {\n    abstract override val size: Int\n    abstract override fun iterator(): Iterator<E>\n\n    override fun

contains(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Boolean = any { it == element }\n\n    override fun containsAll(elements:

Collection<@UnsafeVariance E>): Boolean =\n            elements.all { contains(it) } // use when js will support

bound refs: elements.all(this::contains)\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = size == 0\n\n    override fun

toString(): String = joinToString(\", \", \"[\", \"]\") {\n        if (it === this) \"(this Collection)\" else it.toString()\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Returns new array of type `Array<Any?>` with the elements of this collection.\n     */\n

protected open fun toArray(): Array<Any?> = copyToArrayImpl(this)\n\n    /**\n     * Fills the provided [array] or

creates new array of the same type\n     * and fills it with the elements of this collection.\n     */\n    protected open

fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>): Array<T> = copyToArrayImpl(this, array)\n}\n","package

kotlin.collections\n\n\nprivate enum class State {\n    Ready,\n    NotReady,\n    Done,\n    Failed\n}\n\n/**\n * A

base class to simplify implementing iterators so that implementations only have to implement [computeNext]\n * to

implement the iterator, calling [done] when the iteration is complete.\n */\npublic abstract class AbstractIterator<T>:

Iterator<T> {\n    private var state = State.NotReady\n    private var nextValue: T? = null\n\n    override fun

hasNext(): Boolean {\n        require(state != State.Failed)\n        return when (state) {\n            State.Done -> false\n

        State.Ready -> true\n            else -> tryToComputeNext()\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun next(): T {\n        if

(!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n        state = State.NotReady\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return nextValue as T\n    }\n\n    private fun tryToComputeNext():

Boolean {\n        state = State.Failed\n        computeNext()\n        return state == State.Ready\n    }\n\n    /**\n     *

Computes the next item in the iterator.\n     *\n     * This callback method should call one of these two methods:\n

*\n     * * [setNext] with the next value of the iteration\n     * * [done] to indicate there are no more elements\n     *\n

   * Failure to call either method will result in the iteration terminating with a failed state\n     */\n    abstract

protected fun computeNext(): Unit\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the next value in the iteration, called from the

[computeNext] function\n     */\n    protected fun setNext(value: T): Unit {\n        nextValue = value\n        state =

State.Ready\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the state to done so that the iteration terminates.\n     */\n    protected fun
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done() {\n        state = State.Done\n    }\n}\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT AbstractList\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n*/\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [List] interface.\n *\n * This class

is intended to help implementing read-only lists so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\n *\n *

@param E the type of elements contained in the list. The list is covariant on its element type.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class AbstractList<out E> protected constructor() :

AbstractCollection<E>(), List<E> {\n    abstract override val size: Int\n    abstract override fun get(index: Int): E\n\n

  override fun iterator(): Iterator<E> = IteratorImpl()\n\n    override fun indexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int

= indexOfFirst { it == element }\n\n    override fun lastIndexOf(element: @UnsafeVariance E): Int = indexOfLast {

it == element }\n\n    override fun listIterator(): ListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(0)\n\n    override fun

listIterator(index: Int): ListIterator<E> = ListIteratorImpl(index)\n\n    override fun subList(fromIndex: Int, toIndex:

Int): List<E> = SubList(this, fromIndex, toIndex)\n\n    private class SubList<out E>(private val list:

AbstractList<E>, private val fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) : AbstractList<E>(), RandomAccess {\n        private var

_size: Int = 0\n\n        init {\n            checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex, list.size)\n            this._size = toIndex

- fromIndex\n        }\n\n        override fun get(index: Int): E {\n            checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n

return list[fromIndex + index]\n        }\n\n        override val size: Int get() = _size\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Compares

this list with other list instance with the ordered structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a

[List] of the same size, which contains the same elements in the same order.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n        if (other !is List<*>) return false\n\n        return

orderedEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code value for this list.\n     */\n    override fun

hashCode(): Int = orderedHashCode(this)\n\n    private open inner class IteratorImpl : Iterator<E> {\n        /** the

index of the item that will be returned on the next call to [next]`()` */\n        protected var index = 0\n\n        override

fun hasNext(): Boolean = index < size\n\n        override fun next(): E {\n            if (!hasNext()) throw

NoSuchElementException()\n            return get(index++)\n        }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Implementation of

[ListIterator] for abstract lists.\n     */\n    private open inner class ListIteratorImpl(index: Int) : IteratorImpl(),

ListIterator<E> {\n\n        init {\n            checkPositionIndex(index, this@AbstractList.size)\n            this.index =

index\n        }\n\n        override fun hasPrevious(): Boolean = index > 0\n\n        override fun nextIndex(): Int =

index\n\n        override fun previous(): E {\n            if (!hasPrevious()) throw NoSuchElementException()\n

return get(--index)\n        }\n\n        override fun previousIndex(): Int = index - 1\n    }\n\n    internal companion

object {\n        internal fun checkElementIndex(index: Int, size: Int) {\n            if (index < 0 || index >= size) {\n

      throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size\")\n            }\n        }\n\n        internal fun

checkPositionIndex(index: Int, size: Int) {\n            if (index < 0 || index > size) {\n                throw

IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"index: $index, size: $size\")\n            }\n        }\n\n        internal fun

checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int, size: Int) {\n            if (fromIndex < 0 || toIndex > size) {\n

 throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex, toIndex: $toIndex, size: $size\")\n            }\n

if (fromIndex > toIndex) {\n                throw IllegalArgumentException(\"fromIndex: $fromIndex > toIndex:

$toIndex\")\n            }\n        }\n\n        internal fun orderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\n            var

hashCode = 1\n            for (e in c) {\n                hashCode = 31 * hashCode + (e?.hashCode() ?: 0)\n            }\n

return hashCode\n        }\n\n        internal fun orderedEquals(c: Collection<*>, other: Collection<*>): Boolean {\n

      if (c.size != other.size) return false\n\n            val otherIterator = other.iterator()\n            for (elem in c) {\n

    val elemOther = otherIterator.next()\n                if (elem != elemOther) {\n                    return false\n                }\n

         }\n            return true\n        }\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n/*\n * Based on GWT AbstractMap\n * Copyright 2007 Google Inc.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Map] interface.\n *\n * The

implementor is required to implement [entries] property, which should return read-only set of map entries.\n *\n *

@param K the type of map keys. The map is invariant on its key type.\n * @param V the type of map values. The

map is covariant on its value type.\n*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class AbstractMap<K, out V>

protected constructor() : Map<K, V> {\n\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean {\n        return

implFindEntry(key) != null\n    }\n\n    override fun containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean =

entries.any { it.value == value }\n\n    internal fun containsEntry(entry: Map.Entry<*, *>?): Boolean {\n        // since

entry comes from @UnsafeVariance parameters it can be virtually anything\n        if (entry !is Map.Entry<*, *>)

return false\n        val key = entry.key\n        val value = entry.value\n        val ourValue = get(key)\n\n        if (value

!= ourValue) {\n            return false\n        }\n\n        // Perhaps it was null and we don't contain the key?\n        if

(ourValue == null && !containsKey(key)) {\n            return false\n        }\n\n        return true\n    }\n\n\n    /**\n     *

Compares this map with other instance with the ordered structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if [other]

instance is a [Map] of the same size, all entries of which are contained in the [entries] set of this map.\n     */\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n        if (other !is Map<*, *>)

return false\n        if (size != other.size) return false\n\n        return other.entries.all { containsEntry(it) }\n    }\n\n

override operator fun get(key: K): V? = implFindEntry(key)?.value\n\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code value

for this map.\n     *\n     * It is the same as the hashCode of [entries] set.\n     */\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =

entries.hashCode()\n\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = size == 0\n    override val size: Int get() =

entries.size\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only [Set] of all keys in this map.\n     *\n     * Accessing this property

first time creates a keys view from [entries].\n     * All subsequent accesses just return the created instance.\n     */\n

 private @kotlin.jvm.Volatile var _keys: Set<K>? = null\n    override val keys: Set<K> get() {\n        if (_keys ==

null) {\n            _keys = object : AbstractSet<K>() {\n                override operator fun contains(element: K): Boolean

= containsKey(element)\n\n                override operator fun iterator(): Iterator<K> {\n                    val entryIterator =

entries.iterator()\n                    return object : Iterator<K> {\n                        override fun hasNext(): Boolean =

entryIterator.hasNext()\n                        override fun next(): K = entryIterator.next().key\n                    }\n

}\n\n                override val size: Int get() = this@AbstractMap.size\n            }\n        }\n        return _keys!!\n    }\n\n

  override fun toString(): String = entries.joinToString(\", \", \"{\", \"}\") { toString(it) }\n\n    private fun

toString(entry: Map.Entry<K, V>): String = toString(entry.key) + \"=\" + toString(entry.value)\n\n    private fun

toString(o: Any?): String = if (o === this) \"(this Map)\" else o.toString()\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a read-only

[Collection] of all values in this map.\n     *\n     * Accessing this property first time creates a values view from

[entries].\n     * All subsequent accesses just return the created instance.\n     */\n    private @kotlin.jvm.Volatile var

_values: Collection<V>? = null\n    override val values: Collection<V> get() {\n        if (_values == null) {\n

_values = object : AbstractCollection<V>() {\n                override operator fun contains(element: @UnsafeVariance

V): Boolean = containsValue(element)\n\n                override operator fun iterator(): Iterator<V> {\n                    val

entryIterator = entries.iterator()\n                    return object : Iterator<V> {\n                        override fun hasNext():

Boolean = entryIterator.hasNext()\n                        override fun next(): V = entryIterator.next().value\n

}\n                }\n\n                override val size: Int get() = this@AbstractMap.size\n            }\n        }\n        return

_values!!\n    }\n\n    private fun implFindEntry(key: K): Map.Entry<K, V>? = entries.firstOrNull { it.key == key

}\n\n    internal companion object {\n\n        internal fun entryHashCode(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): Int = with(e) {

(key?.hashCode() ?: 0) xor (value?.hashCode() ?: 0) }\n        internal fun entryToString(e: Map.Entry<*, *>): String

= with(e) { \"$key=$value\" }\n        internal fun entryEquals(e: Map.Entry<*, *>, other: Any?): Boolean {\n

if (other !is Map.Entry<*, *>) return false\n            return e.key == other.key && e.value == other.value\n        }\n

}\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Provides a skeletal implementation of the read-only [Set] interface.\n *\n * This class is

intended to help implementing read-only sets so it doesn't support concurrent modification tracking.\n *\n * @param

E the type of elements contained in the set. The set is covariant on its element type.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class AbstractSet<out E> protected constructor() :

AbstractCollection<E>(), Set<E> {\n\n    /**\n     * Compares this set with other set instance with the unordered

structural equality.\n     *\n     * @return true, if [other] instance is a [Set] of the same size, all elements of which are

contained in this set.\n     */\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (other === this) return true\n

  if (other !is Set<*>) return false\n        return setEquals(this, other)\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the hash code

value for this set.\n     */\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = unorderedHashCode(this)\n\n    internal companion

object {\n        internal fun unorderedHashCode(c: Collection<*>): Int {\n            var hashCode = 0\n            for

(element in c) {\n                hashCode += (element?.hashCode() ?: 0)\n            }\n            return hashCode\n

}\n\n        internal fun setEquals(c: Set<*>, other: Set<*>): Boolean {\n            if (c.size != other.size) return false\n

        return c.containsAll(other)\n        }\n    }\n\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"ArraysKt\")\n\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a single list of all elements from all arrays in the given array.\n * @sample

samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.flattenArray\n */\npublic fun <T> Array<out Array<out T>>.flatten():

List<T> {\n    val result = ArrayList<T>(sumBy { it.size })\n    for (element in this) {\n

result.addAll(element)\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a pair of lists, where\n * *first* list is built from

the first values of each pair from this array,\n * *second* list is built from the second values of each pair from this

array.\n * @sample samples.collections.Arrays.Transformations.unzipArray\n */\npublic fun <T, R> Array<out

Pair<T, R>>.unzip(): Pair<List<T>, List<R>> {\n    val listT = ArrayList<T>(size)\n    val listR =

ArrayList<R>(size)\n    for (pair in this) {\n        listT.add(pair.first)\n        listR.add(pair.second)\n    }\n    return

listT to listR\n}\n","package kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Data class representing a value from a collection or

sequence, along with its index in that collection or sequence.\n *\n * @property value the underlying value.\n *

@property index the index of the value in the collection or sequence.\n */\npublic data class IndexedValue<out

T>(public val index: Int, public val value: T)\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapAccessorsKt\")\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\nimport kotlin.internal.Exact\n\n/**\n * Returns the value of

the property for the given object from this read-only map.\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is

requested (not used).\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and

lookup the value corresponding to this name in the map.\n * @return the property value.\n *\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit

default (see [withDefault]).\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <V, V1: V> Map<in

String, @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): V1\n        =

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as V1)\n\n/**\n * Returns the value

of the property for the given object from this mutable map.\n * @param thisRef the object for which the value is

requested (not used).\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get the name of property and

lookup the value corresponding to this name in the map.\n * @return the property value.\n *\n * @throws

NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't contain value for the property name and doesn't provide an implicit
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default (see [withDefault]).\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getVar\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline

operator fun <V, V1: V> MutableMap<in String, out @Exact V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>):

V1\n        = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name) as

V1)\n\n@Deprecated(\"Use getValue() with two type parameters

instead\")\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getVarContravariant\")\n@kotlin.internal.LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n

@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <V> MutableMap<in String, in V>.getValue(thisRef: Any?,

property: KProperty<*>): V\n        = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (getOrImplicitDefault(property.name)

as V)\n\n/**\n * Stores the value of the property for the given object in this mutable map.\n * @param thisRef the

object for which the value is requested (not used).\n * @param property the metadata for the property, used to get

the name of property and store the value associated with that name in the map.\n * @param value the value to set.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <V> MutableMap<in String, in V>.setValue(thisRef:

Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: V) {\n    this.put(property.name,

value)\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"MapsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Returns the value for the given key, or the implicit default value for this map.\n * By

default no implicit value is provided for maps and a [NoSuchElementException] is thrown.\n * To create a map with

implicit default value use [withDefault] method.\n *\n * @throws NoSuchElementException when the map doesn't

contain a value for the specified key and no implicit default was provided for that map.\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"getOrImplicitDefaultNullable\")\n@PublishedApi\ninternal fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V {\n    if (this is MapWithDefault)\n        return

this.getOrImplicitDefault(key)\n\n    return getOrElseNullable(key, { throw NoSuchElementException(\"Key $key

is missing in the map.\") })\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a wrapper of this read-only map, having the implicit default value

provided with the specified function [defaultValue].\n *\n * This implicit default value is used when the original

map doesn't contain a value for the key specified\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue] function, for

example when properties are delegated to the map.\n *\n * When this map already has an implicit default value

provided with a former call to [withDefault], it is being replaced by this call.\n */\npublic fun <K, V> Map<K,

V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): Map<K, V> =\n        when (this) {\n            is MapWithDefault ->

this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\n            else -> MapWithDefaultImpl(this, defaultValue)\n        }\n\n/**\n *

Returns a wrapper of this mutable map, having the implicit default value provided with the specified function

[defaultValue].\n *\n * This implicit default value is used when the original map doesn't contain a value for the key

specified\n * and a value is obtained with [Map.getValue] function, for example when properties are delegated to the

map.\n *\n * When this map already has an implicit default value provided with a former call to [withDefault], it is

being replaced by this call.\n */\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"withDefaultMutable\")\npublic fun <K, V>

MutableMap<K, V>.withDefault(defaultValue: (key: K) -> V): MutableMap<K, V> =\n        when (this) {\n

is MutableMapWithDefault -> this.map.withDefault(defaultValue)\n            else ->

MutableMapWithDefaultImpl(this, defaultValue)\n        }\n\n\n\n\n\nprivate interface MapWithDefault<K, out V>:

Map<K, V> {\n    public val map: Map<K, V>\n    public fun getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V\n}\n\nprivate

interface MutableMapWithDefault<K, V>: MutableMap<K, V>, MapWithDefault<K, V> {\n    public override val

map: MutableMap<K, V>\n}\n\n\nprivate class MapWithDefaultImpl<K, out V>(public override val map:

Map<K,V>, private val default: (key: K) -> V) : MapWithDefault<K, V> {\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean = map.equals(other)\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = map.hashCode()\n    override fun toString(): String

= map.toString()\n    override val size: Int get() = map.size\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\n

override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean = map.containsKey(key)\n    override fun containsValue(value:

@UnsafeVariance V): Boolean = map.containsValue(value)\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)\n

override val keys: Set<K> get() = map.keys\n    override val values: Collection<V> get() = map.values\n    override

val entries: Set<Map.Entry<K, V>> get() = map.entries\n\n    override fun getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V =

map.getOrElseNullable(key, { default(key) })\n}\n\nprivate class MutableMapWithDefaultImpl<K, V>(public

override val map: MutableMap<K, V>, private val default: (key: K) -> V): MutableMapWithDefault<K, V> {\n

override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = map.equals(other)\n    override fun hashCode(): Int =
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map.hashCode()\n    override fun toString(): String = map.toString()\n    override val size: Int get() = map.size\n

override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = map.isEmpty()\n    override fun containsKey(key: K): Boolean =

map.containsKey(key)\n    override fun containsValue(value: @UnsafeVariance V): Boolean =

map.containsValue(value)\n    override fun get(key: K): V? = map.get(key)\n    override val keys: MutableSet<K>

get() = map.keys\n    override val values: MutableCollection<V> get() = map.values\n    override val entries:

MutableSet<MutableMap.MutableEntry<K, V>> get() = map.entries\n\n    override fun put(key: K, value: V): V? =

map.put(key, value)\n    override fun remove(key: K): V? = map.remove(key)\n    override fun putAll(from:

Map<out K, V>) = map.putAll(from)\n    override fun clear() = map.clear()\n\n    override fun

getOrImplicitDefault(key: K): V = map.getOrElseNullable(key, { default(key)

})\n}\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n/**\n * Removes a single instance of the specified element from this\n * collection, if it is

present.\n *\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `remove` that requires to pass an element of type

`E`.\n *\n * @return `true` if the element has been successfully removed; `false` if it was not present in the

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T>

MutableCollection<out T>.remove(element: T): Boolean\n        = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableCollection<T>).remove(element)\n\n/**\n * Removes all of this collection's elements that are also

contained in the specified collection.\n\n * Allows to overcome type-safety restriction of `removeAll` that requires

to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\n *\n * @return `true` if any of the specified elements was removed

from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun

<@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out T>.removeAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean\n

    = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as MutableCollection<T>).removeAll(elements)\n\n/**\n *

Retains only the elements in this collection that are contained in the specified collection.\n *\n * Allows to

overcome type-safety restriction of `retainAll` that requires to pass a collection of type `Collection<E>`.\n *\n *

@return `true` if any element was removed from the collection, `false` if the collection was not modified.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <@kotlin.internal.OnlyInputTypes T> MutableCollection<out

T>.retainAll(elements: Collection<T>): Boolean\n        = @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") (this as

MutableCollection<T>).retainAll(elements)\n\n/**\n * Removes the element at the specified [index] from this list.\n

* In Kotlin one should use the [MutableList.removeAt] function instead.\n */\n@Deprecated(\"Use removeAt(index)

instead.\", ReplaceWith(\"removeAt(index)\"), level =

DeprecationLevel.ERROR)\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> MutableList<T>.remove(index:

Int): T = removeAt(index)\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Adds the specified [element] to this mutable collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(element: T)

{\n    this.add(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements] collection to this mutable

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.plusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\n    this.addAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given

[elements] array to this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Array<T>) {\n    this.addAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all

elements of the given [elements] sequence to this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.plusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\n

this.addAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes a single instance of the specified [element] from this mutable

collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.minusAssign(element: T) {\n    this.remove(element)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements contained in the given

[elements] collection from this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun

<T> MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Iterable<T>) {\n    this.removeAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n *

Removes all elements contained in the given [elements] array from this mutable collection.\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements:

Array<T>) {\n    this.removeAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements contained in the given [elements]
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sequence from this mutable collection.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.minusAssign(elements: Sequence<T>) {\n    this.removeAll(elements)\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds

all elements of the given [elements] collection to this [MutableCollection].\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements: Iterable<T>): Boolean {\n    when (elements) {\n        is Collection ->

return addAll(elements)\n        else -> {\n            var result: Boolean = false\n            for (item in elements)\n

 if (add(item)) result = true\n            return result\n        }\n    }\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given

[elements] sequence to this [MutableCollection].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements:

Sequence<T>): Boolean {\n    var result: Boolean = false\n    for (item in elements) {\n        if (add(item)) result =

true\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Adds all elements of the given [elements] array to this

[MutableCollection].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.addAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n

return addAll(elements.asList())\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableIterable] that match the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableIterable<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean =

filterInPlace(predicate, true)\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableIterable] that match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableIterable<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean =

filterInPlace(predicate, false)\n\nprivate fun <T> MutableIterable<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean,

predicateResultToRemove: Boolean): Boolean {\n    var result = false\n    with (iterator()) {\n        while

(hasNext())\n            if (predicate(next()) == predicateResultToRemove) {\n                remove()\n                result =

true\n            }\n    }\n    return result\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableList] that match the

given [predicate].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.removeAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean =

filterInPlace(predicate, true)\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableList] that match the given

[predicate].\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.retainAll(predicate: (T) -> Boolean): Boolean =

filterInPlace(predicate, false)\n\nprivate fun <T> MutableList<T>.filterInPlace(predicate: (T) -> Boolean,

predicateResultToRemove: Boolean): Boolean {\n    if (this !is RandomAccess)\n        return (this as

MutableIterable<T>).filterInPlace(predicate, predicateResultToRemove)\n\n    var writeIndex: Int = 0\n    for

(readIndex in 0..lastIndex) {\n        val element = this[readIndex]\n        if (predicate(element) ==

predicateResultToRemove)\n            continue\n\n        if (writeIndex != readIndex)\n            this[writeIndex] =

element\n\n        writeIndex++\n    }\n    if (writeIndex < size) {\n        for (removeIndex in lastIndex downTo

writeIndex)\n            removeAt(removeIndex)\n\n        return true\n    }\n    else {\n        return false\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements]

collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Iterable<T>): Boolean {\n    return

removeAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this

[MutableCollection] that are also contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.removeAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\n    val set = elements.toHashSet()\n

return set.isNotEmpty() && removeAll(set)\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes all elements from this [MutableCollection] that

are also contained in the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in

T>.removeAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    return elements.isNotEmpty() &&

removeAll(elements.toHashSet())\n}\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained

in the given [elements] collection.\n */\npublic fun <T> MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Iterable<T>):

Boolean {\n    return retainAll(elements.convertToSetForSetOperationWith(this))\n}\n\n/**\n * Retains only

elements of this [MutableCollection] that are contained in the given [elements] array.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Array<out T>): Boolean {\n    if (elements.isNotEmpty())\n        return

retainAll(elements.toHashSet())\n    else\n        return retainNothing()\n}\n\n/**\n * Retains only elements of this

[MutableCollection] that are contained in the given [elements] sequence.\n */\npublic fun <T>

MutableCollection<in T>.retainAll(elements: Sequence<T>): Boolean {\n    val set = elements.toHashSet()\n    if

(set.isNotEmpty())\n        return retainAll(set)\n    else\n        return retainNothing()\n}\n\nprivate fun

MutableCollection<*>.retainNothing(): Boolean {\n    val result = isNotEmpty()\n    clear()\n    return

result\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/*

Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/*
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Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available

on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CollectionsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n\nprivate open class ReversedListReadOnly<out T>(private val delegate: List<T>) :

AbstractList<T>() {\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\n    override fun get(index: Int): T =

delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\n}\n\nprivate class ReversedList<T>(private val delegate: MutableList<T>) :

AbstractMutableList<T>() {\n    override val size: Int get() = delegate.size\n    override fun get(index: Int): T =

delegate[reverseElementIndex(index)]\n\n    override fun clear() = delegate.clear()\n    override fun removeAt(index:

Int): T = delegate.removeAt(reverseElementIndex(index))\n\n    override fun set(index: Int, element: T): T =

delegate.set(reverseElementIndex(index), element)\n    override fun add(index: Int, element: T) {\n

delegate.add(reversePositionIndex(index), element)\n    }\n}\nprivate fun List<*>.reverseElementIndex(index: Int)

=\n        if (index in 0..lastIndex) lastIndex - index else throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Element index $index

must be in range [${0..lastIndex}].\")\n\nprivate fun List<*>.reversePositionIndex(index: Int) =\n        if (index in

0..size) size - index else throw IndexOutOfBoundsException(\"Position index $index must be in range

[${0..size}].\")\n\n\n/**\n * Returns a reversed read-only view of the original List.\n * All changes made in the

original list will be reflected in the reversed one.\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedList\n

*/\npublic fun <T> List<T>.asReversed(): List<T> = ReversedListReadOnly(this)\n\n/**\n * Returns a reversed

mutable view of the original mutable List.\n * All changes made in the original list will be reflected in the reversed

one and vice versa.\n * @sample samples.collections.ReversedViews.asReversedMutableList\n

*/\n@kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"asReversedMutable\")\npublic fun <T> MutableList<T>.asReversed():

MutableList<T> =

ReversedList(this)\n\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SetsKt\")\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\n\ninternal object EmptySet : Set<Nothing>, Serializable {\n    private const val

serialVersionUID: Long = 3406603774387020532\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean = other is

Set<*> && other.isEmpty()\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\n    override fun toString(): String = \"[]\"\n\n

override val size: Int get() = 0\n    override fun isEmpty(): Boolean = true\n    override fun contains(element:

Nothing): Boolean = false\n    override fun containsAll(elements: Collection<Nothing>): Boolean =

elements.isEmpty()\n\n    override fun iterator(): Iterator<Nothing> = EmptyIterator\n\n    private fun readResolve():

Any = EmptySet\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only set.  The returned set is serializable (JVM).\n *

@sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\n */\npublic fun <T> emptySet(): Set<T> =

EmptySet\n/**\n * Returns a new read-only set with the given elements.\n * Elements of the set are iterated in the

order they were specified.\n * The returned set is serializable (JVM).\n */\npublic fun <T> setOf(vararg elements:

T): Set<T> = if (elements.size > 0) elements.toSet() else emptySet()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty read-only set.  The

returned set is serializable (JVM).\n * @sample samples.collections.Collections.Sets.emptyReadOnlySet\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> setOf(): Set<T> = emptySet()\n\n/**\n * Returns an empty

new [MutableSet].\n *\n * The returned set preserves the element iteration order.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> mutableSetOf(): MutableSet<T> =

LinkedHashSet()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [MutableSet] with the given elements.\n * Elements of the set are

iterated in the order they were specified.\n */\npublic fun <T> mutableSetOf(vararg elements: T): MutableSet<T> =

elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\n\n/** Returns an empty new [HashSet].

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> hashSetOf(): HashSet<T> =

HashSet()\n\n/** Returns a new [HashSet] with the given elements. */\npublic fun <T> hashSetOf(vararg elements:

T): HashSet<T> = elements.toCollection(HashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\n\n/** Returns an empty new
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[LinkedHashSet]. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> linkedSetOf():

LinkedHashSet<T> = LinkedHashSet()\n\n/**\n * Returns a new [LinkedHashSet] with the given elements.\n *

Elements of the set are iterated in the order they were specified.\n */\npublic fun <T> linkedSetOf(vararg elements:

T): LinkedHashSet<T> = elements.toCollection(LinkedHashSet(mapCapacity(elements.size)))\n\n/** Returns this

Set if it's not `null` and the empty set otherwise. */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T>

Set<T>?.orEmpty(): Set<T> = this ?: emptySet()\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not

available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\ninternal fun <T>

Set<T>.optimizeReadOnlySet() = when (size) {\n    0 -> emptySet()\n    1 -> setOf(iterator().next())\n    else ->

this\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.collections\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.experimental.buildIterator\n\ninternal fun checkWindowSizeStep(size:

Int, step: Int) {\n    require(size > 0 && step > 0) {\n        if (size != step)\n            \"Both size $size and step $step

must be greater than zero.\"\n        else\n            \"size $size must be greater than zero.\"\n    }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T>

Sequence<T>.windowedSequence(size: Int, step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean, reuseBuffer: Boolean):

Sequence<List<T>> {\n    checkWindowSizeStep(size, step)\n    return Sequence { windowedIterator(iterator(),

size, step, partialWindows, reuseBuffer) }\n}\n\ninternal fun <T> windowedIterator(iterator: Iterator<T>, size: Int,

step: Int, partialWindows: Boolean, reuseBuffer: Boolean): Iterator<List<T>> {\n    if (!iterator.hasNext()) return

EmptyIterator\n    return buildIterator<List<T>> {\n        val gap = step - size\n        if (gap >= 0) {\n            var

buffer = ArrayList<T>(size)\n            var skip = 0\n            for (e in iterator) {\n                if (skip > 0) { skip -= 1;

continue }\n                buffer.add(e)\n                if (buffer.size == size) {\n                    yield(buffer)\n                    if

(reuseBuffer) buffer.clear() else buffer = ArrayList(size)\n                    skip = gap\n                }\n            }\n            if

(buffer.isNotEmpty()) {\n                if (partialWindows || buffer.size == size) yield(buffer)\n            }\n        } else

{\n            val buffer = RingBuffer<T>(size)\n            for (e in iterator) {\n                buffer.add(e)\n                if

(buffer.isFull()) {\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else ArrayList(buffer))\n

buffer.removeFirst(step)\n                }\n            }\n            if (partialWindows) {\n                while (buffer.size > step)

{\n                    yield(if (reuseBuffer) buffer else ArrayList(buffer))\n                    buffer.removeFirst(step)\n

}\n                if (buffer.isNotEmpty()) yield(buffer)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n}\n\ninternal class MovingSubList<out

E>(private val list: List<E>) : AbstractList<E>(), RandomAccess {\n    private var fromIndex: Int = 0\n    private

var _size: Int = 0\n\n    fun move(fromIndex: Int, toIndex: Int) {\n        checkRangeIndexes(fromIndex, toIndex,

list.size)\n        this.fromIndex = fromIndex\n        this._size = toIndex - fromIndex\n    }\n\n    override fun

get(index: Int): E {\n        checkElementIndex(index, _size)\n\n        return list[fromIndex + index]\n    }\n\n

override val size: Int get() = _size\n}\n\n\n/**\n * Provides ring buffer implementation.\n *\n * Buffer overflow is

not allowed so [add] doesn't overwrite tail but raises an exception.\n */\nprivate class RingBuffer<T>(val capacity:

Int): AbstractList<T>(), RandomAccess {\n    init {\n        require(capacity >= 0) { \"ring buffer capacity should not

be negative but it is $capacity\" }\n    }\n\n    private val buffer = arrayOfNulls<Any?>(capacity)\n    private var

startIndex: Int = 0\n\n    override var size: Int = 0\n        private set\n\n    override fun get(index: Int): T {\n

checkElementIndex(index, size)\n        @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        return

buffer[startIndex.forward(index)] as T\n    }\n\n    fun isFull() = size == capacity\n\n    override fun iterator():

Iterator<T> = object : AbstractIterator<T>() {\n            private var count = size\n            private var index =

startIndex\n\n            override fun computeNext() {\n                if (count == 0) {\n                    done()\n                }

else {\n                    @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n                    setNext(buffer[index] as T)\n

index = index.forward(1)\n                    count--\n                }\n            }\n    }\n\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n    override fun <T> toArray(array: Array<T>): Array<T> {\n        val

result: Array<T?> =\n                if (array.size < this.size) array.copyOf(this.size) else array as Array<T?>\n\n        val
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size = this.size\n\n        var widx = 0\n        var idx = startIndex\n\n        while (widx < size && idx < capacity) {\n

      result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\n            widx++\n            idx++\n        }\n\n        idx = 0\n        while (widx <

size) {\n            result[widx] = buffer[idx] as T\n            widx++\n            idx++\n        }\n        if (result.size >

this.size) result[this.size] = null\n\n        return result as Array<T>\n    }\n\n    override fun toArray(): Array<Any?>

{\n        return toArray(arrayOfNulls(size))\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Add [element] to the buffer or fail with

[IllegalStateException] if no free space available in the buffer\n     */\n    fun add(element: T) {\n        if (isFull()) {\n

          throw IllegalStateException(\"ring buffer is full\")\n        }\n\n        buffer[startIndex.forward(size)] =

element\n        size++\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Removes [n] first elements from the buffer or fails with

[IllegalArgumentException] if not enough elements in the buffer to remove\n     */\n    fun removeFirst(n: Int) {\n

 require(n >= 0) { \"n shouldn't be negative but it is $n\" }\n        require(n <= size) { \"n shouldn't be greater than

the buffer size: n = $n, size = $size\" }\n\n        if (n > 0) {\n            val start = startIndex\n            val end =

start.forward(n)\n\n            if (start > end) {\n                buffer.fill(null, start, capacity)\n                buffer.fill(null, 0,

end)\n            } else {\n                buffer.fill(null, start, end)\n            }\n\n            startIndex = end\n            size -=

n\n        }\n    }\n\n\n    @Suppress(\"NOTHING_TO_INLINE\")\n    private inline fun Int.forward(n: Int): Int =

(this + n) % capacity\n\n    // TODO: replace with Array.fill from stdlib when available in common\n    private fun

<T> Array<T>.fill(element: T, fromIndex: Int = 0, toIndex: Int = size): Unit {\n        for (idx in fromIndex until

toIndex) {\n            this[idx] = element\n        }\n    }\n}","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.experimental\n\n/**\n * Marks coroutine context element that intercepts coroutine continuations.\n

* The coroutines framework uses [ContinuationInterceptor.Key] to retrieve the interceptor and\n * intercepts all

coroutine continuations with [interceptContinuation] invocations.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface

ContinuationInterceptor : CoroutineContext.Element {\n    /**\n     * The key that defines *the* context

interceptor.\n     */\n    companion object Key : CoroutineContext.Key<ContinuationInterceptor>\n\n    /**\n     *

Returns continuation that wraps the original [continuation], thus intercepting all resumptions.\n     * This function is

invoked by coroutines framework when needed and the resulting continuations are\n     * cached internally per each

instance of the original [continuation].\n     *\n     * By convention, implementations that install themselves as *the*

interceptor in the context with\n     * the [Key] shall also scan the context for other element that implement

[ContinuationInterceptor] interface\n     * and use their [interceptContinuation] functions, too.\n     */\n    public fun

<T> interceptContinuation(continuation: Continuation<T>): Continuation<T>\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.experimental\n\n/**\n * Persistent context for the coroutine. It is an indexed set of [Element]

instances.\n * An indexed set is a mix between a set and a map.\n * Every element in this set has a unique [Key].

Keys are compared _by reference_.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface CoroutineContext {\n    /**\n     *

Returns the element with the given [key] from this context or `null`.\n     * Keys are compared _by reference_, that

is to get an element from the context the reference to its actual key\n     * object must be presented to this function.\n

   */\n    public operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E?\n\n    /**\n     * Accumulates entries of this

context starting with [initial] value and applying [operation]\n     * from left to right to current accumulator value

and each element of this context.\n     */\n    public fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R\n\n
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/**\n     * Returns a context containing elements from this context and elements from  other [context].\n     * The

elements from this context with the same key as in the other one are dropped.\n     */\n    public operator fun

plus(context: CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext =\n            if (context === EmptyCoroutineContext) this else //

fast path -- avoid lambda creation\n                context.fold(this) { acc, element ->\n                    val removed =

acc.minusKey(element.key)\n                    if (removed === EmptyCoroutineContext) element else {\n

// make sure interceptor is always last in the context (and thus is fast to get when present)\n                        val

interceptor = removed[ContinuationInterceptor]\n                        if (interceptor == null) CombinedContext(removed,

element) else {\n                            val left = removed.minusKey(ContinuationInterceptor)\n                            if (left

=== EmptyCoroutineContext) CombinedContext(element, interceptor) else\n

CombinedContext(CombinedContext(left, element), interceptor)\n                        }\n                    }\n                }\n\n

/**\n     * Returns a context containing elements from this context, but without an element with\n     * the specified

[key]. Keys are compared _by reference_, that is to remove an element from the context\n     * the reference to its

actual key object must be presented to this function.\n     */\n    public fun minusKey(key: Key<*>):

CoroutineContext\n\n    /**\n     * An element of the [CoroutineContext]. An element of the coroutine context is a

singleton context by itself.\n     */\n    public interface Element : CoroutineContext {\n        /**\n         * A key of this

coroutine context element.\n         */\n        public val key: Key<*>\n\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n        public override operator fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? =\n

              if (this.key === key) this as E else null\n\n        public override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R,

Element) -> R): R =\n                operation(initial, this)\n\n        public override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>):

CoroutineContext =\n                if (this.key === key) EmptyCoroutineContext else this\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Key for

the elements of [CoroutineContext]. [E] is a type of element with this key.\n     * Keys in the context are compared

_by reference_.\n     */\n    public interface Key<E : Element>\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n

*\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.experimental\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.experimental.CoroutineContext.*\n\n/**\n * Base class

for [CoroutineContext.Element] implementations.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class

AbstractCoroutineContextElement(public override val key: Key<*>) : Element\n\n/**\n * An empty coroutine

context.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic object EmptyCoroutineContext : CoroutineContext {\n    public

override fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? = null\n    public override fun <R> fold(initial: R, operation: (R,

Element) -> R): R = initial\n    public override fun plus(context: CoroutineContext): CoroutineContext = context\n

public override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext = this\n    public override fun hashCode(): Int = 0\n

 public override fun toString(): String = \"EmptyCoroutineContext\"\n}\n\n//--------------------- internal impl ----------

-----------\n\n// this class is not exposed, but is hidden inside implementations\n// this is a left-biased list, so that

`plus` works naturally\ninternal class CombinedContext(val left: CoroutineContext, val element: Element) :

CoroutineContext {\n    override fun <E : Element> get(key: Key<E>): E? {\n        var cur = this\n        while (true)

{\n            cur.element[key]?.let { return it }\n            val next = cur.left\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\n

          cur = next\n            } else {\n                return next[key]\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    public override fun <R>

fold(initial: R, operation: (R, Element) -> R): R =\n            operation(left.fold(initial, operation), element)\n\n

public override fun minusKey(key: Key<*>): CoroutineContext {\n        element[key]?.let { return left }\n        val

newLeft = left.minusKey(key)\n        return when {\n            newLeft === left -> this\n            newLeft ===

EmptyCoroutineContext -> element\n            else -> CombinedContext(newLeft, element)\n        }\n    }\n\n

private fun size(): Int =\n            if (left is CombinedContext) left.size() + 1 else 2\n\n    private fun

contains(element: Element): Boolean =\n            get(element.key) == element\n\n    private fun containsAll(context:

CombinedContext): Boolean {\n        var cur = context\n        while (true) {\n            if (!contains(cur.element))
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return false\n            val next = cur.left\n            if (next is CombinedContext) {\n                cur = next\n            } else

{\n                return contains(next as Element)\n            }\n        }\n    }\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?):

Boolean =\n            this === other || other is CombinedContext && other.size() == size() &&

other.containsAll(this)\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = left.hashCode() + element.hashCode()\n\n    override

fun toString(): String =\n            \"[\" + fold(\"\") { acc, element ->\n                if (acc.isEmpty()) element.toString()

else acc + \", \" + element\n            } + \"]\"\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines.experimental\n\n/**\n * Interface representing a continuation after a

suspension point that returns value of type `T`.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface Continuation<in T>

{\n    /**\n     * Context of the coroutine that corresponds to this continuation.\n     */\n    public val context:

CoroutineContext\n\n    /**\n     * Resumes the execution of the corresponding coroutine passing [value] as the

return value of the last suspension point.\n     */\n    public fun resume(value: T)\n\n    /**\n     * Resumes the

execution of the corresponding coroutine so that the [exception] is re-thrown right after the\n     * last suspension

point.\n     */\n    public fun resumeWithException(exception: Throwable)\n}\n\n/**\n * Classes and interfaces

marked with this annotation are restricted when used as receivers for extension\n * `suspend` functions. These

`suspend` extensions can only invoke other member or extension `suspend` functions on this particular\n * receiver

only and are restricted from calling arbitrary suspension functions.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\npu

blic annotation class RestrictsSuspension\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n */\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"SequenceBuilderKt\")\npackage

kotlin.coroutines.experimental\n\nimport kotlin.coroutines.experimental.intrinsics.*\n\n/**\n * Builds a [Sequence]

lazily yielding values one by one.\n *\n * @see kotlin.sequences.generateSequence\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T>

buildSequence(builderAction: suspend SequenceBuilder<T>.() -> Unit): Sequence<T> = Sequence {

buildIterator(builderAction) }\n\n/**\n * Builds an [Iterator] lazily yielding values one by one.\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildIterator\n * @sample samples.collections.Iterables.Building.iterable\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun <T> buildIterator(builderAction: suspend SequenceBuilder<T>.() -> Unit):

Iterator<T> {\n    val iterator = SequenceBuilderIterator<T>()\n    iterator.nextStep =

builderAction.createCoroutineUnchecked(receiver = iterator, completion = iterator)\n    return iterator\n}\n\n/**\n *

Builder for a [Sequence] or an [Iterator], provides [yield] and [yieldAll] suspension functions.\n *\n * @see

buildSequence\n * @see buildIterator\n *\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\n

*/\n@RestrictsSuspension\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic abstract class SequenceBuilder<in T> internal

constructor() {\n    /**\n     * Yields a value to the [Iterator] being built.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildFibonacciSequence\n     */\n    public abstract suspend fun yield(value:

T)\n\n    /**\n     * Yields all values from the `iterator` to the [Iterator] being built.\n     *\n     * The sequence of
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values returned by the given iterator can be potentially infinite.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n     */\n    public abstract suspend fun

yieldAll(iterator: Iterator<T>)\n\n    /**\n     * Yields a collections of values to the [Iterator] being built.\n     *\n     *

@sample samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n     */\n    public suspend fun

yieldAll(elements: Iterable<T>) {\n        if (elements is Collection && elements.isEmpty()) return\n        return

yieldAll(elements.iterator())\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * Yields potentially infinite sequence of values  to the [Iterator]

being built.\n     *\n     * The sequence can be potentially infinite.\n     *\n     * @sample

samples.collections.Sequences.Building.buildSequenceYieldAll\n     */\n    public suspend fun yieldAll(sequence:

Sequence<T>) = yieldAll(sequence.iterator())\n}\n\nprivate typealias State = Int\nprivate const val State_NotReady:

State = 0\nprivate const val State_ManyNotReady: State = 1\nprivate const val State_ManyReady: State =

2\nprivate const val State_Ready: State = 3\nprivate const val State_Done: State = 4\nprivate const val State_Failed:

State = 5\n\nprivate class SequenceBuilderIterator<T> : SequenceBuilder<T>(), Iterator<T>, Continuation<Unit>

{\n    private var state = State_NotReady\n    private var nextValue: T? = null\n    private var nextIterator:

Iterator<T>? = null\n    var nextStep: Continuation<Unit>? = null\n\n    override fun hasNext(): Boolean {\n

while (true) {\n            when (state) {\n                State_NotReady -> {}\n                State_ManyNotReady ->\n

        if (nextIterator!!.hasNext()) {\n                        state = State_ManyReady\n                        return true\n

  } else {\n                        nextIterator = null\n                    }\n                State_Done -> return false\n

State_Ready, State_ManyReady -> return true\n                else -> throw exceptionalState()\n            }\n\n            state

= State_Failed\n            val step = nextStep!!\n            nextStep = null\n            step.resume(Unit)\n        }\n    }\n\n

override fun next(): T {\n        when (state) {\n            State_NotReady, State_ManyNotReady -> return

nextNotReady()\n            State_ManyReady -> {\n                state = State_ManyNotReady\n                return

nextIterator!!.next()\n            }\n            State_Ready -> {\n                state = State_NotReady\n

@Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\") \n                val result = nextValue as T\n                nextValue = null\n

   return result\n            }\n            else -> throw exceptionalState()\n        }\n    }\n\n    private fun nextNotReady(): T

{\n        if (!hasNext()) throw NoSuchElementException() else return next()\n    }\n\n    private fun

exceptionalState(): Throwable = when (state) {\n        State_Done -> NoSuchElementException()\n        State_Failed

-> IllegalStateException(\"Iterator has failed.\")\n        else -> IllegalStateException(\"Unexpected state of the

iterator: $state\")\n    }\n\n\n    suspend override fun yield(value: T) {\n        nextValue = value\n        state =

State_Ready\n        return suspendCoroutineOrReturn { c ->\n            nextStep = c\n

COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n        }\n    }\n\n    suspend override fun yieldAll(iterator: Iterator<T>) {\n        if

(!iterator.hasNext()) return\n        nextIterator = iterator\n        state = State_ManyReady\n        return

suspendCoroutineOrReturn { c ->\n            nextStep = c\n            COROUTINE_SUSPENDED\n        }\n    }\n\n

// Completion continuation implementation\n    override fun resume(value: Unit) {\n        state = State_Done\n

}\n\n    override fun resumeWithException(exception: Throwable) {\n        throw exception // just rethrow\n    }\n\n

override val context: CoroutineContext\n        get() = EmptyCoroutineContext\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017

JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"IntrinsicsKt\")\n\npackage kotlin.coroutines.experimental.intrinsics\n\nimport

kotlin.coroutines.experimental.*\n\n/**\n * Obtains the current continuation instance inside suspend functions and

either suspends\n * currently running coroutine or returns result immediately without suspension.\n *\n * If the

[block] returns the special [COROUTINE_SUSPENDED] value, it means that suspend function did suspend the

execution and will\n * not return any result immediately. In this case, the [Continuation] provided to the [block]

shall be invoked at some moment in the\n * future when the result becomes available to resume the computation.\n

*\n * Otherwise, the return value of the [block] must have a type assignable to [T] and represents the result of this
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suspend function.\n * It means that the execution was not suspended and the [Continuation] provided to the [block]

shall not be invoked.\n * As the result type of the [block] is declared as `Any?` and cannot be correctly type-

checked,\n * its proper return type remains on the conscience of the suspend function's author.\n *\n * Note that it is

not recommended to call either [Continuation.resume] nor [Continuation.resumeWithException] functions

synchronously\n * in the same stackframe where suspension function is run. Use [suspendCoroutine] as a safer way

to obtain current\n * continuation instance.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@Suppress(\"UNUSED_PARAMETER\")\npublic

suspend inline fun <T> suspendCoroutineOrReturn(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Any?): T =\n

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn { cont -> block(cont.intercepted()) }\n\n/**\n * Obtains the current

continuation instance inside suspend functions and either suspends\n * currently running coroutine or returns result

immediately without suspension.\n *\n * Unlike [suspendCoroutineOrReturn] it does not intercept continuation.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic suspend inline fun <T>

suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn(crossinline block: (Continuation<T>) -> Any?): T =\n        throw

NotImplementedError(\"Implementation of suspendCoroutineUninterceptedOrReturn is intrinsic\")\n\n/**\n *

Intercept continuation with [ContinuationInterceptor].\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun <T> Continuation<T>.intercepted():

Continuation<T> =\n        throw NotImplementedError(\"Implementation of intercepted is intrinsic\")\n\n/**\n *

Continuation context of current coroutine.\n *\n * This allows the user code to not pass an extra [CoroutineContext]

parameter in basic coroutine builders\n * like [launch](https://kotlin.github.io/kotlinx.coroutines/kotlinx-coroutines-

core/kotlinx.coroutines.experimental/launch.html)\n * and [async](https://kotlin.github.io/kotlinx.coroutines/kotlinx-

coroutines-core/kotlinx.coroutines.experimental/async.html),\n * but still provide easy access to coroutine context.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"WRONG_MODIFIER_TARGET\")\n@Deprecated(\n    \"Use

kotlin.coroutines.experimental.coroutineContext instead\",\n

ReplaceWith(\"kotlin.coroutines.experimental.coroutineContext\"),\n    DeprecationLevel.WARNING\n)\npublic

suspend inline val coroutineContext: CoroutineContext\n    get() {\n        throw

NotImplementedError(\"Implemented as intrinsic\")\n    }\n\n/**\n * This value is used as a return value of

[suspendCoroutineOrReturn] `block` argument to state that\n * the execution was suspended and will not return any

result immediately.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic val COROUTINE_SUSPENDED: Any = Any()\n\n// JVM

declarations\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on

platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n// INTERNAL DEFINITIONS\n\n/* Not available on

platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.experimental\n\n/** Performs a

bitwise AND operation between the two values. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic

inline infix fun Byte.and(other: Byte): Byte = (this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toByte()\n/** Performs a bitwise OR

operation between the two values. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun

Byte.or(other: Byte): Byte = (this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toByte()\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between

the two values. */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun Byte.xor(other:

Byte): Byte = (this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toByte()\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Byte.inv(): Byte =

(this.toInt().inv()).toByte()\n\n\n/** Performs a bitwise AND operation between the two values.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun Short.and(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() and other.toInt()).toShort()\n/** Performs a bitwise OR operation between the two values.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun Short.or(other: Short): Short =
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(this.toInt() or other.toInt()).toShort()\n/** Performs a bitwise XOR operation between the two values.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline infix fun Short.xor(other: Short): Short =

(this.toInt() xor other.toInt()).toShort()\n/** Inverts the bits in this value.

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline fun Short.inv(): Short =

(this.toInt().inv()).toShort()\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2015 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.internal\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the corresponding type should be ignored during type inference.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

NoInfer\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the constraint built for the type during type inference should be an equality one.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

Exact\n\n/**\n * Specifies that a corresponding member has the lowest priority in overload resolution.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

LowPriorityInOverloadResolution\n\n/**\n * Specifies that the corresponding member has the highest priority in

overload resolution. Effectively this means that\n * an extension annotated with this annotation will win in overload

resolution over a member with the same signature.\n */\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

HidesMembers\n\n/**\n * The value of this type parameter should be mentioned in input types (argument types,

receiver type or expected type).\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.TYPE_PARAMETER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal

annotation class OnlyInputTypes\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this function should not be called directly without

inlining\n */\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_GETTER,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY_SETTER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

InlineOnly\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this declaration can have dynamic receiver type.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION,

AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\ninternal annotation class

DynamicExtension\n\n/**\n * The value of this parameter should be a property reference expression (`this::foo`),

referencing a `lateinit` property,\n * the backing field of which is accessible at the point where the corresponding

argument is passed.\n

*/\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.VALUE_PARAMETER)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@SinceK

otlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal annotation class AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this declaration is

only completely supported since the specified version.\n *\n * The Kotlin compiler of an earlier version is going to

report a diagnostic on usages of this declaration.\n * The diagnostic message can be specified with [message], or via

[errorCode] (takes less space, but might not be immediately clear\n * to the user). The diagnostic severity can be

specified with [level]: WARNING/ERROR mean that either a warning or an error\n * is going to be reported,

HIDDEN means that the declaration is going to be removed from resolution completely.\n *\n * [versionKind]

specifies which version should be compared with the [version] value, when compiling the usage of the annotated

declaration.\n * Note that prior to 1.2, only [RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION] was supported,

so the Kotlin compiler before 1.2 is going to\n * treat any [RequireKotlin] as if it requires the language version.

Since 1.2, the Kotlin compiler supports\n * [RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION],

[RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION] and [RequireKotlinVersionKind.API_VERSION].\n * If the

actual value of [versionKind] is something different (e.g. a new version kind, added in future versions of Kotlin),\n *

Kotlin 1.2 is going to ignore this [RequireKotlin] altogether, where as Kotlin before 1.2 is going to treat this as a
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requirement\n * on the language version.\n *\n * This annotation is erased at compile time; its arguments are stored

in a more compact form in the Kotlin metadata.\n */\n@Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS,

AnnotationTarget.FUNCTION, AnnotationTarget.PROPERTY, AnnotationTarget.CONSTRUCTOR,

AnnotationTarget.TYPEALIAS)\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.SOURCE)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal

annotation class RequireKotlin(\n        val version: String,\n        val message: String = \"\",\n        val level:

DeprecationLevel = DeprecationLevel.ERROR,\n        val versionKind: RequireKotlinVersionKind =

RequireKotlinVersionKind.LANGUAGE_VERSION,\n        val errorCode: Int = -1\n)\n\n/**\n * The kind of the

version that is required by [RequireKotlin].\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal enum class

RequireKotlinVersionKind {\n    LANGUAGE_VERSION,\n    COMPILER_VERSION,\n

API_VERSION,\n}\n\n/**\n * Specifies that this declaration is a part of special DSL, used for constructing

function's contract.\n */\n@Retention(AnnotationRetention.BINARY)\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal annotation

class ContractsDsl\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage

kotlin.internal.contracts\n\nimport kotlin.internal.ContractsDsl\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n\n@ContractsDsl\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal interface ContractBuilder {\n

@ContractsDsl fun returns(): Returns\n    @ContractsDsl fun returns(value: Any?): Returns\n    @ContractsDsl fun

returnsNotNull(): ReturnsNotNull\n    @ContractsDsl fun <R> callsInPlace(lambda: Function<R>, kind:

InvocationKind = InvocationKind.UNKNOWN):

CallsInPlace\n}\n\n@ContractsDsl\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal enum class InvocationKind {\n

@ContractsDsl AT_MOST_ONCE,\n    @ContractsDsl AT_LEAST_ONCE,\n    @ContractsDsl

EXACTLY_ONCE,\n    @ContractsDsl

UNKNOWN\n}\n\n@ContractsDsl\n@InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\ninternal inline fun contract(builder:

ContractBuilder.() -> Unit) { }","package kotlin.properties\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\n\n/**\n * Standard

property delegates.\n */\npublic object Delegates {\n    /**\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write

property with a non-`null` value that is initialized not during\n     * object construction time but at a later time.

Trying to read the property before the initial value has been\n     * assigned results in an exception.\n     *\n     *

@sample samples.properties.Delegates.notNullDelegate\n     */\n    public fun <T: Any> notNull():

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> = NotNullVar()\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write property

that calls a specified callback function when changed.\n     * @param initialValue the initial value of the property.\n

  * @param onChange the callback which is called after the change of the property is made. The value of the

property\n     *  has already been changed when this callback is invoked.\n     *\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.observableDelegate\n     */\n    public inline fun <T> observable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Unit):\n

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> = object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\n            override fun

afterChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) = onChange(property, oldValue, newValue)\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Returns a property delegate for a read/write property that calls a specified callback function when

changed,\n     * allowing the callback to veto the modification.\n     * @param initialValue the initial value of the

property.\n     * @param onChange the callback which is called before a change to the property value is attempted.\n

   *  The value of the property hasn't been changed yet, when this callback is invoked.\n     *  If the callback returns

`true` the value of the property is being set to the new value,\n     *  and if the callback returns `false` the new value

is discarded and the property remains its old value.\n     *\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.vetoableDelegate\n     *  @sample

samples.properties.Delegates.throwVetoableDelegate\n     */\n    public inline fun <T> vetoable(initialValue: T,

crossinline onChange: (property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T) -> Boolean):\n
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ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> = object : ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue) {\n            override fun

beforeChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Boolean = onChange(property, oldValue,

newValue)\n        }\n\n}\n\n\nprivate class NotNullVar<T: Any>() : ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> {\n    private var

value: T? = null\n\n    public override fun getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T {\n        return value

?: throw IllegalStateException(\"Property ${property.name} should be initialized before get.\")\n    }\n\n    public

override fun setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: T) {\n        this.value = value\n

}\n}\n\n","package kotlin.properties\n\nimport kotlin.reflect.KProperty\n\n/**\n * Implements the core logic of a

property delegate for a read/write property that calls callback functions when changed.\n * @param initialValue the

initial value of the property.\n */\npublic abstract class ObservableProperty<T>(initialValue: T) :

ReadWriteProperty<Any?, T> {\n    private var value = initialValue\n\n    /**\n     *  The callback which is called

before a change to the property value is attempted.\n     *  The value of the property hasn't been changed yet, when

this callback is invoked.\n     *  If the callback returns `true` the value of the property is being set to the new value,\n

   *  and if the callback returns `false` the new value is discarded and the property remains its old value.\n     */\n

protected open fun beforeChange(property: KProperty<*>, oldValue: T, newValue: T): Boolean = true\n\n    /**\n

* The callback which is called after the change of the property is made. The value of the property\n     * has already

been changed when this callback is invoked.\n     */\n    protected open fun afterChange (property: KProperty<*>,

oldValue: T, newValue: T): Unit {}\n\n    public override fun getValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>): T

{\n        return value\n    }\n\n    public override fun setValue(thisRef: Any?, property: KProperty<*>, value: T) {\n

    val oldValue = this.value\n        if (!beforeChange(property, oldValue, value)) {\n            return\n        }\n

this.value = value\n        afterChange(property, oldValue, value)\n

}\n}","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"RangesKt\")\npackage

kotlin.ranges\n\n/**\n * Represents a range of floating point numbers.\n * Extends [ClosedRange] interface

providing custom operation [lessThanOrEquals] for comparing values of range domain type.\n *\n * This interface

is implemented by floating point ranges returned by [Float.rangeTo] and [Double.rangeTo] operators to\n * achieve

IEEE-754 comparison order instead of total order of floating point numbers.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic

interface ClosedFloatingPointRange<T: Comparable<T>> : ClosedRange<T> {\n    override fun contains(value: T):

Boolean = lessThanOrEquals(start, value) && lessThanOrEquals(value, endInclusive)\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = !lessThanOrEquals(start, endInclusive)\n\n    /**\n     * Compares two values of range domain type and

returns true if first is less than or equal to second.\n     */\n    fun lessThanOrEquals(a: T, b: T): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n

* Represents a range of [Comparable] values.\n */\nprivate open class ComparableRange<T: Comparable<T>> (\n

   override val start: T,\n        override val endInclusive: T\n): ClosedRange<T> {\n\n    override fun equals(other:

Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is ComparableRange<*> && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n                start

== other.start && endInclusive == other.endInclusive)\n    }\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int {\n        return if

(isEmpty()) -1 else 31 * start.hashCode() + endInclusive.hashCode()\n    }\n\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"$start..$endInclusive\"\n}\n\n/**\n * A closed range of values of type `Double`.\n *\n * Numbers are compared

with the ends of this range according to IEEE-754.\n */\nprivate class ClosedDoubleRange (\n        start: Double,\n

   endInclusive: Double\n) : ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double> {\n    private val _start = start\n    private val

_endInclusive = endInclusive\n    override val start: Double get() = _start\n    override val endInclusive: Double get()

= _endInclusive\n\n    override fun lessThanOrEquals(a: Double, b: Double): Boolean = a <= b\n\n    override fun

contains(value: Double): Boolean = value >= _start && value <= _endInclusive\n    override fun isEmpty():

Boolean = !(_start <= _endInclusive)\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        return other is

ClosedDoubleRange && (isEmpty() && other.isEmpty() ||\n                _start == other._start && _endInclusive ==

other._endInclusive)\n    }\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int {\n        return if (isEmpty()) -1 else 31 *

_start.hashCode() + _endInclusive.hashCode()\n    }\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"$_start..$_endInclusive\"\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Creates a range from this [Comparable] value

to the specified [that] value.\n *\n * This value needs to be smaller than [that] value, otherwise the returned range

will be empty.\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromComparable\n */\npublic operator fun <T:
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Comparable<T>> T.rangeTo(that: T): ClosedRange<T> = ComparableRange(this, that)\n\n/**\n * Creates a range

from this [Double] value to the specified [that] value.\n *\n * Numbers are compared with the ends of this range

according to IEEE-754.\n * @sample samples.ranges.Ranges.rangeFromDouble\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic operator fun Double.rangeTo(that: Double): ClosedFloatingPointRange<Double>

= ClosedDoubleRange(this, that)\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\ninternal fun

checkStepIsPositive(isPositive: Boolean, step: Number) {\n    if (!isPositive) throw

IllegalArgumentException(\"Step must be positive, was: $step.\")\n}\n","/*\n * Copyright 2010-2014 JetBrains

s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except

in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"CharsKt\")\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n

* Concatenates this Char and a String.\n */\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun Char.plus(other:

String) : String = this.toString() + other\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this character is equal to the [other] character,

optionally ignoring character case.\n *\n * @param ignoreCase `true` to ignore character case when comparing

characters. By default `false`.\n *\n * Two characters are considered the same ignoring case if at least one of the

following is `true`:\n *   - The two characters are the same (as compared by the == operator)\n *   - Applying the

method [toUpperCase] to each character produces the same result\n *   - Applying the method [toLowerCase] to

each character produces the same result\n */\npublic fun Char.equals(other: Char, ignoreCase: Boolean = false):

Boolean {\n    if (this == other) return true\n    if (!ignoreCase) return false\n\n    if (this.toUpperCase() ==

other.toUpperCase()) return true\n    if (this.toLowerCase() == other.toLowerCase()) return true\n    return

false\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this character is a Unicode surrogate code unit.\n */\npublic fun

Char.isSurrogate(): Boolean = this in

Char.MIN_SURROGATE..Char.MAX_SURROGATE\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.J

vmName(\"StringsKt\")\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Trims leading whitespace characters followed by

[marginPrefix] from every line of a source string and removes\n * the first and the last lines if they are blank (notice

difference blank vs empty).\n *\n * Doesn't affect a line if it doesn't contain [marginPrefix] except the first and the

last blank lines.\n *\n * Doesn't preserve the original line endings.\n *\n * @param marginPrefix non-blank string,

which is used as a margin delimiter. Default is `|` (pipe character).\n *\n * @sample

samples.text.Strings.trimMargin\n * @see trimIndent\n * @see kotlin.text.isWhitespace\n */\npublic fun

String.trimMargin(marginPrefix: String = \"|\"): String =\n    replaceIndentByMargin(\"\", marginPrefix)\n\n/**\n *

Detects indent by [marginPrefix] as it does [trimMargin] and replace it with [newIndent].\n *\n * @param

marginPrefix non-blank string, which is used as a margin delimiter. Default is `|` (pipe character).\n */\npublic fun

String.replaceIndentByMargin(newIndent: String = \"\", marginPrefix: String = \"|\"): String {\n

require(marginPrefix.isNotBlank()) { \"marginPrefix must be non-blank string.\" }\n    val lines = lines()\n\n    return

lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length * lines.size, getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line ->\n        val

firstNonWhitespaceIndex = line.indexOfFirst { !it.isWhitespace() }\n\n        when {\n

firstNonWhitespaceIndex == -1 -> null\n            line.startsWith(marginPrefix, firstNonWhitespaceIndex) ->

line.substring(firstNonWhitespaceIndex + marginPrefix.length)\n            else -> null\n        }\n    })\n}\n\n/**\n *

Detects a common minimal indent of all the input lines, removes it from every line and also removes the first and

the last\n * lines if they are blank (notice difference blank vs empty).\n *\n * Note that blank lines do not affect the

detected indent level.\n *\n * In case if there are non-blank lines with no leading whitespace characters (no indent at

all) then the\n * common indent is 0, and therefore this function doesn't change the indentation.\n *\n * Doesn't

preserve the original line endings.\n *\n * @sample samples.text.Strings.trimIndent\n * @see trimMargin\n * @see

kotlin.text.isBlank\n */\npublic fun String.trimIndent(): String = replaceIndent(\"\")\n\n/**\n * Detects a common

minimal indent like it does [trimIndent] and replaces it with the specified [newIndent].\n */\npublic fun
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String.replaceIndent(newIndent: String = \"\"): String {\n    val lines = lines()\n\n    val minCommonIndent = lines\n

         .filter(String::isNotBlank)\n            .map(String::indentWidth)\n            .min() ?: 0\n\n    return

lines.reindent(length + newIndent.length * lines.size, getIndentFunction(newIndent), { line ->

line.drop(minCommonIndent) })\n}\n\n/**\n * Prepends [indent] to every line of the original string.\n *\n * Doesn't

preserve the original line endings.\n */\npublic fun String.prependIndent(indent: String = \"    \"): String =\n

lineSequence()\n    .map {\n        when {\n            it.isBlank() -> {\n                when {\n                    it.length <

indent.length -> indent\n                    else -> it\n                }\n            }\n            else -> indent + it\n        }\n    }\n

.joinToString(\"\\n\")\n\nprivate fun String.indentWidth(): Int = indexOfFirst { !it.isWhitespace() }.let { if (it == -1)

length else it }\n\nprivate fun getIndentFunction(indent: String) = when {\n    indent.isEmpty() -> { line: String ->

line }\n    else -> { line: String -> indent + line }\n}\n\nprivate inline fun List<String>.reindent(resultSizeEstimate:

Int, indentAddFunction: (String) -> String, indentCutFunction: (String) -> String?): String {\n    val lastIndex =

lastIndex\n    return mapIndexedNotNull { index, value ->\n            if ((index == 0 || index == lastIndex) &&

value.isBlank())\n                null\n            else\n                indentCutFunction(value)?.let(indentAddFunction) ?:

value\n        }\n        .joinTo(StringBuilder(resultSizeEstimate), \"\\n\")\n        .toString()\n}\n",null,"/*\n * Copyright

2010-2017 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n

*/\n\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmMultifileClass\n@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"StringsKt\")\n@file:Suppress(\"PLATFOR

M_CLASS_MAPPED_TO_KOTLIN\")\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the

string is not a valid representation of a number.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toByteOrNull():

Byte? = toByteOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a signed [Byte] number and returns the result\n *

or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when

[radix] is not a valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun

String.toByteOrNull(radix: Int): Byte? {\n    val int = this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\n    if (int <

Byte.MIN_VALUE || int > Byte.MAX_VALUE) return null\n    return int.toByte()\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as

a [Short] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toShortOrNull(): Short? = toShortOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses

the string as a [Short] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number

conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toShortOrNull(radix: Int): Short? {\n    val int =

this.toIntOrNull(radix) ?: return null\n    if (int < Short.MIN_VALUE || int > Short.MAX_VALUE) return null\n

return int.toShort()\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string

is not a valid representation of a number.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toIntOrNull(): Int? =

toIntOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as an [Int] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the

string is not a valid representation of a number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a

valid radix for string to number conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toIntOrNull(radix: Int):

Int? {\n    checkRadix(radix)\n\n    val length = this.length\n    if (length == 0) return null\n\n    val start: Int\n    val
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isNegative: Boolean\n    val limit: Int\n\n    val firstChar = this[0]\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  // Possible leading sign\n

    if (length == 1) return null  // non-digit (possible sign) only, no digits after\n\n        start = 1\n\n        if (firstChar

== '-') {\n            isNegative = true\n            limit = Int.MIN_VALUE\n        } else if (firstChar == '+') {\n

isNegative = false\n            limit = -Int.MAX_VALUE\n        } else\n            return null\n    } else {\n        start = 0\n

     isNegative = false\n        limit = -Int.MAX_VALUE\n    }\n\n\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\n    var result

= 0\n    for (i in start..(length - 1)) {\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\n\n        if (digit < 0) return null\n        if

(result < limitBeforeMul) return null\n\n        result *= radix\n\n        if (result < limit + digit) return null\n\n

result -= digit\n    }\n\n    return if (isNegative) result else -result\n}\n\n/**\n * Parses the string as a [Long] number

and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a number.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(): Long? = toLongOrNull(radix = 10)\n\n/**\n * Parses

the string as a [Long] number and returns the result\n * or `null` if the string is not a valid representation of a

number.\n *\n * @throws IllegalArgumentException when [radix] is not a valid radix for string to number

conversion.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic fun String.toLongOrNull(radix: Int): Long? {\n

checkRadix(radix)\n\n    val length = this.length\n    if (length == 0) return null\n\n    val start: Int\n    val isNegative:

Boolean\n    val limit: Long\n\n    val firstChar = this[0]\n    if (firstChar < '0') {  // Possible leading sign\n        if

(length == 1) return null  // non-digit (possible sign) only, no digits after\n\n        start = 1\n\n        if (firstChar == '-')

{\n            isNegative = true\n            limit = Long.MIN_VALUE\n        } else if (firstChar == '+') {\n

isNegative = false\n            limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\n        } else\n            return null\n    } else {\n        start =

0\n        isNegative = false\n        limit = -Long.MAX_VALUE\n    }\n\n\n    val limitBeforeMul = limit / radix\n

var result = 0L\n    for (i in start..(length - 1)) {\n        val digit = digitOf(this[i], radix)\n\n        if (digit < 0) return

null\n        if (result < limitBeforeMul) return null\n\n        result *= radix\n\n        if (result < limit + digit) return

null\n\n        result -= digit\n    }\n\n    return if (isNegative) result else -result\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not

available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not

available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not

available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n","package kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Defines names for Unicode symbols used in proper

Typography.\n */\npublic object Typography {\n    /** The character &#x22; \u2013 quotation mark */\n    public

const val quote: Char = '\\u0022'\n    /** The character &#x24; \u2013 dollar sign */\n    public const val dollar:

Char = '\\u0024'\n    /** The character &#x26; \u2013 ampersand */\n    public const val amp: Char = '\\u0026'\n

/** The character &#x3C; \u2013 less-than sign */\n    public const val less: Char = '\\u003C'\n    /** The character

&#x3E; \u2013 greater-than sign */\n    public const val greater: Char = '\\u003E'\n    /** The non-breaking space

character */\n    public const val nbsp: Char = '\\u00A0'\n    /** The character &#xD7; */\n    public const val times:

Char = '\\u00D7'\n    /** The character &#xA2; */\n    public const val cent: Char = '\\u00A2'\n    /** The character

&#xA3; */\n    public const val pound: Char = '\\u00A3'\n    /** The character &#xA7; */\n    public const val

section: Char = '\\u00A7'\n    /** The character &#xA9; */\n    public const val copyright: Char = '\\u00A9'\n    /**

The character &#xAB; */\n    public const val leftGuillemete: Char = '\\u00AB'\n    /** The character &#xBB; */\n

public const val rightGuillemete: Char = '\\u00BB'\n    /** The character &#xAE; */\n    public const val registered:

Char = '\\u00AE'\n    /** The character &#xB0; */\n    public const val degree: Char = '\\u00B0'\n    /** The

character &#xB1; */\n    public const val plusMinus: Char = '\\u00B1'\n    /** The character &#xB6; */\n    public

const val paragraph: Char = '\\u00B6'\n    /** The character &#xB7; */\n    public const val middleDot: Char =

'\\u00B7'\n    /** The character &#xBD; */\n    public const val half: Char = '\\u00BD'\n    /** The character

&#x2013; */\n    public const val ndash: Char = '\\u2013'\n    /** The character &#x2014; */\n    public const val

mdash: Char = '\\u2014'\n    /** The character &#x2018; */\n    public const val leftSingleQuote: Char = '\\u2018'\n

/** The character &#x2019; */\n    public const val rightSingleQuote: Char = '\\u2019'\n    /** The character

&#x201A; */\n    public const val lowSingleQuote: Char = '\\u201A'\n    /** The character &#x201C; */\n    public
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const val leftDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201C'\n    /** The character &#x201D; */\n    public const val

rightDoubleQuote: Char = '\\u201D'\n    /** The character &#x201E; */\n    public const val lowDoubleQuote: Char

= '\\u201E'\n    /** The character &#x2020; */\n    public const val dagger: Char = '\\u2020'\n    /** The character

&#x2021; */\n    public const val doubleDagger: Char = '\\u2021'\n    /** The character &#x2022; */\n    public

const val bullet: Char = '\\u2022'\n    /** The character &#x2026; */\n    public const val ellipsis: Char = '\\u2026'\n

/** The character &#x2032; */\n    public const val prime: Char = '\\u2032'\n    /** The character &#x2033; */\n

public const val doublePrime: Char = '\\u2033'\n    /** The character &#x20AC; */\n    public const val euro: Char =

'\\u20AC'\n    /** The character &#x2122; */\n    public const val tm: Char = '\\u2122'\n    /** The character

&#x2248; */\n    public const val almostEqual: Char = '\\u2248'\n    /** The character &#x2260; */\n    public const

val notEqual: Char = '\\u2260'\n    /** The character &#x2264; */\n    public const val lessOrEqual: Char =

'\\u2264'\n    /** The character &#x2265; */\n    public const val greaterOrEqual: Char = '\\u2265'\n}","/*\n *

Copyright 2010-2016 JetBrains s.r.o.\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n */\n\npackage kotlin.text\n\n/**\n * Represents a

collection of captured groups in a single match of a regular expression.\n *\n * This collection has size of

`groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in the regular expression.\n * Groups are indexed from

1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to the entire match.\n *\n * An element of the collection

at the particular index can be `null`,\n * if the corresponding group in the regular expression is optional and\n * there

was no match captured by that group.\n */\npublic interface MatchGroupCollection : Collection<MatchGroup?>

{\n\n    /** Returns a group with the specified [index].\n     *\n     * @return An instance of [MatchGroup] if the

group with the specified [index] was matched or `null` otherwise.\n     *\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to the

count of groups in the regular expression. A group with the index 0\n     * corresponds to the entire match.\n     */\n

public operator fun get(index: Int): MatchGroup?\n}\n\n/**\n * Extends [MatchGroupCollection] by introducing a

way to get matched groups by name, when regex supports it.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic interface

MatchNamedGroupCollection : MatchGroupCollection {\n    /**\n     * Returns a named group with the specified

[name].\n     * @return An instance of [MatchGroup] if the group with the specified [name] was matched or `null`

otherwise.\n     */\n    public operator fun get(name: String): MatchGroup?\n}\n\n/**\n * Represents the results from

a single regular expression match.\n */\npublic interface MatchResult {\n    /** The range of indices in the original

string where match was captured. */\n    public val range: IntRange\n    /** The substring from the input string

captured by this match. */\n    public val value: String\n    /**\n     * A collection of groups matched by the regular

expression.\n     *\n     * This collection has size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in

the regular expression.\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to

the entire match.\n     */\n    public val groups: MatchGroupCollection\n    /**\n     * A list of matched indexed group

values.\n     *\n     * This list has size of `groupCount + 1` where `groupCount` is the count of groups in the regular

expression.\n     * Groups are indexed from 1 to `groupCount` and group with the index 0 corresponds to the entire

match.\n     *\n     * If the group in the regular expression is optional and there were no match captured by that

group,\n     * corresponding item in [groupValues] is an empty string.\n     *\n     * @sample:

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\n     */\n    public val groupValues: List<String>\n\n

/**\n     * An instance of [MatchResult.Destructured] wrapper providing components for destructuring assignment

of group values.\n     *\n     * component1 corresponds to the value of the first group, component2 \u2014 of the

second, and so on.\n     *\n     * @sample: samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuring\n     */\n    public val

destructured: Destructured get() = Destructured(this)\n\n    /** Returns a new [MatchResult] with the results for the

next match, starting at the position\n     *  at which the last match ended (at the character after the last matched

character).\n     */\n    public fun next(): MatchResult?\n\n    /**\n     * Provides components for destructuring

assignment of group values.\n     *\n     * [component1] corresponds to the value of the first group, [component2]
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\u2014 of the second, and so on.\n     *\n     * If the group in the regular expression is optional and there were no

match captured by that group,\n     * corresponding component value is an empty string.\n     *\n     * @sample:

samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\n     */\n    public class Destructured internal

constructor(public val match: MatchResult) {\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component1():  String = match.groupValues[1]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component2():  String = match.groupValues[2]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component3():  String = match.groupValues[3]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component4():  String = match.groupValues[4]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component5():  String = match.groupValues[5]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component6():  String = match.groupValues[6]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component7():  String = match.groupValues[7]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component8():  String = match.groupValues[8]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component9():  String = match.groupValues[9]\n        @kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n        public operator inline fun

component10(): String = match.groupValues[10]\n        /**\n         *  Returns destructured group values as a list of

strings.\n         *  First value in the returned list corresponds to the value of the first group, and so on.\n         *\n

* @sample: samples.text.Regexps.matchDestructuringToGroupValues\n         */\n        public fun toList():

List<String> = match.groupValues.subList(1, match.groupValues.size)\n    }\n}","package kotlin\n\n/**\n *

Represents a version of the Kotlin standard library.\n *\n * [major], [minor] and [patch] are integer components of a

version,\n * they must be non-negative and not greater than 255 ([MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE]).\n *\n *

@constructor Creates a version from all three components.\n */\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.1\")\npublic class

KotlinVersion(val major: Int, val minor: Int, val patch: Int) : Comparable<KotlinVersion> {\n    /**\n     * Creates a

version from [major] and [minor] components, leaving [patch] component zero.\n     */\n    public constructor(major:

Int, minor: Int) : this(major, minor, 0)\n\n    private val version = versionOf(major, minor, patch)\n\n    private fun

versionOf(major: Int, minor: Int, patch: Int): Int {\n        require(major in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE &&

minor in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE && patch in 0..MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE) {\n            \"Version

components are out of range: $major.$minor.$patch\"\n        }\n        return major.shl(16) + minor.shl(8) + patch\n

}\n\n    /**\n     * Returns the string representation of this version\n     */\n    override fun toString(): String =

\"$major.$minor.$patch\"\n\n    override fun equals(other: Any?): Boolean {\n        if (this === other) return true\n

  val otherVersion = (other as? KotlinVersion) ?: return false\n        return this.version == otherVersion.version\n

}\n\n    override fun hashCode(): Int = version\n\n    override fun compareTo(other: KotlinVersion): Int = version -

other.version\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if this version is not less than the version specified\n     * with the

provided [major] and [minor] components.\n     */\n    public fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int): Boolean =\n

 // or this.version >= versionOf(major, minor, 0)\n            this.major > major || (this.major == major &&\n

 this.minor >= minor)\n\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if this version is not less than the version specified\n     * with

the provided [major], [minor] and [patch] components.\n     */\n    public fun isAtLeast(major: Int, minor: Int, patch:

Int): Boolean =\n            // or this.version >= versionOf(major, minor, patch)\n            this.major > major ||

(this.major == major &&\n                    (this.minor > minor || this.minor == minor &&\n                            this.patch

>= patch))\n\n    companion object {\n        /**\n         * Maximum value a version component can have, a constant

value 255.\n         */\n        // NOTE: Must be placed before CURRENT because its initialization requires this field

being initialized in JS\n        public const val MAX_COMPONENT_VALUE = 255\n\n        /**\n         * Returns the

current version of the Kotlin standard library.\n         */\n        @kotlin.jvm.JvmField\n        public val CURRENT:

KotlinVersion = KotlinVersion(1, 2, 31) // value is written here automatically during build\n

}\n}\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LateinitKt\")\n@file:Suppress(\"unused\")\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\nimport kotlin.internal.AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty0\n\n/**\n * Returns `true` if this lateinit property has been assigned a value, and `false`

otherwise.\n *\n * Cannot be used in an inline function, to avoid binary compatibility issues.\n

*/\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@InlineOnly\ninline val @receiver:AccessibleLateinitPropertyLiteral

KProperty0<*>.isInitialized: Boolean\n    get() = throw NotImplementedError(\"Implementation is
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intrinsic\")\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"LazyKt\")\n\npackage kotlin\n\nimport

kotlin.reflect.KProperty\n\n/**\n * Represents a value with lazy initialization.\n *\n * To create an instance of

[Lazy] use the [lazy] function.\n */\npublic interface Lazy<out T> {\n    /**\n     * Gets the lazily initialized value of

the current Lazy instance.\n     * Once the value was initialized it must not change during the rest of lifetime of this

Lazy instance.\n     */\n    public val value: T\n    /**\n     * Returns `true` if a value for this Lazy instance has been

already initialized, and `false` otherwise.\n     * Once this function has returned `true` it stays `true` for the rest of

lifetime of this Lazy instance.\n     */\n    public fun isInitialized(): Boolean\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new instance of

the [Lazy] that is already initialized with the specified [value].\n */\npublic fun <T> lazyOf(value: T): Lazy<T> =

InitializedLazyImpl(value)\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on

platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS */\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n/**\n

* An extension to delegate a read-only property of type [T] to an instance of [Lazy].\n *\n * This extension allows to

use instances of Lazy for property delegation:\n * `val property: String by lazy { initializer }`\n

*/\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\npublic inline operator fun <T> Lazy<T>.getValue(thisRef: Any?, property:

KProperty<*>): T = value\n\n/**\n * Specifies how a [Lazy] instance synchronizes initialization among multiple

threads.\n */\npublic enum class LazyThreadSafetyMode {\n\n    /**\n     * Locks are used to ensure that only a

single thread can initialize the [Lazy] instance.\n     */\n    SYNCHRONIZED,\n\n    /**\n     * Initializer function

can be called several times on concurrent access to uninitialized [Lazy] instance value,\n     * but only the first

returned value will be used as the value of [Lazy] instance.\n     */\n    PUBLICATION,\n\n    /**\n     * No locks are

used to synchronize an access to the [Lazy] instance value; if the instance is accessed from multiple threads, its

behavior is undefined.\n     *\n     * This mode should not be used unless the [Lazy] instance is guaranteed never to

be initialized from more than one thread.\n     */\n    NONE,\n}\n\n\nprivate object

UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n// internal to be called from lazy in

JS\ninternal class UnsafeLazyImpl<out T>(initializer: () -> T) : Lazy<T>, Serializable {\n    private var initializer:

(() -> T)? = initializer\n    private var _value: Any? = UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\n\n    override val value: T\n

get() {\n            if (_value === UNINITIALIZED_VALUE) {\n                _value = initializer!!()\n

initializer = null\n            }\n            @Suppress(\"UNCHECKED_CAST\")\n            return _value as T\n        }\n\n

override fun isInitialized(): Boolean = _value !== UNINITIALIZED_VALUE\n\n    override fun toString(): String =

if (isInitialized()) value.toString() else \"Lazy value not initialized yet.\"\n\n    private fun writeReplace(): Any =

InitializedLazyImpl(value)\n}\n\nprivate class InitializedLazyImpl<out T>(override val value: T) : Lazy<T>,

Serializable {\n\n    override fun isInitialized(): Boolean = true\n\n    override fun toString(): String =

value.toString()\n\n}\n\n/* Not available on platform: JS

*/\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n","/*\n * Copyright 2000-2018

JetBrains s.r.o. Use of this source code is governed by the Apache 2.0 license\n * that can be found in the

license/LICENSE.txt file.\n */\n\npackage kotlin\nimport kotlin.internal.RequireKotlin\nimport

kotlin.internal.RequireKotlinVersionKind\n\n@kotlin.internal.InlineOnly\n@SinceKotlin(\"1.2\")\n@Suppress(\"IN

VISIBLE_MEMBER\", \"INVISIBLE_REFERENCE\")\n@RequireKotlin(\"1.2.30\", level =

DeprecationLevel.HIDDEN, versionKind = RequireKotlinVersionKind.COMPILER_VERSION)\npublic inline fun

<R> suspend(noinline block: suspend () -> R): suspend () -> R =

block\n","@file:kotlin.jvm.JvmName(\"TuplesKt\")\npackage kotlin\n\n\n/**\n * Represents a generic pair of two

values.\n *\n * There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any purpose.\n * Pair exhibits

value semantics, i.e. two pairs are equal if both components are equal.\n *\n * An example of decomposing it into

values:\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.pairDestructuring\n *\n * @param A type of the first value.\n * @param

B type of the second value.\n * @property first First value.\n * @property second Second value.\n * @constructor

Creates a new instance of Pair.\n */\npublic data class Pair<out A, out B>(\n        public val first: A,\n        public val

second: B\n                                    ) : Serializable {\n\n    /**\n     * Returns string representation of the [Pair]

including its [first] and [second] values.\n     */\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first,

$second)\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a tuple of type [Pair] from this and [that].\n *\n * This can be useful for creating
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[Map] literals with less noise, for example:\n * @sample samples.collections.Maps.Instantiation.mapFromPairs\n

*/\npublic infix fun <A, B> A.to(that: B): Pair<A, B> = Pair(this, that)\n\n/**\n * Converts this pair into a list.\n

*/\npublic fun <T> Pair<T, T>.toList(): List<T> = listOf(first, second)\n\n/**\n * Represents a triad of values\n *\n

* There is no meaning attached to values in this class, it can be used for any purpose.\n * Triple exhibits value

semantics, i.e. two triples are equal if all three components are equal.\n * An example of decomposing it into

values:\n * @sample samples.misc.Tuples.tripleDestructuring\n *\n * @param A type of the first value.\n * @param

B type of the second value.\n * @param C type of the third value.\n * @property first First value.\n * @property

second Second value.\n * @property third Third value.\n */\npublic data class Triple<out A, out B, out C>(\n

public val first: A,\n        public val second: B,\n        public val third: C\n                                             ) : Serializable

{\n\n    /**\n     * Returns string representation of the [Triple] including its [first], [second] and [third] values.\n

*/\n    public override fun toString(): String = \"($first, $second, $third)\"\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts this triple into a

list.\n */\npublic fun <T> Triple<T, T, T>.toList(): List<T> = listOf(first, second,

third)\n"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAWC,0B;EAVG,IAAI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,UAAW,IAAG,MAAM,IAA1C,C

;IACI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAD,EAAW,CAAC,SAAD,CAAX,EAAwB,OAAxB,C;;QAEL,IAAI,OAAO,OAAQ,KAA

I,QAAvB,C;IACD,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,QAAP,C;;;IAGP,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,E;IACd,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,OA

AL,C;;AAEf,CAAC,CAAC,IAAD,oB;EACG,IAAI,IAAI,M;ECIZ,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,QACH,OADG,aAEC,W

AFD,UAGF,QAHE,C;EAMd,MAAM,WAAY,8C;IACd,IAAI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,Y

AAR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAAkB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,OAAO,kBAAkB,IA

AI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,C;;IAGtC,kBAAmB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IA

AI,kBAAmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,C;;IAGrB,OAA

O,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,C;EAC5B,C;EAE

A,MAAM,WAAY,qD;IACd,IAAI,qBAAqB,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IACxD,IAAI,kBA

AmB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,kBAAkB,IAAK,IAAG,IAA5D,C;MACI,kBAAkB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,K

AAb,C;MAC3B,M;;IAGJ,kBAAmB,GAAE,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,YAAb,C;IACpD,IAAI,kBAA

mB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,kBAA7C,C;MACI,UAAU,CAAC,YAAD,CAAe,GAAE,K;MAC3B,M;;IAG

J,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,UAAD,EAAa,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAD,CAAlC,EAA2C,YAA3C,EAAyD,KAAzD,

C;EACrB,C;;IAGI,IAAI,IAAK,KAAI,KAAb,C;MAAoB,OAAO,I;IAE3B,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,W;IACnB,IAAI,QA

AS,IAAG,IAAhB,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,QAAQ,W;MACzB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,UAA

U,OAA9B,EAAuC,CAAC,EAAxC,C;QACI,IAAI,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAX,EAAgB,KAAhB

,CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;;;IAKnB,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI

,UAAL,CAAvB,GAA0C,I;IACtF,IAAI,mBAAmB,cAAe,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,cAAc,YAAhB,GAA+B,I;IAC7E,O

AAO,gBAAiB,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,0BAA0B,CAAC,gBAAD,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;EACjE,C;EAQA,MAAM,OAA

Q,4B;IACV,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,MAAd,C;MACI,QAAQ,OAAO,MAAf,C;aACS,Q;aACA,Q;aACA,S;aACA,U;U

ACD,OAAO,I;gBAEP,OAAO,MAAO,YAAW,M;;;IAIrC,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,IAAK,

KAAI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,UAApD,CAApC,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,IAA

I,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,UAAW,IAAG,MAAO,YAAW,KAArD,C;MACI,OAAO,I;;IAGX,IAAI,QAAQ,MAAM,eA

Ae,CAAC,KAAD,C;IACjC,IAAI,cAAc,KAAM,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,KAAK,YAAP,GAAsB,I;IACtD,IAAI,WAA

Y,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,YAAa,IAAG,WAA3C,C;MACI,IAAI,WAAW,WAAW,W;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAM,K

AAI,MAAM,KAAK,OAAjC,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,K;;;IAI1B,IAAI,gBAAgB,KAAK,W;IAGzB,IAAI,aA

Ac,IAAG,IAArB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAO,YAAW,K;;IAG7B,IAAI,aAAa,KAAM,KAAI,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,I

AAG,MAAM,YAAa,IAAG,IAA1E,C;MACI,OAAO,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,YAAP,EAAqB,KAArB,C;;IAGrC,

OAAO,K;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,SAAU,gB;IACZ,OAAO,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,QAAS,IAAG,CAAE,YAAW,M

AAM,K;EACtD,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,oB;IACV,OAAO,KAAM,YAAW,MAAM,U;EAClC,C;EAEA,MAAM,a

AAc,oB;IAChB,IAAI,OAAO,OAAO,K;IAElB,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QAAS,IAClB,IAAK,KAAI,SAAU,IACnB,M

AAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IACvB,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,WAArB,C;EAC

xB,C;EAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,oB;IAClB,OAAO,OAAO,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAA

D,EAAQ,MAAM,OAAO,aAArB,C;EACrD,C;EC3HA,MAAM,QAAS,gB;IACX,OAAoB,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,K

AAQ,KAAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;EACjC,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,gB;IACV,OAAkB,CAAV,CAAE,GAAE,GAAM,K
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AAG,EAAG,IAAG,E;EAC/B,C;EAEA,MAAM,OAAQ,gB;IACV,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,K;EACf,C;EAEA,MAAM

,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,C

AAD,C;EAChE,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,GAAE,CAAC,MAAM,

EAAT,GAAc,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,C;EACpE,C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,OAAO,MAAM,QAAQ

,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACzB,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,MAAM,OA

AO,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAnB,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,gB;IAClB,OAAO,CAAC,

C;EACZ,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAn

B,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,UAAR,C;MAAoB,OAAO,U;IAC3B,IAAI,CA

AE,GAAE,WAAR,C;MAAqB,OAAO,W;IAC5B,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,C;EACf,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,

IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,IAAI,CAAE,YAAW,MAAM,UAAvB,C;MAAmC,OAAO,C;

IAC1C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,UAAV,CAAqB,CAArB,C;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,UAAW,gB;IACb,IAAI,CAAE,I

AAG,IAAT,C;MAAe,OAAO,C;IACtB,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C;EACxB,C;ECnDA,MAAM,OAA

Q,yB;IACV,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,IAAG,I;;IAGnB,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,IAAZ,C;MACI,

OAAO,K;;IAGX,IAAI,IAAK,KAAI,IAAb,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,I;;IAGpB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAK,KAAI,QA

AS,IAAG,OAAO,IAAI,OAAQ,KAAI,UAAvD,C;MACI,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAD,C;;IAGtB,OAAO,IAA

K,KAAI,I;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,SAAU,kB;IACZ,IAAI,GAAI,IAAG,IAAX,C;MACI,OAAO,C;;IAEX,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAO,G;IACrB,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,UAAW,KAAI,OAAO,GAAG,SAAU,GAAE,

GAAG,SAAS,EAAd,GAAmB,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAElF,IAAI,UAAW,KAAI,OAAnB,C;MACI,OAAO,iB

AAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAE5B,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,OAAjB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAE

hC,IAAI,SAAU,KAAI,OAAlB,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,GAAD,C;;IAGjB,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,G

AAD,C;IAChB,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAD,C;EAC5B,C;EAGA,MAAM,SAAU,gB;IACZ,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,I

AAT,C;MACI,OAAO,M;;UAEN,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAArB,C;MACD,OAAO,O;;;MAGP,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,E;;EAEzB,C;EAGA,IAAI,WAAW,a;EAGf,IAAI,iCAAiC,sB;;IAGjC,IAAI,EAAE,8BAA+B,IA

AG,GAApC,CAAJ,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GAAE,QAAU,GAAE,C;MACxC,MAAM,eAAe,C

AAC,GAAD,EAAM,8BAAN,EAAsC,QAAU,IAAV,cAA4B,KAA5B,CAAtC,C;;IAEzB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,8B

AAD,C;EACd,C;;IAGI,IAAI,OAAO,C;IACX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,OAAvB,E

AAgC,CAAC,EAAjC,C;MACI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;MAC1B,IAAM,GAAG,IAAK,GA

AE,EAAG,GAAE,IAAM,GAAE,C;;IAEjC,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,iBAAkB,GAAE,iB;EC9E1B,IAAI,O

AAO,MAAM,UAAU,WAAY,KAAI,WAA3C,C;IACI,MAAM,UAAU,WAAY,qC;MACxB,QAAS,GAAE,QAAS,I

AAG,C;MACvB,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,YAAD,EAAe,QAAf,CAAyB,KAAI,Q;IACxD,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAA

O,MAAM,UAAU,SAAU,KAAI,WAAzC,C;IACI,MAAM,UAAU,SAAU,qC;MACtB,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,SAAS,

E;MACjC,IAAI,QAAS,KAAI,SAAU,IAAG,QAAS,GAAE,aAAa,OAAtD,C;QACI,QAAS,GAAE,aAAa,O;;MAE5

B,QAAS,IAAG,YAAY,O;MACxB,IAAI,YAAY,aAAa,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAD,EAAe,QAAf,C;MACrC,OAAO,SA

AU,KAAI,EAAG,IAAG,SAAU,KAAI,Q;IAC7C,C;;EAGJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;IACI,IAA

I,KAAM,gB;MACN,CAAE,GAAE,CAAC,C;MACL,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAE,IAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CA

ApB,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAEjB,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,E;IA

CvB,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;MACP,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAD,CAAT,C;QACI,OAAO,G;;MAEX,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,

C;;MAErB,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACpB,C;;EAsKF,a;IAlKE,IAAI,UAAU,qB;IACd,IAAI,iBAAiB

,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAD,C;IAC9B,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,cAAD,C;IAC9B,IAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC

,GAAC,c;IAC7B,IAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAC,c;IAE7B,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAA

I,KAAM,gB;QACN,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C

;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;;UAEP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,C;UAChB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UAC

b,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAb,C;YAAkB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,IAAT,C;U

ACjC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,CAAb,C;YAAmB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAE,GA

AE,IAAI,IAAV,C;UACnC,OAAgB,CAAR,CAAE,GAAE,EAAI,IAAE,C;;MAE1B,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KA

AM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;QACN,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,C;QAChB,IAAI,KA
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AK,CAAE,GAAE,C;QACb,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,CAA7

B,C;UAAmC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAnB,C;QAClD,OAAgB,

CAAR,CAAE,GAAE,EAAI,IAAE,C;MACtB,C;;IAGJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;MACI,IAAI,

KAAM,gB;QACN,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;;

UAE5B,OAAO,M;;;UAGP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,CAAhB,EAAsB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAF,C;UAClC,OAAO,CAAE,KAAI,QAAS,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,CAAE,KAAI,QAAS,GAAE,EAAF,G

AAe,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,C;;MAElE,C;;IAMJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,K

AAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,qB;QACA,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAEI,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C

;YAEI,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;cAGI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,I;;;cAKzB,OA

AO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAG,CAAE,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAZ,C;;;;YAKnB,OAA

O,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd,C;;;cAGlB,IA

AI,CAAE,IAAG,CAAC,cAAV,C;UAED,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAF,C;;;UAKb,IAAI,SAAS,C;U

ACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,cAAnB,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;

YAEjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,C;;UAEnB,OAAO,M;;MAEf,C;MACA,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;;IAEjB,IAAI

,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAR,C;UAEI,OAA

O,G;;cAEN,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,cAAb,C;UAED,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,oBAAR,C;YAGI,OAAO,IAAI,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,I;;;YAIzB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAT,CAAd,C;;;;UAKnB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAL,C;

UAEjB,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,CAAE,IAAG,cAAT,C;YAEI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;YA

EjB,MAAO,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,E;;UAGnB,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,M;;MAE9B,C;;IA

EJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,C

AAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,SAAS,C;UACb,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;YACI,

MAAO,IAAI,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,GAAE,C;;UAE5B,OAAO,M;;QAEX,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAS

,CAAP,CAAE,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CAAT,CAAoB,GAAE,C;MACzC,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAA

O,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,c

AAlB,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,G

AAE,C;UAEd,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GA

AE,C;;QAExC,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAE,GAAE,CAAL,C;MACnB,C;;IAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,K

AAI,WAA1B,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;QACP,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,cAAlB,C;UACI,IA

AI,KAAK,CAAE,GAAE,C;UACb,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UACd,IAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,C;UAEd,OA

AQ,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,C;;QAExC,OAAO,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,C;MACzB,C;;EAER,CAAE,G;EACF,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WA

A1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,e;MACP,IAAI,IAAI,C;MACR,IAAI,SAAS,SAAS,O;MAEtB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb

,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAApB,EAA4B,CAAC,EAA7B,C;QACI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,QAAS,

IAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,KAAI,CAAC,QAAnD,C;UACI,OAAO,Q;;QAEX,CAAE,IAAG,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,C;;MAEjC,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACpB,C;;EAEJ,IAA

I,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1B,C;IACI,IAAI,MAAO,gB;MACP,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,G

AAE,IAAI,O;IAC7B,C;;EAEJ,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzB,C;IACI,IAAI,KAAM,gB;MACN,OAAO

,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,IAAI,M;IAC7B,C;;EAIJ,IAAI,OAAO,WAAW,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAlC,C;

IACI,WAAW,OAAQ,gB;MACf,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,UAAW,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,CAAC,UA

AU,UAAW,KAAI,SAAS,UAAU,U;IAC5F,C;;EA+DF,a;;MA1DM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,CAAb,C;QAAgB,OAAO,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAb,C;MAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,MAA

T,C;IACnB,C;;MAEI,IAAI,OAAO,GAAI,KAAI,WAAnB,C;QACI,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,O;;MAEd,KAAM,GAAE,e

AAe,CAAC,KAAM,IAAG,CAAV,EAAa,IAAI,OAAjB,C;MACvB,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAA

Q,eAAe,CAAC,GAAD,EAAM,IAAI,OAAV,CAAvB,C;MACd,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,YAAR,CAAqB,IAAI,SAAS,C

AAC,KAAD,EAAQ,GAAR,CAAlC,C;IACX,C;IAEA,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAxB

,EAAqC,UAArC,EAAiD,YAAjD,EAA+D,YAA/D,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MA
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AM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAA

U,UAAU,MAAO,KAAI,WAA1C,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,OAAvB,EAAgC,QAC1C

,eAD0C,CAAhC,C;;;;MAQJ,CAAN,Y;MAAF,CAAE,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,IAAI,UAAJ,CAAe,CAAf,CA

AP,E;;;MAErB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAAU,M;MAC9B,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,UAAT,EAAqB,OAArB,EA

A8B,+B;QAE3C,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,EAAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,

CAA1B,C;MACrB,CAH+C,CAA9B,C;;IASzB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAAM,OAA1B,

EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,IAA

K,KAAI,WAAxC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,kC;UAE3C,OAAO,EA

AE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAM,IAAI,CAAC,QAAD,EAAW,IAAX,C;QAClC,CAH+C,CAA9B,C;;;IAS7

B,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAAgB,CAAE,GAAE,MAAM,OAA1B,EAAmC,EAAE,CAArC,C;MACI,IAAI,aAAa

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACvB,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,KAAM,KAAI,WAAzC,C;QACI,MAAM,eAAe,C

AAC,UAAU,UAAX,EAAuB,MAAvB,EAA+B,mC;UAE5C,OAAO,KAAK,UAAU,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,E

AAO,eAAP,C;QACpC,CAHgD,CAA/B,C;;;EAOjC,CAAE,G;ECnQF,MAAM,KAAM,wB;IAKV,IAAI,KAAM,G

AAE,GAAI,GAAE,C;IAMlB,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAK,GAAE,C;EACtB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,GAA

E,OACf,OADe,cAET,MAFS,cAGV,EAHU,C;EAgBzB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAAE,E;EAQxB,MAAM,KAAK,

QAAS,oB;IAClB,IAAI,IAAK,IAAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,GAAE,GAA7B,C;MACE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAA

K,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,C;MACrC,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QACE,OAAO,S;;;IAIX,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CA

AgB,KAAM,GAAE,CAAxB,EAA2B,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,CAA5C,C;IACV,IAAI,IAAK,I

AAG,KAAM,IAAG,KAAM,GAAE,GAA7B,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,G;;I

AEjC,OAAO,G;EACT,C;EASA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,oB;IACrB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAA7B,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,KAAK,gBAAzB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,MAAM,KAA

K,gBAA5B,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;UACb,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAZ,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KA

AK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAF,CAAQ,OAAO,E;;;MAE5C,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CACF,KAAM,GAAE

,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CADrC,EAEF,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAkB,GAAE,CAFrC,C;;EAI

X,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,SAAU,gC;IACnB,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,KAAV,CAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,QAAzB,C;

EACT,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,WAAY,6B;IACrB,IAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAlB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,

CAAC,mCAAD,C;;IAGb,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,EAAG,GAAE,

KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;;IAGb,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C

AAI,IAAG,GAArB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAd,EAAm

B,KAAnB,CAAyB,OAAO,E;;UACxD,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAD,CAAM,IAAG,CAAxB,C;MACL,MAA

M,KAAK,CAAC,+CAAgD,GAAE,GAAnD,C;;IAKb,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACxB,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAb,EAA

gB,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAE,IAAG,CAArC,C;MACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

D,EAAI,GAAG,OAAQ,GAAE,CAAjB,C;MACnB,IAAI,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,EA

AI,CAAE,GAAE,IAAR,CAAd,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;MACpB,IAAI,IAAK,GAAE,CAAX,C;QACE,IAAI,QAAQ,MA

AM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,IAAR,CAAT,C;QAClC,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,SA

AS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAvB,C;;;QAEnC,MAAO,GAA

E,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,YAAD,C;QACxB,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,

KAAD,CAAvB,C;;;IAGvB,OAAO,M;EACT,C;EAaA,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,M

AAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,CAAE,IAAG,E;EAOnC,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB

,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAOlC,

MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gB

AAiB,GACxB,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gB;EAO7C,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACxB,MA

AM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,C;EAIlC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;EA

ItC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAIrC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAS,GAAE,

MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAD,C;EAIzC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAClB,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,aA

AW,GAAE,CAAd,EAAiB,UAAW,GAAE,CAA9B,C;EAIxB,MAAM,KAAK,UAAW,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,SAA
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S,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,aAAW,GAAE,CAAjB,C;EAO5C,MAAM,KAAK,YAAa,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAE,IAAG,EAAN,C;EAI7C,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,e;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,K;EACb,C;EAIA,MA

AM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,e;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GACzC,IAAI,mBAAm

B,E;EAChC,C;EAGA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,e;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,IAAI,K;EAC1B,C;EA

OA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,wB;IAC7B,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAU,IAAG,E;IACzB,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAE,I

AAG,EAAG,GAAE,KAAtB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAuB,GAAE,KAA1B,C;;IAGb,IAAI,IAAI,OAA

O,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,G;;IAGT,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,K

AAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QAGE,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;QACtC,IAAI,MAAM,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;QAClB,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAD,CAAW,SAAS,CAAC,IAAD,C;QAC1

C,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;;QAEjD,O

AAO,GAAI,GAAE,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;;IAMvC,IAAI,eAAe,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,C

AAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,EAAQ,CAAR,CAAT,C;IAEzC,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,IAAI,SAAS,E;IACb,OAAO

,IAAP,C;MACE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,YAAD,C;MACpB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,S

AAS,CAAC,YAAD,CAAhB,CAA+B,MAAM,E;MAC9D,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;MAE5B,G

AAI,GAAE,M;MACN,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,EAAd,C;QACE,OAAO,MAAO,GAAE,M;;;QAEhB,OAAO,MAAM,

OAAQ,GAAE,CAAvB,C;UACE,MAAO,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,M;;QAEjB,MAAO,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,MAAO,

GAAE,M;;;EAG7B,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,e;IAChC,OAAO,IAAI,M;EACb,C;EAIA,MAAM,KA

AK,UAAU,WAAY,e;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,K;EACb,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,e;IACvC,OAAQ,IA

AI,KAAM,IAAG,CAAG,GACpB,IAAI,KADgB,GACR,MAAM,KAAK,gBAAiB,GAAE,IAAI,K;EACpD,C;EAO

A,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,e;IAClC,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;QACE,OAAO,E;;;QAEP,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,E;;;;MAGpC,IAAI,MAA

M,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,IAAI,MAAN,GAAe,IAAI,K;MAC7C,KAAK,IAAI,MAAM,EAAf,EAAmB,

GAAI,GAAE,CAAzB,EAA4B,GAAG,EAA/B,C;QACE,IAAuB,CAAlB,GAAI,GAAG,CAAE,IAAG,GAAM,KAA

G,CAA1B,C;UACE,K;;;MAGJ,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,EAAR,GAAa,GAAI,GA

AE,C;;EAE9C,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,e;IAC3B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,CAAE,IAAG,IAAI,

KAAM,IAAG,C;EACzC,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,e;IAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,C;EACtB,

C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,MAAO,e;IAC1B,OAAuB,CAAf,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,C;EAC5B,C

;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,oB;IAC/B,OAAQ,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,KAAK,MAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAM,

IAAG,KAAK,K;EAC3D,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,cAAe,oB;IAClC,OAAQ,IAAI,MAAO,IAAG,KAAK,M

AAQ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,KAAK,K;EAC3D,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,OAAO,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;EAC/B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,gBAAiB,oB;IACpC,OAAO,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;EAChC,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,YAAa,oB;IAChC,OAAO,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,C;EAC/B,C;EAOA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,oB;IACvC,OAA

O,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,IAAG,C;EAChC,C;EASA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,oB;IAC5B,IAAI,I

AAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;;IAGT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,WAAW,E;IAC7B,IAAI,WAA

W,KAAK,WAAW,E;IAC/B,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAC,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,E;;IAET,IAAI,CAAC,OAAQ,I

AAG,QAAhB,C;MACE,OAAO,C;;IAIT,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,WAAW,EAAnC,C;MACE,OAA

O,E;;;MAEP,OAAO,C;;EAEX,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,e;IAC3B,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;;MAElB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;;EAEzB,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IAGxB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,K

AAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACxB,IAAI,M

AAM,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,

GAAE,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEvB,IA

AI,MAAM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GAAI,IAAG,GAA

I,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GA

AI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KA

AI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK

,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAlC,C;EAC7B,C;EAQA,
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MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;EACjB,C;EAQA,M

AAM,KAAK,UAAU,SAAU,oB;IAC7B,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;UACb,IAA

I,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,

UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,OAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAG,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,MAAM,KAAK,

K;;UACrD,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,EAAG,G

AAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAb,GAA0B,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAG3D,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KA

AK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;;QAE7B,OAA

O,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,OAAO,E;;;UAExC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;MACL,

OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,CAAgB,OAAO,E;;IAI7C,IAAI,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,KA

AK,YAAZ,CAA0B,IACvC,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,YAAZ,CADlB,C;MAEE,OAAO,MAAM,KAA

K,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,EAAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAjC,C;;IAM/B,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,KAAI,

E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,K;IACvB,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,

IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEtB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,E;IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAO,GAAE

,K;IACxB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAI,E;IACzB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAAE,K;IAEvB,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAV,EAAa,MAAM,CAAnB,EAAsB,MAAM,CAA5B,EAA+B,MAAM,C;IACrC,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAA

E,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IA

AG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;I

ACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;I

ACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,G

AAI,GAAE,G;IACb,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,KAAI,E;IACf,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,GAAI,IAAG,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,G

AAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,GAAI,GAAE,G;IACjD,GAAI,IAAG,K;IACP,OAA

O,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAE,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAf,EAAqB,GAAI,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,GAAlC,C;

EAC7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,OAAO,EAAhB,C;MACE,MAAM,KAA

K,CAAC,kBAAD,C;;UACN,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAf,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,K;;IAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,W

AAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,CAA

kB,IAClC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,QAAZ,CADpB,C;QAEE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,U;;YACb,IAA

I,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;QACL,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,I;;;QAGlB,IAAI,WAA

W,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,C;QAC9B,IAAI,SAAS,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD

,C;QAC1C,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAZ,CAArB,C;UACE,OAAO,KAAK,WAAW,EAAG

,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,IAAb,GAAoB,MAAM,KAAK,Q;;;UAEzD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,SAA

S,CAAC,MAAD,CAAf,C;UACvB,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAR,C;UACv

B,OAAO,M;;;;UAGN,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,UAAZ,CAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,MAAM,KA

AK,K;;IAGpB,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAnB,C;MACE,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;QACE,OAAO,IAAI,OAA

O,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,C;;;QAExB,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,

OAAO,E;;;UAEnC,IAAI,KAAK,WAAW,EAApB,C;MACL,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,EAAb,CAA

gB,OAAO,E;;IAQxC,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,KAAK,K;IACrB,IAAI,MAAM,I;IACV,OAAO,GAAG,mBAAmB,CA

AC,KAAD,CAA7B,C;MAGE,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,E

AAG,GAAE,KAAK,SAAS,EAAhC,CAAd,C;MAIrB,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAD

,CAAS,GAAE,IAAI,IAAxB,C;MACpB,IAAI,QAAS,IAAK,IAAG,EAAI,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAD,EAAI,IAAK,GAAE,EAAX,C;MAIvC,IAAI,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAD,C;MACtC,IA

AI,YAAY,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;MAClC,OAAO,SAAS,WAAW,EAAG,IAAG,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GA

AD,CAAtD,C;QACE,MAAO,IAAG,K;QACV,SAAU,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,MAAD,C;QAClC,S

AAU,GAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,C;;MAKhC,IAAI,SAAS,OAAO,EAApB,C;QACE,SAAU,GAAE,MAA

M,KAAK,I;;MAGzB,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,C;MACb,GAAI,GAAE,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SA

AD,C;;IAEpB,OAAO,G;EACT,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,oB;IAC3B,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAD,CAAO,SAAS,CAAC,KAAD,CAAzB,C;EACtB,C;EAIA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,e

;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAN,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,MAAlB,C;EAC7B,C;EAQ

A,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,K
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AAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,GAAI,oB;IACvB,O

AAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAAM,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MAD

tB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,oB;IACxB,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,KAA

M,GAAE,KAAK,KAAlB,EACI,IAAI,MAAO,GAAE,KAAK,MADtB,C;EAE7B,C;EAQA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,

UAAW,sB;IAC9B,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;;MAEP,IAAI,MAAM,IA

AI,K;MACd,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;QACf,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CA

CvB,GAAI,IAAG,OADgB,EAEtB,IAAK,IAAG,OAAS,GAAG,GAAI,KAAK,EAAG,GAAE,OAFZ,C;;;QAI3B,O

AAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,GAAI,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAtB,C;;;EAGjC,C;EAQA,MAA

M,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,sB;IAC/B,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IACX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;;MAEP

,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAAd,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OAAO,MAAM,K

AAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS,GAAG,IAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,IAAG,OAFe,C;

;;QAI3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACvB,IAAK,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EADI,EAEvB,IAAK,IAAG,CAAE,G

AAE,CAAF,GAAM,EAFO,C;;;EAKjC,C;EAUA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,mBAAoB,sB;IACvC,OAAQ,IAAG,E;IA

CX,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAf,C;MACE,OAAO,I;;;MAEP,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,M;MACf,IAAI,OAAQ,GAAE,EAA

d,C;QACE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,K;QACd,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CACtB,GAAI,KAAI,OAAS,GAAG,IAAK

,IAAI,EAAG,GAAE,OADZ,EAEvB,IAAK,KAAI,OAFc,C;;YAGtB,IAAI,OAAQ,IAAG,EAAf,C;QACL,OAAO,M

AAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,CAAP,C;;;QAE3B,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,IAAK,KAAK,

OAAQ,GAAE,EAArB,EAA0B,CAA1B,C;;;EAGjC,C;EAGA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,OAAQ,oB;IACzB,OAAO,K

AAM,YAAW,MAAM,KAAM,IAAG,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAD,C;EAC1D,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,gB

AAiB,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,Q;EAE7D,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,e;IACtB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,MAAM,KAAK,IAAZ,C;EACnB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,e;IACtB,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,KAAK,QAAZ,C;EACnB,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,e;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,E;EACxB,C;

EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,UAAW,e;IAC5B,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,GAAE,

MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,O;EACxD,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAAK,GAAE,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,I;EAEjD,MAAM,

KAAK,UAAU,QAAS,oB;IAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,OAAO,UAAxB,CAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,KAAzC,

C;EACX,C;EC7zBA,MAAM,eAAgB,gB;IAClB,OAAoD,CAA5C,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CA

AE,YAAW,SAAW,KAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,c;EACxE,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAA

W,SAAU,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,c;EAClD,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,U;EAC

xB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,gB;IACf,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,WAAY,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;EACpD,C;E

AEA,MAAM,WAAY,gB;IACd,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,U;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,aAAc,gB;IAChB,OAAO,CAA

E,YAAW,Y;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,YAAW,Y;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa

,gB;IACf,OAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,W;EAC5C,C;EAEA,MAAM,Q

AAS,gB;IACX,OAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,O;EACjC,C;EAEA,MAAM,WA

AY,gB;IACd,OAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,WAAW,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,C;EACjD,C;EAE

A,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,IAAI,WAAW,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,MAAM,aAAR,GAAwB,M

AAM,S;IACnE,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,KAAK,UAAU,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,e;MAAkB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAD,C;IAAK,CAAtC,CAAwC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAD,CAAO,GAAE,G;EAC/F,C;EAEA,MAAM,kBAAmB,yB

;IACrB,OAAQ,GAAE,OAAQ,IAAG,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACrB,IAAI,WAAW,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,

GAAE,MAAM,aAAR,GAAwB,MAAM,S;IACnE,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,KAAK,UAAU,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

D,e;MAC7B,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,CAA

jD,C;QACI,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,C;QACZ,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,OAAJ,C;

QACrC,OAAO,IAAI,E;QACX,OAAO,M;;;QAGP,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;;IAEvB,CAViC,CAU/B,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAD,CAAO,GAAE,G;EACxB,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,mB;IACf,IAAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;MACI,

OAAO,I;;IAEX,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAI,CAAC,OAA3C,

C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,CAAC,OAArB,EAA8B,CAAE,GAAE,CAAlC,

EAAqC,CAAC,EAAtC,C;MACI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAF,EAAO,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAD,CAAR,CAAlB,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;;IAGf,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,mB;IACnB,I

AAI,CAAE,KAAI,CAAV,C;MACI,OAAO,I;;IAEX,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,CA
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AC,OAAQ,KAAI,CAAC,OAA3C,C;MACI,OAAO,K;;IAGX,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,CAAC,OAA

rB,EAA8B,CAAE,GAAE,CAAlC,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAtC,C;MACI,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAD,CAAF,CAArB,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAF,EAAO,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAD,CAAR,CAA3B,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;YAGV,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AD,CAAF,EAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAD,CAAR,CAAlB,C;QACD,OAAO,K;;;IAGf,OAAO,I;EACX,C;EAEA,MA

AM,cAAe,kB;IACjB,IAAI,SAAS,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,CAAE

,GAAE,CAApC,EAAuC,CAAC,EAAxC,C;MACI,MAAO,GAAqB,CAAjB,EAAG,GAAE,MAAO,GAAE,CAAG,I

AAE,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAD,CAAJ,CAAU,GAAE,C;;IAE7D,OAAO,M;EACX,C;EAEA,M

AAM,kBAAmB,kB;IACrB,IAAI,SAAS,C;IACb,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,EAAW,IAAI,GAAG,OAAvB,EAAgC,

CAAE,GAAE,CAApC,EAAuC,CAAC,EAAxC,C;MACI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAD,C;MACX,MAAO,GA

AqB,CAAjB,EAAG,GAAE,MAAO,GAAE,CAAG,KAAG,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,MAAM,

kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAD,CAA1B,GAAgC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,CAAD,CAAvE,CAA6E,GAAE,C;;IAE/G,OAAO

,M;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,mBAAoB,oB;IACtB,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,mBAAP,C;EACd,C;ECrHA,MA

AM,UAAW,mB;IACb,IAAI,QAAQ,OAAO,C;IACnB,IAAI,QAAQ,OAAO,C;IACnB,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAD,CAAI,IAAG,KAAM,KAAI,QAAlC,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,C

AAD,CAAb,EAAkB,CAAlB,C;;IAEpC,IAAI,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAD,CAAvC,

C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAD,CAAhB,C;;IAEpC,IAAI,

KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,KAAM,KAAI,QAAS,IAAG,KAAM,KAAI,SAA1D,C;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,mBAA

mB,CAAC,CAAD,EAAI,CAAJ,C;;IAEpC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAD,C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,m

BAAoB,mB;IACtB,OAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,EAAF,GAAO,CAAE,GAAE,CAAE,GAAE,CAAF,GAA

M,C;EACpC,C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,oB;IACX,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAC,CAAP,C;EACxB,

C;EAEA,MAAM,QAAS,oB;IACX,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAC,CAAP,C;EACxB,C;EAEA,MA

AM,KAAM,GAAE,IAAI,KAAM,IAAG,I;EAE3B,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;;IAGlB,OAAyB,CAAhB,CAAE,GAAE,

YAAY,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,KAAP,CAAe,GAAe,CAAZ,CAAE,GAAE,KAAQ,KAAG,CAAE,GAAE,CAAP,CA

AW,GAAE,C;EACxE,C;EA4DE,a;IAzDE,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,WAAJ,CAAgB,CAAhB,C;IACV,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,

YAAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C;IACjB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,YAAJ,CAAiB,GAAjB,C;IACjB,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,UAAJ,CA

Ae,GAAf,C;IACf,IAAI,WAAW,C;IACf,IAAI,YAAY,C;IAEhB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,E;IAChB,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,KAAI,CAA3B,C;MACI,QAAS,GAAE,C;MACX,SAAU,GAAE,C;;IAGhB,MA

AM,aAAc,oB;MAChB,OAAO,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,KA

AtB,C;IACjC,C;IAEA,MAAM,gBAAiB,oB;MACnB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,MA

AM,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAT,EAAqB,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAA7B,C;IAC/B,C;IAEA,

MAAM,eAAgB,oB;MAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,GAAE,KAAK,K;MAC1B,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CAA

Y,GAAE,KAAK,M;MAC3B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACrB,C;IAEA,MAAM,YAAa,oB;MACf,OAAO,M

AAM,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAD,CAAQ,GAAE,GAAF,GAAQ,KAAtB,C;IAChC,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAg

B,oB;MAClB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACnB,C;IAEA,M

AAM,cAAe,oB;MACjB,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MACd,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,C;IACrB,C;I

AGA,MAAM,cAAe,oB;MACjB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,K;MAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAD,CA

AY,GAAE,a;IACjC,C;IAEA,MAAM,eAAgB,kB;MAClB,IAAc,CAAT,GAAI,GAAE,CAAG,MAAI,GAAlB,C;QA

CI,OAAO,GAAI,GAAE,C;;;QAGb,UAAU,CAAC,CAAD,CAAI,GAAE,G;QAChB,OAAsC,CAA9B,QAAQ,CAA

C,SAAD,CAAY,GAAE,EAAG,GAAE,CAAG,IAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAD,CAAW,GAAE,C;;IAErE,C;EACJ,CA

AE,G;EAEF,MAAM,cAAe,gB;IACjB,OAAO,CAAE,IAAG,IAAK,GAAE,CAAF,GAAM,MAAM,SAAS,E;EAC1

C,C;ECjGA,MAAM,eAAgB,sB;IAClB,CAAC,aAAc,GAAE,I;IACjB,OAAO,C;EACX,C;EAEA,MAAM,uBAAwB

,+C;IAC1B,MAAM,IAAK,GAAE,M;IACb,MAAM,IAAK,GAAE,M;IACb,MAAM,aAAc,GAAE,I;IACtB,OAAO,

mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,MAAT,EAAiB,6BAA6B,CAAC,UAAD,CAA9C,C;EAC9B,C;;IAGI,GAAG,WA

AY,GAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,UAAW,GAAE,KAAK,QAAP,GAAkB,KAAK,UAArD,C;IACv

C,GAAG,YAAa,GAAE,G;IAClB,OAAO,G;EACX,C;EAEA,IAAI,gCAAgC,CAChC,UACa,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IAC

L,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,kB;EAAmB,CAD1C,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACP,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO

,QAAQ,W;EAAY,CADjC,CAJf,CADgC,EAShC,UACa,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACL,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,kB
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;EAAmB,CAD1C,CADb,aAIe,QAAS,IAAT,oC;IACP,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,QAAQ,W;EAAY,CADjC,CAJf,CA

TgC,C;;IAoBhC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAO,KAAI,IAApB,C;MACI,KAAK,MAAO,GAAE,aACE,CAAC,KAAK,qBAA

qB,EAA3B,CADF,aAEC,IAFD,aAGC,EAHD,cAIE,EAJF,SAKH,EALG,iBAMK,EANL,C;;IASlB,OAAO,KAAK,

M;EAChB,C;EC7CA,MAAM,aAAc,8B;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,qBAAsB,uB;IACxB,OAAO,G;EACX,C;EAEA,

MAAM,aAAc,kB;IAChB,IAAI,gB;MACA,CAAE,GAAE,GAAG,E;MACP,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,

EAAO,SAAP,C;IAClB,C;IACA,mB;MACI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAD,EAAO,SAAP,C;IAClB,C;EACJ,

C;EAEA,MAAM,SAAU,mB;IACZ,yB;MACI,OAAO,OAAO,MAAO,KAAI,I;IAC7B,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,a

AAc,oB;IAChB,yB;MACI,OAAO,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,MAAD,EAAS,KAAT,C;IACxB,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MA

AM,OAAQ,iB;IACV,yB;MACI,OAAO,MAAO,IAAG,IAAK,IAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAD,C;IAC/B,C;EACJ,C;E

AEA,MAAM,aAAc,mB;IAChB,yB;MACI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAD,CAAS,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAD,C;I

ACzB,C;EACJ,C;EAEA,MAAM,qBAAsB,2C;EAC5B,C;EAEA,MAAM,YAAa,oB;IACf,OAAO,K;EACX,C;EAE

A,MAAM,gBAAiB,wB;IACnB,gBAAgB,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,oBAAqB,wB;IACvB,gBAAgB,E;EACpB,C

;EAEA,MAAM,kBAAmB,wB;IACrB,gBAAgB,E;EACpB,C;EAEA,MAAM,mBAAoB,+B;IACtB,gBAAgB,E;EA

CpB,C;;IAGI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAJ,CACF,iDAAkD,GAClD,qDAAsD,GACtD,uDAHE,C;EAIV,C;EAEA,MAAM,g

BAAiB,+B;IACnB,mB;MACI,OAAO,Y;IACX,C;EACJ,C;;;;;;;;;;MC3DI,4B;MAjBA,aAA6C,E;MAC7C,gBAAgD,

C;IAFpD,C;;MAKgB,iB;IAAA,C;;MAGA,oB;IAAA,C;;MAE6B,OAAQ,0BAAR,YAAQ,EAAU,KAAM,QAAhB,

C;IAAR,C;;MAEN,gBAAS,K;IAAT,C;;MAEJ,OAAnC,MAAmC,kBAA8B,IAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MAEL,gB;IAAA,

C;;MAE1B,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,qC;QAAA,oB;;MAAA,8B;IAAA,C;;;MCdwC,oBAAa,MAAS,IAAT,CAAb,EA

A6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;gEAE5C,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,6B;QAC2D,YAAa,QAAS,IAAT,C;QAIvD,Q;QAAA,O

AAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IALgF,IAKrE,CAAK,CAAL,

C;;QALwC,OAOhD,K;MAPgD,C;KAD3D,C;;MAKiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,a

AAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,KAAK,CAAL,C;;MAEf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;MAF

P,aAAsB,MAAe,IAAf,C;MACtB,gBAAkB,c;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,

MAAb,EAAqB,KAArB,C;WACd,WAFS,IAET,S;QAAS,a;;QAZA,U;QAAA,SAaqB,MAbf,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I

;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UAakC,MAZ9B,CAAM,CAAN,IAYsC,IAZ3B,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAYH,OAAsB,M;;M

AHlC,W;IAKJ,C;2EAEA,yB;MAAA,iC;MAAA,6B;QACoF,YAAa,aAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;QAlBhF,Q;Q

AAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAiBoH,IAjBzG,CAA

K,CAAL,C;;QAiBiE,OAfzE,K;MAeyE,C;KADpF,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MAFP,aAAa,IAAb,WAAa,CAAD,IAAC,C;

MACb,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,YADS,IACT,EAAY,KAAZ,E;QAAqB,a;;Q

A1BZ,U;QAAA,SA2BkB,MA3BZ,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UA2B+B,MA1B3B,CAAM,C

AAN,IA0BmC,IA1BxB,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QA0BH,OAAmB,M;;MAF/B,W;IAIJ,C;qEAEA,yB;MAAA,2B;MAAA,

gC;MAAA,6B;QAGiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,IAAhB,C;QACC,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,C

AAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,YAAY,eAAK,CAAL,E;UACpB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAG,GAAG,K;;Q

AEP,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA,C;mFAUA,yB;MAAA,mB;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;QAGiB,Q;QADb,YAAY,QA

AY,IAAZ,C;QACC,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,YAAY,eAAK,CAAL,E

;UACpB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAD,CAAG,GAAG,K;;QAEP,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAciB,IAAN,I;MAFP,a

AAsB,MAAY,IAAZ,C;MACtB,gBAAkB,W;MAEd,IADS,IACT,mBADS,IACT,EAAM,IAAN,E;QAAc,oBAAa,M

AAb,EAAqB,gBAArB,C;WACd,WAFS,IAET,S;QAAS,a;;QAzDA,U;QAAA,SA0DkB,MA1DZ,OAAN,GAAa,CA

Ab,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,mB;UA0D+B,MAzD3B,CAAM,CAAN,IAyDmC,IAzDxB,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QAyDH,O

AAmB,M;;MAH/B,W;IAKJ,C;qEAEA,yB;MAAA,2B;MAAA,6B;QAC2E,YAAa,UAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,

C;QA/DvE,Q;QAAA,OAAA,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IA8D

wG,IA9D7F,CAAK,CAAL,C;;QA8DwD,OA5DhE,K;MA4DgE,C;KAD3E,C;;MAIiB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,KAAM,O

AAN,GAAa,CAAb,I;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,S;;MAEf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MCjFA,

qC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAA4B,U;MAExB,iBACJ,MAA4B,U;MAExB,yBACJ,MAAoC,kB;MAEhC,yBACJ,MAAoC,k

B;MAEhC,WACJ,MAAsB,I;IAftB,C;;;;MAAA,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAkBA,oC;MAEI,iBACJ,M

AA2B,U;MAEvB,iBACJ,MAA2B,U;MAEvB,yBACJ,MAAmC,kB;MAE/B,yBACJ,MAAmC,kB;MAE/B,WACJ,

MAAqB,I;IAfrB,C;;;;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;MAkBA,kC;MAEI,iBACqB,cAAc,CAAd,I;MA

ErB,iBACqB,U;IANzB,C;;;;MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;;MAAA,kC;IAAA,C;;MASA,mC;MAEI,iBACJ,MAAM,KAA
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oB,U;MAEtB,iBACJ,MAAM,KAAoB,U;IAN1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MASA,oC;MA

EI,iBACuB,U;MAEvB,iBACuB,K;IAN3B,C;;;;MAAA,2C;QAAA,0B;;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;MASA,mC;MAEI,iB

ACsB,Q;MAEtB,iBACsB,G;IAN1B,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MASA,mC;MAEI,0BAC4C

,K;MAE5C,0BAC4C,K;MAE5C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,yBAC2C,K;MAE3C,qBACuC,uB;MAEvC,qBACuC,sB;IAl

B3C,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MAqBA,qC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;

IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;gFCxFA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MA

AA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MAAA,6B;QAA+F,+C;MAAA,C;KAA/F

,C;;MCD+B,oB;QAAA,OAA0B,E;MAA1B,gB;IAAD,C;;;IAE9B,C;;;IAIA,C;;;IAIA,C;;;MAKkC,oB;QAAA,OAA

0B,E;MAA1B,gB;IAAD,C;;;IAEjC,C;;;MAsCwB,gB;IAAD,C;;;MAiCG,sB;IAAD,C;;;IAEzB,C;;;MAgE6B,kB;IA

AD,C;;;IC5J5B,C;;;MAOkC,gB;IAAD,C;;;IAEjC,C;;;IAKA,C;;;IAMA,C;;;IAIA,C;;;MCxBQ,8B;MACI,aAAY,C;I

ADhB,C;;MAE6B,oBAAQ,gBAAI,O;IAAZ,C;;MACuB,Q;MAA1B,IAAI,aAAQ,gBAAI,OAAhB,C;QAAA,OAAs

B,iBAAI,iBAAJ,EAAI,yBAAJ,O;;;QAAkB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAA9C,C;;;MAL9B,IAD8D,IAC

9D,S;QACI,UAA0B,K;QAF0B,2C;;;gBAAM,I;eAS9D,c;YATwD,OAStC,qBAAqB,KAArB,C;eAClB,W;YAVwD,

OAUzC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;YAXwD,OAWxC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAChB,W;YAZwD,OAYzC,kBAA

kB,KAAlB,C;eACf,U;YAbwD,OAa1C,iBAAiB,KAAjB,C;eACd,W;YAdwD,OAczC,kBAAkB,KAAlB,C;eACf,Y;

YAfwD,OAexC,mBAAmB,KAAnB,C;eAChB,a;YAhBwD,OAgBvC,oBAAoB,KAApB,C;kBACT,MAAM,6BAAs

B,2DAA+C,IAA/C,CAAtB,C;;IAjB0C,C;;MAqBH,kC;MAAS,0B;MAC9D,aAAY,C;IADyC,C;;MAE5B,oBAAQ,k

BAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACkC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAA

M,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHwB,oD;IAAA,C;;MAON,kC;MAAS

,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM

,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;I

AAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOE,kC;MAAS,wB;MAC1D,aAAY,C;IADqC,C;;MAExB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;

IAAd,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,

O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHsB,kD;IAAA,C;;MAOF,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD

,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAEtB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;Q

AAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;M

AHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOF,kC;MAAS,sB;MACtD,aAAY,C;IADiC,C;;MAEpB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC

8B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,M

AAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHoB,gD;IAAA,C;;MAOI,kC;MAAS,wB;MAC1D,aAAY,C;IAD

qC,C;;MAExB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACgC,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB

,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHsB,kD;IAA

A,C;;MAOE,kC;MAAS,yB;MAC5D,aAAY,C;IADuC,C;;MAE1B,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MACiC,Q;MAA9

B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,iBAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAA

yB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHuB,mD;IAAA,C;;MAOJ,kC;MAAS,uB;MACxD,aAAY,C;IADmC,C;;MAE

tB,oBAAQ,kBAAM,O;IAAd,C;;MAC+B,Q;MAA9B,IAAI,aAAQ,kBAAM,OAAlB,C;QAAA,OAAwB,mBAAM,i

BAAN,EAAM,yBAAN,O;;;QAAoB,MAAM,2BAAyB,UAAF,WAAvB,C;IAAlD,C;;;MAHqB,iD;IAAA,C;;MAOn

B,wB;IAAD,C;;;MAGe,MAAM,mC;IAAN,C;;MAI1C,IAAI,qBAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,CC5E0E,WD4E9D,UC5E8D

,ED4ElD,QC5EkD,C;;;QD+EjF,OAAS,CAAY,qBAAsB,UAAtB,EAAkC,QAAlC,C;;IAE7B,C;;MAII,IAAI,KAAY

,kBAAhB,C;QACI,KAAY,mBAAkB,QAAlB,EAA4C,sCAAhB,QAAgB,EAA5C,C;;;QAGH,QAAT,SAA+C,CAAl

B,IAAjC,KAAiC,EAAkB,O;;IAEvD,C;;MAKwB,Q;MADpB,gBAAgB,IAAhB,KAAgB,E;MACI,IAAI,OE9CkB,O

F8CT,OAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,CAAJ,C;QAChB,OAAI,aAAJ,GAAmB,KAAM,WAAzB,GAAyC,I;;;QAGzC,c;;M

AJJ,wB;MAMA,kBAAkB,K;MAClB,iBAAiB,W;MACjB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAGyB,U;IAAD,C;;MAEhB,OAA

O,mCAAsB,WAAK,KAAM,E;IAC5C,C;;MAGI,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAuC,oBAAnB,UAA5B,IAAe,EA

Aa,CAAmB,C;IAC3C,C;;MAGI,OAAR,IAAI,EAAW,GAAN,K;IACL,C;;MAII,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;;MAKA,YAA

Y,MAAY,IAAK,OAAjB,C;MACZ,sBAAU,IAAV,a;QACI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;UACI,

MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;;UAG1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;MAGnB,OAAO,EA

AS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQW,WAAO,S;MAnBd,YAAY,MAAY,IAAK,OAAj
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B,C;MACZ,sBAAU,IAAV,a;QACI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAL,C;QACV,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,

EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;;UAG1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,G;;;MAYnB,OATO,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EA

AN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IAU3B,C;;MAaI,WAAqB,S;MACrB,IAAI,qBAAmB,CAAY,OAAd,KAA2B,SAAhD,C;Q

AlCA,YAAY,MAmCM,IAnCW,OAAjB,C;QACZ,sBAkCkB,IAlClB,a;UACI,UAiCc,IAjCJ,CAAK,CAAL,C;UAC

V,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,GAAL,C;;;YAG1B,MAAM,CAAN,IAAW

,G;;;QA4Bf,OAzBG,EAAS,OAAO,OAAM,EAAN,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;;;QA4BnB,WAAW,C;QACX,0BAAU,IAA

V,e;UACY,IAAoB,I;UAA5B,eAAQ,QAAoB,OAApB,IAAQ,CAAH,GAAG,CAAY,OAApB,kCAAR,K;;QAEJ,aA

Aa,IAAjB,CAAC,YAAgB,CAAH,IAAG,C;QG9FjB,IH+FyB,CG/FhB,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;UH+F4B,MG9Fx

B,UH8FqB,CG9FF,O;;QH+FnB,OAAO,C;QACP,0BAAU,IAAV,e;UAE0B,YACX,M;UAFX,YAAU,IAAQ,CAA

H,GAAG,C;UACI,SAAJ,KAAI,O;UAAtB,aAAU,CAAV,kB;YACI,OAAO,aAAP,EAAO,qBAAP,YAAiB,MAAI,

CAAJ,C;;;QAGzB,OAAO,M;;IAEf,C;;MAGgC,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAhC,EAAE,MAAM,KAAiD,CAA3C,SAA2C

,C;MAWrD,eAAiB,I;MAXW,OAYrB,K;IAZqB,C;;MAGH,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,IAA/C,WAA+C,CAAnC,E

AAE,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,SAAD,CAAsB,C;MAQ/C,eAAiB,I;MARQ,OASlB,K;IATkB,C;;MAGA,WAAS,W;

MAAT,YAA7B,EAAE,MAAM,KAA2C,CAArC,SAAqC,C;MAK/C,eAAiB,I;MALQ,OAMlB,K;IANkB,C;;MAKz

B,eAAiB,I;MACjB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MIjN0C,OAAW,QAAX,8BAAW,EAAQ,YAAR,C;IAAX,C;qFAE1C,yB;

MAAA,gC;MAAA,4B;QAC6C,OAA8C,UAA3F,MAA6C,cAA0B,SAA1B,CAAgC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,E;MAA

9C,C;KAD7C,C;qFAGA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAAA,4B;QAC6C,OAA8C,UAA3F,MAA6C,cAA0B,SAA1B,CAAgC,c

AAc,YAAW,CAAX,E;MAA9C,C;KAD7C,C;;MAM6C,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,mBAAL,EAAyB,sCAAK,mBAA9

B,CAAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MAKD,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,kBAAL,EAAwB,sCAAK,kBAA7B,CAAR,6B;IAAA,C;;M

CZkB,uCFAf,E;IEAe,C;8FAE9D,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;QAC+D,mBAAY,SAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAD/D,C;;MA

MI,OAAsB,UAAY,QAAvB,KAAmC,SAA9C,GACe,UAAY,UAD3B,GAGI,gBAAgB,UAAhB,C;IACR,C;;MAII,

YFhB2C,E;MEiB3C,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACU,KAAY,MAAK,QAAS,OAAd,C;

MACtB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAUc,Q;MANV,IAAI,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,UAAW,KAA5B,C;QACI,OAAO,gBA

AgB,UAAhB,C;;MAEX,eAAe,UAAW,W;MAC1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,YA

AN,EAAM,oBAAN,UAAiB,QAAS,O;;MAE9B,IAAI,QAAQ,KAAM,OAAlB,C;QACI,MAAM,KAAN,IAAe,I;;M

AEnB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAS6C,sBAAY,OAAZ,E;IAAA,C;;MAKF,oBAAU,OAAV,E;IAAA,C;;MAMY,oBAA

U,IAAV,E;IAAA,C;;MASlC,Q;MAAA,iC;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAc,KAAd,C;;IAE

R,C;;MASI,aAAU,0BAAV,OAA2B,CAA3B,M;QACI,QAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAL,C;QACR,WAAW,sBAA

K,CAAL,C;QACX,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAV,C;QACA,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,IAAV,C;;IAER

,C;ICoNA,iB;;MDnNoC,OAA4C,YC6NnC,MAAW,OD7NC,aAAf,GAA0B,UC6NZ,CD7NwB,C;IAA5C,C;;MAM

6B,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,oB;MAAxB,OE5CtC,W;IF4CsC,C;;MAM7C,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,cAAtB,C;IACJ,

C;;MAMI,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,UAAtB,C;IACJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,IAAK,KAAL,IAAa,CAAjB,C;QAAoB,M;M

AEpB,YAAY,YAAY,IAAZ,C;MAEN,KAAY,MAAgB,UAAY,QAAQ,MAAK,UAAL,CAApC,C;MAElB,aAAU,C

AAV,MAAkB,KAAM,OAAxB,M;QACI,iBAAK,CAAL,EAAU,MAAM,CAAN,CAAV,C;;IAER,C;;MAGI,OAAO

,gBAAkB,IAAlB,O;IACX,C;;MAGyE,gB;IAAA,C;kGAEzE,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,4B;QAAuE,OAAK,aAAL,SA

AK,C;MAAL,C;KAAvE,C;;MAGQ,OAAI,SAAJ,GAEI,SAFJ,GAII,SG+xKgB,Q;IHnyKpB,C;;MIjIqE,6B;IAA1B,

C;;MAK3C,eAAe,e;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,OAAA,QAAS,OAAT,EAAmB,OAAnB,CAAJ,C

;UACI,QAAS,S;UACT,OAAO,I;;;MAGf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAIoB,Q;MADhB,eAAe,K;MACC,0B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAI,OAAJ,CAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAW,I;;MAEjC,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;M

AEkG,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gBAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,Q;MAAD,OAA6B,YAA5B,+DAA4B,EAAU,o

DAAV,C;IAA7B,C;;MACuC,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAtC,Q;MAAD,OAA6B,YAA

5B,+DAA4B,EAAU,oDAAV,C;IAA7B,C;;MAGvD,eAAe,IAAK,W;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QA

AS,O;QACT,QAAS,S;;IAEjB,C;;MAEyB,OAAA,IAAK,U;IAAL,C;;;MC7B0C,oC;MACnE,gBAA8B,C;IADW,C;;

MAQrC,iBAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,OAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAKc,UACF,M;MAHR,aAAa,K;MACb,cAAc,

K;MACJ,0B;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,kBAAI,eAAJ,EAAI,uBAAJ,WAAc,CAAd,C;QACA,UA

AU,I;;MAEd,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAGI,yBAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAf,C;IACJ,C;;MAEqE,qB;QAAE,OAAM,gBA

AN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAV,yBAAU,8CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MACU,qB;QAAE,QAAO,gBAAP,mB;MAAF,C

;IAAA,C;;MAAV,yBAAU,8CAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAGb,iD;IAAA,C;;MAED,0BAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAApB,C;;
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MAGxB,Q;MAAA,4B;MAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,KAAJ,GAAc,OAAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO

,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,qBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;QACI,IAAI,wBAAI,KAAJ,GAAc,OAA

d,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAEsD,iCAAa,CAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MACU,sDAAiB,KAAj

B,C;IAAA,C;;MAGK,uCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMjE,eAAe,0BAAa,SAAb,C;

MACf,YAAO,UAAU,SAAV,I;MHuCX,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,KAAtB,U;QGtCiB,e;QACA,iB;;IAEjB,C;;MAQI,I

AAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,oCAAa,uBAA

c,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACxB,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,oCAAa,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAb,C;;MAG/B,oB;MACI,eA

CsB,C;MACtB,cAIqB,E;IAPzB,C;;MASsC,sBAAQ,gB;IAAR,C;;MAIvB,Q;MADP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB

,MAAM,6B;MACtB,eAAO,mBAAP,EAAO,2BAAP,O;MACA,OAAO,wBAAI,WAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MCzCJ,IAAI,E

D4CU,gBAAQ,EC5ClB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cD2CwB,sE;QC1CxB,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MD4CF,6BA

AS,WAAT,C;MACA,eAAQ,W;MACR,cAAO,E;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,oB;MAGmD,wD;MAG3C,oCAAa,4BAAmB,K

AAnB,EAA0B,WAAyB,KAAnD,C;MACb,eAAa,K;IAJe,C;;MAOM,sBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAEN,mB;IAAA,C;;M

AG5B,IAAI,CAAC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,MAAM,6B;MAE1B,eAAO,mCAAP,EAAO,YAAP,C;MACA,OAAO,wB

AAI,WAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAEoC,sBAAQ,CAAR,I;IAAA,C;;MAGhC,wBAAI,YAAJ,EAAW,OAAX,C;MACA,mC

;MACA,cAAO,E;IACX,C;;MC/EJ,IAAI,EDkFU,gBAAQ,EClFlB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cDiFwB,4E;QChFxB,MAAM,6

BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MDiFF,wBAAyB,WAAzB,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IACJ,C;;;MAG2G,8B;MAAtF,kB;MAA

0C,4B;MAC/D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,oCAAa,2BAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAAK,KAA3C,C;MACb,

eAAa,UAAU,gBAAV,I;IALG,C;;MAShB,oCAAa,4BAAmB,KAAnB,EAA0B,YAA1B,C;MAEb,WAAK,aAAI,m

BAAY,KAAZ,IAAJ,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;MACL,mC;IACJ,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;

MAEb,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;M

AEb,aAAa,WAAK,kBAAS,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAT,C;MAClB,mC;MACA,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,oCAAa,2BA

AkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEb,OAAO,WAAK,aAAI,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAJ,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;IAChB,C;

;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;;MErLkC,sB;MA4BrE,uBAAoC,I;MA0CpC,yBAA6C,I;IAtEF,C;;MAKL,wB;MAGlC,gB

AAqB,K;IAHY,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MAKJ,oB;IAAA,C;;MAG1B,eAAe,IAAK,S;MACpB,gBAAc,Q;MACd,O

AAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAE+B,iEAAc,IAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MACG,iEAAc,IAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MACU,+DAAY,IAAZ,EA

AkB,KAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;;MAd5C,wE;MAAsC,2CAAK,KAAM,IAAX,EAAgB,KAAM,MAAtB,C;MAAtC,Y;IAA

A,C;;MAmBA,YAAQ,Q;IACZ,C;;MAKgB,sD;MAAS,6B;IAAT,C;;MACoC,MAAM,qCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;IAAN,

C;;MAEpC,4BAAwB,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAEsD,sDAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3C,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0B

AAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,I;IAArB,C;;MACD,0BAAc,S;IAAd,C;;;MAJ5B,oBAAoB,oCAAQ

,W;MAC5B,6G;IAKJ,C;;MAGI,IAAI,+CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,C;QACI,4BAAwB,cAAO,OAAP,C;QACxB,OAAO,I

;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;IAAxB,C;;;MA1BvC,IAAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,6F;;MA4B

J,OAAO,mC;IACX,C;;MAKyB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,ICuM2D,QAAQ,W;MDvMxF,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;Q

AAf,UC4HsD,U;QD5HjD,YCyIiD,Y;QDxIxD,iBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;;MAKkB,sD;MAAS,oC;IA

AT,C;;MACkC,MAAM,qCAA8B,gCAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MACjB,4BAAwB,Q;IAAxB,C;;MAE+B,wDAAc,OAAd,

C;IAAA,C;;MAI3C,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;IAArB,C;

;MACD,0BAAc,S;IAAd,C;;;MAJ5B,oBAAoB,oCAAQ,W;MAC5B,+G;IAKJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,4BAAwB,K;IAA

xB,C;;MAI3B,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,iCAAJ,C;QAA6B,OAAO,K;MACpC,OAAO

,oCAAa,uBAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACxB,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,oCAAa,yBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAb,C;;;MAx

BvC,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,iG;;MA0BJ,OAAO,qC;IACX,C;;MAGI,WAAW,YAAQ,W;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UA

AZ,C;QACI,YAAY,IAAK,O;QACjB,QAAQ,KAAM,I;QACd,IAAI,YAAO,CAAP,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,KAAM,

M;UAClB,IAAK,S;UACL,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;ME1HkE,oC;IAA1B,C;;MAQpC,IAAI,UAAU,I

AAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAsB,OAAO,K;MAC7B,OAAO,mCAAY,mBAAU,IAAV,E

AAgB,KAAhB,C;IACvB,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,mCAAY,2BAAkB,IAAlB,C;IAAZ,C;;;MCbmD,8B;MAAlC,4B;IAA

rB,C;;IAaF,C;;IAEkD,C;;MAE5C,OAAA,oBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MACG,Q;MAAA,oCAAM,0BAAW,KAAX,CAA

N,0D;IAAA,C;;MAGvB,IAAa,I;MADpB,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MACoB,gBAAb,qBAAM,KAAN,C;MAAqB,qC;MA

A5B,OAAO,CAAa,ORwBjB,SQxBI,yD;IACX,C;;MAGU,oBAAY,MAAK,OAAL,C;MAClB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;

IACX,C;;MAGU,oBAAY,QAAO,mCAAoB,KAApB,CAAP,EAAmC,CAAnC,EAAsC,OAAtC,C;MAClB,qC;IACJ

,C;;MAGI,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE/B,uBAAA,oBPw8LoB,QH7+LmC,YUqC9C,QVrC8C,
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CG6+LnC,C;MOv8LpB,qC;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,mCAAoB,KAApB,C;MAEA,IAAI,UAAS,SAAb,C;

QAAmB,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QAAwB,OAAO,K;MAE3B,IADE,KACF,e;QA

AQ,OAAO,oBAAO,QAAP,C;WACf,IAFE,KAEF,O;QAAK,uBVjD8C,YUiDtC,QVjDsC,CG6+LnC,QO57L6B,oB

P47L7B,C;;;QO37LR,uBAAQ,oBPm/KA,OOn/KkB,CPm/KlB,EOn/KqB,KPm/KrB,COn/KwC,QVlDL,YUkDY,Q

VlDZ,CUkDK,EAAsC,oBPm/K9E,OOn/KgG,KPm/KhG,EOn/KuG,SPm/KvG,COn/KwC,C;;MAG5D,qC;MACA,

OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,0BAAW,KAAX,C;MACA,qC;MACA,OAAW,UAAS,qBAAb,GACG,oBAAY,MADf,G

AGG,oBAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,CAAmC,CAAnC,C;IACR,C;;MAGkB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAd,m

D;QACI,IAAI,4BAAM,KAAN,GAAgB,OAAhB,CAAJ,C;UACU,oBAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;UAClB,

qC;UACA,OAAO,I;;;MAGf,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAGI,qC;MACM,oBAAY,QAAO,SAAP,EAAkB,UAAU,SAAV,

IAAlB,C;IACtB,C;;MAGI,uBZtFuC,E;MYuFvC,qC;IACJ,C;;MAGwC,OAAM,QAAN,oBAAM,EAAQ,OAAR,C;I

AAN,C;;MAEI,OAAM,YAAN,oBAAM,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAN,C;;MAElB,qBAAc,oBAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,O

AAA,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,oBAAL,C;IAAf,C;;MAIlC,oCAAa,kCAAyB,SAAzB,C;MADoB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKj

C,oCAAa,mCAA0B,SAA1B,C;MAD6B,Y;IAAA,C;;;MA/F3B,wB;QAAA,WAA8C,C;MAJjE,mD;MAIsE,sBZR3

B,EYQ2B,C;MAJtE,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKA,mD;MAG8C,sBVTa,YUSR,QVTQ,CUSb,C;MAH9C,Y;IAAA,C;;;;MCD

A,2C;IAAA,C;;MAC+D,sBAAU,MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAEd,Q;MAAA,wEAAqB,C;IAArB,C;;;;MAHjD,kD;QAA

A,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MCwBA,iC;MAKA,8B;MA0CA,0BAAmE,I;;;MAtEnE,oB;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;M

AE6D,MAAM,qCAA8B,iCAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAErD,WAAa,Q;IACjB,C;;MAEuE,yCAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;M

AEC,OAAA,iCAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MAGpE,IAAI,oBAAS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WAAa,cAAO,OAAQ,IAAf,C;QA

Cb,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,WAAa,K;IAAb,C;;;MA2C/B,0BAAY,Q;IAEhB,C;;MAE

4C,OAAA,0BAAY,gBAAS,GAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEgB,gBAAZ,0B;MAAY,c;;QCiwC5C,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAA

sB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IDjwC4C,

uBAAS,gBCiwCvC,ODjwCiD,MAAV,QCiwCrD,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;MDlwCyC,iB;

IAAA,C;;MAI5C,IAAI,+BAAJ,C;QACI,0BAAW,qB;;MAEf,OAAO,sC;IACX,C;;MAEiF,iC;IAAA,C;;MAEzC,O

AAA,0BAAY,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEC,OAAA,0BAAY,aAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEP,O

AAA,0BAAY,cAAO,GAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAEH,OAAA,0BAAY,K;IAAZ,C;;;MAxD/B,iD;MAAuD,8B;MArC3D,

mB;MAsCQ,8BAAmB,W;MACnB,2BAAgB,WAAY,S;MAFhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKA,iD;MAGgB,aAAK,kEAAL,Q

;MAHhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAakC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MARtD,iD;MAQ4D,qB;MNnD5D,IAAI,EMqDQ,mBAAmB,

CNrD3B,CAAJ,C;QACI,cMoDgC,2B;QNnDhC,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,EMsDQ,cAAc

,CNtDtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBMqD2B,0B;QNpD3B,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MMyCV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAc

A,iD;MAGuC,qB;MACnC,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJT,Y;IAAA,C;;MAyC0E,gBAAnE,aAAmB,gEAAnB,C;

MAA2E,wB;MAAlF,OVzDO,S;IU0DX,C;;MErGI,yB;;;MAwCI,UAAU,kBAAI,aAAI,OAAJ,EAAa,IAAb,C;MAC

d,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAGI,kBAAI,Q;IACR,C;;MAMsD,OAAA,kBAAI,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MAEpB,OA

AA,kBAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MAEY,OAAA,kBAAI,KAAK,W;IAAT,C;;MAEH,OAAA,kBAAI,cAAO,OAAP,CAAJ,Q;I

AAA,C;;MAEZ,OAAA,kBAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;;MA1D/B,iD;MAGa,8B;MAVjB,mB;MAWQ,sBAAM,gB;MAJV,Y;IA

AA,C;;MAOA,iD;MAGoC,8B;MAjBxC,mB;MAkBQ,sBAAM,eAAgB,QAAS,KAAzB,C;MACN,qBAAO,QAAP,

C;MALJ,Y;IAAA,C;;MAgBkC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MARtD,iD;MAQ2D,8B;MA9B/D,mB;MA+BQ,sBAAM,eA

AgB,eAAhB,EAAiC,UAAjC,C;MATV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAYA,iD;MAM0C,8B;MAxC9C,mB;MAyCQ,sBAAW,G;M

APf,Y;IAAA,C;;MAwCmC,gBAA5B,eAAQ,eAAR,C;MAAoC,6B;MAA3C,OZ1BO,S;IY2BX,C;;MC5DyC,kC;M

AErC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sBAAyB,C;IAHW,C;;MAAC,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGrC,0B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;

MAII,eAAe,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,C;MACxB,mBAAmB,6BAAsB,QAAtB,C;MACnB,IAAI,oBAAJ,C;QAEI,kBA

AW,QAAX,IAAuB,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;;;QAGvB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;UAEI,YAA+B,Y;UAC/B,IAAI,a

AAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,OAAO,KAAM,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;;YAGb,kBAAW,

QAAX,IAAuB,CAAQ,KAAR,EAAe,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAf,C;YACvB,6B;YACA,OAAO,I;;;;UA

KX,YAAuC,Y;UACvC,cAAkB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;UAClB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,OAAM,g

BAAS,KAAT,C;;UAEX,KAAY,MAAK,mCAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,KAAjB,CAAL,C;;;MAG1B,6B;MAEA,OAAO,I;

IACX,C;;MAIuB,Q;MADnB,eAAe,aAAS,qBAAY,GAAZ,C;MACL,oCAAsB,QAAtB,C;MAAA,iB;QAAmC,OAA

O,I;;MAA7D,mBAAmB,I;MACnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YAAgC,Y;QAChC,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,

EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UlBFR,OkBG2B,iBlBHrB,CkBGiC,QlBHjC,C;UkBIM,6B;UACA,OAAO,KAAM,M;;;U
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AGb,OAAO,I;;;;QAIX,YAAuC,Y;QACvC,8BAAc,KAAd,iB;UACI,cAAY,MAAM,KAAN,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAS,g

BAAO,GAAP,EAAY,OAAM,IAAlB,CAAb,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAAlB,C;cACU,KAAN,UAA2

B,C;clBjB/C,OkBmBmC,iBlBnB7B,CkBmByC,QlBnBzC,C;;;ckBsBoB,KAAY,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,CAAd,C;;Y

AEtB,6B;YAEA,OAAO,OAAM,M;;;;MAIzB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,oBAAa,kB;MACb,YAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA

EyC,uBAAS,GAAT,S;IAAA,C;;MAEV,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,GAAT,8B;IAAA,C;;MAGR,Q;MAAA,oCAAsB,aAAS

,qBAAY,GAAZ,CAA/B,C;MAAA,iB;QAAoD,OAAO,I;;MAA9E,mBAAmB,I;MACnB,IAAI,6BAAJ,C;QACI,YA

AgC,Y;QAChC,IAAI,aAAS,gBAAO,KAAM,IAAb,EAAkB,GAAlB,CAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;UAGP,OAAO,I;;;;

QAIX,YAAuC,Y;QACvC,OAAa,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAiB,GAAjB,C;;IAErB,C;;MAGQ,sB;;QZ+3BQ,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IY/3BS,aAAS,gBZ+3BJ,OY/3BiB,IAAb,MZ+3BlB,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB

;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MYh4BC,yB;IAAA,C;;MAIG,wD;MACH,aAAY,E;MAEZ,YAAuB,MAAa,MAAK,qCAAL

,C;MACpC,gBAAe,E;MAEf,oBAA4B,I;MAC5B,eAAc,K;MACd,iBAAgB,E;MAChB,iBAAqC,I;IATlC,C;;MAYC

,IAAI,6BAAwB,YAA5B,C;QACI,gBAAqB,iBAAqD,O;QAC1E,IAAI,4DAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,C;;MAGf,I

AAI,yDAAa,SAAK,OAAtB,C;QACI,oBAAe,2CAAW,UAAK,aAAL,CAAX,C;QACf,eAAU,iC;QACV,iBAAY,C;

QACZ,OAAO,C;;;QAGP,oBAAe,I;QACf,OAAO,C;;IAEf,C;;MAGI,IAAI,eAAS,EAAb,C;QACI,aAAQ,oB;MACZ

,OAAO,eAAS,C;IACpB,C;;MAIoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACN,IAAI,YAAJ,C;

QACZ,yBAAqD,cAArD,C;;;QAGa,OAAb,iB;;MAJJ,oB;MAMA,iBAAiB,S;MACjB,aAAQ,E;MACR,OAAO,S;IA

CX,C;;MT5ER,IS+EyB,cT/ErB,QAAJ,C;QACI,cAfqE,0B;QAgBrE,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MS8EE,

6BAAyB,cAAO,6BAAY,IAAnB,C;MACzB,iBAAY,I;MAEZ,uC;IACJ,C;;;MAvDJ,2D;IAyDJ,C;;MAGI,mBAAm

B,kBAAW,QAAX,C;MACnB,OAAW,iBAAiB,SAArB,GAAgC,IAAhC,GAA0C,Y;IACrD,C;;;;;MC/KI,aAAR,MA

AM,OAAe,CAAP,IAAO,C;MAEb,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,C;MnB+CpB,OmB9CmB,MnB8Cb,CmB9CqB,KnB8Cr

B,C;MmB7CF,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;;MCPmC,kC;MAEnC,oBAAkC,kB;MAClC,sBAAyB,C;IAHS,C;;MAAC,8B;I

AAA,C;;MAGnC,0B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAYI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,K;MAC3B,OAAO,kB

AAW,GAAX,MAAoB,S;IAC/B,C;;MAGI,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;

MACZ,OAAW,UAAU,SAArB,GAAgC,KAAhC,GAA2D,I;IAC/D,C;;MXxBA,IAAI,EW4BQ,uBX5BR,CAAJ,C;Q

ACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MW2BN,eAAe,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACf,kBAAW,GA

AX,IAAkB,K;MAElB,IAAI,aAAa,SAAjB,C;QACI,6B;QAEA,OAAO,I;;;QAIP,OAAO,Q;;IAEf,C;;MAGI,IAAI,0B

AAJ,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,YAAY,kBAAW,GAAX,C;MACZ,IAAI,UAAU,SAAd,C;QpBMJ,OoBLuB,iBp

BKjB,CoBL6B,GpBK7B,C;QoBJE,6B;QAEA,OAAO,K;;;QAIP,OAAO,I;;IAEf,C;;MAII,oBAAa,kB;MACb,YAA

O,C;IACX,C;;MAIW,oD;MACH,cAAkC,MAAa,MAAK,mCAAL,C;MAC/C,kBAA4B,qBAAL,WAAK,C;MAC5B

,iBAA+B,I;IAH5B,C;;MAK+B,OAAA,eAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAMX,gB;MAHnB,UAAU,eAAS,O;MACnB,iBAAU,

G;MAES,6E;MAAnB,OAAO,iD;IACX,C;;MAIkC,UAA9B,M;MAAA,oC;MAA8B,YAAa,c;MXTJ,uB;MAcnD,IA

dgE,KAc5D,QAAJ,C;QACI,cAfqE,0B;QAgBrE,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;QAEN,sBAlB4D,K;;MWS

7B,oBAAO,oFAAP,C;IAC3B,C;;;MAjBJ,yD;IAmBJ,C;;MAEsD,8B;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;MACtB,uB;IAAA,C;;M

ACE,6CAAuB,gBAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEU,OAAA,2BAAuB,aAAI,gBAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;IAAvB,C;;MAET,O

AAA,mCAAY,uBAAc,IAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MACG,OAAA,mCAAY,uBAAc,IAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MACU,OAAA,mCA

AY,qBAAY,IAAZ,EAAkB,KAAlB,C;IAAZ,C;;;MARM,iE;IAAA,C;;;MCRtD,sBAOsC,I;MA8CtC,yB;;;MAtHmD

,0CAAqC,GAArC,EAA0C,KAA1C,C;MAC/C,oBAAuC,I;MACvC,oBAAuC,I;IAFb,C;;;MAK9B,oB;MAA+B,6B;I

AA/B,C;;MAEI,oB;MACI,cACsC,I;MAEtC,cACsC,I;MAGlC,cAAO,iC;IARf,C;;MAaQ,OAAO,gBAAS,I;IACpB,

C;;MAII,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MAEtB,cAAc,0B;MACd,cAAO,O;MACa,gBAAb,OAAQ,a;;

MAAf,chBkCS,SgBlCoB,KAAO,iChBkCzC,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,I;MgBjC1B,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MZeR,IAA

I,EYZc,eAAQ,IZYtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAdW,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MYXS,oCAAP,0BAA

O,C;MACP,gCAAI,cAAO,0BAAO,IAAd,C;MAEJ,cAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MAGqD,MAAM,qCAA8B,iCAA9B,C;IAA

N,C;;MAErD,WAAmB,Q;IACvB,C;;MAEuE,yCAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,qD;IAAA,C;;MAGpE,IAAI,oBA

AS,OAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,WAAmB,cAAO,OAAQ,IAAf,C;QACnB,OAAO,I;;MAEX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAE+B

,OAAA,WAAmB,K;IAAnB,C;;;MZfnC,IAAI,EYiCM,0BAAQ,IAAR,IAAgB,0BAAQ,IZjC9B,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAd

W,e;QAeX,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MYiCN,YAAY,mB;MACZ,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;QACI,sBAAO,

S;QACP,yBAAO,S;QACP,yBAAO,S;;;QAGK,YAAa,KAAM,a;QZ7BY,uB;QAcnD,IAdgE,KAc5D,QAAJ,C;UAC

I,gBAfqE,0B;UAgBrE,MAAM,6BAAsB,SAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,sBAlB4D,K;;QY6BxD,+B;QAEA,yBAAO,K;
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QACP,yBAAO,K;QAEP,qBAAa,S;QACb,qBAAa,S;;IAErB,C;;MAMI,IAAI,SAAK,aAAL,KAAc,SAAlB,C;QAEI,

sBAAO,I;;;QAGP,IAAI,wBAAS,SAAb,C;UAEI,sBAAO,sB;;QAEX,qDAAc,sB;QACd,qDAAc,sB;;MAElB,yBAA

O,I;MACP,yBAAO,I;IACX,C;;MA0CI,kBAAI,Q;MACJ,sBAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAO4C,OAAA,kBAAI,mBAAY,GA

AZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MAGX,Q;MAAA,0B;MAAA,iB;QAAQ,OAAO,K;;MAA5C,WAA6B,I;;QAEzB,IAAI,OAAA,IAA

K,MAAL,EAAc,KAAd,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;QAEX,OAAO,cAAA,IAAK,aAAL,C;;MACF,iBAAS,mBAAT,C

;MACT,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAG2E,uC;IAAA,C;;MAE/B,Q;MAAJ,QAAI,OAAJ,kBAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAJ,6B;

IAAA,C;;MAGpC,UAAU,kBAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;MACd,IAAI,OAAO,IAAX,C;QACI,eAAe,6BAAW,GAAX,EA

AgB,KAAhB,C;QACf,kBAAI,aAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,QAAT,C;QACK,wBAAT,QAAS,C;QACT,OAAO,I;;;QAGP,O

AAO,GAAI,gBAAS,KAAT,C;;IAEnB,C;;MAGI,YAAY,kBAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;MAChB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;Q

ACU,sBAAN,KAAM,C;QACN,OAAO,KAAM,M;;MAEjB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,kBAAI,K;IAAJ,C;

;;MAlF/B,uD;MAGgB,qB;MApJpB,yB;MAqJQ,sBAAM,gB;MAJV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAOA,uD;MAAoD,qB;MAxJxD,

yB;MA0Jc,Q;MAAN,sBAAM,6D;MAFV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAakC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MARtD,uD;MAQ4D,eAAM,

eAAN,EAAuB,UAAvB,Q;MArKhE,yB;MAsKQ,sBAAM,gB;MATV,Y;IAAA,C;;MAYA,uD;MAGoC,qB;MA5Kx

C,yB;MA6KQ,sBAAM,gB;MACN,KAAK,gBAAO,QAAP,C;MALT,Y;IAAA,C;;MAmEoD,gBAA7C,qBAAyB,e

AAzB,C;MAAqD,wB;MAA5D,OhB7LO,S;IgB8LX,C;;;;;MCvOI,uD;MAAmD,eAAM,GAAN,Q;MAPvD,yB;MA

OI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;MAGgB,eAAM,oBAAN,Q;MAZpB,yB;MASI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKA,uD;MAGuC,eAAM,

oBAAN,Q;MAjB3C,yB;MAkBQ,qBAAO,QAAP,C;MAJJ,Y;IAAA,C;;MAckC,0B;QAAA,aAAoB,G;MARtD,uD;

MAQ8D,eAAM,qBAAsB,eAAtB,EAAuC,UAAvC,CAAN,Q;MA5BlE,yB;MAoBI,Y;IAAA,C;;MAqB+C,gBAAxC

,mBAAc,qBAAd,C;MAAgD,6B;MAAvD,OjBOO,S;IiBNX,C;;;;;MCvCiG,c;IAAA,C;;ICPjG,C;;MAEQ,mBAAM,I

AAN,C;IACJ,C;;MAGI,mBAAM,OAAN,C;MACA,c;IACJ,C;;IAIkB,C;;;MAKkC,qB;MAA7B,gC;IAAD,C;;MAC

c,OAAA,iBAAa,OA6DJ,OA7DiB,OA6DjB,CA7DI,C;IAAb,C;;;MAKL,qB;IAFnC,C;;MAIQ,OAAQ,KAAI,OAAJ,

C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,OAAQ,KAAI,OAAJ,C;IACZ,C;;MAGI,OAAQ,KAAI,EAAJ,C;IACZ,C;;;MAKgC,qB;MAChC,

cAAa,E;IAHjB,C;;MAMQ,eAoCyC,OApCxB,OAoCwB,C;IAnC7C,C;;MAGI,cAAS,E;IACb,C;;;MAKuC,yB;IAF3

C,C;;MAIQ,QAwByC,OAxB1B,OAwB0B,C;MAvBzC,QAAU,eAAF,CAAE,EAAY,EAAZ,C;MACV,IAAI,KAA

K,CAAT,C;QACI,4BAAU,CzBlDmE,WyBkDvD,CzBlDuD,EyBkDpD,CzBlDoD,C;QyBmD7E,Y;QACA,IAAI,Cz

BvD0D,WyBuD9C,IAAI,CAAJ,IzBvD8C,C;;MyByDlE,4BAAU,C;IACd,C;;MAGI,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAJ,C;MAC

R,cAAS,E;IACb,C;;;;MAW6C,cAAa,KAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAI7C,MAAO,U;IACX,C;;MAII,MAAO,iBAAQ,OAAR

,C;IACX,C;;MAII,MAAO,eAAM,OAAN,C;IACX,C;;MxBpC8C,cAAvC,C;IAAuC,C;;MAK1C,OAAG,GAAG,CA

AC,QAAD,C;IACV,C;;MyB9DsC,8C;MAClC,eAAsB,C;MACtB,wBAA+B,C;MAC/B,gBAA6B,I;MAC7B,mBAA

sC,I;MACtC,qBAAyC,I;MAEzC,yBAAgD,yBAAmB,Q;MAElC,gB;MAAjC,cAAiC,2CAAQ,yCAAR,gDAAwD,I

AAxD,6BAAiE,I;IATjE,C;;MAOjC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAKI,gBAAS,K;MACT,wB;IACJ,C;;MAGI,eAAQ,qB;MACR,

mBAAiB,S;MACjB,wB;IACJ,C;IC0EJ,8B;;MDvEQ,iBAA8B,yB;MC6EzB,Q;;QAHL,aD1EoD,e;QC2EpD,IAAI,

WAAW,mBAAf,C;UAEuC,CAAlC,kEAAkC,eAAO,MAAP,C;;;;QAEzC,gC;UACE,UAAW,6BAAoB,CAApB,C;;;

UAPf,O;;IDxEA,C;;;;;MAOe,0B;IAAD,C;;;MAKV,0B;MAUJ,gBAA2B,a;IAX/B,C;;MASgB,OAAA,eAAS,Q;IAA

T,C;;MAMJ,sBAAW,SAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,K;WAEb,sBAAW,mBAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,O;QACT,eAAS,cAA

O,KAAP,C;;;QAGT,MAAM,6BAAsB,iBAAtB,C;;IAGlB,C;;MAIQ,sBAAW,SAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,SAAK,SAA

L,C;WAEb,sBAAW,mBAAX,C;QACI,gBAAS,O;QACT,eAAS,6BAAoB,SAApB,C;;;QAGT,MAAM,6BAAsB,iB

AAtB,C;;IAGlB,C;;MAQW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,kBAAW,SAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,mB;;MAEb,aAAa,IAAK,S;MAEd,eA

AW,OAAX,C;QACI,0B;WAEJ,gC;QACI,MAAM,MAAO,U;;QAGb,a;;MARR,W;IAWJ,C;;;MAvDA,0D;MACkD,

6BAAK,QAAL,EAAe,SAAf,C;MADlD,Y;IAAA,C;;MEnCM,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;I

AAA,C;;MAQA,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,KAAvC,C;IAAA,C;;MAMc,OAAK,SA

AL,CAAiB,QAAjB,EAA2B,UAA3B,EAAuC,IAAvC,CAA6C,O;IAA7C,C;;MAKA,OAAK,SAAL,CAAiB,UAAjB

,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAmC,O;IAAnC,C;;MCoFpB,aAAa,IAAb,MAAa,E;MACb,KAAK,MAAL,C;MACA,OAAO,M

;IACX,C;;MC7G8C,gB;IAAA,C;;MAMwB,OAAK,S;IAAL,C;;MAQG,gB;IAAA,C;;MAmB5D,UAPF,M;MAFP,Q

AAc,S;MAGV,cAAK,UAAL,U;QACI,mBAAK,UAAL,G;WACJ,IAAA,MAAa,YAAW,CAAX,CAAb,C;QAC6B,8

BAAzB,CAAyB,C;;;QAGN,UAAlB,qDAAkB,Y;MAP3B,a;IASJ,C;;MCrCI,MAAM,yBAAqB,OAArB,C;IACV,C;;

MAII,MAAM,uBAAmB,cAAnB,C;IACV,C;;MAII,MAAM,6BAAsB,OAAtB,C;IACV,C;;MAII,MAAM,4CAAqC,

uBAAqB,YAArB,8BAArC,C;IACV,C;;;MCHkF,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;IAAlD,C;;;;;;;;;MA
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CnB,iD;;gCAAqB,I;8BAAM,I;MACP,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,IAAjB,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,

C;;MAIA,iD;;gCAAqC,O;8BAAS,I;MAC1B,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,OAAX,EAAoB,IAApB,C;MADhC,

Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,iD;;uCAAsC,S,oBAAW,K,2BAAA,K,IAAX,S;8BAAW,K;MAC7B,0BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,E

AAW,SAAX,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;MADhC,Y;IAAA,C;;;MAMkF,Q;MAAA,+BAAS,I;sCAAlB,O,2DAAA,O;;;;IAAl

D,C;;;;;;;;;MACvB,mD;;gCAAqB,I;8BAAM,I;MACH,4BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,IAAX,EAAiB,IAAjB,C;M

ADpC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,mD;;gCAAqC,O;8BAAS,I;MACtB,4BAAY,MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,OAAX,EAAoB,IA

ApB,C;MADpC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIA,mD;;uCAAsC,S,oBAAW,K,2BAAA,K,IAAX,S;8BAAW,K;MACzB,4BAAY,

MAAK,KAAL,EAAW,SAAX,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;MADpC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAKsE,qBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,KAAnB,

C;;IAAxC,C;;;MAC9B,0D;MAAgB,6BAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,0D;MAAgC,6B

AAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,0D;MAAiC,6BAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAjC,

Y;IAAA,C;;MAG8E,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAAxC,C;;;MACtC,kE;MAAgB,qCAAK,IAAL,EAAW

,IAAX,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,kE;MAAgC,qCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,k

E;MAAiC,qCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAjC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG2E,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;

IAAxC,C;;;MACnC,+D;MAAgB,kCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,+D;MAAgC,kCAA

K,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,+D;MAAiC,kCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAjC,Y;I

AAA,C;;8BAG6E,O;;IAAtC,C;;;MACvC,mE;MAAgB,sCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGqF,4BAAiB,O

AAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAAxC,C;;;MAC7C,yE;MAAgB,4CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;

MACA,yE;MAAgC,4CAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,yE;MAAiC,4CAAK,SAAL,EAA

gB,KAAhB,C;MAAjC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGmF,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAAxC,C;;;MAC3C,uE;MAAg

B,0CAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,uE;MAAgC,0CAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAA

hC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,uE;MAAiC,0CAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAjC,Y;IAAA,C;;sCAIiF,O;;IAA9C,C;;;

MACnC,+D;MAAgB,kCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAIwE,O;;IAAtC,C;;;MAClC,8D;MAAgB,iCAAK,

IAAL,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAGsE,O;;IAAtC,C;;;MAChC,4D;MAAgB,+BAAK,IAAL,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;

;MAGwF,mBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,KAAf,C;;IAA3D,C;;;MAC7B,wD;MAAgB,sBAAK,IAAL,Q;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,

C;;MACA,wD;MAAgC,2BAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,wD;MAA0C,IAAY,I;MAAz

B,2BAAa,SAAR,OAAQ,CAAb,EAAyB,sDAAzB,C;MAA7B,Y;IAAA,C;;8BAG0E,O;;IAAtC,C;;;MACpC,gE;MA

AgB,mCAAK,IAAL,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MAIkF,4BAAiB,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAAxC,C;;;MAC1C,sE;

MAAgB,yCAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,sE;MAAgC,yCAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;

MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,sE;MAAiC,yCAAK,SAAL,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;MAAjC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAG0F,4BAAi

B,OAAjB,EAA0B,KAA1B,C;;IAAxC,C;;;MAClD,8E;MAAgB,iDAAK,IAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;MAAhB,Y;IAAA,

C;;MACA,8E;MAAgC,iDAAK,OAAL,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAhC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACA,8E;MAAiC,iDAAK,SAAL,EA

AgB,KAAhB,C;MAAjC,Y;IAAA,C;;MzB9GA,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAO

I,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;

;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IA

CX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAA

J,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAA

I,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,UAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,K
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AAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C

;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,

C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,KA

AJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UA

AI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OA

AO,UAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,UAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;oGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,O

AAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KAN

A,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,

CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CA

AT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB

;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD

,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,

wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MA

AA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;

MACjE,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAs

C,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OA

AW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA

,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KANA,C;oGAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAA

Y,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;qGAQA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,

SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EA

AU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAA

V,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAC

hB,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KA

NA,C;sGAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;sG

AQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;sGAQA,yB;

MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;;MAaW,sB;;QAyXS,Q

;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;

QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,S

AyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,

sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O

;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAA

sB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ

,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAw

B,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1

XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAOW,sB;;QAyXS,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qB

AAO,I;;;MA1XP,yB;IACJ,C;gFAEA,yB;MA0XA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA1XA,uC;QAKW,sB;;UAyXS,Q;UAAhB,iD;

YAAgB,cAAhB,0B;YAAsB,IAzXH,SAyXO,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAAO,O;cAAP,uB;;;UAC9C,qB

AAO,I;;;QA1XP,yB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;sFAQA,yB;MAssCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAtsCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAqsCO,Q

;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,I

AvsCc,SAusCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAzsCP,wB;MACJ,C

;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAysCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAzsCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAwsCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBA

AQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA1sCc,SA0sCV,CAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA5sCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA
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4sCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MA5sCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA2sCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,

cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA7sCc,SA6sCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAA

O,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA/sCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA+sCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MA/sC

A,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA8sCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,c

AAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAhtCc,SAgtCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oB

AAO,I;;;QAltCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAktCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAltCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAitCO,

Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,

IAntCc,SAmtCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QArtCP,wB;MACJ,C

;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAqtCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MArtCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAotCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAA

Q,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAttCc,SAstCV,CAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAxtCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAwt

CA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAxtCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UAutCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IAztCc,SAytCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,

O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QA3tCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA2tCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MA3tCA,

uC;QAKW,qB;;UA0tCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAA

c,UAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA5tCc,SA4tCV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAA

O,I;;;QA9tCP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MA8tCA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,oC;MA9tCA,uC;QAKW,qB;;

UA6tCO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL

,C;YACd,IA/tCc,SA+tCV,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAjuCP,w

B;MACJ,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,IAu5JO,qBAAQ,CAv5Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAA

K,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAq5JO,qBAAQ,CAr5Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAA

K,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAm5JO,qBAAQ,CAn5Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UA

AK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAi5JO,qBAAQ,CAj5Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UA

AK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA+4JO,qBAAQ,CA/4Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UA

AK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA64JO,qBAAQ,CA74Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UA

AK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA24JO,qBAAQ,CA34Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UA

AK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAy4JO,qBAAQ,CAz4Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UA

AK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAu4JO,qBAAQ,CAv4Jf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UA

AK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA

,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MA

CV,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;

KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAP

A,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAA

sB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;

mFASA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFA

SA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,y

B;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;M

AAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA

,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB

,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;

KAPA,C;;MAaI,OA6uJO,qBAAQ,CA7uJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA8uJO,qB

AAQ,CA9uJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA+uJO,qBAAQ,CA/uJR,GAAe,IAAf,G
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AAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAgvJO,qBAAQ,CAhvJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACp

C,C;;MAMI,OAivJO,qBAAQ,CAjvJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAkvJO,qBAAQ,

CAlvJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAmvJO,qBAAQ,CAnvJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB

,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAovJO,qBAAQ,CApvJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;

MAMI,OAqvJO,qBAAQ,CArvJR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;

;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,g

B;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C

;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UA

AwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M

;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;+FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MA

AA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,U

AAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,

iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MA

CjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,U

AAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW

,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;

0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CA

AtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,

IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,a

AAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,w

BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;

MACjE,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBA

A3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,I

AAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAA

S,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B

,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,U

AAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ

,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,G

AAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IA

CjE,C;;MAMI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MA

MI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAMI,IAAI,e

AAJ,C;QACI,wD;UACI,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;;QAIf,8D;UACI,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,O

AAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;;MAInB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAA

L,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;U

ACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,

K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;

MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAA

O,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;

;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;

QACI,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,
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UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAA

U,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UA

AK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,K

AAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAA

V,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CA

AJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMI,wD;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;

UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,wD;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,sBA

AK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA

,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,

UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,

0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;U

ACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,

yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;

UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAV

A,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OA

Ac,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MA

CX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W

;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,O

AAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAA

Q,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,

K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,

SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAJ,C;Y

ACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QA

AA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV

,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAA

U,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAiBI,IAkpIO,qBAAQ

,CAlpIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,wBAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAgpIO,qBAA

Q,CAhpIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA8oIO,qBA

AQ,CA9oIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA4oIO,qB

AAQ,CA5oIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IA0oIO,q

BAAQ,CA1oIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAwoIO,

qBAAQ,CAxoIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAsoIO

,qBAAQ,CAtoIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAooIO

,qBAAQ,CApoIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAkoI

O,qBAAQ,CAloIf,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,UAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;

MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;Q

AAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OA

AO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,iE;

MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UA

CV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,m

DAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa

,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAY

A,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,

W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,

OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,
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iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;

UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAu

B,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,O

AAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UAC

d,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iF

AYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CA

Ab,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAA

wB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MA

AA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,

uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCA

AuB,mDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAVA,C;iFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKk

B,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,

KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;MAC

V,C;KAVA,C;;MAiBsB,UAMA,M;MAPlB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;QACkB,OAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,W;QAAd,OAA

c,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAK,KAAL,SAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;;QAID,SAAQ,WAAR,sBAAQ,CAA

R,W;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UAAK,OAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;;;;

MAInB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,

uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,

OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C

;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAA

c,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;M

AMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,gBAAW,UA

AK,KAAL,CAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBA

AQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;M

AGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;

QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OA

AQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;U

ACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAMkB,Q;MAAA,OAAQ,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAR,W;MAAd,OAAc,c

AAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAI,YAAW,UAAK,KAAL,CAAf,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAM

I,OAy1HO,qBAAQ,CAz1HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA01HO,q

BAAQ,CA11HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA21HO,qBAAQ,CA3

1HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA41HO,qBAAQ,CA51HR,GAAe,

IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA61HO,qBAAQ,CA71HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAy

B,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA81HO,qBAAQ,CA91HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,m

BAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OA+1HO,qBAAQ,CA/1HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAA

P,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMI,OAg2HO,qBAAQ,CAh2HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;I

ACpC,C;;MAMI,OAi2HO,qBAAQ,CAj2HR,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,UAAK,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;4FA

EA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,

OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;

;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;4FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SA

AR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA

,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;

UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,

C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,

CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;Y

AAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;

QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAA
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L,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;M

AAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,

OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAA

L,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MA

AA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,c

AAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAT

A,C;6FAWA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,oD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CA

AQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,UAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ

,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,

2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,

W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,C

AAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C

;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCA

AzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;U

AAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cA

AM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAA

M,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBA

AvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;M

AMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL

,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAA

M,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAH

lB,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,iBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,iBAAK

,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,kCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;

MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB

,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAv

B,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,

UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAA

Q,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,

C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,

K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ

,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAA

Y,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MA

AA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAmB,I;QACnB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;

YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,

OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QA

XP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB

,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,iE;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,y

B;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAqB,I;QACrB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,M

AAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gC

AAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAA

A,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAsB,I;QACtB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,
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M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,

O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2D;MA

CX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAuB,I;Q

ACvB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YA

CI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4D;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;

MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;Q

ACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,

KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,gDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;

UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,mDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,G

AAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA

4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,q

BAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CA

AL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;

MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,

GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAMI,OAAW,qBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,UAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GA

A4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAA

Q,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;

MACpB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,

OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,

SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,

Q;MAFhB,aAAmB,I;MACnB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UA

AU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAoB,I;MACpB,YAAY,K;MAC

Z,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YA

AW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO

,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAqB,I;MACrB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I

;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAsB,I;MA

CtB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI

,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAA

O,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAuB,I;MACvB,YAAY,K;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAA

S,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;iGAEA,yB;M

AAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UA

AgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,OAAO,I;YAC

lB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAfA

,C;;MG96EI,IAAI,EHm8EI,KAAK,CGn8ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHk8Ec,sD;QGj8Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;;MHk8EV,OAAO,oBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MGr8EI,IAAI,

EH28EI,KAAK,CG38ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH08Ec,sD;QGz8Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH08EV,OA

AO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MG78EI,IAAI,EHm9EI,KAAK,C

Gn9ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHk9Ec,sD;QGj9Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHk9EV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBA

AV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MGr9EI,IAAI,EH29EI,KAAK,CG39ET,CAAJ,C;Q

ACI,cH09Ec,sD;QGz9Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH09EV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CA

AP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MG79EI,IAAI,EHm+EI,KAAK,CGn+ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHk+Ec,sD;
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QGj+Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHk+EV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,

CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MGr+EI,IAAI,EH2+EI,KAAK,CG3+ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH0+Ec,sD;QGz+Ed,MAAM,

gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH0+EV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;

IACX,C;;MG7+EI,IAAI,EHm/EI,KAAK,CGn/ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHk/Ec,sD;QGj/Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,W

AAjC,C;;MHk/EV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MGr/EI,IA

AI,EH2/EI,KAAK,CG3/ET,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH0/Ec,sD;QGz/Ed,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH0/EV,O

AAO,sBAAoB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MG7/EI,IAAI,EHmgFI,KAAK,

CGngFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHkgFc,sD;QGjgFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHkgFV,OAAO,sBAAoB,gB

AAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAApB,C;IACX,C;;MGrgFI,IAAI,EH2gFI,KAAK,CG3gFT,CAAJ,C;Q

ACI,cH0gFc,sD;QGzgFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH0gFV,OAAO,gBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAA

P,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MG7gFI,IAAI,EHmhFI,KAAK,CGnhFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHkhFc,sD;Q

GjhFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHkhFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,C

AAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MGrhFI,IAAI,EH2hFI,KAAK,CG3hFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH0hFc,sD;QGzhFd,MAAM,gC

AAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH0hFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IA

CX,C;;MG7hFI,IAAI,EHmiFI,KAAK,CGniFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHkiFc,sD;QGjiFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAA

jC,C;;MHkiFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MGriFI,IAAI,

EH2iFI,KAAK,CG3iFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH0iFc,sD;QGziFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH0iFV,OAAO

,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MG7iFI,IAAI,EHmjFI,KAAK,CGnjF

T,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHkjFc,sD;QGjjFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHkjFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mB

AAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MGrjFI,IAAI,EH2jFI,KAAK,CG3jFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH0jF

c,sD;QGzjFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH0jFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EA

Ac,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MG7jFI,IAAI,EHmkFI,KAAK,CGnkFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHkkFc,sD;QGjkFd,MAA

M,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHkkFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,

C;IACX,C;;MGrkFI,IAAI,EH2kFI,KAAK,CG3kFT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH0kFc,sD;QGzkFd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,

WAAjC,C;;MH0kFV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;gGAEA,

yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,U

AAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;

KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;U

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,

WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CA

AR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;Q

AII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,

gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAA

A,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CA

AL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK

,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kG

AYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/

B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;Q

AGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,i

BAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gB

AAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,

Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YA

CI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,

I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WA
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AW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eAC

J,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,

C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SA

Ab,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAA

V,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;M

AAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb

,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,W

AAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,

Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YA

CI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,

I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WA

AW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eAC

J,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,

C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SA

Ab,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAA

V,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;M

AAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb

,M;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK,W

AAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;0FAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,

gC;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAA

b,O;UACI,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IAAK

,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kFAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAI

W,kBAAS,gB;QAiaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAjaU,SAiaN,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,W

AAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAja1D,OAkaO,W;MAjaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,

gB;QAkaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAlaa,SAkaT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAA

I,OAAJ,C;;QAla1D,OAmaO,W;MAlaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAma

A,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAnac,SAmaV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ

,C;;QAna1D,OAoaO,W;MAnaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAoaA,Q;QA

AhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IApaY,SAoaR,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAp

a1D,OAqaO,W;MApaX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAqaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IAraa,SAqaT,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAra1D,OAsa

O,W;MAraX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAsaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cA

AhB,e;UAAsB,IAtac,SAsaV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAta1D,OAuaO,W;MAta

X,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAuaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UA

AsB,IAvae,SAuaX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAva1D,OAwaO,W;MAvaX,C;KA

LA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAwaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,IA

xagB,SAwaZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxa1D,OAyaO,W;MAxaX,C;KALA,C;

oFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAyaA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzaA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,gB;QAyaA,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAA

hB,0B;UAAsB,IAzaa,SAyaT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAza1D,OA0aO,W;M

AzaX,C;KALA,C;gGAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAstOV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,i

D;UAAa,WAAb,e;UApoOI,IAlFmC,SAkF/B,EAooOkB,cApoOlB,EAooOkB,sBApoOlB,WAooO2B,IApoO3B,CA

AJ,C;YAA2C,sBAooOZ,IApoOY,C;;QAlF/C,OAoFO,W;MAnFX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;

QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAutOV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAloOI,IArFsC,SAqFlC,EAkoOk

B,cAloOlB,EAkoOkB,sBAloOlB,WAkoO2B,IAloO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAkoOZ,IAloOY,C;;QArF/C,OAuFO,

W;MAtFX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAwtOV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;Q

ACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAhoOI,IAxFuC,SAwFnC,EAgoOkB,cAhoOlB,EAgoOkB,sBAhoOlB,WAgoO2B,IAho

O3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAgoOZ,IAhoOY,C;;QAxF/C,OA0FO,W;MAzFX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;M

AAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QAytOV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA9nOI,IA3FqC,SA2FjC
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,EA8nOkB,cA9nOlB,EA8nOkB,sBA9nOlB,WA8nO2B,IA9nO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA8nOZ,IA9nOY,C;;QA3F/

C,OA6FO,W;MA5FX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA0tOV,gB;QADb,Y

AAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA5nOI,IA9FsC,SA8FlC,EA4nOkB,cA5nOlB,EA4nOkB,sBA5nOlB,WA4nO2

B,IA5nO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA4nOZ,IA5nOY,C;;QA9F/C,OAgGO,W;MA/FX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,

gE;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA2tOV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA1nOI,IAjGuC,S

AiGnC,EA0nOkB,cA1nOlB,EA0nOkB,sBA1nOlB,WA0nO2B,IA1nO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA0nOZ,IA1nOY,C;;

QAjG/C,OAmGO,W;MAlGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA4tOV,gB;Q

ADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAxnOI,IApGwC,SAoGpC,EAwnOkB,cAxnOlB,EAwnOkB,sBAxnOlB

,WAwnO2B,IAxnO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAwnOZ,IAxnOY,C;;QApG/C,OAsGO,W;MArGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA

,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA6tOV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAtnOI

,IAvGyC,SAuGrC,EAsnOkB,cAtnOlB,EAsnOkB,sBAtnOlB,WAsnO2B,IAtnO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAsnOZ,IAtn

OY,C;;QAvG/C,OAyGO,W;MAxGX,C;KAPA,C;kGASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAyGA,gC;MAonOA,oC;MA7tOA,uC;

QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA8tOV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sB

AAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UApnO/B,IA1GsC,SA0GlC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAAI,O

AAJ,C;;QA1G/C,OA4GO,W;MA3GX,C;KAPA,C;oGASA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA2oOiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,i

D;UAAa,WAAb,e;UApoOI,IAAI,WAooOkB,cApoOlB,EAooOkB,sBApoOlB,WAooO2B,IApoO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA

2C,sBAooOZ,IApoOY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;qGAYA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAyoOiB,gB;QADb,YA

AY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAloOI,IAAI,WAkoOkB,cAloOlB,EAkoOkB,sBAloOlB,WAkoO2B,IAloO3B,C

AAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAkoOZ,IAloOY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAuoOiB,g

B;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAhoOI,IAAI,WAgoOkB,cAhoOlB,EAgoOkB,sBAhoOlB,WAgoO

2B,IAhoO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAgoOZ,IAhoOY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;qGAYA,yB;MAAA,

oD;QAqoOiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA9nOI,IAAI,WA8nOkB,cA9nOlB,EA8nOkB,sBA

9nOlB,WA8nO2B,IA9nO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA8nOZ,IA9nOY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGA

YA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAmoOiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA5nOI,IAAI,WA4nOkB,cA5nOlB

,EA4nOkB,sBA5nOlB,WA4nO2B,IA5nO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA4nOZ,IA5nOY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C

;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAioOiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA1nOI,IAAI,WA0n

OkB,cA1nOlB,EA0nOkB,sBA1nOlB,WA0nO2B,IA1nO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBA0nOZ,IA1nOY,C;;QAE/C,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA+nOiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UAxn

OI,IAAI,WAwnOkB,cAxnOlB,EAwnOkB,sBAxnOlB,WAwnO2B,IAxnO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAwnOZ,IAxnOY

,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,oD;QA6nOiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAA

a,WAAb,e;UAtnOI,IAAI,WAsnOkB,cAtnOlB,EAsnOkB,sBAtnOlB,WAsnO2B,IAtnO3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAsn

OZ,IAtnOY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAonOA,oC;MApnOA,oD;QA2nO

iB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UAAmB,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;U

ApnO/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KA

VA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QAIW,kBAAmB,gB;QAOV,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB,I

AAI,YAAJ,C;YAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAPpD,OAQO,W;MAPX,C;KALA,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAhB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QA8EH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

AAsB,IAAI,CA9ES,SA8ER,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9E3D,OA+EO,W;MA9

EX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QA+EH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

AAsB,IAAI,CA/EY,SA+EX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA/E3D,OAgFO,W;MA/

EX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAgFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

AAsB,IAAI,CAhFa,SAgFZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhF3D,OAiFO,W;MAhF

X,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAiFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UA

AsB,IAAI,CAjFW,SAiFV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAjF3D,OAkFO,W;MAjFX

,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAkFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAA

sB,IAAI,CAlFY,SAkFX,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlF3D,OAmFO,W;MAlFX,

C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAmFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAA
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sB,IAAI,CAnFa,SAmFZ,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAnF3D,OAoFO,W;MAnFX,

C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAoFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAs

B,IAAI,CApFc,SAoFb,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApF3D,OAqFO,W;MApFX,C

;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAqFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAAsB

,IAAI,CArFe,SAqFd,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QArF3D,OAsFO,W;MArFX,C;K

ALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAsFA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAtFA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAsFH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,0B;UAAsB,IAAI,CAtFY,SAsFX,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAtF

3D,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,OAAO,2BAAgB,gBAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB

,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IA

AI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;M

AAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,W

AAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV

,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;M

AC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,C

AAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,

oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,I

AAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;;

MAYoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAA

wB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cA

AA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX

,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;

UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

J,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;Q

AAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAA

O,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV

,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,

OAAO,W;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAA

gB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAC1

D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BzvGe,W;;M1B0vGtC,OAA4D,OAyu

EpC,gBAzuEL,OAAQ,MAyuEH,EAzuEU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAyuEV,CAzuEoC,C;IAChE,C;;MAMI

,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BjwGe,W;;M1BkwGtC,OAutDsC,OAkhBd,gBAzuEL,OAAQ,MAyuEH,EAzu

EU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAyuEV,CAlhBc,C;IAttD1C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0Bz

wGe,W;;M1B0wGtC,OAutDuC,OAkhBf,gBAzuEL,OAAQ,MAyuEH,EAzuEU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA

yuEV,CAlhBe,C;IAttD3C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BjxGe,W;;M1BkxGtC,OAutDqC,OAkhBb

,gBAzuEL,OAAQ,MAyuEH,EAzuEU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAyuEV,CAlhBa,C;IAttDzC,C;;MAMI,IAA

I,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BzxGe,W;;M1B0xGtC,OAutDsC,OAvtD/B,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAA

Q,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAutD+B,C;IAttD1C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BjyGe,W;;

M1BkyGtC,OAutDuC,OAihBf,gBAxuEL,OAAQ,MAwuEH,EAxuEU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAwuEV,C
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AjhBe,C;IAttD3C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BzyGe,W;;M1B0yGtC,OAutDwC,OAihBhB,gBA

xuEL,OAAQ,MAwuEH,EAxuEU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAwuEV,CAjhBgB,C;IAttD5C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,

OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BjzGe,W;;M1BkzGtC,OAutDyC,OAvtDlC,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,

aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAutDkC,C;IAttD7C,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,O0BzzGe,W;;M1

B0zGtC,OAA4D,SAArD,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,CAAqD,C;IA

ChE,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,O

AAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI

,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MA

CnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,

C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,

wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAiB,IA

AjB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;

IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,

OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAe,IAAf,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAA

I,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MA

CnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAgB,IAAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,

C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,

wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAiB,IA

AjB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;

IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,

OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAkB,IAAlB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,U

AAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;

MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAmB,IAAnB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAm

B,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAgB,I

AAhB,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAJ,C;;MAET,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,aAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,OAAQ,KAA3B,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MAC

E,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;

;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,cAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MAC

E,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,C;

;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;MA

CE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL,

C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,OAAQ,KAAjB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;M

ACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WAAL

,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,kBAAkB,C;

MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,WA

AL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,OAAQ,KAAnB,C;MACb,kBAAkB

,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAAK,

WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,OAAQ,KAApB,C;MACb,kBA

AkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UAA

K,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,OAAQ,KAArB,C;MACb,kB

AAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,UA

AK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwB,UACT,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,OAAQ,KAAlB,C;MACb,k

BAAkB,C;MACE,yB;MAApB,OAAoB,cAApB,C;QAAoB,6B;QAChB,OAAO,oBAAP,EAAO,4BAAP,YAAwB,U

AAK,WAAL,C;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAi8DC,gBAj8DkB,CAi8Dl

B,EAj8DqB,CAi8DrB,C;;MAh8DxB,OAg8DwB,gBAh8DL,OAAQ,MAg8DH,EAh8DU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,C

AAvB,IAg8DV,C;IA/7D5B,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,cAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAg8Dw

B,gBAh8DL,OAAQ,MAg8DH,EAh8DU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAg8DV,C;IA/7D5B,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OA
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AQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAW,CAAX,C;MAC9B,OAg8DwB,gBAh8DL,OAAQ,MAg8DH,EAh8DU,OAA

Q,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAg8DV,C;IA/7D5B,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,eAAS,CAAT,C;

MAC9B,OAg8DwB,gBAh8DL,OAAQ,MAg8DH,EAh8DU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAg8DV,C;IA/7D5B,

C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EA

A2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAW,C

AAX,C;MAC9B,OA+7DwB,gBA/7DL,OAAQ,MA+7DH,EA/7DU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA+7DV,C;IA

97D5B,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAY,CAAZ,C;MAC9B,OA+7DwB,gBA/7DL,OAAQ

,MA+7DH,EA/7DU,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA+7DV,C;IA97D5B,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAA

uB,OAAO,oBAAa,CAAb,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAQ,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IA

A3B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,iBAAU,CAAV,C;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAA

Q,MAApB,EAA2B,OAAQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MGhrHR,IAAI,EHyqH

I,KAAK,CGzqHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHwqHc,sD;QGvqHd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHwqHV,IAAI,M

AAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,iB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,

C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,wBA

Aa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAE

T,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MGlsHR,IAAI,EH2rHI,KAAK,CG3rHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH0rHc,sD;QGzr

Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH0rHV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAA

K,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;M

ACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IA

AI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MGptH

R,IAAI,EH6sHI,KAAK,CG7sHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH4sHc,sD;QG3sHd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH4

sHV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,

MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eAAiB,CAAj

B,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WA

AI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MGtuHR,IAAI,EH+tHI,KAAK,CG/tHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

H8tHc,sD;QG7tHd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH8tHV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MA

CnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CA

AL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,

M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,

M;MGxvHR,IAAI,EHivHI,KAAK,CGjvHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHgvHc,sD;QG/uHd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAj

C,C;;MHgvHV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MA

CtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eA

AgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,

IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MG1wHR,IAAI,EHmwHI,KAAK,CGnwHT,C

AAJ,C;QACI,cHkwHc,sD;QGjwHd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHkwHV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAA

Y,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,O

AAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QA

Aa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,

C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MG5xHR,IAAI,EHqxHI,KAAK,CGrxHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHoxHc,sD;QGnxHd,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHoxHV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;

MACZ,WAAW,eAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf

,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MG9yHR,IAAI,EHuyHI,K

AAK,CGvyHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHsyHc,sD;QGryHd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHsyHV,IAAI,MAAK,

CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,KAAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;Q

AAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,wBA

Aa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAE

T,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAYiB,UACL,M;MGh0HR,IAAI,EHyzHI,KAAK,CGzzHT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHwzHc,sD;QG
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vzHd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHwzHV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,K

AAK,gBAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAP,

C;MACnB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,eAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O

;QACI,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MGr0HI,IAAI,E

H20HI,KAAK,CG30HT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cH00Hc,sD;QGz0Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH00HV,IA

AI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,iB;MAC

tB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAa,C

AAb,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MAC

T,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MGp1HI,IAAI,EH01HI,KAAK,CG11HT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHy1Hc,sD;QGx1Hd,MAAM,gCA

AyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHy1HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,K

AAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IA

AL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,I

AAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MGn2HI,IAAI,EHy2HI,KAAK,CGz2HT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cHw2Hc,sD;QGv2Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHw2HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAA

O,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAA

Y,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO

,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MGl3HI,I

AAI,EHw3HI,KAAK,CGx3HT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHu3Hc,sD;QGt3Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHu3

HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,m

B;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,

eAAe,CAAf,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,

C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MGj4HI,IAAI,EHu4HI,KAAK,CGv4HT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHs4Hc,sD;QGr4Hd,MAAM

,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHs4HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IA

AI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAA

P,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QA

CI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MGh5HI,IAAI,EHs5HI,KAAK,CGt5HT,CAA

J,C;QACI,cHq5Hc,sD;QGp5Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHq5HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,O

AAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;Q

AAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAiB,CAAjB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OA

AO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MG/5

HI,IAAI,EHq6HI,KAAK,CGr6HT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHo6Hc,sD;QGn6Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MH

o6HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO

,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAA

W,eAAkB,CAAlB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,C

AAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MG96HI,IAAI,EHo7HI,KAAK,CGp7HT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHm7Hc,sD;QGl7Hd,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHm7HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;M

ACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,UAAK,OA

AO,CAAP,IAAL,CAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAmB,CAAnB,C;MACX,iBAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA

7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MG77HI,IAAI,EHm8HI,KAAK,CGn

8HT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cHk8Hc,sD;QGj8Hd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MHk8HV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;

QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,gB;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CA

AT,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,sBAAK,OAAO,CAAP,IAAL,EAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAgB,CAAhB,C;MACX,i

BAAc,OAAO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;QACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAJ,C;MACT,OAAO,I;IAC

X,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,I

AAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO

,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,2C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B

,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAA

L,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAA
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c,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,

QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MA

AA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YA

CI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA

,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C

AAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KA

VA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,

IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAA

O,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+

B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,CAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IA

AL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,4C;MAAA,gD;MAAA,u

C;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,O

AAO,gBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAVA,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;

QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAA

V,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA

AA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,

gE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAA

C,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IA

AI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FA

aA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;U

ACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA

,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAA,SAA

b,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAA

A,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAA

a,WAAA,SAAb,M;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAA

O,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;Q

ACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UA

CJ,IAAK,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAiBI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAA

a,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,wB;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAj

B,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G

;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;Q

AAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QAC

V,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CA

AC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACn

B,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;

QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;

MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI

,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,m

C;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;

MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,

KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAA

O,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,C
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AAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UA

AK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,

UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAE

R,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB

,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,I

AAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YAAL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,eAAe,CAAC,mBAAO,CAA

P,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,W

AAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,UAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,UAAK,KAAL,IAAc,UAAK,YAAL,C;QACd,UAAK,YA

AL,IAAqB,G;QACrB,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAm2CO,qBAAQ,CAn2Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,wB;

MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAi2CO,qBAAQ,CAj2Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,

WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA+1CO,qBAAQ,CA/1Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,

W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA61CO,qBAAQ,CA71Cf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA21CO,qBAAQ,

CA31Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAy1

CO,qBAAQ,CAz1Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;

MAMI,IAu1CO,qBAAQ,CAv1Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO

,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAq1CO,qBAAQ,CAr1Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;M

ACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAm1CO,qBAAQ,CAn1Cf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAA

L,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAywCO,qBAAQ,CAzwCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,aAAa,S

AAb,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;MACb,gBAAgB,wB;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CA

AZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAqwCO,qBAAQ,CArwCf,C;QAAe,OA

AO,S;MACtB,aAAa,cAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,

YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAiwCO,qBAAQ,CAjwCf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QA

CI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA6vCO,qBAAQ,C

A7vCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,eAAS,gBAAT,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SA

Ab,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAyvCO,

qBAAQ,CAzvCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV

,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI

,IAqvCO,qBAAQ,CArvCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aA

AU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IAC

X,C;;MAMI,IAivCO,qBAAQ,CAjvCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAY,gBAAZ,C;MACb,gBAAgB,0B;M

AChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MAC5B,OAA

O,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IA6uCO,qBAAQ,CA7uCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,oBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACb,gBA

AgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,CAAL,C;MA

C5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAyuCO,qBAAQ,CAzuCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACtB,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;

MACb,gBAAgB,0B;MAChB,aAAU,CAAV,OAAa,SAAb,M;QACI,OAAO,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAP,IAAwB,UAAK,C

AAL,C;MAC5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;M2B/6IA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAs

EmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,

C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,C

AAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWkgJA,sC;QAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iD2B56IC,iB3B4

6IkB,Q2B56IlB,C3B46ID,E;;MAClB,C;KALA,C;sGAOA,yB;MAAA,oD;M2Bn6IA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAz

FnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhF

V,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,

+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWygJA,sC;QAII,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iD2Bh

6IC,2B3Bg6I4B,Q2Bh6I5B,C3Bg6ID,E;;MAClB,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,sBAAS,cAAT,C;IACJ,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBA

AO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,I
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AAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,iB;QACA,oB;;IAER,

C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,

oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QACI,e;QACA,oB;;IAER,C;;MAMI,OAAqB,OAAd,sBAAc,C;IACz

B,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,ODzjJhC,WCyjJgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;M

AAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,ODhkJhC,WCgkJgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAu

C,ODvkJhC,WCukJgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OD9kJhC,WC8kJgC,C;I

AC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,ODrlJhC,WCqlJgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,y

B;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OAAuC,OD5lJhC,WC4lJgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mB;MAA9B,OA

AuC,ODnmJhC,WCmmJgC,C;IAC3C,C;;MAMI,IA0gCO,qBAAQ,CA1gCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SA

0wBiB,Q;MA1wBK,mB;MAA7B,OD3mJO,W;IC4mJX,C;;MAMI,IA0gCO,qBAAQ,CA1gCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;

MACD,kBAAd,SA0wBiB,Q;MA1wBK,iB;MAA7B,ODnnJO,W;IConJX,C;;MAMI,IA0gCO,qBAAQ,CA1gCf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SA0wBiB,Q;MA1wBK,iB;MAA7B,OD3nJO,W;IC4nJX,C;;MAMI,IA0gCO,qBAA

Q,CA1gCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SA0wBiB,Q;MA1wBK,iB;MAA7B,ODnoJO,W;ICooJX,C;;MAMI,

IA0gCO,qBAAQ,CA1gCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,SAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,mB;MAA7B,OD3oJO,W;I

C4oJX,C;;MAMI,IA0gCO,qBAAQ,CA1gCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SAywBiB,Q;MAzwBK,iB;MAA7

B,ODnpJO,W;ICopJX,C;;MAMI,IA0gCO,qBAAQ,CA1gCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SAywBiB,Q;MAz

wBK,iB;MAA7B,OD3pJO,W;IC4pJX,C;;MAMI,IAkhCO,qBAAQ,CAlhCf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,SA

AL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,iB;MAA7B,ODnqJO,W;ICoqJX,C;;MAMI,IA08BO,qBAAQ,CA18Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;M

ACD,kBAAd,SA0sBiB,Q;MA1sBK,wBAAS,cAAT,C;MAA7B,OD3qJO,W;IC4qJX,C;;MAMI,IA08BO,qBAAQ,C

A18Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SA0sBiB,Q;MA1sBK,6B;MAA7B,ODnrJO,W;ICorJX,C;;MAMI,IA08

BO,qBAAQ,CA18Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SA0sBiB,Q;MA1sBK,6B;MAA7B,OD3rJO,W;IC4rJX,C;

;MAMI,IA08BO,qBAAQ,CA18Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SA0sBiB,Q;MA1sBK,6B;MAA7B,ODnsJO,

W;ICosJX,C;;MAMI,IA08BO,qBAAQ,CA18Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAT,SAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,6B;

MAA7B,OD3sJO,W;IC4sJX,C;;MAMI,IA08BO,qBAAQ,CA18Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SAysBiB,Q;

MAzsBK,6B;MAA7B,ODntJO,W;ICotJX,C;;MAMI,IA08BO,qBAAQ,CA18Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd

,SAysBiB,Q;MAzsBK,6B;MAA7B,OD3tJO,W;IC4tJX,C;;MAMI,IAk9BO,qBAAQ,CAl9Bf,C;QAAe,OAAO,S;M

ACD,kBAAT,SAAL,SAAK,C;MAAiB,6B;MAA7B,ODnuJO,W;ICouJX,C;;MAMI,IA04BO,qBAAQ,CA14Bf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,S;MACD,kBAAd,SA0oBiB,Q;MA1oBK,mC;MAA7B,OD3uJO,W;IC4uJX,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,wD;

M2B1sJA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6Do

B,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;

QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MW6xJA,sC;Q

AII,OAAO,mD2BvsJQ,iB3BusJa,Q2BvsJb,C3BusJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BjtJA,sC;

MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,C

AAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;M

AA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWoyJA,sC;QAII,OAAO,m

D2B9sJQ,iB3B8sJa,Q2B9sJb,C3B8sJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BxtJA,sC;MAAA,uBA

OmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B

,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MA

AA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MW2yJA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BrtJQ,iB3

BqtJa,Q2BrtJb,C3BqtJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2B/tJA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEn

B,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7D

V,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,

+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWkzJA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2B5tJQ,iB3B4tJa,Q2B5tJb,

C3B4tJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BtuJA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEm

B,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;U

A6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAA

X,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWyzJA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BnuJQ,iB3BmuJa,Q2BnuJb,C3BmuJR,E;

MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2B7uJA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAA
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U,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;Q

AAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,C

AAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWg0JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2B1uJQ,iB3B0uJa,Q2B1uJb,C3B0uJR,E;MACX,C;K

ALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BpvJA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,g

B;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OA

AA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MA

AA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWu0JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BjvJQ,iB3BivJa,Q2BjvJb,C3BivJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFA

OA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2B3vJA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA

7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1F

nB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5

C,kF;MW80JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BxvJQ,iB3BwvJa,Q2BxvJb,C3BwvJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;M

AAA,wD;M2BlwJA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cA

Ac,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;M

AAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MW

q1JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2B/vJQ,iB3B+vJa,Q2B/vJb,C3B+vJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;0GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M

2BtvJA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,C

AhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA

+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MW41JA,sC;QAII,

OAAO,mD2BnvJQ,2B3BmvJuB,Q2BnvJvB,C3BmvJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2B7vJA,s

C;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,C

AAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;M

AA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWm2JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,m

D2B1vJQ,2B3B0vJuB,Q2B1vJvB,C3B0vJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BpwJA,sC;MAAA,

iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA

2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;M

AAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MW02JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BjwJQ,

2B3BiwJuB,Q2BjwJvB,C3BiwJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2B3wJA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,

yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgF

U,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;

QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWi3JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BxwJQ,2B3BwwJ

uB,Q2BxwJvB,C3BwwJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BlxJA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAz

FnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhF

V,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,

+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWw3JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2B/wJQ,2B3B+wJuB,Q2B/

wJvB,C3B+wJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BzxJA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;

UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3

B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW

,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MW+3JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BtxJQ,2B3BsxJuB,Q2BtxJvB,C3B

sxJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BhyJA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,u

B;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ

,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EA

Ac,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MWs4JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2B7xJQ,2B3B6xJuB,Q2B7xJvB,C3B6xJR,E;M

ACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2BvyJA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,

eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA

,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,

C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MW64JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2BpyJQ,2B3BoyJuB,Q2BpyJvB,C3BoyJR,E;MACX,C;K

ALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAAA,wD;M2B9yJA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB

;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,
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C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,

C;MAD5C,kF;MWo5JA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mD2B3yJQ,2B3B2yJuB,Q2B3yJvB,C3B2yJR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;;M

AWI,OAAO,sBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,kBAsgBQ,iB;MAtgBA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WDv3J1B,WCu3J0

B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBAugBQ,iB;MAvgBA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WD93J1B,WC83J0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,k

BAwgBQ,iB;MAxgBA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WDr4J1B,WCq4J0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBAAT,mB;MAAiB,mB;

MAAxB,OAAiC,WD54J1B,WC44J0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBAygBQ,iB;MAzgBA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WDn5J

1B,WCm5J0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMoB,kBA0gBQ,iB;MA1gBA,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WD15J1B,WC05J0B,C;IACrC,

C;;MAMoB,kBAAT,mB;MAAiB,iB;MAAxB,OAAiC,WDj6J1B,WCi6J0B,C;IACrC,C;;MAMI,OAAmC,OAA5B,

2BAAgB,UAAhB,CAA4B,C;IACvC,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OD/6J9C,WC+6J8C,

C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mC;MAA9B,OAAqD,ODt7J9C,WCs7J8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBA

Af,yB;MAAuB,mC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OD77J9C,WC67J8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mC;MAA9

B,OAAqD,ODp8J9C,WCo8J8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mC;MAA9B,OAAqD,OD38J9C,WC2

8J8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mC;MAA9B,OAAqD,ODl9J9C,WCk9J8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,

kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mC;MAA9B,OAAqD,ODz9J9C,WCy9J8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAM0B,kBAAf,yB;MAAuB,mC;M

AA9B,OAAqD,ODh+J9C,WCg+J8C,C;IACzD,C;;MAMI,OAAO,cAAa,SAAb,C;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;

MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C;MAC1C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OA

AuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;MAC3C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAqC,OAA9B,SAA8B,

C;MACzC,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAsC,OAA/B,SAA+B,C;MAC1C,C;KANA,C

;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAuC,OAAhC,SAAgC,C;MAC3C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,g

D;MAAA,4B;QAKI,OAAwC,OAAjC,SAAiC,C;MAC5C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,4B;QAKI,O

AAyC,OAAlC,SAAkC,C;MAC7C,C;KANA,C;;MAYW,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MAC4B,OAAA,gBAAY,O;IAA

Z,C;;MACG,OAAA,gBA4oB/B,YAAQ,C;IA5oBuB,C;;MACc,OAAY,WAAZ,gBAAY,EAAS,OAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;

MACX,oCAAY,KAAZ,E;IAAA,C;;MACM,OAAY,UAAZ,gBAAY,EAAQ,OAAR,C;IAAZ,C;;MACI,OAAY,cAA

Z,gBAAY,EAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAZ,C;;;MANnD,0C;IAQJ,C;;MAuUI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SA

AY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAMW,WAAS,W;MAA

T,YAA2B,SAAY,Q;MRxvK9C,eAAiB,I;MQwvKjB,ORvvKO,K;IQwvKX,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;

MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,Q;IAC5B,C;;MAMW,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY,Q;MR/wKjD,eAAiB,I;MQ+wKjB,O

R9wKO,K;IQ+wKX,C;;MAMW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,Q;MRtxK9C,eAAiB,I;MQsxKjB,ORrxKO,K;I

QsxKX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,cAAU,OAAV,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAA

e,eAAW,OAAX,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,eAAS,OAAT,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAMW,

WAAS,W;MAAT,YAAsB,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,gBAA/B,C;MRlzK7B,eAAiB,I;MQkzKjB,

ORjzKO,K;IQkzKX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAW,OAAX,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,SA

AS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAY,OAAZ,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAMW,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAAyB,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,

OAAtB,EAA+B,KAA/B,C;MRv0KhC,eAAiB,I;MQu0KjB,ORt0KO,K;IQu0KX,C;;MAMW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YA

AsB,SAAS,SAAT,EAAe,iBAAU,OAAV,CAAf,C;MR90K7B,eAAiB,I;MQ80KjB,OR70KO,K;IQ80KX,C;;MAMI,

OAAO,gBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,EAA+B,IAA/B,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAi

B,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,O

AAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MA

MW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MR53K9C,eAAiB,I;MQ43KjB,OR33K

O,K;IQ43KX,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,OAAM,

SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;IAC5B,C;;MAMW,WAAS,c;MAAT,YAA8B,SAAY,OAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;

MRn5KjD,eAAiB,I;MQm5KjB,ORl5KO,K;IQm5KX,C;;MAMW,WAAS,W;MAAT,YAA2B,SAAY,OAAM,SAA

N,EAAiB,OAAjB,C;MR15K9C,eAAiB,I;MQ05KjB,ORz5KO,K;IQ05KX,C;;MAMY,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,wBA

AZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IA

AA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;M

AMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oB

AAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMA,oBAAS,CAAT,EAAY,0BAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAOR,OAAO,qBA

AQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,
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C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;I

ACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,qBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ

,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER

,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX

,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MA

OI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,EAxEA,qBAAQ,CAwER,C;IACX,C;;MAMY,0B

AAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,C

AAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;

IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAMA,0BAAO,CAAP,I;IAAA,C;;MAOR,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,C

AAQ,OAAR,CAAP,C;IAC5B,C;gFAEA,yB;MAuIA,iD;MAvIA,qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,eAAY,OAAZ,EAuIL,

C;MAtIX,C;KANA,C;gFAQA,yB;MAuIA,iD;MAvIA,qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,gBAAa,OAAb,EAuIL,C;MAtIX,

C;KANA,C;gFAQA,yB;MAuIA,iD;MAvIA,qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,gBAAW,OAAX,EAuIL,C;MAtIX,C;KAN

A,C;gFAQA,yB;MAuIA,iD;MAvIA,qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAuIL,C;MAtIX,C;KANA,C;gF

AQA,yB;MAuIA,iD;MAvIA,qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,kBAAa,OAAb,EAuIL,C;MAtIX,C;KANA,C;+EAQA,yB;

MAuIA,iD;MAvIA,qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,kBAAc,OAAd,EAuIL,C;MAtIX,C;KANA,C;gFAQA,yB;MAuIA,i

D;MAvIA,qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,sBAAe,OAAf,CAuIL,C;MAtIX,C;KANA,C;gFAQA,yB;MAuIA,iD;MAvIA,

qC;QAKI,OAuIO,gCAvIK,mBAAY,OAAZ,CAuIL,C;MAtIX,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAO,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0

B,QAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,SAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,E

AAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,SAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAA

S,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,S

AAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,

OAAO,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,

QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UA

AL,SAAK,EAAO,mBAAO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;M

AMI,OAAO,oBAAoB,SAApB,EAA0B,QAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mBAAwB,UAAL,SAAK,EAAO,mBA

AO,QAAS,KAAhB,IAAP,CAAxB,EAAsD,SAAK,OAA3D,EAAiE,QAAjE,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAY,SAAY,QA

AO,QAAP,C;IAC5B,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MA

CX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;K

ANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;

iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,

yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MA

AA,iD;MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;

MAAA,sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,

sC;QAKI,OAAO,qBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,QAA3B,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAY,SAAY,QAAO,CAAQ,O

AAR,CAAP,C;IAC5B,C;;MAemC,OAAA,CAAE,iBAAU,CAAV,C;IAAa,C;;MAD9C,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;Q

AyFY,eAxFH,WAwFG,C;;IAvFhB,C;;MA+C6B,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAa,C;;MADxC,IAAI,

mBAAO,CAAX,C;QASY,eARH,aAQG,C;;IAPhB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,M

AAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;M

AOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,

C;IAChB,C;;MAOI,SAAY,MAAK,UAAL,C;IAChB,C;;MAOa,uB;QAAU,OAAA,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,

CAAX,C;MAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MADT,IAAI,mBAAO,CAAX,C;QA/DY,eAgEH,2BAhEG,C;;IAiEhB,C;;MAMI,aA

Aa,oBAAa,gBAAb,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,UAAK,KAAL,C;;MACpB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MA

MI,aAAa,cAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,UAAK,KAAL,C;;MACpB,OAAO,M;IACX,

C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,oBAAK,KAAL,E;;MACpB,OAAO,

M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAY,gBAAZ,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,UAAK,KAAL,C;;MACpB,

OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,UAAK,KAAL,C;;

MACpB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,eAAS,gBAAT,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,UAAK,KAA

L,C;;MACpB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,iBAAU,gBAAV,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAgB,UAA
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K,KAAL,C;;MACpB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,eAAW,gBAAX,C;MACb,wD;QACI,OAAO,KAAP,IAAg

B,UAAK,KAAL,C;;MACpB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAM

I,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;M

AMI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAAM,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAAS,MAA

M,MAAK,SAAL,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAM6B,oB;QAAO,qCAAK,CAAL,E;MAAP,C;IAA

A,C;;MAAzB,OAAO,iBAAY,gBAAZ,EAAkB,8BAAlB,C;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,w

E;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C

;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UK92MnB,wBAAI,IAA

K,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QL8xLA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,y

D;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAo

B,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UK33MnB,

wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QL2yLA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0

D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBA

AY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;

UKx4MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QLwzLA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,y

B;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;Q

AC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAA

U,OAAV,C;UKr5MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QLq0LA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,

C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,

EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAgl

B/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UKl6MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QLk1LA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,

C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAA

kB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhl

B8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UK/6MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QL+1LA,OAklBO,W

;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gB

AAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;U

ACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UK57MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QL42LA,

OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,

YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,c

AAhB,e;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;UKz8MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;

;QLy3LA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAklBA,oC;MAAA,g

C;MAllBA,uC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,

C;QA+kBH,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAhlB8C,SAglB/B,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UKt9MnB,wBAAI,I

AAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QLs4LA,OAklBO,W;MAjlBX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA

,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAA

oB,QAApB,C;QA+NL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAhOoC,WAgOhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,E

AA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAhOhB,OAkOO,W;MAjOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAA

A,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAgOL

,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAjOuC,WAiOnC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAj

OhB,OAmOO,W;MAlOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cA

AlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAiOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAg

B,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAlOwC,WAkOpC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAlOhB,OAoOO,W;MA

nOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,

CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAsB,QAAtB,C;QAkOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA

AY,aAnOsC,WAmOlC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAnOhB,OAqOO,W;MApOX,C;KAXA,C;8FA

aA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,

C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAmOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aApOuC,WAoO

nC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QApOhB,OAsOO,W;MArOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;M
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AAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,m

BAAwB,QAAxB,C;QAoOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aArOwC,WAqOpC,CAAY,OAAZ,C

AAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QArOhB,OAuOO,W;MAtOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE

;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAyB,QAAzB,C;Q

AqOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAtOyC,WAsOrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C

;;QAtOhB,OAwOO,W;MAvOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAA

iC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAA0B,QAA1B,C;QAsOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAvO0C,WAuOtC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAvOhB,OAyOO,W

;MAxOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAyOA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzOA,yC;QASI,e

AAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAuOL,Q;QAAhB,i

D;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAAY,aAxOuC,WAwOnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAxOhB,O

A0OO,W;MAzOX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,Y

AAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyOL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAA

hB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA1OoC,WA0OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA1OiD,cA0OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1Oh

B,OA4OO,W;MA3OX,C;KAVA,C;8FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAA

lB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA2OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,

cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA5OoC,WA4OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA5OiD,cA4OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA

5OhB,OA8OO,W;MA7OX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,

cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA6OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aA9OoC,WA8OhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9OiD,cA8OvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C

;;QA9OhB,OAgPO,W;MA/OX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eA

AiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QA+OL,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAhPoC,WAgPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAhPiD,cAgPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,

C;;QAhPhB,OAkPO,W;MAjPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eA

AiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAiPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAlPoC,WAkPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAlPiD,cAkPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,

C;;QAlPhB,OAoPO,W;MAnPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eA

AiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAmPL,Q;QAAhB,iD

;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aApPoC,WAoPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EApPiD,cAoPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B

,C;;QApPhB,OAsPO,W;MArPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eA

AiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAqPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;

UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAtPoC,WAsPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAtPiD,cAsPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C

;;QAtPhB,OAwPO,W;MAvPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAA

iC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAuPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;U

AAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAAY,aAxPoC,WAwPhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAxPiD,cAwPvB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,

C;;QAxPhB,OA0PO,W;MAzPX,C;KAVA,C;+FAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MA0PA,oC;MAAA,

gC;MA1PA,yD;QAQI,eAAiC,cAAlB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAkB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC1B,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB

,C;QAyPL,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAAY,aA1PoC,WA0PhC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA1PiD,cA

0PvB,CAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1PhB,OA4PO,W;MA3PX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAh

B,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,O

AAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

UoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA

0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;M

AEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,a
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AAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAh

B,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;iGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QAQoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

hB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MAC

X,C;KAZA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY

,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAh

B,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAE

hB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI

,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,

C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WA

AY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAh

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAA

f,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;Q

ACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q

;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eA

Ae,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;mGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAQoB,Q;QAA

hB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,

eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAqBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QK92MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,

C;;MLg3MA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WA

Ae,UAAU,OAAV,C;QK33MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;ML63MA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QKx4MnB,

wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;ML04MA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QKr5MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAA

K,OAArB,C;;MLu5MA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QKl6MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MLo6MA,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QK/

6MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MLi7MA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QK57MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAA

gB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;ML87MA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QACI,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QKz8MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;ML28MA,O

AAO,W;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAg

B,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UKt9MnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,O

AArB,C;;QLw9MA,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAiBiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M

;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,

SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa

,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,g

B;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa

,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb

,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMiB,

Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MA

EhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,wBAAa,eAAW,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,

0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAA

b,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAa,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAb,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc

,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAe,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAf,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;
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MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAgB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAhB,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAiB,YAAY,

gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMi

B,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBA

Ca,qBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aAC

A,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MA

MiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;g

BACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;a

ACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;

MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,

K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL

,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ

,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UA

AL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;U

AAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,UAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;

IAKJ,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAP,

C;UAAL,K;gBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,iBAAe,aAAL,SAAK,CAAf,C;

IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAA

mB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,eAAiB,gBAAjB,C;MACX,wB

AAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;M

ADb,WAAW,eAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;

;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WA

AA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,eAAiB,gBA

AjB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IAC

X,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,eAAkB,gBAAlB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,I

AAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,WAAW,eAAmB,gBAAnB,C;MACX,wBAAa

,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,

WAAW,eAAgB,gBAAhB,C;MACX,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QAAmB,IAAK,WAAI,iBA

AJ,C;;MACxB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAA

M,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,+BAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAA

P,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CA

AN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQi

B,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBA

CQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;a

ACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAmB,

YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAnB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;U

AAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAA

pB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UA

AK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,CAAb,C;UAHL,

K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,C

AAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;

;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;UAAL,

K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAuB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAA

M,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAN,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,iCAAa,qB

AAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+DA,gD;MA/D

A,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA+DD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhE6B,SAgElB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UA

CC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjEhB,OAmEO,W;MAlEX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAmEA,gD

;MAnEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAmED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WApE6B,SAoElB,CAAU,OAA

V,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QArEhB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAu
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EA,gD;MAvEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAuED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAxE6B,SAwElB,CAAU

,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAzEhB,OA2EO,W;MA1EX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MA2EA,gD;MA3EA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA2ED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WA5E6B,SA4ElB,

CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA7EhB,OA+EO,W;MA9EX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;M

AAA,gE;MA+EA,gD;MA/EA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA+ED,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAhF6B,S

AgFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAjFhB,OAmFO,W;MAlFX,C;KALA,C;sFAOA,

yB;MAAA,gE;MAmFA,gD;MAnFA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAmFD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,WAp

F6B,SAoFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QArFhB,OAuFO,W;MAtFX,C;KALA,C;sF

AOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAuFA,gD;MAvFA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAuFD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,

WAxF6B,SAwFlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAzFhB,OA2FO,W;MA1FX,C;KAL

A,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA2FA,gD;MA3FA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA2FD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;

UACI,WA5F6B,SA4FlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA7FhB,OA+FO,W;MA9FX,C

;KALA,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+FA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MA/FA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QA+FD,Q;Q

AAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,WAhG6B,SAgGlB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;

;QAjGhB,OAmGO,W;MAlGX,C;KALA,C;uFAOA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAA

hB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEh

B,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAA

A,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C

;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,W

AAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,y

B;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UA

AU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,

gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,

C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,O

AAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,

gC;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,WAAW,UAA

U,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,

wE;MAiOA,gE;MAjOA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAiOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAlOiD,WAkOv

C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UK/lPP,U;UADP,YLimPe,WKjmPH,WLimPwB,GKjmPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL

+lPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK9lPX,aL8lPgC,GK9lPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL2lPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QApOT,OAsOO,W;MArOX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsOA,gE;MAtOA,yC;QASW

,kBAAU,oB;QAsOD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAvOoD,WAuO1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKhnPP,U;UA

DP,YLknPe,WKlnPH,WLknPwB,GKlnPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLgnPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK/mPX,aL+m

PgC,GK/mPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL4mPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzOT,OA2O

O,W;MA1OX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA2OA,gE;MA3OA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA2OD,Q;QAAh

B,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA5OqD,WA4O3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKjoPP,U;UADP,YLmoPe,WKnoPH,WLmo

PwB,GKnoPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLioPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKhoPX,aLgoPgC,GKhoPhC,EAAS,MAAT

,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL6nPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA9OT,OAgPO,W;MA/OX,C;KAVA,C;sFAY

A,yB;MAAA,wE;MAgPA,gE;MAhPA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAgPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA

jPmD,WAiPzC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKlpPP,U;UADP,YLopPe,WKppPH,WLopPwB,GKppPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ

,C;YACH,aLkpPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKjpPX,aLipPgC,GKjpPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL8oPA,iB;U

ACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAnPT,OAqPO,W;MApPX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAqPA,gE;MArP

A,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAqPD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAtPoD,WAsP1C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UK
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nqPP,U;UADP,YLqqPe,WKrqPH,WLqqPwB,GKrqPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLmqPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK

lqPX,aLkqPgC,GKlqPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL+pPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAxP

T,OA0PO,W;MAzPX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA0PA,gE;MA1PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA0PD,Q;

QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA3PqD,WA2P3C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKprPP,U;UADP,YLsrPe,WKtrPH,WL

srPwB,GKtrPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLorPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKnrPX,aLmrPgC,GKnrPhC,EAAS,MAA

T,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULgrPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA7PT,OA+PO,W;MA9PX,C;KAVA,C;sFA

YA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA+PA,gE;MA/PA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QA+PD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,U

AhQsD,WAgQ5C,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKrsPP,U;UADP,YLusPe,WKvsPH,WLusPwB,GKvsPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aLqsPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKpsPX,aLosPgC,GKpsPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULisPA,iB;

UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAlQT,OAoQO,W;MAnQX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAoQA,gE;MA

pQA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAoQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UArQuD,WAqQ7C,CAAY,OAAZ,C

;UKttPP,U;UADP,YLwtPe,WKxtPH,WLwtPwB,GKxtPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLstPuC,gB;YAA5B,W

KrtPX,aLqtPgC,GKrtPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULktPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAvQ

T,OAyQO,W;MAxQX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyQA,oC;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gC;MAzQA,yC;QAS

W,kBAAU,oB;QAyQD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,UA1QoD,WA0Q1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UKvuPP,

U;UADP,YLyuPe,WKzuPH,WLyuPwB,GKzuPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLuuPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKtuPX,

aLsuPgC,GKtuPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULmuPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5QT,O

A8QO,W;MA7QX,C;KAVA,C;sFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8QA,gE;MA9QA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8QD,Q;

QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA/QiD,WA+QvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKzvPP,U;UADP,YL2vPe,WK3vPH,W

L2vPwB,GK3vPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLyvPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKxvPX,aLwvPgC,GKxvPhC,EAAS,M

AAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULqvPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjRyD,cAiRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjRT,OAmRO,

W;MAlRX,C;KAXA,C;sFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAmRA,gE;MAnRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAmRD,Q;QAAhB,

iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UApRiD,WAoRvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UK3wPP,U;UADP,YL6wPe,WK7wPH,WL6wP

wB,GK7wPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL2wPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK1wPX,aL0wPgC,GK1wPhC,EAAS,MA

AT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULuwPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAtRyD,cAsRrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAtRT,OAwRO,

W;MAvRX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAwRA,gE;MAxRA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAwRD,Q;QAAhB

,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAzRiD,WAyRvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UK7xPP,U;UADP,YL+xPe,WK/xPH,WL+xPw

B,GK/xPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL6xPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK5xPX,aL4xPgC,GK5xPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;

YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULyxPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA3RyD,cA2RrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA3RT,OA6RO,W;MA

5RX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA6RA,gE;MA7RA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA6RD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UA

AgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA9RiD,WA8RvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UK/yPP,U;UADP,YLizPe,WKjzPH,WLizPwB,GKjzPx

B,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL+yPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK9yPX,aL8yPgC,GK9yPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;

;YAEA,c;;UL2yPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAhSyD,cAgSrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAhST,OAkSO,W;MAjSX,C;KA

XA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAkSA,gE;MAlSA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAkSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,

e;UACI,UAnSiD,WAmSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKj0PP,U;UADP,YLm0Pe,WKn0PH,WLm0PwB,GKn0PxB,C;UAC

L,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLi0PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKh0PX,aLg0PgC,GKh0PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;

UL6zPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WArSyD,cAqSrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QArST,OAuSO,W;MAtSX,C;KAXA,C;uFAa

A,yB;MAAA,wE;MAuSA,gE;MAvSA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAuSD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,U

AxSiD,WAwSvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKn1PP,U;UADP,YLq1Pe,WKr1PH,WLq1PwB,GKr1PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aLm1PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKl1PX,aLk1PgC,GKl1PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL+0PA,i

B;UACA,IAAK,WA1SyD,cA0SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA1ST,OA4SO,W;MA3SX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;M

AAA,wE;MA4SA,gE;MA5SA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA4SD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UA7SiD,

WA6SvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;UKr2PP,U;UADP,YLu2Pe,WKv2PH,WLu2PwB,GKv2PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;Y

ACH,aLq2PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKp2PX,aLo2PgC,GKp2PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULi2PA,iB;UAC

A,IAAK,WA/SyD,cA+SrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QA/ST,OAiTO,W;MAhTX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;

MAiTA,gE;MAjTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAiTD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UACI,UAlTiD,WAkTvC,C

AAY,OAAZ,C;UKv3PP,U;UADP,YLy3Pe,WKz3PH,WLy3PwB,GKz3PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLu3P

uC,gB;YAA5B,WKt3PX,aLs3PgC,GKt3PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULm3PA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WA
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pTyD,cAoTrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QApTT,OAsTO,W;MArTX,C;KAXA,C;uFAaA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAsTA,oC

;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gC;MAtTA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QAsTD,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,0B;UACI,UAvTi

D,WAuTvC,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UKz4PP,U;UADP,YL24Pe,WK34PH,WL24PwB,GK34PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,

C;YACH,aLy4PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKx4PX,aLw4PgC,GKx4PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULq4PA,iB;

UACA,IAAK,WAzTyD,cAyTrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAzTT,OA2TO,W;MA1TX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;M

AAA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,O

AAZ,C;UK/lPP,U;UADP,YLimPe,WKjmPH,WLimPwB,GKjmPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL+lPuC,gB;Y

AA5B,WK9lPX,aL8lPgC,GK9lPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL2lPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKhnPP,U;UADP,YLknPe,WKlnPH,WLknPwB,G

KlnPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLgnPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK/mPX,aL+mPgC,GK/mPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;Y

ACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL4mPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,

OAAZ,C;UKjoPP,U;UADP,YLmoPe,WKnoPH,WLmoPwB,GKnoPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLioPuC,g

B;YAA5B,WKhoPX,aLgoPgC,GKhoPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL6nPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,

OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKlpPP,U;UADP,YLopPe,WKppPH,WLopP

wB,GKppPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLkpPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKjpPX,aLipPgC,GKjpPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C

;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL8oPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB

;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,

OAAZ,C;UKnqPP,U;UADP,YLqqPe,WKrqPH,WLqqPwB,GKrqPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLmqPuC,gB

;YAA5B,WKlqPX,aLkqPgC,GKlqPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL+pPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,O

AAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKprPP,U;UADP,YLsrPe,WKtrPH,WLsrPwB,

GKtrPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLorPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKnrPX,aLmrPgC,GKnrPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YA

CA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULgrPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MA

AA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OA

AZ,C;UKrsPP,U;UADP,YLusPe,WKvsPH,WLusPwB,GKvsPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLqsPuC,gB;YA

A5B,WKpsPX,aLosPgC,GKpsPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULisPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,

C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKttPP,U;UADP,YLwtPe,WKxtPH,WLwtPwB,GK

xtPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLstPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKrtPX,aLqtPgC,GKrtPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;

;;YAEA,c;;ULktPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,o

C;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,

O;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UKvuPP,U;UADP,YLyuPe,WKzuPH,WLyuPwB,GKzuPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,aLuuPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKtuPX,aLsuPgC,GKtuPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULmuPA,i

B;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;0FAiBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUo

B,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKzvPP,U;UADP,

YL2vPe,WK3vPH,WL2vPwB,GK3vPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLyvPuC,gB;YAA5B,WKxvPX,aLwvPg

C,GKxvPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULqvPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET

,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UA

AgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UK3wPP,U;UADP,YL6wPe,WK7wPH,WL6wPwB,GK7w

PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL2wPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK1wPX,aL0wPgC,GK1wPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YAC

A,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULuwPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2F

AkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAA

U,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UK7xPP,U;UADP,YL+xPe,WK/xPH,WL+xPwB,GK/xPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL

6xPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK5xPX,aL4xPgC,GK5xPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULyxPA,iB;UACA,IAAK

,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,
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Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UK/yPP,U;UADP,YL

izPe,WKjzPH,WLizPwB,GKjzPxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aL+yPuC,gB;YAA5B,WK9yPX,aL8yPgC,GK9

yPhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL2yPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKj0PP,U;UADP,YLm0Pe,WKn0PH,WLm0PwB,GKn0PxB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLi0PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKh0PX,aLg0PgC,GKh0PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAE

A,c;;UL6zPA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;

MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,

OAAZ,C;UKn1PP,U;UADP,YLq1Pe,WKr1PH,WLq1PwB,GKr1PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLm1PuC,gB

;YAA5B,WKl1PX,aLk1PgC,GKl1PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UL+0PA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eA

Ae,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB

,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKr2PP,U;UADP,YLu2Pe,WKv

2PH,WLu2PwB,GKv2PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLq2PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKp2PX,aLo2PgC,GKp2PhC,E

AAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULi2PA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;UACI,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;UKv3PP,U;UADP,YLy3Pe,WKz3PH,WLy3PwB,GKz3PxB,C;UACL,IAA

I,aAAJ,C;YACH,aLu3PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKt3PX,aLs3PgC,GKt3PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULm3

PA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;2FAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC

;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;

UACI,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UKz4PP,U;UADP,YL24Pe,WK34PH,WL24PwB,GK34PxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ

,C;YACH,aLy4PuC,gB;YAA5B,WKx4PX,aLw4PgC,GKx4PhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;ULq4PA,iB;

UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MA

AA,4C;;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASqD,OAAgB,qBAAhB,oBAAgB,C;MAAhB,C;MATrD,o

E;QAU4C,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;4EAcA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6TA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA9TiB,SA

8Tb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA9ThB,OA+TO,W;MA9TX,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW

,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+TA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhUiB,SAgUb,CAAU,IAAV,C

AAJ,C;;QAhUhB,OAiUO,W;MAhUX,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,gB

AAb,C;QAiUA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAlUiB,SAkUb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAlUhB,OA

mUO,W;MAlUX,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAmUA,Q;Q

AAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WApUiB,SAoUb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QApUhB,OAqUO,W;MApUX,C

;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAqUA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WA

Ab,e;UACI,WAAY,WAtUiB,SAsUb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAtUhB,OAuUO,W;MAtUX,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,y

B;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAuUA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,

WAxUiB,SAwUb,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAxUhB,OAyUO,W;MAxUX,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA

AA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAyUA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA1UiB,SA0Ub,C

AAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QA1UhB,OA2UO,W;MA1UX,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBA

AM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA2UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA5UiB,SA4Ub,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,

C;;QA5UhB,OA6UO,W;MA5UX,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA6UA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA7UA,uC;QAK

W,kBAAM,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA6UA,Q;QAAb,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0B;UACI,WAAY,WA9UiB,SA8Ub,CAAU,iBA

AV,CAAJ,C;;QA9UhB,OA+UO,W;MA9UX,C;KANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAA

a,gBAAb,C;QAgHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAjHwB,SAiHpB,EAAU,cA

AV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjHhB,OAkHO,W;MAjHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;

MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAmHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAA

Y,WApHwB,SAoHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QApHhB,OAqHO,W;MApHX,C;

KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAsHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,

iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAvHwB,SAuHpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;

QAvHhB,OAwHO,W;MAvHX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;Q
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AyHP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA1HwB,SA0HpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sB

AAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA1HhB,OA2HO,W;MA1HX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;Q

AOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA4HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WA7HwB,

SA6HpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QA7HhB,OA8HO,W;MA7HX,C;KARA,C;2F

AUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QA+HP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,

WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAhIwB,SAgIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAhIhB,OAi

IO,W;MAhIX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAkIP,gB;QADb,

YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAnIwB,SAmIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IA

AnB,CAAJ,C;;QAnIhB,OAoIO,W;MAnIX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,g

BAAb,C;QAqIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UACI,WAAY,WAtIwB,SAsIpB,EAAU,cAAV,E

AAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAtIhB,OAuIO,W;MAtIX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAuIA,o

C;MAAA,gC;MAvIA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAwIP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,0

B;UACI,WAAY,WAzIwB,SAyIpB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAzIhB,OA0IO,W

;MAzIX,C;KARA,C;wGAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAUA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;;UAAA,iC;YAAoB,Q;Y

AAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA3E,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAjBnB,uC;QA

OW,kBAAoB,gB;QAqyDd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA3xDmC,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,E

A2xDT,cA3xDS,EA2xDT,sBA3xDS,WA2xDA,IA3xDA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;

4GAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;;UAAA,iC;YAAoB,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,O

AAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA3E,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAPnB,oD;QAkyDiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACZ

,iD;UAAa,WAAb,e;UA3xDmC,U;UAAA,yBA2xDT,cA3xDS,EA2xDT,sBA3xDS,WA2xDA,IA3xDA,W;YAA6C,

6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAmBiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;Q

AAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,

OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QA

CI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUi

B,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,

cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAA

Y,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WA

AmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,

gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MA

ChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M

;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;M

AUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WA

AU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAUiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,Y

AAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,

WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAQiB,U

ACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU

,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE

;MAQA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAKY,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,

W;UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAbZ,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QA2lDJ,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAnlD

qB,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAmlDQ,OAnlDR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,yB;

MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAKY,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,

W;UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MALZ,oD;QAwlDoB,Q;QAAhB,iD;UAAgB,cAAhB,e;UAnlDqB,U;UAAA,wB

AmlDQ,OAnlDR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;Q

AAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MA

Ab,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,

C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WA

AI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAA
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b,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,

gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q

;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO

,W;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,C

AAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKiB,Q;QAAb,wBAAa,SA

Ab,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UACI,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,

C;KARA,C;;MAc4B,mB;QAAE,2C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,2BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,

mB;QAAE,+C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,mB;QAAE,gD;MAAF

,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,mB;QAAE,8C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,

OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BA

AjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,mB;QAAE,gD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MA

M4B,mB;QAAE,iD;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,mB;QAAE,kD;

MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAM4B,mB;QAAE,+C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;M

AAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,aAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2

B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,

SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SA

Af,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,

eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,eAAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,2D;M

AAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAA

V,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QA

Eb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,

WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GA

AI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,

2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAA

A,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,

C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;Q

ACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAA

I,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MA

AA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,Q

AAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,C

AAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU

,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,I

AAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;

MAAA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAA

U,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAA

I,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UA

AU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QACX,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAA,SAAV,M;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UA

CV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4FAiBA

,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,WAAW,gB;QAC

X,wBAAU,SAAV,gB;UAAU,QAAV,UAAU,SAAV,O;UACI,UAAU,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WAAI,G

AAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,cAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAuBI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;M

ACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAA

I,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C

;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;

IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,

UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SA

AK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YA

AJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,
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KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,aAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,

OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,

C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,e

AAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;M

ACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAA

I,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C

;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;

IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,

Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAiB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB

,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,C

;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAqB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAArB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;

QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAmB,YAAY,gBAAZ,

CAAnB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;

IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA

,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAqB,YAAY

,gBAAZ,CAArB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAsB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAtB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,

WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAuB

,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAvB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;M

ACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,C;MACV,wBAAa,SAAb,g

B;QAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;QAAmB,GAAI,WAAI,iBAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,aAA

L,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MAC

X,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,E

AAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;M

ACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IA

CX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UA

Ae,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,

C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,

GAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SA

AhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;

MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,

OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAA

sB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;M

ACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAh

B,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAg

B,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;

8EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,

SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,

C;;MAYI,OAAO,EArqHA,qBAAQ,CAqqHR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EApqHA,qBAAQ,CAoqHR,C;IACX,C;;

MAMI,OAAO,EAnqHA,qBAAQ,CAmqHR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAlqHA,qBAAQ,CAkqHR,C;IACX,C;;M

AMI,OAAO,EAjqHA,qBAAQ,CAiqHR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EAhqHA,qBAAQ,CAgqHR,C;IACX,C;;MAM

I,OAAO,EA/pHA,qBAAQ,CA+pHR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,EA9pHA,qBAAQ,CA8pHR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,O

AAO,EA7pHA,qBAAQ,CA6pHR,C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,
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M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wB

AAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,O

AAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAA

O,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,I

AAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAA

hB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IA

CX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,

C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAh

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OA

AO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAA

O,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,

gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAA

gB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;

IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IA

CX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,

C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAh

B,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;

MAOoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;

QADhB,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAcoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IA

CX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,U

AAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QA

KoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,UA

AU,WAAV,EAAuB,oBAAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAkBoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;

MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAA

U,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YA

AY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,

EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C

,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cA
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AV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MA

F9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,WAA

U,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UAA8B,

M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,cAAc,

WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,UA

A8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,c

AAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB

,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAA

sB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MA

WoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;

QAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;

8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QASoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB

,WAAnB,EAAgC,oBAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC

,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EA

AI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD

;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,

YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;

MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UA

AU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,c

AAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FA

YA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,

C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAV

A,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,

CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX

,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAA

O,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QA

ClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,OAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAEl

B,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;0FAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;Q

ACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,QAAV,EAA

wB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;sGAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QA

CZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6

B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,

wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAj

B,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI

,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAA

J,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,g

D;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UA

AI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EA

AiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAA

A,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KA

AV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wGAgBA,y

B;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;wG

AgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,c
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AAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAd

A,C;wGAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS

,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,

OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP

,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IA

C1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C

;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,

Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAMoB,Q;MA

AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;

MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UAAsB,OA

AO,oBAAP,C;;MAC1B,C;KALA,C;;MAciB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAA

A,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YA

AY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,

C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,Q

AAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,S

AAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,U

AAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBA

AP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,

SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY

,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;I

ACvB,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QAAmB,QAA

O,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;oGAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UA

Aa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACZ,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;UAAa,WAAb,UAAa,SAAb,O;UAAmB,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,s

BAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;MAoBiB,Q;MAHb,IAniJO,qBAAQ,CAmiJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;

MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;MAAb,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IArjJO,qBAAQ,CAqjJf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;

MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;Q

ACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IApkJO,qBAAQ,

CAokJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;

MAFb,IAzkJO,qBAAQ,CAykJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CA

AV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,

C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9kJO,qBAAQ,CA8kJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MA

Ab,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAnlJO,qBAAQ,CAmlJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;

MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM

,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAxlJO,qBAAQ,CAwlJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UA

AK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,CAAN,K

AAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IA/lJO,qBAAQ,CA+lJf,C;QAAe,OAAO

,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC;MAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IA

AI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAxmJO,qBAAQ,CAwmJf

,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MAC

X,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAA
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O,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAvmJO,qB

AAQ,CAumJf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QA

AQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;M

AAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAprJO,qBAAQ,CAorJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;

QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,S

AAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MA

CX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IA9rJO,qBAAQ,CA8rJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;

QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,U

AAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WA

AW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAxsJO,qB

AAQ,CAwsJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,a

AAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KA

AJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAltJO,qBAAQ,CAktJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SA

AS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;U

ACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;

kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IA5tJO,qBAAQ,CA4tJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;U

ACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,

OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAtuJO,qBAAQ,CAsuJf,C;U

AAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;U

ACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU

,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QA

Hb,IAhvJO,qBAAQ,CAgvJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QAC

F,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAA

W,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MA

AA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IA1vJO,qBAAQ,CA0vJf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SA

AS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MAC

X,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IApwJO,qBAAQ,CAowJf,C;UA

Ae,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UA

CI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C

;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAwBiB,Q;MAFb,IAt1JO,qBAAQ,CAs1Jf,C;QAA

e,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;Q

ACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;

IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA31JO,qBAAQ,CA21Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,i

C;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAA

X,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAh2JO,qBAAQ,CAg2Jf,

C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CA

AL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAr2JO,qBAAQ,CAq2Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;

MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CA

Ab,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA12JO,qBAAQ

,CA02Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;

MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA/2JO,qBAAQ,CA+2Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,

CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,

EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAp3J
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O,qBAAQ,CAo3Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,

QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MA

AM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAz3JO,qBAAQ,CAy3Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,

UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,

GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb

,IA93JO,qBAAQ,CA83Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAA

oC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IA98JO,qBAAQ,CA88Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB

,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAA

V,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAA

M,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,IAh+JO,qBAAQ,CAg+Jf,C;QAAe,

OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,+B;M

AAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QA

CtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA/+JO,qBAAQ,CA

++Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAA

K,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAF

b,IAp/JO,qBAAQ,CAo/Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;

QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MA

QiB,Q;MAFb,IAz/JO,qBAAQ,CAy/Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAA

U,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA9/JO,qBAAQ,CA8/Jf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;

MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEv

B,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAngKO,qBAAQ,CAmgKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CA

AL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,oBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;

UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IA1gKO,qBAAQ,CA0gKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;M

ACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC;MAAb,aAAU,

CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,M

AAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAHb,IAnhKO,qBAAQ,CAmhKf,C;Q

AAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACV,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACX,iC

;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;

QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAlhKO,qBAAQ

,CAkhKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,U

AAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;gFAEA,yB;MAAA,

8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IA/lKO,qBAAQ,CA+lKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAC

d,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,

CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C

;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAzmKO,qBAAQ,CAymKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;Q

ACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UA

AK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAA

W,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAnnKO,qB

AAQ,CAmnKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,

aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KA

AJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IA7nKO,qBAAQ,CA6nKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,

SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C

;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,

C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAvoKO,qBAAQ,CAuoKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cA

Ac,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAA
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L,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;Q

AGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IAjpKO,qBAAQ,CAi

pKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CA

AV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YA

CI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QA

OiB,Q;QAHb,IA3pKO,qBAAQ,CA2pKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,O

AAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,

IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAk

BA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IArqKO,qBAAQ,CAqqKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAA

K,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UAC

R,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OA

AO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;kFAkBA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,8D;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IA/qKO,qBAAQ,CA

+qKf,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,C

AAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YA

CI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAwBiB,Q;MAFb,IAjwKO,qBAAQ,C

AiwKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,+B;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UA

AK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;M

AE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAtwKO,qBAAQ,CAswKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,

CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,

EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA3w

KO,qBAAQ,CA2wKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QA

CI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,

MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAhxKO,qBAAQ,CAgxKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,U

AAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,S

AAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;

MAFb,IArxKO,qBAAQ,CAqxKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,C

AAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC

,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA1xKO,qBAAQ,CA0xKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,

I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAA

I,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IA/xKO,qBAAQ,CA+xKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAA

b,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA

6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IApyKO,qBAAQ,CAoyKf,C;QA

Ae,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;

QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IAzyKO,qBAAQ,CAyyKf,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,C;MA

CG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,

CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAt3KO,qBAAQ,C;IAu3KnB,

C;;MAMI,OAr3KO,qBAAQ,C;IAs3KnB,C;;MAMI,OAp3KO,qBAAQ,C;IAq3KnB,C;;MAMI,OAn3KO,qBAAQ,C

;IAo3KnB,C;;MAMI,OAl3KO,qBAAQ,C;IAm3KnB,C;;MAMI,OAj3KO,qBAAQ,C;IAk3KnB,C;;MAMI,OAh3K

O,qBAAQ,C;IAi3KnB,C;;MAMI,OA/2KO,qBAAQ,C;IAg3KnB,C;;MAMI,OA92KO,qBAAQ,C;IA+2KnB,C;;MA

MoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB

,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QA

AsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,

SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,

I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,C

AAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MA
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AhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;

MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;i

FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAhB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,S

AAhB,O;UAAsB,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;kFAQ

A,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA7/KO,qBAAQ,CA6/Kf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,

+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,E

AAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAlgLO,qBAAQ,CAkgLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAA

K,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;

QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAvgLO,

qBAAQ,CAugLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iB

AAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAX

A,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA5gLO,qBAAQ,CA4gLf,C;UACI,MAAM,

mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAA

U,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAjhLO,qBAAQ,CAihLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kB

AAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,

CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHj

B,IAthLO,qBAAQ,CAshLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;

QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IA3hLO,qBAAQ,CA2hLf,C;UA

CI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,c

AAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAAK,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA

,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAhiLO,qBAAQ,CAgiLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;Q

ACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,UAA

K,KAAL,CAAvB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,

gC;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,IAriLO,qBAAQ,CAqiLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAA

kB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,sBAAK,KAAL,

EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;gGAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHj

B,IArnLO,qBAAQ,CAqnLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACJ,+B;

QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA7nLO,qBAA

Q,CA6nLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,

CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MA

CX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IAroLO,qBAAQ,CAqoLf,C;U

ACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI

,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;k

GAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA7oLO,qBAAQ,CA6oLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,K

AAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MA

AA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IArpLO,qBAAQ,CAqpLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,

C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,W

AAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,IA7pLO,qBAAQ,CA6pLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAA

kB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,U

AAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;Q
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AUqB,Q;QAHjB,IArqLO,qBAAQ,CAqqLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAA

L,C;QACD,+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CA

A9B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,

IA7qLO,qBAAQ,CA6qLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;Q

AAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,WAAjB,EAA8B,UAAK,KAAL,CAA9B,C;;QAElB,O

AAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;kGAgBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,8D;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;Q

AHjB,IArrLO,qBAAQ,CAqrLf,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,UAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,

+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,sBAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;

QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;4FAgBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM6B,UAEO,M;QAJhC,

YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,E

AAI,oBAAJ,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,

WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,

M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UA

AI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAA

V,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM

0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kB

AAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sB

AAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;

QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAA

J,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,

4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+B

AA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,U

AAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8

D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mC

AA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,

UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;

MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,M

AAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;

8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,

C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,C

AAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,UAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;

KAXA,C;8FAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,

wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oB

AAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,sBAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,UAAV,EAAwB,wBAA

xB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;0GAaA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS6B,Q;QAFzB,YA

AY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAqB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI

,oBAAJ,O;QACrB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,W

AA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,

Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAA

I,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAj

B,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,

uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kB

AAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,

KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAA

A,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,

C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,E
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AAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MA

AA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA

8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UA

AU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GA

iBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,M

AAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C

;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

Z,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,

CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,

QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,UAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,O

AAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,UAAI,KAAJ,CAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;UACd,qB;;

QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4GAiBA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAS0

B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,+BAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,U

AAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,sBAAI,KAAJ,

EAAjB,EAA6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAsBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MAC

f,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C

;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAA

T,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,

SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,

wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;

MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT

,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,w

BAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;M

AOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C

AAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QA

Cf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO

,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAgBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M

;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADh

B,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OA

AO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,O

AAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAk

B,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,S

AAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB

,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAkB,G;QAClB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,

OAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeoB,UAMT,M;MANP,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;MAId,OA

AO,wD;IACX,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;Q

ACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,

OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0F

AkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,
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MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA

,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAA

J,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MA

AA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;U

ACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAA

O,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q

;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,

OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,E

AAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,g

B;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;Y

ACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MA

CX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;

QACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI

,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0

FAkBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,

MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;0FAkBA,yB;MAAA

,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACb,wBAAg

B,SAAhB,gB;UAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB,O;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,oB

AAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;M

AqFI,W4Bl8XO,MAAK,K5Bk8XK,gB4Bl8XL,E5Bm4XD,KA+DkB,O4Bl8XjB,C;M5Bm8XZ,WAAW,eAAa,IA

Ab,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAlEqB,GAkEP,UAAK,CAAL,CAlEO,EAAnB,KA

kEqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAlEF,CAkErB,C;;MAlET,OAoEO,I;IAnEX,C;;MA0EI,W4B98XO,MAAK,K5B88XK,gB4

B98XL,E5B04XD,KAoEkB,O4B98XjB,C;M5B+8XZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAl

B,M;QACI,IAAK,WAvEqB,GAuEP,UAAK,CAAL,CAvEO,EAAnB,KAuEqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAvEF,CAuErB,C;;

MAvET,OAyEO,I;IAxEX,C;;MA+EI,W4B19XO,MAAK,K5B09XK,gB4B19XL,E5Bi5XD,KAyEkB,O4B19XjB,C

;M5B29XZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA5EqB,GA4EP,UAA

K,CAAL,CA5EO,EAAnB,KA4EqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA5EF,CA4ErB,C;;MA5ET,OA8EO,I;IA7EX,C;;MAoFI,W4

Bt+XO,MAAK,K5Bs+XK,gB4Bt+XL,E5Bw5XD,KA8EkB,O4Bt+XjB,C;M5Bu+XZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MAC

X,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAjFqB,GAiFP,UAAK,CAAL,CAjFO,EAAnB,KAiFqB,CAAM

,CAAN,CAjFF,CAiFrB,C;;MAjFT,OAmFO,I;IAlFX,C;;MAyFI,W4Bl/XO,MAAK,K5Bk/XK,gB4Bl/XL,E5B+5X

D,KAmFkB,O4Bl/XjB,C;M5Bm/XZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAA

K,WAtFqB,GAsFP,UAAK,CAAL,CAtFO,EAAnB,KAsFqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAtFF,CAsFrB,C;;MAtFT,OAwFO,I;I

AvFX,C;;MA8FI,W4B9/XO,MAAK,K5B8/XK,gB4B9/XL,E5Bs6XD,KAwFkB,O4B9/XjB,C;M5B+/XZ,WAAW,e

AAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA3FqB,GA2FP,UAAK,CAAL,CA3FO,EA

AnB,KA2FqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA3FF,CA2FrB,C;;MA3FT,OA6FO,I;IA5FX,C;;MAmGI,W4B1gYO,MAAK,K5B0

gYK,gB4B1gYL,E5B66XD,KA6FkB,O4B1gYjB,C;M5B2gYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MA

AkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhGO,EAAnB,KAgGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAhGF,

CAgGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAkGO,I;IAjGX,C;;MAwGI,W4BthYO,MAAK,K5BshYK,gB4BthYL,E5Bo7XD,KAkGkB,

O4BthYjB,C;M5BuhYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WArGqB,

GAqGP,UAAK,CAAL,CArGO,EAAnB,KAqGqB,CAAM,CAAN,CArGF,CAqGrB,C;;MArGT,OAuGO,I;IAtGX,C

;;MA6GI,W4BliYO,MAAK,K5BkiYK,gB4BliYL,E5B27XD,KAuGkB,O4BliYjB,C;M5BmiYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IA

Ab,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1GqB,GA0GP,sBAAK,CAAL,EA1GO,EAAnB,

KA0GqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA1GF,CA0GrB,C;;MA1GT,OA4GO,I;IA3GX,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Bp8XA,iB;

M5Bo8XA,8C;QAII,W4Bl8XO,MAAK,K5Bk8XK,gB4Bl8XL,E5Bk8XW,KAAM,O4Bl8XjB,C;Q5Bm8XZ,WAA

W,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EA

AmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Bh9XA,iB
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;M5Bg9XA,8C;QAII,W4B98XO,MAAK,K5B88XK,gB4B98XL,E5B88XW,KAAM,O4B98XjB,C;Q5B+8XZ,WA

AW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,E

AAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4B59XA,

iB;M5B49XA,8C;QAII,W4B19XO,MAAK,K5B09XK,gB4B19XL,E5B09XW,KAAM,O4B19XjB,C;Q5B29XZ,W

AAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,

EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;8EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Bx+X

A,iB;M5Bw+XA,8C;QAII,W4Bt+XO,MAAK,K5Bs+XK,gB4Bt+XL,E5Bs+XW,KAAM,O4Bt+XjB,C;Q5Bu+XZ,

WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

V,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Bp/

XA,iB;M5Bo/XA,8C;QAII,W4Bl/XO,MAAK,K5Bk/XK,gB4Bl/XL,E5Bk/XW,KAAM,O4Bl/XjB,C;Q5Bm/XZ,W

AAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,

EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4BhgY

A,iB;M5BggYA,8C;QAII,W4B9/XO,MAAK,K5B8/XK,gB4B9/XL,E5B8/XW,KAAM,O4B9/XjB,C;Q5B+/XZ,W

AAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,

EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4B5gY

A,iB;M5B4gYA,8C;QAII,W4B1gYO,MAAK,K5B0gYK,gB4B1gYL,E5B0gYW,KAAM,O4B1gYjB,C;Q5B2gYZ,

WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

V,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Bxh

YA,iB;M5BwhYA,8C;QAII,W4BthYO,MAAK,K5BshYK,gB4BthYL,E5BshYW,KAAM,O4BthYjB,C;Q5BuhYZ,

WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAA

V,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,

oC;M4BpiYA,iB;M5BoiYA,8C;QAII,W4BliYO,MAAK,K5BkiYK,gB4BliYL,E5BkiYW,KAAM,O4BliYjB,C;Q5

BmiYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CA

AL,EAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAkFoB,gB;MAHhB

,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,e4B9mYJ,MAAK,K5B8mYwB,wBAhEzB,KAgEyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4B9mYx

B,E5B8mYqD,S4B9mYrD,C5B8mYD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAlEL,KAkEK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WApEqB,GAoEP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kB

AAL,SApEO,EAoEI,OApEJ,CAoErB,C;;MApET,OAsEO,I;IArEX,C;;MA+EoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MACh

B,WAAW,e4B5nYJ,MAAK,K5B4nYwB,wBAvEzB,KAuEyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4B5nYxB,E5B4nYqD,S4B5nYr

D,C5B4nYD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAzEL,KAyEK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAA

I,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WA3EqB,GA2EP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SA3EO,EA2EI,OA

3EJ,CA2ErB,C;;MA3ET,OA6EO,I;IA5EX,C;;MAsFoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,e4B1oYJ,MA

AK,K5B0oYwB,wBA9EzB,KA8EyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4B1oYxB,E5B0oYqD,S4B1oYrD,C5B0oYD,C;MACX,

QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAhFL,KAgFK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAA

oB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAlFqB,GAkFP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAlFO,EAkFI,OAlFJ,CAkFrB,C;;MAlFT,O

AoFO,I;IAnFX,C;;MA6FoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,e4BxpYJ,MAAK,K5BwpYwB,wBArFzB

,KAqFyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BxpYxB,E5BwpYqD,S4BxpYrD,C5BwpYD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OAvFL,K

AuFK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAzF

qB,GAyFP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAzFO,EAyFI,OAzFJ,CAyFrB,C;;MAzFT,OA2FO,I;IA1FX,C;;MAoG

oB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,e4BtqYJ,MAAK,K5BsqYwB,wBA5FzB,KA4FyB,EAAwB,EAAx

B,C4BtqYxB,E5BsqYqD,S4BtqYrD,C5BsqYD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA9FL,KA8FK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAhGqB,GAgGP,UAAK,UAAL,

EAAK,kBAAL,SAhGO,EAgGI,OAhGJ,CAgGrB,C;;MAhGT,OAkGO,I;IAjGX,C;;MA2GoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAg

B,gB;MAChB,WAAW,e4BprYJ,MAAK,K5BorYwB,wBAnGzB,KAmGyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BprYxB,E5BorYq

D,S4BprYrD,C5BorYD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OArGL,KAqGK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAvGqB,GAuGP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAvGO

,EAuGI,OAvGJ,CAuGrB,C;;MAvGT,OAyGO,I;IAxGX,C;;MAkHoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,

e4BlsYJ,MAAK,K5BksYwB,wBA1GzB,KA0GyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BlsYxB,E5BksYqD,S4BlsYrD,C5BksYD,
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C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA5GL,KA4GK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SA

AT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WA9GqB,GA8GP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SA9GO,EA8GI,OA9GJ,CA8Gr

B,C;;MA9GT,OAgHO,I;IA/GX,C;;MAyHoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,e4BhtYJ,MAAK,K5Bgt

YwB,wBAjHzB,KAiHyB,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BhtYxB,E5BgtYqD,S4BhtYrD,C5BgtYD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MAC

Q,OAnHL,KAmHK,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,

IAAK,WArHqB,GAqHP,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SArHO,EAqHI,OArHJ,CAqHrB,C;;MArHT,OAuHO,I;IAt

HX,C;;MAgIoB,gB;MAHhB,gBAAgB,gB;MAChB,WAAW,e4B9tYJ,MAAK,K5B8tYwB,wBAxHzB,KAwHyB,E

AAwB,EAAxB,C4B9tYxB,E5B8tYqD,S4B9tYrD,C5B8tYD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,OA1HL,KA0HK,W;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WA5HqB,GA4HP,s

BAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,UA5HO,EA4HI,OA5HJ,CA4HrB,C;;MA5HT,OA8HO,I;IA7HX,C;+EAEA,yB;MA

AA,kF;MAAA,gE;M4B/mYA,iB;M5B+mYA,8C;QAOoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4B9

mYJ,MAAK,K5B8mYwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4B9mYxB,E5B8mYqD,S4B9mYrD,C5B8mYD,C;

QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UA

CpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MAC

X,C;KAZA,C;+EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M4B7nYA,iB;M5B6nYA,8C;QAOoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAg

B,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4B5nYJ,MAAK,K5B4nYwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4B5nYxB,E5B4nYqD,S

4B5nYrD,C5B4nYD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,

SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C

;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;+EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M4B3oYA,iB;M5B2oYA,8C;QAOoB,UA

EY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4B1oYJ,MAAK,K5B0oYwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4

B1oYxB,E5B0oYqD,S4B1oYrD,C5B0oYD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,E

AAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;+EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M4BzpYA,iB;M5

BypYA,8C;QAOoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4BxpYJ,MAAK,K5BwpYwB,wBAAN,KA

AM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BxpYxB,E5BwpYqD,S4BxpYrD,C5BwpYD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL

,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;+EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MA

AA,gE;M4BvqYA,iB;M5BuqYA,8C;QAOoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4BtqYJ,MAAK,

K5BsqYwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BtqYxB,E5BsqYqD,S4BtqYrD,C5BsqYD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;

QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAA

I,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;+E

AcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M4BrrYA,iB;M5BqrYA,8C;QAOoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WA

AW,e4BprYJ,MAAK,K5BorYwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BprYxB,E5BorYqD,S4BprYrD,C5BorYD

,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;

UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;M

ACX,C;KAZA,C;+EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M4BnsYA,iB;M5BmsYA,8C;QAOoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBA

AgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4BlsYJ,MAAK,K5BksYwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4BlsYxB,E5BksYqD,

S4BlsYrD,C5BksYD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,

SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C

;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;+EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;M4BjtYA,iB;M5BitYA,8C;QAOoB,UAE

Y,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4BhtYJ,MAAK,K5BgtYwB,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4B

htYxB,E5BgtYqD,S4BhtYrD,C5BgtYD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

ACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,UAAL,EAAK,kBAAL,SAAV,EAAq

B,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;+EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;M4B/tYA,i

B;M5B+tYA,8C;QAOoB,UAEY,M;QAL5B,gBAAgB,gB;QAChB,WAAW,e4B9tYJ,MAAK,K5B8tYwB,wBAAN,

KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,C4B9tYxB,E5B8tYqD,S4B9tYrD,C5B8tYD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,uB;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,UAA

L,EAAK,kBAAL,UAAV,EAAqB,OAArB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MA0EI,W4BnyYO,MA
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AK,K5BmyYK,gB4BnyYL,E5B2uYD,KAwDkB,O4BnyYjB,C;M5BoyYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,

CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA3DqB,GA2DP,UAAK,CAAL,CA3DO,EAAnB,KA2DqB,CAAM,CA

AN,CA3DF,CA2DrB,C;;MA3DT,OA6DO,I;IA5DX,C;;MAmEI,W4B/yYO,MAAK,K5B+yYK,gB4B/yYL,E5Bkv

YD,KA6DkB,O4B/yYjB,C;M5BgzYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IA

AK,WAhEqB,GAgEP,UAAK,CAAL,CAhEO,EAAnB,KAgEqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAhEF,CAgErB,C;;MAhET,OAk

EO,I;IAjEX,C;;MAwEI,W4B3zYO,MAAK,K5B2zYK,gB4B3zYL,E5ByvYD,KAkEkB,O4B3zYjB,C;M5B4zYZ,

WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WArEqB,GAqEP,UAAK,CAAL,C

ArEO,EAAnB,KAqEqB,CAAM,CAAN,CArEF,CAqErB,C;;MArET,OAuEO,I;IAtEX,C;;MA6EI,W4Bv0YO,MAA

K,K5Bu0YK,gB4Bv0YL,E5BgwYD,KAuEkB,O4Bv0YjB,C;M5Bw0YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,C

AAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA1EqB,GA0EP,UAAK,CAAL,CA1EO,EAAnB,KA0EqB,CAAM,CAAN,

CA1EF,CA0ErB,C;;MA1ET,OA4EO,I;IA3EX,C;;MAkFI,W4Bn1YO,MAAK,K5Bm1YK,gB4Bn1YL,E5BuwYD,

KA4EkB,O4Bn1YjB,C;M5Bo1YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,

WA/EqB,GA+EP,UAAK,CAAL,CA/EO,EAAnB,KA+EqB,CAAM,CAAN,CA/EF,CA+ErB,C;;MA/ET,OAiFO,I;I

AhFX,C;;MAuFI,W4B/1YO,MAAK,K5B+1YK,gB4B/1YL,E5B8wYD,KAiFkB,O4B/1YjB,C;M5Bg2YZ,WAAW,

eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WApFqB,GAoFP,UAAK,CAAL,CApFO,E

AAnB,KAoFqB,CAAM,CAAN,CApFF,CAoFrB,C;;MApFT,OAsFO,I;IArFX,C;;MA4FI,W4B32YO,MAAK,K5B2

2YK,gB4B32YL,E5BqxYD,KAsFkB,O4B32YjB,C;M5B42YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MA

AkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAzFqB,GAyFP,UAAK,CAAL,CAzFO,EAAnB,KAyFqB,CAAM,CAAN,CAzFF,C

AyFrB,C;;MAzFT,OA2FO,I;IA1FX,C;;MAiGI,W4Bv3YO,MAAK,K5Bu3YK,gB4Bv3YL,E5B4xYD,KA2FkB,O4

Bv3YjB,C;M5Bw3YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WA9FqB,G

A8FP,sBAAK,CAAL,EA9FO,EA8FE,YA9FrB,KA8FqB,CAAM,CAAN,EA9FF,CA8FrB,C;;MA9FT,OAgGO,I;IA

/FX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4BryYA,iB;M5BqyYA,8C;QAII,W4BnyYO,MAAK,K5BmyYK,gB4BnyYL,E5B

myYW,KAAM,O4BnyYjB,C;Q5BoyYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,I

AAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4BjzYA,iB;M5BizYA,8C;QAII,W4B/yYO,MAAK,K5B+yYK,gB4B/yYL,E5B

+yYW,KAAM,O4B/yYjB,C;Q5BgzYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IA

AK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4B7zYA,iB;M5B6zYA,8C;QAII,W4B3zYO,MAAK,K5B2zYK,gB4B3zYL,E5B

2zYW,KAAM,O4B3zYjB,C;Q5B4zYZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,IA

AK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;K

AVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Bz0YA,iB;M5By0YA,8C;QAII,W4Bv0YO,MAAK,K5Bu0YK,gB4Bv0YL,E5

Bu0YW,KAAM,O4Bv0YjB,C;Q5Bw0YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,

IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Br1YA,iB;M5Bq1YA,8C;QAII,W4Bn1YO,MAAK,K5Bm1YK,gB4Bn1YL,E

5Bm1YW,KAAM,O4Bn1YjB,C;Q5Bo1YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UAC

I,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,

C;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4Bj2YA,iB;M5Bi2YA,8C;QAII,W4B/1YO,MAAK,K5B+1YK,gB4B/1YL,E

5B+1YW,KAAM,O4B/1YjB,C;Q5Bg2YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI,

IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;

KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;M4B72YA,iB;M5B62YA,8C;QAII,W4B32YO,MAAK,K5B22YK,gB4B32YL,E

5B22YW,KAAM,O4B32YjB,C;Q5B42YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IAAlB,M;UACI

,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,UAAK,CAAL,CAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,CAAN,CAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C

;KAVA,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;M4Bz3YA,iB;M5By3YA,8C;QAII,W4Bv3YO,MAAK,K5Bu3YK,g

B4Bv3YL,E5Bu3YW,KAAM,O4Bv3YjB,C;Q5Bw3YZ,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,IA

AlB,M;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,sBAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,kBAAM,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OA

AO,I;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAkB8D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAw

B,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MAGvN,Q;MAFhB,M

AAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iC
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AAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gB

AAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QA

AiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwD,yB;QAAA

,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAA

A,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MAC

Z,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,

C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAA

V,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1

B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQyD,yB

;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,y

B;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,

C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,

SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ

,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MA

QuD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;

MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsC,I;MAGlN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,

YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,g

BAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAA

O,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc

,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,

C;;MAQwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,Q

AAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;

MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,

MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAA

O,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CA

AT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,

M;IACX,C;;MAQyD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;

QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,

MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;

UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YA

CI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,S

AAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP

,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQ0D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;M

AAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAyC,I;MAGxN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,g

BAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,C

AAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAA

J,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;MAEX,I

AAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;

MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQ2D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAw

B,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAA0C,I;MAG1N,Q;MAFhB,M

AAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,IAAI,iC

AAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACI,IAA

I,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAQ,WAAf,C;;;UACR,K;;

MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,O

AAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQwD,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAA

A,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAGpN,Q;M

AFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACZ,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAhB,UAAgB,SAAhB
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,O;QACI,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,KA

A1B,C;UACI,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,gBAAO,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAP,C;;YAEP,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;

UACR,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,

gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQyC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,

uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MA

ClN,OAAO,kBAAO,mBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA

3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAQkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;Q

AAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,

OAAO,oBAAO,mBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,

EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAQmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAA

A,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OA

AO,oBAAO,mBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EA

AsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAQiC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,U

AAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsC,I;MAC5M,OAAO,

oBAAO,mBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,

SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAQkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAA

wB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oB

AAO,mBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SA

AtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAQmC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB

,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAwC,I;MAChN,OAAO,oBAA

O,mBAAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE

,CAAiF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAQoC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;M

AAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAyC,I;MAClN,OAAO,oBAAO,mB

AAP,EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAA

iF,W;IAC5F,C;;MAQqC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,

qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAA0C,I;MACpN,OAAO,oBAAO,mBAAP,

EAAwB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;

IAC5F,C;;MAQkC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;Q

AAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAuC,I;MAC9M,OAAO,oBAAO,mBAAP,EAA

wB,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC

5F,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;M6B70ZmE,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,wD;MA

O2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,8E;;M7Bk1ZI,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,4BAAhB

,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,

C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,

C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOo

B,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,

W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MAD

hB,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OA

AK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAg

B,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3qOO,qBAA

Q,CA2qOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK

,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ

,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3qOO,qBAAQ,CA2qOf,C;QAAe

,OAAO,W;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,qBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,

C;;M8Bn6ZmE,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,wD;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,8E;;M9B06ZI,IArvOO,qBAAQ,CAqvOf,C;

QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,4BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IA

AA,C;;MADhB,IAvvOO,qBAAQ,CAuvOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;

QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAzvOO,qBAAQ,CAyvOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACt
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B,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,wBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA3v

OO,qBAAQ,CA2vOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAA

L,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA7vOO,qBAAQ,CA6vOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,

C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,0BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA/vOO,qBAAQ,CA+vOf,C

;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,2BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;I

AAA,C;;MADhB,IAjwOO,qBAAQ,CAiwOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,m

B;QAAE,OAAK,4BAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IAnwOO,qBAAQ,CAmwOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;M

ACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,yBAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MADhB,IA

rwOO,qBAAQ,CAqwOf,C;QAAe,OAAO,e;MACtB,kCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;

MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAA

T,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UA

AkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBA

AS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MA

FhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QA

CP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASo

B,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAA

O,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;

;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QAC

I,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IA

CjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,

M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAA

M,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,S

AAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAg

C,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,

cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAv

B,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;

QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAA

O,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBAAgB,SA

AhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAg

B,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,wBA

AgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAA

b,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MAC

jB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAA

S,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;

MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,gB;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,cA

AO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,c

AAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,wBAAgB,S

AAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;

MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IAC

X,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,YAAO,OAAP,I

;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,gB;MAChB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAh

B,M;QACI,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACjB,wBAAgB,SAAhB,

gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACl

B,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,cAAA,SAAhB,M;QACI,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MU3xaI,OAAO,s
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BAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,

OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,CAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,y

BAAS,OAAT,C;MACX,OAAO,qBAAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQkC,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,iDAA

8C,aAA9C,MAA1B,C;MAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAF9B,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;MACX,OAAO,

6BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,uBAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,sBAAI,KAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAcqB,Q;MARjB,IAA

I,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAsB,KAkJf,IAAS,CAAT,IAlJe,KAkJD,IAAS,gBAlJvB,SAkJuB,CAA3B,GAlJI,SAkJkC,aAl

JnB,KAkJmB,CAAtC,GAlJ0B,YAkJ4B,CAlJnC,KAkJmC,C;;MAjJ7D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,aAAa,

KAAb,C;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI

,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MA

AA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aA

Aa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAoBqB,Q;MARjB,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,YAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAA

V,C;MAChB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UA

AhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAA

O,I;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,

C;;MAaW,sB;;QAqFS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IArFH,SAqFO,CAAU,OAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAtFP,yB;IACJ,C;;MAmSoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,

I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IA7Rc,SA6RV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO

,O;;;MA9Rf,OAiSO,I;IAhSX,C;;MAOW,qB;;QAgSP,eAAoB,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;U

ACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IAnSc,SAmSV,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,oBAAO,O;YAAP,sB;;;QAE5B,oB

AAO,I;;;MArSP,wB;IACJ,C;;MAQQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,I

AAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;;IAG5B,C;;MAOI,IAA

I,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,i

E;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C

;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAcQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QACI,I

AAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,I;;UAEP,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,C;;QAGX,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UA

Ad,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,QAAS,O;;IAG5B,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,C

AAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,C

AAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CA

AT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,O

AAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;IACjE,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,I

AAI,8BAAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,eAAQ,OAAR,C;MAC9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QA

Aa,sB;QACT,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO

,wBAAQ,OAAR,C;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IA

AI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MA

CC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,

OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;

QACT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,SAAK,s

BAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,QA

AS,Y;;;MAGxB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAQQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;

QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,sBAAvB,C;QACV,WAAW,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAA

O,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,I;;IAGnB,C;;MAOI,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QACI,MAAM,2

BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,sBAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MA

AA,uC;QAOoB,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;QACf,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UA

CZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O;YACP,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAA

M,gCAAuB,wDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;iFAkBA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKI,eAAe,

SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,QAAS,W;UACvB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,kDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAXA,C;;MAoBiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,8B

AAJ,C;QAAkB,OAAO,SAAK,mBAAY,OAAZ,C;MAC9B,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OA
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Aa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,

C;;MAOI,OAAO,4BAAY,OAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAOQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GA

AyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;;QAEvC,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QAC

X,WAAW,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;QACpB,OAAO,I;;IAGnB,C;;MA

MI,OAAW,mBAAJ,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,sBAAK,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAL,C;IACpC,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I

;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MAG

f,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,SAAK,sBAAa,cAAb,C;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,

W;QACvB,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MAEnC,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAOQ,kBADE,SACF,

Q;QAAW,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,C;;QAEnB,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,2BAAu

B,sBAAvB,C;QACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;QACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,uCAAzB,C;QACV,

OAAO,M;;IAGnB,C;;MAMiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,c;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM,2BAAuB,gBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,6

BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAAzB,C;;MAHlB,W;IAKJ,C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MA

AA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAy

B,qDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,wDAA

vB,C;QAElB,OAAO,6E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAuBQ,kBADE,SACF,Q;QAAW,OAAW,mBAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,

sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;;QAE1C,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,aA

Aa,QAAS,O;QACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;UACI,OAAO,I;QACX,OAAO,M;;IAGnB,C;;MAMI,OAAW,mBAAQ,

CAAZ,GAAe,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAf,GAA4B,I;IACvC,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAFhB,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACI,2

B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OA

AO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;QAAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IAC

X,C;;MAkBsC,UAGT,MAHS,EAarB,MAbqB,EAc1B,M;MP1hBR,IAAI,EOggBI,KAAK,CPhgBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,

cO+fc,sD;QP9fd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MO+fV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,mB;MACn

B,Q;MACA,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAiB,iBAAO,CAAP,I;QACjB,IAAI,cAAc,CAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QAC

X,IAAI,eAAc,CAAlB,C;UACI,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;QACX,OAAO,eAAa,UAAb,C;QACP,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;U

ACI,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;YAC0B,qB;YAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;cACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;;YAEI,w

CAAa,CAAb,C;YAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;cAAa,wB;cACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;UAEb,OAAO,I;;;;QAIX,OAAO,

gB;;MAEX,YAAY,C;MACC,6B;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,0B;QACT,IAAI,oDAAW,CAAf,C;UAAkB,IAA

K,WAAI,MAAJ,C;;MAE3B,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;IAChB,C;;MP7hBI,IAAI,EOmiBI,KAAK,CPniBT,CAAJ,C;

QACI,cOkiBc,sD;QPjiBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MOkiBV,OAAO,kBAAgB,gBAAV,iBAAO,CAA

P,IAAU,EAAc,CAAd,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qD;MAAA,uC;QAII,IAAI,CAAC,mBA

AL,C;UACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;UACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,C

AAL,C;cACI,OAAO,gBAAK,QAAS,YAAT,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAL,C;;;;QAInB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAbA,C;0F

AeA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAMiB,Q;QAFb,eAAe,K;QACf,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,QAAJ,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;eACJ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACD,IA

AK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;YACL,WAAW,I;;;QAEnB,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAdA,C;oFAgBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;Q

AIW,kBAAS,gB;QAyEA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAzEU,SAyEN,CAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAzE1D,OA0EO,W;MAzEX,C;KALA,C;kGAOA,yB;MAAA,g

E;MAAA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,gB;QA01BV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UA

h1BT,IAVmC,SAU/B,EAg1BkB,cAh1BlB,EAg1BkB,sBAh1BlB,WAg1B2B,IAh1B3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAg1B

Z,IAh1BY,C;;QAV/C,OAYO,W;MAXX,C;KAPA,C;sGASA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAu1BiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QAC

C,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAh1BT,IAAI,WAg1BkB,cAh1BlB,EAg1BkB,sBAh1BlB,WAg1B2B,IAh

1B3B,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,sBAg1BZ,IAh1BY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;wGAYA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA

AA,sC;QAIW,kBAAmB,gB;QAOV,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;

YAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAPpD,OAQO,W;MAPX,C;KALA,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;0F

AEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,gB;QAsBH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;

UAAM,IAAI,CAtBS,SAsBR,CAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAtB3D,OAuBO,W;MAt
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BX,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,OAAO,6BAAgB,gBAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;

MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAA

Y,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;

QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAA

I,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OgB5lBe,W;;MhB6lBtC,OAA6D,SAAtD,SAAK,iBAAQ,OAAQ,MAAhB,EAAuB,OA

AQ,aAAR,GAAuB,CAAvB,IAAvB,CAAiD,C;IACjE,C;;MASkB,Q;MAHd,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,E

AAxB,C;MACnB,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,W;MACtB,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;MACG,yB;MAAd,OA

Ac,cAAd,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAI,KAAJ,CAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAciB,UACL,M;

MPzrBR,IAAI,EOgrBI,KAAK,CPhrBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cO+qBc,sD;QP9qBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;

;MO+qBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,KAAK,cAAT,C;UAAe,

OAAO,mB;QACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;UAAY,OAAO,OAAO,mBAAP,C;;MAEvB,YAAY,C;MACZ,WAAW,

eAAa,CAAb,C;MACE,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,qDAAW,CAAf,C;UACI,K;QACJ,IAAK,

WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAET,OAAY,qBAAL,IAAK,C;IAChB,C;;MAaqC,IAGhB,I;MP9sBjB,IAAI,EOosBI,KAAK,CPp

sBT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cOmsBc,sD;QPlsBd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MOmsBV,IAAI,MAAK,CAAT,C;

QAAY,OAAO,W;MACnB,WAAW,c;MACX,IAAI,KAAK,IAAT,C;QAAe,OAAO,mB;MACtB,IAAI,MAAK,CAA

T,C;QAAY,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAP,C;MACnB,WAAW,eAAa,CAAb,C;MACX,IAAI,sCAAJ,C;QACI,iBAAc,OA

AO,CAAP,IAAd,UAA6B,IAA7B,U;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,sBAAK,KAAL,CAAJ,C;;;QAEI,sCAAa,OAAO,CAAP,I

AAb,C;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;;MAEb,OAAO,I;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MA

AA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAII,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,W;QACX,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;

QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,CAAL,C;YACI,QAAS,O;YACT,mBA

AmB,iBAAO,QAAS,YAAhB,I;YACnB,IAAI,iBAAgB,CAApB,C;cAAuB,OAAO,W;YACI,kBAA3B,eAAa,YAAb

,C;YACH,OAAgB,kBAAhB,C;cACI,sBAAa,eAAb,C;YAFR,OXvrBD,W;;;QW6rBP,OAAO,iB;MACX,C;KAnBA,

C;0FAqBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKiB,Q;QADb,WAAW,gB;QACE,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;U

ACT,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,IAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,K;UACJ,IAAK,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAX

A,C;;MAiBI,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,CAAb,I;MACf,IAAI,WAAW,CAAf,C;QAAkB,M;MAClB,

mBAAmB,0B;MACnB,iBAAc,CAAd,WAAiB,QAAjB,U;QACI,UAAU,sBAAK,KAAL,C;QACV,sBAAK,KAAL,

EAAc,sBAAK,YAAL,CAAd,C;QACA,sBAAK,YAAL,EAAqB,GAArB,C;QACA,mC;;IAER,C;;MAMI,IAAI,wC

AAsB,kBAAQ,CAAlC,C;QAAqC,OAAO,mB;MAC5C,WAAW,0B;MACN,UAAL,IAAK,C;MACL,OAAO,I;IAC

X,C;oFAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;MiBlsBA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YA

AtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C

;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;

MAD5C,kF;MqBqxBA,sC;QAII,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDiB/rBC,iBjB+rBkB,QiB/rBlB,CjB+rBD,E;;MA

ClB,C;KALA,C;wGAOA,yB;MAAA,oD;MiBtrBA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eA

AsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;

OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;

MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MqB4xBA,sC;QAII,IAAI,iBAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,iDiBnrBC,2BjBmrB4B,QiBnrB5B,CjB

mrBD,E;;MAClB,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,oBAAS,cAAT,C;IACJ,C;;MASgB,Q;MAHZ,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,k

BAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;QAEwB,kBAA3C,sBb9yB+C,sBa8yB/C,qB;QAAmD,mB;QAA3

D,OAAoE,OXlwBjE,WWkwBiE,C;;MAEjD,kBAAhB,0B;MAAwB,mB;MAA/B,OXpwBO,W;IWqwBX,C;wFAE

A,yB;MAAA,wD;MiBnuBA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7

DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1Fn

B,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,

kF;MqBszBA,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDiBhuBQ,iBjBguBa,QiBhuBb,CjBguBR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;4GAOA,yB;MAA

A,wD;MiBvtBA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,S

AgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,

oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MqB6zBA

,sC;QAII,OAAO,mDiBptBQ,2BjBotBuB,QiBptBvB,CjBotBR,E;MACX,C;KALA,C;;MAWI,OAAO,wBAAW,cA
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AX,C;IACX,C;;MASe,Q;MAHX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACG,IAAI,kBAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;Q

AEe,kBAAlC,sBb/0BgD,sBa+0BhD,qB;QAA0C,mC;QAAlD,OAAyE,OXnyBrE,WWmyBqE,C;;MAErD,kBAAhB

,0B;MAAwB,iC;MAA/B,OXryBO,W;IWsyBX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,oBAAa,cAAb,C;MACb,YAA

Y,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,

OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,cAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,U

ACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,oC;QAC

Z,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAY,

cAAZ,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP

,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,iBAAW,cAAX,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MA

CI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,

M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAS,cAAT,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAh

B,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;

MAHX,aAAa,iBAAU,cAAV,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAA

O,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQoB,UACL,M;MAHX,aAAa,eAAW,cAAX,

C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,YAAk

B,O;;MACtB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASI,eA

AwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAY,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;Q

A+DH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAhE8C,SAgE/B,CAAU,OAAV,C;ULlcnB,

wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QKkYA,OAkEO,W;MAjEX,C;KAXA,C;+FAaA,yB;MAAA,kF;

MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QASI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,

EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAuBL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,y

B;UACZ,WAAY,aAxBoC,WAwBhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QAxBhB,OA0BO,W;MAzBX,C;

KAXA,C;+FAaA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAQI,eAAwD,cAAzC,YAAY,m

CAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAyC,EAAc,EAAd,C;QACjD,kBAAc,mBAAoB,QAApB,C;QAyBL,Q;QAAA,2B;QA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA1BoC,WA0BhC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA1BiD,cA0BvB,C

AAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1BhB,OA4BO,W;MA3BX,C;KAVA,C;;MAoBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;M

AUoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,

eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,

yB;QACZ,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;QLlcnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;MKocA,OAAO,W;I

ACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,

W;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,0BAAa,eAAW,YAAY,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAZ,CAAX,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAOqB,I

AAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;gBACiB,c;eACT,C;YAAK,kB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,cAAW,8BAAJ,GAAkB,

sBAAI,CAAJ,CAAlB,GAA8B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;YAAL,K;kBACa,uBAAL,SAAK,C;YAHV,K;;QAAP,W;;MA

MJ,OAA4B,qBAAhB,gBAAL,SAAK,CAAgB,C;IAChC,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,gBAAL,SAAK,

C;MAChB,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,iBAAU,SAAV,C;IACX,C;;MASqB,IAAN,I;MADX

,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;gBACiB,c;eACT,C;YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAAU,8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,

CAAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;YAAL,K;kBACQ,iCAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAjB,CAAb,C;YAHL,K

;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAAwC,oBAAjC,0BAAa,sBAAb,CAAiC,C;IAC5C,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAOA,gD;MA

PA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAR6B,SAQlB,C

AAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAA

A,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;

UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;uFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,g

E;MAzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAyBD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA1BiD,

WA0BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;ULl3BP,U;UADP,YKo3Be,WLp3BH,WKo3BwB,GLp3BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;Y

ACH,aKk3BuC,gB;YAA5B,WLj3BX,aKi3BgC,GLj3BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UK82BA,iB;UAC

A,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QA5BT,OA8BO,W;MA7BX,C;KAVA,C;uFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;MA8BA,gE;MA9BA,
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yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,

CAAY,OAAZ,C;ULp4BP,U;UADP,YKs4Be,WLt4BH,WKs4BwB,GLt4BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aKo4

BuC,gB;YAA5B,WLn4BX,aKm4BgC,GLn4BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UKg4BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,

WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,W;MAlCX,C;KAXA,C;0FAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,

sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;ULl3BP,U;UA

DP,YKo3Be,WLp3BH,WKo3BwB,GLp3BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,aKk3BuC,gB;YAA5B,WLj3BX,aKi

3BgC,GLj3BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UK82BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,

W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;2FAiBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;ULp4BP,U;UADP,YKs4Be,WLt4BH,WKs4BwB,GLt4BxB,C;UACL,IAAI,

aAAJ,C;YACH,aKo4BuC,gB;YAA5B,WLn4BX,aKm4BgC,GLn4BhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UKg

4BA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;4FAkBA,yB;MAAA,k

C;MAAA,4C;;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASqD,OAAA,oBAAgB,W;MAAhB,C;MATrD,oE;Q

AU4C,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAV5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;8EAcA,yB;MAAA,kF;M

AAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QAqEA,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cA

Ab,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAtEwC,SAsEpC,CAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAtEhB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;KANA,

C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;QAgCP,gB;Q

ADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WAjC+C,SAiC3C,EAAU,cAAV,EAA

U,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KARA,C;0GAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAUA,s

C;MAAA,6B;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;;UAAA,iC;YAAoB,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;

YAAU,W;UAA3E,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAjBnB,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QAiQd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2

B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAvPsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EAuPT,cAvPS,EAuPT,sBAvPS,WAuPA,IAv

PA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;8GAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,iCAOmB,

yB;;UAAA,iC;YAAoB,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA3E,C;QAAA,C;

OAAA,C;MAPnB,oD;QA8PiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAvPsB,U;UAA

A,yBAuPT,cAvPS,EAuPT,sBAvPS,WAuPA,IAvPA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MA

mBiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,c

AAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAQA,sC;

MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAKY,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA7D,C

;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAbZ,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QAuNJ,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;

UA/MK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CA+MQ,OA/MR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;gGAQA,

yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAKY,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAA

U,W;UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MALZ,oD;QAoNoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;U

A/MK,U;UAAA,wBA+MQ,OA/MR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAciB,Q;MAAA,2

B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;M

AM4B,mB;QAAE,gC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA2B,SAAf,e

AAL,SAAK,CAAe,C;IAC/B,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sC;QASc,Q;QAFV,UAAU,c;QACV,W

AAW,gB;QACD,2B;QAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,SAAS,CAAT,C;UACV,IAAI,GAAI,WA

AI,GAAJ,CAAR,C;YACI,IAAK,WAAI,CAAJ,C;;QAEb,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MAuBI,UAAe,eAAL,SAA

K,C;MACX,YAAJ,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,YAA

J,GAAI,EAAU,KAAV,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;MACH,kBADS,SACT,c;QAAoB,4BAAc,SA

Ad,C;;QACZ,iCAAa,sBAAb,C;MAFZ,W;IAIJ,C;;MAUI,UAAe,eAAL,SAAK,C;MACX,OAAJ,GAAI,EAAO,KA

AP,C;MACJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,

C;UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAA

L,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAaI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,CAAC,mB;

MAChC,OAAO,oBAAW,U;IACtB,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mB

AA1B,C;UAAqC,OAAO,K;QAC5B,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAeoB,Q;MAFhB,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAA

O,c;MAC/B,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,qB;;MACtB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;
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MAOI,OAAO,c;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UA

AqC,OAAO,C;QAC5C,YAAY,C;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,

CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qB;;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MAeoB,Q;MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,OAAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MAWoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;Q

AAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;

MAMI,kBAAkB,O;MAClB,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C

;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;;MAGtB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASI,kBAAkB,O;MACl

B,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAL,C;QACI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,YAAY,QAAS,gB;

UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;;MAGtB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,

Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MASiB,UAAa,M;MA

D1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAh

B,C;;IACvB,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;

MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,

O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MA

EvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,

QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAA

Q,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAA

M,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MACh

C,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAA

J,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,

OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,

QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,

C;;;MAGnB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,

UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,

EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,I

AAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;Q

AAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,

C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,o

B;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,

CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CA

AE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MA

MI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,Q

AAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAA

O,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;M

ACvB,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CA

AT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAGnB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;M

AMI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,

QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAA

jC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAO,mB;MAC/B,OAAO

,CAAC,oBAAW,U;IACvB,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;

UAAqC,OAAO,I;QAC5B,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAA

wB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,oC;QAKmC,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;QAArC,gB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,

uC;QAII,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,oCAA9B,C;QAC/B,k

BAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;QAE

lB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;kGAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAYgC,Q;QAL5B,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,I

AAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,oCAA9B,C;QAC/B,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;
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QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,WAAU,YAAV,EAAU,oBAAV,SAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,QAAS,

OAAzC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;8FAiBA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAII,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;

QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;QAC9B,OA

AO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,QAAS,WAAnB,EAA+B,WAA/B,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZ

A,C;4GAcA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAOI,eAAe,+BAAa,cAAb,C;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,cAAd,C;UACI,M

AAM,mCAA8B,8BAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAqB,QAAS,W;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,YAAY,QAAS,g

B;UACrB,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,QAAS,WAA1B,EAAsC,WAAtC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,

C;;MAuBoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAA

T,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAhB,OAA

gB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;MAId,OA

AO,iE;IACX,C;;MAMoB,UAMT,M;MANS,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UA

CI,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,SAAxB,MAAzB,C;;;MAId,OAAO,6D;IACX,C;;MAaI,OAAO,oBAAS,IAAT,EAA

e,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;I

ACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MACb,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MApnCgB,Q;MAAA,OAqnCT

,SArnCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAU,oB;QAqnCK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,OArnCX,SA

qnCW,UAAhB,C;UAAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAiD,K;;;UAAjD,mBAA8D,I;;QArnCvE,qB;UAqnCD,MArnCqC

,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;MAqnC1D,OAAqB,M;IACzB,C;;MAMI,IAAI,QV84HG,YAAQ,CU94Hf,C;QAAwB,OAAY,SA

AL,SAAK,C;MACpC,YAAqB,UAAT,QAAS,C;MA3pCd,kBAAY,gB;MAsBH,Q;MAAA,OAsoCT,SAtoCS,W;M

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAsoCF,qBAtoCa,OAsoCb,CAtoCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WA

AI,OAAJ,C;;MAsoC3D,OAroCO,W;IAsoCX,C;;MAMI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,

KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MArqCT,kBAAY,gB;MAsBH,Q;MAAA,OAgpCT,SAhpCS,W;M

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAgpCF,qBAhpCa,OAgpCb,CAhpCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WA

AI,OAAJ,C;;MAgpC3D,OA/oCO,W;IAgpCX,C;;MAMI,YAAqB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C

;QACI,OAAY,SAAL,SAAK,C;MA/qCT,kBAAY,gB;MAsBH,Q;MAAA,OA0pCT,SA1pCS,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CA0pCF,qBA1pCa,OA0pCb,CA1pCF,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;M

A0pC3D,OAzpCO,W;IA0pCX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;MACX,C;K

ANA,C;0FAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;

QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YA

EN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAsBI,IAAI,o

CAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,EAAK,OAAL,C;MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,

C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,eAAa,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAb,C;MACb,

MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QA

AwB,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,EAAK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,S

AAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,eAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,OAAr

B,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;M

AMI,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;QAAwB,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,EAAK,QAAL,C;MACpC,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,E

AAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,mCAAJ,C;QACI,

aAAa,eAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,KAArB,IAAb,C;QACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACP,MAAO,gBAA

O,QAAP,C;QACP,OAAO,M;;;QAEP,eAAa,iBAAa,SAAb,C;QACN,OAAP,QAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;QACP,OAA

O,Q;;IAEf,C;;MAMI,aAAa,gB;MACN,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;M

ACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAMI,aAAa,eAAa,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,EAAZ,IAAb,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP

,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,O

AAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAKI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;

MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAwB+C,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACpF,oBAAoB,IAApB,EA

A0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B,C;QACI,eAAe,SAAK,K;QACpB,aAAa,eAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,

IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IAAnB,C;QACb,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;QACA,OAAO,UAAQ,QAAf,C;

UACI,iBAAsB,eAAL,IAAK,EAAa,WAAW,OAAX,IAAb,C;UACtB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAb,IAAqB,CAAC,cAA1B,C;Y
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AA0C,K;UgB/zDlD,WAAW,ehBg0Da,UgBh0Db,C;U3B/BX,mBAAc,CAAd,YW+1DwB,UX/1DxB,Y;Y2BgC6B,

ehB+zDS,sBX91D3B,OW81DgC,GAAK,OAAL,IAAL,CgB/zDT,C;;UhB+zDrB,MAAO,WgB9zDR,IhB8zDQ,C;U

ACP,oBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;;MAEX,eAAa,gB;MACiE,kBAA9E,iBAAiB,oBAAjB,EAA6B,IAA7B,EA

AmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,KAAvE,C;MqBp8DA,OAAgB,qBAAhB,C;QAAgB,gC;QrBq8DL,mBqBr8

DqB,OrBq8DrB,C;;MAEX,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAoBkD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MA

CvF,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA1B,C;MACA,IAAI,0CAAwB,8BAA5B,C;QACI,eAAe,SAAK,K;QACpB,aAAa

,eAAa,CAAC,WAAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,IAAb,C;QACb,eAAa,kBAAc,SAAd,C;QAC

b,YAAY,C;QACZ,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAf,C;UACI,QAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAA2B,eAAd,QAAQ,IAAR,IAAc,EAAa,

QAAb,CAA3B,C;UACP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAD,IAAmB,QAAO,KAAP,GAAc,IAArC,C;YAA2C,K;UAC3C,MAAO,

WAAI,UAAU,QAAV,CAAJ,C;UACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,M;;MAEX,eAAa,gB;MACgE,kBAA7E,iBA

AiB,oBAAjB,EAA6B,IAA7B,EAAmC,IAAnC,EAAyC,cAAzC,EAAuE,IAAvE,C;MqB5+DA,OAAgB,qBAAhB,C

;QAAgB,gC;QrB6+DL,mBAAI,UqB7+DiB,OrB6+DjB,CAAJ,C;;MAEX,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAgBoB,gB;MAHh

B,gBAPW,KAOW,O;MACtB,WAAW,ekBr2DJ,MAAK,KlBq2DkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CkBr2DlB,ElBq2D+C,Sk

Br2D/C,ClBq2DD,C;MACX,QAAQ,C;MACQ,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,KAAK,S

AAT,C;UAAoB,K;QACpB,IAAK,WAZqB,GAYP,OAZO,EAAnB,KAYqB,CAAM,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAZF,

CAYrB,C;;MAZT,OAcO,I;IAbX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkBt2DA,iB;MlBs2DA,8C;QAOoB,UAEs

B,M;QALtC,gBAAgB,KAAM,O;QACtB,WAAW,ekBr2DJ,MAAK,KlBq2DkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CkBr2DlB,ElB

q2D+C,SkBr2D/C,ClBq2DD,C;QACX,QAAQ,C;QACQ,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,

KAAK,SAAT,C;YAAoB,K;UACpB,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,MAAM,UAAN,EAAM,kBAAN,SAAn

B,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAZA,C;;MAyBI,YAAY,oB;MACZ,aARW,KAQQ,W;MACnB,WAAW,ek

B33DJ,MAAK,KlB23DkB,mCAAwB,EAAxB,CkB33DlB,ElB23DqD,wBATtD,KASsD,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB33D

rD,ClB23DD,C;MACX,OAAO,KAAM,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;QACI,IAAK,WAXqB,GAWP,KAAM,

OAXC,EAWO,MAAO,OAXd,CAWrB,C;;MAXT,OAaO,I;IAZX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gE;MkB33DA,

iB;MlB23DA,8C;QAII,YAAY,oB;QACZ,aAAa,KAAM,W;QACnB,WAAW,ekB33DJ,MAAK,KlB23DkB,mCAA

wB,EAAxB,CkB33DlB,ElB23DqD,wBAAN,KAAM,EAAwB,EAAxB,CkB33DrD,ClB23DD,C;QACX,OAAO,KA

AM,UAAN,IAAmB,MAAO,UAAjC,C;UACI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,KAAM,OAAhB,EAAwB,MAAO,OAA/B,CA

AJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAsBW,sB;;QAaP,eAAe,oB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UA

AyB,qBAAO,W;UAAP,uB;;QACzB,agB1+DoD,gB;QhB2+DpD,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,

C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAnBkB,GAmBJ,OAnBI,EAmBK,IAnBL,CAmBlB,C;UACP,UAAU

,I;;QAEd,qBAAO,M;;;MAtBP,yB;IACJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MgBp+DA,gE;MhBo+DA,uC;QAUI,eAAe,oB;

QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,OAAO,W;QAChC,agB1+DoD,gB;QhB2+DpD,cAAc,QAAS,O;QAC

vB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,WAAW,QAAS,O;UACpB,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,CA

AJ,C;UACP,UAAU,I;;QAEd,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KApBA,C;;MA4B6D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,

SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAA

A,YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa

,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT

,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAQwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QA

AA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,mBAAP,EAAw

B,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F

,C;;MAOI,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQoB,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MoB/nEmE,wC;IARvF,C;

IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;MpBuoEI,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,

G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,

I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAk

B,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAA

T,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,UA

AkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,C
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AAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAFhB,

UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAA

S,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;MAF

hB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gB

AAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MASoB,Q;M

AFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,

gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAQoB,Q

;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,

C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,O

AAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO

,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,gB;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACD,2B;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF

,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MkBtxEI,OAAW,oBA

AK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,

KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,K

AAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KA

AI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,OAAW,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;I

AC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KAP

A,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;;

MAcI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MA

AA,0B;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;

MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KAP

A,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MACh

B,C;KAPA,C;;MAeW,UAAe,CA9DX,iBA8Dc,CA9Dd,MAAJ,GA8De,CA9Df,GA8DkB,C;MAAzB,OAAa,CA9D

F,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GA8DM,CA9DN,GAAmB,G;IA+D9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAMI,OAA

O,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;Q

AMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;;MAcI,OAAO,SAAM,CA

AN,EAAS,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,UAAZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAW,UAAW

,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IAA4B,CAAhC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GAA0C,C;IACrD,C;;MAQI,OAAW,oBA

AK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,

KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,K

AAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KA

AI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;;MAeI,OAAW,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;I

AC9B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KAP

A,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;;

MAcI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,MAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,CAAT,C;IACX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MA

AA,0B;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;kFASA,yB;

MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAM,CAAN,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAA4B,CAA5B,C;MAChB,C;KAP

A,C;kFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MACh

B,C;KAPA,C;;MAeW,UAAe,CA9DX,iBA8Dc,CA9Dd,MAAJ,GA8De,CA9Df,GA8DkB,C;MAAzB,OAAa,CA9D

F,iBAAK,GAAL,MAAJ,GA8DM,CA9DN,GAAmB,G;IA+D9B,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;QAMI,OAA

O,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;mFASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,0B;Q

AMI,OAAO,MAAK,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAChB,C;KAPA,C;;MAcI,OAAO,SAAM,CA

AN,EAAS,SAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,UAAZ,CAAT,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAW,UAAW

,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,CAAX,IAA4B,CAAhC,GAAmC,CAAnC,GAA0C,C;IACrD,C;;MItRI,IAAI,mBAA

Q,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,W;MACX,eAAe,iBAAQ,W;MACvB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,W;M

ACX,YAAY,QAAS,O;MACrB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,O3BsNiD,S2BtN1C,K3BsN+C,IAAL,
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E2BtN1C,K3BsNoD,MAAV,C2BtNjD,C;;MACX,aAAa,eAAsB,cAAtB,C;MACb,MAAO,W3BoNqD,S2BpNjD,K

3BoNsD,IAAL,E2BpNjD,K3BoN2D,MAAV,C2BpNrD,C;;QAEwB,kBAAhB,QAAS,O;QAApB,MAAO,W3BkNi

D,SAAK,eAAL,EAAU,iBAAV,C2BlNjD,C;;MACO,QAAT,QAAS,W;MAClB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;sFAEA,yB;MA

AA,gE;MAOA,gD;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;QAAA,O3B0PoE,iBAAQ,W;Q2B1P5F,OAAgB,cAA

hB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAR6B,SAQlB,CAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAThB,OAW

O,W;MAVX,C;KALA,C;0FAOA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,OAAA,S3B0PoE,QAAQ,W;Q2B1

P5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QA

EhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;8EAWA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAAa,cAAb,C;QAyBA,Q

;QAAA,O3BqNuE,iBAAQ,W;Q2BrN5F,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,WAAY,WA1BiB,SA0Bb,CAAU,IAAV,

CAAJ,C;;QA1BhB,OA2BO,W;MA1BX,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAQA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAK

Y,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAb

Z,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QAsEJ,Q;QAAA,O3BgKoE,iBAAQ,W;Q2BhK5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UA9D

K,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CA8DQ,OA9DR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;gGAQA,yB;M

AAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAKY,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,W;

UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MALZ,oD;QAmEoB,Q;QAAA,O3BgKoE,iBAAQ,W;Q2BhK5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;UAAgB,yB;UA9DK,U;UAAA,wBA8DQ,OA9DR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;;MAci

B,Q;MAAA,OAAA,S3BqNuE,QAAQ,W;M2BrN5F,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAA

V,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACN,OAAA,S3

B2MoE,QAAQ,W;M2B3M5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAA

yB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,CAAC,mB;IACZ,C;;MAOoB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,

C;QAAe,OAAO,K;MACN,OAAA,S3B2LoE,QAAQ,W;M2B3L5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,U

AAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,c;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAF

hB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,C;MACtB,YAAY,C;MACI,OAAA,S3ByKoE,QAAQ,W;M2BzK5F,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAOoB,Q;

MAAA,OAAA,S3BgKoE,QAAQ,W;M2BhK5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OAAO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,

C;;MAOmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,gB;;QtBu3Cf,eAAe,sB;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAAO,I;UA

AP,iB;;QACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,esB13CqB,QtB03CN,CAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;U

ACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QsB73CiB,QtB63CT,CAAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,

UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,eAAO,O;;;MsBn4CP,mB;IACJ,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,kD;MAAA,wC;QAKI

,OAAe,QAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,UAAR,C;MACnB,C;KANA,C;;MAYmB,kBAAR,iB;MAAQ,gB;;QtB67Cf,eAAe,s

B;QACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,eAAO,I;UAAP,iB;;QACzB,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,esBh8CqB,Qt

Bg8CN,CAAS,OAAT,C;QACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;UACjB,QsBn8CiB,QtBm8CT,C

AAS,CAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,eAAO,O;;;Ms

Bz8CP,mB;IACJ,C;;MAMI,OAAe,UAAR,iBAAQ,EAAQ,UAAR,C;IACnB,C;;MAMI,OAAO,mB;IACX,C;;MAO

oB,Q;MADhB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACN,OAAA,S3BmHoE,QAAQ,W;M2BnH5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;M

AAA,oC;QAKmC,Q;QAAA,O3B0GqD,iBAAQ,W;Q2B1G7E,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,OAAO,OA

AP,C;;QAArC,gB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAO,iB;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAe,aAAR,iBAAQ,C;IACnB,C;;MC1

LI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2B

AAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MlC2C

W,SkCpCM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;;Ml

CmCW,SkC5BM,kBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;

;MlC2BW,SkCpBM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E

,C;;MlCmBW,SkCZM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC

9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MlCGW,SkCIM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAg

B,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC5E,C;;MlCLW,SkCYM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAA

gB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MlCbW,SkCoBM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GA

AgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MlCrBW,SkC4BM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,
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GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2B

AAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;MlC7CW,SkCoDM,kBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2

BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MlCrDW,SkC4DM,mBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAg

B,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,K

AAf,C;IACX,C;;MlC7EW,SkCoFM,iBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA0C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,G

AAkC,K;IAC5E,C;;MlCrFW,SkC4FM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,

GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;MlC7FW,SkCoGM,qBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA4C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAA

hB,GAAkC,K;IAC9E,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAS,KAAM,WAAf,

C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,oBAAN,KAAM,CAAf,C;IACX,C;;M

lCrIW,SkC4IM,oBAAN,KAAM,C;MAAb,OAA2C,UAAJ,GAAgB,2BAAS,EAAT,CAAhB,GAAkC,K;IAC7E,C;;

MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,OAAO,2BAAe,KAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAg

B,SAAhB,EAAyB,EAAzB,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBA

AH,EAAG,CAAzB,EAAmC,mBAAnC,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA

0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;M

AQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBA

AgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,EAA1B,C;IAC1B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oB

AAH,EAAG,CAAzB,EAAmC,mBAAnC,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,E

AAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA8B,EAA9B,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;

;MAQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,EAAmC,mBAAnC,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQ

I,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,mBAA1B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yB

AAqB,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,EAAmC,mBAAnC,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAqB

,oBAAL,SAAK,CAArB,EAA+B,EAA/B,EAAmC,mBAAnC,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,SAAhB

,EAAyB,EAAzB,EAAkC,EAAlC,C;IAC1B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAyB,oBAAH,EAAG,

CAAzB,EAAmC,mBAAnC,C;IAC3B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C

,C;IAC1B,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAAiC,EAAjC,EAA0C,EAA1C,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAA

O,sCAAe,yBAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,uCAAgB,y

BAAgB,cAAhB,EAAsB,eAAtB,EAA8B,cAAD,aAA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,OAAO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,cAAhB,E

AAsB,eAAtB,EAA6B,CAAC,cAAD,IAA7B,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MA

CA,OAAO,sCAAe,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GA

A6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA1D,C;IAC1B,C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,yCAAO,CAAP,MAApB,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OA

AO,uCAAgB,yBAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,qCAAY,CAAZ,MAAJ,GAAmB,IAAnB,G

AA8B,IAAD,aAA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAMI,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAA3B,EAA8B,IAA9B,C;MACA,OAAO,uCAAgB,y

BAAgB,eAAhB,EAAuB,cAAvB,EAAiC,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAhB,GAAmB,IAAnB,GAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,I

AA1D,C;IAC3B,C;;MAGsC,UAAwB,M;MAAxB,OAAf,sCAAe,U;MAAwB,SAAf,sCAAe,U;MAA1D,OAAW,w

CAAJ,GAAiE,OAAL,SAAK,CAAjE,GAA+E,I;IAC1F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,yBAAR,yDAAiC,wBAAjC,CAAJ,GA

AmE,OAAL,SAAK,SAAnE,GAAiF,I;IAC5F,C;;MAGI,OAAW,YAAQ,aAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EAA0B,sCAAe,UA

AzC,CAAR,YAAJ,GAAqE,OAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAmF,I;IAC9F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAA,sCAAe,UAAf,EA

A2B,sCAAe,UAA1C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAuE,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAvE,GAAqF,I;IAChG,C;;MAGI,OC/boB,UD+b

D,sCAAe,UC/bd,ED+byB,sCAAe,UC/bxC,CD+bT,4BAAJ,GAAqE,mBAAL,SAAK,EAArE,GAAmF,I;IAC9F,C;;

MAGuB,UAAwB,M;MAAxB,uC;MAAwB,wC;MAA3C,OAAW,oEAAJ,GAA4D,SAAK,QAAjE,GAA8E,I;IACzF

,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAA,qCAAc,UAAd,EAA0B,qCAAc,UAAxC,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAqE,YAAL,SAAK,CAAr

E,GAAkF,I;IAC7F,C;;MAGI,OC3coB,UD2cD,qCAAc,UC3cb,ED2cwB,qCAAc,UC3ctC,CD2cT,4BAAJ,GAAmE,

YAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAgF,I;IAC3F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAe,CAAf,+BAAe,YAAf,EAA0C,CAAf,+BAAe,Y

AA1C,CAAR,4BAAJ,GAAuE,uBAAL,SAAK,CAAvE,GAAqF,I;IAChG,C;;MAGI,OCndoB,UDmdc,CAAf,+BAA

e,YCndd,EDmdwC,CAAf,+BAAe,YCndxC,CDmdT,4BAAJ,GAAqE,uBAAL,SAAK,CAArE,GAAmF,I;IAC9F,C;;

MAGuC,UAAyB,M;MAAzB,OAAhB,uCAAgB,U;MAAyB,SAAhB,uCAAgB,U;MAA5D,OAAW,wCAAJ,GAAm

E,QAAL,SAAK,CAAnE,GAAkF,I;IAC7F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,2BAAR,yDAAkC,0BAAlC,CAAJ,GAAqE,QAAL,S

AAK,SAArE,GAAoF,I;IAC/F,C;;MAGI,OAAmB,UAAA,uCAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,uCAAgB,UAA5C,CAAR,4B
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AAJ,GAAyE,oBAAL,SAAK,EAAzE,GAAwF,I;IACnG,C;;MAGI,OCneoB,UDmeD,uCAAgB,UCnef,EDme0B,uC

AAgB,UCne1C,CDmeT,4BAAJ,GAAuE,oBAAL,SAAK,EAAvE,GAAsF,I;IACjG,C;;MAMI,OAAO,wBAAY,EA

Aa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;I

ACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,aAAK,SA

AL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;QAAoB,OAAO,iCAAU,M;M

ACrC,OAAO,yBAAiB,OAAR,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,CAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MAAM,qCAAI,UAAd,C;Q

AAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,wBAAS,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,kBA

AY,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,MAAM,qCAAI,UAAd,C;QAAyB,O

AAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,M

AAM,qCAAI,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,gCAAS,M;MACzC,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAiB,EAAQ,GAAH,CAAG,I

AAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAM,+BAAN,MAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,S

AAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAM,+BAAN,MAAJ,C;QAA0

B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAO,kBAAS,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAM,+

BAAN,MAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAA

G,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAI,mBAAM,+BAAN,MAAJ,C;QAA0B,OAAO,iCAAU,M;MAC3C,OAAY,oBA

AL,SAAK,CAAL,SAAkB,EAAQ,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,wBAAY,EAAa,GAAH,CA

AG,IAAzB,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,kBAAY,oBAAH,EAAG,CAAc,8BAAH,CAAG,EAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAMI

,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EAAa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,aAAK,SAAL,EAAoB,EA

Aa,GAAH,CAAG,IAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MASI,OAAW,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;

MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAz

B,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,0BAA

O,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;I

ACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,4BAAO,YAAP,KA

AJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;M

ASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,

GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,Y

AAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IACtD,C;;MASI,OAAW,YAAO,YAAX,GAAyB,YAAzB,GAA2C,S;IA

CtD,C;;MASI,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,iBAAiB,IAA9C,C;QACI,IAAI,+BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;UAAiC,MAA

M,gCAAyB,6DAAiD,YAAjD,wCAAoF,YAApF,OAAzB,C;QACvC,IAAI,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAAyB,OAA

O,Y;QAChC,IAAI,4BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;UAAyB,OAAO,Y;;;QAGhC,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,Y

AAP,KAA7B,C;UAAkD,OAAO,Y;QACzD,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAjB,IAAyB,4BAAO,YAAP,KAA7B,C;UAAkD,OA

AO,Y;;MAE7D,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MASI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8B

AAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QA

AyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MASI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YA

AjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAA

X,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MASI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDA

AiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAA

O,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MASI,IAAI,6BAAe,YAAf,KAAJ,C;QAAiC,MAAM,g

CAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y

;MAChC,IAAI,0BAAO,YAAP,KAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MASI,IAAI,eAAe,YAAn

B,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;Q

AAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MASI,IAAI,eAA

e,YAAnB,C;QAAiC,MAAM,gCAAyB,oDAAiD,YAAjD,8BAAoF,YAApF,MAAzB,C;MACvC,IAAI,YAAO,YA

AX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,IAAI,YAAO,YAAX,C;QAAyB,OAAO,Y;MAChC,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAWW,

Q;MADP,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAGvB,IAAA,KAAM

,0BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,MAA7B,CAAN,IAA6C,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,MAAvB,EAA8B,SAA

9B,CAApD,C;QAAiG,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAEjG,IAAA,KAAM,0BAAiB,KAAM,aAAvB,EAAqC,SAArC,CAAN,

IAAoD,CAAC,KAAM,0BAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAM,aAA7B,CAA3D,C;QAA+G,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QACvG,g
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B;MALZ,W;IAOJ,C;;MAaW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;;MAEhB,IA

AI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gCAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;

QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gCAAO,KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;I

AKJ,C;;MAaW,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAc,KAAd,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UA

AV,C;QAAqB,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,gBAAO,KAAM,MAAb,C;QAA4B,OAA

N,KAAM,M;WAC5B,gBAAO,KAAM,aAAb,C;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAa

W,Q;MAJP,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAe,KAAf,C;;MAEhB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QAAq

B,MAAM,gCAAyB,4CAAyC,KAAzC,MAAzB,C;MAEvB,8BAAO,KAAM,MAAb,M;QAA4B,OAAN,KAAM,M;

WAC5B,8BAAO,KAAM,aAAb,M;QAAmC,OAAN,KAAM,a;;QAC3B,gB;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MEz6BI,OAAO,sB

AAQ,OAAR,KAAoB,C;IAC/B,C;;MAQkC,qB;QAAE,MAAM,8BAA0B,+CAA4C,aAA5C,MAA1B,C;MAAR,C;I

AAA,C;;MAA9B,OAAO,8BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,yBAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MAcqB,Q;MANjB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ

,C;QACI,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,

QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;MAEf,OAAO,aAAa,KAAb,C;IA

CX,C;;MAcqB,Q;MANjB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,eAAe,oB;MACf,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAA

O,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,cAAc,QAAS,O;QACvB,IAAI,WAAS,YAAT,EAAS,oBAAT,OAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;

;MAEf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASW,sB;;QAuDS,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAv

DH,SAuDO,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MAxDP,yB;IACJ,C;;M

AkLoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IA1Kc,SA0KV,CAAU,O

AAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MA3Kf,OA8KO,I;IA7KX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,QAAS,O;IACpB,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAO

oB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O

;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;MACV,C;KATA,C;;MAiBI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,QAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,

yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,O;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,YAA

Y,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,q

B;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MASiB,Q;MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAA

I,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;QACX,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAUiB,Q;MAFb,gBAAgB,E;MA

ChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;

QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MASI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAA

uB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,WAAW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OA

AO,I;IACX,C;+EAEA,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QASoB,UAQT,M;QAVP,WAAe,I;QACf,

YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,O

;YACP,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,2E;MACX

,C;KAlBA,C;;MA4BiB,Q;MAFb,gBAAgB,E;MAChB,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QA

CT,IAAI,gBAAW,IAAX,CAAJ,C;UACI,YAAY,K;QAChB,qB;;MAEJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,

IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,WAAW,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,

OAAO,QAAS,O;MACpB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,WAAe,I;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;

QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;M

ACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,oBAAvB,C;MACV,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,QA

AS,UAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,qCAAzB,C;MACV,OAAO,M;IACX,C;mFAEA,yB;MAAA,kF;MAAA,iE;M

AAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAiB,I;QACjB,YAAY,K;QACI,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,mDA

AzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,sDAAvB,C;Q

AElB,OAAO,6E;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;;MA0BI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MA

CX,aAAa,QAAS,O;MACtB,IAAI,QAAS,UAAb,C;QACI,OAAO,I;MACX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAFh

B,aAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,K;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CA

AJ,C;UACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;YAAW,OAAO,I;UAClB,SAAS,O;UACT,QAAQ,I;;;MAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;Q

AAY,OAAO,I;MACnB,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASW,Q;MhCrTP,IAAI,EgCoTI,KAAK,ChCpTT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cg
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CmTc,sD;QhClTd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgCoTN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,gB;WACV,+C;QAAi

C,OAAL,SAAK,cAAK,CAAL,C;;QACzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQI,OAAO,s

BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,SAAxB,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,SAA9B,C;

IACX,C;;MAWgF,qB;QAAE,yBAAU,EAAG,MAAb,EAAoB,EAAG,MAAvB,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAsC,OA

AA,EAAG,M;IAAM,C;;MAA3H,OAAO,yBAAqB,sBAAkB,qBAAiB,SAAjB,CAAlB,EAA0C,IAA1C,EAAgD,+B

AAhD,CAArB,EAAyG,sBAAzG,C;IACX,C;oGAEA,yB;MAAA,oD;QAkoBiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QA

Ab,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UAznBT,IAAI,WAynBkB,cAznBlB,EAynBkB,sBAznBlB,WAynB2B,IAznB3B,CA

AJ,C;YAA2C,sBAynBZ,IAznBY,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;sGAcA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,0C;MA

AA,8B;;QAOkB,qB;UAAE,c;QAAF,C;MAAA,C;MAPlB,sC;QAOW,Q;QAAP,OAAO,uCAAO,iCAAP,gC;MACX

,C;KARA,C;;MAgBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,YAAJ,C;UAAkB,WA

AY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACpD,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,KAAxB,EAA+B,SAA

/B,C;IACX,C;;MASuB,iB;IAAW,C;;MAAvB,Q;MAAP,OAAO,4CAAU,oBAAV,gC;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,

2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,eAAJ,C;UAAqB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MACvD,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OA

AV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC3D,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MAC1D,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;;MASW,Q;MhCpbP,IAAI,EgCmbI,KAAK,ChCnbT,CAAJ,C;QACI,cgCkbc,sD;QhCjbd,MAAM,g

CAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MgCmbN,UAAK,CAAL,C;QAAU,sB;WACV,+C;QAAiC,OAAL,SAAK,cAAK,CAA

L,C;;QACzB,wBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAQI,OAAO,sBAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,SA

AxB,C;IACX,C;;MAQW,8B;IAAA,C;;MAEC,iBAA6B,iBAAZ,gBAAY,C;MAClB,OAAX,UAAW,C;MACX,OA

AO,UAAW,W;IACtB,C;;;MALJ,0C;IAOJ,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MRtYA,sC;MAAA,uBAOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D

;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CA

A3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BA

AW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;M8CydA,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDRrYQ,iBQqYa,QRrYb,CQqYR

,E;MACX,C;KAPA,C;0GASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MR5XA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyFmB,uB;YAA

U,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;UAgFQ,C;QA

AA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CA

Ad,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;M8CkeA,sC;QAMI,OAAO,mDR3XQ,2BQ2XuB,QR3XvB,CQ2XR,E;MACX,C;KAP

A,C;;MAeI,OAAO,wBAAW,cAAX,C;IACX,C;;MAQW,sC;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;MAEC,iBAAiC,iBAAhB,oBAA

gB,C;MACtB,SAAX,UAAW,EAAS,uBAAT,C;MACX,OAAO,UAAW,W;IACtB,C;;;MALJ,0D;IAOJ,C;wFAEA,y

B;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAWW,kBAAY,oB;QAuEH,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UA

CZ,WAxEsC,SAwEvB,CAAU,OAAV,C;U9B/BnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;Q8BzCA,OA

0EO,W;MAzEX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yC;QAWW,kBAAc,oB;QA0BL,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA3B4B,WA2BxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;QA

3BhB,OA6BO,W;MA5BX,C;KAZA,C;6FAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,yD;QAUW,kBAAc,oB;QA6BL,Q;QAAA,2

B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WAAY,aA9B4B,WA8BxB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EA9ByC,cA8

Bf,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA9BhB,OAgCO,W;MA/BX,C;KAXA,C;;MAuBoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,OAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C

;;MAYoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAA

0B,eAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACZ,WAAe,UAAU,OAAV,C;Q9B/BnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;M8BiCA,OA

AO,W;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MAEhB,

OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,0BAAa,cAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAA4B,qBAAhB,iBAAL,SAAK,CAAgB,C;I

AChC,C;;MAQI,OAAO,0BAAa,gBAAb,C;IACX,C;;MAUI,OAAwC,oBAAjC,0BAAa,sBAAb,CAAiC,C;IAC5C,C

;;MAQiD,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAA3D,OAAO,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,SAAzB,EAAoC,cAApC,C;IAC

X,C;yFAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oD;QAMoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,WA

AW,UAAU,OAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;qFAaA,yB;

MAAA,wE;MA6BA,gE;MA7BA,yC;QAWW,kBAAU,oB;QA6BD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAA
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gB,yB;UACZ,UA9BiD,WA8BvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U9B5cP,U;UADP,Y8B8ce,W9B9cH,W8B8cwB,G9B9cxB,C;U

ACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a8B4cuC,gB;YAA5B,W9B3cX,a8B2cgC,G9B3chC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA

,c;;U8BwcA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;QAhCT,OAkCO,W;MAjCX,C;KAZA,C;qFAcA,yB;MAAA,wE;M

AkCA,gE;MAlCA,yD;QAYW,kBAAU,oB;QAkCD,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,

UAnCiD,WAmCvC,CAAY,OAAZ,C;U9BheP,U;UADP,Y8Bkee,W9BleH,W8BkewB,G9BlexB,C;UACL,IAAI,aA

AJ,C;YACH,a8BgeuC,gB;YAA5B,W9B/dX,a8B+dgC,G9B/dhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U8B4dA,iB

;UACA,IAAK,WArCyD,cAqCrD,CAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QArCT,OAuCO,W;MAtCX,C;KAbA,C;yFAeA,yB;MA

AA,gE;MAAA,sD;QAWoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C

;U9B5cP,U;UADP,Y8B8ce,W9B9cH,W8B8cwB,G9B9cxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a8B4cuC,gB;YAA5B,

W9B3cX,a8B2cgC,G9B3chC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;U8BwcA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;Q

AET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;yFAmBA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,sE;QAYoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,OAAZ,C;U9BheP,U;UADP,Y8Bkee,W9BleH,W8BkewB,G9BlexB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,a8BgeuC,gB;YAA5B,W9B/dX,a8B+dgC,G9B/dhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAE

A,c;;U8B4dA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,OAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAlBA,C;0FAoBA,yB;

MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAUW,sC;QAAA,8C;MAVX,C;MAAA,gE;QAWqD,OAAA,oBAAgB,W;MAAhB,C;MA

XrD,oE;QAY4C,gCAAY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAZ5C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAUI,2D;MAIJ,C;KAdA,C;;MAuBI,OAAO

,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,SAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAWI,OAAO,gCAA4B,SAA5B,EAAkC,SAAlC,C;IACX,C;;MA

WI,OAAoD,gBAA7C,gCAA4B,SAA5B,EAAkC,SAAlC,CAA6C,C;IACxD,C;4GAEA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;

MAAA,iCASmB,yB;;UAAA,iC;YAAoB,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;YAAU,W;UA

A3E,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MATnB,oD;QAyMiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB

;UAhMsB,U;UAAA,yBAgMT,cAhMS,EAgMT,sBAhMS,WAgMA,IAhMA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;M

ACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAuBiB,UACiB,M;MAF9B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WA

AY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,IAAnB,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MASI,OAA6C

,gBAAtC,yBAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,SAA3B,CAAsC,C;IACjD,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAO

Y,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MAP

Z,oD;QAuJoB,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAhJK,U;UAAA,wBAgJQ,OAhJR,W;YAAs

C,6B;;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAkBiB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,W

AAY,WAAI,UAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;;MAChB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MA

U6B,S;IAAG,C;;MAA5B,OAAY,aAAL,SAAK,EAAW,eAAX,C;IAChB,C;;MAWI,OAAO,qBAAiB,SAAjB,EAA

uB,QAAvB,C;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MADb,UAAU,sB;MACG,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAAM,GAAI,

WAAI,IAAJ,C;;MACvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAA

M,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UAAyB,OAAO,K;;MACtD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,oBAAW,U;

IACtB,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;U

AAwB,OAAO,I;;MACrD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,qB;;MACtB,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,c

AAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,qB;;;MAC9C,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;

MADhB,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,O

AAvB,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAaoB,UAA8B,M;MAF9C,YAAY,C;MACZ,kBAAkB,O;MACF,2B;MA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,OA

AhC,C;;MACpC,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,OA

AO,OAAP,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAWiB,UAAa,M;MAD1B,YAAY,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAA

M,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,IAAhB,C;;IACvB,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAA

d,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB

,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACt

B,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,Q

AAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,

G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAA

O,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,
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CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QA

AQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,CAAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,

oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,

C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,

CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UACV,WAAW,C;;;MAGnB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,C

AAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAA

Q,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MA

E9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,UAAU,

QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAA

Q,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAA

M,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAWI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MACh

C,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,IAAQ,QAAJ,GAAI,CAAR,C;QAAiB,OAAO,G;MACxB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;Q

ACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAM,QAAF,CAAE,CAAN,C;UAAe,OAAO,C;QACtB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;U

AAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAA

O,I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,sBAAM,C

AAN,KAAJ,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,

C;QAAyB,OAAO,I;MAChC,cAAc,QAAS,O;MACvB,eAAe,SAAS,OAAT,C;MACf,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QA

CI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,C;QACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;UACI,UAAU,C;UAC

V,WAAW,C;;;MAGnB,OAAO,O;IACX,C;;MAQI,eAAe,oB;MACf,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,

I;MAChC,UAAU,QAAS,O;MACnB,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,QAAQ,QAAS,O;QACjB,IAAI,UAAW,SAA

Q,GAAR,EAAa,CAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQI,OAAO,

CAAC,oBAAW,U;IACvB,C;;MAQoB,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAM,IAAI,UAA

U,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UAAwB,OAAO,K;;MACrD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASe,qB;QACP,eAAO,EAAP,C;QAAA,OAC

A,E;MAFO,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,OAAO,kBAAI,qBAAJ,C;IAIX,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAMI,eAAe,

SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,kBAAqB,QAAS,

O;QAC9B,OAAO,QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EAAuB,QAAS,OAAhC,C;;QAElB,OAAO,W;M

ACX,C;KAbA,C;gGAeA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uC;QAcgC,Q;QAL5B,eAAe,SAAK,W;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AS,UAAd,C;UAAyB,MAAM,mCAA8B,kCAA9B,C;QAC/B,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAqB,QAAS,O;QAC9B,OAAO,

QAAS,UAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,WAAU,YAAV,EAAU,oBAAV,SAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,QAAS,OAAzC,C;;QAE

lB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAjBA,C;;MA0BoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB

,yB;QACZ,YAAO,SAAS,OAAT,CAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;MACF,2B;M

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,SAAS,OAAT,C;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQe,qB;QAA

E,e;UAAM,MAAM,gCAAyB,2BAAwB,mBAAxB,MAAzB,C;;QAAZ,S;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,OAAO,kBA

AI,gCAAJ,C;IACX,C;;MAeI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,OAAO,sBAA

S,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAAxD,C;IACX,C;;MAQW,4B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;MAG0B,qB;Q

AAE,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAD,IAAY,WAAM,eAAN,CAAhB,C;UAAiC,oBAAU,I;UAA3C,OAAiD,K;;;UAAjD,OAA

8D,I;MAAhE,C;IAAA,C;;MADzB,kBAAc,KAAd,C;MACA,OAAkB,SAAX,eAAW,EAAO,kEAAP,CAA8E,W;IA

CpG,C;;;MAJJ,kD;IAMJ,C;;MAYW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAG6B,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IA

AA,C;;MAD5B,YAAqB,UAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IAChD,C;;

;MALJ,IAAI,QnC+1IG,YAAQ,CmC/1If,C;QAAwB,OAAO,S;MAC/B,qD;IAMJ,C;;MAWW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAA

A,C;;MAMiC,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAJhC,YAAqB,4BAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI

,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAW,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YAAX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IACpD,C;

;;MAPJ,qD;IASJ,C;;MAWW,wC;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;MAMiC,qB;QAAE,OAAM,aAAN,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;

MAJhC,YAAqB,YAAT,qBAAS,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAW,W;;QAElB,OAAkB,YA

AX,eAAW,EAAU,4CAAV,CAA0B,W;IACpD,C;;;MAPJ,qD;IASJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,O

AAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;wFAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAUoB,Q;QAFhB,Y

AAY,gB;QACZ,aAAa,gB;QACG,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,

C;YACI,KAAM,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;
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MACX,C;KAlBA,C;;MA0BI,OAA6C,UAAtC,YAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,YAAW,OAAX,EAAjB,EAAsC,C;IACjD,C;

;MAWI,OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,EAAc,OAAT,QAAS,CAAd,C;IAChB,C;;MAWI,OAA+C,UAAxC,YAAW,SAAX,E

AA0B,aAAT,QAAS,CAA1B,EAAwC,C;IACnD,C;;MAWI,OAAkC,UAA3B,YAAW,SAAX,EAAiB,QAAjB,EAA

2B,C;IACtC,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,0C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MA0B+C,

oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACpF,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cA

A7B,EAA2D,KAA3D,C;IACX,C;;MAoBkD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACvF,OAAw

E,OAAjE,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA2D,IAA3D,CAAiE,EAAI,SAAJ,C;IAC5E,C;;MA

SoD,cAAM,EAAN,C;IAAS,C;;MAAzD,OAAO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,UAA7B,C;IACX,C;;M

AQI,OAAO,oBAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IACX,C;;MAaiC,aAAK,CAAL,C;IAAO,C;;MA

ApC,OAAO,yBAAY,kBAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAciC,yD;uBAAA,4G;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;MAAA,C;IAA

A,C;;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,kD;MAAA,4B;MAAA,2B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,kC;IA

S7B,C;;;;;;;;;oCARmB,sC;cACf,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAS,UAAd,C;gBAAyB,M;;;gBAAzB,gB;;;;;;;mCACc,mBAAS,

O;cACvB,gB;;;cAAA,KAAO,mBAAS,UAAhB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;;gCACe,mBAAS,O;cACpB,gB;8BAAA,iCAAM,6

BAAU,kBAAV,EAAmB,eAAnB,CAAN,O;kBAAA,qC;uBAAA,mB;cAAA,Q;;cACA,qBAAU,e;cAHd,gB;;;cAKJ,

W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAAA,C;;MATA,OAAO,cAAc,0CAAd,C;IAUX,C;;MAU6D,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,

SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAA

A,YAAoC,I;MAGtN,Q;MAFhB,MAAO,gBAAO,MAAP,C;MACP,YAAY,C;MACI,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,iCAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;QACxB,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa

,SAAS,KAA1B,C;UACW,gBAAP,MAAO,EAAc,OAAd,EAAuB,SAAvB,C;;;UACJ,K;;MAEX,IAAI,SAAS,CAAT

,IAAc,QAAQ,KAA1B,C;QAAiC,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACxC,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;I

ACX,C;;MAUwC,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAuB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAwB,E;MAAI,qB;QA

AA,QAAa,E;MAAI,yB;QAAA,YAA0B,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAoC,I;MACjN,OAAO,oBAAO,mBAAP,EAAw

B,SAAxB,EAAmC,MAAnC,EAA2C,OAA3C,EAAoD,KAApD,EAA2D,SAA3D,EAAsE,SAAtE,CAAiF,W;IAC5F

,C;;MAMoB,mB;QAAE,OAAA,eAAK,W;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MNjlDmE,wC;IANvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAO2C,8B;IA

AA,C;IAP3C,gF;;MMulDI,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOI,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,

G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CAAT,

I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,UAA

kB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,CA

AT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFhB,U

AAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBAAS,

CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;MAFh

B,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,gBA

AS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,Q;M

AFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;QACP,

gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAWoB,

Q;MAFhB,UAAkB,G;MAClB,YAAiB,C;MACD,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;Q

ACP,gBAAS,CAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAW,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,wCAAO,IAAvB,GAAgC,MAAM,K;IACjD,C;;MAU

oB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;I

ACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,YAAO,O;;MAE

X,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACC,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,Y

AAO,OAAP,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAgB,gB;MACA,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C

;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,cAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEJ,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAiB,G;MACD,2B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAUoB,Q;MADhB,UAAkB,G;M

ACF,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,OAAO,O;;MAEX,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MCpxDI,aAAa,qB

AAiB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,kBAAc,KAAd,C;M1B4pBgB,Q;MAAA,O0B3pBT,S1B2pBS,W;MAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAU,oB;Q0B3pBK,IAAI,CAAC,SAAD,IAAY,O1B2pBX,S0B3pBW,UAAhB,C;U

AAiC,YAAU,I;UAA3C,mBAAiD,K;;;UAAjD,mBAA8D,I;;Q1B2pBvE,qB;U0B3pBD,M1B2pBqC,WAAI,SAAJ,C

;;M0B3pB1D,OAAqB,M;IACzB,C;;MAQI,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,QAAV,C;MA
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CP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQI,YAAqB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MACrB,IAAI,KAAM,UAAV,C;QACI,

OAAY,QAAL,SAAK,C;MAChB,IAAI,yBAAJ,C;QACgB,kBAAY,sB;Q1B2nBZ,Q;QAAA,O0B3nBL,S1B2nBK,

W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C0B3nBwB,qB1B2nBb,O0B3nBa,C1B2nB5B,C;YAAyB

,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;Q0B3nBvD,O1B4nBG,W;;M0B3nBP,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,mBAAU

,KAAV,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAQI,aAAa,qBAAiB,SAAjB,C;MACN,YAAP,MAAO,EAAU,QAAV,C;M

ACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,8C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,iBAAM,OAAN,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;

MAgBI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,iBAAO,CAAP,IAAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACP,MAAO,

WAAI,OAAJ,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,QAAS,OAArB,I

AAZ,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,

C;;MAQuD,UAAT,M;MAA1C,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,WAAS,4BAAT,QAAS,CAAT,YAA4C,cAAL,WAAvC,4B

AA2D,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,IAAvE,CAAjB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,OAAP,MAAO,E

AAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASI,aAAa,qBAAiB,YAAY,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,IAAZ,CAA

jB,C;MACb,MAAO,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACA,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;8FAEA,

yB;MAAA,4C;MAAA,qC;QAOI,OAAO,gBAAK,OAAL,C;MACX,C;KARA,C;;MCxGI,OAAO,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;I

ACX,C;gGAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iD;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAs

C,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;MACjE,C;KANA,C;gGAQA,yB;MAAA,+C;MAAA,mC;QAKI

,OAAY,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,KAAV,C;MAChB,C;KANA,C;0EAQA,yB;MA0CA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MA

1CA,uC;QAKW,sB;;UAyCS,Q;UAAA,0B;UAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;YAAgB,oC;YAAM,IAzCH,SAyCO,CAAU

,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;cAAwB,qBAAO,O;cAAP,uB;;;UAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;QA1CP,yB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;kFAQA,yB;

MA8GA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MA9GA,uC;QAKW,qB;;UA6GO,Q;UAAA,OAAa,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAb,W;

UAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;YAAc,uB;YACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;YACd,IA/Gc,SA+GV,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;

cAAwB,oBAAO,O;cAAP,sB;;;UAE5B,oBAAO,I;;;QAjHP,wB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,ICsLgD,qBAAU,CDtL1

D,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,OAAO,qBAAK,CAAL,C;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IA

AI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;MACV,C;KAPA,C;;MAaI

,OCoKgD,qBAAU,CDpKnD,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;IACpC,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC

;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAA

V,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;mFAQA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,i

D;QAKI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,wBAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,uBAAa,KAAb,E;M

ACjE,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAW,SAAS,CAAT,IAAc,SAAS,0BAA3B,GAAsC,qBAAI,KAAJ,CAAtC,GAAsD,I;I

ACjE,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,gC;QAAA,6B;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;

QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAV

A,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAQ,SAAR,sBAAQ,CAAR,

W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;QAGf,

OAAO,E;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAiBI,IC6GgD,qBAAU,CD7G1D,C;QACI,MAAM,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;MACV,

OAAO,qBAAK,0BAAL,C;IACX,C;0EAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,uC;QAKk

B,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK

,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;MAC

V,C;KAVA,C;;MAgBI,OCwFgD,qBAAU,CDxFnD,GAAe,IAAf,GAAyB,qBAAK,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAL,C;IACp

C,C;sFAEA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CA

AQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,cAAc,qBAAK,KAAL,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAA

J,C;YAAwB,OAAO,O;;QAEnC,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,MAAM

,2BAAuB,yBAAvB,C;aACX,C;UAAK,4BAAK,CAAL,C;UAAL,K;gBACQ,MAAM,gCAAyB,0CAAzB,C;;MAHl

B,W;IAKJ,C;8EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kF;MAAA,gC;MAAA,iE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,uC;QAMoB

,UAST,M;QAXP,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UA

AU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,MAAM,8BAAyB,wDAAzB,C;YACjB,SAAS,O;YACT,QAAQ,

I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,MAAM,gCAAuB,6DAAvB,C;QAElB,OAAO,4E;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;

MAsBI,OAAW,qBAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAjB,GAA8B,I;IACzC,C;0FAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAA
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A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAMoB,Q;QAFhB,aAAoB,I;QACpB,YAAY,K;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,IAAI,KAAJ,C;cAAW,OAAO,I;YAClB,SAAS,O;YAC

T,QAAQ,I;;;QAGhB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UAAY,OAAO,I;QACnB,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAfA,C;;MlC7KI,IAAI

,EkCkMI,KAAK,ClClMT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckCiMc,wD;QlChMd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkCiMV,O

AAO,8BAAc,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAd,EAAoC,gBAApC,C;IACX,C;;MlCpMI,IAAI,EkC0MI,KAAK,Cl

C1MT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckCyMc,wD;QlCxMd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkCyMV,O5CjNsE,oB4CiNn

D,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,C5CjNmD,C;I4CkN1E,C;;MlC5MI,IAAI,EkCkNI,KAAK,ClClNT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c

kCiNc,wD;QlChNd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkCiNV,OAAO,mBAAkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAAT,IA

AY,EAAc,CAAd,CAAlB,C;IACX,C;;MlCpNI,IAAI,EkC0NI,KAAK,ClC1NT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckCyNc,wD;QlCxN

d,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkCyNV,OAAO,mBAAkB,gBAAZ,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAY,EAAc,CAAd,

CAAlB,C;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI

,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,C;

QACf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KARA,C;4FAUA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+

B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,O5CjP6E,oB4CiP5D,C5CjP4D,E4

CiPzD,QAAQ,CAAR,I5CjPyD,C;;Q4CkPrF,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KARA,C;oFAUA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,uC;QAIuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA

,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB

,gBAAnB,C;QACf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KARA,C;oFAUA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIuB,UAAL,M

AAK,EAAL,MAAK,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI

,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,O5CxQ8D,oB4CwQ7C,K5CxQ6C,C;;Q4CyQtE,OAAO,E;

MACX,C;KARA,C;8EAUA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAkEA,oC;MAlEA,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,wB;QAkEM,Q;QAAA,uB;Q

AAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IApE6B,SAoEzB,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB

,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QApExC,OAsEO,W;MArEX,C;KALA,C;8EAOA,yB;MAAA,oD;MA2DA,oC;MA3D

A,uC;QAIW,kBAAS,wB;QA2DM,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,I

A7D6B,SA6DzB,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QA7DxC,OA+DO,WA/DqC,W;M

AChD,C;KALA,C;4FAOA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAkBA,gC;MAmkBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MArlBA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,

wB;QAslBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP

,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAnkB/B,IAnBoC,SAmBhC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBA

AP,C;;QAnB/C,OAqBO,W;MApBX,C;KAPA,C;4FASA,yB;MAAA,oD;MASA,gC;MAmkBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MA

5kBA,uC;QAMW,kBAAgB,wB;QA6kBV,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAA

M,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAnkB/B,IAVoC,SAUhC,CAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CA

AJ,C;YAA2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAV/C,OAYO,WAZ4C,W;MACvD,C;KAPA,C;gGASA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAmk

BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAnkBA,oD;QA0kBiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UAA

M,eAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,S;UAAA,cAAgB,iB;UAnkB/B,IAAI,UAAU,OAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,CAAJ,C;YA

A2C,2BAAO,kBAAP,C;;QAE/C,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAcA,6C;MAAA,oC;M

AAA,gC;MAdA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,wB;QAcH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAA

I,CAdU,SAcT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAd3D,OAeO,W;MAdX,C;KALA,C

;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAOA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAY,wB;QAOH,Q;QAAA,0B;Q

AAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAPU,SAOT,CAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBA

AO,OAAP,C;;QAP3D,OAQO,WARwC,W;MACnD,C;KALA,C;wFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;M

AAA,oD;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAA

L,C;YAAyB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAC3D,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KANA,C;kFAQA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,o

D;QAI0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,cAAc,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;UACd,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CA

AJ,C;YAAwB,WAAY,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;QAExC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;Q

AAuB,OAAO,E;MAC9B,OAAO,yBAAY,OAAZ,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,OAAQ,UAAZ,C;QAAuB,OAAO,E;M

AC9B,OAAO,uBAAU,OAAV,C;IACX,C;;MASc,Q;MAHV,WAAmB,wBAAR,OAAQ,EAAwB,EAAxB,C;MACn

B,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,OAAO,E;MACtB,aAAa,mBAAc,IAAd,C;MACH,yB;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QA

AU,mB;QACN,MAAO,gBAAO,qBAAI,CAAJ,CAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAA
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A,uC;MAAA,qC;QAKY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,MAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAM,OAAN,CAAe,W;MACjD,C;KANA,C;;MlC

hXI,IAAI,EkC4XI,KAAK,ClC5XT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckC2Xc,wD;QlC1Xd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;Mk

C2XV,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAiB,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAjB,C;IACX,C;;MlC9XI,IAAI,EkCoYI,KA

AK,ClCpYT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckCmYc,wD;QlClYd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkCmYV,O5CxYqF,oB4

CwYpE,C5CxYoE,E4CwY/D,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,gBAAb,C5CxY+D,C;I4CyYzF,C;;MlCtYI,IAAI,EkC4YI,KAA

K,ClC5YT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckC2Yc,wD;QlC1Yd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkC2YV,aAAa,gB;MACb,

OAAO,8BAAY,SAAW,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,MAAb,CAAX,IAAZ,EAA6C,MAA7C,C;IACX,C;;MlC/YI,IAAI,EkC

qZI,KAAK,ClCrZT,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckCoZc,wD;QlCnZd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkCoZV,aAAa,gB

;MACb,O5C7ZsE,oB4C6ZrD,SAAW,eAAF,CAAE,EAAa,MAAb,CAAX,I5C7ZqD,C;I4C8Z1E,C;2FAEA,yB;MA

AA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAA

L,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAZ,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAA

Z,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;4FAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAc,wBAAd,WAA

+B,CAA/B,U;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,O5Clb8D,oB4Ckb7C,QAAQ,CA

AR,I5Clb6C,C;;;Q4CqbtE,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAI0B,Q;QAAA,uB;

QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAA

Z,EAAe,KAAf,C;;QAEf,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;oFAWA,yB;MAAA,oC;MA

AA,uC;QAI0B,Q;QAAA,uB;QAAtB,iBAAc,CAAd,wB;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAV,CAAL,C

;YACI,O5Ctc6E,oB4Csc5D,C5Ctc4D,E4CsczD,K5CtcyD,C;;Q4CwcrF,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAeI,OAA

O,qBAAc,SAAd,CAAoB,U;IAC/B,C;kFAEA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4B;QAKY,Q;QAAR,OAA8B,SA

AtB,2DAAsB,CAAW,W;MAC7C,C;KANA,C;oFAQA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAkEA,6C;MAAA

,oC;MAAA,gC;MAlEA,uC;QASI,eAAmC,cAApB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAY,mBA

AoB,QAApB,C;QA+DH,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAhE8C,SAgE/B,CAAU,o

BAAV,C;UhCgBnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QgChFA,OAkEO,W;MAjEX,C;KAXA,C;w

FAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAzBA,yC;QASI,eAAmC,cAA

pB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAc,mBAAuB,QAAvB,C;QAuBL,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aAxBuC,WAwBnC,CAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;Q

AxBhB,OA0BO,W;MAzBX,C;KAXA,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,yD;MAAA,wE;MA0BA,6C;MAAA,oC;

MAAA,gC;MA1BA,yD;QAQI,eAAmC,cAApB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAoB,EAAc,EAAd,C;QAC5B,kBAAc,mBAAo

B,QAApB,C;QAyBL,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAY,aA1BoC,WA0BhC,CA

AY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EA1BiD,cA0BvB,CAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QA1BhB,OA4BO,W;MA3BX,C;KAVA,C;4FAY

A,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC

;UACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,oBAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,C;4FAcA,

yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAQoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;U

ACZ,WAAY,aAAI,YAAY,oBAAZ,CAAJ,EAA0B,eAAe,oBAAf,CAA1B,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAZA,

C;wFAcA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAOoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;U

AAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAe,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UhCgBnB,wBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;;QgCdA,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAiBiB,Q;MAAA,4B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,iC;QACT,WAAY,WAAI,iB

AAJ,C;;MAEhB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;;MAMI,OAAO,2BAAa,eAAc,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAAd,CAAb,C;IACX,C;;MA

MiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,kB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,cAAO,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAP,C;UAAL,K;g

BACa,wBAAL,SAAK,C;UAHV,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMI,OAAO,2BAAa,eAAgB,gBAAhB,CAAb,C;IACX,

C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;cAAM,gB;aACT,C;UAAK,iB;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAK,aAAM,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAN,C;UA

AL,K;gBACQ,kCAAa,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAb,C;UAHL,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;gFAEA,yB;MAA

A,gE;MAOA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAPA,uC;QAIW,kBAAU,gB;QAOD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,

OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAR6B,SAQlB,CAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAAY,EAAO,IAAP,C;;

QAThB,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KALA,C;oFAOA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QA

IoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,WAAW,UAAU,oBAAV,C;UACC,OAAZ,WAA

Y,EAAO,IAAP,C;;QAEhB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KATA,C;gFAWA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAyBA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAA

A,gE;MAAA,gC;MAzBA,yC;QASW,kBAAU,oB;QAyBD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;
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UACZ,UA1BoD,WA0B1C,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UhCjZP,U;UADP,YgCmZe,WhCnZH,WgCmZwB,GhCnZxB,C;UA

CL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,agCiZuC,gB;YAA5B,WhChZX,agCgZgC,GhChZhC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,

c;;UgC6YA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QA5BT,OA8BO,W;MA7BX,C;KAVA,C;gFAYA,yB;MAAA,wE;

MA8BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gC;MA9BA,yD;QAUW,kBAAU,oB;QA8BD,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UA/BiD,WA+BvC,CAAY,oBAAZ,C;UhCnaP,U;UADP,YgCqae,WhCraH,W

gCqawB,GhCraxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,agCmauC,gB;YAA5B,WhClaX,agCkagC,GhClahC,EAAS,MA

AT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UgC+ZA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAjCyD,cAiCrD,CAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAjCT,OAmCO,

W;MAlCX,C;KAXA,C;oFAaA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sD;QASoB,Q;QAAA,0B

;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UhCjZP,U;UADP,YgCmZe,WhCnZH,

WgCmZwB,GhCnZxB,C;UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,agCiZuC,gB;YAA5B,WhChZX,agCgZgC,GhChZhC,EAAS

,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAEA,c;;UgC6YA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,oBAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;

oFAiBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gE;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sE;QAUoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cA

AhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAZ,C;UhCnaP,U;UADP,YgCqae,WhCraH,WgCqawB,GhCraxB,C;

UACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YACH,agCmauC,gB;YAA5B,WhClaX,agCkagC,GhClahC,EAAS,MAAT,C;YACA,e;;;YAE

A,c;;UgC+ZA,iB;UACA,IAAK,WAAI,eAAe,oBAAf,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;qFAkBA,y

B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAQW,sC;QAAA,8C;MARX,C;MAAA,gE;QASwD,OAAgB,S

AAhB,oBAAgB,C;MAAhB,C;MATxD,oE;QAU+C,gCAAY,oBAAZ,C;MAAA,C;MAV/C,gF;MAAA,yC;QAQI,2

D;MAIJ,C;KAZA,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAqEA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MArEA,uC;QAKW,kBAAM,eAA

a,gBAAb,C;QAqEA,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAtEmB,SAsEf,CAAU,iBAA

V,CAAJ,C;;QAtEhB,OAuEO,W;MAtEX,C;KANA,C;sFAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MA+BA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;

MA/BA,uC;QAOW,kBAAa,eAAa,gBAAb,C;QAgCP,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAA

a,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAjC0B,SAiCtB,EAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAjChB,OAkC

O,W;MAjCX,C;KARA,C;mGAUA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAUA,gC;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;;UAA

A,iC;YAAoB,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA3E,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;

MAoJnB,6C;MAAA,oC;MArKA,uC;QAOW,kBAAoB,gB;QAqKd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,c

AAb,C;UAAa,iC;UA3JsB,U;UAAA,cAVQ,SAUR,EA2JT,cA3JS,EA2JT,sBA3JS,WA2JA,iBA3JA,W;YAA6C,6B;

;;QAVhF,OAWO,W;MAVX,C;KARA,C;uGAUA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;;UA

AA,iC;YAAoB,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA3E,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,

C;MAoJnB,6C;MAAA,oC;MA3JA,oD;QAkKiB,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;

UA3JsB,U;UAAA,yBA2JT,cA3JS,EA2JT,sBA3JS,WA2JA,iBA3JA,W;YAA6C,6B;;;QAChF,OAAO,W;MACX,C;

KATA,C;0FAWA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAQiB,UACiB,M;QAF9B,YAAY,C;QACC,

0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,iBAAnB,CA

AJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;qFAaA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAQA,gC;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0B

AKY,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;

MA+GZ,6C;MAAA,oC;MA5HA,uC;QAKW,kBAAa,gB;QA2HJ,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAg

B,oC;UAnHK,U;UAAA,cARe,SAQf,CAmHQ,oBAnHR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAR3D,OASO,W;MARX,C;KANA,C;y

FAQA,yB;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,0BAKY,yB;;UAAA,0B;YAAa,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,OAAV,W;

cAAsC,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA7D,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MA+GZ,6C;MAAA,oC;MApHA,oD;QAwHoB,Q;QAAA,0

B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAnHK,U;UAAA,wBAmHQ,oBAnHR,W;YAAsC,6B;;;QAC3D,OAA

O,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;4EASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oD;QAKiB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAb,O

AAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,iC;UACT,WAAY,WAAI,UAAU,iBAAV,CAAJ,C;;QAChB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KARA,C;;

MAc4B,mB;QAAE,iC;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAxB,OAAO,qBAAiB,6BAAjB,C;IACX,C;wEAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;

MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,CA

AC,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAL,C;YAAyB,OAAO,K;;QACtD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAYI,OAAO,ECjkByC,q

BAAU,CDikBnD,C;IACX,C;wEAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QA

AhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,I;;QACrD,OAAO,K;

MACX,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,OAAO,gB;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAKoB

,Q;QADhB,YAAY,C;QACI,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;Y
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AAwB,qB;;;QAC9C,OAAO,K;MACX,C;KAPA,C;0EASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,gD;QA

KoB,Q;QADhB,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,cAAc,UAAU,WAAV,EA

AuB,oBAAvB,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAPA,C;wFASA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,g

D;QASoB,UAA8B,M;QAF9C,YAAY,C;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;U

AAM,cAAc,WAAU,cAAV,EAAU,sBAAV,WAAmB,WAAnB,EAAgC,oBAAhC,C;;QACpC,OAAO,W;MACX,C;

KAXA,C;mFAaA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOoC,Q;QAHhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,O;QACl

B,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,kCAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,SAAV,EAAwB,WAAxB,C;;QAElB,

OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAVA,C;iGAYA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gD;QAOI,YAAY,wB;QACZ,kBAAkB,

O;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,UAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,WAA7B,C;

UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;gFAgBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAIo

B,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;MAC1B,C;KALA,C;8FAOA,y

B;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,oC;QAOiB,UAAa,M;QAD1B,YAAY,C;QACC,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cA

Ab,C;UAAa,iC;UAAM,QAAO,cAAP,EAAO,sBAAP,WAAgB,iBAAhB,C;;MACvB,C;KARA,C;;MAgBiB,Q;MA

Fb,ICpqBgD,qBAAU,CDoqB1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,C

AAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IA

CX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,ICjrBgD,qBAAU,CDirB1D,C;UAAe,OAA

O,I;QACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QA

AQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAAJ,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YAC

V,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAwBiB,Q;MAFb,ICnsBgD,qBAAU,CDmsB1D,C;QAAe

,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;

QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,MAAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,

G;IACX,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAFb,IChtBgD,qBAAU,CDgtB1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;M

ACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UAAa,MAAM,

C;;MAEvB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;4EAEA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uD;MAAA,sC;QAOiB,Q;QAHb,IC7tBgD,qBAAU,

CD6tB1D,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,cAAc,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACd,eAAe,SAAS,oBAAT,C;QACF,+B;QAAb,aA

AU,CAAV,iB;UACI,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;UACR,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAT,C;UACR,IAAI,2BAAW,CAAX,KAA

J,C;YACI,UAAU,C;YACV,WAAW,C;;;QAGnB,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAwBiB,Q;MAFb,IC/uBgD,qB

AAU,CD+uB1D,C;QAAe,OAAO,I;MACtB,UAAU,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MACG,iC;MAAb,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,

QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACR,IAAI,UAAW,SAAQ,gBAAR,EAAa,cAAb,CAAX,GAA6B,CAAjC,C;UAAoC,M

AAM,C;;MAE9C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAMI,OC5vBgD,qBAAU,C;ID6vB9D,C;0EAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,o

C;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAIoB,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,IAAI,UAAU,oBA

AV,CAAJ,C;YAAwB,OAAO,K;;QACrD,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KANA,C;6EAQA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA

,gC;MAAA,oC;QAKmC,Q;QAAA,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UAAM,OAAO,oBAAP,C;;QAArC

,gB;MACJ,C;KANA,C;8EAQA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAOqB,Q;QAHjB,I

CnxBgD,qBAAU,CDmxB1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,

+B;QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,wBAAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAvB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W

;MACX,C;KAXA,C;4FAaA,yB;MAAA,4F;MAAA,uD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAUqB,Q;QAHjB,ICn

yBgD,qBAAU,CDmyB1D,C;UACI,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACV,kBAAkB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;QACD,+B;

QAAjB,iBAAc,CAAd,yB;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,wBAAjB,EAA8B,iCAAK,KAAL,EAA9B,E;;QAE

lB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAdA,C;uFAgBA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4F;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAM0B,

UAEU,M;QAJhC,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8B,uCAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAk

B,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oBAAU,kCAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBA

AJ,WAAV,EAAwB,wBAAxB,E;;QAElB,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAXA,C;qGAaA,yB;MAAA,uD;MAAA,4F;MAA

A,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,uC;QAS0B,Q;QAFtB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,MAAM,mCAA8

B,uCAA9B,C;QACrB,kBAAkB,sBAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,Q;QAClB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAhB,C;UACI,cAAc,oB

AAU,KAAV,EAAiB,iCAAI,KAAJ,EAAjB,EAA6B,wBAA7B,E;UACd,qB;;QAEJ,OAAO,W;MACX,C;KAfA,C;4

EAiBA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAe,C;QACC,0B;QAAhB,OAAg

B,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,YAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,CAAP,I;;QAEJ,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;wFAWA,yB;
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MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,sC;QAKoB,Q;QADhB,UAAkB,G;QACF,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,

C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,OAAO,SAAS,oBAAT,C;;QAEX,OAAO,G;MACX,C;KATA,C;;MAsBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAA

T,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAkBI,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAsC,IAAtC,EAAwD,SAA

xD,C;IACX,C;;MAamC,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAA7C,OAAO,6BAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,sBAAtB,C;IACX,

C;;MAkBI,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,EAAuB,IAAvB,EAA8C,IAA9C,EAAgE,SAAhE,C;IACX,C;oFAEA,yB;MAA

A,oD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,wB;QACZ,aAAa,wB;

QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,KAAM,gBAAO,

OAAP,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAL,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;

oFAkBA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,6C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,gC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,uC;QAQoB,Q;QAFhB,YAAY,wB;

QACZ,aAAa,wB;QACG,0B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,oC;UACZ,IAAI,UAAU,oBAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,

KAAM,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;YAEN,MAAO,gBAAO,OAAP,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,cAAK,KAAM,WAAX,EAAuB,MA

AO,WAA9B,C;MACX,C;KAhBA,C;;MAmCkD,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MADpB,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAA

G,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACjF,OAAO,sBAAS,IAAT,EAAe,IAAf,EAAqB,cAArB,EAAqC,eAArC,C;IACX,C;;

MAoBgD,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MAOhE,Q;MANrB,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA

1B,C;MACA,eAAe,SAAK,O;MACpB,aAAa,eAAa,CAAC,WAAW,IAAX,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAD,IAAwB,IAAxB,

IAAb,C;MACb,YAAY,C;MACZ,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAf,C;QACI,UAAU,QAAQ,IAAR,I;QACO,IAAI,MAAM,QA

AV,C;UAAsB,IAAI,cAAJ,C;YAAoB,e;;YAAc,K;;;UAAa,U;QAAtF,qB;QACA,MAAO,WAAI,UAAU,8BAAY,K

AAZ,EAAmB,UAAnB,CAAV,CAAJ,C;QACP,gBAAS,IAAT,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAmB0D,OAAA,EA

AG,W;IAAW,C;;MADpB,oB;QAAA,OAAY,C;MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MACzF,OAAO,8BAAiB,IAAjB,E

AAuB,IAAvB,EAA6B,cAA7B,EAA6C,uBAA7C,C;IACX,C;;MAuBoC,wB;QAAW,yBAAU,0CAAY,KAAZ,EAA

kC,eAAd,QAAQ,YAAR,IAAc,EAAa,4BAAb,CAAlC,CAAV,C;MAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAHoB,sB;QAAA,SAAY,C;

MAAG,8B;QAAA,iBAA0B,K;MAC7F,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,MAA1B,C;MACA,cAAc,KAAK,cAAJ,GAAoB,

wBAApB,GAAiC,WAAQ,mBAAS,IAAT,GAAgB,CAAhB,IAAR,CAAlC,EAAkE,MAAlE,C;MACd,OAA4B,OA

Ab,aAAR,OAAQ,CAAa,EAAI,qDAAJ,C;IAChC,C;;MAaI,aTrmCO,MAAK,KSqmCY,gBTrmCZ,ES8lCD,KAO2B

,OTrmC1B,C;MSsmCZ,WAAW,eAAa,MAAb,C;MACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;QACI,IAAK,WAVqB

,GAUP,iCAAK,CAAL,EAVO,EAUE,YAVrB,KAUqB,YAAM,CAAN,EAVF,CAUrB,C;;MAVT,OAYO,I;IAXX,C

;wEAEA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MTvmCA,iB;MSumCA,8C;QAII,aTrmCO,MAAK,KSqmCO,SAAK,OTrmCZ

,ESqmCoB,KAAM,OTrmC1B,C;QSsmCZ,WAAW,eAAa,MAAb,C;QACX,aAAU,CAAV,MAAkB,MAAlB,M;UA

CI,IAAK,WAAI,UAAU,iCAAK,CAAL,EAAV,EAAmB,6BAAM,CAAN,EAAnB,CAAJ,C;;QAET,OAAO,I;MAC

X,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBW,sB;;QAaP,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACX,IAAI,OAAO,CAAX,C;UAAc,qBAAO,W;U

AAP,uB;;QACd,aAAa,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACb,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,WAjBkB,GAiBJ,iCA

AK,KAAL,EAjBI,EAiBS,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,EAjBT,CAiBlB,C;;QAEX,qBAAO,M;;;MAnBP,yB;IACJ,

C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gE;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAUI,WAAW,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACX,IAAI,OAAO

,CAAX,C;UAAc,OAAO,W;QACrB,aAAa,eAAa,IAAb,C;QACb,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,IAAtB,U;UACI,MAAO,W

AAI,UAAU,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,EAAuB,iCAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,EAAvB,CAAJ,C;;QAEX,OAAO,M;MA

CX,C;KAjBA,C;;MAwBoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MRpzCmE,wC;IANvF,C;IA

AA,0D;MAO2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAP3C,gF;;MQyzCQ,wC;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OC5lC0B,qBAAU,C;;MD4lC1D,S;QA

AiC,OAAO,W;MACxC,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAOoB,mB;QAAE,OAAK,WAAL,eAAK,C;MAAP,C;IA

AA,C;;MPx0CmE,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;MO+0CQ,wC;MAAA,S;QAAkB,OCp

mC0B,qBAAU,C;;MDomC1D,S;QAAiC,OAAO,e;MACxC,oCAAgB,8BAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;ME3yCW,kBlCgCiD,o

B;MkCN9C,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,k

BAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QA+EqD,U;QA9EvE,WlCuGJ,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,EmCvJwB,CDgD8B,uBAAuB,CA

AC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA8E5C,GC9HrC,CD8HqC,GAA6B,UA9ErC,WA8EqC,6DC9HnD,IAAM,CAAN,In

CuJxB,C;;MmCvJI,ODkDG,W;IClDH,C;;;;;MCkEsC,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IA

AnB,C;;MAOA,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MC9CpB,Q;MADtB,UAAmB

,E;MACnB,wBAAsB,KAAtB,gB;QAAsB,aAAA,KAAtB,M;QAAK,IAAC,0BAAD,EAAO,2B;QACR,IAAI,IAAJ,I

AAY,K;;MAEhB,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAQgB,Q;MADZ,WAA0B,MAAa,MAAK,KAAL,C;MACvC,wBAAY,IAA

Z,gB;QAAY,UAAA,IAAZ,M;QACI,IAAU,KAAY,gBAAe,GAAf,CAAtB,C;UACI,UAAK,GAAL,IAAY,MAAM,
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GAAN,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;M/C9C+C,S;IAAA,C;;MAgCM,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAM4B,0BA

Ae,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAOhB,0BAAe,WAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAOH,Q;MAH1D,aAAkB,GAAI,O;MACtB,aAAkB,

GAAI,O;MACtB,YAAiB,C;MACjB,OAAO,QAAQ,MAAR,IAAkB,QAAQ,MAAjC,C;QAAyC,IAAI,KAAJ,IAAa,

IAAI,YAAJ,EAAI,oBAAJ,O;;MACtD,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MASuC,Q;MALnC,aAAa,MAAO,OAAM,CAAN,EAA

S,OAAT,C;MA0BpB,IAzBc,MAyBL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QAzBsB,MA0BlB,UA1BU,MA0BS,O;;MAzBvB,

YAAiB,MAAO,O;MACxB,IAAI,UAAU,KAAd,C;QACI,gBAAgB,O;QAChB,OAAO,QAAQ,OAAf,C;UAAwB,O

AAO,YAAP,EAAO,oBAAP,UAAkB,Y;;;MAE9C,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAOoB,UAAmB,M;MAJnC,aAAa,KAAM

,Q;MACnB,MAAO,OAAP,IAAiB,UAAW,K;MAc5B,IAbc,KAaL,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QAbqB,MAcjB,UAd

U,KAcS,O;;MAbvB,YAAiB,KAAM,O;MACP,4B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,OAAO,cAAP,

EAAO,sBAAP,YAAkB,O;;MAC9C,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAIoB,UAAgB,M;MADhC,YAAY,U;MACI,4B;MAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QAAY,IAAI,cAAJ,EAAI,sBAAJ,YAAe,O;;MAC3C,OAAO,G;IACX,C;;MAGI,I

AAI,IAAK,OAAL,KAAkB,SAAtB,C;QACI,YAAc,IAAK,O;;IAE3B,C;;;qEG7EA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAO

2C,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAP3C,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAO2C,OAAA,MAA

W,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAP3C,C;qEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAO2C,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C

;MAAX,C;KAP3C,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAS4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAT

5C,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAS4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAT5C,C;uEAWA,

yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAS4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAT5C,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;

MAAA,uB;QAkBwD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MAAX,C;KAlBxD,C;uEAoBA,yB;MAAA,

iB;MAAA,oB;QAU4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAV5C,C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;

QAS4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAT5C,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU4C,OAA

A,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAV5C,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAY6C,OAAA,MAAW,OA

AM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAZ7C,C;yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAY6C,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;

MAAX,C;KAZ7C,C;yEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAa6C,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAb7

C,C;yEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QASwD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,EAAS,CAAT,C;MAAX,C;KATx

D,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQ4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAR5C,C;qEAUA,y

B;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU2C,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAV3C,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;M

AAA,oB;QAc6C,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAd7C,C;;MA8BI,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAR,IAAe,SAA

Q,GAA3B,C;QAAgC,OAAO,wCAAO,I;MAC9C,OAAO,IAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,CAAX,GAAoB,IAAW,KAAI,IAAJ,

C;IAC1C,C;mEAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAW0C,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAX1C,C;yE

AaA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAO6C,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAP7C,C;uEASA,yB;MAA

A,iB;MAAA,oB;QAO4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAP5C,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,o

B;QAgB4C,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAhB5C,C;uEAkBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU4C,

OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAV5C,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU6C,OAAA,MAA

W,OAAM,CAAN,C;MAAX,C;KAV7C,C;+EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUgD,OAAA,MAAW,OAAM,CA

AN,C;MAAX,C;KAVhD,C;;MAoBI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAJ,KAAW,GAAf,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAW,OAAM,CAAN,C;;

MAEtB,YAzByC,MAAW,OAyBlC,CAzBkC,C;MA0BpD,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAR,KAAa,GAAxB,GAA6B,KAA7B

,GAtCwC,MAAW,MAsCN,CAtCM,C;IAuCvD,C;qEAEA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU2C,OAAA,MAAW,KA

AI,CAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAV3C,C;uEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAW4C,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,CAAL,C;M

AAX,C;KAX5C,C;wEAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOsD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MA

AX,C;KAPtD,C;wEAQA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOsD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAA

X,C;KAPtD,C;qEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAakD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAU,CAAV,C;MAAX,

C;KAblD,C;uEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAO+C,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,EAAY,CAAZ,C;MAAX,C;K

AP/C,C;iGAmB+C,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAX,C;KAAR,C;+EAaT,

yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAW,MAAK,SAAL,C;MAAX,C;KAAR,C;;MASlC,kBAAkB,MAAa,

eAAc,SAAd,C;MAC/B,iBAAiB,MAAa,eAAc,IAAd,C;MAC9B,OAAW,gBAAe,UAAnB,GAA+B,SAA/B,GAAyC,

CAAC,S;IACrD,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAKuD,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,EAAc,IAAd,C;MAAL,C;KA

LvD,C;;MAmBI,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QADkC,OACd,QAAP,CAAC,SAAM,C;WACpB,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,I

AAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QAFkC,OAEkB,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,wCAAO,UAAf,C;QAHkC,OAGN,YAAY,
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SAAL,SAAK,C;;QAHN,OAIrB,OAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAAgB,S;IAJU,C;;MAYlC,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IA

AgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QADiC,OACmB,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAFiC,OAElB,wCAAO,U;;QAC

P,WAAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,yBAAuB,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,CAAd,GAAqB,EAAxC,E;QAHS,O6Crb6B,MAAa

,gBAAe,IAAf,C;;I7Cqb1C,C;;MAWjC,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAgB,cAAQ,wCAAO,kBAA/B,C;QADmC,

OACiB,S;WACpD,kBAAQ,GAAR,C;QAFmC,OAEpB,CAAC,wCAAO,U;;QACR,WAAc,UAAL,SAAK,CAAL,y

BAAuB,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,EAAd,GAAsB,CAAzC,E;QAHW,O6C/b2B,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;;I7C+bxC,C;;M

AiBnC,IAAK,QAAL,SAAK,CAAL,IAAmB,QAAH,EAAG,CAAnB,C;QADgD,OAClB,wCAAO,I;WACrC,WAA

M,SAAN,C;QAFgD,OAElC,E;WACd,SAAK,SAAL,C;QAHgD,OAG9B,OAAL,SAAK,C;;QAH8B,OAIpB,SAAL,

SAAK,C;IAJoB,C;;MAoBhD,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gCAAyB,yBAAzB,C;WACjB,gBAAO,qCAAI,UAAX,C;QAFk

C,OAEV,qCAAI,U;WAC5B,gBAAO,qCAAI,UAAX,C;QAHkC,OAGV,qCAAI,U;;QAHM,OAIkB,YAA5C,IAAW

,OAAM,SAAN,CAAiC,C;;IAJlB,C;;MAmBlC,uB;QAAW,MAAM,gCAAyB,yBAAzB,C;WACjB,iBAAO,+BAAP,

a;QAFoC,OAEX,+B;WACzB,iBAAO,+BAAP,a;QAHoC,OAGX,+B;;QAHW,OAIgB,uBAA5C,IAAW,OAAM,SA

AN,CAAiC,C;;IAJhB,C;uEAYxC,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOyC,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C

;KAPzC,C;uEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOyC,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPzC,C;uE

ASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAOyC,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAPzC,C;yEASA,yB;MAA

A,iB;MAAA,oB;QAS0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAT1C,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,

oB;QAS0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAT1C,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAS0C,O

AAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAT1C,C;2EAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAkBqD,OAAA,MAA

6C,OAA1B,CAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7C,C;KAlBrD,C;yEAoBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU0C,OAAA,

MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAV1C,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAS0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MA

AZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAT1C,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C

;MAA9B,C;KAV1C,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAY2C,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;K

AZ3C,C;2EAcA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAY2C,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAZ3C,C;2EAc

A,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAa2C,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAb3C,C;2EAeA,yB;MAAA,iB

;MAAA,uB;QASqD,OAAA,MAA6C,OAA1B,CAA0B,EAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7C,C;KATrD,C;yEAWA,yB;MAAA

,iB;MAAA,oB;QAQ0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAR1C,C;uEAUA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,o

B;QAUyC,OAAA,MAA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAVzC,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAc2C,OA

AA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAd3C,C;uEAgBA,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,0B;QAcsD,OAAmC,IAA7B

,CAA6B,EAAZ,IAAY,C;MAAnC,C;KAdtD,C;qEAgBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAWwC,OAAA,MAA6B,KA

AZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAXxC,C;2EAaA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAO2C,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;

MAA/B,C;KAP3C,C;yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAO0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KA

P1C,C;yEASA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAgB0C,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAhB1C,C;yEA

kBA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAV1C,C;2EAYA,yB;MA

AA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAU2C,OAAA,MAA+B,OAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA/B,C;KAV3C,C;iFAYA,yB;MArhBA,iB;MAq

hBA,oB;QAU8C,OArhBE,MAAW,OAqhBF,CArhBE,C;MAqhBb,C;KAV9C,C;2EAYA,yB;MAAA,uC;MAAA,o

B;QAQ2C,OAAoB,MAAZ,CAAY,C;MAApB,C;KAR3C,C;uEAWA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAUyC,OAAA,M

AA6B,KAAZ,CAAY,C;MAA7B,C;KAVzC,C;yEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,oB;QAW0C,OAAA,MAA8B,MAA

Z,CAAY,C;MAA9B,C;KAX1C,C;wEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOmD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAA

O,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAPnD,C;wEAQA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAOmD,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAAJ,EAA

O,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAPnD,C;sEAYA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAa+C,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,EA

AZ,CAAY,C;MAA9C,C;KAb/C,C;uEAeA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,+B;QAO6C,OAAA,MAA8C,KAA1B,SAA0B,E

AAZ,CAAY,C;MAA9C,C;KAP7C,C;kGAmB6C,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAgC,KAAZ,SAAY

,C;MAAhC,C;KAAR,C;gFAaT,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,OAAA,MAAiC,MAAZ,SAAY,C;MAAjC,C;KA

AR,C;gFAEpC,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAOuD,OAA0C,SAArC,SAAqC,EAAZ,IAAY,C;MAA1C,C;KAPvD,C

;iFAQA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAKqD,OAA0C,SAArC,SAAqC,EAAZ,IAAY,C;MAA1C,C;KALrD,C;oFAQ

A,yB;MAAA,iD;MAAA,4B;QAY4C,OAAW,WAAX,SAAW,C;MAAX,C;KAZ5C,C;sFAcA,yB;MAAA,mD;MA

AA,4B;QAY8C,OAAW,YAAX,SAAW,C;MAAX,C;KAZ9C,C;;MA2B8B,OAAI,IAAI,CAAR,GAAY,CAAC,CA

AD,OAAM,CAAlB,GAA0B,C;IAA1B,C;wEAE9B,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAK6C,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CA
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AJ,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAL7C,C;wEAOA,yB;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;QAK6C,OAAA,MAAW,KAAI,CAA

J,EAAO,CAAP,C;MAAX,C;KAL7C,C;mGAiByC,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAA,C;K

AAR,C;;MAUrC,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QAD6B,OACjB,E;WACZ,gBAAO,CAAP,C;QAF6B,OAEjB,C;;QAFiB,OAGr

B,C;IAHqB,C;;MAiBD,OAAI,sCAAI,CAAJ,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAD,aAAX,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOgB,OAAI,k

BAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,GAAmB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOA,OAAI,kBAAK,CAAL,MAAJ,GAAY,CAAZ,G

AAmB,C;IAAnB,C;mGAYL,yB;MAAA,mC;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,WAAI,SAAJ,C;MAAA,C;KAAR,C;;MAUvC,kD

AAO,CAAP,O;QAD8B,OAClB,E;WACZ,kDAAO,CAAP,O;QAF8B,OAElB,C;;QAFkB,OAGtB,C;IAHsB,C;;M8

ChlCO,cnDfoB,uBmDepB,EAAiB,MAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMN,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAlB,C;

;MAOU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAOR,Q;MAAA,0DAAmB,kBAAkB,

SAAlB,C;IAAnB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,0CAAc,KAAd,oBAAwB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAxB,C;;MAMd,Q;MAAA,

wDAAiB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAjB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,wCAAY,KAAZ,oBAAsB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAtB,C

;;MAMR,Q;MAAA,yDAAkB,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;IAAlB,C;;MAOU,Q;MAAA,yCAAa,KAAb,oBAAuB,kBAAkB,

SAAlB,C;IAAvB,C;;MAMqC,kBAA1C,CAAO,S;MAC3C,IAAO,Q7CDD,W6CCC,CAAH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB

,K7CDE,W6CC6B,KAAM,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAJ,C;QACI,4B;MAF+B,O7CC5B,W;I6CD4B,C;6EAKvC,

yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,4B;QAK4C,0B;MAAA,C;KAL5C,C;;MAWyF,kBAA1C,CAAO,S;MAAR,OAC1C,EAAK,

Q7COgB,W6CPhB,CAAH,IAAc,CAAM,kBAApB,K7COmB,W6CPY,KAAM,GAAN,IAAkB,kBAAjD,CAAF,C7

COO,GAAqB,WAArB,GAA+B,I;I6CRI,C;yFAI9C,yB;MAAA,yD;MAAA,4B;QAKmD,gC;MAAA,C;KALnD,C;;

cAQ2C,SnDtGkB,c;amDuGzD,K;aAAA,M;aAAA,M;UADkC,OACT,I;gBADS,OAE1B,K;;IAF0B,C;;MAUlC,IAA

G,EAAU,CAAV,sBAAa,EAAb,CAAH,C;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,WAAQ,KAAR,kCAAzB,C;;MAEV,OAAO,K;I

ACX,C;;MAEoD,Q;MAChD,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,EAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,E;WACrC,YAAQ,EAAR,IA

Ae,QAAQ,EAAvB,C;QAA8B,cAAO,EAAP,GAAa,EAAb,I;WAC9B,YAAQ,EAAR,IAAe,QAAQ,GAAvB,C;QAA

8B,cAAO,EAAP,GAAa,EAAb,I;;QACtB,S;M7CpCD,a;M6CgCyC,OAKxC,WAAJ,GAAiB,EAAjB,GAAyB,E;IAL

mB,C;;MAOI,MAAM,0BAAsB,6BAA0B,KAA1B,MAAtB,C;IAAN,C;;MD/HnB,qBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAMD,qB

AAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAKM,qBAAQ,wCAAO,kBAAf,IAAoC,cAAQ,wCAAO,kB;IAAnD,C;;MAKD,qBAAQ,uCAA

M,kBAAd,IAAmC,cAAQ,uCAAM,kB;IAAjD,C;;MAKD,QAAC,qBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;IAAlB,C;;MAKD,QA

AC,uBAAD,IAAiB,CAAC,kB;IAAlB,C;;MAwB2B,OAAA,MAAa,gBAAe,IAAf,C;IAAb,C;;MA8BH,OAAA,MA

Aa,eAAc,IAAd,C;IAAb,C;;MEvC3D,OAAO,SAA8B,MAAK,WAAL,C;IACzC,C;;MAMI,OAAO,SAA8B,MAAK,

WAAL,EAAkB,UAAlB,C;IACzC,C;8EXrCA,yB;MAAA,6C;MAAA,kC;QAGQ,OAAgB,QAAX,SAAW,EAAa,IA

Ab,C;MAAhB,C;KAHR,C;;MYEA,e;MAG8B,kB;MAH9B,iB;MAAA,uB;IAG6B,C;;MAH7B,qC;MAAA,C;MAII,

qEACY,GADZ,C;MAEA,iEAIU,GAJV,C;IANJ,C;;;MAII,wB;MAAA,uC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,wB;MAAA,qC;IAAA,

C;;;MANJ,mF;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,a;UAAA,4C;aAAA,W;UAAA,0C;gBAAA,4D;;IAAA,C;;;MAmB6B,kB;

IAAD,C;;;MAAC,iB;IAL7B,C;;MAAA,sBAK6B,qCAL7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAK6B,iDAL7B,M;IAAA,C;;MA

AA,c;MAK6B,sD;MAL7B,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,2IAK6B,sCAL7B,G;IAAA,C;;MAiII,6B;MA7GA,eAC6B,O;MAC7

B,eAC+C,QAAR,OAAQ,C;MpC4nCxC,kBAAM,eAAa,wBoC3nC0B,OpC2nC1B,EAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAq

EA,Q;MAAA,OoChsCuC,OpCgsCvC,W;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IoCjsCuC,MpCi

sCrD,C;;MoCjsChB,uBAAoC,WAAO,OAAP,EAAyC,epCksCtE,WoClsCsE,EAAyB,EAAzB,CAAzB,GAAwD,G

AAxE,C;IAbtB,C;;MAiBI,MAAd,oBAAc,C;MACd,YAAY,oBAAc,MAAK,KAAM,WAAX,C;MAC1B,OAAO,iB

AAiB,KAAM,MAAN,KAAe,CAAhC,IAAqC,oBAAc,UAAd,KAA2B,KAAM,O;IACjF,C;;MAIkB,MAAd,oBAAc,

C;MACd,OAAO,oBAAc,MAAK,KAAM,WAAX,C;IACzB,C;;MAOqC,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAmB,OAAc,SA

Ad,oBAAc,EAAS,KAAM,WAAf,EAA2B,UAA3B,C;IAAd,C;;MAI6B,mB;QAAE,+BAAK,aAAL,EAAY,kBAAZ,

C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAwC,OAAA,KAAM,O;IAAO,C;;MAApH,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAA4B,0BAAiB,6CA

AjB,EAA8C,sBAA9C,C;IAAA,C;;MAQlF,IAAY,aAAR,YAAQ,EAAW,EAAX,CAAR,IAAmC,WAAR,YAAQ,E

AAS,EAAT,CAAvC,C;QACI,OAAO,kBAAK,KAAL,C;;QAEP,OAAkE,CAA3D,UAAM,MAA2B,UAAf,YAAR,

YAAQ,qBAAU,EAAV,EAAe,qBAAQ,EAAR,EAA3B,MAAN,EAAkD,YAAlD,CAA2D,eAAK,KAAL,C;IAC1E,

C;;MAOuE,OAAA,KAAM,WrD3DoB,SqD2DK,oBrD3DL,EqD2DoB,WrD3DpB,C;IqD2D1B,C;uGAEvE,yB;MA

AA,iE;MAAA,wC;MAAA,mC;QAMI,YAAY,kBAAK,KAAL,C;QACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UAAmB,OAAO,KAAM,W

;QAEhC,gBAAgB,C;QAChB,aAAa,KAAM,O;QACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;UAEL,iBAAiB,oB;UACjB,EAA

G,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;UACH,EAAG,gBAAO,UAAU,UAAV,CAAP
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,C;UACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aAAjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;UACZ,QAAQ,UAAW,O;;QAEhB,oBAAY,MAAZ,I

AAsB,aAAtB,C;QAEP,IAAI,YAAY,MAAhB,C;UACI,EAAG,gBAAO,KAAP,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,MAAzB,C;;Q

AGP,OAAO,EAAG,W;MACd,C;KA1BA,C;;MAkCmC,gBAAR,Y;MpC4iCpB,kBAAM,eAAa,mCAAwB,EAAxB,

CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,WAAc,IoClnCc,MpCknC5B,C;;

MoClnCZ,uBAAgD,epCmnC7C,WoCnnC6C,EAAyB,EAAzB,C;MAChD,OAAO,KAAM,WrDhGgF,SqDgGvD,W

AAO,YAAP,EAAgB,gBAAhB,CrDhGuD,EqDgGpB,WrDhGoB,C;IqDiGjG,C;;MAOsC,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MA

MjC,Q;M3C3HlB,IAAI,E2CsHQ,SAAS,C3CtHjB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2CqHsB,8C;Q3CpHtB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAA

Q,WAAjC,C;;MJ+DH,S+CsDW,qBAAQ,KAAR,C;MAAd,cAAuC,UAAS,CAAb,GAAgB,EAAhB,GAA2B,OAAH

,EAAG,EAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,C;MAC9D,apBzCgD,gB;MoB0ChD,gBAAgB,C;MAEF,yB;MAAd,OAAc,cA

Ad,C;QAAc,uB;QACV,MAAO,WAAU,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,MAAM,MAAnC,CAA0

C,WAApD,C;QACP,YAAY,KAAM,MAAM,aAAZ,GAA2B,CAA3B,I;;MAEhB,MAAO,WAAU,mBAAN,KAAM,

EAAY,SAAZ,EAAuB,KAAM,OAA7B,CAAqC,WAA/C,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGyC,OAAA,oBAAc,W

;IAAd,C;;MAEzC,+B;MAUI,uBAA4B,WAAO,wBAAP,EAAkC,GAAlC,C;MAC5B,2BAAgC,WAAO,KAAP,EA

AiB,GAAjB,C;IAXpC,C;;MAEqD,oBAAM,oBAAO,OAAP,CAAN,C;IAAA,C;;MAGJ,OAAA,OrD9HgD,SqD8H1

B,oBrD9H0B,EqD8HX,MrD9HW,C;IqD8HhD,C;;MAGW,OAAA,OrDjIqC,SqDiIf,wBrDjIe,EqDiII,MrDjIJ,C;IqDi

IrC,C;;;;MAR5D,sC;QAAA,qB;;MAAA,+B;IAAA,C;;;MApHA,+C;MAC2D,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,MAAM,MAA

N,CAAd,C;MAD3D,Y;IAAA,C;;MAGA,+C;MACsC,kBAAK,OAAL,EAAc,UAAd,C;MADtC,Y;IAAA,C;;MAmI

8D,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,MAAM,MAAN,CAAf,C;IAAA,C;;MAKrB,iBAAM,OAAN,EAAe,UAAf,C;IAAA,C;;

MAWlC,kC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,kC;MAAA,kC;MACH,uBAA+B,a;MAI/B,sF;MAOA,sBAA0C,I;IAZvC,C;;MAC

H,2B;IAAA,C;;MAEY,qBAAA,kBC5I8C,CD4IxC,CC5IwC,CD4I9C,C;IAAA,C;;MAEZ,4B;IAAA,C;;MAY2B,kC

;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MACoB,OAAA,kBAAM,O;IAAN,C;;MACQ,Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBC5JG,CD4JG,KC5JH,CD4

JH,mBAAgB,E;IAAhB,C;;;MAH/C,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QACI,yH;;MAKJ,OAAO,kC;IACX,C;;MAEgC,OAAc,SAAd,

kBAAc,EAAS,kBAAT,EAAoB,kBAAM,UAAV,GAAqB,kBAAM,MAAN,GAAc,CAAd,IAArB,GAA0C,kBAAM,

aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAA1D,C;IAAd,C;;MApBQ,kC;MAA+B,6B;IAA/B,C;;MACT,OAAA,kBAAM,O;IAAN,

C;;MAC2C,qB;QAAE,yBAAK,EAAL,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAzB,OAAqB,OAAb,aAAR,mBAAQ,CAAa,EAA

I,iEAAJ,CAAiB,W;IAAtC,C;;MACL,Q;MAAA,eAAA,kBCjJU,CDiJJ,KCjJI,CDiJV,YAAoB,oBAApB,O;IAAA,C;

;;;MAbpD,sBAAiB,I;MACjB,YAAY,eAAK,KAAL,C;MACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QAAmB,OAAO,I;MAC1B,YAAY,aA

AA,KAAM,MAAN,EAAa,sBAAY,CAAZ,IAAb,C;MAEZ,iE;IA2BJ,C;;MCrLI,sBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAgBkE,iB

AAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAMJ,gB;IAAA,C;;MC/C1D,qBAAwC,Q;IADH,C;;MAIlB,Q;MAAA,yB;MAAA,iB;Q

AAe,MAAM,6BAAsB,0CAAtB,C;;MAApC,eAAe,I;MACf,qBAAc,I;MACd,OAAO,QAAS,W;IACpB,C;;;MvDpB

6C,OAAA,SAAY,c;IAAZ,C;;MAGA,OAAA,SAAY,c;IAAZ,C;;MAG4B,OAAA,SAAY,SAAQ,GAAR,EAAa,SAA

b,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGI,OAAA,SAAY,aAAY,GAAZ,EAAiB,SAAjB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGA,OAAA,SAAY,YAAW,CAA

X,EAAc,QAAd,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGjB,OAAA,SAAY,UAAS,CAAT,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGF,OAAA,SAAY,WAAU,UAA

V,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGe,OAAA,SAAY,WAAU,UAAV,EAAsB,QAAtB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGtB,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,G

AAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGS,OAAA,SAAY,OAAM,KAAN,C;IAAZ,C;;MAOf,uB;IAAA,C;;MAGwC,OAAA,SAAY,S

AAQ,OAAR,EAAiB,WAAjB,C;IAAZ,C;;MwDrCf,OxDMe,kBwDNE,oBAAH,EAAG,CxDMF,EwDNc,SxDMd,C

;IwDNf,C;;MAEI,OxDOe,sBwDPM,oBAAH,EAAG,CxDON,EwDPkB,SxDOlB,C;IwDPf,C;;MAKjC,0B;QAAA,a

AAsB,K;MAC/D,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,OxDGqF,qBwDH7D,MxDG6D,EwDHrD,CxDGqD,C;;;QwDDrF,

OAAO,yBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,MAAjB,EAAyB,CAAzB,EAA4B,MAAO,OAAnC,EAA2C,UAA3C,C;IACf,C;;MA

K8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAChF,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,OxDPqF,qBwDO7D,MxDP6D,EwDOrD,UxDPq

D,C;;;QwDSrF,OAAO,yBAAc,UAAd,EAA0B,MAA1B,EAAkC,CAAlC,EAAqC,MAAO,OAA5C,EAAoD,UAAp

D,C;IACf,C;;MAK2C,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC7D,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QACI,OxDdoE,mBwDc9C,MxDd8C,

C;;;QwDgBpE,OAAO,yBAAc,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAd,EAAsC,MAAtC,EAA8C,CAA9C,EAAiD,MAAO,

OAAxD,EAAgE,UAAhE,C;IACf,C;;MAKI,aAAa,SxDV2D,OwDUhD,KxDVgD,C;MwDWxE,OAAO,kBAAkB,M

AAO,OAAP,KAAe,C;IAC5C,C;;MAE6C,4BAAU,CAAV,IAA+D,QAA3C,6BAAJ,GAAoB,SAApB,GAA8B,SAA

K,WAAY,EAAQ,eAAR,C;IAA/D,C;;MAEH,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxD,Q;MAAA,IAAI,iBAAJ,C;QAAA,OA

CI,a;;QACC,U;QAAA,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UAAA,SACD,kBAAQ,KAAR,C;;UAEA,0B;UAAA,W;YAAiB,gB

AAA,SxD9CgC,cwD8ChC,EAAsB,KxD9CU,cwD8ChC,C;;UAHhB,e;;QAFL,a;;MAAA,W;IAAA,C;;MAQmG,0B
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;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACvH,oCAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8B,KAA9B,EAAqC,WAArC,EAAkD,MAAlD,EAA0D,UAA1

D,C;IAAA,C;;MASN,OXmLmD,mBAAS,CWnL5D,GxDzCqF,oBwDyClD,CxDzCkD,EwDyC/C,CxDzC+C,CArB

5B,cwD8DhC,GxD5C6C,oBwD4CH,CxD5CG,CwD4CtE,GAA2E,S;IAC/E,C;;MAQI,OX0KmD,mBAAS,CW1K5

D,GxDlDqF,oBwDkDlD,CxDlDkD,EwDkD/C,CxDlD+C,CAlB5B,cwDoEhC,GxDrD6C,oBwDqDH,CxDrDG,Cw

DqDtE,GAA2E,S;IAC/E,C;;MAQiB,IAAN,I;M9CxDP,IAAI,E8CuDI,KAAK,C9CvDT,CAAJ,C;QACI,c8CsDc,oD

;Q9CrDd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;c8CsDG,C;aACT,C;UAAK,S;UAAL,K;aACA,C;UAAU,OAAL,S

AAK,W;UAAV,K;gBAEI,aAAa,E;UACb,IAAI,EXsJoC,qBAAU,CWtJ9C,CAAJ,C;YACI,QAAQ,SAAK,W;YACb

,YAAY,C;YACZ,OAAO,IAAP,C;cACI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAU,CAAX,MAAiB,CAArB,C;gBACI,UAAU,C;;cAEd,Q

AAQ,UAAW,C;cACnB,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;gBACI,K;;cAEJ,KAAK,C;;;;UAGb,OAAO,M;;MAnBf,W;IAsBJ,C;

;MAE8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC5E,OxDpE6F,kBwDoE/E,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,U

AAJ,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,GAAzD,CxDpE+E,EwDoEhB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,CxDpEU,C;IwDoE7F,C;;

MAEgD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtE,OxDvE6F,kBwDuE/E,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CA

Ab,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,GAAnE,CxDvE+E,EwDuEE,oBAAR,OAAQ,CxDvEF,C;IwDuE7F,C;

;MAE2D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjF,OxD1E6F,kBwD0E/E,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAO,QAAP,CAAb,EAAmC,U

AAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,GAAyB,EAAxD,CxD1E+E,EwD0ElB,6BAAM,2BAAkB,QAAlB,CxD1EY,C;IwD0E7F,C;;

MAEqD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC3E,OxD7E6F,kBwD6E/E,WAAO,6BAAM,gBAAe,oBAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,CA

Ab,EAA6C,UAAJ,GAAgB,GAAhB,GAAyB,EAAlE,CxD7E+E,EwD6EA,oBAAR,OAAQ,CxD7EA,C;IwD6E7F,C

;;;;;MC9FmB,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,E;MAKzC,gBAA6B,O;IALP,C;;MAQV,OAAO,aAAY,O;IAAnB,C;;MAEyB,gC

AAO,KAAP,C;IAAA,C;;MAE0B,OAAA,azDXsB,WyDWL,KzDXK,EyDWE,GzDXF,C;IyDWtB,C;;MAG3D,qC

AAU,CAAV,C;MACA,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,SAAJ,GAAI,C;MACd,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBAAc,

SAAJ,GAAI,CzDxBmE,WyDwB9C,KzDxB8C,EyDwBvC,GzDxBuC,C;MyDyBjF,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,iBA

Ac,SAAJ,GAAI,C;MACd,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,gBAAgB,aAAY,OAAM,EAAN,CAAU,UAAU,MAAK,EAAL

,C;MAChD,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAEkC,oB;IAAA,C;;;MAtClC,uD;MAA2D,yB;MAA3D,Y;IAAA,C;;MAEA,uD;

MAAqC,0BAAK,OAAQ,WAAb,C;MAArC,Y;IAAA,C;;MCnB2C,OAAA,SAAY,Y;IAAZ,C;;MAGH,OAAA,SAA

Y,S;IAAZ,C;;MAGY,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,MAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGa,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,EAAa,KAAb,

C;IAAZ,C;;MAGb,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,C;IAAZ,C;;MAG4B,OAAA,SAAY,QAAO,IAAP,EAAa,KAAb,E

AAoB,KAApB,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGxC,OAAA,SAAY,S;IAAZ,C;;MAGG,OAAA,SAAY,Y;IAAZ,C;;MAGY,OAAA,

SAAY,WAAU,MAAV,C;IAAZ,C;;MAGX,OAAA,SAAY,a;IAAZ,C;;MCXyD,kBAApB,wBAAc,IAAd,C;MAA0B

,IrD4C3G,a;MqD5CiF,OrD6C1E,W;IqD7C0E,C;;MAQnC,kBAA1B,cAAhB,sCAAgB,EAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,IAAp

B,C;MAAiC,sBrDiD/C,WqDjD+C,C;MAAjD,OrDkDG,W;IqDlDH,C;;MCZ0C,8B;MAAA,OCZN,aDYwB,yBAAa

,QAAb,mCCZxB,ChB4qBgC,sB;IehqB1B,C;;MrDkmGvC,kBAAY,gB;MA8EH,Q;MAAhB,wBqDxqGqB,UrDwq

GrB,gB;QAAgB,cqDxqGK,UrDwqGrB,M;QAAsB,IAAI,CqDxqGkB,oBrDwqGP,OqDxqGO,CrDwqGtB,C;UAAy

B,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MqDxqG3D,qBrDyqGO,W;MqDxqGP,I3B4JwD,C2B5JpD,c3B4JqD,U2B5JzD,C;Qfw

GuC,U;QevGnC,qBfuGyD,OAAtB,+BevGd,mBfuGc,uBAAsB,CAAO,W;QiB3HhD,kBAAhB,mB;QFsBI,0C;QAC

A,IAAI,Ef8MoC,0BAAU,Ce9M9C,CAAJ,C;UACI,2BAAO,GAAP,C;;QAEW,sCAAa,GAAb,C;QALnB,sBtDsCG,

WwD3DkC,W;QF4BrC,OAAO,I;;MAGX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAQmB,c;;QrD22SC,Q;QAAhB,wBqD32SI,UrD22

SJ,gB;UAAgB,cqD32SZ,UrD22SJ,M;UAAsB,IqD32SD,oBrD22Se,OqD32Sf,CrD22SC,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP

,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;MqD52SP,e;QACI,kBAA6B,MAAX,UAAW,C;QfkFM,U;QejFb,afiFmC,OAAtB,+BejFvB,

mBfiFuB,uBAAsB,CAAO,W;QejFX,kBC5CjB,aD4CD,MC5CC,ChBqtC6C,uBAAzB,CAAyB,C;Q5BvnB9E,kBA

AS,gB;QAyEA,U;QAAA,+B;QAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;UAAgB,6B;UAAM,I2C3nB4C,4B3C2nB9B,S2C3nB8

B,C3C2nB5C,C;YAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,SAAJ,C;;Q2C3nBtD,sBAAmF,e3C4nBhF,W2C5nBgF,EAAa,GAAb,C;Q

ACnF,OAAO,I;;MAGX,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MGjCY,8BAAY,IAAK,UAAjB,IAA8B,uBAAY,IAAK,mB;IAA/C,C;;

MAOA,8BAAY,IAAK,a;IAAjB,C;;MCdwD,gCAAqB,OAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEjC,wB;IAAD,C;;MAE1B,eAAQ,

CAAR,C;IACJ,C;;MACyC,iCAAuB,cAAvB,M;IAAA,C;;;MCEO,8B;MAAS,uB;IAAT,C;;MACjB,OAAA,gBAAY

,O;IAAZ,C;;MAG3B,IADoC,KACpC,IAAG,CAAH,IADoC,KACpC,IAAM,qBAAN,C;QAD8B,OACX,gBAAY,M

AAK,KAAL,C;;;QACvB,MAAM,8BAA0B,WAAQ,KAAR,6BAAmC,qBAAnC,MAA1B,C;IAFgB,C;;;MAHc,4C;I

AAA,C;;MCpBhD,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,sBAAY,mCAAZ,C;;IAER,C;;MAQI,sBAAY,sCAAgB,gBAAe,IAAf,

CAA5B,C;MACA,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MCiCyC,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;Q
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AAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,I;MAAM,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,I;MAAM,qC;QAAA,wBAAkC,K;MA

AO,+C;QAAA,kCAA4C,K;MAAO,4C;QAAA,+BAAyC,K;MACtT,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAC

b,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA

0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,uBAAF,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iCAAF,IAAuC,+B;MACvC,EAAE,8BAAF,IAAoC,4B;

MAEpC,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAy0BwC,6B;QAAA,gBAAyB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,a

AAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/I,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA2CkF,iB

AAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,U

AAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBlC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;

MAsB/C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,

C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsB5C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,

K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBtC,iBAAY,KA

AZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MAsBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACa,UAAY,KA

AZ,IAAqB,K;IAAO,C;;MC72BjC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MASV,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgCS,iBAAY

,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgBN,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MCzR1D,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe

,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChJ,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,I

AAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBiC,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,o

B;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MA

AO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACvL,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MA

CZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkDiC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QA

AA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6

B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;

MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,

aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,k

C;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,

K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aA

AuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACnvB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IA

Ae,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SA

AF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,

EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,I

AAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MA

CrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,g

BAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M

;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;

IACX,C;;MAgDoC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,u

B;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,

K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAA

A,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MA

AO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7lB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,k

BAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAq

B,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,

EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,

IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,O

AAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkCiC,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;MA
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AK,yB;QAAA,YAAkB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAg

B,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,

gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,u

B;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,

K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAA

A,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MA

AO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC70B,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;

MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,

IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,S

AAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MACh

B,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,

IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;M

ACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE

,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,

M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,

C;IACX,C;;MAoBiC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB

;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MA

CtM,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;M

ACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,I

AAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA+CoC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,wB;QA

AA,WAAiB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO

,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B

,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAA

A,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MA

AO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,

C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjtB,QAAQ,E;

MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MA

ChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBA

AF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;

MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EA

AE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IA

Ac,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OA

AO,C;IACX,C;;MAgBuC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,

uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC7K,QAAQ,E;MAER,EA

AE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MClPsF,iBAAY,IAAZ

,C;IAAA,C;;MAuEF,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAkCsC,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,M;IAAQ,C;;MA0C7D,iBAAY,I

AAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,UAAY,IAAZ,IAAoB,K;IAAO,C;;MAudnC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAkBA,iBAAY

,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAiBF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAuBM,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAgCjE,qB;QAAA,

QAAiD,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAClK,QA

AQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,

UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgJ4F,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACsB,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAA

A,C;;MAgIpB,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACwB,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,M;IAAQ,C;;MA6MhH,6B;QAAA,gBA

A8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ

,E;MAER,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,U

AAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAmDuC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MACvD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,S
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AAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBmD,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MACjE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,I

AAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAsMmC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAipE4B,S;;MAjpEwB,k

B;QAAA,KAAc,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,S;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MA

AM,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MACnP,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,E

AAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,IAAF,IAAU,E;MACV,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IA

Ac,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;

IACX,C;;MAuDsD,qB;QAAA,QAAkB,I;MACpE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX

,C;;MAkB2C,yB;QAAA,YAAmB,I;MAC1D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,S;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;M

AgC0G,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MA0B1E,4B;QAAA,eAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QA

AA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,C;MAAG,u

B;QAAA,UAAkB,C;MAAG,6B;QAAA,gBAA8B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;

MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,mBAA6B,K;MAAO,gC;QAAA,

mBAA6B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,

+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,K;MAAO,8B;QAAA,iBAA2

B,K;MAAO,kC;QAAA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,

UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtxB,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,I

AAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,

SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB

,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe

,O;MACf,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MACl

B,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MACvB,EAAE,oBA

AF,IAA0B,kB;MAC1B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,k

B;MAC1B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YA

AF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAqDoC,qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,

uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAClI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAA

E,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBsC,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAo

B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC5J,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,

M;MACd,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UA

AF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgB0C,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,

0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,E

AAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;

MAsEiC,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,E;MAAI,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAA

c,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,

WAAqB,K;MACjN,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAA

F,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAA

E,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBqE,sB;QAAA,SAAe,I;MA

AM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpK,QAAQ,E;MAE

R,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,

U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiLuF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBA

AY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAOE,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAaT,iBAAY,KAA

Z,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAwCjD,gC;QAAA,mBAkkD8C,M;;MAlkDe,gC;QAAA,mBA2

kDT,S;;MA3kDyE,oC;QAAA,uBAklDjE,S;;MAllD6I,2B;QAAA,cAAoB,I;MAAM,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,I;MAAM,6

B;QAAA,gBAylDxN,K;;MAxlDvE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,

gB;MACxB,EAAE,sBAAF,IAA4B,oB;MAC5B,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACp

B,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MAErB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiCmC,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;

MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,E;MAAI,sB;QAAA,SAAoC,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,E;MAAW,uB;QAAA,UAAo

B,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACnQ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,
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I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,O

AAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAE

hB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA4BkC,+B;QAAA,kBAA4B,K;MAC1D,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MAE

vB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoDiC,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAe,C;MAAG,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E

;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/K,QAAQ,E;MA

ER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,I

AAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA4FgC,oB

;QAAA,OAk3C6C,S;;MAl3CL,2B;QAAA,cCrzEe,M;;MDszEnF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,

EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MAEnB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAkDoF,iBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACY,UAAY,GAAZ

,IAAmB,K;IAAO,C;;MA8CvF,mB;QAAA,MAAe,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;

MAAM,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MAAI,2B;QAAA,cAAwB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAA

uB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACvO,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IA

AgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MAC

nB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IAC

X,C;;MAuF4B,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtG,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAA

O,C;IACX,C;;MAiBkC,sB;QAAA,SAAe,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,w

B;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACjI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,

YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MASuC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MA

CvD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY0C,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,oB

;QAAA,OAAiB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAC7G,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,

MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAwDkF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;M

AUS,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACE,iBAAY,IAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAoCtD,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,K;MAAO,0B;Q

AAA,aAAuB,I;MAAM,6B;QAAA,gBAA0B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,iC;QAAA,oBAA8B,I;MAA

M,qC;QAAA,wBAAkC,I;MAAM,+B;QAAA,kBAAkC,I;MACtQ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACj

B,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,eAAF,IAAqB,a;MACrB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,mBAAF,I

AAyB,iB;MACzB,EAAE,uBAAF,IAA6B,qB;MAC7B,EAAE,iBAAF,IAAuB,e;MAEvB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgF

qC,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAwB

yC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,I;MACpD,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,IAAF,IAAU,G;MAEV,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAwHI,QA

AQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAesF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACW,iBAA

Y,aAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAiMT,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAyCzD,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;

MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAC9F,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,E

AAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MAET,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA

0C8B,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,iB;QAAA,IAAa,G;MAAK,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,G;MAAK,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,G;

MACtG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,GAAF,IAAS,C;MACT,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MA

Cb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MAEd,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAKwF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MA+GxD,wB;QAAA,

WAiW+C,M;;MAhW3E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYkC,oB;QAA

A,OAAgB,I;MAAM,mB;QAAA,MAAe,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WA+UE,M;;MA9U3E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MA

AF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA8B0

C,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;

MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACpK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;M

ACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IA

CX,C;;MAiCwC,qB;QAAA,QAuQyD,Q;;MAvQK,sB;QAAA,SAuQL,Q;;MAvQoE,wB;QAAA,WA8PtF,M;;MA7

P3E,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAE

hB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAYiC,mB;QAAA,MA4P0C,Q;;MA5PJ,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,I;MACzF,QAAQ,E;MAER,E

AAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAElB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAY2C,uB;QAAA,UAyOgC,

Q;;MAzOU,qB;QAAA,QAyOV,Q;;MAxOvE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,

K;MAEb,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA8CmF,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACI,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACH,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;
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MAML,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACG,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMR,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;

MACF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAME,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACD,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;M

ACI,OAAe,c;IAAf,C;;MACJ,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACA,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,

OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACF,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACK,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MAMC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACA,O

AAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMU,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACG,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMhB,OA

AO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ

,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAME,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACF,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACC,OAAO,M;

IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMG,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAA

V,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACI,OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACC,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACL,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;M

AMT,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACA,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMC,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MA

CE,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMJ,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,

OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMK,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAMZ,OAA

Y,W;IAAZ,C;;MACN,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACG,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMN,OAAO,

M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MAMJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMM,OAAO,M;IA

AP,C;;MACE,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,

C;;MAMa,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACH,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACI,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;M

AMvB,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACA,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MEz3

H3B,oB;QAAA,OAAiB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAo

B,K;MACpI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;

MACf,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuFuF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACe,UAAY,KAA

Z,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAgBxC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAgB5C,iB

AAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAgG/C,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,U

AAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MAuMnC,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;

MAmHpD,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MACc,UAAY,KAAZ,IAAqB,O;IAAS,C;;MDnexG,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;M

AAM,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,8B;QAAA,iBA

A0B,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OAAqB,I;MAAM,2B;QAAA,cAAmC,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAuB,I;MAAM,wB;QA

AA,WAA6B,I;MAAM,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,I;MAAM,yB;QAAA,YAAsB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAe,I;MACrW,

QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAA

E,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,gBAAF,IAAsB,c;MACtB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB

,W;MACnB,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAA

E,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,Q;MAEd,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA0C+B,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,G;MA

AK,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,I;MAChG,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,E

AAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMmE,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MA

CA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,

OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACA,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MAMc,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACG,OA

AW,U;IAAX,C;;MACH,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACC,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACG,OAA

W,U;IAAX,C;;MACH,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q

;IAAT,C;;MACO,OAAgB,e;IAAhB,C;;MACD,OAAe,c;IAAf,C;;MACP,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAA

T,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMV,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACG,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;

MACH,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMc,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACO,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACJ,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAM

Z,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACC,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACE,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACG,O

AAc,a;IAAd,C;;MACG,OAAiB,gB;IAAjB,C;;MAMF,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACD,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAA

S,Q;IAAT,C;;MAMP,OAAQ,O;IAAR,C;;MACD,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACF,OAAQ,O

;IAAR,C;;MACC,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACQ,OAAiB,gB;IAAjB,C;;ME1N5C,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAC9C,QAA

Q,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAiBkC,4B;QAAA,eAAqB,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,O

AAgB,E;MACzE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IAC

X,C;;MASkF,iBAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MC+B5C,mB;QAAA,MAwGuD,M;;MAxGG,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MA

AI,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,E;MAAI,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MAAI,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;M
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AAM,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAAiB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAmB,I;MAAM,yB;QAAA,YAAq

B,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,kC;QA

AA,qBAA+B,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAmB,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAsC,E;MACjf,

QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EA

AE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MACX,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;

MACb,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MACjB,EAAE,UAAF,

IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,oBAAF,IAA0B,kB;M

AC1B,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,

C;;MAesE,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAClF,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;M

ACb,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MASyC,mB;QAAA,MAAe,E;MACpD,QAAQ,E;MAER,E

AAE,KAAF,IAAW,G;MAEX,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBqE,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,E;MAAI,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;M

AAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACrK,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MA

CpB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,I

AAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAM2F,OAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MACD,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACC,OAAU,S;IA

AV,C;;MAML,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACD,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MACA,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MC9H/C,qB;QAAA,Q

AAiB,I;MAAM,oB;QAAA,OL+yHgB,S;;MK9yHzE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,MAA

F,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgCgD,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;MAAM,2B;QAA

A,cAAuB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAA2C,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAA6B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;

QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACtR,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,

QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;M

ACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IA

CX,C;;MA0CqC,mC;QAAA,sBAAgC,K;MAAO,oB;QAAA,OAuSD,Q;;MAtSvE,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,qBAAF,

IAA2B,mB;MAC3B,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MAEZ,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAasC,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;

QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAChH,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,

YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAoBI,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAyBoD,wB;QAAA,WAAoB,I;MAAM,w

B;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAAO,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;

MACpL,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;

MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,

C;IACX,C;;MAkB2D,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,M;MAAQ,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,

wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC/J,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAA

E,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;M

Ae4D,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAA0B,I;MAC1G,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAC

hB,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAgC6C,oB;QAAA,OAAa,I;

MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAkB,I;MAAM,2B;QAAA,cAAuB,I;MAAM,sB;QAAA,SAAmD,I;MAAM,qB;QAAA,QAA

6B,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MAC3R,QAAQ,

E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,aAAF,IAAmB,W;MACnB,EAAE,Q

AAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB

,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MA+BoC,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,K;MAAO,4B;QAAA,eAAyB,

K;MAAO,0B;QAAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,I;MACnJ,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;M

ACpB,EAAE,cAAF,IAAoB,Y;MACpB,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;MAClB,EAAE,WAAF,IAAiB,S;MAEjB,OAAO,

C;IACX,C;;MAkBsC,oB;QAAA,OAAgB,I;MAAM,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,I;MAAM,wB;QAAA,WAAsB,I;MAAM,u

B;QAAA,UAA8B,I;MAC5I,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,MAAF,IAAY,I;MACZ,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,

UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAChB,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MAEf,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAuBsF,OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACD,O

AAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACC,OAAa,Y;IAAb,C;;MACD,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACA,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MAMlB,OA

AY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACA,OAAY,W;IAAZ,C;;MACH,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACF,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MAMI,OAAS,

Q;IAAT,C;;MACA,OAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACM,OAAe,c;IAAf,C;;MACT,OAAM,K;IAAN,C;;MCtX3B,gC;QAAA,

mBAA6B,K;MAAO,sB;QAAA,SAAe,C;MAAG,qB;QAAA,QAAc,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAoB,K;MAAO,0B;Q
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AAA,aAAuB,K;MAAO,wB;QAAA,WAAqB,K;MACrL,QAAQ,E;MAER,EAAE,kBAAF,IAAwB,gB;MACxB,EA

AE,QAAF,IAAc,M;MACd,EAAE,OAAF,IAAa,K;MACb,EAAE,SAAF,IAAe,O;MACf,EAAE,YAAF,IAAkB,U;M

AClB,EAAE,UAAF,IAAgB,Q;MAEhB,OAAO,C;IACX,C;;MAMiG,OAAG,E;IAAH,C;;MACM,OAAc,a;IAAd,C;

;MACP,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACI,OAAW,U;IAAX,C;;MACJ,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;MACA,OAAO,M;IAAP,C;;c3E

xDlD,O4EvCnB,S;aACnB,Q;UADI,OACQ,M;aACZ,Q;UAFI,OAEQ,M;aACZ,S;UAHI,OAGS,O;gBAHT,OAII,M

AAa,gBAAe,SAAf,CAAqB,Y;;IAJtC,C;;MAWC,Q;MAAD,OAAwB,CAAvB,+DAAuB,Q;IAAxB,C;;MAMA,iBA

AU,SAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MCjCJ,8B;IADmC,C;;MACnC,4B;IAAA,C;;MxEL4B,MAAM,yB;IwEQ1B,C;;MxERoB,

MAAM,yB;IwEU1B,C;;MxEVoB,MAAM,yB;IwEY1B,C;;MxEZoB,MAAM,yB;IwEc1B,C;;MxEdoB,MAAM,yB;

IwEgB1B,C;;MxEhBoB,MAAM,yB;IwEkB1B,C;;MxElBoB,MAAM,yB;IwEoB1B,C;;MxEpBoB,MAAM,yB;IwEs

B1B,C;;MxEtBoB,MAAM,yB;IwEwB1B,C;;MxExBoB,MAAM,yB;IwE0B1B,C;;MxE1BoB,MAAM,yB;IwE4B1B

,C;;MxE5BoB,MAAM,yB;IwE8B1B,C;;MxE9BoB,MAAM,yB;IwEgC1B,C;;MxEhCoB,MAAM,yB;IwEkC1B,C;;

MxElCoB,MAAM,yB;IwEoC1B,C;;MxEpCoB,MAAM,yB;IwEsC1B,C;;MAGR,OAAO,oCAA0B,oBAAU,KAAM

,OAAhB,C;IACrC,C;;MAG+B,gB;MAAA,8FAA0B,C;IAA1B,C;;MAI3B,OAAO,oBAAQ,eAAR,C;IACX,C;;;MA

G2D,sBAAc,MAAd,C;MACL,Q;MAAtD,4BAAmC,CAAmB,OAAZ,MAAY,WAAnB,kC;IADC,C;;MACpC,gC;I

AAA,C;;MAGI,OAAO,MAAa,QAAO,KAAP,EAAc,WAAd,C;IACxB,C;;;MAOA,sBAAc,MAAd,C;MAFI,wC;M

ACA,8C;IAHmC,C;;MAMnC,IAAI,0CAAJ,C;QAAsC,OAAO,K;MAC7C,OAAa,uCAAO,KAAP,CAAN,IAAuB,+

BAAmB,KAAM,kBAAzB,C;IAClC,C;;MAEyC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAGrC,OAAO,0BAAmB,KAAnB,C;IACX,C;;;MA

GJ,iC;MAAoC,sBAAoB,MAApB,C;MAChC,4BAAkC,S;IADtC,C;;MACI,gC;IAAA,C;;MAEgD,Y;IAAA,C;;MA

GpC,MAAM,qCAA8B,6CAA9B,C;IAAN,C;;MAEgC,iBAAU,I;IAAV,C;;MAEb,Q;IAAA,C;;;;MAVnC,wC;QAA

A,uB;;MAAA,iC;IAAA,C;;MC1EA,gC;MAEI,gBACe,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCAApE,C;M

AEf,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,oBACmB,+B;MAEnB,oBACmB,

wBAAoB,OAApB,EAAkE,SAAlE,EAA8E,oCAA9E,C;MAEnB,iBACgB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA8D,MAA9D,EA

AuE,iCAAvE,C;MAEhB,kBACiB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/D,EAAwE,kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,gBACe,wBA

AoB,MAApB,EAA6D,KAA7D,EAAoE,gCAApE,C;MAEf,kBACiB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAA+D,OAA/D,EAAwE,

kCAAxE,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,mCAA1E,C;MAElB,kBACiB,wBAAo

B,KAApB,EAAiE,OAAjE,EAA0E,kCAA1E,C;MAEjB,mBACkB,wBAAoB,MAApB,EAAgE,QAAhE,EAA0E,m

CAA1E,C;MAElB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA+E,sCAA/E,C;MAErB,yBACwB,wBAAoB,

KAApB,EAAqE,cAArE,EAAqF,yCAArF,C;MAExB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,WAApB,EAAwE,WAAxE,EAAqF,sCA

ArF,C;MAErB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,SAApB,EAAsE,WAAtE,EAAmF,sCAAnF,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBAAoB,UAA

pB,EAAwE,YAAxE,EAAsF,uCAAtF,C;MAEtB,qBACoB,wBAAoB,UAApB,EAAsE,UAAtE,EAAkF,qCAAlF,C;

MAEpB,sBACqB,wBAAoB,KAApB,EAAkE,WAAlE,EAA+E,sCAA/E,C;MAErB,uBACsB,wBAAoB,YAApB,E

AA0E,YAA1E,EAAwF,uCAAxF,C;MAEtB,wBACuB,wBAAoB,YAApB,EAA2E,aAA3E,EAA0F,wCAA1F,C;IA

5D3B,C;;MAkE6C,qB;QAAE,O9EVD,O8EUU,EAAT,KAAiB,UAAjB,IAAkC,EAAY,OAAf,IAAyB,a;MAA1D,C

;IAAA,C;;MAFd,Q;MAAhB,U;MAAA,KAAgB,OAAhB,eAAgB,CAAI,KAAJ,CAAhB,U;QAAA,a;;QACH,aAAa,

wBAAoB,QAApB,EAA+D,kBAA/D,EACoB,mDADpB,C;QAEG,eAAhB,UAAqC,M;QAHlC,SAIH,M;;MAJJ,a;I

AMJ,C;;MAnEqF,6B;IAAU,C;;MAGD,0B;IAAa,C;;MAMR,8B;IAAc,C;;MAGxB,6B;IAAW,C;;MAGT,6B;IAAY,

C;;MAGlB,6B;IAAU,C;;MAGJ,6B;IAAY,C;;MAGT,6B;IAAa,C;;MAGd,yB;IAAe,C;;MAGd,6B;IAAa,C;;MAGL,

mC;IAAgB,C;;MAGP,gC;IAAmB,C;;MAGtB,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGlB,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGZ,8B;IAAiB,C;;MAGvB,

4B;IAAe,C;;MAGjB,6B;IAAgB,C;;MAGN,8B;IAAiB,C;;MAGd,+B;IAAkB,C;;;;MA5DzI,uC;QAAA,sB;;MAAA,

gC;IAAA,C;;;MCEkE,yBAAkB,MAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGpD,IAAN,I;c/EmDsC,O+EnDvB,C;aACX,Q;UAA6B,O

AAjB,8BAAiB,Y;UAA7B,K;aACA,Q;UAAY,OAAI,CAA5B,CAA4B,GAAxB,CAAwB,MAAgB,CAApB,GAAuB

,8BAAiB,SAAxC,GAAsD,8BAAiB,Y;UAAnF,K;aACA,S;UAA8B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,a;UAA9B,K;aACA,U;UAA+

B,OAAjB,8BAAiB,eAAgB,CAAY,OAA5B,C;UAA/B,K;gBAGQ,6B;YAAsC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,kB;eACtC,0B;YA

AmC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,0B;YAAmC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;eACpC

,yB;YAAkC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,c;eAClC,0B;YAAmC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;eACnC,2B;YAAoC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,gB;e

ACpC,4B;YAAqC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,iB;eACrC,6B;;eACA,sB;YAAkC,OAAjB,8BAAiB,W;;YAE9B,kBAAkB,MA

Aa,gBAAe,CAAf,CAAkB,Y;YAE7C,oBAAgB,MAAhB,C;cAAiD,OAAjB,8BAAiB,S;iBACjD,oBAAgB,KAAhB,

C;cAAgD,OAAjB,8BAAiB,e;;cAE5C,cAA0B,W;cAC1B,yBAAkB,OAAlB,C;;;;UAxBxB,K;;MAAA,W;IAAA,C;;
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MAqCG,Q;MAJP,IAAI,WAAW,MAAf,C;QAA6B,OAAO,8BAAiB,Y;;MAErD,eAAsB,MAAY,W;MAE3B,IAAI,

gBAAJ,C;QACH,IAAI,QAAS,SAAT,QAAJ,C;UACI,aAAa,qBAAiB,MAAjB,C;UACb,oBAAsB,M;UACtB,a;;;UA

GS,OAAT,QAAS,S;;;;QAIb,4BAAiB,MAAjB,C;;MAXJ,W;IAaJ,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MCwPe,Q;MAAP,OAA

O,qE;IACX,C;;;;;;;;MAiEI,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IClXJ,C;;MAEgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,mC

;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,qB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,sB;IAAA,C;;;I

AMhC,C;;MAEgC,uB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,wB;IAAA,C;;;IAMhC,C;;MAEgC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MCtDiD,uB

;MAAjB,gB;MAC5D,sBAA2B,IAAK,I;MAChC,iBAAmC,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;

MACzE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAM,IAAnB,GAAgC,mB;IAHjB,C;;MAKA,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MA

CZ,IAAI,UAAS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,4BAAQ,S

AAR,I;;MAEJ,OAAa,OAAN,KAAM,C;IACjB,C;;;MAO0E,sB;MAAjB,gB;MACzD,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,

YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,SAAS,IAAvB,GAAiC,SAAS,I;MACzE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;IAHV,C;;

MAKC,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,UAAS,mBAAb,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MA

Aa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,4BAAQ,SAAR,I;;MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;MAO8E,uB;MAAlB,gB;MAC5D

,sBAA2B,I;MAC3B,iBAAmC,8CAAO,CAAP,MAAJ,GAAc,sBAAS,IAAT,MAAd,GAAiC,sBAAS,IAAT,M;MAC

hE,cAAuB,cAAJ,GAAa,KAAb,GAAwB,mB;IAHT,C;;MAKA,qB;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,YAAY,W;MACZ,IAAI,cAA

S,mBAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;UAAc,MAAa,6B;QAC3B,iBAAU,K;;;QAGV,8BAAQ,SAAR,C;;

MAEJ,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;;MCxBA,uC;MAhCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gCAAyB,uBAAzB,C;MAGh

C,aAGyB,K;MAEzB,YAG6F,OAArE,0BAA0B,KAAM,IAAhC,EAAyC,YAAa,IAAtD,EAA+D,IAA/D,CAAqE,C;

MAE7F,YAGuB,I;IAvBvB,C;;MAyBwC,mCAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;IAAA,C;;MAGH,

OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;IAAxC,C;;MAGjC,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAn

B,KAC7B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IAA8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KAD/B,CAA7B,C;IAAA,

C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,OAAK,UAAM,IAAX,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,KAAN,SAA2

C,SAA3C,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,oBAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,eAAqB,SAAnC,GAA

8C,oBAAE,UAAF,qCAAgB,SAAhB,gBAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;;MAO+F,

2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,IAAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAP/F,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MA

sDA,sC;MAhCI,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;QAAe,MAAa,gCAAyB,uBAAzB,C;MAGhC,aAGwB,K;MAExB,YAG4F,0

BAArC,KAAqC,EAAf,YAAe,EAAN,IAAM,C;MAE5F,YAGuB,I;IAvBvB,C;;MAyBuC,kCAAuB,UAAvB,EAA8

B,SAA9B,EAAoC,SAApC,C;IAAA,C;;MAGF,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAc,aAAQ,SAAtB,GAAgC,aAAQ,S;IAAx

C,C;;MAGjC,gDAA4B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC5B,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAtC,IA

A8C,cAAQ,KAAM,KADhC,CAA5B,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAM,MAAK,UAA

L,QAAa,SAAb,IAAN,SAA2B,SAA3B,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAI,YAAO,CAAX,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV

,cAAqB,SAAnC,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAgB,SAAhB,eAA4B,CAAC,SAAD,IAA5B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAElC,wC;IAAA,

C;;MAO4F,0BAAe,UAAf,EAA2B,QAA3B,EAAqC,IAArC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAP5F,+C;QAAA,8B;;MAAA,wC;IAA

A,C;;;MAsDA,uC;MAhCI,IAAI,aAAQ,gBAAR,CAAJ,C;QAAgB,MAAa,gCAAyB,uBAAzB,C;MAGjC,aAGyB,K

;MAEzB,YAG+F,4BAAvC,KAAuC,EAAhB,YAAgB,EAAN,IAAM,C;MAE/F,YAGwB,I;IAvBxB,C;;MAyBwC,m

CAAwB,UAAxB,EAA+B,SAA/B,EAAqC,SAArC,C;IAAA,C;;MAGH,OAAI,8CAAO,CAAP,MAAJ,GAAc,2BAA

Q,SAAR,KAAd,GAAgC,2BAAQ,SAAR,K;IAAhC,C;;MAGjC,iDAA6B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC7B,mBAA

S,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CAAxB,IAA8C,kBAAQ,KAAM,KAAd,CADjB,CAA7B,C;IAA

A,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAAM,iCAAM,eAAW,8BAAW,EAAX,CAAX,CAAN,MAAoC,

cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAAN,MAAuE,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAAvE,CAAiG,Q;IAAzH,

C;;MAE8B,OAAI,8CAAO,CAAP,MAAJ,GAAgB,UAAF,qBAAU,SAAV,cAAqB,SAAnC,GAAgD,UAAF,2BAAg

B,SAAhB,cAA6B,SAAD,a;IAA1E,C;;MAElC,yC;IAAA,C;;MAOgG,2BAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,QAA5B,EAAsC,I

AAtC,C;IAAA,C;;;;MAPhG,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;;;MCzIkD,+BAAS,UAAT,UAAkB,wBAAS,iB

AAT,M;IAAlB,C;;MAKlB,oCAAQ,iBAAR,K;IAAA,C;;;MCDhC,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB

,EAAqC,CAArC,C;IAApC,C;;MACe,8B;IAAA,C;;MACO,6B;IAAA,C;;MAEM,qBAAS,KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;I

AA3B,C;;MAEZ,oBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAG9B,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACvB,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,I

AAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KADf,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,OAAK,UAAM,IAA

X,UAAqB,SAAK,IAA1B,K;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,2BAAE,UAAF,+BAAU,SAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MAElC,mC;MACI,a
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AC8B,cAAY,OAAF,CAAE,CAAZ,EAAwB,OAAF,CAAE,CAAxB,C;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,

mC;IAAA,C;;;MA0BA,gC;MAjBmD,0BAAe,KAAf,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAAoC,CAApC,C;IAAlC,C;;MACe,iB;IAA

A,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,qBAAS,KAAT,IAAkB,SAAS,S;IAA3B,C;;MAEX,oBAAQ,S;IAAR,C;;MAG9

B,0CAAsB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACtB,eAAS,KAAM,MAAf,IAAwB,cAAQ,KAAM,KADhB,CAAtB,C;IAA

A,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,MAAK,UAAL,QAAa,SAAb,I;IAAxB,C;;MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,q

BAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAElC,kC;MACI,aAC6B,aAAS,CAAT,EAAY,CAAZ,C;IAFjC,C;;;;MAAA,yC;QAAA,wB;;M

AAA,kC;IAAA,C;;;MA0BA,iC;MAjBsD,2BAAgB,KAAhB,EAAuB,YAAvB,EAAqC,eAArC,C;IAApC,C;;MACe,

iB;IAAA,C;;MACO,gB;IAAA,C;;MAEM,kCAAS,KAAT,UAAkB,sBAAS,SAAT,M;IAAlB,C;;MAEZ,kCAAQ,SA

AR,K;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,2CAAuB,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KACvB,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,kBAAQ,K

AAM,KAAd,CADD,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAI,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAwB,iCAAM,eAAW,8BAAW,EA

AX,CAAX,CAAN,MAAoC,cAAU,6BAAU,EAAV,CAAV,CAApC,CAA8D,Q;IAAtF,C;;MAE8B,OAAE,UAAF,q

BAAU,S;IAAV,C;;MAElC,mC;MACI,aAC8B,cAAU,eAAV,EAAa,gBAAb,C;IAFlC,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;

MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;;MC1EJ,oB;IAAA,C;;MAI8B,oB;IAAA,C;;;;MAJ9B,2B;QAAA,U;;MAAA,oB;IAAA,C;;M

CAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,0C;MAAA,C;MAII,kE;MAEA,wF;MAEA,oF;MAEA,wE;MAEA,

kE;MAEA,oF;MAEA,sF;MAEA,8E;MAEA,wE;MAEA,sF;MAEA,uF;MAEA,iE;MAEA,6E;MAEA,iE;MAEA,2E;

IAhCJ,C;;;MAII,6B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,iD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,+C;IAAA,C;;;MAE

A,6B;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,+C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,

gD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;

MAEA,6B;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;M

AAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,6B;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAhCJ,+oB;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;UAAA,2C;aAAA,

kB;UAAA,sD;aAAA,gB;UAAA,oD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,O;UAAA,2C;aAAA,gB;UAAA,oD;aAAA,iB;UA

AA,qD;aAAA,a;UAAA,iD;aAAA,U;UAAA,8C;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,iB;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;UAAA,0C;a

AAA,Y;UAAA,gD;aAAA,M;UAAA,0C;aAAA,W;UAAA,+C;gBAAA,uE;;IAAA,C;;;MAqCA,e;MAAA,iB;MAA

A,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,6C;MAAA,C;MAMI,0E;MAEA,0E;MAEA,4E;IAVJ,C;;;MAMI,gC;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;

MAEA,gC;MAAA,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,gC;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAVJ,sI;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,Q;UAAA,

+C;aAAA,Q;UAAA,+C;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;gBAAA,0E;;IAAA,C;;;MAwB+B,oC;IAAD,C;;;MAQI,qB;QAAA,iD

;MAAA,kB;IAAD,C;;;IAEjC,C;;;IAMA,C;;;IC7EA,C;;;IAQA,C;;;MCNI,UAAU,IAAI,C;MACd,OAAW,OAAO,C

AAX,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,MAAM,CAAN,I;IAClC,C;;MAGI,UAAU,SAAI,CAAJ,C;MACV,OAAW,wCAAO,C

AAP,OAAJ,GAAc,GAAd,GAAuB,QAAM,CAAN,C;IAClC,C;;MAII,OAAO,IAAI,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,IAA

Y,IAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,CAAZ,IAAJ,EAA2B,CAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,MAAI,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO

,CAAP,WAAY,MAAI,CAAJ,EAAO,CAAP,CAAZ,CAAJ,EAA2B,CAA3B,C;IACX,C;;MAiBI,IAAI,OAAO,CAA

X,C;QACI,OAAO,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAjB,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,I;;YAEN,IAAI,OAAO,CAA

X,C;QACD,OAAO,MAAM,iBAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EAA6B,CAAC,IAAD,IAA7B,CAAN,I;;;QAGP,M

AAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;;IAErB,C;;MAiBI,IAAI,yCAAO,CAAP,MAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,aAAM,mBAAiB,GAAjB

,EAAsB,KAAtB,EAA6B,IAA7B,CAAN,C;;YAEN,IAAI,yCAAO,CAAP,MAAJ,C;QACD,OAAO,QAAM,mBAAi

B,KAAjB,EAAwB,GAAxB,EAA8B,IAAD,aAA7B,CAAN,C;;;QAGP,MAAa,gCAAyB,eAAzB,C;;IAErB,C;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;MCxCI,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,yC;MAAA,C;MAKI,sE;MAGA,0F;MAGA,gE;IAXJ,C;;

;MAKI,4B;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAGA,4B;MAAA,kD;IAAA,C;;;MAGA,4B;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAXJ,sI;IA

AA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,U;UAAA,6C;aAAA,oB;UAAA,uD;aAAA,O;UAAA,0C;gBAAA,mE;;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MCmCA,uC;MATI,wB;MAIA,gB;IAL0B,C;;MAU9B,yC;MACI,YAMmC,oBAAgB,I

AAhB,EAAsB,IAAtB,C;IAPvC,C;;MAeY,8DAAqC,IAArC,C;IAAA,C;;MAOA,uDAA8B,IAA9B,C;IAAA,C;;MA

OA,wDAA+B,IAA/B,C;IAAA,C;;;;MA7BZ,gD;QAAA,+B;;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MATI,oB;IAXR,C;;MAeQ,gB;I

AfR,C;;MAAA,2BAWQ,8CAXR,EAeQ,kCAfR,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAWQ,4DAXR,IAeQ,sCAfR,O;IAAA,C;;M

AAA,c;MAWQ,yD;MAIA,qD;MAfR,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAWQ,4CAXR,IAeQ,oCAfR,I;IAAA,C;;;;;MC7CA,e;M

AAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,mC;MAAA,C;MAYI,4D;MAKA,8C;MAKA,gD;IAtBJ,C;;;MAYI,sB;MAA

A,mC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,sB;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,sB;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;;;MAtBJ,mG;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,

a;aAAA,W;UAAA,wC;aAAA,I;UAAA,iC;aAAA,K;UAAA,kC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MCAA,e;MAAA,iB;MAA

A,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,qC;MAAA,C;MAYI,0D;MAKA,gE;MAKA,8D;MAKA,4D;IA3BJ,C;;;MAYI,wB;MAAA,
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kC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;MAAA,oC;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,wB;MAAA,mC;IAAA,

C;;;MA3BJ,qJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,Q;UAAA,uC;aAAA,W;UAAA,0C;aAAA,U;UAAA,yC;aAAA,S;UAAA,

wC;gBAAA,+D;;IAAA,C;;;MCeI,qB;QAAA,8C;MACA,+B;QAAA,kBAAqC,qI;MADrC,kB;MACA,sC;IAFyB,C;

;MAIzB,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4C;MAAA,C;MAKI,0E;MAEA,sE;IAPJ,C;;;MAKI,+B;MAAA

,0C;IAAA,C;;;MAEA,+B;MAAA,wC;IAAA,C;;;MAPJ,yF;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,S;UAAA,+C;aAAA,O;UAA

A,6C;gBAAA,8D;;IAAA,C;;;MAWA,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,6C;MAAA,C;MAII,oF;MAUA,4

E;MAQA,4E;IAtBJ,C;;;MAII,gC;MAAA,+C;IAAA,C;;;MAUA,gC;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MAQA,gC;MAAA,2C;I

AAA,C;;;MAtBJ,4I;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,a;UAAA,oD;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;aAAA,S;UAAA,gD;gBAAA,+D;

;IAAA,C;;;;MA4CA,8B;IAD4B,C;;;ICnEgB,C;;MAIiB,c;;Q/E00C7C,Q;QADhB,IAAI,mCAAsB,cAA1B,C;UAAq

C,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;;QACrB,sB;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,2B;UAAM,I+E10C6C,O/E00C/B,S+E10C+

B,U/E00C7C,C;YAAwB,aAAO,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;M+E30CsD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAG5C,c;;Q/EszCD,Q;

QADhB,IAAI,c+ErzCI,Q/EqzCJ,iB+ErzCI,Q/EqzCkB,UAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,O+EtzCR,Q/

EszCQ,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,C+EtzCH,oB/EszCc,O+EtzCd,C/EszCD,C;YAAy

B,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;M+EvzCC,iB;IAAA,C;;MAE0B,qBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAE6B,qB;QAC3D

,OAAI,OAAO,uBAAX,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6C,SAAH,EAAG,C;MADc,C;IAAA,C;;MAA7B,4BAAa,IAAb,EA

AmB,GAAnB,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,wCAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOU,uBAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAMgB,y

BAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,KAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;;MC5ChE,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,+B;MAAA,C;M

ACI,4C;MACA,kD;MACA,0C;MACA,8C;IAJJ,C;;;MACI,kB;MAAA,2B;IAAA,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,8B;IAAA,

C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;;MACA,kB;MAAA,4B;IAAA,C;;;MAJJ,sH;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,O;UA

AA,gC;aAAA,U;UAAA,mC;aAAA,M;UAAA,+B;aAAA,Q;UAAA,iC;gBAAA,6D;;IAAA,C;;;MAYI,mD;MACA,

2BAA4B,I;IANhC,C;;MAUqB,IAAN,I;MvFSX,IAAI,EuFVQ,mDvFUR,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,g

CAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;cuFXO,yB;aACT,M;UAAc,Y;UAAd,K;aACA,O;UAAe,W;UAAf,K;gBACQ,wC;UAH

L,K;;MAAP,W;IAKJ,C;;MAMW,Q;MAHP,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;MACtB,mD;MAEA,OAA

O,yF;IACX,C;;MAGI,iD;MACA,kB;MACA,OAAO,kD;IACX,C;;MAkBI,2BAAY,K;MACZ,gD;IACJ,C;;MAMI,+

C;IACJ,C;;;MCiDA,oC;MApFgE,6B;IAA1B,C;;MAIC,0C;IAAA,C;;MAEiB,uB;;QjFoP3C,Q;QADb,YAAY,C;QA

CC,sB;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IiFrPmE,OjFqPrD,IiFrPqD,UjFqPnE,C;YACI,sBAAO,K;YAAP,w

B;;UACJ,qB;;QAEJ,sBAAO,E;;;MiFzPiD,0B;IAAA,C;;MAEI,sB;;QjF4Q5D,eAAoB,0BAAa,SAAb,C;QACpB,OA

AO,QAAS,cAAhB,C;UACI,IiF9QsE,OjF8QxD,QAAS,WiF9Q+C,UjF8QtE,C;YACI,qBAAO,QAAS,Y;YAAhB,u

B;;;QAGR,qBAAO,E;;;MiFlRqD,yB;IAAA,C;;MAEb,+CAAiB,CAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEU,+CAAiB,KAAjB,C;IA

AA,C;;MAEK,gCAAQ,IAAR,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE8C,uB;MAA/E,kB;MAAmC,4B;M

AC5D,eAAyB,C;MAGrB,+DAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAAK,KAA3C,C;MACA,eAAa,UAAU,g

BAAV,I;IALO,C;;MASpB,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEA,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IAAL,

C;IACX,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;MAS/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,2BAAJ,C;QAA

uB,OAAO,K;MAE9B,OAAO,2DAAc,IAAd,EAAoB,KAApB,C;IACX,C;;MAK+B,oEAAgB,IAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;

MAE/B,oB;MACI,eACsB,C;IAF1B,C;;MAIsC,sBAAQ,gB;IAAR,C;;MAInB,gB;MADX,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QA

AgB,MAAM,6B;MACX,iE;MAAX,OAAO,+B;IACX,C;;;MAGJ,oB;MAGwD,iD;MAGhD,gEAAmB,KAAnB,EA

A0B,WAAkB,KAA5C,C;MACA,eAAa,K;IAJoB,C;;MAOC,sBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAEN,mB;IAAA,C;;MAG5B,IA

AI,CAAC,kBAAL,C;QAAoB,MAAM,6B;MAC1B,OAAO,yBAAI,mCAAJ,EAAI,YAAJ,E;IACX,C;;MAEoC,sBA

AQ,CAAR,I;IAAA,C;;;MAGxC,sC;IAAA,C;;MAEQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,SAAS,IAA1B,C;QACI,MAAM,8

BAA0B,YAAS,KAAT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAa,QAAQ,IAAzB,C;QACI,M

AAM,8BAA0B,YAAS,KAAT,gBAAuB,IAAjD,C;;IAEd,C;;MAGI,IAAI,YAAY,CAAZ,IAAiB,UAAU,IAA/B,C;Q

ACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,mBAAkC,OAAlC,gBAAkD,IAA5E,C;;MAEV,IAAI,YAAY,OAAhB,C;QA

CI,MAAM,gCAAyB,gBAAa,SAAb,oBAAmC,OAA5D,C;;IAEd,C;;MAIc,UACsB,M;MAFhC,iBAAe,C;MACL,m

B;MAAV,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,aAAW,MAAK,UAAL,SAAiB,6DAAiB,CAAlC,K;;MAEf,OAAO,

U;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAHb,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KAAU,KAAM,KAApB,C;QAA0B,OAAO,K;MAEjC,oBAAo

B,KAAM,W;MACb,mB;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,gBAAgB,aAAc,O;QAC9B,IAAI,cAAQ,SAAR,

CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;MAGf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;;MAzCJ,6C;QAAA,4B;;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;;MC+BA,mC;

MA5DA,uBAMkD,I;MA0BlD,yBAM2D,I;IA5FnB,C;;MAGpC,OAAO,6BAAc,GAAd,S;IACX,C;;MAEwE,gBAA
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R,Y;MAAQ,c;;QlFg0CxD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,K;UAAP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAh

B,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IkFh0CwD,OlFg0C1C,OkFh0C6C,MAAH,QlFg0CxD,C;YAAwB,aAAO

,I;YAAP,e;;;QAC9C,aAAO,K;;;MkFj0CyD,iB;IAAA,C;;MAI5D,IAAI,gCAAJ,C;QAA+B,OAAO,K;MACtC,UAA

U,KAAM,I;MAChB,YAAY,KAAM,M;MvF6Ha,Q;MuF5H/B,evF4HkD,CAAnB,mDAAmB,YuF5H/B,GvF4H+B,

C;MuF1HlD,IAAI,eAAS,QAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAIP,6B;MAAA,W;QvFsI2B,U;QuFtIP,UvFsI0B,CA

AnB,uDAAmB,oBuFtIb,GvFsIa,C;;MuFtIlD,W;QACI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MASI,IAAI,UAAU,I

AAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAyB,OAAO,K;MAChC,IAAI,cAAQ,KAAM,KAAlB,C;QA

AwB,OAAO,K;MAEV,gBAAd,KAAM,Q;MAAQ,c;;QlF+wCT,Q;QADhB,IAAI,wCAAsB,mBAA1B,C;UAAqC,a

AAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CkF/wCK,2BlF+wCM,OkF/w

CN,ClF+wCT,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MkFhxCH,iB;IACJ,C;;MAEwC,Q;MAAA,4CAAc,

GAAd,8B;IAAA,C;;MAQT,OAAQ,SAAR,YAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MAEG,qBAAQ,C;IAAR,C;;MACH,OAAA,YAAQ,

K;IAAR,C;;MAWf,wC;MAAS,sB;IAAT,C;;MACkD,+CAAY,OAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3C,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,O

AAA,0BAAc,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,I;IAArB,C;;;MAH7B,oBAAoB,6BAAQ,W;MAC5B,+F;I

AIJ,C;;MAE+B,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;;;MAZvC,IAAI,4BAAJ,C;QACI,+E;;MAcJ,OAAO,mC;IACX,C;;MA

EuE,qB;QAAE,2CAAS,EAAT,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAArC,OAAQ,eAAR,YAAQ,EAAa,IAAb,EAAmB,GAAn

B,EAAwB,GAAxB,kBAA6B,iCAA7B,C;IAAR,C;;MAEqB,+BAAS,KAAM,IAAf,IAAsB,GAAtB,GAA4B,wBAA

S,KAAM,MAAf,C;IAA5B,C;;MAEf,OAAI,MAAM,IAAV,GAAgB,YAAhB,GAAoC,SAAF,CAAE,C;IAApC,C;;

MAWtB,wC;MAAS,6B;IAAT,C;;MACgE,iDAAc,OAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAI3D,kD;IAAA,C;;MAC+B,OAAA,0BA

Ac,U;IAAd,C;;MACT,OAAA,0BAAc,OAAO,M;IAArB,C;;;MAH7B,oBAAoB,6BAAQ,W;MAC5B,iG;IAIJ,C;;M

AE+B,OAAA,qBAAiB,K;IAAjB,C;;;MAZvC,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;QACI,mF;;MAcJ,OAAO,qC;IACX,C;;MAE8D,gBA

AR,Y;MAAQ,sB;;QlF8E9C,Q;QAAA,2B;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IkF9EsD,OlF8ExC,OkF

9E2C,IAAH,MlF8EtD,C;YAAwB,qBAAO,O;YAAP,uB;;;QAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;MkF/E+C,yB;IAAA,C;;MAEtD,qC;

IAAA,C;;MAEqE,gC;MAAX,OAAU,CAAC,kBAAN,CAAM,0DAAmB,CAApB,KAA4B,oBAAjC,CAAiC,8DAA

qB,CAAjD,C;IAAV,C;;MACG,OAAU,SAAL,CAAO,IAAF,mBAAL,CAAY,MAAP,C;IAAV,C;;MAErD,IAAI,gC

AAJ,C;QAA+B,OAAO,K;MACtC,OAAO,OAAA,CAAE,IAAF,EAAS,KAAM,IAAf,KAAsB,OAAA,CAAE,MAA

F,EAAW,KAAM,MAAjB,C;IACjC,C;;;;MAPJ,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MCtGA,mC;MAlB+D,6B;IA

A1B,C;;MAQjC,IAAI,UAAU,IAAd,C;QAAoB,OAAO,I;MAC3B,IAAI,0BAAJ,C;QAAsB,OAAO,K;MAC7B,OA

AO,sDAAU,IAAV,EAAgB,KAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAK+B,qEAAkB,IAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAE/B,qC;IAAA,C;;MAG

wB,Q;MADhB,iBAAe,C;MACC,mB;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACC,U;QAAb,2BAAa,yEAAuB,

CAApC,K;;MAEJ,OAAO,U;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAE,KAAF,KAAU,KAAM,KAApB,C;QAA0B,OAAO,K;M

ACjC,OAAO,CAAE,qBAAY,KAAZ,C;IACb,C;;;;MAZJ,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;;MCbgB,Q;M9F6q

XA,U;MADhB,UAAe,C;MACf,uD;QAAgB,cAAhB,iB;QACI,YAAgB,O8F/qXiB,O9F+qXjC,I;;M8F/qXJ,aAAa,e9

FirXN,G8FjrXM,C;MACb,wBAAgB,SAAhB,gB;QAAgB,gBAAA,SAAhB,M;QACW,SAAP,MAAO,EAAO,SAA

P,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAWiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,eAAa,gBAAb,C;MACZ,YAAY,eAAa,gBAAb,C;MAC

Z,wBAAa,SAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,SAAb,M;QACI,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,

OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;IACX,C;;MpE3BA,6B;IAAA,C;;MACsC,Y;IAAA,C;;MACI,Y;IAAA,

C;;MACN,Q;IAAA,C;;MACI,S;IAAA,C;;MACL,MAAM,6B;IAAN,C;;MACI,MAAM,6B;IAAN,C;;;;MANvC,oC;

QAAA,mB;;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;;MASA,yB;MACI,0BAA2C,yC;IAD/C,C;;MAGgD,qCAAoB,KAAM,U;IAA1B,

C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEH,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MACiB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACgB,

OAAA,QAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAE3B,MAAM,8BAA0B,iDAA8C,KAA9C,MAA1B,C;IAAN,C;;MACM,S;IAAA,C;;

MACI,S;IAAA,C;;MAEL,kC;IAAA,C;;MACQ,kC;IAAA,C;;MAEjD,IAAI,UAAS,CAAb,C;QAAgB,MAAM,8BA

A0B,YAAS,KAAnC,C;MACtB,OAAO,2B;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,cAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,YAAW,CAAjC,C;QAAoC,

OAAO,I;MAC3C,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,mBAAkC,OAA5D,C;IACV,C;;MAEiC,8B;IAAA,C;;;;MA5Br

C,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,yB;IAAA,C;;MA+B8D,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAoC,KAApC,C;IAAA,C;;MAE3B,oB;MAA0

B,0B;IAA3B,C;;MACC,OAAA,WAAO,O;IAAP,C;;MACG,OAAA,W1BunL3B,YAAQ,C;I0BvnLmB,C;;MACW,

OAAO,SAAP,WAAO,EAAS,OAAT,C;IAAP,C;;MACyB,c;;QhB+wCtD,Q;QADhB,IAAI,cgB9wCyD,QhB8wCzD

,iBgB9wCyD,QhB8wCnC,UAA1B,C;UAAqC,aAAO,I;UAAP,e;;QACrB,OgB/wC6C,QhB+wC7C,W;QAAhB,OA

AgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UAAM,IAAI,CgB/wCkD,oBhB+wCvC,OgB/wCuC,ChB+wCtD,C;YAAyB,aAAO,K;
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YAAP,e;;;QAC/C,aAAO,I;;;MgBhxCsD,iB;IAAA,C;;MACtB,OAAO,qBAAP,WAAO,C;IAAP,C;;MAEQ,gBAAP,

W;MAAA,OAAwB,cAAxB,G7BkFhC,S6BlFgC,G7BoFhC,SG+xKgB,Q;I0Bn3KgB,C;;;MAON,8B;IAAA,C;;MA

Me,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,GAAgB,CAApB,GAAgC,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GAA8C,W;IAA9C,C;mFAErD,yB;MA

AA,qD;MAAA,mB;QAK0C,kB;MAAA,C;KAL1C,C;+FAeA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,mB;QAMwD,uB;MAAA,C;K

ANxD,C;2FAQA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,mB;QAMoD,uB;MAAA,C;KANpD,C;;MAaU,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT,KA

AiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gBAAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,sBAAkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,IAAxC,CAAV,C;IAAzC,C;;MAOA,O

AAI,QAAS,OAAT,KAAiB,CAArB,GAAwB,gBAAxB,GAAyC,iBAAU,sBAAkB,QAAlB,EAAwC,IAAxC,CAAV,

C;IAAzC,C;;MAMiD,OAAI,eAAJ,GAAqB,OAAO,OAAP,CAArB,GAA0C,W;IAA1C,C;;MAMQ,OAAS,cAAT,Q

AAS,C;IAAT,C;gFAEnE,yB;MASA,gE;MATA,6B;QAiBI,WAAW,eAVuE,IAUvE,C;Q3B/BX,iBAAc,CAAd,U2B

qBkF,I3BrBlF,U;U2BgC6B,eAX2D,IAWvD,C3B/BtB,K2B+BsB,CAAJ,C;;QAXyC,OAY/D,I;MAZ+D,C;KAP1E,

C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,gE;MAAA,6B;QAQI,WAAW,eAAa,IAAb,C;Q3B/BX,iBAAc,CAAd,U2BgCO,I3BhCP,U;U

2BgC6B,eAAI,K3B/BtB,K2B+BsB,CAAJ,C;;QAC7B,OAAO,I;MACX,C;KAXA,C;;MAkBY,uBAAG,iBAAO,CA

AP,IAAH,C;IAAA,C;;MAQA,OAAA,SAAK,KAAL,GAAY,CAAZ,I;IAAA,C;;MAOgD,QAAC,mB;IAAD,C;sFA

E5D,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAKgE,uCAAQ,W;MAAR,C;KALhE,C;sFAOA,yB;MAAA,qD;MAAA,4B;QAK

oD,uCAAQ,W;MAAR,C;KALpD,C;;MAwBoH,OAAA,SAAK,qBAAY,QAAZ,C;IAAL,C;;cAE5D,c;aACpD,C;U

AD8C,OACzC,W;aACL,C;UAF8C,OAEzC,OAAO,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAP,C;gBAFyC,OAGtC,S;;IAHsC,C;;MAy

Ce,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MAChG,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;

MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,I

AAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,cAAc,MAAd,EAAsB,OAAtB,C;QAEV,IAAI,MAA

M,CAAV,C;UACI,MAAM,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAE

P,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;;MAiB8E,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;Q

AAA,UAAe,c;MAC7G,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UAAU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAA

U,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAAK,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,

GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,UAAW,SAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,OAAhB,C;QAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACI,MAAM,

MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAAO,

EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;kGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,4D;;QAiByC,qB;UAAE,qBAAc,iBAAS,

EAAT,CAAd,EAA4B,WAA5B,C;QAAF,C;MAAA,C;MAjBzC,+D;QAgByE,yB;UAAA,YAAiB,C;QAAG,uB;UA

AA,UAAe,c;QACpG,+BAAa,SAAb,EAAwB,OAAxB,EAAiC,oCAAjC,C;MAAA,C;KAjBR,C;;MAuCoC,yB;QA

AA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,c;MACnE,WAAW,cAAX,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAA4B,OAA5B,C;MAEA,UA

AU,S;MACV,WAAW,UAAU,CAAV,I;MAEX,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,UAAW,GAAY,GAAN,IAAM,KAA

K,C;QAC5B,aAAa,sBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACb,UAAU,WAAW,MAAX,C;QAEV,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACI,MAA

M,MAAM,CAAN,I;aACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAV,C;UACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAN,I;;UAEP,OAAO,G;;MAEf,OAA

O,EAAE,MAAM,CAAN,IAAF,K;IACX,C;;MAQQ,gBAAY,OAAZ,C;QAAuB,MAAM,gCAAyB,gBAAa,SAAb,m

CAAkD,OAAlD,OAAzB,C;WAC7B,gBAAY,CAAZ,C;QAAiB,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,SAAb,yBAA1B,C;WA

CvB,cAAU,IAAV,C;QAAkB,MAAM,8BAA0B,cAAW,OAAX,gCAA2C,IAA3C,OAA1B,C;IAEhC,C;;;;wFa5WA,

yB;MlC0CA,wE;MkC1CA,uC;QAkBW,kBlCgCiD,oB;QkCN9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UA

AU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UAClB,WlCuGJ,akCvGgB,GlCuGh

B,EkCpIyC,SA6BlB,CAAU,GAAV,EAAe,WAAf,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GA

AZ,CAAnE,ClCuGvB,C;;QkCpIA,OA+BO,W;MA9BX,C;KAnBA,C;;MA4Cc,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SAAK,iB;MAAf,

OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;QACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;QAClB,WlCuG

J,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,EkCvGuB,UAAU,GAAV,EAAe,WAAf,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,

mBAAY,GAAZ,CAAnE,ClCuGvB,C;;MkCrGA,OAAO,W;IACX,C;iFAEA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MlCVA,w

E;MkCUA,6D;QAlCW,kBlCgCiD,oB;QkCN9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,

UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UA6B4E,U;UA5B9F,WlCuGJ,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,

EkC3EsC,UA5BL,GA4BK,EA5BgB,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA4BrC,GAAW,qBA5B/B,GA4B

+B,EA5Bb,CA4Ba,CAAX,GAA6C,UA5B5D,WA4B4D,6DAA5D,EA5Ba,CA4Bb,ClC2EtC,C;;QkC5EI,OAzBG,

W;MAyBH,C;KAtBR,C;kFAyBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,0E;QAjCc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAA

U,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBA2DY,WA3DM,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UA2D2F,U
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;UAAjG,WlC6ChB,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,EkC7CqD,UA1DpB,GA0DoB,EA1DC,uBAAuB,CA0D7D,WA1D0E,mB

AAY,GAAZ,CA0DtB,GAAW,qBA1D9C,GA0D8C,EA1D5B,CA0D4B,CAAX,GAA6C,UA1D3E,WA0D2E,6DA

A5D,EA1DF,CA0DE,ClC6CrD,C;;QkC9CI,OACY,W;MADZ,C;KA3BR,C;iFA+BA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;Ml

ClEA,wE;MkCkEA,qD;QA1FW,kBlCgCiD,oB;QkCN9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;

UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UA+EqD,U;UA9EvE,WlCuGJ,akCvGgB,Gl

CuGhB,EkCzBoC,UA9EkB,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mBAAY,GAAZ,CA8E5C,kBAA6B,UA9ErC,WA8EqC,6DA

AvC,EA9Ee,CA8Ef,ClCyBpC,C;;QkC1BI,OA3EG,W;MA2EH,C;KAhBR,C;oFAmBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;

MAAA,kE;QAnFc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UA

CV,kBAuGY,WAvGM,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UAuGoE,U;UAA1E,WlCChB,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,EkCDmD,UAtGG,u

BAAuB,CAsG7D,WAtG0E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAsG7B,kBAA6B,UAtGpD,WAsGoD,6DAAvC,EAtGA,CAsGA,Cl

CCnD,C;;QkCFI,OACY,W;MADZ,C;KArBR,C;qFAyBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MlC9GA,wE;MkC8GA,uC;Q

AtIW,kBlCgCiD,oB;QkCN9C,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,C

AAN,C;UACV,kBAAkB,sBAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UA6HkB,U;UAAjC,IA7H8C,uBAAuB,CAAC,WAAY,mB

AAY,GAAZ,CA6HlF,C;YADA,mBA5H2C,C;;;YA4H3C,mBACkB,UA7HO,GA6HP,EAAe,UA7HH,WA6HG,6D

AAf,EA7HyB,CA6HzB,C;;UA7HtB,WlCuGJ,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,mB;;QkCoBI,OAzHG,W;MAyHH,C;KAlBR,C

;sFAuBA,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,oD;QAnIc,Q;QAAA,OAAK,0B;QAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;UAAU,mB;

UACN,UAAU,sBAAM,CAAN,C;UACV,kBAuJY,WAvJM,WAAY,GAAZ,C;UACC,oB;UAwJkB,U;UAAjC,IAxJ

8C,uBAAuB,CAsJ7D,WAtJ0E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAwJlF,C;YADA,mBAvJ2C,C;;;YAuJ3C,mBACkB,UAxJO,GAw

JP,EAAe,UAxJH,WAwJG,6DAAf,EAxJyB,CAwJzB,C;;UAFV,WlC/ChB,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,mB;;QkC+CI,OAA

Y,W;MAAZ,C;KAtBR,C;;MAnIc,Q;MAAA,OAAK,0B;MAAf,OAAU,cAAV,C;QAAU,mB;QACN,UAAU,sBAA

M,CAAN,C;QACV,kBAyLO,WAzLW,WAAY,GAAZ,C;QAuGoE,U;QAkF/E,WlCjFX,akCvGgB,GlCuGhB,EkCi

FuC,CAxLe,uBAAuB,CAwLlE,WAxL+E,mBAAY,GAAZ,CAsG7B,GAkFrC,CAlFqC,GAA6B,UAtGpD,WAsGo

D,6DAkFnD,IAAM,CAAN,IlCjFvC,C;;MkCiFI,OAAO,W;IAAP,C;;MwDxP8B,kB;MAAuB,kB;IAAxB,C;;;MAA

C,iB;IANtC,C;;MAM6D,iB;IAN7D,C;;MAAA,wBAMsC,qCANtC,EAM6D,qCAN7D,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,OAMs

C,mDANtC,IAM6D,wCAN7D,O;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAMsC,sD;MAAuB,sD;MAN7D,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAMs

C,sCANtC,IAM6D,sCAN7D,I;IAAA,C;wFlEiBA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,4C;;QAMuF,wC;MANvF,C;MAAA,wD;

QAO2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAP3C,8E;MAAA,2B;QAMuF,2C;MAAA,C;KANvF,C;;MAcuC,wC;IAAD,C;;MACmB,4

BAAiB,wBAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;;MAQG,OAAI,oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,KAAhC,GAA0C,I;IAA1C,C;;MAMc,OAAI,

oCAAJ,GAA2B,SAAK,KAAhC,GAA0C,S;IAA1C,C;;MAGrB,wBAAO,CAAP,IAAY,mC;IAAZ,C;;MAKzC,kBA

DC,SACD,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFC,SAED,c;QAEQ,yCAAwB,MAAO,KAAP,GAAc,CAAtC,C;UAJZ,O

AIuD,S;;UAJvD,OAK6B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAAT,GAA+B,sBAA/B,GAAgD,S;;QALpE,OAOY,sB;IAPZ,C;;MAaI,

kBADC,SACD,O;QADJ,OACc,S;WACV,kBAFC,SAED,c;QAFJ,OAE8B,mBAAL,SAAK,CAAT,GAA+B,sBAA/

B,GAAgD,S;;QAFrE,OAGY,sB;IAHZ,C;;MAaY,Q;MADhB,aAAa,gB;MACG,2B;MAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QA

AgB,yB;QACL,OAAP,MAAO,EAAO,OAAP,C;;MAEX,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAHb,mBAAmB,mCAA

wB,EAAxB,C;MACnB,YAAY,eAAa,YAAb,C;MACZ,YAAY,eAAa,YAAb,C;MACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;

QAAa,sB;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,OAAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,K

AAT,C;IACX,C;;MEhFqE,gB;IAAA,C;;MAOD,4BAAiB,SAAjB,C;IAAA,C;;MAOhE,OAAgB,mBAAhB,C;QAA

gB,8B;QAAM,UAAU,OAAV,C;;IAC1B,C;;MAKuC,0B;MACnC,eAAoB,C;IADc,C;;MAEM,OAAA,eAAS,U;IA

AT,C;;MACkB,Q;MAAb,yBAAa,mBAAb,EAAa,2BAAb,SAAsB,eAAS,OAA/B,C;IAAA,C;;sFiEtCjD,yB;MAAA,

4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAUuC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KAV

V,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAWuC,Q;QAA7B,OAA6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aA

A9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KAXV,C;wFAaA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAKuC,Q;QAA7B,OAA

6B,wCAAqB,QAAS,aAA9B,0D;MAA7B,C;KALV,C;;MAeI,SAAK,aAAI,QAAS,aAAb,EAAmB,KAAnB,C;IACT

,C;;MChCI,IAAI,wCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,SAAK,4BAAqB,GAArB,C;MAET,4B;M5F6OI,Q;MALX,YAAY,oB4F

xOa,G5FwOb,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4B4FzOG,G5FyOH,CAAtB,C;Q4FzOgC,MAAM,2BAAuB,wCAAv

B,C;;;Q5F6OlC,2BAAO,sE;;M4F7OX,+B;IACJ,C;;MAYY,kBADE,SACF,kB;QADJ,OACkC,YAAT,SAAK,IAAI,

EAAY,YAAZ,C;;QADlC,OAEY,uBAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;IAFZ,C;;MAgBI,kBADE,SACF,yB;QADJ

,OACyC,cAAT,SAAK,IAAI,EAAY,YAAZ,C;;QADzC,OAEY,8BAA0B,SAA1B,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;IAFZ,C;;;;;;;;
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MAmBmC,wB;MAAmC,0B;IAApC,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MACK,OAAI,OAAJ,QAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;IAAJ,C

;;MACb,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,W;IAAJ,C;;MACH,OAAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MAC

G,OAAA,QAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACoB,OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KA

Ad,C;IAAJ,C;;MACjC,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACS,OAAA,Q

AAI,O;IAAJ,C;;MACQ,OAAA,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAEA,gBAAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;M5FkLxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oB4F7

KyD,G5F6KzD,C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4B4F9K+C,G5F8K/C,CAAtB,C;QACI,2B4F/KwE,mB;;;Q5FkLx

E,2BAAO,sE;;M4FlLoC,+B;IAAA,C;;;MAGL,wB;MAA2C,0B;IAA5C,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;MACE,OAAI,OA

AJ,QAAI,EAAO,KAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MACb,OAAI,SAAJ,QAAI,C;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,W;IAAJ,C;;MAC

H,OAAA,QAAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACG,OAAA,QAAI,U;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,QAAI,mBAAY,GAAZ,C;IAAJ,C;;M

ACoB,OAAA,QAAI,qBAAc,KAAd,C;IAAJ,C;;MACjC,OAAA,QAAI,WAAI,GAAJ,C;IAAJ,C;;MACU,OAAA,Q

AAI,K;IAAJ,C;;MACS,OAAA,QAAI,O;IAAJ,C;;MACsB,OAAA,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAE/B,OAAA,QAAI,aAAI,

GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;IAAJ,C;;MACP,OAAA,QAAI,cAAO,GAAP,C;IAAJ,C;;MACS,QAAI,gBAAO,IAAP,C;IA

AJ,C;;MACpB,QAAI,Q;IAAJ,C;;MAE4B,gBAAJ,Q;MAAI,4B;M5F6JxC,Q;MALX,YAAY,oB4FxJyD,G5FwJzD,

C;MACZ,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,4B4FzJ+C,G5FyJ/C,CAAtB,C;QACI,2B4F1JwE,mB;;;Q5F6JxE,2BAAO,sE;;M4F

7JoC,+B;IAAA,C;;;M5F7FnD,wB;MACI,0BAA2C,uC;IAD/C,C;;MAGgD,oCAAqB,KAAM,U;IAA3B,C;;MACb,

Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEH,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEa,Y;IAAA,C;;MACO,Y;IAAA,C;;

MACd,W;IAAA,C;;MACoB,6B;IAAA,C;;MACvB,6B;IAAA,C;;MACY,8B;IAAA,C;;MAEhB,6B;IAAA,C;;;;MAj

BrC,+B;QAAA,c;;MAAA,wB;IAAA,C;;MA0BuE,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,qE;IAA7B,C;;MAcqB,OAAI,KAAM,OAA

N,GAAa,CAAjB,GAA0B,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,CAA1B,GAA6E,

U;IAA7E,C;kFAE/D,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,mB;QAO8C,iB;MAAA,C;KAP9C,C;8FAoBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA

,mB;QAQ4D,2B;MAAA,C;KAR5D,C;;MAsBuD,gBAA7C,qBAAoB,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAApB,C;MAAqD,

wB;MAArD,ONnBC,S;IMmBD,C;wFAEV,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,mB;QAKsD,qB;MAAA,C;KALtD,C;;MAciD,g

BAAvC,eAAc,YAAY,KAAM,OAAlB,CAAd,C;MAA+C,wB;MAA/C,ONnCC,S;IMmCD,C;4FAEV,yB;MAAA,w

E;MAAA,mB;QAK8D,2B;MAAA,C;KAL9D,C;;MAkBU,OAAM,QAAN,KAAM,EAAM,qBAAc,YAAY,KAAM,

OAAlB,CAAd,CAAN,C;IAAN,C;;MASN,IAAI,eAAe,CAAnB,C;QACI,OAAO,eAAe,CAAf,I;;MAEX,IAAI,eAAe

,oBAAnB,C;QACI,OAAO,gBAAe,eAAe,CAAf,IAAf,K;;MAEX,OAAO,qCAAI,U;IACf,C;;;MAM+D,QAAC,mB;I

AAD,C;sFAE/D,yB;MAAA,oD;MAAA,4B;QAI4D,uCAAQ,U;MAAR,C;KAJ5D,C;yFAMA,yB;MAuBA,kC;MAA

A,8B;MAvBA,iC;QA8BuC,Q;QAxBsE,OAwBnD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAxB+D,GAwB/D,C;MAxBmD,C;KAN7

G,C;+EAQA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QAKuC,Q;QAA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,YAAI,GAAJ,

C;MAAhD,C;KALV,C;;MAYI,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;IACJ,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,8B;MAAA,i

C;QAOuC,Q;QAA7B,OAAgD,CAAnB,wDAAmB,oBAAY,GAAZ,C;MAAhD,C;KAPV,C;;MAgBsG,OAAA,SAA

K,qBAAc,KAAd,C;IAAL,C;kFAGtG,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,8B;MAAA,iC;QASuC,Q;QAA7B,OAAuD,CAA1B,+

DAA0B,eAAO,GAAP,C;MAAvD,C;KATV,C;;MAsBoE,oB;IAAA,C;;MAaA,sB;IAAA,C;kFAEpE,yB;MAAA,6B

;MAAA,4B;QAIgE,qBAAK,aAAL,EAAU,eAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAJhE,C;;MAYiF,Q;MAAA,mCAAI,GAAJ,oBAA

Y,c;IAAZ,C;uGAGjF,yB;MAAA,gB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;QAMe,Q;QALX,YAAY,oBAAI,GAAJ,C;QACZ,IAA

I,iBAAiB,CAAC,4BAAY,GAAZ,CAAtB,C;UACI,OAAO,c;;;UAGP,OAAO,sE;;MAEf,C;KARA,C;;MAoBkD,uC

AAqB,GAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUvC,Q;MADP,YAAY,oBAAI,GAAJ,C;MACL,IAAI,aAAJ,C;QACH,aAAa,c;QAC

b,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,MAAT,C;QACA,a;;;QAEA,Y;;MALJ,W;IAOJ,C;;MAQwF,OAAA,iBAAQ,W;IAAR,C;;M

AQwB,OAAA,iBAAQ,W;IAAR,C;4FAEhH,yB;MAAA,oD;QKktBoB,Q;QAAA,OL7sBT,iBK6sBS,W;QAAhB,O

AAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UL7sBa,WK8sBb,aAAgB,OL9sBe,IK8sB/B,EL9sBsC,SK8sBZ,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1

B,C;;QL9sBhB,OAA6B,W;MACjC,C;KANA,C;wFAQA,yB;MAAA,oD;QK0sBoB,Q;QAAA,OLlsBT,iBKksBS,W

;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;ULlsBa,WKmsBb,aLnsB0B,SKmsBtB,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OL

nsBC,MKmsB1C,C;;QLnsBhB,OAA6B,W;MACjC,C;KATA,C;;MAeyB,Q;MAArB,wBAAqB,KAArB,gB;QAAq

B,aAAA,KAArB,M;QAAK,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;;MAMyB,Q

;MAAA,uB;MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,EAAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EA

AS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;;MAMyB,Q;MAAA,uB;MAArB,OAAqB,cAArB,C;QAAqB,wB;QAAhB,IAAC,yBAAD,E

AAM,2B;QACP,sBAAI,GAAJ,EAAS,KAAT,C;;IAER,C;wFAEA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QASW,k

BAAY,mBAAoB,YAAY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QK2pBH,Q;QAAA,OL7sBT,iBK6sBS,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;
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UAAgB,yB;UL7sBa,WK8sBb,aAAgB,OL9sBe,IK8sB/B,EL5pB2C,SK4pBjB,CAAe,OAAf,CAA1B,C;;QL5pBhB,

OAlD6B,W;MAmDjC,C;KAVA,C;oFAYA,yB;MAAA,0D;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAYW,kBAAU,mBAAoB,YA

AY,cAAZ,CAApB,C;QK4oBD,Q;QAAA,OLlsBT,iBKksBS,W;QAAhB,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;ULlsBa,W

KmsBb,aL7oByC,SK6oBrC,CAAY,OAAZ,CAAJ,EAAyC,OLnsBC,MKmsB1C,C;;QL7oBhB,OAtD6B,W;MAuDj

C,C;KAbA,C;0FAeA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q;QADd,aAAa,oB;QACC,OAAA,SA3FsE,QAAQ,W;Q

A2F5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KAAM,IAAhB,CAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,aAAI,KAAM,IAA

V,EAAe,KAAM,MAArB,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,M;MACX,C;KAdA,C;8FAgBA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAQkB,Q

;QADd,aAAa,oB;QACC,OAAA,SA3GsE,QAAQ,W;QA2G5F,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,UAAU,KA

AM,MAAhB,CAAJ,C;YACI,MAAO,aAAI,KAAM,IAAV,EAAe,KAAM,MAArB,C;;;QAGf,OAAO,M;MACX,C;

KAdA,C;;MAwBoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SA3HoE,QAAQ,W;MA2H5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,

UAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,W;IACX,

C;qFAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAS,oB;QAfA,Q;QAAA,OA3HoE,iBAAQ,W;QA2H5F,OAAgB,

cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAcmC,SAd/B,CAAU,OAAV,CAAJ,C;YACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,O

AAQ,MAAzB,C;;;QAapB,OAVO,W;MAWX,C;KARA,C;;MAiBoB,Q;MAAA,OAAA,SApJoE,QAAQ,W;MAoJ5

F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;QAAgB,yB;QACZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,OAAV,CAAL,C;UACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,

EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;;MAGpB,OAAO,W;IACX,C;2FAEA,yB;MAAA,wE;MAAA,uC;QAOW,kBAAY,oB;

QAfH,Q;QAAA,OApJoE,iBAAQ,W;QAoJ5F,OAAgB,cAAhB,C;UAAgB,yB;UACZ,IAAI,CAckC,SAdjC,CAAU,

OAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,WAAY,aAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,EAAiB,OAAQ,MAAzB,C;;;QAapB,OAVO,W;MAWX,C;KA

RA,C;;MAiBqB,IAAN,I;MADX,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;gBACiB,c;eACT,C;YAAK,iB;YAAL,K;eACA,C;YAAK,aAAU,

8BAAJ,GAAkB,sBAAK,CAAL,CAAlB,GAA+B,oBAAW,OAAhD,C;YAAL,K;kBACQ,0BAAM,qBAAoB,YAA

Y,cAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;YAHL,K;;QAAP,W;;MAMJ,OAAoC,oBAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA6B,C;IACxC,C

;;MAM8B,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;cAOwD,gB;aAC9D,C;UADyD,OACpD,U;aACL,C;UAFyD,

OAEpD,MAAM,UAAK,CAAL,CAAN,C;gBAFoD,OAGjD,mBAAM,qBAAoB,YAAY,gBAAZ,CAApB,CAAN,C;

;IAHiD,C;;MAU/B,OAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MAOkD,OAA6B,oBAA7B,mBAAM,oBAAN,CAA

6B,C;IAA7B,C;;MAM9B,SAApB,WAAoB,Y;MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;cAQiD,c;aACvD,C;UADiD,OAC5C,U;aACL

,C;UAFiD,ORjXuB,uB;gBQiXvB,OAGzC,uB;;IAHyC,C;;MAYc,4BAAc,SAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAOzD,WAAoB,0B;

MAApB,kB;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAAoB,MAAM,IAAN,C;;QAAqC,kBAAp

B,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,wBAAS,UAAT,EAAqB,WAArB,C;QAAjE,ON5dC,W;;MM4dD,W;IAAA,C;;MASA,

Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAA0B,MAAN,KAAM,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,4

B;QAAnE,ONreC,W;;MMqeD,W;IAAA,C;;MASA,Q;MAAA,IAAI,SAAK,UAAT,C;QAAA,OAA0B,QAAN,KAA

M,C;;QAAiC,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,C;QAA4B,0B;QAAnE,ON9eC,W;;MM8eD,W;IAAA,C;;MASoB,kBAApB,

qBAAc,SAAd,C;MAA4B,4B;MAA5B,OAA4C,oBNvf3C,WMuf2C,C;IAA5C,C;;MASoB,kBAApB,qBAAc,SAAd,

C;MAA4B,+B;MAA5B,ONhgBC,W;IMggBD,C;;MAQN,sBAAI,IAAK,MAAT,EAAgB,IAAK,OAArB,C;IACJ,C;

4FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,m

C;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MACJ,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,mC;QAKI,kBAAO,KAAP,C;MAC

J,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,yBAAO,GAAP,C;IACJ,C;;MAS8B,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAsCX,6B;MAtCM,OAA+C,oB

NljB9C,WMkjB8C,C;IAA/C,C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAqCD,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MArCJ,OAAgD,oB

N5jB/C,WM4jB+C,C;IAAhD,C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAoCD,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MApCJ,OAAgD,oB

NtkB/C,WMskB+C,C;IAAhD,C;;MAUoB,kBAAf,aAAL,SAAK,C;MAmCD,YAAL,gBAAK,O;MAnCJ,OAAgD,o

BNhlB/C,WMglB+C,C;IAAhD,C;;MAQN,uBAAO,GAAP,C;IACJ,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,U

AAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;MACd,C;KAPA,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,

KAAK,EAAU,IAAV,C;MACd,C;KAPA,C;8FASA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,kC;QAMc,UAAV,SAAK,KAAK,EAA

U,IAAV,C;MACd,C;KAPA,C;;cAW4D,c;aACxD,C;UADkD,OAC7C,U;aACL,C;UAFkD,gB;gBAAA,OAG1C,S;;I

AH0C,C;oF6FzrBtD,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qC;QAUuC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,eAAO,

OAAP,C;MAA3D,C;KAVV,C;wFAYA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,sC;QASuC,Q;QAA7B,OAA2D,CAA9

B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;MAA3D,C;KATV,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,8D;MAAA,8B;MAAA,sC;QASuC,Q;QA

A7B,OAA2D,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,QAAV,C;MAA3D,C;KATV,C;;MAiB6D,kCAAS,KAAT,C;IAAA,C;;M

AmBzD,SAAK,WAAI,OAAJ,C;IACT,C;4FAEA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C
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;MACT,C;KANA,C;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACT,C;KANA,C

;4FAQA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,OAAL,SAAK,EAAO,QAAP,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;;MAaI,SAAK,cAA

O,OAAP,C;IACT,C;8FAEA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C

;8FAQA,yB;MAAA,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;8FAQA,yB;MAAA

,sD;MAAA,sC;QAKS,UAAL,SAAK,EAAU,QAAV,C;MACT,C;KANA,C;;MAYU,IAIe,I;MAHjB,kBADE,QACF,

c;QAAiB,OAAO,yBAAO,QAAP,C;;QAEpB,aAAsB,K;QACT,0B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;UAAa,sB;UACT,IAAI,o

BAAI,IAAJ,CAAJ,C;YAAe,SAAS,I;;QAC5B,OAAO,M;;IAGnB,C;;MAOiB,Q;MADb,aAAsB,K;MACT,0B;MAA

b,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,IAAI,oBAAI,IAAJ,CAAJ,C;UAAe,SAAS,I;;MAE5B,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MA

MI,OAAO,yBAAgB,OAAT,QAAS,CAAhB,C;IACX,C;;MAKkF,gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAK

A,gCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAG9E,iBAAa,KAAb,C;MnG7GgB,kBmG8GV,oB;MACF,OAAO

,qBAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,UAAU,kBAAV,6BAAJ,C;UACI,oB;UACA,WAAS,I;;MAGrB,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;MAK8

E,kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAKA,kCAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,KAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAI9D,UAGS,

MAHT,EAcY,MAdZ,EAc6B,M;MAfzC,IAAI,uCAAJ,C;QACI,OAAoC,cAA5B,oEAA4B,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,u

BAAzB,C;MAExC,iBAAsB,C;MACD,mC;MAArB,qBAAkB,CAAlB,mC;QACI,cAAc,sBAAK,SAAL,C;QACd,IA

AI,UAAU,OAAV,MAAsB,uBAA1B,C;UACI,Q;QAEJ,IAAI,eAAc,SAAlB,C;UACI,sBAAK,UAAL,EAAmB,OAA

nB,C;QAEJ,+B;;MAEJ,IAAI,aAAa,cAAjB,C;QACwB,mC;QAAiB,mB;QAArC,oE;UACI,2BAAS,WAAT,C;QAEJ

,OAAO,I;;;QAGP,OAAO,K;;IAEf,C;;MAMW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,EAAgC,SAAhC,C;MAhMS,Q;MAgMnC,

OAhMiE,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,UAAV,C;IAiMrE,C;;MAMI,UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,OxExCwD,C

wEwCjD,GxExCkD,UwEwClD,IAAoB,4BAAU,GAAV,C;IAC/B,C;;MAMI,OlGyhLO,EkGzhLA,QlGi9KA,YAA

Q,CAwER,CkGzhLA,IAAyB,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;IACpC,C;;MAMW,iBAAmB,gCAAT,QAAS,E

AAgC,SAAhC,C;MA3MS,Q;MA2MnC,OA3MiE,CAA9B,sEAA8B,oBAAU,UAAV,C;IA4MrE,C;;MAMI,IlG2gL

O,EkG3gLH,QlGm8KG,YAAQ,CAwER,CkG3gLP,C;QACI,OAAO,4BAAmB,UAAT,QAAS,CAAnB,C;;QAEP,O

AAO,wB;IACf,C;;MAMI,UAAmB,YAAT,QAAS,C;MACnB,IxExEwD,CwEwEpD,GxExEqD,UwEwEzD,C;QAC

I,OAAO,4BAAU,GAAV,C;;QAEP,OAAO,wB;IACf,C;;MAGI,axE/EwD,CAAC,mB;MwEgFzD,iB;MACA,OAAO

,M;IACX,C;;MCvPgF,uB;MAAjC,0B;IAAD,C;;MACX,OAAA,eAAS,K;IAAT,C;;MACG,mCAAS,0BAAoB,KAA

pB,CAAT,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGgC,8B;MAAxC,0B;IAAD,C;;MACM,OAAA,eAAS,K;IAAT,C;;MACG,mCAAS,0B

AAoB,KAApB,CAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAEX,eAAS,Q;IAAT,C;;MACgB,OAAA,eAAS,kBAAS,0BAAoB,KAApB,C

AAT,C;IAAT,C;;MAEO,OAAA,eAAS,aAAI,0BAAoB,KAApB,CAAJ,EAAgC,OAAhC,C;IAAT,C;;MAE1C,eAA

S,aAAI,2BAAqB,KAArB,CAAJ,EAAiC,OAAjC,C;IACb,C;;;MAGoB,Q;MAAA,iC;MAAhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,

C;QAAA,OAA2B,6BAAY,KAAZ,I;;QAAuB,MAAM,8BAA0B,mBAAgB,KAAhB,2BAA0C,gBAAG,0BAAH,CA

A1C,OAA1B,C;IAAxD,C;;MAGgB,Q;MAAA,qB;MAAhB,IAAa,CAAT,0BAAJ,C;QAAA,OAAsB,iBAAO,KAAP

,I;;QAAkB,MAAM,8BAA0B,oBAAiB,KAAjB,2BAA2C,gBAAG,cAAH,CAA3C,OAA1B,C;IAA9C,C;;MAQuC,g

CAAqB,SAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAQc,wBAAa,SAAb,C;IAAA,C;;;;sFrErD7D,yB;MAAA,kC;MAAA,0C;;QAQuF,w

C;MARvF,C;MAAA,wD;QAS2C,8B;MAAA,C;MAT3C,8E;MAAA,2B;QAQuF,2C;MAAA,C;KARvF,C;;MAiBg

E,mB;QAAE,sB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MATuB,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;MAiBuD,O

AAkB,2CAAT,+BAAS,E;IAAlB,C;;MAeM,OAAI,Q9BqpLtD,YAAQ,C8BrpL0C,GAAwB,eAAxB,GAAsD,WAA

T,QAAS,C;IAAtD,C;;MAKf,kC;IAAA,C;;MAE9C,6B;IAAA,C;;MACiD,kC;IAAA,C;;MACjB,kC;IAAA,C;;MAC

A,kC;IAAA,C;;;;MAHhC,oC;QAAA,mB;;MAAA,6B;IAAA,C;;MAWwE,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAAxB,4B

AAQ,cAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAQU,OAAA,EAAG,W;IAAW,C;;MAAxB,4BAAQ,gBAAR,C;IAAA,C;;MAMxB,S;IA

AG,C;;MAFzB,Q;MADZ,IAAI,8CAAJ,C;QACI,OAA4C,CAApC,yEAAoC,kBAAQ,QAAR,C;;MAEhD,OAAO,u

BAAmB,SAAnB,EAAyB,gBAAzB,EAAiC,QAAjC,C;IACX,C;;MAYiB,Q;MAFb,YAAY,gB;MACZ,YAAY,gB;M

ACC,2B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,MAAT,C;QACN,KAAM,WAAI,IAAK,O

AAT,C;;MAEV,OAAO,UAAS,KAAT,C;IACX,C;;MAUkC,wB;QAAA,WAAgC,I;MAD9B,0B;MACF,0B;MACA,

4B;IAFC,C;;MAKQ,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,

OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAAU,IAAV,MAAmB,sCAAvB,C;UACI,gBA

AW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;;MAGR,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAWW,Q;MARP,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QAC

I,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,a;MACb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MAE

Z,OAAO,uE;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MAjCmC,y
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D;IAAA,C;;;MA2C/B,0B;MAAmC,gC;IAA/C,C;;MAC2C,0D;MACnC,gBAAe,oCAAS,W;IADW,C;;MAG/B,OA

AO,6CAAY,aAAS,OAArB,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MARmC,4D;IAAA,C;;MAYnC,OAAO

,uBAA4B,eAA5B,EAAsC,kBAAtC,EAAmD,QAAnD,C;IACX,C;;;MASQ,0B;MAAmC,gC;IAA/C,C;;MAC2C,wE

;MACnC,gBAAe,2CAAS,W;MACxB,aAAY,C;IAFuB,C;;MAIZ,Q;MAAnB,OAAO,qDAAY,iBAAZ,EAAY,yBA

AZ,SAAqB,aAAS,OAA9B,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MATmC,mE;IAAA,C;;;MAkB/B,0B;I

AAZ,C;;MAEQ,gBAAe,gCAAS,W;MACxB,aAAY,C;IAFqC,C;;MAIzB,Q;MAApB,OAAO,kBAAa,iBAAb,EAAa

,yBAAb,SAAsB,aAAS,OAA/B,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MATiD,wD;IAAA,C;;;MAmBN,4

B;MACX,4B;MACA,4B;IAFD,C;;MAII,gD;MACnC,iBAAgB,gCAAU,W;MAC1B,iBAAgB,gCAAU,W;IAFS,C;;

MAI/B,OAAO,sCAAU,cAAU,OAApB,EAA4B,cAAU,OAAtC,C;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,cAAU,UAAV,IAAuB,c

AAU,U;IAC5C,C;;;MATmC,uD;IAAA,C;;;MAenC,0B;MACA,gC;MACA,0B;IAHJ,C;;MAKuC,sD;MACnC,gBA

Ae,kCAAS,W;MACxB,oBAAiC,I;IAFE,C;;MAK/B,IAAI,CAAC,2BAAL,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,OAAO,gC

AAe,O;IAC1B,C;;MAGI,OAAO,2B;IACX,C;;MAGQ,Q;MAAJ,IAAI,iEAA2B,KAA/B,C;QACI,oBAAe,I;MAEnB

,OAAO,yBAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAS,UAAd,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;;UAEP,cAAc,aAAS,O;UACvB,uBAAuB,

wCAAS,2CAAY,OAAZ,CAAT,C;UACvB,IAAI,gBAAiB,UAArB,C;YACI,oBAAe,gB;YACf,OAAO,I;;;;MAInB,

OAAO,I;IACX,C;;;MA/BmC,0D;IAAA,C;;;;;;MAgDnC,0B;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;M3B1PJ,IAAI,E2B8PQ,qBAA

c,C3B9PtB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2B6P2B,+CAA4C,iB;Q3B5PvE,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,E

2B+PQ,mBAAY,C3B/PpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gB2B8PyB,6CAA0C,e;Q3B7PnE,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;

MAFV,IAAI,E2BgQQ,mBAAY,iB3BhQpB,CAAJ,C;QACI,gB2B+PkC,0DAAuD,eAAvD,WAAmE,iB;Q3B9PrG,

MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I2BqPgB,C;;MAYK,yBAAW,iBAAX,I;IAAA,C;;MAEU,OAAI,KAAK,YAA

T,GAAgB,eAAhB,GAAqC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,oBAAa,CAAb,IAAtB,EAAsC,eAAtC,C;IAArC,C;;MACA,OA

AI,KAAK,YAAT,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,iBAAtB,EAAkC,oBAAa,CAAb,IAAlC,C;IAA

1B,C;;MAEf,wC;MAEtB,gBAAe,2BAAS,W;MACxB,gBAAe,C;IAHO,C;;MAOlB,OAAM,gBAAW,kCAAX,IAA

yB,aAAS,UAAxC,C;QACI,aAAS,O;QACT,qC;;IAER,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAQ,gBAAW,gCAAZ,IAAyB,aAAS,

U;IAC7C,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,IAAI,iBAAY,gCAAhB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,qC;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IA

CpB,C;;;MAxBsB,mD;IAAA,C;;;MAiC1B,0B;MACA,oB;M3B1SA,IAAI,E2B8SS,gBAAS,C3B9SlB,CAAJ,C;QA

CI,c2B6SuB,yCAAsC,YAAtC,M;Q3B5SvB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I2BsSiB,C;;MASc,OAAI,KAA

K,YAAT,GAAgB,eAAhB,GAAqC,gBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,CAAtB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;IAArC,C;;MACA,OAAI,K

AAK,YAAT,GAAgB,IAAhB,GAA0B,iBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,CAAvB,C;IAA1B,C;;MAGrC,YAAW,yB;MACX,gB

AAe,4BAAS,W;IAFW,C;;MAK/B,IAAI,cAAQ,CAAZ,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,6B;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;I

ACpB,C;;MAGI,OAAO,YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,U;IAChC,C;;;MAbmC,oD;IAAA,C;;;MAsBE,0B;MACX,4B;I

ADD,C;;MAGU,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,IAA

I,aAAS,UAAb,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,wCAAU,IAAV,CAAJ,C;UACI,iBAAY,C;UACZ,gBAAW

,I;UACX,M;;;MAGR,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAQiB,Q;MALb,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBA

Aa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aACa,8E;MAGb,gBAAW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;

;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;;MAnCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MA4CnC

,0B;MACA,oB;M3B1XJ,IAAI,E2B6XS,gBAAS,C3B7XlB,CAAJ,C;QACI,c2B4XuB,yCAAsC,YAAtC,M;Q3B3X

vB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;I2BsXiB,C;;MAQc,wBAAa,eAAb,EAAuB,eAAQ,CAAR,IAAvB,C;IAA

A,C;;MACA,uBAAY,eAAZ,EAAsB,YAAtB,EAA6B,eAAQ,CAAR,IAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAGrC,gBAAe,4BAAS,

W;MACxB,YAAW,yB;IAFwB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,YAAO,CAAP,IAAY,aAAS,UAA5B,C;QACI,aAAS,O;QACT,

6B;;IAER,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,a;MACA,OAAO,aAAS,U;IACpB,C;;;MApBmC,

oD;IAAA,C;;;MA6BE,0B;MACX,4B;IADD,C;;MAIU,oD;MACnC,gBAAe,iCAAS,W;MACxB,iBAAqB,E;MACr

B,gBAAmB,I;IAHgB,C;;MAM/B,OAAO,aAAS,UAAhB,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAS,O;QACpB,IAAI,CAAC,wCAAU

,IAAV,CAAL,C;UACI,gBAAW,I;UACX,iBAAY,C;UACZ,M;;;MAGR,iBAAY,C;IAChB,C;;MAQqB,Q;MALjB,I

AAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,aACa,8E;QACb,gBAAW,I;QACX,iBAAY,

C;QACZ,OAAO,M;;MAEX,OAAO,aAAS,O;IACpB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,a;MACJ,OAAO,m

BAAa,CAAb,IAAkB,aAAS,U;IACtC,C;;;MAnCmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MAuCL,sB;MAAkC,gC;IAAnC,C;;MACM,4B

AAiB,aAAO,WAAxB,EAAoC,kBAApC,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGkE,2B;MAAxE,sB;MAAkC,gC;MACnE,kBAAuB,c;I

ADS,C;;MAI5B,OAAO,aAAO,UAAd,C;QACI,WAAW,aAAO,O;QAClB,UAAU,mBAAY,IAAZ,C;QAEV,IAAI,e
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AAS,WAAI,GAAJ,CAAb,C;UACI,mBAAQ,IAAR,C;UACA,M;;;MAIR,W;IACJ,C;;;MAIoC,wC;MAAuC,kC;IAA

xC,C;;MACI,oD;MACnC,gBAAmB,I;MACnB,iBAAqB,E;IAFc,C;;MAK/B,gBAAe,mBAAa,EAAjB,GAAqB,+CA

ArB,GAA4C,2CAAa,4BAAb,C;MACvD,iBAAgB,qBAAJ,GAAsB,CAAtB,GAA6B,C;IAC7C,C;;MAQiB,Q;MAL

b,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,iB;MAEJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,4D;MAEb,iB

AAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,iBAAY,CAAhB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBAAa,C;IACxB,C;;

;MAzBmC,yD;IAAA,C;;;MAwCvC,OAAW,iDAAJ,GAAwC,SAAxC,GAAkD,4BAAwB,SAAxB,C;IAC7D,C;;M

AyB2C,qB;QAAE,6B;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAAvC,OAA2D,cAApD,sBAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,qCAAhC,CAAoD,

C;IAC/D,C;;MAoB0B,mB;QAAE,mB;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MAHtB,OAAI,YAAJ,GACI,2BADJ,GAGI,sBAAkB,+B

AAlB,EAA4B,YAA5B,C;IAHJ,C;;MAmBI,6BAAkB,YAAlB,EAAgC,YAAhC,C;IAAA,C;;MsEjmBR,wB;MACI,

0BAA2C,sC;IAD/C,C;;MAGgD,oCAAmB,KAAM,U;IAAzB,C;;MACb,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEH,Q

;IAAA,C;;MACG,W;IAAA,C;;MACiB,Y;IAAA,C;;MACgB,OAAA,QAAS,U;IAAT,C;;MAEtB,kC;IAAA,C;;MA

EZ,6B;IAAA,C;;;;MAdrC,+B;QAAA,c;;MAAA,wB;IAAA,C;;MAsBoC,6B;IAAA,C;;MAMe,OAAI,QAAS,OAAT

,GAAgB,CAApB,GAAgC,MAAT,QAAS,CAAhC,GAA6C,U;IAA7C,C;iFAEnD,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,mB;QAK

wC,iB;MAAA,C;KALxC,C;6FAOA,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAOsD,2B;MAAA,C;KAPtD,C;;MAaiE,OAAS,a

AAT,QAAS,EAAa,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;IAAT,C;uFAEjE,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;Q

AGgD,qB;MAAA,C;KAHhD,C;;MAM2D,OAAS,aAAT,QAAS,EAAa,eAAQ,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAR,CAA

b,C;IAAT,C;2FAE3D,yB;MAAA,uE;MAAA,mB;QAGwD,2B;MAAA,C;KAHxD,C;;MASmE,OAAS,aAAT,QAA

S,EAAa,qBAAc,YAAY,QAAS,OAArB,CAAd,CAAb,C;IAAT,C;sFAEnE,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,4B;QAEkD,uC

AAQ,U;MAAR,C;KAFlD,C;;cAyBsD,c;aAClD,C;UAD4C,OACvC,U;aACL,C;UAF4C,OAEvC,MAAM,oBAAW,

OAAjB,C;gBAFuC,OAGpC,S;;IAHoC,C;;MjGzE5C,IAAI,EkGRI,OAAO,CAAP,IAAY,OAAO,ClGQvB,CAAJ,C;

QACI,ckGRI,aAAJ,GACI,yEADJ,GAGI,8C;QlGMJ,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;IkGJd,C;;MAIoB,mB;Q

AAE,wBAAiB,gCAAjB,EAA6B,YAA7B,EAAmC,YAAnC,EAAyC,sBAAzC,EAAyD,mBAAzD,C;MAAF,C;IAA

A,C;;MvElBmE,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;MuEyBI,oBAAoB,IAApB,EAA0B,IAA

1B,C;MACA,oCAAgB,6EAAhB,C;IACJ,C;;MAIkC,yD;uBAAA,6K;YAAA,S;iBAAA,Q;;iBAAA,uB;MAAA,C;I

AAA,C;;MAAA,wC;MAAA,6B;MAAA,yB;MAAA,wC;MAAA,wC;MAAA,gD;MAAA,sD;MAAA,4D;MAAA,w

B;MAAA,0B;MAAA,uB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,wB;MAAA,qB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,kC;IAkC9B,C;;;;;;;;;+BAjCc,0BA

AO,uBAAP,I;cACV,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,C;oCACiB,eAAa,uBAAb,C;kCACF,C;gBACD,6C;gBAAV,iB;;;;sCAaa

,eAAc,uBAAd,C;gBACH,+C;gBAAV,gB;;;;;;;cAAA,KAAU,2BAAV,C;gBAAA,gB;;;;cAAU,kC;cACN,mBAAO,

WAAI,GAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,mBAAO,SAAX,C;gBACI,gB;gCAAA,iCAAU,8BAAJ,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iB

AAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,O;oBAAA,qC;yBAAA,mB;gBAAA,Q;;;gBADJ,gB;;;;;cAEI,mBAAO,qBAAY,uBAAZ,C;c

AFX,gB;;;cAFJ,gB;;;cAOA,IAAI,iCAAJ,C;gBACI,gB;;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cACI,IAAO,mBAAO,KAAd,IAAqB,uBAA

rB,C;gBAAA,gB;;;;cACI,gB;8BAAA,iCAAU,8BAAJ,GAAiB,mBAAjB,GAA6B,iBAAU,mBAAV,CAAnC,O;kBA

AA,qC;uBAAA,mB;cAAA,Q;;cACA,mBAAO,qBAAY,uBAAZ,C;cAFX,gB;;;cAIA,I3EuH4C,C2EvHxC,mB3EuH

yC,U2EvH7C,C;gBAAyB,gB;gCAAA,iCAAM,mBAAN,O;oBAAA,qC;yBAAA,mB;gBAAA,Q;;;gBAAzB,iB;;;;;c

A9BR,W;;cAyBI,iB;;;cAxBJ,iB;;;cAGI,KAAU,yBAAV,C;gBAAA,iB;;;;6BAAU,sB;cACN,IAAI,kBAAO,CAAX,

C;gBAAgB,oCAAQ,CAAR,I;gBAAW,iB;;;;gBAA3B,iB;;;;;cACA,iBAAO,WAAI,YAAJ,C;cACP,IAAI,iBAAO,K

AAP,KAAe,uBAAnB,C;gBACI,iB;gCAAA,iCAAM,iBAAN,O;oBAAA,qC;yBAAA,mB;gBAAA,Q;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;

;cAEI,IAAI,8BAAJ,C;gBAAiB,iBAAO,Q;;gBAAa,oBAAS,eAAU,uBAAV,C;cAC9C,kBAAO,c;cAHX,iB;;;cAHJ,i

B;;;cASA,I3EwIgD,C2ExI5C,iB3EwI6C,U2ExIjD,C;gBACI,IAAI,qCAAkB,iBAAO,KAAP,KAAe,uBAArC,C;kB

AA2C,iB;kCAAA,iCAAM,iBAAN,O;sBAAA,qC;2BAAA,mB;kBAAA,Q;;;kBAA3C,iB;;;;;gBADJ,iB;;;;;cAbJ,W;;

cAaI,iB;;;cAZJ,iB;;;cAgCJ,W;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAAA,C;;MAnCA,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,OAAO,2B;MAC

hC,OAAO,cAAuB,0EAAvB,C;IAmCX,C;;MAEiE,uB;MAA7B,kB;MAChC,mBAA6B,C;MAC7B,eAAyB,C;IAF

M,C;;MAK3B,+DAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,OAA7B,EAAsC,WAAK,KAA3C,C;MACA,mBAAiB,S;MACjB,eAAa,U

AAU,SAAV,I;IACjB,C;;MAGI,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAEA,OAAO,wBAAK,mBAAY,KAAZ,IA

AL,C;IACX,C;;MAE+B,mB;IAAA,C;;;MASa,uB;MAApB,wB;MlGrExB,IAAI,EkGuEQ,iBAAY,ClGvEpB,CAAJ,

C;QACI,ckGsEyB,2DAAwD,a;QlGrEjF,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkGwEV,gBAAqB,gBAAmB,aAA

nB,O;MACrB,oBAA8B,C;MAE9B,sBAAyB,C;IARF,C;;MAQvB,0B;IAAA,C;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;MAMW,Q;M

AFP,+DAAkB,KAAlB,EAAyB,SAAzB,C;MAEA,OAAO,sBAyFmC,CAzF5B,iBAyF6B,GAzFV,KAyFU,IAAD,I
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AAa,aAzFhD,0D;IACX,C;;MAEe,qBAAQ,a;IAAR,C;;MAEwB,sC;MAAS,2B;MACxC,eAAoB,oB;MACpB,eAAo

B,4B;IAFW,C;;MASf,Q;MAJZ,IAAI,iBAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,W;;;QAGA,mBAAQ,sCAAO,YAAP,0DAAR,C;QA

CA,eA0E8B,CA1EtB,YA0EuB,GA1ET,CA0ES,IAAD,IAAa,6B;QAzE3C,mC;;IAER,C;;;MAb+B,kD;IAAA,C;;M

AmB8B,UAQ9C,MAR8C,EAe9C,MAf8C,EAqB1D,M;MAtBP,aACY,KAAM,OAAN,GAAa,IAAK,KAAtB,GAA

kC,UAAN,KAAM,EAAO,IAAK,KAAZ,CAAlC,GAAyD,gD;MAEjE,WAAW,IAAK,K;MAEhB,WAAW,C;MAC

X,UAAU,iB;MAEV,OAAO,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,MAAM,aAA5B,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAAP,8D;

QACf,mB;QACA,iB;;MAGJ,MAAM,C;MACN,OAAO,OAAO,IAAd,C;QACI,OAAO,IAAP,IAAe,wBAAO,GAA

P,8D;QACf,mB;QACA,iB;;MAEJ,IAAI,MAAO,OAAP,GAAc,IAAK,KAAvB,C;QAA6B,OAAO,IAAK,KAAZ,IA

AoB,I;MAEjD,OAAO,qD;IACX,C;;MAGI,OAAO,qBAAQ,gBAAa,SAAb,OAAR,C;IACX,C;;MAMI,IAAI,aAAJ,

C;QACI,MAAM,6BAAsB,qBAAtB,C;;MAGV,cA6B0C,CA7BnC,iBA6BoC,GA7BjB,SA6BiB,IAAD,IAAa,aA7B

vD,IAAmC,O;MACnC,6B;IACJ,C;;MlGjJA,IAAI,EkGuJQ,KAAK,ClGvJb,CAAJ,C;QACI,ckGsJkB,wC;QlGrJlB,

MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAFV,IAAI,EkGwJQ,KAAK,SlGxJb,CAAJ,C;QACI,gBkGuJqB,wEAA8D,

S;QlGtJnF,MAAM,gCAAyB,SAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MkGwJN,IAAI,IAAI,CAAR,C;QACI,YAAY,iB;QACZ,UAgBsC,

CAhB5B,KAgB6B,GAhBf,CAgBe,IAAD,IAAa,a;QAdnD,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAZ,C;UACW,YAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IA

AL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,aAAlB,C;UACA,YAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,CAAX,EAAc,GAAd,C;;;UAEA,

YAAP,aAAO,EAAK,IAAL,EAAW,KAAX,EAAkB,GAAlB,C;;QAGX,oBAAa,G;QACb,wBAAQ,CAAR,I;;IAER,

C;;MAI8C,QAAC,YAAO,CAAP,IAAD,IAAa,a;IAAb,C;;MAGJ,yB;QAAA,YAAiB,C;MAAG,uB;QAAA,UAAe,g

B;MACzE,eAAY,SAAZ,QAA4B,OAA5B,Q;QACI,UAAK,GAAL,IAAY,O;;IAEpB,C;;;MlGnLA,IAAI,EwBAI,SA

AU,OAAV,GAAiB,CxBArB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QAeb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MwBDV,OAA

O,oBAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,CAAvB,EAA0B,SAA1B,C;IACX,C;;MAGe,Q;MAAX,wBAAW,SAAX,gB;QAAW,

SAAA,SAAX,M;QACI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAH,C;QACT,SAAS,GAAG,CAAH,C;QACT,WAAW,cAAc,EAAd,EAA

kB,EAAlB,C;QACX,IAAI,SAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;;MAE1B,OAAO,C;IACX,C;sGAEA,yB;MAAA,8D;M

AAA,iC;QASI,OAAO,cAAc,SAAS,CAAT,CAAd,EAA2B,SAAS,CAAT,CAA3B,C;MACX,C;KAVA,C;;MAqBI,

OAAO,UAAW,SAAQ,SAAS,CAAT,CAAR,EAAqB,SAAS,CAAT,CAArB,C;IACtB,C;;MAuBY,Q;MALR,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAV,C;QAAa,OAAO,C;MACpB,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,E;MACtB,IAAI,SAAJ,C;QAAe,OAAO,

C;MAGtB,OAA8B,iBAAtB,iDAAsB,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAClC,C;;MAYsB,uB;QAAU,2BAAoB,CAApB,EAAuB,C

AAvB,EAA0B,iBAA1B,C;MAAV,C;IAAA,C;;MtC9EyE,4C;IAA/F,C;IAAA,6D;MAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,

CAAd,C;IAAA,C;IAD5C,kF;;McMI,IAAI,EwBuEI,SAAU,OAAV,GAAiB,CxBvErB,CAAJ,C;QACI,cAda,qB;QA

eb,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MwBsEV,oCAAkB,2BAAlB,C;IACJ,C;0FAIA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,uB

AOmB,yB;QAtEnB,8D;;UAsEmB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OA7DlB,cAAc,SA6DoB,CA7DpB,CAAd,EAA2

B,SA6DU,CA7DV,CAA3B,C;UA6DQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC1FnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;M

AAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsCmFA,2B;QAOQ,oCAAW,0BAAX,

C;MAAA,C;KAPR,C;0FASA,yB;;QAQmB,uB;UAAU,iBAAsB,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,OA3DlB,UAAW,

SAAQ,SA2De,CA3Df,CAAR,EAAqB,SA2DK,CA3DL,CAArB,C;QA2DH,C;MAAA,C;MtCpGnB,kC;MAAA,oC;

;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsC4FA,uC;

QAQQ,oCAAW,sCAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARR,C;4GAUA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,iCAOmB,yB;QAzFnB,8D;;UAyF

mB,uB;YAAU,eAAsB,gB;YAAtB,OAhFlB,cAAc,SAgFoB,CAhFpB,CAAd,EAA2B,SAgFU,CAhFV,CAA3B,C;U

AgFQ,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7GnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAA

X,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsCsGA,2B;QAOQ,oCAAW,oCAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPR,C;8GASA,yB

;;QAUmB,uB;UAAU,iBAAsB,kB;UAAtB,eAAkC,gB;UAAlC,OAhFlB,UAAW,SAAQ,SAgFe,CAhFf,CAAR,EAA

qB,SAgFK,CAhFL,CAArB,C;QAgFH,C;MAAA,C;MtCzHnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;Q

AC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsC+GA,uC;QAUQ,oCAAW,gDAAX,C;MAAA,C

;KAVR,C;kFAYA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,oBAQmB,yB;QA/GnB,8D;;UA+GmB,uB;YACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAA

Q,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;YAClC,Q;YAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;cAAA,OAA0B,e;;cAAqB,eAAsB,gB;cA

ArE,OAxGD,cAAc,SAwGkD,CAxGlD,CAAd,EAA2B,SAwGwC,CAxGxC,CAA3B,C;;YAuGC,W;UADO,C;QAA

A,C;OAAA,C;MtCnInB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,

C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsC2HA,sC;QAQQ,oCAAW,kCAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARR,C;oFAaA,yB;;QAQmB,uB;U

ACP,sBAAsB,WAAY,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAClC,Q;UAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;YAAA,OAA
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0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAzGD,UAAW,SAAQ,SAyG6C,CAzG7C,CAAR,EAAqB

,SAyGmC,CAzGnC,CAArB,C;;UAwGV,W;QADO,C;MAAA,C;MtChJnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;

MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsCwIA,kD;QAQQ,oCAAW,8CAA

X,C;MAAA,C;KARR,C;sGAaA,yB;MAAA,sC;MAAA,8BAQmB,yB;QAzInB,8D;;UAyImB,uB;YACP,sBAAsB,q

BAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;YAC5C,Q;YAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;cAAA,OAA0B,e;;cAAqB,e

AAsB,gB;cAArE,OAlID,cAAc,SAkIkD,CAlIlD,CAAd,EAA2B,SAkIwC,CAlIxC,CAA3B,C;;YAiIC,W;UADO,C;

QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MtC7JnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,

CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsCqJA,sC;QAQQ,oCAAW,4CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARR,C;wGAaA,yB;;QAQm

B,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,qBAAsB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;UAC5C,Q;UAAA,IAAI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,C;YA

AA,OAA0B,e;;YAAqB,iBAAsB,kB;YAAtB,eAAkC,gB;YAAjF,OAnID,UAAW,SAAQ,SAmI6C,CAnI7C,CAAR,

EAAqB,SAmImC,CAnInC,CAArB,C;;UAkIV,W;QADO,C;MAAA,C;MtC1KnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MA

A/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,C;MAD5C,kF;MsCkKA,kD;QAQQ,oCAAW,

wDAAX,C;MAAA,C;KARR,C;kGAcA,yB;;QAOmB,uB;UACP,sBAAsB,mBAAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,

C;UAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,mBAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;QAFxC,C;MAAA

,C;MtCvLnB,kC;MAAA,oC;;QAA+F,4C;MAA/F,C;MAAA,6D;QAC4C,+BAAW,CAAX,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAA,

C;MAD5C,kF;MsCgLA,wC;QAOQ,oCAAW,4CAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPR,C;;MAmBmB,uB;QACP,sBAAsB,SAA

U,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;QAAhC,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAAQ,C

AAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;MAFnD,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,oCAAW,kCAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAYc,uB;QACV,sBAAsB,mB

AAoB,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;QAA1C,OACI,oBAAmB,CAAvB,GAA0B,eAA1B,GAA+C,kBAAW,SAA

Q,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;MAFhD,C;IAAA,C;;MAAd,oCAAc,4CAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAaW,uB;QAEH,UAAM,C

AAN,C;UADJ,OACiB,C;aACb,c;UAFJ,OAEiB,E;aACb,c;UAHJ,OAGiB,C;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAA

R,EAAW,CAAX,C;MALhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,oCAAW,6BAAX,C;IAAA,C;4FASR,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,wD;

MAAA,mB;QAOoE,kBAAW,cAAX,C;MAAA,C;KAPpE,C;;MAgBmB,uB;QAEH,UAAM,CAAN,C;UADJ,OACi

B,C;aACb,c;UAFJ,OAEiB,C;aACb,c;UAHJ,OAGiB,E;;UAHjB,OAIY,kBAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;M

ALhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAAX,oCAAW,4BAAX,C;IAAA,C;0FASR,yB;MAAA,4D;MAAA,sD;MAAA,mB;QAOmE,i

BAAU,cAAV,C;MAAA,C;KAPnE,C;;MAc2F,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,0F;IAA7B,C;;MAO6B,Q;MAA7B,OAA6B,0F;

IAA7B,C;;MAOC,IAEJ,IAFI,EAGJ,M;MAFvD,kBAD2D,SAC3D,sB;QADqD,OAC5B,SAAK,W;WAC9B,WAF2

D,SAE3D,wC;QAFqD,OAEE,0F;WACvD,WAH2D,SAG3D,wC;QAHqD,OAGE,8F;;QAHF,OAI7C,uBAAmB,SA

AnB,C;IAJ6C,C;;MAQrB,4B;IAAD,C;;MACS,OAAA,eAAW,SAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,CAAX,C;IAAX,C;;MAER,s

B;IAAA,C;;;MAGpC,sC;IAAA,C;;MACwE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAAV,C;IAAF,C;;MAEtB,2C;IAAA,C;

;;;MAHlD,6C;QAAA,4B;;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;MAMA,sC;IAAA,C;;MACwE,OAAE,iBAAF,CAAE,EAAU,CAA

V,C;IAAF,C;;MAEtB,2C;IAAA,C;;;;MAHlD,6C;QAAA,4B;;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;M2E5SI,yC;;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,

C;;;;MAAA,kD;QAAA,iC;;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;;;MCoBgB,cAAc,GAAI,kBAAS,OAAQ,IAAjB,C;MAClB,IAAI,

YAAY,mCAAhB,C;QADA,OACuC,O;;QAEnC,kBAAkB,oBAAQ,yCAAR,C;QAClB,IAAI,mBAAJ,C;UAJJ,OAI6

B,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,OAAzB,C;;UACrB,WAAW,OAAQ,kBAAS,yCAAT,C;UAL3B,OAMY,SAAS,mCA

Ab,GAAoC,oBAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,WAAzB,CAApC,GACI,oBAAgB,oBAAgB,IAAhB,EAAsB,OAAtB,CAAh

B,EAAgD,WAAhD,C;;;IAGhB,C;;MAZJ,OAAI,YAAY,mCAAhB,GAAuC,IAAvC,GACI,OAAQ,cAAK,IAAL,EA

AW,4BAAX,C;IADZ,C;;;;MAgC0B,Q;MAAtB,OAAI,IAAK,IAAL,KAAa,GAAjB,GAAsB,wEAAtB,GAAqC,I;IA

ArC,C;;MAGA,iBAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,IAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;MAGA,OAAI,IAAK,IAAL,KAAa,GAAjB,GAAsB,m

CAAtB,GAAiD,I;IAAjD,C;;;;;;;MCzDsC,wB;IAAD,C;;MAAC,yB;IAAA,C;;;MAEtD,qC;IAAA,C;;MAK6D,W;IA

AA,C;;MACmB,c;IAAA,C;;MACJ,c;IAAA,C;;MACV,W;IAAA,C;;MACxB,Q;IAAA,C;;MACG,8B;IAAA,C;;;;M

AV7C,4C;QAAA,2B;;MAAA,qC;IAAA,C;;MAiB+B,gB;MAA4B,sB;IAA7B,C;;MAIlB,Q;MAFJ,UAAU,I;MACV

,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,YAAA,GAAI,QAAJ,aAAY,GAAZ,W;UAAwB,W;;QACxB,WAAW,GAAI,K;QACf,IAAI,

oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,iBAAK,GAAL,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAGQ,iBAAU,SAAK,cAAK,OAAL,E

AAc,SAAd,CAAf,EAAyC,YAAzC,C;IAAA,C;;UAKG,I;MAFP,6BAAQ,GAAR,U;QAAoB,OAAO,S;;MAC3B,cA

Ac,SAAK,kBAAS,GAAT,C;MAEf,gBAAY,SAAZ,C;QAAoB,W;WACpB,gBAAY,mCAAZ,C;QAAqC,mB;;QAC

7B,2BAAgB,OAAhB,EAAyB,YAAzB,C;MAHZ,W;IAKJ,C;;MAGQ,OAAI,yCAAJ,GAA6B,SAAK,SAAL,GAAc,

CAAd,IAA7B,GAAkD,C;IAAlD,C;;MAGA,+BAAI,OAAQ,IAAZ,GAAoB,OAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUoB,Q;MAPx
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B,UAAU,O;MACV,OAAO,IAAP,C;QACI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAS,GAAI,QAAb,CAAL,C;UAA4B,OAAO,K;QACn

C,WAAW,GAAI,K;QACf,IAAI,oCAAJ,C;UACI,MAAM,I;;;UAEN,OAAO,gBAAS,wEAAT,C;;;IAGnB,C;;MAG

Q,gBAAS,KAAT,KAAkB,yCAA4B,KAAM,SAAN,KAAgB,aAA5C,IAAsD,KAAM,eAAY,IAAZ,CAA9E,C;IAA

A,C;;MAEuB,OAAK,SAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAA0B,SAAR,YAAQ,CAA1B,I;IAAA,C;;MAInB,OAAI,GlEgJgC,Y

AAU,CkEhJ9C,GAAmB,OAAQ,WAA3B,GAA2C,MAAM,IAAN,YAAa,OAAb,C;IAC/C,C;;MAFA,aAAM,kBAA

K,EAAL,EAAS,+BAAT,CAAN,GAEI,G;IAFJ,C;;;;;;ICvDZ,C;;;MrFLI,oCAAyB,QAAzB,EAAmC,UAAnC,CAA+

C,cAAO,kBAAP,C;IACnD,C;;MAYI,sCAAyB,UAAzB,CAAqC,cAAO,kBAAP,C;IACzC,C;;MAewB,4BAAiB,oC

AAyB,QAAzB,EAAmC,UAAnC,CAAjB,EAAiE,mBAAjE,C;IAAA,C;;MAcA,4BAAiB,sCAAyB,UAAzB,CAAjB,

EAAuD,mBAAvD,C;IAAA,C;;MAYhB,OAAyB,gCAAzB,qB;IAAA,C;2FAVR,yB;MAAA,0F;;QAUiC,oB;UACr

B,WAAW,sBAAiB,CAAjB,C;UACX,cAAM,IAAN,C;UADA,OAEA,IAAK,Y;QAHgB,C;MAAA,C;MAVjC,wC;2

BAUiC,gC;QAAzB,yD;MAAA,C;KAVR,C;kHA4BI,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;QACI,MAAM,6BAAoB,0BAAp

B,C;MACV,C;KAFA,C;4IAMJ,yB;MAAA,yF;MAAA,gE;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qB;MAAA,oC;QAMa,Q;;UAHL,aA

Aa,O;UACb,IAAI,WAAW,mBAAf,C;YAEuC,CAAlC,kEAAkC,eAAO,MAAP,C;;;;UAEzC,gC;YACE,UAAW,6B

AAoB,CAApB,C;;;YAPf,O;;MASJ,C;KAXA,C;;MsFnF2G,mB;QAAE,qBAAc,qBAAd,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;M5E

lBpB,wC;IARvF,C;IAAA,0D;MAS2C,8B;IAAA,C;IAT3C,gF;;M4E0BkG,oCAAS,mCAAT,C;IAAA,C;;MAU9F,e

AAe,6B;MACf,oBAAkC,yBAAd,aAAc,EAAoC,QAApC,EAA2D,QAA3D,C;MAClC,OAAO,Q;IACX,C;;IAa4C,C

;;MAwBpC,IAAI,uCAA0B,QAAS,UAAvC,C;QAAkD,M;MAClD,OAAO,sBAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IACX,C;;MA

SqD,6BAAS,QAAS,WAAlB,e;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;MAWd,0B;MACvC,eAAoB,c;MACpB,mBAA4B,I;MAC5B,sBAAy

C,I;MACzC,gBAAoC,I;IAJxC,C;;MAOQ,OAAO,IAAP,C;gBACU,Y;eACF,C;YAAA,K;eACA,C;YACI,IAAI,kC

AAe,UAAnB,C;cACI,eAAQ,e;cACR,OAAO,I;;;cAEP,sBAAe,I;;;YALvB,K;eAOA,C;YAAc,OAAO,K;eACrB,C;e

AAA,C;YAAgC,OAAO,I;kBAC/B,MAAM,yB;;QAGlB,eAAQ,Y;QACR,WAAW,4B;QACX,gBAAW,I;QACX,IA

AK,cAAO,kBAAP,C;;IAEb,C;;MAGU,IASe,I;cATf,Y;aACF,C;aAAA,C;UAAsC,OAAO,qB;aAC7C,C;UACI,eAA

Q,kB;UACR,OAAO,kCAAe,O;aAE1B,C;UACI,eAAQ,c;UACR,aACa,iF;UACb,mBAAY,I;UACZ,OAAO,M;gBA

EH,MAAM,yB;;IAEtB,C;;MAGI,IAAI,CAAC,cAAL,C;QAAgB,MAAM,6B;;QAA8B,OAAO,W;IAC/D,C;;cAEkD

,Y;aAC9C,C;UADwC,OAC1B,6B;aACd,C;UAFwC,OAExB,6BAAsB,sBAAtB,C;gBAFwB,OAGhC,6BAAsB,uC

AAoC,YAA1D,C;;IAHgC,C;;MAUR,oB;QAC5B,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA,mB;MAF4B,C;IAAA,C;;MAFhC,m

BAAY,K;MACZ,eAAQ,W;MACR,OAAgC,0CAAhC,qB;IAIJ,C;;MAMoC,oB;QAC5B,wCAAW,C;QAAX,OACA

,mB;MAF4B,C;IAAA,C;;MAHhC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAS,UAAd,C;QAAyB,M;MACzB,sBAAe,Q;MACf,eAAQ,e;M

ACR,OAAgC,6CAAhC,qB;IAIJ,C;;MAII,eAAQ,U;IACZ,C;;MAGI,MAAM,S;IACV,C;;MAGY,0C;IAAA,C;;;MC

nJR,OAAsC,wCAAtC,c;IAAA,C;8GArBR,yB;;QAqB8C,uB;UAAU,qBAAM,IAAK,OAAX,C;QAAV,C;MAAA,C

;MArB9C,wC;QAqBQ,mBAAsC,wCAAtC,6B;QAAA,yD;MAAA,C;KArBR,C;;MAgCQ,MAAM,6BAAoB,sEAA

pB,C;IAAN,C;2HATR,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,sC;QASQ,MAAM,6BAAoB,sEAApB,C;MAAN,C;KATR,C;mHA

WA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAMQ,MAAM,6BAAoB,4CAApB,C;MAAN,C;KANR,C;+HAwBI,yB;MAAA,2

D;MAAA,mB;QACI,MAAM,6BAAoB,0BAApB,C;MACV,C;KAFA,C;;6EC9DJ,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAG

sD,OAAiC,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHtD,C;2EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGqD,O

AAgC,OAA1B,SAAL,GAAsB,KAAS,C;MAAhC,C;KAHrD,C;6EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,mC;QAGsD,OAAi

C,OAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHtD,C;6EAIA,yB;MAAA,0B;MAAA,4B;QAGqC,OAAqB,OA

AP,CAAR,SAAe,C;MAArB,C;KAHrC,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,QAA3B,SAAL,G

AAuB,KAAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHzD,C;6EAIA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGwD,OAAgC,QAA1B,SAAL,GAAs

B,KAAS,C;MAAhC,C;KAHxD,C;+EAIA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,mC;QAGyD,OAAiC,QAA3B,SAAL,GAAuB,K

AAS,C;MAAjC,C;KAHzD,C;+EAIA,yB;MAAA,4B;MAAA,4B;QAGuC,OAAqB,QAAP,CAAR,SAAe,C;MAArB,

C;KAHvC,C;;IC9BA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAQA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;IAOA,C;;;MAgCQ,uB;QA

AA,UAAsB,E;MACtB,qB;QAAA,8B;MACA,2B;QAAA,qE;MACA,yB;QAAA,YAAqB,E;MAJrB,sB;MACA,sB;

MACA,kB;MACA,8B;MACA,0B;IAL+B,C;;;MAQvC,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,kD;MAAA,C;M

AKI,wG;MACA,wG;MACA,8F;IAPJ,C;;;MAKI,qC;MAAA,yD;IAAA,C;;;MACA,qC;MAAA,yD;IAAA,C;;;MAC

A,qC;MAAA,oD;IAAA,C;;;MAPJ,6K;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,kB;UAAA,8D;aAAA,a;U

AAA,yD;gBAAA,6E;;IAAA,C;;;IAUA,C;;;;;MCzF4D,oB;QAAA,2C;aAAxD,mG;IAAA,C;;;MAGJ,e;MAAA,iB;M

AAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,wC;MAAA,C;MAGI,4E;MACA,8E;MACA,4E;MACA,kE;IANJ,C;;;MAGI,2B;MAAA
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,2C;IAAA,C;;;MACA,2B;MAAA,4C;IAAA,C;;;MACA,2B;MAAA,2C;IAAA,C;;;MACA,2B;MAAA,sC;IAAA,C;;

;MANJ,+K;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;UAAA,gD;aAAA,e;UAAA,iD;aAAA,c;UAAA,gD;aAAA,S;UAAA,2C;g

BAAA,6E;;IAAA,C;;;IAYoE,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MCtCpE,yB;IAAA,C;;MAWgE,uB;IAAA,C;2HAE5D,yB;MAAA,+D

;MAAA,kC;MAAA,0F;MAAA,6F;;QASiC,wC;QAAS,6C;MAT1C,C;MAAA,2G;QAUqF,sBAAS,QAAT,EAAmB

,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA7B,C;MAAA,C;MAVrF,oG;MAAA,yC;QASiC,wDAA+B,YAA/B,C;MAAA,C;KATjC,C;u

HAaA,yB;MAAA,+D;MAAA,kC;MAAA,wF;MAAA,yF;;QAaiC,wC;QAAS,6C;MAb1C,C;MAAA,0G;QAc+F,6B

AAS,QAAT,EAAmB,QAAnB,EAA6B,QAA7B,C;MAAA,C;MAd/F,kG;MAAA,yC;QAaiC,sDAA+B,YAA/B,C;M

AAA,C;KAbjC,C;;;;MA1BJ,gC;QAAA,e;;MAAA,yB;IAAA,C;;MA+CI,eAAwB,I;IADI,C;;MAIjB,Q;MAAA,mB;

MAAA,iB;QAAS,MAAM,6BAAsB,cAAY,QAAS,aAArB,uCAAtB,C;;MAAtB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAGI,eAAa,K;

IACjB,C;;;;;;;;;MClDA,uBAAoB,Y;IADmB,C;;MASsD,W;IAAA,C;;IAMJ,C;;MAGrF,OAAO,oB;IACX,C;;MAGI,

eAAe,IAAK,gB;MACpB,IAAI,CAAC,0BAAa,QAAb,EAAuB,QAAvB,EAAiC,KAAjC,CAAL,C;QACI,M;;MAEJ,

uBAAa,K;MACb,yBAAY,QAAZ,EAAsB,QAAtB,EAAgC,KAAhC,C;IACJ,C;;;;;MCvB2C,qCAAiB,UAAjB,EAA

wB,KAAxB,KAAkC,8BAAiB,KAAjB,EAAwB,iBAAxB,C;IAAlC,C;;MACT,QAAC,8BAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,iB

AAxB,C;IAAD,C;;;MAY9B,4B;MACA,0C;IAF6C,C;;MAC7C,2B;IAAA,C;;MACA,kC;IAAA,C;;MAIA,OAAO,0

CAAgC,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC/B,mBAAS,KAAM,MAAf,KAAwB,0BAAgB,KAAM,aAAtB,CADO,CAA

hC,C;IAEX,C;;MAGI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAAe,EAAf,GAAuB,MAAW,SAAN,UAAM,CAAX,QAAqC,SAAb,iBAAa,

CAArC,I;IAClC,C;;MAEkC,OAAE,UAAF,qBAAU,iB;IAAV,C;;;MAYlC,gBAAqB,K;MACrB,uBAA4B,Y;IALA,

C;;MAMO,oB;IAAA,C;;MACO,2B;IAAA,C;;MAEqB,YAAK,C;IAAL,C;;MAEf,gBAAS,aAAT,IAAmB,SAAS,oB

;IAA5B,C;;MACd,SAAE,iBAAU,oBAAZ,C;IAAA,C;;MAG9B,OAAO,4CAA+B,kBAAa,KAAM,UAAnB,KAC9B

,kBAAU,KAAM,SAAhB,IAA0B,yBAAiB,KAAM,gBADnB,CAA/B,C;IAEX,C;;MAGI,OAAW,cAAJ,GAAe,EAA

f,GAAuB,MAAY,SAAP,aAAO,CAAZ,QAAuC,SAAd,oBAAc,CAAvC,I;IAClC,C;;MACkC,OAAE,aAAF,qBAA

W,oB;IAAX,C;;;MAwCsC,2BAAgB,SAAhB,EAAsB,IAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MASS,6BAAkB,SAAlB,EAAwB,IAAxB

,C;IAAA,C;;MAcjF,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,MAAM,gCAAyB,iCAA8B,IAA9B,MAAzB,C;IAC3B,C;;MC5

G+D,OAAK,oBAAL,SAAK,CAAL,GAAkB,K;IAAlB,C;;MAY3B,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtD,IAAI,cAAQ,KA

AZ,C;QAAmB,OAAO,I;MAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;QAAiB,OAAO,K;MAExB,ItHhBuF,UAA3F,MAA6C,cs

HgBrC,StHhBqC,CAAgC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,EsHgBnF,KtHhBmF,UAA3F,MAA6C,csHgBf,KtHhBe,CAAgC,c

AAc,YAAW,CAAX,EsHgBvF,C;QAA+C,OAAO,I;MACtD,ItHpBuF,UAA3F,MAA6C,csHoBrC,StHpBqC,CAAg

C,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,EsHoBnF,KtHpBmF,UAA3F,MAA6C,csHoBf,KtHpBe,CAAgC,cAAc,YAAW,CAAX,Es

HoBvF,C;QAA+C,OAAO,I;MACtD,OAAO,K;IACX,C;;MAKyC,QAAQ,cAAA,sCAAK,cAAL,EAAoB,sCAAK,c

AAzB,CAAR,6B;IAAA,C;;MC9BZ,4B;QAAA,eAAuB,G;MAChD,wCAAsB,EAAtB,EAA0B,YAA1B,C;IAAA,C;

IhHDJ,+B;IOyrCA,iCAOmB,yB;;QAAA,iC;UAAoB,Q;UAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;YAA6C,mC;;U

AAU,a;QAA3E,C;MAAA,C;KAAA,C;;MyGxrCqB,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAAI,4B;QAAA,eAAuB,G;MhHEnF,I

AAI,CmCmO+C,CAAC,Q6EpO5C,Y7EoO4C,CnCnOpD,C;QACI,cgHFiC,wC;QhHGjC,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ

,WAAjC,C;;MgHFV,cAAY,gB;MAEC,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,KAAzB,CAAT,I;

MAAT,wBAAiD,kBAAkB,SAAlB,C;MAsE9D,gBAAgB,gBAtET,OAsES,C;MzGomCT,kBAAoB,gB;MAiQd,gB;

MADb,YAAY,C;MACC,OyG36CN,OzG26CM,W;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QAvPsB,U;QAAA,eAuPT,cA

vPS,EAuPT,sBAvPS,S;QyGzmCvB,kB;;YAHA,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,QzGm2CrB,IyGn2Cq

B,C;UAC5C,a;;UAEA,4B;UA1E2B,uB;;Y9E0EzB,kC;YAAA,uB3Bg2CqB,I2Bh2CrB,C;YAAA,qB;YAAA,oB;Y

AAA,oB;YAAd,gE;cACI,I8E3EkD,CAAI,aAAH,U9E2ErC,Y3B+1CiB,I2B/1CjB,YAAK,OAAL,E8E3EqC,CAAG

,C9E2EtD,C;gBACI,sBAAO,O;gBAAP,wB;;;YAGR,sBAAO,E;;;U8E/EH,iD;UAGI,gCAA2B,EAA3B,C;YAHJ,2B

AGqC,I;;gBACjC,IAAK,azGs6CsB,IyGt6CtB,gBAAyB,uBAAzB,CAAL,C;YAJJ,2BzG06C+B,IjBn7CmC,W0Ha

W,0BAAuC,mBAAvC,I1HbX,C;;;Y0HSlE,2BAKY,I;;UAqEJ,iEpHZL,yBoHYK,4BzGg2CuB,I;;QAvPA,8B;UAA

6C,6B;;;MyGprChF,OA6EK,SzGwmCE,WyGxmCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;IAr

ET,C;;MAiByC,gCAAc,EAAd,C;IAAA,C;;MAKT,yB;QAAA,YAAoB,E;MAMvC,Q;MALT,cAAY,gB;MzGwiBL

,kBAAS,gB;MAyEA,U;MAAA,SyG/mBM,OzG+mBN,W;MAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;QAAgB,2B;QAAM,I4Bh

b6B,CAAC,Q5BgbhB,O4BhbgB,C5Bgb9B,C;UAAwB,WAAY,WAAI,OAAJ,C;;MyG7mBjD,kBzG8mBF,W;MAo

gBA,oBAAM,eAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,U;MAAA,+B;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,wB;QAC

T,aAAY,W0G1vCpB,Y1G0vCkC,I0G1vClC,C1G0vCoB,C;;MyG1rChB,sBAAsB,CAGb,czGwrCF,ayGxrCE,CAH
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a,mBAGJ,C;MAEL,yBAAS,mBAAS,YAAA,SAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,OAAM,KAAzB,CAAT,I;MAAT,wBAAiD,k

BAAkB,SAAlB,C;MA+B9D,gBAAgB,gBA/BT,OA+BS,C;MzGomCT,oBAAoB,gB;MAiQd,kB;MADb,YAAY,C;

MACC,SyGp4CN,OzGo4CM,W;MAAb,OAAa,gBAAb,C;QAAa,0B;QAvPsB,U;QAAA,eAuPT,cAvPS,EAuPT,sB

AvPS,S;QyGzmCvB,kB;QzGymCuB,cyG5mCvB,CAAC,YAAS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,QzGm2CrB,MyGn

2CqB,CzG4mCrB,GyG3mCvB,IzG2mCuB,GyGzmCvB,oBApC+F,QzGo4CxE,MyGp4CwE,kBAoC/F,YpHZL,yB

oHYK,4BzGg2CuB,MAvPA,U;UAA6C,+B;;;MyG7oChF,OAsCK,SzGwmCE,ayGxmCF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,

CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;IAtCT,C;;MASS,qB;QAEG,IAAG,QAAH,EAAG,CAAH,C;UAEQ,IAAA,EAA

G,OAAH,GAAY,cAAO,OAAnB,C;YAHZ,OAGyC,c;;YAHzC,OAIoB,E;;UAJpB,OAOY,iBAAS,E;MARpB,C;IA

AA,C;;MAFuB,sB;QAAA,SAAiB,M;MAC7C,OAYC,eAXA,OADD,uBACC,EAAI,4BAAJ,CAWA,EAAa,IAAb,C

;IAZD,C;;MAcoC,uB;;Q9EatB,gC;QAAA,+B;QAAA,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,I8Ed+C,CAAI,a

AAH,U9EclC,iCAAK,KAAL,E8EdkC,CAAG,C9EcnD,C;YACI,sBAAO,K;YAAP,wB;;;QAGR,sBAAO,E;;;MtCjB

A,4B;MoHD6B,OAA8C,OAAM,EAAV,GAAc,gBAAd,GAA0B,E;IAApE,C;;MAGE,W;IAAK,C;;MACnC,uB;QA

AkB,wBAAS,I;MAA3B,C;IAAA,C;;MADR,IAAA,M7EgJgD,YAAU,C6EhJ1D,C;QAD4C,OACxB,wB;;QADwB,

OAEpC,kC;IAFoC,C;mBAKhD,yB;MpHdA,6B;MAAA,sC;MW4mCA,gE;MAUA,iCAOmB,yB;;UAAA,iC;YAAo

B,Q;YAAA,8BAAU,KAAV,EAAiB,OAAjB,W;cAA6C,mC;;YAAU,W;UAA3E,C;QAAA,C;OAAA,C;MyG/mCn

B,sF;QACI,gBAAgB,0B;QzGomCT,kBAAoB,gB;QAiQd,gB;QADb,YAAY,C;QACC,2B;QAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;U

AAa,sB;UAvPsB,U;UAAA,eAuPT,cAvPS,EAuPT,sBAvPS,S;UyGzmCvB,kB;UzGymCuB,cyG5mCvB,CAAC,YA

AS,CAAT,IAAc,qBAAf,KAA4C,QzGm2CrB,IyGn2CqB,CzG4mCrB,GyG3mCvB,IzG2mCuB,GyGzmCvB,sCzGg

2CuB,IyGh2CvB,apHZL,yBoHYK,4BzGg2CuB,IAvPA,U;YAA6C,6B;;;QyG7mChF,OAMK,SzGwmCE,WyGxm

CF,EAAO,mBAAc,kBAAd,CAAP,EAA0C,IAA1C,CACA,W;MACT,C;KAVA,C;qF5D/FA,yB;MAAA,oD;MAA

A,gC;QAMwB,gBAAhB,wB;QAAsB,axD0D1B,W;QwD1DI,OxD2DG,SwD3DkC,W;MAArC,C;KANR,C;uFAQ

A,yB;MAAA,iE;MAAA,0C;QAOgC,gBAAxB,mBAAc,QAAd,C;QAA8B,axDiDlC,W;QwDjDI,OxDkDG,SwDlD0

C,W;MAA7C,C;KAPR,C;;MAaiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;;

MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C;

;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAMiB,Q;MAAb,wBAAa,KAAb,gB;QAAa,WAAA,KAAb,M;QACI,yBAAO,IAAP,C

;;MACJ,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAYQ,sB;QAAqB,yBAAO,UAAU,OAAV,CAAP,C;WACrB,sD;QAA4B,yBAAO,O

AAP,C;WAC5B,2B;QAAmB,yBAAO,kBAAP,C;;QACX,yBAAe,SAAR,OAAQ,CAAf,C;IAEhB,C;;M8DqG0C,iC

AAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUvB,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,KAAZ,C;MAAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;;MA

A5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,MAAM,sCAAK,UAAX,IAAwB,MAAM,sCAAK,UAAvC,C;QAAkD,OAAO,I;MACz

D,OAAW,OAAJ,GAAI,C;IACf,C;;MAO4C,kCAAsB,EAAtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAUzB,Q;MAAA,qBAAL,SAAK,EAA

Y,KAAZ,C;MAAL,iB;QAA2B,OAAO,I;;MAA5C,UAAU,I;MACV,IAAI,MAAM,uCAAM,UAAZ,IAAyB,MAAM

,uCAAM,UAAzC,C;QAAoD,OAAO,I;MAC3D,OAAW,QAAJ,GAAI,C;IACf,C;;MAOwC,gCAAoB,EAApB,C;IA

AA,C;;MA0ClB,Q;MAhClB,WAAW,KAAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,O

AAO,I;MAExB,S;MACA,c;MACA,S;MAEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,

IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,OAAO,I;QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,QA

AQ,qCAAI,U;;cACT,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACH,aAAa,K;UACb,QAAQ,W;;;UAER,OAAO,I;;;QAEX,QAAQ,C

;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,QAAQ,W;;MAIZ,qBAAqB,QAAQ,KAAR,I;MACrB,aAAa,C;MACK,gBAAS,CAAT,I;M

AAlB,aAAU,KAAV,iB;QACI,YAAY,QAAQ,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

Z,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,SAAS,cAAb,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,6BAAU,KAAV,C;QAEA,IAAI,UAA

S,QAAQ,KAAR,IAAT,CAAJ,C;UAA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,kBAAU,KAAV,I;;MAGJ,OAAW,UAAJ,GAAgB,MA

AhB,GAA4B,CAAC,MAAD,I;IACvC,C;;MAO0C,iCAAqB,EAArB,C;IAAA,C;;MA0CpB,Q;MAhClB,WAAW,K

AAX,C;MAEA,aAAa,SAAK,O;MAClB,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;QAAiB,OAAO,I;MAExB,S;MACA,c;MACA,S;M

AEA,gBAAgB,qBAAK,CAAL,C;MAChB,IAAI,YAAY,EAAhB,C;QACI,IAAI,WAAU,CAAd,C;UAAiB,OAAO,I;

QAExB,QAAQ,C;QAER,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UACI,aAAa,I;UACb,QAAQ,+B;;cACL,IAAI,cAAa,EAAjB,C;UA

CH,aAAa,K;UACb,QAAQ,+B;;;UAER,OAAO,I;;;QAEX,QAAQ,C;QACR,aAAa,K;QACb,QAAQ,+B;;MAIZ,qBA

AqB,8BAAQ,KAAR,E;MACrB,aAAa,gB;MACK,gBAAS,CAAT,I;MAAlB,aAAU,KAAV,iB;QACI,YAAY,QAA

Q,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAR,EAAiB,KAAjB,C;QAEZ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAZ,C;UAAe,OAAO,I;QACtB,IAAI,uBAAS,c

AAT,KAAJ,C;UAA6B,OAAO,I;QAEpC,6CAAU,KAAV,E;QAEA,IAAI,uBAAS,8BAAQ,KAAR,EAAT,KAAJ,C;
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UAA4B,OAAO,I;QAEnC,6CAAU,KAAV,E;;MAGJ,OAAW,UAAJ,GAAgB,MAAhB,GAA6B,MAAD,a;IACvC,C

;uE/E1SA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAII,iBAAiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,O

AAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;UAC7C,YAAY,UAAU,iCAAK,K

AAL,EAAV,C;UAEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;

YAGJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAIZ,OAAO,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,C

AAX,IAAxB,C;MACX,C;KA3BA,C;yEA6BA,yB;MAAA,8B;MA7BA,oC;MA6BA,uC;QAIW,Q;QAAsB,kBAAt

B,2D;QA7BP,iBAAiB,C;QACjB,eAAe,qBAAS,CAAT,I;QACf,iBAAiB,K;QAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;UACI,

YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;UAC7C,YAuB8B,SAvBlB,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,C;U

AEZ,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;YACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;cACI,aAAa,I;;cAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;YAGJ,IAAI,CAA

C,KAAL,C;cACI,K;;cAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;QAWN,OAPC,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CA

OsC,W;MAAvC,C;KAJV,C;iFAMA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIuB,UAAL,MAAK,EAAL,MAAK

,EAAL,M;QAAK,mBAAL,SAAK,C;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,iCA

AK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;QAEf,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KATA,

C;mFAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,mD;MAAA,oC;MAWA,uC;QAIW,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QAAsB,oB;;UAXV

,kC;UAAA,qBAAL,WAAK,C;UAAL,qB;UAAA,oB;UAAA,oB;UAAd,0D;YACI,IAAI,CAU+B,SAV9B,CAAU,m

CAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,mBAAO,gCAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;cAAP,qB;;UAER,mBAAO,E

;;;QAOD,OAA4C,2B;MAA5C,C;KAJV,C;6EAMA,yB;MAAA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAAA,uC;QAIkB,Q;

QAAA,OAAa,SAAR,YAAL,SAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,iCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;YACI,OA0PgF,8BA1P/D,CA0P+D,EA1P5D,QAAQ,CAAR,IA0P4D,CAAkC,

W;;;QAxP1H,OAAO,E;MACX,C;KATA,C;+EAWA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAXA,mD;MAAA,+C;MAAA,oC;MAWA,u

C;QAIW,Q;QAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;QAAsB,kB;;UAXf,U;UAAA,SAAa,SAAR,YAAL,WAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;UA

Ad,OAAc,gBAAd,C;YAAc,yB;YACV,IAAI,CAU6B,SAV5B,CAAU,mCAAK,KAAL,EAAV,CAAL,C;cACI,iBA

0PgF,gCA1P/D,CA0P+D,EA1P5D,QAAQ,CAAR,IA0P4D,CAAkC,W;cA1PlH,mB;;;UAER,iBAAO,E;;;QAOD,O

AA0C,yB;MAA1C,C;KAJV,C;;MA3DI,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OA

AO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YA8DgE,4BA9D1C,iCAA

K,KAAL,EA8D0C,E;QA5DhE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,

CAAd,I;;;UAGJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAkDiD,OA9CtD,8BAAY,UAAZ,EA

AwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;IA8CsD,C;;MAvCtD,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MA7BP,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,q

BAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,CAAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,

GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,YAmEoD,4BAnE9B,mCAAK,KAAL,EAmE8B,E;QAjEpD,IAAI,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,

CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAGJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,C

AAZ,I;;;MAuDqC,OAnD1C,gCAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,CAOsC,W;IA4CI,C;;MAKiB,oB;;Q

A3C/C,gC;QAAA,+B;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CA0CsE,4BA1C3D,iCAAK,KAA

L,EA0C2D,EA1C1E,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MA

uC2D,uB;IAAA,C;;MAhC3D,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D;MAAsB,oB;;QAXV,kC;QAAA,uBAAL,WAAK,C;QAAL,q

B;QAAA,oB;QAAA,oB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,CA+C0D,4BA/C/C,mCAAK,KAAL,EA+C+C,EA/C9D,C;YACI,

mBAAO,gCAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,kBAAnB,C;YAAP,qB;;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MA4C+C,OArCJ,2B;IAqCI,C;;M

AKU,kB;;QApClD,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAAR,wBAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,CA

mCkE,4BAnCvD,iCAAK,KAAL,EAmCuD,EAnCtE,C;YACI,iBA0PgF,8BA1P/D,CA0P+D,EA1P5D,QAAQ,CAA

R,IA0P4D,CAAkC,W;YA1PlH,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAgCyD,qB;IAAA,C;;MAzBzD,Q;MAAsB,kBAAtB,2D

;MAAsB,kB;;QAXf,U;QAAA,SAAa,WAAR,cAAL,WAAK,CAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,yB;

UACV,IAAI,CAwCsD,4BAxC3C,mCAAK,KAAL,EAwC2C,EAxC1D,C;YACI,iBA0PgF,gCA1P/D,CA0P+D,EA1

P5D,QAAQ,CAAR,IA0P4D,CAAkC,W;YA1PlH,mB;;;QAER,iBAAO,E;;;MAqC6C,OA9BJ,yB;IA8BI,C;;MA7Fp

D,iBAAiB,C;MACjB,eAAe,mBAAS,CAAT,I;MACf,iBAAiB,K;MAEjB,OAAO,cAAc,QAArB,C;QACI,YAAgB,C

AAC,UAAL,GAAiB,UAAjB,GAAiC,Q;QAC7C,Y8EnCR,uB9EmC8B,iCAAK,KAAL,E8EnC9B,E;Q9EqCQ,IAAI

,CAAC,UAAL,C;UACI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;YACI,aAAa,I;;YAEb,0BAAc,CAAd,I;;;UAGJ,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL

,C;YACI,K;;YAEA,sBAAY,CAAZ,I;;;MAgF+B,OA5EpC,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,WAAW,CAAX,IAAxB,C;IA4

EoC,C;yEAE/C,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qC;MAAA,4B;QAI2C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,KAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAO,W;MA
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A9B,C;KAJ1C,C;;MASoD,oB;;QA1E7B,gC;QAAA,+B;QAAL,mB;QAAA,kB;QAAA,kB;QAAd,0D;UACI,IAAI,

C8EjEZ,uB9EiEuB,iCAAK,KAAL,E8EjEvB,E9EiEQ,C;YACI,mBAAO,8BAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,gBAAnB,C;YA

AP,qB;;;QAER,mBAAO,E;;;MAsEyC,uB;IAAA,C;mFAEpD,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,+C;MAAA,4B;QAIgD,Q;QA

AD,OAAuB,UAAtB,2DAAsB,CAAY,W;MAAnC,C;KAJ/C,C;;MASkD,kB;;QApEhC,Q;QAAA,OAAa,WAAR,w

BAAQ,CAAb,W;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAI,C8ElFZ,uB9EkFuB,iCAAK,KAAL,E8ElFvB,E9E

kFQ,C;YACI,iBA0PgF,8BA1P/D,CA0P+D,EA1P5D,QAAQ,CAAR,IA0P4D,CAAkC,W;YA1PlH,mB;;;QAER,iB

AAO,E;;;MAgEuC,qB;IAAA,C;+EAElD,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAI8C,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,QAAtB

,2DAAsB,CAAU,W;MAAjC,C;KAJ7C,C;;MAe8C,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MAO5C,Q;MANd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C

;QACI,MAAM,gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,C;MACV,IAAI,UAAU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mB

AAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;MACK,gBAAS,SAAK,OA

Ad,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,EAAG,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACH,OAAO,E;I

ACX,C;;MAUwC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MAC7C,Q;MAAD,OAAuB,SAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAS,MAAT,EAAiB,OA

AjB,CAA0B,W;IAAjD,C;;MAWkC,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MAQ1C,Q;MAPd,IAAI,SAAS,CAAb,C;QACI,MAAM,

gCAAyB,oBAAiB,MAAjB,wBAAzB,C;MACV,IAAI,UAAU,SAAK,OAAnB,C;QACI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EA

AY,CAAZ,EAAe,SAAK,OAApB,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,C;MACW,g

BAAS,SAAK,OAAd,I;MAAd,aAAU,CAAV,iB;QACI,EAAG,gBAAO,OAAP,C;MACP,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAUs

C,uB;QAAA,UAAgB,E;MAC3C,Q;MAAD,OAAuB,OAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAO,MAAP,EAAe,OAAf,CAAwB,W;IA

A/C,C;yFAEV,yB;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,qBAAgB,SAAK,OAAL,KAAe,C;MAC1C,C;KAVA,C;;MAgBoD,4B

AAU,C;IAAV,C;;MAMG,0BAAS,C;IAAT,C;mFAMvD,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QAIuD,QAAC,kB;MAAD,C;

KAJvD,C;yFAMA,yB;MAAA,2C;MAAA,4B;QASI,OAAO,qBAAqB,QAAL,SAAK,C;MAChC,C;KAVA,C;;MAe

4D,kC;MAAS,uB;MACjE,eAAoB,C;IADoC,C;;MAGb,gB;MAAA,iE;MAAJ,4C;IAAA,C;;MAEE,sBAAQ,yB;IAA

R,C;;;MALe,4C;IAAA,C;;MAUd,uCAAQ,E;IAAR,C;;MAMlC,uBAAG,mBAAS,CAAT,IAAH,C;IAAA,C;;MAM

A,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,I;IAAA,C;;MAMW,Q;MAAA,0BAAS,CAAT,I;MAAnB,OAAgB,CAAT,8

BACgB,gBAAZ,qBAAK,KAAL,CAAY,CADhB,IAEoB,eAAhB,qBAAK,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAL,CAAgB,C;IAC/B,

C;;MAKuD,O7C3RkC,oB6C2RxB,KAAM,M7C3RkB,E6C2RX,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,I7C3RW,C;I6C2

RlC,C;;MAKc,qCAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;;MAWM,2BA

AY,KAAZ,EAAmB,GAAnB,C;IAAA,C;;MASjB,wB;QAAA,WAAgB,gB;MAAkB,OAAA,8BAAY,UAAZ,EAAw

B,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;IAAlC,C;;MAK/B,OAAA,8BAAY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAAr

B,IAAzB,CAAiD,W;IAAjD,C;;MAMV,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAC/E,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,

UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7CjUqF,oB6CiUxB,C7CjUwB,E6CiUrB,K7CjUqB,C;I6CkUzF,C;;MAMqD,q

C;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACjF,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7C1

UqF,oB6C0UxB,C7C1UwB,E6C0UrB,K7C1UqB,C;I6C2UzF,C;;MAMkD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAC9E,YAAY

,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7CnVqF,oB6CmVxB,QAAQ,CAAR,I7Cn

VwB,E6CmVb,gB7CnVa,C;I6CoVzF,C;;MAMoD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAChF,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MAC

Z,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7C5VqF,oB6C4VxB,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I7C5VwB,E6C4VE,gB

7C5VF,C;I6C6VzF,C;;MAMuD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACnF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,

EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7CrWqF,oB6CqWxB,C7CrWwB,E6CqWrB,K7CrWqB,C;I6CsWzF,C;;MAMyD,qC;

QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7C9Wq

F,oB6C8WxB,C7C9WwB,E6C8WrB,K7C9WqB,C;I6C+WzF,C;;MAMsD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAClF,YAAY,

0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACZ,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7CvXqF,oB6CuXxB,QAAQ,CAAR,I7CvX

wB,E6CuXb,gB7CvXa,C;I6CwXzF,C;;MAMwD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpF,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MAC

Z,OAAW,UAAS,EAApB,GAAwB,qBAAxB,G7ChYqF,oB6CgYxB,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I7ChYwB,E6CgYE,gB

7ChYF,C;I6CiYzF,C;;MASI,IAAI,WAAW,UAAf,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oCAAkD,UAAlD,O

AA1B,C;MACV,SAAS,mB;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,CAAb,EAAgB,UAAhB,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAA

O,WAAP,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,QAAb,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACH,OAAO,E;IACX,C;yFAEA,y

B;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,+D;QAOW,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,aAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,E

AAmC,WAAnC,CAAgD,W;MAAvE,C;KAPV,C;;MAgBU,+BAAa,KAAM,MAAnB,EAA0B,KAAM,aAAN,GAA

qB,CAArB,IAA1B,EAAkD,WAAlD,C;IAAA,C;yFAEV,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,qD;MAAA,gD;QAOW,Q;QAAD,
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OAAuB,aAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAa,KAAb,EAAoB,WAApB,CAAiC,W;MAAxD,C;KAPV,C;;MAkBI,IAAI,WAAW,

UAAf,C;QACI,MAAM,8BAA0B,gBAAa,QAAb,oCAAkD,UAAlD,OAA1B,C;MAEV,IAAI,aAAY,UAAhB,C;QA

CI,OAAY,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;MAEhB,SAAS,mBAAc,oBAAU,QAAV,GAAqB,UAA

rB,KAAd,C;MACT,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,CAAb,EAAgB,UAAhB,C;MACH,EAAG,gBAAO,SAAP,EAAa,

QAAb,EAAuB,gBAAvB,C;MACH,OAAO,E;IACX,C;uFAEA,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,mD;MAAA,kD;QASW,Q;Q

AAD,OAAuB,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,UAAZ,EAAwB,QAAxB,CAAkC,W;MAAzD,C;KATV,C;;MAgBqE,8BA

AY,KAAM,MAAlB,EAAyB,KAAM,aAAN,GAAqB,CAArB,IAAzB,C;IAAA,C;uFAErE,yB;MAAA,8B;MAAA,m

D;MAAA,mC;QAOW,Q;QAAD,OAAuB,YAAtB,2DAAsB,EAAY,KAAZ,CAAmB,W;MAA1C,C;KAPV,C;;MAc

I,IAAI,wBAAW,MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,EAA2B,gBAA3B,C;;MAEX,OAAO,8B

AAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAAI,wBAAW,MAAX,CAAJ,C;QACI,O7ClfkE,oB6CkfjD,MAAO,

O7Clf0C,C;;M6CoftE,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAAI,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EA

Ae,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAf,C;;MAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAOI,IAAI,sBA

AS,MAAT,CAAJ,C;QACI,O7CrgBiF,oB6CqgBhE,C7CrgBgE,E6CqgB7D,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,I7CrgB6D,C;

;M6CugBrF,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAK,qBAAU,MAAO,OAAP,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAAD,IAA

6C,wBAAW,MAAX,CAA7C,IAAmE,sBAAS,MAAT,CAAvE,C;QACI,OAAO,8BAAY,MAAO,OAAnB,EAA2B,

mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAA3B,C;;MAEX,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,gBAAf,C;IACX,C;;MAQI,IAAK,qBA

AU,MAAO,OAAP,GAAgB,MAAO,OAAvB,IAAV,CAAD,IAA6C,wBAAW,MAAX,CAA7C,IAAmE,sBAAS,MA

AT,CAAvE,C;QACI,O7C7hBiF,oB6C6hBhE,MAAO,O7C7hByD,E6C6hBjD,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,I7C7hBiD,

C;;M6C+hBrF,OAAO,S;IACX,C;;MAOmF,oCAAkB,SAAlB,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAOZ,sCAAkB,SAAl

B,EAA6B,SAA7B,C;IAAA,C;;MAMD,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MAClG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAA

A,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA5JjB,U;QA4JA,OA5JsB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EA4JmC,CA5JnC,EA4J

sC,KA5JtC,EA4J6C,WA5J7C,CAAgD,W;;MA4J7E,W;IACJ,C;;MAMwE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACpG,YAAY

,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QArKjB,U;QAqKA,OArKsB,aAAt

B,+DAAsB,EAqKmC,CArKnC,EAqKsC,KArKtC,EAqK6C,WArK7C,CAAgD,W;;MAqK7E,W;IACJ,C;;MAMqE,

qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACjG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,

qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;QA9KpE,U;QA8KA,OA9KsB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,U

AAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EA8KsD,WA9KtD,CAAgD,W;;MA8K7E,W;IACJ,C;;MAMuE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MA

CnG,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAA

Q,SAAU,OAAlB,I;QAAb,eAAuC,gB;QAvLnF,U;QAuLA,OAvLsB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAz

B,EAuLqE,WAvLrE,CAAgD,W;;MAuL7E,W;IACJ,C;;MAM2E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACvG,YAAY,0BAAY,

SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,SAAU,OAAlB,I;QA

Ab,eAAuC,gB;QAhMnF,U;QAgMA,OAhMsB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAgMqE,WAhMr

E,CAAgD,W;;MAgM7E,W;IACJ,C;;MAMyE,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACrG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q

;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAA2B,iBAAa,QAAQ,CAAR,I;QAAb,eAAwB,gB;QAzMpE,

U;QAyMA,OAzMsB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAAa,UAAb,EAAyB,QAAzB,EAyMsD,WAzMtD,CAAgD,W;;MAyM7E,

W;IACJ,C;;MAM0E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACtG,YAAY,0BAAY,SAAZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EA

Ab,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QAlNjB,U;QAkNA,OAlNsB,aAAtB,+DAAsB,EAkNmC,CAlNnC,EAkNsC,KAlNtC,EA

kN6C,WAlN7C,CAAgD,W;;MAkN7E,W;IACJ,C;;MAM4E,qC;QAAA,wBAAgC,S;MACxG,YAAY,0BAAY,SA

AZ,C;MACL,Q;MAAA,IAAI,UAAS,EAAb,C;QAAA,OAAiB,qB;;QA3NjB,U;QA2NA,OA3NsB,aAAtB,+DAAsB

,EA2NmC,CA3NnC,EA2NsC,KA3NtC,EA2N6C,WA3N7C,CAAgD,W;;MA2N7E,W;IACJ,C;;MAcoF,OAAA,KA

AM,iBAAQ,SAAR,EAAc,WAAd,C;IAAN,C;+EAEpF,yB;MQzjBI,iE;MAAA,wC;MRyjBJ,8C;QAMwH,yB;;UQzj

BhH,YRyjB0G,KQzjB9F,cRyjB4G,SQzjB5G,C;UACZ,IAAI,aAAJ,C;YAAmB,wBRwjBqG,SQxjBxF,W;YAAb,0

B;;UAEnB,gBAAgB,C;UAChB,aRqjBwH,SQrjBrG,O;UACnB,SAAS,mBAAc,MAAd,C;;YAEL,iBAAiB,oB;YAC

jB,EAAG,gBRijBiH,SQjjBjH,EAAc,SAAd,EAAyB,UAAW,MAAM,MAA1C,C;YACH,EAAG,gBRgjBuH,SQhjB

hH,CAAU,UAAV,CAAP,C;YACH,YAAY,UAAW,MAAM,aAAjB,GAAgC,CAAhC,I;YACZ,QAAQ,UAAW,O;;

UAEhB,oBAAY,MAAZ,IAAsB,aAAtB,C;UAEP,IAAI,YAAY,MAAhB,C;YACI,EAAG,gBRyiBiH,SQziBjH,EAA

c,SAAd,EAAyB,MAAzB,C;;UAGP,wBAAO,EAAG,W;;;QRsiBgG,4B;MAAA,C;KANlH,C;;MAcyF,OAAA,KAA

M,sBAAa,SAAb,EAAmB,WAAnB,C;IAAN,C;;MAOnB,OAAA,KAAM,iBAAQ,SAAR,C;IAAN,C;;MAOlE,IAA
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K,cAAc,CAAf,IAAsB,aAAa,CAAnC,IAA0C,cAAa,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,MAAd,IAAb,CAA1C,IACQ,eAAc,KAA

M,OAAN,GAAe,MAAf,IAAd,CADZ,C;QAEI,OAAO,K;;MAGX,iBAAc,CAAd,UAAsB,MAAtB,U;QACI,IAAI,C

AA0B,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,KAAb,IAAL,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,KAAd,IAAN,CAAP,EAAmC,UAAnC,

CAA9B,C;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAK+C,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC7D,OAAA,SAAK,OAA

L,GAAc,CAAd,IAA2B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,IAAP,EAAa,UAAb,C;IAA3B,C;;MAKqC,0B;QAA

A,aAAsB,K;MAC3D,OAAA,SAAK,OAAL,GAAc,CAAd,IAAmC,SAAhB,qBAAK,0BAAL,CAAgB,EAAO,IAAP

,EAAa,UAAb,C;IAAnC,C;;MAKiD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC3E,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BA

ArC,C;QACI,OAAY,WAAL,SAAK,EAAW,MAAX,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,MAArB,EAA6B,

CAA7B,EAAgC,MAAO,OAAvC,EAA+C,UAA/C,C;IACf,C;;MAK0E,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC5F,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,aAAL,SAAK,EAAW,MAAX,EAAmB,UAAnB,C;;QAEZ,

OAAO,6BAAkB,UAAlB,EAA8B,MAA9B,EAAsC,CAAtC,EAAyC,MAAO,OAAhD,EAAwD,UAAxD,C;IACf,C;;

MAKuD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACzE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,6BAAf,IAAiC,0BAArC,C;QACI,OAAY,SAAL

,SAAK,EAAS,MAAT,C;;QAEZ,OAAO,6BAAkB,mBAAS,MAAO,OAAhB,IAAlB,EAA0C,MAA1C,EAAkD,CA

AlD,EAAqD,MAAO,OAA5D,EAAoE,UAApE,C;IACf,C;;MAY8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAChF,qBVjkBO,MAA

K,KUikBe,SAAK,OVjkBpB,EUikB4B,KAAM,OVjkBlC,C;MUmkBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAAI,cAAJ,IAA8

B,SAAR,qBAAK,CAAL,CAAQ,EAAO,iBAAM,CAAN,CAAP,EAA8B,UAA9B,CAArC,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,IAAS,

mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAnB,CAAL,IAAwC,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAmB,IAAI,CAAJ,IAAnB,CAA

5C,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,CAAZ,EAAe,CAAf,CAAkB,W;IAC7B,C;;MAS8D,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;M

AChF,iBAAiB,SAAK,O;MACtB,kBAAkB,KAAM,O;MACxB,qBVvlBO,MAAK,KUulBe,UVvlBf,EUulB2B,WVv

lB3B,C;MUylBZ,QAAQ,C;MACR,OAAO,IAAI,cAAJ,IAA+C,SAAzB,qBAAK,aAAa,CAAb,GAAiB,CAAjB,IAA

L,CAAyB,EAAO,iBAAM,cAAc,CAAd,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAN,CAAP,EAAgD,UAAhD,CAAtD,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ

,IAAS,mBAAL,SAAK,EAAmB,aAAa,CAAb,GAAiB,CAAjB,IAAnB,CAAL,IAAqD,mBAAN,KAAM,EAAmB,c

AAc,CAAd,GAAkB,CAAlB,IAAnB,CAAzD,C;QACI,a;;MAEJ,OAAO,8BAAY,aAAa,CAAb,IAAZ,EAA4B,UAA

5B,CAAwC,W;IACnD,C;;MAaqD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAMnE,UAAkB,M;MAL3

C,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,KAAM,OAAN,KAAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,WAAiB,SAAN,KAAM,C;

QACjB,O7ClyBiF,kBwDNE,oBXwyB9D,IWxyB8D,CxDMF,E6CkyBtD,U7ClyBsD,C;;M6CqyB5D,uBAAX,UAA

W,EAAc,CAAd,C;MAAkB,mC;MAA3C,gD;QACI,kBAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;QACR,c;;UtC4qRE,U;UAAhB,4Bs

C5qRQ,KtC4qRR,kB;YAAgB,cAAhB,UsC5qRQ,KtC4qRR,S;YAAsB,IsC5qRC,SAAH,UtC4qRgB,oBsC5qRhB,C

AAG,0BtC4qRD,C;cAAwB,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;;UAC9C,aAAO,K;;;QsC7qRH,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAEf,OAAO,E;I

ACX,C;;MAWyD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,0B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACxG,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,KAA

M,OAAN,KAAc,CAA7B,IAAkC,6BAAtC,C;QACI,WAAiB,SAAN,KAAM,C;QACjB,O7CtzBqF,sBwDPM,oBX6

zBlE,IW7zBkE,CxDON,E6CszBtD,U7CtzBsD,C;;M6C0zBzF,iBAAyB,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,0BAAb,CAAzB,WA

AwD,CAAxD,U;QACI,kBAAkB,qBAAI,KAAJ,C;QACR,c;;UtCopRE,Q;UAAhB,wBsCppRQ,KtCopRR,gB;YAA

gB,cAAhB,UsCppRQ,KtCopRR,O;YAAsB,IsCppRC,SAAH,UtCopRgB,oBsCppRhB,CAAG,0BtCopRD,C;cAAw

B,aAAO,I;cAAP,e;;;UAC9C,aAAO,K;;;QsCrpRH,e;UACI,OAAO,K;;MAGf,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAG2G,oB;QAA

A,OAAgB,K;MAOrG,UAKA,M;MAXlB,cAAkB,CAAC,IAAL,GACV,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,CA

AX,EAAsC,eAAT,QAAS,EAAa,gBAAb,CAAtC,CADU,GAGV,SAAW,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,0BAAb,CAAX,EA

AmD,gBAAT,QAAS,EAAc,CAAd,CAAnD,C;MAEJ,IAAI,iCAAkB,yBAAtB,C;QACkB,yB;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,

C;UAAc,uB;UACV,IAAU,cAAN,KAAM,EAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,SAAjB,EAAuB,KAAvB,EAA8B,KAAM,OAApC,

EAA4C,UAA5C,CAAV,C;YACI,OAAO,K;;;;QAGD,2B;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACV,IAAU,kBAA

N,KAAM,EAAkB,CAAlB,EAAqB,SAArB,EAA2B,OAA3B,EAAkC,KAAM,OAAxC,EAAgD,UAAhD,CAAV,C;

YACI,OAAO,O;;;MAGnB,OAAO,E;IACX,C;;MAYsB,UAMA,M;MAflB,IAAI,CAAC,UAAD,IAAe,OAAQ,KAA

R,KAAgB,CAAnC,C;QACI,aAAqB,UAAR,OAAQ,C;QACrB,YAAgB,CAAC,IAAL,GAAW,sBAAQ,MAAR,EA

AgB,UAAhB,CAAX,GAA4C,0BAAY,MAAZ,EAAoB,UAApB,C;QACxD,OAAW,QAAQ,CAAZ,GAAe,IAAf,G

AAyB,UAAS,MAAT,C;;MAGpC,cAAkB,CAAC,IAAL,GAAW,aAAW,gBAAX,UAAW,EAAc,CAAd,CAAX,EA

A6B,gBAA7B,CAAX,GAAoD,SAAW,eAAX,UAAW,EAAa,0BAAb,CAAX,EAA0C,CAA1C,C;MAElE,IAAI,6B

AAJ,C;QACkB,yB;QAAd,OAAc,cAAd,C;UAAc,yB;UACmB,sB;;Y5BppBrB,U;YAAA,S4BopBa,O5BppBb,W;Y

AAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,2B;cAAM,I4BopBgC,c5BppBlB,O4BopBkB,EAAc,CAAd,sB5BppBlB,O4Bo
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pBmD,OAAjC,a5BppBhC,C;gBAAwB,qBAAO,O;gBAAP,uB;;;YAC9C,qBAAO,I;;;U4BmpBC,uC;UACA,IAAI,s

BAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,cAAT,C;;;;QAGD,2B;QAAd,OAAc,gBAAd,C;UAAc,2B;UACmB,wB;;Y5B1pBrB,

U;YAAA,S4B0pBa,O5B1pBb,W;YAAhB,OAAgB,gBAAhB,C;cAAgB,6B;cAAM,I4B0pBgC,kB5B1pBlB,S4B0p

BkB,EAAkB,CAAlB,sB5B1pBlB,S4B0pBuD,OAArC,a5B1pBhC,C;gBAAwB,uBAAO,S;gBAAP,uB;;;YAC9C,uB

AAO,I;;;U4BypBC,2C;UACA,IAAI,wBAAJ,C;YACI,OAAO,YAAS,gBAAT,C;;;MAInB,OAAO,I;IACX,C;;MAc+

D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACtG,4BAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,

EAAkD,KAAlD,C;IAAA,C;;MAc+D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,0B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAClH,4BAAU,OAA

V,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,C;IAAA,C;;MAa4D,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA

,aAAsB,K;MACvG,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAAmB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,KAAlD,mDAAmE,E;I

AAnE,C;;MAcgE,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,0B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACnH,gB;MAAA,8CAAU,OAAV,EAA

mB,UAAnB,EAA+B,UAA/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,mDAAkE,E;IAAlE,C;;MAWwC,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;Q

AAA,aAAsB,K;MACnF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAW,mBAAY,IAAZ,CAAX,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,

UAA1C,CADJ,G7C17BqF,kBwDNE,oBXm8BrE,IWn8BqE,CxDMF,E6C67B7D,U7C77B6D,C;I6C87BzF,C;;MA

SgD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACvF,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,MAAR,E

AAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,gBAA5B,EAAoC,UAApC,CADJ,G7Cx8BqF,kB6C28BnE,M7C38BmE,E6C28B3D,U7C3

8B2D,C;I6C48BzF,C;;MAUgD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,0B;MAAW,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAC/F,OAAW,cAAc,gCAA

zB,GACI,0BAAe,mBAAY,IAAZ,CAAf,EAAkC,UAAlC,EAA8C,UAA9C,CADJ,G7Cp9ByF,sBwDPM,oBX89Bz

E,IW99ByE,CxDON,E6Cu9B7D,U7Cv9B6D,C;I6Cw9B7F,C;;MAUoD,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,0B;MAAW,0B;QAAA

,aAAsB,K;MACnG,OAAW,cAAc,gCAAzB,GACI,sBAAQ,MAAR,EAAgB,UAAhB,EAA4B,CAA5B,EAA+B,UA

A/B,EAAkD,IAAlD,CADJ,G7Cn+ByF,sB6Cs+BnE,M7Ct+BmE,E6Cs+B3D,U7Ct+B2D,C;I6Cu+B7F,C;;MAQ+D

,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MACjF,OAAI,yBAAJ,GACI,sBAAQ,KAAR,UAA4B,UAA5B,KAA2C,CAD/C,GAGI,sBA

AQ,KAAR,EAAe,CAAf,EAAkB,gBAAlB,EAA0B,UAA1B,KAAyC,C;IAH7C,C;;MAakD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;M

ACpE,6BAAQ,IAAR,UAA2B,UAA3B,KAA0C,C;IAA1C,C;;MAMkE,OAAA,KAAM,yBAAgB,SAAhB,C;IAAN,

C;;MAMpC,oB;MAAiC,8B;MAA6B,oB;MAAwB,kC;IAAvF,C;;MAEa,gE;MAC1C,iBAAqB,E;MACrB,yBAAwC

,WAAX,yCAAW,EAAS,CAAT,EAAY,oCAAM,OAAlB,C;MACxC,uBAA2B,sB;MAC3B,gBAA0B,I;MAC1B,eA

AmB,C;IALuB,C;;MAQtC,IAAI,uBAAkB,CAAtB,C;QACI,iBAAY,C;QACZ,gBAAW,I;;;QAGX,IAAI,4CAAQ,C

AAR,IAAa,uDAAa,yCAA1B,IAAmC,uBAAkB,yCAAM,OAA/D,C;UACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,gBAAN,yCAAM,C

AAzB,C;UACX,uBAAkB,E;;;UAGlB,YAAkB,iDAAN,yCAAM,EAAa,oBAAb,C;UAClB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAb,C;Y

ACI,gBAAW,qCAAyB,gBAAN,yCAAM,CAAzB,C;YACX,uBAAkB,E;;;YAGlB,IAAK,QAAgB,KAAhB,aAAL,E

AAW,SAAU,KAAV,a;YACX,gBAAW,gCAAwB,KAAxB,C;YACX,yBAAoB,QAAQ,MAAR,I;YACpB,uBAAkB

,0BAAwB,WAAU,CAAd,GAAiB,CAAjB,GAAwB,CAA5C,K;;;QAG1B,iBAAY,C;;IAEpB,C;;MAOiB,Q;MAJb,I

AAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,IAAI,mBAAa,CAAjB,C;QACI,MAAM,6B;MACV,aAAa,iE;MAEb,gBA

AW,I;MACX,iBAAY,E;MACZ,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MAGI,IAAI,mBAAa,EAAjB,C;QACI,iB;MACJ,OAAO,mBA

Aa,C;IACxB,C;;;MAlD0C,+D;IAAA,C;;;MAmEU,wC;QvC//BjD,SuCggCH,sBAAW,kBAAX,EAAuB,UAAvB,E

AAgD,kBAAhD,C;QAAA,OAAsE,KAAK,CAAT,GAAY,IAAZ,GAAsB,OAAM,CAAN,C;MADpC,C;IAAA,C;;M

AHM,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MnC7jC7H,IAAI,EmC8jCI,

SAAS,CnC9jCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cmC6jCkB,oD;QnC5jClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MmC8jCV,OAA

O,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B,EAA0C,KAA1C,EAAiD,gDAAjD,C;IAEX,C;;MAqB4D,wC;QAAgB,Q;QA

AA,oCAAU,sBAAV,EAA0B,UAA1B,EAAmD,kBAAnD,EAAsE,KAAtE,aAAoF,GAAG,UAAH,EAAe,WAAO,O

AAtB,CAApF,O;MAAhB,C;IAAA,C;;MAJc,0B;QAAA,aAAkB,C;MAAG,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAA

A,QAAa,C;MnCnlCrI,IAAI,EmColCI,SAAS,CnCplCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cmCmlCkB,oD;QnCllClB,MAAM,gCAAy

B,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MmCmlCV,qBAAgC,OAAX,UAAW,C;MAEhC,OAAO,4BAAwB,SAAxB,EAA8B,UAA9B

,EAA0C,KAA1C,EAAiD,sDAAjD,C;IAEX,C;;MAiBkF,qB;QAAE,yCAAU,EAAV,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADf,0

B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MACrG,OAAsE,OAAtE,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EA

A+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,iCAAJ,C;IAAtE,C;;MAaiD,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC/F

,IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;QACI,gBAAgB,WAAW,CAAX,C;QAChB,IAAI,EAAC,SAv6BuC,YA

AU,CAu6BlD,CAAJ,C;UACI,OAAO,mBAAM,SAAN,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAA6B,KAA7B,C;;;MAI2E,kBAAb,cAAt

E,+BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAAsE,C;M5ByBtE,kBAAM,eAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CA
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Ab,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,sB;QACT,WAAY,W4B/FgF,uB5B+FlE,I4B/FkE,C5B

+FhF,C;;M4B/FhB,O5BgGO,W;I4B/FX,C;;MAUkF,qB;QAAE,yCAAU,EAAV,C;MAAF,C;IAAA,C;;MADjB,0B;

QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MACnG,OAAsE,OAAtE,6BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+

D,KAA/D,CAAsE,EAAI,mCAAJ,C;IAAtE,C;;MAS+C,0B;QAAA,aAAsB,K;MAAO,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAC7F,

IAAI,UAAW,OAAX,KAAmB,CAAvB,C;QACI,OAAO,mBAAoB,oBAAd,WAAW,CAAX,CAAc,CAApB,EAAg

C,UAAhC,EAA4C,KAA5C,C;;MAG+E,kBAAb,cAAtE,6BAAkB,UAAlB,UAA2C,UAA3C,EAA+D,KAA/D,CAA

sE,C;M5BAtE,kBAAM,eAAa,qCAAwB,EAAxB,CAAb,C;MAqEA,Q;MAAA,6B;MAAb,OAAa,cAAb,C;QAAa,s

B;QACT,WAAY,W4BtEgF,uB5BsElE,I4BtEkE,C5BsEhF,C;;M4BtEhB,O5BuEO,W;I4BtEX,C;;MnCzpCI,IAAI,E

mCoqCI,SAAS,CnCpqCb,CAAJ,C;QACI,cmCmqCkB,oD;QnClqClB,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MmCo

qCV,oBAAoB,C;MACpB,gBAAgB,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,aAAnB,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;MAChB,IAAI,cAAa,EAA

b,IAAmB,UAAS,CAAhC,C;QACI,OAAO,OAAO,SAAK,WAAZ,C;;MAGX,gBAAgB,QAAQ,C;MACxB,aAAa,e

AAsB,SAAJ,GAAqB,eAAN,KAAM,EAAa,EAAb,CAArB,GAA2C,EAA7D,C;;QAET,MAAO,WA93B6E,8BA83

B/D,aA93B+D,EA83BhD,SA93BgD,CAAkC,WA83B/G,C;QACP,gBAAgB,YAAY,SAAU,OAAtB,I;QAEhB,IAA

I,aAAa,MAAO,KAAP,MAAe,QAAQ,CAAR,IAAf,CAAjB,C;UAA2C,K;QAC3C,YAAY,sBAAQ,SAAR,EAAmB,

aAAnB,EAAkC,UAAlC,C;;MACP,sBAAa,EAAb,C;MAET,MAAO,WAr4BiF,8BAq4BnE,aAr4BmE,EAq4BpD,g

BAr4BoD,CAAkC,WAq4BnH,C;MACP,OAAO,M;IACX,C;;MASmD,qB;QAAA,QAAa,C;MAAmB,OAAA,KAA

M,eAAM,SAAN,EAAY,KAAZ,C;IAAN,C;;MAKxB,mCAAgB,MAAhB,EAAwB,IAAxB,EAA8B,IAA9B,E;IAA

A,C;;MAKX,OAAe,UAAf,uBAAe,C;IAAf,C;;MgFtuChD,0B;MAII,aAC+B,e;MAC/B,cACgC,e;MAChC,WAC6B,

e;MAC7B,YAC8B,e;MAC9B,eACiC,e;MACjC,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aAC+B,gB;MAC/B,YAC8B,gB;MAC9B,aA

C+B,gB;MAC/B,eACiC,gB;MACjC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,sBACwC,gB;MACxC,uBACyC,gB;MACzC,kBACoC,

gB;MACpC,cACgC,gB;MAChC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,iBACmC,gB;MACnC,YAC8B,gB;

MAC9B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,uBACyC,iB;MACzC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;MACxC,

uBACyC,iB;MACzC,wBAC0C,iB;MAC1C,sBACwC,iB;MACxC,cACgC,iB;MAChC,oBACsC,iB;MACtC,cACgC

,iB;MAChC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,aAC+B,iB;MAC/B,mBACqC,iB;MACrC,YAC8B,iB;MAC9B,UAC4B,iB;MAC

5B,mBACqC,iB;MACrC,gBACkC,iB;MAClC,mBACqC,iB;MACrC,sBACwC,iB;IAjF5C,C;;;;MAAA,iC;QAAA,g

B;;MAAA,0B;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;MCqFkD,oCAAa,IAAb,C;IAAA,C;;MAiBC,kB;IAArB,C;;MAE6B,OAAA,UAAM,

YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UA

AM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAA

A,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,

OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;M

AEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,CAAlB,C;IAAA,C;;MAEA,OAAA,UAAM,YAAN,aAAkB,EAAlB,C;IAAA,

C;;MAOf,OAAA,UAAM,YAAY,iBAAQ,CAAR,EAAW,UAAM,YAAY,KAA7B,C;IAAlB,C;;;6EjE9H5C,yB;MA

AA,iD;MAAA,4B;QAI4C,kBAAM,SAAN,C;MAAA,C;KAJ5C,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,gD;MAAA,oC;QAI+D,kB

AAM,SAAN,EAAY,MAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAJ/D,C;+EAMA,yB;MAAA,oC;MAAA,qC;QAIqE,sBAAM,SAAN,EA

AY,OAAZ,C;MAAA,C;KAJrE,C;;MkE2CI,qC;MAjDuB,kB;MAAgB,kB;MAAgB,kB;MAMvD,iBAAsB,iBAAU,

UAAV,EAAiB,UAAjB,EAAwB,UAAxB,C;IANA,C;;MAS6F,mB;QAC3G,iDAAuC,aAAvC,SAA8C,aAA9C,SAA

qD,a;MADsD,C;IAAA,C;;MAA3F,UAAmC,MAAnC,EAAuB,MAAvB,EAAsE,MAAtE,EAA0D,M;MAA1D,gE;

MAAZ,IAAS,CAAT,2B;QAA+C,kE;QAAZ,UAAS,CAAT,6B;;;QAAA,c;MAAnC,W;QAAkF,kE;QAAZ,UAAS,C

AAT,6B;;;QAAA,c;MrHSlF,IAAI,CqHTQ,MrHSZ,C;QACI,cqHV+G,mDrHUjG,E;QACd,MAAM,gCAAyB,OAA

Q,WAAjC,C;;MqHRN,OAAO,CAAA,KAAM,IAAI,EAAV,KAAgB,KAAM,IAAI,CAA1B,IAA+B,KAA/B,I;IAC

X,C;;MAKkC,OAAE,UAAF,oBAAS,UAAT,SAAgB,U;IAAhB,C;;MAIV,gB;MADpB,IAAI,SAAS,KAAb,C;QAA

oB,OAAO,I;MACP,iE;MAAD,mB;QAA6B,OAAO,K;;MAAvD,mBAAmB,M;MACnB,OAAO,IAAK,UAAL,KAA

gB,YAAa,U;IACxC,C;;MAE+B,qB;IAAA,C;;MAEqB,wBAAU,KAAM,UAAhB,I;IAAA,C;;MAQ5C,OAAA,IAA

K,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,IACf,IAAK,MAAL,IAAc,KADtB,C;IAAA,C;;MAS

A,OAAA,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,KAAuB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,KACd,IAAK,MAAL,GAAa,KAAb,K

AAsB,IAAK,MAAL,KAAc,KAAd,IACf,IAAK,MAAL,IAAc,KADrB,CADc,CAAvB,C;IAAA,C;;MAIR,uC;MACI

,2BAIuC,G;MAEvC,eAIoC,kBAAc,CAAd,EAAiB,CAAjB,EAAoB,EAApB,C;IAXxC,C;;;;MAAA,8C;QAAA,6B;;

MAAA,uC;IAAA,C;;;MAhDA,uD;MAG6C,0BAAK,KAAL,EAAY,KAAZ,EAAmB,CAAnB,C;MAH7C,Y;IAAA,
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C;4FCKA,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,4B;QAAQ,MAAM,6BAAoB,6BAApB,C;MAAN,C;KAAR,C;;;;;MCUuC,+BAA

oB,KAApB,C;IAAA,C;;MAqDiD,sB;IAAA,C;;MAE5F,e;MAAA,iB;MAAA,uB;IAAA,C;;MAAA,8C;MAAA,C;M

AKI,wF;MAKA,sF;MAMA,wE;IAhBJ,C;;;MAKI,iC;MAAA,iD;IAAA,C;;;MAKA,iC;MAAA,gD;IAAA,C;;;MAM

A,iC;MAAA,yC;IAAA,C;;;MAhBJ,iJ;IAAA,C;;;MAAA,a;aAAA,c;UAAA,sD;aAAA,a;UAAA,qD;aAAA,M;UAA

A,8C;gBAAA,gE;;IAAA,C;;;MAyBA,mC;IAAA,C;;;;MAAA,0C;QAAA,yB;;MAAA,mC;IAAA,C;;MAwCI,qBAA

sC,W;MACtC,gBAA2B,iC;IAFK,C;;MAWjB,Q;MALP,IAAI,kBAAW,iCAAf,C;QACI,gBAAS,mC;QACT,qBAAc

,I;;MAGlB,OAAO,8E;IACX,C;;MAEoC,yBAAW,iC;IAAX,C;;MAEN,OAAI,oBAAJ,GAA2B,SAAN,UAAM,CA

A3B,GAA2C,iC;IAA3C,C;;MAEA,+BAAoB,UAApB,C;IAAA,C;;;MAGG,4B;IAAD,C;;MAAC,2B;IAAA,C;;MA

EG,W;IAAA,C;;MAEN,OAAM,SAAN,UAAM,C;IAAN,C;;0EvHrKtC,yB;MAaA,kF;MAbA,wB;QAuBI,IAAI,CA

bI,KAaR,C;UACI,cAda,qB;UAeb,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAdd,C;KAXA,C;0EAaA,yB;MAAA,kF;

MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;MAEd,C;KA

dA,C;sFAgBA,yB;MAWA,kF;MAXA,wB;QAQW,yB;QAeP,IAfsB,KAelB,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAhB2B,0B;UAiB3B,

MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;;UAEN,wBAnBkB,K;;QAAtB,4B;MACJ,C;KATA,C;wFAWA,yB;MAAA,k

F;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,8BAAyB,OAAQ,WAAjC,C;;;UAEN,OAAO,K;;

MAEf,C;KAlBA,C;oEAoBA,yB;MAaA,4E;MAbA,wB;QAuBI,IAAI,CAbE,KAaN,C;UACI,cAdW,e;UAeX,MAA

M,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MAdd,C;KAXA,C;sEAaA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAUI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAL,

C;UACI,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;MAEd,C;KAdA,C;kFAgBA,yB;MASA,4E;MATA,

wB;QAOuD,uB;QAcnD,IAdgE,KAc5D,QAAJ,C;UACI,cAfqE,0B;UAgBrE,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;

UAEN,sBAlB4D,K;;QAAb,0B;MAAA,C;KAPvD,C;oFASA,yB;MAAA,4E;MAAA,qC;QAYI,IAAI,aAAJ,C;UACI

,cAAc,a;UACd,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;;;UAEN,OAAO,K;;MAEf,C;KAlBA,C;oEAqBA,yB;MAAA,

4E;MAAA,0B;QAMiD,MAAM,2BAAsB,OAAQ,WAA9B,C;MAAN,C;KANjD,C;;MJpHiC,uB;QAAA,UAAkB,k

C;mBAA4C,O;;IAA/D,C;;0DAEhC,yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,mB;QAKoC,MAAM,8B;MAAN,C;KALpC,C;oEAOA,

yB;MAAA,2D;MAAA,yB;QAMkD,MAAM,6BAAoB,sCAAmC,MAAvD,C;MAAN,C;KANlD,C;gEAUA,yB;MA

AA,wB;QAQI,OAAO,O;MACX,C;KATA,C;kEAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;QAQI,OAAO,gB;MACX,C;KATA,C;oEA

WA,yB;MAAA,kC;QAQI,OAAgB,MAAT,QAAS,C;MACpB,C;KATA,C;oEAWA,yB;MAAA,mC;QAQI,gB;QAC

A,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAVA,C;kEAYA,yB;MAAA,mC;QASI,MAAM,SAAN,C;QACA,OAAO,S;MACX,C;KAX

A,C;kEAaA,yB;MAAA,mC;QAQI,OAAO,MAAM,SAAN,C;MACX,C;KATA,C;sEAWA,yB;MAAA,uC;QASI,O

AAW,UAAU,SAAV,CAAJ,GAAqB,SAArB,GAA+B,I;MAC1C,C;KAVA,C;8EAYA,yB;MAAA,uC;QASI,OAAW

,CAAC,UAAU,SAAV,CAAL,GAAsB,SAAtB,GAAgC,I;MAC3C,C;KAVA,C;wEAYA,yB;MAAA,gC;QASI,iBA

Ac,CAAd,UAAsB,KAAtB,U;UACI,OAAO,KAAP,C;;MAER,C;KAZA,C;;M4H5GkF,Y;IAAA,C;;MCO1E,kB;MA

CA,oB;IAF4B,C;;MAQS,aAAG,UAAH,UAAW,WAAX,M;IAAA,C;;;MAPrC,iB;IAhBR,C;;MAiBQ,kB;IAjBR,C;;

MAAA,gBAgBQ,qCAhBR,EAiBQ,wCAjBR,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAgBQ,sD;MACA,uD;MAjBR,a;IAAA,C;;M

AAA,4IAgBQ,sCAhBR,IAiBQ,wCAjBR,I;IAAA,C;;MAgCoD,gBAAK,SAAL,EAAW,IAAX,C;IAAA,C;;MAKN,i

BAAO,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,E;IAAA,C;;MAkBtC,kB;MACA,oB;MACA,kB;IAHqC,C;;MASA,aAAG,UAAH,UA

AW,WAAX,UAAoB,UAApB,M;IAAA,C;;;MARrC,iB;IAhBR,C;;MAiBQ,kB;IAjBR,C;;MAkBQ,iB;IAlBR,C;;M

AAA,kBAgBQ,qCAhBR,EAiBQ,wCAjBR,EAkBQ,qCAlBR,C;IAAA,C;;MAAA,c;MAgBQ,sD;MACA,uD;MACA

,sD;MAlBR,a;IAAA,C;;MAAA,4IAgBQ,sCAhBR,IAiBQ,wCAjBR,IAkBQ,sCAlBR,I;IAAA,C;;MA8BmD,iBAAO

,eAAP,EAAc,gBAAd,EAAsB,eAAtB,E;IAAA,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;I1GgBnD,C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;IAGI,aAAJ,OAAO,OAAQ,KAAI,WAAY,IAAG,OAAO,SAAf,IAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,K;aACh

E,MAAJ,GAAY,iBAAhB,OAA6B,OAAb,CAAZ,GAAoD,gC;gBC5C1B,S;cACF,S;SrBxBE,iB;QAGD,iB;sB0EgE

C,gBAA8B,CAA9B,O;2BnEkDgB,CAAA,qCAAI,UAAJ,GAAgB,CAAhB,QAAoB,CAApB,I;qBqG/CJ,C;yBACI,

C;sBACH,C;kBACJ,C;iBACD,C;mBACE,C;0BCZF,S;;;;AnI1EtC,CAJC,E;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1178528222_1625678363.56/0/kotlin-1-2-31-tgz/package/kotlin.js.map

 

1.485 wmctrl 0.4 
1.485.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Antonio Cuni

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.486 libpciaccess 0.14 1.el7
1.486.1 Available under license : 

(C) Copyright IBM Corporation 2006, 2007

(C) Copyright Eric Anholt 2006

(C) Copyright Mark Kettenis 2011

(C) Copyright Robert Millan 2012

Copyright (c) 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.
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Copyright 2009, 2012 Red Hat, Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation on

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

IBM AND/OR THEIR SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Juan Romero Pardines

Copyright (c) 2008, 2011 Mark Kettenis

Copyright (c) 2009 Michael Lorenz

Copyright (c) 2009, 2012 Samuel Thibault

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (C) 2000 The XFree86 Project, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the XFree86 Project shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

XFree86 Project.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Paulo R. Zanoni, Tiago Vignatti

Copyright (c) 2009 Tiago Vignatti

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.487 jersey 1.19.1 
1.487.1 Available under license : 

If you received the contents of this file pursuant to a Technology License and Distribution Agreement (TLDA) or

Sun Community Source

License (SCSL) agreement with Sun, then such TLDA or SCSL, whichever is applicable, and not the license found

at or referenced

by a License.txt (or License.html) file or a source header file, shall apply to your use of the contents of the file.

 

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jettison

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
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indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.
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4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jackson

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Jackson is dual-licensed under two alternative popular Open Source licenses: Apache (AL 2.0) and Gnu Lesser GPL

(LGPL 2.1). You choose one or the other, as necessary (if you want to redistribute the code  for use, you do not need

license), and abide by the license rules as defined by the respective license agreement (and only that one).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)
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alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or
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otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2011 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

obtain a copy of the License at

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

 

GPL Classpath Exception:

Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License
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file that accompanied this code.

 

Modifications:

If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

"Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

 

Contributor(s):

If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]

elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

holder.

/*

* DO NOT ALTER OR REMOVE COPYRIGHT NOTICES OR THIS HEADER.

*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU

* General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development

* and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can

* obtain a copy of the License at

* http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

* or packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.  See the License for the specific

* language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing the software, include this License Header Notice in each

* file and include the License file at packager/legal/LICENSE.txt.

*

* GPL Classpath Exception:

* Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

* exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License

* file that accompanied this code.

*

* Modifications:

* If applicable, add the following below the License Header, with the fields

* enclosed by brackets [] replaced by your own identifying information:

* "Portions Copyright [year] [name of copyright owner]"

*

* Contributor(s):

* If you wish your version of this file to be governed by only the CDDL or

* only the GPL Version 2, indicate your decision by adding "[Contributor]
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* elects to include this software in this distribution under the [CDDL or GPL

* Version 2] license."  If you don't indicate a single choice of license, a

* recipient has the option to distribute your version of this file under

* either the CDDL, the GPL Version 2 or to extend the choice of license to

* its licensees as provided above.  However, if you add GPL Version 2 code

* and therefore, elected the GPL Version 2 license, then the option applies

* only if the new code is made subject to such option by the copyright

* holder.

*/

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

    1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

    1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed

by the terms of this License.

 

    1.7. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

    A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

    B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

    C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

    1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

 

    1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.
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    1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

    1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

    Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

    (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger

Work; and

 

    (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

    (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or
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otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

    (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

    Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

    3.2. Modifications.

 

    The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

    3.3. Required Notices.

 

    You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

    3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

    You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

    You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the
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Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Larger Works.

 

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of this

License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of

this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

    4.1. New Versions.

 

    Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

    4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

    You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

    4.3. Modified Versions.

 

    When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
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6. TERMINATION.

 

    6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

    6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

    6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly or

indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the initiation

of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant under Sections

2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

 

    6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting

of "commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer
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software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

----------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301,

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the
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software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and
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disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,
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  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other
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system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.
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"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle are subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL

Version 2, but only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header the words "Oracle

designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

from your version.

 

DO NOT TRANSLATE OR LOCALIZE.

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: ASM

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jettison

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
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"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or
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rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

 

 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jackson

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

 

 

Jackson is dual-licensed under two alternative popular Open Source licenses: Apache (AL 2.0) and Gnu Lesser GPL

(LGPL 2.1). You choose one or the other, as necessary (if you want to redistribute the code  for use, you do not need

license), and abide by the license rules as defined by the respective license agreement (and only that one).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
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fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
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medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
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such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS

OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.488 zstd 1.4.3 
1.488.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.489 apacheds-core-avl 1.5.5 
1.489.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.490 jersey-media-jaxb 2.22.1 
1.490.1 Available under license : 

CDDL+GPL License

http://glassfish.java.net/public/CDDL+GPL_1_1.html

 

1.491 importlib-metadata 4.6.4 
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1.491.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 2017-2019 Jason R. Coombs, Barry Warsaw

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.492 klauspost-compress v1.11.3 
1.492.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2019 Klaus Post. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Klaus Post

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 The Snappy-Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2019 Klaus Post. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Snappy-Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# The submission process automatically checks to make sure

# that people submitting code are listed in this file (by email address).

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Name <email address>

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Damian Gryski <dgryski@gmail.com>

Jan Mercl <0xjnml@gmail.com>

Kai Backman <kaib@golang.org>

Marc-Antoine Ruel <maruel@chromium.org>

Nigel Tao <nigeltao@golang.org>

Rob Pike <r@golang.org>

Rodolfo Carvalho <rhcarvalho@gmail.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@golang.org>

Sebastien Binet <seb.binet@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2011 The Snappy-Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
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in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.493 dgraph-io-badger v3.2011.1 
1.493.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Grav

Copyright (c) 2016 MATHIEU CORNIC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.494 nialogarchiver 1.0 
1.494.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.495 apacheds-core-jndi 1.5.5 
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1.495.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.496 netty-transport 4.1.27.Final 
1.496.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}
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* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }
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*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }
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* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-
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jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072606596_1595016012.9/0/netty-transport-4-1-27-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

 

1.497 x-text v0.3.3 
1.497.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.498 dropwizard-configuration 0.9.2 

 

1.499 libdevmapper 1.0 
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1.499.1 Available under license : 
		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Red Hat, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.500 temple 0.7.7 
1.500.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010 Magnus Holm

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.501 de-flapdoodle-embed-process 2.0.5 
1.501.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2011

*   Michael Mosmann <michael@mosmann.de>

*   Martin Jöhren <m.joehren@googlemail.com>

*

* with contributions from

* 	konstantin-ba@github,

	Archimedes Trajano (trajano@github),

	Kevin D. Keck (kdkeck@github),

	Ben McCann (benmccann@github)

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/file/FileCleaner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/IExtractedFileSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/TempDirInPlatformTempDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/NamedOutputStreamProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/file/FileAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/IDirectory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/UserTempDirInPlatformTempDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/ExtractedArtifactStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/distribution/GenericVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/NoProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/ConsoleOutputStreamProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/progress/StandardConsoleProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/NUMA.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/TxzExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/Processors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/HttpProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/progress/ConsoleOneLineProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-
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jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/distribution/IVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/LoggingOutputStreamProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/ImmutableExtractedFileSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/IProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/Slf4jLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/UUIDDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/Readers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/builder/IProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/Starter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/collections/Collections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/FileSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/exceptions/DistributionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/IArchiveEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/NullProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/ExtractedFileSets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/ZipExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/DirectoryAndExecutableNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/RuntimeConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/ArtifactStoreBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/UserHome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/Downloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/Directories.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/IExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/IDownloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-
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jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/StreamToLineProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/DownloadPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/FilesToExtract.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/AbstractProcess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/IFileNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/PropertyOrTempDirInPlatformTempDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/TimeoutConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/DownloadConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/Network.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/ExecutableProcessConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/Executable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/UserTempNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/LogWatchStreamProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/ArchiveIsFileExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/distribution/Platform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/io/ProcessOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/UUIDTempNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/TgzExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/ISupportConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/PlatformTempDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/builder/AbstractBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/ArtifactStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/StaticArtifactStoreBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/ReaderProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-
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jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/Processes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/ITempNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/ICommandLinePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/builder/AbstractEmbeddedBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/progress/LoggingProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/AbstractExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/ExtractedArtifactStoreBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/builder/TypedProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/IExecutableProcessConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/IDownloadPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/IRuntimeConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/StaticArtifactStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/distribution/BitSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/ExecutableFileAlreadyExistsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/FileType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/Extractors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/IArtifactStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/IStreamProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/AbstractTarExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/process/ProcessConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/IStopable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/PlatformLibraryStoreBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/file/Files.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/PropertyOrPlatformTempDir.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-
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jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/runtime/ProcessControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/Slf4jStreamProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/progress/IProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/builder/ImmutableContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/ITimeoutConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/CommonsArchiveEntryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/LocalArtifactStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/store/CachingArtifactStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/IDownloadConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/progress/Slf4jProgressListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/ILibraryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/Tbz2Extractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/_Refactor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/distribution/ArchiveType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/NoopTempNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/config/store/IPackageResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/io/directories/FixedPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/distribution/Distribution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1149588875_1617767959.93/0/de-flapdoodle-embed-process-2-0-5-sources-2-

jar/de/flapdoodle/embed/process/extract/IExtractionMatch.java

 

1.502 netty-buffer 4.1.27.Final 
1.502.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-buffer/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-jar/io/netty/buffer/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolThreadCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/DuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolSubpage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/Unpooled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolArena.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractPooledDerivedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractUnpooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedUnpooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SimpleLeakAwareCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeNoCleanerDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AdvancedLeakAwareCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledDuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedCompositeByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledHeapByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeDirectSwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeHeapSwappedByteBuf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/SimpleLeakAwareByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyByteBufferBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractDerivedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/WrappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AdvancedLeakAwareByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/FixedCompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnreleasableByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractReferenceCountedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/EmptyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ReadOnlyUnsafeDirectByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/DefaultByteBufHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledByteBufAllocatorMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocatorMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/ByteBufAllocatorMetricProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project
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*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledUnsafeHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnsafeByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledSlicedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/AbstractUnsafeSwappedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PooledUnsafeHeapByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/UnpooledDuplicatedByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolArenaMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/HeapByteBufUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolSubpageMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151378_1608741212.29/0/netty-buffer-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/buffer/PoolChunkListMetric.java

 

1.503 cryptography 2.2.2 
1.503.1 Available under license : 

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Individual contributors.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   3. Neither the name of PyCA Cryptography nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and

  the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python

  2.7.12 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

  grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

  analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

  distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative

  version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of

  copyright, i.e., "Copyright  2001-2016 Python Software Foundation; All Rights

  Reserved" are retained in Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative version

  prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or

  incorporates Python 2.7.12 or any part thereof, and wants to make the

  derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby

  agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python

  2.7.12.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.7.12 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis.

  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF

  EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR

  WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE

  USE OF PYTHON 2.7.12 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 2.7.12

  FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF

  MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.7.12, OR ANY DERIVATIVE

  THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of

  its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship

  of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee.  This License

  Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a

  trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

  third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.7.12, Licensee agrees

  to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

The code used in the OpenSSL locking callback and OS random engine is derived

from CPython, and is licensed under the terms of the PSF License Agreement.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.504 json-cpp 1.9.4 
1.504.1 Available under license : 

The JsonCpp library's source code, including accompanying documentation,

tests and demonstration applications, are licensed under the following

conditions...

 

Baptiste Lepilleur and The JsonCpp Authors explicitly disclaim copyright in all

jurisdictions which recognize such a disclaimer. In such jurisdictions,

this software is released into the Public Domain.

 

In jurisdictions which do not recognize Public Domain property (e.g. Germany as of

2010), this software is Copyright (c) 2007-2010 by Baptiste Lepilleur and
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The JsonCpp Authors, and is released under the terms of the MIT License (see below).

 

In jurisdictions which recognize Public Domain property, the user of this

software may choose to accept it either as 1) Public Domain, 2) under the

conditions of the MIT License (see below), or 3) under the terms of dual

Public Domain/MIT License conditions described here, as they choose.

 

The MIT License is about as close to Public Domain as a license can get, and is

described in clear, concise terms at:

 

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT_License

 

The full text of the MIT License follows:

 

========================================================================

Copyright (c) 2007-2010 Baptiste Lepilleur and The JsonCpp Authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy,

modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

========================================================================

(END LICENSE TEXT)

 

The MIT license is compatible with both the GPL and commercial

software, affording one all of the rights of Public Domain with the

minor nuisance of being required to keep the above copyright notice

and license text in the source code. Note also that by accepting the

Public Domain "license" you can re-license your copy using whatever

license you like.
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1.505 elasticsearch-x-content 6.5.4 
1.505.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.506 openorb v1.2.0 
1.506.1 Available under license : 

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements

  and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a copy of this

  document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name "Exolab" must not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this Software without prior written

  permission of Intalio Inc.  For written permission, please

  contact info@exolab.org.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "Exolab"

  nor may "Exolab" appear in their names without prior written

  permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab is a registered trademark of

  Intalio Inc.
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5. Due credit should be given to the Exolab Project

  (http://www.exolab.org/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright 2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

1.507 swagger-core 2.1.2 
1.507.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Automatic-Module-Name: io.swagger.v3.core

Bnd-LastModified: 1585747900398

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_151

Built-By: frantuma

Bundle-Description: Sonatype helps open source projects to set up Mave

n repositories on https://oss.sonatype.org/

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: swagger-core

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.swagger.core.v3.swagger-core

Bundle-Version: 2.1.2

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: io.swagger.v3.core.model;version="2.1.2",io.swagger.v3

.core.filter;version="2.1.2";uses:="io.swagger.v3.core.model,io.swagg

er.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.media,io.swagger.v3.oas.mod

els.parameters,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.responses",io.swagger.v3.core

.jackson;version="2.1.2";uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.core,com.faster

xml.jackson.databind,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.introspect,com.fa

sterxml.jackson.databind.jsontype,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.modu

le,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ser,io.swagger.v3.core.converter,io

.swagger.v3.oas.annotations,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.media,io.sw

agger.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.callbacks,io.swagger.v3.

oas.models.media,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.responses,javax.xml.bind.an

notation",io.swagger.v3.core.jackson.mixin;version="2.1.2";uses:="com
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.fasterxml.jackson.annotation,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.annotati

on,io.swagger.v3.core.jackson,io.swagger.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.

oas.models.callbacks,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.responses",io.swagger.v

3.core.converter;version="2.1.2";uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.annotat

ion,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.media",io.swagger.v3.core.util;version="

2.1.2";uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation,com.fasterxml.jackson.

core,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.in

trospect,com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.module,io.swagger.v3.oas.anno

tations,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.extensions,io.swagger.v3.oas.an

notations.headers,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.info,io.swagger.v3.oa

s.annotations.links,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.media,io.swagger.v3

.oas.annotations.servers,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.tags,io.swagge

r.v3.oas.models,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.callbacks,io.swagger.v3.oas.

models.examples,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.headers,io.swagger.v3.oas.mo

dels.info,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.links,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.med

ia,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.parameters,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.respo

nses,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.security,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.serve

rs,io.swagger.v3.oas.models.tags,org.apache.commons.lang3.tuple"

implementation-version: 2.1.2

Import-Package: javax.validation.constraints;version="[1.1,3)",com.fas

terxml.jackson.annotation;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.co

re;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core.type;version="[2.10,

3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.core.util;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.

jackson.databind;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.an

notation;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.introspect

;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.jsontype;version="

[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.module;version="[2.10,3)",co

m.fasterxml.jackson.databind.node;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.ja

ckson.databind.ser;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.

type;version="[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.util;version="

[2.10,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson.dataformat.yaml;version="[2.10,3)",co

m.fasterxml.jackson.datatype.jsr310;version="[2.10,3)",io.swagger.v3.

core.converter;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.core.jackson;version="

[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.core.jackson.mixin;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagge

r.v3.core.model;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.core.util;version="[2

.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.

oas.annotations.enums;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations

.extensions;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.headers;v

ersion="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.info;version="[2.1,3)"

,io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.links;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.

oas.annotations.media;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations

.servers;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations.tags;version

="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.o

as.models.callbacks;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.exampl

es;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.headers;version="[2.1,3

)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.info;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.

models.links;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.media;version

="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.parameters;version="[2.1,3)",io.s
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wagger.v3.oas.models.responses;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.mo

dels.security;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.servers;vers

ion="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.tags;version="[2.1,3)",javax.x

ml.bind.annotation;version="[2.3,3)",org.apache.commons.lang3;version

="[3.7,4)",org.apache.commons.lang3.math;version="[3.7,4)",org.apache

.commons.lang3.text;version="[3.7,4)",org.apache.commons.lang3.tuple;

version="[3.7,4)",org.slf4j;version="[1.7,2)"

mode: development

package: io.swagger

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.8))"

Tool: Bnd-4.2.0.201903051501

url: https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-core/modules/swagger-core

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1069435236_1608181328.2/0/swagger-core-2-1-2-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.508 vaughan0-go-ini v1.62.0 
1.508.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 Vaughan Newton

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.509 nspr 4.25.0-2.el7_9 
1.509.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------
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1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered
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       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its
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   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other
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equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).
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3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License
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from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *
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*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions
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If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

1.510 lz4 1.9.3 
1.510.1 Available under license : 

This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,
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and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to
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your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011-2020 Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/lz4/lz4/blob/dev/lib/LICENSE

 

1.511 logging-interceptor 3.0.0-RC1 
1.511.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Square, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126030246_1611552736.93/0/logging-interceptor-3-0-0-rc1-sources-1-

jar/okhttp3/logging/HttpLoggingInterceptor.java

 

1.512 bzip2 1.0.8 
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1.513 x-net v0.0.0-20200904194848-

62affa334b73 
1.513.1 Available under license : 

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.514 minitest 5.4.1 
1.514.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# more details.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1159363691_1625464714.41/0/minitest-zip/minitest/benchmark.rb

 

1.515 compress 1.19 
1.515.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.516 pynacl 1.3.0 
1.516.1 Available under license : 

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.
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  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

/*

* ISC License

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2017

* Frank Denis <j at pureftpd dot org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.517 python-iniparse 0.4-9.el7 
1.517.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 Paramjit Oberoi <param.cs.wisc.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007 Tim Lauridsen <tla@rasmil.dk>

All Rights Reserved.

 

iniparse/compat.py and tests/test_compat.py contain code derived from

lib/python-2.3/ConfigParser.py and lib/python-2.3/test/test_cfgparse.py

respectively.  Other code may contain small snippets from those two files

as well.  The Python license (LICENSE-PSF) applies to that code.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

		    from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes
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   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PSF LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.3

------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using Python 2.3 software in source or binary form and its

associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.3

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that PSF's

License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

2001, 2002, 2003 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python 2.3 alone or in any derivative version prepared by

Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 2.3 or any part thereof, and wants to make
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the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 2.3.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.3 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 2.3 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

2.3 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.3,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.3, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.
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3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights
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Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.
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8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.518 more-itertools 8.5.0 
1.518.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Erik Rose

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.519 visitorj-runtime 0.1.0 
1.519.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.520 plexus-container-default 1.0-alpha-9-

stable-1 

 

1.521 python-urlgrabber 3.10 10.el7
1.521.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.522 mailapi 1.4.3 

 

1.523 netty-transport 4.1.23.Final 
1.523.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:
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* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Channel} ch = e.getChannel();

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ch.write(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));
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*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         {@link Channel} ch = ctx.channel();

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {
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*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ch.write(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-
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jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401864_1611627141.85/0/netty-transport-4-1-23-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

 

1.524 openssl 1.1.1k 
1.524.1 Notifications : 

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

1.524.2 Available under license : 
 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of
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 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
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*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

1.525 httpcore-nio 4.4.10 
1.525.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore NIO

Copyright 2005-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.526 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.9.5 

 

1.527 zstd 1.4.4 
1.527.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.528 lucene-sandbox 7.7.3 
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1.528.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine

* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/
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Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/
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The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and
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"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---
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The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at
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The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from

 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in
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 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.

 

The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).
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Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended
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distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.

 

===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================
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This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

 

1.529 httpcomponents-client 4.5.13 
1.529.1 Available under license : 

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

=========================================================================

 

This project includes Public Suffix List copied from

<https://publicsuffix.org/list/effective_tld_names.dat>

licensed under the terms of the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0

 

Full license text: <http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/>

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"
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   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses
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No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the
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   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a
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recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *
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************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------
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10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.
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1.530 dictdiffer 0.8.0 
1.530.1 Available under license : 

Dictdiffer is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the MIT License quoted below.

 

Copyright (C) 2013 Fatih Erikli.

Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 CERN.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

In applying this license, CERN does not waive the privileges and

immunities granted to it by virtue of its status as an

Intergovernmental Organization or submit itself to any jurisdiction.

 

1.531 httpcomponents-core 4.4.10 
1.531.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpCore

Copyright 2005-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.532 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.9.5 
1.532.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.533 jackson-module-afterburner 2.9.5 
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1.534 prawn-templates 0.1.1 
1.534.1 Available under license : 

Prawn may be used under Matz's original licensing terms for Ruby, or GPLv2 or GPLv3.

See LICENSE for Matz's terms, or GPLv2 and GPLv3 files.

Prawn::Templates is copyrighted free software produced by James Healy

along with community contributions.

 

Licensing terms follow:

 

You can redistribute Prawn::Templates and/or modify it under either the terms of the GPLv2

or GPLv3 (see GPLv2 and GPLv3 files), or the conditions below:

 

 1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

    software without restriction, provided that you duplicate all of the

    original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

 2. You may modify your copy of the software in any way, provided that

    you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise

         make them Freely Available, such as by posting said

   modifications to Usenet or an equivalent medium, or by allowing

   the author to include your modifications in the software.

 

      b) use the modified software only within your corporation or

         organization.

 

      c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.

 

 3. You may distribute the software in object code or executable

    form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

      a) distribute the executables and library files of the software,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent)

   on where to get the original distribution.

 

      b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the software.

 

      c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, with

         instructions on where to get the original software distribution.

 

      d) make other distribution arrangements with the author.
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 4. You may modify and include the part of the software into any other

    software (possibly commercial).

 

 5. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

    output from the software do not automatically fall under the

    copyright of the software, but belong to whomever generated them,

    and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

    software.

 

 6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

    IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

    WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
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 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system
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(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no
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   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
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Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or
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   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
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covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.
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 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.535 sphinxcontrib-websupport 1.2.4 
1.535.1 Available under license : 

License for sphinxcontrib-websupport

====================================

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2018 by the Sphinx team

(see https://github.com/sphinx-doc/sphinx/blob/master/AUTHORS).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.536 bc 1.06.95 13.el7
1.536.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St., Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.
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   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
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subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.
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^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc.  51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor,

   Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

 

1.537 commons-beanutils 1.8.3 
1.537.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons BeanUtils

Copyright 2000-2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.538 tomcat-embed-websocket 8.5.32 
1.538.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.539 perl-scalar-list-utils 1.27 248.el7
1.539.1 Available under license : 

The "Artistic License"     

    

				Preamble     

    

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a     

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some     

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,     

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute     

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make     

reasonable modifications.     

    

Definitions:     

    

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the     

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files     

	created through textual modification.     

    

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been     

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes     

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.     

    

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or     

	copyrights for the package.     

    

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing     

	this Package.     

    

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the     

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,     

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the     

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large     

	as a market that must bear the fee.)     
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	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item     

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.     

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it     

	under the same conditions they received it.     

    

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the     

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you     

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.     

    

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications     

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package     

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.     

    

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided     

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and     

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the     

following:     

    

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them     

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or     

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive     

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include     

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.     

    

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.     

    

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict     

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide     

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly     

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.     

    

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.     

    

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or     

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:     

    

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,     

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where     

   to get the Standard Version.     

    

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of     

   the Package with your modifications.     

    

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly     

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together     

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.     

    

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.     
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5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this     

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this     

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,     

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly     

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software     

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a     

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within     

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere     

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the     

interpreter is so embedded.     

    

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as     

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall     

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated     

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this     

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this     

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a     

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall     

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it     

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do     

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this     

Package.     

    

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other     

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to     

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this     

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the     

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do     

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the     

regression tests for the language.     

    

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always     

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,     

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible     

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be     

construed as a distribution of this Package.     

    

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote     

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.     

    

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR     

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED     

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.     

    

				The End
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1.540 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.9.6 
1.540.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.541 libxcb 1.13 
1.541.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2001-2006 Bart Massey, Jamey Sharp, and Josh Triplett.

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the names of the authors

or their institutions shall not be used in advertising or

otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this

Software without prior written authorization from the
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authors.

 

1.542 lang-mustache-client 6.5.4 
1.542.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.543 naoina-go-stringutil v0.1.0 
1.543.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015 Naoya Inada <naoina@kuune.org>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.544 metrics-health-checks 3.1.2 

 

1.545 systemd 219-78.el7_9.3 
1.545.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.546 commons-collections 4.3 
1.546.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.547 spring-restdocs-asciidoctor

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.547.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302856_1621381520.56/0/spring-restdocs-asciidoctor-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/asciidoctor/SnippetsDirectoryResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302856_1621381520.56/0/spring-restdocs-asciidoctor-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/asciidoctor/DefaultAttributesPreprocessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302856_1621381520.56/0/spring-restdocs-asciidoctor-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/asciidoctor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302856_1621381520.56/0/spring-restdocs-asciidoctor-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/restdocs/asciidoctor/RestDocsExtensionRegistry.java

 

1.548 lz4-java 1.7.1 
1.548.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.549 jackson-dataformat-smile 2.8.11 

 

1.550 libsodium 1.0.18 
1.550.1 Available under license : 

/*

* ISC License

*

* Copyright (c) 2013-2019

* Frank Denis <j at pureftpd dot org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.551 jinja2 2.10 
1.551.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009 by the Jinja Team, see AUTHORS for more details.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 by Armin Ronacher.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of the theme, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 

* The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from this software without specific

 prior written permission.

 

We kindly ask you to only use these themes in an unmodified manner just

for Flask and Flask-related products, not for unrelated projects.  If you

like the visual style and want to use it for your own projects, please

consider making some larger changes to the themes (such as changing

font faces, sizes, colors or margins).

 

THIS THEME IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
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LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS THEME, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.552 cosmos-sdk v0.43.0-rc3 
1.552.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2011 ThePiachu. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2015 Jeffrey Wilcke. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2015 Felix Lange. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2015 Gustav Simonsson. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of the copyright holder. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Cosmos-SDK

License: Apache2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016 All in Bits, Inc

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013 Pieter Wuille

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.553 zipp 3.5.0 
1.553.1 Available under license : 

Copyright Jason R. Coombs

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.554 objenesis 2.6 
1.554.1 Available under license : 

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

// NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4d of The Apache License,

// Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis

// ------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2017 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.555 cgal 4.11.1-1.el7 
1.555.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright (c) 2005, 2006 ASCLEPIOS Project, INRIA Sophia-Antipolis (France)

// All rights reserved.

//

// The files in this directory are part of the ImageIO Library.

// You can redistribute them and/or  modify them under the terms of the

// GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation;

// either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

//

// Licensees holding a valid commercial license may use this file in

// accordance with the commercial license agreement provided with the software.

//

// These files are provided AS IS with NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING THE

// WARRANTY OF DESIGN, MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

//

// Author(s)     : Olivier Clatz, Herve Delingette et Gregoire Malandain

The following file has been copied from Qt Free Edition version 4.4:

 fileOpen.png

CMake was initially developed by Kitware with the following sponsorship:
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* National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health

  as part of the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK).

 

* US National Labs (Los Alamos, Livermore, Sandia) ASC Parallel

  Visualization Initiative.

 

* National Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) is funded by the

  National Institutes of Health through the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research,

  Grant U54 EB005149.

 

* Kitware, Inc.

 

The CMake copyright is as follows:

 

Copyright (c) 2002 Kitware, Inc., Insight Consortium

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The names of Kitware, Inc., the Insight Consortium, or the names of

  any consortium members, or of any contributors, may not be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

* Modified source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS''

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

See also the CMake web site: http://www.cmake.org for more information.
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Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you
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want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.
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 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.
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 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do
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not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is
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   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this
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   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must
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suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you
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add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly
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provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever
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licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner
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consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Copyright (c) 1996,1997,1998,1999,2000,2001,2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007

Utrecht University (The Netherlands),

ETH Zurich (Switzerland),

INRIA Sophia-Antipolis (France),

Max-Planck-Institute Saarbruecken (Germany),

and Tel-Aviv University (Israel).  All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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LICENSE

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The CGAL software consists of several parts, each of which is licensed under

an open source license. It is also possible to obtain commercial licenses

from GeometryFactory (www.geometryfactory.com) for all or parts of CGAL.

 

The source code of the CGAL library can be found in the directories

"src/CGAL", "src/CGALQt", "src/CGALQt4" and "include/CGAL" (with the

exception of "include/CGAL/CORE", "include/CGAL/OpenNL").

It is specified in each file of the CGAL library which

license applies to it. This is either the GNU General Public License

or the GNU Lesser General Public License (as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 3 of the License or (at your option) any later

version). The texts of both licenses can be found in the files LICENSE.GPL

and LICENSE.LGPL.

 

The following files are modified versions taken from Boost and are licensed

under the Boost Software License (see LICENSE.BSL).

- include/CGAL/auto_link/auto_link.h

- include/CGAL/internal/container_fwd_fixed.hpp

- include/CGAL/internal/boost/array_binary_tree.hpp

- include/CGAL/internal/boost/mutable_heap.hpp

- include/CGAL/internal/boost/mutable_queue.hpp

 

Distributed along with CGAL (for the users' convenience), but not part of

CGAL, are the following third-party libraries, available under their own

licenses:

 

- CORE, in the directories "include/CGAL/CORE" and "src/CGAL_Core", is

 licensed under the LGPL (see LICENSE.LGPL).

- ImageIO, in the directory "src/CGAL_ImageIO", is licensed under the LGPL

 (see LICENSE.LGPL).

- OpenNL, in the directory "include/CGAL/OpenNL", is licensed under the LGPL

 (see LICENSE.LGPL).

 

All other files that do not have an explicit copyright notice (e.g., all

examples and some demos) are licensed under a very permissive license. The

exact license text can be found in the file LICENSE.FREE_USE.

 

More information on the CGAL license can be found at

http://www.cgal.org/license.html

The following files have been copied from Qt Free Edition version 4.4:

 fileNew.png

 fileOpen.png

 fileSave.png,

 fit-page-32.png
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                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.
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 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the
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  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.556 libxau 1.0.8-2.1.el7 
1.556.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1988, 1993, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.
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1.557 objx v0.1.1 
1.557.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Dave Collins <dave@davec.name>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Stretchr, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2017-2018 objx contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012 - 2013 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

 

Please consider promoting this project if you find it useful.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.558 golang-genproto v0.0.0-

20190425155659-357c62f0e4bb 
1.558.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.559 error_prone_annotations 2.3.4 
1.559.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotMock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RestrictedApi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/MustBeClosed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatMethod.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/FormatString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompatibleWith.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LockMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/NoAllocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/UnlockMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/GuardedBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CheckReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/DoNotCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/OverridingMethodsMustInvokeSuper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Error Prone Authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/RequiredModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Var.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CanIgnoreReturnValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/ForOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/concurrent/LazyInit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/CompileTimeConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/IncompatibleModifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1177939649_1625570689.35/0/error-prone-annotations-2-3-4-sources-8-

jar/com/google/errorprone/annotations/SuppressPackageLocation.java
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1.560 cobra v0.0.5 
1.560.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright  2015 Steve Francia <spf@spf13.com>.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

// http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

// Parts inspired by https://github.com/ryanuber/go-license

 

package cmd

 

func initBsdClause2() {

	Licenses["freebsd"] = License{

		Name: "Simplified BSD License",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"freebsd", "simpbsd", "simple bsd", "2-clause bsd",

			"2 clause bsd", "simplified bsd license"},

		Header: `All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.`,

		Text: `{{ .copyright }}

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

`,

	}

}

// Copyright  2015 Steve Francia <spf@spf13.com>.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

// http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

// Parts inspired by https://github.com/ryanuber/go-license

 

package cmd

 

func initBsdClause3() {

	Licenses["bsd"] = License{

		Name:            "NewBSD",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"bsd", "newbsd", "3 clause bsd", "3-clause bsd"},
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		Header: `All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.`,

		Text: `{{ .copyright }}

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

`,

	}

}

// Copyright  2015 Steve Francia <spf@spf13.com>.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

// http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

// Parts inspired by https://github.com/ryanuber/go-license

 

package cmd

 

func initGpl2() {

	Licenses["gpl2"] = License{

		Name:            "GNU General Public License 2.0",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"gpl2", "gnu gpl2", "gplv2"},

		Header: `

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2

of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.`,

		Text: `                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
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patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
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   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
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Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

`,

	}
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}

// Copyright  2015 Steve Francia <spf@spf13.com>.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

// http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

// Parts inspired by https://github.com/ryanuber/go-license

 

package cmd

 

import (

	"strings"

	"time"

 

	"github.com/spf13/viper"

)

 

// Licenses contains all possible licenses a user can choose from.

var Licenses = make(map[string]License)

 

// License represents a software license agreement, containing the Name of

// the license, its possible matches (on the command line as given to cobra),

// the header to be used with each file on the file's creating, and the text

// of the license

type License struct {

	Name            string   // The type of license in use

	PossibleMatches []string // Similar names to guess

	Text            string   // License text data

	Header          string   // License header for source files

}

 

func init() {

	// Allows a user to not use a license.

	Licenses["none"] = License{"None", []string{"none", "false"}, "", ""}

 

	initApache2()

	initMit()

	initBsdClause3()

	initBsdClause2()

	initGpl2()
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	initGpl3()

	initLgpl()

	initAgpl()

}

 

// getLicense returns license specified by user in flag or in config.

// If user didn't specify the license, it returns Apache License 2.0.

//

// TODO: Inspect project for existing license

func getLicense() License {

	// If explicitly flagged, use that.

	if userLicense != "" {

		return findLicense(userLicense)

	}

 

	// If user wants to have custom license, use that.

	if viper.IsSet("license.header") || viper.IsSet("license.text") {

		return License{Header: viper.GetString("license.header"),

			Text: viper.GetString("license.text")}

	}

 

	// If user wants to have built-in license, use that.

	if viper.IsSet("license") {

		return findLicense(viper.GetString("license"))

	}

 

	// If user didn't set any license, use Apache 2.0 by default.

	return Licenses["apache"]

}

 

func copyrightLine() string {

	author := viper.GetString("author")

 

	year := viper.GetString("year") // For tests.

	if year == "" {

		year = time.Now().Format("2006")

	}

 

	return "Copyright  " + year + " " + author

}

 

// findLicense looks for License object of built-in licenses.

// If it didn't find license, then the app will be terminated and

// error will be printed.

func findLicense(name string) License {

	found := matchLicense(name)

	if found == "" {

		er("unknown license: " + name)
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	}

	return Licenses[found]

}

 

// matchLicense compares the given a license name

// to PossibleMatches of all built-in licenses.

// It returns blank string, if name is blank string or it didn't find

// then appropriate match to name.

func matchLicense(name string) string {

	if name == "" {

		return ""

	}

 

	for key, lic := range Licenses {

		for _, match := range lic.PossibleMatches {

			if strings.EqualFold(name, match) {

				return key

			}

		}

	}

 

	return ""

}

// Copyright  2015 Steve Francia <spf@spf13.com>.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

// http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

// Parts inspired by https://github.com/ryanuber/go-license

 

package cmd

 

func initGpl3() {

	Licenses["gpl3"] = License{

		Name:            "GNU General Public License 3.0",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"gpl3", "gplv3", "gpl", "gnu gpl3", "gnu gpl"},

		Header: `

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
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(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.`,

		Text: `                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.
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 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable
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work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or
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similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive
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   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to
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   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or
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   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.
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 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,
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reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".
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 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

`,

	}

}

package cmd

 

func initLgpl() {

	Licenses["lgpl"] = License{

		Name:            "GNU Lesser General Public License",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"lgpl", "lesser gpl", "gnu lgpl"},

		Header: `

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.`,

		Text: `                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.
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 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer
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      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.`,

	}

}

package cmd

 

func initAgpl() {

	Licenses["agpl"] = License{

		Name:            "GNU Affero General Public License",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"agpl", "affero gpl", "gnu agpl"},

		Header: `

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Affero General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Affero General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Affero General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.`,

		Text: `                    GNU AFFERO GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 19 November 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU Affero General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works, specifically designed to ensure

cooperation with the community in the case of network server software.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

our General Public Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 Developers that use our General Public Licenses protect your rights

with two steps: (1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer

you this License which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

 A secondary benefit of defending all users' freedom is that

improvements made in alternate versions of the program, if they

receive widespread use, become available for other developers to

incorporate.  Many developers of free software are heartened and

encouraged by the resulting cooperation.  However, in the case of

software used on network servers, this result may fail to come about.

The GNU General Public License permits making a modified version and

letting the public access it on a server without ever releasing its

source code to the public.

 

 The GNU Affero General Public License is designed specifically to

ensure that, in such cases, the modified source code becomes available

to the community.  It requires the operator of a network server to

provide the source code of the modified version running there to the

users of that server.  Therefore, public use of a modified version, on

a publicly accessible server, gives the public access to the source

code of the modified version.

 

 An older license, called the Affero General Public License and

published by Affero, was designed to accomplish similar goals.  This is

a different license, not a version of the Affero GPL, but Affero has

released a new version of the Affero GPL which permits relicensing under

this license.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and
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"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component
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(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,
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   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a
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fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal
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   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and
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finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of
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rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or
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arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Remote Network Interaction; Use with the GNU General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, if you modify the

Program, your modified version must prominently offer all users

interacting with it remotely through a computer network (if your version

supports such interaction) an opportunity to receive the Corresponding

Source of your version by providing access to the Corresponding Source

from a network server at no charge, through some standard or customary

means of facilitating copying of software.  This Corresponding Source

shall include the Corresponding Source for any work covered by version 3
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of the GNU General Public License that is incorporated pursuant to the

following paragraph.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the work with which it is combined will remain governed by version

3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU Affero General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU Affero General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU Affero General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU Affero General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU Affero General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU Affero General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Affero General Public License
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   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If your software can interact with users remotely through a computer

network, you should also make sure that it provides a way for users to

get its source.  For example, if your program is a web application, its

interface could display a "Source" link that leads users to an archive

of the code.  There are many ways you could offer source, and different

solutions will be better for different programs; see section 13 for the

specific requirements.

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU AGPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

`,

	}

}

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

// Copyright  2015 Steve Francia <spf@spf13.com>.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

// http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

// Parts inspired by https://github.com/ryanuber/go-license

 

package cmd

 

func initApache2() {

	Licenses["apache"] = License{

		Name:            "Apache 2.0",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"apache", "apache20", "apache 2.0", "apache2.0", "apache-2.0"},

		Header: `

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.`,

		Text: `

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

`,

	}

}
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// Copyright  2015 Steve Francia <spf@spf13.com>.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

// http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

// Parts inspired by https://github.com/ryanuber/go-license

 

package cmd

 

func initMit() {

	Licenses["mit"] = License{

		Name:            "MIT License",

		PossibleMatches: []string{"mit"},

		Header: `

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.`,

		Text: `The MIT License (MIT)

 

{{ .copyright }}

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

`,

	}

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.561 simpleclient 0.6.0 

 

1.562 spring-expression 5.0.5.RELEASE 
1.562.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SimpleEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CodeFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FloatLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883394_1619654705.38/0/spring-expression-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java

 

1.563 fancycompleter 0.9.1 
1.563.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

from setuptools import setup

 

setup(

   name='fancycompleter',

   setup_requires="setupmeta",

   versioning="devcommit",

   maintainer="Daniel Hahler",

   url='https://github.com/pdbpp/fancycompleter',

   author='Antonio Cuni',

   author_email='anto.cuni@gmail.com',

   py_modules=['fancycompleter'],

   license='BSD',

   description='colorful TAB completion for Python prompt',

   keywords='rlcompleter prompt tab color completion',

   classifiers=[

       "Development Status :: 4 - Beta",

       "Environment :: Console",

       "License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License",

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 2.6',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.7',

       'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.8',

       "Intended Audience :: Developers",

       "Operating System :: POSIX",

       "Operating System :: Microsoft :: Windows",

       "Topic :: Utilities",

       ],

   install_requires=[

       "pyrepl>=0.8.2",

       "pyreadline;platform_system=='Windows'",

   ]

)
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302727_1621381357.23/0/pdbpp-fancycompleter-0-9-1-0-g597ff75-tar-gz/pdbpp-

fancycompleter-597ff75/setup.py

 

1.564 invokebinder 1.10 
1.564.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2014 headius.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Permute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Collect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/InvalidTransformException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/Binder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Catch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Convert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Transform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Insert.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/FilterReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Drop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Fold.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Spread.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/TryFinally.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/transform/Varargs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2014 headius.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/SmartBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/SmartHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1139150586_1614409614.09/0/invokebinder-1-10-sources-1-

jar/com/headius/invokebinder/Signature.java

 

1.565 pango 1.42.4 4.el7_7
1.565.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
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structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the

   Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330,

   Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.566 utils-dgraphclient v0.0.0-

00010101000000-000000000000 
1.566.1 Available under license : 

// +build !oss

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Dgraph Community License (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You

* may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/blob/master/licenses/DCL.txt

*/

 

package zero

 

import (

	"context"

	"io/ioutil"

	"math"

	"net/http"

	"time"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/ee/audit"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/protos/pb"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/x"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/ristretto/z"

	humanize "github.com/dustin/go-humanize"

	"github.com/gogo/protobuf/proto"

	"github.com/golang/glog"

)

 

// proposeTrialLicense proposes an enterprise license valid for 30 days.

func (n *node) proposeTrialLicense() error {

	// Apply enterprise license valid for 30 days from now.

	proposal := &pb.ZeroProposal{

		License: &pb.License{

			MaxNodes: math.MaxUint64,

			ExpiryTs: time.Now().UTC().Add(humanize.Month).Unix(),

		},

	}

	err := n.proposeAndWait(context.Background(), proposal)

	if err != nil {
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		return err

 

	}

	glog.Infof("Enterprise trial license proposed to the cluster: %v", proposal)

	return nil

}

 

func (s *Server) license() *pb.License {

	s.RLock()

	defer s.RUnlock()

	return proto.Clone(s.state.GetLicense()).(*pb.License)

}

 

func (s *Server) expireLicense() {

	s.Lock()

	defer s.Unlock()

	s.state.License.Enabled = false

}

 

// periodically checks the validity of the enterprise license and

// 1. Sets license.Enabled to false in membership state if license has expired.

// 2. Prints out warning once every day a week before the license is set to expire.

func (n *node) updateEnterpriseState(closer *z.Closer) {

	defer closer.Done()

 

	interval := 5 * time.Second

	ticker := time.NewTicker(interval)

	defer ticker.Stop()

 

	intervalsInDay := int64(24*time.Hour) / int64(interval)

	var counter int64

	crashLearner := func() {

		if n.RaftContext.IsLearner {

			glog.Errorf("Enterprise License missing or expired. " +

				"Learner nodes need an Enterprise License.")

			// Signal the zero node to stop.

			n.server.closer.Signal()

		}

	}

	for {

		select {

		case <-ticker.C:

			counter++

			license := n.server.license()

			if !license.GetEnabled() {

				crashLearner()

				continue

			}
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			expiry := time.Unix(license.GetExpiryTs(), 0).UTC()

			timeToExpire := expiry.Sub(time.Now().UTC())

			// We only want to print this log once a day.

			if counter%intervalsInDay == 0 && timeToExpire > 0 && timeToExpire < humanize.Week {

				glog.Warningf("Your enterprise license will expire in %s. To continue using enterprise "+

					"features after %s, apply a valid license. To get a new license, contact us at "+

					"https://dgraph.io/contact.", humanize.Time(expiry), humanize.Time(expiry))

			}

 

			active := time.Now().UTC().Before(expiry)

			if !active {

				n.server.expireLicense()

				audit.Close()

 

				glog.Warningf("Your enterprise license has expired and enterprise features are " +

					"disabled. To continue using enterprise features, apply a valid license. " +

					"To receive a new license, contact us at https://dgraph.io/contact.")

				crashLearner()

			}

		case <-closer.HasBeenClosed():

			return

		}

	}

}

 

// applyEnterpriseLicense accepts a PGP message as a POST request body, verifies that it was

// signed using our private key and applies the license which has maxNodes and Expiry to the

// cluster.

func (st *state) applyEnterpriseLicense(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {

	x.AddCorsHeaders(w)

	if r.Method == "OPTIONS" {

		return

	}

	if r.Method != http.MethodPost {

		w.WriteHeader(http.StatusBadRequest)

		x.SetStatus(w, x.ErrorInvalidMethod, "Invalid method")

		return

	}

 

	w.Header().Set("Content-Type", "application/json")

	b, err := ioutil.ReadAll(r.Body)

	if err != nil {

		w.WriteHeader(http.StatusBadRequest)

		x.SetStatus(w, x.ErrorInvalidRequest, err.Error())

		return

	}
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	ctx, cancel := context.WithTimeout(context.Background(), time.Minute)

	defer cancel()

	if _, err := st.zero.ApplyLicense(ctx, &pb.ApplyLicenseRequest{License: b}); err != nil {

		w.WriteHeader(http.StatusBadRequest)

		x.SetStatus(w, x.ErrorInvalidRequest, err.Error())

		return

	}

	if _, err := w.Write([]byte(`{"code": "Success", "message": "License applied."}`)); err != nil {

		glog.Errorf("Unable to send http response. Err: %v\n", err)

	}

}

 

func (s *Server) applyLicenseFile(path string) {

	content, err := ioutil.ReadFile(path)

	if err != nil {

		glog.Infof("Unable to apply license at %v due to error %v", path, err)

		return

	}

	ctx, cancel := context.WithTimeout(context.Background(), time.Minute)

	defer cancel()

	if _, err = s.ApplyLicense(ctx, &pb.ApplyLicenseRequest{License: content}); err != nil {

		glog.Infof("Unable to apply license at %v due to error %v", path, err)

	}

}

Dgraph Community License Agreement

 

 Please read this Dgraph Community License Agreement (the "Agreement")

 carefully before using Dgraph (as defined below), which is offered by

 Dgraph Labs, Inc. or its affiliated Legal Entities ("Dgraph Labs").

 

 By downloading Dgraph or using it in any manner, You agree that You have

 read and agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement.  If You are

 accessing Dgraph on behalf of a Legal Entity, You represent and warrant

 that You have the authority to agree to these terms on its behalf and the

 right to bind that Legal Entity to this Agreement.  Use of Dgraph is

 expressly conditioned upon Your assent to all the terms of this Agreement, to

 the exclusion of all other terms.

 

 1. Definitions.  In addition to other terms defined elsewhere in this

    Agreement, the terms below have the following meanings.

 

   (a) "Dgraph" shall mean the graph database software provided by Dgraph

       Labs, including both Dgraph Core and Dgraph Enterprise

       editions, as defined below.

 

   (b) "Dgraph Core" shall mean the open source version of

       Dgraph, available free of charge at
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           https://github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph

 

   (c) "Dgraph Enterprise Edition" shall mean the additional features made

       available by Dgraph Labs, the use of which is subject to additional

       terms set out below.

 

   (d) "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

       version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or

       Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted Dgraph Labs

       for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or

       Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner.  For

       the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of

       electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to Dgraph Labs or

       its representatives, including but not limited to communication on

       electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue

       tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, Dgraph Labs

       for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding

       communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in

       writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

   (e) "Contributor" shall mean any copyright owner or individual or Legal

       Entity authorized by the copyright owner, other than Dgraph Labs,

       from whom Dgraph Labs receives a Contribution that Dgraph Labs

       subsequently incorporates within the Work.

 

   (f) "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

       form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work, such as a

       translation, abridgement, condensation, or any other recasting,

       transformation, or adaptation for which the editorial revisions,

       annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

       an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,

       Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or

       merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and

       Derivative Works thereof.

 

   (g) "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

       entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control

       with that entity.  For the purposes of this definition, "control" means

       (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management

       of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

       fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii)

       beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

   (h) "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

       distribution of a Work as defined by this Agreement.

 

   (i) "Licensor" shall mean Dgraph Labs or a Contributor, as applicable.
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   (j) "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

       transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not

       limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and

       conversions to other media types.

 

   (k) "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

       including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

       and configuration files.

 

   (l) "Third Party Works" shall mean Works, including Contributions, and other

       technology owned by a person or Legal Entity other than Dgraph Labs,

       as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to

       such Works or technology.

 

   (m) "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object

       form, made available under a License, as indicated by a copyright notice

       that is included in or attached to the work.

 

   (n) "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

       permissions granted by this License.

 

 2. Licenses.

 

   (a) License to Dgraph Core.  The License for Dgraph

       Core is the Apache License, Version 2.0 ("Apache License").

       The Apache License includes a grant of patent license, as well as

       redistribution rights that are contingent on several requirements.

       Please see

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

       for full terms.  Dgraph Core is a no-cost, entry-level license and as

       such, contains the following disclaimers: NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO

       THE CONTRARY HEREIN, DGRAPH CORE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND "AS

       AVAILABLE", AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE EXCLUDED AND

       DISCLAIMED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

       MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

       AND ANY WARRANTIES ARISING BY STATUTE OR OTHERWISE IN LAW OR FROM

       COURSE OF DEALING, COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, OR USE IN TRADE.  For

       clarity, the terms of this Agreement, other than the relevant

       definitions in Section 1 and this Section 2(a) do not apply to Dgraph

       Core.

 

   (b) License to Dgraph Enterprise Edition.

 

     i   Grant of Copyright License: Subject to the terms of this Agreement,

         Licensor hereby grants to You a worldwide, non-exclusive,

         non-transferable limited license to reproduce, prepare Enterprise
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         Derivative Works (as defined below) of, publicly display, publicly

         perform, sublicense, and distribute Dgraph Enterprise Edition

         for Your business purposes, for so long as You are not in violation

         of this Section 2(b) and are current on all payments required by

         Section 4 below.

 

     ii  Grant of Patent License: Subject to the terms of this Agreement,

         Licensor hereby grants to You a worldwide, non-exclusive,

         non-transferable limited patent license to make, have made, use,

         offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer Dgraph

         Enterprise Edition, where such license applies only to those patent

         claims licensable by Licensor that are necessarily infringed by

         their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

         Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

         submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

         (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

         the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

         direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

         granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as

         of the date such litigation is filed.

 

     iii License to Third Party Works:  From time to time Dgraph Labs may

         use, or provide You access to, Third Party Works in connection

         Dgraph Enterprise Edition.  You acknowledge and agree that in

         addition to this Agreement, Your use of Third Party Works is subject

         to all other terms and conditions set forth in the License provided

         with or contained in such Third Party Works.  Some Third Party Works

         may be licensed to You solely for use with Dgraph Enterprise

         Edition under the terms of a third party License, or as otherwise

         notified by Dgraph Labs, and not under the terms of this

         Agreement.  You agree that the owners and third party licensors of

         Third Party Works are intended third party beneficiaries to this

         Agreement.

 

 3. Support.  From time to time, in its sole discretion, Dgraph Labs may

    offer professional services or support for Dgraph, which may now or in

    the future be subject to additional fees.

 

 4. Fees for Dgraph Enterprise Edition or Dgraph Support.

 

   (a) Fees.  The License to Dgraph Enterprise Edition is conditioned upon

       Your payment of the fees which You agree to pay to Dgraph Labs in

       accordance with the payment terms agreed upon by contacting

       contact@dgraph.io.  Any professional services or support for Dgraph

       may also be subject to Your payment of fees, which will be

       specified by Dgraph Labs when you sign up to receive such

       professional services or support.  Dgraph Labs reserves the right

       to change the fees at any time with prior written notice; for
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       recurring fees, any such adjustments will take effect as of the

       next pay period.

 

   (b) Overdue Payments and Taxes. Overdue payments are subject to a service

       charge equal to the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum legal

       interest rate allowed by law, and You shall pay all Dgraph Labs

       reasonable costs of collection, including court costs and attorneys

       fees.  Fees are stated and payable in U.S. dollars and are exclusive of

       all sales, use, value added and similar taxes, duties, withholdings and

       other governmental assessments (but excluding taxes based on Dgraph

       Labs income) that may be levied on the transactions contemplated by

       this Agreement in any jurisdiction, all of which are Your responsibility

       unless you have provided Dgraph Labs with a valid tax-exempt

       certificate.

 

   (c) Record-keeping and Audit.  If fees for Dgraph Enterprise Edition

       are based on the number of cores or servers running on Dgraph

       Enterprise Edition or another use-based unit of measurement, You must

       maintain complete and accurate records with respect to Your use of

       Dgraph Enterprise Edition and will provide such records to

       Dgraph Labs for inspection or audit upon Dgraph Labs reasonable

       request.  If an inspection or audit uncovers additional usage by You for

       which fees are owed under this Agreement, then You shall pay for such

       additional usage at Dgraph Labs then-current rates.

 

 5. Trial License.  If You have signed up for a trial or evaluation of

    Dgraph Enterprise Edition, Your License to Dgraph Enterprise

    Edition is granted without charge for the trial or evaluation period

    specified when You signed up, or if no term was specified, for thirty (30)

    calendar days, provided that Your License is granted solely for purposes of

    Your internal evaluation of Dgraph Enterprise Edition during the trial

    or evaluation period (a "Trial License").  You may not use Dgraph

    Enterprise Edition under a Trial License more than once in any twelve (12)

    month period.  Dgraph Labs may revoke a Trial License at any time and

    for any reason.  Sections 3, 4, 9 and 11 of this Agreement do not apply to

    Trial Licenses.

 

 6. Redistribution.  You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or

    Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and

    in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

       copy of this License; and

 

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating

       that You changed the files; and

 

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You
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       distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices

       from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not

       pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

       then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable

       copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file,

       excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

       Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

       NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the

       Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative

       Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

       wherever such third-party notices normally appear.  The contents of the

       NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

       License.  You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative

       Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE

       text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

       cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

       You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

       provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

       reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

       Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

       distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated

       in this License.

 

   (e) Enterprise Derivative Works: Derivative Works of Dgraph Enterprise

       Edition ("Enterprise Derivative Works") may be made, reproduced and

       distributed in any medium, with or without modifications, in Source or

       Object form, provided that each Enterprise Derivative Work will be

       considered to include a License to Dgraph Enterprise Edition and

       thus will be subject to the payment of fees to Dgraph Labs by any

       user of the Enterprise Derivative Work.

 

 7. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any

    Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in Dgraph by You to

    Dgraph Labs shall be under the terms and conditions of

 

        https://cla-assistant.io/dgraph-io/dgraph

 

    (which is based off of the Apache License), without any additional terms or

    conditions, payments of royalties or otherwise to Your benefit.

    Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the

    terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with

    Dgraph Labs regarding such Contributions.

 

 8. Trademarks.  This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,

    trademarks, service marks, or product names of Licensor, except as required
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    for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

    reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 9. Limited Warranty.

 

   (a) Warranties.  Dgraph Labs warrants to You that: (i) Dgraph

       Enterprise Edition will materially perform in accordance with the

       applicable documentation for ninety (90) days after initial delivery to

       You; and (ii) any professional services performed by Dgraph Labs

       under this Agreement will be performed in a workmanlike manner, in

       accordance with general industry standards.

 

   (b) Exclusions.  Dgraph Labs warranties in this Section 9 do not extend

       to problems that result from: (i) Your failure to implement updates

       issued by Dgraph Labs during the warranty period; (ii) any

       alterations or additions (including Enterprise Derivative Works and

       Contributions) to Dgraph not performed by or at the direction of

       Dgraph Labs; (iii) failures that are not reproducible by Dgraph

       Labs; (iv) operation of Dgraph Enterprise Edition in violation of

       this Agreement or not in accordance with its documentation; (v) failures

       caused by software, hardware or products not licensed or provided by

       Dgraph Labs hereunder; or (vi) Third Party Works.

 

   (c) Remedies.  In the event of a breach of a warranty under this Section 9,

       Dgraph Labs will, at its discretion and cost, either repair, replace

       or re-perform the applicable Works or services or refund a portion of

       fees previously paid to Dgraph Labs that are associated with the

       defective Works or services. This is Your exclusive remedy, and

       Dgraph Labs sole liability, arising in connection with the limited

       warranties herein.

 

 10. Disclaimer of Warranty.  Except as set out in Section 9, unless required

     by applicable law, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor

     provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

     CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, arising out of course

     of dealing, course of performance, or usage in trade, including, without

     limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

     MERCHANTABILITY, CORRECTNESS, RELIABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE, all of which are hereby disclaimed.  You are solely responsible

     for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing Works and

     assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under the

     applicable License for such Works.

 

 11. Limited Indemnity.

 

   (a) Indemnity.  Dgraph Labs will defend, indemnify and hold You harmless

       against any third party claims, liabilities or expenses incurred

       (including reasonable attorneys fees), as well as amounts finally
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       awarded in a settlement or a non-appealable judgement by a court

       ("Losses"), to the extent arising from any claim or allegation by a

       third party that Dgraph Enterprise Edition infringes or

       misappropriates a valid United States patent, copyright or trade secret

       right of a third party; provided that You give Dgraph Labs: (i)

       prompt written notice of any such claim or allegation; (ii) sole control

       of the defense and settlement thereof; and (iii) reasonable cooperation

       and assistance in such defense or settlement.  If any Work within

       Dgraph Enterprise Edition becomes or, in Dgraph Labs opinion,

       is likely to become, the subject of an injunction, Dgraph Labs may,

       at its option, (A) procure for You the right to continue using such

       Work, (B) replace or modify such Work so that it becomes non-infringing

       without substantially compromising its functionality, or, if (A) and (B)

       are not commercially practicable, then (C) terminate Your license to the

       allegedly infringing Work and refund to You a prorated portion of the

       prepaid and unearned fees for such infringing Work.  The foregoing

       states the entire liability of Dgraph Labs with respect to

       infringement of patents, copyrights, trade secrets or other intellectual

       property rights.

 

   (b) Exclusions.  The foregoing obligations shall not apply to: (i) Works

       modified by any party other than Dgraph Labs (including Enterprise

       Derivative Works and Contributions), if the alleged infringement relates

       to such modification, (ii) Works combined or bundled with any products,

       processes or materials not provided by Dgraph Labs where the alleged

       infringement relates to such combination, (iii) use of a version of

       Dgraph Enterprise Edition other than the version that was current

       at the time of such use, as long as a non-infringing version had been

       released, (iv) any Works created to Your specifications, (v)

       infringement or misappropriation of any proprietary right in which You

       have an interest, or (vi) Third Party Works.  You will defend, indemnify

       and hold Dgraph Labs harmless against any Losses arising from any

       such claim or allegation, subject to conditions reciprocal to those in

       Section 11(a).

 

 12. Limitation of Liability.  In no event and under no legal or equitable

     theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts), and notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the

     contrary, shall Licensor or any Contributor be liable to You for (i) any

     amounts in excess, in the aggregate, of the fees paid by You to Dgraph

     Labs under this Agreement in the twelve (12) months preceding the date the

     first cause of liability arose), or (ii) any indirect, special,

     incidental, punitive, exemplary, reliance, or consequential damages of any

     character arising as a result of this Agreement or out of the use or

     inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss

     of goodwill, profits, data or data use, work stoppage, computer failure or

     malfunction, cost of procurement of substitute goods, technology or
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     services, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such

     Licensor or Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

     damages. THESE LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING THE FAILURE OF THE

     ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.

 

 13. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.  While redistributing Works or

     Derivative Works thereof, and without limiting your obligations under

     Section 6, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of

     support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights

     consistent with this License.  However, in accepting such obligations, You

     may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on

     behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold Dgraph Labs and each other Contributor harmless for

     any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

     reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

 14. General.

 

   (a) Relationship of Parties.  You and Dgraph Labs are independent

       contractors, and nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute either

       party as the agent or representative of the other or both parties as

       joint venturers or partners for any purpose.

 

   (b) Export Control.  You shall comply with the U.S. Foreign Corrupt

       Practices Act and all applicable export laws, restrictions and

       regulations of the U.S. Department of Commerce, and any other applicable

       U.S. and foreign authority.

 

   (c) Assignment.  This Agreement and the rights and obligations herein may

       not be assigned or transferred, in whole or in part, by You without the

       prior written consent of Dgraph Labs.  Any assignment in violation of

       this provision is void.  This Agreement shall be binding upon, and inure

       to the benefit of, the successors and permitted assigns of the parties.

 

   (d) Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under

       the laws of the State of New York and the United States without regard

       to conflicts of laws provisions thereof, and without regard to the

       Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act.

 

   (e) Attorneys Fees.  In any action or proceeding to enforce rights under

       this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its

       costs, expenses and attorneys fees.

 

   (f) Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid,

       illegal or unenforceable in any respect, that provision shall be limited

       or eliminated to the minimum extent necessary so that this Agreement

       otherwise remains in full force and effect and enforceable.
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   (g) Entire Agreement; Waivers; Modification.  This Agreement constitutes the

       entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter

       hereof and supersedes all proposals, understandings, or discussions,

       whether written or oral, relating to the subject matter of this

       Agreement and all past dealing or industry custom. The failure of either

       party to enforce its rights under this Agreement at any time for any

       period shall not be construed as a waiver of such rights. No changes,

       modifications or waivers to this Agreement will be effective unless in

       writing and signed by both parties.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright 2018 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package main

 

import (

	"bytes"

	"encoding/json"

	"io/ioutil"

	"net/http"

	"testing"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/testutil"

	"github.com/stretchr/testify/require"

)

 

var expiredKey = []byte(`-----BEGIN PGP MESSAGE-----
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owEBwgI9/ZANAwAKAXomeeH3SyppAax7YgxsaWNlbnNlLmpzb25etF5+ewogICJ1

c2VyIjogIkRncmFwaCBUZXN0IEtleSIsCiAgIm1heF9ub2RlcyI6IDE4NDQ2NzQ0

MDczNzA5NTUxNjE1LAogICJleHBpcnkiOiAiMTk3MC0wMS0wMVQwMDowMDowMFoi

Cn0KiQIzBAABCgAdFiEED3lYS97wtaMT1MW+eiZ54fdLKmkFAl60Xn4ACgkQeiZ5

4fdLKmlVYQ//afX0H7Seb0ukxCMAcM8uqlBEGCEFv3K34avk1g8XRa6y4q/Ys0uU

DSaaDWdQ8IS5Q9SNlZBbJuqO6Pf1R01dEPTYQizWkDjYIBsY9xJnMZKEaA+F3bkn

8TXqI588+AvbqxHosz8cvh/nG+Ajk451rI9c2bqKB/FvH/zI6XyfUjqN+PvrqH0E

POA7nqSrWDemW4cMgNR4PhXehB/n2i3G6cPpwgCUd+N00N1f1mir/LmL6G5T4PrG

BmVz9fOdEr+U85PbMF9vOke9LkLQYdnF1hEV+7++t2/uoaLDYbxYhUnXpJZxwCBX

DQTievpyQF47HzuifvqUyxDSEsYiSGhhap1e/tvf1VaZoFUuTYQQpiV7+9K3UrL0

SnJ5TRWS7cEKBLyZszrakGpqVakvEUlWO4wG0Fp4kUa4YXw8t58oqHRn9aAtoqJd

UOLnq2semUttaySR4DHhjneO3/RoVm79/aaqMi/QNJzc9Tt9nY0AgcYlA3bVXmAZ

nM9Rgi6SaO5DxnRdhFzZyYQMb4onFDI0eYMOhPm+NmKWplkFXB+mKPKj5o/pcEb4

SWHt8fUAWDLsmcooIixDmSay14aBmF08hQ1vtJkY7/jo3hlK36GrLnNdN4IODqk/

I8mUd/jcj3NZtGWFoxKq4laK/ruoeoHnWMznJyMm75nzcU5QZU9yEEI=

=2lFm

-----END PGP MESSAGE-----

`)

 

var invalidKey = []byte(`-----BEGIN PGP MESSAGE-----

 

x7YgxsaWNlbnNlLmpzb25etF5owEBwgI9omeeH3SyppAa/ZANAwAKAX+ewogICJ1

c2VyIjogIkRncmFwaCBUZXN0IEtleSIsCiAgIm1heF9ub2RlcyI6IDE4NDQ2NzQ0

MDczNzA5NTUxNjE1LAogICJleHBpcnkiOiAiMTk3MC0wMS0wMVQwMDowMDowMFoi

Cn0KiQIzBAABCgAdFiEED3lYS97wtaMT1MW+eiZ54fdLKmkFAl60Xn4ACgkQeiZ5

4fdLKmlVYQ//afX0H7Seb0ukxCMAcM8uqlBEGCEFv3K34avk1g8XRa6y4q/Ys0uU

DSaaDWdQ8QizWkDjYIBsY9xJnMZKEaAIS5Q9SNlZBbJuqO6Pf1R01dEPTY+F3bkn

8T1rI9c2bqKB/FvH/zI6XXqI588+AvbqxHosz8cvh/nG+Ajk45yfUjqN+PvrqH0E

POA7nqSrWDemW4cMgNR4PhXehB/n2i3G6cPpwgCUd+N00N1f1mir/LmL6G5T4PrG

BmVz9fOdEr+U85PbMF9vOke9LkLQYdnF1hEV+7++t2/uoaLDYbxYhUnXpJZxwCBX

DQTievpyQxDSEsYiSGhhap1e/tvf1VaZoFUuTYQQpiV7F47HzuifvqUy+9K3UrL0

SnJ5TRWS7cEKBLyZszrakGpqVakvEUlWO4wG0Fp4kUa4YXw8t58oqHRn9aAtoqJd

UOLnq2semUttaySR4DHhjneO3/RoVm79/aaqMi/QNJzc9Tt9nY0AgcYlA3bVXmAZ

nM9Rgi6SaO5DxnRdhFzZyYQMb4onFDI0eYMOhPm+NmKWplkFXB+mKPKj5o/pcEb4

SWHt8fUAWDLsmcJkY7/jo3hlK36GrLnNdN4IODqkooIixDmSay14aBmF08hQ1vt/

I8jcj3NZtGWFoxKq4laK/ruoeoHnWMznJyMm7mUd/5nzcU5QZU9yEEI=

=2lFm

-----END PGP MESSAGE-----

`)

 

type Location struct {

	Line   int `json:"line,omitempty"`

	Column int `json:"column,omitempty"`

}

 

type GqlError struct {

	Message    string                 `json:"message"`
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	Locations  []Location             `json:"locations,omitempty"`

	Path       []interface{}          `json:"path,omitempty"`

	Extensions map[string]interface{} `json:"extensions,omitempty"`

}

 

type GqlErrorList []*GqlError

 

type responseStruct struct {

	Errors  GqlErrorList           `json:"errors"`

	Code    string                 `json:"code"`

	Message string                 `json:"message"`

	License map[string]interface{} `json:"license"`

}

 

func TestEnterpriseLicense(t *testing.T) {

	enterpriseLicenseURL := "http://" + testutil.SockAddrZeroHttp + "/enterpriseLicense"

 

	var tests = []struct {

		name       string

		licenseKey []byte

		code       string

		user       string

		message    string

	}{

		{

			"Using expired entrerprise license key, should be able to extract user information",

			expiredKey,

			`Success`,

			`Dgraph Test Key`,

			``,

		},

		{

			"Using invalid entrerprise license key should return an error",

			invalidKey,

			``,

			``,

			`while extracting enterprise details from the license: while reading PGP message from license file: openpgp:

unsupported feature: public key version`,

		},

		{

			"Using empty entrerprise license key should return an error",

			[]byte(``),

			``,

			``,

			`while extracting enterprise details from the license: while decoding license file: EOF`,

		},

	}
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	// run these tests using the http endpoint

	for _, tt := range tests {

 

		// Apply the license

		response, err := http.Post(enterpriseLicenseURL, "application/text", bytes.NewBuffer(tt.licenseKey))

		require.NoError(t, err)

 

		var enterpriseResponse responseStruct

		responseBody, err := ioutil.ReadAll(response.Body)

		require.NoError(t, err)

		err = json.Unmarshal(responseBody, &enterpriseResponse)

		require.NoError(t, err)

 

		// Check if the license is applied

		require.Equal(t, enterpriseResponse.Code, tt.code)

 

		if enterpriseResponse.Code == `Success` {

			// check the user information in case the license is applied

			// Expired license should not be enabled even after it is applied

			assertLicenseNotEnabled(t, tt.user)

		} else {

			// check the error message in case the license is not applied

			require.Equal(t, enterpriseResponse.Errors[0].Message, tt.message)

		}

	}

 

	// this time, run them using the GraphQL admin endpoint

	for _, tt := range tests {

 

		// Apply the license

		resp := testutil.EnterpriseLicense(t, string(tt.licenseKey))

 

		if tt.code == `Success` {

			// Check if the license is applied

			testutil.CompareJSON(t, `{"enterpriseLicense":{"response":{"code":"Success"}}}`,

				string(resp.Data))

 

			// check the user information in case the license is applied

			// Expired license should not be enabled even after it is applied

			assertLicenseNotEnabled(t, tt.user)

		} else {

			testutil.CompareJSON(t, `{"enterpriseLicense":null}`, string(resp.Data))

			// check the error message in case the license is not applied

			require.Contains(t, resp.Errors[0].Message, tt.message)

		}

	}

}
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func assertLicenseNotEnabled(t *testing.T, user string) {

	response, err := http.Get("http://" + testutil.SockAddrZeroHttp + "/state")

	require.NoError(t, err)

 

	var stateResponse responseStruct

	responseBody, err := ioutil.ReadAll(response.Body)

	require.NoError(t, err)

	err = json.Unmarshal(responseBody, &stateResponse)

	require.NoError(t, err)

 

	require.Equal(t, stateResponse.License["user"], user)

	require.Equal(t, stateResponse.License["enabled"], false)

}

/*

* Copyright 2020 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package admin

 

import (

	"context"

	"encoding/json"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/graphql/resolve"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/graphql/schema"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/protos/pb"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/worker"

)

 

type enterpriseLicenseInput struct {

	License string

}

 

func resolveEnterpriseLicense(ctx context.Context, m schema.Mutation) (*resolve.Resolved, bool) {

	input, err := getEnterpriseLicenseInput(m)

	if err != nil {
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		return resolve.EmptyResult(m, err), false

	}

 

	if _, err = worker.ApplyLicenseOverNetwork(

		ctx,

		&pb.ApplyLicenseRequest{License: []byte(input.License)},

	); err != nil {

		return resolve.EmptyResult(m, err), false

	}

 

	return resolve.DataResult(m,

		map[string]interface{}{m.Name(): response("Success", "License applied.")},

		nil,

	), true

}

 

func getEnterpriseLicenseInput(m schema.Mutation) (*enterpriseLicenseInput, error) {

	inputArg := m.ArgValue(schema.InputArgName)

	inputBytes, err := json.Marshal(inputArg)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, inputArgError(err)

	}

 

	var input enterpriseLicenseInput

	err = schema.Unmarshal(inputBytes, &input)

	return &input, inputArgError(err)

}

// +build oss

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package zero

 

import (
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	"net/http"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/protos/pb"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/ristretto/z"

)

 

// dummy function as enterprise features are not available in oss binary.

func (n *node) proposeTrialLicense() error {

	return nil

}

 

// periodically checks the validity of the enterprise license and updates the membership state.

func (n *node) updateEnterpriseState(closer *z.Closer) {

	closer.Done()

}

 

func (st *state) applyEnterpriseLicense(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {

	w.WriteHeader(http.StatusNotFound)

}

 

func (s *Server) applyLicenseFile(path string) {

	return

}

 

func (s *Server) license() *pb.License {

	return nil

}

## Dgraph Licensing

 

Copyright 2016-2019 Dgraph Labs, Inc.

 

Source code in this repository is variously licensed under the Apache Public

License 2.0 (APL) and the Dgraph Community License (DCL). A copy of each license

can be found in the [licenses](./licenses/) directory.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

## Trademark

 

Dgraph is a registered trademark of Dgraph Labs, Inc.

# Auto-generated with: [./compose -l -a 1 -z 1 --port_offset=0 --expose_ports=false --mem= --names=false -O

../systest/license/docker-compose.yml]

#

version: "3.5"

services:
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 alpha1:

   image: dgraph/dgraph:latest

   working_dir: /data/alpha1

   labels:

     cluster: test

   ports:

   - "8080"

   - "9080"

   volumes:

   - type: bind

     source: $GOPATH/bin

     target: /gobin

     read_only: true

   command: /gobin/dgraph alpha --my=alpha1:7080 --zero=zero1:5080 --logtostderr

     -v=2

     --security "whitelist=10.0.0.0/8,172.16.0.0/12,192.168.0.0/16;"

 zero1:

   image: dgraph/dgraph:latest

   working_dir: /data/zero1

   labels:

     cluster: test

   ports:

   - "5080"

   - "6080"

   volumes:

   - type: bind

     source: $GOPATH/bin

     target: /gobin

     read_only: true

   command: /gobin/dgraph zero --raft="idx=1;" --my=zero1:5080 --logtostderr -v=2 --bindall

volumes: {}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.567 json-path 2.4.0 
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1.567.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 the original author or authors.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/InvalidJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/InvalidCriteriaException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/JsonPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/PredicateContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/function/latebinding/PathLateBindingValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/ParseContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/EvaluationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/RootPathToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/json/JettisonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/CompiledPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/WriteContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/Option.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/PredicatePathToken.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/InvalidPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/ArrayPathToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/json/JsonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/ValueCompareException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/Predicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/mapper/JsonSmartMappingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/ReadContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/PathToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/json/AbstractJsonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/Filter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/json/JacksonJsonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/function/latebinding/JsonLateBindingValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/ScanPathToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/cache/LRUCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/InvalidModificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/mapper/MappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/WildcardPathToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/mapper/TapestryMappingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/Criteria.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/TypeRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/JsonContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/EvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/mapper/JacksonMappingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/DocumentContext.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/json/JsonSmartJsonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/JsonFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/mapper/MappingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/mapper/GsonMappingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/JsonPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/EvaluationContextImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/function/latebinding/ILateBindingValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/internal/path/PropertyPathToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/spi/json/GsonJsonProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/PathNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1199743787_1630577685.84/0/json-path-2-4-0-sources-7-

jar/com/jayway/jsonpath/MapFunction.java

 

1.568 elasticsearch-dsl 6.4.0 
1.568.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.569 json-simple 1.1.1 

 

1.570 qrencode 3.4.1 3.el7
1.570.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.571 jnr-ffi 2.1.7 
1.571.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Wayne Meissner

*

* This file is part of the JNR project.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute
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must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by
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brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.572 plexus-classworlds 2.5.2 
1.572.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/ClassRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorldListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/Configurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/DuplicateRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/StrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/Launcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/NoSuchRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/realm/Entry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/launcher/ConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/ClassWorld.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/Strategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/UrlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/AbstractStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/SelfFirstStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/ParentFirstStrategy.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2010 Codehaus Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/Launcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/Configurator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassRealmAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/BytesURLStreamHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorld.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassRealmReverseAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/plexus/classworlds/strategy/OsgiBundleStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/DefaultClassRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ConfiguratorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorldReverseAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/BytesURLConnection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

 

Copyright 2002 (C) The Werken Company. All Rights Reserved.
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Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright

   statements and notices.  Redistributions must also contain a

   copy of this document.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

   above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

   materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name "classworlds" must not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this Software without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company.  For written permission,

   please contact bob@werken.com.

 

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called "classworlds"

   nor may "classworlds" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of The Werken Company. "classworlds" is a registered

   trademark of The Werken Company.

 

5. Due credit should be given to The Werken Company.

   (http://classworlds.werken.com/).

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE WERKEN COMPANY AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE WERKEN COMPANY OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/DuplicateRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassRealm.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-
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jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ClassWorldException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/NoSuchRealmException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125786839_1612761864.39/0/plexus-classworlds-2-5-2-sources-3-

jar/org/codehaus/classworlds/ConfigurationException.java

 

1.573 perl-time-hires 1.9725 3.el7

 

1.574 agnivade-levenshtein v1.0.3 
1.574.1 Available under license : 

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.575 boto3 1.18.26 
1.575.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.576 spring-test 5.0.5.RELEASE 
1.576.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/SystemProfileValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/ProfileValueSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/env/MockEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/env/MockPropertySource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunAfterTestExecutionCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextHierarchy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestContextBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/WebAppConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/MockMvcWebConnectionBuilderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/DirtiesContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/SpringRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/DispatcherServletCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/reactive/MockClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ActiveProfilesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/jdbc/SqlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunAfterTestClassCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/jndi/ExpectedLookupTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/RequestPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/WebTestContextBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunBeforeTestExecutionCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/EnabledIf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/test/context/cache/ContextCacheUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/DelegatingWebConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/BootstrapWith.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/TestAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/jdbc/Sql.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/reactive/MockClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/PatternMappingFilterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunAfterTestMethodCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ActiveProfiles.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/WebRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/ProfileValueSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/Timed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/ResponseCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/Rollback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/rules/SpringClassRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/ForwardRequestPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/Commit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/Repeat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestExecutionListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/UrlRegexRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/DelegatingServletOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/socket/MockServerContainerContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/jdbc/MergedSqlConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/RequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/jdbc/SqlGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/DisabledIf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/ResultMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/ResultHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MockMvcBuilderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/PassThroughFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockSessionCookieConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/AbstractJUnit4SpringContextTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/MockMvcRequestBuilders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/DefaultWebTestClientBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DependencyInjectionTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/SpringJUnitConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockJspWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/TestPropertySourceAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/SpringJUnit4ClassRunner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/ApplicationContextSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/MetaAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockServletContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/MockMvcResultHandlers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/web/SpringJUnitWebConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/socket/MockServerContainerContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/ProfileValueUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/RequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/MockClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/AbstractExpressionEvaluatingCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/EntityExchangeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/webdriver/WebConnectionHtmlUnitDriver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/HeaderValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/ViewResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/ContentResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/AbstractMockServerSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/ConfigurableMockMvcBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/MockAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/util/TestContextResourceUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/ExchangeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/RequestResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/MockMvcWebClientBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/MockHttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/SharedHttpSessionConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/TestPropertySourceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/MergedContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockRequestDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/MockMvcClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/StubWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextConfigurationAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/MockHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/DefaultMockServerSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/server/reactive/MockServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/XpathResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/WiretapConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/DefaultMockMvcBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/CookieResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/JsonExpectationsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/client/MockClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/MockMvcWebConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/ModelResultMatchers.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockMultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/server/MockServerWebExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/HandlerResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DefaultActiveProfilesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockFilterConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/JsonPathAssertions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/StatusResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/XmlExpectationsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/MockMultipartHttpServletRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockPageContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/PrintingResultHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/StatusAssertions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/WebMergedContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/EnabledIfCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/ActiveProfilesUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/DefaultRouterFunctionSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/jndi/SimpleNamingContextBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/AssertionErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/WebTestClientConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/ProfileValueChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/ExpectedCount.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/response/MockRestResponseCreators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/DefaultWebTestClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/webdriver/MockMvcHtmlUnitDriverBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/ServletTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/WebTestClientExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/MockWebResponseBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/DisabledIfCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/testng/AbstractTransactionalTestNGSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/response/DefaultResponseCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/FluxExchangeResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockServletConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/MockMvcConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/AopTestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockBodyContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/rules/SpringMethodRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/jdbc/JdbcTestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/http/server/reactive/MockServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/FlashAttributeResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/testng/AbstractTestNGSpringContextTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/AbstractTransactionalJUnit4SpringContextTests.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/MockServerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/ReflectionTestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/ContextLoaderUtils.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/SmartContextLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/GenericPropertiesContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/MergedTestPropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/GenericXmlContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/WebDelegatingSmartContextLoader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/SmartRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DefaultTestContextBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/MockMvcConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractGenericContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/ConfigurableSmartRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DelegatingSmartContextLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License; Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing; software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS;

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND; either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MvcResult.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/GenericGroovyXmlWebContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/HeaderResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/TestDispatcherServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockHttpServletResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TestContextTransactionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/XpathRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/ParameterAutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/cache/DefaultContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/RequestExpectationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/RequestExpectation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/MockRestServiceServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/TestContextManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/GenericGroovyXmlContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/JsonPathExpectationsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/HeaderAssertions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractDelegatingSmartContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/MockMvcBuilders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DefaultTestContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/BootstrapUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractTestContextBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/UnorderedRequestExpectationManager.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/DefaultControllerSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockAsyncContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/JsonPathResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/AnnotationConfigWebContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AnnotationConfigContextLoaderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/MockRestRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/AbstractMockMvcBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/ModelAndViewAssert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/jndi/SimpleNamingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/annotation/IfProfileValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit/jupiter/SpringExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/BeforeTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/util/XpathExpectationsHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/cache/ContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/result/MockMvcResultMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/jdbc/SqlScriptsTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/SimpleRequestExpectationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/ApplicationContextInitializerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/DefaultMvcResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/AbstractRequestExpectationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AnnotationConfigContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/request/MockHttpServletRequestBuilder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/setup/StandaloneMockMvcBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/MockHttpSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/HostRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/socket/MockServerContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/AbstractGenericWebContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TransactionContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/DefaultRequestExpectation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/DelegatingServletInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/WebTestClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/AfterTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MockMvc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/JsonPathRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TestTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/htmlunit/HtmlUnitRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/mock/web/reactive/function/server/MockServerRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/match/ContentRequestMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/reactive/server/HttpHandlerConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/transaction/TransactionalTestExecutionListener.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/BootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/ResultActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DefaultBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/SpringRepeat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/CacheAwareContextLoaderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunBeforeTestMethodCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/client/ResponseActions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/SpringFailOnTimeout.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/cache/DefaultCacheAwareContextLoaderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/web/GenericXmlWebContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/AbstractDirtiesContextTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DirtiesContextTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/web/servlet/MockMvcBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunBeforeTestClassCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/junit4/statements/RunPrepareTestInstanceCallbacks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883897_1619654603.7/0/spring-test-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/test/context/support/DirtiesContextBeforeModesTestExecutionListener.java

 

1.577 acitoolkit 0.3.1 
1.577.1 Available under license : 

acitoolkit uses the requests library.

http://docs.python-requests.org/en/latest/

Copyright 2015 Cisco Systems, Inc.
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Michael Smith michsmit@cisco.com

Bon Huang bonhuan@cisco.com

Tom Edsall edsall@cisco.com

Kevin Corbin kecorbin@cisco.com

 

1.578 swagger 1.5.20 
1.578.1 Available under license : 

3name()Ljava/lang/String;urlAnnotationDefault

SourceFileLicense.javaRuntimeVisibleAnnotationsLjava/lang/annotation/Target;value"Ljava/lang/annotation/Eleme

ntType;ANNOTATION_TYPE

Ljava/lang/annotation/Retention;&Ljava/lang/annotation/RetentionPolicy;RUNTIMEio/swagger/annotations/Licens

ejava/lang/Objectjava/lang/annotation/Annotation&s	

 

[e

e

 

1.579 swagger 1.6.1 
1.579.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020 SmartBear Software Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.580 activation 1.1.1 
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1.580.1 Available under license : 
The GNU General Public License (GPL)

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share

and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended to

guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users.  This General Public License applies to

most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose

authors commit to using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is

covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.  Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom to

distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change

the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you

can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny

you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.  These restrictions

translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for

a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.  You must

make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.  And you must

show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software.  If the

software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced

by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.
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Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.  We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary.

To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for

everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this General Public License.  The "Program", below, refers to any such program

or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any

derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or

translated into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included

without limitation in the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as

"you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by

this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of running the Program is

not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents

constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by

running the Program).  Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as

you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License

and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the

Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may

at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus

forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such modifications

or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of

these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

   that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or

   in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be
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   licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of

   this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run,

   you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use in the

   most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

   appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or

   else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute

   the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy

   of this License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does

   not normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is

   not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If identifiable

sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be reasonably

considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and

its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate

works.  But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a

work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms

of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your

rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to exercise the

right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on

the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the

Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections 1 and

2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

   code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above

   on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to

   give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of physically

   performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

   and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

   distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is allowed only
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   for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in

   object code or executable form with such an offer, in accord with

   Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source code means all

the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation

of the executable.  However, as a special exception, the source code

distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either

source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on)

of the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the source

code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify,

sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate

your rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies, or

rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so

long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it.

However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute the Program

or its derivative works.  These actions are prohibited by law if you do not

accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or

any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to

do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program),

the recipient automatically receives a license from the original licensor to

copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the

rights granted herein.  You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by

third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), conditions

are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that

contradict the conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the

conditions of this License.  If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy

simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent

obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all.
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For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution

of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through

you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply and

the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or

other property right claims or to contest validity of any such claims; this

section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices.  Many

people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software

distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to

distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that

choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a

consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that

distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded.  In

such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body

of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the

General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will be similar in

spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems

or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any later

version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of

that version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.

If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may

choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask for

permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation,

write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.

Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of

all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of
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software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR

THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE

PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE,

YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL

ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE

THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR

INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA

BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER

OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible

use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free software

which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to attach

them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the exclusion

of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

   under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

   ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for
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   more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

   Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it

starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

   with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

   software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

   type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.  Here

is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

   signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

 

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL

 

Certain source files distributed by Oracle America and/or its affiliates are

subject to the following clarification and special exception to the GPL, but

only where Oracle has expressly included in the particular source file's header

the words "Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath"

exception as provided by Oracle in the LICENSE file that accompanied this code."

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making
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   a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and conditions of

   the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules,

   and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under terms of your

   choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked independent module,

   the terms and conditions of the license of that module.  An independent

   module is a module which is not derived from or based on this library.  If

   you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your version of

   the library, but you are not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do

   so, delete this exception statement from your version.

 

1.581 guice 3.0 
1.581.1 Available under license : 

 

Google Guice - Core Library

Copyright 2006-2011 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.582 wagon-provider-api 2.12 
1.582.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Maven Wagon :: API

Copyright 2003-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.583 eclipse-sisu-inject 0.3.0 
1.583.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are

made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 (&quot;EPL&quot;).  A copy of

the EPL is available <p>Your use of the ASM code is subject to the terms and conditions of the ASM License All

rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met: 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

materials provided with the distribution. 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its this

software without specific prior written permission.'

 

1.584 netty-codec 4.1.27.Final 
1.584.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32c.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/XmlFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CharSequenceValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeadersImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* A decoder that splits the received {@link ByteBuf}s dynamically by the
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* value of the length field in the message.  It is particularly useful when you

* decode a binary message which has an integer header field that represents the

* length of the message body or the whole message.

* <p>

* {@link LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder} has many configuration parameters so

* that it can decode any message with a length field, which is often seen in

* proprietary client-server protocols. Here are some example that will give

* you the basic idea on which option does what.

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The value of the length field in this example is <tt>12 (0x0C)</tt> which

* represents the length of "HELLO, WORLD".  By default, the decoder assumes

* that the length field represents the number of the bytes that follows the

* length field.  Therefore, it can be decoded with the simplistic parameter

* combination.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>0</b>

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>2</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0 (= do not strip header)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, strip header</h3>

*

* Because we can get the length of the content by calling

* {@link ByteBuf#readableBytes()}, you might want to strip the length

* field by specifying <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt>.  In this example, we

* specified <tt>2</tt>, that is same with the length of the length field, to

* strip the first two bytes.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (12 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Actual Content |

* | 0x000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +----------------+

* </pre>
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*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 0, do not strip header, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* In most cases, the length field represents the length of the message body

* only, as shown in the previous examples.  However, in some protocols, the

* length field represents the length of the whole message, including the

* message header.  In such a case, we specify a non-zero

* <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  Because the length value in this example message

* is always greater than the body length by <tt>2</tt>, we specify <tt>-2</tt>

* as <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> for compensation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   =  0

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-2</b> (= the length of the Length field)

* initialBytesToStrip =  0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (14 bytes)         AFTER DECODE (14 bytes)

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* | Length | Actual Content |----->| Length | Actual Content |

* | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x000E | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +--------+----------------+      +--------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the end of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* The following message is a simple variation of the first example.  An extra

* header value is prepended to the message.  <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> is zero

* again because the decoder always takes the length of the prepended data into

* account during frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* <b>lengthFieldOffset</b>   = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* <b>lengthFieldLength</b>   = <b>3</b>

* lengthAdjustment    = 0

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* | Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |----->| Header 1 |  Length  | Actual Content |

* |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |      |  0xCAFE  | 0x00000C | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>3 bytes length field at the beginning of 5 bytes header, do not strip header</h3>

*

* This is an advanced example that shows the case where there is an extra

* header between the length field and the message body.  You have to specify a

* positive <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt> so that the decoder counts the extra
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* header into the frame length calculation.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 0

* lengthFieldLength   = 3

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>2</b> (= the length of Header 1)

* initialBytesToStrip = 0

*

* BEFORE DECODE (17 bytes)                      AFTER DECODE (17 bytes)

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* |  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |----->|  Length  | Header 1 | Actual Content |

* | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0x00000C |  0xCAFE  | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +----------+----------+----------------+      +----------+----------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field</h3>

*

* This is a combination of all the examples above.  There are the prepended

* header before the length field and the extra header after the length field.

* The prepended header affects the <tt>lengthFieldOffset</tt> and the extra

* header affects the <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.  We also specified a non-zero

* <tt>initialBytesToStrip</tt> to strip the length field and the prepended

* header from the frame.  If you don't want to strip the prepended header, you

* could specify <tt>0</tt> for <tt>initialBytesToSkip</tt>.

* <pre>

* lengthFieldOffset   = 1 (= the length of HDR1)

* lengthFieldLength   = 2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>1</b> (= the length of HDR2)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b>3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN)

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x000C | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

*

* <h3>2 bytes length field at offset 1 in the middle of 4 bytes header,

*     strip the first header field and the length field, the length field

*     represents the length of the whole message</h3>

*

* Let's give another twist to the previous example.  The only difference from

* the previous example is that the length field represents the length of the

* whole message instead of the message body, just like the third example.

* We have to count the length of HDR1 and Length into <tt>lengthAdjustment</tt>.

* Please note that we don't need to take the length of HDR2 into account

* because the length field already includes the whole header length.

* <pre>
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* lengthFieldOffset   =  1

* lengthFieldLength   =  2

* <b>lengthAdjustment</b>    = <b>-3</b> (= the length of HDR1 + LEN, negative)

* <b>initialBytesToStrip</b> = <b> 3</b>

*

* BEFORE DECODE (16 bytes)                       AFTER DECODE (13 bytes)

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* | HDR1 | Length | HDR2 | Actual Content |----->| HDR2 | Actual Content |

* | 0xCA | 0x0010 | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |      | 0xFE | "HELLO, WORLD" |

* +------+--------+------+----------------+      +------+----------------+

* </pre>

* @see LengthFieldPrepender

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldBasedFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Delimiters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/LimitingByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/TooLongFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/StringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/xml/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/WeakReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ContextBoundUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CachingClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JdkZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/JZlibDecoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/CompatibleMarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/bytes/ByteArrayEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/DecompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/UnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ReplayingDecoderByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/FixedLengthFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageToByteEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompatibleObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectDecoderInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibCodecFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LineBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DelimiterBasedFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ByteToMessageCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassResolvers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Snappy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ClassLoaderClassResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ThreadLocalMarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EncoderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/SoftReferenceMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/DefaultUnmarshallerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedMessageTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/ObjectEncoderOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CorruptedFrameException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/PrematureChannelClosureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/serialization/CompactObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/MarshallingEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/marshalling/ChannelBufferByteInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/LengthFieldPrepender.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/HeadersUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/UnsupportedValueConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoderNano.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/ProtocolDetectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/protobuf/ProtobufVarint32LengthFieldPrepender.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/ByteBufChecksum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/CodecOutputList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DatagramPacketEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/string/LineSeparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/CompressionUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**
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* Utility class for {@link ByteBuf} that encodes and decodes to and from

* <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64">Base64</a> notation.

* <p>

* The encoding and decoding algorithm in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Robert Harder and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/licenses/publicdomain

*/

/**

* Enumeration of supported Base64 dialects.

* <p>

* The internal lookup tables in this class has been derived from

* <a href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">Robert Harder's Public Domain

* Base64 Encoder/Decoder</a>.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/base64/Base64Dialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DefaultHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/Headers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/EmptyHeaders.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/DecoderResultProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MTFAndRLE2StageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzmaFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/MessageAggregationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/AsciiHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2HuffmanStageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/LzfDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2DivSufSort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLzFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2MoveToFrontTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/json/JsonObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BlockCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/SnappyFramedEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2BitReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Lz4Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Crc32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/FastLz.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1119151384_1608741198.31/0/netty-codec-4-1-27-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/compression/Bzip2Constants.java

 

1.585 tomcat-annotations-api 8.5.29 
1.585.1 Available under license : 

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.586 elasticsearch-dsl 6.3.1 
1.586.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.587 javax-interceptor-api 1.2.2 
1.587.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:
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        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.
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     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the
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terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara
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County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,
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the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.
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7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous

contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.588 httpasyncclient 4.1.4 
1.588.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpAsyncClient

Copyright 2010-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.589 jacoco-cli 0.8.5 
1.589.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version

2.0'

 

1.590 metrics-core 2.2.0 
1.590.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* http://gee.cs.oswego.edu/cgi-

bin/viewcvs.cgi/jsr166/src/main/java/util/concurrent/ThreadLocalRandom.java?view=markup

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1145440743_1616178883.36/0/metrics-core-2-2-0-sources-5-

jar/com/yammer/metrics/stats/ThreadLocalRandom.java

 

1.591 spring-web 5.3.7 
1.591.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerWriteProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebExchangeDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingRequestCookieException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/KotlinSerializationJsonDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/HandlerTypePredicate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/HttpWebHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/DefaultPartHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/PartGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/DecoderHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/UnsupportedMediaTypeStatusException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/DefaultServerHttpRequestBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerReadPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/SpringBeanAutowiringSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractCookieValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExceptionHandlerMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UrlPathHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ServletRequestPathUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/ClientDefaultCodecsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StandardServletEnvironment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletRequestPathFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ContentDisposition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FilePart.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/EncoderHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/KotlinSerializationJsonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/JettyHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/Jaxb2XmlEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/AbstractJackson2Decoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/JettyHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelAttributeMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHandlerDecoratorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/PreFlightRequestWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FileStorage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2CodecSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/WriteResultPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEventHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpResponseDecorator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/WebHttpHandlerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingRequestHeaderException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/SynchronossPartHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/CodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingPathVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/NettyHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractListenerWriteFlushProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriComponentsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/KotlinSerializationJsonEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/ServerDefaultCodecsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/TomcatHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/PreFlightRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingRequestValueException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MissingMatrixVariableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HierarchicalUriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/NettyHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpRequestDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/AbstractJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/OncePerRequestFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/AbstractJackson2Encoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractNamedValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/BaseDefaultCodecs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HttpSessionMutexListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequestFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotWritableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/DestructionCallbackBindingListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CommonsRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RequestContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SpringWebConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageConversionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebFilterChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMethod.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/IntrospectorCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResourceAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ValueConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SimpleSessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotAcceptableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/InitBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DecoratingNavigationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingPhaseListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebEnvironment.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsSoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestBindingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaTypeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpResponse.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Return the web session for the current request. Always guaranteed  to

	 * return an instance either matching to the session id requested by the

	 * client, or with a new session id either because the client did not

	 * specify one or because the underlying session had expired. Use of this

	 * method does not automatically create a session. See {@link WebSession}

	 * for more details.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebExchange.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/Mapping.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PatternParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsStreamingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/LocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributesScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/WildcardTheRestPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/SpringBeanFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/RssChannelHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ContextExposingHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultProcessingInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutCallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextParameterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/HttpRequestHandlerServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRestOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/NativeWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/Part.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/ByteArrayMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonBuilderUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3AsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/AbstractUriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentTypeMismatchException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MethodArgumentConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionStatusMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MaxUploadSizeExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StringMultipartFileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/UriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/FormFieldPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/EscapedErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AsyncWebRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractBufferingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingAsyncHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableProcessingInterceptorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebInputException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/StaticWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/DefaultSessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/JaxWsPortProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionAttributeStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/DelegatingFilterProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpCookie.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2CollectionHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/CaptureTheRestPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/SslInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoaderListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RequestCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletRequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ZeroCopyHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/HeaderContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/AsyncRestTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/SeparatorPathElement.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/OpaqueUriComponents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/AbstractJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/ConfigurableWebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleHttpServerJaxWsServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/AsyncHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpSessionRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/InvalidMediaTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartFileResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/SimpleHessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResultInterceptorChain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceRegionHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/HttpMessageNotReadableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PathVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ParameterContentNegotiationStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/GenericHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJacksonValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractXmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/CookieWebSessionIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestParameterPropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MarshallingHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/CodecConfigurerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardServletMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextAttributeExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/DefaultServerWebExchangeBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/DefaultMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsAsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpComponentsHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/LocalJaxWsServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/BasicAuthorizationInterceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ExtractingResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/BufferingClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ContextPathCompositeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/el/WebApplicationContextFacesELResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/InitBinderDataBinderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CharacterEncodingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/RelativeRedirectResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleStreamingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2SmileDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HttpPutFormContentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufCodecSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/Netty4ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/AbstractReactiveWebInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsFileUploadSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/DefaultSslInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractGenericHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletConfigAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/support/RestGatewaySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/JavaScriptUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/AbstractContextLoaderInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/TagUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/AbstractMappingContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpLogging.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/HeaderWebSessionIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ErrorsMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/ResponseExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/DelegatingNavigationHandlerProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/WildcardPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/caucho/HessianServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/UnsatisfiedServletRequestParameterException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ServletContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/HiddenHttpMethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/HttpMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ExtensionRegistryInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/CaptureVariablePathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/jaxws/SimpleJaxWsServiceExporter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/CookieGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/WebApplicationInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ObjectToStringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/FormContentFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GroovyWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/GenericFilterBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/AbstractRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/FixedLocaleContextResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityReferences.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/SimpleHttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AbstractRefreshableWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/FilteringWebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingAsyncClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/SessionAttributesHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/AbstractMultipartHttpServletRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/DefaultUriTemplateHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ReactorHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/ModelAndViewContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/MatrixVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/LoggingCodecSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/NestedServletException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ExpressionValueMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/StreamingHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/XmlWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/CallableInterceptorChain.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ServletContextRequestLoggingFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpMediaTypeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# This file maps Internet media types to unique file extension(s).

# Although created for httpd, this file is used by many software systems

# and has been placed in the public domain for unlimited redistribution.

#

# The table below contains both registered and (common) unregistered types.

# A type that has no unique extension can be ignored -- they are listed

# here to guide configurations toward known types and to make it easier to

# identify "new" types.  File extensions are also commonly used to indicate

# content languages and encodings, so choose them carefully.

#

# Internet media types should be registered as described in RFC 4288.

# The registry is at <https://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/>.

#

# This file was retrieved from

https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/httpd/httpd/trunk/docs/conf/mime.types?revision=1752884&view=co

#

# MIME type (lowercased)			Extensions

# ============================================	==========

# application/1d-interleaved-parityfec

# application/3gpdash-qoe-report+xml

# application/3gpp-ims+xml

# application/a2l

# application/activemessage

# application/alto-costmap+json

# application/alto-costmapfilter+json

# application/alto-directory+json

# application/alto-endpointcost+json

# application/alto-endpointcostparams+json

# application/alto-endpointprop+json

# application/alto-endpointpropparams+json

# application/alto-error+json

# application/alto-networkmap+json

# application/alto-networkmapfilter+json

# application/aml

application/andrew-inset			ez

# application/applefile

application/applixware				aw

# application/atf

# application/atfx

application/atom+xml				atom
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application/atomcat+xml				atomcat

# application/atomdeleted+xml

# application/atomicmail

application/atomsvc+xml				atomsvc

# application/atxml

# application/auth-policy+xml

# application/bacnet-xdd+zip

# application/batch-smtp

# application/beep+xml

# application/calendar+json

# application/calendar+xml

# application/call-completion

# application/cals-1840

# application/cbor

# application/ccmp+xml

application/ccxml+xml				ccxml

# application/cdfx+xml

application/cdmi-capability			cdmia

application/cdmi-container			cdmic

application/cdmi-domain				cdmid

application/cdmi-object				cdmio

application/cdmi-queue				cdmiq

# application/cdni

# application/cea

# application/cea-2018+xml

# application/cellml+xml

# application/cfw

# application/cms

# application/cnrp+xml

# application/coap-group+json

# application/commonground

# application/conference-info+xml

# application/cpl+xml

# application/csrattrs

# application/csta+xml

# application/cstadata+xml

# application/csvm+json

application/cu-seeme				cu

# application/cybercash

# application/dash+xml

# application/dashdelta

application/davmount+xml			davmount

# application/dca-rft

# application/dcd

# application/dec-dx

# application/dialog-info+xml

# application/dicom

# application/dii
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# application/dit

# application/dns

application/docbook+xml				dbk

# application/dskpp+xml

application/dssc+der				dssc

application/dssc+xml				xdssc

# application/dvcs

application/ecmascript				ecma

# application/edi-consent

# application/edi-x12

# application/edifact

# application/efi

# application/emergencycalldata.comment+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.deviceinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.providerinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.serviceinfo+xml

# application/emergencycalldata.subscriberinfo+xml

application/emma+xml				emma

# application/emotionml+xml

# application/encaprtp

# application/epp+xml

application/epub+zip				epub

# application/eshop

# application/example

application/exi					exi

# application/fastinfoset

# application/fastsoap

# application/fdt+xml

# application/fits

# application/font-sfnt

application/font-tdpfr				pfr

application/font-woff				woff

# application/framework-attributes+xml

# application/geo+json

application/gml+xml				gml

application/gpx+xml				gpx

application/gxf					gxf

# application/gzip

# application/h224

# application/held+xml

# application/http

application/hyperstudio				stk

# application/ibe-key-request+xml

# application/ibe-pkg-reply+xml

# application/ibe-pp-data

# application/iges

# application/im-iscomposing+xml

# application/index
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# application/index.cmd

# application/index.obj

# application/index.response

# application/index.vnd

application/inkml+xml				ink inkml

# application/iotp

application/ipfix				ipfix

# application/ipp

# application/isup

# application/its+xml

application/java-archive			jar

application/java-serialized-object		ser

application/java-vm				class

application/javascript				js

# application/jose

# application/jose+json

# application/jrd+json

application/json				json

# application/json-patch+json

# application/json-seq

application/jsonml+json				jsonml

# application/jwk+json

# application/jwk-set+json

# application/jwt

# application/kpml-request+xml

# application/kpml-response+xml

# application/ld+json

# application/lgr+xml

# application/link-format

# application/load-control+xml

application/lost+xml				lostxml

# application/lostsync+xml

# application/lxf

application/mac-binhex40			hqx

application/mac-compactpro			cpt

# application/macwriteii

application/mads+xml				mads

application/marc				mrc

application/marcxml+xml				mrcx

application/mathematica				ma nb mb

application/mathml+xml				mathml

# application/mathml-content+xml

# application/mathml-presentation+xml

# application/mbms-associated-procedure-description+xml

# application/mbms-deregister+xml

# application/mbms-envelope+xml

# application/mbms-msk+xml

# application/mbms-msk-response+xml
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# application/mbms-protection-description+xml

# application/mbms-reception-report+xml

# application/mbms-register+xml

# application/mbms-register-response+xml

# application/mbms-schedule+xml

# application/mbms-user-service-description+xml

application/mbox				mbox

# application/media-policy-dataset+xml

# application/media_control+xml

application/mediaservercontrol+xml		mscml

# application/merge-patch+json

application/metalink+xml			metalink

application/metalink4+xml			meta4

application/mets+xml				mets

# application/mf4

# application/mikey

application/mods+xml				mods

# application/moss-keys

# application/moss-signature

# application/mosskey-data

# application/mosskey-request

application/mp21				m21 mp21

application/mp4					mp4s

# application/mpeg4-generic

# application/mpeg4-iod

# application/mpeg4-iod-xmt

# application/mrb-consumer+xml

# application/mrb-publish+xml

# application/msc-ivr+xml

# application/msc-mixer+xml

application/msword				doc dot

application/mxf					mxf

# application/nasdata

# application/news-checkgroups

# application/news-groupinfo

# application/news-transmission

# application/nlsml+xml

# application/nss

# application/ocsp-request

# application/ocsp-response

application/octet-stream	bin dms lrf mar so dist distz pkg bpk dump elc deploy

application/oda					oda

# application/odx

application/oebps-package+xml			opf

application/ogg					ogx

application/omdoc+xml				omdoc

application/onenote				onetoc onetoc2 onetmp onepkg

application/oxps				oxps
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# application/p2p-overlay+xml

# application/parityfec

application/patch-ops-error+xml			xer

application/pdf					pdf

# application/pdx

application/pgp-encrypted			pgp

# application/pgp-keys

application/pgp-signature			asc sig

application/pics-rules				prf

# application/pidf+xml

# application/pidf-diff+xml

application/pkcs10				p10

# application/pkcs12

application/pkcs7-mime				p7m p7c

application/pkcs7-signature			p7s

application/pkcs8				p8

application/pkix-attr-cert			ac

application/pkix-cert				cer

application/pkix-crl				crl

application/pkix-pkipath			pkipath

application/pkixcmp				pki

application/pls+xml				pls

# application/poc-settings+xml

application/postscript				ai eps ps

# application/ppsp-tracker+json

# application/problem+json

# application/problem+xml

# application/provenance+xml

# application/prs.alvestrand.titrax-sheet

application/prs.cww				cww

# application/prs.hpub+zip

# application/prs.nprend

# application/prs.plucker

# application/prs.rdf-xml-crypt

# application/prs.xsf+xml

application/pskc+xml				pskcxml

# application/qsig

# application/raptorfec

# application/rdap+json

application/rdf+xml				rdf

application/reginfo+xml				rif

application/relax-ng-compact-syntax		rnc

# application/remote-printing

# application/reputon+json

application/resource-lists+xml			rl

application/resource-lists-diff+xml		rld

# application/rfc+xml

# application/riscos
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# application/rlmi+xml

application/rls-services+xml			rs

application/rpki-ghostbusters			gbr

application/rpki-manifest			mft

application/rpki-roa				roa

# application/rpki-updown

application/rsd+xml				rsd

application/rss+xml				rss

application/rtf					rtf

# application/rtploopback

# application/rtx

# application/samlassertion+xml

# application/samlmetadata+xml

application/sbml+xml				sbml

# application/scaip+xml

# application/scim+json

application/scvp-cv-request			scq

application/scvp-cv-response			scs

application/scvp-vp-request			spq

application/scvp-vp-response			spp

application/sdp					sdp

# application/sep+xml

# application/sep-exi

# application/session-info

# application/set-payment

application/set-payment-initiation		setpay

# application/set-registration

application/set-registration-initiation		setreg

# application/sgml

# application/sgml-open-catalog

application/shf+xml				shf

# application/sieve

# application/simple-filter+xml

# application/simple-message-summary

# application/simplesymbolcontainer

# application/slate

# application/smil

application/smil+xml				smi smil

# application/smpte336m

# application/soap+fastinfoset

# application/soap+xml

application/sparql-query			rq

application/sparql-results+xml			srx

# application/spirits-event+xml

# application/sql

application/srgs				gram

application/srgs+xml				grxml

application/sru+xml				sru
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application/ssdl+xml				ssdl

application/ssml+xml				ssml

# application/tamp-apex-update

# application/tamp-apex-update-confirm

# application/tamp-community-update

# application/tamp-community-update-confirm

# application/tamp-error

# application/tamp-sequence-adjust

# application/tamp-sequence-adjust-confirm

# application/tamp-status-query

# application/tamp-status-response

# application/tamp-update

# application/tamp-update-confirm

application/tei+xml				tei teicorpus

application/thraud+xml				tfi

# application/timestamp-query

# application/timestamp-reply

application/timestamped-data			tsd

# application/ttml+xml

# application/tve-trigger

# application/ulpfec

# application/urc-grpsheet+xml

# application/urc-ressheet+xml

# application/urc-targetdesc+xml

# application/urc-uisocketdesc+xml

# application/vcard+json

# application/vcard+xml

# application/vemmi

# application/vividence.scriptfile

# application/vnd.3gpp-prose+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp-prose-pc3ch+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.access-transfer-events+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.bsf+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.mid-call+xml

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-large		plb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-small		psb

application/vnd.3gpp.pic-bw-var			pvb

# application/vnd.3gpp.sms

# application/vnd.3gpp.sms+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-ext+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.srvcc-info+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.state-and-event-info+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp.ussd+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp2.bcmcsinfo+xml

# application/vnd.3gpp2.sms

application/vnd.3gpp2.tcap			tcap

# application/vnd.3lightssoftware.imagescal

application/vnd.3m.post-it-notes		pwn
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application/vnd.accpac.simply.aso		aso

application/vnd.accpac.simply.imp		imp

application/vnd.acucobol			acu

application/vnd.acucorp				atc acutc

application/vnd.adobe.air-application-installer-package+zip	air

# application/vnd.adobe.flash.movie

application/vnd.adobe.formscentral.fcdt		fcdt

application/vnd.adobe.fxp			fxp fxpl

# application/vnd.adobe.partial-upload

application/vnd.adobe.xdp+xml			xdp

application/vnd.adobe.xfdf			xfdf

# application/vnd.aether.imp

# application/vnd.ah-barcode

application/vnd.ahead.space			ahead

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azf		azf

application/vnd.airzip.filesecure.azs		azs

application/vnd.amazon.ebook			azw

# application/vnd.amazon.mobi8-ebook

application/vnd.americandynamics.acc		acc

application/vnd.amiga.ami			ami

# application/vnd.amundsen.maze+xml

application/vnd.android.package-archive		apk

# application/vnd.anki

application/vnd.anser-web-certificate-issue-initiation	cii

application/vnd.anser-web-funds-transfer-initiation	fti

application/vnd.antix.game-component		atx

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.binary

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.compact

# application/vnd.apache.thrift.json

# application/vnd.api+json

application/vnd.apple.installer+xml		mpkg

application/vnd.apple.mpegurl			m3u8

# application/vnd.arastra.swi

application/vnd.aristanetworks.swi		swi

# application/vnd.artsquare

application/vnd.astraea-software.iota		iota

application/vnd.audiograph			aep

# application/vnd.autopackage

# application/vnd.avistar+xml

# application/vnd.balsamiq.bmml+xml

# application/vnd.balsamiq.bmpr

# application/vnd.bekitzur-stech+json

# application/vnd.biopax.rdf+xml

application/vnd.blueice.multipass		mpm

# application/vnd.bluetooth.ep.oob

# application/vnd.bluetooth.le.oob

application/vnd.bmi				bmi

application/vnd.businessobjects			rep
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# application/vnd.cab-jscript

# application/vnd.canon-cpdl

# application/vnd.canon-lips

# application/vnd.cendio.thinlinc.clientconf

# application/vnd.century-systems.tcp_stream

application/vnd.chemdraw+xml			cdxml

# application/vnd.chess-pgn

application/vnd.chipnuts.karaoke-mmd		mmd

application/vnd.cinderella			cdy

# application/vnd.cirpack.isdn-ext

# application/vnd.citationstyles.style+xml

application/vnd.claymore			cla

application/vnd.cloanto.rp9			rp9

application/vnd.clonk.c4group			c4g c4d c4f c4p c4u

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config		c11amc

application/vnd.cluetrust.cartomobile-config-pkg	c11amz

# application/vnd.coffeescript

# application/vnd.collection+json

# application/vnd.collection.doc+json

# application/vnd.collection.next+json

# application/vnd.comicbook+zip

# application/vnd.commerce-battelle

application/vnd.commonspace			csp

application/vnd.contact.cmsg			cdbcmsg

# application/vnd.coreos.ignition+json

application/vnd.cosmocaller			cmc

application/vnd.crick.clicker			clkx

application/vnd.crick.clicker.keyboard		clkk

application/vnd.crick.clicker.palette		clkp

application/vnd.crick.clicker.template		clkt

application/vnd.crick.clicker.wordbank		clkw

application/vnd.criticaltools.wbs+xml		wbs

application/vnd.ctc-posml			pml

# application/vnd.ctct.ws+xml

# application/vnd.cups-pdf

# application/vnd.cups-postscript

application/vnd.cups-ppd			ppd

# application/vnd.cups-raster

# application/vnd.cups-raw

# application/vnd.curl

application/vnd.curl.car			car

application/vnd.curl.pcurl			pcurl

# application/vnd.cyan.dean.root+xml

# application/vnd.cybank

application/vnd.dart				dart

application/vnd.data-vision.rdz			rdz

# application/vnd.debian.binary-package

application/vnd.dece.data			uvf uvvf uvd uvvd
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application/vnd.dece.ttml+xml			uvt uvvt

application/vnd.dece.unspecified		uvx uvvx

application/vnd.dece.zip			uvz uvvz

application/vnd.denovo.fcselayout-link		fe_launch

# application/vnd.desmume.movie

# application/vnd.dir-bi.plate-dl-nosuffix

# application/vnd.dm.delegation+xml

application/vnd.dna				dna

# application/vnd.document+json

application/vnd.dolby.mlp			mlp

# application/vnd.dolby.mobile.1

# application/vnd.dolby.mobile.2

# application/vnd.doremir.scorecloud-binary-document

application/vnd.dpgraph				dpg

application/vnd.dreamfactory			dfac

# application/vnd.drive+json

application/vnd.ds-keypoint			kpxx

# application/vnd.dtg.local

# application/vnd.dtg.local.flash

# application/vnd.dtg.local.html

application/vnd.dvb.ait				ait

# application/vnd.dvb.dvbj

# application/vnd.dvb.esgcontainer

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcdftnotifaccess

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgaccess2

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcesgpdd

# application/vnd.dvb.ipdcroaming

# application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-base

# application/vnd.dvb.iptv.alfec-enhancement

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-aggregate-root+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-container+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-generic+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-msglist+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-request+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-ia-registration-response+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.notif-init+xml

# application/vnd.dvb.pfr

application/vnd.dvb.service			svc

# application/vnd.dxr

application/vnd.dynageo				geo

# application/vnd.dzr

# application/vnd.easykaraoke.cdgdownload

# application/vnd.ecdis-update

application/vnd.ecowin.chart			mag

# application/vnd.ecowin.filerequest

# application/vnd.ecowin.fileupdate

# application/vnd.ecowin.series
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# application/vnd.ecowin.seriesrequest

# application/vnd.ecowin.seriesupdate

# application/vnd.emclient.accessrequest+xml

application/vnd.enliven				nml

# application/vnd.enphase.envoy

# application/vnd.eprints.data+xml

application/vnd.epson.esf			esf

application/vnd.epson.msf			msf

application/vnd.epson.quickanime		qam

application/vnd.epson.salt			slt

application/vnd.epson.ssf			ssf

# application/vnd.ericsson.quickcall

application/vnd.eszigno3+xml			es3 et3

# application/vnd.etsi.aoc+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.asic-e+zip

# application/vnd.etsi.asic-s+zip

# application/vnd.etsi.cug+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvcommand+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvdiscovery+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvprofile+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-bc+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-cod+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsad-npvr+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvservice+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvsync+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.iptvueprofile+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.mcid+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.mheg5

# application/vnd.etsi.overload-control-policy-dataset+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.pstn+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.sci+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.simservs+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.timestamp-token

# application/vnd.etsi.tsl+xml

# application/vnd.etsi.tsl.der

# application/vnd.eudora.data

application/vnd.ezpix-album			ez2

application/vnd.ezpix-package			ez3

# application/vnd.f-secure.mobile

# application/vnd.fastcopy-disk-image

application/vnd.fdf				fdf

application/vnd.fdsn.mseed			mseed

application/vnd.fdsn.seed			seed dataless

# application/vnd.ffsns

# application/vnd.filmit.zfc

# application/vnd.fints

# application/vnd.firemonkeys.cloudcell

application/vnd.flographit			gph
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application/vnd.fluxtime.clip			ftc

# application/vnd.font-fontforge-sfd

application/vnd.framemaker			fm frame maker book

application/vnd.frogans.fnc			fnc

application/vnd.frogans.ltf			ltf

application/vnd.fsc.weblaunch			fsc

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys			oas

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys2			oa2

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasys3			oa3

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysgp			fg5

application/vnd.fujitsu.oasysprs		bh2

# application/vnd.fujixerox.art-ex

# application/vnd.fujixerox.art4

application/vnd.fujixerox.ddd			ddd

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks		xdw

application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.binder	xbd

# application/vnd.fujixerox.docuworks.container

# application/vnd.fujixerox.hbpl

# application/vnd.fut-misnet

application/vnd.fuzzysheet			fzs

application/vnd.genomatix.tuxedo		txd

# application/vnd.geo+json

# application/vnd.geocube+xml

application/vnd.geogebra.file			ggb

application/vnd.geogebra.tool			ggt

application/vnd.geometry-explorer		gex gre

application/vnd.geonext				gxt

application/vnd.geoplan				g2w

application/vnd.geospace			g3w

# application/vnd.gerber

# application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt

# application/vnd.globalplatform.card-content-mgt-response

application/vnd.gmx				gmx

application/vnd.google-earth.kml+xml		kml

application/vnd.google-earth.kmz		kmz

# application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+xml

# application/vnd.gov.sk.e-form+zip

# application/vnd.gov.sk.xmldatacontainer+xml

application/vnd.grafeq				gqf gqs

# application/vnd.gridmp

application/vnd.groove-account			gac

application/vnd.groove-help			ghf

application/vnd.groove-identity-message		gim

application/vnd.groove-injector			grv

application/vnd.groove-tool-message		gtm

application/vnd.groove-tool-template		tpl

application/vnd.groove-vcard			vcg

# application/vnd.hal+json
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application/vnd.hal+xml				hal

application/vnd.handheld-entertainment+xml	zmm

application/vnd.hbci				hbci

# application/vnd.hcl-bireports

# application/vnd.hdt

# application/vnd.heroku+json

application/vnd.hhe.lesson-player		les

application/vnd.hp-hpgl				hpgl

application/vnd.hp-hpid				hpid

application/vnd.hp-hps				hps

application/vnd.hp-jlyt				jlt

application/vnd.hp-pcl				pcl

application/vnd.hp-pclxl			pclxl

# application/vnd.httphone

application/vnd.hydrostatix.sof-data		sfd-hdstx

# application/vnd.hyperdrive+json

# application/vnd.hzn-3d-crossword

# application/vnd.ibm.afplinedata

# application/vnd.ibm.electronic-media

application/vnd.ibm.minipay			mpy

application/vnd.ibm.modcap			afp listafp list3820

application/vnd.ibm.rights-management		irm

application/vnd.ibm.secure-container		sc

application/vnd.iccprofile			icc icm

# application/vnd.ieee.1905

application/vnd.igloader			igl

application/vnd.immervision-ivp			ivp

application/vnd.immervision-ivu			ivu

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p1

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p2

# application/vnd.ims.imsccv1p3

# application/vnd.ims.lis.v2.result+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolconsumerprofile+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolproxy.id+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings+json

# application/vnd.ims.lti.v2.toolsettings.simple+json

# application/vnd.informedcontrol.rms+xml

# application/vnd.informix-visionary

# application/vnd.infotech.project

# application/vnd.infotech.project+xml

# application/vnd.innopath.wamp.notification

application/vnd.insors.igm			igm

application/vnd.intercon.formnet		xpw xpx

application/vnd.intergeo			i2g

# application/vnd.intertrust.digibox

# application/vnd.intertrust.nncp

application/vnd.intu.qbo			qbo
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application/vnd.intu.qfx			qfx

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.catalogitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.conceptitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.knowledgeitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.newsmessage+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.packageitem+xml

# application/vnd.iptc.g2.planningitem+xml

application/vnd.ipunplugged.rcprofile		rcprofile

application/vnd.irepository.package+xml		irp

application/vnd.is-xpr				xpr

application/vnd.isac.fcs			fcs

application/vnd.jam				jam

# application/vnd.japannet-directory-service

# application/vnd.japannet-jpnstore-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-payment-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-registration

# application/vnd.japannet-registration-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-setstore-wakeup

# application/vnd.japannet-verification

# application/vnd.japannet-verification-wakeup

application/vnd.jcp.javame.midlet-rms		rms

application/vnd.jisp				jisp

application/vnd.joost.joda-archive		joda

# application/vnd.jsk.isdn-ngn

application/vnd.kahootz				ktz ktr

application/vnd.kde.karbon			karbon

application/vnd.kde.kchart			chrt

application/vnd.kde.kformula			kfo

application/vnd.kde.kivio			flw

application/vnd.kde.kontour			kon

application/vnd.kde.kpresenter			kpr kpt

application/vnd.kde.kspread			ksp

application/vnd.kde.kword			kwd kwt

application/vnd.kenameaapp			htke

application/vnd.kidspiration			kia

application/vnd.kinar				kne knp

application/vnd.koan				skp skd skt skm

application/vnd.kodak-descriptor		sse

application/vnd.las.las+xml			lasxml

# application/vnd.liberty-request+xml

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.desktop	lbd

application/vnd.llamagraphics.life-balance.exchange+xml	lbe

application/vnd.lotus-1-2-3			123

application/vnd.lotus-approach			apr

application/vnd.lotus-freelance			pre

application/vnd.lotus-notes			nsf

application/vnd.lotus-organizer			org
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application/vnd.lotus-screencam			scm

application/vnd.lotus-wordpro			lwp

application/vnd.macports.portpkg		portpkg

# application/vnd.mapbox-vector-tile

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.actiontoken+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.conftoken+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.license+xml

# application/vnd.marlin.drm.mdcf

# application/vnd.mason+json

# application/vnd.maxmind.maxmind-db

application/vnd.mcd				mcd

application/vnd.medcalcdata			mc1

application/vnd.mediastation.cdkey		cdkey

# application/vnd.meridian-slingshot

application/vnd.mfer				mwf

application/vnd.mfmp				mfm

# application/vnd.micro+json

application/vnd.micrografx.flo			flo

application/vnd.micrografx.igx			igx

# application/vnd.microsoft.portable-executable

# application/vnd.miele+json

application/vnd.mif				mif

# application/vnd.minisoft-hp3000-save

# application/vnd.mitsubishi.misty-guard.trustweb

application/vnd.mobius.daf			daf

application/vnd.mobius.dis			dis

application/vnd.mobius.mbk			mbk

application/vnd.mobius.mqy			mqy

application/vnd.mobius.msl			msl

application/vnd.mobius.plc			plc

application/vnd.mobius.txf			txf

application/vnd.mophun.application		mpn

application/vnd.mophun.certificate		mpc

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.adsi

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.fis

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.gotap

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.kmr

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.ttc

# application/vnd.motorola.flexsuite.wem

# application/vnd.motorola.iprm

application/vnd.mozilla.xul+xml			xul

# application/vnd.ms-3mfdocument

application/vnd.ms-artgalry			cil

# application/vnd.ms-asf

application/vnd.ms-cab-compressed		cab

# application/vnd.ms-color.iccprofile

application/vnd.ms-excel			xls xlm xla xlc xlt xlw
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application/vnd.ms-excel.addin.macroenabled.12		xlam

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.binary.macroenabled.12	xlsb

application/vnd.ms-excel.sheet.macroenabled.12		xlsm

application/vnd.ms-excel.template.macroenabled.12	xltm

application/vnd.ms-fontobject			eot

application/vnd.ms-htmlhelp			chm

application/vnd.ms-ims				ims

application/vnd.ms-lrm				lrm

# application/vnd.ms-office.activex+xml

application/vnd.ms-officetheme			thmx

# application/vnd.ms-opentype

# application/vnd.ms-package.obfuscated-opentype

application/vnd.ms-pki.seccat			cat

application/vnd.ms-pki.stl			stl

# application/vnd.ms-playready.initiator+xml

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint			ppt pps pot

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.addin.macroenabled.12		ppam

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.presentation.macroenabled.12	pptm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slide.macroenabled.12		sldm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.slideshow.macroenabled.12		ppsm

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint.template.macroenabled.12		potm

# application/vnd.ms-printdevicecapabilities+xml

# application/vnd.ms-printing.printticket+xml

# application/vnd.ms-printschematicket+xml

application/vnd.ms-project			mpp mpt

# application/vnd.ms-tnef

# application/vnd.ms-windows.devicepairing

# application/vnd.ms-windows.nwprinting.oob

# application/vnd.ms-windows.printerpairing

# application/vnd.ms-windows.wsd.oob

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-chlg-req

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.lic-resp

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-chlg-req

# application/vnd.ms-wmdrm.meter-resp

application/vnd.ms-word.document.macroenabled.12	docm

application/vnd.ms-word.template.macroenabled.12	dotm

application/vnd.ms-works			wps wks wcm wdb

application/vnd.ms-wpl				wpl

application/vnd.ms-xpsdocument			xps

# application/vnd.msa-disk-image

application/vnd.mseq				mseq

# application/vnd.msign

# application/vnd.multiad.creator

# application/vnd.multiad.creator.cif

# application/vnd.music-niff

application/vnd.musician			mus

application/vnd.muvee.style			msty

application/vnd.mynfc				taglet
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# application/vnd.ncd.control

# application/vnd.ncd.reference

# application/vnd.nervana

# application/vnd.netfpx

application/vnd.neurolanguage.nlu		nlu

# application/vnd.nintendo.nitro.rom

# application/vnd.nintendo.snes.rom

application/vnd.nitf				ntf nitf

application/vnd.noblenet-directory		nnd

application/vnd.noblenet-sealer			nns

application/vnd.noblenet-web			nnw

# application/vnd.nokia.catalogs

# application/vnd.nokia.conml+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.conml+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.iptv.config+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.isds-radio-presets

# application/vnd.nokia.landmark+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.landmark+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.landmarkcollection+xml

# application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.ac+xml

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.data		ngdat

application/vnd.nokia.n-gage.symbian.install	n-gage

# application/vnd.nokia.ncd

# application/vnd.nokia.pcd+wbxml

# application/vnd.nokia.pcd+xml

application/vnd.nokia.radio-preset		rpst

application/vnd.nokia.radio-presets		rpss

application/vnd.novadigm.edm			edm

application/vnd.novadigm.edx			edx

application/vnd.novadigm.ext			ext

# application/vnd.ntt-local.content-share

# application/vnd.ntt-local.file-transfer

# application/vnd.ntt-local.ogw_remote-access

# application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_remote

# application/vnd.ntt-local.sip-ta_tcp_stream

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart		odc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.chart-template	otc

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.database		odb

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula		odf

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.formula-template	odft

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics		odg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.graphics-template	otg

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image		odi

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.image-template	oti

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation		odp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.presentation-template	otp

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet		ods

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet-template	ots
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application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text			odt

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-master		odm

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-template	ott

application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.text-web		oth

# application/vnd.obn

# application/vnd.oftn.l10n+json

# application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessdownload+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.contentaccessstreaming+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.cspg-hexbinary

# application/vnd.oipf.dae.svg+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.dae.xhtml+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.mippvcontrolmessage+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.pae.gem

# application/vnd.oipf.spdiscovery+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.spdlist+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.ueprofile+xml

# application/vnd.oipf.userprofile+xml

application/vnd.olpc-sugar			xo

# application/vnd.oma-scws-config

# application/vnd.oma-scws-http-request

# application/vnd.oma-scws-http-response

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.associated-procedure-parameter+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.drm-trigger+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.imd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.ltkm

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.notification+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.provisioningtrigger

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgboot

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sgdu

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.simple-symbol-container

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.smartcard-trigger+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.sprov+xml

# application/vnd.oma.bcast.stkm

# application/vnd.oma.cab-address-book+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-feature-handler+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-pcc+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-subs-invite+xml

# application/vnd.oma.cab-user-prefs+xml

# application/vnd.oma.dcd

# application/vnd.oma.dcdc

application/vnd.oma.dd2+xml			dd2

# application/vnd.oma.drm.risd+xml

# application/vnd.oma.group-usage-list+xml

# application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+json

# application/vnd.oma.lwm2m+tlv

# application/vnd.oma.pal+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.detailed-progress-report+xml
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# application/vnd.oma.poc.final-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.groups+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.invocation-descriptor+xml

# application/vnd.oma.poc.optimized-progress-report+xml

# application/vnd.oma.push

# application/vnd.oma.scidm.messages+xml

# application/vnd.oma.xcap-directory+xml

# application/vnd.omads-email+xml

# application/vnd.omads-file+xml

# application/vnd.omads-folder+xml

# application/vnd.omaloc-supl-init

# application/vnd.onepager

# application/vnd.openblox.game+xml

# application/vnd.openblox.game-binary

# application/vnd.openeye.oeb

application/vnd.openofficeorg.extension		oxt

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.custom-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.customxmlproperties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawing+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chart+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.chartshapes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramcolors+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramdata+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramlayout+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.drawingml.diagramstyle+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.extended-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.commentauthors+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.comments+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.handoutmaster+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesmaster+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.notesslide+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation	pptx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presentation.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.presprops+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide	sldx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slide+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidelayout+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slidemaster+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow	ppsx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideshow.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.slideupdateinfo+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tablestyles+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.tags+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template	potx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.presentationml.viewprops+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.calcchain+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.chartsheet+xml
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# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.comments+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.connections+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.dialogsheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.externallink+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcachedefinition+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivotcacherecords+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.pivottable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.querytable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionheaders+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.revisionlog+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sharedstrings+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet	xlsx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheetmetadata+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.styles+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.table+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.tablesinglecells+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template	xltx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.usernames+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.volatiledependencies+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.worksheet+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.theme+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.themeoverride+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.vmldrawing

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.comments+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document	docx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.glossary+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.endnotes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.fonttable+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footer+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.footnotes+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.numbering+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.settings+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.styles+xml

application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template	dotx

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.template.main+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.websettings+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.core-properties+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.digital-signature-xmlsignature+xml

# application/vnd.openxmlformats-package.relationships+xml

# application/vnd.oracle.resource+json

# application/vnd.orange.indata

# application/vnd.osa.netdeploy

application/vnd.osgeo.mapguide.package		mgp

# application/vnd.osgi.bundle

application/vnd.osgi.dp				dp
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application/vnd.osgi.subsystem			esa

# application/vnd.otps.ct-kip+xml

# application/vnd.oxli.countgraph

# application/vnd.pagerduty+json

application/vnd.palm				pdb pqa oprc

# application/vnd.panoply

# application/vnd.paos.xml

application/vnd.pawaafile			paw

# application/vnd.pcos

application/vnd.pg.format			str

application/vnd.pg.osasli			ei6

# application/vnd.piaccess.application-licence

application/vnd.picsel				efif

application/vnd.pmi.widget			wg

# application/vnd.poc.group-advertisement+xml

application/vnd.pocketlearn			plf

application/vnd.powerbuilder6			pbd

# application/vnd.powerbuilder6-s

# application/vnd.powerbuilder7

# application/vnd.powerbuilder7-s

# application/vnd.powerbuilder75

# application/vnd.powerbuilder75-s

# application/vnd.preminet

application/vnd.previewsystems.box		box

application/vnd.proteus.magazine		mgz

application/vnd.publishare-delta-tree		qps

application/vnd.pvi.ptid1			ptid

# application/vnd.pwg-multiplexed

# application/vnd.pwg-xhtml-print+xml

# application/vnd.qualcomm.brew-app-res

# application/vnd.quarantainenet

application/vnd.quark.quarkxpress		qxd qxt qwd qwt qxl qxb

# application/vnd.quobject-quoxdocument

# application/vnd.radisys.moml+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conf+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-conn+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-dialog+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-audit-stream+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-conf+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-base+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-detect+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-fax-sendrecv+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-group+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-speech+xml

# application/vnd.radisys.msml-dialog-transform+xml
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# application/vnd.rainstor.data

# application/vnd.rapid

# application/vnd.rar

application/vnd.realvnc.bed			bed

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml		mxl

application/vnd.recordare.musicxml+xml		musicxml

# application/vnd.renlearn.rlprint

application/vnd.rig.cryptonote			cryptonote

application/vnd.rim.cod				cod

application/vnd.rn-realmedia			rm

application/vnd.rn-realmedia-vbr		rmvb

application/vnd.route66.link66+xml		link66

# application/vnd.rs-274x

# application/vnd.ruckus.download

# application/vnd.s3sms

application/vnd.sailingtracker.track		st

# application/vnd.sbm.cid

# application/vnd.sbm.mid2

# application/vnd.scribus

# application/vnd.sealed.3df

# application/vnd.sealed.csf

# application/vnd.sealed.doc

# application/vnd.sealed.eml

# application/vnd.sealed.mht

# application/vnd.sealed.net

# application/vnd.sealed.ppt

# application/vnd.sealed.tiff

# application/vnd.sealed.xls

# application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.html

# application/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.pdf

application/vnd.seemail				see

application/vnd.sema				sema

application/vnd.semd				semd

application/vnd.semf				semf

application/vnd.shana.informed.formdata		ifm

application/vnd.shana.informed.formtemplate	itp

application/vnd.shana.informed.interchange	iif

application/vnd.shana.informed.package		ipk

application/vnd.simtech-mindmapper		twd twds

# application/vnd.siren+json

application/vnd.smaf				mmf

# application/vnd.smart.notebook

application/vnd.smart.teacher			teacher

# application/vnd.software602.filler.form+xml

# application/vnd.software602.filler.form-xml-zip

application/vnd.solent.sdkm+xml			sdkm sdkd

application/vnd.spotfire.dxp			dxp

application/vnd.spotfire.sfs			sfs
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# application/vnd.sss-cod

# application/vnd.sss-dtf

# application/vnd.sss-ntf

application/vnd.stardivision.calc		sdc

application/vnd.stardivision.draw		sda

application/vnd.stardivision.impress		sdd

application/vnd.stardivision.math		smf

application/vnd.stardivision.writer		sdw vor

application/vnd.stardivision.writer-global	sgl

application/vnd.stepmania.package		smzip

application/vnd.stepmania.stepchart		sm

# application/vnd.street-stream

# application/vnd.sun.wadl+xml

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc			sxc

application/vnd.sun.xml.calc.template		stc

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw			sxd

application/vnd.sun.xml.draw.template		std

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress			sxi

application/vnd.sun.xml.impress.template	sti

application/vnd.sun.xml.math			sxm

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer			sxw

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.global		sxg

application/vnd.sun.xml.writer.template		stw

application/vnd.sus-calendar			sus susp

application/vnd.svd				svd

# application/vnd.swiftview-ics

application/vnd.symbian.install			sis sisx

application/vnd.syncml+xml			xsm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+wbxml			bdm

application/vnd.syncml.dm+xml			xdm

# application/vnd.syncml.dm.notification

# application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+wbxml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmddf+xml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+wbxml

# application/vnd.syncml.dmtnds+xml

# application/vnd.syncml.ds.notification

application/vnd.tao.intent-module-archive	tao

application/vnd.tcpdump.pcap			pcap cap dmp

# application/vnd.tmd.mediaflex.api+xml

# application/vnd.tml

application/vnd.tmobile-livetv			tmo

application/vnd.trid.tpt			tpt

application/vnd.triscape.mxs			mxs

application/vnd.trueapp				tra

# application/vnd.truedoc

# application/vnd.ubisoft.webplayer

application/vnd.ufdl				ufd ufdl

application/vnd.uiq.theme			utz
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application/vnd.umajin				umj

application/vnd.unity				unityweb

application/vnd.uoml+xml			uoml

# application/vnd.uplanet.alert

# application/vnd.uplanet.alert-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice

# application/vnd.uplanet.bearer-choice-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop

# application/vnd.uplanet.cacheop-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.channel

# application/vnd.uplanet.channel-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.list

# application/vnd.uplanet.list-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd

# application/vnd.uplanet.listcmd-wbxml

# application/vnd.uplanet.signal

# application/vnd.uri-map

# application/vnd.valve.source.material

application/vnd.vcx				vcx

# application/vnd.vd-study

# application/vnd.vectorworks

# application/vnd.vel+json

# application/vnd.verimatrix.vcas

# application/vnd.vidsoft.vidconference

application/vnd.visio				vsd vst vss vsw

application/vnd.visionary			vis

# application/vnd.vividence.scriptfile

application/vnd.vsf				vsf

# application/vnd.wap.sic

# application/vnd.wap.slc

application/vnd.wap.wbxml			wbxml

application/vnd.wap.wmlc			wmlc

application/vnd.wap.wmlscriptc			wmlsc

application/vnd.webturbo			wtb

# application/vnd.wfa.p2p

# application/vnd.wfa.wsc

# application/vnd.windows.devicepairing

# application/vnd.wmc

# application/vnd.wmf.bootstrap

# application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica

# application/vnd.wolfram.mathematica.package

application/vnd.wolfram.player			nbp

application/vnd.wordperfect			wpd

application/vnd.wqd				wqd

# application/vnd.wrq-hp3000-labelled

application/vnd.wt.stf				stf

# application/vnd.wv.csp+wbxml

# application/vnd.wv.csp+xml
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# application/vnd.wv.ssp+xml

# application/vnd.xacml+json

application/vnd.xara				xar

application/vnd.xfdl				xfdl

# application/vnd.xfdl.webform

# application/vnd.xmi+xml

# application/vnd.xmpie.cpkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.dpkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.plan

# application/vnd.xmpie.ppkg

# application/vnd.xmpie.xlim

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-dic			hvd

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-script		hvs

application/vnd.yamaha.hv-voice			hvp

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat			osf

application/vnd.yamaha.openscoreformat.osfpvg+xml	osfpvg

# application/vnd.yamaha.remote-setup

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-audio		saf

application/vnd.yamaha.smaf-phrase		spf

# application/vnd.yamaha.through-ngn

# application/vnd.yamaha.tunnel-udpencap

# application/vnd.yaoweme

application/vnd.yellowriver-custom-menu		cmp

application/vnd.zul				zir zirz

application/vnd.zzazz.deck+xml			zaz

application/voicexml+xml			vxml

# application/vq-rtcpxr

# application/watcherinfo+xml

# application/whoispp-query

# application/whoispp-response

application/widget				wgt

application/winhlp				hlp

# application/wita

# application/wordperfect5.1

application/wsdl+xml				wsdl

application/wspolicy+xml			wspolicy

application/x-7z-compressed			7z

application/x-abiword				abw

application/x-ace-compressed			ace

# application/x-amf

application/x-apple-diskimage			dmg

application/x-authorware-bin			aab x32 u32 vox

application/x-authorware-map			aam

application/x-authorware-seg			aas

application/x-bcpio				bcpio

application/x-bittorrent			torrent

application/x-blorb				blb blorb

application/x-bzip				bz
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application/x-bzip2				bz2 boz

application/x-cbr				cbr cba cbt cbz cb7

application/x-cdlink				vcd

application/x-cfs-compressed			cfs

application/x-chat				chat

application/x-chess-pgn				pgn

# application/x-compress

application/x-conference			nsc

application/x-cpio				cpio

application/x-csh				csh

application/x-debian-package			deb udeb

application/x-dgc-compressed			dgc

application/x-director			dir dcr dxr cst cct cxt w3d fgd swa

application/x-doom				wad

application/x-dtbncx+xml			ncx

application/x-dtbook+xml			dtb

application/x-dtbresource+xml			res

application/x-dvi				dvi

application/x-envoy				evy

application/x-eva				eva

application/x-font-bdf				bdf

# application/x-font-dos

# application/x-font-framemaker

application/x-font-ghostscript			gsf

# application/x-font-libgrx

application/x-font-linux-psf			psf

application/x-font-otf				otf

application/x-font-pcf				pcf

application/x-font-snf				snf

# application/x-font-speedo

# application/x-font-sunos-news

application/x-font-ttf				ttf ttc

application/x-font-type1			pfa pfb pfm afm

# application/x-font-vfont

application/x-freearc				arc

application/x-futuresplash			spl

application/x-gca-compressed			gca

application/x-glulx				ulx

application/x-gnumeric				gnumeric

application/x-gramps-xml			gramps

application/x-gtar				gtar

# application/x-gzip

application/x-hdf				hdf

application/x-install-instructions		install

application/x-iso9660-image			iso

application/x-java-jnlp-file			jnlp

application/x-latex				latex

application/x-lzh-compressed			lzh lha
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application/x-mie				mie

application/x-mobipocket-ebook			prc mobi

application/x-ms-application			application

application/x-ms-shortcut			lnk

application/x-ms-wmd				wmd

application/x-ms-wmz				wmz

application/x-ms-xbap				xbap

application/x-msaccess				mdb

application/x-msbinder				obd

application/x-mscardfile			crd

application/x-msclip				clp

application/x-msdownload			exe dll com bat msi

application/x-msmediaview			mvb m13 m14

application/x-msmetafile			wmf wmz emf emz

application/x-msmoney				mny

application/x-mspublisher			pub

application/x-msschedule			scd

application/x-msterminal			trm

application/x-mswrite				wri

application/x-netcdf				nc cdf

application/x-nzb				nzb

application/x-pkcs12				p12 pfx

application/x-pkcs7-certificates		p7b spc

application/x-pkcs7-certreqresp			p7r

application/x-rar-compressed			rar

application/x-research-info-systems		ris

application/x-sh				sh

application/x-shar				shar

application/x-shockwave-flash			swf

application/x-silverlight-app			xap

application/x-sql				sql

application/x-stuffit				sit

application/x-stuffitx				sitx

application/x-subrip				srt

application/x-sv4cpio				sv4cpio

application/x-sv4crc				sv4crc

application/x-t3vm-image			t3

application/x-tads				gam

application/x-tar				tar

application/x-tcl				tcl

application/x-tex				tex

application/x-tex-tfm				tfm

application/x-texinfo				texinfo texi

application/x-tgif				obj

application/x-ustar				ustar

application/x-wais-source			src

# application/x-www-form-urlencoded

application/x-x509-ca-cert			der crt
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application/x-xfig				fig

application/x-xliff+xml				xlf

application/x-xpinstall				xpi

application/x-xz				xz

application/x-zmachine				z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8

# application/x400-bp

# application/xacml+xml

application/xaml+xml				xaml

# application/xcap-att+xml

# application/xcap-caps+xml

application/xcap-diff+xml			xdf

# application/xcap-el+xml

# application/xcap-error+xml

# application/xcap-ns+xml

# application/xcon-conference-info+xml

# application/xcon-conference-info-diff+xml

application/xenc+xml				xenc

application/xhtml+xml				xhtml xht

# application/xhtml-voice+xml

application/xml					xml xsl

application/xml-dtd				dtd

# application/xml-external-parsed-entity

# application/xml-patch+xml

# application/xmpp+xml

application/xop+xml				xop

application/xproc+xml				xpl

application/xslt+xml				xslt

application/xspf+xml				xspf

application/xv+xml				mxml xhvml xvml xvm

application/yang				yang

application/yin+xml				yin

application/zip					zip

# application/zlib

# audio/1d-interleaved-parityfec

# audio/32kadpcm

# audio/3gpp

# audio/3gpp2

# audio/ac3

audio/adpcm					adp

# audio/amr

# audio/amr-wb

# audio/amr-wb+

# audio/aptx

# audio/asc

# audio/atrac-advanced-lossless

# audio/atrac-x

# audio/atrac3

audio/basic					au snd
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# audio/bv16

# audio/bv32

# audio/clearmode

# audio/cn

# audio/dat12

# audio/dls

# audio/dsr-es201108

# audio/dsr-es202050

# audio/dsr-es202211

# audio/dsr-es202212

# audio/dv

# audio/dvi4

# audio/eac3

# audio/encaprtp

# audio/evrc

# audio/evrc-qcp

# audio/evrc0

# audio/evrc1

# audio/evrcb

# audio/evrcb0

# audio/evrcb1

# audio/evrcnw

# audio/evrcnw0

# audio/evrcnw1

# audio/evrcwb

# audio/evrcwb0

# audio/evrcwb1

# audio/evs

# audio/example

# audio/fwdred

# audio/g711-0

# audio/g719

# audio/g722

# audio/g7221

# audio/g723

# audio/g726-16

# audio/g726-24

# audio/g726-32

# audio/g726-40

# audio/g728

# audio/g729

# audio/g7291

# audio/g729d

# audio/g729e

# audio/gsm

# audio/gsm-efr

# audio/gsm-hr-08

# audio/ilbc
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# audio/ip-mr_v2.5

# audio/isac

# audio/l16

# audio/l20

# audio/l24

# audio/l8

# audio/lpc

audio/midi					mid midi kar rmi

# audio/mobile-xmf

audio/mp4					m4a mp4a

# audio/mp4a-latm

# audio/mpa

# audio/mpa-robust

audio/mpeg					mpga mp2 mp2a mp3 m2a m3a

# audio/mpeg4-generic

# audio/musepack

audio/ogg					oga ogg spx

# audio/opus

# audio/parityfec

# audio/pcma

# audio/pcma-wb

# audio/pcmu

# audio/pcmu-wb

# audio/prs.sid

# audio/qcelp

# audio/raptorfec

# audio/red

# audio/rtp-enc-aescm128

# audio/rtp-midi

# audio/rtploopback

# audio/rtx

audio/s3m					s3m

audio/silk					sil

# audio/smv

# audio/smv-qcp

# audio/smv0

# audio/sp-midi

# audio/speex

# audio/t140c

# audio/t38

# audio/telephone-event

# audio/tone

# audio/uemclip

# audio/ulpfec

# audio/vdvi

# audio/vmr-wb

# audio/vnd.3gpp.iufp

# audio/vnd.4sb
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# audio/vnd.audiokoz

# audio/vnd.celp

# audio/vnd.cisco.nse

# audio/vnd.cmles.radio-events

# audio/vnd.cns.anp1

# audio/vnd.cns.inf1

audio/vnd.dece.audio				uva uvva

audio/vnd.digital-winds				eol

# audio/vnd.dlna.adts

# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.1

# audio/vnd.dolby.heaac.2

# audio/vnd.dolby.mlp

# audio/vnd.dolby.mps

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2x

# audio/vnd.dolby.pl2z

# audio/vnd.dolby.pulse.1

audio/vnd.dra					dra

audio/vnd.dts					dts

audio/vnd.dts.hd				dtshd

# audio/vnd.dvb.file

# audio/vnd.everad.plj

# audio/vnd.hns.audio

audio/vnd.lucent.voice				lvp

audio/vnd.ms-playready.media.pya		pya

# audio/vnd.nokia.mobile-xmf

# audio/vnd.nortel.vbk

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp4800			ecelp4800

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp7470			ecelp7470

audio/vnd.nuera.ecelp9600			ecelp9600

# audio/vnd.octel.sbc

# audio/vnd.qcelp

# audio/vnd.rhetorex.32kadpcm

audio/vnd.rip					rip

# audio/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mpeg

# audio/vnd.vmx.cvsd

# audio/vorbis

# audio/vorbis-config

audio/webm					weba

audio/x-aac					aac

audio/x-aiff					aif aiff aifc

audio/x-caf					caf

audio/x-flac					flac

audio/x-matroska				mka

audio/x-mpegurl					m3u

audio/x-ms-wax					wax

audio/x-ms-wma					wma

audio/x-pn-realaudio				ram ra
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audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin			rmp

# audio/x-tta

audio/x-wav					wav

audio/xm					xm

chemical/x-cdx					cdx

chemical/x-cif					cif

chemical/x-cmdf					cmdf

chemical/x-cml					cml

chemical/x-csml					csml

# chemical/x-pdb

chemical/x-xyz					xyz

image/bmp					bmp

image/cgm					cgm

# image/dicom-rle

# image/emf

# image/example

# image/fits

image/g3fax					g3

image/gif					gif

image/ief					ief

# image/jls

# image/jp2

image/jpeg					jpeg jpg jpe

# image/jpm

# image/jpx

image/ktx					ktx

# image/naplps

image/png					png

image/prs.btif					btif

# image/prs.pti

# image/pwg-raster

image/sgi					sgi

image/svg+xml					svg svgz

# image/t38

image/tiff					tiff tif

# image/tiff-fx

image/vnd.adobe.photoshop			psd

# image/vnd.airzip.accelerator.azv

# image/vnd.cns.inf2

image/vnd.dece.graphic				uvi uvvi uvg uvvg

image/vnd.djvu					djvu djv

image/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

image/vnd.dwg					dwg

image/vnd.dxf					dxf

image/vnd.fastbidsheet				fbs

image/vnd.fpx					fpx

image/vnd.fst					fst

image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-mmr			mmr
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image/vnd.fujixerox.edmics-rlc			rlc

# image/vnd.globalgraphics.pgb

# image/vnd.microsoft.icon

# image/vnd.mix

# image/vnd.mozilla.apng

image/vnd.ms-modi				mdi

image/vnd.ms-photo				wdp

image/vnd.net-fpx				npx

# image/vnd.radiance

# image/vnd.sealed.png

# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.gif

# image/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.jpg

# image/vnd.svf

# image/vnd.tencent.tap

# image/vnd.valve.source.texture

image/vnd.wap.wbmp				wbmp

image/vnd.xiff					xif

# image/vnd.zbrush.pcx

image/webp					webp

# image/wmf

image/x-3ds					3ds

image/x-cmu-raster				ras

image/x-cmx					cmx

image/x-freehand				fh fhc fh4 fh5 fh7

image/x-icon					ico

image/x-mrsid-image				sid

image/x-pcx					pcx

image/x-pict					pic pct

image/x-portable-anymap				pnm

image/x-portable-bitmap				pbm

image/x-portable-graymap			pgm

image/x-portable-pixmap				ppm

image/x-rgb					rgb

image/x-tga					tga

image/x-xbitmap					xbm

image/x-xpixmap					xpm

image/x-xwindowdump				xwd

# message/cpim

# message/delivery-status

# message/disposition-notification

# message/example

# message/external-body

# message/feedback-report

# message/global

# message/global-delivery-status

# message/global-disposition-notification

# message/global-headers

# message/http
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# message/imdn+xml

# message/news

# message/partial

message/rfc822					eml mime

# message/s-http

# message/sip

# message/sipfrag

# message/tracking-status

# message/vnd.si.simp

# message/vnd.wfa.wsc

# model/example

# model/gltf+json

model/iges					igs iges

model/mesh					msh mesh silo

model/vnd.collada+xml				dae

model/vnd.dwf					dwf

# model/vnd.flatland.3dml

model/vnd.gdl					gdl

# model/vnd.gs-gdl

# model/vnd.gs.gdl

model/vnd.gtw					gtw

# model/vnd.moml+xml

model/vnd.mts					mts

# model/vnd.opengex

# model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.binary

# model/vnd.parasolid.transmit.text

# model/vnd.rosette.annotated-data-model

# model/vnd.valve.source.compiled-map

model/vnd.vtu					vtu

model/vrml					wrl vrml

model/x3d+binary				x3db x3dbz

# model/x3d+fastinfoset

model/x3d+vrml					x3dv x3dvz

model/x3d+xml					x3d x3dz

# model/x3d-vrml

# multipart/alternative

# multipart/appledouble

# multipart/byteranges

# multipart/digest

# multipart/encrypted

# multipart/example

# multipart/form-data

# multipart/header-set

# multipart/mixed

# multipart/parallel

# multipart/related

# multipart/report

# multipart/signed
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# multipart/voice-message

# multipart/x-mixed-replace

# text/1d-interleaved-parityfec

text/cache-manifest				appcache

text/calendar					ics ifb

text/css					css

text/csv					csv

# text/csv-schema

# text/directory

# text/dns

# text/ecmascript

# text/encaprtp

# text/enriched

# text/example

# text/fwdred

# text/grammar-ref-list

text/html					html htm

# text/javascript

# text/jcr-cnd

# text/markdown

# text/mizar

text/n3						n3

# text/parameters

# text/parityfec

text/plain					txt text conf def list log in

# text/provenance-notation

# text/prs.fallenstein.rst

text/prs.lines.tag				dsc

# text/prs.prop.logic

# text/raptorfec

# text/red

# text/rfc822-headers

text/richtext					rtx

# text/rtf

# text/rtp-enc-aescm128

# text/rtploopback

# text/rtx

text/sgml					sgml sgm

# text/t140

text/tab-separated-values			tsv

text/troff					t tr roff man me ms

text/turtle					ttl

# text/ulpfec

text/uri-list					uri uris urls

text/vcard					vcard

# text/vnd.a

# text/vnd.abc

text/vnd.curl					curl
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text/vnd.curl.dcurl				dcurl

text/vnd.curl.mcurl				mcurl

text/vnd.curl.scurl				scurl

# text/vnd.debian.copyright

# text/vnd.dmclientscript

text/vnd.dvb.subtitle				sub

# text/vnd.esmertec.theme-descriptor

text/vnd.fly					fly

text/vnd.fmi.flexstor				flx

text/vnd.graphviz				gv

text/vnd.in3d.3dml				3dml

text/vnd.in3d.spot				spot

# text/vnd.iptc.newsml

# text/vnd.iptc.nitf

# text/vnd.latex-z

# text/vnd.motorola.reflex

# text/vnd.ms-mediapackage

# text/vnd.net2phone.commcenter.command

# text/vnd.radisys.msml-basic-layout

# text/vnd.si.uricatalogue

text/vnd.sun.j2me.app-descriptor		jad

# text/vnd.trolltech.linguist

# text/vnd.wap.si

# text/vnd.wap.sl

text/vnd.wap.wml				wml

text/vnd.wap.wmlscript				wmls

text/x-asm					s asm

text/x-c					c cc cxx cpp h hh dic

text/x-fortran					f for f77 f90

text/x-java-source				java

text/x-nfo					nfo

text/x-opml					opml

text/x-pascal					p pas

text/x-setext					etx

text/x-sfv					sfv

text/x-uuencode					uu

text/x-vcalendar				vcs

text/x-vcard					vcf

# text/xml

# text/xml-external-parsed-entity

# video/1d-interleaved-parityfec

video/3gpp					3gp

# video/3gpp-tt

video/3gpp2					3g2

# video/bmpeg

# video/bt656

# video/celb

# video/dv
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# video/encaprtp

# video/example

video/h261					h261

video/h263					h263

# video/h263-1998

# video/h263-2000

video/h264					h264

# video/h264-rcdo

# video/h264-svc

# video/h265

# video/iso.segment

video/jpeg					jpgv

# video/jpeg2000

video/jpm					jpm jpgm

video/mj2					mj2 mjp2

# video/mp1s

# video/mp2p

# video/mp2t

video/mp4					mp4 mp4v mpg4

# video/mp4v-es

video/mpeg					mpeg mpg mpe m1v m2v

# video/mpeg4-generic

# video/mpv

# video/nv

video/ogg					ogv

# video/parityfec

# video/pointer

video/quicktime					qt mov

# video/raptorfec

# video/raw

# video/rtp-enc-aescm128

# video/rtploopback

# video/rtx

# video/smpte292m

# video/ulpfec

# video/vc1

# video/vnd.cctv

video/vnd.dece.hd				uvh uvvh

video/vnd.dece.mobile				uvm uvvm

# video/vnd.dece.mp4

video/vnd.dece.pd				uvp uvvp

video/vnd.dece.sd				uvs uvvs

video/vnd.dece.video				uvv uvvv

# video/vnd.directv.mpeg

# video/vnd.directv.mpeg-tts

# video/vnd.dlna.mpeg-tts

video/vnd.dvb.file				dvb

video/vnd.fvt					fvt
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# video/vnd.hns.video

# video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-1010

# video/vnd.iptvforum.1dparityfec-2005

# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-1010

# video/vnd.iptvforum.2dparityfec-2005

# video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsavc

# video/vnd.iptvforum.ttsmpeg2

# video/vnd.motorola.video

# video/vnd.motorola.videop

video/vnd.mpegurl				mxu m4u

video/vnd.ms-playready.media.pyv		pyv

# video/vnd.nokia.interleaved-multimedia

# video/vnd.nokia.videovoip

# video/vnd.objectvideo

# video/vnd.radgamettools.bink

# video/vnd.radgamettools.smacker

# video/vnd.sealed.mpeg1

# video/vnd.sealed.mpeg4

# video/vnd.sealed.swf

# video/vnd.sealedmedia.softseal.mov

video/vnd.uvvu.mp4				uvu uvvu

video/vnd.vivo					viv

# video/vp8

video/webm					webm

video/x-f4v					f4v

video/x-fli					fli

video/x-flv					flv

video/x-m4v					m4v

video/x-matroska				mkv mk3d mks

video/x-mng					mng

video/x-ms-asf					asf asx

video/x-ms-vob					vob

video/x-ms-wm					wm

video/x-ms-wmv					wmv

video/x-ms-wmx					wmx

video/x-ms-wvx					wvx

video/x-msvideo					avi

video/x-sgi-movie				movie

video/x-smv					smv

x-conference/x-cooltalk				ice

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/mime.types

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourceLoader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/ControllerAdviceBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CorsFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/AbstractClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/DefaultUriBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractServerHttpResponse.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/UrlBasedCorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DefaultPathContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DelegatingServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/SpringServletContainerInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorResourceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ServletPathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/DefaultParts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/WebDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestParamMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/WebApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolverComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/ForwardedHeaderTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/SingleCharWildcardedPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleStreamingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/HttpComponentsClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ForwardedHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextResourcePatternResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/JettyClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MappingMediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/AbstractJsonHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextLiveBeansView.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/AbstractServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ResourceHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ResourceHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/support/AllEncompassingFormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPatternParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleBufferingAsyncClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/BaseCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartWriterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/MapMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/UndertowHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/ModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebExchangeBindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/UrlBasedCorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2JsonDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/DefaultWebSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ResponseCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/InvocableHandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MissingServletRequestPartException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/cbor/MappingJackson2CborHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/HttpComponentsClientHttpConnector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/Jaxb2XmlDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/DefaultResponseErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/RequestPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriBuilderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/CompositeUriComponentsContributor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/HttpComponentsClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/ServletRequestDataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/HandlerMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/MappingJackson2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ServletContextPropertyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/smile/MappingJackson2SmileHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/StandardServletAsyncWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/MediaTypeNotSupportedStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/MethodArgumentNotValidException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/i18n/AcceptHeaderLocaleContextResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/PartHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/RegexPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/RequestEntity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/MappingJackson2XmlHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestMethodNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/MethodNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/AbstractHttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ProtobufJsonFormatHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/DefaultRequestPath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/ContentNegotiationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/InterceptingHttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ResourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/HttpComponentsHeadersAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/commons/CommonsMultipartFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/UnknownContentTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2SmileEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/LiveBeansViewServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/GsonHttpMessageConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/NotAcceptableStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServletServerHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/StringHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/ExceptionHandlingWebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/MultipartResolutionDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/TomcatHttpHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/FormHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpMessageConverterExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ResponseStatusException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/Jackson2ObjectMapperFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/HttpHeadResponseDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodReturnValueHandlerComposite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/LiteralPathElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/ResponseStatusExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerSentEventHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CrossOrigin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/ShallowEtagHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/DefaultCorsProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/JsonbHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/UriTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/RequestPartServletServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/multipart/MultipartHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ClientHttpRequestDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/reactive/ReactorClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/DeferredResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/PathExtensionContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/support/StandardServletPartUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/AbstractHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/json/Jackson2JsonEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReactiveHttpOutputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/AsyncRequestTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/CookieValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/FacesWebRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/RequestHeaderMapMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/HttpRequestHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/httpinvoker/HttpInvokerRequestExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/multipart/MultipartRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/RequestScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/WebAppRootListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PatchMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PostMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/CompositeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/DeleteMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/json/SpringHandlerInstantiator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/SessionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/web/cors/CorsConfigurationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/annotation/ApplicationScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/WebBindingInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/WebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/WebSessionIdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/SessionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ModelAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/RequestContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/ReactiveHttpInputMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/async/TimeoutDeferredResultProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/WebHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/WebRequestInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

 

org.springframework.web.server.adapter.WebHttpHandlerBuilder$SpringWebBlockHoundIntegration

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-jar/META-

INF/services/reactor.blockhound.integration.BlockHoundIntegration
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AtomFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/HandlerMethodArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/jsf/FacesContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletConfigPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpAsyncRequestControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ConfigurableWebApplicationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/FixedContentNegotiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/session/InMemoryWebSessionStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpServerErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/cbor/Jackson2CborEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/ServerHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/OkHttp3ClientHttpRequestFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/XmlEventDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/MessageBodyClientHttpResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/PathContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/AbstractRequestLoggingFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/InternalPathPatternParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/MultipartBodyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/ServerWebExchangeDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestControllerAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/AbstractJaxb2HttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/FormHttpMessageWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/annotation/AbstractWebArgumentResolverAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/BufferedImageHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/DefaultWebFilterChain.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestOperationsExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/RequestHandledEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/RestClientResponseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/cors/reactive/CorsWebFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/InterceptingClientHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/DefaultClientCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/AnnotationConfigWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/BasicAuthenticationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/UnknownHttpStatusCodeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ClientCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/accept/MediaTypeFileExtensionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/ByteArrayHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/protobuf/ProtobufEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/ContextCleanupListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ControllerAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/adapter/DefaultServerWebExchange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/server/reactive/ChannelSendOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/cbor/Jackson2CborDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/SimpleClientHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/client/HttpClientErrorException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/ClientHttpRequestInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/SourceHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/xml/JaxbContextContainer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/client/support/HttpAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/CacheControl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/ServletContextScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/xml/Jaxb2RootElementHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/ForwardedHeaderFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/server/handler/WebHandlerDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/method/support/AsyncHandlerMethodReturnValueHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/FormHttpMessageReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/filter/reactive/ServerWebExchangeContextFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/support/GenericWebApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/feed/AbstractWireFeedHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/ContentCachingResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/ServerCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/HttpRange.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/converter/protobuf/ProtobufHttpMessageConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/http/codec/support/DefaultServerCodecConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/HtmlCharacterEntityDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/context/request/ServletRequestAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/util/pattern/PathPatternRouteMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1167717855_1621845576.78/0/spring-web-5-3-7-sources-

jar/org/springframework/web/bind/support/SessionStatus.java

 

1.592 jbig-kit 2.0 11.el7
1.592.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.593 govmomi v0.19.0 
1.593.1 Available under license : 

# People who can (and typically have) contributed to this repository.

#

# This script is generated by contributors.sh

#

 

Abhijeet Kasurde <akasurde@redhat.com>

abrarshivani <abrarshivani@users.noreply.github.com>

Adam Shannon <adamkshannon@gmail.com>

akutz <sakutz@gmail.com>

Alessandro Cortiana <alessandro.cortiana@gmail.com>

Alex Bozhenko <alexbozhenko@fb.com>

Alvaro Miranda <kikitux@gmail.com>

amandahla <amanda.andrade@serpro.gov.br>

Amanda H. L. de Andrade <amanda.andrade@serpro.gov.br>

Amit Bathla <abathla@.vmware.com>

amit bezalel <amit.bezalel@hpe.com>

Andrew Chin <andrew@andrewtchin.com>

Anfernee Yongkun Gui <agui@vmware.com>

aniketGslab <aniket.shinde@gslab.com>

Arran Walker <arran.walker@zopa.com>

Aryeh Weinreb <aryehweinreb@gmail.com>

Austin Parker <aparker@apprenda.com>

Balu Dontu <bdontu@vmware.com>

bastienbc <bastien.barbe.creuly@gmail.com>
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Bob Killen <killen.bob@gmail.com>

Brad Fitzpatrick <bradfitz@golang.org>

Bruce Downs <bruceadowns@gmail.com>

Cdric Blomart <cblomart@gmail.com>

Chris Marchesi <chrism@vancluevertech.com>

Christian Hltje <docwhat@gerf.org>

Clint Greenwood <cgreenwood@vmware.com>

CuiHaozhi <cuihaozhi@chinacloud.com.cn>

Danny Lockard <danny.lockard@banno.com>

Dave Tucker <dave@dtucker.co.uk>

Davide Agnello <dagnello@hp.com>

David Stark <dave@davidstark.name>

Deric Crago <deric.crago@gmail.com>

Doug MacEachern <dougm@vmware.com>

Eloy Coto <eloy.coto@gmail.com>

Eric Gray <egray@vmware.com>

Eric Yutao <eric.yutao@gmail.com>

Erik Hollensbe <github@hollensbe.org>

Fabio Rapposelli <fabio@vmware.com>

Faiyaz Ahmed <ahmedf@vmware.com>

forkbomber <forkbomber@users.noreply.github.com>

freebsdly <qinhuajun@outlook.com>

Gavin Gray <gavin@infinio.com>

Gavrie Philipson <gavrie.philipson@elastifile.com>

George Hicken <ghicken@vmware.com>

Gerrit Renker <Gerrit.Renker@ctl.io>

gthombare <gthombare@vmware.com>

Hasan Mahmood <mahmoodh@vmware.com>

Henrik Hodne <henrik@travis-ci.com>

Isaac Rodman <isaac@eyz.us>

Ivan Porto Carrero <icarrero@vmware.com>

Jason Kincl <jkincl@gmail.com>

Jeremy Canady <jcanady@jackhenry.com>

jeremy-clerc <jeremy@clerc.io>

Jiatong Wang <wjiatong@vmware.com>

Joo Pereira <joaodrp@gmail.com>

Jorge Sevilla <jorge.sevilla@rstor.io>

kayrus <kay.diam@gmail.com>

Kevin George <georgek@vmware.com>

leslie-qiwa <leslie.qiwa@gmail.com>

Louie Jiang <jiangl@vmware.com>

Marc Carmier <mcarmier@gmail.com>

Maria Ntalla <maria.ntalla@gmail.com>

Marin Atanasov Nikolov <mnikolov@vmware.com>

Matthew Cosgrove <matthew.cosgrove@dell.com>

Matt Moriarity <matt@mattmoriarity.com>

Mevan Samaratunga <mevansam@gmail.com>

Michal Jankowski <mjankowski@vmware.com>
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mingwei <mingwei@smartx.com>

Nicolas Lamirault <nicolas.lamirault@gmail.com>

Omar Kohl <omarkohl@gmail.com>

Parham Alvani <parham.alvani@gmail.com>

Pieter Noordhuis <pnoordhuis@vmware.com>

prydin <prydin@vmware.com>

Rowan Jacobs <rojacobs@pivotal.io>

runner.mei <runner.mei@gmail.com>

S.alar Onur <conur@vmware.com>

Sergey Ignatov <sergey.ignatov@jetbrains.com>

Steve Purcell <steve@sanityinc.com>

Takaaki Furukawa <takaaki.frkw@gmail.com>

tanishi <tanishi503@gmail.com>

Ted Zlatanov <tzz@lifelogs.com>

Thibaut Ackermann <thibaut.ackermann@alcatel-lucent.com>

Trevor Dawe <trevor.dawe@gmail.com>

Uwe Bessle <Uwe.Bessle@iteratec.de>

Vadim Egorov <vegorov@vmware.com>

Volodymyr Bobyr <pupsua@gmail.com>

Witold Krecicki <wpk@culm.net>

Yang Yang <yangy@vmware.com>

Yuya Kusakabe <yuya.kusakabe@gmail.com>

Zach Tucker <ztucker@vmware.com>

Zee Yang <zeey@vmware.com>

/*

Copyright (c) 2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

	"flag"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/cli"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/flags"
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	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/license"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/types"

)

 

type assign struct {

	*flags.ClientFlag

	*flags.OutputFlag

	*flags.HostSystemFlag

	*flags.ClusterFlag

 

	name   string

	remove bool

}

 

func init() {

	cli.Register("license.assign", &assign{})

}

 

func (cmd *assign) Register(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) {

	cmd.ClientFlag, ctx = flags.NewClientFlag(ctx)

	cmd.ClientFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.OutputFlag, ctx = flags.NewOutputFlag(ctx)

	cmd.OutputFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.HostSystemFlag, ctx = flags.NewHostSystemFlag(ctx)

	cmd.HostSystemFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.ClusterFlag, ctx = flags.NewClusterFlag(ctx)

	cmd.ClusterFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	f.StringVar(&cmd.name, "name", "", "Display name")

	f.BoolVar(&cmd.remove, "remove", false, "Remove assignment")

}

 

func (cmd *assign) Process(ctx context.Context) error {

	if err := cmd.ClientFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := cmd.OutputFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := cmd.HostSystemFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return cmd.ClusterFlag.Process(ctx)

}
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func (cmd *assign) Usage() string {

	return "KEY"

}

 

func (cmd *assign) Description() string {

	return `Assign licenses to HOST or CLUSTER.

 

Examples:

 govc license.assign $VCSA_LICENSE_KEY

 govc license.assign -host a_host.example.com $ESX_LICENSE_KEY

 govc license.assign -cluster a_cluster $VSAN_LICENSE_KEY`

}

 

func (cmd *assign) Run(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) error {

	if f.NArg() != 1 {

		return flag.ErrHelp

	}

 

	key := f.Arg(0)

 

	client, err := cmd.Client()

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	m, err := license.NewManager(client).AssignmentManager(ctx)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	host, err := cmd.HostSystemIfSpecified()

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	var id string

 

	if host == nil {

		cluster, cerr := cmd.ClusterIfSpecified()

		if cerr != nil {

			return cerr

		}

		if cluster == nil {

			// Default to vCenter UUID

			id = client.ServiceContent.About.InstanceUuid

		} else {

			id = cluster.Reference().Value

		}
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	} else {

		id = host.Reference().Value

	}

 

	if cmd.remove {

		return m.Remove(ctx, id)

	}

 

	info, err := m.Update(ctx, id, key, cmd.name)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	return cmd.WriteResult(licenseOutput([]types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo{*info}))

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

	"flag"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/cli"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/flags"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/license"

)

 

var featureUsage = "List licenses with given feature"

 

type ls struct {

	*flags.ClientFlag

	*flags.OutputFlag
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	feature string

}

 

func init() {

	cli.Register("license.ls", &ls{})

}

 

func (cmd *ls) Register(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) {

	cmd.ClientFlag, ctx = flags.NewClientFlag(ctx)

	cmd.ClientFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.OutputFlag, ctx = flags.NewOutputFlag(ctx)

	cmd.OutputFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	f.StringVar(&cmd.feature, "feature", "", featureUsage)

}

 

func (cmd *ls) Process(ctx context.Context) error {

	if err := cmd.ClientFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := cmd.OutputFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func (cmd *ls) Run(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) error {

	client, err := cmd.Client()

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	m := license.NewManager(client)

	result, err := m.List(ctx)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	if cmd.feature != "" {

		result = result.WithFeature(cmd.feature)

	}

 

	return cmd.WriteResult(licenseOutput(result))

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

	"flag"

	"fmt"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/cli"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/flags"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/license"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/types"

)

 

type add struct {

	*flags.ClientFlag

	*flags.OutputFlag

}

 

func init() {

	cli.Register("license.add", &add{})

}

 

func (cmd *add) Register(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) {

	cmd.ClientFlag, ctx = flags.NewClientFlag(ctx)

	cmd.ClientFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.OutputFlag, ctx = flags.NewOutputFlag(ctx)

	cmd.OutputFlag.Register(ctx, f)

}

 

func (cmd *add) Process(ctx context.Context) error {

	if err := cmd.ClientFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := cmd.OutputFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {
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		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func (cmd *add) Usage() string {

	return "KEY..."

}

 

func (cmd *add) Run(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) error {

	client, err := cmd.Client()

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	m := license.NewManager(client)

 

	// From the vSphere 5.5 documentation:

	//

	//     To specify the edition type and any optional functions, use

	//     updateLicense for ESX Server and addLicense follow by

	//     LicenseAssingmentManager.updateAssignedLicense for VirtualCenter.

	//

	var addFunc func(ctx context.Context, key string, labels map[string]string) (types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo,

error)

	switch t := client.ServiceContent.About.ApiType; t {

	case "HostAgent":

		addFunc = m.Update

	case "VirtualCenter":

		addFunc = m.Add

	default:

		return fmt.Errorf("unsupported ApiType: %s", t)

	}

 

	result := make(licenseOutput, 0)

	for _, v := range f.Args() {

		license, err := addFunc(ctx, v, nil)

		if err != nil {

			return err

		}

 

		result = append(result, license)

	}

 

	return cmd.WriteResult(licenseOutput(result))

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2017 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package simulator

 

import (

	"context"

	"reflect"

	"testing"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/find"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/license"

)

 

func TestLicenseManagerVPX(t *testing.T) {

	ctx := context.Background()

	m := VPX()

 

	defer m.Remove()

 

	err := m.Create()

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	s := m.Service.NewServer()

	defer s.Close()

 

	c, err := govmomi.NewClient(ctx, s.URL, true)

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	lm := license.NewManager(c.Client)

	am, err := lm.AssignmentManager(ctx)

	if err != nil {
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		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	la, err := am.QueryAssigned(ctx, "enoent")

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	if len(la) != 0 {

		t.Errorf("unexpected license")

	}

 

	finder := find.NewFinder(c.Client, false)

	hosts, err := finder.HostSystemList(ctx, "/...")

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	host := hosts[0].Reference().Value

	vcid := c.Client.ServiceContent.About.InstanceUuid

 

	for _, name := range []string{"", host, vcid} {

		la, err = am.QueryAssigned(ctx, name)

		if err != nil {

			t.Fatal(err)

		}

 

		if len(la) != 1 {

			t.Fatal("no licenses")

		}

 

		if !reflect.DeepEqual(la[0].AssignedLicense, EvalLicense) {

			t.Fatal("invalid license")

		}

	}

}

 

func TestLicenseManagerESX(t *testing.T) {

	ctx := context.Background()

	m := ESX()

 

	defer m.Remove()

 

	err := m.Create()

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}
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	s := m.Service.NewServer()

	defer s.Close()

 

	c, err := govmomi.NewClient(ctx, s.URL, true)

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	lm := license.NewManager(c.Client)

	_, err = lm.AssignmentManager(ctx)

	if err == nil {

		t.Fatal("expected error")

	}

 

	la, err := lm.List(ctx)

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	if len(la) != 1 {

		t.Fatal("no licenses")

	}

 

	if !reflect.DeepEqual(la[0], EvalLicense) {

		t.Fatal("invalid license")

	}

}

 

func TestAddRemoveLicense(t *testing.T) {

	ctx := context.Background()

	m := ESX()

 

	defer m.Remove()

 

	err := m.Create()

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	s := m.Service.NewServer()

	defer s.Close()

 

	c, err := govmomi.NewClient(ctx, s.URL, true)

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	lm := license.NewManager(c.Client)
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	key := "00000-00000-00000-00000-11111"

	labels := map[string]string{"key": "value"}

 

	info, err := lm.Add(ctx, key, labels)

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	if info.LicenseKey != key {

		t.Fatalf("expect info.LicenseKey equal to %q; got %q", key, info.LicenseKey)

	}

 

	if len(info.Labels) != len(labels) {

		t.Fatalf("expect len(info.Labels) eqaul to %d; got %d",

			len(labels), len(info.Labels))

	}

 

	if info.Labels[0].Key != "key" || info.Labels[0].Value != "value" {

		t.Fatalf("expect label to be {key:value}; got {%s:%s}",

			info.Labels[0].Key, info.Labels[0].Value)

	}

 

	la, err := lm.List(ctx)

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	if len(la) != 2 {

		t.Fatal("no licenses")

	}

 

	if la[1].LicenseKey != key {

		t.Fatalf("expect info.LicenseKey equal to %q; got %q",

			key, la[1].LicenseKey)

	}

 

	if len(la[1].Labels) != len(labels) {

		t.Fatalf("expect len(info.Labels) eqaul to %d; got %d",

			len(labels), len(la[1].Labels))

	}

 

	if la[1].Labels[0].Key != "key" || la[1].Labels[0].Value != "value" {

		t.Fatalf("expect label to be {key:value}; got {%s:%s}",

			la[1].Labels[0].Key, la[1].Labels[0].Value)

	}

 

	err = lm.Remove(ctx, key)

	if err != nil {
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		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	la, err = lm.List(ctx)

	if err != nil {

		t.Fatal(err)

	}

 

	if len(la) != 1 {

		t.Fatal("no licenses")

	}

}

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

Copyright (c) 2017 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

// Copyright 2017 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

//

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

//

//    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

//

// Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

// WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

// See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

// limitations under the License.

 

package simulator

 

import (

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/object"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/methods"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/mo"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/soap"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/types"

)

 

// EvalLicense is the default license

var EvalLicense = types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo{

	LicenseKey: "00000-00000-00000-00000-00000",

	EditionKey: "eval",

	Name:       "Evaluation Mode",

	Properties: []types.KeyAnyValue{

		{

			Key: "feature",

			Value: types.KeyValue{

				Key:   "serialuri:2",

				Value: "Remote virtual Serial Port Concentrator",

			},

		},

		{

			Key: "feature",

			Value: types.KeyValue{

				Key:   "dvs",

				Value: "vSphere Distributed Switch",
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			},

		},

	},

}

 

type LicenseManager struct {

	mo.LicenseManager

}

 

func NewLicenseManager(ref types.ManagedObjectReference) object.Reference {

	m := &LicenseManager{}

	m.Self = ref

	m.Licenses = []types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo{EvalLicense}

 

	if Map.IsVPX() {

		am := Map.Put(&LicenseAssignmentManager{}).Reference()

		m.LicenseAssignmentManager = &am

	}

 

	return m

}

 

func (m *LicenseManager) AddLicense(req *types.AddLicense) soap.HasFault {

	body := &methods.AddLicenseBody{

		Res: &types.AddLicenseResponse{},

	}

 

	for _, license := range m.Licenses {

		if license.LicenseKey == req.LicenseKey {

			body.Res.Returnval = licenseInfo(license.LicenseKey, license.Labels)

			return body

		}

	}

 

	m.Licenses = append(m.Licenses, types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo{

		LicenseKey: req.LicenseKey,

		Labels:     req.Labels,

	})

 

	body.Res.Returnval = licenseInfo(req.LicenseKey, req.Labels)

 

	return body

}

 

func (m *LicenseManager) RemoveLicense(req *types.RemoveLicense) soap.HasFault {

	body := &methods.RemoveLicenseBody{

		Res: &types.RemoveLicenseResponse{},

	}
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	for i, license := range m.Licenses {

		if req.LicenseKey == license.LicenseKey {

			m.Licenses = append(m.Licenses[:i], m.Licenses[i+1:]...)

			return body

		}

	}

	return body

}

 

type LicenseAssignmentManager struct {

	mo.LicenseAssignmentManager

}

 

func (m *LicenseAssignmentManager) QueryAssignedLicenses(req *types.QueryAssignedLicenses) soap.HasFault

{

	body := &methods.QueryAssignedLicensesBody{

		Res: &types.QueryAssignedLicensesResponse{},

	}

 

	// EntityId can be a HostSystem or the vCenter InstanceUuid

	if req.EntityId != "" {

		if req.EntityId != Map.content().About.InstanceUuid {

			id := types.ManagedObjectReference{

				Type:  "HostSystem",

				Value: req.EntityId,

			}

 

			if Map.Get(id) == nil {

				return body

			}

		}

	}

 

	body.Res.Returnval = []types.LicenseAssignmentManagerLicenseAssignment{

		{

			EntityId:        req.EntityId,

			AssignedLicense: EvalLicense,

		},

	}

 

	return body

}

 

func licenseInfo(key string, labels []types.KeyValue) types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo {

	info := EvalLicense

 

	info.LicenseKey = key
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	info.Labels = labels

 

	return info

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

	"flag"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/cli"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/flags"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/license"

)

 

type decode struct {

	*flags.ClientFlag

	*flags.OutputFlag

 

	feature string

}

 

func init() {

	cli.Register("license.decode", &decode{})

}

 

func (cmd *decode) Register(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) {

	cmd.ClientFlag, ctx = flags.NewClientFlag(ctx)

	cmd.ClientFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.OutputFlag, ctx = flags.NewOutputFlag(ctx)

	cmd.OutputFlag.Register(ctx, f)
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	f.StringVar(&cmd.feature, "feature", "", featureUsage)

}

 

func (cmd *decode) Process(ctx context.Context) error {

	if err := cmd.ClientFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := cmd.OutputFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func (cmd *decode) Usage() string {

	return "KEY..."

}

 

func (cmd *decode) Run(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) error {

	client, err := cmd.Client()

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	var result license.InfoList

	m := license.NewManager(client)

	for _, v := range f.Args() {

		license, err := m.Decode(ctx, v)

		if err != nil {

			return err

		}

 

		result = append(result, license)

	}

 

	if cmd.feature != "" {

		result = result.WithFeature(cmd.feature)

	}

 

	return cmd.WriteResult(licenseOutput(result))

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

	"strconv"

	"strings"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/object"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/methods"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/mo"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/types"

)

 

type Manager struct {

	object.Common

}

 

func NewManager(c *vim25.Client) *Manager {

	m := Manager{

		object.NewCommon(c, *c.ServiceContent.LicenseManager),

	}

 

	return &m

}

 

func mapToKeyValueSlice(m map[string]string) []types.KeyValue {

	var r []types.KeyValue

	for k, v := range m {

		r = append(r, types.KeyValue{Key: k, Value: v})

	}

	return r

}

 

func (m Manager) Add(ctx context.Context, key string, labels map[string]string)

(types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo, error) {

	req := types.AddLicense{

		This:       m.Reference(),

		LicenseKey: key,
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		Labels:     mapToKeyValueSlice(labels),

	}

 

	res, err := methods.AddLicense(ctx, m.Client(), &req)

	if err != nil {

		return types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo{}, err

	}

 

	return res.Returnval, nil

}

 

func (m Manager) Decode(ctx context.Context, key string) (types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo, error) {

	req := types.DecodeLicense{

		This:       m.Reference(),

		LicenseKey: key,

	}

 

	res, err := methods.DecodeLicense(ctx, m.Client(), &req)

	if err != nil {

		return types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo{}, err

	}

 

	return res.Returnval, nil

}

 

func (m Manager) Remove(ctx context.Context, key string) error {

	req := types.RemoveLicense{

		This:       m.Reference(),

		LicenseKey: key,

	}

 

	_, err := methods.RemoveLicense(ctx, m.Client(), &req)

	return err

}

 

func (m Manager) Update(ctx context.Context, key string, labels map[string]string)

(types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo, error) {

	req := types.UpdateLicense{

		This:       m.Reference(),

		LicenseKey: key,

		Labels:     mapToKeyValueSlice(labels),

	}

 

	res, err := methods.UpdateLicense(ctx, m.Client(), &req)

	if err != nil {

		return types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo{}, err

	}
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	return res.Returnval, nil

}

 

func (m Manager) List(ctx context.Context) (InfoList, error) {

	var mlm mo.LicenseManager

 

	err := m.Properties(ctx, m.Reference(), []string{"licenses"}, &mlm)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	return InfoList(mlm.Licenses), nil

}

 

func (m Manager) AssignmentManager(ctx context.Context) (*AssignmentManager, error) {

	var mlm mo.LicenseManager

 

	err := m.Properties(ctx, m.Reference(), []string{"licenseAssignmentManager"}, &mlm)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	if mlm.LicenseAssignmentManager == nil {

		return nil, object.ErrNotSupported

	}

 

	am := AssignmentManager{

		object.NewCommon(m.Client(), *mlm.LicenseAssignmentManager),

	}

 

	return &am, nil

}

 

type licenseFeature struct {

	name  string

	level int

}

 

func parseLicenseFeature(feature string) *licenseFeature {

	lf := new(licenseFeature)

 

	f := strings.Split(feature, ":")

 

	lf.name = f[0]

 

	if len(f) > 1 {

		var err error

		lf.level, err = strconv.Atoi(f[1])
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		if err != nil {

			lf.name = feature

		}

	}

 

	return lf

}

 

func HasFeature(license types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo, key string) bool {

	feature := parseLicenseFeature(key)

 

	for _, p := range license.Properties {

		if p.Key != "feature" {

			continue

		}

 

		kv, ok := p.Value.(types.KeyValue)

 

		if !ok {

			continue

		}

 

		lf := parseLicenseFeature(kv.Key)

 

		if lf.name == feature.name && lf.level >= feature.level {

			return true

		}

	}

 

	return false

}

 

// InfoList provides helper methods for []types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo

type InfoList []types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo

 

func (l InfoList) WithFeature(key string) InfoList {

	var result InfoList

 

	for _, license := range l {

		if HasFeature(license, key) {

			result = append(result, license)

		}

	}

 

	return result

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

	"flag"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/cli"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/flags"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/license"

)

 

type remove struct {

	*flags.ClientFlag

	*flags.OutputFlag

}

 

func init() {

	cli.Register("license.remove", &remove{})

}

 

func (cmd *remove) Register(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) {

	cmd.ClientFlag, ctx = flags.NewClientFlag(ctx)

	cmd.ClientFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.OutputFlag, ctx = flags.NewOutputFlag(ctx)

	cmd.OutputFlag.Register(ctx, f)

}

 

func (cmd *remove) Process(ctx context.Context) error {

	if err := cmd.ClientFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := cmd.OutputFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err
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	}

	return nil

}

 

func (cmd *remove) Usage() string {

	return "KEY..."

}

 

func (cmd *remove) Run(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) error {

	client, err := cmd.Client()

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	m := license.NewManager(client)

	for _, v := range f.Args() {

		err = m.Remove(ctx, v)

		if err != nil {

			return err

		}

	}

 

	return nil

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

	"flag"

	"fmt"

	"io"

	"os"
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	"text/tabwriter"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/cli"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/govc/flags"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/license"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/types"

)

 

type assigned struct {

	*flags.ClientFlag

	*flags.OutputFlag

 

	id string

}

 

func init() {

	cli.Register("license.assigned.ls", &assigned{})

}

 

func (cmd *assigned) Register(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) {

	cmd.ClientFlag, ctx = flags.NewClientFlag(ctx)

	cmd.ClientFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	cmd.OutputFlag, ctx = flags.NewOutputFlag(ctx)

	cmd.OutputFlag.Register(ctx, f)

 

	f.StringVar(&cmd.id, "id", "", "Entity ID")

}

 

func (cmd *assigned) Process(ctx context.Context) error {

	if err := cmd.ClientFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	if err := cmd.OutputFlag.Process(ctx); err != nil {

		return err

	}

	return nil

}

 

func (cmd *assigned) Run(ctx context.Context, f *flag.FlagSet) error {

	client, err := cmd.Client()

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	m, err := license.NewManager(client).AssignmentManager(ctx)

	if err != nil {

		return err
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	}

 

	assigned, err := m.QueryAssigned(ctx, cmd.id)

	if err != nil {

		return err

	}

 

	return cmd.WriteResult(assignedOutput(assigned))

}

 

type assignedOutput []types.LicenseAssignmentManagerLicenseAssignment

 

func (res assignedOutput) Write(w io.Writer) error {

	tw := tabwriter.NewWriter(os.Stdout, 4, 0, 2, ' ', 0)

	fmt.Fprintf(tw, "Id:\tScope:\tName:\tLicense:\n")

	for _, v := range res {

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%s\t", v.EntityId)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%s\t", v.Scope)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%s\t", v.EntityDisplayName)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%s\t", v.AssignedLicense.LicenseKey)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "\n")

	}

	return tw.Flush()

}

/*

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"fmt"

	"io"

	"os"

	"text/tabwriter"
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	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/types"

)

 

type licenseOutput []types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo

 

func (res licenseOutput) Write(w io.Writer) error {

	tw := tabwriter.NewWriter(os.Stdout, 4, 0, 2, ' ', 0)

	fmt.Fprintf(tw, "Key:\tEdition:\tUsed:\tTotal:\n")

	for _, v := range res {

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%s\t", v.LicenseKey)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%s\t", v.EditionKey)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%d\t", v.Used)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "%d\t", v.Total)

		fmt.Fprintf(tw, "\n")

	}

	return tw.Flush()

}

#!/usr/bin/env bats

 

load test_helper

 

# These tests should only run against a server running an evaluation license.

verify_evaluation() {

 if [ "$(govc license.ls -json | jq -r .[0].EditionKey)" != "eval" ]; then

   skip "requires evaluation license"

 fi

}

 

get_key() {

 jq ".[] | select(.LicenseKey == \"$1\")"

}

 

get_property() {

 jq -r ".Properties[] | select(.Key == \"$1\") | .Value"

}

 

@test "license.add" {

 esx_env

 

 verify_evaluation

 

 run govc license.add -json 00000-00000-00000-00000-00001 00000-00000-00000-00000-00002

 assert_success

 

 # Expect to see an entry for both the first and the second key

 assert_equal "License is not valid for this product" "$(get_key 00000-00000-00000-00000-00001 <<<${output} |

get_property diagnostic)"

 assert_equal "License is not valid for this product" "$(get_key 00000-00000-00000-00000-00002 <<<${output} |
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get_property diagnostic)"

}

 

@test "license.remove" {

 esx_env

 

 verify_evaluation

 

 run govc license.remove -json 00000-00000-00000-00000-00001

 assert_success

}

 

@test "license.ls" {

 vcsim_env

 

 verify_evaluation

 

 run govc license.ls -json

 assert_success

 

 # Expect the test instance to run in evaluation mode

 assert_equal "Evaluation Mode" "$(get_key 00000-00000-00000-00000-00000 <<<$output | jq -r ".Name")"

}

 

@test "license.decode" {

 esx_env

 

 verify_evaluation

 

 key=00000-00000-00000-00000-00000

 assert_equal "eval" $(govc license.decode $key | grep $key | awk '{print $2}')

}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

Copyright (c) 2015 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

*/

 

package license

 

import (

	"context"

 

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/object"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/methods"

	"github.com/vmware/govmomi/vim25/types"

)

 

type AssignmentManager struct {

	object.Common

}

 

func (m AssignmentManager) QueryAssigned(ctx context.Context, id string)

([]types.LicenseAssignmentManagerLicenseAssignment, error) {

	req := types.QueryAssignedLicenses{

		This:     m.Reference(),

		EntityId: id,

	}

 

	res, err := methods.QueryAssignedLicenses(ctx, m.Client(), &req)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	return res.Returnval, nil

}

 

func (m AssignmentManager) Remove(ctx context.Context, id string) error {

	req := types.RemoveAssignedLicense{

		This:     m.Reference(),

		EntityId: id,

	}

 

	_, err := methods.RemoveAssignedLicense(ctx, m.Client(), &req)

 

	return err
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}

 

func (m AssignmentManager) Update(ctx context.Context, id string, key string, name string)

(*types.LicenseManagerLicenseInfo, error) {

	req := types.UpdateAssignedLicense{

		This:              m.Reference(),

		Entity:            id,

		LicenseKey:        key,

		EntityDisplayName: name,

	}

 

	res, err := methods.UpdateAssignedLicense(ctx, m.Client(), &req)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, err

	}

 

	return &res.Returnval, nil

}

 

1.594 spring-hateoas 0.24.0.RELEASE 
1.594.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================  

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from http://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com.  All

such requests should clearly specify:  OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel.  VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium.  This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.
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Spring HATEOAS 0.22

Copyright (c) [2012-2016] Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). 

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License. 

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file.

 

1.595 libpwquality 1.2.3 5.el7
1.595.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpwquality release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpwquality, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License version 2 or later, in which case the provisions

of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
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ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

The full text of the GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE Version 2 is included

below.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.596 log4j-slf4j18-impl 2.13.2 
1.596.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j SLF4J 1.8+ Binding

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.597 threetenbp 1.4.0 
1.597.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007-present, Stephen Colebourne & Michael Nascimento Santos.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
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 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of JSR-310 nor the names of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.598 javax-el 3.0.0 
1.598.1 Available under license : 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.
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  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.
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   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the
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applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
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WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE

PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial
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computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991

 

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307

USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not

allowed.

 

Preamble
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The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you

legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

 

  a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of

any change.

 

  b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

 

  c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more

than your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding
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source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

 

  c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous
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contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

  One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

 

  Copyright (C)

 

  This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

  Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

  Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and

you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

  Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

  signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

  Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program
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is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

 

 

"CLASSPATH" EXCEPTION TO THE GPL VERSION 2

 

Certain source files distributed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. are subject to the following clarification and special

exception to the GPL Version 2, but only where Sun has expressly included in the particular source file's header the

words

 

"Sun designates this particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Sun in the License file that

accompanied this code."

 

Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on this library.

Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License Version 2 cover the whole combination.

 

As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you permission to link this library with independent

modules to produce an executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and

distribute the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that module.? An independent module is a module

which is not derived from or based on this library.? If you modify this library, you may extend this exception to your

version of the library, but you are not obligated to do so.? If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception

statement from your version.

 

1.599 hashicorp-uuid v1.0.2 
1.599.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"
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    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,
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     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope
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    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities
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3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms
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    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been
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    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not
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  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.600 rouge 2.0.7 
1.600.1 Available under license : 

# MIT license.  See http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

Copyright (c) 2012 Jeanine Adkisson.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

# SPECIAL NOTE:

Many of the lexers in this project are adaptations of those in Pygments

(pygments.org).  The license for Pygments is as follows:

 

# BEGIN pygments/LICENSE #

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2012 by the respective authors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

# END pygments/LICENSE #

 

The contents of the AUTHORS file at the time of porting was:

 

# BEGIN pygments/AUTHORS #

 

Pygments is written and maintained by Georg Brandl <georg@python.org>.

 

Major developers are Tim Hatch <tim@timhatch.com> and Armin Ronacher

<armin.ronacher@active-4.com>.

 

Other contributors, listed alphabetically, are:

 

* Sam Aaron -- Ioke lexer

* Kumar Appaiah -- Debian control lexer

* Ali Afshar -- image formatter

* Andreas Amann -- AppleScript lexer

* Jeffrey Arnold -- R/S lexer, BUGS lexers

* Jeremy Ashkenas -- CoffeeScript lexer

* Stefan Matthias Aust -- Smalltalk lexer

* Ben Bangert -- Mako lexers

* Max Battcher -- Darcs patch lexer

* Paul Baumgart, 280 North, Inc. -- Objective-J lexer

* Michael Bayer -- Myghty lexers

* John Benediktsson -- Factor lexer

* Christopher Bertels -- Fancy lexer

* Jarrett Billingsley -- MiniD lexer

* Adam Blinkinsop -- Haskell, Redcode lexers

* Frits van Bommel -- assembler lexers

* Pierre Bourdon -- bugfixes

* Hiram Chirino -- Scaml and Jade lexers
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* Leaf Corcoran -- MoonScript lexer

* Christopher Creutzig -- MuPAD lexer

* Pete Curry -- bugfixes

* Owen Durni -- haXe lexer

* Nick Efford -- Python 3 lexer

* Sven Efftinge -- Xtend lexer

* Artem Egorkine -- terminal256 formatter

* James H. Fisher -- PostScript lexer

* Carlos Galdino -- Elixir and Elixir Console lexers

* Naveen Garg -- Autohotkey lexer

* Laurent Gautier -- R/S lexer

* Alex Gaynor -- PyPy log lexer

* Bertrand Goetzmann -- Groovy lexer

* Krzysiek Goj -- Scala lexer

* Matt Good -- Genshi, Cheetah lexers

* Patrick Gotthardt -- PHP namespaces support

* Olivier Guibe -- Asymptote lexer

* Martin Harriman -- SNOBOL lexer

* Matthew Harrison -- SVG formatter

* Steven Hazel -- Tcl lexer

* Aslak Hellesy -- Gherkin lexer

* Greg Hendershott -- Racket lexer

* Jordi Gutirrez Hermoso -- Octave lexer

* David Hess, Fish Software, Inc. -- Objective-J lexer

* Varun Hiremath -- Debian control lexer

* Doug Hogan -- Mscgen lexer

* Ben Hollis -- Mason lexer

* Tim Howard -- BlitzMax lexer

* Ivan Inozemtsev -- Fantom lexer

* Brian R. Jackson -- Tea lexer

* Dennis Kaarsemaker -- sources.list lexer

* Igor Kalnitsky -- vhdl lexer

* Eric Knibbe -- Lasso lexer

* Adam Koprowski -- Opa lexer

* Benjamin Kowarsch -- Modula-2 lexer

* Alexander Kriegisch -- Kconfig and AspectJ lexers

* Marek Kubica -- Scheme lexer

* Jochen Kupperschmidt -- Markdown processor

* Gerd Kurzbach -- Modelica lexer

* Olov Lassus -- Dart lexer

* Sylvestre Ledru -- Scilab lexer

* Mark Lee -- Vala lexer

* Ben Mabey -- Gherkin lexer

* Simone Margaritelli -- Hybris lexer

* Kirk McDonald -- D lexer

* Gordon McGregor -- SystemVerilog lexer

* Stephen McKamey -- Duel/JBST lexer

* Brian McKenna -- F# lexer
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* Lukas Meuser -- BBCode formatter, Lua lexer

* Paul Miller -- LiveScript lexer

* Hong Minhee -- HTTP lexer

* Michael Mior -- Awk lexer

* Jon Morton -- Rust lexer

* Paulo Moura -- Logtalk lexer

* Mher Movsisyan -- DTD lexer

* Ana Nelson -- Ragel, ANTLR, R console lexers

* Nam T. Nguyen -- Monokai style

* Jesper Noehr -- HTML formatter "anchorlinenos"

* Mike Nolta -- Julia lexer

* Jonas Obrist -- BBCode lexer

* David Oliva -- Rebol lexer

* Jon Parise -- Protocol buffers lexer

* Ronny Pfannschmidt -- BBCode lexer

* Benjamin Peterson -- Test suite refactoring

* Dominik Picheta -- Nimrod lexer

* Clment Prvost -- UrbiScript lexer

* Kashif Rasul -- CUDA lexer

* Justin Reidy -- MXML lexer

* Norman Richards -- JSON lexer

* Lubomir Rintel -- GoodData MAQL and CL lexers

* Andre Roberge -- Tango style

* Konrad Rudolph -- LaTeX formatter enhancements

* Mario Ruggier -- Evoque lexers

* Stou Sandalski -- NumPy, FORTRAN, tcsh and XSLT lexers

* Matteo Sasso -- Common Lisp lexer

* Joe Schafer -- Ada lexer

* Ken Schutte -- Matlab lexers

* Tassilo Schweyer -- Io, MOOCode lexers

* Joerg Sieker -- ABAP lexer

* Robert Simmons -- Standard ML lexer

* Kirill Simonov -- YAML lexer

* Steve Spigarelli -- XQuery lexer

* Jerome St-Louis -- eC lexer

* James Strachan -- Kotlin lexer

* Tiberius Teng -- default style overhaul

* Jeremy Thurgood -- Erlang, Squid config lexers

* Erick Tryzelaar -- Felix lexer

* Daniele Varrazzo -- PostgreSQL lexers

* Abe Voelker -- OpenEdge ABL lexer

* Whitney Young -- ObjectiveC lexer

* Matthias Vallentin -- Bro lexer

* Nathan Weizenbaum -- Haml and Sass lexers

* Dietmar Winkler -- Modelica lexer

* Nils Winter -- Smalltalk lexer

* Davy Wybiral -- Clojure lexer

* Diego Zamboni -- CFengine3 lexer
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* Alex Zimin -- Nemerle lexer

 

Many thanks for all contributions!

 

# END pygments/AUTHORS #

 

1.601 pinentry 0.8.1 17.el7
1.601.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.602 apex-api 3.4.0 
1.602.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Apex API

Copyright 2015-2016 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

The initial developer of the original code is

DataTorrent, Inc. (http://www.datatorrent.com)

Copyright (c) 2012 - 2015. All Rights Reserved.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.603 asciidoctor-pdf 1.5.0.alpha.16 
1.603.1 Available under license : 

M+ FONTS                                Copyright (C) 2002-2014 M+ FONTS PROJECT

 

-

 

LICENSE_E

 

 

 

 

These fonts are free software.

Unlimited permission is granted to use, copy, and distribute them, with

or without modification, either commercially or noncommercially.

THESE FONTS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY.
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http://mplus-fonts.sourceforge.jp/mplus-outline-fonts/

.The MIT License

....

Copyright (C) 2014-2016 OpenDevise Inc. and the Asciidoctor Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

....

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

= Asciidoctor PDF

OpenDevise Inc.; Asciidoctor Project

 

Copyright (C) 2014-2016 OpenDevise Inc. and the Asciidoctor Project.

 

Please visit the Asciidoctor project site for more information:

 

 - http://asciidoctor.org

 

OpenDevise Inc. and the Asciidoctor Project licenses this product to you under the MIT License (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

  http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an
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"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

== Third-party licensed work

 

M+ OUTLINE FONTS (M+ TESTFLIGHT 058)::

 The M+ OUTLINE FONTS are used for literal text, annotation numbers and fallback characters and are bundled in

the PDF file.

 These fonts are free software and are designed and maintained by Coji Morishita.

 Unlimited permission is granted to use, copy, and distribute them, with or without modification, either

commercially or noncommercially.

 THESE FONTS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY.

 

 - http://mplus-fonts.sourceforge.jp/mplus-outline-fonts/index-en.html

 

Noto Serif Font (v2014-01-30)::

 Noto is font family developed by the Google Internationalization Team that aims to support all the world's

languages.

 The Noto Serif font is used for headings and body copy and is bundled in the PDF file.

 The Noto fonts are licensed under the Apache 2.0 License.

 You may obtain a copy of the license at:

 

 http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

 - https://code.google.com/p/noto/

 

Font Awesome Icon Font (v4.0.3)::

 Font Awesome (@fontawesome), the iconic font designed for Bootstrap by David Gandy (@davegandy), is used

for the admonition icons and other icons in author's content and bundled in the PDF file.

 Font Awesome is fully open source and GPL compatible.

 The font is licensed under the SIL Open Font 1.1 License (OFL).

 You may obtain a copy of the license at:

 

 http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

 - http://fontawesome.io

 

Liberation Fonts (v2.00.1)::

 The Liberation(tm) Fonts 2.00.1, which are used by default, are licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version

1.1.

 You may obtain a copy of the license at:

 

 http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

 - https://fedorahosted.org/liberation-fonts

 

RomanNumeral class::

 The RomanNumeral class, which is used for numbering of ordered lists, is borrowed from the roman-numerals
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RubyGem and modified for the purpose of this application.

 The original RomanNumerals class was written by Andrew Vos and is licensed under the MIT License.

 

 http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT

 

 - https://github.com/AndrewVos/roman-numerals

 

PrawnCodeRayEncoder class::

 The PrawnCodeRayEncoder class, which is used for syntax highlighting source code for use with Prawn, is

borrowed from the Prawn project and modified for the purpose of this application.

 The PrawnEncoder was written by Felipe Doria and is licensed under the GPLv3 license.

 

 http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html

 

 - https://github.com/prawnpdf/prawn

 

Bootstrap (v3.0.3)::

 The default theme is inspired by Bootstrap 3.0.3.

 

 - http://getbootstrap.com

 

1.604 spring-retry 1.2.2.RELEASE 
1.604.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.605 jackson-module-parameter-names 2.9.5

 

1.606 jnr-posix 3.0.44 
1.606.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         
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   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.
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/***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

* Version: CPL 1.0/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1

*

* The contents of this file are subject to the Common Public

* License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file

* except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of

* the License at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html

*

* Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS

* IS" basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or

* implied. See the License for the specific language governing

* rights and limitations under the License.

*

*
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*

* Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms of

* either of the GNU General Public License Version 2 or later (the "GPL"),

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1 or later (the "LGPL"),

* in which case the provisions of the GPL or the LGPL are applicable instead

* of those above. If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

* under the terms of either the GPL or the LGPL, and not to allow others to

* use your version of this file under the terms of the CPL, indicate your

* decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice

* and other provisions required by the GPL or the LGPL. If you do not delete

* the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file under

* the terms of any one of the CPL, the GPL or the LGPL.

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****/

 

1.607 opencensus-api 0.12.3 
1.607.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.608 go-yaml v2.2.4 
1.608.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original copyright and license:

 

   apic.go

   emitterc.go

   parserc.go

   readerc.go

   scannerc.go

   writerc.go

   yamlh.go

   yamlprivateh.go

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.609 spring-tx 5.0.5.RELEASE 
1.609.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TransactionManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Propagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionalProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/SavepointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/JtaTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxAdviceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/InteractionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/ConnectionCallback.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotAcquireLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataIntegrityViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/CannotCreateTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/TransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/UserTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TypeMismatchDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectResultSizeDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CleanupFailureDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/UnexpectedRollbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/RecoverableDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/HeuristicCompletionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CciOperationNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectUpdateSemanticsDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NoTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessResourceUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/RecordTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotCreateRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessApiUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/CompositeTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Isolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/NotSupportedRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PessimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSuspensionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SimpleTransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingCommAreaOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DelegatingTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DelegatingTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/EmptyResultDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/NestedTransactionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NoRollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/ManagedTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/QueryTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/PlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaAfterCompletionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotGetCciConnectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidIsolationLevelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/IllegalTransactionStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DeadlockLoserDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PermissionDeniedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotSerializeTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/ChainedPersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/AbstractFallbackTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SmartTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NameMatchTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DataAccessUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/ConcurrencyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebSphereUowTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SpringJtaSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingRecordOperation.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/CciLocalTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessResourceFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/OptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CommAreaRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/ResourceAdapterApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RuleBasedTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DefaultTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AbstractTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AnnotationTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/BeanFactoryTransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/SpringTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionSpecConnectionFactoryAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/SimpleBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/LocalConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/UncategorizedDataAccessException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MethodMapTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/SimpleTaskWorkManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/EisOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/EnableTransactionManagement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/SpringContextResourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/CallbackPreferringPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallbackWithoutResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MatchAlwaysTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/ProxyTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/ApplicationListenerMethodTransactionalAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/SimpleRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/ResourceAdapterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CciDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebLogicJtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSystemException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883360_1619654760.28/0/spring-tx-5-0-5-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolder.java

 

1.610 libtasn 4.10 1.el7
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1.610.1 Available under license : 
                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

#!/bin/sh

# Get modification time of a file or directory and pretty-print it.

 

scriptversion=2010-08-21.06; # UTC

 

# Copyright (C) 1995-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

# written by Ulrich Drepper <drepper@gnu.ai.mit.edu>, June 1995

#

# This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

# the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

# any later version.

#

# This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

# but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

# GNU General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

# along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

# As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

# distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

# configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

# the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.
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/*

* Copyright (C) 2011-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

*

* This file is part of GnuTLS.

*

* GnuTLS is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

* it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

* the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

* (at your option) any later version.

*

* GnuTLS is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

* GNU General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
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than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
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and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
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   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
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modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
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this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
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Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.611 utils 1.1.0 
1.611.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2014-2017 Luca Guidi

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
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OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.612 metrics 3.1.2 
1.612.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 m03geek

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.613 zeromq 4.1.4-6 
1.613.1 Available under license : 

    Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

   deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

   rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

   all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

   IN THE SOFTWARE.

		         GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during
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  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

          SPECIAL EXCEPTION GRANTED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 

As a special exception, copyright holders give you permission to link this

library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of

the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute

the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also

meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of

the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not

derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you must

extend this exception to your version of the library.

 

Note: this exception relieves you of any obligations under sections 4 and 5

of this license, and section 6 of the GNU General Public License.

                      GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
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stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
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tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
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keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
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in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
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tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
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License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
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License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
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propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
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otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
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author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.614 tomcat 8.5.29 
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1.614.1 Available under license : 
 

Apache Standard Taglib Specification API

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler (ecj-x.x.x.jar) component:

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
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CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
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addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and
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b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
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Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always
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be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

For the Windows Installer component:

 

   * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and

      graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

      otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

   * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng

      license.

   * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

   * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

      License version 1.0.

 

zlib/libpng license

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of

this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 

  1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

bzip2 license

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
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are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

 

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
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acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in
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this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such
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Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL
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If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.
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Special exception for LZMA compression module

 

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.
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  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or
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           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to
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     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under
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     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.
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     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The
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  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd
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- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the
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       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and
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           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.
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3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different
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     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK
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  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR
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  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.
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  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

package javax.mail;

 

public class Authenticator {

   protected PasswordAuthentication getPasswordAuthentication() {

       return null;

   }

}

Apache Tomcat JDBC Pool

Copyright 2008-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the ecj-x.x.x.jar component and the EnclosingMethod and

LocalVariableTypeTable classes in the org.apache.tomcat.util.bcel.classfile

package:

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.
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"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
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non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.
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For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
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comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

For the Windows Installer component:

 

   * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and

      graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

      otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

   * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng

      license.

   * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

   * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

      License version 1.0.

 

zlib/libpng license

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of
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this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 

  1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

bzip2 license

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

 

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
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CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
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Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and
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b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and
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distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve
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as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

Special exception for LZMA compression module

 

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the
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       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled
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        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and
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       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.
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     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from
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     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
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          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such
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  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd
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- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code derived from netty-native

developed by the Netty project

(http://netty.io, https://github.com/netty/netty-tcnative/)

and from finagle-native developed at Twitter

(https://github.com/twitter/finagle).

 

The Windows Installer is built with the Nullsoft

Scriptable Install System (NSIS), which is

open source software.  The original software and

related information is available at

http://nsis.sourceforge.net.

 

Java compilation software for JSP pages is provided by the Eclipse

JDT Core Batch Compiler component, which is open source software.

The original software and related information is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/core/.

 

For portions of the Tomcat JNI OpenSSL API and the OpenSSL JSSE integration

The org.apache.tomcat.jni and the org.apache.tomcat.net.openssl packages

are derivative work originating from the Netty project and the finagle-native

project developed at Twitter

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

* Copyright 2014 Twitter
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The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

 

1.615 jaxb-core 2.2.3-1 
1.615.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO WARRANTY!

This class is in the public domain. * Public Domain, and comes with <strong>NO WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or

its affiliates. All rights reserved. The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public

License Version 2 only ("GPL") or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the

"License").  You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this

particular file as subject to the "Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the

License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License // NO WARRANTY!

This class is in the public domain.'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use
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this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License * The caller is still free

to modify the array it passed to this method,'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except * The contents of this file are subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution

License * (the "License").  You may not use this file except'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright (c) 1997-2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. * The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2

only ("GPL") or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License.  You can * Oracle designates this particular file as

subject to the "Classpath" * exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 1997-2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '* Copyright 1997-2007 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. *

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU * General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development * and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You * may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You can obtain * Sun designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception * as provided by Sun in the GPL Version 2 section of the License file that'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except // This class is in the Public Domain.  NO WARRANTY! * Public Domain, and comes with

<strong>NO WARRANTY</strong>.</em>'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in '# Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. #

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU # General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development # and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You # may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can # Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" # exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

The contents of this file are subject to the terms of either the GNU General Public License Version 2 only ("GPL")

or the Common Development and Distribution License("CDDL") (collectively, the "License").  You may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.  You can Oracle designates this particular file as subject to the

"Classpath" exception as provided by Oracle in the GPL Version 2 section of the License'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in 'The contents of this file are subject

to the terms of the Common Development and Distribution License (the "License").  You may not use this file

except'
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Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except * All rights reserved. * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without *

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are *     Redistributions of source code must

retain the above copyright *     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. *     Redistributions in

binary form must reproduce the above copyright *     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in *

 the documentation and/or other materials provided with the *     Neither the name of the Thai Open Source

Software Center Ltd nor'

Found license 'Common Development and Distribution License (CDDL) 1.1' in '* The contents of this file are

subject to the terms * of the Common Development and Distribution License * (the "License").  You may not use

this file except // NO WARRANTY!  This class is in the public domain.'

 

1.616 free-type 2.9.1-8.el7_9.0atomix2 
1.616.1 Available under license : 

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or
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     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.
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 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------
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 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   https://www.freetype.org

 

 

--- end of FTL.TXT ---

# Files that don't get a copyright, or which are taken from elsewhere.

#

# All lines in this file are patterns, including the comment lines; this

# means that e.g. `FTL.TXT' matches all files that have this string in

# the file name (including the path relative to the current directory,

# always starting with `./').

#
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# Don't put empty lines into this file!

#

.gitignore

#

builds/unix/pkg.m4

#

docs/FTL.TXT

docs/GPLv2.TXT

#

include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

#

src/base/fthash.c

src/base/md5.c

src/base/md5.h

#

src/bdf/bdf.c

src/bdf/bdf.h

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.c

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.h

src/bdf/bdferror.h

src/bdf/bdflib.c

src/bdf/module.mk

src/bdf/README

src/bdf/rules.mk

#

src/pcf/module.mk

src/pcf/pcf.c

src/pcf/pcf.h

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.c

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.h

src/pcf/pcferror.h

src/pcf/pcfread.c

src/pcf/pcfread.h

src/pcf/pcfutil.c

src/pcf/pcfutil.h

src/pcf/README

src/pcf/rules.mk

#

src/gzip/adler32.c

src/gzip/infblock.c

src/gzip/infblock.h

src/gzip/infcodes.c

src/gzip/infcodes.h

src/gzip/inffixed.h

src/gzip/inflate.c

src/gzip/inftrees.c

src/gzip/inftrees.h

src/gzip/infutil.c
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src/gzip/infutil.h

src/gzip/zconf.h

src/gzip/zlib.h

src/gzip/zutil.c

src/gzip/zutil.h

#

src/tools/apinames.c

src/tools/ftrandom/ftrandom.c

#

# EOF

 

The  FreeType 2  font  engine is  copyrighted  work and  cannot be  used

legally  without a  software license.   In  order to  make this  project

usable  to a vast  majority of  developers, we  distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means  that *you* must choose  *one* of the  two licenses described

below, then obey  all its terms and conditions when  using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License, found in  the file `FTL.TXT', which is similar

   to the original BSD license *with* an advertising clause that forces

   you  to  explicitly cite  the  FreeType  project  in your  product's

   documentation.  All  details are in the license  file.  This license

   is  suited  to products  which  don't  use  the GNU  General  Public

   License.

 

   Note that  this license  is  compatible  to the  GNU General  Public

   License version 3, but not version 2.

 

 - The GNU General Public License version 2, found in  `GPLv2.TXT' (any

   later version can be used  also), for programs which already use the

   GPL.  Note  that the  FTL is  incompatible  with  GPLv2 due  to  its

   advertisement clause.

 

The contributed BDF and PCF drivers  come with a license similar to that

of the X Window System.  It is compatible to the above two licenses (see

file src/bdf/README and  src/pcf/README).  The same holds  for the files

`fthash.c' and  `fthash.h'; their  code was  part of  the BDF  driver in

earlier FreeType versions.

 

The gzip module uses the zlib license (see src/gzip/zlib.h) which too is

compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The MD5 checksum support (only used for debugging in development builds)

is in the public domain.
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--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.617 json-delta 2.0 
1.617.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Philip J. Roberts

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.618 glob v0.2.3 
1.618.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Sergey Kamardin

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.619 jetty-servlet 9.2.13.v20150730 

 

1.620 libidn 1.28-4.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.620.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.
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This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.
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The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG@.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a
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section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent
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copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item
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Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.
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@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but
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different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION
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Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item
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FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site
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under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:
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                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
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library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Libidn COPYING -- Explanation of licensing conditions.

Copyright (C) 2002-2013 Simon Josefsson

See the end for copying conditions.

 

The source code for the C library (libidn.a or libidn.so), the C#

library (Libidn.dll) and the Java library (libidn-*.jar) are licensed

under the terms of either the GNU General Public License version 2.0

or later (see the file COPYINGv2) or the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 3.0 or later (see the file COPYING.LESSERv3), or both

in parallel as here.

 

The author of the Java library has agreed to also distribute it under

the Apache License Version 2.0 (see the file java/LICENSE-2.0).

 

The manual is licensed under the GNU Free Documentation License,

Version 1.3 or any later.

 

The command line tool, self tests, examples, and other auxilliary

files, are licensed under the GNU General Public License version 3.0

or later.

 

Other files are licensed as indicated in each file.
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There may be exceptions to these general rules, see each file for

precise information.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License
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giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based
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on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's
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System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.
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 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.
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 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)
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   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a
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requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or
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   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that
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copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this
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License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within
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the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the
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Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.
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For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

License below is copied from <http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html>,

last updated 7 July 2004, and claims to apply to all Unicode versions.

 

According to a post on emacs-devel,

<http://lists.gnu.org/archive/html/emacs-devel/2004-04/msg00036.html>,

RMS believe it is a free license:

 

       This is a free license, and even compatible with the GPL (if

       that ever matters).  Yes, we can use it now.

 

EXHIBIT 1

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/ and

http://www.unicode.org/reports/. Unicode Software includes any source

code under the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/ and

http://www.unicode.org/reports/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU

UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD,

INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2004 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed

under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and associated documentation (the

"Data Files") or Unicode software and associated documentation (the

"Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Data Files or Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished

to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this
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permission notice appear in all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice

appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in

each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the

data or software has been modified.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR

ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.
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 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.
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  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany
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  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.621 nss 3.53.1-1.el7_9 
1.621.1 Available under license : 

NSS is available under the Mozilla Public License, version 2, a copy of which

is below.

 

Note on GPL Compatibility

-------------------------

 

The MPL 2, section 3.3, permits you to combine NSS with code under the GNU

General Public License (GPL) version 2, or any later version of that

license, to make a Larger Work, and distribute the result under the GPL.

The only condition is that you must also make NSS, and any changes you

have made to it, available to recipients under the terms of the MPL 2 also.

 

Anyone who receives the combined code from you does not have to continue

to dual licence in this way, and may, if they wish, distribute under the

terms of either of the two licences - either the MPL alone or the GPL

alone. However, we discourage people from distributing copies of NSS under

the GPL alone, because it means that any improvements they make cannot be

reincorporated into the main version of NSS. There is never a need to do

this for license compatibility reasons.

 

Note on LGPL Compatibility

--------------------------

 

The above also applies to combining MPLed code in a single library with

code under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1, or

any later version of that license. If the LGPLed code and the MPLed code

are not in the same library, then the copyleft coverage of the two

licences does not overlap, so no issues arise.

 

 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to
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   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered
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       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date
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The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions
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Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices
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(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.
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5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *
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*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove
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any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms.

 

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

Copyright (c) 2006, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Within this directory, each of the file listed below is licensed under

the terms given in the file LICENSE-MPL, also in this directory.

 

basecvt.pod

gcd.pod

invmod.pod

isprime.pod

lap.pod

mpi-test.pod

prime.txt

prng.pod

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>
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Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.622 sphinxcontrib-serializinghtml 1.1.5 
1.622.1 Available under license : 

License for sphinxcontrib-serializinghtml

=========================================

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2019 by the Sphinx team

(see https://github.com/sphinx-doc/sphinx/blob/master/AUTHORS).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.623 spring-boot-starter-test 2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.623.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>
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<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302527_1621381221.14/0/spring-boot-starter-test-2-0-1-release-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter-test/pom.xml

 

1.624 hashery 2.1.2 
1.624.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006 BehindLogic

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

BSD-2-Clause License

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR  SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY

OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

All copyright holders have released their wares with a compatible

license or have given permission for their work to be distributed

under the same license as Hashery.

 

Dictionary is based on OrderedHash by Jan Molic.

 

   OrderHash 2.0 Copyright (c) 2005 Jan Molic.

 

 

LRUHash is based on same by Robert Klemme

 

   Copyright (c) 2010 Robert Klemme

 

 

Memoizer is based on same by Erik Veenstra

 

   Copyright (c) 2006 Erik Veenstra

 

 

IniHash is based on Ini library by Jeena Paradies

 

   Copyright (c) 2007 Jeena Paradies <info@jeenaparadies.net>

 

 

LinkedList is based on same by Kirk Haines

 

   Copyright (C) 2006 Kirk Haines <khaines@enigo.com>

 

 

FuzzyHash is based on the same by Joshua Hull.

 

   Copyright (c) 2009 Joshua Hull

 

 

PathHash is based on SlashedHash by Daniel Parker

 

   HashMagic by Daniel Parker <gems@behindlogic.com>

   Copyright (c) 2006 BehindLogic

   http://hash_magic.rubyforge.org

 

BasicObject is based on Jim Weirich's BlankSlate class.

 

   BlankSlate

   Copyright 2004 by Jim Weirich (jim@weirichhouse.org).
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   All rights reserved.

 

1.625 spring-cloud-starter 2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.625.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.626 swagger 2.1.1 
1.626.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2017 CPJIT Group.

*

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/ConfigResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/DefaultConfigResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

(function(){function
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e(){e.history=e.history||[],e.history.push(arguments),this.console&&console.log(Array.prototype.slice.call(argument

s)[0])}!function(){var

e=Handlebars.template,t=Handlebars.templates=Handlebars.templates||{};t.apikey_auth=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a;return'                <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.value:t,

{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</span>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'                <input

placeholder="api_key" class="auth_input input_apiKey_entry" name="apiKey" type="text"/>\n'},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div class="key_input_container">\n

<h3 class="auth__title">Api key authorization</h3>\n    <div

class="auth__description">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n    <div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">name:</span>\n            <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'</span>\n        </div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">in:</span>\n            <span

class="key_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t["in"]:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'</span>\n        </div>\n        <div class="key_auth__field">\n            <span

class="key_auth__label">value:</span>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.pro

gram(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"        </div>\n

</div>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_button=e({compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"<a

class='authorize__btn'

href=\"#\">Authorize</a>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_button_operation=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

authorize__btn_operation_login\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

authorize__btn_operation_logout\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'        <ul class="authorize-

scopes">\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(6,i,0),inverse:e

.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"        </ul>\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'

<li class="authorize__scope"

title="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</li>\n"},co

mpiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'<div class="authorize__btn

authorize__btn_operation\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inv

erse:e.program(3,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.progra

m(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.auth_view=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<button type="button" class="auth__button auth_submit__button" data-sw-

translate>Authorize</button>\n'},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'            <button type="button" class="auth__button

auth_logout__button" data-sw-translate>Logout</button>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'<div class="auth_container">\n\n    <div class="auth_inner"></div>\n    <div

class="auth_submit">\n'+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),i

nverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isAuthorized:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0

),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"    </div>\n\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.basic_auth=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" -

authorized"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'                <span

class="basic_auth__value">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.usernam

e:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</span>\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'                <input required

placeholder="username" class="basic_auth__username auth_input" name="username"

type="text"/>\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'            <div class="auth_label">\n                <span

class="basic_auth__label" data-sw-translate>password:</span>\n                <input required placeholder="password"

class="basic_auth__password auth_input" name="password" type="password"/></label>\n

</div>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return"<div
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class='basic_auth_container'>\n    <h3 class=\"auth__title\">Basic

authentication"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,d

ata:i}))?a:"")+'</h3>\n    <form class="basic_input_container">\n        <div

class="auth__description">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{na

me:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n        <div class="auth_label">\n            <span

class="basic_auth__label" data-sw-

translate>username:</span>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),i

nverse:e.program(5,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"

</div>\n"+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(o,null!=t?t.isLogout:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,

data:i}))?a:"")+"    </form>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t<option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<label data-sw-translate

for="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.contentTypeId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+

'">Response Content Type</label>\n<select name="contentType"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.contentTypeId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.main=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <div

class="info_title">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.title:a,{name:"sanitize"

,hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</div>\n  <div class="info_description

markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.description:a,{name:"sanitiz

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.externalDocs:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.progr

am(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.termsOfServiceUrl:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),in

verse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.name:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program

(6,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(8,

i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.email:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program

(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.license:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(12,i,0),inverse:e.no

op,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"

<p>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.description:a,{name:"sanitiz

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</p>\n  <a

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.url:a,{name:"escape",hash:{

},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

target="_blank">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.externalDocs:t)?a.url:a,{name:"esc

ape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div class="info_tos"><a target="_blank"

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.termsOfSer

viceUrl:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-translate>Terms of

service</a></div>'},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<div><div class='info_name' style=\"display: inline\" data-sw-

translate>Created by </div>

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:
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a)?a.name:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>"},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<div class='info_url' data-sw-translate>See more at <a

href=\""+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"

escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a

.contact:a)?a.url:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a></div>"},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div class=\'info_email\'><a target="_parent"

href="mailto:'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.contact:a)?a.email:a,

{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"?subject="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.i

nfo:t)?a.title:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-translate>Contact the

developer</a></div>'},12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<div

class='info_license'><a target=\"_blank\"

href='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.license:a)?a.url:a,{name:"es

cape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=(a=null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.l

icense:a)?a.name:a,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a></div>"},14:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'  ,

<span style="font-variant: small-caps" data-sw-translate>api version</span>:

'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.version:a,{name:"

escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n    "},16:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'    <span

style="float:right"><a target="_blank"

href="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

/debug?url="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"><

img id="validator"

src="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"?

url="+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"></a>\n

</span>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return"<div class='info'

id='api_info'>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.info:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n<div class='container' id='resources_container'>\n  <div class='authorize-wrapper'></div>\n\n

<ul id='resources'></ul>\n\n  <div class=\"footer\">\n    <h4 style=\"color: #999\">[ <span style=\"font-variant:

small-caps\">base url</span>:

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.basePath:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a

:"")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=(a=null!=t?t.info:t)?a.version:a,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(14,i,0),inve

rse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"]\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.validatorUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(16,

i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"    </h4>\n

</div>\n</div>\n"},useData:!0}),t.oauth2=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<p>Authorization URL:

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.authorizationUrl:t,{name:"sanitize

",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"<p>Token URL:

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.tokenUrl:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:

{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'        <p>Please input username and password for password

flow authorization</p>\n        <fieldset>\n            <div><label>Username: <input class="oauth-username"

type="text" name="username"></label></div>\n            <div><label>Password: <input class="oauth-password"

type="password" name="password"></label></div>\n        </fieldset>\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

<p>Setup client

authentication."+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.requireClientAuthenticaiton:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.p

rogram(8,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'</p>\n        <fieldset>\n            <div><label>Type:\n                <select

class="oauth-client-authentication-type" name="client-authentication-type">\n                    <option value="none"

selected>None or other</option>\n                    <option value="basic">Basic auth</option>\n                    <option

value="request-body">Request body</option>\n                </select>\n            </label></div>\n            <div

class="oauth-client-authentication" hidden>\n                <div><label>ClientId: <input class="oauth-client-id"

type="text" name="client-id"></label></div>\n                <div><label>Secret: <input class="oauth-client-secret"
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type="text" name="client-secret"></label></div>\n            </div>\n

</fieldset>\n'},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"(Required)"},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'            <li>\n                <input class="oauth-scope" type="checkbox"

data-scope="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

oauthtype="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data

:i}))?a:"")+'"/>\n

<label>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.scope:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</labe

l><br/>\n                <span class="api-scope-

desc">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\

n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,dat

a:i}))?a:"")+"                </span>\n            </li>\n"},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

("+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.OAuthSchemeKey:t,{name:"escap

e",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+")\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'<div>\n    <h3 class="auth__title">OAuth2.0</h3>\n

<p>'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</p>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.authorizationUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i})

)?a:"")+"\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.tokenUrl:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+

"\n    <p>flow:

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.flow:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</p>\n"+(null

!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isPasswordFlow:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.clientAuthentication:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:"")+"    <p><strong>

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.appName:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

</strong> API requires the following scopes. Select which ones you want to grant to Swagger UI.</p>\n

<p>Scopes are used to grant an application different levels of access to data on behalf of the end user. Each API

may declare one or more scopes.\n        <a href="#">Learn how to use</a>\n    </p>\n    <ul class="api-popup-

scopes">\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(o,null!=t?t.scopes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,dat

a:i}))?a:"")+"

</ul>\n</div>"},useData:!0}),t.operation=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"deprecated"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

     <h4><span data-sw-translate>Warning: Deprecated</span></h4>\n"},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'

<h4><span data-sw-translate>Implementation Notes</span></h4>\n        <div

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.description:t,{

name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>\n"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            <div class='authorize-

wrapper authorize-wrapper_operation'></div>\n"},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'          <div

class="response-class">\n            <h4><span data-sw-translate>Response Class</span> (<span data-sw-

translate>Status</span>

'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.successCode:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i})

)?a:"")+")</h4>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.successDescription:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+'\n            <p><span class="model-signature" /></p>\n            <br/>\n            <div class="response-

content-type" />\n            </div>\n'},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.successDescri

ption:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</div>"},12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'          <h4 data-sw-

translate>Headers</h4>\n          <table class="headers">\n            <thead>\n              <tr>\n                <th

style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px" data-sw-translate>Header</th>\n                <th style="width: 310px; max-

width: 310px" data-sw-translate>Description</th>\n                <th style="width: 200px; max-width: 200px" data-sw-
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translate>Type</th>\n                <th style="width: 320px; max-width: 320px" data-sw-translate>Other</th>\n

 </tr>\n            </thead>\n

<tbody>\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse

:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"            </tbody>\n          </table>\n"},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"              <tr>\n

<td>"+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.key||i&&i.key)?o:l,"function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"key",hash:{},data:i}):o))+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.other:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n   

          </tr>\n"},15:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'          <h4 data-sw-translate>Parameters</h4>\n          <table

class=\'fullwidth parameters\'>\n          <thead>\n            <tr>\n            <th style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px"

data-sw-translate>Parameter</th>\n            <th style="width: 310px; max-width: 310px" data-sw-

translate>Value</th>\n            <th style="width: 200px; max-width: 200px" data-sw-translate>Description</th>\n

      <th style="width: 100px; max-width: 100px" data-sw-translate>Parameter Type</th>\n            <th style="width:

220px; max-width: 230px" data-sw-translate>Data Type</th>\n            </tr>\n          </thead>\n          <tbody

class="operation-params">\n\n          </tbody>\n          </table>\n'},17:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <div

style='margin:0;padding:0;display:inline'></div>\n          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Messages</h4>\n

<table class='fullwidth response-messages'>\n            <thead>\n            <tr>\n              <th data-sw-translate>HTTP

Status Code</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Reason</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Response

Model</th>\n              <th data-sw-translate>Headers</th>\n            </tr>\n            </thead>\n            <tbody

class=\"operation-status\">\n            </tbody>\n

</table>\n"},19:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},21:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <div class='sandbox_header'>\n

 <input class='submit' type='submit' value='Try it out!' data-sw-translate/>\n            <a href='#'

class='response_hider' style='display:none' data-sw-translate>Hide Response</a>\n            <span

class='response_throbber' style='display:none'></span>\n          </div>\n"},23:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"          <h4

data-sw-translate>Request Headers</h4>\n          <div class='block request_headers'></div>\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing,l=e.escapeExpression;return"  <ul

class='operations' >\n    <li

class='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.method:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

operation'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.parentId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"_"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>\n      <div

class='heading'>\n        <h3>\n          <span class='http_method'>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+'\'

class="toggleOperation">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.method:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},da

ta:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n          </span>\n          <span class='path'>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"'

class=\"toggleOperation

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.deprecated:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""

)+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.path:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a>\n

   </span>\n        </h3>\n        <ul class='options'>\n          <li>\n          <a

href='#!/"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"/"+l(

(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+'\'

class="toggleOperation"><span
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class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.summary:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i

}))?a:"")+"</span></a>\n          </li>\n        </ul>\n      </div>\n      <div class='content'

id='"+l((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.encodedParentId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"_"+l((n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.nickname:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))+"_content'

style='display:none'>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.deprecated:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inver

se:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inver

se:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.security:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:

e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(9,i,0),inverse:e.noop

,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(12,i,0),inverse:e.n

oop,data:i}))?a:"")+"\n        <form accept-charset='UTF-8' class='sandbox'>\n          <div

style='margin:0;padding:0;display:inline'></div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.parameters:t,{name:"if",hash:

{},fn:e.program(15,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.responseMessages:t,{name:"

if",hash:{},fn:e.program(17,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isReadOnly:t,{name

:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(19,i,0),inverse:e.program(21,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"        </form>\n        <div

class='response' style='display:none'>\n          <h4 class='curl'>Curl</h4>\n          <div class='block curl'></div>\n

    <h4 data-sw-translate>Request URL</h4>\n          <div class='block

request_url'></div>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.showRequestHeaders:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(23

,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Body</h4>\n          <div class='block

response_body'></div>\n          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Code</h4>\n          <div class='block

response_code'></div>\n          <h4 data-sw-translate>Response Headers</h4>\n          <div class='block

response_headers'></div>\n        </div>\n      </div>\n    </li>\n

</ul>\n"},useData:!0}),t.param=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t\t\t<input type="file"

name=\''+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'/>\n\t\t

\t<div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<div

class=\"editor_holder\"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea>\n

       <br />\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'></tex

tarea>\n\t\t\t\t<div class="editor_holder"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<br />\n\t\t\t\t<div class="parameter-content-type"

/>\n'},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(10,i,0),

data:i}))?a:""},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=(n.renderTextParam||t&&t.renderTextParam||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},t,{name:"renderTextParam

",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\n<

td>\n\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(9,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'\n</td>\n<td
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class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td>\n\t<span class="model-

signature"></span>\n</td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_list=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"

required"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return' multiple="multiple"'},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" required

"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"      <option

"+(null!=(a=n.unless.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.hasDefault:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(8,i,0),inverse:e.no

op,data:i}))?a:"")+" value=''></option>\n"},8:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'  selected="" '},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\n      <option

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isDefault:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(11,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+"

value='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.value:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.value:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isDefault:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")

+" </option>\n\n"},11:function(e,t,n,r,i){return' selected=""  '},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" (default)

"},15:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"<strong>"},17:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"</strong>"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"<td

class='code"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:"")+"'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n  <select

"+(null!=(a=(n.isArray||t&&t.isArray||l).call(s,t,{name:"isArray",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i})

)?a:"")+' class="parameter

'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'"

name="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">\n\n'+

(null!=(a=n.unless.call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"unless",hash:{},fn:e.program(7,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"

")+"\n"+(null!=(a=n.each.call(s,null!=(a=null!=t?t.allowableValues:t)?a.descriptiveValues:a,{name:"each",hash:{},f

n:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+'\n  </select>\n</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(15,i,0),inverse:e.

noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(o=null!=(o=n.description||(null!=t?t.description:t))?o:l,a="function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"description",hash:{},data:i}):o)?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.required:t,{name:"if",hash

:{},fn:e.program(17,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,nul

l!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_readonly=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"        <textarea class='body-textarea' readonly='readonly'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea

>\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){

var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),inverse:e.program(6,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            (empty)\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n
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ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_readonly_required=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"        <textarea class='body-textarea' readonly='readonly'

placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</textarea

>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(4,i,0),inverse:e.program(6,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},6:function(e,t,n,r,i){return"            (empty)\n"},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code required'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\

n<td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(3,i,0),

data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{name:"escape",hash

:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.param_required=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'\t\t\t<input type="file"

name=\''+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'/>\n"},

4:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,

0),data:i}))?a:""},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<div

class=\"editor_holder\"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea required' placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id=\""+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(n

ull!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t["default"]:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</textarea

>\n        <br />\n        <div class="parameter-content-type" />\n'},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t\t<textarea class='body-textarea required' placeholder='(required)'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'></tex

tarea>\n\t\t\t\t<div class="editor_holder"></div>\n\t\t\t\t<br />\n\t\t\t\t<div class="parameter-content-type"

/>\n'},9:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n["if"].call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.isFile:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(10,i,0),inverse:e.program(12,i,0)

,data:i}))?a:""},10:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"\t\t\t<input class='parameter

required' type='file'

name='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'/>\n"},
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12:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=(n.renderTextParam||t&&t.renderTextParam||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},t,{name:"renderTextParam

",hash:{},fn:e.program(13,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:""},13:function(e,t,n,r,i){return""},compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td class='code required'><label

for='"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.valueId:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'>"+(n

ull!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</label></td>\n<

td>\n"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isBody:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(9,i,0),da

ta:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td>\n\t<strong><span

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},d

ata:i}))?a:"")+"</span></strong>\n</td>\n<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.paramType:t,{

name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td><span class="model-

signature"></span></td>\n'},useData:!0}),t.parameter_content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.consumes:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return'<label

for="'+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.parameterContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.parameterContentTypeId:t))?o:l,"func

tion"==typeof o?o.call(s,{name:"parameterContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'" data-sw-translate>Parameter

content type:</label>\n<select name="parameterContentType"

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.parameterContentTypeId:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},dat

a:i}))?a:"")+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.consumes:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.pro

gram(4,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.popup=e({compiler:[7,">=

4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return'<div class="api-popup-dialog-wrapper">\n    <div class="api-popup-

title">'+e.escapeExpression((a=null!=(a=n.title||(null!=t?t.title:t))?a:n.helperMissing,"function"==typeof

a?a.call(null!=t?t:{},{name:"title",hash:{},data:i}):a))+'</div>\n    <div class="api-popup-content"></div>\n    <p

class="error-msg"></p>\n    <div class="api-popup-actions">\n        <button class="api-popup-cancel api-button

gray" type="button">Cancel</button>\n    </div>\n</div>\n<div class="api-popup-dialog-

shadow"></div>'},useData:!0}),t.resource=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){return" : "},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

<li>\n      <a

href='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:

{},data:i}))?a:"")+"' data-sw-translate>Raw</a>\n    </li>\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s,l=null!=t?t:{},u=n.helperMissing,c="<div class='heading'>\n  <h2>\n    <a

href='#!/"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'\'

class="toggleEndpointList" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!

=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.name:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</a> ";return

o=null!=(o=n.summary||(null!=t?t.summary:t))?o:u,s={name:"summary",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,

data:i},a="function"==typeof

o?o.call(l,s):o,n.summary||(a=n.blockHelperMissing.call(t,a,s)),null!=a&&(c+=a),c+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanit

ize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.summary:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"\n  </h2>\n  <ul class='options'>\n

<li>\n      <a

href='#!/"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"'

id='endpointListTogger_"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i

}))?a:"")+'\' class="toggleEndpointList" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>Show/Hide</a>\n    </li>\n    <li>\n      <a href=\'#\' class="collapseResource" data-
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id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>\n        List Operations\n      </a>\n    </li>\n    <li>\n      <a href=\'#\' class="expandResource" data-

id="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'" data-sw-

translate>\n        Expand Operations\n      </a>\n

</li>\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(l,null!=t?t.url:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+

"  </ul>\n</div>\n<ul class='endpoints'

id='"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||u).call(l,null!=t?t.id:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"_endpoint

_list' style='display:none'>\n\n</ul>\n"},useData:!0}),t.response_content_type=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=n.each.call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.produces:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:

i}))?a:""},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return'  <option

value="'+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'">'+(null!=(a=(n.s

anitize||t&&t.sanitize||s).call(o,t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</option>\n"},4:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'

<option value="application/json">application/json</option>\n'},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing,u="function",c=e.escapeExpression;return'<label data-sw-translate

for="'+c((o=null!=(o=n.responseContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.responseContentTypeId:t))?o:l,typeof

o===u?o.call(s,{name:"responseContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'">Response Content Type</label>\n<select

name="responseContentType"

id="'+c((o=null!=(o=n.responseContentTypeId||(null!=t?t.responseContentTypeId:t))?o:l,typeof

o===u?o.call(s,{name:"responseContentTypeId",hash:{},data:i}):o))+'">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(s,null!=t?t.produc

es:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(4,i,0),data:i}))?a:"")+"</select>\n"},useData:!0}),t.sig

nature=e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'\n<div>\n<ul class="signature-nav">\n  <li><a

class="description-link" href="#" data-sw-translate>Model</a></li>\n  <li><a class="snippet-link" href="#" data-

sw-translate>Example Value</a></li>\n</ul>\n<div>\n\n<div class="signature-container">\n  <div

class="description">\n

'+e.escapeExpression((n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.signature:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{

},data:i}))+'\n  </div>\n\n  <div

class="snippet">\n'+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(2,i,0),inverse:

e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.sampleXML:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(5,i,0),invers

e:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"  </div>\n</div>\n"},2:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'      <div

class="snippet_json">\n

<pre><code>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,{name:"escape",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</code></pre>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isParam:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

\n      </div>\n"},3:function(e,t,n,r,i){return'<small class="notice" data-sw-

translate></small>'},5:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{};return'    <div class="snippet_xml">\n

<pre><code>'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(o,null!=t?t.sampleXML:t,{name:"escape",ha

sh:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</code></pre>\n

"+(null!=(a=n["if"].call(o,null!=t?t.isParam:t,{name:"if",hash:{},fn:e.program(3,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data:i}))?a:"")+"

\n    </div>\n"},7:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return"

"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.signature:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},

data:i}))?a:"")+"\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a;return

null!=(a=(n.ifCond||t&&t.ifCond||n.helperMissing).call(null!=t?t:{},null!=t?t.sampleJSON:t,"||",null!=t?t.sampleXM

L:t,{name:"ifCond",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.program(7,i,0),data:i}))?a:""},useData:!0}),t.status_code=

e({1:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=null!=t?t:{},l=n.helperMissing;return"      <tr>\n

<td>"+e.escapeExpression((o=null!=(o=n.key||i&&i.key)?o:l,"function"==typeof

o?o.call(s,{name:"key",hash:{},data:i}):o))+"</td>\n

<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.sanitize||t&&t.sanitize||l).call(s,null!=t?t.description:t,{name:"sanitize",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"

</td>\n
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<td>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||l).call(s,null!=t?t.type:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+"</td>\n

</tr>\n"},compiler:[7,">= 4.0.0"],main:function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o=null!=t?t:{},s=n.helperMissing;return"<td

width='15%'

class='code'>"+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.code:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}))?a:"")+'

</td>\n<td

class="markdown">'+(null!=(a=(n.escape||t&&t.escape||s).call(o,null!=t?t.message:t,{name:"escape",hash:{},data:i}

))?a:"")+'</td>\n<td width=\'50%\'><span class="model-signature" /></td>\n<td class="headers">\n  <table>\n

<tbody>\n'+(null!=(a=n.each.call(o,null!=t?t.headers:t,{name:"each",hash:{},fn:e.program(1,i,0),inverse:e.noop,data

:i}))?a:"")+"    </tbody>\n  </table>\n</td>"},useData:!0})}(),$(function(){$.fn.vAlign=function(){return

this.each(function(){var e=$(this).height(),t=$(this).parent().height(),n=(t-e)/2;$(this).css("margin-

top",n)})},$.fn.stretchFormtasticInputWidthToParent=function(){return this.each(function(){var

e=$(this).closest("form").innerWidth(),t=parseInt($(this).closest("form").css("padding-

left"),10)+parseInt($(this).closest("form").css("padding-right"),10),n=parseInt($(this).css("padding-

left"),10)+parseInt($(this).css("padding-right"),10);$(this).css("width",e-t-n)})},$("form.formtastic li.string input,

form.formtastic textarea").stretchFormtasticInputWidthToParent(),$("ul.downplayed li div.content

p").vAlign(),$("form.sandbox").submit(function(){var e=!0;return

$(this).find("input.required").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("error"),""===$(this).val()&&($(this).addClass("

error"),$(this).wiggle(),e=!1)}),e})}),Function.prototype.bind&&console&&"object"==typeof

console.log&&["log","info","warn","error","assert","dir","clear","profile","profileEnd"].forEach(function(e){consol

e[e]=this.bind(console[e],console)},Function.prototype.call),window.Docs={shebang:function(){var

e=$.param.fragment().split("/");switch(e.shift(),e.length){case 1:if(e[0].length>0){var

t="resource_"+e[0];Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e[0]),$("#"+t).slideto({highlight:!1})}break;case

2:Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e[0]),$("#"+t).slideto({highlight:!1});var

n=e.join("_"),r=n+"_content";Docs.expandOperation($("#"+r)),$("#"+n).slideto({highlight:!1})}},toggleEndpointLi

stForResource:function(e){var t=$("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+"

ul.endpoints");t.is(":visible")?($.bbq.pushState("#/",2),Docs.collapseEndpointListForResource(e)):($.bbq.pushState(

"#/"+e,2),Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e))},expandEndpointListForResource:function(e){var

e=Docs.escapeResourceName(e);if(""==e)return void $(".resource

ul.endpoints").slideDown();$("li#resource_"+e).addClass("active");var t=$("li#resource_"+e+"

ul.endpoints");t.slideDown()},collapseEndpointListForResource:function(e){var

e=Docs.escapeResourceName(e);if(""==e)return void $(".resource

ul.endpoints").slideUp();$("li#resource_"+e).removeClass("active");var t=$("li#resource_"+e+"

ul.endpoints");t.slideUp()},expandOperationsForResource:function(e){return

Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e),""==e?void $(".resource ul.endpoints li.operation

div.content").slideDown():void $("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+" li.operation

div.content").each(function(){Docs.expandOperation($(this))})},collapseOperationsForResource:function(e){return

Docs.expandEndpointListForResource(e),""==e?void $(".resource ul.endpoints li.operation

div.content").slideUp():void $("li#resource_"+Docs.escapeResourceName(e)+" li.operation

div.content").each(function(){Docs.collapseOperation($(this))})},escapeResourceName:function(e){return

e.replace(/[!"#$%&'()*+,.\/:;<=>?@\[\\\]\^`{|}~]/g,"\\$&")},expandOperation:function(e){e.slideDown()},collapseO

peration:function(e){e.slideUp()}},function(e,t){"use strict";"function"==typeof

define&&define.amd?define(t):"object"==typeof

exports?module.exports=t():e.returnExports=t()}(this,function(){var

e,t,n=Array,r=n.prototype,i=Object,a=i.prototype,o=Function,s=o.prototype,l=String,u=l.prototype,c=Number,p=c.p

rototype,h=r.slice,f=r.splice,d=r.push,m=r.unshift,g=r.concat,y=r.join,v=s.call,b=s.apply,w=Math.max,_=Math.min,

x=a.toString,A="function"==typeof Symbol&&"symbol"==typeof

Symbol.toStringTag,S=Function.prototype.toString,j=/^\s*class /,E=function(e){try{var

t=S.call(e),n=t.replace(/\/\/.*\n/g,""),r=n.replace(/\/\*[.\s\S]*\*\//g,""),i=r.replace(/\n/gm," ").replace(/ {2}/g,"
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");return j.test(i)}catch(a){return!1}},O=function(e){try{return!E(e)&&(S.call(e),!0)}catch(t){return!1}},k="[object

Function]",T="[object GeneratorFunction]",e=function(e){if(!e)return!1;if("function"!=typeof e&&"object"!=typeof

e)return!1;if(A)return O(e);if(E(e))return!1;var t=x.call(e);return

t===k||t===T},C=RegExp.prototype.exec,I=function(e){try{return C.call(e),!0}catch(t){return!1}},D="[object

RegExp]";t=function(e){return"object"==typeof e&&(A?I(e):x.call(e)===D)};var

L,M=String.prototype.valueOf,R=function(e){try{return M.call(e),!0}catch(t){return!1}},U="[object

String]";L=function(e){return"string"==typeof e||"object"==typeof e&&(A?R(e):x.call(e)===U)};var

P=i.defineProperty&&function(){try{var e={};i.defineProperty(e,"x",{enumerable:!1,value:e});for(var t in

e)return!1;return e.x===e}catch(n){return!1}}(),q=function(e){var t;return t=P?function(e,t,n,r){!r&&t in

e||i.defineProperty(e,t,{configurable:!0,enumerable:!1,writable:!0,value:n})}:function(e,t,n,r){!r&&t in

e||(e[t]=n)},function(n,r,i){for(var a in r)e.call(r,a)&&t(n,a,r[a],i)}}(a.hasOwnProperty),B=function(e){var t=typeof

e;return null===e||"object"!==t&&"function"!==t},z=c.isNaN||function(e){return

e!==e},N={ToInteger:function(e){var t=+e;return z(t)?t=0:0!==t&&t!==1/0&&t!==-(1/0)&&(t=(t>0||-

1)*Math.floor(Math.abs(t))),t},ToPrimitive:function(t){var n,r,i;if(B(t))return

t;if(r=t.valueOf,e(r)&&(n=r.call(t),B(n)))return n;if(i=t.toString,e(i)&&(n=i.call(t),B(n)))return n;throw new

TypeError},ToObject:function(e){if(null==e)throw new TypeError("can't convert "+e+" to object");return

i(e)},ToUint32:function(e){return e>>>0}},$=function(){};q(s,{bind:function(t){var n=this;if(!e(n))throw new

TypeError("Function.prototype.bind called on incompatible "+n);for(var r,a=h.call(arguments,1),s=function(){if(this

instanceof r){var e=b.call(n,this,g.call(a,h.call(arguments)));return i(e)===e?e:this}return

b.call(n,t,g.call(a,h.call(arguments)))},l=w(0,n.length-a.length),u=[],c=0;c<l;c++)d.call(u,"$"+c);return

r=o("binder","return function ("+y.call(u,",")+"){ return binder.apply(this, arguments);

}")(s),n.prototype&&($.prototype=n.prototype,r.prototype=new $,$.prototype=null),r}});var

F=v.bind(a.hasOwnProperty),V=v.bind(a.toString),H=v.bind(h),Y=b.bind(h),J=v.bind(u.slice),W=v.bind(u.split),Q=

v.bind(u.indexOf),G=v.bind(d),K=v.bind(a.propertyIsEnumerable),X=v.bind(r.sort),Z=n.isArray||function(e){return

"[object Array]"===V(e)},ee=1!==[].unshift(0);q(r,{unshift:function(){return

m.apply(this,arguments),this.length}},ee),q(n,{isArray:Z});var te=i("a"),ne="a"!==te[0]||!(0 in

te),re=function(e){var t=!0,n=!0,r=!1;if(e)try{e.call("foo",function(e,n,r){"object"!=typeof

r&&(t=!1)}),e.call([1],function(){"use strict";n="string"==typeof

this},"x")}catch(i){r=!0}return!!e&&!r&&t&&n};q(r,{forEach:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=-

1,o=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[1]),!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.forEach callback must be a function");for(;++a<o;)a in i&&("undefined"==typeof

n?t(i[a],a,r):t.call(n,i[a],a,r))}},!re(r.forEach)),q(r,{map:function(t){var

r,i=N.ToObject(this),a=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):i,o=N.ToUint32(a.length),s=n(o);if(arguments.length>1&&(r=argu

ments[1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.map callback must be a function");for(var l=0;l<o;l++)l in

a&&("undefined"==typeof r?s[l]=t(a[l],l,i):s[l]=t.call(r,a[l],l,i));return s}},!re(r.map)),q(r,{filter:function(t){var

n,r,i=N.ToObject(this),a=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):i,o=N.ToUint32(a.length),s=[];if(arguments.length>1&&(r=argu

ments[1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.filter callback must be a function");for(var l=0;l<o;l++)l in

a&&(n=a[l],("undefined"==typeof r?t(n,l,i):t.call(r,n,l,i))&&G(s,n));return

s}},!re(r.filter)),q(r,{every:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[

1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.every callback must be a function");for(var o=0;o<a;o++)if(o in

i&&!("undefined"==typeof n?t(i[o],o,r):t.call(n,i[o],o,r)))return!1;return!0}},!re(r.every)),q(r,{some:function(t){var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):r,a=N.ToUint32(i.length);if(arguments.length>1&&(n=arguments[

1]),!e(t))throw new TypeError("Array.prototype.some callback must be a function");for(var o=0;o<a;o++)if(o in

i&&("undefined"==typeof n?t(i[o],o,r):t.call(n,i[o],o,r)))return!0;return!1}},!re(r.some));var

ie=!1;r.reduce&&(ie="object"==typeof r.reduce.call("es5",function(e,t,n,r){return r})),q(r,{reduce:function(t){var

n=N.ToObject(this),r=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):n,i=N.ToUint32(r.length);if(!e(t))throw new
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TypeError("Array.prototype.reduce callback must be a function");if(0===i&&1===arguments.length)throw new

TypeError("reduce of empty array with no initial value");var a,o=0;if(arguments.length>=2)a=arguments[1];else

for(;;){if(o in r){a=r[o++];break}if(++o>=i)throw new TypeError("reduce of empty array with no initial

value")}for(;o<i;o++)o in r&&(a=t(a,r[o],o,n));return a}},!ie);var ae=!1;r.reduceRight&&(ae="object"==typeof

r.reduceRight.call("es5",function(e,t,n,r){return r})),q(r,{reduceRight:function(t){var

n=N.ToObject(this),r=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):n,i=N.ToUint32(r.length);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.reduceRight callback must be a function");if(0===i&&1===arguments.length)throw

new TypeError("reduceRight of empty array with no initial value");var a,o=i-

1;if(arguments.length>=2)a=arguments[1];else for(;;){if(o in r){a=r[o--];break}if(--o<0)throw new

TypeError("reduceRight of empty array with no initial value")}if(o<0)return a;do o in r&&(a=t(a,r[o],o,n));while(o-

-);return a}},!ae);var oe=r.indexOf&&[0,1].indexOf(1,2)!==-1;q(r,{indexOf:function(e){var

t=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length);if(0===n)return-1;var

r=0;for(arguments.length>1&&(r=N.ToInteger(arguments[1])),r=r>=0?r:w(0,n+r);r<n;r++)if(r in

t&&t[r]===e)return r;return-1}},oe);var se=r.lastIndexOf&&[0,1].lastIndexOf(0,-3)!==-

1;q(r,{lastIndexOf:function(e){var

t=ne&&L(this)?W(this,""):N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length);if(0===n)return-1;var r=n-

1;for(arguments.length>1&&(r=_(r,N.ToInteger(arguments[1]))),r=r>=0?r:n-Math.abs(r);r>=0;r--)if(r in

t&&e===t[r])return r;return-1}},se);var le=function(){var e=[1,2],t=e.splice();return

2===e.length&&Z(t)&&0===t.length}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){return

0===arguments.length?[]:f.apply(this,arguments)}},!le);var ue=function(){var e={};return

r.splice.call(e,0,0,1),1===e.length}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){if(0===arguments.length)return[];var

n=arguments;return this.length=w(N.ToInteger(this.length),0),arguments.length>0&&"number"!=typeof

t&&(n=H(arguments),n.length<2?G(n,this.length-e):n[1]=N.ToInteger(t)),f.apply(this,n)}},!ue);var

ce=function(){var e=new n(1e5);return e[8]="x",e.splice(1,1),7===e.indexOf("x")}(),pe=function(){var

e=256,t=[];return t[e]="a",t.splice(e+1,0,"b"),"a"===t[e]}();q(r,{splice:function(e,t){for(var

n,r=N.ToObject(this),i=[],a=N.ToUint32(r.length),o=N.ToInteger(e),s=o<0?w(a+o,0):_(o,a),u=_(w(N.ToInteger(t),0

),a-s),c=0;c<u;)n=l(s+c),F(r,n)&&(i[c]=r[n]),c+=1;var p,h=H(arguments,2),f=h.length;if(f<u){c=s;for(var d=a-

u;c<d;)n=l(c+u),p=l(c+f),F(r,n)?r[p]=r[n]:delete r[p],c+=1;c=a;for(var m=a-u+f;c>m;)delete r[c-1],c-=1}else

if(f>u)for(c=a-u;c>s;)n=l(c+u-1),p=l(c+f-1),F(r,n)?r[p]=r[n]:delete r[p],c-=1;c=s;for(var

g=0;g<h.length;++g)r[c]=h[g],c+=1;return r.length=a-u+f,i}},!ce||!pe);var

he,fe=r.join;try{he="1,2,3"!==Array.prototype.join.call("123",",")}catch(de){he=!0}he&&q(r,{join:function(e){var

t="undefined"==typeof e?",":e;return fe.call(L(this)?W(this,""):this,t)}},he);var me="1,2"!==[1,2].join(void

0);me&&q(r,{join:function(e){var t="undefined"==typeof e?",":e;return fe.call(this,t)}},me);var

ge=function(e){for(var

t=N.ToObject(this),n=N.ToUint32(t.length),r=0;r<arguments.length;)t[n+r]=arguments[r],r+=1;return

t.length=n+r,n+r},ye=function(){var e={},t=Array.prototype.push.call(e,void 0);return

1!==t||1!==e.length||"undefined"!=typeof e[0]||!F(e,0)}();q(r,{push:function(e){return

Z(this)?d.apply(this,arguments):ge.apply(this,arguments)}},ye);var ve=function(){var e=[],t=e.push(void 0);return

1!==t||1!==e.length||"undefined"!=typeof e[0]||!F(e,0)}();q(r,{push:ge},ve),q(r,{slice:function(e,t){var

n=L(this)?W(this,""):this;return Y(n,arguments)}},ne);var

be=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(null),[1,2].sort({}),!0}catch(e){}return!1}(),we=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(/a

/),!1}catch(e){}return!0}(),_e=function(){try{return[1,2].sort(void

0),!0}catch(e){}return!1}();q(r,{sort:function(t){if("undefined"==typeof t)return X(this);if(!e(t))throw new

TypeError("Array.prototype.sort callback must be a function");return X(this,t)}},be||!_e||!we);var

xe=!K({toString:null},"toString"),Ae=K(function(){},"prototype"),Se=!F("x","0"),je=function(e){var

t=e.constructor;return

t&&t.prototype===e},Ee={$window:!0,$console:!0,$parent:!0,$self:!0,$frame:!0,$frames:!0,$frameElement:!0,$we

bkitIndexedDB:!0,$webkitStorageInfo:!0,$external:!0},Oe=function(){if("undefined"==typeof
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window)return!1;for(var e in window)try{!Ee["$"+e]&&F(window,e)&&null!==window[e]&&"object"==typeof

window[e]&&je(window[e])}catch(t){return!0}return!1}(),ke=function(e){if("undefined"==typeof

window||!Oe)return je(e);try{return

je(e)}catch(t){return!1}},Te=["toString","toLocaleString","valueOf","hasOwnProperty","isPrototypeOf","propertyIs

Enumerable","constructor"],Ce=Te.length,Ie=function(e){return"[object

Arguments]"===V(e)},De=function(t){return null!==t&&"object"==typeof t&&"number"==typeof

t.length&&t.length>=0&&!Z(t)&&e(t.callee)},Le=Ie(arguments)?Ie:De;q(i,{keys:function(t){var

n=e(t),r=Le(t),i=null!==t&&"object"==typeof t,a=i&&L(t);if(!i&&!n&&!r)throw new TypeError("Object.keys

called on a non-object");var o=[],s=Ae&&n;if(a&&Se||r)for(var u=0;u<t.length;++u)G(o,l(u));if(!r)for(var c in

t)s&&"prototype"===c||!F(t,c)||G(o,l(c));if(xe)for(var p=ke(t),h=0;h<Ce;h++){var

f=Te[h];p&&"constructor"===f||!F(t,f)||G(o,f)}return o}});var Me=i.keys&&function(){return

2===i.keys(arguments).length}(1,2),Re=i.keys&&function(){var e=i.keys(arguments);return

1!==arguments.length||1!==e.length||1!==e[0]}(1),Ue=i.keys;q(i,{keys:function(e){return

Ue(Le(e)?H(e):e)}},!Me||Re);var Pe,qe,Be=0!==new Date((-0xc782b5b342b24)).getUTCMonth(),ze=new Date((-

0x55d318d56a724)),Ne=new Date(14496624e5),$e="Mon, 01 Jan -45875 11:59:59

GMT"!==ze.toUTCString(),Fe=ze.getTimezoneOffset();Fe<-720?(Pe="Tue Jan 02 -

45875"!==ze.toDateString(),qe=!/^Thu Dec 10 2015 \d\d:\d\d:\d\d GMT[-\+]\d\d\d\d(?:

|$)/.test(Ne.toString())):(Pe="Mon Jan 01 -45875"!==ze.toDateString(),qe=!/^Wed Dec 09 2015 \d\d:\d\d:\d\d

GMT[-\+]\d\d\d\d(?: |$)/.test(Ne.toString()));var

Ve=v.bind(Date.prototype.getFullYear),He=v.bind(Date.prototype.getMonth),Ye=v.bind(Date.prototype.getDate),Je

=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCFullYear),We=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCMonth),Qe=v.bind(Date.prototype.get

UTCDate),Ge=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCDay),Ke=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCHours),Xe=v.bind(Date.proto

type.getUTCMinutes),Ze=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCSeconds),et=v.bind(Date.prototype.getUTCMilliseconds),tt

=["Sun","Mon","Tue","Wed","Thu","Fri","Sat"],nt=["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sep","Oct

","Nov","Dec"],rt=function(e,t){return Ye(new

Date(t,e,0))};q(Date.prototype,{getFullYear:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this

is not a Date object.");var e=Ve(this);return e<0&&He(this)>11?e+1:e},getMonth:function(){if(!(this&&this

instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var e=Ve(this),t=He(this);return

e<0&&t>11?0:t},getDate:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date

object.");var e=Ve(this),t=He(this),n=Ye(this);if(e<0&&t>11){if(12===t)return n;var r=rt(0,e+1);return r-

n+1}return n},getUTCFullYear:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date

object.");var e=Je(this);return e<0&&We(this)>11?e+1:e},getUTCMonth:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof

Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var e=Je(this),t=We(this);return

e<0&&t>11?0:t},getUTCDate:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new TypeError("this is not a Date

object.");var e=Je(this),t=We(this),n=Qe(this);if(e<0&&t>11){if(12===t)return n;var r=rt(0,e+1);return r-

n+1}return n}},Be),q(Date.prototype,{toUTCString:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=Ge(this),t=Qe(this),n=We(this),r=Je(this),i=Ke(this),a=Xe(this),o=Ze(this);return tt[e]+", "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+"

"+nt[n]+" "+r+" "+(i<10?"0"+i:i)+":"+(a<10?"0"+a:a)+":"+(o<10?"0"+o:o)+"

GMT"}},Be||$e),q(Date.prototype,{toDateString:function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=this.getDay(),t=this.getDate(),n=this.getMonth(),r=this.getFullYear();return tt[e]+" "+nt[n]+" "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+"

"+r}},Be||Pe),(Be||qe)&&(Date.prototype.toString=function(){if(!(this&&this instanceof Date))throw new

TypeError("this is not a Date object.");var

e=this.getDay(),t=this.getDate(),n=this.getMonth(),r=this.getFullYear(),i=this.getHours(),a=this.getMinutes(),o=this

.getSeconds(),s=this.getTimezoneOffset(),l=Math.floor(Math.abs(s)/60),u=Math.floor(Math.abs(s)%60);

return tt[e]+" "+nt[n]+" "+(t<10?"0"+t:t)+" "+r+" "+(i<10?"0"+i:i)+":"+(a<10?"0"+a:a)+":"+(o<10?"0"+o:o)+"

GMT"+(s>0?"-
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":"+")+(l<10?"0"+l:l)+(u<10?"0"+u:u)},P&&i.defineProperty(Date.prototype,"toString",{configurable:!0,enumerabl

e:!1,writable:!0}));var it=-621987552e5,at="-000001",ot=Date.prototype.toISOString&&new

Date(it).toISOString().indexOf(at)===-1,st=Date.prototype.toISOString&&"1969-12-31T23:59:59.999Z"!==new

Date((-

1)).toISOString(),lt=v.bind(Date.prototype.getTime);q(Date.prototype,{toISOString:function(){if(!isFinite(this)||!isF

inite(lt(this)))throw new RangeError("Date.prototype.toISOString called on non-finite value.");var

e=Je(this),t=We(this);e+=Math.floor(t/12),t=(t%12+12)%12;var

n=[t+1,Qe(this),Ke(this),Xe(this),Ze(this)];e=(e<0?"-":e>9999?"+":"")+J("00000"+Math.abs(e),0<=e&&e<=9999?-

4:-6);for(var r=0;r<n.length;++r)n[r]=J("00"+n[r],-2);return e+"-"+H(n,0,2).join("-

")+"T"+H(n,2).join(":")+"."+J("000"+et(this),-3)+"Z"}},ot||st);var ut=function(){try{return

Date.prototype.toJSON&&null===new Date(NaN).toJSON()&&new Date(it).toJSON().indexOf(at)!==-

1&&Date.prototype.toJSON.call({toISOString:function(){return!0}})}catch(e){return!1}}();ut||(Date.prototype.toJ

SON=function(t){var n=i(this),r=N.ToPrimitive(n);if("number"==typeof r&&!isFinite(r))return null;var

a=n.toISOString;if(!e(a))throw new TypeError("toISOString property is not callable");return a.call(n)});var

ct=1e15===Date.parse("+033658-09-27T01:46:40.000Z"),pt=!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-04-

04T24:00:00.500Z"))||!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-11-31T23:59:59.000Z"))||!isNaN(Date.parse("2012-12-

31T23:59:60.000Z")),ht=isNaN(Date.parse("2000-01-01T00:00:00.000Z"));if(ht||pt||!ct){var ft=Math.pow(2,31)-

1,dt=z(new Date(1970,0,1,0,0,0,ft+1).getTime());Date=function(e){var t=function(n,r,i,a,o,s,u){var

c,p=arguments.length;if(this instanceof e){var h=s,f=u;if(dt&&p>=7&&u>ft){var

d=Math.floor(u/ft)*ft,m=Math.floor(d/1e3);h+=m,f-=1e3*m}c=1===p&&l(n)===n?new e(t.parse(n)):p>=7?new

e(n,r,i,a,o,h,f):p>=6?new e(n,r,i,a,o,h):p>=5?new e(n,r,i,a,o):p>=4?new e(n,r,i,a):p>=3?new e(n,r,i):p>=2?new

e(n,r):p>=1?new e(n instanceof e?+n:n):new e}else c=e.apply(this,arguments);return

B(c)||q(c,{constructor:t},!0),c},n=new RegExp("^(\\d{4}|[+-]\\d{6})(?:-(\\d{2})(?:-

(\\d{2})(?:T(\\d{2}):(\\d{2})(?::(\\d{2})(?:(\\.\\d{1,}))?)?(Z|(?:([-

+])(\\d{2}):(\\d{2})))?)?)?)?$"),r=[0,31,59,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334,365],i=function(e,t){var

n=t>1?1:0;return r[t]+Math.floor((e-1969+n)/4)-Math.floor((e-1901+n)/100)+Math.floor((e-1601+n)/400)+365*(e-

1970)},a=function(t){var n=0,r=t;if(dt&&r>ft){var i=Math.floor(r/ft)*ft,a=Math.floor(i/1e3);n+=a,r-=1e3*a}return

c(new e(1970,0,1,0,0,n,r))};for(var o in

e)F(e,o)&&(t[o]=e[o]);q(t,{now:e.now,UTC:e.UTC},!0),t.prototype=e.prototype,q(t.prototype,{constructor:t},!0);va

r s=function(t){var r=n.exec(t);if(r){var o,s=c(r[1]),l=c(r[2]||1)-1,u=c(r[3]||1)-

1,p=c(r[4]||0),h=c(r[5]||0),f=c(r[6]||0),d=Math.floor(1e3*c(r[7]||0)),m=Boolean(r[4]&&!r[8]),g="-"===r[9]?1:-

1,y=c(r[10]||0),v=c(r[11]||0),b=h>0||f>0||d>0;return p<(b?24:25)&&h<60&&f<60&&d<1e3&&l>-

1&&l<12&&y<24&&v<60&&u>-1&&u<i(s,l+1)-

i(s,l)&&(o=60*(24*(i(s,l)+u)+p+y*g),o=1e3*(60*(o+h+v*g)+f)+d,m&&(o=a(o)),-

864e13<=o&&o<=864e13)?o:NaN}return e.parse.apply(this,arguments)};return

q(t,{parse:s}),t}(Date)}Date.now||(Date.now=function(){return(new Date).getTime()});var

mt=p.toFixed&&("0.000"!==8e-

5.toFixed(3)||"1"!==.9.toFixed(0)||"1.25"!==1.255.toFixed(2)||"1000000000000000128"!==(0xde0b6b3a7640080).to

Fixed(0)),gt={base:1e7,size:6,data:[0,0,0,0,0,0],multiply:function(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=t;++n<gt.size;)r+=e*gt.data[n],gt.data[n]=r%gt.base,r=Math.floor(r/gt.base)},divide:function(e){for(var

t=gt.size,n=0;--t>=0;)n+=gt.data[t],gt.data[t]=Math.floor(n/e),n=n%e*gt.base},numToString:function(){for(var

e=gt.size,t="";--e>=0;)if(""!==t||0===e||0!==gt.data[e]){var n=l(gt.data[e]);""===t?t=n:t+=J("0000000",0,7-

n.length)+n}return t},pow:function Ut(e,t,n){return 0===t?n:t%2===1?Ut(e,t-

1,n*e):Ut(e*e,t/2,n)},log:function(e){for(var t=0,n=e;n>=4096;)t+=12,n/=4096;for(;n>=2;)t+=1,n/=2;return

t}},yt=function(e){var t,n,r,i,a,o,s,u;if(t=c(e),t=z(t)?0:Math.floor(t),t<0||t>20)throw new

RangeError("Number.toFixed called with invalid number of decimals");if(n=c(this),z(n))return"NaN";if(n<=-

1e21||n>=1e21)return l(n);if(r="",n<0&&(r="-",n=-n),i="0",n>1e-21)if(a=gt.log(n*gt.pow(2,69,1))-

69,o=a<0?n*gt.pow(2,-a,1):n/gt.pow(2,a,1),o*=4503599627370496,a=52-
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a,a>0){for(gt.multiply(0,o),s=t;s>=7;)gt.multiply(1e7,0),s-=7;for(gt.multiply(gt.pow(10,s,1),0),s=a-

1;s>=23;)gt.divide(1<<23),s-=23;gt.divide(1<<s),gt.multiply(1,1),gt.divide(2),i=gt.numToString()}else

gt.multiply(0,o),gt.multiply(1<<-a,0),i=gt.numToString()+J("0.00000000000000000000",2,2+t);return

t>0?(u=i.length,i=u<=t?r+J("0.0000000000000000000",0,t-u+2)+i:r+J(i,0,u-t)+"."+J(i,u-

t)):i=r+i,i};q(p,{toFixed:yt},mt);var vt=function(){try{return"1"===1..toPrecision(void

0)}catch(e){return!0}}(),bt=p.toPrecision;q(p,{toPrecision:function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?bt.call(this):bt.call(this,e)}},vt),2!=="ab".split(/(?:ab)*/).length||4!==".".split(/(.?)(.?)/).length||"t"==="tesst".split(/

(s)*/)[1]||4!=="test".split(/(?:)/,-1).length||"".split(/.?/).length||".".split(/()()/).length>1?!function(){var

e="undefined"==typeof/()??/.exec("")[1],n=Math.pow(2,32)-1;u.split=function(r,i){var

a=String(this);if("undefined"==typeof r&&0===i)return[];if(!t(r))return W(this,r,i);var

o,s,l,u,c=[],p=(r.ignoreCase?"i":"")+(r.multiline?"m":"")+(r.unicode?"u":"")+(r.sticky?"y":""),h=0,f=new

RegExp(r.source,p+"g");e||(o=new RegExp("^"+f.source+"$(?!\\s)",p));var m="undefined"==typeof

i?n:N.ToUint32(i);for(s=f.exec(a);s&&(l=s.index+s[0].length,!(l>h&&(G(c,J(a,h,s.index)),!e&&s.length>1&&s[0].r

eplace(o,function(){for(var e=1;e<arguments.length-2;e++)"undefined"==typeof arguments[e]&&(s[e]=void

0)}),s.length>1&&s.index<a.length&&d.apply(c,H(s,1)),u=s[0].length,h=l,c.length>=m)));)f.lastIndex===s.index&

&f.lastIndex++,s=f.exec(a);return

h===a.length?!u&&f.test("")||G(c,""):G(c,J(a,h)),c.length>m?H(c,0,m):c}}():"0".split(void

0,0).length&&(u.split=function(e,t){return"undefined"==typeof e&&0===t?[]:W(this,e,t)});var

wt=u.replace,_t=function(){var

e=[];return"x".replace(/x(.)?/g,function(t,n){G(e,n)}),1===e.length&&"undefined"==typeof

e[0]}();_t||(u.replace=function(n,r){var i=e(r),a=t(n)&&/\)[*?]/.test(n.source);if(i&&a){var o=function(e){var

t=arguments.length,i=n.lastIndex;n.lastIndex=0;var a=n.exec(e)||[];return n.lastIndex=i,G(a,arguments[t-

2],arguments[t-1]),r.apply(this,a)};return wt.call(this,n,o)}return wt.call(this,n,r)});var

xt=u.substr,At="".substr&&"b"!=="0b".substr(-1);q(u,{substr:function(e,t){var n=e;return

e<0&&(n=w(this.length+e,0)),xt.call(this,n,t)}},At);var St="\t\n\x0B\f\r

\u2028\u2029\ufeff",jt="",Et="["+St+"]",Ot=new RegExp("^"+Et+Et+"*"),kt=new

RegExp(Et+Et+"*$"),Tt=u.trim&&(St.trim()||!jt.trim());q(u,{trim:function(){if("undefined"==typeof

this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't convert "+this+" to object");return

l(this).replace(Ot,"").replace(kt,"")}},Tt);var

Ct=v.bind(String.prototype.trim),It=u.lastIndexOf&&"abc".lastIndexOf("",2)!==-

1;q(u,{lastIndexOf:function(e){if("undefined"==typeof this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't convert

"+this+" to object");for(var

t=l(this),n=l(e),r=arguments.length>1?c(arguments[1]):NaN,i=z(r)?1/0:N.ToInteger(r),a=_(w(i,0),t.length),o=n.lengt

h,s=a+o;s>0;){s=w(0,s-o);var u=Q(J(t,s,a+o),n);if(u!==-1)return s+u}return-1}},It);var

Dt=u.lastIndexOf;if(q(u,{lastIndexOf:function(e){return

Dt.apply(this,arguments)}},1!==u.lastIndexOf.length),8===parseInt(St+"08")&&22===parseInt(St+"0x16")||(parseI

nt=function(e){var t=/^[\-+]?0[xX]/;return function(n,r){var i=Ct(String(n)),a=c(r)||(t.test(i)?16:10);return

e(i,a)}}(parseInt)),1/parseFloat("-0")!==-(1/0)&&(parseFloat=function(e){return function(t){var

n=Ct(String(t)),r=e(n);return 0===r&&"-"===J(n,0,1)?-0:r}}(parseFloat)),"RangeError: test"!==String(new

RangeError("test"))){var Lt=function(){if("undefined"==typeof this||null===this)throw new TypeError("can't

convert "+this+" to object");var e=this.name;"undefined"==typeof e?e="Error":"string"!=typeof e&&(e=l(e));var

t=this.message;return"undefined"==typeof t?t="":"string"!=typeof t&&(t=l(t)),e?t?e+":

"+t:e:t};Error.prototype.toString=Lt}if(P){var Mt=function(e,t){if(K(e,t)){var

n=Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(e,t);n.configurable&&(n.enumerable=!1,Object.defineProperty(e,t,n))}};Mt(Er

ror.prototype,"message"),""!==Error.prototype.message&&(Error.prototype.message=""),Mt(Error.prototype,"name

")}if("/a/gim"!==String(/a/gim)){var Rt=function(){var e="/"+this.source+"/";return

this.global&&(e+="g"),this.ignoreCase&&(e+="i"),this.multiline&&(e+="m"),e};RegExp.prototype.toString=Rt}})

,Handlebars.registerHelper("sanitize",function(e){var t;return void
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0===e?"":(t=sanitizeHtml(e,{allowedTags:["div","span","b","i","em","strong","a","br","table","tbody","tr","th","td"

],allowedAttributes:{div:["class"],span:["class"],table:["class"],td:["class"],th:["colspan"],a:["href"]}}),new

Handlebars.SafeString(t))}),Handlebars.registerHelper("renderTextParam",function(e){var

t,n="text",r="",i=e.type||e.schema&&e.schema.type||"",a="array"===i.toLowerCase()||e.allowMultiple,o=a&&Array

.isArray(e["default"])?e["default"].join("\n"):e["default"],s=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(e.name),l=Handleba

rs.Utils.escapeExpression(e.valueId);i=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(i);var

u=Object.keys(e).filter(function(e){return null!==e.match(/^X-data-/i)}).reduce(function(t,n){return t+="

"+n.substring(2,n.length)+"='"+e[n]+"'"},"");if(e.format&&"password"===e.format&&(n="password"),l&&(r="

id='"+l+"'"),o=o?sanitizeHtml(o):"",a)t="<textarea class='body-textarea"+(e.required?" required":"")+"'

name='"+s+"'"+r+u,t+=" placeholder='Provide multiple values in new lines"+(e.required?" (at least one

required).":".")+"'>",t+=o+"</textarea>";else{var c="parameter";e.required&&(c+=" required"),t="<input

class='"+c+"' minlength='"+(e.required?1:0)+"'",t+=" name='"+s+"'

placeholder='"+(e.required?"(required)":"")+"'"+r+u,t+=" type='"+n+"' value='"+o+"'/>"}return new

Handlebars.SafeString(t)}),Handlebars.registerHelper("ifCond",function(e,t,n,r){switch(t){case"==":return

e==n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"===":return e===n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"<":return

e<n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"<=":return e<=n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case">":return

e>n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case">=":return e>=n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"&&":return

e&&n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);case"||":return e||n?r.fn(this):r.inverse(this);default:return

r.inverse(this)}}),Handlebars.registerHelper("escape",function(e){var

t=Handlebars.Utils.escapeExpression(e);return new Handlebars.SafeString(t)}),function(e){if("object"==typeof

exports&&"undefined"!=typeof module)module.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof

define&&define.amd)define([],e);else{var t;t="undefined"!=typeof window?window:"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:this,t.sanitizeHtml=e()}}(function(){return function e(t,n,r){function

i(o,s){if(!n[o]){if(!t[o]){var l="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!s&&l)return l(o,!0);if(a)return a(o,!0);var

u=new Error("Cannot find module '"+o+"'");throw u.code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",u}var

c=n[o]={exports:{}};t[o][0].call(c.exports,function(e){var n=t[o][1][e];return i(n?n:e)},c,c.exports,e,t,n,r)}return

n[o].exports}for(var a="function"==typeof require&&require,o=0;o<r.length;o++)i(r[o]);return

i}({1:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){e&&Object.keys(e).forEach(function(n){t(e[n],n)})}function

i(e,t){return{}.hasOwnProperty.call(e,t)}function a(e,t,n){function c(e,t){var

n=this;this.tag=e,this.attribs=t||{},this.tagPosition=d.length,this.text="",this.updateParentNodeText=function(){if(x.l

ength){var e=x[x.length-1];e.text+=n.text}}}function p(e){return"string"!=typeof

e&&(e+=""),e.replace(/\&/g,"&amp;").replace(/</g,"&lt;").replace(/\>/g,"&gt;").replace(/\"/g,"&quot;")}function

h(e,n){n=n.replace(/[\x00-\x20]+/g,""),n=n.replace(/<\!\-\-.*?\-\-\>/g,"");var r=n.match(/^([a-zA-

Z]+)\:/);if(!r)return!1;var a=r[1].toLowerCase();return

i(t.allowedSchemesByTag,e)?t.allowedSchemesByTag[e].indexOf(a)===-

1:!t.allowedSchemes||t.allowedSchemes.indexOf(a)===-1}function f(e,t){return

t?(e=e.split(/\s+/),e.filter(function(e){return t.indexOf(e)!==-1}).join(" ")):e}var

d="";t?(t=s(a.defaults,t),t.parser?t.parser=s(u,t.parser):t.parser=u):(t=a.defaults,t.parser=u);var

m,g,y=t.nonTextTags||["script","style","textarea"];t.allowedAttributes&&(m={},g={},r(t.allowedAttributes,function

(e,t){m[t]=[];var

n=[];e.forEach(function(e){e.indexOf("*")>=0?n.push(l(e).replace(/\\\*/g,".*")):m[t].push(e)}),g[t]=new

RegExp("^("+n.join("|")+")$")}));var

v={};r(t.allowedClasses,function(e,t){m&&(i(m,t)||(m[t]=[]),m[t].push("class")),v[t]=e});var

b,w={};r(t.transformTags,function(e,t){var n;"function"==typeof e?n=e:"string"==typeof

e&&(n=a.simpleTransform(e)),"*"===t?b=n:w[t]=n});var _=0,x=[],A={},S={},j=!1,E=0,O=new

o.Parser({onopentag:function(e,n){if(j)return void E++;var a=new c(e,n);x.push(a);var

o,s=!1,l=!!a.text;i(w,e)&&(o=w[e](e,n),a.attribs=n=o.attribs,void

0!==o.text&&(a.innerText=o.text),e!==o.tagName&&(a.name=e=o.tagName,S[_]=o.tagName)),b&&(o=b(e,n),a.att
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ribs=n=o.attribs,e!==o.tagName&&(a.name=e=o.tagName,S[_]=o.tagName)),t.allowedTags&&t.allowedTags.index

Of(e)===-1&&(s=!0,y.indexOf(e)!==-

1&&(j=!0,E=1),A[_]=!0),_++,s||(d+="<"+e,(!m||i(m,e)||m["*"])&&r(n,function(t,n){if(!m||i(m,e)&&m[e].indexOf(n

)!==-1||m["*"]&&m["*"].indexOf(n)!==-

1||i(g,e)&&g[e].test(n)||g["*"]&&g["*"].test(n)){if(("href"===n||"src"===n)&&h(e,t))return void delete

a.attribs[n];if("class"===n&&(t=f(t,v[e]),!t.length))return void delete a.attribs[n];d+="

"+n,t.length&&(d+='="'+p(t)+'"')}else delete a.attribs[n]}),t.selfClosing.indexOf(e)!==-1?d+="

/>":(d+=">",!a.innerText||l||t.textFilter||(d+=a.innerText)))},ontext:function(e){if(!j){var n,r=x[x.length-

1];if(r&&(n=r.tag,e=void 0!==r.innerText?r.innerText:e),"script"===n||"style"===n)d+=e;else{var

i=p(e);d+=t.textFilter?t.textFilter(i):i}if(x.length){var a=x[x.length-

1];a.text+=e}}},onclosetag:function(e){if(j){if(E--,E)return;j=!1}var n=x.pop();if(n){if(j=!1,_--,A[_])return delete

A[_],void n.updateParentNodeText();if(S[_]&&(e=S[_],delete S[_]),t.exclusiveFilter&&t.exclusiveFilter(n))return

void(d=d.substr(0,n.tagPosition));n.updateParentNodeText(),t.selfClosing.indexOf(e)===-

1&&(d+="</"+e+">")}}},t.parser);return O.write(e),O.end(),d}var o=e("htmlparser2"),s=e("xtend"),l=e("regexp-

quote");t.exports=a;var

u={decodeEntities:!0};a.defaults={allowedTags:["h3","h4","h5","h6","blockquote","p","a","ul","ol","nl","li","b","i"

,"strong","em","strike","code","hr","br","div","table","thead","caption","tbody","tr","th","td","pre"],allowedAttribut

es:{a:["href","name","target"],img:["src"]},selfClosing:["img","br","hr","area","base","basefont","input","link","met

a"],allowedSchemes:["http","https","ftp","mailto"],allowedSchemesByTag:{}},a.simpleTransform=function(e,t,n){r

eturn n=void 0===n||n,t=t||{},function(r,i){var a;if(n)for(a in t)i[a]=t[a];else

i=t;return{tagName:e,attribs:i}}}},{htmlparser2:36,"regexp-quote":54,xtend:58}],2:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(){for(var

e="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/",t=0,n=e.length;t<n;++t)

l[t]=e[t],u[e.charCodeAt(t)]=t;u["-".charCodeAt(0)]=62,u["_".charCodeAt(0)]=63}function i(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s=e.length;if(s%4>0)throw new Error("Invalid string. Length must be a multiple of 4");a="="===e[s-

2]?2:"="===e[s-1]?1:0,o=new c(3*s/4-a),r=a>0?s-4:s;var

l=0;for(t=0,n=0;t<r;t+=4,n+=3)i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<18|u[e.charCodeAt(t+1)]<<12|u[e.charCodeAt(t+2)]<<6|u[e.

charCodeAt(t+3)],o[l++]=i>>16&255,o[l++]=i>>8&255,o[l++]=255&i;return

2===a?(i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<2|u[e.charCodeAt(t+1)]>>4,o[l++]=255&i):1===a&&(i=u[e.charCodeAt(t)]<<10|u[

e.charCodeAt(t+1)]<<4|u[e.charCodeAt(t+2)]>>2,o[l++]=i>>8&255,o[l++]=255&i),o}function a(e){return

l[e>>18&63]+l[e>>12&63]+l[e>>6&63]+l[63&e]}function o(e,t,n){for(var

r,i=[],o=t;o<n;o+=3)r=(e[o]<<16)+(e[o+1]<<8)+e[o+2],i.push(a(r));return i.join("")}function s(e){for(var

t,n=e.length,r=n%3,i="",a=[],s=16383,u=0,c=n-r;u<c;u+=s)a.push(o(e,u,u+s>c?c:u+s));return 1===r?(t=e[n-

1],i+=l[t>>2],i+=l[t<<4&63],i+="=="):2===r&&(t=(e[n-2]<<8)+e[n-

1],i+=l[t>>10],i+=l[t>>4&63],i+=l[t<<2&63],i+="="),a.push(i),a.join("")}n.toByteArray=i,n.fromByteArray=s;var

l=[],u=[],c="undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array?Uint8Array:Array;r()},{}],3:[function(e,t,n){},{}],4:[function(e,t,n){(function(t){"use strict";var

r=e("buffer"),i=r.Buffer,a=r.SlowBuffer,o=r.kMaxLength||2147483647;n.alloc=function(e,t,n){if("function"==typeo

f i.alloc)return i.alloc(e,t,n);if("number"==typeof n)throw new TypeError("encoding must not be

number");if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>o)throw new

RangeError("size is too large");var r=n,a=t;void 0===a&&(r=void 0,a=0);var s=new i(e);if("string"==typeof

a)for(var l=new i(a,r),u=l.length,c=-1;++c<e;)s[c]=l[c%u];else s.fill(a);return

s},n.allocUnsafe=function(e){if("function"==typeof i.allocUnsafe)return i.allocUnsafe(e);if("number"!=typeof

e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>o)throw new RangeError("size is too large");return new

i(e)},n.from=function(e,n,r){if("function"==typeof i.from&&(!t.Uint8Array||Uint8Array.from!==i.from))return

i.from(e,n,r);if("number"==typeof e)throw new TypeError('"value" argument must not be a

number');if("string"==typeof e)return new i(e,n);if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&e instanceof

ArrayBuffer){var a=n;if(1===arguments.length)return new i(e);"undefined"==typeof a&&(a=0);var
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o=r;if("undefined"==typeof o&&(o=e.byteLength-a),a>=e.byteLength)throw new RangeError("'offset' is out of

bounds");if(o>e.byteLength-a)throw new RangeError("'length' is out of bounds");return new

i(e.slice(a,a+o))}if(i.isBuffer(e)){var s=new i(e.length);return

e.copy(s,0,0,e.length),s}if(e){if(Array.isArray(e)||"undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&e.buffer instanceof

ArrayBuffer||"length"in e)return new i(e);if("Buffer"===e.type&&Array.isArray(e.data))return new i(e.data)}throw

new TypeError("First argument must be a string, Buffer, ArrayBuffer, Array, or array-like

object.")},n.allocUnsafeSlow=function(e){if("function"==typeof i.allocUnsafeSlow)return

i.allocUnsafeSlow(e);if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError("size must be a number");if(e>=o)throw new

RangeError("size is too large");return new a(e)}}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{buffer:5}],5:[function(e,t,n){(function(t){"use strict";function

r(){try{var e=new Uint8Array(1);return e.__proto__={__proto__:Uint8Array.prototype,foo:function(){return

42}},42===e.foo()&&"function"==typeof

e.subarray&&0===e.subarray(1,1).byteLength}catch(t){return!1}}function i(){return

o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?2147483647:1073741823}function a(e,t){if(i()<t)throw new RangeError("Invalid

typed array length");return o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(e=new

Uint8Array(t),e.__proto__=o.prototype):(null===e&&(e=new o(t)),e.length=t),e}function

o(e,t,n){if(!(o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||this instanceof o))return new o(e,t,n);if("number"==typeof

e){if("string"==typeof t)throw new Error("If encoding is specified then the first argument must be a string");return

c(this,e)}return s(this,e,t,n)}function s(e,t,n,r){if("number"==typeof t)throw new TypeError('"value" argument must

not be a number');return"undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&t instanceof ArrayBuffer?f(e,t,n,r):"string"==typeof

t?p(e,t,n):d(e,t)}function l(e){if("number"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError('"size" argument must be a

number');if(e<0)throw new RangeError('"size" argument must not be negative')}function u(e,t,n,r){return

l(t),t<=0?a(e,t):void 0!==n?"string"==typeof r?a(e,t).fill(n,r):a(e,t).fill(n):a(e,t)}function

c(e,t){if(l(t),e=a(e,t<0?0:0|m(t)),!o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(var n=0;n<t;++n)e[n]=0;return e}function

p(e,t,n){if("string"==typeof n&&""!==n||(n="utf8"),!o.isEncoding(n))throw new TypeError('"encoding" must be a

valid string encoding');var r=0|y(t,n);e=a(e,r);var i=e.write(t,n);return i!==r&&(e=e.slice(0,i)),e}function h(e,t){var

n=t.length<0?0:0|m(t.length);e=a(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function

f(e,t,n,r){if(t.byteLength,n<0||t.byteLength<n)throw new RangeError("'offset' is out of

bounds");if(t.byteLength<n+(r||0))throw new RangeError("'length' is out of bounds");return t=void 0===n&&void

0===r?new Uint8Array(t):void 0===r?new Uint8Array(t,n):new

Uint8Array(t,n,r),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(e=t,e.__proto__=o.prototype):e=h(e,t),e}function

d(e,t){if(o.isBuffer(t)){var n=0|m(t.length);return

e=a(e,n),0===e.length?e:(t.copy(e,0,0,n),e)}if(t){if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&t.buffer instanceof

ArrayBuffer||"length"in t)return"number"!=typeof

t.length||G(t.length)?a(e,0):h(e,t);if("Buffer"===t.type&&Z(t.data))return h(e,t.data)}throw new TypeError("First

argument must be a string, Buffer, ArrayBuffer, Array, or array-like object.")}function m(e){if(e>=i())throw new

RangeError("Attempt to allocate Buffer larger than maximum size: 0x"+i().toString(16)+" bytes");return

0|e}function g(e){return+e!=e&&(e=0),o.alloc(+e)}function y(e,t){if(o.isBuffer(e))return

e.length;if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer&&"function"==typeof

ArrayBuffer.isView&&(ArrayBuffer.isView(e)||e instanceof ArrayBuffer))return e.byteLength;"string"!=typeof

e&&(e=""+e);var n=e.length;if(0===n)return 0;for(var r=!1;;)switch(t){case"ascii":case"latin1":case"binary":return

n;case"utf8":case"utf-8":case void 0:return H(e).length;case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return

2*n;case"hex":return n>>>1;case"base64":return W(e).length;default:if(r)return

H(e).length;t=(""+t).toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function v(e,t,n){var r=!1;if((void

0===t||t<0)&&(t=0),t>this.length)return"";if((void

0===n||n>this.length)&&(n=this.length),n<=0)return"";if(n>>>=0,t>>>=0,n<=t)return"";for(e||(e="utf8");;)switch(e

){case"hex":return L(this,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return T(this,t,n);case"ascii":return

I(this,t,n);case"latin1":case"binary":return D(this,t,n);case"base64":return k(this,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-
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2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return M(this,t,n);default:if(r)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+e);e=(e+"").toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function b(e,t,n){var r=e[t];e[t]=e[n],e[n]=r}function

w(e,t,n,r,i){if(0===e.length)return-1;if("string"==typeof n?(r=n,n=0):n>2147483647?n=2147483647:n<-

2147483648&&(n=-2147483648),n=+n,isNaN(n)&&(n=i?0:e.length-

1),n<0&&(n=e.length+n),n>=e.length){if(i)return-1;n=e.length-1}else if(n<0){if(!i)return-

1;n=0}if("string"==typeof t&&(t=o.from(t,r)),o.isBuffer(t))return 0===t.length?-1:_(e,t,n,r,i);if("number"==typeof

t)return t=255&t,o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&"function"==typeof

Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf?i?Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf.call(e,t,n):Uint8Array.prototype.lastIndexOf.call(e,t

,n):_(e,[t],n,r,i);throw new TypeError("val must be string, number or Buffer")}function _(e,t,n,r,i){function

a(e,t){return 1===o?e[t]:e.readUInt16BE(t*o)}var o=1,s=e.length,l=t.length;if(void

0!==r&&(r=String(r).toLowerCase(),"ucs2"===r||"ucs-2"===r||"utf16le"===r||"utf-

16le"===r)){if(e.length<2||t.length<2)return-1;o=2,s/=2,l/=2,n/=2}var u;if(i){var c=-

1;for(u=n;u<s;u++)if(a(e,u)===a(t,c===-1?0:u-c)){if(c===-1&&(c=u),u-c+1===l)return c*o}else c!==-1&&(u-=u-

c),c=-1}else for(n+l>s&&(n=s-l),u=n;u>=0;u--){for(var

p=!0,h=0;h<l;h++)if(a(e,u+h)!==a(t,h)){p=!1;break}if(p)return u}return-1}function x(e,t,n,r){n=Number(n)||0;var

i=e.length-n;r?(r=Number(r),r>i&&(r=i)):r=i;var a=t.length;if(a%2!==0)throw new TypeError("Invalid hex

string");r>a/2&&(r=a/2);for(var o=0;o<r;++o){var s=parseInt(t.substr(2*o,2),16);if(isNaN(s))return

o;e[n+o]=s}return o}function A(e,t,n,r){return Q(H(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function S(e,t,n,r){return

Q(Y(t),e,n,r)}function j(e,t,n,r){return S(e,t,n,r)}function E(e,t,n,r){return Q(W(t),e,n,r)}function O(e,t,n,r){return

Q(J(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function k(e,t,n){return

0===t&&n===e.length?K.fromByteArray(e):K.fromByteArray(e.slice(t,n))}function

T(e,t,n){n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var r=[],i=t;i<n;){var

a=e[i],o=null,s=a>239?4:a>223?3:a>191?2:1;if(i+s<=n){var l,u,c,p;switch(s){case 1:a<128&&(o=a);break;case

2:l=e[i+1],128===(192&l)&&(p=(31&a)<<6|63&l,p>127&&(o=p));break;case

3:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&(p=(15&a)<<12|(63&l)<<6|63&u,p>2047&&(p<55296|

|p>57343)&&(o=p));break;case

4:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],c=e[i+3],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&128===(192&c)&&(p=(15&a)<<18|(63&l)<<

12|(63&u)<<6|63&c,p>65535&&p<1114112&&(o=p))}}null===o?(o=65533,s=1):o>65535&&(o-

=65536,r.push(o>>>10&1023|55296),o=56320|1023&o),r.push(o),i+=s}return C(r)}function C(e){var

t=e.length;if(t<=ee)return String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e);for(var

n="",r=0;r<t;)n+=String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e.slice(r,r+=ee));return n}function I(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;++i)r+=String.fromCharCode(127&e[i]);return r}function D(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;++i)r+=String.fromCharCode(e[i]);return r}function L(e,t,n){var

r=e.length;(!t||t<0)&&(t=0),(!n||n<0||n>r)&&(n=r);for(var i="",a=t;a<n;++a)i+=V(e[a]);return i}function

M(e,t,n){for(var r=e.slice(t,n),i="",a=0;a<r.length;a+=2)i+=String.fromCharCode(r[a]+256*r[a+1]);return

i}function R(e,t,n){if(e%1!==0||e<0)throw new RangeError("offset is not uint");if(e+t>n)throw new

RangeError("Trying to access beyond buffer length")}function U(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(!o.isBuffer(e))throw new

TypeError('"buffer" argument must be a Buffer instance');if(t>i||t<a)throw new RangeError('"value" argument is out

of bounds');if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("Index out of range")}function

P(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=65535+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-n,2);i<a;++i)e[n+i]=(t&255<<8*(r?i:1-

i))>>>8*(r?i:1-i)}function q(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=4294967295+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-

n,4);i<a;++i)e[n+i]=t>>>8*(r?i:3-i)&255}function B(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("Index out

of range");if(n<0)throw new RangeError("Index out of range")}function z(e,t,n,r,i){return

i||B(e,t,n,4,3.4028234663852886e38,-3.4028234663852886e38),X.write(e,t,n,r,23,4),n+4}function

N(e,t,n,r,i){return i||B(e,t,n,8,1.7976931348623157e308,-

1.7976931348623157e308),X.write(e,t,n,r,52,8),n+8}function

$(e){if(e=F(e).replace(te,""),e.length<2)return"";for(;e.length%4!==0;)e+="=";return e}function F(e){return

e.trim?e.trim():e.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}function V(e){return e<16?"0"+e.toString(16):e.toString(16)}function
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H(e,t){t=t||1/0;for(var

n,r=e.length,i=null,a=[],o=0;o<r;++o){if(n=e.charCodeAt(o),n>55295&&n<57344){if(!i){if(n>56319){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}if(o+1===r){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}i=n;continue}if(n<56320){(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189),i=n;continue}n=(i-

55296<<10|n-56320)+65536}else i&&(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189);if(i=null,n<128){if((t-

=1)<0)break;a.push(n)}else if(n<2048){if((t-=2)<0)break;a.push(n>>6|192,63&n|128)}else if(n<65536){if((t-

=3)<0)break;a.push(n>>12|224,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}else{if(!(n<1114112))throw new Error("Invalid code

point");if((t-=4)<0)break;a.push(n>>18|240,n>>12&63|128,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}}return a}function

Y(e){for(var t=[],n=0;n<e.length;++n)t.push(255&e.charCodeAt(n));return t}function J(e,t){for(var

n,r,i,a=[],o=0;o<e.length&&!((t-=2)<0);++o)n=e.charCodeAt(o),r=n>>8,i=n%256,a.push(i),a.push(r);return

a}function W(e){return K.toByteArray($(e))}function Q(e,t,n,r){for(var

i=0;i<r&&!(i+n>=t.length||i>=e.length);++i)t[i+n]=e[i];return i}function G(e){return e!==e}var K=e("base64-

js"),X=e("ieee754"),Z=e("isarray");n.Buffer=o,n.SlowBuffer=g,n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES=50,o.TYPED_ARRA

Y_SUPPORT=void

0!==t.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?t.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT:r(),n.kMaxLength=i(),o.poolSize=8192,o._aug

ment=function(e){return e.__proto__=o.prototype,e},o.from=function(e,t,n){return

s(null,e,t,n)},o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&(o.prototype.__proto__=Uint8Array.prototype,o.__proto__=Uint8

Array,"undefined"!=typeof

Symbol&&Symbol.species&&o[Symbol.species]===o&&Object.defineProperty(o,Symbol.species,{value:null,conf

igurable:!0})),o.alloc=function(e,t,n){return u(null,e,t,n)},o.allocUnsafe=function(e){return

c(null,e)},o.allocUnsafeSlow=function(e){return

c(null,e)},o.isBuffer=function(e){return!(null==e||!e._isBuffer)},o.compare=function(e,t){if(!o.isBuffer(e)||!o.isBuff

er(t))throw new TypeError("Arguments must be Buffers");if(e===t)return 0;for(var

n=e.length,r=t.length,i=0,a=Math.min(n,r);i<a;++i)if(e[i]!==t[i]){n=e[i],r=t[i];break}return n<r?-

1:r<n?1:0},o.isEncoding=function(e){switch(String(e).toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"latin1":case"binary":case"base64":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":return!0;default:return!1}},o.concat=function(e,t){if(!Z(e))throw new TypeError('"list" argument must be an

Array of Buffers');if(0===e.length)return o.alloc(0);var n;if(void

0===t)for(t=0,n=0;n<e.length;++n)t+=e[n].length;var r=o.allocUnsafe(t),i=0;for(n=0;n<e.length;++n){var

a=e[n];if(!o.isBuffer(a))throw new TypeError('"list" argument must be an Array of

Buffers');a.copy(r,i),i+=a.length}return

r},o.byteLength=y,o.prototype._isBuffer=!0,o.prototype.swap16=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%2!==0)throw

new RangeError("Buffer size must be a multiple of 16-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=2)b(this,t,t+1);return

this},o.prototype.swap32=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%4!==0)throw new RangeError("Buffer size must be a

multiple of 32-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=4)b(this,t,t+3),b(this,t+1,t+2);return

this},o.prototype.swap64=function(){var e=this.length;if(e%8!==0)throw new RangeError("Buffer size must be a

multiple of 64-bits");for(var t=0;t<e;t+=8)b(this,t,t+7),b(this,t+1,t+6),b(this,t+2,t+5),b(this,t+3,t+4);return

this},o.prototype.toString=function(){var e=0|this.length;return

0===e?"":0===arguments.length?T(this,0,e):v.apply(this,arguments)},o.prototype.equals=function(e){if(!o.isBuffer

(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a Buffer");return

this===e||0===o.compare(this,e)},o.prototype.inspect=function(){var e="",t=n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES;return

this.length>0&&(e=this.toString("hex",0,t).match(/.{2}/g).join(" "),this.length>t&&(e+=" ... ")),"<Buffer

"+e+">"},o.prototype.compare=function(e,t,n,r,i){if(!o.isBuffer(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a

Buffer");if(void 0===t&&(t=0),void 0===n&&(n=e?e.length:0),void 0===r&&(r=0),void

0===i&&(i=this.length),t<0||n>e.length||r<0||i>this.length)throw new RangeError("out of range

index");if(r>=i&&t>=n)return 0;if(r>=i)return-1;if(t>=n)return

1;if(t>>>=0,n>>>=0,r>>>=0,i>>>=0,this===e)return 0;for(var a=i-r,s=n-

t,l=Math.min(a,s),u=this.slice(r,i),c=e.slice(t,n),p=0;p<l;++p)if(u[p]!==c[p]){a=u[p],s=c[p];break}return a<s?-
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1:s<a?1:0},o.prototype.includes=function(e,t,n){return this.indexOf(e,t,n)!==-

1},o.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t,n){return w(this,e,t,n,!0)},o.prototype.lastIndexOf=function(e,t,n){return

w(this,e,t,n,!1)},o.prototype.write=function(e,t,n,r){if(void 0===t)r="utf8",n=this.length,t=0;else if(void

0===n&&"string"==typeof t)r=t,n=this.length,t=0;else{if(!isFinite(t))throw new Error("Buffer.write(string,

encoding, offset[, length]) is no longer supported");t=0|t,isFinite(n)?(n=0|n,void 0===r&&(r="utf8")):(r=n,n=void

0)}var i=this.length-t;if((void 0===n||n>i)&&(n=i),e.length>0&&(n<0||t<0)||t>this.length)throw new

RangeError("Attempt to write outside buffer bounds");r||(r="utf8");for(var a=!1;;)switch(r){case"hex":return

x(this,e,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return A(this,e,t,n);case"ascii":return

S(this,e,t,n);case"latin1":case"binary":return j(this,e,t,n);case"base64":return E(this,e,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-

2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return O(this,e,t,n);default:if(a)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r);r=(""+r).toLowerCase(),a=!0}},o.prototype.toJSON=function(){return{type:"Buffer",data:Array.prototype.slice

.call(this._arr||this,0)}};var ee=4096;o.prototype.slice=function(e,t){var n=this.length;e=~~e,t=void

0===t?n:~~t,e<0?(e+=n,e<0&&(e=0)):e>n&&(e=n),t<0?(t+=n,t<0&&(t=0)):t>n&&(t=n),

t<e&&(t=e);var r;if(o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)r=this.subarray(e,t),r.__proto__=o.prototype;else{var i=t-

e;r=new o(i,(void 0));for(var a=0;a<i;++a)r[a]=this[a+e]}return

r},o.prototype.readUIntLE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

r},o.prototype.readUIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e+--

t],i=1;t>0&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+--t]*i;return r},o.prototype.readUInt8=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,1,this.length),this[e]},o.prototype.readUInt16LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,2,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8},o.prototype.readUInt16BE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,2,this.length),this[e]<<8|this[e+1]},o.prototype.readUInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),(this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16)+16777216*this[e+3]},o.prototype.readUInt32BE=function

(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),16777216*this[e]+(this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3])},o.prototype.readIntLE=function(e,t,n

){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

i*=128,r>=i&&(r-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),r},o.prototype.readIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||R(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=t,i=1,a=this[e+--r];r>0&&(i*=256);)a+=this[e+--r]*i;return i*=128,a>=i&&(a-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),a},o.prototype.readInt8=function(e,t){return t||R(e,1,this.length),128&this[e]?(255-this[e]+1)*-

1:this[e]},o.prototype.readInt16LE=function(e,t){t||R(e,2,this.length);var n=this[e]|this[e+1]<<8;return

32768&n?4294901760|n:n},o.prototype.readInt16BE=function(e,t){t||R(e,2,this.length);var

n=this[e+1]|this[e]<<8;return 32768&n?4294901760|n:n},o.prototype.readInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16|this[e+3]<<24},o.prototype.readInt32BE=function(e,t){retur

n

t||R(e,4,this.length),this[e]<<24|this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3]},o.prototype.readFloatLE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),X.read(this,e,!0,23,4)},o.prototype.readFloatBE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,4,this.length),X.read(this,e,!1,23,4)},o.prototype.readDoubleLE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,8,this.length),X.read(this,e,!0,52,8)},o.prototype.readDoubleBE=function(e,t){return

t||R(e,8,this.length),X.read(this,e,!1,52,8)},o.prototype.writeUIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n)-1;U(this,e,t,n,i,0)}var a=1,o=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++o<n&&(a*=256);)this[t+o]=e/a&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeUIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n)-

1;U(this,e,t,n,i,0)}var a=n-1,o=1;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--a>=0&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=e/o&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeUInt8=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,1,255,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),this[t]=255&e,t+1},o.prototype.

writeUInt16LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,65535,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):P(this,e,t,!0),t+

2},o.prototype.writeUInt16BE=function(e,t,n){return
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e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,65535,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=255&e):P(this,e,t,!1),t+

2},o.prototype.writeUInt32LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t+3]=e>>>24,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t

+1]=e>>>8,this[t]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!0),t+4},o.prototype.writeUInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[t+2

]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!1),t+4},o.prototype.writeIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);U(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var

a=0,o=1,s=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(o*=256);)e<0&&0===s&&0!==this[t+a-1]&&(s=1),this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-

s&255;return t+n},o.prototype.writeIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n-

1);U(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var a=n-1,o=1,s=0;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--

a>=0&&(o*=256);)e<0&&0===s&&0!==this[t+a+1]&&(s=1),this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},o.prototype.writeInt8=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,1,127,-

128),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),e<0&&(e=255+e+1),this[t]=255&e,t+1},o.prototype.writeI

nt16LE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):P(this,e,t,!0),t+2},o.prototype.writeInt16

BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=255&e):P(this,e,t,!1),t+2},o.prototype.writeInt32

LE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=255&e,this[t+1]=e>>>8,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t+3]=e>>>24

):q(this,e,t,!0),t+4},o.prototype.writeInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||U(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),e<0&&(e=4294967295+e+1),o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this

[t+2]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=255&e):q(this,e,t,!1),t+4},o.prototype.writeFloatLE=function(e,t,n){return

z(this,e,t,!0,n)},o.prototype.writeFloatBE=function(e,t,n){return

z(this,e,t,!1,n)},o.prototype.writeDoubleLE=function(e,t,n){return

N(this,e,t,!0,n)},o.prototype.writeDoubleBE=function(e,t,n){return

N(this,e,t,!1,n)},o.prototype.copy=function(e,t,n,r){if(n||(n=0),r||0===r||(r=this.length),t>=e.length&&(t=e.length),t||

(t=0),r>0&&r<n&&(r=n),r===n)return 0;if(0===e.length||0===this.length)return 0;if(t<0)throw new

RangeError("targetStart out of bounds");if(n<0||n>=this.length)throw new RangeError("sourceStart out of

bounds");if(r<0)throw new RangeError("sourceEnd out of bounds");r>this.length&&(r=this.length),e.length-t<r-

n&&(r=e.length-t+n);var i,a=r-n;if(this===e&&n<t&&t<r)for(i=a-1;i>=0;--i)e[i+t]=this[i+n];else

if(a<1e3||!o.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(i=0;i<a;++i)e[i+t]=this[i+n];else

Uint8Array.prototype.set.call(e,this.subarray(n,n+a),t);return

a},o.prototype.fill=function(e,t,n,r){if("string"==typeof e){if("string"==typeof

t?(r=t,t=0,n=this.length):"string"==typeof n&&(r=n,n=this.length),1===e.length){var

i=e.charCodeAt(0);i<256&&(e=i)}if(void 0!==r&&"string"!=typeof r)throw new TypeError("encoding must be a

string");if("string"==typeof r&&!o.isEncoding(r))throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r)}else"number"==typeof e&&(e=255&e);if(t<0||this.length<t||this.length<n)throw new RangeError("Out of

range index");if(n<=t)return this;t>>>=0,n=void 0===n?this.length:n>>>0,e||(e=0);var a;if("number"==typeof

e)for(a=t;a<n;++a)this[a]=e;else{var s=o.isBuffer(e)?e:H(new o(e,r).toString()),l=s.length;for(a=0;a<n-

t;++a)this[a+t]=s[a%l]}return this};var te=/[^+\/0-9A-Za-z-_]/g}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{"base64-

js":2,ieee754:37,isarray:40}],6:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function t(e){return

Array.isArray?Array.isArray(e):"[object Array]"===g(e)}function r(e){return"boolean"==typeof e}function

i(e){return null===e}function a(e){return null==e}function o(e){return"number"==typeof e}function

s(e){return"string"==typeof e}function l(e){return"symbol"==typeof e}function u(e){return void 0===e}function

c(e){return"[object RegExp]"===g(e)}function p(e){return"object"==typeof e&&null!==e}function

h(e){return"[object Date]"===g(e)}function f(e){return"[object Error]"===g(e)||e instanceof Error}function

d(e){return"function"==typeof e}function m(e){return null===e||"boolean"==typeof e||"number"==typeof
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e||"string"==typeof e||"symbol"==typeof e||"undefined"==typeof e}function g(e){return

Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}n.isArray=t,n.isBoolean=r,n.isNull=i,n.isNullOrUndefined=a,n.isNumber=o,n.isSt

ring=s,n.isSymbol=l,n.isUndefined=u,n.isRegExp=c,n.isObject=p,n.isDate=h,n.isError=f,n.isFunction=d,n.isPrimiti

ve=m,n.isBuffer=e.isBuffer}).call(this,{isBuffer:e("../../is-buffer/index.js")})},{"../../is-

buffer/index.js":39}],7:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){if(e){var n,r="";for(var i in e)n=e[i],r&&(r+="

"),r+=!n&&p[i]?i:i+'="'+(t.decodeEntities?c.encodeXML(n):n)+'"';return r}}function

i(e,t){"svg"===e.name&&(t={decodeEntities:t.decodeEntities,xmlMode:!0});var

n="<"+e.name,i=r(e.attribs,t);return i&&(n+="

"+i),!t.xmlMode||e.children&&0!==e.children.length?(n+=">",e.children&&(n+=d(e.children,t)),f[e.name]&&!t.xml

Mode||(n+="</"+e.name+">")):n+="/>",n}function a(e){return"<"+e.data+">"}function o(e,t){var

n=e.data||"";return!t.decodeEntities||e.parent&&e.parent.name in h||(n=c.encodeXML(n)),n}function

s(e){return"<![CDATA["+e.children[0].data+"]]>"}function l(e){return"<!--"+e.data+"-->"}var

u=e("domelementtype"),c=e("entities"),p={__proto__:null,allowfullscreen:!0,async:!0,autofocus:!0,autoplay:!0,chec

ked:!0,controls:!0,"default":!0,defer:!0,disabled:!0,hidden:!0,ismap:!0,loop:!0,multiple:!0,muted:!0,open:!0,readonly

:!0,required:!0,reversed:!0,scoped:!0,seamless:!0,selected:!0,typemustmatch:!0},h={__proto__:null,style:!0,script:!0

,xmp:!0,iframe:!0,noembed:!0,noframes:!0,plaintext:!0,noscript:!0},f={__proto__:null,area:!0,base:!0,basefont:!0,br

:!0,col:!0,command:!0,embed:!0,frame:!0,hr:!0,img:!0,input:!0,isindex:!0,keygen:!0,link:!0,meta:!0,param:!0,source

:!0,track:!0,wbr:!0},d=t.exports=function(e,t){Array.isArray(e)||e.cheerio||(e=[e]),t=t||{};for(var

n="",r=0;r<e.length;r++){var

c=e[r];n+="root"===c.type?d(c.children,t):u.isTag(c)?i(c,t):c.type===u.Directive?a(c):c.type===u.Comment?l(c):c.t

ype===u.CDATA?s(c):o(c,t)}return

n}},{domelementtype:8,entities:20}],8:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Text:"text",Directive:"directive",Comment:"com

ment",Script:"script",Style:"style",Tag:"tag",CDATA:"cdata",isTag:function(e){return"tag"===e.type||"script"===e.

type||"style"===e.type}}},{}],9:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Text:"text",Directive:"directive",Comment:"comment",

Script:"script",Style:"style",Tag:"tag",CDATA:"cdata",Doctype:"doctype",isTag:function(e){return"tag"===e.type||

"script"===e.type||"style"===e.type}}},{}],10:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){"object"==typeof

e?(n=t,t=e,e=null):"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=l),this._callback=e,this._options=t||l,this._elementCB=n,this.dom=[],this._done=!1,this._tagStack=[],this.

_parser=this._parser||null}var

i=e("domelementtype"),a=/\s+/g,o=e("./lib/node"),s=e("./lib/element"),l={normalizeWhitespace:!1,withStartIndices:

!1};r.prototype.onparserinit=function(e){this._parser=e},r.prototype.onreset=function(){r.call(this,this._callback,this

._options,this._elementCB)},r.prototype.onend=function(){this._done||(this._done=!0,this._parser=null,this._handle

Callback(null))},r.prototype._handleCallback=r.prototype.onerror=function(e){if("function"==typeof

this._callback)this._callback(e,this.dom);else if(e)throw e},r.prototype.onclosetag=function(){var

e=this._tagStack.pop();this._elementCB&&this._elementCB(e)},r.prototype._addDomElement=function(e){var

t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1],n=t?t.children:this.dom,r=n[n.length-

1];e.next=null,this._options.withStartIndices&&(e.startIndex=this._parser.startIndex),this._options.withDomLvl1&

&(e.__proto__="tag"===e.type?s:o),r?(e.prev=r,r.next=e):e.prev=null,n.push(e),e.parent=t||null},r.prototype.onopen

tag=function(e,t){var

n={type:"script"===e?i.Script:"style"===e?i.Style:i.Tag,name:e,attribs:t,children:[]};this._addDomElement(n),this.

_tagStack.push(n)},r.prototype.ontext=function(e){var

t,n=this._options.normalizeWhitespace||this._options.ignoreWhitespace;!this._tagStack.length&&this.dom.length&

&(t=this.dom[this.dom.length-1]).type===i.Text?n?t.data=(t.data+e).replace(a,"

"):t.data+=e:this._tagStack.length&&(t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1])&&(t=t.children[t.children.length-

1])&&t.type===i.Text?n?t.data=(t.data+e).replace(a," "):t.data+=e:(n&&(e=e.replace(a,"

")),this._addDomElement({data:e,type:i.Text}))},r.prototype.oncomment=function(e){var

t=this._tagStack[this._tagStack.length-1];if(t&&t.type===i.Comment)return void(t.data+=e);var

n={data:e,type:i.Comment};this._addDomElement(n),this._tagStack.push(n)},r.prototype.oncdatastart=function(){v
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ar

e={children:[{data:"",type:i.Text}],type:i.CDATA};this._addDomElement(e),this._tagStack.push(e)},r.prototype.on

commentend=r.prototype.oncdataend=function(){this._tagStack.pop()},r.prototype.onprocessinginstruction=functio

n(e,t){this._addDomElement({name:e,data:t,type:i.Directive})},t.exports=r},{"./lib/element":11,"./lib/node":12,dom

elementtype:9}],11:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./node"),i=t.exports=Object.create(r),a={tagName:"name"};Object.keys(a).forEach(function(e){var

t=a[e];Object.defineProperty(i,e,{get:function(){return this[t]||null},set:function(e){return

this[t]=e,e}})})},{"./node":12}],12:[function(e,t,n){var r=t.exports={get firstChild(){var e=this.children;return

e&&e[0]||null},get lastChild(){var e=this.children;return e&&e[e.length-1]||null},get nodeType(){return

a[this.type]||a.element}},i={tagName:"name",childNodes:"children",parentNode:"parent",previousSibling:"prev",ne

xtSibling:"next",nodeValue:"data"},a={element:1,text:3,cdata:4,comment:8};Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){va

r t=i[e];Object.defineProperty(r,e,{get:function(){return this[t]||null},set:function(e){return

this[t]=e,e}})})},{}],13:[function(e,t,n){var

r=t.exports;[e("./lib/stringify"),e("./lib/traversal"),e("./lib/manipulation"),e("./lib/querying"),e("./lib/legacy"),e("./lib/

helpers")].forEach(function(e){Object.keys(e).forEach(function(t){r[t]=e[t].bind(r)})})},{"./lib/helpers":14,"./lib/leg

acy":15,"./lib/manipulation":16,"./lib/querying":17,"./lib/stringify":18,"./lib/traversal":19}],14:[function(e,t,n){n.rem

oveSubsets=function(e){for(var t,n,r,i=e.length;--i>-1;){for(t=n=e[i],e[i]=null,r=!0;n;){if(e.indexOf(n)>-

1){r=!1,e.splice(i,1);break}n=n.parent}r&&(e[i]=t)}return e};var

r={DISCONNECTED:1,PRECEDING:2,FOLLOWING:4,CONTAINS:8,CONTAINED_BY:16},i=n.compareDocu

mentPosition=function(e,t){var n,i,a,o,s,l,u=[],c=[];if(e===t)return

0;for(n=e;n;)u.unshift(n),n=n.parent;for(n=t;n;)c.unshift(n),n=n.parent;for(l=0;u[l]===c[l];)l++;return

0===l?r.DISCONNECTED:(i=u[l-

1],a=i.children,o=u[l],s=c[l],a.indexOf(o)>a.indexOf(s)?i===t?r.FOLLOWING|r.CONTAINED_BY:r.FOLLOWIN

G:i===e?r.PRECEDING|r.CONTAINS:r.PRECEDING)};n.uniqueSort=function(e){var

t,n,a=e.length;for(e=e.slice();--a>-1;)t=e[a],n=e.indexOf(t),n>-1&&n<a&&e.splice(a,1);return

e.sort(function(e,t){var n=i(e,t);return n&r.PRECEDING?-

1:n&r.FOLLOWING?1:0}),e}},{}],15:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return"function"==typeof

t?function(n){return n.attribs&&t(n.attribs[e])}:function(n){return n.attribs&&n.attribs[e]===t}}function

i(e,t){return function(n){return e(n)||t(n)}}var

a=e("domelementtype"),o=n.isTag=a.isTag;n.testElement=function(e,t){for(var n in

e)if(e.hasOwnProperty(n)){if("tag_name"===n){if(!o(t)||!e.tag_name(t.name))return!1}else

if("tag_type"===n){if(!e.tag_type(t.type))return!1}else

if("tag_contains"===n){if(o(t)||!e.tag_contains(t.data))return!1}else

if(!t.attribs||!e[n](t.attribs[n]))return!1}else;return!0};var s={tag_name:function(e){return"function"==typeof

e?function(t){return o(t)&&e(t.name)}:"*"===e?o:function(t){return

o(t)&&t.name===e}},tag_type:function(e){return"function"==typeof e?function(t){return

e(t.type)}:function(t){return t.type===e}},tag_contains:function(e){return"function"==typeof

e?function(t){return!o(t)&&e(t.data)}:function(t){return!o(t)&&t.data===e}}};n.getElements=function(e,t,n,a){var

o=Object.keys(e).map(function(t){var n=e[t];return t in s?s[t](n):r(t,n)});return

0===o.length?[]:this.filter(o.reduce(i),t,n,a)},n.getElementById=function(e,t,n){return

Array.isArray(t)||(t=[t]),this.findOne(r("id",e),t,n!==!1)},n.getElementsByTagName=function(e,t,n,r){return

this.filter(s.tag_name(e),t,n,r)},n.getElementsByTagType=function(e,t,n,r){return

this.filter(s.tag_type(e),t,n,r)}},{domelementtype:9}],16:[function(e,t,n){n.removeElement=function(e){if(e.prev&

&(e.prev.next=e.next),e.next&&(e.next.prev=e.prev),e.parent){var

t=e.parent.children;t.splice(t.lastIndexOf(e),1)}},n.replaceElement=function(e,t){var

n=t.prev=e.prev;n&&(n.next=t);var r=t.next=e.next;r&&(r.prev=t);var i=t.parent=e.parent;if(i){var

a=i.children;a[a.lastIndexOf(e)]=t}},n.appendChild=function(e,t){if(t.parent=e,1!==e.children.push(t)){var

n=e.children[e.children.length-2];n.next=t,t.prev=n,t.next=null}},n.append=function(e,t){var
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n=e.parent,r=e.next;if(t.next=r,t.prev=e,e.next=t,t.parent=n,r){if(r.prev=t,n){var

i=n.children;i.splice(i.lastIndexOf(r),0,t)}}else n&&n.children.push(t)},n.prepend=function(e,t){var

n=e.parent;if(n){var

r=n.children;r.splice(r.lastIndexOf(e),0,t)}e.prev&&(e.prev.next=t),t.parent=n,t.prev=e.prev,t.next=e,e.prev=t}},{}],

17:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){return Array.isArray(t)||(t=[t]),"number"==typeof

r&&isFinite(r)||(r=1/0),i(e,t,n!==!1,r)}function i(e,t,n,r){for(var

a,o=[],s=0,l=t.length;s<l&&!(e(t[s])&&(o.push(t[s]),--

r<=0))&&(a=t[s].children,!(n&&a&&a.length>0&&(a=i(e,a,n,r),o=o.concat(a),r-=a.length,r<=0)));s++);return

o}function a(e,t){for(var n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(e(t[n]))return t[n];return null}function o(e,t){for(var

n=null,r=0,i=t.length;r<i&&!n;r++)u(t[r])&&(e(t[r])?n=t[r]:t[r].children.length>0&&(n=o(e,t[r].children)));return

n}function s(e,t){for(var

n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(u(t[n])&&(e(t[n])||t[n].children.length>0&&s(e,t[n].children)))return!0;return!1}function

l(e,t){for(var

n=[],r=0,i=t.length;r<i;r++)u(t[r])&&(e(t[r])&&n.push(t[r]),t[r].children.length>0&&(n=n.concat(l(e,t[r].children)))

);return n}var

u=e("domelementtype").isTag;t.exports={filter:r,find:i,findOneChild:a,findOne:o,existsOne:s,findAll:l}},{domelem

enttype:9}],18:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return e.children?e.children.map(function(e){return

o(e,t)}).join(""):""}function i(e){return

Array.isArray(e)?e.map(i).join(""):s(e)||e.type===a.CDATA?i(e.children):e.type===a.Text?e.data:""}var

a=e("domelementtype"),o=e("dom-

serializer"),s=a.isTag;t.exports={getInnerHTML:r,getOuterHTML:o,getText:i}},{"dom-

serializer":7,domelementtype:9}],19:[function(e,t,n){var r=n.getChildren=function(e){return

e.children},i=n.getParent=function(e){return e.parent};n.getSiblings=function(e){var t=i(e);return

t?r(t):[e]},n.getAttributeValue=function(e,t){return

e.attribs&&e.attribs[t]},n.hasAttrib=function(e,t){return!!e.attribs&&hasOwnProperty.call(e.attribs,t)},n.getName=f

unction(e){return e.name}},{}],20:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./lib/encode.js"),i=e("./lib/decode.js");n.decode=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?i.XML:i.HTML)(e)},n.decodeStri

ct=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?i.XML:i.HTMLStrict)(e)},n.encode=function(e,t){return(!t||t<=0?r.XML:r.HTML)(

e)},n.encodeXML=r.XML,n.encodeHTML4=n.encodeHTML5=n.encodeHTML=r.HTML,n.decodeXML=n.decode

XMLStrict=i.XML,n.decodeHTML4=n.decodeHTML5=n.decodeHTML=i.HTML,n.decodeHTML4Strict=n.decode

HTML5Strict=n.decodeHTMLStrict=i.HTMLStrict,n.escape=r.escape},{"./lib/decode.js":21,"./lib/encode.js":23}],2

1:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=Object.keys(e).join("|"),n=a(e);t+="|#[xX][\\da-fA-F]+|#\\d+";var r=new

RegExp("&(?:"+t+");","g");return function(e){return String(e).replace(r,n)}}function i(e,t){return e<t?1:-1}function

a(e){return

function(t){return"#"===t.charAt(1)?u("X"===t.charAt(2)||"x"===t.charAt(2)?parseInt(t.substr(3),16):parseInt(t.sub

str(2),10)):e[t.slice(1,-1)]}}var

o=e("../maps/entities.json"),s=e("../maps/legacy.json"),l=e("../maps/xml.json"),u=e("./decode_codepoint.js"),c=r(l),p

=r(o),h=function(){function e(e){return";"!==e.substr(-1)&&(e+=";"),c(e)}for(var

t=Object.keys(s).sort(i),n=Object.keys(o).sort(i),r=0,l=0;r<n.length;r++)t[l]===n[r]?(n[r]+=";?",l++):n[r]+=";";var

u=new RegExp("&(?:"+n.join("|")+"|#[xX][\\da-fA-F]+;?|#\\d+;?)","g"),c=a(o);return function(t){return

String(t).replace(u,e)}}();t.exports={XML:c,HTML:h,HTMLStrict:p}},{"../maps/entities.json":25,"../maps/legacy.js

on":26,"../maps/xml.json":27,"./decode_codepoint.js":22}],22:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(e>=55296&&e<=57343||e>1114111)return"";e in i&&(e=i[e]);var t="";return e>65535&&(e-

=65536,t+=String.fromCharCode(e>>>10&1023|55296),e=56320|1023&e),t+=String.fromCharCode(e)}var

i=e("../maps/decode.json");t.exports=r},{"../maps/decode.json":24}],23:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

Object.keys(e).sort().reduce(function(t,n){return t[e[n]]="&"+n+";",t},{})}function i(e){var t=[],n=[];return

Object.keys(e).forEach(function(e){1===e.length?t.push("\\"+e):n.push(e)}),n.unshift("["+t.join("")+"]"),new

RegExp(n.join("|"),"g")}function a(e){return"&#x"+e.charCodeAt(0).toString(16).toUpperCase()+";"}function
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o(e){var t=e.charCodeAt(0),n=e.charCodeAt(1),r=1024*(t-55296)+n-

56320+65536;return"&#x"+r.toString(16).toUpperCase()+";"}function s(e,t){function n(t){return e[t]}return

function(e){return e.replace(t,n).replace(d,o).replace(f,a)}}function l(e){return

e.replace(m,a).replace(d,o).replace(f,a)}var u=r(e("../maps/xml.json")),c=i(u);n.XML=s(u,c);var

p=r(e("../maps/entities.json")),h=i(p);n.HTML=s(p,h);var f=/[^\0-\x7F]/g,d=/[\uD800-\uDBFF][\uDC00-

\uDFFF]/g,m=i(u);n.escape=l},{"../maps/entities.json":25,"../maps/xml.json":27}],24:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={0:6

5533,128:8364,130:8218,131:402,132:8222,133:8230,134:8224,135:8225,136:710,137:8240,138:352,139:8249,140

:338,142:381,145:8216,146:8217,147:8220,148:8221,149:8226,150:8211,151:8212,152:732,153:8482,154:353,155:

8250,156:339,158:382,159:376}},{}],25:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={Aacute:"",aacute:"",Abreve:"",abreve:"",ac:"",a

cd:"",acE:"",Acirc:"",acirc:"",acute:"",Acy:"",acy:"",AElig:"",aelig:"",af:"",Afr:"",afr:"",Agrave:"",agrave:"",alefsy

m:"",aleph:"",Alpha:"",alpha:"",Amacr:"",amacr:"",amalg:"",amp:"&",AMP:"&",andand:"",And:"",and:"",andd:"",a

ndslope:"",andv:"",ang:"",ange:"",angle:"",angmsdaa:"",angmsdab:"",angmsdac:"",angmsdad:"",angmsdae:"",angms

daf:"",angmsdag:"",angmsdah:"",angmsd:"",angrt:"",angrtvb:"",angrtvbd:"",angsph:"",angst:"",angzarr:"",Aogon:"",

aogon:"",Aopf:"",aopf:"",apacir:"",ap:"",apE:"",ape:"",apid:"",apos:"'",ApplyFunction:"",approx:"",approxeq:"",Ari

ng:"",aring:"",Ascr:"",ascr:"",Assign:"",ast:"*",asymp:"",asympeq:"",Atilde:"",atilde:"",Auml:"",auml:"",awconint:"

",awint:"",backcong:"",backepsilon:"",backprime:"",backsim:"",backsimeq:"",Backslash:"",Barv:"",barvee:"",barwe

d:"",Barwed:"",barwedge:"",bbrk:"",bbrktbrk:"",bcong:"",Bcy:"",bcy:"",bdquo:"",becaus:"",because:"",Because:"",b

emptyv:"",bepsi:"",bernou:"",Bernoullis:"",Beta:"",beta:"",beth:"",between:"",Bfr:"",bfr:"",bigcap:"",bigcirc:"",bigc

up:"",bigodot:"",bigoplus:"",bigotimes:"",bigsqcup:"",bigstar:"",bigtriangledown:"",bigtriangleup:"",biguplus:"",big

vee:"",bigwedge:"",bkarow:"",blacklozenge:"",blacksquare:"",blacktriangle:"",blacktriangledown:"",blacktrianglelef

t:"",blacktriangleright:"",blank:"",blk12:"",blk14:"",blk34:"",block:"",bne:"=",bnequiv:"",bNot:"",bnot:"",Bopf:"",b

opf:"",bot:"",bottom:"",bowtie:"",boxbox:"",boxdl:"",boxdL:"",boxDl:"",boxDL:"",boxdr:"",boxdR:"",boxDr:"",box

DR:"",boxh:"",boxH:"",boxhd:"",boxHd:"",boxhD:"",boxHD:"",boxhu:"",boxHu:"",boxhU:"",boxHU:"",boxminus:

"",boxplus:"",boxtimes:"",boxul:"",boxuL:"",boxUl:"",boxUL:"",boxur:"",boxuR:"",boxUr:"",boxUR:"",boxv:"",bo

xV:"",boxvh:"",boxvH:"",boxVh:"",boxVH:"",boxvl:"",boxvL:"",boxVl:"",boxVL:"",boxvr:"",boxvR:"",boxVr:"",b

oxVR:"",bprime:"",breve:"",Breve:"",brvbar:"",bscr:"",Bscr:"",bsemi:"",bsim:"",bsime:"",bsolb:"",bsol:"\\",bsolhsub

:"",bull:"",bullet:"",bump:"",bumpE:"",bumpe:"",Bumpeq:"",bumpeq:"",Cacute:"",cacute:"",capand:"",capbrcup:"",c

apcap:"",cap:"",Cap:"",capcup:"",capdot:"",CapitalDifferentialD:"",caps:"",caret:"",caron:"",Cayleys:"",ccaps:"",Cc

aron:"",ccaron:"",Ccedil:"",ccedil:"",Ccirc:"",ccirc:"",Cconint:"",ccups:"",ccupssm:"",Cdot:"",cdot:"",cedil:"",Cedill

a:"",cemptyv:"",cent:"",centerdot:"",CenterDot:"",cfr:"",Cfr:"",CHcy:"",chcy:"",check:"",checkmark:"",Chi:"",chi:""

,circ:"",circeq:"",circlearrowleft:"",circlearrowright:"",circledast:"",circledcirc:"",circleddash:"",CircleDot:"",circled

R:"",circledS:"",CircleMinus:"",CirclePlus:"",CircleTimes:"",cir:"",cirE:"",cire:"",cirfnint:"",cirmid:"",cirscir:"",Clo

ckwiseContourIntegral:"",CloseCurlyDoubleQuote:"",CloseCurlyQuote:"",clubs:"",clubsuit:"",colon:":",Colon:"",C

olone:"",colone:"",coloneq:"",comma:",",commat:"@",comp:"",compfn:"",complement:"",complexes:"",cong:"",con

gdot:"",Congruent:"",conint:"",Conint:"",ContourIntegral:"",copf:"",Copf:"",coprod:"",Coproduct:"",copy:"",COPY:

"",copysr:"",CounterClockwiseContourIntegral:"",crarr:"",cross:"",Cross:"",Cscr:"",cscr:"",csub:"",csube:"",csup:"",

csupe:"",ctdot:"",cudarrl:"",cudarrr:"",cuepr:"",cuesc:"",cularr:"",cularrp:"",cupbrcap:"",cupcap:"",CupCap:"",cup:""

,Cup:"",cupcup:"",cupdot:"",cupor:"",cups:"",curarr:"",curarrm:"",curlyeqprec:"",curlyeqsucc:"",curlyvee:"",curlywe

dge:"",curren:"",curvearrowleft:"",curvearrowright:"",cuvee:"",cuwed:"",cwconint:"",cwint:"",cylcty:"",dagger:"",D

agger:"",daleth:"",darr:"",Darr:"",dArr:"",dash:"",Dashv:"",dashv:"",dbkarow:"",dblac:"",Dcaron:"",dcaron:"",Dcy:"

",dcy:"",ddagger:"",ddarr:"",DD:"",dd:"",DDotrahd:"",ddotseq:"",deg:"",Del:"",Delta:"",delta:"",demptyv:"",dfisht:"

",Dfr:"",dfr:"",dHar:"",dharl:"",dharr:"",DiacriticalAcute:"",DiacriticalDot:"",DiacriticalDoubleAcute:"",Diacritical

Grave:"`",DiacriticalTilde:"",diam:"",diamond:"",Diamond:"",diamondsuit:"",diams:"",die:"",DifferentialD:"",diga

mma:"",disin:"",div:"",divide:"",divideontimes:"",divonx:"",DJcy:"",djcy:"",dlcorn:"",dlcrop:"",dollar:"$",Dopf:"",d

opf:"",Dot:"",dot:"",DotDot:"",doteq:"",doteqdot:"",DotEqual:"",dotminus:"",dotplus:"",dotsquare:"",doublebarwed

ge:"",DoubleContourIntegral:"",DoubleDot:"",DoubleDownArrow:"",DoubleLeftArrow:"",DoubleLeftRightArrow:"

",DoubleLeftTee:"",DoubleLongLeftArrow:"",DoubleLongLeftRightArrow:"",DoubleLongRightArrow:"",DoubleR

ightArrow:"",DoubleRightTee:"",DoubleUpArrow:"",DoubleUpDownArrow:"",DoubleVerticalBar:"",DownArrow
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Bar:"",downarrow:"",DownArrow:"",Downarrow:"",DownArrowUpArrow:"",DownBreve:"",downdownarrows:"",d

ownharpoonleft:"",downharpoonright:"",DownLeftRightVector:"",DownLeftTeeVector:"",DownLeftVectorBar:"",

DownLeftVector:"",DownRightTeeVector:"",DownRightVectorBar:"",DownRightVector:"",DownTeeArrow:"",Do

wnTee:"",drbkarow:"",drcorn:"",drcrop:"",Dscr:"",dscr:"",DScy:"",dscy:"",dsol:"",Dstrok:"",dstrok:"",dtdot:"",dtri:"

",dtrif:"",duarr:"",duhar:"",dwangle:"",DZcy:"",dzcy:"",dzigrarr:"",Eacute:"",eacute:"",easter:"",Ecaron:"",ecaron:"",

Ecirc:"",ecirc:"",ecir:"",ecolon:"",Ecy:"",ecy:"",eDDot:"",Edot:"",edot:"",eDot:"",ee:"",efDot:"",Efr:"",efr:"",eg:"",E

grave:"",egrave:"",egs:"",egsdot:"",el:"",Element:"",elinters:"",ell:"",els:"",elsdot:"",Emacr:"",emacr:"",empty:"",em

ptyset:"",EmptySmallSquare:"",emptyv:"",EmptyVerySmallSquare:"",emsp13:"",emsp14:"",emsp:"",ENG:"",eng:""

,ensp:"",Eogon:"",eogon:"",Eopf:"",eopf:"",epar:"",eparsl:"",eplus:"",epsi:"",Epsilon:"",epsilon:"",epsiv:"",eqcirc:"",

eqcolon:"",eqsim:"",eqslantgtr:"",eqslantless:"",Equal:"",equals:"=",EqualTilde:"",equest:"",Equilibrium:"",equiv:"",

equivDD:"",eqvparsl:"",erarr:"",erDot:"",escr:"",Escr:"",esdot:"",Esim:"",esim:"",Eta:"",eta:"",ETH:"",eth:"",Euml:"

",euml:"",euro:"",excl:"!",exist:"",Exists:"",expectation:"",exponentiale:"",ExponentialE:"",fallingdotseq:"",Fcy:"",f

cy:"",female:"",ffilig:"",fflig:"",ffllig:"",Ffr:"",ffr:"",filig:"",FilledSmallSquare:"",FilledVerySmallSquare:"",fjlig:"fj

",flat:"",fllig:"",fltns:"",fnof:"",Fopf:"",fopf:"",forall:"",ForAll:"",fork:"",forkv:"",Fouriertrf:"",fpartint:"",frac12:"",f

rac13:"",frac14:"",frac15:"",frac16:"",frac18:"",frac23:"",frac25:"",frac34:"",frac35:"",frac38:"",frac45:"",frac56:"",f

rac58:"",frac78:"",frasl:"",frown:"",fscr:"",Fscr:"",gacute:"",Gamma:"",gamma:"",Gammad:"",gammad:"",gap:"",Gb

reve:"",gbreve:"",Gcedil:"",Gcirc:"",gcirc:"",Gcy:"",gcy:"",Gdot:"",gdot:"",ge:"",gE:"",gEl:"",gel:"",geq:"",geqq:"",

geqslant:"",gescc:"",ges:"",gesdot:"",gesdoto:"",gesdotol:"",gesl:"",gesles:"",Gfr:"",gfr:"",gg:"",Gg:"",ggg:"",gimel:"

",GJcy:"",gjcy:"",gla:"",gl:"",glE:"",glj:"",gnap:"",gnapprox:"",gne:"",gnE:"",gneq:"",gneqq:"",gnsim:"",Gopf:"",go

pf:"",grave:"`",GreaterEqual:"",GreaterEqualLess:"",GreaterFullEqual:"",GreaterGreater:"",GreaterLess:"",GreaterS

lantEqual:"",GreaterTilde:"",Gscr:"",gscr:"",gsim:"",gsime:"",gsiml:"",gtcc:"",gtcir:"",gt:">",GT:">",Gt:"",gtdot:"",

gtlPar:"",gtquest:"",gtrapprox:"",gtrarr:"",gtrdot:"",gtreqless:"",gtreqqless:"",gtrless:"",gtrsim:"",gvertneqq:"",gvnE:"

",Hacek:"",hairsp:"",half:"",hamilt:"",HARDcy:"",hardcy:"",harrcir:"",harr:"",hArr:"",harrw:"",Hat:"^",hbar:"",Hcirc

:"",hcirc:"",hearts:"",heartsuit:"",hellip:"",hercon:"",hfr:"",Hfr:"",HilbertSpace:"",hksearow:"",hkswarow:"",hoarr:"",

homtht:"",hookleftarrow:"",hookrightarrow:"",hopf:"",Hopf:"",horbar:"",HorizontalLine:"",hscr:"",Hscr:"",hslash:""

,Hstrok:"",hstrok:"",HumpDownHump:"",HumpEqual:"",hybull:"",hyphen:"",Iacute:"",iacute:"",ic:"",Icirc:"",icirc:"

",Icy:"",icy:"",Idot:"",IEcy:"",iecy:"",iexcl:"",iff:"",ifr:"",Ifr:"",Igrave:"",igrave:"",ii:"",iiiint:"",iiint:"",iinfin:"",iiota:

"",IJlig:"",ijlig:"",Imacr:"",imacr:"",image:"",ImaginaryI:"",imagline:"",imagpart:"",imath:"",Im:"",imof:"",imped:""

,Implies:"",incare:"","in":"",infin:"",infintie:"",inodot:"",intcal:"","int":"",Int:"",integers:"",Integral:"",intercal:"",Inte

rsection:"",intlarhk:"",intprod:"",InvisibleComma:"",InvisibleTimes:"",IOcy:"",iocy:"",Iogon:"",iogon:"",Iopf:"",iop

f:"",Iota:"",iota:"",iprod:"",iquest:"",iscr:"",Iscr:"",isin:"",isindot:"",isinE:"",isins:"",isinsv:"",isinv:"",it:"",Itilde:"",it

ilde:"",Iukcy:"",iukcy:"",Iuml:"",iuml:"",Jcirc:"",jcirc:"",Jcy:"",jcy:"",Jfr:"",jfr:"",jmath:"",Jopf:"",jopf:"",Jscr:"",jscr

:"",Jsercy:"",jsercy:"",Jukcy:"",jukcy:"",Kappa:"",kappa:"",kappav:"",Kcedil:"",kcedil:"",Kcy:"",kcy:"",Kfr:"",kfr:""

,kgreen:"",KHcy:"",khcy:"",KJcy:"",kjcy:"",Kopf:"",kopf:"",Kscr:"",kscr:"",lAarr:"",Lacute:"",lacute:"",laemptyv:""

,lagran:"",Lambda:"",lambda:"",lang:"",Lang:"",langd:"",langle:"",lap:"",Laplacetrf:"",laquo:"",larrb:"",larrbfs:"",lar

r:"",Larr:"",lArr:"",larrfs:"",larrhk:"",larrlp:"",larrpl:"",larrsim:"",larrtl:"",latail:"",lAtail:"",lat:"",late:"",lates:"",lbarr

:"",lBarr:"",lbbrk:"",lbrace:"{",lbrack:"[",lbrke:"",lbrksld:"",lbrkslu:"",Lcaron:"",lcaron:"",Lcedil:"",lcedil:"",lceil:""

,lcub:"{",Lcy:"",lcy:"",ldca:"",ldquo:"",ldquor:"",ldrdhar:"",ldrushar:"",ldsh:"",le:"",lE:"",LeftAngleBracket:"",Left

ArrowBar:"",leftarrow:"",LeftArrow:"",Leftarrow:"",LeftArrowRightArrow:"",leftarrowtail:"",LeftCeiling:"",LeftD

oubleBracket:"",LeftDownTeeVector:"",LeftDownVectorBar:"",LeftDownVector:"",LeftFloor:"",leftharpoondown:

"",leftharpoonup:"",leftleftarrows:"",leftrightarrow:"",LeftRightArrow:"",Leftrightarrow:"",leftrightarrows:"",leftrig

htharpoons:"",leftrightsquigarrow:"",LeftRightVector:"",LeftTeeArrow:"",LeftTee:"",LeftTeeVector:"",leftthreetime

s:"",LeftTriangleBar:"",LeftTriangle:"",LeftTriangleEqual:"",LeftUpDownVector:"",LeftUpTeeVector:"",LeftUpVe

ctorBar:"",LeftUpVector:"",LeftVectorBar:"",LeftVector:"",lEg:"",leg:"",leq:"",leqq:"",leqslant:"",lescc:"",les:"",les

dot:"",lesdoto:"",lesdotor:"",lesg:"",lesges:"",lessapprox:"",lessdot:"",lesseqgtr:"",lesseqqgtr:"",LessEqualGreater:"",

LessFullEqual:"",LessGreater:"",lessgtr:"",LessLess:"",lesssim:"",LessSlantEqual:"",LessTilde:"",lfisht:"",lfloor:"",

Lfr:"",lfr:"",lg:"",lgE:"",lHar:"",lhard:"",lharu:"",lharul:"",lhblk:"",LJcy:"",ljcy:"",llarr:"",ll:"",Ll:"",llcorner:"",Lleft

arrow:"",llhard:"",
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lltri:"",Lmidot:"",lmidot:"",lmoustache:"",lmoust:"",lnap:"",lnapprox:"",lne:"",lnE:"",lneq:"",lneqq:"",lnsim:"",loang

:"",loarr:"",lobrk:"",longleftarrow:"",LongLeftArrow:"",Longleftarrow:"",longleftrightarrow:"",LongLeftRightArro

w:"",Longleftrightarrow:"",longmapsto:"",longrightarrow:"",LongRightArrow:"",Longrightarrow:"",looparrowleft:"

",looparrowright:"",lopar:"",Lopf:"",lopf:"",loplus:"",lotimes:"",lowast:"",lowbar:"_",LowerLeftArrow:"",LowerRig

htArrow:"",loz:"",lozenge:"",lozf:"",lpar:"(",lparlt:"",lrarr:"",lrcorner:"",lrhar:"",lrhard:"",lrm:"",lrtri:"",lsaquo:"",lsc

r:"",Lscr:"",lsh:"",Lsh:"",lsim:"",lsime:"",lsimg:"",lsqb:"[",lsquo:"",lsquor:"",Lstrok:"",lstrok:"",ltcc:"",ltcir:"",lt:"<",

LT:"<",Lt:"",ltdot:"",lthree:"",ltimes:"",ltlarr:"",ltquest:"",ltri:"",ltrie:"",ltrif:"",ltrPar:"",lurdshar:"",luruhar:"",lvertne

qq:"",lvnE:"",macr:"",male:"",malt:"",maltese:"",Map:"",map:"",mapsto:"",mapstodown:"",mapstoleft:"",mapstoup:

"",marker:"",mcomma:"",Mcy:"",mcy:"",mdash:"",mDDot:"",measuredangle:"",MediumSpace:"",Mellintrf:"",Mfr:"

",mfr:"",mho:"",micro:"",midast:"*",midcir:"",mid:"",middot:"",minusb:"",minus:"",minusd:"",minusdu:"",MinusPl

us:"",mlcp:"",mldr:"",mnplus:"",models:"",Mopf:"",mopf:"",mp:"",mscr:"",Mscr:"",mstpos:"",Mu:"",mu:"",multima

p:"",mumap:"",nabla:"",Nacute:"",nacute:"",nang:"",nap:"",napE:"",napid:"",napos:"",napprox:"",natural:"",naturals:

"",natur:"",nbsp:"",nbump:"",nbumpe:"",ncap:"",Ncaron:"",ncaron:"",Ncedil:"",ncedil:"",ncong:"",ncongdot:"",ncup

:"",Ncy:"",ncy:"",ndash:"",nearhk:"",nearr:"",neArr:"",nearrow:"",ne:"",nedot:"",NegativeMediumSpace:"",Negative

ThickSpace:"",NegativeThinSpace:"",NegativeVeryThinSpace:"",nequiv:"",nesear:"",nesim:"",NestedGreaterGreate

r:"",NestedLessLess:"",NewLine:"\n",nexist:"",nexists:"",Nfr:"",nfr:"",ngE:"",nge:"",ngeq:"",ngeqq:"",ngeqslant:"",

nges:"",nGg:"",ngsim:"",nGt:"",ngt:"",ngtr:"",nGtv:"",nharr:"",nhArr:"",nhpar:"",ni:"",nis:"",nisd:"",niv:"",NJcy:"",n

jcy:"",nlarr:"",nlArr:"",nldr:"",nlE:"",nle:"",nleftarrow:"",nLeftarrow:"",nleftrightarrow:"",nLeftrightarrow:"",nleq:"

",nleqq:"",nleqslant:"",nles:"",nless:"",nLl:"",nlsim:"",nLt:"",nlt:"",nltri:"",nltrie:"",nLtv:"",nmid:"",NoBreak:"",Non

BreakingSpace:"",nopf:"",Nopf:"",Not:"",not:"",NotCongruent:"",NotCupCap:"",NotDoubleVerticalBar:"",NotElem

ent:"",NotEqual:"",NotEqualTilde:"",NotExists:"",NotGreater:"",NotGreaterEqual:"",NotGreaterFullEqual:"",NotGr

eaterGreater:"",NotGreaterLess:"",NotGreaterSlantEqual:"",NotGreaterTilde:"",NotHumpDownHump:"",NotHump

Equal:"",notin:"",notindot:"",notinE:"",notinva:"",notinvb:"",notinvc:"",NotLeftTriangleBar:"",NotLeftTriangle:"",

NotLeftTriangleEqual:"",NotLess:"",NotLessEqual:"",NotLessGreater:"",NotLessLess:"",NotLessSlantEqual:"",Not

LessTilde:"",NotNestedGreaterGreater:"",NotNestedLessLess:"",notni:"",notniva:"",notnivb:"",notnivc:"",NotPrece

des:"",NotPrecedesEqual:"",NotPrecedesSlantEqual:"",NotReverseElement:"",NotRightTriangleBar:"",NotRightTri

angle:"",NotRightTriangleEqual:"",NotSquareSubset:"",NotSquareSubsetEqual:"",NotSquareSuperset:"",NotSquare

SupersetEqual:"",NotSubset:"",NotSubsetEqual:"",NotSucceeds:"",NotSucceedsEqual:"",NotSucceedsSlantEqual:""

,NotSucceedsTilde:"",NotSuperset:"",NotSupersetEqual:"",NotTilde:"",NotTildeEqual:"",NotTildeFullEqual:"",Not

TildeTilde:"",NotVerticalBar:"",nparallel:"",npar:"",nparsl:"",npart:"",npolint:"",npr:"",nprcue:"",nprec:"",npreceq:"

",npre:"",nrarrc:"",nrarr:"",nrArr:"",nrarrw:"",nrightarrow:"",nRightarrow:"",nrtri:"",nrtrie:"",nsc:"",nsccue:"",nsce:"

",Nscr:"",nscr:"",nshortmid:"",nshortparallel:"",nsim:"",nsime:"",nsimeq:"",nsmid:"",nspar:"",nsqsube:"",nsqsupe:""

,nsub:"",nsubE:"",nsube:"",nsubset:"",nsubseteq:"",nsubseteqq:"",nsucc:"",nsucceq:"",nsup:"",nsupE:"",nsupe:"",nsu

pset:"",nsupseteq:"",nsupseteqq:"",ntgl:"",Ntilde:"",ntilde:"",ntlg:"",ntriangleleft:"",ntrianglelefteq:"",ntriangleright:

"",ntrianglerighteq:"",Nu:"",nu:"",num:"#",numero:"",numsp:"",nvap:"",nvdash:"",nvDash:"",nVdash:"",nVDash:"",

nvge:"",nvgt:">",nvHarr:"",nvinfin:"",nvlArr:"",nvle:"",nvlt:"<",nvltrie:"",nvrArr:"",nvrtrie:"",nvsim:"",nwarhk:"",n

warr:"",nwArr:"",nwarrow:"",nwnear:"",Oacute:"",oacute:"",oast:"",Ocirc:"",ocirc:"",ocir:"",Ocy:"",ocy:"",odash:"",

Odblac:"",odblac:"",odiv:"",odot:"",odsold:"",OElig:"",oelig:"",ofcir:"",Ofr:"",ofr:"",ogon:"",Ograve:"",ograve:"",og

t:"",ohbar:"",ohm:"",oint:"",olarr:"",olcir:"",olcross:"",oline:"",olt:"",Omacr:"",omacr:"",Omega:"",omega:"",Omicro

n:"",omicron:"",omid:"",ominus:"",Oopf:"",oopf:"",opar:"",OpenCurlyDoubleQuote:"",OpenCurlyQuote:"",operp:""

,oplus:"",orarr:"",Or:"",or:"",ord:"",order:"",orderof:"",ordf:"",ordm:"",origof:"",oror:"",orslope:"",orv:"",oS:"",Oscr

:"",oscr:"",Oslash:"",oslash:"",osol:"",Otilde:"",otilde:"",otimesas:"",Otimes:"",otimes:"",Ouml:"",ouml:"",ovbar:"",

OverBar:"",OverBrace:"",OverBracket:"",OverParenthesis:"",para:"",parallel:"",par:"",parsim:"",parsl:"",part:"",Part

ialD:"",Pcy:"",pcy:"",percnt:"%",period:".",permil:"",perp:"",pertenk:"",Pfr:"",pfr:"",Phi:"",phi:"",phiv:"",phmmat:"

",phone:"",Pi:"",pi:"",pitchfork:"",piv:"",planck:"",planckh:"",plankv:"",plusacir:"",plusb:"",pluscir:"",plus:"+",plusd

o:"",plusdu:"",pluse:"",PlusMinus:"",plusmn:"",plussim:"",plustwo:"",pm:"",Poincareplane:"",pointint:"",popf:"",Po

pf:"",pound:"",prap:"",Pr:"",pr:"",prcue:"",precapprox:"",prec:"",preccurlyeq:"",Precedes:"",PrecedesEqual:"",Prece

desSlantEqual:"",PrecedesTilde:"",preceq:"",precnapprox:"",precneqq:"",precnsim:"",pre:"",prE:"",precsim:"",prime
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:"",Prime:"",primes:"",prnap:"",prnE:"",prnsim:"",prod:"",Product:"",profalar:"",profline:"",profsurf:"",prop:"",Prop

ortional:"",Proportion:"",propto:"",prsim:"",prurel:"",Pscr:"",pscr:"",Psi:"",psi:"",puncsp:"",Qfr:"",qfr:"",qint:"",qopf

:"",Qopf:"",qprime:"",Qscr:"",qscr:"",quaternions:"",quatint:"",quest:"?",questeq:"",quot:'"',QUOT:'"',rAarr:"",race:"

",Racute:"",racute:"",radic:"",raemptyv:"",rang:"",Rang:"",rangd:"",range:"",rangle:"",raquo:"",rarrap:"",rarrb:"",rarr

bfs:"",rarrc:"",rarr:"",Rarr:"",rArr:"",rarrfs:"",rarrhk:"",rarrlp:"",rarrpl:"",rarrsim:"",Rarrtl:"",rarrtl:"",rarrw:"",ratail:"

",rAtail:"",ratio:"",rationals:"",rbarr:"",rBarr:"",RBarr:"",rbbrk:"",rbrace:"}",rbrack:"]",rbrke:"",rbrksld:"",rbrkslu:"",

Rcaron:"",rcaron:"",Rcedil:"",rcedil:"",rceil:"",rcub:"}",Rcy:"",rcy:"",rdca:"",rdldhar:"",rdquo:"",rdquor:"",rdsh:"",r

eal:"",realine:"",realpart:"",reals:"",Re:"",rect:"",reg:"",REG:"",ReverseElement:"",ReverseEquilibrium:"",ReverseU

pEquilibrium:"",rfisht:"",rfloor:"",rfr:"",Rfr:"",rHar:"",rhard:"",rharu:"",rharul:"",Rho:"",rho:"",rhov:"",RightAngleB

racket:"",RightArrowBar:"",rightarrow:"",RightArrow:"",Rightarrow:"",RightArrowLeftArrow:"",rightarrowtail:"",

RightCeiling:"",RightDoubleBracket:"",RightDownTeeVector:"",RightDownVectorBar:"",RightDownVector:"",Rig

htFloor:"",rightharpoondown:"",rightharpoonup:"",rightleftarrows:"",rightleftharpoons:"",rightrightarrows:"",rightsq

uigarrow:"",RightTeeArrow:"",RightTee:"",RightTeeVector:"",rightthreetimes:"",RightTriangleBar:"",RightTriangl

e:"",RightTriangleEqual:"",RightUpDownVector:"",RightUpTeeVector:"",RightUpVectorBar:"",RightUpVector:"",

RightVectorBar:"",RightVector:"",ring:"",risingdotseq:"",rlarr:"",rlhar:"",rlm:"",rmoustache:"",rmoust:"",rnmid:"",r

oang:"",roarr:"",robrk:"",ropar:"",ropf:"",Ropf:"",roplus:"",rotimes:"",RoundImplies:"",rpar:")",rpargt:"",rppolint:"",

rrarr:"",Rrightarrow:"",rsaquo:"",rscr:"",Rscr:"",rsh:"",Rsh:"",rsqb:"]",rsquo:"",rsquor:"",rthree:"",rtimes:"",rtri:"",rtr

ie:"",rtrif:"",rtriltri:"",RuleDelayed:"",ruluhar:"",rx:"",Sacute:"",sacute:"",sbquo:"",scap:"",Scaron:"",scaron:"",Sc:"",

sc:"",sccue:"",sce:"",scE:"",Scedil:"",scedil:"",Scirc:"",scirc:"",scnap:"",scnE:"",scnsim:"",scpolint:"",scsim:"",Scy:"

",scy:"",sdotb:"",sdot:"",sdote:"",searhk:"",searr:"",seArr:"",searrow:"",sect:"",semi:";",seswar:"",setminus:"",setmn:

"",sext:"",Sfr:"",sfr:"",sfrown:"",sharp:"",SHCHcy:"",shchcy:"",SHcy:"",shcy:"",ShortDownArrow:"",ShortLeftArro

w:"",shortmid:"",shortparallel:"",ShortRightArrow:"",ShortUpArrow:"",shy:"",Sigma:"",sigma:"",sigmaf:"",sigmav:

"",sim:"",simdot:"",sime:"",simeq:"",simg:"",simgE:"",siml:"",simlE:"",simne:"",simplus:"",simrarr:"",slarr:"",Small

Circle:"",smallsetminus:"",smashp:"",smeparsl:"",smid:"",smile:"",smt:"",smte:"",smtes:"",SOFTcy:"",softcy:"",solb

ar:"",solb:"",sol:"/",Sopf:"",sopf:"",spades:"",spadesuit:"",spar:"",sqcap:"",sqcaps:"",sqcup:"",sqcups:"",Sqrt:"",sqsu

b:"",sqsube:"",sqsubset:"",sqsubseteq:"",sqsup:"",sqsupe:"",sqsupset:"",sqsupseteq:"",square:"",Square:"",SquareInt

ersection:"",SquareSubset:"",SquareSubsetEqual:"",SquareSuperset:"",SquareSupersetEqual:"",SquareUnion:"",squa

rf:"",squ:"",squf:"",srarr:"",Sscr:"",sscr:"",ssetmn:"",ssmile:"",sstarf:"",Star:"",star:"",starf:"",straightepsilon:"",strai

ghtphi:"",strns:"",sub:"",Sub:"",subdot:"",subE:"",sube:"",subedot:"",submult:"",subnE:"",subne:"",subplus:"",subrar

r:"",subset:"",Subset:"",subseteq:"",subseteqq:"",SubsetEqual:"",subsetneq:"",subsetneqq:"",subsim:"",subsub:"",sub

sup:"",succapprox:"",succ:"",succcurlyeq:"",Succeeds:"",SucceedsEqual:"",SucceedsSlantEqual:"",SucceedsTilde:""

,succeq:"",succnapprox:"",succneqq:"",succnsim:"",succsim:"",SuchThat:"",sum:"",Sum:"",sung:"",sup1:"",sup2:"",

sup3:"",sup:"",Sup:"",supdot:"",supdsub:"",supE:"",supe:"",supedot:"",Superset:"",SupersetEqual:"",suphsol:"",suph

sub:"",suplarr:"",supmult:"",supnE:"",supne:"",supplus:"",supset:"",Supset:"",supseteq:"",supseteqq:"",supsetneq:"",

supsetneqq:"",supsim:"",supsub:"",supsup:"",swarhk:"",swarr:"",swArr:"",swarrow:"",swnwar:"",szlig:"",Tab:"\t",ta

rget:"",Tau:"",tau:"",tbrk:"",Tcaron:"",tcaron:"",Tcedil:"",tcedil:"",Tcy:"",tcy:"",tdot:"",telrec:"",Tfr:"",tfr:"",there4:

"",therefore:"",Therefore:"",Theta:"",theta:"",thetasym:"",thetav:"",thickapprox:"",thicksim:"",ThickSpace:"",ThinS

pace:"",thinsp:"",thkap:"",thksim:"",THORN:"",thorn:"",tilde:"",Tilde:"",TildeEqual:"",TildeFullEqual:"",TildeTild

e:"",timesbar:"",timesb:"",times:"",timesd:"",tint:"",toea:"",topbot:"",topcir:"",top:"",Topf:"",topf:"",topfork:"",tosa:

"",tprime:"",trade:"",TRADE:"",triangle:"",triangledown:"",triangleleft:"",trianglelefteq:"",triangleq:"",triangleright:

"",trianglerighteq:"",tridot:"",trie:"",triminus:"",TripleDot:"",triplus:"",trisb:"",tritime:"",trpezium:"",Tscr:"",tscr:"",

TScy:"",tscy:"",TSHcy:"",tshcy:"",Tstrok:"",tstrok:"",twixt:"",twoheadleftarrow:"",twoheadrightarrow:"",Uacute:"",

uacute:"",uarr:"",Uarr:"",uArr:"",Uarrocir:"",Ubrcy:"",ubrcy:"",Ubreve:"",ubreve:"",Ucirc:"",ucirc:"",Ucy:"",ucy:"",

udarr:"",Udblac:"",udblac:"",udhar:"",ufisht:"",Ufr:"",ufr:"",Ugrave:"",ugrave:"",uHar:"",uharl:"",uharr:"",uhblk:"",

ulcorn:"",ulcorner:"",ulcrop:"",ultri:"",Umacr:"",umacr:"",uml:"",UnderBar:"_",UnderBrace:"",UnderBracket:"",Un

derParenthesis:"",Union:"",UnionPlus:"",Uogon:"",uogon:"",Uopf:"",uopf:"",UpArrowBar:"",uparrow:"",UpArrow:

"",Uparrow:"",UpArrowDownArrow:"",updownarrow:"",UpDownArrow:"",Updownarrow:"",UpEquilibrium:"",uph

arpoonleft:"",upharpoonright:"",uplus:"",UpperLeftArrow:"",UpperRightArrow:"",upsi:"",Upsi:"",upsih:"",Upsilon:
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"",upsilon:"",UpTeeArrow:"",UpTee:"",upuparrows:"",urcorn:"",urcorner:"",urcrop:"",Uring:"",uring:"",urtri:"",Usc

r:"",uscr:"",utdot:"",Utilde:"",utilde:"",utri:"",utrif:"",uuarr:"",Uuml:"",uuml:"",uwangle:"",vangrt:"",varepsilon:"",v

arkappa:"",varnothing:"",varphi:"",varpi:"",varpropto:"",varr:"",vArr:"",varrho:"",varsigma:"",varsubsetneq:"",varsu

bsetneqq:"",varsupsetneq:"",varsupsetneqq:"",vartheta:"",vartriangleleft:"",vartriangleright:"",vBar:"",Vbar:"",vBarv

:"",Vcy:"",vcy:"",vdash:"",vDash:"",Vdash:"",VDash:"",Vdashl:"",veebar:"",vee:"",Vee:"",veeeq:"",vellip:"",verbar:

"|",Verbar:"",vert:"|",Vert:"",VerticalBar:"",VerticalLine:"|",VerticalSeparator:"",VerticalTilde:"",VeryThinSpace:""

,Vfr:"",vfr:"",vltri:"",vnsub:"",vnsup:"",Vopf:"",vopf:"",vprop:"",vrtri:"",Vscr:"",vscr:"",vsubnE:"",vsubne:"",vsupn

E:"",vsupne:"",Vvdash:"",vzigzag:"",Wcirc:"",wcirc:"",wedbar:"",wedge:"",Wedge:"",wedgeq:"",weierp:"",Wfr:"",

wfr:"",Wopf:"",wopf:"",wp:"",wr:"",wreath:"",Wscr:"",wscr:"",xcap:"",xcirc:"",xcup:"",xdtri:"",Xfr:"",xfr:"",xharr:"

",xhArr:"",Xi:"",xi:"",xlarr:"",xlArr:"",xmap:"",xnis:"",xodot:"",Xopf:"",xopf:"",xoplus:"",xotime:"",xrarr:"",xrArr:"

",Xscr:"",xscr:"",xsqcup:"",xuplus:"",xutri:"",xvee:"",xwedge:"",Yacute:"",yacute:"",YAcy:"",yacy:"",Ycirc:"",ycirc

:"",Ycy:"",ycy:"",yen:"",Yfr:"",yfr:"",YIcy:"",yicy:"",Yopf:"",yopf:"",Yscr:"",yscr:"",YUcy:"",yucy:"",yuml:"",Yu

ml:"",Zacute:"",zacute:"",Zcaron:"",zcaron:"",Zcy:"",zcy:"",Zdot:"",zdot:"",zeetrf:"",ZeroWidthSpace:"",Zeta:"",zet

a:"",zfr:"",Zfr:"",ZHcy:"",zhcy:"",zigrarr:"",zopf:"",Zopf:"",Zscr:"",zscr:"",zwj:"",zwnj:""}},{}],26:[function(e,t,n){

t.exports={Aacute:"",aacute:"",Acirc:"",acirc:"",acute:"",AElig:"",aelig:"",Agrave:"",agrave:"",amp:"&",AMP:"&",

Aring:"",aring:"",Atilde:"",atilde:"",Auml:"",auml:"",brvbar:"",Ccedil:"",ccedil:"",cedil:"",cent:"",copy:"",COPY:"",

curren:"",deg:"",divide:"",Eacute:"",eacute:"",Ecirc:"",ecirc:"",Egrave:"",egrave:"",ETH:"",eth:"",Euml:"",euml:"",fr

ac12:"",frac14:"",frac34:"",gt:">",GT:">",Iacute:"",iacute:"",Icirc:"",icirc:"",iexcl:"",Igrave:"",igrave:"",iquest:"",Iu

ml:"",iuml:"",laquo:"",lt:"<",LT:"<",macr:"",micro:"",middot:"",nbsp:"",not:"",Ntilde:"",ntilde:"",Oacute:"",oacute:"

",Ocirc:"",ocirc:"",Ograve:"",ograve:"",ordf:"",ordm:"",Oslash:"",oslash:"",Otilde:"",otilde:"",Ouml:"",ouml:"",para:

"",plusmn:"",pound:"",quot:'"',QUOT:'"',raquo:"",reg:"",REG:"",sect:"",shy:"",sup1:"",sup2:"",sup3:"",szlig:"",THO

RN:"",thorn:"",times:"",Uacute:"",uacute:"",Ucirc:"",ucirc:"",Ugrave:"",ugrave:"",uml:"",Uuml:"",uuml:"",Yacute:"

",yacute:"",yen:"",yuml:""}},{}],27:[function(e,t,n){t.exports={amp:"&",apos:"'",gt:">",lt:"<",quot:'"'}},{}],28:[fun

ction(e,t,n){function r(){this._events=this._events||{},this._maxListeners=this._maxListeners||void 0}function

i(e){return"function"==typeof e}function a(e){return"number"==typeof e}function o(e){return"object"==typeof

e&&null!==e}function s(e){return void 0===e}t.exports=r,r.EventEmitter=r,r.prototype._events=void

0,r.prototype._maxListeners=void

0,r.defaultMaxListeners=10,r.prototype.setMaxListeners=function(e){if(!a(e)||e<0||isNaN(e))throw TypeError("n

must be a positive number");return this._maxListeners=e,this},r.prototype.emit=function(e){var

t,n,r,a,l,u;if(this._events||(this._events={}),"error"===e&&(!this._events.error||o(this._events.error)&&!this._events.

error.length)){if(t=arguments[1],t instanceof Error)throw t;var c=new Error('Uncaught, unspecified "error" event.

('+t+")");throw c.context=t,c}if(n=this._events[e],s(n))return!1;if(i(n))switch(arguments.length){case

1:n.call(this);break;case 2:n.call(this,arguments[1]);break;case

3:n.call(this,arguments[1],arguments[2]);break;default:a=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments,1),n.apply(this,a)}els

e

if(o(n))for(a=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments,1),u=n.slice(),r=u.length,l=0;l<r;l++)u[l].apply(this,a);return!0},r.

prototype.addListener=function(e,t){var n;if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a function");return

this._events||(this._events={}),this._events.newListener&&this.emit("newListener",e,i(t.listener)?t.listener:t),this._e

vents[e]?o(this._events[e])?this._events[e].push(t):this._events[e]=[this._events[e],t]:this._events[e]=t,o(this._events

[e])&&!this._events[e].warned&&(n=s(this._maxListeners)?r.defaultMaxListeners:this._maxListeners,n&&n>0&&

this._events[e].length>n&&(this._events[e].warned=!0,console.error("(node) warning: possible EventEmitter

memory leak detected. %d listeners added. Use emitter.setMaxListeners() to increase

limit.",this._events[e].length),"function"==typeof

console.trace&&console.trace())),this},r.prototype.on=r.prototype.addListener,r.prototype.once=function(e,t){functi

on n(){this.removeListener(e,n),r||(r=!0,t.apply(this,arguments))}if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a

function");var r=!1;return n.listener=t,this.on(e,n),this},r.prototype.removeListener=function(e,t){var

n,r,a,s;if(!i(t))throw TypeError("listener must be a function");if(!this._events||!this._events[e])return

this;if(n=this._events[e],a=n.length,r=-1,n===t||i(n.listener)&&n.listener===t)delete
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this._events[e],this._events.removeListener&&this.emit("removeListener",e,t);else if(o(n)){for(s=a;s--

>0;)if(n[s]===t||n[s].listener&&n[s].listener===t){r=s;break}if(r<0)return this;1===n.length?(n.length=0,delete

this._events[e]):n.splice(r,1),this._events.removeListener&&this.emit("removeListener",e,t)}return

this},r.prototype.removeAllListeners=function(e){var t,n;if(!this._events)return

this;if(!this._events.removeListener)return 0===arguments.length?this._events={}:this._events[e]&&delete

this._events[e],this;if(0===arguments.length){for(t in

this._events)"removeListener"!==t&&this.removeAllListeners(t);return

this.removeAllListeners("removeListener"),this._events={},this}if(n=this._events[e],i(n))this.removeListener(e,n);e

lse if(n)for(;n.length;)this.removeListener(e,n[n.length-1]);return delete

this._events[e],this},r.prototype.listeners=function(e){var t;return

t=this._events&&this._events[e]?i(this._events[e])?[this._events[e]]:this._events[e].slice():[]},r.prototype.listenerCo

unt=function(e){if(this._events){var t=this._events[e];if(i(t))return 1;if(t)return t.length}return

0},r.listenerCount=function(e,t){return e.listenerCount(t)}},{}],29:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){this._cbs=e||{},this.events=[]}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./").EVENTS;Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){if(0===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(){this.events.p

ush([e]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e]()};else

if(1===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t){this.events.push([e,t]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t)};else{if(2!==i

[e])throw Error("wrong number of

arguments");e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t,n){this.events.push([e,t,n]),this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t,n)}}}),r.pr

ototype.onreset=function(){this.events=[],this._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset()},r.prototype.restart=function(){thi

s._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset();for(var e=0,t=this.events.length;e<t;e++)if(this._cbs[this.events[e][0]]){var

n=this.events[e].length;1===n?this._cbs[this.events[e][0]]():2===n?this._cbs[this.events[e][0]](this.events[e][1]):thi

s._cbs[this.events[e][0]](this.events[e][1],this.events[e][2])}}},{"./":36}],30:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t){this.init(e,t)}function i(e,t){return c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,!0)}function a(e,t){return

c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,!0,1)[0]}function o(e,t,n){return

c.getText(c.getElementsByTagName(e,t,n,1)).trim()}function s(e,t,n,r,i){var a=o(n,r,i);a&&(e[t]=a)}var

l=e("./index.js"),u=l.DomHandler,c=l.DomUtils;e("inherits")(r,u),r.prototype.init=u;var

p=function(e){return"rss"===e||"feed"===e||"rdf:RDF"===e};r.prototype.onend=function(){var

e,t,n={},r=a(p,this.dom);r&&("feed"===r.name?(t=r.children,n.type="atom",s(n,"id","id",t),s(n,"title","title",t),(e=a(

"link",t))&&(e=e.attribs)&&(e=e.href)&&(n.link=e),s(n,"description","subtitle",t),(e=o("updated",t))&&(n.updated

=new Date(e)),s(n,"author","email",t,!0),n.items=i("entry",t).map(function(e){var t,n={};return

e=e.children,s(n,"id","id",e),s(n,"title","title",e),(t=a("link",e))&&(t=t.attribs)&&(t=t.href)&&(n.link=t),(t=o("summ

ary",e)||o("content",e))&&(n.description=t),(t=o("updated",e))&&(n.pubDate=new

Date(t)),n})):(t=a("channel",r.children).children,n.type=r.name.substr(0,3),n.id="",s(n,"title","title",t),s(n,"link","lin

k",t),s(n,"description","description",t),(e=o("lastBuildDate",t))&&(n.updated=new

Date(e)),s(n,"author","managingEditor",t,!0),n.items=i("item",r.children).map(function(e){var t,n={};return

e=e.children,s(n,"id","guid",e),s(n,"title","title",e),s(n,"link","link",e),s(n,"description","description",e),(t=o("pubDat

e",e))&&(n.pubDate=new Date(t)),n}))),this.dom=n,u.prototype._handleCallback.call(this,r?null:Error("couldn't

find root of feed"))},t.exports=r},{"./index.js":36,inherits:38}],31:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t){this._options=t||{},this._cbs=e||{},this._tagname="",this._attribname="",this._attribvalue="",this._attribs=null,

this._stack=[],this.startIndex=0,this.endIndex=null,this._lowerCaseTagNames="lowerCaseTags"in

this._options?!!this._options.lowerCaseTags:!this._options.xmlMode,this._lowerCaseAttributeNames="lowerCaseA

ttributeNames"in

this._options?!!this._options.lowerCaseAttributeNames:!this._options.xmlMode,this._options.Tokenizer&&(i=this._

options.Tokenizer),this._tokenizer=new i(this._options,this),this._cbs.onparserinit&&this._cbs.onparserinit(this)}var

i=e("./Tokenizer.js"),a={input:!0,option:!0,optgroup:!0,select:!0,button:!0,datalist:!0,textarea:!0},o={tr:{tr:!0,th:!0,t

d:!0},th:{th:!0},td:{thead:!0,th:!0,td:!0},body:{head:!0,link:!0,script:!0},li:{li:!0},p:{p:!0},h1:{p:!0},h2:{p:!0},h3:{

p:!0},h4:{p:!0},h5:{p:!0},h6:{p:!0},select:a,input:a,output:a,button:a,datalist:a,textarea:a,option:{option:!0},optgrou
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p:{optgroup:!0}},s={__proto__:null,area:!0,base:!0,basefont:!0,br:!0,col:!0,command:!0,embed:!0,frame:!0,hr:!0,im

g:!0,input:!0,isindex:!0,keygen:!0,link:!0,meta:!0,param:!0,source:!0,track:!0,wbr:!0,path:!0,circle:!0,ellipse:!0,line:

!0,rect:!0,use:!0,stop:!0,polyline:!0,polygon:!0},l=/\s|\//;e("inherits")(r,e("events").EventEmitter),r.prototype._updat

ePosition=function(e){null===this.endIndex?this._tokenizer._sectionStart<=e?this.startIndex=0:this.startIndex=this.

_tokenizer._sectionStart-

e:this.startIndex=this.endIndex+1,this.endIndex=this._tokenizer.getAbsoluteIndex()},r.prototype.ontext=function(e)

{this._updatePosition(1),this.endIndex--

,this._cbs.ontext&&this._cbs.ontext(e)},r.prototype.onopentagname=function(e){if(this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(e

=e.toLowerCase()),this._tagname=e,!this._options.xmlMode&&e in o)for(var t;(t=this._stack[this._stack.length-

1])in o[e];this.onclosetag(t));!this._options.xmlMode&&e in

s||this._stack.push(e),this._cbs.onopentagname&&this._cbs.onopentagname(e),this._cbs.onopentag&&(this._attribs=

{})},r.prototype.onopentagend=function(){this._updatePosition(1),this._attribs&&(this._cbs.onopentag&&this._cbs.

onopentag(this._tagname,this._attribs),this._attribs=null),!this._options.xmlMode&&this._cbs.onclosetag&&this._ta

gname in

s&&this._cbs.onclosetag(this._tagname),this._tagname=""},r.prototype.onclosetag=function(e){if(this._updatePositi

on(1),this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),!this._stack.length||e in

s&&!this._options.xmlMode)this._options.xmlMode||"br"!==e&&"p"!==e||(this.onopentagname(e),this._closeCurre

ntTag());else{var t=this._stack.lastIndexOf(e);if(t!==-1)if(this._cbs.onclosetag)for(t=this._stack.length-t;t--

;)this._cbs.onclosetag(this._stack.pop());else

this._stack.length=t;else"p"!==e||this._options.xmlMode||(this.onopentagname(e),this._closeCurrentTag())}},r.protot

ype.onselfclosingtag=function(){this._options.xmlMode||this._options.recognizeSelfClosing?this._closeCurrentTag(

):this.onopentagend()},r.prototype._closeCurrentTag=function(){var

e=this._tagname;this.onopentagend(),this._stack[this._stack.length-

1]===e&&(this._cbs.onclosetag&&this._cbs.onclosetag(e),this._stack.pop())},r.prototype.onattribname=function(e)

{this._lowerCaseAttributeNames&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),this._attribname=e},r.prototype.onattribdata=function(e){

this._attribvalue+=e},r.prototype.onattribend=function(){this._cbs.onattribute&&this._cbs.onattribute(this._attribna

me,this._attribvalue),this._attribs&&!Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty.call(this._attribs,this._attribname)&&(this._

attribs[this._attribname]=this._attribvalue),this._attribname="",this._attribvalue=""},r.prototype._getInstructionNam

e=function(e){var t=e.search(l),n=t<0?e:e.substr(0,t);return

this._lowerCaseTagNames&&(n=n.toLowerCase()),n},r.prototype.ondeclaration=function(e){if(this._cbs.onprocess

inginstruction){var

t=this._getInstructionName(e);this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction("!"+t,"!"+e)}},r.prototype.onprocessinginstruction=

function(e){if(this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction){var

t=this._getInstructionName(e);this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction("?"+t,"?"+e)}},r.prototype.oncomment=function(e)

{this._updatePosition(4),this._cbs.oncomment&&this._cbs.oncomment(e),this._cbs.oncommentend&&this._cbs.onc

ommentend()},r.prototype.oncdata=function(e){this._updatePosition(1),this._options.xmlMode||this._options.recogn

izeCDATA?(this._cbs.oncdatastart&&this._cbs.oncdatastart(),this._cbs.ontext&&this._cbs.ontext(e),this._cbs.oncda

taend&&this._cbs.oncdataend()):this.oncomment("[CDATA["+e+"]]")},r.prototype.onerror=function(e){this._cbs.o

nerror&&this._cbs.onerror(e)},r.prototype.onend=function(){if(this._cbs.onclosetag)for(var

e=this._stack.length;e>0;this._cbs.onclosetag(this._stack[--

e]));this._cbs.onend&&this._cbs.onend()},r.prototype.reset=function(){this._cbs.onreset&&this._cbs.onreset(),this._

tokenizer.reset(),this._tagname="",this._attribname="",this._attribs=null,this._stack=[],this._cbs.onparserinit&&this.

_cbs.onparserinit(this)},r.prototype.parseComplete=function(e){this.reset(),this.end(e)},r.prototype.write=function(e

){this._tokenizer.write(e)},r.prototype.end=function(e){this._tokenizer.end(e)},r.prototype.pause=function(){this._t

okenizer.pause()},r.prototype.resume=function(){this._tokenizer.resume()},r.prototype.parseChunk=r.prototype.writ

e,r.prototype.done=r.prototype.end,t.exports=r},{"./Tokenizer.js":34,events:28,inherits:38}],32:[function(e,t,n){func

tion r(e){this._cbs=e||{}}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./").EVENTS;Object.keys(i).forEach(function(e){if(0===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(){this._cbs[e]
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&&this._cbs[e]()};else

if(1===i[e])e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t){this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t)};else{if(2!==i[e])throw

Error("wrong number of

arguments");e="on"+e,r.prototype[e]=function(t,n){this._cbs[e]&&this._cbs[e](t,n)}}})},{"./":36}],33:[function(e,t,

n){function r(e){a.call(this,new i(this),e)}function i(e){this.scope=e}t.exports=r;var

a=e("./WritableStream.js");e("inherits")(r,a),r.prototype.readable=!0;var

o=e("../").EVENTS;Object.keys(o).forEach(function(e){if(0===o[e])i.prototype["on"+e]=function(){this.scope.emit

(e)};else if(1===o[e])i.prototype["on"+e]=function(t){this.scope.emit(e,t)};else{if(2!==o[e])throw Error("wrong

number of

arguments!");i.prototype["on"+e]=function(t,n){this.scope.emit(e,t,n)}}})},{"../":36,"./WritableStream.js":35,inherit

s:38}],34:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return" "===e||"\n"===e||"\t"===e||"\f"===e||"\r"===e}function i(e,t){return

function(n){n===e&&(this._state=t)}}function a(e,t,n){var r=e.toLowerCase();return

e===r?function(e){e===r?this._state=t:(this._state=n,this._index--

)}:function(i){i===r||i===e?this._state=t:(this._state=n,this._index--)}}function o(e,t){var n=e.toLowerCase();return

function(r){r===n||r===e?this._state=t:(this._state=m,this._index--)}}function

s(e,t){this._state=f,this._buffer="",this._sectionStart=0,this._index=0,this._bufferOffset=0,this._baseState=f,this._sp

ecial=me,this._cbs=t,this._running=!0,this._ended=!1,this._xmlMode=!(!e||!e.xmlMode),this._decodeEntities=!(!e||!

e.decodeEntities)}t.exports=s;var

l=e("entities/lib/decode_codepoint.js"),u=e("entities/maps/entities.json"),c=e("entities/maps/legacy.json"),p=e("entit

ies/maps/xml.json"),h=0,f=h++,d=h++,m=h++,g=h++,y=h++,v=h++,b=h++,w=h++,_=h++,x=h++,A=h++,S=h++,j

=h++,E=h++,O=h++,k=h++,T=h++,C=h++,I=h++,D=h++,L=h++,M=h++,R=h++,U=h++,P=h++,q=h++,B=h++,z=

h++,N=h++,$=h++,F=h++,V=h++,H=h++,Y=h++,J=h++,W=h++,Q=h++,G=h++,K=h++,X=h++,Z=h++,ee=h++,te

=h++,ne=h++,re=h++,ie=h++,ae=h++,oe=h++,se=h++,le=h++,ue=h++,ce=h++,pe=h++,he=h++,fe=h++,de=0,me=d

e++,ge=de++,ye=de++;s.prototype._stateText=function(e){"<"===e?(this._index>this._sectionStart&&this._cbs.ont

ext(this._getSection()),this._state=d,this._sectionStart=this._index):this._decodeEntities&&this._special===me&&"

&"===e&&(this._index>this._sectionStart&&this._cbs.ontext(this._getSection()),this._baseState=f,this._state=ue,th

is._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeTagName=function(e){"/"===e?this._state=y:"<"===e?(this.

_cbs.ontext(this._getSection()),this._sectionStart=this._index):">"===e||this._special!==me||r(e)?this._state=f:"!"==

=e?(this._state=O,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"?"===e?(this._state=T,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):(this._

state=this._xmlMode||"s"!==e&&"S"!==e?m:F,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateInTagName=funct

ion(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._emitToken("onopentagname"),this._state=w,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeCloseingTagName=function(e){r(e)||(">"===e?this._state=f:this._special!==me?"s"===e

||"S"===e?this._state=V:(this._state=f,this._index--

):(this._state=v,this._sectionStart=this._index))},s.prototype._stateInCloseingTagName=function(e){(">"===e||r(e))

&&(this._emitToken("onclosetag"),this._state=b,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateAfterCloseingTagName=function(e){">"===e&&(this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeAttributeName=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.onopentagend(),this._state=f,this._sectio

nStart=this._index+1):"/"===e?this._state=g:r(e)||(this._state=_,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateIn

SelfClosingTag=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.onselfclosingtag(),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):r(

e)||(this._state=w,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeName=function(e){("="===e||"/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._cbs.onattribname(this

._getSection()),this._sectionStart=-1,this._state=x,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateAfterAttributeName=function(e){"="===e?this._state=A:"/"===e||">"===e?(this._cbs.onattribe

nd(),this._state=w,this._index--

):r(e)||(this._cbs.onattribend(),this._state=_,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeAttributeValue=

function(e){'"'===e?(this._state=S,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"'"===e?(this._state=j,this._sectionStart=this._i

ndex+1):r(e)||(this._state=E,this._sectionStart=this._index,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeValueDoubleQuotes=function(e){'"'===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.
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onattribend(),this._state=w):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=t

his._state,this._state=ue,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateInAttributeValueSingleQuotes=function(e

){"'"===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.onattribend(),this._state=w):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e

&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=this._state,this._state=ue,this._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prot

otype._stateInAttributeValueNoQuotes=function(e){r(e)||">"===e?(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._cbs.onattri

bend(),this._state=w,this._index--

):this._decodeEntities&&"&"===e&&(this._emitToken("onattribdata"),this._baseState=this._state,this._state=ue,thi

s._sectionStart=this._index)},s.prototype._stateBeforeDeclaration=function(e){this._state="["===e?M:"-

"===e?C:k},s.prototype._stateInDeclaration=function(e){

">"===e&&(this._cbs.ondeclaration(this._getSection()),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1)},s.prototype.

_stateInProcessingInstruction=function(e){">"===e&&(this._cbs.onprocessinginstruction(this._getSection()),this._s

tate=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1)},s.prototype._stateBeforeComment=function(e){"-

"===e?(this._state=I,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):this._state=k},s.prototype._stateInComment=function(e){"-

"===e&&(this._state=D)},s.prototype._stateAfterComment1=function(e){"-

"===e?this._state=L:this._state=I},s.prototype._stateAfterComment2=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.oncomment(t

his._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index-2)),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"-

"!==e&&(this._state=I)},s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata1=a("C",R,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata2=a("D",U,k),s.

prototype._stateBeforeCdata3=a("A",P,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata4=a("T",q,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata

5=a("A",B,k),s.prototype._stateBeforeCdata6=function(e){"["===e?(this._state=z,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):

(this._state=k,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInCdata=function(e){"]"===e&&(this._state=N)},s.prototype._stateAfterCdata1=i("]",$),s.proto

type._stateAfterCdata2=function(e){">"===e?(this._cbs.oncdata(this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index

-

2)),this._state=f,this._sectionStart=this._index+1):"]"!==e&&(this._state=z)},s.prototype._stateBeforeSpecial=funct

ion(e){"c"===e||"C"===e?this._state=H:"t"===e||"T"===e?this._state=te:(this._state=m,this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateBeforeSpecialEnd=function(e){this._special!==ge||"c"!==e&&"C"!==e?this._special!==ye||"t"!

==e&&"T"!==e?this._state=f:this._state=ae:this._state=G},s.prototype._stateBeforeScript1=o("R",Y),s.prototype._s

tateBeforeScript2=o("I",J),s.prototype._stateBeforeScript3=o("P",W),s.prototype._stateBeforeScript4=o("T",Q),s.pr

ototype._stateBeforeScript5=function(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._special=ge),this._state=m,this._index--

},s.prototype._stateAfterScript1=a("R",K,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript2=a("I",X,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript3

=a("P",Z,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript4=a("T",ee,f),s.prototype._stateAfterScript5=function(e){">"===e||r(e)?(thi

s._special=me,this._state=v,this._sectionStart=this._index-6,this._index--

):this._state=f},s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle1=o("Y",ne),s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle2=o("L",re),s.prototype._stat

eBeforeStyle3=o("E",ie),s.prototype._stateBeforeStyle4=function(e){("/"===e||">"===e||r(e))&&(this._special=ye),

this._state=m,this._index--

},s.prototype._stateAfterStyle1=a("Y",oe,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle2=a("L",se,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle3=

a("E",le,f),s.prototype._stateAfterStyle4=function(e){">"===e||r(e)?(this._special=me,this._state=v,this._sectionStar

t=this._index-5,this._index--

):this._state=f},s.prototype._stateBeforeEntity=a("#",ce,pe),s.prototype._stateBeforeNumericEntity=a("X",fe,he),s.p

rototype._parseNamedEntityStrict=function(){if(this._sectionStart+1<this._index){var

e=this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart+1,this._index),t=this._xmlMode?p:u;t.hasOwnProperty(e)&&(this._emit

Partial(t[e]),this._sectionStart=this._index+1)}},s.prototype._parseLegacyEntity=function(){var

e=this._sectionStart+1,t=this._index-e;for(t>6&&(t=6);t>=2;){var

n=this._buffer.substr(e,t);if(c.hasOwnProperty(n))return this._emitPartial(c[n]),void(this._sectionStart+=t+1);t--

}},s.prototype._stateInNamedEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._parseNamedEntityStrict(),this._sectionStart+1<this

._index&&!this._xmlMode&&this._parseLegacyEntity(),this._state=this._baseState):(e<"a"||e>"z")&&(e<"A"||e>"Z

")&&(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode||this._sectionStart+1===this._index||(this._baseState!==f?"="!==e&&this._

parseNamedEntityStrict():this._parseLegacyEntity()),this._state=this._baseState,this._index--
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)},s.prototype._decodeNumericEntity=function(e,t){var n=this._sectionStart+e;if(n!==this._index){var

r=this._buffer.substring(n,this._index),i=parseInt(r,t);this._emitPartial(l(i)),this._sectionStart=this._index}else

this._sectionStart--

;this._state=this._baseState},s.prototype._stateInNumericEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._decodeNumericEntity(2

,10),this._sectionStart++):(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode?this._state=this._baseState:this._decodeNumericEntity(

2,10),this._index--

)},s.prototype._stateInHexEntity=function(e){";"===e?(this._decodeNumericEntity(3,16),this._sectionStart++):(e<"

a"||e>"f")&&(e<"A"||e>"F")&&(e<"0"||e>"9")&&(this._xmlMode?this._state=this._baseState:this._decodeNumeric

Entity(3,16),this._index--

)},s.prototype._cleanup=function(){this._sectionStart<0?(this._buffer="",this._index=0,this._bufferOffset+=this._in

dex):this._running&&(this._state===f?(this._sectionStart!==this._index&&this._cbs.ontext(this._buffer.substr(this.

_sectionStart)),this._buffer="",this._bufferOffset+=this._index,this._index=0):this._sectionStart===this._index?(this

._buffer="",this._bufferOffset+=this._index,this._index=0):(this._buffer=this._buffer.substr(this._sectionStart),this._

index-

=this._sectionStart,this._bufferOffset+=this._sectionStart),this._sectionStart=0)},s.prototype.write=function(e){this.

_ended&&this._cbs.onerror(Error(".write() after

done!")),this._buffer+=e,this._parse()},s.prototype._parse=function(){for(;this._index<this._buffer.length&&this._r

unning;){var

e=this._buffer.charAt(this._index);this._state===f?this._stateText(e):this._state===d?this._stateBeforeTagName(e):t

his._state===m?this._stateInTagName(e):this._state===y?this._stateBeforeCloseingTagName(e):this._state===v?th

is._stateInCloseingTagName(e):this._state===b?this._stateAfterCloseingTagName(e):this._state===g?this._stateInS

elfClosingTag(e):this._state===w?this._stateBeforeAttributeName(e):this._state===_?this._stateInAttributeName(e)

:this._state===x?this._stateAfterAttributeName(e):this._state===A?this._stateBeforeAttributeValue(e):this._state==

=S?this._stateInAttributeValueDoubleQuotes(e):this._state===j?this._stateInAttributeValueSingleQuotes(e):this._st

ate===E?this._stateInAttributeValueNoQuotes(e):this._state===O?this._stateBeforeDeclaration(e):this._state===k?

this._stateInDeclaration(e):this._state===T?this._stateInProcessingInstruction(e):this._state===C?this._stateBefore

Comment(e):this._state===I?this._stateInComment(e):this._state===D?this._stateAfterComment1(e):this._state===

L?this._stateAfterComment2(e):this._state===M?this._stateBeforeCdata1(e):this._state===R?this._stateBeforeCdat

a2(e):this._state===U?this._stateBeforeCdata3(e):this._state===P?this._stateBeforeCdata4(e):this._state===q?this._

stateBeforeCdata5(e):this._state===B?this._stateBeforeCdata6(e):this._state===z?this._stateInCdata(e):this._state=

==N?this._stateAfterCdata1(e):this._state===$?this._stateAfterCdata2(e):this._state===F?this._stateBeforeSpecial(

e):this._state===V?this._stateBeforeSpecialEnd(e):this._state===H?this._stateBeforeScript1(e):this._state===Y?thi

s._stateBeforeScript2(e):this._state===J?this._stateBeforeScript3(e):this._state===W?this._stateBeforeScript4(e):thi

s._state===Q?this._stateBeforeScript5(e):this._state===G?this._stateAfterScript1(e):this._state===K?this._stateAft

erScript2(e):this._state===X?this._stateAfterScript3(e):this._state===Z?this._stateAfterScript4(e):this._state===ee?

this._stateAfterScript5(e):this._state===te?this._stateBeforeStyle1(e):this._state===ne?this._stateBeforeStyle2(e):th

is._state===re?this._stateBeforeStyle3(e):this._state===ie?this._stateBeforeStyle4(e):this._state===ae?this._stateAf

terStyle1(e):this._state===oe?this._stateAfterStyle2(e):this._state===se?this._stateAfterStyle3(e):this._state===le?t

his._stateAfterStyle4(e):this._state===ue?this._stateBeforeEntity(e):this._state===ce?this._stateBeforeNumericEntit

y(e):this._state===pe?this._stateInNamedEntity(e):this._state===he?this._stateInNumericEntity(e):this._state===fe

?this._stateInHexEntity(e):this._cbs.onerror(Error("unknown

_state"),this._state),this._index++}this._cleanup()},s.prototype.pause=function(){this._running=!1},s.prototype.resu

me=function(){this._running=!0,this._index<this._buffer.length&&this._parse(),this._ended&&this._finish()},s.prot

otype.end=function(e){this._ended&&this._cbs.onerror(Error(".end() after

done!")),e&&this.write(e),this._ended=!0,this._running&&this._finish()},s.prototype._finish=function(){this._sectio

nStart<this._index&&this._handleTrailingData(),this._cbs.onend()},s.prototype._handleTrailingData=function(){var

e=this._buffer.substr(this._sectionStart);this._state===z||this._state===N||this._state===$?this._cbs.oncdata(e):this._

state===I||this._state===D||this._state===L?this._cbs.oncomment(e):this._state!==pe||this._xmlMode?this._state!==
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he||this._xmlMode?this._state!==fe||this._xmlMode?this._state!==m&&this._state!==w&&this._state!==A&&this._

state!==x&&this._state!==_&&this._state!==j&&this._state!==S&&this._state!==E&&this._state!==v&&this._cbs.

ontext(e):(this._decodeNumericEntity(3,16),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,this._hand

leTrailingData())):(this._decodeNumericEntity(2,10),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,th

is._handleTrailingData())):(this._parseLegacyEntity(),this._sectionStart<this._index&&(this._state=this._baseState,t

his._handleTrailingData()))},s.prototype.reset=function(){s.call(this,{xmlMode:this._xmlMode,decodeEntities:this.

_decodeEntities},this._cbs)},s.prototype.getAbsoluteIndex=function(){return

this._bufferOffset+this._index},s.prototype._getSection=function(){return

this._buffer.substring(this._sectionStart,this._index)},s.prototype._emitToken=function(e){this._cbs[e](this._getSect

ion()),this._sectionStart=-

1},s.prototype._emitPartial=function(e){this._baseState!==f?this._cbs.onattribdata(e):this._cbs.ontext(e)}},{"entitie

s/lib/decode_codepoint.js":22,"entities/maps/entities.json":25,"entities/maps/legacy.json":26,"entities/maps/xml.json

":27}],35:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=this._parser=new i(e,t),r=this._decoder=new

o;a.call(this,{decodeStrings:!1}),this.once("finish",function(){n.end(r.end())})}t.exports=r;var

i=e("./Parser.js"),a=e("stream").Writable||e("readable-

stream").Writable,o=e("string_decoder").StringDecoder,s=e("buffer").Buffer;e("inherits")(r,a),a.prototype._write=fu

nction(e,t,n){e instanceof

s&&(e=this._decoder.write(e)),this._parser.write(e),n()}},{"./Parser.js":31,buffer:5,inherits:38,"readable-

stream":3,stream:55,string_decoder:56}],36:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,n){return delete

t.exports[e],t.exports[e]=n,n}var

i=e("./Parser.js"),a=e("domhandler");t.exports={Parser:i,Tokenizer:e("./Tokenizer.js"),ElementType:e("domelement

type"),DomHandler:a,get FeedHandler(){return r("FeedHandler",e("./FeedHandler.js"))},get Stream(){return

r("Stream",e("./Stream.js"))},get WritableStream(){return r("WritableStream",e("./WritableStream.js"))},get

ProxyHandler(){return r("ProxyHandler",e("./ProxyHandler.js"))},get DomUtils(){return

r("DomUtils",e("domutils"))},get CollectingHandler(){return

r("CollectingHandler",e("./CollectingHandler.js"))},DefaultHandler:a,get RssHandler(){return

r("RssHandler",this.FeedHandler)},parseDOM:function(e,t){var n=new a(t);return new

i(n,t).end(e),n.dom},parseFeed:function(e,n){var r=new t.exports.FeedHandler(n);return new

i(r,n).end(e),r.dom},createDomStream:function(e,t,n){var r=new a(e,t,n);return new

i(r,t)},EVENTS:{attribute:2,cdatastart:0,cdataend:0,text:1,processinginstruction:2,comment:1,commentend:0,closeta

g:1,opentag:2,opentagname:1,error:1,end:0}}},{"./CollectingHandler.js":29,"./FeedHandler.js":30,"./Parser.js":31,"./

ProxyHandler.js":32,"./Stream.js":33,"./Tokenizer.js":34,"./WritableStream.js":35,domelementtype:9,domhandler:10

,domutils:13}],37:[function(e,t,n){n.read=function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=8*i-r-1,l=(1<<s)-1,u=l>>1,c=-7,p=n?i-

1:0,h=n?-1:1,f=e[t+p];for(p+=h,a=f&(1<<-c)-1,f>>=-c,c+=s;c>0;a=256*a+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);for(o=a&(1<<-c)-

1,a>>=-c,c+=r;c>0;o=256*o+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);if(0===a)a=1-u;else{if(a===l)return o?NaN:(f?-

1:1)*(1/0);o+=Math.pow(2,r),a-=u}return(f?-1:1)*o*Math.pow(2,a-r)},n.write=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var o,s,l,u=8*a-

i-1,c=(1<<u)-1,p=c>>1,h=23===i?Math.pow(2,-24)-Math.pow(2,-77):0,f=r?0:a-1,d=r?1:-

1,m=t<0||0===t&&1/t<0?1:0;for(t=Math.abs(t),isNaN(t)||t===1/0?(s=isNaN(t)?1:0,o=c):(o=Math.floor(Math.log(t)/

Math.LN2),t*(l=Math.pow(2,-o))<1&&(o--,l*=2),t+=o+p>=1?h/l:h*Math.pow(2,1-

p),t*l>=2&&(o++,l/=2),o+p>=c?(s=0,o=c):o+p>=1?(s=(t*l-1)*Math.pow(2,i),o+=p):(s=t*Math.pow(2,p-

1)*Math.pow(2,i),o=0));i>=8;e[n+f]=255&s,f+=d,s/=256,i-

=8);for(o=o<<i|s,u+=i;u>0;e[n+f]=255&o,f+=d,o/=256,u-=8);e[n+f-

d]|=128*m}},{}],38:[function(e,t,n){"function"==typeof

Object.create?t.exports=function(e,t){e.super_=t,e.prototype=Object.create(t.prototype,{constructor:{value:e,enume

rable:!1,writable:!0,configurable:!0}})}:t.exports=function(e,t){e.super_=t;var

n=function(){};n.prototype=t.prototype,e.prototype=new

n,e.prototype.constructor=e}},{}],39:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return!!e.constructor&&"function"==typeof

e.constructor.isBuffer&&e.constructor.isBuffer(e)}function i(e){return"function"==typeof
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e.readFloatLE&&"function"==typeof e.slice&&r(e.slice(0,0))}t.exports=function(e){return

null!=e&&(r(e)||i(e)||!!e._isBuffer)}},{}],40:[function(e,t,n){var

r={}.toString;t.exports=Array.isArray||function(e){return"[object

Array]"==r.call(e)}},{}],41:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){"use strict";function n(t,n,r,i){if("function"!=typeof

t)throw new TypeError('"callback" argument must be a function');var a,o,s=arguments.length;switch(s){case 0:case

1:return e.nextTick(t);case 2:return e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n)});case 3:return

e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n,r)});case 4:return e.nextTick(function(){t.call(null,n,r,i)});default:for(a=new

Array(s-1),o=0;o<a.length;)a[o++]=arguments[o];return

e.nextTick(function(){t.apply(null,a)})}}!e.version||0===e.version.indexOf("v0.")||0===e.version.indexOf("v1.")&

&0!==e.version.indexOf("v1.8.")?t.exports=n:t.exports=e.nextTick}).call(this,e("_process"))},{_process:42}],42:[fu

nction(e,t,n){function r(){throw new Error("setTimeout has not been defined")}function i(){throw new

Error("clearTimeout has not been defined")}function a(e){if(p===setTimeout)return

setTimeout(e,0);if((p===r||!p)&&setTimeout)return p=setTimeout,setTimeout(e,0);try{return

p(e,0)}catch(t){try{return p.call(null,e,0)}catch(t){return p.call(this,e,0)}}}function

o(e){if(h===clearTimeout)return clearTimeout(e);if((h===i||!h)&&clearTimeout)return

h=clearTimeout,clearTimeout(e);try{return h(e)}catch(t){try{return h.call(null,e)}catch(t){return

h.call(this,e)}}}function s(){g&&d&&(g=!1,d.length?m=d.concat(m):y=-1,m.length&&l())}function l(){if(!g){var

e=a(s);g=!0;for(var t=m.length;t;){for(d=m,m=[];++y<t;)d&&d[y].run();y=-

1,t=m.length}d=null,g=!1,o(e)}}function u(e,t){this.fun=e,this.array=t}function c(){}var

p,h,f=t.exports={};!function(){try{p="function"==typeof

setTimeout?setTimeout:r}catch(e){p=r}try{h="function"==typeof

clearTimeout?clearTimeout:i}catch(e){h=i}}();var d,m=[],g=!1,y=-1;f.nextTick=function(e){var t=new

Array(arguments.length-1);if(arguments.length>1)for(var n=1;n<arguments.length;n++)t[n-

1]=arguments[n];m.push(new

u(e,t)),1!==m.length||g||a(l)},u.prototype.run=function(){this.fun.apply(null,this.array)},f.title="browser",f.browser=

!0,f.env={},f.argv=[],f.version="",f.versions={},f.on=c,f.addListener=c,f.once=c,f.off=c,f.removeListener=c,f.remo

veAllListeners=c,f.emit=c,f.binding=function(e){throw new Error("process.binding is not

supported")},f.cwd=function(){return"/"},f.chdir=function(e){throw new Error("process.chdir is not

supported")},f.umask=function(){return

0}},{}],43:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_duplex.js")},{"./lib/_stream_duplex.js":44}],44:[function(e,t,n

){"use strict";function r(e){return this instanceof

r?(u.call(this,e),c.call(this,e),e&&e.readable===!1&&(this.readable=!1),e&&e.writable===!1&&(this.writable=!1),t

his.allowHalfOpen=!0,e&&e.allowHalfOpen===!1&&(this.allowHalfOpen=!1),void this.once("end",i)):new

r(e)}function i(){this.allowHalfOpen||this._writableState.ended||s(a,this)}function a(e){e.end()}var

o=Object.keys||function(e){var t=[];for(var n in e)t.push(n);return t};t.exports=r;var s=e("process-nextick-

args"),l=e("core-util-is");l.inherits=e("inherits");var

u=e("./_stream_readable"),c=e("./_stream_writable");l.inherits(r,u);for(var

p=o(c.prototype),h=0;h<p.length;h++){var

f=p[h];r.prototype[f]||(r.prototype[f]=c.prototype[f])}},{"./_stream_readable":46,"./_stream_writable":48,"core-util-

is":6,inherits:38,"process-nextick-args":41}],45:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return this instanceof

r?void i.call(this,e):new r(e)}t.exports=r;var i=e("./_stream_transform"),a=e("core-util-

is");a.inherits=e("inherits"),a.inherits(r,i),r.prototype._transform=function(e,t,n){n(null,e)}},{"./_stream_transform":

47,"core-util-is":6,inherits:38}],46:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use strict";function

r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof

e.prependListener?e.prependListener(t,n):void(e._events&&e._events[t]?C(e._events[t])?e._events[t].unshift(n):e._e

vents[t]=[n,e._events[t]]:e.on(t,n))}function

i(t,n){z=z||e("./_stream_duplex"),t=t||{},this.objectMode=!!t.objectMode,n instanceof

z&&(this.objectMode=this.objectMode||!!t.readableObjectMode);var
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r=t.highWaterMark,i=this.objectMode?16:16384;this.highWaterMark=r||0===r?r:i,this.highWaterMark=~~this.high

WaterMark,this.buffer=new

B,this.length=0,this.pipes=null,this.pipesCount=0,this.flowing=null,this.ended=!1,this.endEmitted=!1,this.reading=!

1,this.sync=!0,this.needReadable=!1,this.emittedReadable=!1,this.readableListening=!1,this.resumeScheduled=!1,th

is.defaultEncoding=t.defaultEncoding||"utf8",this.ranOut=!1,this.awaitDrain=0,this.readingMore=!1,this.decoder=n

ull,this.encoding=null,t.encoding&&(q||(q=e("string_decoder/").StringDecoder),this.decoder=new

q(t.encoding),this.encoding=t.encoding)}function a(t){return z=z||e("./_stream_duplex"),this instanceof

a?(this._readableState=new i(t,this),this.readable=!0,t&&"function"==typeof t.read&&(this._read=t.read),void

I.call(this)):new a(t)}function o(e,t,n,r,i){var a=c(t,n);if(a)e.emit("error",a);else if(null===n)t.reading=!1,p(e,t);else

if(t.objectMode||n&&n.length>0)if(t.ended&&!i){var o=new Error("stream.push() after

EOF");e.emit("error",o)}else if(t.endEmitted&&i){var l=new Error("stream.unshift() after end

event");e.emit("error",l)}else{var

u;!t.decoder||i||r||(n=t.decoder.write(n),u=!t.objectMode&&0===n.length),i||(t.reading=!1),u||(t.flowing&&0===t.len

gth&&!t.sync?(e.emit("data",n),e.read(0)):(t.length+=t.objectMode?1:n.length,i?t.buffer.unshift(n):t.buffer.push(n),t

.needReadable&&h(e))),d(e,t)}else i||(t.reading=!1);return s(t)}function

s(e){return!e.ended&&(e.needReadable||e.length<e.highWaterMark||0===e.length)}function l(e){return

e>=N?e=N:(e--,e|=e>>>1,e|=e>>>2,e|=e>>>4,e|=e>>>8,e|=e>>>16,e++),e}function u(e,t){return

e<=0||0===t.length&&t.ended?0:t.objectMode?1:e!==e?t.flowing&&t.length?t.buffer.head.data.length:t.length:(e>t.

highWaterMark&&(t.highWaterMark=l(e)),e<=t.length?e:t.ended?t.length:(t.needReadable=!0,0))}function

c(e,t){var n=null;return L.isBuffer(t)||"string"==typeof t||null===t||void 0===t||e.objectMode||(n=new

TypeError("Invalid non-string/buffer chunk")),n}function p(e,t){if(!t.ended){if(t.decoder){var

n=t.decoder.end();n&&n.length&&(t.buffer.push(n),t.length+=t.objectMode?1:n.length)}t.ended=!0,h(e)}}function

h(e){var

t=e._readableState;t.needReadable=!1,t.emittedReadable||(P("emitReadable",t.flowing),t.emittedReadable=!0,t.sync

?T(f,e):f(e))}function f(e){P("emit readable"),e.emit("readable"),w(e)}function

d(e,t){t.readingMore||(t.readingMore=!0,T(m,e,t))}function m(e,t){for(var

n=t.length;!t.reading&&!t.flowing&&!t.ended&&t.length<t.highWaterMark&&(P("maybeReadMore read

0"),e.read(0),n!==t.length);)n=t.length;t.readingMore=!1}function g(e){return function(){var

t=e._readableState;P("pipeOnDrain",t.awaitDrain),t.awaitDrain&&t.awaitDrain--

,0===t.awaitDrain&&D(e,"data")&&(t.flowing=!0,w(e))}}function y(e){P("readable nexttick read

0"),e.read(0)}function v(e,t){t.resumeScheduled||(t.resumeScheduled=!0,T(b,e,t))}function

b(e,t){t.reading||(P("resume read

0"),e.read(0)),t.resumeScheduled=!1,t.awaitDrain=0,e.emit("resume"),w(e),t.flowing&&!t.reading&&e.read(0)}func

tion w(e){var t=e._readableState;for(P("flow",t.flowing);t.flowing&&null!==e.read(););}function

_(e,t){if(0===t.length)return null;var n;return

t.objectMode?n=t.buffer.shift():!e||e>=t.length?(n=t.decoder?t.buffer.join(""):1===t.buffer.length?t.buffer.head.data:

t.buffer.concat(t.length),t.buffer.clear()):n=x(e,t.buffer,t.decoder),n}function x(e,t,n){var r;return

e<t.head.data.length?(r=t.head.data.slice(0,e),t.head.data=t.head.data.slice(e)):r=e===t.head.data.length?t.shift():n?A

(e,t):S(e,t),r}function A(e,t){var n=t.head,r=1,i=n.data;for(e-=i.length;n=n.next;){var

a=n.data,o=e>a.length?a.length:e;if(i+=o===a.length?a:a.slice(0,e),e-

=o,0===e){o===a.length?(++r,n.next?t.head=n.next:t.head=t.tail=null):(t.head=n,n.data=a.slice(o));break}++r}retur

n t.length-=r,i}function S(e,t){var n=M.allocUnsafe(e),r=t.head,i=1;for(r.data.copy(n),e-

=r.data.length;r=r.next;){var a=r.data,o=e>a.length?a.length:e;if(a.copy(n,n.length-e,0,o),e-

=o,0===e){o===a.length?(++i,r.next?t.head=r.next:t.head=t.tail=null):(t.head=r,r.data=a.slice(o));break}++i}return

t.length-=i,n}function j(e){var t=e._readableState;if(t.length>0)throw new Error('"endReadable()" called on non-

empty stream');t.endEmitted||(t.ended=!0,T(E,t,e))}function

E(e,t){e.endEmitted||0!==e.length||(e.endEmitted=!0,t.readable=!1,t.emit("end"))}function O(e,t){for(var

n=0,r=e.length;n<r;n++)t(e[n],n)}function k(e,t){for(var n=0,r=e.length;n<r;n++)if(e[n]===t)return n;return-
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1}t.exports=a;var T=e("process-nextick-args"),C=e("isarray");a.ReadableState=i;var

I,D=(e("events").EventEmitter,function(e,t){return

e.listeners(t).length});!function(){try{I=e("stream")}catch(t){}finally{I||(I=e("events").EventEmitter)}}();var

L=e("buffer").Buffer,M=e("buffer-shims"),R=e("core-util-is");R.inherits=e("inherits");var U=e("util"),P=void

0;P=U&&U.debuglog?U.debuglog("stream"):function(){};var

q,B=e("./internal/streams/BufferList");R.inherits(a,I);var z,z;a.prototype.push=function(e,t){var

n=this._readableState;return n.objectMode||"string"!=typeof

e||(t=t||n.defaultEncoding,t!==n.encoding&&(e=M.from(e,t),t="")),o(this,n,e,t,!1)},a.prototype.unshift=function(e){

var t=this._readableState;return o(this,t,e,"",!0)},a.prototype.isPaused=function(){return

this._readableState.flowing===!1},a.prototype.setEncoding=function(t){return

q||(q=e("string_decoder/").StringDecoder),this._readableState.decoder=new

q(t),this._readableState.encoding=t,this};var

N=8388608;a.prototype.read=function(e){P("read",e),e=parseInt(e,10);var

t=this._readableState,n=e;if(0!==e&&(t.emittedReadable=!1),0===e&&t.needReadable&&(t.length>=t.highWater

Mark||t.ended))return P("read:

emitReadable",t.length,t.ended),0===t.length&&t.ended?j(this):h(this),null;if(e=u(e,t),0===e&&t.ended)return

0===t.length&&j(this),null;var r=t.needReadable;P("need readable",r),(0===t.length||t.length-

e<t.highWaterMark)&&(r=!0,P("length less than watermark",r)),t.ended||t.reading?(r=!1,P("reading or

ended",r)):r&&(P("do

read"),t.reading=!0,t.sync=!0,0===t.length&&(t.needReadable=!0),this._read(t.highWaterMark),t.sync=!1,t.reading|

|(e=u(n,t)));var i;return i=e>0?_(e,t):null,null===i?(t.needReadable=!0,e=0):t.length-

=e,0===t.length&&(t.ended||(t.needReadable=!0),n!==e&&t.ended&&j(this)),null!==i&&this.emit("data",i),i},a.pr

ototype._read=function(e){this.emit("error",new Error("not

implemented"))},a.prototype.pipe=function(e,t){function i(e){P("onunpipe"),e===h&&o()}function

a(){P("onend"),e.end()}function

o(){P("cleanup"),e.removeListener("close",u),e.removeListener("finish",c),e.removeListener("drain",y),e.removeLis

tener("error",l),e.removeListener("unpipe",i),h.removeListener("end",a),h.removeListener("end",o),h.removeListene

r("data",s),v=!0,!f.awaitDrain||e._writableState&&!e._writableState.needDrain||y()}function

s(t){P("ondata"),b=!1;var

n=e.write(t);!1!==n||b||((1===f.pipesCount&&f.pipes===e||f.pipesCount>1&&k(f.pipes,e)!==-1)&&!v&&(P("false

write response, pause",h._readableState.awaitDrain),h._readableState.awaitDrain++,b=!0),h.pause())}function

l(t){P("onerror",t),p(),e.removeListener("error",l),0===D(e,"error")&&e.emit("error",t)}function

u(){e.removeListener("finish",c),p()}function c(){P("onfinish"),e.removeListener("close",u),p()}function

p(){P("unpipe"),h.unpipe(e)}var h=this,f=this._readableState;switch(f.pipesCount){case 0:f.pipes=e;break;case

1:f.pipes=[f.pipes,e];break;default:f.pipes.push(e)}f.pipesCount+=1,P("pipe count=%d opts=%j",f.pipesCount,t);var

d=(!t||t.end!==!1)&&e!==n.stdout&&e!==n.stderr,m=d?a:o;f.endEmitted?T(m):h.once("end",m),e.on("unpipe",i);va

r y=g(h);e.on("drain",y);var v=!1,b=!1;return

h.on("data",s),r(e,"error",l),e.once("close",u),e.once("finish",c),e.emit("pipe",h),f.flowing||(P("pipe

resume"),h.resume()),e},a.prototype.unpipe=function(e){var t=this._readableState;if(0===t.pipesCount)return

this;if(1===t.pipesCount)return

e&&e!==t.pipes?this:(e||(e=t.pipes),t.pipes=null,t.pipesCount=0,t.flowing=!1,e&&e.emit("unpipe",this),this);if(!e){

var n=t.pipes,r=t.pipesCount;t.pipes=null,t.pipesCount=0,t.flowing=!1;for(var

i=0;i<r;i++)n[i].emit("unpipe",this);return this}var a=k(t.pipes,e);return a===-

1?this:(t.pipes.splice(a,1),t.pipesCount-

=1,1===t.pipesCount&&(t.pipes=t.pipes[0]),e.emit("unpipe",this),this)},a.prototype.on=function(e,t){var

n=I.prototype.on.call(this,e,t);if("data"===e)this._readableState.flowing!==!1&&this.resume();else

if("readable"===e){var

r=this._readableState;r.endEmitted||r.readableListening||(r.readableListening=r.needReadable=!0,r.emittedReadable
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=!1,r.reading?r.length&&h(this,r):T(y,this))}return

n},a.prototype.addListener=a.prototype.on,a.prototype.resume=function(){var e=this._readableState;return

e.flowing||(P("resume"),e.flowing=!0,v(this,e)),this},a.prototype.pause=function(){return P("call pause

flowing=%j",this._readableState.flowing),!1!==this._readableState.flowing&&(P("pause"),this._readableState.flowi

ng=!1,this.emit("pause")),this},a.prototype.wrap=function(e){var

t=this._readableState,n=!1,r=this;e.on("end",function(){if(P("wrapped end"),t.decoder&&!t.ended){var

e=t.decoder.end();e&&e.length&&r.push(e)}r.push(null)}),e.on("data",function(i){if(P("wrapped

data"),t.decoder&&(i=t.decoder.write(i)),(!t.objectMode||null!==i&&void

0!==i)&&(t.objectMode||i&&i.length)){var a=r.push(i);a||(n=!0,e.pause())}});for(var i in e)void

0===this[i]&&"function"==typeof e[i]&&(this[i]=function(t){return function(){return

e[t].apply(e,arguments)}}(i));var a=["error","close","destroy","pause","resume"];return

O(a,function(t){e.on(t,r.emit.bind(r,t))}),r._read=function(t){P("wrapped

_read",t),n&&(n=!1,e.resume())},r},a._fromList=_}).call(this,e("_process"))},{"./_stream_duplex":44,"./internal/str

eams/BufferList":49,_process:42,buffer:5,"buffer-shims":4,"core-util-is":6,events:28,inherits:38,isarray:40,"process-

nextick-args":41,"string_decoder/":56,util:3}],47:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){this.afterTransform=function(t,n){return

i(e,t,n)},this.needTransform=!1,this.transforming=!1,this.writecb=null,this.writechunk=null,this.writeencoding=null

}function i(e,t,n){var r=e._transformState;r.transforming=!1;var i=r.writecb;if(!i)return e.emit("error",new Error("no

writecb in Transform class"));r.writechunk=null,r.writecb=null,null!==n&&void 0!==n&&e.push(n),i(t);var

a=e._readableState;a.reading=!1,(a.needReadable||a.length<a.highWaterMark)&&e._read(a.highWaterMark)}functi

on a(e){if(!(this instanceof a))return new a(e);s.call(this,e),this._transformState=new r(this);var

t=this;this._readableState.needReadable=!0,this._readableState.sync=!1,e&&("function"==typeof

e.transform&&(this._transform=e.transform),"function"==typeof

e.flush&&(this._flush=e.flush)),this.once("prefinish",function(){"function"==typeof

this._flush?this._flush(function(e){o(t,e)}):o(t)})}function o(e,t){if(t)return e.emit("error",t);var

n=e._writableState,r=e._transformState;if(n.length)throw new Error("Calling transform done when ws.length !=

0");if(r.transforming)throw new Error("Calling transform done when still transforming");return

e.push(null)}t.exports=a;var s=e("./_stream_duplex"),l=e("core-util-

is");l.inherits=e("inherits"),l.inherits(a,s),a.prototype.push=function(e,t){return

this._transformState.needTransform=!1,s.prototype.push.call(this,e,t)},a.prototype._transform=function(e,t,n){throw

new Error("Not implemented")},a.prototype._write=function(e,t,n){var

r=this._transformState;if(r.writecb=n,r.writechunk=e,r.writeencoding=t,!r.transforming){var

i=this._readableState;(r.needTransform||i.needReadable||i.length<i.highWaterMark)&&this._read(i.highWaterMark)

}},a.prototype._read=function(e){var

t=this._transformState;null!==t.writechunk&&t.writecb&&!t.transforming?(t.transforming=!0,this._transform(t.writ

echunk,t.writeencoding,t.afterTransform)):t.needTransform=!0}},{"./_stream_duplex":44,"core-util-

is":6,inherits:38}],48:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use strict";function r(){}function

i(e,t,n){this.chunk=e,this.encoding=t,this.callback=n,this.next=null}function

a(t,n){C=C||e("./_stream_duplex"),t=t||{},this.objectMode=!!t.objectMode,n instanceof

C&&(this.objectMode=this.objectMode||!!t.writableObjectMode);var

r=t.highWaterMark,i=this.objectMode?16:16384;this.highWaterMark=r||0===r?r:i,this.highWaterMark=~~this.high

WaterMark,this.needDrain=!1,this.ending=!1,this.ended=!1,this.finished=!1;var

a=t.decodeStrings===!1;this.decodeStrings=!a,this.defaultEncoding=t.defaultEncoding||"utf8",this.length=0,this.wri

ting=!1,this.corked=0,this.sync=!0,this.bufferProcessing=!1,this.onwrite=function(e){d(n,e)},this.writecb=null,this.

writelen=0,this.bufferedRequest=null,this.lastBufferedRequest=null,this.pendingcb=0,this.prefinished=!1,this.errorE

mitted=!1,this.bufferedRequestCount=0,this.corkedRequestsFree=new x(this)}function o(t){return

C=C||e("./_stream_duplex"),this instanceof o||this instanceof C?(this._writableState=new

a(t,this),this.writable=!0,t&&("function"==typeof t.write&&(this._write=t.write),"function"==typeof
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t.writev&&(this._writev=t.writev)),void E.call(this)):new o(t)}function s(e,t){var n=new Error("write after

end");e.emit("error",n),A(t,n)}function l(e,t,n,r){var i=!0,a=!1;return null===n?a=new TypeError("May not write

null values to stream"):k.isBuffer(n)||"string"==typeof n||void 0===n||t.objectMode||(a=new TypeError("Invalid non-

string/buffer chunk")),a&&(e.emit("error",a),A(r,a),i=!1),i}function u(e,t,n){return

e.objectMode||e.decodeStrings===!1||"string"!=typeof t||(t=T.from(t,n)),t}function

c(e,t,n,r,a){n=u(t,n,r),k.isBuffer(n)&&(r="buffer");var o=t.objectMode?1:n.length;t.length+=o;var

s=t.length<t.highWaterMark;if(s||(t.needDrain=!0),t.writing||t.corked){var

l=t.lastBufferedRequest;t.lastBufferedRequest=new

i(n,r,a),l?l.next=t.lastBufferedRequest:t.bufferedRequest=t.lastBufferedRequest,t.bufferedRequestCount+=1}else

p(e,t,!1,o,n,r,a);return s}function

p(e,t,n,r,i,a,o){t.writelen=r,t.writecb=o,t.writing=!0,t.sync=!0,n?e._writev(i,t.onwrite):e._write(i,a,t.onwrite),t.sync=!

1}function h(e,t,n,r,i){--t.pendingcb,n?A(i,r):i(r),e._writableState.errorEmitted=!0,e.emit("error",r)}function

f(e){e.writing=!1,e.writecb=null,e.length-=e.writelen,e.writelen=0}function d(e,t){var

n=e._writableState,r=n.sync,i=n.writecb;if(f(n),t)h(e,n,r,t,i);else{var

a=v(n);a||n.corked||n.bufferProcessing||!n.bufferedRequest||y(e,n),r?S(m,e,n,a,i):m(e,n,a,i)}}function

m(e,t,n,r){n||g(e,t),t.pendingcb--,r(),w(e,t)}function

g(e,t){0===t.length&&t.needDrain&&(t.needDrain=!1,e.emit("drain"))}function y(e,t){t.bufferProcessing=!0;var

n=t.bufferedRequest;if(e._writev&&n&&n.next){var r=t.bufferedRequestCount,i=new

Array(r),a=t.corkedRequestsFree;a.entry=n;for(var

o=0;n;)i[o]=n,n=n.next,o+=1;p(e,t,!0,t.length,i,"",a.finish),t.pendingcb++,t.lastBufferedRequest=null,a.next?(t.corke

dRequestsFree=a.next,a.next=null):t.corkedRequestsFree=new x(t)}else{for(;n;){var

s=n.chunk,l=n.encoding,u=n.callback,c=t.objectMode?1:s.length;if(p(e,t,!1,c,s,l,u),n=n.next,t.writing)break;

}null===n&&(t.lastBufferedRequest=null)}t.bufferedRequestCount=0,t.bufferedRequest=n,t.bufferProcessing=!1}f

unction v(e){return e.ending&&0===e.length&&null===e.bufferedRequest&&!e.finished&&!e.writing}function

b(e,t){t.prefinished||(t.prefinished=!0,e.emit("prefinish"))}function w(e,t){var n=v(t);return

n&&(0===t.pendingcb?(b(e,t),t.finished=!0,e.emit("finish")):b(e,t)),n}function

_(e,t,n){t.ending=!0,w(e,t),n&&(t.finished?A(n):e.once("finish",n)),t.ended=!0,e.writable=!1}function x(e){var

t=this;this.next=null,this.entry=null,this.finish=function(n){var r=t.entry;for(t.entry=null;r;){var

i=r.callback;e.pendingcb--

,i(n),r=r.next}e.corkedRequestsFree?e.corkedRequestsFree.next=t:e.corkedRequestsFree=t}}t.exports=o;var

A=e("process-nextick-args"),S=!n.browser&&["v0.10","v0.9."].indexOf(n.version.slice(0,5))>-

1?setImmediate:A;o.WritableState=a;var j=e("core-util-is");j.inherits=e("inherits");var E,O={deprecate:e("util-

deprecate")};!function(){try{E=e("stream")}catch(t){}finally{E||(E=e("events").EventEmitter)}}();var

k=e("buffer").Buffer,T=e("buffer-shims");j.inherits(o,E);var C;a.prototype.getBuffer=function(){for(var

e=this.bufferedRequest,t=[];e;)t.push(e),e=e.next;return

t},function(){try{Object.defineProperty(a.prototype,"buffer",{get:O.deprecate(function(){return

this.getBuffer()},"_writableState.buffer is deprecated. Use _writableState.getBuffer instead.")})}catch(e){}}();var

C;o.prototype.pipe=function(){this.emit("error",new Error("Cannot pipe, not

readable"))},o.prototype.write=function(e,t,n){var i=this._writableState,a=!1;return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),k.isBuffer(e)?t="buffer":t||(t=i.defaultEncoding),"function"!=typeof

n&&(n=r),i.ended?s(this,n):l(this,i,e,n)&&(i.pendingcb++,a=c(this,i,e,t,n)),a},o.prototype.cork=function(){var

e=this._writableState;e.corked++},o.prototype.uncork=function(){var e=this._writableState;e.corked&&(e.corked--

,e.writing||e.corked||e.finished||e.bufferProcessing||!e.bufferedRequest||y(this,e))},o.prototype.setDefaultEncoding=f

unction(e){if("string"==typeof e&&(e=e.toLowerCase()),!(["hex","utf8","utf-

8","ascii","binary","base64","ucs2","ucs-2","utf16le","utf-16le","raw"].indexOf((e+"").toLowerCase())>-1))throw

new TypeError("Unknown encoding: "+e);return

this._writableState.defaultEncoding=e,this},o.prototype._write=function(e,t,n){n(new Error("not

implemented"))},o.prototype._writev=null,o.prototype.end=function(e,t,n){var
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r=this._writableState;"function"==typeof e?(n=e,e=null,t=null):"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),null!==e&&void

0!==e&&this.write(e,t),r.corked&&(r.corked=1,this.uncork()),r.ending||r.finished||_(this,r,n)}}).call(this,e("_process

"))},{"./_stream_duplex":44,_process:42,buffer:5,"buffer-shims":4,"core-util-is":6,events:28,inherits:38,"process-

nextick-args":41,"util-deprecate":57}],49:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(){this.head=null,this.tail=null,this.length=0}var i=(e("buffer").Buffer,e("buffer-

shims"));t.exports=r,r.prototype.push=function(e){var

t={data:e,next:null};this.length>0?this.tail.next=t:this.head=t,this.tail=t,++this.length},r.prototype.unshift=function(

e){var

t={data:e,next:this.head};0===this.length&&(this.tail=t),this.head=t,++this.length},r.prototype.shift=function(){if(0

!==this.length){var e=this.head.data;return 1===this.length?this.head=this.tail=null:this.head=this.head.next,--

this.length,e}},r.prototype.clear=function(){this.head=this.tail=null,this.length=0},r.prototype.join=function(e){if(0

===this.length)return"";for(var t=this.head,n=""+t.data;t=t.next;)n+=e+t.data;return

n},r.prototype.concat=function(e){if(0===this.length)return i.alloc(0);if(1===this.length)return

this.head.data;for(var t=i.allocUnsafe(e>>>0),n=this.head,r=0;n;)n.data.copy(t,r),r+=n.data.length,n=n.next;return

t}},{buffer:5,"buffer-

shims":4}],50:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_passthrough.js")},{"./lib/_stream_passthrough.js":45}],51:

[function(e,t,n){(function(r){var i=function(){try{return

e("stream")}catch(t){}}();n=t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_readable.js"),n.Stream=i||n,n.Readable=n,n.Writable=e("./lib

/_stream_writable.js"),n.Duplex=e("./lib/_stream_duplex.js"),n.Transform=e("./lib/_stream_transform.js"),n.PassThr

ough=e("./lib/_stream_passthrough.js"),!r.browser&&"disable"===r.env.READABLE_STREAM&&i&&(t.exports

=i)}).call(this,e("_process"))},{"./lib/_stream_duplex.js":44,"./lib/_stream_passthrough.js":45,"./lib/_stream_readabl

e.js":46,"./lib/_stream_transform.js":47,"./lib/_stream_writable.js":48,_process:42}],52:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e(

"./lib/_stream_transform.js")},{"./lib/_stream_transform.js":47}],53:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=e("./lib/_stream_writa

ble.js")},{"./lib/_stream_writable.js":48}],54:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=function(e){return e.replace(/[-

\\^$*+?.()|[\]{}]/g,"\\$&")}},{}],55:[function(e,t,n){function r(){i.call(this)}t.exports=r;var

i=e("events").EventEmitter,a=e("inherits");a(r,i),r.Readable=e("readable-

stream/readable.js"),r.Writable=e("readable-stream/writable.js"),r.Duplex=e("readable-

stream/duplex.js"),r.Transform=e("readable-stream/transform.js"),r.PassThrough=e("readable-

stream/passthrough.js"),r.Stream=r,r.prototype.pipe=function(e,t){function

n(t){e.writable&&!1===e.write(t)&&u.pause&&u.pause()}function

r(){u.readable&&u.resume&&u.resume()}function a(){c||(c=!0,e.end())}function o(){c||(c=!0,"function"==typeof

e.destroy&&e.destroy())}function s(e){if(l(),0===i.listenerCount(this,"error"))throw e}function

l(){u.removeListener("data",n),e.removeListener("drain",r),u.removeListener("end",a),u.removeListener("close",o),

u.removeListener("error",s),e.removeListener("error",s),u.removeListener("end",l),u.removeListener("close",l),e.re

moveListener("close",l)}var

u=this;u.on("data",n),e.on("drain",r),e._isStdio||t&&t.end===!1||(u.on("end",a),u.on("close",o));var c=!1;return

u.on("error",s),e.on("error",s),u.on("end",l),u.on("close",l),e.on("close",l),e.emit("pipe",u),e}},{events:28,inherits:38

,"readable-stream/duplex.js":43,"readable-stream/passthrough.js":50,"readable-stream/readable.js":51,"readable-

stream/transform.js":52,"readable-stream/writable.js":53}],56:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(e&&!l(e))throw new

Error("Unknown encoding: "+e)}function i(e){return e.toString(this.encoding)}function

a(e){this.charReceived=e.length%2,this.charLength=this.charReceived?2:0}function

o(e){this.charReceived=e.length%3,this.charLength=this.charReceived?3:0}var

s=e("buffer").Buffer,l=s.isEncoding||function(e){switch(e&&e.toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"binary":case"base64":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":case"raw":return!0;default:return!1}},u=n.StringDecoder=function(e){switch(this.encoding=(e||"utf8").toLow

erCase().replace(/[-

_]/,""),r(e),this.encoding){case"utf8":this.surrogateSize=3;break;case"ucs2":case"utf16le":this.surrogateSize=2,this.
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detectIncompleteChar=a;break;case"base64":this.surrogateSize=3,this.detectIncompleteChar=o;break;default:return

void(this.write=i)}this.charBuffer=new

s(6),this.charReceived=0,this.charLength=0};u.prototype.write=function(e){for(var t="";this.charLength;){var

n=e.length>=this.charLength-this.charReceived?this.charLength-

this.charReceived:e.length;if(e.copy(this.charBuffer,this.charReceived,0,n),this.charReceived+=n,this.charReceived

<this.charLength)return"";e=e.slice(n,e.length),t=this.charBuffer.slice(0,this.charLength).toString(this.encoding);var

r=t.charCodeAt(t.length-

1);if(!(r>=55296&&r<=56319)){if(this.charReceived=this.charLength=0,0===e.length)return

t;break}this.charLength+=this.surrogateSize,t=""}this.detectIncompleteChar(e);var

i=e.length;this.charLength&&(e.copy(this.charBuffer,0,e.length-this.charReceived,i),i-

=this.charReceived),t+=e.toString(this.encoding,0,i);var i=t.length-

1,r=t.charCodeAt(i);if(r>=55296&&r<=56319){var a=this.surrogateSize;return

this.charLength+=a,this.charReceived+=a,this.charBuffer.copy(this.charBuffer,a,0,a),e.copy(this.charBuffer,0,0,a),t.

substring(0,i)}return t},u.prototype.detectIncompleteChar=function(e){for(var t=e.length>=3?3:e.length;t>0;t--){var

n=e[e.length-

t];if(1==t&&n>>5==6){this.charLength=2;break}if(t<=2&&n>>4==14){this.charLength=3;break}if(t<=3&&n>>3

==30){this.charLength=4;break}}this.charReceived=t},u.prototype.end=function(e){var

t="";if(e&&e.length&&(t=this.write(e)),this.charReceived){var

n=this.charReceived,r=this.charBuffer,i=this.encoding;t+=r.slice(0,n).toString(i)}return

t}},{buffer:5}],57:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function n(e,t){function n(){if(!i){if(r("throwDeprecation"))throw

new Error(t);r("traceDeprecation")?console.trace(t):console.warn(t),i=!0}return

e.apply(this,arguments)}if(r("noDeprecation"))return e;var i=!1;return n}function

r(t){try{if(!e.localStorage)return!1}catch(n){return!1}var r=e.localStorage[t];return

null!=r&&"true"===String(r).toLowerCase()}t.exports=n}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{}],58:[function(e,t,n){function r(){for(var e={},t=0;t<arguments.length;t++){var

n=arguments[t];for(var r in n)i.call(n,r)&&(e[r]=n[r])}return e}t.exports=r;var

i=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty},{}]},{},[1])(1)}),function(e){if("object"==typeof

exports&&"undefined"!=typeof module)module.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof

define&&define.amd)define([],e);else{var t;t="undefined"!=typeof window?window:"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:this,t.SwaggerClient=e()}}(function(){var t;return function

n(e,t,r){function i(o,s){if(!t[o]){if(!e[o]){var l="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!s&&l)return

l(o,!0);if(a)return a(o,!0);var u=new Error("Cannot find module '"+o+"'");throw

u.code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",u}var c=t[o]={exports:{}};e[o][0].call(c.exports,function(t){var

n=e[o][1][t];return i(n?n:t)},c,c.exports,n,e,t,r)}return t[o].exports}for(var a="function"==typeof

require&&require,o=0;o<r.length;o++)i(r[o]);return i}({1:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("./lib/auth"),i=e("./lib/helpers"),a=e("./lib/client"),o=function(e,t){return i.log('This is deprecated, use "new

SwaggerClient" instead.'),new a(e,t)};Array.prototype.indexOf||(Array.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t){for(var

n=t||0,r=this.length;n<r;n++)if(this[n]===e)return n;return-

1}),String.prototype.trim||(String.prototype.trim=function(){return

this.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}),String.prototype.endsWith||(String.prototype.endsWith=function(e){return

this.indexOf(e,this.length-e.length)!==-

1}),t.exports=a,a.ApiKeyAuthorization=r.ApiKeyAuthorization,a.PasswordAuthorization=r.PasswordAuthorization,

a.CookieAuthorization=r.CookieAuthorization,a.SwaggerApi=o,a.SwaggerClient=o,a.SchemaMarkup=e("./lib/sche

ma-markup")},{"./lib/auth":2,"./lib/client":3,"./lib/helpers":4,"./lib/schema-markup":7}],2:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("./helpers"),i=e("btoa"),a=e("cookiejar").CookieJar,o={each:e("lodash-

compat/collection/each"),includes:e("lodash-compat/collection/includes"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isArray:e("lodash-
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compat/lang/isArray")},s=t.exports.SwaggerAuthorizations=function(e){this.authz=e||{}};s.prototype.add=function(

e,t){if(o.isObject(e))for(var n in e)this.authz[n]=e[n];else"string"==typeof e&&(this.authz[e]=t);return

t},s.prototype.remove=function(e){return delete this.authz[e]},s.prototype.apply=function(e,t){var

n=!0,r=!t,i=[],a=e.clientAuthorizations||this.authz;return o.each(t,function(e,t){"string"==typeof

t&&i.push(t),o.each(e,function(e,t){i.push(t)})}),o.each(a,function(t,a){if(r||o.includes(i,a)){var

s=t.apply(e);n=n&&!!s}}),n};var

l=t.exports.ApiKeyAuthorization=function(e,t,n){this.name=e,this.value=t,this.type=n};l.prototype.apply=function(

e){if("query"===this.type){var t;if(e.url.indexOf("?")>0){t=e.url.substring(e.url.indexOf("?")+1);var

n=t.split("&");if(n&&n.length>0)for(var r=0;r<n.length;r++){var

i=n[r].split("=");if(i&&i.length>0&&i[0]===this.name)return!1}}return

e.url.indexOf("?")>0?e.url=e.url+"&"+this.name+"="+this.value:e.url=e.url+"?"+this.name+"="+this.value,!0}if("h

eader"===this.type)return"undefined"==typeof e.headers[this.name]&&(e.headers[this.name]=this.value),!0};var

u=t.exports.CookieAuthorization=function(e){this.cookie=e};u.prototype.apply=function(e){return

e.cookieJar=e.cookieJar||new a,e.cookieJar.setCookie(this.cookie),!0};var

c=t.exports.PasswordAuthorization=function(e,t){3===arguments.length&&(r.log("PasswordAuthorization: the

'name' argument has been removed, pass only username and

password"),e=arguments[1],t=arguments[2]),this.username=e,this.password=t};c.prototype.apply=function(e){retur

n"undefined"==typeof e.headers.Authorization&&(e.headers.Authorization="Basic

"+i(this.username+":"+this.password)),!0}},{"./helpers":4,btoa:13,cookiejar:18,"lodash-

compat/collection/each":52,"lodash-compat/collection/includes":55,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144}],3:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r={bind:e("lodash-

compat/function/bind"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep"),find:e("lodash-

compat/collection/find"),forEach:e("lodash-compat/collection/forEach"),indexOf:e("lodash-

compat/array/indexOf"),isArray:e("lodash-compat/lang/isArray"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isFunction:e("lodash-compat/lang/isFunction"),isPlainObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isUndefined:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined")},i=e("./auth"),a=e("./helpers"),o=e("./types/model"),s=e("./types/operation"),l=e("./types

/operationGroup"),u=e("./resolver"),c=e("./http"),p=e("./spec-

converter"),h=e("q"),f=["apis","authorizationScheme","authorizations","basePath","build","buildFrom1_1Spec","bu

ildFrom1_2Spec","buildFromSpec","clientAuthorizations","convertInfo","debug","defaultErrorCallback","defaultSu

ccessCallback","enableCookies","fail","failure","finish","help","host","idFromOp","info","initialize","isBuilt","isVa

lid","modelPropertyMacro","models","modelsArray","options","parameterMacro","parseUri","progress","resourceC

ount","sampleModels","selfReflect","setConsolidatedModels","spec","supportedSubmitMethods","swaggerRequest

Headers","tagFromLabel","title","url","useJQuery","jqueryAjaxCache"],d=["apis","asCurl","description","externalD

ocs","help","label","name","operation","operations","operationsArray","path","tag"],m=["delete","get","head","opti

ons","patch","post","put"],g=t.exports=function(e,t){return

this.authorizations=null,this.authorizationScheme=null,this.basePath=null,this.debug=!1,this.enableCookies=!1,this.

info=null,this.isBuilt=!1,this.isValid=!1,this.modelsArray=[],this.resourceCount=0,this.url=null,this.useJQuery=!1,t

his.jqueryAjaxCache=!1,this.swaggerObject={},this.deferredClient=void 0,this.clientAuthorizations=new

i.SwaggerAuthorizations,"undefined"!=typeof

e?this.initialize(e,t):this};g.prototype.initialize=function(e,t){if(this.models={},this.sampleModels={},"string"==typ

eof e?this.url=e:r.isObject(e)&&(t=e,this.url=t.url),this.url&&this.url.indexOf("http:")===-

1&&this.url.indexOf("https:")===-1&&"undefined"!=typeof

window&&window&&window.location&&(this.url=window.location.origin+this.url),t=t||{},this.clientAuthorizatio

ns.add(t.authorizations),this.swaggerRequestHeaders=t.swaggerRequestHeaders||"application/json;charset=utf-

8,*/*",this.defaultSuccessCallback=t.defaultSuccessCallback||null,this.defaultErrorCallback=t.defaultErrorCallback||

null,this.modelPropertyMacro=t.modelPropertyMacro||null,this.connectionAgent=t.connectionAgent||null,this.param

eterMacro=t.parameterMacro||null,this.usePromise=t.usePromise||null,this.timeout=t.timeout||null,this.fetchSpecTim
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eout="undefined"!=typeof

t.fetchSpecTimeout?t.fetchSpecTimeout:t.timeout||null,this.usePromise&&(this.deferredClient=h.defer()),"function"

==typeof

t.success&&(this.success=t.success),t.useJQuery&&(this.useJQuery=t.useJQuery),t.jqueryAjaxCache&&(this.jquer

yAjaxCache=t.jqueryAjaxCache),t.enableCookies&&(this.enableCookies=t.enableCookies),this.options=t||{},this.o

ptions.timeout=this.timeout,this.options.fetchSpecTimeout=this.fetchSpecTimeout,this.supportedSubmitMethods=t.

supportedSubmitMethods||[],this.failure=t.failure||function(e){throw

e},this.progress=t.progress||function(){},this.spec=r.cloneDeep(t.spec),t.scheme&&(this.scheme=t.scheme),this.use

Promise||"function"==typeof t.success)return

this.ready=!0,this.build()},g.prototype.build=function(e){if(this.isBuilt)return this;var

t=this;this.spec?this.progress("fetching resource list; Please wait."):this.progress("fetching resource list: "+this.url+";

Please wait.");var

n={useJQuery:this.useJQuery,jqueryAjaxCache:this.jqueryAjaxCache,connectionAgent:this.connectionAgent,enabl

eCookies:this.enableCookies,url:this.url,method:"get",headers:{accept:this.swaggerRequestHeaders},on:{error:funct

ion(e){return"http"!==t.url.substring(0,4)?t.fail("Please specify the protocol for

"+t.url):!e.errObj||"ECONNABORTED"!==e.errObj.code&&e.errObj.message.indexOf("timeout")===-

1?0===e.status?t.fail("Can't read from server.  It may not have the appropriate access-control-origin

settings."):404===e.status?t.fail("Can't read swagger JSON from "+t.url):t.fail(e.status+" : "+e.statusText+"

"+t.url):t.fail("Request timed out after "+t.fetchSpecTimeout+"ms")},response:function(e){var n=e.obj;if(!n)return

t.fail("failed to parse JSON/YAML

response");if(t.swaggerVersion=n.swaggerVersion,t.swaggerObject=n,n.swagger&&2===parseInt(n.swagger))t.swa

ggerVersion=n.swagger,(new u).resolve(n,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t),t.isValid=!0;else{var r=new

p;t.oldSwaggerObject=t.swaggerObject,r.setDocumentationLocation(t.url),r.convert(n,t.clientAuthorizations,t.option

s,function(e){t.swaggerObject=e,(new

u).resolve(e,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t),t.isValid=!0})}}}};if(this.fetchSpecTimeout&&(n.timeout=this.fetchSpecTime

out),this.spec)t.swaggerObject=this.spec,setTimeout(function(){(new

u).resolve(t.spec,t.url,t.buildFromSpec,t)},10);else{if(this.clientAuthorizations.apply(n),e)return n;(new

c).execute(n,this.options)}return

this.usePromise?this.deferredClient.promise:this},g.prototype.buildFromSpec=function(e){if(this.isBuilt)return

this;this.apis={},this.apisArray=[],this.basePath=e.basePath||"",this.consumes=e.consumes,this.host=e.host||"",this.in

fo=e.info||{},this.produces=e.produces,this.schemes=e.schemes||[],this.securityDefinitions=r.cloneDeep(e.securityD

efinitions),this.security=e.security,this.title=e.title||"";var

t,n,i,u,c={},p=this;if(e.externalDocs&&(this.externalDocs=e.externalDocs),this.authSchemes=this.securityDefinitio

ns,this.securityDefinitions)for(t in this.securityDefinitions){var

h=this.securityDefinitions[t];h.vendorExtensions={};for(var g in h)if(a.extractExtensions(g,h),"scopes"===g){var

y=h[g];if("object"==typeof y){y.vendorExtensions={};for(var v in y)a.extractExtensions(v,y),0===v.indexOf("x-

")&&delete y[v]}}}if(Array.isArray(e.tags))for(c={},n=0;n<e.tags.length;n++){var

b=r.cloneDeep(e.tags[n]);c[b.name]=b;for(u in b){if("externalDocs"===u&&"object"==typeof b[u])for(var w in

b[u])a.extractExtensions(w,b[u]);a.extractExtensions(u,b)}}if("string"==typeof

this.url){if(i=this.parseUri(this.url),"undefined"==typeof this.scheme&&"undefined"==typeof

this.schemes||0===this.schemes.length)"undefined"!=typeof

window?this.scheme=window.location.protocol.replace(":",""):this.scheme=i.scheme||"http";else

if("undefined"!=typeof window&&0===window.location.protocol.indexOf("chrome-

extension"))this.scheme=i.scheme;else if("undefined"==typeof this.scheme)if("undefined"!=typeof window){var

_=window.location.protocol.replace(":","");"https"===_&&this.schemes.indexOf(_)===-1?(a.log("Cannot call a

http server from https inside a browser!"),this.scheme="http"):this.schemes.indexOf(_)!==-

1?this.scheme=_:this.schemes.indexOf("https")!==-1?this.scheme="https":this.scheme="http"}else

this.scheme=this.schemes[0]||i.scheme;"undefined"!=typeof
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this.host&&""!==this.host||(this.host=i.host,i.port&&(this.host=this.host+":"+i.port))}else"undefined"==typeof

this.schemes||0===this.schemes.length?this.scheme="http":"undefined"==typeof

this.scheme&&(this.scheme=this.schemes[0]);this.definitions=e.definitions;for(t in this.definitions){var x=new

o(t,this.definitions[t],this.models,this.modelPropertyMacro);x&&(this.models[t]=x)}p.apis.help=r.bind(p.help,p),r.f

orEach(e.paths,function(e,t){r.isPlainObject(e)&&r.forEach(m,function(n){var

i=e[n];if(!r.isUndefined(i)){if(!r.isPlainObject(i))return void a.log("The '"+n+"' operation for '"+t+"' path is not an

Operation Object");var o=i.tags;!r.isUndefined(o)&&r.isArray(o)&&0!==o.length||(o=i.tags=["default"]);var

h=p.idFromOp(t,n,i),m=new

s(p,i.scheme,h,n,t,i,p.definitions,p.models,p.clientAuthorizations);m.connectionAgent=p.connectionAgent,m.vendor

Extensions={};for(u in

i)a.extractExtensions(u,m,i[u]);if(m.externalDocs=i.externalDocs,m.externalDocs){m.externalDocs=r.cloneDeep(m.

externalDocs),m.externalDocs.vendorExtensions={};for(u in

m.externalDocs)a.extractExtensions(u,m.externalDocs)}r.forEach(o,function(e){var t=r.indexOf(f,e)>-

1?"_"+e:e,n=r.indexOf(d,e)>-1?"_"+e:e,i=p[t];if(t!==e&&a.log("The '"+e+"' tag conflicts with a SwaggerClient

function/property name.  Use 'client."+t+"' or 'client.apis."+e+"' instead of 'client."+e+"'."),n!==e&&a.log("The

'"+e+"' tag conflicts with a SwaggerClient operation function/property name.  Use 'client.apis."+n+"' instead of

'client.apis."+e+"'."),r.indexOf(d,h)>-1&&(a.log("The '"+h+"' operationId conflicts with a SwaggerClient operation

function/property name.  Use 'client.apis."+n+"._"+h+"' instead of

'client.apis."+n+"."+h+"'."),h="_"+h,m.nickname=h),r.isUndefined(i)){i=p[t]=p.apis[n]={},i.operations={},i.label=n

,i.apis={};var

o=c[e];r.isUndefined(o)||(i.description=o.description,i.externalDocs=o.externalDocs,i.vendorExtensions=o.vendorEx

tensions),p[t].help=r.bind(p.help,i),p.apisArray.push(new

l(e,i.description,i.externalDocs,m))}h=p.makeUniqueOperationId(h,p.apis[n]),r.isFunction(i.help)||(i.help=r.bind(p.h

elp,i)),p.apis[n][h]=i[h]=r.bind(m.execute,m),p.apis[n][h].help=i[h].help=r.bind(m.help,m),p.apis[n][h].asCurl=i[h].

asCurl=r.bind(m.asCurl,m),i.apis[h]=i.operations[h]=m;var s=r.find(p.apisArray,function(t){return

t.tag===e});s&&s.operationsArray.push(m)})}})});var A=[];return r.forEach(Object.keys(c),function(e){var t;for(t

in p.apisArray){var

n=p.apisArray[t];n&&e===n.name&&(A.push(n),p.apisArray[t]=null)}}),r.forEach(p.apisArray,function(e){e&&A

.push(e)}),p.apisArray=A,r.forEach(e.definitions,function(e,t){e.id=t.toLowerCase(),e.name=t,p.modelsArray.push(

e)}),this.isBuilt=!0,this.usePromise?(this.isValid=!0,this.isBuilt=!0,this.deferredClient.resolve(this),this.deferredCli

ent.promise):(this.success&&this.success(),this)},g.prototype.makeUniqueOperationId=function(e,t){for(var

n=0,i=e;;){var a=!1;if(r.forEach(t.operations,function(e){e.nickname===i&&(a=!0)}),!a)return

i;i=e+"_"+n,n++}return e},g.prototype.parseUri=function(e){var

t=/^(((([^:\/#\?]+:)?(?:(\/\/)((?:(([^:@\/#\?]+)(?:\:([^:@\/#\?]+))?)@)?(([^:\/#\?\]\[]+|\[[^\/\]@#?]+\])(?:\:([0-

9]+))?))?)?)?((\/?(?:[^\/\?#]+\/+)*)([^\?#]*)))?(\?[^#]+)?)(#.*)?/,n=t.exec(e);return{scheme:n[4]?n[4].replace(":",""):

void 0,host:n[11],port:n[12],path:n[15]}},g.prototype.help=function(e){var t="";return this instanceof

g?r.forEach(this.apis,function(e,n){r.isPlainObject(e)&&(t+="operations for the '"+n+"'

tag\n",r.forEach(e.operations,function(e,n){t+="  * "+n+": "+e.summary+"\n"}))}):(this instanceof

l||r.isPlainObject(this))&&(t+="operations for the '"+this.label+"' tag\n",r.forEach(this.apis,function(e,n){t+="  *

"+n+": "+e.summary+"\n"})),e?t:(a.log(t),t)},g.prototype.tagFromLabel=function(e){return

e},g.prototype.idFromOp=function(e,t,n){n&&n.operationId||(n=n||{},n.operationId=t+"_"+e);var

r=n.operationId.replace(/[\s!@#$%^&*()_+=\[{\]};:<>|.\/?,\\'""-]/g,"_")||e.substring(1)+"_"+t;return

r=r.replace(/((_){2,})/g,"_"),r=r.replace(/^(_)*/g,""),r=r.replace(/([_])*$/g,"")},g.prototype.setHost=function(e){this.

host=e,this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forEach(t.operations,function(t){t.host=e})})},g.

prototype.setBasePath=function(e){this.basePath=e,this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forE

ach(t.operations,function(t){t.basePath=e})})},g.prototype.setSchemes=function(e){this.schemes=e,e&&e.length>0

&&this.apis&&r.forEach(this.apis,function(t){t.operations&&r.forEach(t.operations,function(t){t.scheme=e[0]})})}

,g.prototype.fail=function(e){return
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this.usePromise?(this.deferredClient.reject(e),this.deferredClient.promise):void(this.failure?this.failure(e):this.failure

(e))}},{"./auth":2,"./helpers":4,"./http":5,"./resolver":6,"./spec-

converter":8,"./types/model":9,"./types/operation":10,"./types/operationGroup":11,"lodash-

compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-compat/collection/find":53,"lodash-compat/collection/forEach":54,"lodash-

compat/function/bind":58,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isFunction":142,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined":148,q:157}],4:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){"use strict";var r={isPlainObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject"),indexOf:e("lodash-compat/array/indexOf")};t.exports.__bind=function(e,t){return

function(){return e.apply(t,arguments)}};var

i=t.exports.log=function(){console&&"test"!==n.env.NODE_ENV&&console.log(Array.prototype.slice.call(argum

ents)[0])};t.exports.fail=function(e){i(e)},t.exports.optionHtml=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};var a=t.exports.resolveSchema=function(e){return

r.isPlainObject(e.schema)&&(e=a(e.schema)),e};t.exports.simpleRef=function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?null:0===e.indexOf("#/definitions/")?e.substring("#/definitions/".length):e},t.exports.extractExtensions=function(

e,t,n){e&&t&&"string"==typeof e&&0===e.indexOf("x-

")&&(t.vendorExtensions=t.vendorExtensions||{},n?t.vendorExtensions[e]=n:t.vendorExtensions[e]=t[e])}}).call(thi

s,e("_process"))},{_process:12,"lodash-compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject":145}],5:[function(t,n,r){(function(r){"use strict";var

i=t("./helpers"),a=t("superagent"),o=t("js-yaml"),s={isObject:t("lodash-compat/lang/isObject"),keys:t("lodash-

compat/object/keys")},l=function(){this.type="JQueryHttpClient"},u=function(){this.type="SuperagentHttpClient"}

,c=n.exports=function(){};c.prototype.execute=function(t,n){var r;r=n&&n.client?n.client:new

u(n),r.opts=n||{},n&&n.requestAgent&&(a=n.requestAgent);var i=!1;if("undefined"!=typeof

window&&"undefined"!=typeof

window.jQuery&&(i=!0),"options"===t.method.toLowerCase()&&"SuperagentHttpClient"===r.type&&(e("forcing

jQuery as OPTIONS are not supported by

SuperAgent"),t.useJQuery=!0),this.isInternetExplorer()&&(t.useJQuery===!1||!i))throw new Error("Unsupported

configuration! JQuery is required but not

available");(t&&t.useJQuery===!0||this.isInternetExplorer()&&i)&&(r=new l(n));var

o=t.on.response,c=t.on.error,p=function(e){return

n&&n.requestInterceptor&&(e=n.requestInterceptor.apply(e)),e},h=function(e){return

n&&n.responseInterceptor&&(e=n.responseInterceptor.apply(e,[t])),o(e)},f=function(e){n&&n.responseInterceptor

&&(e=n.responseInterceptor.apply(e,[t])),c(e)};return

t.on.error=function(e){f(e)},t.on.response=function(e){e&&e.status>=400?f(e):h(e)},s.isObject(t)&&s.isObject(t.bo

dy)&&t.body.type&&"formData"===t.body.type&&n.useJQuery&&(t.contentType=!1,t.processData=!1,delete

t.headers["Content-

Type"]),t=p(t)||t,t.beforeSend?t.beforeSend(function(e){r.execute(e||t)}):r.execute(t),t.deferred?t.deferred.promise:t},

c.prototype.isInternetExplorer=function(){var e=!1;if("undefined"!=typeof navigator&&navigator.userAgent){var

t=navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase();if(t.indexOf("msie")!==-1){var

n=parseInt(t.split("msie")[1]);n<=8&&(e=!0)}}return e},l.prototype.execute=function(e){var

t=this.jQuery||"undefined"!=typeof window&&window.jQuery,n=e.on,r=e;if("undefined"==typeof t||t===!1)throw

new Error("Unsupported configuration! JQuery is required but not available");return

e.type=e.method,e.cache=e.jqueryAjaxCache,e.data=e.body,delete e.jqueryAjaxCache,delete e.useJQuery,delete

e.body,e.complete=function(e){for(var t={},a=e.getAllResponseHeaders().split("\n"),s=0;s<a.length;s++){var

l=a[s].trim();if(0!==l.length){var u=l.indexOf(":");if(u!==-1){var

c=l.substring(0,u).trim(),p=l.substring(u+1).trim();t[c]=p}else t[l]=null}}var

h={url:r.url,method:r.method,status:e.status,statusText:e.statusText,data:e.responseText,headers:t};try{var

f=e.responseJSON||o.safeLoad(e.responseText);h.obj="string"==typeof f?{}:f}catch(d){i.log("unable to parse

JSON/YAML
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content")}if(h.obj=h.obj||null,e.status>=200&&e.status<300)n.response(h);else{if(!(0===e.status||e.status>=400&&

e.status<599))return n.response(h);n.error(h)}},t.support.cors=!0,t.ajax(e)},u.prototype.execute=function(e){var

t=e.method.toLowerCase(),n=e.timeout;"delete"===t&&(t="del");var

l=e.headers||{},u=a[t](e.url);e.connectionAgent&&u.agent(e.connectionAgent),n&&u.timeout(n),e.enableCookies&

&u.withCredentials();var

c=e.headers.Accept;if(this.binaryRequest(c)&&u.on("request",function(){this.xhr&&(this.xhr.responseType="blob"

)}),e.body)if(s.isObject(e.body)){var p=e.headers["Content-Type"]||"";if(0===p.indexOf("multipart/form-

data"))if(delete l["Content-Type"],"[object FormData]"==={}.toString.apply(e.body))u.send(e.body);else{var

h,f,d;for(h in e.body)if(f=e.body[h],Array.isArray(f))for(d in f)u.field(h,d);else u.field(h,f)}else

s.isObject(e.body)&&(e.body=JSON.stringify(e.body),u.send(e.body))}else u.send(e.body);var m;for(m in

l)u.set(m,l[m]);"function"==typeof u.buffer&&u.buffer(),u.end(function(t,n){n=n||{status:0,headers:{error:"no

response from server"}};var

a,l={url:e.url,method:e.method,headers:n.headers};if(!t&&n.error&&(t=n.error),t&&e.on&&e.on.error){if(l.errObj

=t,l.status=n?n.status:500,l.statusText=n?n.text:t.message,n.headers&&n.headers["content-

type"]&&n.headers["content-

type"].indexOf("application/json")>=0)try{l.obj=JSON.parse(l.statusText)}catch(u){l.obj=null}a=e.on.error}else

if(n&&e.on&&e.on.response){var c;if(n.body&&s.keys(n.body).length>0)c=n.body;else

try{c=o.safeLoad(n.text),c="string"==typeof c?null:c}catch(u){i.log("cannot parse JSON/YAML

content")}"function"==typeof r&&r.isBuffer(c)?l.data=c:l.obj="object"==typeof

c?c:null,l.status=n.status,l.statusText=n.text,a=e.on.response}n.xhr&&n.xhr.response?l.data=n.xhr.response:l.data||(l

.data=l.statusText),a&&a(l)})},u.prototype.binaryRequest=function(e){return!!e&&(/^image/i.test(e)||/^application\/

pdf/.test(e)||/^application\/octet-stream/.test(e))}}).call(this,t("buffer").Buffer)},{"./helpers":4,buffer:14,"js-

yaml":19,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/object/keys":149,superagent:158}],6:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){var t={},n=/[a-

z]+:\/\//i.exec(e);n&&(t.proto=n[0].slice(0,-

3),e=e.slice(t.proto.length+1)),"//"===e.slice(0,2)&&(t.domain=e.slice(2).split("/")[0],e=e.slice(2+t.domain.length))

;var r=e.split("#");return r[0].length&&(t.path=r[0]),r.length>1&&(t.fragment=r.slice(1).join("#")),t}function

i(e){var t=e.path;return void 0===t&&(t=""),void 0!==e.fragment&&(t+="#"+e.fragment),void

0!==e.domain&&("/"===t.slice(0,1)&&(t=t.slice(1)),t="//"+e.domain+"/"+t,void

0!==e.proto&&(t=e.proto+":"+t)),t}function a(e,t){var n=r(t);if(void 0!==n.domain)return t;var a=r(e);if(void

0===n.path)a.fragment=n.fragment;else if("/"===n.path.slice(0,1))a.path=n.path,a.fragment=n.fragment;else{var

o=void

0===a.path?[]:a.path.split("/"),s=n.path.split("/");for(o.length&&o.pop();".."===s[0]||"."===s[0];)".."===s[0]&&o.p

op(),s.shift();a.path=o.concat(s).join("/"),a.fragment=n.fragment}return i(a)}var o=e("./http"),s={isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep"),isArray:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isArray"),isString:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isString")},l=t.exports=function(){this.failedUrls=[],this.resolverCache={},this.pendingUrls={}};l.prot

otype.processAllOf=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var o,s,l;n["x-resolved-from"]=["#/definitions/"+t];var

u=n.allOf;for(u.sort(function(e,t){return e.$ref&&t.$ref?0:e.$ref?-

1:1}),o=0;o<u.length;o++)l=u[o],s="/definitions/"+t+"/allOf",this.resolveInline(e,a,l,r,i,s);

},l.prototype.resolve=function(e,t,n,r){this.spec=e;var i,a,l=t,u=n,c=r,p={};"function"==typeof

t&&(l=null,u=t,c=n);var

h,f=l;this.scope=c||this,this.iteration=this.iteration||0,this.scope.options&&this.scope.options.requestInterceptor&&(

p.requestInterceptor=this.scope.options.requestInterceptor),this.scope.options&&this.scope.options.responseIntercep

tor&&(p.responseInterceptor=this.scope.options.responseInterceptor);var

d,m,g,y,v,b,w,_=0,x={},A={},S=[];e.definitions=e.definitions||{};for(d in e.definitions){var

j=e.definitions[d];if(j.$ref)this.resolveInline(l,e,j,S,A,j);else{for(y in

j.properties)g=j.properties[y],s.isArray(g.allOf)?this.processAllOf(l,d,g,S,A,e):this.resolveTo(l,g,S,"/definitions");j.a
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llOf&&this.processAllOf(l,d,j,S,A,e)}}e.parameters=e.parameters||{};for(d in

e.parameters){if(v=e.parameters[d],"body"===v["in"]&&v.schema)if(s.isArray(v.schema.allOf)){h="inline_model"

;var E=h;for(b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[E]){b=!0;break}E=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[E]={allOf:v.schema.allOf},delete

v.schema.allOf,v.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+E,this.processAllOf(l,E,e.definitions[E],S,A,e)}else

this.resolveTo(l,v.schema,S,i);v.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,v,S,A,v.$ref)}for(d in e.paths){var

O,k,T;if(m=e.paths[d],"object"==typeof m){for(O in

m)if("$ref"===O)i="/paths"+d,this.resolveInline(l,e,m,S,A,i);else{k=m[O];var

C=m.parameters||[],I=k.parameters||[];C.forEach(function(e){I.unshift(e)}),"parameters"!==O&&s.isObject(k)&&(k

.parameters=k.parameters||I);for(a in

I){if(v=I[a],i="/paths"+d+"/"+O+"/parameters","body"===v["in"]&&v.schema)if(s.isArray(v.schema.allOf)){for(h=

"inline_model",d=h,b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[d]){b=!0;break}d=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[d]={allOf:v.schema.allOf},delete

v.schema.allOf,v.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+d,this.processAllOf(l,d,e.definitions[d],S,A,e)}else

this.resolveTo(l,v.schema,S,i);v.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,v,S,A,v.$ref)}for(T in k.responses){var

D=k.responses[T];if(i="/paths"+d+"/"+O+"/responses/"+T,s.isObject(D)&&(D.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,D,S,A,i

),D.schema)){var

L=D;if(s.isArray(L.schema.allOf)){for(h="inline_model",d=h,b=!1,w=0;!b;){if("undefined"==typeof

e.definitions[d]){b=!0;break}d=h+"_"+w,w++}e.definitions[d]={allOf:L.schema.allOf},delete

L.schema.allOf,delete

L.schema.type,L.schema.$ref="#/definitions/"+d,this.processAllOf(l,d,e.definitions[d],S,A,e)}else"array"===L.sche

ma.type?L.schema.items&&L.schema.items.$ref&&this.resolveInline(l,e,L.schema.items,S,A,i):this.resolveTo(l,D.s

chema,S,i)}}}m.parameters=[]}}var M,R=0,U=[],P=S;for(a=0;a<P.length;a++){var

q=P[a];if(l===q.root){if("ref"===q.resolveAs){var

B,z=((q.root||"")+"/"+q.key).split("/"),N=[],$="";if(q.key.indexOf("../")>=0){for(var

F=0;F<z.length;F++)".."===z[F]?N=N.slice(0,N.length-

1):N.push(z[F]);for(B=0;B<N.length;B++)B>0&&($+="/"),$+=N[B];q.root=$,U.push(q)}else

if(M=q.key.split("#"),2===M.length){0!==M[0].indexOf("http:")&&0!==M[0].indexOf("https:")||(q.root=M[0]),i=

M[1].split("/");var V,H=e;for(B=0;B<i.length;B++){var Y=i[B];if(""!==Y){if(H=H[Y],"undefined"==typeof

H){V=null;break}V=H}}null===V&&U.push(q)}}else

if("inline"===q.resolveAs){if(q.key&&q.key.indexOf("#")===-

1&&"/"!==q.key.charAt(0)){for(M=q.root.split("/"),i="",a=0;a<M.length-

1;a++)i+=M[a]+"/";i+=q.key,q.root=i,q.location=""}U.push(q)}}else U.push(q)}R=U.length;for(var

J={},W=0;W<U.length;W++)!function(e,t,n,r,i){if(e.root&&e.root!==l)if(n.failedUrls.indexOf(e.root)===-1){var

a={useJQuery:!1,url:e.root,method:"get",headers:{accept:n.scope.swaggerRequestHeaders||"application/json"},on:{

error:function(i){_+=1,console.log("failed url: "+a.url),n.failedUrls.push(a.url),r&&delete

r[e.root],A[e.key]={root:e.root,location:e.location},_===R&&n.finish(t,f,S,x,A,u)},response:function(i){var

a=i.obj;r&&delete

r[e.root],n.resolverCache&&(n.resolverCache[e.root]=a),n.resolveItem(a,e.root,S,x,A,e),_+=1,_===R&&n.finish(t,f

,S,x,A,u)}}};c&&c.fetchSpecTimeout&&(a.timeout=c.fetchSpecTimeout),c&&c.clientAuthorizations&&c.clientAu

thorizations.apply(a),function h(){setTimeout(function(){if(r[a.url])h();else{var

e=n.resolverCache[a.url];s.isObject(e)?a.on.response({obj:e}):(r[a.url]=!0,(new o).execute(a,p))}},0)}()}else

_+=1,A[e.key]={root:e.root,location:e.location},_===R&&n.finish(t,f,S,x,A,u);else

n.resolveItem(t,f,S,x,A,e),_+=1,_===R&&n.finish(t,l,S,x,A,u,!0)}(U[W],e,this,J,W);0===Object.keys(U).length&&

this.finish(e,f,S,x,A,u)},l.prototype.resolveItem=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o=a.location,s=e,l=o.split("/");if(""!==o)for(var u=0;u<l.length;u++){var c=l[u];if(c.indexOf("~1")!==-

1&&(c=l[u].replace(/~0/g,"~").replace(/~1/g,"/"),"/"!==c.charAt(0)&&(c="/"+c)),"undefined"==typeof

s||null===s)break;if(""===c&&u===l.length-1&&l.length>1){s=null;break}c.length>0&&(s=s[c])}var
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p=a.key;l=a.key.split("/");var h=l[l.length-

1];h.indexOf("#")>=0&&(h=h.split("#")[1]),null!==s&&"undefined"!=typeof

s?r[p]={name:h,obj:s,key:a.key,root:a.root}:i[p]={root:a.root,location:a.location}},l.prototype.finish=function(e,t,n,

r,i,a,o){var s,l;for(s in n){var

u=n[s],c=u.key,p=r[c];if(p)if(e.definitions=e.definitions||{},"ref"===u.resolveAs){if(o!==!0)for(c in

p.obj)l=this.retainRoot(c,p.obj[c],u.root),p.obj[c]=l;e.definitions[p.name]=p.obj,u.obj.$ref="#/definitions/"+p.name}

else if("inline"===u.resolveAs){var h=u.obj;h["x-resolved-from"]=[u.key],delete h.$ref;for(c in

p.obj)l=p.obj[c],o!==!0&&(l=this.retainRoot(c,p.obj[c],u.root)),h[c]=l}}var

f=this.countUnresolvedRefs(e);0===f||this.iteration>5?(this.resolveAllOf(e.definitions),this.resolverCache=null,a.ca

ll(this.scope,e,i)):(this.iteration+=1,this.resolve(e,t,a,this.scope))},l.prototype.countUnresolvedRefs=function(e){var

t,n=this.getRefs(e),r=[],i=[];for(t in

n)0===t.indexOf("#")?r.push(t.substring(1)):i.push(t);for(t=0;t<r.length;t++)for(var

a=r[t],o=a.split("/"),s=e,l=0;l<o.length;l++){var u=o[l];if(""!==u&&(s=s[u],"undefined"==typeof

s)){i.push(a);break}}return i.length},l.prototype.getRefs=function(e,t){t=t||e;var n={};for(var r in

t)if(t.hasOwnProperty(r)){var i=t[r];if("$ref"===r&&"string"==typeof i)n[i]=null;else if(s.isObject(i)){var

a=this.getRefs(i);for(var o in a)n[o]=null}}return n},l.prototype.retainRoot=function(e,t,n){if(s.isObject(t))for(var r

in t){var i=t[r];"$ref"===r&&"string"==typeof i?t[r]=a(n,i):s.isObject(i)&&this.retainRoot(r,i,n)}else

s.isString(t)&&"$ref"===e&&(t=a(n,t));return t},l.prototype.resolveInline=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s,l,u,c=n.$ref,p=n.$ref,h=!1;if(e=e||"",p){if(0===p.indexOf("../")){for(s=p.split("../"),l=e.split("/"),p="",o=0;o<s.le

ngth;o++)""===s[o]?l=l.slice(0,l.length-1):p+=s[o];for(e="",o=0;o<l.length-

1;o++)o>0&&(e+="/"),e+=l[o];h=!0}if(p.indexOf("#")>=0)if(0===p.indexOf("/"))u=p.split("#"),s=e.split("//"),l=s[1

].split("/"),e=s[0]+"//"+l[0]+u[0],a=u[1];else{if(u=p.split("#"),""!==u[0]){if(l=e.split("/"),l=l.slice(0,l.length-

1),!h){e="";for(var

f=0;f<l.length;f++)f>0&&(e+="/"),e+=l[f]}e+="/"+p.split("#")[0]}a=u[1]}if(0===p.indexOf("http:")||0===p.indexO

f("https:"))p.indexOf("#")>=0?(e=p.split("#")[0],a=p.split("#")[1]):(e=p,a=""),r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:

e,key:c,location:a});else

if(0===p.indexOf("#"))a=p.split("#")[1],r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:e,key:c,location:a});else

if(0===p.indexOf("/")&&p.indexOf("#")===-1){a=p;var

d=e.match(/^https?\:\/\/([^\/?#]+)(?:[\/?#]|$)/i);d&&(e=d[0]+p.substring(1),a=""),r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",ro

ot:e,key:c,location:a})}else

r.push({obj:n,resolveAs:"inline",root:e,key:c,location:a})}else"array"===n.type&&this.resolveTo(e,n.items,r,a)},l.p

rototype.resolveTo=function(e,t,n,r){var i,a,o=t.$ref,l=e;if("undefined"!=typeof

o&&null!==o){if(o.indexOf("#")>=0){var u=o.split("#");if(u[0]&&0===o.indexOf("/"));else

if(!u[0]||0!==u[0].indexOf("http:")&&0!==u[0].indexOf("https:")){if(u[0]&&u[0].length>0){for(i=e.split("/"),l="",a

=0;a<i.length-1;a++)l+=i[a]+"/";l+=u[0]}}else l=u[0],o=u[1];r=u[1]}else

if(0===o.indexOf("http:")||0===o.indexOf("https:"))l=o,r="";else{for(i=e.split("/"),l="",a=0;a<i.length-

1;a++)l+=i[a]+"/";l+=o,r=""}n.push({obj:t,resolveAs:"ref",root:l,key:o,location:r})}else if("array"===t.type){var

c=t.items;this.resolveTo(e,c,n,r)}else if(t&&(t.properties||t.additionalProperties)){var

p=this.uniqueName("inline_model");t.title&&(p=this.uniqueName(t.title)),delete

t.title,this.spec.definitions[p]=s.cloneDeep(t),t.$ref="#/definitions/"+p,delete t.type,delete

t.properties}},l.prototype.uniqueName=function(e){for(var t=e,n=0;;){if(!s.isObject(this.spec.definitions[t]))return

t;t=e+"_"+n,n++}},l.prototype.resolveAllOf=function(e,t,n){n=n||0,t=t||e;var r;for(var i in

t)if(t.hasOwnProperty(i)){var a=t[i];if(null===a)throw new TypeError("Swagger 2.0 does not support null types

("+t+").  See https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-spec/issues/229.");if("object"==typeof

a&&this.resolveAllOf(e,a,n+1),a&&"undefined"!=typeof a.allOf){var o=a.allOf;if(s.isArray(o)){var

l=s.cloneDeep(a);delete l.allOf,l["x-composed"]=!0,"undefined"!=typeof a["x-resolved-from"]&&(l["x-resolved-

from"]=a["x-resolved-from"]);for(var u=0;u<o.length;u++){var c=o[u],p="self";"undefined"!=typeof c["x-resolved-

from"]&&(p=c["x-resolved-from"][0]);for(var h in c)if(l.hasOwnProperty(h))if("properties"===h){var f=c[h];for(r
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in f){l.properties[r]=s.cloneDeep(f[r]);var d=f[r]["x-resolved-from"];"undefined"!=typeof

d&&"self"!==d||(d=p),l.properties[r]["x-resolved-from"]=d}}else if("required"===h){for(var

m=l.required.concat(c[h]),g=0;g<m.length;++g)for(var y=g+1;y<m.length;++y)m[g]===m[y]&&m.splice(y--

,1);l.required=m}else"x-resolved-from"===h&&l["x-resolved-from"].push(p);else

if(l[h]=s.cloneDeep(c[h]),"properties"===h)for(r in l[h])l[h][r]["x-resolved-

from"]=p}t[i]=l}}}}},{"./http":5,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-compat/lang/isString":146}],7:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("./helpers"),i={isPlainObject:e("lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isUndefined:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined"),isArray:e("lodash-compat/lang/isArray"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject"),isEmpty:e("lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty"),map:e("lodash-

compat/collection/map"),indexOf:e("lodash-compat/array/indexOf"),cloneDeep:e("lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep"),keys:e("lodash-compat/object/keys"),forEach:e("lodash-

compat/collection/forEach")},a=t.exports.optionHtml=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};t.exports.typeFromJsonSchema=function(e,t){var

n;return"integer"===e&&"int32"===t?n="integer":"integer"===e&&"int64"===t?n="long":"integer"===e&&"und

efined"==typeof t?n="long":"string"===e&&"date-time"===t?n="date-

time":"string"===e&&"date"===t?n="date":"number"===e&&"float"===t?n="float":"number"===e&&"double"=

==t?n="double":"number"===e&&"undefined"==typeof

t?n="double":"boolean"===e?n="boolean":"string"===e&&(n="string"),n};var

o=t.exports.getStringSignature=function(e,t){var n="";return"undefined"!=typeof

e.$ref?n+=r.simpleRef(e.$ref):"undefined"==typeof

e.type?n+="object":"array"===e.type?t?n+=o(e.items||e.$ref||{}):(n+="Array[",n+=o(e.items||e.$ref||{}),n+="]"):n+

="integer"===e.type&&"int32"===e.format?"integer":"integer"===e.type&&"int64"===e.format?"long":"integer"=

==e.type&&"undefined"==typeof e.format?"long":"string"===e.type&&"date-time"===e.format?"date-

time":"string"===e.type&&"date"===e.format?"date":"string"===e.type&&"undefined"==typeof

e.format?"string":"number"===e.type&&"float"===e.format?"float":"number"===e.type&&"double"===e.format?"

double":"number"===e.type&&"undefined"==typeof

e.format?"double":"boolean"===e.type?"boolean":e.$ref?r.simpleRef(e.$ref):e.type,n},s=t.exports.schemaToJSON=

function(e,t,n,a){e=r.resolveSchema(e),"function"!=typeof a&&(a=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]}),n=n||{};var

o,l,u=e.type||"object",c=e.format;return

i.isUndefined(e.example)?i.isUndefined(e.items)&&i.isArray(e["enum"])&&(l=e["enum"][0]):l=e.example,i.isUnde

fined(l)&&(e.$ref?(o=t[r.simpleRef(e.$ref)],i.isUndefined(o)||(i.isUndefined(n[o.name])?(n[o.name]=o,l=s(o.definiti

on,t,n,a),delete n[o.name]):l="array"===o.type?[]:{})):i.isUndefined(e["default"])?"string"===u?l="date-

time"===c?(new Date).toISOString():"date"===c?(new

Date).toISOString().split("T")[0]:"string":"integer"===u?l=0:"number"===u?l=0:"boolean"===u?l=!0:"object"===

u?(l={},i.forEach(e.properties,function(e,r){var

o=i.cloneDeep(e);o["default"]=a(e),l[r]=s(o,t,n,a)})):"array"===u&&(l=[],i.isArray(e.items)?i.forEach(e.items,funct

ion(e){l.push(s(e,t,n,a))}):i.isPlainObject(e.items)?l.push(s(e.items,t,n,a)):i.isUndefined(e.items)?l.push({}):r.log("A

rray type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process")):l=e["default"]),l};t.exports.schemaToHTML=function(e,t,n,o){function s(e,t,a){var o,s=t;return

e.$ref?(s=e.title||r.simpleRef(e.$ref),o=n[s]):i.isUndefined(t)&&(s=e.title||"Inline Model "+

++m,o={definition:e}),a!==!0&&(f[s]=i.isUndefined(o)?{}:o.definition),s}function l(e){var t='<span

class="propType">',n=e.type||"object";return

e.$ref?t+=s(e,r.simpleRef(e.$ref)):"object"===n?t+=i.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":s(e):"array"===n?(t+="Arr

ay[",i.isArray(e.items)?t+=i.map(e.items,s).join(","):i.isPlainObject(e.items)?t+=i.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?i.isUnd

efined(e.items.type)||i.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type)!==-

1?s(e.items):e.items.type:s(e.items,r.simpleRef(e.items.$ref)):(r.log("Array type's 'items' schema is not an array or

an object, cannot process"),t+="object"),t+="]"):t+=e.type,t+="</span>"}function u(e,t){var
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n="",r=e.type||"object",o="array"===r;switch(o&&(r=i.isPlainObject(e.items)&&!i.isUndefined(e.items.type)?e.ite

ms.type:"object"),i.isUndefined(e["default"])||(n+=a("Default",e["default"])),r){case"string":e.minLength&&(n+=a(

"Min. Length",e.minLength)),e.maxLength&&(n+=a("Max. Length",e.maxLength)),e.pattern&&(n+=a("Reg.

Exp.",e.pattern));break;case"integer":case"number":e.minimum&&(n+=a("Min.

Value",e.minimum)),e.exclusiveMinimum&&(n+=a("Exclusive Min.","true")),e.maximum&&(n+=a("Max.

Value",e.maximum)),e.exclusiveMaximum&&(n+=a("Exclusive Max.","true")),e.multipleOf&&(n+=a("Multiple

Of",e.multipleOf))}if(o&&(e.minItems&&(n+=a("Min. Items",e.minItems)),e.maxItems&&(n+=a("Max.

Items",e.maxItems)),e.uniqueItems&&(n+=a("Unique Items","true")),e.collectionFormat&&(n+=a("Coll.

Format",e.collectionFormat))),i.isUndefined(e.items)&&i.isArray(e["enum"])){var

s;s="number"===r||"integer"===r?e["enum"].join(", "):'"'+e["enum"].join('", "')+'"',n+=a("Enum",s)}return

n.length>0&&(t='<span class="propWrap">'+t+'<table class="optionsWrapper"><tr><th

colspan="2">'+r+"</th></tr>"+n+"</table></span>"),t}function c(e,t){var

a=e.type||"object",c="array"===e.type,f=p+t+"

"+(c?"[":"{")+h;if(t&&d.push(t),c)i.isArray(e.items)?f+="<div>"+i.map(e.items,function(e){var

t=e.type||"object";return i.isUndefined(e.$ref)?i.indexOf(["array","object"],t)>-

1?"object"===t&&i.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":s(e):u(e,t):s(e,r.simpleRef(e.$ref))}).join(",</div><div>"):i.i

sPlainObject(e.items)?f+=i.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?i.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type||"object")>-

1?(i.isUndefined(e.items.type)||"object"===e.items.type)&&i.isUndefined(e.items.properties)?"<div>object</div>":

"<div>"+s(e.items)+"</div>":"<div>"+u(e.items,e.items.type)+"</div>":"<div>"+s(e.items,r.simpleRef(e.items.$ref

))+"</div>":(r.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process"),f+="<div>object</div>");else if(e.$ref)f+="<div>"+s(e,t)+"</div>";else

if("object"===a){if(i.isPlainObject(e.properties)){var m=i.map(e.properties,function(t,a){var

s,c,p=i.indexOf(e.required,a)>=0,h=i.cloneDeep(t),f=p?"required":"",d='<span class="propName

'+f+'">'+a+"</span> (";return

h["default"]=o(h),h=r.resolveSchema(h),c=t.description||h.description,i.isUndefined(h.$ref)||(s=n[r.simpleRef(h.$ref

)],i.isUndefined(s)||i.indexOf([void 0,"array","object"],s.definition.type)!==-

1||(h=r.resolveSchema(s.definition))),d+=l(h),p||(d+=', <span

class="propOptKey">optional</span>'),t.readOnly&&(d+=', <span class="propReadOnly">read

only</span>'),d+=")",i.isUndefined(c)||(d+=': <span class="propDesc">'+c+"</span>"),h["enum"]&&(d+=' = <span

class="propVals">[\''+h["enum"].join("', '")+"']</span>"),"<div"+(t.readOnly?'

class="readOnly"':"")+">"+u(h,d)}).join(",</div>");m&&(f+=m+"</div>")}}else

f+="<div>"+u(e,a)+"</div>";return f+p+(c?"]":"}")+h}var p='<span

class="strong">',h="</span>";if(i.isObject(arguments[0])&&(e=void

0,t=arguments[0],n=arguments[1],o=arguments[2]),n=n||{},t=r.resolveSchema(t),i.isEmpty(t))return

p+"Empty"+h;if("string"==typeof t.$ref&&(e=r.simpleRef(t.$ref),t=n[e],"undefined"==typeof t))return p+e+" is not

defined!"+h;"string"!=typeof e&&(e=t.title||"Inline Model"),t.definition&&(t=t.definition),"function"!=typeof

o&&(o=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]});for(var

f={},d=[],m=0,g=c(t,e);i.keys(f).length>0;)i.forEach(f,function(e,t){var n=i.indexOf(d,t)>-1;delete

f[t],n||(d.push(t),g+="<br />"+c(e,t))});return g}},{"./helpers":4,"lodash-compat/array/indexOf":49,"lodash-

compat/collection/forEach":54,"lodash-compat/collection/map":56,"lodash-compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-

compat/lang/isArray":140,"lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty":141,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-compat/lang/isUndefined":148,"lodash-

compat/object/keys":149}],8:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("./http"),i={isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject")},a=t.exports=function(){this.errors=[],this.warnings=[],this.modelMap={}};a.prototype.set

DocumentationLocation=function(e){this.docLocation=e},a.prototype.convert=function(e,t,n,r){if(!e||!Array.isArray

(e.apis))return this.finish(r,null);this.clientAuthorizations=t;var

i={swagger:"2.0"};i.originalVersion=e.swaggerVersion,this.apiInfo(e,i),this.securityDefinitions(e,i),e.basePath&&t

his.setDocumentationLocation(e.basePath);var a,o=!1;for(a=0;a<e.apis.length;a++){var
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s=e.apis[a];Array.isArray(s.operations)&&(o=!0)}o?(this.declaration(e,i),this.finish(r,i)):this.resourceListing(e,i,n,r)

},a.prototype.declaration=function(e,t){var

n,r,a,o;if(e.apis){0===e.basePath.indexOf("http://")?(a=e.basePath.substring("http://".length),o=a.indexOf("/"),o>0?

(t.host=a.substring(0,o),t.basePath=a.substring(o)):(t.host=a,t.basePath="/")):0===e.basePath.indexOf("https://")?(a

=e.basePath.substring("https://".length),o=a.indexOf("/"),o>0?(t.host=a.substring(0,o),t.basePath=a.substring(o)):(t.

host=a,t.basePath="/")):t.basePath=e.basePath;var

s;if(e.authorizations&&(s=e.authorizations),e.consumes&&(t.consumes=e.consumes),e.produces&&(t.produces=e.p

roduces),i.isObject(e))for(n in e.models){var

l=e.models[n],u=l.id||n;this.modelMap[u]=n}for(r=0;r<e.apis.length;r++){var

c=e.apis[r],p=c.path,h=c.operations;this.operations(p,e.resourcePath,h,s,t)}var

f=e.models||{};this.models(f,t)}},a.prototype.models=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(e)){var

n;t.definitions=t.definitions||{};for(n in e){var r,a=e[n],o=[],s={properties:{}};for(r in a.properties){var

l=a.properties[r],u={};this.dataType(l,u),l.description&&(u.description=l.description),l["enum"]&&(u["enum"]=l["e

num"]),"boolean"==typeof l.required&&l.required===!0&&o.push(r),"string"==typeof

l.required&&"true"===l.required&&o.push(r),s.properties[r]=u}o.length>0?s.required=o:s.required=a.required,t.def

initions[n]=s}}},a.prototype.extractTag=function(e){var t=e||"default";return

0!==t.indexOf("http:")&&0!==t.indexOf("https:")||(t=t.split(["/"]),t=t[t.length-

1].substring()),t.endsWith(".json")&&(t=t.substring(0,t.length-

".json".length)),t.replace("/","")},a.prototype.operations=function(e,t,n,r,i){if(Array.isArray(n)){var

a;i.paths||(i.paths={});var o=i.paths[e]||{},s=this.extractTag(t);i.tags=i.tags||[];var

l=!1;for(a=0;a<i.tags.length;a++){var

u=i.tags[a];u.name===s&&(l=!0)}for(l||i.tags.push({name:s}),a=0;a<n.length;a++){var

c=n[a],p=(c.method||c.httpMethod).toLowerCase(),h={tags:[s]},f=c.authorizations;if(f&&0===Object.keys(f).lengt

h&&(f=r),"undefined"!=typeof f){var d;for(var m in f){h.security=h.security||[];var g=f[m];if(g){var y=[];for(var v

in g)y.push(g[v].scope);d={},d[m]=y,h.security.push(d)}else

d={},d[m]=[],h.security.push(d)}}c.consumes?h.consumes=c.consumes:i.consumes&&(h.consumes=i.consumes),c.

produces?h.produces=c.produces:i.produces&&(h.produces=i.produces),c.summary&&(h.summary=c.summary),c.n

otes&&(h.description=c.notes),c.nickname&&(h.operationId=c.nickname),c.deprecated&&(h.deprecated=c.depreca

ted),this.authorizations(f,i),this.parameters(h,c.parameters,i),this.responseMessages(h,c,i),o[p]=h}i.paths[e]=o}},a.pr

ototype.responseMessages=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(t)){var

n={};this.dataType(t,n),!n.schema&&n.type&&(n={schema:n}),e.responses=e.responses||{};var

r=!1;if(Array.isArray(t.responseMessages)){var a,o=t.responseMessages;for(a=0;a<o.length;a++){var

s=o[a],l={description:s.message};200===s.code&&(r=!0),s.responseModel&&(l.schema={$ref:"#/definitions/"+s.re

sponseModel}),e.responses[""+s.code]=l}}r?e.responses["default"]=n:e.responses[200]=n}},a.prototype.authorizati

ons=function(e){!i.isObject(e)},a.prototype.parameters=function(e,t){if(Array.isArray(t)){var

n;for(n=0;n<t.length;n++){var

r=t[n],i={};if(i.name=r.name,i.description=r.description,i.required=r.required,i["in"]=r.paramType,"body"===i["in"

]&&(i.name="body"),"form"===i["in"]&&(i["in"]="formData"),r["enum"]&&(i["enum"]=r["enum"]),r.allowMultip

le===!0||"true"===r.allowMultiple){var a={};if(this.dataType(r,a),i.type="array",i.items=a,r.allowableValues){var

o=r.allowableValues;"LIST"===o.valueType&&(i["enum"]=o.values)}}else this.dataType(r,i);"undefined"!=typeof

r.defaultValue&&(i["default"]=r.defaultValue),e.parameters=e.parameters||[],e.parameters.push(i)}}},a.prototype.da

taType=function(e,t){if(i.isObject(e)){e.minimum&&(t.minimum=e.minimum),e.maximum&&(t.maximum=e.maxi

mum),e.format&&(t.format=e.format),"undefined"!=typeof e.defaultValue&&(t["default"]=e.defaultValue);var

n=this.toJsonSchema(e);n&&(t=t||{},n.type&&(t.type=n.type),n.format&&(t.format=n.format),n.$ref&&(t.schema=

{$ref:n.$ref}),n.items&&(t.items=n.items))}},a.prototype.toJsonSchema=function(e){if(!e)return"object";var

t=e.type||e.dataType||e.responseClass||"",n=t.toLowerCase(),r=(e.format||"").toLowerCase();if(0===n.indexOf("list["

)){var i=t.substring(5,t.length-

1),a=this.toJsonSchema({type:i});return{type:"array",items:a}}if("int"===n||"integer"===n&&"int32"===r)return{t
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ype:"integer",format:"int32"};if("long"===n||"integer"===n&&"int64"===r)return{type:"integer",format:"int64"};if

("integer"===n)return{type:"integer",format:"int64"};if("float"===n||"number"===n&&"float"===r)return{type:"n

umber",format:"float"};if("double"===n||"number"===n&&"double"===r)return{type:"number",format:"double"};i

f("string"===n&&"date-time"===r||"date"===n)return{type:"string",format:"date-

time"};if("string"===n)return{type:"string"};if("file"===n)return{type:"file"};if("boolean"===n)return{type:"boole

an"};if("boolean"===n)return{type:"boolean"};if("array"===n||"list"===n){if(e.items){var

o=this.toJsonSchema(e.items);return{type:"array",items:o}}return{type:"array",items:{type:"object"}}}return

e.$ref?{$ref:this.modelMap[e.$ref]?"#/definitions/"+this.modelMap[e.$ref]:e.$ref}:"void"===n||""===n?{}:this.mo

delMap[e.type]?{$ref:"#/definitions/"+this.modelMap[e.type]}:{type:e.type}},a.prototype.resourceListing=function

(e,t,n,i){var

a,o=0,s=this,l=e.apis.length,u=t,c={};n&&n.requestInterceptor&&(c.requestInterceptor=n.requestInterceptor),n&&

n.responseInterceptor&&(c.responseInterceptor=n.responseInterceptor);var

p="application/json";for(n&&n.swaggerRequestHeaders&&(p=n.swaggerRequestHeaders),0===l&&this.finish(i,t),

a=0;a<l;a++){var

h=e.apis[a],f=h.path,d=this.getAbsolutePath(e.swaggerVersion,this.docLocation,f);h.description&&(t.tags=t.tags||[],

t.tags.push({name:this.extractTag(h.path),description:h.description||""}));var

m={url:d,headers:{accept:p},on:{},method:"get",timeout:n.timeout};m.on.response=function(e){o+=1;var

t=e.obj;t&&s.declaration(t,u),o===l&&s.finish(i,u)},m.on.error=function(e){console.error(e),o+=1,o===l&&s.finis

h(i,u)},this.clientAuthorizations&&"function"==typeof

this.clientAuthorizations.apply&&this.clientAuthorizations.apply(m),(new

r).execute(m,c)}},a.prototype.getAbsolutePath=function(e,t,n){if("1.0"===e&&t.endsWith(".json")){var

r=t.lastIndexOf("/");r>0&&(t=t.substring(0,r))}var i=t;return

0===n.indexOf("http:")||0===n.indexOf("https:")?i=n:(t.endsWith("/")&&(i=t.substring(0,t.length-

1)),i+=n),i=i.replace("{format}","json")},a.prototype.securityDefinitions=function(e,t){if(e.authorizations){var

n;for(n in e.authorizations){var

r=!1,i={vendorExtensions:{}},a=e.authorizations[n];if("apiKey"===a.type)i.type="apiKey",i["in"]=a.passAs,i.name

=a.keyname||n,r=!0;else if("basicAuth"===a.type)i.type="basicAuth",r=!0;else if("oauth2"===a.type){var

o,s=a.scopes||[],l={};for(o in s){var

u=s[o];l[u.scope]=u.description}if(i.type="oauth2",o>0&&(i.scopes=l),a.grantTypes){if(a.grantTypes.implicit){var

c=a.grantTypes.implicit;i.flow="implicit",i.authorizationUrl=c.loginEndpoint,r=!0}if(a.grantTypes.authorization_co

de&&!i.flow){var

p=a.grantTypes.authorization_code;i.flow="accessCode",i.authorizationUrl=p.tokenRequestEndpoint.url,i.tokenUrl

=p.tokenEndpoint.url,r=!0}}}r&&(t.securityDefinitions=t.securityDefinitions||{},t.securityDefinitions[n]=i)}}},a.pr

ototype.apiInfo=function(e,t){if(e.info){var

n=e.info;t.info={},n.contact&&(t.info.contact={},t.info.contact.email=n.contact),n.description&&(t.info.description

=n.description),n.title&&(t.info.title=n.title),n.termsOfServiceUrl&&(t.info.termsOfService=n.termsOfServiceUrl),(

n.license||n.licenseUrl)&&(t.license={},n.license&&(t.license.name=n.license),n.licenseUrl&&(t.license.url=n.licen

seUrl))}else this.warnings.push("missing info section")},a.prototype.finish=function(e,t){e(t)}},{"./http":5,"lodash-

compat/lang/isObject":144}],9:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=(e("../helpers").log,{isPlainObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isPlainObject"),isString:e("lodash-compat/lang/isString")}),i=e("../schema-markup.js"),a=e("js-

yaml"),o=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r){return

this.definition=t||{},this.isArray="array"===t.type,this.models=n||{},this.name=e||t.title||"Inline

Model",this.modelPropertyMacro=r||function(e){return

e["default"]},this};o.prototype.createJSONSample=o.prototype.getSampleValue=function(e){return

e=e||{},e[this.name]=this,this.examples&&r.isPlainObject(this.examples)&&this.examples["application/json"]?(this

.definition.example=this.examples["application/json"],r.isString(this.definition.example)&&(this.definition.example

=a.safeLoad(this.definition.example))):this.definition.example||(this.definition.example=this.examples),i.schemaToJ

SON(this.definition,this.models,e,this.modelPropertyMacro)},o.prototype.getMockSignature=function(){return
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i.schemaToHTML(this.name,this.definition,this.models,this.modelPropertyMacro)}},{"../helpers":4,"../schema-

markup.js":7,"js-yaml":19,"lodash-compat/lang/isPlainObject":145,"lodash-

compat/lang/isString":146}],10:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e,t){if(i.isEmpty(t))return e[0];for(var

n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)if(e.indexOf(t[n])>-1)return t[n];return e[0]}var i={cloneDeep:e("lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep"),isUndefined:e("lodash-compat/lang/isUndefined"),isEmpty:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isEmpty"),isObject:e("lodash-

compat/lang/isObject")},a=e("../helpers"),o=e("./model"),s=e("../http"),l=e("q"),u=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r,i,s,l,u,c)

{var

p=[];e=e||{},s=s||{},e&&e.options&&(this.client=e.options.client||null,this.requestInterceptor=e.options.requestInter

ceptor||null,this.responseInterceptor=e.options.responseInterceptor||null,this.requestAgent=e.options.requestAgent),t

his.authorizations=s.security,this.basePath=e.basePath||"/",this.clientAuthorizations=c,this.consumes=s.consumes||e.

consumes||["application/json"],this.produces=s.produces||e.produces||["application/json"],this.deprecated=s.deprecat

ed,this.description=s.description,this.host=e.host,this.method=r||p.push("Operation "+n+" is missing

method."),this.models=u||{},this.nickname=n||p.push("Operations must have a

nickname."),this.operation=s,this.operations={},this.parameters=null!==s?s.parameters||[]:{},this.parent=e,this.path

=i||p.push("Operation "+this.nickname+" is missing

path."),this.responses=s.responses||{},this.scheme=t||e.scheme||"http",this.schemes=s.schemes||e.schemes,this.securit

y=s.security||e.security,this.summary=s.summary||"",this.timeout=e.timeout,this.type=null,this.useJQuery=e.useJQu

ery,this.jqueryAjaxCache=e.jqueryAjaxCache,this.enableCookies=e.enableCookies;var

h;if(this.host||("undefined"!=typeof

window?this.host=window.location.host:this.host="localhost"),this.parameterMacro=e.parameterMacro||function(e,t

){return t["default"]},this.inlineModels=[],"/"!==this.basePath&&"/"===this.basePath.slice(-

1)&&(this.basePath=this.basePath.slice(0,-1)),"string"==typeof

this.deprecated)switch(this.deprecated.toLowerCase()){case"true":case"yes":case"1":this.deprecated=!0;break;case"

false":case"no":case"0":case null:this.deprecated=!1;break;default:this.deprecated=Boolean(this.deprecated)}var

f,d;if(l)for(h in l)d=new o(h,l[h],this.models,e.modelPropertyMacro),d&&(this.models[h]=d);else

l={};for(f=0;f<this.parameters.length;f++){var

m,g=this.parameters[f];g["default"]=this.parameterMacro(this,g),"array"===g.type&&(g.isList=!0,g.allowMultiple=

!0);var

y=this.getType(g);y&&"boolean"===y.toString().toLowerCase()&&(g.allowableValues={},g.isList=!0,g["enum"]=

[!0,!1]);for(h in g)a.extractExtensions(h,g);"undefined"!=typeof g["x-example"]&&(m=g["x-

example"],g["default"]=m),g["x-examples"]&&(m=g["x-examples"]["default"],"undefined"!=typeof

m&&(g["default"]=m));var v=g["enum"]||g.items&&g.items["enum"];if("undefined"!=typeof v){var

b;for(g.allowableValues={},g.allowableValues.values=[],g.allowableValues.descriptiveValues=[],b=0;b<v.length;b

++){var

w=v[b],_=w===g["default"]||w+""===g["default"];g.allowableValues.values.push(w),g.allowableValues.descriptive

Values.push({value:w+"",isDefault:_})}}"array"===g.type&&(y=[y],"undefined"==typeof

g.allowableValues&&(delete g.isList,delete

g.allowMultiple)),g.modelSignature={type:y,definitions:this.models},g.signature=this.getModelSignature(y,this.mo

dels).toString(),g.sampleJSON=this.getModelSampleJSON(y,this.models),g.responseClassSignature=g.signature}va

r

x,A,S,j=this.responses;j[200]?(S=j[200],A="200"):j[201]?(S=j[201],A="201"):j[202]?(S=j[202],A="202"):j[203]?(S

=j[203],A="203"):j[204]?(S=j[204],A="204"):j[205]?(S=j[205],A="205"):j[206]?(S=j[206],A="206"):j["default"]&

&(S=j["default"],A="default");for(x in j)if(a.extractExtensions(x,j),"string"==typeof x&&x.indexOf("x-")===-

1){var E=j[x];if("object"==typeof E&&"object"==typeof E.headers){var O=E.headers;for(var k in O){var

T=O[k];if("object"==typeof T)for(var C in T)a.extractExtensions(C,T)}}}if(S)for(x in

S)a.extractExtensions(x,S);if(S&&S.schema){var I,D=this.resolveModel(S.schema,l);delete

j[A],D?(this.successResponse={},I=this.successResponse[A]=D):S.schema.type&&"object"!==S.schema.type&&"a
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rray"!==S.schema.type?(this.successResponse={},I=this.successResponse[A]=S.schema):(this.successResponse={},

I=this.successResponse[A]=new o((void

0),S.schema||{},this.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)),I&&(I.vendorExtensions=S.vendorExtensions,S.description&

&(I.description=S.description),S.examples&&(I.examples=S.examples),S.headers&&(I.headers=S.headers)),this.typ

e=S}return

p.length>0&&this.resource&&this.resource.api&&this.resource.api.fail&&this.resource.api.fail(p),this};u.prototype

.isDefaultArrayItemValue=function(e,t){return

t["default"]&&Array.isArray(t["default"])?t["default"].indexOf(e)!==-

1:e===t["default"]},u.prototype.getType=function(e){var

t,n=e.type,r=e.format,i=!1;"integer"===n&&"int32"===r?t="integer":"integer"===n&&"int64"===r?t="long":"inte

ger"===n?t="integer":"string"===n?t="date-time"===r?"date-

time":"date"===r?"date":"string":"number"===n&&"float"===r?t="float":"number"===n&&"double"===r?t="dou

ble":"number"===n?t="double":"boolean"===n?t="boolean":"array"===n?(i=!0,e.items&&(t=this.getType(e.items)

)):"file"===n&&(t="file"),e.$ref&&(t=a.simpleRef(e.$ref));var o=e.schema;if(o){var s=o.$ref;

return s?(s=a.simpleRef(s),i?[s]:s):"object"===o.type?this.addInlineModel(o):this.getType(o)}return

i?[t]:t},u.prototype.addInlineModel=function(e){var t=this.inlineModels.length,n=this.resolveModel(e,{});return

n?(this.inlineModels.push(n),"Inline Model "+t):null},u.prototype.getInlineModel=function(e){if(/^Inline Model

\d+$/.test(e)){var t=parseInt(e.substr("Inline Model".length).trim(),10),n=this.inlineModels[t];return n}return

null},u.prototype.resolveModel=function(e,t){if("undefined"!=typeof e.$ref){var

n=e.$ref;if(0===n.indexOf("#/definitions/")&&(n=n.substring("#/definitions/".length)),t[n])return new

o(n,t[n],this.models,this.parent.modelPropertyMacro)}else if(e&&"object"==typeof

e&&("object"===e.type||i.isUndefined(e.type)))return new o((void

0),e,this.models,this.parent.modelPropertyMacro);return null},u.prototype.help=function(e){for(var

t=this.nickname+": "+this.summary+"\n",n=0;n<this.parameters.length;n++){var

r=this.parameters[n],i=r.signature;t+="\n  * "+r.name+" ("+i+"): "+r.description}return"undefined"==typeof

e&&a.log(t),t},u.prototype.getModelSignature=function(e,t){var n,r;return e instanceof

Array&&(r=!0,e=e[0]),"undefined"==typeof

e?(e="undefined",n=!0):t[e]?(e=t[e],n=!1):this.getInlineModel(e)?(e=this.getInlineModel(e),n=!1):n=!0,n?r?"Array[

"+e+"]":e.toString():r?"Array["+e.getMockSignature()+"]":e.getMockSignature()},u.prototype.supportHeaderParam

s=function(){return!0},u.prototype.supportedSubmitMethods=function(){return

this.parent.supportedSubmitMethods},u.prototype.getHeaderParams=function(e){for(var

t=this.setContentTypes(e,{}),n={},r=0;r<this.parameters.length;r++){var

i=this.parameters[r];"header"===i["in"]&&(n[i.name.toLowerCase()]=i)}for(var a in e){var

o=n[a.toLowerCase()];if("undefined"!=typeof o){var

s=e[a];Array.isArray(s)&&(s=s.toString()),t[o.name]=s}}return t},u.prototype.urlify=function(e,t){for(var

n={},r=this.path.replace(/#.*/,""),i="",a=0;a<this.parameters.length;a++){var

o=this.parameters[a];if("undefined"!=typeof e[o.name]){var

s;if("string"===o.type&&"password"===o.format&&t&&(s=!0),"path"===o["in"]){var l=new

RegExp("{"+o.name+"}","gi"),u=e[o.name];u=Array.isArray(u)?this.encodePathCollection(o.collectionFormat,o.na

me,u,s):this.encodePathParam(u,s),r=r.replace(l,u)}else if("query"===o["in"]&&"undefined"!=typeof

e[o.name])if(i+=""===i&&r.indexOf("?")<0?"?":"&","undefined"!=typeof o.collectionFormat){var

c=e[o.name];i+=Array.isArray(c)?this.encodeQueryCollection(o.collectionFormat,o.name,c,s):this.encodeQueryKey

(o.name)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(e[o.name],s)}else

i+=this.encodeQueryKey(o.name)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(e[o.name],s);else"formData"===o["in"]&&(n[o.na

me]=e[o.name])}}var

p=this.scheme+"://"+this.host;return"/"!==this.basePath&&(p+=this.basePath),p+r+i},u.prototype.getMissingParam

s=function(e){var t,n=[];for(t=0;t<this.parameters.length;t++){var

r=this.parameters[t];r.required===!0&&"undefined"==typeof e[r.name]&&(n=r.name)}return
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n},u.prototype.getBody=function(e,t,n){for(var

r,i,a,o,s,l={},u=!1,p=0;p<this.parameters.length;p++)if(i=this.parameters[p],"undefined"!=typeof t[i.name]){var

h;"string"===i.type&&"password"===i.format&&(h="password"),"body"===i["in"]?a=t[i.name]:"formData"===i["

in"]&&(l[i.name]={param:i,value:t[i.name],password:h},r=!0)}else"body"===i["in"]&&(u=!0);if(u&&"undefined"

==typeof a){var f=e["Content-Type"];f&&0===f.indexOf("application/json")&&(a="{}")}var d=!1;if(e["Content-

Type"]&&e["Content-Type"].indexOf("multipart/form-data")>=0&&(d=!0),r&&!d){var m="";for(o in

l){i=l[o].param,s=l[o].value;var g;n&&n.maskPasswords&&(g=l[o].password),"undefined"!=typeof

s&&(Array.isArray(s)?(""!==m&&(m+="&"),m+=this.encodeQueryCollection(i.collectionFormat,o,s,g)):(""!==m&

&(m+="&"),m+=encodeURIComponent(o)+"="+c(encodeURIComponent(s),g)))}a=m}else if(d){var

y;if("function"==typeof FormData){y=new FormData,y.type="formData";for(o in

l)if(i=l[o].param,s=t[o],"undefined"!=typeof s)if("[object File]"==={}.toString.apply(s))y.append(o,s);else

if("file"===s.type&&s.value)y.append(o,s.value);else

if(Array.isArray(s))if("multi"===i.collectionFormat){y["delete"](o);for(var v in s)y.append(o,s[v])}else

y.append(o,this.encodeQueryCollection(i.collectionFormat,o,s).split("=").slice(1).join("="));else

y.append(o,s);a=y}else{y={};for(o in l)if(s=t[o],Array.isArray(s)){var

b,w=i.collectionFormat||"multi";if("ssv"===w)b=" ";else if("pipes"===w)b="|";else

if("tsv"===w)b="\t";else{if("multi"===w){y[o]=s;break}b=","}var

_;s.forEach(function(e){_?_+=b:_="",_+=e}),y[o]=_}else y[o]=s;a=y}e["Content-Type"]="multipart/form-

data"}return a},u.prototype.getModelSampleJSON=function(e,t){var n,r,a;if(t=t||{},n=e instanceof

Array,a=n?e[0]:e,t[a]?r=t[a].createJSONSample():this.getInlineModel(a)&&(r=this.getInlineModel(a).createJSONS

ample()),r){if(r=n?[r]:r,"string"==typeof r)return r;if(i.isObject(r)){var o=r;if(r instanceof

Array&&r.length>0&&(o=r[0]),o.nodeName&&"Node"==typeof o){var s=(new

XMLSerializer).serializeToString(o);return this.formatXml(s)}return JSON.stringify(r,null,2)}return

r}},u.prototype["do"]=function(e,t,n,r,i){return this.execute(e,t,n,r,i)},u.prototype.execute=function(e,t,n,r,o){var

u,c,p,h,f=e||{},d={};i.isObject(t)&&(d=t,u=n,c=r),h="undefined"!=typeof

d.timeout?d.timeout:this.timeout,this.client&&(d.client=this.client),this.requestAgent&&(d.requestAgent=this.reque

stAgent),!d.requestInterceptor&&this.requestInterceptor&&(d.requestInterceptor=this.requestInterceptor),!d.respons

eInterceptor&&this.responseInterceptor&&(d.responseInterceptor=this.responseInterceptor),"function"==typeof

t&&(u=t,c=n),this.parent.usePromise?p=l.defer():(u=u||this.parent.defaultSuccessCallback||a.log,c=c||this.parent.def

aultErrorCallback||a.log),"undefined"==typeof d.useJQuery&&(d.useJQuery=this.useJQuery),"undefined"==typeof

d.jqueryAjaxCache&&(d.jqueryAjaxCache=this.jqueryAjaxCache),"undefined"==typeof

d.enableCookies&&(d.enableCookies=this.enableCookies);var m=this.getMissingParams(f);if(m.length>0){var

g="missing required params: "+m;return a.fail(g),this.parent.usePromise?(p.reject(g),p.promise):(c(g,o),{})}var

y,v=this.getHeaderParams(f),b=this.setContentTypes(f,d),w={};for(y in v)w[y]=v[y];for(y in b)w[y]=b[y];var

_=this.getBody(b,f,d),x=this.urlify(f,d.maskPasswords);if(x.indexOf(".{format}")>0&&w){var

A=w.Accept||w.accept;A&&A.indexOf("json")>0?x=x.replace(".{format}",".json"):A&&A.indexOf("xml")>0&&(

x=x.replace(".{format}",".xml"))}var

S={url:x,method:this.method.toUpperCase(),body:_,enableCookies:d.enableCookies,useJQuery:d.useJQuery,jquery

AjaxCache:d.jqueryAjaxCache,deferred:p,headers:w,clientAuthorizations:d.clientAuthorizations,operation:this,conn

ectionAgent:this.connectionAgent,on:{response:function(e){return

p?(p.resolve(e),p.promise):u(e,o)},error:function(e){return p?(p.reject(e),p.promise):c(e,o)}}};return

h&&(S.timeout=h),this.clientAuthorizations.apply(S,this.operation.security),d.mock===!0?S:(new

s).execute(S,d)},u.prototype.setContentTypes=function(e,t){var

n,i,o=this.parameters,s=e.parameterContentType||r(this.consumes,["application/json","application/yaml"]),l=t.respon

seContentType||r(this.produces,["application/json","application/yaml"]),u=[],c=[],p={};for(i=0;i<o.length;i++){var

h=o[i];if("formData"===h["in"])"file"===h.type?u.push(h):c.push(h);else if("header"===h["in"]&&t){var

f=h.name,d=t[h.name];"undefined"!=typeof t[h.name]&&(p[f]=d)}else"body"===h["in"]&&"undefined"!=typeof

e[h.name]&&(n=e[h.name])}var
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m=n||u.length||c.length;if("post"===this.method||"put"===this.method||"patch"===this.method||("delete"===this.met

hod||"get"===this.method)&&m){if(t.requestContentType&&(s=t.requestContentType),c.length>0){if(s=void

0,t.requestContentType)s=t.requestContentType;else if(u.length>0)s="multipart/form-data";else

if(this.consumes&&this.consumes.length>0)for(var g in this.consumes){var

y=this.consumes[g];0!==y.indexOf("application/x-www-form-urlencoded")&&0!==y.indexOf("multipart/form-

data")||(s=y)}"undefined"==typeof s&&(s="application/x-www-form-urlencoded")}}else s=null;return

s&&this.consumes&&this.consumes.indexOf(s)===-1&&a.log("server doesn't consume "+s+", try

"+JSON.stringify(this.consumes)),this.matchesAccept(l)||a.log("server can't produce

"+l),s&&""!==n||"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"===s?p["Content-

Type"]=s:this.consumes&&this.consumes.length>0&&"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded"===this.consumes[0]&&(p["Content-

Type"]=this.consumes[0]),l&&(p.Accept=l),p},u.prototype.matchesAccept=function(e){return!e||!this.produces||(thi

s.produces.indexOf(e)!==-1||this.produces.indexOf("*/*")!==-1)},u.prototype.asCurl=function(e,t){var

n={mock:!0,maskPasswords:!0};if("object"==typeof t)for(var r in t)n[r]=t[r];var

a=this.execute(e,n);this.clientAuthorizations.apply(a,this.operation.security);var o=[];if(o.push("-X

"+this.method.toUpperCase()),"undefined"!=typeof a.headers){var s;for(s in a.headers){var

l=a.headers[s];"string"==typeof l&&(l=l.replace(/\'/g,"\\u0027")),o.push("--header '"+s+": "+l+"'")}}var

u=!1,p=!1,h=a.headers["Content-Type"];if(h&&0===h.indexOf("application/x-www-form-

urlencoded")?u=!0:h&&0===h.indexOf("multipart/form-data")&&(u=!0,p=!0),a.body){var

f;if(i.isObject(a.body)){if(p){p=!0;for(var d=0;d<this.parameters.length;d++){var

m=this.parameters[d];if("formData"===m["in"]){f||(f="");var g;if(g="function"==typeof FormData&&a.body

instanceof FormData?a.body.getAll(m.name):a.body[m.name])if("file"===m.type)g.name&&(f+="-F

"+m.name+'=@"'+g.name+'" ');else if(Array.isArray(g))if("multi"===m.collectionFormat)for(var y in g)f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryKey(m.name)+"="+c(g[y],m.format)+" ";else f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryCollection(m.collectionFormat,m.name,c(g,m.format))+" ";else f+="-F

"+this.encodeQueryKey(m.name)+"="+c(g,m.format)+" "}}}f||(f=JSON.stringify(a.body))}else

f=a.body;f=f.replace(/\'/g,"%27").replace(/\n/g," \\ \n "),u||(f=f.replace(/&/g,"%26")),p?o.push(f):o.push("-d

'"+f.replace(/@/g,"%40")+"'")}return"curl "+o.join(" ")+"

'"+a.url+"'"},u.prototype.encodePathCollection=function(e,t,n,r){var

i,a="",o="";for(o="ssv"===e?"%20":"tsv"===e?"%09":"pipes"===e?"|":",",i=0;i<n.length;i++)0===i?a=this.encode

QueryParam(n[i],r):a+=o+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i],r);return

a},u.prototype.encodeQueryCollection=function(e,t,n,r){var

i,a="";if(e=e||"default","default"===e||"multi"===e)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)i>0&&(a+="&"),a+=this.encodeQueryKe

y(t)+"="+c(this.encodeQueryParam(n[i]),r);else{var o="";if("csv"===e)o=",";else if("ssv"===e)o="%20";else

if("tsv"===e)o="%09";else if("pipes"===e)o="|";else

if("brackets"===e)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)0!==i&&(a+="&"),a+=this.encodeQueryKey(t)+"[]="+c(this.encodeQuer

yParam(n[i]),r);if(""!==o)for(i=0;i<n.length;i++)0===i?a=this.encodeQueryKey(t)+"="+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i

]):a+=o+this.encodeQueryParam(n[i])}return a},u.prototype.encodeQueryKey=function(e){return

encodeURIComponent(e).replace("%5B","[").replace("%5D","]").replace("%24","$")},u.prototype.encodeQueryPar

am=function(e,t){return t?"******":encodeURIComponent(e)},u.prototype.encodePathParam=function(e,t){return

encodeURIComponent(e,t)};var c=function(e,t){return"string"==typeof

t&&"password"===t?"******":e}},{"../helpers":4,"../http":5,"./model":9,"lodash-

compat/lang/cloneDeep":138,"lodash-compat/lang/isEmpty":141,"lodash-compat/lang/isObject":144,"lodash-

compat/lang/isUndefined":148,q:157}],11:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=t.exports=function(e,t,n,r){this.description=t,this.externalDocs=n,this.name=e,this.operation=r,this.operationsArra

y=[],this.path=e,this.tag=e};r.prototype.sort=function(){}},{}],12:[function(e,t,n){function r(){if(!s){s=!0;for(var

e,t=o.length;t;){e=o,o=[];for(var n=-1;++n<t;)e[n]();t=o.length}s=!1}}function i(){}var

a=t.exports={},o=[],s=!1;a.nextTick=function(e){o.push(e),s||setTimeout(r,0)},a.title="browser",a.browser=!0,a.env
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={},a.argv=[],a.version="",a.versions={},a.on=i,a.addListener=i,a.once=i,a.off=i,a.removeListener=i,a.removeAllLi

steners=i,a.emit=i,a.binding=function(e){throw new Error("process.binding is not

supported")},a.cwd=function(){return"/"},a.chdir=function(e){throw new Error("process.chdir is not

supported")},a.umask=function(){return 0}},{}],13:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){!function(){"use strict";function

n(t){var n;return n=t instanceof e?t:new

e(t.toString(),"binary"),n.toString("base64")}t.exports=n}()}).call(this,e("buffer").Buffer)},{buffer:14}],14:[functio

n(e,t,n){function r(){return i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?2147483647:1073741823}function i(e){return this

instanceof i?(this.length=0,this.parent=void 0,"number"==typeof e?a(this,e):"string"==typeof

e?o(this,e,arguments.length>1?arguments[1]:"utf8"):s(this,e)):arguments.length>1?new i(e,arguments[1]):new

i(e)}function a(e,t){if(e=d(e,t<0?0:0|m(t)),!i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(var n=0;n<t;n++)e[n]=0;return

e}function o(e,t,n){"string"==typeof n&&""!==n||(n="utf8");var r=0|y(t,n);return e=d(e,r),e.write(t,n),e}function

s(e,t){if(i.isBuffer(t))return l(e,t);if(Q(t))return u(e,t);if(null==t)throw new TypeError("must start with number,

buffer, array or string");if("undefined"!=typeof ArrayBuffer){if(t.buffer instanceof ArrayBuffer)return c(e,t);if(t

instanceof ArrayBuffer)return p(e,t)}return t.length?h(e,t):f(e,t)}function l(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);return

e=d(e,n),t.copy(e,0,0,n),e}function u(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return

e}function c(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function p(e,t){return

i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(t.byteLength,e=i._augment(new Uint8Array(t))):e=c(e,new

Uint8Array(t)),e}function h(e,t){var n=0|m(t.length);e=d(e,n);for(var r=0;r<n;r+=1)e[r]=255&t[r];return e}function

f(e,t){var n,r=0;"Buffer"===t.type&&Q(t.data)&&(n=t.data,r=0|m(n.length)),e=d(e,r);for(var

i=0;i<r;i+=1)e[i]=255&n[i];return e}function d(e,t){i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?e=i._augment(new

Uint8Array(t)):(e.length=t,e._isBuffer=!0);var n=0!==t&&t<=i.poolSize>>>1;return n&&(e.parent=G),e}function

m(e){if(e>=r())throw new RangeError("Attempt to allocate Buffer larger than maximum size:

0x"+r().toString(16)+" bytes");return 0|e}function g(e,t){if(!(this instanceof g))return new g(e,t);var n=new

i(e,t);return delete n.parent,n}function y(e,t){"string"!=typeof e&&(e=""+e);var n=e.length;if(0===n)return

0;for(var r=!1;;)switch(t){case"ascii":case"binary":case"raw":case"raws":return n;case"utf8":case"utf-8":return

$(e).length;case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return 2*n;case"hex":return

n>>>1;case"base64":return H(e).length;default:if(r)return $(e).length;t=(""+t).toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function

v(e,t,n){var r=!1;if(t=0|t,n=void

0===n||n===1/0?this.length:0|n,e||(e="utf8"),t<0&&(t=0),n>this.length&&(n=this.length),n<=t)return"";for(;;)switc

h(e){case"hex":return C(this,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return E(this,t,n);case"ascii":return

k(this,t,n);case"binary":return T(this,t,n);case"base64":return j(this,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-

2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return I(this,t,n);default:if(r)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+e);e=(e+"").toLowerCase(),r=!0}}function b(e,t,n,r){n=Number(n)||0;var i=e.length-

n;r?(r=Number(r),r>i&&(r=i)):r=i;var a=t.length;if(a%2!==0)throw new Error("Invalid hex

string");r>a/2&&(r=a/2);for(var o=0;o<r;o++){var s=parseInt(t.substr(2*o,2),16);if(isNaN(s))throw new

Error("Invalid hex string");e[n+o]=s}return o}function w(e,t,n,r){return Y($(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function

_(e,t,n,r){return Y(F(t),e,n,r)}function x(e,t,n,r){return _(e,t,n,r)}function A(e,t,n,r){return Y(H(t),e,n,r)}function

S(e,t,n,r){return Y(V(t,e.length-n),e,n,r)}function j(e,t,n){return

0===t&&n===e.length?J.fromByteArray(e):J.fromByteArray(e.slice(t,n))}function

E(e,t,n){n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var r=[],i=t;i<n;){var

a=e[i],o=null,s=a>239?4:a>223?3:a>191?2:1;if(i+s<=n){var l,u,c,p;switch(s){case 1:a<128&&(o=a);break;case

2:l=e[i+1],128===(192&l)&&(p=(31&a)<<6|63&l,p>127&&(o=p));break;case

3:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&(p=(15&a)<<12|(63&l)<<6|63&u,p>2047&&(p<55296|

|p>57343)&&(o=p));break;case

4:l=e[i+1],u=e[i+2],c=e[i+3],128===(192&l)&&128===(192&u)&&128===(192&c)&&(p=(15&a)<<18|(63&l)<<

12|(63&u)<<6|63&c,p>65535&&p<1114112&&(o=p))}}null===o?(o=65533,s=1):o>65535&&(o-

=65536,r.push(o>>>10&1023|55296),o=56320|1023&o),r.push(o),i+=s}return O(r)}function O(e){var

t=e.length;if(t<=K)return String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e);for(var
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n="",r=0;r<t;)n+=String.fromCharCode.apply(String,e.slice(r,r+=K));return n}function k(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;i++)r+=String.fromCharCode(127&e[i]);return r}function T(e,t,n){var

r="";n=Math.min(e.length,n);for(var i=t;i<n;i++)r+=String.fromCharCode(e[i]);return r}function C(e,t,n){var

r=e.length;(!t||t<0)&&(t=0),(!n||n<0||n>r)&&(n=r);for(var i="",a=t;a<n;a++)i+=N(e[a]);return i}function

I(e,t,n){for(var r=e.slice(t,n),i="",a=0;a<r.length;a+=2)i+=String.fromCharCode(r[a]+256*r[a+1]);return i}function

D(e,t,n){if(e%1!==0||e<0)throw new RangeError("offset is not uint");if(e+t>n)throw new RangeError("Trying to

access beyond buffer length")}function L(e,t,n,r,a,o){if(!i.isBuffer(e))throw new TypeError("buffer must be a

Buffer instance");if(t>a||t<o)throw new RangeError("value is out of bounds");if(n+r>e.length)throw new

RangeError("index out of range")}function M(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=65535+t+1);for(var i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-

n,2);i<a;i++)e[n+i]=(t&255<<8*(r?i:1-i))>>>8*(r?i:1-i)}function R(e,t,n,r){t<0&&(t=4294967295+t+1);for(var

i=0,a=Math.min(e.length-n,4);i<a;i++)e[n+i]=t>>>8*(r?i:3-i)&255}function U(e,t,n,r,i,a){if(t>i||t<a)throw new

RangeError("value is out of bounds");if(n+r>e.length)throw new RangeError("index out of range");if(n<0)throw

new RangeError("index out of range")}function P(e,t,n,r,i){return i||U(e,t,n,4,3.4028234663852886e38,-

3.4028234663852886e38),W.write(e,t,n,r,23,4),n+4}function q(e,t,n,r,i){return

i||U(e,t,n,8,1.7976931348623157e308,-1.7976931348623157e308),W.write(e,t,n,r,52,8),n+8}function

B(e){if(e=z(e).replace(Z,""),e.length<2)return"";for(;e.length%4!==0;)e+="=";return e}function z(e){return

e.trim?e.trim():e.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}function N(e){return e<16?"0"+e.toString(16):e.toString(16)}function

$(e,t){t=t||1/0;for(var

n,r=e.length,i=null,a=[],o=0;o<r;o++){if(n=e.charCodeAt(o),n>55295&&n<57344){if(!i){if(n>56319){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}if(o+1===r){(t-=3)>-

1&&a.push(239,191,189);continue}i=n;continue}if(n<56320){(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189),i=n;continue}n=i-

55296<<10|n-56320|65536}else i&&(t-=3)>-1&&a.push(239,191,189);if(i=null,n<128){if((t-

=1)<0)break;a.push(n)}else if(n<2048){if((t-=2)<0)break;a.push(n>>6|192,63&n|128)}else if(n<65536){if((t-

=3)<0)break;a.push(n>>12|224,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}else{if(!(n<1114112))throw new Error("Invalid code

point");if((t-=4)<0)break;a.push(n>>18|240,n>>12&63|128,n>>6&63|128,63&n|128)}}return a}function

F(e){for(var t=[],n=0;n<e.length;n++)t.push(255&e.charCodeAt(n));return t}function V(e,t){for(var

n,r,i,a=[],o=0;o<e.length&&!((t-=2)<0);o++)n=e.charCodeAt(o),r=n>>8,i=n%256,a.push(i),a.push(r);return

a}function H(e){return J.toByteArray(B(e))}function Y(e,t,n,r){for(var

i=0;i<r&&!(i+n>=t.length||i>=e.length);i++)t[i+n]=e[i];return i}var J=e("base64-js"),W=e("ieee754"),Q=e("is-

array");n.Buffer=i,n.SlowBuffer=g,n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES=50,i.poolSize=8192;var

G={};i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT=function(){function e(){}try{var t=new Uint8Array(1);return

t.foo=function(){return 42},t.constructor=e,42===t.foo()&&t.constructor===e&&"function"==typeof

t.subarray&&0===t.subarray(1,1).byteLength}catch(n){return!1}}(),i.isBuffer=function(e){return!(null==e||!e._isB

uffer)},i.compare=function(e,t){if(!i.isBuffer(e)||!i.isBuffer(t))throw new TypeError("Arguments must be

Buffers");if(e===t)return 0;for(var n=e.length,r=t.length,a=0,o=Math.min(n,r);a<o&&e[a]===t[a];)++a;return

a!==o&&(n=e[a],r=t[a]),n<r?-

1:r<n?1:0},i.isEncoding=function(e){switch(String(e).toLowerCase()){case"hex":case"utf8":case"utf-

8":case"ascii":case"binary":case"base64":case"raw":case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-

16le":return!0;default:return!1}},i.concat=function(e,t){if(!Q(e))throw new TypeError("list argument must be an

Array of Buffers.");if(0===e.length)return new i(0);var n;if(void

0===t)for(t=0,n=0;n<e.length;n++)t+=e[n].length;var r=new i(t),a=0;for(n=0;n<e.length;n++){var

o=e[n];o.copy(r,a),a+=o.length}return r},i.byteLength=y,i.prototype.length=void 0,i.prototype.parent=void

0,i.prototype.toString=function(){var e=0|this.length;return

0===e?"":0===arguments.length?E(this,0,e):v.apply(this,arguments)},i.prototype.equals=function(e){if(!i.isBuffer(

e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a Buffer");return

this===e||0===i.compare(this,e)},i.prototype.inspect=function(){var e="",t=n.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES;return

this.length>0&&(e=this.toString("hex",0,t).match(/.{2}/g).join(" "),this.length>t&&(e+=" ... ")),"<Buffer

"+e+">"},i.prototype.compare=function(e){if(!i.isBuffer(e))throw new TypeError("Argument must be a
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Buffer");return this===e?0:i.compare(this,e)},i.prototype.indexOf=function(e,t){function n(e,t,n){for(var r=-

1,i=0;n+i<e.length;i++)if(e[n+i]===t[r===-1?0:i-r]){if(r===-1&&(r=i),i-r+1===t.length)return n+r}else r=-

1;return-1}if(t>2147483647?t=2147483647:t<-2147483648&&(t=-2147483648),t>>=0,0===this.length)return-

1;if(t>=this.length)return-1;if(t<0&&(t=Math.max(this.length+t,0)),"string"==typeof e)return 0===e.length?-

1:String.prototype.indexOf.call(this,e,t);if(i.isBuffer(e))return n(this,e,t);if("number"==typeof e)return

i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT&&"function"===Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf?Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf.call

(this,e,t):n(this,[e],t);throw new TypeError("val must be string, number or

Buffer")},i.prototype.get=function(e){return console.log(".get() is deprecated. Access using array indexes

instead."),this.readUInt8(e)},i.prototype.set=function(e,t){return console.log(".set() is deprecated. Access using

array indexes instead."),this.writeUInt8(e,t)},i.prototype.write=function(e,t,n,r){if(void

0===t)r="utf8",n=this.length,t=0;else if(void 0===n&&"string"==typeof t)r=t,n=this.length,t=0;else

if(isFinite(t))t=0|t,isFinite(n)?(n=0|n,void 0===r&&(r="utf8")):(r=n,n=void 0);else{var i=r;r=t,t=0|n,n=i}var

a=this.length-t;if((void 0===n||n>a)&&(n=a),e.length>0&&(n<0||t<0)||t>this.length)throw new RangeError("attempt

to write outside buffer bounds");r||(r="utf8");for(var o=!1;;)switch(r){case"hex":return

b(this,e,t,n);case"utf8":case"utf-8":return w(this,e,t,n);case"ascii":return _(this,e,t,n);case"binary":return

x(this,e,t,n);case"base64":return A(this,e,t,n);case"ucs2":case"ucs-2":case"utf16le":case"utf-16le":return

S(this,e,t,n);default:if(o)throw new TypeError("Unknown encoding:

"+r);r=(""+r).toLowerCase(),o=!0}},i.prototype.toJSON=function(){return{type:"Buffer",data:Array.prototype.slice

.call(this._arr||this,0)}};var K=4096;i.prototype.slice=function(e,t){var n=this.length;e=~~e,t=void

0===t?n:~~t,e<0?(e+=n,e<0&&(e=0)):e>n&&(e=n),t<0?(t+=n,t<0&&(t=0)):t>n&&(t=n),t<e&&(t=e);var

r;if(i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)r=i._augment(this.subarray(e,t));else{var a=t-e;r=new i(a,(void 0));for(var

o=0;o<a;o++)r[o]=this[o+e]}return

r.length&&(r.parent=this.parent||this),r},i.prototype.readUIntLE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(

var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

r},i.prototype.readUIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e+--

t],i=1;t>0&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+--t]*i;return r},i.prototype.readUInt8=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,1,this.length),this[e]},i.prototype.readUInt16LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,2,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8},i.prototype.readUInt16BE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,2,this.length),this[e]<<8|this[e+1]},i.prototype.readUInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),(this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16)+16777216*this[e+3]},i.prototype.readUInt32BE=function(

e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),16777216*this[e]+(this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3])},i.prototype.readIntLE=function(e,t,n

){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var r=this[e],i=1,a=0;++a<t&&(i*=256);)r+=this[e+a]*i;return

i*=128,r>=i&&(r-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),r},i.prototype.readIntBE=function(e,t,n){e=0|e,t=0|t,n||D(e,t,this.length);for(var

r=t,i=1,a=this[e+--r];r>0&&(i*=256);)a+=this[e+--r]*i;return i*=128,a>=i&&(a-

=Math.pow(2,8*t)),a},i.prototype.readInt8=function(e,t){return t||D(e,1,this.length),128&this[e]?(255-this[e]+1)*-

1:this[e]},i.prototype.readInt16LE=function(e,t){t||D(e,2,this.length);var n=this[e]|this[e+1]<<8;return

32768&n?4294901760|n:n},i.prototype.readInt16BE=function(e,t){t||D(e,2,this.length);var

n=this[e+1]|this[e]<<8;return 32768&n?4294901760|n:n},i.prototype.readInt32LE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),this[e]|this[e+1]<<8|this[e+2]<<16|this[e+3]<<24},i.prototype.readInt32BE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),this[e]<<24|this[e+1]<<16|this[e+2]<<8|this[e+3]},i.prototype.readFloatLE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),W.read(this,e,!0,23,4)},i.prototype.readFloatBE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,4,this.length),W.read(this,e,!1,23,4)},i.prototype.readDoubleLE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,8,this.length),W.read(this,e,!0,52,8)},i.prototype.readDoubleBE=function(e,t){return

t||D(e,8,this.length),W.read(this,e,!1,52,8)},i.prototype.writeUIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,r||L(this,e,t,n,

Math.pow(2,8*n),0);var i=1,a=0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(i*=256);)this[t+a]=e/i&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeUIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){e=+e,t=0|t,n=0|n,r||L(this,e,t,n,Math.pow(2,8*n),0);var i=n-
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1,a=1;for(this[t+i]=255&e;--i>=0&&(a*=256);)this[t+i]=e/a&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeUInt8=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,1,255,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),this[t]=e,t+1},i.prototype.writeUI

nt16LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,65535,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):M(this,e,t,!0),t+2},i.p

rototype.writeUInt16BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,65535,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=e):M(this,e,t,!1),t+2},i.p

rototype.writeUInt32LE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t+3]=e>>>24,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t

+1]=e>>>8,this[t]=e):R(this,e,t,!0),t+4},i.prototype.writeUInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return

e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,4294967295,0),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[t+2]

=e>>>8,this[t+3]=e):R(this,e,t,!1),t+4},i.prototype.writeIntLE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var

i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);L(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var

a=0,o=1,s=e<0?1:0;for(this[t]=255&e;++a<n&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeIntBE=function(e,t,n,r){if(e=+e,t=0|t,!r){var i=Math.pow(2,8*n-1);L(this,e,t,n,i-1,-i)}var a=n-

1,o=1,s=e<0?1:0;for(this[t+a]=255&e;--a>=0&&(o*=256);)this[t+a]=(e/o>>0)-s&255;return

t+n},i.prototype.writeInt8=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,1,127,-

128),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT||(e=Math.floor(e)),e<0&&(e=255+e+1),this[t]=e,t+1},i.prototype.writeInt16LE

=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8):M(this,e,t,!0),t+2},i.prototype.writeInt16BE=fu

nction(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,2,32767,-

32768),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>8,this[t+1]=e):M(this,e,t,!1),t+2},i.prototype.writeInt32LE=fu

nction(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e,this[t+1]=e>>>8,this[t+2]=e>>>16,this[t+3]=e>>>24):R(thi

s,e,t,!0),t+4},i.prototype.writeInt32BE=function(e,t,n){return e=+e,t=0|t,n||L(this,e,t,4,2147483647,-

2147483648),e<0&&(e=4294967295+e+1),i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT?(this[t]=e>>>24,this[t+1]=e>>>16,this[

t+2]=e>>>8,this[t+3]=e):R(this,e,t,!1),t+4},i.prototype.writeFloatLE=function(e,t,n){return

P(this,e,t,!0,n)},i.prototype.writeFloatBE=function(e,t,n){return

P(this,e,t,!1,n)},i.prototype.writeDoubleLE=function(e,t,n){return

q(this,e,t,!0,n)},i.prototype.writeDoubleBE=function(e,t,n){return

q(this,e,t,!1,n)},i.prototype.copy=function(e,t,n,r){if(n||(n=0),r||0===r||(r=this.length),t>=e.length&&(t=e.length),t||(t

=0),r>0&&r<n&&(r=n),r===n)return 0;if(0===e.length||0===this.length)return 0;if(t<0)throw new

RangeError("targetStart out of bounds");if(n<0||n>=this.length)throw new RangeError("sourceStart out of

bounds");if(r<0)throw new RangeError("sourceEnd out of bounds");r>this.length&&(r=this.length),e.length-t<r-

n&&(r=e.length-t+n);var a,o=r-n;if(this===e&&n<t&&t<r)for(a=o-1;a>=0;a--)e[a+t]=this[a+n];else

if(o<1e3||!i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)for(a=0;a<o;a++)e[a+t]=this[a+n];else

e._set(this.subarray(n,n+o),t);return o},i.prototype.fill=function(e,t,n){if(e||(e=0),t||(t=0),n||(n=this.length),n<t)throw

new RangeError("end < start");if(n!==t&&0!==this.length){if(t<0||t>=this.length)throw new RangeError("start out

of bounds");if(n<0||n>this.length)throw new RangeError("end out of bounds");var r;if("number"==typeof

e)for(r=t;r<n;r++)this[r]=e;else{var i=$(e.toString()),a=i.length;for(r=t;r<n;r++)this[r]=i[r%a]}return

this}},i.prototype.toArrayBuffer=function(){if("undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array){if(i.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT)return new i(this).buffer;for(var e=new

Uint8Array(this.length),t=0,n=e.length;t<n;t+=1)e[t]=this[t];return e.buffer}throw new

TypeError("Buffer.toArrayBuffer not supported in this browser")};var X=i.prototype;i._augment=function(e){return

e.constructor=i,e._isBuffer=!0,e._set=e.set,e.get=X.get,e.set=X.set,e.write=X.write,e.toString=X.toString,e.toLocale

String=X.toString,e.toJSON=X.toJSON,e.equals=X.equals,e.compare=X.compare,e.indexOf=X.indexOf,e.copy=X.

copy,e.slice=X.slice,e.readUIntLE=X.readUIntLE,e.readUIntBE=X.readUIntBE,e.readUInt8=X.readUInt8,e.readUI

nt16LE=X.readUInt16LE,e.readUInt16BE=X.readUInt16BE,e.readUInt32LE=X.readUInt32LE,e.readUInt32BE=X.
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readUInt32BE,e.readIntLE=X.readIntLE,e.readIntBE=X.readIntBE,e.readInt8=X.readInt8,e.readInt16LE=X.readInt

16LE,e.readInt16BE=X.readInt16BE,e.readInt32LE=X.readInt32LE,e.readInt32BE=X.readInt32BE,e.readFloatLE=

X.readFloatLE,e.readFloatBE=X.readFloatBE,e.readDoubleLE=X.readDoubleLE,e.readDoubleBE=X.readDoubleB

E,e.writeUInt8=X.writeUInt8,e.writeUIntLE=X.writeUIntLE,e.writeUIntBE=X.writeUIntBE,e.writeUInt16LE=X.w

riteUInt16LE,e.writeUInt16BE=X.writeUInt16BE,e.writeUInt32LE=X.writeUInt32LE,e.writeUInt32BE=X.writeUI

nt32BE,e.writeIntLE=X.writeIntLE,e.writeIntBE=X.writeIntBE,e.writeInt8=X.writeInt8,e.writeInt16LE=X.writeInt

16LE,e.writeInt16BE=X.writeInt16BE,e.writeInt32LE=X.writeInt32LE,e.writeInt32BE=X.writeInt32BE,e.writeFlo

atLE=X.writeFloatLE,e.writeFloatBE=X.writeFloatBE,e.writeDoubleLE=X.writeDoubleLE,e.writeDoubleBE=X.w

riteDoubleBE,e.fill=X.fill,e.inspect=X.inspect,e.toArrayBuffer=X.toArrayBuffer,e};var Z=/[^+\/0-9A-Za-z-

_]/g},{"base64-js":15,ieee754:16,"is-array":17}],15:[function(e,t,n){var

r="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/";!function(e){"use

strict";function t(e){var t=e.charCodeAt(0);return t===o||t===p?62:t===s||t===h?63:t<l?-1:t<l+10?t-

l+26+26:t<c+26?t-c:t<u+26?t-u+26:void 0}function n(e){function n(e){u[p++]=e}var

r,i,o,s,l,u;if(e.length%4>0)throw new Error("Invalid string. Length must be a multiple of 4");var

c=e.length;l="="===e.charAt(c-2)?2:"="===e.charAt(c-1)?1:0,u=new a(3*e.length/4-l),o=l>0?e.length-

4:e.length;var

p=0;for(r=0,i=0;r<o;r+=4,i+=3)s=t(e.charAt(r))<<18|t(e.charAt(r+1))<<12|t(e.charAt(r+2))<<6|t(e.charAt(r+3)),n((1

6711680&s)>>16),n((65280&s)>>8),n(255&s);return

2===l?(s=t(e.charAt(r))<<2|t(e.charAt(r+1))>>4,n(255&s)):1===l&&(s=t(e.charAt(r))<<10|t(e.charAt(r+1))<<4|t(e.

charAt(r+2))>>2,n(s>>8&255),n(255&s)),u}function i(e){function t(e){return r.charAt(e)}function n(e){return

t(e>>18&63)+t(e>>12&63)+t(e>>6&63)+t(63&e)}var i,a,o,s=e.length%3,l="";for(i=0,o=e.length-

s;i<o;i+=3)a=(e[i]<<16)+(e[i+1]<<8)+e[i+2],l+=n(a);switch(s){case 1:a=e[e.length-

1],l+=t(a>>2),l+=t(a<<4&63),l+="==";break;case 2:a=(e[e.length-2]<<8)+e[e.length-

1],l+=t(a>>10),l+=t(a>>4&63),l+=t(a<<2&63),l+="="}return l}var a="undefined"!=typeof

Uint8Array?Uint8Array:Array,o="+".charCodeAt(0),s="/".charCodeAt(0),l="0".charCodeAt(0),u="a".charCodeAt(

0),c="A".charCodeAt(0),p="-".charCodeAt(0),h="_".charCodeAt(0);

e.toByteArray=n,e.fromByteArray=i}("undefined"==typeof

n?this.base64js={}:n)},{}],16:[function(e,t,n){n.read=function(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=8*i-r-1,l=(1<<s)-1,u=l>>1,c=-

7,p=n?i-1:0,h=n?-1:1,f=e[t+p];for(p+=h,a=f&(1<<-c)-1,f>>=-c,c+=s;c>0;a=256*a+e[t+p],p+=h,c-

=8);for(o=a&(1<<-c)-1,a>>=-c,c+=r;c>0;o=256*o+e[t+p],p+=h,c-=8);if(0===a)a=1-u;else{if(a===l)return

o?NaN:(f?-1:1)*(1/0);o+=Math.pow(2,r),a-=u}return(f?-1:1)*o*Math.pow(2,a-r)},n.write=function(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s,l,u=8*a-i-1,c=(1<<u)-1,p=c>>1,h=23===i?Math.pow(2,-24)-Math.pow(2,-77):0,f=r?0:a-1,d=r?1:-

1,m=t<0||0===t&&1/t<0?1:0;for(t=Math.abs(t),isNaN(t)||t===1/0?(s=isNaN(t)?1:0,o=c):(o=Math.floor(Math.log(t)/

Math.LN2),t*(l=Math.pow(2,-o))<1&&(o--,l*=2),t+=o+p>=1?h/l:h*Math.pow(2,1-

p),t*l>=2&&(o++,l/=2),o+p>=c?(s=0,o=c):o+p>=1?(s=(t*l-1)*Math.pow(2,i),o+=p):(s=t*Math.pow(2,p-

1)*Math.pow(2,i),o=0));i>=8;e[n+f]=255&s,f+=d,s/=256,i-

=8);for(o=o<<i|s,u+=i;u>0;e[n+f]=255&o,f+=d,o/=256,u-=8);e[n+f-d]|=128*m}},{}],17:[function(e,t,n){var

r=Array.isArray,i=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=r||function(e){return!!e&&"[object

Array]"==i.call(e)}},{}],18:[function(e,t,n){!function(){"use strict";function e(t,n,r,i){return this instanceof

e?(this.domain=t||void 0,this.path=n||"/",this.secure=!!r,this.script=!!i,this):new e(t,n,r,i)}function t(e,n,r){return e

instanceof t?e:this instanceof

t?(this.name=null,this.value=null,this.expiration_date=1/0,this.path=String(r||"/"),this.explicit_path=!1,this.domain=

n||null,this.explicit_domain=!1,this.secure=!1,this.noscript=!1,e&&this.parse(e,n,r),this):new t(e,n,r)}function

r(){var e,n,i;return this instanceof r?(e=Object.create(null),this.setCookie=function(r,a,o){var s,l;if(r=new

t(r,a,o),s=r.expiration_date<=Date.now(),void

0!==e[r.name]){for(n=e[r.name],l=0;l<n.length;l+=1)if(i=n[l],i.collidesWith(r))return

s?(n.splice(l,1),0===n.length&&delete

e[r.name],!1):(n[l]=r,r);return!s&&(n.push(r),r)}return!s&&(e[r.name]=[r],e[r.name])},this.getCookie=function(t,r){
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var i,a;if(n=e[t])for(a=0;a<n.length;a+=1)if(i=n[a],i.expiration_date<=Date.now())0===n.length&&delete

e[i.name];else if(i.matches(r))return i},this.getCookies=function(t){var n,r,i=[];for(n in

e)r=this.getCookie(n,t),r&&i.push(r);return i.toString=function(){return

i.join(":")},i.toValueString=function(){return i.map(function(e){return e.toValueString()}).join(";")},i},this):new

r}n.CookieAccessInfo=e,n.Cookie=t,t.prototype.toString=function(){var e=[this.name+"="+this.value];return

this.expiration_date!==1/0&&e.push("expires="+new

Date(this.expiration_date).toGMTString()),this.domain&&e.push("domain="+this.domain),this.path&&e.push("pat

h="+this.path),this.secure&&e.push("secure"),this.noscript&&e.push("httponly"),e.join(";

")},t.prototype.toValueString=function(){return this.name+"="+this.value};var i=/[:](?=\s*[a-zA-Z0-9_\-

]+\s*[=])/g;t.prototype.parse=function(e,n,r){if(this instanceof t){var

i,a=e.split(";").filter(function(e){return!!e}),o=a[0].match(/([^=]+)=([\s\S]*)/),s=o[1],l=o[2];for(this.name=s,this.val

ue=l,i=1;i<a.length;i+=1)switch(o=a[i].match(/([^=]+)(?:=([\s\S]*))?/),s=o[1].trim().toLowerCase(),l=o[2],s){case"h

ttponly":this.noscript=!0;break;case"expires":this.expiration_date=l?Number(Date.parse(l)):1/0;break;case"path":thi

s.path=l?l.trim():"",this.explicit_path=!0;break;case"domain":this.domain=l?l.trim():"",this.explicit_domain=!!this.d

omain;break;case"secure":this.secure=!0}return

this.explicit_path||(this.path=r||"/"),this.explicit_domain||(this.domain=n),this}return(new

t).parse(e,n,r)},t.prototype.matches=function(e){return!(this.noscript&&e.script||this.secure&&!e.secure||!this.collid

esWith(e))},t.prototype.collidesWith=function(e){if(this.path&&!e.path||this.domain&&!e.domain)return!1;if(this.p

ath&&0!==e.path.indexOf(this.path))return!1;if(this.explicit_path&&0!==e.path.indexOf(this.path))return!1;var

t=e.domain&&e.domain.replace(/^[\.]/,""),n=this.domain&&this.domain.replace(/^[\.]/,"");if(n===t)return!0;if(n){if

(!this.explicit_domain)return!1;var r=t.indexOf(n);return r!==-1&&r===t.length-

n.length}return!0},n.CookieJar=r,r.prototype.setCookies=function(e,n,r){e=Array.isArray(e)?e:e.split(i);var

a,o,s=[];for(e=e.map(function(e){return new

t(e,n,r)}),a=0;a<e.length;a+=1)o=e[a],this.setCookie(o,n,r)&&s.push(o);return s}}()},{}],19:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("./lib/js-yaml.js");t.exports=r},{"./lib/js-yaml.js":20}],20:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){return function(){throw new Error("Function "+e+" is deprecated and cannot be used.")}}var i=e("./js-

yaml/loader"),a=e("./js-yaml/dumper");t.exports.Type=e("./js-yaml/type"),t.exports.Schema=e("./js-

yaml/schema"),t.exports.FAILSAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-yaml/schema/failsafe"),t.exports.JSON_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/json"),t.exports.CORE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/core"),t.exports.DEFAULT_SAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe"),t.exports.DEFAULT_FULL_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_full"),t.exports.load=i.load,t.exports.loadAll=i.loadAll,t.exports.safeLoad=i.safeLoad,t.exports

.safeLoadAll=i.safeLoadAll,t.exports.dump=a.dump,t.exports.safeDump=a.safeDump,t.exports.YAMLException=e(

"./js-yaml/exception"),t.exports.MINIMAL_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/failsafe"),t.exports.SAFE_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe"),t.exports.DEFAULT_SCHEMA=e("./js-

yaml/schema/default_full"),t.exports.scan=r("scan"),t.exports.parse=r("parse"),t.exports.compose=r("compose"),t.ex

ports.addConstructor=r("addConstructor")},{"./js-yaml/dumper":22,"./js-yaml/exception":23,"./js-

yaml/loader":24,"./js-yaml/schema":26,"./js-yaml/schema/core":27,"./js-yaml/schema/default_full":28,"./js-

yaml/schema/default_safe":29,"./js-yaml/schema/failsafe":30,"./js-yaml/schema/json":31,"./js-

yaml/type":32}],21:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return"undefined"==typeof e||null===e}function

i(e){return"object"==typeof e&&null!==e}function a(e){return Array.isArray(e)?e:r(e)?[]:[e]}function o(e,t){var

n,r,i,a;if(t)for(a=Object.keys(t),n=0,r=a.length;n<r;n+=1)i=a[n],e[i]=t[i];return e}function s(e,t){var

n,r="";for(n=0;n<t;n+=1)r+=e;return r}function l(e){return

0===e&&Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY===1/e}t.exports.isNothing=r,t.exports.isObject=i,t.exports.toArray=a,t.

exports.repeat=s,t.exports.isNegativeZero=l,t.exports.extend=o},{}],22:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e,t){var

n,r,i,a,o,s,l;if(null===t)return{};for(n={},r=Object.keys(t),i=0,a=r.length;i<a;i+=1)o=r[i],s=String(t[o]),"!!"===o.sli
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ce(0,2)&&(o="tag:yaml.org,2002:"+o.slice(2)),l=e.compiledTypeMap[o],l&&R.call(l.styleAliases,s)&&(s=l.styleAl

iases[s]),n[o]=s;return n}function i(e){var t,n,r;if(t=e.toString(16).toUpperCase(),e<=255)n="x",r=2;else

if(e<=65535)n="u",r=4;else{if(!(e<=4294967295))throw new I("code point within a string may not be greater than

0xFFFFFFFF");n="U",r=8}return"\\"+n+C.repeat("0",r-t.length)+t}function

a(e){this.schema=e.schema||D,this.indent=Math.max(1,e.indent||2),this.skipInvalid=e.skipInvalid||!1,this.flowLevel=

C.isNothing(e.flowLevel)?-

1:e.flowLevel,this.styleMap=r(this.schema,e.styles||null),this.sortKeys=e.sortKeys||!1,this.lineWidth=e.lineWidth||8

0,this.noRefs=e.noRefs||!1,this.noCompatMode=e.noCompatMode||!1,this.implicitTypes=this.schema.compiledImpl

icit,this.explicitTypes=this.schema.compiledExplicit,this.tag=null,this.result="",this.duplicates=[],this.usedDuplicate

s=null}function o(e,t){for(var n,r=C.repeat(" ",t),i=0,a=-1,o="",s=e.length;i<s;)a=e.indexOf("\n",i),a===-

1?(n=e.slice(i),i=s):(n=e.slice(i,a+1),i=a+1),n.length&&"\n"!==n&&(o+=r),o+=n;return o}function

s(e,t){return"\n"+C.repeat(" ",e.indent*t)}function l(e,t){var

n,r,i;for(n=0,r=e.implicitTypes.length;n<r;n+=1)if(i=e.implicitTypes[n],i.resolve(t))return!0;return!1}function

u(e){return e===q||e===U}function c(e){return

32<=e&&e<=126||161<=e&&e<=55295&&8232!==e&&8233!==e||57344<=e&&e<=65533&&65279!==e||65536<

=e&&e<=1114111}function p(e){return

c(e)&&65279!==e&&e!==Y&&e!==X&&e!==Z&&e!==te&&e!==re&&e!==W&&e!==N}function h(e){return

c(e)&&65279!==e&&!u(e)&&e!==J&&e!==G&&e!==W&&e!==Y&&e!==X&&e!==Z&&e!==te&&e!==re&&e!

==N&&e!==F&&e!==H&&e!==B&&e!==ne&&e!==Q&&e!==V&&e!==z&&e!==$&&e!==K&&e!==ee}functio

n f(e,t,n,r,i){var a,o,s=!1,l=!1,f=r!==-1,d=-1,m=h(e.charCodeAt(0))&&!u(e.charCodeAt(e.length-

1));if(t)for(a=0;a<e.length;a++){if(o=e.charCodeAt(a),!c(o))return

ce;m=m&&p(o)}else{for(a=0;a<e.length;a++){if(o=e.charCodeAt(a),o===P)s=!0,f&&(l=l||a-d-1>r&&"

"!==e[d+1],d=a);else if(!c(o))return ce;m=m&&p(o)}l=l||f&&a-d-1>r&&" "!==e[d+1]}return s||l?"

"===e[0]&&n>9?ce:l?ue:le:m&&!i(e)?oe:se}function d(e,t,n,r){e.dump=function(){function i(t){return

l(e,t)}if(0===t.length)return"''";if(!e.noCompatMode&&ae.indexOf(t)!==-1)return"'"+t+"'";var

a=e.indent*Math.max(1,n),s=e.lineWidth===-1?-1:Math.max(Math.min(e.lineWidth,40),e.lineWidth-

a),u=r||e.flowLevel>-1&&n>=e.flowLevel;switch(f(t,u,e.indent,s,i)){case oe:return t;case

se:return"'"+t.replace(/'/g,"''")+"'";case le:return"|"+m(t,e.indent)+g(o(t,a));case

ue:return">"+m(t,e.indent)+g(o(y(t,s),a));case ce:return'"'+b(t,s)+'"';default:throw new I("impossible error: invalid

scalar style")}}()}function m(e,t){var n=" "===e[0]?String(t):"",r="\n"===e[e.length-1],i=r&&("\n"===e[e.length-

2]||"\n"===e),a=i?"+":r?"":"-";return n+a+"\n"}function g(e){return"\n"===e[e.length-1]?e.slice(0,-1):e}function

y(e,t){for(var n,r,i=/(\n+)([^\n]*)/g,a=function(){var n=e.indexOf("\n");return n=n!==-

1?n:e.length,i.lastIndex=n,v(e.slice(0,n),t)}(),o="\n"===e[0]||" "===e[0];r=i.exec(e);){var s=r[1],l=r[2];n="

"===l[0],a+=s+(o||n||""===l?"":"\n")+v(l,t),o=n}return a}function v(e,t){if(""===e||" "===e[0])return e;for(var

n,r,i=/ [^ ]/g,a=0,o=0,s=0,l="";n=i.exec(e);)s=n.index,s-a>t&&(r=o>a?o:s,l+="\n"+e.slice(a,r),a=r+1),o=s;return

l+="\n",l+=e.length-a>t&&o>a?e.slice(a,o)+"\n"+e.slice(o+1):e.slice(a),l.slice(1)}function b(e){for(var

t,n,r="",a=0;a<e.length;a++)t=e.charCodeAt(a),n=ie[t],r+=!n&&c(t)?e[a]:n||i(t);return r}function w(e,t,n){var

r,i,a="",o=e.tag;for(r=0,i=n.length;r<i;r+=1)j(e,t,n[r],!1,!1)&&(0!==r&&(a+=",

"),a+=e.dump);e.tag=o,e.dump="["+a+"]"}function _(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o="",l=e.tag;for(i=0,a=n.length;i<a;i+=1)j(e,t+1,n[i],!0,!0)&&(r&&0===i||(o+=s(e,t)),o+="-

"+e.dump);e.tag=l,e.dump=o||"[]"}function x(e,t,n){var

r,i,a,o,s,l="",u=e.tag,c=Object.keys(n);for(r=0,i=c.length;r<i;r+=1)s="",0!==r&&(s+=",

"),a=c[r],o=n[a],j(e,t,a,!1,!1)&&(e.dump.length>1024&&(s+="? "),s+=e.dump+":

",j(e,t,o,!1,!1)&&(s+=e.dump,l+=s));e.tag=u,e.dump="{"+l+"}"}function A(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o,l,u,c,p="",h=e.tag,f=Object.keys(n);if(e.sortKeys===!0)f.sort();else if("function"==typeof

e.sortKeys)f.sort(e.sortKeys);else if(e.sortKeys)throw new I("sortKeys must be a boolean or a

function");for(i=0,a=f.length;i<a;i+=1)c="",r&&0===i||(c+=s(e,t)),o=f[i],l=n[o],j(e,t+1,o,!0,!0,!0)&&(u=null!==e.ta

g&&"?"!==e.tag||e.dump&&e.dump.length>1024,u&&(c+=e.dump&&P===e.dump.charCodeAt(0)?"?":"?
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"),c+=e.dump,u&&(c+=s(e,t)),j(e,t+1,l,!0,u)&&(c+=e.dump&&P===e.dump.charCodeAt(0)?":":":

",c+=e.dump,p+=c));e.tag=h,e.dump=p||"{}"}function S(e,t,n){var

r,i,a,o,s,l;for(i=n?e.explicitTypes:e.implicitTypes,a=0,o=i.length;a<o;a+=1)if(s=i[a],(s.instanceOf||s.predicate)&&(!s

.instanceOf||"object"==typeof t&&t instanceof

s.instanceOf)&&(!s.predicate||s.predicate(t))){if(e.tag=n?s.tag:"?",s.represent){if(l=e.styleMap[s.tag]||s.defaultStyle,

"[object Function]"===M.call(s.represent))r=s.represent(t,l);else{if(!R.call(s.represent,l))throw new I("!<"+s.tag+'>

tag resolver accepts not "'+l+'" style');r=s.represent[l](t,l)}e.dump=r}return!0}return!1}function

j(e,t,n,r,i,a){e.tag=null,e.dump=n,S(e,n,!1)||S(e,n,!0);var

o=M.call(e.dump);r&&(r=e.flowLevel<0||e.flowLevel>t);var s,l,u="[object Object]"===o||"[object

Array]"===o;if(u&&(s=e.duplicates.indexOf(n),l=s!==-

1),(null!==e.tag&&"?"!==e.tag||l||2!==e.indent&&t>0)&&(i=!1),l&&e.usedDuplicates[s])e.dump="*ref_"+s;else{if

(u&&l&&!e.usedDuplicates[s]&&(e.usedDuplicates[s]=!0),"[object

Object]"===o)r&&0!==Object.keys(e.dump).length?(A(e,t,e.dump,i),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+e.dump)):(x(e,t,e.du

mp),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+" "+e.dump));else if("[object

Array]"===o)r&&0!==e.dump.length?(_(e,t,e.dump,i),l&&(e.dump="&ref_"+s+e.dump)):(w(e,t,e.dump),l&&(e.du

mp="&ref_"+s+" "+e.dump));else{if("[object String]"!==o){if(e.skipInvalid)return!1;throw new I("unacceptable

kind of an object to dump

"+o)}"?"!==e.tag&&d(e,e.dump,t,a)}null!==e.tag&&"?"!==e.tag&&(e.dump="!<"+e.tag+">

"+e.dump)}return!0}function E(e,t){var

n,r,i=[],a=[];for(O(e,i,a),n=0,r=a.length;n<r;n+=1)t.duplicates.push(i[a[n]]);t.usedDuplicates=new Array(r)}function

O(e,t,n){var r,i,a;if(null!==e&&"object"==typeof e)if(i=t.indexOf(e),i!==-1)n.indexOf(i)===-1&&n.push(i);else

if(t.push(e),Array.isArray(e))for(i=0,a=e.length;i<a;i+=1)O(e[i],t,n);else

for(r=Object.keys(e),i=0,a=r.length;i<a;i+=1)O(e[r[i]],t,n)}function k(e,t){t=t||{};var n=new a(t);return

n.noRefs||E(e,n),j(n,0,e,!0,!0)?n.dump+"\n":""}function T(e,t){return k(e,C.extend({schema:L},t))}var

C=e("./common"),I=e("./exception"),D=e("./schema/default_full"),L=e("./schema/default_safe"),M=Object.prototyp

e.toString,R=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,U=9,P=10,q=32,B=33,z=34,N=35,$=37,F=38,V=39,H=42,Y=44,J=

45,W=58,Q=62,G=63,K=64,X=91,Z=93,ee=96,te=123,ne=124,re=125,ie={};ie[0]="\\0",ie[7]="\\a",ie[8]="\\b",ie[9]

="\\t",ie[10]="\\n",ie[11]="\\v",ie[12]="\\f",ie[13]="\\r",ie[27]="\\e",ie[34]='\\"',ie[92]="\\\\",ie[133]="\\N",ie[160]="

\\_",ie[8232]="\\L",ie[8233]="\\P";var

ae=["y","Y","yes","Yes","YES","on","On","ON","n","N","no","No","NO","off","Off","OFF"],oe=1,se=2,le=3,ue=4

,ce=5;t.exports.dump=k,t.exports.safeDump=T},{"./common":21,"./exception":23,"./schema/default_full":28,"./sche

ma/default_safe":29}],23:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e,t){Error.call(this),Error.captureStackTrace?Error.captureStackTrace(this,this.constructor):this.stack=(new

Error).stack||"",this.name="YAMLException",this.reason=e,this.mark=t,this.message=(this.reason||"(unknown

reason)")+(this.mark?"

"+this.mark.toString():"")}r.prototype=Object.create(Error.prototype),r.prototype.constructor=r,r.prototype.toString

=function(e){var t=this.name+": ";return t+=this.reason||"(unknown reason)",!e&&this.mark&&(t+="

"+this.mark.toString()),t},t.exports=r},{}],24:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

10===e||13===e}function i(e){return 9===e||32===e}function a(e){return

9===e||32===e||10===e||13===e}function o(e){return 44===e||91===e||93===e||123===e||125===e}function

s(e){var t;return 48<=e&&e<=57?e-48:(t=32|e,97<=t&&t<=102?t-97+10:-1)}function l(e){return

120===e?2:117===e?4:85===e?8:0}function u(e){return 48<=e&&e<=57?e-48:-1}function c(e){return

48===e?"\0":97===e?"�

":98===e?"\b":116===e?"\t":9===e?"\t":110===e?"\n":118===e?"\x0B":102===e?"\f":114===e?"\r":101===e?"�

":32===e?"

":34===e?'"':47===e?"/":92===e?"\\":78===e?"":95===e?"":76===e?"\u2028":80===e?"\u2029":""}function

p(e){return e<=65535?String.fromCharCode(e):String.fromCharCode((e-65536>>10)+55296,(e-

65536&1023)+56320)}function
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h(e,t){this.input=e,this.filename=t.filename||null,this.schema=t.schema||V,this.onWarning=t.onWarning||null,this.leg

acy=t.legacy||!1,this.json=t.json||!1,this.listener=t.listener||null,this.implicitTypes=this.schema.compiledImplicit,this.

typeMap=this.schema.compiledTypeMap,this.length=e.length,this.position=0,this.line=0,this.lineStart=0,this.lineInd

ent=0,this.documents=[]}function f(e,t){return new N(t,new $(e.filename,e.input,e.position,e.line,e.position-

e.lineStart))}function d(e,t){throw f(e,t)}function m(e,t){e.onWarning&&e.onWarning.call(null,f(e,t))}function

g(e,t,n,r){var

i,a,o,s;if(t<n){if(s=e.input.slice(t,n),r)for(i=0,a=s.length;i<a;i+=1)o=s.charCodeAt(i),9===o||32<=o&&o<=1114111|

|d(e,"expected valid JSON character");else Z.test(s)&&d(e,"the stream contains non-printable

characters");e.result+=s}}function y(e,t,n,r){var i,a,o,s;for(z.isObject(n)||d(e,"cannot merge mappings; the provided

source object is

unacceptable"),i=Object.keys(n),o=0,s=i.length;o<s;o+=1)a=i[o],H.call(t,a)||(t[a]=n[a],r[a]=!0)}function

v(e,t,n,r,i,a){var

o,s;if(i=String(i),null===t&&(t={}),"tag:yaml.org,2002:merge"===r)if(Array.isArray(a))for(o=0,s=a.length;o<s;o+

=1)y(e,t,a[o],n);else y(e,t,a,n);else e.json||H.call(n,i)||!H.call(t,i)||d(e,"duplicated mapping key"),t[i]=a,delete

n[i];return t}function b(e){var

t;t=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),10===t?e.position++:13===t?(e.position++,10===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position

)&&e.position++):d(e,"a line break is expected"),e.line+=1,e.lineStart=e.position}function w(e,t,n){for(var

a=0,o=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);0!==o;){for(;i(o);)o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(t&&35===o)do

o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(10!==o&&13!==o&&0!==o);if(!r(o))break;for(b(e),o=e.input.charCode

At(e.position),a++,e.lineIndent=0;32===o;)e.lineIndent++,o=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)}return n!==-

1&&0!==a&&e.lineIndent<n&&m(e,"deficient indentation"),a}function _(e){var t,n=e.position;return

t=e.input.charCodeAt(n),!(45!==t&&46!==t||t!==e.input.charCodeAt(n+1)||t!==e.input.charCodeAt(n+2)||(n+=3,t=e

.input.charCodeAt(n),0!==t&&!a(t)))}function x(e,t){1===t?e.result+=" ":t>1&&(e.result+=z.repeat("\n",t-

1))}function A(e,t,n){var

s,l,u,c,p,h,f,d,m,y=e.kind,v=e.result;if(m=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),a(m)||o(m)||35===m||38===m||42===m||33

===m||124===m||62===m||39===m||34===m||37===m||64===m||96===m)return!1;if((63===m||45===m)&&(l=e.i

nput.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(l)||n&&o(l)))return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",u=c=e.position,p=!1;0!==m;)

{if(58===m){if(l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(l)||n&&o(l))break}else

if(35===m){if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position-

1),a(s))break}else{if(e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)||n&&o(m))break;if(r(m)){if(h=e.line,f=e.lineStart,d=e.lineInd

ent,w(e,!1,-

1),e.lineIndent>=t){p=!0,m=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);continue}e.position=c,e.line=h,e.lineStart=f,e.lineInden

t=d;break}}p&&(g(e,u,c,!1),x(e,e.line-

h),u=c=e.position,p=!1),i(m)||(c=e.position+1),m=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)}return

g(e,u,c,!1),!!e.result||(e.kind=y,e.result=v,!1)}function S(e,t){var

n,i,a;if(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),39!==n)return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",e.position++,i=a=e.positio

n;0!==(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position));)if(39===n){if(g(e,i,e.position,!0),n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),3

9!==n)return!0;i=a=e.position,e.position++}else

r(n)?(g(e,i,a,!0),x(e,w(e,!1,t)),i=a=e.position):e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?d(e,"unexpected end of the document

within a single quoted scalar"):(e.position++,a=e.position);d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a single quoted

scalar")}function j(e,t){var

n,i,a,o,u,c;if(c=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),34!==c)return!1;for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="",e.position++,n=i=e.p

osition;0!==(c=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position));){if(34===c)return

g(e,n,e.position,!0),e.position++,!0;if(92===c){if(g(e,n,e.position,!0),c=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),r(c))w(e,!

1,t);else if(c<256&&ie[c])e.result+=ae[c],e.position++;else if((u=l(c))>0){for(a=u,o=0;a>0;a--

)c=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),(u=s(c))>=0?o=(o<<4)+u:d(e,"expected hexadecimal

character");e.result+=p(o),e.position++}else d(e,"unknown escape sequence");n=i=e.position}else

r(c)?(g(e,n,i,!0),x(e,w(e,!1,t)),n=i=e.position):e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?d(e,"unexpected end of the document
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within a double quoted scalar"):(e.position++,i=e.position)}d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a double

quoted scalar")}function E(e,t){var

n,r,i,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f,m=!0,g=e.tag,y=e.anchor,b={};if(f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),91===f)o=93,u=!1,r=[];else{i

f(123!==f)return!1;o=125,u=!0,r={}}for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=r),f=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.

position);0!==f;){if(w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),f===o)return

e.position++,e.tag=g,e.anchor=y,e.kind=u?"mapping":"sequence",e.result=r,!0;m||d(e,"missed comma between flow

collection

entries"),p=c=h=null,s=l=!1,63===f&&(i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(i)&&(s=l=!0,e.position++,w(e,!0,t))),

n=e.line,L(e,t,Y,!1,!0),p=e.tag,c=e.result,w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),!l&&e.line!==n||58!==f||(s=!0,f

=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),w(e,!0,t),L(e,t,Y,!1,!0),h=e.result),u?v(e,r,b,p,c,h):s?r.push(v(e,null,b,p,c,h)):r.p

ush(c),w(e,!0,t),f=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),44===f?(m=!0,f=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):m=!1}d(e,"u

nexpected end of the stream within a flow collection")}function O(e,t){var

n,a,o,s,l=G,c=!1,p=!1,h=t,f=0,m=!1;if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),124===s)a=!1;else{if(62!==s)return!1;a=!0

}for(e.kind="scalar",e.result="";0!==s;)if(s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),43===s||45===s)G===l?l=43===s?X

:K:d(e,"repeat of a chomping mode identifier");else{if(!((o=u(s))>=0))break;0===o?d(e,"bad explicit indentation

width of a block scalar; it cannot be less than one"):p?d(e,"repeat of an indentation width identifier"):(h=t+o-

1,p=!0)}if(i(s)){do s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(i(s));if(35===s)do

s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(!r(s)&&0!==s)}for(;0!==s;){for(b(e),e.lineIndent=0,s=e.input.charCode

At(e.position);(!p||e.lineIndent<h)&&32===s;)e.lineIndent++,s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(!p&&e.lineInd

ent>h&&(h=e.lineIndent),r(s))f++;else{if(e.lineIndent<h){l===X?e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f):l===G&&c&&(e

.result+="\n");break}for(a?i(s)?(m=!0,e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f)):m?(m=!1,e.result+=z.repeat("\n",f+1)):0===

f?c&&(e.result+="

"):e.result+=z.repeat("\n",f):e.result+=z.repeat("\n",c?1+f:f),c=!0,p=!0,f=0,n=e.position;!r(s)&&0!==s;)s=e.input.ch

arCodeAt(++e.position);g(e,n,e.position,!1)}}return!0}function k(e,t){var

n,r,i,o=e.tag,s=e.anchor,l=[],u=!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=l),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.positio

n);0!==i&&45===i&&(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),a(r));)if(u=!0,e.position++,w(e,!0,-

1)&&e.lineIndent<=t)l.push(null),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);else

if(n=e.line,L(e,t,W,!1,!0),l.push(e.result),w(e,!0,-

1),i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),(e.line===n||e.lineIndent>t)&&0!==i)d(e,"bad indentation of a sequence

entry");else if(e.lineIndent<t)break;return!!u&&(e.tag=o,e.anchor=s,e.kind="sequence",e.result=l,!0)}function

T(e,t,n){var

r,o,s,l,u=e.tag,c=e.anchor,p={},h={},f=null,m=null,g=null,y=!1,b=!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.ancho

r]=p),l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);0!==l;){if(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1),s=e.line,63!==l&&58!==l||!a(

r)){if(!L(e,n,J,!1,!0))break;if(e.line===s){for(l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position);i(l);)l=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.posit

ion);if(58===l)l=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),a(l)||d(e,"a whitespace character is expected after the key-value

separator within a block

mapping"),y&&(v(e,p,h,f,m,null),f=m=g=null),b=!0,y=!1,o=!1,f=e.tag,m=e.result;else{if(!b)return

e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,!0;d(e,"can not read an implicit mapping pair; a colon is missed")}}else{if(!b)return

e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,!0;d(e,"can not read a block mapping entry; a multiline key may not be an implicit key")}}else

63===l?(y&&(v(e,p,h,f,m,null),f=m=g=null),b=!0,y=!0,o=!0):y?(y=!1,o=!0):d(e,"incomplete explicit mapping pair;

a key node is

missed"),e.position+=1,l=r;if((e.line===s||e.lineIndent>t)&&(L(e,t,Q,!0,o)&&(y?m=e.result:g=e.result),y||(v(e,p,h,f,

m,g),f=m=g=null),w(e,!0,-1),l=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)),e.lineIndent>t&&0!==l)d(e,"bad indentation of a

mapping entry");else if(e.lineIndent<t)break}return

y&&v(e,p,h,f,m,null),b&&(e.tag=u,e.anchor=c,e.kind="mapping",e.result=p),b}function C(e){var

t,n,r,i,o=!1,s=!1;if(i=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),33!==i)return!1;if(null!==e.tag&&d(e,"duplication of a tag

property"),i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),60===i?(o=!0,i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):33===i?(s=!0,n=

"!!",i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position)):n="!",t=e.position,o){do
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i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(0!==i&&62!==i);e.position<e.length?(r=e.input.slice(t,e.position),i=e.inp

ut.charCodeAt(++e.position)):d(e,"unexpected end of the stream within a verbatim

tag")}else{for(;0!==i&&!a(i);)33===i&&(s?d(e,"tag suffix cannot contain exclamation marks"):(n=e.input.slice(t-

1,e.position+1),ne.test(n)||d(e,"named tag handle cannot contain such

characters"),s=!0,t=e.position+1)),i=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);r=e.input.slice(t,e.position),te.test(r)&&d(e,"t

ag suffix cannot contain flow indicator characters")}return r&&!re.test(r)&&d(e,"tag name cannot contain such

characters:

"+r),o?e.tag=r:H.call(e.tagMap,n)?e.tag=e.tagMap[n]+r:"!"===n?e.tag="!"+r:"!!"===n?e.tag="tag:yaml.org,2002:"+

r:d(e,'undeclared tag handle "'+n+'"'),!0}function I(e){var

t,n;if(n=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),38!==n)return!1;for(null!==e.anchor&&d(e,"duplication of an anchor

property"),n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.position;0!==n&&!a(n)&&!o(n);)n=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.po

sition);return e.position===t&&d(e,"name of an anchor node must contain at least one

character"),e.anchor=e.input.slice(t,e.position),!0}function D(e){var

t,n,r;if(r=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),42!==r)return!1;for(r=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.position;0!==r

&&!a(r)&&!o(r);)r=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);return e.position===t&&d(e,"name of an alias node must

contain at least one character"),n=e.input.slice(t,e.position),e.anchorMap.hasOwnProperty(n)||d(e,'unidentified alias

"'+n+'"'),e.result=e.anchorMap[n],w(e,!0,-1),!0}function L(e,t,n,r,i){var

a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f=1,m=!1,g=!1;if(null!==e.listener&&e.listener("open",e),e.tag=null,e.anchor=null,e.kind=null,e.result

=null,a=o=s=Q===n||W===n,r&&w(e,!0,-

1)&&(m=!0,e.lineIndent>t?f=1:e.lineIndent===t?f=0:e.lineIndent<t&&(f=-1)),1===f)for(;C(e)||I(e);)w(e,!0,-

1)?(m=!0,s=a,e.lineIndent>t?f=1:e.lineIndent===t?f=0:e.lineIndent<t&&(f=-

1)):s=!1;if(s&&(s=m||i),1!==f&&Q!==n||(p=Y===n||J===n?t:t+1,h=e.position-

e.lineStart,1===f?s&&(k(e,h)||T(e,h,p))||E(e,p)?g=!0:(o&&O(e,p)||S(e,p)||j(e,p)?g=!0:D(e)?(g=!0,null===e.tag&&n

ull===e.anchor||d(e,"alias node should not have any

properties")):A(e,p,Y===n)&&(g=!0,null===e.tag&&(e.tag="?")),null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=e.re

sult)):0===f&&(g=s&&k(e,h))),null!==e.tag&&"!"!==e.tag)if("?"===e.tag){for(l=0,u=e.implicitTypes.length;l<u;l

+=1)if(c=e.implicitTypes[l],c.resolve(e.result)){e.result=c.construct(e.result),e.tag=c.tag,null!==e.anchor&&(e.anch

orMap[e.anchor]=e.result);break}}else

H.call(e.typeMap,e.tag)?(c=e.typeMap[e.tag],null!==e.result&&c.kind!==e.kind&&d(e,"unacceptable node kind for

!<"+e.tag+'> tag; it should be "'+c.kind+'", not

"'+e.kind+'"'),c.resolve(e.result)?(e.result=c.construct(e.result),null!==e.anchor&&(e.anchorMap[e.anchor]=e.result)

):d(e,"cannot resolve a node with !<"+e.tag+"> explicit tag")):d(e,"unknown tag !<"+e.tag+">");return

null!==e.listener&&e.listener("close",e),null!==e.tag||null!==e.anchor||g}function M(e){var

t,n,o,s,l=e.position,u=!1;for(e.version=null,e.checkLineBreaks=e.legacy,e.tagMap={},e.anchorMap={};0!==(s=e.in

put.charCodeAt(e.position))&&(w(e,!0,-

1),s=e.input.charCodeAt(e.position),!(e.lineIndent>0||37!==s));){for(u=!0,s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position),t=e.p

osition;0!==s&&!a(s);)s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);for(n=e.input.slice(t,e.position),o=[],n.length<1&&d(e,"

directive name must not be less than one character in

length");0!==s;){for(;i(s);)s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);if(35===s){do

s=e.input.charCodeAt(++e.position);while(0!==s&&!r(s));break}if(r(s))break;for(t=e.position;0!==s&&!a(s);)s=e.in

put.charCodeAt(++e.position);o.push(e.input.slice(t,e.position))}0!==s&&b(e),H.call(se,n)?se[n](e,n,o):m(e,'unkno

wn document directive "'+n+'"')}return w(e,!0,-

1),0===e.lineIndent&&45===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)&&45===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+1)&&45===

e.input.charCodeAt(e.position+2)?(e.position+=3,w(e,!0,-1)):u&&d(e,"directives end mark is

expected"),L(e,e.lineIndent-1,Q,!1,!0),w(e,!0,-

1),e.checkLineBreaks&&ee.test(e.input.slice(l,e.position))&&m(e,"non-ASCII line breaks are interpreted as

content"),e.documents.push(e.result),e.position===e.lineStart&&_(e)?void(46===e.input.charCodeAt(e.position)&

&(e.position+=3,w(e,!0,-1))):void(e.position<e.length-1&&d(e,"end of the stream or a document separator is
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expected"))}function R(e,t){e=String(e),t=t||{},0!==e.length&&(10!==e.charCodeAt(e.length-

1)&&13!==e.charCodeAt(e.length-1)&&(e+="\n"),65279===e.charCodeAt(0)&&(e=e.slice(1)));var n=new

h(e,t);for(n.input+="\0";32===n.input.charCodeAt(n.position);)n.lineIndent+=1,n.position+=1;for(;n.position<n.len

gth-1;)M(n);return n.documents}function U(e,t,n){var r,i,a=R(e,n);for(r=0,i=a.length;r<i;r+=1)t(a[r])}function

P(e,t){var n=R(e,t);if(0!==n.length){if(1===n.length)return n[0];throw new N("expected a single document in the

stream, but found more")}}function q(e,t,n){U(e,t,z.extend({schema:F},n))}function B(e,t){return

P(e,z.extend({schema:F},t))}for(var

z=e("./common"),N=e("./exception"),$=e("./mark"),F=e("./schema/default_safe"),V=e("./schema/default_full"),H=

Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,Y=1,J=2,W=3,Q=4,G=1,K=2,X=3,Z=/[\x00-\x08\x0B\x0C\x0E-\x1F\x7F-

\x84\x86-\x9F\uFFFE\uFFFF]|[\uD800-\uDBFF](?![\uDC00-\uDFFF])|(?:[^\uD800-\uDBFF]|^)[\uDC00-

\uDFFF]/,ee=/[\x85\u2028\u2029]/,te=/[,\[\]\{\}]/,ne=/^(?:!|!!|![a-z\-]+!)$/i,re=/^(?:!|[^,\[\]\{\}])(?:%[0-9a-f]{2}|[0-

9a-z\-#;\/\?:@&=\+\$,_\.!~\*'\(\)\[\]])*$/i,ie=new Array(256),ae=new

Array(256),oe=0;oe<256;oe++)ie[oe]=c(oe)?1:0,ae[oe]=c(oe);var se={YAML:function(e,t,n){var

r,i,a;null!==e.version&&d(e,"duplication of %YAML directive"),1!==n.length&&d(e,"YAML directive accepts

exactly one argument"),r=/^([0-9]+)\.([0-9]+)$/.exec(n[0]),null===r&&d(e,"ill-formed argument of the YAML

directive"),i=parseInt(r[1],10),a=parseInt(r[2],10),1!==i&&d(e,"unacceptable YAML version of the

document"),e.version=n[0],e.checkLineBreaks=a<2,1!==a&&2!==a&&m(e,"unsupported YAML version of the

document")},TAG:function(e,t,n){var r,i;2!==n.length&&d(e,"TAG directive accepts exactly two

arguments"),r=n[0],i=n[1],ne.test(r)||d(e,"ill-formed tag handle (first argument) of the TAG

directive"),H.call(e.tagMap,r)&&d(e,'there is a previously declared suffix for "'+r+'" tag handle'),re.test(i)||d(e,"ill-

formed tag prefix (second argument) of the TAG

directive"),e.tagMap[r]=i}};t.exports.loadAll=U,t.exports.load=P,t.exports.safeLoadAll=q,t.exports.safeLoad=B},{"

./common":21,"./exception":23,"./mark":25,"./schema/default_full":28,"./schema/default_safe":29}],25:[function(e,t

,n){"use strict";function r(e,t,n,r,i){this.name=e,this.buffer=t,this.position=n,this.line=r,this.column=i}var

i=e("./common");r.prototype.getSnippet=function(e,t){var n,r,a,o,s;if(!this.buffer)return

null;for(e=e||4,t=t||75,n="",r=this.position;r>0&&"\0\r\n\u2028\u2029".indexOf(this.buffer.charAt(r-1))===-1;)if(r-

=1,this.position-r>t/2-1){n=" ...

",r+=5;break}for(a="",o=this.position;o<this.buffer.length&&"\0\r\n\u2028\u2029".indexOf(this.buffer.charAt(o))=

==-1;)if(o+=1,o-this.position>t/2-1){a=" ... ",o-=5;break}return s=this.buffer.slice(r,o),i.repeat("

",e)+n+s+a+"\n"+i.repeat(" ",e+this.position-r+n.length)+"^"},r.prototype.toString=function(e){var t,n="";return

this.name&&(n+='in "'+this.name+'" '),n+="at line "+(this.line+1)+", column

"+(this.column+1),e||(t=this.getSnippet(),t&&(n+=":\n"+t)),n},t.exports=r},{"./common":21}],26:[function(e,t,n){"u

se strict";function r(e,t,n){var i=[];return

e.include.forEach(function(e){n=r(e,t,n)}),e[t].forEach(function(e){n.forEach(function(t,n){t.tag===e.tag&&i.push(

n)}),n.push(e)}),n.filter(function(e,t){return i.indexOf(t)===-1})}function i(){function e(e){r[e.tag]=e}var

t,n,r={};for(t=0,n=arguments.length;t<n;t+=1)arguments[t].forEach(e);return r}function

a(e){this.include=e.include||[],this.implicit=e.implicit||[],this.explicit=e.explicit||[],this.implicit.forEach(function(e){i

f(e.loadKind&&"scalar"!==e.loadKind)throw new s("There is a non-scalar type in the implicit list of a schema.

Implicit resolving of such types is not

supported.")}),this.compiledImplicit=r(this,"implicit",[]),this.compiledExplicit=r(this,"explicit",[]),this.compiledTyp

eMap=i(this.compiledImplicit,this.compiledExplicit)}var

o=e("./common"),s=e("./exception"),l=e("./type");a.DEFAULT=null,a.create=function(){var

e,t;switch(arguments.length){case 1:e=a.DEFAULT,t=arguments[0];break;case 2:e=arguments[0],t=arguments[1];

break;default:throw new s("Wrong number of arguments for Schema.create

function")}if(e=o.toArray(e),t=o.toArray(t),!e.every(function(e){return e instanceof a}))throw new s("Specified list

of super schemas (or a single Schema object) contains a non-Schema object.");if(!t.every(function(e){return e

instanceof l}))throw new s("Specified list of YAML types (or a single Type object) contains a non-Type

object.");return new
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a({include:e,explicit:t})},t.exports=a},{"./common":21,"./exception":23,"./type":32}],27:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./json")]})},{"../schema":26,"./json":31}],28:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("../schema");t.exports=r.DEFAULT=new

r({include:[e("./default_safe")],explicit:[e("../type/js/undefined"),e("../type/js/regexp"),e("../type/js/function")]})},{".

./schema":26,"../type/js/function":37,"../type/js/regexp":38,"../type/js/undefined":39,"./default_safe":29}],29:[functio

n(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./core")],implicit:[e("../type/timestamp"),e("../type/merge")],explicit:[e("../type/binary"),e("../type/om

ap"),e("../type/pairs"),e("../type/set")]})},{"../schema":26,"../type/binary":33,"../type/merge":41,"../type/omap":43,"..

/type/pairs":44,"../type/set":46,"../type/timestamp":48,"./core":27}],30:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var

r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({explicit:[e("../type/str"),e("../type/seq"),e("../type/map")]})},{"../schema":26,"../type/map":40,"../type/seq":45,"../t

ype/str":47}],31:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../schema");t.exports=new

r({include:[e("./failsafe")],implicit:[e("../type/null"),e("../type/bool"),e("../type/int"),e("../type/float")]})},{"../schema

":26,"../type/bool":34,"../type/float":35,"../type/int":36,"../type/null":42,"./failsafe":30}],32:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(e){var t={};return

null!==e&&Object.keys(e).forEach(function(n){e[n].forEach(function(e){t[String(e)]=n})}),t}function

i(e,t){if(t=t||{},Object.keys(t).forEach(function(t){if(o.indexOf(t)===-1)throw new a('Unknown option "'+t+'" is met

in definition of "'+e+'" YAML

type.')}),this.tag=e,this.kind=t.kind||null,this.resolve=t.resolve||function(){return!0},this.construct=t.construct||functi

on(e){return

e},this.instanceOf=t.instanceOf||null,this.predicate=t.predicate||null,this.represent=t.represent||null,this.defaultStyle=

t.defaultStyle||null,this.styleAliases=r(t.styleAliases||null),s.indexOf(this.kind)===-1)throw new a('Unknown kind

"'+this.kind+'" is specified for "'+e+'" YAML type.')}var

a=e("./exception"),o=["kind","resolve","construct","instanceOf","predicate","represent","defaultStyle","styleAliases

"],s=["scalar","sequence","mapping"];t.exports=i},{"./exception":23}],33:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){if(null===e)return!1;var

t,n,r=0,i=e.length,a=p;for(n=0;n<i;n++)if(t=a.indexOf(e.charAt(n)),!(t>64)){if(t<0)return!1;r+=6}return

r%8===0}function i(e){var

t,n,r=e.replace(/[\r\n=]/g,""),i=r.length,a=p,o=0,l=[];for(t=0;t<i;t++)t%4===0&&t&&(l.push(o>>16&255),l.push(o>

>8&255),l.push(255&o)),o=o<<6|a.indexOf(r.charAt(t));return

n=i%4*6,0===n?(l.push(o>>16&255),l.push(o>>8&255),l.push(255&o)):18===n?(l.push(o>>10&255),l.push(o>>

2&255)):12===n&&l.push(o>>4&255),s?new s(l):l}function a(e){var

t,n,r="",i=0,a=e.length,o=p;for(t=0;t<a;t++)t%3===0&&t&&(r+=o[i>>18&63],r+=o[i>>12&63],r+=o[i>>6&63],r+

=o[63&i]),i=(i<<8)+e[t];return

n=a%3,0===n?(r+=o[i>>18&63],r+=o[i>>12&63],r+=o[i>>6&63],r+=o[63&i]):2===n?(r+=o[i>>10&63],r+=o[i>>

4&63],r+=o[i<<2&63],r+=o[64]):1===n&&(r+=o[i>>2&63],r+=o[i<<4&63],r+=o[64],r+=o[64]),r}function

o(e){return s&&s.isBuffer(e)}var s;try{var l=e;s=l("buffer").Buffer}catch(u){}var

c=e("../type"),p="ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/=\n\r";t.ex

ports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:binary",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../type":32}],34:[funct

ion(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;var t=e.length;return

4===t&&("true"===e||"True"===e||"TRUE"===e)||5===t&&("false"===e||"False"===e||"FALSE"===e)}function

i(e){return"true"===e||"True"===e||"TRUE"===e}function a(e){return"[object

Boolean]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var o=e("../type");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:bool",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:a,represent:{lowercase:function(e){return

e?"true":"false"},uppercase:function(e){return e?"TRUE":"FALSE"},camelcase:function(e){return

e?"True":"False"}},defaultStyle:"lowercase"})},{"../type":32}],35:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return
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null!==e&&!!u.test(e)}function i(e){var t,n,r,i;return t=e.replace(/_/g,"").toLowerCase(),n="-"===t[0]?-1:1,i=[],"+-

".indexOf(t[0])>=0&&(t=t.slice(1)),".inf"===t?1===n?Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY:Number.NEGATIVE_INFI

NITY:".nan"===t?NaN:t.indexOf(":")>=0?(t.split(":").forEach(function(e){i.unshift(parseFloat(e,10))}),t=0,r=1,i.fo

rEach(function(e){t+=e*r,r*=60}),n*t):n*parseFloat(t,10)}function a(e,t){var

n;if(isNaN(e))switch(t){case"lowercase":return".nan";case"uppercase":return".NAN";case"camelcase":return".NaN"

}else

if(Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY===e)switch(t){case"lowercase":return".inf";case"uppercase":return".INF";case"c

amelcase":return".Inf"}else if(Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY===e)switch(t){case"lowercase":return"-

.inf";case"uppercase":return"-.INF";case"camelcase":return"-.Inf"}else if(s.isNegativeZero(e))return"-0.0";return

n=e.toString(10),c.test(n)?n.replace("e",".e"):n}function o(e){return"[object

Number]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)&&(e%1!==0||s.isNegativeZero(e))}var

s=e("../common"),l=e("../type"),u=new RegExp("^(?:[-+]?(?:[0-9][0-9_]*)\\.[0-9_]*(?:[eE][-+][0-9]+)?|\\.[0-

9_]+(?:[eE][-+][0-9]+)?|[-+]?[0-9][0-9_]*(?::[0-5]?[0-9])+\\.[0-9_]*|[-

+]?\\.(?:inf|Inf|INF)|\\.(?:nan|NaN|NAN))$"),c=/^[-+]?[0-9]+e/;t.exports=new

l("tag:yaml.org,2002:float",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a,defaultStyle:"lowercase"})},{

"../common":21,"../type":32}],36:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

48<=e&&e<=57||65<=e&&e<=70||97<=e&&e<=102}function i(e){return 48<=e&&e<=55}function a(e){return

48<=e&&e<=57}function o(e){if(null===e)return!1;var t,n=e.length,o=0,s=!1;if(!n)return!1;if(t=e[o],"-

"!==t&&"+"!==t||(t=e[++o]),"0"===t){if(o+1===n)return!0;if(t=e[++o],"b"===t){for(o++;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!=

=t){if("0"!==t&&"1"!==t)return!1;s=!0}return

s}if("x"===t){for(o++;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(!r(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return

s}for(;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(!i(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return

s}for(;o<n;o++)if(t=e[o],"_"!==t){if(":"===t)break;if(!a(e.charCodeAt(o)))return!1;s=!0}return!!s&&(":"!==t||/^(:[0

-5]?[0-9])+$/.test(e.slice(o)))}function s(e){var t,n,r=e,i=1,a=[];return r.indexOf("_")!==-

1&&(r=r.replace(/_/g,"")),t=r[0],"-"!==t&&"+"!==t||("-"===t&&(i=-

1),r=r.slice(1),t=r[0]),"0"===r?0:"0"===t?"b"===r[1]?i*parseInt(r.slice(2),2):"x"===r[1]?i*parseInt(r,16):i*parseInt

(r,8):r.indexOf(":")!==-

1?(r.split(":").forEach(function(e){a.unshift(parseInt(e,10))}),r=0,n=1,a.forEach(function(e){r+=e*n,n*=60}),i*r):i*

parseInt(r,10)}function l(e){return"[object

Number]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)&&e%1===0&&!u.isNegativeZero(e)}var

u=e("../common"),c=e("../type");t.exports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:int",{kind:"scalar",resolve:o,construct:s,predicate:l,represent:{binary:function(e){return"0b"+

e.toString(2)},octal:function(e){return"0"+e.toString(8)},decimal:function(e){return

e.toString(10)},hexadecimal:function(e){return"0x"+e.toString(16).toUpperCase()}},defaultStyle:"decimal",styleAli

ases:{binary:[2,"bin"],octal:[8,"oct"],decimal:[10,"dec"],hexadecimal:[16,"hex"]}})},{"../common":21,"../type":32}]

,37:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;try{var

t="("+e+")",n=s.parse(t,{range:!0});return"Program"===n.type&&1===n.body.length&&"ExpressionStatement"==

=n.body[0].type&&"FunctionExpression"===n.body[0].expression.type}catch(r){return!1}}function i(e){var

t,n="("+e+")",r=s.parse(n,{range:!0}),i=[];if("Program"!==r.type||1!==r.body.length||"ExpressionStatement"!==r.bo

dy[0].type||"FunctionExpression"!==r.body[0].expression.type)throw new Error("Failed to resolve function");return

r.body[0].expression.params.forEach(function(e){i.push(e.name)}),t=r.body[0].expression.body.range,new

Function(i,n.slice(t[0]+1,t[1]-1))}function a(e){return e.toString()}function o(e){return"[object

Function]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var s;try{var l=e;s=l("esprima")}catch(u){"undefined"!=typeof

window&&(s=window.esprima)}var c=e("../../type");t.exports=new

c("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/function",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],38:

[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!1;if(0===e.length)return!1;var

t=e,n=/\/([gim]*)$/.exec(e),r="";if("/"===t[0]){if(n&&(r=n[1]),r.length>3)return!1;if("/"!==t[t.length-r.length-

1])return!1}return!0}function i(e){var
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t=e,n=/\/([gim]*)$/.exec(e),r="";return"/"===t[0]&&(n&&(r=n[1]),t=t.slice(1,t.length-r.length-1)),new

RegExp(t,r)}function a(e){var t="/"+e.source+"/";return

e.global&&(t+="g"),e.multiline&&(t+="m"),e.ignoreCase&&(t+="i"),t}function o(e){return"[object

RegExp]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(e)}var s=e("../../type");t.exports=new

s("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/regexp",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],39:[f

unction(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(){return!0}function i(){}function a(){return""}function

o(e){return"undefined"==typeof e}var s=e("../../type");t.exports=new

s("tag:yaml.org,2002:js/undefined",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:o,represent:a})},{"../../type":32}],4

0:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new

r("tag:yaml.org,2002:map",{kind:"mapping",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:{}}})},{"../type":32}],41:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return"<<"===e||null===e}var

i=e("../type");t.exports=new

i("tag:yaml.org,2002:merge",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r})},{"../type":32}],42:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function

r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t=e.length;return

1===t&&"~"===e||4===t&&("null"===e||"Null"===e||"NULL"===e)}function i(){return null}function a(e){return

null===e}var o=e("../type");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:null",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,predicate:a,represent:{canonical:function(){return"~"

},lowercase:function(){return"null"},uppercase:function(){return"NULL"},camelcase:function(){return"Null"}},def

aultStyle:"lowercase"})},{"../type":32}],43:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var

t,n,r,i,a,l=[],u=e;for(t=0,n=u.length;t<n;t+=1){if(r=u[t],a=!1,"[object Object]"!==s.call(r))return!1;for(i in

r)if(o.call(r,i)){if(a)return!1;a=!0}if(!a)return!1;if(l.indexOf(i)!==-1)return!1;l.push(i)}return!0}function i(e){return

null!==e?e:[]}var a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty,s=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:omap",{kind:"sequence",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],44:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t,n,r,i,a,s=e;for(a=new

Array(s.length),t=0,n=s.length;t<n;t+=1){if(r=s[t],"[object

Object]"!==o.call(r))return!1;if(i=Object.keys(r),1!==i.length)return!1;a[t]=[i[0],r[i[0]]]}return!0}function

i(e){if(null===e)return[];var t,n,r,i,a,o=e;for(a=new

Array(o.length),t=0,n=o.length;t<n;t+=1)r=o[t],i=Object.keys(r),a[t]=[i[0],r[i[0]]];return a}var

a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.toString;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:pairs",{kind:"sequence",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],45:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new r("tag:yaml.org,2002:seq",{kind:"sequence",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:[]}})},{"../type":32}],46:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){if(null===e)return!0;var t,n=e;for(t in

n)if(o.call(n,t)&&null!==n[t])return!1;return!0}function i(e){return null!==e?e:{}}var

a=e("../type"),o=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=new

a("tag:yaml.org,2002:set",{kind:"mapping",resolve:r,construct:i})},{"../type":32}],47:[function(e,t,n){"use

strict";var r=e("../type");t.exports=new r("tag:yaml.org,2002:str",{kind:"scalar",construct:function(e){return

null!==e?e:""}})},{"../type":32}],48:[function(e,t,n){"use strict";function r(e){return

null!==e&&(null!==s.exec(e)||null!==l.exec(e))}function i(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,u,c,p,h,f=0,d=null;if(t=s.exec(e),null===t&&(t=l.exec(e)),null===t)throw new Error("Date resolve

error");if(n=+t[1],r=+t[2]-1,i=+t[3],!t[4])return new

Date(Date.UTC(n,r,i));if(a=+t[4],o=+t[5],u=+t[6],t[7]){for(f=t[7].slice(0,3);f.length<3;)f+="0";f=+f}return

t[9]&&(c=+t[10],p=+(t[11]||0),d=6e4*(60*c+p),"-"===t[9]&&(d=-d)),h=new

Date(Date.UTC(n,r,i,a,o,u,f)),d&&h.setTime(h.getTime()-d),h}function a(e){return e.toISOString()}var

o=e("../type"),s=new RegExp("^([0-9][0-9][0-9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9])$"),l=new RegExp("^([0-9][0-9][0-

9][0-9])-([0-9][0-9]?)-([0-9][0-9]?)(?:[Tt]|[ \\t]+)([0-9][0-9]?):([0-9][0-9]):([0-9][0-9])(?:\\.([0-9]*))?(?:[ \\t]*(Z|([-

+])([0-9][0-9]?)(?::([0-9][0-9]))?))?$");t.exports=new

o("tag:yaml.org,2002:timestamp",{kind:"scalar",resolve:r,construct:i,instanceOf:Date,represent:a})},{"../type":32}],

49:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=e?e.length:0;if(!r)return-1;if("number"==typeof n)n=n<0?o(r+n,0):n;else
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if(n){var s=a(e,t);return s<r&&(t===t?t===e[s]:e[s]!==e[s])?s:-1}return i(e,t,n||0)}var

i=e("../internal/baseIndexOf"),a=e("../internal/binaryIndex"),o=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseIndexOf":78

,"../internal/binaryIndex":92}],50:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e?e.length:0;return t?e[t-1]:void

0}t.exports=r},{}],51:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(l(e)&&!s(e)&&!(e instanceof i)){if(e instanceof a)return

e;if(p.call(e,"__chain__")&&p.call(e,"__wrapped__"))return u(e)}return new a(e)}var

i=e("../internal/LazyWrapper"),a=e("../internal/LodashWrapper"),o=e("../internal/baseLodash"),s=e("../lang/isArray"

),l=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),u=e("../internal/wrapperClone"),c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty;r.prototyp

e=o.prototype,t.exports=r},{"../internal/LazyWrapper":60,"../internal/LodashWrapper":61,"../internal/baseLodash":8

2,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"../internal/wrapperClone":137,"../lang/isArray":140}],52:[function(e,t,n){t.exports=

e("./forEach")},{"./forEach":54}],53:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/baseEach"),i=e("../internal/createFind"),a=i(r);t.exports=a},{"../internal/baseEach":71,"../internal/cre

ateFind":102}],54:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/arrayEach"),i=e("../internal/baseEach"),a=e("../internal/createForEach"),o=a(r,i);t.exports=o},{"../int

ernal/arrayEach":63,"../internal/baseEach":71,"../internal/createForEach":103}],55:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n,r){var h=e?a(e):0;return l(h)||(e=c(e),h=e.length),n="number"!=typeof

n||r&&s(t,n,r)?0:n<0?p(h+n,0):n||0,"string"==typeof e||!o(e)&&u(e)?n<=h&&e.indexOf(t,n)>-1:!!h&&i(e,t,n)>-

1}var

i=e("../internal/baseIndexOf"),a=e("../internal/getLength"),o=e("../lang/isArray"),s=e("../internal/isIterateeCall"),l=e(

"../internal/isLength"),u=e("../lang/isString"),c=e("../object/values"),p=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseInde

xOf":78,"../internal/getLength":112,"../internal/isIterateeCall":122,"../internal/isLength":125,"../lang/isArray":140,"..

/lang/isString":146,"../object/values":152}],56:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=s(e)?i:o;return

t=a(t,n,3),r(e,t)}var

i=e("../internal/arrayMap"),a=e("../internal/baseCallback"),o=e("../internal/baseMap"),s=e("../lang/isArray");t.export

s=r},{"../internal/arrayMap":64,"../internal/baseCallback":67,"../internal/baseMap":83,"../lang/isArray":140}],57:[fu

nction(e,t,n){var r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=r(Date,"now"),a=i||function(){return(new

Date).getTime()};t.exports=a},{"../internal/getNative":114}],58:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/createWrapper"),i=e("../internal/replaceHolders"),a=e("./restParam"),o=1,s=32,l=a(function(e,t,n){va

r a=o;if(n.length){var u=i(n,l.placeholder);a|=s}return

r(e,a,t,n,u)});l.placeholder={},t.exports=l},{"../internal/createWrapper":106,"../internal/replaceHolders":132,"./restP

aram":59}],59:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){if("function"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError(i);return t=a(void

0===t?e.length-1:+t||0,0),function(){for(var n=arguments,r=-1,i=a(n.length-

t,0),o=Array(i);++r<i;)o[r]=n[t+r];switch(t){case 0:return e.call(this,o);case 1:return e.call(this,n[0],o);case 2:return

e.call(this,n[0],n[1],o)}var s=Array(t+1);for(r=-1;++r<t;)s[r]=n[r];return s[t]=o,e.apply(this,s)}}var i="Expected a

function",a=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],60:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){this.__wrapped__=e,this.__actions__=[],this.__dir__=1,this.__filtered__=!1,this.__iteratees__=[],this.__takeCo

unt__=o,this.__views__=[]}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("./baseLodash"),o=Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY;r.prototype=i(a.prototype),r.prototype.c

onstructor=r,t.exports=r},{"./baseCreate":70,"./baseLodash":82}],61:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){this.__wrapped__=e,this.__actions__=n||[],this.__chain__=!!t}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("./baseLodash");r.prototype=i(a.prototype),r.prototype.constructor=r,t.exports=r},{"./baseCr

eate":70,"./baseLodash":82}],62:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=-

1,r=e.length;for(t||(t=Array(r));++n<r;)t[n]=e[n];return t}t.exports=r},{}],63:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var

n=-1,r=e.length;++n<r&&t(e[n],n,e)!==!1;);return e}t.exports=r},{}],64:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=e.length,i=Array(r);++n<r;)i[n]=t(e[n],n,e);return i}t.exports=r},{}],65:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var

n=-1,r=e.length;++n<r;)if(t(e[n],n,e))return!0;return!1}t.exports=r},{}],66:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

null==t?e:i(t,a(t),e)}var

i=e("./baseCopy"),a=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149,"./baseCopy":69}],67:[function(e,t,n){fun

ction r(e,t,n){var r=typeof e;return"function"==r?void 0===t?e:o(e,t,n):null==e?s:"object"==r?i(e):void
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0===t?l(e):a(e,t)}var

i=e("./baseMatches"),a=e("./baseMatchesProperty"),o=e("./bindCallback"),s=e("../utility/identity"),l=e("../utility/pro

perty");t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154,"../utility/property":156,"./baseMatches":84,"./baseMatchesProperty":8

5,"./bindCallback":94}],68:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,m,g,y,v){var w;if(n&&(w=g?n(e,m,g):n(e)),void

0!==w)return w;if(!f(e))return e;var _=p(e);if(_){if(w=l(e),!t)return i(e,w)}else{var

A=B.call(e),S=A==b;if(A!=x&&A!=d&&(!S||g))return P[A]?u(e,A,t):g?e:{};if(h(e))return

g?e:{};if(w=c(S?{}:e),!t)return o(w,e)}y||(y=[]),v||(v=[]);for(var j=y.length;j--;)if(y[j]==e)return v[j];return

y.push(e),v.push(w),(_?a:s)(e,function(i,a){w[a]=r(i,t,n,a,e,y,v)}),w}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./arrayEach"),o=e("./baseAssign"),s=e("./baseForOwn"),l=e("./initCloneArray"),u=e("./init

CloneByTag"),c=e("./initCloneObject"),p=e("../lang/isArray"),h=e("./isHostObject"),f=e("../lang/isObject"),d="[obj

ect Arguments]",m="[object Array]",g="[object Boolean]",y="[object Date]",v="[object Error]",b="[object

Function]",w="[object Map]",_="[object Number]",x="[object Object]",A="[object RegExp]",S="[object

Set]",j="[object String]",E="[object WeakMap]",O="[object ArrayBuffer]",k="[object Float32Array]",T="[object

Float64Array]",C="[object Int8Array]",I="[object Int16Array]",D="[object Int32Array]",L="[object

Uint8Array]",M="[object Uint8ClampedArray]",R="[object Uint16Array]",U="[object

Uint32Array]",P={};P[d]=P[m]=P[O]=P[g]=P[y]=P[k]=P[T]=P[C]=P[I]=P[D]=P[_]=P[x]=P[A]=P[j]=P[L]=P[M]=

P[R]=P[U]=!0,P[v]=P[b]=P[w]=P[S]=P[E]=!1;var

q=Object.prototype,B=q.toString;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isObject":144,"./arrayCopy":62,"./array

Each":63,"./baseAssign":66,"./baseForOwn":76,"./initCloneArray":116,"./initCloneByTag":117,"./initCloneObject":

118,"./isHostObject":120}],69:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){n||(n={});for(var r=-1,i=t.length;++r<i;){var

a=t[r];n[a]=e[a]}return n}t.exports=r},{}],70:[function(e,t,n){var r=e("../lang/isObject"),i=function(){function

e(){}return function(t){if(r(t)){e.prototype=t;var n=new e;e.prototype=void 0}return

n||{}}}();t.exports=i},{"../lang/isObject":144}],71:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseForOwn"),i=e("./createBaseEach"),a=i(r);t.exports=a},{"./baseForOwn":76,"./createBaseEach":98}],72:[f

unction(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){var i;return n(e,function(e,n,a){if(t(e,n,a))return

i=r?n:e,!1}),i}t.exports=r},{}],73:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=e.length,i=n?r:-1;n?i--

:++i<r;)if(t(e[i],i,e))return i;return-1}t.exports=r},{}],74:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./createBaseFor"),i=r();t.exports=i},{"./createBaseFor":99}],75:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

i(e,t,a)}var

i=e("./baseFor"),a=e("../object/keysIn");t.exports=r},{"../object/keysIn":150,"./baseFor":74}],76:[function(e,t,n){fun

ction r(e,t){return i(e,t,a)}var

i=e("./baseFor"),a=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149,"./baseFor":74}],77:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e,t,n){if(null!=e){e=i(e),void 0!==n&&n in e&&(t=[n]);for(var

r=0,a=t.length;null!=e&&r<a;)e=i(e)[t[r++]];return r&&r==a?e:void 0}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],78:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){if(t!==t)return i(e,n);for(var

r=n-1,a=e.length;++r<a;)if(e[r]===t)return r;return-1}var

i=e("./indexOfNaN");t.exports=r},{"./indexOfNaN":115}],79:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,s,l,u){return

e===t||(null==e||null==t||!a(e)&&!o(t)?e!==e&&t!==t:i(e,t,r,n,s,l,u))}var

i=e("./baseIsEqualDeep"),a=e("../lang/isObject"),o=e("./isObjectLike");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./baseIs

EqualDeep":80,"./isObjectLike":126}],80:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,f,g,y){var

v=s(e),b=s(t),w=p,_=p;v||(w=m.call(e),w==c?w=h:w!=h&&(v=u(e))),b||(_=m.call(t),_==c?_=h:_!=h&&(b=u(t)));va

r x=w==h&&!l(e),A=_==h&&!l(t),S=w==_;if(S&&!v&&!x)return a(e,t,w);if(!f){var

j=x&&d.call(e,"__wrapped__"),E=A&&d.call(t,"__wrapped__");if(j||E)return

n(j?e.value():e,E?t.value():t,r,f,g,y)}if(!S)return!1;g||(g=[]),y||(y=[]);for(var O=g.length;O--;)if(g[O]==e)return

y[O]==t;g.push(e),y.push(t);var k=(v?i:o)(e,t,n,r,f,g,y);return g.pop(),y.pop(),k}var

i=e("./equalArrays"),a=e("./equalByTag"),o=e("./equalObjects"),s=e("../lang/isArray"),l=e("./isHostObject"),u=e("../

lang/isTypedArray"),c="[object Arguments]",p="[object Array]",h="[object

Object]",f=Object.prototype,d=f.hasOwnProperty,m=f.toString;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isTyped
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Array":147,"./equalArrays":107,"./equalByTag":108,"./equalObjects":109,"./isHostObject":120}],81:[function(e,t,n)

{function r(e,t,n){var r=t.length,o=r,s=!n;if(null==e)return!o;for(e=a(e);r--;){var

l=t[r];if(s&&l[2]?l[1]!==e[l[0]]:!(l[0]in e))return!1}for(;++r<o;){l=t[r];var u=l[0],c=e[u],p=l[1];if(s&&l[2]){if(void

0===c&&!(u in e))return!1}else{var h=n?n(c,p,u):void 0;if(!(void 0===h?i(p,c,n,!0):h))return!1}}return!0}var

i=e("./baseIsEqual"),a=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./baseIsEqual":79,"./toObject":135}],82:[function(e,t,n){functi

on r(){}t.exports=r},{}],83:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=-1,r=a(e)?Array(e.length):[];return

i(e,function(e,i,a){r[++n]=t(e,i,a)}),r}var

i=e("./baseEach"),a=e("./isArrayLike");t.exports=r},{"./baseEach":71,"./isArrayLike":119}],84:[function(e,t,n){func

tion r(e){var t=a(e);if(1==t.length&&t[0][2]){var n=t[0][0],r=t[0][1];return function(e){return

null!=e&&(e=o(e),e[n]===r&&(void 0!==r||n in e))}}return function(e){return i(e,t)}}var

i=e("./baseIsMatch"),a=e("./getMatchData"),o=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./baseIsMatch":81,"./getMatchData":1

13,"./toObject":135}],85:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=s(e),r=l(e)&&u(t),f=e+"";return

e=h(e),function(s){if(null==s)return!1;var l=f;if(s=p(s),(n||!r)&&!(l in s)){if(s=1==e.length?s:i(s,o(e,0,-

1)),null==s)return!1;l=c(e),s=p(s)}return s[l]===t?void 0!==t||l in s:a(t,s[l],void 0,!0)}}var

i=e("./baseGet"),a=e("./baseIsEqual"),o=e("./baseSlice"),s=e("../lang/isArray"),l=e("./isKey"),u=e("./isStrictCompar

able"),c=e("../array/last"),p=e("./toObject"),h=e("./toPath");t.exports=r},{"../array/last":50,"../lang/isArray":140,"./b

aseGet":77,"./baseIsEqual":79,"./baseSlice":89,"./isKey":123,"./isStrictComparable":127,"./toObject":135,"./toPath"

:136}],86:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return function(t){return null==t?void 0:i(t)[e]}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],87:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e+"";return

e=a(e),function(n){return i(n,e,t)}}var

i=e("./baseGet"),a=e("./toPath");t.exports=r},{"./baseGet":77,"./toPath":136}],88:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../utility/identity"),i=e("./metaMap"),a=i?function(e,t){return

i.set(e,t),e}:r;t.exports=a},{"../utility/identity":154,"./metaMap":129}],89:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var r=-

1,i=e.length;t=null==t?0:+t||0,t<0&&(t=-t>i?0:i+t),n=void 0===n||n>i?i:+n||0,n<0&&(n+=i),i=t>n?0:n-

t>>>0,t>>>=0;for(var a=Array(i);++r<i;)a[r]=e[r+t];return a}t.exports=r},{}],90:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return null==e?"":e+""}t.exports=r},{}],91:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-

1,r=t.length,i=Array(r);++n<r;)i[n]=e[t[n]];return i}t.exports=r},{}],92:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){var

r=0,o=e?e.length:r;if("number"==typeof t&&t===t&&o<=s){for(;r<o;){var

l=r+o>>>1,u=e[l];(n?u<=t:u<t)&&null!==u?r=l+1:o=l}return o}return i(e,t,a,n)}var

i=e("./binaryIndexBy"),a=e("../utility/identity"),o=4294967295,s=o>>>1;t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154,"./bin

aryIndexBy":93}],93:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r){t=n(t);for(var

o=0,l=e?e.length:0,u=t!==t,c=null===t,p=void 0===t;o<l;){var h=i((o+l)/2),f=n(e[h]),d=void

0!==f,m=f===f;if(u)var g=m||r;else

g=c?m&&d&&(r||null!=f):p?m&&(r||d):null!=f&&(r?f<=t:f<t);g?o=h+1:l=h}return a(l,s)}var

i=Math.floor,a=Math.min,o=4294967295,s=o-1;t.exports=r},{}],94:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){if("function"!=typeof e)return i;if(void 0===t)return e;switch(n){case 1:return function(n){return

e.call(t,n)};case 3:return function(n,r,i){return e.call(t,n,r,i)};case 4:return function(n,r,i,a){return

e.call(t,n,r,i,a)};case 5:return function(n,r,i,a,o){return e.call(t,n,r,i,a,o)}}return function(){return

e.apply(t,arguments)}}var

i=e("../utility/identity");t.exports=r},{"../utility/identity":154}],95:[function(e,t,n){(function(e){function n(e){var

t=new r(e.byteLength),n=new i(t);return n.set(new i(e)),t}var

r=e.ArrayBuffer,i=e.Uint8Array;t.exports=n}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{}],96:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=n.length,a=-

1,o=i(e.length-r,0),s=-1,l=t.length,u=Array(l+o);++s<l;)u[s]=t[s];for(;++a<r;)u[n[a]]=e[a];for(;o--

;)u[s++]=e[a++];return u}var i=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],97:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var r=-

1,a=n.length,o=-1,s=i(e.length-a,0),l=-1,u=t.length,c=Array(s+u);++o<s;)c[o]=e[o];for(var

p=o;++l<u;)c[p+l]=t[l];for(;++r<a;)c[p+n[r]]=e[o++];return c}var

i=Math.max;t.exports=r},{}],98:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return function(n,r){var s=n?i(n):0;if(!a(s))return
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e(n,r);for(var l=t?s:-1,u=o(n);(t?l--:++l<s)&&r(u[l],l,u)!==!1;);return n}}var

i=e("./getLength"),a=e("./isLength"),o=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./getLength":112,"./isLength":125,"./toObject"

:135}],99:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return function(t,n,r){for(var a=i(t),o=r(t),s=o.length,l=e?s:-1;e?l--

:++l<s;){var u=o[l];if(n(a[u],u,a)===!1)break}return t}}var

i=e("./toObject");t.exports=r},{"./toObject":135}],100:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t){function r(){var

i=this&&this!==n&&this instanceof r?a:e;return i.apply(t,arguments)}var a=i(e);return r}var

i=e("./createCtorWrapper");t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof

self?self:"undefined"!=typeof window?window:{})},{"./createCtorWrapper":101}],101:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return function(){var t=arguments;switch(t.length){case 0:return new e;case 1:return new e(t[0]);case 2:return

new e(t[0],t[1]);case 3:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2]);case 4:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3]);case 5:return new

e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4]);case 6:return new e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4],t[5]);case 7:return new

e(t[0],t[1],t[2],t[3],t[4],t[5],t[6])}var n=i(e.prototype),r=e.apply(n,t);return a(r)?r:n}}var

i=e("./baseCreate"),a=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./baseCreate":70}],102:[function(e,t

,n){function r(e,t){return function(n,r,l){if(r=i(r,l,3),s(n)){var u=o(n,r,t);return u>-1?n[u]:void 0}return a(n,r,e)}}var

i=e("./baseCallback"),a=e("./baseFind"),o=e("./baseFindIndex"),s=e("../lang/isArray");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray

":140,"./baseCallback":67,"./baseFind":72,"./baseFindIndex":73}],103:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

function(n,r,o){return"function"==typeof r&&void 0===o&&a(n)?e(n,r):t(n,i(r,o,3))}}var

i=e("./bindCallback"),a=e("../lang/isArray");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"./bindCallback":94}],104:[function

(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t,_,x,A,S,j,E,O,k){function T(){for(var d=arguments.length,m=d,g=Array(d);m--

;)g[m]=arguments[m];if(x&&(g=a(g,x,A)),S&&(g=o(g,S,j)),L||R){var b=T.placeholder,P=c(g,b);if(d-

=P.length,d<k){var q=E?i(E):void 0,B=w(k-d,0),z=L?P:void 0,N=L?void 0:P,$=L?g:void 0,F=L?void

0:g;t|=L?y:v,t&=~(L?v:y),M||(t&=~(h|f));var V=[e,t,_,$,z,F,N,q,O,B],H=r.apply(void 0,V);return

l(e)&&p(H,V),H.placeholder=b,H}}var Y=I?_:this,J=D?Y[e]:e;return

E&&(g=u(g,E)),C&&O<g.length&&(g.length=O),this&&this!==n&&this instanceof

T&&(J=U||s(e)),J.apply(Y,g)}var C=t&b,I=t&h,D=t&f,L=t&m,M=t&d,R=t&g,U=D?void 0:s(e);return T}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./composeArgs"),o=e("./composeArgsRight"),s=e("./createCtorWrapper"),l=e("./isLaziable

"),u=e("./reorder"),c=e("./replaceHolders"),p=e("./setData"),h=1,f=2,d=4,m=8,g=16,y=32,v=64,b=128,w=Math.max

;t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./composeArgs":96,"./composeArgsRight":97,"./createCtorWrapper":101,

"./isLaziable":124,"./reorder":131,"./replaceHolders":132,"./setData":133}],105:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){functi

on r(e,t,r,o){function s(){for(var t=-1,i=arguments.length,a=-1,c=o.length,p=Array(c+i);++a<c;)p[a]=o[a];for(;i--

;)p[a++]=arguments[++t];var h=this&&this!==n&&this instanceof s?u:e;return h.apply(l?r:this,p)}var

l=t&a,u=i(e);return s}var i=e("./createCtorWrapper"),a=1;t.exports=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./createCtorWrapper":101}],106:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,y,v,b,w){var

_=t&h;if(!_&&"function"!=typeof e)throw new TypeError(m);var x=r?r.length:0;if(x||(t&=~(f|d),r=y=void 0),x-

=y?y.length:0,t&d){var A=r,S=y;r=y=void 0}var j=_?void

0:l(e),E=[e,t,n,r,y,A,S,v,b,w];if(j&&(u(E,j),t=E[1],w=E[9]),E[9]=null==w?_?0:e.length:g(w-x,0)||0,t==p)var

O=a(E[0],E[2]);else O=t!=f&&t!=(p|f)||E[4].length?o.apply(void 0,E):s.apply(void 0,E);var k=j?i:c;return

k(O,E)}var

i=e("./baseSetData"),a=e("./createBindWrapper"),o=e("./createHybridWrapper"),s=e("./createPartialWrapper"),l=e("

./getData"),u=e("./mergeData"),c=e("./setData"),p=1,h=2,f=32,d=64,m="Expected a

function",g=Math.max;t.exports=r},{"./baseSetData":88,"./createBindWrapper":100,"./createHybridWrapper":104,".

/createPartialWrapper":105,"./getData":110,"./mergeData":128,"./setData":133}],107:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n,r,a,o,s){var l=-1,u=e.length,c=t.length;if(u!=c&&!(a&&c>u))return!1;for(;++l<u;){var

p=e[l],h=t[l],f=r?r(a?h:p,a?p:h,l):void 0;if(void 0!==f){if(f)continue;return!1}if(a){if(!i(t,function(e){return

p===e||n(p,e,r,a,o,s)}))return!1}else if(p!==h&&!n(p,h,r,a,o,s))return!1}return!0}var

i=e("./arraySome");t.exports=r},{"./arraySome":65}],108:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){switch(n){case i:case
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a:return+e==+t;case o:return e.name==t.name&&e.message==t.message;case s:return e!=+e?t!=+t:e==+t;case l:case

u:return e==t+""}return!1}var i="[object Boolean]",a="[object Date]",o="[object Error]",s="[object

Number]",l="[object RegExp]",u="[object String]";t.exports=r},{}],109:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n,r,a,s,l){var

u=i(e),c=u.length,p=i(t),h=p.length;

if(c!=h&&!a)return!1;for(var f=c;f--;){var d=u[f];if(!(a?d in t:o.call(t,d)))return!1}for(var m=a;++f<c;){d=u[f];var

g=e[d],y=t[d],v=r?r(a?y:g,a?g:y,d):void 0;if(!(void

0===v?n(g,y,r,a,s,l):v))return!1;m||(m="constructor"==d)}if(!m){var

b=e.constructor,w=t.constructor;if(b!=w&&"constructor"in e&&"constructor"in t&&!("function"==typeof b&&b

instanceof b&&"function"==typeof w&&w instanceof w))return!1}return!0}var

i=e("../object/keys"),a=Object.prototype,o=a.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{"../object/keys":149}],110:[function(e,t,

n){var r=e("./metaMap"),i=e("../utility/noop"),a=r?function(e){return

r.get(e)}:i;t.exports=a},{"../utility/noop":155,"./metaMap":129}],111:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var

t=e.name+"",n=i[t],r=n?n.length:0;r--;){var a=n[r],o=a.func;if(null==o||o==e)return a.name}return t}var

i=e("./realNames");t.exports=r},{"./realNames":130}],112:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseProperty"),i=r("length");t.exports=i},{"./baseProperty":86}],113:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var

t=a(e),n=t.length;n--;)t[n][2]=i(t[n][1]);return t}var

i=e("./isStrictComparable"),a=e("../object/pairs");t.exports=r},{"../object/pairs":151,"./isStrictComparable":127}],11

4:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=null==e?void 0:e[t];return i(n)?n:void 0}var

i=e("../lang/isNative");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isNative":143}],115:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){for(var

r=e.length,i=t+(n?0:-1);n?i--:++i<r;){var a=e[i];if(a!==a)return i}return-

1}t.exports=r},{}],116:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=e.length,n=new e.constructor(t);return

t&&"string"==typeof e[0]&&a.call(e,"index")&&(n.index=e.index,n.input=e.input),n}var

i=Object.prototype,a=i.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{}],117:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){function r(e,t,n){var

r=e.constructor;switch(t){case c:return i(e);case a:case o:return new r((+e));case p:case h:case f:case d:case m:case

g:case y:case v:case b:r instanceof r&&(r=x[t]);var _=e.buffer;return new r(n?i(_):_,e.byteOffset,e.length);case

s:case u:return new r(e);case l:var A=new r(e.source,w.exec(e));A.lastIndex=e.lastIndex}return A}var

i=e("./bufferClone"),a="[object Boolean]",o="[object Date]",s="[object Number]",l="[object RegExp]",u="[object

String]",c="[object ArrayBuffer]",p="[object Float32Array]",h="[object Float64Array]",f="[object

Int8Array]",d="[object Int16Array]",m="[object Int32Array]",g="[object Uint8Array]",y="[object

Uint8ClampedArray]",v="[object Uint16Array]",b="[object

Uint32Array]",w=/\w*$/,_=n.Uint8Array,x={};x[p]=n.Float32Array,x[h]=n.Float64Array,x[f]=n.Int8Array,x[d]=n.I

nt16Array,x[m]=n.Int32Array,x[g]=_,x[y]=n.Uint8ClampedArray,x[v]=n.Uint16Array,x[b]=n.Uint32Array,t.export

s=r}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./bufferClone":95}],118:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var

t=e.constructor;return"function"==typeof t&&t instanceof t||(t=Object),new

t}t.exports=r},{}],119:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return null!=e&&a(i(e))}var

i=e("./getLength"),a=e("./isLength");t.exports=r},{"./getLength":112,"./isLength":125}],120:[function(e,t,n){var

r=function(){try{Object({toString:0}+"")}catch(e){return function(){return!1}}return

function(e){return"function"!=typeof

e.toString&&"string"==typeof(e+"")}}();t.exports=r},{}],121:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){return

e="number"==typeof e||i.test(e)?+e:-1,t=null==t?a:t,e>-1&&e%1==0&&e<t}var

i=/^\d+$/,a=9007199254740991;t.exports=r},{}],122:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){if(!o(n))return!1;var r=typeof

t;if("number"==r?i(n)&&a(t,n.length):"string"==r&&t in n){var s=n[t];return e===e?e===s:s!==s}return!1}var

i=e("./isArrayLike"),a=e("./isIndex"),o=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"./isArrayLike":11

9,"./isIndex":121}],123:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var n=typeof

e;if("string"==n&&s.test(e)||"number"==n)return!0;if(i(e))return!1;var r=!o.test(e);return r||null!=t&&e in a(t)}var

i=e("../lang/isArray"),a=e("./toObject"),o=/\.|\[(?:[^[\]]*|(["'])(?:(?!\1)[^\n\\]|\\.)*?\1)\]/,s=/^\w*$/;t.exports=r},{"../la

ng/isArray":140,"./toObject":135}],124:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=o(e),n=s[t];if("function"!=typeof n||!(t in
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i.prototype))return!1;if(e===n)return!0;var r=a(n);return!!r&&e===r[0]}var

i=e("./LazyWrapper"),a=e("./getData"),o=e("./getFuncName"),s=e("../chain/lodash");t.exports=r},{"../chain/lodash":

51,"./LazyWrapper":60,"./getData":110,"./getFuncName":111}],125:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return"number"==typeof e&&e>-1&&e%1==0&&e<=i}var

i=9007199254740991;t.exports=r},{}],126:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return!!e&&"object"==typeof

e}t.exports=r},{}],127:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return e===e&&!i(e)}var

i=e("../lang/isObject");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144}],128:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){var

n=e[1],r=t[1],m=n|r,g=m<p,y=r==p&&n==c||r==p&&n==h&&e[7].length<=t[8]||r==(p|h)&&n==c;if(!g&&!y)retur

n e;r&l&&(e[2]=t[2],m|=n&l?0:u);var v=t[3];if(v){var b=e[3];e[3]=b?a(b,v,t[4]):i(v),e[4]=b?s(e[3],f):i(t[4])}return

v=t[5],v&&(b=e[5],e[5]=b?o(b,v,t[6]):i(v),e[6]=b?s(e[5],f):i(t[6])),v=t[7],v&&(e[7]=i(v)),r&p&&(e[8]=null==e[8]?

t[8]:d(e[8],t[8])),null==e[9]&&(e[9]=t[9]),e[0]=t[0],e[1]=m,e}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./composeArgs"),o=e("./composeArgsRight"),s=e("./replaceHolders"),l=1,u=4,c=8,p=128,h

=256,f="__lodash_placeholder__",d=Math.min;t.exports=r},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./composeArgs":96,"./composeArgs

Right":97,"./replaceHolders":132}],129:[function(e,t,n){(function(n){var

r=e("./getNative"),i=r(n,"WeakMap"),a=i&&new i;t.exports=a}).call(this,"undefined"!=typeof

global?global:"undefined"!=typeof self?self:"undefined"!=typeof

window?window:{})},{"./getNative":114}],130:[function(e,t,n){var

r={};t.exports=r},{}],131:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t){for(var n=e.length,r=o(t.length,n),s=i(e);r--;){var

l=t[r];e[r]=a(l,n)?s[l]:void 0}return e}var

i=e("./arrayCopy"),a=e("./isIndex"),o=Math.min;t.exports=r},{"./arrayCopy":62,"./isIndex":121}],132:[function(e,t,

n){function r(e,t){for(var n=-1,r=e.length,a=-1,o=[];++n<r;)e[n]===t&&(e[n]=i,o[++a]=n);return o}var

i="__lodash_placeholder__";t.exports=r},{}],133:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("./baseSetData"),i=e("../date/now"),a=150,o=16,s=function(){var e=0,t=0;return function(n,s){var l=i(),u=o-(l-

t);if(t=l,u>0){if(++e>=a)return n}else e=0;return

r(n,s)}}();t.exports=s},{"../date/now":57,"./baseSetData":88}],134:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){for(var

t=u(e),n=t.length,r=n&&e.length,c=!!r&&s(r)&&(a(e)||i(e)||l(e)),h=-1,f=[];++h<n;){var

d=t[h];(c&&o(d,r)||p.call(e,d))&&f.push(d)}return f}var

i=e("../lang/isArguments"),a=e("../lang/isArray"),o=e("./isIndex"),s=e("./isLength"),l=e("../lang/isString"),u=e("../ob

ject/keysIn"),c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArguments":139,"../lang/isArray":14

0,"../lang/isString":146,"../object/keysIn":150,"./isIndex":121,"./isLength":125}],135:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(o.unindexedChars&&a(e)){for(var t=-1,n=e.length,r=Object(e);++t<n;)r[t]=e.charAt(t);return r}return

i(e)?e:Object(e)}var

i=e("../lang/isObject"),a=e("../lang/isString"),o=e("../support");t.exports=r},{"../lang/isObject":144,"../lang/isString":

146,"../support":153}],136:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(a(e))return e;var t=[];return

i(e).replace(o,function(e,n,r,i){t.push(r?i.replace(s,"$1"):n||e)}),t}var

i=e("./baseToString"),a=e("../lang/isArray"),o=/[^.[\]]+|\[(?:(-

?\d+(?:\.\d+)?)|(["'])((?:(?!\2)[^\n\\]|\\.)*?)\2)\]/g,s=/\\(\\)?/g;t.exports=r},{"../lang/isArray":140,"./baseToString":90}

],137:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return e instanceof i?e.clone():new

a(e.__wrapped__,e.__chain__,o(e.__actions__))}var

i=e("./LazyWrapper"),a=e("./LodashWrapper"),o=e("./arrayCopy");t.exports=r},{"./LazyWrapper":60,"./LodashWra

pper":61,"./arrayCopy":62}],138:[function(e,t,n){function r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof

t?i(e,!0,a(t,n,3)):i(e,!0)}var

i=e("../internal/baseClone"),a=e("../internal/bindCallback");t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseClone":68,"../internal/bind

Callback":94}],139:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return a(e)&&i(e)&&s.call(e,"callee")&&!l.call(e,"callee")}var

i=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o=Object.prototype,s=o.hasOwnProperty,l=o.propertyI

sEnumerable;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isArrayLike":119,"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],140:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=e("../internal/isLength"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o="[object

Array]",s=Object.prototype,l=s.toString,u=r(Array,"isArray"),c=u||function(e){return
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a(e)&&i(e.length)&&l.call(e)==o};t.exports=c},{"../internal/getNative":114,"../internal/isLength":125,"../internal/is

ObjectLike":126}],141:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

null==e||(o(e)&&(a(e)||u(e)||i(e)||l(e)&&s(e.splice))?!e.length:!c(e).length)}var

i=e("./isArguments"),a=e("./isArray"),o=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),s=e("./isFunction"),l=e("../internal/isObjectLike

"),u=e("./isString"),c=e("../object/keys");t.exports=r},{"../internal/isArrayLike":119,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,".

./object/keys":149,"./isArguments":139,"./isArray":140,"./isFunction":142,"./isString":146}],142:[function(e,t,n){fu

nction r(e){return i(e)&&s.call(e)==a}var i=e("./isObject"),a="[object

Function]",o=Object.prototype,s=o.toString;t.exports=r},{"./isObject":144}],143:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){return null!=e&&(i(e)?p.test(u.call(e)):o(e)&&(a(e)?p:s).test(e))}var

i=e("./isFunction"),a=e("../internal/isHostObject"),o=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),s=/^\[object

.+?Constructor\]$/,l=Object.prototype,u=Function.prototype.toString,c=l.hasOwnProperty,p=RegExp("^"+u.call(c).r

eplace(/[\\^$.*+?()[\]{}|]/g,"\\$&").replace(/hasOwnProperty|(function).*?(?=\\\()| for

.+?(?=\\\])/g,"$1.*?")+"$");t.exports=r},{"../internal/isHostObject":120,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"./isFunction":

142}],144:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var t=typeof

e;return!!e&&("object"==t||"function"==t)}t.exports=r},{}],145:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){var

t;if(!s(e)||h.call(e)!=u||o(e)||a(e)||!p.call(e,"constructor")&&(t=e.constructor,"function"==typeof t&&!(t instanceof

t)))return!1;var n;return l.ownLast?(i(e,function(e,t,r){return n=p.call(r,t),!1}),n!==!1):(i(e,function(e,t){n=t}),void

0===n||p.call(e,n))}var

i=e("../internal/baseForIn"),a=e("./isArguments"),o=e("../internal/isHostObject"),s=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),l=e(

"../support"),u="[object

Object]",c=Object.prototype,p=c.hasOwnProperty,h=c.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseForIn":75,"../internal/i

sHostObject":120,"../internal/isObjectLike":126,"../support":153,"./isArguments":139}],146:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e){return"string"==typeof e||i(e)&&s.call(e)==a}var i=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),a="[object

String]",o=Object.prototype,s=o.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],147:[function(e,t,n){functio

n r(e){return a(e)&&i(e.length)&&!!T[I.call(e)]}var

i=e("../internal/isLength"),a=e("../internal/isObjectLike"),o="[object Arguments]",s="[object Array]",l="[object

Boolean]",u="[object Date]",c="[object Error]",p="[object Function]",h="[object Map]",f="[object

Number]",d="[object Object]",m="[object RegExp]",g="[object Set]",y="[object String]",v="[object

WeakMap]",b="[object ArrayBuffer]",w="[object Float32Array]",_="[object Float64Array]",x="[object

Int8Array]",A="[object Int16Array]",S="[object Int32Array]",j="[object Uint8Array]",E="[object

Uint8ClampedArray]",O="[object Uint16Array]",k="[object

Uint32Array]",T={};T[w]=T[_]=T[x]=T[A]=T[S]=T[j]=T[E]=T[O]=T[k]=!0,T[o]=T[s]=T[b]=T[l]=T[u]=T[c]=T[p]

=T[h]=T[f]=T[d]=T[m]=T[g]=T[y]=T[v]=!1;var

C=Object.prototype,I=C.toString;t.exports=r},{"../internal/isLength":125,"../internal/isObjectLike":126}],148:[funct

ion(e,t,n){function r(e){return void 0===e}t.exports=r},{}],149:[function(e,t,n){var

r=e("../internal/getNative"),i=e("../internal/isArrayLike"),a=e("../lang/isObject"),o=e("../internal/shimKeys"),s=e("../

support"),l=r(Object,"keys"),u=l?function(e){var t=null==e?void 0:e.constructor;return"function"==typeof

t&&t.prototype===e||("function"==typeof

e?s.enumPrototypes:i(e))?o(e):a(e)?l(e):[]}:o;t.exports=u},{"../internal/getNative":114,"../internal/isArrayLike":119,

"../internal/shimKeys":134,"../lang/isObject":144,"../support":153}],150:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e){if(null==e)return[];c(e)||(e=Object(e));var t=e.length;t=t&&u(t)&&(o(e)||a(e)||p(e))&&t||0;for(var

n=e.constructor,r=-1,i=s(n)&&n.prototype||S,f=i===e,d=Array(t),m=t>0,y=h.enumErrorProps&&(e===A||e

instanceof Error),v=h.enumPrototypes&&s(e);++r<t;)d[r]=r+"";for(var w in

e)v&&"prototype"==w||y&&("message"==w||"name"==w)||m&&l(w,t)||"constructor"==w&&(f||!E.call(e,w))||d.pus

h(w);if(h.nonEnumShadows&&e!==S){var

T=e===j?_:e===A?g:O.call(e),C=k[T]||k[b];for(T==b&&(i=S),t=x.length;t--;){w=x[t];var

I=C[w];f&&I||(I?!E.call(e,w):e[w]===i[w])||d.push(w)}}return d}var

i=e("../internal/arrayEach"),a=e("../lang/isArguments"),o=e("../lang/isArray"),s=e("../lang/isFunction"),l=e("../intern
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al/isIndex"),u=e("../internal/isLength"),c=e("../lang/isObject"),p=e("../lang/isString"),h=e("../support"),f="[object

Array]",d="[object Boolean]",m="[object Date]",g="[object Error]",y="[object Function]",v="[object

Number]",b="[object Object]",w="[object RegExp]",_="[object

String]",x=["constructor","hasOwnProperty","isPrototypeOf","propertyIsEnumerable","toLocaleString","toString","

valueOf"],A=Error.prototype,S=Object.prototype,j=String.prototype,E=S.hasOwnProperty,O=S.toString,k={};k[f]=

k[m]=k[v]={constructor:!0,toLocaleString:!0,toString:!0,valueOf:!0},k[d]=k[_]={constructor:!0,toString:!0,valueOf

:!0},k[g]=k[y]=k[w]={constructor:!0,toString:!0},k[b]={constructor:!0},i(x,function(e){for(var t in

k)if(E.call(k,t)){var

n=k[t];n[e]=E.call(n,e)}}),t.exports=r},{"../internal/arrayEach":63,"../internal/isIndex":121,"../internal/isLength":12

5,"../lang/isArguments":139,"../lang/isArray":140,"../lang/isFunction":142,"../lang/isObject":144,"../lang/isString":1

46,"../support":153}],151:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){e=a(e);for(var t=-1,n=i(e),r=n.length,o=Array(r);++t<r;){var

s=n[t];o[t]=[s,e[s]]}return o}var

i=e("./keys"),a=e("../internal/toObject");t.exports=r},{"../internal/toObject":135,"./keys":149}],152:[function(e,t,n){f

unction r(e){return i(e,a(e))}var

i=e("../internal/baseValues"),a=e("./keys");t.exports=r},{"../internal/baseValues":91,"./keys":149}],153:[function(e,t

,n){var

r=Array.prototype,i=Error.prototype,a=Object.prototype,o=a.propertyIsEnumerable,s=r.splice,l={};!function(e){var

t=function(){this.x=e},n={0:e,length:e},r=[];t.prototype={valueOf:e,y:e};for(var a in new

t)r.push(a);l.enumErrorProps=o.call(i,"message")||o.call(i,"name"),l.enumPrototypes=o.call(t,"prototype"),l.nonEnu

mShadows=!/valueOf/.test(r),l.ownLast="x"!=r[0],l.spliceObjects=(s.call(n,0,1),!n[0]),l.unindexedChars="x"[0]+Ob

ject("x")[0]!="xx"}(1,0),t.exports=l},{}],154:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

e}t.exports=r},{}],155:[function(e,t,n){function r(){}t.exports=r},{}],156:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return

o(e)?i(e):a(e)}var

i=e("../internal/baseProperty"),a=e("../internal/basePropertyDeep"),o=e("../internal/isKey");t.exports=r},{"../internal/

baseProperty":86,"../internal/basePropertyDeep":87,"../internal/isKey":123}],157:[function(e,n,r){(function(e){!func

tion(e){"use strict";if("function"==typeof bootstrap)bootstrap("promise",e);else if("object"==typeof

r&&"object"==typeof n)n.exports=e();else if("function"==typeof t&&t.amd)t(e);else if("undefined"!=typeof

ses){if(!ses.ok())return;ses.makeQ=e}else{if("undefined"==typeof window&&"undefined"==typeof self)throw new

Error("This environment was not anticipated by Q. Please file a bug.");var i="undefined"!=typeof

window?window:self,a=i.Q;i.Q=e(),i.Q.noConflict=function(){return i.Q=a,this}}}(function(){"use strict";function

t(e){return function(){return Q.apply(e,arguments)}}function n(e){return e===Object(e)}function

r(e){return"[object StopIteration]"===re(e)||e instanceof H}function i(e,t){if($&&t.stack&&"object"==typeof

e&&null!==e&&e.stack&&e.stack.indexOf(ie)===-1){for(var

n=[],r=t;r;r=r.source)r.stack&&n.unshift(r.stack);n.unshift(e.stack);var i=n.join("\n"+ie+"\n");e.stack=a(i)}}function

a(e){for(var t=e.split("\n"),n=[],r=0;r<t.length;++r){var i=t[r];l(i)||o(i)||!i||n.push(i)}return n.join("\n")}function

o(e){return e.indexOf("(module.js:")!==-1||e.indexOf("(node.js:")!==-1}function s(e){var t=/at .+

\((.+):(\d+):(?:\d+)\)$/.exec(e);if(t)return[t[1],Number(t[2])];var n=/at ([^

]+):(\d+):(?:\d+)$/.exec(e);if(n)return[n[1],Number(n[2])];var r=/.*@(.+):(\d+)$/.exec(e);return

r?[r[1],Number(r[2])]:void 0}function l(e){var t=s(e);if(!t)return!1;var n=t[0],r=t[1];return

n===V&&r>=Y&&r<=ue}function u(){if($)try{throw new Error}catch(e){var

t=e.stack.split("\n"),n=t[0].indexOf("@")>0?t[1]:t[2],r=s(n);if(!r)return;return V=r[0],r[1]}}function c(e,t,n){return

function(){return"undefined"!=typeof console&&"function"==typeof console.warn&&console.warn(t+" is

deprecated, use "+n+" instead.",new Error("").stack),e.apply(e,arguments)}}function p(e){return e instanceof

m?e:b(e)?k(e):O(e)}function h(){function

e(e){t=e,a.source=e,K(n,function(t,n){p.nextTick(function(){e.promiseDispatch.apply(e,n)})},void 0),n=void

0,r=void 0}var t,n=[],r=[],i=ee(h.prototype),a=ee(m.prototype);if(a.promiseDispatch=function(e,i,a){var

o=G(arguments);n?(n.push(o),"when"===i&&a[1]&&r.push(a[1])):p.nextTick(function(){t.promiseDispatch.apply(t

,o)})},a.valueOf=function(){if(n)return a;var e=y(t);return v(e)&&(t=e),e},a.inspect=function(){return
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t?t.inspect():{state:"pending"}},p.longStackSupport&&$)try{throw new

Error}catch(o){a.stack=o.stack.substring(o.stack.indexOf("\n")+1)}return

i.promise=a,i.resolve=function(n){t||e(p(n))},i.fulfill=function(n){t||e(O(n))},i.reject=function(n){t||e(E(n))},i.notify

=function(e){t||K(r,function(t,n){p.nextTick(function(){n(e)})},void 0)},i}function f(e){if("function"!=typeof

e)throw new TypeError("resolver must be a function.");var

t=h();try{e(t.resolve,t.reject,t.notify)}catch(n){t.reject(n)}return t.promise}function d(e){return

f(function(t,n){for(var r=0,i=e.length;r<i;r++)p(e[r]).then(t,n)})}function m(e,t,n){void

0===t&&(t=function(e){return E(new Error("Promise does not support operation: "+e))}),void

0===n&&(n=function(){return{state:"unknown"}});var r=ee(m.prototype);if(r.promiseDispatch=function(n,i,a){var

o;try{o=e[i]?e[i].apply(r,a):t.call(r,i,a)}catch(s){o=E(s)}n&&n(o)},r.inspect=n,n){var

i=n();"rejected"===i.state&&(r.exception=i.reason),r.valueOf=function(){var

e=n();return"pending"===e.state||"rejected"===e.state?r:e.value}}return r}function g(e,t,n,r){return

p(e).then(t,n,r)}function y(e){if(v(e)){var t=e.inspect();if("fulfilled"===t.state)return t.value}return e}function

v(e){return e instanceof m}function b(e){return n(e)&&"function"==typeof e.then}function w(e){return

v(e)&&"pending"===e.inspect().state}function _(e){return!v(e)||"fulfilled"===e.inspect().state}function x(e){return

v(e)&&"rejected"===e.inspect().state}function A(){ae.length=0,oe.length=0,le||(le=!0)}function

S(t,n){le&&("object"==typeof e&&"function"==typeof e.emit&&p.nextTick.runAfter(function(){X(oe,t)!==-

1&&(e.emit("unhandledRejection",n,t),se.push(t))}),oe.push(t),n&&"undefined"!=typeof

n.stack?ae.push(n.stack):ae.push("(no stack) "+n))}function j(t){if(le){var n=X(oe,t);n!==-1&&("object"==typeof

e&&"function"==typeof e.emit&&p.nextTick.runAfter(function(){var r=X(se,t);r!==-

1&&(e.emit("rejectionHandled",ae[n],t),se.splice(r,1))}),oe.splice(n,1),ae.splice(n,1))}}function E(e){var

t=m({when:function(t){return t&&j(this),t?t(e):this}},function(){return

this},function(){return{state:"rejected",reason:e}});return S(t,e),t}function O(e){return m({when:function(){return

e},get:function(t){return e[t]},set:function(t,n){e[t]=n},"delete":function(t){delete e[t]},post:function(t,n){return

null===t||void 0===t?e.apply(void 0,n):e[t].apply(e,n)},apply:function(t,n){return

e.apply(t,n)},keys:function(){return ne(e)}},void 0,function(){return{state:"fulfilled",value:e}})}function k(e){var

t=h();return p.nextTick(function(){try{e.then(t.resolve,t.reject,t.notify)}catch(n){t.reject(n)}}),t.promise}function

T(e){return m({isDef:function(){}},function(t,n){return R(e,t,n)},function(){return p(e).inspect()})}function

C(e,t,n){return p(e).spread(t,n)}function I(e){return function(){function t(e,t){var o;if("undefined"==typeof

StopIteration){try{o=n[e](t)}catch(s){return E(s)}return

o.done?p(o.value):g(o.value,i,a)}try{o=n[e](t)}catch(s){return r(s)?p(s.value):E(s)}return g(o,i,a)}var

n=e.apply(this,arguments),i=t.bind(t,"next"),a=t.bind(t,"throw");return i()}}function

D(e){p.done(p.async(e)())}function L(e){throw new H(e)}function M(e){return function(){return

C([this,U(arguments)],function(t,n){return e.apply(t,n)})}}function R(e,t,n){return p(e).dispatch(t,n)}function

U(e){return g(e,function(e){var t=0,n=h();return K(e,function(r,i,a){var

o;v(i)&&"fulfilled"===(o=i.inspect()).state?e[a]=o.value:(++t,g(i,function(r){e[a]=r,0===--

t&&n.resolve(e)},n.reject,function(e){n.notify({index:a,value:e})}))},void

0),0===t&&n.resolve(e),n.promise})}function P(e){if(0===e.length)return p.resolve();var t=p.defer(),n=0;return

K(e,function(r,i,a){function o(e){t.resolve(e)}function s(){n--,0===n&&t.reject(new Error("Can't get fulfillment

value from any promise, all promises were rejected."))}function l(e){t.notify({index:a,value:e})}var

u=e[a];n++,g(u,o,s,l)},void 0),t.promise}function q(e){return g(e,function(e){return

e=Z(e,p),g(U(Z(e,function(e){return g(e,J,J)})),function(){return e})})}function B(e){return

p(e).allSettled()}function z(e,t){return p(e).then(void 0,void 0,t)}function N(e,t){return p(e).nodeify(t)}var

$=!1;try{throw new Error}catch(F){$=!!F.stack}var V,H,Y=u(),J=function(){},W=function(){function t(){for(var

e,t;r.next;)r=r.next,e=r.task,r.task=void 0,t=r.domain,t&&(r.domain=void

0,t.enter()),n(e,t);for(;l.length;)e=l.pop(),n(e);a=!1}function n(e,n){try{e()}catch(r){if(s)throw

n&&n.exit(),setTimeout(t,0),n&&n.enter(),r;setTimeout(function(){throw r},0)}n&&n.exit()}var r={task:void

0,next:null},i=r,a=!1,o=void
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0,s=!1,l=[];if(W=function(t){i=i.next={task:t,domain:s&&e.domain,next:null},a||(a=!0,o())},"object"==typeof

e&&"[object process]"===e.toString()&&e.nextTick)s=!0,o=function(){e.nextTick(t)};else if("function"==typeof

setImmediate)o="undefined"!=typeof window?setImmediate.bind(window,t):function(){setImmediate(t)};else

if("undefined"!=typeof MessageChannel){var u=new

MessageChannel;u.port1.onmessage=function(){o=c,u.port1.onmessage=t,t()};var

c=function(){u.port2.postMessage(0)};o=function(){setTimeout(t,0),c()}}else o=function(){setTimeout(t,0)};return

W.runAfter=function(e){l.push(e),a||(a=!0,o())},W}(),Q=Function.call,G=t(Array.prototype.slice),K=t(Array.protot

ype.reduce||function(e,t){var n=0,r=this.length;if(1===arguments.length)for(;;){if(n in

this){t=this[n++];break}if(++n>=r)throw new TypeError}for(;n<r;n++)n in this&&(t=e(t,this[n],n));return

t}),X=t(Array.prototype.indexOf||function(e){for(var t=0;t<this.length;t++)if(this[t]===e)return t;return-

1}),Z=t(Array.prototype.map||function(e,t){var n=this,r=[];return K(n,function(i,a,o){r.push(e.call(t,a,o,n))},void

0),r}),ee=Object.create||function(e){function t(){}return t.prototype=e,new

t},te=t(Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty),ne=Object.keys||function(e){var t=[];for(var n in

e)te(e,n)&&t.push(n);return t},re=t(Object.prototype.toString);H="undefined"!=typeof

ReturnValue?ReturnValue:function(e){this.value=e};var ie="From previous

event:";p.resolve=p,p.nextTick=W,p.longStackSupport=!1,"object"==typeof

e&&e&&e.env&&e.env.Q_DEBUG&&(p.longStackSupport=!0),p.defer=h,h.prototype.makeNodeResolver=functio

n(){var e=this;return

function(t,n){t?e.reject(t):arguments.length>2?e.resolve(G(arguments,1)):e.resolve(n)}},p.Promise=f,p.promise=f,f.r

ace=d,f.all=U,f.reject=E,f.resolve=p,p.passByCopy=function(e){return

e},m.prototype.passByCopy=function(){return this},p.join=function(e,t){return

p(e).join(t)},m.prototype.join=function(e){return p([this,e]).spread(function(e,t){if(e===t)return e;throw new

Error("Can't join: not the same: "+e+" "+t)})},p.race=d,m.prototype.race=function(){return

this.then(p.race)},p.makePromise=m,m.prototype.toString=function(){return"[object

Promise]"},m.prototype.then=function(e,t,n){function r(t){try{return"function"==typeof e?e(t):t}catch(n){return

E(n)}}function a(e){if("function"==typeof t){i(e,s);try{return t(e)}catch(n){return E(n)}}return E(e)}function

o(e){return"function"==typeof n?n(e):e}var s=this,l=h(),u=!1;return

p.nextTick(function(){s.promiseDispatch(function(e){u||(u=!0,l.resolve(r(e)))},"when",[function(e){u||(u=!0,l.resolv

e(a(e)))}])}),s.promiseDispatch(void 0,"when",[void 0,function(e){var

t,n=!1;try{t=o(e)}catch(r){if(n=!0,!p.onerror)throw

r;p.onerror(r)}n||l.notify(t)}]),l.promise},p.tap=function(e,t){return p(e).tap(t)},m.prototype.tap=function(e){return

e=p(e),this.then(function(t){return

e.fcall(t).thenResolve(t)})},p.when=g,m.prototype.thenResolve=function(e){return this.then(function(){return

e})},p.thenResolve=function(e,t){return p(e).thenResolve(t)},m.prototype.thenReject=function(e){return

this.then(function(){throw e})},p.thenReject=function(e,t){return

p(e).thenReject(t)},p.nearer=y,p.isPromise=v,p.isPromiseAlike=b,p.isPending=w,m.prototype.isPending=function()

{return"pending"===this.inspect().state},p.isFulfilled=_,m.prototype.isFulfilled=function(){return"fulfilled"===this

.inspect().state},p.isRejected=x,m.prototype.isRejected=function(){return"rejected"===this.inspect().state};var

ae=[],oe=[],se=[],le=!0;p.resetUnhandledRejections=A,p.getUnhandledReasons=function(){return

ae.slice()},p.stopUnhandledRejectionTracking=function(){A(),le=!1},A(),p.reject=E,p.fulfill=O,p.master=T,p.sprea

d=C,m.prototype.spread=function(e,t){return this.all().then(function(t){return e.apply(void

0,t)},t)},p.async=I,p.spawn=D,p["return"]=L,p.promised=M,p.dispatch=R,m.prototype.dispatch=function(e,t){var

n=this,r=h();return p.nextTick(function(){n.promiseDispatch(r.resolve,e,t)}),r.promise},p.get=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("get",[t])},m.prototype.get=function(e){return this.dispatch("get",[e])},p.set=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).dispatch("set",[t,n])},m.prototype.set=function(e,t){return

this.dispatch("set",[e,t])},p.del=p["delete"]=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("delete",[t])},m.prototype.del=m.prototype["delete"]=function(e){return

this.dispatch("delete",[e])},p.mapply=p.post=function(e,t,n){return
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p(e).dispatch("post",[t,n])},m.prototype.mapply=m.prototype.post=function(e,t){return

this.dispatch("post",[e,t])},p.send=p.mcall=p.invoke=function(e,t){return

p(e).dispatch("post",[t,G(arguments,2)])},m.prototype.send=m.prototype.mcall=m.prototype.invoke=function(e){ret

urn this.dispatch("post",[e,G(arguments,1)])},p.fapply=function(e,t){return p(e).dispatch("apply",[void

0,t])},m.prototype.fapply=function(e){return this.dispatch("apply",[void 0,e])},p["try"]=p.fcall=function(e){return

p(e).dispatch("apply",[void 0,G(arguments,1)])},m.prototype.fcall=function(){return this.dispatch("apply",[void

0,G(arguments)])},p.fbind=function(e){var t=p(e),n=G(arguments,1);return function(){return

t.dispatch("apply",[this,n.concat(G(arguments))])}},m.prototype.fbind=function(){var e=this,t=G(arguments);return

function(){return e.dispatch("apply",[this,t.concat(G(arguments))])}},p.keys=function(e){return

p(e).dispatch("keys",[])},m.prototype.keys=function(){return

this.dispatch("keys",[])},p.all=U,m.prototype.all=function(){return

U(this)},p.any=P,m.prototype.any=function(){return

P(this)},p.allResolved=c(q,"allResolved","allSettled"),m.prototype.allResolved=function(){return

q(this)},p.allSettled=B,m.prototype.allSettled=function(){return this.then(function(e){return

U(Z(e,function(e){function t(){return e.inspect()}return

e=p(e),e.then(t,t)}))})},p.fail=p["catch"]=function(e,t){return p(e).then(void

0,t)},m.prototype.fail=m.prototype["catch"]=function(e){return this.then(void

0,e)},p.progress=z,m.prototype.progress=function(e){return this.then(void 0,void

0,e)},p.fin=p["finally"]=function(e,t){return

p(e)["finally"](t)},m.prototype.fin=m.prototype["finally"]=function(e){return e=p(e),this.then(function(t){return

e.fcall().then(function(){return t})},function(t){return e.fcall().then(function(){throw

t})})},p.done=function(e,t,n,r){return p(e).done(t,n,r)},m.prototype.done=function(t,n,r){var

a=function(e){p.nextTick(function(){if(i(e,o),!p.onerror)throw

e;p.onerror(e)})},o=t||n||r?this.then(t,n,r):this;"object"==typeof

e&&e&&e.domain&&(a=e.domain.bind(a)),o.then(void 0,a)},p.timeout=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).timeout(t,n)},m.prototype.timeout=function(e,t){var n=h(),r=setTimeout(function(){t&&"string"!=typeof

t||(t=new Error(t||"Timed out after "+e+" ms"),t.code="ETIMEDOUT"),n.reject(t)},e);return

this.then(function(e){clearTimeout(r),n.resolve(e)},function(e){clearTimeout(r),n.reject(e)},n.notify),n.promise},p.d

elay=function(e,t){return void 0===t&&(t=e,e=void 0),p(e).delay(t)},m.prototype.delay=function(e){return

this.then(function(t){var n=h();return

setTimeout(function(){n.resolve(t)},e),n.promise})},p.nfapply=function(e,t){return

p(e).nfapply(t)},m.prototype.nfapply=function(e){var t=h(),n=G(e);return

n.push(t.makeNodeResolver()),this.fapply(n).fail(t.reject),t.promise},p.nfcall=function(e){var

t=G(arguments,1);return p(e).nfapply(t)},m.prototype.nfcall=function(){var e=G(arguments),t=h();return

e.push(t.makeNodeResolver()),this.fapply(e).fail(t.reject),t.promise},p.nfbind=p.denodeify=function(e){var

t=G(arguments,1);return function(){var n=t.concat(G(arguments)),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),p(e).fapply(n).fail(r.reject),r.promise}},m.prototype.nfbind=m.prototype.denodeify=

function(){var e=G(arguments);return e.unshift(this),p.denodeify.apply(void 0,e)},p.nbind=function(e,t){var

n=G(arguments,2);return function(){function r(){return e.apply(t,arguments)}var

i=n.concat(G(arguments)),a=h();return

i.push(a.makeNodeResolver()),p(r).fapply(i).fail(a.reject),a.promise}},m.prototype.nbind=function(){var

e=G(arguments,0);return e.unshift(this),p.nbind.apply(void 0,e)},p.nmapply=p.npost=function(e,t,n){return

p(e).npost(t,n)},m.prototype.nmapply=m.prototype.npost=function(e,t){var n=G(t||[]),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),this.dispatch("post",[e,n]).fail(r.reject),r.promise},p.nsend=p.nmcall=p.ninvoke=fun

ction(e,t){var n=G(arguments,2),r=h();return

n.push(r.makeNodeResolver()),p(e).dispatch("post",[t,n]).fail(r.reject),r.promise},m.prototype.nsend=m.prototype.n

mcall=m.prototype.ninvoke=function(e){var t=G(arguments,1),n=h();return

t.push(n.makeNodeResolver()),this.dispatch("post",[e,t]).fail(n.reject),n.promise},p.nodeify=N,m.prototype.nodeify
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=function(e){return e?void

this.then(function(t){p.nextTick(function(){e(null,t)})},function(t){p.nextTick(function(){e(t)})}):this},p.noConflict

=function(){throw new Error("Q.noConflict only works when Q is used as a global")};var ue=u();return

p})}).call(this,e("_process"))},{_process:12}],158:[function(e,t,n){function r(){}function i(e){if(!y(e))return e;var

t=[];for(var n in e)a(t,n,e[n]);return t.join("&")}function

a(e,t,n){if(null!=n)if(Array.isArray(n))n.forEach(function(n){a(e,t,n)});else if(y(n))for(var r in

n)a(e,t+"["+r+"]",n[r]);else e.push(encodeURIComponent(t)+"="+encodeURIComponent(n));else

null===n&&e.push(encodeURIComponent(t))}function o(e){for(var

t,n,r={},i=e.split("&"),a=0,o=i.length;a<o;++a)t=i[a],n=t.indexOf("="),n==-

1?r[decodeURIComponent(t)]="":r[decodeURIComponent(t.slice(0,n))]=decodeURIComponent(t.slice(n+1));return

r}function s(e){var t,n,r,i,a=e.split(/\r?\n/),o={};a.pop();for(var

s=0,l=a.length;s<l;++s)n=a[s],t=n.indexOf(":"),r=n.slice(0,t).toLowerCase(),i=b(n.slice(t+1)),o[r]=i;return

o}function l(e){return/[\/+]json\b/.test(e)}function u(e){return e.split(/ *; */).shift()}function c(e){return e.split(/ *;

*/).reduce(function(e,t){var n=t.split(/ *= */),r=n.shift(),i=n.shift();return r&&i&&(e[r]=i),e},{})}function

p(e,t){t=t||{},this.req=e,this.xhr=this.req.xhr,this.text="HEAD"!=this.req.method&&(""===this.xhr.responseType||"t

ext"===this.xhr.responseType)||"undefined"==typeof this.xhr.responseType?this.xhr.responseText:null,

this.statusText=this.req.xhr.statusText,this._setStatusProperties(this.xhr.status),this.header=this.headers=s(this.xhr.g

etAllResponseHeaders()),this.header["content-type"]=this.xhr.getResponseHeader("content-

type"),this._setHeaderProperties(this.header),this.body="HEAD"!=this.req.method?this._parseBody(this.text?this.te

xt:this.xhr.response):null}function h(e,t){var

n=this;this._query=this._query||[],this.method=e,this.url=t,this.header={},this._header={},this.on("end",function(){v

ar e=null,t=null;try{t=new p(n)}catch(r){return e=new Error("Parser is unable to parse the

response"),e.parse=!0,e.original=r,e.rawResponse=n.xhr&&n.xhr.responseText?n.xhr.responseText:null,e.statusCod

e=n.xhr&&n.xhr.status?n.xhr.status:null,n.callback(e)}n.emit("response",t);var

i;try{(t.status<200||t.status>=300)&&(i=new Error(t.statusText||"Unsuccessful HTTP

response"),i.original=e,i.response=t,i.status=t.status)}catch(r){i=r}i?n.callback(i,t):n.callback(null,t)})}function

f(e,t){var n=v("DELETE",e);return t&&n.end(t),n}var d;"undefined"!=typeof

window?d=window:"undefined"!=typeof self?d=self:(console.warn("Using browser-only version of superagent in

non-browser environment"),d=this);var m=e("emitter"),g=e("./request-base"),y=e("./is-

object"),v=t.exports=e("./request").bind(null,h);v.getXHR=function(){if(!(!d.XMLHttpRequest||d.location&&"file:"

==d.location.protocol&&d.ActiveXObject))return new XMLHttpRequest;try{return new

ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.6.0")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.3.0")}catch(e){}try{return new

ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP")}catch(e){}throw Error("Browser-only verison of superagent could not find

XHR")};var b="".trim?function(e){return e.trim()}:function(e){return

e.replace(/(^\s*|\s*$)/g,"")};v.serializeObject=i,v.parseString=o,v.types={html:"text/html",json:"application/json",x

ml:"application/xml",urlencoded:"application/x-www-form-urlencoded",form:"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded","form-data":"application/x-www-form-urlencoded"},v.serialize={"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded":i,"application/json":JSON.stringify},v.parse={"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded":o,"application/json":JSON.parse},p.prototype.get=function(e){return

this.header[e.toLowerCase()]},p.prototype._setHeaderProperties=function(e){var t=this.header["content-

type"]||"";this.type=u(t);var n=c(t);for(var r in n)this[r]=n[r]},p.prototype._parseBody=function(e){var

t=v.parse[this.type];return!t&&l(this.type)&&(t=v.parse["application/json"]),t&&e&&(e.length||e instanceof

Object)?t(e):null},p.prototype._setStatusProperties=function(e){1223===e&&(e=204);var

t=e/100|0;this.status=this.statusCode=e,this.statusType=t,this.info=1==t,this.ok=2==t,this.clientError=4==t,this.serv

erError=5==t,this.error=(4==t||5==t)&&this.toError(),this.accepted=202==e,this.noContent=204==e,this.badReques

t=400==e,this.unauthorized=401==e,this.notAcceptable=406==e,this.notFound=404==e,this.forbidden=403==e},p.
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prototype.toError=function(){var e=this.req,t=e.method,n=e.url,r="cannot "+t+" "+n+" ("+this.status+")",i=new

Error(r);return i.status=this.status,i.method=t,i.url=n,i},v.Response=p,m(h.prototype);for(var w in

g)h.prototype[w]=g[w];h.prototype.type=function(e){return this.set("Content-

Type",v.types[e]||e),this},h.prototype.responseType=function(e){return

this._responseType=e,this},h.prototype.accept=function(e){return

this.set("Accept",v.types[e]||e),this},h.prototype.auth=function(e,t,n){switch(n||(n={type:"basic"}),n.type){case"basi

c":var r=btoa(e+":"+t);this.set("Authorization","Basic "+r);break;case"auto":this.username=e,this.password=t}return

this},h.prototype.query=function(e){return"string"!=typeof

e&&(e=i(e)),e&&this._query.push(e),this},h.prototype.attach=function(e,t,n){return

this._getFormData().append(e,t,n||t.name),this},h.prototype._getFormData=function(){return

this._formData||(this._formData=new d.FormData),this._formData},h.prototype.callback=function(e,t){var

n=this._callback;this.clearTimeout(),n(e,t)},h.prototype.crossDomainError=function(){var e=new Error("Request

has been terminated\nPossible causes: the network is offline, Origin is not allowed by Access-Control-Allow-Origin,

the page is being unloaded,

etc.");e.crossDomain=!0,e.status=this.status,e.method=this.method,e.url=this.url,this.callback(e)},h.prototype._time

outError=function(){var e=this._timeout,t=new Error("timeout of "+e+"ms

exceeded");t.timeout=e,this.callback(t)},h.prototype._appendQueryString=function(){var

e=this._query.join("&");e&&(this.url+=~this.url.indexOf("?")?"&"+e:"?"+e)},h.prototype.end=function(e){var

t=this,n=this.xhr=v.getXHR(),i=this._timeout,a=this._formData||this._data;this._callback=e||r,n.onreadystatechange

=function(){if(4==n.readyState){var e;try{e=n.status}catch(r){e=0}if(0==e){if(t.timedout)return

t._timeoutError();if(t._aborted)return;return t.crossDomainError()}t.emit("end")}};var

o=function(e){e.total>0&&(e.percent=e.loaded/e.total*100),e.direction="download",t.emit("progress",e)};this.hasLi

steners("progress")&&(n.onprogress=o);try{n.upload&&this.hasListeners("progress")&&(n.upload.onprogress=o)}

catch(s){}if(i&&!this._timer&&(this._timer=setTimeout(function(){t.timedout=!0,t.abort()},i)),this._appendQueryS

tring(),this.username&&this.password?n.open(this.method,this.url,!0,this.username,this.password):n.open(this.meth

od,this.url,!0),this._withCredentials&&(n.withCredentials=!0),"GET"!=this.method&&"HEAD"!=this.method&&"s

tring"!=typeof a&&!this._isHost(a)){var u=this._header["content-

type"],c=this._serializer||v.serialize[u?u.split(";")[0]:""];!c&&l(u)&&(c=v.serialize["application/json"]),c&&(a=c(a)

)}for(var p in this.header)null!=this.header[p]&&n.setRequestHeader(p,this.header[p]);return

this._responseType&&(n.responseType=this._responseType),this.emit("request",this),n.send("undefined"!=typeof

a?a:null),this},v.Request=h,v.get=function(e,t,n){var r=v("GET",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.query(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.head=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("HEAD",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.options=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("OPTIONS",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.del=f,v["delete"]=f,v.patch=function(e,t,n){var

r=v("PATCH",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.post=function(e,t,n){var r=v("POST",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r},v.put=function(e,t,n){var r=v("PUT",e);return"function"==typeof

t&&(n=t,t=null),t&&r.send(t),n&&r.end(n),r}},{"./is-object":159,"./request":161,"./request-

base":160,emitter:162}],159:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){return null!==e&&"object"==typeof

e}t.exports=r},{}],160:[function(e,t,n){var r=e("./is-object");n.clearTimeout=function(){return

this._timeout=0,clearTimeout(this._timer),this},n.parse=function(e){return

this._parser=e,this},n.serialize=function(e){return this._serializer=e,this},n.timeout=function(e){return

this._timeout=e,this},n.then=function(e,t){if(!this._fullfilledPromise){var n=this;this._fullfilledPromise=new

Promise(function(e,t){n.end(function(n,r){n?t(n):e(r)})})}return

this._fullfilledPromise.then(e,t)},n.use=function(e){return e(this),this},n.get=function(e){return

this._header[e.toLowerCase()]},n.getHeader=n.get,n.set=function(e,t){if(r(e)){for(var n in e)this.set(n,e[n]);return
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this}return this._header[e.toLowerCase()]=t,this.header[e]=t,this},n.unset=function(e){return delete

this._header[e.toLowerCase()],delete this.header[e],this},n.field=function(e,t){return

this._getFormData().append(e,t),this},n.abort=function(){return

this._aborted?this:(this._aborted=!0,this.xhr&&this.xhr.abort(),this.req&&this.req.abort(),this.clearTimeout(),this.e

mit("abort"),this)},n.withCredentials=function(){return

this._withCredentials=!0,this},n.redirects=function(e){return

this._maxRedirects=e,this},n.toJSON=function(){return{method:this.method,url:this.url,data:this._data,headers:this.

_header}},n._isHost=function(e){var t={}.toString.call(e);switch(t){case"[object File]":case"[object

Blob]":case"[object FormData]":return!0;default:return!1}},n.send=function(e){var t=r(e),n=this._header["content-

type"];if(t&&r(this._data))for(var i in e)this._data[i]=e[i];else"string"==typeof

e?(n||this.type("form"),n=this._header["content-type"],"application/x-www-form-

urlencoded"==n?this._data=this._data?this._data+"&"+e:e:this._data=(this._data||"")+e):this._data=e;return!t||this._i

sHost(e)?this:(n||this.type("json"),this)}},{"./is-object":159}],161:[function(e,t,n){function

r(e,t,n){return"function"==typeof n?new e("GET",t).end(n):2==arguments.length?new e("GET",t):new

e(t,n)}t.exports=r},{}],162:[function(e,t,n){function r(e){if(e)return i(e)}function i(e){for(var t in

r.prototype)e[t]=r.prototype[t];return e}"undefined"!=typeof

t&&(t.exports=r),r.prototype.on=r.prototype.addEventListener=function(e,t){return

this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},(this._callbacks["$"+e]=this._callbacks["$"+e]||[]).push(t),this},r.prototype.once=

function(e,t){function n(){this.off(e,n),t.apply(this,arguments)}return

n.fn=t,this.on(e,n),this},r.prototype.off=r.prototype.removeListener=r.prototype.removeAllListeners=r.prototype.re

moveEventListener=function(e,t){if(this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},0==arguments.length)return

this._callbacks={},this;var n=this._callbacks["$"+e];if(!n)return this;if(1==arguments.length)return delete

this._callbacks["$"+e],this;for(var r,i=0;i<n.length;i++)if(r=n[i],r===t||r.fn===t){n.splice(i,1);break}return

this},r.prototype.emit=function(e){this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{};var

t=[].slice.call(arguments,1),n=this._callbacks["$"+e];if(n){n=n.slice(0);for(var

r=0,i=n.length;r<i;++r)n[r].apply(this,t)}return this},r.prototype.listeners=function(e){return

this._callbacks=this._callbacks||{},this._callbacks["$"+e]||[]},r.prototype.hasListeners=function(e){return!!this.listen

ers(e).length}},{}]},{},[1])(1)}),window.SwaggerUi=Backbone.Router.extend({dom_id:"swagger_ui",options:null,

api:null,headerView:null,mainView:null,initialize:function(e){e=e||{},"model"!==e.defaultModelRendering&&(e.de

faultModelRendering="schema"),e.highlightSizeThreshold||(e.highlightSizeThreshold=1e5),e.dom_id&&(this.dom_

id=e.dom_id,delete

e.dom_id),e.supportedSubmitMethods||(e.supportedSubmitMethods=["get","put","post","delete","head","options","p

atch"]),"string"==typeof

e.oauth2RedirectUrl&&(window.oAuthRedirectUrl=e.oauth2RedirectUrl),$("#"+this.dom_id).length||$("body").app

end('<div id="'+this.dom_id+'"></div>'),this.options=e,marked.setOptions({gfm:!0});var

t=this;this.options.success=function(){return t.render()},this.options.progress=function(e){return

t.showMessage(e)},this.options.failure=function(e){return t.onLoadFailure(e)},this.headerView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.HeaderView({el:$("#header")}),this.headerView.on("update-swagger-ui",function(e){return

t.updateSwaggerUi(e)}),JSONEditor.defaults.iconlibs.swagger=JSONEditor.AbstractIconLib.extend({mapping:{col

lapse:"collapse",expand:"expand"},icon_prefix:"swagger-

"})},setOption:function(e,t){this.options[e]=t},getOption:function(e){return

this.options[e]},updateSwaggerUi:function(e){this.options.url=e.url,this.load()},load:function(){this.mainView&&t

his.mainView.clear(),this.authView&&this.authView.remove();var

e=this.options.url;e&&0!==e.indexOf("http")&&(e=this.buildUrl(window.location.href.toString(),e)),this.api&&(thi

s.options.authorizations=this.api.clientAuthorizations.authz),this.options.url=e,this.headerView.update(e),this.api=n

ew

SwaggerClient(this.options)},collapseAll:function(){Docs.collapseEndpointListForResource("")},listAll:function(){

Docs.collapseOperationsForResource("")},expandAll:function(){Docs.expandOperationsForResource("")},render:fu
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nction(){var e;switch(this.showMessage("Finished Loading Resource Information. Rendering Swagger

UI..."),this.mainView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.MainView({model:this.api,el:$("#"+this.dom_id),swaggerOptions:this.options,router:this}).rende

r(),_.isEmpty(this.api.securityDefinitions)||(e=_.map(this.api.securityDefinitions,function(e,t){var n={};return

n[t]=e,n}),this.authView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView({data:SwaggerUi.utils.parseSecurityDefinitions(e),router:this}),$("#auth_conta

iner").append(this.authView.render().el)),this.showMessage(),this.options.docExpansion){case"full":this.expandAll(

);break;case"list":this.listAll()}this.renderGFM(),this.options.onComplete&&this.options.onComplete(this.api,this),

setTimeout(Docs.shebang.bind(this),100)},buildUrl:function(e,t){if(0===t.indexOf("/")){var n=e.split("/");return

e=n[0]+"//"+n[2],e+t}var r=e.length;return e.indexOf("?")>-1&&(r=Math.min(r,e.indexOf("?"))),e.indexOf("#")>-

1&&(r=Math.min(r,e.indexOf("#"))),e=e.substring(0,r),e.indexOf("/",e.length-1)!==-

1?e+t:e+"/"+t},showMessage:function(e){void 0===e&&(e="");var t=$("#message-bar");t.removeClass("message-

fail"),t.addClass("message-

success"),t.text(e),window.SwaggerTranslator&&window.SwaggerTranslator.translate(t)},onLoadFailure:function(e

){void 0===e&&(e=""),$("#message-bar").removeClass("message-success"),$("#message-

bar").addClass("message-fail");var t=$("#message-bar").text(e);return

this.options.onFailure&&this.options.onFailure(e),t},renderGFM:function(){$(".markdown").each(function(){$(this

).html(marked($(this).html()))}),$(".propDesc",".model-signature

.description").each(function(){$(this).html(marked($(this).html())).addClass("markdown")})}}),window.SwaggerUi

.Views={},window.SwaggerUi.Models={},window.SwaggerUi.Collections={},window.SwaggerUi.partials={},win

dow.SwaggerUi.utils={},function(){function e(e){"console"in window&&"function"==typeof

window.console.warn&&console.warn(e)}window.authorizations={add:function(){if(e("Using

window.authorizations is deprecated. Please use SwaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.add()."),"undefined"==typeof

window.swaggerUi)throw new TypeError("window.swaggerUi is not defined");window.swaggerUi instanceof

SwaggerUi&&window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.add.apply(window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations,a

rguments)}},window.ApiKeyAuthorization=function(){e("window.ApiKeyAuthorization is deprecated. Please use

SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization."),SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization.apply(window,arguments)},window.P

asswordAuthorization=function(){e("window.PasswordAuthorization is deprecated. Please use

SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization."),SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization.apply(window,arguments)}}(),fun

ction(e,t){"function"==typeof define&&define.amd?define(["b"],function(n){return

e.SwaggerUi=t(n)}):"object"==typeof

exports?module.exports=t(require("b")):e.SwaggerUi=t(e.b)}(this,function(){return

SwaggerUi}),window.SwaggerUi.utils={parseSecurityDefinitions:function(e,t){var

n=Object.assign({},t),r=[],i=[],a=[],o=window.SwaggerUi.utils;return Array.isArray(e)?(e.forEach(function(e){var

t={},s={};for(var l in

e)if(Array.isArray(e[l])){if(!n[l])continue;if(n[l]=n[l]||{},"oauth2"===n[l].type){s[l]=Object.assign({},n[l]),s[l].scop

es=Object.assign({},n[l].scopes);for(var u in s[l].scopes)e[l].indexOf(u)<0&&delete

s[l].scopes[u];s[l].scopes=o.parseOauth2Scopes(s[l].scopes),a=_.merge(a,s[l].scopes)}else

t[l]=Object.assign({},n[l])}else"oauth2"===e[l].type?(s[l]=Object.assign({},e[l]),s[l].scopes=o.parseOauth2Scopes(

s[l].scopes),a=_.merge(a,s[l].scopes)):t[l]=e[l];_.isEmpty(t)||i.push(t),_.isEmpty(s)||r.push(s)}),{auths:i,oauth2:r,scop

es:a}):null},parseOauth2Scopes:function(e){var t,n=Object.assign({},e),r=[];for(t in

n)r.push({scope:t,description:n[t]});return r},sanitize:function(e){return

e=e.replace(/<script\b[^<]*(?:(?!<\/script>)<[^<]*)*<\/script>/gi,""),e=e.replace(/(on\w+="[^"]*")*(on\w+='[^']*')*(

on\w+=\w*\(\w*\))*/gi,"")}},SwaggerUi.Models.ApiKeyAuthModel=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{"in":"",na

me:"",title:"",value:""},initialize:function(){this.on("change",this.validate)},validate:function(){var

e=!!this.get("value");return

this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ApiKeyAuthView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"change

.input_apiKey_entry":"apiKeyChange"},selectors:{apikeyInput:".input_apiKey_entry"},template:Handlebars.templa
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tes.apikey_auth,initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},render:function(){return

this.$el.html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},apiKeyChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();t&&this.$(this.selectors.apikeyInput).removeClass("error"),this.model.set("value",t)},isValid:fun

ction(){return

this.model.validate()},highlightInvalid:function(){this.isValid()||this.$(this.selectors.apikeyInput).addClass("error")}

}),SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click

.authorize__btn":"authorizeBtnClick"},tpls:{popup:Handlebars.templates.popup,authBtn:Handlebars.templates.auth

_button,authBtnOperation:Handlebars.templates.auth_button_operation},initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},thi

s.options.data=this.options.data||{},this.isOperation=this.options.isOperation,this.model=this.model||{},this.router=t

his.options.router,this.auths=this.options.data.oauth2.concat(this.options.data.auths)},render:function(){var

e=this.isOperation?"authBtnOperation":"authBtn";return

this.$authEl=this.renderAuths(this.auths),this.$el.html(this.tpls[e](this.model)),this},authorizeBtnClick:function(e){

var t;e.preventDefault(),t={title:"Available authorizations",content:this.$authEl},this.render(),this.popup=new

SwaggerUi.Views.PopupView({model:t}),this.popup.render()},renderAuths:function(e){var

t=$("<div>"),n=!1;return e.forEach(function(e){var r=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthView({data:e,router:this.router}),i=r.render().el;t.append(i),r.isLogout&&(n=!0)},this),this.

model.isLogout=n,t}}),SwaggerUi.Collections.AuthsCollection=Backbone.Collection.extend({constructor:function(

){var

e=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);e[0]=this.parse(e[0]),Backbone.Collection.apply(this,e)},add:function(e){v

ar t=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);Array.isArray(e)?t[0]=_.map(e,function(e){return

this.handleOne(e)},this):t[0]=this.handleOne(e),Backbone.Collection.prototype.add.apply(this,t)},handleOne:functio

n(e){var t=e;if(!(e instanceof Backbone.Model))switch(e.type){case"oauth2":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.Oauth2Model(e);break;case"basic":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.BasicAuthModel(e);break;case"apiKey":t=new

SwaggerUi.Models.ApiKeyAuthModel(e);break;default:t=new Backbone.Model(e)}return t},isValid:function(){var

e=!0;return this.models.forEach(function(t){t.validate()||(e=!1)}),e},isAuthorized:function(){return

this.length===this.where({isLogout:!0}).length},isPartiallyAuthorized:function(){return

this.where({isLogout:!0}).length>0},parse:function(e){var t={};return"undefined"!=typeof

window.swaggerUi&&(t=Object.assign({},window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorizations.authz)),_.map(e,function(e,

n){var r=t[n]&&"basic"===e.type&&t[n].username&&t[n].password;return

_.extend(e,{title:n}),(t[n]||r)&&_.extend(e,{isLogout:!0,value:r?void 0:t[n].value,username:r?t[n].username:void

0,password:r?t[n].password:void

0,valid:!0}),e})}}),SwaggerUi.Views.AuthsCollectionView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.opti

ons=e||{},this.options.data=this.options.data||{},this.router=this.options.router,this.collection=new

SwaggerUi.Collections.AuthsCollection(e.data),this.$innerEl=$("<div>"),this.authViews=[]},render:function(){retu

rn

this.collection.each(function(e){this.renderOneAuth(e)},this),this.$el.html(this.$innerEl.html()?this.$innerEl:""),this

},renderOneAuth:function(e){var

t,n,r,i=e.get("type");"apiKey"===i?r="ApiKeyAuthView":"basic"===i&&0===this.$innerEl.find(".basic_auth_cont

ainer").length?r="BasicAuthView":"oauth2"===i&&(r="Oauth2View"),r&&(n=new

SwaggerUi.Views[r]({model:e,router:this.router}),t=n.render().el,this.authViews.push(n)),this.$innerEl.append(t)},h

ighlightInvalid:function(){this.authViews.forEach(function(e){e.highlightInvalid()},this)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Auth

View=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click .auth_submit__button":"authorizeClick","click

.auth_logout__button":"logoutClick"},tpls:{main:Handlebars.templates.auth_view},selectors:{innerEl:".auth_inner"

,authBtn:".auth_submit__button"},initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},e.data=e.data||{},this.router=this.options.r

outer,this.authsCollectionView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthsCollectionView({data:e.data}),this.$el.html(this.tpls.main({isLogout:this.authsCollectionV

iew.collection.isAuthorized(),isAuthorized:this.authsCollectionView.collection.isPartiallyAuthorized()})),this.$inne
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rEl=this.$(this.selectors.innerEl),this.isLogout=this.authsCollectionView.collection.isPartiallyAuthorized()},render:f

unction(){return

this.$innerEl.html(this.authsCollectionView.render().el),this},authorizeClick:function(e){e.preventDefault(),e.stopP

ropagation(),this.authsCollectionView.collection.isValid()?this.authorize():this.authsCollectionView.highlightInvali

d()},authorize:function(){this.authsCollectionView.collection.forEach(function(e){var

t,n,r=e.get("type");"apiKey"===r?(t=new

SwaggerClient.ApiKeyAuthorization(e.get("name"),e.get("value"),e.get("in")),this.router.api.clientAuthorizations.ad

d(e.get("title"),t)):"basic"===r?(n=new

SwaggerClient.PasswordAuthorization(e.get("username"),e.get("password")),this.router.api.clientAuthorizations.ad

d(e.get("title"),n)):"oauth2"===r&&this.handleOauth2Login(e)},this),this.router.load()},logoutClick:function(e){e.p

reventDefault(),this.authsCollectionView.collection.forEach(function(e){window.swaggerUi.api.clientAuthorization

s.remove(e.get("title"))}),this.router.load()},handleOauth2Login:function(e){function t(e){return

e.vendorExtensions["x-tokenName"]||e.tokenName}var

n,r,i,a=window.location,o=location.pathname.substring(0,location.pathname.lastIndexOf("/")),s=a.protocol+"//"+a.h

ost+o+"/o2c.html",l=window.oAuthRedirectUrl||s,u=null,c=_.map(e.get("scopes"),function(e){if(e.checked)return

e.scope}),p=window.swaggerUiAuth||(window.swaggerUiAuth={});p.OAuthSchemeKey=e.get("title"),window.ena

bledScopes=c;var

h=e.get("flow");if("oauth2"!==e.get("type")||!h||"implicit"!==h&&"accessCode"!==h){if("oauth2"===e.get("type")

&&h&&"application"===h)return r=e.attributes,p.tokenName=t(r)||"access_token",void

this.clientCredentialsFlow(c,r,p.OAuthSchemeKey);if("oauth2"===e.get("type")&&h&&"password"===h)return

r=e.attributes,p.tokenName=t(r)||"access_token",void

this.passwordFlow(c,r,p.OAuthSchemeKey);if(e.get("grantTypes")){var f=e.get("grantTypes");for(var d in

f)f.hasOwnProperty(d)&&"implicit"===d?(r=f[d],i=r.loginEndpoint.url,u=r.loginEndpoint.url+"?response_type=tok

en",p.tokenName=t(r)):f.hasOwnProperty(d)&&"accessCode"===d&&(r=f[d],i=r.tokenRequestEndpoint.url,u=r.tok

enRequestEndpoint.url+"?response_type=code",p.tokenName=t(r))}}else

r=e.attributes,u=r.authorizationUrl+"?response_type="+("implicit"===h?"token":"code"),p.tokenName=t(r)||"access

_token",p.tokenUrl="accessCode"===h?r.tokenUrl:null,n=p.OAuthSchemeKey;redirect_uri=l,u+="&redirect_uri="

+encodeURIComponent(l),u+="&realm="+encodeURIComponent(realm),u+="&client_id="+encodeURICompone

nt(clientId),u+="&scope="+encodeURIComponent(c.join(scopeSeparator)),u+="&state="+encodeURIComponent(n

);for(var m in

additionalQueryStringParams)u+="&"+m+"="+encodeURIComponent(additionalQueryStringParams[m]);window.o

pen(u)},clientCredentialsFlow:function(e,t,n){this.accessTokenRequest(e,t,n,"client_credentials")},passwordFlow:f

unction(e,t,n){this.accessTokenRequest(e,t,n,"password",{username:t.username,password:t.password})},accessToke

nRequest:function(e,t,n,r,i){i=$.extend({},{scope:e.join(" "),grant_type:r},i);var

a={};switch(t.clientAuthenticationType){case"basic":a.Authorization="Basic

"+btoa(t.clientId+":"+t.clientSecret);break;case"request-

body":i.client_id=t.clientId,i.client_secret=t.clientSecret}$.ajax({url:t.tokenUrl,type:"POST",data:i,headers:a,succes

s:function(e){onOAuthComplete(e,n)},error:function(){onOAuthComplete("")}})}}),SwaggerUi.Models.BasicAuth

Model=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{username:"",password:"",title:"basic"},initialize:function(){this.on("cha

nge",this.validate)},validate:function(){var e=!!this.get("password")&&!!this.get("username");return

this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.BasicAuthView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.optio

ns=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},events:{"change

.auth_input":"inputChange"},selectors:{usernameInput:".basic_auth__username",passwordInput:".basic_auth__pass

word"},cls:{error:"error"},template:Handlebars.templates.basic_auth,render:function(){return

$(this.el).html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},inputChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target),n=t.val(),r=t.prop("name");n&&t.removeClass(this.cls.error),this.model.set(r,n)},isValid:function(){ret

urn

this.model.validate()},highlightInvalid:function(){this.model.get("username")||this.$(this.selectors.usernameInput).a
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ddClass(this.cls.error)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},rend

er:function(){return

this.model.contentTypeId="ct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.content_type(this.model)),this}

}),SwaggerUi.Views.HeaderView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click #show-pet-store-

icon":"showPetStore","click #explore":"showCustom","submit #api_selector":"showCustom","keyup

#input_baseUrl":"showCustomOnKeyup","keyup

#input_apiKey":"showCustomOnKeyup"},initialize:function(){},showPetStore:function(){this.trigger("update-

swagger-

ui",{url:"http://petstore.swagger.io/v2/swagger.json"})},showCustomOnKeyup:function(e){13===e.keyCode&&thi

s.showCustom()},showCustom:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),this.trigger("update-swagger-

ui",{url:$("#input_baseUrl").val()})},update:function(e,t,n){void

0===n&&(n=!1),$("#input_baseUrl").val(e),n&&this.trigger("update-swagger-

ui",{url:e})}}),SwaggerUi.Views.MainView=Backbone.View.extend({apisSorter:{alpha:function(e,t){return

e.name.localeCompare(t.name)}},operationsSorters:{alpha:function(e,t){return

e.path.localeCompare(t.path)},method:function(e,t){return

e.method.localeCompare(t.method)}},initialize:function(e){var

t,n,r,i;if(e=e||{},this.router=e.router,e.swaggerOptions.apisSorter&&(t=e.swaggerOptions.apisSorter,n=_.isFunction(

t)?t:this.apisSorter[t],_.isFunction(n)&&this.model.apisArray.sort(n)),e.swaggerOptions.operationsSorter&&(t=e.sw

aggerOptions.operationsSorter,n=_.isFunction(t)?t:this.operationsSorters[t],_.isFunction(n)))for(r in

this.model.apisArray)this.model.apisArray[r].operationsArray.sort(n);this.model.auths=[];for(r in

this.model.securityDefinitions)i=this.model.securityDefinitions[r],this.model.auths.push({name:r,type:i.type,value:i

});"validatorUrl"in

e.swaggerOptions?this.model.validatorUrl=e.swaggerOptions.validatorUrl:this.model.url.indexOf("localhost")>0||th

is.model.url.indexOf("127.0.0.1")>0?this.model.validatorUrl=null:this.model.validatorUrl="//online.swagger.io/vali

dator";var a;for(a in

this.model.definitions)this.model.definitions[a].type||(this.model.definitions[a].type="object")},render:function(){$(t

his.el).html(Handlebars.templates.main(this.model)),this.info=this.$(".info")[0],this.info&&this.info.addEventListen

er("click",this.onLinkClick,!0),this.model.securityDefinitions=this.model.securityDefinitions||{};for(var

e={},t=0,n=0;n<this.model.apisArray.length;n++){for(var r=this.model.apisArray[n],i=r.name;"undefined"!=typeof

e[i];)i=i+"_"+t,t+=1;r.id=sanitizeHtml(i),e[i]=r,this.addResource(r,this.model.auths)}return

$(".propWrap").hover(function(){$(".optionsWrapper",$(this)).show()},function(){$(".optionsWrapper",$(this)).hid

e()}),this},addResource:function(e,t){e.id=e.id.replace(/[^a-zA-Z\d]/g,function(e){return

e.charCodeAt(0)}),e.definitions=this.model.definitions;var n=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResourceView({model:e,router:this.router,tagName:"li",id:"resource_"+e.id,className:"resource

",auths:t,swaggerOptions:this.options.swaggerOptions});$("#resources",this.el).append(n.render().el)},clear:function

(){$(this.el).html("")},onLinkClick:function(e){var

t=e.target;"A"===t.tagName&&t.href&&!t.target&&(e.preventDefault(),window.open(t.href,"_blank"))}}),Swagger

Ui.Models.Oauth2Model=Backbone.Model.extend({defaults:{scopes:{},isPasswordFlow:!1,clientAuthenticationTy

pe:"none"},initialize:function(){if(this.attributes&&this.attributes.scopes){var

e,t=_.cloneDeep(this.attributes),n=[];for(e in t.scopes){var r=t.scopes[e];"string"==typeof

r.description&&(n[r]=t.scopes[e],n.push(t.scopes[e]))}t.scopes=n,this.attributes=t}if(this.attributes&&this.attributes.

flow){var

i=this.attributes.flow;this.set("isPasswordFlow","password"===i),this.set("requireClientAuthentication","applicatio

n"===i),this.set("clientAuthentication","password"===i||"application"===i)}this.on("change",this.validate)},setScop

es:function(e,t){var n=_.extend({},this.attributes),r=_.findIndex(n.scopes,function(t){return

t.scope===e});n.scopes[r].checked=t,this.set(n),this.validate()},validate:function(){var

e=!1;if(this.get("isPasswordFlow")&&!this.get("username"))return!1;if(this.get("clientAuthenticationType")in["basi

c","request-body"]&&!this.get("clientId"))return!1;var t=this.get("scopes"),n=_.findIndex(t,function(e){return
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e.checked===!0});return

t.length>0&&n>=0&&(e=!0),0===t.length&&(e=!0),this.set("valid",e),e}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Oauth2View=Backb

one.View.extend({events:{"change .oauth-scope":"scopeChange","change .oauth-

username":"setUsername","change .oauth-password":"setPassword","change .oauth-client-authentication-

type":"setClientAuthenticationType","change .oauth-client-id":"setClientId","change .oauth-client-

secret":"setClientSecret"},template:Handlebars.templates.oauth2,cls:{error:"error"},render:function(){return

this.$el.html(this.template(this.model.toJSON())),this},scopeChange:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).prop("checked"),n=$(e.target).data("scope");this.model.setScopes(n,t)},setUsername:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();this.model.set("username",t),t&&$(e.target).removeClass(this.cls.error)},setPassword:function(e)

{this.model.set("password",$(e.target).val())},setClientAuthenticationType:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val(),n=this.$el;switch(this.model.set("clientAuthenticationType",t),t){case"none":n.find(".oauth-

client-authentication").hide();break;case"basic":case"request-body":n.find(".oauth-client-

id").removeClass(this.cls.error),n.find(".oauth-client-authentication").show()}},setClientId:function(e){var

t=$(e.target).val();this.model.set("clientId",t),t&&$(e.target).removeClass(this.cls.error)},setClientSecret:function(e

){this.model.set("clientSecret",$(e.target).val()),$(e.target).removeClass("error")},highlightInvalid:function(){this.m

odel.get("username")||this.$el.find(".oauth-

username").addClass(this.cls.error),this.model.get("clientId")||this.$el.find(".oauth-client-

id").addClass(this.cls.error)}}),SwaggerUi.Views.OperationView=Backbone.View.extend({invocationUrl:null,even

ts:{"submit .sandbox":"submitOperation","click .submit":"submitOperation","click

.response_hider":"hideResponse","click .toggleOperation":"toggleOperationContent","mouseenter .api-

ic":"mouseEnter","dblclick .curl":"selectText","change

[name=responseContentType]":"showSnippet"},initialize:function(e){return

e=e||{},this.router=e.router,this.auths=e.auths,this.parentId=this.model.parentId,this.nickname=this.model.nickname

,this.model.encodedParentId=encodeURIComponent(this.parentId),e.swaggerOptions&&(this.model.defaultRenderi

ng=e.swaggerOptions.defaultModelRendering,e.swaggerOptions.showRequestHeaders&&(this.model.showRequest

Headers=!0),e.swaggerOptions.showOperationIds&&(this.model.showOperationIds=!0)),this},selectText:function(e

){var

t,n,r=document,i=e.target.firstChild;r.body.createTextRange?(t=document.body.createTextRange(),t.moveToEleme

ntText(i),t.select()):window.getSelection&&(n=window.getSelection(),t=document.createRange(),t.selectNodeCont

ents(i),n.removeAllRanges(),n.addRange(t))},mouseEnter:function(e){var

t=$(this.el).find(".content"),n=e.pageX,r=e.pageY,i=$(window).scrollLeft(),a=$(window).scrollTop(),o=i+$(windo

w).width(),s=a+$(window).height(),l=t.width(),u=t.height();n+l>o&&(n=o-l),n<i&&(n=i),r+u>s&&(r=s-

u),r<a&&(r=a);var c={};c.top=r,c.left=n,t.css(c)},render:function(){var

e,t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f,d,m,g,y,v,b,w,x,A,S,j,E,O,k,T,C,I,D,L,M,R,U,P,q,B,z,N;

if(a=jQuery.inArray(this.model.method,this.model.supportedSubmitMethods())>=0,a||(this.model.isReadOnly=!0),t

his.model.description=this.model.description||this.model.notes,this.model.oauth=null,m=this.model.authorizations||t

his.model.security)if(Array.isArray(m))for(l=0,u=m.length;l<u;l++){n=m[l];for(s in n)for(e in

this.auths)if(t=this.auths[e],s===t.name&&"oauth2"===t.type){this.model.oauth={},this.model.oauth.scopes=[],A=t

.value.scopes;for(o in

A)P=A[o],D=n[s].indexOf(o),D>=0&&(y={scope:o,description:P},this.model.oauth.scopes.push(y))}}else for(o in

m)if(P=m[o],"oauth2"===o)for(null===this.model.oauth&&(this.model.oauth={}),void

0===this.model.oauth.scopes&&(this.model.oauth.scopes=[]),d=0,c=P.length;d<c;d++)y=P[d],this.model.oauth.sco

pes.push(y);if("undefined"!=typeof

this.model.responses){this.model.responseMessages=[],S=this.model.responses;for(r in

S)q=S[r],C=null,I=this.model.responses[r].schema,I&&I.$ref&&(C=I.$ref,C.indexOf("#/definitions/")!==-

1&&(C=C.replace(/^.*#\/definitions\//,""))),this.model.responseMessages.push({code:r,message:q.description,respo

nseModel:C,headers:q.headers,schema:I})}if("undefined"==typeof

this.model.responseMessages&&(this.model.responseMessages=[]),L=null,B=this.model.produces,z=this.contains(
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B,"xml"),N=!z||this.contains(B,"json"),this.model.successResponse){R=this.model.successResponse;for(s in

R)q=R[s],this.model.successCode=s,"object"==typeof q&&"function"==typeof

q.createJSONSample?(this.model.successDescription=q.description,this.model.headers=this.parseResponseHeaders(

q.headers),L={sampleJSON:!!N&&JSON.stringify(SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createJSONSample(q),void

0,2),isParam:!1,sampleXML:!!z&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample(q.name,q.definition,q.models),

signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getModelSignature(q.name,q.definition,q.models,q.modelPropertyMacro)}):

L={signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getPrimitiveSignature(q)}}else

this.model.responseClassSignature&&"string"!==this.model.responseClassSignature&&(L={sampleJSON:this.mod

el.responseSampleJSON,isParam:!1,signature:this.model.responseClassSignature});for($(this.el).html(Handlebars.te

mplates.operation(this.model)),L?(L.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRendering,T=new

SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:L,router:this.router,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).append(T.render().el)):(this.model.responseClassSignature="string",$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).html(this.model.type)),i={isParam:!1},i.consumes=this.model.consumes,i.produces=this.model

.produces,j=this.model.parameters,g=0,p=j.length;g<p;g++)b=j[g],U=b.type||b.dataType||"","undefined"==typeof

U&&(C=b.schema,C&&C.$ref&&(x=C.$ref,U=0===x.indexOf("#/definitions/")?x.substring("#/definitions/".length

):x)),U&&"file"===U.toLowerCase()&&(i.consumes||(i.consumes="multipart/form-data")),b.type=U;for(k=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView({model:i,router:this.router}),$(".response-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(k.render().el),E=this.model.parameters,v=0,h=E.length;v<h;v++)b=E[v],this.addParameter(

b,i.consumes);for(O=this.model.responseMessages,w=0,f=O.length;w<f;w++)M=O[w],M.isXML=z,M.isJSON=N,_

.isUndefined(M.headers)||(M.headers=this.parseHeadersType(M.headers)),this.addStatusCode(M);if(Array.isArray(t

his.model.security)){var

F=SwaggerUi.utils.parseSecurityDefinitions(this.model.security,this.model.parent.securityDefinitions);F.isLogout=!

_.isEmpty(this.model.clientAuthorizations.authz),this.authView=new

SwaggerUi.Views.AuthButtonView({data:F,router:this.router,isOperation:!0,model:{scopes:F.scopes}}),this.$(".aut

horize-wrapper").append(this.authView.render().el)}return

this.showSnippet(),this},parseHeadersType:function(e){var t={string:{"date-time":"dateTime",date:"date"}};return

_.forEach(e,function(e){var

n;e=e||{},n=t[e.type]&&t[e.type][e.format],_.isUndefined(n)||(e.type=n)}),e},contains:function(e,t){return

e.filter(function(e){if(e.indexOf(t)>-1)return!0}).length},parseResponseHeaders:function(e){var t=";

",n=_.clone(e);return _.forEach(n,function(e){var n=[];_.forEach(e,function(e,t){var

r=["type","description"];r.indexOf(t.toLowerCase())===-1&&n.push(t+":

"+e)}),n.join(t),e.other=n}),n},addParameter:function(e,t){e.consumes=t,e.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRen

dering,e.schema&&($.extend(!0,e.schema,this.model.definitions[e.type]),e.schema.definitions=this.model.definition

s,e.schema.type||(e.schema.type="object"),e.schema.title||(e.schema.title=" "));var n=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterView({model:e,tagName:"tr",readOnly:this.model.isReadOnly,swaggerOptions:this.opt

ions.swaggerOptions});$(".operation-

params",$(this.el)).append(n.render().el)},addStatusCode:function(e){e.defaultRendering=this.model.defaultRenderi

ng;var t=new SwaggerUi.Views.StatusCodeView({model:e,tagName:"tr",router:this.router});$(".operation-

status",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el)},submitOperation:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a;if(null!==e&&e.preventDefault(),n=$(".sandbox",$(this.el)),t=!0,n.find("input.required").each(function(){$(

this).removeClass("error"),""===jQuery.trim($(this).val())&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:fu

nction(e){return

function(){$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),n.find("textarea.required:visible").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("err

or"),""===jQuery.trim($(this).val())&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:function(e){return

function(){return

$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),n.find("select.required").each(function(){$(this).removeClass("error"),this.selectedInd

ex===-1&&($(this).addClass("error"),$(this).wiggle({callback:function(e){return

function(){$(e).focus()}}(this)}),t=!1)}),t){if(i=this.getInputMap(n),r=this.isFileUpload(n),a={parent:this},this.opti
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ons.swaggerOptions)for(var o in this.options.swaggerOptions)a[o]=this.options.swaggerOptions[o];var

s;for(s=0;s<this.model.parameters.length;s++){var

l=this.model.parameters[s];if(l.jsonEditor&&l.jsonEditor.isEnabled()){var

u=l.jsonEditor.getValue();i[l.name]=JSON.stringify(u)}}return a.responseContentType=$("div

select[name=responseContentType]",$(this.el)).val(),a.requestContentType=$("div

select[name=parameterContentType]",$(this.el)).val(),$(".response_throbber",$(this.el)).show(),r?($(".request_url",

$(this.el)).html("<pre></pre>"),$(".request_url

pre",$(this.el)).text(this.invocationUrl),a.useJQuery=!0,i.parameterContentType="multipart/form-

data",this.map=i,this.model.execute(i,a,this.showCompleteStatus,this.showErrorStatus,this)):(this.map=i,this.model.

execute(i,a,this.showCompleteStatus,this.showErrorStatus,this))}},getInputMap:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h;for(t={},n=e.find("input"),r=0,i=n.length;r<i;r++)a=n[r],null!==a.value&&jQuery.trim(a.value).

length>0&&(t[a.name]=a.value),"file"===a.type&&(t[a.name]=a.files[0]);for(o=e.find("textarea"),s=0,l=o.length;s<

l;s++)a=o[s],u=this.getTextAreaValue(a),null!==u&&jQuery.trim(u).length>0&&(t[a.name]=u);for(c=e.find("select

"),p=0,h=c.length;p<h;p++)a=c[p],u=this.getSelectedValue(a),null!==u&&jQuery.trim(u).length>0&&(t[a.name]=u

);return t},isFileUpload:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a=!1;for(t=e.find("input"),n=0,r=t.length;n<r;n++)i=t[n],"file"===i.type&&(a=!0);return

a},success:function(e,t){t.showCompleteStatus(e)},wrap:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s;for(r={},n=e.getAllResponseHeaders().split("\r"),a=0,o=n.length;a<o;a++)i=n[a],t=i.match(/^([^:]*?):(.*

)$/),t||(t=[]),t.shift(),void 0!==t[0]&&void 0!==t[1]&&(r[t[0].trim()]=t[1].trim());return

s={},s.content={},s.content.data=e.responseText,s.headers=r,s.request={},s.request.url=this.invocationUrl,s.status=

e.status,s},getSelectedValue:function(e){if(e.multiple){for(var t=[],n=0,r=e.options.length;n<r;n++){var

i=e.options[n];i.selected&&t.push(i.value)}return t.length>0?t:null}return

e.value},hideResponse:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".response",$(this.el)).slideUp(),$(".response_hider",$

(this.el)).fadeOut()},showResponse:function(e){var

t=JSON.stringify(e,null,"\t").replace(/\n/g,"<br>");$(".response_body",$(this.el)).html(_.escape(t))},showErrorStatu

s:function(e,t){t.showStatus(e)},showCompleteStatus:function(e,t){t.showStatus(e)},formatXml:function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f;for(p=/(>)(<)(\/*)/g,f=/[ ]*(.*)[

]+\n/g,t=/(<.+>)(.+\n)/g,e=e.replace(/\r\n/g,"\n").replace(p,"$1\n$2$3").replace(f,"$1\n").replace(t,"$1\n$2"),c=0,r="

",l=e.split("\n"),i=0,o="other",h={"single->single":0,"single->closing":-1,"single->opening":0,"single-

>other":0,"closing->single":0,"closing->closing":-1,"closing->opening":0,"closing->other":0,"opening-

>single":1,"opening->closing":0,"opening->opening":1,"opening->other":1,"other->single":0,"other->closing":-

1,"other->opening":0,"other->other":0},n=function(e){var

t,n,a,s,l,u,c;u={single:Boolean(e.match(/<.+\/>/)),closing:Boolean(e.match(/<\/.+>/)),opening:Boolean(e.match(/<[^

!?].*>/))},l=function(){var e;e=[];for(a in u)c=u[a],c&&e.push(a);return e}()[0],l=void 0===l?"other":l,t=o+"-

>"+l,o=l,s="",i+=h[t],s=function(){var e,t,r;for(r=[],n=e=0,t=i;0<=t?e<t:e>t;n=0<=t?++e:--e)r.push("  ");return

r}().join(""),"opening->closing"===t?r=r.substr(0,r.length-

1)+e+"\n":r+=s+e+"\n"},a=0,s=l.length;a<s;a++)u=l[a],n(u);return r},showStatus:function(e){var t,n;void

0===e.content?(n=e.data,t=e.url):(n=e.content.data,t=e.request.url);var r=e.headers;"string"==typeof

n&&(n=jQuery.trim(n));var i=null;r&&(i=r["Content-Type"]||r["content-

type"],i&&(i=i.split(";")[0].trim())),$(".response_body",$(this.el)).removeClass("json"),$(".response_body",$(this.el

)).removeClass("xml");var a,o,s=function(e){var

t=document.createElement("audio");return!(!t.canPlayType||!t.canPlayType(e).replace(/no/,""))},l=!1;if(n)if("applic

ation/octet-stream"===i||r["Content-Disposition"]&&/attachment/.test(r["Content-Disposition"])||r["content-

disposition"]&&/attachment/.test(r["content-disposition"])||r["Content-Description"]&&/File

Transfer/.test(r["Content-Description"])||r["content-description"]&&/File Transfer/.test(r["content-

description"]))if("Blob"in window){var u,c=i||"text/html",p=document.createElement("a");if("[object

Blob]"==={}.toString.apply(n))u=window.URL.createObjectURL(n);else{var

h=[];h.push(n),u=window.URL.createObjectURL(new Blob(h,{type:c}))}var
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f=e.url.substr(e.url.lastIndexOf("/")+1),d=[c,f,u].join(":"),m=r["content-disposition"]||r["Content-

Disposition"];if("undefined"!=typeof m){var

g=/filename=([^;]*);?/.exec(m);null!==g&&g.length>1&&(d=g[1],f=d)}p.setAttribute("href",u),p.setAttribute("dow

nload",d),p.innerText="Download "+f,a=$("<div/>").append(p),l=!0}else a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append("Download headers detected but your browser does not support downloading binary via XHR

(Blob).");else if("application/json"===i||/\+json$/.test(i)){var y=null;try{y=JSON.stringify(JSON.parse(n),null,"

")}catch(v){y="can't parse JSON.  Raw result:\n\n"+n}o=$("<code />").text(y),a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append(o)}else if("application/xml"===i||/\+xml$/.test(i))o=$("<code />").text(this.formatXml(n)),a=$('<pre

class="xml" />').append(o);else if("text/html"===i)o=$("<code />").html(_.escape(n)),a=$('<pre class="xml"

/>').append(o);else if(/text\/plain/.test(i))o=$("<code />").text(n),a=$('<pre class="plain" />').append(o);else

if(/^image\//.test(i)){var

b=window.URL||window.webkitURL,w=b.createObjectURL(n);a=$("<img>").attr("src",w)}else/^audio\//.test(i)&&

s(i)?a=$("<audio

controls>").append($("<source>").attr("src",t).attr("type",i)):r.location||r.Location?window.location=e.url:(o=$("<co

de />").text(n),a=$('<pre class="json" />').append(o));else o=$("<code />").text("no content"),a=$('<pre class="json"

/>').append(o);var x=a;$(".request_url",$(this.el)).html("<pre></pre>"),$(".request_url

pre",$(this.el)).text(t),$(".response_code",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+e.status+"</pre>"),$(".response_body",$(this.el))

.html(x),$(".response_headers",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+_.escape(JSON.stringify(e.headers,null,"

")).replace(/\n/g,"<br>")+"</pre>"),$(".response",$(this.el)).slideDown(),$(".response_hider",$(this.el)).show(),$(".r

esponse_throbber",$(this.el)).hide();var

A=this.model.asCurl(this.map,{responseContentType:i});A=A.replace("!","&#33;"),$("div.curl",$(this.el)).html("<

pre>"+_.escape(A)+"</pre>");var S=this.options.swaggerOptions;if(S.showRequestHeaders){var

j=$(".sandbox",$(this.el)),E=this.getInputMap(j),O=this.model.getHeaderParams(E);delete O["Content-

Type"],$(".request_headers",$(this.el)).html("<pre>"+_.escape(JSON.stringify(O,null,"

")).replace(/\n/g,"<br>")+"</pre>")}S.responseHooks&&S.responseHooks[this.nickname]&&S.responseHooks[this.

nickname](e,this);var k=$(".response_body",$(this.el))[0];return S.highlightSizeThreshold&&"undefined"!=typeof

e.data&&e.data.length>S.highlightSizeThreshold||l?k:hljs.highlightBlock(k)},toggleOperationContent:function(e){v

ar

t=$("#"+Docs.escapeResourceName(this.parentId+"_"+this.nickname+"_content"));t.is(":visible")?($.bbq.pushState

("#/",2),e.preventDefault(),Docs.collapseOperation(t)):Docs.expandOperation(t)},getTextAreaValue:function(e){var

t,n,r,i;if(null===e.value||0===jQuery.trim(e.value).length)return

null;if(t=this.getParamByName(e.name),t&&t.type&&"array"===t.type.toLowerCase()){for(n=e.value.split("\n"),r=

[],i=0;i<n.length;i++)null!==n[i]&&jQuery.trim(n[i]).length>0&&r.push(n[i]);return r.length>0?r:null}return

e.value},showSnippet:function(){var e,t=this.$("[name=responseContentType]"),n=this.$(".operation-status

.snippet_xml, .response-class .snippet_xml"),r=this.$(".operation-status .snippet_json, .response-class

.snippet_json");t.length&&(e=t.val(),e.indexOf("xml")>-

1?(n.show(),r.hide()):(r.show(),n.hide()))},getParamByName:function(e){var

t;if(this.model.parameters)for(t=0;t<this.model.parameters.length;t++)if(this.model.parameters[t].name===e)return

this.model.parameters[t];return

null}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},render:funct

ion(){return

this.model.parameterContentTypeId="pct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.parameter_content

_type(this.model)),this}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"change

[name=parameterContentType]":"toggleParameterSnippet"},initialize:function(){Handlebars.registerHelper("isArra

y",function(e,t){var

n=e.type&&e.type.toLowerCase();return"array"===n||e.allowMultiple?t.fn(this):t.inverse(this)})},render:function(){

var

e,t,n=this.model.type||this.model.dataType,r=this.model.modelSignature.type,i=this.model.modelSignature.definitio
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ns,a=this.model.schema||{},o=this.model.consumes||[];if("undefined"==typeof n&&a.$ref){var

s=a.$ref;n=0===s.indexOf("#/definitions/")?s.substring("#/definitions/".length):s}this.model.type=n,this.model.para

mType=this.model["in"]||this.model.paramType,this.model.isBody="body"===this.model.paramType||"body"===th

is.model["in"],this.model.isFile=n&&"file"===n.toLowerCase(),"undefined"==typeof

this.model["default"]&&(this.model["default"]=this.model.defaultValue),this.model.hasDefault="undefined"!=type

of

this.model["default"],this.model.valueId="m"+this.model.name+Math.random(),this.model.allowableValues&&(thi

s.model.isList=!0);var

l=this.contains(o,"xml"),u=!l||this.contains(o,"json");e=SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createParameterJSONSample(r

,i);var c=this.template();$(this.el).html(c(this.model));var

p={sampleJSON:!!u&&e,sampleXML:!(!e||!l)&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample("",a,i,!0),isPara

m:!0,signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getParameterModelSignature(r,i),defaultRendering:this.model.defaultR

endering};e?(t=new SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:p,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el)):$(".model-signature",$(this.el)).html(this.model.signature);var

h=!1;if(this.options.swaggerOptions.jsonEditor&&this.model.isBody&&this.model.schema){var

f=$(this.el);this.model.jsonEditor=new

JSONEditor($(".editor_holder",f)[0],{schema:this.model.schema,startval:this.model["default"],ajax:!0,disable_prop

erties:!0,disable_edit_json:!0,iconlib:"swagger"}),p.jsonEditor=this.model.jsonEditor,$(".body-

textarea",f).hide(),$(".editor_holder",f).show(),$(".parameter-content-

type",f).change(function(e){"application/xml"===e.target.value?($(".body-

textarea",f).show(),$(".editor_holder",f).hide(),this.model.jsonEditor.disable()):($(".body-

textarea",f).hide(),$(".editor_holder",f).show(),this.model.jsonEditor.enable())})}this.model.isBody&&(h=!0);var

d={isParam:h};if(d.consumes=this.model.consumes,h){var m=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ParameterContentTypeView({model:d});$(".parameter-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(m.render().el),this.toggleParameterSnippet()}else{var g=new

SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView({model:d});$(".response-content-

type",$(this.el)).append(g.render().el),this.toggleResponseSnippet()}return this},contains:function(e,t){return

e.filter(function(e){if(e.indexOf(t)>-1)return!0}).length},toggleParameterSnippet:function(){var

e=this.$("[name=parameterContentType]").val();this.toggleSnippet(e)},toggleResponseSnippet:function(){var

e=this.$("[name=responseContentType]");e.length&&this.toggleSnippet(e.val())},toggleSnippet:function(e){e=e||"",

e.indexOf("xml")>-

1?(this.$(".snippet_xml").show(),this.$(".snippet_json").hide()):(this.$(".snippet_json").show(),this.$(".snippet_xml"

).hide())},template:function(){return

this.model.isList?Handlebars.templates.param_list:this.options.readOnly?this.model.required?Handlebars.templates.

param_readonly_required:Handlebars.templates.param_readonly:this.model.required?Handlebars.templates.param_r

equired:Handlebars.templates.param}}),SwaggerUi.partials.signature=function(){function e(e){var

t,i=e.name,a=e.definition,o=e.config,s=e.models,l=e.config.isParam,u=[],c=a.properties,p=a.additionalProperties,h=

a.xml,f=b(h);return f&&u.push(f),c||p?(c=c||{},t=_.map(c,function(e,t){var n,i;return

l&&e.readOnly?"":(n=e.xml||{},i=r(t,e,s,o),n.attribute?(u.push(i),""):i)}).join(""),p&&(t+="<!-- additional elements

allowed -->"),y(i,t,u)):n()}function t(e,t){return y(e,"<!-- Infinite loop $ref:"+t+" -->")}function n(e){return e=e?":

"+e:"","<!-- invalid XML"+e+" -->"}function r(r,i,s,l){var

u,c,p=_.isObject(i)?i.$ref:null;l=l||{},l.modelsToIgnore=l.modelsToIgnore||[];var

h=_.isString(p)?a(p,r,s,l):o(r,i,s,l);if(!h)return

n();switch(h.type){case"array":u=w(h);break;case"object":u=e(h);break;case"loop":u=t(h.name,h.config.loopTo);bre

ak;default:u=A(h)}return p&&"loop"!==h.type&&(c=l.modelsToIgnore.indexOf(p),c>-

1&&l.modelsToIgnore.splice(c,1)),u}function i(e,t,n,r,i){if(arguments.length<4)throw new

Error;this.config=i||{},this.config.modelsToIgnore=this.config.modelsToIgnore||[],this.name=v(e,n.xml),this.definiti

on=n,this.models=r,this.type=t}function a(e,t,n,r){var
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a=u(e),o=n[a]||{},s=o.definition&&o.definition.type?o.definition.type:"object";return

t=o.definition&&o.definition.xml&&o.definition.xml.name?t||o.definition.xml.name||o.name:t||o.name,r.modelsToIg

nore.indexOf(e)>-1?(s="loop",r.loopTo=a):r.modelsToIgnore.push(e),o.definition?new

i(t,s,o.definition,n,r):null}function o(e,t,n,r){var a=t.type||"object";return

t.xml&&t.xml.name&&(e=t.xml.name||e),t?new i(e,a,t,n,r):null}function s(e,t,n,i){var a='<?xml

version="1.0"?>';return p(a+r(e,t,n,{isParam:i}))}var l=function(e){return

_.isPlainObject(e.schema)&&(e=l(e.schema)),e},u=function(e){return"undefined"==typeof

e?null:0===e.indexOf("#/definitions/")?e.substring("#/definitions/".length):e},c=function(e){if(/^Inline Model

\d+$/.test(e)&&this.inlineModels){var t=parseInt(e.substr("Inline

Model".length).trim(),10),n=this.inlineModels[t];return n}return null},p=function(e){var

t,n,r,i,a,o,s,l,u,c,p,h,f;for(p=/(>)(<)(\/*)/g,f=/[ ]*(.*)[

]+\n/g,t=/(<.+>)(.+\n)/g,e=e.replace(p,"$1\n$2$3").replace(f,"$1\n").replace(t,"$1\n$2"),c=0,r="",l=e.split("\n"),i=0,

o="other",h={"single->single":0,"single->closing":-1,"single->opening":0,"single->other":0,"closing-

>single":0,"closing->closing":-1,"closing->opening":0,"closing->other":0,"opening->single":1,"opening-

>closing":0,"opening->opening":1,"opening->other":1,"other->single":0,"other->closing":-1,"other-

>opening":0,"other->other":0},n=function(e){var

t,n,a,s,l,u,c;u={single:Boolean(e.match(/<.+\/>/)),closing:Boolean(e.match(/<\/.+>/)),opening:Boolean(e.match(/<[^

!?].*>/))},l=function(){var e;e=[];for(a in u)c=u[a],c&&e.push(a);return e}()[0],l=void 0===l?"other":l,t=o+"-

>"+l,o=l,s="",i+=h[t],s=function(){var e,t,r;for(r=[],n=e=0,t=i;0<=t?e<t:e>t;n=0<=t?++e:--e)r.push("  ");return

r}().join(""),"opening->closing"===t?r=r.substr(0,r.length-

1)+e+"\n":r+=s+e+"\n"},a=0,s=l.length;a<s;a++)u=l[a],n(u);return r},h=function(e,t,n,r){function i(e,t,r){var

i,a=t;return e.$ref?(a=e.title||u(e.$ref),i=n[u(e.$ref)]):_.isUndefined(t)&&(a=e.title||"Inline Model "+

++m,i={definition:e}),r!==!0&&(f[a]=_.isUndefined(i)?{}:i.definition),a}function a(e){var t='<span

class="propType">',n=e.type||"object";return

e.$ref?t+=i(e,u(e.$ref)):"object"===n?t+=_.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":i(e):"array"===n?(t+="Array[",_.isA

rray(e.items)?t+=_.map(e.items,i).join(","):_.isPlainObject(e.items)?t+=_.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?_.isUndefined(e

.items.type)||_.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type)!==-

1?i(e.items):e.items.type:i(e.items,u(e.items.$ref)):(console.log("Array type's 'items' schema is not an array or an

object, cannot process"),t+="object"),t+="]"):t+=e.type,t+="</span>"}function o(e,t){var

n="",r=e.type||"object",i="array"===r;switch(_.isUndefined(e.description)||(t+=': <span

class="propDesc">'+e.description+"</span>"),e["enum"]&&(t+=' = <span class="propVals">[\''+e["enum"].join("',

'")+"']</span>"),i&&(r=_.isPlainObject(e.items)&&!_.isUndefined(e.items.type)?e.items.type:"object"),_.isUndefin

ed(e["default"])||(n+=h("Default",e["default"])),r){case"string":e.minLength&&(n+=h("Min.

Length",e.minLength)),e.maxLength&&(n+=h("Max. Length",e.maxLength)),e.pattern&&(n+=h("Reg.

Exp.",e.pattern));break;case"integer":case"number":e.minimum&&(n+=h("Min.

Value",e.minimum)),e.exclusiveMinimum&&(n+=h("Exclusive Min.","true")),e.maximum&&(n+=h("Max.

Value",e.maximum)),e.exclusiveMaximum&&(n+=h("Exclusive Max.","true")),e.multipleOf&&(n+=h("Multiple

Of",e.multipleOf))}if(i&&(e.minItems&&(n+=h("Min. Items",e.minItems)),e.maxItems&&(n+=h("Max.

Items",e.maxItems)),e.uniqueItems&&(n+=h("Unique Items","true")),e.collectionFormat&&(n+=h("Coll.

Format",e.collectionFormat))),_.isUndefined(e.items)&&_.isArray(e["enum"])){var

a;a="number"===r||"integer"===r?e["enum"].join(", "):'"'+e["enum"].join('", "')+'"',n+=h("Enum",a)}return

n.length>0&&(t='<span class="propWrap">'+t+'<table class="optionsWrapper"><tr><th

colspan="2">'+r+"</th></tr>"+n+"</table></span>"),t}function s(e,t){var

s,h=e.type||"object",f="array"===e.type,m=c+t+" "+(f?"[":"{")+p;return

t&&d.push(t),f?_.isArray(e.items)?m+="<div>"+_.map(e.items,function(e){var t=e.type||"object";return

_.isUndefined(e.$ref)?_.indexOf(["array","object"],t)>-

1?"object"===t&&_.isUndefined(e.properties)?"object":i(e):o(e,t):i(e,u(e.$ref))}).join(",</div><div>"):_.isPlainObj

ect(e.items)?m+=_.isUndefined(e.items.$ref)?_.indexOf(["array","object"],e.items.type||"object")>-
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1?(_.isUndefined(e.items.type)||"object"===e.items.type)&&_.isUndefined(e.items.properties)?"<div>object</div>"

:"<div>"+i(e.items)+"</div>":"<div>"+o(e.items,e.items.type)+"</div>":"<div>"+i(e.items,u(e.items.$ref))+"</div

>":(console.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process"),m+="<div>object</div>"):e.$ref?m+="<div>"+i(e,t)+"</div>":"object"===h?(_.isPlainObject(e.propertie

s)&&(s=_.map(e.properties,function(t,i){var

s,c=_.indexOf(e.required,i)>=0,p=_.cloneDeep(t),h=c?"required":"",f='<span class="propName

'+h+'">'+i+"</span> (";return

p["default"]=r(p),p=l(p),_.isUndefined(p.$ref)||(s=n[u(p.$ref)],_.isUndefined(s)||_.indexOf([void

0,"array","object"],s.definition.type)!==-1||(p=l(s.definition))),f+=a(p),c||(f+=', <span

class="propOptKey">optional</span>'),t.readOnly&&(f+=', <span class="propReadOnly">read

only</span>'),f+=")","<div"+(t.readOnly?'

class="readOnly"':"")+">"+o(p,f)}).join(",</div>")),s&&(m+=s+"</div>")):m+="<div>"+o(e,h)+"</div>",m+c+(f?

"]":"}")+p}var c='<span class="strong">',p="</span>",h=function(e,t){return'<tr><td

class="optionName">'+e+":</td><td>"+t+"</td></tr>"};if(_.isObject(arguments[0])&&(e=void

0,t=arguments[0],n=arguments[1],r=arguments[2]),n=n||{},t=l(t),_.isEmpty(t))return

c+"Empty"+p;if("string"==typeof t.$ref&&(e=u(t.$ref),t=n[e],"undefined"==typeof t))return c+e+" is not

defined!"+p;"string"!=typeof e&&(e=t.title||"Inline Model"),t.definition&&(t=t.definition),"function"!=typeof

r&&(r=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]});for(var

f={},d=[],m=0,g=s(t,e);_.keys(f).length>0;)_.forEach(f,function(e,t){var n=_.indexOf(d,t)>-1;delete

f[t],n||(d.push(t),g+="<br />"+s(e,t))});return g},f=function(e,t,n,r){e=l(e),"function"!=typeof

r&&(r=function(e){return(e||{})["default"]}),n=n||{};var i,a,o=e.type||"object",s=e.format;return

_.isUndefined(e.example)?_.isUndefined(e.items)&&_.isArray(e["enum"])&&(a=e["enum"][0]):a=e.example,_.isU

ndefined(a)&&(e.$ref?(i=t[u(e.$ref)],_.isUndefined(i)||(_.isUndefined(n[i.name])?(n[i.name]=i,a=f(i.definition,t,n,r)

,delete n[i.name]):a="array"===i.type?[]:{})):_.isUndefined(e["default"])?"string"===o?a="date-time"===s?(new

Date).toISOString():"date"===s?(new

Date).toISOString().split("T")[0]:"string":"integer"===o?a=0:"number"===o?a=0:"boolean"===o?a=!0:"object"==

=o?(a={},_.forEach(e.properties,function(e,i){var

o=_.cloneDeep(e);o["default"]=r(e),a[i]=f(o,t,n,r)})):"array"===o&&(a=[],_.isArray(e.items)?_.forEach(e.items,fun

ction(e){a.push(f(e,t,n,r))}):_.isPlainObject(e.items)?a.push(f(e.items,t,n,r)):_.isUndefined(e.items)?a.push({}):cons

ole.log("Array type's 'items' property is not an array or an object, cannot

process")):a=e["default"]),a},d=function(e,t){if(t=t||{},t[e.name]=e,e.examples&&_.isPlainObject(e.examples)){e=_

.cloneDeep(e);var n=Object.keys(e.examples);_.forEach(n,function(n){if(0===n.indexOf("application/json")){var

r=e.examples[n];return

_.isString(r)&&(r=jsyaml.safeLoad(r)),e.definition.example=r,f(e.definition,r,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)}})}if(e.exa

mples){e=_.cloneDeep(e);var r=e.examples;return

_.isString(r)&&(r=jsyaml.safeLoad(r)),e.definition.example=r,f(e.definition,r,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)}return

f(e.definition,e.models,t,e.modelPropertyMacro)},m=function(e,t){var n,r;return e instanceof

Array&&(r=!0,e=e[0]),"undefined"==typeof

e?(e="undefined",n=!0):t[e]?(e=t[e],n=!1):c(e)?(e=c(e),n=!1):n=!0,n?r?"Array["+e+"]":e.toString():r?"Array["+h(e.

name,e.definition,e.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)+"]":h(e.name,e.definition,e.models,e.modelPropertyMacro)},g=

function(e,t){var n,r,i;if(t=t||{},n=e instanceof

Array,i=n?e[0]:e,t[i]?r=d(t[i]):c(i)&&(r=d(c(i))),r){if(r=n?[r]:r,"string"==typeof r)return r;if(_.isObject(r)){var

a=r;if(r instanceof Array&&r.length>0&&(a=r[0]),a.nodeName&&"Node"==typeof a){var o=(new

XMLSerializer).serializeToString(a);return p(o)}return JSON.stringify(r,null,2)}return r}},y=function(e,t,r){var

i,a;return r=r||[],a=r.map(function(e){return"

"+e.name+'="'+e.value+'"'}).join(""),e?(i=["<",e,a,">",t,"</",e,">"],i.join("")):n("Node name is not

provided")},v=function(e,t){var n=e||"";return t=t||{},t.prefix&&(n=t.prefix+":"+n),n},b=function(e){var

t="",n="xmlns";return
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e=e||{},e.namespace?(t=e.namespace,e.prefix&&(n+=":"+e.prefix),{name:n,value:t}):t},w=function(e){var

t,i=e.name,a=e.config,o=e.definition,s=e.models,l=o.items,u=o.xml||{},c=b(u),p=[];if(!l)return n();var h=i;return

l.xml&&l.xml.name&&(h=l.xml.name),t=r(h,l,s,a),c&&p.push(c),u.wrapped&&(t=y(i,t,p)),t},x=function(e){var

t,n;switch(e=e||{},n=e.items||{},t=e.type||""){case"object":return"Object is not a

primitive";case"array":return"Array["+(n.format||n.type)+"]";default:return e.format||t}},A=function(e){var

t,r=e.name,i=e.definition,a={string:{date:new Date(1).toISOString().split("T")[0],"date-time":new

Date(1).toISOString(),"default":"string"},integer:{"default":1},number:{"default":1.1},"boolean":{"default":!0}},o=

i.type,s=i.format,l=i.xml||{},u=b(l),c=[];return

_.keys(a).indexOf(o)<0?n():(t=_.isArray(i["enum"])?i["enum"][0]:i.example||a[o][s]||a[o]["default"],l.attribute?{nam

e:r,value:t}:(u&&c.push(u),y(r,t,c)))};return{getModelSignature:h,createJSONSample:d,getParameterModelSignatu

re:m,createParameterJSONSample:g,createSchemaXML:r,createXMLSample:s,getPrimitiveSignature:x}}(),Swagge

rUi.Views.PopupView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click .api-popup-

cancel":"cancelClick"},template:Handlebars.templates.popup,className:"api-popup-

dialog",selectors:{content:".api-popup-content",main:"#swagger-ui-

container"},initialize:function(){this.$el.html(this.template(this.model))},render:function(){return

this.$(this.selectors.content).append(this.model.content),$(this.selectors.main).first().append(this.el),this.showPopup

(),this},showPopup:function(){this.$el.show()},cancelClick:function(){this.remove()}}),SwaggerUi.Views.Resourc

eView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(e){e=e||{},this.router=e.router,this.auths=e.auths,""===this.mod

el.description&&(this.model.description=null),this.model.description&&(this.model.summary=this.model.descriptio

n),this.number=0},render:function(){var e={};$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.resource(this.model));for(var

t=0;t<this.model.operationsArray.length;t++){for(var

n=this.model.operationsArray[t],r=0,i=n.nickname;"undefined"!=typeof

e[i];)i=i+"_"+r,r+=1;e[i]=n,n.nickname=i,n.parentId=this.model.id,n.definitions=this.model.definitions,this.addOper

ation(n)}return

$(".toggleEndpointList",this.el).click(this.callDocs.bind(this,"toggleEndpointListForResource")),$(".collapseResour

ce",this.el).click(this.callDocs.bind(this,"collapseOperationsForResource")),$(".expandResource",this.el).click(this.c

allDocs.bind(this,"expandOperationsForResource")),this},addOperation:function(e){e.number=this.number;var

t=new

SwaggerUi.Views.OperationView({model:e,router:this.router,tagName:"li",className:"endpoint",swaggerOptions:t

his.options.swaggerOptions,auths:this.auths});$(".endpoints",$(this.el)).append(t.render().el),this.number++},callDo

cs:function(e,t){t.preventDefault(),Docs[e](t.currentTarget.getAttribute("data-

id"))}}),SwaggerUi.Views.ResponseContentTypeView=Backbone.View.extend({initialize:function(){},render:funct

ion(){return

this.model.responseContentTypeId="rct"+Math.random(),$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.response_content_ty

pe(this.model)),this}}),SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView=Backbone.View.extend({events:{"click a.description-

link":"switchToDescription","click a.snippet-link":"switchToSnippet","mousedown

.snippet_json":"jsonSnippetMouseDown","mousedown

.snippet_xml":"xmlSnippetMouseDown"},initialize:function(){},render:function(){return

$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.signature(this.model)),"model"===this.model.defaultRendering?this.switchTo

Description():this.switchToSnippet(),this},switchToDescription:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".snippet",$(t

his.el)).hide(),$(".description",$(this.el)).show(),$(".description-link",$(this.el)).addClass("selected"),$(".snippet-

link",$(this.el)).removeClass("selected")},switchToSnippet:function(e){e&&e.preventDefault(),$(".snippet",$(this.e

l)).show(),$(".description",$(this.el)).hide(),$(".snippet-link",$(this.el)).addClass("selected"),$(".description-

link",$(this.el)).removeClass("selected")},snippetToTextArea:function(e){var

t=$("textarea",$(this.el.parentNode.parentNode.parentNode));""!==$.trim(t.val())&&t.prop("placeholder")!==t.val()|

|(t.val(e),this.model.jsonEditor&&this.model.jsonEditor.isEnabled()&&this.model.jsonEditor.setValue(JSON.parse(

this.model.sampleJSON)))},jsonSnippetMouseDown:function(e){this.model.isParam&&(e&&e.preventDefault(),thi

s.snippetToTextArea(this.model.sampleJSON))},xmlSnippetMouseDown:function(e){this.model.isParam&&(e&&e
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.preventDefault(),this.snippetToTextArea(this.model.sampleXML))}}),SwaggerUi.Views.StatusCodeView=Backbo

ne.View.extend({initialize:function(e){this.options=e||{},this.router=this.options.router},render:function(){var

e,t,n=this.router.api.models[this.model.responseModel];return

$(this.el).html(Handlebars.templates.status_code(this.model)),e=this.router.api.models.hasOwnProperty(this.model.r

esponseModel)?{

sampleJSON:JSON.stringify(SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createJSONSample(n),void

0,2),sampleXML:!!this.model.isXML&&SwaggerUi.partials.signature.createXMLSample("",this.model.schema,this

.router.api.models),isParam:!1,signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.getModelSignature(this.model.responseModel

,n,this.router.api.models),defaultRendering:this.model.defaultRendering}:{signature:SwaggerUi.partials.signature.g

etPrimitiveSignature(this.model.schema)},t=new

SwaggerUi.Views.SignatureView({model:e,tagName:"div"}),$(".model-

signature",this.$el).append(t.render().el),this}})}).call(this);

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/resources/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/statics/swagger-ui.min.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2017 CPJIT Group.

*

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/Struts2ApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Param.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APIs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/DefaultApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/DataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Definition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchemaPropertie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/servlet/ApiServlet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APITags.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/struts2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/API.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/springmvc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/FileTypeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIDocInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/util/ResourceUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/ApiViewWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/struts2/ApiAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIDoc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/springmvc/ApiController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/templates/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/internal/templates/FreemarkerUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/License.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APISchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/util/ReflectUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/NoStoreableAPIParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/support/servlet/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/APIParseable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/Items.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/annotation/APITag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-

fab10cf/src/main/java/com/cpjit/swagger4j/Tag.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

	xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

	<groupId>com.cpjit</groupId>

	<artifactId>swagger4j</artifactId>

	<packaging>jar</packaging>

	<version>2.1.1</version>

	<name>swagger4j</name>

	<description>swagger4jswagger uiwebswagger4jstruts2spring mvcservlet</description>

	<url>https://github.com/cpjit/swagger</url>

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<id>yonghuan</id>

			<name></name>

			<email>2232911026@qq.com</email>

		</developer>

	</developers>

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>Apache 2</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

			<comments>A business-friendly OSS license</comments>

		</license>

	</licenses>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<snapshotRepository>
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			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/content/repositories/snapshots</url>

		</snapshotRepository>

		<repository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/service/local/staging/deploy/maven2/</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

	<scm>

		<connection>

        scm:git:https://github.com/cpjit/swagger.git

     </connection>

		<developerConnection>

        scm:git:https://github.com/cpjit/swagger.git

     </developerConnection>

		<url>https://github.com/cpjit/swagger</url>

		<tag>v2.0.0</tag>

	</scm>

 

	<dependencies>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>4.10</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.apache.commons</groupId>

			<artifactId>commons-lang3</artifactId>

			<version>3.5</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>commons-io</groupId>

			<artifactId>commons-io</artifactId>

			<version>2.5</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

		    <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>

		    <artifactId>slf4j-api</artifactId>

		    <version>1.7.25</version>

		    <scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>com.alibaba</groupId>

			<artifactId>fastjson</artifactId>
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			<version>1.2.29</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>javax.servlet</groupId>

			<artifactId>javax.servlet-api</artifactId>

			<version>3.1.0</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.apache.struts</groupId>

			<artifactId>struts2-core</artifactId>

			<version>2.3.8</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.springframework</groupId>

			<artifactId>spring-webmvc</artifactId>

			<version>4.2.5.RELEASE</version>

			<scope>provided</scope>

		</dependency>

 

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.freemarker</groupId>

			<artifactId>freemarker</artifactId>

			<version>2.3.23</version>

		</dependency>

		

	</dependencies>

	<build>

		<finalName>swagger4j</finalName>

		<defaultGoal>compile</defaultGoal>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.sonatype.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>nexus-staging-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.6.3</version>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<serverId>ossrh</serverId>

					<nexusUrl>https://oss.sonatype.org/</nexusUrl>

					<autoReleaseAfterClose>true</autoReleaseAfterClose>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
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				<artifactId>maven-release-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.5</version>

				<configuration>

					<autoVersionSubmodules>true</autoVersionSubmodules>

					<useReleaseProfile>false</useReleaseProfile>

					<releaseProfiles>release</releaseProfiles>

					<goals>deploy</goals>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<classesDirectory>target/classes/</classesDirectory>

					<archive>

						<addMavenDescriptor>false</addMavenDescriptor>

					</archive>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.4</version>

				<configuration>

					<source>1.8</source>

					<target>1.8</target>

					<encoding>utf8</encoding>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<classesDirectory>target/classes/</classesDirectory>

					<archive>

						<addMavenDescriptor>false</addMavenDescriptor>

					</archive>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<attach>true</attach>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<phase>compile</phase>
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						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10.4</version>

				<configuration>

					<aggregate>true</aggregate>

					<encoding>utf8</encoding>

					<additionalparam>-Xdoclint:none</additionalparam>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-gpg-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.5</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>sign-artifacts</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>sign</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

				<configuration>

					<skip>false</skip>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1125661787_1611371790.61/0/cpjit-swagger-v2-1-1-0-g327c817-tar-gz/cpjit-swagger-
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fab10cf/pom.xml

 

1.627 rhino 1.7R4 
1.627.1 Available under license : 

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.
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1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants
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Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).
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2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work
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You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------
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5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *
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*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a
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distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

 

1.628 generex 1.0.2 
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1.628.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

	xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/xsd/maven-4.0.0.xsd">

	<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

	<groupId>com.github.mifmif</groupId>

	<artifactId>generex</artifactId>

	<version>1.0.2</version>

	<name>Generex</name>

	<url>https://github.com/mifmif/Generex/tree/master</url>

	<description>Generex A Java Library for regex to Strings generation</description>

	<packaging>jar</packaging>

	<licenses>

		<license>

			<name>The Apache Software License, Version 2.0</name>

			<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

			<distribution>repo</distribution>

		</license>

	</licenses>

	<developers>

		<developer>

			<id>mifmif</id>

			<name>MIFRAH Youssef</name>

			<email>mifmif.com@gmail.com</email>

		</developer>

		<developer>

			<id>mkolisnyk</id>

			<name>mkolisnyk</name>

			<email>kolesnik.nickolay@gmail.com</email>

		</developer>

	</developers>

 

	<parent>

		<groupId>org.sonatype.oss</groupId>

		<artifactId>oss-parent</artifactId>

		<version>7</version>

	</parent>

 

	<properties>

		<project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

		<maven.pmd.excludes>**/generated-sources/**</maven.pmd.excludes>

	</properties>

	<scm>

		<connection>scm:git:git@github.com:mifmif/Generex.git</connection>

		<developerConnection>scm:git:git@github.com:mifmif/Generex.git</developerConnection>

		<url>https://github.com/mifmif/Generex.git</url>

	</scm>
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	<ciManagement>

		<url>https://travis-ci.org/mifmif/Generex/builds</url>

		<system>Travis</system>

		<notifiers>

			<notifier>

				<address>mifmif.com@gmail.com</address>

				<type>mail</type>

			</notifier>

			<notifier>

				<address>kolesnik.nickolay@gmail.com</address>

				<type>mail</type>

			</notifier>

		</notifiers>

	</ciManagement>

 

	<distributionManagement>

		<snapshotRepository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/content/repositories/snapshots</url>

		</snapshotRepository>

		<repository>

			<id>ossrh</id>

			<url>https://oss.sonatype.org/service/local/staging/deploy/maven2/</url>

		</repository>

	</distributionManagement>

 

 

	<build>

		<sourceDirectory>src/main/java</sourceDirectory>

		<testSourceDirectory>src/test/java</testSourceDirectory>

		<resources>

			<resource>

				<directory>src</directory>

				<excludes>

					<exclude>**/*.java</exclude>

				</excludes>

			</resource>

			<resource>

				<directory>target/dependency</directory>

				<excludes>

					<exclude>**/*.java</exclude>

				</excludes>

			</resource>

			<resource>

				<directory>src/main/resources</directory>

				<includes>

					<include>**/*.properties</include>

				</includes>
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			</resource>

		</resources>

		<plugins>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-install-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.5.2</version>

				<configuration>

					<file>target/${project.artifactId}-${project.version}.jar</file>

					<groupId>${project.groupId}</groupId>

					<artifactId>${project.artifactId}</artifactId>

					<version>${project.version}</version>

					<packaging>maven-plugin</packaging>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

 

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.5.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<source>1.5</source>

					<target>1.5</target>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-jar-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.2</version>

				<configuration>

					<excludes>

						<exclude>*</exclude>

						<exclude>com/thoughtworks/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>freemarker/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>ftl/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>i18n/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>style/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>junit/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>licenses/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>META-INF/maven/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/codehaus/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/hamcrest/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/jbehave/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/junit/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/testng/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>org/xmlpull/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>stories/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>style/**/*</exclude>

						<exclude>tests/**/*</exclude>
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					</excludes>

					<archive>

						<manifest>

							<addClasspath>false</addClasspath>

							<addDefaultImplementationEntries>true</addDefaultImplementationEntries>

							<addDefaultSpecificationEntries>true</addDefaultSpecificationEntries>

							<addExtensions>false</addExtensions>

							<classpathLayoutType>simple</classpathLayoutType>

						</manifest>

					</archive>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<artifactId>maven-assembly-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.6</version>

				<configuration>

					<descriptors>

						<descriptor>./sources.xml</descriptor>

					</descriptors>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-dependency-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10</version>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10.3</version>

				<configuration>

					<show>private</show>

					<nohelp>false</nohelp>

					<failOnError>false</failOnError>

					<sourcepath>src/main/java</sourcepath>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-release-plugin</artifactId>

				<configuration>

					<tagNameFormat>v@{project.version}</tagNameFormat>

					<preparationGoals>package install:install-file</preparationGoals>

					<scmCommentPrefix>#3</scmCommentPrefix>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
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				<artifactId>maven-deploy-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.8.2</version>

				<configuration>

					<skip>true</skip>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-source-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.1</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar-no-fork</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>attach-javadocs</id>

						<goals>

							<goal>jar</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-gpg-plugin</artifactId>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>sign-artifacts</id>

						<phase>deploy</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>sign</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>
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			</plugin>

 

 

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.sonatype.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>nexus-staging-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>1.6.3</version>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>default-deploy</id>

						<phase>deploy</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>deploy</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

				<extensions>true</extensions>

				<configuration>

					<serverId>ossrh</serverId>

					<nexusUrl>https://oss.sonatype.org/</nexusUrl>

				</configuration>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-pmd-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.6</version>

				<configuration>

					<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

					<excludeRoots>

						<excludeRoot>target/generated-sources/plugin</excludeRoot>

					</excludeRoots>

					<excludes>

						<exclude>**/HelpMojo.java</exclude>

					</excludes>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

							<goal>cpd-check</goal>

						</goals>

						<configuration>

							<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

							<excludes>

								<exclude>**/HelpMojo.java</exclude>

							</excludes>

						</configuration>
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					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

				<artifactId>maven-checkstyle-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.10</version>

				<configuration>

					<excludes>**/test/java/**/*.java</excludes>

					<configLocation>./sun_checks.xml</configLocation>

					<suppressionsLocation>./checkstyle-suppressions.xml</suppressionsLocation>

					<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>cobertura-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.6</version>

				<configuration>

					<check>

						<haltOnFailure>false</haltOnFailure>

						<totalBranchRate>80</totalBranchRate>

						<totalLineRate>80</totalLineRate>

						<packageLineRate>80</packageLineRate>

						<packageBranchRate>80</packageBranchRate>

					</check>

					<instrumentation>

						<excludes>

							<exclude>**/HelpMojo.class</exclude>

						</excludes>

					</instrumentation>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<id>verification</id>

						<phase>verify</phase>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

							<goal>cobertura</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>
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				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>javancss-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.0</version>

				<configuration>

					<encoding>${project.build.sourceEncoding}</encoding>

					<ccnLimit>15</ccnLimit>

					<ncssLimit>100</ncssLimit>

					<failOnViolation>true</failOnViolation>

					<excludes>

						<exclude>**/tests/**/*.*</exclude>

					</excludes>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>findbugs-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>3.0.1</version>

				<configuration>

					<encoding>${project.build.sourceEncoding}</encoding>

					<failOnError>true</failOnError>

					<excludeFilterFile>findBugsExclude.xml</excludeFilterFile>

				</configuration>

				<executions>

					<execution>

						<goals>

							<goal>check</goal>

						</goals>

					</execution>

				</executions>

			</plugin>

			<plugin>

				<groupId>org.codehaus.mojo</groupId>

				<artifactId>jdepend-maven-plugin</artifactId>

				<version>2.0</version>

			</plugin>

		</plugins>

	</build>

	<dependencies>
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		<dependency>

			<groupId>dk.brics.automaton</groupId>

			<artifactId>automaton</artifactId>

			<version>1.11-8</version>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>junit</groupId>

			<artifactId>junit</artifactId>

			<version>4.12</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

		<dependency>

			<groupId>org.hamcrest</groupId>

			<artifactId>hamcrest-junit</artifactId>

			<version>2.0.0.0</version>

			<scope>test</scope>

		</dependency>

	</dependencies>

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000610466_1606952086.17/0/generex-1-0-2-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/com.github.mifmif/generex/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 y.mifrah

*

 

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1000610466_1606952086.17/0/generex-1-0-2-sources-1-

jar/com/mifmif/common/regex/GenerexIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000610466_1606952086.17/0/generex-1-0-2-sources-1-

jar/com/mifmif/common/regex/Generex.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1000610466_1606952086.17/0/generex-1-0-2-sources-1-

jar/com/mifmif/common/regex/Node.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000610466_1606952086.17/0/generex-1-0-2-sources-1-

jar/com/mifmif/common/regex/util/Iterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000610466_1606952086.17/0/generex-1-0-2-sources-1-

jar/com/mifmif/common/regex/Main.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1000610466_1606952086.17/0/generex-1-0-2-sources-1-

jar/com/mifmif/common/regex/util/Iterable.java

 

1.629 mockito-core 2.15.0 
1.629.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

====

   Copyright (c) 2016 Mockito contributors

   This program is made available under the terms of the MIT License.

====

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Mockito contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.630 bdbclient 0.3.0 
1.630.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.
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 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
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   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free
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   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was debianized by Frederic Lepied <Lepied@debian.org> on

Mon, 17 Oct 1997 23:09:25 +0200.

 

Actual Maintainer: Joerg Jaspert <joerg@debian.org>

 

It was downloaded from http://bbdb.sourceforge.net/

 

Authors:  Jamie Zawinski, Ronan Waide (Waider), Todd Kaufmann,

	  Boris Goldowsky, Christopher Kline, John Heidemann,

	  Roland McGrath

 

Current Upstream: Ronan Waide

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright subsets of 1991-2001, subsets of Jamie Zawinski, Ronan Waide (Waider),

	  Todd Kaufmann, Boris Goldowsky, Christopher Kline, John Heidemann,

	  Roland McGrath

 lisp/*

 texinfo/*

 tex/*

 utils/*

 

Copyright (c) 1997-1999 Matt Simmons <simmonmt@@acm.org>

 texinfo/bbdb.texinfo

 

Copyright (c) 2000 Alex Schroeder

 misc/bbdb-unmigrate-stuff.el

 

Copyright 1995 Neda Communications, Inc.

 bits/bbdb-filters/doc/main.texinfo

 bits/bbdb-filters/bbdb-filters-0.2.sh
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Copyright (C) 1998 Ivar Rummelhoff

 bits/bbdb-anniv.el

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001 Shenghuo ZHU

 bits/bbdb-edit.el

 

Copyright (C) 1998,2000 by Niels Elgaard Larsen <elgaard@diku.dk>

 bits/bbdb-ldif.el

 

Copyright (C) 2001 Colin Rafferty

 bits/bbdb-obsolete.el

 

Copyright (C) 1997,1999 Kevin Davidson

 bits/bbdb-pgp.el

 bits/bbdb-signature.el

 

Copyright (C) 1997 Kevin Davidson

Copyright (C) 1985, 1986, 1992 Free Software Foundation, Inc

 bits/bbdb-signature.el

 

;;; The Insidious Big Brother Database is free software; you can redistribute

;;; it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as

;;; published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your

;;; option) any later version.

;;;

;;; BBDB is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

;;; WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

;;; FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for more

;;; details.

;;;

;;; You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

;;; along with GNU Emacs; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to

;;; the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

;;; MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2 file.

 

1.631 zlib 1.2.11 
1.631.1 Available under license : 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
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 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/

 

1.632 commons-lang3 3.7 
1.632.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.633 rsa 4.7.2 
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1.633.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 2011 Sybren A. Stvel <sybren@stuvel.eu>

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.634 spring-boot-test-autoconfigure

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.634.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/core/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jooq/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/AutoConfigureMockMvc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/ldap/DataLdapTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/filter/TypeExcludeFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jooq/JooqTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/ldap/AutoConfigureDataLdap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/SpringBootDependencyInjectionTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/DataNeo4jTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/AutoConfigureMockRestServiceServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/redis/AutoConfigureDataRedis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/ldap/DataLdapTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/RestClientExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/WebFluxTestContextBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/redis/DataRedisTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/json/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/AutoConfigureDataNeo4j.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcWebDriverAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/WebDriverContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/json/JsonTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/WebFluxTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcPrint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/RestClientTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/MockRestServiceServerAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/AutoConfigureWebClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/OverrideAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/WebClientRestTemplateAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/properties/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jooq/AutoConfigureJooq.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jooq/JooqTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/AutoConfigureTestEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/redis/DataRedisTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/json/AutoConfigureJsonTesters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/filter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/WebMvcTestContextBootstrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/TestEntityManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/properties/PropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/WebFluxTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/AutoConfigureRestDocs.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/mongo/DataMongoTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jdbc/JdbcTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocumentationContextProviderRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jdbc/JdbcTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/DataJpaTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/OverrideAutoConfigurationContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/AutoConfigureDataJpa.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsRestAssuredConfigurationCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jdbc/AutoConfigureJdbc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/json/JsonExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/AutoConfigureWebFlux.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/mongo/DataMongoTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/DataNeo4jTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/properties/PropertyMappingContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jdbc/AutoConfigureTestDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/WebDriverScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcWebClientAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/filter/TypeExcludeFiltersContextCustomizerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsMockMvcConfigurationCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/core/AutoConfigureCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/AutoConfigureWebMvc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/TestEntityManagerAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/mongo/AutoConfigureDataMongo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/orm/jpa/DataJpaTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/json/AutoConfigureJson.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/properties/PropertyMappingContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/WebTestClientAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/filter/AnnotationCustomizableTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/filter/FilterAnnotations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/mongo/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsRestAssuredBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/SpringBootWebTestClientBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/json/JsonTestersAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/filter/TypeExcludeFiltersContextCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/neo4j/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/WebDriverTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/AutoConfigureWebTestClient.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsWebTestClientConfigurationCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/properties/AnnotationsPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/reactive/WebTestClientBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/WebMvcTypeExcludeFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsMockMvcBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcPrintOnlyOnFailureTestExecutionListener.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/client/MockRestServiceServerResetTestExecutionListener.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/data/redis/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jdbc/TestDatabaseAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/WebMvcTest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/jdbc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/properties/SkipPropertyMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/MockMvcSecurityAutoConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/web/servlet/SpringBootMockMvcBuilderCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302847_1621381577.45/0/spring-boot-test-autoconfigure-2-0-1-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/boot/test/autoconfigure/restdocs/RestDocsWebTestClientBuilderCustomizer.java

 

1.635 swagger-compat-spec-parser 1.0.49 
1.635.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
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conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.636 sed 4.2.2-7.el7 
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1.636.1 Available under license : 
 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as
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changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a
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computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically
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linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or
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modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
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"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and
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protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that
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   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under
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this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or
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hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment
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to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software
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Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you
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may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission
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under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats
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include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY
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If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct
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  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or
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appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",
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and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a
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translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.
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Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.

 

"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:
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   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

1.637 babel 2.9.1 
1.637.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021 by the Babel Team, see AUTHORS for more information.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

   products derived from this software without specific prior

   written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010 by Armin Ronacher.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of the theme, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

 disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

 with the distribution.

 

* The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

 promote products derived from this software without specific

 prior written permission.

 

We kindly ask you to only use these themes in an unmodified manner just

for Flask and Flask-related products, not for unrelated projects.  If you

like the visual style and want to use it for your own projects, please

consider making some larger changes to the themes (such as changing

font faces, sizes, colors or margins).

 

THIS THEME IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS THEME, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.638 sisu-guice 3.2.5 
1.638.1 Available under license : 

 

Sisu Guice - Core Library

Copyright 2006-2015 Google, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.639 diffutils 3.3 5.el7
1.639.1 Available under license : 

/* diff - compare files line by line

 

  Copyright (C) 1988-1989, 1992-1994, 1996, 1998, 2001-2002, 2004, 2006-2007,

  2009-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

  This file is part of GNU DIFF.

 

  This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

  it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

  the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

  (at your option) any later version.

 

  This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

  GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

  along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

#define GDIFF_MAIN

#include "diff.h"

#include <assert.h>
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#include "paths.h"

#include <c-stack.h>

#include <dirname.h>

#include <error.h>

#include <exclude.h>

#include <exitfail.h>

#include <filenamecat.h>

#include <file-type.h>

#include <fnmatch.h>

#include <getopt.h>

#include <hard-locale.h>

#include <prepargs.h>

#include <progname.h>

#include <sh-quote.h>

#include <stat-time.h>

#include <timespec.h>

#include <version-etc.h>

#include <xalloc.h>

#include <xreadlink.h>

#include <binary-io.h>

 

/* The official name of this program (e.g., no 'g' prefix).  */

#define PROGRAM_NAME "diff"

 

#define AUTHORS \

 proper_name ("Paul Eggert"), \

 proper_name ("Mike Haertel"), \

 proper_name ("David Hayes"), \

 proper_name ("Richard Stallman"), \

 proper_name ("Len Tower")

 

#ifndef GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM

# define GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM 3

#endif

 

struct regexp_list

{

 char *regexps;	/* chars representing disjunction of the regexps */

 size_t len;		/* chars used in 'regexps' */

 size_t size;		/* size malloc'ed for 'regexps'; 0 if not malloc'ed */

 bool multiple_regexps;/* Does 'regexps' represent a disjunction?  */

 struct re_pattern_buffer *buf;

};

 

static int compare_files (struct comparison const *, char const *, char const *);

static void add_regexp (struct regexp_list *, char const *);

static void summarize_regexp_list (struct regexp_list *);

static void specify_style (enum output_style);
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static void specify_value (char const **, char const *, char const *);

static void try_help (char const *, char const *) __attribute__((noreturn));

static void check_stdout (void);

static void usage (void);

 

/* If comparing directories, compare their common subdirectories

  recursively.  */

static bool recursive;

 

/* In context diffs, show previous lines that match these regexps.  */

static struct regexp_list function_regexp_list;

 

/* Ignore changes affecting only lines that match these regexps.  */

static struct regexp_list ignore_regexp_list;

 

#if O_BINARY

/* Use binary I/O when reading and writing data (--binary).

  On POSIX hosts, this has no effect.  */

static bool binary;

#else

enum { binary = true };

#endif

 

/* If one file is missing, treat it as present but empty (-N).  */

static bool new_file;

 

/* If the first file is missing, treat it as present but empty

  (--unidirectional-new-file).  */

static bool unidirectional_new_file;

 

/* Report files compared that are the same (-s).

  Normally nothing is output when that happens.  */

static bool report_identical_files;

�

static char const shortopts[] =

"0123456789abBcC:dD:eEfF:hHiI:lL:nNpPqrsS:tTuU:vwW:x:X:yZ";

 

/* Values for long options that do not have single-letter equivalents.  */

enum

{

 BINARY_OPTION = CHAR_MAX + 1,

 FROM_FILE_OPTION,

 HELP_OPTION,

 HORIZON_LINES_OPTION,

 IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION,

 INHIBIT_HUNK_MERGE_OPTION,

 LEFT_COLUMN_OPTION,

 LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,
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 NO_DEREFERENCE_OPTION,

 NO_IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION,

 NORMAL_OPTION,

 SDIFF_MERGE_ASSIST_OPTION,

 STRIP_TRAILING_CR_OPTION,

 SUPPRESS_BLANK_EMPTY_OPTION,

 SUPPRESS_COMMON_LINES_OPTION,

 TABSIZE_OPTION,

 TO_FILE_OPTION,

 

 /* These options must be in sequence.  */

 UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,

 OLD_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,

 NEW_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION,

 

 /* These options must be in sequence.  */

 UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION,

 OLD_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION,

 NEW_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION,

 CHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION

};

 

static char const group_format_option[][sizeof "--unchanged-group-format"] =

 {

   "--unchanged-group-format",

   "--old-group-format",

   "--new-group-format",

   "--changed-group-format"

 };

 

static char const line_format_option[][sizeof "--unchanged-line-format"] =

 {

   "--unchanged-line-format",

   "--old-line-format",

   "--new-line-format"

 };

 

static struct option const longopts[] =

{

 {"binary", 0, 0, BINARY_OPTION},

 {"brief", 0, 0, 'q'},

 {"changed-group-format", 1, 0, CHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"context", 2, 0, 'C'},

 {"ed", 0, 0, 'e'},

 {"exclude", 1, 0, 'x'},

 {"exclude-from", 1, 0, 'X'},

 {"expand-tabs", 0, 0, 't'},

 {"forward-ed", 0, 0, 'f'},
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 {"from-file", 1, 0, FROM_FILE_OPTION},

 {"help", 0, 0, HELP_OPTION},

 {"horizon-lines", 1, 0, HORIZON_LINES_OPTION},

 {"ifdef", 1, 0, 'D'},

 {"ignore-all-space", 0, 0, 'w'},

 {"ignore-blank-lines", 0, 0, 'B'},

 {"ignore-case", 0, 0, 'i'},

 {"ignore-file-name-case", 0, 0, IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION},

 {"ignore-matching-lines", 1, 0, 'I'},

 {"ignore-space-change", 0, 0, 'b'},

 {"ignore-tab-expansion", 0, 0, 'E'},

 {"ignore-trailing-space", 0, 0, 'Z'},

 {"inhibit-hunk-merge", 0, 0, INHIBIT_HUNK_MERGE_OPTION},

 {"initial-tab", 0, 0, 'T'},

 {"label", 1, 0, 'L'},

 {"left-column", 0, 0, LEFT_COLUMN_OPTION},

 {"line-format", 1, 0, LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"minimal", 0, 0, 'd'},

 {"new-file", 0, 0, 'N'},

 {"new-group-format", 1, 0, NEW_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"new-line-format", 1, 0, NEW_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"no-dereference", 0, 0, NO_DEREFERENCE_OPTION},

 {"no-ignore-file-name-case", 0, 0, NO_IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION},

 {"normal", 0, 0, NORMAL_OPTION},

 {"old-group-format", 1, 0, OLD_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"old-line-format", 1, 0, OLD_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"paginate", 0, 0, 'l'},

 {"rcs", 0, 0, 'n'},

 {"recursive", 0, 0, 'r'},

 {"report-identical-files", 0, 0, 's'},

 {"sdiff-merge-assist", 0, 0, SDIFF_MERGE_ASSIST_OPTION},

 {"show-c-function", 0, 0, 'p'},

 {"show-function-line", 1, 0, 'F'},

 {"side-by-side", 0, 0, 'y'},

 {"speed-large-files", 0, 0, 'H'},

 {"starting-file", 1, 0, 'S'},

 {"strip-trailing-cr", 0, 0, STRIP_TRAILING_CR_OPTION},

 {"suppress-blank-empty", 0, 0, SUPPRESS_BLANK_EMPTY_OPTION},

 {"suppress-common-lines", 0, 0, SUPPRESS_COMMON_LINES_OPTION},

 {"tabsize", 1, 0, TABSIZE_OPTION},

 {"text", 0, 0, 'a'},

 {"to-file", 1, 0, TO_FILE_OPTION},

 {"unchanged-group-format", 1, 0, UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"unchanged-line-format", 1, 0, UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION},

 {"unidirectional-new-file", 0, 0, 'P'},

 {"unified", 2, 0, 'U'},

 {"version", 0, 0, 'v'},

 {"width", 1, 0, 'W'},
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 {0, 0, 0, 0}

};

 

/* Return a string containing the command options with which diff was invoked.

  Spaces appear between what were separate ARGV-elements.

  There is a space at the beginning but none at the end.

  If there were no options, the result is an empty string.

 

  Arguments: OPTIONVEC, a vector containing separate ARGV-elements, and COUNT,

  the length of that vector.  */

 

static char *

option_list (char **optionvec, int count)

{

 int i;

 size_t size = 1;

 char *result;

 char *p;

 

 for (i = 0; i < count; i++)

   size += 1 + shell_quote_length (optionvec[i]);

 

 p = result = xmalloc (size);

 

 for (i = 0; i < count; i++)

   {

     *p++ = ' ';

     p = shell_quote_copy (p, optionvec[i]);

   }

 

 *p = '\0';

 return result;

}

 

 

/* Return an option value suitable for add_exclude.  */

 

static int

exclude_options (void)

{

 return EXCLUDE_WILDCARDS | (ignore_file_name_case ? FNM_CASEFOLD : 0);

}

�

int

main (int argc, char **argv)

{

 int exit_status = EXIT_SUCCESS;

 int c;
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 int i;

 int prev = -1;

 lin ocontext = -1;

 bool explicit_context = false;

 size_t width = 0;

 bool show_c_function = false;

 char const *from_file = NULL;

 char const *to_file = NULL;

 uintmax_t numval;

 char *numend;

 

 /* Do our initializations.  */

 exit_failure = EXIT_TROUBLE;

 initialize_main (&argc, &argv);

 set_program_name (argv[0]);

 setlocale (LC_ALL, "");

 bindtextdomain (PACKAGE, LOCALEDIR);

 textdomain (PACKAGE);

 c_stack_action (0);

 function_regexp_list.buf = &function_regexp;

 ignore_regexp_list.buf = &ignore_regexp;

 re_set_syntax (RE_SYNTAX_GREP | RE_NO_POSIX_BACKTRACKING);

 excluded = new_exclude ();

 

 /* Decode the options.  */

 

 while ((c = getopt_long (argc, argv, shortopts, longopts, NULL)) != -1)

   {

     switch (c)

	{

	case 0:

	  break;

 

	case '0':

	case '1':

	case '2':

	case '3':

	case '4':

	case '5':

	case '6':

	case '7':

	case '8':

	case '9':

	  if (! ISDIGIT (prev))

	    ocontext = c - '0';

	  else if (LIN_MAX / 10 < ocontext

		   || ((ocontext = 10 * ocontext + c - '0') < 0))

	    ocontext = LIN_MAX;
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	  break;

 

	case 'a':

	  text = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'b':

	  if (ignore_white_space < IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE)

	    ignore_white_space = IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE;

	  break;

 

	case 'Z':

	  if (ignore_white_space < IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE)

	    ignore_white_space |= IGNORE_TRAILING_SPACE;

	  break;

 

	case 'B':

	  ignore_blank_lines = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'C':

	case 'U':

	  {

	    if (optarg)

	      {

		numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

		if (*numend)

		  try_help ("invalid context length '%s'", optarg);

		if (LIN_MAX < numval)

		  numval = LIN_MAX;

	      }

	    else

	      numval = 3;

 

	    specify_style (c == 'U' ? OUTPUT_UNIFIED : OUTPUT_CONTEXT);

	    if (context < numval)

	      context = numval;

	    explicit_context = true;

	  }

	  break;

 

	case 'c':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_CONTEXT);

	  if (context < 3)

	    context = 3;

	  break;

 

	case 'd':
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	  minimal = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'D':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  {

	    static char const C_ifdef_group_formats[] =

	      "%%=%c#ifndef %s\n%%<#endif /* ! %s */\n%c#ifdef %s\n%%>#endif /* %s */\n%c#ifndef %s\n%%<#else

/* %s */\n%%>#endif /* %s */\n";

	    char *b = xmalloc (sizeof C_ifdef_group_formats

			       + 7 * strlen (optarg) - 14 /* 7*"%s" */

			       - 8 /* 5*"%%" + 3*"%c" */);

	    sprintf (b, C_ifdef_group_formats,

		     0,

		     optarg, optarg, 0,

		     optarg, optarg, 0,

		     optarg, optarg, optarg);

	    for (i = 0; i < sizeof group_format / sizeof group_format[0]; i++)

	      {

		specify_value (&group_format[i], b, "-D");

		b += strlen (b) + 1;

	      }

	  }

	  break;

 

	case 'e':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_ED);

	  break;

 

	case 'E':

	  if (ignore_white_space < IGNORE_SPACE_CHANGE)

	    ignore_white_space |= IGNORE_TAB_EXPANSION;

	  break;

 

	case 'f':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_FORWARD_ED);

	  break;

 

	case 'F':

	  add_regexp (&function_regexp_list, optarg);

	  break;

 

	case 'h':

	  /* Split the files into chunks for faster processing.

	     Usually does not change the result.

 

	     This currently has no effect.  */

	  break;
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	case 'H':

	  speed_large_files = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'i':

	  ignore_case = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'I':

	  add_regexp (&ignore_regexp_list, optarg);

	  break;

 

	case 'l':

	  if (!pr_program[0])

	    try_help ("pagination not supported on this host", NULL);

	  paginate = true;

#ifdef SIGCHLD

	  /* Pagination requires forking and waiting, and

	     System V fork+wait does not work if SIGCHLD is ignored.  */

	  signal (SIGCHLD, SIG_DFL);

#endif

	  break;

 

	case 'L':

	  if (!file_label[0])

	    file_label[0] = optarg;

	  else if (!file_label[1])

	    file_label[1] = optarg;

	  else

	    fatal ("too many file label options");

	  break;

 

	case 'n':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_RCS);

	  break;

 

	case 'N':

	  new_file = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'p':

	  show_c_function = true;

	  add_regexp (&function_regexp_list, "^[[:alpha:]$_]");

	  break;

 

	case 'P':

	  unidirectional_new_file = true;
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	  break;

 

	case 'q':

	  brief = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'r':

	  recursive = true;

	  break;

 

	case 's':

	  report_identical_files = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'S':

	  specify_value (&starting_file, optarg, "-S");

	  break;

 

	case 't':

	  expand_tabs = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'T':

	  initial_tab = true;

	  break;

 

	case 'u':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_UNIFIED);

	  if (context < 3)

	    context = 3;

	  break;

 

	case 'v':

	  version_etc (stdout, PROGRAM_NAME, PACKAGE_NAME, Version,

		       AUTHORS, (char *) NULL);

	  check_stdout ();

	  return EXIT_SUCCESS;

 

	case 'w':

	  ignore_white_space = IGNORE_ALL_SPACE;

	  break;

 

	case 'x':

	  add_exclude (excluded, optarg, exclude_options ());

	  break;

 

	case 'X':

	  if (add_exclude_file (add_exclude, excluded, optarg,
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				exclude_options (), '\n'))

	    pfatal_with_name (optarg);

	  break;

 

	case 'y':

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_SDIFF);

	  break;

 

	case 'W':

	  numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

	  if (! (0 < numval && numval <= SIZE_MAX) || *numend)

	    try_help ("invalid width '%s'", optarg);

	  if (width != numval)

	    {

	      if (width)

		fatal ("conflicting width options");

	      width = numval;

	    }

	  break;

 

	case BINARY_OPTION:

#if O_BINARY

	  binary = true;

	  if (! isatty (STDOUT_FILENO))

	    set_binary_mode (STDOUT_FILENO, O_BINARY);

#endif

	  break;

 

	case FROM_FILE_OPTION:

	  specify_value (&from_file, optarg, "--from-file");

	  break;

 

	case HELP_OPTION:

	  usage ();

	  check_stdout ();

	  return EXIT_SUCCESS;

 

	case HORIZON_LINES_OPTION:

	  numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

	  if (*numend)

	    try_help ("invalid horizon length '%s'", optarg);

	  horizon_lines = MAX (horizon_lines, MIN (numval, LIN_MAX));

	  break;

 

	case IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION:

	  ignore_file_name_case = true;

	  break;
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	case INHIBIT_HUNK_MERGE_OPTION:

	  /* This option is obsolete, but accept it for backward

            compatibility.  */

	  break;

 

	case LEFT_COLUMN_OPTION:

	  left_column = true;

	  break;

 

	case LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  for (i = 0; i < sizeof line_format / sizeof line_format[0]; i++)

	    specify_value (&line_format[i], optarg, "--line-format");

	  break;

 

	case NO_DEREFERENCE_OPTION:

	  no_dereference_symlinks = true;

	  break;

 

	case NO_IGNORE_FILE_NAME_CASE_OPTION:

	  ignore_file_name_case = false;

	  break;

 

	case NORMAL_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_NORMAL);

	  break;

 

	case SDIFF_MERGE_ASSIST_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_SDIFF);

	  sdiff_merge_assist = true;

	  break;

 

	case STRIP_TRAILING_CR_OPTION:

	  strip_trailing_cr = true;

	  break;

 

	case SUPPRESS_BLANK_EMPTY_OPTION:

	  suppress_blank_empty = true;

	  break;

 

	case SUPPRESS_COMMON_LINES_OPTION:

	  suppress_common_lines = true;

	  break;

 

	case TABSIZE_OPTION:

	  numval = strtoumax (optarg, &numend, 10);

	  if (! (0 < numval && numval <= SIZE_MAX) || *numend)

	    try_help ("invalid tabsize '%s'", optarg);
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	  if (tabsize != numval)

	    {

	      if (tabsize)

		fatal ("conflicting tabsize options");

	      tabsize = numval;

	    }

	  break;

 

	case TO_FILE_OPTION:

	  specify_value (&to_file, optarg, "--to-file");

	  break;

 

	case UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case OLD_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case NEW_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  c -= UNCHANGED_LINE_FORMAT_OPTION;

	  specify_value (&line_format[c], optarg, line_format_option[c]);

	  break;

 

	case UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case OLD_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case NEW_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:

	case CHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION:

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_IFDEF);

	  c -= UNCHANGED_GROUP_FORMAT_OPTION;

	  specify_value (&group_format[c], optarg, group_format_option[c]);

	  break;

 

	default:

	  try_help (NULL, NULL);

	}

     prev = c;

   }

 

 if (output_style == OUTPUT_UNSPECIFIED)

   {

     if (show_c_function)

	{

	  specify_style (OUTPUT_CONTEXT);

	  if (ocontext < 0)

	    context = 3;

	}

     else

	specify_style (OUTPUT_NORMAL);

   }

 

 if (output_style != OUTPUT_CONTEXT || hard_locale (LC_TIME))
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   {

#if (defined STAT_TIMESPEC || defined STAT_TIMESPEC_NS \

    || defined HAVE_STRUCT_STAT_ST_SPARE1)

     time_format = "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S.%N %z";

#else

     time_format = "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S %z";

#endif

   }

 else

   {

     /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

     time_format = "%a %b %e %T %Y";

   }

 

 if (0 <= ocontext

     && (output_style == OUTPUT_CONTEXT

	  || output_style == OUTPUT_UNIFIED)

     && (context < ocontext

	  || (ocontext < context && ! explicit_context)))

   context = ocontext;

 

 if (! tabsize)

   tabsize = 8;

 if (! width)

   width = 130;

 

 {

   /* Maximize first the half line width, and then the gutter width,

      according to the following constraints:

 

	1.  Two half lines plus a gutter must fit in a line.

	2.  If the half line width is nonzero:

	    a.  The gutter width is at least GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM.

	    b.  If tabs are not expanded to spaces,

		a half line plus a gutter is an integral number of tabs,

		so that tabs in the right column line up.  */

 

   intmax_t t = expand_tabs ? 1 : tabsize;

   intmax_t w = width;

   intmax_t off = (w + t + GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM) / (2 * t)  *  t;

   sdiff_half_width = MAX (0, MIN (off - GUTTER_WIDTH_MINIMUM, w - off)),

   sdiff_column2_offset = sdiff_half_width ? off : w;

 }

 

 /* Make the horizon at least as large as the context, so that

    shift_boundaries has more freedom to shift the first and last hunks.  */

 if (horizon_lines < context)

   horizon_lines = context;
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 summarize_regexp_list (&function_regexp_list);

 summarize_regexp_list (&ignore_regexp_list);

 

 if (output_style == OUTPUT_IFDEF)

   {

     for (i = 0; i < sizeof line_format / sizeof line_format[0]; i++)

	if (!line_format[i])

	  line_format[i] = "%l\n";

     if (!group_format[OLD])

	group_format[OLD]

	  = group_format[CHANGED] ? group_format[CHANGED] : "%<";

     if (!group_format[NEW])

	group_format[NEW]

	  = group_format[CHANGED] ? group_format[CHANGED] : "%>";

     if (!group_format[UNCHANGED])

	group_format[UNCHANGED] = "%=";

     if (!group_format[CHANGED])

	group_format[CHANGED] = concat (group_format[OLD],

					group_format[NEW], "");

   }

 

 no_diff_means_no_output =

   (output_style == OUTPUT_IFDEF ?

     (!*group_format[UNCHANGED]

      || (STREQ (group_format[UNCHANGED], "%=")

	   && !*line_format[UNCHANGED]))

    : (output_style != OUTPUT_SDIFF) | suppress_common_lines);

 

 files_can_be_treated_as_binary =

   (brief & binary

    & ~ (ignore_blank_lines | ignore_case | strip_trailing_cr

	  | (ignore_regexp_list.regexps || ignore_white_space)));

 

 switch_string = option_list (argv + 1, optind - 1);

 

 if (from_file)

   {

     if (to_file)

	fatal ("--from-file and --to-file both specified");

     else

	for (; optind < argc; optind++)

	  {

	    int status = compare_files (NULL, from_file, argv[optind]);

	    if (exit_status < status)

	      exit_status = status;

	  }

   }
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 else

   {

     if (to_file)

	for (; optind < argc; optind++)

	  {

	    int status = compare_files (NULL, argv[optind], to_file);

	    if (exit_status < status)

	      exit_status = status;

	  }

     else

	{

	  if (argc - optind != 2)

	    {

	      if (argc - optind < 2)

		try_help ("missing operand after '%s'", argv[argc - 1]);

	      else

		try_help ("extra operand '%s'", argv[optind + 2]);

	    }

 

	  exit_status = compare_files (NULL, argv[optind], argv[optind + 1]);

	}

   }

 

 /* Print any messages that were saved up for last.  */

 print_message_queue ();

 

 check_stdout ();

 exit (exit_status);

 return exit_status;

}

 

/* Append to REGLIST the regexp PATTERN.  */

 

static void

add_regexp (struct regexp_list *reglist, char const *pattern)

{

 size_t patlen = strlen (pattern);

 char const *m = re_compile_pattern (pattern, patlen, reglist->buf);

 

 if (m != 0)

   error (0, 0, "%s: %s", pattern, m);

 else

   {

     char *regexps = reglist->regexps;

     size_t len = reglist->len;

     bool multiple_regexps = reglist->multiple_regexps = regexps != 0;

     size_t newlen = reglist->len = len + 2 * multiple_regexps + patlen;

     size_t size = reglist->size;
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     if (size <= newlen)

	{

	  if (!size)

	    size = 1;

 

	  do size *= 2;

	  while (size <= newlen);

 

	  reglist->size = size;

	  reglist->regexps = regexps = xrealloc (regexps, size);

	}

     if (multiple_regexps)

	{

	  regexps[len++] = '\\';

	  regexps[len++] = '|';

	}

     memcpy (regexps + len, pattern, patlen + 1);

   }

}

 

/* Ensure that REGLIST represents the disjunction of its regexps.

  This is done here, rather than earlier, to avoid O(N^2) behavior.  */

 

static void

summarize_regexp_list (struct regexp_list *reglist)

{

 if (reglist->regexps)

   {

     /* At least one regexp was specified.  Allocate a fastmap for it.  */

     reglist->buf->fastmap = xmalloc (1 << CHAR_BIT);

     if (reglist->multiple_regexps)

	{

	  /* Compile the disjunction of the regexps.

	     (If just one regexp was specified, it is already compiled.)  */

	  char const *m = re_compile_pattern (reglist->regexps, reglist->len,

					      reglist->buf);

	  if (m)

	    error (EXIT_TROUBLE, 0, "%s: %s", reglist->regexps, m);

	}

   }

}

 

static void

try_help (char const *reason_msgid, char const *operand)

{

 if (reason_msgid)

   error (0, 0, _(reason_msgid), operand);
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 error (EXIT_TROUBLE, 0, _("Try '%s --help' for more information."),

	 program_name);

 abort ();

}

 

static void

check_stdout (void)

{

 if (ferror (stdout))

   fatal ("write failed");

 else if (fclose (stdout) != 0)

   pfatal_with_name (_("standard output"));

}

 

static char const * const option_help_msgid[] = {

 N_("    --normal                  output a normal diff (the default)"),

 N_("-q, --brief                   report only when files differ"),

 N_("-s, --report-identical-files  report when two files are the same"),

 N_("-c, -C NUM, --context[=NUM]   output NUM (default 3) lines of copied context"),

 N_("-u, -U NUM, --unified[=NUM]   output NUM (default 3) lines of unified context"),

 N_("-e, --ed                      output an ed script"),

 N_("-n, --rcs                     output an RCS format diff"),

 N_("-y, --side-by-side            output in two columns"),

 N_("-W, --width=NUM               output at most NUM (default 130) print columns"),

 N_("    --left-column             output only the left column of common lines"),

 N_("    --suppress-common-lines   do not output common lines"),

 "",

 N_("-p, --show-c-function         show which C function each change is in"),

 N_("-F, --show-function-line=RE   show the most recent line matching RE"),

 N_("    --label LABEL             use LABEL instead of file name\n"

    "                                (can be repeated)"),

 "",

 N_("-t, --expand-tabs             expand tabs to spaces in output"),

 N_("-T, --initial-tab             make tabs line up by prepending a tab"),

 N_("    --tabsize=NUM             tab stops every NUM (default 8) print columns"),

 N_("    --suppress-blank-empty    suppress space or tab before empty output lines"),

 N_("-l, --paginate                pass output through 'pr' to paginate it"),

 "",

 N_("-r, --recursive                 recursively compare any subdirectories found"),

 N_("    --no-dereference            don't follow symbolic links"),

 N_("-N, --new-file                  treat absent files as empty"),

 N_("    --unidirectional-new-file   treat absent first files as empty"),

 N_("    --ignore-file-name-case     ignore case when comparing file names"),

 N_("    --no-ignore-file-name-case  consider case when comparing file names"),

 N_("-x, --exclude=PAT               exclude files that match PAT"),

 N_("-X, --exclude-from=FILE         exclude files that match any pattern in FILE"),

 N_("-S, --starting-file=FILE        start with FILE when comparing directories"),

 N_("    --from-file=FILE1           compare FILE1 to all operands;\n"
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    "                                  FILE1 can be a directory"),

 N_("    --to-file=FILE2             compare all operands to FILE2;\n"

    "                                  FILE2 can be a directory"),

 "",

 N_("-i, --ignore-case               ignore case differences in file contents"),

 N_("-E, --ignore-tab-expansion      ignore changes due to tab expansion"),

 N_("-Z, --ignore-trailing-space     ignore white space at line end"),

 N_("-b, --ignore-space-change       ignore changes in the amount of white space"),

 N_("-w, --ignore-all-space          ignore all white space"),

 N_("-B, --ignore-blank-lines        ignore changes where lines are all blank"),

 N_("-I, --ignore-matching-lines=RE  ignore changes where all lines match RE"),

 "",

 N_("-a, --text                      treat all files as text"),

 N_("    --strip-trailing-cr         strip trailing carriage return on input"),

#if O_BINARY

 N_("    --binary                    read and write data in binary mode"),

#endif

 "",

 N_("-D, --ifdef=NAME                output merged file with '#ifdef NAME' diffs"),

 N_("    --GTYPE-group-format=GFMT   format GTYPE input groups with GFMT"),

 N_("    --line-format=LFMT          format all input lines with LFMT"),

 N_("    --LTYPE-line-format=LFMT    format LTYPE input lines with LFMT"),

 N_("  These format options provide fine-grained control over the output\n"

    "    of diff, generalizing -D/--ifdef."),

 N_("  LTYPE is 'old', 'new', or 'unchanged'.  GTYPE is LTYPE or 'changed'."),

 N_("  GFMT (only) may contain:\n\

   %<  lines from FILE1\n\

   %>  lines from FILE2\n\

   %=  lines common to FILE1 and FILE2\n\

   %[-][WIDTH][.[PREC]]{doxX}LETTER  printf-style spec for LETTER\n\

     LETTERs are as follows for new group, lower case for old group:\n\

       F  first line number\n\

       L  last line number\n\

       N  number of lines = L-F+1\n\

       E  F-1\n\

       M  L+1\n\

   %(A=B?T:E)  if A equals B then T else E"),

 N_("  LFMT (only) may contain:\n\

   %L  contents of line\n\

   %l  contents of line, excluding any trailing newline\n\

   %[-][WIDTH][.[PREC]]{doxX}n  printf-style spec for input line number"),

 N_("  Both GFMT and LFMT may contain:\n\

   %%  %\n\

   %c'C'  the single character C\n\

   %c'\\OOO'  the character with octal code OOO\n\

   C    the character C (other characters represent themselves)"),

 "",

 N_("-d, --minimal            try hard to find a smaller set of changes"),
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 N_("    --horizon-lines=NUM  keep NUM lines of the common prefix and suffix"),

 N_("    --speed-large-files  assume large files and many scattered small changes"),

 "",

 N_("    --help               display this help and exit"),

 N_("-v, --version            output version information and exit"),

 "",

 N_("FILES are 'FILE1 FILE2' or 'DIR1 DIR2' or 'DIR FILE...' or 'FILE... DIR'."),

 N_("If --from-file or --to-file is given, there are no restrictions on FILE(s)."),

 N_("If a FILE is '-', read standard input."),

 N_("Exit status is 0 if inputs are the same, 1 if different, 2 if trouble."),

 0

};

 

static void

usage (void)

{

 char const * const *p;

 

 printf (_("Usage: %s [OPTION]... FILES\n"), program_name);

 printf ("%s\n\n", _("Compare FILES line by line."));

 

 fputs (_("\

Mandatory arguments to long options are mandatory for short options too.\n\

"), stdout);

 

 for (p = option_help_msgid;  *p;  p++)

   {

     if (!**p)

	putchar ('\n');

     else

	{

	  char const *msg = _(*p);

	  char const *nl;

	  while ((nl = strchr (msg, '\n')))

	    {

	      int msglen = nl + 1 - msg;

	      printf ("  %.*s", msglen, msg);

	      msg = nl + 1;

	    }

 

	  printf ("  %s\n" + 2 * (*msg != ' ' && *msg != '-'), msg);

	}

   }

 emit_bug_reporting_address ();

}

 

/* Set VAR to VALUE, reporting an OPTION error if this is a

  conflict.  */
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static void

specify_value (char const **var, char const *value, char const *option)

{

 if (*var && ! STREQ (*var, value))

   {

     error (0, 0, _("conflicting %s option value '%s'"), option, value);

     try_help (NULL, NULL);

   }

 *var = value;

}

 

/* Set the output style to STYLE, diagnosing conflicts.  */

static void

specify_style (enum output_style style)

{

 if (output_style != style)

   {

     if (output_style != OUTPUT_UNSPECIFIED)

	try_help ("conflicting output style options", NULL);

     output_style = style;

   }

}

�

/* Set the last-modified time of *ST to be the current time.  */

 

static void

set_mtime_to_now (struct stat *st)

{

#ifdef STAT_TIMESPEC

 gettime (&STAT_TIMESPEC (st, st_mtim));

#else

 struct timespec t;

 gettime (&t);

 st->st_mtime = t.tv_sec;

# if defined STAT_TIMESPEC_NS

 STAT_TIMESPEC_NS (st, st_mtim) = t.tv_nsec;

# elif defined HAVE_STRUCT_STAT_ST_SPARE1

 st->st_spare1 = t.tv_nsec / 1000;

# endif

#endif

}

�

/* Compare two files (or dirs) with parent comparison PARENT

  and names NAME0 and NAME1.

  (If PARENT is null, then the first name is just NAME0, etc.)

  This is self-contained; it opens the files and closes them.

 

  Value is EXIT_SUCCESS if files are the same, EXIT_FAILURE if
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  different, EXIT_TROUBLE if there is a problem opening them.  */

 

static int

compare_files (struct comparison const *parent,

	       char const *name0,

	       char const *name1)

{

 struct comparison cmp;

#define DIR_P(f) (S_ISDIR (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode) != 0)

 register int f;

 int status = EXIT_SUCCESS;

 bool same_files;

 char *free0;

 char *free1;

 

 /* If this is directory comparison, perhaps we have a file

    that exists only in one of the directories.

    If so, just print a message to that effect.  */

 

 if (! ((name0 && name1)

	 || (unidirectional_new_file && name1)

	 || new_file))

   {

     char const *name = name0 ? name0 : name1;

     char const *dir = parent->file[!name0].name;

 

     /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

     message ("Only in %s: %s\n", dir, name);

 

     /* Return EXIT_FAILURE so that diff_dirs will return

	 EXIT_FAILURE ("some files differ").  */

     return EXIT_FAILURE;

   }

 

 memset (cmp.file, 0, sizeof cmp.file);

 cmp.parent = parent;

 

 /* cmp.file[f].desc markers */

#define NONEXISTENT (-1) /* nonexistent file */

#define UNOPENED (-2) /* unopened file (e.g. directory) */

#define ERRNO_ENCODE(errno) (-3 - (errno)) /* encoded errno value */

 

#define ERRNO_DECODE(desc) (-3 - (desc)) /* inverse of ERRNO_ENCODE */

 

 cmp.file[0].desc = name0 ? UNOPENED : NONEXISTENT;

 cmp.file[1].desc = name1 ? UNOPENED : NONEXISTENT;

 

 /* Now record the full name of each file, including nonexistent ones.  */
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 if (!name0)

   name0 = name1;

 if (!name1)

   name1 = name0;

 

 if (!parent)

   {

     free0 = NULL;

     free1 = NULL;

     cmp.file[0].name = name0;

     cmp.file[1].name = name1;

   }

 else

   {

     cmp.file[0].name = free0

	= file_name_concat (parent->file[0].name, name0, NULL);

     cmp.file[1].name = free1

	= file_name_concat (parent->file[1].name, name1, NULL);

   }

 

 /* Stat the files.  */

 

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

   {

     if (cmp.file[f].desc != NONEXISTENT)

	{

	  if (f && file_name_cmp (cmp.file[f].name, cmp.file[0].name) == 0)

	    {

	      cmp.file[f].desc = cmp.file[0].desc;

	      cmp.file[f].stat = cmp.file[0].stat;

	    }

	  else if (STREQ (cmp.file[f].name, "-"))

	    {

	      cmp.file[f].desc = STDIN_FILENO;

	      if (binary && ! isatty (STDIN_FILENO))

		set_binary_mode (STDIN_FILENO, O_BINARY);

	      if (fstat (STDIN_FILENO, &cmp.file[f].stat) != 0)

		cmp.file[f].desc = ERRNO_ENCODE (errno);

	      else

		{

		  if (S_ISREG (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode))

		    {

		      off_t pos = lseek (STDIN_FILENO, 0, SEEK_CUR);

		      if (pos < 0)

			cmp.file[f].desc = ERRNO_ENCODE (errno);

		      else

			cmp.file[f].stat.st_size =
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			  MAX (0, cmp.file[f].stat.st_size - pos);

		    }

 

		  /* POSIX 1003.1-2001 requires current time for

		     stdin.  */

		  set_mtime_to_now (&cmp.file[f].stat);

		}

	    }

	  else if ((no_dereference_symlinks

		    ? lstat (cmp.file[f].name, &cmp.file[f].stat)

		    : stat (cmp.file[f].name, &cmp.file[f].stat))

		   != 0)

	    cmp.file[f].desc = ERRNO_ENCODE (errno);

	}

   }

 

 /* Mark files as nonexistent as needed for -N and -P, if they are

    inaccessible empty regular files (the kind of files that 'patch'

    creates to indicate nonexistent backups), or if they are

    top-level files that do not exist but their counterparts do

    exist.  */

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

   if ((new_file || (f == 0 && unidirectional_new_file))

	&& (cmp.file[f].desc == UNOPENED

	    ? (S_ISREG (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode)

	       && ! (cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode & (S_IRWXU | S_IRWXG | S_IRWXO))

	       && cmp.file[f].stat.st_size == 0)

	    : ((cmp.file[f].desc == ERRNO_ENCODE (ENOENT)

		|| cmp.file[f].desc == ERRNO_ENCODE (EBADF))

	       && ! parent

	       && (cmp.file[1 - f].desc == UNOPENED

		   || cmp.file[1 - f].desc == STDIN_FILENO))))

     cmp.file[f].desc = NONEXISTENT;

 

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

   if (cmp.file[f].desc == NONEXISTENT)

     {

	memset (&cmp.file[f].stat, 0, sizeof cmp.file[f].stat);

	cmp.file[f].stat.st_mode = cmp.file[1 - f].stat.st_mode;

     }

 

 for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

   {

     int e = ERRNO_DECODE (cmp.file[f].desc);

     if (0 <= e)

	{

	  errno = e;

	  perror_with_name (cmp.file[f].name);
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	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}

   }

 

 if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS && ! parent && DIR_P (0) != DIR_P (1))

   {

     /* If one is a directory, and it was specified in the command line,

	 use the file in that dir with the other file's basename.  */

 

     int fnm_arg = DIR_P (0);

     int dir_arg = 1 - fnm_arg;

     char const *fnm = cmp.file[fnm_arg].name;

     char const *dir = cmp.file[dir_arg].name;

     char const *filename = cmp.file[dir_arg].name = free0

	= find_dir_file_pathname (dir, last_component (fnm));

 

     if (STREQ (fnm, "-"))

	fatal ("cannot compare '-' to a directory");

 

     if ((no_dereference_symlinks

	   ? lstat (filename, &cmp.file[dir_arg].stat)

	   : stat (filename, &cmp.file[dir_arg].stat))

	  != 0)

	{

	  perror_with_name (filename);

	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}

   }

 

 if (status != EXIT_SUCCESS)

   {

     /* One of the files should exist but does not.  */

   }

 else if (cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT

	   && cmp.file[1].desc == NONEXISTENT)

   {

     /* Neither file "exists", so there's nothing to compare.  */

   }

 else if ((same_files

	    = (cmp.file[0].desc != NONEXISTENT

	       && cmp.file[1].desc != NONEXISTENT

	       && 0 < same_file (&cmp.file[0].stat, &cmp.file[1].stat)

	       && same_file_attributes (&cmp.file[0].stat,

					&cmp.file[1].stat)))

	   && no_diff_means_no_output)

   {

     /* The two named files are actually the same physical file.

	 We know they are identical without actually reading them.  */
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   }

 else if (DIR_P (0) & DIR_P (1))

   {

     if (output_style == OUTPUT_IFDEF)

	fatal ("-D option not supported with directories");

 

     /* If both are directories, compare the files in them.  */

 

     if (parent && !recursive)

	{

	  /* But don't compare dir contents one level down

	     unless -r was specified.

	     See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

	  message ("Common subdirectories: %s and %s\n",

		   cmp.file[0].name, cmp.file[1].name);

	}

     else

	status = diff_dirs (&cmp, compare_files);

   }

 else if ((DIR_P (0) | DIR_P (1))

	   || (parent

	       && !((S_ISREG (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)

		     || S_ISLNK (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode))

		    && (S_ISREG (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode)

			|| S_ISLNK  (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode)))))

   {

     if (cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT || cmp.file[1].desc == NONEXISTENT)

	{

	  /* We have a subdirectory that exists only in one directory.  */

 

	  if ((DIR_P (0) | DIR_P (1))

	      && recursive

	      && (new_file

		  || (unidirectional_new_file

		      && cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT)))

	    status = diff_dirs (&cmp, compare_files);

	  else

	    {

	      char const *dir;

 

	      /* PARENT must be non-NULL here.  */

	      assert (parent);

	      dir = parent->file[cmp.file[0].desc == NONEXISTENT].name;

 

	      /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

	      message ("Only in %s: %s\n", dir, name0);

 

	      status = EXIT_FAILURE;
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	    }

	}

     else

	{

	  /* We have two files that are not to be compared.  */

 

	  /* See POSIX 1003.1-2001 for this format.  */

	  message5 ("File %s is a %s while file %s is a %s\n",

		    file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[0].stat),

		    file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[1].stat));

 

	  /* This is a difference.  */

	  status = EXIT_FAILURE;

	}

   }

 else if (S_ISLNK (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)

	   || S_ISLNK (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode))

   {

     /* We get here only if we use lstat(), not stat().  */

     assert (no_dereference_symlinks);

 

     if (S_ISLNK (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)

	  && S_ISLNK (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode))

	{

	  /* Compare the values of the symbolic links.  */

	  char *link_value[2] = { NULL, NULL };

 

	  for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

	    {

	      link_value[f] = xreadlink (cmp.file[f].name);

	      if (link_value[f] == NULL)

		{

		  perror_with_name (cmp.file[f].name);

		  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

		  break;

		}

	    }

	  if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS)

	    {

	      if ( ! STREQ (link_value[0], link_value[1]))

		{

		  message ("Symbolic links %s and %s differ\n",

			   cmp.file[0].name, cmp.file[1].name);

		  /* This is a difference.  */

		  status = EXIT_FAILURE;

		}
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	    }

	  for (f = 0; f < 2; f++)

	    free (link_value[f]);

	}

     else

	{

	  /* We have two files that are not to be compared, because

	     one of them is a symbolic link and the other one is not.  */

 

	  message5 ("File %s is a %s while file %s is a %s\n",

		    file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[0].stat),

		    file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name,

		    file_type (&cmp.file[1].stat));

 

	  /* This is a difference.  */

	  status = EXIT_FAILURE;

	}

   }

 else if (files_can_be_treated_as_binary

	   && S_ISREG (cmp.file[0].stat.st_mode)

	   && S_ISREG (cmp.file[1].stat.st_mode)

	   && cmp.file[0].stat.st_size != cmp.file[1].stat.st_size)

   {

     message ("Files %s and %s differ\n",

	       file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

	       file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name);

     status = EXIT_FAILURE;

   }

 else

   {

     /* Both exist and neither is a directory.  */

 

     /* Open the files and record their descriptors.  */

 

     int oflags = O_RDONLY | (binary ? O_BINARY : 0);

 

     if (cmp.file[0].desc == UNOPENED)

	if ((cmp.file[0].desc = open (cmp.file[0].name, oflags, 0)) < 0)

	  {

	    perror_with_name (cmp.file[0].name);

	    status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	  }

     if (cmp.file[1].desc == UNOPENED)

	{

	  if (same_files)

	    cmp.file[1].desc = cmp.file[0].desc;

	  else if ((cmp.file[1].desc = open (cmp.file[1].name, oflags, 0)) < 0)
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	    {

	      perror_with_name (cmp.file[1].name);

	      status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	    }

	}

 

     /* Compare the files, if no error was found.  */

 

     if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS)

	status = diff_2_files (&cmp);

 

     /* Close the file descriptors.  */

 

     if (0 <= cmp.file[0].desc && close (cmp.file[0].desc) != 0)

	{

	  perror_with_name (cmp.file[0].name);

	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}

     if (0 <= cmp.file[1].desc && cmp.file[0].desc != cmp.file[1].desc

	  && close (cmp.file[1].desc) != 0)

	{

	  perror_with_name (cmp.file[1].name);

	  status = EXIT_TROUBLE;

	}

   }

 

 /* Now the comparison has been done, if no error prevented it,

    and STATUS is the value this function will return.  */

 

 if (status == EXIT_SUCCESS)

   {

     if (report_identical_files && !DIR_P (0))

	message ("Files %s and %s are identical\n",

		 file_label[0] ? file_label[0] : cmp.file[0].name,

		 file_label[1] ? file_label[1] : cmp.file[1].name);

   }

 else

   {

     /* Flush stdout so that the user sees differences immediately.

	 This can hurt performance, unfortunately.  */

     if (fflush (stdout) != 0)

	pfatal_with_name (_("standard output"));

   }

 

 free (free0);

 free (free1);

 

 return status;
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}

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
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authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,
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distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
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such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
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users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
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used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
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   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
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reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
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the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
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the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From RPM File Metadata:GPLv3+

 

1.640 commons-lang3 3.0 
1.640.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software from the Spring Framework,

under the Apache License 2.0 (see: StringUtils.containsWhitespace())

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.641 apacheschemabootstrap 1.5.5 
1.641.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and

 

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)

OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.
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Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 

 

 

Copyright 1998-2008 The OpenLDAP Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3

distribution.  Information concerning this software is available

at <http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1998-2008 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.
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---

 

Portions Copyright 1999-2007 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2007 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2007 Gavin Henry

Portions Copyright 2007 Suretec Systems

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved.

The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without their specific

prior written permission.  This software is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  The name of the

University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.  This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

1.642 pyvmomi 7.0.2 
1.642.1 Available under license : 

pyVmomi

=======

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2021 VMware, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

               Apache License

          Version 2.0, January 2004

       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
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     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
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         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.643 jna 4.5.1 
1.643.1 Available under license : 

/* The contents of this file is dual-licensed under 2

* alternative Open Source/Free licenses: LGPL 2.1 or later and

* Apache License 2.0. (starting with JNA version 4.0.0).

*

* You can freely decide which license you want to apply to

* the project.

*

* You may obtain a copy of the LGPL License at:

*

* http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

*

* A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

* containing JNA, in file "LGPL2.1".

*

* You may obtain a copy of the Apache License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

* A copy is also included in the downloadable source code package

* containing JNA, in file "AL2.0".

*/

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.644 jetty-servlets 9.2.13.v20150730 

 

1.645 mina 2.0.0-M6 
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1.645.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache MINA

Copyright 2004-2009 Apache MINA Project

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.646 jetty-continuation 9.2.13.v20150730 
1.646.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

//  All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials

//  are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0

//  and Apache License v2.0 which accompanies this distribution.

//      The Eclipse Public License is available at

//      The Apache License v2.0 is available at

//  You may elect to redistribute this code under either of these licenses.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationThrowable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/Continuation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/Servlet3Continuation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/FauxContinuation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-

jar/org/eclipse/jetty/continuation/ContinuationFilter.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<p>The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in (&quot;Content&quot;).  The Content is dual

licensed and is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0

(&quot;EPL&quot;) as well as the Apache Software License Version 2.0.  A copy of the EPL is available

at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.  A copy of

the ASL is available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0.html">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.html</a>.  For purposes of the EPL,

&quot;Program&quot; will mean the Content.</p>

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute UnixCrypt

granted provided that the copyright notice appears in all copies.</p>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1136160088_1613692289.5/0/jetty-continuation-9-2-13-v20150730-sources-1-jar/about.html

 

1.647 perl-text-parsewords 3.29 4.el7
1.647.1 Available under license : 

Return-Path: rt-cpan-org-return@perl.org

Received: from zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (LHLO

zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com) (10.5.81.11) by

zmail14.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com with LMTP; Mon, 18 Nov 2013

11:06:10 -0500 (EST)

Received: from zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (localhost [127.0.0.1])

	by zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 9A08BDA0C9

	for <mmaslano@redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:10 -0500 (EST)

Received: from int-mx10.intmail.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (int-mx10.intmail.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com [10.5.11.23])

	by zmta04.collab.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (Postfix) with ESMTP id 954E9D1F23

	for <mmaslano@mail.corp.redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:10 -0500 (EST)

Received: from mx1.redhat.com (ext-mx14.extmail.prod.ext.phx2.redhat.com [10.5.110.19])

	by int-mx10.intmail.prod.int.phx2.redhat.com (8.14.4/8.14.4) with ESMTP id rAIG6A3W024510

	for <mmaslano@redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:10 -0500

Received: from rtcpan.develooper.com (rtcpan.develooper.com [207.171.7.181])

	by mx1.redhat.com (8.14.4/8.14.4) with ESMTP id rAIG69Uk032392

	for <mmaslano@redhat.com>; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:09 -0500

Received: by rtcpan.develooper.com (Postfix, from userid 536)

	id D3030FA; Mon, 18 Nov 2013 08:06:08 -0800 (PST)

Precedence: normal

Subject: [rt.cpan.org #90483] missing license file

From: "Alexandr Ciornii via RT" <bug-Text-ParseWords@rt.cpan.org>

Reply-To: bug-Text-ParseWords@rt.cpan.org

In-Reply-To: <rt-4.0.18-4704-1384789048-1647.90483-6-0@rt.cpan.org>

References: <RT-Ticket-90483@rt.cpan.org>

<rt-4.0.18-4704-1384789048-1647.90483-6-0@rt.cpan.org>

Message-ID: <rt-4.0.18-2172-1384790768-1347.90483-6-0@rt.cpan.org>

X-RT-Loop-Prevention: rt.cpan.org

RT-Ticket: rt.cpan.org #90483
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Managed-BY: RT 4.0.18 (http://www.bestpractical.com/rt/)

RT-Originator: CHORNY@cpan.org

To: mmaslano@redhat.com

MIME-Version: 1.0

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

X-RT-Original-Encoding: utf-8

Date: Mon, 18 Nov 2013 11:06:08 -0500

X-RedHat-Spam-Score: -1.9  (BAYES_00,SPF_PASS,URIBL_BLOCKED)

X-Scanned-By: MIMEDefang 2.68 on 10.5.11.23

X-Scanned-By: MIMEDefang 2.68 on 10.5.110.19

 

<URL: https://rt.cpan.org/Ticket/Display.html?id=90483 >

 

On Mon Nov 18 10:37:28 2013, mmaslano@redhat.com wrote:

> It would be a big help if you have better defined license. License

> text in .pm file would be enough.

 

Will do in next version.

 

> I found Perl license in Makefile.PL,

> so we assumed it's Perl (GPL+ or Artistic). Is it correct?

 

yes

 

--

Alexandr Ciornii, http://chorny.net

 

1.648 libx11 1.6.7-3.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.648.1 Available under license : 

The following is the 'standard copyright' agreed upon by most contributors,

and is currently the canonical license preferred by the X.Org Foundation.

This is a slight variant of the common MIT license form published by the

Open Source Initiative at http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

Copyright holders of new code should use this license statement where

possible, and insert their name to this list.  Please sort by surname

for people, and by the full name for other entities (e.g.  Juliusz

Chroboczek sorts before Intel Corporation sorts before Daniel Stone).

 

See each individual source file or directory for the license that applies

to that file.

 

Copyright (C) 2003-2006,2008 Jamey Sharp, Josh Triplett

Copyright  2009 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright 1990-1992,1999,2000,2004,2009,2010 Oracle and/or its affiliates.
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All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The following licenses are 'legacy' - usually MIT/X11 licenses with the name

of the copyright holder(s) in the license statement:

 

Copyright 1984-1994, 1998 The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.
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X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1996 X Consortium

Copyright 2000 The XFree86 Project, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from the X Consortium.

 

Copyright 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991 by

Digital Equipment Corporation

 

Portions Copyright 1990, 1991 by Tektronix, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this documentation for

any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice appears in all copies and that both that copyright notice

and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that the names of

Digital and Tektronix not be used in in advertising or publicity pertaining

to this documentation without specific, written prior permission.

Digital and Tektronix makes no representations about the suitability

of this documentation for any purpose.

It is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

		----------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 1999-2000  Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Free Software Foundation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

Free Software Foundation.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Code and supporting documentation (c) Copyright 1990 1991 Tektronix, Inc.

	All Rights Reserved

 

This file is a component of an X Window System-specific implementation

of Xcms based on the TekColor Color Management System.  TekColor is a

trademark of Tektronix, Inc.  The term "TekHVC" designates a particular

color space that is the subject of U.S. Patent No. 4,985,853 (equivalent

foreign patents pending).  Permission is hereby granted to use, copy,

modify, sell, and otherwise distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee, provided that:

 

1. This copyright, permission, and disclaimer notice is reproduced in

  all copies of this software and any modification thereof and in

  supporting documentation;

2. Any color-handling application which displays TekHVC color

  cooordinates identifies these as TekHVC color coordinates in any

  interface that displays these coordinates and in any associated

  documentation;

3. The term "TekHVC" is always used, and is only used, in association

  with the mathematical derivations of the TekHVC Color Space,

  including those provided in this file and any equivalent pathways and

  mathematical derivations, regardless of digital (e.g., floating point
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  or integer) representation.

 

Tektronix makes no representation about the suitability of this software

for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" and with all faults.

 

TEKTRONIX DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL TEKTRONIX BE LIABLE FOR ANY

SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR THE PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

(c) Copyright 1995 FUJITSU LIMITED

This is source code modified by FUJITSU LIMITED under the Joint

Development Agreement for the CDE/Motif PST.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992 by Oki Technosystems Laboratory, Inc.

Copyright 1992 by Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Oki Technosystems

Laboratory and Fuji Xerox not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

Oki Technosystems Laboratory and Fuji Xerox make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided

"as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OKI TECHNOSYSTEMS

LABORATORY AND FUJI XEROX BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE

OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED
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Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

FUJITSU LIMITED makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright (c) 1995 David E. Wexelblat.  All rights reserved

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL DAVID E. WEXELBLAT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of David E. Wexelblat shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from David E. Wexelblat.
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		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name OMRON not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  OMRON makes no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided

"as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

OMRON DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL OMRON BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTUOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991 by

Digital Equipment Corporation

 

Portions Copyright 1990, 1991 by Tektronix, Inc

 

Rewritten for X.org by Chris Lee <clee@freedesktop.org>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this documentation

for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

Chris Lee makes no representations about the suitability for any purpose

of the information in this document.  It is provided \`\`as-is'' without

express or implied warranty.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

Copyright 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1994 by Sony Corporation

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
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documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the names of Digital, FUJITSU

LIMITED and Sony Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.

 

DIGITAL, FUJITSU LIMITED AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL, FUJITSU LIMITED

AND SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Open Software Foundation

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  Open Software

Foundation makes no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATIONN BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991, 1992,1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1993, 1994                  by Sony Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided
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that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and Sony Corporation

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  FUJITSU LIMITED and

Sony Corporation makes no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU LIMITED OR SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1993, 1995 by Silicon Graphics Computer Systems, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software and its documentation for any purpose and without

fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Silicon Graphics not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific prior written permission.

Silicon Graphics makes no representation about the suitability

of this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is"

without any express or implied warranty.

 

SILICON GRAPHICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS

SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL SILICON

GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION  WITH

THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software
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and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and

Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written

prior permission.  FUJITSU LIMITED and Digital Equipment Corporation

makes no representations about the suitability of this software for

any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

FUJITSU LIMITED AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF

THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992, 1993 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1993 by Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc.

Copyright 1994 by Sony Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED,

Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. and Sony Corporation  not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

FUJITSU LIMITED, Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. and

Sony Corporation make no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED, FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC. AND SONY

CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS,

IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC., FUJITSU LIMITED

AND SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE
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OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1987, 1988, 1990, 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation,

Maynard, Massachusetts,

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Digital not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

DIGITAL DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1993 by SunSoft, Inc.

Copyright 1999-2000 by Bruno Haible

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the names of SunSoft, Inc. and

Bruno Haible not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.  SunSoft, Inc. and Bruno Haible make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

SunSoft Inc. AND Bruno Haible DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL SunSoft, Inc. OR Bruno Haible BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright 1993 by the TOSHIBA Corp.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of Open Software Foundation and TOSHIBA

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  Open Software

Foundation and TOSHIBA make no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION AND TOSHIBA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATIONN OR TOSHIBA BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1988 by Wyse Technology, Inc., San Jose, Ca.,

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name Wyse not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

WYSE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------
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Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright 1993, 1994 by the Sony Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of Open Software Foundation and

Sony Corporation not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Open Software Foundation and Sony Corporation make no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION AND SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OPEN

SOFTWARE FOUNDATIONN OR SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992, 1993 by FUJITSU LIMITED

Copyright 1993 by Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of FUJITSU LIMITED and

Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.

FUJITSU LIMITED and Fujitsu Open Systems Solutions, Inc. makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

FUJITSU LIMITED AND FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS, INC. DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJITSU OPEN SYSTEMS

SOLUTIONS, INC. AND FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER
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TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1993, 1994 by Sony Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Sony Corporation

not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

Sony Corporation makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without

express or implied warranty.

 

SONY CORPORATION DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL SONY CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1986, 1998  The Open Group

Copyright (c) 2000  The XFree86 Project, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

X CONSORTIUM OR THE XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium or of the

XFree86 Project shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization from the X Consortium and the XFree86 Project.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation,

                    and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright 1993 by the FUJITSU LIMITED

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, and

Open Software Foundation not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, and Open Software

Foundation make no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, AND OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION

DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT

SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OR OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1988 by Wyse Technology, Inc., San Jose, Ca,

Copyright 1987 by Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts,

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name Digital not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.
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DIGITAL AND WYSE DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL DIGITAL OR WYSE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

 

Copyright 1991, 1992 by Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd.

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994 by FUJITSU LIMITED

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Fuji Xerox,

FUJITSU LIMITED not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission. Fuji Xerox, FUJITSU LIMITED make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.

It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

FUJI XEROX, FUJITSU LIMITED DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL FUJI XEROX,

FUJITSU LIMITED BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA

OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2006 Josh Triplett

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

(c) Copyright 1996 by Sebastien Marineau and Holger Veit

			<marineau@genie.uottawa.ca>

                    <Holger.Veit@gmd.de>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

HOLGER VEIT  BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Sebastien Marineau or Holger Veit

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from Holger Veit or

Sebastien Marineau.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation,

                    and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

Copyright 1991 by the Open Software Foundation

Copyright 1993 by the TOSHIBA Corp.

Copyright 1993, 1994 by Sony Corporation

Copyright 1993, 1994 by the FUJITSU LIMITED

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
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documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, Open

Software Foundation, and Sony Corporation not be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software, NTT, Open Software

Foundation, and Sony Corporation  make no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION, AND SONY

CORPORATION DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT

SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, NTT, OPEN SOFTWARE FOUNDATION, OR SONY

CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2000 by Bruno Haible

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear

in supporting documentation, and that the name of Bruno Haible not

be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.  Bruno Haible

makes no representations about the suitability of this software for

any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

warranty.

 

Bruno Haible DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN

NO EVENT SHALL Bruno Haible BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE

OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright  2003 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its
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documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Keith Packard not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  Keith Packard makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

KEITH PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL KEITH PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2009, Troy D. Hanson

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1992, 1993 by TOSHIBA Corp.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting
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documentation, and that the name of TOSHIBA not be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission. TOSHIBA make no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

TOSHIBA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

TOSHIBA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright IBM Corporation 1993

 

All Rights Reserved

 

License to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of IBM not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

IBM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING

ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS, AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, IN NO EVENT SHALL

IBM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,

ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

		----------------------------------------

 

Copyright 1990, 1991 by OMRON Corporation, NTT Software Corporation,

                    and Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the names of OMRON, NTT Software, and NTT
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not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission. OMRON, NTT Software,

and NTT make no representations about the suitability of this

software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or

implied warranty.

 

OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, AND NTT, DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD

TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL OMRON, NTT SOFTWARE, OR NTT, BE

LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This notice applies to the files in this directory. They are taken from

the libiconv-1.1 package, which is covered by the LGPL license. The files

in this directory have been placed under the following copyright, with

permission from the Free Software Foundation.

 

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2000  Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR

IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the Free Software Foundation

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

Free Software Foundation.

 

 

Notes:

 

1. This copyright applies only to the files in this directory, and not to

the remaining files in libiconv.
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2. The Free Software Foundation does not encourage the use of the above

license for newly written software.

 

1.649 dracut 033-572.el7 
1.649.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
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those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.650 commons-cli 1.4 
1.650.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons CLI

Copyright 2001-2017 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.651 gson-fire 1.8.3 
1.651.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2015 Julio Viera

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.652 compiler 0.9.4 
1.652.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

Apache Royale: Compiler: Compiler

Copyright 2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.653 bcrypt 3.2.0 
1.653.1 Available under license : 

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.654 gnupg 2.0.22 5.el7_5
1.654.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		       TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
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same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
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keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
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of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.
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 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further
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restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
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to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:
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  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this
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      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.655 curl 7.69.1-1.el7_9.0atomix1 
1.655.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

License Mixing

==============

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed
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using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause

problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all

can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

 

One common dilemma is that [GPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the

[Original BSD license](https://spdx.org/licenses/BSD-4-Clause.html) (with the

announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all,

but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless

you accompany your license with an

[exception](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs). This

particular problem was addressed when the [Modified BSD

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause) was created, which does

not have the announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

## libcurl

 

Uses an [MIT style license](https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html) that is

very liberal.

 

## OpenSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an

announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You are not

allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code

(unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit

that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's licensing is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## GnuTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the

[LGPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html) license. If this is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library. Also note that GnuTLS itself

depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too are

LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

## WolfSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL license or a proprietary

license. If this is a problem for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## NSS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the
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[MPL](https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/) license, the GPL license and the LGPL

license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or

LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose

different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your

needs.

 

## mbedTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the [Apache 2.0

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0) or the GPL license.

You may choose to license the code under Apache 2.0 terms or GPL terms.

These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different

obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

## BoringSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## libressl

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## BearSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an MIT license that is very liberal

and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link with.

 

## c-ares

 

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link

with.

 

## zlib

 

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license

that shouldn't collide with any other library.

 

## MIT Kerberos

 

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any

other parts.

 

## Heimdal

 

(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the
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announcement clause.

 

## GNU GSS

 

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not

distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link

and use any Original BSD licensed libraries!

 

## libidn

 

(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL

is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license

requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the

license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes

this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please

properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license

addresses.

 

## OpenLDAP

 

(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses

OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships

OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

## libssh2

 

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

 

1.656 spring-aop 5.0.5.RELEASE 
1.656.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/GlobalAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TruePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/DynamicIntroductionAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/JdkRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SingletonTargetSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ScopedProxyBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PoolingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/HotSwappableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/DebugInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdviceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/NotAnAtAspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistrationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SimpleBeanTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RootClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ConcurrencyThrottleInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/BeanFactoryRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/PointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/UnknownAdviceTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeBeanNameAdvisors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AopInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/DefaultScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/LazyInitTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractLazyCreationTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/Refreshable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSourceStats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ThrowsAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/JamonPerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/JdkDynamicAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AnnotationAwareAspectJAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAroundAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanFactoryAdvisorRetrievalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAdviceParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractAdvisingBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyFactoryBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/RuntimeTestWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AutoProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJPrecedenceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/MethodMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ControlFlowPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMatchingPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPrototypeBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Advisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AbstractInterceptorDrivenBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SimpleBeanFactoryAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/LazySingletonAspectInstanceFactoryDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/InfrastructureAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AbstractAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ComposablePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceInterceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/MethodLocatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/TypePatternClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatingIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/EmptyTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanNameAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractSingletonProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractMonitoringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/MethodInvocationProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RegexpMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/DefaultAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/PerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractBeanFactoryAwareAdvisingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/CustomizableTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationClassFilter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatePerTargetObjectIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectJAdvisorsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/CglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPool2TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractGenericPointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*<

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJAwareAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SimpleAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/IntroductionInfoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPrecedenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyProcessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultIntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/ReflectiveAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/DefaultAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AbstractAspectJAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/DeclareParentsAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupport.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJWeaverMessageHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAwareMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ClassFilters.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/Pointcuts.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ProxyMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SingletonAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterThrowingAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/QuickTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJMethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetClassAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPoolingTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Advised.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/PrototypeAspectInstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/InterceptorAndDynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/RawTargetAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/SpringProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopInfrastructureBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupportListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/BeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Joinpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/AspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectMetadata.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Invocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/TargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyCreatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SingletonMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ObjenesisCglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Interceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/AbstractRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/ProxyCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectJAutoProxyBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SimpleMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/MetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/LazyInitTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PrototypeTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleAsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883369_1619654904.11/0/spring-aop-5-0-5-release-sources-4-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

 

1.657 netty-transport 4.1.30.Final 
1.657.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.
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*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*
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* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>
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* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,
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* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135227172_1613476769.1/0/netty-transport-4-1-30-final-sources-3-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

 

1.658 icu 50.2 4.el7_7
1.658.1 Available under license : 

## -*-makefile-*-

## BSD-specific setup (FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, *BSD)

## Copyright (c) 1999-2009, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Commands to generate dependency files

GEN_DEPS.c=	$(CC) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

GEN_DEPS.cc=	$(CXX) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

 

## Flags for position independent code

SHAREDLIBCFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCXXFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS = -DPIC

 

## Additional flags when building libraries and with threads

THREADSCPPFLAGS = -D_REENTRANT

LIBCPPFLAGS =

 

## Compiler switch to embed a runtime search path

LD_RPATH=	

LD_RPATH_PRE=	-Wl,-rpath,

 

## Compiler switch to embed a library name

LD_SONAME = -Wl,-soname -Wl,$(notdir $(MIDDLE_SO_TARGET))

 

## Shared library options

LD_SOOPTIONS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

## Shared object suffix
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SO = so

## Non-shared intermediate object suffix

STATIC_O = ao

 

## Compilation rules

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

 

## Dependency rules

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.c

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.c) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.cc) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

## Versioned libraries rules

 

%.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${<F} $@

%.$(SO): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${*F}.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION) $@

 

## End FreeBSD-specific setup

 

1.659 prometheus-client v0.9.3 
1.659.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Prometheus instrumentation library for Go applications

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

 

The following components are included in this product:

 

perks - a fork of https://github.com/bmizerany/perks

https://github.com/beorn7/perks

Copyright 2013-2015 Blake Mizerany, Bjrn Rabenstein

See https://github.com/beorn7/perks/blob/master/README.md for license details.

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

http://github.com/golang/protobuf/

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors

See source code for license details.

 

Support for streaming Protocol Buffer messages for the Go language (golang).

https://github.com/matttproud/golang_protobuf_extensions

Copyright 2013 Matt T. Proud

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

 

1.660 plexus-interpolation 1.21 

 

1.661 mongodb-driver-core 3.6.3 
1.661.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Written by Doug Lea with assistance from members of JCP JSR-166

* Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at

* http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

/**

    * Returns an array containing all of the elements in this deque, in

    * proper sequence (from first to last element).

    *

    * <p>The returned array will be "safe" in that no references to it are

    * maintained by this deque.  (In other words, this method must allocate

    * a new array).  The caller is thus free to modify the returned array.

    *

    * <p>This method acts as bridge between array-based and collection-based

    * APIs.

    *

    * @return an array containing all of the elements in this deque

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentLinkedDeque.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/DeleteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/UpdateProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/WriteProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InsertProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/QueryProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/UpdateMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ProtocolHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserExistsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndUpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/KillCursorsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndReplaceOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InsertMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ErrorCategory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOneAndDeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/GetMoreProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListCollectionsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/GetMoreMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/QueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/KillCursorProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/ByteBufferBsonOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/RequestMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DeleteMessage.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DescriptionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SaslAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ChangeEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCredential.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessagesSentEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ClusterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BaseCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SingleServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/MultiServerCluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/GSSAPIAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionMessageReceivedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultServerMonitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateIndexesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/RenameCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropIndexOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateToCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateUserOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateCollectionOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UserOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/GraphLookupOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DropDatabaseOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ServerSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/MessageHeader.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CompressedHeader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ConnectionPoolListenerMulticaster.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Connection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the 'License');

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an 'AS IS' BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FsyncUnlockOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CurrentOpOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2010 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Beta.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DropIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/SessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ClientSessionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ServerSessionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/ClientSession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/session/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateIndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/session/ClientSessionImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonArrayWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReturnDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncQueryBatchCursor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Accumulators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BuildersHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/LineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Aggregates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BsonField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiLineString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/PolygonCoordinates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/PushOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiLineStringCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCollectionCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Updates.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeometryCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/MultiPointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/SimpleExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystemCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPolygon.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SslHelper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*  limitations under the License.
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*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CreateViewOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Time.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedOutEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionAddedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueExitedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/WriteConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionOpenedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Java8SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolWaitQueueEnteredEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionRemovedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/SniSslHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionCheckedInEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClientMetadataHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateViewOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoConfigurationException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONObjectITIONS OF ANY KINObject, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Filters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Projections.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Sorts.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 Atlassian Pty Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/assertions/Assertions.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CountOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ExponentiallyWeightedMovingAverage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOneModel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InternalStreamConnection.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ReadPreferenceServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/PrimaryServerSelector.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2014 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndModifyHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/FindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInternalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketChannelStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatisticsMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoServerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoExecutionTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ReplyHeader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/OrderBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ConnectionString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Loggers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceWithInlineResultsOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ParallelCollectionScanOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/WriteModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/QueryResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DocumentHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandOperationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Stream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterableServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWaitQueueFullException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InternalConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/CollectibleDocumentFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/management/jmx/JMXMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/MappedFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterableServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndReplaceOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/SLF4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CommandResultBaseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncWritableByteChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/UpdateFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/UpdateResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ProtocolExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/TaggableReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/MapReduceAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/AsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertManyOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/FutureAsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/async/SingleResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyBufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/WriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/diagnostics/logging/JULLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceAsyncBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/BulkWriteUpsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/LatencyMinimizingServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CommandHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/InsertOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/ParallelCollectionScanOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketClosedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ResponseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadPreference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/DeleteRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndDeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BulkWriteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/MBeanServerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BaseQueryMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/WriteConcernError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ReplyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/AuthenticationMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/UsageTrackingInternalConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/FindAndUpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/ConcurrentPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/X509Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ReadOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncClusterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CommandResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNamespace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ListDatabasesOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ConnectionSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/DistinctOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceInlineResultsAsyncCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BulkWriteBatchCombiner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCommandException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/NativeAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ServerAddress.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/CompositeServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DBRefCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InternalStreamConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/result/DeleteResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ExplainHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/GroupOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BsonDocumentWrapperHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSecurityException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SocketStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteManyModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterConnectionMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsyncCompletionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/authentication/NativeAuthenticationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoBulkWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/ReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ReplaceOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ConnectionPoolEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ExplainVerbosity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SslSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/validator/NoOpFieldNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionPoolSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Cluster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BufferProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/management/JMXConnectionPoolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UpdateOneModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CountOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/PowerOfTwoBufferPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerMonitorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncReadWriteBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerConnectionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/RenameCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/ConnectionPoolStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ResponseBuffers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/ServerAddressSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoIncompatibleDriverException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/UpdateOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/WriteCommandResultHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoClientException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncOperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/UpdateRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SendMessageCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/annotations/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InternalStreamConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/MessageSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ScramSha1Authenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ServerSettings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CursorHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleServerBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/async/ErrorHandlingResultCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultArrayCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/CommandResultCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/InsertRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCursorNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/WriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CreateCollectionOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoSocketOpenException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/Pool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/InternalConnectionInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/PlainAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/operation/AggregateExplainOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/management/NullMBeanServer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MapReduceStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoQueryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/IndexMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/thread/DaemonThreadFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2008-2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/OperationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/DocumentToDBRefTransformer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls

* Released under the Creative Commons Attribution License

*   (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

* Official home: http://www.jcip.net

*

* Any republication or derived work distributed in source code form

* must include this copyright and license notice.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/Immutable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/ThreadSafe.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/annotations/NotThreadSafe.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Point.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryEncoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/StreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/bulk/IndexRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/QueryHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Polygon.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeoJsonCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PolygonCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/GeoJsonObjectType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/netty/NettyStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/PointCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/MultiPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/CoordinateReferenceSystemType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CompositeByteBuf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryDecoderHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/SingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/Geometry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/IndexHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AsyncSingleConnectionReadBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/NamedCoordinateReferenceSystem.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/selector/WritableServerSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/AsynchronousSocketChannelStreamFactoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/LineString.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteConcernException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNodeIsRecoveringException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/TagSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/CursorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoNotPrimaryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoWriteException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/DefaultAuthenticator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/binding/AbstractReferenceCounted.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/HexUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSUploadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/IndexOptionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoGridFSException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadByNameOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Indexes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/InsertOneOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/TextSearchOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationLevel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/UnwindOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/ValidationAction.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 MongoDB, Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/ReadConcernLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ByteBufBsonDocument.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerDescriptionChangedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerOpeningEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatFailedEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Facet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncSingleBatchQueryCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerHeartbeatSucceededEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketAutoOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/BucketGranularity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/model/GridFSDownloadOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/DeleteOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/MongoDriverInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationAlternate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/Collation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationStrength.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationMaxVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/CollationCaseFirst.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodecProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/GridFSFileCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/gridfs/codecs/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/FullDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoChangeStreamException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerMonitorListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/MixedBulkWriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BaseFindAndModifyOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/AbstractGeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/CommandListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ServerListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ReadConcernHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterClockAdvancingSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/connection/AbstractByteBufBsonDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/ChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerMonitorListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SplittablePayloadBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/UpdateDescription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/EventListenerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/BsonWriterHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SplittablePayload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/LevelCountingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CommandProtocolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ElementExtendingBsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationTypeCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocumentCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/event/ClusterListenerMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/AsyncChangeStreamBatchCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/geojson/codecs/GeometryCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/ChangeStreamDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/client/model/changestream/OperationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/operation/BulkWriteBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/event/ServerListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/dns/DnsResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CommandMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/MongoCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CompressedMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/LegacyProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/SnappyCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/Compressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ClusterClock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/internal/connection/NoOpSessionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/CommandProtocol.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/ZlibCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/LegacyMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1137570851_1614103286.34/0/mongodb-driver-core-3-6-3-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/connection/OpCode.java

 

1.662 boost 1.70.0 
1.662.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by
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this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.663 python-magic 0.4.18 
1.663.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2014 Adam Hupp

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.664 libxi 1.7.9-1.el7 
1.664.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1989, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

Copyright 1989 by Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, California.

 

			All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Hewlett-Packard not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

HEWLETT-PACKARD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL HEWLETT-PACKARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright 2008 Peter Hutterer
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Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the author shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from the author.

 

Copyright  2009 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.665 ribbon 2.2.5 
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1.666 spring-security-config 5.0.4.RELEASE 
1.666.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/GrantedAuthorityDefaultsParserUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HandlerMappingIntrospectorFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/SecurityNamespaceHandler.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/AuthenticationConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CsrfBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/WebConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/LogoutBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/websocket/WebSocketMessageBrokerSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisorR

egistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeAuthenticationProviderBe

anManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FormLoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RememberMeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeUserDetailsBeanManager

Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/RememberMeBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/ProviderManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/EnableWebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/builders/AuthenticationManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/X509Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractHttpConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AnonymousConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PermitAllSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableGlobalMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/WebSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ServletApiConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/EnableWebMvcSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/ObjectPostProcessorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ChannelSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExpressionUrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/LogoutConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/GlobalMethodSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsServiceConfig

urer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/openid/OpenIDLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AlreadyBuiltException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractConfiguredSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/DefaultLoginPageConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExceptionHandlingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerCo

nfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractAuthenticationFilterConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManage

rConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CsrfConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/AutowiredWebSecurityConfigurersIgnorePar

ents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/FormLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/JeeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HttpBasicConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/AbstractRequestMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/AutowireBeanFactoryObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityAspectJAutoProxy

Registrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/UrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PortMapperConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/ObjectPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SecurityContextConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/AbstractDaoAuthenticatio

nConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/HttpSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SpringWebMvcImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/FilterComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/WebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractConfigAttributeRequestMatcherRegist

ry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetails

ManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RequestCacheConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsAwareConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/AuthenticationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/EnableGlobalAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractInterceptUrlConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/DaoAuthenticationConfig

urer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/debug/SecurityDebugBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/ldap/LdapAuthenticationProviderCon

figurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSourceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/DebugBeanDefinitionParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/Jsr250MetadataSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AbstractUserDetailsServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/DefaultFilterChainValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/CachingUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/MatcherType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/ChannelAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/InterceptMethodsBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SessionCreationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HeadersBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/socket/AbstractSecurityWebSocketMessageBrokerConfigu

rer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/GrantedAuthorityDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CorsConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/ProtectPointcutPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/JdbcUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/PortMappingsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/BeanIds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/ContextSourceSettingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/PasswordEncoderParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpFirewallBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SessionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Elements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainMapBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SecurityFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HeadersConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/UserDetailsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/HttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/UserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/messaging/MessageSecurityMetadataSourceRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/WebFluxSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecurityConfiguration.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/EnableWebFluxSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/ImplicitGrantConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsServiceResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableReactiveMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AbstractServerWebExchangeMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/GlobalAuthenticationConfigurerAd

apter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ServerHttpSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/SecurityWebFiltersOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/CommonOAuth2Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883499_1619654615.86/0/spring-security-config-5-0-4-release-sources-3-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecuritySelector.java

 

1.667 openapi-generator-maven-plugin 4.3.0 
1.667.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2018 OpenAPI-Generator Contributors (https://openapi-generator.tech)

* Copyright 2018 SmartBear Software

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126032073_1615370474.97/0/openapi-generator-maven-plugin-4-3-0-sources-1-

jar/org/openapitools/codegen/plugin/CodeGenMojo.java

 

1.668 avro-python3 1.10.2 
1.668.1 Available under license : 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2010-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.669 keyutils 1.5.8 3.el7
1.669.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>
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    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
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library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.670 opencensus-go-exporter-datadog

v0.0.0-20190503082300-0f32ad59ab08 
1.670.1 Available under license : 

Component,Origin,License

core,go.opencensus.io,Apache-2.0

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2018 Datadog, Inc.

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Datadog OpenCensus Go Exporter

Copyright 2018 Datadog, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Datadog (https://www.datadoghq.com/).

 

1.671 jwalterweatherman v1.0.0 
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1.671.1 Available under license : 
The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Steve Francia

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.672 audit 2.8.5 4.el7
1.672.1 Available under license : 

/* auditctl-listing.c --

* Copyright 2014,16 Red Hat Inc., Durham, North Carolina.

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

* it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

* the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

* (at your option) any later version.

*

* This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

* but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

* MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

* GNU General Public License for more details.

*

* You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

* along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

* Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

* Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA.

*

* Authors:

*     Steve Grubb <sgrubb@redhat.com>
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*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

�

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

�

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

�

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

�

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.673 apacheds-core 1.5.5 
1.673.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.674 apacheds-schema-registries 1.5.5 
1.674.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Directory Server

Copyright 2003-2009 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.675 mockserver-client-java 5.11.1 
1.675.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)
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patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of
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such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.676 grpc-context 1.16.1 
1.676.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.677 commons-logging 1.2 
1.677.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004,2006 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/AvalonLogger.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-
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jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/WeakHashtable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Log4JLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogFactoryImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk13LumberjackLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/SimpleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/Jdk14Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/LogSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/NoOpLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/LogKitLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/Log.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 The Apache Software Foundation.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840457_1613613080.13/0/commons-logging-1-1-sources-9-

jar/org/apache/commons/logging/impl/ServletContextCleaner.java

 

1.678 typing-extensions 3.10.0.0 
1.678.1 Available under license : 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.
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In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's
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direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote
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products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any
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third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO
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THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.679 f5-icontrol-rest 1.3.13 
1.679.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302200_1621381526.83/0/f5-icontrol-rest-1-3-13-tar-gz/f5-icontrol-rest-1.3.13/setup.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302200_1621381526.83/0/f5-icontrol-rest-1-3-13-tar-gz/f5-icontrol-rest-

1.3.13/icontrol/exceptions.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302200_1621381526.83/0/f5-icontrol-rest-1-3-13-tar-gz/f5-icontrol-rest-

1.3.13/icontrol/authtoken.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302200_1621381526.83/0/f5-icontrol-rest-1-3-13-tar-gz/f5-icontrol-rest-

1.3.13/icontrol/session.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: f5-icontrol-rest

Version: 1.3.13

Summary: F5 BIG-IP iControl REST API client

Home-page: https://github.com/F5Networks/f5-icontrol-rest-python

Author: F5 Networks

Author-email: f5-icontrol-rest-python@f5.com

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

Description: UNKNOWN

Keywords: F5,icontrol,rest,api,bigip
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Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: Apache Software License

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Intended Audience :: System Administrators

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302200_1621381526.83/0/f5-icontrol-rest-1-3-13-tar-gz/f5-icontrol-rest-1.3.13/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302200_1621381526.83/0/f5-icontrol-rest-1-3-13-tar-gz/f5-icontrol-rest-

1.3.13/f5_icontrol_rest.egg-info/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

f5-icontrol-rest-python

=======================

 

|Build Status| |Documentation Status| |slack badge|

 

Introduction

------------

 

This generic python library allows programs and other modules to

interact with the BIG-IP® iControl® REST API.

 

**If you want to use python to automate BIG-IP® devices via the REST API, use the  F5 SDK** (`F5Networks/f5-

common-python <https://github.com/F5Networks/f5-common-python>`_).

 

Installation

------------

 

Using Pip

`````````

 

.. code:: bash

 

   $ pip install f5-icontrol-rest

 

 

Installing directly from GitHub

```````````````````````````````

 

**NOTE:** The example below installs the package at release v0.1.0. Omitting the version number will install the

package from the current state of the default branch.

 

.. code:: shell

 

   $ pip install git+ssh://git@github.com/F5Networks/f5-icontrol-rest@v0.1.0`
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Configuration

-------------

N/A

 

Usage

-----

 

.. code:: python

 

   from icontrol.session import iControlRESTSession

   icr_session = iControlRESTSession('myuser', 'mypass')

   icr_session.get(

       'https://bigip.example.com/mgmt/tm/ltm/nat',

       name='mynat',

       partition='Common')

 

 

Documentation

-------------

 

See `Documentation <http://icontrol.readthedocs.org>`_.

 

For Developers:

---------------

 

Filing Issues

`````````````

 

If you find an issue we would love to hear about it. Please let us know

by filing an issue in this repository and tell us as much as you can

about what you found and how you found it.

 

Contributing

````````````

 

See `Contributing <CONTRIBUTING.md>`_.

 

Build

`````

 

To make a PyPI package:

 

.. code:: bash

 

   $ python setup.py sdist
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Test

````

Before you open a pull request, your code must have passing `pytest <http://pytest.org>`__ unit tests. In addition,

you should include a set of functional tests written to use a real BIG-IP® for testing. Information on how to run our

set of tests is included below.

 

Unit Tests

~~~~~~~~~~

 

We use pytest for our unit tests.

 

1. If you haven't already, install the required test packages listed in requirements.test.txt in your virtual

environment.

 

.. code:: shell

 

   $ pip install -r requirements.test.txt

 

 

2. Run the tests and produce a coverage report. The ``--cov-report=html``

  will create a ``htmlcov/`` directory that you can view in your browser to see the missing lines of code.

 

.. code:: shell

 

  $ py.test --cov ./icontrol --cov-report=html

  $ open htmlcov/index.html

 

 

Style Checks

~~~~~~~~~~~~

We use the hacking module for our style checks (installed as part of

step 1 in the Unit Test section).

 

.. code:: shell

 

   $ flake8 ./

 

Copyright

---------

Copyright 2015-2016 F5 Networks Inc.

 

Support

-------

See `Support <SUPPORT.md>`_.

 

License

-------
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Apache V2.0

```````````

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain

a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Contributor License Agreement

`````````````````````````````

Individuals or business entities who contribute to this project must have completed and submitted the `F5

Contributor License Agreement <http://f5-openstack-docs.readthedocs.org/en/latest/cla_landing.html>`__ to

Openstack\_CLA@f5.com prior to their code submission being included in this project.

 

 

.. |Build Status| image:: https://travis-ci.org/F5Networks/f5-icontrol-rest-python.svg?branch=develop

   :target: https://travis-ci.org/F5Networks/f5-icontrol-rest-python

.. |Documentation Status| image:: https://readthedocs.org/projects/icontrol/badge/?version=latest

  :target: http://icontrol.readthedocs.org/en/latest/?badge=latest

.. |slack badge| image:: https://f5-openstack-slack.herokuapp.com/badge.svg

   :target: https://f5-openstack-slack.herokuapp.com/

   :alt: Slack

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166302200_1621381526.83/0/f5-icontrol-rest-1-3-13-tar-gz/f5-icontrol-rest-

1.3.13/README.rst

 

1.680 perl-file-temp 0.23.01 3.el7
1.680.1 Available under license : 

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by Tim Jenness and the UK Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council.

 

This is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the same terms as the Perl 5 programming language system itself.

 

Terms of the Perl programming language system itself

 

a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

  Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option) any

  later version, or

b) the "Artistic License"
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--- The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Tim Jenness and the UK Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The GNU General Public License, Version 1, February 1989

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin St, Suite 500, Boston, MA  02110-1335  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties
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remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

--- The Artistic License 1.0 ---

 

This software is Copyright (c) 2013 by Tim Jenness and the UK Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council.

 

This is free software, licensed under:

 

 The Artistic License 1.0

 

The Artistic License

 

Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a Package

may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some semblance of

artistic control over the development of the package, while giving the users of

the package the right to use and distribute the Package in a more-or-less

customary fashion, plus the right to make reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

 - "Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the Copyright

   Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files created through

   textual modification.

 - "Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been modified,

   or has been modified in accordance with the wishes of the Copyright

   Holder.

 - "Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or copyrights for
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   the package.

 - "You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing this Package.

 - "Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the basis of media

   cost, duplication charges, time of people involved, and so on. (You will

   not be required to justify it to the Copyright Holder, but only to the

   computing community at large as a market that must bear the fee.)

 - "Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item itself, though

   there may be fees involved in handling the item. It also means that

   recipients of the item may redistribute it under the same conditions they

   received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications derived

from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder. A Package modified in such

a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided that

you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and when you

changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

    Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or an

    equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive site

    such as ftp.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include your

    modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

 b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

 c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict with

    standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide a separate

    manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly documents how it

    differs from the Standard Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or executable

form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

 a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

    together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where to

    get the Standard Version.

 

 b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of the Package

    with your modifications.
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 c) accompany any non-standard executables with their corresponding Standard

    Version executables, giving the non-standard executables non-standard

    names, and clearly documenting the differences in manual pages (or

    equivalent), together with instructions on where to get the Standard

    Version.

 

 d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this Package. You

may not charge a fee for this Package itself. However, you may distribute this

Package in aggregate with other (possibly commercial) programs as part of a

larger (possibly commercial) software distribution provided that you do not

advertise this Package as a product of your own.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as output

from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall under the copyright

of this Package, but belong to whomever generated them, and may be sold

commercially, and may be aggregated with this Package.

 

7. C or perl subroutines supplied by you and linked into this Package shall not

be considered part of this Package.

 

8. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

9. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The End

 

1.681 hystrix-serialization 1.5.12 

 

1.682 grpc-protobuf-lite 1.16.1 
1.682.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.
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"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such
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license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.683 date-time 4.3 
1.683.1 Available under license : 

Zope Public License (ZPL) Version 2.1

 

A copyright notice accompanies this license document that identifies the

copyright holders.

 

This license has been certified as open source. It has also been designated as

GPL compatible by the Free Software Foundation (FSF).

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source code must retain the accompanying copyright

notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the accompanying copyright

notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without prior written permission from the

copyright holders.

 

4. The right to distribute this software or to use it for any purpose does not

give you the right to use Servicemarks (sm) or Trademarks (tm) of the

copyright

holders. Use of them is covered by separate agreement with the copyright

holders.

 

5. If any files are modified, you must cause the modified files to carry

prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any

change.

 

Disclaimer

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Zope Foundation and Contributors

 

1.684 binutils 2.27-44.base.el7 
1.684.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

(This file is under construction.)			-*- text -*-

 

If you've contributed to gas and your name isn't listed here, it is

not meant as a slight.  I just don't know about it.  Email me,

nickc@redhat.com and I'll correct the situation.

 

This file will eventually be deleted: The general info will go into

the documentation, and info on specific files will go into an AUTHORS

file, as requested by the FSF.

 

++++++++++++++++

 

Dean Elsner wrote the original gas for vax.  [more details?]

 

Jay Fenlason maintained gas for a while, adding support for

gdb-specific debug information and the 68k series machines, most of

the preprocessing pass, and extensive changes in messages.c,

input-file.c, write.c.

 

K. Richard Pixley maintained gas for a while, adding various

enhancements and many bug fixes, including merging support for several

processors, breaking gas up to handle multiple object file format

backends (including heavy rewrite, testing, an integration of the coff

and b.out backends), adding configuration including heavy testing and

verification of cross assemblers and file splits and renaming,

converted gas to strictly ansi C including full prototypes, added

support for m680[34]0 & cpu32, considerable work on i960 including a

coff port (including considerable amounts of reverse engineering), a

sparc opcode file rewrite, decstation, rs6000, and hp300hpux host
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ports, updated "know" assertions and made them work, much other

reorganization, cleanup, and lint.

 

Ken Raeburn wrote the high-level BFD interface code to replace most of

the code in format-specific I/O modules.

 

The original Vax-VMS support was contributed by David L. Kashtan.

Eric Youngdale and Pat Rankin have done much work with it since.

 

The Intel 80386 machine description was written by Eliot Dresselhaus.

 

Minh Tran-Le at IntelliCorp contributed some AIX 386 support.

 

The Motorola 88k machine description was contributed by Devon Bowen of

Buffalo University and Torbjorn Granlund of the Swedish Institute of

Computer Science.

 

Keith Knowles at the Open Software Foundation wrote the original MIPS

back end (tc-mips.c, tc-mips.h), and contributed Rose format support

that hasn't been merged in yet.  Ralph Campbell worked with the MIPS

code to support a.out format.

 

Support for the Zilog Z8k and Hitachi H8/300, H8/500 and SH processors

(tc-z8k, tc-h8300, tc-h8500, tc-sh), and IEEE 695 object file format

(obj-ieee), was written by Steve Chamberlain of Cygnus Solutions.

Steve also modified the COFF back end (obj-coffbfd) to use BFD for

some low-level operations, for use with the Hitachi, 29k and Zilog

targets.

 

John Gilmore built the AMD 29000 support, added .include support, and

simplified the configuration of which versions accept which

pseudo-ops.  He updated the 68k machine description so that Motorola's

opcodes always produced fixed-size instructions (e.g. jsr), while

synthetic instructions remained shrinkable (jbsr).  John fixed many

bugs, including true tested cross-compilation support, and one bug in

relaxation that took a week and required the proverbial one-bit fix.

 

Ian Lance Taylor of Cygnus Solutions merged the Motorola and MIT

syntaxes for the 68k, completed support for some COFF targets (68k,

i386 SVR3, and SCO Unix), wrote the ECOFF support based on Michael

Meissner's mips-tfile program, wrote the PowerPC and RS/6000 support,

and made a few other minor patches.  He handled the binutils releases

for versions 2.7 through 2.9.

 

David Edelsohn contributed fixes for the PowerPC and AIX support.

 

Steve Chamberlain made gas able to generate listings.
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Support for the HP9000/300 was contributed by Glenn Engel of HP.

 

Support for ELF format files has been worked on by Mark Eichin of

Cygnus Solutions (original, incomplete implementation), Pete

Hoogenboom at the University of Utah (HPPA mainly), Michael Meissner

of the Open Software Foundation (i386 mainly), and Ken Raeburn of

Cygnus Solutions (sparc, initial 64-bit support).

 

Several engineers at Cygnus Solutions have also provided many small

bug fixes and configuration enhancements.

 

The initial Alpha support was contributed by Carnegie-Mellon

University.  Additional work was done by Ken Raeburn of Cygnus

Solutions.  Richard Henderson then rewrote much of the Alpha support.

 

Ian Dall updated the support code for the National Semiconductor 32000

series, and added support for Mach 3 and NetBSD running on the PC532.

 

Klaus Kaempf ported the assembler and the binutils to openVMS/Alpha.

 

Steve Haworth contributed the support for the Texas Instruction c30

(tms320c30).

 

H.J. Lu has contributed many patches and much testing.

 

Alan Modra reworked much of the i386 backend, improving the error

checking, updating the code, and improving the 16 bit support, using

patches from the work of Martynas Kunigelis and H.J. Lu.

 

Many others have contributed large or small bugfixes and enhancements.  If

you've contributed significant work and are not mentioned on this list, and

want to be, let us know.  Some of the history has been lost; we aren't

intentionally leaving anyone out.

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2020 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
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the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs
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  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the
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      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
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applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive
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or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work
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in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.
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 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the
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   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply
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if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or
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   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for
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sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify
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or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the
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software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the
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general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.
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@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an
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Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.
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@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate
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If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled
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``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the
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Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.
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Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents
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To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is
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numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect
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transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
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instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
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work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
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Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
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author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
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you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
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   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
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   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.685 paulmach-go.geojson v0.0.0-

20170327170536-40612a87147b 
1.685.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.686 libsm 1.2.2-2.el7 
1.686.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright 1993, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall not be

used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization from The Open Group.

 

1.687 commons-digester 1.8.1 
1.687.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Digester

Copyright 2001-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.688 mongodb-driver-reactivestreams 1.7.1 
1.688.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/FindPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ListDatabasesPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ListIndexesPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ObservableToPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ListCollectionsPublisherImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ListDatabasesPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/AggregatePublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ListCollectionsPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/PublisherHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-
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jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MapReducePublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/AggregatePublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/DistinctPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/FindPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/Success.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/DistinctPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ListIndexesPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/ChangeStreamPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MapReducePublisherImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MongoDatabaseImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSUploadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSUploadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSBuckets.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSDownloadStreamImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/AsyncInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSDownloadStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/helpers/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSAsyncStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSFindPublisherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/GridFSBucketImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/AsyncOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/helpers/AsyncStreamHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/gridfs/GridFSFindPublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 MongoDB, Inc.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/ChangeStreamPublisher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2015 MongoDB, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MongoCollectionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoCollection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/internal/MongoClientImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoClients.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883003_1619654363.85/0/mongodb-driver-reactivestreams-1-7-1-sources-1-

jar/com/mongodb/reactivestreams/client/MongoClient.java

 

1.689 aniso8601 9.0.1 
1.689.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2021, Brandon Nielsen

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
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CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.690 jackson 1.8.8 
1.690.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Jackson JSON-processor.

*

* Copyright (c) 2007- Tatu Saloranta, tatu.saloranta@iki.fi

*

* Licensed under the License specified in file LICENSE, included with

* the source code and binary code bundles.

* You may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1003295496_1615689410.54/0/jackson-core-asl-1-8-8-sources-4-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/JsonParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003295496_1615689410.54/0/jackson-core-asl-1-8-8-sources-4-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/Base64Variants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003295496_1615689410.54/0/jackson-core-asl-1-8-8-sources-4-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/JsonFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003295496_1615689410.54/0/jackson-core-asl-1-8-8-sources-4-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/JsonGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003295496_1615689410.54/0/jackson-core-asl-1-8-8-sources-4-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/JsonStreamContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003295496_1615689410.54/0/jackson-core-asl-1-8-8-sources-4-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/util/ByteArrayBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1003295496_1615689410.54/0/jackson-core-asl-1-8-8-sources-4-

jar/org/codehaus/jackson/Base64Variant.java

 

1.691 compactmap 1.2.1 
1.691.1 Available under license : 

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the
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facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:
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      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new
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versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.692 springfox-schema 2.8.0 

 

1.693 apache-log4j 2.13.3 
1.693.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.694 elasticsearch-core 6.8.12 
1.694.1 Available under license : 

Elasticsearch

Copyright 2009-2018 Elasticsearch

 

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.695 unsafe-fences 1.0 
1.695.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">

 

 <modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>

 

 <groupId>com.headius</groupId>

 <artifactId>unsafe-fences</artifactId>

 <packaging>jar</packaging>

 <version>1.0</version>

 <name>unsafe-fences</name>

 <url>http://maven.apache.org</url>

 

 <properties>

   <project.build.sourceEncoding>UTF-8</project.build.sourceEncoding>

 </properties>

 

 <parent>

   <groupId>org.sonatype.oss</groupId>

   <artifactId>oss-parent</artifactId>

   <version>7</version>

 </parent>
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 <licenses>

   <license>

     <name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

     <url>https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

   </license>

 </licenses>

 

 <scm>

   <connection>scm:git:https://github.com/headius/unsafe-fences.git</connection>

   <developerConnection>scm:git:git@github.com:headius/unsafe-fences</developerConnection>

   <url>https://github.com/headius/unsafe-fences</url>

 </scm>

 

 <build>

   <plugins>

     <plugin>

       <groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

       <artifactId>maven-compiler-plugin</artifactId>

       <version>2.0.2</version>

       <configuration>

         <source>1.6</source>

         <target>1.6</target>

         <encoding>utf-8</encoding>

       </configuration>

     </plugin>

     <plugin>

       <groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

       <artifactId>maven-resources-plugin</artifactId>

       <version>2.2</version>

       <configuration>

         <encoding>utf-8</encoding>

       </configuration>

     </plugin>

     <plugin>

       <groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>

       <artifactId>maven-javadoc-plugin</artifactId>

       <configuration>

         <additionalparam>-Xdoclint:none</additionalparam>

       </configuration>

     </plugin>

   </plugins>

 </build>

 

 

</project>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1139149812_1614409094.31/0/unsafe-fences-1-0-jar/META-INF/maven/com.headius/unsafe-
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fences/pom.xml

 

1.696 extract 1.0 
1.696.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.0

Name: Extract

Version: 1.0

Summary: Extraction tool for model and observed data intercomparison

Home-page: https://bitbucket.org/luizirber/extract

Author: Luiz Irber

Author-email: luiz.irber@gmail.com

License: PSF

Download-URL: https://bitbucket.org/luizirber/extract/downloads

Description: Extraction tool for model and observed data comparison

Platform: any

Classifier: Development Status :: 4 - Beta

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Science/Research

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: Python Software Foundation License

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Topic :: Scientific/Engineering

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1159252584_1620104322.18/0/extract-1-0-tar-gz/Extract-1.0/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1159252584_1620104322.18/0/extract-1-0-tar-gz/Extract-1.0/Extract.egg-info/PKG-INFO

 

1.697 jackson-dataformat-cbor 2.9.6 

 

1.698 json-schema-validator 2.2.8 
1.698.1 Available under license : 

This software is dual-licensed under:

 

- the Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 3.0 or, at your option, any

 later version;

- the Apache Software License (ASL) version 2.0.

 

The text of both licenses is included (under the names LGPL-3.0.txt and
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ASL-2.0.txt respectively).

 

Direct link to the sources:

 

- LGPL 3.0: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-3.0.txt

- ASL 2.0: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.
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  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.
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  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.699 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.12.1 
1.699.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported
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commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.700 css-select 1.1.0 
1.700.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Ian Bicking and contributors. See AUTHORS

for more details.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of Ian Bicking nor the names of its contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL IAN BICKING OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.701 avro 1.7.4 
1.701.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Avro

Copyright 2009-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.702 saaj 2.0.1 
1.702.1 Available under license : 

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

# Notices for Jakarta SOAP with Attachments

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta XML Web Services
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project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxws

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta XML Web Services is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available

at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jws-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-ws-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/saaj-api

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

None

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

   Copyright (c) 2017 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[subs="normal"]

....

Specification: {doctitle}

 

Version: {revnumber}

 

ifeval::["{revremark}" != ""]

Status: {revremark}

endif::[]

ifeval::["{revremark}" == ""]

Status: Final Release

endif::[]

 

Release: {revdate}

....

 

Copyright (c) 2019, 2020 Eclipse Foundation.

 

=== Eclipse Foundation Specification License

 

By using and/or copying this document, or the Eclipse Foundation

document from which this statement is linked, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following
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terms and conditions:

 

Permission to copy, and distribute the contents of this document, or

the Eclipse Foundation document from which this statement is linked, in

any medium for any purpose and without fee or royalty is hereby

granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

document, or portions thereof, that you use:

 

* link or URL to the original Eclipse Foundation document.

* All existing copyright notices, or if one does not exist, a notice

 (hypertext is preferred, but a textual representation is permitted)

 of the form: "Copyright (c) [$date-of-document]

 Eclipse Foundation, Inc. <<url to this license>>"

 

Inclusion of the full text of this NOTICE must be provided. We

request that authorship attribution be provided in any software,

documents, or other items or products that you create pursuant to the

implementation of the contents of this document, or any portion

thereof.

 

No right to create modifications or derivatives of Eclipse Foundation

documents is granted pursuant to this license, except anyone may

prepare and distribute derivative works and portions of this document

in software that implements the specification, in supporting materials

accompanying such software, and in documentation of such software,

PROVIDED that all such works include the notice below. HOWEVER, the

publication of derivative works of this document for use as a technical

specification is expressly prohibited.

 

The notice is:

 

"Copyright (c) 2018 Eclipse Foundation. This software or

document includes material copied from or derived from [title and URI

of the Eclipse Foundation specification document]."

 

==== Disclaimers

 

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED &quot;AS IS,&quot; AND THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR

WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR TITLE; THAT THE CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT ARE

SUITABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE; NOR THAT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH CONTENTS

WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR

OTHER RIGHTS.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION WILL NOT BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT
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OF ANY USE OF THE DOCUMENT OR THE PERFORMANCE OR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

CONTENTS THEREOF.

 

The name and trademarks of the copyright holders or the Eclipse

Foundation may NOT be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

this document or its contents without specific, written prior

permission. Title to copyright in this document will at all times

remain with copyright holders.

Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

   THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

   PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

   OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

 a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

    Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

 b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

    i) changes to the Program, and

    ii) additions to the Program;

 where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

 and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

 "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

 such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

 Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

 are not Modified Works.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

or when combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.
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"Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

or Modified Works thereof.

 

"Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

"Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

Contributor.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

 license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

 publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

 Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

 grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

 license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

 import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

 if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

 apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

 the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

 of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

 Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

 combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

 licensed hereunder.

 

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

 licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

 provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

 patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

 Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

 brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

 property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
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 rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

 assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

 property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

 patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

 Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

 before distributing the Program.

 

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

 sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

 the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

 e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

 Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

 those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

 receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

 (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

 a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

 accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

 the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

 is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

 obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

 used for software exchange; and

 

 b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

 different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

    i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

    warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

    warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

    implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

    for a particular purpose;

 

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

    liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

    incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

    iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

    in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

    iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

    party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

    of this section 3.

 

3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:
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 a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

 Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

 files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

 Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

 Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

 under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

 the Program.

 

3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

their own appropriate notices.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance
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claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of
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time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version.

 

Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

"This Source Code may also be made available under the following

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

 Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

 is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

 If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

 file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

 file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

 look for such a notice.

 

 You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

/*

* Copyright (c) YYYY Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

*
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* This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

* terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at

* http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

*

* SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

*/

 

1.703 gofuzz v1.2.0 
1.703.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.704 dgraph v21.03.1 
1.704.1 Available under license : 

// +build !oss

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Dgraph Community License (the "License"); you

* may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You

* may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     https://github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/blob/master/licenses/DCL.txt

*/

 

package zero

 

import (

	"context"

	"io/ioutil"

	"math"

	"net/http"

	"time"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/ee/audit"
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	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/protos/pb"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/x"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/ristretto/z"

	humanize "github.com/dustin/go-humanize"

	"github.com/gogo/protobuf/proto"

	"github.com/golang/glog"

)

 

// proposeTrialLicense proposes an enterprise license valid for 30 days.

func (n *node) proposeTrialLicense() error {

	// Apply enterprise license valid for 30 days from now.

	proposal := &pb.ZeroProposal{

		License: &pb.License{

			MaxNodes: math.MaxUint64,

			ExpiryTs: time.Now().UTC().Add(humanize.Month).Unix(),

		},

	}

	err := n.proposeAndWait(context.Background(), proposal)

	if err != nil {

		return err

 

	}

	glog.Infof("Enterprise trial license proposed to the cluster: %v", proposal)

	return nil

}

 

func (s *Server) license() *pb.License {

	s.RLock()

	defer s.RUnlock()

	return proto.Clone(s.state.GetLicense()).(*pb.License)

}

 

func (s *Server) expireLicense() {

	s.Lock()

	defer s.Unlock()

	s.state.License.Enabled = false

}

 

// periodically checks the validity of the enterprise license and

// 1. Sets license.Enabled to false in membership state if license has expired.

// 2. Prints out warning once every day a week before the license is set to expire.

func (n *node) updateEnterpriseState(closer *z.Closer) {

	defer closer.Done()

 

	interval := 5 * time.Second

	ticker := time.NewTicker(interval)

	defer ticker.Stop()
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	intervalsInDay := int64(24*time.Hour) / int64(interval)

	var counter int64

	crashLearner := func() {

		if n.RaftContext.IsLearner {

			glog.Errorf("Enterprise License missing or expired. " +

				"Learner nodes need an Enterprise License.")

			// Signal the zero node to stop.

			n.server.closer.Signal()

		}

	}

	for {

		select {

		case <-ticker.C:

			counter++

			license := n.server.license()

			if !license.GetEnabled() {

				crashLearner()

				continue

			}

 

			expiry := time.Unix(license.GetExpiryTs(), 0).UTC()

			timeToExpire := expiry.Sub(time.Now().UTC())

			// We only want to print this log once a day.

			if counter%intervalsInDay == 0 && timeToExpire > 0 && timeToExpire < humanize.Week {

				glog.Warningf("Your enterprise license will expire in %s. To continue using enterprise "+

					"features after %s, apply a valid license. To get a new license, contact us at "+

					"https://dgraph.io/contact.", humanize.Time(expiry), humanize.Time(expiry))

			}

 

			active := time.Now().UTC().Before(expiry)

			if !active {

				n.server.expireLicense()

				audit.Close()

 

				glog.Warningf("Your enterprise license has expired and enterprise features are " +

					"disabled. To continue using enterprise features, apply a valid license. " +

					"To receive a new license, contact us at https://dgraph.io/contact.")

				crashLearner()

			}

		case <-closer.HasBeenClosed():

			return

		}

	}

}

 

// applyEnterpriseLicense accepts a PGP message as a POST request body, verifies that it was

// signed using our private key and applies the license which has maxNodes and Expiry to the
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// cluster.

func (st *state) applyEnterpriseLicense(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {

	x.AddCorsHeaders(w)

	if r.Method == "OPTIONS" {

		return

	}

	if r.Method != http.MethodPost {

		w.WriteHeader(http.StatusBadRequest)

		x.SetStatus(w, x.ErrorInvalidMethod, "Invalid method")

		return

	}

 

	w.Header().Set("Content-Type", "application/json")

	b, err := ioutil.ReadAll(r.Body)

	if err != nil {

		w.WriteHeader(http.StatusBadRequest)

		x.SetStatus(w, x.ErrorInvalidRequest, err.Error())

		return

	}

 

	ctx, cancel := context.WithTimeout(context.Background(), time.Minute)

	defer cancel()

	if _, err := st.zero.ApplyLicense(ctx, &pb.ApplyLicenseRequest{License: b}); err != nil {

		w.WriteHeader(http.StatusBadRequest)

		x.SetStatus(w, x.ErrorInvalidRequest, err.Error())

		return

	}

	if _, err := w.Write([]byte(`{"code": "Success", "message": "License applied."}`)); err != nil {

		glog.Errorf("Unable to send http response. Err: %v\n", err)

	}

}

 

func (s *Server) applyLicenseFile(path string) {

	content, err := ioutil.ReadFile(path)

	if err != nil {

		glog.Infof("Unable to apply license at %v due to error %v", path, err)

		return

	}

	ctx, cancel := context.WithTimeout(context.Background(), time.Minute)

	defer cancel()

	if _, err = s.ApplyLicense(ctx, &pb.ApplyLicenseRequest{License: content}); err != nil {

		glog.Infof("Unable to apply license at %v due to error %v", path, err)

	}

}

Dgraph Community License Agreement

 

 Please read this Dgraph Community License Agreement (the "Agreement")

 carefully before using Dgraph (as defined below), which is offered by
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 Dgraph Labs, Inc. or its affiliated Legal Entities ("Dgraph Labs").

 

 By downloading Dgraph or using it in any manner, You agree that You have

 read and agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement.  If You are

 accessing Dgraph on behalf of a Legal Entity, You represent and warrant

 that You have the authority to agree to these terms on its behalf and the

 right to bind that Legal Entity to this Agreement.  Use of Dgraph is

 expressly conditioned upon Your assent to all the terms of this Agreement, to

 the exclusion of all other terms.

 

 1. Definitions.  In addition to other terms defined elsewhere in this

    Agreement, the terms below have the following meanings.

 

   (a) "Dgraph" shall mean the graph database software provided by Dgraph

       Labs, including both Dgraph Core and Dgraph Enterprise

       editions, as defined below.

 

   (b) "Dgraph Core" shall mean the open source version of

       Dgraph, available free of charge at

 

           https://github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph

 

   (c) "Dgraph Enterprise Edition" shall mean the additional features made

       available by Dgraph Labs, the use of which is subject to additional

       terms set out below.

 

   (d) "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

       version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or

       Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted Dgraph Labs

       for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or

       Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner.  For

       the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of

       electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to Dgraph Labs or

       its representatives, including but not limited to communication on

       electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue

       tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, Dgraph Labs

       for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding

       communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in

       writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

   (e) "Contributor" shall mean any copyright owner or individual or Legal

       Entity authorized by the copyright owner, other than Dgraph Labs,

       from whom Dgraph Labs receives a Contribution that Dgraph Labs

       subsequently incorporates within the Work.

 

   (f) "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

       form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work, such as a

       translation, abridgement, condensation, or any other recasting,
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       transformation, or adaptation for which the editorial revisions,

       annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

       an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,

       Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or

       merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and

       Derivative Works thereof.

 

   (g) "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

       entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control

       with that entity.  For the purposes of this definition, "control" means

       (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management

       of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

       fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii)

       beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

   (h) "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

       distribution of a Work as defined by this Agreement.

 

   (i) "Licensor" shall mean Dgraph Labs or a Contributor, as applicable.

 

   (j) "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

       transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not

       limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and

       conversions to other media types.

 

   (k) "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

       including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

       and configuration files.

 

   (l) "Third Party Works" shall mean Works, including Contributions, and other

       technology owned by a person or Legal Entity other than Dgraph Labs,

       as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to

       such Works or technology.

 

   (m) "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object

       form, made available under a License, as indicated by a copyright notice

       that is included in or attached to the work.

 

   (n) "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

       permissions granted by this License.

 

 2. Licenses.

 

   (a) License to Dgraph Core.  The License for Dgraph

       Core is the Apache License, Version 2.0 ("Apache License").

       The Apache License includes a grant of patent license, as well as

       redistribution rights that are contingent on several requirements.

       Please see
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           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

       for full terms.  Dgraph Core is a no-cost, entry-level license and as

       such, contains the following disclaimers: NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO

       THE CONTRARY HEREIN, DGRAPH CORE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND "AS

       AVAILABLE", AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE EXCLUDED AND

       DISCLAIMED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

       MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

       AND ANY WARRANTIES ARISING BY STATUTE OR OTHERWISE IN LAW OR FROM

       COURSE OF DEALING, COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, OR USE IN TRADE.  For

       clarity, the terms of this Agreement, other than the relevant

       definitions in Section 1 and this Section 2(a) do not apply to Dgraph

       Core.

 

   (b) License to Dgraph Enterprise Edition.

 

     i   Grant of Copyright License: Subject to the terms of this Agreement,

         Licensor hereby grants to You a worldwide, non-exclusive,

         non-transferable limited license to reproduce, prepare Enterprise

         Derivative Works (as defined below) of, publicly display, publicly

         perform, sublicense, and distribute Dgraph Enterprise Edition

         for Your business purposes, for so long as You are not in violation

         of this Section 2(b) and are current on all payments required by

         Section 4 below.

 

     ii  Grant of Patent License: Subject to the terms of this Agreement,

         Licensor hereby grants to You a worldwide, non-exclusive,

         non-transferable limited patent license to make, have made, use,

         offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer Dgraph

         Enterprise Edition, where such license applies only to those patent

         claims licensable by Licensor that are necessarily infringed by

         their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

         Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

         submitted.  If You institute patent litigation against any entity

         (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

         the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes

         direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

         granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as

         of the date such litigation is filed.

 

     iii License to Third Party Works:  From time to time Dgraph Labs may

         use, or provide You access to, Third Party Works in connection

         Dgraph Enterprise Edition.  You acknowledge and agree that in

         addition to this Agreement, Your use of Third Party Works is subject

         to all other terms and conditions set forth in the License provided

         with or contained in such Third Party Works.  Some Third Party Works

         may be licensed to You solely for use with Dgraph Enterprise
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         Edition under the terms of a third party License, or as otherwise

         notified by Dgraph Labs, and not under the terms of this

         Agreement.  You agree that the owners and third party licensors of

         Third Party Works are intended third party beneficiaries to this

         Agreement.

 

 3. Support.  From time to time, in its sole discretion, Dgraph Labs may

    offer professional services or support for Dgraph, which may now or in

    the future be subject to additional fees.

 

 4. Fees for Dgraph Enterprise Edition or Dgraph Support.

 

   (a) Fees.  The License to Dgraph Enterprise Edition is conditioned upon

       Your payment of the fees which You agree to pay to Dgraph Labs in

       accordance with the payment terms agreed upon by contacting

       contact@dgraph.io.  Any professional services or support for Dgraph

       may also be subject to Your payment of fees, which will be

       specified by Dgraph Labs when you sign up to receive such

       professional services or support.  Dgraph Labs reserves the right

       to change the fees at any time with prior written notice; for

       recurring fees, any such adjustments will take effect as of the

       next pay period.

 

   (b) Overdue Payments and Taxes. Overdue payments are subject to a service

       charge equal to the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum legal

       interest rate allowed by law, and You shall pay all Dgraph Labs

       reasonable costs of collection, including court costs and attorneys

       fees.  Fees are stated and payable in U.S. dollars and are exclusive of

       all sales, use, value added and similar taxes, duties, withholdings and

       other governmental assessments (but excluding taxes based on Dgraph

       Labs income) that may be levied on the transactions contemplated by

       this Agreement in any jurisdiction, all of which are Your responsibility

       unless you have provided Dgraph Labs with a valid tax-exempt

       certificate.

 

   (c) Record-keeping and Audit.  If fees for Dgraph Enterprise Edition

       are based on the number of cores or servers running on Dgraph

       Enterprise Edition or another use-based unit of measurement, You must

       maintain complete and accurate records with respect to Your use of

       Dgraph Enterprise Edition and will provide such records to

       Dgraph Labs for inspection or audit upon Dgraph Labs reasonable

       request.  If an inspection or audit uncovers additional usage by You for

       which fees are owed under this Agreement, then You shall pay for such

       additional usage at Dgraph Labs then-current rates.

 

 5. Trial License.  If You have signed up for a trial or evaluation of

    Dgraph Enterprise Edition, Your License to Dgraph Enterprise

    Edition is granted without charge for the trial or evaluation period
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    specified when You signed up, or if no term was specified, for thirty (30)

    calendar days, provided that Your License is granted solely for purposes of

    Your internal evaluation of Dgraph Enterprise Edition during the trial

    or evaluation period (a "Trial License").  You may not use Dgraph

    Enterprise Edition under a Trial License more than once in any twelve (12)

    month period.  Dgraph Labs may revoke a Trial License at any time and

    for any reason.  Sections 3, 4, 9 and 11 of this Agreement do not apply to

    Trial Licenses.

 

 6. Redistribution.  You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or

    Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and

    in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

   (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

       copy of this License; and

 

   (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating

       that You changed the files; and

 

   (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You

       distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices

       from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not

       pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

   (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution,

       then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable

       copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file,

       excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

       Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

       NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the

       Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative

       Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

       wherever such third-party notices normally appear.  The contents of the

       NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

       License.  You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative

       Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE

       text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

       cannot be construed as modifying the License.

 

       You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

       provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

       reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

       Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

       distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated

       in this License.

 

   (e) Enterprise Derivative Works: Derivative Works of Dgraph Enterprise

       Edition ("Enterprise Derivative Works") may be made, reproduced and
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       distributed in any medium, with or without modifications, in Source or

       Object form, provided that each Enterprise Derivative Work will be

       considered to include a License to Dgraph Enterprise Edition and

       thus will be subject to the payment of fees to Dgraph Labs by any

       user of the Enterprise Derivative Work.

 

 7. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any

    Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in Dgraph by You to

    Dgraph Labs shall be under the terms and conditions of

 

        https://cla-assistant.io/dgraph-io/dgraph

 

    (which is based off of the Apache License), without any additional terms or

    conditions, payments of royalties or otherwise to Your benefit.

    Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the

    terms of any separate license agreement You may have executed with

    Dgraph Labs regarding such Contributions.

 

 8. Trademarks.  This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,

    trademarks, service marks, or product names of Licensor, except as required

    for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

    reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

 9. Limited Warranty.

 

   (a) Warranties.  Dgraph Labs warrants to You that: (i) Dgraph

       Enterprise Edition will materially perform in accordance with the

       applicable documentation for ninety (90) days after initial delivery to

       You; and (ii) any professional services performed by Dgraph Labs

       under this Agreement will be performed in a workmanlike manner, in

       accordance with general industry standards.

 

   (b) Exclusions.  Dgraph Labs warranties in this Section 9 do not extend

       to problems that result from: (i) Your failure to implement updates

       issued by Dgraph Labs during the warranty period; (ii) any

       alterations or additions (including Enterprise Derivative Works and

       Contributions) to Dgraph not performed by or at the direction of

       Dgraph Labs; (iii) failures that are not reproducible by Dgraph

       Labs; (iv) operation of Dgraph Enterprise Edition in violation of

       this Agreement or not in accordance with its documentation; (v) failures

       caused by software, hardware or products not licensed or provided by

       Dgraph Labs hereunder; or (vi) Third Party Works.

 

   (c) Remedies.  In the event of a breach of a warranty under this Section 9,

       Dgraph Labs will, at its discretion and cost, either repair, replace

       or re-perform the applicable Works or services or refund a portion of

       fees previously paid to Dgraph Labs that are associated with the

       defective Works or services. This is Your exclusive remedy, and
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       Dgraph Labs sole liability, arising in connection with the limited

       warranties herein.

 

 10. Disclaimer of Warranty.  Except as set out in Section 9, unless required

     by applicable law, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor

     provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

     CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, arising out of course

     of dealing, course of performance, or usage in trade, including, without

     limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,

     MERCHANTABILITY, CORRECTNESS, RELIABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

     PURPOSE, all of which are hereby disclaimed.  You are solely responsible

     for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing Works and

     assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under the

     applicable License for such Works.

 

 11. Limited Indemnity.

 

   (a) Indemnity.  Dgraph Labs will defend, indemnify and hold You harmless

       against any third party claims, liabilities or expenses incurred

       (including reasonable attorneys fees), as well as amounts finally

       awarded in a settlement or a non-appealable judgement by a court

       ("Losses"), to the extent arising from any claim or allegation by a

       third party that Dgraph Enterprise Edition infringes or

       misappropriates a valid United States patent, copyright or trade secret

       right of a third party; provided that You give Dgraph Labs: (i)

       prompt written notice of any such claim or allegation; (ii) sole control

       of the defense and settlement thereof; and (iii) reasonable cooperation

       and assistance in such defense or settlement.  If any Work within

       Dgraph Enterprise Edition becomes or, in Dgraph Labs opinion,

       is likely to become, the subject of an injunction, Dgraph Labs may,

       at its option, (A) procure for You the right to continue using such

       Work, (B) replace or modify such Work so that it becomes non-infringing

       without substantially compromising its functionality, or, if (A) and (B)

       are not commercially practicable, then (C) terminate Your license to the

       allegedly infringing Work and refund to You a prorated portion of the

       prepaid and unearned fees for such infringing Work.  The foregoing

       states the entire liability of Dgraph Labs with respect to

       infringement of patents, copyrights, trade secrets or other intellectual

       property rights.

 

   (b) Exclusions.  The foregoing obligations shall not apply to: (i) Works

       modified by any party other than Dgraph Labs (including Enterprise

       Derivative Works and Contributions), if the alleged infringement relates

       to such modification, (ii) Works combined or bundled with any products,

       processes or materials not provided by Dgraph Labs where the alleged

       infringement relates to such combination, (iii) use of a version of

       Dgraph Enterprise Edition other than the version that was current

       at the time of such use, as long as a non-infringing version had been
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       released, (iv) any Works created to Your specifications, (v)

       infringement or misappropriation of any proprietary right in which You

       have an interest, or (vi) Third Party Works.  You will defend, indemnify

       and hold Dgraph Labs harmless against any Losses arising from any

       such claim or allegation, subject to conditions reciprocal to those in

       Section 11(a).

 

 12. Limitation of Liability.  In no event and under no legal or equitable

     theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts), and notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the

     contrary, shall Licensor or any Contributor be liable to You for (i) any

     amounts in excess, in the aggregate, of the fees paid by You to Dgraph

     Labs under this Agreement in the twelve (12) months preceding the date the

     first cause of liability arose), or (ii) any indirect, special,

     incidental, punitive, exemplary, reliance, or consequential damages of any

     character arising as a result of this Agreement or out of the use or

     inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss

     of goodwill, profits, data or data use, work stoppage, computer failure or

     malfunction, cost of procurement of substitute goods, technology or

     services, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such

     Licensor or Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such

     damages. THESE LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING THE FAILURE OF THE

     ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY.

 

 13. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.  While redistributing Works or

     Derivative Works thereof, and without limiting your obligations under

     Section 6, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of

     support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights

     consistent with this License.  However, in accepting such obligations, You

     may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on

     behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold Dgraph Labs and each other Contributor harmless for

     any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

     reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

 14. General.

 

   (a) Relationship of Parties.  You and Dgraph Labs are independent

       contractors, and nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute either

       party as the agent or representative of the other or both parties as

       joint venturers or partners for any purpose.

 

   (b) Export Control.  You shall comply with the U.S. Foreign Corrupt

       Practices Act and all applicable export laws, restrictions and

       regulations of the U.S. Department of Commerce, and any other applicable

       U.S. and foreign authority.
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   (c) Assignment.  This Agreement and the rights and obligations herein may

       not be assigned or transferred, in whole or in part, by You without the

       prior written consent of Dgraph Labs.  Any assignment in violation of

       this provision is void.  This Agreement shall be binding upon, and inure

       to the benefit of, the successors and permitted assigns of the parties.

 

   (d) Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under

       the laws of the State of New York and the United States without regard

       to conflicts of laws provisions thereof, and without regard to the

       Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act.

 

   (e) Attorneys Fees.  In any action or proceeding to enforce rights under

       this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover its

       costs, expenses and attorneys fees.

 

   (f) Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid,

       illegal or unenforceable in any respect, that provision shall be limited

       or eliminated to the minimum extent necessary so that this Agreement

       otherwise remains in full force and effect and enforceable.

 

   (g) Entire Agreement; Waivers; Modification.  This Agreement constitutes the

       entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter

       hereof and supersedes all proposals, understandings, or discussions,

       whether written or oral, relating to the subject matter of this

       Agreement and all past dealing or industry custom. The failure of either

       party to enforce its rights under this Agreement at any time for any

       period shall not be construed as a waiver of such rights. No changes,

       modifications or waivers to this Agreement will be effective unless in

       writing and signed by both parties.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

/*

* Copyright 2018 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package main

 

import (

	"bytes"

	"encoding/json"

	"io/ioutil"

	"net/http"

	"testing"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/testutil"

	"github.com/stretchr/testify/require"

)

 

var expiredKey = []byte(`-----BEGIN PGP MESSAGE-----

 

owEBwgI9/ZANAwAKAXomeeH3SyppAax7YgxsaWNlbnNlLmpzb25etF5+ewogICJ1

c2VyIjogIkRncmFwaCBUZXN0IEtleSIsCiAgIm1heF9ub2RlcyI6IDE4NDQ2NzQ0

MDczNzA5NTUxNjE1LAogICJleHBpcnkiOiAiMTk3MC0wMS0wMVQwMDowMDowMFoi

Cn0KiQIzBAABCgAdFiEED3lYS97wtaMT1MW+eiZ54fdLKmkFAl60Xn4ACgkQeiZ5

4fdLKmlVYQ//afX0H7Seb0ukxCMAcM8uqlBEGCEFv3K34avk1g8XRa6y4q/Ys0uU

DSaaDWdQ8IS5Q9SNlZBbJuqO6Pf1R01dEPTYQizWkDjYIBsY9xJnMZKEaA+F3bkn

8TXqI588+AvbqxHosz8cvh/nG+Ajk451rI9c2bqKB/FvH/zI6XyfUjqN+PvrqH0E

POA7nqSrWDemW4cMgNR4PhXehB/n2i3G6cPpwgCUd+N00N1f1mir/LmL6G5T4PrG

BmVz9fOdEr+U85PbMF9vOke9LkLQYdnF1hEV+7++t2/uoaLDYbxYhUnXpJZxwCBX

DQTievpyQF47HzuifvqUyxDSEsYiSGhhap1e/tvf1VaZoFUuTYQQpiV7+9K3UrL0

SnJ5TRWS7cEKBLyZszrakGpqVakvEUlWO4wG0Fp4kUa4YXw8t58oqHRn9aAtoqJd

UOLnq2semUttaySR4DHhjneO3/RoVm79/aaqMi/QNJzc9Tt9nY0AgcYlA3bVXmAZ

nM9Rgi6SaO5DxnRdhFzZyYQMb4onFDI0eYMOhPm+NmKWplkFXB+mKPKj5o/pcEb4

SWHt8fUAWDLsmcooIixDmSay14aBmF08hQ1vtJkY7/jo3hlK36GrLnNdN4IODqk/

I8mUd/jcj3NZtGWFoxKq4laK/ruoeoHnWMznJyMm75nzcU5QZU9yEEI=

=2lFm

-----END PGP MESSAGE-----

`)

 

var invalidKey = []byte(`-----BEGIN PGP MESSAGE-----

 

x7YgxsaWNlbnNlLmpzb25etF5owEBwgI9omeeH3SyppAa/ZANAwAKAX+ewogICJ1

c2VyIjogIkRncmFwaCBUZXN0IEtleSIsCiAgIm1heF9ub2RlcyI6IDE4NDQ2NzQ0

MDczNzA5NTUxNjE1LAogICJleHBpcnkiOiAiMTk3MC0wMS0wMVQwMDowMDowMFoi

Cn0KiQIzBAABCgAdFiEED3lYS97wtaMT1MW+eiZ54fdLKmkFAl60Xn4ACgkQeiZ5

4fdLKmlVYQ//afX0H7Seb0ukxCMAcM8uqlBEGCEFv3K34avk1g8XRa6y4q/Ys0uU

DSaaDWdQ8QizWkDjYIBsY9xJnMZKEaAIS5Q9SNlZBbJuqO6Pf1R01dEPTY+F3bkn
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8T1rI9c2bqKB/FvH/zI6XXqI588+AvbqxHosz8cvh/nG+Ajk45yfUjqN+PvrqH0E

POA7nqSrWDemW4cMgNR4PhXehB/n2i3G6cPpwgCUd+N00N1f1mir/LmL6G5T4PrG

BmVz9fOdEr+U85PbMF9vOke9LkLQYdnF1hEV+7++t2/uoaLDYbxYhUnXpJZxwCBX

DQTievpyQxDSEsYiSGhhap1e/tvf1VaZoFUuTYQQpiV7F47HzuifvqUy+9K3UrL0

SnJ5TRWS7cEKBLyZszrakGpqVakvEUlWO4wG0Fp4kUa4YXw8t58oqHRn9aAtoqJd

UOLnq2semUttaySR4DHhjneO3/RoVm79/aaqMi/QNJzc9Tt9nY0AgcYlA3bVXmAZ

nM9Rgi6SaO5DxnRdhFzZyYQMb4onFDI0eYMOhPm+NmKWplkFXB+mKPKj5o/pcEb4

SWHt8fUAWDLsmcJkY7/jo3hlK36GrLnNdN4IODqkooIixDmSay14aBmF08hQ1vt/

I8jcj3NZtGWFoxKq4laK/ruoeoHnWMznJyMm7mUd/5nzcU5QZU9yEEI=

=2lFm

-----END PGP MESSAGE-----

`)

 

type Location struct {

	Line   int `json:"line,omitempty"`

	Column int `json:"column,omitempty"`

}

 

type GqlError struct {

	Message    string                 `json:"message"`

	Locations  []Location             `json:"locations,omitempty"`

	Path       []interface{}          `json:"path,omitempty"`

	Extensions map[string]interface{} `json:"extensions,omitempty"`

}

 

type GqlErrorList []*GqlError

 

type responseStruct struct {

	Errors  GqlErrorList           `json:"errors"`

	Code    string                 `json:"code"`

	Message string                 `json:"message"`

	License map[string]interface{} `json:"license"`

}

 

func TestEnterpriseLicense(t *testing.T) {

	enterpriseLicenseURL := "http://" + testutil.SockAddrZeroHttp + "/enterpriseLicense"

 

	var tests = []struct {

		name       string

		licenseKey []byte

		code       string

		user       string

		message    string

	}{

		{

			"Using expired entrerprise license key, should be able to extract user information",

			expiredKey,

			`Success`,
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			`Dgraph Test Key`,

			``,

		},

		{

			"Using invalid entrerprise license key should return an error",

			invalidKey,

			``,

			``,

			`while extracting enterprise details from the license: while reading PGP message from license file: openpgp:

unsupported feature: public key version`,

		},

		{

			"Using empty entrerprise license key should return an error",

			[]byte(``),

			``,

			``,

			`while extracting enterprise details from the license: while decoding license file: EOF`,

		},

	}

 

	// run these tests using the http endpoint

	for _, tt := range tests {

 

		// Apply the license

		response, err := http.Post(enterpriseLicenseURL, "application/text", bytes.NewBuffer(tt.licenseKey))

		require.NoError(t, err)

 

		var enterpriseResponse responseStruct

		responseBody, err := ioutil.ReadAll(response.Body)

		require.NoError(t, err)

		err = json.Unmarshal(responseBody, &enterpriseResponse)

		require.NoError(t, err)

 

		// Check if the license is applied

		require.Equal(t, enterpriseResponse.Code, tt.code)

 

		if enterpriseResponse.Code == `Success` {

			// check the user information in case the license is applied

			// Expired license should not be enabled even after it is applied

			assertLicenseNotEnabled(t, tt.user)

		} else {

			// check the error message in case the license is not applied

			require.Equal(t, enterpriseResponse.Errors[0].Message, tt.message)

		}

	}

 

	// this time, run them using the GraphQL admin endpoint

	for _, tt := range tests {
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		// Apply the license

		resp := testutil.EnterpriseLicense(t, string(tt.licenseKey))

 

		if tt.code == `Success` {

			// Check if the license is applied

			testutil.CompareJSON(t, `{"enterpriseLicense":{"response":{"code":"Success"}}}`,

				string(resp.Data))

 

			// check the user information in case the license is applied

			// Expired license should not be enabled even after it is applied

			assertLicenseNotEnabled(t, tt.user)

		} else {

			testutil.CompareJSON(t, `{"enterpriseLicense":null}`, string(resp.Data))

			// check the error message in case the license is not applied

			require.Contains(t, resp.Errors[0].Message, tt.message)

		}

	}

}

 

func assertLicenseNotEnabled(t *testing.T, user string) {

	response, err := http.Get("http://" + testutil.SockAddrZeroHttp + "/state")

	require.NoError(t, err)

 

	var stateResponse responseStruct

	responseBody, err := ioutil.ReadAll(response.Body)

	require.NoError(t, err)

	err = json.Unmarshal(responseBody, &stateResponse)

	require.NoError(t, err)

 

	require.Equal(t, stateResponse.License["user"], user)

	require.Equal(t, stateResponse.License["enabled"], false)

}

/*

* Copyright 2020 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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package admin

 

import (

	"context"

	"encoding/json"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/graphql/resolve"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/graphql/schema"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/protos/pb"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/worker"

)

 

type enterpriseLicenseInput struct {

	License string

}

 

func resolveEnterpriseLicense(ctx context.Context, m schema.Mutation) (*resolve.Resolved, bool) {

	input, err := getEnterpriseLicenseInput(m)

	if err != nil {

		return resolve.EmptyResult(m, err), false

	}

 

	if _, err = worker.ApplyLicenseOverNetwork(

		ctx,

		&pb.ApplyLicenseRequest{License: []byte(input.License)},

	); err != nil {

		return resolve.EmptyResult(m, err), false

	}

 

	return resolve.DataResult(m,

		map[string]interface{}{m.Name(): response("Success", "License applied.")},

		nil,

	), true

}

 

func getEnterpriseLicenseInput(m schema.Mutation) (*enterpriseLicenseInput, error) {

	inputArg := m.ArgValue(schema.InputArgName)

	inputBytes, err := json.Marshal(inputArg)

	if err != nil {

		return nil, inputArgError(err)

	}

 

	var input enterpriseLicenseInput

	err = schema.Unmarshal(inputBytes, &input)

	return &input, inputArgError(err)

}
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// +build oss

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 Dgraph Labs, Inc. and Contributors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

package zero

 

import (

	"net/http"

 

	"github.com/dgraph-io/dgraph/protos/pb"

	"github.com/dgraph-io/ristretto/z"

)

 

// dummy function as enterprise features are not available in oss binary.

func (n *node) proposeTrialLicense() error {

	return nil

}

 

// periodically checks the validity of the enterprise license and updates the membership state.

func (n *node) updateEnterpriseState(closer *z.Closer) {

	closer.Done()

}

 

func (st *state) applyEnterpriseLicense(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {

	w.WriteHeader(http.StatusNotFound)

}

 

func (s *Server) applyLicenseFile(path string) {

	return

}

 

func (s *Server) license() *pb.License {

	return nil

}
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## Dgraph Licensing

 

Copyright 2016-2019 Dgraph Labs, Inc.

 

Source code in this repository is variously licensed under the Apache Public

License 2.0 (APL) and the Dgraph Community License (DCL). A copy of each license

can be found in the [licenses](./licenses/) directory.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed

under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

 

## Trademark

 

Dgraph is a registered trademark of Dgraph Labs, Inc.

# Auto-generated with: [./compose -l -a 1 -z 1 --port_offset=0 --expose_ports=false --mem= --names=false -O

../systest/license/docker-compose.yml]

#

version: "3.5"

services:

 alpha1:

   image: dgraph/dgraph:latest

   working_dir: /data/alpha1

   labels:

     cluster: test

   ports:

   - "8080"

   - "9080"

   volumes:

   - type: bind

     source: $GOPATH/bin

     target: /gobin

     read_only: true

   command: /gobin/dgraph alpha --my=alpha1:7080 --zero=zero1:5080 --logtostderr

     -v=2

     --security "whitelist=10.0.0.0/8,172.16.0.0/12,192.168.0.0/16;"

 zero1:

   image: dgraph/dgraph:latest

   working_dir: /data/zero1

   labels:

     cluster: test

   ports:

   - "5080"

   - "6080"

   volumes:

   - type: bind

     source: $GOPATH/bin
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     target: /gobin

     read_only: true

   command: /gobin/dgraph zero --raft="idx=1;" --my=zero1:5080 --logtostderr -v=2 --bindall

volumes: {}

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.705 dexx-collections 0.2 

 

1.706 pycparser 2.18-1.ph3 
1.706.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# All rights reserved.

# Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

# * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

# * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

#   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

# * Neither the name of the David Beazley or Dabeaz LLC may be used to

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/ply/lex.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/ply/yacc.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# License: BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/_build_tables.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/plyparser.py
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/_c_ast.cfg

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/ast_transforms.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/c_lexer.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/c_generator.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/_ast_gen.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/__init__.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/c_ast.py

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/c_parser.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# All rights reserved

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser/ply/cpp.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License: BSD

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1089654772_1600397317.82/0/python3-pycparser-2-18-1-ph-

zip/usr/lib/python3.7/site-packages/pycparser-2.18-py3.7.egg-info

 

1.707 flask 1.0.2 
1.707.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010 by Armin Ronacher.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

This logo or a modified version may be used by anyone to refer to the

Flask project, but does not indicate endorsement by the project.

 

Redistribution and use in source (the SVG file) and binary forms (rendered

PNG files etc.) of the image, with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice and this list of conditions.
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* The names of the contributors to the Flask software (see AUTHORS) may

 not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

Note: we would appreciate that you make the image a link to

http://flask.pocoo.org/ if you use it on a web page.

Copyright  2010 by the Pallets team.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of the software as

well as documentation, with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.708 libxfont 7.5-21.el7 
1.708.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Juliusz Chroboczek

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1993, 1994, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2005 Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Red Hat not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software
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without specific, written prior permission.  Red Hat makes no

representations about the suitability of this software for any

purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

RED HAT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN

NO EVENT SHALL RED HAT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS

OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright 1991, 1993, 1998  The Open Group

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

Copyright (c) 2002-2008 by Juliusz Chroboczek

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright (c) 2008, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2003 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

by Ben Collver <collver1@attbi.com>.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Martin Husemann.

Copyright (c) 2007 Joerg Sonnenberger.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2005 Red Hat, Inc

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation.

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the copyright holders shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from the copyright holders.

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991-2011 Unicode, Inc.  All Rights reserved.

 

This file is provided as-is by Unicode, Inc. (The Unicode Consortium).

No claims are made as to fitness for any particular purpose.  No

warranties of any kind are expressed or implied.  The recipient

agrees to determine applicability of information provided.  If this

file has been provided on optical media by Unicode, Inc., the sole

remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media within 90

days of receipt.

 

Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form for
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internal or external distribution as long as this notice remains

attached.

 

1.709 spring-boot-starter-data-mongodb

2.0.1.RELEASE 
1.709.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1157883412_1619654772.82/0/spring-boot-starter-data-mongodb-2-0-1-release-sources-3-

jar/META-INF/maven/org.springframework.boot/spring-boot-starter-data-mongodb/pom.xml

 

1.710 treetop 1.5.3 
1.710.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007 Nathan Sobo.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.711 annotations 2.0.0 
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1.711.1 Available under license : 
Contributors

============

 

Sort alphabetically:

 

* Benedito Carlos Almeida Capela <beneditocarlos.bc@gmail.com>

* Emmanuel Antico <emmanuel.antico@gmail.com>

* Ignace Butera <nyamsprod@gmail.com>

* Mrcio Almada <marcio3w@gmail.com>

* Pascal Borreli <pascal@borreli.com>

* Romain <romain@exaprint.fr>

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Mrcio Almada

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.712 pyzmq 22.2.1 
1.712.1 Available under license : 

wepoll - epoll for Windows

https://github.com/piscisaureus/wepoll

 

Copyright 2012-2018, Bert Belder <bertbelder@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

PyZMQ is licensed under the terms of the Modified BSD License (also known as

New or Revised BSD), as follows:

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012, Brian Granger, Min Ragan-Kelley

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of PyZMQ nor the names of its contributors may be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

written permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

PyZMQ examples are copyright their respective authors, and licensed

under the New BSD License as described in COPYING.BSD unless otherwise

specified in the file.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License
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without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.
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  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it
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  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

          SPECIAL EXCEPTION GRANTED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 

As a special exception, copyright holders give you permission to link this

library with independent modules to produce an executable, regardless of

the license terms of these independent modules, and to copy and distribute

the resulting executable under terms of your choice, provided that you also

meet, for each linked independent module, the terms and conditions of

the license of that module. An independent module is a module which is not

derived from or based on this library. If you modify this library, you must

extend this exception to your version of the library.

 

Note: this exception relieves you of any obligations under sections 4 and 5

of this license, and section 6 of the GNU General Public License.

                      GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we
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have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"
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to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that
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same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;
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keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms
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of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.
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 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.
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 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further
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restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission
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to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
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patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.
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 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.
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 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.713 leveldb 1.23 
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1.713.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2011 The LevelDB Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.714 jcmturner-dnsutils v1.0.1 
1.714.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.715 jetty-util 9.2.13.v20150730 
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1.716 pierrec-lz4 v2.5.2+incompatible 
1.716.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015, Pierre Curto

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of xxHash nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.717 click 8.0.1 
1.717.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Contributor Covenant Code of Conduct

 

## Our Pledge

 

In the interest of fostering an open and welcoming environment, we as

contributors and maintainers pledge to making participation in our project and

our community a harassment-free experience for everyone, regardless of age, body

size, disability, ethnicity, sex characteristics, gender identity and expression,
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level of experience, education, socio-economic status, nationality, personal

appearance, race, religion, or sexual identity and orientation.

 

## Our Standards

 

Examples of behavior that contributes to creating a positive environment

include:

 

* Using welcoming and inclusive language

* Being respectful of differing viewpoints and experiences

* Gracefully accepting constructive criticism

* Focusing on what is best for the community

* Showing empathy towards other community members

 

Examples of unacceptable behavior by participants include:

 

* The use of sexualized language or imagery and unwelcome sexual attention or

advances

* Trolling, insulting/derogatory comments, and personal or political attacks

* Public or private harassment

* Publishing others' private information, such as a physical or electronic

address, without explicit permission

* Other conduct which could reasonably be considered inappropriate in a

professional setting

 

## Our Responsibilities

 

Project maintainers are responsible for clarifying the standards of acceptable

behavior and are expected to take appropriate and fair corrective action in

response to any instances of unacceptable behavior.

 

Project maintainers have the right and responsibility to remove, edit, or

reject comments, commits, code, wiki edits, issues, and other contributions

that are not aligned to this Code of Conduct, or to ban temporarily or

permanently any contributor for other behaviors that they deem inappropriate,

threatening, offensive, or harmful.

 

## Scope

 

This Code of Conduct applies both within project spaces and in public spaces

when an individual is representing the project or its community. Examples of

representing a project or community include using an official project e-mail

address, posting via an official social media account, or acting as an appointed

representative at an online or offline event. Representation of a project may be

further defined and clarified by project maintainers.

 

## Enforcement
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Instances of abusive, harassing, or otherwise unacceptable behavior may be

reported by contacting the project team at report@palletsprojects.com. All

complaints will be reviewed and investigated and will result in a response that

is deemed necessary and appropriate to the circumstances. The project team is

obligated to maintain confidentiality with regard to the reporter of an incident.

Further details of specific enforcement policies may be posted separately.

 

Project maintainers who do not follow or enforce the Code of Conduct in good

faith may face temporary or permanent repercussions as determined by other

members of the project's leadership.

 

## Attribution

 

This Code of Conduct is adapted from the [Contributor Covenant][homepage], version 1.4,

available at https://www.contributor-covenant.org/version/1/4/code-of-conduct.html

 

[homepage]: https://www.contributor-covenant.org

 

For answers to common questions about this code of conduct, see

https://www.contributor-covenant.org/faq

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166815366_1621502560.93/0/pallets-click-8-0-1-0-gbaea623-tar-gz/pallets-click-

bbec11f/CODE_OF_CONDUCT.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Including attribution to #612

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166815366_1621502560.93/0/pallets-click-8-0-1-0-gbaea623-tar-gz/pallets-click-

bbec11f/tests/test_formatting.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2014 Pallets

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166815366_1621502560.93/0/pallets-click-8-0-1-0-gbaea623-tar-gz/pallets-click-

bbec11f/LICENSE.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2001-2006 Gregory P. Ward. All rights reserved.

Copyright 2002-2006 Python Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166815366_1621502560.93/0/pallets-click-8-0-1-0-gbaea623-tar-gz/pallets-click-

bbec11f/src/click/parser.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166815366_1621502560.93/0/pallets-click-8-0-1-0-gbaea623-tar-gz/pallets-click-

bbec11f/setup.cfg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.. _contrib:

 

=============

click-contrib

=============

 

As the userbase of Click grows, more and more major feature requests pop up in

Click's bugtracker. As reasonable as it may be for those features to be bundled

with Click instead of being a standalone project, many of those requested

features are either highly experimental or have unproven practical use, while

potentially being a burden to maintain.

 

This is why click-contrib_ exists. The GitHub organization is a collection of

possibly experimental third-party packages whose featureset does not belong
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into Click, but also a playground for major features that may be added to Click

in the future. It is also meant to coordinate and concentrate effort on writing

third-party extensions for Click, and to ease the effort of searching for such

extensions. In that sense it could be described as a low-maintenance

alternative to extension repositories of other frameworks.

 

Please note that the quality and stability of those packages may be different

than what you expect from Click itself. While published under a common

organization, they are still projects separate from Click.

 

.. _click-contrib: https://github.com/click-contrib/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1166815366_1621502560.93/0/pallets-click-8-0-1-0-gbaea623-tar-gz/pallets-click-

bbec11f/docs/contrib.rst

 

1.718 wheel 0.32.3 
1.718.1 Available under license : 

"wheel" copyright (c) 2012-2014 Daniel Holth <dholth@fastmail.fm> and

contributors.

 

The MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.719 cdi-api 1.2 
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1.719.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.720 asm 5.0.3 
1.720.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link AnalyzerAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this
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    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #AnalyzerAdapter(int, String, int, String, String, MethodVisitor)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param owner

    *            the owner's class name.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls. May

    *            be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AnalyzerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
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* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new {@link GeneratorAdapter}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #GeneratorAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the method visitor to which this adapter delegates calls.

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}).

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type Type}).

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/GeneratorAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2013 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypePath.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/TypeReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Creates a new JSRInliner. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #JSRInlinerAdapter(int, MethodVisitor, int, String, String, String, String[])}
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    * version.

    *

    * @param mv

    *            the <code>MethodVisitor</code> to send the resulting inlined

    *            method code to (use <code>null</code> for none).

    * @param access

    *            the method's access flags (see {@link Opcodes}). This

    *            parameter also indicates if the method is synthetic and/or

    *            deprecated.

    * @param name

    *            the method's name.

    * @param desc

    *            the method's descriptor (see {@link Type}).

    * @param signature

    *            the method's signature. May be <tt>null</tt>.

    * @param exceptions

    *            the internal names of the method's exception classes (see

    *            {@link Type#getInternalName() getInternalName}). May be

    *            <tt>null</tt>.

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/JSRInlinerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link LocalVariableAnnotationNode}. <i>Subclasses must

    * not use this constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the

    * {@link #LocalVariableAnnotationNode(int, TypePath, LabelNode[], LabelNode[], int[], String)}

    * version.

    *

    * @param typeRef

    *            a reference to the annotated type. See {@link TypeReference}.

    * @param typePath

    *            the path to the annotated type argument, wildcard bound, array

    *            element type, or static inner type within 'typeRef'. May be

    *            <tt>null</tt> if the annotation targets 'typeRef' as a whole.

    * @param start

    *            the fist instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (inclusive).

    * @param end

    *            the last instructions corresponding to the continuous ranges

    *            that make the scope of this local variable (exclusive). This

    *            array must have the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param index

    *            the local variable's index in each range. This array must have

    *            the same size as the 'start' array.

    * @param desc

    *            the class descriptor of the annotation class.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableAnnotationNode.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

    this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

 AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

 ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

 LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

 CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

 SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

 ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

 THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/asm-xml.dtd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
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* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/package.html

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link Textifier}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #Textifier(int)}

    * version.

    *
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    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/**

    * Constructs a new {@link ClassNode}. <i>Subclasses must not use this

    * constructor</i>. Instead, they must use the {@link #ClassNode(int)}

    * version.

    *

    * @throws IllegalStateException

    *             If a subclass calls this constructor.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ClassNode.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifiable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Textifiable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/package.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM XML Adapter

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011, Eugene Kuleshov

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXCodeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/ASMContentHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/xml/SAXAnnotationAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Value.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Item.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/StaticInitMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Remapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/VarInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/LocalVariablesSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceMethodVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Edge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/Method.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LocalVariableNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LookupSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicVerifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-
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jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FrameNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/AnnotationConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Frame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/ParameterNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InnerClassNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/FieldConstantsCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MultiANewArrayInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/ByteVector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InvokeDynamicInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TableSwitchInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/JarOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Shrinker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/MethodInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TryCatchBlockSorter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceAnnotationVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Subroutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TryCatchBlockNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LabelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SmallSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/Constant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SimpleVerifier.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/MethodWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IntInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/MethodOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/IincInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckClassAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/Analyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LdcInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/LineNumberNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SerialVersionUIDAdder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceSignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/AnnotationWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceClassVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/SimpleRemapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/TypeAnnotationNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ConstantPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/TableSwitchGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/signature/SignatureVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/AbstractInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/ClassConstantsCollector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingFieldAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/CodeSizeEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/BasicInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/CheckSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/InsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/AnalyzerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/FieldWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/analysis/SourceInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Handle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingSignatureAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/AdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/Opcodes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/TraceFieldVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/ASMifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/util/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/NameMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/RemappingAnnotationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/FieldInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/tree/JumpInsnNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/commons/InstructionAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#All rights reserved.

#Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#are met:

#1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

#   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

#3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

#   this software without specific prior written permission.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-

jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

writer.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

resize.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

signatures.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

annotations.properties

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840046_1613613019.19/0/asm-5-0-3-sources-7-jar/org/objectweb/asm/optimizer/shrink-

frames.properties

 

1.721 queue v1.1.0 
1.721.1 Available under license : 

**University of Illinois/NCSA Open Source License**

 

Copyright (c) 2018 University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

 

All rights reserved.

 

Developed by: University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign students and faculty

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal with the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimers.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimers in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the names of University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, nor the names of its contributors may be used to

endorse or promote products derived from this Software without specific prior written permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CONTRIBUTORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE SOFTWARE.
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1.722 swagger-annotations 2.1.2 
1.722.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/Server.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/ExampleObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityRequirements.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Schema.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Parameter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/callbacks/Callbacks.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/tags/Tags.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/Servers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-
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jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecuritySchemes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Operation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Encoding.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthFlow.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/OAuthScope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/Content.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/License.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/security/SecurityRequirement.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/ExternalDocumentation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/Info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/links/Link.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/responses/ApiResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Parameters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/info/Contact.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/OpenAPIDefinition.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/headers/Header.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/media/DiscriminatorMapping.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/extensions/Extensions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/Hidden.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1069435298_1594665075.15/0/swagger-annotations-2-1-2-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/annotations/servers/ServerVariable.java
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1.723 netty-codec-http 4.1.30.Final 
1.723.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the
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* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.

*
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* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1133931112_1618218507.39/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-30-final-sources-4-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

 

1.724 maven-settings 3.3.1 
1.724.1 Available under license : 

 

Maven Settings

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.725 netty-resolver 4.1.23.Final 
1.725.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/ResolvedAddressTypes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntries.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetSocketAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultHostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/CompositeNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-
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jar/io/netty/resolver/AbstractAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/DefaultNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/HostsFileEntriesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/InetNameResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/AddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/SimpleNameResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/NoopAddressResolverGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0
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 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-resolver/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1126401887_1611627346.83/0/netty-resolver-4-1-23-final-sources-2-

jar/io/netty/resolver/RoundRobinInetAddressResolver.java

 

1.726 httpclient 4.5.6 
1.726.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache HttpClient

Copyright 1999-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.727 asciidoctor 1.5.8 
1.727.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2012-2018 Dan Allen, Ryan Waldron and the Asciidoctor Project

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.728 gosnmp v1.25.0 
1.728.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012-2020 The GoSNMP Authors. All rights reserved.  Use of this

rights reserved.  Use of this source code is governed by a BSD-style

license that can be found in the LICENSE file.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Parts of the gosnmp code are from GoLang ASN.1 Library

(as marked in the source code).

For those part of code the following license applies:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.729 jackson-datatype-joda 2.9.5 
1.729.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.730 netty 3.10.5.Final 
1.730.1 Available under license : 

 

	            GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this